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SACCHARIN or GH}S\DE — (Beiii:o!/l-sii/.pIwnimidi').

A coal-tiir proiUiot, ;i ii(!i'iv;itive of toluene, with the for-

mula C'oH.i(CO)(!:>()2)NH. It occurs as a light, white pow-
der, odorless but with an intensely sweet taste. It is

ver\' slightly soluble iu cold water, more so in boiling-

water, alcohol, and glycerin. Its solution gives an acid

reaction, and it forms sweet salts with alkaloids and
metals. Its property of combining with alkaloids is taken

advantage of to supply quinine and other bitter sub-

stances in a more palatable form. The insolubility of

gluside is overcome by combining it with soda to form
a soda salt which is ver3' soluble. It may be prepared
by dissolving one hundred parts in water and neutraliz-

ing the solution with bicarbonate of soda and evaporat-

ing to dryness; this forms one hundred and thirteen

parts of soluble gluside or saccharin. It has been placed
in the British Phanr.acopcEia under the title of Glucidum.

Excepting in its sweetening power, gluside is not allied

to sugar in any way. It does not affect polarized light,
it lacks the essential character of sugar to jiroduce alco-

hol by fermentation, and when administered does not
increase the production of sugar in the system. It is this

latter quality that renders it of value in the treatment of

diabetes, where it is desired to avoid the use of sugar as

far as ])ossible.
Gluside is two hundred and eighty times as sweet as

sugar, and if it is remembered that an ordinary lump of

sugar ranges from 150 to 300 grains, it is very evident
that one-half to one grain will be an e(|uivaient. Its

disadvantages are the distaste that the patients are liable

to have for it after using it for a time, and the dry, acrid

sensation which it produces in the pharynx. In medicines,
it may also be used to replace sugar and syrup for the

purpose of rendering them palatable, one grain with a six-

ounce mixture furnishing sweetness equal to one ounce
of ordinary syrup. To facilitate dispensing, the follow-

ing solutions are prepared :

Lujimr Gliisidi.—Fiom the "National Formulary" of
the American Pharmaceutical Association. Gluside, 510

grains; bicarbonate of sodium, 240 grains; alcohol, 4

tluidounces; water, sufficient to produce l(i tluidounces.

Each drachm represents four grains of gluside.
EU.rir Glusidi.—From the "

Unofficial Formulary
" of

the British Pharniaceutical Conference. Gluside, 480

grains; bicarbonate of .sodium, 240 grains; rectified

spirit, 3i Huidoiinces; distilled water, a sufficiency.
Kub the gluside and tlie liicarbonate of sodium in a mor-
tar, with half a pint of distilled water gradually added.
When dissolved, add the spirit, filter and wash the filter

with sullicicnt distilled water to make one pint. Each
drachm represents three grains. Saccharin maybe given
freely, as it is devoid of toxic action. In some cases re-

ported its prolonged use has produced svnqitoms of gas-
tric disturbance with indigestion, but this rarely occurs.
As much as scvcnly-livc grains have been given at one
dose without producing any ill effect. It is, however,
advisable that not more than twenty-live grains daily be
administered.

Gluside possesses antiseptic properties iu common with
other coal-tar derivatives, and for this reason it has been

suggested as a remedy iu many diseases. It has been
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used in pulmonary phthi.sis, acute articular rheumatism,
scarlatina, intestinal catarrh, cystitis, and a number of
other disorders in which its antiseptic action might prove
of service. Of the.se, cystitis is the only one in which
any satisfactory results have been obtained. In this con-
dition it is administered internally and renders the urine

antiseptic during its excretion. When there are pus and
an alkaline reaction, this is rapidly overcome, and the
ui'ine becomes clear and normal in character; the change
in the urine being accompanied by a corresponding im-

provement iu the mucous mcndiranc of the bladder.
Three grains, in divided doses, daily, is the quantify rec-

ommendefl, and this is to be continued for a prolonged
period. The bladiler may also be irrigated at the same
time. Beaamunt Small.

SAOCHAROMYCOSIS.—Our knowledge of pathogenic
yeasts and of flie i>athological conditions produced by
them is at present but slight; and the unsatisfactory state

of the classificatiouand terminolog3'of the blastomycetes
has led to much confusion. Inasmuch as the blastomy
cetes are usually divided into various genera, Sacchnro-

myces, O'kliiim, Monillit, etc., the term saccha i-omycosis
should be limited to the pathological conditions produced
b}' tlie yeasts which arc included under the .Sitccharomy-

cetes, viz., those characterized by their power to ferment

sugar and form alcohol, of which Siin-/iiii-am>/ces cerevism

may be taken as the type. But few observations of such

pathogenic yeasts have been made. The most important
contributions to this subject are those of Busse and
Curtis.

In 1895 Busse obtained pathogenic yeasts from a wom-
an suffering with a peculiar cystic tumor of the tibia,
which on microscopical examination presented the ap-
pearance of a sarcomatous-like granulation ti.ssue con-

taining giant cells. From the viscid tluid obtained from
the tumor yeast-like fnngi were cultivated. Pure cult-

ures of the yeast were pathogenic for mice and rabbits,

giving rise, when injected into the animal, to nodules of

chronic granulation tissue, and leading to the formation
of metastatic miliary nodules in the brain, kidneys, and
lungs. The organism grew well on ordinary media, at

ordinary and incubator temperatures, forming white,
non-characteristic growths, which did not liijuefy gela-
tin. On special media to which malt extract was adih'd
the growth was more abundant, and on potato and other

media, grayish or black cultures were obtained. Acid
media seemed especially to favor its growth. Glucose
media were fermented with the production of alcohol
and carbonic dioxide. Heproduction took place by bud-

ding exclusivelj'. The patientdied thirteen monthsafter
the appearance of the tibial tumor, and at autopsy nu-
merous foci of disease, containing t he yeast in great abund-
ance, wore found in the lungs, kidney, and sideen, some
reaching the size of an apjile. The yeasts were also

found in a small corneal vesicle, microscopically these

lesions resembled those of a chronic intlamniatory proc-
ess with caseous and fatty degeneration; in these lesions

the yeastis were found in great numbers, lying singlj' or

in colonies.

In the next year a similar case was reported by Curtis,
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who obtained a yeast, Saeefinromi/ces subcutanetis tiime-

faneiin, from myxomiitous tumors ni>pcariii<r iii ii young
man, bcncatli tliu skin of llie neck ami tliigli. and also

fron> a large ulcer of the loin. Jlicroscopically lliose

tumors r<.'Si-mbliil niy.xosarcoma. Both in anil between
the tumor cells yeasts were found in larjre numbers.
These were easily cultivated, and caused sn^'.ir to ferment
with the product Ion of alcohol. Dogs, rabbits, rats, ami
mice were susceptible to inoculation, a chronic inllamma-

tioii and prolitiTalion being produced at the site of

injection. In okl cultures endosporous division was
seen.

Corselli and Frisco report a case of saccharomycosis in

which '
s;ircomatoiis

" imdules were found in I he omentum
and meseiiteiy. Tliechylousaseitic lliiid olnained bye,\-

plonitiiry puiictureduring life contained the yeast fungi.
which w<re cultivated and found to be pathogenic lor

dogs, nibbits, and guimapigs.
Pathogenic yeast fimgi have also been found in cases

of chrimic catarrh of the uterine cervi.x (Colfe and

Buschke), and in inoliferative catarrh of the nasal mucosa
(Buss<-). .Saecharoniycetes liave also been reported as

occurring in the secretion from a case of peculiar iiitlaiii-

niation of the conjunctiva and cornea; in iili.iiyngitis;

in the purulent discharge of otitis media; in the blood,

sputum, and urine of a case of typhus (Oalmcttc); in a

pseudomembranous angina in a patient suffering from

typhoid (Froisier and Achabne). Snecharomyces ruber

has been regarded as the cause of a house ciiidemic of

intestinal catarrh, the infection occurring through the

contamination of milk. This .s;une yeast was isolated by
Casjigrandi from diabetic urine. When inoculated into

animals it produced small nodules containing pus. A
variety closely related to, if not identical willi Sticcharo-

myrfg renrixiip, has been found in the coating of the

tongne, in diarrhoeal stools, in vomited material, and in

diabetic urine.

Inasmuch as the organism of thrush is cla.sscd by some
writers as a yeast

—
S<iccliuromi/ir>i <ilhic(ins—the lesions of

thrush would be considered under the head of saccharo-

mycosis. (See Mouth, Diaeasesof, in Tiii': Aitknuix.)
Pathogenic s;iccharomycetes liave been found in a

number of diseased conditions of the lower animals.

iyiee/iaroiiii/ceK /i /'/<•;• (Maffuci and Sirleo) has been regarded
as the cause of a pulmonary alTeclion which occurs in

guinea-pigs and resembles tuberculous pmnimonia, and
of an intestinal condition in the same animal, character-
ized by ulceration of the mucosa and enlarg<'menl of the
mesenteric glands. Sin-c/nirDiiiift'cs fpittiihitint has been
described by Casigrandi and Buscalioui as occurring in

the intestinal tract of mammals. These authors isolated
it from the stomach and intestines of rabbits. It causes

glucose to ferment with the f<nination of alcohol and it

inverts saccharose. When inoculated into ralibits. guinea-
pigs, and r.its it produces nodules containing pus, and
tinally death. Sanfelice obtained from swine a non-

liquefying, gas-producing yeast
—

l^tiirluiriimyrtH (jriiiiii-

lomittiixiis—pathogenic only for swine, and jiroducing
granulomatous nodules, containiiig giant cells, in which
the parasites often become caleilied. The e.xperimental
"pseudo-tumors" produced by the injection of blasto-

mycetes have also been descrilied under the head of sac-

charomycosis.
The various pathogenic organisms described as saccha-

romycetes and the lesions ascribed to them can hold but
a tentative position in pathology, until more definite

light has been thrown upon the" subject by additional
observation ami experimentation.

Aldred Scott Warthin.

SACRO-ILIAC DISEASE.—Tuberculous disease of the
sacid-iliac ariieulalion is uncoiumoii and extremely so in
childhood. The symptoms are pain, limping, weakness,
and change in attitude. The pain is referred to the side
of the pelvis or radiates over the buttock or thigh. It is

increased by jars, by turning the body suddenly, some-
times by coughing or laughing. A peculiar iV'eling of

insecurity and weakness about the pelvis and hip-joint

is a common symptom. The trunk is inclined toward
the sound limb, as a result of which the pelvis is lowered
on the alVeeted side. The leg seems longer than its fel-

low, and the patient walks with a peculiar awkward limp.
In the early stage of the disease there is lio deformity of
the limb, but if a pelvic ab.scess forms tlie thigh may
become lle.xed. Locally there may be sensitiveness to
direct pressure on the articidation and swelling in the

neighborhood of the disease, although this is usually a
late symptom. I'ain is induced by lateral ]iressuie on
the pelvis or by any manipulation tljat disturtis the artic-

idation.

Abscess tinally appears in the majority of c;ises. It

may be extra- or iiitrapelvic. In the latter case it may
jiresent itself above the crest of the ilium. It may pass
through the sciatic notch or appear in the ischiorcctjil

fossa, or it may break into the rectum.
Sacroiliac disease may be mistaken for S(;iatiea or for

disease of the hip or spine. The freedom of motion and
the al)sence of muscular spasm when the pelvis is ti.\ed,
if examination is carefully conducted, sliould exclude
both the one and the other, although the jiain on lateral

pressure, which is describeil as the most characteristic

symptom, may be .sinnilaled closely Ijy primary acetab-
idar di.sease. The altitude is similar to that of sciatica,
b\it the symptoms of local sensitiveness to jars and to

manipulation are much more marked.
TitK.VT.MKNT.—The local treatment consists in protect-

ing the sensitive parts from injuiy, and the removal of the
disease if it be pos.sible. In the ambulatory treatment a
plaster spica bandage or a double Thomas hip brace
coiubined with the use of crutches may be indicated, but
in most instances a broad, stmng pelvic girdle, which may
be drawn tightl_v about the pelvis, \-ill be most etticient.

If motion of the spine causes discomfort, this giriUe may
lie ri'inforced bj' some form of spinal brace. Constitu-
tional treatment is of course indicated as in other forms
of tubercidous disease.

The ntOGXosis is unfavorable, probably because the

majority of the cases are in adults, a cla.ss in which the

prognosis of any t ulierculous disease is more serious than
in childliood. In addition tliere is usually the complica-
tion of an infected and burrowing abscess.

Injury of tlie Siicro^lUiic ArticAiliition.—All the symp-
toms described as characteristic of the tuberculous dis-

ease of the sacro-iliac articulation may be induced by
strain or other injuries of this region, and doubtless

by other alTectinns than tuberculosis, such, for example,
as rheinnalism or infectious arthritis.

Such causes are jierliaps more common in early life

than is tulierculcnis disease. The ]>rinciples of treatment
(that is, rest and protection of the sensitive part by the

pelvic girdle or other support) are indicated. If this
treatment is eltieient the cure is usually rapid and com-
plete, huyiil W/iitmtiii.

SAEGERSTOWN MINERAL SPRINGS (formerly Eu-
reka Springs).

—i.'rawfoid Coimty, PiMUisvlvania.
Post-Okfici-:.—Saeger.stown. Hotel and sanatorium.
Accicss.—Via main line of the Erie Hailroad to Saegers-

lown, six miles east of Jleadville.

Saegerstown issitiiated on the historic Venango River,
now called French Creek, in a beautiful and healthful

valley, 1,200 feet above tlie ocean level. The scenery
here is of a cliurmiiig rural characler, and the surround-

ings olTer excellent opportunities for tisliing, rowing,
hunting, driving, bicycling, etc. The sanatorium is a
large and commodious building, having all the modern
conveniences of a hotel combined with facilities for the
care and treatment of invalids. The grounds are taste-

fully laid out, and include spaces for croquet, lawn-
tennis, and other games. A billiard-room and bowling
alley have been fitted up for the guests of the house, and
during the busy season an orchestra will furnish music
in the evening hours. The hotel is open the enlire year.
There are two mineral springs at Saegerstown. issuing
from a bed of rock ab(nit three hundred feet deep. An
analysis, made iu 1890 by W. H. Dean, analytical chemist
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of Wilkcsbanc sliowcd the following cbomiciil ingredi-
ents of one of the springs:

Que United States gallon contains (solids): Sodium
chloride, gr. 7.46; sodium sul|)liale, gr. 0.62; potassium
sulphate, gr. 0.22; euleium sulphate', gr. 4.38; (calcium

carbonate, gr, 3.26; magnesium earbonale, gr. 3.83; iron

o.xide and alumina, gr. 0.13. Total, 18.8!) grains.
The water is fiee from nitrali's ami nitrites or otlier

organic iuipuritii's. and will keep iMdeliuitely without

undergoing impairment of mineral ])roperties. TIk!

water is liottled and sliipped to all points. It will be
found useful in the diseases benefited by this class of

water.s. Elal)oratc bathing facilities are supplied to visi-

tors at the si)rings. Jiinux K. Crook.

SAFFRON.—^CMu's/t Saffron. Crocus U. S. P., B. P.,

P. G. Sliijiiuita croci. f-liiffniii, Fr. Cod. The dried

stigmas of Croctm utitinin Ij. (fam. Ij/ifurnf).

The salfron plant is a perennial herb, resembling col-

chieum, but with an inferior ovary. It grows from a

flattened Ueshy corm and bears one or two flowers, each

possessing a long thread-shaped style, terminating in

three long stigmatic branches. These branches, with a

very short porficm of the style,
are eolleeted and dried and con-

stitute the drug. The nativity of

the plant is not certainly known.
C'ultivated plantsyield the whole
of the product, which is mostly
exported from southern Europe,
especially Spain. It grows read-

ily in most warm-tcniperate re-

gions, but the piolitable produc-
tion of saffron is chiefly a labor

problem, since nearly four thou-

sand flowers are required to yield an ounce, and its suc-

cessful production retpiirese.xceedingl}' low-priced labor.

Description.—Sejiarate stigmas or three attached to a

very short portion of their style, each 2 to 3 cm. (about 1

in.) long, flattisli-lilifnrm below, dilated and funnel-
form tubular above, with the margin irregularly notched ;

orange-brow'n, the style portion yellow; texture some-
what cartilaginous, unctuous to the touch, strongly and

peculiarly aromatic and bitterish. When chewed it

tinges the saliva deep orange-yellow.
So costly a drug is of course subject to numerous and

cunningly devised methods of adulteration, some of

wliieli are provided against as follows by our Pliarma-

copceia :

When soaked in water, it should not deposit any pul-
verulent, mineral matter, nor show the presence of or-

ganic svdjstanees differing in shape from that described.

On agitating 1 part of saffron with 100,000 parts of

water, the liquid will accjuire a distinct yellow color.

No color is imparted to benzin agitated with saffron (ali-

seuce of picric acid and some otJier ctjul-tar color.<<).

On drying saffron at 100° C. (312° F.), it should not lose

more tlian fourteen per cent, of its weight (absence of
(tihhil iriitcr).

When thus dried, and ignited with free access of air, 100

parts of the dry saffron should not leave more than 7. 5 per
cent, of ash (alisenec of foreign inorganic snbstancen).
One of the commonest methods of^ increasing the yield

of saffron is that of collecting a large portion of the style
with the stigmas, and the possible presence of these

styles is referred to in our own and other pliarmacopteias.
Onion roots have been elio])ped up and colored to svdi-

stitute saffron, as have ollii'r fibrous or filamentous
bodies. The most iuqiortant stdisfitute. however, and
that very generally sold for saffron in this countiy, is

safflower, which will be found described at thc! close of
this article. The detection of adulterants of nearly all

kinds is far le.ss easy when the product is jiressed into

cakes, so that loo.se or "
hay

"
salfron is always to be ]n'e-

ferred. All things <^>nsidcred. the microscope probably
offers the most reliable me;uis for delecting .•idulleranis,

and a modiM'alely low power sulliees for most of them.
('oNs'i iTi'KN'rs.—Salfron owes its odor to about one

l)er cent, of a volatile oil, which differs considerably ac-

cording to the method of dislillaliou, being sometimes
lighter, sometimes heavier than water. Its color is due
to the presence of the yellow glucosidc crocin (CiiIIjoOjs),
which yiekis reddish crocetin. The name polyc/iroit was
formerly applied to this coloring matter, l)ut the sub-
stance so described was subsequently found to be a
mixture, consisting largely of crocin. The bitteri.sh

taste of ercjcus isdui' loa glueoside which has been called

picrocrocin. The other constituents of crocus are unim-

portant. Crocin is veiy slightly soluble in water, unless
rendered alkaline, but is solubh^ in ah'ohfil. It becomes
blue, then violet-brown with concentrated suliihuricacid.
and green, afterward yellow and brown, with nitric a(-id.

The yield of volatile oil is greatly increased by previous
treatment with sulphuric acid.

A<"no.N ASD Use.—Cioeus has liad a wonderful his-

tory as a drug. It was credited wilh remarkal)le powers
by the ancients, and is still so, to .some e.xleut, by the
more ignorant classes. It, however, probably po.s.sesses
no otlier medicinal properties than tliose of a mild aro-

matic, stinudant, carminative, and antispasmodic, and
may be given in doses of 0.3-2 gm. (gr. v.-xxx.). The
Pharmaeopo'ia pi'ovides a ten-iier-cent. tincture. As
used at tlie jiresent day, especially in the United Slates,
it is almost wholly for the purposes of coloring and slight
flavoring.

,Sii£l,nrer, Ciirthii/iiiix, Africnn or tJi/er's saff'ron, False,
American or T/ri.ittc saffron, consists of the florets of Car-
t/aimng tincioriiis L. (fam. Coinpoxifa-). Although called
American saffron, this plant is of Oriental nativity. It is

widely cultivated for ornament and also, to some extent,
for the product here described. It produces handsome
large flower heads, of an orange-yellow color, at the ends
of the branches. From these theUonts are plucked out,

dried, and constitute the drug. They were formerly
largely used for dyeing i)nrpo.ses and are still so u-^ed to

a considerable extent in India. They constitute a red or

deep orange-red mass, of a rather slight charaeUMistic
odor and an aromatic and bitterish taste. The individual
florets are about 2 cm. {i in.) long, though often bioken.
tubular, and very deeply divided iuto Ave linear and

nearly e(|Ual lobes. The stamens have long exsciled co-

herent anthers and a slender style which is considerably
longer than the stamens. The ovary should not be pres-
ent. The prinei|)al coloring matter of safllovver is tieep

yellow and constitutes one-fourth or more of the \\ eight
of the drug. It is known as safflor i/ellom (CnHjuOii)
and is soluble in water. There is also a fi'action of one

per cent, of the red coloring matter carlliainic acid or
carllianrin (Ci ill,,.();), which is not soluble in water but

gives a beautifid purple color in alcohol. The latter

coloring matter exists in commerce as a reddish brown,
somewhat metallic powder. It is used in rmige-inaking.
The properties and uses of satflower differ but little from
tho.se of saffron, and its principal use is in fact the sub-
stitution of the latter. Henry 11. lindiy.

SAGE.— (?«5*?i Rage. Salma, U. S. P. The dried
leaves of Salvia, officinalis L. (fam. Lahiata).
This is a half shrubby, gray-liairy i)erennial, the stems

dying down to within a foot or so of the gnnuid in the

fall, but branching very fieely into herbaceous flowering
branches, which are quadrangidar and attain a height of
two or three feet. Tlie leaves are oiijiosite, the flowers
in a mixed spike, with two-lijipeil, pubescent, bell-

shaped caly.x, and a conspicuously labiate, blue corolla,
with a ring of hairs at Ww. liase, inside: upper lip of the
corolla concave, notched at tlu^ ajiex, the lower three-

lobed; the central one much flu,' largest and longest.
Perfect stamens two, wilh wiilely divergent anther cells,

but one of which in each stamen is perfect. Ovary four-

lobed. Fruit of four nutlets. Sage, like so many others
of our hou.sehold iiunts, is a natives of Southern Kurope.
It has, however, been cidtivated for centuries, and trans-

planted to all temperate eomilries. Leaves rather long
and stoutly petioli-d. the blades 3-7 cm. (abmit I-:! in.)

long and nearly half as broad, oblong or slightly broader
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below llio middle, roiiiidcd or sulK-ordiite at the base,

mostly blunt at the summit, civimlatc. tliitkish, gray-
green, and densely liairy. espeeially underneath, very
strongly veined, the veins linely reticulate, often piukisli
or iiurplish, as is the petiole : aromatie in odor and taste,
the latter also bitter and somewhat astrinj;enl.

Sage owes its very clianicleristic odor and its proper-
ties as an iiromalic drug to u peculiar volatile oil (less
than one per cent, in the fresh, up to 2.5 Jier cent, of the

dried leaves). It also contains an unknown hitter sub-
stjinte and apparently tannin, together w ith resin and a
little gum. Uil of sa.ge is a conunereial article, and is of

a yellowish or gieenish-yellow color, with a sjiecific

gravity of about 0.92. Its chief ccuistitueut has been
called .sidviol, but it is now considered identical with thu-

jone. the active constituent of Arbor vit:e. and this

occurs also in some other volatile oils. A small amount
of ciueol is also contained.

Sage resembles the rest of the >rint family in its gen-
eral action; it is aromatic, a gastric stimulant, and by
reason of its bitterness al.so tonic. It is also, what all are

not, mildly astringent. In large quantities of liot water,
like many other mints, it is given as a sudorific in the

beginning of feverish colds, etc. Sage is useful iu

mouth washes and as a gargle. It is, however, almost

entirely a domestic remedy, and even as such but little

used of late, although formerly in high repute. It is one
of the ingredients of the formerly ollicial aromatic wine
( Vinum Aromaticum), an oM-fasliioned linin.ent.

li'. P. Ihlles.

SAINT AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA.—This picturesque
and well-known winter resort is situated on the Atlantic

coast of Flori<la, thirty-eight miles southeast from Jack-
sonville, and about two hundred and fifty miles north of

Palm Hcach. The city occupies a narrow peninsula
opposite Anastasia Island, which forms a breakwater

against the open ocean. The surrounding country is fiat

and sjindy and covered with the scrub palmetto.
The town is the oldest in the United Stales, and has a

permanent population of between four and five thou-
sjind inhabitants, which number is doubled or more at

the height of the sea.son. The city retains many of its

antiquities, and is exceedingly quaint and attractive.

The narrow streets; the ancient Spanish "coquina,"
or shell-limestone residences, with their overhanging
balconies; the old "'City Hall," and Fort Marion, are ail

exceedingly interesting relics of the Spanisli <iccupanoy.
Many new and attractive buildings have of late years

sprung up—.several extensive hotels of the Spanish style
of architecture, with beautiful grounds and court.vards;
villas, with grounds ornamented with orange, lemon,
and tig trees, palms, and a variety of tropical flowers and
shrubs; churches, convents, and the restored Cathedral
anil Old Market.
The attractions at this resort are many and varied, a.5

can easily be imagined. Besides lliosealready mentioned.
there are a United Slates military post, with daily guard
mount, the sea wall alTording a delighlftd iiromenade
along the water front; many excursions by water; visits

to tlie onuige groves; drives, hunting, fishing, sailing,

golf, and the never-ending delight of wandering through
the old town. Connecti'd with one of the hotels is a
casino, where are Turkish baths, a swimming pool, va-
rious entertainment halls, lawn-tennis courts, etc.

The winter climate is a mild, equable, moist one ; and in
summer the heat is tempered by the sea bro'e/es. Frosts
are rare. Althoiigh the climate is of a somewhat less

tropical nature I ban that of the resorts on the lower half
of the peninsula, such .is Palm I'eaeh, Tampa, and Miami,
still a very comfortable, mild atmosphere is found here in
the winter, and there is a good proportion of sunny days.
The average mean temperature of twenty years for the

four seasons, as given by Dr. Wall {I'/ic' Climatologist,
October 1.5tli. 1891). is as follows Wegrces Fahr.l: Spring,
<58..')°; summer, 80.3°; autumn. 71, .5 ; winter. .58. 1"; and
for the whole year. 6P.G'. For the four winter months,
according to the same authority, it is, for Ueccmber,

5T.2' ; January, iu' ; February, ,'J9.9' ; March. 63.3'. The
average yearly rainfall is about 49 inches, varying quite
considerablv in ditTen-nt years; for example, it was 07.4

inches in ISSO and So. 9 inches in 1».51. The least rainfall

appeal's to be in January. The prevailing winds aie from
the northeast. The climatic data of Jacksonville, which
is only thirty miles to the north of St. Augustine, can
be taken as fairly accurateh' representing those of the
latter resort, and the reader is referred totlie article upon
JiirliSdiiriUe in Vol. \'. of the H.\Ki)BO0K for more ex
tcndeil meteorological facts.

The water supply is abundant and obtained from arte-

sian wells; and the streets an; clean and well lighted.
The sanitary conditions of the hotelsare carefully looked
after.

There is a well-appointed, indeed a luxurious, liydro-
therapeutie establi.shinent where hot and cold saline and
hydroelectric baths are given by skilled attendants; and
cases of rheumatism, gout, and nervous disorders are
treated in this way. The Xaidieim baths and the Scholt

system of treatment for heart disease; various methods
of electrical apjilications, gymnastics, douches, and mas-
sage are also included in this establishment.

January, February, and .March are the months in

which St. Augustine is the most frequented. On ac-
count of its easy accessibility, mild climate, excellent
a<-eommodations and many attractions, this has become
a popular and fashionable winter resort, and has been
compared to Newport and Saratoga. Kxcursinus to

other portions of Florida can easily be made from this

point. Edward 0. Otis.

SAINT CATHARINE'S WELL.—Post-Office.—St.

Caliiarine's. Ont.-irio. Hotel. The AVelland House.
Access.—Via Graud Trunk R;iihva3' front Toronto, or

Bullalo.

Anali/sis (Professor Croft).—^Ten thousand grains of
water contain: Carbonate of iron, gr. 0.5210; carbonate
of lime, gr. 0.0820; sulphate of lime, gr. 19.7934; chlor-
ide of calcium, gr. 174.4870; chloride of magnesium, gr.
40.0044; chloride of sodium, gr. 378.4196; chloride of

potassium, gr. 2,8119; bromideof sodium, a trace; iodide
of sodiinn, gr. 0.0140. Total, 610.79.38 grains.

St. Catharine's is situated twelve miles from Xiagara
Falls in what is termed "the Garden of Canada." There
are a number of springs which have long been famous,
and at dilTerent times sanatoria have been opened. The
Welland is under excellent management and has during
the past year been enlarged and furnished wilhall the

ap|iliances of a modern sanatorium. A resident physician
is in charge with a statT of skilled nurses. Every' provi-
sion is made to utilize the water after the most approved
methods of hydrotherapeutics. The hotel is open
throughout the year.

• Beaumont Small.

SAINT CLAIR SPRINGS.—St. ClairCouutv, Michigan.
Pos'r-t)FFH'K.— St. Clair Springs. Hotel, The Oak-

land.

Access.—From Detroit by steamer from the foot of
Griswold Street, twice daily; distance tifty miles. Also
from Detroit via Grand Trunk Hallway "(foot of Brush
Street), twice daily ; distance fifty-one miles. Bailroad
connection for springs can also be made at St. Thomas.
Ontario, via Canada Southern Hailroad. Steamer con-
nection once daily is made at Port Huron, Mich.
. St. Clair Springs is one of the strictlv first-class health
and pleasure resorts of the United Slates. The Oakland
Hotel, situated in a tract of .-ilKnit one liiindred and sixty-
five acres fronting on the St. Clair River, at the extreme
southern jiortion of thi- city of St. Clair, affords all the
comforts, conveniences, and luxuries to be found at our
older Eastern resorts or at the Eiu'opean spas. The hotel

is open for the reception of health- or pleasure-seekers all

the year round. Two classes of mineral watcis of very
pronounced yet very dilTerent type are fotmd here. The
first of these is a powerful muriated saline water. The
analysis is by Professor Dutlield:

One United States gallon cont.ains (solids): Sodium
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cliloridc, gr. 8,120; calcium chloride, gr. 7.382.20;

ma.giiesium chloride, gr. 1,012.20; calcium sulphate, gr.
144.20; silica, gr. 41G; alumina, gr. 830; and traces of

maguesium carbonate, calcium carbonate, nia.gnesium
iodide, and magnesium bromide. Total. IT. 904. GO

grains. .Sul|ihureted hydrogen gas. 2.].o0 cubic inches.
It will be ol).served that the water contains an unusu-

all.v large quantity of chloride of lime. The salt is be-

lieved by some observers to po.ssess valuable ultei'ativc

properlics and to be of great assistance in the treatment
of the strumous diatliesis. The water also possesses all

the well-known virtues of theden.sely cliar.ged chloride-

of-sodium groups. It is used only for bathing ]uirposes
and as a spray or douche. An elegant and elaborate

bathhouse, presenting all varieties of baths, sjjiays,
douches, etc., is maintained iu ccmuection with the hotel.

The '
Salularis

"
is a natiu'al gaseous alkaline mineral

water, very wholesome and pure. It is said to be en-

tirely free from organic matter, and constitutes an e.vcel-

lent table water. It is bottled and extensively sold iu

the United States.

The attractions in and about the Oakland Hotel are of
a manifold character: expansive slmded lawns, pictur-

esque drives; boating and .sailing on the rivej-, and aU
the indoor pastimes of the day will be found here.

Janus K. Crook.

SAINT HELENA WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS —
Napa County. California.

Post-Office.—St. Helena. Hotel and cottages.
Access.—Take ferry from San Francisco foot of Mar-

ket Street, at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Arrive at St. Helena via

Calistoga train at 11:03 .\.m. and 7;08 p.m. Take stage
to springs, two miles distant.

0.\E United States Gallo.x Co.ntains:

Solids.
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formation of toruiidoes; anil on May 27tb, 1896, there oc-

ciirrt'cl in St. Louis one of the most terrilic ones ever
known in the L'nited States, ploughing in a moment a

husio furrow throusth the city and destroying a large
number of lives and an immense amount of ]iro|ierty.
Such calamities, however, are rare, but, nevertheless,
the latent conditions are always existent, and what has

happened may hap|ien again.
During the summer months all who are able seek a

cooler climate at the seashore or in the mountains; but

during the rest of the year St. Louis is a comfortable
and wholesome place of residence. It has been feared

that the Chicago ilrainage canal, which emiities into the

Illinois River.—which latter in turn Hows into the Missis-

sippi above St. Louis.—might pollute the waters of this

river as it Hows past St. Loins. No sure evidence,

however, to the writer's knowledge, has been adduced
to show that this is the fact, or that the drinking-water,
which is derived from the river, is injuriously allected.

For a description of the manifold attractions in and
about the city, the guide books must be consulted; and
for the history of tlie founding of the city, the reader is

referred to Parkman's fascinating works.
From St. Louis interesting excursions can be made

either up the river to St. Paul, or in the otiier direction to

New Orleans, The steamers arc comfortable and com-
modious. From St. Louis to New Orleans is a distance

of 1.250 miles, and the steamer occupies about a week
in traversing it. For one who desires a slow, restful

journey amidst oddly picturesque scenery, a journey
soothing to tired nerves and yet of strange interest, this

voyage down the Jlississippi "can be unqtialiliedly recom-
mended from personal ex jjerience. Edminl 0. Otis.

SAINT LOUIS SPRING.—Gratiot County, Michigan.
PosT-On'icii.—St. Louis. Hotels and sanatoriums.

Analysis by S. P. Duffield :

One L'nited States gallon contains (solids): Sodium
bicarbonate, gr. 8s.(i6; caleiunr bicarbonate, gr. .57.83;

magnesium bicarbonate, gr. 14..58: iron bicarbonate, gr. 1;

calcium sulphate, gr. 5.5.41; calcium silicate, gr. 5.60;

silica, gr, 2.40; organic matter and loss, gr. 1.66. Total,
227.14 grains. Gases, sidphuretcd hydrogen, a trace;
carbonic acid, 5.17 cubic inches.

The results of treatment with these waters, according
to Dr. Stiles Kennedy, show them to be especially bene-
ficial in dyspepsia, neuralgia, and chronic rheumatism.
The water, as .shown by the analysis, is strongly alkaline,
and also contains sullicient iron to impart to it the prop-
erties of the chalybeate class. The waters were once

supposed to be strongly magnetic, but it has been proved
by the experiments of Walton, and corroborated by a
committee of the Jlichigan State; Jledical Society, that
the so-called magnetic properties were derived from the
metallic tubing which encased the; well. Tlw resort is still

kept up well and is very popular. Jiiuxk K. Criwl;.

SAINT MORITZ, SWITZERLAND. See Eiir/adine.

SAINT PAUL, MINN.—This city, and several oilier

points in Jlinnesota. wei formerly popular as winter
health resorts lor consumptives, on the theory that steady
cold weather was peciUiarly bracing to the constitution,
and thus iiardened the patient was put in a inoi-c favor-

able coudition to overcome his disease. There is un-
doubted truth in this, provided the air is pure as well as

cold, and provided other favorable climatic factors exist,
such as sunsliine, absence of high winds, and dryness.
There have been developed, however, other and better
climates of the bracing winter ty|ie, such as the various
well-known resorts in the Alps and in Colorado; and, in

conseiiuence, the former reputation of Jlinuesota has
declined. Further, large cities are obviously never so
favorable as health resorts for pulmouaiy tuberculosis,
and hence St. Paul and its sister city, Minneapolis, now
grown so large, could not be recommended for a resi-

dence to those surtering from this disease, even if the
climate were better than it actually is.

The characteristics of this climate are, first of all. the

steady cold winter weather, the mean teniiierature of the
four months, December, .January, February, and March,
being 19,6° F., while the minimum temperature has been
as low as — 39° F. in December and — 3V in January.
Secondl}', may be mentioned the freedom from the sud-
den and constant great variations in tcmjierature.so com-
mon along the Atlantic coast : it is very cold in winter,
but it is a steady cold, and there are no thaws. Again,
when we consider the low winter temperature, a relative

humidity of 72.4 per cent, indicates a dry atmosphere,
quite different from that of New York City, for instance,
w-ith about the same relative humidity in winter, but
with an average mean winter temperature 14.8' F.

higher, the ab.solute humidity at St. Paul being only half
as great in the winter as at New York City; so that we
have a dry as well as a cold atmosphere. The average
precipitation is seen to be small, about two-thirds of
that of New York City.
There is no great amount of wind at St. Paul, particu-

larly in the winter; and a very considerable amount of
sunshine. In both of these respects St. Paul shows a
marked superiority over New' York City.
From its inland location, St. Paul is free from all those

perturbations of temperature caused by the influence of
the .sea, which prevail in the large sea-bound cities of the
United States, or in the cities lying upon the great lakes.

St. Paul is a beautiful city, and atlords many attrac-
tive e.xcursious in the vicinity:

—-one is to Lake Jlinne-

tonka, forty miles distant, a popular summer resort with
hotels and cottages, where the air is pure and invigorat-
ing, and where man}' opportunities are afforded for out-
of-door life. Convalescents and those suffering from ner-
vous affections are said to do well in this climate. From
St. Paul the journey down the Mississippi River begins.

Cli.m.^te op St. Paul, Minn. L.vtitude, 44° 58'; Longitude, 93" 3'.

Years.

Pekiod ok Oisseuv.^tion, Thirteen

Temperature, Degrees Kalir.—

Average or tidrinal

Mean of wannest
Mean of coldest

Averape dally range
HiL'lHsl or inaximtnn
I.ovvest or nilnlmum

Hnmldlty-
Averaire mean relative

Prcri|iiuitlon-
Avei-age In Inches

Wind
rn'vailing direetinn

Avenice hoiirlv vi-loclly In miles
Weather—
Averace numtier of clear days
Averace number of fair days
Average numlier of clear and fair days

January.

12. Sl-

at. 3
r,.»

19. .T

4n.n
-;)i.o

72.1*

1.07

N. W.
7.8

13
21

March.

28..5°

41.2
•» o

1915
r.8.0

-.22. .5

8W

l.(H

N. W.
9.2

8.3
12.0
20.3

May.

58.8°
68.7
48.3
30.4
84.0
24.0

60..W
3.72

S. E.
9.6

8.8
14.2
23.0

July.

71.8°
82.8
62.7
20.1
100.0
46.0

69.9«

3.22

S. E.

10.6
15.8
26.4

Sep-
tember.

58.4°
70.7
50.7
20.0
94.0
30.0

70.7X

3.26

S. E.
8.2

9.1

13.8
22.9

No-
vember.

30.1°
40.2
28.8
16.4
72.0

-24.5

72i<

1.42

N. W.
8.3

6.5
13.7
20.2

De-
cember.

18.7°
28.2
12 2
IB.'O

56.0
-39.0

74.3!<

1.28

N. \V.

7.5

8.8
12.8
21.6

16.6°

72.4X

3.42

N. W.
7.8

25. 6
36.2
61.8

Tear.

43.7

69.1*

29.94

S. E.
8.4

1(»>.2

139.9
266.1
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and the portion between tliis city and St. Louis, consti-

tuting the first stage, is one of beautiful ;ind grand scen-

ery. The distance is about eight lumdrcd uiiles.

Jidward 0. Otis.

SALACETOL — salautol, C„H,.OH.CO.0CHs.C0CH3—is a compound of acetone and salicylic acid containing
seventy-one per cent, of the latter. It oecursastine acic-

ular crystals or scales insoluble in cold water, slightly
soluble in cold alcohol, and freely soluble in hot alcohol,

ether, and chloroform. In its action it resembles snlol,

the analogous compound of phenol and salicylic aci<l,

and like it separates into its components in the intes-

tine. The dose is 1-3 gm. (gr. xv.-xlv.).
W. A. Bastedo.

SALACTOL is a solution of the lactate and salicylate
of sodium in a oue-per-eent. sv)lution of hydrogen dio.\-

ide. It is employed in diphtheria as a gargle, or applied
to the throat with a brush. II'. ^1. Bastedo.

SM.\C\H.—{S<didn>im. U. S. P., B. P.), CsHisO, =
285. as. This is a neutral principle obtained from several

species of Sdlix and Popiilii.i{F-M\\. f<aliiytoew).

Salicin is easily prepared from willow bark by extract-

ing with water, precipitating tannin, etc., with litharge,

evaporating and crystallizing out the salicin, and purify-

ing by re-solution and re|ietition of the process. From
populin it is prepared by boiling wilh lime water or
barium hydroxide. It can also be pre|)ared syntheticallj'.
The following is the oUicial description :

Colorless, or white, silky, shining crystalline needles,
or a crystalline powder, odorless, and having a very bit-

ter taste. Permanent in the air.

Soluble, at 15° C. (59° F.), in 28 parts of water, and in

30 parts of alcohol ; in 0.7 part of boiling" water, and in

a parts of boiling alcohol
;
almost insoluble in ether or

chloroform.
When heated to 198° C. (388.4° F.). salicin melts,

yielding a colorless liquid which, on cooling, congeals to

a crj'stalliue mass. Upon ignition, it is consumed, leav-

ing no residue.

Salicin is neutral to litmus paper.
On heating a small portion of salicin in a test tube

until it turns brown, then adding a few cubic centime-
tres of water, and afterward a (Iroj) of ferric chloride

T.S., a violet color will be produced.
Cold, concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves salicin with

a red color; the solution, after the addition of water, be-

comes colorless, and deposits a dark-red powder insoluble
in water or alcohol.

On heating a small portion of salicin with 1 c.c. of

potassium diclironuite T.S. and 3 c.c. of sulphuric acid,
the odor of salicylic aldeh3-de (or of oil of meadow-.sweet,
Spiraa ulmnria L., Fam. Bosacew) will become notice-

able.

The aqueous solution of salicin is not precipitated by
tannic or picric acid, nor by mercuric potassium iodide

T.S. (absence of, and difference from, alkaloids).
Salicin is a glucoside, yielding, upon treatment with

dilute acids or a powerful galvanic current, glucose and
saliretin, or saligeniu. It is readily convertible into sali-

cylic and related acids and numerous other compounds.
In the system it is partly converted into salicylic acid,

so that its effects are very similar to tho.se of "that sub-

stance; but, since the percentage thus changed appears
inconstant, its action is very irregular. Between two
and three ounces of it are recorded as having been taken
with no marked effect, though far smaller amotmts aie
often very active. -Mthough its chemical reactions out-
side of the body are thus of great interest, they lend but
liltle assistance in determining its physiological action,
and ils therapeutics is almost wholly empirical. As in-

dicated above, its action is, weakly and irregularlj', that
of salicylic acid.

Salicin has undoubted antipj-retic power, although
less than is possessed by quinine or salicylic acid ; itsanti-

periodie action is much less than that of either of them.

As a lemedy in rheumatism, salicin has also been obliged
to yield to the more u.seful salicylic acid. As a tonic, ia
small doses, it is occasionally used, but is far inferior to

gentian or quinine. Four or live grams ( 3 i. ad 3 is.s.)

may be given as a dose, and repeated every three hours;
as a tonic 1 or 2 dcgm, (gr. iss. ad gr. iij.) is sufficient.

Henry H. Bushy.

SALICYLAMIDE.—A comjiound prepared from sali-

cylic acid by tljc introduction of thi' amidogen radical.
Its chemical formula is C„H,,01I,C()NII.,. The benefit
of the combined artitju of this stimulating radical had
already been demonstrated in ehloralamide, and the same
advantage was looked for in salicylamide. It may be

prepared by the action of concentrated anunonia ujxin oil

of wiutergreen. It forms in colorless crystals and in thin

transparent plates, melting at 143° C. It is soluble in

alcohol, ether, chloroform, readily sohible in hot water,
and in two hundred and fifty parts of cold water.

Salicylamide was proposed as a substitute for salicylic
acid and its salts, the advantage claimed for it being its

greater solubility, its tastelessness, and its freedom from
any depressing action on the system. A very careful

study of its physiological properties has been made by
Dr. W. B. Nesbitt, of Toronto (Therapeutic Gazette. Oc-
tober, 1891). lie sums up tlie result as follows: I.

Pharmacologically, it prevents conduction in nerve; par-
alyzes nerve first, then m\iscle. 2. On the heart, its

chief effect is on the motor apparatvis, most probably
through its activity on conduction. 3. Diminishes spinal
reflex for motor impulses. 4. Diminishes spinal con-

ductivity for painful impressions. 5. Diminishes mus-
cular irritabihty. 6. In mammals, it exerts no particular
effect on respiration. 7. It produces no particular effect
on blood pressure. In medicinal doses it reduces tem-

perature and causes ataxic gait and hebetude in fowls.
It is emploj'ed for all conditions in which the salicy-

lates are indicated. The dose advised is about fifteen

grains daily, in divided doses of three to five grains.
Beaumont /Small.

SALICYL-BROIWANILID. See Anfinervine.

SALICYLIC ACID AND SALICYLATES. -Salicylic
acid, chunwaWy (iiilio-o.riiheiimic iteid, HCSHsOj, takes its

name from the principle salicin, found in willow bark,
from which substance it is possible to make salicylic
acid Iiy fusion wilh potassium hj'drate. Salicylic acid
in the condition of the ethereal salt, methyl salicylate,
constitutes about ninety per cent, of oil of gaultlieria
(wiutergreen), and occurs also in other plants. Salicylic
acid can be tuade from oil of gaultlieria, but at present
almost all the acid used in medicine is made, by the proc-
ess of Kolbe, from carbolic acid. The principle of this

process consists in the forcing of a molecule of carbon
dioxide upon the molecule of carbolic acid, an addition
which just converts one molecule of the phenol into one
of salicylic acid. In this process, carbolic acid and a
concentrated solution of soda are first evaporated to dry-
ness, and over the product, heated, a stream of dry car-

bon dioxide is made to pass. As a result, one-half of the

phenol used is converted into salicylic acid in the condi-
tion of sodium salicylate, which salt, on decomiiosition by
treatment of its aqueous solution with hydrochloric acid,

yields salicylic acid under its own form. KoUie's proc-
ess, by reason of its cheapness, has practically super-
seded all others for the procurement of salicylic aciti.

It willthiisbe seen that both the natural and the artifi-

cial acids are prone to impurities. Their purification,

especially that of the synthetic, is a matter of much im-

portance. Carltolic acid is the commonest and one of the
most serious im]un-ities, as are the creosolic acids (see be-

low) fref|ni'ntly occurring in the artificial variety. Sali-

cylic aciil is otlieial in the United States Pharmaeopceia
under the title Acidvm Salicylicum, Salicylic Acid. It

occurs in fine, light, perfectly white needle-shaped crys-
tals, or in a white crystalline powder. A reddish tinge in

a sample of the acid signifies impurity, and such a sample
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shoiiUl 1)1' ivjfcted. Siilicylir nrid is permanent in tliu nir ;

is, when pure, free from odor of enrlHilic acid, but lias a

sweetish Uiste, witli au aerid afler-tlavor. It dissolves iu

450 parts of cold water and in 14 parts of boiling water;
in 2.4 parts of cold alcohol, and very readily in boiling
alcohol. Allliough Sidicylio acid is but feebly soluble in

cold water, it dissolves freely in ni;iiiy saline solutions.

Thus the pharrnacopieial tmlnlinn of aiiiinnnhiin acettile

will dissolve twenty-live per cent, of .sidicylic acid; a
twelvcand a-lialf-pir-cent. aqueous solution of potas-
sium acetate will dissolve twelve and a half percent, of

the acid; a twelveand-a-half per cent. soUuiou of potas-
sium citrate in eqmil volumes of glycerin and water w ill

dissolve six per cent. All of tlu'se solutions possess the

sharp slinging taste of the iincomblned acid. A service-

able and permanent solution of the atid. and one that in-

stead of being sharp to the taste has a pure bitter liavor

only, can be made as follows: Dissolve two parts of

borax in twelve of glycerin by the aid of heat; add one

part of sjilicylic acid, continue the heat, and stir until the

acid dis.solv"es. Almost all solutions of salicylic acid,

either inunedialcly or after a while, turn of a ieil<li.sh or

of a smoky color, "resembling that of solutions of carbolic

acid.

Salicylic acid is incompatible with stnmg o.xidizing

agents, like polassiunt permanganate, and with chlorine,

bromine, iodine, ferrics;ilts, carbonates, the most of which
it decomposes, and spirit of nitrous ether. A soft or

semi lii|uid mass is formed with exali-in, anlipyrin,

pheiiacelin, urelliane, and other synthetics, as well as

with lead acetate and sodium phosphate. The salicylates

give precipitates with strong solutions of most alkaloiilal

Sidts. as well as with strong acids. Lime water also

yields a preci])itale.

Salicylic acid, taken into the mouth, has not much
taste, proper, but speedily and quite suddenly after the

tasting a sharp slinging seizes the thrucit, often severe

enough to bring tears to the eyes. Similarly, a little of
the dry acid snutTed up the nostrils will sling quite

strongly. The acid brings sharp pain to cuts and abra-

sions, but, swallowed, is much less irritant to llie stoniacli

than its effects on the throat would lead to suppo.se.

Large doses, so taken, may upset digesiion and cause a

strong sensation of heat, and even actual burning pain,
but no serious or lasting results follow. The acid is

rapidly absorbed from the stomach into the circulation,

presumably iu s.iline combination, and thereupon exerts
the peculiar inlluence characteristic of the salicylates (see

S<Uic!/liitcs. below).

Salicylic acid was at first used as an internal medicine
for the procurement of the theraijeulicelVecls of the sali-

cylates; but now, and very properly, salicylates them-
selves, because of their freedom from the locally irritant

action of the uncombined acid, have superseded the acid
for this purpose. The present medicinal api>lication of
the acid is for local imrposcs as a deodorant, detergent,
or so-called antiseptic—purposes winch .-alicylic acid
fulfils by reason of its having a fairly potent germ-steri-
lizing faculty. (See Salicylic Acid iii article Oti-iniddes.)
For general local use, the solution of the acid in a glyc-
erin solution of borax is convenient, this solution bearing
any necessary dilution with either water or alcohol with-
out precipilation. A dilution reiiresenting a two-per-
cent, solution of acid is one very commonly em])loyed.
For other salicylic preparations for local use," see Salicylic
Acid in article Antisijitici.

S.^i.icvi.ATKs.— In .saline combination, whether with
metjdiic or ethereal bases, the local pungency of free

salicylic acid disjippears while yet the faculty for consti-
tutional action remains. As already said, it" is jirobable
that the acid, when taken as an internal medicine, enters
the circulation only after conversion into a salicylate, so
lluit. ;is a malterof fact, what is commonly called the
constitutional action of salicylic acid is, so far as we
know, the action of a sjdicylate. The constitutional
effects iu question an; as follows: After a full dose a mm-
pyrexial std)je(t exiieriences, in about fifteen minutes, a
moderate reddening of the face with a sense of fulness

of the head, or perhaps even a pronounced headache, and
a buzzing or roaring iu the ears precisely similar to what
occurs in cinchouLsni. Almo.st simidtaneously free per-

spiration begins, and, according to dose, there is more or

less tendency to a reduction of pulse rate, of resijiration

rate, and of body temperature. Tests for salicylic acid

will reveal the presence of the substance in the urine,

the saliva, and the sweat. The urine, fuitherniore. will be

discolored, appi'aring brown by reflected and green by
transmitted light, from the presence of indican or of py-
rocatechin. It will also contain a something that will re-

duce copper Sidts in copper test solutions (Bruiiton), and
will show an increased amount of urea and uric acid. In

overdoses, salicylates readily irritates the kidneys, setting

up albuminuria; may derange the cerebral faculties,

causing hallucinations and tlelirium; and may danger-
ously or even fatally depress the functions of heart ar.d

lungs, determining collapse or death by failure of respi-
ration. These several untoward elTects occur very irreg-

ularly, and, according to Squibb, in "a very large pro-
portion

" of instances are delerniined, not by the salicj'lic

acid, but by a Cdiilanniuiliiifj arid very commonly present
in market samples of salicylic acid, and hence in salicy-
lates derived therefrom. The constitutional effects of

salicylates, which are valuable in medicine, do not ap-
pear in experimentation with a subject in health. They
consist, iu general, in a reduction of fever temperatures,
and, iu particular, iu an abatement of pains in fibrous

tissues, notably the pains in acute articular rlitumafism.
The antipyretic powerof salicylates is second to none, in

all tlie three elements of quickness, degree, and duration
of reduction of temperature. For a full antipyretic
eiTect, however, considerable dosage is necersary

—con-
siderable enough to cause disagreeable sweating, tinnitus

aurium, depression of pulse and respiration rate, and,

every now and then, actual toxic symptoms. Other anti-

pyretics, therefore, which act more kiudlv, are prefer-
able, except iu rheumatism. The antirheumatic faculty
of salicylates is tinappioached by any other known medi-
cine, so that, as is well known, salicylates constitute a
standard set of meilicincs for the treatment of acute rheu-
iiKitism. Under salicylate medication the fever lessens,

pains abate, and the disease runs a shorter as well as
milder course. It is therefore i^articularly as remedies
for rheumatism and, though not so surel_y, for gout that

salicylates are prized in medicine.
Tlie salicylates \n cuiiiiiioiiinedicol vse iov the purpose

of salicylate medication are the salicylates, respectively,
of sodiinii, litliium, and methyl. The salicylates, respect-

ively, of phys(>siir;miii.e, quinine, and other .alkaloids, are
u.sed for the sake of the medicinal action of the respective
bases only.

«'r?i'»;/t&?(>(/?rv?c, 2]SraC-HsO.,.Il20, Thesaltisoflicial
in the United States Pharmacopaia under the title Sidii

SdUojlas, Sodium Salicylate. It occurs as an amorphous
powder, white, without odor, and having a sweet i.sh,

saline, and slightly alkaline taste. It is permanent in

the air, dissolves readily in water, glycerin, and boiling
alcohol. In cold alcohol It requires six parts for solu-
tion. It should be kept in well-stoppered bottles, pro-
tected from heat and light. Sodium salicylate is the
most commonly used salicylate, and is a vciy important
medicine. It is easily made in, soliilion by mixing sali-

cylic acid and a sodic carbonate in the presence of water,

whereupon sodium s;dicylate results, and rc^mainsin solu-

tion, and carlion dioxide gas escapes in effervescence.
From this solution the salt can be obtained by evapora-
tion to dryness, carefully conducted. Extemporaneous
preparation of the medicine inmliition being easy. Squibb
points out an advantage of such extem])<u-aneoiis making
of I he .salt in all cases in which the prescriber or the di.s-

penser may not be certain of the ]iurity of the market
article. The point is that it is not jiossible to establish

the purity of a given sample of nvdiiim Kitlicyhitc except
by an elaborate chemical analysis, whereas a good sj^m-

ple of salicylic acid is immediately recognizable by the

simple fact of ilncrysta/linn cunditian. Hence, in making
one's own sodium salicylate from a selected v,ellcryslal-
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li/.fd sample of salicylic aciil, purity is assured. And in

tlie instaiiCf (if tlii.s salt piinty is important, since, as

fibovi' saiil, tlicre is pmbably fioocl reason to lay many of

tlie untoward cITccts of salicylates to the door of the con-

taminating acid of salicylic acid. Squil)!) recommends
the following' fornuda for the preparation of a .solution

of sodium salicylate of a strength convenient tor use as

a medicine: "Take of salicylic acid, well crystallized,
4o7 grains = 28.32 gni. ;

bicarbonate of sodium, 270

grains = 17.5 gm. ; water, free from iron, a sufticient

quantity. Put the acid into a vessel of the capacity of

a pint, ai'.d 4 lluidounees= I'JO c.c. of water, stir well

together, and then add the bicarbonate of sodium in por-
tions with stirring, until the whole is added and the
effervescence is linished. Filter the solution, and wash
the filter through with water until the filtered solution

measures C tluidounces, or 180 c.c. This solution con-

tains 10 grains {
= O.fi.T gm.) of the mctlicinal salicylate

of .sodium in each fluidrachm (
= 3.75 c.c). If made

from good materials, the solution before tiltration is of a

pale, amber color, but as most ordinary filtering pajier
contains traces of iron, the liltered solution is often of a

deeper tint." The proportions of the ingredients for this

solution are estimated so that the solution shall be neu-

tral, but, "owing to the varying proportions of hygro-
metric moisture in the materials," the neutrality may not

always be absolute. According to Squibb, a well-made

sample of sodir.m salicylate, prepared by use of a well-

crystallized sample of acid, is always, when evaporated
to dryness, vhilc, and is free from all odcr of curbolio

acid, unless it has been shut up for a long while in a bot-

tle. Even then, however, the odor siiould be but very
faint—only perceptible on close e.xaniination, and should

disajipear upon exposure of tlie sample to air. /Solutions

of sodium salicylate of good quality should have none
of the carbolic-acid smell.

Sodium salicylate is used almost exclusively as an in-

ternal medicine, being commonly held to be lacking in

the germ-sterilizing faculty which gives salicylic acid,
as such, its applicability as a local antiseptic. For the

purposes of Internal saiicylate medication, as set forth

above, the salt is thoroughly effective, and, if made from
a well-crystallized and therefore fairly pure sample of

salicylic acid, rarely produces untoward effects in reason-

able doses. So large a quantity as 5 gm. (about seventy-
seven grains) has been given at a single dose in rheuma-
tism without producing serious derangement, but the

ordinary dosage for an antipyretic or antirheumatic effect

does not exceed 1.3 gm. (20 grains) repeated ever}' two
hoiu's, for three or four doses, or until a distinct impres-
sion is produced, followed by doses of half tlie quantity
every hour or two thereafter, so long as the influence of
the medicine may be required. The medicine is readily
enough taken in simple aqueous solution, but if the

faint, mawkish taste of the salt be objectionable, the ad-
dition of twenty per cent, of glycerin and the flavoring
with a drop or two of oil of gauUlieria will render the
mixture perfectly palatable.
LitJdum Salicylate, 2LiC,lLOa.H.,0. The salt is offi-

cial in the United States Pliarmacopa'ia under the title

Lithii Salicylas, Lithium Salicylate. It occurs as a wliit-

i.sh powder which deliquesces on exposure to the air. It

dissolves freely in water and alcohol, and resembles the
sodium salt in taste. It should be kept in well-stoppered
bottles. The elTects of this salt are .similar to those of

sodium salicylate, with the possible superaddition of

medicinal virtues, in rheumatic or gouty cases, derived
from tlie basic element. The dose is similar to that of the

sodic salt.

Mct/ii/l SaHcyhite, CITsCITr.Oa. This salicylate is an
ethereal body which constitutes nine tenths of the sub-
stance of oil of wintergreen and practically the whole of
the volatile oil of betula, both of which oils are them-
selves otlicial medicines. Under the title, however,
yiiiliyl Salicylas, Methyl Salicylale, the United States

Pharmacopa'ia recognizes the salicylate as made in the

laboratory by distilling salicylic acid or a salicylate with
met hylic alcohol and sulphuric acid. Methyl salicylate

is a colorless or slightly yellowish liquid, with the char-
acteristic odor and taste of m\ of wintergreen. It dis-
solves freely in alcohol. It should be kept in well-stop-
pered bottles protected from light. Methyl salicylale
acts like the salicylates generally, with the usual pungent
(lualities of the volatile oils. In large doses—half an
ounce or more— it is dangerously and even fatally poison-
ous, causing intense irritation of the stomach and intes-
tines with constitutional symptoms of the salicylic inllu-

ence. In doses of from five to fifteen minims it makes a
very clllcient .salicylic meilicine for rheumatism, and is,

with many, the favorite .salicylate. It may be adminis-
tered in emulsion or in capsules.

Sudiiim DithiD-nalicylate. Dithio-salicylic acid is a

product of reaction between salicylic acid and sulphur
chloride, under the inlluence of heat. The .sodium salt of
this product is a grayish-white, very liygro.scopic pow-
der, freely soluble in water. It has been proposed as a
substitute for ordinary salicylates, on the score of being
equally, if not more, potent as an antirheumatic remedy,
while it is less ajU to disturb the stomach. About 0.2

gm. (gr. iij.) may be given two or three times a day, or

oftener, according to indications. It is not otlicial in the
United States Pharniacopada.

lodo-salicylic Acid is a modification of salicylic acid that
has been u.sed as a substitute for the ordinary acid in

acute rheumatism. It occurs as a white powder slightly
solulile in water, liut freely so in alcohol, ether, and the
fixed oils. It may be given in (juantities of from 1 to 3

gm. (gr. XV. to gr. xlvi.) a day.

Cresoiic Acid, Cresotiuie Acid.—This is an homologue
of salicylic acid to which it is allied in physical, chemi-
cal, and physiological properties. Its formula is CbHs-
OllCUjCOOH. There are three isomeric acids, theortho-,
meta-, and paracresotic acids. They are alwaj's present
in salicylic acid of commerce. In 1890 (Pitar. Jour, and
Trans., November 22d) Professors Charteris and Dunstan,
of Glasgow, pointed out that the ill effects that often
followed the employment of salicylic acid were due to

the presence of ortlio- and paracresotic acids. These
statements were described more in detail in a second

paper in the Brili.sk Medind .lournal, March S.'itli, 1901.

The only preparation of this acid that has been em-
ployed for therapeutic purposes is the paracresotate of
sodium. It posseess antipyretic and antirheumatic

]iroperties similar to tlio.se possessed by salicylate of

soda, but in a lesser degree. The dose is from five to

twenty grains three or f<uir times a day : it is free from
toxic action, and may be administered more freely if nec-

essary. Edward Curtis.

SALICYLIC ALDEHYDE, salicylous acid, ortho-oxy-
benzaldehyde, arlilicial oil of spira'a, dlU.Ofl.COH. is

obtained by heating phenol and sodium hydroxide with
chloroform. A colorless fluid with the oilor of meadow-
sweet, it is readily .soluble in alcoliol and chloroform, but
in water is soluble only enough to impart its odor. In
do.se of 0. 1-0.5 gm. (gr. iss.-viiss.), it is enijiloyed as a
diuretic and intestinal antiseptic. ^Y. A. Bastedo.

SALICYLIDEN-PHENETIDIN. See Malakin.

SALICYLO-ACETIC ACID. &i:<i Aspirin.

SALICYL-QUININE. See Saloquinine.

SALICYL-QUININE SALICYLATE. See Rheumatin.

SALICYL-RESORCIN-KETONE, ti i
- oxy - benzophe-

none, is a compound which in the intestine sets free sali-

cylic acid and resorcin. It is used externally in skin

diseases, and internally as an intestinal antiseptic. Dose,
3-4 gm. (gr. xlv.-lx.)! II'. .4. Bastedo.

SALICYL-SULPHONIC ACID.—CH, (OH) (SO,!!)-
COOII. .\ white iiyslalline body, very soluble in water
and alcohol. It is formed by the action of sulphuric
anhj'dride on salicj'lie acid.
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This i-oiiipouml was rt'commended as a test for albuiniu

by G. Hoch {I'luirm. CeiitnilbUitt. SepU-iiibt-r, 1889) iind

by Dr. .loliu A. >Iac\villiam (liriliali Meilieal Joiirnul,

April istli. 18itl>. workiiiir inclepfiidiiitly of eiicli oilier.

It arls upon all forms of proUid bodies. When the

pniteid pre.seut is a native iillniniin, a derived albumin, a

globidin. or tilnin. the precipitate is not dissolved upon
boiling, but becomes deciiledly llorculcnt. When the

proteid is au albuinose or jieptone. the precipitate dis-

solves upon heating, to nappear on the cooling of the

fluid. The pei)tout"and allmniose may be distinguished

by saiturating the solution with ammonium sulphate; the

aibumose is at once precipilaled. while the ))eploMC re--

mains in solution. The |ieptone may then be detected by
adding the salicyl-sulphoiiic lest.

Compared with other tests, the delicacy of the ssilicyl-

sulphonic test varies, according as a cloudiness immedi-

ately (two or three seconds) appears, or follows after

one-half to one nnnule. In the latter case it is one of the

most delicate tests we possess, revealing the presence of

1 part of albundn in V.'.odO of water: in the former, it

is placed by Dr. Macwilliani between the cold nitric acid

test and the acetic acid and heat test.

Dr. Hoch recommended that a few crystals of tlie acid

should lie .shaken with the urine, or that 5 c.c, of a

twenty-pir cent, solution should be added to 10 c.c. of

the urine lo be tested. Dr. JIacwilliam is more exact in

liis nmnipulations. He recommends that a small amount.

of urine, about twenty minims, be jilaeed in a small test

tube, and that lo this a drop or two of a sdiniuUtil a(|ue-
ous solution of the reagent be added. The urine must
not be alkaline, and, if necessjiry, it should be acidulated.

On adiling the nagent the tube "should be shaken quickly,
to mi.\ the contents, and the fluid should be examined at

once. The occurrence of an opalescence or cloudiness

immcilialelv or v.ithin a few seconds indicates the jues-
ence of proleids. The develojimcnt of the reaction after

an interval of a minute or two shows the presence of

proteiils in niinule fpiantilies, which are probably insig-
niticant from a clinical point of view. Tlie lluid is then
to be heated, when the ordinary albumin is coagulated
and formed into a flocculeut mass. Beavmaid Small.

SALIFEBRIN, salicylauilid, is a proprietary combina-
tion of :i( ctaiiilid and siilicylic acid. It'. A. liastedu.

SALIFORMIN, urotropin salicylate. See Vrotropin.

SALIGALLOL, the disalicylate of pyrogallic acid, is a
resinous substance, soluble in chloroform or acetone.

Kromayer finds that it has but a weak pyrogallol action,
but is of value for the preparation of an excellent skin

varnish which may serve as a vehicle for other medica-
ments. " Solnlio saligalloli

"
is a sixty-six-per-cent. solu-

tion of saligallol in acetone. IF. ,1. Bantcdo.

SALINE SOLUTION. NORMAL. Si-e ni/]x>dermorlf/>,is.

SALINS-MoOtIERS. S.c nrides-les-Bains.

SALIPYRIN.—A compound containing 57.7 parts of

anlipyrin ami 12.3 parls of sidicylic acid. It is pre-

pared by adding to a boiling aqueous solution of antipy-
rin a proper molecular proixirlion of the acid. It foriiis

as a white, coarsely crystalline powder, odorless, with a
not unpleasiuit sweetish taste. It is almost insohilile
in water, about one part in two hundred, sparingly solu-
ble in ether, but readily soluble in alcohol. It is decom-
posed by acids and alkalies.

It po.s.se.sses antipyretic and antirheumatic properties,
and was introduced as a substiliit<: for the salicylates in
the treatment of rheumatic alTections. It is probably as
serviceable as .salicylic acid or antipyrin. but is equally
inetlicient in preventing relapses, and does not seem t"o

offer any special advantage over other remedies for rheu-
matism. The amoimt to be given is one drachm and a
half, in divided doses, during the day; the first dose be-

ing thirty grains and the subsequent doses about fifteen

gniins each.

As an antipyretic it is not very satisfactory; it re-

quires to be given in doses of thirty grains, to be repeated

every hour if necessary. As an analgesic it has proved
of value in sciatica, in "the pains of myelitis, in neuralgia,
and in nervous disease accompanied by pain.
The results of its employment show it to be a harmless

and useful drug, but not very reliable. It has not su-

perseded cither of its component parts. Profuse per-

spiration and gastric disturbances frequently follow its

employment. Baiiniioitt Small.

SALITHYMOL, C6H3.CHs.C3H,.O.COC,H40H. is a
combinulioM of thymol and salicylic acid somewliiit simi-

lar to salol. It is oblaineil by acting with pluispliorus
trichloride on equimolecular (luantities of the sodium

compounds of salicylic acid and thymol, and then crys-

tallizing from alcohol. Siilithymol is a white crystalline

powder of mild sugary taste, very soluble in alcohol and
ether, and nearly insoluble in water. Its uses are those
of salol, but it is claimed to be preferable, as it .sets free

lliyniol in tlie intestine, while salol liberates phenol.
The dose is 0.3-1 gm. (gr. v.-xv.). II'. A. Banledo.

SALIVA.—The .saliva is formed by the admixture of
the secretions of the three pairs of chief salivary glands,
viz., the parotid, submaxillary, and sublingual, and of

the small buccal glands.
The mechanical and chemical functions of the saliva in

connection with deglutition and digestion have already
been considered in the articles upon these subjects, and
hence tin; secretion ami clieniical composition of the fluid

only need be taken up in this arlicle.

Seeretiui).—The three paired salivary glands form typi-
cal examples of racemose, tubulo-saccular secreting
glands. Each gland possesses a main duct by which the

secretion is carried to the mouth. Within the gland this

duct divides and subdivides in a racemose fashion, giv-

ing rise finally to a hirg(' number of minute ductules
lined by a single layer of columnar cells. Each ductule,
as it passes toward the secreting cells, divides, and the
cells lining the secondary ductidcs so formed become
flattened in shape ; then each secondary ductule widens to

form a tube of secreting cells, which usually possesses
branches also lined with similar secreting cells, which

may again branch and be lined with secreting cells in

similar fashion. Thus a racemose clump of secreting
tubules is formed around the end of each ductule.
These secreting tubules are termed «?/<'»?(' or «</«('. and
are lined by polyhedral cells which surround in a single

layer a minute central cavity or lumen, into which the
secreti<in is poured when the gland becomes active. This

layer of secreting cells is sheathed externally by a thin
basement membrane, and lying upon this is a network
of line capillary blood-vessels for the nulrition of the se-

creting cells. The lymph exuding from this capillary

plexus bailies the secreting cells after it has passed
through the fine basement mcmbnuie, and the cells tak-

ing uj) the lymph, even during periods of rest, transform
its constituents into definite chemical substances which
are stored up in the cells in such a manner as to be visible

under the microscope as minute granules.
When the gland becomes active as a result of stimula-

tion in the natural fashion, two imporlant changes, which
have been shown lo be independent of each other in their

innervation, occur: in the first place, the vaso-dilalor

fibres sujiplying the walls of the blood-vessels of the

gland are stimulated, so giving rise to an increased blood

supply, and hence to an increased flow of water and
salts to the secreting cells to serve as a vehicle for carry-

ing off those cell products which have accumulated in

the cell during the period of intermission in secretion; in
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the secoud place, the gland cells themselves are directly
stiiiiiiliitcd by the sccreto-inotor fibrrs to a chaiin'c in a<'-

tivity, as a icsult of wliicli llic granules drpcisitiMl i)revi-

oiisly in tlicni undergo a cheniieal niodilitation which
renders them soluble and easily lrans|)orted through the

cell into the lumen of the alveolus. The constituent al-

veoli are bound loosely into small masses visible to the

naked eye, which are termed lobules, and these lobides

are divided olT from one another, and at the same time
united to form the gland mass, by coarser bundles of con-

nective tissue, which unite at the outer surface of the

gland to form a capsule, varying in tli<' clearness of its

detinition in the difl'ereut glands and in ditt'erent animals,

being usually but ill-defined in the case of the parotid

gland.
Tlie secreting cells of the salivary glands wheu observed

under the microscope, either in the fresh state or after

the use of hardening and staining reagents, present two
distinct types of characteristically dilTerent appearance,
and each type again shows distinct modifications in ap-

pearance according to whether it is ob.served at a period
of fasting (loaded) or during a period inunediately fol-

lowing digestive activity (unloaded).
These dilTerences in type correspond to a difference in

chemical character of the secretion yielded by the re-

spective cells, for it has been shown that one form of cell

secretes the mucin of the saliva, while the other secretes

iheptynUn, which confers upon the saflva of certain mam-
mals, including man, its important chemical action upon
the starch of the food. (8ee Dir/e.itwii.)

The relative extent to which the two cells are devel-

oped in the corresponding glands of different animals
varies within very wide limits, the same gland being al-

most completely composed of one tj-pe in one animal and
of the other type in another. In many cases the same

gland contains both types of cells, as is particularly well
•seen in the human submaxillary gland, and in such a case

the dilferent characters of the two types of cell can be
studied side by side in the same section. Usually the

cells occupying any one alveolus are of the same type,
either mKcous OT semis ; but in the mucous alveoli a third

type of cell occurs, lying outside the true raucous cells,

between these and the basement membrane. From their

position and the pressure apjilied to them hy the con-

centrically arranged cells of their own alveolus on one
hand iind the adjacent alveoli on the other, these cells as

they develop become crescentic in shape and have hence
been termed demilune- cells.

In a mucous alveolus, the mucin-secreting cells present
in iiardened sections a perfectly clear, homogeneous,
gla.ss-iike appearance, except for the nucleus, which is

usually shrunken and lies at the broader end of the cell

close to the basement membrane. This appearance is,

however, an artifact, and is due to the action of water,

alcohol, or other reagent used in the process of manipula-
tion, upon the cell contents ; for these mucous cells when
examined in the fresh state, teased out in blood serum,
are filled up, provided the gland is in the loaded state, by
large granules which are stated to be composed of muci-

noffcn, a precursor of the mucin found in the saliva. On
the other hand, if the gland has been much stimulated
before the uuu'ous cells are taken for examination, it is

found, according to the degree of stimulation, that these

mucinogen granules may either be few in niunber and
confined to the inner zone of the cell, or may be entirel}'
absent. In the process of secretion, then, the mucinogen
granides are dissolved, being converted into soluble mu-
cin, which is carried by the stream of water and salts

through the mucous cell toward the lumen of the alve-

olus, and is thence discharged into the duct. Supporting
this view, there is the fact that the viscidity and amoimt
of mucin present in the saliva vary with the amoimt of

these clear cells present in the gland.
Various contentions have been put forward as to the

nature and purpose of the demilune cells present along-
side the mucous cells in the .same alveolus, and ])resent
also in glands <'(mtaining no serous alveoli.

Tiiese cells dilTer strikingly in histological appearance

from the mucous cells, especially in hardened and stained
sections, being not only difierent in shape and position,
iis above descrilied, but also smaller, free from mucin
granules, and filled instead in the loaded condition with
minute highly retractile granules similar to those present
in the serous cells {riile infra) and disapjiearing during
secretion.

One view was that they were young mucous cells de-

signed later to be pushed towaid the lumen and take the

place of mucous cells which had broken down in the

process of secretion.

There is. however, no good evidence that the mucous
cells are disrupted in the process of discharge; no inter-

mediate stages in the process of conversion of dendUmes
into mucous cells have ever been demonstrated; and,
further, the charged and di.sciiarged condition of the
denfilunes as regards their granides, varying as it does

concurrently with the state of the gland, proves that

they are functionallj' active and not immature growing
cells.

The view has hence been put forward that these demi-
lunes are really serous cells, occurring in chiefiy mucous
glands and not differing save in shape from the other se-

rous cells which constitute the chief cells in otheralveoli.
Their peculiar shape can be explained from their posi-
tion, Avhile the fact that ptyalin in addition to mucin is

also found in the secretion of glands containing otherwise

only mucous cells points strongly to the demilunes being
serous cells.

The cells of the serous or albuminous alveoli in the
loaded condition are filled with minute highl}' retractile

granules which render the cells opaque, disguise the nu-
clei, and make it dillicult even to discern the cell out-
lines. When the gland is stimulated to secrete, these

granules rapidly decrease in number, the cell outlines be-

come clearly marked, soon the nuclei become visible, and
the outer zone of the cell clear of granules, and cajiable
of staiiuug with dyes, while the portion of the cell tow-
ard the lumen is still loaded with granules. As secretion
is pushed to the extreme limit, this luminal zone, how-
ever, becomes smaller and smaller, showing that there is

a current of dissolution setting toward the lumen.
The intrinsic ferment of the saliva is yielded bj- these

cells, but it is probable, as in the case of the pancreas {q.

?'.), that the ferment is nut deposited in the cells in the
form of this ferment in the granular conditii>n, Ijut is in-

stead present in the cells in an inactive form called jiti/a-

linogen, from wiiieh the free ptyalin is formed as solution
of the granules takes place in the act of secretion. In
some ainmals, however, as has been shown in the case of
the horse, the active ferment is set free in an unknown
manner only in the mouth, and not in the gland itself.

For if the parotid saliva (jf the hor.se be collected, by
weans of a fine sterilized glass cannula inserted into Steu-
son's duct, in sterilized glass vessels, it is (piite inactive

upon starch solutions, and first becomes active when it is

agitated by blowing air through it.

Each salivary gland is innervated along two distinct

paths, receiving nerve fibres, on the one hand, from the
medulla oblongata by a cranial nerve, and, on the other,
fibres from the spinal cord through the cervical sympa-
thetic. These nerve fibres have two distinct functions,
some passing to the blood-vessels of the glands and regu-
lating its blood sujiply, while others are purely secretory
in character and pass to the secretory cells of the alveoli.

The greater number of the secretory fibres are carried

by the cranial nerves and arc there accomi)anied by the

vaso-dilators; while a smaller nundjer of secretory fibres,
which seem especially to be connected witJi the secretion
of the organic constituents of the saliva, pass to the gland
via the cervical sympalhi'lic accompanied by the vaso-

constrictor fibres to the blood- vessels.

The cranial fibres for the submaxillary and sublingual
glands iire carried by the clatreta ti/mpani. which leaves
the facial nerve in the Fallopian canal, crosses the lyiu-

jianum, and then joins the lingual branch of the fifth.

The lingual lu'rve gives oil' a branch at the posterior bor-
der of the submaxillarv gland, which contains the ma-
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jnrily of the fibres wliioli Iiad joiucd previously by wsiy of

till' JliDiila tynipiini, ami tliis bniiifh, which e<iiisis[s of a

uuiiiber of struiiils lying elose tuiretlicr. ciuilaius must of

the secreto- and vasoinoliT liliivs for the siibinaxillary

and subliniriial glands. These stranils. often wrongly
called the cTionla lynipaui nerve. cur\e backward along
the gland ducts anil pass with ihem into the glands.
The cranial tihres for the piiroli<I gland vary in their

course in dillerent animals, but frei|Uently they arise from
tlie lunlh cranial nerve and cour.se in llie nerve of Jacob-

son, across ihe tympanic cavity, over the promontory of

the tympanum, and pass via the small superficial petrosal
and otic ganglion to the auriculo-ieinporal branch of the

fifth, by wluch they are linally distributed to the parotid

gland.
The sympathetic (ibres to the sjilivary glands arise from

the spinal cord in the U])]ier dorsal region and run to the

superior cervical ganglit>n, wliere a relay of nerve cells is

interposed, round which the original librcs arising from
the spinal cord end in arborizations. From the nerve

cells of the superior cervical ganglion other fibres arise,

chielty from the lower antl middle portion, and, passing
to the external carotid, form plexuses upon it and its

branches by which the fibres are ulliniately carried to the

gland without forming any more uerve-cell connections.

A similar cell station has been demonstrated in the case

of the chorda tympaui fibres, as lying in the many small

giuiglia between the point at wliieli tlie fibres leave the

lingual nerve and the various points at which the fibres

enter the glands.
These ganglia are as a rule microscopic in size, hut two

can be seen with the naked eye and have been named,
viz., \\Mi mMingii/il, lying in the angle between lingual
and chorda, wliich isac^ell station for fibres passing to

the sublingual : and the submaxilhir)/. which lies in the

hilus of the submaxillary, and forms a cell station on the

path of many of Ihe fil)res for tliat gland.
The (losition of these various cell stations lias been

demonstrated by Langley by the injection of small doses
of nicotine, which paralj-zes the junction between nerve
fibre and nerve cell, but does not alTect the nerve fibres.

Hence the position of a nerve station is shown after

injection of this drug into a vein, if no effect is now ob-

tained on stimulating centrally to a ganglion, while an
effect is still obtainable ]>eripherally to the ganglion, pre-
vious experiment befoie injection of the drug having
given an effect at both places.

Experimenting by this method, Langley has sliown
that every fibre leaving the spinal cord, whether by cra-

nial nerve or sympathetic, ends somewhere on its course
iu a peripheral ganglion. Such a fibre is termed a pre-
ganglionic fibre. From the peripheral gangiioM cell a
fibre ari.ses which is termed a postganglionic fibie, and
this without further interruption passes to distrilmlion in

the gland. There is hence in every ease one ganglion
cell and no more interposed between spinal cord and
gland. The preganglionic fibres are in most cases finely
niedullated (2 to 4 n), while the postganglionic fibres are

probably all non-meduUaled.
The effect of stimulation upon the nerves has been

most closely studied in the case of the submaxillary
nerve, but similar res\dts have been obtained by sliinula-
tion of the corrrsp<mding nerves in Ihe other glands, so
that a description of the occurrences in the case of the

submaxillary may be taken to hold for Ihe other two
glands. Excitation of the peripheral end of the cranial
nerve (chorda tympani) causes, after a very .short laleiit

period, a rapid Hov,- of a very dilute saliva, coiitjiining a
very low percentage of organic constituents. Even weak
stimulation produces a copious How, and secretion can be
evoked in this manner for a long period without fatigu-
ing the nerve, so that a quantity amounling to forty or

fifty times the weight of the gland can be obtained.

Accompanying this rapid .secretion there is a marked
vaso-dilutation, so that the gland can be seen to become
much pinker to the naked eye, and when placed in a

plethysmograph shows a large increase in volume.
That the increased flow of .saliva is not, however, solely

due to nn increased blood supply is demonstrated 1 y the

following facts:

1. After administration of atropine, the flow of saliva

is no longer obtained, although the vasodilatation is as

great as before, showing that atropine jiaralyzes secrelo-

molor fibres but leaves the vaso-dilat<irs untouched.
2. If the cannula placed iu the duct of the salivary

gland be comiected up to a nier<^urial n!anometcr, and at

the same time the carotid blood pressure be similarly ob-

served by means of a second manometer, it is foiuid that

the liowof saliva docs not stop until the pressure in the

salivary manometer has risen consideral)ly higher than
that in" the carotid. Xow, if the secretion were merely
an increased filtration due to increased blood supply, this

obviously could not be so, for then the saliva would be

filtering from a lower to a higher jiressure.
These exjieriments are sufficient to show that a true se-

cretion is taking place in the alveolar cells, under the

stimulating influence of a secreto-motor nervous mechan-
ism distinct from the vaso-dilator mechanism.
The effects of stimulation of the cervical sympathetic

upon the gland are very different ; there is a vaso-con-
strictor instead of a vaso-dilalor effect, and, after a much
longer latent period, there is but a scant)- flow of a very
viscid saliva much richer in organic constituents.

The amount of flow caused iiy stimulation of the cer-

vical svmpalhetic is considerably increased if the cranial
nerve has fjcen stimulated a few seconds previously.
Now in the natural stimulation of the gland, as by the

.sight or thought of food, or by the act of mastication, it

is a fairly obvious conclusion that both cranial and syni)ia-
thetic nerve supplies act upon the gland simtiltaneously,
and hence that there will be conjoined the greater flow of
water and inorganic salts caused by the cranial nerve

fibres, with the stimulation to increased flow of organic
substances effected through the cervical sympathetic
fibres.

No saliva flows between periods of stimtdation, and it

has been observed by inserting a cannula into the duct of
Stenson iu the horse that a flow of saliva occurs only
when it is ].irovoked reflexly, as by mastication.

Cutting the cranial nerve gives rise to the so-called

"paralytic secretion," first observed by Claude Bernard:
this commences commonly in from two to three days after
the section, and lasts for a period of three or four weeks,

during which time there is a constant slow secretion ac-

comjjanied b_v a great decrease in weight of the gland,
which finally becomes functionless. Ko permanent effect

of a like nature follows section of the cervical sympa-
thetic.

It is interesting that a much .slighter flow accompanies
the parah'tic secretion, upon the opposite side where the
nerves are quite intact: this peculiar secretion is spoken
of as "antilytic secretion."

There is no explanation of either paralytic or antilytic
secretion, outside the region of mere hypothesis.
The mouth is probably kejit moist in man between the

periods of eating by the secretion of the small buccal

glands, for it has been shown that the secretion of the

large glands completely intermits between the meals iu

cases of artificial fistula- of the gland ducts.

In man, the sight or even the tliought of appetizing
food causes an immediate flow; but secretion cannot be
evoked in this fashion in some of the lower animals.
Thus presenting meat to a dog in which a iiarotid fistula

lias been established does not cause a flow of saliva.

Sapid substances are the most powerful reflex stimu-
lants to secretion when jilaced either on the tongue or
on the mucous membrane of Ihe mouth.
The vapors of elilorof'orm and ether cause a rapid se-

cretion wfien inhaleil by the mouth, as a result of the
stimulation of the guslator.r nerve endings; when ad-

ministered b}' the trachea, they are said not to produce
this effect.

Alcohol, or water containing chloroform or ether, ap-
plied to the mucous membjane of the mouth, causes a

rapid secretion.

Tiie sapid substances produce their elTect in the follow-
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ing riesceniliug order of strength: (1) acids, (2) neutral

and ulkiilin(> salts, (3) bitter substances, (4) sweet sub-

stances; but the acids (including organic acids) are in-

coniparablv more ell'cctiud in evoking secretion than the

other class(^s of sapid bodies.

Vlu.inical (jimpaxUidii.
—The composition of the mixed

saliva is very variable, as can readily be understood when
it is considered how nuiny glands contribute to its forma-

tion. Sublingual saliva is richest in solids, and may con-

tinu as much as three percent.; sid)ma.\illavv sidiva is

stated by most observers to contain a higher percentage
of solids than the mi.xed saliva, while parotid saliva is

jioorest in solid constituents (0.3 to 0. 5 ]ier c<'nt.). Tlie

total .solids of mixed saliva amount to from 0.5 to 1 ]ier

cent., and the specific gravity lies between 1.0O2 and
1.008.

Mixed human saliva is alkaline to litmus and acid to

phenolplithalein, indicating tliat there is an excess of

carbon dioxide present above that necessary to form so-

dium bicarbonate. This is liorne out by the large amount
of carbon dioxide obtainable from saliva, which contains
more of this gas tiian either blood serum or venous blood.

Tlius KUlz found in saliva 6G.T volumes of COo per 100,

and Pfluger G4. 7 to S."). I volinnes per 100. This fact is of

interest as showing the large amoinit of metabolism wliieh

occurs in the secreting cells, and lends a further proof, if

such were necessar\', that the process of secretion is not

purely one of tiltration and osmosis. The average amount
of alkalinity to litmus is equivalent to tliat of a solution

of 0.08 per cent, of NanCOa (Chittenden and Ely).
The organic matter of the saliva is small in total

amount, and is present partially in suspension as formed
elements and partially in solution.

The formed elements present include squamous cells

from the buccal epithelium, salivary corpuscles, and very
pale spherules resembling the granules seen in the mu-
cous salivary cells.

Tlie salivary corpuscles are altered leucocytes derived

chieti}' froin the salivaiy glands, but possibly the tou.sils

also contribute to their number. The leucocytes pass
from the lymph, between the alveolar cells, into the

ductules, and become swollen out by imbibition from the

saliva, which has a lower osmotic pressure than the

lymph. For the same reason the granules wliich these

corpuscles contain are set in active Brownian movement.
The chief organic substances in solution are mucin,

ptyalin, and minute traces of proteid. The mucin can
be demonstrated by its preciiiitation on the addition of
acetic acid. Tlie presence and action of ptyalin have
been considered in the article on DioeKtion. Coagulable
proteid is present only in minute traces. Urea is said to

be excreted in the saliva in nra>mia, and lactic acid in

diabetes.

Saliva normally gives a <listiiict reaction for sulphocy-
anides when a very dilute solution of ferric chloride is

atlded to it. The test is best carried (.lut by wetting filter

pa]ier with ferric chloride so dilute as scarcely to color

it, and then adding the saliva, when a red color is ob-
tained. Sulphocyauates are, however, absent in certain

individuals, and in the same individual are present at

certain times and absent at others.

The inorganic salts present consist chiefly of clilorides.

phosphates, and carbonates of the alkalies and alkaline

earths, the chief constituent as usual being sodium chlor-

ide. Tlie most interesting of the inorganic constituents
is calcium bicarbonate; it is this salt whicli gives rise to

the cloudiness observed when saliva is allowed to stand
for some time. The precipitation is due to the escape of

the excess of carbon dioxide, which had previously held
the cak'ium carbonate in solution. A certain amount of

calcium phosphate is similarly preciintaled. Such a

precipitation occasionally leads to occlusion of the gland
ducts by the formation in these of salivary concretions,
which consist of a mixture of calcium carbonate and
calcium phosphate. Wiieii the preciiiitation occurs on
tlie teeth it is termed tartar; this also contains silica in

addition to the cak'ium salts mentioned above.

Benjamin Moore.

SALIVARY GLANDS AND THEIR DUCTS, DIS-
EASES OF.—liicrvimed i>ecrction of the ikditary GUiiuU
( I'tyalisiii : Salivation).—The normal amount of salivary
secretion is from one to three quarts in I wenty-four hours,

though undir exceptional conditions the (|uantity may
be as much as live quarts. While food is being" taken
the saliva is normally greatly increased, which may also
occur during the menstiiial period and during gestation.
Salivation, likewise, occurs in connection willi (|uite a
mnnber of dilTerent diseases, such as acute fevei-s, dis-

eases of the liver, spleen, genital organs, and jiancreas,
and in all infiammatory conditions of tlie oral cavity.
It is likewise sometimes seen in bulbar paralysis, in

diabetes, and in melancholia. Quite a number of drugs
are also capable of giving rise to an increased salivary
secretion, amfiiig wliieh are muscarin, tobacco, pilocar-

pine, potassium iodide, the salts of arsenic and copper,
and mercury and its various compounds. Of all the
causes the last mentioned is the one that most frequently
occasions the condition, and it is true that the amount
necessary to produce this result varies very greatly in

different instances— some individuals tolerating large
quantities of the drug, while others are affected by very
minute closes.

(For the treatment see article on Mouth, Diseasesof, in

The Appendix.)
Deereafcd Secretion of the Satixary Glands (Xerostomia :

Dry Mouth).—The secretions of the salivary and buccal

glands may be greatly diminished, or. in some instances,

entirely suppressed. Tlie condition is most commonly
observed in nervous women, though it is occasionally
seen in men as well; it may follow shock or may occur
in connection with diabetes and febrile states. As a nat-

ural consequence of the arrest of the secretion the tongue
and mucous memlii'aues of the cheeks and palate become
dry. and mastication and articulation are exceedingly diffi-

cult. Osier speaks of a case observed by him in which,
on account of the absence of the normal secretion of the

mouth, food collected along the gums and became ex-

ceedingly hard, presenting somewhat the appearance of

a new growth in the oral cavity of the patient: in this

instance the affection was cured in about three weeks by
the application of the galvanic current.

Treatment. For dry mouth pilocarjiine may be used,
and, as in the ease above cited, electricity may be em-

plo^'cd with advantage. Oils applied to the mucous
membrane of the mouth are of service in ainelioiating
tlie very disagreeable dry stale of the oral mucous mem-
brane. The condition is very obstinate.

Inpi,.\mm.\tion of the S.\Liv.\Ry Gl.^xds.—There are

several distinct and separate varieties of inHanimations
of the salivary .elands at present recognized, and tliere

can be no question but that, as our knowledge increases,

many conditions which are at present regarded as being
identical will be found to be the result of causes dilTering

widely from each other. There are specific parotitis
(see Mumps), symptomatic parotitis, and chronic paro-
titis.

Symptomntic Parotitis.—Symptomatic parotitis is an
affection that occurs in connection with a large number
of different diseases, though the relationship between
inflammations of the glands and the causes that appar-
ently determine them arc exceedingly obscure. The
condition occurs most commonly during the course of

the infectious fevers, such as tyjiboid, typhus, scarlet

fever, rheumatism, pneumonia, peritonitis, pyaemia, scp-
ticiemia, and syphilis, but it is also sometimes seen in

connection with consumption and gout. When the
alTection results from acute fevers, the inflammatory
phenomena are quite severe, and. as a rule, suppura-
tion results. If the pus be not evacuated by surgical
means, it not uncommonly burrows into the tissues of
the face to a considerable distance. Inflammations of
these glands likewise very curiously often follow lapa-

rotomy, and operations upon the genital organs in both
men and women. It has also been found as.soeiated with
facial paralysis, and may occur during pregnancy or fol-

low menstruation.
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Trciitiiifiil. Ice-batts should be npplifii in the begiii-

niug to relieve the pain, or leeches may be oniployed for

the siinie purpose. Belladonna ointments are of some ser-

vice iliirinir the aeute inllanunalory staires. When it is

found that suppumiion is liUidy to supervene, poultices
should bi- ai)plied, and at the first indication of sup-

puratiim the glands should be incised and the jjus evacu-

ated.

Chruiiie Parolith.—Chroww parotitis, for clinical pur-

poses, may be divided into two varietes: (ti) the chronic

iutlammat'ion of one or more of the glands, wiili or with-

out history of previous acute disea.se, and (/') the curious

inllammatory condition in all of the sidivary and lachry-
mal glands first described by Mikulicz.

(r() Cliiiiiiie I'lirntith irii/i or iritlmut Prcrioua Acute

InfliimmittiouK nf t/ic GlniidK.—TUiti affection is occa-

sionally observed as a seijuel of mumps, and may fol-

low inilammateiry conditions oceurnng in the throat. It

has been observed in secondary and tertiary syphilis, in

Brights disease, and as a complication of chronic tuber-

culosis of the lungs. Some years ago the writer de-

scribed a case of this kind that occurred in connection

with chronic inllammatory clianges in the pancreas, in a

man sutTering from dialietcs. The alTection may be the

result of lead or mercurial poisoning.
Trmtiiieiit. E.xcept the condition be of syphilitic

origin
— in which case mercury and iodide of potassium

should be employed—we know of no drugs that affect

the course of this disease.

(b) Cliroiiic S;/iii metrical Inflammation of tlie Salimri/
and J,iic/in/mal Glaiiflx.—Since the publication of the

paper of Mikulicz, Kiinunel has reported a number of in-

stances of this disease, and in this country Osier has re-

cently rcc<ir<led a very interesting e.\aniple of the affec-

tion. Nothing is known concerning tiie causation of this

malady, but in Osier's case the patient had probably suf-

fered from tertiary syphilis, and the enlargement of the

glands gradually subsided >mdcr the use of mercury and
iodide of potassium. Kiimmcl found that the salivary

glands are com|>lelely replaecd by mononuclear leuco-

cytes, and suggests the name of aeliroijcytosis. Osier's

patient died later of tuberculosis, and at the autopsy the

lachrymal glands were found to he represented by masses
of fibrous tissue. Though all of the glands are usually
involved, in some instances this is not the case. The
swollen glands are painless and the disease generally per-
sists for a number of years. It is of interest to note that

it has in .some instjuices rapidl3' subsided following acute

fevers.

Tieiilnient. In cases in which the disease is secondary
to syphilis the appropriate treatment for the latter affec-

tion would, of course, be called f<ir, and even in instances

in which there is no history of this disease it would be
wise; to give the jialient the benefit of I lie doubt and
to test thoroughly mercury and iodide of i)otassium.
Shouhl these remedies fail, it is not likely that other means
would be eflicient.

Tu.MOKs OF TUK S.M,iv.\RV Gt..\NDS.—Carcinoma, sar-

coma, adenoma, fibroma, fibro-adenoma, chondroma,
myoma, and lymphoma occasionally occur in these

glands, though none of them are common. Of these
tumors libroadenoma is i)erhaps the most frequent.
The malignant neoplasms found in the glands generally
belong to the epithelial ty|ie. In all instances in which
the tumors show evidence of nialignauc}- they should be

immeiliately removed.
DisK.\sKS OF Tiiic DfCTS OF THE Glands.— CalcuU.

consisting of carbonate and phosphate of calciiuu, are

occasionally formcil in the ducts of the salivarj' glands,
and eiihir thc-y may be di.seharged or they may lodge in
some part (d' tlie duets: Ihey sometinu-s occasion a reten-
tion of theseeri-tions of the glands. I'nder these circum-
stances an operation should, of course, be resorted to to
relieve the condition. Occasionally the ducts become
dilated in glass-blowers and in musicians; when this
occurs, the disteniled ducts present the appearance of a
tumor, and contain air which may be nuxed with saliva
and pus. Henry Frtiuilleroi/ Harris.

SALIX.— IlVWoM'. Saulc blanc, Fr. Cod.—When it was
official, this drug was defined by the United States Phar-

maeopceia as "the bark of S<(lix alba L. and of other

species of Sdir(U\\n. Sdiciu-ea-).
" Salieiuum now enl ircly

replaces it in the Pliarmacopu'ia. The species named is

the common Knrojimn irhite irillmr, now nuile extensively
nattu-alized in North America. It is a large tree with,
when old, a very thick, irregular trunk, dividing near

the ground into .several great liudis; branches numerous,
ascending, rather densely massed; twigs slender, lightly
attached to the branches, po.ss(«sing a light-yellow or

greenish-yellow bark and white soft wood ; young shoots.

Fig. 4110.—Sali.\ Albsi. A, Stamlnate : B, pistillate.

buds and the under surface of the leaves silky; leaves

numerous, alternate, with small lance-ovate stipules and
short petioles; the blades two to four inches long and
about half an inch xvide, lanceolate, acute, whitish be-

neath, finely .serrate; flowers dioecious, iu slender weak
spikes, each in the axil of a small bract, appearing in

earl.v spring. Only the bark of the younger branches
should be collected.

Willow bark is "in fragments or ([uills. from one-

twenty-tifth to one-twelfth of an inch (1 to 2 mm. ) thick,

smooth; outer surface somewhat glossy, brownish or

yellowish, more or less finely warty ; under the corky
layer green ; inner surface brownish-white, smooth, the

fibres separating in thin layers; inodorous: bitter, and

astringent.
CoNSTiTiKNTS.—Besides ordinary plant constituents,

willow contains the following three glucosides: tannin,
about ten percent.; salicin (wh\c\i see), about two per
cent.; helicin (Call.tOi + f HjO). The properties and
uses of the drug depend almost wholly upon the salicin

contained, and our article on the latter substance should

be consulted. As an antiiieriodic, tlie bark is emidoyed
in doses of an ounce or more, in the form of Hiiid extract,

or, as is more common in domestic ]iraclice, a decoction

or infusion. It is often used as a tonic in do.ses of about
one-fifth or less of this amount, the powdered bark being
often used for this purpose; also as an intestinal astring-
ent. Sali.x has sometimes jiroduced good results as an

anthelmintic. The powdered bark was formerly con-

siderably employed as a vulnerary, .sitlieylie acid having
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now entirely repluei-il it fm- this purpose in niedieal

pmetic-e.
Ai.i.iKD Dufos.—The genus Salix eonlains about one

liuuilrcd anil sixty species, many of wliieli liave been em-

ployed like S. (ilia. The plants fall naturally into two
classes, the one cliaraeterized by the yellow, the other by
the purple color of their young shoots. The latter are

Siiid to contain more salicin, sometimes above three per
cent., the former more tannin.

J'r/jiiilii/) L. is the botanical name of the Poplars, Pop-
ples. C'ottonwoods or Aspens, a number of which, both

European and American, are used, in the form of their

barks and leaves, as willow bark is used. These drugs
contain the same constituent as the willows, besides the

closel_v allied ghicoside ;»/;!/^i7i or bciizoyt-nnliein.

The buds of P. balsamiiiifera L. and P. caiaUcaiix Ait.

are known as babn of Gilead buds. Their scales are

thickly coated with a very pleasant balsamic scented

oleoresin. which possesses mihl aromatic, diuretic, ex-

pectorant, and vulnerary properties.

Henry II. Rushy.

SALOL—CoHsCtHsOj. Salol is the name given to the

salicylic ether of phenol (carbolic acid). It is com-

pounded of salicylic acid and iihenoland represents sixty

per cent, of the former subslanre and forty jier cent, of

the latter. It is official in the L'nited [Stales Pluirma-

copieia under the title 8ahil, Salol. Salol is a white

crystalline powder, melting at 43' C. (109.4" F.) into a

colorless, oily Unid. It is nearly insolulile in water, but
dissolves in alcohol, ether, and fixed oils. From its in-

solubility in aqueous fluids it is practically tasteless in

powder, but it has a faint aromatic smell.

Salol is used as a substitute for the common salicylate
salts, on the grounds that it is ecpially elleetive as a medi-

cine, while at tlie same time, in inediciual doses, it is

much less deranging to digestion on the one hand, and
less productive of constitutional toxic cfi'ccts on the
other. It is insoluble in the fluids present in the stom-

ach—whence the lack of gastric derangement in its em-

ployment—but suffers solution by chemical decomposi-
tion in tlie small intestine through the action of the

pancreatic juice, resolving into salicylic acid and carbolic

acid (pheuoU. Cou.stitutionally, salol, in ordinary dos-

age, has produced little disturbance beyond an occa-

sional and trilling ringing in the ears. In experiment-

ing, however, with a dosage exceeding 6 gm. (about a
drachm and a half) distributed over the twenty-fotu'
hours, toxic symptoms have been observed, as might be

expected, considering that the medicine is nearly one-half

carbolic acid. Salol, taken internally, imparts to the

urine of the subject the peculiar coloration seen after

ingestion of carbolic acid, a phenomenon that may persist
for several days after discontinuance of the medicine.

The average medicinal dose of salol for an antirheumatic
or antipyretic effect is from 0.6 to 1 gm. (gr. x. to

XV.). given twice, or thrice, daily. A dosage reach-

ing 8 gm. (about two drachms), in the course of a day.
was followed, in one instance, by seveie vomiting, gas-

tralgia, and tinnitus. Salol ma3" be taken drv upon the

tongue, in powder, tlie dose to be washed down with a
little water, or may conveniently be administered in pill

form.
Because of the fact that .salol only gradually suffers

resolution into its constituents, the substance makes a
useful intestinal disinfectant in diarrha'a or typhoid
fever.

Salol should not be given wlien there is any disease of

the kidneys, because of the carbolic acid of its constitu-

tion. Edward Curti.i.

SALOL-CAMPHOR.—These two substances, when
mixed in certain projiortions, alter their physical state

and become an oily, colorless litiuid, insoh.ble in water,

freely soluble in ether, chloroform, and oils. It is pre-

pared by adfling twenty parts, by Tvcight. of powdered
camphor to thirty parts of salol. and warming gently
until fusion is complete.

It jiossesses the properties of its constituents, and is

highly recommended as a stimnliiting antiseptic.
Jkauaiont Small.

SALOPHEN.—(Acetyl para-amido-snlol.) A patented
eompouiHl which is. chemically, salol in which one atom
of hydrogen in the ])henyl group is replaced by tlie

monivalent groii]) N.jlI((Tl3(_)). It occurs in minute,
wliite. crystalline plates, insoluble in cold water, verv
slightly soluble in hot water, soluble in alcohol and ether.
Alkalies render it soluble, even in cold water. It is

without tasteorodor, and isneulral in reaction. Salicylic
acid is present to the <-xtent of lifty-one per cent. The
acid secretion of the .stomach has no effect upon it. but
when it comes in contact with the pancreatic f<'rnient.s

it is deeom|iosed into salicylic acid and aceiyl-para-
amido-phenol. The object in view in llie production of
this compound was to ini|u'ove upon salol by combining
with Ihe salicylic acid a phenol compound which was
perfectly harmless.

It is recommended as a remed}' for acute articular
rheuiuatism in doses of sixty to seventy-five grains dur-

ing the day, the usual dose being tifteen grains every
three or four hours. It does not disagree with the stom-
ach nor produce any toxic symptoms. Relapses and the

ordinary complications are not prevented. Salo] hen
has proved serviceable in neuralgia, sciatica, and other

painful affections of the nerve-^ Reports of its favor-
able use in severe attacks of pruritus have been published.
It has also been used with success in intlnenza.

Peininmnt SiniiU.

SALOQUININE, the quinine ester of salicylic sieiil.

C,dIj.()ll.C'<>.().C'2„H.,:,N»(.). is a mild substitute for qui-
nine with added analgesic properties. Its advantages,
as stated by Uverlaeh, arc that it has no disturbing elfect

upon the digestive or urinary organs or the nervous sys-
tem, does not produce ciuchouism, and is tasteless. He
employed it in sciatica in 3 gm. (gr. xxx.) doses with

good eft'ect. Tauszk has used it in supraorbital neural-

gia, influenza, the pains of locomotor ataxia, muscular
rheumatism, acute articular rheumatism, and typhoid
fever. He recommends it as an eflieient antineuralgic
with mild antipyretic action. In doses of 0..~)-3 gm.
(gr. viij.-xlv. ) daily, no vertigo or tinnitus was com-
plained of, though in some cases mild sweating was ob-

served.

Fitch, Sternberg, and von Kolozsvary speak highly
of its use in malaria, large doses 0.3-1.3 gm. (gr. v.-xx.j,

being administered several times a day. Being free from
taste it is easily taken by children.

The salicylate of saloquinine is "rheumatin."
11 . A. Bastedo.

SALSOMAGGIORE, ITALY.—This new cure resort is

pleasantly situated in Northern Italy, Lat. 44° 48' N.,

Long. 37" 38' E., two hours' ride by rail south from
Milan. It lies in the valley of the Po, surrounded by
low hills covered with the vine, maize, and mulberry
trees. To the south rises the .\pennine range.
The village itself is pictures(iuely situated at an eleva-

tion of about 500 feet, and contains 1,000 inhabitants.
It is said to be unusually health}', and is well supplied
with good drinking-water.
The climate is temperate, the beat being never unduly

excessive, and the sun is hidden by tlie hills before five

o'clock in the summer.
The country round about is very attractive and affords

many interesting excur.sions either by mail or by rail.

From here Bologna. Parma. .Modeiia, and other spots of
interest are readily reached by rail.

The accommotlation is excellent, theie having been

opened in 1900 "The Grand Hotel dcs Therines," with
three hundred rooms and titled with all modern equip-
inenls in the Avay of sanitation and comfort. There are

music, billiard, and reading-rooms, elevators and elec-

tric lighting, and the baths can be taken in the hotel

itself, each floor being provided with special bathrooius
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for that purpose. The chiirges are not c.M'p.isive. The
scasi>n e.\tcmls from April 1st to Noveinlicr, although
July and August are the U'ast desimble mouths in which
to visit the spa.

Salsomaggiore is one of the two best-known spas in

Italy, the other being Bagui (U Lucca. The waters are

what are known as muriated iodobromine. locally called

"salsoiodic," and are furnished by nunuMcius artesian

wells. Their nalunil temperature is 57.2° F. For the

"cure" either the "s^ilso-iodic
" or the mother water,

made by e.xinicting the salt by evaporation, is employed.
The analysis of the water is as follows:

In 1 Kgm. ok "\V.\Tt;n fmom Salsomaggiore there is;

Potassium olilorlJe. .

SfMUum rhioiiile
Littiiiiiii rliluriilf

AiiiiiKinfuMi cliluriile.

Oil.-liim .-iilntiap . . . ,

StiiMUiuiii i'liliiride ..

Mitt^ni-sliiiiu-hli»'i(le,

Iron i-Uluruli'

Gm.
fl.noo

153.1ii)0

."«

.«37

15.848

5..W4
.(03

Aliiinlniiin cliloridp. . .

Mat'iicsiiiin chloride. .

Muj:n»'sium lironiiUe. .

Iodide of ma),'»esluui .

IJor.ite of ina^csiiiui.
BicarlMnnue of in>n . .

Sulptmte of stroDtium.

Gm.
O.ftJfW

.0O.)7

.:io:!T

.txies

.III hi

.07 TS

.15033

Silicale 0230

Hot baths, mud baths, and inhalations are used in the

treatment, which occupies from two to three weeks.
The temperature of the baths is from 95° to 98.6° F., and
the salsoiodic water is generally employed, although
Sjilsoiodic water nii.xed with the mother water can also

be used. The duration of the baths is fidm liftecn to

si.xty minutes, and after the bath the palieut goes to bed
and lests. It is rccommeiiilcd that the cure be repeated

again dui-ing the year, and fnllowed up tor two or three

years. An afler-eui'e in the mountains is advised.

There is an inhalation hall where this method of treat-

ment is pursued for various atYections of the respiratory
tract, such as bionchitis, pharyngitis, laryngitis, etc.;

for chronic eye affections, such as coujunctivitis, iritis,

and keratitis; and for certain skin diseases. The disea.ses

for which the l)at lis are recommended are chronic rheuma-
tism and gout: various gysiccological affections, such as

metritis, salpingitis, ovaritis, perimetritis, and sterility;

ana'inia; convalescence from protracted illness: infantile

rachitis: neurasthenia; bone and joint tuberculosis; ter-

tiaiy syphilis, and some forms of neuralgia and neuri-
tis. Massiige and Swedish gynmastics, electrieily, and
various forms of douches arc also employed. The mud
ballis, which are given in conjunction with and apart
froi!i the baths, are used especially for rheumatoid
arthritis. The mud obtained from the deposit of the
tanks at the well (rich in salt, iodine, bi-omine, lithium,
and 'iietroleum), is applied to the alfected parts as hot
as can be borne, and is left on for about twenty minutes.
It is then removed and generally followed by a bath of
medicated water.

Besides the arrangements for baths in the "Grand
Hotel," there are bathhouses {stabilimenii) where every
precaution is taken as regards cleaulines.s, sanitation, and

disinfection. All laundry linen is carefull}- disinfected

and sterilized after being used.

Salsomaggioie can be reached from London in about

thirty hours. In going from Milan to Florence one alights
at Borgo San Douiiiio, and takes a half-hour's ride in a
blanch train to Salsomaggiore.
For a charming description of the excursions about

this spa, one is referred to
"
Salsomaggiore and Its Sur-

roundings," by Lady Colin Campbell.
Edimrd 0. Otis.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—This city and the great
region of the Salt Lake basin deserve consideration as a
health resort of no mean degree, particularly as a place
of residence for the cousumptive. This basin of a former

great inland sea, a huge remnant of which is the existing
Salt Lake, has an average elevation of 4,(100 feet, and is

bounded on the east by a range of mountains and on the
west and south by a desert. It: is, then, a jdateau of
moderate elevation ftd by the pure air fiom the moun-
tains ami the desert, and possessing a " maritime "

quality
from tlie presence of such a large body of salt water as
the great Salt Lake, which covers an area of 3,800 square
miles. Such an elevation, moreover, gives the peculiar
climatic conditions incident to lieight above sealevel.
The air is pure, cool, and dry ; the sensible temperature
is not oppressive, on account of the dryness of the atmos-

phere; tlie rainfall is small; high winds are absent, and
the sunshine is abtmdant. Further, the softness of the
air is a striking feature, very evident to one who first sets
foot in this region, and giving a delightful sense of rest-

fulness. The priuci])al jdaee of importance and resort is

Salt Lake City, latitude 40° 45' N., longitude 111' 50' W.,
containing 53.531 inhabitants, and located 4,348 feet above
sea-level. The city occupies an extensive area, is well
built and attractive, with wide and well-shaded streets,
and possesses an eflicient sanitary system and excellent
water works. The accommodations are good, there being
several modern liotels. Tlie soil is adobe. Irrigation is

used, the water being carried in ditches along the sides
of the streets.

"
Salt Lake City," says Solly (" Medical Climatology "),

"is one of the three Western cities of good size possible
for the residence of those to whom u sunnj^ climate is

necessary and who desire to settle in an active business
centre. The other two large cities are Denver, wliieh
shares with Salt Lake City the advantage of altitude,
and Los Aiigeles, which is equally sunny but expcsed to
ocean influence."

At the Salt Lake Hot Springs Sanatorium sulphur and
salt baths can be taken ; and on the bonier of the lake,
thirteen miles distant, reached by tiaiu, is the Salt Air

Bathing Resort, well appointed, with nearly one thou-
sand bathrooms. Here one can enjoy the strange e.x-

perienceof bathing in water containing nineteen jier cent,
of salt, and so buoyant that one can float in it with a

Climate op Salt Laki; City. Latitude, 40" 45' N. ; 111° 50' 'W. Elevation,

Observation, Ten to Sixteen Years.
4,348 Feet. Period op

Temperature. Iie(n*ees Fnhr.—
Avei-at'e luonilily teiiipernture
Me^tn of wurfiicit
.Mean of eoldest
Avcniire daily ranpe
Htjjliot or inaxiiniiiii

I>o\ves: or iiiiiiiDium , .

Dumldlty—
A vemee relatire

Preelpilailon
Aventge In Inches

Wind—
PrevBlllns direction
Average liourly velocity

Weather—
Average nnintwr of clear and fair days.

ffl.O"

3.5.7

20.7
I.i.O

48. S
-G.l

6W

1.49

S. K.

4.07

49.0°
.W.6
32.3
18.4
63.(1

21.0

52«

1.74

S. E.
5.0

20.5

.57..5»

09.3
47.3
22.0
S3.3
35. B

4.5J

N. W.
6.3

23.7

75.4°
88.0
83.3
27.7
95.0
51.6

37«

.53

N. W.
5.6

28.3

tn a

64.3°
75.4
52.4
23.0
87.5
53.1

37«

.36

N. W.
5.4

27.3

za

38.0°
46.3
28. 3
17.9
01.4
18.8

47*

1.40

N. W.
4.'0

21.5

49.5°
.59.5

39.6
19.9
73.9
28.9

49*

0.36

N. W.
6.0

64.4

71..5°

85.3
no. 8
24.5
94.7
49.3

3:;«

2.16

N. W.
5.8

83.3

51..3°

60.9
39.0
21.9
74.9
30.0

43«

3.82

N. W.
4.9

73.2

31.9°
;i8.8

24.0
14.8
50.4
0.2

6W

4.39

S. E.
4.1

56.3

51.3°
61.0
41.2
19.8

48*

16.73

N. W.
5.3

277.:
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Salvalor .lllii.s

c-oiKsiderabc- portion <,: his hody out of water Tl.e 1-ikcIS very shallow t ,r a lon.^^ distance Iron, the shore an its a hibonous task to wa,le to deep waler. The ten "r
ti.re of the waler is eonii.arativelv liigh

'

btandart ("The Climate of (he Great Salt Lake Basin "

„;.•' IT """'
;"""""" t" tlie fact of the U.nuevitv

le inM , ""f 'f,"' V-
'' '"•^"""' "'''<•""• attrihnteslothe luliuenee of the elnnate; and he narrates the iuri^.dent Ota gathering of ol.l folks

representing teep'r
jvnt.

of the adult population of the great Salt Lai ebasm, where there were a thousand people who iulattained the age of seventy years or over
Good hunting and fishing are to be had in the niountains and streams round about, and there are ,ian> X t

^[^rhles""l"f"
>-'« b-">S- the bankiof^'tiacive lakes A few miles from the city reached bv

vated regions. The diurnal range i.s lanre and H does
pot appear to be very cold in winter or eSSvJly 1 o-'"mmer. According to Solly, the average number of
days above 90° F. is 30. and bel6w 33 '. 109 Th, ave a-eannua range as given by Standart is 93.5' The3
age re ative humicfity is very low and the rainfa Is aT
s ro'i^'^ir/"?;

^'3- ^'t'^o^P'^ere. The prevailing wind
rf Q M l' '"'"hwf^st, and the average hourly vllocitv

fs o'?''wi rcl'''^''""'- 1

'^^''
"""^berof^learan-iflfdayiii,~,i, which means a large amount of sunshine.

Edwiinl 0. Otis.

^.SALT
LAKE HOT SPRINGS.-Salt Lake County,

Post-office. -Salt Lake City. Hotel and sanatorium

SaU LakeTify ''%,^°''^"^^ '.°
".e northern outskTrts of^alt Lake City. 1 he water is conducted from thence to

flK"dty'""Th1"'^t.''""'^=
establishment in the h" rt o?inc citj I his fine, commodious structure has -i floor

space of about fifty thou.sand square feet. The wate ata temperature of 113° F., is drawn from he s, rin^s

hnnH^^H '''".^^^'"-i'^ch pipe, with a flow^f abou om
I ..ndred gallons per minute, and enters the estabHslimenat a temperature of 110= F. Besides large sepa^-ate s«in,mmg poo s for men and women, there afe tu'^.t e pr vate

otel and.''/"'"'-'^'
°^

^'¥''^"' P"^'"''' bathrooms Aliotel and gymnasium are also connected with the enter
prise in the same building. According to an anah'sis byH. Iliischmg, analytical chemist, in 1893, the wafei contains rather more than three hundred grains per UnitedMates gallon of solid ingredients. Th?s is largely comosed of chloride of sodium (about two hundrei^rains
1h^ r '^

'? contains appreciable quantitief of theehlondes of calcium and magnesium, the sulphab-s ofsodium, calcium, and magnesium, the carbonate of so

Jlnim,
and small amounts oT' several other compounds Its also charged with sulphureted hydrogen in snaHquan

1 d ;.as' ""'The^wn't '=°°^'"-/'?l'^ percentage of caXnic
,,^ f . .''

^^^^''^ '^ "S'^f"' '" tbe various ailments for^vhich hot saline sulphur baths are prescribed
James K. Crook.

Spr'gn.

^^iit^'--l-^;:'n.S:iing''i;^.-!l-:'r^

iir:z^S^^;;as!!n:i^r^.S??=covered in 1803: the "Salt Sulphu^.^Hscove^,! i^{8trand the "
Iodine "

Spring, known since 183r (ve nresent'
analyses of the Old Spring an,l the Iodine Sprint Zformer by W. B. Rogers, the latter by D s'cnv^aitf'

*''"

0^= United States Gallon Contains:

Solids.

Sodium carbonate
Calcium carbonate
Magnesium carbonate . .

Potassium luriiouale...
Sodium sulpliute
Calcium sulphate .'.'.'.'

Mag-nesium sulpliate. .

Org-auic matter
' ' '

Eaitliy pliospliates, sortiunVchioride' cal-cium chloride, niairnesium cliloride
iron peroxide, alumina, silica, iodineand bixmiiue

Total

Old Spring. Iodine Spring
Grains. Grains.

1.31

2,(K)

10.80
33.00
7.UU
2.33
24.00
88.(10

a). HO

150.38

7.35

172.48

Gases.

Carbonic acid
Sulphureted b.vdrogen

Cubic inches.

13.38
3.44

Cubic inches.

34.56
19.12

Trftfi™,'fx^°^"^^'°^
O'' IONIZATION OF.-See

-Monroe County, West
SALT SULPHUR SPRINGS,

\ irginia.

Access"'VrVf"
^"'P''"'' ^"^""*^«- hotels.

Snrin? wi;:; 'l««*P«'ke and Ohio Railroad to Fort

Tint w 1
'""'«g^'^'"cet visitors for springs.Ihese well-known springs have been under the nresent

nanagement for many years, and have beconiMustly e"

V r fnii'Vl""' "/•"'"
"''''' '""''»""" -"I I"-, el ke o the

I 'jlT, r"^'"u '''*^""-'*- ''''" '"'•'li">i is two thouMnd feet above the sea level, and is surrounded bZusual beautiful scenery an.l wholesome ct' o e
Alleghanies. The hotel buildings are chietiy oftick and

Vol. VII.—3

These are valuable waters, containing as thev do a
large proportion of active mineral ingredients" Bothcontain a sufficient quantity of the purfing sulphate orender them cathartic in their effects' Thelodiue snrin"contains a fair proportion of iron and appreciable ouan

wafer^' 't^'^^ '""""r,'
'''' 'ng^cii^nte of su?, 1";w aters. This water resembles those of Challes in Si vovand possesses alterative properties. It proves esnedaHvbeneficial m scrofulous and svphilit c diseases Tl^

n™menf^°' "•''" ^P"°gs ai'-e useful in abdonS
engorgement chronic constipation, chronic metallic Doi

and sSl -"sk-r";'' ''""'^'''r^
'"^°"'«''-^' vheumatism g^m,and scalj skin diseases. Cases of bronchial troub es and

early phthisis also do well at this resort.
'^"''"'^ ^'^a

James E. Crook.

,.i,^';'^Pf°!-,~ '^'^^^'^'•"'"o-inethylene-di-antipyrin - isprepared by the action of bromine on methyl mtipvrinIt IS without odor, and is used as an antiseptic iS"'powder in place of iodoform. It is said to be a loo"rl
haemostatic like antipyrin. w. 1 Batu^o

4- SH'"n'^il'^^
aluminum

salicylate, Al, (C.H.OHCOO).+ 3H,0 IS a reddish-white powder, in.soluble in waterand a cohol, and soluble in alkalies. It is emnloved asan astringent dusting-powder in catarrhal con Hons 'I

^g.ate!^l^!tSx^.^J;^-!,lK^ily soluble ,u water and is used in the nose and 1 nat s

"sXlS^li^^V^
^^^- This

conjpoundis <^|i::^

W^oi^sfn'^^''
W'~ERALSPR,NGS.-Brown County,

Post-Office.—Green B:iy

It does' nnr^'
'" ^'^

""','"'
"' *^ ^^'^^'^iOT Mineral Water.It does not api'«ir to be used as a resort. An analvskby Professor I)elafont:iine. of Chicago, show.s ! -fol'

lowing mineral ingredients: One Uidtid States al on

oaTbo;mtc^'""1'.^o''"";"" '•"i'^'™'^''
»'• l-«0' -liu";;; bi"cai boiate, gr. 1.30; calcium bicarbonate, gr 30- ma-ne

ToS,'41^Ss.^''-
'''"• '"'"

'--'^-at^g^Jr'i!^^.

,„;M"f ""'.'!•''"''
''''°"'-'' "" excellent alkaline, diuretic andmild laxative water, with ferruginous properties I? is

i;
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vitluiibleiu the treatmeut of acid (lyspepsia, slugj,'isliiiess

of tlif portal oirciilaliiui. Bright 's" disease, diabetes, and

irritable states of the bladder and urinary pass!ige.s. The
water is entirely free from organic iinpurilies, and is well

adapted for laiile and club pi'irposcs. It has a large sjile

in dilTereut sections of the country. James K. Crvolc.

SAMBUCUS.—El.DEU. "Tlie llowers of Sambucus
V,iii,i<l, iitiiK L. ^faIn., Ciii>rif<'Un(ea')." T. S. P. (but likely
to l>e dropped from the next edition). This phmt is a

medium sized or small shrub, with smooth, upright,
rather simple stems, wliieli are soft and herbaceous in

the upper part. Their wooily ring is very narrow : their

pith very large, and much used for holding small objects
for microscopical seciioncutting; leaves opposite, pcli-

olate. pinnate, large; leaflets ovate-acuminate, serrate,

rarely pinnate; flowers small, in large, compound, (ivc-

brancluil. Hal-topped cymes, regular, pentamerous; calyx
minute; eoroila cream-colored. urn-sli:ipeil, with spread-

ing lobes; stigmas three; ovary inferior, ripening to a

purple-black, shining, spherical, jincy, berry-like drupe.

containing three minute nutlets. The elder is a common
plant iu moist places over a large portion of thisconti-

characteristics. San Antonio (tlevalion 650 feet) is the

chief city of this district, and is situated in Lat. 29' 27'

Xorlli. about one hundred and thirty miles inland from
the Gulf of Mexico. It has a jiopulatiou of over .JO.IHIO.

composed of Jlexicans. Germans, and American^. The
Mexican element presents many attractive and pictur-

esque features, in the architecture, street life, ami sug-

gestions of bygone days in the old missions. The historic

incidents connected with the life of the city also enhance
the charm and fascination of the place; for there is the

famous Fort Alamo, the Thermopyke of Texas.
The couutry is undulating, with no moimtains nearer

than thirty or forty miles, and the soil of the city is

adobe. There is a pure water sujiply, and a tnoie or less

ell'ective sewerage system. Tlieri^ ari^ a number of hotels,

boarding-houses, and restaurants, but the accommoda-
tions for invalids are said to be iloublfid. Frobalily the

most satisfactory plan would be to keep house in one ol

the more eligible suburbs of the city. There arc many
opportuidties for outdoor life, in horseback riding, driv-

ing, etc. The climate is a mild winter one but uncom-

fortably hot iu summer, although the nights are com-

paratively cool.

Climate of San Antonio, Tex-as. Latitude, 29° 27' N. ; Longitdde, 98° 28' W. Period Eight Years.

Tein|>eratun\ Peprees Fahr.—
Average or noraial

Avennre daily ninffe
Mean of wannest
Mean of colcle.st

Highest or niii.\lminu

Lowest or uiininiuni

Humidity—
Averape mean relative

Precipitation
-

AvcraRe In inihcs
Wlnd-
PrevalUnp direi-tlon

Average liourly velocity In miles
Weather-
Average numtier of clear days
Average number of fair days
Average number eleJir and fair days
Average number of eloudy days

January.

51 .,5°

19.8
62.8
43.0
81.0
16.0

65. 6<

2.03

N.

10.3
9.0

19.3
11.6

61. 9»
21.8
73.0
51.3
as.o
21.0

62.K
1.43

S. E.

8.S

9.3
13.0
21.3
10.8

May.

74. 9»
19.6
85.2
65.6
97.0
47.0

69.6«

2.83

S. E.
7.5

8.1
13.8
21.9
9.0

July.

83.3°
22.1
95.3
73.2

106.0
66.0

64*

S. E.
7.5

13.8
14.8
28. 6
3.2

Sep-
tember.

77.5°
21.2
89.4
68.2
103.0
46.0

68. 8S

2.84

E., S. E.
6.4

11

13
24

No-
vember.

59.0°
21.1
71.6
50.5
88.0
33.0

65. 3«

1.30

N.. S. E.

7.4

12.1
10.3
22.4

De-
cember.

54.9''

20.5
6.3.7

45.2
89.0
22.0

62.8*

1.82

N.
7.8

14.2
8.1

22.3
8.3

68.5°

79.8
58.8

65.5*

25.27

S. E.
7.8

136.2
138.8
275.0
90.0

nent, and is represented by nearly related species in many
other parts of the world.
The liowers should be gathered in full bloom, and dried

without heat. They then form a cream-colored or very
pale yellow mass, which grows darker with time. They
have a peculiar, rather agreeable odor, iind a sweetish

and slightly bitter tasle. Their important constituent is

volatile oil, with which occur resin, gum, wax, and sugar.
The use of our elder was unfjuestionably derived from

that of the black elder (.S. ni;irii L. ) of Europe, which is

almost exactly like it in sensible jiroiierties. The Ameri-
can has tufts of microscopic hairs in the forks of the

briiuchlets of the inflorescence and in the siinises of the

calyx teeth, while the S. iiif/ra has not. Elder is slightly
aromatic, and when given iu hot infusion is also diapho-
retic. Its employment is conlined almost entirely to

household medication. The twenty-percent, infusion

may be given atl libitmii.

The Howers are the least active portion of the plant.
The fruits of this and related species, though used in pas-
try and largely in wine-making, are laxative iu the un-
cooked state, and have been seen to intoxicate fowls.
The young buds are powerfully cathartic or even emetic,
as is the bark of the root. The leaves have been used for

fly poison. The bark of the stem is a useful diuretic and
hydnigogue cathartic, emetic iu over-doses. (See also
Pmnowiiis Pliiiils) llenri/ II. Rusliij.

SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS.—The southwestern portion
of Texas is regarded as the especial health-resort region
of this State, and .Sau Antonio, occupying a central posi-
tion in this region, can be taken as illustrating its climatic

From the meteorological table we see that while the

winters are mild, nearly as warm as the autumn at New
York City, the diurnal variation is large; and also while
the summer days arc hot—many days above 90° F.—the

nights, as has been said, are comparatively cool. The
average annual rainfall for the eight years was 2.5.27

inches; and for tweut}--one years. 30.(5 inches (Solly." Medical Climatologv "). Occasional
"
northers " occur "at

San Antonio, but they do not last long. The average
relative humidity is 0.5, 5 percent, for the year, which,
considering the high temperature, means a moist atmos-

phere. The average number of cloudy days during the

year is 90; and the average number of clear and fair

days. 27.5.

Such a climate as this, while it is not an exceptionally
excellent one in its various characteristics, yet siffords an
outdoor life in the winter in a mild and pure atmosphere.
For the consumptive in good general condition, and with
the disease not far advanced, and who, moreover, is will-

ing and able to "rough it
" more or less, this region can

be recommended. It does not. however, in the writer's

opinion, possess the advantages of Southern California or

of many resorts in the southern pine belt, either in the

matter of climate or in that of accomniodations. Almost

every resort has its enthusiasts, and the following quota-
tion from an article iijion .southwestern Texas by Dr.

T. Iv. Taylor in the Transactions of the American Clima-

tological A.ssociation, l.^Sf<. may be .said to have been
written by oiH' such. "For delicate children." Dr. Tay-
lor says, "who recjuire the invigorating inlhiences of

moderately cool weather and active outdoor life, that cli-

mate is all one could wish during the winter season.
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while the spring, with its multitude of flowers, its fra-

grant breezes, its genial sunlight. :iu<l its evenings with
their soft sweet repose, give one a better idea of an earthly

paradise than any [dare we have ever seen, or hope to

see in this broad land."

San Antonio can be reached by three lines of railroad.

Edward 0. Otis.

SANATORIA (for treatment of tuberculosis). See

Oji('/i-(iir 'I'lditinent, etc.

SAN BERNABE SPRINGS.—Municipality of Dolores,
Nucvd Leon. Jle.xici). Tlii'se baths, known also as the

T'lpo Chicij. are situated 8 km. north of tlie city of Mon-

terey, to which they are connected by a railroad. The
water has a temperature of 10.5.8' F., and. according to

an analysis by Gonzalez and Landiert, it contains the

chlorides of sodium, calcium, and magnesium, the bicar-

bonates of calcium and sodium, sulphate of calcium,
silicate of alumina, silicate of lime, and sulphuric acid.

Tlie gases escaping from the spring are composed of car-

bonic acid and nitrogen. A bathing establishment of

considerable size has been constructed and is consider-

ably resorted to, but as at most of the Me.xican mineral

spring resorts the accommodations are still very imper-
fect and in sad need of proper development. In Monterey
these baths enjoy a high reputation in the treatment of

rheumatism, diseases of the skin, certain nervous affec-

tions, and menstrual disorders. .Y. J. Ponce de Leon.

SAN BERNARDINO HOT SPRINGS.—San Bernardino

County, California. These springs are fourteen miles

from Arrowhead Hot Springs. They are picturesquely
located at an elevation of sixteen hundred feet above the

sea level. The springs vary in temjierature from 100° to

175° F. The waters have ac(|uired con.siderable reputa-
tion in the surrounding district. Tlie following analvsis

was made by Prof. Oscar Loew : One United States gallon
contains (solids): Sodium chloride, gr. 7.4G; sodium sid-

phate, gr. 47.63; potassium sulphate, gr. 1.34; calcium
carbonate, gr. 6.33; silica, gr. 11.95; magnesium, carbo-

nate, and ferrous carbonate, traces. Total solids, 74.61

grains.
It will be observed that the waters are saline and calcic.

Jiti/ics K. Crook.

SANDAL WOOD, OIL 0?.—(01lviii S„,ihili. V. S. P.,
B. P.. P. G.) A volatile oil distilled from the heart-

woocl ii{ Sontirlin)! nibiiiii L. (lam. Sdiilolitcciv).

Sandal wood is tlie product of a small tree of the East
Indies. It has been highly valued from the most ancient
times for the manufacture of objects which retain the

fine fragrance of the wood for a very long time, and for

use as incense. The trunk is small and its product is

still further limited by the uselessne.ss of the outer or

sap wood. This is removed, either by trimming or b_v

leaving it exposed to the action of termites, which lind

it agreeable and nutritious, while the oleiferous heart

wood is highly ofTen.sive to them. To discriminate be-

tween these two portions, the heart-wood is often known
commercially as "pink" or "red "sandal wood. This
custom leads, in turn, to some confusion between this

and red saunders, which is also often called red sandai
wood.
Sandal wood occurs in small billets of a brownish-yel-

low or reddish-yellow externally and of a more decidedly
pinkish tinge internally. It is very hard and heav}-. and
of a tough and splintery fracture, and emits, especially
when heated, the characteristic odor of the oil.

The tree, on account of its very extensive collection

and the careless methods em|iloyed. was long ago placed
under government protection and is now cultivated

upon a great scale. The distillation of the oil has also

been carried on under government supervision, with the

express object of preventing aflnlteralion. In spite,
however, of all precautions, such great dillicidties have
been encountere(l in securing a pure arti(-le of native dis-

tillation that many firms prefer to incur the heavy ex-

pense of importing the wood and distilling it here or in

Europe. Tlie yield of oil from a wood of tirst quality is

said to be about live per cent. The wood itself finds no

emjilnyment in medicine.
The oil is thus described in the Pharmacopfeia:
A pale yellowish or 3X-llow, somewhat thickisli liquid,

having a peculiar, strongly aromatic odor, and a pungent
spicy taste.

Specific gravity: 0.970 to 0.978 at 15' C. (59= F.).
It deviates polarized light to the left (distinction from

Australian Sandal wood oil [specific gravity 0.9.")3| and
West Indian [specific gravity 0. 9()5] nandal /rood oil. which
deviate polarized light to tlie right).

Readily soluble in alcohol, the solution being slightly
acid to litmus paper.

If to 1 c.c. of the oil. at 20' C. (68' F. ). there be added
10 c.c. of a mixture of three volumes of alcohol and one
volume of water, a perfectly clear .solution should be
obtained (test for cedarwood oil, castor oil, ami other fatly
oils, etc.).

Oil of sandalwood belongs to that class of volatile oils

commonly denominated "
terebinthinate.

" Like copaiba,
which it resembles in many respects, it is often called a
balsam, though the term is very incorrect, neither ben-
zoic nor einnamic acid being contained. It is said to

consist almost wholly of the alcohol CisHjcO and the

aldehyde CsH^jO.
Action and Use.—The absorption and elimination of

this oil are rapid, the latter occurring chieflj' through
the kidneys and the lungs, so that it might be classed as

a stimulating and disinfectant diuretic and expectorant,
with some astringent properties also. Its administration
is frequently followed by discomfort in the stomach and

dryness of the throat, and occasionally by vomiting and
colic.

Disagreeable eructations and its t,iste are complained
of by some patients, but on the whole it is less unpleas-
ant than copaiba. Itselimination by the kidnej's, which
is sometimes accompanied b}' a feeling of tension there,

changes the odor of the urine, and causes it to become

cloudy with acid, in the same way as copaiba does: al-

cohol, by clearing up this cloudiness, which is caused by
a resinous precipitate, will distinguish it from albumen.
The sandal-wood products in the urine exert upon vesi-

cal, and especially gonorrbfcal, inflammations a beneficial

action very similar to that exerted by copaiba or culiebs.

Sandal-wood therefore is frequently employed as an ele-

gant substitute for these drugs. Reports differ widely
as to the relative value, as antiblennorrhagics, of copaiba
and sandal-wood oils, but the preponderance of evidence

appears to be in favor of the former. Sandal-wood oil

is especiallj' serviceable in recent acute cases, with con-

siderable discharge.
The oil is frequently given dropped upon sugar or

shaken uji with mucilage, but is far more largely taken
enclosed in gelatin capsules, either pure or mixed with

copaiba or cubebs. The dose is five to twenty minims
four or five times a day, and its administration should be
continued for a week or so after the symptoms have dis-

appeared.
Almed Products.-Eight or nine species of Santalum

are known, all natives of the East Indies. Various at-

tempts have been made to utilize the products of several
of these species, as well as somewhat similar lu'oducts,

though not of this genus, from the West Indies and
Sontli America; but none of them possesses the fine odor
or other characteristics of the genuine, and it is doubt-
ful if they now find their way into coninierce.

Ihnrij II. Rush;/.

SANDARAO.—Sandaraca. Resina Sandaraca. A resin

olilaim^d in northern Africa from Callitris (/nadn'raleis
Vent. (Thuja arliculata Shaw.—Fain. Pinacca- or Conif-
era'), a small evergreen tree not distantly related to the

cypress. The resin exudes spontaneously from the trunk
and branches, and dries in tears resembling in form short,
broad, blunt. sim]de or compound icicles, and rarely ex-

({•eding or even reaching an inch in length. Thev are
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dull on tlio suifacL' iiud covered by a wliilisli powder
produced by nttritimi, of a glassy fracture and transpar-
ent within. Oi lasionally insects are found embedded in

tlicni. Tjion beinjr chewed, tlie lean? crumble to a line

powder which n-fuses to become plastic, whereas mas-

ticlie, which also occurs in stnall yellowish, thou_!j;li

rounded tears, readily softens into a plastic mass. Pow-
dered sandarac, which is non-adhesive and w hite, with a

plea.sjint resinous odor and a resinous and bitter taste, is

called
••

pounce," and was formerly used to rub over the

surface of paper where an erasure had been made, to pre-
vent the ink from runnin;,' when it was written over

again. Eitlu'r alcohol or ether will dissolve sandarac

completely, while turpenline, chloroform, or carbon bi-

sulphide oidy [lartly dissolves it.

The volatile oil of sandarac exists in very small

amount, as docs the unstudied bitter principle. The
resin consists almost wholly of .sandaracolic and callitrolic

acids, about leu per cent, of the latter and bel ween eijrhty

and ninety per cent, of the former. Sandarac is not used

at present in medicine. Ueury 11. Rushy.

SAN DIEGO AND LITTORAL CALIFORNIA.—In a

considcrati'Mi of liuomi ('.ilil'i)niia we seUd San Diego
because there are few places in the United tStates with a

more complete climatic record; it has an uninterrupted

temperature and rainfall leconl (xtrmliug back for over

half a century.
This station was
also among the first

to be e(inipped
with self-recording

apparatus, and it

lias a continuous
automatie record
of temperature,
rainfall, wind ve-

locity, wind direc-

tion, and sunshine
for each moment
of time, thus giv-

ing data that are

absolutely reliable.

It is on accotuit of my
familiarity with the ex-

cellent records of this

station that San Diego
and Coronado are selected *

as the type in this jiapcr.
but the statements and de-

ductions apply almost equal-
ly to the coast of Southern
California.

\Ve must study a wide ex-

panse of country when we are

considering the climatic peculiari-
ties of the coast of this region, as

the coast has a marked influence oiv

the interior, and it in its" turn mark
ediy influences the coast; indee<l, fur-

ther than this, the vast Californian coast

line presents three distinct climates, w liile

on the great inland plain then' is a fourth

type of climate. To ipiote from my re-

cent paper before the American Climato- *^^«*
logical Association (Pliilnddpkia Medicul
Joiinml. October 11th and 18th, 1902). wo sha

barely mention the northern climatic belt, the

centre of which is at the junction of the moun-
tain chains near the northern border of Califor-

nia, and which embraces also the ccnuitry known
as Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, and the
coast of Alaska and its islands. The central clima-

tic subdivision extends from a point below this nor-

thern junction of the mountains to Point Conception
on the coast. It is about here that the motintain

chains, by their junction, establish a transverse line

of separation, thus warranting us in describing a

Northern and a Southern California, each with its dis-

tinct topography and its very distinct climatic condi-

tions.

Southern California, then, embraces, so far as a study
of itsclinnite is concerned, all tlial part of the State which
lies below the transver.se high mountains about Point

Conception. It is with this strip of coast that we are

alone concerned, from Point Conception to Coronado.
At Point Conception the coast line changes its general

direction and runs nearly east, the movmtains run east-

ward for a sullicieiit distance to protect the country from
the north; but afterward they again turn south, thus
once more piotectiug the coast from the desert, which is

east of it.

The arrangement of the mountains and the trend of the
coast are the keynote of the delightful climate of littoral

California. The Alaskan current is sej)arated from the
laud by the curve in the coast, and the Kurosiwo, or

great Japan current, leaves the land at Point Conception
and never returns. Tliis separation is materially assisted

by the coast islands which are JocaU-d bctwei-n San Mig-
uel and the Cm-onado Islands and by those lying farther

south, olf the coast of lower California, the Baja Cali-

fornia of the Jlexicans.
To understand fully the factors that make the coast

climate so pleasjint we must consider the formation of
the country contiguous to the coast. The general topog-
rapliy of California, m<jre marked in the north, is a
double mountain range parallel with the long axis of the

State, with large fertile plains and valleys, with enor-

mous watersheds included between them. In the south
iiis general plan is somewhat modified. While the east-

I a range, the Sierras, serve as a wall to protect the coun-

try- from the great arid desert plains, the coast range is

much lower and no longer shuts out the sea; indeed, at

="nie points the whole interior is quite open to the sea,
i that tlie Santa Clara valley, the valley of the San

ISuenaventura River, the San Fernando Valley, the San
• i.-ibriel Valley, the valley of the Santa Ana River, the

Sun Jacinto River, the Los Angeles River and plains.
am
lam

the San Diego country constitute a great open coast

baf'ked aud protected by the high Sierras. A new-
mer from the eastern country will be somewhat
surprised at the designation of plains as applied to

these valleys, and he will also be somewhat dis-

i,;v appointed at their size. The first effect will

^i;_^«. probably be one of smalluess and narrowness
'^*'^ -

IS compared with the homeland valleys, but
their size is greatly increased by the

hilly uplands into which they insensi-

bly merge. This is most noticeable

"in the great upland jilain of San
Jacinto, south toward Coronado

Mu\ San Diego.
As I.indlcy and Widney say :

"The Sierra, which north
)f the Mojave Desert
makes a great curve
x\estward around
ilie so\ind end of

the San Joaquin
])lain of the central

belt, turns south-
w-ard again oppo-
site Santa Barbara
and Ventura coun-

ties, and doubling
I > a c k upon its
nurse walls in the

west end of the des-

ert, then turning di-

rectly eastward,

seiwrates the des-

ert from the Los
-Map in Relief of tlie TopoL'niiiliy i>f Cnli-

A ciimparlsoii nf tliis map witli tfie tem-
iinil rMinftill cliart.s of tljc state, will show , , i a

pliv f.veiisan iniiuiMiceupon the Angeles ana &au
'

Bernardino plains.

Turning southward
again, it stands as

Fio. 1141.

fiirnia.

pcratun
lii.w thi

I'liiiiatci.f (alifiMiiia. ( Fniin f'alitoriiia Section
.Miiiual Stiuiiiiarv, liKX). of Climate and Crop Ser-

virc of the Weather Bureau, By Alexander G.
Mi-Adie.)

np.
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a wall between the Colorado desert and that portion of

Southern California lying we.st of its base."

The range varies in lieiglit from live thousand to seven

thousand feet.

Unlike the northern and central porlious of Ihe chain,
the range bn'aksdown in the south at si'veral points into

low jiasses lictwccn t lie coast and the intcii(ir, "The ]iass,

b_v whii'h the (Jentral Pacitie crosses the Sierra, is 7.017

feet in elevation. Yet the Soledad Pass, by which the

Southern Pacific crosses the Sierra in Southern Cali-

fornia, is only 3,823 feet. The Cajon Pass, by which
the Santa Fe enters, is of about the same height. There
are numerous other comparatively low passes through
the Sierras at the west end of the Mojave Desert, leading
toward the sea in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties,
and also through the range south of San Gorgonio.
These passes through the Southern Sierra have a marked
influence not only upon the climate of the coast portion
of Southern California but also upon that of the deserts

lying at the base of the Sierra,"

The accompanying map in relief, prepared by Alex-
ander G. McAdie for the C'alifornia Section of the Climate
and Crop Service of the Weather Bureau, 1901, if com-

pared with the statements made above and witli tlie tem-

perature and rainfall charts of the State, will afford a

graphic illu.stration of the inlluence of the diversified

topography of California bpon its climate.

*As I have .said elsewhere, a great deal that is mislead-

ing has l)een written about the climate of Southern Cali-

fornia, Its charms have been cvaggerated aiul its draw-
l)a<'ks have either been passed over in silence or have been

painti'd in glowing and attractive colors. The simple
truth isqinte good enough. It is a fact that in California
of the South is to be found the best yearly climate in the

world. Other localities have as good or i)erhai)S a better

climate than oius at their best, l)ut certainly none of them
has been blessed with this happy condition the year round
as we have been on the coast.

A striking peculiarity, and one leading to much confu-

sion, is the great diversity of climate in this country and
the different climatic conditions which niaj' be encoun-
tered in even a single day's journe)'.
At the lower stations the various climates have the

* '* Two Health Seekers in Southern California," Edwards and Har-
raden. J. B. Lippinoott Company, Philadelphia.

CLIMATOLOGY OP SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA.

By Ford A. Carpenter, Observer, Weather Bureau.

Monthly Me.\n Tkmper-vtcres (Degrees Fahr.) for a Period of Ten Years (1893-1901).

Year.
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between 55° and 05° F. (and that is about half the time),

the liiimidity is ulwaj'S seventy per cent. Whenever the

teiniH'iaturc iiici'eases. llic umoiiiit of moisture naturally
decreases, for the capacity of the air for liolding the

vapor is correspondinjily decreased. Strange as it may
seem, tliis is also true of the other extreme in tempera-
ture in this desertsca climate; the winter cold is a dry
cold, just as the summer lieat is a dry heat.

A lieiieral knowledjre of the climate of Southern Cali-

fornia is olitained, says Solly, if we rememlier that the

coast is cool and moist and tlie interior hot and dry ;

'"

it

should lie thoroughly understood by the Eastern visitor,

in his search for health, that if he seeks more days of

sunshine and opportunities for outdoor life, wiih a more

equable temperature and an average humidity a little

greater than that of New York or Boston, he can find

what he wants at Santa Barbara or San Diego
"
(or Coro-

nado). The same writer adds th:it to those to wliom
the i)resence of dry air is not important, California olfers

many attractions from Jlonterey to Coronado, and he
concludes that it can be said that the coast climate is

delightful, equable, and healthful.

Wind.—The wind movement is moderate, the yearly
average is about 5.6 miles an hour. During the day the

wind blows from nearly every point of the compass.
The coast clearly shows the phenomenon of land and sea

breezes, for the air, warmed by the earth, rises and creates

a draught from tlie cooler .sea, so that by about nine

o'clock the breeze commences and increases until about
2 P.M., at which hour it blows at about the average rate

of twelve miles an hour. At or about sunset this west-

erly wind dies down, the land cools, and a current of air

starts tow.'ird the warmer sea. William A. Edieai-ds.

SAN DIEGO DE LOS BANOS.—The best-known and
most emploN cd mineral spriugs of those abounding in

Cuba are the springs situated in the town called San Diego
de los Baiios, in Pinar del Kio. This town is sit uated about

ninety miles from the city of Havana and may be reached

by railroad as far as Paso Real and thence "by stages or

carriages. This part of Cuba is not onlj' one of the most

picturesque on the island, but it is also the best known,
for Sau Diego is surrounded by those tobacco estates

wliich liave made the name of Cuba so well known where-
ever the luxury of a good cigar is appreciated.

These springs have been known for over a centur)-,
tradition attributing their original discovery to an old

negro, a runaway slave, who is said to have been cured
of leprosy by Imthing in these waters. During the hist

thirty years these springs liave not enjoyed the vogue
that tiiey formerly had, but this has been due to the

ditliculties of transportation and to the disturbed politi-
cal condition of tiie country. However, now that the

island is at peace, there is no doubt that the springs of

San Diego will develop with the rest of the country.
The population of San Diego during the closed season

is about 1,500, and this increases to live times that num-
ber during the bathing period, wldcli begins in the latter

part of January and includes February and March.
The temperature the year round fluctuates between 80°

and 87° P. The River San Diego<luring the rainy season
becomes a raging torrent, and in 1899 it swept away all

the binldings connected with the bathing establishment.

Only three of the springs liave thus far been utilized.

One of these issues from the river-bed itself, the others
are sit uated on the shore ; the waters of the first have been
isolated from the general body of the stream by means of
dams and retaining walls.

The I'staljlislunent at San Diego consists of three pools
or tanks and twelve tubs with their corresponding
buildings, such as dressing and waiting rooms for all the

depart ments.
T/ie Templiidn Spring.—Thisbatli has, for women, a de-

partment measuring 8 metres long by 7 wide; it is lined
with vitrified tiles and is furnislied with a wooden floor.

The taid< on the men's side is larger and more comi'orla-

ble; the pool lias a depth of more than three feet and
its temperature is constantly at 34° C. This is the larg-

est and most important of the springs; it yields 860,000
litres in the twenty-four hours.

The nc.\t most important spring, from the point of
view of the volume it yields and the curative properties
of its water, is the 'iiyre. This pool is 8 metres in diam-
eter, enclosed on all sides, thus allowing a concentration
over the water of vapor and sulphurous acid gas. This
has led people to believe that it is the stronger of the two
baths, liut experiments have proved tliat the two springs
are really one and that the Tigre and the Templado are

merely dilTerent outlets of the same spring. Years ago
tills pool was reserved for colored people.
The third spring, called the I'lii/n, is certainly the

most picturesque. The water Issuing from the lied of

the river itself reaches it after an a<lnii.xtnre of fresh

water from the river and the water from about thirty
smaller springs. All these waters togellier collect into a

pool about two hundred feet wide and in some places six-

teen feet deep, llius allowing the bathers who are .so in-

clined to add the exercise of swininiing to tlie other at-

tractions. From the above it can easilj- be understood
that the temperature and strength of the water of this

pool are suliject to constant changes. In connection
with this pool there is a dressing and waiting room 20
meti'es long by 6 metres wide, from which steps lead
down to the baths.

The clieiiiieal analysis of these waters was made twenty-
eight years ago by the brothers Aenlle. Since that time,
however, tliere lune been several earthquakes of more or
less severity and the composition of the waters maj' have
varied to a slight extent.

According to the analj-sis above mentioned one litre of
the Templado or Tigre has the following composition:
llydrosulphurie acid, 0.152; sulphate of lime. 0.136; sul-

phide of calcium, 0.838; chloride of sodium, 0.032; bicar-

bonate of magnesium, 0.080; alumina, 0.006. Totalsolids
1.244 gram. Carbonic acid gas is present in slight
amount.

Silicic acid, carbonate of iron, nitrogen, oxj-geu, or-

ganic matter, undetermined.

Den.sity, 1.014.

The color of this water is bluish at the spring and in

the bath, outside it is colorless and as clear as drinking-
water. The odor is characteristic of hydiosiilphurie
acid. The taste is sulphurous and the temperature is

34° C. (93.2° F.).
The Templado spring yields 860,000 litres of water in

the twenty -four hours, while tlie Tigre yields 240,000

during the same time.

The analysis of the Paila spring gives the following
result per litre: Sulphide of calcium, 0.218; sulphate of

lime, 0.850; sodium chloride, 0.022; bicarbonate of niag-
nesia, 0.120; alumina, 10.012. Total solids. 1.222 giii.
Carbonic acid gas is present in a small amount.
Undetermined quantities: Sulphurous acid, silica, car-

bonate of iron, nitrogen, and organic matter.
The ten)])erature of this spring varies from 22° to 25°

C. According to Dr. Cabarrony, medical director of the

establishment, the jilij-siological efTects of these waters
are as follows: "They stimulate or deaden the appetite
according to individual idiosyncrasy, and act as a stimu-
hint on the circulatory and nervous systems. The rapid-
ity of the pulse is increased. They nuiy c;iuse headache,
insomnia, and a general stimulating of the capillary cir-

culation. Sometimes tachycardia of a transient nature is

observed.
" On the respiratory apparatus the effect of the water

is frei|uenth' at first to cause coryza. pharyngitis, and
liroiuiiitis. which rajiidly subside. I'pon the kidneys it

si^ems to act as a stimulant, causing increased .secretion

of urine and a noticeably greater elimination of uric acid.

It also stiniulates the sexual organs. Like all waters of
this nature it al.so stimulates the functions of the skin."

According to tlie same authority the use of these waters
is benelicial in su<:h diatheses as the lierpetic, rheumatic,
and scrofulous, especially so in the lirst two, in whidi
the ellect seems to be immediate. It is also of .service in

syphilitic affections.
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By far the largest iiumbtT of patients who visit San

Dit'go arc siillcrcrs from rheuniatisni. and extraordi-

nary results in tliL- treatment of this disease are said to

be obtained by the use of these warm baths. They are

of great benetit in all the viseeral manifestjitions of the

disease, in endocarditis, pericarditis, cerebral rheuma-
tism, sciatica, neuritis, chorea, etc.

y. J. Ponce de Leon.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA.—The metropolis of

the I'acitic coast is situated ujion the northern end of a

peninsula, in lutilude 3T 47 .N. and longitude 122° 23'

AV. On the west, nortli, and ea.st the city is surrounded

by water. The Pacific Ocean washes the e.xircnu' west-

ern side of the city, a line ocean driveway extending
from the Clitf House to the overllow basin of Lake
Merced. The Golden Gate (the name was applied by
General Fremont while looking westward from what is

now Oakland) is a water passage aliouta mile wide, con-

necting the Pacific Ocean and the Bay of San Francisco.

The harbor is generally conceded to be one of the beau-
tiful harbors of the world. The bay extends twenty-live
miles north and forty miles south oi' the city. There are

numerous islands in the bay. and on some of these, as,

for example. B<'lveilere, business men of San Francisco
have elaborate summer homes. The coves and lagoons
are favorite anchorages for house boats or arks.

The city of San Francisco has many hills, among the

more prominent of which are Telegraph Hill, Russian

Hill, Nob Hill, and Rincon Hill. In 1.^50 the'city was

nothing more than .sand dunes and sand hills; anci even
at the present time in the extreme western end of tlie city
these shifting .sand stretches can slill be seen. The cli-

mate is jieculiar; the reasons for wliich are to follow.

The winds are somewhat too rigorous for invalids, but
for healthy people they are very stimulating. Overcoats
and heavy wraps are worn in midsummer as well as in

winter. Indeed heavy underclothing can be comfortably
worn every day in the year.

age velocity of twentj' miles per hour. From ^May until

September little if any rain falls, ami no matter how
overcast or threatening the morning may seeni, within a
few hours, generally before ten o'clock, there is blight
sunshine. Great banks of low fog roll in through the
Golden Gate on sununer afternoons. There is probably
no other jiart of the Pacific coast where such a strange
mixture of marine and continental climates can be found.
The lo])ography is so remarkable that marked climatic
contrasts occur within short distances. Thus at any of
the ferries one may see sealskin coats and white cluck

garments together, because the traveller needs warm
garments cro.ssing the bar and in the cit}'; while at Sau-
salito, San Rafael, San Mateo, or any of the suburbs,
summer clothing is necessary. It must be rememl)ered
that the great Sacramento-San Joa(iuin Valley, a basin
five hundred miles in a north-and south direction and
fifty miles wide, lies due east of San Francisco, and that
on siunmer afternoons there is often a difference of 5.5° F.
in temperature in a distance of tifty miles.

Owing to the pro.vimity of the Pacific the temperature
in San Francisco is very equable. A native of San Fran-
cisco cannot sav off-hand which is the warmest and
which the coldest month of the year; because the range
is very small. The mean annual temperature determined
from the records of thirty-two years is 50,1 F. May
and November have practically the same temperature.
The mean temperature for July is 58.7° and for Decem-
ber 51.5° F. The highest temperature ever recorded was
100° and the lowest 29° F. Abnormally warm and cold

periods last as a rule about three days. The mean for
the three consectitive warmest days at San Francisco has
never exceeded 70. M°; and of the three consecutive cold-
est days the mean temperature was not below 40.7°.

The mean daily range of temperature is 12°.

The sunshine is less in San Francisco than at localities a
few miles away, which is due to the prevalence of fog.
The city is considered a very healthy one because it is

washed by water and well ventilateil by the strong winds.

Climate of San Fkancisco, Cal. Latitcde, 37° 47 ; Longitude, 122° 23' W. Period op Observation
Thirteen Ye.\rs, 1891-1902.

Furnished by permission of Chief of Weather Bureau, Prof. Willis L. Moore.

Tetnperatiirc Deirrecs Falir.

Averape or normal
Avenigt* tliiily ranpe
M«'an of wju'liu'st

Mean of coldi'St
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Humidity—
Averagi? relative
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PrpvattinK direction

AviT.iirc tiuurly velocity
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Weather—
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Average miriOterof fatrdays
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fair days
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Tlie residents of San Fnmeisco go inland during Jlay,
June, and July to get warm; while strangely entiugh

country people come to the city lo get cool at this time.

Tlie cily is supjilied with water by the Spring Valley
Water Ciiinpany, and iiiitwillisianding the long ])eiind
of dry weatlier each year there has never been any water
famine. Nor has there over been any epidemic traceable

to tlie character of water suiiplic^l. The temperature is

a little too cool for ocean bathing, but there are large
bath-houses at the beach and in the city where salt-water

bathing can be had every day in the year. Many of the

clubs have large swimming tanks for the use of memliers.
The average rainfall is about 23 inches, and this fulls

Ciiietly from November to March.
In the past fifty years there was one

January when rain fell on twenty-
four days; the average number of

rainy days in a midwinter (or so-

called rainy season) month is abovit

ten. Physicians sending patients tn

the Pacilic coast should remember
that marked dilTerences in tempera
turc, humidity, air movement, and
sunshine occur within short dis-

tances. Near the Bay of San Fran-
cisco this peculiarity of climate is

particularly noticeable. Within one
hour's ride by boat or rail, from
San Francisco, there is often a dif

ference of twenty degrees in teiii

perature at the same moment of

time and equally great differences

in other climatic features.

San Rafael offers a pleasant shel

ter from the winds of the coast,

while the cities of the Santa Clara

valley have just enough of the sea

breeze to be delightful sunmier
abodes. Or one can, by g liug to

Mount Tamalpais (elevation 2,500

feet), rise entirely above the fog belt and bask in sun-

shine with temperatures ranging from 80° to 90" F., while
at sea level, under the fog, the temperatures are from 55°

to GO" F. Alexander McAdie.

SANICLE. See Vmbelliferm.

SANITARY INSPECTION. See House Sanitation.

SANOFORM, di-iodo-metbyl salicylate. C,H=,I...On.-

COtX'Hj, jirepared by the action of iodine on oil of win-

tergreen. forms a colorless, odorless, and tasteless crystal-
line powder. It is insoluble in water or glycerin, and
soluble in ether, chloroforiu, benzol, carbon "disulphide,
and petrolatum, and in ten parts of hot alcohol and two
hun(ired parts of cold alcohol. Langaard states that it

is non-toxic, has no harmful effect on the skin, and is not

decomposed by exposure to air, light, or a heat of 200°

C. (392° F.). It contains 62.7 per cent, of iodine, and is

a substitute for iodoform. Its stability makes it suitable

for antiseptic dressings, as they can be sterilized by heat.

It is very absorbent, quickly drying up a wound, but

forming with the secretions a pellicle which may retain

the subsequent secretions and mu^t therefore be soon re-

moved. It is employed in the form of a dusting-powder,
ten-per-cent. ointment, or collodinn. Radziejewski and
Jacobsohn recommend it in ophthalmic s\irgerv.

ir. .-1. 'Jlfntcdo.

SAN REMO, ITALY.—This is an Italian town of about
18,000 inhabitants, seven and a half miles east of Bordi-

ghera and eighty-four miles west from Genoa. Express
trains from Paris run direct to San Kemo via ilarseilles

in about twenty-four liours. It is one of the most fre-

quented resorts of the Italian Riviera, and lies upon a

small bay formed by Capo Verde and Capo Nero. In

the rear are a series of hills and mountain ranges, afford-

ing protection from the winds of tlie north and conduc-

ing to the warmth and equability of the climate.

The original town is old and quaint, with narrow,
steep streets and picturesque architecture. To the east
and west is the new town, where are situated the hotel*
and villas for the winter residents. The English and
Americans frequent the west end, and the (iermans the
east; it was here that the late Emperor F'rederick III. of

Germany spent the last winter of his life at the Villa
Zirio.

In both the east and the west portions of the town are
attractive and extensive promenades along the water,
shaded by palms, eucalyptus, and pepper trees, that to
the west called the Cor.so dell' Imperatrice, and that to
tlie east the Corso Federico. These promenades afford

Fui. 4f42.—Shore Drive aud Promenade at San Kemo.

about the only level walks, for, immediately on leaving
the sea, the ascent of the hills begins, so that an invalid

is restricted to a liiuited space about the seaside, unless
he rides or is strong enoiigh to walk up hill.

The vegetation is varied and luxuriant and of a tropi-
cal and semitropical nature—here flourish the olive,

lemon, fig, and a great variety of flowers and plants.
One is especially impressed with the beauty and abun-
dance of the roses and geraniums. The excursions among
the hills anrl valleys are many and varied and through
most attractive scenery, with olive, lemon, and orange
groves and a profusion of flowers and plants on every
hand. The drinking-water is excellent, and the natural

drainage must, from the situation of the town, be good.
There are also well-built drains running from the new
town into the sea or to the mouth of the mountain tor-

rents which flow through the narrow valleys to the sea.

The soil is of clay, which renders it somewhat damp
after a severe rain. The accommodations are abundant
and good, although, as at most of the other Riviera re-

sorts, they are somewhat expensive. There are competent
physicians and all the other requirements of a first -class

health resort.

The so-called winter season extends from November to

April. The chief characteristics of the climate during
this winter season are mildness, dryness, and sunshine,
with a brilliant blue sky and sea. There is more or less

wind, as throughout all the Riviera, and it is sometimes
cold. The hills and niountaiiis afford protection from
the north wind, but the east and the southeast winds pre-
vail. Occasionally the northeast wind blows in winter,
as does also the Jlislral. Dr. llassall ("San Remo. Cli-

matically and Jledically Considered," Ijoiidoii, 1883) con-

cludes his discussion of the winds by saying that "San
Remo, and indeed the whole of the western Riviera, must
be regarded as windy. The winds, doubtless on some oc-

casions, interfere with the comfort and movements of
some invalids, and they constitute a drawback of what is-
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otlienvisc an excpUont olimato; but." he wisely arlfls, "one
must iiriicMilier tliiil the « iiiils Jilay u veiv iniprntant iiarl.

particularly in warm climates, in imrifying llie air. and
fxei't also for the most piirt tonic etiects on the system."

Climate of Sa.v Rkmo. LATixrDE, fi' 48', for the Skasox,
NOVFUBER TO APRIL I.NCl.CSITE, FOR VARYING I'EKIODS.
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till' inily hope is to prolong autl make life comfortable;
those sulleriug from ehrouie bronehilis. chronic laryngitis,

emphysema, aniiiisthma; cases of diabetes and Bright's
disease ; [lersons suH'ering from rheumatism and scrofula ;

tlie feeble and aged ; convalescents from acute diseases or

from an operation, and all that great army of [lersons
who find existence in the cold changeable climate of the

North a constant struggle. The plethoric and those who
have a tendency to cerebral hypcnvmia, those with athe-

romatous arteries, and those suffering from functional

nervous disorders, such as neuralgia, insomnia, or hys-
teria, should not come here.

San Remo can now be easily and comfortably reached

from America by steamer direct to Genoa from New
York or Boston. Here, as in all health resorts, the selec-

tion of a residence and the manner of life to be pursued
can be satisfactorily determined only by consulting a

local physician, which should always be the first thing
to be done by the invalid on arrival at any health resort.

Edtrard 0. Otis.

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA.—Santa Barbara, a
well-known health and pleasure resort of Southern Cali-

fornia, a town of about y,UOO inhabitants, foiHide<l in

1782 by Franciscan friars from Me.xico, under Father

Juuipera Serra, is situated in north latitude 84° 24' 30.T",

and west longitude 119° 41' 22", on the sliores of the

Santa Barbara Channel, which body of water is separated
from the main Pacific Ocean by the channel islands,

Auacapa. Santa Cruz. Santa Rosa, and San Jliguel, the

average distance of these islands from the mainland be-

ing 8ij miles. Santa Barbara is 110 miles nortliwest of

Los Angeles and 373 miles southeast of San Francisco,
from w liich points it is reached by the Southern Pacitic

Railroad and by the Pacitic Coast line steamers. The
time liy rail from Los Angeles is about three and one-half

hours, and from San Francisco about eleven hours by ex-

press. Santa Barbara lies at the foot of the Santa Vnez
Jlountains, which rise, on the north of the city, to an al-

titud.'of from 3,000 to 4,000 feet, upon an inclined plane
having an area of about 3.000 acres and a maximum alti-

tude of 2IH) feet. The inclined plane slopes in a southerl}-
and westerly direction to the sea, at tlie rate of about
100 feet to the mile, thus insuring good drainage to the

town. This inclined plane is bounded by the foothills

of the Santa Vnez ^Mountains on the north, and on the

south and southwest by a so-called "mesa," or table-

land, about 400 feet high, which intervenes bet\veen the

city and the channel, and on the southeast by the chan-
nel it.self. The soil upon which the city rests is com-

posed chiefl)' of clayey loam, and is generally very dry,

owing to the difficulty with which rains penetrate be-

neath its surface.

Santa Barbara is noted for the elegance and refinement
of its social life, whose leaders have migrated from older
social centres, and is annually visited bj' thousands of

travellers from all parts of the world. The facilities for

amusement and recieation at Santa ]5arbara are numerous,

embracing horseback riding over broail lowland roads,

by the sea, or on mountain trails, pedestrian tours among
the mountiiins, driving, polo, golf and tennis, for the
cultivation of ivhich sports special chilis exist. There
are two city chibs and a country club, which generously
extend inan_y courtesies to visitors. The country club-
house is delightfully situated by the sea in Montecito, a
sulinrb of Santa Barbara, about three miles from the
centre of the city.

'I'jiere are 11 umerous hotels and boarding-iiouses in Santa
Barliara, olfering accommodations commensurale with
the means of all comers. The Hotel Potter, of immense
jiroportions and fully equipped with every comfort and

luxury, has been recently erecte<i (1902) near the shore;
and tlie Arlington, situated about a mile from the water
front, affords suitable accommodations for those who do
not wish to live in close proximity to the sea. There
are numerous cottages and houses, furnished and unfur-

nished, which may be rented by those who desire to have
private establishments of their own. A new bathhouse,

located on the shore, at the Plaza del Mar, affords good
facilities for bathing in both hot and cold sea water all

the year round, and has dressing-rooms for those bathers
who prefer a plunge into the sea. During the summer
the temperature of the sea water varies from 68° to 74°
F. , and it is rarely below 60° F. in the winter months.
The Cottage Hospital, an institution for the treatment of
all classes of medical and suri;ical cases, is situated at

Oak Park, a rjuiet western suburb of the town. It is

supported by voluntary contributions and has a training-
school for nurses. The superintendent is a physician,
but there is no regularly established corps of attendants,
each patient beijig at liberty to be treated by his own
physician. A well-known private sanitarium, Miradero,
crouns the heights beyond the western end of the city,
and is fully equipped with all modern appointments for

the entertainment and the treatineiit of invalids and con-
valescents. The city is lighted l)}' gas and electricity,
and an electric street railway gives easy access to all

parts of the town. Santa Barbara has three daily iia-

pers, a free public library, churches of the leading de-

nominations, a chamlier of commerce, and a good system
of free schools, besides separate private schools for boys
and girls and a manual training-school. The water sup-
ply of Santa Barbara is derived from the creeks in the
mountain canons and from artesian wells. The climate
of Santa Barbara is characterized by remarkable mild-

ness, notable uniformity of 1< niperature, abundant sun-

shine, low relative humidity, and low average velocity
of the wind, advautages which it owes to its low hiti-

tude, and its sheltered position, to the topograph}- of the

surrounding countiy and to the proximity of the sea.

There is no governmental station at Santa Barbara for

the study of climatic conditions, but competent and care-

ful meteorologists have recorded their observations for

the last thirty-two years, and the accompauj'ing table
embodies their results ;

AVER.VOES OF TEMPERATCRE (DEGREES FAHR.) RAIXFAI.I,, RELA-
TIVE HUMIDITY AND WIND MovEMK.NT AT Santa Barbara, Cal..
During the Past Twenty-Five Years (E.vniSG 19(J-'i.

January
Feliruar.v . . .

March
April
May
June
July
.\ngiist

September . .

October
Noveinlier ...

Deeeinber. . .

Means 82.7

OJ M q;
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Biirbiini are generally clear, calm, sunny, and moiicratily
warm. There is no suow e.xccpt rarely on the mountain-

tops, and no frost severe enouirli to destroy lemons, roses,

violets, or heliotrope. Rain falls, at intervals of days or

weeks, from November luitil Aiuil, but the rainy season
is really such in name only. lu the writer's residence at

Santa Barbara, which has extended over a jxriod of
seven years, he has not seen a single winter durins; which
an invalid would have been conlined to the house more
than ten days by rain. If we add to this sum the num-
ber of winter or spring days rendered too inclement bj'

high winds and dust, we may siifelj* assert that the

liealth-si'eker could advaritajreously remain out-of-doors

during the daylight hours on all but tiftecn or twenty
days of the entire year. Many peojile sleep out-of-doors
at Santa Barbara all the year round. The average num-
ber of absolutely clear and suuny days nia_v be cominitcd
at about 2.50. the fair days at 50, the cloudy ones at 00,

and the rainy days at lo. The foothill region of Santa
Barbara, north of the town, Jlission Canon, one of the

gorges between the Santa Yncz Jlountains, and Jlonteci

to, an eastern suV)urb, olTer essentially the same favorable
climatic conditions presented by Santa But bara i)roper,
with even purer air, lower humidity, higher temperature,
less violent winds and more abundant sun.shine.

Renal diseases, cardiac alTcctions, and neurasthenia are
all favondjly affected by the climate of Santa Barbara,
while convalescents after acute diseases, old people, and
little children thrive under the intiuencc of its balmy air

and genial sun.

Asthmatic patients do not do well at Santa Barbara, in

the writer's experience, unless it be in t)ie fnothill region
or on the heights of Montecito. Patients with bronchitis
or with pulmonary tuberculosis do fairly well in the win-

SANTA BARBARA HOT SPRINGS.—Santa Barbara
County, California.

Post-Okfice.— Santa Barbara. Hotel and cottages.
These famous hot sulphur and soda springs are situated

in the beautiful Santa Vnez Mountains, si.\ and a half
miles northeast of Santa Barbara cit}'. The location is

1.450 feet aliove the sea-level, and imites many advan-
tages of climate and scenery. The resort sulfered from
unwarranted neglect for a time. The springs are twent^--
two in nutnber, and range in temperature from 99^ to
122' F. Analyses have been made by Oscar Loew and
AVinslow Ander.son. Wo present Anderson's analysis as
more recent and more complete than that of Loew: One
United States gallon contains: Sodium chloride, gr. 1.74;
sodium carbonate, gr. 2.17; sodium suljihate. gr. 14.93;
magnesium sulphate, gr. 7.75; calcium sulphate, gr.
G.03; aluniiiuim sulphate, gr. 2.t)U; arsenic, silica, sul-

phuric acid, and organic matter, very small amounts.
Total solid.s, .'W.69 grains. Ga.ses: Free carbonic acid

gas, 19.14 cubic inches; sulphurated hydrogen, 9.16
cubic inches.

Loew's analysis shows a slightly greater proportion of
.solid ingredients. It will be observed that the waters
resemble those of the Arkansas Hot Springs. They have
been found useful in the treatment of rheumatism, gout,
and other joint alTcctions, Bright's disease, and bladder
irritation. Excellent results have been observed from
the use of the baths in syphilitic and scrofulous contam-
inations, glandular enlargements, and chronic skin dis-

eases. James K. Crook.

SANTA CATALINA ISLAND, CAL.—This very at-

tractive insular resort, with a delightful climateboth
winter and smuiner, lies off the coast of Southern Cali-

Fio. 4144.—Avalon In tlie Island ot Santa Ciitalina, Calitoniiii.

ter, hut are unfavorably affected by the dust and fogs of
summer. Some cases of tuberculosis have been cured at
Santa Barbara under the writer's observation, but the

majority do better farther from the coast and at an ele-

vation greater than that of Santa Barbara.
Williani II. Flint.

2.8

fornia about twenty-live miles distant. It is reached in

three hours and a half from Los Angeles by railroad to

San I'cilro Harbor, and fnim thence by stcimer. The
island is I wcnty-lliree miles long, and with an average
width of four miles in the southern part and two miles in

the northern. It is mountainous in character, rising to
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tlio licight of three tliousaiul feet, witli deep valleys or

gorges, and a great, trausverse depression ruiniiiig jjartlj-

through it and forinuig a l)ay or anchorage on either side.

The shores are Ijohl, higli clilVs, l)rolven liere and tiiere by
tiny bays or eoves, with a sandy beaeli. I'pon one of

these eoves, on tla- eastern side (ealled Avalon Bay), is sit-

uated tlie lillle town of Avalon, the oidy settlement on
the island and tbe chief i)laee of resort. Here are a num-
ber of good liotels, many boarding-houses, and, in the

summer, tent villages willi maoadaniized streets and
rows of shade trees, where furnished tents can be rented
—a popular mode of living at this .season. There are

also opportunities for camping in the many recesses of

the island.

The climate exhibits the essential characteristics of that

of the siiore opposite, modified somewhat by local condi-

tions: the rains here are said to be less fre(|Uent than on
the mainland, the sea breeze is not so strong, and there is

not so nnich fog. "They (the channel islands, of which
Catalina is the principal one) are bathed in sunshine when
the mainland opposite is enveloped in fog." The reader

is referred to the article upon Lus Angileii and the meteo-

rological fable tliei'cin contained for eliniatie details ap-

]ilicalile in the main to the climate of Santa Catalina.

The average July temperature at Santa Catalina is GO" F.

In August the liighest mean temperature observed at six

in the morning was 72'; the highest at noon, 78"; the

lowest, 69' F. The water temperature at noon, 76° P.

The average relative humidity is 07 per cent. It is never

nncomfortably warm in summer or too cool in winter.

For both seasons it appears to be an admirable climate.

For a sunnner resort it is very popular and very much
visited, and in the height of tbe seasim tliere are often

live or six thousand ])eo|)le on the island; indeed, one of

the objections to this resort for an invalid is the crowd
of summer excursionists. As a genuine health resort it

would appear to be moie suitable and in many waj-s more
attractive in the winter, for it is then ''that the true

beauties of this isle of summer are seen. The rains,

whicli, curiously enough, are less than on the mainland,

change the brown hills to a vivid green, and we have an
emerald in an azure setting. Myriads of flowers spring
up, and tlie face of the island is changed as if by magic.
. . . In February and through the winter months Cata-

lina is still an island of summer" (C. F. Holden, in Cali-

fornia Magazine, December, 1893, quoted by Solly).
The outdoor attractions are many and varied. There

are golf links in the Grand Canyon ; various excursions

among the mountains and valleys; a stage road across

the island winding along tbe mountainside, affording

delightful views of sea and land; boating, fishing, and

batliing. The fishing is a feature of the place, and here

are caught the large black sea bass, the leaping tuna,
the yellowlail, and the barracuda. The water is so trans-

parent that the bottom can be clearlj' seen at a deptli of

from fifty to one liundred feet, and for this purpo.se glass
bottom boats are much in use, from which the most
varied and fascinating sea vegetation, as well as a variety
of fish life, can be seen. There is also wild-goat shoot-

ing fiom horseback in the fastnesses of the mountains.

Altogether, a region affording so many attractions of

climate, scener_v, water and land sport as that of Santa
Catalina can hardly be imagined. Moreover, it has the

great advantage of being an all-the-year-around resort.

The sanitary regulations are said to be excellent, being
under the supervision of a resident physician and health

olticer. Especial attention is paid to the sanitary con-

dition and cleanliness of the tent villages. The bathing
.and swimming in tbe baj' of Avalon are very delightful,
both on account of the temperature of the water and on
a<'eount of the absence of wind and surf.

Edward 0. Otis.

SANTA ROSA WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS.—Sonoma
Courily, California. These springs arc ijU'asantly .situ-

ated about two ndles from the town of Santa Rosa. The
surroiniding country is delight tul in character and tbe

climate very genial. There are good accommodations

for visitors, and the resort is prosperous and thriving.
The springs are mostly sulphnreted and cold, having
temperatures ranging from 59 to G'i

'
F. The principal

spring was found by Anderson to have the following
com])osition: One United States gallon contains (.solids):
Sodium chloride.gr. .~).72; sodium carbonate, gr. 2,19;
sodiiuu sulphate, gr. 6.9U; magnesium sulpbat(\ gr. 9.07;
and very small amounts of potassium carbonat<', magne-
sium carbonate, calcium carbonate, calcium sulphate,
ferrous carbonate, ahunina, borates, silica, and organic
matter. Total solids, 28.7.'i grains. Gases: Free car-
bonic acid gas, 4.16 cubic inches; free sulphnreted liydro-

gen, 6.-t7 cubic inches. The act ion of this water is slightly
aperient and diiiretic. It is useful in congestion of the
liver due to malarial poisoning, anil in rheumatism, kid-

ney and liladdcr troubles, and skin diseases. Excellent

bathing facilities have recently been provided, the water

being artificially heated. James K. Crook.

SANTA YSABEL SULPHUR SPRINGS.—San Luis

Obispo t'liuiity, California. Hotel and cottages.
These valuable springs are located two and a half miles

southeast of Paso Robles, on the line of the Southern Pa-
cific Railroad, by which the_v may be reached. The loca-

tion is a very delightful one, being in a small can3'on about
one mile east of the Salinas River. It is surrounded on
all sides by the rolling hills covered with groves of gi-

gantic oaks, towering pines, and clustering manzanitas.
The atmosphere is sweet and balmy, and ranges from
about 6(J' to 75' F. all the year round. The elevation is

one thousand feet above the sea level, and the distance
from the coast is about thirty miles. The soil of the

neighboring land is exceedingly fertile, producing almost

every known variety of frint, as ascertained from the
United States Experiment Station close by. The main
warm sulphur spring flows twenty thousand .gallons per
hour. The waters are clear and sparkling, lightly sul-

phnreted and freely carbonated. The waters are tonic,

antacid, diuretic, aperient, and sedative.

Tlie cold springs, being less densely impregnated with
mineral ingredients, possess these qualities in a lighter

degree than the warm. The waters have been found

highly useful in a wide range of affections, embracing
disorders of the liver, stomach, and bowels, catarrhal
affections of the kidneys, chronic rheumatism, glandular
indurations, obstinate syphilitic infection, and chronic
cutaneous diseases. There are other valuable siirings on
the property, including a warm sulphur mud spring.
This hot sulphurous mud is excellently adapted for bath-

ing purposes. Extensive improvements are luulerway
at this resort. Good roads and building sites have been
laid out, and a depot lauding selected. A small moun-
tain lake is in course of construction; it will be from

eight hundred to one thousand feet long by several hun-
dred feet broad. On its waters will be several pleasure
boats. About one hundred feet above the lake, on a

pleasant plateau commanding magnificent views of the

Salinas Valley, a spacious modern hotel and a number of

cozy cottages will be reared. Thorough bathing facil-

ities W'ill also be provided. With its natural advantages
of climate, soil, and surroundings, Santa Ysabel resort

promises to be one of the plejisantest inland watering-
places in that section of the country. It will be under
the patronage of the Prc'sbyterian denomination.

James K. Crook.

SANTONICA.—See Wormsccd.

SANTONIN.—(S<(«<o?h"h)/to, U. S. P.; Br.; P. G.—
Ci JI]»03= 245.43). A neutral principle obtained from
santonica.

The source of this substance is described imder ll'<wvn-

/>ced, l,eT(mt. It is extracted as a compound of lime by
boiling in water or macerating in dilute alcohol to

which lime is added. The calcium is then .separated
from the santonin by the addition of acetic or hydro-
chloric acid to the solution, and the santonin is purified

by aiiiM-ojiriate processes. Although now rarely iuten-
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tionally adulteratod, commercial santonin is very apt
to be but imperfectly puritieil, ami to contain artemisiu.

It is thus describeii by tlie Phannaoopreia:
Colorless, shining, flattened, prismatic crystals, odor-

less, and nearly tasteles.>! when first jiut in the mouth,
but afterward "developing a bitter taste; not altered by
exposure to air, but turning j'ellow on exposure to

light.

Nearly insoluble in cold water; soluble in 40 parts of

alcohol at 15° C. (5U' F. i, in 2.')0 parts of boiling water,
and in 3 parts of boiling alcohol; also soluble in 140

parts of ether, in 4 parts of chloroform, and in solutions

of caustic alkalies.

\Vhen heated to 170' C. (338" F.). santonin melts, and
forms, if rapidly cooled, an amorphous mass, which in-

stantly crystallizes on coming in contact with a minute

quantify of one of its solvents. At a higher tempera-
ture it subliuus. jiartly unchanged, and, when ignited,
it is consumed, leaving no residue.

Santonin is neutral to litmus paper moistened with al-

cohol.

Santonin yields, with an alcoholic solution of potas-
sium hydrate, a bright pinkish-red liquid which gradu-
ally becomes colorless.

From its solution in caustic alkalies, santonin is com-

pletely precipitated by supersaturafiou with an acid.

Its solution in cold, concentrated sulphuric aciil is at

first colorless (absence of fn^ily curbonizdhlr, orija)iic sub-

Miinces). but after some time turns yellow, then red, and

finally brown. If water be added, immediately after it

is dissolved without color in sulphuric acid, it will be

completely precipitated, and the supernatant liquid
should not have a bitter taste, nor .should it be altered

upon the addition of potassium dieliromale T.S. (absence
of hrxichic or xtn/rlniiiti), or of merctiric potassium iodide

T.S. (absence of nl/iii/jjuls in (/eneral).

Action .\nd Uses.—Although santonin produces very
pronounced and in some ways remarkable ijhysiological
efTects, it is very little used in those directions. It is

actively diuretic, the action being dependent chiefly if

not wholly vipim local irritation, for it is excreted by the

kidney. On this account it is occasionally enii)loy<'d as

an emmenagogue. The urine is at the .same time colored

yellowish-brown, or. if decomposed, purjilish-red. Upon
the centres it acts as a motor e.\eitor, this action being
followed bj' depression, and there are evidences of cere-

bral congestion. Vision is most strongly and pecidiarly
affected, all objects appearing yellow or greenish-yellow,
sometimes bluish at first.

It is occasionally administered in small doses, one-half
to one grain, for correcting dimness of vision, especialh"
that resulting from tobacco poisoning. With this excep-
tion, its sole u.se is that of an anthelmintic, destroying
iunibrices and ascarides, especially the former. Advan-
tages possessed by it over most other anthelmintics are
its small bulk, freedom from bad taste, and availability
for use in the form of confections, which arc easily ad-
ministered to children. Also in its favor is its .slight

solubility, on account of which it remains in the intestine

suflicienily long to act upon the jiarasifes and is then de-

jected without entrance into the circulation. This pmp-
erty cannot, unfortunately, always be depended upon,
since, for reasons but little understood, it sometimes be-
comes imexpectedly absorbed, with poisonous elTects. It
must therefore be given with caution, and its effects
shoidd be kept under observation by the physician. Its
administration should in all cases be followed by a ca-
thartic, chii-tly in this case as a precaution against poison-
ing. Unlike .some poisonous substances. it>: absorption
is not favored, but rattier inhibited, by fats. Great cau-
tion should be observed in administering it to very young
children. The dose of santonin for a child of five or six

years is 0.03 to 0.06 gm. (gr. ss. to gr. i.). Adults may
take from 0. 12 toO.25 gm. (gr. ij. to gr. iv.). TIk^ official

prepanition is X\\i: Uni-hva (trnrhisci mntonini), each con-

tidiung 0.03 gm. (about gr. ss. )of powdered santonin,
with sugar and tragacanth, and flavored with a little

stronger orange-flower water. Henry 11. Kusby.

SANTONIN-OXIM.—A derivative of santonin, obtained

by the action (jf hydroclilorateof hydroxylamine, in alco-

holic solution, upon .santonin. Its chemical formula is

CisIIibOjNOH, that of santonin being dsHisOs. It is

a white crystalline substance, having a melting-point of

323' F. It is scarcely soluble in water, but soluble in

alcohol and ether, and in weak alkaline or weak acid
.solutions.

Sautoiiin-oxim is recommended as a substitute for san-

tonin, as it is sai<l to be trci; from aii_v toxic properties.
This is explained by the statement that it is not absorbed
from the alimentary canal, its anihelminlic action being
efTecled, tlierefore, without any influence on the general
system. The dose for children of two or three years is

one grain; for those from four to six, one grain and a

half: for those from six to nine, two grains; and for

adults, five grains. This quantity is to be giveu in two
portions, an hour intervening between them. The dose
should be repeated daily for two or three daj's, and should
be followed by a jiunjative. Beaumont Small.

SANTONIN, POISONING BY.—Santonin Is a neutral.

cry.stalline principle obtained from the unexpanded
flowers of the Ai-tenienin paui-ijhra Weber. The formula
CsHitOj has been assigned to it. It isbut slightly solu-

ble in cold water; more so in alcohol. Its principal use
is as a vermifuge, and for this purpose it is given to

children in doses of about half a grain ; adults may take
from two to four grains. Serious symptoms have arisen
in cliildren from as little as two grains, and one fatal case
is believed to have been due to six grains. It has a
marked bitterness, which is, however, not at once per-
ceived owing to tlie slight solubilitj- of the drug. The
symptoms produced by overdose are dizziness, stupor,
paleness, and siibuormal temperature, followed by vomit-

ing, dilatation of pupil, and unconsciousness. Occasion-

ally convulsions involving the trunk muscles occur. Dis-
turbances of color-vision often occur, objects appearing
usuall}' yellow, but sometimes green or blue. The drug
is eliminated in part by the urine, which will acquire a
distinct red tint on adding an alkali, or spontaneously on

standing owing to the formation of ammonium carbonate
from the urea.

There is no specific antidote. A few grains of potas-
sium permanganate in a timiblerful of water might be of
service. If this is given, no coffee, milk, or other

organic matter should be added. Washing out the stom-
ach might be of some use. Hot applications to the ex-
tremities are advisable. Henry Leffmnnn.

SAPOCARBOL is an aqueous solution of crude carbolic
acid and |)otash soap, intended as a substitute for lysol.

It is said to contain from thirty -seven to forty-four per
cent, of phenol. ir. A. Bastedo.

SAPODERMIN is a soap containing 0.3 per cent, of

mercury in the form of caseinate; though the soap is al-

kaline, the mercuiy .salt retains its solubility. Sack says
that it is not only uon-irritating. but in prolonged use
acts as a jireservative of the skin. In aqueous solution

(1 to 1.000) it inhibits the growth of streptococci, and is

best applied in bacterial and fungous skin diseases by
letting the concentrated lather drv upon the skin.

W. A. Baxtedo.

SAPOLAN con.sists of 2..") parts of crude naphtha, 1..5

parts of lanolin, and three or four jier cent, of aidiydrous
soaj). It is a brownish-black salve, jireferred by Lesser
to the tar preparations because of its non-irritating prop-
erties. Mracek has used it with excellent results in ec-

zema of different kinds, in favus. herpes. ti"ea tonsurans,

etc., and he considers it distinctlv bactericidal.

11'. A. Baxhdo.

SAPROL is a dark-brown oily sidjstance, consisting of
a forty-per-cent,. solution of crude crcsols in the lighter

petroleum hydrocarbons (benzin, etc.). It is immisci-
ble with water and is very inflammable. It is used as a
disinfectant. W. A. Bastedu.
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Saratoga Kprinss.

SARANAC LAKE. Sea Adirondacks.

SARATOGA SPRINGS.—Saratoga County, New York.
P(iM-()i' i-ii'i:.—Saratoga. Hoti'l.s, boarding-liouscs,

and cottages.
Access'—Saratoga is a station on the Delaware and

Hudson Kuilrnad. 38 miles north of Albaii.v and 188 miles

nortli of New York. The trip may he made by sleamers

on the Hudson River to Albany or by Uvo lines of rail-

roads, the New York Central and the AVest Shore to

Albany, thence via Delaware and Hudson Railroad.

Through trains run daily from New York during th(^

season. From BulTalo and the AVcst Saratoga is reached

by way of the Delaware and Hudson Railroad and its

Western connections, and from Boston and the East via

the Fitchburg Railroad to Albany and tliouce via tlie

Delaware and Hudson Railroad.

This famous resort is perhaps the most celebrated

watering-place in the United States, as it is undoubtedly
in the Northern States, and, with the exception of Berke-

ley Springs in Virginia, the oldest in the country. The

village is situated toward the eastern border of the State,

at the .southern tennination of the Adirondack range of

mountains, and at about the centre of a valley extending
from Ballston to Quaker Springs. The altitude of Sara-

toga is about 300 feet above the sea level, and the popu-
lation varies from about 11.000 in the winter to lil.OOO

during the season, which lasts from the middle of June
to the middle of September. The accommodation for

visitors of all classes is ample and excellent. The name

Saratoga is derived from the Iroquois tribe of Indians,

and tliere is amjde evidence to show that some of the

springs here were known to and us<-d Ijy the aborigines

man3'"years prior to the advent of the European settlers.

The well-known High Rock Spring on Willow Walk was

apparenth' the first of these springs to be used bj' the

whites, it is said to have been resorted to by Sir Wil-
liam Johnson as early as in 1707. The first real impetus
given to the resort, however, was in 1789, when Gideon
Putnam, of Suttnu, appeared at the springs, leased three

hundred acres of land, and thereafter was the leading

spirit of improvement. In 1803 he built a portion of

Union Hall upon the site of the ])resent magnificent
Grand Union Hotel, and this may be regarded as the

starting-point of the Saratoga which we know to-da_y.

Since those days many new springs have been added to

the list, and the number at the present time will exceed

fifty. As late as Jlay lOtli, 1897, the New York ,Siiii con-

tained an account of a new spring which had been struck

at the Geysers on the preceding day by workmen who
were drilling for the Carlsbad Company.
Saratoga presents man^v attractions beside the mineral

springs and the grand hotels. The village has numerous

elegant private residences, densely shaded streets, at-

tractive walks, and beautiful drives. "The grounds of

the dilTerent fo\intains are picturesquely adorned and
shaded, and each hotel has its embowered court, where

pleasing nnisic is discoursed at intervals through the day
and evening. Congress Park, at the southern extremity
of Broadway, is a favorite resort where during the morn-

ing hours visitors congregate at the spring, drink of the

waters, and stroll along the beautiful walks beneath the

shade of ancient forest trees "
(Walton). Among the nu-

merous attractions in the neigliborhood are the Saratoga
Lake, nine miles long and four or five miles wide; Pros-

jiect or Waring Hill, said to rise two thoiisand feet above
the sea level ; Chajiman'sHill. Hagerty Hill. etc. Bemis

Heights, the scene of the surrender of Burgoyne to Gen-
eral Gates, js in the town of Stillwater, fifteen miles dis-

tant. All these poinis and many others may be easily
reached from Saratoga by carriage drives or by bicycles.
The predominant ingredients of the Saratoga waters,

as will be seen from the analyses, are the chloride of

sodium, the alkaline carbonates, and carbouie acid gas.
Some of them are, furthermore, quite heavily impreg-
nated with iron. All contain one or more of the salts nf

linu'. They are (irojierly described as niuriated alkaline-

calcic carbonated waters. The finther designation of

chalybeate may be applied in many instances. Owing
to lack of space we shall be able to give the analyses of

only a few of the better known springs:

1. C'o.soHKSs Spkixg—(C. F. Chandler).

One UxiTKD States Gau.o.v Co.stains:

Solids. Grains. I

Soclmiii rarlionale 10.77
Cali-luiii lucarlic.nate l«.4n
Mii^'iii-^hmi l)l( arliiiDute ,

Strontium I'ii-arljonate. . ,

I.itliiuiM liiraihnnate
Iron Itirailionale

IJarliiiii liifarltonate
t*otassiiiiii sMiptiatt'
Soiiuim i'lins|iliatf
SoUilHu bilioratf

121.76
Trace.

4.7U

.34

Mi
.89

.tB

Trace.

Solids. Grains.

Sodium chloride VM).H
Potassium chloride 8.a.>

Sodium bromide S.5(l

Calcium lluoride Trace.
Sodiuiu Iodide 14
A lumina Trace.
Silica 84

Total 700.90
Carbonic add gas 392.30

2. Empire Si-hing— (C. F. Chandler).

O.N'E U.NiTED States Gallon Contains:

Solids. Grains.

Sodium liicarlnpnate 9.02
Calcmiii iMcarhonate 109.6U

Ma^nt-siuiii I'irartHinate. . . 4~.9ij

Strt)ntiuni t)i< arlponale. . . . Trace.
Lithium liicailjonatc 2.0H
Iron liiciirlioiiate .79

Barimii bicait.onate .07

Potassium sul)iliate 2.77
Sodlllln phiispjiate .02

Sofllum hihoi-ate Trace.
Sodium chloride 5Uti.ti3

Solids,

rotassium clilorlde .

Grains.

4.29
Sodium bromide .27
( alcium fluoride Trace.
Sodium iodide Trace.
.\ lumina .42

Silica 1.46

Organic matter Trace.

Total 680.44

C. rbonic acid gas 344.67

3. Hatiiokn Spuing—(C. F. Chandler).

One United States Gallon Contains:

Solids.

Sodimn bicitrhonate .

Grains,

4.29
CalciUhi bicarbonate 170.05

Magnesium bicarbonate... 176.46
strouiiiiui liicju'boiiate Trace.
Lithium liirarbouate 11.4-')

Iron bi.arbonalH 1.13
Barium buarltouate 1.74

Soilium phnsphaie Trace.
Sodium bilioratH Trace.
Sodium chloride 509.97
Potassium chloride 9.60

Solids. Grains,

Sodium bromide I..i3

Calcium fluoride Trace.
Sodium Iodide .19
Alumina 13
Silica 1.26

Organic matter Trace.

Total 888.40

Carbonic acid gas 375.75

4. High Rock Spring—(C. F. Chandler).

OxE United States Gallon Co.ntains:

Solids.

Sodium bicarbonate
Calcium bi('arh(inate—
Maiflit'sluin bicarbonate.
Stroiitiuiii bicail'onate. .

Iron bi.-;irlnin;ilt'

Barium biiarlioiialc

Potassium siiljiliate .. . . .

Calcium [ihosphate
Sodium clilorlde

Potassium chloride

Grains.

. .34.89

. 131.74

. .->4.y2

. Trace.
1.48

. Trace.
1.61

. Trace.

. 390.13
8.50

Solids.
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iujr witli 67 grains per gallon. All contain magnesium
salts, the Champion Spring being lirst with 193 grains of

magnesium bicarlmnale per Uiiileil .States gallon. All

the springs analyzed aeeording to the more reeent meth-
ods of e.xamination are found to contain lithium, the

Hathorn having 11 grains and the Geyser, Pavilion, and
the New Putnam each about nine grains of the liiearbonate

to the United States gallon. Jlost of the other springs
contain an appreciable amount of lithium. Iron is al-

ways present in all of the waters, from the merest trace

in some to 4. (iJ grains per gallon in the Hamilton, 5.88

grains in the Columbian, and 7 grains in the Putnam
springs. All of the springs also contain calcium, while

many of them contain tlie iodide and the bromide of so-

dium. Tlie Putnam Spring contains the bicarbonate of

magnesium. Several well known sjuings are not in-

cluded in tlie above list, but ncent analyses show that

they (lossess the same general characteristics as those of

wliich we have given the analyses.
The Saratoga waters ha\e been recommended in a wide

range of disorders and diseases, in many of which they
liave been found useful, while in others their iutluence

has been pernicious. It can be laid down as an a.xiom

that waters of this strength should not be taken at ran-

dom; the consumer should invariably give himself the

benefit of the advice of a physician of skill ami e.xperi
ence before enteiing upon a course of the waters, either

in his own home or at the springs. We cannot in this

place enter into a detaiU'il discussion as to the indications

and contraindications for the Saratoga waters, but it may
be said in a general waj' that their best application has
been found in dyspepsia, engorgement of the liver and

portal system, and chronic constipation. The chalybeate
waters liave been found beneficial as a tonic and recon-

structive in general deliility, in neurasthenia, and in

ana'unc states. The springs containing lithia may be
counted upon to exercise the same influence tipou the

protean uric-acid states as is to be expected from the

widely advertised lithia waters. Slaiiy of the waters are
also capable of producing a very aiipreciable alterative

effect when taken for a considerable jieriod of time.

There are three bathing estublishments at Saratoga:
the Saratoga I5alhs, recently opened and luxuriously ap-
pointed ; tlie Red Spring batlihouse. and the misnamed
Magnetic Baths. There is also a bathhouse at the White
Sulphur Spring, south of Saratoga Lake. All are well
conducted. James K. Crook.

SARCOMA.—The term sarcoma is loosely upplii'd to

th<- individual members of a large grou]) of celliiiar, raji-

idly proliferating tumors of mesenchymal origin. It is

applied more specifically to the members of that subdi-
vision of thes<' tumors m which the tumor cells secrete
intcR-clliilar substances. The latter are usually small in

amount, but they are similar in character to the intercel-

lular .substances found in ordinary connective and myxo-
matous tissues, cartilage, and bone. The tendency is

more and more to restrict the name sarcoma to this single
class of tumor.s.

The sarcomata, like other sim))le tumors, consist of two
parts—of the tumor cells whicli may or may not secrete
an intercellular substance, and of a stroiua furnished by
the tissue in which the tumor grows, in consequence of
a physiological demand for nutrition and support made
by the tumor cells. The stroma consists of blood-vessels
wliich may nv may not be accompanietl h\ a varying
number of connective tissue cells and tibrilUe. The
blood-vessels are often of the simplest type and may con-
sist of endothelium only.
The .sarcomata may be divided into several groups, ac-

cording to the production or not of intercellular sub-
stances, and the form, arrangement, and diirerenliatioii
of the cells. These groups can be further subdivided
according to the kind of intercellular .substance' produced,
and the size, shape, pigmentation, or other peculiarities
of the cells.

The several groups adopted here and the subdivisions
under them are as follows:

Group A. Sarcomata Characterhed by the Production of
an Intercellular Substance.—1. Spindle-cell sarcoma. 3.

Myxosarcoma. 3. Chondrosarcoma. 4. Osteosarcoma.
5. Giant-cell sarcoma. 6. JIalignaut leiomyoma.

CI roup Ji. Sarcomata Possessing a RMculuni.—1. jNIalig-
nant lymphoma. 3. Chloroma. 8. Myeloma.

Group C. Sarcomata havinff an Alveolar Structure.—1.

Melanoma. 3. Alveolar sarcoma.

Group D. Endotlieliomata.—1. Hemangioendotheli-
oma. 3. Lymphangioeiidothclionia. 3. Endothelioma
of dura.

GhoIP a. S.\nCOM.\T.\. CiIA1!.\CTEI!IZED I!Y TtlE Pro-
incTfox OF AN Intehcellilak Substance.—The mes-

enchyma of the embryo gives rise to a series of tissues of
wliii-h the most closely- related are ordinary fibrillar con-
nective tissue, myxomatous tissue, cartilage, and bone.
The tumors arising from these tissues, or. in the case of

cartilage and lione, fmni the tissues which produce them,
are. in their must actively prulifcrating ty|ies, owing to
a lack of difTereiitiation, iiidistiuguisluible ; but the cells

almost always preserve, to some extent at least, the prop-
erty' of dilfercutiating in cell or intercellular substance
like the cells of the ti.ssue from which the tumor has
arisen. For example, the periosteum gives rise to spin-
dle-cell sarcomata with tilirillar intercellular substance;
certain parts of such tuiimrs fieijueiitly cease to grow
rapidly, the filirillar intercellular sul)stauce increases in

amount, and is transformed into a hyaline material (oste-
oid tissue) in which lime salts may be deposited. In
other words, some of the tumor cells have gone far

enough in their difTerentiation to betray the nature and
properties of the tissue from which the tumor originated.

It is usually claimed that sarcomata starting from or-

dinary connective tissue never produce boue, but this

may not be a correct assumption. A few sarcomata con-

taining bone have been described as arising in situations
where no bone ordinarily exists. They may have arisen
from misplaced periosteal tissue, but the simpler expla-
nation is that ordinary connective tissue may give rise to
tumors containing bone just as we know it often does
under inflammatory conditions, as, for example, in the

healing of wounds.
In tins group are included those sarcomata which pro-

duce intercellular sub.stances, such as the tibrillie of ordi-

nary connective tissue, the mucus of myxomatous tissue,
and the hyaline substances of cartilage and bone. The
amount of intercellular substance varies considerably and
often is quite small, but even in the most cellular tumors,
where mitotic figures are very numerous, proper stain-

ing of tissues carefullj' fixed while perfectly fresh always
shows a certain definite and often large aiuount of inter-

cellular substance.
The tumors of this group are subdivided chiefly ac-

cording to the character of the intercellular substance
l>rotluced, to some extent, however, according to the
character of the cells. The whole group of tumors is,

however, so closely related that the division is largely
artificial. Combinations of almost any two or more of
the varieties recognized is not at all uncommon. They
are really classified in accordance with ihe amount of
differentiation .shown by a part or all of the cells. For
exaiuple, if a spindle-cell sarcoma produces in places a
mucoid intercellular substance, it is called a mj-xosar-
coma; if cartilage, a chondrosarcoma; if boue, an osteo-

sarcoiTia. If, on the other liand, giant cells are present
in it, the tumor is called a giant-cell sarcoma.
Sarcomata grow by multiplication of their own cells.

The}' do not infect surrounding tissue cells and cause
them to turn into tumor cells. On the other hand, a cer-

tain amount of reactive prolil'eratiou of normal tissues

may take ])lace at the advancing edge of a sarcoma, but
the cells jireserve their normal characteristics. As a sar-

coma enlarges it either simply shoves the neighboring
tissue back on all sides by expansive growth, or infil-

trates and destroys it. No tissue, not even bone, is able
to withstand it.

The various sarcomata have the common characteris-
tics of rapid growth, a tendency to ulceration, to local
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return after extirpation, and to early and extensive me-
tastases. Tlie metastases may be local by diseontinual

perii)lHTal growth, or regional by way of the lymphatics,
or general liy means of tlie blood-vessels. As a result of

local metastases saieomala often have a lobulated form.

As a result of the frtMiuent extension of saiconiata into

blood-vessels, general metastases are common; multiple
nodules occur in the liaigs, liver, spleen, and bone mar-

row, and occasionally in other organs. Regional metas-

tases are rare except with certain varieties of sarcoma.

Ketrograde changes are freijuent in saix'oniata, espe-

cially fatty degeneration, necrosis, and calcification.

With some forms hemorrhage is common and may give
rise to pigmentation simulating that present in melanotic

sarcomata.
Tlie form of the cells in the different sarcomata can be

studied best in teased preparations of fresh or macerated

tissues, while the intercellular substances are best demon-
strated by means of the aniline blue connective-tissue

stain.*

1. Spindle-Cell Sarcoma.—Of the sarcomata of wiiicli

the cells produce an intercellular substance, the most
couimon and typical example is the s|iindle-cell sarcoma

(Fig. 414.')). The cells are elongated and terminate at

each end in a process which may be long or short. In
the swollen centre of the cell is an oval or elongated nu-

cleus ; occasionally two or more nuclei are jjresent. When
the cells are seen in cross section they look like small

round cells. The arrangement of the cells is fairly regu-
lar: they overlap each other so that the slender ends of

one cell come opposite the middle of the cells adjoining
it. The cells tend in a general way to r>in parallel with
the blood-vessels; in this way are formed the bundles of

cells which in a mounted section are seen to run in differ-

ent directions. The bundles of cells may be large, or

small and closely interwoven.

\
F!G. 4145.—Spindle-Cell Sarcoma sliowing tlie Conuective-Tissue

FibrillaB Between tlie Cells.

The cells vary considerably in size and shape in differ-

ent tumors; they may be large or small, and short and

' .\iiUiiic lihie Cn)nu\-tivi.-t issue Stat)).—This method, slightly
inoilitled from the oriuiiial. is as follows:

1. Fi.t thin sei'iions Ci to 4 mm. thii'k) of perfectly fresh tissue in
Zenker's lliiiii for Iwcnty-foiir hours. Wash in running water twenty-
four hours. Deliyrlrate in ninoty-Mve-per-cent. alcohol.

2. stain celloidin or paraOin soctions in a oiie-half-per-cent. aqueous
stjjution of acid fu<'lisiu for live rniniiles.

;t. Wash oIT quickly in water (not over Ave secondsi.
4. Place in a onc-piT-conl. aqiieous solution of phospbomol,vbdic

acid for ten to twenty nunutcs.
.'). Wash olT quickly in water (not over Ave sect>nds).
I>. siiun 111 the fijlowiiur auiliiie Itlue solution live to ton Tuinutes.

Aniline t.iiic sohitile in wiitcr ((ii'iililer), ()..') ; orange G UiriitiU'r),

2.0; oxalic acid. :.'.il: water. lIKI.n.

7. Wash very (luickly In nmninir water (not over five seconds).
5. Wash in several changes of ninci,y-nve-pei--cent. alcohol,
n. .Misolulc alcoliol. XV1..1. .wl.il luilsani.

Water cxuacts llic, ac-id fuch.sin very quickly. .Mcohol has little

eHecl on llic acid fm-hsin lait extracts the aullliic blue rather <iuiekly.
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jilump with oval nuclei, or vciy long and slender with
rotl-shaped nuclei. The two extremes of size are recog-
nized as the large and the small spindle-cell sarcomata.

Mitotic figures vary considerably in number in differ-

ent tumors and in different parts of the same tumor, but

Fio. 41413.—Sarcoma Composed of I-argf 'I'ells, Round to Spindle In

Shape, with Connective-Tissue Fibriilsi- Between the Cells. Two
mitotic tlgures of which one is compound. One very large cell con-
tains lobulated nuclei and hyaline droplets. This sarcoma started
in the uterus and probably originated in smooth muscle fibres.

tistially they are comparativelj' numerous. The number
of them in a given area affords the best means of judg-
ing of the rapidity of growth of the tumor.

Running between the cells antl in the same direction as
their long axes are veiy delicate connective-tissue tibrilla?,

which are produced by the tumor cells. In the more
slowly growing sarcomata, and often in certain parts of
those which are proliferating rapidly, the fibi'illa; are more
numerous and tend to unite into coarser fibres.

As a rule, the blood-vessels are very delicate and usu-

ally are lined with endothelium only.
All spindle-cell sarcomata do not grow at the same rate

of speed. Some contain great numbers of mitotic ligures
and little intercellular substance; others have fewer pro-

lifei'atiug cells and more intercellular librilla?. It is not

alw;iys easy to draw the line between them and the more

slowly growing connective-tissue tumors to which they
are intimately related. When the cells and librilhi- are

about equal in quantit^yand the tumor is gi'owing rather

slowly, it is called a fibiosarcoma. When the fibrilltE

greatly preiionderate and the growth is very slow, the
tumor is called a fibroma. Names are assigned to but
these thi'ee rates of speed, and all tumors of this nature
are arbitrarily cla.sseil under one or another of them.
The spindle-cell sarcoma has its prototype in young

connective tissue which it sometimes very closely resem-
bles. I have recently found that young comiective-1 issue

cells of inflaminafory origin produce two kindsof libiilhx'—the ordinaiT delicate wavy tibrilhe which stiiin blue by
the aniline blue connective-tissue stain, and delicate re-

fract ile straight flbiilhc which slain intensely red by the
s;ime method, provided the staining with acid fuehsin be

prolonged for twenty-four hours, and which have about
the same relation to the cell pi-otoplnsin that the neui'oglia
libres have. These red-staining librill;T' do not stain by
Weigert's method for elastic fibi-es, but can be brought
out sharply by a method which has not yet been pub-
lished. These same fibrillsc occur in spindle-cell sar-

comata.

Although the spindle-cell sarcoiuii is the typical and
most common example of the tumors which piMdtice a
librillar intercellular siibstjince. certain other sarcomata
occur in which some oi' all of the cells may be ov:\l. poly-

morphous, or even round (Fig. 41-!fi). but tlicy must be

carefully distinguisheil from those tumors in which the

cells lie in a reticulum or have an alveolar ;irrangenient.
2. Myxomi-coinu. — The tissue (Wharton's jelly) of
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wliich tlie umbilical conl is composed lias always bicu
held up as the type of my xomatovis tissue. It is usually
said to be composed of delicate irregular cells united by
protoplasmic processes betweeu which is a fluid or gelat-
inous grouud substauce containing mucin. Such a tis-

sue composed of delicate protoplasm and fluid would tear

Fig. 4147.—()st('ciclionilni.sarc<Mna. An urea where the fibrillar in-
tercellular .'iuhsUtiK-e shows partial transfurmaliou into the hyaline
matrix of caililage and Ixjne.

with tlie greatest ease; the umbilical cord is unquestion-
ably rather tough. As a niattfr of fact, proper staining
of the umbilical coi'd, even in the verj' smallest embryos,
sliows that innumerable exceedingly delicate connective-
tissue fibrilUc run in jiarallel strands everywhere between
the cells. Jlyxomatous tissue is, therefore, to be defined
as connective tissue in wliich the individual fibrillte are
more or h'ss separated from each other by a fluid contain-

ing an excess of mucin. The ordinary staining methods
do not bring out these librilhc distinctly. Myxomatous
tissue differs from ndematous connective tissue chiefly
in the amouut of mucin present in the fluid.

A myxosarcoma is to be defined as a sarcoma whicli

produces a fibrillar intercellular sulistance together with
a fluid containing an excess of mucin. The amount of
fibrillar material varies with the rajiidity of growth of
the Cells, just as it does in a spindle-cell sarcoma. A
pure myxosarcoma is rare; its cells are irregular, more
or less stellate, witli branching processes. As a rule,

only parts of a tiunor are myxomatous and tlie stellate

cells grade off into others of tlie spindle type and the in-

terceUular fibrillte are closer tosether and more evident.
3. Choniiriisaremiia.—Tlie cliondrosarcoma is a sar-

coma, usually of the spindlecell type, in which in places
the fibrillar iutereellular substance has become homoge-
neous and transformed into a liyaline material luiving the

appearance and chemical iiroperlies of cartilage. The
change is perfectly analogous to that which takes place
under normal conditions in the repair of injuries to car-

tilage, where the new ctu'tilage is produced by a pi-olifer-
ation of the perichondrium which forms young connec-
tive tissue; this is then transformed into cartilage. At
the same time the spindle cells change their form and be-
come more or less round or irregular. A chondrosai-coma
is, therefore, a sarcoma of which a part of the cells have
differentiated far enough to produce cartilage (Fig. 4117).

4. Ofdeosin-mmri.—The osteosarcoma is a sarcoma, usu-

ally of the spindle-cell type, in which in places the cells
have been transformed into bone corpu.scles and the in-

tercellular fibrilla; into a liomogemous substance in
which lime salts have been deposited (Fig. 4147). This
process is analogous to that wliich taki'S place in the

repair of bone; tlie periosteum and endosteum iiroduce
youuL' eiiiuiiciive (Issue which is transfoimed into bone.

If lime salts are not deposited in tlie osteoid tissue, the
t umor is called an osteoid sarcoma. Osteosarcomata usu-

ally arise from the periosteum and endosteum.
5. Giant- Cell Sarcoma.—It is a question whether or not

sarcomata containing giant cells should be put in a class

by themselves. Giant cells occur in spindle-cell sarco-
mata which have no relation with bone (in one case they
were present in a primary sarcoma of the left auricle of
the heart), they occur in lilirosai'eomata, in tumors which
grow so slowly and arc so benign that they must be re-

garded as fibromata, and most frequently of all in osteo-

sarcomata. Many writers seek to restrict the term to
those tumors whieli arise from bone, but this seems liardl)'

justifiable. A tumor should be classed by what it con-
tains and itself shows, not by the tissue from which it is

supposed to have ari.sen.

Large cells containing several nuclei, or a large lobu-
lated nucleus, occur in many rapidly growing tumors.
These cells are usually, perhaps always, the result of ir-

regular mitoses; that is, the mitotic figure is compound
and the nucleus divides into several or even into many
nuclei; tlie nuclei may remain more or less connected to-

gether and form a large lobulated nucleus. It is not

customary to speak of these cells as giant cells. The
term is reserved for cells which contain usually many
more nuclei, often a hundred or more; and so far as
known these giant cells are not the result of mitoses but
of direct division and possibly also of fusion of cells.

They have been regarded by many as foreign-body giant
cells, but Ribberl looks upon them as attempts at the
formation of osteoclasts; that is, they represent on the

pait of the tumor a certain form of differentiation of the
cells. lu favor of the foreign-bod}' irritation view is the
fact that the protoplasm of these cells usually contains

clumps of minute elongated fissures which may have
l.ieen filled in the fresh state bj' fat or otlier crystals. The
nuclei do not have the bipolar or mural arrangement so
characteristic of the giant cells in tuberculous lesions,
but are generally grouped together, usually centrall\-,
butsomelimes toward one end of the cell. They never
extend to the periphery of the protoplasm.

Giant-cell sarcomata arise most commonly from the en-
dosteum of the long bones and from the periosteum of

Fig. 414S.-GiauUt'ell Sarcoma, shuwiutr Coanective-Tissue Kilirilla;

Between the Cells.

the jaw, but they may occur in otlier organs, as, for in-

stance, the breast, where they are not so exceedingly
rare. The naked-eye appearance of them is character-

istic. Tlie cut surface is almost always brownish-red
over a considerable extent, in consequence of previous
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lic'inorrhages, as a result of which the tumor cells often

contain much iiigment.
While the- cells iissiiciatcd -n-ith the giant cells are usu-

ally spiiullc shaped in type (Fig. 4148), they may be

polymorphous or even round, although the latter form is

rare. Tlie formation of bone in these; tumors is common,
but may be ahseut even where thegrowtli develops from

cndosleum.
The term epiili.i. applied hy the clinician to all tumors

growing on the jaw, is sometimes employiil clinically as

practically synonymous with giant-cell sarcoma, because

most tumors of the jaw are of that nature.

6. Miiliijitiint Lcioniyoinii.
—It has been a much disputed

question among i)atlu)logists whether or not a sarcoma
ever arises from smooth mu.sclc tissue. A number of

writers claim to have demonstrated the transformation of

a myoma of the uterus into a sarcoma, but each later

writer doubts the work of his predecessors, and it has

been the tendency of pathologists in general to doubt the

conclusions of all of tliera. It is probahle that many of

these tumors were of smooth -nuiscle origin, but perfectly

satisfactory proof was not offered.

I have recently studied a tumor of the uterus which
seems without much question to be a malignant leio-

myoma. It was of the size of a cocoanut and was situ-

ated in the posterior wall of the uterus. From its inner

side a nodule as large as an orange projected into the

uterine cavity. The nodule on section was grayish,

homogeneous, rather soft, and friable; it cut and looked

like a sarcoma. The main tumor mass was in general of

the same appearance, but there were scattered through
it, especially at the periphery, areas of a tough fibrous

character resembling a myoma. The diagnosis made at

the time was "large mixed-cell sarcoma."

Smooth muscle fibres have two sets of fibrillce: those

in the peripher}- are known as the coarse or border tibrilla? ;

the others are situated between these and tlie nucleus,

and are known as the fine or "binnen ''

librilUe. It is

possible to stain the coarse fibrilla? differentially bj- means
of the aniline blue connective-tissue stain and by other

methods, so that the}' stand out in sharp contrast to other

tissues. Benda has recently .studied these librilkv by
means of a medication of Weigert's neuroglia stain. He
finds them comparable in manj' respects to neuroglia
fibres and names them myoglia fibi-es. They are prob-

ably a supportive tissue for the smooth muscle fibres, for

they pass without break from cell to cell.

The tumor in cjuestion would natvirallj' be classed as a

large spindle-cell sarcoma, although in some places where
the cells are largest tliey are round in shape. Multinu-
cleated cells also occur and mitotic figures are exceed-

ingly numerous. Yet. in spite of its rapid growth, there

is between and aroiuid all of the cells an abundant filn'illar

intercellular substance which has the staining reactions

of ordinary connective ti.ssue. In addition, however, all

of the spindle cells over large areas have another set of

fibrilla- (Fig. 4149), which "stain differentially like the

coarse fibrilla; of smooth muscle fibres. These cells differ

considerably from smooth muscle fibres; they are much
larger and have abundant protoplasm; tlie nucleus is

large and oval in sha|ie; the tibrilla> are usually finer;

but every gradation between them and typical smooth
musck' cells can be found

;
in other words, some of the

tumor cells tend to differentiate into perfect mu.scle cells.

Where the cells are largest, and oval to round in shape,
no differentiated fibrilht can be demonstrated, although
the firdinary intercellular fibrilUe are nunu-rous. The
tumor seems unquestionably to be a very celhdar, rap-

idly growing, malignant leiomyoma, which probably de-

vel"o]ied in a myoma. Some parts of the tumor show in-

vasion of smooth muscU; tissue: the tumor cells eilhi'r

])ress between strands of muscle fibres, or infiltrate them
and cause the mu.scle cells to degenerate.
So far as I know, there is only one source of error in

the above diagnosis. Young conncctive-tis.sue cells of

inllammatory and tumor origin iiroilucc, besides the ordi-

nary' intercellular librilhe with which wc are acc|Uainted,
a second kind of tibrilke which stain diffcicntiallj' in the

same way as the l)order fibrilUe of smootli muscle fibres:
but tlie two kinds of cells look very differeut, and the
(ibrilke of connective-tissue origin are usually much
finer. Moreover, as the connective-tissue cells diHeren-

FIG. 4149.—Maliftnant Leiomyoma, showing One Cell in Mito.sjs and
many DlfTprfntially-stalniiiR Coarse Flbrillae Characteristic of Smooth
Muscle Cells. The ordinary conneoUve-tissue Hbrilla? between the

'

cells are not stained by the method en iployed and hence do not show.

tiate and produce an increased amount of intercelluliir

substance, the red-staining fibrilke diminish in number.
In smooth muscle tissue under the same conditions they
increase in number.

I have had the opportunity of studj'ing but three other
sarcomata of the uterus: two were typical spindle-cell
sarcomata derived without doubt from connective tissue;
of the third only a small piece projecting into the vagina
was obtained. Histologically it closely resembled the
most cellular portions of the malignant leiomyoma just
described, but no differentially staining fibrilUe could be
found in it.

The large amount of ordinary fibrillar intercellular

substance in this tumor, in spite of its rapid growth,
makes one wonder if it also, as well as the differentially-

staining coarse fibrilUe, maj' not be the product of the
cells. Probably the simpler explanation is that the
tumor cells, like ordinary smooth muscle fibres, make a
demand on adjoining connective tissue for an abundant

supply of connective-tissue fibrilUe to surround and sup-
port each cell.

Group B. Sarcomat.\ Possessikg \ IlETicri,r>r.—
Lymphoid tissue throughout the body, in lymph nodes,

spleen, and elsewhere, is composed, aside from blood-

vessels, of three different kinds of elements—of a con-
nective-tissue reticulum with the cells which produce it,

of endothelial cells which line the reticulum in places,
and of lymphocytes (i>., the different cells of the lym-
phocyte series) which fill the spaces in the reticulum.
When a tumor develops from these lymphocytes, new

blood-vessels and reticulum are formed and there may bo
more or less proliferation of the endotlielial cells, but
these are all secondary or reactive processes. The essen-

tial part of the tumor is the cells derived from the lym-
phocytes. They alone give rise to metastases, and,
wherever they lodge and proliferate, blood-vessels and
reticulum are provided for them.
The lymphocytes of lymphoid tissue are in part undif-

ferentiated lymphocytes such as fill the germinative
centres of Flemming, in ])art the ty])ieal differentiated

small lymphoiil cells such as are met with in the circula-

tion, and in |iart the more or less differentiated cells, in-

cluding t be plasma cell, between these two extremes of
the lymiihocyte series.

The undill'erentiated lymphoc3'te corresponds with and
is probably identical with the undittVrentiated cell of the

bone marrow. Domiuici has shown that, in the rabbit at

least, the undifferc'nliated lymiihocyte in the spleen un-
der the inlluence of various toxins can give rise to cells
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which ;i:, ....;. I al with the orthobasophilic myelocytes
of tlie bone marrow, aud from these cells ordinary poly-
nuclear leucocytes may be iirotluced.

It is evident", therefore, that tlie tumors arisinjj in lym-
phoid tissue will not necessarily all show exactly the

same type of cell. As a matter of fact, tlie cells vary
considerably. Sojnelimes tliey resemble llic typical lym-
phoid cell, sometimes the undilTereniiated lymphocyle,
sorneliiiics tlicy diller more or less from bolli.

The normal bone marrow contains undifferentiated

cells idem ical with those in lymphoid tissue. From them

develop not only lymphoid and plasma cells, but also the

ami)hophile and other myelocytes. Tinnors can evi-

dently arise, therefore, in the bone marrow identical with
those originating in h'mplioid tissue; but as the cells of

the bone marrow under normal conditions underiro much
greater dilTerentiation than the cells in ordinary lymphoid
tissue, it is not surprising that tumors arise in the bono
marrow which are peculiar to that tissue.

This group of tumors ari.siug in lym|)lioid tissue and
in the bone marrow agree in two points: the cells are

more or less spherical and are embedded in the meslies of

a connective-tissue reticulum. It is dillicult to detine

and classif}- them exactly, because there is compara-
tively little that is known positively al»iut them. They
unquestionably should be elassilied according to the dif-

ferentiation of the chief cell of which they are composed.
The clinical history of this class of cases is always of

the greatest importance, and yet even with that, if only
material obtained at a surgical operation is available, a
final diagnosis may not be justifiable unless the subse-

quent history also is obtained and in ease of death a care-

ful post-mortem e\an\ination is made. Various causes
can lead to great enlargement of lymph nodes. The
difficulty is to know when the enlargement is due to true
tumor formation and wlien to other causes, when the
tumor is primary and when secondary.
The intlammaiory lesions of the inguinal lymph nodes

.secondary to gouorrluea are fairly characteristic and
should lead to no trouble in diagnosis, especially with a

history of infection. The same is true of many other
acute enlargements. The chronic enlargements are more
difficult. Some are due to tuberculosis, others to syph-
ilis, and still others to causes not yet fully understood.

Hodgkin's disease is a clinical picture which has not a
delinite ]>atho!ogy. The name is best limited probably
to those chronic enlargements of the lymph nodes which
at present have no known etiology. Such eidargements
are characterized by thickening of the reticulum, the

Fig. 41.'iO.—MallKnant Lympbuiiiu, sIiuwIiir tlie Cbaracterlstlc Re-
ticulum, one Cell In .Mitosis, and One Large Pliagoojtic Cell.

presence of many cosinophiles and of numerous large
cells with multiple nuclei or with a large lobulatcd nu-
cleus. These large cells are probably derived from the
endothelial cells which normally line the reticulum in

places. The enlarged nodes remain discrete
; the sinuses

and lymph nodules usually do not disappear.

Tlie most difficult question remaining to be settled in

connection with tlies(( tumors is their relation to the leu-

ka-mias. If the latter, as seems not impossible, should

prove to be true tumor formations with metastases grow-
ing in the circulating blood because the cells are highly
enough differentiated to find the best conditions for their

gnnvlh there, the relation would be a simple one, and
they could rcadil.V be elassilied. If, on the other hand,
the leuka'inias are .simply the expression on the part of
the bone marrow of a reaction to to.xins or other definite

cau.ses, they would have no relation at all to the class of
tumors under discussion. The term pseudoleuk:rmia
should probably be given up. The cases diagnosed as
such should be included under malignant lymphomata or
tinder the chronic inflammatory processes (Hodgkin's dis-

ease).

1. Jfnlignaiit Lymphomii.—The term lymphosarcoma
is often u.sed for this class of tumors, but malignant ly m-
jihoma is probably better. It is ajiplied to a rapidly
growing tumor, of which the actively prolifi'rating cells

are of the type of the cells in the lymphocyte series aud
are embedded in tlie meshes of a delicate reticulum (Fig.
41o0). The small round-cell sarcoma and probably some
of the large round-cell sarcomata belong under this same
heailing. It may be ])Ossil>le later to subdivide this group
according to the dilTerentiation of the cells, which are
not always of the same character. In the majorit_v of the
cases they resemble more or less clo.sely the undifferenti-
ated lymphocyte, but apparently cases occur, although I

have seen none, in which the cells are of the type of the
differentiated lymphoid cell.

The nuclei oi' these cells are in general round, although
irregular aud indented forms are common. They are
vesicular in type and contain one to several coarse "chro-

matin granules, but no differentiated nucleolus. Mitotic

figures are as a rule numerous. The protoplasm is al-

most always small in amount, non-granular, but some-
times finely reticular. The cells vary more or less in size
in different cases. As a rule they are about as large as
the undifferentiated l\-mphocyte, but occasionally cases
occur in which the cells are considerably larger, although
otherwise agreeing with them in all respects.

Phagocytic cells are alwaj'S present in these tumors, so
far as my experience goes. Tlicy vaiy greatly in differ-

ent cases both in size ami in number. Often each phago-
cyte will contain half a dozen or more inclusions. They
are unquestionably derived from the endothelial cells lin-

ing the reticulum.

Eosinophiles, although generally few in number or al-

together absent, occasionally occur in great numbers. In
one case at tlic Boston City Hospital, in a man fifty-five

years old, the tumor started just over the symphy.sis
pubis and reached the size of "two fists" in tlie "ten
months preceding operation. It extended into the scro-

tum, along thi; left vas deferens, and infiltrated the skin.
It recurreil within a few weeks in the skin covering the
dorsum of tla; penis, in the corpora cavernosa, in the
left inguinal l\'m|ih nodes, and in the left hypogastrium.
The cells were of the type of the undiiferentiated lyni-

phocj'te. Uni|uestionalily the ca.se was one of rapidly
growing malignant lymphoma, and yet polynuclear eo-

sinophiles were present in great numbers everywhere
in the tumor, and in places formed one-fourth to one-half
of tlie cells present.
The reticulum is fairly abundant and usually quite

delicate, but may sometimes in places be dense and even

hyaline.
A malignant lymphoma may arise anywhere where

there is Ij-mphoid tissue, but originates most commonly
in lym])li nodes aud in the lymphoid ti.ssue of the phar-
ynx and intestine. Although when the tumor starts in

lymph nodes several of them almost always appear to be
affected togetluT from the start, it is luobable that the

growth starts in one node and rapidly spreads to others.
Sometimes the invasion of a lymph node is distinctly

visible to the naked eye on section. At other times it can

readily be made out on microscopic examination. The
normal tissue is rapidly invaded aud de^lroyed, so that
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tlio sinuses and )3-nipIi nodules disappear. The tumor
cells also early iuli It nile the connective, fat, and other

tissues outside of the lymph nodes, and sometimes extend
into lilood-vessels and oecluch^ their luniina.

Jlelaslasesare freiiiient. In the great majority of cases

tliey occur only in lymphatic tissue, especially in other

Ivniph nodes, or in the lymph nodules of the intestine

wljen' large prominenl nodules may arise. The tumor
cells spread to the rest of the body by direct infiltration,

by way of Iho lymphatics, and through the blood-ves-

sels, it is by the last method chielly that they get to the

organs where they become tixed in the capillaries, and

proliferate, compress, and di'Stroy the cells between the

capillaries. In the larger lymph nodes the metastases

take place mostly in the peripheral parts near the cap-
sule, where at first mure or less circumscribed nodules
are foinied.

The gross appearance of a malignant lymphoma is

more liomogeneous and uniform than that of a lymph
node, because^ there is no division into lymph nodules,

sinuses, and trabecuitc. The cut surface is grayish-white
and .iuicy, and the consistence usually soft, but hard

malignant lympliomata occur in which the reticulum is

coarse. This difference in consistence may occur in dif-

ferent cases or iu the same case; if in the same case, the

older nodules are the harder, tlie j-ouuger th(^ softer.

2. Chloriiiiia.—In its histological structure the chloroma

corrcsjionds iu all respects to the type of the malignant
lymphoma; it is composed of mononucleated 13'mpho-
cytes embedded iu the meshes of a reticulum. Its dis-

tinctive and characteristic feature is its color, which may
vary from grass green to dirty green. The nature of the

color is not known. Certain nodules in a given case may
be green, while othersare colorless. Von Recklinghausen
thinks the color is due to the cells, while Huber and
Chiari claim that the color is contained in very fine fat

droplets. Against this latter view is the fact that the
eiilor is not e.vtracled by alcohol (Dock), although it

readily disappears on exposure to air.

In all but one case the bones of the skull were the pri-

mary foc\is affected, and the metastases were chiefly iu

bone tissue or iu the periosteum. Only about twenty
cases of the disease have been reported. In most of the

cases double or unilatertil exoplithalraus was one of the

earliest symptoms due to the development, behind the

eveball, of tumors which soon becaiue jialpable.
0. ^fjiiliiiiiii.

—The myeloma is al.so closely related to

the malignant lymphoma. It consists of small round
cells embedded iu a delicate reticulum. The cells closeh'
resemble plasma cells in certain res])ects. The proto-

plasm is ba.sophilic, and the nuclei, of which there are

often two or three in a cell, are more or less excentrically
situated. 'l"he chief point of difference is that the cells

have a very distinct nucleolus, which can be stained dif-

ferently from the cliromatin of the nucleus and which
has a clear space around it. The chromatin granules are

not so ciiarse as in a plasma cell.

The tumor all'ects chietly the flat bones of the skull,
the stenuim, ribs, bodies of the verlebne, less often the
bones of the pelvis. It ahvaj's starts from bone tissue,

and metastases occur in other bones but not in other or-

gans. The individual nodules are not sharjily limited.

The growth causes destruction of bone tissue, so that

fractures, as, for example, of the ribs, take place easily.
-Vlbumiuosuria is a fairly characteristic but not abso-

lut(^y diagnostic symptom of Ihe disease, as it has been
found r.'irely in certain other conditions.

Guoll" C. S.VKCO.MATA HaVIXO AN AlvEOI^AU STTtrCT-
fRK.—The structure of these tumors is more or less like

tliat of a carcinoma; they consist of a connective-tissue
stronui in the meshes of which the cells are embedded.

In tins group belong the ir.elanotic sarcomata of which
the origin is now pretty detlnitely settled, and certain
other tumors about which but little ileliintc! is known.

1. .Vrliiiioinii; (Jhromntophnritiiia, Melaiitimrcmmi, Mehi-
imtic Siiri-iiiim.—The melanotna is a sarcoma which owes
its distinctive name to its color: in Ihe most character-

istic cases this is a very dark, brown, but it may be a clear

brown, or only a light-brownislt tint. The tumor is fre-

quently irregularly pigmented, in some parts brown, in

others light-colored, in still others colorless. Sometimes

only small areas are colored, so that tlie pigmentation
might easily be overlooked.

According to Ribbert, melanomata oectir primarily
only in the skin, in the mucous membranes arising from
it, in displaced parts of the skin, and in the eye. They

Fig. 11.51.—Melanoma of Skin, showing Alveolar Arranjiremout of
Cells witH Deep Pigmentation of a Few of Them.

arise from pigmented cells or chromatophores, certain
differentiated cells of mesenchj-mal origin which produce
jiigment but probably no intercellular substance. These
cells occur normally in the choroid and iris of the ej'e,
and in certain situations in the pia and skin. They are
also present more or less abundantly in the congenital
soft warts or na?vi of the skin. As it is from these nn;vi
that melanomata of the skin almost invariably arise, some
account of their structure is important. The_y consist of

groups of medium-sized cells having more or less of an
alveolar arrangement. The cells are round or irregular
iu shape and often have short processes. Within the
cell groups the pigmentation is usually slight or oven
wanting, but at the periphery, especially adjoining the

epidermis, the cells are n.sually larger, much more irregu-
lar in shape with branching processes, and deeply jiig-
mented. These cells are ty])ical chromatophores; the
other cells are to be regarded as j'oung forms produced
in excess.

Two types of melanomata occur. In one the cells are
more or less round or irregular in t3'pe, and are arranged
in fairly distinct alveoli (Fig. 4tol). This form is spoken
of as the alveolar melanoma and is the common type in

melanomata arising from the skin. The other fori'n. the

spindle-cell melanoma, is much rarer; it is composed of

long .spindle cells, and occurs most commonly in the eye.
It bears a close resemblance, except for its pigmentation,
to the ordinary spindle-ccU sarcoma, but the vessels run
between the bunilles of cells instead of in the centre of
them. Unless it be demonstrated that these spindle cells

produce an intercellular substance, this form of mela-
noma is best regarded simply as a modification of the or-

dinary alveolar melanoma; i.e., its groups or alveoli of

spindle cells are large and rather indefinitely separated
fronl each other by delicate bloocl-vessels accompanii'd
by a very slight amount of coimective tissue. Rapidly
growing carcinoniata sometimes show an ctpially indeti-

nite alveolar arrangement. This view is favoretl by the
fact that all gradations between the two types of growths
are said to occur.

It is very important, in the study of the forms of the
cells in melanomata, to examine teased fresh specimens,
because they cannot be made out nearly so well in stained
sections. The cells may be round, irregtdar, spindle-
shaped, or have short or long, simple or branched proc-
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cssi's. The latter forms are more evident in tlie mela-
noinata of the eye.
The pigineHtation is fairly uniform only in the dark-

brown tumors. In the otliers it allVclsonly a part of the

cells or a few of them, or may he latkinj; in whole sec-

lions. The cells in the soiuiralins stninds are usually

deeply ]iii;mented. The i)ii:minl occurs in the form of

brown anjrular granules ami is an essential product of the

cells. It is termed melanin, contains no iron, and is

probablv derived from albumin because it contains sul-

phur. "Melanomata may contain iiigment which pives
the iron reactions, but this is secondary to liemorrhage
which is not infreciuent in this ela.-ss of tumors.

The melanoma is i>rone to recur after extirpation and
to give rise to metasta.ses. This is jirobably to be ex-

plained in part by its tendency to extend along the lym-
phatics. It usually alTecIs lirst the neighboring lym])h
nodes, but soon spreads throughout the body by means
of the blood. It dcvidops in the form of nodules of all

sizes in all organs, but usually most abundantly in the

liver. The color of the metastases may b(^ like the orig-
inal growth, or darker or lighter. Black and while nod-

ules may occur side by side.

As the melanoma is derived from the chromatojiliores,
Ribbert suggests the term chroniatophorouia for ihem.

The only objection to the term is iis length, which ren-

ders it "somewhat undesirable. Jlelanoma is simpler
and calls attention to the important characteristic of the

tumor. The terms melanossircoma an<l melanotic sar-

coma are in good usage, but might be considered to

apply also to tumors colored by iron-conttiining pigments.
2. Aliriiliir Stircvmii.—Under this heading have un-

questionably been grouped in the past a variety of tu-

mors of which .some at least do not belong here. Many
have unciuestionably been carcinomata, others endotlie-

liomata. Hibberl has called attention to the fact that

melanotic sarcomata are sometimes so slightly pigmented
that their real nature might easily be overlooked. Un-
der such conditions they might readily be put into this

class. It has been suggested but not proved that alve-

olar Sitrconiata may arise from striated nuisclo cells. For
the present this group of tumors must be regarded with

suspicion. Many, perliajjs all, belong under oilier titles.

Gitori' D. EM)oTnn!,iOM.\T.\.—The endotheliomata
form a group of tumors which are very dillicult to char-
acterize so that they can be recognized witli ease and cer-

tainty. In recent years it has been the custom to call

almost every tumor which did not fit in readily with the

well-recognized tumors an endothelioma. This has been

particularly true of certain tumors called cylindromata,
which although of various origin (epithelial, mesolhelial,
and mesenchymal) have the one connnon I'haractcrislic

of producing, in some by cell secretion, in others by hy-
aline transformation of vessel walls, round and cylin-
drical hyaline masses which are especially noticeable in

fresh-teased preparations. At present there is a strong
reaction against this tendency.

Endothelial cells normally line blood-vessels and lymph
ves.sels. The cells lining the pericardial, pleural, and
peritoneal cavities, and the sac of tlie tunica vaginalis
are now genendly recognized as mesotlulial in origin
and the tumors derived from them are classed with the
carcinomata. The space between the dura and thepia
is formed by a split in connective tissue, and is lined by
connective-tissue cells which become fiat and endothelial-
like. The tumors arising from these cells are at jiresent
classed with the endotheliomata, but further res(^archos

may decide that they should be put in a class by them-
selves.

Endothelial cells possess few characteristics by which
they can be recognized with surety; in oilier words, they
do not possess a high degree of morphological dilferenti-

ation. They are relatively large, thin, flat or curved
cells with lightly staining oval nuclei, in which occur

usually one or more somewhat coarse chromatin granules
but no diflerenliated aeidophilous nucleolus. They line
v<'ssels or spaces and are not supposed to secrete an inter-
cellular substance. They are joined to eadi oihii- at the

edges by cement substance along an irregular line, which
can be demouslraled in the fresh conililiou by staining
with nitrate of silver. Under certain condilions endo-

thelial cells may become very phagocytic for other cells.

None of these properties is sutlicienlly marked by itself

to characterize with certainty tumors derived from endo-
thelial cells, and yet it is on these more or less character-

istic jiroperties that the diagnosis of endothelioma must
be based.

The diagnosis in the past has been made largely in two
ways: by the process of exclusion and by the demonstra-
tion of actual connections between the tumor and blood-

or lymph vessels. If a tumor resembled an epithelial

growth but originated in a place where epithelium did
not normally occur, it was diagnosed as an endothelioma.
For example, the cholesteatoma was at one time regarded
as a typical example of an endothelioma. The second
line of argument used, that a tumor must be an endothe-
lioma because actual conneeliou between vessels or cell

masses of the tumor and the blood or lymph vessels of

the surrounding tissue can be demonstiated, has been
shown by Ribbert to be absolutely untenable. Tumors
grow by proliferation of their own cells, not by causing
the cells in the tissues around them to multiply and join
the tumor mass. Tumors may and often do form con-

nectioiis with surrounding blood- and lymph vessels and
with ( jiitlielium, liut that does not prove that they arose
from them. The demonslration of the origin of a tumor
from a given cell or tissue is possible only when it is just
starling, at a stage when it is rarely or nevei' possible to

see it. As a result we are compelled to base our diag-
nosis on the properties or dilferentiation of the cells of
which the tumor is composed.
Three types of endotheliomata are recognized: one

arises from the endothelium of blood-vessels, a second
from that of lymph vessels, and the third from the cells

lining tlie dura. The attempt has recently been made
to add a fourth, the perithelioma, as a variety of the en-
dothelioma arising from lymjih vessels.

1. lleiKiiiini'ifiulothclloma.—This tumor is derived from
the endothelium of blood-vessels and is rare. It grows
in the form of narrow or broad anastomosing vessels of a

capillary t\\\c, which may become filled up with endo-
thelial cells so that solid anastomosing columns of cells

are formed. Connective-ti.ssue fibrilhe gradually grow
in between the cells, so that the older parts of the tumor
resemble moi'e or less closely a spindle-cell sarcoma.

I have recently studied one of these tumors in which
all stages of its de\'elopment could be followed. The
primary growth occurred on the back of a boy, sixteen

years old, and was followed by three recurrences in the
course of the following twenty-one months. Each time
the tumor appeared in the form of a group of discrete

nodules, from the size of a millet seed to masses 3 or 4
cm. in diameter. The original growth seemed to be at-

tached to the head of a rib, which was resected, but it

was not adherent to the skin, and in the recurrences the
nodules could always be easily dissected out. The nod-
ules varied from a soft, clastic, aluKist difHuent to a car-

tilaginous consistence. On section they varied fi'om

reddish to gray; the cut surface was smooth and iiomo-

geneons, like a sarcoma.
The earliest appearance of the lesimis and the evident

source of the recurrences were to be found in the fat and
connective tissue outside of the nodules. Here occurred

irregular, often long convoluted masses of cajiillary ves-
.sels colli iiiniug red blood corpuscles and leucocytes, and
lined with prominent enilothelium. The ca]iillaries ran
in the conui'ctive tissue often along large blood-ve.ssels

and in places invaded fat tissue, gradually causing it to

disappear and giving rise to miliary tumor nodules. In
all of these small areas and nodules the cajiillaries were
pervious, contained blood, and mitotic figures in endo-
thelial cells were numerous.

In the large, more distinct tumor nodules the appear-
ances were not .so simple. Capillaries and larger blood-
vessels were very numerous, but ther<' were in addition
solid auastomo.siuir columns of cells and a cellular tissue
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roseiiibling to some extent young connective tissue or a

spindle-cell sarcoma. Both of these were found to arise

from till' capillury vcsscLs in tin; following way: Mi-
toses were very numerous in llie larger nodules, not

only in the eaiiillary eiulotheliuni, but also in the cell

columns and in the sarcoma-like tissue. Proliferation of

the capillary endothelium often led to oeelusion of the

lumen and the formation of a mass of cells which often

assumed a more or less concentric arrangement. Prolif-

eration of cells beyond the p<iint of occlusiim produced
anastomosing colunms of cells. Ileniorrhages and other

cau-ses which interfered with the circulation in the young
vessels probably also led to the .sjime result.

'rh(> second stage in the development of these ttnnors

was, therefore, due to the oeelusion of a certain number
of capillaries. Continued proliferation of the endothelial

cells led necessarily to the formation of chimps and an-

astomosing columns of cells. At this stage the tumor to

some e.\tent resembled a carcinoma, but both the cell

masses and the stroma showed dillerenees.

The thii-d stage was due to a still further change. The
aniline blue connective-tissue stain showed that the very
youngest of the newly formed tumor capillaries quickly
become backed by connective-tissue librilhie. As the

vessels get older the librilUe increase in number. In the

same way the tjbrilke surround and invade the cell masses
formed after the capillaries become occluded. They
gradually separate the cell masses so that each individual

cell is separated from its neighbor by fibrilUe. But even
here small concentrically arranged clumps of cells are

often found where rajjid proliferation lias taken place and

separation of the cells has not j'et been effected.

Whether or not these endothelial cells produce the

fibrilhe, I am not prejiarcd to say. The process prob-

ably is analogous to that seen in acute desquamative glo-

mertilo-nephritis Aviiere connective-tissue fibrillsE soon
e.vtend in between all the desquamated epithelial cells,

probabl}' in consequence of a physiological demand for

them.
2. Liinijtlian;ii"enilo11irliohui.

—This form of endotheli-

oma is derived from the endothelial cells lining lymph
vessels and lymph spaces. It usuallj' grows in the form
of tube-like or slit-like anastomosing canals, but may
form Solid anastomosing rows and frequently also con-

centric masses of cells.

In a case which I have had, the tumor was situated in

the lumbar region beliiud the kidney. It measured over
7 cm. in diameter and was made up entirely of freely

anastomosing round, irregular, and slit-like cavities of

various size, lined with low, endothelial-likc cells (Fig.

4153). In a few areas the lumina of the "fessels and the

cells to some extent ai)iiroaclied a cuboidal form. An
occasional endotlulial cell in mitosis was found. All of

the vessels were backed by a small amount of connective
tissue which in places was very a>deraatous and con-

tained numerous plasma cells.

The term perit/icHoma is applied to a tumor which

grows in such a W'ay as to form a sheath around blood-

vessels. It is supposed to originate from the endothelial

cells (the so-called perithelium) lining the ]ierivascular

lympli space. The most lyiiieal e.\ample is found sur-

rounding the vessels of the brain. If this supposition is

true, then a perithelioma is a special form of lymphangio-
emlothelioma.
Sarcomata fre<iuently grow around blood-vessels in

such a way as to form a sheath to them, but this manner
of growth is rarely or never enlircly ])eritlielial. Parts
of the tumor or even the greater portion of it may show
the picture of an ordinary melanotic, alveolar, or even

spindle-cell sarcoma.
The iierilhelial form of growth is probably largely ac-

cidental, and dependent more or less on nutrition. The
c(dls nearest the vessels are best nourished ; those farthest

away, least so. If necrosis takes ])lace tlie cells aroiuid
the vessels are often preserved. The necrotic ])ortions
are in time more or less completely absorbed, with the

result that the cell-sheathed vessels are but lightly bound
together, and in the fresh condition can often be pulled

out like the tubules of a normal testicle. It is often pos-
.sible in a single tumor to trace the entire development of
a perithelial growth from a sartoma of an ordinary type.

It is probable that hemorrliage Uiay act like necro.sis in

giving rise to the perithelial type of growth.
3. I<Jiidotli(liotiM of tlie Durii.—This is the best known

of the endotheliomata. It occurs usually as a circum-
scribed, flat, or more or less liemispherical, occasionally
pedunculated ttimor. The size varies greatly, but is

rarely- greater than that of a walnut. The tumor is very
lightly attached to the dura by blood-vessels and a slight
amount of connective ti.ssue.

The structure of the tumor varies greatl}' ; it may be
cellular like a sarcoma or more or less fibrous like a cel-

lular fibroma. The cells may liave an alveolar arrange-
ment with the cells often grouped in whorls or the cells

may be more or less uniformly distributed in the stroma.
Two cases at the Boston City Hospital illustrate well

the two extremes of type. The first measured .5 x 4.5 x 4

cm., and was situated in the right cerebral hemispliere
3 mm. from the longitudinal fissure and 3 mm. posterior

Fig. •4153.—Lympljaiiuioendollielioma, showing Spacers Lined wU*
Flattened Ceils and CEdeaia of the Connective-Tissue Stroma.

to the fissure of Rolando. It was sharply circumscribed,

everywhere separated from brain tissue by pia, and pre-
sented a cauliHower-like surface. Microscopically it

showed dense masses of cells arranged for the most part
in whorls, between which ran a stroma consisting of

blood-vessels surounded by a small amount of connective

tissue, which showed little tendency to extend out be-

tween the cells. The nuclei were oval, vesicular, finely

granular, with one or more coarse chromatin granules
but no differentiated nucleolus. Numerous mitotic fig-
ures showed that the tumor was growing rapidly. In

places were many hyaline coneentrically-layered bodies
often containing the faint remains of nuclei.

The second case occurred in the right occipital lobe
and measured 8.5x6x0 em. It was slightly lolmlated
and was separated from the brain tissue bj' the ]iia. On
section it was almost homogeneous in appearance; the
surface was grayish, only moderately translucent, and

slightly granular. The tissue could be very easily teased

apart.

Microscopically the tunuu' might readily on casual in-

spection be mistaken for an odd form of spindle-eidl sar-

coma. Apparently it consisted of numennis spindle and
oval nuclei embedded in a fairly abundant connective-
tissue stroma. Careful study, esiucially of sections

stained by Ihe aniline blue method, showed that the con-
nective-tissue fibrilUe and the cells were (lis]iosed in lay-
ers. The layers of fibrilUe ran in parallel ]ilancs, which
bent and twisted in various directions and often stir-

rounded the blood-vessels. Both surfaces of each layer
of librilUe were lined by large fiat cells, which sometimes

piled up two or three cells in thickness. The nuclei were
oval and fiat, stained lightly, and contained one, some-
times two or more, coarse chromatin granules. No mi-
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lotic fitrmi's could be foimil. A fi-w concentrically lay-
cicd cril limliis were present.

AppaixMilly just as the endothelial cells lining blood-

and lyniph-ve.s-sels attempt in tumor foniintiim to form
vessels, and, failing in this, give rise to solid columns of

cells, so the endothelium lining the dura tends, sometimes
at least, in the new growths to which it gives rise to

form spaces lined wiili cndol helium. The eonuectivc-

ti'^suf tiliriila' may he produced, as Kihberl ehiinis, by the

eniiolhelial cells, hut 1 prefer to regard Ihem as produced
by true connective-tissue cells which grow in with the

bloodvessels and extend in between the endothelial cells

because there is a physiological demand for them.
F. B. Mallm-y.

SARSAPARILLA, U. S.—The root of Smilax mcdica
Chamisso et tichlechtendal (Mexican. Vera Cruz, or Tara-

pico s;ii-S!tparilla), SiniliiJ- omnia Hooker f. (Jamaica,
Central American. Costa Rica, or Lima sar.sapari!la),

Siiiiltix jhijji/niroi Duhamel (IJra/.ilian, Para, or Rio Negro
snrsaparilla), or a species known commercially as //"«-

tliinis sarsaparilla (I'am. Liliticm). Fruiting specimens
just reeeive<l liy the writer from Honduras indicate that

the last-mentioned is from .R i/riiiidijh/id Kegel. Various
other sju'cies than those here named have been recorded

as yielding sarsaparilla, but it is doubtful if any ajiprc-
ciablc amount of the present article of commerce so

originates. The genus Sinilax L. is large, being credited

with some two hundred species. Its habits and charac-

ters are well illustrated by our ordinary cal-Viriars, green-
briars, or bread-and-butter vines, the green, tough, spiny,
tendril-bearing steins of which constitute the principal
element in dense thickets of the Eastern United States.

Apparently, the Northern species do not possess the

medicinal properties of those of the troj)ics. The aerial

stems of tlie latter grow from exces.sively long slender

rhizomes, which run just underneath the loose forest

mould, and seu<l down from each joint a fascicle of from
few to many tough, elongated rools, which, dried, con-
stitute the drug sarsaparilla. They arc collected at

Fig. 4153.-Koot of Smllax Olllrliialis, t-ulait''-J strtion. (Balllon.)

about the close of the rainy season, probably chiefly with
the idea of saving labor, since the ground is then soft and
the roots are more easily lorn out. After being collected
and dried, they are packed in various ways, as explained
below, these different forms of packing being character-
istic, and aiding in identitication, although the practice
of packing a cheaper article to inntate a more expensive
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one is not unknown. Other forms of sophistication are
not conunon, though other roots, sticks, and even stones

are occasionally found in the interior of the packages.
DlcsciiiPTioN,—Mostly more than a metre (more than

a yard) in length, and 4-6 mm. (J-i in.) thick, with few
or many fine rools adher-

ing; extcrnaily v.-irying
from light

-
gray - brown

and smooth, witli few

deep and sharj) wrinkles,
to dark- or orange-brown
and less smooth, and with
more and smaller wrinkles;
internally whitisli, with
a thick, mealy, or some-
times horny cortex, a cir-

cular wood-zone and a

thick pith; fracture tough;
nearly inodorous; taste

mucilaginous; somewhat
sweetish and bitter, slight-

ly acrid.

The thick, woody, knot-

ty rhizome, if present,
should be rejected.
As a rule, Ilondurasand

Brazilian sarsaparillas
have the cells of the pa-

renchyma more densely
crowded with starcrii

grains, so that they are
termed "mealy sarsaparil-
las," the other two being
denominated "non-
meal}'." It is probaljly
due to this excess of

starchy contents that the

mcivly sarsa|jarilla wrinkle
less deeply in their dry-
ing, their wrinkles, how-
ever, being us\iallj- nuich
more numerous than those
of the uon-mealy varieties.

Hnndiiras Sii nnp/irilla
consists of the roots sejia-
ratcd from the rhizomes,
folded back and forth to a

lenglliof about two feet,
anil \'ery closely and tight-

ly wound from end to end
with one or more of its

own roots, the f<ilded ends
not cutolT, but projecting
slightly beyond the wind-

ing at either end. These
rolls have usually a diam-
eter of about two and a
lialf or three inches. This

variety is gem rally of a
lather light brown color.

It varies greatly in its tendency to bear rootlets, though
as a rule these are not numerous. A transverse section
made near to the rhizome shows the diameter almost

(([iially divided between the cortex, wood, and pith.
The cells of the endodermis are rather thin-walled, the
thickness of the outer and inner walls nearly equal, and
the form of the cells nearly square.

BriizUinn IS((fKri]uirilln also consists of roots freed from
the rhizomes, but it is dilTerently packed. The rolls are

very large, a .yard or more in length ami a foot in diam-
eter. They are rolled with extreme tightness, and closely
wrajiped with a thin tough vine. The folded ends arc
cut squarely off and the trimmings enclosed in the centre
of the roll next packed, the rolls thus possessing a
swollen middle portion. This root is of a very dark-
brown color and bears a large ntimber of branching root-

lets. It is tinely wrinkhicl. The transverse secrion

shows the woody zone much narrower than the cortical

Fig. 4154. — Majtnined Section ot
one-Halt Diameter of Koot of
Smllax OHlcinulis. (Haillou.)
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and tlio ])ith large. The cells of the endotlerm are radi-

ally c-li)ii.i:aUMl, with an oblong aperture, and the inner

portion of the wall is thicUcr,

ilcririiii Sin-sajiin-illit lias the roots of each node still

attached to a short portion of the hard woody rhizome.

They are loosely folded into somewhat liatlened bundles,
nuu'h thieUer at one end and loosely tied with a root

which ))asscs several timesaronnd in an irregularl_vspii-al
manner. The root is of a pale drab-brown, often a litlli'

shining', almost fi'ee from rootlets and bearing but a few
•wrinkles, winch are exceedingly deep and sharp. The
transverse section shows very small piih and wood zones,
with a very broad cortical layer. The endodermal cells

quite closely resemble those of the Brazilian.

Jamaica Sanaparilla jiresents tw^o distinct forms. The

plant named above is native of Central America, whence
the most of our supplies are received. This root is of a
dark gray-brown color, rather thin, sharply wriid;led, and

very abmidantl_y sup]ilicd with branching roollcts. It is

always separated from the rliizome and nmy come cither

pressed into S(]uare bales or tiei.1 into rolls with folded

ends, like those of the Hondnras, but usuall\- thicker,

looser, and with .a much scantier and looser winding.
The other form is known as "native Jamaica" (species of

Smilax undetermined), and is the product of plants which
have been introduced into the island named. This root

is usually much thicker and cleaner looking, and is almost

invariably of a bright orange-yellow or orange-red color.

It is packed either in hales or in short, thick, lightly tied

bundles. The endodermal cells are radially elongated and
their walls heavily thickened.

The widest dilVcrcnces of opinion exist as to the rela-

tive values of the dilTerent varieties of sarsaparilla, and
the prcdonuuant opinion is not constant, one variety
maintaining its position as a favorite for a time, and

being then displaced by another. On the whole, Hon-
duras sai'sa|i;u'illa probably enjoys a wider preference
than any other, though the native Jamaican is mostly
preferred in Great Britain,

CoNSTiTt'F.NTS.—Most earnest attempts have been
made to find a tangible and useful active principle in

sarsaparilla, but with oidy partial success. From three

to fifteen percent, of starch, according to the variety, a
trace of volatile oil, a small amount of resin, pectin, etc..

are unimportant. The activity ajipears to reside in a
mi-xturc of three saponin-like bodies, amoiuiting in the

specimens examined b_v Olten to nearly three per cent.

Some confusion of ideas has arisen regarding the rela-

tions of these sidistances to one another, on account of

tlie variety of names assigned tliem by different investi-

gators. Both pariUiii (CoeH,i4()io) and smilasaponiti

(C50H32O10) have been called "smilacin," and on account
of this indcfiuiteness the hist name has been dropped
from scientific literatiu'e. The third body, mirtiitxiipfniiii

(C:;HsoOi(,), is about three or four times as active as

either of the preceding. Like parillin, it is crystalliza-
ble, while snulassiponin is not. These constituents are

all more or less soluble in water or alcohol, more so upon
the application of heat. Either the decoction ora prepa-
ration with a warm mi.xtnre of alcohol and w-ater well

represents the drug. The constituents are fatal to ani-

mals, with the general .symptoms of ])oisoning by the

sapotoxins.
Action .\nt) Use.—Sar.saparilla was first carried to

Em'opc about l.')36-45, and first or early employed as a
cure fon' the same disease with which it has been since

most general!}' a.sscK-iated, and for which another smila.x,

"China "
bail previously been used. The use in numer-

ous other slow diseases, espeeiaHy in eruptions and as a
"blood purifier" in general, followctl, and has continued
extensive until the present time. Allliougbnow it has
been nearly discarded as a serious medicine by ]ihysicians,
it is still a mnch-|H'izcd [lopnlar renu«ty, and is exten-

sivel}' used, the •world over, for syphililic and scrofulous
diseases. Its reputation is doulilless greatly and unduly
e.nhnnced by the enormous popular advertising of luuner-
ons proprietary articles bearing its name, but in reality

quite different substances. On the other hand, there can

be no doubt that the judicious use of sarsaparilla by phy-
sicians should be extended. The valuable depurative
effects of the sajionins, not only by promoting excretion

by the intestines, but through most other channels, re-

quires no argument, and the timi'ly use of a la.xative
close' of sarsaparilla, perhaps at the soda fountain—if only
a genuine article could be there expected,—may well pre-
vent the necessity for more violent treatment later on.
The dose of any preiiaratii^n slioidd represent from 4 to
8 gm. { 3 i. to ij.). The Pharmacol lO'ia provides a fluid

extract ; a compound decoction of ten-per-cent. strength,
with two per cent, each of sassafras, guaiac wood, and
liquorice root, and one per cent, of mezereum; a com-
pound fiuid extract of seventy-five-per-cent. strength,
with twelve percent, of liquorice root, ten per cent, each
of sassafras and glycerin, and three per cent, of meze-
reum.
Allied PnoDUcr.—China root, from Smilax China

Ij., in large, hard, jalap-like tubers, is used in the East
for the same purposes as sar.saparilla.

Henry II. Ruii>y.

SARSAPARILLA,
See Am/iin-tir.

FALSE. {Aralia medicaniis L.)

SASSAFRAS, U. S. P.—Sassnfras bark. The dried
bark (if the root of »S(7ss«//'rt.« Swsrt/ras (L.) Karsten. {S.

i'«m;W(>« [Salisb.] Kuntze—fam. Lauracea). Although
all jiarts of the sassafras tree are aromatic, the bark of
the root is selected for official purposes because its aro-

matic properties differ in kind from those of the leaves
and branches, and arc far stronger than the similar prop-
erties of the bark of the trunk and the •wood of the root

and trunk. The British Pharmacopieia makes the root.

Fifi. 4153.—One of tliL" Three-LolxHl Lwivfs (it Sassnfras. (BalUou.)

the German Pharmacopa?ia the wood of the root, official,

while certain others include, or even specifj', the wood of

the trunk or at least of its lower portion. Tlicri^ can be
no (|Uestion that the ofiicial article of the Lnited States

PharmacopaMa is very superior to any other part of the

jilant. The sassafras tree grows very abundantl}' in light
soil and exposed or partlj' exposed situations from east-

ern Canada southward, being collected chiefiy iu the

coast region. It occasionally reaches a height of seventy
feet or more and a trunk diameter of upward of three

feet, though usually its height is from tweutv-tive to
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forty feet iiiul its trunk diiuiietcr little more llmii a foot.

The root is much aiul irregularly braueheil. When it is

freshly dug, its outer eolor is whiiish ami its wood yel-
lowish or brownish- white, but the former soou turns gray
and the latter of a rusty red or brown after collection.

Annual rings are ajiparent in cross section, though loss

conspicuous than in most trees of the s:inie region. The
bark of the trunk is ashy gray and deeply lissured ex-

ternally, whitish within, soon turning rusty brown,

though not so deeply as does that of the root. The wood
of the trunk is similar to that of the root, though less

deeply colored. The young twigs are at first deep green
and smooth, gradually becoming brownish-warty, then
brown and lissured with age. The large pith of the

branches is described below. The fonn of the leaf is dis-

playeil in the accompanying cut, though often not loljed

or with a lobe on only one side. The leaves are tlini and

downy when very young, soon becoming thickish and
smooth. The diiTcious. small, yellowish Howers arc

borne in nmhels or corymbs, and api>car somewhat before

the leaves. All parts of the tree are aromatic, bitter, and

strongly mucilaginous.
The drug is thus described:
In irregular, warped, chip-like fragments, 5 mm. (! in. )

or less in thickness, the thicker ]>ieces dei)rived of most
of the gray corky layer; bright rust-brown, or with more
or less of the gray-brown cork adhering and exhibiting
its outer surface softly and rather finely scaly, from
numerous short, intersecting, .shallow fissures; inner sur-

face obscurely short-striate; light, soft, and fragile, with
a short, weak fracture which exhibits a broad, irregular,
whitish layer between two rust-brown ones; .strongly and

peculiarly fragrant; taste sweetish and bitterish, aro-

matic, mucilaginous, and slightly astringent.
The stem-bark is in strips or elongated pieces, with

a IJL'hter-gray, more deeply and longer fissured outer

surface, and is less aromatic, more mucilaginous and
bitter.

The most important constituent of sassafras is its vola-

tile oil, of whic-h there is sometimes nearly ten per cent.

When fresh, the bark contains a large amount of a pecid-
iar tannin, which, after collecting, gradually becomes
converted into the peculiar gninular yellowish-brown
substance, mstidfn'fl, which is readily dissolved in alcohol.
A large amount of starch, much gum, and an unstudied
bitter princi]ile also exist. The properties of sassafras
arc almost wholly referable to its volatile oil. No prep-
aration of it is ollicial, but it is largely used in the house-
hold, and to some extent by physicians, as a slinnUatiug
diaphoretic and as a deobstruent or alterative ("blood
purifier"), stiniulaling the excretions of the kidney and
skin. For these purposes, the infusion is commonly em-
ployed. It -should have a strength of five per cent., and
may be tidien in wineglassful doses.

Oil nf Saiisd/nis {(JUum S/imufniK, V. S. P.) is defined
as a volatile oil distilled from ssissafras, and it is directed
to be kept in well-stopjiered bottles, protected from light.

Although thus defined as obtained from official sassafras,
it is really obtjiined from the entire root, the wood of
which yields from one and one-half to two per cent. It
is thus described by the Phannacopoia:
A yellowish or reddish-yellow liquid, having the char

acteristic odor of sassafras without the odor of camphor,
and a warm, aromatic; taste. It becomes darker and
thicker by age and exposure to th<- air.

Specific gavily: 1.070 to 1.090 at 1.5' C. (39° F.).
Soluble, in all proportions, in alcohol, the solution be-

ing neutral to litmus paper; also soluble, in all i)ropor-
tions. in glacial acetic acid, and in carbon disulphide.

If to five drops of the oil five drops of nitric acid be
added, a violent reaction will lake place, jiroducing at
first a red color, and finally converting the oil into a red
resin.

If to a few drops of the oil a drop of sidphia-ic acid be
added, a deep -red color will be produced at first, which
soon becomes blackish.
The oil consists chiefly of mtfrol (C.oH.oOO. with a

small amount of sufrcne (CioH,») and a very small amount

of eugenol. Safrol fully represents the projjerties of the
oil.

Oil of sassafras differs but little in its action and uses
from ordinary stiniulaling volatile oils, for exam]ile. oil

of peppermint. Although an active carminative, it is

scarei'ly so ellicient as oil of peppermint or oil of anise in

that direction. On the other hand, it ajipears to be
rather more freely excreted through the skin aiul a more
eflicient diaphoretic. It is also distinctly laxative and
its reputation for stimulating the excretory functions

appears to be justified. The dose of this oil is one to five

minims. There is no official preparation.
StiKsafriis pith (.S<(.i«(/;t(.v inedulla, U. S. P.) is defined

as the dried pith of the sassafras and is thus described:
In C3'lindrical, straight, curved, or coiled pieces, one

to several inches in length and 3 to 8 mm. (| to J in.) in

diameter, or in split portions of the same; white, very
light, and spongy; inodorous or with a slight odor, as
well as taste, of sassafras; very niticilaginous.
Macerated in water, it forms a mucilaginous liquid,

w'hich is not precipitated on the addition of alcohol.

Its aromatic content is entirely iu.signifieant and it is

valued wholly for its gum, which readily forms a muci-

lage upon maceration with water. This mucilage pos-
sesses the im])orlant proi)erty of mixing with alcohol
without preci])itation, and it becomes a useful vehicle
for the administration or application, especially to the

eye, of active sidjstances. Its properties in general are

merely those of mucilages. Its mucilage is official and
is dii'ected to be made freshly, when wanted, by macer-

ating 3 gm. of the pith in 100 c.c. of water for three
hours and .straining.

Several other vegetable products are called sassafras
in other countries, Init none of them is of interest in our
Materia Medica. Henry 11. Rnnhy.

SASSY BARK.— .1/<(Hcoft(( Bark. The bark of Ery-
tliri'/ihli tun (jiiiiitiiixe Don. (Fam. LqpiininimT). a got)d-
si/.ed, ac;icia-like tree, growing in tropical Africa, and
employed by the tribes of the west side like Calabar
beans, as an ordeal. It was made known in Europe and
America about forty years ago, and was revived as a
medicine about ten 3-ears since. It is a ponderous bark,
heavier than water, of a dull red color, a fi.ssured exter-
nal surface, and a short fracture. Odor slight, taste as-

tringent. The active prinei|ile of sassy bark is erytfiro-

p/ilfiiw, a crystalline alkaloid, first obtained by Gallois
and Hardy. It is an active heart -poison of the digitalis
kind, pn.'ducing slowing of the pulse, increase of blood

pressure, and in experiments upon animals death, with
the heart in systolic contraction. The powdered drug is

a i)owerful sternutatorj-. But little use has been found
for this potent medicine. It is sometimes used like digi-
talis, in doses of one to three grains, of the bark, in the
form of a tincture, but is far less certain and regular and
even more inclined to upset the stomach. It is said to
be employed at home in dysentery, etc.. with benefit, as
well as in intermittent and other fevers. In full doses
it is nauseating and emetic, as well as somewhat nar-
cotic.

Aii.iKii Pi.vNTS, ETC.—See Senna. Tl". P. Bolles.

SAUNDERS, r<^D.—Santalum Rubrnm, U. S. The
heart-wond (jf l^t rocarpus santalintis Ij. f. (fam. Legumi-
u(me).

This article, often called ruby wood or red Siintal, is

the product of a small tree of India, collected chiefiy in

the Madras Presidency, and now mostly from cultivated

plants. The wood is imported in billets three or four
feet long and from two to eight or nine inches in diam-
eter, the bark and sapwood having been removed. It is

of a bright blood-re(l color within, but darker ujion the

surf;ice, beconung at length nearly bl;ick with age and
exposure. For pharmaceutical use. it is usually cut into

chips or rasped into powder. It is almost odorless and
has only a slight astringent taste. Its coloring matter is

santalin or santalic acid, crystallizing in minute red

prisms, soluble in alcohol, ether, alkalies, !Uid a few es-
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Sfntial oils, but not in water, which is scarcely colored

by red suundi'rs. The article is essentially a dye-stuiT,

beinj; without jihysiolojiieul or medicinal power and used

purely for coloring jiurposes, as in the compound tincture

of lavender, which contains about one per cent, of it.

IV. P. lioUes.

SAVILL'S DISEASE. Sec Bcniiatiiis Jipidemica.

SAVINE.—Sabinii, U. S. P. The leaves and young
twigs oi Junipenw Sahinii h. (fam. I'inucaeov Conifera).
This is a compact, horizontally spreading, evergreen

shrub or small tree,

resembling our com-
mon ri'd ci-dar on a
small scale, and bear-

ing similar berries.

It is widely distrib-

uted through the
north temperate zone
of the Old World, and
is also met with in the

Northern United
States (in the Great
Lake region) and in

Canada. The medi-
cal supply comes
from Europe, chiefly
from Switzei'land, in

"shiirt, thin, sidj-

i|
u a d ! a n g u 1 a r

branchlets, the leaves
in four rows, op-
posite, scale -

like,

ovate, lanceolate, ses-

sile, more or less

acute, appressed, im-

bricated, bearing on
the back a shallow

groove containing an

oblong or roundish

gland ;
odor peculiar,

terebiuthinate; taste

nauseous and bitter,"

The odor and taste

of savine are mostly
due to from two to

fciur per cent, of es-

sential oil (Oleum ,Sa-

hina, U. S. P.), a

pale-yellow, terebinthinous liquid, becoming thicker and
darker by age, colorless if redistilled, of a specific gra-

vity of about 0.910. It has the odor of savine, a sharp,
bitter, camphoraceous taste, and is more rubefacient and

irritating to the skin than others of its class. Tannin
and resin are less important constituents of savine.

Action and Use.—Saviue and its oil are essentially
like, but more intense than, oil of turpentine in physio-
logical and therapeutical properties; irritating to the

skin and mucous membranes, to the urinary apparatus
by which they are eliminated, and to the uterus, which

they may cause to abort. Besides these effects, convul-
sions and coma may fdUow. Vomiting, diarrhira, gastru-
intesthial inllamination, strangiuy, with or without con-
vulsions or unconsciousness, these are the usual symjitonis
of savine jioisoning; abortion may or may not take placi'.
This potent drug is not much employed. It has been

given as an enuuenagogue, also as a haemostatic, for leu-

cnrrhoea and other ])urposes mostly connected with the

uterus. It is not infreijuently used with criminal intetit

to produce abortion, usually without success, ludess it

nearly or (piite kills the mother also; externally it is the
basis of some moderately usel'ul stinuilatiug ointments,

liniments, and "
hair-restorcis."

In this connliy, the oil of jimipcr, which is milder, is

perhaps generally substituted for oil of ,savine. Oil of

turpentine is also often substituteil for or mixed with it.

Oil of savine can be distinguished by the fact that it does

Fig. 4151!. -Savine, Fertile Branch,
(Baillon.)

not form a solid mass with hydrochloric acid ; also by
the fact that very little of it distills under 200' C.

The dose of savine (leaves) is about 0.5 gm. (gr. viij.);
of the oil, from one to four or five drops, A fluid extract
of the forni<-r (Kr. SiihiiKr Flu hi tim . I'. S. P.) is an eligi-
ble prepaiiition and the basis of the cerate (Ceratum tki-

biim, U. S. P.), strength about 25 to 100 savine.

W. P. BoUes.

SAVORY, SUMMER. Sec iMbiata'.

SAW PALMETTO.—This palm, Serenoa lerrulatn,
forms the conunon i)alme1to scrub of South Carolina,

Georgia, and Florida. The whole plant has marked de-

mulcent and nutritive properties, and is extensively used
as a local remedial agent in all fcjrms of disease of the
mucous membranes, especially when associated with de-

bility and wasting. Its use is followed by an improved
digestion, increased strength and (lesh, and a soothing
inftuenee on any irritable state of the mciubranes. It is

u.sed in catarrh, oza?na, and bronchitis, and has a special
value in diseases of the bladder and reproductive organs.
Ke.ginald Harrison ' has found it very benelicial in irri-

table states of the bladder, and compares its action to

jiareira. It is also reported to be of benefit in affections

of the prostate gland. Another property that is claimed
for it is its vitalizing and strengthening action upon
weakened and wasted glands oi the generative organs.
It is said to cau.se a rapid development of the in.-imin;e,

ovaries, aud testes, when these organs are debilitated as

the result of masturbation andse.xual e.xcessesof all kinds.

The berries and seeds contain a large percentage of a
fl.xed oil, upon which the medicinal properties are said to

depend.'^ The fluid extract of the seeds is the most con-
venient form for administering the drug; it is given in

half-drachm to onc-diachm doses, repeated three or four
times a day. Beaumont 8nuiU.

' London Lancet, 1890, 414.
> Phar. Review, 1897, 113.

SCABIES (Latin, scabir-i, an itching eruption, from
si-iibii, I scratch).

—Synonyms : The Itch ; German, Kriitse ;

French, Gule. Scabies is a contagious disease of the

skin, wholly local in character, due to the presence of

an animal parasite
—the iicariis or sairoptcs scabiei (see

Arachnida, in Vol. I.) in, aud upon, the skin. The erup-
tion present may vaiy from the smallest amount imagin-
able, a few papules, up to the most severe development
of inflammatory lesions, even such as to render the pa-
tient helpless; the .subjective sensations may vary from
a slight pruritus, which is described as not unpleasant
when relieved by scratching, up to an itching which is

almost unendurable, causing restless nights and distress-

ing days.
The most coinmcm sites for the lesions of scabies are

the hands, especially about the wrists, in the soft skin

between the fingers, and on the sides of the hands. But
in many cases the eruption is entirely absent from this

loealitj' and is well marked elsewhere. In males the jie-

nis seldom escapes, and in females the region of the nip-

ples is \'ery apt to be affected ; the anterior fold of the

axilla is a very common seat of the lesions, and the el-

bowf* and extensor surface of the forearms are sometimes
most severely aU'eeted. In those who sit a great deal

the buttocks often inesent an abundant eruption. In in-

fants and children the softer parts of the feet and ankles

generally exhibit lesions. It may be said that tlic head
is never affected by scabies.

The eruption of scabies exhibits the greatest variety of

lesions, from the smallest papules and vesicles to large

pustules, often ccthymatous in character, and in weakly
children pustular bulla' may form on the hands. The
bulk of the lesions is paiMilar, although small vesicles

can generally be seen on tender portions of the skin dur-

ing .some period of the disease. Mingled with these pri-

mary lesions there are generally found the results of

scratching, viz., abraded surfaces aud those covered with
crusts.
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The only single pathognomonic si^n of scabies is the

ciinieuliiii, furr<i\v, or burrow (Gi-rnian. .Vil'n iij/iiiif/;

French. silloN), whieli is caustil by the penetration of the

female beneath the epiilernial layer of llie skiu in the

seareh of a i)laee where she may lay her cl'Ss; the male
seldom, if ever, goes beneath llie skin. This eunieulus

consists of a minute, dark-colored line, generally some-

what beaded iu aiipeamnee and curved, appearing much as

if a bit of dark si'wing-silk had been run beneath the sur-

fa<i' : rarely, it is as lung as a lourl h of an inch, more often

half that len^nli: and generally it may be seen to terminate

at one end in an inllamed papule or vesicle, or sometimes
to run over a pustule. The female insect will be found
at that end of the furrow, and the dark line is her Inick,

which is found to be tilled with eggs iu various stages of

develo])ment, and, among them, black particles of bcces.

If the skin is washed these dark lines, instead of being re-

moved, l>ecome more apparent ; but in rec( nt cases, or iu

individuals who are very cleanly or have undergone treat-

ment, it is often impossible to discover any of these cuni-

culi. all hough the disease may still e.xist.and, if left alone,

itwill increase and may bo communicated to others.

Scabies is not a very frequent disease in this country,

forming only al)out 1..5 per cent, of a large rumber of

skin cases analy/.eil. In other countries it is more com-
mon, and in Glasgow it formed twenty-live percent, of

ten thousaml cases analyzed by McCall Anderson.
DiAONosis.—C'onsidemble care is often required to

diagnose a mild or unusual case of scabies, and cases

sometimes go uurecoguiiicd for a long time. The disease

most commonly coufoimded with it is eczema, W'hich

may present almost identical appearances, except that

there are no cuniculi; when these latter are po.sitively
fourid the diagnosis is cerlain. The location and distri-

bution of the eruption, the history of contagion, and the

multiform character of the lesions are generally sullicieut

to establish the diagnosis. Scabies may also be cou-
foimded with lichen, pityriasis, prurigo, pruritus, and
urticaria papulosa.

Etioi.ooy.—There is but one cause of scabies, the pres-
ence of the parasite (acarus or sarcoptps scabiei), whose
removal or destruction is followed by the cessation of the

disease. It often occurs, however, that the treatment

employed may occasion an amount of artiticial eruptioit
or dermatitis which may mask the true affection, and

may even remain after the ix;al cause of the disease has
been destroyed; this second ciuption may require a very
dilt'erent treatment, of a soothing character.

P.vriioi.oGY.—The only pathologial lesions, aside from
the presence of the eunieulus, are those connected with
intliimmation of the skin. The lesions are simply inllam-

matory areas of greater or less size, caused cither by
the direct irritation of the burrowing insect, or by the

scratching or other measures employed for theieliefof
the itching, or by both. When the local irritation is re-

moved the eruption ceases; if the acari could all l)o re-

moved mechanicallj', picked out, there would be no eru]i-
tion. In patients who are paralyzed on one side, or who
have been unable to scratch, there is very little ciuption
on the portions of the skin which are out of reach.

TiiF:.\r.MiiN'r.—The treatment of scabies is purely local

and con.sists iu such measures as destroy the life of the

]>arasitic insects and their eggs. The patient first takes
a warm bath, using plenty of strong soap rather alkaline
iu character, such as thesapo viridis orthecouunon laun-

dry .sf>ap, and rubbing the alfccted parts so as to break the
furrows as much as possible. After drying, the alTected

parts, or even much of the body, should be well rubbed
with an ointment of which sulphur is a chief iugrcdicnt.
The ordinary sulphur ointment diluted once, with the ad-
dition of a drachm of liquid storax to the ounce, answers
as well as anything. After thorough friction with this
for at least half an hour, the patient! puts on underclothes
which are to remain im night and day until the end of
treatm<'nt. The ointment .should be frishly rubbed in
twice daily for several days, and a bath is to be taken on
the third day, the ointment being again rubbed in and a
fresh suit of underclothes jnit on. After three days more

of treatment another bath may be taken, and it is tlu'U to

be expected that the cure is complete. But fie<|Ueiitly
some of the ciuiiculi will be found to have escaped bei;,g
broken, or new iufecti<m may come from the clothing (,r

elsewhere, and in such case the treatment must be re-

jieated. Sometimes an artiticial eruption is excited by
the treatment, when soothing remedies are required.
The clothing sliould always be treated; the underclothes
should be boiled a long time and very ihorouglily ironed;
the outer garments may be baked or very thoroughly
iroueil on the wrong side Patients should be more or
less isolated, although when they are utukr treatment the
chances of conunuuicating the disease are very small.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is, of course, favorable;
there can never be the slightest harm in curing even the
most inveterate or severe cases of scabies. In tlie lii)S])i-

tals abroad it is claimed that u cure is effected in a few
hours, but it is questionable if, in the large majority of

cases, the relief is more than temporary, a portiim only
of the parasites being killed. Praeticallj', cases require
treatment for a number of days, or even weeks, to make
the cure certain; when the skin is delicate the active

parasitic treatment m.-iy have to be interruptid. owing
to the dermatitis excited, and occasionally it will be
found dillicult to use remedies strong enough to cirect a
cure. L. Uuncuii BiiUdey.

SCAMMONY.—(&am«jomw;», U. S. P., B. P.) A res-

inous exudation from the living root of Voiirolndus /Scaiu-

vioiilii L. (fam. Coiiwlrul(iceif). This is a perennial herb
of the Levant, having a long, thick, cylindrical, several-

headed, but otherwise usually sinqile, milky -juiced root,
and numerous twining stems, resembling those of an ordi-

nary niornini.;-glory vine. The root, which is oflicial in

t)ie British Pharinaeopo'ia, is up to a metre in length,
and a decimetre in diameter, at the crown, ligiit brownish-

j-ellow without, white within, fleshy, and resinous. The
scammony is collected by cutting olT the living root at

the crowu and either scraping off the exudation as it

appears or placing some receptacle, commonly a mussel
shell, at the lower side to receive it as it runs down. It

may dry at once, a very high grade of the drug thus re-

sulting; or, as is more usual, the separate collections are
l.iid aside until enough isaccumulated tomakea "cake,"
when it is all moistened and kneaded together. In this

way the bubbles and sour odor of what is known as "
Vir-

gin scammony." are produced.
Scammony is iu irregular, angular pieces, or circular

cakes, greenish-gray or blackish, internally jioiinis and
of a resinovis lustre, breaking with an angular fracture;
odor peculiar, somewhat cheeselike; taste slightly acrid;

powder gray or greenish-gray. The porous, bubbly
texture and the sour, cheesy smell are results of fernu'ii-

tation during tlie process of drying. It is soluble to the
extent cf three-fourths in etl'cr. The costliness and

ojiaquc color of scammony render it especially liable to

adulteration. Lime, Hour, ashes, gum, etc., arc among
the couimon admixtures. The jn'oportion of resin is the
best lest of ]>urity. This resin {Ucxinn .S;niiiiii>i(ii. V. S.

P.) is obtaineil by digesting the drug with alcohol and

evaporating the tincture so obtained, or by treating the

root in the sjune way. It is a brown, translucent brit-

tle resin, with a sweet fragrant odor if obtained from the

root; but, as is usually .seen, from crude scamnumy, it is

more greeiush and dirty iu color, and has the odor of

.scammony itself. In action and value the two jn'oducts
are about the same.

C'oMPosrrioN,—The peculiar resin of .scammony, un-

fortunately called ,/((A'/)(/(, and now' known as ni-nininonin,

first obtained in a state of purity by Johnston, in 1840,

differs from the cnnrvlndin of jalap by its solubility iu

ether.

When imrificd, it is a colorless, translucent, brittle

non-crystalline resin, tasteless and odorless, of nearly
neutral reaction, and freely soluble in ether. It is a

glueoside. and resolvable intc .icammonie aciii, a crystal-
line substance and sugar. Good scammony contains

eighty or ninety per cent, of this resin.
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Actios and Usk.—Soammony aiul its resin are to be
counted aninnj; the very uetive drastics, excelled only by
erolon oil and <lateriuni. Tlieir aelion is sin. liar to thai

of jalap, but eonsi{leralily more int<'nse. 'I'liey are used
as tlerivatives and liydrat;'oi;'ue eathaitics in ease.s of car-

diac and renal troubles associated with dropsy. Tlie ae-

lion of scaniniony resembles that of jala]), but is more
inli'nse. Aromaties and carminatives are appropriate
adjuvants. Dose, of good scammony, half a gram or

so; of the resin, 3 or 4 dgm. The compound extract

of colocynth contains fourteen jier cent, of resin of scam -

nionv
Tl'. P. Ihlles.

SCAPULA, SURGICAL AFFECTIONS OF THE.—
DisEAsKs OK TiiK ScAi'iJi.A.—Acute periostitis and osteo-

myelitis of the scapula are rare. When present they are

usually the result of traumatism followed by infection,

and affect most commonly prominent portions of the

bone, such as the siiine.

Tubcrcidous osteoiuyelitis of the scapula is much more
common and may give rise to extensive caries and necro-

sis. Cold abscesses may form and reach tlie surface at

some distance from the focus in the bone. In rare cases

the shoulder-joint may become involved.

The trcatmentof tuberculous disease will depend upon
the extent of tlie local process. Small foci may be

scraped out with the Volkmann spoon and treated later

by iodoform injections. Larger foci may require resec-

tion of a part of the bone, such as a portion of the body
or the spine. Complete excision of 'he scapula is seldom
indicated.

TuMons OF THE SCiVPULA may be either benign or

malignant, tlie latter being the most common. A recent

collection of 64 cases made by Langenhagen .showed
the following relative frequency: Exostosis, 8; chondro-

ma, 14 ; fUn'oma, 5 ; carcinoma, 23
; sarcoma, 12 ; uncer-

tain tumors, 2.

The tumor may reach an enormous size, and in case of
the malign;uit varieties the surrounding parts may be-

come invaded. Some tumors grow into the axilla, others

spread to the adjacent muscles, and may eventually
ulcerate through the skin. Metastases may occur in tlie

pleura, lungs, vertebne, or some other internal organ.
The treatment of malignant neoplasms consists in

cxcisiion of the scapula provided that the tumor has not
involved the arm. In the' lattt'r case removal of this

as well may be indicated (interscapulo-tboracic ampu-
tation).

Benign tumors, when circumscribed, may be removed
by partial resection of the portion cf bone involved. The
usual incision for excision of the scapula begins over tlie

acromion, runs along tlie spine to its inner bord<'r and
there descends to the angle. Through this incision the

muscular attachments are divided close to the bone, and
the whole bone is removed. If possible that part of the
acromion should be preserved which receives the inser-

tions of the trapezius and deltoid mu.scles. Otherwise the
function of these muscles will be lost.

FuACTfKES op THE ScAi'tTLA.—These an- compara-
tively rare injuries (according to various authcJi'S from
one to four percent, of all fractures), and occur chiefiy
in adult males.
The following varieties of fractures occur:
1. Fracture of the body of the scapula (including one

of the angles).
2. Fracture of the glenoid cavity.
3. Fracture of the neck.

4. Fracture of the aerotnion and spine.
5. Fraclure of the coracoid process.
1. Friii-tiirrx <if tJie />"(/'/ are the most common. They

occur usually in the infras))inous fossa, and the line of

fraclure is most commonly transverse. The cause is

blunt violence, sucii as a blow or fall, and there may be
consideralile <-ontusion of \\u; overlying soft parts. In
ca.se of multiple fractures, there may be several fissures

radiating from a central point. Fractures of the lower

angle form a comparatively common group of fractures

of the body, and may be accompanied bjr considerable
displacement of tlie small lower fragment. Fractures of
the upper angle are far less freipienl.
The olijective symjitoms of fractures of the body are,

as in other fractures: cre|)itus, fal.se motion, and localized
tenderness. These signs are not always easy to make
out, especially in muscular subjects or in case of marketf
swelling. Tile scapula can be brought into prominence
and thus 'be easier to ])alpate if the elbow is drawn in-

ward in front of the clie.st or the arm carried backward
andinwanl. Disloeationof the fragnieuts is most marked
ill fractures of the lower angle, and is Ihen due to the
eombiiK'd action of the teres major and serratus magniis
niuseles upon the lower fragment.
The [irognosis of these fractures is good. Bony union

usually takes place promptly under projier immobiliza-
lion, and the function of the arm is not impaired. In
the rare cases of comiiound fracture sujipuration may
occur, and the pus may burrow d<i\vn\vard between the

scapula and the muscles of the b:iek.

The treatment consists in immobilization of the shoul-
der and sea|iula in that jiositiou which overcomes the de-

formity. 'l"h(! arm can be kept in Ibis position by means
of a Velpcau bandage to which may be added some turns
of a plaster-of-Paris bandage. In about lour weeks the
fracture should be solid and movements of the arm may
be begun. Kiinig recommends in some cases suture of
the fragments.

2. Fnictiiriit of the Oletioiil Caritij.
—These are rare

fractures which may involve chipping olf of some portion
or of the whole of the articular surface (fractures of the
anatomical neck). They are sometimes associated with
dislocation of the humerus. The symptoms are very ob-

scure, and it is doubtful if a diagnosis can be made. As
a dislocation of the hunierus is often present, the treat-

ment would be that of the di-location.

3. Fr(ictnri'SoftIii'Sp.ck<>fthel>ciiindasx6 of consider-
able practical imiiortance. The line of fracture runs
downward from the incisura scapula". The cau.ses are

usual!/some formof direct violence applied to the shoul-
der region, such as a blow or fall.

Tlie symptoms resemble somewhat those of dislocation
of the liead of the humerus. There are a llatteniug of
the shoulder and aliduction of the arm; the acromion is

prominent, and the axis of the arm is not directed toward
Hie shoulder-joint. The chief point of dilTcrence is that
the fractiircd piece can be felt in the axilla as an irregular
object not resembling the smooth head of the humerus.

By grasping the coracoid process with the middle finger
and the posterior as])ect of the shoulder with the thumb,
crepitus can befelt on rotation of thearm. Cre|iituscan
also be felt by p-alpatiou in the axilla. The deformity
of the shoulder can bo readily overcome b.v upward press-
ure on the fragments within the axilla, but recurs again
as soon as pressure is stopped, in dislocation of the

slioulder, on the other hand, the deformity is made to

disappear only by special movements for reposition of

the liead of the bone.
The treatment consists in replacing the fragment Iiy

upward pressure and mainiaining it in place by a pad in

the axilla. The arm is secureil to the bofly by means of

a V^elpeau bandage. Plaster bandages may lie applied
as an outside dressing. The fracture sometimes re-

quires as long as from ten to twelve weeks for consoli-

(latiou.

4. Fracturi'H of the Acromion a ml Si.ine are jiroduced
by direct violence upon these prominent portions of the
bone. The line of fracture is usually transverse. The
most imjiortant symptoms' are I he irregularity in the out-
line of the bone, localized tenderness, and occasionally
crepitus. In caseof the acromion, the fracture liescitlier

in front of the acroniio-elavieular joint or near the base
of the acromion. The outer fragment may be displaced
downward from the wei.ght of the arm. The treatment
of fractures of the spiiu! consists in immobilization of the

arm in a Hexed positi<in. In fractures of the acromion the
outer fragment is elevated by pressing the humerus up-
ward. It is retained in position liy means of a bandage
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bound niouiid tlie shoulder and body or by an adhesive

plaster si lip supporting the elbow and crossing itself over
the point of fnicture.

5. Fiiirt IIns of the Coraeoid Procesn.—These are very
Tare and are usually combined with some other fracture

or dislocation in tiie vicinity. The fracture is usually
near the base of the process, and results most commonly
from direct violence, although muscular contraction has
been known to produce it.

The chief symptoms are local swelling, ecchymosis,
abnormal mobility, and crepitus. Pain can be elicited

by llexion of the forearm in a supiuated position, as this

brings the short head of the biceps muscle into action.

The treatment consists in immobilization of the arm in

a tle.\i(l ]iositi(in by means of a Velpeau bandage.
Benjamin T. Tilton.

SCARLET FEVER.—Synonyms: Scnrlatina (English
and li:ilian»; S-lmrliich (German); ScaHatine (French);
Jineniliituiit (Spanish).

Dekinition.—Scarlet fever is an eruptive contagious
fever. Its incubative period is brief, rarely less than

twenty-four hours, usually lasting for from four to si.\

days, and not often exceeding this duration. Tliis period
is succeeded by a (leriod of invasion, wliieh is ushered in

by fever, usually of considerable intensity, and by sore

throat. A scarlet eruption begins to appear before the

end of the second day. and marks the end of the prodro-
mal, and the beginning of the eruptive, period. The
eruption rapidly becomes general, and the tongue be-

comes stripped of its coating and assumes a raspberry-
red color. The eruption sliiwly fades after the tirst few

days. The fever persists until the sixth, seventh, or

eighth day, or longer. As the eruption fades, desqua-
mation begins and continues for from eight to fourteen

days or more. It is peculiar in being lamellar, sometimes

occurring in very large shreds ami exfoliations. During
the attack, and for weeks subsequently, there is an espe-
cial predisjiosii ion to renal intlainmation. Scarlet fever

attacks children more especially. It usually alfects an
individual but once.

IIisTonv.—Scarlet fever is probably a disease of very
ancient origin, though until tln-ee centuries ago medical
writers had not recognized it

; indeed, definite knowledge
of it as a specilie, indeiiendent alfection dates back hardly
two hundred years, although as early as l.j.s!) an epidemic,
which we now jjresume to have been scarlet fever, was
described as having occurred in Sicily in 1.")I3 (Paulus
Kestiva).' It was not until l()7(i that Sydenham defi-

nitely separated this malady, as ''fel>i'i» snirlatuia," from
measles, and gave it an established position. The obser-
vations of writers had ahead)' been leading them toward
similar views, and within a few years scarlatina became
recognized all over Eiu'ope. Although its place of origin
can never be known, it is probably of European birth;
for it is a remarkable fact that scarlet fever has never
succeeded in gaining a firm fo(jtliold in Asia or Africa.

According to llirsch, in whose most valuable work these
facts have been recorded, the coast of Asia Jlinor is the

only Asiatic district which is frequently visited with
scarlatina in its severe forms. In nearly all other parts
of Asia it occurs not at all, or only sporadically. Wer-
nich, in 1871, declared the disease to be quitcr ludcnown
there. In Africa, llirsch states that it is only in Algiers
and in the Azores that it is at all conunnn.

"

Following
the carefully ree<nded data of llirsch. scarlet fever ap-
peared first in America, in New England, in 173.5. It

extended as far south as Philadelphia in 1740, and pene-
trated to Ohio in 1791. Not until IS.'Jl was it seen in

California. In 1830 it bcKan to be geni'ially observed in

Scnith America. In the West Indies it was first observed
in 1802, in Martinique, as a mild epidemic. Greenland
has heretofore escaped with but a solitary case. Aus-
tralia and Polynesia appear to have escaped until 1818.
In the Polynesian islands, excejit Tahiti, scarlatina has
not been known. It is unquestionable that searh^t fever
has never occurred in some localities only because the in-

habitants have not been exposed to its influence; but

there can be no doubt that in other countiies influences

prevail that opjiose the development of the disease.

Whether these are climatic or racial, or due to other

causes, is at present unknown. The American Indian is

not exempt from its ravages, nor can an_v ditferent de-

gree of susceptibility be observed in the negro race in

the United States. Friek,- however, noted a somewhat
more pronounced tendency in the negro to scarlet fever.

In the epidemic in Haltimore, between the years 1850
and IS.W, of every ten thousand inhabitants 13.8 whites
and 10.8 negroes died. This would indicate a relatively

greater predisposition in the negro, as in the total popu-
lation the whiles were largely in the majority. Friek's
observations were too limited to secure an unhesitating
aece]>tance of his conclusions. It must be noted, how-
ever, that in this country the negro is rarely- of unmixed
African descent. He may have inherited from white

progenitors some of their especial liabilities to disease.

Drake and others liav<! shown that scarlet fever prevails
less in the Southern than in the Northern States. It is

also probably true that the disease is more fre(iuent in

cold than in hot countries. Yet it cannot be deteiinined
that the dill'ereiices depend ujion temperature; Greenland
has reniaim-d without an epidemic, while Algiers has ex-

perienced them freciuently. In 1873-7.') a severe epidc mic
of scarlet fever a])peared in the Faroe Islands, among
people who for at least fifty-seven years, and po.ssilily
never before, had not been exposed to scarlet fever. " The
study of this epidemic, to which reference will frequently
be made, gives one interesting data as to the natural
course of the disease in a community in which each indi-

vidual may reasonably be i)resumed to have been i-x-

posed, and iu which immunity, due to previous attacks,
can be excluded.

FitEQUENCY OP Epidemics.—Scarlet fever at once
shows differences from smallpox and measles in not

sweeping over localities in great periodic waves. It

may, it is true, sometimes invade very wide areas of ter-

ritory with astonishing rapidity, but the intervals be-

tween epidemics are often veiy great. Without obeying
any well-delin<Ml periodic law, measles is often known to

prevail with noticeable violence every third or fourth

j'ear, frequently disappearing completely in the interim;
so, too, smallpox usually exhibits \iu\vonted activity at

intervals of from five to ten years, or as .soon as popular
neglect of vaccination renders a large portion of a com-

munity susceptible to it. It is not thus with scarlatina.

Hirsch has collected very valuable infcu'iuation upon tins

point. At Minister fifty years elapsed without the dis-

ease appearing. At Ulm there was only one small epi-
demic in seventeen years. AtTuttlingen scarlet fever

had not been seen for thirty-five years previous to the

epidemic of 1802-63. A number of w'riter.s, however,
have observed an epidemic cycle in scarlet fever. Tims
Fleischmaun,^ at St. Joseph's Hospital, in Vienna, ob-

served one of four years. In Dresden, according to Ger-

liart, there is an eiiidemic cvcle of from four to five years ;

in Munich, according to Ranke, one of three _vears. On
theotherhaiul. scarletfeveroften prevailssponulieally for

a long time in a locality, finally to disapjiear or to sijread

suddenly far and wide. Mayr-* states that in Vienna the

register shows that scarlatina has never absolutely died
out in fifty years. Scarlet fever is remarkable in the

varying intensity of ca.ses occurring during a given epi-
demic, and in the dilfering severity of epidemics. At
one time it was regarded as an insignificant disorder, al-

most never proving perilous to life. Even now epidem-
ics of an exceedingly mild type are frequent. Graves
has told how, between 1800 and 1834, whenever scarlet

fever prevaileil in Dublin, it was so uniformly mild that

medii^al men attributed the bad results of their predeces-
sors to imjiroper methods of trealment. and llatlered

themselves upon their su]ierior skill, until a change in

typo brought their death rate quite up to that of former
times.

Etiology.—There is presumptive evidence that sear,

latina is due to a specific micro-organism, but the direct

ami positive proof is so far lacking. Authorities admit
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the constant presence of the streptococcus, -which may be
thediri'ct cause of the iiithiinmsitoiy h^sions of th(^ mouth
antl pharynx, cervical lyni|ih nodes, and probably of t!ie

secondary complications, as tlie heart, kidneys, and other

tissues. It is possible tliat a streptococcus is the specilic

organism. Wit), the streptococcus, the staphylococcus
pyogenes aureus and tlie pneunioeoceus are frequently
as.sociated. In the light of our present knowledge it is

impossible to state whether the toxins which undoubt-

edly ari' [iresent are due to the activity of tliese secondary
organisms or to some specific cause.

Class,
'* in a recent paper on the subject, has described

a diplococcus, discovered by him, wluch he believes to

be the ]irimar}' infectious cause of scarlatina, lie tinds

it invarialily present in the throat secretions, blood, and
scales. He dilferentiates it from the other micro-organ-
isms because it produces in the pig a disease closely re-

sembling scarlatina, because the blood of patients couva-

le.scent from scarlet fever inhibits tlic grow-th of the

organism, and because it produces nephritis in guinea-

pigs. He also shows that a guinea-pig injected with the

blood of a patient convalescent from scarlatina may be

protected from the pathogenic action of his diplococcus.
The cocois in (picstion closely resembles the staphylo-
coccus allius. It is very sensitive to environment and at

times is so modilied in form as to appear as a diplococcus,
a streptococcus, or a streptobacillus, the three forms
sometimes being present in the same culture. Its size

varies from that of a small point just to be distinguished

by a one-twelfth oil-immersion lens to a coccus one-third

of the diameter of a red blood corpuscle, as seen in old

cultures. For routine work cultures are made in the

Siune way as in diphtheria. It is impossible at present
to state the importance of this organism in the diagnosis
of scarlatina. The results of animal experimentation are

not, however, conclusive.

Recent bacteriological investigations by Pearce*" and
others have not added materiallj' to our knowledge of

the specific primary cause of the disease. AVliile we may
a-ssume tne exciting cause of the disease to be an as yet
undetermined germ, in the presence of which alone scar-

latina is possible, the question of the predisposing causes
is a much wider one and demands careful consideration.

Predlsposi iiij ConditioiiK.—There is a widespread im-

pression that scarlet fever prevails more especially dur-

ing the fall and winter months. There is, indeed, some
dill'erence in favcu- of these seasons, but by no means to

the extent that is generallj' supposed. Ilirsch has tabu-
lated the records of 4B5 eiiideraics. These prevailed 178
times in the winter, 1.57 times in spring, 173 times in

summer, and 213 times in autumn. The same relative

prevalence is shown in his tables of deaths from scarla-

tina. Of more than 55.000 deaths from scarlet fever in

London, from 1838 to 18.53, 33.1 per cent, occurred in

autimin, 25.3 per cent, in summer, 24.6 per cent, in win-

ter, 32.1 per cent, in spring. . These figures, however,
cannot be accepted with i>erfeet confidence, as tliey must
liave been influenced by the mildness or severity of the

several epidemics. Hirsch's data show also the season of

prevalence and the .severity of tyjie for two hundred and

sixty-five epidemics.

Of 77 Winter epidemics \^^ '^ ^!^. ^,^^
Of 50 spring e„i,iemics

^ ^:!! P^^S weo:::!;!;;;..

Of 66 summer epidemics
] «;j

P-
^^t] V^^ ISvere.

Of 73 autumn enidemics ' '*'? P*""" '^™^- '^'"'*' ™"''-
ui .-auuimn epidemics

| 31.4 per cent, weresevere.

The maxima of malignancy fall in winter and summer;
but, as Hirsch remarks, the dilTerence is unimportant.
It may be concludeii, however, that in the spring epi-
demics are usually less fre(|ueiit and milder.

Scarlet fever is cliietly observed in yining persons, be-

cause older people are generally i)rolecU(l Iiy a former
attack. Nevertheless, adults wlio have never had scarlet

fever are less liable to take it tlian cliildren similarly cir-

cumstanced. This is not attriliutabh^ to dilVerences of

age, but to feeble individual susceptibility, which i)rob-

ably hold as well during the childhood of tliese persons.
The greatest susceptibility appears to exist between the

ages of tliree and six years. Nearly four-fifths of all

cases occur in the first ten years of life. In .McCollom's
table of 1,000 cases of scarlet fever treated in the conta-

gious wards of tli(' Boston City Hospital," 50 percent,
of all cases occurred between two and six years, 78 per
cent, in the first ten years, and 90 per cent, before the

ago of twenty years. It is certain that a not very small

percentage of jiersons successfully resist exposure to the
scarlet-fever contagion throughout life. In the epidemic
at Thorsliavn, FaroU Islands, in 1K73-75, from a total

pcipulation of 030 inhabitants, comprising all ages and
not ]uiiteeted by a previous atlaek against scarlatina,

only 38.3 percent, was infected by scarlet fever. Holt
is authority for the statemenl tliat not more than one-
half of the children exposed take the disease. While,
then, it is not difficult to understand why adults seldom
take scarlet fever, it ismoredifiicult to account for feeble

predis]iosition observed during the early months of life.

Infants less than a year old are rarely attacked, and
often escape even when exposed direetlv and frequent I}'.

Tliey do not, however, possess absiilut(' immunity; in-

deed, scarlatina during faUal lite has been re|Hirted.
Leale observed such a case, asdidalsoTourtual. Thomas
records several cases occurringin tlie practice of others.

Vcit noted scarlet fever in a chi'd fourtei'U days of age.
Numerous similar observations, more or less trustworthy,
have been recorded. On the other hand, Jlunhison saw
two new-born infants remain healthy while their mothers
suffered from scarlet fever. New-born children are so

subject to cutaneous and other disorders that may read-

ily be mistaken for scarlatina, that we may well demand
the most definite testimony. Scientific exactness should

require thg,t a new-born child must be proven either to

have served as the medium of contagion for others, or to

have developed characteristic symptoms in the midst of

predisposing surroundings. Both sexes are cquallj' sus-

ceptible to infection.

The predisposition to scarlet fever is much less univer-
sal than that to measles and smallpox. "While the two
latter diseases will almost certainly attack all uupro-
tected persons exposed to their contagion, scarlet fever
often leaves unscathed persons who have been brought
into the most intimate personal relations with it. In the

epidemic at Thorshavn referred to above, only 38.3 per
cent, of the total population proved to be susceptible^ to

scarlatina, whereas in the same population in an epi-
demic of measles in 1875, 99 jjcr cent, of those not pro-
tected by a previous attack was shown to be susceptible
to measles. It is consequently much easier to practise
isolation with the hope of success. However, the im-

munity possessed by an individual, as shown by repeated
exposures, may not prove perpetual, and well-marked,
even fatal, scarlatina maj' follow a final ex|iosure. A
degree of immunity from scarlatina is sometimes exhib-
ited in families, tlie members of which escape altogether,
or have only light attacks. Unfortunately, on the other

hand, a decided family predisposition to the disease is

occasionally encountered, one member after another fall-

ing a victim to its virulence.
Careful observation has failed to show thai predisposi-

rion to .scarlet fever is especially favored by the nature
of the soil or the state of the weather; ncitlier can it be

]U'oven that the type of the disease is espeeiall_v infiueneed

by any ordinary surrciuiidiiigs, further than that condi-
tions of life prejudicial to the mainleiiance of good health
diminish the powei's of resistance to the onset of the dis-

ease. It is important to remember tlutt in the absence of
the contagious jirinciplc no degree of fillli, deprivation,
dampness, bad ventilation or drainage, or expo.sure, no
matter how injurious to general heallhfuliiess. can serve
as the starting-]ioiiit for scarlet fever. Indeed, it is re-

markable, considering the bad hygienic environment of
the poorer classes, that between them and the rich there

should be .so small a dilferciice in the degree of lu-edispo-
sition to, and in the relative mortality from, .scarlatina.

Mode of liifeftiim.
—To develop scarlatina nn individual
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must, of necessity, receive into liis body tlie materies

moilii derived from one who liiis. or who has liud, the

disease. In all eases the eoiitairioii uuist be eoinmuni-
cated by the air, or in solids or Iliiids received into the

body. It is probable that physiejil contact occurs but

rarely between infected and unprotected persons, and
that when it does occur, llie duii^'crof infection is due
rather to the increased liability of interceplinj? emana-
tions from the boily. Scarlet fever appears to be not

contiijtious at the very beirimiinj;. In this respect it dif-

fers markedly from small|io.\ and measles. In the pro-
dromal Mii^v the contagion is probably not set free as

readily as at a later period. Girard, however, has as-

serted that it is contagious only on the lirst day. This

hardly needs a refutation. Longhorst' also claims that

it is most contagious during tiie i)re-eruptive stage, and
not at all iluring destiuamatiou. These and .similar opin-
ions of individuals are negatived by the almost univeisal

experience of observers. Scarlet fever develops its high-
est properties of contagion during its period of eruption,
and, still unlike measles, retains its contagiousness until

desquamation is far advanced. Two children, at the

Nethertields Institution at Liverpool, were believed to

have been centres of contagion six and a half weeks af-

ter the beginning of their illues.s.* Cameron' rejiorlsa
case ill which, nearly nine weeks after the beginning of

her own attack, a cl:ild conunuiiicatcil the disease to her

sister by contact. It seems probable that the power of

communicating scarlet fever is retained, gradually di-

minishing in intensity, until the end of desquamation,
which may not be completed for six, eight, even ten

weeks. Thomas mentions cases in which children, even
after the complelion of desquamation, while sufTering
from scarlatinal dropsy, probably served as centres of

contagion. The agency of the at mosphcre as a, contagion-
bearer does not seem to extend beyond a few yards.
Thus, it often Iiappens that the disease does not spread
beyond the sick-room, pro\ided mediate contact can be
avoided. Possibly the contagion is of too great gravity
to be wafted for any distance. Yet it is certainly, under
certain comlitions, v('ry tenacious of life, and may be

conveyed long distances and preserve its properties for

prolonged periods. It has often been carried by a healthy
person, who has been exposed to the malady, to persons
at a distance. There are authentic acc-oiuils of phy-
sicians, nurses, attendants, and visitors serving thus to

carry infection. Such unfortunate occurrences are not

very common, and probalily happen only when the car-

rier of contagion passes directly from the sick-bed to the

unprotected person, without due regard to the proper
disinfection of the person and clothing. A pernicious
custom is the liabit of pulling on over-cloihing and wraps
over the dress in which the patient has been visited with-
out proper exposure to the free circulation of fresh air.

The tenacitj' with which the contagion clings to inani-
mate substances is most remarkable. Articles of cloth-

ing, bed-linen, furniture, wall-paper, hangings, and the
like, fre(|ucntly serve to communicate the disease, and
often after almost incredibly long intervals. Kichard-
son gives an example of thi.s. Four children lived with
their parents in a tiialched cottage. One child was taken
with scarlet fever, and the others were sent away. After
three weeks one of these was permitted to return. It
took the disease on the first day and died. The walls of
the cottage were now cleaned and whitewaslied; every-
thing was thoroughly .scrubbed, and all wearing appai'el
was washed or destroyed. After four months another
child returned. The next day ho was seized with the
disease and died. Here the thatch was thought to have
retained the contagion. The germs of the disease may
be shut up in a letter and conveyed a long distance.
Woollen clothing, ptit away and brought out after many
months, pillows, cushions, toys, books, have all been
known to preserve the contagion in full vigor. The dis-

semination of the virus in the atmosphere has been stated
to be very limited, but the same camiot be said so c(mfi-

dently concerning the agency of Ihiids. Tlu; spread of
scarlet fever has never been directly traced to the water-

supply, but there is abtmdant reason to attribute its

occasional extension to the medium of milk. Thomas
([Uotes two examples of this. One, reported by Bell,
leaves it an open question whether the milk, its recepta-
cle, or the boy who carrietl it, was the medium. The
other came mider the observation of Taylor, w ho noticed
"that one of the lirst severe cases which initiated an epi-
demic occuncd in the house of a milkman whose wife
milked the ciiws. the milk being siip|ilied toabout twelve
families in the city. In six of these scarhitina occurred
in rapid succession, at a time when the di.sease was not

epidemic, and without any commuuicalion having lakeii

place between those who were alVected and the person
who brought the milk. It is very probable that in this

instance the milk was the carrier of the contagion, as,

previous to its distribution, it had stood in a kitchec
which had been used as a hospital for scarlatina pa-
tients." Jlore recenlly, Airy, in eighteen families, con-

sisting of thirty-tive persons, reported twenty-four of
these sick with scarlatina within thirty-six hours. Every
one of these patients received milk from the same source.

Neiglibors who had milk fmni other sources were not
attacked. It was found that a person who milked the
cows lived with a child in full desquamation from scar-
latina. Several observations of this kind make it hardly
doubtful that milk mav serve as the vehicle for the scar-
latina virus, and thtit it, indeed, inu\' be considered a fa-

vorable culturelluid for it. But until recently it has not

appeared that the virus-bearing milk received its contam-
ination otherwise than through human sources. Later

investigations seem to throw much light upon the possi-
ble origin of scarlatina in man, and upon one of the paths
for its dissemination previously unrecognized. Ati out-
break of .scarlatina among persons who received their
milk supply from a dairy in Ilciidon, in England, in

1885, seemed to be traceable directly to a disease of the
cow. The cows of this farm were alTected with a pecul-
iar affection, among the symptoms of which were a
shedding of the hair and the formation of vesicles and
ulcers upon the teats and uddirs. The nature of the dis-

ease in this case is, however, doubtful. Crookshaidv held
that it was cowpox and had nothing to do with scarlet
fever. In IlldO, Kobcr*' collected rei'ords of 90 epi-
demics of scarlet fe\er, and of these there was scarlet
fever at the farm or dairy in fiS; in 17, employees them-
selves were iufccted, and in 10 they acted as nurses ; in 6,

persons connected with the dairy either lodged in or liad

visited infected houses; in 2, infectiim was brought bj'
cans or bottles from tlie houses of patients sufferiug from
scarlet fever; in 8, the milk was stored near or in the
sick-room: in lease milk titcnsils wen? wijied with an
infected cloth. The existence of scarlet fever in animals
has been claimed by such authorities as Salmon and
Peters; other writers maintain that the disease is not
identical with scarlatina as sec'U in man. In this connec-
tion it is an important fact that inoculation of cows, es-

pecially when in milk, with the virus of scarlatina, re-

sults in the ])roiluction of dctinite syin|)toms.
The scarlatinal virus gains access to the blood through

the respiratory tract, and is also conveyed in .solid and
liquid food to the stomach, whence it is absorbed.

Though it is unlikelj' that absorption can occur through
the sound skin, the disease is said to have been inoculated

by artilicial deposition of confagiiuibeariug material

upon the abraded cutis. Miguel d'Ainobise claimed to
have inoculated children successfully with blood taken
from scarlatinous patches. Stoel and Ilarwood have
been reported as having condiu'ted successful inocula-
tions. On the other hand. Petil-Kadel failed in his

experiments. New observations upon this jioint are re-

quired. The contagion prob.nbly rci^idcsin the ejiidermis,
and becomes diffused as this is exfoliated; also in tlie

buccal and faiicial iinieous membranes, and jirobably in

the .secretions, in the lymph, and in the blood. In the
absence of reliable inoculation experiments wo have no
fixed knowledge upon these ]ioints.

7»r(//«(^(V<».—Scarlet fever has a shorter and much less

definite period of incubation than the other eruptive
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fevers. In determining tlie interval between infection

and tlie oiitbi'eak of symptoms, it is much easier to reach

correct conclusions when the fever has followed a single

exposure than when the e.\posiires liave been repeated
or prolonged. There isaliuiidant evidence to show that

the period of incubation may be less than twenty-four
hours. On the other liand, it has been claimed tliat four

or live weeks may clajjse before the disease manifests it-

self. Jlost cases of scarlatina have an incubation period
of from four to sc'ven days. Even this wide limit, dilfer-

ing markedly from that of the other eruptive fevers, is

subject to very many exceptions, and the literature

teems with examples of scarlet fever develo])ing a few
houre after exposure, or only after nianj' days, even
weeks. Murcliison believed the incubation period to be
more often less than forty-eight hours in duration. The
shortest authentic stage of incubation was in the case of

Richardson, who after auscultating a .scarlet-fever patient

immediately became nauseated and chilly. He was con-

veyed home in tlie carriage of a frientl, and dated an at-

tack of .scarlatina from that hour. Ineub.-itive periods of

not more than twenty-four hours haAe been reported by
many writers.'' In 20 cases Dukes found the duration
to vary from one to nine days, in 10 cases it was less than
five days. Murchison reported, in the Transactions of

the Clinical Societ_y,' the incubative periods of 75 cases,
non(! of which exceeded ten days. He considered a per-
son safe from contagion who is not attacked within a
week after exposure. Thomas'" thinks that from four
to seven days is the most frequent interval; Kaposi con-

siders it to be about eight days; Gee thiidis that seven

days are rarely exceeded; Lewis Smith, that it is ordi-

narily less than si.x daj'S. Longer intervals, however, are

not infrequently noted. In one case, Hagenbaeh " de-

termined it to be eleven days; in another, fourteen days.
Intervals of twelve days or more have been recorded by
Vcit, Paasch, Boning. Lewis Smith, and others. From
the rather untrustworthy results of inoculation, seven

days would seem to have been the incubative period.
Barthez and Rilliet. Gee, and others thcjught they had ob-
served cases in which the incubative period covered sev-

eral weeks, and, indeed, in delicate children, especially
those with rachitis or with one of the neuroses, it may
be much prolonged (Mayr). Holt" has collected 113
eases scattered through medical literature, occurring
under circumstances which made it po.ssible to determine
the exact length of the incidjation. The periods of incu-

bation in these cases were as follows:

Cases.

Twenty-four hours or less. . . 6
Two (lays l.")

Three clays 28
Four days -'>

Five (lays ti

Six (lays 15
Sevea days 8

Cases.

Eight days 2
Nine days .5

Eleven clays 1

Fourteen days 1

Twenty-one days 1

Total 113

There is a growing belief that the incubation of scarlet

fever lasts less than six day's, and, without attempting
to be more accurate, we accept that as the common dura-
lion. It is very often less than thi.s, and but veiy- seldom
more. In this, as in most other features, scarlet fever
shows great variability, and. if the term be allowable, a

capriciousuess contrasting strongly with the behavior of
other specific fevers.

Siiiniiiiiiiis : J'l rind of1iiTniiarb.—For convenience of de-

scriijtion it will be proper to describe scarlatina as fol-

lowing an ovillniirij or 11111(1, and a ijratcr, course. The
oofirse is very often irregular, from the absence of char-
acteristic sympt(mis. or fron\ the undue prominence of
one or several of them, or from tlie presence of conqdica-
tions. In fact, scarlet fever may vary from an insignifi-
cant, even an unappreciable, distiirbanee of liealth, to a

malady pursuing its fatal course with lightning like ra-

Jiidity; and although the type of the prevailing eliidemic
may be mild, severe, or malignant, individual cases can

only in a measure co'iform to the standard, from which
they will invariably differ to a greater or less extent.

Milder ForiiiH.—At tla^ end of incubation the active

Vol. VII.—4

symptoms of scarlet fever usually develop suddenly ;•

rarely they appear more gradually. In most cases fever
is the first symptom observed. In larger children and
adults an initiatory chill is often noted. Convulsi<)iis

may occur at the outset ; usually, however, they usher iu

graver forms of the affection. Tlic fever develops dur-

ing the night, or during the day the child loses its play-
fulness and in a few hours is found to have a high lein-

perature, in most cases not exceeding 103' F. (39.5° C.),-
but occasionally reaching 104' to 105° F. (40° to 40.8°

C.). At the same time the pulse will be full and fre-

quent, beating from I'^O to 140 limes in the minute very
commonly. The rapidl_v rising tem])erature and groat
acceleration of jiulse are characteristic, and under favor-

ing conditions should excite suspicions of scarlatina.
The face b(>comes flushed, the eyes bright and injected.
There is much thirst, but almost complete anorexia.
Nausea and vomiting are so freqfient that J. Lewis Smith
attaches some diagnostic importance to the symptom.
Of 214 patients it was present in 162. Jenner" thought
that severe vomiting is apt to precede severe throat

symptoms. Diarrho'a ,s(mietimes occurs, especially in'

gia\er cases. The tongue may be only slightly coated:

freiiuently it is covered with a wliite, cri^amy fur. but
remains red at the edges. Already the little patient'

complains of sore throat (indeed this may be the first

symptom to attract attention), and upon inspection the
mucous membrane of the pharynx will be found to be
swollen and dry, and of a bright or dusky -red hue, and
otteu s]iotted with small areas of duskier redness. At
this stage no curdy nor diphtheritic deposit will be ob-
served. The nasal mucous membrane sometimes partici-

pates in the li^'pera-mia, and a nasal catarrh is induced.
There will now be ditlieulty in deglutition, and already
there may be some enlargement of the submaxillary
and cervical lymph nodes. There are often headache and
also delirium, sometiiues of an active kind. As the fever
increases in severity the patient becomes dull, listless, and
drowsy, and various symptoms of cerebral di.sorder are'

co)nmon in gra^'cr cases. In very many cases, however,'
all the symptoms will be mild. There may be little fever,
no noticeable disturbance of the various functions, not
even sore throat. Beyond .slight peevishness and irrita-

bility the child may not seem to be unwell. In not a few
eases there may be no prodromal ]iei'iod at all, the erup-
tion tirst attracting notice. During the prodromal stage
the urine is rather scanty, acid, and high-colored. Ac-

cording to Gee, the urine is diminished in quantity ;
urea

is not necessarily increased; cliloride of soclium is dimin-

ished, sometiiues decidedly, the diminution generally
ceasing suddenly on the fourth, fifth, or sixth day ; phos-
phoric acid, at l:rst normal, is notably diminished on the
fourth or fifth day, remaining for four days from one-
third to one-half the normal quantify, and then returning
to the healthy standard ; uric acid is greatly diminished on
the second and third days, becoming excessive on the
fifth day, and then normal. Even at the earliest obser-
vation albuminuria may be noted. Boning, wiio denies
a prodromal stage, and always encounters the erup-
tion on the first day simultaneously with the chill, has
found blood corpuscles, renal eiiifhclium, and albumin in

the urine from the very start. The rcsiuratory luove-
nients quicken in pro]iortion to the rapidity of the pulse.

Nearly all cases will begin to show the eruption within

twenty-four hours, many within t welve hours, a few dur-

ing the second day. AVheu the eruption appears later, an
abnormal or unusually severe form of the disease often
follows.

Staiie of Erivptitiii.
—The eruption first appears upon

the sides of the face, upon the neck and submaxillary
region, and on the front of the chest, in the clavicular

regi(m, as small, ixde-red points, closely aggregated, al-

thougli at tirst discrete, and very slightly elevated. It

rajiidly extends over the chest (where it becomes most

intense), and over the vipper and lower extremities, and
attains its full distribution by the end of the second day,

acquiring a bright red or scarlet color. It occasionally

happens that iln,' erupficn begins on other i)arts than
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tliosc mciil ioiied, or may never Iji-eonic irpiieral. Rarely it

spreads more slowly, even fadiiiirin some loealilies before

the lower extremities are invaded. It is esi)ecially apt to

alTeet the llexiircs of the joiiils. In mdd eases the sjiots

remain diseretoover most of the body. an<l may resend)le

a tine priekly heat," densely armnire<l and of minute size.

At times the' eruption consists of dark-red points, sur-

ronnding hair follieles, separated from each oilier by less

intensely red areas (Henoch). In cases of greater intens-

ity it iscoaleseent almost iiniver.sally, and presents aeon-
linnows brilliant searl.t surface, like the shell of a boiled

crab or lobster. The intensity of coloiation varies some-

what, even in the s;uue patient, depending much upon
the degree of heat: becoming paler when the surface is

cooled, more scarlet when this is protected by heavy
Covering, etc. It is, liowever, not perfectly smooth, but
shows the tiny papules upon the reddened base, and
Commiuiicates to the hand jiassed over it a sensation of

rouirhness and of dry and pungent heat. Upon the legs
and arms the eruiition very often becomes more scat-

tered, assuming the form of separate liny points; rarely
it is distributed over distinct areas of the truid< and ex-

tremities, with intervals of faintly erythematous redness

(scarlatina variegata). This form, however, is apt to

appear in severe complicated cases. At the same time it

must be remembered that, uidike measles, scarh t feveral-

fects the face less than other parts. Never \cry inlensely

developeii over the forehead, temples, or chin, the erup-
tion entirely s])ares an area around the mouth, iniluding
the upper and lower lips and some distance beyond the

angles of the mouth, and often extending upward to in-

clude the nose. This area contrasts witli the surrounding
l>arts by its remarkable pallor. It has been asserted that

the cheeks are al.so spared by the eru]ition. This is not

true. The cheeks do not show the jiointed redness of the

early eruption elsewhere, but at once assume a scarlet or

crimson reilness that is di'eperthan the color induced by
fever. The lips are often dry and cracked, and may bleed.

The face liecomes considerably swollen, especially in the
loose tissue about the orbits. The ears are also swollen
and of a bright red color. The eruption does not spare
the scalp. I'pon the backs of the hands and feet the

eruption is discrete, and is arranged in groups the size of

a hMitil, while ujion the palmar surfaces of the hands and
fingers, and upi-n the soles of the feet, a bright, diffused

redness, with swelling, is seen. At times the eruption
will be partial, developing upon the trunk alone, or on
the extreuuties, or in isolated patches about the body.
These cases may not be abnormal in other respects. The
skin over the joints is especially prone to be affected.

The lesions may lie more or li'ss disseminated spots, vary-
ing from the si/e of a iiiii head to that of the linger nail.

or a lialf-doll.'ir, or even larger. It has been asserted
that the eruption constantly consists of a papulaled rash

upon a redih'ued l)ase, even when universally diffused.
This is not invariably so, and one may encounter a
smooth, uniform redness inappreciable to the touch.
'Where the eruption is very intense, small hemorrhagic
spots or petechiic may appear. When thus occurring,
their ocaisional presence is not of serious im]iortaiice. In
warm weather especially, and in children loo warmly
covered with bedclothes, the siuface, parlieidarly of the

neck, chest, and belly, is sometimes plentifully sjirinkled
with an eruption of sudamina. In some epidemics these
are more often observed than in others. It is not impos-
sible that the "miliary fev( rs" that formerly occasionally
prevailed in Euroj)e were in reality formsOf scarlatina.

>Iayr has said that the eruption of scarlet fever tiften

sp.arcs the skin of paralyzed limbs: but Kaposi asserts
that it may be unusually intense upon thes<' ]iarts. In
dark-skinned races the eruption tuidergoes some niodili-

cations, which are greatest in those of "full negro blood.
In midattoes and negroes it becomes often exceedingly
dillicnlt to distinguish the eruption. Of course the .scar-

let color is absent, a tinge of red will often struggle
through the darkly pigmented skin, especially of ilie

cheeks and abilomen. The true character of lln- <Tuption
may often be revealed by a finely | aiHilar condilion, the

tiny pa|)ules of the size of a pin-jioint being made ap-
[lareiU by their acuminated sinumits, which give, against
the dark backgroiuid, a resemblance to a spriidiling of

the surface with a line dust. The hand jtins.sed ovi-r them
can perceive the little asperities. These are closely ag-
gregated. In many cases it is impossible to re(-ognize
the eruption, and the diagnosis must rest upon the con-
comitant symptoms, which will not be peenliarlv modi-
lied.

While the eruption—which attains its height by the
end of forty -eight hours in mild cases, later in severe
ones—is developing, tlu' other sj'uiptoms become jiro-
nonneed. The faucial mucous membrane is uniforndy
redder, or occasionally shows numerous red macules;
the uvuki, tonsils, and buccal mucous membrane are red-
dened and swollen, and jiain in deglutition increases. As
the erujition reaches its height, the tongue parts with its

coating in iialches, exposing areas of intense redness.

I5y the third day it aciiuires a uniformly brilliant red

color, with enlarged jiapilhe scattered numerously over
its general surface, and presents the characteristic "stiaw-

berry
" or "raspberry

"
apiiearance. Exceptionally this

exfoliati(ra of the lingual epithelium does not occur, and
the creamy deposit persists. In many mild cases there is

slight nasal catarrh, with a thin discharge from the nos-
trils. A muco-purulent discharge from the nostrils is

associated with the throat complications of the graver
forms.

During this period the fever continues to increase tmtil
the completion of the eruption, or the prodromal temper-
ature remains umdianged. In the type of cases we are

considering 10.5° F. (40.5° C.) is not often exceeded.
Should the fever continue to increase after the third day,
grave solicitude as to the result will be justifiable. The
other sj'uiptoms continue with undiminished vigor—di-

gestive disorder, nau.sea, vomiting, complete anorexia,

rarely diarrhiea, persist. The skin burns or itches more
or less intensely. Nervous symptoms, restlessness, stu-

por, headaclie, delirium, usually diminish, but may con-
tinue unabated: or active deliriiuii may occur. Convul-
sions at this time are very ominous. Tlie sore throat
becomes distressing, and the cervical and submaxillary
glands enlarge and become painful. Bronchial and ]iul-

monary intlammalions occur only as complications. After
the fourth <ir fifth day nearly all of these symptoms cease
to increase, and it becomes evident, catiris ptin'/iu.i, that
the course of the disease is to be favorable. The erup-
tion, after persisting in ftdl development for a day or

two, becomes duller and slowly fades, first in the parts
earliest affected, latest from the back of the hands. The
color, which at first completely faded, now leaves a yel-
lowish stain when the finger compresses the skin. It is

not, however, until after four, five, or six days, that the
skin loses its scarlet color. This may last longer. Jen-
ner''^ has known it to persist for from fourteen to sixteen

days. The fever slowly declines, uutil it ceases about
the sixth, seventh, or eighth day, or later, and not before
the eruption has entirely disapjieared. Sometimes, from
tmknown reasons, it persists for days after all local symp-
toms have ceased to be active. On the other hand, fever,
in some very mild cases, will hardly be uoticed, or will

endure but a few hours. The throat manifestations, or
the sujierveution of complications, ma}' protract the fe-

ver for many d;iys. The sore throat, unlike the other

symptoms, often fails to show signs of amelioration after
the lieight of the eruption. The swelling and redness

m;iy increasi'. and white or yellowish ciu'dy dejiosits form

u|)on the tonsils and uvidii, or the posterior W'all of the

pharynx may be bathed in a lliic-k muco-]iurulent dis-

cliarg<" from the posterior nares. True diphiheritie mem-
brane is not apt to form in these cases, but the neigh-
boring lymph nodes may become highly intlamed and
suppuraie. It is probable that renal catarrh and nephri--
tis occur more freqiii'iitly during this period than is com-

monly sup])osed. The character of the urine is sid)ject
to considerable variation. At the beirinning of the dis-

ease it has the appearance of the ordinary febrile urine
or of a severe active hypcra'mia. It is not usual fcu' an
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Hciitf nephritis to dovcloi) in tlio early stjiges of scarlet

fiver, but is most eoiniiwui in the second or third week,
li may develop after the mildest forms of infection, and
tlie greatest care should be (even when convalescence is

well advanced) to guard against this serious complica-
tion. Frerichs, KiMnhardl. Ki-ensehit/. Biining. Jiegbie,

Xeubigglng, Holder, and others, consider the renal

svinploms to be essential in scarlatina. This is, however,
not true. Thomas'^ practised microscopic exandnations
of the urine in twenty-five of eighty patients, and in

twenty of these daily. In the prodromal and erniitive

stages he found slight albuminmia oidy rarely and tran-

sitorily. Decided alleralions in the renal tract were most
uuconunon. ]\Uld catarrh was mcu'e often seen. Only
the more severe forms he considereil to depend upon a

specific scarlatinal intluence. Fleischmanu,'-' in 472 cases

of scarlatina, reported dropsy during the first ^veek in

cases. Not enough, certainly, to bear out tlie sweeping
assertions just quoted, but sufficient to direct attention

constantly to the condition of the kidneys in scarlatina.

Many cases of mild scarlatina fail to e.xhibit all the

symptoms enumerated. The prodromal stage may be

absent, sore throat mav be insignificant or absent tlirough-
out. The tongue may never assume the "strawberry

"

appearance. The fever may be of feeble intensity. Fi-

nally, the rash may be faint and not widely distributed.

It may be limited to a few reddish or pinkish punctate
spots u])on the neck or chest; or it may alTect only the

tianks (U' the flexures of the joints ; or it may be so transi-

tory as to esca]ie observation or to be noted only during
a few hours; oi', linally, it may fail altogether to appear.
On the other hand, sore throat may be the only active

evidence of the disease. Cases that have been exposed
to the contagion sometimes develop sore throat only.
These mav subsequently become dropsical from nephri-
tis, or they may desquamate more or less abimdantly, or

even communicate scarlet fever to others. An interest-

ing feature is a tendency, often shown by those exposed
to contagion, to suffer from a mild attack of pharyngitis
after every exposure. 3Iany physicians, nurses, etc.,

experience this. Finally, the eruption may fail to ap-

pear, knowledge that scarlatina was present being ac-

quired through the occurrence of desquamation or dropsy.
Cases of this kind have been designated

"
scavhttinti sine

e.raiitliiviit/e." They are not so very rare. At other
times the eruption is so indeterminate in appearance that,
in the absence of accompanying symptoms, it is impo?-
.sible to speak jiositivi'ly of its character.

Stii</i- iif Jjixqii'iiiiiiliuit.
—After till' fading of the eruji-

fion the patient passes into the stage of desquamation.
This is an immediate residt of the eruption. Desquama-
tion begins usually upon the neck, and continues for

from eight to fourteen days, but not infrequently for

four, six. or even eight weeks or more. Usually not
earlier than the sixth ilay of the disease it is noticed upon
the neck and face, and (piickly extends over tlie whole
surface, and ma\- even occur upon parts not \isited by
the eruption. Ujion the face and neck the scales are

niostlv tine, but coarser than those following measles.
From other parts the epidermis peels in great slireds.

On the hands and feet the lamellic are always large, and
sometimes from these members the cuticle is removed in

masses resembling a glove or slipper. I)esi|uamation en-
dures longest where the epidermis is thickest, often for

^^(eks; that newly formed exfoliating repeatedly. The
hair and nails are sometimes shed after scarlet fever.

Desquamation is at times observed in those who liave
had no eruption, or at least one of very circumscribed
extent. With the completion of desiiuamation the dis-

ease may be said to liave run its course. Great care,

however, must be exercised for some weeks to |irotect the

patient from the effects of conqilications and from the

sequehe to which the disease has made him lialile. With
the fading of tlie eriipliou, the cessation of fever, and
the beginning of desquamation, general im|irovement
takes place. The tongue gradually resumes its normal
ajipearance or for a time becomes again coated; the sore
throat diminishes; tlu^ various functions are properly

performed ; appetite and strength return. Desquamation
may, however, be sometimes delayed. The local use of
oils and oinlments during the eruption tends to make the

desijuamation less free. The occurreuce of drop.sy, de-

pendent upon the development of an acute neiiiiritis,
sometimes defers the bi-ginning of desquamation, and
this may not become abundant until after the dropsy has
subsided. Contagion has spread from desciuaniation be-

ginning in this manner, after i.solatiou has been aban-
doned as no longer necessary. In rare cases d('Si|Uanm-
tion can liardly be said to occur at all. Even in mild

cases, in winter, the patient should not be permitled to

leave his bed until the end of the third week, or to leave
his chamber until the completion of desquamation. In
midsummer il is usually not advisable to insist upon con-
finement to bed for so long a period. Cases which run
the apparently mild cour.se just described are by no
means free from danger, as they are often accompanied
or followed by local pathological processes which, while

they may not be essential .symptoms of scarlet fever, are

especially prone to affect those suffering from it. Such
lesions will be considered among the complications and
sequehe of scarlatina.

Graver Forms.—Every case of scarlatina is dangerous.
In those following the type just described the peril arises

from processes that are not essentia 1 to the disease. Such
forms pass, by insensible gradations, into those where
life is imperilled by the greater or le.ss intensity of char-
acteristic phenomena. The graver forms of scarlatina

maj- not differ in tlieir initiatory symptoms from those

already described. In most cases the severity of the dis-

ease is in great measure depentlent upon lesions in the

throat, while, as a rule, the eruption shows a more gen-
eral distribution and a more intense coloration. The pro-
dromal symptoms do not differ in kind from those of
milder types, but are more severe. Vomit ing is more apt
to occur, and nervous symptoms to become promini'iit.
Headache, jactitation, and delirium become more marked,
or the patient grows petulant, drowsy, and stupid. Con-
vulsions also may occur. Fever attains great intensity
at the very outset, reaching 40' to 42 C. (104 to 106'

F.), the latter temperature always denoting extreme dan-

ger. There is alreadj- sore throat, with dilBcult deglit-
fition and with swelling and deep redness of the faiieial

mucous membrane, which by the third day, in the less

severe cases, shows curdv dejio-^its scattered over the
tonsils. These deposits do not involve the mucous mem-
brane, and may genei-ally lie detached by a mop or a
brush. They are quite like the exudation of onlinary
catarrhal pharyngitis. After the third or fourth day,
under conditions of constantly increasing fever and gen-
eral distress, in some cases, diphtheritic exudation begins
to show itself over the tonsils and soft palate and poste-
rior wall of the pharynx. It is an interesting point of
difference between jirimary and scarlatinal diphtheria
that the latter never begins to appear before the third or
fourth day, after which date it is sufliciently common.
Fleischmanu reported diphtheria 168 times in 472 obser-

vations. The diphtheritic deposit is fir.st develojicd on
the lateral portkai of the tonsils, except in those rapidly
fatal cases in which the whole pharynx seems to be simul-

taneously involved. The patches are of a whitish or

grayish-white color, and involve the mucous membrane
sometimes to a considerable (le|ith and sniKfrficial extent.

At times the diplilliiritic meiiilirane rapidly spreads in a
continuous sheet over the fauces, extending forward into

the buccal cavity and into tlic jjosterior nares. In the
latter case, a fatal termination is almost inevitable.

Heubner''' asserts that tho.se cases in which the entire
mucous membrane, from the root of the tongue to the

(esophageal and tracheal orifices, is covered with the

membrane, prove fatal within twenty-four or f(U'ty-eig!it
hours, without exce]Uion. llerethi' membrane is sharply
margined against the dusky-red mucous membrane, and
within a few hours the slough shows signs of separation
and develops a gangrenous odor. In these cases the

membrane hardly ever travels down into the trachea.

Brelonneau has made a ])0sitive assertion that this does
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not occur. It does so occasioniilly, however. Lewis
Smith reports ca.ses, witli necroscopic examination, in

wliitli iliphllieriti(- niembiiiucscMenilcd alonj; the tracliea

into the bronchial tubes. In the most severe eases, how-

ever, tile (li'posit (Idcs invaiie the po.sterior nans, autfthe

ordinary sliiiht eatarrhal disehar.L'e is supplanted by an
ollfiisive sanio-serotis or sanio-puruleiit discharge from
the nostrils, which causes excoriation of the upper lip. At
the same time the nuivs become obstructed, and the little

patient is <lriven to breathe almost entirely thionj4h the

mouth. In many eases of extreme throat involvement
the strength rapiilly fails, pallor replaces the prematurely
receding eruption, "except at cerlaiu spots where this may
persist as rircumscribed patches of dusky redness: the

temperature remains stationary or falls, the pulse be-

comes more and more feeble and rapid, and death ensues

within a few hours, iu3 if from blood-poisoning. Death
cither follows a slow spread of gangrene to the soft palate
and tongue behind the sinus pyriforinis, and to the walls

of the throat, oroecurs through diphtheritic inllammatiou
of the lymph nodes and connective tissue of the neck,

or through a>dema of the glottis. At other times the

clinical aiipeuianccs during the first week may not be

alarming, danger becoming imnuneiit about the begin-

ning of the second week. The fever may remain ele-

vated, the eruption brilliant and intense, until a short

while hefore death. In the rajjidly fatal cases the throat

and neck may not apjiear very much swollen. At otlier

times the neck and submaxillary riirion are greatly swol-

len, principally from the iullammation of tlie glands and

periglandular" tissue. These ])arts become hard and

brawny, and from the pressure upon the great vans ac-

quire ii livid appearance, which may also be communi-
cated to the fae(; and head. The tonsils and soft palate

may be swollen until the throat will appear quite closed.

The mucous membrane will be deeidy congested, and
covered here and there witlt diphlheiitic exudation and
with ulcers caused 1)3'

the separation of sloughs. The
posterior wall of the pharynx may Ik bathed in muco-

pus. Retropharyngeal abscess is sometimes formed,
ami may precede the fatal termiualion. Dyspno'a may
result from swelling of the fauces caused by inllanunatory
exudation into the parts, from o'deina glottidis, or from
extension of diphtheria to the larynx and trachea, or it

may be a result of the imperfect oxidation of the blood.

The term "diphtheritic" is here used in a clinical sense,
to designate a eondilion of coagulation necrosis in the

tissues involved, and has no refeienc(! to a pathogenetic
relationship with true diphtheria. This necrosis occurs

simply as a result of the intensity of the accompanying
inllammatory changes. There is no evi<lence that true

diphtheria may not coexist with scarlatina, but that the

connnoidy observed membranous pharyngitis of scarla-

tina represents this combination is most im|irol)able.

Jlany of these mendjranes are tindoubtedly due to the.
action of the streptococcus and staphylococcus infections.

Their dilVerentiation from true diphtheria is now made
easy by the bad etiological examination in reference to

the presence or absence of the Kleb.s-Loefiler bacillus. J.

Lewis Smith has seen four instances in which the diph.
tlieria became disso(aa ted from the scaiiatina, and attacked
other persons as idiopathic diphtheria. Such observa-
tions arc exceedingly uncommon. The scarlatinal diph-
theritic membraneis indexed essentially identical with that

of idiopathic diphtheria in structure. The dilTcienccsare

etiological. The diphtheritic poison and the scarlatinal

polso!!, dilfering in their specilic natures, possess in com-
mon the power to excite such violent indammatoiy
changes in the tissues that a coagulation necrosis results.

The diphtheritic membrane of scarlatina, then, is purely
scarlatinal in its origin. This view has received solid

indorseiiicnt. It has been adopted by Henoch, lleub-
ner considers scarlatinal diphtheria to differ from primary
diphtheria both diniciilly and histologically. It begins
with a simple catarrhal all'ection, and, following his ob-

servations, changes from catarrhal to diphtheritic inflam-
mation on the fourth day. Koven also thinks that the
throat affections of more severe grade are characterized

by necrosis from direct intensity of the scarlatinal jirocess,
and are not of a truly diphtheritic nature. He observes
that while two acute di.seases rarely coexist, of 420 cases
of scarlatina 125 had necrosis faucium, although at the

period of observation there was not a single case (d' jiri-

mary diphtheria in Christiauia. He further declares that

diphtheritic paralysis never occurs after scarlatina, and
that while true diphtheria shows the membrane at once,
the scarlatinal slough usually appears after several days
of increasing angina, and does not extend to the larynx,
Henoch has never seen a single ca.se of acconnnodation

parahsis of the eye or of the soft palate, nor of the neck,
nor of the extri'milies, after scarlatinal dijihlheiia. The
inllammatiou may, often does, extend along the Eusta-
chian tube to the middle ear, and excites changes that

give scarlet fever one of its principal terrors, resulting
often in more or less cOmidel e permanent deafness. These

changes will be considered with the com idicat ions and se-

quelie of scarlatina. In a numlx'r of these cases cervical

adenitis and periadenitis occur, and prolong th(! fever be-

yond the eruptive stage indelinilely, fre(|uently resulting
in suppuration. Occasionallx' the pus burrows deeply
among the tissues of the neck, and extensive gangrene
may follow. Williams has reported a case of extensive

sloughing in the left anterior triangle of the neck, with

exposure of vessels, followed by recovery. Othersimilar
cases have l)een recorded. In most cases in which death
docs not speedily occur after suppuration and evacua-
tion of pus recovery will take place, but the i)atient may
ultimately succumb under blood-iioisoning and jirotracted
fever. Occasionally, also, parenchymatous tonsillitis

may catise rapi<l and enormous enlargement of the tonsil,

with the formation of pus, a condition of extreme grav-
ity, especially if associated with retropharyngeal abscess
and a>dema of the glottis. In favorable cases the sloughs
in the fauces will cease to extend, the (edema and dusky
redness will slowly subside, and the diphtheritic ulcers

begin to gramdatc.
In many cases the faucial symptoms here described do

not iippear, only because life is early destroyed by the

intensity of the action of the specific jioison upon the
blood and tissues. In such malignant cases the patients
often die with the rapidity of those who succumb to nar-

cotic poisoning : or a series of con vtdsions inaugurates the

disease and terminate life within an hour or two. This
has been called the ntudir form of .scarlet fever. At
other times brief initiatory symi)tonis have been followed

by intense fever (106 -109° F.), with uncontrollable vom-
iting, dianinra, delirium, rapidly deepening coma, and
deatli, before the appearan<-e of the eruption. Or, again,
the disease may begin in the ordinary manner, not sug-
gestive of a severe ('ourse, and alarming symptoms may
not develop imtil after several days; or it may be intense

from the beginning, with severe and repeated convul-
.sioiis, vomiting, profound nervous depres,sion, and the

appearances of the eruption at the usual time, with stead-

ily increasing gravity of all the .symptoms, until, after a
few days, death results from convulsions or coma. Fi-

nally, the malignant symptoms will appear suddenly in

the midst of what has .seemed a nuld attack of scarla-

tina. An unusually protracted period of invasion is

sometimes the forerunner of malignant scarlet fever, and
should always be regarded with apprehension. Cases

may at times exhibit at the begimung alarnung sym]i-
toms. A decided apathy, in which no notice of wiiat is

passing is taken, with great apjiarent dei)ressi(5n and
even delirium, excites the apprehension of the altenil

ants, yet the pulse and temperature will not show marked
variation from the normal. After the second or third

day such cases will very often pursue a nuld course. .\

high temperature and very <|uiek pulse may even be

added to these .symptoms and justly excite alarm, and

yet the case may assume a favorabhs character after the

development of the eru])tion. In such cases as these the

probabilitj' of the issue in life or death .seems to vary
iiom hour to hour. All the .symptoms show intensity.
The fever, accompanied by more or less severe initiatory

symptoms, rapidly increases, the eruption is copious and
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deeply colored, the pulse beats 130, 140, 160 times, or

ofteiKT, t(i the minute, the rcs|iiiiition is proiiortionally
accelenited. tlic thriiat duly shows move or less exten-

sively the jieeuliur ulteralions. This coiu'fe mny he held

thniushont the lii'st week, and even kinjier. without

initiijation, the result reinainini;; douhtful all the while.

In inalisuant scarlet fever the usual course is one of

intensilied general sympton.s. Those of the invasion

period are indieative of grave perturbation of the eeon-

omy. By the time the eruption appears it is already evi-

dent that the patient is dangerously ill. He is apathelie.
or perhaps e.xtremel.y restless, remaining in one position
not an instant. The skin is hot, dry, and pimgent, the

temperature very hii;li, the features are swollen, the con-

junctivae injected, the fauces reddened and dry, the thirst

is intense, but water and all ingesta are often vomited as

soon as sv.'allowed; the ririue is scanty, or oven sup-

pressed, from acute renal intlanimation. Diarrhoea may
be present. The nervous phenomena become inteusitied.

The eruption now appears, and may at tirst develop regu-

larly, but after a while will become duskier and will not

comiiletely fade on pressure. Th(t color tardily returns
to the part whence it has beeu pressed. Coma or con-

vulsions ma)' now carry off the patient in full eruption.
Often, however, the eruption will recede from certain

parts in whole or partiall.y, or it may become paler uni-

versally ; or in place of the regular eruption hemorrhagic
exudation will appear. Ecchymoses, from the size of a

pinliead to that of the palm, or larger, will ri'iilace the
usual eruption, which w^ill in great measure disappear.
Then livid spots, not fading on pressure, are found, gen-
erally upon the flanks and back, but may appear any-
where. According to Mayr, the hemorrhagic eruption
may appear over a large part of the surface in children,
hut in adults is mostly confined to the neck, u|iper part
of the chest, the hack, and about the joints of the upper
and lower c-xtremities. This heiuorrhagic variety is the

most formidable form of scarlet fever, and is probably
always fatal. Hemorrhages from mucous surfaces are

exceedingly uncommon. >Iayr has described a scarlatinal

dissolution of the blood, in the gravest form of which
death occurs in from twelve hours to live days. "E.x-

treme muscular depression, with slight headache and a

remarkably rajiid pulse, are present from the very com-
mencement. . . . The patient lies on his back with his

eyes half open, but in an unconscious slate. . . . Quiv-
ering movements of the muscles of the face and of the

fingers are also commonly observed in these cases, and in

children general convulsions often occur. The pupils
are moderately dilated : the li]is and tongue are dry, the

latter being usually of a bright-red color. As the dis-

ease goes on, nuicous nlles are heard in the large bron-
chial tubes; the abdomen becomes distended, but there

is seldom any enlargement of the spleen ;
the luine be-

comes scanty and of a dark-red color; the ptdse continu-

ally increases in frequency, reaching as many as 200 beats

a minute; the features become shrunken and the extrem-
ities cold." Death sjieedily follows. This form resem-
bles the so-called typhoid scarlatina, in which drowsiness,
stupor, delirium, and subsultus precede the fatal issue.

The life-deslroying symptoms are often connected with

im|i;Lirment of the heart's action, attributable to cri]ipliug
of the vagus, when death occurs from heart paralysis,
without widespread molecular disintegration. This fail-

ure is shown by increasing weakness, fretpiency and in-

ecpiality of the pulse, with quickened and shallow breath-

ing, and coldness of the hands and feel. Allhutt has
elassilied the modes of death in scarlet fever as follows:

(1) hy|)er|iyrexia(1lHs Jeniier denies positively); (2) spe-
citic hlooil-])oisoniiig: (ii) special malignitj- of the case;

(4) asthenia. In the rather uneonuuon event of recovery
from any of the most severe forms of scarlet fever, the

progress is slow, the essential .symptoms, com plications,
and sequeliu proving all very obstinate. In those cases
in whieli extensive di]ihtheritic exudation precedes a rap-
idly fatal course, the eruption underg<jes many modifica-

tions, t he integument remaining ])ale excejjt for .some few
splotches about the joints, at other times showing only

a few dark-red patches irregularly distributed, and again
entirely disappearing before death. At other times the
eruption persists in full etlloreseeuce.

VhdiirjcH ill the Jilood.— 'I he number of the red corpus-
cles in general is but slightly altered, more, however, in
scarlet fever than in measles. The same may be said

concerning the character of the red cells and the amount
of hamioglobin; in scarlet fever poikilocytes and normo-
blasts are occasionally foiuid. The state of the leuco-

cytes is much more characteristic. In measles there is

either a normal number or a diminution of leucocytes;
in scarlet fever there is hyperleucocytosis. In the former,
as the temperature falls the leucocytes gradually increase ;

in the latter the ten.i)cratin-e and leucocjle curve run

parallel. In both diseases, but especially in measles, is

the number of polynuelear neutrophilic cells diminished,
while lymphocytes, both large and small, are relatively
increased. The eosinoiihilic eel's are diminished in num-
ber in measles, reaching their normal stale long after re-

covery ; in scarlet fever they are constantly increased.
Co>iPi.ic.4.TiONS. —JS'ep/iriti.t.

— Derangements of the

kidneys are the most imjjortant comjilications of scarlet

fever. Indeed, a number of recent writers assert that
these organs are always affected in this disorder. Among
these may be mentioned Frerichs, Reinhardt, Begbie,
Newbigging, Holder, Boning, and Stevenson Thomp.son.
Steiner states that evidences of kidney disorder are al-

ways present in those who die of sc,;rlet fever. Thomas'
clinical observations do not bear out this statement, and
Friedliinder, who examined the bodies of two lunidred
and twenty-nine persons dead of scarlatina, found kidney
disorder in less than one-half. Though renal iutiamma-
tiou is not shown as yet to be a constant accompaniment
of scarlet fever, it occurs much more often than is com-
monly supposed. Renal catarrh, which Eisenschitz de-
clares to be as much a feature of scarlet fever as bronchial
catarrh is of measles, is indeed an extremely common
complication. It usually escapes detection from the gen-
eral neglect duly to examine the urine. Thomas, in de-

nying that this catarrh is at all constant, shows that it

also occurs in measles, croupous pneumonia, etc., and is

often only an expression of the febrile condition. Yet
the catarrh is relatively so common in scarlatina that he
cannot avoid concluding that the specific influence of the
disease is often concerned in its production. In many
cases, from the very beginning, cylinder-like masses of
renal epithelium may be detected. In milder cases the
urine will contain mticous casts with increased quantity
of mucus, but no albumin. In more severe cases the

urinary sediment will contain hyaline masses with epi-
thelium and epithelial dehrin, and red and white blood

corpuscles. Slight albuminuria will also be present.
This catarrh is usually in.significant, and hut rarely serves
as the starting-point for the graver and characteristic
forms of nephritis scarlatinosa, though doubtless many
milder forms of nephritis and dropsy originate in it.

Thomas concluded, however, that the cases of scarlatii:al

nephritis not developing from preceding catarrh, but

arising suddenly, usually end fatally. Scarlatinal ne-

phritis varies greatly in the relative frequency of its

occurrence, involving from live to seventy per cent, of
cases in dilTerent epideniics. In the Children's Hosjiital,
Ilillier noted its occurrence in about half of the cases.

Dickinson '* considered this rather below than above the

average. Fleischmann " noted Oo cases of Bright 's dis-

ease in 473 observations. During ISGl every third child
with scarlatina hail dro|).sy, whiU^ in 1802 it alTecled only
one case in leu. Thomas asserts that renal alterations

develop in about one-half of all cases of scarlet fever. It

has been shown that there are those who assert that the
renal alterations are constant. On the other hand, Jac-
eoud " declares that for fifteen years he has never ha<l a
case of nephritis among his scarlet-fever patients, a result

that he attributes to his treatment. Alhununuria may
appear at any time during the attack of scarlatina, though
its mo.st common occturence is during the second and
third weeks. Drojisy shotdd not be taken as marking
the beginning of the nephritis, the signs of which may
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be prt'sciit in llii' uriue sonielinu'S for days before this oc-

curs. In FIciscliiniiun's cases (lro|is,v occurrcj 9 limes

dining the first week. 30 times durini; the second week,
23 times diirin!; the third week, 2li times during the

fourth week, and 5 times after the fourtli week. Of 00

cases at the Children's Hospital, 42 hegau between the

end of the tirst week and the end of tiie ft)urth week; 5

bcciimc dropsical during the first week.

Nephritis dviring the first week of scarlatina often

escapes detection from the blending of its symptoms
with those of the essential ilisease, and from the attend-

ants" neglect to examine Ihe urine. Drojisy will, of

course, attract attention, hut this does not often occur

so early, and may be confounded with ihe (edema from
the e.vanthem. Harely, the fatal issue of what was, ap-

parently, malignant scarlet fever, ma.y really have
resulted from ura-mic poisoning due to a fulminating

nephritis. The symjitoms may be identical. Fever,

vomiting, headache, delirium, and)lyopia, coma, convul-

sions, may have been present. The convulsions arc often

very irregular. They may be general, jiartial, or unilat-

eral, tonic or clonic. The jiatieut may liave them in

rapid succession, or may pass into a stntns epileptkus
frimi which death alone will release him. The urine will

be cnmpletelv or i)artiallv suppressed. If secreted it

will be of high speeilic gravity ( H'-O to 1.040), dark and

smoky in appearance, loaded with allnimiii,and forming
an al)undant sediment of hyaline, granular, eiiithelial,

and blood tube casts, with renal epithelium and white
and red blood cor|)Usc,les in gn^ater or less (luantity. If

the kidneys become implicated toward the end of the
first week, the symi)toms may delay the course of w-hat

may otherwise appear to be an ordinal y case of scarlet

fever. Microscopical research will often betray the on-

set of the chan.ires in advance of chemi<al analysis; casts

of the renal tubules will be observed, with epitli( lial de-

posits and detritus, before albuminuria is established.

This will shortly ai)pear, and in severe cases the nephritic

symptoms will obscure those of the scarlatina. There
will be no constant relation between the amoimt of alliu-

min, the tube casts, and the general detritius, one varie-

ty of .sedimentary matter being at one time copious, at

another scanty. At this time vomiting may appear with

returning headache, the appetite will again fail, and

pain in the loins may become annoying; the patienttiiay

again become dejected and feeble, and his fever may
cease to diminish—may even exceed its original inten-

sity. At other times no apparent iufltieuce will be
exerted n]ion Ihe scarlatina, which will follow its usu-

ally mild course until dropsy and albuminuria reveal
the state of the kidneys. When the leual disorder de-

velops after defervescence, during the second, third, or
fourth week, or later, the same series of sj'mptoms may
be observed, their severity being in direct ratio with the
earliness of their occurrence. Cases develojiing after
the fourth week may be expected to ptirsue a favorable
course. Although it has been as.serted that the renal
disorder may aiise several months after a scarlatinal at-

tack, a patient will almost certaiidy escape it if he pass
the sixth week in safely. The symptoms in case's arising
during these weeks are not always gradually developed,
and some of the tnost disastrous results of the disease

may be encountered, during the second, third, or fourth
week, in children apparently convalescing from scarla-

tina, and often in full des<|Uamation, who, after indispo-
sition for a few hours, willi nausea, headache, confusion
of ideas or stupor, with return of fever, rapidly pass
into coma or convidsions, en<liiig after a short interval in

death, before dropsy has develo])ed, but after jiartial or

coniiilete suppression of urine. Scarlatinal neiiluitis has

usually a milil and favorable course. Drojisy is usually
iIk' first symptom ob.served, first appearing in the face
and sometimes remaining confined to this locality; at
other times becoming general speedily, and giving an
ai)pearancc of plumpness, but with a wax-like translu-

cency of skin. The face, upper and lower extremities,
boily wall, and prepuce may thus become dropsical.
The schpus CMvities arc also implicated, and mont or less

effusion into the pericardial, pleural, peritoneal, scrotal,
and intracranial cavities occurs. UOdema of tlie lungs
and of the glottis may iiuperil life. DeScjuamatiou is

often completely arrested upon the supervention of

dropsy. The tempcKilure is more coramoni}' Imt little

above the normal (38.3" to 39° C—101° to 103° F.).

The pulse, sometimes feeble and accelerated, will often
become remarkably slow and intermittent, and so remain

throughout the attack. The child will grow dull and
listless, and extremely feeble. Pain in the belly and in

the bai^k may at times prove very distrcs.sing, or, again,
it may be absent. The tongue, having lost the straw-

berry aspect of the eruptive stage, will become pale,

flabby, and coated. The appetite will fail, and the
bowels become sluggish. The urine will ra|)idly dimin-
ish in quantity and may deposit urates abuiulaiitly. or

may present a smoky and oily appearance, due to the
aliundant ])reseuee of epithelial cills, white and red
blood corpuscles, and tube casts. The total amount may
now be reduced to a few ounces. The blood eorimseles
often form a thick red layer at the bottom of the test

tube. This free admixture of blood may amount to pro-
nounced ha>iuaturia, is generally post-scarlatinal, and,

according to Sehi'itz, occurs most frequently during the
third or fourth week. Of itself it adds but little to the

gravity of the case. The patient often feels fairly well,
ajid may eat and sleep with comfort. While the pallor
and cedema may be very decided, the temperature and
pulse may vary but little from the normal, or may show
the variations of ordinary nephritis. With the gradual
improvement of the general symptoms the htemaluria

disappears. Ileubuer has reported a ca.se of nephritis
after scarlatina in which hicraoglobinuria was present.
The urine was brownish-black; no blood corpuscles were
foiind. Death resulted from asthenia on the fifth day
after both albumin and haemoglobin had disappeared
from tlie urine.

The amount of albumin in the urine in scarlatinal ne-

phritis is usually very great. The urinary sediment is

abundant, and is largely composed of tube casts, the hy-
aline character predominating; finely and coarsely gran-
ular, epithelial, and blood casts are, however, numerous.
Later, coarse fatty granules stud the casts plentifully.
These casts are often almost diftluent. and differ strik-

ingly from the firm and sharply outlined ones of more
chronic nephritis. Crystalline deposits are .scanty, and
are mostly of uric acid and urates; on the other hand,
the amorphous urates are often very abundant. The
degree of albuminuria present is of less imijortauce than
the total quantity of urine secreted, rapid and jiro-
uounced diminution of this indicating the aecunnilatiou
of nitrogenous waste in the blood, and consequently the

danger of ura'mia. According to Glax, a lessening of
the jiroiiortion of urine secreted to the fluid ingested (2 : 3)
not infrequently foreshadows the approach of tirauuic

symiitoms, even though the urine contain no albumin.
Whether the temperature remain normal throughout the

attack, or whether, after an initial chill, it become ele-

vated, and all the symptoms of acute nephritis develop,
complete recovery may reasonably be ex|)ected if the

patient pass safely through the earlier phases of the
disorder. But although nephritis may be mild—the

drop.sy lasting only a few days, and, perhaps, being
limited to slight pufiiness about the eyes—the disorder
does not usually entirely subside in less than a month.
It may endure as long as three, four, or even five

months; and there is good rea.son to believe that chronic

nephritis in yoiuig people may, in rare instances, have
had its beginning in antecedent scarlatinal inflammation
of the kidneys. Such a result is, however, exceedingly
uncommon.
The dropsy indicates the de.srree of renal derangement,

except in the most acute cases, and sometimes attains

enormous proportions. As the urine increases in cpian-

tity the alliuminuria proportionately diminishes, and the

dropsy disaiipears. The skin, which until now has Ijeen

dry and inactive. lie<-omes softei'. more elastic, and re-

sumes its proper functions. The appetite improves, the
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spirits, strength, and mental activity return, and good
liealtli beconu's gradually restored. Just as the micro-

scope reveals the earliest evidence of renal derangement,
so does it continue lo expose the residts of pathological
action after elieniical tests fail to do so. Tulie casts con-

tinue to a|)pear in the urinary sidinient, sometimes for

weeks alter the ees.salion of albuminuria, llie blood casis,

epithelial, eoar.sely granular, and fatly casts gradually
giving place to linely granular, hyaline, and nuicous

ones, wliicli in turn iinally disajiiiear. When the dis-

order termiuales fatally, the symptoms will be those of

acute nephritis; suppression of urine maybe followed

by crrcbnil distiu-bance, headache of violent charaetei',

during which blindness may occur, with or without dila-

tation of the pupil, vomiting, and convulsions, partial or

general, coina, and sometimes jiaralysis; or the fatal ter-

niinatiou may be slowly reached through constantlj' in-

creasing asthenia; or, what is more fre(iuent, complica-
tions may arise whicli cannot always be definitely ascribed

to the nephritis or to the scarlatina itself. Such are

inflammations of the pleur.T, of the pericardium and en-

docardimn, the peritoneum, the cerebral meninges, etc.

Pneumonia, acute articular rheumatism, or enteritis, may
also hasten the fatal issue.

Cases are occtisionally observed in which dropsy fol-

lows scarlatina, but without albuminuria. Indeed, a ten-

dency toward uou-albuniinurie dropsj' after scarlatina

has been associated with certain epidemics. Scarlatinal

dropsy without albuminuria has been observed by Guer-

saut, Rilliet and Barthez, Noirot, Bouchus, Lo.schner,
Duckworth, and others. Quincke" tries to explain such
ca.ses of non-albumiiuiric dropsy as not depending upon
nephritis, but as a consequence of the scarlatinal irrita-

tion exerting some pecidiar influence upon the connective
tissue. Cases occur probably in the experience of most

practitioners. One should be cautious, however, iu de-

ciding against a nephritic origin of these dropsies, except
where they can be definitely attributed to ana'inia and

debility. Henoch '" hasasserted that nephritis may occur
without albiuninuria up to the time of death. He re-

ports a case iu which anasarca was present for three

weeks after scarlatina, without tube casts or albuminuria,
until convulsions occurred, death residting from cedema
of the lungs. The necroiisy revealed the presence of

acute nephritis. He also reports the case of a child, dead
on the thirteenth day. of malignant scarlet fever, in whom
repeated tests during life had not sliown albuminuria,
and yet whiise kidneys showed indubitable evidence of

hemorrhagic nephritis. Steiner has seen nephritis witli-

ovit drops}', but never dropsy without nephritis, after

scarlatina. It is altogether probable, however, that in

many cases the dropsy following scarlatina without al-

buminuria is secondary to concomitant anaemia. This
is the view adopted by Henoch. Whatever be their ex-

planation, such cases usuallj' run no remarkable course.
The geucral health is not much reduced. The urine is

in normal amount, the various functions are fairly per-
formed. With the disappearance of dropsy convales-
cence is estalilislied.

Scarlatinal nephritis is not associated with any especial
pliase or tyjie of scarlatina. It is as frequent after mild
as after severe attacks; indeed, it is pos.sible that the care
exercised over those wiio have grave attacks of the fever,
in proper nursing and surroundings, maj' furnish a safe-

guard against renal complications. At all events, there
is a widespread belief that the milder cases are more apt
to be followed by nrpliritis and dropsy. Violent nephri-
tis may certainly follow a scarlatina so mild as to have
escaped observation. Individual predisposition and epi-
demic type are probably the most important etiological
fuctorfi, though at present enough is not known to jus-
tify dogmatic statement. The lU'phritis and dropsy may
occur without antecedent symptoms of scarlatina. In-
stances of this'are not uncommon. Several members of
a family or of a school or asylum iu wliieh scarlatina has
been known to prevail may exhibit dropsy and albu-
inimiria characteristic of scarlatina, without having imuii-

fested any other symptom of the disease. Such ca.ses

pursue an ordinary course generally, but at times develop
a severity altogctlter unexpected.

lNFt..\M.\IAriON OK THK Ly.M1>I[ NoDES ASU CoNNEC-
TIVK Ttssuii OK TiiK Neck.—Although Barlhez and Kil-

liet, and others, have observed cases of scarlatina iu which
there was no angina, in one form or another it is nearly
always ]ir(senl. Jlore or less hyperplasia of the neigh-
boring lymph nodes also constitutes part of the ordinary
phenomena of scarlatina. The infection is sujjposed to

originate in the throat, the hyperplasia being due to re-

flex irritation from the scarlet-fever coiitagium, oi- to the

secondary streijtococeus or staphylococcus or mixed in-

fections. It has alreadj- been shown that the inllainma-
tion sometimes leads to suiipuration and even gangrene
of the glandular and jieriglandular structures. This es-

peciall}' occurs in scrofulous and rhachitic children, but
is probalily a result of septic absorption. The active

symptoms become prolonged beyond those of simple
scarlatina into the second, third, or fourth week, and
even later, and merit some esjiecial notice. They may
not develop until as late as the third or fourth "week,
thus constituting true sequelte rather than complications.
Usually the fever continues after the subsidence of the

eruption, the pain and stiffness of the neck increase, and
deglutition continues painful and dirticult, or even al-

most impossible. The mouth may be held open and
saliva con.stantly dribble from it. The neck becomes
hard, brawny, and swollen; the integument tense,
smooth, and shining. The outline of the neck sometimes
stands in line with that of the head and underjaw, and it

becomes impossible to distinguish the enlarged nodes in
the mass of iuttanmiatory exudation. The p^itient is un-
able to find repose, or to swallow food or fluids, unless in

small quantities and with great pain. Rest is broken and
unrefrcshing. Suppuration reveals itself by dark-red,
livid spots which soon fluctuate ; or it may be deep-seated
and dilficult to detect, or may point and discharge inter-

nally. The parotid gland and periglandular tissue often
become involved. At times more or less widespread
necrosis may lay bare important mu.scles, vessels, and
nerves, and involve large areas of tissue. These diph-
theritic and gangrenous inflammations may give rise to

phlebitis or arteritis with thrombo.^is, and embolism with
metastatic inflannnation. Compression of the larynx, of
the trachea, or of the jugular veins may also result. At
times pus may burrow into the deeper cervical struct-
tires. Hemorrhage may also occur from exposed ves.sels.

Baader" reported two cases of death from hemorrhage
tluis occurring. The extent of these phlegmonous in-

flammations of the neck varies greatly. Inmost cases,
after the evacuation of pus. recovery follows, though
slowly. In more severe cases death may result from ex-
haustion or from blood-poisoning. In healing, the scars

may be iu.signifieant, or, where granulation involves a

large surface and is protracted, the resulting cicatrix may
occasitm deformity by its contraction. Retropharyngeal
abscess, which has already been described, is not conunon.
Schmitz, in the Child's Hospital iu St. Petersburg, did
not observe it once in 4o0 cases of scarlatina. Cases, how-
ever, have been reported. Bokai reported it as occurring
seven times iu 664 cases; of these 3 were fatal. Lewan-
dowsky

^''

reported 3 cases, both resulting iu recovery.
DisoRDEHS ov THE AfDTTouY Arr.\K.\TUS.—These are

very important complications of scarlatina. Probably
most cases of deafness acquired in early life are residts
of scarlatina. Of bio cases of affection of tlic middle ear

following this di.sorder. 18 had lost the sen.se of heating
in one or both ears, and 3 were deaf-mutes." Milder de-

grees of middle-car inflammation arise by extension from
the throat, and are simply catarrhal; but the severer
forms are preceded by croupous-diphtheritic inflamma-
tion of the fauces. Tiie milder form of otitis media will

cause the patient .some earache, of which, if he is old

enough, he will bitterly complain. Inlants will indicate
their suft'erings by cries, by raising their hands to the

ears, by rolling the head toward the afl'ecled sick'. If the
Eustachian canal remain pervious, all inflammatory exu-
dation may escape, and no symptoms, other than those
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iiU'iitioiK'd. and slight and tninsitory deafness, may oc-

cur. This hiltcr syinploni may result from the pressure
of an enlarged parotid gland upon Hie e.xternal auditory
canal. But in the severer forms the |iaiu may be e.xcru-

cialing, tlie deafness more or less eomplele. and tlie fever

liigli." The Eustachian ftuial becomes occluded from in-

flammatory swelling, and exudation accumulates in tin,'

cavity of the tympanum, nradachenuiy be violent. The
drum menibnine will be buljjed outward from internal

pressure, and will be reddened and swollen. The pent-

up tluid. unless released by puncture of the drum mem-
brane, linds an exit for itself by perforation. Extreme

pain is often produced by pressure upon the tragus and
over the m.ist«>id process. Uarely, delirium may be fol-

lowed by siiins of meniugitis from extension of the in-

tlammation from the nu"ddlc car to the dura mater, along
the course of the middle meningeal artery. In mild cases

tlie intlanunation will subside, with or witiiout perfora-
tion of the drum, and hearing may be perfectly restored.

In s<'verer cases, timely tapping of this membrane may
yet preserve the sense "of hearing—but, Unfortunately, it

but too often happens that the ossiclesof the ear and the

tympanic membrane are destroyed; the bony -walls, even
of the middle ear, become carious, and irreparable dam-

age is done. The severer inllammations involve acroup-
ous-diphtheritic proces,s that often entails wliolesalo de-

struction. According to Green, disease of the luliyrinth.

involving absolute deafness, may occur witliin a Any or

two. In such cases the watch held to the skull, the ear,

or between the teeth, may not be heard. Green -^ thinks

that when loud "clashing," "ringing of small bells," or
" musical notes " are heard during scarlet fever or cerebro-

spinal meningitis, these are apt to be inunediato premo-
nitions of labyrinthii\e disease; whereas the subjective
soimds always accompanying acute purulent inflamma-
tion of the tympanum are descrilied as "his.sing." "sing-
ing." "buzzing," or "throbliin! He also susjiects that

I'.ie fluid secreted in immense quantity—a clear, limpid
scium—difl'ering from the wine-yellow scrum of tyni-

p.uiic inflammation, may be labyrinlhine peri- and endo-

iympli. Pus may form in the mastoid cells. These

changes may occur either as complications or as sequela;.
Caries sometimes ajijiears quite early, and the chronic
otorrhica thus set up may last for j'eai-s, occasioning
widesprcatl disorder of both soft parts and bone.-' In
necrosis fdllowing middle-car disea.se, the facial nerve

may become involved with subsequent paralysis. Fatal

hemorrhage from the ear may occur aft<T scarlatina, from

exposure of vessels from the diplitlierilic processes.'-*
Chronic posterior nasal catari'h, and necrosis of the

bones of the nasal cavity, constituting various degrees
of ozsvna, sometimes follow the extension of tlie pharyn-
geal iuflaramation to tJie nasopharynx. The eye may
likewise be implicated in scarlet fever. Conjunctivitis
n;ay develop as a complication, or diphtheriiic inflam-

niation may extend along the lachrymal canal and in-

volve the eonjunctiv;u. It may produce keratomalacia
' and even destruction of theeyeball. Retinitis after scar-

latinal nephritis has been observed by .Schriitter. Its

course is favorable. Temporary blindness may be due
to nnemia. Acute amaurosis after scarlatinal ucijhritis
has been noted.'' Transitory blindness, lasting foi- from
twenty to sixty lioui-s, lias been oliserved by Ebert,'*
Henoch,-' Tolmachew.™ In a case of Fi)rsler's it lasted

eighteen days.
Inki.amm.vtion ok Joixrs.—Xot very infrequently in-

flammation of the synovial memlirane of the joints ap-
pears as a complication or as a setpiel of scarlet fever.

The usual date of its occuri-ence is during the second
week or later. It is often only indicated by pain with-
out swelling, and may be limitid to a single joint. In
oIlK'r cases a number of joints are involved, usually the
ankles ami wrists, knees and elbows. The liip-joinis may
bealfecled. and also the smaller joints of llie extremities.
The inflanunation may betray all the features of acute
rheumatism—the fugitive character of the inflammation,
the metastases, the sweating, the fever, even thi' tendency
to im])licute the other serous surfaces, the jdeura;, the

cndo- and pericardium, and the meninges. Mahomeil's'"
studies showed that, as the urine increases in quantity
from the seventh to the fourteenth daj'. it loses its de-

posit of lithatcs. and often its albumin (if this has been

liresent). It is higlily acid, and uric acid is abundantly
Mirown down by the nil ric-acid floating test. It was at

this period that he found the rlieumalisni most ajit to

occur. This rheumatism seems identical with ordinary
acute rheumatism, but follows a less protracted course.
Numerous writeis have seen iiurulent arlhrii is as a sequel
of scarlatina. It commonly occurs during tlie second or
tliird week, and in most iuslanees is monoariieular.

Py;emic artliritis usually results in suppuration, cmsion,
and destruction of the cartilage of the joint. According
to Spender,-" the wrLst-joiiit is most often attacked, next
in frequency the knee and hip. Hecoveiy may take

place, but usually death follows the discharge of jnis and
the formation of fistulous openings, from exhaustion, or
from the further progress of the py.-emia. The appi-oa<h
of these complications, which arc fortunately rare, may
be recognized tlirougli the thermometer.

Affeclii'iix of the llnn-t iind Pirioirdium.^Cheiid\c^^

quotes fifteen cases from West, in which endo- or peri-
carditis, or both, supervened uijon scarlatina. These did
not occur during the acute stage, but during desquama-
tion. He, however, Gonsiilered thein rather Ihe result of
uraemia and ncplirilisthan of rli<'uniatism. Henoch ^^

re-

lates two cases in whieli acute arthritis appeared during
the first week of scarlatina, followed by severe chorea
and loud mitral muruiur. As to the cardiac symptoms,
Cheadle concludes that they occur in scarlatina as results

both of scarlatina and of nephritis. He also thought
that ".scarlatina would appear to have a siiccial influence
in causing dilatation and hj'pertropliy w-ithoiit accom-

panying valvular disease." Endocarditis, which not un-

commonly arises, nia.y be very insidi<nis, and may even
pass iindetected if not looked for. Probably not a few
old valvular affections have originated in attacks of
scarlet fever. Acute pleuritis or perit-arditis may accom-

])any joint inflammation, or may occur independently.
in severe cases they may result in purulent exudation
and ultimately terminate fatally. Sometimes the .serous

inflammations are pytcmic. Endocarditis ulcerosa may
begin in this manner.

In the most severe and malignant cases of .scarlatina

the heart muscle undergoes, fli-st. cloudy swelling, and
later, fatt.y degeneration, especially on the riglit side.

This is the occasion of death from heart failure iu many
malignant cases.

Afeciions of the ResjnraUiry and AUinentnri/ Tracts.—
Inflammation of the respiratory tract lis decidedly un-
common in milder scarlatina. Bronchial catarrh is apt
to complicate .serious cases. Pneumonia is seen some-
times as a secondary complication following nephritis,

dilihtheria, etc. Disorders of tlie intestines are also un-
ciimmon, Diarrho-a, wlien present, is usually associated
with severer forms. Diplillicritic entei-rtis was the most

frequent sequel in the cases observed by Fleisehmann.
Peritonitis may occur as a rare complication. Henoch
has seen bedsoi-es complicate scailatina.

Skqi;ki^.k.—The affections that constitute true sequelte

usually are disorders that pcr.sist after scarlet fc-ver has

completed its course, having begun as conqjliealions.
Thus are encounlered chronic buccal, pharyngeal, nasal,
and aural inflauimations, ne]iliritis (which, as a rule, ul-

timately entirely disajipeai-.s), or inflanunation of the
various serous membranes. In some cases, marked by
severe eclamptic seizures, there results contraction of

dilTerent groups of muscles, giving rise to permanent
deformity. Cliorea may dcveloji in connection with the

arlhrilis and cn<locardilis. Progres.sivc involvement of

tlie liniljs with i^aralysis and wasting may rarely be met
with, sliowing the clinical features of an ascending spinal

paralysis. (V-rebral tbromliosis and hemiiilcgia rarely
occur. Mania has been known to follow scarlatina.^'

Gangrene, ajiart from that resulting from diphtheria of

the tliroal. is infrequent. Noma has been observed by a
number of writers (Barthcz and Killict, Hcyfeldcr, Biiu-
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ing, auci olliers), but it is notably less common than after

iiiwisles. Necrosis of the nasal cartilage was observed by
Ileiiocli (luring convalescence.

C'O.NCIKUKNCE WITH OTIIF.K t^PPXIKIC AfKECTIOXS.—
ScarU'l fever may be enniplicated by, or may complicate,
oilier acute e.xanthemaU;, not to tlic e.Mi'Ut. however,
that many writers believe. Mayr and Hebra, indeed,

taught that scarlatina never coe.\ists with measles or

sn::illpi)X. This question is involved in much obscurity.
Scarlatina may be simulated by a variety of affections

that may in fact coexist with tlJe exanthemata, by vari-

ous erythematous eruptions, by the roseola that ol'len

precedes and accompanies (he eru|ition of smallpox, by
certain anomalous forms of measles, and by various

medicinal ra.shes—those caused by belladonna, copaiba,

chloral, and esi)ecially cinchona and its preparations.
These considerations and faulty methods of observation

and recording- lead to the rejection of much of the evi-

dence adduced in favor of these coexistences. After all

fauliy observations aie thrown out, hoAvever, there still

remains strong proof that scarlet fever may coexist with

other exanthems. It will be everywhere admitted that

one exanlhem may follow close upon the heel of another.

Prior-'' U(jted a ca.se in which scarlatina develoju'd on
November 18th, varicella on December 2d, and measles

on December l!3th. When the two exanthems develop

simultaneously, there will oft<,-n remain much doubt, in

the absence of evidence of the double exposui-e of the

unprotected individual and of his subsequent double pro-
tection. "Where one precedes the other b_v a few days,
the difficulties are not so gi-eat. Scarlet fever has been

observed ascoi'.iplieating, or coinplicated by, other exan-

themata by Sleiuer,^" Monti. •''*

Thomas,^' Pleischmann,-'"

Fabore,-" Stillen,^'-^ Zechiueister,-'^ Backer,-'-' Dornig.-"'

Lew-is Smith,-"' JIurchisou,-" and many others. The com-
binations and the order of occurrence have been noted as

follows, viz. :

Scarlatina and measles.

Z\Ieaslcs and scarlatina.

Scarlatina and smallpox.
Smallpox and scarlatina.

Scarlatina and vaccinia.

Scarlatina and varicella.

Varicella and scarlatina.

Scarlatina and tyjihoid fever.

Concurrence of scailatiua and Rotheln has not been re-

ported. A pi-oliable .soui-ce of fallacy is the scarlatini-

form rash that is often oljserved in smallpox, and occa-

sionally in tyjjhoid fever; indeed, Simon asserts that

Fleisclimaim "has even made this very error. The possi-

bility of these rashes should always be held in mind when

questions of concurrence are under consideration. When
scarlet fever develops after smallpox the eruption in-

volves the parts of the skin left fiee by the lesions of

smallpox, more especially about the chest and abdomen.
When the two exanthems appear simultaneously, their

course is shortened; "the second mitigates the lirst anil

hecoines shoilened itself," excepting, according to

Fleischmaini, when severe smallpox occurs in connection
n-ith scailatiua, when death usually results. The same
aiithor asserts that it scarlatina a]ipear at the period of

maturation of smalljiox, the latter, in mild cases, is

shortened and mitigated. When scarl;iliiia com])licati.'s

measles, the latter is shi>rteiii' 1, but the scarlatina thus

occurring nia_v lie mild or .severe. Barthez and Rilliet

noted that ill scarlatina-measles, when the former malady
predominates, bronchitis is more marked ; but when
measles is most severe, fancial angina is worse. All of

these statements lack such evidence as would entitle them
to nnqualilied acceptation. Very often neither disease

is w-ell developed, and the true condition may be very
dillicult of recugnitioii. In America these concurrences
an- more uiieoimnon than they seem to be abroad.

Whoiiping-cough has been known to complicate scar-

latina, and a number of non-specitic affections may occur

simultaneously with it. These coincidences are purely
acci(kMilal and present no jieeuliar intcirest. Biart" has

itporled p.soriasis as following .scarlatina. Barthez and

Rilliet assert that tuberculous cliildren verj- rarely have
scarlatina. Some chronic affections partially or entirelj'

disappear during an attack of scarlatina. Among these

may be especially mentioned certain cutaneous affections,
ce/.ema. ))soriasis, etc., but they usually reappear upon
the establishment of convalescence.
SriioiCAL Sr.vuLATiNA.—Sir James Paget, in 186't, and

again in 1875,-" declared that patients who have under-

gone surgical operations are peculiarly susceptible to the
action of the scarlet-fever poison. This question has at-

tiaeled a great deal of attention. In France, Trelat was
the tirst to accept this view-, though scarlatinoid ra.shes

had been observed by Civiale, Germain See, Trembhij',
and others. Similar rashes were rejxirted by Ilutehiu-

soii, Hilton, Bryant, Lee, Moore, Stirling, and others.

They had generally been considered as of septicajmic ori-

gin. In l879Paley and Goodharf'and House^' reported
ob.servations of endemics of .scarlatina in the Evelina

Hospital for Sick Children and in Guy's Hospital. The
first-named authors based their report upon twenty-live
eases of scarlatina occurring in surgical patients, t^f

these nineteen were known lo have been exposed to

scarlatina, and all the rest, save one, were known to have
had possible sources of infection. House's paper was
based upon four cases of surgical scarlatina. The epi-
demic tendencies ceased tipon the establishment of isola-

tion, and one cannot doubt their scarlatinal origin. These
writers were careful not to assert, that all such red ra.shes

should be attributed to scarlatina, or that there is not

"such a thing as a rose rash in a typical case of septicie-
mia '

; but tlie.y believe that when occurring in groups
they may nearly always rightly be attributed to scarla-

tina. Riediiiger and Howard JIarsh also agreed that

there exists in wounded persons a predisposition to scar-

latina. While Holmes coincided -n-iih these views, he,

however, declared that many cases of "surgical scarlet

fever" are really due to pyaemia and other causes. Slost

recent writers incline to the opinion that these eruptions
are due to true scailatiua. When anj' eiiidemic teudeucj'
is sliown, every one will agree with such conelusion.s.

Tliis cannot be granted of rashes occurring in isolated

cases. Of 25 cases repoi-ted in Paley and Goodhart's pa-

per, scarlet fever attacked 17 after operations; 7 w-ere

without any wound whatever, and 1 had only an old

sinus. In many of the cases reported by other writers

there was no open wound. Tliese repintcrs, unfortu-

nately, most rareh' note whether their patients had ever

previous!}' had scarlatina. Jlost cliildren, when first ex-

posed to the contagion of this disease, become infected.

Is it remarkable that they are unable to withstand it

when it attacks them, weakened by injury or surgical

operation? Apart froiu epidemic influence, it is proba-
ble that scarlatinifoi-m eruptions in the wounded may
justly, in a large proportion of cases, occur quite inde-

pendently of scarlatina. Rashes of septicoemic origin
are well known to occur. Various' fugitive eruptions
often result from emotional and nervous irritations, or

from the ingestion of certain articles of food or medi-

cines. It must be admitted that searlatiniform septi-
ea'inic rashes are uncommon. But there is excellent evi-

dence that they occur.'- Attempts have been made to

establish a differential diagncsis for tln^ surgical searla-

tiniform rash. Cheadle.'''' for example, claimed that it

has si)c(-i!ie characters in not often being universal, and
in being confined to the body and parts covered by the

elotliing; that it rarely lasts twenty-four hours, and" that

it never desquamates. He also asserted that there is no
tonsillar swelling, nor glandular enlargement, nor the

peculiar
"
strawberry tongue.

" Such points of diffei-enti-

ation do not appear to be w-ell foumh-d. Searlatiniform

eruptions also occasitnially follow- the ingestion of certain

drugs. They may be evoked by belladonna, copailia,

opium, chloral, mercury, and other drugs, but. above all,

by cinchona bark and "its derivatives. Thifse eruptions
are much more common than is generally supposed.

Qtiinine has been frequently given to those who have
been injureii or submitteil to surgical operations, and be-

yond qiiestion eruptimis evokeil by it are often attributed
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to other causes. A number of eruptive forms are ob-

served, but tlie one of e.-special moment is tlie searlatini-

form rash. At the onset i^oflen tannot be dislininiished
from sciirlatiua. Bcginninj; with liigh fever, and often

with sore tlimat. tlie eruption appears upon the face,

ehest, and ueek. and within twenty loi.r lioiirs Ihi' entire

surface may present a brijrht searlet aspeet. At llie end
of this period the resemblanee may be made perfeet by
the "strawberry tongue." I'p tothis point the diagnosis
iray be impossible. Rarely, it remains so throughout
the attaek, espeeially uhen the ingestion of tlie cinehona

pri'paiiition iscontinueil. Usually, however, afl<'rthirty-
six or forty-eight hours the type of normal searlatina is

ihparteil from. Tlie fvir rapidly deeivases, the angina
disjippears. and the rash either fades or aei|uires fealnres

unlike those of true searlatina. It becomes duller, more
papular, and often tends to form miliary vesicles.

Eventually it may resemble ordinary "prickly heat."

Sometimes, however, the searlaliaal features are pre-
served throughout. In eill.er ca.se a cojuins desiiuania-
lion is sure to follow. This is usually laniellar. Even
albuminuria has been known to add to the enibanass-
ment of the diagnostician. These medicinal and scpti-
ciemic nislies occur in isolated instances, and may at

times badle the ki-encst diagnostic powers. AVe may
conclude that improtected persons who have sulleied

injury or who have undergone surgical operations are

nitlier more liable to scarlatina than the unprotected
healthy. Scarlet fever is more apt than the oilier exan-
themata to attack such persons, because its syniptonis
vary within such wide limits that it often escapes llie at-

tention of those who readily detect other infectious dis-

orders and provide against them. When an ejiidemic

tendency of the symptoms we have been considering is

shown to prevail, it may be contideiitly concluded thai
true scarlatina is present. Septic.-emia is occasionally ac-

companied by a searlatiiiiform rash which docs not de-

pend upon the scarlatinal poison. These rashes are often
attributed to searlatina.

Scarlatina PtKitPEKAi.is.—While pregnant women
seem to enjoy a remarkable immunity from the specific

eruptive fevers, it is well kncjun that during the jnicr-

yieri'uHj. tliej' are especially subject to them after expos-
ure, and that the disea.se is then apt to pursue a grave
and often f;.tal course. Xot only searlatina, but measles
and smallpox may alTect the lying-in woman with such
malignity that the symiitoius may not aciiuiri^ the feat-
ures of the maladies to which they belong, but become
indistinguishable from those of malignant septicjemia.
Scarlatina is especially liable to attack the lying-in
woman. It may assume the virulence referred to, or it

may pursue a course in wliieh it is diflicult to determine
whether its symptoms are septic or really scarlatinal, or,

finally, it may aiijjear with typical and miniislakable
features. Xot a few writers have thought that. Ilie scar-
latinal vims may produce in the puerperal wniii.-in S( pti-
e.-emia, pure and simple. This view is maintained by
Playfair, Hraxlon Hicks, Leisliman, and others. They
assert that in these women, after ex|)osure to the si)ecilic

contagium, symptoms of acute blood-poisoning maybe
developed, and not those of scarlatina. On the other
hand, just as in se|itic conditions, iudepeiidciit of puer-
peral causes, an erythematous rash and other scarlatinal

symptoms may be observed in which true scarlatina has
no part, so must one guard against assigning to scar-
latina every searlatiiiiform rash occurring in obstetrical
ea.ses. It may be septic in origin, or it may be a medi-
cinal eruption. When a septic, or meiiiciiial, or other
form of eiytlienia can be excluded, and when exposure
to scarlatinal iiilluenee is followed by any degree of the
symptoms we are considering, are wein atypical cases to
look upon the results of the infection as distinctly .scarla-
tinal? More recent writers regard the scarlatinal nature
of the disorder as preserved, and as capable of further
dissemination. It has not been determined to what ex-
tent women who have already had searlatina jueserve
an immunity from further attacks during their lying-in
period. It would ajjpear that the intensitied predispo-

sition of the childbed carries with it an increased liability
to second or third attacks. Busey '^ has related a case in

which the jiatient had already' had scarlet fever. Other
such cases are upon record.'^

In all lu'obability the scarlet-fever contagium evokes
scarlet fever, and not septic disorder, in the puerperal
woman, whose systemic condition affords peculiar sus-

ceptibility to its inlluence, and predisposes her to a viru-
lence of its activity that often leads to disastrous results.

The less remote the dale of delivery the graver the C(nirse

of the malady is ajit to be. If the symptoms do not

appear before the seventh day, their developiiK'Ht is no

longer to be feared. Olsliauseu''"' collected from the lit-

erature 141 cases, of which the scarlatina attacked, dur-

ing i)r<'gnancy, ~; in 8 it immediately followed delivery;
in C'3 it occurred on the lirst and second days; in 27 on
the third day ; in 23 after the third day. After the fifth

day none was attacked. While the puerperal woman
shows intense susceptibility to .scarlatina, the pregnant
woman enjoys a marked immunity from it. Olshausen
thinks, however, that the period of incubation ma^' last

for nionlhs during pregnancy, but only a few days dur-

ing childbed. This opinion lie rests upon no solid basis.

PrimipariB are more often attacked than nuilti|iara'.
The mortality in puerperal scarlatina is high. In the
series just alluded to it was 48 per cent, (3 cases during
pregnancy and 04 in childbed).

In the recorded cases studied by McClintock" the mor-
tality was over 6(> ]ier cent. In 34 cases at the Lying-
in liospital the death rale was 30 per cent, ()f 10
deaths at this hospital, 8 occurred when scarlatina had
developed within thirty -six hours after delivery. Of
18 patients attacked on the first or second day, 8 died.
Of those attacked on or after the third day (IG in nuiii-

b-r), all but 3 recovered. 3IcCIintock also quotes Dr.
Halahan's cases, as follows, viz.: 3 patients, ill of scar-

latina at the moment of delivery, died; of 5 attacked

during the first twenty-four hours, but 1 recovered; of
10 attacked during the second dav, but 1 recovered; of
4 attacked during the third da\-, but 1 recovered. The
remaining 8, attacked on or after the fifth day, recov-
ered. Braxton Hicks'"* contributions to this" subject
have been most important. He believes that in one-half
of the cases the usual symptoms of scariatina are mani-
fested, and that the disease almost always commences
after the third day after delivery. The death rale will be
greater the earlier after labor the symptoms develop.
Though lying-in women are peculiarly liable toseail.i-

lina, they are frequently exposed to its influcneo without
detriment. Women have not seldom been confined in
the room, even in the bed, occupied at the same time by
scarlet-fever patients, without experiencing the slightest
interruption of their normal convalescence-, a result that
is not astonishing in proteeled persons if the scarlatinal
virus transmits only scarlatina, but which would not be

expected were the virus equally competent to cnnunuiii-
cate septica'inia in these cases. While a large projiortion
of cases pursue a grave and anomalous course, there are

many others in which a perfectly typical scarlatina is

observed, without seriously endangering life. Secondary
infiainmations arc not unknown. Metritis, cellulitis,

jieriloiiitis, or pya-mia may be developed, but whelher
these are direct results of scarlatina or of the puerperal
condition is undetermined.
The exact nature of puerperal searlet fever and surgi-

cal scarlet fever will remain in doubt until a specific or-

ganism of scarlet fever can be isolated. At ]iresent this
is impossible. In the mean time it is interestin,g to note
that with the development of aseptic and autise]itic
methods in surgery and obstetrics, less and less is heard
and seen of "imerperal

" and "surgical" scarlet fever.
Rki.ai'SES and UEcuniiF.NCES.—There are recorded

numerous instances of relnp.se of scarlet fever within a
short period after the original attaek, and second or even
third attacks after a more or less prolonged interval are
well known to occur. By a relapse is meant a second
attack of scarlatina that is evidently due to the persistent
activity of the iuHucnces that excited the first attack.
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Witliin a short .period (tliree days after detioresccnce iu a

case of Woldberg'.s'') after tlie oriu:iiial attack all tlie

S.Vii.ptonis are repeated; llie initial (list urbuiiees, the fe-

ver, theeruplioii, the angina, and other phenomena, with

ensuing desquamation, are developed. It is held that

the seconil attack is but the eonijiletion of the first, that

it oeciirs after an incomplete prinuny attack, and that it

tends to. be severe in iiroporlion to the mildness of the

first, and often to alTect in eruption only those jiarts

which were originally spared,''" imparling thus to the

second eruption the appearance of scarlatina variegata.
Tlie relapse may be accompanied by complications of

tliidat, kidney, and other disorders, that were not present
in the earlier disorder, and vice rtrm. These relapses
are usually very rare, but seem to be more frequent in

certain epidemics.
Thomas applies the term pseudo relapse, or rerersio

enijilioiiix. to those cases in which the exanthem returns

l)efore the disorder has entirely completed its course.

Trujawsky found the interval between the two attacks

to be from seven to ten days, with an average of eight
and five-eighths da3S. The intermissions are completely
afebrile. These relapses have been explained by, (l)a
recrudesccuce of the original contagion, and (2) the ac-

tion of a newly ac(|uired contagion from a so\irce diiTer-

enl from the original one. The prognosis is often graver
than in the primary attacks.

Recurrences or attacks of scarlet fever occurring after

a more or less protracted interval are more common,
and are due to fresh infection. The_v may occur at al-

most any period. Trujawsky *'- noted, iu 300 cases of

scarlatina, 18 ijatients who had had a former attack. Of
these 4 were under ten j-ears of age, 10 were over ten

years, and 3 were adults. The interval between the at-

tiicks varied from one and a half to sevc'U years. Thomas
had personal knowledge of a case iu which a second at-

tack occurred. Willan never saw one. Many years may
elapse between the two attacks, as when a mother who
had the disease duiing childhood again develops it b3'

contagion from her child. Heyfelder himself had a sec-

ond attack twenty-seven years after the first one. Tru-

jawsky thought that immunit}' is greater against conta-

gion originating at the home or in the neighborhood of

the jiatient than when it is brought from a distance. A
third attack in the same individual may be observed (as
in Richardson's case), and there are reports of repeated
attacks of scarlet fever. Bernouilli,*- for example,, men-
tions the case of a woman, fifty years of age, who expe-
rienced in rapid succession six attacks of an exanthem
indistinguishable from scarlatina. Other similar cases

are on record, but their consideration suggests that they
may rather have been forms of medicinal eruption.
Acute exfoliative dermatitis may also be mistaken for

scarlet fe\'er, and ma}' attack repeatedly the same person.
Rashes resembling scarlatina may occur in various other

afTections, such as typhoid fever, smallpox, etc. Hallo-

peau and Tullier'^ saw a scarlatiniform eruption in acute

rheumatism, in which there were two relapses with in-

tense erythema, followed by copious desquamation. The
possibilit}' of all such cases being mistaken for scarlatina

should be remembered. It is a rather singular fact that

many persons suffer from angina whenever they are

brought into close personal relationship with those who
have scarlet fever. This is commonly mild, but may oc-

casion serious discomfort. Those who suH'er thus from

exposure to the scarlatinal influence do not communicate
scarlatina to unprotected jiersons. Mild desquamation is

said to have been noted in some such cases. This, how-
ever, would indicate a true scarlatinal infection.

P.vTiioi.ooiCAL Ax.vroMV.—In most fatal cases every
t.race of eruption disappears after death. After a very
intense exanthem, more or less redness may remain. Af-
ter malignant cases blood extravasations may present the

onl)' post-mortem discoloration. The organs primarily
alTected are the ."^('/i and ihv t/i ran I ; the principal com-

plications arise in connection with the ear .anil cerrii-itl

lymph iimlca ; and the chief sequela is iie]ihriti>i. The
heart may be affected as a result of the general septic

condition, but its lesions are more frequentlj' dependent
upon the changes wrought in the kidneys.

Skin.—Remy " and Neumann "
haveinvestigatcd the

histology of the skin in scarlatina. Remy found the

capillaries of the papillary layer dilated and hypera'mic,
and filled with leucocytes which were enlarged and of
dilTerent sizes, but not so Ijirge as in leukamia. The
vascular wall w-as not altered. The epidermis was thick-
ened b}' increase of it.s cylinder-cell layer. The horn}-
layer, sebaceous glands, and hairs were unchanged. The
sweat glands were empty and shrunken. Neumann
foiuid the cells of the rete swollen. In many specimens
the prickle cells were elongated, and here and there
formed interspaces in which exudation cells were em-
bedded, and into which small blood extravasations often
occtured. Exudation cells extended abundanth" as far
as the horny layer, and at the orilices of the follicles they
were very numerous. In measles this epidermal layer
presents no marked changes; hence it is not dillicult to

understand why the epidermal cells are so much more lia-

ble to carry the contagium in scarlet fever than in mea-
sles. The corium was swollen, the fibres were thickened,

partly separated by proliferation, partly by enormously
dilated vessels that were at times bulbous. It is this ex-
udation into the epidermal layers that causes the loosen-

ing of the horny layer from its bed, tiiid the characteristic

desquamation. Lbschner and Fenwick have also noted
this infiltration of the rete. Tin- latter writer found the
basement membrane of the sweat glands also thickened
and the lining membrane gone in places, but in other

places it was increased so as to occlude the sweat glands.
The deeper layers were normal throughout. The scarlet-

fever exanthem, then, consists of hypera^mia with exu-
dation. Remy found the changes he describes regularly
and unifiu-mly distributed.

Throat.—The throat symptoms, as constant as are
those of the skin, are due to lesions that are always rec-

ognizable after death. The milder alterations offer noth-

ing characteristic; they are identical with those of pliar-

yngeal catarrhal infiammation. In more intense degree
follicular inflammation, with supiniration and ulceration,
is superadded, and cedema becomes more prominent.
The inflammatory changes extend beyond the pharynx
into the buccal and nasal cavities, while parenchymatous
tonsillitis and inflammation of the cellular tissues of the

throat and neck develop, with, sometimes, extensive gan-
grene.

According to Harlin (Thomas), scarlatinous angina is

specific, and is marked by "a deep, blnish-red injection
of the mucous membrane of the tonsils and neighborhood,
of the uvula, of the posterior portion of the tongue in

the neighborhood of the highly swollen papilUe, of the

posterior portion of the region of the cricoid cartilage,
and of that portion of the pharynx which includes these
different parts,and measures about two inches in breadth."
This coloring is said to be sharply outlined in the direc-

tion of its transverse diameter.

Among the earlier writers on scarlet fever, and as late

as the years 18.S3 and 1884 when the Klebs-Loertler bacil-

lus was discovered and demonstrated as the specific cause
of diphtheria, much space was devoted to the nature of

the diphtheritic membrane so often formed in scarlatin-

ous angina. The weight of opinion was that the scar-

latinal virus, acting upon the virus of the throat, caused a

coagulation necrosis that resulteil in the production of

the membrane, although it was held that occasionally the

scarlatinal ]U'ocess might be complicated by a true diph-
theria. The result of modern bacteriological researches

has shown that the diphtheritic mcmlirane is in all prob-

ability the result of tlu^ activity of streptococci and

staphylococci or of a mixed infection. There may be, of

course, a Klebs-Loeffler infection as well. The influence

exerted by the scarlatinal virus in the production of the

ph;iryngeal inflammation cannot be determined in the

pres<>nt state of our knowledge of the specific cause of
the disease.

Ki<liiei/ii.
—Bacteriological examinations of the ti.ssues

in scarlet fever frequently show general streiitococcus
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iiifcftioiis, |)iiil)!il)ly liiiving tliiir oiigiu iu the ksioiis iu

till' I hrmit. Ill u number of these cases there limy be I'oiiiul

iu the kidneys extensive lesions whieh bear no relation to

the presence or absence of streptoeocei; on the otlier

hand, streptococci may be found in the kidney without

any lesion of the kidney.'' AVe may assume, therefore,

tliat at times the pathological chaniTLS are a result of sol-

uble eheniieal poisons ])iiidured by the virus of scarlet

fever or by the activity of the a.ssocialed secondary in-

fections by streptococci and staphylococci, and at limes

the lesions are due to direct infection of the kidney by
organisms conveyed to it by means of the blood.

Couucilman, « ho has made recent au4l extensive studies

in tlie pathology of scailet fever, divides the kidney
lesions into two chssscs: (1) Kepreseuling simple degen-
eration of the epithelium; and (2) representing marked
changes in the tissues of the kidney. Tlie lesions of the

second class he divides according to their anatomical dis-

tribution into (n) interstitial, iu which there is marked

))roliferution of the interstitial tis-sue of the kidney : and

(b) Mjmiiltir f/lo/iifriiliir, in which the lesions arc cliicliy
confined to tlie glomerulus and its capsule."
The first, the purely degenerative form, appears at the

beginning of the exantliem, or a few days lal('r, and dis-

appears in a few d i)s or weeks. It rarely excites a-dema,
and hardly ever kills. It is analogous to the alterations

productive of the febrile albuminuria of many infectious

diseases. Cloudy swelling and proliferatiou of the tubu-
lar epithelium, and, later, fatty degeneration, are shmvii.

Within the tubular lumen are hyaline and granular cyl-
inders, round cells, and desquamated cpitlieliuni.
The second type, the iuti'mtitial, was tiist described

by Wagner as tlie lymphoid kidney." The kidney is

swollen, the capsule is easily stripped from the cortex,
and the surface is moist, wliiiish, and opaque. Usually
there is no hemorrhage, although in some cases puncti-
form areas may be found in the cortex and intermediate
zone. The epithelium may show the changes char,<icter-

istic of the first or ])uiely degenerative clas.s. The most
marked feature of this class of cases is the thickening of

the interstitial tissue and the abundant inliltralion v,ith

round cells, most of which are jilasnia cells, with some
lymphoid cells and jiolyiuiclear leucocytes. This form of

nephritis maybe markedly developed and yet not give
rise to clinical symptoms any more pronounced than are
seen in the first or purely degenerative class. It is not
confined to scailet fever, but may occur in the course of

diphtheria, measles, and other infectious diseases of chil-

dren, liiit is not commonly produced in adults in the same
class of diseases.

The third form of nephritis, the capsular glomerular,
is a more freijuent accompaniment of scarlet fever than
of any other infectious disease, but is not so common as
the acute interstitial form. The kidney is swollen and
hypera'mic. the markings of the cortex "are obscured or
elTaced. while the hemorrhagic areas give to the kidne.ys
a mottled appearance. Histologically the chief lesion of
this form consists of a prolifenil ion of the capsular epi-
thelium conibiued with hyperplasia of the connective
tis.sue. The proliferation of the capsular epithelium in-

creases the pressure upon the glomerulus so much as to
interfere with the blood supjily aud hence with the se-
cretion of urine. It is this form of nephritis which is

especially liable to give rise to dropsy, to greatly dimin-
ished anioimls of urine, or to uraniia. The clinical ap-
pearance of the urine is that of an acute dilTuse nephritis,
the amount of blood, albumin, and casts depending
largely upon the severity of the infection. Recovery
may take place even from the severe forms of capsular
glomerular nephritis, but chronic nephritis is a sequela
in a certain number of ca.s<:s. Friedlilnder holds this to
be the only charncleristic sc.irlatiiuil nepliritis.
These three forms of nephritis—the simple degenera-

tive, the interstitial, and the capsular glon'iernlar—may
usually bi- recognized histologicallv. but transition

changes oct'ur. It is not always piiiclicable to make
sharp definitions between eariy and late chanses. The
first set of changes are chiefly limited to tlie cortex.

They are: 1. Increase of nuclei (probably epithelial) cov-

ering the glomeruli. 2. Hyaline degeneration (jf the

elastic intimaof minute arteries, especially t)f the afferent

arterioles of the Jlalpighian tufts. The intima of tiiese

vessels is swollen here and there into spindle-shaped

hyaline ma.sses. causing nanownessof the lumen. There
is" similar hyaline degeneration of the cajiillaries of the

glomeruli, rendering them often im permeable. ThcES

degeuei-aied parls become fibr.iiis in appearance, and
liow man's capsule becomes thickened. 3. A third change
is miiltiplieuliou of the nuclei of the muscularis of the
minute arteries, with increased thickness of their walls.

This is greatest at the point of entrance into the glomer-
uli, but is also distinct iu other arteries of the cortex and
in the ba.se of the pyramids. There are also swelling of
the epilhelia of the convoluted tubules and proliferation
of their nuclei, especially of the tubules close to the
afferent arterioles of the glomeruli. In some cases the

epithelium of the large tubules of the pyramids is de-

tached. Klein's'* observations, (1) that the hyaline
changes readilj' affect the arteries near their iioiiit of

branching, and ("i) that the hyaline substance is of the

nature of elustie tissue, agree with the conclusions of
NeiLson eoMcerning the arteries in various cerebral disor-

ih^rs and in many infectious diseases. He does not think
that the anuria and uraMuic poisoning in scarlatina, when
the kidney does not show conspicuous change, are due
to compression of the vessels of the glomerulus by the
nuclear g(!rniiuation, as claimed by Klebs," bi;t rather
to the changed state of the arterioles, aud suggests that
the increased formation of arterial muscular fibres, under
the stimulus supplied by the disease, may cause a con-

tiaclilily that oliliteiatcs the calibre of the arleiioles and
shuts out the glomerulus from the circulation, aud thus,
so far as it operates, supprcs.ses the secretion of urine.

The parenchymatous changes found in the early stages
are slight and ditllcult to delect, the cloudy swelling and

granular degeneration being limited to sir.all portions of
convoluted tubules. The second order of changes be-

gins about the ninth or tenth day. The}' are interstitial

as well as parenchymatous. Round cells are found
around the larger vascular truidvs, spreading into the
bases of the pyramids and into the cortex. Tliis process
begins about the end of the Urst week, and gradually in-

creases until portions of the cortex, rarely portions of the
bases of the pyniniids. are converted into pale, firm,
round-cell tissue, in which the tubules become compressed
and obliterated. The parenchymatous clement of the

nephritis consists in crowding of uriiuuy tubules with

lymphoid cells and various kinds of tube casts, aud fatty
degeneration of the epithelium of the tubules. This

grows more marked with the advance of interstitial

changes. The round-cell infiltration of the cortex begins
at the roots of the intei lobular vessels. s]U'eailing rapidly
toward the capsule of the kidney, and hnerally among the
convoluted tubes around the glomeruli, at first between
the medullary rays, but later encroaching upon them.
Portions of the cortex may be converted into liini. ]>ale,

bloodless cellular masses iu which jMalpighian tufts and
urinary tubules become more or less destroyed. In one
case reual embolism was encountered: both interstitial

and pareiichymatoiis inllammation was very iutcaise.

The kidney was markedly enlarged. Klein also noted

deposition of lime in the epithelium and luniiiia of the

tubules, first of the cortex and then of the pyranu<ls, at

an early stage of .scarlatina, when only slight changes are
otherwise shown. He conclmlcs that cases of searl.-ilina

which are fat:il after the ninth or tenth day usually show
more or less well-marked interstitial nephritis.

Lymph JsndcK.—Peculiar changes have been noted iu

the lymph noiles by Klein. In addition to the ordinary
inflammatory inliltrations which ho describes as occurring
in the lyniphalic follicles connected with the organs of
the throat and in the lymph nodes of the neck, the ordi-

nary lymphoid cells are greatly diminished in number,
and are replaced by large granular cells containing num-
bers (vf germinating nuclei.

hixser.—'I'his viscus becomes slightly enlarged from
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oloudy svv(.'lling. In one case Klein noticed, after two

days'" illness, acute interstitial hepatitis. The middle
anil internal coats of some arteries show the same allera-

tion.sas in llie kidneys. Wagner ob.served lymphoid new
formations and numerous eolleelioiis of cells and nuclei,

especially in the inliM'acinoiis c<inneelive tissue.

Sjikiii'
— In the spleen the ehanu'es ar(^ unifoim and

ctinstant. They arc: 1. Enlargement of the JIalpi,i;hian

corpuscles. 2. Ilj'aline degeneration of the intima of tlie

aiteries. 3. Proliferation of the nuclei of the muscular
coat of the ultimate arterioles, with increased thickness

of their walls. 4. Hj-aline swelling and degeneration of

tli.^ adenoid tissue around the di'nencralcd arteries. 5.

In the central parts of the Maliiighian corpuscles the or-

dinary nuclei of the lymjili cells disappear, and in their

si cad are found large hydropic cells containing jiigmcnt
(Klein). Other writers assert that there is no uniformity
in the splenic changes, beyond a slight enlargement,
liienner has observed enormous enlargement of the Jlal-

pighiau bodies.

[nttvtinin.—Disorders of the alimentary canal are not

frcqvR'nt in scarlatina, and when they occur it is usually
in grave cases. They then not infrequently constitute

the principal complicating lesion. In the cases of Flei-sch-

mann, diphtheritic enteritis was the most common sequel.
The peculiar

" shaved-beard appearance" of Peyer's

patches has been at times observed, and at times these

patches and the solitary glands are prominent, reildened,

and iutlamed. with associated tumefaction of the mesen-
teric glands (Ilarley). Barthez and Rilliet show, how-

ever, that in cases in which the typhoid-like lesions have
been discovered, the symptoms shown during life did not

resemble those of typhoid fever; and conversely, cases

of typhoid scarlatina cannot be expected to reveal these

lesions after death. Enteritis is more often catarrhal in

nature. It has been asserted that in scarlatina the e.xan-

them invades the mucous membrane to the same degree
as the skin. Post-mortem evidence of this, however, is

by no means constant. The glands throughout the ali-

nieutary tract are sometimes swollen, and sometimes
form small idcers and extravasations.

Br((in.— It is rare that even the most intense cerebral

sj-mptoms occurring in the course of .scarlet fever are due
to meningitis. Hypera?mia of the brain and meninges,
with great venous engorgement, is often seen, but signs
of pronoimced change are extremely imcommon.

Ear.—An acute otitis media is the most common affec-

tion of the ear met with in scarlet fever. The intlanima-

tion is especially likely to result in the destruction of tis-

sue, the formation of adhesions, and the establishment of

a long-continued suppurative process with accompany-
ing necrosis.

Periostitis and osteitis occur in connection with affec-

tions of the joints, of the nose, of the pharyngeal and
aural cavities, and of other parts, but afford nothing
characteristic. Neither do the general serous surfaces

show peculiar lesions. The condition of the blood and
blood-vessels after certain rapidly fatal cases is impor-
tant. Sometimes the blood is very lluid and black. At
other times clots are abundant and firm; again, it may
have become diffused throughout the ti.ssues. Remy has
seen all the vessels of the papillary layer of the skin filled

with coagulated blood. Thrombosis of the sinuses has
been noted after scai-latinal diphtheria (Thomas).

Jli'iirt.—Fatty degeneration of the heart following

cloudy swelling, with dilatation, occurring particularly
in the walls of the right ventricle, is a frequent result of

scarlatina, as it is of other infectious disorcJers.

DiAONosis.—Scarlet fever must be distinguished from

measles, rubella (Rotheln), roseola variolosa, scarlatini-

form rashes of septic or nieiliciral origin, certain idio-

pathic crythemata, and diphtheria. From measU'S it

ditTers in its shorter iiic\d)ative stage, anil in the charac-
ter of its ]irodromes. In tlu; former all'eetiou there are

symptoms of cory/a and bronchitis, with photophobia,
sneezing, c(nigliing, anil the ap|)earance of Koplik spots
on the mucous membranes of the cheeks and lii)s (see

Meanle/:), while in scarlatina the prodromal symptoms es-

pecially involve the throat and in children are frequently
associated with vomiting. In scarlatina the eruption
begins to appear during the first or second day ;

in mea-
sles during tlie third ar fourth day. During the cour.se

of scarlatina there is an absence of catarrhal symptoms
for the most ]iart. There are thecharacteristie sole throat

and enlarged papilUe on the sides and tip of the tongue,
the peculiar "strawberry tongue" (after (he first two or

three days), the well-dellncd eruption, the more protracted
fever, the pronounced desquamation, and the tendency
toward renal complications. The eru])tions dill'er both
in their develojnnent and in (heir distrihutfon in the

two ati'eclions. In scarlatina the face is characteristically
invaded by the eiuplion, which entirely spares the area

about the mouth, and is nowhere copiously developed in

this region; while in measles theeru|)tion is, probablj-,
most intense upon the face. The macules in measles are

large, irregular, and mostly papular. In scailatina the

eruption is punctate and more regularly distributed, not

elevated; it is scarlet in color, and generally coalescent,

while in measles it is more discrete, elevated, arranged
very extensively in forms cf crescents and segments of

circles, with greater or smaller areas of healthy skin be-

t^cen the lesions, and is of a dai'ker raspberry color. In

measles the stage of eruption lasts for from three to four

days, and begins to decline as soon as the eruption upon
the lower extremities becomes complete. It occupies
about thirt}--si.x hours in attaining its acme. In scarla-

tina this stage lasts for from two to si.x days or more. It

attains its acme in about eighteen hours. In measles there

is a rapid return to a normal tenqierature in uncompli-
cated cases, while in scarlatina both eruption and fever

decline more slowly. The conjunctival, nasal, and bron-

chial catarrh of measles is absent in scarlatina. In mea-
sles the tongue remains coated throughout. Sore throat

is constant in scarlatina, quite uncommon in measles, and
when present is almo.-;t invariably only catarrhal. Tlie

fever in scarlatina is at once more intense and more pro-
tracted. The desquamation of scarlatina is pronounced
and lamellar; that of measles insignificant and b?'anny.
The presence of leucocytosis, not otherwise to he ac-

coinited for, is evidence in favor of scarlet fever and

against measles. Scarlatina is frequently complicated by
diphtheritic pharyngitis and renal intlanunation, measles

by inflammations of the respirator}' apparatus.
The eruption of rubella (Rotheln) more closely resem-

bles that of scarlatina. It is paler, more discrete, and its

lesions are larger and more distinctly papular. It is more

transitory, and fades almost without desqiiamation,
which, when present, is branny. Rotheln, moreover,
has a longer incubation, almost no pn-odromal stage,
sometimes marked catarrli, and but slight elevation of

temperature. It is feebly contagious, of much shorter

duration, and is hardly ever followed by nephritis and

dropsy. The diagnosis is difficult only when the erup-
tion of rubella becomes confluent. Here, however, the

confluence involves certain areas. It is sharply eircmn-
scribed by normal integument, and shows in contrast the

outlying characteristic lesions. It is of a pale rose-red,

and not of a scarlet color, and is accompanied by the pe-
culiar symptoms of rubella, and rarely lasts more than

thirty -six hours. Both measles and rubella may at times

closely resemble the milder forms of scailatina. and from
the eruption alone the diagnosis maybe ditlicult; but

a consideration of all the symptoms will usually lead to

correct conclusions. The presence of leucocytosis, in the

absence of other conditions to account for it, is strong
evidence in favor of .scarlet fever.

Roseola variolosa should excite embarrassment oidy
when it occurs before the pecidiar eruption of smallpox
has appeared. It is less general, is more like a simple
diffiise erythema than is scarlatina, and is so speedily fol-

lowed by the characteristic vesicular eruption that doubt
will soon he dissipated. Its coKxistence with the essen-

tial eiuiition may excite susi)icions of a concurrence of

scarlatina and smallpox. Such an error may readily oc-

cur.

Obstetrical and surgical scarlatina have already re-
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ceivi'd attention. Wlii-n i-ntliema Iiogiiis near a wdihuI

and iH'C'oines scarlHtiniforin in spreading, a septic origin
must usually lie allowed, though instanees of scarlatina

tlius t>cginn"ing have been reported; otherwise, septic

erythema is luori' eireuins( lilied and irregular. Scarla-

tina in the wounded and in lying-in women umy be per-

fectly typical.
Medicinal eruptions have unnuestionably been at the

bottom of many errors of diagnosis. It lias been shown
that many drugs may excite eniptiojis and general symp-
toms very like those of scarlatina; but for the most part

they are siini)le active hypei;vmias. such as are produced
by the action of belladomia njion the cutaneous arterioles.

Such eruptions dilTer from that of scarlatina in the ab-

sence of prodromes, and. usually, of fever. They ate

also mostly partial and without the history, course, or

results of scarlatina; but at times, and especially when

they follow the ingestion of preparations of cinchona, the

whole complex of scarlatinal symptoms may be accu-

rately simulated. The conditiims for diagnosis have

already been pointed out. In second or repeated attacks

of so-called scarlatina, due consideration of the possible
inlhience of drugs as an etiological factor wiit doubtless

convert some very puzzling cases into very siuijile ones.

Acute exfoliative dermatitis and <les(|uamative scarla-

tinifortn erythema''* may well be mistaken for scarlatina

upon their lirst appearance. The rash is more prol meted
than in the essential fever, and is less abrupt in its onset.

The local symptoms are very marked, while the constitu-

tional phenomena are usually insignilicant. The desqua-
mation may begin while the eruption is in full Jlores-

ccnce. These ailections are not contagious and have no

specific sequehe.
An ery.sipelatous ernjition may bi; like that of scarla-

tina. It, however, dilTiTs markedly in its ilistribution, its

evolution, and its course, being nev<'r universal, always

progressive, and of indefinite duration. The subjective

symptoms are ([uite different in the two allVetions: the

erysipelatous eruption is painful both spontaneously and
on pressure. Much a?dema accompanies the latter erup-
tion.

Diphtheria may complicate scarlatina, and the inten-

sity of the local inllanuuation may iniluce a coagulation
necrosis exactly corresponding to tlu; membranous for-

mations of diphtlieria. Idiopathic dijilitlicria may espe-

cially resemble scarlet fever when it is accompanied by
the erythenuitousexanthem that is sometimes developeil,
either early in the disorder or later, in cases of blood

poisoning. At first it may not be |iossible to arrive at a
correct diagnosis. .Vccorcling to Kobinsou.'"' in the early

diphtheritic erythema there is no marked elevation of

temperature. The rash may begin in any region, and

rarely extends to the whole surface. The tongue is not

affected, and there may be no special general disturbance.

Desquamation does not occur. Bacteriological examina-
tion of the nasiil and buccal secretions will almost always
determine the iiresence or absence of true diphtheria.
The late (lipblhcritic erythema is .septic.

When the eruption of scarlatina is imperfectlv devel-

oped, or when it does not aiipear at all, and when sore

throat and fever are the only sym])toms to attract atten-

tion, the diagnosis must rest upon the history of the

patient and his surroundings, and upon the course of his

illness. In not a few cases a retrospective diagnosis of
scarlatina must be made, after the occurrence of descjiia-
niation or the supervention of ne])hritis and dropsy un-
der conditions that indicate their scarlatinal origin.

PuoGNosis.—The mortality from scarlet fever varies

widely in different epidemics. From the idlection that in

Sydenham's time "hardly deserved the name of disease"
to a pestilence of intense inalignity, all degrees of fatality
have been, and continue to be, observed. Epidenu<"s
have been recorded iti which no deaths have occurred

Recently Whitla '" has recorded but a single death in V.Vi

cast's of scarlatina treated in hos|>ital. Such results are.

unhappily. excei>tional. The luortality has been known
to reach 31) and 41) per cent. An excessively high rate
of mortality is, in great part, attributable to epidemic

tendencies toward grave complications, diphtheria, ne-

phritis, etc. In private practice the death rate will not

often exceeil 10 [ler cent. In hospitals the percentage of

deaths is usually much higher, the result being due to

the fact that milder cases are kept at home for the most

jiart, and not to differences in .social condition, except in

so far as neglect and exposure jirevious to admission may
have aggravated an attack or have excited a complica-
tion. The death rate will be high or low in accordance
with the type of the prevailing epidemic, and the aver-

age mortality of the disease should always be considered

w-ith reference to this. Neither season nor atmospheric
condition appears to exert any influence \ipon the epi-
demic type. Likewise, telluric conditions do nfit uiodily
it. IJenign and malignant epidiniics folhiw each other

without evident cause. The mortality at the beginning
and during the height of an epidemic is greater than dur

ing its decline. Barring the effects of extreme poverty
and exposure, scarlet fever affects the rich and poor
impartially. The sexes are almost equally attacked, but

age exerts a striking intlu<'nce upon the result. Children
under one year of age. though less apt to be attacked,

are especially liable to fatal forms of the disease. Ac-

cording to Fleischtnann. the mortality at St. Joseph's
Hospital was; under one year of age. To per cent. (8

cases, 6 deaths); from one to four years of age, 43 per
cent. ; from five to twelve years of age, 19.6 per cent. :

tlic total mortality being 10 per cent. The majority of

deaths occur under the sixth year of age ; with increasing

years the prognosis becomes more favorable. Fleisch-

mami's records show a higher mortality than those of

some other writers. For exam|)le, Kraus gives 4 deaths
in 13 eases less than one year of age; 29 deaths in 113
cases from the close of the first to the close of the fifth

year of life; 10 deaths in 106 cases from the end of the
fifth to the close of the twelfth year of age; and 2 deaths
in 40 cases from tlie twelfth to the twentieth year of age.
Voit reported 1 death in 5 cases less than (me year of age ;

24 deaths in 1G6 cases from the first to the close of the

sixth year of age; 10 deaths in 109 cases from the sixth

to the twelftli year of age. Koset reported 16 deaths in

43 cases less than one year of age; 31 di'aths in l.'iO cases

from the first to the close of the fifth year of age; and 3
deaths in 88 cases over five years of age.'' An exception
must be noted to the favorablcuess of the prognosis in

persons of mat urer year.s, in the case of puerperal women,
in whom scarlatina has already been shown to be espe-

cially malignant. No case can appear to be so mild as
to justify a prognosis unqualifiedly favorable. From
the beginning until the termination in recovery there is

no period wlien a sudden change may not place the life

of the patient in jeopardy, whether by an aggravation of

the essential symptoms of the disease, or by the superven-
tion of complications. The prognosis, however, is gen-
erally favofidjle if tlie disease jiursues a regular cour.se;
if the eruption follows a brief prodromal stage and is

regularly developed; if the fever, more or less intense

fhim the first, does not exceed at the height of the erup-
tion 40° C. (104" F.). and. steadily falling, reaches the
normal on the sixth, seventh, or eighth day; if the an-

gina do not assume a diphtheritic character, and is not

complicated by parenchymatous tonsillitis, retropharyn-
geal abscess, or cellulitis of the throat or neck; if the

kidneys remain imalTected or show only slight evidences
of disorder. On the other hand, the prognosis is more

grave whiai the eruption ap|iears after a prolonged pro-
dromal stage, or when the attack is ushered in by cim-

vulsionsor other proI'muKl nervous disturbance; or when
the temperature reaches a high degree, 40.6' to 41' C.

(10,5' to 106 F.), at once; or when intractable vomiting
is present; or when diarrlnea is a jirominent featiuc; or
when the pul.se beats more than one hundred and twenty
times to the minute, and is feeble. une(|ual. and irreg-
ular; or when the throat is ulcerated and develo|is diph-
theritic iullammation ; or when sujipurative, parencliy-
matous. or gangrenous infiammatiou of the tonsils, or

retropharyngeal abscess supervenes; or when the neck
becomes swollen, brawny, and liviii from glandular, peii-
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glandular, and diffuse cellular inflammation. Apprehen-
sidu should always Ije e.xcitcd if the eruplion eoiue out

im]K'rt'eetly or irregularly wiiile the lever is intense; or

if, once lidly developed, it suddenly fade: or if the

eruptii>n assume a livid color or a disliuetly heniorrliagie
eliaraeter. A coppery hue of the erujition is imfavor-

able, as is also a livid coloration of parts not invaded by
the erui)tion. Small, scattered pelechi.'e in the midst of

an otherwise normal eruption aic unimportant. Miliary
vesi<'les. developing in the ordinary course of the fever

are iusignifieant ; occurring later, dming an attack of

unusual .severity, the}' are often the forerunners of death.

Convulsions tirst occurring after the height of the fever

are mon- ominous than if occurring earlier. Should the

eruption, and especially the fever, continue luiabated

after the usual period, dangerous complications are to be

apprebeuded. Coma is of grave augury, as indicating
ura'mia. adema of the brain, or even meningitis. Ne-

phritis is more serious the earlier it is developed. It oc-

casionally liajipens that scarlet fever at tirst shows the

s_ymptomsof a mild attiiek, but. before the completion of

tiie eruption, a.ssumes a malignant character. If symp-
toms of malignancy occur after the completion of the

eruption, they are usually attributable to complications.
Ou the other hand, all the signs of malignant scarlatina

may be present at the otitset. High fever, rapid pulse,
convulsions or coma, protracted vomiting, intense erup-
tion, may all yield after the second or third da)', the dis-

ease thenceforward pursuinganiild course; again, symp-
toius of malignancj' may disapjiear u pon the supervention
of a delayed eruption. Mayer

''^ observed a temperature
of 43° C. (109.4° F.)on the evening of the second day.
The temperature subsequently varied slightly until the

fourth day, when, upon the appearance of the eruijtion.
it subsided. The occurrence of scarlatinal diphtheria

always increases the danger of death. Ileubner legards
its sudden exteu.sion to the soft^ palate and to the portals
of the oesophagus and tracbea as certainly to be followed

by death within from twenty-four to forty-eight hours,
the fatal issue occurring either tlirough gradual progress
of gangrene, by intlammati(ra of the lymphatic glands
and connective tissue of the throat and neck, or by cedema

glottidis. When cireumscribedspotsare invaded and the

lateral portion of one tonsil shows the first patch, from
which the membrane graflually spreads, recovery may
occur. DiarrlKiea persisting during the attack greatly
increases the danger. Nephritis is always a serious com-

plication, though terminating favorably in most cases.

The danger is usually proportionate to the earliness of

its occurrence. Death ma)" occur as in ordinary ne])hritic
inflanuiialion. Scarlatinal nephritis most rarely becomes
chronic. Inflammation of the organs of hearing, while

rarel)' imperilling life, often results in partial or com-

plete deafness. This, according to Burkhardt-^Ierian.''

depends upon croupous-diphtheritic iuflanuuation pri-

mary in the throat. The prognosis is more unfavorable
if the process be allowed to go untreated. Rheumatic
and rheumatoid inflammations are not commonly dan-

gerous complications. Eudo- and pericarditis, pleuri.sy,

peritonitis, meningitis, pneumonia, dysentery, parenciiy-
matous degeneration of the heart, etc., are all compli-
cations of extreme danger. Purulent inflammations of

pya'mic origin usually ccnistitute sequeliB of scarlatina,
and are of the gravest importance.

TiSF-.VTMENT.—Jlild cascs of scarlatina require little

more than good nursing, the reguhition of the diet, and

proper precautions against the spread of the disease to

the other meml)ers of the household. Seveie cases, on
the contrary, ta.\ the resources of the physician to his

utmost.
General Prineiplea of Prophylaxis, Ilygiene. and DiKit}-

feetinii.
—As soon as the disease is recognized the iiaticid.

should be removed to a clean, well-vcntilaled room, pref-
erably at the top of the house, and jucessible by way of
back stairs, arul all persons not concerncHl in the care of
the patient should be rigidly excluded.
The following practical rules and directions, taken in

part from those issued by the New York I3oard of

Health, for the prevention of the spread of the disease in

a fanuly in which one case exists, cover in a general wa}'
the matterof jirophylaxisand disinfection. They shoidU
be followed as clo.sely as |)ossible, but at times may be
niodilicd to suit the requirements of the case. A copy
should be given to the nurse and jiarents at the begin-
ning of the quarantine, and they should be instructed to

study the principles on which the directions are based in

order that they tnay know how to meet conditions which
are constantly arising in the course of the disease and
which cannot be speeiall_Y mentioned in directions in-

tended for general use.

1. If pos.sible oiK^ attendant should take the entire

charge of the sick person, and no one else besides the phy-
sician and nurses should be allowed to enter the sick-

room. The attendant should have no communication
witli the rest of the familj'. While in th(^ sick-rfiom she
should wear a covering to protect her hair, and a gown,
which should be removed when she leaves the room.
When leaving the portion of the house which is quaran-
tined she should change her shoes, and dress and disinfect

her hands and face, and should make use of the back
stairs, so far as possible in going in and out of the house.
The ificmbers of the family should not receive or make
visits during the illness. Other children in the family
should not be allowed to go to school, if they remain in

the infected house, and if sent a'.vay they shotdd be kept
from other children luitil the stage of incubation has

passed. The physician sboidd exercise great care not to

carry the contagious elements to other patients. Disre-

gard of such precaution by many physicians is a fault

only too common, and one which deserves the most severe
condemnation. A cap covering the head and back of the

head, a gown reaching from the neck to the floor, ai;d

rubber overshoes should always be put ou before en tx ling
the patient's room. When these are removcil, they should
be dipped in carbolic acid or corrosive sublimate solulioe.
and hung up to dry in an ante-room, where they will be

ready for use on the following day. Rubber gloves are

afso a useful addition to the articles just mentioned.
2. The discharges from the nose and mouth must be

received on handkerchiefs orcloths, which should at once
be immersed in a carbolic solution (made by dissolving
si.x ounces of pure carbolic acid in one gallon of hot water,
which may be diluted with an ecpial quantity of water).
All handkerchiefs, cloths, towels, ua]>Uins, bed linen,

personal clothing, night clothes, etc, that have come in

contact in an)' way with tlie sick person, after use should

immediately be immersed without removal from the room
in the above solution. These shoidd be soaked for two
or three hours and then boiled in water or soaiisuds for
one hour. They should be laundried separately from
the liousehold articles.

3. Great care should be taken, in making applications to
the throat and nose, that the discbar.ges from them in the
act of coughing are not thrown into the lace or on the

clothing of the person making the applications, as in this

way the disease is likely to lie caught.
4. The hands of the attendant should always be Ibor-

oughly disinfected In' washing in carbolic solution, and
then in soapsuds, after making aiiidications to tbi' throat

and nose, and before eating. Rubber gloves may be worn
with advantage while handling the patient.

5. Surfaces of any kind soiled by discharges should be

inunediately flooded with the carbolic solution.

6. Plates, cujis, glasses, knives, forks, spoons, etc.,

used bj' the sick person for eating and drinking must
be kept for Ids especial use, and under no circinustances
be removed from the sick-room nor mixed with similar

utensils used by others. Init must be washed in the room
in the carbolic solution and then in hot soapsuds. After
use the soapsuds should be thrown into the water closet,

and the vessel which contained it should be washed iu

the carliolic solution.

7. The room occupied by the sick per.son shouUl be

thoroughly aired several times daily, and swept fre-

quently, after scatt<'ring wet newsixi|)ers. sawdust, or tea

leaves on the floor to prevent the dust from rising. Af-
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ter sweoping. tlie dust upon the woodwork and fnruituie

sboiiUI be removed witli damp cloths. The sweepings
shoukl be burned and tlie eU>lhes soaked in the carbolic

solution. lu cold weather the siek ])eison should be pro-
tected from the drausrhts of air by a sheet or blanket

thrown over his heail while the room is being aired. In
siuiuner the windows should be keiit open suiliciently to

secure free movement of air and agreeable lempeialure;
in wintt'r an open wood or coal lire .should be kept eou-

sttintlv burnins. The temperature of the room should
not exceed 21 'C. (70" F.) nor fall below 18' C. (65 F.).

The patient should be kept in bed even during tlie mild-

i-st attiicks, with only enough bed covering to secure

comfort.
8. When the contagious nature of the disease is recog-

nized within a short lime after the beginning of the ill-

ness it is advised that all articles of furniture not neces-

sjiry for immediate ii.se in the care of the sick per.sou,

especially upholstered furniture, carpets, and curtains,

should be removed from the sickroom. If the disease is

well lulvanced this should not be done without lirst taking
pn-eaiitiou to disinfect them properly.

9. When the patient is beginning to recover and the

skin is peeling oir, the body should be washed once daily
in warm soapsuds, ami afterward nilibed in oil or car-

bolated vaseline. This should be continued until all

roughness of the skin has disaiipeared.
II). When the patient has recovered and the Board of

Health inspector has authorized his discharge, the entire

body should be bathed and the liair washed with hot

soapsuds, the nose, mouth, and ears should be disinfecti'd

as far as practicable with antiseptic sprays, and a cor-

rosive sponge bath of 1 to 2,UI)0 to 1 to .5."0t)0, according
to the age of the patient, should be given. The patient
should then be dres.sed in clean clothes (which have not
been in the room during the sickness) and removed from
the room.
The Health Department sliuukl be immediately iioti-

fled, and disinfectors will be sent to disinfect the room,
bedding, clothing, etc., and under no couiiitious should
ii b(! again entered or occupied until it has been thor-

oughly disinfected. Xothing used in the room during
the sickness should be removed until this has been done.

11. The attendant or any one who has assisted in car-

ing for the sick person should also take a bath, wash the

liair. and put on clean clothes, before mingling with the

family or other peopk;, after the recovery of the i)atient.
The clothes worn in the sick-room should be left there,
to be disinfected with the room and its contents by the
Health Department.

1 2. As contagion sometimes occurs after very prolonged
intervals it is generally better to observe the rule that
isolation should be practised until the completion of des-

quamation. Ashby
•'

lays down the following rules in

reference to the discliarge of a scarlet-fever patient from
quarantine. (1) If desquamation is complete scarlet-

fever eases may be discluugcd at the end (pf the sixth

week, although in order to secure absolute immunity il

is wiser to delay until the eighth. (2) Cases complicated
with nephritis, empyema, otitis, or glandular abscess,
should be detained until the cure is completed. (3)
While it is important that the desquamation should be
as complete a.s jiossible, the detention of the patients be-

yond the eighth week in order that the last vestige of

epidermis should be removed from the feet, etc., is un-

necessary. Such detention is, however, often insisted

uiioii by health authorilies.

13. The uses of belladonna and other "specifics" as a
means of prophyhi.xis are based upon untenable hypoth-
eses. Scarlet fever often fails to spread even w-hcn a
number of persons have been exposed and the danger of

drawing incorrect conclusions from the use of drugs as

prophylactics is very great.
The following are the best-known disinfectants:
Heitl.—Continued high temperatures destroy all forms

of life. Boiling for at least one-half hour W'ill destroy
all disease germs.

Carbolic Acid.—A standard solution is composed of six

ounces of carbolic acid dissolved in one gallon of hot

water. This makes approximately a live-per-cent. solu-

tion of carbolic acid. The commercial colored impure
carbolic acitl will not answer for this purpose. Great
care must be taken that (lure acid does not come in con-
tact with the skin. Wlu-n practiaible, the carbolic
solution should be used as hot as possible. Th<' cost of
carbolic aeiil is much greater than that of the other .solu-

tions, but generally is much to be; jireferred. When the
co.st is an important element, the bichloride solution may
be substituted for all purposes for whieli carbolic is rec-

ommended, excepting for the disinfection of the dis-

charges, eating utensils, or articles made of metal, and
of clothing ancl bedding, etc., which is very much soiled.

Its poLsonous character, except for external use, must be

kept constautlj- in mind.
Corruxirc SnlAi unite (bichloride of mercury).—A stand-

ard solution is composed of sixty grains of pulverized
corrosive sublimate and sixty grains of the chloride of

ammonia, dissolved in one gallon of water. This solu-
tion must be kept in glass, earthen, or wooden vessels

(not in metal vessels).
The above solutions are very poisonous when taken by

mouth, but arc harmless when used externally.
Milk iif Lime.—A standard solution is made by mixing

one quart of dry freshly slaked lime with live quarts of
water. Lime is slaked by pouring a small quantity of
Waaler on a lump of quicklime. The lime becomes hot,
crumbles, and as the slaking is completed a white dry
powder results. The i)o\vder is used to make the solu-

tion. Air-slaked lime has no value as a disinfectant.

FormoUlelijiile.
—-The use of formaldehyde gas for dis-

infection of rooms, clothing, and funiilure, after the dis-

charge of the patient, has now become general, and has

proved .superior to the older methods. The simplest,
most convenient, and inexpensive apparatus for this

purpose is the Schering lamp in which paraform pastils
are burned, two pastils being used for each thirty-tive
cubic feet of air space. More powerful generators for

the disinfection of very large areas are now commonly
used by the Boards of HeaUli, to whom the question of
disinfection is generally referred.

The proprietary disinfectants, often widely advertised,
and whose comiKjsition is kept secret, are relatively ex-

pensive and often unreliable and incflicicnt. It is impor-
tant to remember that substances which destroy bad
odors are not necessarily disinfectants.

Diet.—The diet should consist in easily assimilable

food; the nearer this approaches a pure milk diet the
better. Cold drinks may be allowed: cold-w;itcr leni-

onadc, raspberry vinegar iirojieily diluted, so<lawater

agreeably tiavored, are grateful to the patient and pr<>f-
erable to warm and mucilaginous drinks. Though milk
should form the principal article of food, light broths
and soups, beet tea, chicken jelly, and. especially iluring
convalescence, the various appetizing and wholesome
preparations of food now so abundantly supplied may be

given.
Internal medication may be held in reserve, a careful

ob.servalionof all symptoms being meanwhile mairit.-iiiu'd

and the condilionsof the kidneys systenialieally ascer-

tained by daily observation.

Hyih-iitlir.riipj).
—By far the safest and surest agent for

reducing temjierature in scarlatina is cold water which
should always be tried before resorting to the use of anti-

pyretic drugs, which an^ often dangerous, and the use
of which should be di.seouraged. This may be applied
in various ways. The simplest method is by frequent
spougings witli cold or tepid water under cover of the
bedclothes. At the same time cold wet cloths may be

ajiplied to the head, and the patient ma_y be permitted to

suck small pieces of ice. In most cases it is better that
the water be warm. The spougings may be repeated
fretiuently during the day and night. In cases in which,
with an elevat<'d temperature, the eruption develops in-

completely, or is much delayed in appearance, the body
may be immersed in water somewhat cuoK'r than its nor-

mal temperature. Acool bath (37° C.= 80° F.) has been
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extolled as of singulai' virtue in such cases, and at times

it is of tlic highest value. The tepid, even the warm
hulh, is probably of equal beiielit in most cases. Kecent
n-rilers havi denied that efforts to

"
bring- out

" an imper-
fect or delayed scarlatina, <!ruption are of any avail.

There can be no doubt, however, that treatment vvilli

this object in view is often successful. The hot balli,

even with the addition of mustard, by exciting cutuncous

hyperemia, will often relievo the congestion of internal

parts. Warm and hot drinks made from various vege-
table substances were formerly much employed to

"
biing

out" the erujition. They were given coiiionsly, and
often in combination with such diaphoretics as spiritus

minderi'ri, sjiirits of nitrous etlier, etc. This ])lan of

treatment is not much juactiscd to-day. The cold bath,

wliich should be of a temperature not lower than from
24° to 27' C. (To' to 80° F.), should be reserved for cases

whose temperature exceeds 40° C. (104° P.). The body
should be immersed but for an instant, the licnelit of the

)ilunge consisting largely in the dilatation of the vessels

of tlic skin through reaction. The cold pack is also of

value in these cases. When the temperature steadily
rises to an alarming degree, or when liyperpj-rexia is

developed almost at the outset; when, with or without

well-developed exanthem, stupor or coma, or other grave
nervous disorder, arises, and when the pulse becomes

very rapid, feeble, and irregular, the maintenance of life

depends upon the reducticm of temperature. Here it is

impossible to give hard-and-fast rules for conduct.

AV'atcr Lt low the normal temperature of the body still

remains our most ellicicnt means of reducing the exces-

sive heat. The lower tlie temperatiire of the bath, the

more rapidly- is this rcsidt attained, but the shock of the

sudden contact with the cold water ma}' exert a depress-

ing cfTcct that ma
J-
not speedilj- pa.ss otf . The body can-

not remain in very cold water longer than a minute or

so without exciting chattering of the teeth, lividily
about the mouth, and a pinched appearance of the feat-

ur<'S and of the surface. The warm bath (o2'-3.5" C.=
90-9.J F.) has been liighly extolled as favorably intln-

cncing the course of scarlet fever when used at the very
beginning. Thompson employed it thus constantly, and
never lost a case treated in this manner. In a bath of

from 27 '-30° C. (80° to 85° F.) the patient may remain for

five or ten minutes. These baths shotild be repeated as

often as the temperature of th(^ bodv becomes as high as

39..5°-40° C. (103°-104' F.). Toavoid alarming the Httle

imtient, the bathtub may lie covered with a sheet or

iilaidict. Placing him upon this, he nmy slowly be low-

ered into the water. Upon removal from the bath the

patient should be wrapped in a dry blanket. As the

body soon dries imder tiie protection afforded, ridjbing
witii towels may be avoided. Tiie skin sliotdd now be
anointed with oil or other agreeable fatty sul)stance. Re-

freshing quiet and sleep often follow this bath. In tis-

ing I he wet pack, a blanket may be spread upon a liard

couch or bed covered with oil cloth : upon this a sheet

wrung out in cold water is laid. The naked patient is

stretched upon this sheet, winch along with the blanket
is wrapped about him snugh'. The brief sensation of

chilliness is soon replaced by one of warmth, and after a

few moments the body breaks out into copious perspira-
tion. This may be cncoiu-agcd by Jiot drinks, and liot

bottles to the surface. The patient should not remain
too long in the ]ni(k, otherwise hyjicrpyrexia may rather

he increased than diuHnished. In the intervals between
the baths, in extreme cases in adults, an ice cap maj' be

worn, and cloths wrung out in iced watermay be applied
to the epigastrium. 'I'he application of ice to the head
in the case of infants and y<ning children is, however,
a dangerous practice owing to its depressing intliH'Uce,

anil should rarely, if ever, be resorted to. Nothing can
exceed the etticacy of the above-flcserilied method of

treating scarlet fever with high temiierature ; but to se-

ciu'e its full inlluence. it must be pursued systematically
and intelligently. The thermometer must constantly
direct the actions of the physician. The |)rejudices of

friends and attendants against the immersion of tlie

Vol. VII.—

fevered body in ice cold water will not extend to the use
of tepid and cool baths, from which, indeed, equally
good results may be obtained. The baths may have to
be repeated at intervals of two or three hours for days
before the fever begins to yield ;

or they may unhappily
altogether fail to control the irresistible intensitv of the
disease. C)n the other hand, they frequently exert a most
gratifying influence upon the course of the malady, the

temperautre becoming permanently reduced, the "pulse
quieter, fuller, and regular; jactitation, delirium, and
coma being replaced b}- composure, consciousness, or
natural slec]). Often an attack that appeared about to

IMusue a malignant course, under the influence of the
bath becomes benign and terminates favorably. While
exalted temperature that threatens to destroy life can. in

the manner indicated, often be reduced, the course of tile

di.seasc itself cannot be aborted. No remedy is known
that can be said to exert a specific influence over it.

Vaunted specifics have not withstood the test of ex-

perience.
Medicinfil Trcatinenl.—Probalily the most iio]iular rou-

tine treatment of ordinary scarlet fever is that of car-

bonate of ammonia. When in cases of very elevated

temperature the heart action flags, the pulse becoming
rapid, feeble, and unequal, when delirium or stupor ap-
pears, the preparations of anunoni.-'. are demanded. The
carbonate, in doses of one to three grains to a child five

years of age, may be given evcrv third hour in aqueous
solution with milk, which in a great measure destroys
the pungent, disagreeable taste; or it may be given in

solution of the acetate of ammonia, a most conunendable
combinjtion. The aromatic spirits of ammonia may be

cmploj'ed for the same purpose. Hoffman's anodyne,
whiskey, or brandy is especially indicated when the ner-
vous sy.stem shows alarming signs of pertuibation. delir-

ium, jactitation, stupor, etc. When strong cardiac stim-
ulants are demanded, the fluid extract of digitalis in

one-nn'nim doses, for a child of five years, or strychnine
in doses of gr. -^-^ to gr. t' ,-,,

should be given. Caffeine
and camphor are also of use as adjuvants to the cardiac
stimulants alread_y mentioned. Purgation, which should

usually be avoitled, maj' at times become necessary.
Small doses of calomel (gr. J to gr. J) repeated every
hour until the bowels are moved, generally act well.

Castor oil is a harmless and safe, but nauseous agent.
Rhubarb and scammony are also efficient cathartics;
cither may be given in doses of five grains to a child six

years of age. When depression is profound, reliance
should be placed on enemata in preference to active
cathartics.

During the progress of the disease the expectant plan
of treatment is most to berceonimended. The daily bath
or sponging should be continued. It is probable that
renal complications are thus frequently avoided. The
patient should be jealously guarded from draughts and
dampness, and even the mildest cases should be kept in

bed for at least ten days after the cessation of fever; nor
should the patient be allowed to leave his room before
the expiration of the third week. Outof-doiu' exercise
cannot be resumed in disregard of season, or of barome-
tric and thermometrie variations. In midsummer, wiien
windows and doors must rem;un open, the question of
out-of-door exerei.se is rather one of danger toothers than
of per.sonal risk; while in spring, autumn, and winter
the risks of exposure are espe( iaily great. Dm ing tliese

seasons the patient should not venture into the open air

before the sixth or seventh week of perfectly normal
scarlatina. During convalescence the daily baths should
be contiiuied until desquamation is completed, and daily
inunctions with mild antiseptic ointments, such as car-

bolatcfl vaseline or boraeie ointment, will both expedite
this proccssand minimize the dangersof contagion. No
further medicatioii besides an appropriate tonic will be

required.
JS'asophiinjyix.

—If the angina does not exceed a siin)>le

hyperemia, mild alkaline antiseiific sprays applied fre-

quently to the nose and throat by means of an atomizer
are all that are required. If the patient is young and
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resists vigorously this treatment, it should not be per-

sisted in. If the'nasjil discliarge isprofuseaud purulent,

eoutle syrinsiuiT « itii such solutions iis Dobell's, Seiler's,

and alcohol Is i^ndieated. Should the throat develop the

whitish curdy deposits of follicular iiitlanunation and the

erosions thatsooften accompany acute catarrhal pharyn-

gitis, an antiseptic gargle willact heneticially and will

correct fcvtor of breath,"and to some extent disinfect the

secretions and exhalations. For this purpose one of the

subjoined prescriptions may be employed:

H Acid, carbolic, cryst 3 ss.

GIvcerin f. 3 i-

Aq. destil q.s. ad f. J vi.

M. Sig. : Use as a gargle or spray.

Or

If Tiiict. fen i chlorid f. 3 i.

Potass, chlonit 3 ss.

Glycerin f. 3 i.

Aq. destil q.s. ad f. j viij.

51. Sig. : Use as a gargle or spray.

When the iullanunation is more severe, and accom-

panied by more or less superficial ulceration, applications
should be made with a piobaug or cumel's-liair iiencil.

When the surface is foul ami covered with nlVcnsive ex-

udation, an excellent aiiplication is the fullowiug, first

recommended by J. Lewis Smith:

1} Acid, carbolic gr. iij-vi.

Ijiipior ferri subsulphat f- 3 ij.

Glyci-rin f . 3 vi.

51. Sig. : Apply Avith a brush three or four times a

day

Or the following:

H Tinct. iodiuii f . 3 i.

Glycerin f. 3 vij.

Diphtheritic inflammation, if associated with the pres-
ence of the Klebs-Loetfler bacillus, calls for the treatment

with the antitoxin of tliplithcria, in addition to the local

treatment of the nose and throat by si)rays and gargles.
Cauterization with silver nitrate, acid nitrate of mercury,
chromic acid, or other agents should not be practised.

Tmcheotomy should never be performed. A case of

scarlatinal diphtheria which presents the symptoms
which demand this operation, in the idiopathic disorder,
is beyontl the resources of surgicid art.

Li/iii/i/i yndcx.— Intlammationof the lymph nodes of the

neck and of theadjacentconnective tissue may be treated

first by inunction of oil or cerate. In severer forms an
ice bag, and when suppuration threatens, creolin or

flaxseed poultices should be applied. Points at which

suppuration a|)pears should be incised early and freely
to prevent burrowing. Gangrenous iiitlanunation may
Sometimes be arrested by strong caustics. Iron, qui-
nine, stimulants, and nourishing and sujiportiug food
should be administered in these conditions with a free

liaud, but always with care not to derange the digestion
of the patient.

K/ir.— Scarlatinal aural inflammation calls for special
treatment, and whenever possible it should be referred to

the aurist. The nasal douche should be used and the

diphtheritic pharyngeal and nasal cavities .should be re-

peateilly syring<'d" with antisc]itie solutions, for it is by
the extension of the innaniniatinn along the Kustachiau
tube that the severer forms originate. When the aural
intlamniation is established, inunctions of mercurial oint-

ment, or of the oleate of mercury, or of iodoform oint-

ment, should be made about the ear several times daily.
WIk'U the tympanic membrane beeoines strongly injected
and bulges outward, paracentesis for the release of the

pent-np exudation should be performed. Timely tap-
jiing of this membmne will often jireserve the imperilled
sense of hearing. Tiiis operation ises|ieeially couuucnded
liy IJuck and Olshausen. It is simple and very easily
performed. The sensitiveness of the membrane may be

obtiinded to a slight degree by the instillation of a four-

per-cent. solution of muriate of cocaine. Pomeroy's direc-

tions for performing the operation are as follows: "A
good sized specidum is introduced into the meat us. Then
an ordinary broad needle, about one line in diameter, with

ashankofidjoul two inches, such as oculists use for juuict-

uring the cornea, should be held between the thumb and

fingers, lightly pressed so as not to dull delicate tactile

sensibility. The part being well under li:;lit, the most

bulging portion of the membrane should Ik' lightly and

quickly punctured with a very slight amount of force.

The posterior and superior jjortion of the membrane is

most likely to bulge. The chorda lympaui nerve usually
lies too high up to be wounded. The ossicles are avoided

by selecting a posterior portion of tho membrane. After

jiuncture the ear sliould be inlluted by an ear-bag whose
nozzle is insert r-d into a nostril, botli nostrils being eloscil.

so as to force the fl\iiil from the tympanum. The punct-
ure may need to be repeated at intervals of a day or

two, provided that the pain and bulging return.""
When pain and tenderness only are present, hot fomen-
tations to the external ear, and to the parotid and mas-
toid regions, are very soothing. Laudanum and sweet

oil, or a two- to f<un--per-eeut. solution of sulphate of

atropine instilled warm into the external meatus, often

give relief. Freijueni ly renewed solutiims of cocaine are

very elficacious. Bags of hot talile salt, or of heated
flowers of hops, are well-known domestic remedies.

When perforation occurs spontaueouslj- the hearing may
be preserved, but partial deafness is often permanently
established, and sometimes the sense of hearing is totally
abolished. In such cases the ear should be frequently

syringed with warm water, or with warm solutions of

boracic acid followed by insulHations of boracic-acid pow-
der. Granulations and polypi developing in the course
of chronic otitis may be benefited and even cured by as-

tringent powders and washes. Surgical interference will

at times be necessary.
A'eji/irilis.

—When nephritis arises in thecourseof scar-

let fever, or as a sequel, prom|>t measures for its relief

must be adopted. Where it forms a feature of raiiidly
fatal malignant scarlatina, it may have no time to de-

velop symptoms, or these may escape detection, or the

virulence of the disease mav throw the renal disorder

into the background, or render attempts to treat it futile.

In milder cases, and later, during the latter part of the

first or during the second or third week, especial atten-

tion may be devoted to the treatment of in|ihritis.

Slight albuminuria will occur, according to Maliomcd,
during convalescence, associated with consti])atioii ami
a hard pulse, indicative of high arterial tension, without

subjective symptoms, and remediable by a brisk purge.
Tills author also asserts that a slight chilling of the sur-

face is sufficient to cause transitory albuminuria. The
patient should therefore be carefully protected, in the

manner already indicated.
, Dietary management will go

far toward preventing renal complications. A rigid milk

diet, in all cases of scarlatina, is regarded by .laccoud as

absolutely preventive of nephritis. Though this may be

an extravagant statement, it is certain that in scarlatina

there is no better diet than one of milk. Should ne]iliri-

tis arise, it is the morcimportant that the milk diet should

be continued. From two to tliree or four jiints may be

given during tin- twenty-four hours, in small quantities,
at brief intervals, the latter amount being sulllcient for

an adult without other food. If tliere arc reasons why
milk cannot betaken, light broths anil soupsand cljickeii

jelly may be substituted, together with light farinaceous

fooil. I'utlerniilk may at times be jireferred, and

bonny-clalilier and slip or junket (milk sweetened and
flavored and coagulated with liquid rennet) are often

relished, and are "excellent articles of food. Proper re-

gard having been paid to the hygienic surroundings and
nutrition of the iiatient. a brisk liydragogue cathartic

should be administered, unless diarrlin'a be aln'ady pres-
ent. Fortius purpose there is nothing better than the

compound jalap jiowder. For a child, from five to

twenty grains of this shoukl be ordered every night, as
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rcijuiied, the object being to secure several watery
aitioius of the bowels every twenty -four hoiiis. The

proper dose for an adult is one dnu-hiii. The desired

walcry stools may also be readily secured by the saline

ealliarlies if given in eoneentrati'd walrry sobitidii. The
niciic drastic purgatives will rarely be required, except
in uraMiiie intoxication and in extreme dropsy, when
piidi>phyllin, croton oil. elaterin, etc., nia_v oceasionall}'
be enipioyed with benetit. When dropsy is but slightly

pronounced, inirgation may not be required.
The action of the skin sln)uld next demand attention.

Frequently during the day the body may be wrajiped
in li.'uuiels, wet or dry, as hot as eau be borne

;
or the wet

pack may be applied. When available, the steam bath
iir hilt -air bath is to be strongly recianmended. The hot

plunge bath mayalso beemployed niostadvantageously.
Pilz has especially lauded this treatment. It should be
used after the method of Liebermeister, by gradually in-

creasing the temperature of the bath from 80' C. to 40°

C. (96° to 104° F. ), in a half-hour. Under its daily use

dropsy speedily disaiqicars. Diseases of the heart and

lungsj while not positively contraindicating this plau of

treatment, necessitiite great caution in its application.
Sudden chilling of the surface after the bath .should be
avoided. The imminence of the danger is usually pro-

portionate to the degree of impairment of the function

of the kidneys. In giving remedies to modify their

action, nime calculated to increase their by pera-nua should
be employed. Exception can hardly be made in favor of

juniper, which enjoys with some writers con.siderable

reputation in scarlatinal nephritis, and digitalis has re-

ceived verv general approval as a most useful diuretic in

acute nephritis. From one lluidrachm to a half Huid-
ounee of the infusion (which is much the best preparation
for the production of diuresis) ma_y be given three or four
times daily, tlie dose varying with the age of the patient.
Its effects, however, are hardl}^ as hajipy as when drojisy
is associated with, or dependent up<in, cardiac weakness.
Diuretics that act siiecihcallv upon the secreting cells of

the urinary tubules, the sedative or refrigerating diuretics,

are to be )3referred, as a rule, in the treatment of scarlat-

inal nephritis, and will often achieve most astonishing
results. Of these the salts of potash are most etlicacious—the citrate, the acetate, the bitartrate, and the bicar-

bonate. For slight nephritis and anasarca a lemonade
made with bitartrate of potash will be taken with avidity,
and will often almost magicallj- increase the quantity of

urine, rciluee the dropsy, ra|iidly diminish the albumi-

nuria, and can.sc a radical change for the better. Diuretin
in five- to ten-grain doses may be combined with this with

great advantage. This lemonade may be made by adding
one drachm of cream of tartar to a pint of boiling water,
into which a sliced lemon has been dropped. This quan-
tity, properly sweetened, maybe drunk during the day
by a child five years of age. Water may be allowed

freely, or any of the mild domestic infusions ma.v be sub-
stituted for it, their virtue residing principally in the
amoimt of fluid. The free use of water is especially to be
recommended as unirritating, and tending to wash out of
the tubules the exudate choking up their lumina. In more
severe cases, where life is threatened through one or an-
other form of uramiia, very energetic treatment will be

required, .laborandi may now prove useful. J. Lewis
Sniiiii, llirscbfeld, and others have commended its action

liighly. For a child two years of age, one-twentieth of a

;;rain of pilocarpine may be given by the mouth every
fourth or sixth hour, or the same amount may be in-

jected hypoderinieally, and prove much more efficient.

Both diuresis and diai)horesis will be i)romptly increased,
and in favorble cases the urxmic .synqjloms will disap-
pear. Hot saline injections, given by rectum and re-

jieated several times a day are fi'e(|ucntly of value in

threatened ura'mia. Franiic coma ami- convulsions, i]r-

veloping suddenly or after progressive renal embarrass-
ment, sliould be treated without reference to the scarla-
tina and upon general principles. A remedy of most
undoubted value, at least for the control of convulsions,
is chloral, which, if the patient be unable to swallow.

may be injected in full doses under the skin or into the
rectum.
After the more acute nephritis has subsided and con-

valescences promises to become established, iron becomes
one of oui' main reliances, in virtue of its condjined
laematic and diuretic- properties. The Mistura ferri ct
ammoniie aeetatis will generally Im; found to be the best
of the old preparations. Recently many new and excel-
lent preparations of iron in organic cond)inalion have
been put \ipon the market. Quinine is also a remedy of

great value in the treatment of convalescence from scar-

latinal nephritis. During thehcightof theintianunation,
local trealment is often of great ini])ortance. If fever is

intense, the pulse full and strong, and if jiain and ten-

derness in the back are pronounced, the abstraction of

blood, by leeches or cups, from the loins will often ])rove
benelicial. Large sinapisms and poultices may be ap-
plied over the kidnej-s. Besides assuaging the irritation

they tend to promote diuiesis and diajiboresis. For ob-

vious reasons, tuipentine should not be em])loved as a
counter-irritant iu these cases. Ascites may neeasionally
be so excessive that the piressure exerted ujion the kid

neys interferes with the action of therapeutic agents, and
impedes the functional activity of these organs. Para-
centesis abdominis, by relieving this compression, wfll

often be followed by copious diiu'esis and the rapid dis-

appearance of general anasarca. Cases of scarlatinal

nephritis which pass into chronic Bright's disease, as

rarely happens, will reqviire the treatment ajijiropriate
for this condition. During convalescence the usual pre-
cautious will be neces.sary. The treatment of other com
plications and se(|uehB of scarlet fever is not pefuliar,
and will require no special notice here.

Seriitheriipy.
—In 1896 Josias, of the Trousseau Hospi-

tal, gave an account of the treatment of a case of scarla-

tina with Marmorck's antistreptoeoccus serum. The
results apparently were inconclusive, and subsequent
trials by other investigators have proved ecpially so.

Quite recently the elTorts to secure a sjiecitic antitoxic
serum for scarlatina have received a new impetus, and
have given rise to nuu;h discussion.

Baginsk}', of Berlin, claims to be the first to call atten-

tion to the association of a streptococcus with scarlet fever,
and he has announced that Dr. Aronson has demon-
strated an anti-scarlet-fever serum, which, as he believes,
will prove specific in this disease. Priority is disputed
by Moscr,*^ who asserts that, with Pirquet, he previ-

ously had shown this association, which was also inde-

pendcntl}' found by Salge as a result of agglutinating
reactions, the peculiarity of Avhich was first demonstrated

by van de Velde and Paltauf. The first antistrepto-
eoccus serum, he says, was produced by JIarniorek, and
Aronson's was perfected on similar lines, while his own
is based on different princi]iles. Aronson's test com-

prises a macroscopic, and not the microscopic agglu-
tination reaction on the peculiarity of which Moser bases
bis claims of priority. Out of ninety-nine cases of fatal

scarlatina, Moser has been able to cultivate *•" '^
strep-

tococci from the blood iu the heart in sixty-three eases.

These resvdts accord with those of previous investiga-
tions, and make it probable that streptococci play an im-

portant part in the disease. On th<! other hand, the use
of ordinary antistreptoeoccus scrum has not proved of

use in treating the disease. Jloser jaiints out that this

may be due to the fact that there are dilTcri'nt varieties

of streptococci. The organism isolated from scarlatina
differs from other varieties foimd in other diseases, in

being almost innocuous for ralibits, and in possessing
different agglutinating properties. Jloser therefore pre-

pared a special inuuune serum from streptococci obtained
from .scarlet -fever cases. As there is no proof yet that

tlie organism is the .sjune in all cases, he produced a

polyvalent .scrum by injecting horses with increasing
doses of thenuxture of living cultures obtained fidin dif-

ferent eases of scarlet fever. The organisms were grown
on bouillon, and were notpassed through animals. After
months of such treatment the .serum was drawn off and

preserved iu a sterile condition, without any addition of
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a preservative. The serum was tried ineigbty-f<nir cases.

At first tlie dose was too low. Later, better results

were obtained, dosi'S of 180 c.e. beinir used. Possibly

tbe serum was uiore potent iu the later cases. The iiidi

vidual doses varied from 3Ulo IHOcc. ; the latter auiouiit

is now eliietiy used. In seveuteeu cases elas.sed as uiild

or uiodenitelv severe, there wa.s no mortality. In sixty-

two eases elaWd sis severeand apparently hopeless there

were sixteen deaths. The earlier the injection the more

favorable is the residt. The chief clinical result is the

rapi<l improvementin the jreneral condition. With early

iujeclion the rash may not fully develop, or may lade

much sooner than usual. The disturbances of the cen-

tral nervous system disappear iu a short time, wlnle the

tcmpeiiilure and pulse often show a critical fall. The

symptoms of lieart weakness are favorably iutlucnced.

The throat clears up more quickly, and althouijh super-

ficial necrosis is not iirevenled. .\loscr has not observed

deep destruction. As vet. nothin:; can be said about the

elTcct of serum on the renal and middle ear complications.

The whole course of the disease is shortened, and conva-

lescence occurs mmli sooner. Inject ions of normal iiorse

serum had noelTect on the course of the diseas(^ Scrum

rashes wi're often noted, but joint pains and abscess for-

mation were rarer. A nuich larger number of observa-

tions must be made before a deliniti-. opinion can be held

in rcirard to the ellicacy of this form of serumtherapy in

scarlatina. The results already attained certaiidy war-

rant further investigation along the same or similar lines.

Holier" attempted, in a single case, to treat scarlet

fever by injecting into a vein 8l)c.c. of serum taken from

tlie bfood of a jiatient recently convalescent from scarlet

fever. The ca.se wa.s apparently comatose at the time of

the experiment, and recovery took place, but no conclu-

sion can be drawn from tliis"single instance. Obviously
it is not a met hod practicable for general use, and is oidy
of scientitic interest.

Pi-etcntire Inoculation.—^tU-Wn-"'- in 1897 attemi)tcd

to produce a mild type of scarlet fever by inoculating

children with subcutaneous injection.s of mucus obtained

from the throats of recent cas<'S of scarlet fever. The
lesultsof the experiment showed that the symptoms pro
duced were practically as severe as those of the typical
cases of scarlet fever, and that preventive inoculation on

the principles of vaccination for the smallpox was itn-

practicable. Incidentally his expeiiiuents showed that

the secretions of the moi'ilh and pharynx of scarlet fever

are highly virulent, as all the symptoms of scarlet ft^ver

appeared, with hardly any incubation period, within from

two to twenty-four boiu's. /. E. Atkiiismi.
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SCHOENLEIN'S DISEASE.—See ^folbus Macuhsii»

SCHOOLEYS MOUNTAIN SPRINGS. — Morris

County. New Jcr.sey.
Post-Office.—Schooley's Mountain. Hotel.

Access.—Fiom Ivew York via the Delaware. Lacka-

wanna and Western Raih-oad, to Ilackettstowii, thence

three miles by stage to springs; or via the Central Rail-

road of New" Jersey to Gernian Viilley. thence two and
one-lialf miles by stage: from I'liiladel|)liia via the Phil-

adelphia and Reading Raili'oad to Oenuan Valley, etc.

Schooley's Mountain is a broad idateau in the northern

part of New .Tersey. 1,200 feet above tide water, over-

looking the Muscotietcong Valley on the north and Ger-

man Valley on the south. The sccnei-y in the vicinity is

varied and pieliircsque, and the neighborhood abounds
in beautiful walks, drives, landscapes, etc. Among the

near-by points of interest are Lake IIo]iatcong, Budfl's

Lake, "and the romantic Delaware Water Gap. The

chalybeale spring, situated half atnile from the hotel (the

rieath House), 1ms enjoyed for many years a reimtation
as a feiTuginous tonic. The analyses which have thus

far been furnished are not entii-ely satisfactory. It is an

estitblished fact, hnw^ever, that the ii-on is pivsent in rela-

tively small (piaulity. Tbe watei-s are reeonuuended in

cases" of general debility, and of torpor of the liver, ami i:i

renal anil bladder diso'rdei'S. M the Ilealh House is an-

other s]u-ing. which has been analyzed by Prof. Geoi'ge H.

("look. State geologist. Itappears fi'om thisanalysis that

the water is rich "in mineral ingredients. Nevertlieless,

so far as we can learn, it is not used for medicinal pur-

poses. The Ilealh House and collages consist of sevcnil

detached buildings, none of them over three stoi-ies in

height, with accommodations for three hundred and fifty

guests. They are .situated in the midst of a beautiful

lawn of twenty-live acres. It is slated that the tempei-.a-

lure here averages ten degrees lown^r duiing the diiy, and

fi-om lifleen to twenty degi-ees lowerduring the night, than

at New Yoi-k or at Philadelphia. Jamen K. Crook.

SCHOOL HYGIENE.—The physical conditions attend-

ing the eduealiou id ilie child at school are (luite as im-

portant ashismental training. School hygiene embraces
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nil that pertains to the physical welfare of the child in

the course of instruction, both subjectively uuil objee

lively, ineluilinL;- his ov,-n physical condition, and the ef-

fects of his environment. That the subject is attracting
increased attention is evident from the enactment of

laws relating to the venlilalion and sanitary condition of

school-buildings, the restriction of coiit.-igious diseases

aniong school-children, and the medical inspection of

.sehool.s. About onclifth of the entire jiopulalion is

under instruction in the schools, either public or private,
at a ])eriod of life when good health and its preservation
arc matters of the highest importance.

SciIOOL-UutLDINOS. SEMiCTION OP SiTE.—The sitc

should be chosen with reference to the convenience of a

majority of the population for whom tlie building is in-

tended, having in view a reasonable prolialnlity of future

increase. It should be well back from the street, and
not on a main si rector thoroughfare. The neighborhood
of noxious and oll'ensive, as well as noisy trades, .should

be avoided. Nor should it be near the line of a steam

railway. Proximity to liquor saloons should beavoided.

Fortunately in some States, a definite distance is pre-
scribed for such nuisances, so far as proximity to school-

houses is concerned.
The location should not be overshadowed by a hill of

greater height than the school-building, especially upon
its western side. The size of the site, including the

playgrounds, should be largely determined by the num-
ber of pupils to be accommodated, a space of thirty

square feet being desirable for each pupil.
The site should be capable of thorough drainage, and

should be graded to a higher level than that of the con

tiguous streets. The soil of the immediate neighborhood
sliould also be diy, and there should also be ojjportimity
to obtain a supply of pure driukiug-water.

Schtiol-BinUfiiif/.
—In the planning of school-houses, the

school-room should be the unit first considered Accord-

ing to Shaw, "the schocil-buildiug should be a number of

Fic. 41.17.—A Good Sinele Floor Plan, lliioiris well arraiiged for

seatlnc and Uglitlng. (Shaw's "Si'liool Hygiene," The Mac-
inlllaii Company.)

Kcliool-roonis projierly disposed, and not a whole cut u\^
into scliool-rooms, wlio.se size and arrangement are de-

jiendent upon tin; size and shape of the building."
The general shai)C! of 1 he school-room should beoblong,

with the aisles running lenglhwise of the room. This
allows pro]ier lighting of the desks (Pig. 415S).
The queslion of the size of the schoolroom has re-

ceived much .'il tent ion. and has been made the subject of

expi'rinient luitil detinile slandanls may now be reeoni

mended, depending upon the ventilatimi. heating, light-

ing, and the needs of the eye and car of the pupil A
minimum of lo square feet of lloor space and 200 cubic
feet of air simce for each pupil should be insisted upon.
Por a room intended tor forty eight pupils these condi
tions may be secured with a height of la feet, length 30
feet, and wiilth a.") feet. A greater length thau 3() to 32
feet is not admissible since the scholars in the rear row
of seats would be sulijected to unnecessary eye-strain
when looking at blackboards or other objects at the op-
[losite end of the I'oom.

Liyhtiny.—The amount of glazed surface admitting
light to a school-room should bo from one sixth to one-
fourth as much as the lloor space of the room, in order
to provide sutlicient light for all parts of the room in

cloudy weather. This limit, however, may not be suffi-

cient in case of obstruction by trees, houses, or adjacent
hills. In crowded cities, and other places where well-

lighted locations are not available, the use of ribbed

glass, and Luxfer prisms is recommended for the pur-
])0.se of increasing the illumination. In the Building
Rules of the Boarfl of Education (England) are the fol-

lowing excellent suggestions:
"The light sliould, as far as possible, and especially in

rlaxg-roumn, be admitted from the left side of the scholars.
All other windows in class-rooms should be regarded as

supplementary, or for summer venrlation. Where left

light is impossible, right light is next best. Wiiulows
facing the eyes of teachers or scholars are not approved.
In rooms fourteen feet high any sjiace beyond twenty-
four feet fr(.)m the window wall is insufficiently lighted.
Windows should never be provided for the sake merely
of external eflect. All kinds of glazing which dimiuisli
the light and are troublesome to keep clean and in re-

pair should be avoided." '

Rooms having a northern exposure should, other

things being equal, have a more liberal provision for

light than tliose with a southern exposure.
According to Shaw :

- "
If a school-room is insufficiently

lighted and more light cannot be admitted from the left
or neai-, the windows placed on the right should have
their sills eight feet above the floor, and the amount of
light admitted by such windows should in no instance be
strong enough to overpower the light admitted from the
left."

Sjiares between Windoirs.—The windows should be
placed with as little space as possible between them, to
avoid the production of alternate bands of light and
shade which are injurious to the eye.

Height of ^Yiado^rs.—T\\Q windows should extend as
near to the ceiling as possible, since the higher they ex-
tend the better the illumination. Windows arched at
the top decrease the illumination.

Ilciijht of Window Si//s.—The English rules advise a
height of at least four feet above the lloor. Some au-
thorities advise a height of live feet, but this would in-

terfere too much with the amount of glazed surface.

Large single panes of glass for upper and lower sash
allow the least obsti'uctiou of light, and readily admit of

cleaning.
(^dor of WoUs.—Nocolorsliould be used which absorbs

light. Reds are to be avoided. Yellow is not restful to
the eye. A pale greenish-gray, nearly white, ajjpears to
be the best suited for school-rooms.

Window S/iuc/es.—Window shades are useful in bright
sunny days, and esjiecially wlien the ground is covered
wi;h snow, to modify the" effect of light. They should
roll up from the bottom and should be .somewhat darker
than the walls. The direct rays of sunlight should not
be allowed to fall upon any occupied desk.

Aii-aiiriemcni of Suits.—Tlie best aiTangenient is that
which allows the jiupils to face one of the shorler sides
of the school-room, the windows being at tbe left of the
schohu's as they sit in their seats. It is also best to have
tlie aisU' at the sid<' opposile the windows considerably
wilier than that upon the .side next the windows. This
alliiws Slime freedom of movenientabniit the blackboards,
as well as space for other school exen-ises (Pig. 4\'t^).

If the seals are arranged so that the scholars face the
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long side of the room, those upon the outer rows are at

sonic (lisaiivuntage in U)oking at objects on the wall be-

hind the teacher, such as maps. etc.

BliicklKHirda.—The best blackboards are made of slate-

stone, and should be either black or dark green. If

blackboards are not used, slated ]ia|Hr, cluth. or walls

u u
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pie apparatus whicli can be used by tlie teacher in any
seliool-rooni for the purpose of dcterniining, at least ap-

proxiiuateiy and villi facility, the relative ainouut of

earlioiiic aeid present in the air of the room, under the

ordinary conditions of school attendance, is very much
needed.

titriiloiii.1. M'aic)--CUm't«, etc.—The best localion for

these appliances, sometimes by an exclusive misapplica-
tion of terms called "sanitaries," is in aseparate building
•outside the school-house. Inconsecpience of the severity
of llie winters in northern climates, and the increa.sed

cost of heating, this is not alwa3's practicable, and these

conveniences are usually i)laced in the basement in laige

buildings, especially where they are connected with the

public sewer system. No system, however, should be
tolerated in which the ventilation of the water-closets is

In an_v way connected with the general ventilation of the

school. They should be well lighted. If latrines or

troughs are used, they should he so constructed as to

Admit of thorough cleansing and flushing with water.

Systems providing for the drying or cremation of ex-
creta in the basement of school-buildings require the

most careful janitorship, and are not to be generally
recommended.

lliiiiili.— These can be successfully maintained only
in school-buildings connected with a public water sup-
ply. Slate or as]ihalt is the best material for construc-

tion. There should be an abundant flu.sh of water, and
a gutter at the bottom with a sullicient inclination to

carry off the w-ater rapidly to the drain or soil pipe.
The plumbing, the care, and management of the

closets, latrines, and urinals should be of such good char-

acter as not to require the use of disinfectants or deodor-
izers. The substances often recommended to be plaeeil
in such places for the purpose of "disinfecting" the air

do not disinfect, but merely substitute one smell for

another.

Oiit/itxises in Country Distnds.—In districts not sup-
plied Avith good systems of water and sewer.s, the main-
tenance of convenient and cleanly outhouses is a difficult

problem, since, without the strictest attention on the part
of teachers and janitors, they are likely to become sources
both of physical and moral uncleanliness. Such out-
houses should be located at least forty feet from the
school house, and there should be entirely separate build-

ings for each sex. These should also be separated by a

tight board fence extending from the school-house, at

least six and one-half feet in height. They should be

provided with aniple and well-cemented vaults, so con-

structed as to admit of emptying and cleansing without

difficulty. They should be so made as to exclude all

water from any source, except that, contained in the e.x-

<;reta.

Provision should also be made for the storage of an
ample supply of dr\- loam imder cover. This can usu-

ally be obtained during the warm season. It should be

applied daily during the time of school attendance, a
sufficient quantity being applied each day to cover the
fresh cfiutent.s of the vaults.

Water Siijijili/.
—In cities it is customary to provide a

supply of water from the public supply. As a general
rule such water is pure and wholesome. On the con-

trary, instances have occurred in which the authorities
have found it necessary to shut off the water of the pub-
lic supply from the schools in consequence of serious

pollution at the source. Lead pipe should not be used
for the conveyance of water to the school-buildings nor
for its distribution in them. It is desirable to liave as

miuiy faucets on each tlf)or as there are separate schools.

There should also be o|iportunity for washing hands
when coming from the closets and urinals, for which pur
pose soap and towels should be provided.

In country schools the supjily is often obtained from
wells, and special attention shoulil lie paid to their jiroper
locatio: in order to secure them from jiollution. If there
is any doubt as to the (piality of the water, it should be
submitted to a competent chemist for analysis. School-
house wells should be thoroughly pumped out at the

close of the vacations in localities where the water is not
used through the vacation. Water for the schools should
not be ke]it in o])en pails, and the useof a separatediiuk-
ing cup for each scholar should be encouraged.

Schvol Baths.—The provision of places forbathingia
connection with the public schools, as introduced recently
in a few cities, undoubtedly exerts a decided influence,
moral as well as physical, upon the children of those
schools, an effect which extends to the homes of such
children, among a large portion of whom the facilities

for bathing are of the most limited character. Added to

this, in S(!hools which are provided with swimming tanks,
the instruction given in this art has the advantage of

being both healthful and of a life-saving kind. The
swimming tank adds materially to the cost of mainte-
nance, on accovmt of the fuel lequiied to keep a large
body of water at a proper temperature. Shower baths
are now provided in connection with several of the i)ub-
lic schools in New York, Boston, anil other cities. la
the town of Brookline, ilass., a public batlihou.se erected
inclose proximitj' to the high school-house gives abim-
ilant opportunity to scholars in the public schools both
for bathing and swimming all the year I'ound.

School Kurnituri'.—Since the scholar sjiends a large
part of his school life seated upon some sort of seat, and,
in all the higher grades, provided also with a desk, it is

of the highest importance that fiese two articles of fur-

niture should be as correctly made as possible. In an
iuticle by Dr. W. H. Buruham the following require-
ments are given:''

1. The height of the seat should be about two-.sevenths
that of the body.

3. The width should be about one-fifth of the length
of the body, or three-fourths the length of the thigh.

3. The seat should slope downward a little toward the

back, and be slightly concave, having bevelled edges in

front.

4. A back rest is essential for hips and shoidders.

5. The correct
"
ditference

"
or vertical distance from

the seat to the edge of the desk is that which permits the
child when sitting erect to place both forearms on the

desk, without raising or lowering the shoulders.
6. Of equal importance is the "distance"* of the seat

from the desk, which niaj' be (a) "zero," {h) "positive,"
or (c) a "

negative
"
distance, necessitating facility in ad-

jiistment.
7. A desk slope, preferably of fifteen degrees for writ-

ing, with capacity for adjustment to other purposes.
K. Strength, duraliility, and simplicity of construction.
9. Surfaces easj' to clean, and unfavorable to the ac-

cumulation of dust.

10. A moderate price.
The principal objections to badly contrived school

.seats and desks are the liability to produce eyestrain
and distortion of the spine. Almost any sort of seat may
prod\ice one or the other of these effects if pujiils are

kept continually sitting for long periodsof time, without
exercise, and especially if they are engaged in writing
for lengthy periods. There is, however, a decided choice
in school furniture, and the tendency is constantly in the
direction of improvement (Fig.s. 41B0 and 41fil).

According to Janke the edge of the desk shoulil be of
such height above the seat as to be opposite the navel of
the scholar who sits erect, so that, in placing the forearm

upon the table to write, the elbow must be bent a little

to one side and to the front of the scholar.'

Jliieh ini|irovcment has been accomplished in the
I'liited States by means of adjustable desks, so con-
structed as to admit of change and adajitation to the
wants of scholars at an age when growth is most rapid.
Shaw says:

"
DesUs and scats should be adjusted ver-

tically twice a year, at the opening of school in Septem-

*Janlie descrllies tlie "distance" as the horlzontjil interval !>»•

tween a vertinil line toiu-liiiiir tlie front ed^e of tlie seat, and anottifr
vertleal line let fall from the edge of the desk. If these lines oolnclde.
tilt)

"
distjiiu'e

"
is zcru; if the desk overlaps iheseat. the "distance"

IsmiiiH.tor iienativc; if the edge of the sent falls to the n-tu- of the

edge of the desk, the "distance "
Is plus or posttice.
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ber. anil agtiin in February or Mnrcli ; and at whatever
time tliiviug the year a ]m|)il eiitere school or is trans-

ferred to anotlier room, his seat shonld be adjusted to

him."- Desks should be constructed (o tit the; children.

According to Hope and Browne: "Short lesson.sat bad
desl;^ arc likely to he less iujtnious than long confine-

Fii'.. 41G0.—Friim Sliaw's "SoUool Hygiene."

ment at. the most perfect."' The sitting posture is in

Itself bad. and shouhl be counteracted by active exercise.

Hence the use of blackboards for drawing and writing
by beginners in place of copy-Ixioks is earnestly adviseil.

In nio.st American schools at the present day fixed seals

and desks are in use, but in Germany .several authorities

give preference to mo\-ablc scats and desks, on account
of the facility tluisolTered for cleansing the floors'^ (Figs.
4163 and 41(i";i).

As an instance of the serious effects produced by want
of adaptation of school fmniture to the ages and heights

rui. 4101.—Fivni Sba\v*s "Scbool llygiwib."

of children, Dr. C. F. Scudder reimrts that twenty per
cent, of the girls in the grammar grades of the Boston
schools were round-shouldered, as a result of maljjosi-
tions due to defective desks and seats.' In several rooms
he found girls who dilTered seveu yeare in their ages, and
nearly twenly-two and one-half inches in height, sedated
at desk.s and" in seats of e.\actly the same size. In one
school eighteen per cent, of llie scholars, when sitting
back in their seats, ccndd not touch the lloor with their
heels.

To counteract the ill eftccl of liad postures, even when
properly adapted scats are supiilied. [leriods of relief, to-
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gethcr with exercises intended to correct bad habits of
this sort shotdd be given, to be repeated sevend times

during each school day. During the tiist school year
such periods should be more freciuent than in the later

years of school life. During the tirst year the child
should not be confined at his desk more than one-third of
the lime.

Notwithstanding all that has been said and written in

recent years about the imijortance of physical cuUure in

schools, the tendency is still to train tlie mental faculties

Pi 1

I'lG. 4162.- -Double Seat, used iu German Schools,

ahle, but clumsy.
Movable and dur-

at the expense of the physical development of tlie

scholar. There is consequently a decided necessity for

devoting a greater share of each liay's work to phyKieal
exercise. The recess should lie maintained, and at least

tifteen minutes in each session should be given "iu which
all scholars should, so long as the weather and climate

permit, go out of doors, and engage in some form of

jdiysieal activity" (Shaw). And this period of relaxa-
tion should be in addition to the regular systematic exer-
cises whieli should forma part of the progranune of each
school day.

TiiK JlKDioAiy Inspection of Schools.—in most
European countries at the present day, the Siinitary an-

l"n;. IIU:!.—Gi.-nuan Doiii'le m-.u. Ji..iable.

thorities exercise some sort of sii))ervi.sion over the public
schools." The well-known work of Dr. .lanssens at
Brussels has for years sei^ved asa model in this direction.
In France, as early as 18-12, it was ordered that every
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public school sliould be visited li_y a physician, who
sliould inspect tlie localities and the trcuenil health of

school children. New rcgulalionsdeljningc.xplicitduties
of such medical insjicctors in Paris were adopted, and
went into ellect January 1st, 1884.*

The first systematic medical inspection of schools in

America was inaugurated in the Boston schools in 1894

on the advice of Dr. S. H. Durgin, chairman of the Bos-

ton Board of Health. Since that time iSew York, Phila-

delphia, Chicago, Hartford, Milwaukee, and other cities

have adopted a similar course. The principal object at

first aimed at was the search for unrecognized cases of

infectious diseases, by which means it was believed that

much could be done toward preventing their spread.
Much good, however, can Ik; accomplished in other di-

rections toward improving all those conditions, both sub-

jective and objective, w'hich relate to the health of school

children.

In Boston the city is divided into fifty districts, each

of which is provide'd with an inspector who visits each

of the schools in his district daily in the morning. Cliil-

dren who appear to be ill from any cause, and especially
those suffering with incipient inlectious diseases, are sent

to their homes. The teachers soon become familiar with
the work and render elhcieut aid to the inspectors.
The jirineipal diseases detected by such inspectors, as

shown by the experience of inspectors in dilferent Amer-
ican cities, are the specific infectious diseases of child-

hood, whooping-cough, measles, mumps, chickenpox,
diphtheria, scarlet fever, intluenza, and tuberculcsis, also

laryngitis and tonsillitis, rhinitis, acute bronchitis, sup-

purative di.seases of the ear, aoite catarrhal conjunctivi-
tis, imperfect sight, and contagious skin diseases, espe-

cially pediculosis, which often proves a serious pest

among school children.

Eiiedght.
—Every possible means should be used to pre-

vent impairment of the eyesight of school children, since

the demands of school life impair the eyesight of a very

large jierccntage of those who pass through the curricu-

lum of several years.
The types employed in printing school books should

produce letters of the most legible character, and the

lines shoidd be amply spaced or leaded. Cohn advises

that the length of the lines should not be more than 10

cm. (4 inches).

White paper with a didl, unreflecting surface is best

for the eyes of school children.

Blackboards should be kept clean and black, and shoidd

not be allowed to liecome gray in cousecpience of reten-

tion of particles of chalk. As a general rule, slates are

not so good as paper. They become greasy, and llu;

writing is generally more illegible than when it is written

u]ion ])rtiM'r. Other sanitary reasons are also urged in

forbidding their use.

Children should not be permitted to assume bad post-
lu'cs while writing, since they also injure the eyesight.
The pupil shoidd sit erect, and the book should not come
nearer lathe eyes than twelve inches.

Tisliii;/ the Eyeifiijht and Ileiiiiiir/.~-Y,vcrj teacher
should know bow to make the common tests for eyesight
and he;iring, which should be applied soon after the be-

ginning of th(' school year, go that children who are found
to be short -si irhted or defective in hearing may be prop-

erly sealed near the front of tlie room.
In scliools where medical inspect ion is regularly made,

this examination should be conducted by the medical in-

spector. Chililren are often jiunished or regarded as dull,

when there is eithi'r a defect of the vision or of the hear-

ing. Defects of the eyesight should be reported to the

parents, so that a thorough examination maybe made by
an oculist and the proper glas.ses furnished.

iSiuiiKel W. Abbot I.
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SCHWALBACH is a spa situated in the province of

Hesse-Xassau, Prussia. It lies in the valley of the !Mi'in-

zeubach, about twelve miles from Wiesbaden, and five

miles from the health resort Sehlaugenbad. Its eleva-

tion is 97'.Jfeet above sea level, and as it is well protected
against all but the southerly winds, its climate is mild
and well suited for invalids. There are eight mineral

springs at Schwalbach, known as the Wein-, Staid-,

Rosen-, Paulineu-, Elie-, Neu-, Linden-, and Adelhaid-
Bruunen. There is but little dilference in the laimposi-
tion of the waters of these spring.s. The following is the

analysis of two of the springs, as made by Fresenius.
In 1,000 parts there are, of:
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SCIATICA. See yeiinilffia.

SCIRRHUS. Sue Carnnoma.

SCLERA. See Eye.

SCLERA, DISEASES OF THE.—Mllioiigli the sclera

becomes secdiidiiiily invuhiil in varidus nmrbid proc-
esses (nisiualing ill olhei- piirls of llie i'yel);ill, priniaiv
disease of tliis stiuetiiie is conipanitiveiy niie. Scleritis,

or iiiliaiiuiiutioii of the sclerotic, a.s a primary alTectioii,

is recoguized onl}' as orij;iiiating iu a narrow /oue of the

sclera, bounded iu front by the cornea and behind by the

insertion of the recti muscles. In tliis situation we meet
with two varieties of scleritis—simple and complicated.

Si.Mi'i.E Sci.Kiiirts (episcleritis) commences as a local-

ized subcoujunclival liyperaniiaat a sliort dislanc<' from
the corneal margin. As tlie episcleral tissue l)ecomes in-

filtrated, a smooth swelling appears, which is but slighlly
elevated above the surrounding surface, and is usually
of a ilingy yellowish-red color, sometimes resembling
a pustular formation, tliough ulceration or hiss of sub-

stance never occurs. Tlie conjunctival vessels over and
around the swollen part arc more or less engorged, but
the conjunctiva in general remains normal. After a few

days or weeUs the nodide assumes a didl violet hue and
becomes llatier, in which form it may remain stationary
for a long time, or may gradually disjippear, leaving a
more or less jjcrmaneut dull gray or asli-colorcd spot.

Occasionally two or more such ncdulcs are present at the

Siime time, or as one disappears olhers ma_v develop.
The .slow progress and tendency to recurrence of thcsi-

undules fn'i|uenlly render the disease tedious and pro-
tracted. One or both eyes may be allected, or as one re-

covcrs the other may undergo the same process.
The subjective .symptoms are seldom severe; they con-

sist in an unpleasant sensation of weight or pressure in

the eye, undue sensitiveness to light or cold, and i)erlia|)S

sight headache; rarely there ma)' be considerable iiliotn

phobia and sharp pain. This disease; belongs almost

e.xclusively to adidt life, and is most common in elderly

people. The gouty, the rbeiunatie, and tli'' scrofulous
diatheses are all credited with lending a predisposition to

this form of scleritis.

Tieatmeiit.—Any special dyscrasia on the part of the

patient must be taken into account and suitably dealt

with; and while exercise intheo])en air is to be enjoined.
the eye must be protected from strong light and fiom
sudden changes of temjierature. The local use of sul-

phate of atropine is allowable in thcM-arly stages, espe-
cially if there be marUed symptoms of irritation. In the

alisence of tlie.se, instillations of solution of eserint—gr.

i or 1 to the ounce—twice daily, are often very etlleacious.

Massage, with the employment of oxide of mercury olnt-

n]cnt(amoriihoiis yellow oxide of mercury 1 part, and fat

•or vaseline 2i5—50 parts), has been highly recommended.
Dry or moist heat, apjilied to the eye in the usual way,
several times daily, may be benelicial.

In regard to internal nudicalion. the choice of remedies
will depend on various circumstances. Mineral waters,
iodid(f of potii.ssium, salicylate of soda, jjrotoiodide of

mercury, hypodermic injections of pilocarpine, and many
-other remedies have been \ised with more or less success,

according to the special indications present in the indi
vidual case.

Comi'mc.\ti:d Sci.ijkitis (sclero-keratitis, scrofulous
sdenilitis).—This is;imuch more serious alleclion, owing
to the involvement of the cornea, iris, and ciliary region
in the inllannuatory process, and also to the tendency
which exists to di.sistrous changes in any or all of these

parts. Sclero-kersititis, commencing in the sclerotic.

l)egins with one or more dusky inliltrations of the scle-

rotic, us in simple scleritis, but close In the corneal margin,
the cornea being involved from the tirst, or after the
.S(;lenil afTeclion jias existed only a short lime; the peri-
corneal tissues arc more <leeply and more generallv in-

volved than in simple scleritis, and in some cases" the
coniea becomes extensively opaque; sooner or later the

U

iris may jiarticipate in the infiamnialion, as is shown by
visible changes iu its ajipearance and by the presence of

posterior synechia, or the entire ciliary region may be-

come intensely congested and sensitive (iridoeyciitis).
The sjiecial dangers to which the eye is subjected in any
given ease maybe approximately estimated by the sever-

ity of the ilisease in the several jiarts aJlected—extensive

changes in the coniea threatening permanent opacity of
this structure; in the iris, more or less complete jiosterior

synechia, and in the ciliary region, ciliary slaiihyloma.
There may be one or more foci of inliammation ; when
there are several of these, the entire pericorneal zone

may be involved, or the same thing may ha])|M'n more
slowly throtigh repeated relapses, each titne a diirereut
area of this zone being attacked. The low dusky swell-

ing of the selerolie, continuous with a patchy o])aeity of
the adjacent cornea, is the characteristic objective sign
of this di.sease, which, as a rule, is subacute in all its

manifestations. Occasionally', however, the inflamma-

tory process is more active, and there are intense photo-
phobia, considerable laclirymation, and severe pain. The
disease may at any time subside, leaving a dull grayish,
thickened appearance of the sclerotic, and a correspond-
ing irregular marginal opacity of tlie cornea. If .several

foci have been present, the cornea will have the appear-
ance of being irregidarly cncroaehcd upnu by the scle-

rotic. With the subsidence of tlie intlammatory process
the dull slaty-gray sclerotic may present a zone of thick-
cued tissue around the cornea, which sometimes looks
as if it were pushed forward, giving the anterior jiart of
t he eyeball an elongated ajipearance ; or, more freciuently,
the .sclerotic immediately around the cornea yields in cer-
tain |ilaees, and an irregular, nodular looking projec-
tion (inrerealar staphyloma) is formed beliind the cornea.
This prominence is sbarplj' detiiied anteriorly, but be-
comes gradually llattened toward the level of the normal
sclerotic posteriorly. After rejieated attacks of inflam-
mation the stapliylomatous bulging may involve the en-
tire circumeorneal zone of the s(;lerotic, giving ri.se to

great enlargement and distortion of the anterior part of
the eyeball; at the same time the iri-i may become ex-

panded from the periphery, and the anterior chamber is

often considerably enlarged. Tlie develoimient of sta-

phyloma iu this class of cases does not often depend on
increased intraocular tension, btit on a gradual expansion
of the softened sclerotic. If the staphyloma is to be re-

gai'iled as (evidence of increased tension we must assume
that the softened sclera has yielded more readilj' than the
nerve entrance; othcrwi.so it would be dillicult to under-
stand the well-known fact that extensive changes in the
form and appearance of the eyeliall are under these cir-

cumstances not inconsistent with fairly good vision.

Tlie subjects of this disease are usually young adults,
and it ailect.s women far more frequently than men. "It
is not known to be associated with any special dyscrasia.
but generally occiirs in persons with a feeble circulation
and a liability to 'catch cold'; in some cases there is a
definite family history of scrofula or phthisis'' (Xettle-

ship).
Trcdtnieiif.— Diu'ing the irritative stages soothing rem-

edies are indicated. Protection from cold air and strong
light is always advisable, warm fomentations are gener-
ally beneficial, and instillations of atro])ine are useful if

there is much irritation, especially if tlu' iris is at all in-

volved.
In the more acute forms of this disease the writer has

seen gre;U imiirovement follow the ii.se of anti|iyrin in

doses of fifteen grainsseveral limes daily. Jleicury may
be u.sed in moderation if the patient is not too anivmic.
If a distinctly rheumatic or gouty tendency exisis, the
usual constitutional treatment for these conditions is in-

dicated ; in some cases colchicine is very useful, in others

diaphoretics, such as jjilocarpine hypoderiuieally. give
excellent results. Iridectomy may be performed if there
are extensive adhesi(ins of the iris and a tendency to the

development of staphyloma. If vision is destroyed and
the eyeball is greatly enlarged, an operation for the re-

moval of the staphyloma may be indicated.

I
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Srierudcrina.

Stiipliyloina oi the sclera (eetasia) occurs under the most
varied coiiditiciiis, but usually as the result of prolonged
increase of intraocular teusiou.

As a coiir/eiiitiil anomaly of rare occurrence there is

sometimes a partial bulsjin.si of the sclerotic, associated
with congenital coioboma of the choroid (scleral protu-
berance of von An(inou),

Extensive dcslruclion of the cornea from suppurative
keratitis is commonly followijd by more or less comi>lete
corneal staphyloma, and tliis may extend to the sclera,

givinjr ris(^ to more or less general enlargement of the

eyeball. Iridocyclitis and iridochoroiditis, followed by
occln.sion of the pupil, give rise to increased tension of

the eyeball, and this in Ifie course of time, if not relieved,

causes scleral staphyloma, usually in the ciliary region.
Protracted increased tension from neglected glaucoma
{glancoina consummatiuu). or from dislocation of the lens,

is a common cause (jf scleral staphyloma. Under these
circumstances the bulging is usuall}' far back, behind or
between the insertions of the recti muscles.

In an ectasia following inflammatory or glaucomatous
processes the protruding part is lined by a correspond-
ing portion of the stretched and attenuated uveal tract.

Bulging of the sclerotic may occur hi any part, during
the course of suppurative panophthalmitis, prior to rupt-
ure of this tnnie and the cscajie of the contained |)us.

Intraocular growihs likewise cau.se bulging of the

sclerotic, cither by softening of the tunic in the vicinity
of an intraocular growth, bj'the increased tension which
such growths induce, or by simple expansion from ex-

cessive development of the growth. For the diagnosis
of these conditions, see article Eye, Tiniiors of.

Ectasia of the sclerotic at the posterior pole (sclero-
ectasia posterior), as met with in axial myopia, is a condi-
tion of frequent occurrence. (See JA(/»/(/((.) Itspresence
is easily determined, by means of the oijhthalmoscopc,
by the existence of a crescent or irregular circle of cho-
roidal atrophy, which nearly alwa3's commences at the

temporal side of the optic jiapilla. Frank Bullcr.

SCLEREMA NEONATORUM.—This rare disease of

early infancy, to which a number of other names have
been given at various times, such as algiilitr jinM/ressire,
iiiduriilio tclm cdUih.w, I'endurci-aseiiient iit/ini>siqiie. was
first described by Underwood as a hidebound condilion
of the skin occurring in new-born infants. At birth, or

shortly after, a peculiar induration of the skin appears,
usually first upon the lower extremities, whence it

spreads rapidly to other parts of the integument, involv-

ing the entire surface of the body in a few days. When
the disease is fully developed the infant appears as if

frozen; the surface of the body is cold; the skin is hard
and wa.x-like at tirst. but later usuall.y becomes some-
what livid; the limbs are lixed and rigid, and. owing to

the stiffness of the checks and lips, suckling is impossi-
ble. The respirations are weak and shallow, and the cir-

culation is feeble. Death commonly occurs within eight
or ten days. The disease may be congenital, in which
case the infant is either stillborn or dies within a daj' or
two.

The affection is most probably due to malnutrition

arising from imjn'oper or insuflicient food, poor hygienic
surroundings, or previous exhausting disease. It may
follow cardiac disease, gastro-intestinal alTcctions, disease
of the bings, or any other malady which greatly lowers
the vitality of the infant. The congenital cases or tlio.se

which occur a day or two after birth are of unknown
origin.

Accoi'ding to Langer, the induration of the sliin arises

from solidification of the fat. brought about by the abnor

mally low bodily Icmiicraturc, the f;it of infants, owing
to dilTerencesin composition, solidifyingal amuch higher
temperature than that of adidts. This explanation, bow-
ever, is not entirely ade(|Uale. Parrot, who tirst distin

guished the alfection from o-dema neonatorum, wilh
which it was for a long time confounded, believes it to

be a <lrying out of the tissues brought about by the

draining oil of the fluids of the body by previous debili

fating disease. This author finds the skin thinner than
normal, the fat diminished, and the vcsseLs. especially
of the papillaiy layer, greatly contracted. Ballantyue
agrees in tlie main wilh Parrot's conclusions.
The only affections with wliich sclerema neonatorum

is likely to be confounded are scleroderma and udema
neonatorum. From the former it may be dislinguished
by the early age at which it occurs, no case of sclero
derma having 3et been observed in the first few months
of life. From (edema it dilTers in the waxy ap|iearance
of the skin, the absence of ])itfing on i)rcssure. the rigid-
ity of the limbs, and the more general distribution of the
cutaneous changes, adema being most marked in the de-

pendent parts of the body.
The pinr/nims is extremely unfavorable, death oecui-

ring in almost all cases. In the cxce])tional ca.ses in

which the entire surface is not involved, recovery may
take place.

TrciitiiK tit consists in the employment of measures to

increase the temperature of Ihe body, which is always
nuu'h bek)w the normal, and the administration of easily
digested food and stimidauts. As the infant is unable
to nurse, it is necessary to administer the nourishment
with a flexible tube through the nose, or by enema.

Milton B. Earizell.

SCLERODERMA.—Scleroderma (aiO.jipo^, hard; dtpfia,

skin)
—also known a^sdemderniia, sclerema, scleroma ailiil-

(oruiii, sclerianis—is a rare, chronic disease, characterized
by a peculiar hard, leather-like condition of the skin

occurring in diffuse areas or in sharply circumscribed

patches. The circumscribed form, sometimes (ailed

mvrphaa and regarded by some authors as a distinct af-

fection, has been fully described elsewhere and will not
be considered here. Diffuse scleroderma begins either

acutely or insidiously with slight stiffness of tlie skin,
which usually presents a certain amount of swelling and
hardness. Vague pains in the piints and muscles may
precede the alterations in the skin, but marked or char-
acteristic prodromal symptoms are usually wanting.
The induration and stiffness of the skin spread slowl3-
or rapidly (more commonly the former) over considerable
areas, and in rare cases the entire integument becomes in-

volved.

When the disease is fully developed the skin is remark-

ably firm and inelastic, smooth or slightly scah', no longer
s\isceptible of being picked up between the "fingers, and
more or less adherent to the underlying tissues. While
the color of the skin is usuall}' white or vellowish-white,-
a considerable amoimt of pigmentation is often present
in the shape of streaks and macides of various sliadcs of
brown.

S\ibjective symptoms are, as a rule, slight. There are
a feeling of tension and occasionally more or less itching.
Tactile sensibility is as a rule unaltered, but in excep-
tional cases there nia\' be slight hypera^sthesia or ana's-

thcsia.

The functional activity of the glands of the skin in

mild cases is usuall.v imaltercd. but inadvanced orsevere
ones the excretion of sweat and sebum is diminished to a

gi'i'ater or less degree.
When the skin about the joints is affected movement

is more or less interfered wilh. and in atrophic cases

ankylosis with consequent complete inunobility may re-

sult. AVhenthe face is attacked, the featiu'esare motion-
less, as if covereil with a mask ; the nose is pinched ; the
mouth contracted so that it is opened with difliodty;
Ihe eyes are only half-open or staring, owing to (he im-
mol)ility of the lids. If the skin of tlie thorax is involved

cxlcnsively. the movements of respiration may be con-

siderably impeded.
The parts most commonly affected are the face, the

neck, the upper portion of the tiunk. and the u])i)er ex-

tremities, but no part of the integument is exempt, al-

Ihough the palms and soles are rarely affected.

In some cases the morbid process is not confined to the

.skin, but attacks the mucous membranes of the mouth,
pharynx, larynx, and vagina.
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Ill till' ^reat nuijority of cases coustitulional symptoms
ari' absent, but in lliose exccplioiial ones in \vhi<-li the

alTcoliou bi'iriiis aculely witli inaikeil u'dciiia of tlie skin,

spivailinj; vapiilly over a cunsKlcniblc suifacf, constitu-

tional ilisiuibance, such as chills ami fever, way precede
or a( company llie alterations in the skin.

The course of the ilisea.so varies within considerable

limits. When it hius reached its acme, it may remain

unchanjred lor monllis or years, and then the induration

may slowly di.s;ippear. theskin resuming its normal sup-

pleness anil siiftness; or, after tlie disease has progressed
toward lecovery for a tinu-, relapsis may occur and new
areas be invaded. On the other hand, tlie skin may become
more tense, thiimer. and parchment like; the subcutane-

ous cellular tissues and fat may disiippear, and tlie un-

derlying muscles atrophy. When this atrophic process
alTects the e.vtreinities they are greatly reduced in size,

distorted, and the joints ankylosed. AVlien tlie hands
are aiTeeted great distortii>n of the fingers with marked

wasting occurs, a condition which has been described as

Owing" to the extreme tension of the skin ulceration

readily occurs, especially over bony prominences. The

general health is. as a rule, but little it at all affected:

but in very extensive cases with atrophy, especially if

accompanied by ulceration, death may take jilace from
exhaustion.
But little is known concerning the immediate causes

of scleroderma. It occurs much more frequently in the

female sex than in the male. In the cases collected by
Lewin and Heller (four hiindred uud thirty-five iu num-
ber), two hundred and ninety-two, or sixty-seven per
cent., were women. Age seems to have but little inilu-

cncc upon the frccjuency with which the malaily occur.s,

although it is most frequent between twenty and forty

j'cars of age. Exposure to cold and damp ajipcars to

exert a predispo.sing inllueiicc. In a certain proportion
of cases the allection has followed some disease of the

nervous system, and in a uumlier of instances (sulliciently
numerous to indicate more than an accidental a.ssociation)

traumatism of some kind has immediately preceded it.

In many cases, how-ever, if not in most, the patient has
been in good general health at the time of the beginning
of the morliiil changes iu the skin.

Although the pathology of scleroderma is quite ob-

scure, there is much in favor of the view that it is pri-

marily an attection of the nervous system, a trophoneu-
rosis: this, however, yet remains to be demonstrated.

According to Crocker the various symptoms are produced
by obstructimi to the arterial and venous blood supply,
and liy interference with the flow of lymph, these being
responsible for the alteration in the nutrition of the skiu
which characterizes the malady. Unna finds the chief

pathological alterations in an hypertropliy of the collag-
enous li.ssues alTeeting all parts of the cutis, ami conse-

quent atrophy of the blood-vessels and the epidermis.
The changes iu the epidermis are slight, consisting of
occasional deposits of pigment and mechanical altera-

tions due to pressure. A con.sidcrable exudation of
small round cells surrounds the narrowed blood-vessels,
the sweat and sebaceous glands, and the hair follicles.

The lymph spaces are narrowed, and, in the cases in

which atropiiy occurs, an obliterating endarteritis is

present.
The symptoms of a typical, well-developed case of

scleroderma ar<! usually so characteristic that the (linr/-

ii'mg is readily made. The peculiar induration of the
skill characteristic of the malady is found in no other
disease except sclerema neonat<irum: but this latter

alfeclion is met with only in the newboru and the in-

duration of the skin is accompanied by marked cold-
ness of the surface.

The iiint/iuiiiiit is decidedly unfavorable. While it is

true thatacertain small proportion of cases end in recov-

ery, the disea.se usually lasts for years even when recov-

ery does take place. When atrophy occurs, a return of
the skin to its norniul condition is not to be expected.
In cases in which a considerable part of the integument

is involved, interfering greatlj' with movements of the

limbs, death may eventually take jilace with symiitonis
of marasnuis; nr, owing to his debilitated coudilion, the

patient may fall an easy prey to some iulercurreut af-

fection.

Treatment.—Patients with scleroderma should be given
an abundance of easily digested, assimilable food, such as

milk, eggs, and butler. The clothing should be warm
and abuudant, so that there may be no danger of chill.

Such Ionic remedies as iron, (luinine, arsenic, cod-liver oil,

may be given with the view of iin))roving the patient's

general health. Massageand frictions witli bland oils and
fats should be systematically and persistently employed
for the purpose of improving the nutrition of the sliin.

!Mild galvanic currents may be applied to the indurated
skin to improve the circulation and nutrition. Drugs
have little, if any, direct inlluence over the course of the
disease. Thyroid extract lias been given with asserted

good effect, but its value is doubtful. Hans llebra has

reported marked benefit from hy])odermatic injections
of thiosinamin, one-half a Pravaz syriugeful of a fifleen-

l)er-ce:it. alcoholic solution being given every second day ;

and more recently jSTeisser has recommended the same
treatment. Lielireich found con.siderable inipnivenK^nt
follow the internal use of cantharidin in doses of 0.0003

gm. Milloii B. Hnrtzell.

SCOLIOSIS, iicc Ldteriil Cuitati_i.i-e of the Spine.

SCOPOLA.— (.Scop*;^ BiUiKloiiiM ; incorrectly, "Jap-
anese lielhitloiuia.") The dried rhizome of ficopula cnrnio-
lieii .Jacq. (fam. Solaniiceu).
This drug is chiefly of interest at the present lime

because of the very extensive use of its extract, like that
of belladonna root extract, to substitute belladonna leaf

extract, which last is nflicially directed to be used in the
manufacture of belladoima jdaster (see BtUiidoniui).

Scopola is, however, likely to be introduced into the forth-

coming edition of the Fharmacopceia. The very simiUir

species <S'. Japnnica JIaxim., of .Japan, is the real Japanese
bell'idoniia. The .Japanese Pharmacopoeia is siiid to au-
thorize its use, as an alternative, whenever belladonna is

IJtescribed. This species is not with us a commercial
article.

<S'. curniolicd is a native of Central and Southern

I'jurope. The plant somewhat resembles the lielladonDa

plant. The leaves, which are considerably used for adul-

terating belladonna leaf, are not so large as the latter and
are narrowly obovate, instead of broadlj- ovate, and have
a tapering base. The underground portion of the (ilant
is very different from that of belladonna, consisting of
a tortuous horizontal rhizome from which descend, ver-

tically, numerous roots, quite closely resembling bella-

donna roots, though averaging only half the size or less,

and of a rather bright yellow-ish- or brownish-red, instead
of the dull gray color of belladonna root, and usually
rather evenly marked with small, transversely oblong,
light-colored scars. The rhizome, of which the drug al-

most wholly consists, is usually from two to four inches
in length, as thick as the lingers, .sympodial in develop-
ment, shorll_v and sharply Ilex nous, and luarked on the

upper surface with rather closely set large shallowly
cup-shaped stem sc^ars. The outer surf.-ice is gray -brown,
mostly (larker than that of belladonna root. Its fracture
is accompanied by the emission of the samt; pulf of dust
that accompanies thatof belladonna root, anil Iheinternal
color is much the same, though usuall_v somewhat darker
than that of the latter.

The important constituents of scopolaarc its alkaloids,
of which the total amount averages about the same as in

lielladomia root, namely, a little more than a half of one

jier cent. The composition of this alkaloid is as yet un-
certain. It has been believed that about one-tenth of it

is liyoscine (which see), but some recent analyses appear
to iiulicate that there is much less. The remainder is a
mixture of hyoscyamine and atropine. It has been be-

lieved that it is composed mostly of the former, but our
ideas of the relations between these two alkaloids, both.
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Iiere and in belladonna, must be regarded as in a transi-

tion state.

Since the publication of our article on belladonna and

atropine, a very remarkable discovery concerning tliis

subject lias been made, the conclusi(ms having been

reached independently by a chemist at -Marburg and by
Cuslmy and SeldotteriiecU at Ann Arl)or, the latter work-

ing along physiological lines. It has been lound that

hyoscvamine presents two forms, one de.xtrogyre, the

other la-vogyre, the (me inert physiologically, the other

acting precisely like atropine, but with exactly twice

the energy. These two, combined, make atropine, of

intermediate strength and optically inactive. It now re-

mains tor the percentages of these alkaloids and of the

respective forms of byo.seyamine to be<letermined anew.
From what has preceded, it is apparent that the action

of scopola will be practically that of belladonna in kind,

and that their relative strengths cannot be stated posi-

tively until (piestions regarding the constituents shall

have been more definitely settled. The present indica-

tions are that they are almost equal in strength, and that

scopola can be used, in the same doses, for all the pur-

poses for which belladonna root is used.

Ilem-y U. Rusby.

SCROFULA.—Precisely analyzed from the standpoint
of modern pathological anatomy and bacteriology, scrof-

ula or .sciofulosis may be dehned as tuberculous Ij'mph-
adenitis (see Lymph A'udcs, Diseascn of). Clinically it

should be considered as the chronic form of tubercu-

losis of lymph glands. As thus defined it is evident

that the term has no excuse for existence ]ier se, and
deserves recognition only in a synonymous sense. In

fact, because of the confusion attending its proper usage,
and because the principal condition to which it is ap-

plied can be more specifically designated, it would be

better defiuitcly to abandon the word scrofula as has

already been advocated. In consideration of its historical

interest, and on acconnt of the persistency with which
it adheres to popular parlance, scrofula still claims a pass-

ing notice.

Strictly speaking, then, scrofula is a morbid state whose
chief anomaly is a tubercvilosis of lymph glands, more

especially tlie ntMles of the cervical region ami of tlu'

mesentery, occurring commonly in cliildhood, though not

confined to this period. Accompanying this adenitis is

a constitutional disorder formerly regarded as a distinc-

tive dj"scrasia (the
"
dr/nfiihtis^' or "

sirintiouK^' clitiHieMs),

but which is now known to be the ana'iuic, cachecti<-. or
del)ilitatcd state attending tubercidous infection or into.x-

ication. A broader and more ancient conception included

as scrofulous such alTeelions as tuberculosis of bones and

joii'.ts. of theskin (*r/v;/V//»r/t/'//(((.?, or more properly, tiiher-

cii/i(lt.i), and of the mucous membranes, and even the vari-

ous forms of visceral luberculosis. A more serious mis-
use of the term is that which would comprise all disorders

aceompain'ed with byperidasia or hypertrophy of lym-
phatic ghindnlar stnieture.s. Thus the adenitis of other
chronic infections, like the atypical pyogenic, the sy|)lii-

litic. that of glanders and that of actinomycosis have been

regarded as scrofula. L-uka-mi.-i, an<l more jiarticularly

p.sendoh.'uka'inia (llodgkin's disease), have been classed

with it at tiiues, and the error still persists of confound-

ing status lymphaticus (see Stdtiif! Lymp/intiriix) and
scrofula. So far as llodgkin's disease is concerned, there

may be some justilication for its having been regarded
in tlie same light as scrofida, especially in view of the

researches of the last five years, which tend to show that

'lie difl'use lymphadenitis of so called psiMidoleuka'inia is

occasionally, at least, the result of an infection with the

bacillus of tuberculosis in which the morbid changes
have pursued an anomalous course.

Resides the more pronounced manifestations such as

pertain to the glandular system, other minor affections

which w(t now regard as secondary <'oniplications. were
included among tlie evidences of scrofula, [".xamiiles of

these are the scrofulous keratitis, conjunctivitis and

blepharitis, various forms of otitis media, nasal and pha-

ryngeal catarrh, and ec/ima ..r other skin di.sea.ses. Tlie
constitutional types once the subject of much attention,

by which scrofulous individuals were classed as the "'san-

guine," "phlegmatic," and "pretty," are no longer re-

garded ollierwi.se than indicative of a tuberculous taint
eithiT hereditary or acquired.

In tine, used in its most exclusive sense as indicating a
tubciculous lymphadenitis, scrofula claims dislinction

only in tliat it refers to a sluggish, cbioiiic tnbercuUnis
infection in which the exciting agent, the bacillus of
tuberculosis, frequently seems to exist in a state of at-

tenuated virulence. Or. it may be, that some; of these
infections result from other atypical members of the ray-
fungus group of parasites allied to the tubercle bacillus
in morphology and tinctcjrial reactions, buteudowed with
iliminished pathogenic powers.

Otherwise scrofula is tuberculosis, as manifested not

only by its morbid anatomy and liistology, and its bac-

teriology (as concerns the presence of the specific bacillus
both in the diseased tissues and in cultures), and also by
the results of inoculation experiments. This conclusion
was reached by the more astute pathological anatomists,

particularly of the German and Austrian schools, even be-
fore the advent of the bacteriological era, and there is no
disposition to question it to-day after the critical modern
studies in which the more precise methods of histological
and bacteriological analysis have been employed. Hence
a discu.ssion of scrofula is based upon a stud_v of chronic
tuberculosis of the lymphatic glands, variously compli-
cated with such anomalies as cutaneous, osseous, and
synovial tuberculosis; and the scrofulous or strumous
diathesis becomes the dyscrasia attending local or general
tuberculosis either in its latent or in its chronic state. For
the elucidation of such phases of the question as path-
ology, etiology, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of

scrofula, therefore, the student is referred to the treatises

upon tuberculosis in its various aspects and more espe-
cially those which refer to chronic tuberculous lymph-
adenitis. An exhaustive resume of the bibliography of

scrofula, mostly of interest from the historical standpoint
to-day, is presented by Cornet (Notlmagel's "Specielle
Patholoijie u. Therapie." lid. xiv.).

,1. P. Ohlmacher.

SCROFULODERMA.—This form of tuberculosis of the
skin includes those cases in which the skin is involved

by infection from disea.sed lymph channels and nodes.

Playing as it does only a secondary part, the cutaneous
tissue is involved oidy when the breaking-down glands
or nodules are evacuated. This gives rise to both open-
ings and sinuses in the skin which lead to the necrosed
material. The discharge is thin and contains cheesy mat-
ter and leucocytes. The tubercle bacilli have been de-

monstrated both in the discharge and in the walls of the
sinuses. Ikcar H. Holder.

SCROPHULARIACE/E (the Figwort family^.—A large,

widely distribtited and diversified family, comprising
more than one hundred and seventy-five genera an<l about

twenty-five hundred species. It yields the impoitant
drugs Leptandra and Digitalis, besides which qui tea large
number are or have been employed to a lesser extent.

Several of these, as follows, are of sutlicient iin]iortance
to be entitled to brief mention. The active constituents
of this family appear to be chiefiy gliicosidal.

iliilliiii. is a title e(nnmonly appli<'d in this country to

the fresh or dried leaves of ^'^ rhaxcmn I'liiipKiis 1,.. an

exceedingly coarse, stout herb, with a simple and erect

stem, native of Enrope,' and now growing everywhere
as a weed in the Eastern United States. The large, obo-

vate, thick leaves are densely woolh\ and are sometimes

apiilied as a mild counter-irritant, usually in the entire

eomlilioii. but sometimes mad<' into a poultice. They
are mucilaginous and very slightly bitter. They arc
sometimes made into a tea and used as a demvilcent in

irritating cough. They possess slight laxative proper-
ties In l'>ufo]ie the ii.aiiie mullein is more commonly
applied to the flowers of this and related species. They
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possess constituents similar to those of the leaves and are

sirniliirly employed, thougli they coutaiii a little volatile

oil and coloring matter Olive oil in which they have

been macerated has quite a high domestic repute iu many
localities as an emollient.

Jhilye HiiKK'p is the common name of a little perennial
herb, Gra'tinhi officinalin L., of Europe, which contains

one or more glucosides, the very bitter crystalline one,

gnitii'lin, being apparently the active agent. Its medic-

inal properties entitle it" to a thorough investigation,
since it is so active as to constitute a rather powerful
emetieocathartic poison, with marked diuretic properties.
Its use, in doses of 0.2-1 gra. (gr. iij.-.\v.). has been

wholly unscientific, applying especially to gout and rheu-

matism.

Figicort is the dried herb of one or more species of

Scrophularia. the genus from which the family takes its

name. Like the last, the drug has not received any
scientific investigation. Its bitter crystalline coutituent,

probably a glucoside, has been called frruph uUtrin. There
is also a very small amount of a volatile oil. Figwort
appears to have some slight anthelmintic powders, but has

been chietiy used, like mullein, in the form of a poultice.
Its use is" far more common iu Europe than in this

country. Ihnry 11. Rnsby.

SCURVY ;
SCORBUTUS.—(Including Barlow's Dis-

ease.)—Dkkin'ition.—t-curvy is a systemic disease de-

pendent ui)on an improper or ill balanced dietary, char-

acterized iu its general expression by an;emia (secondary).

hemorrhages into the skin and subjacent tissues, spongy
or ulcerating gums, progressive debility and emaciation,

resulting in death unless checked in its course by the

necessary dietetic and medicinal treatment. The word

scurvy is probably of Scandinavian origin, the Swedish

skorhj'iigff, Danish skojarhug, being equivalent to the Ger-
man Schaihock. meaning soft or rela.xid stomach.
Gexerai- CossiuEK.vnoss.—Throughout all ages

scurvy has been one of the classical diseases of mankind,
and although it has been successfully eliminated as one
of the social and sanitary problems of civilized life, yet
it would be a great mistake to infer that, by reason of

our better knowledge of its causation and character, it

has ceased to be a possibility in our modern surround-

ings. Cases continue to be reported in our most recent

journals. The ancient writersabound in references to it,

giving in fanciful terms their theories as to its nature
and cause. In his work on "Airs, Waters, and Places,"

Hipiiocrates describes the disease in an uimiistukable

manner, and Pliny and Strabo give us satisfactory ac-

counts of scurvy as it appeared among the troops iu the

campaigns of Cie.sar Gennanicus and .Elius Gallus. In-

deed, it has been from time iMuncinorial the scourge of

armies, ravaging the ranks of the crusaders, the soldiers

of the Middle Ages in their long sieges, the cohorts of

NapolecMi in Egypt, and even the troopers of the last

decade of the nineteenth century, in all parts of the
world where warfare is carried on imder climatic or
dietetic conditions new and strange to the soldier. In
our own country it has invalided half a garrison, at
Council Blulls (1820) resulting in a mortality of over

thirty per cent., and later during the JIe.\ican war our

troops sulTered from its appearance while in that coim-

try. During the civil war the statistics of this disease
show a total of 40.910 ca.ses iu the Union army, of which
771 proved directly fatal, a small relative ratio, but it

undoubtedly e.vpended its force indirectly as a con-

tributary factor in the termination of other cases with
which it was concurrent. The same experience is re-

corded in the Crimean War. where 23, 36.J cases occurred
in the French army, and 17. .557 in the British army, while
the numbers in the Turkish army were almost countless.
as that force was practically decimated by its ravages.
The Franco-Prussian war again recorded its appearance,
though with a much lessened ratio of invalidism, and the
HussoTurkish War repeated the story. In the German
army, as late as 1897, there were seventy-four eases of

scurvy, and in the Russian and Austrian armies, the

same year, a ratio of over one per thousand strength.
But in the pop\ilar conception, as well as in the jirofes-
sional mind, scurvy is looked upon as a disease of the

sea, and of those
" who go down to the sea in ships and

have their business in great waters." Beginning with
the first known geograpliicalexplorationsof the fifteenth

century, involving long voyages in unknown oceans,
the records of those famous discoverers always included
with their marvellous tales of "new-found lainls

"
the

story of sufferings and death among tlieir intrepid sea-

men from the disease then known as scurvy. Pierre

Quirino, Vasco de Gama, and Jacques Cartier all record
the ravages of this disease among the crews of their

vessels. As late as the eighteenth century Anson lost

more than four-fifths of his men while sailing round the
world. Coming down to modern times, the experience
of the Marine-llospital Service of the United States,
whose function is, in part, to care for sick and disabled
seamen of the merchant marine, is the most accurate
inde.x to its prevalence among American sailors, as well
as a few of other flags who are treated in our marine hos-

pitals. From the statistics compiled for a period of

twenty-eight years (1872 to 1899 inclusive) the following
table has been constructed to show its occurrence and fre-

quency :

Cases of Scurvy Treated in United States Marine Hospitals
ERo.M 1872 TO 1898 Inclusive.

Yeai-.
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clonients, is added tlie enforced adhesion to a meat diet,

espeeially if salted, or preserved by other similar proc-
esses, we liave llie ideal conditious under which scurvy
begins and maintains its invasion. Resulting from this

is a probable liyperacidity of the blood through the loss

of tiie carbonates derived from tlie vegetable salts and
the following loss of coagulability, with progressive
amvmia. In this state of theoretical acid into.xication

there is an increase in the ammonia-neutralized acid

excreted as compared with the free acid. The blood is

found to be dark and thin. The morphological changes
are those of secontlarj' anaunias, as from liemorrhage.
Various observers have noted the changes in the count
of red cells in proportion to the severity of the disease,

the duration, and the hemorrhages. Megalocytes and
shrunken microcy tes have been seen in grave cases. Red
^ells in solution in the plasma are reported by Albertoni.

The lib index is low, according to White, while several

other investigators have made conflicting statements as

to the relative ratios of iron, sodium, and potassium salts

and leucocytes. Altogether, the present state of knowl-

edge of the morphology of the blood is not enlightening,
and further studies are necessary to determine the signili-
cance of the conditions which are claimed by them as

pathognomonic.
A recent contribution to the discussion on this portion

of the subject is that made by Albertoni, who has shown
in s(mie studies of the chemistiy of the blood and of

digestion that there is a serious deviation from normal in

the free HCl of the gastric juice, that intestinal putrefac-
tion is excessive and that the urine furnishes abundant
evidence of the absorption of toxins, while the absorption
of fats and carbohydrates is deficient. He concluded
that the greenish-yellow color of the serum and the ex-

cess of pigments in the urine were proofs of active

destruction of the blood cells.

As a corollary to this toxic indication may be men-
tioned the theory, worthy of investigation, that the dis-

ease is in reality g,
chronic ptomain poisoning due to

putrefactive changes in badly preserved animal food,
such as salt beef and canned meats. It is held that if

these provisions were properly sterilized there would be
no scurvy. It is not an infrequent complaint among
seamen suffering from scorbutic conditions that the "salt

liorse
" was of an otlensive odor, and this observation

was made among the laborers employed on the construc-

tion of a transcontinental railroad where .scurvy appeared
among foreigners who used this tainted meat with a

plentiful supply of flour, beans, and peas.

Scurv}- is not believed to be contagious or infectious.

Thus far no micro-organism has been found to be of de-

termining value in such investigations as have been made
by investigators. The lield has not proved to be an in-

viting or fertile one for bacteriologists of admitted skill.

Some experiments have been made witli the blood of

scorbutic patients, with portions of the spongy gums
and with material taken from tlie liemorrhagic lesions,

but the results are not satisfying nor constant. It has
been noted in epidemics that children suckling scorbutic
mothers did not develop the disease, and in a given ship
from which cases of scurvj- have been taken, except in

extreme conditions, only the forecastle, where the diet

was restricted to certain kinds of food, w-ould be invaded.
Isolated casesof scurvy have been foiuid dependeul upon
conditions that favor either the nutritional, the toxic, or

the infectious theories of the etiology of the disease ad-

vanced by various writers, but thus far the deficieut

vegetable dietary olters us the most practical evidence in

our search for a factor that responds to all the tests of

probability. Ever since Bachstroni set forth this theory
in 17;i4— viz., the lack of fresh vegetables in the I'ood—it

lias held its ground through the successive investigations
of Garrod, Buzzard, and Kalfe, each carrying on by suc-

cessive steps the study of this iiliase of the question.
The last-named investigator, last in point of time as well,
lias formulated this theory in the following terms: The
alkaline salts of vegetalile acids (mali<-, citric, tartaric,

etc.) are concerned with the normal transformation of

the carbonates of the blood : the actual factor is thus a
chemical alteialion in the quality of the blood, a diminu-
tion of its alkalinity ; that this follows the withdrawal of
salts having an alkaline reaction, such as the alkaline car-

bonates; that this seorliutic condition is the same as that

produced experimentally by injecting acid into the blood
of animals, feeding with acid .salts, etc., viz., a dissolu-
tion of corpu.scles, purpuric spots, and other particular
signs of the disease. The morphology of t lie blood is dis-

appointing in so far as it fails to afford any sure index
of the condition.

While scurvy is a disease of diet and occupation, it is

not a disease of country, race, sex, age, or season. It
is found in all zones, among all peojiles where the con-
ditions favor it

;
it kuows no sex, though males probably

contribute a greater proportion to the statistical tables,
for the evident reason that they are more usually sub-

jected to the favoring conditions; and in the matter of

age it is met with from iiilanc)' to dotage. Naturally, it

prevails in those countries and among those peoples whose
observances of hygienic laws are "more honored in the

breach," but it is found among civilized races as well.

Institutions for the aged furnish cases occasionally, but
on the whole it can be said that it is a disease of ad tilt life

rather than of the extremes of age. The winter sea.son,
for obvious reasons, adds to th- number of cases when
the disease exists in epidemic or endemic form. As to

occupation it was once thought to be a disease peculiar
to the seafaring life, but it is found more on land than on
the sea.

Clinical History.—A progressive upward and down-
ward curve marks the course of a case of scurvy from its

onset to its finish. It has no definite attack, no crisis.

Unless the patient is under conditions known to him to-

be causative, as in the case of seamen on a long voyage,
the approach is without warning. The preliminary
symptoms are those general signs of decreasing strength,
mental depression, pallor. Joss of flesh, anorexia, and
perhaps some gastro-intestinal disturbance. This is

gradually followed by the more characteristic features
of the disease. The skin becomes dry, there is

"
pinch-

ing
"
of the features, the complexion becomes of a dirty

hue, for want of a more applicable term, and the gingival
mucous membrane at the free margin becomes swollen
and spongy. This is one of the typical features of a
case of scurvy. The gums bleed upon slight pressure,

appear bluish in spots, and often ulcerations follow as the
scorbutic condition progresses. The gums seem to de-

velop into this soft, necrotic texture around teeth that
are broken and decayed, but it is a matter of observation
that in the aged who have lost their teeth and in children
before the eruption of teeth, those gingival symptoms
are practically absent. In severe cases the gums swell,
and rising around the teeth partially cover them with a

proliferated mass of foul growth, during which time
the teeth become loosened in their sockets and dislodg-
ment may follow. The breath becomes intensely fetid

as a result, the flow of saliva is increased, the salivary
glands sometimes enlarge, and the tongue appears red
and swollen. The eating of food is, under the.se condi-

tions, not only a painful but a disagreeable function, and
the sulferer seeks liquid nourishment as a relief. Tliis

condition of the gums, which usually begins near the
median line at the incisors, is the first characteristic

symptom, and hemorrhagicsuffusionsintothe cutaneous,
mucous, and deeper tissues is the second typical develop-
ment of the disease. It is usually .synchronous with or
later than the gingival symptoms. These subcutaneous

hemorrhages appear at (irst in the lower extremities,
about the ankles, iu the form of ]ieteeliial macules, vary-
ing in size and most of them having a hair follicle in the
centre. They resemble ecchymoses in some cases, in

others purpura and similar cutaneous disorders. While

they develop spontaneously they may be excited by blows
or other injuries. Tln^ larger coidesccd spots show chro-

matic gradations of brown, green, and yellow at the

Iieriphery similar to the "black and blue" marks fol-

lowing a contusion, but iu scurvy there is, in tlie severe
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hemorrhagic cases, a distinct elevation of surface upon
which vesicles somctiines form. I'lccratious of an in-

dolent t\-pc follow this and often destroy a large patch
of cutaneous surface. 'I'he heniorrhaites may be deeper-
seated, >riviu!r to the limb nlfected a bos-selated appear-
ance, and when the iutramwsculur, the fibrous, and the

subperiosteal tissues are invohed the element of pain is

introduced. The.se deeper hcmoiThagcs constitute the

one purlicular symptom of an advanced case of scurvy.
At til St they feel like doughy masses, |)itting or yielding
to pressure, hut later the tissues lose tliis rcsiiicncy and, as

the sulfusious liecnmo more general and uniform tlirougli
out the muscular structure l)elow the knee, the leg, when
Imndled, feels as if it ft'ere made of wood. This s<-orbiitic

sclerosis, of which the te.M-books rarely make mention,

may e.vteud to the trunk and upper extremities, but it

rarely invades the face or the scalp. The joints of the

upper extremity, the wrist usuall\', may be o'dematous,
and this effusion may involve the serous surfaces, the

pleura, peiitardium, and sometimes the meninges.
Hemorrhagic sulfusious into the tissues of a luucous

membrane are less constant, but, in the form of epistaxes.
often resulting in syncope and exhausting aii.rmia, they
are not so uncommon. The tissues involved do not re

spond to the usual remedies. When the intestinal mu-
cous membrane is the seat of scorbutic lesions, there may
be bloody stools, and in advanced cases the kidneys,
spleen, bladder, and other internal organs may be in-

cluded in this process.
Other symiitoms noted in well-marked cases are: artic-

ular swellings, with pain and local febrile movement,
and ulcerations of mucous surfaces, the cornea even being
involved. l>isintegration of recent callus has been re-

ported, and other similar destructive processes, too nu-
merous to raenticn, have been seen in advanced stages
of the disease and are cited to show how profoundly
the disturbed nutrition manifests itself in constitutional

effects.

While there are no marked symptoms involving the
nervous system, the mental depression is noticeable and
the patient seems to be indifferent to his condition and

suiToundings. Hemorrhages hito the meninges may ]iro-
duce convidsions or other abnormal cerebral manifes-
tations. Among seamen the .symptoms of hemeralopia
and nyctalopia are not uncommon aecom])animents.

There is no constant tyiie of temiicniture. In some
cases it may be subnormal. The pulse is often rapid
and always weak, and the heart action and respiration are
affected by the slightest exertion. Ilainic murmurs,
common to all anicmias. can be detected. • The urine is

usually albuminous, of high specific gravity, decreased
in quantity and of a high color. It may .»ho"w the results
of sulfusion into liladdcr or kidneys. Obstinate diarrha'a,
sometimes dysenteric in tyjie, showing nutcus and blood
in the dejections, supervenes, and the loss of apiietiteand
distaste for the foods that constitute the sufferers diet,

particularly at sea, soon give place to nausea and vomit-

ing. These extreme conditions are not uncommon if

dietetic relief does not intervene to turn the tide. The
sufferer then presents a terrilile picture, with sunken
orbits surrounded by blackened circles, jiarted lips, and
dingy yellow skin. Me looks like a

"
breathing cadaver,"

as r)ne writer has graphically expre.s.sed it.

Death froni exhaustion, seplicirmia. or some intercur-
rent infection terminates these advanced cases that have
not hail treatment.

Diagnosis.—When a number of persons come from a
ship after a long voyage, iircsenting any of the charac-
teristic symptoms above described, or others of a similar
character but less pronounced, the ditlieulties in the way
of diagnosis arc not great. Single cases .qeen ashore, in
the early stages, might easily bir classed under the general
diagnosis of ~ amemia "

or "debility
"
by one not familiar

with the symj>toms. or not on the lookout for a di.sease

generally believed to be peculiar to sailors. Atypical
casis may sometinu-s confuse the diagnosis, asin all
other definite morbid processes, but the dilferential diag-
nosis Jiecd only be established between it and a verv few-

diseases. The one which resembles it most iu external

appearance is purpura ha'inorrliagica, but this disease
has none of the special gingival manifestations, the deep
hemorrhages into the substructures, nor the nard biawny
feel in the lower extremities. In purpura the macules
are brighter and the skin not involved is of a cleaner hue,
and as a further difference the articular involvement in

sci)ir\'3f is much less marked than iu imrpura. Peliosis

rheumatica (Schimlein's disease), nearly allii'd to pur-
pura, may give rise to similar doubts of identity. A
case recently reported by Surgeon Irwin, U. S. !M. II. S.,
iu a sailor, presented a concrete example of the confusion
which may result. In peliosis the purpuric spots arc
distributed over the entire surface, in contradistinction
to what is observed in scurvy; there is hydrarthrosis of
the joints in the upper extremity with general muscular
]iains, and there ma}' be axlema of the face and hands.
The spongy condition of the gums does not obtain in

])eliosi.s. and the character of the eru]>tiou in scurvy differs

from that of puriiura ha'tuorrhagica. Cases from ships
hailing from j.orts where beri-beri is endemic ma.v re-

quire a careful ditferential diagnosis. In a suit for dam-
ages entered by the sailors against the ship for scurvy, the
defence raised this point in answer and the writer acted
as expert witness at the trial. Iu the rcdematous form
of beri-lieri, where there is much eniflciation, with swell-

ing of the lower extremities, it is necessary to exercise
careful scrutiny of the case with particular reference to

conditions existing jirior to presentation. There are no

gingival symptoms in beii-beii and the oedema is differ-

ent, from the hard nodular feel in the legs of a scorbutic

patient. It may be necessary, in cases involving litiga-
tion between seainon and vessel owners charged with

furnishing improper food, and thus causing seurvj-, to

be able to eliminate the question of the syphilodermata
and specific infection complicating the ease. Such alle-

gations are usually resorted to by defendants in these
cases. It will only be necessary to mention the fact, as
the differential diagnosis should be easy for the medical
attendant.

Progno.sis.—The mortality from scurvy should not
reach five per cent., except in epidemics, military cam-

paigns, or in exceptional conditions on shipboard. Dur-

ing the civil war the rate was sixteen percent., which

considerably exceeds that obtained iu our luMrine hos-

pitals. In the ordinary cases met on land a fa\'orable

termination may be expected as soon as the proper meas-
ures are instituted for correcting the diet. Recovery is

naturally slow and sometimes weeks and months elapse,

especially iu the aged and feeble, before health is fully
restored. In the grave cases seen on shipboard after

long voyages, or after rescues from shipwrecks, the pa-
tients may succunil) to exhaustion, hemorrhages, or some
intercurrent affeclion, but cases winch seem hopeless
from their general appcai'ance quickly rally imder appro-
priate treatment.

P.VTiior.oGV.—Prom what has been said of the nature
of the disease it can be readily surmised that the pathol-

ogy is unimportant. There are no characteristic ana-
tomical changes, beyond the subcutaneous hemorrhages
and suffusions into the deep structures and occasionally
into the viscera. These have already been referred to.

There may bo serous effusions into the pleura or jxri-
cardium, but the peritoneum is not so affected. Par-

enchymatous degeneration takes place in the internal

organs. The stomach and intestines present the hemor-

rhagic patches common to the cutaneous surface. The
blood flows from these sulfusions, when cut, as in a living

subject. The spleen is soft an<l quite constantly en-

larged. The condition of the buccal cavity is merely that

which was previously observed at the bedside. Micro-

scopical examination of the gingival tissues has revealed

nothing worthy of special mention.
TuE-\TMEN"r.—Scurvy is a preventable disease, and

therefore the question of treatment partakes of two
phases, the prophylactic and the curative. The first

may be applied in the case of ships about to proceed on

long
"
deep-sea

"
voyages, whalers bound for the frozen
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sea, merchant sliips sailing "round the Horn," or in the

cas(' of large institutions for the poor and indigent in

\vlii( h, for ccononiienl reasons, the diet must be restricted

to tlie actual necessities. The United States statutes

contain certain requirements respecting these matters.

One relates to tlie sujiply of lime juice and vinegar (Sec.

4,51)9), wiiich must be provided on voyages across the

Atlantic or Pacilic oceans or around Ca]ie Ilorn or the

Cape of Good Hope. The otlier (Sec. 4,012) defines what
shall be the daily minimum of articles and quantities of

food supjjlied, a not altogether satisfactory or scientific

table. As each municipal institution for the care of the

poor 1ms a medical ollicer in attendance it will he incum-
bent upon him to advise the managers as to the quality
and variety of food required for the proper^ courishraent
of inmates, in order to avoid the occurrence of scorbutic

symptoms among these ill-conditioned peojile. This
can be accomplished by a judicious variation in thedailv
diet schedule. This diet .should include not only fresh

vegetables in season, but, what is equally to the point,
fresh meat. In ail almshouses there will be found a

large proportion of persons laboring under the depress-

ing and degrading influences of such places, persons in

feeble condition or advanced life,who may confine them-
selves to a portion of the prescribed diet for a long period,
-and in whom scorbuvio symptoms are inevitably set up.
Osier cites a case of awoman who subsisted for many
"months on bread and tea, and it has been noted that in

logging camps and among charcoal burners, where a diet

of bread, molasses, and bacon is staple, scurvj' will be
found. The old maxim that

"
variety is the spice of life

"

is the keynote to the prophylaxis of scurvy when consid-

ering the dietetic question. It is not quantity nor qual-

ity, but variet}- that is the inviolable canon in the ali-

mentation of mankind. Scurvy is not a disease of

starvation, it is nature's revolt against lack of dietetic

balance. None of the professional "fasters" ever de-

veloped the characteristic signs of the disease.

The therapeutic indication in the curative treatment
of scurvy is one of dietetics rather than of medication.
When the patient is tirst seen he shoukl be removed
from the environmoit responsible for the condition,
whether ship, house, or room, and given such benefits

as arise from change of air and surroundings. It possi-

ble, a warm bath should be given and clean clothes and
a clean bed provided. These attentions are possible if

the ease can be removed to a hospital. The first symp-
tom that win claim attention in an advanced case is the

spongy or bleeding condition of the gums and the conse-

quent fo'torof the breath. The relief of this is a prelimi-

nary to attractive alimentation and ma_y be accomplished
by the use of any of the mild antiseptics in the form of

gargles and mouth waslies. It is not necessary to enu-
merate tliem. The juice of a lemon, which possesses
some astringent as well as other useful properties, is a

simple and etfective aid in this process. More pronounced
astringents, as catechu or krameria, may be employed by
bruslung them on the spongy mucous surfaces. Alum
may be api'lied in tlie form of a powder to small ulcera-

tive ]iatclies, and a weak solution of lunar caustic, pen-
cilled with a camel's-hair brush, enables the operator to

reach such surfaces between the teeth.

Food is to be administered cautiouslj' at first, and the
first indication is the exhibition of fresh vegetables in

the form of a strained soup. The condition of the gtuns
and teeth may not peiinit the process of ma.stication.

Lemons or limes can be given in the intervals between

regular meals. Spinach, boiled, is an excellent form of

vegetable, possessing highly nutritious qujilities and bav-
in g the ad vatrtagc of softness in consistence. Sauerkraut,
and vegetables used as "greens," with vinegar, are also

valuable variants. To this basis may be added, as a

change, fresh milk, and well-cooked beef, in judiciously
graduated quantilies. Occasion.'Uly the vegetable diet

may be dislastrful, ])aradoxical as it would seem, bid it

must be enforced until llie condition of the patient sliows
its good effects in an imjiroved color, increased strength,
and general resumption of normal conditions. That a
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plan of tonic treatment is indicated need hardly be said,
iron in some form, preferably the citrate, or the tincture
of the choride, is an excellent medicament in scurvy.
The use of potassium in one of its sails, to replace theo-

retically the loss of the vegetable potassium, as advocated
1\V Garrod, an early aulliority on the disease, has not given
very satisfactory results. If nausea and vonnting. due
to a distaste for food previously con.stiluting the jialicnt's
diet, be ])resent they will soon cease after the proper ali-

mentation is instituted ; but if they continue they may
be stopped by such gastric sedatives as bismuth, liydro-

cyanic acid, or the carbonated waters, Tlie last named
are preferable. If digestion be feeble, the bitter tonics-i-

gentian, quassia, or strychnine
—may give a neces.sary

tone to this function. Constipation and itsoppo.site con-
dition, either of which may be present, are to be treated
with care. The changed diet should be allowed to op-
erate for a few days as a natural stimulus to normal
action. According to my experience it may be expected
to act in this way. Diarrlnea, if persistent, needs some
astringent, but constipation should cause but little anxi-

ety. Intestinal hemorrhages require more active han-

dling, and ergot, iron, lead acetate, or an;\' approved
luemostatic must be exhibiled. Calcium chloride can be

advantageously given in doses of gr. xx. t.i.d. fortius
condition. The stiffened joints .should be treated with

massage and passive motion. Gentle friction over the

ecchymosed regions and at points where there are sigi.s
of deeper suffusions, will prove of benefit in i)romoting
absorption. All treatment, however, bej'ond the dietetic,

may be classed as symptomatic.
Infantile Scorbutcs. — Qeneral Considerations.—

Within the past two decades there has been added to

tlie list of diseases, for the special consideration of pe-
diatrists, the scurvy of infants, following prolonged
artificial feeding. To a number of English physicians,

notably Dr. Barlow, who reported thirtj'-one cases in

1883, our knowledge is originally due, and from this

jihysician the disease has come to be known in medical
literature as "Barlow's disease," from its first reporter.
Since that period it has been the .subject of special study
by observers in Europe and America, and scarcely an
i.ssue of journals devoted to pediatrics is wanting in

some reference to the disease, its etiology, pathology,
or clinical history. The American Pediatric Society con-
sidered a lengthy report on the subject in 1891 made
by Dr. Northrup, and ainong the conclusions of the au-
thor was this: "It is a significant fact that the country
which furnishes most of the literature of scorbutus in

children is the same which is jiosted from end to end
with advertisements of proprietary foods." Indeed it

may be saiil that the appearance of this disease has a close

relation, clironologically, to the development of the in-

dustry of artificial feeding of infants and the growth of
the sentiment for sterilization following the diffusion of

knowledge concerning bacteria.

Etioloriy.
—Like scurvy in the adult, this disease of

infancy is due to the continued use of an artificially pre-

jiared food which lacks some essential element re(iuir(>d
for nutrition. It is a disease found often<'st among the
children of the rich and well-to-do, because in their homes
are found the mothers who cannot, or will not, nurse
their children, and who are able to provide themselves
with jirepared infant foods and the ajiparatus for the
sterilization of milk. It may be stateil as a general
proposition that infantile scurvy is a disease of affluence

and rachitis a disease of poverty, for though having
.some general resemblance to each other, these alfections

are distinct. As scurvy is a disease due to improper feed-

ing, it may be further said tliat neither age, sex, race,

nor season has any causjd relation to its manifestation.
It may occur at any age, but is oftenest fotmd in infants
between the eighth and twentieth months, or during the

period of the eru]ition of the teeth and liefore the child is

put on the enlarged diet which follows the ability to mas-
ticate. Children who are fed on the bottle later than this

may also have the disease. In nearly all the cases that

have been reportetl the patient has been fed on some one
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of the following foods: Proprietary or cereal foods, con-

densed milk, peptonized milk, sterilized milk, any of the

cereals (as barley water), or milk too mueh diluled with
water. Of these causes it seems [uetty siUe to sjxy (hat the

steriliziition processes enjoined by niuny physicians and

adopted by the laity as a tribute to bacteria, in the

preparation of these various foods, is responsible to a

great extent for the conditions which follow. From ob-

servations made in cases which liave developed in infants

it has been found that the scorbutic symptoms will bcfriu
to manifest themselves in from si.^w to eij^lit weeks utter

the institution of the improper diet. As in scurvy of the

adult the exact etiolog^ical factor is still undetermined,
but it would seem that fresh milk when ingested possesses
antiscorbutic properties nut unlike those possessed by the

vegetable elements when administered to adults.

Clinical .'^yiiiptonix.
—An infant fed on artilicial food,

and espeeiidly on sterilized cow's milk (bnnight to 212'

F.), will begin to show, after six weeks or more of this

diet, the general signs of systemic disturbance, pallor,

restlessness, disinclination to be moved. This is followed

by particular evidences of pain in the lower limbs,

tisnally localized in the femur, and in an increasing im-

mobilization of the legs as the disease progresses. The
pains grow more intense, the knees are drawn up, held

motionless, or rotated outward and ti.xed, simulating
paralysis. It will be seen that there- is a cylindrical

swelling of the lower end of the diapliysis of the femur,
due to hemorrhagic sulTnsions into the subperiosteal

space, either in one or in both thighs, and as a result in

advanced cases this condition is often accompanied by
fractures of the bone underneath. Swelling and soften-

ing of the gums presents the typical scorbutic feature

almost synchronously with the aliovc condition, but this

manifestation is not usually seen in inlaTits in whom some
of the teeth have not eru[)tcd, •mil this gingival symp-
tom is usually most pronounced about the incisors or

about the teeth that may have pierced through. The
condition of the gums is the same as in adult scurvy,
with this exception: If teeth are in the upper jaw and
not in the lower, the latter will not show the spongy
and bK'ediiig and ulcerated condition suriotmding teeth

that are present in the former. This sympt(mi is usu-

ally fdllowed by another characteristic scorbutic sign
—

subcutaneous hemorrhagic sulVnsions showing puriiuric

spots and coalesced macules of greater or less size and
the appearance of multiple tumefactions of the deeper
tissues. The picture is not so different from that of
the adult disease, viz., the ashen hue, the foul breath,
the circles about the eyes, the swollen, tender joints, and
the listless mental condition. There is no temperature
characi eristic of the diseas(> unless it be subnormal.
Examination of the blood afl'ords no more .satisfactory
results than in adult scorbutus, ileinorrhages into the
cavities of the body occtir. Diarrho'a is more frequent
than constipation.

Diiif/ii'/sin.
—From the description above given the rec-

ognition of this disease in a developed ease shoidd not
be dillicult. It may !)<• confounded in the early stages
with rheumatism, rachitis. pijri)ura, acute anterior polio-
myelitis, infantile paralysis, and possibly .syjihilis. The
first named may offer the greatest field for error. In
rheumatism the joint itself is affected: while in scurvy
tlie tissues about the joints, especially the knee, are
involved. In scorbutic hemorrhages the blood escapes
practically always into the dinphysis of the long bones.
Willi i>ro])er protection of the femur tluMsnee-joint can
be moved without discomfort in scurvy. The dilTeren-
tialion from purpura is made in the" same way as it

is in scurvy of the adidt type. In purpura the liiacula-
tirins are more evenly distributed over the entire surface,
in scurvy the lower limbs are mostly afTeeted. In in-
fantile paralysis and poliomyelitis the iimnoljilitv of the
limbs is due to palsy of the inuscles, while the failure of
movement in scurvy is because of pain. The disease

may be distinguishid from raehilis by the absence of
tlie rosary and by the typical .skeletal signs of that dis-
ease. The characteristic gcorbutic signs in the gums

shoidd always enable the observer to exclude rachitis

from the problem. Dietetic treatment will usually set-

tle a diagnosis in a few days. Other diseases to be
borne in mind are ha'tnojihilia, erythema nodosum,
leukicmia, and local periostitis.

I'lit/iiildf/!/.
—The special lesions found post mortem are

tho.se relating to the hemorrhages occurring in the course
of the disease, but dill'er in no way from those observed
in the adult type. Up to the present, time no character-
istic signs have been foiuid which add to our knowledge
of the pathology of the disease.

Ti-c(itinent.—Being a preventable disease it has its

prophylaxis as well as its cure. The first relates to the

use of proper food. If a child nuist be given artificial

alimentation, it is necessary that it have the nearest sue-

cedaneum to human milk that can be readily prociu'cd.
This to a certain exlenl involves the whole question of

infant feeding, which caimot here be eon.sidered. This
mueh may be said, that cow's milk is the best substitute

because the cheai)est and most easily procured, as well
as because it contains all the necessary elements. The
proportions of the constituents differ from those of hu-
man milk, but a scientific effort to "follow nature" has
not been productive of happy result.s. Properly diluted
W'itli water and raised t(i a motlerate degree of heat, not
over 170' F., for ten or fifteen minutes, cow-'s milk is tlie

most available and natural food for infancy. This heat
will efTectually dispose of all bacteria that need give
cause for anxiet)-. i'lie

"
pasteurization

" of milk renders
it truly a sterile product—a dead liquid

—in which either

the antiscorbutic properties are rendered inert or the low

proportion of proteids favors the characteristic sij;ns
of scurvy. The effect, upon milk, of heat sufficient to

sterilize it, is not entirely understood. It is a delicate

complex form of |irotoplasm, and the effects which
"
pasteurization

"
produces upon the caseinogen, uucleins,

and the calcium salts by which their combinations are

disturbed, have undoubtedly to do with their efficiency
as antiscorbutic agencies. This much has been learned

by practical experience and points the way to the pre-
ventive treatment of the disease.

The curative treatment is upon the same order as that
of the adult t.vpe

—the restoration of the food that the
infant has been deprived of, viz., //y.*^ milk in jiroiierly
diluted form. This milk may be given in alternation

with a teaspoonful or two of orange juice every hour

throughout the day. Raw beef juice, salted, may be used
for a change, and barley water can afford a satisfactory
alternative. But the main reliance must be upon fresh

milk fed with due consideration to the conditifm of the

infant's digestive apparatus. All other forms of treat-

ment are symptomatic and need not be detailed. As in

the adult tyjie the most desperate cases, .so far as may be

judged from external signs, recover rapidly when pro]ier
food is furnished. CharlesE. Baii/cs.

SEASICKNESS, or NAIJPATHIA (.'oif, a ship; -<!%,
sickui'ss. Fniuli. ^/<ll dc mt r : German, Seekrankheit ;

J)u\r\\, Xiirtiiklr ; Spanish, Mi!r(<i: h;i\\ui\, Mnlcdi iiidir),

is the name ajiplied to a delinite syndrome group that

occurs usually in persons on board a vessel at sea—but
also occasionally when the subject is in a rajn'dl}' moving
railway or trolley car, on the back of a camel, in a bal-

loon, an elevator, a swing, a merry-go-round, etc.—and
of which nausea and vomiling are the most marked
phenomena. It is said that not more than five per cent,

of human beings are <Tilirely exempt from it: but while
I li:ive no statistics to oiler, this projiortion seems to me
much understated. The same individual may dilVer in

his susceptibility at different times. As* a rule, those

who make frequent voyages become acclimated: but
some persons are always sick on board ship, even in

smooth w-eatiier. As a rule, weather and the motion of

the ship make' considerable difference in the number of

sick persons on a vessel, and in the severity of the attack

in the individual. Age has some influence ii])nii resist-

ance. V'ery young children are rarely alTecle<l, and
children below the age of puberty are not nearly so
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susceptible as adults. Lower animals differ in their sus-

ceptiliility to sea«ickne.ss; dogs, horses, cows, sheep, and
chickens have been allected ; but liogs, ducks, and gees(!
are sai<l to escape, as a ruli!. The attack varies in both

degree and duration, according to tlie idiosyncrasj' and
the physical condition of the individual. Merely uncom-
fortable sensations may be experienced, or the condition

may be one of mental and physical collapse.
Seasickness is not iu itself dangerous to life—very few

deaths having been recorded—nor, on the other hand,
is it beneficial, as is sometimes slated.

Symptom.mology.—Definite symptoms are presented

by this alfection. Abnormal increase of appetite may be
the tirst sign, but anorexia—even active disgust for food
—is more common. Headache is the rule, and is in many
cases attended with a sense of fulness or congestion. It

is often most intense, and usually constrictive, over the

forehead or temples; sometimes the severity is greatest
on the top or in the back of the head. Usually there are

pain and a feeling as of pressure in the eyeballs. Often
there is pain in the back of the neck. Soreness in the

back and neuralgic pain in the extremities may also be

present. Nausea and vomiting are, as a rule, most
obstinate. Their onset may be preceded by general
chilliness with pallor of the face and lips. Ptyalism
occurs at times, and there may be a foul taste in the

mouth. Constipation ordinarily accompanies the gen-
eral disturbances; diarrhoea is less frequent. Chilliness

and flashes of heat are sometimes complained of. Men-
tal depression, despondency, and even despair are fre-

quently observed. In addition there may be complete
loss of will power and of the faculty of concentration.

The pulse presents a diminished resistance, being small,

feeble, and easily compressed. The skin is pale, cold,

clammy, and often moist. The urine is diminished in

quantity.
Caus.\tion.—Numerous theories have been advanced

as to the ca\ise of seasickness. All writers agree, how.-

ever, that the complaint is aggravated by the physical
and mental fatigue caused by the preparations for the

voyage, by the emotional excitement of parting, by
previous imprudences in diet, by constipation, and by
want.of proper food. The cause of naupathia is believed

by some to lie in disorders of certain senses. It is given
as visual disturbance caused by the constant mobility of

surrounding objects; irritation of the semicircular canals

caused b}' the frequent and varied movements of the

ship, and confusion of the muscular sense, or a disturb-

ance of the feeling of the relation of the body to sur-

rounding objects, caused by the unstable conditions

prevailing on board a vessel.

Irwin regards seasickness—or motion seasickness, as

he calls it— as a disturbance of a supplementary special
sen.se whose function is to determine the position of
the head in space and to govern and direct the ;esthctico-

kiuetic mechanism by which is maintained the equi-
librium of the body. He holds that motion produces
sickness by disturbing (a) the endolymph in the semicir-

cular canals, (ft) the viscera in the abdomen, and possibly
(c) the brain and the subarachnoid at its base. The
true primary cause of .seasickness lie believes to be
irritative hyperajuiia of the semicircular canals. By
some the stomach has beeu regarded as the seat of the

trouble. The view taken is that by the shaking of

the contents of the stomach digestion is stopped and
fermentation sets in, the uudigested"fermented food being
thrown off by an effort of nature. According to this

theory the headache, depression, and vertigo are due

partly to tlie absorption of bile, or of somi^ or many toxic

products of metabolism or of fermentation, into the cir-

culation, and partly to irritation of the pneumogastric
nervi' terminals. Some suppose that the plaj' of the

diajihragm and abdominal organs, caused by the move-
ments of the ship, induce spasms and convulsions of the
stomach. Another theory attributes the symptoms to a
severe intramolecidar shaking and irritation produced
in the cells of particular organs by rapid movements
arising from sudden change of direct ioiud motion. The

direct mechanical effects produced on the nervou.s tissues

by the movements of the ship are given by many as the
cause of seasickness. These include r(;peafed sliglit con-
cussions of the brain produced by its being shaken up
and dov.-n in its bony case; a centrifugal jarring of the
brain as a result of motion along the two arcs of a circle
described by the axis lines of a ship; shocks intiicted

upon the brain and sjnnal cord by tlie violent flux and
reflux of tlie cerebrospinal fluid, induced bj- tlie move-
ment of the vessel.

Beard lielieved naupathia to be a functional disturbance
of the central nervous system, the cause being purely
physical or mechanical—a series of mild concussions—
the agitation of the nervous s^ystem by the movements
of the ship. Other theories ascribe the cause to effects

produced on the nervous system by disturbances of
the circulatory apparatus. It has been supposed that
the irregular variations of barometric pressure pro-
duced by the rising and falling of the waves cause
oscillations of the column of blood within the larger
vessels. Seasickness has been attributed also to sudden
and recurring changes of the relations of the fluids
to the solids of the body, both of which obey the
law of gravity when the body is subjected to alternate
movements of ascent and descent ; the blood, however,
descending more rapidly and ascending more slowly
than the solids. Pollarin believed the condition due to
the lessening of the ascending force of the blood in the
aorta and in the arteries springing from it, caused by the
movements of the body and resulting in anaemia of the
brain. Wallaston, on the other hand, ascribed it to cere-

bral congestion. Chapman held that the proximate
cause of seasickness consists in an undue amount of blood
in the nervous centres along the back, and especially in

those segments of the spinal cord related to the stomach
and the musclesconcerned in vomiting. Skinner believes
that the motions of the ship cause movements, slight or

considerable, and repeated displacements, collisions, and
stretching of various organs of the body', especially of
the abdominal organs, and unequal and alternate increase
and lessening of pressure exerted by the column of blood
on the walls of the arteries and veins. This starts a
reflex nervous act, an inhibitory influence, causing a
paresis of the cardio-accelerator and vaso-constrictor
centres. Thus are brought about enfeeblement of the
heart's action and frequentlj-a diminution in the number
of cardiac pulsations, and a consecutive loss of vascular
tone with relaxation of the walls of vessels of medium
calibre. This results in a general lowering of the arterial

blood pressure, which is the cause of naupathia, giving
rise to antemia of the medulla, anemia of the brain,
ana'mia of the skin, diminution of the blood pres.sure in

the kidneys, and the diminution or the absence of action
of the sympathetic nervous system upon the unstrialed
fibres of the intestine and of the arteries, and also upon
the intracardiac nerve ganglia. A vicious cycle is thus
established.

Gihon considers seasickness a neurosis, and says lli:it

while the onset of mild attacks may determine a tei;:-

porary increase of blood in the cerebrum, it is certain
that the lessened arterial tension due to the vaso-molor
disturbance later deprives the nerve cells of their projier
stimulus, and the consei|Ueiit ananiia of tlu'se centres
results in weakness of the heart and dilatation of the

vessels. Even miasmatic intoxication has been made
responsible for seasickness (Lemonas).
The theory that seems to me the most plausible is that

which attributes to rupture of Uibyrintldue mtiipcnsiitii/ii
the principal phrnomena; thus jiartiallj' allying the con-
dition to miuiiitaiii-sickness and aeronauts' sickness, in

which this factor plays a subsidiary part. Conrutiyion of
iterre elements probably adds to the sum-total of disturb-

ances; while autu-into.ricatiim is added as a result of

the failure of digestion and derangement of metabolism.
l/iwercd vaxmlar tone is both a .symptom and a cause of
other symptoms. Psychoiialhy (morbid suggestion) is

not to be excluded entirely, but is not in itself a sufficient

exjilanalion.
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PitoniYLAXis AND TiiEATMKNT.—Different forms of

tivatineiit— plivsical, pliysiolo'rir, ami ineilioinal—liave

been reeonimemlod, in aecoiilanee with tlie various

tlieorits as tollieeauseuf iiaupatliia. Tlieexciiiiie; cause

ill every case beinj; tlie iiu>lii)n of tlie vessel, a stateroom

should be selectetl near the centre of tbe vessel, away
fi\>ni the engines. An inside room is said by many to

be preferable, but in my opinion the lack (jf ventilation

more than counterbalances its supposed ad vautaires. As

|)ropliylailic measures, it is advised that all prei>arations
be concluded at least twenty-four hours before embark-

inir, so that the system may not be exhausted by over-

work and want of sleep, and that as hearty a meal as

possible be eaten before going on board. Those espe-

cially liable to .seasickness are told to go to bed before

the vessel gets under weigh, having previously arranged
within easy access such things as may be needed for the

tirst day or two; to eat regularly and heartily, but with-

out nusing the head for at least one or two days; to take

a mild laxative on the lirst night out and to keep the

bowels open ; and, after being able to go on deck and to

the table, not to rise in the morning without lirst eating

something. If the sea should become unusually rough,

they arc to go to bed before getting sick. Some have
advocated a spare and dry diet, one full meal being in-

dulged in, and soup, pastry, milk puddings, and sweets

being avoided. I have seen good results ajiparently
due to the following prophylactic regime: (1) A calomel

purge followed by a siiline, one week before sailing, and

again two days ix'fore sailing. (2) A saline irrigation
followed by com|ilete rest, the morning liefoi-e sailing.

(y) Saline laxatives or enemas daily for the lirst few days
on board. (4) Spending all the time possible on deck.

Those very susceptible should maintain a reclining post-
ure in a steamer chair. l)ut out of the direct sunlight.
Those but slightly alTeeted .should try to move around
from time to time, walking a little more each day. (5)

Taking for the first day or two light, easily digested food
at short intervals. (G) Sponging or bathing daily with
cold water, ov with hot water preceiled by cooling of the

head and neck and followed by a cold friction rub or
shower. (7) Taking miiuite doses of pierotoxin (gr. y^jp

hourly) for ten hours daily dining the week preceding
the voyage, and for two or three days at sea. I should
now advise instead epinephrin (commercially known as

suprarenalin) in doses of from gr. ^':j-
to gr. y'j, absorbed

from the tongue. For this inirpose a fraction of a grain
of sugar of milk may be ailded, and either powders or
tablet triturates be disjiensed.

It is usually advised that the horizontal position be
assumed. Various physical expedients have been tried

to lessen the motion of the vessel but without success.

The twin ferry-steamer, the Culais-Dout-re. the Bes.semer

suspended sjiloon, swinging state-rooms, swinging berths
and bunks, and the always upright easy-chair, /rt»^'«(7-
(If-iiurot Dr. Xeveu-Derotrie, have all proved failures.

Various prejiaratory exercises to bo practised by those

intending to go to sea have been suggested. Swinging,
turning around upon one foot, the use of rocking-horses,
oscillating planks, gyratory chairs, and the like, have
been advised. Dr. Hewitt devised a mirror, so hung as
to swing on its oblique axis over a swinging )>latform
provided with, a seat and movable at will up and down,
from side to side, backward or forward, or in a combina-
tion of these movements. The person coiiteinplaling a

voyage was advised to use this contrivance daily lor some
time before tempting the winds and waves. Various
j'xpeflients based on the visual theory are recommended.
Thus, patients are instructed to keep their eyes closed
or covered; to wear smoked glasses or bliie or red
glasses; or to fix their eyes on some obiect away from
the ve.ssi'l. The wearing of red spectacles has been ad-
vocated on the theory that the effect of the color on the
blood-vessels of the brain would be to send the blood to
the brain, relieving a cerebral aniemia. To lessen the
irritation of the semicircular canals. Dr. Minor suggests
dropping cocaine in the ear. To keep the intestines ipiiet,
to support the abdomen exhausted by incessant retching

and vomiting, to determine the flow of blood to the head,
or to iirovide a substitute for the stimulusand distention

of food, abdominal compression by means of a bandage,
handkerchief, towel, or napkin has been adviseil and is

really useful. If the abdomen be hollow, a soft folded

blanket may be fitted into the depression. Inflating the

lungs and holding Ihebreatlias long as possible have been

suggested as a means of fixing the diaphragm. Ilovent,
indeed, advocates systematic inhalation and exhalation

against ])ressure by means of my pneumatic resistance

valves. In my own person the experiment was unsuc-
cessful.

The dietetic management usually recommended after

the onset of seasickness is that a moderate amount of

easily digested food be taken at short interval.s. Beard

says that one should keep something in the stomach all

the time, if possible. Thin soups, broths, and gruels
usually may be given. Junket, matzoou, kumyss, clam

juice, beef juice, curry, preparations of blood, and pre-

digested preparations of milk, beef, peptones, and the

like can often be taken in small quantities, even after

nausea and vomiting have occurred. Many experienced
ship surgeons advise against the exclusive or excessive

use of liquid food and prescrilie solids or semi-.solids;

they believe that liquids encourage vomiting. Some
writers recommend mulled wine. grog. Ciira(,'oa, cau de
menthe. iced dry champagne, eider, and brandy. Acid
or effervescing drinks, such as seltzer, ginger ale, and
sweetened water, with the addition of lemon juice or a
little citric or tartaric acid, are often refreshing when
taken in moderation. Draughts of ice-cold water, or

pieces of ice held in the mouth, may give comfort.
Coffee and tea as hot as possible, and in small doses, are
sometimes soothing and invigorating.
As criratire agents various forms of counter-irritation

have been employed, the commonest being a mustard
leaf over the epigastrium. Electricity has been applied,

chiefly as faradization of the epigastric and hypochon-
driac regions, in some instances combined witli the paint-

ing of the parts with a solution of atropine sulphate for

cataphoretic effect. Chapman advocated the application
of an ice-bag to the spine, believing that thus he could
lower the temperature of the spinal region. Baruch,
however, asserts that cold applied to the surface of the

body, instead of penetrating deeply, calls into action the

heat-regulating machinery of the body for the purpose
of resisting the invasion of cold into the interior. The
success Chapman met with may have been due to stimu-
lation of the sjiiual centres with increase; of vascular
tone. The spinal coil would probably be more comfort-
able than an ice-bag and more easily arranged. If the

benefit lie in the elevation of depreciated nerve tone, the

best hydriatic application would ajipear to be the douche.
The Winteinitz combination compress, so eliicaeious in

cases of obstinate vomiting, should be of si'rvice in sea-

sickness, though it will rarely be available. It consists

of a stiinulatingcool trunk cmnpresscncUisingan ejiigas-
tric coil through which circulates waterat a temperature
of from 1-2° to 132° F. The cold wet compress at first

produces an nnauiiic condition of the skin beneath, with
contraction of the cutaneous vessels and irrilation of llie

peripheral nerves. Reaction quickly follows with tonic

dilatation of the vessels, the part covered by the coil be-

coming hyperaMui('. Dr. Kd ward ]\Iiller, in 1!S14, recom-
menih'd the warm bath alone, or alternating with the

cold bath, friction of the skin with oil and camphor, or

dry friction with powder of mustard.
Various (//"(/« and clas.sesof drugs have been employed

to meet cert^iin supposed indications. Laxativi' treatment
is usually recommended, and should be commenced as

early as two weeks previous to the night before the con-

templated journey. Podophyllin. ahies, rhubarb, and the

salines have been used. Drastic cathartics, however,
should not be administered. Various sedatives, analge-
sics, and liyiuiotics have been emiiloyed. Hioniides (am-
nioniuin, iiotassitim, sodium, strontium) are often given in

doses of from ten to thirty grains three times a day. Beard
advoaited mild bromization and prescribed large doses
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of sodium bmmidp for tlirce or four diiys before starting.

kcc|)iiig tliis \ip wliile at soa. until tiicri' i.s wcdl-gnmndt'd
rcasuu to believe lliat all dan.iier is over. Chloral liy-

dratc, in doses of live or ten grains, lias been \ised alone

or in eonibinatiou with the bromides. Chloroform is

sometimes employed. Cliartc'iis prescribes "chloro-

brom," a solution of chloralamid and ])0tas5ium bromide,
for three nights in hypnotic dose—a tablespoonful for

women and a tabl(«poonful and a half for men, or a tea-

sp<ionful every teu minutes until the full dose has been

given. Nelken gave half a grain of morphine twice a day.
Cannabis indica, in doses of halt a grain, has been em-

ployed. Antipyrin lias been given in doses of from five to

fifteen grains. Chloralamid, chlorodyne, paraldehyde,
sulphonal. and the like, liave also been used. Person-

ally, I have seen benetit only from the bromides—of which
strontium is the best—and morphine when needed.

Certain so-called neuro-muscular agents have proved
useful. According to Skinner, they increase the activity
of the nerve cell and of tlie unstriated muscular fibre, as

well as that cf the striated, and thus cause an elevation

of the arterial blood pressure. The theory is of dubious

wortli, but the practice is useful. Cocaine, caffeine,

strong black coffee, thin and strong infusion of black tea

constitute this group. I liave seen much good from
fiuid extract of erytliroxylon coca and from wine of coca.

Other remedies that act in a similar manner are the-

obromine, guarauine, kolaine, and preparations of kola.

Strj'chnine and ati'opine have been used. Skinner em-

ployed them simultaneously in order to raise the blood

pressure by acting upon the nervous centres and the un-
striated muscle fibres. On account of the frequent
vomiting in seasickness he preferred the hypodermic
method of administration, giving to an adult from 0..5

mgm. to 1 mgm, of atropine, and 1 mgm. of strychnine,
dissolved in mint water. This he repeated in two hours
if the patient was not well, and .even again two hours
later. He never exceeded three injections in one day.
Amyl nitrite has been lauded by some writers. I have
seen benefit from strychnine arsenate, 0..5 mgm. (gr. ytw)
hourly by the mouth, and also from picrotoxiu—^which
acts like a combination of strychnine and belladonna—
in about the same dose. Crude adrenal preparations
have failed in my hands, but it is probable that epi-

ne]ihrin absorbed from the tongue may be useful in

many cases.

Agents used for their supposed effect on the stomach
are dilute chloroform, hydrocyanic acid, tincture of iodine
in drop doses, cerium o.xalate, cocaine, sodium bicarbonate
in doses of ten to twenty grains, creosote in droj) doses

given everj- hour, eucalyptus rostrata, the digestive fer-

ments, the dilute mineral acids, "Worcestershire sauce in

teaspoonful doses, and preparations of Peruvian bark,
calumbo, and quassia. The older writers gave emetics
on the advent of vomiting, u.sing infusion of chamomile,
licppermint or ginger, or even sea-water. Lemonas
recommended quinine to combat t he hypothetic miasmatic
intoxication. I have seen no recommendation of specific
.serum—neither of an antitoxin from an acclimated hu-
man being or lower animal, nor of an artificial combina-
tion of chemical salts!

As a rule, if patients keep on deck, keep their bowels
clean, do not overeat, sponge or bathe daily with cold
water—or with hot water, if preceded by cooling of the
head and neck and followed by a friction or by a shower
or general douche of cold water—and are subjected to

cheerful rather than to depressing suggestion, they will

recover quickly without medicines. I have seen attacks
cut short by a calomel purge followed by thorough saline

irrigation of the bowel. Huloiiuiii Solis Cohen.

SEAL, GOLDEN. Haa HydrasHa.

SEA VOYAGES.—Therapeutically sea voyages may
he divided inln lliree groups:

1. A voyage incidental to a change of residence or

climate, or to a business or pleasui-e trip. Voyages of
this class are usually, though not always, short, and apart

from perils or discomforts of the particular voyage; need
to be studied only from the viewpoint of po.ssible countei-
indicatiims in the special case of a weak or delicate per
son, or one who has brinie previous sea trips badly, or of
an invalid alVected with some lesion rendering the'voyagc
hazardous. Such countcrindications will be mentioned
in the general discussion.

2. A voyage undertaken as a restoratice ineaxure in the
case of an individual |)atient. Voyages of this class are
to be studied from all possible viewpoints, meleorologic,
geographic, climatic, epidemiologic, therapeutic. Tlie
time of year, the special trip, the ship, the disease, X\w

patient and his comi>anions, must be given careful

consideration, and iiulicalions and countcrindications

weighed against each other. Thus, voyages around Cape
Horn in the winter of the southern hemisphere are to

be avoided for invalids: and similar questions of route
and season are always to be examined In detail. In this

article space will not permit more than casual allusion
to a few special voyages.

3. A voyage forming part of a scheme of climatic or
other treatment. Voyages of this class stand midway
between the other classes, and certain discomforts or
other countcrindications, not otherwise permissible, may
be outweighed by the benefits expected from the meas-
ures to which it is a neces.sary introduction.

Ocean Climate.—The climate of the open sea possesses
characteristics not to be found elsewhere: a peculiar
equability of temperature due to absorption of thermal

rays and surface evaporation in the day, and to convec-
tion with surface heating and diminished radiation at

night; an abundance of light; a favorable degree of rela-

tive atmospheric humidity (the mean being 73.5 per
cent.); and freedom of the air from dust, microbes, and
other impurities. It is not necessary to call upon the

presence of chemical factors in the atmos|)liere, ozone,
iodine, or salines, to explain its beneficial influence; yet
independently of chemical analy.sis the sense of smell
finds an agreeable quality in the sea air, which doubtless
indicates properties acting in an equallv acceptable man-
ner upon all nervous tissues, and possibly upon all cells.

The breezes are alwaj's refreshing, and except in certain

regions of latitude or ciuTcnt the midday temperature
seldom exceeds 8.5° F., and is usually very much less.

When the temperature is high upon the sea it is less dis-

ti'cssing than an equal degree of heat upon the land ;

thus, at the tropics it is larely oppressive even in the
absence of wind. Similarly cold is often better borne at

.sea than on land, though from a therapeutic viewpoint
extremes of either heat or cold should be avoided.

Against these qualities the depressing and distressing
effects of storms—to say nothing of their dangers—must
be taken into account.

Factors Other than Climatic.—The prolonged mental
rest and the complete change of surroundings incident
to a sea trip of moderate length are factors of no mean
value in the sum total of restorative elTccts. On the

other hand, in very long vo3'ages, the monotonj- may be-

come wearisome, and this contingency must be provided
against. Ship, time of year, proposed voyage, and cost

may not always correspond to desire. Light and air,

while abundant and pure on deck, are not always so in

the cabins. The food may not be suited to the needs of

invalids, and the absence of fresh milk, fresh fruits, fresh

vegetables, is often a serious drawback. Some individ-

uals are ]ieculiarl\- su.sceptibic to seasickness, and others
suffer with deranged metabolism during the greater part
of the trip. Women generally feel the di.scomforts of
life on shipboard more than men do, and can seldom be
advised to take jirolonged voyages. It is necessary in

every case to exercise great care in the selection of

shi]), master, and route, to inspect the sleeping cabins
ami general accnmmodations, and to be sure that the die-

tetic arrangements are good. Other lliings being equal,
well-equipped sailing ves.sels are to be preferred to steam-
ers for therajieutic voyages. There sliould always be a

trustworthy ship's doctor, and in many cases the invalid

uuisl be accompanied by a special attendant or a physi-
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cian. Wheu the pfttient owns a seagoing yacht, most
(lillicultii's vanish; nnil SiiH. Wcbei lias suggested ships,

sjieeially built anil equiiipeil as ocean sjiualoiiuins, to be
sent on well-seleeted vovages aceoiding to season.

In the cousiilciation of «t(i.iic/ciie>i.i, tlic geueial precau-
tions necessiiry to Iherapeutie voyages were considered.

Here it may be emphasized in repetition that tlie pure
air of the deck is preferable to the stuffy atmosphere of

cabins; that exercise is necessary; that exposure to the

sun is usually benelicial; that the skin should be cared

for by regular and systematic baths, frictions, etc. In

addition to the care necessary in choosing vessel an<l

cabin, the provision of congenial companionship and of

sources of intellectual interest as the inclination to men-
tal activity returns, demands attention.

IiKlicdtioim.—Short voyages of from jive to twenty
days are useful chietlj' to give mental and physical rest

anil recreation, and to prevent rela|)Se or other accident

after convalescence from depressing affections, as inllu-

cnza. Voyages of modi'rate length, twenty to sixty

days, are sometimes followed l)y strikingly good results

in cases needing more prolonged rest, as in breakdowns
from overwork, irritable comiilious of the nervous sys-

tem, even actual neurasthenia when the patient has good
resisting power. In certain cases of asthma, in tlie con-

ditions termed "scrofulous," in chronic tendencies to

"catching cold," in suspected or actual pulmonary tuber-

culosis, such voyages are often benelicial.

In chronic catarrhal conditions of the tipper air pas-

sages, in chronic rheumatic states, and sometimes in

chronic rheumatoid arthritis, voyages to warm climates,

as a winter trip to ^leditenancan or Carilibean waters,

may be advised. Hay fever has lieen rei)orted to have
been observed at sea, but the occurrence is so rare that

its possibility may be disregarded and the general tonic

effect of the ocean climate upon those susceptible to this

affection is highly desirable. Some chronic forms of

diabetes mellitus in middle-aged or elderly patients are

ameliorated by ocean trijjs, especially those to warm cli-

mates in the winter.

Prolonged voyages, three months or more, are to be
advised only when the patient is known to be a good
sailor, is not too severely ill or too weak to undergo some
discomforts, and has a fair degree of resisting jiower, as
well as good digestive and eliminative funclidiis.

The special trips of three and four montlis to north

European waters in the summer and to Jlediterranean
and Oriental waters in the winter, madi^ by well-equipped
vessels and including in their itinerary stops at various

imjiortant ports are, however, to be classed therapeuti-
cally with voyages of moderate duration, and are espe-
cially to be commended to convalescents and those need-

ing rest and recreation. Long voyages on the open sea,

as to Australia, for example, are to be advised chieliy for

those who <'njoy the sea, for dipsomaniacs and drug
slaves, and in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. It is

especially in suitable cases of pulmonary tuberculosis
that well-chosen voyages are to be urged, sometimes as a
means of recovery, sometimes as a means of ijalliation
and of prolonging life. Some patients can "rough it

"

on sea and land with benetit; others must be carefully
protected. The stjige of disease, too, and tlu^ general
chanicteristics of the patient inak(^ considerable differ-

ence. Hence general rules cannot be laid down. Cer-
tain main factors, however, mtiy be presented. In febrile

cases the temperature usually subsides after a few days
upon the sea. In cases which show much general ten-

dency to recovery, but in which limited areas of iiersistent

activity remain, the local processi's diminish and linally
cease under the influence of the aseptic sea air and the

general stimulation of nutritive processes In cases of
erethic temiierament, unsuitable for mountiiin cures,

especially those with a tendency to excessive cardiac
action at altitudes, the sen exerts a beneticial sedative in-

fluence. No other measure is of equal value in early cases
in robust males, especially in young men infected by
chance, or when weakened by overwork, worry, or acute
disease. In quiescent cases of a more advanced stage the

general health and hence the local conditions are usually
much improved. In certain far advanced cases with ex-
ten.sive softening and persisienl fever, a voyage inequable
waters— say upon the I'acitic, as from San Franciscn to

Japan and irlurn by way of Hawaii—has been known to

mitigate symptoms and io prolong life. Sometimes such

patients can even benetit by excursions into cooler

regions, as to Alaska, Iceland, or Spitzbergen. AVlien

l)atients are to be sent to a special laud climate, as from
Europe to Colorado, or from America to the Alps, or
from either to Australiaor South Africa, the sea trip may
be ma(l(^ a S]iecial feature of the cure

; and, similarly, sea

trijis may b(! directed to well-chosen objective points, in-

vigorative or protective as may be. wh(!re the patients
may remain for a time before coming home.

Coiinteri/Klica/idiis.—Grave lesions of the heart and
blood-vessels interdict any ocean trip ;

nor should a longer
voyage than the week between Europe and Americabe
permitted in the great majority of cases of far advanced
tuberculosis, chronic gastrointestinal disorders, chole-

lithiasis, or chronic diseases of the abdominal viscera.

Gouty patients may sulfcr more severely at sea than on
land; neuralgias are often aggravated; hemorrhoids may
become troublesome. Among other conditions necessi-

tating caution, or even the proliibiticm of a voyage, are a
marked tendency to ha'inoptysis, great general weakness,
special liability to seasickness or loss of appetite, epilepsy,
maniacal tciulencies, periodic insanity, suicidal inclina-

tions, marine photophobia, and marine insomnia.
Sdomon Solis Cohen.

SEBORRHOEA.—Definition. —For the purposes of
this article seliorrha'a may he detined as a functional dis-

order of the glands of the skin, characterized by the pro-
duction of an excessive amount of fattj- material, normal
or abnormal in quality, vvhich manifests itself upon the
skin as an oily coating, scales, or crusts.

History.—The investigations of recent years have
done much to determine the true limitations" of this dis-

ease. Many points, however, remain unsettled, espe-
cially in the domain of etiology and jiatliology, and it is

very probable that the future will render possible a deti-
• nitiou of greater precision. The process of evolution of
the present-day conccjition of seljorrha'a is of interest,
as showing the gradual differentiation of species from
genus. The olil Greek and Roman observers—Hippoc-
rates, Galen. Celsus, Actuarus, and others—recognized
the occurrence of falhng of the hair; and hy the Greeks
the expression Tvi-vpiiwi^, piti/riima (that which is win-
nowed, i.e., husks, bran), ivas used to designate a C(m-
dition of the skin and scalp characterized by the for-

mation of scales. This was, in the light of our present
knowledge, a very broad apidicatiou of the term, and
probably included, among other morbid states, that dis-

ease which we know to-da_v as mhiirrhwa sicca. The
name pun-iyo was given by the Koinau writers, notablv
Celsus, to pathological conditions of the skin attended

by scale formation. It was not, however, until the lat-

ter part of the eighteenth century that any suggestion
of a differentiation of the general classinto specific types
was made. Pleiick. in 178;i, described, quite concisely,
a condition very similar to, if not i<lentical with, oiir

Kcborrliim siccii, and stated that the Haky material was to
be regarded as a liroduci of tlie sebaceous glands of tlie

scalp. His view was not generally accepted by his con-

temporaries; the term piti/iinKis continued to he used in

its comprehensive sense—including practically all sipia-
nious conditions— until well into tlie nineteenth century.
A few investigators, however, seemed to lia\'e followed
Plenck in the endeavor toward scientitic dilTerentiation.
Tlie terms '/'rt'r/iie (or I'ineii) amiaiitiiciv nnd T. furfii rncee

were ajiplied by \Iahon to conditions apparently sebor-
rlitvic. Brett noted the occurrence of oily, scaling lesions

upon parts of the body not covered with hair, and coined
therefore the expression acne sebacee.

The terms secretions morhides dcsfoUieules sehnce.es and
flv.r sehace were used by Rayer in 1837, referring to mor-
bid couditious of the sebaceous glauds. In Ilebra's time
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and rtiiriiiir the period immediately preceding him, der-

liuilDloyistswere still seeking a better separation of mbor-

rliu'i from t lie general cli\.»s piti/riti/iiit, with varying suc-

cess. Fuchs, in 1.S40, it is said by Sabouraud, was the

first to make use of the term ncborrlimt.

In moie recent years, largely as a result of the work of

Unna, those cases formerly regarded as seborrha'a, in

which an inflannnatory process is present, have been
set apart in a class by themselves, under the caption
cr:i'»in .sih'irr/wiriiin (which see). Unna himself woidd
draw the line more closely, and would include in the class

menlioned practically all types of sf/iDi-r/ia'ti sicca, since,

ho believes, inllanunation is always present in these..

His conception is not unanimously accepted in its entirety

by dermatologists. The e.vclusion of the inflammatory
process from seborrha'as, and their limitation strictly to

functional disturbance, has greatlj' narrowed the field;

it has imposed an added burden upon the diagnostician:
that of determining where functional disorder ceases and
organic change begins.
SvMPT0M-\T0LOGY.—The classification of seborrhceic

conditions clinically is not a settled one, especially as re-

gards minor distinctions. For practical purposes, how-
ever, two general types may be considered : seharrhva

oleosa and seborrhea sicca. These have been variously
designated by authors; the former has been called 8lear-

r/i(Cii, steatorrlicpii, seboiThagia, sebaceous Jhix, acne sebacee

fluents, hyperidrods oleosa (Unna); the latter, pityriasis

siiiiplej:, seborrJmafurfuracea sen psoriasiformis, erythema
cajiitis, acne sebacee seche, eczema selmrrlioicum, squamosiim
(Unna).

Selion-haa oleosa n\ay aSect both the hairy and the non-

hairy parts of the body. It most commonly appears
upon tlie face and scalp, but it ma}' occur on the chest,

back, pubes, genitals, and in the a.xilke. Obviously, in

these latter regions it is seen much less frequently by the

physician. When the scalp is involved the hairs are

covered with an excess of oil
; they are greasy to the

touch; tend to mat together into bunches and strand.s, and
in the uncleanly an offensive, rancid odor may be pres-
ent. The scalp itself is generally jiallid and cool, and is

covered with an oily secretion ; when the head is bald
this gives the skin a shining, though sometimes muddy
appearance. Itching is either absent or of a very mild

grade; redness is not commonly present; w-hen these

are found to any pronounced degree, it is a fair presump-
tion that some irritating factor has entered in to modify
the classical type. Neglected cases of this type of sebor-

rhoea aflEecting the scalp generally result in a severe alo-

pecia.

Upon the face, the parts most involved are the nose

(especially theahe nasi), the adjacent parts of the cheeks,
the chin, and the forehead. The unusual flux of fatty
material gives the face a yellowish, oily a])pearance; in

addition, a dirty, "smudgy
"
quality is imparted, owing

to the ready adherence of dust and soot particles to the

greasy surface. The orifices of the sebaceous glands are

large, and are generally filled with a visible, yellowish-
white plug. U])on pressure these are discharged upon
the skin surface, and oily material exudes from the patu-
lous ducts. Some redness mav be present, more fre-

quently about llie aku nasi, but usually the skin is cool

and without inflammatory changes. Should these ap-
pear the condition can no longer be considered a simple
seborrha'a.

The domain of siborrlicea sicca is disputed territory.
Inasmuch as the questions concern largelj' the matter of

classilication, the writer will .seek to give that sympto-
matology wliicli has been accepted by the majority of

dermatologists of the present time.

The most freiiuent type of seborrha'a sicca is seen upon
the scalp in the condition commonly known as "dan-
drufT." It is here characterized by the formation of fine,

pulverant or flaky, and slightly oily scales, grayish- or

yellowish-while in color, about ami between the hairs.

They may bi' scanty, recpu'ring the use of the nail or a
bhint toothpick to demonstrate their ]iresence; m so

abundant, especially upon the vertex and the regiousim-

mediately anterior thereto, as constantly to shower the

patient's shoulders with a flaky dust. Underneath tiie

scales the scalp is pale, diy, andnon-infiammatory. The
hair appears to be deprived of its natural unguent, loses
its lustre, becomes dry, thin, and atrophic, and eventu-

ally falls, the resulting alopecia being generally sym-
metrical and permanent. The sul)jective symptoms in

mild cases arc absent or very slight; if the scale forma-
tion is profuse there may be considerable itching and
bin-ning. This leads frecpicntl}' to a modification of the
clinical picture. The constant traiuna from scratching
in neurotic individuals who have neglected treatment
soon induces a dermatitis, which, combined with already
existing conditions, produces a type approaching eczema
seborrhoiciim. In these cases excoriated areas may be
seen, usually small, upon which are formed yellowish,
moist, friable crusts, distinctly greasy; beneath, a red-

dened, slightly exuding base may be found. The crusts,
when removed, are quicklv renewed

; subjective itching
and burning are quite pronoimced.

Conditions similar to the characteristic seborrha'a sicca

of the scalp are not uncomiuonly found in the eyebrows,
eyelashes, mustache, and beard ; it is more rarely seen in
the pubic region. Upon non-hairy portions of the face,

e.i/., the nose and adjacent parts of the cheeks, a contin-
uous desquamation sometimes oc( urs; the scale is thin,

gra_vish-white, and greasj' ; the skin is usually reddened
and hypera^mic. The relation of this condition to rosacea
is very close. However, upon non-hairy portions of the

body the crusting forms are more commonl_v seen. These
are best exemplified along the edge of the scalp, abowt
the ears, upon the nose and adjacent folds, between the

shoulders, and in the sternal region. The secretion over the
diseased areas forms crusts, which are yellowish, greasy,
friable, and often rather bulky; the skin beneath is pale
or, more often, reddened slightly. If a crust be removed
with care, prolongations may be seen extending from the
under surface into the gaping sebaceous openings. The
crusting forius frequently exhibit a serpiginous border,

slightl}- raised, and somewhat more reddened than the
central portions. The periphery, too, bears a bulkier

crust, while the centre is either clearing or entirely free
from scales. This form is best seen upon the chest, the

back, and along the frontal hair border. The terms
"rtower-leaf" and "

petaloid
" have been used to desig-

nate the type.
Seborrlaca may occtu' upon the genitalia. In the male

it is manifested bv the formation of quantities of white,
cheese-like, glandular secretion, and epithelial deliris

about the posterior portion of the glans, the corima

glaudis, and the sulcus behind the latter. In the normal
and cleanly individual functional hyperactivity of the

glands of these parts is practicall_y without sj'mptoms;
but in tlie filthy, from want of proper ablutions, and in

the phimosed, "from the anatomical conditions present,
the retention of this secretion leads to various reflex ner-

vous disturbances, and very frequently .sets up a severe
local inflammation. In the female, the secretion forms
about the clitoris and the folds of the labia minora. If

the individual be cleanly, there are no symptoms; in ne-

glected yovuig children and in the uncleanly, a vulvo-

vaginitis may develop.
A form of crusting seborrlwm sicca occurring in infants

is called crusta lactea. "milk crust." Imperfect removal
of the vernix caseosa from the head is the prot)able cause,

though it is stated that the condition may arise after

perfect cleansing of the new-born child. The crusts may
cover nearly all the scalp or be confined to a small area.

As to physical character, they ;ire variable: they may be

bulky or thin, moist or dry, tough or friable, and present
a color dciiendeitl upon the complexion and siu'roimdings
of the child. Generally they are greasy and rather ad-

herent; the stirface beneath is reddened and moist. It is

probable that these cases should be regarded as instances
oi eczema seborrhoiciim. since they present tlie picture of
a dermatitis planted upon a scborrhauc Imse.

Kaposi, under the caption ichthyosis sebacca, has de-

scribed a condition of the skin in infants which ho re-
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gards lis a true si-borrlui-a, arising from the continued
excessive production of tlic vernix caseosii. Tlie skin is

reddened, tense, and covered Uirouuliout witli a greasy
coating; it lissures readily, especially about the mouth,
and subsequent inability to nuise leads to inanition and

early death. That this is a seborrlxea is extremely
doubtful. The same author has mentioMcd a seborrhcea

occurring in the aged and nianismic. /n'li/riditis tnbescen-

tiiiiii, charaeterizeit by scaling of the trunk and extensor
surfaces of the limbs. The pathological position of this

is also in doubt.
Keunian was the first to call attention to a peculiar

seborrha'ic condition found in the aged, vhich he desig-
nated as nrrtica senilis. Unua gives it the name of rer-

men ceborrhoicit. By the French it is known as acne
Keltiici'e. cone lite. The lesions are found upon the face,

including all parts, the neck, the arms and hands, the

trunk, and lower limbs. They vary in si/o and outline,

may be single or grouped, are yellowish-brown or flarker

in color, sometimes nearly black. The skin between may
be atrophic. Upon close inspection each lesion is seen to

be raised, slightly verrucous, rough to the feel, and cov-
ered with a scale or crust, which is adherent and beneath
which a reddened papillomatous surface is found. There

may be slight itching. Hyde has called this a prc-cpi-
theliniiiiitfiint nelxirr/nvii, an exi)ression which is ])eculiarly

apt, for if malignancy has not yet shown itself among
the lesions it may be expected to appear in time : and the

condition is almost invariably an accompaniment of can-
cer of the skin in those of advanced years.
Etiology and P.vtiiology.—Seborrhcea oleosa may oc-

cur at any age, but is most frequently seen in the second
and third decades of life. The puberal epoch, so espe-

cially characterized by rapid growth of liair and hyper-
activity of the sebaceous glands, often develops this form
of seborrluea. The disease occurs more coniniouly in
women than in men, and brunettes arc more susceptible
than blondes. A tendency to oiliness of the skin is

decidedly more marked in some races than in others;
that shining, greasy condition of the negro's skin, which
in him may be considered physiological, wcnild be, in the
white man, an evidence of abnormal glandular activity.
Among certain classes of European immigrants to this

coimtry, selxirrltcea oleosa is common. Various predis-
posing causes may be mentioned: disordmed blood
states, derangements of the digestive and assimilative

functions, chronic constipation, convalescence from acute
diseases, improper In'giene and habits of life, excesses in

eating and in the use of alcohol; and. in women, men-
strual disorders. Factors having a purely local action
are .sometimes efficient, as continuous exposure of a J)art
to heat, local pressure tending to produce congestion,
rosacea, etc. Elliott reports having observed its devel-

opment on the site of a recently healed erysipelas.
Uncomplicated sehorrha'a oleosa ina.v be regarded as a

functional disease, and pathological changes in the skin

glands are not to be exi)ected, tliough microscopic foci
of inllamniation are doubtless often present. It must not
be foi-gotten, however, that the presence of an oily film

upon the skin favors the entrapment of micro-organisms,
and thereby predispo.ses to the imjilantationof an iullam-

matory process upon the pre-existing functional disturb-
ance. Thus one may see a seborrlKva at tended or followed
by acne, folliculitis, f\n-unculosis, sycosis, eczema, etc.

Unna has ably championed the view that the coil glands
participate in the formation of fatty secretion. He there-
fore proposes the term fii/peridrosis oleosa as more accu-

rately expressive of the true condition present when an
excess of oil is poured out upon the skin.

Seborrhaa siren, both the scaling and the crusting forms,
may occur at any lime of life. "Blondes are more often
attacked than brunettes; men exhibit the disease rather
more frequently than women, the jirobable reason being
that with the former the pilary growth upon the body is

more pronounced, their daily" toilet of the hair is less

thorough, and their headdress less hygienic. The same
predisposing factors hold as for sehorrlneo oleosa. Espe-
cially to be mentioned are convalescence from acute dis-

ease, syphilis, and the local influence of pressure and lack
of ventilation about the head. A seborrhu-ie element is

(pute commonly f(mud in the syphilides of the scalp and
face, and one may see must typical forms of crusting
seljorrhoa sieea and eezema seliorrhoieum beneath the stitf,

unventilated head-dress of the nun.
The pathology of seborr/nea sicca is much in disjiute.

While there may be no clinical evidence of inllauunatory
action, the latter maybe demonstrable microscopically.
The view couunonly held as to the origin of the scales is

that they result from an imperfect metamorphosis of the

epithelivun lining the sebaceous glands into sebum, which
^abnormal jjroduct is extruded upon the skin, mixed with
fat and horny epithelial debris. According to this con-

ception, the essential process is found in a pathologic
physiology of the glandular epithelium.
The most radical dissenters from this theory are

Unna and Sabouraud, both of whom, for their originality
of work, are entitled to greatcredit. The former's teach-

ings may be sununari/.ed as follows:
All forms of selwrr/icea sicca, should be classed as eezema

sehorrltoicum ; the coil glands are the sonice of fat in the
scales (since seborrho-ic catan-h with greasy scales may
occur in the palm of the hand and solo of the foot), which
fact h(! has I'cpeatcdly demonstrated by osmic-acid stain-

ing; thesebaceous glandsand their secretion are normal,
or the glands are filled with fatty cells and show no un-

degenerated cpitlielium; exit from the glands is blockeil

by an excess of horny cells in the follicles; the How of
fat from the coil glands is chemotactic ; a deliuite tendency
to acanthosis and parakeratosis is present within and
without the hair follicle; the morococcus is practically
always found, the bottle bacillus frequently; when the

scalp is concerned, the openings of the hair follicles are
choked and dilated with horny cells extending to the
ducts of the sebaciMius glands; there is a tendency, from
pressure cll'ect, to early sejiaration of the pajiillary hairs,
with failure of their new formation, hence the alopecia;
after perinanent fall of the hair, the .sebaceous glands
hypertrophy, and often form true sebaceous cysts.

Sabouraud's pathology, which is a still greater depart-
ure, is as follows:

Thei'e are two forms of scborrha-a: a moist tyjie, sehor-

r/ia'a. oleosa, and a cystic tyiie, acne comedo ; of the first,

the elementary lesion is a fatty sebaceous I'lug ; this plug
contains an enormous number of very small bacilli, which
are constantly present in pure culture and are character-

istic; the comedo is the cystic transformation of the seba-
ceous plug, the change occurring in relativelj' few of

them; eventually tlie comedo becomesinfected withordi-

nary cocci of the skin, among them the "graj'-cultured
"

coccus, producing various types of acne; baldness is a
microbacillar seborrluea, each follicle from which the
hair has fallen having been invaded by colonies of the

bacilli; this bacillus grows on acid media, forming red

colonies, and stains with Gram's method ; the different
forms of pityriasis are separated and distinct conditions
from seborrho-a. but may be superimposed upon the lat ter ;

their lesion is the scale, an exfoliation of horny epider-
mis; this scale is produced by a special micro-organism,
the bottle bacillus.

A description of the various organisms mentioned by
these two observers would require greater space than the
limits of this article will permit. It will sullice to state
that dermatologists and pathologists are not at all agreed
that these micro-organisms are specific for the conditions

named, or even that they exist as distinct varieties.

Di.\GN0sis.—The recognition of seborrhaui oleosa jjre-
sents no liillicullies. Seliorrhoia siccn must be differen-

tiated from the following:
Eczema. In a pure eczema there is always evidence of

inflammation, either in acute weeping or chronic intiltra

tion; crusts are non-greasj', of coagulated serum; scales
are dry, free from oil (uidess treated with ointments.)
and rather adherent; bru'ning and itching are always
present. However, the dividing line between sehorrhaa
sicca and eczema selmrrhoicnm is often very difficult to

draw, since the former frequently merges into the latter.
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Sfborrhoea.
Seborrboea.

The feature of greatest imiiortaiiee in the differentiation

is the absi'iice in tlio one and tlie presence in the other of

visible evidence of inllannnation and of itcliing, tliough
these may be jiresent on!}' in a slijflit degree.

PioiHisi's. P.soriasis of the scalp is .seldom seen unac-

companied by patches elsewhere. In mi lil cases alfect-

ing the scalp the lesions arc generally small, more or

less isolated, covered by an adlierent. silvery, non-greas)-
scale, beneath which an easily bli'ejing surface is found;
bciweeu tlie lesions the scalp is normal or a true sebor-

rluea nuiy exist. If the psoriasis is severe, parts of the

head may be covered with a thick, dry, non-oily crust,

through which the hair is growing vigorously; other

regions of the .scalp are clear. Alopecia, as a rule, does

not result in a pure psoriasis, even tliough the scalp bo

severely and chronically affected. Psoriasis is not com-

monly seen upon the face, and very rarely about the

nose, a freciuent site of seborrlia'a. Upon tlie body it is

easily distinguished if it be remembered that the outlines

of the lesions are more distinct, the scales copious, lus-

trous, and non-greasy, and the surface beneath reddened
and easily torn.

Lupus Eri/thematosus. The schorrluva eonget^tmt of

Hebra was \>rohiih\y lupus en/theniatomit:. The differen-

tiation is made by considering that in this disease the

site of lesion is generally the face; the outlines are dis-

tinct and elevated; the scale is very adherent, non-

greas)- ; the skin beneath is reddened to a marked degree ;

scar tissue may be present in the vicinity ; and close

inspection of the lesion will reveal atrophic changes in

progress, for in lupus eri/themalosus structural alterations

occur which lead to cicatrices on healing,

/(kthyosh. This disease is generally present from
birth. The scale is universal, dry, non-oily ; tlie skin

reddened, drj', and tends to fissure readily along the lines

of lle.xure and cleavage. Frequently, but not always,
malnutrition is present, sometimes to a marked degree,

especially in the young.
Sjiphilis. Seborrhcea often complicates -n-ell-defined

syphilis, but cases are not common in which an absolute

exclusion of the latter disease must be made. When such
is the case, recourse must be had to the past history of

the individual as to exposure, initial lesion, adenopathy,
exauthem, mucous patches, headaches, alopecia, etc., and
to careful searching for the relics of an ancient syphilis

upon the skin and mucous membranes. The crusting
lesions of syphilis about the face and scalp are more
defined in outline, and generally present the copper hue
about their borders, which is so characteristic in specific
disease. It must not be forgotten that any ulcerating
lesions upon the scalp ma}' produce enlargement of the

nearest lymph nodes, a knowledge of which fact will

help in the avoidance of mistakes in diagnosis.
Tinea Tricophytina. Here the decisive proof is the

demonstration of the fungus. Upon the scalp the lesions

.present a dull gray, non-greasj', adherent crust, through
which broken, fragile hairs project.
TRE.4TMEXT.—In the management of sehorrhwa due

regard must be had for the patient's general condition.

Much can be accomplislied by a careful regulation of the

diet, attention to personal hygiene, and such general
measures as shall restore and maintain a normal physiol-

ogy of the various bodily functions. Especial attention

should be directed to the digestive tract.

SeliDi-rhaa oleosa may be treated locally with mildly
stimidating applications, the object being to restore the

normal function by ]iurgir.g the glands. Such applica-
tions, however, should not be continuously used. The
medicaments of most value are sulphur, resorcin, tinct-

ure of benzoin, and white precipitate. The tirst three

may be used in pomades or in weak alcoholic lotion; the

last in an ointment only. To accomplish results the ap-
plication should be strong enough to produce a reaction

with scaling, after which a milder treatment should be

followed. The use of astringents is of doubtful value:
if resorted to it shoidd be certain that the secretions from
the glands are thinner than normal.

Since the .f-ray has a selective action on the more

highly differentiated cells of the skin, causing atrophy,
it has been suggested that conditions due to glandular
hyperactivity were amenable, theoretically, to x-v&y ther-

apy. Sebun-lMa oleosa v;o\i\d therefore be included in tlie

category. The consideration is purely theoretical; the
writer knows of no published reports of cases so treated.

Seboi-rkwa of the genitals disappears with cleanliness.
In the seal]) schorrlKm sicca requires rather elaborate

and persistent treatment. In severe ca.ses crusts and
scales must first be removed b}' maceration with an oil,

followed by a shampoo; in mild cases by the shampoo
alone. The official tinctura sujionis i-iridisor Sarg's fluid

soap will serve well as material for the shampoo. When
the scalp is thoroughly cleansed a stimidating pomade
should be applied. For this precipitated sulphur, resor-

cin, and the red svdphuret of mercury are most elficient,

either singly or combined, the ointment base used being
soft.

^ Sulpli. pnecip 1.00

Hvdrarg. sulph. rubr 0.5

Uug. petrol, alb.. . . 30.00
M. Sig. : Pomade for scalp.

In severe cases this should be rubbed into the scalp every
daj' for a week or more; afterward less often. Patients

generally object strongly to the greasy condition of the
hair following thefreijueut use of an ointment. It is ad-

vantageous in such cases to prescribe a lotion, which
ma}' be apiilied six days in the week, the shampoo and
pomade being used on the remaining day. Sulphur,
being insoluble in water and alcohol, cannot be made an

ingredient of the lotion ; resorcin and bichloride, com-
bined with other stimulants, as tincture of cantharides,
are the most efficient compounds available.

^ Hvdrarg. bichlor 10
Ti". cant^harid 20.00

Spts. vini. rect SO.OO

Aq. rosarum ad 200.00
M. Sig. : Lotion for scalp.

To this, if indicated, a small proportion of oil may
be added; the amount should rarely exceed 10 gm.
in 200.

Resorcin is credited with producing a slight change in

the color of blond hair. For such the bichloride lotion

is preferable.
For the crusting forms of seborrhcea of the face and

body, sulphur and resorcin are the remedies piar creel-

knee. Crusts should be removed by softening with oil

and the careful use of water in which some borax has
been dissolved. A pomade containing the above-men-
tioned drugs in suitable proportions may then be applied.
Care must be taken in treating these cases that an acute
dermatitis be not awakened. Should this happen, sooth-

ing measures must be used until the skin will permit fur-

ther treatment of the original condition.
The erusta lactea in infants may be avoided in the vast

majority of cases by a gentle but thorough cleansing of
the child after birlh. Should characteristic crusts de-

velop later, a mild course of treattnent following the
lines mentioned above will bring about a cure.

The rerruca senilis, or the pre-epilheiiomatous sebor-

rha>a of advancing years, re(ndres careful watching for

epitheliomatous developments. For tlie purpose of keep-
ing the lesions soft, a mild pomade may be used. Cau-
terization is not advisable. If an extensive removal of
the lesions be contemplated, resource must be had to

j--ray therapy.
The two forms of Kaposi—ielithyosis scbacea and

pityriasis tahcsccniium—require careful attention to tlie

general nutrition of the patient, and the use of such
ointments locally as will keep the skiu soft and pliable.

Pno(iN()sis.—The outlook for sedoiTfiiva oleosa is de-

pendent largely upon the strictness with which the pa-
tient carries out general instructions. Seborr/ioa sicca of
the scalp requires faithfid treatment; if it is neglected, re-
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cunence is probable; alopecia is generally pennanent.
Tlie sebonhceas of the hody arc more easily conliollcd.

The same is trueof <)•(/*/.( In'ftoi in infants. Pn-epitJieli-

omdtous seboi-r/imi is not so vinfavdraMc since the intro-

duction of the j-ray as a thentpentic meastire in skin

diseases. In Kaposi's forms the prognosis is undoubtedly

grave.
Stelwagon calls attention to the frequent presence

of hvperlnchosis in those sulTerins froin seboiTha>a of the

face'. It should be remembered that the prolonged use

of greasv applications is certain to add to the hair growth

already present. Erntst Lewis MeEieen.

SECRETIN.—It has long been known that the intro-

duction ul acid into the intestine (duodenum) jirovokes a

flow of pancreatic juice. Popiclski and Wcrtheiincr and

Lepage demonstrated that this result may follow even

after the exclusion of nervous impulses from without

these orirans. The secretion has therefore been attrib-

uted to the effects of a peripheral reflc.\ brought about

independently of ceutral nervous inllucnces. Since tliis

flow of pancreatic juice will apparently follow even after

inhibition of all nervous elements by atropine, it has been

ascribed to a chemical stimulation of the pancreatic gland
cells. The name sci-rciin has been given by Bayliss and

Starling to the chemical substance, as yet not isolated

and ideutitied, which is tiic direct stimulant to the gland.

Wertheimer does not believe, however, that secretin acts

independently of any nervovis relations: and like I'flii.ger

he points out the difllcully in obtaining complet(^ isola-

tion of an organ from nervous elements. The specilic

substance is obtained by extracting the mucous coat of

the jejunum with I). 4 per cent. HCI. A very .small por-
tion of such an extract injected into the circulation suf-

fices tocall forth acopious llowof iiancieatic juice. The
active agent is not the HCI, since this alone does not

provokeSecret ion when introduced directly in to the blood

current. Secretin is not present as such in the intestine,

but is fornted from a precursor, primcntin, by the action

of the acid. The transformation of prosecretin into se-

cretin can also be accomplished by the action of boiling
water or salt solution. The acid" secretin solutions can

be boiled and neutnilized without under.soing a diminu-

tion in activity. The active substance thus does not be-

have like an "enzyme. It is not precipitated by alcohol

oi ether; and presumably furtlier investigation will de-

monstrate it to be a definite clicniical indiviilual of rela-

tively low molecular weight. Camus has found that

secretin may be formed in all animals examined by him,

viz., the dog, cat, rabbit, guinea-pig, pig, pigeon, and

frog. Lfifiiyette B. Mendel
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SECRETION, PHYSIOLOGY OF—By secretions we
mean thi; prndiuis of ilic aclivity of gland cells.

Usually these products are li(|uid or semi-li(|iii(l in char-

acter. In recent years a distinction has been made be-

tween internal and external secretions. By tlie latter

term we designate a secretion that is discharged upon a
free epithelial surface that communicates with the ex-
terior. Such, for example, are the .secretions of the

glands of the skin or of the mucous membrane of the

alimentarv or res|u"ratory tract. The name internal se-

cretion is used to designate those secretions that aie dis-

charged into the blood or the lymph. Tlie term is used

especially in connection with the so-tailed ductless glands,
such as the thyroids or the adrenal bodies, but it happens
that in some cases a gland possessing a duct may form an

internal as well as an external secretion. A good exam-

ple of this combination of functions is found in the case

of the pancreas. The external secretion of the pancreas,
the pancreatic juice, is emptied tlirough its duct into the

duodenum, while its internal secretion, of an unknown
character chemically, is discharged into the blood. As
will be described later, the two secretions in this case are

formed in all probability liy two dilTerent kinds of gland
cells. It will be convenient to consider these two kinds of

secretion separately.

External Secretions.

The composition of the external secretions varies

greatly, but in general we may say that thej' consist of

water" inorganic salts, and certain organic constituents.

The organic elements in the secretions have arovised the

greatest interest since tliey may be characteristic of the

secretion. They are found in some instances (for exam-

ple, the urea of the urine) ]iieformed in the blood, and
the function of the gland cell is a selective one, picking
out this particular constituent and discharging it into the

lumen of the gland. In other cases the organic element

is not present in the blood or lymph, and must therefore

be formed within the substance of the gland cell. In

both cases there is a general agreement, speaking broadly,
that the gland cells take an active part in the secretion

and that the production or eliniiuation of the organic

products involves the expenditure of energy on the jiart

of these cells. We picture this energy as dependent

upon the chemical changes, the metabolism within the

gland protoplasm, and naturally the character of these

changes may vary greatly. General theories of secretion

have concerned themselves chietly with the pliysiological
mechanisms by which the secretion is excited, and the

means bj- which the inorganic constituents of the secre-

tion are produced, whether in response to purely physi-
cal forces such as filtration, osmosis, and diUiision, or

by means of unknown activities of the living proto-

plasm. The general nature of the theories proposed and
the modifications suggested for the different secretions

can be given best by'describing the physiology of the

most important secretions.

Secretion of the Sat.iv.\rt Glands.—Under the

designation salivary glands we must include all the

glands whose ducts open into the mouth cavity and
whose secretions contribute to the formation of the sa-

liva. Ordinarily, however, the term is ajiplied to the

three large pairs of glands, the parotid, the submaxillary,
and the sublingual. The duct of the parotid, duet of

Stensou, opens opjiosile the second molar tooth of the

upper jaw; the duct of the submaxillary, duct of Whar-
ton, opens at the side of the fra'num of the tongue; the

duct or rather ducts of the sublingual, open into the

floor of the mouth and are usually known as the ducts

of Rivinus; although in some animals, and sometimes it

is said in man, one of these ducts, the duct of Bartholin,

may be especially conspicuous and runs parallel with

the" duct of Wharton. The portion of this gland which

empties into the mouth by the duct of Bartholin is desig-

nated by Kanvicr by the separate name of the retro-

lingual "gland. Histologically these large glands show
certain differences in structure. The secreting cells of

the alveoli may belong either to the albuminous or to the

mucous type." In the former the cells are relatively
small and" densely granular in aiipearance, so that in

fresh sections oftlie living .sland the outlines of the

individual cells cannot be distinguished readily. In the

mucous tvpe the secreting cells are larger and nmch
clearer. In the living condition they present a homo-

geneous ground-glass appearance, but on ajipropriate
treatment display a few large graiuiles much less oiiacpie

than those in tiie albuminous cells. These two types
of cells may be found in the same gland or even in the

same alveolus: but, speaking .srenerally, the parotid in

man contains chiefly albuminous cells, and the submax-

illary and especiallv the sublingual, chiefly mucous cells.

This difference in histological structure is associated with
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Sccrrtiii.

Sccrvtiou.

ft clH'inical (lifTcrence in the secretinn. Tlie saliva from
tlif submaxilhuy uiid tlic sublini^uul contiiins mucin anil

is tliii-U and strint'y, while tlio parotid saliva, alllioiiifh

it contains some albumin, is free from mucin and is thin

and limpid. Each of these glands receives a double
iicrve suppl_y one set of tibres coming from the cirvical,

Fic. 4101.—A Section Througb the Human Sublinpciial Gland. (Biihm-
Davidoft.)

sympathetic and the other directly from the cranial

nerves. The parotid receives its cranial nerve fibres by
a very indirect path. In the dog in which theircour.se

has been worked out experimentally the tibres arise from
the brain in the glossopharyngeal, pass into the tym-
panic branch of this nerve, also known as the nerve of

Jacobson, and thence to the small superficial petrosal

through which they reach the otic ganglion. In branches
from this ganglion they pass to the auriculo-temporal
branch of the inferior maxillary, and thence by .several

small branches to the gland. This path is supposed to

involve two nerve units, the first which may be desig-
nated as the cranial or ])regangliouic neurone ending in

the otic ganglion; the second, the sympathetic or post-

ganglionic neurone, arising in the otic ganglion and end-

ing in contact with tlie gland cells. The cranial fibres for

the submaxillary and sublingual are found in the chorda

tympani nerve. They arise with this nerve from the

facial and pass with it to join the lingual branch of the
inferior maxillary. After running in the lingual for a
short distance the secretory (and va.so-dilalor) fibres

branch olT in several small strandswhich passtoward the
hilus of each glanil following the cour.se of the ducts.

This path also involves two nerve units. The cranial or

preganglionic neurone ends in nerve cells of the sympa-
tliclic type, which, in the case of the submaxillary, are
found in its hilus or along the duct, while in the sublin-

gual thc}^ form a collection, conspicuous enough to be
seen witli the eye, and located in the angle made by the
strands of fibres as they leave the lingual nerve. This
collection of nerve cells was formerly- designated as the

sidimaxillary ganglion, but since Langley has shown by
the use of the nicotine method that they are intercalated
in the course of the nerve path to the sublingual gland,
it is more appropriately named the sulilingual ganglion.
The.se sympathetic cells constitute the second or post-
ganglionic neurone which ends in the gland cells. The
syni]nithctie nerve supply to the three glands is in gen-
eral the same. The filires emerge from thesjiinal cord in

the upper thoracic nerves, jv.iss over to the sympathelic
chain in the corresponding rann commnnicantes, ascend
in the neck in the cervical sympathetic, and terminate,
so far as the first neurone is concerned, in the cells of the

superior cervical ganglion. Prom this ganglion sympa-
thetic neurones pass out in strands that form a plexus
in the coats of the arteries suiiplying the glands. These
tibres are us\ially slinuilati'd while in the cervical sympa-
thetic or by applying the electrodes to the superior cer-

vical ganglion.

Composition nf tJie Sfilirri.—Thi; saliva of the mouth
consists, or may con.sist, of the mixed secretions from the

largo salivary glands together with the secretions of the
small unnamed glands of the buccal mucous membrane.
In addition to accidental constituents, such as epithelial
cells, it contains nuiein, a small proportion of albumin,
an amylolytic enzyme known as ptyalin, and inorganic
salts. The saliva of each gland maybe collectid sejia-

rately by inserlinga cannula into its duct. By this means
it can be shown that the secretion of each gland has its

own characteristics, the parolidsaliva, for instance, being
free from mucin, while the sublingual and the submax-
illary saliva have varying proijorlious of this substance,
but contain little or none of the ptyalin. Experiments
by Pawlow indicate that the secretion of eacli gland may
be excited dilTerently under normal conditions. lb; found
that in dogs the submaxillary secretion is readily excited

by sapid bodies in the mouth, or by tlie sight or smell
of food, while the fiow of parotid saliva is especially
marked when dry substances are placed in the mouth.

Seen tor// AerriK.—The discovery that these glands are

supplied by secretory nerve fibi'cs, we owe to Ludwig.
In 1851 he found that stiniulatiou of the lingual nerve
causes a fiow of saliva from the submaxillary gland.
Bernard showed that the fibres in question belong to the
chorda tymjiaui, and discovered 'a addition that during
the stimulation of this nerve there is a greater flow of
blood through the gland. "We now know that the chorda

tympani conveys both .secretory and vaso-dilator fibres to
the submaxillary and sublingual. The natural sugges-
tion that the increased secretion on stimulation of this

nerve is due to the greater blood flow has been disproved
by a series of experiments. It has been found, for in-

stance, that after administration of atropine stinudation
of the nerve is followed by a vascular dilatation without

any .secretion, and, on the other hand, that injection of

quinine may cause a dilatation of the vessels without a
secretion, which, liowevcr, is readily obtained if the nerve
is stimulated. Evidently the glands po.sse.ss true secre-

tory fibres capable of starting and maintaining a secretion
from the gland cells. It was found, subsequently, that
stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve gives a
small flow of saliva which is characterized by its large
amount of solids and by the fact that during the stinui-

lation the blood flow through the gland is diminished in

consequence of the sinndtaneous stimulation of vaso-
constrictor fibres. Corresponding to these facts, Heiden-
hain found for the parotid gland that stimulation of the
cranial nerve fibres in the nerve of Jacobson, gives an
abundant secreti(jn of tliin s:Jiva, while stimulation of
the cervical sympathetic gives little, or, in the case of
the dog, no secretion. In the latter case, however, it

was discovered that stimulation of the sympathetic fibres

has an effect on the gland, although no visible secretion
is produced. Sections of the gland, for instance, after

Fig. 41(15.—a Section 'rtirouffli tlie lliiiiian I'aiolicl (iland. (BiJhm-
DavidiiH.)

such a stimulation show that the lumina of the alveoli
and the ducts are distended with .secretion, and if the
cranial fibres are stimulated simiiliaueously with or sub-

sequently to that of the sympathetic fibres, the secretion
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that forms instead of lieiiig thin and watery is thick, and
on cheniical examination shows a much larger percentage
of solid matter. Wcare jiistitieU therefore in stating for

all the sjilivary glands tliat each receives a (ioul>le nerve

supply, and thai the sympathetic saliva, as it is called,

is much smaller in amount and much richer in solids than
that obtained by stimulation of the cranial librcs, the

chorda or tympanic sidiva. Tiie physiological signili-
eance of this double su))ply of secretory tibres is i:ot uu-

deistood at present. The evidence that we iiave .shows

that reHe.\ stimulation of these glands takes place through
the cr.'.ni.d fibres alone, and, ou the other hand. ti:;.t in-

FlG. 416().—Parotid Gland of the Itablilt in a Fresh State, showinir Portions
of the Secretiiiff Tiiltnles. .1. In a rcstini.' cunUilicn; li. iifrer scrrrtion
canst-d hv pilwarpine : C. after stronjrers'-cretion, piloriirinne and stinmlalinn
of the sympathetic; I), after loug-eontlnued stimuhiiion of tliu synipathetie.
(l,angley.)

jury to or experimental section of the cranial fibres is

followed by a loss of function of the glands In wluit

way the sym|)athetic nerve supply participates in their

functional activity is not explained.
Ill lilt itiii iif Ihc Secretion to the Streiif/th of tlic StimvUm.—As in the case of the neiirorauscuiar apparatus, it is

foiMid that the extent of the secretion varies with the in-

teusitj- of the stimulus, or, in other words, we can get a
scries of submaximal secretions by varying the stimula-
tion. The experiments upon this relationship have been
made in connection with the cianial nerve supply. Ac-
cording to Heideiduiin, the quantity of water and the

percentage amount of inorganic salts increase as the stim-
ulus increases up to a certain maxinunn. while the per-
centage amount of organic substances showsamore vari-

able relation. If the gland is unfatigued at the beginning
of the experiment the proportion of organic substances
increases rapidly as the stimulus grows, but the maximum
reached is not maintained if the stimulation is continued.
On the contnuy, continued stimulation may give a saliva

containing less and less of the organic constituents, al-

though the water and s.ilts may continue to sliow a max-
imal proportion. The ab.senceof ]iarallelism under these
conditions led Ileidenliain to conclude that the condi-
tions controlling the secretion of th(! orgaidc material are
dilVerent from those governing the form'alionof the water
and salts. This conclusion is expressed in his theory of

salivary secretion wliicii will be mentioned brielly below,
Aonntil yfechiinism of the Seentimi of Sulirii.—Thp. se-

cretion of saliva may hit excited retlexly by stimulation
of various sensory "nerves, piutieularly those of the
month. The action in this case is, of course, rellex, and,
as said above, the efferent path to the glands is through
the cranial fibres, for if these fibres are cut a reflex secre-
tion cannot be obtained. Although this rellex secretion

may be obtained by electrical stimulation of the sensory

nerves of the mouth, it may be produced most easily and

abundantly by the chemical stinuilation caused by sapid
substances. We may assume therefore thai umler nor-

mal conditions the .sapid sub.stancesof the food stimulate

tlie si'usory endings of the lingual and glosso]iliaryiigfal
nerves in the mouth cavity and start alfereut impulses to

the nieduUa which rellexly stinuilate the motor cells giv-

ing origin to the cranial secretory tibres. We have abun-
dant evidence that the .same motor cells maj' be stimu-
lated rellexly through other sensory jiatlis. The idea of

food, for instance, or the .sight or snudl of agreeable food
to a htuigry ])erson may make th<' mouth water, and, ou

the other hand, gastric irritation may give the
same reaction, as is shown by tlie disagreetiblc How
of saliva that accompanies an attack of natisea.

Under normal conditions the large salivary glands
in man secietc only when retlexly stimulated;
the secretion, in other words, is not continuous
but is dejiendent on stimulation through the
nerves. Since, however, the iiKuith cavity is al-

ways more or less moist even in sleep, it is juMb-
able that there is a contiuuous secretion from the
smaller unnamed glands embedded in the buccal
mucous mendjrane.

Ilislolof/ieal Choiif/es in the Gland during Secre-

tion.—Much experimentitl work has been done
upon the changes in microscopic appearance of
the gland cells during secretion. This work was
of gi-eat ini])ortanee in proving tliat the gland
cells take an active pait in the .secretion. Sec-
tions made of the fresh or of the hardened gland
show that after prolonged secretion the gland
cells are smaller than in the resting state. More-
over, in the gland at rest grainiles arc formed
within the cells, and during active secretion these

graiuiles slowly disappear. The most interesting
observations are those made by Langley on sec-

tions from tlic living gland. He finds that in the

I)arotid gland the cells during the resting stage
are densely granular throughout. As the gland
is made to si'crete the granules begin to disap-
pear first from the outer border, and after pro-

longed stimulation they may disappear almost entirely,
the few that are left being clu.stcred roimd the margin
of the cells bordering' on the lumen. In the muccuis

glands the granules arc larger and clearer and much
less numerous. They swell and di.sapjiear on tlie ad-
dition of water, and it may be assumed that they rep-
resent the mucin found in the secretion, or a preparatory
material wliich during secretion is dissolved by the water
formed, and is thus discharged from the cell.

Action of Airopin, Piiociirpin, and J\'ieotin on the Snli-

vary Olands.—The three alkaloids named exert an inter-

esting and ty])ical action on the secretion of the salivaiy
ghuids. Airopin injected into tlic circulation or into ilie

gland directly through its duct will deslro_v its power of

secretion. The gland cannot be made to secrete either

by direct or by rellex sliinulalion. Inasmuch as the gland
refuses to secrete when the stimulus is applied directly to
the hilns, we may conclude that the action of the <irug
is either upon the gland cells themselves or upon the

ending of the nerve tibres in their cells. Since stimula-
tion (if the synip:ilhetic nerve sujiply may lu-oduce the
usual flow of sympalhetic saliv;i, we may conclude that
the gland cells are still functional, and that the ell'ect of
the atropin is to paralyze the endings of the cranial sccre-

torj' fibres. Pilocarpin or muscariu has a directly oppo-
site elTect. In i)ioper doses each sets up a continuous
secretion of saliva, and this ellect may be jjrolonged by
repeated injections of the drugs. It is assumed that these

alkaloids stimulate chemically the endings of tlu; nerve
fibres ill the gland cells. Atropin and pilocarpin exhibit

toward these and many other glands the same antagonis-
tic action that thoy exert upim the inhibitory nerve fibres

of the heart. The actiim of nicotin has been studied

chiefiy by Langley. H(^ finds that injection of this alka-
loid causes first a slight slimulaliug elTect followed .soon

by a temporary paralysis of both theeianial and thcsym-
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pathetic fibres. After tlie stage of paralysis is reached

it is found that stiiuuliitioii of llie seeoud or post-gan-

glioiiic neurone of each path will give the (-ustoniary
secretion. It would seem from this result that the nico-

tiu paralyzes the conueelioii between the first or pre-

ganglionic and the second or po.st ganglionic neurone.

This action of nicotin taUesplace forother Uijids of nerve
.fil)res in which the path involves the union of a cerebro-

siiinal with a sympathetic neurone,

I'lmdi/tir Sicrctioii.—After section of their cranial nerve

supply, chorda tympaui and nerve of Jacohson. the sali-

vary glands give a slow continuous secretion which may
Ucep up for several weeks. Eventually, however, the

glands undergo atrophy and lose their normal structure

in spile of the fact that they still possess a connection

with the central nervous system by way of the sym-
jiathetic nerve fibres. This jiaralytic secretion occurs

only when tlie cranial secretoiy fibres are destroyed, in-

jury to the sympathetic supijly alone has no such effect.

The cause of the continuous secretion is not evident.

Langley is inclined to the view that it is dependent upon
a continuous excitation of the nerve cells within the

gland, the postganglionic neurone. Section of the

chorda, or the nerve of Jacobson, would be followed in

a few days by a total degeneration of the pre-ganglionic
neurone, but the second or post-ganglionic neurone would

probably retaiuits structure and iiritaliility for some time.

Langley 's view is not very satisfactory, inasmuch as it

throws no light on the uatui'e and origin of the supposed
excitation.

J'/ieon/ of Salivary Secretion.—Some of the constituents

of saliva, e.y., mucin and ptyalin, do not occur in the

blood and must therefore l)e formed within the gland
cells as a result of a special metaljolism. The histologi-
cal changes in the gland cells during secretion corroborate

this conclusion. Heidenhain has suggested the hypothe-
sis that the metabolism givin.g rise to the organic products
in the secretion is under the control of a special variety
of the secretory fibres for which he proposed the name
of trophic fibres. A second set of fibres which lie desig-
nated as secretory fibres proper control the formation of

the water and salts. The action of the tropliio fibres is

readily understood. Like the motor fibres to the mus-
cles, their impulses set up katabolic changes wliich result

in the formation of mucin, ptyalin, and the peculiar pro-
teid found in the secretion. The action of the fibres sup-
posed to control the producticm of the water and salts is

more difRcull toexpUiin. When the gland isatrest there

is no flow of water through the gland cells from the blood
and lymph. In this condition therefore the protoplasm
of the cells is impermeable to the water and salts. When
the secretoiy fibres are stimulated the flow begins
promptly, and we might suppose that the action of the

impulses conveyed by the nerve fibres causes a physical
alteration iii the gland cells, in consequence of which

they become permeable to the water and salts. Since,

however, under continuous stimulation of the secretory
fibres the hydrostatic ju-essure in the occluded ducts may
exceed the pressure in the capillaries and arteries, it is

evident that mere filtration through the cells will not ex-

plain the flow of water. There must be some substance
within the gland cells po.s.sessing a high osmotic pressure
and capable therefore, if we may use the expression, of at-

tracting the water. Heidenhain makes .such an hypothesis.
He assumes that normally the gland cell at rest contains
water under tension in consequence of the osmotic press-
ure of its substance, but that this water cannot escape
into the ducts in coiisiMjUcnce of the impermealiility of tlie

limiting layer of the cells bordering upon the lumen of

the alveolus. The elTect of the secretory impulses is to

alter the striictiire of this limiting hiyer so as to make
it permeable, and the stream of wat<T and salts will con-
tinue as long as this permeability is maintained. It

would seem necessary for the completeness of the hypoth-
esis to assume that the border of the cells resting upon
the basement membrane is constantly permeable to the

water, liut only in oiii' directioti, that is. from the lym]ili
toward the interior of the cells. Langley is inclined to

believe tliat the liypotliesis of two kinds of nerve fibres
is unnL>cessary, and that it is preferable to assume that
one and the same set of fibres may cause the katabolic

changes leading to the fomiationof the organic products
and at the same time control the flow of water and salts.

On the histological side it may be said that there is no
indication of two kinds of fibres or two sets of nerve
endings in the gland.
Tm: Sk.cuetion op the Pancheas.—The pancreas has

much the same general histological structure as the sali-

vary glands. Tlie alveoli contain granular cells belong-
ing to the albuminous type, but characterized in the rest-

ing stage by a clear non-granular zone on the ba.sal side.

The histological changes during secretion are especially
distinct and resemlile those described for the parotid
gland. During active seendion the size of the cells is

diminished, the granules disapjiear fivim the basal side,
anil the non-granular zone extends farther toward the
inner margin of the cells. In the resting stage, on the

contrary, granules are again formed within the cells, and
the non-granular zone is reduced in size. Physiological
evidence indicates that the granules within the cells con-
sist of a preparatory material from which the several

enzymes of tlie secretion are formed, and they are there-
fore designated usually as zymogen granules. In addi-
tion to this type of cell, which is undoubtedly responsi-
ble for the formation of the pancreatic secretion, the

jiancreas contains an entirely different kind of cell found
in groups that are known as the islands of Langerhans.
These cells seem to be connected with the production of
the internal secretion of the pancreas, and will be de-

scribed more fully under that head. The chief duct of
the pancreas in man, the duet of Wirsung, opens into the
duodenum together with the common bile duct at a dis-

tance of 8-10 cm. below the pyloric orifice. The nerves
of the pancreas are derived from the solar plexus, but

physiological experiments indicate that ultimately the

gland receives nerve fibres from two sources, the vagus
and the sympathetic nerves.

('iiiii]ioniti(in of tlte Secretion.—The pancreatic secretion
is an alkaline liquid, which in some animals is clear and
limpid and in others thick and glairy. From a physio-
logical standjioint the most important constituents are
the enzymes of which three or four have been described.
These are trypsin, a proteid-splitting enzyme: lipase, a

fat-splitting enzyme; amylopsiu, a starch-splitting en-

zyme, and in some animals chymosin, a mi!k-curdling
enzyme. The strong alkaline reaction of the .secretion is

due to sodium carbonate. A number of organic sub-
stances may also be present in small amounts, such as

albumin, peptones, leucin, tyrosin, xanthin, soaps, and
fats.

Secretory JHerre Fibres.—Direct observations on animals
like the dog, in which the processes of digestion are not
continuous, have shown that the flow of pancreatic juice
is intermittent and related to the periods of digestion.
This fact would iudicate that its secretion, like that of
the salivary glands, is caused by refiex stimulation. Di-
rect experimental attempts to prove the existence of

secretory fibres were unsuccessful until the beautiful
work done by Pawlow and his pupils. These workers
found that stimulation of the peiiphcral end of the cut

vagus or splanchnic under proper conditions causes a
secretion of the juice. The latent period between the
stimulation and tlie beginning of the flow from the pan-
creatic duct is (|iiite long, from three to five minutes, and
has been explained on the hypothesis that the nerves
stiniulatcd carry secretory as well as inhibitory fibres,
both of which would be stimulated by the method used.
The existence of inhibitory fibres is made probable also

by the fact that when a secretion is in progress stimula-
tion of the perijiheralend of the cut vagus may bring the
flow to a standstill. If the existence of both secretory and

inhibifory fibres to the gland be accepted, recent work,
which will be described in the following para.srapli, makes
it [U-obable that these nerve fibres have only a regulating
control over the secretion. Even wdieii all the extensive
nerve connections are severed the gland may secrete iu
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connection with the tligestive processes. Unlilie the sal-

ivary jrland the secretory fibres from the central nervous

svslem are not apparently essential to secretion, but reg-

ulate it after the manner' that the e.Mriusic nerves regu-
late the nii>veinents of the stomach or the heart.

JS'oriiiiil Mceliaiiism of tlie Puiii-reatic Secretion.—Xflcr

Pawlow's discovery of the secretory fibres to the pan-
creas the natural supposition was that the mechanism of
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Secretion of the Gastuic Glands.—The accepted
methoii of obtainiii!; the iiastrio sccivtiou (lutes fioiii tlic

famous work of Bciiumoiit, Ilis use of nn aecidcutal

fistula in till' case of St. .Martin iiulicatod at once that

similar fistulas mij;ht be cslalilislicd iqioii animals for

experimental purposes. Operations of this kind were

performed tirst by Has.son and by Hlondlot in 184'.2, and
were u.sed subsef|uently by many investigators. At first,

metal cannulas were placed in the listulous openings to

facilitate the collection of the .secretion, but modern siir-

jlical technique has enabled experimenters to avoid this

clumsy and often injurious device by convcrtiuij a por-
tion of the rellected mucous membrane into a tube open
inj; on the surface of the skin. AVith a tistula of this

character the stomach contents cannot escape to the ex-

terior and yet can be drawn olt at any time by the inser-

tion of the calhet.er. The difficult}' in such experiments
is that the secretion becomes contaminated with the food,
and its analysis is therefore ditlicult or impo.ssible. Hei-
dc-nhain obviated this difficulty and opened the waj' to

successful investigation of the secretion by his device of

cutting' olf a portion of the stomach, especially the fundic

end. so as to form an isolated sac opening to the exterior.

The remainder of the stomach was closed oil' by sutures
so as to maintain the continuity of the alimentary canal.

In such animals the food does not enter the isolated fundic

sac, but nevertheless starts a secretion in it which may
be obtained through its fistulous opening entirely free

from ini.xlur(' with the food. B}- this means the quan-
tity, rate of How, and composition of the secretion may
be studied satisfactorily under various conditions. Tills

operation was subsequently impioved by Pawlow, who
introduced a variation by means of which the nervous

supply, as well as the vascular supply of the i.solated

sac, was maintained intact. The character of this oper-
ation is shown in the accompanj'ing diagram (Fig. 4168).

Pawlow devised also a scconilary operation which in his

hands has led to iiuiiorlant results. In this operation the

a?sophagus was divided in the throat, and botli upperand
lower ends were brought to the surface of the skin to

form jierinanent listulas. After such an operation the
food that the animal chewed and swallowed did not enter
the stomach, but escaped to the exteiior through the

upper a-sophageal fistula. B,y this means the effect of
the act of eating upon the gastric secretion was deter-

mined. It was found that a fictitious meal of this char-

acter causes an abundant .secretion of gastric juice in

spite of the fact that none of the food enters the stomach,
and this fact in turn led to the discovery of secretory
nerves to the gastric glands.

CompimtioH of ike Serre.Uon.—In addition to the mucus
formed bj' the columnar epithelium on the surface of the
mucous membrane, the secretion as collected contains

water, inorganic salts, h3'drochloric acid, pepsin, rennin,
and usually a trace of peptones. The amount of the hy-
drochloric acid may be as great as 0..^6 per cent, in the

dog, but in tlie human gastric juice is usually given as

0.2-0.3 per cent. The secretion does not deeomposi-
easily

—in fact, specimens may be kej.it for long periods
without undergoing any putrefaction and without losing
their digestive action. Evidcutl_y the secretion has
marked antiseptic properties which arc doubtless due to

the free bydrnehlorie acid it contains. There has been
considerable discussion as to the composition of the secre-

tion from dilVercnt ]iai ts of the stomach. The marked
dilTerenec in histological structure between the glands of
the cardiac and those of the pyloric end would suggest
that their respective secretions might vary in chara( tcr.

According to most observers, the jiyloric mucous mem-
brane, when isolated from the rest of the stomach, gives
a secri'tioii that is alkaline in reaction but contains some
pepsin and rennin. The hydrochlorie acid, therefore,
must 111' liirmed in the glands of the cardiac end. As far
as is known, the .glands of the pyloric end add nothing
that is characteristic or essential to the secretion.

JS'crroim Coiilrnl of the Sirrctioii.— .Much experimental
work has been done to ascertain whether or not the How
of gastric juice is under the control of secretory nerves.

The earlier experiments were inconclusive and need not
be recalled, since in recent years Pawlow has obtained

positive evidence of secretory nerve fibres. Willi the aid
of his pupils and co-workers he has demonstrated the

following facts: When a dog is given a fictitious meal
by means, of the (esophageal fistulas deserilK.'d above,
there is a llow, often an aliundant How, of gastric juice,
although no food gets into the stomach. If, however,
the two vagi are cut previously, the fi(^titious meal does
not cause a .secretion. Evidently, therefore, flic act of

eating must occasion a rellc.x secretion of gastric juice,
and the efferent paths in this rcHcx must pass to the
stomach by w,a\' of the vairi. By the same means it was
shown that the sight or smell of food will cause a ntlex
secretion in a hungry animal. After these ])reliniinary'

experiments had indieaied the existence of secretory
fibres positive proof of their existence was obtained by
direct stimulation of the peripheral end of a cut vagus.
Under proper conditions of stimulation a How of gastric

juice can be obtained in this way, although the latent

period of the secretion is unusually long, from four to
ten minutes.

yoniiiil Mrr/ia/n/imof tJte Gastric Secretion.—Beaumont
and later observers held that mechanical irritation of the

gastric mucous membrane is capalile of provoking a secre-

ti(m, and that the food tlierefore -icts in part, especially
in the beginning of digestion, as a mechanical stimulus.

Pawlow, however, .states positively that this belief is

erroneous, and that mechanical stimuli are entirely inef-

fective. Hcidenhain gave convincing evidence that the
normal stimulus is a chemical one derived from the food,
and this fact was afterward confirmed by the more de-
tailed and satisfactory e.xperiments made by Pawlow,
who has given us a nearly complete account of the means
by which the flow of gastric juice is started and main-
tained during digestion. According to this author, the
first How of the gastric juice is cau.sed rcHexly by tlie

sight or smell of food, or inore especially by the act of

eating, and constitutes what he calls the psychical secre-

tion. This term is us(.'d because the sensory nerves stim-
ulated are the gustatory, olfactory, or optic nerves, and
tlie reflex is accompanied by the conscious and agreeable
sensations associated with eating. The term seems to

imply also that the reflex arc involves the cerebral cor-

tex, and is thence continued to the secretory fibres in the

Fig. tlfiS.—Fipure from Pawlow to sliow tlie iiperatlon of Foniiing
an Isolated Kiindic Sac (^) anil its Opeiiiuj; at tin.' Altiiomiual tVall,
-1, A ; V, cavity of tlie stomm'h.

vagus. The secretion produced in this wa.y appears
promptly, and under favorable conditions may be abun-
(hmt in (|uantity. In one (^xpcrimcnl in which the licti-

tious feeding was continued for several hours, it is stated
that about 700 c.c. of pure gastric juice were obtained.
A further flow of the secretion is caused by the action of
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tlif food upon the stomaoli il.solf. According; to the C'.\-

pcriiiu'iits ivported, there are sonic foods wiiich contain

substances capable of uclin.!;; chemically upon the mucous
niembnuie and arousing a tlow of gastric juice, jirobabl}'

by a nervous relle.\: such foods are the meats, meat
e.xtnicts. milk, gelatin, and water. Other foods, .such

as bread or while of cir.srs. do not possess this power. If

introduced into the stomach through a fistula without
the animal's knowledge so as not to arouse a psychicjil

III
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view of tliis result it lias lieon supposed that the acid is

not actually iornu-d wilhin llic cells, Imt in the secretion

after its discharge: or if formed witliin the cells, it is

tliniinated as rapidly as it is foiined. so thai there is no
accumulation within the cell itself as in the case of the

zymogen. In accordance with this hypothesis it lias

been suggested that the hydrochloric acid is actually
formed outside the mucous nicmhrane from the chlorides

of the stomach contents. Tliis view assumes that tlie

mucous mend)raiie is impermealilc to the chlorine ions,

but permeable to the liydrogen ions, aud that the latter

passing through the mucous membrane from the blood,
combine with tlie chlorine of the dissociated chlorides of

the stomach contents. The hypothesis can scarcely be
considered a probable one, since an abundant secretion

of acid juice may be obtained by stimulation of the

vagus nerve or in the isolated fundic sac when the stom-
ach is entirely empty. Nor does the hypothesis help us
to tmderstand at all the part taken b}- the secretory cells.

We must, in fact, confine ourselves at present to the gen-
eral statement that the chlorine of the hydrochloric acid

is derived ultimately from the chlorides of the blood.

SECItETION OF THE S.M.M.L INTESTINES—THE SUCCCS
Enteuicus.—Although there is no cjuestion that the cells

of the small intestine form enzymes which take an ac-

tive part in the digestion of the food, there is some doubt
whether these substances are actually discharged in a

liquid secretion upon the inner surface of the intestine.

Some mucus is formed aud secreted by the epithelial cells,

particularly those of the large intestine, but this mucus
is not known to have any digestive action of a chemical
nature. To ascertain whether a liquid secretion other

than the mucus is formed in the small intestine, recouise

has been had usually to e.xiieriments with a Thiry-Vella
Ustula. In this operation a loop of the inleslines is iso-

lated and the two ends are sutured into the skin of the

abdominal wall, giving thus a portion of the intestine

whose contents can be examined without possibility of

contamination from the food or from the secretions of

the pancreas or liver. Experiments of this kind agree in

showing that an alkaline liquid forms in the loops, and
indeed more abundantl}' in loops from tlie lower than
in those from the upper portions of the small intestines.

Prom experiments of this kind Pregl estimates that as

much as three litres may be secreted in twenty-four
hours from the entire intestine. The estimate must be
received, however, with caution. Most observers agree
that this liijuid has no digestive action on proteida, but
mav contain an amylolytic enzyme. Extracts of the

wails of the small intestine, on the contrary, give solu-

tions that contain four or po.ssibly five important en-

zymes. There are, first, the essential group of sugar-
splitting enzymes capable of converting the disaccharides

to the monosaccharides, namel^y, maltase which converts
maltose to dextro.se, invertase which converts cane sugar
to dextrose and levulose, and possibly lactase which con-
verts lactose to dextrose and .galactose. In addition it

has been shown recently by Cohnheim that these ex-

tracts contain a powerful proteid-splitting enzyme, erep-
sin, which splits the peptones aud proteoses into simpler
cry^tallizable substances—leucin. tyrosin, arginin, etc.

Whether or not these enzymes are actually discharged
into the intestines as a liquid secretion, the.v must be

regarded as formed within the substance of the intesti-

nal epithelial cells by a metabolism peculiar to these
cells and analogous to the process of secretion in other

glands. We nuist place the intestinal epithelium among
the inqiortant digestive glands. (Juito recentl}- also the

intestinal secretion from the ujqier jiart of the small in-

testine at least has been found to contain an enzyme-like
sub.stanci', enterokinase, whi<'h, while it has no digestive
action of its own, .seems to be able to increase gi'catly
the activity of the enzymes of the pancreatic .piice.
This effect is parlicnlarly marked in regard to the ii'npor-
tant proteolytic enzyme Iryjisin. Apparently this latter

enzyme is secreted eniirely in the form of a zymogen
and can have no cH'ecl upon the food until it is "acti-
vated

"
by the enterokinase. We owe this important ad-
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ditiou to our knowledge of intestinal digestion to Schepo-
walnikow, working under Pawlow's directions. This
work has since been eontirmed by several obs('rvers, aud
it is claimed by Delezenne that the enterokinase can be
obtained also from leucocytes and lyni))!! glands, and in
the small intestine is found most abtuidantly in the mu-
cous membrane overlying the Peyer's patches.

Si:('i!i'7rio.v OP Bile.—As in the case of the other
glands many etTorts have been made to demonstrate the
existence of secretory fibres to the liver controlling the
flow of bile. The secretion of bile is continuous, the
metabolic processes in the liver cells leading toils forma-
tion and discharge are in progress at all times, although
the velocity of the flow varies. Experimentallj' the

velocity of the secretion may be increased or decreased,
but the variations are so strictly parallel to the concomi-
tant changes in the circulation that a causal connection
between the two is rendered most probable. Stimula-
tion of the spinal cord or the splanchnic nerves dimin-
ishes the flow of bile in proportion as it causes a diiuinu-
tion iu the blood supply. Section of the splanchnics, on
the other hand, which causes a dilatation in the blood-
vessels of the abdominal viscera, is said to increase the
secretion of bile. The usual view, therefore, is that the

velocity of secretion of the bile varies with the volume of
the blood flow through the liver. This belief seems to

impl.v that the secretory activity I'i: the liver cells as re-

gards the bile is controlled by the composition of the
blood. With regard to the excretory products of the bile,

the bile pigments, lecithin, and cholesterin. one can un-
derstand that the greater the quantity of blood flow

through the organ the greater will be the excretion. It is

more difficult to comprehend the relationship between the
blood flow and the increased secretion of water, salts, and
bile acids, and no satisfactor_v hypothesis has been sug-
gested to explain the relationship.

Cui-m of the Secretion of Bile.—Owing to the ease with
which a biliary fistida may be established in man as well
as iu the lower animals, our knowledge of the dailj- curve
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each kilogram of body weiglit. Altliougli the secretion

is contiuuous, it shows a marked acceleration during the

period of digestion between the third and the fifth hours

after the ingestion of food, that is, during the period of

maximal activity in the small intestine. Upon the gen-
eral theory of secretion stated above, this increase in the

secretion should be related to the greater blood flow

through the liver at this period, and the altered composi-
tion of the blood following absorption of the digested

proilucts. Absorption, which is at its ma.xinuim during
this time, must lead to a greatly increased metabolism in

the liver cells, and the augmented secretion of bile isone

expression of this increased activity. Although the secre-

tion is continuous, the actual injection of bile into the

duodenum through tlu' common bile duct is intermittent

in those animals which possess a gall bladder. The se-

cretion in such animals is stored in the gall bladder, and

by means of a dctinite nervous mechanism this reservoir

is emptied at intervals during the course of digestion.

Ejection of Bile into tite Diiixleninn.—The i.jechanism

by which the bile is emptied into the intestine does not

seem to have been investigated by recent observers. Ac-

cording to Bruno, the ejection through the common bile

duct is dei>endent upon the passage of chyme from the

stomach into the intestine, and varies with the character

of the food. As long as the stomach is empty no bile is

found in the duodenum. The chyme therefore must con-

tain substances which, acting upon the sensory surface

of the duodeiuim, lead to a reflex contraction of the gall
bladder. Bruno thinks that the digested proteids (pro-
teoses and pe|)tones)and fats furnish! he ellicient stimuli.

Acids, alkalies, and starches were found to be ineffective.

There seem to be no data regarding the freqiLenc^' of

occurrence of these contractions during digestion or the

action of stimuli other than the chyme. The nervous
mechanism involved in this retlex has been studied by
Doyon and by Oddi. It appears from their work that
the all'erent fibres for the reflex run in the vagi, since
stimulation of the central end of a cut vagus causes a
reflex contraction of the gall bladder together with au
inhibition of the sphincter supjiosed to exist at the open-
ing of the conunon biUt duct into flu- duodinuni. The
efferent path, on the contrary, is through the splanclmics.
Stimulation of the peripheral end of a cut splanchnic
causes a contraction of the gall bladdiT and bile ducts.

Motlijieation of the Bile in the Gall Blai/dei:—It is well
known that the so-called mucin of the bile is not formed
in the liver cells but from the epithelium of the nuicous
membrane of the gall bladder and ducts. The chemical
nature of the substauci; seems to vary in ilitt'ereiit ani-

mals; in some cases it is a glyco-proteid of the general
nature of the mucin of the .salivary glan<ls. but in most
cases, according to Haramarsten, it is a form of nucleo-

proteid. According to Naunyn, the cholesterin of the
bile is also added through the epithelium of the bile pas-
sages, and does "not constitute a portion of the bile as
secreted by the liver cells. According to the analyses
published, the bile of the gall bladder (I)ladder bile) con-
tains more solids than that of the hepatic ducts (hepatic
bile). As this increase affects the constilucnts known to
be furnished by the liver cells, it mity be supposed that
the bile undergoes a certain amount of concentration
while in the bladder in consequence of the ab.sorption of
water.

(Jholagogues.
—Numerous experiments have been made

upon the effect of various drugs upon the secretion of
bile. These exi)eriments have shown that substances
which cause a destruction of red corpuscles increase the
flow of bile. Direct injection of dis.solved ha-moglobin
intb the circidatiou has the same effect. The increase
in the secretion in such cases is said to be transient. The
substance that has the most marked and prolonged effect

upon the .sec^retion of bile is bile itself. Bile fed to an
animal or injected into the circulation accelerates the se-
cretion of bile, and the same elTect may be obtained by
using solutions of the bile acids alone. Since the .so-

called bile acids have a distinct hieniolytic action it might
be supposed at first that their effect, as cholagogues is

due to this action on the red corpuscles; but their effect

is so much greater than that of other Inemolytic agents
that we must believe that they exert a specific stimulat-

ing effect upon the liver cells. Many other substances
.seem to occasiim a slight increase in the flow of bile, but
no direct cholagogue of importance has been discovered
other than the liile salts themselves. Perhaps au excep-
tion will be found to this last statement when further

investigations are made upon the physiological action
of the secretin formed in the duodenum and jejunum.
Attention is called to this substance under the head of

Iiancreatic secretion, and there is some indication that it

may [tlay a l)art as a normal chemical stimulus in the
secretion of bile. At the jjresent writing no more pre-
cise statement can be made.
Sfxhetion op the Kidney.—None of the secretions of

the body has been studied with more care than that of the

kidney. The especial interest which this secretion pos-
sesses for pharmacology and internal medicine as well as
for physiology accounts in large part for the attention
it has received. In addition it has seemed to offer the
best opportunity for testing one of the fundamental ques-
tions of secretion, namely, the extent to which the phys-
ical processes of filtration, diffusion, and osmosis partici-

pate in the act of secretion. Most of the discussion on
this point has been along the linesof the two maiutheories
of urinary secretion which have been under discussion
now for many years. One theory, proposed first substan-

tially by Bowman and afterward supported vigoroiisly in

a modified form by Ileidenhain, holds that the water "and
salts of the urine are actively secreted by the epithelium
of the capsule siu'rounding the glomerulus, while the
urea and the other specific organic constituents of the
urine are secreted together with some water by the epi-
thelium of the convoluted tubules. The other theory we
owe to Ludwig. According to him all the constituents
of the urine arc formed by filtration through the glomer-
ulus. The two layers of epithelium through which this

filtration occurs, the capillary or vascular, and the glom-
eridar epithelium, act simply as a membrane through
which the constituents of the tu'ine are filtered off fnim
the blood by the excess of im-ssure in tlie blood capil-
laries. The uriue so formed is veiy dilute, and as it

passes along the convoluted tubules it becomes concen-
trated by absorption. In both theories a difference of
function is supposed between the capsule and the con-
voluted tubule. It will be convenient to discuss the
functions of these two parts separately.

Function of the Glomerulus.—The arrangement of the

glomerulus and the capsule presents a structure peculiar
to the kidney and suggestive of a special purpose. The
glomerulus is a knot of capillary vessels which do not
form a plexus but rather a rete mirabile with a single
afferent and a smaller efferent vessel. For physical rea-

sons the blood in passing through the glomerulus suffers
a diminution in velocity, on account of the sud<lcn in-

crease in the width of the stream bed, and yet maintains
a high hydrostatic ])ressure on account of the resistance
offered by the narrow efferent vessel and the capillary
idexus with which it connects. Moreover, there are no

lymph spaces round the glomerulus. The ejiit helium of
file blood capillaries is directly adherent totheeiiitheliinn
of the capsule into which the glomerulus is inserted, so
that the cavity of the cajiillaries is separated from that
of the uriniferous tubules by a doidjie layer of endothe-
lial cells. The arrangement siiggestsa filtering mechan-
ism, and Ludwig's theory suiijioses that it acts in this

way for all of the constituents of the urine. Bowman's
theory supi)oses that oidy the water and salts are formed
here, and IleideiUiain, moreover, has given reasons for

believing that the water is not formed bv mechanical

processes, but by an active secretory process ou the part
of the glomeridar epithelium. If attention is paid only
to the water and salts it is evident that if Ludwig's the-

ory is correct the )iressure tending to force them through
the epitliclium may be expressed by the forunda V — 11,

in which 1' reju'esents the pres.sure in the glomerular capil-
laries and p the pressure of the urine in 1;he capsular end
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of the tubule. According to this tlicory, the amount of
urine formed should vary directly witli P and inversely
with p. It is obvious tiuit the factor I' may be increased

by raising arterial pressure in the renal arteries or by ob-

structing the flow in the renal veins, and, according to

theorj-, eacli change should cause an increased flmv of

urine. E.xpcrinunts of this kind have licen made. It

has been fouud that raising arteiial pressure in the kidney
arteries does increase the flow of urine, and vice versa.

However, it must be borne in mind that this relationship
holds only when the pressure iu the glomerular capillaries
varies in the same direction as in the renal arteries. All

experimental variations which may be safely assumed to

raise the pressure it; the glomerular capillaries are fol-

lowed b}' a greati'r flow of lu-ine. The reverse experi-
ment, however, of raising P by blocking the venous out-

flow fails entirely to support the theory. When tlie

renal veins are compressed the capillary pressure in the

glomeruli must be increased, and if the veins are blocked

entirely, we may suppose that the capillary jjressure is

raised to the level of that of the renal arteries. In such

experiments, however, the flow of urine is diminislied In-

stead of being increased, and indeed may be stopped alto-

gether when the veins are completely blocked. The ad-

herents of the Ludwig theory liave attempted to exjilain
this unfavorable result by assuming that the swollen
interlobular veins press upon and block the uriniferous

tubules.

According to the antagonistic theory of Hcidenhain,

blocking the veins suppresses the secretory activity of

the glomerular epithelium by depriving it of oxygen
and the cliance for removal of Ct)^, and thus producing
local asphyxia. The latter exjjlanation seems the sim-

pler of the two, and it is very strongly supported by
the opposite experiment of clamping the renal arteiy.
When this is done the blood-flow through the kidney
ceases and the secretion of urine also stops as would be

expected. But when after a few minutes' closure the

artery is undamped the secretion is not lestored with the

return of the circulation. On the contrary, a long time

(as much as an hour or more) may elapse before the secre-

tion begins. This fact is quite iu harmony with the

Heidenhain tlieory, since complete removal of their blood

supply might well result in a long-continued injury to

the delicate epithelial cells. On the mechanical tiieory.

liowever, we should expect the contrary. Injiny to the

cells should be followed by greater periueability and an
increased liltratio'n, as is found to be the case with the

production of lymph. These two experiments, blocking
tiie renal artery and tlie renal vein, seem at present to

discredit the filtration theory and to support the secre-

tion theory. If we accept this latter theoiy it may be
asked how it agrees with the experiments mentioned
above upon the variations in capillary prcssiu'c brought
about otherwise tlian by obstructing the venous outflow.
Heidenhain has emphasized the fact that all of these ex-

periments involve not onlj- a variation in capillary press-
ure, but also in the blood flow, and that it is open to us
to suppose that the effect upon the secretion of urine is

dependent upon the rate of flow rather than upcm the

capillary pressure. If we adopt this explanation we an^

led again to the secretion hypothesis, since mere rate of
flow should not influence filtration, but should affect

secretion, since it woidd alter the coiuposition of the

blood flowing through the glomeruli and also the supply
of oxj'genand carbondioxide. .\u important fact, which
seems at first sight to show the inllueiice of pressure, is

that when general arterial pressiu'c falls below a certiiin

point, about 40 mm. of merctu-y, the secretion of urine
ceases altogether. Such a condition may be brought
about by singical shock, by hemorrhage, or by section
of the spinal cord in the cervical or thoracic region. I'ut

here again the great vascular dilatation causing this fall

of pressure is associated with a feeble circulation, and
the effect upcjii the kidney secretion may well be due to

this latter factor.

In addition to varying the factor P in the fornuila

given above, it is possible also to increase tlie factor p.

Normally the pressure of the urine in the capsule must
be very low owing to the fact that the .secretion drains

away as raijidly as it is formed. If the ureter is oc-

cluded, however, the pressure of the urine will increase,
and the filtration ])ressure P — p will diminish. When
this experiment is performed and tlic' pressurein the ure-
ter is measured Ijy a manometer, it is found to rise; to 50
orGOnim. of mercury and t lien to remain stationary. This
fact might be explained by supjiosing that when p = P
the secreticm stops on account of the failure of the filtra-

tion pressure. Little weight, however, can be given to
this argument, since it is quite possible that under these
conditions the urine may .still continue to form, but is re-

absorbed under the high tension readied. The exiieriment
simply serves to show the secretion pressure of tlie urine,
and the fact that this pressure rises as high as oO to 60
mm. mercury, while the fact that the capillary pressure is

probably somewhat lower would rather serve as an argu-
ment against the filtration tlieoiy. Exact figures, how-
ever, regarding the capillary pressure in the kidney can-
not be obtained, so that the experiment on the whole
gives us no satisfactory information regarding the theory
of secretion. Dreser has used a different argument to prove
that the production of the water involves the performance
of work on the part of the epithelial cells. He points
out that in some conditions, e.g., after drinking beer, the

urine may be very dilute, as slicvn b}- the fact that its

freezing point may be only 0.18" C. or 0.16° C. below
that of pure water, that is, A = —0.18° C. or —0.16° C.

Since blood serum has A = —0.56° C. the difference in

concentration between the blood and the urine in such
a case of extreme dilution shows an osmotic pressure in

favor of the blood equivalent to A = — O.-l' C. Meas-
ured iu mechanical units this would indicate an osmotic

pressure of 49.08 metres of water tending to drive the

water from the uriniferous tubules into the blood, where-
as the filtration pressure driving the water in the other

direction could not at a maximum exceed 2.72 metres

of water. Evidenllj-if thisargument is just, the elimina-

tion of the water takes place against a strong opposing os-

motic pressure, and the energy necessary for its secretion

can be referred only to the activity of the epithelial cells.

Function of the Coiu-ulntcd Tiibiitex.—By convoluted
tubule is meant that portion of the uriniferous tubule
which extends from the capsule to the straight or col-

lecting tubes. Its epithelium varies, but is distinguished
in general from the flat, thin epithelium of the capsule
by a larger amount of granular protoplasm. According
to the Ludwig theory, this portion of the tubule func-
tions as an absorption membrane and serves thus to con-
centrate tlie dilute urine filtered through the glomerulus.
The fact that the urine is often more concentrated than
the blood proves that this absorption, if it occurs, is not
due to simple liydro-dift'usion, and later adherents of
this theory have been oliliged to aliandon the simple
physical theoiy proposed by Ludwig and to suppose
that the absorption effected by these cells is a physio-
logical process dependent upon their living structure
and properties. The Bowman-IIeidenhain theory, on the

contrar_y, assumes tliat these cells are secretory in func-
tion and serve for the excretion of the urea, uric acid,
etc. With regard to the absorption theory it may be
said that positive evidence is lacking, and it is diflicult

to present briefly the facts that are (juoted from time to

time in its favor. On tjie other hand, there is much
proliable evidence that the secretory hypothesis is nearer
to the truth. This eviilence may be summarized briefly
as follows: 1. It is stated that if the ureters are ligated
in birds the urates will be found deposited in the urinif-

erous tubules, but never at the capsular end. 2. Hei-

denhain has given proof that the convoluted tubules are

capable of excreting indigo-carmine after this substance
is injected into the blood. His experiment consisted es-

sentially in injecting the material into the blood after di-

viding the cord so as to reduce the rapidity of secretion.

After a certain interval the kidney was removed and

irrigated with alcohol to precipitate the indigo-carmine
in situ in the organ. Microscopic examination showed
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that after tliis treatment the grauules of the iiuligo-

ciinuiiie are fouiui in the convoluted tubules, but not iu

the capsules round the •rlonieruli. 3. Several observers

(Van der Stricht. Oisse, Tranibasti. Gurwitscli) have de-

scribed microscopic appearances iu the cells liuiug the

tubules indicative of an active secretion. 'I'luv ineture
the forniiition of vesicles in the cells and appearances
which indicate the discharge of these vesicles into the

cavity of the tubules. 4. Nussbaum made use of the

fact that iu the frog the glomeruli are supplied by
branches of the rcual artery, while the rest of the tubes
are supplied by the renal portal vein. He stated that if

the renal artery is ligated the glomervili are deprived
completely of blood, and that as a result the flow of

urine ceases. If under these conditions urea is injected
into the circulation it is excreted together with some
water, thus proving the secretory activity of the tubules

with regard to urea. Later cxi^'rinients by Adami and

by Beddard have thrown doubt upon this otherwise cru-

cial ciperiuuiit. Adami claims that ligature of the renal

arteries does not shut olT completely the glomerular cir-

culation, while B<'ddard. although he corroborates Nuss-
baum iu the point that complete occlusion of the renal

arteries susjiends entirely tlie secretion of urine, finds

that under these conditions injection of urea into the cir-

culation is not followed by a secretion. 5. Dreser has
shown that the acidity of the urine is due to an action of

the epithelium of the tubules. If an acid indicator, such
as acid fuchsiu, is injected into the dorsal lymph sac of

a frog, and an hour or so later the kidneys are examined,
it will be found that the convoluted tubules are colored

red, while the capsular end is colorless, indicating that

the secretion at that i)oint has an alkaline reaction. The
experiment shows that the acid phosphate of the urine
is produced in the convoluted tubules. The simplest
explanation is that it is formed by a secretory activity of

tlie epithelial cells, although one may adopt the less

probable view that the cells produce the acid phosphates
by a selective absorption of alkaline salts. On the whole
it must be admitted that the weight of evidence isiu favor
of the Bowman lleidenhain theory of secretion, and it

remains for future investigations to explain more defi-

nitely what is meant by the obscure term, secretory
activit}-.
Under pathological conditions it has been shown satis-

factorily that albumin and sugar which may be presetit
in the urine are secreted or eliminated at the glomerular
end of the tubide.

Injlucnee of the Kenous Si/stem, on the Secretion, of
Urine.—Although Berkley states that terminal fibrils of
the nerves distributed to the kidney may be traced to the

epithelial cells of the convoluted tubules, the physiologi-
cal evidence at jiresent is opjKwed to the existence of

secretorj- nerve libivs. The kidney recei\-es a rich ner-
vo\is supply by way of the sympatlict ic, but experiments
indicate that these fibres are vaso-motor in function.
Both vaso-constrictor ami va.so-dilalor fibres have been
described, and inasmuch as the secretion of tirine varies

directly with the rapidity and volume of the blood fiow,
it follows that these vaso-motor fibres must exercise nor-

mally an ini|)ortaut regulatory infiu^nce ui)on the amount
of secretion.

Action of Diuretics.—An important side of the theo-
ries of secretion of urine is their application to the ac-
tion of diuretics. Water, various soKible substances,
sucli as salts, urea, and dextrose, and certain sjiecial

drugs, such as calTein or digitalis, exert a diuretic action
on the kidneys. Much experimental work has been dom^
to ascertain whether the action of these substances can
be explained mechanically by their infiuence on the blood
How or the blood jire.ssure "in the kidney cai>illaries, or
whether it is neces-sary to fall back upoii a specific .stim-

ulating effect exerted by them u|)on the epithelial cells
of the tubules. Adherentsof the original Ludwig theory
are forced to explain their action by the elTcet tliey ])ro-
ducc upon the pressure in the kidney capillaries, and
indeed it lias been shown with reference to the saline
diuretics that their effect upon the secretion is in propor-

tion to the osmotic pressure they exert. It has been

suggested, therefore, that the action of these diuretics

lies in the fact that they attract water from the tissues

into the lilood and thus cause a condition of hydriemic
])lethora. But whether the elimination of this excess of
water is due to filtration or to an active secretion by
the glomendar epithelium simply revives the discussion
that has been presented briefiy above. Host observers
find that the vascular changes in the kidney, particularly
after the administration of eaffein and digitalis, do not

explain satisfactorily the phenomenon of diuresis, and
although it is necessary to admit that the diuretics, or
some of I hem. act in iiart by the changes which they cause
iu the circulation iu the kidney, those who adopt the
Bowmaii-lleidenliain theory assume usually that these

substances exert also a direct stimulating action on the

secretory cells.

Seckktion of the Sebaceous Gi-.^nds.—Practically
nothing is known of the mechanism of secretion of these

glands be3-ond the results furnished by histological ex-
amination. It is believed that the secretion is formed
not by a liquid discharge from the cells, but V)y the cast-

ing oil of the cells themselves. The cells upon the base-
ment membrane multiply, and the daughter cells are dis-

placed toward the lumen of the gland. Gradually these
latter cells disintegrate, and their debris forms the thick,

oily secretion.

Secretion ov the Sweat Glands.—The secretion
of sweat is important, partly because it helps to regu-
late the water contents of the body, but mainly because
it is an effective means of controlling the body tem-

perature. In accordance with these regulative functions
we find that the formation of sweat is governed by the
central nervous system, by means of which a reflex adap-
tation of the process to the needs of the body is made
possible. Definite experimental proof of tlie existence
of sweat nerves was obtained first by Goltz. He showed
that electrical stimulation of the peripheral end of the di-

vided sciatic in dogs or cats causes the formation of visi-

ble drops of sweat on the balls of the feet. This result

has since been confirmed for other parts of the body, and
it has been shown that the sweat nerve fibres take much
the same course anatomicall_v as the vaso-motor fibres.

They take origin in the cord or the medulla, pass over to
tlie sympathetic ganglia where they end round the sym-
pathetic nerve cells. Thence their course is continued

by a symjiathetic neurone, so that they reach their desti-

nation probably as noivmedullated fibFes. Their course
for different regions of the bod}' is known with a fair

degree of exactness. All the evidence that we have
indicates that the sweat glands, like the salivary glands,
do not secrete normally except under the infiuence of
these secretory fibres. Ordinarj' profuse sweating due
to a high external temperature must be explained as a
reflex act. The high temperature stimulates sensory
nerves in the skin, and the iniimlses thus generated are
transmitted to the cord and returned to the sweat glands
by the ett'ereut sweat fibres. Attemiits have been made
to ascertain whether the general activity of these sweat
fibres is controlled like that of the vasoconstrictors by a

medullary nerve centre. The work done is not conclu-

sive, but it seems to indicate that the reflex centres for
the system are found in different regions of the brain and
cord. In all probability the nuclei of origin of the sweat
fibres for each skin area constitute the sweat ceutre for
that r<'gion. These nuclei or ci'nires may be stimulated

rellexly by incoming im]uilses from the skin or from the

higher nerve cent res, or they may be acted ujxin by
changes in the compositi(m of the blood as is shown by
the effect of dyspiuea aii<l certain drugs. Atropin and
pilocarpin exert their well-known antagonistic influence
in the sweat secretion, the latter causing a flow of sweat
and the former inhibiting it. As in the case of other

glands, the action of these drugs is supposed to be per-

ipheral, )iiloearpin stimulating the entliugs of the sweat
fibres, and atropin paralj'zing them. Nicotin also in

proper doses suspends the secretion of sweat, and it is

probable that this alkaloid acts upon the connection be-
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twecn tlie spinal or pre-ganglionic neurnne find the sym-
pathetic or post-fianglinnic ncuroiu'.

Secretion oi' teif. Mammaky Glands.—Tlie develop-
ment of these sjlamls in eonncclinn with the processes
of gestation and liieir functional activity for a variable

period after the act of jiarturition, are the points of great-
est physiological interest. It seems evident that the

causal connection between the changes in the uterus and
in the mammary gland nuist be established either through
the central nervous system or through the blood. During
the development of tlie ftetus sensory stimuli may be de-

veloped in the reproductive organs of the mother which
act reflexly upon the mammary gland and stimuhxte its

growth and secretion ; or, on the other hand, the changes
in the reproductive organs may result in the formation
of an internal secretion, which being discharged into the

blood, acts upon the tissue of the gland either directly or

through the nervous system. The crucial experiment of

destroying the nerve supply of the gland in a pregnant
animal has given somewhat imsatisfactory results, but
it seems to show that the development and functional

activity of the gland proceed as under normal conditions,

although the quantity of milk produced is less. As far

as it goes this evidence indicates that the bond of con-

nection is furnished bj' the blood rather than by the

nervous system, and we may adopt provisionally the

hypothesis of an internal secretion. Assuming that this

hypothesis is correct, it still remains possible, of cour.se,

that the activity of the gland in lactation may be regu-
lated by extrinsic nerves. Many facts speak for this

possibility. It is known, for instance, that in women
during lactation the flow of milk is influenced by emo-
tional conditions, and, on the other hand, histologists
have described nerve terminations round the gland cells

which look like secretory nerve fibres. The phj'siologi-
cal evidence for secretorj' fibres is, however, quite

meagre. Mironow in experiments upon goats has stated

that stimulation of sensory nerves causes a diminution in

the secretion, but that when the nervous connections of

the gland are destroyed this reflex cannot be obtained.

RiJhrig finds that section of the inferior branch of the
external spermatic increases the secretion, while stimula-
tion of the same nerve causes a diminished secretion.

These experiments might be regarded as proving the

existence of inhibitory fibres to tlie gland, but it is

eqtially, or indeed more probable, that the fibres in ques-
tion are vaso-constrictors. The known influence of the

central nervous system on the secretion of milk may
therefore consist only in the control of the circulation in

the gland by means of vasomotor fibres as in the case
of the secretion of urine.

Internal Secretions.

The term internal secretion seems to have been em-

ployed first by Claude Bernard, but the essential idea

conveyed by it, namely, a secretion discharged into the
blood or Ij'mph, had long been entertained in connection
with the so-called ductless glands, such as the thyroid.
About 1889 the term and the idea imjilied by it were

emiihasized by Brown-Sequard in connection with work
upon testicular extracts. This author suggested that not

only the glands but all tissues may have internal secre-

tions of greater or less importance in the general nutri-

tion of the body. This extension of the original concep-
tion was not justified by subsequent experiments and

to-day we must limit the use of the term to the distinctly
glandular bodies. Experience has shown, however, tliat

not. only the ductless glands but some at least of the

typical glands with well-defined ducts may jirodtice in-

ternal secretions. There is no a priori way of deter-

mining whether or not a glandular structure produces an
internal secretion. The matter must be decided by ex-

periment and observation.
Jidertuil Scrrdiiin (if the Tln/rnid Tissiim.—Under the

term thyroid tissue we may include the thyroid bodies,
the accessory thyroids which have a similar, indeed iden-
tical structure, and the parathyroids whose structure is

peculiar, but whose function seems to be closely related
to that of the thyroids. The history of the discovery of
the functions of tlic thyroids, so far as we know them, is

most interesting and illustrates admirably how experi-
mental physiology may co-operate with experimental
and clinical work in medicine and surgery. The early
work indicated that removal of the thyroids is followed

quickly by marked symptoms of disturbed metabolism,
cachexia, mus<'ular tremors and spasms which soon end
in death. Later wiu'k has shown that a rajiidly fatal re-

sult is obtained only when the operation removesall of the

thyroid tissues, and that the characteristic sj'inptoms
and their duration before a fatal termination depend
somewhiit upon the species of animal used and its age.
In human beings it is known that atrophy or loss of
function in the thyroids leads to cretinism and inyx-
cedeina, and that the.se distressing conditions may be
removed completely by feeding thyroid tissue to the

jiatient. In the lower animals the precise results of

removal of the th3'roids proper and of the parathyroids
are not yet clearly known. Upon many animals, dogs,
cats, rabbits, rats, operations that remove both the thy-
roids and the parathyroids result in the rapid death of the
animal with the symptoms of cachexia and muscular
convulsions mentioned above. In the higher mammals
(the monkeys, for instance), tlies) mptoms are said to de-

velop more slowly and to resemble more nearly the mj'x-
a>dema of man. One ob.server claims that in those animals,
such as dogs, in which the fatal result of thyroidectomy
is most prompt, a distinction may be made between re-

moval of the thyroids and removal of the parathyroids,
liemoval of the former causes a slowly developing mal-
nutrition, a progressive cachexia wlio.se fatal termination,

may be long deferred. Removal of the parathj'roids. on
the contrary, occasions more acute symptoms including
muscular convulsions and a rapidly fatal result. This
distinction needs, however, further confirmation before it

can be accepted. It is stated also that the fatal outcome
of complete thyroidectomy may be deferred or obviated

completely by grafting a portion of the gland under the
skin. These results upon man and the lower animals are

usually explained upon the assumption that the thyroid
tissues furnish an internal secretion which plays an im-

portant and indeed essential part in the metabolism of the

body, particularly perhaps of the nervous system. There
is histological evidence to show that the colloid material
contained in the vesicles of the glands is emptied into the

lymphatics and thence reaches the blood. On the other

hand, it has been proved that the beneficial material in

extracts of the glands is obtained from this same colloidal

material. We may therefore regard this substance as a
secretion which is discharged into the blood by way of
the lymphatics. Bauinan has succeeded in obtaining
from the gland a peculiar organic compound containing
iodine to the amount of nine per cent, of the dry weight.
He designated this substance as iodothyrin and showed
that in the gland it exists in combination with proteid.
Inasmuch as the iodothjrin, when used upon animals or

patients, has much the s;ime beneficial effect as the crude

thyroid extract, we must believe that it reiiresents one
at least of the essential constituents of the internal secre-

tion. How it or other substances alTect normally the
metabolism of the body is not yet explained. We know
only that complete loss of this substance is followed by
a perverted metabolism and finally by death. There is

much evidence to show tiiat feeding thyroid extracts to

normal individuals leads to an increa.se in phy.siological
oxidatiims, hence its use in cases of obesity. This fact
is a further indication of the influence of its secretion ou
normal metabolism, but the means by which it influences
the nutrition of the cells cannot be determined without
further work.

T/ie Adniiiil /)"rftVs.^Brown-Sc'(iuard was the first to
show that removal of these bodies in dogs is followed by
the death of the animal within a day or two. Siibse-

(pient observers have conlirnied this fundamental fact,
and have shown that the symptoms preceding death are

great muscular weakness, a loss of vascular tone, and a
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feel>lo heart beat. On tlio clinical side tlicse results agree
well with the observation tlmt in Aildison's disease,

whieli is aceonipunicd by a lesion of t lie adrenals, there

is also niarl;cil asllnnia with I'l-rhle hc;iit lieat and loss

pressure seems to be due to a direct action on the muscu-
lalureof the small arteries and veins, cansintr a coutrac-

ti<m and iherel'oic an increase in prriiihcnd resistance.

This cITc-ct is only lcni])iirHry ; in a fi'W moments the press-

FIG. 4171. (ui\c t*> show ilR- KITffl of Iriiruvcnniis Inji-ctions of E.vtnict vf the Aiiri-'iiai. when the Vatii are Intjtit. 'I'he time of the

lnje<-tion and tlie diirutjon are represented liv the wliite space on line D ; tlie elTect on bUtod pressure and pulse rate is lejiresented by line

('; the effect on the I'onti'ueEious of tlie veiitriele and the auricle are represeuled respectively by lines A andii; E (fives the lime In
ball-seconds. (Sctiaefer.i

of vascular tone. As in the case of the thyroids phj-sio-

logical investijrations of recent years lend to show that

the adrenals produce an internal secretion of imjiortance
in nictaliolisni, particularly the mclabolism of tlie mus-
cular tissues. E.Miacts of the medulla of the f;land in-

jected into IIk' circulation of a normal animal cause a
marked slowing and sttenjithcning of tlie heart beat and
a rise of blooil pressure. The heart eU'cct, so far at least

as the slowitiir of the beat is concerned, is due to an action

of the extra<-l on tin- inbihitory centre of the vagus, since

ure returns to normal, showing that the active sub-
stance is qiiicUly neutralized or destroyed within the

body. This active substance in the mcdulhi of the glands
is normally secreted into the adrenal veins, since blood
collected from these veins and injected into a normal ani-

mal gives the effects described above. There is some
evidence that the secretion of this substance is under the
control of secretory nerve fibres. A number of investi-

gators have attemjited to isolate the active substance.
Abel has succeeded in jueparing from the cxiractsa basic

FlO. 4172.—Cur\-e to show the Effect of Inlnivenous lii)ectloiis of Kxtnict of the .\dn-nals when lioth Vug
the curves is tile .same as in the precedlnp Ilgure. ISchaefer.i

(.'III. The designation of

it disappears on . section of these nerves or sifter the ad-
ministration of atropin. After section of the vagi injec-
tion of the extracts causes a i|uickeniug of the lu'art rate

and a great rise of blood iiressuie. The ett'ect ou blood

substance to which he gives tlie name of epinephrin and
to which he assigns the formula CjoHjiNOj. The salts

of this sulistance, when injected even in minute doses,

give the characteristic ellect upon the heart and lilood-
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vessels. Other crystalline products
—adrenalin and supra-

renalin—have been pi'epared from the e.xtraets of the

glands and used upon a commercial scale. They show

very active jihysiologicnl properties, but their exact

composition and their relations to epiuephrin are at pres-
ent not fully ili'termincd. The conelu.sion commonly
drawn from lheal)Ove facts is that the ailreiials scenic

continually into the blood a sub.stance that is normally
necessary to the proper metabolism of the muscidar tis-

is, to substitute injections of the extracts in place of the
normal secretion, have given negative or imcert;iin re-

sults. This failure may be due to the fact mentioned
above, namely, that the effect of injections is quite tran-
sient. According to Battelli, continuous injections of
adrenal extracts fail to prolong life to any noticeable ex-
tent in ainmals whose adrenals have been removed ex-

perimentally, and ('hristiaid reports that grafts of the
adrenals imder the skin or in the peritoneal cavity fail

,^vjWI(f^Y«Y-''-w,v,^^^

Fig. 4173.—Curve showing the Effect upon Blood Pressure and Heart Beat of an In,1ection of an Extract of the Infundibular Body when
the Vajri are Intact. The point of injection is shown upon line A ,* 11 is the blood-pressure record aud C the time record in seconds.

(Howell.)

sues. When it is completely absent, as in removal or

disease of the adrenals, a perverted metabolism ensues,
and this expresses itself in a marked loss of muscular
tone. The fatal result ma}' possibly be attributed di-

rectly to the effect on the ciix'ulation, the feeble heart

beat, aud the loss of vascular tone, giving a condition

analogous to that caused by vascular shock. It should
be added that some physiologists give a different inter-

pretation to these facts. They hold that tlie normal
function of the adrenals is to produce an antitoxic secre-

tion capable of neutralizing or destroying certain poi-

to ward off the rapidly fatal results of extirpation. The
explanation of this last result, however, seems to lie in

the fact that when the organ is grafted the medullary
jjortion undergoes a retrogressive change, although the

graft as a whole may .seem successful. The marked ef-

fect of adrenal extracts in causing vascular con.striction

has been utilized practically in producing local blanch-

ing of vascular membranes in the case of the eye, nose,
throat, etc.

T/ie, Htuitarji Body.—The pituitary body so called

consists in reality of two quite distinct structures that

'''''*''''' I < I I I H I I I I I I I I I < < -I I » < < < I I I I « < H I I I I < < » I I t < 1 < V M ^ > I <
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Fig. 41 r-t.—Curve showing the Initial and Final Effect of an Injection of Extract of the Infundibular Bndy when the Viijri are Cut. The
designation of the curves is the same as in the preceding Hgure. (Howell. j

sonous iiroducts of body metabolism, particularly the

metabolism of muscular tissue. According to this view
the fatal result of removal of the adrenals is due not
to the absence of the normal stimulating or regulating
action of their secretion, but to the accumulation of
toxic products. This theory is designated sometiiues
as the auto intoxication theory, but no convincing proof
has yet liecii produced to show that in animals deprived
of tlicir adrenals there is present any toxic substance in

the blddd or the tissues. Attempts to use adrciml ex
tracts theraiieutically in cases of Addison's disease, that

possibly have different functions. The anterior lobe or

the hypophysis cerebri is a glandular structure that de-

velops in the embrj-o from the epithcliuiii of the mouth
cavity. The posterior lobe or the infundibular body is

a mixed structure of nerve cells and glandular cells

which develops from the infundibular jiroccss of the
brain. It is very dilliciilt to experiment upon these

structures owing to their position. Vassale and Sacchi
state 'that removal of the entire pituitary body is fol-

lowed soon by a group of symptoms resembling those

caused by thyroidectomy, uainely, muscular tremors aud
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spasms, apiitliy and dyspnivu, wiiich soon result in death.

It has Ik'cu snsigi'stod, therefore, tliat the finirtions of this

body may be related to those of the thyroid tissues, but
no convincing evidence is at hand to make this view

probable. On the clinical side it has been asserted that

the peculiar disease known as acromegaly is associated

with lesions of the pituitary body, but a causal connec-

tion between the two is slill very uncertain. Injections
of extracts of the body give results that vary with the

lobe used. Extracts of the anterior lobe or hypophysis
proper give little or no effect when injected into tlie cir-

culation of a ni>rmal animal. Extracts of the infumlil)-

ular lobe, on the contrary, give a marked effect upon
the heart and blood pressure similar in many respects to

that caused by extracts of the adrenals. This difference

in the effect of the extracts suggests that the two bodies

may have different functions in sjiite of their close ana-

tomical connection. We have no direct evidence that

these bodies furnish an internal secretion, l)ut tlie absence

in the adidt mammal of a duct wmild imply that any
product formed by them must affect the body by way of

the circulation. Cyon, however, contends that the chief

function of the pituitary body is to co o]ierate witli the

thyroi<ls in regulating tlie blood How through the brain.

His idea seems to be that the jjituitaiy body tullils a
double function. In the tirst place it serves as an auto-

matic regulator of intracranial pressure, acting in two

ways—mechanically, in Ihata rise of intracranial pressure
stimulates the pituitary body and brings about a slowing
and strengthening of the heart beat, and chetnically, by
secreting substance's which act U])on the vagus and accel-

enitor centres. In the second place it affects general
metiibolism also by an a<'liou of these last-mentioned

substances on the vagi and sym])athetic. For the ex-

periments which lead him to this somewhat elaborate

theory it will be necessary to consult the original pa-

per, a reference to which is given at the end of this

article.

liiliriial Secretion of the I'ancrais.—Few discoveries in

physiology have been more interesting and significant
than that made bj- von Mehring and ^Minkowski regard-
ing the internal secretion of the pancreas. Briefly stated,

they found that complete removal of tlie pancreas brings
on a condition of serious glycosuria known now as jjan-
creatic diabetes. Acetone and /3-ox'}'l)utyric acid are also

IJrcsent in the urine, and, as in the diabetes niellitus of

man. the animal shows polyuria and an abnormal thirst

and hunger. These s_vnii>toins are followed by muscu-
lar weakness, emaciation, and in a few weeks liy death.
If the pancreas is removed incompletely the glycosuria
may be serious, or slight and transient, or absent alto-

gether, according to the amount of the gland extirpated.
If so little as one-fourth or one-fifth of tlie gland is left in

the body the glycosuria may not show itself, and since
the portion so left may have no connection with the in-

testine, this fact as well as others shows that the mere
suppression of the pancreatic juice has nothing directly
to (lo with the diabetes that results from complete re-

moval of the gland. In pancreatic diabetes the glycogen
di.sappejirs from the liver. The blood shows an increase
in its sugar contents from O.lii per cent, to 0.3 or 0..5 per
cent., and the urine may continue to contain sugar in

quantity when carbohydrate food is withheld completely.
On the basis of these and similar results it is believed
that the jiancreas forms an internal secretion which is

given off to the blood. This internal secretion is sup-
posed lo play an essential part in the nietabolisni of the

carbohydrates. It has been suggested, for instance, that
the internal secretion contains an enzyme of some kind
which is necessary for the dissociation or oxidation of
the sugar of the body, so that in its absence the sugar
accumulates in the blood and is lost through the urine.
A specific form of this hypothesis has been advanceil by
Lepine. It has long been known that sugar in the blooii

disappears on stjuiding, and Lepine has shown tliat this

glycolytic action of the bloo<l is due iirobablv to the

presence of a definite! enzyme. He assumes that this

glycolytic enzyme is formed intra vitam from the leuco-

cytes of the blood, but that its formation is a function of
tiie internal secretion of the pancreas. When the inter-

nal secretion is prevented the blood loses its glycolytic
power, and the sugar escapes oxidation. This hypothe-
sis would seem to demaiul that in diabetes niellitus the

glycolytic power of the blood, when tested out of the

body, should be absent or distinctly below the normal.
Several observers who have tested this point state, on
the contrary, that the glycolytic action of diabetic blood
is not less than that of normal blood. Other ob.servcrs
have adopted an entirely different view, holding that the

jiancreatic secretion normall.y regulates the tnitput of

sugar from the liver and other sugar-producing tissues.

In its absence this output is increased and rai.ses the

sugar percentage in the blood to such an extent as to
cause glycosuria. We must admit at present that the

way in which the internal secretion of the pancreas af-

fects the sugar consumption of the body is not known
satisfactorily, although there is no doubt that in some
way it is absolutely necessaiy in the process. Consider-

Fig. 417.i.—Section Throuirli an Island of Langerlians. ri. The (rland
cells of the siirroundinp pancreatic ti.<fsiie: (7, blood capillaries; z,
the columns of cells couiposing the island. (KoUitier.)

able experimental and nistological evidence has accumu-
lated tending to show that the cells concerned in this

important function of the pancreas are not the pancreatic
cells i)ro]ier, but the so-called islands of Langerhans.
In man these islands are scattered thnuigh the jiancreas
and form round or oval bodies that may reach a diameter
of as much as 1 nun. The cells are pol3-gonal and their

protoplasm is pale and finely granular, while the nuclei
.show a thick chromatin network which stains deeply.
In each island there is a capillary network resembling
somewhat the glomeruli of the kidney.
According to Ssbolew, ligation of the pancreatic dtict

is followed by a complete atrophy of the pancreatic cells

ju-oper. but does not affect to any marked extent the
islands of Langerhans. Since under these conditions
no glycosuria occurs, while removal of the whole organ
including the islands is followed by pancreatic diabetes,
the obvious conclusion to be drawn is that it is the re-

moval of the islands that causes the pancreatic diabetes,
and that therefore it is these cells that fcn-in the normal
internal secretion of the pancreas. This conclu.sion is

further corroborated by pathological results upon the

lesions of the pancreas in human beings in connection with
diabetes inellitus. A number of recent observers (Opie,
Ssbolew, Ilerzog, ct ill.) find that in diabetes inelliMls the

islands are markedly affected. They show signs either

of hyaline degeneration or of atrophy, and indeed may in

severe cases be absent altogether.
T/ie JlrprofluHire Ghiiidi.—The general inti'rest in the

subject of internal secretions in recent years was aroused

largelv bv the work of Brown-Seiiuard upon the effect

of tesiicn'lar extract s(l,^S<)-i)',>). Tlieresultsof his exper-
iitients seemed to indicate that these extracts possess a
marked stimulating or dynainogenic action n|)on the

ncuro-miiscular apparatus. The effect was said to be
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lironouiufd not onl^- vipnn sexual jiowr-r but tipou gen-
<Tal iiiiiscular anil nii'ntal vigor. PoIjI clainis to have
obtained fiomsuch extiuelsadelinile substanee, spcrniin,
to which heassigned the formula CJIuN..., and which In;

believes has a general tonic effect upon bodj- metabol-

ism. Similarly Zoth and Pregel report that these ex-

tracts increase the power of doing muscular work when
measured quantitatively by means of an ergograph.
These and other similar experiments give us some reason

to believe that the testes mav form an internal secretion

of importance in regulating and stimulating the mclab-

olisms of the body. If such a secretion is formed, how-
ever, its action is not absolutely necessary to normal
metabolism as is shown by the "fact that castrated ani-

mals live in ajipareutly good health. Our natural infer-

ence would be that a secretion of this kind nnght act as

a regulator of sexual desire, but it is very uncertain

whether such an effect takes place. lu the experiments
reported the possibility of suggestion plaj'ing a part in

the results obtained is not excluded entirel_v. and we nuist

speak therefore of the internal secretion in these glands
as a possibility only and not as a demonstrated fact.

The evidence is perhaps stronger that an internal se-

cretion is formed by the ovaries. Loewy and Richter
have shown that ovariotomy in dogs results eventually
in a marked diminution in ph^'siological oxidations as

measured by the ammint of oxygen consumed. And
when an animal is brought into this condition, the admin-
istration of ovarian extract is sufficient to bring the con-

sumption of oxygen to its normal figure or to cause an
increase beyond normal. Further probable evidence is

found in the numerous gynecological cases involving
the removal of the ovaries. Quite frequently in such
cases disagreeable S3'niptoms ensue, extreme nervous-

ness, vaso-motor flushes, etc., and these results have
been sufficiently marked to cause many gynecologists to

be cautious in the removal of both ovaries. If one can
be left the after-results of the operation seem to be less

serious. This general fact, together with the undoubted
influence of the ovaries upon menstruation and probaljly

upon lactation, speaks strongly for the existence of an
internal secretion; but we lack at present definite scien-

tific proof, such as we have in the case of the thyroids
and adrenals. WiUiain II. Howell.
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SEDATIN, para-valeryl-amido-phenetol, para-valervl-
phenetidin, Cai,.OC...IU.NII.C4H„CO, is obtained by the
action of valeric acid on para-amido-phenetol. It is in-

soluble in watei', sparingly soluble in ether, chloroform,
and benzin, and readily soluble in hot alcohol. It is

analgesic and antipyretic in dost? of 0.2-0.7 gm. (gr.

iij.-x.). Sedatin is also an old name for antipvrin.
IF. A. Badtdo.

SEGMENTATION OF THE BODY.-Segmentation of
the body, or ijirlaniiiism, is an ex])i-ession used toconvc)'
the idea that the body is comijosed of a Series of seg-
ments, also called mitumereK, or suiiiUck, that arc arranged
in a series along the princijial axis, and in each one of
which the principal organs are repeated. Familiar ex-

amples of metamerism are furnished by the earthworms
and tapeworms. A better examiilc is a typical marine
annelid like Polygordius or Nereis, in which each somite,
beside the integument, ventral nerve cord, main blood-
vessels, and gut, which are conlinu<nis through the
length of the bod}', has its own body (.ivitj'sepaiated Ii\'

a paitititm from its neighbors fore and aft, a pair of limbs

(parapodia), a pair of nephridia, a pair of gonads, and
several pairs of lateral blood-vessels and nerves, the same
arrangement being found in each somite except the ter-

minal ones.

In the vertebrates there is an indication of a similar
metamerism. Thus in all vertebrates the vertebra', the
ribs, and the spinal nerves are arranged metamerically ,

and
in the fishes tlie trunk muscles are divided by transverse
tendinous phites into myotomes, which are likewise ineta-
inerical in ariangemeut. This metamerism of the muscu-
lature is present to a less degree in the amphibia, but in
the higher vertebrates, including man, it has almost dis-

appeared in the adult, as the result, doubtless, of adap-
tive modifications. But in the ^mbryo metamerism is

very evident, even in the highest forms, and has its foun-
dation in the primitive segmentation of the mesoderm,
forming the so-called protovertebra?. The divisions of
the body being thus outlined at an early stage the spinal
nerves, lateral blood-vessels, vertebrie. ribs, and the prim-
itive nephredial tubules are developed in definite relation
to them.
The body of a vertebrate may be divided into three

main regions—head, trunk (extending from the first cer-
vical vertebra to the anus), and the tail. The segmen-
tation of the trunk and tail is very evident in the em-
bryo, if not in the adult, and the number of segments
may be counted. Thus in man there are thirty-.seven or

thirty-eight originally, of which four or five are caudal

segments that disappear during the second month of
fcetal life.

The segmentation of the head is not so clear, even In
the cmbiyo, aiid has been a subject for earnest inves-

tigation and discussion for a long time. While it is evi-
dent that the head is a segmented structure, the actual
number of segments and the organs appertaining to each
one can be determined only after very minute compara-
tive study of the development of the whole complex of
muscles, nerves, ganglia, sense organs, and other struct-
ures composing the head, and it is not surprising, there-

fore, that there should be considerable difference of opin-
ion. Thus Rabl denies that the head contains any
segments in front of the ear that can be regardetl as

honiologous.,with the trunk segments. This opinion is

contrary to that of Minot and Hertwig, who regard the
whole head as composed of homologous segments. But
Hertwig estimates the number as nine, wjiile Minot
makes it thirteen.

The segmentation of the body in vertebrates has been
held to indicate the descent of this grotip. from the anne-
lids. Comparative anatomy shows, however, that the
most primitive known allies of the vertebrates |)iesent
no likeness to the annelids, but, on the contrary, re-

semble in some respects the echinoderms, or riilher their

larvtT^; therefore the annelid theory of the origin of
the vertebrates seems of very doubtful validity. It is

more probable that the mettimei'ism of the body arose

independently in the jirimitive forms of the two groups
ill adaptation to a similar mode of life.

liobert Payne Bigelow.
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SEGMENTATION OF THE OVUM.—The scgmeuUi-
liiiii, 111- <liiiv:ij,'r, 111 tin- (iviiMi i< till' lirst stage in the (ie-

vcldinneiit of an cinljiyd Iniin an I'lrg.
It begins witli

much smaller than the others. In the first case the cleav-

age is said to he itjuul, in the second it is vneytial. When
the blastomercs are not of the same size, the smaller
ones are called inicruiinves and the larger ones inacro-

mcrcs ; and iismiUy they differ in the parts they play
in the development of the embryo. Equal cleavage

n.

Fig. 4176.— Cleavace of the Err of nn Irretrular
Sea Urchin, Kchinorardiuin. vl. First deav-
aire furrow; /{, Iwocell stage; V, Iwt'iti-

nlnRof s('<'oiicl riirrow ; D. K. four-oeil siatrc ;

F. tliin! rieavacc, two ceils liave divided and
two are In prr«'es.s tif division ; a, eipht-eeli
Kta^e ecdnpiete: II, sl.xIeerM-eli sta^'e, seen
from anlniai poie; /. same from veKelutive
pole. Magnified. (After Fleiscbniann.)

the tirst cell division after fertilization

(or after the last maturation division

in ease of parthenogenesis, y. r.) and
ends with the lieginning of difTerenti-

atiou of organs (see Ociint, O'astnila,
and Area embri/onalis).

T\u: course of cleavage differs greatly
in different groups of animals. Eggs
having comparatively little deuto-

FiG. 4178.—Egif of a liat, Vespertiliu Murina, iu the Four-cell Stage.
(After Van Beneden and Julin.)

is found in the eggs of sponges, cadenterates, echino-
derms (Fig, 41T6), truncates, aiuphioxus, and mammals
(Pigs. 4177 and 4178), and in some annelids, Crustacea,

B

Fig. 4177.— Ekk of a llabblt of Twentv-foiii
Hours: the first. cleavage has been couiiileteil.

i.\flerroste.)

plasm, or yolk, divide comiiletely into

two, four, eiglit, si.xteen, . . . etc.,
cells. The cleavage is then said to he
toUil. and the egg is described as Iwlo-

blaslic. The cells derived from the di-
vision of tlie ovum are called hlitsto-

yiei-iD. Tlie blastoineres may be very
nejirly of the same size or soi'ne mav be

Fig. 4179.—SeRiiientatlon of the Frog's Egg and Formation of Bla.stopore. ,1, Eiglit-eell

stage; B, beginning of sixteen-oeil stage; C, thlrtv-two cell stjige ; 7>, fiirtv-eight i-.-ll

atjige (uniisuailv regular); E, F, G. laUT stages ; U. I, stages in the formation of the
blastopore. Magnified. (From Morgan.)
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and molliisps. Unequal cleavage is typical of the an-

nelids, molluscs (Fig. 4180), lampreys, gouoid fishes, and

amphibia (Fig. 4179).
Other animals produce eggs that contain a very large

proportion of deutoplaam. In such cases only a part of

tc<f^,
fC" ld"'td'"ib"'"^

:
••

; In" Ila'

Sb"'

Fig. 4180.—Two Stages In ttie Development of Crepldula. Upper
flgure, tour-cell stage viewed from above ; lower Hgureone hundred
and nine-cell stage, viewed from the side. f. and 11., Qrst and
second cleavage furrows: A, B, C, D, macromeres; la, Ui, Ic, Iti,

micromeres : (!8, aster. Highly magnified. (From Conklin.)

the egg rmdergoes segmentation, the rest of the yolk di-

viding incompletely and being finally absorbed as food

by the growing embryo. This form of cleavage is called

partial, and the egg is described as merobUistic.

Meroblastic eggs may be ccntroleeit?ial. having the yolk
•chiefly at the centre, ovteloleciUml, having it concentrated
toward the vegetative pole (see Orutn). Centrolecithal

eggs have a .mperficial cleavage, the blastomeres forming
a layer of cells, the blastodenit, surrounding the unseg-
mentcd yolk. This form of cleavage is characteristic of

the ai'thro]io(ls Tcli)liTitbal eggs liavca disniidal cleav-

age, the blastoderm forming u disc at the animal pole of

the egg. This is the form of cleavage to be found in the

eggs of cejihalopods (Fig. 4181), sharks and rays, bony
fishes, reptiles, and binls (Fig. 4182).
The position of the planes of cleavage depends some-

what upon the typi' of the egg. In centrolecithal eggs
the cleavage nucleus takes a position near the centre of

the egg previous to division Then follows a number of

nuclear divisions without division of the cytoplasm. The
resulting nuclei migrate to the surface of the egg, and
the mass of cytojilasm gathered around each nucleus be-
comes .separated from its neighbors by cleavage furrows
starting from the exterior.

In alecithal and telolecithal eggs the first two planes
of cleavage are alwa3s at right angles to one another and
cross at the animal pole of the egg (Fig. 4176, A, E). In
the subseiiuent stages there are developed three types of

cleavage—radial, spiral, and bilateral. As examples of
the radial ty|)e we may take the eggs of sea urchins and
of fi'ogs, both holoblastic eggs, the one having equal
cleavage, the other unequal. Any one provided with a

good microscope can easily observe the cleavage of the

eggs of sea urchins or of starfish. The eggs are obtained

by cutting up the ovaries of a ripe female. If these are

placed in a dish of clean sea water and a small piece of
the testis of a ripe male is cut into small pieces and mixed
with the eggs, fertilization will take place, and then it re-

quires only a little patient watching of eggs placed from
time to time under the microscope for one to observe all

Fin. 4181.-The Discoiilal Cleavage of the Fgg of a S(i«ld. A. Un-
segniented egg and polar WVltes ; B, flrst cleavage furrow ; C, D. E.
later stages: F. eight-cell stage viewed from the animal pole and
showing the marked bilateral symmetry of the cleavage furrows.
X 30. (After Wata.se.)

stages up to the formation of the larva. Freshly laid and
fertilized frog's eggs may be obtained by careful search
of the ponds in early sjiring. By iiacking the eggs with

ice, development may be delayed until the laboratory is

lor
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reached. After the eggs Imve lieeu jilaceil iu fresh water
at tlie normal tempeniture. the eleavage will proceed and

may be followed easily with a hand lens or a microscope.
The (ir.st indication of cleavage is the appearance of a

slight furrow at the animal pole—the position of the jjolar

body in the echinodcrm's or the centre of the black half

Bj

41.s.'.~huiu- MiiUL's ol tliB .Seifmentation of the Hen's Egg. Only tliu geriiiiual disc, seen Irom
above, and part ol the surrounding yellow yolk are represented. (After Coste.)

in the frog's egg. Thisoccursin the frog's egg between
two and a half and three hours after fertilizalion. This
furrow tjuickly deepens and extends around the egg to

the other side (Fig. 4176, .1 and Hj. Sections of an egg
made just before and during this stage show that the
nucleus iiad divided previously b_y a typical mitosis, and
that the plane of cleavage is at right angles to the spindle,
so that each blastomerc contains one of the daughter
nuclei. During the division the blastomeres become more
or less rounded. But when it is completed they flatten

against one another, so that the line of division "becomes
indistinct, and the egg rests for a time. At tlie end of the

resting period, about three-quarters of an hour after the

appearance of the tirst furrow in the frog, the blasto-
meres round up again and the secimd furrow makes its

appearance at right angles to the first at the upper, ani-

mal, pole of the egg (Fig. 4176, C-rB). This furrow ex-
tends around the egg like the first, dividing each blasto-
mere into two. The egg is now in the four-cell stage.
After another peri(]d of rest, the third cleavage furrow
appears in a horizontal plane at right angles to both llie

first and the second. In the echinoderm egg this is very
nearly at the e(|uator of the egg. but in the frog it is some-
what above the equator, so that in the eight-cell stage
we find four black micromeres and four white macro-
meres. Compare /^and G, Fig. 4176 with A, Fig. 4179.
The fourth cleavage in the frog occurs from one-half to

three-quarters of an hour later. When this is regular
each blastomerc is divided into two in a plane at right
angles to the preceding one. The planes of division

form two great circles bisecting the angles between the
first two. But in the frog the eggs are seldom so regular
as this and the following cleavages are quite irregular
(Fig. 4179).
The spiral form of cleavage is characteristic of the

worms and molhiscs (Fig. 4180). In these groups the
third cleavage plane is not a con-
tinuous horizontal circle, but is

tilted in each blastomerc, to the
left usually, looking at the egg
from the si"de. Thus the blasto-
meres of the two quartets in the

eight -cell stage do not lie directly
one above the other, but they
l)reak joints. The lines of divis-
ion in the next cleavage are
tilted in the opposite direction,
and are thus at right angles to
the jireceding ones. This alter-

nation of spirals ma)' continue
for several generations of cells.

In the.se forms the blastomeres
are frequently unequal to a
marked degree, and the rhythm
of cleavage may vary iu the
blastomeres of different sizes,
with the result that there is de-

veloped a very complex type of
cleavage.

In the bilateral form of cleav-

age there is but one plane of

.symmetry, usually coinciding
with the first cleavage furrow.
The blastomeres are arranged in
a bilaterally synunetrical pattern
on the two siiles of this plane.
This form of cleavage is found
in both holoblastic and mero-
blastic eggs, namely, those of
tunicates and cephalopods (Fig.
4181).
The cleavage of the lien's egg

is not easy to observe, for it takes

place before the egg is lai<l, but
it appears to be of an irregular
radial type. As in other mero-
blastic eggs, the earlier cleavage-
furrows are incomplete, so that

the blastomeres are not separated from the undiviiled

yolk. It is only after several radial furrows have formed
that concentric ones appear, dividing the blastome-res into
a central group of superficiall} complete ones surrounded

:ccs.

;q,'Sa
oM oE Oa Oa/t

3. pOpOoo OOOOOOOw,
/I />/l/\A A/l /\/l/\/l A/\ A A A/vA AaX A

somatic cells

germ cells

Fig. 41S!.—Diiignim representing the Determinate Si'gnientalinn of tlie-

Ovuniof .\sraris. X, Fertilized egg; P,. /'j. etc., protogonocvtes ;

G. primoriliiil germ cell {I\, Fig. 'Mi. article llrirditij) ; .S|, .S,
etc., primary smiiittic cells; A and Ji, primary ectodermal cells;

a, }i. daughter cells of tlie riglit side: a, P, of tlie left side; B,
primary endodernial cell ; 3/. cell which produces mesoderm and
part of ectoUerui. (Modified from Boveri.)
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hy a circle of larger blastomcres still connected with the

y"i)lk at the surface (Fig. 4182); and it is still later when
u horizontal divi.sion occurs, separating the central hlasto-

meres from the yolk beneath.

The segmentation of the ovum differs also among the

various groups of animals in being either (htmniiuite or

indeterminate in rlmractcr. Typically determinate types
of cleavage are found in the eggs of worms (Fig. 4188)
and molluscs. In these forms the cleavage is often very
compk'.x, and at first glance appears verj- irregular, but
careful study shows that each cell division follows a law
that is perfectly definite within the species. Thus the

history of each cell may be traced from the first cleavage
to the formation of the organs. Conklin, for example,
has Constructed a remarkable genealogical tree showing
the history of each cell in the eggs of Crepidula, the com-
mon slipper sliell, to the oue-hundred-and-nine-cell stage
(Fig. 4180), and from the groups of cells present at that

stage he was able to observe the development of various

important organs.
In the echinoderms and vertebrates, on the other hand,

the cleavage soon becomes irregular and no one has suc-

ceeded, so far. in tracing the history of the blastomeres.

So, for the present, the cleavage of these forms must be

regarded as indeterminate. In the frog it has been found
that the first cleavage furrow coincides with the princi-

pal axis of the body, but this rule is not true for all in-

dividuals. So we cannot say that even the first two blas-

tomeres always give rise to certain parts of the bod}'.
Hubert Pityne Bigelmn.
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SEIGLERS SPRINGS.— Lake County, California.

Hotel.

These springs are located at the foot of Seigler Moun-
tain, at an elevation of 3,373 feet above the sea. They
are in the neighborhood of Adams and Bonanza Springs,
and lie in Seigler Valley, which is about one mile and a

half long by half a mile in width. The surrounding
country affords many excellent drives, and magnificent
viewsare encountered on every hand. There are twenty
or more springs, which yield approximately three thou-
sand gallons jier hour. The "Arsenic" Spring has a

temperature of 90° F.
,
and is much used for syphilis,

scrofula, and cutaneous disease. The "Soda" Spring is

alkaline and carbonated, and forms a delicious drinking-
water. It has been much in vogue for Brighfs disease,
bladder troubles, etc. The "

Magnesia
"
Spring is heav-

ily charged with Epsom salts and carbonic acid gas. A
glassful before breakfast insures an easy and painless
evacuation of the liowels. The Sulphur Spring is mostly
used for bathing and for lung, liver, and rheumatic trou-

bles. There are very good accommodations at the

springs. James K. Crook.

SEMILUNAR GANGLIA, PATHOLOGY OF.—A search

tlirougli the literatui'e of recent years for the results i)f

work on the pathology of the semilunar ganglia is not

very satisfactory. The facts that these organs are such
near neiglibois of the suprarenal capsules and the pan-
creas, and that they have such intimate nervous relations,

es])ocially with the former, have led to many efforts to

estalilish their palliological association; but these at-

tempts seem to have failed of convincing demonstration,
the conclusions reached being largely theoretical. The
result is that while the journals contain many articles

showing extensive researdi and experimentation and
faithful observation of cases and autopsies, the number
of established tacts bearing on this subject wliich can be
found in the systematic treatises is small and disapiioint-
ing.

Romberg was among the earliest to ascribe to the

semilunar ganglia definite pathological manifestations.
Under the title of Nkui{.\i.oia C(KUAca he describes "a
sudden and violent epigastric pain or one preceded by a
sense of oppression. It generally extends to the back
and there are a sense of fainting, cold extremities, and
small intermittent pulse. The region of the stomacli is

either swelled or sunken and the abdominal parietes are
tense. Pulsation at the epigastrium is conunou. Press-
ure gives relief. Sympathetic sensations occur often
in the thorax, under the sternum, or in the pliaryngeal
branches of the vagus, but sekUmi in superficial parts.
It lasts for from five minutfs to half an hour, and is suc-
ceeded by extreme exhaustion. If it bi'eaks olf suddenly
it is followed by eructations of gas or fiuid, by vomiting,
gentle perspiration, or copious enuresis. The suppres-
sion of accustomed hemorrhages gives rise to it, also it

often precedes rheumatism and mchtna. Gout predis-

poses to it, and the development of carcinoma ventriculi

is often preceded for years by celiac neuralgia. The
peculiar sense of fainting and annihilation which accom-

p,anies it is pathognomonic of this disease, and distin-

guishes it from such neuralgia of the vagus as is in-

cluded in the term eardialgia.
"

Byron Hol)inson also includes neuralgia coeliaca among
the functional disturbances connected with the semilunar

ganglia. After remarking that "there may be post-
mortem findings of lesions of the sympathetic, but these

may not have been preceded hy records of physical com-

plaints in life, and flie_y may be secondary," he continues:

"Hypenestliesia or exalted irritabilit}' of the sympa-
thetic nerves is liable to manifest pain irregularly, peri-

odically, spasmodically, and yet retain some irritability

during the intervals. Anatomically we know little of
the characteristic changes in structure in hyperajsthesia.
Its etiology also is obscure, although malnutrition is

probably a bottom fact. The active hyperfesthesia of
the great ganglia of the sympathetic system is character-
ized by an overpowering sense of prostration, a sense of

impending dissolution, as if the centre of life would be

destroyed."
These views are quite in line with those of Romberg,

and correspond closely with those given by P.A.Hoffmann
in discussing the diagnostic signiticance of subdiaphrag-
matic pain. Reconsiders radiating pain as characteristic

of irritations of the retroperitoneal structures as distin-

guished from those originating in affections involving
the mucous membranes or the parenchyma of organs, the
mu.scular tissue of hollow organs, or the peritoneum.
Moreover, he finds that the tendency of pain originating
in the aorta, the adrenals, and the solar plexus is to ex-
tend downward. He finds that little attention has been

paid to a neurosis of this plexus, although it is one com-

prising very numerous sympathetic filaments, and the
neuroses of which must exhibit sensory, motor and vaso-
motor lesions, suggesting the analogue of migraine.
The characteristic site of the pains which belong to a

neurosis of the celiac plexus is the ujiper part of tlie ab-

domen, and from this point they radiate to the sacral and
gluteal regions behind, but not to the genital organs or

legs in front. These, with sheeps'-dung fa-ces and polyuria
form a group of symptoms pointing, in the absence of

hysteria and tabes, to a diagnosis of a neurosis of the
cfcliac plexus. He cites three cases in support of his

views, two of his own, in which the symptoms men-
tioned were present, and I would call special attention

here to the excessive discharge of urine of low or mod-
erate specific gravity (1.00.8-1.013) containing neither

albumin nor sugar and unaccompanied by great thiret,

as one of the pathological features as(Tibe<l to tlic semi-
lunar ganglia.
With reference to the pathological relations sjiid to

exist between the .semilunar ganglia and the kidneys, as

shown in the occurrence of diabctis hisijiidiii'. the follow-

ing (piotations voice the prevailing opinions: Slia)iiro

says, "that jihysiologists ascribe an especially weighty
iuiluence to the splanchnic nerve in regulating the quan-
tity of urine secreted by the kidneys." He gives the his-

tory of a case of diabetes insipidus, the patient having
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also pulmonary tuberculous disease anil becoming greatly
emaciated. "The autopsy showed no interstitial iiillani-

niation, nor amyloid degeneration of the kiilneys. nor

pathological changes in the brain or spinul cord, by
which the polyuria could be explained, but the micro-

scope revealed noticeable changes in the peripheral ner-

vous elements of the kidneys. Thecieliac plexus seemed
to be surrounded liy a bundle of small lymph glands.
The most interesting changes were found on microscopic
examination of thecu'liac ganglion. There seemed to be

thick bundles of connective tissue crossed with many
granules. On section, there were seen many enlarged and

developed vessels iu the neighborhood of wliiih the gan-
glion cells were distinct ly diminished, shrunken, and sepa-
rated from the capsule. All the cells showed a nnirked

mass of granidar pigment. There was also pigment ac-

cumulation in the interstitial connective tissue ; also fatty

degeneration of the axis cylinder of the splanchnic nerve.
"

In this connection it is well to recall the anatomical rela-

tions of these nerves and ganglia, vi/.., that the upper part
of each semilunar ganglion is joined by the greater and
lesser splanchnic nerves, lilaments from them going to

the renal plexus and suprarenal gland; also to the inner

side of each semilunar ganglion the branches of the solar

plexus are connected. The cieliae plexus is a direct cou-

tinuationof the solar plexus (Gray's "Anatomy "). Fut-
cher quotes from Ralfe as follows: "The sympathetic
plays the most important role among the peripheral
nerves in the etiology of diabetes insipidus. . . . The
nerves forming the renal plexus are derived chietly from
the solar plexus. As the right vagus and greater and
lessor splanehnies join the solar plexus, it is probable
that branches of these nerves enter the kidney by way of

the renal plexus. Dickinson reported a case of diabetes

insipidus in a initient with riircihtuna af the lieer and iii-

colreinetit of Hid xolur plixus; carcinomatous metastases
were found iu the retroperitoneal glands which involved
branches of the solar plexus. There was marked liyper-
mniia of the kidneys. . . . Kalfe also refers to tumors

pressing on the thoracic and abdominal nerve ganglia,
which probably agree iu disturbing the vaso-motor gov-
ernance of the renal vessels.

"'

Pigmentation of the skin, notalily that observed as a
feature of Addison's disease, has also lueuascribed patho-
logically to the semilunar ganglia. Byrou Robinson in-

cludes it in his list of the functional disturbances of these

organs. Thomjjson says: "The fact has been confirmed

by many observers (Lancereau, Nothnagel, Fleiner, and
others) that the pigmentation occurs most prominently
in those cases [of Addison's disease] in which tlie sym-
pathetic nerves are found diseased." B\'rora Bramwell
quotes two French observers, Alezais and Aruaud, as

concluding that the essential cause of the pigmentation
and other characteristic synii)liinis of Addison's disease
is implication of the iiericajisidar nervous ganglia, which
they describe, by a tuberculous process extending from
the adrenals. JIarchand, on the other hand, reports in
e.i:tenso a case of disease involving the .sympathetic nerves,
the suprarenal capsules, and the peripheral nerves, with-
out any bronzing of the skin. Fleiner also reports cases
of bronzing of the skin in which there was found no
disea.se of the adrenals, although the cases were ranked
as Addison's disease. In fact, until very lately among
German writers the pigmentation seems to have been
generally regarded as a regular feature of the disease, and
the name "bronze Ilaut " used for it. T. H. Green, how-
ever, says that

"
the cause of the pigmentation in Addison's

disease is not satisfactorily explained. Irritation of the
abdominal symiiathetic is believed to cause increased

pigmentation, and the pigmentation in Addison's disease
is merely an exaggeration of the normal."
The trend of opinion most recently, however, appears

to be that the pigmentation does not' belong to Addison's
disease as an essential feature, though it niay often be
noted in connection with it, very jirobably because of
irritation of the sympathetic jilcvuses and ganglia in the

vicinity of the adrenals, which are so often involved in
the morbid processes a.ssociati'd with that disease. Neus-

ser says that the formaticm of pigment in man is con-
trolled by the vaso-motor nerves; in other words, by the

sympathetic system acting through the medium of

cluomutophore cells. Every case of "bronzed skin"
does not justify the diagnosisof Addison's disease. Pig-
mentation is due to a disturbance of innervation in the

symi)athelie tract.

The pathology of Addison's disease has been held to be

closely related to the .semilunar ganglia since the earliest

commentaries were written on the group of symptoms to

which that name was given. Thomas Addison's original
essay on "The Constitutional and Local Effects of Dis-
ease of the Suprarenal Capsules" speaks of an abnormal
condition of the semilunar ganglia in but one case, in

which (hey were the seat of fatty degeneration. The
writer of the introduction to this essay in the New Syden-
ham Society 'sedition remarks that Addison merely "noted

the correlation as cause and elVect of the post-mortem
findings of diseased caiisules with the group of symptoms
be had olj.served during life, for wbicli he had been able
to find no satisfactory explanation. He adds that "true
Addison's disease has essential peculiarities of its own,
and those not belonging to tuberculous or cancerous

capsules." RoUeston quotes Habershon as the first to
show that as a result of inflammation spreading from
the suprarenal bodies the semilunar ganglia and their

branches may become surrounded by dense fibrous tis-

sue. Subsequentlj' to this, and based to a greater or less

extent upon the fact nrited by Habershon, arose many
theories of the pathological relations supposed to exist
between the adrenals and the semilunar ganglia, and to-

account for the various symptoms grouped under the
name of Addison's disease. It w'ill be necessary to refer
to the more prominent of these, and to some of the cases
cited and the arguments adduced for and against them.
One of the chief theories was called the "nervous," and
Eulenburg and Guttmann say that it

"
regards Addi.son's

disease as depending on an affection of the nevrous system,

espetiaUyof the great aMominal pleruses of the st/mpaihetie.
. . . The ganglion semilunare sends a considerable num-
ber of twigs to the suprarenal bodies and these form a
close network, which is, as Virchow discovered, richly
supplied with ganglia. . . . These observations tend to

strengthen the theory that Addison's disease is intimatelj-
connected with structural changes in the sympathetic.
This is not supported, however, by any very good phy-
siological reason. . . . Still, pathological anatomy has
furnished some support for this theory. . . . The res\dts
of the examination of the sj'mpathetic still remain, how-
ever, antagonistic to each other, at one time negative, at
another positive. But even should the positive evi-

dences accumulate in the future, or if it be shown that
the changes in the plexuses of the sympathetic are pri-

mary and those of the suprarenal capsules secondary
phenomena, tlie question would still be how the symp-
toms of Addison's disease are caused by such changes,
a question toward the solution of which we have not
advanced one step." This question had to wait some
twenty years for an answer.

1 quote from Fleiner some account of the pathological
findings iu two cases of Addison's disease to show in a

measure on what this di.scussion was based. He sa_ys:
"The facts liavc been observed that well-ni:irked cases of
'bronzed skin' have post mortem presented no pathologi-
cal conditions in the adrenals, and, on the other hand, in

spite of pathological findings in the adrenals after death
the patients presented no symptom of the disease during
life."

Fleiner reports two ca,ses of Addison's disease, one

slightly and tlie other much advanced. In the first case
on |)ost-morlem examinatiou, tuberculosis of both adrenals
was found and noticeable enlargen/ent of the .semilunar

ganglia. In the second case, there was angiosarcoma of
the left adrenal, which constituted a metastasis of an ex-

traperitoneal tumor. Here the semilunar ganglia were
diminished in size. In both cases microscopical exannna-
tion showed inllammation as well as degeneration of tin-

no
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but in the whole upper rciiicnis of the sympathetic as

well asalso in theiuteiverteliral uanj^lia. He also speaks
of the iiegenerative changes in the splauebnie, tlie eeivical

ganglia and portiousof the posterior ooliunnsof the cord,

at the entrance points of the iiosterior roots and in the

])eripheral nerves. lie then expresses the opinion that

the principal groups in the symptom complex known as

Addison's disease—viz. : (1) The lesions on the part of the

digestive organs; (2) the manifestations on the part of

the nervous s.vstem; (3) the pigmentation—can be sat-

isfactorily explained by the facts he has brought forward
in discussing these cases. As a summary he concludes
"
that for the reasons he has given he feels warranted in

regarding as characteristic of Addison's disease a condi-

tion of chronic intlammation, which, advancing from the

degenerated adrenals, exhibits its highest degree in tiie

semilunar ganglia of tlie sympathetic and in the inter-

vertebral ganglia, and is appreciable in slighter degrees
in tlic ganglia of the pectoral sympathetic and in the cer-

vical ganglia, and which is empliasized in connection with
the alterations in the connective tissue, especially in an
intense atrophy of the ganglion cells and in an extensive

degeneration of the medullary nerve filaments in the

sympathetic and in the splanchnics.""

As opposed to these views we find C. Alexander quoting
Kahlden to the eft'ect that the assumption that certain

symptoms of Addison's disease are referable to the

semilunar ganglia is false, that tlie cadiac ganglion
lias nothing to do with Addison's disease. He also

calls attention to the fact that in various other dis-

eases the semilunar ganglia are involved in pathological

changes, as shown by Hale AVIiite. That author made
microscopical examination of the cervical sympathetic
and semilunar ganglia in thirty -three patients dying from
various diseases, such as diabetes, cancer of the bladder,
aortic disease, sarcoma of the pelvis and breast, chronic

Bright's disease, phthisis, tumor of the brain, diphtheria,
anthrax, myxojdema, cerebral hemorrhage, etc. "Of
the thirty-three semilunars three came from cliildren, and
in all of them the ganglion cells were excellent examples
of norma! nerve cells, some of them showing processes as
distinct as those of the cells of the spinal cord. In six

only of the remaining thirty were all the nerve cells nor-

mal ; all the other ganglia showed more or less degenera-
tion of their cells, which in many sections were reduced
to minute masses of non-nucleated granular pigment,
free in the middle of the capsule. Often there was a

large amount of fibrous tissue. In a few instances the

section was crowded with leucocytes, but no cause for

this could be made out. . . . AVe may probablj' conclude
that although the semilunar ganglia in the lower mam-
mals and in young human beings are functionally active,
in human adults their nerve cells have degenerated and
become functionally inactive, but the nerve fibres always
retain their structure and function."

So much of the discussion we are tracing out turned

upon the question whether the pathological changes in

the semilunar ganglia were priniary' or secondary to those
in the suprarenal capsules that I quote the views of Long
Fox as follows. He says: "The sympathe'ic often gives
in its coarser lesions evidence that tlie infiuence is not
that of the sj'mpathetic on disease, but of disease on the

sympathetic and its ganglia, and cites such instances as
infiammation of the semilunar ganglia associated with
headache, increase of their size in case of a tuberculous

suprarenal capsule or of cancer of the stomach. Such

secondary lesions may in their turn excite certain reflex

phenomena, such as flushing, sweating, faintness, palpi-
tation, diuresis. .Mso the .sympathetic, in its character
as a ecmnecting link for function liet ween all organs, and
subject, to various influences, iierhajis emotional. i)crhaps
due to altered conditions of the blood, may modify the
functional activity of a ganglion or series of tliem, leav-

ing themi^ven microscopically unchanged. ThescelTects

may be motor, sensory, or vasomotor manifestations."

Ziegler also supports the statements of Fleiner and
others as follows. " Inllamniation of the si/ii'/uit/ietic

yanglid and Ji/jrcsinduco'i changes in these structures sim-

ilar to those produced in the spinal nerves. Thus tuber-
culous caseation of the suprarenal capsules exti-nding to
thi^ surrounding tissue sometimes leads to intlammation
and proliferation in the solar jdexus and semilunar gan-
glia, resulting in degeneration of the fllires and ganglion
cells of the sympathetic. So, too, tuberculous disease
of the bones of the vertebral column is apt to extend to
the sympathetic nerves and ganglia."
Brarawell distinctly favors the view that the changes

in the semilunar ganglia are secondary. He .says: "The
nerves which pass in such aliundance between the cap-
sules and the semilunar ganglia themselves are in a con-
siderable proportion of cases ini])licated in these inflam-

matory changes. On naked-eye examination they ma_v
be seen to be enlarged, thickened, indurated, and some-
times injected and redder than normal. On microscopic
examination appearances clearly indicative of inflamma-

tory induration (increase of connective ti.ssue. infiltration

with leucocytes, enlargement and engorgement of the

blood-vessels) may be present in the fibrous covering of
the nerves; in some cases the proper nervous elements

(nerve tubes and ganglion cells) are also inflamed, degen-
erated, or atrophied. These inflammatory changes in the
nerve tubes and semilunar ganglia are probably second-

ary. Sometimes no pathological alterations have been
found in the semilunar ganglia or large nerve trunks

forming the solar plexus, even when the adrenals have
been completely destroyed, and in other cases the solar

plexus has appeared quite normal when the adrenals
have been completely atrophied, absent, or replaced by
fat."

Thompson's study of Addisim's disease leads him to

the conclusion that the group of symptoms characteristic

of the disease, while all pointing to a common origin in

a lesion which excites or irritates the sympathetic nervous

system, yet are not necessarily referred t(.> the semilunar

ganglion alone, but at times to the stomachic, hepatic,
or mesenteric plexuses, including irritation of the diseased

suprarenal capsules. In a small proportion of cases the
adrenals niaj'even remain normal, while the sympathetic
nerves and ganglia are alone diseased.

AVlien opinion had reached about the stage re|)resented

by authors as quoted above, certain new conceptions and

exjjlanations of facts previously observed were brought
forward, notably by Rolleston. Attention had been called

b}' Jaboulay to the occurrence of accessory suprarenal
glands sometimes to be found upon the semilunar gan-
glion and in the midst of the solar plexus, and it had l5een

suggested that their presence might explain the absence
of the symptoms of Addison's disease in some cases in

which the capsules themselves had been found seriously

degenerated. Rolleston says "they are often so small as
to be found only when carefviUy looked for. about the

size of a grain of corn attached to the main organ b}' vas-

cular tags and perhaps due to compensatory hypertrophy
when the main organ is in a state of caseous degenera-
tion." He quotes Wilks and Greenhow as believing that

the leifioii is primarj' in the suprarenal capsules and al-

ways of the same nature, while the symptoms of the dis-

ease are due to the secondary effect on the adjacent sym-
pathetic, the solar plexus, and semilunar ganglia. As to

the question of the "nervous theory
" he concludes that

"it is untenable; it does not explain the numerous cases

recorded of typical Addison's disease, in which special
attention has been paid to the condition of the semilunar

ganglia and adjacent sympathetic, and in which they
have been found to be normal, sinceaccmtinued irritation

could not last for any time without .setting uj) iiiliam-

niatory changes in siln."

The following (luotation from Rolleston indicates the

introduction into the discussion of the relations of the

semilunar ganglia with Addison's disease, of a new ele-

ment. It originates in the greater attention paid during
recent years to the study of the ductless glands and the

results which follow when their secretions are prevented
from fulfilling their exact otlices in the economy. Rol-

leston says: "Obstruction to the efferent vessels of the

suprarenal capsules is (juite a possible cause of Addison's-
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<lisuase." At tliis point the following of more recent

<liite from Hektoen will show the growth of now views,

lie sjiys:
" Because A(l<lison's liisease occurs without any

apparent cliauges in the adrenals. an<l because the adre-

nal changes present often involve the abdominal sym-
pathetic, it was attributed to chronic degenerative and

inflammatory changes in the .semilunar ganglia and ab-

dominal syn"ipathelic" (Wilkes, Jaceoud, Tizzoni, Seni-

mohi). Tills "nervous theory" quite held the field until

recently; but thechangesdescribed by some in the nerves

are frequent in apparently lieahhy individuals (Hale
White, quoted above), and extensive ehronie liljrous iu-

tlamniation in the vicinity of the adrenals might lead to

<lestrueti(m m^ the eirerent vessels, the .seijuenee of events

being comparable to Bonnet's experimental ligature of

the veins of the adrenals with fatal effects. Addison's
lisease may occur without any changes in these nerves."

It has been almost impossible amid all these often con-

flicting theories to disentangle the pathological relations

of the semilunar ganglia to the adrenals from those of

these latter bodies to degenerative processes in themselves
or to the result of pressure upon their etTerent vessels by
external agencies. It seems justifiable to express the be-

lief, however, that the semilunar ganglia can no longer
be -cgarded as the sole or chief and etlieient causes of

Addison's disease. Osier, in fact, in 18i)G wrote as fol-

lows: "Although the view of disturbed innervation con-

sequent upon the involvement of the abdominal sympa-
thetic meets the case theoretically better than any other

and is at present widely held, yet there are signs of a re-

turn to the old view of Addison."
Jlost recently, however, we have in Neu.sser's article

such an elaborate and important review of Addison's

disease, with independent and theoretical developments
also, as cannot be overlooked, although a few brief ex-

tracts must suffice. As far as they concern the special

topics treated in this article the following embody some
of his conclusions and the reasons for tln-m. lie quotes
from Brauer thecq)iiiion that there is nocoustant relation

fietween Addison's disease and changes in the sympa-
thetic, but reasons out the relations which he regards as

intimate though not quite clear between the adrenals and
the cceliac ganglion in this way: "Lesions of the sym-
pathetic system have been observed both in connection
with and in the absence of disease of the suprarenal cap-
sules. They m:iy affect, first the sympathetic ganglia in

the substaiue of the suprarenal capsulesand the pericap-
sular ganglia occasionally present, then the nerve fibres

running from the suprarenal bodies to the cadiac gan-
glion, the ganglion itself, and the solar plexus, in addition
to the sympathetic tracts extending from this point even
as far as the cervical ganglion of the ganglionated cord,
and finally the splanchnic nerve. . . . JIany of these

changes are dependent upon tuberculous disease of the

suprarenal bodies and the resulting cicatrization. ... In

<,"very case the symptoms of Addison's disease result from
impairment or eventually complete suppression of the
functions of these capsules brought about by disease of
these capsules themselves or of the nerve tracts control-

ling their function. This impairment of function causes
most symptoms."
Although this exposition throws the light of modern

physiological research upon the question that has occu-

pied us. still it cannot be considered so comidete or simple
as to be wholly satisfactory, although it does clear away
many of the mists of the last half-century. Neusser's
article is most careful, comprehensive, and readable, and
has the fullest possible bibliography.

./. Ihtrrn Knwrson.
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SEMINAL INCONTINENCE. QceSeJ^ualOraaim, Male,
etc.

SEMINAL STAINS, MEDICO-LEGAL EXAMINATION
OF.—This exaininatidii is often of gieat iiiiporlauce in

connecfion with cases of alleged rape or sodomy. The
substances which are usually submitted to the expert to

be examined for seminal stains are articles of bedding
or of undeiclothing of the supposed victim, but it often

happens tliat other substances are also to be examined.
Seminal fluid, after it has become dried, adheres very tena-

ciously to any substance with which it was in contact
when fresh, so that it sometimes happens that specimens
of hair or scrapings from the skin require to be submitted
for expert examination. In .some cases it is also neces-

sary to examine scrapings from the nuicous meml)iane
of the supposed victim taken in some cases during life,

and in other cases, where a homicide also has been com-
mitted, after death. Therefore it often happens that the

stain examined is not a simple but a compound one. This
stain may consist of pure dried senu'nal fluiil, or it may
be an admixture of seminal fluid with blood, pus. or cells

from various mucous niend)ranes. or of all combined.
As a general rule, a dried seminal stain upon white

cloth does not cau.se much change in the general appear-
ance of the cloth. It may be slightly tinged, or in rare

instances it may be slightly bloody. Upon unstarched
cotton or linen cloth it will generally be noticed, how-
ever, that the cloth has a stiffer feel than the same cloth

in the neighborhood of the stain, and, if it be held up to

the light, it will be seen that the meshes of the cloth are

tilled up to a greater extent than those in the cloth sur-

rounding the stain. If seminal fluid li;ippens to fall on a

non-absorbent surface, such as starched cloth, and heavy
woollen fabrics as in cases of certain articles of outer

clothing, or ui)on the skin or hair, and di'ies, the stain

forms a nearly white deposit upon the fabric. This
white slain would be verj' readily perceptible tiptm dark

clothing.

Up to within a few years no chemical test was known
which could be apiilied to a seminal stain, but in 1897

Dr. Florence, of Lyons, juoposed a new test apidicable
to human seminal stains, which he considered to be a

positive test for human seminal fluid. According to the

experience of the writer, it alw.avs does produce a posi-
tive reaction with hiunan sennnal fltiid. whether dried or
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fresh, Imt it also gives tlie same reaction with certain

otlicr sul)sl:inecs. It is, therefore, liUetlie j^uaiaeiMii test

for blood stains, an extremely valnable preliminary test

for seminal stains, because, if a nej,'iitive result is ob-

tained, we know immediately that the stain in question
does not contain dried seminal lluid.

The reagent recommended by Dr. Florence is a solution

of iodine in iodide of potas.sium, made as follows: Pure

potassium iodiiU;, ).(i.) gm.': ioiline (previously washed),
2.54 gm. ; distilled water. oO gm.
The test is p(!rformed in the following manner: If the

stain is on a non -absorbent surface, so that it forms a

layer of more or less thickness, a minute fragment can be

scraped off with a penknife and transferred to a micro-

scope slide, treated with a drop of water, and then a mi-

nute drop of the reagent brought in contact with the

edge of the drop of the water containing the fragment of

the dried stain. If the stain contains dried sennnal lluid,

there will be formed a brownish precipitate, which,
when covered with a cover-glass and examined with the

microscope, will be seen to consist of numerous minute
brown crystals, often arranged in groups, somewhat re-

sembling" the so-called ha'min or blood crystals. If the

stain is upon a piece of unstarched cotton or linen cloth,

the same result is obtained if a minute libre of the cloth

is cut out, ti'eated with water in the same manner as

above dtscrilied, and brought in contact with a small

drop of the Florence reagent.
Dr. Florence, in his original article ('' Du Sperme et des

Taches de Siierrae en Medecine Legale." Lyons. 1897),

stiites that he has been unable to obtain this reaction with

anything but luunan seminal fluid. He has not obtained

it with the seminal fluid of any animal, nor with any
other Imman secret ion except seminal fluid, but the writer

has obtained the same crystals by the act ion of this reagent
upon a littleexl ract of ]iartly decompo.se(^ sujn-arenal cap-
sule, and also with a minute quantity of lecithin treated

with water. It does not give the reaction with any of

the ordinary human secretions, so that tliis reagent is of

exceptional value as a preliminary chemical test for sem-
inal stains.

A seminal stain can, however, be delected with abso-

lutely certainty only by the recognition of the character-

istic "formed elements of seminal fluid, called sperma-
tozoa, by microscopic examination, and generally it is

necessarj' to use the higher powers of the microsco])c.
These are usually found as.sociated with various cellidar

elements coming from the seminal passages and prostatic
ducts. Spermatozoa are usually recognized by their pe-
culiar tadpole shape, having a peculiar conical-.shaped
head, and a loug tail several times longer than the head.

The spermatozoa of different animals varj' somewhat in

their size, and in the proportion of the head and tail.

Human spermatozoa when fresh are about^ to -g-T; inch
in length, tlie length of the head being about ^^j inch.

If seen upon its side, the head of a spermatozoon appears
pear-.shaped, the anterior one-third of the head being
less dense than the posterior two-thirds, so that if a
stained spermatozoon be examined it will be seen that

the anterior one-third of tlie head is colored lerss deeply
than the posterior two-thirds. Spermatozoa ma_y be de-

tc^ctcd in dried seminal stains for many years after the
stain was made. The writer has been aljle to detect them
in a dried slain more than four years old. Roussin has
detected them after cightcim j-ears {Aiuuilci d' Ilyyihie,

1867, i., 152). L^nfortunately, however, after si)ermato-
zoa become dried, they are very brittle, and the tail is

very lialile to be broken off from the head by ordinary
jnaiiipulation of the cloth or by the manipulation neces-

sary in preparing the stain for microscoi)ie examination.
It is for this rea.son that so few perfect sin-rmatozoa arc

found in the cxamiualiou of a drictl seminal stain.

For the certain recognition of a seminal stain it is. in

the opinion of the writer, necessary to lind absolutely
perfect spermatozoa with head and tail complete, since

many other substances, such as certain spores, niiglit be
mistaken for the heads of spermatozoa, and many othca-

substances, such as delicate librils from the cloth fibres.
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might bo mistaken for the detached tails. Care should
always bo lakeii, therefore, not unneces.s;»rily to handle
<jr rnb the stain suspected to be a dried seminal slain be-
fore submitting It to the expert for microscojiic examina-
tion.

The recognition of the spermatozoa is comi)aratively
easy in cases in which the stain is a scaly one upon a
non-absorbent surface. In that case it is necessary only
to scrape off a little of the scaly stain and transfer to a
microscopic slide, treat it with a drop of water or some
fluid whicli docs not dry readily, such as dilute glycerin,
or a solution of potassium acetate, ami allow it to soak
for several hours. It can then be gently broken up and
stained, if desired, by some of the ordinary stains used
in pathological work, covered wMth a cover-glass, and
examined with the microscope: Dr. Florence recom-
mends a concentrated aqueous solution of croceiu, but
the writer has had very satisfactory results b.y staining
with methyl green or eosin. Usually, liowever, the

spermatozoa can be recognized very Siitisfactorily if they
liave not been stained. A microscoin'c power of seven
Imndred or seven hundred and flfty diameters should be

employed for the microscopic exanunation, and in some
cases it will he found advisable to use an oil-immersion
lens for the examination.

If the stain is upon unstarched cotton or linen cloth,
the recognition of the spermatozoa is much more dillicult,
because they are much more liable to become broken by
prelimiuaiy handling, and also because the spermatozoa
apparently cling very tightly to the fibres of the cloth
when fresh, and are very lialile to become broken when
the fibrils of any individual fibre are separated. In order
to prepare such a .stain for examination, care should be
taken to select a point near the centre of the stain, be-
cause the spermatozoa are more apt to be present.in the
centre of tlie stain than near the edges. Then a few
threads may be cut from this portion of the stain, so that
the individual fibres do not exceed in lengtli one-sixteenth
or one-eighth of an inch. Each thread should then be
treated separately upon a glass slide or cover-glass with
a small drop of water for at least two hours, care being
taken to prevent the evaporation of the water. It would
perhaps be better if they could be soaked for from twelve
to twenty-four hours without being allowed to become
dry. These individual threads, after having been digested
for several hours, should be very carefully separated into
their individual elements or fibrils by means of very
sharp-pointed needles. The preparation ciu then be
stained or not, according to the desire of the examiner,
be covered with a cover-glass, sealed with paraffin so as
to prevent evaporation, and examined with the micro-

scojje.
jMoist material, such as scrapings from the mucous

membrane of tlie vagina, for instance, can be treated with
a drop of water and examined immediately with the mi-

croscope with or without being stained.

Edicard S. Wood.

SENEGA, U. S. P. (Semgm Radix B. P.).—The dried
root of Polygala Senega L. (faiai. Poh/galaccce). The sen-

ega plant is a smooth, perennial herb, its liabit well dis-

])layed in the accompanying illustration. Flowers small,

pinkish-white, in tcrminai spikes; calyx irregular, of
three small green, and two (lateral) large, petaloid sepals,
the latter concave and enclosing the corolla; corolla con-

sisting of three partly luiited petals, of which the lower
is concave and ornamented with a crest ofpapilhe; sta-

mens eight, diadelphous (4+ 4): ovary transversely two-
celled; style single. Senega has a wide range in the
United States, from Western New Kiigland and the Jlid-

dle and AVestern States southward. It is now mostly
collected in Jlinne.sola and Manitoba. The variety ?aft-

folia is a larger form with broader leaves.

The plant takes its common name, " Seneca snakeroot,"
from the Seneca Indians, by whom it is reported to have
been used as a remedy for snakc-liites.

The root is mostly 7 to 15 cm. (3 to 6 in.) long and 4 to

8 mm. (\ to J in.) t'hick, e.xclusi^i- i.f the large, knotty,
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nmuy-licatleil crown, occasionally reaching several times
this size; tortuous, tapering, and bearing several similar

horizontal branches, and few rootlets, anil for a variable

distance below the crown a more or less sharp keel, vary-

Fio. «»*.—Seiiejra, lUmt and Stem. One-halt natural size. Uiaillon.)

ing greatly iu ijromiaence, and tisnally taking a sjiiral
direction, often nearly absent

; externaily vellow-brown
to dark-gray-brown, "longitudinally wrinkled; fracture
rather tough, but short and sharii, the bark thick, yellow
or brownish, of a wa.\y or resinous, faintly flne-railiate

appearance, enclosing a yellowish-white wood, from
which a larger or smaller radial segment is usually want-
ing; odor slight, dissigreeable; ta.ste sweetish, tlie'n acrid.
Various adulterants of senega have been report<'d. con-

sisting chiefly of the roots of other species of Piihjcjnld of
the Southern United States, but any other than the genu-
ine root is now scarcely seen in coinmerce.
CoNSTiTUKNTs.—The important constituents of senega

are the two S!i[ioiiin-like ghicosides ncninin and poU/-
gahc arid, from one lo two percent, of the former aiid
about live per cent, of the latter. There are also jire.s-
ent from six to nine per cent, of fixed oil, some glucose,
resin, gum, and very variable amounts of methyl salicy-

late and methyl valerianate, which latter give to the

drug its characteri.stic odor. Starch is wanting. Sene-

gin resembles in luoperlies and action the saponin of

soap-bark, while polygalic acid resembles quillajic acid,
but tlK'y are weaker, respectively, than these substances.

AcTio.N' AND Usii,—Senega possesses in medium degree
the characteristics physiological properties of the saponin-
containing giuup of drugs. In tlie nares it is sternuta-

tory, in the mouth acrid and somewhat sialagogue. In
small doses it is stomachic and laxative; in larger ones
emetic or purgative. It is a nauseating yet stiuudant

expectorant, and this constitutes the basis of its princi-

pal use. It has been extensively employed in chronic
bronchitis and other diseases accompanied b)' cough. As
an ingredient of cough preparations it has iirobabI_v its

most extensive use, but is much less valued than for-

merly. As an emmeuagoguc and diuretic it is obsolete.

The dose of senega is about 1 gm. (gr. xv.). The offi-

cial preparations are the fltiid extract and from it the

twenty-per-cent. .syrup, which also contains one-half per
cent, of ammonia water. The compound syrup of squill
contains eight per cent, of fluid extract of senega.

llinry II. Jiiinhy.

SENILITY.—(Lalin acniUK, from unu.r, an old man.)
Senilily is the couilition of body and mind resulting from
the sum total of degenerative changes characteristic of
old age.
The period of old age has its beginning, from the bio-

logical point of view, at the time of cessation or decline
of the reproductive function. This occurs suddenly in

women at (he time of the menopause, while in men there
is a gradual decline from about the fortieth year. Some
animals have no old age, as is the case with tho.se insects
that die from exhaustion or shock immediately after com-
pleting their reproductive functions. Other animals,

notablj- man, have a considerable period of old age in

their lives, unless they are cut short earlier by accident
or disease.

During this period, which has been studied chiefly in

man. the body undergoes certain degenerative changes
which result in the gradual loss of function in the vari-

ous oi-gans until, if no other cause intervenes, the indi-

vidual dies, as we .say, of old age.
One of the most characteristic features of senility, as

was pointed out l\y Cansbitt (1839), is the fact that it

does not appear in all the organs of the body at the same
time, but it begins .sometimes iu one organ, sometimes in

another, while the remaining organs of the body continue
in a normal condition.

Of the various pathological conditions met with in the

aged, it is not easy to determine always which should be

regarded as stiiclly senile and which are more character-
istic of the period of maturity. But it seems to be the

general ojiiuion that the most important and characteris-

tic of the senile changes are those that occur in the walls
of the blood-vessels, especially the arteries; and. accord-

ing to Demange (18.S6), the impairment of nutrition thus

brought about is resiionsible for all the otlu'r siriclly
senile conditions. In tivehundred carefully made autop-
sies on old people Demange found in every case evidence
of endarteritis. The importance of arteriosclerosis as a
cause of lesions of the tissues appears to have been recog-
nized first by Gull and Sutton in 1871. In regard to this

disease Osier says: "Longevity is a vascular qu<'stion.
and has been well expressed in the axiom that 'a man is

oidy as old as his arieries.' To a majority of men death
comes primarily or secondarily through this |iorlal. The
onset of wliat may be called physiohigical arteriosclerosis

depends, in the first jilace, upon the quality of arterial

tissue (vital rubber) which the individual has inherited,

and secondarily upon the amount of wear and tear to

which he has subjected it. That tlie forjuer jilays the

most important role is shown in the cases in which arte-

riosclerosis sets in carlj- in life in individuals iu whom
none of the recogtiized etiological factors can be found.

Entire families sometimes show tins tendency to <'arly

arteriosclerosis, a tendency which cannot be explained iu
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any other way than that in the make-up of the machine
liad material was used for the tubiutj."

As causes of wear and tear of the arteries Osier enu-
merates: (I) (,'hionic intoxications, as from alcohol, lead,

gout, and syphilis; (2) overeating; (3) overwork of the

muscles ;
and (4) ixaial disease.

It may lie too much to say that senility is always asso-

ciated withorcaused bj-a diseased condition of tin,' arter-

ies, for, according to Schriiiter, the literature contains a

number of cases of persons who have lived over a luin-

dred years and whose arteries were found to be normal.

Unfortunately, these cases have never been gathered to-

gether and discussed collectively. So we know practi-

cally nothing of senility from which arteriosclerosis is

absent. It is interesting to note that according to the

statistics of Eppiuger, quoted by Schrottcr, the jieriod of

maximum frequency of this disease is for men between
the ages of sixty and seventy years and for women be-

tween seventy and eighty years, thus corresponding
fairly well with the period of maximum death rale for

aged men and women, respectively. (See Lo/ii/fnty.)
Councilman (1891) distinguishes three forms of arterio-

sclerosis; (1) Nodular arteriosclerosis, (2) senile endar-

teritis; and (3) diffuse arteriosclerosis. While these

forms grade into one another more or less, the third form
is regarded by Councilman as a definite disease arising

during middle life, and is of little interest in connection
with the sub.jectof this article. But the other forms are

so characteristic of old age and appear to play so impor-
tant a part in fixing the natural limit to man's life, that

the}' posse:?s a unique biological as well as medical in-

terest. The histological picture of these conditions is

described elsewhere (.see article BlooO-VtMeJs, Patluiloyiad

Anatomy of), and we will refer here only verj' bineflj' to

their causation.

The most generally accepted theory is that of Thoma,
set forth in a long series of papers, the last of which

appeared in 1898. According to this view, the begin-

ning of the process is a "compensatory endarteritis."

Thoma's law, as quoted by Peabodj- (1891), is that

"every slowing of the blood current in the arteries and
veins of man which is not completely and at once reme-
died by a pro]iortionate contraction of the metlia, leads

to a new growth of connective tissue in the intima, which
narrows the lumen of the aU'ected vessel and thus restores

the normal swiftness of the blood current more or less

completely." The first cause, according to Thoma, ap-

pears to be the slowing of the blood current, which may
be due to a stoppage of the fiow beyond or to a decrease
of pressure. If the muscular coat is not able to contract

sufficiently to restore the normal rapidity of current, the

slowing of it in some way stimulates the nerve endings.
Pacinian bodies, in the arterial wall, and this sets up a
reflex hypera'mia of the vasa vasorum, which in turn
results in proliferation of connective ti.ssue and an accom-

panying i.iroliferation of the vasa vasorum themselves
into the media, which normally lacks these vessels. Ac-

cording to Councilman, this explanation is extremely
hypothetical and without analogy in pathology.

Henri JIartin and Iluchard have developed an attrac-

tive theory of the etiology of arteriosclerosis, starting
with a primary lesion in the vasa vasorum. But, then,
the lesi(ui in the vasa vasorum is left to be accounted for,

and there is the f\irther dilhculty, as pointed out by
Schriitter, that arteriosclerosis occurs in arterites that
have no vasa vasonmi.

Sokoloff (1892) has shown experimentally that it is not
a lessening but an increase of blood pressure that causes
new formal i(m of connective tissue. And this harmo-
nizes with most of Thoma's results, as, for example,
thickening of the intima of the aorta between the duc-
tusarteriosus Botallianrl I he umbilical arteries of children
after birth, and tlie similar process in the arteries of am-
putated limbs, in both of which cases there is a sudden
rise of blood ])ressure due to the stoppage of the periph-
eral circulation. It would simplify Tlioma's law if we
niight make it read somewhat as follows; Whenever the
intima is unduly stretched the coimective tissue tends to

increase, giving rii;e to a compensatory endarteritis. The
stretching ma}' be due to increase of bUjod pressure or to
failure of the mcilia under normal pressure. Such a
proliferation of comiective tissue under strain has its

analogy in the reactions of bony tissue to stresses and
strains, and might result from the direct stimulation of
the cells without the establishment of a rellex arc.

We are indebted to Seidel (1890) and to Councilman
(1891) for convenient reviews of the senile changes in the
various organs of the body. It will sulfice for the pres-
ent article to giv(! little more than a list of these phases
of .senility, and the reader is referred for details to the
articles on the sjiecial topics indicated.
The nodular form of arteriosclerosis, which is found

fre(|uenily in autopsies on old ju-rsons, is confined to the
aorta and large arteries. ''Wo find along the conr.se of
the ve.ssel, which is otherwi.se smooth ami of norm;d cal-

ibre, elevated platjues, sometimes translucent and carti-

laginous in appearance, S(nnetinies calcified or softened.
The growth is entirely within the intima, and the media
at the point ailected is thin and degenerated

"
(Council-

man). This condition frequently involves the orifices

into lateral branches and may descend to the valves of
the heart, thus giving rise to serious functional disturb-
ances.

In typical cases of senile endarteritis the aorta and all

the larger arteries are converted in!o almost rigid cal-

careous tubes with walls thinner than normal. Similar
conditions may be found less commonly in the veins and
even in the capillaries.
The heart is one of the organs most frequently impaired

in old people. In cases of senile endarteritis it is fre-

quently small, the condition of brown atrophy being com-
mon. On the other hand, in seven out of fourteen au-

topsies on such cases Councilman found a small degree
of hypertrophy. The coronary arteries may become scle-

rotic, and this is a potent cause of disease of the heart, the
walls of which, according to Seidel. may undergo changes
analogous to the atheroma of the larger arteries.

All of the organs concerned in respiration are subject
to senile changes. The segments of tlie sterniun become
ankylosed, the costal cartilages become ossified, the ribs

change somewhat in shape, with the result that there is

a loss of mobility and capacity of the chest. The chest
nnisclcs also atrophy, adhesions form in the pleuric, and,

owing to atrophy of the alveolar walls, the respiratory
surface is decreased, producing senile emphysema.
The digestive tract is also subject to important altera-

tions, especially characterized by the atrojiliy and degen-
eration of the glands. The muscular fibres of the siom-
ach and intestine lose their tone and allow of dilatation.

In connection with disturbances of the circulation, the
liver frequently suffers the lesions resulting from en-

gorgement, atheromatous changes, sclerosis of the con-
nective tissue, and reduction in size of the gland cells.

The kidneys are subject to atrophy and sclerosis, and
the renal arteries become atheromatous. The result is

a diminution in the secretion, and the C(msci|ucnt retar-

dation in the removal of waste ]H'oducts from the body
adds another factor to the imfavorable environment of
tlie component cells of the organism in old age.

In the urogenital system the cessation of the reproduc-
tive function is accompanied by loss of weight and vol-

\ime of the ovaries and testicles, with atrophy of the

germinal cells and increase in the connective ti.ssue. Ac-

cording to Seidel, the arteries are atheromatous, but
Jletehnikov calls attention to tlu^ fact that degeneration
of the ovarian ova and their re])laeemeiit by connective
tissue begins early in life and is eonqilcted before arterio-

sclerosis sets in. Hypertrophy of the prostate oc(;urs

in a large number of old men (according to Seidel, in

sixteen to twenty-two per cent.), and atrophy of that

organ is also common. The muscular coat of the Jjlad-

der becomes atonous. due to fatty degeneration of the
wall with passive distention. The ureters may also be-

come distended, and llieir muscular coat may undergo
tibrotis degeneration. The connection of all these troubles
with arteriosclerosis was first demonstrated, according to
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Seidc'l, bv tlie Guyou School in Paris (Launois, 1885;
Artliaiici; 1885).
The tiist. chancre in the skin is tlie appearance of gray

hair. Tlic subcutaneous tissue atrophies, producing
wrinkles, and the atropliy extends to tiie cutis. These

changes are accompanied by atheromatous arteries and
varicose veins.

Even the apparently stable skeleton suffers extensive
alterations in old age. There is in general a tendency
toward calcification of thecartilages and ankylosis of the

joints and sutures, ivlule the spaces within the bones
become enlarged and the compact bone becomes more

spotigy. Hut arthritis deformans does not belong in the

category of senile alterations, as it appears commonly at

an earlier period.

Accomi)anying these clianges, there is more or less

atrophy of the muscles, sometimes with fatty infiltration.

In the central nervous system there is some lo.ss of

weight and volume, often with local areas of degenera-
tion; while the mening<'S become' thickened and adher-

ent. The brain is one of the organs in which tlie connec-
tion between the senile changes and an atheromatous
condition of the vessels is most evident.

AVith the changes in tlie brain substance there appears
a decline of its functions. The relle.xes become slower
and less intense. The organs of special sense become

impaired, and there is a decadence of the intellectual and
moral attributes.

Recently Miihlmaun (1001) has described a deposition
of fatty iiigmented granules in nerve cells. This begins
in the third or fourth year of life, the granules being at

first scattered and later collected in a definite place in the
cell. AVith age the numberof cells showing this phenom-
enon gradually increases, and the amount of the inert.

pigmeiit(^d. fatty material liecomes larger in each cell

until in old age there is but little jiroloplasm left, for the
cells do not increase in size. Jliihimann regards this as

a normal process of senile degenerajtion, finally ending In

death.

There arc three principal theories as to the biological
significance of senility: (1) Senility is the result of the
inherent properties of protoplasm ; (2) it is not due to the
inherent properties of protoplasm, but has been acquired
as a normal process b}' the multicellular animals and
plants for tlie good of the species; (3) it is a pathological
condition resulting from the imi)erfect adaptation of the

organism to its surroundings.
Slaupas in France and !Minotin this country are among

the chief advocatcsof the first theory. They imagine the

organism to receive a store of vital energy at the time of

fertilization, and this energy is supposed to be di.ssipated

gradually until, if no accident occurs, the organism dies

of old age. As evidence Jlinot cites the results of his

investigations on the growth of guinea-pigs, in which it

was shown that the rate of growth diminishes from the
time of birth. (See Groieth.) But it would sce:ntliat the
facts could be accounted for equally well by the familiar

physiological principle that with growth tlio surface for
the absorption of food increases in proportion to the

square of the stature, while the tissues to be fed increase
as the cube. Thus, other things being equal, the larger
the organism the slower would be the rate of growth.
The second theory is A\>ismaiin's. According to his

view, the protozoa never die of old age. But the higher
organisms have been endowed with senilitj' and natural
death through natural selection, those species which are

composed of the greatest proportion of young uninjured
individuals being the best fitted to survive the struggle
for existence with other species. This involves the idea
that senility is a normal condition like growth or hun-

ger, which is denied by the advocatesof the third theory.
Metchnikov (1,899) li.as appeared recently among the

latter with a remarkable hypotliesis of phagocytosis as a
cause of senile degeneration. He calls atleniion to llie

fact that the lo.ss of the jiower of celt multiplication is

not universal in old age, as one would expect it to be on
the theory of senility being a normal process. On the

contrary, tlie connective-tissue elements show a remark-

able capacity for growth. He supposes a struggle for
existence to be going on continually in the bod^y, in which
the mega phagocytes are on one side and all the remain-

ing cells on the other side. These megaphagocytes
attempt to attack and devour everything they touch,
whether living or dead. Healthy living cells can resist

them, but when a cell is weakened by any cause, for ex-

ample, bacterial poison, the phagocytes are successful,
and, after destroying the weakened cells, they take their

place and change into connective-tissue corpuscles. Un-
fortunately for this hypothesis, however, there is very
little observational evidence to support it.

On the other hand, there is abimdant evidence of the
clo.se relation between senility and a diseased condition
of the walls of the blood-vessels, and Thoma's main
thesis that this condition arises primarily as an adaptive
modification to meet unfavorable conditions of life har-
monizes well with the facts. The pathologists areagreed
that with the beginning of arteriosclerosis a vicious circle
is soon established, resulting in the progressive increase
of the various troubles associated with ^hat disea.se. If
this group of pathological conditions does not form the
sole feature of senility, it certainly forms the most con-

spicuous one. And in the absence of any knowldge of
tlie unknown conditions, if there be any, we should ex-

pect, on the theory of chances, that these unknown con-
ditions would be of the same general character as the
known conditions. Spencer has defined life as "the
continuous adjustment of internal relations to external
relations," and we may define senility as the progressive
result of imperfect adjustment of internal relations to
external relations. Robert Payne Bi'jeluw.
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SENNA, r. S. P., B. P. (Folia Seuna. P. G.).—The
dried leallcts of Cassia aciiHfolia Delile (Alexandria
iStjina), or of Cassia angustij'olia Vahl (India Henna);
fani. Lerjiiminfme.

In the United States, German, and French pharmaco-
pccias, the general title covers both the principal vari-

eties; in I he British, the Alexandrian (Senna AUwandriua)
and Tinnivelly (Senna. Indica) sennas are distinguished
by name ; they are always entirely distinct in the market.

1. C. acntifolia Delile is a small shrub about a meter
(a yard) high. Its pod is broad. Hat, coriaceous, slightly
curved, rounded, and oblique at the ends, containing
about half a dozen seeds This species has a wide and
unknown range in Centi'al Africa, is abundant in Nubia,
Kordofan, Sennaar, etc., and is said to be found in Tini-

buctoo. The leaflets are gathered twice a year by native
tribes and carried to Alexandria, where they are very
carefully freed from sticks, stems, stones, and other ini-

])urifies, and the broken and defective leaves separated,
the dilTerent iiortions of leaf, even to the sifting.s, being
marketed se]ianitely.

3. C. angnslifolia Vahl. is also a small shrub, a good
deal lilic the preceding, but it has larger flowers and

larger, more numerousiy paired leaflets. Its pod is nar-

rower and straighter than that of C. acutifolia, and con-
tains about eight seeds. It is a native of Arabia, and in

the wild state supplies an inferior, carelessly collected

variety of senna (Arabian). It is also said to be found
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Senna.
Senaatlon.

I'V

Auguslifolia; about nritnral

size. The teat is Tinuivelly
scuna. (Baillou.)

ill SiiiimliliiMil. Tlii.s is tlie spwifs ciiltivatud in the

Sdutli of Iiidiii (Hiiero it is not indigenous) as tlie source

of 'I'iiinivelly senna. The leaves, under cultivation, are

increased in size and improved in (|ualil\'.

Althouirh llie Alexandrian variety lirinffs a hii;lier

price and is jrenerally held in liiirlier esleeni, there seem
no good grounds for the idea tliat it is es.seiilially diller-

ent in its action from the otiicr.

Dksci!IPTU)-N.—.I/c(W//(/;7'<r sennii, consists of leaflets

with extremely short, stout petioles, about 2.5 cm. (1 in.)

long and 1 cm. (3 in.)

broad, inequilaterally lan-

ceolate or lance-ovate,

acutely cuspidate, entire,

subcoriaceous, brittle,

pale-green or slightly j-el-

lowish- or grayish-green,
sparsely and obscurely
hairy, more so uuders-

neath, the hairs appress-
ed : odor peculiar, tea-

like; taste mucilaginous,
tea-like, bitterish.

It is frequently con-
taminated with the one-

nerved, thick, wrinkled,

glaucous, equilateral Ar-

gel leaves.

India senna leaves aver-

FiG. 41S.5.—Leaf and Pod of Cassia age nearly twice as long,

though but little broader,
are more abnijitly point-
ed, usuall}' more yellow-

ish, and the hairiness is even more obscure.

CossTiTUENTS.—^As to its active constituents, senna is

closely related to rhubarb, cascara sagrada, and some
other laxative and cathartic drugs. Like them, its active

principles appear to be the anthraquiuones emodin, iso-

emodin, and chrysophanic acid, all of which have been
considered elsewhere, with which exist rhamnetin, a

large amount of gum, a little tannin, and ordinary leaf

constituents. Cathartic acid, formerl}^ regarded as the

active constituent, is apparently a mixed body, and fairly

represents the properties of the drug. However, the ad-

ministration of anytliing else than the entire drug, or a

preparation of it, appears inadvisable.

Action and Usk.—This is one of the most satisfactory
and generally useful of simple cathartics, usually empty-
ing the bowels thoroughly in ten or twelve hours, wiili

hut little depression or other untoward cfTects, excepting
a variable amount of griping; it acts principally upon
the small intestine, and the amount of elTect produced
can generally be pretty accurately regulated, by the dose,
from the mildest laxative to a brisk cathartic. It is in

universal domestic use, and is the foundation of numer-
ous proiirietary laxatives. By combination with salines

its activity is considerably augmented ; in small doses it

does not readily lose its efficiency. It appears to be par-

tially excreted in the milk, when taken by nursing
women.

.VnMisisTRATrox.—A few senna leaves chewed eveiy
day are a favorite habitual laxative with many peojile,
who tind them to act eHiciently, without griping and
without producing after-sluggishness of tlie bowels.
One or two dozen leaves usuall}' display some ed'cct. In

large doses ((i or 8 gm. [ 3 iss.] or more), as required for

thorough action, it is apt to produce colic, unless modi-
fied by aromatics or salines. A strong alcoholic extract
is inert; a watery extract. Jiiade from tlie residue after

exhausting by alcohol, is active and mucli pleasanter than
one made without this previous treatment. Infusion
with hot water extracts the active luinciples and makes a

good form for administration, but prolonged boiling de-

gtroys it, as do also mineral acids and alkalies. Bitters
arc siiiil to increase its action.
The nflieial preparations arc numerous and good. The

Fluid Kxtnict {/Irlr/irlum Scinui' Fliiitbini. V. S. P.),
made with weak alcohol, reiireseiits the leaves weight

for weight. It is not often given alone, but is eligible
for mixture with other medicines. The Compound Infu-

sifui. Black Draught (Infuniim tknme Compositnm , U. S.

P.), consists of: Senna. 6 gm. ; manna, 12 gm. ; sulphate
of magnesium, 12 gm. ; fennel, bruised, 2 gm. ; boiling
water,' 800 c.c.

Pour the boiling water upon the senna and fennel,
macerate until cold, strain with expression, dissolve in

the Epsom .salt and mamia, again strain, and add enough
cold water to make the infusion measure 1,000 c.c. The
syrup has a strength of twenty-five per cent, of senna,
and contains a little oil of coriander to flavor. The con-

fection ciJiitaiiis ten per cent, each of senna and tamarind,
sixteen ]ier cent, of cassia fistula, seven per cent, of

prune, twelve per cent, of fig, and a little oil of coriander

to flavor. It is a blackish extract-like mass of a sweetish

taste, and is an approjuiate remed}' for chronic consti-

pation, being especially useful for children, who take it

readily. The compound syrup of sarsaparilla contains
1.5 per cent, of the fluid extract of senna. The com-

liound li(|Uorice powder has already been considered un-
tler LUiiiorice.
Allied Products. ^—The leaves of a number of other

species of the section of Cassia to which the official

species belong, possess similar properties, though much
weaker, and have been at one time or another proposed as

sul)stitutes, especiall}' those of C. ohm-ata Collad., widely
diffused through the tropics of both hemispheres. No
others, however, appear in commerce at the present day.

Uenry II. Jiusin/.

SENSATION, DISORDERS OF.—The scope of the

present article is the discussion in brief of those abnor-
malities of sense perception not described under separate
headings. General sensibility is the name given to the

power of perception possessed by the various body tis-

sues other than those of special sense. It is not, however,
homogeneous in kind nor ccfual in degree, but varies in

acuteness, in localizing power, and in other ways. Sen-
sitiveness of the skin and mucous membranes is divided
into that to tactile, t hat to painful, and that to temperature
impressions. Muscular sense is an indefinite feeling, by
which the weight and size of objects are appreciated or

approximated; it is probably composite, the feeling of
tension in the muscles being supplemented by tactile im-

ju'cssious from the skin and other tissues. Visceral sen-

sibility has a varying but comparativelj' slight localizing
value. Its appeal is largely to the subconscious psychic
stratum; when visceral sensations ri.se to the level of

consciousness, they may consist of visceral pain, local or

referred, or be felt as hunger, thirst, fright, nervousness,

psychic pain, anger, and so forth. These feelings are
more or less indefinite, often not referred to an organ or

part of the bodv, although at times they may be some-
what localized,—as, for instance, hunger and depression
as cjiigastric sensations, thirst as dryness in the mouth
and throat.

The general sense of well-lieing on which happiness de-

pends is a form of general sensation known to us mainly
by its occasional loss, or rather by a feeling of definite

depression, not usually localized, though sometimes felt

as a cardiac or ejiigastric sinking or feeling of heaviness.
An allied and in some ways opposite state is nervousness,
a much abused term, but one of sullicient importance to
deserve careful delinition and description

General .sensibility, then, is a function of widely <liffcr-

ent tissues, miu'li varied in kind, dcfiniteness, and degree.
The impact on consciousness due to sensory stimuli may
give rise to intelleetiial ortoemotional processes, the firet

being concepts relating to location, form, size, weight;
the latter consisting of either plcasuniblo or painful feel-

ings.
Disturbances of sensation arc classed as ana'Sthesia,— that is. diminution or lo.ss of sensitiveness, which has

been described elsewhere in these volumes; hypera'slhe-
-sia,
—that is, increased sen.sitiveness: para'sthesia,

—that

is. perverted sensitiveness; the different varieties of the
latter are usually spoken of as para'sthesise. Variations in
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seusitiveucss are spoken of as hyperiesthesia or as paroes-
tliesia only when they reach a marked deo;ree and are tlie

result of distinct nmrliid pnieesses. Xorinal people vary

widely iu the aciitcuess of their perceptive power, both
to tactile and to painful inipressions; ditTerenl parts of

the body vary widely in sensitiveness, and aeuteness of

sensibility varies much in any j^iveu individual at ditTcr-

cnt times of the day and even more with changing vas-

cularity and varyiii;;' deirrecs of heat and cold. Sensa-

tion present in consciousness varies almost directly in

amount with exiicctant attention. Even the strongest
stimidi may be disregarded and pass unnoticed under e.\-

citemeut or hypnotism.
Although sensation iu its restricted sense is a mental

impression received from a part of the bodily organism
by way of the alTercnt nerves, and is thus necessarily
conscious, the disorders residting from st-usatiou in the

broad sen.se cannot be so limited. Sensibility is not origi-

nally conscious ; the earliest and lowest sensory elements

subserve the purposes of reile.x action
; tlicy are evolved

from cells capable of motion and possessed of digestive

power, and develop their more acute sensory functions

gradually. On aliout the same level are the seu.sory ele-

ments in vaso-mi>t or action. Both these activities are car-

ried on as well without the aid of consciousness, iu fact

often better, and tliey are not initiated cither volitionally
or consciously. Automatic action, as a higher and later

manifestation of nerve force than either of the above, is

nearer to consciousness. While some automatic acts,

especially in the lower animals, are organic and inborn,

many of them in man originate in conscious volitional

acts and are the result of education.

In order to appreciate the importance of relle.x and
vaso-motor disturl)anccs fnun derangement of the sensory
mechanism, it is necessary to consider iu brief the distri-

bution of the sensory elements iu the body. Sensory 131a-

ments of some kind are distributed to almost every organ
and almost every tissue. Nerve filaments conveying im-

pressions of pain are most abundant and active in the

skin and the mucous membranes near the surface. The
mucous membranes of the rectum, the tonsils, the stom-

ach, and the intestines may be cut without causing much
discomfort to the patient. The same is true of tlie mus-
cular tissue and the brain. The arteries, on the other

hand, are quite sensitive ; tlie peritoneum and otlierserous

surfaces, especially when iiitl,im<-d, are exquisitely tender.

Tactile sen.siliility is also much more acute and finely
differentiated in the skin and superficial mucous mem-
branes. Touching and wounding the internal organs,
the stomach, the bladder, and so on, give only a general
idea of the seat ofinjurj-. Irritants at the neck of the

bladder and iu the rectinu give the same feelings; pains
are not distinguislied as between the stomach and pan-
creas, the liver and gall-bladder, often not even between
the appcndi.x and the right kidney. The obvious reason
for this fact is to be found in the rarity of opportunities
for observing and learning to distinguish between pains in

these dilTereul organs. How nuich might be learned if

such opportunity existed we do not know. The frequency
of refeired feedings from visceral irritation, as compared
with the rare occurrence of the .same phenimiena from the

skin, i>oints to the low tactile value of visceral sense im-

pressions. Such impressions may be referred from one

part of the abdomen to the other, from the teeth to the

scalp, and even from the intestinal organs to remote re-

gions of the skin. These referred pains will be described
more fully later.

The main use of the sensory elements in the deeper
structures is in the determining and controlling of vaso-

motor and glandular action and the activity of the uu-

striped muscles; in other words, in carrying on the vege-
tative functions of the organism. These may be carried

on very well witliotit Ixing brought to consciousness, and
often when diseased they may be better performed if re-

moved from consciousness. For instance, the retie.x and
automatic activity of the bladder is unimpaired in many
cases of transverse and other spinal-cord lesions, cerebral

control alone being lost. The peptic glands probably act

largely though not entirely on direct stimulation, but the

peristaltic movements of the stomach and automatic con-
trol of the pylorus require the intervention of the sensory
apparatus, normally apart from consciousness.

The digestive and other visceial functions result in

another set of changes which impinge on consciousness

only incidentally, but are carried on by the intervention
of the sensory system; vaso-motor changes occiu' iu the
viscera themselves, and circulatory disturbances often
follow in distant organs. It is necessary onlj- to mention
as examples the Husliing of the face thai accompanies the
.same change in the mucous lining of the stomach on the

ingestion of food, the profound vaso-motor changes that
often occurat the menstrual period, the faintncss amount-

ing to collapse that occurs with many severe alalominal
diseases.

In addition to, often in connection with, its activity in

refle.x, vaso-motor, and automatic acts, the sensorj- sys-
tem contributes two elements to consciousness—the one
emotional, the other intellectual: the skin and serous
membranes furnish almost exclusively intellectual per-

cepts and the single emotion of pain ; the viscera and
deep mucous membranes furnish almost no intellectual

percepts, some pain, and probably all of the emotions.
The emotional results of visceral action are common

and familiar. Anger from hunger, irritability froiu dis-

tention of the bladder, depression from constipation, ner-

vousness and motor unrest from thirst are visceral reac-

tions scarcely beyond the bounds of the physiologic.
The emotions are, normally, visceral reactions to

ps3'chic stimuli. The psychologic side of the subject has
been carefully worked out by William James iu his

"Psychology." His theory is, iu brief, that the psychic
cause sets up a physical change in the viscera, and the
sensations from these in turn, perceived b_v the brain,
constitute the emotions. For instance, a financial loss or

death of a friend causes a change in the heart and vascu-
lar system, the stomach, and oilier viscera. The feeble
heart action, loss of appetite, and sense of unrest in the

epigastrium are the direct results, not of an emotion fol-

lowing the bad news, but of the news itself. The emo-
tion is the perception of the changed visceral action, and
without this the loss would bo perceived intellectually
but not emotionally. The jaundice of anger, tlie excite-

ment and accelerated heart action of joy, and the nausea
of disgu.st are similar^ explained as the direct result of

psychic stimuli, and the emotions are the perception of

the altered visceral conditions.

That the physical reaction follows directly on the

psychic stimulus is often ob.served. A man who had
never heard a rattlesnake, when walking on the prairie

quite quietly, suddenly bounded cnit of the path, and

only a moment after was aware of the rattling noi.se. In
this case the retie.x jump and accelerated heart action

could have been dependent on no con.scious emotion.

Similarly men who have run away from battle assert that
their legs carry them away before they realize what they
are doing. The faster they run the more frightened they
become. The contrary attitude of calmness is well

known to restore confidence.

James says that when a boy he examined curiously a
bucketful of blood at a butchering. He had never heard
of fainting at the sight of blood, had no fear or other

emotion, and was much surprised when he found himself

growing dizzy and fell to the ground. The sight of blood
on the next occasion might cause nausea and repugnance
from the renewing of the previous exi)erienc(> in memory.

This brief statement of what nvdv be called the visceral

theory of the cmoiions must sutVice. To be convincing
it should be read hi e.rtt'iixo. It is neces.siiry to an under-

standing of the part played iu the human economy by
the sensory ajiparatus of both the viscera and the skin.

Increased sensitiveness to stimuli, called hypera'Slhc-
sia, is common and is even more important than anse.sthe-

sia as an indication of disease. Ilypera'stliesia which
consists of a heightened power to distinguish variations

in temperature or other qualities of objects is rare. Such
increase of capability may be regardeil as supernormal.
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It ocrurs iu some sensitive and gifted individuals, but is

usually ui)t the result of disease. On the other hand, a

painful reaction to what should be normally felt as touch,

pressure, heat, or cold is eommou as (nther deej) or super-
ficial tenderness. It is one of the most important signs
of disease, local or central.

It is important to distinguish between deep and super-
ficial tenderness, as that to deep pressure usually indi-

cates local disease, while tenderness to a light loueh with
a blunt oliject like a i)inheud, or to pinching up the

skin, usuall}' if not invariably in the absence of a super-
ficial and obvious lesion, is tend<'rness referred fromadis-
ease<l viseus.

The headache due to brain tumor wlien associated with

scalp soreness, elicited by geutl\' pulling the hair or

touching the scalp, is sometimes on the side opposite to

the lesion; it has no localizing value, but indicates in-

creased intracranial pressure.
Headaches from visceral disease have been confused

with attacks of megrim. The tenderness of megrim,
associated with scotomata, liemiopia, and fortification

lines,* and sometimes with aphasia, is always to deep
pressure. Visceral headaches are not associated with
these symptoms; tenderness in them is superficial and
confined to areas which depend on the viscera involved
and on the tender areas set up by the same disease in

other parts of the body.
The headache of by permetropia comes on at the time

of awaking in the morning ;
it is due to strain from over-

action of the ciliary nuiscle. and is a true visceral pain.
It is associated witli a superficial area of tenderness over
and just above the eyes. The same area, the midorbital,

may, however, be tender as the result of disease of the

nasal mucous membrane, the stomach, the heart, or the

apices of the lungs. Other eye diseases cause pain and
tenderness of other regions; glaucoma sets up pain in the

temple, which is associated with nausea and vomiting, as

are temporal pains from other causes; temporal headache
is often associated with gastralgia, and may be due to

gastric or thoracic lesions or disease of the bicuspid teetli.

Iritis causes tenderness in the fronto-temporal and max-

illary areas. Liver disease causes vertical iieadache, and
ovarian lesions are associated with i)ain and tenderness
in the occipital region, often togetlier with pain over the

lower dorsal region of the spine.
The skin of the neck, trunk, and limbs may show hy-

perssthetic patches from visceral disease, and there may
or may not be with them like patciies o\'er the scalp,
with headache. They are readily distinguished from the

deep tenderness found in affections of the serous mem-
branes, which is always local; for instance, the tender-

ness due to rheumatic infiammation of the joints, to

peritonitis, to meningitis, is found on pressure over the
affected structures; the pain of lumbago is similarly
elicited; appendicitis sets up local tenderness as well as

referred pains in the left side of the abdomen and left lum-
bar region. Disease of the uterus causes pain referred to

the lower part of the back but does not cause headache.
Ovarian and rectal diseases may cause pain down the

thiglis and in the feet, as well as hypertesthetic areas over
the body and head.
The hyperesthesia of the trunlv sometimes seen in tabes

dorsalis has the characteristics of the referred variety of

pain. The patient, over a greater or less and sometimes
a varying area of skin, caimot bear the weight of cloth-

ing or the slightest rulibing with a towel. This symp-
tom may persist for years. The lightning pains in the

legs are associated willi a like soreness, which is, how-
ever, much shorter-lived tlian tlie trunk ana'sthesia, but
which corresponds closely in its main features with the

headaclies referred from disease of the brain, the teeth,

and other viscera.

Gdwers (p. 840. second edition) says: "When ii luminous spot is

the Ilrst eliarure iiud tliis expaDd.s. it may become dim in tlio centre.

Very coTimiouly the outer edge a.ssumes a yAtX'/.'ii: sliap.^ with promi-
nent iinci re-entrant anijles. lilie llic ^rronnd plan of a forlillcalion,
and lienee called

"

foi-tilli-atiori spectrum.'
"

Mills also uses ttao ex-

pression "foitilluation inies."

The mode of production of referred pains is not
known. To suppose them signals from the viseus and
apprehended by tlie receiving stations in the brain as

coining from tlie skin leaves out of account the tender-

ness, a local phenomenon, as are herpes and sympathetic
infiammation. The setting up of such tender spots must
be conceived of as a phenomenon analogous to the jaun-
dice, indigestion, suppressed menstrual flow, and local

flushings and pallors conse((uent on psychic shocks and
associated with strong emoticm. Whatever the explana-
tion, tliey are important from the therajicutic as w<ll as
the diagnostic point of view. The frequency with which
so-called osteopatliic practitioners find tender spots in

the back, and the fact that their removal by treatment

usually gives the patient relief in spite of the persistence
of organic visceral lesions make the treatment of tender

spots, either local or referred, a mat ter w'orthy of at teiition.

The distinguiNhing marks of local and of referred jiains
and hypcncstlicsia have been given above. A thir<l va-

riety of tenderness is important, viz., that due toinfiamma-
tiou of nerve trunks ; such inflammation causes pain along
the course of the nerve, with tenderness to deep pressure.
This tenderness is due to involvement of the nerti ner-

rorum in the nerve sheaths. When the skin supplied b}'
the affected nerve is tender, it is so because the inflam-
mation extends to and involves the terminal filaments
and end bulbs. Thus both varn ties of tenderness are

local, not referred. The pain, however, caused by press-
ure on sensory nerve fibres anywhere in their course is

referred to their terminations in the skin.

Parjesthesioe are of two kinds; perverted spontaneous
feelings other than pain, and perverted transmissions of

stimuli to the sensory centres. Of the first of these, itch-

ing, ticklings, jiriekling and burning feelings, numbness,
formication, and feelings of heat and cold are common.
They may be due to disease in the peripheral nerves, in

the cord, in the receiving centres in tlie brain, or they may
be psychic. Of these, tlie immediate cause will usually be
fotiud in the periphery, and any other theory should be

accepted with caution and only after careful exclusion
of possible change in the nerve endings or small blood-
vessels. Vaso-inotor changes are prolific sources of par-
festhesia3 of various kinds, and are a common accomiiani-
ment of central disease. Again, the scleroses, cerebral anti

spinal, are accompanied not only by vaso-motor and tro-

phic changes, but also by lesions in the peripheral nerve
tissues, so tliat in a large proportion of cases parajsthesioB

occurring in the course of central disease are found due
to accomjianying peri|>heral change.
Most of the ])ara'stliesiie will be found described among

the vaso-molor, trophic, and cutaneous disorders. A
curious form is the so-called allochiria, or reference of a
stimulus to a corresponding spot of skin on the other side

of the body. Thissj-mptom has been found in some cases
of brain tumor, in sclerotic cord lesions, and iu hysteria.

]\Iuscular sensibility is the power of feeling iu relation
with muscular acts. It enables one to appreciate the

strength of action of the muscles, the position of the

limbs, the extent of objects, and, in the case of the eye
muscles, it helps to maintain the eciuililirium of the body,
and gives information in regard to the size and distance
of objects.
Muscular sense is not limited to sensitiveness possessed

by the muscles. That the amount of force sent along
the motor nerves is directly aiiprecialed or estimated by
tlie sending apparat us is prob.ible. but hardly susceptible
of proof. The amount of common sensibility possessed
1)_V the muscles themselves is mucli less tlian that of the

ligaments, tendons, and connective tissues. The impres-
sions conveyed to the brain arc the sum of all the sensa-
tions set up by strain and pressure in all of these tissues,

as well as in the skin, and even in the blood-vessels, their

rich sensory nerve supply being affected by (iressurc of
the surrounding parts and the amount of contained blood
varied by pressure and change of position.
Wlien an act or series of acts is once carried out as the

result of a stimulus, it follows that stimulus the next
time with greater ease. Such an impression stored up is
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rt muscle memory. All muscular action not directly ic-

rtex is the product of .such memories : iiutomiitic action is

connected with memories which iiupinjie little if at all

on consciousness; in fact, much of it is so rapid as to run
before consciousnesi;. Volitional nets arc dependent on
mnsele memories combined with or added to memoriesof
sense perception.
The way in which the muscle sense contributes to

voluntary acts has been well illustrated by Jleynert.
A tinu:jr is approached to the eye of a new-born child.

A memory is stored up of the visual impression on the

retina, of the tnciile and painful impression when the

tiuger toucl«?s the cornea, of the muscular movement
which results by retlc.\. After this has been repeated a
number of times, the siglit of the approaching linger
awakens the memory of the pain and the eye is volun-

tarily closed by the intervention of nuiscle memory.
The weight of an object is estimated by comparison

of till' muscle percept consequent on lifting it, with the

muscle memories of other objects similarly lifted. The
actions in so testing an object are characteristic.

The position of the liml)s is partly gauged by the exer-

tion put forth in maintaining tliem in that position. The
size of objects may be estimated by the position of the

grasping hand and fingers, this being made possible by
the muscular sense. The amount of eye strain in accom-

modating and converging for near objects affects one's

estimate of their distance and size. As small near ob-

jects may subtend the siime projection angle on the ret-

ina as do large distant ones, it would be impossible to

estinnite their comparative distance and size if it were
not for memories of similar things seen before, with the
memories of the effort of the eye muscles in accommo-
dating and con\ergiug for them. As distant objects re-

([uire ])racticAlly no accommodation and convergence,
one's estimate of their size is governed by an)' opinion
whic:h may be formed in regard to the distance and viec

versti. Very ilistant objects, like the moon, are apt to be

judged in relation with the objects seen at a small angu-
lar distance from them—for iustant'c, the objects on the
liorizou. When the head is moved the e3e muscles by
their action tend to keep the ej'es directed toward the
same object. The muscle percepts are in this ca^o

changed, and give the impression not of moveirient of
the eyeballs, but of the shifting positions of the head.
Wlien body movements arc violent, as on a ship or in a

swing, nniscular sensations may be so acute as to cause
nausea and vomiting.
Muscular sensibility is too complex to admit of close

localization in the brain. The motor centres and parietal
centres for common sensibility are probably the ones

chiefly concerned.
Isolated disturbances of nniscular sensibility are not so

common as would seem likely from the importance of the
muscular sense. This is probably due to the fact, just
pointed out, that it is comi)lex in action and scattered in

various parts of the nervous system. A severe and wide-

spread lesion causes paralysis or general an.'csthesia or
both, either of which masks the loss of muscular sensibil-

ity. Isolated loss of muscle sense usuallyshows itself in

<me of two ways: as loss of power to ajjpreciate the posi-
tion of the limbs, and as astereognosis, or failure to esti-

mate the size, shape, and weight of objects. The former
is more marked in the legs and is seen iu some cases of
locomotor ataxia and multiple sclerosis; the latter is more
often found in the arms and is a rare accompaniment of

organic brain disease. A <:urious and rare muscular an-
esthesia occurs in the so-called megalopsia and micropsia.
These are usually transient symptoms, occurring sud-

denly in the early stages of tabes dorsalis and other scle-

roses and in hysteria. Objects seem unusually large or

unusually small from a failure of muscular sense in the
ocular muscles.
To test the integrity of the muscle sense the limbs

should be given various positions, the patient's eyes be-

ing closed, and he should be made to guess the degree of
their flexion or extension. He should be made to esti-

mate the weight of objects helil in the hand ; he should

name and describe the shape and size of objects held
with the eyes closed.

Disorders of viscera! sensil»ility have been less studied
and less importance has been attaclieil to them than to

those of the skin, probably because of their vagueness
and often their slight localizing value. They are, how-
ever, from the psychologic and still more from the medi-
cal iioint of view, of much greater importance.

Visceral sensations may be cUissed, so far as our present
knowledge goes, under the heads of local pain ; referred

pains (already described): more general visceral sensa-

tions on the border between pain and emotion, including
hunger, thirst, fatigue, sexual desire, nausea, dizziness,
and nervousness: emotions, either as direct visceral sen-

sations, or as perceptions of visceral change froin psychic
causes, including fear, sliame, anger, joy, exaltation, and
depression or psychic pain.

Local pain in visceral disease is usually dull even \\ hen

very severe; it is, unlike referred pain, not associated
with psychic or emotional change. TeiKlerness is elicited

by deep pressure and may be masked by the referred ten-

derness of superjacent skin. It may take on varying
characters according to its location ; when it isabdonniiai,
the patient has a tendency tf) draw up the knees, with the

apparent purpose of diminishing tension in the abdominal

cavity.
Hunger is the desire for food, which increases with ab-

stention, but not indefinitely. It is born in large p.irt
from the physical state of the stomach, as indicated by
the fact of its existence as a dyspeptic symptom. Too
free secretion of hydrochloric acid or the presence of an
excess of organic acids, either ingested or formed in the
stomach by fermentation, may cause craving liunger
with consequent overeating. Spices and alcoholic stim-

ulants have the same effect. The need of the body tissues

in general for nourishment causes a feeling of weariness,
not of hunger ; the appetite is sated before an appreciable
amount of ingested food has reached the more distant
tissues.

Thirst is a sensation caused by the drying of the tis-

sues. The mucous membranes of the mouth, tongue,
and throat are the parts most affected. The feeling may
be excited b.v other irritants.

Hunger and thirst are occasional symptoms of organic
brain disease. This fact does not prove the existence of

a hunger centre or a thirst centre in the brain any more
than running from danger proves the existence of a fear

centre. The various mucous membranes have a cortical

representation, and excitation of these sensory centres by
disease has the same psychic result as that which follows
the application of a sfiiiiiilus to the membranes them-
selves.

Extreme luuigcr and. stiil more, extreme thirst may
have an ovcrwlielniiiig ctTcct on tlie nervous system.
SulTerers from thirst in the dry hot air of the desert are

maddened by the agony of the drying ti.ssucs, and die in

delirium within a few hours, practicallj' the victims of

.shock. Long-continued hunger commonly evokesdreams
and hallucinations of banquet-s.

Fatigue is a toxic symptom. Tired muscles are over-

charged with sarcolactic acid, and brain work and other

expenditure of nervous energy result in the accumulation
of oxidized waste products; iu either case the result is a
sot of .sensory signals, consisting of heavy aching pains
in the muscles, soreness in the eyeballs, and, in the ease

of brain fatigue, a tired feeling, not in the brain itself but
in the cerebral or cranial blood-vessels, possibly also in

the meninges.
Of more interest is the pseudo-fatigue of neui'astbe-

iiia and of visceral disease. The same tissues are alfected

by the poisons fonned as the result of fatigue and by
stomach indigestion and intestinal i)Utrcfactioii, by defec-

tive liver action, and by poisons retained on account of

imperfect elimination by diseased kidneys. The result

is the same, viz. , heaviness in the limbs, acliing of the eyes,

throbbing and dulnessin the head. These may be spon-
taneous or may ensue on an amount of exertion too slight

appreciably to affect a normal person. Such fatigue is
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siMirious and may siiinclinK's he overcome bj- exercise if

tlie miilcrlvin!; ilisfiisc is Iicik liled liy it.

Great fatigue is llie apparent cause of many of !lic

functional and even some organic nervous diseases. Sucli

disorders ari.se from fatigue in tlinte ways: as tlie result

of the aeuteness of the feeling; b}' the overwhelming of

the nervous structures by poisons produced from the

overworked tissues; but mainly by the exhaustion of the

nerve cells by severe and long-eoulinued action. Of dis-

ea.ses produced in the two last-named ways we are not

sp<'aUing, but only of those set up by fatigue as a sensa-

tion. In tlie latter sen.se fatigue is on the same footing
with the emotions, and, being ordinarily a weak sensa-

tion, it is of not gr<';il importance in causing disease.

Of much more inijxnt as sensation is sexual desire.

It is, even apart from performance, accompanied by
vaso-niotor changes which, when excessive or perverted,

give rise to widesjircad disturl)ances of the vascular sj's-

tem. The sexual organs proper are not alone concerned
in the sexual act. Desire is influenced by comjilcx con-

siderations in which beauty and even intellectual attrac-

tions play a part; the phenomena of blushing, erethism
of the lips and Vu-easts, and the mysterious part played
by the thyroid gland in sexual life all contribute to in-

volve widely different functions in sensory sexual dis-

orders.

Sexual excitement, especially when accompanied by
mastm'batiou about the age of puberty, is likely to be
attended with disastrous results. It is not always easy
to trace the relationship of cause and effect between sex-

ual e.vcitemcnt and the psychoses. Either may be the

caiiso, or thej^ may intensify each other. They usuall_y
coexist with degenerative stigmata. Dementia, pnrro.i;

chorea, habit spasms, exophthalmic goitre, and even epi-

leptiform attacks may follow in the train of sexual ex-

citement in the yoimg apparently as the result of the

effect on the sensorium and of the accompan3-ing vaso-

motor derangement.
Nausea and dizziness are symptoms often associated

•with each other and with temporal pain Nausea is not
a stomach sensation, but is the sensation or the sensory
and motor memory of the act of vomiting, together with
that of the How of saliva and trembling of the lips which

jirecede it. With this there is often the sensation known
as dizziness, coming from the semicircular canals, with

possibly fulness of the cranial blood-vessels and throb-

bing in the temples. Some of these phenomena may be

absent, cccording to the cause of the nausea or of the

dizziness. Pain in the temples, which so often accom-

panies nausea, is usually the referred pain of liver (u-

stomach disease^ of disease of the cerebrum or cerebel-

lum, or of disease of the eyes or teeth.

One of the most important feelings on the border line

between emotion and sensation is nervousness. This term
should be dissociated from hysteric and neurasthenic

symptoms in general and limited to the pathologic feel-

ing of mu-est consequent on physical or psychic stimuli,
and leading, or tending to lead, to either purjjosive or

spasmodic movements of the voluntary muscles. The
predisposition to nervousness varies much in different

people. When not pri)duccil by psychic causes it is jires-

cnt in consciousness usually as a di.stinct feeling from
the arms or legs, although it may be occasionally referred

to the head, back, or other p:irts of tlie body. The lesion

may be a local irritant, a suppurating _wound, a felon, or

compression of a nerve trunk among other alterations, or

file abnormal feeling may b(^ referred from a viscus to the

limbs or trunk as cuxlinary pains are referred. This re-

ferrcil nervousness is connnon and is ri'inarkable at times
for its intensity. Patients suffering from an overloaded

sigmoid flexure and rectum nia_y suffer torments from
nervousness in the legs and feet as do patients suffering
from \iterine or ovarian disease; intestinal imtrefiiction
sometimes causes a generalized nervous feeling that keeps
the patient walking the floor day and night in agony.
Of the causi's of nervousness, aside from th(^ predis

position which is always to be reckoned with, it m;d<es

little difference wliether they are psychic, irritative, or

toxic, so far as the symptoms are concerned. Any one
of these causes is more effeeiive in the presence of either
of the other two, and, as w ith ordinary pains from what-
ever cause, the amount of nervousness felt is much moii-
ilied by diversion and increased by attention. Nervous-
ness is no more under the direct control of the will than
is ordinary pain, but like the latter it may be more or less

controlled" by suggestion or affirmation. While the motor
efl'ects of nervousness are in some wa^'s like those of ex-
altation of acutemania, the underh'ing emotional content
is entirely dilferent, being in tin; one case disagreeable, in
the other pleasant. Nervousness is, in fact, often asso-

ciated with profound depression, especially when both
states of feeling arise from visceral disease.

The .sensations which have just«been described have an
obvious emotional content; they hold a position about

midwaj' between feeling and what has been considered

pure emotion; they may be set up by purely physical
or by purely psychic causes, and there is no peculiarity
in the resulting feeling tonuirk itsorigin. The fact that

impressions of touch and pain may have a purely psychic,
and true emotion a purelj' pliysical cavise, justifies the
inclusion of the three kinds of sensation in the one cate-

gory. The emotions of depression, of exaltation, fear,

joy and the like, have the peculiarity in common that

they are projected into the psychic environment. The
tendency to tind an object for a i'eeling of anger, and to

attribute depression to a misfortune great or small, con-
nects these emotions definitely with the realm of thought.
Tliat they really consist of the normal individual sensa-
tions which come from the viscera but which are not rec-

ognized as such, has already been pointed cut. This
fact puts them among the most imjiortaut sensory mani-
festations from the medical point of view.
The study of emotion from viscera! disease is attended

Willi certain dilllculties. Chief anunig these is the fact

that disease of any one viscus, and even the same disease
of a particular organ, so far from always causing the
same feeling, may give rise to the most varied play of
emotions. Much, liowever, may be learned by observa-
tions of such cases, and reasoning back from psychic
symptoms to the disease is often possible even in the
absence of definite physical indications.

Tlie lighter grades of emotional change may be called

moods. These moods are of frequent occurrence in oth-

erwi;e normal people, and apparently depend on either
autotoxic or meteorologic influences, or both. The re-

ferred pains of organic visceral disease are associated
with well-defined changes of mood which are coincident
in time with a sudden increase in the amount or intensity
of the pain. These moods are deiiression. exaltation,

suspicion, irritability, and with them there may be hallu-
cinations of sight, hearing, and smell. The patient as-

signs no cause for his depression; he has no delusions
with his hallucinations; although his suspicions attach
themselves to his friends and those about him, they are

readily removed by simple denial of their truth. The
moods have practicallv only an emotional content; tliej'
come as suddenly as tiie pains, last for a few minutes or
a few hours, and leave eiiually suddenly. They are, ac-

cording to Head, singularly little atfected by outside cir-

cumstances, by cheerful society, music, and soon. Pains
below the mid-dorsal segment are likely to be associated
with depression; above this, with exaltation.
A more profound and lasting change in the emotiou.il

life is wrought by toxins of various kinds. An instance
of this kind is the well-known irritability of a masked
attack of gout. Depression from auto-intoxication ma.v
be so intense as to oversliadow all other symi>toms.
Ty|iical instances are furnished by jiatients who. follow-

ing an indiscretion in diet, have a mass of .sour material
retained in the stomach. They may have with this

marked but not intoleralile depression, which is promptly
relieved on emptying the stomach with a tube or by
vomiting. AInch more serious is the depression associ-

atiid with int<'stinal putrefaction, following acute diar-

rho'a in ]iati(nls in whom the ]ioisons have been allowed
to accumuhite in the intestinal canal, and in imtrefaction
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from other causes. lu these ixUieuts depression is ex-

treme, often not assoeiatcd with delusions e.xecpt possibly
the pardonable idea that they are going insane : there may
be with the depression a nervousness so great that the

patient presents a typical pictuie of mtlancholia ar/itata,

walking the floor in agony. S\Kh eases are acute. A
dclicieney of the hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice

may cause a mild chri)iiic depression, simple, and easily

improved or cured by appropriate treatment.

In all of these cases it is not known where or how the

poisons generated iu the alimentary tract liavc their ef-

fect. As the emotions are senssitions from the viscera,

and as the sensory nerve endings of the alTeeted viscera

are bathed in the poisons, it is not a remote possibility
that their action may bs a local one and not due to their

being absorbed and in this manner producing an efTeeton

tlie sensory centre. The promiit action of local remedies,

stomach washings, purgation and enemas, favors this

view.
The prevailing emotion in consumption is moderate ex-

altation. This may be heightened by the stimulus of an
attack of referred pain, especially that due to disease of

the upjier pulmonary lobe: disease of the lower lobes is

likely to cause referred pain with attacks of depression.
Uterine and ovarian disease is esiiceially prolific of

emotions, either siniiile depression, to which in extreme
cases delusions may be added, orexaltation amounting in

some cases to mania. The most deceptive forms of these

affections are those in which there are no accompanying
symptoms, sensorv or otherwise, calling the patient's at-

tention to the affected organs. The ditticulty is further

increased by the fact that digestive disturbances may
make their appearance aud mask the oilier symptoms.
The dillieulty of distinguishing between these cases and
cases of insanity with coincident visceral lesions may be

considerable, as these i)atients possess many or all of the

symptoms of insanit\', and yet it is not very important
to make the distinction between the two classes of cases.

Organi(- defects should be remedied, if possible, even in

the insane, and in addition it may be fairly doubted
whether even in cases of hopeless insaiuty, organic vis-

ceral disease may not often be the deternuuing cause of

the mental breakdown.
The jielvie organs sag and pull on their attachments

and as a result there are sent out to other jiarts of the ner-

vous system signals of distress which take not only the
form of moods, but of pains in the back and head, vaso-
motor disturlianees, flushing, fainting, palpitation and
the like. In the same way sagging abdominal organs set

up all these classes of .symptoms. In es|)eciala ])rolapsed

kidney is often responsible for attacks of dizziness, head-

aches, flushings, and faintness which are often attributed
to anything but their real cau.se.

One of the most striking emotional changes from vis-

ceral disease is the fear suffered by patients afflicted with

angina pectoris. A good deal of anxiety is felt by many
patients who siifTer from palpitation, over and above
what woidd be warranted by the nature of their com-

plaint. The fear in angina jjcctoris is inlierent and does
not proceed from a knowledge of the danger incident to

the disease. It is a signal to the brain direct.

Little more has been attempted in the present article

than an outline of the subject of sensory disorders, with
the idea, especially, of tracing the complex relations

which exist between the sensory system of the skin and
that of the viscera. Consciousness is not, in this con-

nection, of prime importance. It is a mysterious light
that sliimmers on a few of the actions and reactions of
the nervous system; in consiflering the jiart ]ilay<-d in

disease by the sensory system, it is of esp<'eial importance
to recognize the fact that .sensory phenomena may and
often do take place without its intervention.

HeDry S. Upson.

SEPTIC/tMIA AND PY/EMIA.-IIistouic.m, Memo-
Tt.\N'i).\.— .\ i-onstilutiorial disturbance accompanying ])u-
trefaetion in wounds, particularly fractures and injuries
of the skull, was described by Hippocrates. In the

Middle Ages Ambrose Pare and Paracelsus, both noted
met^istases following certain injuries in which suppura-
tion occurred. In 1T20 Boerhaave first enunciated the
doctrine that the condition was due to pus in the blood.

His contemporaries, JMorgagiu and Petit, also tried to

prove that metastatic abscesses were brought about by
penetration of pus into the blood. In 1774 John Hunter

recognized jihlebitis as an intermediate factor iu produc-
ing metastatic abscess, but the exact relation of the two
was not clearly defined. In the early part of the nine-
teenth century (lSOS-2'.3) Gaspard initialed the experi-
mental method of studying septiciemia by injecting pu-
trefying materials into the veins of animals. Later,
the investigations of Vircliow, Billroth, O. Weber, Koch,
and others formed the liasis upon which Gussenbauer
built the following definitions: "By jiiiin'd infection or

septicemia we mean that general disease of the body
which results from the introduction into the circulation
of the products of decomposition, and which is cliaracter-

ized by definite changes in the blcjod, a tyiiieal succes-
sion of inflammatory processes, and a continuous fever

together with peculiar nervous symptoms and critical

discharges." Pyccrnia is defined by him as "a general
infective disease which arises from the entrance into the
blood of the constituents of infected pus. and is distin-

gui^lied from other septic infective disi-ases by the de-

velopment of multiple pus foci in different organs, aud
an intermittent fever,"

Since Gussenbaur formulated these definitions, exten-
sive investigations have been made from both a bac-

teriological and a pathological standpoint. From the
studies of Ogston, Rosenbach, Doyen, von Eiselsberg,
and others the conclusion is drawn that the general sys-
temic disease known as septiea'inia depends ujion the
iiitroiliietioii of jiiithi)(icnic, especidlh/ pyogenic tiiicro-nrniin-
isms into the genertd circiihitioit. Marmorek further
limits the definition of seiitic intoxications, infections

(myco.ses), and pyieniia to those general systemic disciises

caused by the activily of the streptococcus pyogenes and
staphylococcus aureus, for, he claims, that these are the

only two micro-organisms which can cause all the various

phases of septicienua, from a carbuncle to the most
severe pyiemia. He excludes as etiological factors such

agents as bacterium coli, pneumococci, etc., which he
claims cannot cause furuneulosis, lympliangitis, and

lymphadenitis. However, this cannot be accepted by
the clinician, for not only are his premises and therefore
his conclusions incorrect, but in atldition there are so

many forms of septic intoxication and infection pre-
sented to the observer, iu which the etiological factor is

other than the streptococcus pyogenes and staphylococ-
cus aureus, that it is impossible to limit the disease to

those agents alone.

Cl.\ssikic.\tion.—Konrad Brunner (" Erfahrungen imd
Studien i'lber Wundinfektiou luid "Wundbehandlung, III.

Theil. Die Begriffe Pyilniie und Septhiimie iui Liehte der

bakteriologischeu Forschungsergcbnisse ") classifies the
disease from an etiological and symptomatological stand-

pouit. Slightl}' modified by the present writer, it is as

follows:
I. Septica'tuia JS'ot due to Bacterinl Activity.—A general

disease brought about through necrotic or putrefactive
processes.

II. Syntemie Diseancsclueio Pyogenic Microhcs ; Pyivmia,
Aciiteor Cfironic. —General infectionsin which mebistases
make their clinical appearance, due generally to staphylo ,

strejito-, piieumo-, and gonococci, or to ]u'oteus, pyocy-
aneus, coli, or typhoid bacilli; the fundamental principle

being lli.it the signs and symptomsof metastases break in

ujion the general symptoms.
3. Pyoto.rin(riiein, ToTiniemia, To-vamia.—A general

disease without the clinical signs of metastases, but with
the symjitoms of a constitutional intoxication, brought
about by ;U1 kinds of bacteria.

III. I'yimpticii'nnjt or Srpticu'mio.—A general disease

in which the products of pyogenic bacterial aclivity
combine wilh those of decomposition to cause the .symp-
toms. For a fuller discussion of the subject of elassi-
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tication the reader is referred to the above work by
]5riinner.

ETioi,0(iY.—So fiir as the ehissitiealiou is concerned,
the biietcria, in all but tlie first form of the disease; play
llie chief role. There is no Kjierifr niirro-drgiinisiii, but

a wlioUt series of tlieiu as etiological factors. The same

iiiiero-orjranisniactsdill'ereutly luiderdill'ercntcoudilious.

There are many factors Avhich tend to change or govern
llie result of iheir activity. The point of infection, the

character of the media into which they penetrate, the

jiersonal factor, the microbic association, the varying viru-

lence of the micro-organisms them.selves, the lowered

vitality of the parts—all these inlluence the course of the

infection.

The mode of entrance of bticti'Ha into the system has
been the subject of much investigation. In some cases

they are, through the medium of a seemingly slight

wound, introduced rapidly into the circulation, presuma-
bly being taken up by the ca|iillaries. In the great ma-

joiity of the cases, however, the bacteria first gain access

to the lymph spaces and are carried through the lymph
channels to the blood. Starting from a localized pus
focus the bacterium first has to pass the barrier of rjranu-
laiion tinsiic, which has been thrown up by the tissue as

a bulwark against the bacterial invasion. That healthy
granulation tissue does act as a successful barrier has been

conclusively demonstrated by Noetzel in his experiments
on sheep. When these granulations, however, are not

sufficiently developed, the micro-organisms pass through
them and enter the lymph spaces. By the lymph they
are carried to the lymph nodes, which present the next
barrier against their invasion. In their course to the

nodes varying degrees of lymphangitis may be set up.
The nodes increase in size and in some way, as yet not

definitely known, they retard the growth of tlie bacteria

and in many cases limit their further growth. Dr. Mai-

lory, of the Harvard Medical School, has lately demon-
strated that in the peripher\- of the node there sometimes
occurs a proliferation of the endothelial cells lining the

trabecuhe which traverse the lympli spaces. These take

upon themselves phagocytic properties and enclose not

only the bacteria but also leucocytes themselves, which

may already have ingested some bacteria and in addition

large numbers of red blood cells. In the nodes the

pyogenic bacteria often bring about suppurative proc-
esses and, destroying tliese organs, pass on aud are emp-
tied into the blood stream. More often the resistance of

the nodes is overcome without producing suppuration.
Upon reaclungthe blood the bacteria are again attacked.

Through the production of so-called sozins and alexins

(the mode of origin of which is unknown) the growth of

the bacteria is again hindered; in fact, these sozins and
alexins, aiiled by the leucocytes acting as phagocytes
{Metschuikolf), may destroy the bacteria. Canon believes

that the chief difference between septiciemia (p_votoxi-

na'Uiia) and pya-niia depends upon the phenomena, that

in septietcmia the bacteria increase and produce their

toxins in the blood, whereas in pya-mia the bacteria are

introduced into the blood but do not increase there.

Brunner holds that there never occurs any marked growth
of bacteria in human blood, and he thinks that this is

one reason why bacterial blood tests sometimes fail. An
acute mycosis is met with in no human infection. He
further holds that the micro-organisms are especiall.v

prone to collect in the jiarenchymatous organs, and in

the acute cases they set U|) metastatic processes, which,
however, remain microscopically small, the dination of

the disease being too short to develop macroscopic foci

or to be clinically evident.
The bacteria carried by the blood may be deposited

in the various tissues and organs of the body and there

continue their aciivity aud bring about local intlamma-

tory or suppurative processes. They ma}', on the other

hand, be destroyed in the tissues and be excreted. The
relation of throiid)o])ldebitis to the blood will be dis-

cussed later.

All authors hold that in the majority of the cases the

ordinary pyogenic cocci, i.e., the pyogenic staphylococci and

streptococci, ahiu or associated together, amstitvte the cause

of the disease.

The streptococci liave long been looked upon as liable
to bring about more virulent infections than the staphy-
lococci. Rut no absolute line can be drawn. We may
have an acute or a chronic streptococcus infection with
or without metastases. The same is true of the staphy
lococci. However, many other bacteria play an impor-
tant part, etiologically, in thisdisease. The pneumococcus
may cause a metastatie-pya^mia, or a pneumococciis-
toxa^mia, in which the bacteria are found in the blood.
-Metastatic foci occur most freqiientlj- in tlie meninges
and the joints. The />'. coH com munis generally invades
the .system from the intestitial tract. Cholecystitis, ab-
scess of the liver, peritonitis are often .sequeUe. Cys-
titis is set up, the bacillus being carried by the lynijih
vessels or the blood. Meningitis, pneumonia, strumitis,
etc., have followed its escape info the blood. It has also
been isolated in local phlegmon and lymphangitis. The
gonococcus is frequently met with in pya-mic conditions.
B. typhosus, B. pyocyanet/s, B. Friedliinder, Proteus vul-

garis, ilicrueoceus tetragcnus. aud many others are capable
of bringing about the disease.

The infection may be a mixed one, a double infection
taking place at the same time, or a secondary infection

taking place in a focus already the seat of microbic

activity. It often happens that only one of the bacteria
can be demonstrated in the blood, and when streptococci
and staphj'lococci are associated, the streptococcus is gen-
erally the one to bring about the general infection.

P.vrnoi.ooY.—In the mildest form of the disease, scpti-
ccemia without bacteriuluctiiity, or, as it is more commonly
termed, ''saprcemia," the pathological changes are limited
to the site of the necrosing or putrefj'ing focus. In the

pyoseptieamic form of the disease we have locally the
combined phenomena of pus formation and putrefying,
decomposing, or necrosing tissue. It ma}" exist in the
form of a moist gangrene. Often, in the case of wounds
which Seem at first insignificant, but in which cases there
ensues a malignant and rajiidly fatal toxa-mia, the patho-
logical findings are very slight. More often we have the
local changes of a pj'ogenic distuibanee, presenting all

of the characteristics of local inflammation and abscess
formation. The primary focus may be a carbuncle, an
infected wound, an otitis media, an osteomyelitis, a ga.s-

tro-entcritis, a pneumonia, etc. From the seat of infec-

tion the inflammation spreads, the lymphangitis is set

up, the nodes are attacked, and lymphade/iiiis follows.
The bacteria reach the blood and here many changes
occur. Soiins aud ali.rinsaru produced, and «(//(7«C('/(.<

are elaborated. Ewiug holds that the bacteria are pres-
ent in the circulating blood only for short periods and
at infrequent intervals, and that a few hours before
death various bacteria, some of which may not be active
in the original jirocess. make their wa.v into the circula-

tion. There is a rapid development of severe an.-emia.

The red blood cells are diminished in number, and in the
more severe cases a slight poikilocytosis and degenera-
tion of the cells occur. Sometimes normoblasts appear.
Grawitz reports a case of acute septic infection, in which
after two days the red blood cells were reducetl to liOO,-

000 per cubic millimetre. The blood plaques are in-

creased. Leucoc_vtosis is marked, except in the ver.y mild
and very severe cases. Changes in the blood-vessels
occur mostly in relation to the local Jius foci, but often by
means of mural inplautatiou the endocardiiun is attacked
and ulcerative or malignant endocarditis ensues. When a
vein in the neighborhood of an ab.scess is attacked the

adventitia is the first to be airected. The ordinary
phenomena of inflammation follow, and the other coats
of the vein become involved. The inlima beccunes
swollen and iullamcd and fibrin is deposited on it,

which becomes the nucleus of a coaguliim. This in-

creases until the lum<'n of the vein is occluded and a

thrombophlebitis established. Sometimes the thrombus
extends for a considerable distance along the vein. As
the infective jirocess advances from Hie primary focus.
the microbes invade the thrombus and there bring about
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purulent softening of the mass. Before this occurs small

particles of the thrombus may be broken olT, and, enter-

ing the general circulalion as emboli, linil lodarnient in

the various orsnius. In this way infarcts arc iiriKlueed,

and these in turn may become infected by the bacteria in

the circulating bliHxl, thus giving rise to metastatic pus
foci. lu tlie original thrombus fhe process of purulent
softening goes on, and if not cheeked by local forces or

by treatment the whole miuss br«xks down and the parti-

cles laden with micro-organisms follow the course of the

embolus an<l lodge in the i)ortion of the vascular sj'stem
where the size of tlic vessel retards its progress.
Posr-MourKM Eixdixos.— In ji//i>to.fimt'ii(iu and pyosep-

tie<rmin |)utrefactiou develops rapidly. In the subacute

and chronic cases the original wound is foimd to

be foul and imhealthy in appearance. The lungs may
show congestion and u'dema; small pleural and periair-
dial effusions are frei|uenlly seen. There is a marked

degree of gastro-cQteritis. the inlianmuition affecting es-

pecially the lower bowel; genenillj' cloudy swelling of

the spleen, liver, and kidneys is present; the nervous

system is not much affected; bacteria may be demon-
strated in the connective tissues; the lymph nodes are

enlarged. In the rapidly fatal peritoneal pyoto.nnamids
the gut is found greatly distended with gas; the perito-
neum is grayish and lustreles.s, and shows a tine network
of congested vessels.

lu pi/iriiiiii the wound looks gangrenous. Theadjacent
veins are thrombosed. Jletastalic abscesses are seen, most
often in the lungs, liver, spleen, and kidney. The intes-

tinal tract is not so often affected. The brain maj- show
a passive hypera-mia but metastatic foci aie rare. In the

joints there may be either serous or purulent effusions.

rieart lesions are not fre(|uent. but they do occur.

When recovery tjikes jilace, there is a gradual regenera-
tion, the bacteria disapi)earing from the blood and the

local conditions subsiding.
Sioxs .\xi) SvMi'ToMs.—The complex of objective signs

and subjective symptoms of the disease in its various
fonns vary to such an extent that no hard-and-fa.st lines

can be drawn. And still there are groups of symptoms
which are most frtMiueutly observed in certain manifesta-
tions of the disease.

L'nder the division of grptiagmia witJiout bacterial activ-

i(>l are included all those conditions in which from a

specilic focus of necrosis or putrefaction or decomposi-
tion the to.xie elements elaborated by these processes are
absorbed into the general circulation and thereby biing
about a general poisoning of the system. The primary
focus may become infected, and so, through the addition
of the bacterial element, we have a pyoscpticamia, to be
desciibed later. Septic;cinia without bacterial activit}-

—
or. as it is more commonly termed, ".sapia'tnia"— is most
strikingly exeinpliiied in ihe so-called ptomaTu poisoning,
which originates in the gastrointestinal tract, and in tlie

eases of retained seeundiues, in which the putrefactive
changes take place in the placental lissiH's and without
bacteriid activity bring about a general poisoning. The
lyrotoxieon discovered by Vaughau, of the University of

Michigan, is accepted as the etiological f.-ictor in the poi-
.soning from cheese, and is supposed to be the active

principle in some of the other forms of ptomai'n poison-
ing.

Large masses of gangrenous or .sloughing ti.ssiies which
are conlined within the body may bring about the dis-

ease. The symptoms which develop are those of a poi-
son which is gradually progressive, acting as a depres.saiit
on the nervous system, and liringingalxjut aconsideral)le
febrile inovement. The disease all'ects more especially
the gastro-intestinal tract. There is no chill to mark its

onset. The patient has a persistent hea<iache. general
malaise, anorexia. At first there is only a slight rise of

temperature; the pulse frequency is increased; there is

some nausea. If the cause is not removefl the headac'he
becomes more int/'n.se. the temperature rises, vomiting
takes place, and diarrlm'a is the rule. The blood shows
dcgcnerativechanges, diminution in the numberof the red
blood cells, decrease in the lutmoglobin index, and some

leucocytosis. These clianges vary with the intensity
of the poison. In Ihe fatal cases the temperature is con-

tinuously high, the pulse rapid and feeble, dcliiium fol-

lows restlessness, coma develops, and death uecurs. in
the cases which originate in the intestines the most marked
sym])tom is the violent vomiting and pm'ging. whirii

may even simulate cholera. Most of t his class of cases of

.seplicamia react well to treatment, and when the cause
is removed there is a rapid return to normal conditions.

In pi/otoMito'iiiia. attention is lirst called to the local

conditions. It may be a suppursiting wound which is

draining jioorly, an miopened abscess, or some deeply
seated inllammation. In the cryptogenic, form {i.e.. tiiut

form in which the original focus of infection c-aunot be

found) there may be a history of some old trouble which
is supposed to have subsided. A gastro-enteritis, a pneu-
moniji, a cystitis, or a perityphlitis may bo the starting-
point. The patient at first does not appear to be very
ill; there is some prostration; he complains of a slight
headache which does not yield to treatment; the appe-
tite is poor: no interest is taken in surroundings; the

symptoms of lymphangitis and lymphadenitis maj' be

present; the temperature shoots up, especiallj' in the

evening, with only slight morning remissions; the pulse
becomes rapid ; the patient feels

" feverish "
;
there may

be some pain in the wound. Often an examination of the
local condition will demonstrate the cause of the symp-
toms, and prompt surgical treatment may cut shoi-t the
furthercourseof the disease, tlie condition returning rap-
idly to normal upon removal of the local cause. If the
disease goes on, gastro-enteritis appears, with vomiting
and diarrha'a. The tongue, at first thickly coated, be-
comes dry and hard. The heart's action becomes weaker
and increasingly rapid, often out of proportion to the tem-

peralure; the arterial tension is lowered, and in the severe
cases cyanosis appears. The liver and spleen are often

enlarged. The urine shows alhumin and casts. The
skin may show a slight yellow tinge, but icterus is not so
marked here as in pyaemia, and is probably due to de-
structive processes in the blood rather than to hepatic dis-

ease. At first dry and hot, the surface of the body later
is bathed in perspiration, the skin feelmg cold and cada-
veric. The prostration increases, the expression is list-

less, the face being drawn and colorless, the eyes are
sunken, and the aUe nasi dilated ; no complaints are heard.
If the disease reacts to treatment, a general improvement
of the sensorium is first noted; the pulse becomes a little

.stronger ah hough stiil rapid; the temperature gradually
subsides, often showing at first marked morning remis-

sions, until finally the evening rise disappears; the desire
for food graduall}- returns; the heart is the last entirely
to recover its normal condition. The disease may run a
chronic course, lasting for from three to twelve'weeks.
The temperature in these cases is not generally high, but
is often quite irregular. The siileen is frequently pal-

pably enlarged, this being simply a phase of the general
lymphatic enlargement. If, however, recovery does not
occur, the condition maj' rapidly become worse, the tem-

perature continuing high and the heart rajiidly failing.

Finally, violent purging, anuria, delirium and coma, are

likely to precede the patient's death. In the malig-
nant cases the course may be very rajiid, ]iresenting
possibly only a slight lymphangitis, an increasingly high
temperature, rapid cardiac failure, rapid overwhelming
of the nervous system, and death. This last form is

occasionally seen in cases of wounds received at the post-
mortem table, cases in which, from a seemingly slight
wound, the most inten.se and rapidly fatal toxiemia de-

velops.
In typical cases of piprmia, in which multiple abscesses

are piddm'cd as a result of inleeted emboli, the clinical

picture is somewhat different. The conditions at the

primary focus may be the same as in pyotoxa'mia.
Severe local injuries, wounds of the joints, comjiound
fractures, iujuiies of the veins, fracture of the skull,
assof'iated with jiyogenic jirocesses, are the most, freipient
among the primary lesions in pya'inia. The local con-
dition may not appear to be esiiecially active, but is
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markedly persistent. The woiiml looks bad and exudes
a semi-sfrous, foul-smelling pus; and tlie surrounding
tissues become crdcmatoiis and deeply inflamed. The
temperature is not ver>- high, ^vith moderate uiorning
remissions, and the pulse is rapid. This may continue
for about a week, during which time the induration does
not les.sen, but extends more deeply into the ti.ssues.

Suddenly, on the tenth or twelfth day, the patient has a
severe chill, following v. hieh there arc a burning fever

and tlien a profu.se perspiration. Again, the wound may
have been doing very nicely, and the eviih-nee of infec-

tion may have been slight, when suddenly a chill ap-

pears and pyaemia is ushered in. Such chills are gen-

erally a reliable index of the loilgment of au embolus in

some portion of the vascular system. Tlie chill may,
however, be very slight, and in those forms of p_va?mia in

which the secondary foci are caused Ihrovigh direct in-

fection by the bacteria circulating in the blood, and not

by infected emboli, often no chill at all appeare. In

pyotoximrmia und pi/oacptiai'mi'ii a chill rarely is noted.

Chilly sensations sometimes occur, but a sudden, violent

chill is the exception. Following the sweating there

is marked exhaustion. The temperatiire immediately
preceding or during the chill is likely to shoot up to the

highest point of the curve oid3- to drop in a few hours,
but not to normal. The chill may be repeated the

same day or on the next day. The temperature runs

apace, and describes a very irregular tracing, var3'ing
from hour to hour. The sensoriiun is perfectly clear,

and the patient exhibits none of those somnolescent feat-

ures which are seen in an acute toxaemia or jjyosepticicmia,
but he is keenly sensible to his suffering. Tlie local symp-
toms of the new foci sof)n make their appearance. Pain
is felt in the chest or imder the border of the ribs, and upon
exannnation an abscess of the liver, a pleurisy, or a pneu-
monia is found. The joints mav be swollen and tender.

Icterus is generally seen, slight at first but often marked
in the later stages of the disea.se when the emaciation is

far advanced. There is not so much gastro-enteritis as

in to.xa;mia, and, in fact, in the earlier stages the constitu-

tional symptoms are very little in evidence. The tem-

perature continues as before, possibly not so high, exhib-

iting, however, the same marked irregularity. The
tongue, at first thickly coated, becomes later dry and haid
and looks dirty. The patients are often hypera>.stheticaud
suffer much from local pain. They often complain of

pain first in one place and then in another, and sometimes
there is a general sensitiveness all over the body, Tlie

cause may possibly be referred to localization of bacteria

in the tissues, where they set up iiiHammatoiy process-
es and, in many cases, purulent collections. Later, the

patients lose all sensation of discomfort. Eiythematous
and sometimes pustular eruptions appear on the skin.

The pulse, which at first was fairly strong but rapid, later

becomes weak and rapid. At any time the local symp-
tom of some new metastatic focus may be ushered in.

Prostration is very marked, the emaciation is severe.

Gradually the patient becomes unconscious and dies in a
coiuato.se condition.

In /itierpcral pyamia the course is very similar. In
the chronic form of pysemia chills are much less frequent
and recovery may occur.

Von Leuiie ("Specielle Diagnose dcr inneren Krank-
heiten ") states that from a scientific standpoint it is not

always possible at the bedside to differentiate between
the two conditions septictemia (meaning toxamia, pyo-
septicirniia, etc.) and pja'mia, or, better, strictly to draw
the lines between tliese forms. The one leads into the

other, and many ca.ses of pyotoxiiueniia would d(;velop
into pya'mia were il not for the short duraiion of the dis-

ease Therefore he liohls tliat in most cases it is proper
to speak of a septkopycemia. This is the form, he main-
tains, which is most likely to occur in the cryptogenic
type of the disease. The patient, sometimes in fine

health, sometimes suffering from a slight illness, begins
to have pain in the legs, loss of appetite, eventually
headache, vomiting, then a severe fever, and is very ill.

The fever, often liivc a tliictuating tyiihoid. maybe, how-

ever, continuously high, with slight remissions. The ten-

dencj' is markedlj- to an up-and-down course, with irreg
ularly intercurrent chills. The pulse in the severe csises

is very rapid, varying from 120 to l.'iO, soft, dicrotic, and
sometinn'S irregular, esjiecially so in cases in which, on
post-mortem examination, the heart walls are found to
be the seat of metastatic abscesses. The lieart is dilated,
and ccdocarditis very fref|ucntly occurs. At times the
endocarditis is the only objective sign of tlie disease- at
first (a loud systolic or systolic-diastolic murmur, in-

creased second iiulmonic sound, etc.). This cardiac con-
dition governs very markedly the course of the disease.
Embolic processes in the spleen and kidney follow, and
abscesses form. This is the couflition commonl}- termed

"malignant endocarditis." but von Leube believes that
the so-called malignant endocarditis is really a crypto-
genic septicop}-a^mia, in whicli the septic poisons become
localized in their action on the endocardium and remain
circumscribed for a long time here. In the majority of

cases, however, the endocarditis is only a link in the

great chain of multiple inflammatory foci.

Next in diagnostic importance comes the inflammation
of the joints, which may occur as an involvement of a

single joint, or many joints may be affected at the same
time. In such cases the disease will very closely resemble
acute articular rheumatism. The process concentrates
itself most often in one joint, which becomes greatly
swollen. In connection with this we often have bone in-

volvement, which, however, may take place independ-
ently of the joint inflammation. The long bones are es-

pecially susceptible. The foci may be circuiirscribed or
be extensive in their involvementof the bone tissues, and

the}- may present the ordiuaiy symptoms of osteomye-
litis. Changes in the skin are almost constant. Rose-
ola, erythema-like urticaria, purpuric spot.s, hemorrhagic
pemphigus, blisters, pustules, herpes, etc., are among the
most frequent of its manifestations. As the disease ad-
vances these cutaneous inflammations ma}' extend into

the underlying tissues and large areas of inflammation
and oedema, or hjemato-purulent infiltrations, may be
found.
These affections, especially the hemorrhagic forms, are

met with in three-fourths of the cases of "cryptogenic
septicop_Ya?mia." and are therefore important signs from
the standpoint of differential diagnosi-s. Symptoms ref-

erable to the nervous system are quite constant; head-

ache, vertigo, sleeplessness, delirium, convulsions, and

temporaiy paralysis are chief among these. When me-
tastases develop, purulent meningitis, abscesses of the
brain with their various symptoms, are among the possi-
bilities. Retinal hemorrhages are occasionally seen.

Through localization of the septic processes on the

pericardium, pleura, and peritoneum there ensue at times
small areas of iuflaramation, or serous or purulent exu-
dations, with their symptoms. In the lungs miliary
absces.ses are found, or in other cases large infarcts,

abscesses, lobular pneumonia; especially frequent is a
diffuse bronchitis. Cyanosis and increased respiratory
movements are brought about bj' the heart weakness and

pulmonary complications.
The spleen is no more enlarged in this form than in the

othei'S. But metastatic abscesses in the spleen and liver

may increase the size of these organs very markedly.
The symptoms referable to the digestive tract are neither
constant nor characteristic. Icterus is only occasionally
seen. The kidney functions are almost always affected.

Albumin in the urine is the rule, and is caused bj- the

septic irritation of the renal parenchyma. Acute ne-

phritis, with its characteristic symptoms, often follows.

Large abscesses may be formi'd, but as a rule tliere exist

nudtiple miliary, sanguino-purulcnt collections in the
kidnev tissue.

lUxtimi:—Here we liave, then, a form of the disease,

put down by von Leube under the name of
"
cryptogenic

septicopyicmia, chaniclerized by the following symp-
toms: A very pronounced, irregular fever with a dispro-

portionately high iiulse frequence, great emaciation, more
or less marked nervous disorders, enlargement of spleen,
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and special symptoms referable to the various organs in

wliich tlie septic poisons l)ecoinc localized. In brief, then,
the disease is one in which a ]h iiiliar form of exanthema

develops, and in -svhich tlie iullanmiatiun of llie joints,

the muscle and bone tenderness, the endocarilitis. the

embolic processes in the spleen, liver, lungs, and brain,

the nephritis, the inflaraniation of the serous membranes,
the petechial hemorrhajfes, all play a part in maliiug up
the complex of svmiitoms.
Gniwitz ("Klinische Pathologic des Blutes," 1902), in

discussing this form of septic poisoning, states that in

most cases of "cryptogenic septicopya'mia
"
pyogenic

bacteria are present in the blood, and that in many un-

certain cases a positive diagnosis may be established by
a blood e.\aminalion. A negative result, however, does

not e.\elude the disease. He further maintains that in

cases of ulcerative or malignant endocarditis repeated
failure to isolate the nncro-organisms from the blood

speaks most strongly against the disease being present,
and cice rersa.

In the cases of pyoscjiticivniia the symptoms vaiy
somewhat, and are very largely governed by the patho-

logical conditions which give rise to the disease. In

gangrene of the lung, in tuberculous coxitis which has be-

come secondarily infected, in chronic myelitis and myelitis
transversa, in wbicli decubitus, necro.ses, etc., arc asso-

ciated with i)olyiufecl ions, we have striking examples
of a pyosepticicmia. These processes, when examined

bacteriologieally, are found most often to harbor many
different varieties of micro-organisms acting together.
The streptococci, bacillus coli communi.s, proteus vul-

garis, and bacillus pyocyaneus are frequently found
associated in such a process. The symptoms then are

those of the local condition and the general poisoning
of the system. The fever is marked and the pulse rate

is high and, as in the other forms of septic poisoning, the

spleen is enlarged. Tlie temperature is very irregular
and of the remittent type. The nervous system is mark-

edly involved, more so than in the pyoloxinremic forms.

The blood it.self does not show such marked changes,
and frequently micro-organisms cannot be demonstrated
in the general circulation. We have then in these cases

to deal with a condition of poisoning, due chiefly to the

absorption of tlie toxic products from a localized process,
rather than with disease resulting from a bacterial in-

vasion of the whole system.
The symptoms in cases of se)itic intoxications and in-

fections, as given above, are only composite pictures of

the various forms of the disease. In many of the iiclual

cases the disease manifests itself dilTerently, and the

course of these cases can be best demonstrated by giving
examples of actual cases. The following cases, unless
otherwise designated, have been taken from the records
of the Methodist Episcopal Hospital of Brooklyn, New
York.

Cime J. Pyotoxinwmia Follomng Infection of Knee-
Jiiint.—On June 20th, 1888, an operation was done on
the knee-joint to remove a foreign body. The next da)'
there were considerable pain in the joint and tenderness.

Temperature rose to 100.6" F., pulse 110, respirations 2.'i.

Second day after operation pain continued, tlie tempera-
ture jumped to 104° F., pulse 148, and iiatient felt listless.

Third day: Patient began to vomit, at tirst at intervals

of two or three hours and later in the day almost con-

tinuously, tempeniture remaining high and pulse becom-

ing irregular and rapid. Some diarrhoja. Fourth day:
Vomiting not so marked ; bowels moving involuntarily;
patient very restless. Tempeiatnre continuously above
102' F., pulse averaged 138, respirations 28. Fifth day:
Joint re-opened and small amount of sero-sanguineoiis
fiuirl was evacuated. Irrigated with antiseptic solutions
and thoroughly drained

;
no change in general condition.

Sixth day: Patient delirious, the bowels still moving
frequently, temperature and pulse continuotisly high.
Eighth day: Still delirious; much diarrhaa. Patient
lies in a .sort of stupor, twitching of muscles of the left

shoulder and fingers of right hand; marked tlusliing of
left side of face. Slight paralysis of the left facial ums-

cles. Picking at bedclothes. Temperature had fallen

to 100° F.
, pulse 120. Perspired freely. Under treatment,

by thorough drainage and irrigation with antiseptic
solutions, these symptoms gradually abated with the

exception that the temperature remained conlinuouslj'
above 100' F., and the pulse about 100. On the thirtieth

day the joint was again opened and some dead bone re-

moved, after which the wound healed, the temperature
becoming normal and the pulse dropping to 90. The
patient had entirely recovered after an illness lasting
over two and one-half months. In the accompanying
chart are shown the temperature and pulse curves for the
first sixteen days of the disease.

CLINICAL CHART.

Name,-
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sweating. Chills occurred on successive flays tliere:iftcr.

In a few days patient began to complain of great pain in

gluteal region, and tlun'in knee and ankle. At end of

eight daysthere were marked swelling, pain, and lender-

ncss of the left knee and ankle. This continued, aud on
adndssion to liospital the temperature was 111^' F., pulse
120. l'n<ler local treatment inllamed condition of ankle

subsided, hut knee remained swollen and tender. jMay
19th ; Knee-joint was opened an<l consideralilo pus evacu-

ated. Drained. During the ten days following the oper-
ation the temperature abated somcwiiat, but the pulse
remained continuously high. Patient in a semi-stupor.
June 1st: Patient passed into a "typhoid state." tempera-
ture becoming irregular again. June 3d : A necrotic spot

appeared on left buttock. Wound looks more healthy.
June 6tli: Severe chill, following which temperature
reached 103' F. and pidse 140. Necrotic spot on buttock
broken down and surface granulating slowly. During
next six days temperature at no time high, but irregular.
Pulse vacillating between 120 and 170, very weak and

irregular. Frequent diarrhosal movements. June 13th:

Death.

Autopsy sliowed only inflammatory condition in and
around knee-joint; cloudy swelling of kidneys; fatty

degeneration of liver. Spleen was soft and normal in

size.

The questiou arises in this case as to how tlie bacteria

gained entrance to the joints. The autopsy does not

help us ill deciding tliis. There were no other foci of

intiammation and no history of any wound as a starting-

point. It therefore comes under the liead of cryptogenic

pyotoxintcmia, the main point of suppuration being, as

in the previous case, in the knee-joint. There evidently
was also an Inflammatory process in the gluteal region
and in the ankle, but these were controlled. There had
been no pneumonitis, otitis media, enteritis, or urethritis

to attract our attention. The initial s_vmptoms, repeated
cliills, aud high temperature, followed later by pain in

the gluteal region, knee, and ankle, would suggest em-
bolic pya:!mia. But this we cannot have without some
initial lesion. Theorigin then remains a m3"stery, cryjito-

genic. In this case there was no enlargement of the

spleen.
Case 111. Staphylococcia Pyotoxincemia with Tninsl-

tiriH to Pywinia.—February 19th, 1888: Patient fell down-
stairs, sustaining an injury to left ankle. No external

wound. February '28th entered hospital complaining of

pain in and around ankle-joint, which was somewhat
swollen, tender, and rod over a cireumsjcribed area. No
fracture could be demonstrated under chloroform. Pain
Increased in spite of local applications, aud on JIarch 2d

patient had a temperatui-e of 103° F. There were slight
remissions of the continuou.sly high temperature. Pa-
tient's general condition poor, pulse 110 to 120 per min-
ute. March 5th: Very restless and during night slightly
delirious. Area of redness extended slowly. March 6th :

Fluctuation appeared at ankle. Incision was made and
considerable pus was evacuated. Bone not involved.

Following the operation there was a slight fall in the

temperature, which, however, rose again the next day
to above 103° F. March 7th: Temperature still high,

respirations very rapid and superticial, but examination
of the lungs was negative. Over the cardiac region,
most distinctly over the aortic area, were heard a distinct

friction soiuid and a blowing murmur, where ]u-evioiisly
there had been none. In the evening this friction soimd

disappeared. During the night the patient became very
restless, and toward morning began to vomit at long
intervals. Temjierature reached 104..5° F., pidse increas-

ingly rapid, 130 to 1(30. There was marked emaciation.

Vomiting l)ecame more freipient, bowels moving iuvolnn-

tarily. Gradually the patient became comatose, pulse
imperceptible. Death.

Autopsy : Pericardium injected and the sac distended
wilh pale, greenish-yellow fluid and floecidi of fibrin.

No lluid ineiiher ple\iral cavity. I^ungs in places adhcr-
cnl. 1 [cart is covered wilh a layer of librin, thicker in

some places than in others; fibrin also seen on the peri-
cardium. Left lung: Scattered tlirough the lung are
areas of cong(?stion surrounding infiltrated patches with
wliitish centres; none of tlie.se areas is larger than a pea.
Right lung: On surface, especially on anterior border, are
a number of small circumscribed white spots, cone-shaped
upon section. On posterior surface are a number of
small punctate sjiols of hemorrhage. The lung is some-
what (edematous and congested ; bronchi are normal.
Heart muscle is very pale. Spleen enlarged and soft.

Right kidney : Just beneath the capsule is a single small
abscess.

Microscopical examination: The nodules described in

the lungs and kidne)' proved to be small infarcts, the
blood-vessels leading to them being occluded by firm

tlirombi. They consist of masses of inflammatory tissue

with small pus collections.

Bacteriological Examination: Original wound, infarc-

tions of kidney and lungs, showed pure culture of sla])hy-
lococcus pyogenes aureus.

Diagnosis: Acute pericarditis, multiple infarctions of

both lungs, abscess of kidney. Staphylococcus pyo-
toxiniemia passing into pyannia.

Remark.? : We have here the history of an injury to the

ankle-joint without any external wouud being present.
The staphylococci may have gan.ed entrance through the
.skin which was evidently bruised, although no actual

open wound occurred. Again, the micro-organisms may
have been conveyed to the joint by the blood from some
other undiscovered focus. The only clinical evidence of

pya>mia was noticed on March 7th, when a pericardial
friction sound was heard. Tliere were no chills, but
there were marked gastro-intestinalsym|)toms, a continu-
ous remittent fever, and a weak but rapid heart's action—in fact, all the clinical symptoms of a pyotoxinsemia,
which at autopsy proved to be an embolic pyaemia.

Case IV. Pyosepticmmia.—November 8tli: Patient on
admission to liospital presented an area, over right ej'e,

about three inches in diameter, bright red in color, with
a well-defined margin, slightly cedematous and gan-
grenous in places. It was covered with small sup-
purating points. Upper eyelid enormously swollen.

Temperature 106
°
F., pulse 120, respirations 3.5. Opera-

tion: Curetting of necrotic tis-

sue, free incisions. November
9th: Temperature dropped to

95.6° F., pulse 75, respirations
2.5. Patient delirious, tinnitus

aurium. Extensive reddish, pa-

pular eruption on chest. Skin
cold and clammy. Later in day,
temperature rose to 104° F., pulse
110; vomiting. November 10th:

Diseased area shows tlie char-

acteristics of a sloughing
phageda;na. Novemljer 11th:

Restlessness and delirium alter-

nating with stupor. Great pros-
tration. Temperature continu-

ously high. Tlie phagedena
spread rapidly aud involved a

large portion of the head. P;i-

tient died in coma.
A glance at the accompau3'ing

chart (Fig. 4187) will show the
remarkable deviation iu the

temperature and pulse curves.
The disease, originating in an

inflammatory condition of the

face, developed into a virulent

ptiagedirna, combining a sup-
])nrative and a putrefactive
process, which resulted in a rap-

idly fatal intoxication and in-

fection of the entire system. It

therefore falls into the class of

pyoxcptiamiia. However, most
cases which may lie classified as fio. -tIST.

Name,--
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pyoscpticsemia run a more subacute or clironic course.

The followiu;; case reported by I?ruiiiier (U'C. eit., p. 101)
is an o.xeelleut oxamplo of tliis, and his analysis of the

same is of interest:

Diagnosis: Cluonle myelitis; decubitus sacralis. Pu-
trid abscess of thigh. 'Polyinfection by streptococci,
bacillus pyocyaneus. bacterium coli, proteus vulgaris.
Death. Pyosepticieuiia.

History :" Patient well until three years ago. First

signs of disease apjicared as feeling of fatigue in the feet,

chilly sensations and formication. The symptoms were

steadily progressive. Disturbance in the function of the

bladder and rectum appeared, and finally loss of control

of SJime. In December complete loss of use of the legs;
later, decubitus sacralis. Admitted to hospital January
35lh, 1S98.

Sldtns pro'scna (at time of admission) : Both legs useless.

Hardly any sensiition in them. Beginning involvement
of Ujiper extnrmities. Invohmtaiy micturition and de-

fecation. Decubitus spots, about size of silver quarter
of a dollar, on each heel. Over the sacrum a deep de-

cubitus about the size of the palm of the hand ; sacrum

exposed, a further defect over the lumbar verlebriB and
over the trochanters. High temperature. Urine cloudy,
strongly ammoniac;il.

Course: February 13th: The decubitus sk)wly enlarg-

ing. Application of vinum cam|)horatum. In the region
of the left trochanter a eoUectidii of foul-smelling pus,

undermining the skin. February 19th: Always high
temperiiture with morning remissions (see accompanying
chart. Fig. 4188). On right thigh a large fluctuating
M abscess lias formed.

, Incision and drainage.
-V large aiuount of

tilthy, bad -
smelling

material and gas evac-

uated. During the

night exUns lethalis.

Autopsy: Ten hours
after death. Extract
from the protocol. On
back, over the sacrum
and over the trochau-

te;s, the above - de-

scribed decubitus de-

fects. The abscess
cavity ou the right
thigh reaches from the

patella to the middle
of thigh; its periiihery

presents masses of bad-

srnelllng necrotic tis-

sue, with threads of
fascia running through
it. A sound can be

passed from this ab-

scess cavity up to glu-
teal region. Spleen
very much enlarged
and soft. Both kid-

neys contain small ab-

scesses, the size of a

pea.

Bacteriological Ex-

I'lii. -liss. amination.— I. Dvu-iug
life; I. Examination
of urine: bacterium

coli. 3. Examination of blood. February 191 h: Blood
aspirated from vein of arm, under aseptic conditions.
Cultures made on glycerin-agar and in gelatin. Result

negiitire. 3. Examination of pus evacuated from ab-
scess cavity at time of incision. Smear examination;
streptococci in short chains, numerous small rod-shaped
bacteria. In the glycerin-agar and gelatin cultures, copi-
ous growth of pure culture of proteus vidgaris. Patho-

genesis: Injection of 1 c.c. of original culture into ear
vein of rabbit, evening of February 34th. caused death

during night of February S.jth. Guinea-pig: Injection

l^^i?:\ MM M
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easy ; Young man, thirty-two years of age, suffering from
chronic gonorrhival urethritis, after ])assage of a soinid

had a severe cliill wliieli lasted some time. This was
repeated tlie nc.\t day and the two or three days follow-

ing. Later, four abscesses appeared : one in the region of

the left shoulder, one in the right popliteal space, one on
the inner side of the left leg. and one over the external

imilleoUis of the right leg. These abscesses were all con-

fined to the muscular tissues and did not involve the

connective tissue or the joints. Upon incision they con-

tained a small amount of odorless, brownish-red pus, in

which the gonococcus in pure culture was found.

Ohmaun reports a case in which the complications
were multiple arthritis and tendo-vaginitis, epididymitis,
and nephritis, and in which case he was able to demon-
strate the gonococcus in the blood. Brunner states that

in these ca.ses the course may be very acute with all

kinds of complications, but that there is very little ten-

dency to destruction of tissue. Finger, from his observa-

tions in gonococcus pyaemia, holds that in such inflam-

mations there is always a tendenc)' toward the early
formation of granulation tissue and later an increased

connective-tissue formation. There occur in the urethra

strictures; in the prostate a destruction of the glandular
structure; in the epididymis, thickening of its walls; in

the joints, ankylosis etc. The micro-organism is less

energetic and less destructive in its action than are the

other pyogenic agents.
In the cases of puerperal infection, owing to the

richness of the blood and lymph supply incident to preg-

nancy, the disease is often very rapid and fatal. It may
follow the type of a pyotoxinsemia, a pyosepticicmia,
or lastly a pyiemia. In the rapidly fatal cases pyotoxi-
na?mia is most frequent, wliile pyemia is often a compli-
cation. In the subacute cases pj'osepticseniia is often

the form of the disease which is present, the uterus and
adnexa being found in a necrotic or gangrenous sUite

associated with pus formation.
Otitis media frequently is the starting-point of a gen-

eral septic infection, the sigmoid sinus becoming in-

volved and thrombophlebitis resulting. Purulent men-

ingitis and abscess of the brain with their characteristic

symptoms tnay cause death, or a typical embolic pyaemia
with metastatic foci in the lungs, heart, kidneys, etc.,

may develop. The course is generally long.
Prognosis.—In .septica?mia without bacterial activity

the prognosis depends mostly upon the etiological fac-

tors and the ability to remove the cause. When the

condition is due to retained secundines, the removal of

the same is followed by rapid recovery. In the various
forms of ptomain poisoning, from the ingestion of putrid
foods, some prove rapidly fatal, while others recover

upon removing the otTending material from the intesti-

nal tract. But, in general, the adoption of prompt treat-

ment, as soon as the cause is discovered, is followed by
recovery.

In the milder forms of pyotoxincemia and pyosepii-
eirmi'a the disease often is amenable to treatment, but all

forms depend upon many factors. The age of the pa-
tient, the ability of the tissues to check the inroads of

the bacteria, the vindence of the micro-organism, the
site of the infection have all been referred to above.
Even in the severe cases, the establishment of thorough
antiseptic treatment may bring abo\it recovery. In gen-
eral the prognosis is poor. In the majority of cases of

pyoseptiexmia the prognosis is bad.
The prognosis in pya'mia is always grave. When

metastases develo]) rapidly and involve important organs
the result is usually death. In gonorrho'al pya'mia the

prognosis is better. Warren ("Surgical Pathology," p.

^7ii) claims that there is a relatively high percentage of

;;ure8 in puerperal i)ya'mia.
Diagnosis.—To distinguish between the different forms

^f the disease from a clinical standpoint is often ini-

pos.sible. It must be remembered too that one fi>rm may
merge into an advanced form without any marked symp-
toms to designate the jicriod of transition. In septica'iiiia
without bacterial activity surgical interference with dis-
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appearance of the symptoms will establish the diagnosis.
In the cryptogenic or spontaneous forms of the disease a
careful examination of the entire body must be made
and all of the secretions be carefully tested. The pres-
ence of a suppurating focus, lymphangitis, enlarged
rf^gional lymph nodes, with a continuously high tem-
perature, very rapid pulse, absence of chills, inditference
of the patient, gastro-enteritis, iiresence of albumin and
bacteria in the urine, and bacteria'inia would point most
strongly to pyotoxina,'mia. Such conditions as a gan-
grene of the lungs, moist gangrene of the extremities or
other portions of the body, extensive decubitusand other
necrotic and putrefactive processes in which pyogenic
bacteria are present, and accompanied by a markedly
irregular temperature, rapid and feeble pulse, pronounced
nervous disorders, no marked blood changes, and nega-
tive bacterial blood tests, together with the other phenom-
ena of .septic intoxication, may be safely diagnosed as

pyosepticjcmia. If, in the presence of an imperfectly
draining wound, cellulitis, lymphangitis, thrombo-phle-
bitis, ulcerative endocarditis, pyosepticajmia, pyotoxi-
n;emia, or any of the conditions above mentioned, there
occurs a sudden sharp chill, accompanied by a marked
rise in teiuperature, and followed by sweating and pain
referred to some distant point, py;emia must be sus-

pected. If, in the subsequent course of the disease, the
chills are repeated, the mental fac ilties remain clear,
marked emaciation, liypemesthesia, diaphoresis, and great
prostration are present, and the symptoms of metastatic
abscesses make their appearance, the diagnosis of pyiE-
mia is definitely established.

Among the diseases which resemble the various forms
of toxaemia, septic intoxications, and septic infections,

may be noted acute articular rheumatism, malaria,

typhoid fever, acute miliary tuberculosis, severe anemias,
and uraemia. But in each case a careful inspection of

the history and a thorough consideration of the signs and

symptoms which each disease presents will result in a
correct differential diagnosis.
Tkeatment.—Proiihylactic.

—The state of our knowl-

edge at the present day enables us to operate almost
without fear of infection, and a thorough understanding
of the aseptic treatment of wounds is presupposed by
the writer. It is, however, to be especially emphasized
in the preparations for any operation on the knee-joint.
Chronic tuberculous processes, wherever they may be,

especially those of the joints and bones, are most fre-

quently confined to the points of their primary activity
and do not generally give rise to a systemic intoxication;
but if, during the course of an operation upon such a

process, it becomes secondarily infected the condition be-

comes much more serious, and anj'of the forms of intoxi-

cation or infection may develop. This must also be
borne in mind in the treatment of any infected wound,
for a polyinfection is generally more difficult to handle
than a monoinfection. In the various nervous diseases

in which trophic disturbances are present, much care

must be exercised to prevent bedsores. If a decubitus
should appear despite the frequent change of position,

rubbing with alcohol, etc., they should be treated anti-

septicalh', to prevent if possible any infection. The
prophylactic measures in the treatment of compound
fractures, extensive lacerated and contused wounds, and
burns, should always be carried out most carefully.

Ijocal Treatment.—In the cases of septica-mia without
bacterial activity the results of removing the cause are

very marked and satisfactory. If the offending sub-
stance be contained within the intestines, a course of

calomel in divided doses, followed later by a saline

p\irge, maj' be all that is needed to bring about recovery.
In the puerperal cases the removal of the secundines,
the lingers being used as a curette and the scraping being
followed by a hot saline irrigation, is indicated. The
same principle is to be followed in all of its forms, i.e.,

the cause must be removed imder all possible aseptic pre-
cautions.

In the other forms of the disease the care of a pus
focus must first be considered. If the case presents itself
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with an abscess already formed, the indication is to

evacuate the pus. I'bi jtiis, ihi criii-tm. If ii inilivfyiiin;

area is associated witli a ])urulciit focus, as iiiucli as jios-

sil)le of tlie initrid material should he cut away, the sur-

geon heini; careful iii>t to exjiose healthy surfaces. In

sudi a condition it may he inopcr to swah out the cavity
with pure carbolic acid and tlien immediately after to

cleanse it with alcohol. All such abscess cavities shoidd
be irriiratcd with some antiseptic sohition and thoroughly
drained, at tirst with iodoform jjau/.e and later by means
of rubher-tube drains. In cases in which, following an

operation, there develop tlie symptoms ^^i to.xarniu. an

early inspection of tlie wound should be made, and if in-

fection lias taken place the sutures should be removed,
the wound irrigated with some antiseptic solution, drain-

age estabM.shed, and dressings wet with some non-irritat-

ing solution, as Thiersch's solutiim of boracic and sali-

cylic acids, be applied. The wound should be dressed

daily or, in the virulent casi'S, more often. In some
cases constant irrigation is indicated. In py:eniia, where

possible, tlie secondary foci should be opened and treated

as above.
General Treatiiuid.—The routine treatment always in-

cludes as a preliminary procedure the stimulation of all

of the e.Ncretory organs. The bowels should he freely
moved, the kidneys stimulated, and diajihoresis increased.

The proper nourishment of the jiat lent should be carefully
looked after, easily digested food being given in small

amounts, and, when the stomach is unable to retain food,

rectal encmata of pei>toni/,ed milk, peptonized egg, and

whiskey should be given every fmir hours, in amounts
not exceeding from f(nir to six ounces. The hygiene of

the sick-room is also of importance; every opportunitj-
for fresh air. sunlight, and cheerful surroundings is to

be favored. In no condition is careful nursing more

necessary. The u.se of drugs is not very satisfactory-.

Antipyretics are contraindicated, for they often act as

powerful cardiac depressants and mask the symptoms.
Alcohol in the form of egg-nogs, whiskey, and brand}-, is

considered b}- many to have very beneficial effects. In

fact, these patients bear large amounts of alcohol very
well, and it .should be given freeh-. The heart's action

can be stimulated best by using relatively large doses of
the tincture of digitalis. If the diarrhea is troublesome,
it may be controlled by opium, or by bismuth and salicylic
acid in their various forms. Paresis of the gastro-intcs-
tiiiul tract may be treated by an hypodermic injection
of atropine sulphate gr. j'^, and bisulphate of quinine gr.
v., to be reiieated in five hours if necessary.
The use of intravenous and subcutaneous infusions of

normal salt solution acts very beneficially in these ca.ses.

It helps to maintain the circulation, protects the nervous
centres, dilutes the jioisons, and assists very materially
in the elimination of both the micro-organisms and their

toxins. The infusions may be given daily in relatively
large amounts, 1,000-1,800 c.e. being given intraven-

ously. An objccticm has been raised to this, the state-

ment being made that such a regular dilution of the blood
would cea.sc, after the first day or two, to have any bene-
ficial elfect ; but this is not true, for in the course of

twenty-four hours the excess of the solution may be en-

tirely excreted from the body and a new infusion be called
for. With this as a basis, many experiments have been
made by adding antiseptics to the solution with the hope
of bringing about a direct antiseptic inllucnce upon the

micro-organisms in the circulation and tissues.

Intriinincular Antisepsis.—Exiierimcnts w-ere carried
out by Maguire, of London, to ascertain the effects of in-

troducing a solution of formaldehyde gas directly into
the circulation. His experiments were carried outiipon
animals and upon himself, and he concluded that .lO c.c.

of a 1 to 2.000 solution of formaldehyde gas, m- .'"lO c.c.

of a 1 to 800 solution of formalin, could he safely iiitro-

<luced into the circulation without bringing about any
serious blood changes. After injecting ioo c.c. of a 1 to

2.000 solution of formaldehyde into his own circulation,
the only change that was noted was the a|i]iearance of
albumin in the urine. Later, he injected ".JtiS c.c. of a 1
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to 2,000 formaldehyde solution. There followed consid-

erable cramp-like pain in the arm, where the solution

was inject<-d, and peculiar cardiac distress. JIany reil

blood corpuscles and blood-coloring matter were noted
in the mine. This disappeared the next day. A solu-

tion of 1 to 1.000 formaldehyde, of which 63 c.c. was in-

jected, caused severe pain in the arm and faintness.

JIaguire's conclusions were that .50 c.c. of a 1 to i.OOIt

solulion of formaldehyde (1 to 800 solution of formaliiO
was the maximum dose to be safely injected in man.
That is to say, if the total quantity of "blood in an adult be
estimated at .'i.OOO c.c, the solution of formaldehyde in

the blood would be 1 to 200,000, which is a very eltieient

germicide. Barrows, of New York, aiqdied this principli-
in the successful treatment of an advanced case of ]iuer-

peral sepsis, as reported in the New York Medial Joiinmi,

January 31st, 1903. In his case he gave an intravenous
infusion of 500 c.c. of a 1 to 5,000 aqueous solution of
formalin, and on the third day following a second infu-

sion of 750 c.c. of the same .solution was given. There
followed a rapid, marked, and permanent improvement
which resulted in rec(jvery. As a result of liis experi-
ments and those of others he concludes that the pro-
cedure depends on its being correctly and seientiflcally

applied. He warns the profession against its indiscrini-

inate use where proper blood cultures have not been
made. It is also suggested that normal salt solution be
used in making the formalin solution, as it has been found
that no change takes place in the formaldehyde in tlii.s

solution. Although no harm has been done to the blood
cells by the infusion of formalin in distilled water, theo-

retically the normal salt solution is to be preferred.

Fortesque-Brickdale, as a result of his experiments
upon rabbits, published in the Lancet, January 10th,

l'J03, does not favor the use of intravascular antisepsis.
He states: "That rabbits injected daily with non-toxic
doses of oxycyauide of mercury, formic aldehyde, cliino-

sol, protargol, or taurocholate of sodium are not thereby
protected from the usual effects of a previtms inoculation
of virulent anthrax ; and that chinosol and formic alde-

hyde in large doses (toxic) so depress rabbits infected
with the pneumococcus that they die sooner than an un-
treated animal."
Crede has applied the theory of intravascular antisep-

sis in the use of colloidal silver or collargol. This he
claims to be a non-irritating, strongly bactericidal agent
which may be employed as iin inunction or as an intra-

venous infusion without any detrimental effects, and
which is followed b)' marked improvement and often by
recovery from the most severe forms of septic infection.

He recommends it especially ia cases of general sepsis,

puerperal fever, pyamia, and septic osteomyelitis. In

the less severe cases, especiallj- where the infection is

localized, he uses a fiftecn-per-cent. ointment of colloiilal

silver, rubbing two or three grams into the skin, after

mildly irritating the same and causing local liy])ei;emia.
In the more severe cases he recommends an intravenous

injection of from 5 to 20 c.c. of a one-half to oneper-cent.
solution, repeated daily or every week as reiiuirt'd. Of
his more recently perfected collargol solution he uses
from 2 to 10 c.c. of a two-per-cent. solution. His tech-

ni(|ue is as follows: The syringe shoidd be cleansed, the

silver solution, and no other chemical, being used for

this purpose. The syringe is then partiall.y filled with

collargol solution, and the detached needle is inserted,

either through the skin or, if necessarj-. but only after a

carefully ma<le preliminary dissection, into the vein.

The syringe having been attached to the needle, .sdim-

blood is withdrawn into the syringe in order to reiunvi-

from it any biihliles that may be present. Finally. Ilie

fiuid is slowly injected. Subcutaneous injections are not

elTective. Vielt used the intravenous method in a .>ierie>:

of twenty cases of sepsis, and recommends it strongly.

Theexiierimentsot Giindesand lialaidzshelf, liowevei'.

do not bear out the conclusions of Crede, for they reported
that a oue-per-cent. .solution of collargol had no effect on
anthrax, staphylococcus, and streptococcus infections.

They report that unless the injection is given at the {
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point of the inoculation of tlio micro-organisms, no effect

followed. They claim that the simple injection of collar-

gol intravenously causes death sometimes. Bagiuski,
Naltenius, and Kunzl-Krause report nobeneticial results.

However, other experimenters have met with decided

success in its use, and the failures of others may be due
to faulty techuinue.

Uuguentum Crede, an ointment of metallic silver, has

been used by some in the treatment of these cases.

Forty-five grains are rubbed into the skin very uradually.

Antistreptomccus serum of Marmorek is limited in its

usefulness to certain kinds of cases, but in these it has

met with marked success. The favorable cases are those

which are caused by strejitococci alone, and w lien the in-

fection is a mixed one. the serum acts upon the strepto-
coccus infection alone. In many of the cases reported
the disease was already far advanced, and consequently
they can scarcely be considered satisfactory test cases of

the usefulness of the procedure. Packard and Wilson

{American Journal of the Medical Sciences. December,
1903, p. 1033) have collected 117 ca.ses treated during
I lie past two years with antistrejitococcus serum, and in

11-i of these cases there followed cither temporary im-

provement or prompt recovery. After citing many other

cases they luake the following statement: "AH of these

reports tend to convince us of the fact that antistrepto-
coceus serum will at least do no harm, and that in cases

in which the streptococcus is alone involved it will elim-

inate tliat micro-organism and control the symptoms
caused by its toxin unless used too late for any remedy
to be of avail. When the streptococcus infection is

found in combination with those of other micro-organisms
we have learned that the serum has no influence except
in so far as it controls the streptococcus symptomatology.
Undoubtedly the attempt to obtain a polyvalent serum
is one in the right direction, and, as in typhoid fever, it

presents a key to new accomplishments in the line of

special serum therapy."
Special forms of treatment are indicated in infectious

of different regions of the body. In extensive processes

involving the extremities amputation may save life, but
even after such a drastic measure it may be found that

the infected thrombus has extended too far to be checked,
or the systemic disease may be developed to such an ex-

tent that amputation iscontraindicated. Klebstirst sug-
gested the idea of ligating and removing the veins in

whieli thrombi had formed before the infected emboli
should become broken off and pviemiaset up. This pro-
cedure is especiall)' considered in involvement of the lat-

eral and sigmoid sinuses following suppuration in the

middle car. Here thrombophlebitis is very likely to oc-

cur, and the internal jugular vein is also frequently in-

volved. The first step of the operation should be in most
cases the ligation of the internal jugular below the point
of involvement. Then the sinus may be exposed and
the purulent material scooped out or gently washed out.

Sometimes an excision of a portion of the vein is indi-

cated.

In cases in which the pyogenic focus is in the pelvis,
or in which a general suppurative peritonitis exists, the

entire abdominal cavity may be flushed out witli hot salt

solution. The head of the patient's bed may be raised,

which, as Fowler suggested, will favor gravitation of

the purulent material into the pelvis, from which it may
be aspirated every few hours.

The questionoi the trealmentof puerperal sepsis occu-

jiii'd the attention of the Fourth International Congress
of Obstctricsand Gymecology in Rome, September, 1903,
and formed one of its chief topics for discussion. The
following extracts are taken from the report I13' Dr. H.
N. Vineberg ("American Gyn:ecology," January, 1903).

Tlie conclu.sions of II. Treub (Amsterdam) were as fol-

lows: The usual methods of treatment (curettage, intra-

uterine irrigations, ic(^ bags, cold baths, tur|ieiitiiie injec-
tions, aiitistreptococcus serum, alcohol) for jiuerperal
sepsis localized in the uterus are in most cases followed

by cure. In a few exceptional cases hysterectomy will

be indicated. Tuflier (Paris) said that in a given case of

scptic(emia, post partum, or po.st abort um, when there is

no cause for the fever to be found either in the external

genitals or in other organs, when the usual methods of
treatment are of no avail and when the p<Titoneum and
adnexa are intact, and the uterus is large, flabby, and is

ilischarging fetid lochia, and if tlii^ patient's general con-
dition warrants it, total extirpation of the uterus should
be done, whether there be placental retention, a slough-
ing m3oma, or the so-called "metritis desiccans." A.
Pinard (Paris) recognized only the following indications
for hysterectomy: retained jiutrid placental remains,
sloughing myoma, and perforation of the uterus.
The conralesccnt stiir/e calls more for careful nursing

and attention to general hygienic principles than for

drugs. Nourishing food, fre.sh air, and clieerful sur-

roundings are the essentials. Pai/l Mniiioe I'ih-lur.

SERUiVI DIAGNOSIS AND SERUM THERAPY.—I.

SKitf.M Di.\uNosis.—Serum diagnosis and serum treat-

ment rest upon the same fundamental principles. When
a group of foreign cells enters an animal body, whether
in the form of disease or of experimental infection, there
results a group of changes both in the foreign cells and
in one or luore cell groups of the body which they in-

vade. These changes are peculiarand specific in relation

both to the invader and to the terriory invaded. The
blood, as the representative of all organs, undergoes spe-
cific changes which are at the ba.sis fioth of serum diag-
nosis and of serum therapy. A few examples will make
this clearer. When a human body is invaded by a group
of cells of that peculiar s]ie<ies known as typhoid bacilli,

the blood aci]uires a number of new and specific proper-
ties, specific in the sen.se of manifesting their action only
in relation to the t3-phoid bacillus. U]iou one of these
new properties serum diagnosis is based. The ability to

agglutinate any specimen of the race typhoid bacilli is

pos.sessed toafeeble degree by the blood of many healthy
liuman beings. But when a person is or hitely has been
suffering from typhoid fever, the agglutinating power of
the blood over typhoid bacilli becomes greatly increased,
and the resulting reaction, first brought into clinical use

by Widal in lyotj, is that ordinarily known as the " Widal
reaction." This reaction, like all the agglutinative reac-

tions, is specific in a double sense. The bacilli are thus

agglutinated only by the .scrum of patients recently or

formerly infected with ty|ihoiil. On the other hand, no
bacillus, exce|)t the typhoid bacillus, is clumped in high
dilutions by typhoid serum. The reaction has therefore
a double use. Given a group of bacilli clearly identified

as typhoi<l, we can use them for testing the serum for

diagnosis in doubtful febrile cases. Or, given some
serui7i or blood from a case known to be typhoid, we can
use this li(|uid either fresh or dried on blotting-paper as a
means of identifying doubtful cultures of bacteria.
The agglutinative reaction has now been shown to be

of use, in both the ways just exemplitied, as a means of

identifying a considerable variety of diseases on the one
band, and of bacterial species on the other. The diseases
in which it has been found of value thus far are, first and
foremost, typhoid in which its use has been firmly estab-
lished since 1898. Probably the number of tests per-
formed in this disease exceeds those performed in all of
the diseases put together. Next to typhoid, Malta fever
and epidemic dysentery of the type due to Shiga's bacil-

lus are the diseases in which the agglutinative reaction
between the patient's blood and the specific bacillus of
the disease is most frequently ]ierfornieil. The reaction
has also been found to be of value in the diagnosis of the
bubonic plague, and it is apiiarently our only reliable

means of diagnosis in ca.ses of infection by the .so called

paratyiihoid bacillus, an organism closely allied to, but
not iiieiitical with, the bacillus of Eberth."

.V certain amount of aggluliuation has also been de-
monsl rated in infections due to the tuben-le bacillus, the

pneumoeoceus, the pathogenic stri'plococei, and various
others, but the reaction is not distinct enough to be clin-

ically available. An agglutinative reaction may also be
obtained with the serum of cases of glanders, wjiefher in
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animals or in buman beings, but tlic usefulness of nial-

lein bas tlius far prevented any widespread application
of tbc agglutination test in glanders.

Technique of Strum Didgnosis iit Typhoid Feirr.—First

of all we must bave a eulture of tbe tjpboid bacillus

iilentitied as sueb by all known tests. Baeilli tliat bavc

recently been obtained from a liuinan body are usually

preferable. From sueb a well-idcntilied stock culture,

which is best grown on agar-agar, a loojiful is transferred

to a test tube containing about an inch of sterile bouil-

lon. At the end of twelve hours at room tem])eraturc
the bouillon will be slightly cloudy owing to the pres-
ence of verv actively motile bacilli. Such a culturc re-

mains tit iiiT use for from twenty-four to thirty si.\

hours, at the end of which time a loopful of the bouillon

culture should be transferred to another tube of sterile

bouillon and so on, a new culture being started every
twenty-fotir hours and all being kept at room tempenv
ture, riot in the thermostat. In order to be fit for use the

bacteria must be very actively motile and show no ten-

dency to spontaneous agglutination, such as often occurs
in cultures more than thirty -si.\ lioursold. Since such

spontaneous clumping occasionally occurs even in cul-

tures frequently transplanted, it should be an invariable

rule to examine, between slide and cover glass, a drop of
the culture to be used, before adding any of the suspected
blood. Spontaneous clumping is tlie most frequent
source of error in performing the Widal test, for if we
have added the blood of a s\ispected case without previ-

ously exatnining the culture, and if agglutination is then

found, we liave no means of knowing whether it was
I'roducetl by the action of the blood or had previously
taken |ilace in the culture.

It should never be forgotten that the reaction is a

quantitative one and not a qualitative one. If enough
normal serum is added to a culture of typhoid bacilli and

they be left in contact an hour or two, some agglutina-
tion often occurs. The Widal reaction is the occurrence
of agglutination in a particular dilution and within a

specified time. T!ie dilution recommen<led by Professor
Welch of Johns Hopkins is one part of blood to fifty parts
of bouillon culture of typhoid bacilli. Any agglutina-
tion which takes place in such a mixture, it accompanied
by a cessiition of motion within one hour, is considered a

positive reaction. In my own woik I prefer a dilution
of 1 to 10 with a time limit of fifteen minutes. With a

longer time limittliis dilution often gives rise to mistakes,
but among many thousands tests I have known not more
than one per cent, of mistakes, provided the short time
limit (fifteen minutes) is rigidly enforced.
Either the whole blood or the serum may be used, in

fluid condition or dried on glass or glazed "paper. The
chief obstacle to using drieil blood is the difficulty of se-

curing accurate dilution. A full drop of blood should
be allowed to fall upon a glass slide and dried. (In this

condition it may be preserved for weeks without losing
any of its properties, or may be sent by mail in case no

laboratory is at han(l.) To make the test tlie dried blood
is simply scraped off into a test tube containing ten drops
of a bouillon eidture of typhoid bacilli. It is difficult to

mesisure the size of the drops accurately, but iu a vast

majority of cases this degree of accuracy is uunccessary.
The reaction is jiresent in about ninety eight jier cent.

of all cases of typhoid fev(;r, but in a small (iroportion of
the.se the reaction does not appear until so late a period
of the disease that we cannot use it for diagnosis. In
about two-thirds of all cases the reaction is present by
the time tlie patient feels sick enough to consult a physi-
cian, that is, somewhere about the end of the first week
of the disease. After defervescence the reaction persi.sts
in many cases for three or four months, occasionally for

years. In a case of this latter ty]v>, if the patient is" seen
for the first time with some febrile alfection and without
knowledge of his previous history, the agglutinative re-

action to typhoid still persisting in the blood may give
rise to an error in diagnosis. As a matter of fact" how-
.cver, I have very rarely known this difficulty to arise.

Technique of Serum Dingnons on Other Diseases.—

Plague. Since the bacillus pestis clumps spontaneously
in bouillon it has been found necessary (Klein, Lancet,
June 8th, 1901) to make an emulsion of a small fragment
of .solid cvdture in O.T.'i-per-cent. solution. V-Auns {Lancet,
June 22d, I'JOl) has made three hundred tests in twenty-
four cases by this method, and finds that in all but the
mildest and the most rapidlj- fatal cases an agglutinative
reaction appears by tlie end of the first week in dilution
of 1 to 10. This increases until by the eighth week a
dilution of 1 to 75 is often insufficient to prevent agglu-
tination. The time limit is fifteen minutes. In hanging-
ilrop preparations agglutination within two hours often
occurs in dilutions as high as 1 to 200.

Malta, Ferer. The test is performed exactly as in

tyjihoid. Agglutination is often found in dilutions of 1

to 100 or more with a one-hour time limit.

Dynentery. The serum of cases studied by Vedderand
Duval (Jour, of Rrp. Med., February 5th, 1902) agglu-
tinated several strains of dysentery bacillus in dilution

varying from 1 to 30 up to 1 to 500 within one hour.
Controls with B. coli and B. typhosus were always neg-
ative. The reaction does not always appear simultane-

ously with the symptoms and may disappear in convales-
cence with great rapidity. The clumps are usually like

those in the Widal reaction. Rarely, long loose skeins of
bacteria are formed.

II. Serum Therapy.—As already intimated, serum
therapy depends upon the fundamental fact thata group
of body cells—for examitle, those of the central nervous

system—have a way of rising to the emergency when
compelled to defend themselves against a group of for-

eign cells (e.g., tetanus baeilli) and of producing in ex-
cess substances antagonistic to such foreign cells or to
their products. Such an antagonism is known as immu-
nity. To be immune against a given cell is to po.ssess
the power of poisoning or dissolving that cell. This is

known as antibacterial immunity. When the body is

attacked, not by cell groups but b_v cellular products,
such as toxins, another type of immunity is produced by
virtue of which the blood of the immunized individual
is able to neutralize and render inert the toxin mole-
cules.

Either of these forms of immunity may be "natural
"

or "aciiuired," tliat is to say, the blood of many individ-
uals contains substances similar in their action to anti-

bacterial or antitoxic substances, even when the individ-
ual has nevei', so far as we know, been obliged to repel
the attack of foreign cells, or, in simpler language, has
never had the disease against which he is thus immune.
Thus negroes seem to be, for the most part, congenitally
immune to malaria, in much the same way as many
species of animals are immune to the typhoid bacillus.

Acquired immunity is the result (a) of the disease, (b)

of inoculation with the bacterial cells or the non-cellular
toxins which cause the disease, or (<) of the inoculation
of the bod_y with the serum of persons eouvalescent from
the disease in question or of some animal which has pre-

viously been rendered immune to the disease. Immunity
acquired as the result of infection, whether accidental or

experimental, is known as 'Uiclire immunity." That ac-

quired as a result of the injection of serum from a con-

valescent or immune animal is called "passire immunity."
In the great majority of instances practical serum

thera])y consists iu causing a patient to acquire a passive

immunity by the means just described, but there are a
few examjiles of serum therapy liy whicli we endeavor
to give the individual's blood antibacterial rather than
antitoxic power.
The diseases in which serum therapy has been used

may be divided for convenience into those in which its

utility has been definitely established, those still in the

experimental stage, and those in which experiment seems
to have demonstrated that by our present methods im-

munity cannot be conferred. In the first class we may
group the following diseases in which it may be consid-

ered that serum therapy has come to stay : 1. Diphtheria.
2. Tetanus. 3. Snakebite. 4. Babies.

I will subdivide the next class into those diseases in
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wliich the outlook for serum therapy is very promising,
ami those in which it is distinctly "less hopeful. Very
promising have been the experiments with serum therapy
in: (1) Bubonic plague; (2) acute epidemic dysentery;

(3) typhoid.
Less promising, but still hopeful, is the outlook in:

(1) Cholera; (2) anthrax; (3) scarlet fever.

L'nproinising lias been the result of our work so far in :

(1) Tuberculosis; (2) pneumococcus infections; (3)strep-
tococcus iufections.

A few experiments have also been made with sera in

Graves' disease (milk of thyroidless goats), epilepsy

(serum of epileptics between paroxysms), syphilis, and
various other diseases witli results thus far inconclusive.

DiiihtJteria. Antidiphtheritic serum (into the details

of its production I cannot here enter) is the serum of

horses rendered immune to diphtheria toxin by increas-

ing doses of the t<ixiu administered subcutaneously. Its

uses are two: (1) Prophylactic and (2) curative.

\{s, prophylactic ya\y\ii in communities exposed to infec-

tion (schools, hospitals, etc.) is very great. The immu-

nity begins about twenty-four hours after the injection
and last's for from three to four weeks. For a young child

two lumdred and tifty imits is a proper dose. For adults

a proportionately larger dose is required.
Its curative properties are now established beyond rea-

sonable doubt. By its use the mortality in large con-

tagious iiospitals has been reduced from an average of

forty-five per cent, to an average of si.xteen per cent,

(this last figure is based on an analysis of over 200,000

cases by Bayeaux). The mortality is less the earlier the

serum is given in the course of the disease. In mild

cases 4.000-6,000 units are sufficient. In severe cases HO, -

000-100,000 units mav be needed to save life. The single
dose for adults is 4,000-8,000; for children 2,000-4.000,

and the dose is to be repeated every four to six hours
unless marked improvement shows itself after the first

dose.

Urticaria occasionally results from the use of antitoxin

in dijihtheria and may be very troublesome, but there is

no evidence that nephritis, neuritis, or any other severe

complication is ever produced by the scrum.
Tetanus. Less brilliant tlian those of antidiphtlieritic

serum, the results of antitetanic serum are still such as

place it far ahead of all other known remedies for tetanus.

The great difficulty is to get it into the system sufficiently

early in the disease.

Two sera are used : (rt) that of Behring and Roux ; (h)

that of Tizzoni. The latter has been the more success-

ful, but tliere is reason to believe that the type of dis-

ease is milder in Italy. Pfeilfer * has receutlj^ collected

the cases treated with Beluing's serum and finds a mor-

tality of 52.7 per cent.
;
in 88 cases treated with Tizzoni

serum the mortality was 36.3 per cent.

Tlie Behring serum is used in doses of 30 c.c. every
five to ten hours. Of Tizzoni's product (solid) 2.2.5 gm.
are used for the first dose and 0.6 gm. for subsequent
doses.

Recently cases have been treated by subarachnoid in-

jections of the antitoxin by means of lumbar puncture,
and there is some evidence that this method is preferable.
Intracerebral injections have also been emploj'cd, but
without any evident advantage.
Preventive inocidations with tetanus antitoxin in cases

of injury in a conunuuitj' in whicli tetanus has been prev-
alent, liave resulted in a marked les.sening of the num-
ber (if tetanus cases developing.

Sjiiike I'liisiiiiin;!. Calmette's antivenene, 10-20 c.c,

frequently repeated, is a most useful remedy especially
for the bites of cobras and colubrine serpents, less so for

bites of vipers or rattlesnakes.

Antivenene ajipears in tlie serum of horses treated with

increasing doses of cobra venom sliglitiy modilied by
heat. Injected in p:itients suH'ering ficmi a ciibra bite it

neutralizesoneof tlie two poisons present in cobra venom
— the nervous poison—and "enables the individual to de-

•Pfelller: Zelt. f. Ueilkunde, xxlU., 2, 1902.

voteall his vitality to overcoming the local injury
" done

by the other poison (the irritant) present in the venom.
Since the nervous poison is the chief death dealing agent
in venoms antivenene is of great value and should be
carried bj^all travellers likely to be exposed to snake-bite.

lidbics. Altliough the specific poison is as yet un-

known, much has been accomplished in the prevention
of rabies by injections of wliat is probably a toxic serum
(in all essentials) obtained from the spinal cord of mad
dogs. Cords preserved in dry air gradually Uise their

virulence, and in the treatment of mad-dog bite in the
human suliject injections are liegun as soon as possible
after the bite, first with material from cords nearly de-

void of virulence and later with material of gradually
increasing virulence.

The figures of the Pasteur Institute from 1886 to 1894
include 13,817 persons supposed to have been bitten by
rabid animals. The mortality is 0.0 percent. Allowing
for many mistakes in diagnosis we can hardly doubt that

these inoculations have been effective, since the mortality
of the disease is usually estimated at from sixty to eighty
per cent.

Plague. Three sera are in use : 1. The Haffkine pro-

phylactic vaccine. 2. The Yersin "antipest" serum. 3.

The Lustig "antipest" serum.
1. According to Ilaffkine's own reports, the difference

in mortality between those inoculsied and those unin-

ocuiated is from eighty to ninety per cent. As sample
results he reports (Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. Ixv., No. 418) an

epidemic in tlie Umerkadi Jail: 127 uninoculated
;

10

cases, 6 deaths; 147 inoculated; 8 cases, »« deaths.

The vaccine has no effect on cases in which the disease

is incubating at the time of inoculation. The dose is 2.5

c.c. The duration of immunity is not well determined.
lu a Russian village Tchistowitch {Annales de Vlmti-

tut Panteur, March, 1900) succeeded in stamping out an

alarming epidemic by the prophylactic use of Haffklne's
vaccine. Its effects are very unpleasant, far more so

than those of—
2. Yershi's serum, which is used as a curative in cases

of plague actually under wa}'. Daily injections of 20-40
c.c. subcutaneousl)' or intravenously have reduced the

mortality from thirty-three to thirteen per cent, in Cal-

mette's hands. The serum also conveys a brief prophy-
lactic immunity (twenty-five to thirty days).

Ligniere has used 40-60 c.c. at a dose {Annates de
I'Institut Pasteur, October, 1901) with ninety per cent, of
recoveries in cases in which the serum was employed
early.

Dysentery. Since Shiga's discovery of the bacillus of

acute dysentery in the tropics, Flexner's identification of

the same organism in the acute dysenteries of this coun-

try, and the discovery of the same organism in the sum-
mer diarrlio\a of infancy by Vedder and Duval, work upon
an antitlysenteric serum has been pushed with eagerness.
So far, the most definite results are those obtained in

Japan and in Jlanilawith Japanese serum from Kitasato's

laboratory, but enough work has been done in this coun-

try to make it evident that the outlook is not at all un-

promising.
Typhoid. The serum used in the vast majority of cases

has been an antibacterial rather than an antitoxic serum,
and has been administered as a prophylactic, not as a cure.

Wright (Brit. Med. Jour., 1901, No. 2105) reports that

among 2,669 uninoculated and 720 inoculated soldiers

(Cyprus and Egypt, 1900) G8 of the former and only 1 of
the latter contracted tvphoid. Birt (Brit. Med Jour.,

January 11th, 1902) noted at Ilarrismith (1900-01) the

following data: Among 947 cases of typhoid in those not

previously inoculated the mortality was 14.25 per cent.

Among 203 cases of typhoid in men inoculated six to

eighteen months before, the mortality was 6.8 per cent,

and the type of disease milder.
Sterilized cultures of typhoid bacilli are the material

used for inoculation.

Anthrax. Sclavo (Berl. Hin. Woeh., 1901. pp. 480,

520) succeeded in obtaining from sheep, subjected to pro-

gressive inoculfttion of anthrax bacilli, a serum efficient
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against the disease in slieepanil apparently also iu liuniau

bcinas. lie refers to about twenty cases of human an-

thrax treated with this serum in various parts of Italy,
and states that most of the patients recover.

Clwleia. Working in the e|iideniic of 1894 at Cal-

cutta, HalTkiiie inoculated with an emulsion of living
cholera vilirios some 4(1.000 of the inlmhitants. In one

town, of :>40 uninoculaled. 4-") got cholera and 30 died;
of 181 inoculated, 4 got cholera and 4 died. Among 18

people living in one house, 11 were inoculated and no
cholera occurred in any of them. Seven were not inocu-

lated. 4 of them took the cliolera, and ;i died. The inoc

ulatious cause a rise of 1° to 3° C, lasting with some coa-

stitulioual symptoms for twenty-four hours.

tsarlet Ferei: That the scrum of patients convales-

cent from scarlet fever seems to ex<'rcise a favorable in-

fluence on the cour.se of active cases has been noted by
many observers (('.<7., Ilubernnd BlumcMthal, lierl. A-li'n.

Wiie/i., 1897, No. 31, and Leyden, Miiiich. incd. Woeh.,

January 18th, 1002).
More recently sera iirciiared from streijtococci isolated

from the organs of scarlet fever cases have been used

especially by Uaginsky (using Aronson's .serum) and by
Moser, using a serum of his own manufacture. Each re-

port< L'ood resull-i. Uii-luirtl V. Ciibnt.

SEVEN SPRINGS.— Wasliingtim Coimty, Virginia.
These springs are located two miles from the Glade

Springs. Depot, on the Norfolk and Western Railroad.

They have been known for matiy years, but no accom-
mcdations have as yet been provided for visitors. The
waters are used commercially in the form of Seven

Springs Iron and Alum .Mass. an evaporated residue. An
analysis of this mass by Prof. .1. W. Mallet, of thelni-

ver.sity of Virginia, showed the presence of a large pro-

portion of aluminum sulpliale and iron persulphate, be-

sides a considerable ([uantily of magnesium and calcium

sidphate, and numerous other ingredients iu smaller pro-

portion. This sul)stance is highly recommended as a

general tonic and rceonstruclive, and is said to possess
special merits in such affections as cholera morbus and

dysentery, and in various hepatic and intestinal disorders.

James K. Crook.

SEWERAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL.-A system
of sewerage is the network of pipes, conduits, etc., con-
structed for the i)uri)o.se of collecting and carrying away
from a city, town or village, the wastes of hiunan life

other than that jxirtion of the wastes which are known
collectively luuler the terra garbage. The wastes enter-

ing the sewers may come from houses, stores, stables,

factories, etc., and, if the sewerage system is constructed

upon the so-called combined plan, the sewers will also

carry street wash. If the system is constructed upon
the so-called separate ])lan, street w'ash will be excluded,
to be cared for by means of drains built for that purpose.
The volume of sewage flowing in the sewers of a town or

city of a given population dejjcnds mainly upon three

things: (l)The cousiuuption of water; (2) "the tightness
of the sewers, that is. their ability to prevent the entrance
of ground water; and (3) whether the sewersare on the so-
called separate or on the combined system. In England
and upon the Continent, wlicrc the consumption of water
does not average much more than thirty gallons per
capita per day, the average volume of sewage produced
by a given popidation must necessarily be less than in

America, where the consuuiplion of water in our largest
cities and towns varies from seventy-live to two hundred
and fifty gallons per capita per day. I"pon the tightness
of the joints of the pipes of the sewer system rests a great
deal of responsibility in regard to the voliune of liqind
entering these sewers. By careful construction of the
sewers and in some soils the ground wafer may be almost
entirely excluded, but faully eonstrucliou in porous soils
will often allow the entrance of a vobune of ground
water sometimes fully as great or greater than tiie vol-
ume of true sewage. In the combined system of sewage
the volume of sewage flowing in the sewers is very much

augmented at times of storm by the addition of street

wash.
After collection in sewers some satisfactory method for

the disposal of sewage is necessary. Formerly it was
considereil sullicient to empty this sewage into some
body of water or flowing slicam. which would either
dilute it sulliciently to (irevent visible nuisance, or carry
it away from the vicinity of the town or city producing
it. This method can still be carried out without offence

by fortunately located cities and iu sparsely settled coun-
tries w ith large rivers, lakes, and streams. As a country
becomes uu>re thickly settled, however, it is not sullicient

simply to pass the sewage from its source to a point
where it will not cause a nuisance to those iiroducing It,

luit it nuist also be cared for in such a wa_y as to prevent
it fi-om becoming a nuisance or a .source of danger to
other comuuinities. On this account and coineidently
with the great increase of urban life in civilized countries

during the past twenty-live years, the question of sewage
disposal has becomeainost pressingone. So general liad
the nidsance caused by sewage entering streams become
in England as early as 18T6," that the Rivers Pollution
Prevention Act was passed—a law jiroviiling that no
rivers or streams should be polluted because of the ad-
niissiim of crude sewage. In the twenty-seven years
elapsing since that time there has been a constant agita-
tion in England upon the subject, with an idea to better-

ing the condition of the rivers and streams, but even now
the Act is very imperfectly carried out.

Practically the first agitation of this qtiestion iu Amer-
ica was in the State of Massaehu.setts. The report of the
State Board of Health for 1876 contained an article by
the then secretary of the board, in regard to sewage dis-

po.sal systems iu Enghmd and on the Continent, and the
same volume contained a repoit bv an engineer of an
examination in regard to the condition, on account of

sewage pollution, of certain rivers and streams of Massa-
chusetts. Since that date more imjiortant investigations
upon sewage disposal and puritication have been accom-
plished than during any previous period. An outline of
this work, however, with deseriiitions of the most impor-
tant methods, is all that can be given here. It is also
well to state at this jilacethat in thisarticle little mention
can be made of methods of dry disposal of wastes. These
methods do not [iroperly come under the head of sewage
disposal, but tliey are methods in vog\ie in towns, dwell-

ings, pulilie buildings, etc., by means of which the wastes
are collected in sucli manner as to render them more or
less valuable for fertilizing purjioses; that is, either with-
out having bi'en diluted or mixed with water, or only
to a very slight extent. Besides the common middens,
privies, etc., many patent processes for the accomplish-
ment of the same result are in vogue in different places,
and many jirocesses by which by some ni(>ans the solid

matter of these wastes is. even when mixed with water,
separated more or less efficiently from it before the maiu
body of li(|uid enters the sewers
The <leman(ls made upon modern engineering in com-

plex and dillicult sewerage construction are very great,
and as a result methods of construction are constantly
improving. Sewerage works are inci'easing enormous-

ly, in number, in the area covered by a single system,
and iu the volume of .sewage collected at a single point.
The volume of sewage thus collected for disposal by a

single city or metropolitan district now often reaches
into the hundreds of nullions of gallons daily.

Direct l)i.i/io.iiil into Bodief of Wnter, or Di.ipo.iid hi/

Dilution.—Fortunately located cities and towns can sat-

isfactorily discharge their sewage vmpurified into large
bodies of wat<T. Where such communities are in close

proximity to the seaeoast or upon a very large river, the

discharge of un])urified .sewage into ti<lal waters or swift
currents is still resorted to suceessfully. The method is

practically without expense after the .sewerage system is

once complete, other than that, in some instances, of

pumping. It is ellicient if thi' tidal or other currents are

strong and the sewage is prevented in this manner from

reaching adjoining shores, anil if the volume of water
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into which the sewage is discharged is hirge compared
witli tlie vnhiiiie of I'litering sewage. In some instauces.

hciwever. even in siieli locations, some attempt at partial

puiitication is made by collecting the sewage in basins

anil aliowiug sedimentation to occur before the discharge
of the supernatant liipiid; this sedimentation often being
aided liy the use of chemical precipitants.

Ijcgiuniug in lir>.j'^ the straggling sewers of the city of
London were given more detiuite form, and the sewage
of this city was collected and carried by means of sewers
to Barking Creek and Crossness, twelve miles below Lon-
tlou Bridge. This enormous work was made necessary
by the ]iolluted condition of the Thames Biver. Before
this date the sewage was discharged through many sewers

directly into the Thames, as the river passed through the

city. The greater part of the new works emptying at

liarking Creek were completed in lb64, and in 1SU.5 works
on the opposite side of the river at Crossness were also

completed. Ten years after the opening of these works
it became necessary, on account of sewage carried up the
river from these outfalls, to build large settling tanks in

which the sewage was collected and chemicals were added
for the purpose of precipitating the solid matter before

discharging the claritied sewage into the tidal estuary.
The solid matter resulting from this precipitation is taken
cut to sea in sludge boats, and the sewage is discharged be-
tween high and the middle of ebb tide. During 1901 and
1!102 the average volume of sewage discliarged dail}'
amounted to 2:'4..")08,000 gallons and 47,673 tons of sludge
were carried to sea each week. Twenty-two thousand
tons of protosulphate of iron and five thousand tons of

liiiie were used during the year.
Boston, Mass., together with the cities and towns sur-

rounding it and composing a metropolitan district, with
a ]iopulatiouof l,2t)0.000and havingan areaof 187 square
miles, collects its sewage into three main systems, all of

which discharge into strong tidal currents in the outer

parts of Boston harbor. With two of these systems the

•discharge is continuous, while in the otlier the sewage is

collected in large storage tanks and allowed to pass out
on the ebb tide. Two of these points of discharge have
been in operation for many years, and, notwithstanding
the volume of the sewage, amounting at the present time
to about 130.()l»().000 gallons daily, so efficient is the dis-

posal because of dilution, sedimentation, and the rapid
carrying away by swift tidal currents, that well-patron-
ized s^lmmer resorts exist within short distances of the

points of discharge.
The sewage of Greater New York all empties into New

York harbor by means of many sewei's, and is so diluted
and dissipated by the swift and deep tidal currents that
it is well cared for and practically unnoticeable. The
'sewage of Bulfalo enters the Niagara River between
Lakes Erie and Ontario. The sewage of St. Louis enters
the Mississipjii River, as does now the main portion of
the sewage of Chicago through the Chicago drainage
canal and the Illinois River, and in each instance, on
account of the large volume of wafer flowing in the river,
the disposal from some points of view is adequate.

Siirtitie Fitniis.—Berlin, Germany, passes its sewage to

immense sewage farms, which have been in operatifin for

many years, and are eleven thousand acres in extent;
Paris, a portion of its sewage to farms at Gennevilliers and
other places, where it is adequately cared for. JIany
other cities and towns, both in Great Britain and upon the

Continent, follow the same method of dispcisal satisfactori-

ly. This method can be carried out successfully, however,
and at a profit to the farm only where the sewage is com-
liaratively rich in organic matter, that is, where the volume
of water is small compared with the population produc-
ing the sewage. It is with considerable dilliculty even
then that these farms can he made to return a profit above
the cost of operation. It goes without saying that
-Vnifriean sewage cannot be disjiosed of satisfactorily in

this manner, being altdgi'tliertiKnliluli-: and any atteni|it
.s(i l<i utilize it means geuei-ally the use of only that portion
valuable for irrigation, with the direct discharge of the

remainder, unpuritied by liltration tlncmgh the soil, into

the most convenient body of water. Sewage irrigation
or farming. Iiowever, was the first attempt properly to

purify sewage upon land, but having, sometimes at least,
for its main object the utilization of the sewage rather
than its |niritication ; a prolit from the farm being deemed
of more importance than purification.

Continual agitation upon the subjectof the prevention
of the pollution of streams by sewage making a wide-
felt demand for a thorougli understanding of proper and
cllicient purification, .scientific studies upon this subject
were begim practically about eighteen yearsago. It had
been observed that the passage of sewage through soil

not only caused the removal of the suspended matters,
but that the matters in solution were also chang<'d or de-

stroyed, that is, they did not appear in the eflluent iniless

in an unrecognized form. The knowledge of germ life

and the science of l)acteriology having practically its

beginning at about this period, it was believed that these

changes occurring in sewage were caused by bacterial
life in the soil. These first investigations were made Iiy

Schloessing and Muntz in France, and Warrington and
Frankland in England. Their experiments W'cre upon a

laboratory scale and, without attempting to show that
bacterial life was present by means of ohscrvafion, they
did demonstrate that, if germicides were added to the
filter or to the sewage, purification in the filter did not
occur. They also observed that th 'r small tube filters,

containing the earth, marbles, and other media experi-
mented with, not only purified the sewage, but the filters

themselves remained fairly clean, and organic matter
accumulated very slowly within them. Tliese investi-

gations were very meagre and not long continued.
Toward tlie end of 1887, Iiowever, the Stiite Board of

Health of ^lassaehusetts established an experiment sta-

tion for investigations upon the subject of sewage puri-
tieation, and accomplished and published the results of
the most important scientific studies that had ever been
made upon this subject. This experiment station is still

continued. During the past eight or ten years much
work along the same lines, but upon a larger scale, has
been done in England, iiiaefically all of this work being
based upon the Lawrence data, with such additions in
construction of filters and methods of application of sew-

age as local needs have suggested. JIany of these Eng-
lish studies have been largely carried on by cities and
towns with the intention of applying the results directly
to their own problem of sewage disposal, and thus have
a practical and in some cases limited bearing only, and are
without such thorough investigation of the science of the

subject as has been aimed at in the long-continued Mas-
sachusetts experiments.
Sewage farming liaving caused the recognition of the

fact that it could not be successful except with compara-
tiveh' small volumes of strong sewage and where land
was plentiful and cheap, nearly all the scientific investi-

gations at the Lawrence experiment station have centred

upon evolving processes of sewage purification by means
of which the largest possible volume of sewage can be

elllciently purified upon the smallest possible area and at

a ndnimum cost. Tliese studies have nearly all been

upon bacterial methods of purification, that is, the oxi-

dation or purification of the organic matter in sewage by
means of the bacteria which establish themselves .sooner

or later in sewage fillers of all kinds. With these stud-
ies others have been made in regard to methods for the
treatment of sewage preliminary to filtration, wliidi

would result in allowing larger volumes to be enicientiy
purified upon given areas than is possible with untreated

sewage.
Tliiiirii nf the Bacterial Purification of Sewage.—In the

purilieation of sewage by theaction of bacteria the proc-
ess is about as follows: The bacteria in the sewage, in

the presence of oxygen, first attack the carbonaceous
matters, carbonic acid being formed, nitrogen and hydro-
gen are set fi'ee and unite t(i form ammonia, this in turn

uniting with the carbonic acid, fornnng ammonium car-

bonate, which goes into solution.' The next step is the

oxidation of the nitrogen of the free ammonia, lirst to
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nitrous acid and then to nitric acid, by the nitrifying
bacteria worliing in tlie presence of oxygen. The nitric

acid then unites willi a base, sudi as sodium or potiis-

siiiin, present in tlie sewage or the filter, and sodium or

potassium nitrates are formed. Tlicse are, in the sniiill

amount present, imiocuous mineral salts, and appear in

soluticm in the ellluent. In this work of the liacleria

much of the organic matter is also clianged to gase-
ous forms, and many gases are set free. If liltration

tlirough properly prejiared filter beds is carried on slowly
enough, all the organic matter in the sewage applied to

these l)eds can be changed either to gaseous forms, such
as carbonic acid, ammonia, free nitrogen and liydrogen,
which escape into the nir, or 1o mineralized liodies, wliich

appear in solution in the etlluents of the fillers. Such

thorough purification as this, however, is not generally
necessary, nor is it practicable in many instances, except
where the volumes of sewage to be dealt with are com-

paratively small and where land is cheap.
Inttrmittent Filtrdtion.—Next to .sewage irrigation or

farming, in which mere driblets of sewage are generally
applied to each acre UTider cultivation—at Berlin tlie

volume is from live hundred to live thousand gallons—
the best residls and the best purilicatiiui can be oblained

by hltration through properly prepared filter bedsof sand
or similar material. In order tliat good work may be done
in such beds they mvist be constructed of sand coarse

enough to allow sewage to enter easily, and the sewage
must be applied in such a manner, at such intervals and
in such volumes, that it will jiass through the entire area
of the tiller in u fairly unifi^rm manner, and meet an
abundance of oxygen within the tilter.

I'liijtiiciil Cliariirtcristics of Siiiid I'ned fur Kiltnitinn.—At the Lawrence experitnent station a method for de-

termining the elliciency of sands in sewage filtration was
elaborated from practical experience. By this method
the sand is sifted through sieves, these sieves being so

calibrated that the approximate size of the sand grains
passing through can be easily detenniiied. It was found
that the iiuantitative and ciuaUtali\<t elliciency of sands
used in filtration depends to a considerable extent upon
the finer particles present. Owing to this, acerfain arbi-

trary standard was adopted, called the "effective size";
this being the diameter in millinielres of the finest ten

per cent. I>_v weight of the Siind grains. Following this

standard, if a sand is stated to have an effective size of
0.2.T mm., the meaning is that ten per cent, by weight of
the sand consists of grains with an average diameter less

than this figure. The deterniinalion of the volume of
water which a certain depth of sand of a known grade,
well underdrained, will hold by capillarity is easily
made. The knowledge of these two facts givcsadequate
data to enable one to foretell the volume of sewage which
can be held by a well-underdrained sand filter of a given
<!eplh, or, in otherwords, its time of passage through such
a tiller when successive ajiplications are made; this hav-

ing a direct bearing ujion tlie volume that can be purified
Siitisfactorily and successfully upon a given area.

Anaveragesand has about thirty-five per cent, of open
space; that is, when this sand is dried and packed as

closely as natural, the space between the grains filled

with air amounts to about thirty-five per cent, of the
total volume of the sand. This percentage of open space
differs but little with coarse and fine sand. When a
coarse siuid, well underdrained, has water applied to it

for a considerable jieriod, it will hold but a small portion
of this water by capillarity, while each finer grade will
hold more and 'more, until a grade is reaclie(l that will
hold itself i)ractically saturated to within a few inches of
its surface; that is, the open or air space present when
the sand is dry will be filled with water.

liiite (f Filtrati'in Thniiiiih Kiniil Filters.—A sand as
fine as this last grade, which will in fact resemble clay,
is practically useless in .sand lillr.ition of sewage. Any
SJind, ten jier cent, by weigbt of the grains of which
have a smaller diameter than 0.05 mm., is of small value
for sand filtration, especially in a cold climate where
freezing occurs in winter, "although areas constructed

of a grade of sand as fine as this can be used if trenched
with coarse sand, and if the sewage is applied to these
trenches. All grades of coarse sand are valuable for

filtration purposes, none being too coarse to effect good
results, if the nnderdrains of the area are placed at
sufiicient depths and a proper distance apart. A rate of
filtration equal to HID, 000 gallons per acre per da_v can

easily lie maintained upon coarse sand fillers with sewage
of average strength. On two filters of the same grade of
coarse sand the rate that can be maintained depends very
largely upon the strength of the sewage; that is, upon the
amount of organic matter present in each unit volume of
water going to make up the volume of sewage. Many
weak sewages from towns having a considerable length of

jiipes hiid but with comparatively few connections, or

systems into which ground water enters in considerable

volume, can be filtered through sand with satisfactory
purification results at rates at least three times as liigii
as tJie figure given above—that i.s, if the filters are prop-
erly cared for.

Care uf Sand F'iliers.—The care of sand filters is, of
course, one of the main points in maintaining permanency
of operation. In order that the surface of the beds may
not become clogged, much of the matter reaching them
in suspension in the sewage either has to be raked up and
removed from time to time, or else ploughed under.
With a fresh sewage—that is, a sewage where the mixt-
ure of tilth and organic matter of all kinds with the
wastewater of the town has just occurred and little time
has been given for mechanical, chemical, and bacterial
actions to take place in the sewers—we have a licpiid

containing organic matter in quite a different form from
the same matter in the sewage when opportunity has
Ijcen given for these various actions to take place. A
fresh sewage generally contains free oxygen, nitrogen in

the form of nitrates and nitrites, the proportion of or-

ganic matters in suspension to those in solution is com-

paratively large, and the matters in suspension are in

comparatively coarse particles. When sewage reaches a
filter area in this condition, the matters in suspension are

easily strained or filtered out upon the surface of the bed
and can be removed by raking. If then they are mixed
with loam or sand—that is, composted— Ihey cau.se little

or no olfen.se, and even when placed in a heap withimt
mixture with soil or loam, the organic matter generally
decomposes so slowly that little, if any, nuisance occurs.
As fresh sewage Hows along in the sewers and me-
chanical, chemical, and bacterial forces have a chance
to act upon it, the organic matter present undergoes
a decided change. The chemical and bacterial change is

practically the breaking up of the organic matter into

simpler forms, and the mechanical change is the disinte-

gration of the matters in suspension into finer particles.

Sewage in this condition—that is, with much of its sus-

pended organic matter either changed to soluble forms
or finely disintegrated

—is designated as stale sewage, and,
when it flows upon a filter bed, much more of the or-

ganic matter present in it is carried into the pores of the
filter than when the sewage reaches the bed in a fresh slate.

Upon the surface of beds receiving such .sewage, little mat-
ter accumulates that can be removed by raking, but the

disappearance of this matter by bacterial oxidation can
be very much aided if the surface of the bed is loosened
from time to time by raking, harrowing, or |ilougliir,g.
Method of Operation <f Sum! Filli rx.—In on ler to purify

sewage satisfactorily while passing it through sand fil-

ters, an abundance of air in the pores of I lie filter is a

necessity. To assure the lucscnce of this air, the appli-
cation of sewage must be intermittent—that is, it must
be applied from time to timeand in limited volumes. If

we should apply sewage continuously to a sand filter,

keeping the surface of the sand covered with sewage,
the entire open sjiaee in the filter would become filled

with liiiuiil, air would be excluded, and tlio.se organisms
which oxidize the organic matter by working in the pres-
ence of air would be either destroyed or rendered unable
to W'Ork successfully. This fact lias often been proved,
and is what occurs when attempts are made to purify
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sewage by passing it in any but very limited amounts

through soil or clay—materials useless in sewage liuriti-

cation. Instead of oxidation in sueU beds, if they are

overworked, we have reducing actions occurring, oxygen
is taken from the o.vides in the soil or clay or sand, and
the base of these oxides passes into solution. Putrefac-

tion of the organic matter of the sewage also occurs, with
the production of odors, and an efliuent often less pure
than the applied sewage is the result. In order to pre-
vent this the volume of sewage applied to any intermit-

tent sand filter must be such that under no conditions

will the sewage entering the filter exhaust the air pres-

ent, or keep the surface of the filter covered for too long
a period. The volume of sewage which can be applied to

filters of coarse or fairly fine sand with good results varies

comparatively little, but the method of application should

vary considerably if good results are to be obtained.

That is to say, with a filter of fine sand the sewage should
be applied in large doses as it enters the filter slowly, and
when once it has passed below the surface of the sand a
considerable period should elapse before another appli-
cation is made, in order that air may enter the upper por-
tion of the filter. Withatilter of coarse sand, into which
the sewage enters readily, more frequent applications of

a smaller volume of sewage is the preferable manner of

operation, in order that the sewage may not pass through
the filter too quickly. Much air may be made to enter

the filter by this manner of flooding, as the sewage dis-

appears quickly from the surface of the coarse sand.

This difference of action of different sands can be modi-
fied very much, however, by different distribution of the

underdrains. B}' such equalization as can be obtained in

this way a filter of coarse sand may be worked practically
in the same manner as a filter of finer sand, and vice versa.

The following table shows first the average results for

one year obtained when filtering sewage through two
different experimental filters that Iiad been in operation
for ten years at the Lawrence experiment station when
these results were obtained. One of these filters (A) is

constructed of coarse mortar sand and the other (B) of

fine river silt trenched with a coarser sand, the coarse

filter being operated at a rate three times as great as the

fine filter, or approximately CO.OOO and 20,000 gallons per
acre daily respectively. In the same table are given the

results from a third filter (C) of coarse sand, operated at

a rate of 300,000 gallons per acre daily, the sewage ap-
plied to this filter being of such strength, however, tliat

300,000 gallons contained no more organic matter than
the G0,000 gallons apphed to Filter A:

Table I.—Parts per 100,000.
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discliiirge the sewage at several points. The grade of

sand anil soil in these beds differs very widely in different

bells and in tliffirent portions of the sjinie bed. The
subsoil lias an effective size of about 0.07 nun., and the

effective size of the various grades of sand found varies

from 0.07 to 0.75 mm. The underdraius in llie tillers are

laid about si.\ty feet apart and discharge into two main
underdnuns. The heavy sewage which accumulates in

the bottom of the reservoir is, w hen pumped to the beds,

generally discharged upon a special sludge bed. The
average volume of sewage reaching these beds amounts
to about 900,000 gallons ]wv day. The average analysis
of the sewage ami ellhu'nt during a certain period is

shown iu the following table:

TvniK II.— F'MtTS I'KK 100,000.
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FIG. 4190.—A Massaehusetts Filtnitinn Area.

general method lias been to turn all the sewage on to

one, two, or tliree beds, according to the quantity flow-

ing, and allowing it to flow upon these beds for twenty-
four hours. In wet weathei', of course, the flow has to

be more widely distributed over the entire area. The

sewage is applied to the beds in rotation, and once in

about five weeks the surface of each of tlie beds is raked
to remove the surface deposit, and then harrowed and
allowed to remain out of operation for a short time; the

solid matter which accumidates on the surface being re-

moved before the surface is harrowed. In the fall the

beds are ploughed and the surface is left in ridges and fur-

rows, so that the ice forming upon the beds rests on the

ridges and protects the sand from freezing, the sewage
running in the farrows beneath tliis ice. The beds re-

ceive no attention in the winter in regard to surface

management, but in the spring they are raked and then

ploughed, harrowed, and graded, and remain level

throughout the summer. The average rate of filtration

at this area approximates 100.000 gallons per acre daily.
Tlic following table gives a faiily average analysis of the

sewage applied to and the effluent from this area:

Table III.—Parts per 100,000.

Sewage.
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this being so at these places ou account of tlieir proximity
to large bodies of salt water and the opportunity thus of-

fered for the removal and dissipation of the sewage by
dilution and tidal currents.

At Worcester, Mass.. is a good representation in this

country of a well-managed chemical inecipitatiou plant.
Worcester is a city of about 110, 000 people, the natural

drainage of which is into a river which Hows through the

city. The plant for chemical treatment of the city's

sewage was constructed largely in islll, although addi-

tions have been made to it since, as the growth of the

city and the increase in the volume of sewage to be dis-

posed of have required. At these works there are si.\teen

precipitation tanks, about 100 feet long, 60.7 feet wide,
and 7 feet deep. Wlien the works were first put into

use, the volume of sewage treated was about 3.83 million

gallons per day, and in lllUl it was "J. 7(i million gallons

per day. The sewage on its way to the tanks passes

through screens, and is there mi.xed with chemicals.

From these screens it passes through a nii.xing channel
to the tirst precipitation tank and then continuously

tlirongh tlie series of tanks, at the end of which it is dis-

cliarged over a weir. Lime and sul])hat(^ of alumina are

generally used for precipitation. Tlie sewage, iiowever,
is of a rather unusual character owing to the discbarge
into tlie sewers of m\ich waste from iron and wire works,
in wliich large quantities of acid are used. On account
of this the sewage is sometimes acid and contains sulphate
of iron. When in this condition no sulphate of alumina
is used, lime alone being added in sutlicieut quantities to

decompose the sulphate of iron and allow precipitation.
In the addition of the chemicals they are powdered and
then passed through hoppers into agitators, where they
are well mixed with a small amount of sewage. From
these agitators this sewage containing the chemicals is

discharged into the main body at the head of the mixing
channel. About one ton of chemicals per million gallons
of .sewage treated is used. During 1901 the puritieation
efTected by this plant was shown by the following table:

Table IV.—Parts per 100,000.
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years, and resulted in removing from the applied sewage
nearly as much organic matter as is removed by chemi-

cal precipitation. The organic matter, moreover, re-

moved in this way is left in a semi-solid mass upon the

surface of the strainer or in tlie upper layers of coke, and
can be easily removed, together with some of the coke,
if necessary, when tlie strainer becomes clogged on ac-

count of its accumulation, and subsequently dried and
burned. That is to Siiy, instead of liaving the suspended
matters in the sewage left in the bottom of a tank mi.xed

with a large volume of water—so large, in fact, tliat it

forms ninety-five per cent, by weight of tliis concentrated

sewage—we have these matters practically freed from
water.

.Such strainers were operated at Lawrence at rates varv-

ing from 1,000,000 to 2,000,000 gallons per acre daily.
A strainer constructed in 189.5 was continued in operation
for three years, and during this period the amount of

coke removed from it amounted to one inch in depth for

each 16,400.000 gallons of sewage strained. It was found

later, however, that with a slightly coarser grade of coke
as good a removal of organic matter from the sewage
could be obtained and with an expenditure of not more
than half as much coke as the figures given. As a result

of straining through coke, about forty per cent, of the

total organic matter in the sewage can be removed, and
about sixty per cent, of the organic matters in suspen-
sion, varying, of course, with the different grades of sew-

age. The resulting effluent from a coke strainer can, of

course, be purified at a rate of filtration much greater
than can be attained with a sand filter receiving un-

treated sewage. At Lawrence a filter receiving strained

sewage was continued in operation for a number of years
at a rate approximating 300,000 gallons per acre per day,
and the average effluent was about as follows, showing
good nitrification and purification :

Effluent op Sand Filter.

Parts per 100,000.

Color 0.1300

Ammonia—
Free 014.5

Allmminoid ICOT

Chlorine 7.0800

Nitrogen as—Nitrates...

Nitrites

Oxygen consumed
Bacteria, per cubic cen-
timetre 85.0000

:.3800

.3300

A purification plant of this description has recently
been constructed in the town of Gardner, Jtass. , where
the sewage is first passed through a coke strainer with
an area of one-half acre, and then to sand filter beds.

Strainers of fineanthi'acite coal in operation at the exper-
iment station have of late done better work upon an ex-

perimental scale than coke filters.

Filters of Coarse Mntcrial at Rapid Rates of Filtration.
—Sedimentation, chemical precipitation, and straining
are not, of co\irse, in tlie true sense proper sewage purifi-
cation. They are but preliminary methods taken to re-

move and concentrate a certain amount of the organic
matter in sewage, and thus make it possible to filter the
main volume at high rates upon sand or other filters. It

is only in fortunate localities, however, that sand filters

can be constructed at a low cost. In New England in

most instances sandy areas are available. Throughout a

large section of this country, however, areas of sand are

not to be found, and sewage filters must be built on dif-

ferent lines. This is also the condition of affairs in Eng-
land. Because of this, elaborate studies and exjieriments
have been made of late years upon other means of puri-

fying sewage than by sand filtration; all these methods

having, of course, as their main feature the possibility
of purifying large volumes of sewage upon relatively
small areas. Sand filters are comparatively inexpensive
of construction, costing in New England not more than
from a few hundred to four or five tliousfind dollars per
acre, according to the locality in which they are built

and otlier conditions. All high-rate filters, however, are
of necessity constructed of material, the expense of gath-
ering which together or of preparing it for use varies

greatly, and in some instances exceeds the cost of a like

area of sand filter beds.

Of the first attempts upon filtering sewage at high
rates, the passage of this sewage through aerated gravel
or broken stone filters, with nitrification aided by a cur-
rent of air forced into the filters, ajipeared to be the most
interesting and practical. Such filters were operated at
the Lawrence experiment station as early as 1892, and at

experimental plants in other places soon after this date.
At Lawrence average rates of .'iOO.OOO gallons per acre per
day were obtained by this method, covering a period of
five years, and good nitrification occurred in tlie filter.?,

the sewage being applied to these filters in small doses at

frequent intervals. The effluents of the filters, however,
contained much organic matter in suspension and in so-

lution, and the purification obtained was considered only
preliminary to sand filtration

, or, in other words, it was
simply a method for increasing the rate at which sand
filters could be satisfactorily operated, but with an idea of

destroying, more effectively than could be done by chem-
ical precipitation or coke straining, the organic matters in

suspension in the sewage. The highest average rate ob-

tained at the station by this combination of aerated gravel
filters and sand filters was 2.50,000 gallons per acre daily.

Owing to the grade of gravel used and the lack of proper
underdrainage, these filters clogged badly from time to

time, necessitating the removal of filtering material,

washing, and replacing. The sand filter also became

badly clogged from time to time, necessitating the re-

moval of surface sand. The cost of aeration by means
of a forced current of air was considerable. Later stud-

ies at Lawrence, moreover, have .shown that the method
of filtration and aeration followed in the gravel filters,

although causing nitrification and thus partially purify-
ing the sewage, undoubtedly rendered the organic mat-
ters coming through these filters in suspension in their

effluents of a more stable, less easily decomposed nature
than when applied in the sewage to the filters. For this

reason, when these effluents were applied to sand filters,

although the liquid passed below the sand readily and
was well purified, these stable matters, instead of being
readily passed into solution and nitrified by bacterial

action, accumulated within the upper layers of the sand.

Disposal plants based upon this method of procedure are,

however, in operation in several places in this country
with more or less success.

Contact Filters.—Contact filters are sewage filters con-
structed of any coarse material such as coke, cinders,

slag, broken stone, gravel, broken bricks, etc. The
method of operating these filters is to close the gate at

the outlet of their underdrains, gradually fill the open
space of the filter with sewage, allow a period of stand-

ing full, then drain, rest for a more or less prolonged
period, and again fill. In this manner the entire depth
of the filter is broiight into contact with the sewage ap-
plied each day; that is to say, the entire open space of

the filter is filled with sewage daily or even several times

daily, and a high rate of filtration obtained. It is evi-

dent that filters constructed of these materials and oper-
ated in the way outlined cannot produce the results given
by good sand filters; in other words, they are not good
strainers, and the sewage passes through them too quickly
for prolonged bacterial action to occur. Nevertheless,

very satisfactory purification results can be obtained by
their use, especiallj' if the system of beds is so const ructed
that double contact of the sewage is given—that is, a

system of beds in two sets, all sewage passing through
two filters.

In operating these filters the method of filling may be
continuous or intermittent; that is lo say. the sewage
may be allowed to pass into tlie filter continuously until

the entire open space is filled from the iiudcrdniins to the

surface, or the sewage may be run in at freciuent inter-

vals. When the latter plan is followed and the sewage
is well distributed, the method introduces more air into

the pores of the filter than the continuous method, and
better purification ensues. When the effluent Mows from
the filter, air is drawn into the filter again and fills the

open space. It is evident that, if the action of the bac-

teria upon the sewage in the filter is to be that of oxida-
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tion, tlie sewage shoiild be withdrawn some time before

tlie e.\Ii!iiisti(m of this oxygen occurs. When tlio tiltcr

isempllcil, the oxygen drawn in (-uiscs a partial o.\:i<ia-

tion of the organic mailer left witliin the tiltcring ma-
terial, nitrilicatinn ensues, and we have a lillir really

working all the time, altlioiigli Hooded but a iiorliou of

the time. If the lilter is eonstructed of rough material,

such as cinders, coke, slag, etc., much organic matter is

stniined out from the api>lied sewage by being caught on
this rough material, to remain in the tilter and to become
oxidized and nitrified when the tiller is empty. Experi-
ments with this class of tillers were tirst made in Eng-
land.

Long-continued investigations have been made at the

Lawrence experiment station studying this class of tiller.

Filters of dillerent materials liave been in operation, dif-

ferent methods of Hooding have been followed, anil

double contact has been compared with single c<intact.

These studies have shown that the best residtscau be ob-

tained with lilters constructed of rough material, such as

cinders and coke, that in such lilters, when well operated,

good nilritication occurs, and that fairly stable efiluents

are obtained. With tillers of broken stone much poorer
results are obtained. The nilcs of liltration followed

have reached one million gallons per acre per day with
filters of coke five feet in depth, and rates fully as great as

tliis with fillers of broken stone. In all these filters there

is a teiidency for the ojieii space to become clogged more
or less with" the matt<Ms removed from the sewage, thus

decreasing the rate of ojiera tion, and the prevention of this

is the most serious pmblem presented in the satisfactory
and permanent operation of contjiet fillers. In fact, it is

quite geiH'rally recognized at tln^ present time that, if

filters of rough material are to be used successfully in this

way for any long period, a larger portion of the matters
in suspensicin in Uie sewage musl be removed as a pre-

liminary to filtraliim. In the life of tiltersof this nature,
but constructed of smooth material, this preliminary
treatment is not so essential, as the material in the filter

can be so gradeil and the nndenlrains left so open that
much of this matter will pass from the top to the bottom
of the filter and tlow out from the underdrains. Such
filters of smooth material, however, do not, as has been
said, give as good results as the filters of rough material.

Contact filters are being adopted and eonstructed in

manv Jilaces, especiallv in England. At Manehcster,

England, a plant for the iiurili(\ition of 30,0(10,000 gal-
lons of sewage per day upon conlact filters is now being
built, the sewage first being treated in septic tanks which
will be spoken of later. To sliuw the jturitication results
obtained by this manner of filtration, the following figures
are quoted , giving the average; analyses of the effluents
of two cdke contact filters at Lawren<-e, operated during
UIOl at rales of 910,000 and RIO.OOO gallons respectively'
To the first filter sewage wasaiiplied which liad first been

passed through a coke strainer, and to the second filter

sewage just as pumped from the sewer.

Table v.—Parts per 100,000.
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The eftliiciit from the septio tiiiik iit tlie Lawrence sta-

tion has been ai'piii'd for the jiast live years totwoex-
perimciilal lilters. one of tliese lieinjc an iiiterinitteiil sand
tiller anil the other a eoke eonlart tiller. High rates of

liltratiim have been maintained with eaeli tiller. During
lil03 the rates ami the average analysis of the .septic sew-

age applied to and the cffliieuts from these tilterswere as

shown in the preceding table.

At Manchester, England, very extensive experiments
were carried on for tw o or three j-ears, investigating this

process. Tanks with a capacity of 500,000 gallons jjer

day were operated, both covered and closed tanks being
used, with little diiferenee in the results obtained, and
the city of Jlanchester is now b\iildinga sewage disposal

system whereby the sewage will tirst be treated in septic
tanks and then upon double contact filters. At this city
in 1900 the volume of sewage to be disposed of reached

30,000,000 gallons per day. From the operation of their

experimental tanks it was estimated there that it would
be fair to assume that fully thirly-tive per cent, of the

sludge would not become liipietied in the tanks, but would
have to be removed from time to time. That is to say,
where they were in 1899 carrying 2;i7,00O tons of wet

sludge to sea per year, it was estimated that only about

75,0()0 tons wouhl have to be carried to sea after the con-

struction of the system ;
the remaining organic matter

being disposed of by bacterial action in the tanks and on
the filters.

At Worcester, Mass., this method of treatment has
been experimented with for several years, a tank of 3.50,-

000 gallons capacity having lieen used. Through this,

sewage has been made to flow at a rate varying from
300,000 to 500,000 gallons per day. The .sewage at

Worcester is generallj' acid. l)ut this has not interfered

entirely with the tank action, as about twenty-five per
cent, of the total solid matter lias generally been removed

by the tank. The odor from this lank lias been very con-

siderable, and also from the beds when this sewage has
been applied to them.

Plainfield, N. J., among other places, has recently
adopted this system of sewage dispo.sal. This is a city
of about 10,000 people, and has the so-called separate sys-
tem of sewers. It formerly disposed of its sewage on
sand filters, but these were not particularly successful

owing to the extreme fineness of the sand. Hence a

change was made. Two septic tanks have been con-

structed, fifty feet wide, one hundred feet long, and six

feet deep, both being under one roof. The sewage, after

it passes from these tanks, goes to a double set of contact
filter beds. The average flow of sewage per day at the

present time is about 800,000 gallons, and it reaches
the disposal plant through a fifteen-inch pij^e. At this

place it enters a small influent chamber, where the flow

may be diverted to either tank. The sewage enters the

tanks about two feet above their floor level. In front

of the inlets to the tanks are baflle walls, to deflect the
flow of sewage and distribute it evenly across the whole
width of each tank. The sewage flows from outlet open-
ings, twelve in number in each tank, placed below the

surface of the sewage and above the floor of the tank.

In leaving the tanks the sewage passes upward over a
weir into a channel to the first set of contact beds.

Air and light are excluded from the septic tank, but
the sewage is supposed to be aerated after passing from
the taidi by flowing into and through a channel extend-

ing the full length of each tank. The gate-house and
roof over the septic tanks ai-e of wood, with tar and

gravel covering, all the remainder of the construction of
the tank and weir being of stone. Iirick. or concrete.
The contact beds are in two sets of four each, the first

set being 5.42 feet above the level of the second set.

'Each bed is ninety-two feet wide, oni' hundred and six

feet long, and fiv(! feet deep. On the concrete floor of
each bed fourteen lines of four-inch hor.seshoe tiles are

laid, radiated from the gate-chamber, and coarse stone is

spread beneath and over them six inches deej). The first

set of beds contain, above this coarse stone, three and
one-half feet in depth of trap rock, the pieces of rock

varying in size from one-fourth to one and one-half
inches in diameter. The second set of beds are of prac-
tically the .same dei^th, but slag and cinders are u.sed as
filtering malerials instead of the broken st<ine. Distribu-
tion pipes are laid in the ui)per foot of the material,

through which the sewage is (iistributed over the surface
of the beds. The sewage runs eontintiously from the

seplie tank through a twelve inch pipe, built" in the top
and middle wall of the gate-cliandi<T at the intersection
of the division walls. Here it is diverted by wooden
gates to each of the four beds in succession. After one
bed is filled the sewage is turned on to the next, and so
on ; the height of the sewage in the beds being indicated

by tell-tale balls above the roof of the gate-chambers.
The sewage remains in each bed an hour or more, is

drawn off through a sluice-gate and passes through a

pipe to the gate-chamber of the second .set of beds, from
which it is discharged, after a period of contact, into a
brook. Each bed is at rest an hour or more between

fillings. Sludge can be drawn from the tanks through
eight-inch pipes to sand filters. In a year's operation of
this system it was necessary to remove sludge from the

.septic tanks several times. The price of construction
of this sj'stem of disposal is said to have been about
?-10.000.

Intermitti'iit Coniinuatis Filtrd'iijii.—In the continua-
tion of studies upon rapid methods suitable for the puri-
fication of sewage, filters of coarse material have been
constructed, through which sewage is passed in a prac-

tically continuous stream. The coarseness of the mate-
rial used in these filters is so great, however, and the rate

of application of the sewage to them so regidated, that
the surface of the filter is always practically free from

sewage, and a large portion of the open space in the filter-

ing material is always filled with air. Such filters may
be constructed eitherof rough material such as coke, slag
or cinders, or of smooth material, such as coarse gravel or
broken stone. By the method of operation the sewage
applied passes in thin streams or layers over the filtering
material, and is in contact with air from its entrance at
the surface of the filter until it passes away in the under-
drains. AVith a filtering material of such a coarse nature,

operated under conditions which assure an abundance of

air within the filter, wonderful activity of the oxidizing
and nitrifying bacteria is induced, and the production of
nitrates is exceedingly rapid. Filters constructed in this

manner, containing from eight to ten feet in depth of filter-

ing material, can be operated, on an experinu'ntal scale at

least, at rates approximating two million gallons per acre

dailv, and produce a highly nitrified eftiuent. JIuch of
the organic matter in suspension in the sew'age when it

enters these filters pa.sses away in suspension in their

efiluents, but in a very different and inoft'ensive condition
from that in which it exists when applied to the filters.

That is, if the filter is well constructed and properly
operated, a large portion of this matter adheres for a
considerable period to the filtering material Ihroughout
the entire depth of the filter, and its more easily decom-

posed constituents are either passed into solution, or dis-

appear as gas, while the remainder is oxidized to a more
stable form. Effluents of successful filters of this class

contain organic matter in such a stable form that they
are little subject to putrefaction even under adverse con-

ditions, except after a considi'iable interval, and more
often than otherwise they improve in character after issu-

ing from the filter. Their steady improvement is assured
if they run into a considerable body of water containing
free oxygen. Filters of this class were first put into oper-
ation at the Lawrence experiment stati(ui in 1899. and
have since been studied (|Uile extensively there. Studies

upon their operation and the residls |>roduced by ihem
have also bnii carried on in England of late years upon
a consider.ably larger scale than at the experiment station.

They have not as yet. however, been installed on any con-

siderable scale for the practical treatment of the sewage
of a town orcit}'. Such a filter was operated at Lawrence
during 1903 at a rate, at times, of 2.2.")0,000 gallons per
acre per day, and produced an efiluent often turbid, but
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always well nitrified and fairly stable. The average
analysis of this etlhient is shown in the following table,

of many analyses made during the year:

Table VII.—Parts pkr 100,000.

Rate—Rallons per ncre dally 1,820.000

Color 5700

Aniinoiila—
Free l.T-WO

AlbuinlmiUl i:i92

Chlorine 8.G100

NitroKen aii -

Nitrates 2.:t!flO

Nitrites 0O71

Oxygen consumed 1.0800

Bacteria per cubic centimetre 4*>.IXJ0

Resume.—In the preceding pages nine methods of sew-

age disposal or piiriticalion have heen described, covering
the most important methods in use at the present time.

Tliey include those methods by which se\vag<^ is puritied

by natural mean.s— tliat is, by bacteria and air—and which
have promise of such developments in tlie future as

adequately to cover all sewage purilication problems.
The methods are as follows:

1. Disposal by dilution.

2. Sewage faniung or irrigation.
3. Filtration through intermittent sand filters.

4. Chemical precipitation, followed by filtration.

.5, Jlfclianical straining, followed by tlltratioii.

6. Filtralion through gravel or other filters of coarse

material, with forced aeration.

7. Contact tillers.

8. Septic tank treatment, followed by fllO'ation.

9. Intermittent contiiuious liltralion.

Summarizing these methods, it can be said that dis-

posal by dilution is extensively practised and entirely

satisfactory at such places as those mentioned in the pre-
vious te.xt.

Sewage farming is successful in many places, espe-

cially with a concentrated English or European sewage.
Filtration through intermittent filters of sand or other

fine material is a process which is already extensively used
and is certainly destined to be used very largely in the
future wherever such filters can be built at a reasonable

expense. They are entirely successful wherever used, if

the material of which the beds are constructed is suit-

able, and if such beds are properly operated.
Where a large amount of sewage must be taken care

of upon a small area, or where some clarification must
be made before sewage is disposed of by dilution, chem-
ical precipitation is of undoubted value and will be used
for many years in meeting such problems.

Straiinng sewage through coke or other materials of a
like nature is undoubtedly successful on a small scale,
and the future will show whether it can be applied to

larger problems.
Forced aeration and filtration through gravel is hardly

entitled to .serious consideration in this connection, but
as it was really the first step in the various processes of

rapid filtration, it has been included in the previous text.
It can undoubtedly be made practical and of u.^e where
the volume of sewage to be purified is small, and where
cost is a secondary consideration.
The use of contact filters will increase undoubtedly at

places where .ssmd filters cannot lie easily or inexpensively
constructed. If they are properly built and properly op-
erated, good results "can be obtaiiied by their u.se.

Septic tank treatment is also a proved success in some
cases, and will undoubtedly be used much in the future.
It must never be considered, however, as it is sometimes
now considered by those ignorant of the subject, that the

septic tjink treatment is a purification. It is simply a
clarification, and a preliminary treatment whereby sludge
may be destroyed and the .sewage may be so changed that
either purification is made more easy by subsequent filtra-

tion, or the rate of filtration made greater than could be
secured without this treatment.

Intermittent continuous filtersseem to have very much
of promise in them, and they will undoubtedly be adopted

more and more at places where sewage must be disposed
of upon a small area and where the climate does not in-

terfere with their efficient operation. H. W. Ulark.

SEX.—In the life history of nearly every multicellular

organism there is a time when a new germ (oUsperinium,
or z!i<]"ti') is formed bj' the union of two cells (gametes) of
diflerent aspect. The larger, less mobile of the two cells,

is the macrogaiiute, egg, or ovum (7.-!).), and the smaller
more active one is the microgainete, spermatozoon (q.t.)
or its equivalent. The ability to produce a macro- or

microgamele constitutes the essential distinction of nex.

The individual which produces the latter is said to be of
the male sex, the individual producing the former is said
to be of ihefei/iale sex. In most of the higher plants and
in a few of the lower animals both sexes are included in

a single individual, which is then said to be hermaphro-
dite. The union of dissimilar gametes is the essential
feature of .sexual reproduction (see Impregnation). In

many of the unicellular animals. Protozoa, there is a

temporary union, or conjugation, of similar gametes, dur-

ing which there is an interchange of part of the nuclear
substance. In other Protozoa the gametes are of differ-

ent size and the union is complete and permanent. Thus
in these lowly forms we see foreshadowed the sexual

|irocess of the higher organisms.
If our definition of sex be correct, it follows that the

quality of sex cannot be an attribute of the gametes, but

only of the parent organism, except in so far as the se.\

of the offspring may be determined by some characteris-
tic of one or both of the gametes. This view is borne out

by what is known of the history of the germ cells, which
has been shown elsewhere to be identical in all essential
features in the two sexes (see deduction Division). The
differences between the gametes of the luale and those of
the female are confined to the cytoplasmic structures, and
are associated with a physiological division of lalior; the

cytoplasm of the egg being more or less laden with food

yolk and unprovided with locomotor apparatus, while
the spermatozoon has practically all of its cytoplasm
modified into a locomotor apparatus, by means of which
it may actively seek the egg. This explanation is not
in accordance, however, with the views of Geddes and
Thomson, who see in the visible difference between egg
and sperm evidence of the same differentiation of sex
that is found in the adult. They regard .sex as a quality
of protoplasm. It is for them a question of metabolism.
In the female the anabolic processes are predominant,
while the katabolic processes are predominant in the
male. These characteristics are passed on to the eggs
and spermatozoa respectivel.v, and fertilization "restores
the normal balance and rhythm of cellular life."

It is dittlcult to follow the physiology of this concep-
tion of sex, for, if the male is predominantly katabolic,
one would think it might be hard for him to grow ; one

might almost exjiect him to shrink, llaveloek Ellis

(1894) has gathered the jmblished data in regard to the
differences in metabolism of men and women, and he
finds differences in certain phases, but the general result

is inconclusive. Thus, men have a larger percentage of

ha'inoglcibiu in the blood and greater lung capacity in

proportion to stature; but, on the other hand, women
have a higher pulse rate. It is very probable that in the

period of early maturity in women there is less katabolic

activity than in men as is shown by the greater tendency
to store up fat. But, if the words mean anything, a pre-
dominant condition of kalabolism is inconsistent with in-

crease of weight or with life itself beyond a very limited

perioii, and therefore can hardly be accepted as the es-

sential feature of "nialeness."

We may follow Ellis in dividing the characteristics

that distinguish the sexes into primary, secondary, and

tertiary. The primary characteristics are those asso-

ciated with the organs concerned in the production and
union of the gametes. And these organs may be divided

again into the essential and the accessory reproductive
organs. The former are the gonads, called ovary and
testis in female and male animals respectively. In low
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foniis, like thf jelly-flshes, there are no other rcpro<luc-
tive orf,'aiis. But we need to go very little hiixlier in tlie

seale to tiud developed aeeessory organs that assist in the

diseharge and uinou of the gametes. Siieh are the ovi-

ducts, the vasa defereutia, and the appendages of these

organs. Morphologically tlie.se tuhes may be niodilied

nephridea, or they may be newly developed structures.

In all strictly terrestrial animals and in many of the higher

groups of aquatic forms fertilization taUes place within

the oviduct. This is as.sociatcd with a marked structural

dilTercntiation of the se.\es. The male is usually pro-
vided with a special organ for tlie introduction of the

spermatozoa. This may be a prolongation of the se.xual

orifice, forming a penis, or, as in the rays and higher
Crustacea, it may be in part a modified limb. In the fe-

male, on the other hand, the oviduct is either provided
with glands to secrete a protective covering for the egg,
or is modiued to shelter the developing embryo, or even,
as in the placental mammals, to nourish it during its

foetal life.

The secondary sexual characters are those tliat clearly

distinguish the se.\es without being directly concerned iu

the reproductive function. Among these chaiacters we
may distinguish clasping organs, weapons, ornamenta-

tion, voice, and appliances for the shelter or nutrition of

the offspring. In a large number of animals, especially

among the Crustacea and insects, there are to be found

special modilications of one or more limbs of the males
which serve to hold the female in firm embrace during
coitus. Many males are provided with weapons, as

tusks, horns, spurs, or the like, which are emplo_ved in

fighting with otlier males for the possession of the fe-

males. Often the males alone are provided with such

weapons, and when they are possessed by both se.xcs,

they ma\' differ in the two sexes. Thus the cow has

long, pointed liorns adapted for defense against carniv-

orous enemies, while the bull has shorter, thicker horns,

probably more useful for fighting with rivals.

In some cases structures that probably arose as weapons
are now developed as ornaments. The most notable ex-

amples of this are the antlers of the deer family. In
most cases, however, the ornamentation has arisen inde-

pendently of the weajions, and consists of the most varied

forms of coloring and modification of structure. Orna-
mental secondary sexual characters are found widely dis-

tributed among the insects, amphibia, reptiles, birds, and
mammals. They are especially conspicuous among the

birds. They are usually posses.sed by the adult males

only, and reach their highest stiite of perfection during
theniating season. After this season the deer shed their

antlers, and many male birds, like the bobolink, exchange
their bright ]ilunies for the sober protective coloring of

the female. This exuberance of growth and coloring in

the males, together with the song of male birds, and other
instances of greater activity, like the superior eagerness
of the male in courtship, are taken b}' Geddes and Thom-
son as evidence for their conception of maleuess as a pre-

ponderance of katabolic activity. But they leave out of

consideration the fact that these conditions are not always
characteristic of the male sex. In the species of phala-
rnpe—birds not uncommon on our shores—the female is

the more brightly colored, the more pugnacious, and
more ardent in courtship; in short, she lias all charac-
teristics usually found in a male, except that .she lays

eggs. The male, on the other hand, is relativel}- dull col-

ored, is courted by the female, incubates the eggs, and
takes entire care of the young.
The characters that we are considering are called orna-

mental, not because they appear beautiful to us— often

they are (|uite the contrary
—but because, according to

Darwin's theory of .sexual selection, they are supposed to

have been developed through the choice, conscious or un-

conscious, of the courted sex (see EtoUition).
In man wefintl ornamental secondary sexual characters

iu bolli sexes, which would seem to indicate' ihat the

courting is not all done by one sex. The chief of tlie.se

characters in men is thi! heard. While women have

longer hair on top of the head, and this is associated

Vol. VII.— 10

typically with an entire absence of visible hair on other
liarts of the body, except on the axilla and pubes. The
layer of subcutaneous fat that develops in young women
upon reaching maturity, and gives them the characteris-
tic rounded contours of that period, may liave become a
tixed character of the species by the action of natural
selection, owing to its value as a jirovision for the nutri-
tion of prospective offspring; but, at any rate, it now
forms one of the chief ornaments of women.
Sexual differences in the voice or in the method of using

it are common, as every one knows, in amphibia, birds,
and mammals. Witness the piping of the frogs, the

song of bird.s, and the deep voice of men. Usually the
modification of the voice is found in the males, and first

appears, as in man, at the beginning of maturity. In
fact, it is a general rule that when the male possesses
special weaj^ons, ornaments, or peculiarities of voice,
these characteristics are not developed until about the
time of the first ripening of the spermatozoa, and the
immature males resemble the females. For this reason
it has been inferred that the female, at least so far as
these characters are concerned, represents a more primi-
tive type than the adult male.

Devices for sheltering eggs or young are developerl
after different patterns in various groups of the animal

kingdcmi, and tlie_v are usually confined to the females.
Thus in most species of Crustacea ;he female is provided
with some means of carrying the eggs until tiiey hatch.
The female marsupials have a fold of the skin forming
a pouch, iu which the imperfectly developed young are

placed at birth and are carried there until they are able
to run about. The most characteristic organs of the
mammalia and the ones from which the group has re-

ceived its name, the mamiuie, or milk glands, are pos-
sessed by the females of all species from monotremes to

man. While functional only iu the females, these organs
are present in a rudiiiieutarj- condition in the males also.

Their importance as a means of rearing the j'oung is so

great that it has been questioned as to whether they
should not be regarded as primary rather than secondary
sexual organs. That the}' are essentially secondary, how-
ever, is shown by the practices of civilized women, who
have largely relegated them to the position of orna-
mcnts^to the detriment of the best races of the human
species.

In addition to the well-marked secondary sexual char-
acters that distinguish males and females, there are other

usually slight differences that Ellis classifies as tertiary
sexual characters. We know very little in regard to

these differences in the sexes of the other animals, but,
thanks to Ellis, we have in his book,

" Man and Woman "

(1894), a veiT interesting and complete summary of these

characters, anatomical, physiological, and psychical, in

men and women. It would be impossible to summarize
even his summary in the limits of this article. We can
notice only a few of his conclusions and must refer tJie

reader to the book for more.

Among the anatomical differences women show a

greater youthfulness of physical type, as is common
among females generally; but they show another ana-
tomical peculiarity not found in other female mammals,
and that is an enlargement of the pelvis. Tliis, in the

higher races of men, might be regarded as a secondary
sexual character. A study of the brain and of the intel

lectual process in men and women gives the impression
that the observed intellectual dilTcreucesma)- be asniueli

due to differences of training as to any innate differences

between tlie sexes. In their senses women appear to be
less discriminating, but more irritable, and in their emo-
tions the}' show a greater alTecl ability. Kills thinks that

women are more variable than men, but that this is true
for all characters is denied by Pearson.

It is a general rule that in most species the two sexes
are apiuoximately equal in number of individuals, but
in a few forms in which jiarthenogenesis is common there

may be a large iireponderance of females. From the

records of .")!), H.'iO, 000 births in European countries Oes-
terlen (1874) calculated that the normal proportion of
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boys to girls is 106.3 to 100, and in the single countries

the proportion of boys varied only between 105.3 and
107.2

The following statistics of tlie numerical proportion of

the sexes in other animals were collected l)y Darwin

("Descent of Man," Amer. ed., vol. i., pp. 393-307):
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between the last moult and the pupa stage one lot was
well fed and the other was kept on the lowest possible
diet. W'licn the iinagos emerfred she found in llie

starved lot seven ty-si.\ males and three females, while

the well-fed lot produced foiu' males and si.xty-eight
females. These results were confirmed by Landois, who
experimented on a tliou.sand caterpillars of Vanessa; but
doubt has been thrown on these results by I'oultcm, who
finds that starvation produces a much higher death rate

among females than among males.

Similar conclusions to tho.se of Jlrs. Treat and Landois
were ol)tained by Yung from experiments on tadpoles.
He found that normally about lifty-seven per cent, of

the tadpoles developed into females. By feeding one lot

with beef he raised the jierceutage to seventy-eight; by
feeding a second lot with fish he raised the percentage
still higher to eighty-one per cent. ;

and by feeding with
the flesh of frogs he obtained as many as ninety-two per
cent, of females. But these experiments, like the others,

liave been criticised by Pflugerand other writers as being
inexact, possible factors beside nutrition having been

neglected.
However, in the fresh-water polyp, Hydra, which is

usually hermaphrodite, Nussbaum found that by good
feeding he could stimidate the exclusive production of

ovaries, and that in the ponds in the fall, when the food
is becoming less, he found a greater number of males.

Jloreover, we know that in the plant lice sex is corre-

lated with the condition of the food supply.
There are a good many experiments to show that in

the lower plants sex may be regidated by food in the

same way. On the other hand, Strasburger holds that it

is impossible to influence the sex of dioecious phanero-
gams after the seed is formed from which the plant is

to develop.
Whatever are the influences that determine sex they

act primarily upon the essential reproductive organs,
which in tiu'n form the necessary condition for the devel-

opment of the secondary sex-

ual characters, as is shown by
the efl'ect of castration. If the

gonads are removed before

maturity the appropriate sec-

ondary sexual characters fail

to develop, as in the familiar

cases of horses, oxen, and ca-

pons. Moreover, diseases or

removal of these organs after

maturity affect the structure
of the secondary sexual char-

acters. Castration is employed
sometimes by surgeons to re-

duce an hypertrophied pros-
tate, and in women and in hens
disease or removal of the ovaries
has been observed to induce
a partial development of la-

tent male characters. How
the gonads influence the rest

of the bodj' is not known, but
frcim analogy with the thyroid

gland, it is supposed to be by
means of an internal secretion.
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SEXUAL ORGANS, FEMALE.—The female organs of

generation coniiirise the two gi-nital glands or ovaries
that produce the sexual elements, the two oviducts that

convey them, the single uterus that protects them after

impregnation, and the .single vagina and vulva that serve
as organs of copulation (see Fig. 4191).

Deeelapment.—Originally the male and female organs
are indistinguishable, both lieing developed out of an un-
differentiated form. In many lower vertebrates the geni-
tal gland, the oldest and primary organ, empties its

products (ova, spermatozoa) directly into the peritoneal

cavity, whence they pass out by means of openings in the

belly wall called abdominal pores. In the next higher
forms these become associated with other organs of elimi-

nation and removal. Tubular canals termed nephridin
communicate with the peritoneal cavity by means of a

funnel-.shaped opening or nephrostome. each having also

a side branch that envelops an arteriole, thus forming
a glomerulus and becoming an excretory duct for urine.

The nephridia are, originallj', arranged metamerically
and are therefore sometimes called segmental organs.
This arrangeiuent gradually disappears by the increase
of the canals which come to be assembled in distinct or-

UTERtJS isthmus of oviduct

OvmucT

cavity of body—

Isthmus of uterus

cervical canal

external oriflce

Vagina

ampulla

parovarium
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Fifi. 4191.—Diagrammatic Frontal Section of the
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lice of the Vagina. 'I'he oviduct and the ovary
are lifted up. (llenle, niodilled by lUeCfel.)

gans, successivel}' developed ; the pro-

nephros, or head kitlney, very simple in

structure, the only functional urinary
organ iu ampbioxus, persisting through-
out life in .some fishes, but disap|iear-

ing earlv in man, and the iiusomphros,

primitive kidney or Wolflian body (Cas-

liar Friedrich Wolff, 173.")-94), "which

appears behind the pronephros, and
whicli likewise consists of a sti/ries of ne-

jihridial tubules to each of which a

glonierulus is attached, and which open
into a duct (segmental duct. Woltlian

duct) that, in common with the intes-

tine, discharges into the cloaca, a short

receptacle for excreta just above the

anus.
In some fishes and amphibians the

Wolflian body remains throughout life
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a functionally artivc urinurv organ, and, in amphibi-
ans, carries on tin- duplicate function of urinary or-

gan and genital duct, lu the liigbcr veitebralcs the

Cerv. moy.

Cet'V. ant.

Fig. 4192.—Human Embryo (iuriUR the Kitlli Wc^ek. The anterior
wall of the trunk bus been removed ; the WoUllnn boity exposed.
(Kollmann.) (Vn\ a«t., moy.. jHtst., Forebrain, midtirain, and
lilndbniin: 1° f.b., first branchial cleft; /?(/. /)-., frontal process;
Co., heart ; .Sue. pi., pulmonary diverticulum ; Cuel., coelom ;

P.ah.. lateral wall of the abdomen ; M.i, rudiment of the lower ex-

tremity; P.i/e;i., genital ridge ; /i.p?".. WolUlau body ; //it., intes-

Une ; T-g., genital eminence ; E.c. caudal extremity.

urinary function is taken on by the permanent kidney
and tlie Wolltian body, as sucli, atrophies, portions of it

remaining, however, as ducts for removing the sexual

products.
The first rudiment of the genito-urinary apparattis is

the genilo-urinary ridge (Fig. 4192, P.yen.). a thickened,

longitudinal band of epitlieliuni that appears in the em-

..« \M

Flo. 41(n.—Wolfflan Bofly and the Genital Gland. Human em-
bryo 17 mm. Innif. (Kollmann.) L.il{i.. Suspensoiv li>.'ament ;

a.g.. Kenltal (tlaml : (Ml'.. Woltllan duct; Ii.)ir., Woinian body,
me:<onephros. or primitive kidney; /«(., intestine ; .-l.fi.. umbilical
artery: ^-1?.. iluct of the allanlois; Gwb.. KUbernaculum of the geni-
tal Kland or llgameulum geultoinKUlualc; C.ii'/., cauulicull of the
Woinian body.

bryo of the fifth week near the spine and the primitive
mesentery. This gradually increases in size, assumes an
oval form, and detaches itself from the body wall as the

Woltlian body (Fig. 4193, R.pr.) with its excretory duct

(Fig. 4193, e.w.). Close beside this duct and folknving
the same general course theie develops a second tubule,
Mliller's duct (Johannes illiller, 181)1-58) (Fig. 4194. J/).

It has a nephridial character, opening into the abdominal
cavity by a nephrostome (Fig. 4194, m), but has no glom-
erulus connected with it.

lu the female it becomes
the oviduct: in the male it

soon uti-opliies, only ves-

tiges of it remaining. It is

tile WolHian duct, however,
that atrophies in the fe-

male, a trace of it remain-

ing as the ductus cpoophori
longitudinalis, and the duct
of Gilrtner.

Not all of the genito-
urinary ridge goes to form
tlie Wolltian body. A por-
tion of it, along its ventral

aspect, is destined to form
the genital gland proper.
This ])ortion is termed the

genital ridge or fold, and is

covered with large-ceiled

epithelium (germinal epi-

thelium) that produces the Fio. 4194.— Lonpituriinal Section

essential se.xual elements, throu.ch Genito-tninary Uidge
' of Human 1-emale Kuibryo of

about Fourteen Weeks {'i.^y in.

Ion?). (Waldeyei-.) o, Dvarv:
f , tubes of upper part of Wolf-
flan bod^ torminpthe epoopho-
ron ; IT , lower part of Wuiniau
body, formintr pai-onphoron ;

?/'', i"emnant of M'ollllan duct ;

3r, Muller's duct; m\ its fun-

nel-shaped peritoneal opening
or nephrostome.

ova or spermatozoa. In

mammals, the Wolffian body
atrophies in large part, the

genital ridge assumes an
oval form and becomes
either an ovary or a testis.

A vestige of the upper part
of the ridge becomes, in the

female, the suspensory liga-
ment of the ovary ; a vestige of the lower end becomes, in

the male, the gubernaculum of the genital gland (liga-
mentum geuitoinguinale), which, in the female, becomes
attached to Mliller's duct where the latter crosses over

it, and thus becomes divided into the ligament of the

suspensory ligament

oviduct (Midler's duct) ..

ovarian licrament -

round ligament .»..

ovary

( Inguinal ligament
\ (gubernaculum)

pelvic cavity

Fig. 419.5.—Scheme showing the Genesis of the Primitive Rroad
Ligament or Mesonephridium. From a human embryo .5.-5 cm.
long. (Fredet.) Mliller's duct should pass otyr the inguinal liga-
ment. The mesonephridium stretches longitudinally fi-om the dla-

pliraghm to the inguinal region on each side of the pelvic cavity,
ensheathing the structuivs shown in the diagram.

ovary and the round ligament of the uterus, which pass

respectively from the ovary to the uterus, and tlience to

the groin.
As the Wolflian and Mi'illerian dticts converge from

either side toward the median line, they become united in

a common cord, llie genital cord, and, before reaching the

cloaca, tlic Jliillerian duels blend in a .single passage
which, by enlargement and tliickening of the walls, be-

comes the uterus and the vagina. Occasional traces of

the Woltlian duct are found along the sides of these or-

gans, forming the so-called duct of Gilrtner. described by
the Danish anatomist Gilrtner in 1S22 in the sow, but

previously noted in 1681 by Malpighi in the cow.
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suspensory liga-
meut

mesosalpinx ...

mesovanum

mesometrliim

mesodesma teres •——

pelWo cavity

Fir,. 41%.— Diafrram of Section of the Mesone-
[ihritlium at its Hn-se. (Fredet.) The duct
of .Miiller deseendinK into the pelvic cavity
forms a primitive mesometrlum.

The genito-urinary ridge, like tlie rest of flie walls of
the body cavity, is covered over with peritoneiiiii. As
the WoltHau body becomes detached it is still held to the

walls by a fold of peritoiicimi
—the iHcinnejihridiiiJii of

Waldeyer, which invests both tlie frc(' i)ortious of the

Wolffian and the Ml'illerian ducts and the tipper part of

the genital cord (Figs. 4195, 4196, and 4197). The ineso-

nephridia of opposite sides are therefore contintions with
each other across the median line, and, as the Wollhan

body atrophies and the uterus develops, there is thus

foniied the large transverse fold of peritoneum known as

the broad ligaments of the uterus, which invest the re-

nt a i n s of the
WolUian body, tlie

ovaries, the ovi-

ducts, and the up-
per part of the

uterus.

A change in the

position of the

ovary occurs, aris-

ing from the dif-

ference in tlie

growth of the

ovarian attach-

ments and that of

the general body.
This, the '"descent

of the ovary," is

analogous to the

descent of the tes-

tis in the male,
but is not usually so complete, because of the in-terpo-
sition of the uterus by the .attachment of the guber-
uaculum thereto (Fig. 4197). It places the organ in

the pelvic cavity. Rarely it has been known to pro-
ceed along the course of the round ligament of the uterus
and reach the interior of the labium majus, the analogue
of the .scrotum of the male.

In the female there develop, from the deeper layers of
the germinal epithelium, cells of two kinds, one of which,
large, with reticular nuclei, becomes the sexual cells or

ova; otliers, smaller and more cubical, surround the
former and separate them from the invading mesodermal
connective tissue. The sexual cells form, at first, chap-
Ict-like strings knoMn as egg columns or PtU'iger's tu-

bules (E. F. W. Ptliiger, born 1839); later these are
broken up, each sexual cell forining, with its investing
elements, a primitive follicle or ovisac (Fig. 4198).
The cloaca or common passage into which the intestine

and the genito-urinary ducts discharge is at first closed
from the exterior by a thin partition termed the cloacal

suspensory lleament

ovary ...i

oviduct

ovarian ligament ..„..

round lit^ament

outline of pelvis uterus

FlQ. 41(17.—DInjrram showinp; Fonnation of the PfrmnniMil Tiniiid

Ligament. (Fredet.) The mesodesniii suspensohuiii (perilnmum
around suspensory llsrament I, the me.soviiriuiii, the mesiiilrsiii:i teres

(peritoneum around round lljfaiuentl. ami tin' inesesalinnx. uhli-h
form at llT-st a continuous fold on eitlier side Uhe primitive liroad

llltimientl are drawn together and (Milled aeiovs the inldiile line

(mesouietrlum) by the union of the duets of Miillef. The ox iduet
should puss over the round ligament.

membrane, extending from the rndimenlary coccyx for-

ward, and marked liy a slight dcpr<'S.sion of the exterior
surface known as the'cloacal fossa (Fig. 4199). In front of

this there forms a conical outgrowth known as the genital
eminence {eminentia tienitalis) which increases rapidly in

size and forms at its top a rounded projection (tuberculum

Fi(^. 419S.—Fgir Colinnns f)r PflOper's Ttibules. showing the Divers
Pha.-.es In the rrniiuetinii nf the ( ivisue.s. (I)uval.) i!.'G, Germinal
epittieliiiiti Willi the pri 11 mrdial ovisacs; ^4, egg coluninor tubule of

Ptliiger in its primitive state; B and C, tubules assuming a chaplet-
llke form ; D, breaking up of the chaplet; the ovisacs become inde-

pendent ; O, O, O, ova.

genitale) that becomes, later, either the clitoris or the glans
penis (Fig. 4199). Behind this occurs a slit-like depres-
sion of the cloacal membrane, the urogenital cleft (rima

genit(iUs) bounded on each side by two folds, the inner

genital folds (pliaf genilales), which finally become, in the

female, the nymphai and the frenulum of the clitoris.

genital tubercle

genital eminence

genital fold

tip of the coccyx cloacal fossa

Fi(i. 4199.—The External fienital Organs of a Foetus of Seven Weeks.
(Toldt.) The urinary and genital canals discharge into a common
opening, the cloacal fossa.

In the mean time the cloaca becomes divided, by means
of a septum (septum, uroueitititle) funned by two folds

that grow in from the sides, into two com])artments, a
ventral one, the urogenital sinus, and a dorsal one which
becomes the rectum (Fig. 4300). This division affects

glans clitoridis

labium majus \

pudendi (

genital fold -tej.

slD us u ro- / ,:^
genitalis f

'"

perineum

Fig. 4200.—The F,xternal Genitals of a Female Firtus at the Middle
of the Third Month (.">.(! cm. long). (Toldt.) Comiiiete separation
of the anus from the urogenital sinus.

also the cloacal membrane, the ventral iiortion of which
now closes in the urogenilid cleft, and is known as the

urogenital membrane. This soon thins away and disap-
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pears so that the cleft opens immediately into the uro-

genital sinus.

There now arise, at tlie base of the genital eminence on

either side, two rounded folds, the outer genital or lubio-

glans cUtorldls .^^

nympbH

stlbulum '

vagina' '

tiibium majiu4

rapbe perinel

Fig. 4301.—The Extt'rn.il Genitals of a Female Fnetns at the F.nd of

the Fifth Mouth (11.5 cm. long). (Toldt.)

scrotal folds (<on geniialen), which extend backward ms

far as the iinus and Join each other in front around tlic

genital eminence. These become llic hibia majora of the

female or the scrottnu of tlie nial(! (Fig. 4'.iUl).

The Ov.\niKS.—Kti/mnlnr/y.
—From the Neo-Latiu ofii-

rium, a derivative {rcimoi-tim, an egg. Greelv, umpApov,
from wlience many compounds arise, such as oophorec-

tomy, ooplwralnia, oaphitritia, etc. Frencli, oniire ; Ital-

ian, nriirio ; German, Eit'rxfork. The name ^\•as first used
in 1()G7 by the Danish anatomist, Nil Stensen, who sup-
posed the ovisacs to be ova. The ancients, recognizing
their analojry to the male genital glands, called theni

testes muliebres.

HiKtary.—The Alexandrian anatomists jirobably knew
tlicm, and they were described by Sorauus of Ephesus
(.\.l). 117) who considered them
as useless bodies, and also by
Galen, who supi)Osed them to

secrete a female semen, very
fluid and "cold," which was
conveyed to the uterus by the

oviducts. Athenwus (.\.D. 69)
denied this, as did afterward

Fallopius. It was, however,
generally held up to the time of
De Graaf, who, in 167'2. insisted

that their proper use was to gen-
erate ova, to nourish them, and
to bring them to maturity.
The ovisacs were known and

mentioned under various names
by Vesaliiis, Fallopius, Bartho-

linus, and others. Jan Van
Home, professor at Leyden, was
the lirst to call tliem orn, and
thus empliasize tlie egg-produc-
ing function of the ovary. The
veritable ovum was not discov-

ered until 1827, when von Bacr
described it.

Definition.
—The organs of tlie

female, in wliich are developed
the ova. oressenlial sexual prod-
ucts. They dilfer from ordi-

nary secreting glands in that they do not form new prod-
ucts, but merely develop and mature structures that

already exist in them, in a rudimentary condition, at
birth,

'

horm.—The human ovary (Fig. 4302, ,J) is a solid,
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almond-shaped body, about 4 cm. long by 3 cm. wide
and 1 cm. thick (U X f X -i in.) in the adult (Fig. 4303);
in childhood and old age considerably less. It may vary
from ibis typical form and be disc-like, (ylinilrical, tri-

angular, or irregular. The right ovary is slightly larger
than the left. The attached edge of the ovary is nearly
straight, the free edge usually curved. Its extremities,
also called poles, are distinguished as inferior, or uterine,
and superior, or tubal, the latter being attached to tlie

infuiidibuhim of the oviduct.

Culor.—This is a soft, dull, reddish-gray, like that of

a mucous membrane, easily distinguished from the

smooth, glistening appearance of tlie ueighboring organs
due to their peritoneal covering. The peritoneum, form-

ing the broad ligament and the mesovariuni, abruptly
ceases at the attached edge of the ovary at a crenulated
line (Fig. 430:i, 1, Farre's line; Arthur Fiirre, physician
of London, cirrn, 1840), and the organ presents its bare

surface in the abdominal cavity, being the only one that,

in the strict sense of the word, is within the peritoneal
sac. The recklish tint increases during the hypenemia
preceding menstruation and decreases after the meno-

pause.
Conxintency.

—Although in youth quite dense and re-

sistant to pressure, the development of the vascular tis-

sue in the ovaries is such as to make them slightly

spong}-, and at puberty they are not as firm as the testes

of the male. Their density increases after the meno-

pause. Before menstruation the surface is smooth, but
afterward the development and rupture of the ovisacs

produce on the surface elevations and depressions that

iiave been compared to those of a iieacli stone or to the

convolutions of the brain {ociirinni. r/i/nitiiin, Abel).

Weight.—This naturally varies with the size of the

ovary, being 50-60 egm. at birth, 4 or 5 gm. at puberty,
6-8 gm. in tlie adult, and decreasing gradually to a gram
or less in old age. It is thought that a rapid increase of

weiglit occurs from the hyperiemia of the menstrual

period.
Attachments.—The cavity of the pelvis is transversely

divided into two compartments by the broad ligament, a

fold of peritoneum that encloses the uterus and the ovi-

ducts. The ovaries are attached edgewise to the postero-

superior surface of this fold by a short peritoneal dupli-

;'A^^^

I'ft siiU' tho oviduct Is tiirnod (imvn
uterus, (covered hy pi'iitoneuni :

Fig. 421)2.—The Uterus and Annexa seen from Befure. ton tin

to show the ovary wliich is sliRhtly raisetl.) 1, liudv i»f tlie

its cervix, with the external orillce; 3, vagina, its anterior wall removed : 4. left ovary ; T), litra

nient of the ovary; »i. oviduct, with li', its infuudiliuluni ; 7, ovarian tlnibria and lulMt-ovaruu

lipanieiit : s, hydatid of Morpajini ; 0, round ligament; 10, broad ligament, with f(. h, c, its three
divisions or "ailerons''
uterine vessels.

U, posterior layer of the broad li^'ament; 12, ovarian vessels; 13,

cature teniKMl llie 7/iciiovaritnn (Fiix. 4*303. r. Fii^. 4203. ^').

wliich is rontiiiut'd upward from the superior pole of the

ovary as a trian^r'ilar band, the suspensory ligament (Fig.

4204), <-oiitainin,L,^ tlie ovarian vessels and nerves, some

unstriped muscular tibres, and a long fimbria from the
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extremity of the oviduct (Fig. 4203, 7). At tlic inferior

polo i.s attached tlie ligaineut of the ovary (Fig. 4202, 5),

a tibro-areolar structure containing some muscular fibres,

that extends in tlie folds of llic bioud ligament lo the

/

Fig. 4203.—The Human Ovary. (Na^el.) 1, Farre's Ime:
varium : 3, oviduct and Unibria uvarica.

2. meso-

uterus. The ovary has considerable mobility, turning,
hinge-liUe, around itsmcsovarian margin, and is also sub-

ject to displacement by a stretching of its attachments
and the dragging <i( the broad ligament itself, which is

affected by the position of the uterus.
Situiition.—Varying greatly in weight under different

normal conditions and at dilTereut periods of life, it is not

surju-isiug to find the ovaries vaiying also in position.
This is influenced by a variety of conditions, sucli as

posture, pregnancy, the state of repletion of the bladder
and rectum, and inflammatory conditions which may
cause adhesions between the ovary and the surrounding
viscera. However, in

the adult female, when
the uterus is normally
placed, the ovary, if not
affected hy repeated
pregnancies or b.v path-
ological conditions, usu-

ally lies in a nearly ver-

tical position (Fig. 4204)
in a shallow depression,
the fossa ovarica, on the

lateral wall of the pelvis,
in the acute angle made
by the superior vesical

(hypogastric) artery ex-

ternally, and the ureter

and uterine artery in-

ternally. Anteriorly it

is sustained by the shelf-

like broad ligament.
Tlie oviduct, bending
around its lateral and
medial surfaces and up-
per end, leaves a pouch-
like depression of the
broad ligament between
itself and the ovary,
which is termed the
bursa ovarii. The ex-
ternal iliac vessels and
the psoas muscle lie to

the outer side of the

fossa ovarica, and un-
der its floor, covered by
peritoneum and sur-

rounded by sul)perilo-
neal fat, nm the obtu-
rator vessels and nerve,
these separating the ovary from the obturator internus
muscle. In a stan<ling position the mesovarian margin
looks forward and outward, but is concealed by the
oviduct. Its free margin looks inward and backward
toward the rectum and is in relation with the ureter.

Often the ovary is not easily seen upon casual inspec-
tion of the pelvic contents. A line connecting the two
ovaries lies behind the body of the utirus when that

organ is in its normal position. Therefore, when the

ovary, by increasing in weight, stretclies its attachments,
if not adherent it usually falls into the recto-vaginal
pouch.
Referred to the exterior of the body the site of the

ovary is usually behind a point on the abdominal wall
about two iiulics medially from the anterior superior
spine of the ilium. The sagittal plane that cuts it is

midway between the spine and the symphysis. The
frontal plane tangent to the promontory either cuts it or

pa.sses close behind it, while the frontal plane corre-

sponding to the ischiatic spines passes considerably be-
hind it. Ilorizontalh', it is above the lesser sciatic "fora-

men and on a level with the infrap3'riform foi'amen and
the upper margin of the acetabulum (see article I'elris).

The ovary ma}' be reached by both vaginal and rec-

tal examination. In the vaginal method the patient is

placed in dorsal decubitus with tlie thighs flexed, and
one or more fingers, pushed into the posterior cul-de-sac
of the vagina, explore the pelvic wall. AVith the other
hand the surface of the abdomen is depressed over the

region above described as the site of the ovary. The in-

ternal bonier of the psoas may usually be made out as a
rounded ridge, and the ovary will be found to the inner
side of this, and may usually be grasped between the in-

ternal and external fingers.
Structure.—A section of the ovary (Figs. 420.5, 4206)

shows that besides its investing epithelium (derived from
the germinal epithelium of the etnbryo) its substance, or

stroma, may be divided into an external, cortical, or ovi-

genous layer, crowded with small roun,! bodies, varying
in size from that of a mustard-seed to that of a pea; and

peritoneum

umbilical artery

Internal Iliac I

artery f

uterine artery

parametrium

rectum

vafrma

• ovarian artery

isuspensory
I ligament
ureter
e.M. iliac art.

lymphatic gland
oviduct
obturator nerve

ureter

obtunitor fascia

bladder

Fig. 4204.—Median, Antero-posterior Section of tlie Pelvis of an Adult Female. (Rieltel.) The uterus Is low
and very near the coccyx. The anus is eaping, the vagina open and the bladder much spread out. The
peritonenin is removed in front and behind the suspensory ligament of the ovary, to show the subjacent
orjrans. The ovary is in plm^e.

a medullary layer rich in vessels and nerves, with spindle-
shaped conneetive-lissuo cells, some elastic fibres and
plain muscular tissue. The round bodies are the ovisacs

(Figs. 4205, 4206, 4207—Graafian follicles, from the Dutch
anatomist, Regnier de Qrauf, 1641-73), already mentioned

ITiI
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as dcrivcil fioni the epitlieliiil layer. The snmller ones

(primordial ovisjics. .-l.l-l. Fig. 4306; A, Pig. 4207) con-

tain 110 fluid, but the larger ones are distended by an al-

FiG. 4205.—Section of a Hiimiin Ovnry. (Nagel.) 1, Ovisac: 2, corpus
lutouni : 3. corpus albicuus Cseveral such are seen ou the surface
of the section).

buiiiinoiis liquid, the UqnorfallicvU (T, Fig. 4207). TVith-

in eaeh ovisac is a large sexual cell or ovum, surrounded

by a layer of smaller cubical cells that form an epitliclial

iiivestmeiit termed the niembrana granulosa. The larger
ovisiics have a distinct connective-tissue investment {t/uca

foHic>ili)ilev\ved from the stroma and richly supplied with
blood-vessels. This consists of two layers, the tiinira ex-

terna and interna (.(, 5, Fig. 4207). The former blends
n'ith the surrounding stroma; the latter is composed of

cells resembling those of embryonal connective tissue,

many of which are large, rounded, and infiltrated at ma-

turity with yellow granulations (4', Fig. 4207). These
have been termed lutein cells, and are believed to be
connecti\e-tissue cells transformed for the nutrition of

the follicles.

The liiiuor foUicidi is secreted from the membrana
granulosa, whose cells multipl_v and come to be arranged
in several laj'ers, surrounding the ovum, which renuiins

single, always attached to the side of the follicle b}- an
accumulation of the cells {ciimtdiisoop/wnis, Fig. 4207, 6.)

The ovisac continues to swell, both by the multiplication
of the granulosa and by the in-

crease of fluid, and thusgrad- »

ually pushes its way outward "
and appears on the surface of

the ovar^' as a fluctuating
vesicle. Blood-vessels ram-

ify abundant!)' on its walls,

except at a superficial pole
called the utirjnut, where they
are wholly wanting. It is at

this spot, and probably from
some increase of vascular

tension, that the vesicle final-

ly ruptures. Preceding this

the granulosa attaching the

ovum to the wall of the vesi-

cle becomes softened, prol)-

ably by invasion of lutein

cells, and. at the rupture, the
ovum with a portion of the

cumulus adhering to it is

thrown out of the sac. Some
slight hemorrhage from rupt-
ured capillaries occurs into

the empty .sac. This act is

known as oni/nlion.

At birth the ovary is crowd-
ed with primordial ovisivcs.

Waldevcr estimates their

number at 100,000, while
some observers place it much
higher, Sappey noting a case in which they exceeded
1,000.000. Most of them degenerate, however, there

being not more Ihan IJO.OOO or 40.000 at ]iuberty, and
but few of these ever come to maturity. Olslmusen
could find but from .'iO to 100 follicles visible to the

naked eye in an adult female. The}' entirely disap-

pear after the menopause.
Corjiora I.iitea.—Some of the follicles that thus abort

acquire a certain degree of development before disap-

pearing, and, without rupturing, form, apparently by a

multiplication of the lutein cells, a j'cllowish body known
as a corpus luteum (corpus luteum atreticum). In com-

pletely matured and ruptured follicles, the formation of

a corpus luteum is much more marked (Fig. 4208). It is

produced by a hypertrophy of the walls of the follicle,

these becoming imbricated and vascularized about the

Fig. 42fl6.—Diagrammalic Section of the Ovary showinfr its Cortical
or Ovigenous Layer, Formed of Ovisacs in various Staces of Evolu-
tion. (Duval.) ..1. .4, ^, Primordial ovisacs; i<, B, B, ovl.sacs
furtlKn- (iint'toped ; C. ovisac approaching maturity ; D. ripe ovisac
Willi its proliL'cious disk {!) I') containing the ovum ; ^I U, mem-
brana granulosa ; ii, hilum of ovary.

central clot, which contracts. The folds finally become
united with each other and a yellowish body is formed,
having a size considerably greater than that of the origi-
nal ovisac. If pregnancy intervenes after the dischaige
of the ovum, the corjius luteum persists during a greater
part of the period, and usuallj' attains a great size (corpus

B

D
Fig. 4207.— Ovisacs. A. Primordial ovisac; B, C, D. ovisacs at various stages of their development

(diagnunnialic). (Tostut.) 1, Ovum : 1' (C), vitelline membrane: 2, membrana granulosa ; 3,

meiunrana propria: 4, tunica propria; 4' (/>), reticular tissue replacing the tunica propria; .^,

tunica llbro-sa ; li, cumulus oopUorus; 7, Uquor foUiculi ; 8, leucocytes In the reticular Ussue (shown
only at left of £>).

luteum grai-i(Ut<iti.i, corpus luteum veruni) ;
luit if there is

no jiregnancy it begins to atrophy, ;uid disappears in the

course of two or three weeks (corpus luteuui menstrua-

tionis, corpus luteum spuiium). It was formerly believed
that certain information regarding a pregnancy could
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Fir. 430S.—Diagrammatic
Section of a Recent Cor-

pus Liiteiim. (BulWanl.)
a. Ovarian stroma; b,
tunica Illtrosa or external
layer of the ovisac ;

ternal tunic hypertn 'phied

be obtained from examination of tlie corpora lutea, but

tliis is not strictly corrpct, for tlie structure of tlic two
is identical, and cases have been noted in wliich tlie

corpus luteuni of menstruation equalled in size tliat of

pregnancy.
On microscopic examination it is found that a corpus

luteum is made up of very laige cells with rounded an-

gles, having an appearance very
like that of liver cells. These
are lutein cells, so called from

granules of a yellow substance
found witliiu them, associated

with fat and known as lutein.

The tunica externa of the theca

remains, and there de\'eloii fi-oni

it radiate septa that extend

throughout the body to a central

nucleus, representing the site of
the original clot, where ciystals
of ha;inatoidin are often found.

By fatty degeneration and ab-

sorption the lutein cells finally
and folded; j," remains of disappear; the connective tissue

e?%Tss"e?"nppf"nf°t"e
contracts to a whitish uiass (cor-

ovisac. pus albicans), and hnally to a
fibrous remnant {corpus fibro-

sum), which Is at last also removed by hyaline degen-
eration.

Observers are not fully in accord as to the origin of the
lutein cells. Sobotta, after very careful observations on
the mouse, concludes that they are of epithelial oi-igin,

arising from a hypertrophy of the granulosa (Fig. 4209),
and in this he is supported by Bischoff, PflUger, and
many others. Another
view, is that they are of _4.

connective- tissue ori-

gin, arising from tlie

cells of the timica in-

terna, and that the

granulosa wholly dis-

appears. Observations
on abortive ovisacs
seem to support this

view, which is warmly
defended by Clark,

Minot, Paladino, and
others. The matter
cannot be definitely
settled until human
material, showing the
earlier stages, is more
fully investigated.
The function of the

corpus luteum has
been the subject of
much discussion.
Born, .struck witli the

resemblance of its

structure to that of

the sujirarenal capsule,
advanced the hypothe-
sis that the organ is a
ductless gland that

modifies the blood so

as to produce the

changes in the uterus

necessarj' for the en-

capsulation and sub.se-

quent nutrition of the

ovum. He argued
that the corpus luteum
is much larger than
would lit' necessary for

the mere restoi'ation of the ovarian tissue, and that the

growth of the uterus during pregnancy is not due to

distention by the growing ovum, but is accompanied by
profound structural changes, whicli may be initiated

without the ovum being in the uterus at all, as in the

well-known case of extra-uterine pregnancy. Further,
mammals that have a placenta whicli becomes firmly
attached to the uterus have a well-developed corpus
luteum, while the aplacental mammals (monotremes,
marsupials) have only a rudimentary one or none at all.

Friinkel and Colin found that in rabbits the removal of
both ovaries within six days after copidation always
prevented pregnancy. According to this view, the cor-

pus luteum of menstruation maj' have an effect upon the
restoration of the uterus.

Clark and others contend that the organ is required to^

maintain the perijiheral circulation and proper surface
tension in the ovary by preventing the formation of cica-

tricial tissue at the point of discharge of the ovum. If

each rupture of an ovisac were followed by a typical
scar, the entii'e surface of the ovary would soon be re-

duced to inactivity.
Arteries.—The ovary is supjilicd by the ovarian artery,

which arises from the abdominal aorta just below the
renal arteries, and descends by a flexuous course into the

pelvis through the suspensory ligament of the ovary, its

long course being explained by the fact that the ovary
was primitively an abdominal organ. It gives off a tubal

branch that supplies the fimbriated extremity of the ovi-

duct, ten to fifteen ovarian branches, and is continued to

make a free, anastomotic loop with the uterine artery.

During pregnancy, when it is greatly enlarged, it is

an important supplementar)' source of supply for the

rapidly growing uterus. The small ovarian branches

penetrate the ovary along its attached border, the place
of entrance, which also serves for veins, nerves, and lym-
phatics, being called the hilum. Their course is fjeli-

cine or corkscrew-like, not only in the broad ligament.

,/^:-

vascular bud -

theca -

)
ovanan

\ epithelium.

• leucocytes

^.l.

Flo. 4209.—Formation of the Corpora Lutea according to Sohotta. Four siiccp.>i,sive stapes in the mouse. A,
Va.scular buddin^r of tlie tunica interna invading the hypertrophied follicular epitlicliinri ; />, the vascular
buds converge toward a central cavilv. Uetween them the follicular cells, which arc nipidly multiplying,
are arranged in columns. .\niiitiL' these cells leucocytes are found. (', A more advanced stage : the column*
are now natii>wcr ami tlie tnihecuhe more numerous. IX The central cavity Is now occupied by a gelatinous
connective tissue; the traliecuhe, by amustomoslng with each other, have destroyed tlie columnar arrange-
ment of the lutein cells.

but also in the substance of the organ. In the medullary
portion they form the rich anastomoses whicli cause this

to he named the vascular zone; and at the confines of the

cortical and medullary portions they form imperfect
aieades from wliieli arterioles are given off which pene-
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trate to the ovisics and the corpora lutea and form a

capillary network abmit them.
]'tiiis.—These are larire, sinuous, spiroid in character,

and accompanied by bunds of smooth, nuiscular libre

body, and are homologous with the seminiferous tu-

bules and vasa efferentia of the male.

Cp. W. (qw) C g

Vp. H-

CI. ir.

aim. .

'l"|]e piiroiiiihoiuin i

the l)road ligament

, Cf. w.

E.g.

'C.s.

V.cjf.

.._ CI. w.

CI. W. C. II. C. t.

Fig. 4210—Scheme Slimvlng the Development of the Sexual Gland and Its Ducts. (Mihal-
kovlos.) -l, InrtitreR'Ht stage; ZJ. female; C, male; Cj).W'., Wollllan liody with the epo-
oplioron (cpo) and theepMldymus (t'pi); (-^^i'\. Woltflan duct; C.**.. sexual radiations: GUn..
Wolfflan glomeruli; C.IJ.. l)fKly of HiKhint)re (rete ovarii); E.g., (Terminal epithelium;
V.cff., eilerent ducts of the testis.

like those of ei'ectile tissue. In tlie hiluin, mesnvari-

um. and neigliboring folds of the broad ligament the
veins form a vascular protuberance called by Rouget
the bulb of the ovary, and believed by him to have
some function in ovulation. Leaving the broad liga-

ment, the veins unite to form the pampiniform ple.xus
and finally discharge into the uterine and ovarian
veins.

Li/iiiphiilirs.
—These are very numerous. They origi-

nate in the stroma and about the ovisacs, some of the
smaller Siics being often nearly surrounded by a lymph
sinus. Conveigiiig to eight to

ten trunks, they pass out at the

hiliini. accoin]):iiiy the vessels

and discharge into glands sit-

uated in front of the aorta.

Kerrcs.—These are derived
from a symiiathetic ple.\us that

is given olf from the renal

ple.xus and accompanies the
ovarian artery. The exact
terminations aie imperfectly
known. They have been
traced to the walls of vessels,

to smooth muscular libies, to

the surface ejiil helium, and
to the tunica interna of the

Graafian follicles.

Vcntigifil Sln/ct'irt'K.—There
remain within the ovary, in the

folds of the broa<l ligament
and elsewhere, certain vestiges
of the fietal condition of the

organs that it is necessary to

briefly mention. These are as

follows:
The epoopltoron, pnmrarium,

or Ixxly of R'lKenmiillei- (Pig.
4210, B, Fig. 4211) consisis of

six to twelve nearly paiallel
tubes containing ji dear fluid,

which are found within the

foldsof the mesosalpinx. They
converge toward the hilus of

young animals be traced into

4210 /?. ex.). Toward the oviduct they end in a longi-
tudinal canal, the remains of the Wolllian duct. They
represent vestiges of the sexual part of the Wolflian

s a similar series of tubes found in

nearer the uterus, and representing
the unused urinarv part of the

Wolthan bodv (Gin,, A, Fig.
4210). They "are of a yellowish
color and usually disappear early.

Gartner's Canal..—This is the

remains of the lower part of the

Wolffian duct occasionally found
in the wall of the uterus and

vagina. It is homologous with
the vas deferens of the male.

Ilj/diiluhof Morr/ar/ni.
—In about

twenty per cent, of subjects there

is found connected with the in-

fundibulum of the oviduct, usu-

ally with the ovarian fimbria, a
small hollow cyst known as the

hydatid of Morgagni. Similar
structures may be found in the

folds of the bro:id ligament in

connection with the epoophoron.
Their homologies and origin are
obscure.
Thk Oviducts.— Etymology.—

Fi'oni the Neo-Latin veithirti/s,

derived from the Latin ot-uin. an

egg, and ductus, a leading, a pas-

sage. Greek, nnlmy^, from whence many compounds,
such as salpingitis, salpingotomy, etc. ; Fi-ench, on-
(lucte, trompe vterine ; Italian, oridutto. tromba dc Fal-

hippio ; German, Kilciter, Mnttertmurjtete. The name
was first used by De Graaf, about 1673. The older an-
atomists styled theui ni.vi drfrrrntia. Often called the

Fallopian tubes, from Gabiielln FaUo]i])io {I.5'.33-6'2), pro-
fessor at Feiraia, Pisa, ami Padua, who compared their

expanded ends to that of a brazen tnha or trumpet.
This name was first given them by Riolanus about 1618.

In the nomenclature of the German Auatomische Gesell-

Fio. )211.-View of I.ali-ral .\ncle of Ttci'us with Broad Ligament from ni'hind. (Henle.) Ut.
Uterus: LL hroad liL'ament : (til. isthiims of <pviduct : Oii', ampulla of oviduct: ./, infun-

ililmlmn; On, ahdominal opening of oviduct; 7'"o, ovarian Ihnliria ; ip, suspensory lisament;
I'o, epoophoron lai<i hare by removal of part of the posterior lamella of the broad ligament.

the ovaiy. and uiiiy in

its subsliiuce {see Fig.

schaft tliey ai-e known as the tiibm vterina. Some authors

restrict the term oviduct to the genilal passjiges of ani-

mals possessing no uterus. There .seems no good reason

for this.

History.
—They were prob;d>ly known to Ilerophilus

loi
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(335-280 B.C.). Eudemns (290 B.C.) Ucsciiljed the fim-

briated extremity. Kufus of Eplie.sus demonstrated
them in the sliee|) about a.d. TjO. Tliey were /renerally

suppo.scd tocouvi'V the product of tlie ovary, the hypo-
tlietieal female semen. FaUopius showed tliat they did

not ckisely connect witli the ovaries, and considcreil that

•fniiirinous vajiors
" exhaled from the ulerus througli

tlieni into the abdomen. Others supjiosed them to be

spiracles through which "spirits
" could pass from the

mollier to the fu'tus.

/^<;/7/»7 /')/!.—Paired tiibuhir structures, extending from
near either ovary to tlie uterus, by which the mature ova
are couvey<'d from the peritoneal cavity to the latter

organ. Tliey dilfer from the ducts of secreting glands
iu being detached from the organ whose products they
are intended to convey.

Funii. —The general shape of an oviduct (see Fig. 4191)
is that of a gradually expanding, sinuous trumpet, ex-

tending laterally from eitlier angle of the uterus, of which
it appears to be a continuation. This is even more stri-

king in the lower animals, in whom the fusion of the

MUllerian ducts is not so complete, and who consequently
possess a bicornuate uterus.

Difisi'in/i.—Starting frfun the uterine cavity we may
distinguish (Figs. 4191 and 4203): (1) a uterine, intra-

mural, or inlerstitiiil portion, passing through the walls

of the uterus, in which tlie lumen of the duct is reduced
to verj' small dimensions; (2) the isthmtm, a narrow, com-

paratively straiglit portion, liaving no well-defined limit,

but generally reckoned as about one-third the length of

the duct ; (ii) the ampulla, an enlarged, sinuous portion
which terminates by (4) the infuntUbulum or fimbriated

extremity, a funnel-shaped expansion surroimded by a

fringe-like border by which the duct opens into the peri-

FKi. 4212.—Relations of the Ovary and the Oviduct. (His.) O.
Ovary ; P. intundibulum ; T. oviduct ; L, ovarian ligament ; V,
uterus. The anne.xa are held up by the suspensory lierament. The
fundus of the uterus deviates somewhat froui the median line.

toneal cavity. Tlie junction of the infundibulum with
the ampulla, sometimes slightly constricted iu 3'oung per-
sons, is occasionally called the necJc.

The uterine orifice is small, inextensible, and often

stopped by a plug of mucus. It is practically impossi-
ble to catheterize it, and fluids injected into the cavity
of the lUerus do not readily pass through it. The ab-
dominal orifice is larger and exten.sible. It is said to be
closed in tubes cut from the living, but open after death.
We may, with AValdeyer, consitler tlie oviduct according
to the directions wliieh its different parts assume. A
liorizoiital ]iortion extends from the angle of the uterus
outward and a little backward to the inferior pole of the

ovary, an aseendini/ portion, near!}' at right angles to tlie

preceding, which mounts vertically along the pelvic wall
and the mesovarian margin as far as the superior pole,
and a short (ksceiidi/iff portion which makes an acute

angle with the latter, passing downwai-d and inward,
forming the so-called tubal loo[i, the infundibulum eni-

bi'aeing the internal face ami posterior boi-iler of tlie ovary
(Fig. 4213). These porti<ms are, however, by no means
of lixed dimensions, as they depend largely upon the
position of the uterus and upon tlie various influences
that may displace the ovary and the folds of the liroad

ligament. Tlie oviduct, with its attached peritoneum,

often so covers the internal face of the ovary that tliat

organ is not perceived when the pelvic cavity is opened.
DiiiieiHiioiin.—The following table shows the principal

measurements of the oviduct:

.Wcraselencth 12 to 14 cm.
Miniitium li'tt^'th 6
Ma.xinium lHtl^'lh 20 "

I. I'ML'tli nf inici-stitial portion 1

l.crmili iif istliiiuis :i

Li-Tit'lh "f aiMpulla 8

Lfliirlh of irifundil)Ulum 2
"

l.iMiL'ili cif ovariiiii llmliiia 2..5to3
"

Lemrth of citlicr lliijIiriLP 1 to 1..5
"

Caliliie of iitirini-orillce 05 to .1
"

fall I in- of iiitfistiiial portion 0-5
"

Calitir<* of isthmus n»^ar uterus 3
"

Calilirt' iif aiii|iulla, ina.ximum 8
"

faliliii- (.f iii-iitMiinil onllce 2 to ..'t

"

Tbii-krifss of walls, avcra^'e .2 to .3
"

At its uterine termination the tube so gradually ex-

pands into the cavity of the sujicrior cornu that its exact

point of termination is dillicult to determine.
Attachments.—Continuous with the angle of the uterus

at its inner extremity, the oviduct lies in the superior or

free edge of the broad ligament, hereafter to be descritjed,

and is attached at its lateral end by one of the fimbria,

longer than the others (ovarian fimbria, fmbria orarira.

Figs. 42U3 and 4203), to the suspensor}' ligament of the

ovary. The triangular fold of the broad ligament that

encloses it is known as the mesosalpinx (Fig. 4203, A).

At its extremities the duct shares the movements of the

organs to wliicli it is attached, while its intermediate

portion may move independently, its freedom depending
upon the length of the duct and the laxity of the meso-

salpinx.
Interstitial Portion.—In nulliparaj the oviduct is

clearly seen to be a contracted continuation of the supe-
rior cornu of the uterus, and the narrowest point is not
at the uterine orifice, but a little beyond. In multi))aric,

however, the orifice is the narrowest portion. AVhile

passing througli the uteiinewall the duct is slighth' bent
witli downward concavity. A layer of connective tissue

separates it from the uterine substance proper.
Isthmus.—This resembles the vas deferens in its cord-

like, resistant character and cylindrical form. It lies in

the para-uterine fossa of AVaideyer, the round ligament
of the uterus being before and below, the ovarian ligament
and tubo-ovarian artery behind.

Ampulla.—This portion, slightly flattened from before

backward, has a thinner wall and softer consistence than
the isthmus. It is slightl_v irregular in calibre, with
Hexuosities which are more marked in the young. Its

loop runs in front of the ovarian vessels and its descend-

ing branch is close iigainst the external iliac vein.

Infundibulum.—This funnel like expansion (Fig. 4202,

(j) is cut into twelve to fifteen laciniate, fringe-like proc-
esses or fimljria', and is hence often called the fimhritited

e.rtremiti/. Tlie French, carrying out the similarity of
the duct to a trumpet, call it the parillon, a name also

applied to the daring mouth or bell of a trumpet. The
ancients compared its gnawed appearance to the pre-
morse root of the >-fcabio.sa succisa, i)oiiularly known as

the "devil's bite," the legend being that the arch enemy,
angered at the good done by the medicinal virtues of the

root, attempted to destroy it by biting it off, but only
succeeded in leaving a ragged edge showing the marks
of his attack. It is from the resemblance of the infun-
dibulum to this root, and not from any evil influence it

was sujiiiosed to exert, that it was called the morsus dia-

boli. It has also been compared to the corolla of a flower
with a double row of petals (lleiile). to a crinoid or sea-

lily (Nagle), and to a medusa liead.

The single fimbrite are lanceolate, ovate, or filiform,

not infrequently with irrcgularlj' notched edges, so that

there may arise fimbrite of the second or third order.

Sometimes they maj' be fenestrated or form a lattice-

work. One of them, hirger than the others, has alreadj'
been rt^ferred to as the ovarian fimbria (Fig. 4202, 7).

Attached to a groove in the suspensory liagment, it does
not usually (luile reach the ovary, and from its twmina-
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tion lliL-ic may extend, nloiiji the suspensory lijrament,

suppk-meiitary fringes (tubo ovarian liinbiia). The pri-

mary limbri;v are usually plicated, the folils correspoiul-

iug to those of till- luuccius uiembraiie of the interior of

i_ I longitudinal mus-
J I cular fibres

subserous tissue

Fig. 4213.—Cross-Se<'tlon ut the Oviduct near the Cterine Oriflce.

(Orthmann.)

tlie tube. In consequenec of this arrangement, tlie ab-
doiuiual orilice of the lube is not usually visible, at least

in nuUiparie. It can, however, always be displayed by
parting the plic:ati<ms, and is large enough to admit a
small probe.

It is by this orifice that the ova leave the abdominal

cavity, and many attempts have been made to clearly
explain how the}' come to enter it. It was formerly
supposed that at the time of ovulation the infundibidum
suffered a species of erection by vascular congestion, and
that then it clasped itself liruily around the ovary and
prevented the escape of the ovum into the peri-
toneal cavity. Injection of the vessels in the ca-

daver does not eonlirm this, and, as Ileule says, it is

difficult to see how the iufundibulum can select the
exact place upon the ovarian surface where a fol-

licle is about to rupture, or how it can be depended
upon to execute such aii act in view of the pressure
and movements of the intestines. Others have sup-
posed that there must exist in the ducts, in the
limbrije. or in tlic broad ligaments musi;ular fibres

by which adaptation of the infundilmhim to the
surface of the ovary is etfected. This, too, appears
to be without foundation. Excitation of the mus-
cular coat of the oviduct in living animals merely
produces vermicular movements, the direction
the fibres of the nuiscnlar tissue of the broai
ment is such that they draw the ovaries together
rather than bring the infuiidibulum to the ovary,
and the existence in the fimbriie of special fibres

capable of clasping the ovary cannot be demon-
strated.

Experiments upon animals have shown, however,
that both ova and semen may pass from one side of
the abdomen to the other, and that it does not nec-

essarily follow that, because au ovum does not at
once reach the infundibulum, it may not evcnlvially
do .so. Its movement is doubtless directed by tlie

ciliated epilheliiim that lines the interior of the in-

fundibulum and the ovarian fimbria. Notwith-
standing this there is unquestionably a great loss of
ova owing to the lack of accurate adaptation between
the mouth of the oviduct and the ovary.

Interi'ir Coiift/iiratinii
—The interior of the oviduct is

lined with mucous membrane continuous with that of
the uterus, but destitute of the ghuids that are so promi-
nent a feature of that organ. This membrane has a

striking peculiarity in that it is arranged in numerous
longitudinal folds that form an intricate scries of narrow

passages—the tubal hiliyrintli (Figs. 4218, 4-14)—alVord-

ing a free though retanled passage to fluids and minute
bodies that pass from the abdominal cavity to the uteru.s.

These folds apjiear in the interstitial portion as two or
three small crests which are, in the isthmus. i)rolonged and
multi]died as ;jr('y(c;7«// folds, which, however, disappear
on distention of the t ube, and attain their greatest develop-
ment in the amjinlla, where they no longer disajipear on

distention and vary greatly in size, some
—mucous membrane passing across the lumen of the tube to

the opposite side and developing on their

J .1
circular muscular faces secondary and tertiary folds, so that

^\') Bbres a cross-.seetion of them resembles the arbor
vit.iB of the cerebellum. These folds are

contimied. much reduced in size, upon the
infundibulum.
The arrangement seems admirably

adapted for retarding the movements of

the ovum and the spermatozoa, which
probably meet each other at this point. It

indeed seems likely that the ampulla is a nceptacuhnn
gemiiiis, and that it becomes, after repeated copulations,
charged with spermatozoa, which may remain there in

au active state for several days, so that when a matiu-ed
ovum once enters, its fecundation is practicall_v assured.

Investigations on animals show that the ovum is from
three to eight days in passing through the oviduct.

Hyrtl found a human ovum in the uterine end of the
duct four days after men.struation. The period of eight
days cannot be much exceeded in the human species, as
the ovum attains in the second week a diameter of 3-6
mm., which is greater than that of the uterine orifice of
the tube.

On the other hand, the progress upward of the sper-
matozoa is comparatively rapid. Having a flagellate
movement of their own, they are able to travel without
the assistance of the female organs. In guinea-pigs they
have been known to reach the middle of the oviduct
within fifteen minutes after copulation, and from what is

known of their rapidit}' of progress in other situations, it

ion of ( \^ "v
I

'
'

*1'

1 liga- -^(^r r ",|i

Fig. 4214.— ('ros.s-So('tion of the 0\1duct tieiir the Abdominul Oriflre. The
folds 'if the inui'ous membrane are ver.v ninnerous and coniplieated. form-
ing the tubal labyrinth ; the muscular coat Is very thin Ijut rich in ves-
sels. (Orthiuanu.)

secm.s probable that in the human species they require
about two hours for a similar migration.

Siriietnif.—The oviduct is a mu.scular tube outwardly
invested with a serous layerderived from the iieritoneum,

inwardly lined with a mucous membrane. The serous

coating forms a complete investment, the vessels entering
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alon.s its inferior border through the fokls of the meso-

Siiliiinx. It is continuous internally with the serous in-

vestment of the uterus, and externally is continued over

the external surface of the tinil)ri:e. A loose, subserous,
eonneetive tissue luiites it to tlie muscular coat.

The muscular tunic is composed of smooth fibres ar-

raiiiied in two layers, an inner one of ciicular fibres

and an outer one in which the libres are arranged longi-

tudinally. The circular layer is a continuation of the

similar fibres of thi^ uterus, is thicker at the uterine e.\-

tremity. and at the infuudibulum forms a sphincter-like

ring. The longitudinal fibres are continuous with the

transverse fibres of the uterus and are contiuued as a

very thin sheet upon the infuudibulum, one fascicle ex-

tending upon the timbria ovarica, and constituting what
is sometimes called the mvseulus attrakens tvbm.

The mucous membrane is composed of a layer of cil-

iated epithelium seated upon a submucous connective
tissue containing some round cells resembling those of

the uterus, and which are believed to assist iu forming a
decidna in the case of tubal pregnane}'. It possesses no

glands. The epithelium increases somewhat in thickness

toward the abdominal orifice. The direction of the

ciliary wave is toward the uterus, and experimental in-

jections of minute bodies into the abdominal cavity show
that it is anetficieut cause of the progression of the ovum
through the duct. The epithelium lines the interior of

the inl'undibulum and becomes continuous at the edge of

the fimbriit; with the peritoneum. Upon the ovarian fim-

bria or along the suspensory ligament it is continued as

far as the ovary, becoming continuous there with the

cubical epithelium of that organ.
Arierits.—From the anastomotic loop formed by the

ovarian and uterine arteries three branches are given off

for the supply of the oviduct. These are, resjiectively,
the eJ-tcrnal tubui, derived from the ovarian, which passes
in front of the fimbria ovarica and ascends along it, sup-

jilying it and sending a branch to each of the other fim-

iiria", and ending by anastomosing with the middle or

internal tubal; the inicrnal tubal, derived from the uter-

ine, supplying the interstitial portion and isthmus of the

oviduct, and curving outward to form by anastomosis
with the external tubal theinfratubal arch ; and the mid-
dle tubal, usually given off from the uterine a little far-

ther out. It passes in front of the ovary and divides into

two branches, wliich anastomose with the external and
internal tubal, forming a second infratubal arch.

Veins.—Tliese also form a vascular arcade with more

freciueut anastomoses. They discharge into the uterine

and ovarian veins. One branch runs along the round

ligament of the uterus and communicates with the epi-

gastric vein.

Lymp/iatics.
—These take origin from the mucous mem-

brane, from a subperitoneal network, and discharge into

two or three trunks which extend along the oviduct,
unite with others coming from the uterus, and ascend

along the suspensory ligament to the lumbar glands.
AtrreK.—These are derived from the o\arian plexus

and are closely connected with the uterine nerves. They
unite under the peritoneum to form what is called by
Jaques the fundamental plexus, from which finer fibres

penetrate between the muscular layers, forming a sec-

ond or intramuscular [ih'xus which supplies the muscle

fibres; from this again fibres aredistributed to the epi-
thelium.

I'liE Uterus.—Etymnlogy.—From the loLirnvteriis, the

womb, probably connected with vtcr, a skin bottle or

b:\g. The later Latin ajipellation, miitri.v, is also some-
times used. This originally meant a breeding animal.

Greek, ui/Tpa, varipa (the last, the uterus being the last

organ that presents in the pelvis), whence come many
modern derivatives, such as metralgia, metritis, met-

rorrhagia, hysteria, hysterectomy, etc. Another Greek

a])pel!ation, used by Hippocrates, was iWi^if, whence
are derived several terms vised in zoological classifica-

tion, such as Monodelphia. Didi'lphia, Ornithodelphia.
French, uterus, matriee ; Italian, utero, ycnilura ; Ger-

niiui, Gebdrmutter, ifutter, Fruchthalter. The Talmud-

ists called the uterus "the sleeping chamber," of which
tlie cervix was "the porch."

llistdfy.
— It was probably known to the ancients from

an early period, though it would seem tliat at first no
verj- clear distinction was made between it and the va-

gina. The Greek physicians supposed it to be movable,
ascending upward toward the diaphragm when excited
and thu.s ])roducing a variety of disorders. Plato calls

it a wild beast which never follows reason, and which,
through non -satisfaction of its desires, roams about in the

body and also excites inordinate lust. That this view
existed also among the Hebrews may perhajis be inferred
from Prov. xxx. 1.5. l(j. Soranus first showed that its

attachments were such that this movement was impossi-
ble, yet the error did not disappear from medical science

Fig. •!213.—Virgin Uterus of Twenty-two Years. (Sappey.) A.
Anterior face—1, Body; 2, 3, superior angles; 3, cervix: 4,

isthmus ; 5. iutravaginal portion of cervix ; 6, its external orillce ; 7,

vajrina. B. J^Iedian scelion— 1, 1, Profile of anterior face; 3,

vesico-uterine cul-de-sac of peritoneum dividing this face into two
nearly equal parts ; 3, 3, profile of posterior face ; 4, body ; .5. cer-
vix : 6, isthmus ; 7, cavity of ,body : 8, cervical canal ; ii, internal

orifice; 10, anterior lip of the os uteri; 11, posterior lip; 12, 12,

vagina. G. Frnutid fcctinn—l. Cavity of body ; 2, its left lateral

border; .S, its superior border; 4, 4. its lateral angles; 5, its inferior

angle forming the intoniiii orifice: IJ, cervical canal ; 7, arbor vitae

of its posterior wall; 8, its lower extremity ; 9, vagina.

until the pi'actice of dissection became general. Galen,

considering that the female should possess all the organs
of the male, supposed it to bethehon;ologue of the penis,
withdrawn from sight in accordance with the coUk-r na-

ture of the sex. The muscular character of the uterus
was first demonstrated by Arantius (1530-89).

Definition.—A single, hollow, median, and symmetrical
structure, peculiar to mammals, situated in the cavity of

the pelvis between the rectum and the uriiuiry bladder.

It is formed by the thickened confluence of the Mtille-

rian ducts, and serves as the organ of gestation and par-
turition. It receives the impregnated ovum, maiiitains
it during embryonic and fetal development, and expels
the fuHus at maturit_v.
The function of child-be.iring, which appears to be the

most important one of the female economy, has a re-

markable effect upon the organ that contains iiml nour-
ishes the developing embryo, affecting profoundly its

size and its anatomical organization. It is also subject
to a series of rhythmic changes, habits impi-essed upon
it as a jieriodical |ireparation of gestation and known
:is menstruation. This function of gestation, and iu a

minor d(^gree that of menstruation, entail anatomical
variations greater than are found in any other organ of

the body.
Form.—The null! parous viterus (Fig. i'i\^t) has the shape

of an inverted tlask. llattened and slightly bent, from
behind forward. The oldor anatomists compared it to a
cucurbitula or cupping glass, so called because of resem-
blance in sha]K' to a sm;Ul gourd or cucumber. Indeed,
the shape of the uterus is (piite accui'ately represented Ivy

that of a short cucuiuber, slightly larger at one end than
at the other, and bent near the smaller end.

Dirisions.— Its expanded upper portion is the ftorf?/ or

corpus, its narrower, lower jiart the ncc/c or cervtj^, while
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Fig. 4216.—Jiinetion of the Utenis and
tbe Vagina, showini.' Ilie Si^gineuts of
the Cervix. (Testin.) 1, Vagina, with
2. iLs anterior wall; 3, its posterior
wall; 4. its inueous membrane : 5,

body of the uterus: 6, cervix of

uterus, with «, it.s extravaginal por-
tion ; f), its vaginal portion ; c, its

Intravaginal portion of os uteri ;

anterior cul-(ie-sar : 8, posterior eul-

de-sae : i\ .r, separates the body and
the neck of the uterus.

the sliglit constriction between these is the ist/iiiiiis.

from either side of the organ, at its up|ier part, are

given off tlie so-called ii>inej:a : the oviduct, the icniiid

and ovarian ligiimeiils,
which latter connect
Willi the ovaries (see

Fig. 4a02). The part
of the uterine body
above the jilaiie pa.ss-

ing horizontally
through tlie inscriioiis

of the annc.xa is termed
the fiiiidiix, and the

part below that plane
is sometimes distin-

guished as the body
jjroper (corpus propri-
um).
The lower part of

the neck is embraced

by the vagina, like a

sleeve, the line of ad-

herence running
obliquely and extend-

ing farther down in

front than behind (Fig.

421()). The ccrvi.x is

thus divided into a

niipviiirifjuKil and a ra-

Hinal portion. To the

palpating finger the vaginal portion feels like a hard,
smooth projection with a central depression or slit, the

orifmum externum, or external orifice of the cavity of

the uterus. Its peculiar shape and consistence led

Lieutaud to call it the museau de tane/ie, the tencli's

muzzle, or, in Latin, on tinciv, which has become by
usage OS vteri or os vteri externum, the mouth of the

uterus. It will be perceived that this term ajijilies to

the entire vaginal portion of the cervix rather than to the

orifice itself. This orifice is rounded in nullipara;, and
in those 'who have borne children is a short, transverse

slit, often with somewhat irregular edges, the lips or
labia (Fig. 4217). The anterior lip is the thicker and the

lower. Both lips are in contact with the walls of the
undistendcd vagina (Fig. 4218).
From the sides of the uterus its peritoneal investment

is continued laterally in the form of the broad ligament,
between whose layers are the vessels and nerves for the

supply of the organ, which thus penetrate at what may
be called its lateral edges.
The body comprises about two-thirds of the entire or-

gan. Its upjier end, the fundus, is free and covered by
closely adherent peritoneum. It is smooth and glisten-

ing, and the superincumbent coils of intestine glide over
it with a minimum of friction. In nullipara' it lias but
little convexity, but after repeated pregnancies it be-

comes markedly rounded both antero-posteriorly and

TJ

FiC. t-'ir. The Os fieri and its Orin.,-. i.^,,,,.. .1, In the virgin
C, in a niultipani.

from .side to side (Fig. 4219). By its continuity on cither
side Willi the oviducts are formed" the angUs of the uterus.
In most lower animals the.se angles an; mueli more marked
owing to a less complete fu.sion of the .Miillerian ducts.
hi the human species also a bieornuate ut(!rus is oc-

casionally seen. The posterior surface of the body,

rounded and smooth, can be seen from above when the

pelvic cavil}- is opened and the intestines are removed;
the anterior surface, however, is not visible, it being in

ccuilact with the bladder, which imparts to it a slight
flat telling.
The cervix is of a nearly cylindrical form, slightly

enlarged at the middle in nulliparae, much less or not at

all in those who have had repeated pregnancies.
The vaginal (intravaginal) portion of the cervix or os

uteri is a rounded projection, having under physiological
conditions a rosy color and a tirm consistence. Its base
is circular in virgins, slightly elliptical in those who have
borne children (Fig. 4217). The external orifice varies
much in shape and in the apjiearai ce of its lips. Rounded
in the virgin, it becomes a slit in the primipara, and after

repeated [iregnaneies is gaping,
irregular, and puckered, the lips
often presenting scars or fi.ssures.

In these cases the cervix under-

goes considerable absorption.
Cai-ity.

— The walls of the
uterus are from 10 to 1.5 mm.
thick in nuiliparie (Fig. 4215,

B,C), somewhat greater in inul-

tipane (Fig. 4219, H). dimin-
isiied a little at the neck and at

the orifices of the oviducts. This
thickness nearly obliterates the

lumen, but there is a virtual cav-

ity divisible into two parts: an

upper, triangular, transversely
placed cleft, the cai'um- uteri,

belonging to the body of the

uterus; and a lower, fusiform

portion, the ccrricul ciiiuil (rann-
lis ceri'icis) belonging to the
neck. A contracted pass, the
internal orifwe (os uteri inter-

num), unites the two.
The shape of the cavum uteri

is triangular, or, more accurate-

ly, it is formed by three slender

triangles united by their bases;
the two upper ones, the cornua,

leading to the orifices of the

oviducts, the I bird leading down-
ward to the internal orifice. In

multiparte this shape is somewhat modified, the cornua

enlarging at the expense of the lower triangle. Traces
of the primitive union of the Ml'illerian ducts can usually
be found in young persons, either as a marked raphe
or as a triangular depression on the anterior and pos-
terior walls. Soiiietimes the entire cavity is divided and
the uterus thus becomes bilocular like that of rodents.

Among tlie older, fanciful views with reference to gen-
eration, was one that male children were developed on
tlie right side of the uterus, females on the left, the

male seeking the warmth of the liver

(Galen). It has been suggested that
^ the rare cases of superfa-lation that

have been noted can be exjilained by
an anomalous, bilocular condition of
llie uterus.

Tlie internal orifice, often called the

internal os, is really a passage 4 or 5
mm. in length, corresponding to the

isthmus of the uterus. It frequently
is smaller than the external orifice, and
offers more resistance to the probe.
The columns of the next section are

]U'olonged into it.

The cervical canal expands some-
what on passing from either end toward the middle.
The mucous membrane of its anterior and po.sierior
surfaces presents series of remarkable folds, constitut-

ing the arbur ritce uterino' oi the older anatomists (Fig.

4220). Running axially along each wall is a sliglilly
elevated ridge or column, from which arises a series of

Fig. 4218.—Section through
the Middle of the Uterus
and Upper Part of Vagina.
(Henle.)

y..
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pemiiform folds, tlii' pUcif puliixiiiv. which may divide

imd sulidivide, the whole prcseiitiug an ai)p(.'arancc

soiiicwhal like the ribs of a leaf. The folds are so ar-

raiifiid that those on opposite sides of the iieeU fit into

eaeli other.

The capacity of the cavity of the uninipregnatc<l nullip-
arous uterus is but slight, the walls beiug for the most

part everywhen' iu contact or separated l)y a thin layer
of mucus. It is estimated at from 'Z to 5 c.c., or fi. 3 ss.

to fl. 3 U. In multipara it increases to from 5 to 8 c.c.,

or tl. 3 li to 2J (Guyon).
Dimeimoiis.—The following table represents averages

from measurements made by Rieffel, Waldeyer, and
others.

Nullipanie. Multiparte.
Millimetres. Millimetres.

Total li'rii.'tli 60 70

I.ensrtli I'f l">ilv 35 4.5

I.eiiL'tli i.f ni-L'k a5 25

Length or vaginal portion of neclt 10 10
Breadtli between Insertions of oviducts ... 40 45

Breadth at isthmus 20 30
Breadth at middle of cervix 25 30

Thickness (antero-posterior diameter) of

1«r1v 20 30
Thickness (antero-posterior diameter) of

neck 20 25
Total lencth of cavitv 55 60-85

Lengtli of cavity of body T 25 31-40

Length of cavity of isthmus 5 3-5
Length of cavity of neck 25 20-24
Breadtli of cavity between oviducts 24 30-35
lireadlti of ca\itv at isfhmus 4

Ureadih of lavity at middle of cervi.x 8 9

Depth (antero-posterinrdiameter) of cavity § 12

ThickTiess of walls of body 10-15 20
Thickness of walls of neck 8-10 15

Millimetres.

Total length of uterus of child 25-.35

Total length of senile and atrophied uterus 30

Pregnant uterus in the last month:
Greali'st length 360
BreadI h "f body 250
Thickness of body 240

Length of cervix 45-50

As a general, rough estimation it may be said tliat the

adult, nullipai'ous uterus is three iuclics long by two
inches wide and one inch thiclc.

Weight.—According to RielTel tlie weiglit of the nullip-
arous uterus averages 40 gm., ranging from 32 to 50.

A n

Fig. 4219.-Multiiino\i-, nttrus of Twenty-six Years. (Sappcv.)
A. Aiilrridr r<ii ' —1 Body much longei- than cervix; 2, cervix,
shorter than bod \ ^ isthmus 4, os uteri ; 5, external orlflce, hav-
ing the figure of I trans\erse slit; 6, 6, upper end of vagina con-
tinuous with thi neck at the b.ise of llie os utt-rl. B. The uterine
cai'itH—L Cavity of the body; 2, its left lateral border; 3, ;i its

superior border or ba,se; 4, 4, Its superior angles, continuous with
the oviducts: 5. Its inferior angle, forming the Internal orltlce ; (i.

cervical canal ; 7. arbor vital of its postiTior wall ; s, posterior lip of
the OS uteri externum ; 9, upper end r.f tin* vagina.

The weight of the muUiparous uterus is considerably
greater, avrraging 5,") gm. and vaiying from 48 to 70.

Wnlili'verrcporlslhc wciglit of the litcrus iluring tlie last
month of ]ircgiiaiicy as from 900 to 1.200 gm. Houglily
speiiUing, it may be said that the weight of tin: ulcru's
varies from one ounce avoidupois in the uninipregnated

Fic. 4220.—The Arhnr Vila or
Pliae Fiilmiitce of the Wall of
the Cervical Canal shown by Cut-
ting a Section from the Wall.
(Nagel.)

female to two pounds in the parturient one. Tlic spe-
cific gravity of the uterine substance is 1.052.

Conitisteiice.—During lite the uterus is soft, deprcssible,
and tlexible, especially at
the isthmus. This is more
mtirkcd in luilliparir. Af-
ter death, from cadaveric

rigidity and tlie emptying
of the vessels, it becomes
more firm and unyielding.

Position.—The uterus,
not being rigidly liound,
is subject to a wide range
of variations in position,

many of which are com-

patible with health. Thus
it may, as a whole, be
turueil foi'ward, back-

ward, or si(lewa)'s (ante-

version, retroversion, lat-

eroversion) ; it may, as a
whole, be displaced in the
horizontal pltvne (antepo-
sitiou, reti-o])osition, lat-

eroposition); it may be
raised or lowered (eleva-

tion, depression); it may
be bent upon itself (ante-

tle.xion, retroflexion, lat-

eroflexion), the bending usually occurring at the isthmus;
or it may be twisted upon its own a.xis (torsion). Sev-
eral of these displacements are often combined. It is

not surprising, thcreiore,
that there sliould have
been mucli discussion as
to the normal ])ositiim of

the organ. Nagel. Wal-

deyer, Kieffel, and most
recent writers hold that
the tt/pic'it position of the

uterus, as derivetl from a

study of its embr_yonie de-

velopment and general
tendencies, is as follows:

In the healthy and nor-

mal adult female, stand-

ing in the erect position,
with rectum and bladder

approximately empty, the
uterus is anteverted and
anteflexed (Figs. 4204,
4231, 4222, 4223). The
axis of the cervical canal

corresponds nearly to the
axis of the pelvis, the external orifice being at the height
of the top of the symphysis pubis. The a.xis of the body
is nearly horizontal, the fundus does not reach the plane
of the superior strait,

and is some distance
behind the symphysis.

This typical position
niiiy be altered by a

variety of causes and
thus a number of sec-

ondary positions be

produced, all of which
may be normal in the
seii.se tluit they in no

waj' interfere with the
functions of the uterus
nor with tho.se of the

surrounding organs.
Thus it may be pushed
backwaril liv ti tlisten-

tionof lhebradder(Fig.
4223), or forward by a distention of the rectum, or con-

sitlerably elevated by a distention of both al the s:ime
time (Fig. 4224). The posture of the subject, acting upon

Fig. 4221.—Normal Position of the
Cterus in the Virgin. (Schultze.)
li. Rectum; U, uterus; I'o,
vagina; I's, bladder; ,S, sym-
iihysis.

FtQ. 4222. — Normal Position of the
Uterus in a Multipara. (Schultze.)
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Fio. 4223.-SHiiation of the Uterus
iluring Repletion of the Bladder.
(Schultze.)

the abdominal contents as well as tiiion tlio uterus, has
some etleel. Thus the kueeelbow position of gyniecolo-

gists throws the viscera toward the diapliragm iiud causes

the fuudusof the uterus

to be tlirecteil more to-

ward the umbilicus. The
exijulsive action of the

muscles of the abdomi-
nal wall, by pushing
downward the intes-

tines, affects the anle-

lle.xion and antcversion,
and at the same lime de-

presses the organ. Even
the action of respiration
has a slight effect. The
state of tonicity of the

pelvic floor and tlie va-

ginal walls and the reple-
tion of the vessels have
also considerable influ-

ence.

Firation. — The posi-
tion of the uterus is

maintained by the following connections: (1) with the

vagina and bladder; (i) with the pelvic fascia by means
of the parametrium and its vessels: (3) with the pelvic

peritoneum by the broad ligament ; (4) b}' special bauds
known as the round and utero-sacral ligaments.
The attachment of the vagina (Fig. 4216) is along a

zone from 6 to 8 mm. in breadth, and is very intimate,
the muscular and connective tissue and the mucous mem-
brane of the two organs being continuous, as might be

expected, considering that both were originally devel-

oped from the same tubular structure.

The neck of the uterus is attached to the fundus of the
bladder by loose connective tissue containing numerous
veins. The vesico-irterine fold of the peritoneum closes

the connection above. This usually descends only as far

as the isthmus of the uterus (Fig. 4215, B, 2), but in

multipara is occasionally seen to reach the vagina, in

wiiiih case the uterus has no immediate union with the
bladder.

The pelvic fascia, or sheet of connective tissue that
lines the pelvic cavity, has necessarily important rela-

tions with the uterus, since that organ is itself a' por-
tion of the pelvic floor. This fascia varies greatly in its

consistency, in some situations being loose and offering
but little resistance

;
in others being condensed into bands

and sheets that fix

Behind, a utero-sacral sheet can be traced along the
sides of the rectum to the sacrum and the coccyx ; in

front a utero-pubic sheet passes to the bladder and thence
to the pubis. Some thickened bands of this have been
called the vesicouterine ligaments. Laterally, through
the base of the broad ligament, along the vessels and
nerves that enter here and themselves constitute an elas-

tic band, can be traced sustaining bands that have been
called by Kocks the cardinal ligaments. It will be seen
that the neck of the uterus is thus suspended hammock-
wise in a network of connective-tissue cordage.
The broad ligaments {ligamenta lata vteri. Figs. 4202,

4220, 4227) are formed by reflections of the pelvic peri-
toneum upon the uterus and the annexa. Together they
constitute a common mesentery for these organs. When
si>read out each has the a])peatance and shape of a mem-
branous wing, which led De Graaf to style it the (ila res-

pertilionis, or bat's wing; and the French anatomists still

use the term ailerons, or little wings, for its subordinate
divisions (Fig. 4202, ii, b,

c). The external inser-

tion or hilum—that is to

say, the line where the lig-
ament is reflected upon
the lateral wall of the pel-
vis—is about 3 cm. behind
the transverse diameter
(if the superior strait, a
little in front of the in-

ternal iliac artery. It

passes up over the psoas
and the external iliac ves-

sels, surrounding the sus-

pensory ligament of the

ovary and the ovarian ves-

sels and nerves, where it

is lost. Waldeyer has

given to this upwardly ex-

tending process the name
of mesodesma suspenwri-
um. Its inferior or basal

insertion is broad and situated on the pelvic floor nearly
in the biischiatic line (Fig. 4228). Its upper edge con-

tains the oviduct, and. beyond the ovary, is continued

upon the suspensory ligament. From its anterior sur-

face is raised a small fold containing the round liga-
ment (mesodesma teres of Waldej'er), while from its pos-
terior surface the ovarian ligament and the ovary itself

are suspended by the mesocarium. The portion above

Fig. 4234.—Situation of the Uterus
during Repletion of the Bladder
and Rectum. (Schultze.)

eixioplioron
and restrain the

organs with
which it is united.
It is particularly
associated with
the great vascular

trunks, and often
contains in its
meshes masses of

fat. Virchow |iro-

posed the name
parametrium for

the extensions of

this fascia that in-

vest and are im-

mediately adja-
cent to the uterus.

They reach the

viscusby the base
of the broad liga-
ment, along the
branches of the
uterine arte ly, and
cover its lateral

edges and the

supra-vaginal portion of the cervix, extending upward a

varying distsince under the peritoneal covering and gradu-
ally disappearing as tliey reach the upper part of the body.

ovary slightly raised

oviduct, cut

flmbriii ovarica

hydatids

susi»nsory liga- 1

ment f
^

ovanan vessels t

mesovarlum

broad liBament

mesonietrlum «

ureter

told of Douglas

rcclo-uterine I

muscle t

» suspensory liga-
/ ment

- infundibulum

— ovary

..pouch of Douglas

Ku:. 4^J5.—The Uterus, 0\iducl.s. :ind <naric^, sceu from Behind. (Spalteholz.)

this fold is tliin, contains the remains of the WolfTian

body and its ducts with but little connective tissue, and
is known as the mesosalpinx ; that below is thicker, and,
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since it affords the special investment of the uterus, is

called the mesometn'um. There is here found a eonsider-

.able amount of loose connective tissue (iiaramctrium).

if. plrtrcrntiM

;Lig. ovarii proprinn

; ;Tut)3 utcrina (Isthmio^

Lig. teres oteri

Tunica scros.i(Peri-

mctrium)

F&scia diaphracmatis

pelvis inferior

Fascia iJiaphragmalis pel'

superior

lica mnbilicalis
'

mcdift

li.vnua siiiierlitr oati

pabia
'Vesica arinaria

'

^'•f olilf,r.Uoe OiienuM

I'erilojiacuin parielale

VL pudcatU interns

Fio. 432().—Antero-posterior Section tbrouph tbe Female Pelvis 4 cm. to the Rigbt of tlie

Median Line. (Toldt.i The section cuts the broad liirainent and shows the continuity
of its two peritoneal layei"s with the parietal peritoneum of the pelvic floor. It also
shows ihe p;uaujetrium, the pelvic diaphragm, and, under it, the fatty tissue of the
iscliiip-ri-cial fossa. The uterus is shown more erect than normal. Made from a
frozen preparation.

the uterine vessels and nerves and the ureter, besides a
thin layer of smooth muscular fibres continuous with the
muscular tissue of the uterus.

The anleflexcd po.sition of the titcrus bends forward
the two ligaments so that they form a shelf that supports
the intestines (Fig. 422;")), and which, while almost verti-

cal at the sides, Is nearly horizimtal iu the middle. It

divides the pelvis into two cavities or pockets, a recto-

uteiine behind and a vesico-uterine iu front.

Tlie portion of the mesometrium that immediately in-

vests the uterus is calleil ihe perimetrium. Behind, it is

continuous with the peritoneal covering of the rectum;
in front, with that of tlie bladder. In the latter situ-

ation it reaches the uterus about at the isthmus, forming
the uterii-rmad fold, and is tlien reflected over the ante-

rior surface of the body, the fundus, the posterior sur-

face of the body, and the supravaginal surface of the

nech, passing thence to the upper part of the vagina
and then being rellected upon tlie rectum, forming the

recto-Tiirjinal /bM (fold of Douglas, Fig. 422(5). This fold

is interrn])te(l laterally by two bundles of smooth muscu-
lar fibres which pass from the uterus along the sides of

the reel uni to the sacrum. These, the iitero-sacral ligii-

vtciitu, do not reach as low as the bottom of the fold, antl

there is consequentlv formeil between tlii'in a well-niiirked

pocket, lying between the uterus in front :ind the rectum
behind, which is known as the'.rccto-rayinal pouch or

liouch of Douglas {excaratio rectn-uterina), from James
Douglas, professor of anatomy and surgery in London
(b. I(i42, d. IGTo). This pouch is the lowest portion of

the abdominal cavity, and any effusions arc likely to

collect there. It can easily be palpated through the

Vagina.
It has already been mentioned that the ovarian and

round ligaments represent portions of the genito-ingui-
nal ligament or gubernaculum of the genital ghmd,
which, instead of remaining free throughout its course,
has become attached to the uterus—that is to say, to the

enlarged jNIlillerian duct (Fig. 41i)T). Accordingly the

ovarian ligament is inserted upon the uterus behind the

superior cornu, wliih' the rounil ligament jirises from
in front of tbe same, a little below the insertion of the

Vol. VII.—U

oviduct. The round ligament then passes down be-
tween tlie layers of the mesometrium and the parame-
trium, above the ureter, tbe uterine, the vesicovaginal,

the obturator, and the external iliac

vessels to the internal abdominal ring,
lifting up the peritoneum as it passes
to form a slight investment (iitemdes-
ma teres, Walileyer). It then passes
through the inguinal canal, sometimes
surrounded by a peril (meal diverticulum,
called tbe canal of Nuck (Anton Nuck,
professor at Leyden, lGoO-'J2) and hav-

ing about the same relations as the sper-
matic cord of the male. Finally its fibres

separate to be inserted in the subcuta-
neous tissue of the labium majus. The
round ligaments lieserve that appellation

only in tlie middle of their coiir.se; in

their upjii-r part they are flattened, be-

low expanded iu a Ian-like manner.

The_v are 13-15 cm. in length, about 3-5
cm. broad, and are composed mo.stly of

muscular tissue, having, therefore, no

great tensile strength. During pregnan-
cy they increase to four times their nor-

mal size.

The utcro-sacrai ligaments have al-

ready been mentioned. They are fibro-

mtiscular bundles that pass, from just
below the isthmus of the uterus, back-

ward along the sides of the rectum to the

.sacrum. Occasionally secondary iitero-

lumbar bands are seen that are inserted

on the last lumbar vertebra.

Relatiorts.—The antero-inferior surface

of the body is often called the vesical

surface because of its contact with the bladder. It ap-

pears normally to remain in contact with that organ, ly-

ing upon it as upon a water-bed and adapting itself to

Fi(i. 4227.—Sagittal Section of the Broad Ligament (right side,
Inner surface of section.) (Testut.) 1, Broad ligaineut, with 1',

its anterior layer ; 1 '. ius posterior layer ; 2, iiie.sosiilpin.x ; 3. meso-
ile.sma teres ; 4, mi'sovariurii ; 5, oviduct : il, romid ligament ; 7,

ovary, with 7'. its hilum anil vessels : 8, ovisacs ; !>. uterine artery ;

10, uterine veins ; U, areolar tissue of pelvis ; 12, ureter.

its states of repletion and depletion. Coils of intestines

larely insinuate themselves between tliese organs. The
supei-o-posteiior surface is called the intestinal surface
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because it is covered witli coils of tlie small intestiue

or of the pelvic colon. These never desceud, however,
iuto the pouch of Douglas.
The priucipal relatious of the neck of the uterusare with

the ureter and the viterine artery. The ureter, passing
down oblitiuely through the base of the broad ligament,

crosses the external border of the neck a little below its

internal orifice, passesalong the cervical atlaehmcnt of the

vagina for about 1 cm., and reaches the anterior wall of

the vagina at about the level of the external orifice of the

cervi.x. It is liere surrounded by loose connective tissue

Fig. 4228.—Scheme stiowlng the Kelntions of the Uterus to the

Skeleton. (RlelTel.) a*, )/, .\xis of pilvic cavity; n, f), plane or

superior strait ; c. ((, line from supi-iidr fourth of symphysis to sacro-

coiTyueal articulation; c f, horizoiual tluoutrli union of fourth and
flith" siicral vertebra^: M, vertical Ilirouch fundus; jV. vertical

thniiiph Intenial oriflce ; P, vertical through external oriBce.

and by veins. In this course the ureter may lie imme-

diately against the cervix and is rarely more than 3 cm.
from it. The uterine artery crosses the ureter about at

the level of the vaginal jjortion of the cervix and at an

average distance of 2 cm. from its border.

The relations of the uterus to the .skeletal framework
have already been mentioned. From Fig. 423S it will

be seen that the external surface of the cervix is situ-

ated near the jioint where a line dr:i\vii from the up-
per fourth of the symphysis pubis 1o the .sacrococcy-

geal articulation intersects the [)elvic cavity. It is

really slightly behind this point and therefore a little

nearer the posterior wall of the true pelvis. According
to "Waldeyer it is in the fi'ontal plane passing through
the two spines of the ischiuni. In the figure it is shown
slightly forward of this plane. The fundus is about 2(1

to 2.5 mm. behind tht^ symphysis puliis. The lowest

point of the uterus— lliat is to say, the anterior lip of the

OS—is on a level with the su|)eriorthird of the symphysis
and the last coccygeal vertebra. The highest part of the
uterus in its typical position is not the fundus but the

posterior sui'f:ice of the body. It corresponds to a hori-

zontal pliine carried liirough the fourth sacral vertebra

(Waldeyer) or a little below (Rieffel). A vertical through
the intenial orifice of the cervix jiasses a little behind the

middle of 1 he perineum. Another through the external
orifice passes through the posterior fourth of the jierin-
eum. According to Waldeyer, a vertical passing through
the anterior part of the fundus reaches the middle of the

urethro-vaginiri septnim. In .the figure it is thrown a
little forward of that. As the uterus is subject to con-
siderable changes of position, these datii can only beap-
proximtite.

Strnetmr.—The walls of the uterus are formed of a
serous coating derived from the peritoneum—the jifri-
melrium ; a subserous layer of loose connective tissue—
the parametrium ; a thick mass of unstriped muscular
fibres—the myometrium; and the mucous membriine or

endometriuiii that lines the interior. These distinctions

are of especial value in studying the pathological condi-

tions of the organ.
The peritoneal investment hasalready been considered.

Its attachments to the subjacent layer, or parametrium,
are of considerable imiiortauce. Where the latter tissue

is abundant, as upon the ]iosterior portion of the cervix,

the licritoueumcan be readily lifted into folds or stripped
off bj- the finger or the hainlle of the scalpel. Wheie en-

tirely wanting, as on the fundus and the greater portion
of the body, the peritoneum cannot be readily removed
from the subjacent muscular layer. Between these areas

there is an intermediate zone both on the anterior and on
the posterior surfaces of the uterus, in which the parame-
trium is scanty, but still in sufficient quantity to permit
one to dissect off the serous layer. These zones are cres-

centic in form, the points of the crescent being at the

insertion of the round ligament in front and the ovarian

ligament behind. The posterior crescent extends rather

fiirt her downward than does the anterior one. The; ap-

plication of these facts to operative surgery is obvious.

The myometrium or muscular tissue of the uterus con-

stitutes almost its entire mass. Indeed it may be said

that the whole organ is one dense, closely knit niusele.

composed of fibres interwoven with each other in every
direction, interspersed with bundles of white fibrous and

yellow elastic connective tissue. The elastic tihres are

especially numerous near the external orifice, and are be-

lieved to be of advantage in the exjiansion of the os that

occurs during labor.

While it is not possible to make an accurate separation
of the muscular tissue into sheets distinguished by the

direction of the fibres, as is done in other hollow viscera,

it is convenient ;iiid customary to speak of three layers.
Of these the miiUlle one is the most important, as it is

distinguished by the presence of large venous trunks, the

uterine sinuses, which have given it the name of the

rasciihrr layer. The muscle bundles surround the ves-

sels in every direction, so that when they contract the

blood is practicidlj' .squeezed out, thus alioiding an impor-
tant means of stopjiing hemorrhage after labor. This ar-

rangement is particularly noticeable in the fundus, the us-

ualseat of the placenta, and is not found uiion the cervix.

The external layer is also composed of fibres having
every direction ; it is not, however, so rich in vessels.

It is extended outward beyond the uterus proper upon
the attachments of the organ: the broad, round, ovarian,

and ulero-sacral ligaments, the oviducts, the vagina, the

bladder, and the rectum. The internal layer is thin and
formed of a network of longitudinal, obli(iue, and circu-

lar fibres, the latter forming sphincter-like rings around
the entrance of the oviducts. At the internal orifice of

the cervix they form an annular bundle sometimes called

the cervical sphincter.
The endometr/uiii. or mucous lining, has, in the healthy

uterus, a gr;iyisli-pink ajipearance, is soft, and easily
torn. At the ox'iducts and vagina it is continuous with
the mucous membrane lining those organs. It is com-

posed throughout of a ciliated epithelium which is well

developed only during the period of sexual activity, the

direction of tlie ciliaiy wave being toward the external

orifice. The epitlielium is seated upon a membrana pro

pria, btit without any submueosa, a matter which should

be rememliei'eil in the curetting of the uterus, as the in-

strument I'eadily passes through into the muscular layers
and may produce extensive lacerations and even peifo-
ration.

Some diflfercnces occur between the lining of the body
and that of the cervix. In the body the epithelium is

cylindrical, its nuclei being placed at about I he middle
of the cell

;
the protoplasm is easily slainable. The mem-

brana propria is a net work of connective-tissue fibres with

stellate cells, and in its meshes are found cells liaviug
the character of leucocytes, so that the tissue appears to

have ii lymphoid character. On the surface of the mem-
brane are seen, sjiaced at distances of about O.t-0.2 mm.,
the openings of tubular glands, resembling in form the

glands of Lieberkiihu of the small intestine. These are
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usually simpU' but somptinics bnuiclicd. They aro linerf

with ciliated cpitlicliuiu, tlic (lircclii)n of the; ciliaiy wave

being from tlie fundus Iciwanl tlie mouth iif the ghuul.
Their secretion is not. in a healthy state, very aliundant,

as the surface is merely moistened with mucus which lias

an alkaline reaction.

In the cervix the epithelial cells are longer, thinner,

and narrowed at the base ; their nuclei are either in several

rows or situated nearer the base, and the |iroto|ilasm is

not readily stained. The glands here are more utricular

in character and incline to be branelied. Thej' secrete

an e.xtremel)' viscid mucus, dillieult to remove, which
fills up the cervical canal, especially during pregnancy
and before menstruation is established. Tlieie are not

iufreiiuemly Imuid here small retention cysts caused by

considerable size that descends from the upper part of the

vagina, numerous branches for the ci;rvi.\ and body of
the uterus, and linally divides into two branches, one for
the fvuidus and one for the oviduct—the internal tubal.
The free anastomosis with the ovarian artery has already
been mentioned. This is so free during pregnancy that
some authors have considered that the ovarian vessel

gives the principal supply lo the uterus.

The arlciy of the round ligament is analogous to the
cremasteric artery of the male. It is derived from the

eiiigastric arteiy and sends a small branch upward along
the ligament to the uterus.

Veins.—The veins of the uterus are extremely numer-
ous. They Iiave very thin walls, so that on section they
stand open and appear not unlike the .sinuses of the dura

ovarian lipjiment
I lyinpliuticsiif lindv and fundus

lumbar pediele

lympliatips of J

oviduct

anastomotic looi

Iliac pedicle

liiinliar pedicle

I lyniphatic-.s of round
j ligament

cervical lymphatics

vaginal lymphatic plexus vaji:ma

Fig. 4239.—Lymphatic Vessels of the L'terus. (Poirier.)

the closure of the blind ends of these glands. These are

the so-called ovules of Kaboth, being described by ^^lar-

tin Naboth of Leipsic (1675-1721), who supposed them
to be veritable ova.

Toward the cornua of the body the epithelium becomes
less elongated and gradualh" merges with that of the ovi-

ducts. There is also a gradual transition at the internal

OS, between the epithelium of the body and that of tlie

cervix. At the external oritice the ciliated epithelium
disappears gradually, giving place to the many-layered
epithelium of the vagina. The line of demarcation is. in

the virgin, at the external oritice, but after repeated

pregnancies it is found higher up within the cervix.

Arteries.—The uterine artery is the principal one that

supplies the organ, but blood also reaches it by the ova-
rian artery and the artery of the round ligament.
The uterine artery arises from the anteiior trunk of

the internal iliac, often in common with the superior
vesical artery. It passes down along the lateral wall of

the pelvis nearly to the level of the spine of the ischium,
then curves forward, enters the base of the broad liga-

ment, and proceeds almost horizontally toward the supra-
vaginal portion of the cervix. It then ascends along the
lateral border of the uterus as far as the fundus, where it

curves back and enters the mesosalpinx, and divides into

its terminal branches. In its course it lies alongside the
ureter which is on its inner side, separating it from the

peritoneum. In order to reach the uterus it must cross
this conduit, which it docs about 2 cm. from the lateral

edge of the cervix, a little below the isthmus. Its iiulsa-
tion can sometimes be felt iluring vaginal examination.

Jts course along the siiles of the uterus is tortuous, espe-
cially in multipara'. It gives off branches to the broad

ligament and to the ureter, a cervico-vaginal branch of

mater. From the vascidar layer of the uterine wall they
pass out as trunks of considerable size, uniting along the

edge of the organ into a rich network—the utero-vaginal
plexus—-which extends along the entire length of the
uterus and the vagina, surrounded by connective tissue
and smooth muscular fibres. This discharges at the

height of the external orifice into the uterine veins,
which pass outward, following the general course of
the artery.

Lymphatics.—The lymphatics of the uterus (Fig. 4229)
arise from three plexuses: one submucous, another mus-
cular, and a third subserous. The trunks from these all

unite in the subperitoneal tissue to form a fourth plexus,
from which are given ofE efferent trunks that reach the
lumbar glands.

j\'(';v'f«.—These are derived from the hypogastric and
ovarian plexuses of the sympathetic and from the third
and fourth sacral nerves of the cerebro-spinal system.
The fibres are mostly of the nou-medullated variety,

though a considerable number of mcdullated fibres ap-
pear, most of them fine but some of considerable size.

They unite near the vaginal junction to form the utero-

vaginal plexus, which contains a plexiform ganglion, the
cervical ganglion, or ganglion of l.ce (R, Lee, KS42).
Other ganglia are said to occur near the uterine attach-

ment of the ovarian ligament. Rein found, in rabbits

and guinea-pigs, numerous small ganglia about Ills cer-

vix, and was led to believe that no nerves reached the

organ without passing through a ganglion. This has

not, as yet, been shown in the human species. As to tWc

endings of the nerves, Gawronsky anil Kalischer saw
roundCdand plate-like <'ndingsin the epithelium and the

muscuh'.r tissue, and llerlizka describes mcdullated fibres

that cud with free dendrites in the uterine wall. These

iiir.
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Fig. 42ao— Cross-section ci the Viigina.
(Heiile.) I/, Levulur iinl : if. rectum;
L\ uretbni, cut ol)liqiieIy ; 1', vafjina.

would iippeur to be sensitive, cerebro-spiual nerves, re-

quired for rcHe.x action.

TiiK V.\(iiN.\.—Klyiiiiiloffi/.
—From the Lsitiii vnyina, a

sheath or covering, partinilarly the scabbard of a sword.
It was only occasion-

ally and lisiufatively
used to indicate the

se.xnal passage. The
Y-, ^' ',

older anatomists did

i;ot use it in this sense,

but designated the or-

gan as the collnm vteri.

Its modern use was
established by De
Graaf. Greek, koajtoc,

';
a sinus, the womb;

'
' whence colpitis, col-

IV • -L pocele, colporrhagia,
etc. ; also i/.vTpov, a

case, a sheath ; whence

j- clytrotoiny, clytrop-
tosis, elytroplast}', etc.

i

I
^ ,,/i French, tiiyin ; Ilal-

i:in, Td'jina ; German,
Sc/ii'i'rlr, Mntternchtitle.

I>tji»ifwii.—Thv. di-

latable, nmsculo-mem-
branous conduit that

extends from the uter-

us through the pelvic
floor to the vulva. It

serves as tin organ of copulation, as a jiassage for the
evacuation of inenstnial and other fluids from the uterus,
and for the deliveiy of the child at terra.

Form.—The vagina is a collajisible tube whose walls
are in contact with each other, and whose cavity exists

only when it is distended. In general appearance it is

not unlike some parts of the ^
alimentary caii:il, and it has, in-

deed, been called the "genital
intestine." The arrangement of
the apposed walls is alh^cted by
the neighboring organs. Above,
where they surroimd the os uteri,
a transverse section shows the
tube to be nearly circular: at

the middh^, where the muscular
walls of the ureter in front and
of the rectum behind impinge'
upon them, a .section has the
form of a transverse slit with
vertical branches at either end,
like a letter H w-ith a long trans-

verse bar (Fig. 4230); at the
lower end, where the tube unites
with the antero-posterior cleft

of the vulva it becomes stretched
in a sagittal direction, and in

virgins is usually partiallj' closed

by a fold of mucous membrane
termed the hymen. In children
the tube may present a stellate

appearance on section, and after

frequent parturition it may be-

come quite irregular.
When distended the cavity

tapersslightly from above down-
ward, being narrowest at its

lower extremity. Tlie widest

part is, however, a little above
the middle.

Dirision.—The upper part of
the vagina, where it encircles the
cervix (Fig. 4316), is known as

ihcjornix or vault. This extends higher behind than in

front, owing to the anteverted position of the uterus. It
is usual to designate the dillereut portions of this ring

or enU-(le-mc. The main portion of the tube is called
the hudy of the vagina (corpus vagina); its widest part
is the anipiiUd, and the entrance, visible when the labia
are separated, the external orifice or intrentus.

i>/H/fH,s"tW7).s.^Neasnred from theintroitus to the exter-
nal orifice of the uterus, the average length of the vagina

Fig. 4231.—Dl'pction of the Vagina - (frozen subject, twenty-four
years.) (Testut.) 1, Symphysis pubis: 2. cervLx of uterus; 3,

vagina: 4. urethra ; 5, anus ; :r, x. plane of the superior strait ; i/, )/,

subpubic horizontal ; 2, 2, horizontal drawn throutrh inferior oriflce
of vaKina ; x\ v. vertical drawn through that oriflce ; a, a, axis of
the vagina, inclined about (iU° to Uie horizontal.

is 7 cm. (2J in.), varying between 4 or 5 cm. and 14 cm.
This is one-fifteenth that of the entire body, exclusive of
the limbs. In the new-born the length is 2..')-H.,i cm.,
which is relatively greater, being one-ninth of the body
length (Luschka). The length of the shorter or anterior
wall is from 6.5 to 7.5 cm. (2i in.) while the longer, pos-

ic i.o
23 20

like space as the antenor, posterior, and lateral fornices

Fig. 4232.— I\fedlan Section of the Female Pelvis (subject frozen, twenty-four years old.) (Testut.)
I, Symphysis pubis : 2, suspensory lifjamcnt of clitoris

: 3, corpus cinrrnosuiri of clitoris : 4, plans
of clitoris : .">. pi-epuce of chtoris; 6, doi-sal vein of clitoris; 7, iiiternu'diai-v ple.vus: 8. H'. anterior
and po.sterior walls of bladder; !), neik of the bladder; 10, urethra ; II, external sphincter of
urethra ; 12, meatus urinarius ; 13. iiympha ; 14. labimn ; 1.5, vestibule ; Hi, Inferior orillce of
vagina: 17. 17', anterior and posteriorCohiuins of the vagina; 18. vnginjil tubercle; 19. hvuien;
2n, e.vlernal spliiucterof anus; 211'. conslrictor of the vulva; 21, fa.scicles of this musch' between
the clitoris and the urethra; 22, fossa na\iculai-is; 23, foui'chette ; 24. \esi'o-nteiirie <-iil-de-s:ic;

25, prevesical space; .r, .r, plane of the suiH-rior strait; ;/,?/. horizontal drawn ttii-ouj:h lower
border of symphysis; z, z, horizontal drawn through meatus iirlnarlus.

terior wall is from 8 to 8.5 cm. (3J in.). In girls of ihir-

teeii years .Syniiiigton founil the anterior wall to nieusure

5.5 cm., tlic posterior 6.5 cm. The anterior cul-de-.sac is

shallow, being only from 3 to 5 mm. in depth, while the
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posterior cul-de-sac is much deeper, lieiiiji; from lOtoS.!
mm. The vagina i.s susceptible of enormous dilatation

williout injury, eiilargiiif^ sulliciently to permit the pas-

sage of the fretal head during labor. Its calibre is some-
what greater in those who havi^ borne children.

Situuiinn and Direction.—In its passage through the

]iclvic floor the vagina lies lictwcen two other great con-

duits: that for urine, represented liy the bladder and llie

ureter, being in front; the alimentary canal, reprcseuted

by the rectum, behind. Divergent below, these ap-

proach each other above (Fig. 4231). The vagina is usu-

ally bent backward a little below and forward above,

having a course like a much elongated rever.sed italic iS.

It does not depart widely from the axis of the pelvic

cavity, but at least half of its length is e.xtrapelvic, being
below a line drawn from the lower border of the symphy-
sis to the tip of the coccyx. Its direction is nearly par-

still more closely adherent to the nrethra. It will be

seen, therefore, that the organ is more elfectively sup-
ported in its lower segments than at any other portion.

lielatioTts.—The anterior wall may be divided int<j a de-

tachable, remcal portion above, connected with the fundus
and trigon(M)f the bladder, and anon-detachable, vtrthral

portion below. The vesico-vaginal septum is about 3

cm. long and wedgoshaped in vertical section, being 6-7
mm. thick below and increasing upward. E.xploration
for stone is readily made along this wall, and it is li(;rc

that vesico-vaginal ti.stula forms, usually from injuries
received during labor. The upper part of this septum,
composed of loose areolar tissue containing niimerous

veins, is continuous above with the cervico-vesical sep-
tum and like it can bo easily .separated into two .layers

corresponding to the related viscera. It has already been
remarked that, after repeated pregnancies, there may be

obturator interims
-.^fiiiS^S^I?^^.^

recto-veslcal fascia

levator ani „

Internal pudie nerve.

Internal pudie vein—^^
internal pudie artery

isehiocaveraosus muscle -

transversus perinei profundus

superflcial perineal vessel

superficial perineal nerve

bulb of the vestibule *

bulbocavemosus muscle '

sphincter of the vulVT

vulvar canal

-' "'-^
i ischio-va0nal sheet

section of pubic tM>ne

rus cHtoridis

schio-vulvar sheet

sheath of ischiocavemosus

lateral wall of vagina

sheath of bulbocavemosus

caruncula myrtiformis

,. nympha

labium

Fig. 4233.—Lower Part of a Vertical Transverse Section of the Female Pelvis, showing the Uroffenital Diaphragm, the Vagina, and the
External Genital Organs. (Farabeuf.) The former position of the hymen is indicated by dotted lines.

allcl to the plane of the superior strait, varying some-
what with the state of repletion of the bladder and the
rectum. Its a.xis makes nearly a right angle with that
of the uterus when that organ is in its typical anteverted

position and the bladder is not more than half full (Fig.
4232).

Vixdtion.—The vagina penetrates both the pelvic dia-

phragm (levator ani and coccygeus with associated fascia)
and tiie genito-ui-inary diaphragm (triangular ligament
with iissociated muscles) and receives support from both.

Tlie ui)]ic"i- part has much the same suspensory appa-
ratus as has been already described for the cervix of the
uterus. In addition, muscular fibres pass from the va-

gina to the sacrum behind and to the jii'lvis in front. Its

adherence to the bladder is quite firm, but to the rectum
much less, owing to the intervention of the pouch of

Douglas.
The levator ani descends fi'om the sides of the pelvis

fuimel-wise (Fig. 4233), and its fibres pass along the

vagina, without becoming attached to it. to be inserted

upon the rectum. They thus limit, to some extent, the

displacements of the tiibe, without interfering with its

distention.

Both sheets of the triangular ligantent are firmly in-

serted upon the vaginal walls, idlording (hem a iixed

support. In addition, the lower jiart of the vagina is

united to the rectum by means of the perineal body and

sufticient separation to permit the vesico-uterine fold of

peritoneum to extend as far down as the upper part of
the vagina. Over the trigone the tissue is denser and
separation becomes more difficult, while along the ure-
thra the two canals are so closel.y united that anatomical
isolation becomc'S iinjiossible. The urethro-vaginal sep-
tutn is from 5 to 12 mm. tliiek.

TIm! posterior wall is divisible according to its relations
into three portions: pcritorifal, alK)ve; rectal, in the mid-
dle; and perineal below. The peritoneal portion is from
10 to 13 mm. in vertical extent and comprises the part in
contact with the pouch of Douglas. This may contain
convolutions of the intestine, or a prolapsed ovary or
oviduct. The recto-vaginal septum is about 4 cm. long
and 3-4 mm. thick, and contains veins and lymphatics.
The two tubes are readily separable. Below this portion
of closest contact the rectum bends sharply backward to

end in the anal canal, leaving between itself and the va-

gina a space triangular in sect ion, about 25 mm. in length
from above downward, and the same in thickness. Tliis

is called the perineal body and is composed of the e.xter-

nal spbineler of the anus, the transversus pei'inei super-
ticialis mviscle, and the thin muscular bands cjiUed the
constrictor vagina', all being intimately united.

Laterall.v we may also distinguish tliree portions: }vl-
fie, above the h^vjilor ani ; intriinmiicular, where it passes
through that muscle; and perineal, below it. The pelvic
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portion is composed of areolar tissue like that which
forms the paniinetriiiin, of whicli it is aconlinuution. It

isoflen eiilleil tlie iiaravairiiuil tissue. Wal-

(leyer proposes for it 1 he term jiaracolpium,
which is etyraolosieally more correct.

B

t.inM,

Fig. 42S».- Section of the Vagina through Its Lateral Borders. (Testut.) A. Posterior segment
sliowiiiff po.sterior wall ; B, anterior .segment showing anterior wall ; 1, cervix uteri ; 2, cervical
canal witii arborcs viue; ;i. external oriGce: 4,4', lateral culsde-sac of ttie vairuia ; .'>. iinterior

column. Willi .y, the vaginal tubercle, and 5", the transverse fiMils (jf the anterior wall : li, (x.sterinr
column, Willi *>', transverse folds of the posterior wall ; 7, meatus uriiiariiis : ^, cliloris : li, vesti-

bule; 111, 10, carunculie myrtiformes; 11, fossa naviciilaris ; 12. 13', sei'tions of the lateral walls of
the vagina.

It contains abundant plexuses of veins surrounding
the va.irinal, cervico-vaiiiiial, and vesico-vaginal arteries.

Sometimes the loop of the uterine arteiy itself descends
to this level, lying about l.j mm. outside the vaginal
wall. The ureters aie at lirst about 1.5 cm. from the
lateral cul-de-sac. As tliej- pass forward they approach
the wall and finally almost touch it anteriorly. The
ganglion of Lee lies against the upper lateral portion,
and remnants of the Wolllian duct, known as the duets
of Gilrlner, are occasionally found thei'e. The fibres of

tlie levator ani cross obliquely, tulhcrcut only by loose

areolar tissue. By its contraction the muscle closes the

vaginal passage. The tissues below this ei'o.ssing be-

long to what is known as the urogenital diaphragm,
which is composed of the two layers of tlie triangular
ligament, here distinguished as tlie iscliio-vaginal and
the iscliio-vulvar sheets, and the nmscles wliieh lie be-

tween them, viz., the transversus pei'inci pi-ofundus and
the constriclor urelhr;c. Below the diaphnigm and ini-

piiiging upon the vulva ai'c found the vulvovaginal
glands and the bulbocavernosiis muscle suiTounding the
Imlbs of the veslibide, liercafler to be described.

Interior Ci»ifu/urnttnii.—In the young person who has
not borne children the interior of the vagina is by no
means smooth (Fig. 4234). At its lower part it is crossed

by transvei-.se folds or ruga', whicli thin away latcially
lint medially thicken to form a longitudinal elevation
on both the anterior and the posterior wall. These are
known as the rolumtm of the vagina (ctilnninm ruf/iirtiin).

Botli tlie columns and the rugic are better developed
below and on the anterior Avail than above and behind.
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The anterior column follows quite closely the course of
the urethra, and on that account is sometimes called the

ciniiui iiretliriilis. It usually
lermiiiates below in a well-
marUi'd elevation, the va(jiiial

tiibin-le, situated just behind
the nicatiis uiinarius. Tlie col-

umn and the tubeivU' alTord an
excellent guide to the meatus
in eatlieterization of the ure-
thra. These elevations become
gradually less marked toward
the forni.x and wholly disap-
pear in the upper part of the

vagina. In the fo'tus of eight
or nine nupiitlis the ruga' are
found throughout the entire
extent of the canal, and resem-
ble in apjiearance the valvula;
conniventes of tlie small intes-

tine. After consiilerable dis-

tention of the vagina they lend
to disapjiear, and onh" traces

of them can be found in mul-

tiptira'. They ajipcar to be
less fiequent among some of
the lower human races and are
absent in apes.
The adherence of the upper

part of the anterior wall to

the trigone of the bladder is

marked by a smooth, triangu-
lar area over whicli the ruga;
and columns are entirely ef-

faced. This is known as the

riiffijiiil triaiu/lc, or triangle of

Pawlick (area trigonaliK rnniniv,

Fig. 4235). It is situated 25
or 30 mm. below the external
orifice of the uterus. Its two
suj^erior angles mark the

points where the ureters enter

the bladder, and are of iiu]]or-

tance as guides in the catheter
izatiou of tho.se conduits.

In vii-gius the orifice of tlie

vagina is normally partially
closed by a fold developed from its posterior wall, calleil

the hymeH (liymen frnnninuis), from the Greek '''",i', a

membrane, not from the Latin deity who ju'esided over

marriage. Jluch discussion has aiisenas to I lie morpho-
logical character of
this fold. As it ap-
pears to be devel-

oped from the MUl-
lei'iau duct it would
seem that it must
belong to the va-

gina. The duct is

formed from a .solid

cord of cells by the

degeneration of the

centrally .situated

portions. At the
lower end some por-
tions of the cord

licrsisl and form
the hymen (Fig.

423G).
As might be ex

pectcd fiom its pe-
culiar origin, the

hymen vaiies much
in its extent and

.shape. Some of the

earlier analiimists

denied its exist-

ence, and eveu Ve-

) meatus iirina-

rius

anterior column

a, h

Sims' speculum.

Fic. 423.^1.—Triangle of Pawlick. The pos-
terior vaginal wall of a multipara strongly
retnictert with a Sims' speculum to sliow

on the anterior wall the triangle of Paw-
licli tii.ti, c). (Riellel.)
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wall of iiifrus

--- uterine epitbelium

cavity of uterus

siiliiis eunsidt-retl it rare. It is iiiilccd occasionaliy :il}-

sciit iiltogctlicr. Its usual form is that of an unbroki-ii,

scmiluiiaV fold of sufficient size to occlude the greater

portion of the va-

irinal orilice, Icuv-

iiijr an openinjr
Uirirc eiiougji to

permit tlie evacu-
ation of tlie men-
strual flow (Fiff.

4337, A). Fre-

quently it sur-

rounds the orifice

in a r i n g - 1 i k e

manner {hymen
unimUirii'), the
opening being
eitlier medially or

laterally situated.

This opening
may, liowever,
talve the form of

a slit, liaving two
lips lateral]}- situ-

ated {llljllH'll hilo-

halKx, xcu bilnbia-

tn.f Fig. 42:17, C).

Tliere may lie two

openings {hymen
Mperforatus, Fig.
4237, D), several

openings {hymen
crihrifiinnis, Fig.
4237, E), or none
at all {hyjiieii im-

perfnnitus). This
latter form re-

qtiires surgical in-

terference to eft'ect the proper menstrual evacuation.

The edges of the hymen may be variously cut {hynun
fimbi-ititiis. Fig. 4237, 7)'), siniulating the ruptures seen

after defloration. The membrane may be unusually thick

{hymen Cfirnuiiiiii), e'S'eu resembling cartilage and able to

resist rupture.
It is, however, usually ruptured at the first sexual ap-

proach. It then shows irregular jagged tears, some of

wliich reach to the outer circumference. After healing,
which is not long delayed, there are produced a number

bladder

urethra

bymeu

uroprenital sinus

Fig. 4236.—From a Human Foetus 10 cm.
Long. Longitudinal section passing
tbrougU tlie genital cord. (.Tourneux.)

(Testut.) A, Semilunar or falciform

briated; t', bilabiate; A biperforato ; E, ciilniform.

of rounded nodules {lubi hymcnales) united by thickened

edges. Tliis form {hyimii ilijloratus. Fig. 4338) may be

distinguished from tlie limlniale variety by tlie character
of the lacerations, whicli in tlu' deliorate form usually
reaeli thi^ eircumferenc<', in the limbriate are lesse.xleri-

sive and united by flue fllaments.

When labor ensues, the lobi hymcnales are stretched
and torn so that they afterward appear as a number of

flattened, cicatrized elevations. In this state they are
called the curunculii' hymeualefs or iiiyrtifurmes (Fig. 4240).
A hymen usually contains blood-vessels, and it is popu-

larly sup|)osed that its ruplure is always accompanied by
hemorrhage. Among the Eastern nations much reliance
is placed on this "sign of virginity." The ancient He-
brews appear to have accepted it, as will be seen from
Lev. xxii. 13-21. While slight hemorrhage is usual, and

dangerous loss of blood has been known to occur, yet it

often happens that the membrane is ruptured without
such signs, and pregnancy not infrequently' ensues with
the hymen uninjured. (Fig. 423!).)

The great dillerences that occur in the hymen—It some-
times being torn by very slight violence, by the flngeis or

by some accidental circumstance, while at olher times it

remains intact after sexual approach and even aftei' de-

livery
—detract from its value as a matter of evidence

in medico-legal cases.

Haberda believes that it

is often impossible to

determine positivel)'
whether coitus has oc-

curred. The caruncuke

hymenales are more reli-

able, as they are found

only in those who have
borne children.

Structure. •— We may
consider the vagina as

possessing three coats:

external, or adventi-

tious; middle, or mus-
cular; internal, or mu-
cous.

The external co.it can

hardly be said to be an
intimate part of the

tube, but rather the

packing of connective
tissue that surrounds
and connects it with
other organs. It being the paravaginal tissue already
advei'ted to. It contains smooth, mtiscular fibres, elas-

tic fibres, deposits of fat and contorted, vascular plex-
uses that give it a loose, spongy character.

The mnxndnr coat is composed of smooth fibres that

cannot, in all parts, be definitely sep-
arated into layers. ExternaHy they
communicate with the muscular tilires

found in the paravaginal tissue. Lon-

gitudinal bands lie along the anterior

wall, connecting with the bladder
above. The inner fibres are, for the

most part, circular. They increase

greatly in size and number during
regnancy. Above, the muscular tis-

-ue is continuous with that of the
cervix ; below, it is so much thickenc'd
that some authors describe a sphinc-
ter of smooth fibres. Luschka men-
tions longitudinal fibres that pass to

the triangular ligament, constituting a
lirfitor viiijiniv, said to elevate and di-

late the vaginal orifice. A consider-

able amount of while fibrous and yel-
low elastic ti.ssue is mingled with the

muscular elements of this coat.

The mucous layer resembles the

skin, being a stratified, pavement epi-
thelium resting upon dermal papillie.

Its color is pinkish when inactive, red during menstrual
or sexual excitemeni, and purplish red during pregnancy,
when it is considerably congested. It is from 1 to 1.5

mm. thick, quite linn and attached to (be subjacent,
muscular layer without any intervening areolar tissue.

During operations it is easily stripped oil, but in that

Fig. 4238.—Deflorate Hymen. Con-
dition after flrst sexual approach.
(Budin.) c. Clitoris; j.»?, nympha^ ;

«, meatus urinarius; ^»r, orifice of

vagina; 7(, remains of hymen; d,
(I, c?, tears.
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Flo. 42i9. — Hymen Afttr Childbirth.
<Bu(iiu.^ H, Meatus urinarius; t/, Umr;
cm, oamnouliv niyrlitoiiius: z, de-
tached lloatlntr tatter ol the hymen; p,
raw edge.

case usually carries witli it portions of tlie muscular

layer. The papillary part contains many clastic tibres,

some scalteretl lymiihoiil cells, and occasional closed

follicles. The miicous membrane contains no glands,
and the acid mucus
found on the vaginal

'
"^ aj^ walls is cither an e.\-

/,.iV=^f' udation, or, perliaps,^-
. -; .

-

,; the secretion of the
r ; uterine glands altered

t!7r/ , by bacterial agencies.
^ A number of species

of bacteria are found
on the membrane,
sonic of which appear
10 bo peculiar to this

locality.
Arteries.—These

are derived from sev-

eral sources. Above,
the cervico -

vaginal
branches of the uter-

ine artery supply the

forni.x and upper
third of the vagina;
in the iiiid<lle portion
the vaginal artery

proper, from the internal iliac, is distributed; while the

lower part is supplied by a twig from the inferior hem-
orrhoidal, known as the inferior vaginal. The vaginal
artery proper often ari.scs in common with the uterine,

the middle hemorrhoidal, or the inferior vesical. It is

not unusual to find it represented by several branches.

The arteries anastomose freely along the walls of the
conduit and with the arteries of the neighboring organs.
The arteries of opposite sides may unite to form luedian

anterior and posterior vessels, running longitudinally,
tlie so-called azygos arteri<fs. Deficiency in one branch
of supply is usually supplemented by an increase in

the others. Arterioles reach all the layers of the vagina,
being especially abundant in the papilhe of the mucous
membrane.

Veins,—These are so numerous that they were con-

sidered by Kobelt as forming an erectile tissue, but they
lack the special characters of that structure. They are

particularly developed at the sides of the vagina, form-

ing a large ple.\us that is contiuuous with the uterine

plexus above, the vesical ple.xus in front, and the hemor-
rhoidal ple.xus behind. Ilyrll has shown that they also

communicate with the portal system by anastomosis with
the superior hemorrhoidal vein. They may thus dis-

charge in three directions: below the levator into the

perineal syst< in, above it into the internal iliac and por-
tal veins. Very few valves
are found in these veins.

_.j^ They arc surrounded by con-
nective tissue and smooth mus-
cular fibres, which cause them

'

.._
I to remain open when cut.

Hemorrhage from them is

therefore difficult to stop and
^ J, septic infection is easy.

Lymphatics.—Both the mu-
cous membrane and the mus-
cular coat contain a great num-
ber of lyiuphatics (Fig. 4241).
The mucous coat lias a line-

meshed ple.xus that communi-
cates with that of the cervix
above and that of the external

genitals below. The muscular
coat also has a plexus with
much larger meshes. The
two communicate freely. A<>

cording to Poirier, they discharge by three groui)s of

collecting vessels: a superior set that ends in glands
that lie along the course of the internal iliac artery; a
middle set that terminates in glands along the internal

Fig. I:.' h Befoi^
Chlldlmili. iliudln.) ii.

Meatus urinarius ; h. hy-
mi*n wlif»se edpes are In-
tact notwillistanillng Die
sexual approaches.

iliac; and an inferior set that passes along the sacrum ta
end in glands near the promontorj'. By anastomoses
with other vessels these may conimunieate with the in-

guinal glands. Morau states that communications also

exist between the middle set and the glands within the

fibrous sheath of tlie rectum.
jAfCW.—The upper and middle portions of the vagina

are supplied from the same sources as the uterus. These

parts are not very sensitive. The anterior wall, particu-

larly, can be operated on without much pain to the ]ia-

tient. The lower portion is supplied with additional

filaments from the internal pudic nerve, and is much
more sensitive. Intraepithelial plexuses and termina-
tions occur as in other stratified eiiithelium.
The Vl'LVA.—Etymology.—From the vulgar Latin vul-

ra or rolen, a covering or wraji, lieuce the womb. De-
rived from roli-ere, to roll around or ahout. C'elsus used
it for the combined uterus and vagina. Spigelius derived
it from the Latin ntlm, a double or folding door. The
more usual Latin term for the external genitals was cun-

7>us, probably derived from cunens, a wedge, referring to

the shape either of the mons veneris and labia as seen
with the thighs closed, or of the expanded genital cleft.

A synonym often used is piiilcndum, from jnnlere, to feel

shame. French, riilre ; Italian, vulm ; German, Sr/iam.

Definition.
—The external genital organs of the female,

including all those derived from the urogenital sinus and

utero- vaginal lym- 1

pbatics '

ilio - vaplnal
phatics

1 n g u 1 n o - V aglnal
lymphatics

Fig. 4241.—Networl< of Lymphatics ot tlie Vaginal Mucous Mem-
brane. Elterent trunks of tlie vagina.

'

(Poirier.)

found below the urogenital diaphragm. They are a
series of related organs rather than the parts of "a single
one. Together the^' form an ovoid or wedge-shaped
eminence situated on the surface of the body at the lower

part of the abdomen, between the thighs. They include;

(1) a median cleft-like space, the restibi/le, with the ves-

tibular glands; (2) the luhia and nympfur', tegimientary
folds that limit this on either side: (3) the erectile appa-
ratus, comprising the clitoris and l/nlbs. Someautliorsu.se
the term merely to designate the genital opening with the
labia.

General Arrangement.—^But little of the external geni-
tals is visible when a female is standing erect. Only a

fleshy protuberance, covered with haii', the mons pnbi.i or

mons veneris, apjieais at the loner extremity of the alido-

men, limited externally by the thighs and below passing
into two fleshy folds, the labia, between which is seen
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the halfefTiiced end of the riviii ptidendi, or genital cleft.

Ill soiiu' cases the end of the clitoris niaj' protniile at the

upper end of the cleft, and, still more rarely, the edges
of the nyniplhT may be seen.

When the subject is placed in the dorsal position with

widely parted thighs, tie-\ed upon the abdomen, the geni-

anterior labial I

commissure I

preputial bridle .--

frenulum ..

Introltus vaginae

nymplia
- %\.

00

perineal fold

mons pubis

anterior com-
missure

preputial bridle .

frenulum

Fig. 4242.—External Genital Organs of a Virgin as seen after Separating the Labia and
tbe Nympha,'. (Eieltel.)

tal cleft is stretched apart and forms a wedge-shaped
fossa, rhomboidal in ontliue, limited on either side b}' the

labia, extending in front to the mons pubis, behind to

about 3 cm. in front of the anus (Figs.
4242, 4243). Within this space, running
parallel to the labia majora. are seen
two reddish folds, the lu/mphir, which
unite anteriorly by embracing a small

penile appendage, the cliforis. The space
between them is known as the Testibule.

The vaginal orifice may be perceived
posterioi'ly, and beneath the mucous
meiTibrane on either side of this are

found masses of erectile tissue known
as the bulbs of the nstibuk.

The Veslibiilc.—This may be defined

as the portion of the urogenital cleft that
lies between the n3mpha\ limited in

front by the clitoris, behind hy the four-

cliette when that exists. It is not al-

ways used in this sense. Schilfcr limits

it behiiul "by a transvcr.se line at the

level of the urethra"; Gra}', following
the example of most French anatomists,

by the entrance to the vagina. If this

limitation were imposed, it would hard-

ly be proper to speak of the "bulbs of
the vestibule" or of the "vestibular

glands," botli of which structures are
situated at the sides of or behind the

vaginal opening.
Like the vagina, its walls are in con-

tact when not stretched apart. When
the thighs are separated it appears as
an almoiid-sliaped space, looking down-
ward and a little forward, its broad, rounded end lieing

posterior. It presents ii roof, two ends and sides, the
latter being the inner surfaces of the nymplwe.
The roof, which has in front a smoolli, unifnnn sur-

face, pinkish in color, presents, about the junction of its

anterior and niiddk' thirds, the menliiH iirinnriusoT exter-

nal opening of the urethra. This is seated on a rounded
eminence, the urethral papilla, which is not usually
smooth, but covered with rugosities or small vegetations
which may hinder the introduction of the catheter. The

orifice is usually an antero-posterior slit

5-6 mm. in length, but maj- be of various

shapes, .semilunar, triangular, or puck-
ered. While it is the smallest and least

dilatable portion of the urethral canal,
it may, if proper iirecautions are used,
be gradually enlarged to 20-2.T mm., or
even to a greater size, without inducing
incontinence of urine. Thus the finger

may be introduced for exploration of the

bladder, or stones and foreign bodies ex-

tracted. In some instances of absence
or closure of the vagina, it is said that

attempts at copulation have resulted in

the introduction of the penis into the
urethra. The orifice is almost verti-

cally under the pubic arch and 2.5

mm. from it. Its distance from the

glans of the clitoris is usually some-
w'hat less.

Running forward from the meatus to

the clitoris, there may be seen in j'oung
subjects two fine wdiitish lines, called

by Wakleyer the liahenula urcthrales

(Fig. 4242). They represent the vestiges
of the anterior part of the corpus spongi-
osum which, in the female, remains rudi-

mentarj'. They were first noted by Pozzi

(1884). who called them the
"
bride mas-

culine."

(jn either side of the urethral orifice

there luay be noted the openings of two
ducts for tubular glands situated on

either side of the urethra and apparently homologous
with the prostatic glands of the male. These ducts are

often called Skene's tubules, as they were especially

, prepuce

- glans clitoridis

habenulae urelhrales

. meatus urinarius

. Skene's tubules

I oriBces of vestibular

) glands

hymen

fossa navicularis

fourchette

» prepuce

, glans clitoridis

nympha

outline of pubic I

arch f

i meatus urinarius

.(
ouUinc of pubic

) arch

Fifi. 4243.—External Genital Organs of a MuUipftni ns seen after Slight Separation of
the Labia. (liielTel.)

studied by Skene in 1880. They were, however, known
to iMorgagni and De (.iraaf.

liihinil till! urethi-al opening is found the introltus va-

giiue, closed more or less in the virgin by the hymen,
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and showing, in multipara;, the caruncula; liymenales.
The relation to the urctlira borue by the anterior column
of the vagina and the vairinal tubercle has been already
mentioned. Since the hymen forms a membrane across

the orifice of the vagina there is a slight groove formed
between it and the uynipha^ on eitlier side, and this re-

mains after the rupture of the structure. This is called

the iii/iiiii/iu-hymtiuul or iiyniphn-caruncular fnilrun.

In this groove, opposite the lower and midille thirds of

the introitus, are si'en the openings of two ducts, one on
either side, which belong to glands buried qinte deepl}'
in the fatty tissue between the vestibule and the isch-

ium. These are the (jrcatcr vestibular i/IiukIk {f/landiila-

ve.itihiiliire.i iiuijoirn, Fig. 4244), often called the glands
of Bartholin, from Thomas Bartholin, who discovered

them in the human subject in 1080. They had pre-

viously been seen in the cow by Duverney. Our most
e.xact knowledge of them is due to Iluguier (1849), who
called them the vulvo-vaginal glands. He described

them as situated, one on either side, about 1 cm. below
the hymen, from 1 to 1.5 cm. from the ischium, 1 cm.
from ih<' bottom of the genito-crural fold of the integu-
ment. They are al.so about li cm. from the iuferiiir edge
of the labium. By compressing the posterior part of the

labium between the thumb and foretinger, a gland can

usually be felt. They are acinous glands, about as large
as a pea or small bean, slightly oval in shape, and dis-

charge by a duct 1.5-18 nun. long, and large enough to

admit the cannula of an ordinary hypodermic syringe.

They secrete a clear, viscid liipud that is discharged in

considerable quantity iluriug sexual excitement. This

discharge was called by the older writers the female

semen, a:id was long supposed to be the active generative
product. It apparently serves as a lubricant tc the pas-

SJiges during coitus. The glands attain their maximum
development at puberty and atrophy during old ,age.

They are homologous with the bulbo-urethrrl or Cow-
per's glands of the male. In normally developed virgins
the nymplue are united behind by a short transverse

band, thv fi'nir/utte or freiuiliaii lahiorum. This is rup-
tured at childbirth and sometimes by sexual approaches,
and its relics may then be seen as a whitish .scar. The
shaUow space between this band and tlie hymen, or the

vaginal opening when the hymen is absent, is known as
the uaeioilar Juxxd {fumii narictilaris). If the nympha;
are short the frenuliun is absent. It shotdd not be con-
founded with the artificial fold produced by widely
separating the labia.

Tlic Minis Pains.—Tlie genital cleft is bounded on
either side b_v two pairs of tegumentiiry folds which
unite in front below a rounded prominence situated di-

rectly over the symphysis pubis. Tliis is the nions pidiis
or moiis veneris. It is usually separated from the gen-
eral surface of the alidomen by a shallow furrow, the

pubic sulcus, and from the thighs by the inguinal sulcus.

Smooth, or coated with a line lanugo in the child, as

puberty approaches it become.-; covered with thick and
somewhat still hairs that have a tendency to curl. The
extent of this hairy covering varies very nuich in dill'er-

ent individuals, being greatest in the r.aces of Southern
Europe. Usually it descends upon either side of the
labia as far as the anus. Upward it may much exceed
the limits of the mons pubis and extend ii]iou the abdo-
men. The hairs usually agree in color with those of the

armiiitsand head, but they have the general appearance
of those of the male beard, though "usually somewhat
thinner. They are spirally twisted, have a medullary
canal throughout, are stronger than the hairs of the head,
and show on section a triangular, irregularly fluted out-
line (Waldeyer).

Beneath the integument of the mons pidjis is a thick
cushion of fat in which are foimd numerous elastic libres
coMlinuous Willi those of the labia and the suspensory
ligament of the clitoris. These cause a gaping of incised
wounds made transversely in this region.

The Laliia.—These tegumentary folds, often distin-

guished as the labia majora, correspond to'the serotu.m
of the male, and their external appearance is not unlike

that organ when empty and considerably retracted.

They are about 25-iJ5 mm. long. 8-15 mm. in dejith, and
3.5 nun. thick. They are limited on either side by a deep
extension from the inguinal furrow known as the genito-
femoral sidcus. Like the .scrotum tlieir outer surface is

darkly colored, somewhat roughened, and covered w-ith

hair which is extended in a scattered manner to the mar-

ginal part of tlie inner surface. The deeper part of this

surface has the appearance of the lips of the face, being
smooth, reddish and humid. The groove between it and
the nympha is called the nympho-labial furrow.
Immediately below the mons puliis the labia tmite over

the back of the clitoris (turns cliluriilis) in an anterior
commissure (eommissura labionun anterior). Behind
the.v gradually narrow and are lost on the pei'iucum.
Within their substance, the labia contain a layer of

smooth muscular fibres analogous to the dartos "of the

scrotum, a considerable quantity of connective tissue,

including many elastic fibres, and subcutaneotis fat. A
considerable mass, called the adipose body of the labium,
almost wholly fills the middle portion of the lip, resem-

bling somewhat the fat-ball found in the cheeks of the
face. It is a derivation from the subperitoneal fat with
which it is often continuous along the round ligament of
the .uterus, which, it will be remembered, passes through
the inguinal canal and is inserted here. The canal of

Nuck is sometimes continued down into the labium and

may be the seat of a hydrocele.
T/ie yi/iiip/iip.

—This name was introduced by Severinus
Piuaeus and Spigclius in the early part of the seventeenth

century,
"
ut i iiini injinpliiv scnturiciitibus iiguis prasunt,"

because, like nymphs, they control the gushing streams,
it being supposed that they directed the course of the

urinary jet. Though this view of their function is incor-

reot, the name lends itself well to combinations and ought
to be retained. They are often called the labia minora or
lesser lips, from their close association witli the outer lips
or labia jn'oper. When the genital cleft is parted they
appear as two cu'.aneous folds (Figs. 4243, 4343) ruiming
parallel with the labia, often more reddish in appearance,
and not as smooth, being slightly roughened on their in-

ner surfaces by small elevations, and often irregularly
deuticidated or incised on their free edges, an appear-
ance which led Spigelius to compare them to a cock's
comb. Their size varies much in different individuals.

At birth the_y usually extrude beyond the labia, which are
then but slightly developed. In the adults of European
races they are ordinarily concealed, having a length of
25-35 mm., a breadth of 8-15 mm., and a thickness of 3-5
mm. They may, however, be large enough to extrude,
and their exposed surfaces then take on a brown colora-

tion like that of the areola of the nipple. In some Afri-

can races they are enornKuisly developed, being six to

eight inches wide, extending "upon the thighs to form
what has been called the "Hottentot apron."
The outer surface of each nymjiha is separated In^ the

nympho labial furrow from the corresponding labium,
from which it differs by its absolute frei-doni from hairs.

The inner surface, more rough, is in contact with the op-

posite nympha when the genital cleft is closed. The
attached surface is in contact with tlie bulb of the vesti-

bule.

The anterior extremity is continued forward and em-
braces th(; clitoris by dividing into two branches (Fig.

4344), the anterior one of which unites with its fellow of
its o]iposile sidi' to form for the organ a small prepuce or

foreskin, similar, on a dinuuislied scale, to the prepuce
of the penis of the male. It does not usually cover the

glans. but may be sufficiently develo|)ed to admit of cir-

cumcision, which is said to be practised by the Abyssin-
ians. The posterior briuich is inserted, with its fellow,
on the glans of the clitoris and forms a restraining
band, the frenulum of the clilori.s. Owing to the trac-

tion of the nympha' through this band, the clitoris is

bent downward toward the vaginal orifice.

The nympha' are composed of a network of vascular,
areolar tissiu' without fat, enclosing numerous large veins

with associated, smooth, muscular fibres, which give the
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oiijun an crcctik' elianiftcr. Its outer invt-stnieut is

stratified epithelium, wliicli resembles a mweous iiiem-

hraiie by its coloration, its .smooth anil humid character

and its absence of liair; while, on the other hand, it re-

sembles the skin by tlie character

of its epithelium, which has

scale-like cells that lose their

nuclei, tactile corpuscles, and
sebaceous jrlands in great num-
bers. In llie lower animals these

irUinds are especially active dur-

ing rut, and dcnibtless entice the

male by some characteristic odor.

The epil helium becomes darker

during pregnancy.
Wliile the erectile tissue of the

female genitalia is somewhat

wiilely distributed, being found
in the nyini>li;B and to some ex-

tent along the vagina, it is es-

pecially marked in two organs,
which together are homologous
with the I'cnis of the male.

These are the clitoris and tlie

Ijulbs of tlie vestibule.

T/ie Clitoris. — The name is

neo-Latin, from the Greek x/lfi-

7op/f, said to be derived from

KXnUiv, to close or shut. Hyrtl
thinks it is related to K'ieiTop'iL,en\

to titillate. This would be an-

idogous to Kitzh'i; the German
vernacular name for this organ.

It represents a small append-
age, resembling a diminutive

penis, suspended at the summit
of the pubic arch (Figs. 4242, 4243, 4244, 424.5, 4346)
and enfolded by the anterior juncture of the uympluie.
Like the penis it possesses two corpora cavernosa, small

glans is not perforated by the urethra, and there is no
corpus spongiosum attached to it. When la.\ the or-

gan
autl

-ar

.13

Fig. 43M.—Disseetion of the Vulva, stiowing the Vestib-
ular Glands. 1, Oriflce of the vaprina: 2, hymen; 3,

meatus urinarlus; 4, navicular fos-sa; 5, bulb of the

vestibule; fi, vestibular or vulvo-vaglnal glands; 7.8.
duct; 10, constrictor vajjinffi; tl, transversus perinei
muscle.

is so withdrawn within the folds of the nyinpha;
labia that it is dillicult to make^ out its form and

dimensions.
The crurii are attached on

either side to tli(> inner aspect of
the pi:lvic arch, lialf-way be-
tween th<- tuberosity of the isch-
ium and the symphysis. Wholly
hidden within the folds of the
labia, they pass forward, inward,
and a little upward, along the
external fac(' of the triangular
ligament, surrounded by the
ischio-cavernosus muscle (erector

cliloridis) and join each otlier be-
low the symphysis to form the

body, room being left between
their junction and the arch to

permit the passage of vessels and
nerves.

Almost immediatel}' the body
is bent downward and backward,
forming what is called the angle
of the clitor'.s. Unlike the angle
of the penis, this does not become
obliterated when the organ is

erect, and this doubtless sub-
serves the function of the organ.
Movements are prevented by
the frenulum, which, a.s already
mentioned, draws the glans
down toward the vaginal ori-

fice, and by the stispenMiry liga-
ment, a fibrous band like the

similar organ of the penis, that passes from the angle to

the linea alba.

The body of this little organ is nearly cylindrical in

shape, usually slightly grooved on
its under surface because of its du-

plex structure. An imperfect divi-

)^X
V

a

Wk

%i

Fig. 4243.—The Bulb of the Vestibule and the Venous Syst«m of the Clitoris seen from the
Front. IKobelt.) 1, Bulb of the vestibule; 2, coustrlctor viilvie muscle; 3, anterior portion
of same ; 4, portion that passi's under Ihi' clilons ; 3, purs interiuedia ; li, Brians of clitoris ;

I, veins from nyuiiihiE ; 8, veins pas.sinL' to .siipei'llcial veins of abdomen ; !l, veins couiinii-

nlciitinB with the obturator vein ; 111, dors<il vein of clitoi-is ; U, obturator vein ; 12, body of
clitoris; 13, right, crus of clitoris.

Fm. 43411.—Bulb of the Vestibule aiul the
Clitoris Seen from the Side. (Kobelt.) 1,

UiRht bulb of the vestibule ; 2, veins frtim
its lower end that dischiirpe into the in-

ternal pudic vein : 3. vestibuijir t^Ijiiiil ; 4,

introitus vagina*: ">, pars intci'i iia; li,

Klaus clitoridis (the clitoris is somewhat
elevatedi; 7, dorsal vein lif clitoris ; 8, sym-
physis pubis.

rods of erectile tissue, united in front to form the Imly
of the organ, diverging behind as its crura. The body
is crowned with a small glans. Unlike the penis, the

sion or septum peciinifornie sciiarates the two lateral

halves. Females of animal species in which the males

possess a penis bone have sometimes a minute bone or
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cartilage in this septum. The greater part of the body
is coiiceak'd under tlie anterior commissure of th(' labia,

its swelling; outline forming the torus clitoiidis.

The glans, whidi terminates the organ, is a small,

rounded, conoid tunercle. It is indejiendent of the cor-

pora cavernosa, capping over their fusiform enils as in

the penis. It has a small prepuce derived from the nym-
pha-. and a pr(|iutial .sac in which small collections of

smegma may accunuilale. To its imder surface is at-

tached the frenulum.
The following measurements of the clitoris are given

bv Krause:
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These communicate freely with each other and with the

vesical and vaginal plexuses.
Li/iiiphiiticn.

—The lymphatic vessels of the e.\ternal

genitals are very numerous, especially upon the nym-
l)lue and the inner surface of the labia. They discharge,
for the most |)art, into the superior internal or pubic
group of superlicial inguinal glands. This group lies

internal to tlu^ saphenous opening and near the sjiine of
llie pidjis. It includes two to four glands. Some ves-

sels may discharge into the inferior internal group of

superficial glands, or even, though rarely, reach .some of
the external group. In injecting the lymphatics on one
side of the vulva, it is often found that the injection
readies the opposite side.

Cuneo and Marcille have recently shown that tlie lym-
phatics of the glans of the clitoris ascend by way of the
mous pubis to the inguinal canal, through which they
pass, to terminate in glands situated along the iliac

vessels.

]\^e>res.—The nervous supply of the vulva is derived
both from the cerebro-spinal and from the sympathetic
systems. The cerebro-spinal nerves come from both llie

lumbar and the sacral plexuses, the sympathetic from
extensions of the hy])ogastric plexus known as the cav-
ernous and the utero-vaginal plexu.ses. From the tirst

are given off two nerves, the greater cavernous nerves,
and a number of small nerves, the lesser cavernous
nerves that supply the crura, body, and glans of the
clitoris. The nervous supply of the organ is far greater,
in proportion to its size, than that of tiie penis. With
the ca\"ernous plexus are distributed the branches from
the third and fourth sacral nerves that effect erection, the
nerri erifjentcs of Eckhard. Other nerves from the cav-
ernous plexus combine with the cerebro-spinal nerves,
whose distribution is given in the following scheme:

Nerves.

Frnm the lumhar pleius.
Ilio liypugastric—

Hypniriistric branch
Ilio-inj?uinal—

Injruinal br<anch
Genito-orural—

(_ii^iiit!il branch
Friiiii the sacral lAerus.
Internal pudic—

t'eriueal branch

Dorsal nerve of clitoris.

Small scialic—
Inferior pudendal
branch.

Distribution.

Intojruraent upon upper part of nions
pubis.

InteRument upon lower part of mons
pubis and upper part of labium.

To labia (auterior labial nerves) .

To labia (posterior labial nerves),
nymphse. prepuce and plans of cli-

toris, vestibule and meatus urinarius
(nerve of vestibule), bulb of the ves-
tibule.

Glans, prepuce, body and crura of cli-

toris.

To labia (posterior labial nerves).
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Frank Biikir.

SEXUAL ORGANS, MALE. See Geintal Organs. Male.

SEXUAL ORGANS, MALE, INJURIES AND DIS-
EASES OF.— I. Co.NdioMTAi, Defects of the Pexis.—Aliiiannalilies in. t^hiijic and Sixe of the Peni».—Abnor-
malities in the size of the penis arc of relatively frei|uent
occurrence, although they do not naturally come under
the surgeon's observation. No two penes are alike in

size, and the general rule that the length of the penis
varies invei'sely to the girth of its po.ssessor is commonly
accepted. It is alleged that rudimentary development
of the penis is often associiitcd with inR'Hectnal deli-

ciency. It is also alleged that men of givat intelliscnce
have undersized genitals. Cryptorcbids and sun<'rers
frotn epispadias and hypospadias habitually have .small

penes. That .sexual exercise lias any iutluence upon the

size of the penis is not proven. The so-called penis con-

gestor is a mere gauge of gullibiliiy,
Ahsciiri' <yf the Peiiin.—When the penis is so small as to

be a[)|)arenlly or actually absent the testicles are usually
retained in the gi'oin or in the abdomen, and the scrotum
is split. As a result the genital organs resemble those
of the female, and the condition is that of complete male
pseudohermaphiodilism.

A/tjiinriit Altmiice rf llie Penis.—Tile penis maybe con-

genitally adherent to the scrotum; very rarely it is con-
cealed beneath the skin of the abdomen or of the scrotum.
Thus Bouteiller reported a case in which the penis ap-
peared to be absent, but could be felt beneath the skin
of the scrotum, whence it was libei-ated by a T-shaped
incision. Usually, h<i\vever, the penis is curved and only
partially adherent. Such a condition is commonly ac-

companied by hypospadias.
Double Penix.— Doidile penis is extremely rare. A

number of cases have been recorded in which the penile
abnormalit}' was associated with other evidences of fcetal

inclusion. Exceptionally, the reduplication of the geni-
tal organ is the only alinormality. How frequent such
a condition is it is impossible to estimate, since patients
so afflicted not only fail to apply for relief, but sedu-

lously shun observation. Four cases have been re-

corded.*
Tm-sion of Ihe Penis.—This is an unusual feature of

hypospadias and epispadias (</. i\). Caddy f has reported
a case of torsion unaccompanied by any other defect.

II. Phimosis.—Phimosis is an abnormal tightness of
the prepuce. There are two kinds of phimosis: the one
consists in an adhesion of the prepuce to the glans penis,
and this is a normal condition in every male child at
birth. The relief of sueh a phimosis is accomjilished by
forcibly stripping back the foreskin until the glans is eii-

tirely uncovered, recurrence of the adhesions tJius torn

being prevented by the application of dusting powders
and by repeated retraction of the skin. This minor oper-
ation is noteworthy chiefly because its omission is the
commonest cause of permanent cicatricial phimosis.
The second variety of phimosis is an undue tightness

of the prepuce caused by a chronic thickening at the

preputial orifice, and resulting in an inability to retract
the prepuce. Such phimosis is commonly spoken of as

being either congenital or acquired; but, strictly speak-
ing, it is probably always acquired, since the thickening
at the preputial orifice which prevents retraction seems,
in the cases called congenital, to be occasioned by the
adhesive phimosis noticed above, and by the balanopos-
thitis to which it gives rise; acijuired phimosis is caused
by any inflammation of the prepuce, notably by chan-
croids occurring at the pre|iulia! orilice. During ihe
course of any of these inflammations a temporary phi-
mosis, known as inflammatory phimosis, may be caused
by inflammatory n>denia.

Results of Pliimo.His.— If the prepuce be unduly tight,
or merely unduly long, it may cause two different sets
of conditions, the one iiritiitivc, the other obstructive.
Thus in infancy it encourages balanoposthitis. adhesions,
premature sexual excitement, and masturbation; while,
from retention, it may cause incontinence of urine, t're-

quent and painful micturition sopainfid as to lead to the

suspicion of stone; while the straining to overcome the
obstacle may result in hernia and rectal ]irolapse. In
later life the obstruction may give rise to hypertrophy of
the bladder and dilatation of'tlie ureters and kidneys;
while chronic retention may result in the form of lire-

pufial calculi, in intensitied venereal troubles, espeeially
gonorrluea and chancidid {q. v.). and epitlielioma of the

penis (7. v.). Finally, phimosis interferes with coitus, and
violent retraction of the tight prepuce may result in para-
phimosis.

Treatment.—The treatment of phimosis is ciicumcision.
The operation of dihiting the prepuce is not worthy of
consideration ((/. Cireinneision).

' Keyes :

1903.
'Diseases of the Genlto-Urlnnrv OrCTns," third e<1itton,

+ Lancet, 18SH, II., tSM.
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Fig. -1218.

Figs. 43-18 a.nd 4:.'4!t.-

III. Pakai'Himosis.— Paniphiinosis is lliut coudition

in wliicli tlic )iliiiiuitic prcpuio, liiivins l)een forcibly re-

tractfd bcliiiul the corium glaiidis, ciiunot be replaced.
The iiiiinediule rcs<dt nf such retraction is an acute

cedenia of the

prepuce and the

g 1 a n s penis,
wliieli (edema

persists and
tends to grow
larger and more

leathery, and
thus to form the

chief obstrue
tion to the sur

geon's elVorls at

retraction.
AVheu the pa-
tient is seen the

glans penis is

greatly swollen
and congested,
while behind it

rises a tense,

shining cedema-
tous collar of

mucous mem-
brane, behind
which again lies

a dee]i sulcus,
most marked on
the dorsum of the penis. Tliis sulcus is the site of con-

striction; it is oflen \ilceraled. Hehind it usually arises

a second collar. If the circulation is completely ob-

structed, spots of gangrene will be found upon the glaus
and the prepuce.

Treatment.—The treatment of paraphimosis depends
upon the severity of the local reaction. If the obstruc-
tion is slightand there seems to lienodaugerof gaugreue.
palliative and mechanical treatmeni may be employed,
in the hope of reducing the (edema sufficiently to permit
reposition of tlu^ i)repuc('; but if gangrene threatens, the

paraphimosis must be relieved at once lest the i)atient
lose a portion of his

penis.
Mechanical Treat-

ment.—The first aim
of the surgeon must be
to reduce the cedema
as far as possible. This

may be done by encir-

cling the glaus penis
wilh tape or cotton

string (Fig. 4247), or

by applying over the
whole penis a com-
liressing wet dressing
of boric-acid solution.

Such a dressing should
be applied as tightly
as possible, and sliordd

be left in [jlacc not

longer than an hour or

two, after which re-

/^jCir'>^ duction should be at-"^^—
-'^ tempted. In reducing

-^ a paraphimosis the

p h y sic ian' 8 efforts
Para- should be directed to

slipping the constrict-

ing band over the

glans penis, rather than to forcing the glans through
the constriction. This may be accomplished in several
wavs, the sim])lcst of which are .shown in Figs. 4348
and 4249.

Surgical Treatment.—But mechanical treatment may
fail, or the presence or imminence of gangrene may call

for inuncdiatc relief, or the surgeon may very wisely con-
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elude that bis ]«itient requires relief, not only from his

present ditticulty but also from the danger of its recur-

rence, a relief which can be obtained only by some sort of

operation. The sole reqxiiremenl is to relieve the penis

FIG. 4349.

-Simple Method.s of Ucclucing Paniphiinosis.

[

from its constriction, and this is best accomplished as
follows: The skin behind the constrietiun is lendeicd

i surgically clean, and a small area on the dorsum of the

]ienis nearits root is infiltrated with cocaine. In thisarea
a longitudinal incision is carried through the skin to one
side of the dorsal vein and just long enough to admit a
small, blunt-pointed straight bistoury or tenotomy knife.

This is burrowed forward through the loose, subcutane-
ous connective tissue until it arrives on the dorsum at the

constricting band. Here some care is required to insert

the knife blade beneath the constriction witlKJUt punc-
turing it. When this is done the knife blade is turned
outward and the constriction thoroughly divided, the
knife immediatelj' withdrawn, and the first incision pro-
tected with a collodion dressing. The prepuce may then
be replaced, unless excessive tedema renders this impos-
sible, and the penis is held erect and covered with a mild

antiseptic wet dressing. The after-treatment ixHiuires
no special comment, though circumcision may subse-

quently be necessary in order to obtain an iesthetic result.

f^^^

FIG. 4^7.-Metlit«l t,r UeducInK
phimosis.

Fig. 420O.—Pi^iioscrotal Hypospadias. Front ami side views.

IV. Hyi'osp.\Di.\s AM) EpisPAniAs.— llyjiospadias is a
lack of union of the urethra ujion its fioor, while epispa-
dias is a similar lack of union upon its roof. The canal

ma\' thus terminate at any point between the bladder
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and tlie iinrinul meatus. Hence in liypns]iailias; the canal

may terminate(l)at the basenf tlie frl:iiis(liMlnMitie liypn-

spailias), or (2) in the penile urethra (penile cir peni>scrotal

hypospadias) (Fig. 4250), or (3) in the perineum (perineal

hyiposjiudiasl
Similarly epi-

spadias may be
balanitic or pen-
ile. The urethra

maj' continue
forward in front

of the hypospa-
dic or epispadic
opening, or this

remaining por-
tion of the canal

may e.\ist only
as a shallow gut-
ter.

With urethral
deformities of
the graver sorts

are often associ-

ated such de-

formities of the

penis as incur-

vation, toision,

and scrotal ad-

hesion; while
with perineal

h}-pospadias the

scrotum is often

split, and there

may be otlier

features of pseu-
dohermaphro-
ditism. Of these

various deform-

ities, balanitic

hypospadias is

by far the most
common, while

penile bypo.s]ia-
dias stands next
in order of fre-

quency. Epis-
padias and
perineal hypo-
spadias are ex-

tremely rare.

There seems to be a hereditary tendency to the occur-

rence of these urethral defects.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of hypospadias and epi-

spadias are sexual and urinary. The sexual s_ymptoms
are incomplete erection and imperfect emission due to

the urethral and penile defect, and varying in severity
with the gravit}' of this defect. Though it is alleged
that balanitic hypospadias may cause relative .sterility by
producing insufficient ejaculation, this theory is by no
means proven; while the many known ca.ses in which

hypospadic individuals have had numerous childien are
at variance with the theorj-. The urinarj' symptoms of

hypospadias consist in a deflection and a dribbling of
the stream in all but the perineal cases; in these the

patient cannot safely urinate excepting in a squatting
po.sture. Yet the urethra alwa3-s terminates in front of
the triangular ligament, and, therefore, there is never
incontinence of urine in h_ypos])adias. In epispadias,
however, the lU'ethral oriliei^ may be large and situated

praelieally in the anterior wall of "the bladdi'r, there being
little or no vesical sphincter. A patient sulTcring from
this malformation lias incontinence of urine, and is in

almost as sorry a plight as he who sufTers front exstrophy
of the bladder. ((/. niadder of the J/ff/c—Malforma-
tious.)

Tvciitincnt.—Tlie nudtiplieity of operations that have
been suggested for the cure of hypospailias an<l episjia-
dias attests the iuelllciency of all of them. Time and

Fig. 4251.—Rncliet's Moillflen .N'eve-.Tosserantl

Operation Um- Hyp('si>aiiias. The flaps are cut,
the catheter is iotruduced, and the scrotal flap
sulured around It.

'

again new procedures are advocated and new statistics

compiled to prove the elliciency of one or the other oper-
ation. Yet it remains trne to-day that no operation is

ideal, that no operation can absolutely promise success,
and that no operation should be attemjited without the

understanding that the best results can be obtained only
by a .succes.sion of steps, the completion of which will

certainly require several months, perhaps several years.
In general, the operation may be divided into two

parts: (1) the relief of associated penile deformities, and
(2) the relief of the urethral defdrniity.

Relief of Penile Defnrmities.— If there is incurvation
of the penis or penoscrotal adhesion, this requires relief

before the urethra is altaeUcd. Adhesion is relieved by
dividing the adhering skin transversely and suturing it

longitudinally. Incurvation of the penis is relieved by
carrying this transverse incisidu through the shealh of

the corpora cavernosa and, if necessary, dee])ly into tlie

intercavernotis septum, and bandaging tlie organ in an
overextended position until complele healing occurs.

The urethral defect may now be attacked, the mode of
attack depending upon the nature of this defect.

Relief of Balanitic Hypospadias.—While balanitic hy-
pospadias cannot be said to demand relief, the patient

may prefer that an attempt should be made to place his

urethral orifice in the normal i)ositiou at the end of the

gland. This may best be done .ly Beck's operation,
which is performed as follows; The prepuce is separated
from the glans penis by a transverse incision running
from side to side

across the venter
of the organ and

skirting the ori-

fice of the
hypospadic ure-

thra. Tlie prox-
imal flap of pre-

puce is then
freely dissected

up, expo.siug an
inch or more of

the urethra.
This terminal

part of the ure-

thra is then dis-

sected free from
the surrounding
tissues and car-

ried forward tm-
til the meatus
can be sutured
in its proper po-
sitiou at the
head of the glans
penis, the glans
having been pre-

pared to receive
the urethra by
a simple incision

or by puncture.
The meatus is

sutured in place,
the preputial
skin is brought
forward over the

urethra, and the
suture and the
w o u n d s are
sealed as far as

possible with
collodion.

Relief of Pe-
nile and Perin-
eal Hypospadi-
as.—Of the operations employed for the relief of penile
and jierineal hypospadias Dnplay's is the most favored

by text-books. This (iperation is perfcn'ined as follows;

A soft-rubber catheter is inserted through the uretlmi

Fig. 425i.— liocliefs Mnrllllert Novf'-Josscnnul

Operation Un- llypo.spuduis. The Ilnai sutures.

1T5
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into tlic liliulder ami is carried forward alimjr tlie groove
OH tlie iiiulcr surface of the jieiiis \iiilil it tinally issues

llirougli a hole punched in the iinperforatc glans.

By means of a longitudinal incision, unethird of an
inch from the median line on each side. Haps arc raised

to surround this catheter, their epithelial surface inward.

These are sutured with catgut, and the exposed raw sur-

face is covered by Haps niiscd and carried inward from
the sides of the peins.
Such operations as Duplay's have not been very suc-

cessful, because the Haps do not unite well and the tistula

left between the ol<l hypospailic urethra and the new
artificial one is very hard lo close, both on account of the

sniallncss of the parts
—since these operations are habit-

ually performed on children—and the befoulment by
urine.

An operation which promises to avoid this diflicidty
is the Kochet-Nove-.Iosserand procedure. This is per-
formeil as follows: The hypospadic meatus having been

incised in order that there may remain no stricture at this

point, a transverse skin incision 2 cm. long is made just
in front of it. Through this incision a sloul jirobe is in-

troduced and passed forward in the subcutaneous cellu-

lar tissue of the venter of the penis, llius buirowing a

channel, the anterior orifice of which is formed by a slit

or a puncture in the glans penis. A long rectangular

Hap is then rut from the perineum, its base surrounding
the hypospadic orilice. It should be a little over 2 cm.
wide and one-third as long as the new urethra is expected
to be.

A small soft-rubber catlieter is then introduced into the

bladder, the flap is sutured around this with the finest

aitgut (Fig. 42.ll), and the distal end of catheter and

graft is pushed through the subcutaneous canal and out
at its anterior orilice, where the Hap is sutured (Fig. 4252).
A few skin sutures taken transversely close the perineal
wound, and the child is then iininobili/.ed in a plastcrof-
Paris dressing and ])Ut to bed with the penis in an erect

position and the catheter leading into a urinal. This
catheter should be left in place live or six days, after

whii'h spontaneous urination may be permit ted.

The iiftir-tredtiiient consists in the passage of bougies
every week or so in order to insure the patency of the

canal. This operation reduces to a minimum the proba-
bility of Hstula, and has been followed by admirable
results.

Uelief of Epispadias.—Epispa<lias is so rare that the

surgery of this condition has not yet been satisfactorily

developed. Dujilay's ojieiation may bi' applied to the

«pispadic urethra, while it is probable that Kochet's

operation could be modifaed to give as good results here
as in hypospadias.
The favorite operation of the textbooks is Thiersch's,

in which the penile canal is formed by an inverted fiap
from one side of the penis covered by a longer direct flap
carried across from the opposite, the inverted Hap form-

ing the roof of the urethra, the direct Hap forming the
skin covering. TIk; Hstula at the base of the ]ienis is

covered in by triangular Haji.s, one turned inside out and
the other simply brought down and covering the raw
surface, while the Hstula at the ba.se of the glans is cov-
ered by transferring the loose preputial skin from below
the glan.s. Thiersch's original case was cured by this

method after eighteen months. When epispadias is com-
plicated by loss of the vesical sphincter, it may tie re-

garded as a mild case of vesical exstrophy and should be
treated accordingly.

It may be observed that none of these operations pre-
tends to replace the corpus s])ongiosum. and the new
urethra, bereft of its physiological coverings, may not
be expected to perform its urinary and .sexual functions
in a perfect manner.

V. iN.niiiKs OF Tiiic PiCNis.— Coniii.iion and Fraflim.—The Hac( id [lenis may bi' expected to escape thebulTets
of adversity more reailily than any other ])art of the

body: injuries inflicted upon the erect penis are habitu-

ally in some manner sexual. Thus contusion may result
from misguided efforts iu coitus ; strangulation is occa-

sionally caused by encircling the penis with a metallic

ring; and the so-called fracture, which is actinilly a rup-
ture of the erectile bfidies, is only a more severe injury
due to like causes. Even though the contusion be but
slight, hemorrhage into the loose subcutaneous tissue of
the penis is likely to be free; while fracttire of the erec-
tile bodies is immediately followed by alarming subcu-
taneous hemorrhage, which may swell the oigan to an
incredible si/e.

Tlie two therapeutic indications are control of hemor-

rhage and prevention of retention. The former is ac-

comiilished by the application of cold and pressure, or,
if lhe.se fail, by incision: while the latter may refiuire a
retained catheter. In mild cases surrotmding the penis
with ice for a few hours is all that is required. 15ut if

the erectile bodies ar(^ fractured, it is wiser to incise im-

medialely over the seat of the injury and to suture the
torn Hbrous sheath.

Open Wotntdn.—Open wounds require similar treat-

ment, control of hemorrhage, and suture of the sheaths of
the erectile bodies. If the injury to the erectile bodies
has been severe the resultant scar may permanently im-

pair erection.

Didocdtion.—A few cases have been reported in which
violent traction upon the skin of the flaccid penis has re-

sulted in tearing this free at the balanojireputial junction
and perndtting the penis to slip under the integument of
the thigh, the abdomen, or the scrotum. The inuuediate
a'dematous reaction conceals the absence of the penis
from its cutaneous envelope, and it is not until catheteri-

zation is attempted or urination occui's that the alinormal

position of the penis is discovered.
Nelaton was able in one case to replace the penis by

means of an aneurism needle; but if this could not be

done, it would ahva\s be possible to reach it by an inci-

sion. And in this connection it must lie remembered
that, even though the patient has urinated beneath his

skin, unless the urine is infected it may be disregarded
and will probably be absorbed.
Skin Diseases. See SUin, Diseases of the Scrotum, be-

low.
B.iL.\NOPOSTiiiTis. See Balanitis.

Venere.^i, Ulcer.^tion. See Chancroid, Syphilis.
. Herpes Progenitai.is. See Herpes.
Lymphangitis and Celliilitis. See Cliancroid, Goii-

orrhaa.
VI. Inflammation op the Erectile Bodies,—This

condition, known variously as iienitis or cavernitis, is

extremely rare. Spontaneous inllammatiou is said to oc-

cur during acute <'xanthcmata. 'i'lic inflammation which
occurs as a result of injury must be condiated by the

usual local antisepsis and drainage and irrigation, while
the inflammation of the corpus spongiosum complicating
gonorrlia'a and stricture is a condition which meets con-

sideration in the articles upon those subjects.
VII. Gangrene op the Penis.—The blood supply of

the penis is so generous that gangrene of this organ is

most exceptional. Yet it may occur fiom three causes:

(1) strangulation, (2) virulent infection, (3) debility.

Strangulation is the conmiouest cause of penile gan-
grene. It occurs mechanically, as when the penis is

encircled by a ring, or by a paraphimotic )nepuce. and
from inflammation, if the inflammatory reaction is severe

enough toobstruct the lymph spaces. Virulent infection,

a less frequ(Mit cau.se, is well e.xempliMed by |ihagedena
(see CIi(incroid),niu\ by infillralion of urine ;.see I'ri-tlirii.

etc.). Debility, whether senile or diabetic, exceptiiniall^'
causes gangicne. as do also thrombosis and embolism.

Treatment.—The treatment of these various forms of

gangrene consists primarily in the removal of theircause.

Thus a parapliimosis c;iusing gangrene rojuires imme-
diate reduction or incision. A ring around the ]ienis
must be cutaway, or, if it be gold, aiualgamated by the

application of metallic mercury. InHltration of urine

calls for prompt incision and drainage (see Urethra, etc. ).

Severe cellulitis requires liberaling incisions and wet

dressings, while phagedena demands prompt and ener-

getic antisepsis (see Chancroid). Senile and diabetic
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gangii'iie present liere as elsewhere a most gloomy Jirog-

nosis; yet much may be done by stinmlatiiig ami ilieting

the patient anil by cleansiEig and keeping clean tlie dead
tissue.

Adiseussionof this part of tlie treatment will be found
in the arlielc on Odiigmie.

VIII. 'I'rnKitrci.osis.—Tuberculous ulceration of the

glansand iircpuee is very rare. It maybe confounded
with eai'einonia or with venereal idceration. The tuber-

culous ulcer is "shallow, rarely attaining a great size,

with characteristic edge, is maiie up of a succession of

small, jagged indentations, caused b_y the degeneration
of miliary tubercles, so that the lesion has an appearance
as if gnawed out. The (loorof the ulcer is not, as a rule,

crusted, but covered with a seropurulent fluid, and oc-

casionally yellowish elevations, representing miliary nod-

ules, may be sei'U scattered over its surface. At flie

periphery also these miliary nodules may sometimes be

seen, anil their presence is of course pathognomonic, al-

though frequently they are absent "
{13owen).

A number of cases of tuberculous infection of the pre-

puce following ritual circunicisiou have been reported.
This infection is attributeil to inoculation from tubercle

bacilli in the mouth of the rabbi who sucks the wound.
Thus Lehmann found ten children infected by one man;
three of them died marasmic.
IX. CiKCVMsciiinED Finnosis op the Erectile

Bodies.—Circumscribed fibrosis of the erectile bodies,
otherwise known as chronic intlammatiou or induration

of the corpora cavernosa, consists of a hard fibrous de-

posit in the sheath and the adjoining portions of the erec-

tile tissue of one of the erectile bodies of the penis. This
fibrous mass feels like a Hat plate set in but not project-

ing from the surface of the erectile body. It is fairly
common in the coi'pora ca\X'rnosa, of which :t may affect

one or both, but is very rare in the corpus spongiosum.
The nature of this growth is disputed. The few speci-
mens that have been examined have proven to be fibro-

mata or enchoudromata. Sometimes a single specimen
is fibrous in one part, cartilaginous in another, and bony
in anotlier. Such a tumor has been excised by Dr.

Chetwood.
Circumscribed flbro.sis habitually appears upon one

or other of the corpora cavernosa of a man between

thirty-five and fifty-five years of age. The patient first

notices that his penis when erect deviates toward the
side affected. Less often the first symptom is a slight
uneasiness in the region of the growth. But the patient
does not habitually recognize the presence of any abnor-
mal tissue before he presents himself for examination.
This reveals a hard, flattened mass with sharply defined

margins occupj-ing the substance of one or both corpora
cavernosa near the surface, and feeling like cartilage.
The edges of the mass may be slightly elevated and

slightly tender. The mass is usually irregular!}' oval in

shape. The tendency of this growth is to change. It

grows either larger or smaller and cither toward or away
from the root of the penis, involving new portions of the

corpora cavernosa as it recedes in other directions.

Thus {be piw/nosis of the condition is most luicertain.

It is inipos.sible to say where it will next shift to, and
whether it will grow larger or smaller.

The two Kiiniptiims of the disease are the very slight
pain and the bending on erection, the latter being often
so great as to prevent intromission. As Verneuil first

observed, this condition is a|)parently analogous to Du-
pnytren's contraction of the jialmar and jilantar fascia,
and is habitually associated with gout. It has been sug-
gested that diabetes plays some etiological role, b\it fur-
ther experience has (lisproven this.

I know no iyeotmenl that can be depended upon to re-

move this growth satisfactorily. The ai)]ilieatiou of oint-

ments, of iodine, of electrolysis, and of blisters has uni-

formly failed. Alkaline and anti-gouty remedies seem
to do some good in such cases. Cures have been reported
after excision, but, inasm\ich as this only re|)laccs the
new growth with scar tissue, it is not justifiable lo prom-
ise a cure l)y the knife: although operation may be tmiler-

Voi.. VII.— I'J
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Fig. 12.Vi.—Epitbelionm of Penis.

taken if the patient is willing to recognize that It is not
a certain cure.

X. C.\l,CIFIC.\TION ANIJ OSSIKICATION OP THE PeKIS.—Calcification of portions of the corpora cavernosa is

very rare and ossification is most imusual; only five

cases of the latter condition have be<'n reported. Ap-
parently the cartilaginous or bony tumor develops sec-

ondarily in an area of fibrosis. The only treatment is

excision.

XI. IIoKNS.—Soft warts of the glans or prepuce may
become cornilied and grow as horns. These horns seem
peculiarly liable to cpitheliomatous degeneration.

XII. .M.vi.ioNANT Neoplasms.—The primary neo-

])lasms of the penis are epithelioma and sarcoma; secon-

dary neoplasms are extrcmclj- lare.

Primary sarcoma begins in the cavernous tissue of one
of the erectile bodies: it usually appears in early man-
hood and develops
with characteristic ra-

pidity, promptly in-

volving the inguinal
glands. As the tumor
grows it causes pria-

pism by closing the

cavernous spaces, and

may also obstruct the

urethra, causing reten-

tion of urine. Early
amputation is the onlv
treatment (see below).

Primary epithelioma
occurs exceptionally in

the urethra and fairly

frequently in the pre-

puce and tlie glans
(Fig. 42.53). A few
cases of epithelioma
have been observed in

early life, as, for in-

stance, one of Frej'cr's
at the age of seventeen. The growth may develop from
scar tissue, as from urethral fistula or from the scars of

injuries or of venereal sores; but the commonest sources
of epithelioma are soft warts and chronic balanitis.

Tweutj'-nine of the thirty -seven cases collected by Kauf-
mann began as apparently benign warts. Tight phi-
mosis, by retaining the smegma and encoura.ging balani-

tis, seems to have a marked predisposing tendency. Thus
Demarquay noted phimosis in forty-two out of fifty -nine

cases, and it is claimed that the circumcised Jew does not
suffer from this disease. There is no evidence that the

penis may be inoculated from the carcinomatous cervix
uteri,

Jacobson recognized four ways in which penile epi-
thelioma may first show itself: 1. It usually be.gins as a
wart, its malignancy being first recognized by the indu-
rated and ulcerated base and the exuberant .g:'owth. 3.

The first evidence may be a subepithelial luni]) or indura-
tion without warty excrescence or idceration: this little,

apparently innocent nodule is distinctly malignant. 3.

A snijerlicial excoriation may persist after a balanitis,

comparable to the condition in the tongue when a leuco-

plakia becomes raw, and is the first evidence of malig-
nant disease. 4. Very rarely the new growth begins as
an ulcer, either proceedin,g from a venereal idcer, arising
from the scar of such an idcer, or coming on after some
injuiy.
Whatever be the origin of the tumor, it soon becomes

frankly malignant, its base is indurated, elevaled. and
ulcerated

;
tlie discharge is thin, .sanious, and foul, while

there may or may not be exid)erant warty overgrowth.
The inguinal glands suffer a pyogenic as well as a can-
cerous infection. cnlar,;;e. become malted togelher, sup
puratc and ulcerate. The ulcers thus formed become
new centres of epiiheliomatous invasion. The jirimary
disease spreads superficially, sparing tiie eoriiora caver-
nosaand the corpus spongiosum, although widely involv-

ing the skin and destroving the glans. If the urethra
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bi'Coiiics obstructed the urine is passed througli fistulous

openings in the t1oor-of the canal.

The foul discharge, the disgusting ulceration, and the

liability to profuse licniorrhage are the symptoms of

which the pulieut complains; pain is rarely troublesome
until late in the disease. The ulceration spreads super-

licially iniite as does epithelioma in other parts of the

body, and the patient finally dies septic and cachectic.

Lymphatic infection often gets no further than the in-

guinal glantls, so that large visceral metastases are ex-

ceptional.
Dinf/nosix.—Penile epithelioma may be confused with

chancre, chancroid, wart.s, tubcrcidous ulcers, and idcers

from chronic baianoposlhilis. After the <lisea.se is well

advanced there can be nojiossible doubt of its malignant
nature; but in the early stages, when its character may
still be doubtful, it is wiser to subject every growth of

the penis which does not react promptly to treatment or

which appears spontjuieously or in an aged subject, to

excision and microscopical examination for the purpose
of determining iis nature.

Trent iiK lit.—An epithelioma of the penis seen and rec-

ognized at its outset may usually lie removed by circum-
cision if on the prepuce, or by cauterization with arse-

niousacid if on the glans; in this it resembles epithelioma
of the other parts of the body. But if it has grown so

widely as to destroy the greater part of the glans, or if

the inguinal glands are already involved, the penis .should

be amputateil close up totlie pubes and the glands extir-

pated. Finally, if the greater part of the penis is cov-
ered by the ulcer, the treatment required is extirpation
of the penis and simultaneouscastration. Recurrence of

the disease may be attacked by caustics or by the a-rr.y
and thus controlled or even, exceptionally, cured.

XIII. Ami'lt.^tion ok the Pioxis. — The patient
should be prepared as for any aseptic operation ; general
anitsthcsia is required. Tlie operation is begun by tying
a rubber catheter around the root of the jicuis; this nm_v
beheld in place by liarelii) pins. Amiile skin liapsare
then elevated and dissected back fully an inch, after

which the knife is inserted between the corpus spongio-
sum and the corpora cavernosa, and the latter are cut off

three-fourths of an inch shorter than the former.
The elastic ligature is now removed and profuse hem-

orrhage imniediately follows. The dorsal arteries must
be caught and tied, and perhaps one or two arterial

branches may require similar treatment; but after the

first gush is conquered the oozing from tlie eri'ctilc bodies
is controllable by pres.sure. The urelhra is then split
into two Baps and sutured to the skin ilaps. which are

then sutured in place and the whole dressed ascptically,
with provision for the passage of urine through a retained
catheter.

F/iip.i.
—A circular skin incision may be employed, but

neater apposition is obtained by employing skin flaps.
Senn and .laeobson use long dor.sal and short ventral

flaps, .laeobson making the dorsal tiaps so long that the
urethra may be sutured into a perforation in its lower

extremity. Other cperalors employ lateral fiaps; while
Dr. Davis, of Philadelphia, makes three uretlu-al Ilaps
each cut to a point and sutured to the skin, divided <-ir-

cularly. The urethra is split in order to avoid stricture

at the new meatus.

After-Tientnieiil.
—The two things most to be feared are

hemorrhage and tension on the flaps, botli of which are
due to crccti(ms. A light dressing and the free employ-
ment of l)romides insure safety.
XIV. ExTiui'.\Tiox OK THE Pknis.—In order to re-

move the erectile boilies it is necessary to place the pa-
tient in the lithotomy position and to make a skin incision

smrounding the base of the iienis, thence sjilitting the
scrotum f'-om one end to the other of ihe raphe. Blunt
di.s.section separates Hie two halves of iIk- scrotum down
to the corpus spongiosum. A sound is pas.sed as far as
the triangular ligament where the urethra is divided just
in front of the bulb and thence freed back as far as the
bole in the triangular ligament. The suspensory liga-
ment is then divided, and each crus dissecteil out and

separated from the pubic i-amus by means of a stout

periosteal elevator; this completes the removal of the

organ. The edges of thescrolal incision are then imited.
the stump of the urethra being split and stitched to the
lower end of the woimd. Drainage is required, for there
is likely to be some post-operative oozing as well as con-
siderable hemorrhage during the operation. No retained
catheter is needed.

Total EiiKisciiliition.—French surgeons seem generally
agreed that it is wise, in extirpating the penis, to remove
the testicles at the same time, since, as they allege, the
removal of these glands lessens the hypochondriacal and
maniacal teud<'ncv which this very operation has been
said to cause when enqiloyed for the relief of prostatic

hyiicrtrophy. It is best in this matter to consult the
w'ishes of the patient. The testicles arc readily removed
through the scrotal incision.

XV. ExTIUI'.\TIO.V OF THE Ingiinal Gl.vnds.—It is

always wise to remove the inguinal glands as an accom-
paniment to an}' operation for penile ejiillielioma, since
these glands may be infecled even though they appear
normal. If the glands are small they may readily be
shelled out, if large or matted together there is danger of

opening the femoral vein in the region of the s;iphenous
opening in the fascia lata; hence, this slioidd be .sought
for and worked away from in all diflicult operations in

this region.
XVI. SCKOTAL iNJUniES, INFLAMMATIONS, AND New

Growths.— iro/(nf?s.—Scrotal wounds, whether surgical
or accidental, bleed freely, and efficient haniostasis of
this bleeding is the most important feature of the treat-

ment. Every bleeding vessel must be carefully caught
and tied, for there is danger of the formation of an enor-
mous iKcmatoma, which may extend to the penis, thigh,
and abdomen. Wounds of the scrotmn, like those of the

penis, heal readily and do not often suppurate.
Loss of Tisxiie.—Even though Ihe greater part of the

scrotum is destroyed by di.seaso or by accident, the sur-

geon need not feel called >ipon to till in the gap by a

plastic operation. For such is the elasticity of thescrolal
skin that cicatricial contraction will draw it ovi'r the ex-

posed testicles and close the largest gaps within a few
weeks, unless the patient is septic.

C'liitiixiijii mill Hwiimtoctle.—Scrotal contusions are man •

ifested by great ecchymosis and O'dema (piile ec>mj)ara-
ble to the familiar

black eye. Com-
jiression (see Epi-
didymitis, p. 181)
and an ice-cap is the

proper treatment If

the case is seen ear-

ly ; later, absorption
may be promoted
by heat, while it is

only in the most

exceptional cases
that incision is rc-

(piired. Extrava-

ginal Incmatocele

(blood cyst of the

scrotum) is an en-

cysted scrotal ha'-

matonuv requiring
incision (Fig. 4254).

ikrotiil Jiijliiiiima-

tions.—The inflam-

mations of the scro-

tum closely resem-
ble those of the fig. 4234. -

p< Ills in most of
their characteris-

tics. Gangrene of the scrotum following urinary infil-

tration in an aged or debilitated subject is often rapidly
fatal, and nuist be comtialed by stimulants, free inci

sions, w'et dressings, and excision of sloughs as fust as

tbey form. Castration is never reciuiicd.

Klcp/iiintiam's. See Elcjilinntiasis.

Scrotal niKl
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O/.v/s.
—Siuull sebiiceoua cysts showing pcurlj' wliite

tliniugli till! ilistendcd sldu may occur iiiiywiicrc on Uie

penis and scrotiini, but are usually found on Ilic lajilie;

they may sjrow very large. .Jacobson and Tilden Brown
have recorded cases of so-called cystic disease of the scro-

tum. J-A'hinococcus cysts have also been found in this

part of the bod}'. Small sulicufaneous capillary dilata-

tions may occur in the sUin of the scrotum; lliey show
dark blue, and are totally harmless; but if the [lalient

objects to them they may be cured by a minute incision

and IIk' application of nitrate of silver.

Sulid Tumors.—Angioma, tibroma. lipoma, libromy.x-
oma, osteochoudronia, and sarcoma occur in the scrotum;
but the only neoplasm sufficiently comnjou to merit

notici' is epithelioma, the so-called cliimney-sweeps' can-

cer (see GdiriiimiKi of the Skin).
XVII. Anom.m.iks of the Testicle.^Tlie accepted

classification of anomalies of the testicle is that of Mouod
and Terrillou, as follows:

f I In e.tcess Polyoroliism.
. „ ...^^ In number

-, n„n„ior,. ( Absence ...Auorchism.
.\noraiil esj (

DeOcient
-, F„sj„n synochism.

in develop- i

, j^ ^^^^^ Hypertrophy.'"™' I in size
/ Deficient Atrophy.

I II ii.,.]„., .>„H„i i Incomplete migration.. Retention.Anoma les
(
Undescended.

\ Abnormal migration. ..Ectopia,
in nugi a- ; descended Inversion.

1. AnonuilicK in Development.—Polyorchism.—Accord-

ing to Jacobson, supernumerary testicles are sometimes
found iu certain animals, and the older literature contains

many alleged instances of this condition in man. Tlie

only cas(> inwhicli the diagnosis was contirmed by niicro-

.sco|iicul examination is that reported by Arbutlinot Lane
in Ti'ic Bfilish Medicul Journal of 18'J-l. 1 have seen one
case diagnosed by an able surgeon as polyorchism, in

wliicli the third testicle proved to be a large spermato-
cele.

Auorchism.—The absence of one or both testicles is

rare. It is usually associated with absence of tlie epidid-

ymis and part of the vas. E.xceptionally, the whole vas
is wanting ;

still more rarely the testicle alone is absent.

On the other hand, the testicle may be present and the

seminal ducts absent. During life anorchism can be dif-

ferentiated from alidomiiuil ('ryiitorchism only by opera-
tion.

Synorcliism.—A fusion of the testicles has twice been

observed, the glauds being retained iu the abdomen iu

each case.

2. Anomalies in. Mifjration.—Cryptorchism.—In con-
trast with the rarity of the anomalies euuiuerated above
is the familiar condition of cryptorchism, i.e., absence of

oue or both testicles from the scrotum. The testicle may
be either retained or ectopic; if retained it is arrested at

some ])oint in its normal descent : if ectopic it is lodged
out of its noi'inal path. Marshall records 11 cases of cryp-
torchism among 10,800 English recruits, while Renues
encountered 6 cases among 3,600 French recruits. Of
tliese 17 cases only 1 was bilateral.

Hetention of the testicle is caused by obstruction to its

jirogress from the abdomen or by traction from behind.
Thus some cases are attributed to peritoneal adhesions
which close the inguinal canal at some point before the
testicle has descended ; in other cases there is an alleged
congenital shortness of the vas.

The etiobMii) i)f this condition, however, is very obscure,
and has no direct bearing iiiion its clinical aspects. 8ut-
tice it to say that the coriiiiioiieKt form of n tfiition is the

inguinal variety, the testicle lying in the inguinal canal

(Fig. 42.').')), sometimes near the e.xtcM'nal sometimes near
the internal abdominal ring. A certain freedom is usu-

ally enjoyed by the gland, so that in iiuiny young sub-

jects a testicle in inguinal retention may be redui'ed either
into the abdomen or into the scrotum. I'uboscrotal ri'-

tentioii, in which the testicle lies high ui) in the .scrotum
close under the pubes, is a less common condition; whilit

abdominal retention—the testicle not having reached the

inguinal canal at all— is most exceptional.
The ectojiic testicle may be fouml in the perinc'um

•I

\

beneath the deep fascia just in front of the anus, oral
the saphenous opening of the crural canal, or iu tlie op-
posite .side of the .scrotum, or at thi^ ba.se of the penis iu

front of the pubes. These last two varieties have each
lieen seen but twice; indeed, any form of ectopia is ex-

tremely rare.

Inversion of the testicle occurs when that organ is

turiu'd upside down in the scrotum or rotated .so that its

long axis is horizontal.

The only clinical sig- ,

nilicance of this very i

rare anomaly is that, /

in hydrocele, the in- /
verted testicle may lie /

above and in front of ^
the .sac, instead of be /

low and beliind it. and /
thus be punctured by
the aspirating neciile.

The pathological
condition of the re-

tained testicle is a sub-

ject of great interest,

both because it is al-

leged that pressure of

the abdominal muscles
makes the gland espe-

cially liable to sarco- Fki. 12.55.— Retalneil Testicle,

matous degeneration,
and because it seems proved tliat this pressure habitu-

ally destroys the functionating power of the gland.
Thus a double cryptorchid is habitually sterile. So gen-
eral is this rule that Curliug, after enumerating several
cases of children born of women married to cryptor-
cliids, felt compelled to doubt their paternity. Yet re-;

cent investigations have shown that retained testicles

may acquire and retain, at least for a few years, the

power of secreting spermatozoa. Thus Beigel found
numerous spermatozoa in the semen of a double cryjif-
orchid aged twenty-two, wliile Valette found a few in

a retained testicle removed from a man in his twenty-
lirst year. Yet Rellingliam Smith alleges that crypt-
orchids never retain their virility f(n' more than five or
ten years. The question of the sterility of an)- given
case may be determined bv examination of tlie seminal
fluid.

But apart from the atrophy and .sterility of the re-

tained testicle, this gland is subject to other danger^;.

Neuralgia is often the first evidence that the testicle is

being affected by pressure of the surrounding muscle,
and any inflammation, whether traumatic, gonorrlueal,
or tulierculous, is sure to run a severe course aiul is habit-

ually followed by atrophy. Finally, the great danger of
these patients is that the testicle may become sarcoma-
tous. It is dillicult to estimate liow frequent this sarco-
matous degeneration may be, an<l yet, viewing it merely
as a possibility taken in connection with the congcnii:il
hernia which habitually accompanies cryptorchism, it is

enough to determine the surgeim always to remedy the

congenital defect.

In infancy the proper treatment of retained testicle is

the application of a truss, whereby the hernia nia>' be re-

duced and the testicle forced down into the scrotum. I

have succeeded in curing a number of cases in this man-
ner, iind hav(' always preferred it as a preliininary to

operation, although a cure may not be expected after

the child is ten years of age. If mechanical treatment
fails or if the iiatient has passed his tenth year lieriii-

otomy oilers tin; only liope of cure. And this should be

strongly urged upon the patient as calculated to cure his

hernia, to insurer him as far as possible against sterility,
and to relieve liim from the danger of sarcoma.

IJroca has operated 138 times without a death; 79 of

these cases were followed for a year or more. Of these,
31 had testicles normal both in si/e and position; 3.5 had
testicles normal in size, but abnormal in position (near
the external ring); while only 13 bad undergone atroiihy.
These biillianl results were oblaineii on young children.
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In order to reduce the testicle the usual operation of

herniotomy is ijerfornicd. Tlic testicle is freed from all

obslrucling eiivelupes. and the cord is followed >ip as far

as possible into the ahdoiniiial cavity and freed by the

linjrer from all fascial bands. The furllier the curd is

followed the further can the testicle be im'.leil out into

the scrotum. Wood's device' of freeing llie vas from tlie

globus major and then inverting the testicle maybe men-
tioned as an ingenious way in which to gain an inch. 1 1

tlie testicle cannot be reiluced it may be removed or re

placed in the abdomen; but since the latter alternative

leaves it subject to ev<M-y danger and relieves only the

hernia, it is my preference always to castrate if reduction

is impossible.

J/i/juiini/i/ii/ and Atruphyof the Testicle.—There is con-

siderable variation in the normal si/eof the testicles as in

that of the i)enis. AVheu one testicle is defective or want-

ing its fellow seems to take on a certain compensatory
hypertrophy. On the other hand, atrophy may occur in

two ways: "there may be arrest of development, or a tes-

ticle previously normal may alroi)hy from injury; «.</.,

section or obstruction of the spermatic vessels; from

pressure, e.g.. large hydrocele or varicocele; from in-

flammation, €.(]., orchitis, and rarely from injuries to tlie

nerves, the spinal cord, or the brain. Atrophj- is never
due to se.xual continence, to the use of the iodides, or to

injury of tlu' vas deferens alone. A microscopical atro-

phy is physiological in old age.

Atrophy of tlie testicle cannot be cured, but it may be

prevented by the removal of a cause whose continued
action favors atrophy.

XVIII. In.icriks of the Testicles.—Luxation and
Contaaioii.—Luxation of the testicle has been reported as

the result of injury, the testicle being extruded underthe
skin of the adjoining parls or into the inguinal canal.

Mild contusions of the testicle produce shock to the sym-
pathetic system with nausea and faintness, and are fol-

lowed by more or U^ss prolonged tenderness of the parts.
Severe injuries may produce ecchymosis, hiematocele, or

orchitis, and may result in atrophy, in ab.sce.ss, or in gan-
grene. Koeher has recorded two deaths from the shock
of contusion.

The treatment of contusion of the testicle consists in

dorsal decubitus, elevation of the testicle, and a])plica-
tiou of ice. If orchitis ensues this must be combated.

W'oimds.—Wounds of the testicle are very rare. Any
incision of the tunica albuginca is likely to be followed

by prolrusi(}n of the soft ]iarts within (lieriiia testis). If

the patient is seen immediately the wound should be
cleaned and the tunica albuginca sutured in tinier to pre-
vent hernia testis. If re<lu(tlion is inipossilile, the hernia

may be snipped olf with scissors, but should not lie

pulled upon lest the whole testicle be eviscerated.

XIX. TousioN OF THE Speum.vtic Cohd and G.\x-

GHENE OP THE Testici.e.—Gangrene of the testicle is

us\ially ca\iscd by torsion of the spermatic cord. This
occurs spontaneously and gives symptoms very closely

resembling those of strangulated hernia. The groin and
scrotu;n suddenly become swollen and sensitive; the pa-
tient vomits, feels faint, and has .some fever; there may
be chill and syncope. The onset of this con<lition is

very sudden, and it may be distinguished from strangu-
lated hernia by the mildness of the .systemic dislurbance
after the lirst shock has passed. In doubtful cases im-
mediate incision should be relied upon for an accurate

diagnosis.
Dr. Charles Scudder has collected thirty-two ca.ses,

seventeen of which occurred on thi; right side and eleven
on the left. Seventy-five per cent, of the cases occurred
in patients inuler twenty-three years of age. Inten cases
the testicle was retained in the inguinal canal, and in

five others it was ('ULse under the (lubcs; in some the at-

tacks were r<'current. Thus Dr. Van der Poel's patient
learned to relieve his pain by untwisting the testicle.

The treatment of this condition consists in unrolling the
testicle— if this be possible

—or. if the swelling is great,
as is usually the case, in incision. This operation has
been performed twenty-nine tinies without a death;

twenty-three times the testicle was removed; five times
the cord was luitwisted; this was followed twice by
sloughing, thrice by atrophy. Once the testicle was
allowed to slough away through a simple incision, and
once the testicle was untwisted one hour and a half after
the onset of .symptoms, without incision. In this case
the testicle subsequently atro])liied.

liijin-ji to tlie Sperinatie Cord.—Tying olT the veins of
the cord—as is done in the operation for vai'icocele—
has no effect upon the testicle; but if the spermatic
artery is included in the ligature the testicle usually atro-

phies and someliiues sloughs. Similarly any injury to
the cord destroying the conlinuify of the spermatic artery
may be followed by gangrene of the testicle.

XX. luUITAlil.E AND XeURAI.OIC TESTICLE. ^ When
there is pain in the testicle without disea.se of this organ
it is said to be irritable or neuralgic. The terms are
rather hiosely used to cover a variety of conditions whose
only obvious symptom is testicular pain; the testicle is

Siud to be irritalde if the pain is slight, neuralgic if the

pain is severe.

The varieties of irritable and neuralgic testicle may be

grouped under three heads:
1. Sexual excess, esiiecially im<ler the form of pro-

longed, ungratilied .sexual desire, is likely to be followed

by what might be termed an aeulc neuralgia of the tes-

ticle, that gland being swollen, sore, and sometimes ex-

quisitely tender. A single application of guaiai'ol and

glycerin, equal parts, the wearing of a suspensory band-

age, and the avoidance of the cause, are all that is re-

quired for a cure.

2. Hetlex nevualgia from the prostate and seminal ves-
icles is the most conmion form of this condition. It may
be due to any congestion or infiammation of the internal
sexual organs, such as chronic intlanmiation oi' chionic
sexual congestion. This form of the disease is both
identified and treated liy measures directed to the pros-
tate and vesicles. The.se organs will be found sensitive,
either to rectal touch or to the passage of a moderate-
sized .sound. The treatment consists of prostatic mas-

sage, with rectal douching, and perhaps the |iassage of

a sound, or the instillation of a few drops of the nitrate

of silver into the posterior urethra. Indeed, this condi-
tion is often concomitant with pro.static neuralgia and

requires the same tredtment, with mild couuter-irrilation

on the scrotum as a temporary aid at the beginning of

treatment.
;S. Finally, there is a vague group of cases in wliich

the testicular pain is due to causes neither sexual, nor

]irostatic, nor vesicidar. Thus varicocele is often asso-

ciated with neuralgia, although the cure of the varicocele

by no means necessiu'ily relieves the pain. Neuralgia of

the testicle is sometimes due to renal or vesical calculus,
and cases have been reported in which the jiain was at-

tributed to inlUimmatiunsof thescrotiunand of the tunica

vaginalis.
If the local cau.se of such a neuralgia is ascertainable

and can be removed a prompt cure may be expected.
But in many cases this is impossible: or else the neural-

gia has been started in a neurotic subject by some sliglit

cause, which has ceased to act while the pain continues.

Such is the nature of most varicocele neuralgias. These
cases habitually iinjirove under proper .sexual hygiene—
which is malrimony. Indeed, one never encounters thera

in men liap]>ily married. Cold-water applications often

give great relief and may be all that is required if the

pain is siiasmodic; but if the agony is constant an en-

deavor may be made to relieve it by excising the nerves
of the s|)ermatie cord. This can be done by a careful

dissection of the cord where it issues from the inguinal
canal, the nerves being found close about the vas defer-

ens. This operation, while not a sure cure, is sometimes
the only hope that can be offered the patient, and should
therefore not be denied hiuL

.\XI. Inflammations of the Testicle. — The iu-

fianmiations of the testicle may be divided into (1) those

that jiass along the seminal canals, ('.<•., gonorrha'a, tu-

berculosis, and simple pyogenic infection from the pos-
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tfrior urethra; and (2) those iiitlaminatiniis that do not,

travel nioiii'' the seminal canals, i.e., traumatic intlaninia-

linns, syphilis, and the inflammation of infectious diseases.

In each class of ca.ses the testicle and the epididymis ma,y
hotli liealVected ; but iu the former class theepididj'niis i.s

the ])rime point of at lack, while in the latter tlic testicle is

chiefly assailed. Therefore, while remembering that any
given ease may well be at once an orchitis and an epidid-

ymitis, we shall find it convenient to classify tlie simple
and the tuberculous intlammations as epididymitis; the

traiunatic, the metastatic, and the syphilitic ones as
orchitis. Our present concern is with gouorrhceal and
simple pyogenic epididymitis.
XXII. Ei'iiuMYMiTis.—Epididymitis is alwa,ys sec-

ondary to an itillamniation at the innrT end of the semi-
nal canals. It is always associated with intlanunation of

the seminal vesicles and usual!}' with posterior urethritis.

The infiammatiou reaches the epididymis by direct exten-
sion along the mucous membrane of the vas deferen.s, as
is proven (1) by the constant presence of vesiciditis, (3)

by the frequent prodromal symptoms of deferentitis, and
(3) by the fact that li.gation of the vas checks at once and
forever the most virulent case of relapsing epidid_vmitis.
Thus the underlying cause of epididymitis is an in-

flammation of the urethra, habitually an acute gonor-
rha>a, less frequently stricture, chronic prostatitis, or an
intiamed hypertrophied prostate. The exciting cau.se

may be anything wliich deterndnes an exacerbation of

the posterior urethritis or which weakens the resisting

power of the inilividual. Thus one patient with acute

gonorrhfca may acquire epididynntis in spite of every
precaution, while another may escape it in spite of every
dissipation. Yet, other things being equal, exposure to

cold and dampness, sexual excitement, and the action
of any severe strain or the possession of a lymj^batic or

debilitated con.stitution are the causes on the part of
the patient to which the inflamed testicle may usually be
attributed; while, on the part of the physician, epididy-
mitis may be caused by the passage of instruments or by
the employment of injections, the danger to the testicle

increasing in ]iroiiortion to the violence of the manipula-
tion, to the size and roughness of the instrument, and to

the strength of the injection employed.
With clironic ])Osterior urethritis, with stricture, and

with prostatic hypertrophj- the infecting bacteria are not
so virulent and secondary epididymitis is le.ss frequent
and occurs only as a result of considerable trauma or

debility.

Epididynntis rarely occurs before the second w^eek of
a gonorrluea, since grave inflammation of the posterior
urethra is rare liefore tliat time. The exceptional in-

stances in which e])ididymal swelling appears before
urethral discharge are apparently attributable to previ-
ous chronic posterior urethritis, and are no evidence that
the new gonorrlKeal infection begins in the epididymis.
Though both epididymes may be inflamed at the same
time, it is most exceptional for the two inflammations to

begin simultaneously.
The infianniiation begins at one end of the epididj-mis,

usually the tail. Here are felt the first swelling andpain,
and here the hard lump of induration remains long after
the acute attack has passed. The testicle and the re-

mainder of the epididymis are intensely congested and
cedcmatous during the acute attack, the tunica vaginalis
being inflniiK'd and acute hydiocele residting. The vas
is catarrhal, and this catarrh in the vas and in the epidid-
ymis may in tlie end cause cicatricial occlusion of the
duct. It is not possible to delennine in how great a

pioportion of cases this occlusion occurs; but it may lie

considered that relapse of the epididynntis is sufllcient

evidence that the vas is not occluded; whence the para-
dox that the more often the testicle is inflamed the less

likely is its possessor to be sterile.

An attack of eiiididymifis may run an acute or a
chronic course, An acute attack is preceded for perhaps
twenty-four hours by a general soreness and tenderness

along the course of the vas throughout the groin and
often to the loin. Then a tender point appears in the

epididymis, which sw<Ils so rapidly that within a few-
hours it is many times its normal size, and usuallv within
twenty-four liours testis and epididymis are swollen to
an ovoidal mass cx(iuisitely sensitive to tlie touch and
nearly as large as the closed fist. Excruciating pain ac-

companies the swelling and continues for two or three -

days, after which the pain rapidly grows less and the

swelling more shnvly follows suit ; so that at the end of
a week the pain has become bearable, the swelling lias

diminishc'd considerably, and at the end of two or three
weeks more the attack has completely passed, leaving
behind only a nodular scar in one end of the epididymis.
During the acute attack there are severe constitutional

symptoms. Tfie disease may be ushered in by chill, and
there is high fever fora fewdayswith the accompanying
lassitude and want of appetite, while usuall,y the ure-
thral discharge is greatly diminished, sometimes even
cheeked, during the course of the attack, only to reappear
as the epididymal inflammation subsides.
A subacute or chronic epididymitis comes on very

mildly as a tender swelling at one end of the epididj-mis,
and does not spread throughout the organ with the in-

tensity of the acute process. This tender epididymal
lump niaj' remain smouldering for months and years so

long as it is fed by a focus of inflammation in tiie deep
urethra, breaking out from time to tiiae into svdiacut.e or
acute attacks of inflammation, though gcnenUly quies-
cent. On the other hand, a subacute attack raay last

only a few days and then jiroceed to entire resolution.
From the frequency with which certain cases of epi-

didymitis, wdiether acute or suliacute, relap.se, has arisen
a clinical type of the disease known as rchipdiui epiilidy-
milis, the characteristic feature of which is the tendency
to recurrence of the inflammation at the slightest provo-
cation or at uo provocation ut all. Even though these
attacks be but subacute, the}' may be sufficiently annoy-
ing to render the patient miserable and to merit drastic
measures for their removal.

Uomplications.—The acute hydrocele which often ac-

companies acute epididymitis in some cases assumes
importance as a cause of pain from tension within the
tunica vaginalis during the attack and as a cause of

swelling through lack of spontaneous absorption of the
fluid after the attack. Suiipuration occurs but rarely iu

gouorrhceal epididymitis ; but if the inflammation occurs
in an old and septic prostatic. It often suppurates, and
this suppuration, by increasing the sepsis, may lead to
the patient's death.

I>iti(/iimiii.
—Nothing is more cliaracteristic than an

acute epididymitis. Acute orchitis is distinguished by
its etiology and by the iireponderance of general symp-
toms and the involvement of the testicle rather than the

e|iididyniis. Subacute epididymitis may closely simu-
late tuberculosis (see Diagnostic Table, on p. 185).

Prognosis.—Epididymitis does not endanger life or sex-
ual potency or desire. As stated above, double epididy-
mitis may be followed by occlusion of both vasa and
sterility. It is impossible to say iu what proporlion of
cases this occurs, but it is certainly less fre(|uent than is

commonly supposed. Benzler's investigations showed
that ten per cent, of gonorrlKral cases without epididy-
mitis, twenty per cent, of those which had had a single
epididymitis, and forty-one per cent, of those which liad
had a double eiiididymifis were sterile. These figures
suggest that chronic prostatitis and vesiculitis is an im-
portant cause of sterility and may be the active a.gent
cNcn in a case in which the sterility is attributed to
double epididymitis.

Treatment.— Epididymitis may often be prevenled by
the wearing of a susiiensory bandage by the iiatient tlur-

ing an acute gonorrluea or while being treated for stiic-

lure. Observance of sexual hygiene and gentleness in

urethral inslrumenfalion work to the same end.
The Irealment id' an acute case consists in elevation of

the leslicle, local applications to it. brisk catharsis, rest,

and !i ligiil diet. A patient with a shar[) epididymitis is

much better in bed llian out of it. One may ordinarily
pronuse that four days in bed will bring Idni nearer to
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a cure tlmu eight ilnys on liis feet. But wliether the

patient will lie quiet or not, the lestiele nuist be elevated

as liij;h as possilile. With the iiatieiit in bed this is best

aeeoniplished by an adhesive jtlaster band aeioss llie two
thiirhs wiih tile testicles resting upon it (Fig. 42.56),

while, if the patient will be about, he can bo made most

Fig. 4256.—Strappiup Testicle.

comfortable by slinging his genitals up as high over his

abdomen as possible in a T-bandage made with a towel,

provision being made for the tenderness of the organ by
a generous use of absorbent cotton padding.

Curling's support consists of a bandage, a large silk

handkerchief, anil a piece of tape. The bandage is tied

around the patient's waist, the tape is attached to the

back of the banilage and to the centre of the handker-

chief, which is folded once into a triangular shape, the

tape being so arranged as to hold the central point op-

posite the perineum. The two long angles of the tri-

angle are then lied snugly to the waistband in each groin,
while the .short right angle is carried upover the genitals

supporting them liigh up on the alidonien.

Of local apijlications to the testicle gttaiacol is much
the best inthelirst forty eight hours of Ibeinllamination.
If appli(^d pure before the swelling has reached its height
it will often abort an attack. A nii.\ture of etjual parts
of gtiaiacol and glycerin may be ajqilird diiily or twice a

day during the first few days with marked benelJt, and
i.s far less irritating than the pure drug. If the patient
is in bed it is advantageous to keep the testicle covered
with hot poultices. The tobacco poultice is reputed an
aniestlietic, but in this it falls far behind gtiaiacol, and,
as the only real virtue of the poultice is its lieat, the
fla.xsecd poultice is adequate.
As the acute symptoms subside poultices may be re-

placed by a hot-water bag, and guaiacol is no longer
useful.

As .soon as it is l)earable strappiiig is ap)ilied. The
classic and dirty adhesive plaster strapping is obviously
infi-rior to compression by a light rubber bandage held
around the testicle by a single strap of adhesive plaster

(Fig. 4256). This makes a light and comfortable dress-

ing, the pressure of which can be varied at any moment
without pain or discomfort to the patient. At lirst this

dressing is changed every twenty-four hours. As the
testicle rapidly decreases in size and bears more and more
pressure without irritation, the strap is reapplied at

longer intervals. Finally, a suspensory liandage is all

the patient needs, and this he may wear until the general
swelling has entirely subsided.

The treatment for subacute cases need not be so ener-

getic. Guaiacol may Vie applied in less strength «iul

more frequently. A suspensory bandage is all the sup-
liort required.

Relapsing epididymitis may often be relieved by at-

tacking the prostatic or vesicular focus in which the
disease centres, and every ell'ort

should be made to conquer this

inflammation both by local treat-

ment and by building up the

patient's health before having
recourse to any surgical pro-
cedure.

If these means fail— as they
often do fail utterly—the patient
is usually glad to submit to vas-

ectomy, although this operation
clo-ses the canal forever; since

by this means he can be abso-

lutely assured against any fur-

ther recurrence of the intlatn-

niation. Indeed, this operation
performed in the midst of an at-

tack will cut it short more
quickly and more certainly than

any other means I know.
1^/ie Operatioii of iuxectomy.—

The operation of vasectomy may
be performed under local anses-

thesia. If the testicle is swol-
len the vas is most conveniently
reached at the external inguinal
ring. The technique of this op-
eration is similar to that of the

high, open operation for varico-

cele, which is described below.
But if the testicle is not swollen, it is often a simpler
matter to reach the duct through an incision in the
back of the scrotum. The vas is identified as the thick-

est, most resisting member of the bundle of tissues mak-
ing up the cord, and, as it is always behind and to the
inner side of the large bundle of veins, it may be read-

ily caught between two lingers and held close beneath
the skin of the scrotum behind. The skin is intiltrated

with cocaine; an incision through it and through the

dartos permits the vas to be protruded. This is caught
with a pair of forceps, freed from the surrounding fas-

cial fibres, tied doubly and cut between the ligatures.
If there is any suspicion of inflammation of the duct it

is wiser to cauterize both ends before dro23ping them
back into the scrotum. A single stitch closes the inci-

sion. The patient need remain in bed with his testicle

supported for only three or four daj's.
XXIII. Orchitis.—The inflammations of the testicle

to be described under this head are three: First, trau-

maticorchitis; second, subacute neuralgic or gouty orchi-

tis; third, the orchitis of thee.xantheniata. The first two
varieties may be dismissed with a word.

Traumatic Orclulis.—Traumatic orchitis, caused by a

blow, a kick, a missile, or a fall, runs a course quite com-

parable to that of epididymitis ; yet the excretory ducts
are very rarely blocked, so that, even after a severe in-

flammation, sterility may not be autici])ated; while, on
the other hand, traumatic orchitis is far oftener followed

by atrophy of the testicle than is the gonorrhreal inflam-

mation. In the treatment of this form of orchitis poul-
tices hold the first place.

Keuralgic or Govty Orchitis.—Neuralgic or gouty or-

chitis is a mild inHaniination with little swelling anu
tenderness, but with considerable neuralgia. It may re-

sult from sexual causes, or it may occur spontaneously
in gouty or rheumatic individuals. The treatment is

that of irritable or neuralgic testicle.

Orchitis of Infectious Diseases.—The orchitis of infec-

tious diseases deserves more extended not ice. It has been
noted in the courseof typhoid fever, influenza, smallpox,
tonsillitis, and rheuniatism. but it is comiiionl.v known as

the orchitis of mumps on account of its frequency in this
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disease as compared with its great rarity in other infec-

tious conditions.

Orchitis rif Mumps.—Tlie orchitis of mumps does not
occur in children. In young adults orcliitis complicates
the parotid intlammatiou in at hast live percent, of all

ca.ses; indeed, Laveran encountered orchitis one hundred
and fifty -si.\ times in four lauidred and thirty-two cases

of mumps among soldiers. The inllainmation of the tes-

ticle usually ajipears at the end of the first week of the

parotitis; c-xceptionally, the testicle is inllauied before
the pai'otid, ami there are a few recorded cases of alleged
mumps of the testicle without anj' infiammatiou of the

parotid gland. The affection is habitually unilateral,
runs a very acute course lasting but a week or ten days,
and is followed by atrophy of the organ in one-half the

cases; suppuration and gangrene are exceptional ter-

minations, and, if the testis does not atrophy, its function
is in no way impaired.

Symptoinii.
—The chief symptom of orchitis is pain.

On account of the unyielding nature of the tunica vagi-
nalis, the testicle swells but slowly, requiring several

days to attain its full size. But the pain of the inflamed

gland, tightly bound down by its Sbrous envelope, is in-

stant and excruciating. This pain has been compared to

nephritic or hepatic colic. It cannot be relieved by posi-
tion, and is greatly intensified by the slightest touch

upon the intlanietl organ. It is accompanied by marked
general symptoms; chills, fever, vomiting, sleeplessness,
etc. The testicle retains its ovoid sliajje, and the epidid-
ymis is not distinguishable from the rest of the tumor;
the scrotum is often u'dematous, swollen, and red.

The disease usually terminates by resolution, the pain
subsiding gradually, the tumor disappearing more
slowly, after which the testicle may or may not atrophy.
Abscess may occur and may prolong tlie attack indefi-

nitel}', while the onset of gangrene is announced bj' sud-
den ces.sation of the pain without relief of the other

symptoms.
Diagnosis.—Orchitis is distinguished from epididymitis

by its cause, and b_y the great disparity between the

severity of the general symptoms and the intensity of the

pain on the one hand, and the slight degree of swelling
on the other.

Treatment.—An adult with mumps should be kept in
bed during the first days of the disease, with testicles
well supported in order to prevent orchitis. When the
attack is once on little can be done in the way of treat-

ment, except to ameliorate symptoms and to prevent ab-
scess or gangrene. For internal mcilicatiou jaborandi is

the only drug that bears any reputation. Locally, poid-
ticesand guaiacol should be employed as in epididymitis.
If these fail to relieve pain tlie tiinica albuginea "should

be divided subcutaneouslj-. A
sharp-pointed tenotome knife is

introduced through the skin, and
then made to cut the tense fibrous

capsule, while the testicle is stead-
ied in the other hand. From three
to six short cuts slioidd be made
at different points in the tunic.

This relieves the pain almost in-

stantaneously. If abscess forms
it should be incised and drained,
while gangrene demands castra-

tion.

XXIV. Tuberculosis op the
Testicle. — Tuberculosis of the
testicle occurs under two forms:

dilfuse, miliary tuberculosis, part
of a general nnliary tuberculosis,
and circinnscribcd tuberculosis;

only this latter concerns us here

(Fig. 4257). It occurs as one or
more tuberculous deposits, ai)pearing usually in the

epididymis and affecting the testicle only sec(mdarily.
It may or may not be accompanied by pyogenic infec-
tion.

Etiology.
—The recognized causes of epididymal tuber-

Tuljerculous
Epididymitis.

cidosis are the tuberculous predisposition, the existence
of a tulierculous focus elsewhere in the body, ami a local
trauma or inllammation, precedentorpersislent. Of these
causes the first is ascertainable almost always, the second
sometimes, and the third rarely. The efficient cause of
the disease is the tubercle bacillus. The belief is gradu-
ally gaining ground that tuberculosis of the genital
organs habitually begins in the epiilidymis, and thence
extends in one direction to the testicle, in the other to the
vesicle and prostate. The opposite view, that the in-

flammation begins in the prostate or in the vesicles, has
the authority of Koclier, of Lancercaux, and of Guvon,
and to this view I am inclined to adhere. For I have
often seen tuberculous jirostatitis aiul vesiculitis without
tuberculous epididymitis, and yet, having examine<l the
urine of every case of tuberculous epididj-mitis that has
come under my observation, I have never failed to find

urinary evidences of prostatic congestion. Moreover, I

have often found manifestly ttiberculous nodules in the
internal genitals and somctiiues tubercle bacilli in the

urine; while, finally, the affection of the opposite testicle

which so often follows not long after tlie priiuary in-

flammation, is explicable only on the theory of transmis-
sion througli the internal seminal tract. Thus, while it

is patent that in many cases tuberculous epididymitis is

the only striking evidence of tuberculosis in the indi-

vidual, the disease is none the less systemic, and patient
investigation will usually disclose some lesion of the

prostate and sometimes an unsuspected disease in the

kidneys or in the lungs.
I do not believe that genital tuberculosis can be ac-

cjuired in coitus. Tlie inflammation is most common in

the third decade of life, and very rare before the fifteenth
and after the fiftieth year.
Morbid Anatomy.—The discrepancy of opinions as to

whether the tuberculous deposit begins in the tubules of
the epididymis or in the intertubular tissue apparently
has some connection with the views of the pathologist as
to the primary or the .secondary nature of the epididymal
lesion. However this may be, the disease, as seen by
the clinician, appears in an acute and a chronic form.
Acute tuberculosis is manifested by general swelling

of the testis and epididymis with an accompanying hy-
drocele, considerable tenderness, and the fever and night
sweats that go with acute tuberculosis. These cases of
so called galloping or fulminating tuberculosis of the
testicle are apparently attributable to a mixed infection;

they appear and extend rapidly and reach the stage of

suppuration within a few weeks.
The chronic form of the disease may appear as such

or may follow upon the subsidence of an acute tubercu-
losis. In this condition tliere is little or no hydrocele or
inflammation of the testicle; while in the epididymisand
in the vas are found rounded nodules of tuberculous in-

flammation, small, hard, and caseous, or fluctuating and
purulent.
The urinary organs are often infected either luirnarily

or secondarily, although the lungs are frequently spared.
Thus even on autopsy ICocher found only ninety live

cases of pulmonary tuberculosis among four hundred and
fifty -one autopsies on cases of urogenital tidierculosis.

Symptoms.—The patient, a young man with tubercu-
lous antecedents, usually comes complaining of a spon-
taneous enlargement of "one testicle. Exceptionally, the

enlargement may be a persistence of an acute gonorrh<i'al
epididymitis; more frequently it has appealed during
the course of a chronic gleet of long duration, Ihoiigli
often enough there is no obvious catise for the swelling.
The history may be acute, in which case the testicle

will be found considerably enlarged, with much fluid in

the tunica vaginalis, aspiration of which reveals an en-

larged testicle surrounded by a lumpy, o'deniatous epi-

didymis, the vas def<'rens of which is enlarged and per-
haps nodular. All of the inflamed areas arc rather tender
to the touch.
On the other liand, if the attack is a chronic one, the

general asnect of tlieori;an is normal while in one or
more parts of the epididymis or of the vas tuberculous
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nodulos may bo seeu and felt. Further fiiiestionins usu-

ally reveals'a histdry of rather frc<iueiit calls to urinate;

while examination of urine, i)r()Stule, vesicles, and kid-

neys will often reveal some congestion or inllaiiinialion

of" the internal se.\ual organs ancl perhaps an inllamma-

tion of the kidneys as avcII.

Diagnosh.—See Diagnostic Table, on p. 185.

Pivgnosis.—The usual course of the disease is that of

a local tuberculous trouble advancing slowly to a fatal

termination. Innumerable cjistrations are performed in

the hope of eradicating the disease whih' still conlined to

one testicle; btit its recrudescence on the opposite side

affords bitter conlirMiatiou of the belief thai liil)ercidosis

here as elsewhere is not a local but a systemic disorder.

In fact, it lias seenie<l to me that removal of one testis

hastens the appearance of tuberculous nodules in its

fellow.

The prognosis of the disease is quite as indefinite as is

the prognosis of tuberculosis elsewhere in the body. If

the testicular h^sion is circumscribed and chronic, if there

is no evidence of grave internal disease, and if tlie]iatient

can and will put himself for a long jicriod of time in

proper hygienic surroundings, tiie juognosis is good.
The sexual potency of the testicle is lost, but the potency
of the individual is unimpaired, and probably tiie testi-

cle will not atroijhy. If the local foci go ou to suppurate
they may be draine<l, and climatic and tonic treatment

ma.vbe expected to control the diseas(!aad to prolong the

.patient's life iudefinitelj', even in many cases to effect a

cure.

Ou the other hand, the prognosis of fulminating tuber-

culosis is bad. If seen early and treated intelligent!}'
this condition may subside and become chronic; but the

very occurrence of the hyperacute form of the disease is

evidence that the patient's tissues form a good soil for

the growth of the tubercle bacillus, and is a warning that

the greatest care will be required to prevent generaliza-
tion of the disease, if indeed this has not already oc-

curred.
Treatment.—Fromwliat has been Siiid in the preceding

paragraphs it is evident that not much need be expected
from the surgical treatmentof te.sticulartuberculosis. A
recent discussion of this subject before the Paris Surgical
Society (Annates (lis Maliidies Genito-urinaires, 1900,

xviii., 961, 10G6) is brilliantl}' expressive of the change
of opinion upon this subject which has occurred iu

France during t lie past quarter of a century. The con-

sensus of opinion now favors conservatism and the belief

that, in most cases, castration is harmfid. 3Iy own ex-

perience with acute tuberculosis of the testicle is that
treatnient by hygiene, cod-liver oil, creosote, and perhaps
local applications of guaiacol, will sometimes cause reso-

lution and will oftentimes be followed by localized suppu-
ration and subsidence of the general acute iutlanuuation

;

while any surgery, beyond drainage of tlie sujipurating
foci, will oidy start up new troublt' in the testicle or, if

this is removed, in otlier parls of the body.
In the more chronic forms of the disease incision and

drainage of suppurating foci is alwa,vs indicated, and,
when the wliole epididymis is involved in a sup]Hirating
indurated mass, it is undouble<Uy advantageous to per-
form the operation of epididymectomy ; but it is ques-
tionable whether ;my benefit is obtidned by removal of

discrete, iniinllamed caseous hunits.
Castration is never indicated unless the whole organ is

reduced to a suppurating cavity. Many surgeons prefer
to castrate for fulminating tuberculosis, but my experi-
ence is against this.

XXV. Ei'ioiDVMECTO.MY.—The operation of epididy-
mectomy resembles orchidectomy, except that, instead
of removing the whole testicle, the inflamed e]iididymis
is shelled olV from the gland and removed with tlie ex-

tnipelvic portion of the vas deferens. If the upper end
of the vas is fomid inflamed or exuding pus, it should be
stitched into the wound; otherwise it will cause deep
suppuration. The removal of the whole vas and of the
vesicle along with the epididymis is an operation re-

quired only in the most exceptional cases in whiili tliere

is considerable' inllammation of the vesicle itself. It will
not give good results as a routine procedure. (See Tu-
berculosis of the Seminal Vesicle.)
XXVI. Svi'iiii.is ov THE Testicle.—The testicle

may be involved b}' syphilis in its secondary and in its

tertiary stages.

Secondary Epididymitis.
—Secondary syphilis some-

times causes a slight painless enlargement of the epidid-
ymis. This occurs at the time of the secondary skin

manifestations, and is insignificant.

Tertiary Lesions.—Tertiary syphilis attacks the testi-

cle and the epididymis. The disease may show itself by
the deposition of gmnmata or by a dift'use infiltration of
the organ. In the former case the testicle is enlarged,
painless, and nodular, and iu the latter—a more connuon
form—the testicle is eidarged, painless, and smooth. The
most characteristic changes are found in tlie epididymis,
which may be affected throughout or at one or the other

extremity; the part involved is evenly enlarged in such
a way as to cap the testicle, forming a sharp-edged, haid
mass like a clam-shell in which the testicle lies. As hy-
drocele is a very common accompaniment of this inflam-

mation, the clam-shell characteristics of the epididymis
are often obscured by the vaginal effusion; but aspira-
tion of the hydrocele will in fully seventy-five per cent,

of all cases of syphilitic orchitis reveal the pathog-
nomonic, insensitive clam-shell ei)ididymis. The cord is

habitually normal. I have never seen double syphilitic
testicle.

Syphilitic testis rarely appears before the second year
of the di.sease. The gland enlarges graduall,v and pain-

lessly ; it is never tender imless there is some compli-
cating gonorrha-al inflammation. The progress of the
disease is very slow. The sexual function is little im-

paired. Syphilitic testicle occurs as a hereditary mani-
festation.

For iJiarjnosis, see Diagnostic Table.
Tb(^ jinyrn/sis is good. The disease is sometimes (juite

rebellious to treatment; but, inasmuch as the .seminal

tubules are not immediately involved and peri.sh only by
atrophy from pressure, a testicle may be syphilitic i'or a

long time without losing its function.

Local treatment is useless. Mixed treatment will gen-
erally conquer the lesion, and, if this fails, hypodermic
injections once or. twice a week of 1 gm. of a ten-per-
cent, solution of mercuric salicylate in benzoinol will

often effect a cure.

XXVII. TuMons OP the Testicle. — Testicular tu-

mors are so rare and so diverse and mixed in character
that an entirely satisfactory classification of them has yet
to be made. They may be rouglily divided into benign
tumors, cystic tumors, and malignant tumors.

Benirjn 2'umors.—Enchondronia, fibroma, osteoma, and

myoma have been observed, and in the tunica vagi-
nalis, lipoma and fibroma. Tliese if small are not dis-

covered ante mortem; if large it is usually iin|iossible
to distinguish them from beginning malignant dis-

ease.

Ci/stic Tumors.—Teratoma, benign cystic disease, and
malignant cystic disea.se (Fig. 42.58) are recognized by
the ()atliologist; but clinically they are often indistin-

guishable from one another. Dermoid cysts and tera-

toma bolli liave a tendency to malignant degeneration,
and it is im])ossible

—given a cystic tumor of the testicle—to be sure that it is benign and will so remain. There-

fore, from a therapeutic point of view, all such cystic

growths must be classified as at least potentially malig-
nant.

Malignant Tumors.—Kober has recentl)' collected the

records of one hundred and fourteen cases of sarcoma of

the testicle. Seventy-one jiercent. occurred bel ween the

a,ges of twenty and titty with a history of trauma in

forty-three per cent. The tumors were usuall.v round-
celled or s)iindle-celled, less frequently cystic and alveo-

lar. Carcinoma, usually medullary, is rarer than sarcoma ;

cystic and chortdrocarcinoma have been di'scribed. The
occurrence of lymphadenoma is affirmed b\' the French
and denied In tlie Germans. Jacobsou has seen three
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cases of myxoma. Four cases of suR-onm of (he liiiiicii

vaginalis liave been reported.
The only symptom of testicular tumor is the jiresence

of a growth.
"

The patient comes complaining of an en-

FIG. 4258.—Cystii.' Iiisi'ase of tlie Testicle.

largement of the testicle which may have been present
for man)' years without varying notably in size; or it

may have suddenly taken on a more rapid enlargement
after man}' years of quiescence; or it may have grown
rapidly from the outset. In any event the tumor is usu-

ally f()und to be an irregular enlargement of tlie whole
testicle, perhaps cystic in places, perhaps complicated by
hydrocele. Tlie pain is not severe and the general shape
of the testicle is preserved, while testicular sensation is

lost. If the disease has been present for some time en-

larged iliac and lumbar glands ma_y be felt by deep ab-

dominal palpation. The inguinal glands are not involved
until very late in the disease when the neoplasm has
burst through the tunica albuginea and reached the scro-

tal tissue. The patient is usually seen before he has

reached this stage, and, in the present surgical days,

malignant fungus of the testicle (ulcerating neoplasm) is

practically unheard of.

Biiif/niisin.
—While it may be possible to state clinically

that a tumor of the testicle sliows no evidence of malig-
nancy, one can never feel stire that it will not at some
time undergo malignant degeneration. Therefore it is

only necessary to be sure that the growth is a tumor in

order to have recourse to immediate orchidectomv. To

lie sure, it is always necessary to employ mixed treat-

ment and the aspirator; the one to rule out syphilis, the

other to exclude hyrlrocele, spermatocele, and lisjcmato-

cele.

.KXVIII. OitrninwTOMV.—Preparation.—The usual

pre|iarations for an asejitic operation are required. I

prefer general to local anasthcsia.

7'/ic liidxioii.— Dr. While removes both testicles through
an incision in tlie nudian raiilie of the scrotum; but,

since it is usually necessary to n^move Ouiy one of these

organs, the best incision is in the tipper part of the
scrotum just below the groin, an extension downward,
as it were, of the ordinary incision for hernia.

The AHiial Operation.
—The cord is laid bare as in the

operation for hernia and is divided between ligatures.
The testicle is then drawn upward and out througli the

inci.sion, ami excised. If the skin is adherent the incision

must be carried down far enough to reinov(; the |)ortioii

of skin involved.
Trcatiiient of the Cord.—If the operation is performeil

for tubercle the end of the vas should be sutured to the

skin in order to avoid deep suppuration. It is always
safer to use one ligature for the vas and one for the bun-
dle of veins in order to prevent hemorrhage.

Tei-ininution of the Opcriilion.
—The surface of the

wound must be carefully scrutini'^ed and every bleeding
point caught and tied, for in the loose cellular tissue of

the scrotum the slightest oozing ma}' cause enormous
hoeraatoma. To guard against this still further it is con-

venient to appl}' an adhesive plaster dressing .supporting
the scrotum upon one strap running from thigh to thigh,
and compressing it undera light aseptic dressing between
other straps running criss-cro.ss from the thighs to the
abdomen. Weir and others have replaced testicles by
celluloid and parafline sub.stitules.

Complications.—Hemorrhage is the only complication
to be feared ;

it may require reojiening and repacking of
the wound. The post-operative insanity alleged to result

from castration for hyiiertrophy of the prostate has not
been proven peculiar to this operation.
XXIX. Symptomatic IIydhocele. —^The h3'drocele

that so frecpiently complicates inflammatory diseases

of the testicle is called sj'mptomatic. The intlammatiou
of the tunica vaginalis is secondary to the testicular

disease, and, while the patient's comfort may be in-

creased by the occasional tapiiing of such a hydrocele,
no permanent relief may be expected in most cases un-
less the prime cause—the disease of the testicle—is re-

moved.
XXX, iDiop.iTnic Htokocele.—An accumulation of

serum in the tunica vaginalis occurring without an}'

recognizable disease of the testicle is called idioiiathic

hydrocele. This disease is more common in the tropics
than in temperate climes. It usually affects men who

Di.\GNOSTic Table.

History

Frequency
Size
Sensitive

Sliape

Cord

Seminal vesicles
Prostate

T'rlne

Hvtlrocele
Onset
Course
Opposite testicle

A t>sress

Potency
Atrophy of testis

Simple chronic epididymitis.

GonorrlKPa, slrii'lnrc, or hy-
pertrophy of Uie prostate.
Uncommon
Small between attacks
Yes
Between attacks testis nor-

mal, epididymis nodular.

May be slijihtly thickened . . .

Usually distended
I*osterior urethra congested
or intlanu'd.

Cloudy
Unusual
tisually acute
Hecurrent acute attacks
Often Involved sinudlanc-
ously.

Unusiial

Unimpaired
Rare

Tuberculosis.

Tuberculosis, family or per-
sonal.

Frequent
Does not reach any great size.

Yes
Kpidiriymis nodular. Testis
not involved unless acute or
ancient.

Usuallyenlargedand nodular

Tuberculous
Congested; may be tubercu-
lous.

Cloudy ; may contain bacilli

Often
Usually chronic

Usually chronic

Usually involved subse-

queuily.
Common
Somewhat impaired
Kare

Syphilis.

Syphilis, inherited or acquired.

Frequent
Doej; not reach any great size. .

No
Testis evenly enlarged, slightly
nodular. "Clam-shell" epi-
didymis as a rule.

Free

Uninfluenced
Uninfluenced

Clear

Nearly always
Chronic
Chronic
Free

Hare
Somewhat Impaired
Common

Tumor.

Perhaps trauma.

Rare.
May reach any size.
No.
Testis considenitily enlarged:
no ch!ir;irierl>tic involve-
ment of epiduiymis.

Free; veins dilate in later

stages.
Uninlluenced.
Uninlluenced.

Clear.
Unusual.
Chronic.
Fairly nipid.
Free.

None.
T'niinpixired.
Never.

At the end, as at the beginning, tlie Iodides with mercury, and the aspirator.
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CniQutlc miucla

Tonlca Tagtoalii

HTdrocele

Tettlds

Fio. l2oli. Iniir"

hiive rpached middle age, but may occur in youth and in

infancy.
Varieties.—Tlie commonest form of hydrocele as seen

in tlie adult is confined to the tunica vaginalis (Fig.

42o!l). In infancy and less frequently in later life the

fluid may be fouiid to till not only the tunica vaginalis
but al.-io the un-

obliterated pro-
cessus ftinicu-

laris up to and
into tlie ingui-
nal canal. This
is infantile hy-
drorele. Another
form of hydro-
cele met with in

infants is called

eiinyciiitiilhydro-
ide. In this con-
dition tlie funic-

ular process of

peritoiii'um has
n e V e r b e e n
closed oil at all,

and the hydro-
cele sac commu-
nicates directly
with the abdom-
inal cavity and is

habitually com-

plicated liy con-

genital hernia.

A fourth variety is hydrorde <'f tlie enrd in which the

funicular proces"s. closed olT from the abdominal cavity
above and from tlie cavitj- of tlic tunica vaginalis below,
is alTected by hydrocele. Exceptionally, hydrocele oc-

curs in the tunica vaginalis of a retained testicle; this is

ingiiiiidl hydrocele. And again, hydrocele may occur in

an old hernial stic the neck of which has been shut off

by adhesions. These v.arictiesarecxtreniely rare. Tliere

are also certain cysts that dc'velop in connectifiii with the

testicle, *'.';., Hpermntoeele and multilueular hydrocele of

tlie cord. Neglecting for the present all these more or

less unusual varieties in intrascrolal cysts, ^ve may con-

sider at length idiopathic hydrocele of the tunica va-

ginalis.

Symptoms.—This condition presents itself as a fluctu-

ating or clastic ovoid swelling soniewluit pear-shaped,

being larger lielow tlian above. Its surface is sniootli, it

is irreducible into tlie inguinal canal: indeed, the sper-
matic cord, normal in size and sensibility, can usually
be grasped above tlic lop of the tumor. Tlierc! are almost
no subjective syni]iloms; the patient complains only (^f

tlie large tumor and of some dragging and pain due to

its position and weight. The iii.story is always chronic,
the lluid accumulating by slow degrees.

Didynrmn.—In e.xaininiiig a iijdrocele the two points
to be determined are the lluid nature of the tumor and
the position of the testicle in reference to tlie fluid. If

the normal cord can lie felt above the tunior, if liuctua-

tion can be obtained in it, and if pal])ation reveals the
testicle as a slight nodosity with testicular sensation,
both of tliese queslious are answered without further in-

vestigation. But the testicle may be impalpable, fluctu-

ation may be unobtainable; and a large hydrocele ex-

tending into the inguinal canal exhibits a slight imimlse
on cougliiiig, and so requires some test to distinguish it

from irreducible hernia. For this purpo.se tlie so-called

light test is commonly employed.
The room is darkened and a tube is made by rolling a

sheet of paper upon itself, and, while one end of this is

applied to one side of the tunior, a match or a candle is

lighted and held at the opposite side. If the tunior is

fluid light will be transmitted through it, and a dull
red glow may be seen by looking into the ])aper tube.
The same effect may be more brilliantly obtained by
the use of an electric light, liy which means the whole
tumor may often be made luminous williout darkening

the room and without the use of the paper tube. It is

alleged that this reaction may be obtained in small her-

nias in infants; but with this possible exception its

])ositive result is absolute evidence of the presence of

hydrocele.
If there is no question of hernia in the diagnosis hydro-

cide may be distinguished from solid tumors of the testi-

cle by asjiiratiou. AVlien this test is applied, the surgeon
should be read}' in the event of its success to attempt a
radical cure by injection.

Compliiuitions.—E.xceptional complications of hydro-
cele which may interfere with the diagnosis and treat-

ment are great thickening of its walls, which may pro-
ceed even to calcification (and so frustrate the light test),
niiiltilocular hj'drocele (resulting either from an adhesive
iiiHamiiialiou or from the simultaneous existence of .sev-

eral varieties of hydrocele), fibrous bodies in the hj-dro-
cele sac (doubtless the result of previous attacks of in-

flammation), and, very exceptionally, suppuration of or

hemorrhage into the h\-drocele.

I'reatnieiit.—It is so easy to cure idiopathic hydrocele
in children that a great number of paUiative treatments
have been devised by those whose chief experience is

with 3'oung patients. Thus the application of various
counter-irrilauts to the skin, multiple puncture with a

sharp needle, and simple evacuation of the fluid will

often prove curative in the young. But in adults such
treatments are purely palliative, as is instanced by Cur-

ling's case, who had ruptured his hydrocele thirty times

only to see it return within a few months. I have seen
a similar case, the patient returning for tapping every
six months for many years, but refusing to have any
more radical ]irocedure attempted, although the fluid re-

accumulated with unvarying regularity.
Of the radical cures of hydrocele the one which I pre-

fer is aspiration followed by the injectiim of pure car-

bolic acid. All simple hydroceles which are translucent,
no matter how old or how large, are amenable to this

treatment; and in such simple cases injection can boast
a percentage of cures equal to that of an}' other ojiera-
tion. Injection will not cure symptomatic hydrocele,
nor will it cure suppurating, hemorrhagic, or tibrotic

hydrocele.
A great number of substances have been emploj-ed for

injection into the tunica vaginalis, but for safety and
comfort and assurance of success none equals pure car-

bolic acid. The method of operating is as follows: If

the hydrocele contains more than six ounces of fluid it

should be tajiped and the ]iatient told to return for the
cure a week or two weeks later, when partial reaccumu-
lat ion .shall have occurred; otherwise the asjiiration and
injection may be performed at once. The instruments

required are a large hypodermic syringe and an aspira-
tor. The solutions are a bottle of carbolic-acid crystals

deliquesced by heat, some pure alcohol, and some green
soap to cleanse the skin. The needles are boiled ; the

surgeon cleanses his hands and the skin of the patient
with green soap and alcohol. A hy|ioderniic syringe is

then filled with the pure carbolic acid, and its needle,

unattached, is plunged into the front of the tunior, the

drop of serum i.ssuiug through it proving that its point
is in the cavity. The needle of the aspirator is then

plunged into another point on the surfa<e of the tumor

(the position of the testicle having been previously ascer-

tained by the light test), and imuiediately serum gushes
from this. T!ie asjiirator is now set in action ami the

contents of the sac are drawn off, (tvery effort being made
to withdraw the fluid even to the last drop.

Only two precautions need betaken: (1) not to allow
the hypodermic needle to slip from the sac; ("-2) not to

wound the testicle. The sac being dr}', the hypodermic
syringe is attached to its needle and from five to thirty

drops of the pure carbolic acid are injected. I have in-

jected two drachms of pure carliolic acid without any
serious reaction; but the use of such large quantities,
while it does not cause carbolic acid poisoning, may
produce a good deal of inflammation, and is, I believe,

quite unnecessary. Indeed, Dr. Coley has had excellent
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Tcsults from llio injecliim of a singU' minim of the acid;

but, iuasmiicli as it is impossible entirely to empty the

sac, I always prefer to inject enough lluid to cover its

surface thorou,!;hly. Immediately after injection the

needle is withdrawn, some alcohol poured over the skin

to protect it from the carbolic acid, and the scrotum

briskly rubbed in order to diffuse the Uuid throughout
the tunica vaginalis.
After (his little operation the patient may often con-

tinue to go about, but as the reaction for the first forty-

eight hours is often considerable, it is better that he

should lie in bed during this time.

During the first week the sac usually refills, but there-

after this lluid is gradually absorbed, and at the end of

six weeks the patient should be practically well, except
for the presence of the hardened, thickened tunica vag-
iualis wliich gradually softens and disappears during the

succeeding months. If the reaeeumulated fluid does not

disappear within a few weeks aspiration should again be

performed, and a few drops more of carbolic acid may
be injected at this time, although this is usually imnec-

«ssary.
Failure of the injection treatment maybe attributed to

three causes, namely :

1. Application of injection to cases incurable ty this

method—i.e. : (") Most symptomatic hydroceles, (i)

Some spermatoceles, (r) Hydroceles with inflamed, in-

durated, or calcareous walls, (d) Ha>matoceles and chy-
loceles.

2. Errors of technique, notably : (n) Endeavoring to

cure too large a hydrocele. If the sac contains more than

six ounces its contents must be reduced by one or more

preliminary tappings, (h) Incomplete evacuation. This
I believe to be the most frequent cause of failure; to in-

sure success the last drop must be squeezed from the

vaginalis, (c) Injection of the carbolic acid into the

cellular tissue. I need scarcely insist upon this point,

(rf) Paibire to perform the secondary aspiration which is

sometimes part of the cure.

3. The use of iodine instead of carbolic acid. Iodine

injection is painful and uncertain, while carbolic acid,

being a local ana-stbetic, produces only a momentary
tingling and, at my hands, has been a certain cure.

T/ie. Open Operation.—For cases in which the diagnosis
is not certain or in which, for one of tlie reasons stated

above, the injection treatment is inaiiplicable or has

failed, the open operation should be performed. This

operation may be done
in one of three ways:

1. Volkmann's opera-
tion consists of simple
incision and drainage.
The sac is opened by one

sweeping cut, its edges
are sutured to the skin,

its surface swabbed with

pure carbolic, and a wick
of gauze inserted inio

the wound. The conva-
lescence from this opera-
tion is so prolonged that
it has been generally dis-

carded in favor of^
2. Von Bergmann's

operation. Here an at-

tempt is made to excise

the sac; skin and fascia

are divided down to the

tunica vaginalis, and this

is shelled out. opened
and cut away up to the

testicle. That part of

the tunica which is adherent to the testicli! is then
swabbed with i)ure carbolic acid, and the skin incision
is closed over a drainage-tube which is removed in a few

<iays.
3. Eversionof the sac is an operation recently proposed

to take the place of von Bergmann's operation, the ad-

Fifi. ISIW.—Hydrocele o( tlie Cord
Comphcated by Hernia.

F i( ;. 42(1 1 . —Spi-rinatorele.

vantages claimed for it being that it is more rapidly per-
formed and that it requires no drainage. The sac "is dis-

sected out roughly and the greater part of its parietal

layer cutaway. The testicle is then extruded through
the wound, and the remainder of tlie sae is inverted aud
sutured behind the testicle by a few strands of catgut.
Testicle and sac ari!

then reiilaccd and
'-''> -, \, -v'j^

the skin wound su- '^^^is^SS
^ '-''^-> ".

yl.
tured.

I prefer this op- ^^SSPSS^fe,**^^^ <^
eration to any other

open procedure, ami

expect to cure by it

within ten days ; yet
there have been re-

currences after this

as after ever}' one
of the various oper-
ations advised for

hydrocele.
Conr/enital Hydro-

cele.—C o n g e ni tal

hydrocele, in which
the hydrocele sac

communicates with
the abdominal cav-

ity, occurs in in-

fancy.

Congenital h y -

drocele is often con-
fused with herma,
since the tumor is continuous into the inguinal gland and
is reducible into the abdomen. The distinction between
the two conditions is not imiiortant, since with congenital
hydrocele there is habitually hernia, and the treatment
of the two conditions is the same—namely, a well-fit-

ting truss, and if this fail, the operation for radical cure
of hernia. Congenital hydrocele should never be in-

jected.

Infantile Hydrocele.
—Infantile hydrocele is far more

common tliau tlie congenital variet}-. Thus Horwitz
records one hundred and ten cases of hydrocele, of which
twenty-two were infantile and only one congenital.
The diagnosis and treatment of this condition present

no peculiarities.
Abdoniiniil Hydrocele (Bilocular Hydrocele).—This is a

very rare variety of infantile hydrocele, in which the sac
fills the scrotvim and also extends into the abdominal'

cavity, pushing the peritoneum before it. sometimes form-

ing an enormous cyst in the latter. Some twenty cases

have been recorded, cure having been accomplislied by
simple drainage and by injection.
XXXI. HvDitocELE 0¥ THE SPEUMATic CoRD.—Hy-

drocele of the cord (Fig. 42C0) may be midtiloeular (dif-

fuse) or encysted. Kocher classifies midtiloeular hydro-
cele under the following heads: (1) Echinococens cysts,

(2) S|iermatocele, (3) encysted hydrocele of the cord sub-
divided into loculi by adhesive inflammation, (4) cysts of
AliiUer's duct of the Wnlllian body or of the organ of

Giraldes, (5) cystic lynqihangioma.
The three conditions couunoidy classified as encysted

hydrocele of the cord are: (I) Hydrocele of the processus
funicularis, (2) spermatocele, and (3) hydrocele of an old

hernial sac.

Whatever the true nature of the hydrocele, it is in ap-
pearanic either a single cyst or a nundier of small cysts

occupying the region of tlie spermaliccord. Habitually
the cyst is eithera hydrocele of the [irocessus funicularis

(the serous peritoneal iirolongal ion surrounding the cord,
which normally disappears during infancy, but which
sometimes ])ersists and is then liable to hydrocele) or

spermatocele.
The treatment of hydrocele of the processus funicu-

laris is by injection.
XXXH. SfEUM.\TocEi,r,.—Spermatocele (Fig. 4261)

(encysted hydrocele of the testicle, epididymal cyst) is a
collection of Uuid "contained in a cyst or in cysts distinct
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from but close to the cavity of the tunica vaginalis"
(JiKobson).

Clinically, two classes of spermatocele may be recog-
ui/<(l.

1. Small cysts arc very common about the head of the

epididymis iu old men. They do not attain any notable

size; they rarely contain spennatozua ; tiiey ])ioduce no

symj>tonis. and are usually dis<-overeil by accident.

2. ijirge cy.sts develop in the epididymis before the
liftieth year, as a rule; they are often nudtiide and usu-

ally contain spermatozoa. They form irregular lluid

tumors about the tup of the glaiul, the smaller tumors

having a notch iu the upper end. giving Ibeni a shape
comparoble to that of a heart. This heart sliajie is so

conunon as to be considered a iiathcignomonie sign.
These cysts rarely contain more than an ounce or two of

lluid. although Curling drew thirty-two ounces from one
individual and forty from another; while Jacobson men-
tions a case from whose right side forty-nine ounces were
drawn and fifty-eight from the left. Such large cysts as

these are habitually nustaken for hydroceles, their true

nature being diselosc<l by the milky thud which, on ex-

amination. ])roves to be full of spermatozoa.

Hydrocele and sjierniatocele muy coexist. Spermato-
cele is commonly attributed to dilatation and sacculation

of the spermatic ducts behind a partial obstacle, just as

the kidney dilates behind a partial obstruction but is not
dilated by complete obstruction. The earlier authors
held thatspermatoeele is due to cystic growth in various
foMal remains, and attributed the presence of sperma-
tozoa to the bursting of the cyst into the cpididymal
canal. The coiuniunieution between tlu^ cyst and the

epididymis has several times been demonstrated.

Diagmms.—The heart sliape, though pathognomonic,
is not always present. The diagnosis may usually be
made upon the discovery of a .small unintlamed tumor
above the testicle. Large tumors can be diagnosed only
by aspiration, without whieh tliey are connnonly mis-

taken for hydrocele of the

lunica vaginalis, hydrocele
of the cord, or neoplasm.

TreatmcK t.—Tlie small
spermatoceles of later life

recpiirc '[m treatment. The
larger growths may some-
times \n: cured by aspiration
and inj<'Ction of carbolic
acid ; a more certain method
is excision of the entire sac.

XXXIII. II.K.M.VroCEI.IC.—If a h;eniatoma, whether
of the testicle, of the tunica

v.aginalis, or of the scrotum,
becomes encystt'd instead of

being absorbed, the cyst is

denominated h;ematoccle
(Fig. 42.")4). Scrotal ha'Uiat-

ocelc aiul testicular ha'niiit-

occle are alws'ys tnunnatic
in oiigin. Ha'inatocele of
the lunica vaginalis is some-
times spontaneous. I liave

-^een a case of spontaneous
ha'uiat ospermal ocele.

Tlie diagnosis of ha-mato-
celo presents no ditlicidties.

\mless it be spontaneotis or
of such long diu'ation that
its traumatic cimsc has been

forgotten. The tumor usu-

ally retains the iiyrifonn
sliape of a hydrocele, but its

thickened walls and dense
contents do not transmit light. Su( h haiuatoceles
are liabitmdly mistaken for neoplasms and the most ex-

pert singeons have removed them under this impres-
sion. While orchidectomy in this condition is not an

altogether unjustifiable operation, it is more satisfactory

^

FIG. lasa.-VarlL-ocele.

to the surgeon to make a correct diaguosi.s before oper-
ating and more pleasant to the patient to retain his

tesiicle, if that be pos.sible. The only sure means of

diagnosis in these cases is aspiration or incision.
The treatment is incision ami drainage, or, if the testi-

cle is disintegrated, oichideetoiny.
XXXIV. CiiVLOCEi.E.—Chyloeelc (fatty, milky, chy-

lous hydrocele, galaetocele) is an accumulation of chyle
or fatty lymph in the tunica vaginalis. It occurs in con-
nection with elephantiasis; exceptionally it is due to the
traumatic rupture of a lymphatic vessel into the tunica

vaginalis. False chyloceh; isdue to a fatty orcholest(cin-

jiroducing degeneration in a hydrocele. The treatment
is incision and drainage.
XXXV. Sy.mi'to.matic Vahicocele.—Symptomatic

varicocele is rare. It is caused by obstruction of thesiicr-
iiiatic veins. I have seen one case ilue to prolonged use
of a truss. It is usually caused by the pressure of en-

larged retroperiloneal glands upon the spermatic veins.
This generally occurs in connection with malignant dis-

ease of the kidney and is an evil omen, since it indicates

glandular involvement.

Biiigiioxix.
—-Symptomatic varicocele develops very

rapidly, late iu life, on either side. It is painless, attains
a large_size, and is always associated witli an abdominal
tumor or some other cause of obstruction.
XXXVI. SpoxTAXEors Vahicocele.—The left tes-

ticle habitually hangs lower than its fellow, and the veins
of the left spermatic cord are habitually somewhat more
prominent than those upou the right "side. Idiopathic
varicocele is a spontaneous varicose enlargement of these
veins (Fig. 4262). The proportion of adult males suH'er-

ing from this disease is estimated as between seven ])er
cent. (Bennett) and twenty-live per cent. (Senn), the dis-

crepancy in these tigurcs being evidence of how common
are small varicoceles and how slight is their importance.

Varicocele always occurs on the leftside; very rarely
a large varicocele on the left side is associated with "a

small one on the right side. The disease occurs only in

young adults. The cause of varicocele has been bitterly
debated. It occurs iu young adults on account of the
sexual congestion to which tliey are so peculiarly liable.

It is not known why it should" always occur on the left

side, although this has been attributed to the anatomical

position of the left spermatic vein, wliich is longer than
the right and enters the left renal vein at right angles, so
that it is not so much .affected by the venous suction as is

the right vein, which enters the vena cava at an acute

angle. Exceptionally, varicocele results from a sudden
strain.

Symptoms.—^TIic symptoms paraded bj" advertising
charlatans as tbo.se of varicocele cover every neuralgic
manifestation, and to this notoriety is attributable a

large proportion of the symptoms complained of by these

patients. Three .sets of symptoms may be distinguished :

1. Xeurotic symptoms, such as the failure of sexual
desire and potency, and all kinds of reflex pain and
weakness.

2. Neuralgic symptoms, of which the most notable is

a continuous soreness or pain running from the testicle

up through the groin into the; loin, most marked in some
one of these localities.

3. The only symptom may be the presence of venous
tumor.

In a general way it will be found that patients with
the smallest varicoceles, those in whom the eidargement
of the veins is scarcely more than a fancy, encouraged
by the weighty ojjinion of some quack, .suifer most from
the purely neurotic symptoms ; while it is the medium-
sized varicoceles that [iresent the most marked neuralgic
symptoms, leaving the largest growths to cause the least

pain.
IHngvosh.—The sufferer habitually diagnoses his case

by the fact that the left testicle hangs lower than the

right, and that he has some real or imaginary sexual
neurosis. The surgeon must not be misled into this opin-
ion. The perverted sexual appetite, the morbid lirood-

ings over sexual matters, the swindling methcds of the
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quack, are causes quite adequate to explain tlie neurotic

symptoms of tliese patients, wlaose varicocele is only one

evideuce of general moibid sexuality. Cure of the vari

oocele can affect the ueurolic symptoms only by its hyp-
notic intluence upon the |)atient's mind.
The actual varicocele tumor manifests itself as a gen-

eral swellinii of the scrotum which, when palpated, is

felt to be made up of a mass of varicose veins, which feel

like earthworms, .soft aud convoluted. Veins of this de-

scription can almost always be felt in the left side of the

scrotum, and it i.s fair to make tin; diagnosis of varicocele

ouly when these veins make a considerable tumor and

drag the testicle well below its fellow. Palpal ion may
also reveal ati'0]ihy of the testicle from ]M-essure. No
other scrotal tumor is mistakable for varicocele.

Trcatmeiii.—The mild cases in whom sexual symp-
toms predominate are best treated by the aijplieation of

a suspensory bandage, rigid sexual hj-gieue, and medica-
tion of the prostate, as for neuralgia of that organ. The
patient may be reassured that his varicucele cannot in-

fluence life or potency, and that, with the lapse of years
or by the sexual hygiene of matrimony, he may expect
to be relieved from all his symptoms. Larger varicoceles

require operation for their remo\al, in order to relieve

the patient of his discomfort and to prevent atrophy of

the testicle from pressure. "When neuralgia is the prom-
inent symjitom, operation may be performed to relieve

tlie disfigurement and with some prospect of relief to the

neuralgia; but it is never possible to assure the patient

absolutely that any operation for varicocele will relieve

sexual or neuralgic symptoms. The constant failure of

stirgery to live up to its promi.ses in this matter is an

example of the futility of attempting to cure a reflex

phenomenon without absolute assurance of the nature of

the reflex. If operation is decided upon, whether for the

purpose of relieving the patient's mind, or of attempting
to cure his painful symptoms, or of removing a large
mass of varicose veins, two methods of approach are

open to the surgeon. Without stopping to consider the

applicability of coagulating injections aud of electricity
to this condition, we may briefly describe the operations
of subcutaneous ligature and of excision.

Subcutann'itis Lif/dlnre.
—The instruments required for

this operation are the Keyes-Reverdin needle (Fig. 4263),
a sufficient length of stout silk, and a pair of scissors.

These are sterilized by boiling, the patient's skin is pre-

pared as for any aseiitic operation, and the surgeon
cleanses himself with proper care. The operation may
be performed with or without general ana'sthesia. If

the patient prefers he may take chloroform during the

whole operation, or he can avoid this and at the same
time have the pain greatly mitigated bj' the iniection of

cocaine into the points of puncture and the administra-
tion of a whiff of chloroform at the time the ligatures are
tied. Under these circumstances he is made to stand

during the insertion of tlie ligature, in order that the

veins may be as full of blood as iio.ssible; W'hile, if gen-
eral anesthesia is employed thrnugliout. the operation
must be performed ^vith the jiatient recumbent.
To perform the operation the first and almost the only

technical requisite is to separate the bundle of \aricose
veins from the vas deferens. In order to do this the

contents of the left half of the scrotum are squeezed re-

lieafedly between the tlonnb and index finger of the left

hand and allowed to roll piecemeal from this grasji until

the surgeon can be sure of distinguishing (1) the large,
tortuous varicose painpinifcU'ui plexus; (2) the vas itself

which stands out separately as the largest. Ii;irdest single
cord in the whole mass; and (3) a few veins running to

the iimer side of the vas. These three sections having
been distinguished, the tinuub and finger are pressed be-

tween the vas deferens and tlut vari<'0.se veins at a point
iust below the junction of the scrotum with the trunk.

Pressure is made until Ibesui-geon feels sure that mi vas-

cular tissues lie between his fingers, all the while being
careful not to allow the vas to slip outward or the veins
to slip inward.
Now taking the needle threaded with a ])iece n\' silk

fourteen inches long, the surgeon quickly plunges this
into the space made by his pressure between the va.s and
the veins. Needle and thread enter the front of the scro-

tum, issuing behind. The eye of the needle is then

opened, the silk loop extracted from it, the eye tightly
closed, and the needle slowly withdrawn until its point
is only just within the anterior ])unc-
ture. One end of th(> silk loop is

then pulled through to the back of

the scrotum, the veins are allowed
to slip back toward the vas, and the
needle is nn'ntroduced externally be-

tween the veins of the skin and made
to issue accurately through the orig-
inal posterior puncture. At this

stage the varicose veins are encircled

by a strand of silk to the inner side

and the needle to the outer side. All
that remains to be done is to open
the eye of the needle once again, to

insert in it the end of the piece of
silk and to withdraw the needle, car-

rj'ing the silk around the veins and
out through the original anterior

puncture. The veins are now held
in a sling formed by the silk lonp.
The dartos at the point of posterior

puncture is caught in the loop, and
this must be freed by a .sharp tug.
The loop is now tied tightly. This

operation squeezes certain nerve fila-

ments, and is the only intensely pain-
ful part of the whole procedure. A
second aud a third knot are then tied

for safety, the ends of the silk are

cut off short, and another jerk frees

the dartos at the point of anterior

puncture, permitting the knot to slip
out of sight into the scrotum.
This little operation may be re-

peated just above the testicle and
again just below it; wlule, in very
exceptional instances, it may seem
necessary to tie a few veins running Fio. 426B. — Keyes
to the inner side of the vas. I have Varicocele Keedle.

never put more than three ligatures
in any one case, and it is my routine custom to place one

ligature high up in the sci'otuni and one just above the
testicle. If general antcsthesia is not employed it is

convenient to insert all the ligatures, then to give the
chloroform and then to tie.

After the operation the points of puncture are sealed
with collodion, the scrotum is slung up with a T-band-

age, and an ice-cap is placed against it to minimize the

painful and n-dematous reaction. The patient remains in

bed some three or four days, though this period may be
cut short, and then goes about his business wearing a

suspensory bandage. For a few months the points of

ligature remain surrounded by hard nodes of induration,
after which this gradually disappears. Thereafter the
suture may be readily detected grasping the atrophied
veins.

T/ie Open Operation.—Excision of varicocele may be
most conveniently done through an oblicpie incision over
the spermatic cord at its point of exit from the inguinal
canal. The tissues of the cord are laid bare and the
veins separated from the vas and pulled out, drawing
the testicle u|j to the lower end of the incision. When
the whole iiampiniform plexus has thus been extruded it

is tied off by two stout ligatures, and exci.sed between
them; the ends of the ligatures are then tied together,
thus supporting the testicle. A few stitches close the

incision; the patient lies in bed for from four to six

days.
In choosing the operation apiiropriate to a given in-

dividual case, it must l)e remembered that; (1) ligature
avoids incision, while excision ]iostulates it; the temper-
ament of the |)atient may require one or other operation
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to be chosen on this account ; (2) ligjiture in unskilful

hands niii)' injure the vas luul ihc polciicy of the tistidc,

while tlieopeii()i)er!itiou in uusUilful humls is c-onimonly
followeil by iirolonsed siip|uiratioM. Siippuiatioii is cx-

treinely rale with lijjatuic. and either ojh ralion it sldl-

fully and carefully done should avoid eillier coinplica
tion"; (ii) atrophy of the testicle is as likely to occur after

either operation. I have never seen it, nor have I seen

relapse of the varicocele in any ease upon which 1 have

performed subcutaneous lijiature; (4) subcutaneous liga-

ture is a neateroperation reiiuiriug shortei' convalescence
and involving less shock to the patient; therefore it is

habitually to be preferred.
One other operation is frequently performed for the

relief of varicoccle^viz., ahUition of the acrntum. If a

large varicocele have stretched the scrotal skin, it is the

custom of many operators to excise a porliou of this.

partly to obtain an a'sthetic result, partly to support the

testicle. This second hojie is vain. The distensible

scrotal skin cannot be eniployeil to supiiort anythinir,
and for the same reas<iii, if tlie pressure of the varicocele

is removed, the skin may be lelt to contract of itself,

unless it has lieen enonnously stretched.

XXXVII. Ti .Mons ov TuV; Cord.—The various hy-
droceles of the spi'rmatic cord have already been dwelt

upon. Of solid tumors the only one of any signiticance
is tlie so-called litirolipoma. a tinnor which sometimes

grows to enormous size sinnilating malignant disease of

the testicle. In fact, so many of these tumors which
have been pathologically passed tipon as lilimma, tibro-

lipoma. or. iibroniyoma, prove by tlieir prom])t recur-

rence to be malignant that it is more correct to group
the whole class as sarcoma, tlie pathologist to the con-

trary notwithstanding.
XXXVIII. DisF.Asi;s .xnd Injuries op the Seminal

Vesici.es.—Mdlformiilions.
—The malformations of the

seminal vesicles are unimportant. There are never more
than two vesicles, and if one is missing the testicle on
that si<le is missing as well. The ejaeulalory ducts may
emjity into the ureters or into the urethra at some point
anterior to the triangular ligament, instead of on the

edge of tlie prostatic utricle.

M'liunds.—GucUiot recognizes only one case of un-
dou'oted accidental wound of the vesicle due to fractuie

of the ischium. Operative wounds of the ejaculatory
ducts are doubtless i'retiucnt as tlie result of various per-
ineal cystotomies, prostatotomics, and prostatectomies.
Incision of one or both of the ducts is doubtless usually
followed by obstruction which, if partial, causes dysper-
mia; if total and bilateral, sterility. Another result of

such a wound is inllammation, showing itself us an acute
vesiculitis and epididymitis. It is for these reasons that

cj"Stotomy performed ujitm a young adult should be

supraiMibic rather than jiirineal. S|iermatic fistula has
resulteil from the old-fasliioncd lateral lithotomy opera-
tion. It heals kindly unless the parts arc cancerous or

tullerculous.

Anile. Seminal Vesiculitis.—Acute inflammation of the
seminal vesicle is a common complication of acute pros-
tatitis. But the acutely intiamed vesicle gives no char-

acteristic symptoms, and is not observed clinically excei)t
underthreeconditions: (1) acute epididymitis, with which
there is always an inllammation of the vesicle ; (2) chronic
vesiculitis, the result of an acute attack; and (3) abscess
of the vesicle.

AlmuKS ofihc Seminal Veddc—lf the vesicular inllam-

mation is sointcnse as to produce suppuration, the synip-
tonis of prostatitis (for these patients always siilTer tirst

from an inllammation of the prostate) are intensified,

Th<r temperature is high, there may be chills, increased
vesical irritability, and a sense of burning and discomfort

deep in the perineum, oftentimes sullicieutly irritating to

cause sympathetic rectal ti'iiesmns.

The jius accumulates either within or alongside of the
vesicle and habitually points toward the rectum. Exam-
ination of such a case in its early stages reveals a Iiot,

boggy, pulsating swelling aliove and to one side of the

prostate, or perhaps extending down over that organ.

Later, as the pus focalizes, the tenderness and heat are

less, while lluctualion becomes apjiareiit.
If the intiainination is discovered before abscess has

develo[n(l, an attenijit may be made to abort it by plac-
ing till- patient in bed and irrigating the rectum twice a
day with water as hot as he can bear. Hut alter llnctu-

ation becomes apparent, the only Jiiipropriate treatment
is incision and drainage, preferably through the rectum
(see below).

Chronic Seminal Vesiculitis.—Chronic inflammation of
the vesicle may result from an acute intlamniation, or

may come on insidiously as a result of sexual intemper-
ance or with no obvious cause. J\Iauy cases show no
.symptoms to distinguish tlu-m from chronic prostatitis.
The surface prostatitis causes pyuria and chronic gleet,
and there may well be no subjective elements of any
deeper trouble; but the vesicular focus can be felt by
n^ctal touch as a hard, irregular mass just above one horn
of the prostate, and, unless this vesicular mass is dissi-

jiated by local treatment, it is iinjiossible to cure the gleet.
In other cases. Iiowi'ver, there are subjective evidences
of the inflammation of the vesicle, and all cases of chronic
seminal vesiculitis may be classitie(l as follows:

1. Cases (as noted above) in which there arc no sub-

jective symptoms of the vesicular inflammation, but only
chronic gleet.

2. Cases of relapsing urethritis, the recurrence being
occasioned by sexual excitement and due to a smoulder-

ing focus in the vesicle.

3. Cases of gleet complicated by painful or hemor-

rhagic emissions.

4. Casesof relapsing pyuria. These cases differ patho-
logically from all the others, in that the vesicle is a
dilated pus sac, tilling up and emptying at more or less-

regular intervals, so that the urine is at one time entire-

I3' free from pus and at another loaded down with it.

5. Neuralgic cases. These may be subdivided into
cases of neuralgia about the perineum and along the ure-

thra, and cases of neuralgia of the back and of the testi-

cles. In the former class the indurated vesicle is usually
ver_v tender and local treatment immediately elKcacious;
while in the latter class there may be only a little en-

largement of the vesicle with scarcely any tenderness, al-

though the reflex neuralgia in the testicle, the rectum, or
the loin be intense. Such cases are slower to improve
under treatment.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of chronic seminal vesiculi-

tis is made by rectal touch. The prostate may or may
not be inflamed; it maybe large and congested, or it

may contain foci of induration; but above and at the
outer angle of the prostate is always felt a lumiiy mass;
this is the inflamed vesicle. In some ca.ses it is soft and

massage upon it for a few minutes will greatly decrease
its size, while drops of pus exude from the meatus, and
the urine next passed will be extremely purulent. In

other cases the mass is harder and less affected b}- mas-

sage.
Treatment.—The treatment of chronic seminal vesicu-

litis may be local or hygienic. Hygienic treatment con-
sists in abstention from excessive sexual intercourse, and,
in severe cases, from all sexual matters whatever. An
improvement in the surroundings of the patient, a vaca-
tion in the country, will often entirely relieve the mild

neuralgic and gleety cases. But in the majority of in-

stances hygiene should be employed only as an accessory
to local treatment in order to keep the patient in a con-
dition in which local measures can effect a cure.

The local methods of treatment are: (1) Mechanical,
(3) thermic, (:!) chemical, (4) electric.

1. The meclianieal treatment consists in massage, a
manipulation which is performed by the finger intro-

duced into the rectum. The vesicular induration is jial-

jiated and then gently rulilii'd in all directions with a to-

and-fro and spiral motion, and the ])ressure is gradually
increased until it is quite firm: but -severe manipulation
is to be avoided for fear of lighting up an epididymitis.

Various metal implements have been devised for mas-

sage but it is so diflicult to employ them with suflicient
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frentlcness that the surgeon's finger is tlie instrument, to

he iMefcned.
^. 'I'hcnnie treatment is applied l)y means of the double-

current rectal tube. The tube I jirefer is that devised

by Dr. Cliet wood (Fis- -ISIM). This is in-

serted into the jiatient's rectum, as slinwn
^ ^

water

Fig. 1204.—Clietwoofl l!t'Ct;il 'fubi'.

through it from a height of tlu-ec' feet,

riie only ditfieuU\- experienced in the

use of such a tube is in getting the water out. It runs
in easil)' enough, but some experience is requiretl before

it can be made to flow out through the tube without

running up the bowel and causing colic and an evacua-
tion.

3 and 4. Chemical and electrical applications to the

prostate have been generally emplo3'ed without any great
success. Ichthyol suppcsitories are well spoken of.

In choosing the treatment apjiropriate to a given case

it is best to place one's chief reliance upon the hot-water

irrigations. These maybe used once or twice ada_v, and
it is my custom to employ tliem for two weeks out of

three. E.\cciit in liyperacute cases the patient expe-
riences little or no immediate relief from this treatment,.
but imder it the indurations slowly disappear. In some
neuralgic cases cold water is more efficacious than hot.

At the same time it is well to massage the vesicle once
or, in severe cases, twice a week. Rectal irrigation must
be kept up for from eight to twelve weeks, as a rule,

though it is not necessary to emploj' massage during the

latter part of this time.

I'liherciilvsis.—Genital tuberculosis often begins in the

seminal vesicles (see above). It seems always to begin
as a unilateral disease; indeed, it often involves the ves-

icle, the epididymis, and even the kidney of one side,

with one-half of the prostate, before making any incur
sion upon the other side. But it. is apparently through
tuberculosis of the vesicle and of the prostate that tin

disease passes from one testicle to the other.

There are commonly no symjitoms directlj- referable

to the vesicle. H;emosperm, abscess, fistula, and irrita-

tion or apathy of the sexual appetite are very exceptional
manifestations. In most cases the disease is discovered

onlj- by rectal examination and manifested only by symp-
toms of the associated inflammation in the prostate and
in the epididymis.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis deiiends upon the discovery
in a patient with prostatic or epididymal tuberculosis of

hard nodules, boggy, jnflamed areas, or large fluctuating
masses in the region of one or both vesicles. Primary
vcsicnlai tuberculosis without prostatic or epididymal
disease is not diagnosed.
Treatment.—The treatment appropriate to most cases

is systemic. Local a|iplications or massage can only do
harm by increasing the epididymal inflammation. The
tuberculous vesicle should rarely be examined, never mas-

saged.

Operations.—A suiijuiratiug vesicle, wliether tubercu-
lous or simply inflamed, may reipiire incision. This for

simple inllammalii)n may be carried through the aiilerior

rectal wall where the .abscess jjoints. Such incision,

thongh theoretically subjecting the patient to grave
danger from sepsis, is practically followed by the hap-
piest results. It may be performed without ana'sthesia

by means of a thin bladed knife introduced on the tiiiger,
and it results in evacuation of the abscess without un-
toward <'omplicatious.

Incision of the tuberculous vesicle is always followed

by fistula, and must therefore be carried from the peri-
neum. It is convenient to make a circular incision be-

ginning at one ischial tuberosity and encircling the front
of the anus about one inch from it, carried past the op-
pnsiie tulii'rosity and back to the median line, thus sur-

roiuiding the anus by Ihrce-fourlhs of a circle. This in-

cision is carried upward through the deep fascia and the
levator ani muscle; blunt dis.seelion and retraction of
the rectum then expose the prostate and the vesicle.

Through this incision the vesicle may be incised,

scraped, or excised. Excision of the organ is a ditii-

cult and tedious operation on account of the depth
at which one must work. Although the apex of the
vesicle rests against Wu: ]>eiiloiieum, it is usually
easy to shell it away, and rupture of the peritoneum
is a complication of this operation which has not been
recorded. The real dangers of the operation are

puncture of the urethra or of the rectum. These are
avoided by introducing a .sound into the former, a finger
into the latter.

The vesicle may also be excised by a Kraske or Ryd-
gier excision of the sacrum and lateral displacement of
the bowel; while Young, of Baltimore, has reiutroduced
Villeneuve's operation of excising the vesicle as a com-
plement to castration, employing the oblique inguinal
incision.

Veniculiir Ci/sf.i.
—Prolonged iuflanunatiou of the vesi-

cle may leave it greatly dilated. Sucli cysts are not un-
common in the aged. Occlusion of llic ejaculatorv duct

Fill. 4aur>. - Rectal Irrigation.

does not cause dilatation of the vesicle. Several instances
of retrovesical cchinoeoccus cysts have been attributed
without convincing ]n-oof to the vesich'.

i'Diicretioiix (11,(1 ('(ilciili.—Wsicular concretions formed
of starchy matter, epithelia, and phosphatic salts are
common in the aged; exceptionally they give rise to

spermatic colic. This pain occurs spontjiueously or at the
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moment of ejaculation, and is sharp, colicky, and nau-

seating. It is most intense at a point about an inch up
the anterior rectal wall or at the ne(!k of the bladder;

thence radiatin.i; to tlic testicle and the loin. The pain
is caused by the impaction of a concretion in tlie ejacula-

tory duct.
"

It may cause painful or deticient emission

or hainosperni. It may be long-continued or of brief

duration.

The treatment of a mild ca.sc consists in introducing
a linger into the rectum and gently massiiging the pain-
ful s'pot. This usually dislodges the concretion and re-

lieves tlie patient. Kccurrent colic seems to be relieved

by the IkH rectal douche. If the attack is severe, prostate
aiid vesicle may b(^ massaged against a full-sized sound
introduced into the urethra; this failing, incision may be

considered.

Maliijimnt Orotctlis.—GixeWioi, records one case of jiri-

mary carcinoma of the vesicle; secondary involvement
occurs from the prostate, the bladder, or the rectum.

XXXIX. Sk.min.m- I.ncontinenck or Spermatou-
nn<K.\.—Seminal incontinence or spermatorrha>a may be

defined as the involuntary and unconscious loss of seminal

flind. It may show itself in on<' of two ways: either the

semen leaksaway quite ccmtinuously, in which case a

few spermatozoa ma)' be found in the centrifuged urine,

or else the semen is squeezed out b)' muscidar exertion or

b}- defecation, in which case it appe^ars as a pearly drop
at the meatus. Both conditions are fairly common, and
neither involves any symptoms or threatens impotence.
The lesion to which the seminal leakage is attrilmtable is

a weakness of the |iroslatic muscle encircling the orilices

of the ejaculatory ducts. This weakness may be due to

antecedent gonoriiia'a or to p(;rineal section, or it maj'
restdt from se.xual causes (habitual masturbation).
Thus the condition of sijermatorrhu'a presents itself

clinicallj' in three types:
1. Sperniatorrha'a without Symptoms. This I am

confident is a large if not the largest class of cases.

2. Spermatorriuea without any Symptom except Ex-
udation from the Jleatus. The pearly drop of mucus
whicli is so commimly extruded by a constipated move-
ment of the bowels habitually contains no spermatozoa
and has no connection with the seminal vesicles or their

contents. In most cases it consists entirely of prostatic
secretion and is evidence of a prostatic congestion. It is

quite exceptional to tiud spermatozoa in this discharge.
.'!. Spermalorrlaea with Neurotic Symptoms. Lalle-

niand's huge tome upon sperniatorrlKea is the text-book
from whieh modern charlatanism draws the elements of

the lurid pictures with which it deludes and depraves
yoiuig men sulTering from sexual weakness. Lalleraand
attributed pmctically every urinary and genital disorder

to the loss of seminal fluid, and inasnuuh as any man
who is worrii-(l about his sexual capacity rates that fluid

as his most valuable possession, it is an easy matter to

persuad(t him that its loss entails many and dire evils.

As a matter of fact, spermatozoa are elaborated in the

testicle and are merely stored in the seminal vesicle, and
there is no evidence to show that leakage of the seminal
elements from the vesicle has any more elfcct upon the

potency or nervous tone of a man than has sexual inter-

course or the nocturnal emissions which take its place.
On the contrary, the frequency with which spermatozoa
are found in the urine of men sexually normal proves
that this drilibling is entirely haiiuless. The only eon
neelion whieh can be established between spermatorrlKca
and sexual incapacity is that of a common cause. For
the sexual dc'bility which causes imiiotenee may equally
well cause spermalorrluea, and tin; lynq)hatie, neurotic
individuals who arir most subject to sexual weakness are

equally subject to the nuiscular weakness and the gonor-
rh(eal inflammations which cause spermalorrluea.
The treatment of spermatorrbu'a isa matter of hygiene,

local, general, and mental. The tone of the urethra and
of the prostatic muscles should be .strengthened by coun-
ter-irritation with sounds, with the cold-water rectid

douche, or with mild electrical enrrents. The general
health may be built up by muscular outdoor exercise to

replace the lounging, smoking, and drinking with which
these men are prone to occupy their leisure hours. AVhile
above all and most dillicult of all it is the physician's
duty to elevate the paliimt's moral tone, to discourage
his pruriency, auii to set his mind upon a clean, decent
basis. It is not always possible to insist that the loss of
seminal lluid has no connection with the sexual disorder,
.since the conviction of these patients that such is the case
is often ab.solute. It is better to try to lessen the .sj-mp-
toms while paying little attention to the theory of their

cause, though, as a matter of fact, probably seventy-live
])er cent, of those who complain of sexual weakness duo
to .senuual incontinence possess the sexual weakness, but
have not and never have had any spennatorrhcea.
XL. iMi'OTEiNCE.—Impotence is inability to perforin

the sexual act. It is not to be confounded with sterility,
which is inability to beget children. Impotence may exist

without sterility and sterility without impotence. Three
varieties of impotence maybe recognized: the organic,
the symptomatic, and the neurotic.

Orcjnnic Iiiipotoicc.
—This maybe caused in six ways:

1. Abnormal size of the penis. If the penis is absent
or so small as to make intromission impossible, the patient
is relatively impotent. The same is true of an over-

developed |ienis.

3. Hypospadias and ei)ispadias involve impotence, in-

asmuch as the semen is not thrown into the vagina; thus
the more marked the ;irethral deformity the more likelv
the impotence. In the same way tight stricture causes

impotence, whether by forcing the ejaculated semen back
into the bladder or by permitting it to flow out through
fistulous openings in the iierineum.

3. Imperfect, irregidar, or bent erections, whether due
to congenital deformity, to injury, or to inflammation,

•may prevent direct ejaculation.
4. Various external agencies va&y have the same effect ;

among these may be mentioned ttunors about the geni-
tals, ankylosis of the hip, excessive abdominal fat, etc.

5. Eunuchs and persons with atrophy of both testicles

are always sterik; and usually impotent.
6. Faulty erection or ejaculation from disease of the

brain or of the spinal cord is an exceptional cause of

impotence.
Syiiiplu/udlic Iiiipntence.

—Impotence is symptomatic
of youth and of old age, as also of many acute and
chronic diseases, of debility from sexual excess, from

drugs or alcohol, or from any other cause that lowers
the patient's tone. Clucf among the troubles of which

impotence is a symptom may be jjlaced congestion, neu-

ralgia, and inflammation about the prostate and the sem-
inal vesicles.

JS'effoiis Impotence.—Nervous impotence is a state of

mind rather than a state of body, and a person with en-

tirely adecpiate sexual cajiacity and no organic disease

may liecome temporarily or permanently impotent
through some purely functional cause. As subsidiary
causes of impotence are ranged chronic prostatitis and
vesiculitis and various forms of sexual excess, in partic-
tdar the solitary vice. That these causes are secondary
is obvious from the fact that, of the great number of

men who have chronic jirostatitis and vesictditis. and of

the still larg(!r number who masturbate habitually, oi\\y
a very small proporticm fall victims to nervous impo.
tence. Surli being the case and the essentially neurotic

nature of the sexual act being obvious, it is evident that

when a patient conqihuns of lost manhood iiis troidjle is

mental, although it may have some underlying physical
basis. In passing it is to be noted that neither obstruc-

tion of both vasa deferentia, nor prostatectomy, nor cas-

tration in adult life, necessarily results in impotence.
The nervously impotent may be diviiled into three

classes: (I) Those whose potency, whether normal or

congenitally slight, is not up to tlie mark they would set

for it; (3) tlio.se who having been adequatelv potent have
lost their powers through sexual excess or other cause;

(3) those who have suddenly become impotent as the re-

sult of shock or fright.
1. If it can be determined that the patient is setting
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himself asexual puce of wliieh lie is iiioMpjitile relief obvi-

ously consists in making him recoi;ni/e liis own sexual

coetficient and in impressing ujion him that, if he per-
sists in trying to jiut a quart into a jiint measure, he
will incvilalily rcacli llie far more grave condition of per-

manently deliilitateil potency.
i. When the palient, as the result of excessive sexual

indulgence, of prolonged gouorrlKea, or of quack doc-

toring, complains of loss of manhood, and tells the rou-

tine sad story of a debauched youth, it is necessary not

only to discover his sexual coefficient, as in the first class

of cases, but also to encourage him to look for a return

of his sexual powers and to make him recognize that this

return will come only as a result of total abstinence from
all sexual excitement. For in these cases, even though
there be no liistory of overworked passions, the long
niontlis and years during which the patient has moped
over his sexual incapacity have had a like effect. All

this must be dropped as far as the patient can drop it,

and to assist bim in this it is necessary to ply him with

drugs of which damiana, strychnine, bellailouna, and
monobromated camphor are among the best, as much for

the reason of making him feel that he is being treated,

as for the rather dubious end of actually stimulating the

sexual nerve centres. Yobinibin has been recently advo-
cated for the treatment of these cases, but I cannot say
tliat I have seen any good results from its use. Finally,
it is often a great help if some physical cause can be
found for the disorder. The cure of a chronic vesiculitis

is of all things the most likely to set such a patient sex-

ually straight. And if this can be once accomplished, if

the phj-sician recognizes that his patient has reached
about as high a plane of sexual capacity as can be ex-

pected, he should immediately insist that this can be re-

tained only by absolute sexual regularity. Celibacy is

quite beyond the aspirations of such a patient; matri-

mony is an ideal state for him if he can muster the cour-

age to attempt it and can develop sufficient moral sense
to look upon the marriage state from a decent point of

view. But sexual relations outside of marriage are in-

evitably harmful and, in the end. pull him down to his

lowest plane, both morally and physically.
3. Of the cases coming under this head by far the

greatest number occur among the newly wed. For one
reason or another the young liusband fails in his first at-

tempt at sexual intercourse, and the result is so deep a

discouragement that subsequent success is temporarily
impossible. To handle such a case successfully it is only
necessary to separate the coujile at night, to admini-ster

some light slinuihmt to the man, and to bid him make no

attempt whatever at sexual intercourse until a morning
erection, which will sooner or later occur, gives him the

opportunity of hurriedly proving his capacity, and this

once (lone the disease is cured.
XLI. Sterility in the M.\i,e.—DefiniHon.

—Steril-

ity in the male is inability to produce healthy sperma-
tozoa or to discharge them from the urethra; conversely,
in order to be fertile, a man must be able to discharge
semen containing healthy spermatozoa.

Ktiiilofpj.
—Thus the causes of sterility arc interference

with the production of spermatozoa, interference with
their health, and interference with their discharge. These
causes mav be tabulated as follows;

Intt^rference with
production.

(Azoospermia.)

Interference with
hciiltli.

(Olij^ozodspcniiia
oriizu<'isiH*niiiu.)

Interference with
discharge.

'

Physiological—youth and extreme age.
Local—atrophy, or disease of testes.

General—Systemic disease. E.\cess of any kind.

Congenital deficiency.

Testicular - excess of any kind especially sexual.
Prostjilic and vesicular I

,

Urethral or deferential )

Inflammation.

ortrsini • i Stricture of vas (azoiispermia).^
(Stricture of urethra (uspemiia).

Functional— (oliKospernila or aspermia).

TIk' seminal lluid is made up of the spermatozoa.
which are the transformed epithelial cells of the testicu-

lar seminal tubules, combined with the secretions of the

prostate and the seminal vesicles. The production of

spermatozoa by the testicle begins at pubertv and con-

Voi,. Vll.— 13

tinues until old age is reached ; and the sexual age of a
man dejiends primaril)' upon heredity, secondarily upon
surroundings. Recorded instances of fertility at the age
of eighty and of ninety contrast with the accepted steril-

ity after the seventieth year.
Of the causes iulerlering with the production of sper-

matozoa, th(! local ones requii'e no comment. Of the

general causes sy.stemic disease is the most common.
Such wasting diseases as tuberculosis and diabetes com-

monly check teslicular activity, the system withdrawing
this function in favor of more vital ones. Similarly, ex-
cess of any kind, be it excessive debauchery, alcoholism,
even excessive exercise, worry, and nervous tension,

equally result in azoiispermia (absence of spermatozoa
fiom the semen). Thus a finely ti'ained athlete often

keeps himself in a condition of temporary sterility, while
the overworked businessman, the drunkaid, and the vic-

tim of sexual excess suffer in the same way. Finally,
there are a certain few who suffer what is ajiparently a

congenital absence of spermatozoa ;
in all respects healthj',

except that they are usually the neurotic products of

over-civilization, their seminal fluid never contains any
spermatozoa.
The health of the spermatozoa may be interfered with

in their jiroduction, and this is the common result of

sexual excess. Repeated ejaculation- empty the seminal
vesicles and call upon the testicles for renewed supplies,
which are elaboi'ated huriiedly and impei-fectly ; yet this

condition is eommoni}' an eiihcmeral one. An excep-
tional cause of interference with the health of the sper-
matozoa is inflammation of the canals through which the
semen passes

—
i.e., the vas deferens and tlie urethra,

whose acrid discharges interfere with the vitality of the

organisms. But prostatitis and vesiculitis are the usual
causes of reduced spermatic vitality ;

for the vitality of
the spermatozoa depends primarily upon the normal alka-

linity and consistence of the prostatic and vesicular se-

ci'etion in which they abide. It has been frequently ob-
served that acidulation of the semen promptly kills the

spermatozoa, and concentration seems temporarily to

paral_vze them; while the addition of a drop of warm
water to a speciinen of such concentrated semen under
the microscope has the immediate effect of reviving the
still organisms.

Gonorrhceal occlusion of the epididymis, following
acute epididymitis, is probabl}' the commonest cause of

sterility in the male. Urethral stricture causes sterility
but rarely. Functional derangements of ejaculation are
most luicommon. Certain neurotic individuals ai'e un-
able to ell'ect ejaculation in sexual intercourse no matter
how long this be continued, although they may have
frequent and copious nocturnal emissions.

According to the estimates of good authorities, one-
third of matrimonial sterility is due to the male.

Symptmns and Diar/ixjsi.i.—The evidence of sterility
is absence of ejaculation, lessened vitality of the sper-
matozoa, or absence of spermatozoa from the semen.
Absence of ejaculation and absence of spermatozoa are

readily determined. JIalformation of the spermatozoa
sliows itself as oligozoijspermia, in whicli ccmdition the

spermatozoa, instead of swarming throughout the micro-

scopic field, are veiy few, generally immobile and fre-

quently deformed. Such a condition suggests either

mal]u-oduction of the semen or interference with their

lieallh by prostatilis oi- vesiculitis. The diagnosis of

sterility is therefore not difficult, though the diagnosis of
its cause is not so easy. The usual causes of sterility
are gonorrho'al epidi(lymitis (double), vesiculitis, and
prostatitis; most other cases are due to dissipation, to

overwork, etc., or to a congenital weak sexuality.
TreatiiD'iit.—The treatment of sterility consists in the

removal of its cause. Many cases tend to spontaneous
cure. Others are by their n;iluic ineuiable; but in a

large proportion of cases, whetlier due to prostato-vesic-
ulitisor to a run-down geneial coiulition, a cure may be

expected to result fi-om iulclligent treatment. One of

the latest li'iumphs of surgery is the operation of Dr.
Edward Martin, of I'liil.adelphia, of suturing the vas
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deferens into the globus major of an epiiiidyniis having
an obstructed globus minor. The result of this opera-
tion was the appi'iinince of spenuatozou in the expressed
secretion of the seminal vesicles, from wliieh they liad

previously been absent. Edicard L. Keyes, Jr.

SHADOW TEST.*—"Keratoscopy." "Retinoscopy."

"Rrtiiioskiascnpy."
"
Kore.seopy," and other names. An

objective metliod of determining the refraction of the

eye."

When, from a certain distance, an observer tlirows

light into an eye by means of a perforated mirror, on

looking through the hole in the mirror he sees the entire

pupil "illuminated with a reddish light. If, now, the

mirror is slightly rotated, a dark segment ("shadow")
comes into view "and. increasing as the mirror is rotated,

presently extends over and darkens the entire pupil. The
direction in which the "shadow "

grows— i.e.. the direc-

tion in which the liurder ol' the shadow moves, whether
in the same or in the opposite direction to that in which
the mirror is rotated—depends, with certain limitations,

on the refraction (hypermetropia, ennnetropia. or myo-
pia) of the observed eye, and alfords a means, when the

necessary conditions are fulfilled, of measuring its re-

fraction.

The perforated mirror used in the shadow test may be
citlier plane or concave.

1. We will assume that a plane nurror is used, and
that the observer's eye, which is immediately behind the

perforation, is stationed at a distance of one metre from
the observed eye. The mirror is now adjusted to retlect

light, preferably from an Argand burner, directly upon
the observed eye, whose pu])il is seen tilled witli a uni-

form red light. On rotating tlie mirror to the right (i.e.,

turning the left side of ihe nurror forward) a dark
"shadow "

appears at the left side (/.<"., to the observer's

left) of the pujiil and jiasses over it, increasing from left

to right, until the entire pupil is darkened. Similarly,
on rotating the nurror to the left, the shadow appears at

the right side of the pupil and passes over it from right
to left.

This movement of the bender of the shadow in the
direction of the rotation of the mirror occurs whenever
the focus of the oliserved eye for pencils originating at

its fundus (i.e.. the far-point of the observed eye) falls

elsewhere than between the observer's and the observed

ej'e. ^Vhen, as we have assumed, the observer's eye is

stationed at a distance of one metre, the observed eye
may be either hypermetropic, emmetropic, or myopic in

any degree less than 1 D.
2. On rotating the (I'lane) mirror to the right the "shad-

ow "
appears at the right side of the pupil and passes

over it from righ.t to left; or, on rotating the niirroito the

left, the shadow appears at the left side of the puiiil and
passes over it from left to right.
This movement of the border of the shadow in a direc-

tion opposite to that of the rotation of the mirror t)ecurs

when the focus of the observed eye for pencils originat-
ing at its fundus (i.e., the far-iioint of the observed eye)
falls within the distance at which the oliservcr's eye is

stationed. In our assumed case this distance is taken

equal to one metre; the observed eye is therefore myopic
in some degree greater than 1 D.

3. On rotating the (plane) mirror in any direction, no
"shadow "

is seen, but the illnminationof the iui]iil fades

gradually into darkness. This fading oiU of the illumi-

nation of the luipil in its totality, without any appi arance
of a moving .sliadow. occurs only in the casein which the
focus of the observed eye for pencils originating at its

fundus (i.e., the far-point of the observed eye) falls at
the exact distance at which the observer's "eye is sta-

tioned, which in our assumed case has been taken equal
to one metre; the observed eye is therefore myopic, and
its myopia is equal to 1 D.

4. If a concave mirror of short focus is substituted for

•The writer destres ii(rnln to aelinowledKe lits Indehtedncsa to Dr.
John Green, of St. Louts, for ii.s.slstance most litndly rendered In rc-

Tlsini; tlie present article for tlie press.

the plane mirror, in which case a real image of the flame is

formed between the observer's and the observed eye. the
"shadow "

is seen to move in a direction opposite to that
in which it moves when the plane mirror is used.

These facts have been utilized for the practical deter-
mination of the refraction in several dilfereut ways, twO'
of which have been especially cultivated.

I. The observer, stationed at a distance of one metre,
and using a concave mirror preferably of about 20 cm.
focus, throws light from an Argand burner placed beside
or above the ]utient's head, into the eye whose refraction
is to be investigated. If on rotating the (concave) mirror
in any direction, he sees the "shadow" moving in the

opposite direction, he concludes that the eye is either

hypermetropic, emmetropic, or myopic in some degree
less than 1 D. Convex glasses, of progressively increas-

ing strength, are then placed, one after another, in a
trial frame before the observed eye. until a glass is found
through which no shadow movement is discernible in the
transition from the illuminated to the darkened state of

the pupil. The combination of the observed eye and this

convex glass re])resents myopia of 1 D., and the subtrac-
tion of 1 D. from the value of the glass gives the refrac-

tion of the eye. For exam|de. if the convex glass meas-
ures 3..5 D., the refraction is H = 2..5 D. ; if the convex

glass measures just 1 D., the eye is emmetropic; if with-
out a glass no moving shadow is seen, the refraction is-

M rr 1 D.

If, on rotating the (concave) mirror, the shadow is seen

moving in the same direction, the presence of myopia of
a higher grade than 1 D. is established; concave glasses,
of progressively increasing strength, are then placed, one
after another, in front of the observed eye, until a glass
is found through which no shadow movement is seen.

The combination of the observed eye and this concave-

glass represents myopia of ID., aud the addition of 1

D. to the value of the glass gives the actual myopia.
Tills is the method advocated by Cuiguet, Parent, and

others.

II. The observer uses a plain mirror, and does not keep
at a fixed distance from the observed eye. We will sup-
pose that he first stations himself at a distance of one-
half metre, and sees the "shadow" moving in the same
direction as that in which the nurror is rotated, thus

establishing the fact that the eye is either hypermetropic,
emmetropic, or myopic in some degree less than 2D. A
convex glass of sullicient strength to render theob.served

eye myopic in excess of 3 D. is then placed before it in a
trial frame, thus causing an image of its fundus to be
formed in front of the eye of the observer. The observer
next approaches the observed eye until he reaches a
point at which no moving shadow is discernible—point
(if reni-ml. The observer's eye is now at the far-point of

the observed eye as modified by the convex glass, and
the distance from eye to eye is measured by means of a
rule or a tape measure. The reciprocal of the fractional

part of a metre thus measured represents, in dioptrics,
the refraction of the observed eye plus the convex glass,
and the subtraction of the value of this glass gives the-

refraction of the eye.
^Vhen the observed eye is myopic in excess of 3 D., so

that its far-point lies within the distance of one-half metre
at which the eye of the observer is .stationed, the move-
ment of the shadow is in the direction opposite to that in

which the mirror is rotated, and the distance of the point
of reversal from the observed eye gives the measure of
the myopia.
When the myojiia of the observed eye is in excess of

4 D. or .5 I)., the jioint of reversal falls too near the eye
for an entirely trustworthy measurement of its distance.

In such a case a concave glass, of sullicient strength to .

carry the far jioint back to a distanc<'of from one (juarter
metre to one-half metre, is placed before the observed

eye, and the value of this (concave) glass mu.st be added
to that obtained by measuring the distance of the point
of reversal.

This is the method advocated by Chibret, Schweigger,
and others.
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In c'niuietro|iia, ami in simple aniotropia (liyju'rinctro-

pia and myopia), tlit' movement of tlii' minnrcd imuse
of the tlame, wlietlier viilual or real, and that of the

"shadow " are always in one and the same plane passing

throngh the observer's and the observed eye. 'I'lu^ same
is true also in astigmatism wlienever the plane in whieh
the image moves, as determined by the direclion in wliieh

the mirror is rotated, passes throngh either of the two

principal meridians of the observed eye. The .shadow

testis, therefore, perfectly adapted to the measurement
of the refraction of an astigmatic eye in each of its two

principal meridians. If, however, the shadow is seen to

move in a plane other than that determined by the direc-

tion of the rotation of the mirror (see Fig. 426(i), it is cer-

tain both that the observed ey^ is astigmatic, and that

the plane in which the mirrored image moves does not

jiass through either of its principal meridians. To find

a principal meridian, whether of greatest or least refrac-

tion, it is then only nceessarj- to vary the direction in

which the mirror is rotated, imtil the shadow is seen to

move in the same or iu the opposite direction. The
statement made by different writers, that the direction

of the obliquely moving shadow corresponds to that of

one or the other of the two principal meridians, is erro-

neous.
The idea of utilizing the direction of the movement of

the "shadow "
in the pupil for the practical determination

of the refraction originated with Cuignet (1S73), but he

gave a wrong explanation of the phenomenon and so was
led to give to the procedure the very unsuitable name
"keratoscopy." Landolt (1878) was the first to propo.se
a nearly correct theory, and his and Parent's descriptions
have contributed largely to the popularization of the

method. Credit must also be given to Chibret (1883) for

the important modification of the procedure in which the

plane mirror is used at a varying distsince. I,eroy and

Monoj'er have further developed the theory, which,

strange to say, had been erroneously, or at best inad-

equately, stated during a number of years.
The theory of the shadow test will be best understood

if we consider a few S]5ecial cases :

I. We will assume that the observed eye is emmetropic,
and that the test is made with a jjlane mirror at a dis-

tance of one-half metre. An image of the source of light

(Argand burner) is formed at the fundus of the observed

eye, which, within the limits of this image, is strongly
illuminated so that every point gives out rays of light as

if it were self-luminous. The details of this illuminated

area at the fundus are, however, indistinguishable, or at

best imperfectly distinguishable, ina.smuch as. by the

conditions of the test, the ob.server's eye is accommo-
dated, not for the fundus, but for the pupil of the ob-

served eye. The illuminated area is seen, therefore, in

circles of confusion, consequently as a more or Ijjes dif-

fuse red light shining through the pupil.
How much of the illuminated area is, in any case, visi-

ble to the observer, is determined in part by the diameter
of the pupil of the observed eye. and in part also by the

size of the hole in the mirror, or, if this is rather large,

by the diameter of the pupil of the observer's eye. Let
a <i {Fig. 4367, 1) represent a portion of the illuminated
area (image of the flame) at the fundus of the observed

eye, whieh we assume to be directed upon the hole in the

mirror, consequently upon the pupil of the eye of the

observer. Let rr 7'//t represent a limiting ray passing
out of the pu]iil of the observed eye to enter the pupil of

the observer's eye; similarly, let «' represent the origin
of another limiting ray, as determined by the points P'
and ]}' . meeting the retina of the observer's eye at n-'.

Now P P and ;/ p represent, respeclivcly, the diameters
of the two (circular) pu|iils, conse(piently n a' and v n'

must also re|iresent diameters of circles. We will call

the circular area " '( the rixililc rirrlc. Inasmuch as the

lllnminated area (image of an Argand burner when the
distance of the mirror is taken anywhere b<'tween the
limits of one met re and one-(|Uarter metre) isconsi<lerably
larger than that of the visible cir<-le, the entire pupil /' /*'

will be lighted up, and the visiljle circle <t a' will coincide

throughout with the two jjupils, P P and jiji , and with
the circle

- ^ at the fundus of the eye of the observer,
liut we have already seen that the visible circle a a' is

pictured at
- t in circles of confusion; hence the im-

pression made on the observer is rather that of the illu-

minated pu|iil /' P than of the circle a a .

To e.vplain the idienomenon of the moving "shadow"
we will suppose that the observer, whose attention is

Direction of ttw movement of the shadow

K \ \
/

"buaii

direction of movement of the

lma|;e of the iiRht

no. 4266.

fixed on the illuminating pupil P F of the observed e)'e,

now rotates the mirror a little to the right (see Fig. 4268),
thus displacing the mirrored (virtual) image of the flame
to the left. conse(iuently displacing the real image of the

tlame at the fundus of the observed eye to the right.
The displaced image of the flame, as it passes over the
visible circle, presently leaves a segment of the latter

without illumination, conse<iuently a segment of the

pupil PP' darkened (see Fig. 4269). As already ex-

plained, the border of this dark segment is seen some-
what imperfectly defined, thus suggesting a shadow with
its penimibi'a, and accounting, in a way, for the name
" shadow test.

"

It will be observed that in this case (emmetropia of the
observed eye) the growth of the darkened segment of the

pupil (movement of the shadow) is in the same diiection

as that in which the (plane) mirror is rotated, the re-

versed movement at jt, or at t'. being perceived as a di-

rect movement at n or at «', consequently at P or at P'.

II. We will now assume that the observed eye is

hypermetropic, the other conditions remaining as befoi'e

(see Fig. 4'.i67, 11). Comparing 1 and 11. Fig. 4367, it is

evident that nothing essential has been changed, as re-

gards either the formation of the "shadow " or the direc-
tion of its movement. The illuminated area (image of
the flame) is, however, smaller, and the visible circle

larger, than in the case of emmetroi)ia of the observed

eye. The dark border of the illuminated ai'ea will there-

fore pass the limit of the visible cii'cle more quickly (the
rate of rotation of the mirror being assumed to lie im-

changed), but more time will be rcquii-ed for its transit.

We have seen that the apparent diaineter of the visible

circle is the same as that of the pupil; the rate of passage
of the shadow across the pupil is therefore slower in hy-
permetropia than in emmetropia.

In hypermetiopia of the observed eye the conditions'
for obtaining a clearer view of the details of the fundus,
when the eye of the observer is accommodated for its

pupil, are UMn-e favorable than in enunetro]iia, and the

higher the grade of the hypeiinetiopia (/.(., the less the
distance at which the virtual image. /( /(', of the visible

cii'cle lies behind the plane of tlu' pupil) the moi-e clearly
will the retinal vessels, etc., be seeii. On the other hand.

hypermetro|iia of the observed eye is unfavorable for the
accurate focusing of the image of the flame on its retina,
and for this reason the outlines of this image are less

sharply defined than in emmetiopia. The advantage,
to I lie observer, of the clearer view whieh he obtains of
the image of the llanie is. however, greater than the dis-

iulvanlage resulting from its less perfect definition ; hence
the free border of tlii^ shadow, as it traverses the pupil,

appears more sharply defined in hypermetropia than iu
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emmetropia, and the higher the grade of tlie hyperme-
tropia, the more distinct, on the whole, docs tlie shadow

apiicar.
III. The observed eye isassumcd to be myopic in some

degree less than 2 D., the observer being stationed, as

FIG. 4367.

before, at a distance of one-half metre (see Fig. 4267, III).
t'oin paring ///with / ami //, Fig. 4267, we see by in-

spection tliat the conditions wliieU determine the furnia-

OiMtrytra eyf'
/ I

Fifi. 4368.

tion and the direction of movement of the "shadow"
still remain unchanged. Tlu; illuminated area (image of
the flame) is, however, somewhat larger, and the visible

circle smaller than in emmetropia. The appearance of

the shadow will therefore be somewhat retarded, but its

transit across the pupil will be accomplished in less time,

conseqticutly at a more rajiid rate of movement.
In the case under considcrati(m (myopia of less than

2 D.) the conditions are especially favorable tor the for-

mation of a sharply detincd image

J

of the flame on the retina of the ob-
P'

^
served eye, but they are even less

favorable than in emmetropia for
the accurate picturing of this image
on the retina of tlie observer's eye.
In fact, tlie disadvantage to the ob-
server of viewing the image of the
flame in larger circles of coufu.sion

outtt'eighs any advantage accruing
from the more perfect defi-

nition of this image, and

____j,*' this preponderance of dis-

'>^'^
\ advantage increases, in a

progressively augmenting
ratio, as the grade of my-

-, ^ opia approaches the limit

---5^i-w in which the far-point of
* the observed eye lies ex-

actly at the distance of the

pupil of the observer's eye
(i.e., 2 D., when, as we have as-

sumed, the observer is stationed
at a distance of one-half metre).
In this limiting position of the

far-point of the observed eye
(point of reversal) no shadow
outline, consequently no shadow
movement, is discernible.

IV. The far-point of the ob-
served eye is assumed to lie in

front of the eye of the observer

(myopia of the observed eye in

excess of 3 D., when the observer
is stationed at the assumed dis-

tance of one-half metre—see Fig.
4267, LV). A new condition now
comes into play. A real image,
m' i», of the visible circle a a' is

formed at the far-point of the
observed eye. Of this image a
second image tt jt' (which is a
twice inverted, therefore an erect

image of a a) is pictured on the
retina of the eye of the observer,
who sees the image of the flame
at a a' inverted, and the direction
of its motion, consequently the
direction of the shadow move-
ment, reversed. The higher the

grade of the myopia, the larger
is the illuminated area (image of

the flame), and the larger also is

the visible circle, the latter in-

creasing, however, at a greater
rate tlian the former. Conversely, the lower the grade
of the myopia within the assumed limit of 2 D. (/.<;., the

nearer to the plane ;/ p of the pupil of the observer's

eye the real image m' m falls), the smaller is the portion

l^sii/t Cireit

FIG. 4269.

of the fundus at a a'—i.e., the visible circle—from which

rays of light can enter the eye of the observer. Again,
the higher the grade of the myopia («.f., the nearer to

the plane P P of the pupil of the oliserved eye the real
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itimge 111 m falls), the sharper will be the definition of the

shadow outline. Conversely, the lower the gradi^ of the

myopia (i.e., the nearer to p' p the real image m' m falls),

the less advantageous will be the conditions for seeing it

distinctly; consequently the more imperfect will be the

definition of the shadow outline, until, iu the assumed
linut of 3D., no shadow outline, consequently no
shadow movement, will be seen.

V. The far-point of the observed eye is assumed to lie

at the e.\act distance of the pupil of the observer's eye
(myopia of 2D., when the observer is stationed at the

assumed distance of one-half metre—see Fig. 4267, I').

In this case the real image of the visible circle (</. P.,

with 111 and /!', Fig. 42G7) is formed at and tills the

pupil, p /)', of the eye of the observer, the point p corre-

sponding to a, and p' to a . Now the outermost rays,
a P p and a P' p, of tlie limiting pencil originating at a
to pass out of the pupil of the observed eye and enter

the pupil of the observer's eye, are refracted to it and ir',

respectively, at the retina of the observer; and, in like

manner, all intermediate rays belonging to the same
pencil are refracted each to its own point intermediate
between n- and tt'

; hence every point in the circle tt -n-' is

faintly illuminated by rays emanatitig from a. Simi-

larly, the limiting pencil originating at a', likewise all

pencils originating at points lying between a and a', con-
tribute each its own share to the general illumination of

the circle t tt', consequently to the illumination of P P,
the pupil of the observed eye, iu its totalit}'. The effect

of the rotation of the mirror is manifested, therefore, by
a gradual fading out of the light in tlie pupil, and not,
as in Cases I. to IV, by the appearance of a moving
"shadow." It will be "further observed (rf. I, 11. IIf.

IV, and V, Fig. 4207) that in this case the diameter of

the visible circle (i.e., of the area at the fundus of the

observed eye from which rays of light can pass out

tlirough itspupil toenter the pupil of the observer's eye)
is as its minimum.
Comparing these several cases,we draw the following

deductions:

('«) Appearance and direction of movement of the
shadow. Whenever a "shadow," appearing at the side

of the pu|iil of the observed eye, is seen to move in the
same direction as that in which the (plane) mirror is

rotated, the e3'e is either liypermetrojiic, emmetropic, or

myo|uc in such (lower) degree that its far-point lies be-

hind the eye of the observer—Cases I. to III.

When t!ie "shadow" is seen to move in the direction

opposite to that in which the (plane) ndrror is rotated,
the eye is myopic in such (liigher) degree that its far-

point lies in front of the eye of the observer—Ca.se IV.
When no shadow outline is discernible, the illumina-

tion of the entire pupil fading gradually into darkness
whatever ma}' be the direction in which the mirror is

rotated, the eye is myopic in such degree that its far-

point lies at the distance of the eye of the observer—
Case V.

(/') Distinctness of the sliadow outline. The definition
of the shadow outline is always less perfect than that of
the image of the flame at the fundusof the observed e3'e,
for the reason that the (virtual or real) image of this

image, which we may regard as the object actually
viewed by the observer, is formed either at an infinite

distance from the pupil of the observeil eye (in emme-
tropia), at a finite and always considerable distance be-

hind the pupil (in hyjiermetropia). or at a finite and al-

ways consideral)le distance in front of the pupil (in

myopia). In no case, therefore, can this image b<^ per-
fectly focused by the eye of the observer, when, in ac-
cordance with the requirements of the test, the latter is

aeconnnoilated for the pupil of the observed eye. Never-
theless, in high grades lioth of hypermetropia and of

myopia, the dilTercni'e in the distance (froMithe observer)
of the pupil .-md the image is not so great as to prevent
a fairly distinct view of ixilh at the same time. In hy-
permetroi)ia (Case II.) of decreasing grade, passing
through emmetropia (Case I.) and myopia of relatively
low grade (Case III.), to the limiting grade of myopia

((.'ase v.), in which the image of the visible circle at the
fundusof the observed eye lies at and fills the pupil of
the eye of the observer; likewise in myopia of relatively
high grade (Case IV.), decreasing to approach the same
limit (Case V.), the distinctness of the shadow outline
diminishes at a rapidl}' increasing rate, until, in the lim-

iting case (Case V.), the shadow outline and the shadow
movc-ment vanish together.

Again, the image of the flame at the fundus of the
observed eye is itself imperfectly defined, except iu the

particular case in which the far-point of the observed

eye lies exactly at the distance of the (virtual or real)

image of the flame as formed by the mirror. When the
test is made with a plane mirror (see Fig. 42G8) this

particular case implies myopia of low grade, which, as

already stated, is a condition unfavorable for obtaining a
distinct view of the image of the flame at the fundus of
the observed eye. When, on the other hand, the test is

made with a concave mirror, the higher grades of myo-
pia otter the most favorable conditions both for the sharp
definition of the image of the flame at the fundus and
for seeing the outlines of the real image of this image,
consequently for good definition of the shadow outline.

Narrowness of the pupil, whether of the ob.served eye
or of the eye of the observer, is favorable to the di-fini-

tion both of the image of the flame, :.t the fundus of the

former, and of the image of this image, as pictured on
the retina of the latter. But narrowness of either pupil,
and still more of both pupils, involves a notable limita-

tion of the area of the visil)le circle (see Fig. 4'-67) and
narrowness of the pupil of the observed eye involves also

a diminution (in the ratio of the stpiare of its diameter)
of the brightness of the image of the flame at its fimdus.

Furthermore, a narrow pupil is unfavorable for observing
the passage of the shadow. For these reasons, it will

readily be comprehended that the preponderance of ad-

vantage may be greatly on the side of a large and well-

lighted pupil, and this is in practice found to be the case.

To this end the diameter of tlie bole in the mirror should
be somewhat greater than that of the pupil of the ob-
server's ej'e, and the pupil of the observed eye, unless

naturally rather wide, should be dilated by instilling a.

solution of one of the weaker-acting mydriatics.
(c) Brightness of the pupil. We have given the name

"visible circle" to the circular area, at the fundus, from
which alone any ray of light can both pass out of the
oljserved eye and enter the eye of the observer. Under
the conditions of the shadow test the visible circle is sim-

ply that jHirtion of a larger illuminated area (imageof the
flame) which, seen always in circles of confusion, is visi-

ble through the pupil of the observed eye. The image
formed on the retina of the observer's eye is, therefore,
an indistinct image of the visible circle, but by reason of
its indistinctness, together with the fact that" its outline
is the same as that of the pupil of the observed eye. the-

impression made on the observer is rather that" of an
illuminated pupil than of the portion of the fundus be-
hind it. As the size of the image on the observer's retina
is independent of the actual size of the visible circle it

follows that the larger the visible circle (its brightness,

being assumed to be constant), or the brighter the image
of the flame (the size of the visible circle being assumed
to be constant), the stronger will be the illumination of
the pupil.
The area of the visible circle is larger, (a) the wider the

pupil of the observed eye, (,J) the wider the ptipil of the
ob.scrver's eye, (;) the greater the myopia of the ob.served

eye in excess of the critical grade (Case V.), in which the

far-point of the eye lies at the distance of the pupil of
the ol)server's eye, (<!) the less tlie refraction of the ob-
served eye measured from the Siime critical grade of
myopia, and (r) the less the distance of the observer's
from the observed eye.
The brightness of the imago of the flame at the fundus

of the i>bserved eye is greater (a) the wider the pupil of
the observed eye; and. when the test is made with the
concave mirror, the greater the apparent area of the mir-

ror, that is, (f ) the less the distance of the observer's eye
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(looking through tlie hole in the mirror) from the observed

eye, or (Z) the larjrer the concave mirror.

The conditions favorable to a stronjr illumination of

the pupil of the observed eye are then. (") wideness of
its pupil, (.J) a fairly liiriie pupil on the part of the ob-

server, (;) a liish ^radc of myopia of tli<' observed eye,

(<i )a liijjii srrade of liypcnnclropia of the oliserved eye,

(f) a short-observing ilislauif, and (0 the u.se of a large
concave minor. Of these conditions, the first (n) may
be secured when neees.s;irv by resorting to artificial my-
driasis; the second (,i) is best] attained by observing with
relaxed acconunodiition, the observer correcting tlie far-

point of his own eye for the distance of the ptipil of the

observed eye by means of a suitable lens mounted beliind

the hole in the mirror. A short observing distance ()

may be tried whenever the condition of the observe<l eye
(e.f/.. exceptionally dark pigmentation of the fimdns,
narrowness of the piipil from extensive synochi.T, imper-
fect transparency of the media, etc.) is unfavorable to

good illumination of its pupil. The use of a concave
mirror of large diameter (-') is also a possible resource in

cases of exce|itional dilliculty.

((I) The raiiidily of tlie shadow movement (other

things being equal) varies inversely with the diameter of

the visible circle, over which the image of the flame

passes as the mirror is rotated; the smaller the visible

circle, the less will be the time occupied in tliis passage,

consequently the more rapid will be the movement of

the shadow across the pupil. The darkening of the

])upil occurs most quickly in myopia of the particular

grade in which the far pointof the ob.served eye lies at

the distance of llie jiupil of the observer's eye—Case V. ;

the passage of the "shadow "
is progressiveh' slower in

higher grades of myopia, also in h'-ver grades of myopia
passing through emmetropia and the lower and medium
grades of hypermetroina to hypernictropia of high
grade.

(e) The fovni of the "shadow" is determined by the

form of th(' image of the source of light. If this is ap-

proximately eireular the shadow outline will be corre-

spnridiiigly curvilinear, and the sliadciw will have the

form of a crescent. When an Argand burner is used the

shadow outline aiqiears asa somewliat ill detined straight
line (see Fig. 42(i!t.)

When the shadow test is made with the concave mir-

ror, the direction of the shadow movement is in every
case the oiqiosite of that observed when the plane mirror
is used. ]?ut with this exception there is no essential

change in the re;ietions. AVhen the ob.server is stationed

at a (ixed distance, of say one metre, the concave mirror
has the advantages of affording a stronger illumination ;

when the test is made at a shorter and vaiyiug distance,
the plane mirror is to be preferred.
The complete theory of the shadow test as applied to

the investigation of astigmatism is too complicated to

be adequately presented in an elementary jiaper.
The shadow test is. on the wliole, the most exact

method which we possess for the objective deternunation
of th(! refraction of the eye. As compared with the de-

termination of the refraction with the o]ihthalmoscope
by the direct method, it is both tnoie accurate and easier

of execution; and this is especially true in the higher
grades of myopia, in which measurements made with
the ophthalmoscope are always very tuisatisfactory.
In the measurement of astigmatism it has an advan-

tage over the ophthalmometer of .la\ al Schiiitz, in

that it reveals the total asligmalism of the eye and
not merely the corneal asynunetry. On the other hand,
the shadow test affords almost no information regard-
ing the condition of the fundus of the eye tinder ex-

amination, and none' as regards its acuteness of vision.

The true value of the shallow test is therefore as sup-
plementing, not as superseding, other methods of exami-
nation.

The technique of the shadow test is comparatively
easj' to aecpdre. and it calls for almost no special appa-
ratus; an ophthalmoscope funushed with a concave and
a plane mirror and a Kekoss disc, or a clip for holding a

correcting glass, and a short tape measure graduated to
fractional parts (i, i. i. etc.) of a metre, make up the list

of essentials. Curl Koller.

SHANNONDALE SPRINGS.—.lefferson County, West
Virginia.

Post-Officis,—Charlestown. Hotel.
AccKss.—Via Baltimore and Ohioor Norfolk and West-

ern Railroad to Charlestown, thence five miles by carriage
to springs.
This delightful old summer resort is situated in the

bend of the Shenandoah River, at the foot of the Blue
Ridge Moiuitains. Shannoudale was formerlj'one of the
most noted of the Virginia watering-places. The large
hotel was burned dining the war. and no other was built
for a number of years. The present hotel has accommo-
dations for upward of one hundred guests. It is pleas-
antly located and overlooks the Shenandoah River, where
excellent boating and fishing may be had. The place is

much frequented during the summer by visitors from
Washington. Baltimore, Philadelphia, and other locali-

ties. It is highly esteemed for its fine scenery and foi

the beneficial character of the mineral waters. The
springs are three in number. An analysis by Dr. Stew-
art showed the presence of two hundred and forty grains
of solid ingredients to the United States gallon. They
consisted chiefly of the sulphate and carbonate of calcium
and the sulphate of magnesium. There is also a small

prop<irtion of the sulphate and the carbonate of iron, and
an undetermined quantity of carlionic acid and sulphu-
reted hydrogen gas. The water has laxative, diuretic,
and tonic effects. It may be classed as a saline-celcic-

chalybeate. There are several bath-houses at the resort.

James K. Crook.

SHARON SPRINGS.—Schoharie County, New York.
Post-Offii K.—.Sharon Springs. Hotels, boarding-

houses, and cottages.
Access.—Via Albany and Susquehanna Railroad direct

to the springs; afso via New York Central Itailroad to

Palatine Bridge, and thence by stage nine miles to

springs.
The village of Sharon Springs is situated in a valley

abouteleveu hundred feet above the sea-level; the streets

are provided with good sidewalks, and are well shaded
with maiile-trees. The air is pure and bracing and free

from malarial influences. Even in the warmest of sum-
mer weather the nights are cool and pleasant for sleep-

ing. The springs are easy of access within the village
limits on the edge of a tiatuial forest abotnidingin pleas-
ant walks. The surrounding countr}' is hilly and affords

interesting drives and pleasant scenery. Excellent ac-

commodations, conformable to any taste or grade of ex-

penditure, may be obtained in the village. Sharon is one
of the well-estaldished old resorts of New York State,
its waters having been used for medicinal purposes since

early in the last centniy. The old bathing buildings were

destroj'cd by fire a few years ago and have been replaced
by the present spacious establishment, believed to be
unexcelled for its purposes anywhere in the country.
There are several valuable springs at Sharon, the most im-

portant being the White Sulphur, the JIagnesia, and the
so-called Eye-water Spring. The waters of the AVhite

Sulphur Spring are used both internally and for bathing
puriioses. The water is clear and bright as it issues from
the spring, of an agreeable temperature for drinking (48°

F.), and free of the rdughness and acerbity which so

often characti>ri/.e sulphur waters. It is conducted to the

bath-house and heated to any (h'sired temperature for

bathing- This s|iring yields fo\irteen biuidred or fifteen

hundred gallons of water jier hour, so that the supply is

always fresh :in<l abundant. The Magnesia Spring isalso

valuable for drinking purposes. 'Phe third spring is

ii.sed extensively as a k)tion for inflammalory conditions

of the eye, which fact has led to the designation of the

Eye-water Spring. A chalybeate spring is also found
within the village lindts. The following analyses of

three of the springs were made a nund)cr of years ago;
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DiAONOfis.—Shdck must be (lilTtTfiitiatud from fat

embolism, from liemorrliage, uiid from theelVectsof ether

or chliiroforra. With each or ail of these it may, how-
ever, be associated. Fat embolism most frequently oc-

curs in injuries to the skeleton, and makes its appearance
as a rule about thirty-si.\ to seventy-two liours after the

injury, wliile shock" occtirs at once. In fat embolism
there arc restlessness, au.xiety. dyspiuea, accelerated respi-

ration, and u quickened lieartaction with fat globules

upon the surface of the urine. Hemorrha,u:e is very fre-

quently an associated factor with shock and aggravates
the latter condition, but the two may be, and often are,

entirely separate. Shock presupposes an injury. A pa-
tient inay die from hemorrhage without suffering in any
degree whatsoever from shock, while, on the other hand,
a patient may receive a blow on the epigastrium, upon
the head, or have his limbs crushed olT and suller the

loss of scarcely a drop of blood and still die almost in-

stantly or within a few hours from shock. Loss of

blood'when external is readily to be seen. When it oc-

curs within closed cavities, as the abdomen, thorax, or

skull, it will have to be diagnosed by the symptoms pro-
duced. These will be accompanied by those character-

istic of the sudden or more or less gradual lo.ss of blood.

The symptoms of hemorrhage are not always those which
are most tyiiical of shock, in that in the former there is

more of restlessness and nervous excitement, more acute-

uess of intellect, far greater pallor of the skin and visible

mucous meinbniues, greater dilatation of the pupils and
aloe nasi, and often a decided rise in temperature. There
will also be a lowering of the hemoglobin. It will be

impossible, at least as a ride, to separate the effects of

chloroform and ether from those of shock. Either of

these substances when given incautiously or to excess

interferes with resjiiration, lowers blood pressure, and

materially aggravates the condition of shock.

Proonosis.—This will depend upon the degree of

shock, upon the organ or organs injured, and also upon
the presence or absence of sources of irritation which will

maintain or aggravate the existing condition. The prog-
nosis will also depend very largely upon the treatment.

It may be saiil that if shock be not inmiediately fatal,

if the "traumatism has not produced irreparable injury to

vital organs or exhausted the vaso-motor nervous system,
and the conditions are such that shock is not constantly
added to, the prognosis will be good. The injury may
be to the brain, heart, or some other organ of vital im-

portance, and be of such a character or i)roduce such an
exhaustion of the nervous system that recovery is an

impossibility.
IxKiction from Shuck.—With proper treatment and un-

der orilinary conditions reaction will become manifest
in a few hours. The patient then becomes restless and
changes his position. The cold perspiration disappears,
slight color conies to the lips and cheeks, the eves seem
less sunken and the face less pinched. The pidse gains
in volume and loses something in its fre<|uency. the res-

jiiration is deeper, more regular, and less frecjuent. The
jiatient now .seems to realize his injuries. He is less

drowsy and perhaps asks (|uestions concerning his condi-

tion. This state may progress utnforndy until the tem-

perature has reached a jioint above normal, when the

pidse becomes full and strong, a Hush comes to the

cheeks, restlessness is increased, and reaction is fully es-

tjiblished. If the injury has been such that the irritation

is maintained for a time reaction may be delayed or pre-
vented, or the condition may oscillate between reaction

with improvement and an aggravation of the condition or

shock.
The Pathologn of Shock; the Mechanism of Blood Press-

ure.—The condition of vital depression known as shock
seems inseparably connected with three i)rouounced con-
ditions. One of these, and perhaps tlu^ most important,
is the decrease of blood pressure, the second is the lo.ss of

muscular force, and the third a lessening of the mental

I)henon.en;i of the patient, including the intellectual,

emotional, and volitional. For the proper circulation of

the blood, a condition which is essential in the main-

tenance of the functions and health of the individual, a
certain degree of blood pressure must be maintained. If

this fall to any considerable degree the capillary lake and
venous system are flushed, the pulse becomes weak and

thready, the arterial system is depleted, the venims sys-
tem congested, and the functions of the body disturbed
or even arrested. The blood pressiu'e is maintained in

part by the vaso-motor system of nerves whose centre
is in the gray matter of the floor of the fourth ventricle.

There are also certain subsidiary centres in the spinal
cord. In health these nerves acting upon the muscular
tissue in the walls of the blood-vessels and especially
upon that in the arterioles, maintains an equable and
constant tonic contraction, in consequence of which the
heart is able to maintain the blood pressure throughout
the general arterial system at a certain definite standard.
A stimulus im])arted to the vaso-motor system, either di-

rectly through the splanchnic area or indirectly through
a sensory nerve, increases the action of the vasomotor
system, the contraction of the perijihcral arterioles, and

augments the blood pressure. If this stimulus is contin-

ued for an indefinite period or is excessive in character,
then and in that case the vaso-motor system becomes
exhausted, the peripheral arterioles dilate, and the blood

pressure is lowered. There are three factors, however,
which are responsible for the maintenance of a normal
blood pressure. One of these is the forceful rhyth-
mic action of the heart, another a suitable quantify of

fluid in the vascular system, and a third a proper tonic

contraction of the peripheral arterioles. If any one of

these three conditions is disturbed the blood pressure will

be effected. A diminution in the force, with an increased

frequenc}' of the heart's action, a lessening in the amount
of circulating fluid within the vessels or a dilatation of

the arterioles, each and all will lessen the blood pressure.
That the blood pressure is very markedly lessened in

cases of serious shock is the testimony of all observers.
The mechanism of the lessening of blood pressure in

shock is the following: An injury to a peripheral sensi-

tive nerve, if of nuld degree, acts as a stimulus which is

conveyed to the brain and transmitted reflexl)' to the
bulb in the flour of the fourth ventricle, the centre for

the vaso-motor nerves. Acting upon this centre this im-

pulse is transmitted through the vaso-motor system, pro-

ducing contraction of the arterioles and consequently in-

creasing the blood pressure. After the abdomen has been

opened slight handling of the intestines or stomach causes,
in consequence of the stimulus being applied directly to

the splanchnic area, a rise in blood pressure. If thestimu-
lus be excessive or often repeated the vaso-motor centre

becomes partially or totally exhausted, the jieriphcral ar-

terioles dilate, and a great lessening in the blood pressure
occurs. That a severe traumatism, whether it be periph-
eral, intraabdominal, intrathoracic, or intracranial, ex-

hausts or paralyzes the vasomotor system of nerves, is

well established by experimental research.

By kymographic and sphj'gmographic tracings it has
been shown in every case of long-continued operation and
incases of severe injiuy that there is a lessening of the

blood pressure. This is due, in operations or injuries
without the loss of blood, to the exhausticm of the vaso-

motor system and a loss of tone in the heart's muscular con-

tractions, lucasesin which there has been hemorrhage it

is also due to the diminution of the volume of fluid in the

vascular system. It is well to inquire if in shock there is

not something more than a weakened heart's action, a les-

sening of the iieri]iheral resistance by the dilatalion of the

arterioles, and consequeutly a lowering in the blood press-
ure. In every case of severe shock there is a decided

lessening or weakening of the mental iihenomeua. The
intellect is inactive, the emotions are suppressed, and
volition is at a standstill. There is also a muscular pow-
erlessuess. The patient is not only unable to exert his

mind, but his mu.scles have also gone out of action. In

severe shock there has been such an injury or stimulus
to the nerves as practically to put out of action thi' men-
tal faculties, the motor and sensory nerves, and the sym-
pathetic system. It sceuia to mo that this condition is
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scarcely Jue iu its rutircly to the loss of Wood pressure,
but tliiit the same crushin.i; force wliieh oversliiiiulatcd

the vaso-inotor centres and produced their practical par-

alysis has overstimulated the cortex of the brain, suspend-

FIG. 4270.

ing in a large measure the action of the intellect, the force

of the will, tlie jilay of the emotions, and the function of

the motor nerves. It isoften stated, following the teach-

ing of Goltz. that patients dying of sliocU bleed to death
in their own veins. This is sujiposed to occur in the

splanchnic areas, but the condition is siniiily one of vaso-

motor jiaralysis in wlu'ch the peripheral vessels have lost

their tone, and in consequence of which tlie blood rushes

througli the arterioles into the capillary lake and venous
channels. While this condition perhaps occurs with

greater force in the abdominal region than elsewhere, it

I'll,. t-Tl.

does occur wherever there are arterioles and vaso-motor
nerves which may be acted upon by overstimulation.

Prophylaxis.
—In the jirevention of shock one must

place his patient, both physically and mentally, in tlie

best possible condition. Just before the administration

of the anicsthetic, gr. J^ of strychine with gr. | or gr. ^
of morphine may be given hypodermically with decided

advantage, as both assist in supporting the heart's action

and in maintaining the blood pressure, while the latter

lessens to some degree the amount of au;esthetic required.
In the choice of an ana;stheticif there is fear of shock, or

if it be ahead}- present, etlier should be adiuiiiistered, in

lireference to chloroform, as chloroform lessens very de-

cidedly the blood pressure and favors the production of

shock.

Fig. 4270 represents a kymograiihie tracing from the

femoral artery of a dog while under tlie intlueuce of

ether, the dog having undergone a resecfiim of a portion
of the intestines and a gastro-enterostoniy. The blocd

pressure had fallen at this time from 14.1 cin. 1o 13.'3 cm.

U]ion sulistituting chloroform for ether forlhreeand one-

half minutes the pressure fell to 11.8 cm. as represented
in Fig. 4271. In another experiment the blood pressure
under ether stood at 14 cm. After a change had been
made to chloroform it fell in one-fourth of a minute 0.3

cm. ; in one minute and a half it had fallen 0.4 cm., and
in two minutes 0.5 cm. Upon going haclc to ether the

blood pressure lost was ([uickly regained. It has been
the writer's experience that the use of chloroform will re-

duce the lilood iiressure ])ie.S''nt under ether ana'slliesia

0.5, 1, or even 1.5 cm. It would seem reasonable, then,
that where shock is jiresent or is to be feared, and conse-

quently where blood pressure is low, chloroform should
not be tised. The heat of the body should also be as far

ns possible jireserved ; consei|uenlly the temperature of

the room, at the tiimt of the operation, and tlie covering
of the ]ialient are matters of importance. The water
used in the immediate prcjiaralioiis for the operation

should be of such temperature as to abstract nothing of
heat from the jiatient. Evaporating liquids, such as al-

cohol, must be used with care, and the towels about the
tield of operation and the sponges should be dry.

In the prevention of shock during an operation or fol-

lowing an accident it is of the greatest importance to

limit tlie loss of blood to the least possible amount, as
the blood pressure depends as much upon the amount of
lluid within the vessels as it does upon the contraction
of the jieripheral arterioles or the action of the heart.

The loss of only a .small amount of blood will lessen at

once the pressure. It is also essential, in order to limit

the amount of am^sthetic u.sed and the exposure of the

patient, that the operation be done as quickly as is com-

patible with the performance of good surgical work.

Cocainizing the main branches of the periplieral nerves
before division has been recoinniended by Crile and Har-

vey Gushing for the purpose of blocking these nerves
and preventing stimulating impulses being carried to

the brain. The few experiments of this character which
I have imdeitaken have seemed to show that the cocaini-

zation of a nerve causes about as much stimulation of
the vaso-motor centres as would its section. It is a fact

which may be easily established that the handling, stretch-

ing, manipulating, or cocainization of a sensitive nerve

will, in consequence of the irritation, at once raise the
blood pressure. The same isalsi true of the section of
such a nerve. Of course, this rise is followed by a sub-

sequent fall. It is only a question as to which is the

greater evil. When a patient is under the influence of
an anaesthetic, it would seem as though all of his sensitive

nerves were in a sense blocked, and that not much more
could be accomplished by their cocainization.

Fig. 4'273 represents Dudgeon's sphj'gmograph which
the writer has been using before, during, and after oper-
ations and before and after the administration of certain

drugs which are ordinarily used in the treatment of
shock. This instrument, while perhaps open to objec-
tions, is nevertheless of great value, when carefully used,
in determining the height and character of the wave,
which conditions correspond reasonably with blood press-
ure. During the past few months, for the purpose of
more accurately testing the blood pressure and its re-

lationship to shock, I have been experimenting with

Ludwig's kymograph, represented in Figs. 4373 and
4374. Twenty-two dogs were used for this purpose,

Fio. 4372. Imdgeon's Splivgimijrnipli. Tlii! dotted uutliuo repre-
sent.s tlie piece ot lilaeliened paper on wliieii the spliyfrnioKrum Is

w rlttoii.

the tube of the manometer being in the majority of cases
inserted into the feinoial artery, in three in the external

iliac, and in a fi'W in the eonimon carotid. The dogs
were maintained under full surgical anaesthesia by ether,
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Fig. 4273. —Tlip Manonu'-
ter of Ludwip's Kyinu-
(rraplu It is also shown
in Fig. 4274. J>, t\ E.
The mercury whleh par-
tially tills the tut>e siip-

portji a float, in form of a

pLston. nearly Illlinp the
tube; a wire Is lixed to

the Iloat. and the writinvr

style or i>en is jniiiied by
l«issinp Ihrouph the brass cup of the lube
Ilxed lo the win?; the pressure is commu-
nicated to the mercury by means of a
flexible metal tube filled witb tluid.

^

a change being made for a short time, in some cases, to

chloroform for the purpose of observation. The blood

pressure was taken at the time of the connection of the iii-

stniniciit with the

vessel and then its

variations were
recorded as ditfer-

cnt operations
w c r e licing pcr-
foniu'd, until pro-
nounced shock
with loss of blood

pressure was
present. Various

drugs were then
administered sub-

cutaneously and
the clTcct upon the
bliiiul pressure re-

corded. Tlie cau-

nula connecting
with the vessel

was occasionally
opened for the

purpose of noting
the effect of hem-

orrhage. AVhile it must be admitted that the instrument
is delicate and easily disturbed, it unquestionably, when
working properly, records accurateh' the blood pressure.
With the sphyginograph one must judge of the blood

pressure by the height of the stroke, ami with this instru-

ment this is reasonably correct, l)ut in tlie case of the

kymograph tlie height of the stroke and the blood press-
ure are not at all synonymous. AV'bile the height of the

V)

Fm. 4274.—Diaimim of Ludwic's Mercurial Kymograph, A. RevolTinR
cylinder, worked by a clockwork arranpremcnt contained In the box
(B), the speed l)einfr regulated by a fan aln»vc the lio.x ; cylinder
.supported l)y an nprlelit i/)i, and cupuhli- of Iwinif nilscd or lowered
by a screw (<n, by a handle attached to it; 1), (", E, represent
menurla! manometer.

stroke' depends in the kymograph in a n\easure upon the
blood jiressure, it also is influenced l>y the size of the

artery with which the instrument is connected, its near-
ness "to the heart, and the size of the cannula used. These

conditions always lieing the same, as they are with the

sphyginograph, the height of the stroke in a reasonable

degree corresponds with the blood pressure.

Tiealmentnf the Actual l<hoek.—The treatment of .shock

may be considered under three heads: (1) The recovery

of the normal blood pressure. (2) The re-establishment
of the muscular tone; and (3) the restoration of the tncn-
tal phenomena. The restoration of the blood pressure is

at times mure quickl}' affected by an intravenous infusion
of the normal salt solution than by any other method, and
in cases in \vhich the condition is largely the result of

hemorrhage this is the most scientific and satisfactory

method of treatment. The tracing in Fig. 427.5 is fiom
the femoral artery of a dog that had undergone a resec-

tion of a iiortion of the intestine and a gastro-enterostomj'.
The dog had also lost a large amount of blood. Pressure
in the femoral at the time tracing in Fig. 4275 was taken
was 13.2 cm. The tracing in Fig. 4276 was taken after
one quart of normal salt solution had been infused into a

vein, the pressure now having risen 2.6 cm. Fig. 4277
shows a sphygmographic tracing of a weak pulse during
an operation, and Fig. 4278 a tracing of the same pulse
after the injection of one pint of normal .salt .solution

beneath the lireast.

//(//"«'''"""'','/»"<
—In the writer's clinic at St. Josejili's

and Milwaukee County hospitals, as well as in liis pri

vate practice, it is the rule, when a pulse shows weak-
ness, and es]iecially if this be largely from loss of lilood.

to inject beneath a breast, at the border of the scapula.
in the lumbar or gluteal regions, a pint of normal salt

solution, and to repeat this injection in half an hour

upon the opposite side if necessary. The apiiaratus re-

quired is an aseptic fountain syringe attached to a large
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surgically clean aspirating npcillc. While this method
(Iocs not" act as quickly as the intravenous infusion, it

acts promptly enough for ordiunry cases and ise.vtreniely

simple. In cases in which the blood pressure is lowered

in couse(iuence of exhaustion of the nervous system from

gross injury this treatment may still to a certain extent

bi-advautageous. in that it luoduces some slight vasctdar

stimulation and also adds to the volume of fluid circulat-

ing, and thus assists to a certain extent in compensating
forthedilatatiouof the peripheral vessels. Ii is. however,

Fic;. 1279.

a matter of fieqtient observation i u cases of profound shock
with great weakness of the pidse that the introduction

into a vein of a quart of normal salt solution does not

ma'erially Improve the patient's condition. The volume
of the pulse in these cases ma_v be restored for a few min-

utes, but this volume is without tension and soon dis-

appears. This is in consequence of the fact that the

vasomotor system has becoiue partially or completely
exhausted. What is desired in these cases is the strength-

ening of the heart and the restoration of the fimctions of

the vasomotor system, and of the cerebral cortex. It is,

nevertheless, true in some cases of gross injury or of pro-
longed operation that the exhaustion of the ueivous sys-
tem is so complete that no treatment which we are able
to institute will be effectual.

In my experience with shock there is nothing which
meets tlie condition and which sustains the nervous sys-
tem and holds the ground gained so well as strychnine.
Kymographic tracings show that strychnine increases the
blood pressure in practically every instance. This press-
ure is often increased by a single hypodermic injection
from 0..5 to 1 or even 1.5 cm. In the administration of

strychnine for a serious condition of shock one-fourth of

Fig. 42S1.— Bcrnre Wliisliey.

a grain may be given in divided doses during the course
of one hour, an<l. following this, one-thirtictli of a grain
admiinstered every two hours for one or two daj's, or

tuitil the muscles show the influence of tlie drug.
Xitnii/li/i'ii-iii. —Tbf use of nitroglycerin in shock lias

been criticised by many writers upon the ground that it

dilated the superficial capillaries and thereby reduced
blood jiressure. In my experimental and clinical work

nitroglycerin has always ii, creased the height of the

stroke and lessened the frecinency of a rapid pidse.
Gr. yjo-i;! of nitroglycerin, injected subcutaiu-ously. has

always increased the blood pressure from 0.0 to 1 cm.

Its effect, although manifested almost at once and reach-

ing perhaps the same height as that from strychnine, is

not so long sustained. The tracing in Fig. 4279 was taken
from the femoral artery of a dog where the pulse was
scared}' perceptible in consequence of numerous sections
of both sciatic nerves, resection of a Considerable portion
of the small intestine, and of the entire stomach. The
tracing in Fig. 4380 was taken one-half a minute after
the itijection of gr. -}^ of nitroglycerin. In four and one-
half minutes the blood pressure had risen 1.8 cm.

Oiiffi'ine.
—Caffeine acts almost as jiromjitlj' and effect-

luiUy in restoring blood pressure as does strychnine.
Five grains injected subcutaneoush- in a dog raised the

Idood pressure from 12.6 cm. to 13.(5 cm. This effect is

also well sustained.

AdrciHilin.— In the writer's experience adrenalin in

gr. xJij-sV acts promptlj- in increasing blood pressure.

Fio. 42S2.—Twenty Miuutes after Whiskey.

This action seemingly, however, is not well sustained.
Adrenalin is certainly deserving of further consideration
in the treatment of .shock.

Digif<i/is and Strnphinillnnt.
—Both of these substances

were used repeatedly. Their immediate action, how-
ever, upon blood pressure is not pronounced. With a

rapid pulse their use is indicated, as they will assist in

controlling this factor and in maintaining blood press-
ure.

Whiskey.—The advocacy of whiskey or brandy in

shock has occasioned more dispute and acrimonious de-

Fi«. 42S;!.—Three-quarters of an Hour lifter Whisliev.

bate than that of all the other remedies combined. That
they are capable of raising the blood pressure when in-

jected subcutaneously or taken into the stomach there
can be absolutely no doubt. A dog whose sciatic had
been sectioned half a dozen times was subjected to an
intestinal anastomosis and then to a complete resection of
the stomach. During these procedures, which occupied
one hour and twenty minutes, the blood pressure fell

from 14.2 cm. to 12 cm. At 10:2.5, 25 c.c. of whiskey in

water was injected subcutaneoush', and in twelve min-
utes the blood pressure had risen to 13.3 cm., at 10:39 to

Fig. 4384.—t)ue Hour after Whiskey.

13.6 cm., and at 10:40 to 13.8 cm., at which point it re-

mained until 10:44, when it fell to 13.1 cm., where it

stood for a veiy considerable time. The sphjgino-
graphic tracing in Fig. 4281 was taken from a weak pa-
tient's radial before giving whiskey, the tracing in Fig.
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4282 twenty minutes after one ounce liy stoniiich, that in

Fig. 4'.2S3 forty-tive minutes after, that in Fig. 4284 one
hour after, tliat in Fig. 428.~> one anil one-half hours
after, and that in Fig, 42815 twoanil one half liours after.

In the treatment of shock there arc ccmilitions to b(^

met besides those of blond jircssure. One of these is the

loss of miisctdar toiu'. and another the practical susjien-
sion of the mental faculties. It is probably true that

anything which assists in restoring blood pressure will

FIO. 4;iiS5.—One Hour aud a Half after WUlskey.

also assist in re-establishing mu.scular tone and the vigor
of the mental faculties, jlie normal .silt solution, when
infused into a vein, acts oidy mechanically, and is often

without decided elTcct ujion the profound depression
of the vital functions. Remedies are wanted iu shoclv

which will restore not oidy blood pressure but also all

of the vital functions. These conditious are met more

perfectly in shoclt witliout lu'morrhage by the use of

strychnine, call'eine. nitroglycerin, whiskey, adrenalin,
and normal sjxlt solution than bv any other remedies. In

Fig. 4386.—Two Hours and a Quarter after Wblsliey.

cases in which hemorrhage has been a prominent factor

tlie normal salt solution should take precedence of all

other remedies. -1. 11- Levings.

SHOULDER. THE SURGICAL ANATOMY OF.—The
rcgiiiii (if ihi- sliiuddi r cnm|iriscs the bcncs forming the

joint, viz., tiic scapula and the up|iir part of the hume-
rus, the clavicle and acromioclavicular articulation, also

the upper and outer jiart of llic tliora.\, which takes

part in forming the a.xilla. These bony structures, with
the softer tissues envelojiing tlicm, wouhi be included in

the term shoiihler.

Siirface Anatomy.— I!cn<>atli tlic skin can be easily felt

the outer end of tlie clavicle, tiic acromion process, and
the coracoid. AVIiere tlic clavi<le joins the acromion
there is a distinct elevation which can be without dilti-

cully detected by running tlie linger nail over it. The
line of this articulation would correspoDd to a verlical

line running up tlie middle of the front part of the arm.
The acromion in tlie stoutest person may easily be made
out by following the s|)ine of the scapula, and the cora-

coid process is just inside the shoulder joint and below
the clavicle. IJetwecu the coracoid and the acromion

processes is the rounded prominence of the shoulder;
this is formed partly by the thick <lelloid muscle, but
also iu part by the uiijier end of the humerus which lies

below it. As the arm is rotated the tul)erositics can

easily be felt beneath the muscles. In dislocation of the

humerus, instead of a prominence there is a tlattening,
and in pressing with the fingers a well-marked depres-
sion is found where the head of the bone is normally
felt. If in suspected dislocation the thumb be placed on
the coracoid iirocess and one of the lingers (if the same
hand on the acroniioti, the space will be found wanting
in roundness and the linger can be easily ])ushe<l into a
hollow ; the upper end of the bone can be no more felt on
rotation. The ])orlion of the humerus which iu normal

joints is felt beneath the deltoid is not the head, but the
tuberosities. The head can be felt through the axilla if

the fingers be well pushed up and the arm be strongly
abducted. The head of the humerus faces in the direc-

Fio. 4287.— -I, Clavicle: B, C, acromion; D. coraco-acromial liga^
ment ; E, coracoid ; F. corac^tiumeral ligament ; G. fjreat tufcer-

osity of humerus ; H, capsular ligament ; J, lesser tuberosity ; J,
scapular neck ; A", long tendon of biceps ; L, humerus.

tion of the internal condyle, this latter being always a
good guide to the position of the upper end of the hu-
merus.
The adjacent margins of the deltoid and pectoralis

muscles cannot be felt below, but above there is a con-
siderable triangular interval which forms the infracla-

vicular fossa below the clavicle. This fossa is well seen
in thin persons, but is obliterated iu subcoracoid disloca-

tions, in fracture of the

clavicle, and by inflam-

matorv tumois and new
growths. In subclavicu-
lar dislocations the de-

pression is replaced by an
eminence. The space be-

tween the two muscles

lodges the cephalic vein

(Fig. 4288).
The back of the shoul-

der is comparatively flat ;

here the deltoid muscle is

thinuer. By abducting the

arm the deltoid becomes

promiuent and various
vertical elevations ajipear
which corresjiond to the
muscular tissue between
the various tendinous in-

tersections which run
down from the acromion

through the muscle. The
axillary border of the

scapula and inferior angle
may be brought out l)y

I)lacing the forearm be-

hind the back ; to bring
the verteliral border and superior angle into evidence,
the hand shindd be placed over the oi)i)osite shoidder.

Surfnce Markin;! nf A-rilhiri/ Arti-rr/.
—At a point in-

ternal to the coracoid process and below the most convex

portion of the clavicle the axillary artery may be com-

FiG. 42S8.—Skin and fa.scia have
been removed. 1, I'ectoralls

major; 2, deltoid ; lietwcen these
muscles is seen tlie (cphalic vein ;

3, biceps; 4. cdnicnlinichialis.
close to which lies the brachial

artery and the median nerve
drawn to one side. (After Iloser.)
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pressed against the second rib. The course of this artery
can be easily marked out by drawing a line from the
most convex portion of the clavicle to the inner border
of the elevation formed bv I lie coracobrachialis muscle.

(tleno-
/

humt-ral -

JIgameDt I

Fig. 42S9.—Head ot Humerus, with Part of Capsule Attached.
(Morris.)

If the arm be raised from the side, the third part of the

axillary artery may be felt pulsating as it passes into the
arm beneath the anterior fold of tlie axilla, and in a line

corresponding to the outer border of the axillary hair,
that is, at the junction of the anterior with the middle
third of the space between the axillary folds. At the

junction of tlie upper with the middle third of the deltoid
muscle the posterior circumflex vessels and nerves wind
round to the back of the humerus under the muscle.
The deltuid reyioii comprises the point of the shoulder

and is confined to the limits of the deltoid nuiscles which
cover the shoulder-joint and upper end of the humerus.
Between the deltoid muscle and the joiut is a large
bursa, the subdeltoid or subacromion bursa. Owing \o
the exposed position of the shoulder-joint it is liable to

* coraeo-aoromial lig-

( uuient

t coraco-humeral lig-

'( anient
tendon of tticeps

> gleno-humeral liga-
'( ment

* subscapular Av
'{ ticulum

glenoid liKament

capsule

Fig. 4l"J0.—Glenoid Fossa ot Scapula, Willi Part of Capsule Attached.

many injuries and diseases; fatty tumors arc not iiifrc-

queiitly seen here and may attain to a large size.

The" shoulder-joint is of the ludl and-socket variety

(enartliroiiiMl), aiid so is very freely movable; the socket

in the scapula is very shallow but is deepened by the

glenoid ligament, to which the long head of the biceps is

attached. It is small in size compared with the large
articular surface of the head of the humerus. This dis-

parity gives greater freedom of movement with lessened

security and more liability to displacement in extreme
movements.
The circumflex nerve sujiplies the deltoid, shoulder-

joint, and skin over the lower two-thirds of the shotdder
and upper p;irt of the triceps. In injuries to the shoul-
der this nerve is fici|ueiitl3' damaged, and jinralysis with

atrophy of the deltoid may result; marked flattening of
the shoulder may as a consequence ensue.

ReUttUiiis of the Joint.—Muscles of gretit strengtii sur-
round the shoulder except interiorly ; above we have tlie

deltoid and supraspiuatus, internally and in front the

subseapularis, and externally and behind the infraspina-
tus, both these latter separated from tlie capsule by a
bursa. The capsule of the joiut, though strengthened
by tiiese muscles, is very loose, so that when the muscles

are either par-
alyzed or cut the

humerus may be
drawn from the

scapula for nearly
an inch. The
capsule is thicker
above than below
and is strength-
ened by various

accessory 1 i g a -

ments in addition to the muscles
mentioned above as being in rela-

tion with it, such as the coraco-

humeral, inferior humeral, gleno-
huraeral, etc.

There are three perforations of

the capsule, the most important
being that for the long head of

the biceps at its lower part ; it is

also perforated by the sujiraspina-
tus and not infrequently b\' the

infraspinatus. The teinlon of the

loiijl head of the biceps has synovial
membrane prolonged along it and

surrounding it. This tendon keeps the head of the hu-
merus against the glenoid cavity and prevents the bone

rising up toward the acromion. This tendon is some-
times ruptured, thus cau.siiig weakening of the upper
limb and a drawing up of the humerus forward and in-

ward ;igaiiist th(! coraco-acromialarch. The tendon may
be dislocated—that is, it may slip out of its groove to one
side or the other. In such cases the head is prominent
and drawn up under the acromion; owing to the higher

position of the greater tuberosity, abduction is not so free.

Kupture of the leiiddii is more apt to occur in jiersons
tlie sub j

eels of rlieumatic disease ; in Ihem the joint is dry
and pcriiaps the tendon is partially worn. In old cases

Fig. 4:^.11. --.\buormaI .\r-

ranffement of the Bi-

ceps. (I. Citracoid head ;

h, glenoid head ; c. hu-
meral head ; rf, capsular
head.
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it is not uncommon to sec tlio long lonilon of the biceps
attached to the upper ciiil (jf tlicluiincriis, tilt- liead of
the bone biivinf; worn tlirough the tendon ami the capsule,
and entered the siibacromion biirsje. In very old cases

Fig. 43!I'.;.—--1, Section sliowlne the Uelntion of the Lone Tendon of
the Iliceps to tlie Shoulder-joint. 7J is an outline showinp the ar-
nintri'inenl of the synovial nienibranc. *AlIfn Thomson in "'yualn's
Anatomy.'*)

the under surface of the acromion process will be ebur-
nated as well as the surface of the liumenis which has
been in contact with it. As a rule the joint is well pro-
tected above by the acromion and coracoiil processes, and
the ligaments between these.

Till-: EfifiivsKs.—There are a niiniber of epiphyses
about the slionlder-joiiit. some of wliicli arc of impor-
tance. It is of importance to know that the epiphyseal
end of the acromion, which articulates with the clavicle.

may sometimes remain sejiarated throughout life and
may be mistaken for a fracture; in fact. SirAstley Cooper
descrilied it as sneli. The coracoid process is also formed
by a separate ossiflc centre, and the head of the hume-
rus forms a single epiphysis in the liftli year; this is com-
pose(i of no less tlian tluce fused secondary centies and it

is limited by the surgii al neck. Separation of the upper
epiphysis of the humerus
may be mistaken for dislo

cation, lint the easy reduc
tion and the fact that

the glenoid cavity is
g j

always full shoiild

prevent one from fall-

ing into this error.

Bl•KS.^^.— The"'
bursic about the
shoulder are
manv, for besides
the subdeltoid or B

Tm
j

KlG. ^-IB,

.Siibacromion bursal
and the ones between
the subscapiilaris and
infraspinatus miisclis,
and tiie capsule of the joint
(which was frequently con-
tinuous with the cavity of the

joint), we have the bursa be-

tween the insertion of the la-

ti.ssiinus dorsi and teres major
muscles and between the teres

muscle and the bone. Any
one of these may become in-

flamed and distended with tluid

as the results of strain or di-

rect injury. Very often the
inflammation is tuberculous;
the siibacromion is most of-

ten the .scat of disease, for

it is more e.xpo.sed than the other neighboring bursa;.
TiiK Ci.AVKi.K.—The skin over this bone is verv loose

and easily rolled on the bone. Cutting ihiwii on the
subclavian artery and pulling the skin lirmly over the

clavicle, the surgeon cuts freely on the bone, and when

2 or,

Fronul Serlions
of the shoulUiM-joint while
till' Ann is Ilant'inK.
IlienliM +, Clavicle: ac.
.^c^omlo-co^acoid ligaiiient ;

/>. deltoid muscle: B, ten-
don of loni.' head of l)lcc|is:
S,-'. suliscai>u!aris; .s'.v', su-

pni.s|iiiiiiius; .1/. trici'i.s:

TtiiJ. teres major; •, poste-
rior circumlle.x artery : .
trace of epiphysial uiiion.

the skin is released the incision is well above the clavicle,
and the e.xternal jugular vein, which it was intended to
avoid, comes into view. Pas.siug over the clavicle are
seen the clavicular branches of the superficial cervical

ple.\us. and these nerves may be easily injured
here. In disease of the cervical spine there is fre-

quently pain over the C(_!hir bone. Beneath the
clavicle and subclavian artei-y, the vein anil cords
of the brachial ple.xus rest on the tirst rib. The
apex of the lung passes up into the neck behind the
clavicle, encircled by the first rib, and can lie per-
cussed in the supraclavicular fossa.
The sternal end of the clavicle is near very im-

portant structures, such as the innominate and left

carotid artery, the pueumogastric and recurrent
nerves, and the large venous trunks. The
acromioclavicular joint is sometimes dislo-
cated and is hard to retain in place when

reduced; the sternal end also may be displaced
and this joint may be attacked by tuberculous
disease.

Axti.i.A.—The a.xilla (<ila, a wing) is the space which
exists between the upper arm and side of the tliorax.
It is of a pyramidal shape, and is bounded in front by
the pectoral muscles, behind by the subseapularis, teres

major, and latissimus dorsi, on the inner side by the ser-
ratus niagnus, intercostal muscles and ribs, aiid on the
outer side by the upper part of the arm and shoulder-

joint. The base is formed by the skin stretching be-
tween theanteiiorand posterior boundaries. The hollow
between the anterior and posterior folds is coniinonlv
known as the armpit, but anatomically we imply more
by the term a.xilla than this depressioii : we inch'ide all

the deeper space which reaches up to between the scalene
muscles, and contains the axillary vessels, brachial plexus
of nerves, and lymphatics. This deeper space is surgi-
cally continuous with the neck.

Siipcrfcidl Aiuitoiiiy.
—The skin of the armpit proper,

which is very thin, sensitive, attached to the fascia
beneath, and of a darkish color, is supplied with glands
whicli secrete an odorous sweat. In some cases this
sweat is of a peculiar color, and stains the linen; it niiiy
be laige in amoimt and cause great discomfort to the
individual and liis friends from the disagreeable odur
emitted.
The skin of the armpit is abundantly provided with

hairs whidi never glow to any great length; their limit

b. fossae infraclav.

I). V. pect. min.
b. coraco-o lav.'.
media »

b. c<iraco-c lav.
t.

lateralis i"

b. subseapularis
b. subcoracoidea

b. supracromialis

b. subdeltoidea

1'. intertubercularis

b. subt. terel. maj.

b. HUht. latiss. dorsi

Fig. 4-''.U.—The rrinilpal liursie alioul the Shoulder.

is generally well detincd. the outer border furnishing a

good surface mark lor the axill;iry artery in the third
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part of its course* The armpit is of difTprent depths in

diffcn'iit iiiiiividuals; in women unci children it is not so

well marked as in men, ehietly l)ecause in them we have
less nuiseular development and more adipose tissue.

When the arm is lifted above the head the depression
almost disappears and the skin is put so niueh on the

stretch that nmhiug can be felt of the deeper part; the

depression deepens as the arm is lowered to the side, the

skin being relaxed and thrown into folds. The lingers

can now be pushed higli enough to feel the head of the

humerus. When it is necessary to examine the deeper
structures, the arm ought only to be slightly drawn

away from the side. In operations on the a.villa the arm
shoulil always be abducted and raised to lessen the

depression.
It is not uncommon to see suppuration of the follicles

in this region; these small follicular abscesses, owing to

the sensitiveness of the skin, are very painful and should
be opened early.
The skin covering the anterior fold is thick, not closely

adherent to the deeper structures, and free from hairs.

Close below the clavicle and internal to the shoulder,
the coracoid process can be felt.

The lower border of the great pectoral muscle follows

the line of the (iftli rili; the first visible serration of

the serratus magnus on the inner side of the space is the

sixth. The posterior fold is thicker than the anterior

on account of the great tliickness of the teres major
muscle. Wlien the arm is rai.sed from the side the axil-

lary artery can be felt pulsating as it passes into the

arm, and may be easily compressed.
Fasciii.—Ou removing the skin from the axilla we

come upon a strong fascia, the disposition of which it is

important to know because of its intlueuce on the course

of abscesses, which not infrequently form in the neigh-
borhood. The strong fascia which covers the great pec-
toral muscle and is attached to all the subcutaneous bony
prominences, winds round its lower border and splits
into two portions, one of which continues to ensheath

the pectoralis mu.scleou its inner surface, while the other

forms the floor of the axilla and, after covering the

latis-sinuis dor.si and teres major muscles, passes upward
and backward and is lost iu the strong deltoid aponeu-
rosis. The portion of this fascia which covers tire pec-
toralis major muscle externally sends a process between
it and the deltoid muscle, and this process becomes con-

tinuous with the coslo-coracoid membrane.
The contD-corncmd membrane (Fig. 4295) is a strong

aponeurosis which is continuous with the deep cervical

fascia; it splits to enclose the subclavins muscle, is at-

tached to the clavicle and to the coracoid process, and
Is continued to the capsule of the shoulder. It is also

attached to the cartilages of the tirst and second ribs,

and is continuous with the aponeurosis over tlie serratus

magnus muscle. This fascia is the costo-coracoid mem-
brane proper, and covers the first part of the axillary
vessels and nerves. When it reaches the edge of the

small pectoral muscle it again divides to enclose it;

reuniting again, it passes down to the base of the axilla,

and becomes attached to the skin and the fascia coveting
the great pectoral; externally it is continuous with the

brachial aponeurosis. Gerdy calls this process the li(/ii-

nieiitiim snspeiiaoriuiii, because he says it is the ligament
of the skin of the armpit, which it pulls ujiward. This

suspensory ligament, then, divides the axilla into an
anterior and a jmsterior compaitment. the posterior con-

taining blood-vessels and nerves, and the anterior the

loose celhdar tissue which separates the two pectoral
muscles and intervenes between the lower part of the

fascia and the great pectoral. Now, when an abscess

•.^ccordliiK to Mr. A. W. Martin (Kilin. Meci. .Tnurnal, ,Iimp, ISMl:
**The jtreseiK-e of liair in tlie jMiliie rei^ion i.s .sumrleni. liy ttie law of

correlation of trrowlli. to account for the prcsiMicc of liair iu the cor-

resiionilinir piirt of Ih" forc-llirili. tin- a.xilla." lie also says that the
hair of thea.\(lla has a tlxeil raiio to ihat of the pulies anrl also cor-

respoiuls eloselv ill color; he refrards se.Mlal selection as sulllc-ii-nt to

accotnil for it on the luilies. atnl also reiuarks that its iinantity in Itotll

sexes \\ill lie in pfojioriinn to the sexual i)assion. With this last

stateiiieni I certainly ani not |tre|)ate(l to ajfrcc.

forms in front of the suspensory ligament—that is, below
the small pectoral or between the two pectorals

—it

would tend to point at the lower border of the anterior

axillary fold, or in the interspace between the deltoid
and the great pectoral muscle; but if pus forms behind
the suspensory ligament and is not evacuated early, ii

may burrow into the neck and thence find its way,
through the upjier opening of the thorax, into the medi-
astina; it may also linil its way beneath the lalissimus
dorsi and point iu the back, or it may burrow into the

subscapular fossa and thence get into the shoulder-joint.

Fig. 429.5.—Brachial Plextis anti Axillary Artery. 2, Costo-ooracoid
membrane ; 3, superior thoracic ami ulnar arteries ; 5. lontr tho-

raci<: artery ; 6, axillary artery ; S, musculocutaneous nerve : 111,

median nerve : 1.5. subscapular artery : 16. ulnar nerve ; IS, internal
cutaneous nerve; 10, circuratlex nerve ; 20, nerve uf Wrisberg,
joined by Intercosto-humeral.

Abscesses iu the axilla should be opened early and after

the manner of the late Mr. Hilton. He advised that the

skin alone should be cut with a knife, that a grooved
director should then be pushed into the deeper structures

till pus wells out. The deeper parts may be still further

opened up by introducing a pair of dressing forceps,

opening them widely in the abscess and withdrawing
them o|)en. If axillary abscesses are opened in this way,
there is no danger of wounding any of the displaced ves-

sels in the neighborhood, as thev are pushed aside by the

director. Tlie linger answers often iiuite as well as a
director.

Boundarie-t (if the A.ri'Ua.—The anterior boiiitdart/ (Fig.

4288) is formed by the two pectonil muscles, the great

pectoral alone forming the lower border of the anterior

fold. It is important, surgically, to remember th;tt the

fibres of the large pectoral go downward and outward,
and those of the lesser upward and outward. The inter-

space between the great pectoral and the deltoiil may be
often verj' small or wanting, and the divisioti between
the two nuiscles can be made out only by the position of
the cephalic vein and a branch of the ticromial thoracic

artery.

Owing to the pectoralis major mu.sch^ having an origin
from the clavicle, it is necessary, in frait ure of thtit bone,
that the arm should be placed close to the side to prevent
the muscle pulling down the inner fragment, and .so

delaying union. In femtiles the lower eiige f>f the ante-

rior border of the axilla, owing to the presence of the

mammary gland, is not so easily seen as in the mtile. In
the female the nianimary gland moves freely on the

great pectortil muscle, there being an abundance of cellu-

lar tissue between the muscle anil the gland ; but in ad-

vanced cases of ctuicerous disease of the breast every
inovetnent of the pectortd muscle is ptiinful because of
the gluing together of the breast and the muscle by infil-

tratcii tissue.

The acriimial thoracic vessels and the internal and
external thoracic nerves are seen on thi' inner surface of
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the pectoral niusclo. The long thoracic artery generally
runs along the lower bonier of the lesser pectoral.

In rare cases the great pectoral muscle i.s wanting alto-

gether, or the clavicular portion alone may be wanting.
The lesser pectoral niaj' be attached to us many as live

Fig. 4296.—DIssMtlon of Axilla, showing the Axillary Vein (2, 2) and
Part.* in Relatiim with it. 1, 1, Axillary artery : 2, 2, axillary vein ;

:!, :i, basilic vein ; 1, cephalic vein ; 5, .i, pettoralis minor ; 6, axillary

glands.

ribs or as few as one. Its insertion may be transferred

from the coracoid process to the coracobrachialis muscle
or humerus itself.

The jicsleriiir hoinuhirji of the axilla is formed by three

muscles which aiv supplied by the same set of nerves,

vi/... the three subscapular, and all three muscles are in-

ternal rotators of the humerus. The tendon of the latis-

simus dorsi, with the teres major, forms the lower edge of

the posterior fold, the posteilor wallof the deeper portion

being principally formed by the subscapularis. The
axillary vessels rest on this posterior wall, lield together

by a dense cellular sheath, and separated from the rest

of the axilla by the above-describeil suspen<;orv fascia.

Thv 1)1 kniiil bi»i>i(l<i 1-1/ o{ the axilla is furnied by the

ribs, intercostal muscles, and the upper tligitatious of

the serratus magnus. On this wall, which is somewhat
convex, a large nerve is seen running down in a vertical

<lirection, to be distributed to the serratus magnus mus-
cle. This nerve is a branch of the brachial plexus, and
is called the long thoracic. We also find here branches
of the posterior and long thoracic vessels. Abscesses
and tumors, as a rule, lie along this wall, and are fortu-

nately well away from the axillary vessels; in removing
tumors we always dissect toward the inner wall.

The e.Tternal Imiimldry of the axilla is formed by the

upper part of the hmnerus and coracobrachialis muscle;

along this boundary, and on the inner side of the coraco-

brachialis are seen the axillary vessels and nerves closely
bound down by their fascial covering.
The iiifirior fmu/iiliin/ or biise of the axilla, which is

forme<l by the skin and fascia stretching between the

antei'ior and posterior folds, has alieady been described.

The apex of this cone-shaped space may be said to

be continuous with the posterior triangle of the neck, as

vessels, nerves, lymphatics, cellular tissue, and fascia

reach the axilla from the neck through this apex. It is

the space between the upper edge of th<' scaimla, clavi-

cle, and first rib. Abscesses of the ni'ck have been seen

passing through this opening and ])ointing in the axilla.

CiitiUnta i>f flic AjUUi.—The axillary vessels, with the

lymphatic glands, fat, and loose cellular tissue, are the

princijial contents of the axilla. The loose cellular tissue

permits of free movements of the arm to and from the

body, but it also permits of the collection of large quan-
tities of blood and pus. The vessels and nerves are

bound together by a sheath of thick cellular tissue; they
lie on the outer widl of the sjiace internal to the coi-aco-

brachialis.

Aiillary Vein (Pig. 4296V—This is the most superficial
of the contents of the axilla. In the ujiper part of its

course it is so fixed by fascia connecting it with the
coracoid process and pectoralis minor mu.scle, that if

wounded it tends to gape, and air is apt to enter. The
vein is formed by the junction of the veu;c comites with
the basilic vein. This union may occur low down or

high up; the normal point of union is at the lower

edge of the subscapularis mu.sele, though the jiinction
not infreijuenlly takes place higher up. sometimes as

high as the clavicle. It is always shorter than the

arfei'v, measuring about "i.n em. (3 in.) in length. Union
occurring high up complicates operations upon the

artery, owing to the numerous transverse comumnicat-

ing branches which cross the artery. The vein lies to

the inner side of the artery, and generally overlaps it.

When the arm is drawn away from the side it almost

altogether covers the artery. In the course through the

axilla, this vein receives many tributarj- blanches, the

largest of which is the subscaimlar. It receives the

ceplialic vein immediatelv above the lesser pectoral mus-
cle. In operations on the axilla, the vein and its branches
are freipiently wounded—more often than the artery—but
it is rarely injured by external violence. In reducing dis-

locations of the shoulder, and using extreme traction, the

artery is much more frequently injured than the vein,

owing to its proximity to the heart and its fixed position ;

the vein, when wounded, bleeds freely, and there is great

danger of air entering it. This accident has many times

occurred, especially in operations for removing diseased

glands, and not a few fatal cases are on record. It is

always well before dividing the veins, especially about the

neck and axilla, to tie them with a double ligature and
cut between.

In almost all diseases of the axilla there is swelling of

the arm caused by pressure on the veins and absorbents.

Axillary Ai-tcry (Fig. 4295).
—This vessel, which is the

continuation of the subclavian, extends from the lower
border of the first rib to the lower border of the teres

major muscle; it measui-es about 15 cm. (6 in.) in length,
ami its direction is altered with the position of the arm.

When the arm is close to the side, it forms a curve hav-

ing its convexity upward and outward ; when the arm is

held at right angles to the body, the artery is in almost
a straight line; and again, when the arm is held above
the head, the slight curve thus formed lias its con-

cavity upward. Its upper portion lies close to the

chest and rests on the upper serrations of the serratus

magnus; the long thoracic nerve is behind it, and in

front is the et)Sto-coraeoid membrane. Its lower part lies

principally on the subscapular muscle. The vein is super-

Fio. 421*7.—Portion of Clavicle and Acromion Process removed with
Pi'ctonilis Miijoi- Hiul licltold Muscles. I'ecloralis minor ranscle [R)
cri'ssinir rhf space; relation of axilla to the shoulder shown, and
ills.) (dnti-iils of axilla; J/, axillary vein ; JV, axillary artery : O,
lirjichiiil plexus; i', sul»clavius muscle. (From Anger's "Auatomie
Cliirurgicule.")

ficial to the arlery above, and the nerves of the brachial

plexus lie toils upper and ouli'r side; lower down the

vein becomes more internal and the nerves surround the

vessel, the two heads of the median embracing it. For
convenience of descriiition the ayillary artery is di-

vided surgically into three portions
—the part above.
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(!iat bcnealh, aiul that below the pectoralis minor muscle.

It lies (locpcst above this muscle and is most supeiticial
below it. The larire Ihoracieo-acromial l/ianeh is given
olf immetlialely above tlie pecloralis minor, and might be

wounded in the operation of tying the a.\illarv in its first

part. A number of small branches are given olT which
are not surgieall_v important. The subscapular artery,

given oil near the lower edge of the subscapular nuiscle,

is a large branch, which runs to the side of the chest and
near its origin gives olT the dorsulis scajuihe. Tlie ex-

ternal mammary is given off below the lesser pectoral,
and is sometimes of large size; it is always cut in the

operation of e.xcision of the breast, and may give rise to

slight hemorrhage. The circumflex arteries closely em-
brace the neck of the humerus, and should be looked

for and avoided in excision of the bead of the humerus.
In wounds of the first part of the a.xillary artery the vein

is so closely in relation with it that it rarely escapes;
lower down the artery may be wounded and the vein

remain intact. Wounds of the a.xillary artery may result

from staljs, fracture of the neck of the humerus (Fen-

wick), violence during the reduction of old dislocations.

Hemorrhages may be slight or severe, according to the

size of the wound. The loose tissues of the axilla admit
of great and rapid distention by bleeding from either

vein or arlerj-. The ti-eatment is hi'st to compress or

temporarily ligature the third part of tlie subclavian and
then cut down on the artery in the axilla, turn out the

clots, and ligature above and below the woimd in the

vessels. It is well to remember that in reduction of an
old dislocation the artery has been torn when simple
manipulation was practised, owing to the adhesions
which had formed between the capsule and the vessel.

The arter^' is usually tied in tlie third ]iart of its course,

where it is most superlicial. It has been tied on the first

part, but owing to its depth and the thick covering of

muscle, and also its close connection with the vein, liga-
ture of the third part of the subclavian is preferred, as

being the safer and simpler operation. The third part
of the subchxian is more easily compressed than the lirst

part of the axillary.
Aneurism not infrequently affects the axillary artery;

this is, perhai)s, owing to its nearness to the heart and to

the curve the arteiy makes at its U|iper part. It has
been occasionally ruptured in reducing dislocation of the

shoulder.

Herresof tlie BrMhial Plexus {Y\g. 4295).^These nerves
are deiived from the lower four cervical and first dorsal.

They are to the outer side of the artery in the first part
of its course, but lower down they surround it. When
the axillary artery divides into two trunks, one of which

gives olf all the branches, this latter is, as a rule, embraced

by the two heads of the median. The axillary nerves are

rarely toin by traction on the limb; when forcibly
stretched they may be torn away from their attachment
to the cord in the cervical region, as in a case recorded

by Flaubert, where this accident happened in endeavor-

ing to reduce a dislocated shoulder. The median is the

nerve most frequently injured in wounds of the a.xilla,

the mnsculospiral, from its very deep and protected posi-
tion, always escaping. The axillary nerves are occasion-

ally injured in fracture of the neck of the humerus, and

may be compressed in dislocation of the shoulder.

Lijitilihiitifs (Fig. 4298).—The axilla is richly supplied
with lynqihatic vessels and glands. The glands, which
are ten or twelve in number, are mostly placed along the

axillary vessels and form a continuou.s chain with the
cervical glands. They receiv(^ the lymphatics of the

arm, and ant often much enlarged in intlanimatory alTcc-

tions of the hand and arm. A few- glands are situated
on the serratus magnus musclt^ and near the lower edge
of the pectoral muscles. When enlarged these .glands
may be felt unrlcr the axillary border of thi^ pectoralis
major. The lymphatics from the pectond group of

glands di'ain into the axillary glands as do the lym-
phatics from the subscapular group. They receive most
of the lymphatics from thi' side of theclie.st and manuna,
and also the superficial l^'uiphatics of the abdomen as

Vol., VII.— 14

Fig. 429H.- Lympliati^-s of Ilie Axilla.
iFroin Tesiut.) 4, Kpitruchlcar pland;
.5. snperilcial lynipliatics of arm : fi,

axillary glands; 7, lynuihatie of
shoulder: 8, Ivmptiatic trunk accom-
panying the cephalic vein ; 9, glands of

neck; A, basilic vein; B, cephalic
vein ; C, axillary vein.

low down as the umbilicus (Treves). These are the

glands which are first eidargcd in certain affections of
the breast, <'..'/., cancer, and also when the chest or abdo-
men is inflamed su-

perficially, as from

blistering, etc. Their
elTerent vessels join
the axillary glands.
There are some glands
situated at the bai-k

of tli(!axilla along the

subscapular vessels;
these receive the

lymphatics from the

back. In the inter-

space between the
great pectoral and
deltoid muscles near
the clavicle, one or

two small glands are

foimd
; they receive

the lymphatics of the

shoulder and outer
side of the arm ;

above, they are con-
nected with the lower
cervical, and below
with the axillary
glands. The efferent

vessels of the axil-

lary glands pass up
with the subclavian
vein and join the
thoracic duct on the
left .side, and on the

right the lymphatic
duct of that side.

Sometimes they open
separately into the

subclavian vein. The
axillary lymphatics which pass upward under the clavicle

anastomose freely with the subclavian lymphatics and
the lymphatics of the deeji cervical glands.
The glrtnds of the axilla are frequently enlarged from

synijjathy with disease or inflammation of neighboring
parts, and not infrequently nm on to suppuration.
They may be the subject of cancerous infiltration when
the breast is affected with malignant disease; occasion-

all,v, malignant disease first affects these glaijds. Scrofu-
lous enlargement of the axillary glands is not uncom-
mim, and their removal is sometimes called for. Pro-
fessor Verneuil (Gdztite (les Ilopitaii.r, October 10th, 1879)
recommends linear division of the pectoral muscles previ-
ous to excision of deeply seated glands. As these glands
lie chiefly along the vessels, there is great danger of

hemorrhage, and even if the main vein itself is not

wounded, some of the large veins going to it may be

easily nicked and give rise to free hemorrliage.
In excision of the breast, when the axillary glands are

affected they must always be removed, and this is often

a difficult operation. The glands are very apt to become
adherent to the vessels, especially the vein, which has
often been woiuide<l during removal of glandular tumors.
When clearing the axilla of diseased glands the fin.gers
will be found moi-e serviceable than an_y cuffing instru-

ment, and infinitely safer. The deep lymphatics of the
breast anastomose fi'ecly wif-h the lymphatics of the fascia

covering the great pectoral muscle and unite with the
trunk of the deep lynqihuties which go to the axilla.

The Ij'inphaties of the pectoral fascia do not anastomose

freely with fho.se of the muscle beneath, for the direction

of the lymphatic flow is from tlie muscle to the fascia.

Abscess of the axilla, originating in the glands, is not

uncoiiunon, the glands most liable to suppurative inflam-

mation being those under the edge of the great pectoral
muscle. The coin-se which pus takes when it forms in

th(^ axilla has ali-eady been described with (he fascia.

Strumous glands in tlie axilla frequently break down
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and suppurate, leaving sinuses wbicli are very difficult

to heal.

Supernumerary mamma have been frequently reported
as occurring in the axilla. Dr. Garland {lidiii. Med.

Jour.. 187") reports cases in which there were swellings
in the axilla during pregnancy and suckling; and Dr.

Sharpe (.!/«/. Tiuu.i aitil Gazette, ISo.")) mentions a case in

which a supplementary nianuna, which enlarged greatly

during pregnancy, occurred in each axilla, and milk

couUl be scpieczcd out apparently through pores in the

skin; there was no appearance of nipples.
Jlr. Birkelt (.Vfrf. Times and Gazette, vol. ii., 1868)

describes several cases of cystic tumors occurring in

early life in the axilla and exti'nding into the neck. He
stronglj- advocates excision in these cases.

Fail y tumors frequently develi))) in this region ; they
can be removed without nuu'h dilliculty.

Fraiicis J. Sfiepfterd.

SIALAGOGUES.—This term is applied to remedies
that iiK n asr the secretion of saliva. In the normal state

of the organism the secretion of saliva is a retiex process
excited by chemical and meelianical stinuili. These
afTect the gustatory nerves and the sensory filaments of

the trigeminal and glossopliaryngeal nerves of the whole
buccal cavit}-. Such stimuli are all foods and drinks that

have a perceptible taste and the mecharical movements
necessary in masticating. The stinudating impressions
upon the sensory nervi^s arc conveyed by them to the

salivary centres, especially to the centre in tlie medulla

oblongata: from these centres inquilses are transmitted

through the efferent nerves to the salivary glands, and
as a result of these impulses there are an increased flow
of blood to the glands and an abundant secretion of saliva.

Hence it is ob.servcd that the saliva is most abundant
when food has a very decided and agreeable taste and
the process of mastication is slowly and thoroughly per-
formed. In iibnormal states of the buccal cavity, espe-

cially in the various forms of stomatitis, in consequence
of the irritation of the sensory nerves, a more or less

abundant thiw of saliva takes place reflexly. (See also

the article on Salira.)

Most sialagogues act in the same manner as the normal
stinudi of the secretion, that is, retlexly : by notably
impressing the sensory nerves of the buccal cavity the}'
excite the salivary centresand these transndt impulses to

the .salivary glands. Hence the greater the stinudating
effect of sialagogues upon the .sensorj' nerves of the

mouth, the more abundant the salivary secretion. Very
pungent substances, such as pellitory. mezcreuni. cubeb,

capsicum, mustard, and ginger, if kept in conlact with
the buccal mucous membranes for some time, cause a free

flow of saliva. Numerous other remedies having a de-

cided action upon the sensory nerves of the buccal cav-

ity, such as vegetable and nuneral acids, alkalies, simple
bitters and aromatics. ether, chloroform, and alcoholics,

reflexly )nereas(! the flow of saliva.

Some sialagogues, hov.evi'r, do not actreflexh'; they
cause a very free flow of saliva when tliey are injected
into the subcutaneous tissu<' or when they enter the blood

by other routes.- They act directly upon the peripheral
ends of the secretory nerves of the salivary glands, and
hence are called remote or specific sialagogncs. The
princijial one of them, and the oidy one used therapeu-
tically, is iiilocarpine; others are physoslignune, nuisca-

rine, and nicotine. The ])rcparalionsof mercury also act

specifically ; but when they have produced stomatitis
the h)cal irritation is necessarily followed l)y reflex

salivation. The preparations of iodiiu' and chlorate of

potassium also increase the secretion of saliva by acting
upon the secretory nerves.

Sialagogues are used when the salivary secretion is

insullicient. This occurs in some persons who cat very
rapidly; it is also fre(|uenlly observed in prolonged feb-
rile diseases, an<l it is one of the results of poisoning with
certain alkaloids and ptomaines.

In the dyspepsia of persons eating too liasfily siala-

gogues are probably of little or no benefit; but the adop-

tion of correct habits in eating is generally soon followed

by normal digestion. Snch patients should be advised
to masticate very slowly and at each meal to eat a suffi-

cient iunount of hard and dry food, such as stale bread,

dry toast, crackers, to excite an abundaiU. flow of saliva.

When the tci'th have become so defective that food can-
not be thoroughly masticated, the patient should he
adviseil to consult a dentist.

The salivary secretion is always diiuinislied in high
fevers, and it is sometimes almost completely arrested.

When the patient constantly In'eallics through his mouth,
the buccal mucous mend)raue sometimes becomes so dry
that the movements of the tongue, articulation, and
deglutition become dillicull. In consequence of the dry-
ness, the nuicons membrane becomes fissured and abraded,
thus presenting numerous openings fur the entrance
of micro-organisms. Various annoying and dangerous
morbid conditions may result, such as sorenes.s, idcera-

titm, and bleeding of the gums, caries of the teetli, f(etor

of the breath, glossitis, iuflanunation of the glands of the
neck, of the Eustachian tube and the middle ear. Hence,
while sialagogues are used to maintain the secretion of
the saliva, all other appropriate means slioidd be em-
ployed to prevent the diyncss of the mucous membrane.
The air of the jiatient's apartment should be kept moist;
the patient should frequently drink water, at least every
hour; a piece of wet wide-meshed fabric should be laid

over his open mouth ; and every three or four hours the
entire buccal cavity should be moistened by means of a

large camel-hair brush with a mixture of one jiart of

glycerin and two ]«irts of peppernunt water. The oidy
sialagogues aijpropriate in fevers are the acids; of these
the most agreeable one is citric acid as contained in

lemonade, which has been used from time immemorial
as a pleasant drink to quench thirst in high fevers. The
other acids that may be used are tartaric, acetic, phos-
phoric, and hydrochloric, very much diluted and given
at short intervals. Some authors hold that oidy vege-
table acids should be given, because they do not, like the
mineral acids, diminish the alkalinity of tlie blood, which,

according to some researches, always becomes dinunished
in prolonged fevers; others are of the opinion that the
mineral acids deserve preference because they do not
increase oxidation.

The buccal mucous mendirane becomes intensely dry
from arrested secretion of saliva and mucus in poisoning
with belladoima, hyoscyamus, and stramonium, and to a
somewhat less degree in poisoning with decayed meat,
fish, and cheese. The arrested salivary secretion is, of

course, only one of the symptoms; but it nuiy be abated
and some of the other symptoms allayed by the cautions
administration of pilocarpine.

Pungent sialagogues have been used to allay toothache,

earache, and other congestive and inflammatory affec-

tions of the nose, car, and other parts of the head. Dur-

ing the proftise flow of .saliva excited by their mastica-

tion, the salivary glands are very abtindantly supplied
with blood, and doubtless this hyper.Tinia may lessen the
flow of blood to adjacent parts of the head and be of
some lieuetit. For this purpose pyrcthrum was gener-
ally preferred. Samvel Mckles.

SIDE-CHAIN THEORY OF PAUL EHRLICH.-(Syn-
onynis: l.alcral-rliain theory : Urn plor tlii-my, German,
SeitniArt/i N/kii/rii ; French Tlirnrie i/(s c/minin /atera/m.)

DiCKiNiTioN.—An hypothesis which alt einpts to e.\]ilain

according to chemical laws the mechanism of the pro-
cesses of infection and imnuiiuty.
The side-chain thcoiy first ajtpeared as an explanation

of the mechanism of the assindhuion of foods (Ehrlich,
Paid: "DasSauerstofl'bediirfniss desOrganismus,

"
ISK.")).

According to this hypothesis a food must l)ecoine chemi-

cally boiuid to a cell in order to be assimilated. Union
of food and cell depends upon chemical structure. No
matter wli:it n\ay be the chenneal structure of a food, it

must at least contain a chemical group which allows it to

lunte with a cell. This chemical gnnip in a food is its

"biialing group" or 'h;iptoi)horous gnuip" (from the
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Greek anTeiv, to bind to). The cell also must contain a

binding group or haploplionms group witli chemical

affinity for the corresponding group of the food. Wlicn
a food in the circulation passes near the cell, the chemi-

cal allinily between the haptophorous group of the cell

and that of the food leads to the withdrawal of the food

from the circulation and to the chemical union of the

food and cell by means of their mutually attractive hap-

tophorous groups. When thus chemically bound to the

cell the food can be elaborated into an integral part of

the cell, or it can be used up and thrown off as waste

products. That portion of the cell which contains the

haptophorous group is called by Ehrlich the
"
side chain "

or lateral chain
" or "

receptor
" of the cell.

Side chain or lateral chain is a term used in chemistry
to designate certain substitution products of the benzene

ring. The term is used by Ehrlich to suggest an analogous
condition in the cell. Receptor simply indicates that

this portion of the cell
"
receives

" the food or other ma-
terial to be mentioned later.

Ehrlich supposes that a cell is composed of two parts:
the side cliains and the "

LeistuugsUern
" or "Central

Group." The central group consists of a great number
of complicated molecules whose interaction upon each
other and upon the foodstuffs is the chemical basis for

all vital phenomena manifested by tlie cell. The special
function of the .side chain is to bring food to the cell.

Each cell possesses a number of different side chains
with atlinities for different foods, and, ftirthermore, at

least some of the side chains of one cell differ from the

side chains of other cells.

This theory of assimilation was first adopted b3" Ehrlich
in 189T as an explanation of the mechanism of infection

by soluble to.xins, such as diphtheria and tetanus, and of

antito-xin formation (Elirlich, Paul: "Die Wertbemes-

sung des Diiihtherieheilserums," etc. "Klinisches Jahr-

buch," 1897). A little later he extended the theor_v to

explain the mechanism of bactericidal immunity and
also to account for all those reaction products which are

known as cvtotoxins, cytolj'sins, agglutinins, precipitins,

coagulins, etc.

The explanation of infection and immunity is simple
if one remembers Ehrlich's assimilation theory. If a
toxin such as tetanus toxin is injected into an animal the
toxin causes no injury unless it becomes chemically
united to some vital cells of the animal. If such union
does occur it means that the toxin chances to possess a

binding group or haptophorous group with aflinity for a

corresponding haptophorous group or side chain of the
cell. Only after union between the cell and toxin by
means of their corresponding groups can the specific ac-

tion of the toxin be directed against the cell.

Ehrlich assumes that the toxin consists of two parts.
One, the haptophorous or binding group, happens to re-

semble the haptophorous group of some normal foodstuff
so closely that it can unite with the side chain of some of
the body cells. The second part of the toxin is the spe-
cific functioning part. This Ehrlich calls the

"
toxophor-

ous group
'
of the toxin. These groujis may be inde-

peniicnt of each other. Either group may be injured
without affecting the other. Ehrlich obtained evidence
that the toxophorous group is actually less stable than
the haptophorous group. Under various conditions a
to.\iu inaj' los(! its power of producing tlie .s3-mploms of

poisoning, while it still po.ssesses its power of uniting.
Such a toxin Ehrlich called a "toxoid," that is, a "toxin-
like

"
bo<ly. A toxoid is a toxin whose toxophorous

group is destroyed while its haptophorous group remains
intact.

If a dose of toxin is injected into a naturally immune
animal the result is negative, for the toxin finds no side
chains with ailiiuty for its haptophorous group. In
other words, the toxin is unable to unite with any cells
of the experimental animal and one fundamental pre-
requisite of intoxication is ab.sent.

If, liowever, the toxin is injected into a susceptible
animal, the toxin molecules become bound by tlie hap-
tophorous groups to the corresponding side chains of the

cell, and thereupon the toxophorous group of the to.vin

acts upon the central group of the cell to produce the

phenomena of the specific disease. If the virideuce of
the toxin is great the animal dies; that is to say, if the
chemical energy of the toxophorous group is great, the
central groups of the cells of vital organs are injured and
thrown out of function and the death of the animal re-

sults.

But the toxin may be less virulent. The toxophorous
group may have such little energy that the central groups
of the cells of the animal are not thrown out of function.
In this case the toxin is anchored to the side chain of the
cell by means of the haptophorous group, and the tox-

ophorous group causes little injury to the cell. The cell

then functions normally except that the side chain occu-

pied by toxin is not free to pick up food. The toxin re-

mains attached to the side chain, for not being a food-

stuff it cannot be digested and thus removed from the
side chain. The side chain thus occupied by toxin is a
useless encumbrance to the cell and is accordingly re-

moved as if it were a foreign body, the combined toxin

and side chain being thrown off as a waste product.
But the cell requires just such a side chain for the nor-

mal process of assimilation. Therefore the cell repairs
the defect caused by the loss of its side chain by forming
a new side chain whose properties are identical with
those of the one that was thrown off.

According to a law formulated b)' Weigert, tissue

formed to repair a defect tends to be formed in excess of
the original tissue lost. Ehrlich applies this law to the

repair of the side chains and supposes that whereas pos-

siblj' one side chain is lost, several or many side chains
are formed to replace it.

But the cell requires only one such side chain under %
normal conditions, and all more than one are superfluous.
The superfluous side chains are really encumbrances to

the cell and are thrown otf as waste products.
It is seen that these side chains arise to repair the de-

fect caused by the loss of a pre-existing side chain. The
pre-existing side chain was distinguished by having a
chemical affinity for a certain foodstuff, and clianced to

have the same affinity for a toxin. The newly formed
side chains being identical with the ones which pre-
existed must, therefore, have the same chemical aflinity
for the same foodstuff and same toxin.

Such side chains, formed as reaction products of the
cell to the toxin and thrown off into the circulation, are

the antitoxins. Of course the side chains thrown off into

the circulation still retain their aflinity for the foodstuff
and for the toxin. Enormous amounts of such free side

chains or antitoxins may accumulate in the plasma of an
animal which then po.ssesses a high degree of antitoxin

immunity. If toxin is injected into such an animal, it is

picked up at once by the circulating free side chains or

antitoxins, union occurring between the tnutuall.v attrac-

tive hapto]diorous groups of the toxin and antitoxin.

The toxin is thus rendered innocuous, for the means is

removed by which it could otherwise unite with the body
cells. It is seen that the antitoxin does not necessarily
destroy the toxin, but simply neutralizes it by blocking
its haptophorous group.
Serum taken from such an immune animal and injected

into a susceptible animal confers a temporary immunity
(passive immunity) tipon the second animal, the mode of
action being the same that has just been described. The
antitoxic^ serum must be injected before the toxin has
become ancliored to the body cells. Otherwise enormous
doses of antitoxin are needed and the result is even then
uncertain.

Evidently the alTinity between the side chain of the

cell and the haptophorous group of the toxin is specific,
and specific in a chemical, not a biohigical sense. That
is to sa)', the side chain will not unite with any substance
which has not an aflinity for the haptophorous grouj* of

the side eh,ain, but will unite with auj' substance possess-

ing such an aflinity, whether it be foodstuff, toxin, or
other material.

Each cell contains a number of different side chains
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with affinities for different food materials in the oireula-

tion. While one or two side chains of a cill are con-

ciriu'd in the iirocess of intoxication and antitoxin forma-

tion, the rest continue to function normally.
Ehrlich's theory explains readily tlie origin and mode

of action of the cytolysins, aj;glutinins. etc.

If an animal he treated wit'hinoculations of bacteria in

doses less than fatal, the serum of the animal acquires
several new jimpcrties.

If a few drops of the serum are added to a few drops
of suspension of bacteria of the species injected, the bac-

teria lose their motility and collect in clumps and balls,

that is to S!iy, they become "airiilutinated." Those sub-

stances in tiie serum which produce agglutination are

termed "agglutinins."
The serum of the inoculated animal frequently shows

another new property. If a few drops of the serum are

adilcd toa cullure of "ihe bacterium in lluid medium some

products of bacterial action dissolved in the liquid arc

precipitated front solution. These substances in the

serum which cause such a precipitation are called "pre-

cipitins."

Frequently theserimiof thejnoculated animal acquires
the ])iiwfr of completely dis.solving the bacteria. Such a

serum is called a
"
bacteriolytic

" serum. The suljslances

in the serum which cause the dissolution of tlie bacteria

are called
"
liactcrioly sins.

"
or less strictly

"
lysins.

" The

process of disintegration of the bacteria is called "bac-

teriolysis" or simply "lysis."
The jirocess of "bacteriolysis was first described by

R. PfeilfiT, and is known as
"
PfeilTer's phenomenon."

Several valuable additions were made to Pfeiffer's de-

scription by Met.schnikolT and Bordet. The most im-

jiorlant discovery was made by Bordet, who foimd that

it is just as easy to immunize animals against other

cells as against bacteria. Bordet inoculated guinea-pigs
with the "red blood corpuscles of rabbits, and found that

the serum of the guinea-pig acquired the power of agglu-
tinating and also of dissolving the corpuscles of the rab-

bit. These observations have been extended so that now
it can be stated as a general law "that the serum of an
individual of species A, which has been treated with
. . . iniieulations of the erythrocytes of species B ac-

quires new properties which enable it to dissolve the

eiythrocytes of species B "
(Sachs, Lubarsch-Ostertag,

vii. Jalirgang).
The substances in the serum which cause the dissolu-

tion of the red corpuscles arc called
"
ha-molysins

"
; the

serum is "h;emolytic," the process is "hainolysis."
It is possible to ]iroduce sera which will dissolve other

cells also. In the literutureof the day one finds accoimts
of "ieucolysins," sera which dissolve leucocytes; "ne-

phrolysins," sera which dissolve kidney cells;
"
hepatoly-

sins," sera whicli dis.solve liver cells, etc.

la the same way there can be produced "ha;moagglu-
tinins," etc.

"
Precipitins

' can be formed by inoculating one animal
with the serimi of another. "

Coagtilins
" have been pro-

duced by inoculating one animal with the milk of an-

other.

An animal is said to be " immunized " when it is treated
with inoculations, whether of toxins, bacteria, red blood

corpuscles, serum, or any other material, and the animal
thus treated is spoken of as an " inumuie "

animal. Thus
a guinea pig can be immunized against cholera vibrios,
the guinea-pig's serum dissolving the vibrios. The
guinea-pig can he immunized against typhoid bacilli, the

serum agglutinating the bacilli. A rabbit can be im-
munized against human scrum, the serum of the immune
rabbit producing a precipitate in human serum. The
goat can be immunized again.st the red blood corpuscles
of I lie ox, the sennu of the immmie goat i)roducing lysis
of the red blood corpuscles of tjie ox, and so on.

In all such cases the serum of the inmiune animal be-
comes toxic for the species from which material was
taken for inoculation. In the hist case mentioned the
serum of the immune goat is toxic for oxen. A .serum
which is toxic for the cells of another animal is called a

"cytotoxin," though of course cytotoxin includes all

other cell toxins also. The general name for the process
of dissolution of cells is "cytolysis." Sera which cause
the dis.solution are "cytolysins." though of course any
other sid)stancc whicli produces solution of cells is a

cytolysin also. All of these reaction products in the
serum of an immuuized animal appear to have their ener-

gies especially directed against material like that with
which the animal was inoculated; hence these reaction

products are termed "antibodies."
Much information concerning the process of cytoljsis,

especially of ha'iuolysis, has been furnished in recent

years by the investigations of Ehrlich and his pupils
(see jKirticularly the works of Ehrlich, Morgenroth. and
Sach.s). In their first researches P^Urlich and Jlorgenroth
worked with the serum of a goat which had been im-
munized against the red blood corpuscles of a sheep, the

goat's serum, therefore, dissolving tlie red blood cor-

puscles of the sheep. Sidjsequentlj-, a great number
of different combinations was employed. Ehrlich and
Morgenroth corroborated Pfeiffer and Bordet in their

conclusion that there arc two substances in the scrum
concerned in producing c_ytol_vsis. One of these sub-
stances appeared as the result of inoculating or immn-
nizine; the animal. It was, therefore, called the " imniune

body>'
Ehrlich and Jlorgenroth found that the immune body

in the serum of the immuuized goat readily unites with
the red blood corpuscles of sheep. This immune body
by itself, however, even when united to the corpuscles
of the sheep, produced no change in them. The lysis
of the red blood corpuscles resulted only when a second
constituent of the serum was added. This substance
was, therefore, called "complement," because it com-

pleted the action of the immune body.
The immune body was a new constituent of the goat's

serum which first appeared after the goat had been
inoculated witli red blood corpuscles of the sheep. The
immune body was quite a stable body with marked re-

sistance to heat, light, and chemical reagents. It pos-
sessed the property of uniting with the red blood cor-

puscles of slieep. This union occurred quickly and even
at low temperatures. The immune body had an altinity
for the red blood corpuscles of sheep which was specific.
This specificity, it was found, was of a chemical nature,
as described above. The distinguishing feature of im-
mune body was that when immune body, complement,
and red blood corimscles of sheep were brought together
at a suitable temperature (about 37° C.) lysis of the red

blood corpuscles resulted.

The complement was a normal constituent of the goat's
serum, being neither increased nor diminished by the in-

oculations with corpuscles of sheep. The complement
occurred in normal goats which had not been inoculated.

It was also found in the serum of normal sheep and of

other normal animals. Complement was a very unstable

body with little resistance to heat, light, ami chemical

reagents. It could not be made to unite directly with
red blood corpuscles. Only after the immune body had
united u ith the sheep's corpuscles was it possible to

bring about iniion of the complement, and even then
union would not occur at low temperatures. The dis-

tinguishing feature of complement was that when com-

plement, immune body, and the red blood corpuscles of

sheep weie brought together at a suitable temperature,

lysis of the red blood corpu.sdes was ])roduced.
Ehrlich was able to explain in terms of th<' sidechain

theory the various phenomena manifested by the anti-

liodies mentioned in the outline just given. He con-

cluded that there must be several forms of side chain.

The simiile.st form is a side chain whose only function

is to unite with the foodstuff, thus bringing the fooil

within rear'h of the central group of the cell. This form

of side chain has been considered at length in describing
the side-chain theory of assimilation and of ;intitoxin

immunity.
A second form of side chain is so constructed that it

not only unites with the foodstuff but also exerts a cer-
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tain digc'slivc or enzyme-like action upon it before tlie

central group conies into play. This type of side cliain

contains two clieinieal groups: the haiUophorous group
and tlie zyniopliorous or enzyme-like group.

If any inoc\ilale<l material happens to have an allirdly

for an haptophorous group of sueli side chains union oc-

curs. The side eliain is thrown oil' from the cell, n<'\v

fiirniation, over|iroduction and selling free of side eliains

follow according to the requirements of the side-chain

theory. The side chains set free in the circulation being
identical with the pre-e.xisting side chain, are character-

ized by having both an haptophorous and a zymophorous
grou]). When such a fri'c side chain or antibody en-

counters material for whiidi it lias an allinity. in the first

plac<'. luiiiin occurs between the mutually atti'active

groups, and then the zymophorous group of the side chain

exerts its action upon the material.

Agglutiiuns and coagidins are to be classed as free side

chains or antibodies of this order, for they not only unite

wjtli substances for which they have an afllnity, but also

produce detiuite changes in those substances.

A third type of side chain remains to be considered.

Here the side chain possesses both a haptophorous group
witli atliniiy for some foodstulf and also a second binding

group witli allinity for an enzyme-like substance in the

circulation. Suitable food molecules unite with the hap-
tophorous group of these side chains, whereupon the

second binding group picks up the enzyme-like sub-

stance for wliicli it has an affinity, and changes are

brought about in the food by this enzyme-like substance.

If inoculated material happens to have an aftinity for

the haptophorous .group of such side chains, union oc-

curs, the side chains are thrown off, new formation and

overproduction follow, and the new side chains are set

free in the circulation. The free side chains or antiliodies.

being like the pre-existing side chains, are capable of

uniting Avith two substances; first, the inoculated ma-
terial; the other, the enzyme-like substance in the serum
of the inuiume animal.

If such a tree side chain or antibody encounters mate-
rial for winch it lias an affinity, union occurs between
the mutually attractive groups, and then the second bind-

ing group of the antibody piicks up from the circulation

the enzyme-like substance, which in turn e.xerts its action

through the antibody ujion the inoculated material.

This is the mechanism of cytolysis. The inoculated
cells have led to the new formation, overproduction, and
setting free in the circulation of certain side chains.
Tlie.se free side chains or antibodies are the immune
bodies in the serum of the immunized animal. The en-

zyme-like substance normally present in the serum of the
animal is the complement. If some cells of the sort in-

oi-ulatedare treated with serum of the immunized animal
under proper con<litions the iminune bod)' unites witli the

cells, tlie complement unites with the immune body, and
lysis of the cells results.

It is not yet delinitel}' settled whether precipitins are
antibodies of the second order like agglutinins, or of the
third order like cytolysins. Hecent investigations indi-

cate that the precipitins are antibodies of the third order.
These three types of side cliaiu sutlice to account for

all the reaction products thus far investigated. There
are many features of the side-chain theory"which cannot
be entered into in this review. In general it may be said
that the chemist's iioint of view li.-is been adhered U> by
Ehrlieh in dealing with alt the complicated phenoiiiena
met with in studies in immunity. From what has Ix'en

siud it is evident that the i)rerei(ui.sites of antibody for-

mation are few—a sid)stance inoculated into an animal
must ]iossess a chemical group (thehapto|)horous grouj))
which will unite with the side chain of some cell of the
animal. If the cell is not injured and if the inoculated
substance is not removed by digestion by the central

group, conditions ai-e favorable for antibody formation.
Several other antibodies are known in addition to those

already mentioned. 15y inoculating an animal with ter-

nienls it has been possible to produce "antifermcnts
"

"hicli are of the sanu; type as antitoxins. Hy inoculat-

ing with a serum rich in ag.glutiniiis or coagulins it lias

liecii possible to produce antibodies which prevent the
action of the agglutinin or coagulin. These substances
are termed "aiitiagglutinins" or "anticoagulins." They
are really "anti-antibodies.'' It has also been possible
to produce substances which prevent the action of the

complement, /.<., "anlicomplemenls" and substances
which prevent the action of the immune body, i.e., "auti-
inimune bodies."

Many of the substances mentiiuied above, such as

agglutinins, cytolysins, antieornplements, etc., have been
found in the serum of many normal animals. Such nor-

mal antibodies can be readily accounted for as free side

chains.

It has been found that the physical and chemical prop-
erties of the immune body and of the comphMuent are

subject to quite wide variations, and also that there are

great numbers of different immune bodies and comple-
ments in the serum of any one animal.
Evidence goes to show that the complement arises

from cells in the cii'culation, probably leucocytes. It has
been found also that a certain quite definite chemical
substance, lecithin, can act as complement.

It has been possible to ajiply nearly all of the deduc-
tions made from studies with ha;molytic sera to the vari-

ous infectious diseases and to various animal and vege-
table poisons.
There seems to be no fundamental antagonism between

the .side-chain theory of Ehrlieh and Jletschnikolf's pha-
.gocytic theory of immunity.

In concluding it will be well to give a list of other terms
used in the literature of immunity. It has been stated
that the complement is the unstable enzyme-like material

normally found in certain animals. This material is also

spoken of as "addiment," "cytase," or "'alexin."

The immune body is also called "amboceptor" (that is,

receptor with two binding groups), "substance sensibili-

satrice."
"
priiparator," "fixateur," "copula." "desmon,"

"intermediary body," or "
Hilfskorper." The anti-im-

mune bodies are also spoken of as "anti-amboceptors."
Urirry '/'. Mdv.ihall.

SIDEROSCOPE.—The use of a magnetic needle for de-

tecting foreign masjnetic bodies in the eve was first advo-
cated in 1880 by Thomas K. Pooley, of New York, but
the suggestion did not attract much attention until the

subject was taken up by Edward Asmus in 1894. who
utilized the principle in an instrument which he called a

niihruscope. Since then several modilications of the in-

strument have been brought forward, Init, for practical
purposes Hirschbcrg's model is probaldy the best. This
consists essentiall}' of a magnetic neeille suspended by a
vertical thread, to which is attached a small mirror. The
deriections of the needle produced by a foreign body iu

the eye of a patient is indicated by a beam of light from
a lamp which is reflected by the mirror upona graduated
scale. The chief disadvantage of tlie instriijucnt lies in

its instability, fur whicli reason it can be used with suc-

cess only in jdac-esfree from vibration. While it is quite
delicate, many ophthalmologists claim that it is entirely
unnecessary where Ilaab's giant magnet and an .cray
apparatus are available. Frederick Ihrmnn Verlioeff.

SIDEROSIS.—Ordinarily this term is used todesignate
the pigiiieiilation of the lungs ]U'<iduced by the inhala-
tion of any soil of metallic; dust, but strictly it should re-

fer to the deposition of iron |iigiiieiit alone in any of the
tissues of the liody. A full account of siderosis used iu

the former sense will hi; found under Piienniohiniosin.

True siderosis is usually due to the breaking down of
the r(;d corpuscles of the blood, and is best spoken of as

/i(i'iniiti>r/en<ii/fi nidfromn. This takes place to some extent
in many chronic diseases, but especially iu pernicious
aiKcmia, and involves particularly the liver, spleen, bono
m.arrow, and kidneys. It also (Occurs as the result of the

disintegration of hemorrhages, as is t he case, for instance,
in chronic |)a.ssivc congestion of the lungs, and not infre-

(jucnlly in tumors. For this reason tumors sliould nl-
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waj's be subjecteil to tlie test for iron before a conclusion
is drawn as to tlieir melanotic nature.

A condition of considerable importance in ophthal-

mology is Kii/eriiiiis Imlbi, which is due to the presence of

iron within the eve that has lodjrcd there as the result of

an injiMT. Tliis is of little inipurtance where the sever-

ity of the injury has been so great as to destroy sight at

once, or where it has given rise to panophlhahnilij. but
not infrequently a small bit of iron may jienetrate the

globe without producing nuich damage or .setting up
serious intianunalory disturbances. Under these condi-

tions the iron gradually disintegrates, and nunute parti-
cles of iron rust are carried to various parts of the eyi',

esiiecially the iris and retina, which take on a browni.sli-

red color. In the siiecimens examined by the writer, the

iron has l)een deposited in the form of small pigment
gmnules, which are always found within cells. They
are not coutincd to any sjiecial type of cell, though the

connective-ti.ssue cells of the iris stroma and the pigment
cells of the retina, including tho.se over the ciliary body
and iris, seem to take them up must freely. Both the

circular and radial muscle libres of the iris, however,
take them up, as do also to some e-xtent the ganglion
cells and nuclear bodies of the retina. The connective-

tissue cells about the canal of Schlemm, as might be

expected, are markedly involved. The cornea does not

seem to be involved unless iron particles have lodged in

its stroma, in which case the corneal corpu.sch's may be-

come packed with iron pigment to s\uh an extent that

the cornea assumes a rust color. The epithelial cells

beneath the lens capsule may also take up the pigment.
The writer has never seen the choroid involved, nor the

optic nerve, though the disc may be pigmented. T!ie

iron pigmentation of the r<-tina leads to atrophy of the

latter, as is manif<'sted subiectively by night blindness,

contraction of the visual field, and llnally total blindness.

Siderosis bullii, however, does not iihvays result when a

particle of iron remains in the eye, l/ecause in many cases

the foreign body is thoroughly encapsvdated in connec-
tive tissue. In one of the writer's specimens the eye
became intensely pigmented within three years after the

injury, and in this case the foreign body was not encaji-
sulated but was simply adherent to the retina, where it

had suid; down and come in contact with it below. Side-

rosis buUii can also be ha'malogenous in origin, sometimes

resulting from an intraocular hi'iiiorrhage. In order to

distinguish this from tln^ siderosis dependent upon the

disintegration of a foreign body, von llippel applies the

term .eenorjeiimis niclfroitis to the latter. Siili'rosi'ii votijnnc-
tivie may be produced by the long-continued use of sid-

phate of iron as a collyrium. The best dilferential

method of staining histological sections for iron is to

place them for six hours in a twoper-cent. solution of

equal parts of potassium ferro- and ferricyanidc, and
then in acid alcohol for six hours. In this way both the
ferrous and ferric sidts give a beautiful blue reaction.

Frederick Herman Verhoeff.

SIDONAL, piperazine quinate, is a compound designed
to combine tli<' solvent power of piperazine for uric acid
with till' power of (|iiinic acid to restrain uric-acid forma-
tion. Blunienthal and licvin found tlie compound to re-

duce the excretion of uric acid and to increase that of

hippuric acid. Bardet, in three cases of gout, admin-
istered 3-5 gm. (gr, xlv.-lxxv.) a day, and tested the
urine twice a month: there was a moderate but steady
decrease in uric acid. Salfeld speaks highly of the rem-

edy in gout, but obtained no effect in a case of acute
articular rheumatism. F. F. Ward, of New York, ap-
plied the remedy in various cases with gouty, rheumatic,
or neuralgic pains. In thosi^ cases with excessive secre-
tion of uric acid there was marked amelioration, and in

all other cases no effect. The dose of .sidonal is 1 gm.
(gr. XV.) several times a day. Its combination with lith-

ium citrate is called "nrosin."
"New .sidonal

"
is described by Huber and Lichtenstein

as quinic anhydride. It is given for gout in dosage of
2.5 gm. (gr. xi.) a day. W. A. Buskdo.

SILICOSIS.—The term applied to the pulmonary con-
ilition arising from the inhalation of (piartz dust. The
histological changes and the sym])tomatology are identi-
cal with those of f/ttilii-(,.ii.s, or" marblecutter's lung."
Silicosis is of much less frecjuent occurrence than the
latter condition, and is seen chielly in those jiarts of the

country in which mining, crushing, and stamping of

quartz ores are carried on ("miner's consumption "). In
granite-workeis silicic dust is deposited in the lungs in
association with the dust of the other constituents of the
stone. The condition of silicosis may also be seen in the

lungsof individuals ex]Hised to silicic dust, in such occu-
pations as the crushing of Hints in glass manufacture,
poli.shing and culling of rock crystal, agate, etc. Il has
been said that the symptoms of silicosis develop more
rapidly Ihan those of clialicosis, and as a rule are more
severe, for the reason that the quartz dust is more irritat-

ing and less capable of solution by the body juices than
is dust composed of calcium carbonate.

"

The clinical

picture of silicosis is that of a libroid pneumonia, and. as

secondary tvd)erculosis is of very freipient oecurience,
the linal course of the disease is usually that of a libroid

tuberculosis. (See also Pneumonokoniosis).
Aidred Scot I Warthin.

SILVER.— I. Gener.m, Mkdkin.vi, Puori-.iiTiKs of
Co.MPOLNDs ok Sii.vek.—In medicinal dosage the most
important ettect that follows persistent internal medica-
tion with silver is the tendency to a bluish-black discolor-
ation of the skin and mucous mendiranes. This staining
shows first on the mucous mend>ranes. so that by inspec-
tion of the inner surfaces of the lips and of the fauces,

during a course of medication by silver, and by stoppage
of the medicine upon the first beginning of a bluish dis-

coloration of those parts, no serious risk of staining of
the skin need be incurred. As a rule, elficient dosage
with silver can be maintained for from one to three
months before coloration begins. In overdosage silver

is a constitutional poison, impairing nutrition generally,
and deranging the nervous system particularly. Thera-

peutically, impregnation of the system with silver tends
to oppose, albeit feebly, the onward march of certain
diseases of the nervous system, such as epilepsy and
tabes dorsalis. But in the more intractable of these dis-

eases, such as tabes, the iulluence is so slight as to be of

no value— if, indeed, it exist at all—and in epilepsy other
remedies are far more potent. The use of silver for con-
stitutional effect is, therefore, in modern practice, quite
aband<ined.

Locally, the effects of silver compounds dilTerwith the

individual preparations according to their solubility, and
will be described in connection with the several com-

pounds themselves.
II. The CoMi'OT-Nns of Silver L^sed in ^Iedicixe.—

These comprise the <f.ridc, indidc. and iiitnite. The ci/ii-

iiidc is also oliicial in the United Slates Pharmacoiueia,
but for pharmaceutical purpose only.
Sihvr Oxide: Ag.j(J. Silver oxide is official in the

United States Pharniacop(eia as Arr/e/iti Oj-iduiii. Silver

Oxide. It is a heavy, dark brownish-black powder,
odorless, but of a metallic taste. It is liable to undergo
reduction upon exposure to light. Il is very slightly
soluble in water and is insoluble in alcohol. It should
be kept in <lark amber-colored bottles, jirotected from
the light. This oxide readily yields its oxygen in pres-
ence of oxidizable matter, and lience should not be tritu-

rated with any such material. It dissolves in water
of anunoiiia. From its coniparative insolubility this

comiiotmd has little local ellecl, but when swallowed,

probably through chenucal conversion, it is capable of

absorption, and exerts the constitutional ellects of silver

such as they are. In such operati(m theoxide is thought
to be less prone to discolor the skin than the nitrat<'. but
it is certainly not wholly innocent of this tendency.
Upon the stomach and bowels silver oxide has quite a
marked potency to allay irritaliility, tending to quell

vomiting, even in such comidaints as ulcer and cancer of

the stomach, and to control diarrha'a when ari.sing as a
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retltx of nervous irritation. Tliu principal oinpIoynK'nt
of till' medicine is in sucli disorders of tlu^ difieslive ap-

paratus. Tlie average dose is aliout O.dO gni. (gr. i.),

best given
"

i ^i')wder or capsule. Tlie i)ill form is bad.

because of til ^ '.ieo.\idalion of tlie c<iuipound by the or-

ganic matter of the e.vcipient, which reaction may even
be attended by e.vplosion. Gum araliic is reconmieuded

as the least objcc'tiouable e.xcipienl.
iSilivr Jinlkle : Agl. The salt is oftieial in the i'liitcd

States Phannacopieia as Arfjcnti lodUluni, Silver Iodide.

It is a lieavy. light yellow powder, which, when pure,
is not alTected by light other tlian to change color to a

greenish-yellow. It is insoluble in water or alcohol. It

should lie kept in dark, amber-colored bottles, protected
from the light. Silver iodide is, medicinally, substan-

tially a duplicate of the o.xide, and may be used for tlie

same puriioses and in the same dose.

Silcer Sitratc : AgNOs. This, by far the most im-

portant compound of silver, is offlciul in the United
Slates Pharmaeopceia in three conditions, namely, in

crystals, in cylindrical sticks moulded by fusion, and in

similar sticks in admixture with equal parts of potassium
nitrate.

Argenti yUras, Silver Xitrate. This title signifies the

salt in crystals. These crystals are small, transparent
rhombs, originally colorless, but gradually becoming
grayish black on exposure to light and air. They are

odorless, but have a strong metallic taste. They dissolve

freely in water, in twenty-six parts of cold alcohol, and
in live jiarts of boiling alcohol. When heated to about
200 C. (393° F.), the crystals fuse to a faintly yellow^

li(|uid, which, on cooling, congeals to a purelj' white,

crystalline mass. Silver nitrate should be kept in dark
amber-colored vials protected from the light. These

crystals constitute the purest form of the nitrate, and
are used for internal giving or for the making of .solu-

tions.

Argenti Xitras Fiisus, Jloulded Silver Nitrate, "Fused
Xitrate of Silver," "Lunar Caustic." The crystals are

melted by heat, and the fused salt poured into moulds
whore it sets on cooling. But inasmuch as the pure ni-

trate is, when fused, inconveniently brittle, the Pharma-

<;opa'ia provides for a trilling admixture of silver chlo-

ride, which is a tough compound. To this end about
four per cent, of hydrochloric acid is added to the melted

crystals, whereby a small portion of the nitrate is con-

verted into chloride. Reaction having ceased, the mixed
mass is ready for moulding. Lunar caustic is cast in

narrow cylindrical sticks, which are hard, brittle, and,
when freshly made, white in color. As commonly
found, however, they are gray, or even blackish,

through chemical reaction with m-itters present in the

atmosphere. Fused nitrate of silver should be used only
for its legitimate purpose, that of external application.
The sticks should be kept protected from the light.

Argenti A'itras Dilutun, Diluted Silver Nitrate. Silver
nitrate and potassium nitrate, the latter in double the

iiuaiitity of the former, are melted together by heat and
tlie fused mass moulded into sticks like those of the sim

pIc' moulded silver nitrate. Tlie sticks of the diluted
nitrate resemble those of the pure nitrate except that

they are granular rather than fibrous in texture. They
are conimonly called

"
mitigated sticks

" of silver nitrate.

They should be kept protected from the light. The
sticks dissolve freely in water and possess the same
properties as the undiluted lunar caustic, only in mil-
der degree. They are used only for local aiiplication.

Silver nitrate dilVers from the oxide and iodide in the
es.sential particular of free solubility, on which luciperty
ilepcndlhe most valuable medicinal virtues of tlie salt.

The most im|iorlaiit reactions of the nitrate are that its

Solutions are iireeipitat<'d by soluble chlorides to form
the very insoluble salt, silver chloride. This reaction is

one of the most delicate in chemistry, and since traces of
chloridi's are present in almost all natural waters, the use
of distilled water is necessary for solutions of silver ni-

trate, if a clear, bright .solution be desired. Silver nitrate
also reacts on organic matter generally, suiTcring decoiu-

po.sition, and forming, with the organic substance, com-
pounds insoluble and aciiuiring a rusty brownish-black
color under the action of light. Hence sticks of lunar
caustic grow gray and black on the surface by keeping,
by reaction with the organic dust of the atmosphere, and
solutions of silver nitrate deposit a fine black sediment,
and stain textile fabrics and skin. The stain on the skin,
if recent, can be removed fairly well by rubbing with a
moistened lump of potassium cyanide, and washing—
always n'liiembering the verv irritant and poisonous char-
acter of such cyanide. But if tlie slain be old, and lixed

by exposure to sunlight, the cyanide fails, and the fol-

lowing means may be resorted to: >Ioisten the stains,

drop on them a little tincture of iodine, and then wash in

a six-percent, solution of sodium hyposulphite. f)r,

very efficient, mix in a saucer a few liits of iodine with
a little water of ammonia: nili the stains (jnickly with
the resulting jireparation, and immediately wash both
skin and saucer wliile they are still wet. This latter ]ire

caution is necessary, since the comiiound of iodine and

nitrogen produced by the mixture of chemicals sixinta-

neously explodes upon slight agitation when dry. Other
reactions of silver nitrate are its i)recipitation by sul-

phuric, hydrosulphuric, phosphoric, hydrochloric, and
tartaric acids and their salts; by the alkalies and their

carbonates, ume water and the vegetable astringents,
and arsenical and albuminous solutions.

Silver nitrate is an irritant astringent, with also the

peculiar speeilic effects of silver compounds already de-

tailed, viz., the allaying of gastric irritability, anil the

induction of certain constitutional control over nervous
disease. The local effects are the more important, and
are as follows: The salt readilj- combines with albumin
to make an insoluble compound, the albuminate of sil-

ver; hence, when in strong solution or iu solid stick, its

application to the surface of a mucous membrane or of

granulation tissue produces a white streak of cauteri-

zation, which, by the insolubility of the compound
formed, limits the action of the caustic to the production
of such shallow slough. Concentrated applications to

the skin speedily blacken the epidermis, and, more slow-

ly, raise a blister. In solutions less than ten per cent.

in strength the salt is hardly caustic, but acts only
as an irritant astringent. When swallowed, quite small
doses act locally like the oxide, while large produce irri-

tant poisoning. Therapeutically, local applications of

silver nitrate judiciously made have a marked tendency
to promote absorption iu such tissues as are capable of

undergoing this process; to induce healing; to limit and
abate the catarrhal process; to destroy skin parasites,

though not very searchinglv ; and to neutralize the viru-

lence of specifically noxious pus.
The medicinal uses of silver nitrate are such as may be

deduced from the foregoing. Internally the medicine

may be given, for constitutional or kical effect, iu doses
of from 0.01.5 to 0.03 gm. (from about one-fourth to one-
half grain) in pill or solution. In neither way of giving
does the salt probably reach the stomach as nitrate; for,
if iu solution, a medicinal dose must almost certainly be

decomposed in the swallowing, and, if in pill, be acted
on similarly by the necessary organic matter of the ex-

cipient. To obviate this cfTect as far as possible in the
case of pills, it is advised tliut b'-ead-crumb be particu-
larly avoided as an excipient, b-jcause of its containing
a soluble chloride (common salt) as well as organic mat-

ter, and that some vegetable extract, or a dry powiier
made sticky by a mininuim of gum. be selected. In any
case the crystallized silver salt should alone be pre-
.scrihed. Kxternally, silver nitrate may be used as a

caustic, but only where a superficial elTeet is wanted, as

for the destruction of the lining membrane of a cyst.
The fused stick is in such cases used, its moistened sur-

face being swejit over t he surface to be destroyed. More
common is the application to promote absorption, as iu

case of exuberant granulation tissue or trachoma bodies;
to determine healing, as in unhealthy ulcers; or to

shorten and abate the course of a catarrh. For such

purposes various strengths of the nitrate are u.scd, from
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application of the pure or diluted sticks of lunar caustic

to that of solutions of not more than llic one-fifth of one

per cent, strength. Todeterniiiie alisoijition llie stronger

applicationsare necessary, to control catarrhs tlie weaker;
but in all cases care sho'.ild be taken not to overdo tlie

matter, and, by too strong or too frequent aiiplication,

actually to interfere through excess of irritation with

liealing or witli resolution. In the case of catarrhs,

moreover, the remedy should mjt be use<l at all until the

second stage of the "process is readied, as betokened by
the establishment of the <'atarrhal seeretion and abate-

ment of the initial jiain or sensitivi'ness. Then, t(jo, the

strength of the application sliould lie adjusted to tlie

dilTerent degrees of sensibility of the dilTerent mucous
meml)ianes; for while the comparatively insensitive

membranes, such as those of the fauces or vagina, may
t«kc a live-percent, solution, or even stronger, hardly
more than tlie orie-lenih of this strength <'an be applied
without undue irritation to the nasal passages or to the

male urethra. When a very l>rief action is wanted, the

aiiplication of silver may lie followeil immediately by
one of a solution of common salt, wliicli s;dt immedi

ately precipitates all excess of nitrate as the insoluble,

and therefore inert, compound, silver chloride.

Silrer Cyanide: AgCX. This salt is official in the

United States Pharmacopoeia as A rr/enti Ci/iuiiduiii. Sil-

ver Cyanide. This salt is an insoluble white powder,
not used in medicine, and oll'icial only for the making,
by the pharmacist, of dihiled hydrocyanic acid.

Besiiles the foregoing, a uiimlier of unofficial prepara-
tions of silver deserve brief notice.

Silcer yiU'lUue, Arriyml.—This R'markable compound
has recently been prepared and jiroposed for medical use

by Barnes and Hille. of Philadelphia (Medical Record,

May 24tli. 1902). A salt solution of vitelline, a derived

proteid obtained from gliadin. is precipitated by silver

nitrate. Such precipitate
—-silver vitelliiK— iiroperly

diied. appears as a dark-brown powder. The substance
contains thirty per cent, of silver, aliout half the amount
contained in silver nitrate, and is remarkable for being
extremely soluble in water, while at the same time it

does not precipitate albumin or sodium chloride, and is

wholly unirritating. Its solution also penetrates albu-

minoid tissues very readily and thoroughly. Silver
vitelline thus possesses all the desiderata for an ideal

silver iirejiaration, and has bc'in used with great success

as a local aiiplication in iiillammations of the mucous
memlinine of the eye, ear, nose, vagina, urethra, and
bladder. It is employed in acjueous solution ranging in

strength from one-tenth of one per cent, to twenty-five
per cent, and upward, according to the character and
sensitiveness of the part. Even a ten-per-cent. solution

applied as an injection in acute gouorrha?a produced no
irritation (Christian).

CoUiiidal Silirr (Soluble Silver, Collargol).
—This is a

bluish-green substance obtained by precipitating with
silver nitrate a mixed solution of ferrous sulphate and
sodium citrate. Collargol contains 97.2 percent, of sil-

ver, dissolves in 2n parts of water forming a dark red-

dish-brown solution, and is easily decomposed. Its

aqueous solution, on standing, deposits a small sediment
of insoluble silver.

Collargol, introduced into the general circulation, has
been tieclared by Crede and others to exercise a icinark-

alile curative power over the conditions of general septic
infection, whether by action on the micro-organisnis
thi'mselves or on their toxins is not clear. At the same
time the remedy is non-poisonous and. being rapidly
eliminated after absorption, does not produce argyria.
TIk- only untoward effect observed has been a slight chill

and rise of temperature, but even this is not seen if

(using by iutcavenous injection) care is taken that the

solution be free from sediment.

Collargol may be administered by iniinctiou or by in-

travenous injection. For the latter method a carefully
prepared, freshly made solution in distilled water is to

lie used, of a strength of one-half to one per cent. If a
sediment forms, the supernatant liquor must be de-

canted. Of such a solution from half a fluidrachtn to
five fliiidraclinis maj- be injected directly into some su-

perficial vein once or twice daily, or every two or three

days. The more common method of administration,
however, is by inunction. Fur this purpose a fifteen-

percent, ointment is used, of wliici the quantity of
from thirty to forty-five grains is rubbed thoroughly
into the skin of the inner side of the arms or thighs, or
of the back, from one to three times daily. Collargol
ointment decomposes readily and should not be exposed
to the air. An ointment should not be used that shows
white crystals on the surface, or thai fails to color the
skin black on inunction. An ointment having the offi-

cial sanction of Professor Crede is <in the market under
the title "Unguentum Crede." This oiniment contains
fifteen percent, of collargol in a mi.vture of lard, wax,
and benzoic ether.

Silrec Sulphocarhvhite, C„IL(0H)S03Ag. This com-
pound occurs as a white crystalline powder soluble in

water. It contains twenty-eight per cent, of silver. If

exposed to light and air it decomposes spontaneously.
It has been proposed as a substitute for silver niti'ate be-
cause non-corrosive.

Sihrr Citrate: i^roZ. AgjCoHsOv. This compound is

a fine, dry powder, without taste or smell, very slightly
soluble in water. Its solution is immediately decom-
po.sed by organic matter. Like silver vitelline, it is non-
irritant and penetrating, and has been proposed as a
surgical disinfectant and for injection in gonorrhfca and
cvstitis. The strength of solution ranges from 1 to

4", 000 to 1 to 8,000.
Silver Lactate: Actnl, AgCsHsOs. This compoimd is

a while powder, without taste or smell, and soluble in

from fifteen to twenty parts of water. It is a powerful
germicide, and penetrates tissues, although decomposed
by contact with the same. It is used as a surgical anti-

septic, and strong, even saltirated solutions may be ap-
plied to infected parts. Ordinary strengths are 1 to

1,000 or 2,000 parts of water.
Silrer Qiriitasept'/lale or O.ry-chiiwliii-sulplionate : Ar-

gentol, CsHsN.OHSOjAg. This compound is a yellow
powder, slightly soluble only in water. In contact with

septic substances it decomposes into oxyquinolin and
metallic silver. It is used in surgery as a dusting pow-
der, or applied in ointment (1 or 2 parts to 100 of oint-

ment) or in solution. 1 to 3 parts to 1,000 of water

Arijciit,iiii)ii.
—This name is given to a solution of sil-

ver phosphate (10 parts) iu a ten-percent, aqueous solu-

tion of the organic base ethylendiamin. It is a ckxar

fluid, strongly alkaline, and is devised to give a non-poi-
sonous and unirritating antiseptic solution which shall

not precipitate albumin. It is diluted one thou,sandfold
for use.

Arijonin.
—This name is given to a body obtained by

precipitating with alcohol a mixed solution of silver

nitrate and a sodium i-ompoimd of casein. Argonin is

a white powder, neutral in reaction; insoluble in cold

water, but readily soluble iu warm or albuminous water.
Solutions must lie kept away from exposure to light. It

has been used in gonorrha'a in solutions of from 1 to 7

parts in 1,000 of water.

Largin.—-This name is given to an albumin compound
of silver occurring as a gray powder soluble in it parts
of water. Largin is powerfully germiciilal while non-

irritating, and is not precipitated by albumin or sodium
chloride. It has been used in gonorrho'a in solutions

riuiging in strength from one-fourth to one and a half

per cent.

Protargol.
—This name is given to a silver albuniose

containing eight per cent, of silver. It is a yellow pow-
der, freely .soluble in water; unatTected by heat, albumin,
or sodium chloride in weak solution, and wholly unir-

ritating. It may be used with great freedom as a lo-

cal application, being employed in solutions varying in

strength from five to twenty -five per cent.

Kdieard Curtis.

SILVER, POISONING BY.—See ^r</yna.
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SIROLIN is a ten-per-cciit. svni|) of Ihincol. (See
Thio,:,l.\ ir. A. B.

SITKA HOT SPRINGS.—Loratinn on Baronoff Island.

Alaska, sixiwii miles sniitli of Silka. 'I'liey are reached

fniiii Sitka by Imats only. Fi>ui' linuses have Ijeeii Iniilt

at this place, three with bath rodins attached. In IHUO

a hospital for rheiiniatisrii and skiu aud blood diseases

was opened by tlie Hiissiaii-.\iiiericaii Company. The
baths were found to be very beneficial in syphilitic
affections. The Indians have resorted to the springs for

many years. They arc aliout thirty feet above the sea-

level, "anil distant from salt water about fifty yards.
The sprinijs are four in number, but the rate of water
flow is \inkuown. The temperature of the water is 120'

F., and it is said to contain suliduir, iron, manganese,
ami chlorine. The weather in this region is generally
clear during the summer months, with a temperature
ranging from 60° to 80° F. The spring aud fall seasons

are rainy, and the winters cold and cloudy, the tempera-
ture varying from zero or a little below to 40' F. The
spnng season is considered preferable for visiting the

springs. Other hot springs are located on Chickagoff
Island, about eighty miles from Sitka, but as yet no
name has been given to them. Little is known concern-

ing them, e.xeept that they have some reputation among
the Indians in the same diseases as those mentioned
above. Within half a mile of Sitka, on a road called

Davis Avenue, there is an iron spring flowing from a

rock. It has not been analyzed, but it was formerly
esteemed by the Russians for its tonic properties,

Jitiiie.'i K. Crook.

SKAGG'S HOT SPRINGS.—Sononfa County, Califor-

nia.

Post-Office.—Skagg's Springs. Hotel and cot-

tages.
Access,—From Tiburon Ferry, San Francisco, 7:40

A..M. and 3:30 p.m. ; arrival at Geyserville, where con
neclion is made with stage for springs at 11 .^.m. au<l

7 I' M, Connections from Sacramento by Carquiuez
and Santa Rosa Railroad to Santa Rosa, thence via

San Francisco and Northern Pacific Railroad to Geyser-
ville.

Skagg's Hot Springs are pleasantly located in the

Of)ast Range Mountains, in a picturesque spot, nine
miles we.st of Geyserville and twenty miles east of the

coast. The surrounding mountains are clothed with

every variety of California verdure, and they abound
with trout streams. Many varieties of game are also

found, including bear, deer, grouse, aud cjuail. W'e are

informed that a new road from the springs to the coast

has recently been constructed, making accessible the

Gualalla River, a widely celebrated trout-fisliing stream.
The springs, four in number, yield fifteen gallons per
minute, the water having a temperature of about I'iO' to

140' F., and a somewhat pungent, agreeably alkaline

taste. E.\cellent bathing facilities have been provided.
Analy.ses have been made b_v Prof, Eugene W. Hilgard
and Dr. Winslow Anderson, wliich show no material
difference in their results. That of Professor Hilgard
is as follows:
One United States gallon contains (solids): Sodium

chloride, gr. .5.90; sodium bicarbonate, gr. 161.27; so-

dium biborale. gr, 26,47; magnesium carbonate, gr,
11.11; calcium carbonate, gr, 2,20; silica, gr. 7.02; so-

dium iodide, |)otassium cldorid<\ jiotassium sulphate.
Jiotassium iodide, magnesium sulphate, ferrous carbo-

nate, barium carbonate, lithium earl)onate, strontium

carbonate, alumina, and organic matter, very small

quantities. Total solids, 214.81) grains.
Free carbonic-acid gas. 124 euliie inches.
The waters here are very useful in i-heumatism, neural-

gia, sciatica, etc, as well as in alTeelions involving the
bladder and kidneys. They are highly recommendeil by
meilical men on the coast, and tlie proprietor has deter-

mined to keep the resort open all tlie year.
•liiiiuK A'. Vrooli.

SKIN, ANATOMY OF.—See Tin: Appkndix.

SKIN, FUNCTIONS OF.—The functions of the skin

may be eonvenienlly <lassiljed as follows:
I. Protective; U, 10.\cietory; III. Temperature-regu-

lating; IV. Absorptive; V. Sen.sory.
I. PiiOTECTivK Ft NOTIONS oi-' TiiK Skin.—As an outer

covering of the body, the skin protects the deeper parts
(«) from evaporation. (Ii) from excessive wear and tear,

and (') from mechanical violence. The outer layer of
the skin (epidermis) has a stru<-ture like horn, and forms
a shell over the entile body. The deeper hiyers of the
skin and the subiacent tissues and organs are constantly
bathed with lymph, whieli must be renewed from the

blood, and if it were not for the horny covering of the

epidermis the lymph would evaporate from tlie surface
more rapidly than it could be renewed, and the nerve

endings aud other delicate structures in the deeper layers
would be thrown out of function. The secretion
of the sebaceous glands (oil ghindsi, by keeping the

epidermis slightlj- permeated with oil, is of material aid
in preventing this evaiioratiou. It is very important
that some water sliotild be evaporated from the surface
of the skin, but this is provided for through the sweat
glands, whose function will be considered in Sections II.

and III,

The epidermis of the skin is obviously a great protec-
tion against wear and tear, which the softer parts, under-
neath, would not stand. It varies in thickness in differ-

ent parts of the body, being thickest in those parts whicli
are most used in such a manner as to wear them away;
for example, the palms of the hands and the soles of the
feet. In some places it is reinforced by nails and by
hair, which are in structure simply modified epidermis.
As the outer layer of epidermis is worn off it is leplaced
from the deeper layers.

Lying iinmediately under the epidermis comes the
dermis (cutis vera, true skin), and beneath this is the
subcutaneous connective tissue (superficial fascia). In

this connective tissue there is a large amount of fat in

an ordinarily well-nourished individual. This fat, in

proper quantity, not only covers the angularity of mus-
cles and joints, thus giving beauty to the figure, but it

forms a protective pad, which breaks the force of blows,

prevents the penetration of foreign bodies (as in punc-
ture wounds and cuts) to important deeper lying struc-
tures (arteries, nerves, etc), and otherwise adds to the

protective function of the skiu. As a protection against
mechanical violence the hair often plays an important
part, as on the scalp.

II. The; Skin as an Excretory Organ,—The chief
excretions of the skin are the .sebum (oil) and the sweat.
In many of the lower animals the skin is an important
respiratory organ—a frog will live for days with his re-

spiratory centre destroyed—and this function is not en-

tirely lost in man. It is certain that some carlion dioxide
is given off by the skiu of man, and it is probable that a

very sliglit amount of oxygen may be taken in. but in

either case the amount is so small that for practical pur-
poses it may be disregarded.
The sebum (oil) is .secreted by the sebaceous glands,

which are found all over the skin with the exception of
the palms of the hands and the sides of the feet. "Where
hairs occur the sebaceous glands commonly empty into

the hair follicles. One of the chief functions of the se-

bum is to keep both the hair and the skin from becoming
harsh and brittle.

The sweat glands are the most important excretory
organs of the skiu. but it is a common error to sup]iose
that in hi'iiltli they play a promiiicnt part in the elimina-
tion of waste proilucts. such as urea and allied sub-

stances. Chemical analysis shows that the sweat con-
tains about !)8, 8 parts of water and 1.2 parts of solids.

Of these solids common salt (sodium chloride) is the most
abundant—the salty taste of sweat is probably known to

every one. Hy weight there are only 8 parts of urea to

10.000 of sweat, and sometimes it is present merely in

traces; while the amount of urea in urine is about two
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per ci'ut. Ill disease, however, this rehition is greatl.v
alli'ied, and when the kidneys refuse tn seerele nitrogen-
ous waste ijiiidiicts. tlie sweat glands talie u]) this I'liue-

tion to u large extent, .so tliat they fcirni the great sal'et\'

valve against what is commonly ealled uiiemic poi,son-

ing. By far the most iin|iorlaiit funelioii of the sweat is

to furnish the surfaee of the skin with water, which, by
its evaporalion, produces a loss of heat from the surface

of the body. This will be more fully taken up under
the lemperature-regulaling functions of the skin. The

quantity of sweat varies greatly. It (lepen<ls upon the

temperature of lli(^ surrounding air. muscular activ-

ity, the amount of liquid drunk, the activity of the kid-

ueys, etc.

The secretion of sweat is intimately under the control

of the nervous system. The etfcet of certain mental
states (such as fear) upon sweating is proverbial. There
is a deliuite set of secretory nerves to the sweat glands.
The course of these tibres has been fairly well mapped
out. The best experimental evidence is afso in favcjr of

the view that there are sweat centres in the sjiinal cord,

and that the.se are all doniinalcd by a chief sweat centre

in I lie medulla oblongata. This arrangenient hcljis us
to uiulerstand the localized sweating in certain nervous
diseases: and the moist skin, in the crisis of fevers, can

best be interpreted as a return of the centres to normal
action after a temporary sus]iension of activity.
When the skin of an animal is variiislied. lh<' animal in

most instances dies. A case is on record in which a boy
was covered with gold foil in order to represent an angel
at a religious ceremony, and lost his life as the result of

such coating. The.se cases are often quoted as showing
the baneful elTects of retention of the perspiration with
the jioisonous waste products which it was suppo.sed to

<_'ontaiii. This ex]daiiation, however, is erroneous. In
numerous animals, experimented upon by varnishing,
it was found that the body temperature falls with great

rapidity, that they may be kept alive for a lonj; time by
artitieial warmth, and that there is no such accumulation
of poisons in the blood as would be called for by the old

theory. The cause of death is the excessive and rajiid
loss of heat from the skin.

III. TKMI'KK-iTtHl;-REOUI,.\TINCl FUNCTION OF THE
Skin.—This is certainly one of the most important func-

tions which the skin has to perform. The temperature
of the body depemis upon two factors, viz., the heat juo-
due<'d in the bod}', and the heat lost from the body; or,

as they are generally ealh'd, heat iiroduction and heat

dissipation. Each of these is controlled by the nervous

system, and each may Viiry independently of the other.

The constant tcmiierature of warni-lilooded animals de-

pends upon a constant bahuice between these factors.

For a fuller disciis.sion of this question, see article Ciih>-

riiiietry, this Hanohook, Vol. II., especially ]ip. 507-
570.

The skin is the chief seat of heat dissipation. This is

regulated by the nervous system in two wa.vs, viz.,

throujili the blood supply to the skin, and by perspira-
tion. When heat dissipation is to be iucrea.scd, the vaso-
motor centre, acting through (he vaso-dilator nerves to

th(! blood vessels of the skin, causes tla^se vessels to

dilate, and thus to receive an extra supply of blood.
The skin becomes Hushed and warm, and a large amo'.mt
of heat is radiated olT. On the other hand, when heat

di.ssipalion is to be reduced, the vaso-motor centre acts

through the vasoconstrictor nerves to the vessels of the

skin, causing their calibre to diminish. The blood is

driven from Ihe skin tothe deeper partsof the body: the
skin beci>mes pale, or blue, and cold, and tlie radiation
of heat from the surface is consequenlly diminished.
The vasomotor centre responds readily to impulses

reaching it through alTereiil nerves. an<l is also probably
capable of being stimulated by changes in the tempera-
ture of the blood itself, .so that it forms a self regulating
machine for com rolling heat dissipation, and is lu-obabl)'
the most delicate mechanism involved in mainl;iiniiig the

temperature of the body constant. For a iroie detailed
discussion of vasomotor nerves, containing much that

has a direct bearing ou vasomotors to the skin, the
reader is referred to the article Ciiriilfdioii of the Blood,
this lI-\Ni)iiooK. Vol. 111., especially pp. 11.1-118.

As an important adjuvant to vaso-motor changes in

the skin, and their inliuenee ou body temperature, we
have the sweat glands. These are directlj- under the
control of the nervous system, and are commonly called
into activity at Ihe same time that the vessels of the skin
are dilated. This relation is s<i lU'ououncc'il that for a
time it was contended that the blood su]i])ly was the
cause of their secrrlion: The (juestion was settled, how-
ever, by the simple ex])eiinient of slimulatiuf; the sciatic

nerve in an amiiutatcd leg (cat), and observing that drops
of sweat appeared on the balls of the feet; though, of

course, the blood pressure was nil, thus proving that
true secretorj' nerve fibres to the sweat glands exist.

The sweat centres are therefore important regulators of
the body temperature.
The sweat glands are always in a state of greater or

less activity. Jlosi of the time the sweat evaporates as
soon as it reaches the surface, and is not percei\ cd by us.

This is commonly called insensible perspiration. The
amount thus evaporated from the entire surface of the

bod}' in twenty-foiu' hours may be considerable. Some
have estimated it as high as two litres, tlnrngh this is

probably excessive. Half that amount would be a fairer

average. When much heal is |u-oduced in the body, as

during muscular work, or when the air about us is hot,
the quantity secreted may be several times as great. In
this case the amount of heat lost through the warm
sweat which rolls off the body is considerable, but the
main loss of heat is always by evaporation. In the dry
hot skin of certain fevers, the trouble is probably in the

nervous system (involving the sweat centres), and the
lack of sweat and cvaiioration helps materially to keep
up the fever temperature (see article Culoiiiiietry. ^ 6).

IV. Absorptivk Function of tiih Ski.n.—Under ordi-

nary circumstances the skin ab.sorbs practically nothing,
so that from a physiological standpoint it might be dis-

regarded : from a practical stand point in clinical medicine
its absorptive powers arc of great importance, espeeiallj'
as a channel for the administration of drugs. It is com-

monly stated that miMliciiics injected by i)oderniically will

produce their ellVcls four or five times more nipidly than
when given by the mouth, when the skin and tliestoniac'h

each exhibit their normal jiowers of absorjition; but far

more important than this is the cerUiiDtj/ of absorp-
tion by the hyiiodermic method. The stomach is very
treacJicrous as an absorptive organ. In many cases its

absorptive function seems to be suspended for hours,
and is then suddenly resumed with full vigor; repeated
do.ses of strong medicines fail to produce any elTcct. and
then without warning the patient exhibits symptoms of

an overdose, amounting even to poiscuiing. When given
by the hypodermic method the medicine is thrown into

the subcutaneous tissue where (be absorption takes place

by the blood capillaries. When the skin is used for the

absorption of drui;s by inunction, the material to be ab-

sorbed is finely divided and rubbed up with some fat.

The fat penetrates (lie skin and carries the drug with it.

The old method of blistering the skin to raise the epider-
mis, and aiqilying the drug to the raw surfaee for more

ready absorption, has now been replaced by theh3-poder-
mic method.

V. Sio.Nsouy Fu^'CTlo^s of thk Skin.—A superficial
view of the sen.sory functions of the skin would make
them appear to be manifold and complex, though a more
careful study will reduce them to eomiiouiids id' .several

simpler sen.ses. In order to understand this a certain

knowledge of the central nervous system is absolutely

necessary. In attcnqiting to get at them from a skin

standpoint merely, we should l)e very much in the iiosi

ticm of one who would try to study the electrical call ap
paratuses of a great city, and who would consider onlx

the fire-alarm boxes, the police-patrol boxes, the tele

phones, etc., without going into the engine houses, thi'

police stations, and the teleplume central offices to sci-

how the culls were received and how they were treated
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Ilici-e. It is, llicrefore, lu'ci'ssary to reiucmlier that, tho

nerves from tlie skiti cominiiiiioate with centres iu the

nervous sj'stcni, just as the wires referred to above run
to delinite olliees. These centres are in coinniunieatiou

with each otiier, and the

etVeet of a nervous message
from tlieskiu may be simple
or complex aeconlinj; to the

centres which are called into

activity. Again, it must bi!

remendiered tliat what we
call a "sensation "

is a func
tion of thelnain centres and
not of the skin wlueh con-

tains the call-bo.x or sending
organ. Properly speaking.
there is uo sensation in (he

skin; it is entirely in the

brain. The brain centres

interpret the receipt of a

message from the skin in

accordance with Iheir e.rpe-

rieiiee, and tliey act accord-

ingly. Tins often gives rise

to sensory illusions, as is

illustrated by Aristotle's e.x-

periment. If a small round

peblile be held, as shown
we feel only one pebble; but in position B, while we
know from sight that we have only one pebble, we
•'feel" two. This is esiiccially marked if we rotate the

pebble. The explanation is that we have never, as the

result of experience, liad a small round surface touch
the thumb side of the index finger and the outer side of
the middle finger at the same time, unless there were two
small round bodies to furnish the touching surfaces, so
we interpnl the messit(/e received by the brain in accord-
ance with the past experieiiee of the reeejttire ceiitrts.

After the amputation of a limb the patient often has
.sensations of pain, of heat or cold, of tingling, of numb-
ness, etc., "in the amputated member." This is due to

irritation of the nerve in tlie stump. A certain message
reacliiug a certain centre has always meant a certain con-
dition in the part where that nerve formerly ended, and
he continues to interpret the receipt of such a message as

he had always done before.

The compound character of the sensations referred to

the skin may be illustrated by the following example:
If we touch a knife-blade to our finger, we may feel

simply a gentle touch or pressure, or we may perceive
that it is cold or hot, or that it is rough or smooth. If

we draw it along, we perceive the sense of motion and

stimulated, produce a definite sensation, anrl prob.ibly
have definite nerve fibres and end oig,ans which belong
to thera exclusively, and more or less definite cerebral
centres which receive the impulses over these fibres.

Fic. «ja. -Chart of I'l.rtions "f r
for llciit, mill for fold. In .1

In li are stiowii tin- areas wliii

ttie sliuding ; the blai-k ar'oas ;

areas cannot be siiimilatrd hy
for heat. (After GolUseheider

in Fig. 4'3i)0, position A,

A B
Fifl. 4:Jflfl.—Aristotle's Experiment.

notice whether it is sharp or dull. If it cuts we have the
added feeling of pain. Touch (including pressure), heat,
and cold, are generally regarded as sinijile special sen.ses,
because^ they obey laws which bold good for other special
senses, have definite areas on the skin which, when

'aim of Left Hand, showing the Distrilintion of Sense Spots for Toneli,
the Ijlack spots inai-k the areas on which touch can nril be perceived.
h may be stimulated by heat. The degree of sensitivity Is marked by
ire iiLost sensitive, the line-shaded ue.xt, the dotted next, and the blank
heat at all. In C, tlie same thing is shown tor cold as Is shown in B

; from Sherrington, in
"
Schiller's I'hysiology.")

All of this, however, cannot be regarded as definitely
proved at present.
Pain is usually classified with what tire called common

sensations, because it does not obey all the laws of the

special senses, its skin areas are not as sharply localized
as those of touch and temperature, and its possession of
exclusive nerves and end organs is more doubtful,

though continued lesearches are tending to les.sen this
distinction rather than to accentuate it. In accordance
with the above we will, therefore, classify the cutaneous
sensations as follows:

i Touch (including pressure).
Special sensations - Heat.

( Cold.

General .sensations ; ,,'' "',
( Jluscle sense, etc.

Special Cutaneous Sensations.—Touch (Including
Pressure), Heat, and Odd.— If the skin be tested by ap-
propriate experiments, it may be mapped out into areas
which are connected with one kind of sensation but not
with anotlier. For example, if we touch one point of
the skin with a small warm body, like a blunt needle, we
shall feel the sensation of touch, but not of heat, while
on an adjacent area we shall feel the heat, but not the
touch. In the imntediate vicinity another area might be
found where the warm needle would give rise to iio sen-

sation, but where a cold needle would "feel cold," and
still produce no sensation of touch. Touching either of
these latter areaswilh a needle havingthe same tempera-
ture as the skin would elicit uo sensation whatever.

Again, areas might be found which did not call forth

any sensation of touch or temperature, but whose stimu-
lation would produce pain. These various areas are
called "sense spots." and are desigirated sis "touch
spots," "hot spots," "cold spots," and "pain spot.s,"

respectively. They nearly always overhip, so thiit we
commonly find the same area of the skin capable ot

awakening at least two or three of the four sensations
mentioned. This is well shown in Fig. 4300, which is

Goldscheider's chart for the distribution of the spots for

touch, for heat, and for cold, in part of the [lalm of the
left hand. By superimposing A, B. and V, it is readily
noticed that most of the area is connected with all three
sensations, but the |);irts marked by black spots in A
woukl be devoid of the .sen.sation of iutich.

The touch spots are not evenly distributed over the
surface of the body. In some jinrts they lie very close

together, and practically cover nearly all of the area in

question, as is shown in Fig. 430U, ".1. the whole white
area being covered bj- them; on the finger tips they

L>li)
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would be even closer. In other parts, such as the skin

of the back and certain areas on (lie arm and on the

thigh, the touch spots may be siparated from each other

by oval areas mcasurinir alxiul 1(» cm. (4 in.) alonj: the

nia.jor axis, ami aliout 11..") cm. '2A in.) alonj; llu- minor
a.xis. As a rule the tiuicli spots bear a close relation to

the hairs on the sUin. Where these exist, tlie touch

spots radiate from the point at which the hair comes to

the surface, and are jrrou])ed most thickly on the side

away from that to wliich the hair slopes. On hairless

pans of the body they are also -rroupcd around central

points. The haiVs are important faclors in exciting the

end-organs which are connected with the sensory nerves.

They act as levers, and thus magnify the stimulus.

Tlie!r sensory functions in some of the lower animals is

very marked, as in the case of the whiskers of a <at.

The nerve endings for touch are stimulated by un-

equal stress on the ridges of the skin. If we plunge our

finger into mercury which has the same temperature as

the linger, we do not feel the mercury on the submcrgi-d

part, though it is under considenible |iressure. A\'e only
feel it at the surface, and if we move the linger up and
down, the sensiUion is like slipping a ring on and oil.

This is because th(' liijuid fills the crevices between the

ridges of the skin, and makes equal stress in all direc-

tions.

The smallest observable pressure varies with the dif-

ferent parts of the skin, due largely to the structure, and
hence the greater or less pressure it takes to deform the

ridges. Touch is the most delicate of the skin sen.ses—a

pressure of less than 1 mgm. (about gr. »\f) may be per-
ceived. With delicate stimuli a push (pressure) or a

pull (traction) produces the same sense of touch, and to

the same degree (von Frey). Tactile and pressure sen-

Siitions obey the Weber-Pechner law, that is, the inten-

sity of the sensiilion varies (approximately) as the loga-
ritiuu of the strength of the stim\dus. Nerve endings
are necessary for the true perception of touch. If the

exposed nerve be touched, pain is the only sensation

perceived. A stimulus too weak to excite the exposed
nerve is sufficient to excite the tactile end-organ in the

skin.

Our ability to locate the point touched varies greatly
on dilTerent parts of the body. This sense of locality
is often called the "local sigii" (Lotze. Wundt). Two
compass points (i.") mm. ('1% in.) ai>art, if touched simul-

taneously to the skin of tlie back, would be felt as one

point. On the tip of the finger they would be recog-
nized as two points when 2.3 mm. (y^ in.) apart, and
on the tip of the tongue at half this distance. In using
the a'sthesiometer to test impaired cutaneous sensibility
in nervous diseases, we commonly employ this method.
The question as to whether specific nerve endings exist

for the various cutaneous sensations is an old one. It

existed before onr present kudwlrdgc of majiping the

skin was thought of, but with that knowledge it assumed
a greater importance than before. After mapping out
tlie areas on portions of their own skin, some observers

(Blix, Donaldson) had these pieces of skin cut out to see

what nerve endings correspond to the respective areas,
and many investigations have been made on human skin
from the cadaver, to deternune the kind of end-organs
which are distributed more or less in the same way as

the various sense spots. The result of all this work h.-is

been to throw considerable light on the suhjeet, but it

woidd be premature at present to say that any definite

end-organ had been identified beyond doubt as the spe-
cific and exclusive nerve ending for a given cutaneous
sense. According to von Frey (quoted by IJowditch):
"The free nerve endings are sense organs for pain, the
enil bulbs for cold, the terminal coils or netw(U'ks for

lieat, and the tactile corpuscles for iiressure sensations."
The evidence from clinical study and from pathologi-

cal lesions is clearly in favor of the assumption that there
are specific nerves for thi> dilVerent cutaneous sensations,
and that these have i)alhways in the spinal cord and cen-
tres in the brain, which are not identical. Cases are
recorded (especially of lesions of the cord) in which one

or two of the cutaneous senses was lost while the others
remained. There seems to be a tendency for touch and
cold, and for heat and pain to be retained or lost to-,

gether, though this is disputed. In the brain the fibres,
which are concerned with cutaneous sensations, are
foimd to run to the optic thalamus, the corpora quadri-
gemina, and parts of the cortex. The cortical centres
are not shaiply localized, but are probably nuich scat-

tered. They are sujiposed to be located principally in the
limbic lobe (especially the gvrus fornicatu.s) and among
the motor areas in the Kolandic region.

Genf.k.\l CfT.vxKoi's Sens.vtions. — Pitin, Muscle
Sense, etc.—By nuisele sense we mean the sense of weight
or tension which we feel on lifting a weight. jMuscular

fatigue is also, probably, a modification of this sense.
Muscle sense is generally considered with the general
senses like pain, sexual sensations, etc.

;
the paths of its

nerves and its cerebral centres are closelj' allied to those
for the cutaneous senses of neighboring regions. These
general senses are distinguished from the special ones by
the lack of sense of locality (local sign). This is espe-

cially marked for pain. The jjain ma}' be referred to a

spot widely remote from the point of irritation. Again
we maj' interpret as pain something which apparently
has to do with a totallj- different sense, as headache from
eye strain. Pain was formerly thought to be due to ex-
cessive stimulation of anv special sense, but stinnilation

of the optic nerve gives no pain, and touch spots are
found where a pin may be thru.st in without producing
any sen.sation but that of pressure. On the other hand,
there are pain spots where a pin causes pain, but no
sense of touch. In spinal diseases pain may be lost, and
yet touch and temperature sense (especially cold) remain.
in some cases pain may be inhibited at will, [uobably by
suggestion (hypnotism). This, of course, involves the

receptive centres rather than the nerve endings in the
skin.

In discussing the relation of stimuli on the surface of
the skiu to the various nerve endings, Sherrington gives
the fiillowing apt figurative illustration:

"The surface of the skin is found to be a mosaic of tiny
sensorial areas. . . . The individual fields may be re-

duced to mere '

spots.' Each of these 'spots' is found
to subserve a specific sense—touch, cold, warmth, or

cutaneous pain. Each doubtless coincides with the site

of some sensorial 'end-organ' or with a tiny cluster of
such. Rather, indeed, than to a mosaic may the skin be
likened to a sheet of water wherein grow ^^ atcr plants,
some sunken and some floating. An object thrown npim
the surface moves the foliage commensuralely with the
violence of its impact, its dimensions, and with their

propinquity to its place of incidence. Where the foliage

grows densely, not a jiehble striking the surface but will

meet some leaf ; and beycind that or those directl}' struck,
a number will be indirectly disturbed before the equi-
librivim of the surface is re-established."

George T. Kemp.

SKIN-GRAFTING.—Since the appearance of the last

editiiin uf this work no noteworthy advance has been
made in tlie subject of skin-grafting. The method de-
vised by Thiersch has in this interval come into nuich
more gencial use, not because it has been improved
upon, but simply because with the lapse of yeais its

transcendent merits have received a wider recognition.
There is .still room for improving the technique in the

direction of taking grafts of larger size and more expedi-
tiously. Some mechanical devices with these ends in

view iiave appeartd, but they are as yet ,so inadequate
as not to deserve special meiUion. The chief value of

the Thiersch method of skin grafting lies in the fact that

it prevents the deformities that would result from the

natural healing of the wound by granidation and the

subsequent contraction of the scar. A second advan-

tage, in some cases one of extreme importance, lies in

the fact that even very large surfaces tnay be healed

promptly.
The grafts consist of shavings of tlic superficial jior-
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tioiis of tlie skill removed by a razor, and are applied so

as coiiiplelely to cover a wound surface wliieli is free

from granulations and presents only normal tissues. .\

special dressing is applied. The grafts adlicrc. and liy

tlie enil of two days tliey are receiving Mood from tlicir

new site. Tlie form:ilioii of granulation tis>ue teases,

the wound is healed, and no contraction lakes ]ilace. A
soft, pliable integument is jirovided, of good vitality and
well able to wittisland the wear and tear to which a eu-

tani'ous surface is expo.scd. In removing the grafts, the

razor docs not cut deep enough to include the hair bulbs.

No hair will grow from the grafts. Grafts from a hairy
tidgh may be planted upon the face or hands without
fear of traus]ilanling hairs.

This form of skin-grafting has a very wide sphere of

n.sefidness. Where there is extensive loss of skin in the

vicinity of a joint, as may follow a burn or other injury,
it will entirely prevent cicatricial limitation of motion.

Siniilarlj-, where the healing of a wound by granulation
would residt in a distortion of soft parts, it will prevent
the deformity. Large areas of malignant disease may be

freely removed and rapid healing secured. Thus, exten-

sive areas of tubei'culous skin may be dissected oil', leav-

ing a healthy wound surface, and the defect covered at

once by grafts. Cancerous breasts may be radically re-

moved! regardless of flaps, and the large raw surface,

consisting of fat, muscle, and periosteum or bare bone,

all covered by a good integument. A thick graft con-

tains a sutlicient supply of anastomotic vessels to allow
the graft to bridge over a slight interval, independently
of nutrition from beneath. For example, after a burn

involving the outer half of the little finger, causing su-

perticial necrosis of the bones and opening the tirst joint,

the author applied rather a thick graft so as to bridge
over the interval from bone to bone and close the joint.
The graft retained its vitality perfectly, and the joint is

neatly closed and capable of a little motion. Congenital
deformities which could be relieved by making an inci-

sion, drawing the edges of the skin apart and covering
the wonn<l surface with integument, can be remedied by
this methiid. In cases in which scar contraction has

already caiised deformity, the scar tissue shotdd be freely
and completely excised, the parts brought into their

natural jiosition, retained by spliuts if necessary, and
then the wound covered by grafts. If the fatdty posi-
tion has not caused grave damage to the deeper struc-

tures, deformity can be relieved and lost function re-

stored. In short, Thiersch's method of skin-grafting
finds application wherever it is desired to interpolate an
area of soft and healthy integument and normal tissues

can be iiro\'ided for its reception.
Certain details of the operation are of the 11 rst impor-

tance. The excellence of the results obtained and tlie

extent of surface that can be covered in a given space of

time depend much on the skill and exjierience of the

operat(ir, li\it the operation is not a diltii'ult one, and no

surgeon should hesitate to undertake it.

The following is a condensed dcscri|ition of the tech-

ni(|ue which the author has chiefly used :

As was said above, the surface to be grafted .should be
one of normal tissues. An operative wound usually
needs no preparation for the reception of the grafts. A
granulating surface may be washed every other day with

soapsuds and with sublimate .solution and dressed with
iodoform gauze sat urati'd with balsam of Pern, until it

presents a smooth, firm, and rt'il surface. Preparatory
to operation it may be dressed with sublimate gauz(!.
If the patient has syphilis, it is well to give iodide of

liotassiinn or mercury for a week or two. before operat-
ing; otherwise the grafts are liable to perish.

If there is freedom of choici' as to the place from
which the grafts shall be taken, the thigh should be
ehosi n. The ilay before oiieration it shcnild be shaved,
scrnhlied with soapsuds and with l-to-l,0()0 sublimate
soluliin. and wrapped in sublimate gauze. Shortly be-
fore operation it should l)e washed again with sublimate
solution. Time will be saved at the o])cration if two
sublimate towels are ajiplied us follows: Lei the lower

edge of one come below the knee, wrap it round the

limb, and secure its lower border by a sublimate gauze
bandage round the knee; let the ui)per edge of the other
towel encircle the thigh as higlj as [lossible and secure it

similarly by a bandage. When the second towel is

turned up and the tirst down, the thigh is at once ex-

posed and is neatly bordered by sidilimate towels. Wrap
the thigh in wet sublimate gauze, and secure the towels
over it.

Select a razor ground flat on one side. It is well to be

provided with two. The edge must be very keen. For

serai)ing away granulations, any instrument with a blunt

edge will serve. Cicatrized borders can be removed by
the V'olkmanu scoo|i or the knife. A probe aids the fin-

gers in nice adjustments of the grafts. A pair of rough
bathing mittens are a helj) to the assistant in getting
a proper gri|) upcai the skin. The mittens should be
boiled or baked before using. The razors may be soaked
in tiveper-eent. carbolic solution for fifteen minutes and

dipped in .sidt solution before being used.

During the ojieration the only solution to be used is

one of sodium chloride of the strength of (i parts to 1.000
of water. This is the so-called

'"

physiological salt solu-

tion
" and docs a minimum of damage to the grafts. A

large tin-pail of this solution should be boiled for an
hour, and then kept at blood heat l\v being set in a ves-

sel of larger size and surrounded by water which is kept
lukewarm. At the operation four sterilized bowlsshould
be filled with this solution, one for the liands, one for

sponges, one for gutta-percha strips, and one to receive
the grafts as they are cut.

Prepare stiips of gutta-percha tissue three-quarters of
an inch wide, and long enough to reach across the wound
and lap over on each side. These should be washed with

soap and water and with sublimate solution and placed
in salt solution before being used. Sublimate gauze and
sublimate gauze bandages should be wrting from salt

solution to serve as the inner dressing. Sponges should
be taken from carbolic solution and wrung out in salt

solution for use.

Much depends on the position of the patient on the

operating table. Build up the table by pillows placed
beneath the body and liead, and a smaller jirop under
the foot, so as to elevate the patient half a foot above
the table, and allow the thigh to form a bridge, and
thus be readily got at from all sides. If thi> surface to

be grafted is on an extremity, it should be susjiended
vertically, in order to check hemorrhage and to permit
of free handling without altering the position of the
limb.

Unless the operation is a very trifling one, and in a

luitientof especially good endurance, ether or chloroform
should be given.
This operation is performed not w'ith antiseptic, but

with asejitic, precautions. The field of operation must
be sacredly guarded from the ingiess of germs. The
hands must be scrupulou.sly disinfected with soap and
water and with sublimate solution, and the operative
field surrounded by bichloride towels. The first ste)i of
the operation is to remove any abnormal tissues. Granu-
lations may be scraped away and cic'atrized borders cut

away or i-emoved l)y the Volkmann scoop. Then wash
with salt solution and apply at once a compress of ga>ize.
Bind it on, or have an assistani maintain the pressiu'c.
Next throw back the towels from the thigh, take off the

gauze, let an assistant grasji the skin with both hands
and draw it tense transversely. Place the thumb of the
left hand on the tense skin at one end of the thigh, to

make a little longitudinal tension, and apjdy the razor
to the skin at a moderate angle. 5Iake a short .sawing
motion, anil at the same time increase the angle at which
the razor meets the skin until the edge biles into the skin

and begins to raise its u]>per portion. This angle is then

maintained, and with Ihc continuance of the short saw-

ing motion a .graft is cut whose length is lindted only bj'

the length of the thigh. The tough corinm is of great
assistance in preventing the razor from culling loo deep.
In width the aaafts will varv from half an inch to two
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inclii's. according to the lociilily from which they aic

taken and the skill nf the opeVator and his assistanl.

Very wide grafts may he got fioni ll»' comparatively
flat surface over Scarpa's triangle. As fast as cut, the

grafts should be dropped into a bowl of salt solution.

The manner of cutting the grafts is

illustrated in Kig. 4301.

In about ten minutes oozing will

have ceased, the compress may be re-

moved, and the grafts applied. It

will be found that they have cmled.
with the cut surface inside. To un-

curl them, ])laie one end on the sur-

face to be grafted, uncml it, and keep
it uncurled by pressure with a linger
of the left hand. The whole graft
ma\' now be tuicurled l)y making a

rapid to-and-fro motion with a linger
of the right hand, and carrying it

along the entire length of the graft.
The graft is now Hat upon the sur-

face and can Ix^ moved about witli the

fingers or probe. The grafts should
be made to meet or overlap each ot her.

and also the surrounding skin. Ovc-r-

lapping docs no harm, for the siijierticial edge of a graft
will die from lack of nutrition and come away, leaving a
mere line of union visible. If not enough grafts have
been cut, more should now be cut and applied directly.
When the whole surface has been covered, douche it

gently with .salt solution, and ap])ly the gutta-iierclia

.strips in the following manner: Lay one end uj)on the

soimd skin at one side of tlie wound and secure it by a

thumb, then, with a winding motion, lay the strip across

the wotmd and out upon the sound skin beyond. In this

way the strip is laid on williout in any way disturbing
the grafts. I,et the ne-\t strip slightly overlap the first.

Continue imbricating each uiiou the last till the whole
surface is covered by the tissue. If the siuface is tni an

extremity, take a wet

gauze Ijandage and ap-

ply a snug spiral to hold
the tissue and grafts
tirndy in jilace. Ni'Xt

apply damp salt gauze.
a sheet of gutta-percha
tissue to maintain the

moisture, sublimate
gauze, cotton, a band-

age, and a splint suit-

able to the region. The
surface from which the

grafts have been taken

may be covered with
gutta-percha tissue and
moist gauze. This is a

particularly comfortable

dressing, but any simple
dres.sing will answer.

It is ad V isa ble to

change the dressings
every two days for the
first eight days. At the
end of six days the gauze
had best be allowed to

dry, by omitting from
the dressings the sheet

of gutta-percha ti.ssue.

This will obviate too

great maceration of the

lioriiy layer of the grafts,
and fit them sooner to

withstand the wear and
tear of exposure. At the end of ten days the gulta-)H'r-
cha strips are no longer needed. If tlK'reare any spots
of gramdation from faulty adjustments of the "grafts,

they had best be covered with yellow adhesive plaster.
If the surface is uniformly covered with grafts, it neetls
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Fic. 4:501. -Tiililiig tlie Grafts.

Fi(i. tme.—SlKiws tlie rondltli.ii nf ihe Knee (in Case C. .\.) in May, 1892.

only to be jnotected for a few days by a piece of cloth

spread with lanolin or vaseline.
To illustrate the value of Thiersch skin-grafting,

the citation (d' a single case in which it w'as |iarticu-

larly called for and achieved its fullest function will

sullice.

In August, 188!), C. A
,
a girl,

aged twelve, met with an injury by
winch a very large skin Hap was torn

from about the right knee. It in-

volved the inner side of the thigh,
knee, and leg, and extended outward

beyond the ligamentum patelhe and
crest of the tibia. In the following
November I grafted the surface. Her

general condition was poor, and I did
not tliink it wise to continue aines-

thesia long enough to cover the large
area completely ;• a jiortion was only
partially covered with grafts, and in-

tervening spaces about half an inch
wide were left to cicatrize. In four
weeks healing was firm. The limb
had been in splints for more than a
third of a year, and, when they were

left off, there was scarcely any motion at the knee.

A cylinder of cloth. stilTened by a covering of oiled

muslin, was s]m'ad witli vaseline and suspended about
the limb for a few weeks to guard it from harm. Ex-
ercise of the lind) was encouraged, and occasionally
moderate force was used to aid flexion. In JIarch,

1890, the knee came to a right angle, and she was able
to go ujistairs one foot after the other. Freedom of mo-
tion became progressively greater until it was as per-
fect in the right knee as in the left, and the limb
,as useful as before the injur}'. The accompanying
figure (4302) is from a photograph of the case taken
in Jlay, 1892, and shows how the grafted area offers

no hindrance whatever to complete flexion.

Thi'iidiifc Dini/inii).

SKIN, TUBERCULO-
SIS OF THE.—Thedis
coviiy of the tubercle

bacilhis by Koch has
had two effects on mod-
ern dermatology. One is

the formation of a new
group of dermatoses in

which actual proof of
the existence of the or-

ganism has been fur-

nished according to the

laws of general ]iathol-

ogy, and the other is

the attempt at recon-

struction in the dis-
turbed pre-existing
dermntological classifi-

cations. This second
effect has in turn caused
anot her gnuip of diseases

to appear which in con-

tradisiinction to the I rue
Inberevdoses of the skin

have been called toxi-

tul)ercidids. The group
is a large one and in-

cludes lichen scroriiloso-

rum, erythema indu-

ratum. lupus erythe-
matosus, lupus jiernio,
ami certain rare derma-

toses. Although it is not unlikely that future investi-

gations may yet place some of the toxitidierctdids in the

h.st of cutaneous tuberculosis, they should not at the

present time be so regarded.
As in tuberculosis situated in other |iarts (f the body.
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thrcf methods are kuowii by which a lesiou may be recog-
nized as tubei'culous. (1) The reco.!j;uiti(in of the tuber-

culous granuloma wliicli consists of new fojiiied coimeo-

tive tissue and giant cells, and which is snilicienlly
characteristic for diaanostie purposes. (2) The actual

presence of the bacilli. {3) The test by inoculations of

guinea-pigs with the suspected tissue. Brielly speaking,
all the cutaneous diseases which have up to the present
time been ideutitied by cither of the last two methods as

tuberculous liave all coulaincd the tuberculous granulo-
ma, and those diseases wliich have from time to time
been regarded as of jiossible tuberculous nature on clini-

cal grounds, and which have not containcil the spccilic

granidoma, have failed to give positive Ijacleriological
results in the end.

While there are a few other rare affections which might
he added, roughly speaking, true cutaneous tuberculosis

may be classilied under five heads:

(i) Tuberculosis verrucosus cutis.

(2) Tuberculosis cutis oriticialis.

('S) Tuberculosis disseminata.

(4) Lupus vulgaris.

(5) Scrofuloderma.
I. TuBERCt'LOSis VERRUCOstrs CuTis. — (Synonyms:

Verruca necroseuica; Lupus verrucosus; Lupus sclereux

[Vidall).
This type of cutaneous tuberculosis was first well

descritied in 1886 V)y Kiehl and Paltauf. These authors

gave a description of the histolog}- of the lesions and
identified the bacillus iu cases inoculated from diseased

animals. They also showed the similarity of their cases

with anatomical wart, and .since the jiublication of their

paper the two affections have been classitied together.
Verruca necrogeuica. or anatomical wart, consists in a

lesion due to the handling of dead bodies, and is due to

direct inoculation from this source. Its favorite site is

on the back of the knuckles, and consists of the occur-
rence of pea-sized warts, whicli are e.xtremely chronic iu

their course. The_y are apt to be fissured and pigmented,
and at times become crusted from superficial infection

and pustulation. The typical lesion of tuberculosis ver-

rucosus cutis has slight clinical differences. Its favorite

site is the back of the liand and forearm. The lesions

start as small ovoid warty patches which extend periph-
erally at an extremely .slow rate until they involve con-
siderable areas of the skin. Associated with the wartj-
development are often papules of a dark purple color

and more or less hypcrremia of tlie skin. The surface is

apt to be moist and crusted, and pus can usuallj' be ex-

pressed from between the warty excrescences. The cen-

tral portion may undergo involution into the scar-like

atrophic skin seen in an old lupus case. True ulceration
does not occur, but involvement of the Ij-niph glands
draining the area is not infrequent. As rare sequela;

may be mentioned infection of the lymph channels with
the formation of tuberculous nodules which break down
and form ulcers, and the extension of the disease to the

lungs.

Etiology.
—The known sources of infection are the spu-

tum of phthisical subjects and infected meats. As regards
the first, mention ma\' be made of children who in creep-

ing around the floors of hosjiital wards have become
infected on the front of the knees, direct infection during
rit ual circumcision, and cases of auto-infection in phthisi-
cal subjects. Infection from meats occurs in cooks,
butchers, handlers of hides, and in those who have

charge of tuberculous cattle.

Piilliiiloyii.-
—In these lesions the tubercle bacilli exist

in larger number than in lupus vulgaris, but they are

less niunerous than iu tuberculosis cutis miliaris. They
cause less reactive coimeetive-tissue growth thauiu lujius

vulgaris, and the corium is not comidelely tilled with the

granulomatous development. The papilla' above th<' in-

filtraiion are enormously hypertrophied in height, and if

seen without the underlying iubercidous corium they can-
not be distinguished from many other warty growths. In

this type the tuberculosis appears as a linear infiltration

quite uidike the nodular appearance of lupus vulgaris,

but both giant cells and cheesy degeneration are always
l)resent. In cases that have been infected from without,
small absc(;sses and cocci can be noted in the superficial
portion of the section, but they liave no pathological
value.

Diiifinoniti.
—Small anatomical warts may at times be

distinguished with diliieulty from simple warts, espe-
cially if the history of the patients does not sliow the
mode of origin. In such cases excision of a piece for

diagnostic purpo.sc is justiliable, and will clear up the

diagnosis. The larger tyjies of verrucous tuberculosis
somewhat resemble patches of chronic eczema, but they
can usually be dilTercntiated by the fact that eczema is

harder and less friable, instruments do not easily pene-
trate the lesion, and there is never any tendency to the
formation of scar tissue in eczema.

Treat inoit.-—The indications for treatment do not differ

from that of other forms of tuberculosis of the skin. The
overlying hypertrophic tissue should be removed by in-

struments and the tubercidous tissue thoroughly scraped
away with the curette or destroyed by caustic applica-
tions. Strong salicylic-acid plasters repeatedly applied
have been recommended for the removal of the excessive-

epithelial growth. These in turn have to be followed by
some caustic, as acid nitrate of mercury. This method
is especially valuable in lesions of large area in which it

is desirable to treat small portions at a time, but it has
the disadvantage of being painful.

II. TruERCULOsis Cutis ttuiFiciALis. — (Synonyms:
Tuberculo.sis cutis vera ; Jliliary tuberculosis of the skin ;

Tuberculosis ulcerosa.)
This form of cutaneous tuberculosis is due to the sec-

ondary involvement of the skin either by contiguous
extension from tuberculosis of the mucous membranes or

by an infection from a contaminated discharge of a re-

mote tuberculosis of the viscera.

In the beginning the lesions consist in a number of

miliary tubercles. These rapidly coalesce and break
down, the resulting ulcer forming the typical lesion of
the disease. The main characteristics of the ulcer are
the same as those of tuberculous ulcers situated on the
mucous membrane. The floor is made up of indolent

redilisli-ycllow tuberculous tissue in which the single
miliary tubercles are ajiparcnt, if they are not covered

up by a superimposed development of granulation tis-

sue, and the edges are, as a rule, rather irregular in con-
tour. The compactness of the tuberculous tissue and
the superficial nature of the ulceration allow of only a
thin purulent discharge, which ma.y or may not result in

the formation of a crust. Generally there is little pain.
The course is slow, although more rapid than that of

lupus vulgaris. Although cases have been reported to
have healed by cicatrization, nearly all the ulcers show
no tendency to improve, but gradually sjiread by periph-
eral extension.
The regions commonly affected are those of the mouth,

anus, and genitalia. Kaposi has reported twenty-two
cases, and has added much to the accepted knowledge of
the disease. He states that the condition is not of ex-

treme rarity, nor is it confined to advanced stages of tu-

berculosis of the lungs or other viscera.

Treatment.—Treatment consists usually in palliative
methods, as dusting with iodoform or ajiplying antisep-
tic solutions, but little hope can be entertained of a cure
of the lesions without destructive interference with the
base of the ulcers,

III. TuBERCt-i.osis DissKMiNAT.\.—In this classare in-

cluded the rare examples of tuberculosis which show a

general cutaneousdistributiiui. Very few cases have been

reported, but they are iu sutlicieut niunbers to demon-
strate the jiossibilily of tuberculosis becoming dissemi-

nated by the ciriululiou. The diagnosis in the cases

repm-ted by Pelagatti and others was conlirmed by
pathological findings. 3Iost of the patients were young
children, but the lesions do iu)t seem to be identical.

.\t times the eruption is unusually acute for a tuberculo-

sis, and consists in the formation of papules, pustules,
and vesicles in which the bacilli can be demonstrated,
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and at otluT times the lesions liave niipeiued more like

the papules of lichen scrol'ulosoruni. in which case their

evolution shows the (iistiuclivc chronicitv of tlie ])n>cess.

Little needs to be sjiid on the diagnosis, for it depends
on the demonstration of tlic germs either l)y sections or

b_v inocidation. Tlie prognosis is subservient to that of the

other lesions of luherculosis which are commonly pres-
ent. The treatment does not dilTer from that of lupus
vulgaris or other tuberculous deposits.

iV'. I.,i:i"rs Vi'i.oahis. See L. Vulgaris.
V. ScuoKi'i.oiiKiiM.v. See Scrofuloderma.

Oncar H. Holder.

SKULL, THE.—The characters that may be noted in

the! skull are very numerous. They can be divided

into dtjii-ripliir, which gives au accoiuit of the confor-

mation of the bony structure of the skull and its parts;

lopoffinjiliinil. which is of special importance in practical

medicine; ctnuiunittriml, which gives the dimensions of

the various jiarls of the skull by c.vact measurements
taken by means of special instruments; and mniiiiirK-

tire. in which the human skull is contrasted more partic-

ularly with those of the anthropoids.
The skull may also be investigated from the points of

view of end)ryology and general morphology.
This article will deal especially with the applied ana-

tomical and the craniometrical characters of the skull,

though piesenting very briellysuch descn'ptive and com-

l)arative ir.atter as is necessary for an adequate treat-

ment of the subject.
Tiric KxricuioK of the Skii,], (Figs. 4303 to 4305).—

The skull in a general way is spheroidal in shape. It is

lialtened and uneven below, compressed from .side to

side, and smooth above. It presents, externally, six re-

gions for investigation, viz.: an inferior region or base

[ii'irmii /jii.\il(in'.i). two lateral regions (»"cmrt liitcriilix), a

posterior or occipital region (iinnunom'ju'Uili.'i), an anterior

or frontal region (nonmi fn>iitiili.s), anil a superior region
or vertex (nurma ivftii'dlis).

JIany sulmrs can be noted. The sutures are the lines

of union of Ihe facial (excluding the mandible) and cranial

bones.

The uneven edges of the bones form closely fitted

artictdations (xyiKti-thronen) and are separated only by a
(ibrous membrane continuous with the dura mater and

lieriosleum. The only jdaces wliere carlilage intervenes,

forming si/iii-/ioniln/.ii.i, aie tlie basilar and jugidar por-
tions of I he occipital bone at tli(r basecd' the skull. These
cartilages are ossified in the adult. The sutures bind the

bones so tirndy together, by being bevelled alternat<'lj'
on each side, that ilislocations are practically impossible.
They dinnnish shocks, and during early life permit a

rapid growth of the skull. The sutures, with the excep-
tion of the eoron:il (fronto parietal), sagittal (interpa-
rietal), and lambiloirl (ocf ipitii-parietal), are best named
from the bones which form Ihem.
The skull, whether viewed from the norma frontalis,

the norma lateralis. Ihe norma basilaris, or thi^ norma
occipitalis, displays well the teeth.

In its highest development the tyjiical mannnalian
dentition is indicated by the following fonnida:

1 4 c „ pra 5 ra ; — ^2 — 44.

JIan presents the following formula:

i I c I pm i m S
= IS =: 32.

Accordingly in man two incisors and four premolars
are wanting in each dental arch. Anatomists entertain

divergeni views as to which teeth have been suppressed;
most probably the second incisors on cither side of the
median line, and the first and second premolars on either
side are the ones thai have disappeared.

All the leeth are alike in form in most vertebrates be-
low mammals and in them the dentition is homodout.
The dentition is described as heliTodoiit in most of the
mammals, since in them IIk; teeth are arranged in groups
of different form and size.

22i

The jaws of the oldest known fossil mammals have
tritubercular teeth with the tubercles arranged in an

antero-])oslerior line. Since practically all the lower
vertebrates po.ssess simple coiucal teeth, it is ([uite ]irob-

Fig. 4303.—Norma Frontalis. 1, Mentiil tubercle: 2, sympliysis
inenti; 3, mental foramen; 4, angle of jaw (gonion); 5, ini'isor

fossa; 5(1, styloid proress; 0, mastoid process : 7. na.sal sepunii in
middle of antt-iinr nasal apertui'e ; 8«. niiddle turbinated bone of
ettmioid ; S. zyjruinatii- iircU : 9, spbenoniaxillary Assure; 1(1, malar
bone; 11, niisal bone; 1-', 15, 17, temporal fossa, the sutures of
which are obliterated ; l;j, orbital surface of great wing of sphenoid ;

orbital sutures are ol)literated ; 14, external angular process of the
frontal bone; 10, nasion ; is. superciliary ridpo ; 10. site of frontal
eminence; ;iO, ophi-ynn ; 21. irlabell.i ; 2:.'. -upia-url iiat mai-gin; 23
temporal ci-est of fi'onlal In.ne ; 2:{(f. amero-inftTlor aii^'le of parietal
bone, articulating with fimifal. great wing of sijlienoid, and
squamous portion of tenipoi-.il ; 24. opiic foramen ; 2;>, na.sal process
of superior ma.xilia ; 2t), s|)lienoid fissure ; 27, lacbi-ymal groove
bounded iiostenorly by laciirymal ciest ; 2S, sciuainiais iioilion ot

temporal bone; 211. lachrymal tubercle; ;til, malar f<iramen ; 31,
infra-orbital foramen : ;32. canine fossa ; 32rf, inferior turbinated
bone; 3:1. subnasal point at root of antei-ior nassil spine ; 34, ramus
of mandible; 35, mental foramen.

able that the earliest toothed vertebrates in the phyloge-
iietic series likewise possessed simple conical teeth. The
method of development of the tritubercular mammalian
tooth from the siinjde conical one has given ri.se to much
speculation. One theory le;iches that the single coni-

cal tooth developed lateral buds which, growing larger,
induced in the tcjolh the aiitero-jiostei'lor tritubercular
form. A second theory is that in consequence of the

shortening of the jaw and crowding together of the
several simple conical teeth, fusion into tritubercular

teeth occurred. By rotation of two of the tubercles from
the anlcio posterior direction liiUrnlh/ either in or out. a
form of tritubercular molar was produced in certain other
fossil skulls wliich makes easy the transition to an ordi-

nary mammalian molar.
The rools of the upper bicuspids and of the lower ca-

nines and incisors are flattened, and hence must be loos-

ened by lateral movement in extracting them; the lower

bicuspids and the upper incisors and canines have cylin-
drical roots, therefore these teeth should be tirsl loosened
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by a sliglit rotatory movciiu-nt (luring extraction; the

roots of the first and second ujiiicr molars are three

and they are fre(iuently diveri^ent; the roots of llie wis-

dom teeth are convergenl. generally curved Ixickward

and weldc-d toixether. particularly in the lower jaw.
TiiK iNri'.itKiii OK Tiiii SivULL.—A Study of the inte-

rior of tlie skull is of the greatest importance from a to-

pographical point of view. In order that the interior of

the skull may he investigated to the greatest advantage
it is necessary to make sections in three different planes—horizontal, sagittal, and coronal. These sections not

only facilitate the study of the numerous points on the

interior of the skull, but also reveal the great preponder-
ance in size of the cranial cavity over those situated iu

oilier parts of the skull.

A skull bisected iu any of the planes recommended
shows that its walls consist of an outer and inner table

of compact bone and an intervening or connecting can-

cellous diploB. Tlie spaces of the dipIoG contain veins

conmiunicating in the interior of the cranium with the

meningeal veins and the sinuses of the dura mater, and
on the exterior of the .skidl with the veins of the peri-

cranium. There are other apertures in the cranial wall

through which emissni-i/ reiii>i pass
that also establish communication
between the sinuses of the dura ma-
ter inside the skull and the veins

external to it.

These veins p.iss through the mas-
toid, parietal, the i)Osterior and an-

terior condyloid foramina; others

pass through tlie foramen ovale,

the foramen lacerum medium, and

through the foram<'U of Vesalius.

Through these diploic and emissary
veins jiyogenic infection may ex-

tend from the outside of the skull,

leading to osteophlebitis of the dip-
loC and intlammation of the mem-
branes of the brain. By means of

the emissary veins blood may be
abstracted almost directly froiu the

sinuses of the dura mater, as, for

instance, where leeches are applied
over the mastoid process to abstract

blood from the lateral sinus.

The thickness of tlie cranial wall
varies very much iu difl'erent places;
it is very thick at the external oc-

ciiiital pi'otuberance, and along the

riilges bounding the grooves for the

lateral, longitudinal, and occipital
sinuses, the mastoid process, and
the lower part of the frontal bone.
It is comparatively thin and trans-

lucent in the cerebellar fossa>, the

S(,uamous portion of the temporal
bone, and the anteroinferior angle
of the parietal. The average thick-

ness of the bones of the cranial vault
is ') mm. In /rfjihiiiinr/, the pin of
the trephiue shoulil not penetrate
over 3 mm.

.1 Iliin'ziiiiUil Section of the Skull.

—This section of the skull should
be made to traverse the ophryon
and the maximum occipital point,

passing 1 or 'i nun. above the pterion.
The removal of the calvarium or

vaulted skull ca]) liy a horizontal
section (Fig. 4:5(171 shows the floor

of the cranial cavity, consisting of
three irregular d<'pressions, viz., the anterior, middle,
and posterior fossav
The weak areas of the door of the cranial cavity

tlirongh which fractures are liable to extend are: The
horizontal plates of the ethmoid and frontal bones in the

anterior cranial fossa; llie region ot the foramen ovale of

Vol,. VII.—15

the sphenoid bone, and of the glenoid fossa of the tem-

poral, in the middle cranial fossa; the cerebellar fossa- of
the occijiital bone in the posterior cranial fossie. The
internal auditory canal ami the tymiiaiium weaken the
otherwise strong petrous portion of the temporal bone.
A Sagittal Section of the Skull.—A sagittal section

should be made a little to one cr the other side of the
mesial plane so that one-half will reveal the ua.sal septum
in position while the other half will display the lateral
wall of the nasal fossa (Fig. 4308, A).

It will be very instructive to remove the middle turbi-

nated bone iu order to observe structures of great impor-
tance. There will then be observed two prominent ob-

jects on the lateral wall of the middle meatus, viz.. a

bulging of one of the ethmoidal cells [luilla ethmoiihdia),
and immediately below it the 'welldetined curvilinear
border of tlie uncinate process (proceaniis uncinatun) of
the ethmoid bone. A narrow semilunar opening [hiatus

sci/tilunari.i) occurs between the two projections. The
air cell iu the bulla communicates directly with the mea-
tus by au opening upon or close to its superior surface.

The hiatus serves as a direct and only communication
between the n.eatus and the important infumlibulum,

Fig. 4301.—Norma Lateralis. 1, Mental Uiberde; 2. alveolar point : 3. anterior na.sii) spine ; 4,

infra-ortiital foramen ; 4<(, laclirynial luherele ; .">. nasal tione ; (i, nasion : 7, laoliryiiial groove
for nasal sao; s. Lrlatiella : 9. malar foramen ; 10, malar t>one; II, Kreat wing of splieuoid:
12, temporal fos>a ; 13. pterion ; 14, fronuil bone; l.'>, .sleplianion ; Ki, coronal suuire: 17,

bregma: is. .stiuamous portion of temporal bone; in, site of npper tenipoml ridge: 20,
site of lower ii-inporal ricii:i': 21, parietal litme: .22, obflii'ii : 2:1. lainbda ; 24. oci-ipital

bone: 2-"i. iamb-iniil ^llIml•: :.*ti, inion (urcxtfiniii occipital iironibenincci; 27,astcrion : 27a,

siipranaistoid cicst : 2,s, miLsioiil pioci-ss; 2S(i, siipraiiic!i(aK>ipiiic with the snpraineaial fossa

liiiriieiliately back ot it: 2tl, aperture of external auditory canal ; 30, styloid proce.s.s; 31,

zyiromaiie arch; ;J2, ramus of niaiKlible; 3;J, gonioii; 34, superior maxilla; 35, body of

maiulilile; 30, mental foramen.

and is a deficiency iu the mesial wall of the latter. The
infundibulum is a small gutter-like channel immediately
external to the hiatus. It corresponds in direction and

length to the border of the uiiciuale process. In the

majority of cases the infundibulum continues up, as

the uaso-frontal duct, to the ostiuin frontak. Sometimes
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the supcioantprior end of the iufuiidibuliim term in sites

in a bony lamina; iu these cases tlie iiaso-frontal duct

ojicns inio tlic middle meatus in front and independently
of the infiindiliulum.

The opening of the maxillary sinus {ostium maxillnre)
is situated in the most depressed part of the infundihiilum
beneath the bulla. It is concealed from view by the un-
cinate process. The size of tl:e opeuins varies from 3 to

18 mm. There may be one or more accessory ma.xillary

ojicnin.!;s in the membranous portion of the outer wall of

the middle meatus, varying in size from 1 to 8 mm.
They do not open into the iiifuiuiibuliun but directly
into the meatus at the posterior jiart of the infundiliulum.

The middle ethmoidal cell, when present, opens into the

meatus above the bulla. The anterior ethmoidal cells

open into the superior part of the infiindibulum.

A Coronal Section of the Sl:ull.—The most instructive

coronal section of the cranium is tlirou!:h the busio-breg-
matic axis (Fig. 43(IS»). .Such a section of the skull facili-

tates the examination of the parts about the posterior
nares: it divides the parietal bones slightly in front of the

parietal eminences, and thus makes it possible to indicate

the greatest transverse measurement of tlie cranial cavity

Fig. 43fl.'».—Norma Ttiisilnris. 1. Foranieii mn^'iiuni: 2, laTiiltcldid suture : 3. siiV'f^rior

curved lino of llie urcipital Imno ; 4, external occipital crest; '). iniou; )«. site of
Inferior curved lini!: 7. lauitidoid suture; .s. posterior oond.vlol(i foiarm-n : i). occipito-
m)i.stoid suture; lu. partcto-inastoid sutup'; 11. uroovc for ttccipital artery; 12. dipas-
tric fossa ; i:t. jntrular process of occipital lw)ne ; 14. stylo-iaa-stoid foramen ; 1-"). carotid

canal; Iti. foniinen laccrum mcdnim ; IT, foranien spinosutn ; IK. foninien o^ale; lit,

splicnf>S(iuauious siitiirc ; :;0. zv(fo»ia ; 21. malar: 22. superior maxilla; 2:1. iiosterior

Ea'ntiiie
canal; 24. latcnd mass of ethmoid in na,sal fos.s<i; 2.5. interma.villary suture

etween the palate processes of the superior ma.\iil;e ; 2>>, anterior palatine canal or
fos.sa; 27, posterior nasal spine on palate luincs ; 2S. pterypoid fossa; 2i), pai1 of nasal

septum (voineri: ;ie, eminentia arlicularis 'anterior root of zypoma): 31, jrlenoid fossa ;

32, audit/iry pnM-tvs Iloorlnu the external audiioi-y caniil ; :i:j.'.stvloid i)r(jcess ; ;U, supra-
n)a.stold crest (posterior root of zyjroina 1 : :t.'i. Jugular foramen : :jti, ma.stold process ; .37,

mastoid foramen ; 3S, condyle of occipital bone; 311, sphenomaxillary llssure.

Fig. 4.3n«.— Har<i Palate of a Child (about the sixth year). 1. I're-

maxilla; 2, maxillo-premaxillary suture; 3, palate process of max-
illa ; 4, posterior palatine canal ; .5, and 8, accessory palatine fora-
mina: 6, anterior palatine fossa ; 7, horizontal plate of palate bone.

by a line drawn transversely across the cavity. The sec-
tion will traverse the petrous portion of the teiiipoial

bone ill such a way as to pass through
the external auditory canal iind expose
the tympanum proper (atriumi and its

attic, as also tlie vestibule. It will also

pass through a part of the internal au-

ditory canal.

The inner surface of the cranial wall
shows certain grooves and depressions.
viz.. for (1) the meningeal arteries (es-

pecially the middle meningeal). (2) the
dural sinuses, (3) the Pacchionian
bodies, and (4) the cerebi'al convolu-
tions. In trephining, these facts .should
be borne- in mind.

It may be stated here lliat in study-
ing th<' macerated .skull, f lirough which
no sections have been m;ide. tnni.tilhi-

mintition- with a smail electric bulb,
such as that used in laryugological
work, will be found very instructive.

Especially is this the case in studying
the nasal fossa, the grooves for the
lateral sinuses, the maxillary sinus, the

tympanum, the relations of the carotid
canal and jugular fossa to the tym-
panum, etc.

The skull presents certain Imlt reuses

wheie the hones are thicker :ind

stronger than the intervening tliinner

and weaker regions. The latl<'r regions
are the more readily fractured. These
buttresses pass from the vertex to the
foramen magnum. The anterior but-

tress is represented by the medi.-m por-
tion of the frontal, the ethmoid, the

body of the s])henoid. and the ttasilar

portion of the oceiiiilal. The posterior
biitlass ]iasses thi'oiigh the external

occipital protuberance and ci'est to the

foramen ni;ignum. On either side there

are two /literal bi/ttref:ses—an antero-

lateral one which extends from the ver

tex to the external angular process of

the front;d and thence through the

great wing tn the body of the siiliciioid ;

and a posterolateral one which iiins

through the p;iri<'tal eminence, the mas-
toid pi'ocess, the posterior part of tin-

petrous portion of the temporal bone,

the jugular process and condyle of ihe

occipital bone.

There are several factors that lessen

the liability of the ci:inial w.all to frac-

ture: (1) The elasticity of the wall due
to its shape and its formation of a niim-
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ber o( elastic bones sepaiatetl by sutures and suture

menihrams which act slij^htl}' as butlers; (2) a rounded
form favoring glancing blows; (3) tiio mobility of the

liead iin the spinal colunui; (4) the mobility and density
of the scalp.
From the fact that there is much membrane and carti-

lage between the bones the skull of the infant is nmcli
more elastic than that of the adult. The yielding character

of the infant's skull is shown during delivery, when fre-

quently the parietal bone niaj' be flat-

tened by pressure against the sacral

promontory or by the forceps without

producing fracture.

A CO-MP-VIUSOS OF THE HuMAN AND
Anthhopoid Skulls.—The principal
difference between the skull of man
and that of the anthropoid apes isin the

excessive development of the brain cav-

ity (Fig. 4308, standi?).. The average
weight of a man's brain in European
races is 1,3G0 gm. These ligures may
fall to 1,025 gm. or rise to 1,C7.5 gm.
Brains weighing less than 1,000 gm.
ar-.' pathological. On the otlier hand,
the brains of the anthropoid apes have
an average weight of 3G0 gm. In a
few isolated cases this weight may rise

to, but never e.\cced, 420 gm. The
excessive development of the cranial

cavity induced by the enlarged brain

has been the main factor, according
to Prof. J. Kanke, in determining the

change in attitude of our anthropoid
progenitors from the serai-erect to the

erect posture. Several peculiarities in

the anatomical structure of man com-

pared with those of the anthropoid apes
give this theory an air of plausibility.
In the majority of ninmraals very
powerfid cen-ical ligaments maintain
the equilibrium of the liead. In the

anthropoids eery stronff mmcles e.\tend

from the occiput to the spinous proc-
esses (twice as long as those of man)
of the cervical vertebra', thus prevent-
ing the massive muzzle from falling

upon the chest and pres.sing on the

organs of respiration. In man those
structures are very feebly developed.
In him the very voluminous brain case

suffices to counterbalance the weight
of the much reduced face, thus permit-
ting the head to be balanced on the

spinal cohunn. But in connection with
tliis point it should be rsmembered that
Broca and other anthropologists teach
that the assumption of the erect attitude
was one of the conditions of the develop-
ment of the brain and its large cranial

cavity, since this attitude alone permits
the free use of the hands and an ex-
tended range of vision.

in order to convince oiu'selves that
the excessive development of the hu-
man brain and its enclosing cranial

cavity are correlative with the reduc-
tion of the facial part of the skull, we have only to

com])are the human skidl with that of an anthro])oid,

jilacing both in the same horizontal plane and approxi-
mately parallel Id the lin<' id' vision.

As a rule the bony struelure of the human skull, when
viewed fiom the norma verticalis, leaves nothing of its

facial part to be seen
; at the veiy most, in rare instances,

may Ix- observed the alveolar segment of the upjicr jaw, or
the lower portion of the nasal bones. In the anthroiioiils
almost all of the facial jiart of the skull is observed.
On comparing the iiroliles (norma lateralis) of the

human and anthropnid skulls it is noted in the latter that

the facial |)ortion forms a bestial and massive muzzle in

advance of the cranium, while in the former the much-
reduced face is plac( d below t)ie anterior porti<jn of tin;

cranium. The mastoid iirocesses in the anthropoid are

relat' vely much smaller than in man. In the anthropoid
the facial part of the malar bone is greatly developed in

comparison with its temporal portion. The contrary
obtair.s in man.
The skulls, when viewed from the norma occipitalis.

Fig. 4307.—Floor of tlie Cranial Cavity. 1, Dijiloe of frontal hone : 2, crest of attachment
of the falx cerebri ; :i, foramen caecum ; 4, crista palli of ethmoid ; 5. cilhrlforrn plati' of
elhiiKtiil; fi. antiTiorcniiiial fus.s;i fnr Indi^nu-iit of frontal lohe of cercUniiii : 7. olivary
emineniv io|jtlc irniovf iiiinifiliiiOiy in frolil I'f it i

; s. pituitarv fossa ; V. toraiiii'ii romn-
dum; 10, i-istiTionliiioiil | ess; 11, cavernous f;roove; 1-'. fonnut-n laciMiini iiioilmrn ;

13, middle cranial fossa for lodffincnt of tfiiii'oiiil lolio of cciclnuni ; U, dcpicssion for
the ganglion of (iasser ; 15, groove al' iii'_' the lutn -ocnpjtal suture for the inferior petro-
sal sinus: 16, groove for lateral (sigmoid) snuis leruiiuating at iiigiilai' foiauien: 1*,

foramen magnum; 18, fos,sa (posterior crainali for lodgment of'lelt eerelH'llar liemi-

sphere: 10, internal occipital cr^st for attachment of falx cerebelli; 20. fossa for lodg-
ment of occipital Iol>e of cerehrum ; 21, crest for attachtnent of falx cerebri ; 2:;, inter-
nal occi[iit:il protutieranre ; 23, groove for lateral sinns continued from that for (he
superior louLTitudin.-d sinus: 24. anterior condyloid foramen: 2o, jugtilar f(U-,iinen : 2ii.

groove fof siguioul |)art of the lateral sintis; 27, groove for the sujierior petro.s:il sinus;
28, imernal auditory canal ; 29. petrosqtiauions suture ; 30. hiatus Kallopii ; 31. fonuuen
spinosiuii ; 3:;, foramen ovale; 34, dorsum .selhe; 3.'), anterior cliiioid pi'ocess: 3ii, lesser

wing of splieTiiMd: 37, cavernous groove ; 3s, optic foramen ; 39, 40, fribrlfoi-iu plate of

ethmoid; 41, slit for nasitl neiTe.

reveal |ilainly the foramen magnum in the monkeys,
while the foramen is not seen at !ill in iiiiin.

Viewed fiom the fi-onl, or nornta frontalis, the htnnan
skull shows thiit the top of tlte nasal opening is always
situated higher tlian the lowest point of the infra-orbital

maigin ; in the anthropoid apes it is always observed
below this point.

All the other cliaracteiistics which distinguish the
human from the anthropoid skull are the direct results of
the excessive development of the human brain case at the

expense of the face, and the assumption of the erect alti-

tude and biped piogicssion.
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The adult chimpanzee and gorilhi possess those enor-

mous crests which give so horrihlc an aspect to tlieir

sliuUs. Tlu'se bony ridges are adapliitions and are due
to the extreme development of tlie ninseles of mastica-

yt'

Fig. 4.'?n8.— Siiffittiil Spi-tfons of Human (.-I), Chimpanzcf (C). aii'i liif;uiiil-

Cranium and Kan- :mi\ lii-latlvc^ Sizes of th« Tlircfi Slilllis. A : 1. J'oNtHrJi.i

terior «iivisiori of tin* ailery : ;i. dorsum s<'II:p; 4, amt'rior olinoid pron-ss
7. frontal slims : S, superior turliinateil l)one of Uw ctlunoid; i). siipn
ethmoid: 11. middli' i ilus, sliowinn aniial opi-iiiiiB!

palate: 15, anlerior palatine caTial: Hi liarnular pr
Instead of prieumatiri: Is. piiuitarv fossa; 1». styloid piocfss; -'». iTiteraal auditory canal ; 21, anterior condyloid
ionimen : -"_', juiiular foiami-n: Zi, eroovc for lati'i-al sinus; 2-1, mastoid foramen; 2.i, cerebellar fossa; -'(3, internal oc-

cipital protuberance (site of torcular Hcropbili); 27, diplouof occipital bone.

tion and of tliose cervical muscles which insure the

eiiuililirium of tlie licad on the spiiitil column. The cra-

nium, being too small to alTord sullicieiit room for the
insertion of these muscles, litis been forced, in the course
of development, to deposit these crests for the purpose
or affording an enlarged bony area for muscular titlach-

mtmts. In this connection it is interesting to note that

the young of these anthropoids have no ciests, and that

the distance on tlieir skulls between the temporal lines

marking the insertion of the tempimil muscles is almost
as great as in iiitin.

The size of the teeth in proportion to that of the body
is much greater in the antliroiioids than in man.

Ignoring the canines and incisors,
we may slate that the size of the pre-
molars and mohits, in apes, is larger
in relation to the length of tlte face.

In man the ariangement of the teeth
on the iilvcolar border is in a comptict
line foniiing a coutinuotis series;

there is no conspicuous piojection of

any otic tooth tibovi' the common level.

On the contrary, in all apes there is

observed an interval (diaKtrmn) be-
tween tlie hitcial incisors anil the ca-

nines of the upper jaw, and between
the canines and the first ])reinolars
of the lower jaw. These diastemoe

receive, in each jaw, the projecting
part of the opposite canine.

JIan and the anthropoid apes have
alike tivce tubercles in the lower mo-
lars. Very often the fifth posterior
tubercle is missing in the last two
tnohirs of man. In the anthropoids
the wisdom tooth is of tlie same size as,
or a little smaller than, tlie otliermo-

lars, and this is usually the case in

man, though in the latter it is often

entirely wanting. The dental r.rchin
the anthropoids usually has the form
of U, while in man it tends to the

elliptic;il or parabolic form.
It is in t'lnsequence of the in-

etpiality of the development of the face tli;it the size and
form of the teeth are dilTerent in man and the ajjes. The
milk teeth of man present a much greater similarity to

those of theanthropoids than the teeth of the second den-
tition. It is an instructive fact that all the characters
that distinguish man from the anthropoids tend to be-
come mote marked with the change from a natural to a

highly artificial environment, as in the development of
eivilizatiim. Thus in European races the absence of the
litlh tubercle in the molars of the lower jaw is more

frequent titan

in Slelanesians
and Negroes.
The wisdom
tooth is appar-
ently in a state

of retrogres-
sive evolution

among several

po]iulations.
Ill the w hi te
races espe-
cially it is al-

most a 1 w !i y s

smaller than
the other mo-
lars and the
number of its

tubercles is re-

dueeil to three
instciid of four
or live; ve ry
often it does
not efujit. re-

maining ]icniianently in its alveolus. It is interesting to

know tliiit the dilTerenccs bet ween man and the anthro-

poids that have been noted above are very pronounced
only when adult individuals ate compared. The fietusof

the" gorilla at five months bears a very close resem-

blance to a huni;n) iVettis of the same age. Young chim-

panzees or gorillas, by their not very ))roiiiincnt muz-
zle, by their globular skull and relatively large cranium,
and other traits, remind one of young Negroes. In

'C) Skulls, sliowiuf: Ilclative Proportions of

livision of iiiiddli' iiitiiiiitrcal artery : 2, an-
o. diploii of fronlal lioiic; »i. ojdic foramen;
niealus; HI. middle turliinatcil l>one of the

12. inferior turt>iM;iied bone; i:{, inferior meatus: 14, hard
)f the iiiieiiial |iier\^'oid plate ; IT, body of sphenoid (diploetic
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compaiiug tlie skulls of cliimpanzccs, from the fatal

statf through all tlic Kiibscqiu-iit cliangcs to the adult,
wc cau follow step by sU'p thr. trausfonnation of a face

that is aluiost huuian into a nuizzle of the most repel-
lent and bestial aspect. As has been indicated above,
all of these changes have been brought about by the

development of the cranium upward and behind in

man, and the growth of the face below and in front in

th-. anthropoids, "as if the.se parts moved in dilTerent

directions in relaticpu to a central point in the Interior of

the sliuU ui'ar to the sella turcici.i."

Ci;.\NioLOGY.—The races of mankind display' great
variations in their physical attributes, and these differ-

ences are more or less characteristic of the stock to which

they belong. For instance, the various races manifest

great dilferences in the size and form of the cranial

cavity and of the face. Variations are observed in tlie

prominence of the chin, and in the form of the dental

arch, the palate, the nasal aperture, the orbit, etc.

Cra;:iolooy deals with the.se variations to the extent that

they alfect the skull. In order that the differences be-

tween skulls may be recorded, it is necessary that accurate

measurements, in many details, should be made. Some
craniologists have nudtiplied the measurements to

more than a hundred, but those worth mentioning are

comiiarativcly few. These measurements constitute

Craniometry. In order to make the various measure-
ments required, many complicated instruments have
teen invented, but for all practical purposes the calipers

designed by Fowler are sufficient.

While there is a great difference of opinion as to the

value of the various measurements, all anatomists en-

deavor to select such fixed anatomiad poinls on the skull

us mav be easily located. Some of these
" anatonncal

points"" are as follows (Figs. 4304, 4305, 4806, 4307,

4308,.!):
JV'«.«««.—The middle of the naso-frontal suture.

Glabella.—The mid-point between the two superciliary

ridges.

Ophryon.—The mi<l-point of the narrowest transverse

diameter of the tV^reheail.

BrdjiiKi.
—The point of junction of the sagittal and

coronal sutures.

Vertex.—Highest point of the crania) vault.

OheUon.—A point in the sagittal suture on a line ex-

tending between the parietal foramina.
Lniiihiht.—The point of junction of the sagittal and

lambdoid sutures.

Mii.cimum Occipital Point.—That point on the squa-
mous ]iortion of the occipital bone and in the sagittal plane
that is most removed from the glabella.

Iniiiii.—The external occipital protuberance.
Opinthion.

—The mid-point of the posterior margin of

the foramen magnum.
Unsion.—The mid-point of the anterior margin of the

foramen magnum.
Mental Ttibefcle.—The tubercle of the chin.

Alreolar Point.—The mid-point of the anterior margin
of tlie alveolar border of the upper jaw.

Suhnanal l'iii)it.—The mid-point of the inferior margin
of the anterior nasal aperture at the base of the nasal

siiiue.

StepIiiinioH.
—The point where the teinpoial crest

crosses the coronal suture.

Pterian.—The region of the anteroinferior angle of the

parietal bone. As a rule there is a .'i;(//(;Ho/)rtri6'f»^ xi/tiire

so that the srpiamous [lortion of the temporal bone is

separated from the frontal.

A.iliriiin.—The region of the postero-inferior angle of
the parietal bone.

./iir/iil Puint.-—Located at the angle between the upper
border of the zygounitic ])rocess and the posterior border
of the frontal process of the malar bone.

Gnnion.—The outer surface of the angle of the man-
dible.

Atirii'iilar Paint.—The centre of the aperture of the
external auditory canal.

Preauricular Point.—That point which lies immediately

in front of tlie upper end of the tragus on the posterior
root of the zygoma.

Puxtdiiricular Point.—That point on the supramastoid
crest which lies immediately behind and 18 mm. (a

finger's breadth) below the upper attachment of the
auricle.

Dacriion.—That point at the supero-internal angle of
the orbit where the frontonasal suture meets the luchry-
momaxillary suture.

Another anatomical point used in craniometry is the

mid-point of the Kjiheno-ctlnnoidal suture (called by some
anatonnsts the gonion).

T/ie Temporal Crest (linen temporalis).—Curving in a
longitudinal direction over the lateral region of the cal-

varium is the temporal crest. It is often double. Tlie

upper ridge marks thc^ limit of attachment of the tem-

poral fascia, whilst the lower line delines the attachment
of the temporal mu.scle. It commences in fnmt on the
external angular process of the frontal bone at the fron-
to-nialar suture and sweeps backward and upward across
the lower ]3art of the frontal bone, and then crossing the
coronal suture at the stephanion, passes to the parietal
bone. Curving over this toward the postero-inferior

angle of the parietal, it is continued on to the temporal
bone to form the supramastoid crest.

I'/ie Supraniasioid Crest.—The ujjper edge of the zy-
gomatic process of the temporal bone passes back over
the external auditory canal and becomes confluent with
a ridge (posterior part of the temporal ridge or crest) that

sepaiates the mastoid from the squamous portion of the

temporal bone ; this ridge is the supramastoid crest or

posterior root of the zygoma.
The hasicranial axis is represented by a line dravrn

from the basion to the mid-point of tlie spheno-eth-
moidal suture, and is formed by the basi-occipital, the

basisphcnoid, and the presphenoid bones.
Tlie hasifaeial a.ris is indicated by a line drawn from

the midpoint of the spheno-ethmoidal suture to the sub-
nasal point.
The craniofacial cwis comprises the basi-occipital,

basisphcnoid, presphenoid, and mesethmoid bones.
The basibreginalic axis extends from the basion to the

bregma.
The craniofacial angle is the one formed by the hasi-

cranial and ba.sifacial axes. It is useful in making com-
parative measurements of crania.

The longitudinal arc of the cranium is measured from
the nasion along the vertex to the opisthion, and may be
.subdivided by measuring the lengths of its frontal, pa-
rietal, and occipital portions .so that the relative propor-
tions of these bones may be noted.
The basinasal length is the distance from the basion to

the nasion.
The iasi-alreolar length is the distance fi'oni the basion

to the alveolar point.
The dental length is the distance, in the upper jaw,

from the anterior surface of thetirst premolar to the pos-
terior surface of the third molar.
The total circumference of the cranium, in the sagittal

plane, may be obtained by adding together the longitu-
dinal arc, the distance between the opisthion ami the

basion, and the basinasal length.
Peid's Base Line.—This is a line drawn from the auric-

\dar point to the lower margin of the orbit.

The horizontal circumference of the cranium is meas-
ured around a plane cutting the glabella anteriorly, and
the maximum occipital jioinl posteriorly.

In ascertaining the vaixinvrm lireadth of the cranium,
which is very variable in its position, it should be noted
whether it is above or below the squamo-parietal suture.

The length if the cranium may be measured between a
number of dilTerent points, as between the nasion, gla-
bella, or ophryon anteriorly, and the maximum occipital

point, or tlie inion posteriorly.
The hi.stephanie widtli of tin' cranium is the distance

from one stephanion to the otlier in llie horizontal plane.
'Yhvliiastcrivnic diameteroi the cranium is the distance,

in the horizontal plane, from one asterion ti the other.
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The opisthion and the floor of the posterior cranial fossa

occupy the same horizontal plane as the hard palate.
The basion is a little hiijlier than the opisthion. By
consequence the plane of tlie foramen niagninn in the

liiiriur races is obliijue, being directed downward and

slijihtly torwai'd.

In order to describe the cranial

peculiarities correctly and to have
tixed coordinates to wliich the

measurements can be referred,
the skull should be placed, when
studied, in the horizontal plane.

Antliropoloirists are not agreed as

to Ibis initial plane. In (Jcrmany
tlie plane in favor is one passing
througli the centre or top of the

contour of the osseous external

auditory canal and the inferior

border of the orbit. In France
and England Hroca's alveolocon-

dylean phuie is adopted: this

plane jiasses through the alveo-
lar border of the superior maxilla
and the condyles of the occipital
bone.

Cranial Capaciti/.
—The size of

the brain cavity or the cranial cajia-

city is eslimat<'d in various ways.
Were it not for the fact that the
brain cavity of the skull contains
so many foramina which it is diffi-

cult to <lose. Iluids would b(! the
most accurate agents to use in as-

certaining cranial capacity. But
prai'ticully leaden shot, or seeds,
or glass beads are the most ser-

viceable. Cranial capacity is in-

timately correlated with the de-

velopment of tlie brain, and, apart
from individual variations and the

proportion of bead size to stature,
it may be stated that the size of
the cranium in highly civilized
races is greatly in excess of that
observed in the lower races.

For the purposes of comparison
skulls are grouped according to
their cranial capa<'ily as follows:

me(/iicfj)/iiilic. with a brain capacity
over 1,4.50 c.c. (mixed Europeans,
Japanese, Eskimaux); mesocepha-
Zj>,-with a capacity varying from
l,;i~)() c.c. to 1,450 c.c. (some Afri-
can Negroes, American Indians,
Cliine.se): micrncejihalic. with a ca-

l)acity below 1.350 c.c. (Veddahs,
Australians, Andamanese, Bush-
men).
The Ciphalic Jnilex.—Comparisons between crania may

bt! made by inda-ex. An index is the ratio between two
dimensions thai have a natuial relation: th(^ normally
greater dimension is employed as a base and is assumed
to t)e 100. The ratio is expressed as follows:
Greater dimension : lesser dimension :: 100 : index. Or,
Lesser dimension X 100 -

, „,—
p^ r
—

j^ -.
= Index, i he ccphiuie nidex ex-

Greater dimension '

])resscs the relation of the breadth lo the lenglli of the
cranium and records Ihe proporliou of its luaxinuim
breadlli lo its maximum length (ihe latter being as-
sumed to be equal to 100) in the following formula:"
jMaxinuini breadth X 100 _ , ,. . ,

TT—: i Ti
= Ceplialic index.

Alaximum length

According lo the amount of the cephalic index skulls
are classitied as follows: Bnichjicephulie. index over 80
(American Indians, Malays, Andnmane.se) : memticiplia-
lie, index varying from" 75 to 80 (mixed Europeans,
mixed Polynesians, Chinese); dolickocep/utlic, with an
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index below 75 (Australians, Zulus, Fijians, Kaffirs, Es-

kimaux).
The dolichocephalic skull is more primitive than the

braehycephalic one. Generally tall men have long heads,
while short men have sluirt or rounded ones. The Nor-

FlG. 4309.—Coronal Section of the Skull tlirougli Middle of Ofcipital Condyle, the Posterior Part
of the E.vternal ..\iiclitor.v Canal, the Tympanum, VesUbule, Intt-rual Auditory Canal, on each
Side, and tlH' Hrt'L^ina. Front portion tilled forward and vicwfd frotn bt'hinii. 1, (Jrotnefor
sujji rinr loiiLniiidinal sinus: :i, sphenoid fissure: ;i. anterior cliiMiiil pi-'nt'vs: 4. c'liiuiu'iiee-
ment iif iuieniid auditory canal: .'j. coiiunenceuient of aiiuedudus Fallupij at bottom of
iiUei'ual aiiditorv canal ; Vi. ai|ui'ductns Fallopil ; 7, Hoor of attic anil toot uf external auditory
canal: .s. pmuiontni v iioinidjnir canal of cochlea; 9. audiloiv process sejiaratinsr external
audiiciiy canal fn.iu the tr|,.„i,j,i f,,„s;i in front of it: 10, groove for the lueinhrana tyinpanl ;

11, spiral cnbiifoim tract at bottom of internal auditory canal ; tietween 11 and .'> is seen the
falcifciiii crest ; \:>, anterior condyloid foramen : i:i, condyli' of occipital hone: U. inferior
tiirliinated iione: IS. vomer; 1(1, basilar portion of occipital hone: 17, hard palate: 18,
hamular process of the internttl ptervgoid plate; 19, estenail ]itervtroid plate: 20, styloid
process: 21, spiral cribriform tract: 22, atrium ; ,2:), external auditoiy canal; 24, attic; 2'>.

aiuieductus Fallopii ; 2(), coiuiueiiceiaent of aqueductus Fallojiii; 27, dorsum sellse; 28,

posterior clinoid process.

wegians are tlie tallest men as well as the largest-skulled
nation in Europe; the Auvergnats are the shortest of

European whiles and possess tlie roundest head.s.

7'/ie lleitjfit Intlex.—This index expresses the jiropor-
tion of the height to the length of the cranium and is

obtained by the following formula:

Basiobregiutitic height X 100 ^t . , . , . ,

^Tjr
^

-. r-^—7i = Height or vertical index.Maximum length
°

According to the inilex skulls are divided into lii/jixi-

ccplutlif. index 75.1 and upWiUii; orllioceji/iiilic. index
from 70.1 to 75; and r/iiimdci/i/idlic. inih'X below 70,1.

T/ii' .\iiniil IikIi'x.—Thisiiidex expresses the proportion
of the inaximuni nasal width to the nasal heiglil (meas-
ured from the subn;is!d point to the nasion) and is ob-
tained by the following formula:

Maximum iitisal width X 100 ... , . ,

^— ,-.— . ,— = Nasal index.
Nasal height

The form of the nasal apei-tiirc is of great value from
an ethnic point of view, since it is so intimately associated
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with tlie shajif of the nose in llic living. Afcording lo

tlicniisiil inde.\ sliullsiiicclassilicil us follows: J'liiti/rliiiic,

with index above h'i (Australians. Negroes, etc.); nn^o-

r/iiiii. in(le.\ varying fi'oni 4S to ."jo (.Japanese, Chinese);
and li/)liir/tiiii', index belc'W -IS (mixed Eiiroijeans,
Ameiiean Indians, ancient Egyptians).

'/'/((• Orbital Jnilex.—This index, though varying con-

siderably in ditlerent races, is of much less value for

|iuiii(ises of classitication than the nasal index. It ex-

presses the propmtion of the height to the width o( the

orbit. The orliilal heiglit is the distance, at its middle,
between the lower and upper margins, while the width
is ineasured from the daeryon to the most distant point
(jn fbe anterior edge of tlie outer binder of the" orbit The
orbital index is obtained by the following formula:
Orbital heiuht X 100 ,,,..,., „, „ ,.———.^ . , ,

= Orbital mdex. olculls arc di-
Orbital width

vided, according to the index, into megaseme, index above
89 ; iiKunneme, index between 89 and 84 ; and vdcrviieiiie,

index below 84.

The Pidatoina.rilUirii Inclcx.—This index is used to

reconl the vhriatious occurring in the form of the palate
and dental arch. The width is measured between the

outer surfaces of the alveolar borders immediately above
the second molar tooth of each side, while the length is

taken from the alveolar point to the mid-]ioiiit of a. line

drawn from the posterior border of one superior maxilla
to that of the other. The index is obtained by the fol-

I'alatomaxillarv width X 100 „ ,

lowing formula :
—„ . ^ rn ; it

= Falato-
Palatomaxillary length

maxillary Index. According to tlie index skulls are

classified as follows: Brarhyiirfinic. index above 115;

iiiisiirniiir. index between 110 and 11.5; and dolichuranic,
index below 110.

The Dental Index.—From an ethnic point of view the

proportion of the space occupied by the premolar and
molar teeth (dental length), on one side, to the length of

the basinasal line has been fouuil to be a character of

much value. The dental index is obtained by the fol-

,
. , , Dental length x 100 t^ , ,

.
,

lowing formula: -^—-. r^; -;
— = Dental index.

Basinasal length

According to the index skulls are divided into iiKfiHilont,

index above 44 (Australians, Negroes); meseiddnt, index
between 43 and 44 (-Mongolians); microdont, index below
43 (Caucasians).

The Facial Index.—The characteristic features of the

race arc most readily noted in the face, and measure-
ments of the skeleton of the face are of more value than
those of the cranium, though more complex. As a gen-
eral rule, to which there are many exceptions, it may be
stated that a long or dolichocephalic cranium is asso-

ciated with a long face, and a brachycephalic one with a
shorter and rounder face.

There are two varieties of facial index, according to

whether the mandible is included in the measurements
or not. AV'ith the mandible present the measurement is

taken from the nasiou above to the mental tubercle below,
and compared with the greatest bizygomatic diameter.
This constitutes the total facial index, and is obtained

, ^, . ,, . .
,

Na.so-mental length X 100
by the following formula: —

r^. ;
—

t't

Bizygoinalic iliameter

= Total facial index. Since the mandible is fre(|uently

mis.sing in skulls it is inii)ortant to express the relation of

length to the breadth of the face by the .inperi'ir facial
index, which can be obtained by the following formula:

Naso-alveolar length x 100 „ ...,., .—
,,. r-- ,° 1

= Superior facial mdex. Ac-
Bizygomatic diameter

cording to the facial index the following types of face are

noted: clitimippm.vipic (bi'oad or low face), memprnsopie
(medium size face), and leptopfunopic (high or narrow
face). The terms hrac/infacial and dnlichrfacial bave
also been eniidoyed lo record the dilTercnt faces ob-
served. The proportion of the width of the face to that
of the cranium is exjiressed by terms which indicate that
the zygomatic arches are either concealed or observed
when the skull is inspecte<l'from its norma verlicalis. In

the former case skulls arc roughly described as crypto-
iijijiiiin ; in the hiiu-r as phanozpf/mm.

The Alrealar Index.—The degree of projection of the

superior maxilla', so charaeteristic of certain races, is

most readily ascertained by the atrenlar index. This ex-

presses the iirojiortion of the basi-alveolar to the basi-
nasal length, the lattiT being ecpial to 100. The index is

secured by the following formula:

Basi-alveolar length X 100 ., , . ,

i\
—

. .-r r,
= Alveolar index.

Basinasal length

According to the index races are classified into three

groups: jjir/r/nathoiix, iiulex above lOo (Australians, vari-

ous African Negroes, Jlelanesians, Tasnianiaus); wemg-
nathaiis, index from 98 to lo;^ (Chinese, Eskimaux. Japa-
nese, mixed Polynesians;) orlhor/nathaiis, index below 98

(ancient Egyptians, mixed Europcau.s).
In calculating indices the index Cidculator, invented by

Dr. Waterston, will be found of great service in .saving
time.

The amount of projection of the face may be measured

by certain an,glcs, the two most important of which arc
the following, viz., the facial and the maxillary.

Th<; facial angle is that subtended by a line drawn from
the most prominent part of the forehead above to the
most projecting portion of the upjier jaw below, and a
second line drawn horizontally fiom the first through
the centre of the aperture of the external auditory canal.

The more acute this angle is. the smaller is the cranial

capacity. The angle is 40° in the oi-ang-outang, 70' to

"b' in the African Negro, and 80' in the European
whites.

The maxillary angle is subtended by lines drawn from
the most projecting jjortion of the upjier jaw to the
most lu'ominent points of the chin below and the fore-

head above. The more acute this angle, the more jirog-
natliic is the face and the less the chin. The angle is

110" in the orang-outang, 140' in the African Negro, and
160' in the European whites.

Sutures.—The lines of union or sutures between the

several bones of the .skull also give indications of great
value in differentiating races. They are much simpler in

the lower races than in the higher, anil become obliterated

earlier in life. Through this means the bones of the cra-

nium unite into a compact mass and prevent the con-
tinued expansion of the brain Ciivity. Occasionally, in

some races more frequently than in others, small distinct

bones (Wormian bones) are observed in these sutures.

One of these occurs so frequently in certain tribes of

American Indians that it has been named the Inca bone.
It is situated toward the back of the head.

Tlio presence of infeiior physical traits in certain races
of men is either the perpetuation of the ape-like (pithe-
coid) characters of the lower animal, which was man's
immediate ancestor, or they are atavistic.

As a very brief summary we may sa_v that some of

these inferior traits are a wide nasal aperture with synos-
tosis of the nasal bones; simplicity and early union of

the cranial sutures, with retaidcd union of the facial

sutures; recession of the chin; ]irominence of the jaws;
articulation of the temporal with the frontal bone; early
a|)i)eai'ance, large size, and permanence of the wisdom
teeth.

In nearly all the black pcoi)le (Soudanese, Australians,

IMelanesians, etc.) the wisdom teeth are ordinarily fur-

nished with three separate fan,gs, while among the

wbites they decay early and have only two fangs.
It has been justly objected that ethnologists who are

mere anatomists have claimed too much for craniology,
and that they have given it a prominence which it does
not deserve, loo often applying it to the exclusion of oilier

elemenis. Tlie.sha|>eof the skuUis no indication of race in

the individual; only in the average of large numbers has
it iniportancc. Within the limits of the same race, as

the Slavonians, the greatest variations in skulls are ob-

served. Again the cranial indices were found to vary
from 70 to 8;i among the pure-blooded natives of one of
the small islands of the Pacific Ocean.
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Nevertheless, emplo3-ed with a duo regard for all the
etlinie ck'nieiits, and in largo averages, craniometry is

extremely useful as furnishing additional data for com-

parison.
The cranial characters not only vary according to race,

but also in each race there are other variations due to age
and see.

Age DiKKERF.NTEs IN TiH! SKfi.i,.—The skidl of a
new-born infant presents two striking peculiarities, viz.,

the great predominance of thecrauial over the facial por-
tion (8 to 1) (Fig. 430S, O and its relatively large size in

comparison with the body. The dhninutive facial por-
tion is due to the small size of the maxillary antriuii, the

undevelcii)ed condition of the mandilili' and maxilhe, and
the small size of the nasjvl fossjc which are as broad as

they aic high and almost tilled with the turbinals. The
pariet.i! !UKi frontal endnences are large and cousiiicuous,
but the froiital sinuses and su|)erciliary ridges are want-

ing. The bones of the vault are without any dijiloP, and
therefore consist of a single layer. The sutures are ab-

sent in the cranium. Each angle of the iiarietal bone is

undeveloped and in relation with a fontanel. Tlie an-

terior fontanel is large and lozetigr sliaped, the posterior
small and triangular, and the lateral cues irregular in

shape (Figs. 4310 and 4311),
The most striking facts about the base of the skull are

the absence of the mastoid jn'oeesses, the large angle
formed by the pterygoid processes with the base, and the

existence of the occipital condyles on the .same level with
the lower border of the symphysis nieiiti. Tlie frontal

bones consist of two elements separated by a uiitupic
suture.

The temporal bone consists of three parts, viz., the

squamosal, tympanic, and petrosal (Fig. 4813). The squa-
mosal has its postero-inferior angle prolonged downward
into a postauditovy process, which forms the outer wall

Fig. 4310.—Nomia Vertlcalis of Infant. 1. Interpurletal: ?. and C,
laiiitiiloltl suture: 7, postorlor fdnlanel; ;i. .sat'iltal suture: »,
parietal eminenre; fl, anterior fontanel: 4 and HI, coronal suture;
II, Intcrfrontjil inetoplc suture; T^, upper jaw; 12, nasal hone.

of the mastoid antrum. Its glenoid fossa is very shallow
and has a relatively large postglenoid tubercle.

"

The horseshoe-siiaped tympanic l)one is attached to the
inferior border of the Sf|i"ianmsal by its anterior and pos-
terior extremities. A striking feature of the norma lat-

eralis is the absence of the bony external auditory canal.

The petrosal presents a cartilaginous styloid process
except for a minute nodule of bone {tympano-hyal) in its

base. There are no mastoid sinuses, but a relatively
large mastoid antrum

; there is a large and conspicuous

18

Fin. t:ill.—Noriua Lateralis of Infant. 1, Coronal suture : 2. antero-
lateral fontanel: 3, frontal bone: 4. nasal bone; 5. superior
iiiaxilla: li, malar: 7. parietal eminence; S. interparietal piTtion of
(jceipilal bone: fl. lambdoid suture; 10, fissure between iuler- and
supra-oceipitjil portions nf oecipilal bone; II, supra-occipital i>or-
tiou of tH-eipital bone; 12. posiero-iuter-al fontanel; 13, e.\oc-

cipital : it. petrosal : l.">, tympanie plate ; It), squamosal : 17, all-

sphenoid ; 18, mandible.

floceular fossa. The ossicles of the middle ear are about
as large as in the adult. The processus gracilis may
reach 3 cm. in length.
The occipital bone consists of four elements at birth,

viz., hasi-orcipitiil, e-roccipitiih, and sqiiftmo-occfpital (Fig.

4313). There are two deep fissures in the latter, separat-
ing it partially into a .viju-a-ncdpitiil portion and an

tiiterpariefal poition (the latter being a membrane bone).
There is no jugular processor pharyngeal tubercle. The
grooves for the lateral sinuses are lacking.
The uia.\illa presents on the oral surface of its palatine

process the maxillo-pi'emaxillary suture (Fig. 430(i). The
mandible at birth consi.sts of two parts united by librous
tissue in the line of the future symphysis luenti.

The ethmoid presents three elements, viz.. two lateral

portions (erlct/uuoiils) and a median portion (ethmoru-
merinc plate). The uncinate process is undeveloped ;ind

the ethmoidal sinuses arc represented by shallow depres-
sions.

The sphenoid at liirth consists of two lateral segments
{aU>iphcii'ii(h with tlieir pterygoiil jiroeesses) and a com-

posite median portion. 'I'liis median portion iscoinposed
of the body of the sphenoid (ankylosed pri-tpheiioid and
luistsjilii 1,1)1(1), llie lesser wings of the sphenoid {orb/to-

ftp/irmiidn), and the iiiir/uhi'. There is no foramen spino-
stun, and the future foramen ovale is merely a deep
notch in the posterior border of the alisphenoid. The
presphenoicl is solid and gives no evidence of the sphe-
noidal sinuses which occupy this region in the ailiilt.

The Viilian canal of the adult occurs in the skull at biith

as ;i r/nii/re l)etw<'cu the lingnla, the alisphenoid. Jind llie

internal pl.-ite of its jiterygoid process. The sidienuidal
turbinals lie in the perichondrium on either side of the
ethmo vomerine cartilage near its union with the ine-

sphenoid. They are two small tri;ingular pieces of bone.
The palate bones jiave tlieir horizontal and vertical por-
tions of the same length.
The vomer pivseiits quite a different aiipearaiice fmm

that in the adull.

The lacliiymals are thin, delicate lainelhe. The infe-

rior turbinai and the nailar are relatively large. The
nasals are broad and short.

From the above hast)' survey of the skull of the nevy-
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Fig. 4312 —Temporal Bone at Birth—the
separate pieces. -4, Squamosal ; B,
tympanic or annuUis; C, petrosal.
1, Outer wall of antrum (postauditory
process); 3, stylo-mastuid foramen ;

rf, promontory on inner wall of tym-
pannin proper or atrium.

born child it will be observed that there are many more
bones than are present in the adult. At various periods
in intrauterine life llie bones are still more iiunieroiis.

"With increasing age the bones are reduced in iiiiiuber

J through the ankylo-
sis of two or more
adjiicent bony seg-
ments into compo-
site bones. The
child has fewer

separate bones in

his skull than the

infant, Ihe ad ti It

fewer than the

child, and so on,
more or less, until

old age. These
facts are the ex-

planation of tlie oc-

currence of blood-
vascular and nerve
foramina in various

parts of the adult
skull.

The foramina and
canals which trans-

mit nerves have
been subdivided
into primaiy anil

secondary groups.
Piimtrry foramina occur at the points where the nerves
leave the general cavity of the dura mater. In a mor-

phological sense a nerve becomes extracranial where it

perforates the dura mater, since this membrane largely

represents the primitive connective-tissue cranium.
Two illustrations of primaiy foramina ai'e the funnnen
mtif/niim and the optic fontmen. The former is formed

by four bones (the exoecipitals, the ba-si-oecipital. and
the supra-occipital) ankylosing around the medulla ob-

longata. The optic foramen is fonned by the presphe-
noid and the orbitospheuoid ankylosing around the optic
nerve.

Owing to the fact that human and other higli verte-

brate adult skulls have undergone, during the evoltuion-

ary process, complicated modifications, resulting in highly
composite bones, it is observed that elaborate bony canals

occur in these adult skulls that are not represented in the

adult skulls of more primitive vertebrates, as the Elas-

mobranchs. In similar manner the adult skulls of high
vertebrates contain foramina and elaborate tunnels that

are not found in their embryonic condition. Such chan-
nels come under the category of mrdinJiiri/fi'mmina. A
few illustrations are as follows, viz. : the Vidian canal,
to which reference has already been made; the anterior

cthiuoidal canal formed by bony ankylosis of the ecto-

ethmoidal and the frontal bones around the nasal branch
of the ophthalmic nerve; the iter cliordcv posteriiin is a

passageway for the chorda tympani neive to enter the

tympanum, and is formed by the ankylosis of the stpia-
mo'-al and tyni]ianic bones around the nerve. The infe-

riiir denial e.inal of the mandible is formed by the anky-
losis of several bony embi-yonic elements around a portion
of the inferior dental nerve.

In the adult the face is at least one-half the size of the

cranium. About the age of puberty the air sinuses,

especially the frontal sinus, expand and develop, leading
to ehaiacteristie alterations in face and head form. The
nge of the skull may be apiu-oximately estimated by
Sevei'al factors; for instance the eruption of the teeth in

infancy and adolescence. When permanent dentilion is

completed the wear of the teeth may assist in b;izaiiling
an approxinuition. Complete bony tmion between the

sphenoid and occipital bones isan indication of maturity.
In old ag(^ the crainal bones become thinner tind Ihe
whole skull lighter; also the condition of the sutures

may guide lis, since the .sagittal and coronal suluresdo
not undergo synostosis until late in life; also at this pe-
riod the obtuseness of the mandibular angle increases on

account of the flattening of the vault of the hard palate,
which is induced by changes in the alveolar borders of
the mandible and luaxilUe; for owing to the loss of the
teeth in the aged, these borders become absorbed.

Through this means is induced also a change in the rela-

tive position of the mental foramina.
Srxuai, Dii'fehencks in tiik Skui.u- It is always a

matter of dilliculty to determine with certainty the sex
of a skull. Tile craidal capacity of the female skull ia

about a tenth less than the male of the same race; her
skull is smaller and lighler; it has less prominent mas-
toid processes; it is smoother in consetiuence of the infe-

rior development of the muscular ridges. The supra-
orbital margin of the frontal bone is sharper and thinner
in consequence of the less pronounced character of the

superciliary ridges. For tlie same reason the frontal

eminences are more conspicuous and the foreheatl more
vertical. The parietal eminences are more prominent
and the glabella less so in the female llian in the male.

The edge of the tympanic plate of bone is more
rounded and tubercular, whereas in the male it is sharp
and divides to ensheath the styloid process. In the
female the height of the skull is reduced in consequence
of a more flattened vertex. No one of these sexual dif-

ferences is charactei'istic, but taken together they enable
us to arrive at a fairly accurate c- nclusion. It may be

interesting to recall in this connection that Broca taiight
that if a skull rests on its mastoid processes it is almost

certainly a man's.
Pneum.\tic Spaces in Connection with the Nasal

Foss/B AND THE Nasoph.\rynx.—Connected either with
the nasal fossa; or with the nasopharynx are the follow-

ing air sinu.ses or pneumatic spaces, viz., the maxillary,
frontal, ethmoidal, orbital, sphenoidal, and tubotj'mpanic
(Figs. 4314, 431.5, 4310, and 431 T),

The miixilliiri/ sinus or anli uin iif Highmore (Fig. 4314)

occupies the body of the superior maxilla, and therefore
is situated to the outer .side of the nasal fossa on either

side. It is a pyramidal cavity with its ape.x directed

toward the malar bone and its base formed by the outer
wall of the nose. Its walls are relatively thin and are

directed forward to the face, inwaiil to the nose, upward
to the orbit, backward to the sphenomaxillary and zygo-

Fio. 4313.- Occi|)|tal Bone at Birth- Cerebral i-'urface. 3. Inter-

parietal "po'tion (iievi-Ii'|is in inernliranei: 4, supia-oecipital |>or-

tion (develops in liiriihii-'e); 1 and 3. infantile llssure that oo-

casionally persists in adult ; 2 and 4. foriu the squamo-occlpitul ot
the adult; .'i, uxoccipitjd ; (i, basl-occipital.

maticfossff, and downward to the alveolar border. Por-

tions of several bones assist in the formation of the thin

osseous partition, which nearly, save for the small aniral
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orifices, separates it from the nasjjl fossa. These boues
are the uuc-inate process of tlie ethmoid bone, the etli-

uioidul processor tlie inferior turbinated bone, a portion
of tlie laclirymal, and the vertical plate of the jialate

bone. The iloor of the antniin is separated from the

ro(its of the molar and bicuspid teeth by bone of varv-

ini: thickness. Ordinarily the Iloor of the antrum is on a

level with the Iloor of liie nasiil foss;i. Hut sometimes
the floor of the antrum, when it is tliiu and devoid of

spongiosa. sinks Ik'Iow Ihcli'vel of the fossa: under these

circumstances suppuration at the roots of one or more of

the teeth in this locality is very prone to c.\teiid to the

antrum. AVide variations are noted in the size of tlie

nia.xiliary sinus. The cavity may be reiiresented by a
narrow cleft : more rarely it is entirely absent.

A large adult antrum will hold33c.c. The average
capacity is 14.5 c.c. In a siiuis of average dimensions
the line of junction of its facial and nasal walls is indi-

cated externally by the outer edge of the canine ridge.
Small i-eces.ses and pockets are fre([uently found on the

inner surface of the walls of the sinus, thus favoring the

collection of abnormal secretion-;. 'I'lie sinus may rarely
be com|>letciy subdivided into two conipartments by a

horizontal or vertical i)artitiou. In these circumstances
botli cavities may communicate with tlie middle meatus;
or the suiierior or posterior compart inent may communi-
cate with the superior meatus, while the inferior or ante-

rior one opens into the iufundibuluin. In the event of

this anomaly, the surgeon might fail to lijul the source
of suppuration in the su]ierioror posteiior comjiartment.
The antral orifice is unfavorably situated for natural

drainage, since it is at the highest iiart of the antrum.
It opens iuio the middle meatus of the nose through the

posterior extremity of the hiatus seinilunaris.

Ordinarily the antrum of llighmoie is separated from
the neighboring pneumatic spaces by tliin bony parti-

tions, and it cominunieatcs onlv with the nasal fossa.

fi^X JiX IS

Tig. 4314.—a Section of tlie skull sliowiiiK the Inner Wall of the
Orbit iiiKl the Air Sinusis. 1. Froiitjil situis: 2. laclirviiiiil proiive
for the iiii.siil sao; :t, oil)ital sinus: 4. infuntllliuluTii shown tlirousrh
opening In lailiryinal tunii': 5 ami i:. anlcricir anil postiTiur cth-
moirlul sinuses seen throuk'h opcninjjs in cs planuiu of criunoid : 7.

opllc fonuui-n: S. opcnlnir Ihrouth budv of siihenold In show
3phi'n(]|ilal sinu.s; il. pitiilliirv fo^.sa; la. dorsum sella": 11. eavern-
oiia (troiive : 12, sphenopaiiillne foramen : l:i. e.xieiiial ])terv(;oi(l
plate; 14, snhenonui.vlllai.v fossa : l."i. nia.\illarv sinus or aniriuii of
Ulghinore revealed by removal of nialar piwess.

Occasionally I have seen a direct, non-pathological cliau-
nel of communicjition between the antrum and the an-
teiior ethmoidal cells. In other specimens I have seen,
as I explain below, a direct channel of communication

between the antrum, the orbital, the posterior ethmoidal,
and the sphenoidal sinuses.

At birth the maxillary sinus exists in a very rudimen-

tary form, but reaches its full development about twelve
years of age.
The o]iening through which the cavity may be evacu-

ated and drained, in empyema of the maxillary sinus,

may lie made (I ) tlircmgh the c;inine fossa external to the
canine eniineucc; (2) through the alveolus of the tiisl or
second molar or the second bicuspid tooth: or (8) through
the lateral wall of the inferior meatus of the nose.
There are two iirinciiiles that iilacc the c<niiiie fussa

operation at a great adv;intagc in comparison with any
other method of treatment. They are as fcillows. viz.;

(1) by a free opening into the antrum of lliglimore
through tli(! canine fossa the sinus can be carefully exam-
ined and its contents thoroughly controlled; "(2) free

draiiKige is established from the sinus into the nasal fossa
and on a level with the Iloor of the sinus. "When the bone
is exjiosed by an incision made a few millimetres below
the gingivo-iabial furrow and extending from the level
of the canine eminence to the first molar, the canine fossa

(Fig. 4^03, .);') is broken down with mallet and chisel.
The opening should be made well forward in order that
it shall approach clo.sely to the nasal wall of the sinus,
and downward so as to "be on a level with the alveolar
floor of the cavit}'. An opening of this character is jiref-
erable because (1) it is most suitable for the further pro-
cedure of making the opening into the nasal fossa from
the sinus: (2) it gives the best view of the sinus; (!!) it

isthemost favorable situation fordrainage. Care should
be taken to avoid injury to tlie infra-orbital nerve. The
margins of the opening should be made as smooth as

possible. The mucoperiosteum should be injured as
little as possible.

In creating a nasal opening from the antrum, blood
should be prevented from escaping into the nasopharynx
by inserting therein a small sponge attached to a t:tpe.
Prior to making the opening the anterior third of the
inferior turbinal should be amputated. This gives free
access to the na.so-antral iiarfition, Avhicli is to lie broken
through. This is done by mallet and chisel through the

opening in the canine fossa. The operator should work
as far foruaid as possible, keeping close to the antral
floor. As soon as the chisel has penetrated the partition,
a Krause cannula with probe-pointed trocar should be
used to define and enlarge the opening. This opening
should then be eular,gcd with mallet and chisel until the
front third of the lateral wall of the inferior meatus has
been removed. The opening should be larire on account of
the great tendency to after-contraction, liu ring the ojiera-
tiou care should be taken not to injure the nasal septum.
The frontal sinun, one on either side, lies between the

outer and inner tablesof the frontal bone over the root of
the nose and extends outward under the superciliary
riilges (Fig. 4314, 1). The septum of bone wliicli sepa-
rates liiem is very seldom in the mesial ]ilane. It may
be so far removed from this ]ilaiie that an opening made
on one side of it may exjiose the sinus on the o|iposite
side of the body. The .sinus, on either side, communi-
cates, through the infundibulum and front jiart of the
hiatus semilunaris, with the fori' part of the middle mea-
tus of the nasal fossa. The sinus is smaller in young
peojile and in women than in men, AVliile there is no

necessary correlal ion belween a capacious frontal sinus
and a proniineiit suiierciliary ridge, it may lie slated as
a general rule tli;it there is a .greater probability of the

presence of a well developed sinus where there is a

prominent supra-orbital area (including a prominent su-

perciliary ridge and uasid eminc'iice). The outer table of

the sinus is the thickest, but varies considerably in dilfer-

ent skulls. Its avera,;;i' thickness is about .') mm. It has
a large anioiint of diploic tissue, which accounts for the

po.ssibility of septic infection when it is o]iencd, and also

for the hemorrhage tluit occurs from it. The inner table

is thin and britlle. The floor of the cavity overlies the

orbit, as well as the upjier border of the lachrymal and
the anterior part of the superior border of the lateral
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mass of the ethmoid. Tlie floor is the thinnest wall, es-

(H'cially at the siiperointernal angle of the orbit. Ac-

cordingly when there is eni]iyema of the sinus the pus
tends to point at the upjier and inner angle of the orbit.

This pneuniatie chamber may e.vtend upward on the

forehead for 40 mm. ; laterally as far as the external an-

gle of the orbit; backward as far as the lesser win.sr of

the sphenoid, on either side, thus separating the horizon-
tal portion of the frontal hone (the roof of either orbit)
into two tables, viz.. orbital tabli' and cerebral table. It

may comuiunicatc bj-a large opening with a well-marked
sinus in the crista galli.
The cavities are very unsymmetrieal and irregular.

They niav be very small or altogether absent. The sinus

may be present on one side and absent on the other. The
sinus becomes funnel-shaiied as it pa.sses downward to

the ethmoidal infundilniluni. The ostium of the frontal

sinus is found at a short distance from the sejitum and at

the most dependent part of the cavity. It may be situ-

ated 3S mm. behind the outer table of the frontal bone.

Incomplete trabecul.T of bone often divide the sinus into

reees.ses of various sizes and shapes.
The frontal sinus is absent at birth. It appears about

the seventh year and develops only slightly up to pu-
berty, when it increases rapidly in size, reaching its

ma-\inunn growth aliout the twentieth year.
When tlirough empyema or other diseases of the frontal

sinus it becomes necesary to open the cavity, there are sev-

eral methods of procedure. 1 The infero-e.xternal wall

(orl)ital surface) of the sinus may be opened at the upper
and inner angle of the orliital fossa. The orbital surface
of the sinus must be so freely removed that the little fin-

ger can be passed into the cavity after its contents have
been thoroughly evacuated by syringing with an anti-

septic solution. The little linger of the other hand should
be placed in the corresponding nostril and pushed up to a

point where the finger in the sinus can be felt. With a

sharp gouge an aperture of considerable size should be

madealong the space between the two fingers. A serious

objection to this operation is the almost certain iujuiy of
the pulley attachment of the superior oblique muscle
and tlie production thereby of distressing diplopia. 2.

A more satisfactory procedure, after exposing the bone

by making an incision through the shaven eyebrow, is to

open the cavity through the external table of the vertical

portion of the frontal bone—that is, through the fore-

head. After the tissues liave been raised and turned
back sufficiently to expose the bone, the cavity is best

entered j\ist above the mesial or inner extremity of the

supra-orbital margin, and slightly lateral from the mo-
<lian line of the forehead. On account of tlie very great
variations of the shape and size of the sinus the safest

procedure is to open its outer wall by a small drill run

by an electric motor and controlled by a foot-switch,

though the mallet and chisel are much used. The sinus

can be explored with a probe through this opening and
the relations of its walls and its size determined. Then
a button of bone may be removed by a trephine, or a

larger drill may be u.sed, or the mallet and chisel. Care
shiuild then be exercised in securing a large opening into

the nasal fossa in the same manner as indicated in the

operation through the orbital surface. This operation
not only avoids the possibility of injuring the superior
obliipie muscle, but facilitates direct inspection and
treatment of the sinus.

liothrop's obseivalions on the cadaver have demon-
strated—and the di-monsli'ation can be verilied by any
cxiK-rienced anatomist in tlie dissecting-room— that it is

impossible to pass a luobe froiri the nose thrcuigh the

infundibulum into the frontal sinus in the majority of

sul)jects. Much more dillieult is the procedure in the

living subject. In many cases the frontal sinus can be
catlieterized when free access to the infundibulum is

seitured by ampulaling (he anterior end of the middle
furliinal. The care with which cathetrvization of the

frontal sinus should be carried out is iiest euipbasized
by citing the ease recorded by Mermod, an experienced
Thinologist. He observed a case in which a watery fluid

was escaping from one nostril, and judged that it came
from the corresponding frontal sinus. The attempt at
catlieterizati(m induced so nuieh pain that lie was com-
pelled to desist. The iialienl died some days later, and an
autopsy showed the entire absence of any frontal sinus.
The water}- fluid which escaped through a small opening
in the floor of the anterior cranial fossa was probably

i3
Fig. 4315.—Tubotympanic Pneumatic Cavity and Mastoid Sinuses,
shown by removal of outer bnunftaries of the petronia-sloid portion
of the teriipipnil boni-. 1. fiimtiil laiwil: 2. tefrmen tympanl over
tube for tens"!' tyinji;nii musrlf; :i. t»'trinen tynipani overattio; 4,

part of e.xriTnal wall of antrum ; -5. tetrmen lytnpani over antrum ;

ti, mastnj.l cells: 7, F.ustarbian tulie; H. processus cochleaiiforniis;
9, tir.iiuiinlnry in atrium; PI. foramen ovale: II, e.\tciiial liori-

zoutal semloinular canal: 12, part of e.xternal wall of antrum : 1.3.

mastoid cells.

cerebrospinal fluid. Pyogenic infection was doubtless
carried within the cranial cavity, although every antisep-
tic precaution had been observed in attempting to cartie-

terize the supposed frontal sinus.

The ethmoidal sinuses {Fig. 4314, 5 and (J) are placed
between the cavities of the orbit and the supero-lateral
part of the nasal foss;e, being separated from them bj'
thin and papery walls. These ])neumatic sjiaces are

completed by tlie ethmoids articulating Avith the sphe-
noidal turbinate, palate, frontal, lachrymal, and supe-
rior maxillary bones.
The thin partitions are frequently absent at various

points. For instance, some of the ethmo-maxillary septa
maj' be absent, thus permitting the ethmoid cells to com-
municate directly with the maxillary sinus, as already
mentioned; again the ethmo-frontal (orbital jilate) parti-
tions may be deficient so that a directcommunication may
exist between ethmoid cells; and, finally, a large sinus is

sometimes present between the two walls of iheoibital

plate and extends well back toward the optic foramen.
The sinuses are separated into two groups by thin bony

septa
—an anterior and a posterior group. The iinterior

and sometimes a middle group of cells open either inde-

pendently oi- through the ethmoidal infundibulum into
the upper part of the hiatus semilunaris, and thciefore
into the middle meatus of the nasal fossa ; the poslei'ior
ones open into the suiierior meatus. Ordinarily tbi' eth-

moidal cells aie separated from the orbital cavily by the
thin plate of bone called the os plunum. Occasionally,
as a result of arrest of development and in old people,
the OS planum may be defective in parts and the sinuses
are then separated from the orbit only by membrane. A
study of liorizcuital and coronal sections will disclose the
fad that the iineum;itie spaces increase in size from
above downward, and from befoi'e backward.
The anterior ethmoidal cells onlinarily commtniieale,

through the infinidibiilum, with the frontal sinus: occa-

sionally they communicate diicctly with the maxilUiry
sinus. The posterior ethmoidal cells occasionally coin-

uumicate with the orbital sinus, and may through the

latter communieate wilh the sphenoidal sinus or the an-

trum of llighmore, or with both the lalter.

The elluuoidul cells, on account of their ineguiarand
complicated iinatomical features and the iniiiortanee of

their topographical relations, deserve very careful study,
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with llie help of both macerated ami rccoiit specimens.

Empyema of the ethmoidal cells is fiequeiitl.v associated

with pus formation in one or several of the other pneu-
matic spaces, and may lead to very grave complications
involving vision or even life.

The ethmoidal cells are usually ahsent in infant skulls.

They appear ahout the fourth year, and reach their full

development about tlie twentielh year.
The only elTective trealment of disease of the eth-

moi(hil sinuses is to open them freely through the nasal

fossil and then to curette tliem. As a preliminary step,

however, the middle turbinal should be more or less ex-

tensively removed.
The orbital sinus is situated in the orbital process of

the vertical plate of the palate bone (Fig. 4314, ,?). The
orbital process, therefore, from an oithtliabnological and

rhinological point of view, is a very important structure,
whose relative anatomy- sliould be carefully studied. It

presents live surfaces, three of which are nrlii-iilar, and
two free or n<>n (irlicidar. The maxillary surface looks

forward, outward, and downward, and articulates with
the superior ma.xilla; the ethnmidal surface looks in-

ward, forward, auil uinvaid, and articulates with the

lateral mass of the ellunoid. helping to close in (he pos-
teriiir ethmoidal celU; tlie splienoidal surface looks liack-

ward, inward, and up\var<l, and articulates witli the ver-

tical portion of the sphenoidal turbinated bone. The
zygomatic surface lies in the splicuo-maxillary fossa,

looking toward the zygomatic fossa. The orbital sur-

face helps to form the floor of the orbitjil fossa at its

ape\. Ordinarily the orbital imeumatic space or sinus
conununicates with the splienoidal sinus. Sometimes it

Cirnnnunicates witli the posterior ethmoid-
al cells. On several occasions I have seen
it communicate not only with both of the

above-mentioned pneumatic sjiaces, but
also with the antrum of Ilighmore, so

that there has been a direct continuity be-

tween the maxillary, orbital, pos-
terior ethmoidal, and sphenoidal
sinuses. Under these circum-
stances a severe empjcnia of
these .sinuses, leading to caries

Fig. 4.316.—Section tlirouKh Ti'inpunil Hone .showini.' Tubolvmininir Air Clinmber and Mastoid
Celts; also Membnuia Tympani una .\iidnorv Ossicles. 1. Teirriion tvmpaiii over antrum; 2.
exleriial seiniclrcular eanal and ai|ua'iliirtus Kallnpii ; ;), tegraen overtiilie for tensor tvnii)ani
musicle: -t, proi-essns coi-lilearifonnis; 5, carotid canal; li, Kustachian lulic : 7, imunontorv ; S,
crosses fossida rotunda to tlie slJipes; !). rcii'ssiis livpotvinpaniciis; 10, aqna'ductus Fallopii; 11,
dlploctlc tissue- at |)osierior part of alrliiin with the a.|u;eiluctus Kallopi idcscendinfr tliroucli It; 13,
antrum ; 1-1. mastoid cells; I."., aquipdiicuis Kallopii ; I:.', bmlv and short ramus of incus in the attic;
16, menilirana tympani; 17, maniiliriiini of inaltcus; IS, leusor tympani muscle: 19, bead of
malleus in the attic ;. 20, te);inen tympani rootliis attic.

of bone, coidd produce grave complications, jeopardiz-
ing life through extension to the brain, or vision thiough
extension to the orbit and its conlents.
The sji/iciioidal sihums (Fig. 4;il-l. S), very variable in

shape and size, are usually .separated from" one another
by a sagitlally placed bony septum. This septum is fi-e-

ijuently displaced to one or other side, and may be more
or less oblique. The sinuses are situatcti in the body of

the sphenoid and often extend well down into tlie ptery-
goid processes and out into the b.i.ses of the gie;,t w ings
of the sphenoid.

In front and below they ai-e bounded, in jiart, by the

splienoidal tiirbinaleil bone. Above the latter an irregu-
lar o])ening is left by which the sphenoidal sinuses coni-
municale with the U]iiier and back part of the nose in
the region of the splieno-elhmoidal recess. Occasionally
they communicate with the iiosterior ethmoidal cells.

One or both of the sinuses may be absent or replaced by
diploe. The sphenoidal sinus is n<it present at liirtli.

The time of its appearance is stated to be the tlnrd year
(Steiner), seventh year (Laurent), or the twentieth year
(Tillaux).
The location of the nasal opening into the sphenoidal

.sinus varies very much. In empyema of the sinus a

probe, or tlie long, slender nozzle of a syringe, can some-
times be made to enter the cavity by passing it directly
backward along the inferior margin of the middle tur-

binal. In other eases the sphenoidal opening is more
laterally placed and on a higlier level. Under these cir-

ciimsfanees the probe must cross the posterior tliird of
the turbinal and curve outward. Certain diseases of the
sinus require that it should be freely opened. The dis-

tance of the anterior wall of the body of the sphenoid
from the end of the nose should be ascertained and indi-

cated on the drill. The anterior wall should then be
drilled carefully and, sufficient allowance for the penc-
tratiim of the wall being made, the surgeon knows pre-
cisely the distance beyond which the drill should not be

passed. A sufficient opening ha\iug been made by the
drill, the cavity is cleansed by curetting.

T/ie Tuboti/mpanic Cftrity
or PiH'uuifitic Chiimher (Figs.
4309, 4315. 4316. and 4317).—
This cavity, though varying
much in its dimensions in in-

dividual cases, is practically
of full size at birth. From
an anatomical and pathologi-
cal point of view it is well
to remember that the tym-
panum consists of three very
important divisions, viz.. the
mfistu.d untruiii, the recessus

epitympauicus or attic, and
the tympanum proper or at-

rium (Fig. 4315). Tlie reces-

sus hypotympauicus is an

arbitrary subdivision of the

atrium, interesting because
of its relation to the jugular
fossa. At birth the mastoid
cells do not exist.

The vrasl'iid niitrum, like

the other subdivisions of the

tympanum, is practically of
the same size at birth as in

the adult. Its roof is formed

by the thin t,-r/iiH n. ti/i/ijiiiui,

and extends forwarcl as the
roof of the attic and tensor

tympani canal. It commiiiii-

catcs in front with the attic.

In the rest of its course it is

bounded by the diploiUi<- and
pncuiiKitic tissiK^ of the bone,
lis vertical measurement is

about 7 mm.; the tiansverse
measurement is about !) mm.

.\t birth the outer wall is bounded by a thin plate of
bone belonging to the squamous portion of the tem-

poral bone (squamosal) (Fig. 4312, .'1, ]), and is only
aliout 1 or 'J mm. thick, but it increases to about 10
mm. at the ninth year. Coincideiitly wilh the develop-
ment of the mastoid jirocess (which begins at the sec-

ond year and rc'achcs its maximum growth after pu-
berty) the mastoid cells (Fig. 4315, and W) develop
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backward aud downward as ra<liate or racemose diver-

ticula from llie t;iliotyiiipaiiic iiuciiiiiatic space, espe-

cially from the aninmi, and show in dilVcrcnt skulls the

yrcatcst iiossihle varialioiis. I'p to the second year the

tiny mastoiil contains only diploOtic structure, aud in the

developed bone this may never be wholl)- displaced.
Randall states that iu iiis study of a thousand boues he
found scarcely two percent, which could be classed as

dililottic, and only about ten per cent, revealed a notable
juuount of diploS combined with the Jiueumatic spaces.
No mastoid is entirely i)neumatic, though we may meet
with a large, thin-walled, single pneumatic space oc-

<-upying the greater part of the process in senile boues.

Through osteosclerosis a solid mastoid process may oo-

casionally be seen. The pneumatic cells, when present,
are not limited to the mastoid process, but e.\tend up-
ward toward the squama, forward over the roof of the

external auditory canal, and may extend into the zygo-
matic process ; some generally extend into the floor of

the Eustachian tube lying in close relation with the ca-

rotid artery; others may extend inw-ard toward tlie tem-

poro-occipital suture, sometimes invading the pars jug-
rilaris of the occipital bone While a ilolichoceplialic
skull is more likely to present a pneumatic mastoid thau
a brachyeephalic one, and while a prominent, large mas-
toid is more liable to be pneumatic than a small, ill-

developed one, there is no method of determining before-

hand the condition of the interior of the bone.

The autrum merges, anteriorly, almost imperceptibly
into the attic through a triangular-shaped, hour-glass
contractit)u called the atlitvs, made by the outward bulg-

ing, from the inner wall of the tympanum, of the hori-

zontal semicircular and facial-nerve canals. The
boundaries of the fiditin) (Fig. 4317, 1, 2, 1^) are very
important surgically and are as follows, viz. : ahore, the

liase of the triangle is formed by the tegmen tympani;
the inner boundary is formed by a prominence of com-

pact bone containing the external semicircular canal, and
below and in front of this is the portion of the aquachic-
tus Fallopii winding above and beliind the fenestra ovalis.

The bonj' wall of the aqueduct at this point is very thin,

and at times entirely lacking, .so that an inflammation of

the tympanum can readily extend to the facial nerve.
The outer wall of the aditus is formed by the deepest
part of the postero-superior wall (squamosal) of thebonj'
external auditory canal. The apex of tlie triangular adi-

tus is formed by the junction of the outer and inner
walls in this region. Ordinarily the aditus will admit an
instrument about 5 mm. in diameter.
The «((/c (Figs. 431.5, J; 4309, 2J,) is broadest above

where it has as its roof the tegmen. tympani. the latter ex-

tending backward as the rcjof of the antrum and forward as

the roof of the canal for the tensor tympani muscle. It

is about 7 mm. in its anteroposterior direction, about 5

mm. vertically, aud 4 mm. in breadth. The roof, some-
times deticieut to a varying degree, separates the tym-
panic cavity from the cranial cavity; it is limited exter-

nally by the petrosqiiamoint suture (Fig. 4318, A 1, B 1).

This suture may remain unossifled for several years after
birth or even permanently and thus afford a channel by
which pyogenic infection may spread from the tympanum
to the meninges and brain.
The attic overhangs markedly the inner end of the ex-

ternal auditory canal (Fig. 430'J, 7, 24). It opens back-
ward into the antnnn and downward and inward into
the atrium or tynipatmm proper. In the rest of it.s

course it is surrounded by the diploOtic tissue of the bone.
It contains, enveloped by nnieous membrane, the head
of the malleus, the body and the short process of the incus,
the latter projecting into the aditus.
The atrium or tympanum proper (Fig. 431.'j, 9) is that

portion of the general tympanic cavity which is below
the attic and internal to the membrana tympani. It is

bounded externally by the tymjianic bone or aiuiuliis
and the membrana tympani, which is fixed iu the tym-
panic groove of the bony ring.
On a level with the '.ipjier edge of tlu^ membrana tym-

pani in front of the amudus is the tympanic end of the

Ghiserian finsnre (remnant of the fissura petrotvrnjiani-
ca). Clo.se to the intuu- end of tiiis fissure, and "forming
a division of it, is the comnu'ucement of the iter cliordm

anteriu.s. which transmits the chorda tympani from the

t^miianum.
It is bounded internally by the outer surface of the

labyrinth or internal ear. It presents, in the marcerat-
ed bone. (1) a reniform opening (fenestra orali.'<) which
leads into the vestibule of the labyrinth, but in the re-

cent state of the bone this ojjening is closed b}' the foot
of the stapes, surrounded liy its linamentum annulare.
Below this is (2) a rounded eminence (.promontory) cXuk to
the first turn of the cochlea. (3) Above and behind the
fenestra ovalis is a portion of the aqueduct e/f tallopius
or canalis facialis. (4) In front of the fenestra ovalis is

the processus cocJdeariformis, which here makes a sharp
turn outward, and forms a pulley over which the ten-
don of the tensor tymjiani nniscle plaj's. (.5) A funnel-

shaped recess (fo.isula Jenc^traf cochlea) is situated at
the jiostero-inferior part of the promontory, aiul is direc-
ted toward the/(«f*i/Yf ;v.i;«;i(/i(,, which in the macerated
bone leads into the cochlea, but in the recent state is

closed by a membrane (secondary membrana tympani).
The anterior wall of the atrium is narrowed vertically

by the ascent of the floor and descent of the roof, and
transverselj- In' the approximation of the inner aud outer
boundaries of the cavity. At thi.s point are two bony
parallel canals separated by the bony processus ochleari-

formis and placed one above the other. The upper is

the canal for the tensor tympani muscle, while the lower
is the osseous Eustachian tube. The latter communi-
cates with the nasopharynx through the membrane-car-
tilaginous Eustachian tube.

The posterior wall of the atrium presents from above
downward the following: 1. A minute conical bony-
eminence (pyramid). The pyramid is hollow and con-
tains the stapedius mu.scle. The tendon of the stapedius
perforates the apex of the pyramid, aud is inserted into
the posterior surface of the neck of the stapes. The
base of the pyramid commiuiicates with the aqueduct of

Fallopius by one or two small foramina for the passage
of the nerve and vessels to the stapedius. 2. luunedi-

ately below the pyramid is the minute apertm-e of the
iter chorda: poslerius, which commiuiicates with the aquse
ductus Fallopii and transmits the chorda tyuepani nerve
from the facial nerve to tlie tympanic cavity. The chor-
da tympani, covered by mucous membrane, passes along
the upper border of the drumhead between the handle of
the malleus and the vertical ramus of the iucus to enter
the iter chordic anterius. 3. There is sometimes seen
below the aperture of the iter chordie posterius a
rounded Qvamencc (prom i7ientia styloidea) which is caused

by the forward and upward jirnlongation of the styloid
process. The aiiueduct of Fallopius continues down
from the posterior part of the fenestra ovalis through
the diploetic tissue of the posterior wall of the atrium to
the stylomastoid foramen.
The front part of the floor of the atrium is in relation

with the first bend or convexity of the carotid canal. At
this point the bony septum maybe absent and the artery
sci)aratcd from the tympanum only by membrane

It may be well to stale at this point that the outer wall
of the carotid canal is in very close proximity to the bony
Eustachian tube, and since dehiscence of the bony sep-
tum is here more frequent, the aural surgeon should

always exercise great care in bougieing this passage.
The back part of the floor of the tym|)aiium is in rela-

tion with the jugular fossa and presents small depres-
sions scjiaratcd by slight bony trabei'uhe, thus producing
an irregular region that has been called the recessus /lypo-

tyuipauicus. It is important becau.se it is often quite
encroached upon by the bulb of the internal jugular
vein in the jugular fossa.

At times the lateral sinus is tinusiially large and arches
far forward. Under these circumstances the bulb of the

internal jugular is unduly liirge. and the jugular fo.ssa

which contains it may arch well up into the floor of the

lymjianuni and be se]iarated from the cavity by a thin
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and trausluccut scptiiiii of bonp. or even the bnne may be
dehiscent. In sucli eases as this the bulb of the internal

ju_i;iilar has been wdinuled in |icif(iiniing a paracentesis
of llie tynipanie nicnihniiie or drumhead.

In tlio anti'io-poslerior diK'Ction the atrium measures
about 12 nnn., of wliich 9 nnn. is bounded by the mem-
brana tympani; from the floor of tlie alrium to llie com-
mencement of the attic is about 10 mm. ; tlie narrowest

part of tlie atrium, 'i.'> mm., is caused by the outward

projection of the promontory and the inward traction of

the centre of the mcmbrana tympani ("«/i«). Owinjr to

the prcat ohliiivnty of the druudiciid the handle of the

malleus is very oliiiipiely jilaccd in tlie drum; also tlie

lontr ramus of the incus is quite obliiiue. The stapes,
since it is placed at a rij.dit anjrle to the tip of the long
ramus of the incus, passes upward and inward very ob-

liquely toward the fenestra ovalis. The atrium is placed
in the midst of the temporal bone, about 20-35 mm.
from the entrance of the external auditory canal.

Bony L.vmi.m.miks ok tiik Ski i.i, (Figs. 4303, 4304,

430.'). 4319).—Among thi' many landmarks of the skull the

following can readily be palpated, viz. : the iiiion, lamb-

da, glabella, nasion, mastoid process, the siipramastoid
crest, suprameatal .spine, nasal spine, osseous anterior

iiares, the bridge of the nose, the sujierciliary ridges, tlie

external and internal angular jirocesses of the frontal

bone, the infra- and snpra-orliital margins, the supra-
orbital notch, the malarlione, theanteriorpartof the tem-

poral crest, the region of the canine fossa of the superior
maxilla, the lower portions of the borders of the ramus,
the angle and mental tubercle of the mandible, and the

zygomatic arch.

The tiiitii) is ab(nit 50 mm. aliove the spine of the axis
or second cervical vertebra and 25 mm. below the poste-
rior pole of the cranium. Theiniim not being developed
in the child, its position is delined by taking a point at

the junction of the niid<lle and upjier thirds of a line

drawn from the spine of the axis to the posterior pole of

the crar.imn.

The lamlida can generally be felt through the scalp
iind is situated about (!3 mm. above the inion. The pa-

-/ \*Ji
e

Fio. 4317.-Tniii.sverse Section Iliroiipli Temporal Bone and Con-
djie of Occlpltjil l$onc. showing esppciully tlie ,-ldi(i«. 1, Ted-
men tympant roollnir in tlie lulliiis ; 2. inner wall (e.sternal semi-
circular canal 1 of the aditiis: I:;, outer (s()uaiiio.>ial) wall of aditiis;
:i, aquieiliicius Kallopii: I, vestibule; 5, internal auditory canal ; (i,

part of anterior condyloiii foramen: 7, condyle of occipital hone; S,

jueular fciiamen: li. p\nimld with foramen at apex for exit of
tendcm of the slapediuK muscle; III, mastoid portion of temporal
hone; II, external aiulitorv it:inal.

rietooueipital lissiire, in the adult, lies oppo.site, or a few
millimetres in front of, the himbda; in the child the fis-

sure may be as much as 25 mm. in front of it.

The hrefiiiKi. in the child, is occupied by the anterior
fontanel; in the adult it is about a third of the distance
from the nasion to the inion.

The zyijomaiic iirch is a very important landmark. In
the natural positiouof the head it is horizontal, and is on

the same level as the inion and the infra-orbital margin.
Its tipper border about inilicates the level of the lower
lateral margin of t he cerebral hemispliere. By tracing the

uiqier border of the zygoma backward we shall lintl that
it passes immediately above the tragus and the external

auditory canal to become ctmtinuous with the stipntmtis-
toid cnst or posterior root of the zj'goma (posterior por-
tion of the temporal crest).

If a line is carried in a vc^rtical coronal jdane from the

pre-aiiricji/iir puiiil on one side to that on tlu^ other, it

will jiass through the bre.gma. The hirer cud of the fis-

sure of Uolando is situated 50 mm. vertically above the

pre-auricular jioint.
The ptirioiiuaiwwX, be felt, but may be located two fin-

gers' breadth (37 mm.) vertically above the middle of the

zygomatic arch. It locates the Sylruni point—the point
where t he fissure of Sylvius divides into its three branches ;

it overlies also the auteiior branch of the middle menin-

geal artery.
The posterior extremity of the left inferior frontal con-

volution {Bmcd's conmlntion) is situated about three

fingers' breadth (56 mm.) above the middle of the left

zygomatic arch.

The junction of the motor iireas for the face and arm
is .situated at the junction of the lower and middle thirds
of the Rolandic area, which is indicated by the highest
part of the temporiil erc«l.

T]ie piiriet'd eiiiinenre overlies the supramai'ginal con-
volution of the brain, and therefore also the terminal part
of the posterior horizontal limb of the fissure of Sylvius.
The /;•'/;,?(;; eminence o\'in-\\i;<. the middle frontal con-

volution of the cerebrum.

Slightly above the outer canthus of the eyelids is

located the frinitii-iinditr nutiin; directly above which is

the e.i't, riiiil tinr/idtir pi-ccess of the fi'ontal bone. The
lower lateral margin of the front:d lobe of the cerebrum
is situated 12 mm. above the ti]) of the external angular
process. About 12 mm. below the process is a small
tubercle on the posterior border of the malar bone; a line

drawn from this tubercle to the lambda overlies the su-

perior temporo-sphenoidal fissure (parallel Jissiire) and

corresponds to the descending horn of the lateral ven-
tricle. That ]iart of the temporal crest which extends
between the c.Mernal angular ])rocess ami the coronal
suture is located a little above the level of the inferior

frontal fissure.

Situated at the junction of the inner and middle thirds
of the supra-orbital margin is the snprn-orbital notch. A
line carried downward from this notch to the lower btfr-

der of the mandible and crossing the interval between
the lower bicuspid teeth will pass over the infra-orhH(d
and nient'd. foniinina. the latter beingsituated about mid-

way between llii' ii]iper and lower borders of the mandi-
ble, while the former is about 12 mm. below the infra-

orbital margin. These foramina furnish the guides for

the operation of neurectomy to relieve neuralgia of the
trifacial nerve.

On a level with the crown of the last molar tooth tiiul

midway between the posterior and anterior borders of the
ramus of the mandiljle the inferior dental nerve enters
the inferior dental canal on the inner surface of the ra-

mus of the mandililc. CVinse(|uently neurectomy of tliis

nerve can be ]ierformed by trephining the corresponding
outer surfact! of tlie ramus. Since the lingual nerve lies

a little anterior to the inferior dental nerve, it can be ex-

posed through the same opening.
A landmark of interest to ophthalmic surgeons is the

hiclirtjiiiid, tnhcrcle. which is situated at llie junclioii of the
infra orbital margin belonging to the body of the sujie-
rior ma.\illa, and the anterior border of the lachrymal
groove on the nasal jirocess of the sujierior maxilla. In

the operation for lachrymal fistula it serves as a guide to

the ))osition of the lachrymal sac.

Tlie lachrymal groove is a bony groove situated be
tween the crest of the lachrymal bone and the nasal pro
cess of thesuperiormaxillaiy bone. It contains thelach-

rymal sac, which is the most important jiart of the lacli

rymid tipparatus, since it is the seat of very disfiguring
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diseases. The laclirynial gruove is directly coiitiuuous

witli tlie iiiisal duct. Tlic latter passes dowiiwai'd and

slightly backward and outward to o|icn, luuler Cdvcr of

the anieriiir ex t remit y (if the inferior turbinated bone, into

tlu'inl'eriiH- meatus of the nose, at the junction of its ante-

rior fourth with its posterifir three-fourths, at a distance

of fromljO t:) 35 mm. from the postcricn- boundary of the

nostril.

The general direction of tlie duct is best expressed by
a line extending from the inner canthus of the eye to the

interval between the premolar and the first molar tooth

of the upper jaw.
The sae measures from 13 to 13 nun. in length, from

4 to 5 nun. in breadth, and about 7 mm. autero-]iosleri-

orly. It is narrowest at its termination in the nasal duct.

The nasal duct lias adiameter of 3 or 4 mm., and aver-

ages about IS nun. in length. The duct is somewhat
narrower near its middle than at its lower or its upper ex-

tremity.
On the living subject by drawing the lids outward, the

iiitiriial patpehnil liyament (tentlo oculi) is made tense,

and can be felt as a narrow tense band passing inward

transversely, and in front of the lachrymal sac, to be at-

tached to the nasal process of the superior maxillary bone.

The ligament passesa little above the centre of the lachry-
mal sac, and is a ginde to its position. Spontaneous rup-
tiu'e of an abscess of the lachrymal sac almost invariably
tiikes place just below the internal jialpebral ligament.
In opening a lachrymal abscess in this the best location,
the incision should be made a little external to the angu-
lar artery.
The position of the mastoid antrum is represented by

Macewen's suprai/iental iiiaiigh; situated a little behind
and above the bony external auditor}^ canal. This tri-

angle is bounded by the postero-superior segment of the

l)on\- external auditor}' canal below, bj- tlie sujiramas-
toid' crest above, and by an imaginary line joining the

above boundaries. According to Macewen, if the aper-
ture of the bony external auditory canal be bisected liori-

zontally, the upper half would approximate!}' be on a
level with the mastoid antrum. On bisecting this up-
per segment vertically its posterior half would corre-

spond roughly to the junction of the antrum and the

attic, and immediately behind this is tlie suprameatal
triangle.
Macewen states that the level of the base of the brain

will be 1 or 3 mm. above the supramastoid crest and
about 5 or 6 mm. above the root of the osseous external

auditory canal.

The supramastoid crest, which indicates the roof of the

antrum as well as the floor of the middle cranial fossa,

may vary as much as 20 mm. down or up. Jleasure-

nients on large numbers of skulls show that the middle
cranial fossa is never 10 mm. below the supramastoid
crest. But tlie crest is sometimes imperfectly developed
and cannot be relied upon as a landmark.
The mii)rameiit/U spine is situated at the postero-supe-

rior portion of the aperture of the bony external auditory
canal, and lias the sujirameatal triangle or fossa back of

it (Fig. 4304, JS a). This spine can almost invariably be

recognized as indicating the postero-superior portion of

the opening of the bony meatus. Randall states that he
has found the floor of the middle cranial fossa as low as
this spine only five times in one thousand bones. It

averages alxmt 6 mm. above the spine. The suprameatal
spine is a safer guide for avoiding the middle fossa of

the cranium than is the supramastoid crest.

In opening the mastoid sinuses it should be borne in

mind that the niiistnid furdiiiin, extending from that

liorlion of the groove for {\w. lateral sinus called I lie .v/y-

moidfi)«.iii, and terminating on the exterior at or near the

occipito-temporal suture, is very variable in size. It

usually transmits a small emissary vein from the latt'ral

sinus to tli(! occipital vein. Sometimes the foramen may
be so large as to transmit all the blood from tla^ lateral

sinus to the external jugular vein.

The sigmoid fossa, and conse<(nently the lateral sinus,

varies very much in its outward curving ;
it may even

7?. IniHT vit-w.

2. liintu.s I'allopii;

4, tloccular fossa;

project to the external cortex or table of the mastoid

process.
In operating upcm the mastoid antrum the surgeon

chisels away the bone iinraediately behind and above the

postero-superior quadrant of the osseous external audi-

tor}' canal and endeavors to avoid the middtefosm of the
craniiil cavity by A
keeping below
the suprameatal
spine. In opening
the mastoid cells

he hopes to avoid
tlie latercil xiitiis

by chiselling
obliquely to the

surface and keep-
ing parallel with
and close to the

external auditory
canal. He avoids
the descending ])or-

tion of the facial
nerve by not en-

croaching upon
the lower half of
the deepest por-
tion of the pos-
terior wall of the

osseous canal.

On account of

the non -develop-
ment of the mas-
toid process and
the tympanic
plate in the in-

fant the stylomas-
toid foramen is sit-

uated U]ion the lat-

ei'fil snrfiice of the

skull instead of at
its base (Fig. 4318,
A, 2). Hence the facial nerve emerges from the foramen
immediately behind the annulus, and is unprotected.
Therefore in infants the incision through the integu-
ment and subjacent soft parts, for tlie jiurpo.se of reach-

ing the cranial wall, should not extend too far for-

ward antl downward, otherwise the facial nerve will be
severed.

Cit.\Nio-ENCEPH.\i.ic TopoGH.\pnY (Fig. 4319)..—In the

study of what is commonly called craniu-cerehral topog-
raphy, it shoidd be clearly understood that we are to

deal not only with the cerebrum, but also with the cere-

bellum, the ganglia of Gasser, and the brain's meninges
or coverings; and the dura mater contains the middle

meningeal arteries, and those venous channels called lat-

eral sinuses and superior longitudinal sinus, not to men-
tion other structures of less conspicuous importance from
the point of view of applied anatomy. Also in relation

with the arachnoid mater is the cisterna miignn, the larg-
est of the subarachnoidan spaces.

It would seem that the nse of the term cranio-eiicejihu-
Uc toiiogra]>li}' would be more conducive to accuracy
than the more commonly employed expression craniocere-
bral topography. It may not be amiss to recall the fact

that cranio-encephalic topography must not be confound-
ed with the cranioscopy of the iihrenologisls. a pseudo
science founded by (Jail. Gall (piite arbiinirily localized

the dilTerent intellectual faculties in various parts of the

brain, and attempted to establish a relati<iii between cer-

tain irregularities or buniiis on the surface of the skull

and the parts of the brain in which were resident the in-

tellectual faculties. It is now known that the irregu
lariiies and bumps of the external table of the cranial

walls have no relation whatever with the ineiiualities of

the internal table, and still less have they anything in

common with the configuration of the brain's various

components.
The human skull varies greatly, in the details of its

Fig. 4318.—Tempon-.l Dime at Birili. A.
Outer view. 1, Petrasqiiaiiidus siitmr: -'.

stylomastoid foramen; 3, lymiianir [ilatc:

4, postfflenoicl Uitiercle; 5. jietnttvinp:
suture; t». ciiroticl canal.

1, Pe1r"S(]iKtiin)us suture:
3, internal auditory canal;
5, a(iuapdnctus vestibuli.
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conformation, accordinir to race, age, sex, and even stat-

ure, not to mention patliolof;iciil variations. In no two
inilivi«luals of the same race, age, se.x, anil stature are

the skulls ever precisely alilie; nor, iinder such circuni-

FlG. 4319.—('hlene*s GuKJingr Lines In Cnmio-Kncephalio Topography. G, fflabella; /.

inion and indicates site of torcular tierophili ; jl/. miii-point between G and /; T.

tlireeH^iiarter point iK-iween a and /and overlies jiarietti-dn-ipiial n>snre; .s'. si'ven-

eiRhtli point biMwern fi and /; >J, pre-anrieular puini on iimt of /vL'onia : Q, post-
anricular point on snpraniastoid crest ; 1'. a Iln^'^rs bceadtli lielimd(,': I', mid-point
of line K .S and niarlvs liiirliest conve-Niiy (tf lateral sinus; Z. neai' tip of anterior
border of mastoid proees.s : !>. e.xiern:i[ anLruliir pii>i-ess uf fi-.ialal bone; K niid-point
on line 7> K and overlies i)oint of bifuiraiinn of [iitdi.ile nieninijfa! artery; //.Sylvian
point liM-aled by interseelion of tla- Svh ian line /) 7' and tiie line /'3/; tins Sylvian
point overlies ttie s> lyian pi>int of the ilssure of Sylyius and also ibe anterior division
of tbe middle monitii,'eal arteiy ; L indicates anpidar gyiais and e.vtreinity of parallel
Assure anil is located by tla? interscciion I'f line 1) rami line V M\ K. mid-point of
line // L : //3/, precehtrid line and overlies precentral tlssnres; K X^ line drawn
from K to median sapittal plane paialiel wit ti // M aritl is tbe postcentrjil line : HA,
anterior borizontal limb of IhcSvi\i;in tlssurc ; // A', posterior liorizontal limb of the

Sylvism Ilssure; 1) K L, triaiiLOiiar area iiidicatini; parietal eminence, siipiainari.'inal
convolution, and terminal part of sylvian Ilssure; li. id the level of tbe temporal i-rest

and on line of inferior finTitai Ilssure; /*. on line of superior frontal llssiMv; 7' rcom-ses
a little in front of tin: lamliil. id siuure; 7'I'/, trianKulararea indiciiiiiifr oicipilal lolic of
cerettrum ; /TV X, ^'aidltiL^ Ina^s for lateral sinus; below / V YZ is the recii.n of the
cerebellar la-inisplicre; /' /; I' L /f, iientaL^nn indicating: temporal lolie of the cerebrum
except the apex which projects a lint'er's breadth ilownwnrd. forward, and inward from
F: II K X M. parallelogram indicaliiii,' i-ni lical motor area t Wolaudic areai; *

.1, site

for openinp subarachnoid space: * H, Koclier's point for lappiiifjrthe lateral ventricle;
•C, Keen's point for tapping the lateral ventricle; l'i>, indicatiiif^ anterior limit of
lateral sinus.

Stances, are the fissures anil conviilutions of the bruin
ever identical in patt<rn. Tlie n^lutioiis of tlie brain's

convolutions and fissures to detinitely cliosen auatomicul

points on the surftice of the skull or scalp vary in indi-

viduals of the same race, etc. Lastly, as the convexity
or surface area of tlic brain is always less than the outer
surface area or convexity of the skull, and still less than
the surface of tlie scalp, lines drawn on the scalp cannot

always correspond exactly to the fissures and convolu-
tions of the brain.

In view of the preceding facts the well-informed anat-
omist knows that the analomiciil lines used in criinio-

tneephalic topograiihy to locate lissui'es, convolutions,
and areas of the brain are simply approximations—
appro.\imation9 that hav(! been correlated from exami-
ntitions of miuiy brains and skulls. Forlunately. these

approximations are found to be exceedingly useful as
reliable guides in surgical anutomy. I'ractieally, thi^

surgeon uses the lines and points correlated by the aiiiit-

omist, and overcomes tlie diliiculties due to variation

in indiviilihils, liy removing a greater area of the cranial
wall lliuti lliat indicated to him by the anatomist's lines

and points as corresponding to ihe portion of the enceph-
alon which he desires to expose. The brilliant results

of modern ceiebral surgery clearly juo-
claim the jiractit-il utility of the an-

atomisl's a|iproximatious in cranio-

encephalic tn]iiigi;ipby.

ilatiy methods have been devised for

mapping out the relations of Ihe scalp
to the cranial contents. From a clini-

cal point of view, that introduced by
Professor John Chiene, of Edinburgh,
is a very simple tind useful one (Fig.
4)il9). llis method is as follows, viz. :

'i'lie head being shtived, tlie miil-pnint
(.)/) is locati-il in the sagilt;il ]ilaiie of

the vertex from the glabella (U) to the
iiiion (7); then the t/ii-ef-r/iiiiftcr point
{T}; and then the seren-ciylUh puint
i.s'). Next locate the pre-anricular
/loint (,E) on the root of the zygoma,
and the crlernal aiigulur pnciisn (D) of

the fi'ontal bone. Having located
these points join D T. E S, and J) E.
Bi.sect E .Sat T and D E nt E. Draw
tlie line F M and also the line V M.
Bisect 11 L at K and draw a line from
K to iV parallel to 11 M. Trisect U
M at the points R and P. Draw a
line from T to V and another from V
to /. A llnger's breadth (18 mm.) )ios-

terior to the po^t-iniriniliif point (Q) is

the point T ; at the tip of the anterior

border of the mastoid process is the

point Z. A line drawn from T to Z
indicates the anterior border of the
mastoid portion of the hiterol sinus.

The line Jl M corresponds to the pre-
riiitfiil fnxiiri_n, and may be called the

preceiiti-dl liin:. Tlie points of its tri-

section correspond to Ihe posterior ex-
tremities of the superior (P) and /«-

firior (/?) frontal fssurcs. The line D
7' is called the Si/lcinn line; it intcr-

.sects the precentral line at the point
//, which corresponds to the Si/fri/iii

point of the fissure of Sylvius, and also

to the {interior division, of the middle
meningeal artery. 77 .1 corresponds to

tlie aiiieiior horizontal liinli of the Syl-
vian fissure, and 77 K indicates the

])osterior horizontal limb of the tissui'e

of Sylvius. This posterior limb of the

Sylvian fissure tenniiKites at the pari-
etal eminence in the triangle 71 L at

the level of the temporal crest, indicat-

ing the position of the stipramarginal
convolution. The point 7' is the termination of the Syl-
vian line, and is somewlnit in advance of the purieto-

ocrijtitid Jhsiire. The ti-ianglo 7' I' 7 corresponds to the
outer surface of the occipital lobe of the cerebrum. The
line 7 I'abotit corresponds to llie tentorium cei'ebelli and
the upjier margin of the lateral sinus, while the line V
T is a little above the lainhdoid suture. The up|)er jjor-

tion of the line 7i A' corresponds to the su/nrior posteen-
tral Ji-isurc. but the lower ]iart of the line is .somewhat
behind llie inferior postcentral Jissure; the line K A'

may be c;illeil the pos1centr<il line.

The )):irallelogram 11 K JV it overlies the ascending
parietal and ascending frontal convolutions separated by
the central fissure (tis^uyc. of Rolando), and hence corre-

sponds to the cortical motor area (area of liolando). The
pentagon EE I'7/ 7/ outlines the temporal Mie of the

cerebrum, except tlie apex; the latter is directed for-

ward, downward, and inward tibotit l.S mm. (a llnger's

breadth). Abiiut 18 mm. below the line 77 L is the supe-
rior temporal fissure (parallelfissure), which turns uj)ward
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and terminates at /,, llius iii<liealiiij; llie ])Osition uf the

anr/iiliii- (/i/fim.

liy drawiiij; a line on tlie scalp from a jioint 1'3 mm.
lieiiind the mid-sagittal point (J/) downward and forward
for 8.5 cm. and at an antilu of (i"

'

to the sagittal line, the

fissure of Ttoliindo will lie mapped out.

The inion / corresponds to Wu- to reiilav I/erfiphUi and
thus overlies the jioint of junction of the superior lonui-

tudinal. slraijrht, lateral, and occipital sinu.ses. The
groove for the lateral sinus may lie mapped out by draw-

inji a line from a [loint 1 or 3 mm. above the iniou, in a

slightly curvilinear direction with the convexity upward,
to the point I' at tlie poslero-inferior angle of the parie-
tal bone. The point I' forms the liigln-st part of the

convexity of the sinus. From this point the Ujiper mar-

gin of the sinus follows the line A' 1' for 25 mm. ; it then
curves forward and downward to a point IS mm. below
and behind the centre of the exteinal auditory canal.

The anterior border of the mastoid portion is indicated

by the lino Y Z.

The groove for the superior longitudinal sinus extends
from the glabella to the inion. It increases iu size from
before baclvward and usually becomes continuous with
the right lateral sinus. The edge of the trephine shovdd
be maintained at least 18 mm. from the mesial plane
w hen the skull is opened over the posterior part of the

vertex.

After the iniiWh tneitinyeal ttrtery enters the middle
cranial fossa through the foramen spinosum it r\uis out-

ward and forward for about 37 mm. to the point f,
which is located about a finger's breadth (18 mm.) above
the miil-]ioint of the zygomatic arch. It here divides
into antericjr and posterior divisions. The anterior divi-

sion jiasses, with a slight convexity forward, across the

pterion upward and sliglitly backward behind the coro-

nal suture. It gives off branches which ascend over the

Holandic area corresponding to the ]>arallelogram IIK A'

M. This anteiior branch corresponds to the lower two-
thirds of the prcccntral line II M. In trephining over
the lower part of the Rolandic area, especially over the

cortical motcu' centres for the face and tongue, this ante-

rior division will be encountered.
The posti rior di'-isioii of the middle meningeal artery

pas.ses backward almost horizontally toward the postero-
inferior angle of the parietal bone. It may be iudicated
on the exterior of the erani;il wall bv drawing a line

Imckward from the point i''(which is 18 nun. above the

mid point of the zygomatic arch) parallel to the line E ]'.

When the calvarium is removed in the recent state the

meningeal arteries will be found intimately adherent to

the dura mater. The nuddle meningeal artery is the

only one of them that is of surgical importance. In
fractures of the skull the artery is frequently ruptured ;

the extravasatcd blood will geuerally be found between
the cranial wall and the dura mater, and beneath the clot

will be found the bleeding point of the artery.
To cx]iose the anterior division of the artery the point

of the trephine should be applied over the Sylvian
point //.

To expose the posterior division of the artery thi^ point
of the trephine may be applied a finger's lireadlh (18

mm.) above the zygomatic arch and the supramastoid
crest between the points IJ anil V.

To expose the main trunk of the meningeal artery be-

tween the foramen spinosum and the point of bifurcation
at F, the trephine is apjilicd immediately aliove the mid-

]ioint of tlie zygoinaticarcli. When theanterior division

of the meningeal vessel is ruptured the extravasatcd clot

presses upon the temporo-parietal iiortion of the ccre-

lirum and induces motor symptoms through pressure
upon tlu' centres for the face and arm; when [hn froiitnl
branch of the meningeal's anterior division is wounded,
the clot of blood is in the leiniioro-fnintal region of the
cerebrum and |iroduces jiressure symptoms in the motor
area fortlie face, and in a<ldition. on the left side, involves
Broca's convolution. Woumls of the meningcfU's ]iosle-
rior division involves the oecipilo-parietal I'cgion and the

pressure symptoms are sensoi'v.

Vol. VII.— 10

To reach the lateral hemispherp of tlie cerebellum the

point of the trephine is jilaccd over the mid-iioint of a
line drawn from the inion to the tip of the mastoid jiroc-
css. In turning down the flap for this operation the
mastoid emissary vein and the occipital vessels will be
divided.
To tap the lateral ventricle at the cnjumcncement of

its descending horn the jioint of the trephine should be
placed a finger's breadth (18 mm.) below the mid-point
of the line A L ; in thi.s operation only 1 cm. of brain
tissue is penetrated througlithe posterior lialf of the first

temporal convolution.
The asterisk at C overlies the site cho.sen by Keen for

tapping the lateral ventricle; he makes an opening
through the cranial wall :il mm. above Heid's base line

and the same distance behind the external auditory ca-

nal; he then passes the instrument into the brain tissue
toward the summit of the auricle on the opposite side.

The unilistended ventricle will be reached at a depth of
5 cm. from the surface.

The asterisli. at B indicates the site selected Ii_v Kocher
for draining the lateral ventricle. He makes an opening
two fingers' breadth (31 mm.) in front of the point P.
the instrument being directed backward and downward
through the superior frontal fissure for a depth of 4 or
5 cm.
The asterisk at A overlies the site at which the jioint

of the trephine is entered for draining the subarachnoid

space; a small trephine should be used and the operator
should be careful to keep in front of the middle menin-

geal artery.
The cisterna magna is reached b.y trp)iliining a little

above the foramen magnum and a little to oik; side of

tiie external occipital crest so as to avoid tlie occipital
sinuses. Daniel Kerfont S/iiite.

SKUILCAP.—(.%«te««w(, U. S. P.). The dried herb,
Scuttllana hiterrflorii L. (fam. Labicttfv). Tliis genus
consists of bitter perennials, nearly destitute of the aro-
matic properties found in most species of this large fam-

ily, and further distinguished by a peculiar helmet-like

development of the upjier sepal, to which it owes its

name. Calyx two-lipped, persistent: cl<ised-iu fruit

until raaturit}', when it splits and opens widely. Corolla

bilabiate, ascending; stamens four, also ascending, and
under the upper lip of the corolla; lower anthers one-
celled. Leaves opposite, petiolate; flowers axillary,

usually solitaiy, sometimes in ajiparent s|iikes or ra-

cemes. There are nearly two hundred species, forming a

very distinct and natural genus, distributed over nearly
the whole north temiierate zone. There are abovit a
dozen iu the United States, and several of them are used
like the ollicial, from which they are distinguished in

trade by the ajipellation "Western skullcap."
The official drug is thus described :

Dark green, smooth, or slightly iiubcruleiit on the

younger portions, the bi'anches elongated, slender,

sharply (luadraugular ; leaves opposite, exstipniate,

shortly petioled, the blades rarely exceeding 8 cm. (3

in.) long and about a third as broad, ovate, rounded or
truncate at the base, acuminate, obtusish or acutisli,

shortly and obtusely .serrate, thin, veiu_y; flowers in

axillary, peduncled, mostly simple and secund racemes,

nearly sessile, about (i mm. (^ in.) long, the calyx bila-

biate, iu fruit becoming closccl and developing a large
lielmet-sliaped crest, the corolla deep bUie, bilabiate, the
st.unens didynamous; fruit of four depressed, globose,

papillose nutlets.

So-called
" Western Scutellaria." more or less rough

.gray-hairy and with much larger flowers, in terminal

jianicles, is not of this species.

Skullcap contains a very little volatile oil, and its bitter

principle has been called scolcllnriii.

The Scntcllarias have had from time to time some
transient or ]iopular rejiutation in medicine for the cure
of mad-dog bites, chorea, epil<>|isy, or other nervous dis-

eases; also as tonics, anliperiodics, etc. The ofllcial spe-
cies is considerably used by the eclectic school of ])rac-
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titioncrs and in home medication. It is reputed to be

auiispasmodic, antironvulsjvnl, etc.. and is given for

restlessness and wakefulness. It certainly possesses bit-

ter tonic and mildly la.xative properties.
IV. P. Dollcs.

SLEEP. Sec />;'»/r.v///(.M.

SLEEP. DISORDERS OF. Sea Jiisonmia.

SLEEPING SICKNESS.—Dekinition.—Sleeping sick-

ness, or negro lethargy, is a disease of the central nei -

vou.s sj'slem
—a ineningo-encephalomyelitis

—endemic in

Western equatorial Africa: characterized by gradually

increasing drowsiness and lethargy, both mental and

physical ; and, after a period of about a year, terminat-

ing in dealh.

Synonyms.—Xegro Lethargy, Sleeping Sickness of

West Africa, Sleeping Sickness of the Congo^ Congo
Sickness, African Lethargy, Sleeping Dropsy, Lalare-

golo, Lalangolo, Manungina, Nelavane, Ntolo, Diidaue,

Sonuiolenza, Ilypnose, ilypnosic, Maladie du Sommeil,
Maladie des DoVmeurs, Die Schlafkrankheit dcr Neger,
Enferniedad del Sueno.

GRocn.viMiiCM. Disriuiit;'noN.—This disease is en-

demic on the western coast of Africa, between the River

Senegal in the north and Loando in the south, a distance

of about lifleen hundred miles. It isfound on the coast,

inland, and on the islands; how far iidand it spreads has
not been ascertained, but it may be safely said to be en-

demic in the whole of the region drained by the Senegal,
the Niger, and the Congo. Outside of this region it has
never been known to originate. Those who have resided

within this area, and have left it, are liable to be attacked

by the sleeping sickness at any time within si.x or seven

years, so long is the latent period that has been assigned
to this disease. Those cases of sleejiing .sickness that

have been reported from other parts, as the Bahamas,
Brazil, British Guiana, the French West Indies, etc.,

either have been imported from the endemic region or

else are not sleeping sickness at all, but most probably
ankylostomiasis. Thus "Guerin in an experience of one
hundred and forty -eight cases at Martinique never saw
the disease in a negro who liad not been imported from
Africa, nor in one who had been resident on the island

for more than ten years" (.\Luison. in
"
Allbnlt's System

of Medicine"). AVitliin the area of its endemieity sleep-

ing sickness rages in certain jilaces and at certain times
as an eiiideniie. Tlu^ spots thus unfortunately vi.sited

are selected with a cupriciousuess that defies all expla-
nation. Settlements, villages, or garrisons are suddenly
attacked with the epidemic; all who can, leave the in-

fected place; the others remain—and die. Other spots
in the neighborhood are i)ass<d by, at any rate for the

present; later on their turn comes, and another district

is desolated and decimated. Further, some districts are

constantly attacked ; and others, in fairly close proxim-
ity, as coiistanlly and inexjilicalily (-scape. Epidemics
are very frequent in the Lower Congo region, while at

Stanley Pool and at the month of the Congo they are
almost unknown. From recent accounts it would seem
as if the disease was spreading. Dr. Cook {Jour, of
Trop. }fid.. iv., p. 23(>) reports cases occiuring at Ugan-
da on the Upper Nile; anil Dr. C^astellani has witnessed
it raging among the natives in the Victoria Ny.'inza dis-

trict. According to this observer, fifty th<nis,'uid natives
died of this di.sease in one year (see also the London Uoit-

pi/iil of December 27th," 1002). Sleeping sickness is

almost entirely confined to the negro raci^; the mulatto
and the .Moor have been attacked, but it has not yet been
observed in aEuropean. Whetherthis is due lohygienic
precautions and conditions, or to sonielhing inherent in
the disease, isat present unknown, and islikely to remain
so until the etiology of sleejiing sickness is settled.

Etiolouv.—The cause of sleeping sickness is not
known. The disease has, in turn, been attributed to a

variety of causes, some of which need only be mentioned
to be rejected. For example; 1. Siinxii-okn huahcen put
forward as the cause; but whether the sun was hotter

or the negro's skull thinner in the endemic region was
never explained; nor were the peculiar epidemic out-

breaks so characteristic of the disease. If sunstroke had
been the exciting cause, sleeping sickness would have
had a much wider area of distribution. 2. Various

foil/hand tnto.ficntioitx, as fungus, hemp, maize, the bit-

ter manioc or cassava. When properly cooked these are

said to be non-injurious; but when eaten raw it is claimed
that they are liable to produce the disease. But these

plants are found outside of this region, and are just as
liable to he eaten uncooked in other districts; hence as
an etiological factor they have not much value, although
some analogy may be claimed to jiellagra and latliyrism.
3. Kiiiotioiiid cmisfx, such as nostalgia, pining under ill-

treatmeut when away from liiune; and yet it has never
been asserted, much less proved, that the negro from
western ecjuatoria! Africa was either worse tieated than

others, or that he was more tender-hearted than his

brother from other parts. 4. Various iiticrohes have, of

cour.se, been suggested, but, unfortunately, the observers
do not agree among themselves.

Bettencourt thiidis that the cause of the sleejung sick-

ness is a micrococcus; Cagiga! and Lepierre did not tind

the micrococcus, but rejiort a bacillus; Dr. Broden also

found a bacillus. Marchand thinks that the disease is

due to the pncuniococcus; Drs. Jlott and Bnlloch found
no micro-organisms at all ; but, of course, this does not

preclude the possibility of the disease being due to a

specific organism, for, as in the -case of syphilis, the or-

ganism may be there, but so far may have eluded the

bacteriologists.* 5. Among the /irt^'a-^'to that have been

put forward as the probable cause are Fihiria per.ildriK

(Mansoii), Ji/mMoiuiua stronr/i/hides (Le Dantec), and An-
kylostomum duodenule (Ferguson). Of these, Hanson's

suggestion of the Filaria perstans is by far the most

probable. Hanson has shown that the geographical dis-

tribution of the Filaria perstans is the same as that of the

sleeping sichness; and further, the Filaria pcstans has
been found in an exceedingly large proportion of the

cases in which any proper exaiuinaliim has been ncide;
the latent period and the peculiar endemieity are both

capable of explanation on this theory. Probably there

is something else requisite besides the Filaria perstans,
for many negroes have this latter and yet escape the

sleeping sickness; so far, JIausou only puts it forward as

a hj'pothesis, but it is quite the most reasonable that has

appeaieil. 6. "Like all tropical pathological jiuzzlcs.

sleeping sickness has been attributed to iiNilnrin—that

blessed cloak for ignorance—but there are none of the

clinical («• pathological marks of malaria about the dis-

ease" (JIanson. Jour, of Trop. Med., i.. 12.5). 7. Dr. An-
driezen has pointed out how very similar the symiitdms
of sleeping sickness are to those produced by destruction

of the pituitary gland. AVhether the pittiitary gland is a
causative factor in sleeping sickness is not known. 8.

Crombie suggests that the deep cervical glands, which
receive the lymph from the brain, may, by becoming
obstructed by the Filaria perstans or its ova, cause sleep-

ing sickness. 9. The virus, whatever it may be, is .said

to be conveyed by the saliva, the negroes using their fin-

gers to eat with otit of a commcni dish.

Symptoms and Couuse of Disease.—Before describ-

ing the .sym]itonis of sleeping sickness it may be well to

remember that the negro is naturally prone to sleep. To
those who have lived for any length of time in the troji-

ics, the following quotation from Scheube's " Diseases of

Warm Climates" will appear to be a remarkably mild
statemeid. of tact: "TIk^ negro works—when forced to -

but with frequent interruption; he eats and drinks,

sings, laughs, perspires; he capers and dances with ex-

* .\s tills e:<^ps to prp.ss. Dr. Ciistcllani. an Italijin pliy.sician residing
lit UL'Hiuiii. clainis te hnve illsoovereil the niierolie cf tlie disejoe, \ jz.,

a new viirlety ef streptoeoi-eus. Tiiis sjuiie ohserser Iims .sniee re-

portoil ttle llndiilLT of ii speeies of Trvpaiinsonie in the hlend uud
eerehro-spinal tliiid nf patients snlTerinir freni steepintr sieliiiess. This
lias also been verilled tiy Colonel liruee. wlio ftnimi a Irypanosonu' in

the blood of twelye out of fhirteeii eases of sleeping sickness, and in

tile tlufd olitained liy hiinliar piineuire fn (^very one of thirly-ei^hl
aises. (" Brit. Med! Join-.." 11KB, i..U17 and 1218.)
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treme gayety—or li j sleeps. When unemployed lie cannot

keep himself siwako without a noise. It is therefore

customary in the negro schools of the West Indies to

ohlige the unemployed half of the scholars to sing hymns
while I he other half receive instruction. If this were not

done half of the scholars woulil be asleep
''

(Junker von

Langegg). Neither .vcj' uw uceiipntioii. has any iMiluenee

either as regards liability to the disease or immunity
from it; all »;/« are susceptible to it, chielly the young
and vigorous adult from about fifteen to twenty years;
in infants, and in tliose over forty years of age, the dis-

ease has iK't been noted.

Sleeping sickness begins very gradually with general
weakness and languor, enfeebled powers of endurance,

debility both muscular and intellectual, a more than

ordinary disinclination to work coupled with an almost
irresistible longing to doze or sleep, and this latter shows
itself not only during the hours of labor, but even at

meal-times. With this muscular fatigue and weakness
there is also a corresponding mental dulness and vacuity,
so that in place of his usual vivacious disposition the

afflicted negro gets morose and silent, does not initiate

conversation and talk for the mere love of talking as is

his wont: but at tirst he will only answer ciuestions,
then only in monosyllables and when pointedly and re-

peatedly interrogated; later on. it is only after consider-

able lapse of time that an answer can be extracted from
him, thereby showing the slowness and impairment of

the mental processes. Headache is often one of the

prominent early symptoms, though it is by no means an
invariable one; when present, it is generally occipital.

Vertigo is often present. The patient has a shutlling.

stag,gering gait, as i f half asleep. The face is pulfy ; the

upper eyelid droops, though whether as the result of

drowsiness or from paralysis of the levator palpebra!

superioris is not known. The lower lip also droops,

showing the lower teeth and allowing the saliva to drib-

ble and almost flow out of the mouth. The state of

torpor increases, sometimes piuictuated b3' brief snatches
of seeming improvement which are not only short-lived,
but generally lead to w'or.so relapses, so that work of any
kind becomes ab.solutely impossible and the patient does
little but sleep; food is taken if brought to the patient,
and if he is kc|it awake while eating it; otherwi.se he is

very liable to fall asleep while a bolus is making its way
from his tongue to the oesophagus. He lies around any-
where and in any position, even the most uncomfortable,
and sleeps. If left alime now he would starve. Even
now under proper care and attention it is more than

probable that nutrition w ill fail, bedsores form, and diar-

rl»ra and epileptiform seizures come to add to his gener-
ally nuserable condition. The skin is generally cold,

though the temperature may rise to lOf or 103' F., or
even liigher. Tliere is enlargement of the lymphatic
glands, chiefly the cervical ; but the supraclavicular and

occiiiital glands are often noticeable too. These eidarged
glands vary in size from a small bean to a walnut, are
tendir on pressure, are discrete, do not adhere to the

skin, and have no tendency to suppurate. The skin
suiTers from loss of the peculiar gloss and lustre which is

noticed in health ; it is also liable to be covered with an
eruption, either papular, vesicular, or pustular; some-
times it may have the appearance of an cxanthem. Such
eruption is most (omnion on the chest and abdomen.
There is a very pronounced pruritus, and th(^ consetpicnt
scratching leaves whitish lines of abraded e]Hthelium
on all accessible parts of the skin. Muscular tremors
and light fibrillar twitchings are noticed.

Sensation is not mucli affected, except toward the end
of the disease, when it may be diminished. The secre-

tions are fairly normal. excei)t the saliva, which con-

stantly Hows or dribbles out of the mouth; but whether
it is a hyiiersccretion or inability of the patient to swal
low, is not settled. Insanity is a]it to supervene bebire
the end. The s\iperlicial rellcxes are normal and the

knee-jerk is normal or increased. Choreic attacks have
been observed, with tonic or clonic convulsions, and in

severe cases epileptiform attacks. Muscular spasms are

most apt to affect the flexors of the lindis and the stcrno-
cleido-mastoid. The above are the chief symi)toms that
have been noted, but it must be understood that no case

presents all the symptoms, and there is considerable vari-
ation in their presentation.

Dirn.vTioN.—The disease may last anywhere from three
months to three years; about one year is the average
time.

l)i.\GNOsis.—There ought to be but little difliculty in

diagnosing sleeping sickness; the geograiihical distribu-

tion, the progressive somnolence and bodilj- weakness,
and the pruritus present a complex that is not afforded

by any other disease. It has been confounded with lieri-

bcri, but the following table, compiled from Manson
(Allbutt's "System of Medicine"), will show the differ-

ences :

Sleeping Sickness.

1. Diseases of the central ner-
vous system.

2. Progresses slowly.
3. Nearly always fatal.

4. Liiiiiti'diMiilfimr distribution.
5. Not a iHTi[ilierai neuritis,

and not associated with marked
cedeuia. althougli in the earlier

stages there may be pufflness of
tlte face, and in the later stages
puIBiiess of the feet.

(i. JIuscular atrophy of rapid
development, palpitations, abol-
ished knee-jerk, and hyperaes-
thesia of niuscles not found.

Beriberi.

1. Disease of the peripheral
nerves.

2. Progres.ses rapidly.
3. Rarely fatal.

4. E.xtensive distribution.
5. Has all the signs of a periph-

eral neuritis, and generally ia

accompanied with nioro or less
oedema.

6. Torpor, tremor, insanity, and
Itching papular eruption not
found.

Prognosis.—The disease is almost invariably fatal.

Guerin reports 148 cases with 147 deaths; Gore 179 cases
with 183 deaths; Forbes 13 cases witli U deaths (and the
termination of the other two not known)

P.vTiioi.OGY AND PATHOLOGICAL An.\tomv.—Although
sleeping sickness has been known for a little over a cen-

tuiy, it is only in the last few years that anything has
been learned about its patholog_y. Among the few no-

tices that make any direct reference to the pathological
anatomy, there is one that stands quite alone for its com-

pleteness and utility; this is a report of two cases (in-

cluding autopsy) by Dr. F. W. Mott, director of the

Pathological Laboratoiy of the London County As\iums.
We here quote from his report in the Britiah .Uedical

Journal for 1899, i., p. 1108;
"The brain and spinal cord, pituitary body, and spinal

ganglia were examined. To the naked e3'e the tissues

in Case I. presented but little change beyond some slight

thickening of the pia-arachnoid. Tlie cerebral convolu-
tions were complex and not atrophied ; the brain weighed
fifty-four ounces. The two hemis]5heres were of equal
weight and there was no excess of fluid. In Case II. (the

younger patient) the dura mater was found adherent to

the calvaria. A consiilerable quantity of cerebrospinal
Huid was present. The pia-arachnoid was somewhat
thickened and o|iaque over the convolutions. The base of

the brain likewise showed thickening and o]iacities of the

pia-arachnoid. The weight of the brain w:is thirty-six
ounces. Neither of the brains showed llaltening of the

convolutions, erosions on stripping the meiubranes, or

dilated ventricles with granular ependy ma. The nervous
tissues before mentioned were removed so soon after

death as to avoid post-mortem fallacies. Portions of

dift'erent parts of the hemis]iheres. cerebellum, pons,
medulla, and cord, as also the spinal ganglia, were
stained by the Niss!, Marchi, and iMarchi-1'al methods
after suitable fixation. The microscopical examination of

these sections exhibited in both instances similar condi-

tions. There was a leptomeningitis and an encephalomye-
litis. Throughout the whole central nervous system, but

especially in the medulla and base of the l)rain, sections

showed all the perivascular limits distended with mono-
iniclear leucocytes. . . . Sections were also stained for

micro organisms by Gram's, I'fcilVcr's, and oilier meth-

ods, but with negative results. . . . 'I'he general and

special appearance of the nerve cells was as follows: lu

Case I. theoutlincof the nervccellsand their arrangement
appeared fairly normal ; neither was it considered that the
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neuroglia cells were markedly increased. The columns of

Meynert in the corte.x cerebri were dislinetly evident, thus

contrasling with the appcaninec of the brain in general

paralysis.

"
The cells themselves throughout the vhole

nervous system showed a uniformly dull, diffuse, stain-

ing reartion, and in none of the cells \wn: the Nissl gran-
ules evident. This change was tuidoubtedly due to the

hyperpyrexia during the last hours of life. In Case I [.

the cells for the mosi part jiresented a n<irMial outline and
exhibited Nis.sl gramdes on the dcndrons and in the

bo<ly of the cell. In the medvdla, however, a consider-

able number of cells showed ehroinolytic changes, and
to a less d<'gree changes were found in the motor cells of

the anterior cornua.
"
The cells in the left hemisphere

showed degenerative changes in sections of the motor

area, ]\teynert's cc.lunuis were not distinctly visil)le, and

many of the cells seemed atrojihied and broken up.
Fil)i"es: Sections of the brain and cord were stained by
]Marelii and Marchi-Pal methods. Nothing abnormal
was fomid in Case I. except perhaps tliat the tangential
fibres were not so numerous as in the normal cortex cere-

bri. In Case II. there was obvious wasting of the tan-

gential fibres in both hemis|)heres. but especially of the

left. Tliere was slight sclerosis of the crossed pyramidal
tracts of the cord, more marked on the right side, and
also a umnber of recently degenerated fibres were ex-

hibited by the Marehl method. The arteries of the cen-

tral nervous system exhibited no trace of endarteritis.

In Ihcchoroid plexus there were numerous microscopical
psainmomata. The central canal of the spinal cord was
filled up with proliferated glia tissue. The posterior

spinal ganglia showed the same appearances around the

vessels. I)ul the ganglion cells in Case I. only showed the

dilfuse staining of l)y])erpyr<'xia, and in Case II. ex-

liiliitcd a fairly normal aiipearauce. . . . The symptoms
which were, however, present in both patients, and char-

acteristic of the disease— namely, progressive drowsiness
and lethargy, and the progressive weakness in body and
ndnd, withcnit any disiincl; parah'sis or mental disability—could best be accounted for liy slipposing that the me-
tiibolism or functional activity of the neurons as a whole
was alfeetcd injuriously by some toxic product either

circulating in the blood or existing in the cerebrospinal
fluid; that this toxic agent, whatever it might be, occa-
sioned great proliferation of mononuclear leucocytes be-

neath the pia-arachnoid and in the perivascular lymphat-
ics. It might, however, be supposed that the functions
of the nervous system were alfected by an interference
with their nutrient lymph sujiply, owing to the jieri-

vaseular lymphatics being filled with leucocytes. The
liver, kidneys, hmgs, pituitary body, spleen, lymphatic
glands, and duodenum were also examined. The results
were for the most part, with the exception of the duo-
denum and lymphatic glands, negative. The lymphatic
glands were much enlarged owing to great increase of

lymphocytes. Secti(uis of duodenum showed a large
number of lymphocytes, and a proliferation of the .same
in the lymphoi<l nodules."

In addition to the aliovc. Dr. Moft furnished a much
fuller rejKirt, with illustrations, to the British Mediatl
Jouriinl for December ICtli, 1899. To this the reader, in

search of furllier details, is referred.

TuEAiMKNT.—This has, so far, been most tinsatisfac-

tory. Purgatives, tonics, quinine, and arsenic have all

been tried, but without much effect on the death rate.

Among the newer suggestions are: (1) Hypodermic in-

jections of testicular extract; (2) venesection of about
one-fourth of a litre per week, followed by injection of
an artificial serum, the object being gradually lo free the
blood from the Filaria perstans; (3) thyroid extract;

(4) electricity over the spiue. Probably the best that
can t)e done will be found along the lines of hygiene,
nursing, and feeding. R. J. R. Scott.

SMALLPOX.—Definition.—Smallpox is an acute,
contagious, febrile, exanthematons malady, character-
ized by an eniption which passes through four stages of

development, i.e., macule, papule, vesicle, and pustule.

The initial symptoms are, ordinarily, chill, fever, head-
ache, lumbar pain, and vomiting. The fever disapjiears
when the eruption apjjears. and recurs when the latter

has reached tiie pustular stage. The period of incuba-
tion varies from seven to twenty -one days.
HisTOHv.—Though an ancient di.sease, its origin is un-

known. DelFaen, Willan, .Moore, and Barron contend
that it was known to the ancient Greeks and Romans;
Friend, Jlead, Good, and Adams deny this assertion.

Rhazes, ait Arabian phy.sician, who practised medicine
about the year 910 .\.i)., was one of the mo.st celebialed
of the earlier writers on smallpox. When we consider
the date of his writings and the state of medical knowl-
edge at that time, it will be seen that he delineated the
natural history of the disease with remarkable accuracy.
Rhazes contends that Galen was fanuliar wilh the mal-

ady', and cites extracts from his first, fourth, ninth, and
fonrteenth books as evidence of the fact. He also men-
tions Ahrun, of Alexandria, and Mesne, of Bagdad, among
the other early writers on variola. It is, however, com-
monly agreed among historians of medicine that this

disease cannot with certainty be traced to a period ante-
rior to the Clirisliau era. Since smallpox first attacked
mankind it has never wholly disappeared, and from Ku-
ro])e and Asia has been carried all over the world. It

appeared in England iu tlie first jiart of the thirteenth

centtny, and in Germany in the latter part of the fif-

teenth. It was imported into the United States soon
after the discovery of America. It reached Jlexico in
1537. Smallpox is a malad}' to which the human race
is wellnigh universally susceptible, probably not more
than one in a tliousand per.sons being naturally immtme.
In consequence of the tiuiversal susceptibility of unvac-
cinated persons, and the neglect of vaccination in almost
all communities, smalljiox smoulders iu ditlerent locali-

ties, and at varying periods breaks loose from tliese

endemic foci and assumes epidemic proportions in mu-
nicipalities. States, and nations.

Like all other contagions maladies epidemics of small-

pox differ markedly one from another, not only in the
amount and character of the eruption, but in the charac-
ter and intensity of symiitoms, and in mortality as well.

For centuries prior to jenner's discovery of vaccina-
tion (1796) smallpox was regarded as the king of fahil

diseases. M. de La Condamine, writing of this malady,
says that it was the cause of one-tenth of all the deaths

among mankind. He also says:
"
Among those who out-

live it, many, either partially or totally. U>se their sight
or hearing; many are left consumptive, weakly, sickly,
or maimed; many are disfigured for life l)y horrid scars,

and become shocking objects to tho.se who approach
them. Immense numbers lose their eyesight by it."

Black, Franiv, and other reptitable writers on this disease
state that it caused half a million deaths aimualiy in

Europe ])rior to general resort to vaccination. The great
English historian Maeaulay, in speaking of this malady
in England, says: "The havoc of the plague bad been
far more rapid, but the plague visitcil our shores onlj-
once within living memory, but the smallpox was always
present, tilling the churchyards with corp.scs, leaving on
those whose lives it spared the hideous traces of its

power, turning the babe into a changeling at which the
mother shuihlered, and making the eyes and cheeks of
the betrothed maiden objects of horror to lier lover."

Rosen says tliat one-tenth of the deaths in Sweden
resulted from smallpox. Simon says that this disea.se

concurred with lire, and sword, and famine to depopu-
late St. Domingo.

In an eindemie of smalliwx in Mexico in the sixteenth

century 3.500,01)0 of the iidiabitants died in a few years,

leaving in some places scarcely enough people alive lo

bury the dead. Prescott ("(.'onquests of Mexico," vol.

vi) describes this epidemic as "sweeping over the land
like fire over the prairies, smiting down prince and ]ieas-

ant, leaving its path strewn with the dead liodies of

luitives who perished in heajis like cattle stricken with
the murrain." .Smallpox invaded Brazil in l(i5;i, and in

some instances whole races of men died of the malady.
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Ill 11 fuw years the Province of Quito lost 100,000 of lier

Iiiiliiin populiitiim by this disease. Icehiiid hail heeii in-

vaded by siiiall[)0.\ seventeen times prior to 1707, and
desolation and ruin followed in its waUe for years, caus-

ini;- in the year 1707 the death of Iti.OOO out of a total

population of 50,000. The terrible falalily of the di.sease

in tireeiiland in 1707 is evidenced by the followini; ex-

tract from Crantz's
"
History of Greenland": "Empty,

deijojuilated houses and unburied corpses, some williin

and some without the houses, were commonly encoun-

tered. In one island they found one girl willi the

smallpox on her, and her three little brothers; the fallier,

liavins first buried all the people in tlii> (ilace, had laid

himself and his smallest sick child iu the grave, rai.sed

witli stones, and ordered the girl to cover him." In

1734 Greenland lost two-thirds of her population from

smallpox. From authentic sources it is learned thai in

one epidemic of this malady one-sixth part of the iiihalii-

taiits of Ceylon died. Siberia had a similar experience,
and Kamchatka lias snlTered in like manner. Captain
Cook { Voyages to Pacific Ocean," 17S5), speaking of the

first appearance of smallpox (1767) in Kamchatka, de-

scribes it as "marking its progress with ravages not less

dreadful than tlie ]ilagiie, and seeming to threaten tlieir

extinction." 51 de La Condamine says that prior to

vaccination one-tentli of all the deaths in France were
from smallpox. In 1800 M. Laborde says: "I had been
a witness of the variolous epidemic which had, in 1792,

swept ofl one-fourth of the population of the Isle of

France." Xortli America has been fearfulh' scourged
by smallpox ; whole tribes of our Indian population were
almost literally extinguished by it. McKcnzie says of

the disease among the Indians: "It was as a tire consiun-

ing the dry grass of the field. The infection spread with
a rapidity which no liight could escape, and with a fatal

effect which nothing could resist." Godfrey says that

2,000,000 of the inhabitants of the Russian empire died
of smallpox in a single j'ear. Sir Gilbert Blaine says:
"When there was no vaccination in ovir navy, one-fifth

of all the men enlisted died of smallpox." Mr. JIakena
describes an e])idemic of this disease in the Argentine
Confederation from 1846—18, as "sweeping with the

wings of death over that enormous tract of country from
the seaboard of the Atlantic on the East to the cordillera

of the Andes on the West." Alexander AVheeler, of

England, an ardent antivaccinist, says: "In 1873 small-

pox carried off 101,397 inhabitants of India." Hirsch

s:tys that between 1806 and 1869 smallpox killed 140,000
natives in Bombav and Bengal. In the whole of India

(1873-74) 500,000 inhabitauts'died of this disease.

An exhaustive account of the various epidemics of

smallpo.x is, of course, not to be expected in a limited
article. The instances above cpioted are presented in

order to show how malignant smallpox commonly was
in prevaecinal times, as well as the present, in a popula-
tion unprotected by vaccination. The instances cited

are entirely authentic, and justified Macaulay in styling
smallpox

" the most terrilileof all the ministers of death."

It, however, would be whoUj- erroneous to contend that
all epidemics of smallpox had been as pernicious as the

ones above cited. It is an incontestable fact that

throughout the entire written hi.story of this malady
individual epidemics have differed markedly one from
anothi'r, not onl)' in mortalitv, but in the ipiality anil

iiuanlity of the eruption and the other attendant symp-
toms. In some epideiuics a large percentage, and in

others the largest percentage, of cases of small]50x were
of the mildest type—varioloid as it is called—and this

resulted, not, as some text-writers as.sert, in consequence
of previous vaccination or a prior attack of smallpox,
but from an inexplicable partial natural immunity of

populations more general at one period than at another,
fortius disfiarity of different epidemics as to mortality,
(piality, and i|uantity of eruption, and other symptoms
was noted prior to vaccination. 1 cite three instances
from a number at liand. George Cleghorn, M.I),, in his
book on the "

Epidemic Diseases of Minorca," says: "The
smallpox were twice epidemical in ^Minorca while I re-

sided there, viz., iu 1742 and 1740. Alxnit the middle of
March. 1742, the smallpox biokeout in Minorca, to the

great consternation of the natives who had not seen them
since the year 1725, but well remembered the destruction
which they then occasioned. During the first si.v or

eight weeks (1742) the distemper was favorable and sel-

dom jiroved fatal; but its virulence increased with the
heat of the weather, so that in June and July it was not
uncommon, both at JIahon and Ciudadella, to bury ten
or twelve a day. Nevertheless, in proportion to the
numbers not many died, and what mortality there was
happened chielly among children at the breast and the
common soldiers." Of the epidemic of 1745-46 he Siiys:
"Then they (the smallpox)travelled northward to Ciuda-
della, and disappeared in the spring, having carried off

almost all of the children who survived the chincough
and the summer feversi It was, however, very remark-
able that the longer the infection continued in the island

the milder it became, so that there was much less mor-

tality in the northern part than in the southern, where it

first broke out." He then cites the fact that in 1846 at

St. Phillip's Castle three-fourths of the smallpox patients
died.

In the early part of 1898 smallpox appeared in several
of the Southern States. The first case in this city (Augus-
ta, Ga.) was detected May 5tli, 189s, the patient having
contracted the disease in South Carolina, The malady
spread from one State to another until it invaded alt

sections of the United States. The disease is said to

have been brought to this country from Cuba, it having
been prevalent tliere during the Spanish-Cuban war. In
a large number of communities it assumed epidemic pro-
portions by reason of the fact that physicians failed to

recognize its nature until it had attacked a large number
of the inhabitants. Cases of the disease were observed
by me in citizens of twelve counties in Georgia and four
counties in South Carolina. In each and all of the com-
munities in which I encountered the disease it was, in

1113' experience, unpreeedentedly mild and irregular both
as to constitutional symptoms and quantity and quality
of eruption, and equally strange was the further fact
that while perhaps one-sixth of the cases were either
confluent or semieonfluent in type, the vast majority of
discrete and .semieonfluent cases went on to and through
the purulent stage without secondary or maturation fe-

ver. This fact was ascertained by repeated dail,v obser-
vations witli the thermometer. Again, not mrire than
five percent, of confluent cases terminated fatall_r. In
the confluent and .semieonfluent ca.ses pitting of tlie face
was iu about the percentage usually attendant on severer

epidemics. The disease was confined almost exclusively
to the unvaccinated. No one of the four hundred and
twent_y-nine cases coming under m_v observation during
the last four years had a typical vaccine scar. Ten of
them had a scar, and claimed to have been vaccinated
from ten to twenty years previously, but in no one of
them could I say from the cicatrix that the patient had
undergone vaccinia.
The initial symptoms of the malady were headache^

lumbar pain, chill, fever, and vomiting, and these symp-
toms were as commonly complained of by those having
the disease mildly as by those who had the severer tyjies.
Ill those who had the disease mildly, i.e., about two-
thirds of the cases, the constitutional symptoms disap-
])eared wholly when the eruption appeared, anil these

patients then went to work or visited their friends. I
found a large percent, of them at work in the fields,

shops, and other industrial pursuits wdiile the eruption of

smallpox .was in full bloom on them. Two of these pa-
tients after remaining at home three days resumed their
work of delivering ice to our citizens. Others were
apprehended on the ])ublic thoroughfares or in houses
where they were visiting. These individuals claimed
that their disease was chickenpox, and in not a few in-

stances had been .so informed by their physicians. In
one case the total number of pustules on the jiatient's

body was six, yet this patient gave rise to an epidemic
of smallpox iii tlii! jail in our city. Auotlie/ patierit
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had only twelve pustules, iiuotber twenty-four, another

thirty-live, another forty-four, others had from fifty to

sixty, others from sevenly-fivc to one hundred, while

still others had several hundred.
The disease altaekcd entire unvaccniated families, and

it was a eonunon e.\perieuce lo lind all numerical grades
of eruption from lifly to one hundred on to discrete,

semieonlluent, and conthient cases in one unvaecinated

family. Several of the confluent and semicontluent

cases were in direct traceable connection with those who
had respectively six, twelve, thirty-live, and tifty pus-
tules. That the disease in America has been for tlie last

four years unprecedcntedly mild, when judged by falali-

ty, is shown by the statistics of the United States Jlarine

Hospital Service. The reports of this service show the

following facts: 189!), totjd number of cases of smallpox
11, Kit), deaths 553; year 1900, eases of .smallpo.x 20,302,

deaths 819; six months endiusr June llilh, 1901, cases

2S,2.")7, deaths 480; from December 28lli. 1901, to June
13lh, 1902. cases 30,;i73, deaths 1.154. While the statis-

tics above quoted are imperfect in that they do not rep-
resent the total number of cases nor the total mortality

occurring in America, they are valuable in that tliey are

made up from data furnished from all parts of tlie United
Slates, and accuralcl}' show the mortality rate in the va-
rious localities from which these re])orts were obtained.

The report of the Marine Hospital Service shows that for

the term ending June Kith, 1902, smallpox was in exist

ence in forty-three Stales an<l Territories in the United
States. Of the 429 cases which occurred in this county
during the last four years only resulted fatally.
That the course of the disease was altogether atypical

is shown by the fact that the initial sjmptotns coust'-

tuted the major part of the attack of smallpox in nine-

tenths of the cases observed by me. Other atypical
manifestations of the malady were noted as follows: In
not a few cases Hut eruption remained globular through-
out its entire course, umbilication being wholly absent.

In a still greater percentage of cases, although umbili-

catiou was present, a large ])er cent, of the eruption
conlintied, globular through its entire course. Not un-

comnuinly, in di.screte cases, the vesicles were observed
to have changed into pustules on the fourth day, and
then rapidly desiccated, and in a few additional days
began to droj) from the body. In some instances semi-
confluent cases did lilicwise. while in other instances, in

both scmieonMucnt and confluent cases, the course of the

eruption was as prolonged as that in severer epidemics.
In semiconflucnt and confluent cases pitting of the face
was about in the percentage observed by me in former

j'ears. though in some cases of both of these varieties

the eruption ran an exceedingly rapid coiu-se, desiccated
and soon drojiped off in large patches, leaving no sign
of pitting. In a large proiiortiou of the miUl cases the
exanthem did not pass tlirough the various stages usu-

ally observed in the disease, but after developing in an
abortive form promptly retrograded. leaving warty ex-
crescences on the face which after several months disap-
peared and 'eft no trace of distigurcment.
My experience with smallpox during the last four

years may be summed up by saying that the cases of the
di.sease varied from one another—from those showing the
extreme limits of I he severest and fatal types to the very
mildest forms of varioloid in whieli but a few jmstides
evidenced the fact that I was dealing wilh smallpox.
The variations in types of the malady were rarely ever

.sharply <lefincd amidst the group of variolous alTeetions

ordinarily described in the books, but were rather a
diiect or an indirect change from one type ta another,
ofltimes so gradual as to be diagnosticated by general
outlines rather than by sharply deflned outward a])pear-
ances.

MoiiUiD An.\tomv.—The only characteristic pathologi-
cal lesion of smallpox is the" exiuithem. This passes
through four stages, i.e., macule, papule, vesicle, and
pustide. In the white subject the macules consist of
small, non-elevated red spots, which within forty eight
hours become elevated into papules, then develop into

vesicles, and later into pustules. In the negro the exan-
them follows a similar course except as regards the red-
ness of the macules and papules. In the hemorrliagic
variety hemonhage occurs in the skin, in the exanthem,
in the uuicous and serous membranes, and in Ihe viscera.

The eruption of variola ;ippears on llu' skin and on the mu-
cous membrane of the nose, mouth, ])harynx, (esophagus,
the genitalia, and occasionally of the larynx and trachea.
If the suppurative process of the eruption does not in-

vade the true skin, pitting will not result; if, however,
it be involved, scariing of the \vMt is inevitable. The
morbid changes in the viscera of Hie smallpox patient
show iiolhiiig peculiar lo this disease, but are such as are
common to most of the zymotic alVections—i.e., conges-
tive, inflammatory, and degenerative changes.
Etiology.—Smallpox is contracted by breathing a con-

fined atmosphere infected with the virus of the malady
and by contact mediate or immediate, with an infected

per.son, clothing, bedding, etc. It is a disease siii generis,
and therefore can bo propagated only by its own specific
virus. (In regard lo tlie nature of this, consult tlie article

on Proioxna in Vol. VIIl.) The contagious clement is

given off from the infected body by the breath, exhala-
tions, secretions, and exanthem. Attempts to produce the

malady by inoculations with the blood and secretions of

smalliiox patients have in .some instances resulted nega-
tively. The di.sease is, however, transmissible by inocu-
lation of an individual with the contents of the pustule,
yet this virus may be rubbed upon the skin with impunity
unless the skin be abraded. If iteoinesin contact wilh the
mucous membrane of an unvaecinated individual variola
results. It has been claimed that smallpox is transmis-
sible through the atmosphere. From long experience
with the disease I am convinced that it never is airborne.
Our smallpox hospital has been for years located within
one thousand feet of two populous blocks of our city, yet
we have had but one case of the disease develop on these
two blocks, and it was traced to an extraneous source. I

am convinced that in every instance where it has been
claimed that smallpox was disseminated through the at-

mosphere, it resulted from infected fabric having been
scattered from time to time through the community, or
from contact with individuals having the malady so mild-

ly as to escape detection. I recently intercepted an indi-

vidual having an extremely mild case of smallpox in the

pustular stage, who, the whole night previous to his de-

tection, had attended a ball. These extremely mild cases
are frequent sources i>i dissemination of the disease. The
virus of smallpox is tenacious of life when attached to

fabrics, and when these have been packed away it has
been known to retain its vitality for a year or moi'c. It

is therefore portable. Indeed, infected clolliing. bedding,
and other fabrics are frequent sources of extension of the
disease. The contaginn of smallpox infects an individual

by pa.ssing into llie system through the respiratory tract.

The character of an attack of variola as to lightness or

severity varies wilh the then constitutional condition or

degree of susce|)tibility of the individual. If an unvae-
cinated person in: exjiosed to varioloid so nnid that there

may not be more than six pustules on the body, lie may
contract malignant smallpox therefrom, while, on the
other hand, one who had never been vaccinated may be

exposeil to a malignani case of variola and only conlract
varioloid. This iiieqiialilv of individual incdisposition
has been obsi-rvcd from the earliest period embraced in

the recorded history of the disea.se. A fraelional |iarl of

mankind seems to be wholly insusceptible to smalljiox.
I have met wilh two physicians who had never con-

tracted the disease, although repeatedly exposed to it,

and they jiossessed eipial immunity to v;ic(ination, as

shown by lailure of repeateil <'ITorls lo iiioculuie them
with vaccinia. These individvial iiislances of immunity
lo smallpox and v.accinia are ani<ingllic rarest of medical

experi(tnces, are in fact clinical curiosities, for it is a

proven fact th.-it susceptibility lo both infections is well-

nigh universal in man. Occasional instances are met
with demonstrating that sonut individuals possess re-

markable susceptibility to smallpox. I have encoun-
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tend spvcn instauces of sucinid atlucUs of this nialudy.
Tlirce of lluMii were cases of it'criulcsceuce ; in the other

four, all of whom were ixieUinarUeil by the first attaek,

a long number of years intervened between the altaeksof

sniallpo.x, and two of these patients died. I have a pholo-
<rrai)li of one of the cases of lecrudescenee ]ilainl}'

sliowin;; the marks of the first atta(tk while tlie pustules
of the second infection were still adherent to the body of

the patient. Second attacks of variola are, however
rare, though a few cases are on record in which iili3^si-

oians have reported cases of third and even fourth at-

tacks of the malady in the same individual.

A successful vaccination in the vast niajoritj- of in-

stances is protecliveagainst smallpo.K during life, though
in a minority the protective effect of vaccination de-

creases, and in some cases wholly disappears, in from ten

to twenty years after it w'as done. I have never observed
a case of sniallpo.x or varioloid in a jjeison with a typi-
cal scar of vaccination made ^vitllin ten j'cars, and I liave

carefully searched for such instances. The wife and si.\

children of the superintendent of our smallpo.x hospital
were successfully vaccinated, and tliough in constant con-

tact with the patients the}' have never contracted small-

po.x. No vacciniited emplojx'c or ollicer of our hospital
lias ever contracted variola in any of its forms. In my
experience a recent successful vaccination (('.<., one made
within five years) is as fully protective against smallpox
as a previous attack of this disease is against a second
one. If vaccination be done in infancy and repeated at

puberty, such patient will prove immune to smallpo.x,

though it would only be prudent for such a one to be

promptly revaccinated if directly exposed to the former
disease. I was vaccinated in infancy, and though I have

repeatedly iu the last thirty years made attempts at

revaccination of niy.self, every such effort has failed.

. Iticnhdtirm.—Tlie period of incubation varies from
seven to twenty-one days. Ordinarily it is about twelve

days. I have, however, repeatedly observed it to be as

long as eighteen and twenty-one days. This latter fact

is important iu that it demon.strates the necessity of de-

taining suspects in isolation for a period of twenty-one
days.

Tapes of Smallpox.—The Chinese described forty va-

rieties of this disease. AVhile the eruption of smallpox
shows itself under a number of modifications fioni the

several types ordinarily described by modern writers, it

is not deemed necessary to describe the twenty or more
varieties presented by the old writers. I shall describe

the following types of the disea.se;

Discrete Sm-\i.lpox.—Symptoms and Course.—The in-

itial symptoms of this variety are chill, fever, vomiting,
headache, and lumbar pain. Ordinarily the temperature
reaches 103° or l(iy° F. on the first da)' of the attack,
103° or 104° F. on the .second day, and on the third day
it may be 10.")° or more. AVith the elevation of tempera-
ture the pulse becomes full and frequent, beating 120.

140, or even 160 per minute. Photophobia and sore

throat now set in. The patient becomes restle.ss or even
delirious in consequence of the febrile movement and
other constitutional disturbance. Convidsionsare of fre-

quent occurrence in children. The face becomes flushed,
the conjunctiviE congested, and the carotids throb.

Kedriess and swelling of the tonsils and soft palate take

place at the end of the second day; this may extend to

the larynx and cause hoarseness, and a shrill, harsh

cough. At the end of the tliird day tlie fever and other
constitutional disturbance have attained their maximum
At this time the eruption appears, and. as a rule, the
fever and pulse-beats fall to the normal. The initial

.symptoms are usually quite severe, though their inten-

sity is not always indicative of the graile of the attack,
for it is frequently oliserved that the initial symptoms of

extremely mild cases are of considerable intensity. At
this stage of the disease no symptoms are present by
which it may be diagnosticated. The severe lumbar
pain is, howiiver, so characteristic that its presence
should lead the physician to suspect the nature of the
disease.

S/iiffe of EvHptijiii.
—At the end of the third day of the

fever the eruption commences ou the face, scalp, neck,
and wrists. When it first appears it is macular, i.e.,

consists of red spots which simulate the exaiithem of

measles, and at this stage cannot be diagnosticated from
measles. During the succeeding day it spreads over all

parts of tli(^ body. It commences on the mucous mem-
brane of tlie throat before it attacks any other pan of the

boily, bi/t it is rarely first detected in this situation owing
to tlie slight local disturbance which it causes in its in-

cipiency. On the third day the macules have changed
into papules. The papules ou the surface of the bod)' iin-

jiart to the sense of touch a feeling similar to that of shot
beneath the .skin. If tlie etHorescence be copious in the
mouth it causes increa.sed flow of saliva; in the phaiyux
it causes dilliculty in swallowing; in the larynx, hoarse-
ness and cough; on the conjunctivjc, lachrymation and
photophobia. The papules persist for two days and, by
elevation of the epidermis over the site of each papule,
develop into vesicles. The individual vesicles are about
the size of a split pea, contain a lactescent fluid, and be-

come umbilicated. On the sixth day of the efflorescence
the vesicles begin to lose their umbilicated appearance,
rapidly assume a globular shape, and by the eighth day
have changed uito pustules. The skin surrounding the

pustules becomes red, swollen, a:id a'dematons, each

pustule has a broad base, and in cases of confluent or

seniiconfluent smallpox is closely set against or runs into

its fellows. During this stage, in a full case of discrete

smallpox, and in all cases of the confluent and seniicon-

fluent varieties, the patient suffers from profuse saliva-

tion, swallowing is accomplished with great difficulty,
the nose is filled with pustules, the voice is husky or

inaudible, the cough croupy and distressing; the eyes
are red, discharge a muco-purulent matter, and are ex-

tremely sensitive to light. When the exanthem covers
the face, as it not infrequentlj' does when the eruption
is discrete on all other parts of the bod_y, the face is swol-
len into a shapeless mass, the eyes are closed, and the
features are so distorted as to render it impossible to I'ec-

ognize the patient. Secondary fever sets iu upon the

stage of pustulation being reached, a chill having pre-
ceded the fever. The fever is distinctly remittent in

type, reaching its acme in the evening. The tempera-
ture in this stage is higher than in the initial fever, not

infrequently reaching 10t5° F. when the fever is at its

highest point. The pulse increases in frequency simul-

taneously with increase of temperature, ranging from
120 to 140 or 160 beats per minute. At this stage the

patient is in the most critical period of the disease. The
fever and other constitutional perturbation continue until

the stage of desiccation has been completed. A subse-

quent marked elevation of temperature is suggestive of
some complication, and its cause and significance should
be promptly ascertained.

Stage of Desiccation.—The process of desiccation ordi-

narily commences ou the twelfth day of the efflorescence,
and follows in the order in which the eruption appeared.
The desiceative process usually occupies from eight to

fourteen days, the length of time being governed by the
extent and degree of pustulation. The desiceative proc-
ess on the palms and soles iu.some instancesextends from
four to six weeks. Just prior to or at the conimencemenl
of the desiceative process many of the pustules rupture
and the exuded fluid dries into a yellowish or brown
crust. As desiccation advances the swelling of the skin

decreasesand the constitutional disturbance abates. Cic-

atrization advances beneath the pu.stules or crusts, and

ordinarily when these are thrown off there remains at the

site of each pustule a reddish-brown or violet color in

white subjects, and a white or black spot on negroes, with
elevated margins and depressed centre. If only the su-

perficial layer of the skin has lieen invaded these blotches

sooner or later wholly disajipear; if. on the other hand,
the true skin has beiai invaded by the suppurative proc-
ess the face w'ill be permanently pockmarked. This

aescription isan outline of discrete smallpox as it isordi-

; uarily encountered among uuvaccinated patients. Indi-
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vidiinl cases, however, present the widest diflerenccs in

severity and character under dilTerent constitutional

conditions of patients, and in numerous instances during
every epideiuic tlie malady is so liglil in the amount of

eruption and character of tlie symptoms that those sulTcr-

ing from it present but few if any of the typical symp-
toms of the malady, and may noteven suspect the true

nature of the disease. If such patients perchance con-

sult a physician, lie, luiUvss practised in smallpox, diag-
nosticates the malady to be chickenpox or some other

li,ght alTcetion, and the patients continue to attend to

business throughout the entire course of the disease, and
thus scatter it abroad in the community.
CoNKi.fKNT Vaisioi.a.—Tliistype dilTcisfrom the dis-

crete in that the eruption and constitutional symptoms
are much more severe than in the latter. Tlie initial

fever is more intense and of shorter duration, usually

lasting not more than two days. Tlie iniiial fever frc-

qi'eutly reaches 106° F. an<l then falls to 10;}° or 104° and
continues at this height until secondary or maturation
fever occurs. The fever of continent smallpox is of the

remittent type, and when the suppurative process is

reached, not infrequently registers 107' or 108^ F. The
development of the eruption in this type occurs from
twelve to eighteen hours e.irlier than in the discrete va-

riety, and spreads over the body more rapidly, frequently
appearing simultaneously on the face, trunk, and limbs.

In the severest cases the eruption is so thickly set upon the

entire body that each vesicle coalesces with its fellows.

The skin is intense!)' swollen and the eruption may cover
the entire body as a mask. Sujipuration rapidly ensues
in the vesicles, and the eyes, lips, no.se, cheeks, ears, scalp.
hands, feet, and genitalia present one horrid mass of

deformity. Ordinarily, however, where there is a com-

plete coalescence of the exanthem on the face it is semi-

confluent on the other parts of the body. It may be
stated as a rule that pustulation on more than one-half of

the body results fatally. Conlluent variola is a formi-
dable inalaily, the mortality mn.iring from tifly to seventy-
five percent. In its onset, and throughout the entire

course of tlie disease, the confluent type shows a marked
difference from the discrete variety in intensity and char-

acter of all of ths symptams. In addition to the more
violent fever and delirium tli(! nervous and muscular

systems show greater deiiression of vitality. The mu-
cous membrane of the air tracts is attacked with greater
severity, the eruption in the moiith and throat is contlu-

unt, and frequenllya (liphlheritice.vudate covers the soft

palate, tonsils, pharynx, and nasal cavities. The larynx
is occasionally invaded by the exanthem and the severity
of this invasion is not infrcciuently evidenced by the
occurrence of submucous abscesses, necrosis of the car-

tilages, or oedema glottidis. The eyes, too, are more
severely affected in this type; the eruption usually in-

vades the ocular conjunctivie, giving rise to iiitlanima-

tion of the lids, and frequently results in keratitis with

perforation and loss of eyesight. In thi! mouth the se-

verity of the disease is manifested by profuse salivation,

bj' great dilliculty in swallowing, and not, infrequently
by intlanimation of the parotid glands. Conlluent vari-
ola is prone to a numl)er of complications, such as bron-
chitis, pneumonia, pleurisy, pericarditis, diarrhoea, albu-
minuria, absc'e.s.ses, etc. So intense is this variety of
variola that some patients die befcrc the eruptive period
has arrived, but the majority of those who die survive
until the stage of desiccation hits been reached, death

resulting at this time usually from exhaustion, or from
one of the numerous complications wlik-li beset this type
of the disease. In those who survive, the process of
desiccation is slowly accomplished, often extending over
a period of four or live weeks. In this varli-ty but few
patients escape permanent disligureinent of the face from
pockmarks. Convalescence, too, is quite slow, the pa-
tient often being troubled with boils and abscesses for
several weeks after the exanthem has been thrown off.

HK.MOi{Rii.\r.ic VAUloi.otD.—The difference between
this and the other types of snmllpox con.sists mainly in

the character of the eruption, liie spoliation of the blood,

2A8

the course of the fever, and the constitutional symptoms.
It is simplj- a modification of variola veva. The hemor-

rhage into the eruption takes place under various cir-

cumstances. In some cases the exanthem becomes hem-
orrha.iiic upon the app;':iraiice of the papules, in <ilhers

when the ve:-icular sta.se is reaclie<l, and in still others

only when the ]iustules are fully formed. In some cases
the entire exantiiem is hemorrhagic, while in others one-
half or even a very small portion of it is hemorrha.gic.
As a rule it begins in the eruption on the lower extremi-
ties. Petechia' and ecchymoses usually appear between
the efllorescences, and livid spots or patches are to be
found on the mucous membrane of various parts of the

body, particularly in tlu' mouth and throat. Diphthe-
ritic exudates frequeiitl}' form on the tonsils, [iliarynx,
and nasal cavities. The .gums become spougy and bleed
as in scurvy. Hemorrhages occur from the nose, slom-
acli, lungs, kidney.s, rectum, or uterus. The amount and
persistency of the hemoriha.ae vary in dilferent cases.

There is no means of diagnosticating this variety of vari-

ola until the hemorrhage has occurred. The initial fever
is ordinarily mild, and throu.gliout the subsequent course
of the disease the teniperatur(! rarely exceeds 102° F,

When the hemorrhage has been profuse the temperature
falls to or below the norm. There is a marked contrast
between the temperature and the pulse rate. While tlu

temperature is but slightly above, at, or below the norm,
the pulse is beating from 120 to 160 per minute. The
breathing is rapid, the countenance pinched and sunken,
and occasionally there is delirium, thoughasa rule the in-

tellect remains clear. This is a very fafal form of the dis-

ease ; fully ninety -live per cent, of the cases end in death.
Modified Variola.—Under this head are embraced

all varieties of smallpox which depart materially from
the course pursued by varioUi vera. These departures
from type may consist in variations in the character and.
course of the eruption, orin the symptoms of the malady,
or in both; in a word, it embraces all abortive forms of

smallpox. These varieties are usually designated vari-

oloid. Varioloid ma.y be defined smallpox modified by
a previous attack of the disease, by a previous attack of

vaccinia, or bj' an unusual degree of personal insuscep-

tibility. There is no ground whatever for the old claim
that varioloid is essentially different from variola vera.

Varioloid, it is true, is milder in its course and shorter in

duration than variola vera, and presents many striking
departures from the ordinary course of the latter disease.

That it is, however, the same disease as variola vera is

constantly being demonstrated by the fact that individ-

uals contract all other grades and varieties of smallpox
bv contact with individuals affected with varioloid.

The diiration of the initial fever of the latter variety is

rarely beyond two d;iys and the temperature seldom ex-

ceeds 102" F.. falling, as a rule, to the norm at the end
of the .second day. With the disiqipearanee of the initial

fever the patient is eonvalcseent ami generally able iin-

inediately to return to business. In rare instances the
initial fever is as high as in variola vera, yet it persists
for only two days. Secondary fever is extrcinely rare,

and when present seldom continues beyond twenty-four
hours. The eruption ditfers in itscharacter and develop-
ment from thatof unmodified smalliiox. In varioloid the
eflloresrence appears simultaneously on all parts of the

body, and it rarely jiasses thnnigli all the stages charac-
teristic of variola; it may not go beyond the vesicular

stage and then rapidly desiccate. Not infre<iuently the

eruption goes on through the imstular stage, but the

pustules are dwarfed, and while they are surrounded by
a red areola the skin is neither tense nor swollen, and the

pustules rapidly dry up and fall from the Ixidy. Desic-

cation usually commences from the fifth to the seventh

day of the eruiition. Pitting is rar<' in variohiid. but in

some instances the face is left pockmarked. When the

eruption of vari<iloid passes through all the sta.ges of

variola it is differentiated from the latter by the inibler

constitutional symptoms and by the smaller number and
abortive forms of the pocks of varioloid. Varioloid is

devoid of fatality.
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Scveiul other varittifS of varioloid are enrountercd in

every cijiileniicofsiiiallliox. These are mainly : (1) Vari-

ola verrueosa. Tii this variety the eruption does not jio

on to well-fonned pustules of smallpox, but stops with
the development of solid jiapules with a vesicle at their

summit, and on the site of eaeli of which, after desqua-
mation, a warty elevation of the skin is left. (2) V.

pemphiyo.sa. In lliis tyiie the e.xanlhem ]ir(i_i;resses regu-
larly to the vesicular stage, when the vesicles become ir-

regular bulla' with .sero-purulent contents. (3) V. mili-

aris. In this form, while a portion of the erujition is that

of regular and fully developed smallpo.x, the largest

part consists of vesicles slightly larger than millet seeds.

These vesicles, which are tilled wi«h a yellow lluid, pro-

gress no further than the vesicular stage, drj* up and fall

oil'. (4) V. sili(|Uo.?a. In this variety the eruption de-

velo])'! regularly to the jiustular stage, when thi- Cdntcnts

of the pustules are absorbed, leaving them with the ap-
pearance of emjity shells. This variety is less often en-

countered than the three previously described.

Curschman, in disci:ssing varioloid, has summed up the

philosojihy of the matter as follows: "It is generally
conceded at the present time that varioloid is nothing
more than a form of sniallix).^ with a milder course and
shorier duration, and. this view being accepted, it is read-

ily seen that belwcen varioloid and variola vera no
absolute line of distinction can be drawn. During every
epidemic of any considerable extent a ntimlier of cases

are found which show a transition from one to the other

form, and which, when we have followed their entire

course, leave us in doubt as to whether we shall call

them cases of variola or varioloitl. The quantit_v or

quality of the eruption is as far from being a good crite-

rion in determining the nature of the affection as the

presence or absence of the suppurative fever, which
some consider deci.sive in this respect. This latter does
not even depend entirely upon the intensity of the dis-

ease, but upon personal peculiarities, and particularly

upon the sensibility of the person attacked. As regards
the peculiar conditions under which varioloid occurs, it

is important in the first place to observe that many per-
sons uIjo have never had smallpox nor have been vac-

cinated are only attacked by this form, on account of a
natural slight su.sceptibility to the smallpox contagion.
We accordingly find frequent mi'ution made of cases in

which the disease runs an extremely mild course."

Differential Diagnosis.
—In diagnosticating smallpo.x in

any of its varieties time is an important factor. The
chill, fever, headache, vomiting, and lumbar pain con-
stitute a group of symptoms which should put the pru-
dent physician on his guard when smalliiox exists in

the locality, yet the occurrence of this symptom com-

plex would not justify him in committing himself un-

qualifiedly to the diagnosis of smallpox, even though
it were known that the patient had never been vacci-

nated and had been exposed to the <lisease. Under such
circumstances he should make a provisional diagnosis,
isolate the patient, and await the development of the

disea.se to a .stage at which it can be diagnosticated, i.e.,

the vesicular stage. The wisdom of this course is at-

tested by the experience of all hospital physicians.
Marson, of the London Smallpox Hospital, says on this

subject: "Upward of twenty diseases have been mis-

taken within the last few years, in the early stage of the

disease, for smallpox, and the patients have been sent as

having snialljiox lo Ihe smallpox jiospital." Under such
circumslanees Ihe iihysician is guilty of malpraclice,
and can be licid liable for damages. Such mistakes show
ignorance or carelessness on tli-2 part of Iheir authors.
When the characteristic exanthem of smallpox has ap-
peareil. there are but few diseases !ial)le to be confounded
wilh it. These are chickenpox, jiuslular syphilis, pem-
phigus, impetigo contagiosa, and mca.sl';3.

Diar/iiosis ofSi/inlljjo.rfraiii CliicI.eiijiox.
—A few modern

writers contend I hat variola and varicella arc one and Ihe

same disease, ycl in the whole domain of niediiinc no

proposition is l)etter cslablished than that each of these

is a disease of its own kind, having its own specific

cause. 15y rea.son of the frequency of atypical cases of
variola the dilferential diagnosis of such cases from vari-

cella is at limes quite difficult, and in all cases demands
the exercise of prudence and judgment. While they are

essentially dill'erent diseases tliey generally prevail simul-

taneously, and Ihe vesicles of each counterfeit tlio.se of
the other, yet when judged in connection with the symp
toins and couise jieculiar to each disease they can be dif

ferentiated readily by one familiar with them. Small-

pox is generally ushered in with a chill; varicella is not.

Varicella is ordinarily unattended by an initial fever, and
when it occurs it is very slight and disiippears in twenty-
four hours; but in variola, even in the lightest and most

atypical cases, the fever reaches 103 F. and persists for

two days. The initial stage of smallpox is attended b}' in-

tense pain in the lumbar region ; in varicella it is ab.sent.

Vomiting is a constant symptom in the early part of the
attack of smallpox, and is rarely, if ever, lucsent in vari-

cella. It is, however, in the character of the eruption
that the difference between these two diseases is most

strikingly manifested. The smallpox eruption passes
through four stages, i.e., macule, papule, vesicle, and
pustule; the macule persists for from twentj--four lo

fiu-ty-eight hours before being converted into a papule;
the papide remains as such for fortj--eight hours before

being converted into a vesicle; th': vesicle continues to

retain this form fnr four or five days piior to becoming a

pustule. In varicella the eruption is fully vesicular

within twenty -four hours after the efflorescence first main-
fests itself. The vesicles of smallpox contain a lactescent

fluid and appear to be deeply seated in the skin; those of

varicella contain a serous-looking fluid and appear to be

quite supeifieial. Indeed they piesent the appearance of

having been produced by spattering hot water on the
skin. In smallpox all of the pocks have a jirominent
red ba.se, while in varicella the red base is slight if at

all present. All smallpox vesicles develop into pus-
tules, whereas in cases of chickenpox not more than one
in fifty or one hundred does so, LTmbilication occurs
in the vast majority of smallpox vesicles, while but a
small percentage of vesicles of varicella become nm-
bilieated. Some text-book writers contend that um-
bilication never occurs in varicella. This is a mistake.

Of the hundreds of cases of chickenpox ob.served by
me I have never encountered one case in which a frac-

tional part of the vesicles were not umbilicated ; on the

other hand, I have encountered cases of smallpox which
never at any .stage of the disease became umbilicated.
Some writers contend that chickenpo.x never attacks an
adult. This, too, is a nnstake. I have repeatedly ob-

served undoubted chickenpox in adults. I have, how-
ever, never known chickenpox attack a whole family of
adults. This is an important diagnostic point in differ-

entiating modified smallpox from chickenpox. Again,
the e "uption of chicken]5ox appears in several successivs

crops, wliile in smallpox there is but one. In varicella

the major part of the eruption is upon the body, the

back particularly, while it is sparse on the face and
limbs. This rule is reversed in smallpox. It is well,

however, to remember just here that in rare instances

chickenpo.x is observed to be copiously sc;Ulered over the

entire body. A few months ago I saw in consultation a
case of chickenpox i;i a child about six years old in which
the eruption was senueonfiuent over every part of the

entire body excejit the palms of the hands and soles

of (he feet; these were devoid of eruption. All of the

children of this family had been vaccinated the pre-
vious year, and all of the others had light cases of vari-

cella.

Diai/nosis of Smallpox from Syphilis.
—Occasionally it

becomes necessary to differentiate smallpox from syphi-
litic eruptions. As health ollicer of this city (Augusta.
Ga.) I have repeatedly been called upon to discharge
this duty. With care and patience these diseases can
be readily separated. Papuliu'. vesicular, and pustular

.syphilides counterfeit the exauthem of smallpox. lu

either of these varieties of syphililic eruption fever may
coexist. Papular syphilides are devoid of the sbotty feel
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of variola. I liave encountered a syphilitic vesicular

eruption wliicli was distributed over the surface of the

body ; a porlion of the vesicles were unibiliciited, and they
closely simuliUed variola in the vesicular stage. I have
also observed pustular syphilides which bore a close re-

semblance to the pustular stage of sniallpox. Such cases

are to be dilferentialed from" smallpox by the following

points: (1) Xoiie of them commence with the symptom
complex of smallpox, i.e., chill, fever, vomiting, head-

ache, and lumbar jiain. In each of these varieties of

syphilides, if fever be present, as it not infrequently is.

if persists beyond the appearance of the efflorescence,

while in smallpox the fever disappears immediately' after

the exauthem appear.s. Pain may be a prominent symp-
tom of syphilis, but it is never Ciinlined to the lumbar

region as in smallpox. In any and all forms fif syphilitic
exanthcm it will be found that the syphilides, whether

papular, vesicular, or imstular, have ])eisisted assuchfar

beyond the time limit of either variety of the smallpox
eruption. Again, the eruption inany variety of smallpox
is of uniform size, while in syphilis it is of various sizes.

The eruption of small|iox consists of one crop, while that

of syphilis is commonly ob.served to be in various stages
of develojiment. thereby showing a succession of crops.
In doubtful cases th(^ <liagnosis is easily ch'ared up by
isolating the patient and awaiting the development of the

exauthem.

Diagiums of Smallpox from PempJiigns.—AYhen pem-
phigtis is scattered over the body it may for the lirst

few days .simulate the vesicles of smallpox. Pemphigus
commences as minute red spots upon which vesicles form.

The vesicles present a clear citrine or yellow color, in

whites, owing to the fact that the translucency of the

epidermic covering allows their serous contents to shine

through it. When fidly developed the vesicles are tense

and lirm to pressure. The Hiiid in them changes from a
serous to a milky color. In some instances the exanthem
attacks all parts of the body, but ordinarily it is confined
to the limbs. The palms and soles are rarel_y invaded.
When the erui)tion reaches the vesicular stage the vesi-

cles are of uniform si/.e, about the size of a split pea,

though at a later stage a majority of the vesicles develop
into l)iiU;i;of sizes varvingfrom that of achestnut to that

of a split walnut. By reason of tlie thinness of their

covering the vesicles and bid la; easily rupttire and fold

over on the .uljacent sound skin, leaving a superficial
raw surface on the site of those whii h have been broken.
The major jiart of tlie erui)tion does not rupture, and
the walls of tlie uid)rolcen om-s become progressively
shrunken and llattened until the tops of the vesicles and
bulla' sink down on the underlying layer of skin. The
exanthem develops in crops and sooner or later all sizes

of vesicles and bnlhe will be represented. Pemphigus
pursues a chronic course. Pitting does not occur in tins

malady. Tlie eruption may attack the mucous mem-
brane of the mouth, conjunctivie, and genitalia. Fever
attends tlu' majority of cases of pemphigus in v liich the

eruption is extensive. As a rule the fever will be in pro-

portion to the extent and intensity of the exanlhem.
Four years ago I attended a case of pemphigus in which
the eruption was scattered over all parts of the body.
When I saw this patient the case was in the acute stage.
For the first two days the vesicles counterfeited tliose of

variola, but on the third day many of them formed linll.-e

varying in size from that of a chestnut to that of a

guinea egg. The fever ranged from lO.j' to lOS F,, and
continued until the (h'atli of the patient on the eighth
day after I was called to see him. This case in its erup-
tion pursued the typical course of ]ieinpliigiis. In eases
of i)empliigus which in their incipienc}- simulate sniall-

jiox. the diagnosis is arrived at by the following jioints
of dilTerence: Pemphigus is devoid of the symi)tom com-
plex of smallpox, i.r . chill, fever, headache, vomiting,
and lumbar pain. The vesicles of pemphigus do not
umbilieate; umbilication is common in variola. When
fever attends ])empliigus it persists for days after the

eruption has appeared: this ruli' is reversed in smallijox.
The exanthem never, in pemphigus, goes through the

four stages of macule, papule, vesicle, and pustule com-
mon to variola.

Diagnosis of Smallpoxfrom Impetigo Contagiosa.
—Inas-

much as many physicians claim that the recent epi-
demic of smallpox was impetigo contagiosa, I give the

following sketch of tlie malady. It is a contagious dis-

ease occurring mostly among children, and at times as a

quasi-epidemic. The initial .symptoms are malaise, chilli-

ness or chill, and fever, though not infrequently these

symptoiiis are absent. As a rule the eruption com-
mences on the face around the mouth, on the chin,
cheeks, alte nasi, forehead, and about the eyes. The
exanthem conunences as small vesicles, which soon con-
tain a turbid serum; the exanthem then extends periph-
erally, and assumes the character of Hat, somewhat
flaccid biillie containing a sero-purulent fiuid, and sur-
rounded by an infiammatory areola of greater or less

intensity. As the bulhe expand and flatten, the con-
tained liuid dries, and in a few days a yellowish-green or
straw-colored crust covers each bulla. This crust be-
comes dry and of a papery consistence, and has the

appearance of liaving been stuck on its site. "When it

becomes detached at its margins it curls tip and finall}'
falls off; the underlying site seems siiperlicially excori-
ated. After desiccation a shiny epithelium of a pinkish-
red color is left on the site of theeruiition, but this grad-
ually fades to the normal color of the skin. The fully
formed bulUe vary in size from tliatof asplit pea tothat of
a silver three-cent piece. The eruption lacks uniformity
in size, and commonly appears in small crops. After
the exanthem has gradually developed over the face it

attacksthe abdomen and extremities in successive limited
advances. As a rule the force of tlie disease is expended
on the face, only a few scattered spots appearing on the
other parts of the body. To the physician practised in

smallpo.x it is readily seen that impetigo contagiosa bears
no resemblance of any kind whatsoever to any variety of

smallpox, and that these two diseases ought never to be
confounded bj' any physician who has even a limited

acquaintance with smallpox.
Diagnosis of Sinaf/po.rfrom, Measles. —Up to the vesicu-

lar stage of smallpox its eruption simulates that of mea-
sles so closely that it is impossible positively to differen-

tiate these diseases prior to the appearance of the vesicles

of variola. If the physician awaits the vesicular stage
of variola, as he should invariably do before committing
himself unqualifiedly to the diagnosis, he will have no
difficulty whatever in separating these two diseases.

The catarrhal symptoms of measles should put the phy-
sician on his guard as to tlie probable nature of the

malady, and the fact that the fever persists after the

eruption las appeared, while it disappears in smallpox,
gives addi'd strength to the probabilitj' of the case being
oce of measles. Yet these two points in diagnosis, to-

gether with the dilTerence in the initial symptoms of
each malad}-, do not justify the physician in committing
himself toapositiveoiiinion as to the disease, iuasmnehas
ncitlier these two nor all of the symptoms are pathogno-
monic. His duly to the Jill hlic will be fully discharged by
isolating the paiieiit until the time has passed for the ap-
jiearance of the vesicular stage of the exanthem. If the

patient presents the initial symptoms of sniallpox, has
never been vaccinated, and is known to have been ex-

posed to the former disease, the physician is justified in

making a provisional diagnosis of smallpox and report-

ing the case as a suspicious one. reserving tlu' riulit to

amend his opinion thereon should the course of the dis-

ease demand it. Suit fiU' damagrs has been sustained in

a number of instances in which pliysicians reported the

disease as smallpox, the patient on this diagnosis having
been sent to the smallpox hospital and subsequent events

having demonstrated that the diagnosis was erroneous.

Diagnosis of Sinalljii/.r from- Febrile Liehen.—Febrile

liclu^n bears a clo.se resemblance to the elllorescence of

variola in the papular stage. The exanthem of the

former appears as small, slightly red papules, ordinaril}'
of the size of millet seeds. In dilTerentiatiiig these two
maladies time is an important factor. The eruj)tiou of
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lichen follows williin lneii(y-four to fortyciglit hours
afU-r commeiK'fiiu'iit of tlu' initial symiitoms, and it

never passes throuiih tlie four .stages charaetcristie of

smallpox. In liehen the eruption is practicall}' devoid of

fluid contents, and even when it is present it is so unlike

that of variola that after tlie vesicular stage of the latter

has ajipeareil it is iniiio.ssilile for the trained observer to

niistaUe the one disease for the oilier.

Finally it may be said that the eruption of smallpo.x is

the only one of all the various eruptions which passes
through the four successive stages of macule, papule,
vesicle, and pustule. This, then, is a crucial test of

smallpo-K.
PitOGNOSis.—The type of the disease largely determines

the rate of mortality. If a large uuniberof cases extending
over a period of many years be taken, so that epidemics
of mild and severe types shall be represented, the mortal-

ity from the several more important types w ill be aljoiit

as follows: Hemorrhagic, 95 per cent. ; confluent, 50 per
cent. ; semicouiluent, 10 per cent. ; discrete, 7 per cent. ;

varioloid, 0. In individual epidemics characterized by
marked virulence of the disease the mortality will greatly
exceed that above given, while in epidemics of marked
mildness, like the one in this country for the last four

years, the mortality will fall below it. Jlarson, from the

records of the London Smallpox Hospital from 1836 to

18.51 inclnsive, reports that of the 2,6.54 cases of con-

fluent, semieonfluent, and discrete types of variola there

were 906 deaths, being a mortality of 37 per cent.

"Welch, from the records of the Municipal Hospital of

Philadelphia, Pa., shows that from 1870 to 1894 the total

number of cases of smallpox was 5,000; total number
of deaths, 1,562; mortalit}- per cent., 31.24. So much
for general considerations. Several other circumstances
must be considered in estimating the result in Individual

cases. They are mainly as follows:

Vnccination.—In the vast majority of individtials vac-
cination performed in infancy confers immunity from

smallpox during the remainder of life, yet it is a proven
fact that in some persons the protective power of vac-

cination deoreasts after a greater or less number of years,
and thereby fails ftill}' to protect these individuals from

smallpox. It is also a demonstrated fact that even in

those cases in which vaccination fails wholly to protect
against variola, it markedly decreases the mortality from
this disease. The mortality from post-vaccinal smallpox
varies with the length of time intervening between the at-

tack of vaccinia and that of variola. JIarson, of the

London Smallpox Hnsjiital, claims that the mortality in

post-vaceinai smallpox is greatly influenced by the num-
ber of insertions of the vaccine virus. After examining
into 4.896 cases of post-vaccinal variola he says that the

percentage of mortality was as follows: Having one
vaccine cicatrix, 7.73 per cent. ; tw'o vaccine cicatrices,
4.70 per cent.; three vaccine cicatrices, 1.95 per cent.;
four or more vaccine cicatrices, 0.55 per cent.

My experience does not agree with that of Marson. In
this locality vaccination is made by only one puncture,
and I have never observed a fatal case of variola in a

patient having a typical vaccine scar. Marson sliows by
elaborate statistics that the death risk from smallpox in

the unvaccinated is as three to one compared with the
most defective vaccination, and as seventy to one after

the best vaccination.
Cdnstitutionnl Ci>ndition.—The constitutional condition

of the patient niarkedl_y influences the prognosis in this

disease. Intcrnperate and debilitated patients show a

greater mortality than those who are in full health ami
of robust constitution.

A;/e and 8er.—The age of the patient influences the

prognosis. Among infants the mortality often reaches

ninety per cent., and the same is true of those at the other
extreme of life. Sex has no influence on the mortality
of smallpox excejit in cases of pregnant females in

whom abortion or miscarriagi^ results during the attack
of variola.

CiHiijilimtiiiiiK.
—The complications of this disease will

be referred to under I lie iiead of treatment.

Tiu:.\tmi;nt.—The treatment of variola embraces two
important though widely divergent indications, viz. (1)

Prophylaxis. (2) Thera])eutics.

Priijiltiildxis.
—In the whole range of preventive medi

cine iirevention and control of smallpo.x can be more cer-

tainly accom])lished than in any of the other coulagious
diseases, jirovided measures for the attainment of this end
are wisely planned and faithfully executed. Vaccina-
tion, isolation, and disinfection constitute the measures

necessary to bo applied in prevention and control of this

maliidy.
Vdceuintioii.—No fact is better established than that

vaccination, when duly and elliciently performed, is a
full and efticient preventive of smallpox. It is equally
true that vaccination, pro])erly performed and properly
cared for, is devoid of danger to health or life. In the

twenty thousand vaccinations made b}' \m-. or undc" my
personal supervision, no one of these individuals ever
had any trouble other than the mild fever and jiain in the
arm which constitutes the vaccine disease, except a small
number who contracted erysipelas or developed an ab-
scess at the point of insertion of the vaccine virus. In

every instance in which erysipelas or an abscess compli-
cated the vaccine disease it was due to lack of care to

prevent infection of the vaccinal site, and in nowise to

vaccination. The subject of va< cination has been as-

signed to another writer, and therefore I will dismiss the

subject with the following general statement: In view
of the prophylactic power of vaccination eveiy citizen

should be vaccinated, and it should be deemed a solemn

duty on the part of authorities of cities, counties, and
States continuously to provide gratuitous vaccination
for indigent citizens. When smallpox threatens a com-

munity the authorities should resort to universal vacci-

nation, and, in needful cases, to revaccination. Every
unvaccinated person is liable to contract variola if ex-

posed to it; therefore all such persons should be exclu-
ded from schools, hospitals, asylums, and other public
institutions. The same rule should be a])plied to all em-

ployees in business enterprises wherein large numbers are

assembled. Compulsory vaccination should be resorted
to where citizens are known to have been exposed to

smallpox.
No matter how absolute the protection conferred by

vaccination, there will always be great and insurmoimt-
able difficulties in the way of enforcement of this meas-
ure in America, where individual ignorance and preju-
dice are allowed to contravene public welfare, and for

this reason isolation and disinfection must be added to

vaccination. If a case of smallpox be introduced into a

ccmimunity it cannot be disseminated if the patient be

promptly isolated and all infected luaterials disinfected.

Whenever a case of variola is encountered the patient
should be promptly isolated and provided with an im-
nume nurse if the case is not to be moved to hospital.
All unvaccinated persons in the domicile, together with
all outsiders who have been in contact with the patient,
should be immediately vaccinated. If any of them have
been previously vaccinated the procedure should be re-

peated. The patient should be removed to hospital, un-
less he can be isolated in perfect s;ifety to the inhabitants
of neighboring houses and unless the necessary nurses,

guards, and medical service can be i)rovided. When a

patient is allowed to remain at home the sanitary au-
thorities should, at the patient's expense, furnish reliable

guards to compel isolation of the patient and household
and compliance with all necessary sanitary precautions.
When a case of smallpox is moved to hospital, all fabrics

of eveiy kind whatsoever should be thoroughly disinfect-

ed, together with the entire domicile. Tlie fabrics in the

patient's room should be taken to the public disinfection

station for treatment, and, after having been thoroughly
disinfected, they should be returned to the owner. It is

iiidispensalile in waging warfare against smallpox that

every community should be provided with a pro]ierly
located and ei] nipped hospital, (let 'i tion buililings, and a
disinfection room located on the sjiine iiremises. Persons
who ha\ e been diiectly exposed to the disease should be
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taken to the detention buildiug, vaccinated, and kept
tlierc for twenty one days, and at the expiration of this

time lliey should l)e sent liome if free of smallpox. A
community which altempis to treat smallpox withor.t a

bospilal ami ilelciition buildings will do so in a haphazard
manner, and thereby prolonj; the existence of the disease

amonsr ils eilizens. A suitable detention buildinj; is as

necessary as a hospital in attempts to slam]) out smallpox
in a comnnmity. Of the three lnin<!red and seventeen

persons wlio were taken to the detention a])artinents after

they had been exposed to smallpox, tiftynine contracted

thedisease and were transferred to liosiiital. Rut for the

prompt removal of these suspects to detention buildings.

they wouhl have coiislitulecl that additional iniml)cr of

centres of small|)ox in our community. The fahrics of

smallpox suspecis shoidd be disinfected as carefidly as if

it were known that their owners were alTected with the

disease. Smallpox patients and their fabrics should be

taken to hospital in a closed conveyance used exclusively
for that purpose.
The oriirin of every case of smallpox should be vigi-

lantly traced. It is equally important to ascertain the

name ami residence of every person who has been in the

presence of the patient or has entered the house. Every
such individual should be [iromptly apprehended and
vacc-inated. forcibly if necessary. Those who have been
in only momentary contact with the disease can, after

being vaccinated, be detained at home until the period of

iueubation of smallpox has passed; in the mean time a

sanitary ollicer should visit and inspect every suspect

every second ilav in order promptly to detect any who
may fall ill of variola Susjiects detained in their "homes

should undergo detention for three weeks.

Among our servant class of population (negroes) it is

necessary to exercise the closest possible suijervision, in-

asmuch as they habitually conceal the disease in their

families. They also eonnnonly go from their infected

houses to their duties in the families of their employers,
while others of them carry on their work iu the house-

hold, as washer-women, during the full hlooin of variola,

and deliver this washing without the owners suspecting
Wiat their clothing had been in th(^ midst of the disease

and was hi'ing returned without being disinfected. In
scores of instances I Inive found tlie clothes of white
Jiamilies being done in a room occupied by a jiatient in

the,full bloom of smallpox.
l)is)i(fictiiin.

—The contagious element of smallpox
resides in the eruption, exhalations, secretions, and ex-

cretions of the patient. These eoiiliimiuate thesickioom
and adhere to all fabrics therein. The vitality of the

poison of variola persists for a Imig time when contained
in fabrics which are laid away in closed receptacles.

By intelligent use of germicidal agents every particle of

contagion in houses and fabrics can be destroyed. To clo

this the germicide must he used iu sutticient quantity,
and of suMicient potency, and the fabrics must be opened
so that the disinfectant can come in immediate contact
with every particle of the contagion. Fabrics in bundles
cannot be disinfected even by l)oiling. Gaseovis disin-

fectants are to be relied upon only for surface disinfec
tion. Every discharge which passes from the patient's
body, mouth, nose, kidneys, or bowels must he received
in suitaiilc recci>taclcs containing a potent germicidal
solution. The discharges from the no.se and mnuth are
best disposed of by being received upon bits of old cloth.
which should be burned as soon assoiled. Evcr\- handkei-
chief, towel, every artkileof bed or body linen" should be

thoroughly saturated in a germicidal solution ])rior to

being sent from the patient's room. All articles of

crockery and utensils of every kiial whatsoever used in

tlw; sickroom must be disinfected before being sent from
it. In order, as far as possible, to eonlinc the contagion
to the patient's room, all communicating doors, except
the one leading to the hall, should iie securely sealed by
pasting paper over all joints, and a sheet saturated with
a germicide should be iiung on the hall side of the door.
The nurse sliould wear a washable suit, ami the physician
should put on a linen duster which covers his entire body

when he enters the room. The patient should be de-
tained in isolation until des(|uamatiou has been com-
pleted on every jiart of the body. The epidermis being
thicker on the palms and .soles, desquamation is slower
on tliese jiaits than on the remainder of the body.

After desquamation has heen conqileted the patient
should be given a general sponge bath charged with
cieolin or carbolic acid, and then, dressed in a fresh suit

of clothes, just brought into the room, may be allowed
to mingle with the household. The nurse should take
similar precautious as to bath and fresh clothing before

leaving the room. As soon asthe room has been vacated,
it, with its contents, should be disinfected. The first

step is to sto]) up all o|ienings in the apartment, then
to open anil hang all unwashable fabrics on furniture <u"

wires, and fumigate it with sulphur or formaldehyde.
Formaldehyde fumigation is preferable by reason of its

greater conveiuence and economy and because it does
not injure household articles. Sidphur fumigation is,

however, equally ellieacious. After fumigation the room
should remain clo.sed fin' twenty-four hours, when all

fabrics which are waslial)le should be wrung out in a hot

gernucidal .solution juiil subsequently boiled for half an
hour. It is extremely dilHeult, if indeed it be possihle,
to disinfect pillows and mattresses exce])t b}' placing
them in a chamber and subjecting them to superheated
steam. Inasmuch as few municipalities are provided with

thisapparatus, it will be found clieapestand safest to bum
such articles. All stulTeil furniture in the infected room
should be stripped and the stutHng buriu'd. If a carpet is

on the floor it should be thoroughly scrubbed Avith a solu-

tion fif bichloride of mercury (I to ,5,000), then removed
frmii the floor and hung in the air for a week or more.
All unwashable fabrics, after having been fumigated,
should be hung iu the open air for several days. After
the room has been fumigated and the carpet and other
fabrics have been retnoved therefrom, the floor ami wood-
work should be scrubbed with a gernucidal solution, the
walls carefully swept, and the apartment thrown open
for atmospheric disinfection for a period of two weeks,
after which it may be safely reoccupied. Where mat-
tresses, pillows, and other articles belonging to citizens

an- destroyed, they should be replaced at public ex-

pense, inasmuch as they were destroyed for public pro-
tection.

It should be remembered that it is impossible to disin-

fect an inhabited room, and that there should be no such

thing as jiartial disinfection. Disinfection nmst be jicr-

fect in all of its details or it will prove a failure. To
demonstrate that disinfection can be made a perfect
success, I cite the fact that the fahrics of fully eight
hundred smallpox patients and suspects have been disin-

fected, as above outliiicd, iu xVugusta. Ga., and in no in-

stance have these fabrics spread the disease after having
been so treated by our chief salutary inspector

In fatal cases of simrllpox the body should be thor-

oughly washed in a strong disinfectant solution and sub-

sequently cuvelo]>cil in a sheet charged with a solution

of chloride of zinc, bichloride of mercury, or undiluted
commercial formaldehyde. Under no circumstance should
public burial be permitted, nor should the corpse be

Iransportcd in a i)ublic conveyanee. The body should
be carried to the grave in the small]iox andudance. but
if no such conveyance is available, the vehicle in which
the cor])se is so transported should be disinfectted under
the supervision of the sanitary authorities immediately
after it has been used.

Themjieutic.i.
—There is no known curative treatment

of smallpox. It is wholly symptomatic and must lie

adapted (o tlie case in hand with a view to mitigate the

severity of the symptoms. Vaccination, if successfully
performed within three days after exposure to smallpox,
will in some cases )ireveiit, iu others abort, .and in still

others markedly modify the course of smallpox. In a
luimber of instances I have vaccinated individuals from
three totivedaysafler they had been exposed tosmalljiox,
.mil these individuals failed to contract the disease not-

withstanding the fact that they continued to occupy the
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room of the smallpox paticut. Some of tliem continued
to sleep in the s;inie bed with a case of the disease, yet re-

mained immune. 1 have known live infants to be suc-

cessfully vaccinated three days after the eruption of va
riola commenced on the mothers, and although they con-

tinued to nurse the breast of these mothers, they never-

tlu'less remained free from the disease. I recall three

instances of individuals avIki had been vaccinated live

days after exposure to smallpox, and who had continued
to'uurse relatives alTected wilh the di.sease. In each of

these individuals, who in due time contracted smallpox,
the disease was ushered in with a severe chill, high
fever, vomiting, headache, and lumbar pain, and from
the severitj' of the initial symptoms I expected them
to develop severe cases of variola, yet the entire crop
of eruption consisted of one vesicle. In other instances,

under like circumstances, I have counted only ten or

twelve vesicles on the entire bod}-. lu still otlier cases

I have seen the vaccine disease and smallpox afEect the

patient at the same time, neither malady at first seeming
to interfere with the other, but in whom at a later period
the eruption rapidly drii'd up and the crusts soon dropped
from the body. On the other hand, I liave oliscrved sev

eral cases in Avhieli individuals, who had been known to

be exposed to smallpox, were vaccinated for llie first time
after such exposure and promptly developed vaccinia;

then, twelve days after this exposure to smallpox, they
contracted the disease, and the two disea.ses, smallpox and
vaccinia, pursued typical courses, apparently travelling

together in tlie patient's system as harmonious compan-
ions. That vaccination, even after persons have been ex-

posed to smallpox, lias a marked power to prevent the

latter disease is shown by facts observed in the smallpox
hospital of Augusta. AVitbin the last four years three

hundred and seventeen persons, who had never previ-

ously been vaccinated, but who were known to have been

exposed to smallpox, were vaccinated and taken to the

detention hospital, and yet only tifty-nine of them con-

tracted variola. It would not, in luy judgment, lie fair

to claim that this favorable residt was wholly due to

vaccinatiou, inasmuch as a certain nundjcr of these in-

dividuals—exactly how many cannot be determined—
doubtless escaped because they were .separated at an

early moment from the smallpox patients. I regard
smallpox as but slightly contagious up to the vesicidar

stage. It is most actively contagious in the pustular
stage. In view of the proven fact tliat vaccination, done
even a few days after exposure of individuals to small-

pox, has the power to ju-event, abort, or nuligatc the

latter disease, it is important that every such exposed
person should be promptly vaccinated. The character
of the vaccine virus is a matter of ituportance. The
vaccine should be used in that form which will most

promiitly and certainly prodvice vaccinia. Glycerinized
lymph possesses both of these requisites. In my hands

glycerinized h-niph from ap])roved piropagators has
succeeded in producing typical vaccine vesicles in from

ninety-live to ninety-nine jier cent, of jirimary vaccina-

tions; and the vaccinia ajipcared from two to four days
earlier than when dr_v lymph on points was used. In my
experience glycerinized lymph in capillary tubes is infi-

nitely superior in all respects to dry lymph on points. I

have used glycerinized lymph in vaccinating about ten

thousand individuals.

As soon as the patient has contracted smallpox he, if

he is to remain at home, should be isolated in a well-ven-
tilated room, preferably on the upper floor of the hou.se.

All uimeee.ssaiy <'lothing, bedding, furniture, carpeting,
and other household elfeets shmdd be immediately re-

moved from tlie room, disinfected, and stored away. In

the win.ter season the lem]H'rature .nf the sick-room should
be maintained at or near 73° F When the iiatient has ii

chill lie shoulil be warmly covered, and a mustard ])las-
ter should lie applied to the spine for tweiily ininules,

Whi'ii the fever is high it should be treated by hot foot
baths and if need be by general warm ballis, repealed as

indicated. The fever being the residt of the toxins of the

smallpox infection in the |iatient's .system, the chief in-

dication for treatment of the ])yrexia will be met hy open-
ing up the emunclories of the body. 1 his is to be ac-

complished by administering such agents as will induce
free diuresis, diajdioresis, and cathai;-is, as indicated by
the case in iiand. It should be remembered that children
are liable to convul.-iions during the febrile period of

smallpox, and when they are so threatened hydrate of
chloral and bromide of potassium should be admin-
istered in suitable doses. After the eruption has ap-
peared the initial symptoms disappear. As a rull^ fever
returns when the pustular sta,ge of the malady is reached.
This is best combated by getieral warm baths followed

by eiivelo|iiiig the patient in blaukets in onler to in-

duce free sweating. In treating fever on the above plan,
the warm baths, besides producing active diaiihoiesis,
will induce free action of the kidneys and allay the pa-
tient's restlessness. The exanthem in tlu' mouth and
throat caiLses discomfort and difticulty in swallowing.
To alleviate these sytnptoms glycerinized astringent gar-

gles are indicated. The diet of the piatient sliould con-
sist mainly of milk, soup, eggs, beef-tea, gruel, oatmeal,
stewed fruit, etc., during the early course of the disease;
while in the later part of the attack the food may consist
of almost anything which the patient's appetite may
call for. In severe cases of smallpox the patient's

strength will be severely taxed, an 1 for this reason it is

important that suitable food should be freely adminis-
tered. In these severe cases the conjunctiva' are com-

monly invaded. The lids become swollen from the erup-
tion on them, and not infrequently purulent conjuncti-
vitis sets in, the secretion causing temporary adhesion of
the eyelids, which necessitates their forcible opening so
that the pent-up secretion may be removed and the eyes
treated. If this be not done a diffuse keratitis may set

in, and it may go on to ulceration and perforation of the
cornea. In cases attended with intense swelling of the

eyelids the vesicles thereon should be cmjitied immedi-
atelj' upon their reaching that stage. The lids must be

fre(iuently opened and the eyes wiped out with absorbent
cotton, and at least every six hours a suitable astringent
.solution should be instilled between the lids. In all cases
the physician must carefully watch for iritis, keratitis,
and ulceration. As soon as the inflammation appears
atropine should be instilled into the eyes, and iced com-
presses applied over the lids.

The eruption on the surface of the body is often the
source of extreme discomfort. This may be alleviated

by brushing it over several times daily with a solution
of two grains of carbolic acid to an ounce of glycerin or

linseed oil. Various plans of treatment looking to pre-
vention of pitting of the face have been advocated. I

have tried all of them and have found I htm to be utter-

ly useless. If, as previously stated, only the superticial

layer of the skin be involved, the patient will escape
being pockmarked. If, on the other hand, the true skin
be involved, pitting is inevitable. I have encountered
cases of all varieties of variola unattended b.v pitting,

although no local treatment had been used.
In some cases of variola sleeplessness is a prominent and

distressing symptom. This should be overcome liy the
use of morphine or of a mixture of chloral and bmniide.
In cases of variola attended by profuse expectoiation
opiates should be given with caution. Constiimtion
should be overcome by saline purgatives. When diar-

rliiea is present it should be controlled l\v astringents
and careful feeding.

Abscesses not infrequently form in the subcutaneous
tissues during the eour.s(^ of smallpox. The scalp is a
favorite seat of these abscesses, and when they first ap-
pear they are of small size, but they continue to enlarge
and show but little disposition to iioiiit. Wheneverthey
form they should be promptly laid open. As soon as it

is known that a jialient has smallpox the hair on the

scalp ought to be shaved, inasmuch as the eruption is

eommonly cojiious on the head, and if this be not done
the hair will become matted and the mass putrescent.
Boils over various parts of the body are of common oc-

currence, and thesi' freiiuently terminate in foul ulcers.
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Boils should be promptly liinccd and both they and
the abscesses should be carefully watched and treated.

Wherever suppuratidu is present it calls fur treatment
with quinine, iron and strychnine, wine, and full nour-

ishment.

Conii)lieations such as erysipelas, laryngitis, pleurisy,

pneumonia, nephritis, etc., are to be treated on general
principles.
In severe cases of smallpox the heart muscle usually un-

dergoes fatty and panaichymatouschansres. This fact sug-

gests the necessity of guarding the patient against keart-

strain by rest in bed and. when needful, by the adminis-
tration of cardiac tonics, such as strychnine and alcoholic

stimulants. Delirium, restlessness, weak and rapid pulse,
shrunken features, with great prostration, deman<l free,

even bold administration of alcoholic stinmlants and

strychnine. The amount of alcoholics and strychnine to

be administered in adynamic states of smallpo.x must
be decided by the degree of vital <lepression to be com-
bated. Convalescence is protracted in those who have
had a severe t\\H: )( smallpo.x. Dining this period
marked benefit will bcderlved from taking AitkiMi's pills

of arsenic, iron, strychnine.
and quinine, with full feed-

ing and alcoholic stimulants
in moderate doses.

Euijenc Foster.

in the dose above specified for the other species. Its

ordinary dose is only one-tenth as large.

Ilein-ji J}. RtiKhy.

SNAKEROOT, VIRGINIA, OR TEXAS.—(.sVv/jfHCrfna,
U. S. 1', : .\'r,,nit,iri,r Ilhiy,„„i, B, P.) The dried rin
zome and roots of Arintvluchia Serpentaria L. (True Vir-

giniti Snakeroot or Serpentaria) or of A. reticulata Nutt.
(Texas Snakeroot. or Serijcntjiria) (fam. Aristolochiacea).
These are perennial herbs, a foot or so high, from knotty,
horizontal, aromatic rhizomes; stems slender, fiexuose,
branching at the base; leaves of various shapes lietween
ovate and narrowly lanceolate, with heart- or halberd-

shaped base, petiolale, entire; flowers lateral, on slender,

straggling, crooked peduncles in the axils of bracts near
the surface of the ground, about an inch long, consist-

ing of a dull-purple, single perianth (calyx), whose
curved tube has a wasp-like constriction near the mid-
dle, and a very oblique, spreading, three-lobed bor-

der; stamens six, short, connected with the style in

three pairs; ovary three-celled, many-ovuled, inferior.

The first named is a native of the Eastern United

SMELL, SENSE OF.
Olfactory Nerve.

See

SNAKEROOT. CANADA,
or It //(/ (iiiiijii'. is the ihi-

zome of Anarum Canaiknue

L., and that of A. reflcriim
Bicknell has probably been
more or less used for and with
it. These plants are natives
of rich woodlands in the

Northeastern United States.

The rhizomes lie very near
the surface of the soil, nuiy
become a toot or more in

length, branch rather freely,
and bear few coarse roots.

The leaves are long-petioled.
kidney - shaped, and some-
times reach a breadth of six

inches. The solitary flower
is terminal, cup - shajx'd,

threelobed, about an inch

broad, and of a deep purple
color. Tlu! dried rhizomes
are (luadrangular or two-

edged, longish-joitited, deep-
purple, lightly curved, and
about as thick as match-
sticks. The odor and taste

remind one strongly of gin-

ger. With some resin, starch.

gum, and sugar, Canada
snakeroot contains an im-
known bitter principle and
L.T to 3..5 per cent, of a vola-
tile oil. An alkaloid is also

thought to be present. It is

an excellent aromatic bitter,

the aromatic element ])re-

dominating, and a carmina-
tive and diaphoretic. The
dose is from 1 to 3 gm. (gr.
XV. -XXX.), the tincture being
the preferable form of administration. The volatile oil is

also known to commerce. Its active constituent is asarol

(Ciorii»0). Under the name "asaral»icca," the rhizome
of A. Knropeum L. has long been employed similarly. It

is now very little used. Its oil contains a.iaroi>c instead
of asarol, and it is distinctly emetic, or even purgative
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Fig. 4320.—Virginia Snakeroot. Aliout one-lialf natural size. (Baillon.l

States, especially of Peinisylvania, Virginia, and Ken-

tucky, where much of the drug is collected. The sec-

oml named, of Texas and the adjacent region, is some-
what larger and coarser.

Dkschii'TION.— Virr/initi .Serpentaria.
—Rhizome of ob-

lique growth, 1 to 3 cm. (| to about 1 in.) long and 1 to
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3 iiini. (j'y to
-['j in.) thick, crocikeil siiid soinowluU

branched, bearing on the upper surface ajiproxiniate,
short stem bases, and undernealli a dense tress of long,
thin, branelied roots, which are .straiglitisli, except as

they are bent and doubled by pressure; dull yellowish-
brown, internally whitish, tlie wood-rays of the rhizome

longest in the lower side; fracture of both rhizome and
roots weak; odor strong, aromatic, and camphoraceous;
taste warm, aromatic, bitter.

l'e.vas iSerpcntKria is larger, coarser, of a more gray
color, and the roots are fewer.

CoNSTiTi'ioxTs.—-Serpentaria owes its aromatic ji roper-
ties to a volatile oil, existing to the extent of from one-

half to one per cent., of which iw/vjcoi is the important
constituent. Associated with this is five or six per cent,

of resin, the greater portion of it soluble in petroleum
ether. Tannin, starch, gum, and sugars also occur.

The bitter principle is not well known, but is believed to

be, in part at least, a verj- small amount of tlie alkaloid

aihtidncliine, extracted by Hesse from ^-1. Arijnititui
Grisi'b. The amaroid demntitin (CoHioOn), obtained
from ^1. Cleiiiutitis L., is believed to be identical with a
constituent of serpentaria which Las been called (iriiilo-

lochin, ii]so serpen tiirin, and which is poisonous: but the

relationship of these to the alkaloid named above is not
known. Hesse also describes arintinir., aruHdiidr. and
anntoUc acids from A. Argentina, and these are believed

also to be present iu serpentaria.
Action .\nd Csb.—Altliough aristolochiu has beeu

found, as stated above, to be poisonous when pure, it is

present in the drug in such small amount that the latter is

not poisonous in any ordinary doses. Neither has serpen-
taria any specific properties, although such have been ig-

norantly ascribed to it. Its action is merely that of an ex-

cellent aromatic bitter and its antiperiodic and antirheu-
matic reputation is doubtless due entirely' to its indirect

elTects as a general tonic. The dose of serpentaria is

1-4 gm. (gr. xv.-lx.); of the official fluid extract. 1—t
c.e. ( itlx v.-lx.). The Pharmacopteia provides also a ten-

per-cent. tincture, of which the ordinary dose is 4-lG c.c.

(tl. S i.-iv.). Like other bitter stomachics, serpentaria is

far better taken in small doses, of the weaker prepara-
tions, a short time liefore eating.
The genus contains a large number of species, many

of which have been similarly used in their own homes.
Some of them are far more active than serpentaria, large
doses acting as emetico-cathartic poisons.

Henry H. Rusby.

SNAKES AND SNAKE-POISON. See Poimmms liep-
til.s.

SOAP.—Wh'en natural fats or oils are decomposed by
treatment with salifiable bases, they split up into tiie al-

coholic body r/lycerin cm the one hand, and a series of
acids on the other—principally oleic, jialmitic, and stearic

acids, in var}'iug proportions, according to the nature of

the fat, which acids then unite with the base used in

elfecting the decomposition of the fat, to form salts—•

oleates, palmitates, or stearates, or all combined, as the

case may be. Such salts are generally called saaps, but
in eonunou parlance the name .soap is applied only to the

fatty sails of the alkali ba.ses—potassa, sixla, and ammcj-
nia— which, iu contradistiuction to the soaps derived from

earthy and metallic bases, are soluble iu
"
soft

" water and
in alcohol. Of the alkali soaps, furthermore, ammonia
soap is used oidy iu the preparation called innmoidn lini-

ment, artolatile liniment (see Ammonia), so that the soaps
in common use as such are narrow-ed down to soda and

jiotassa soa|)s.
Hetween soda soaps and jiolassa soaps, as distinct

classes, the broad distinction is that soda soaps teml to

be comparatively hard, and potassa soaps soft, so that

the phrase /iiird soap is applic^d generically to soda soaps,
and soft soap to potassa soaps. But the consistence of

soaps is also markedly alVcctcd by the nature of the fat

u.sed in the manufaetuic. in the way that fats rich in

olein. as is the ease with oils, lend to yield sottish soaps.

whereas tliose rich in stearin and palmitin, typified by
th(! solid fats, such as tallow, furuisli .soaps of greater
consistence.

Soaps are bodies of a well-known cliaradteristic odor
and disagreeable alkaline taste. They dissolve in alco-
hol and in "soft" water, but in "hanf " waters tliey suf-
fer decomposition by the calcic salts present, and the

resulting lime soap fi"oats iu insoluble floceuli on tlic sur-
face of tlie water. Soaps are, in general, decomposed by-
acids, by earthy bases and salts of the earths, and by the

heavy metals. The useful jiroperty of soaps is that they
attack grease, dirt, and dried animal debris, probaldy by
virtue of their free alkalinity, and so affect those sub-
staiK-es as to render them soluble iu water, and thus
reailily removable.
The kinds of soap official iu tiie United States Pliar-

macopa'ia for use in technical medicine are as follows:
Under the simple title &ijjo, Soaj), is recognized "soap
prejiared from soda and olive oil." Such a soap corre-

sponils to what is commercially called Castile, or ISpanish,

soap, and is an opaque, while substance, hard, but
wdien fresh easily to be cut. It has IIk; simple, cliarac-

teristic smell of soap and an unpleasant alkaline taste.

It dissolves readily in water and in alcohol. If the

soap, as first separated iu the making, be not purified, it

liresents a marbled appearance from contaminating
streaks of an insoluble iron soap. This unpurified soap
is stronger than the purified, white soap, since in the

process of purification the soap combines with more
water.

Castile soap is loeallj' detergent, and, by virtue of its

free alkalinity, mildly irritant to tender surfaces. Taken
internally, it is innocent in moderate cjuantity, and tends

only to relax the bowels and neutralize acid in the primal
Ha'. Locally, free alilutions of soap and water are bene-
ficial in certiiin forms of skin disease, such as acne, and,
as regards internal giving, the priuci|ial application of

soap is as a ready and iunoei'ut alkali to administer in

cases of poisoning by any of the strong acids. A strong
aqueous solution—one part of soap to four or five of
water—should in such cases be very freely administered

pending the arrival of more powerful and appropriate
alkaline antidotes. Soap and water is also much used as
a cathartic enema, but in sensitive conditions of the rec-

tum may irritate. Pharmaceutically, soap is much used
as an excipient in pill composition, but due regard must
be paid to its chemical susceptibilities, as above detailed.

From Castile soap are made the following official prepara-
tions: JSmplastriim i^aponis. Soap Plaster, is compounded
of soap, one part, and lead plaster, nine parts, mutually
incorporated wdieu iu the fluid condition, and the prod-
uct evaporated to the proper consistence. Soap plaster
is a feebly active plaster, devoid of specific medicinal

properties. Linimentuni Saponis, Soap Liniment, is com-
pounded of soap and camphor with a little oil of rose-

mary, made into a liniment with dilute alcohol. This

preparation makes an excellent gently stimulant embro-
cation, and takes the place of the camphorated soap lint-

meiit, or so-CixUed opodeldoc of older revisions of the

Pharmacopa'ia, an article substantially the same in com-
position as the present, but prepared from the couunon
white soap made of animal fat, instead of from Castile

soap.
The second variety of official soap is entitled Saix>

Mollis, Soft Soap, and is made from potussa and linseed

oil. It is a soft, iinctmms substance of a brownish-yel-
low color. "Green soaji" or ''German soap" is a soft

soap made in Europe and formerl}' imported into Amer-
i<-a. Its greenish color is due to impurities in the oils

fiom which it is made.
Soft soap is more strongly alkaline, and theref(u-e more

deteigent on the one hand, and inoie irritating to sensi-

tive tissues on the other, than the hard soda soaps.
Severe pain is easily excited upon tender surfaces, such
as that of an eczematous patch of skin, by applications
of soft soap. The medicinal use of the soap is as a de-

tergent and "alterative" ajiplication in certain forms of
skin disease, notably in eczema nibrum. The part is com-
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monly washed with the soft soap, aud afterward dressed

with some bhjtul substance, such as ointment of zinc

oxide. Edward Curtis.

SOAP B^RK.—{Q|lill<li(t, U. S. P.; Bois de Panama,
Coilix Mid.) riie lined inner bark of Qiiillaia Sapo-
naria .Molina (fani. Himiciw). Tliis bark is derived from
a large everj^reeii tree, native aud abundant in Chili.

After the removal of the corky layer, the bark is usually
flattened out and pressed tightly into bales, in which
form it reaches the market. It is imported in consider-

able ((uantilies for various purposes connected with

manufaclure—sizing, cleansing, etc.—and has foundanot

very conunendable place in syrups for at'rated waters,
and in beers, to make them hold their froth.

Dicsriiii'Tio.s.—In large, tlat pieces. 3-8 mm. (i-lin.)
thick; outer surface brownish- wliite, often with larger or

suniUer patches of the dark brown outer layer adhering,
otherwise smoothish or lightly striate: inner surface pale

yellowish or whitish, nearly smixitli, or often with longi-

tudinally elongated blister-like elevations; fracture

tough aiid strongly splintery, the lamina^ oblicjue to each

other: transverse section checkered with pale brownish
bast fibres embedded in the white tissue; inodorous, but
the powdi-r highly sternutatory: taste persistently acrid.

TIk! infusion foams like soap water.

The active constituent of soap bark is saponin (from
eight to ten per cent.), which is in turn resolvable into

several distinct substances, all of them poisonous. Sa-

poto.xin, the more important of these, is solulile in water
but not in alcohol, and is precipitated by basic lead ace-

tate. It is the principal irritating constituent. Quillaic
acid is soluble in alcohol and water, not in ether, and is

precipitated by the neutral as well as the liasic lead ace-

tate.

Uses.—Soap bark, or an infusion or tincture made
from it, is usefid as a detergent in washing tine linens,

laces, etc., cleaning the surface of paintings, and other
fine work of that kind. It is also an ingredient of some
cosmetic preparations

—lotions, hair waslies, etc. Its use
in syrups has been re^'erred to; it has been further em-

ployed to a small extent as an emulsifying agent. Physi-
ologically it is a p;-etty active substance, paralzying vol-

untary muscles with considerable rapidity, and producing
tocal ana'sthesia. It isal.so a local irritant. These prop-
erties have not. however, been put to therapeutic use.

As an expectorant, in small do.ses, it has been recom-
mended, also as an alterative in place of sarsaparilla, but
its value is at least doubt fid. Henry II. Riidnj.

SOAP ROOT.—.*«/»TO)-<. "Bouncing Bet." {Sapo-
naire </jfiriini/t: Cotl. Med.). The dried root of Snjiuimria
officinidix L. (fam. Oiri/o/i/ii/llored). This plant is a well-
known European jierennial herb, freely naturalized in

North America, and often a troublesome weed around
the edges of gardens, along roadsides, and in rich waste
places. It is about two feet high, with ovate, opposite,
usually sessile, three- or five-nerved leaves, ancl cymes
of large whitish or pink (lowers terminating t lie branches.
All parts of the plant, but especially the roots, contain

saponin in large amount, and its properties are very simi-

lar to those of .soaj) bark, consiilereil al)Ove, though it is

scarcely so active as that drug. It is conunoidy em-
ployed in the household in the form of a viscous, suds-
like solution for washing or sizing. It is also more or
less employed, though less than formerly, as astinudat-

ing expectorant, like .senega, or as an alterative, like sar-

saparilla. The ordinary close is from 2 to S gm. ( 3 ss.-

ij.) and it is mostly employ(;d in the form of the decoc-
tion, one ounce to the pint.

fjcrant soup niot. from various species of GypsirpMla,
of the same family, occurs in pieces of a large root, often
two inches in thickness, of a pale yellowish- or brownish-
white color. Its constituents, as w<'ll as its properties
and uses, are similar to those- of the m-dinary soap root.

It is rather more active, however, than the latter. Many
other related plants have a similar composition and >ise.

llennj II. liushy.

SODIUM.— I. Gener.\l Medicinal Properties op
THE Co.MPOuxDS OF SoDU'M.—From the close chemical
alliance between sodium and potassium, theory would
assign to compoimds of sodium physiological pro])erties
sinular in kind to the corresponding potassic compounds,
but le.ss strongly pronounced. The prediction is true in

that the sodie etTecIs, such as they are, are potas.sic clfects

weakened: but an inference that all the potassic effects,
in kind, will l)e reproduced to some degree in the action
of sodium, will not hold. The notable potassic effe<-ts

are irritation, catharsis, cardiac paresis, general motor
paresis, oxidation (|uickening, and, toxicologically, gen-
eral toxaMuia. Sodium, in comparison, is iiTitant, salt

for salt, in decidedly U'ss degree; is purgative in only
slightly less degree: paralyzes heart and motor function
so very little that the action appears only at all in ex-
cessive dosage in animal experimentation ; scarcely seems
to quicken oxidation at all, nor, even in high dosage,
to impoverish the blood after the manner of potassium.
So far, however, as concerns those com])ounds of sodium
that are alkaline in reaction, or which, as in the ease of

citrates, acetates, and tartrates, are converted into an al-

kaline compound in the blood, the degree of alkalinity is

but little less than that of the analogous potassic com-

pounds, and hence the elTects that follow simplv from
the fact of such alkalinity are, with sodic compounds,
well pronounced. But yet. therapeutically, so far as
constitutional alkalizing is coneerued, the diseases call-

ing lor alkaline medication are also specifically benefited

by the specific potassium etfects, so that in their case
sodic salts, though strongly alkaline, still cannot com-

pete in curative power with their potassic rivals.

II. The Compounds op Sodiim Used in Medicine.—
As in the case of potassium, those compounds only will

be discussed here whose effects are either sui generis to

the compound, or are determined mainly b_v the basic

radical. Such salts, official in the I'uited Slates Phar-

macopa-ia, are the following: Hydroxide (hydrate), cur-

bonates, normal and acid, (pyro-) borate, acetate, jwtassio-
sodic tartrate, sulphate, phosphate, pyrophosphate, nitrate,
and chlorate. Of these the potassio-sodic tartrate

(Uochelle salt) will be found discussed under the title

Potassium. Other sodic salts, whose properties are de-
rived mainly from the acid radical of the composition,
are treated of under the title of such radical. Such
pliarmacop(eial salts are the following: Arsenate, see

Arsenic; licnzotitc, see Benzoic Acid; bromide, see Bro-

mides; chloride, see Cldorides ; hypopliosphite, see Ihjpo-

phospliites ; hyposiilpJrite, si^e Sulphites ; iodide, see Iodides ;
nitrite, see Aitrites ; salicylate, see Salicylic Acid ; silicate,

see Silicates ; sulphite, see Siilp/iites ; snlpho-carbolates, see

Siilpho-carholates.
Sodium Hydroxide (Hydrate): NaOH.—This substance,

commonly called Cau.itic S>da. is official in the United
States Pharmacopceia. in solid condition, under the title

Sxla, Soda, and in about fi\e-pcr-cent. aqueous .solution,

as Liquor Sod(e, Solution of Soda. Soda is a white, hard,

opaque substance, occurring either in lumps or in

moulded cylindrical pencils. It is odorless, but has an

intensely acrid, caustic taste. It delii|Uesces in moist air,

but becomes dry and efilorescent in dry air. It dissolves

freely in water and alcohol. It should be kept in well-

stoppered bottles made of hard glass. Soda is commonly
made by evaporating an aqueous solution of the sub-

stance, until the water is driven off and the hydroxide
remains in a state of fusion, and then either iiouring the

viscid fiuid into cylindrical moulds or allowing it to

harden en masse. Solution of soda may be made by dis-

solving soda in water, but is commonly ])re]iared from
the carbonate by deconiiiosition with lime in the ]iresence
of water. Calcium carbonate precipitates, and the solu-

tion of soda, clarified by straining and .settling, is sepa-
rated by siphonage. Solution of soda is "a clear, color-

less li(iuid, odorless, having a very acrid and caustic

taste, and a .strouglv alkaline reaction. Specific gravity
about 1.0.")!)" (U."S. P.). The solution should be kept
in green glass bottles, glassstopjiered, and the stoppers
should be coated with vaseline or iiarattin.
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Soiiu und its solution are powcTtiiUy ulkalinc and
caustic, like potassji. but to a sonicwliat intVrinr degree.
Soda is avjiilable as a caustic, to be used alter the man-
ner of potas.sa, but potassa, being the stronger agent, is

generally preferred. Solution of soda is possible as a
local alkali for the skin or the stomach, but the carbo-

nates arc almost always used in ]ireference. If given in-

lertially. tlie dose of solution of soda would range from
1 to 4 gm. ( ai xv.-lx.t, largely diluted. In considerable

quantity, undiluted, solution of soda would provca caus-

tic poison, with symptoms generally similar to thos<! of

poisoning by potassa.
yoimal Siiiliiiiit Carbonate: NaaCOs.lOII^O.—Sodium

carbonate in crystjils or effioiesced powder is official in

the United Slates Plianuacopo'ia as Sodii Carbomis. So-

dium Carbonate; and the eflloreseed powder, baked at a

teinjirrature of about 4.")' V. (113 F. ) until its weight is

reduced to a tixed standard, is also official under the title

of Sodii Ciirbonas Ej-nicaituii. Dried Sodium Carbonate.

Sodiiun carbonate is tlie salt couunonh' called siil soda or

washing soda, and is obtained in part from natural depos-
its—-"native soda," so called—in part from the ashes of

certain plants growing in or near the sea, the impure
yield of which constitutes barilla or kelp, and in part

bj' artitieial making from sodium chloride, sodium .sul-

phate, or the mineral cri/olile. Sodium carbonate occurs

as large, colorless, nionoclinic crystals, which effloresce in

dry air and fall into white powder. The salt lias no

odor, but has a harsh, alkaline taste. It dissolves freely
in water, but is insoluble in alcohol. The dried salt of

the Pharmacopteia. a fused mass as first prepared, finally

presents itself as a white powder. Both forms of the

carbonate sliovdd be kept in well-stoppered bottles.

Sodium carbonate; condjines, veiy purely, strong alka-

linity with absence of specific qualities of any kind ex-

cept the irritation or even causticity in concentrated

application which is inherent in a powerfid soluble al-

kali. Its uses are solely those of a local alkali, and are

practically confined to external emploj-ment in lotion or

ointment in skin aft'ections. Lotions average two per
cent, in strength, and ointments lietween two and ten,

the basis being lard. For internal use, the acid carbon-

ate, next to be described, is preferred, because of its more

-agreeable flavor and milder action. In con.siderable

quantity and strong solution the normal carbonate is a

corrosive poison.
Acid Sodium Carbonate: NaHCOj.—This salt, the

well-known cooking soda, so called, occurs in two grades
of purity. One, corresponding to 95 per cent, of the

pure salt, is the commercial bicarbonate of soda ; the

other, purified to represent 98.6 per cent, of the pure
salt, is what is used in medicine, and is official in the

United States Pharmacopoeia under the title Sodii Bicar-

ionas, Sodium Bicarbonate. This salt is a white powder,
permanent in the air, without odor, and of a not unpleas-
ant taste, cooling, mildly saline and alkaline. It dissolves

in 11.3 partsof cold water(l.j° C. =59° F.), but is decom-

posed by hot water, losing carbon dioxide, and becoming
the normal carbonate. It is insoluble in alcohol.

Sodium bicarbonate is purely alkaline, like the nor-

mal salt, but to a less degree, and by reason of that

fact is far less irritant. In all ordinary dosage it is in-

deed practically free from danger. Its taste also is

mildly mawkish only, instead of harshly alkaline. For
these varioiis reasons this salt is a favorite one for stom-
achic alkalizing, as in acid dyspepsia or diarrl^ea. It is

also niui'h used to make alkaline lotions for the skin.

Internally from 1 to 4 gm. (gr. .xv. to Ix.) may be given
at a dose in water, and externally washes or ointments

may be made in the same manner and of the same

strengths, as in the ease of the normal carbonate. Both
of the carbonates are incompatible with acids and acidu-
lous salts, lime water, ammonium chloride, and salts of

the metals and metals of the earths.

Troches of the liiearbonatc— Trochisci Sidii Jticarbo-

na//s—are oflicial in the I'niled States Pharmacopfeia,
•each troche containing (t.'M gm. (gr. iij.) of the sail.

The salt is also an ingredient of the pharmacopa'ial
Vol,. VII.— 17

preparations, Mistiira Ithei H Sodie, for which see Rhu-
barb. and PuUis Effercescens Coinpositus (^f:\d\\V/, powder),
for which see I'otassio-Sodic Tartrate, under Potassium.
Sodium {I'yro-) Borate: Na2B,O;,10H.,().—This salt—

the familiar sub.stance borax—is official in the United
States Pharmacopa'ia as Sodii Boras, Sodium Borate. It

occurs in colorless, transimrent, shining, nionoclinic

prisms, wliieli etilorcscc in dry air. The crystjils are
odoilcss. and of a mild, cooling, and somewhat sweetish
taste. The effloresced powder has a more pronounced
alkaline flavor. Bcnax dissolves in sixteen parts of cold
water, and freely in boiling water. In alcohol it is in-

soluble. Borax occurs native in Persia and adjacent,
neighborhoods as a .saline efflorescence on the borders of

lakes, and in California as a crystalline deposit at the
bottom of a small lake. It is also made from other na-
tive borates.

Borax is locally bland and constitutionally innocent,
and its medicinal virtues seem to reside in the combina-
tion of feeble alkalinity with a fair degree of antiseidic
power derived from its acid ladieal. Borax works well
as a mild detergent alkali in skin diseases or catarrhs, and
ulcerations of mucous membranes, particularly of the
mouth. A lump held in the mouth and slowly sucked
seems to excite the secretions of pharynx and larj-nx,
and in ease of huskincss from dry c.; arrh of these parts
temporarily restores something of the natural quality to

the voice—an important matter to a singer or speaker
affected with a cold. Internally, borax maybe used as
a feeble alkali, and it has been accredited also with a

])Ower to promote menstruation, correct dysmeuorrh(ea,
and excite uterine contractions—a power which until
better substantiated than at present should not be trusted
in an emergency. Borax may be given internally in

doses of from 1 to 3 gm. (gr. xv. to xlv.), and, exter-

nally, may be applied in lotions ranging from one to six

per cent, in strength (limit of solubility in waterl, or in

ointment of thirty-per-cent. strength. Borax has been

experimented with, among a host of other substances,
for the purposes of "antiseptic surgery," and has been
found experimentally to prevent the development of

microzymcs in aqueous solution of from one-half to one-

per-ceut. strcngtli.'
What is practically a soluble form of borax is the tetra-

borate that forms when borax and boric acid are boiled

together in water. Sodium tetraborate makes a fine

white powder, of greasy feel, which is freely soluble in

^vater. It may be used locally for the purjioses of borax,
and is convenient for the making of antiseptic borate
solutions. Solutions ranging in strength from two to

fiftv per cent, have been used.'

Sodium Acetate: NaCjHsOj.SH.O.-The salt is official

in the United States Pharmacopoeia as Sodii Acetas, So-
dium Acetate. It occurs in large, colorless, transparent
monodinic prisms, efflorescent in dry air. It is odorless,
with a bitter, saline taste; dissolves in 1.4 parts of cold

water, and freely in boiling water; in 30 parts of cold
alcohol and in 3 parts of boiling water. It is rarely used
in medicine. Its purpose would be as a constitutional

sodic alkali, its acid, as in the case of other alkaline

acetates, undergoing conversion, in tlie blood, to car-

bonic. It may be administered in doses of from 2 to 4

gm. (gr. XXX. to Ix.).

Potassio-sodic Tartrate. (See under Potassium.)
Normal Sodium Sulphate: Na.jSO4.lOH.jO.—This sjilt,

C(mimonl}- called (jlauber'.s Salt, is oflicial in the United
Slates Pharmacopa'ia as Sodii Suljjhas, Sodium Sulphate.
It occurs in large, colorless, transparent, mouoclinic

prisms, rapidly etflorescing on exposure to air. and ulti-

mately falling into a white powder. It is odorless, with
a cooliui; but bitter .saline taste. It dissolves in 2.8 parts
of cold water (15" C. = 59" F.); in about 0.25 part at 34"

(!. (93.2' F.), and in 0.47 pari of boiling water. It dis-

solves also in glycerin, but is insoluble in alcohol. The
salt should be kept in well-stoppered bottles. Sodium
sulphate is formed as a by-jiroduel in the manufacture
of many chemicals. It isa salt of low diffusion power,
and hence in full dose, in eomiiaralivcly strong solution,
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is a iiui-ijiitive. As such it is powerful in action, like the

other alkaline sul|iliales, i)r()(hicinj; watery stcicils, willi

nausea and uripiuj;. From ils sieki'niui; taste it has been

almost wholly su|)erseileil by the less disagreeable mag-
nesium sulphate (Epsom salt). From 15 to 30 gm.
( 5 ss.-i.) is a full purgative dose, to be taken in aqueous
solution, aromatized or slightly aciditied to disguise the

nauseous bitter taste of the salt. Sodium sulphate is a

purgative inL'redient of many mineral waters.

(m-) Soili'iiiii (Oi-tlio-) P/i,:.-/,/i„t, : Na,HI'0..V2H.;0.—
This Siiit, the common tribasic phosphate, so-called, or

iastdeux piirr/iiir/ suit, is ollieial in the United Slates Fhar-

maeop(eia as Sixlii IVni.yy/ids. Sodium Fhosjihate. It oc-

curs in large, colorless, tran.sparent. monoelinic prisms,

which, on exposure to air, ctiloresee rapidly and become

opaque, lo.sing live |ier cent, of their water of crystalliza-
tion. Tlie salt is odorless, wilh a cooling, saline, and

slightly alkaline taste. It dissolves in 5.8 parts of cold

water "and in about 1 .5 parts of boiling water. It is in-

soluble ill alcohol. Sodium |ihos])bate is made from the

calcium phosi)haleof calcined bone, by decomposition by
sulphuric acid. It should be kept in well-stoppered bot-

tles in a cool place.
Sodium phosphate is a bland salt, of low diffusion

power, whose pronnnent physiological properties are

to purge mildly, and, as animal experimentation has

.shown." toe.xcit'e (juile notably the secretion of bile. At
the same time it is feebly alkaline, and possessed of a

clean, nou-nauseous, s;illy taste, ([uite like that of com-
mon salt. Therapeuticaily tiiis phosphate may be used
for the general purposesof the mililer saline purges, and,
more specially, has also proved of avail, even in non-pur-

gative doses, to correct bowel derangements associated

with acidity and a.ssumed sluggishness of the liver.

From its mildness and not unpleasant taste it is particu-

larly convenient for giving to i-oung children. Mixed
with foods, such as soup, in lieu of common salt, it may
be administered in moderate ijuantity witho\it suspicion.
As a purge the dose for an adult is about 30 gm. ( | i.);

but for corrective purposes, much less—even so little as

0.65 gm (gr. x.)
—given a number of times through the

day, may sultice.

JVoi-mi'tl Sodnim Pyrophosphate : NajPnO,. IOH2O.—The
salt isoflicial in the Tnited States Pharmaeopnna as ty'dii

Pi/roj>hiisj)hii.i, Sodium Pyroiihosphate. It is not used in

medicine, and is oflicial for pharmaceutical purposes only
to prepare ferric pyrophosphate.

Sxliui/i Xilrate : NaNOj.—The salt is official in the
United States Pharmacopteia as t^mlii i\'itras. Sodium
Nitrate. It occurs in colorless, transparent, rhombo-
hedral crystals, which deliquesce in moist air. It is

odorless, with a cooling, saline, slightly bitter taste. It

dissolves in 1.3 parts of cold water and in 0.6 part of

boiling water. It is slightly soluble only in cold alco-

liol, but dissolves iii 40 parts of boiling alcohol. It

shoidd be kept in well stoppere<l bottles. Sodium ni-

trate is the salt called rnhic iii'lrc, and is obtained from
South America, where it occurs native. It is a salt of

high dilTusion power, and in its physiological relations

closely resembles ordinary nitre (potassium nitrate), ex-

cept that it is, of course, devoid of the characteristic

properties of a potassitun sjdt as such. Its use in medi-
cine has so far been an empirical employment in dy.sen-

tery, in which disease 30 gm. ( ? i.) of the salt has "been

given divided in frequent doses throughout the day, in
dilute aqueous solution. It is not a standard medicine.

Sijdium Chlorate: NaClO.,.—The salt is ollicia! in the
United States Pharmacop(eia as Sitrlii Chl(ir<i<<. Sodium
CIdorate. It occurs in colorless, transparent tetrahedrons
of the regular system, permanent in dry air. It is odor-
less, with a cooling saline bxste. It dissolves in 1.1 parts
of cold water, and readily in boiling water. It is spar-
ingly soluble only in coUi alcohol, and dissolves in about
40 parts of boiling alcohol. If mixed with organic sub-
stances or with readily oxidizable clu'inicals, such as sul-

phur or phosphorus, trituration or concns.sion may cause
a dangerous ex|)losion. as in the case of the allie<l salt

potassium chlorate. Sodium chlonite should be kept in

glass-stoppered bottles. Sodium chlorate has the pe-
culiar medicinal i)ropertiesof the jiotassic salt of the same
acid, except in regard to the elTects of potassium com-
pounds as such. It is important only because of its ex-
cess of solubility as compared with potassium chlorate.

The medicinal uses are the .same as those of the latter-

named salt, which see luider Putdssiiim.

Edirard Ciirtin.

' SternlKTjr : Am. Journal of tlie Med. Sciences, April, 1883, p. 3'M.
- RullitTforil : Tlic i'liictjlioiii'i-. vol. ,\xill., p. 414.

SODIUM DITHIOSALICYLATE.—This is the sodium
salt of an acid formed by the reaction that occurs when
Siilicylic acid anil sulphur chloride are mixed together in

molecular proportions at a temperature of 120" to 150"
C. A large isomeric series is possible, but only two are

utilized, the .sodium salts of which are known as sodium
dithiosalicylate I., and sodium ditbiosalicylate II. The
acitls themselves are not em])loyed for any therapeutic
purposes, the sodium salts only being used. Ko. I. has
not been used to any extent except in veterinary prac-
tice, in which two-and-a-half and tive-per-cent. solutions
are used in the treatment of foot-and-mouth disease.

No. II. is the salt usually employed. It is a grayish-
white powder, very hygroscopic, and entirely soluble in

water. On the addition of acids a precipitate of yellow
viscid drops is formed consisting of dithiosalieylic acid.

This salt is sai<l to be superior to the salicylates in the
treatment of acute and gimorrhueal rheumatism. It is

given in doses of three grains, twice a day in mild cases,
and more frequently wheu the attack is severe.

Beaumont Small.

SODIUM OLEATE. See E,ii„itr,4.

SODIUM PARA-FLUORO-BENZOATE isa white pow-
der solulile in wateraiul used in tuberculosis in dose of 0.5

gm. (gr. viij.) three times a day. 11'. A. Bastedo.

SODIUM PERSULPHATE. See Persodine.

SODIUM SULFORICINATE. Sec Polysolveol.

SOILS IN THEIR RELATION TO HEALTH.—Under
this lieading we will cusider. along willi llic soil more
strictly speaking (that is, the debris of various kinds of
rocks and the organic matter from animal and vegetable
life forming what is ordinarily called soil), the influence

exercised liy vegetation.
Soils influence health- (1) Directly, by their compo-

nent parts anil immediate products being taken into ihe

organism; (2) indirectly, by their influence in modifying
other surrounding conditions.

(1) The direct influence of soils above alluded to may
be exerted (a) chemically; (6) by introducing pathogenic
micro-organisms; (c) by acting mechanically on the tis-

sues.

(//) Gases and particlesof organic matter taken into the

organism in various states of chemical change may act

by lessening its vitality or by introducing toxic mate-
rial. The commonest example of this \vill be found in

what are called "made soils." Holes aixl depressions in

the surface of the soil are frequently tilled uji by street

scrajiings. garbage, bodies of dead animals, and other
refuse, mixed, it may be, wilh earth, ashes, etc. These
after a time are covered with grasses or other forms
of vegetation, and eventually may become portions of

streets and building sites. In the latter case it will read-

ily be seen how noxious gases may be generated and car-

ried up by the ascensional air of the houses built in and
oyer such sites. Soil so made may also be ground up
into dust and inhaled. The same is true in regard to

various forms of animal and vegetable organic matter,
scattered upon Ihe surface of the ground, especially in

our roads and streets.

In the case of houses built on made soil, or soil rich in

organic matter, the cellar walls .shoidd be made imper-
meable to gases by the use of cement or other impervious
material. A ventilateil air space around the foundation
wall will be serviceable in this regard, as well as for
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seeming dryness of the walls. All cellar floors should
lie built of a sufficient dejilli of rdiicrcle or olliir siiuiliir

material.

lu those soils whieli eoiitaiu a large anuiuiit of orgauie
matter, the danger will be increased if tliej- are underlaid
with a stratum of impermeable marl, clay, or rocU. The
decomposing material will be retained in the soil. 'I'he

writer placed on record, in the previous edition of TuK
Reference H.vNDiiOOK, in the article on ,Sciciigt! Dis-

posal, a remarkable instance of this iu connection witli

the yard of one of our public schools, and al.so another
instance in which filth liad travelled laterally one hun-
ilred and forty feet over a substratum, saturating the

earth in its course.

(//) With regai'd to prttJuir/cnic 7)>icro-orgnnis)ns contahwd
in tlie soil and taken from it directly into the organism,
there has been and still is nuich speeidative discussion

among bacteriologists, but it may be looked upon as

quite certain that some diseases are produced in this way.
It has been pretty well established that the germs of

typhoid fever may be introduced by this method. The
writer was one of a committee charged with investigat-

ing tlie causes of the spread of an endemic of typhoid
fever in a small village. B}' a process of exclusion the

committee came to the conclusion that sonic of the cases

were due to the germs from typhoid washings drying
upon the soil, being wafted in the dust, and inhaled by
those who were attacked.

It is the generally received opinion that tetanus is

caused by the germs finding their way from the soil into

wounds and abrasions. It is also supposed by some that

riudigaant a'deina is caused in the .Siime manner.

Anthrax, as has been established by frequent observa-

tions, is taken from tlie soil of pasture lands by cattle

grazing upon them, and there are numerous instances
where men have been attacked from the germs on the sur-

face of the soil or from streams running through these

pasture lands. We have not been able to collect data
which would enable us to form an absolute decision, but
there is no reason to doubt that with carelessness the an-

thrax germs ma}' be taken into the system from the soil

by man as well as by other animals.

By some, diarrhaa and dysentery are believed to be
caused by the dust of infected soil. Dr. E. W. Hope,'
of Liverpool, is quoted b}' Harrington as having made
some important investigations in this connection. It has
been noticed by many observers that a period of long-
continued dry hot weather, followed by heavy rains, has
been succeeded by endemics of diarrhfea and dysentery
among children and others. This has been interpreted

differently by different observers, as will be noticed here-

after, but Hope states that the highest death rate from
tliese causes, during a period of twenty 3'ears, "occurred
in the year whose summer had the least rainfall, and the
lowest in that in which the summer rain was greatest in

amount, and that the fourteen years with average dry
summers, in which the mean .Jiuie to September rainfall

was 10.9 inches, averaged about fifty per cent, more
mortality during the quarter than the six average wet
summers with a mean rainfall of 1^.8 for the correspond-
ing period." Hope believed that the absence of showers
allowed an accumulation of dust and filth in the streets,

roofs, and elsewhere, and that this floating in the atmos-

phere was the cause of the increased disease and mor-

tality.
So general is the opinion as to the germs of tuberculosis

being carried from the soil into the human organism
through the respiratory passages and other channels,
that it is now enacted in most communities that spitting
in streets and other public places shall be prohibited.
A case came under the notice of the courts in Toronto in

coniKKlion with our iiublic schools: A lad who had
scrofulous sores wasexcbided from school, and the action
of th<' .school authorities in thus excluding him was up-
held by the court, one of the reasons being thi^ proba
bility of the germs being conveyed in the dust of tlic

s<'liool-room and premises into the lungs of the other
scholars.

Much experimentation and discussion arc going on
regarding tlie conduct of many other patliogenic bac-
teria in the soil and the influence of the soil upon them.
These cover too wide a territory and the conclusions are
still too uncertain to be profitably taken up in this article.

(() Merlidniral irritations oi certain tracts of the organ-
ism arc ]3rodu(cd by jiarticles of the soil taken in from the
air or mixed with drinking-water or other media. Sliarp
particles in the form of dust inhaltd into the resjiiratory

passages give rise to bronrltitic affections; those blown
into the eyes cause conjunctivitis. The action of such
dust on the respiratory passages is weii known where it

has been caused in connection with tlie soil of mines and
also in the prosecution of some trade or cmploj'mcnt
such as .stone-cutting, grinding of agricultural imple-
ments, etc. When similar etfects arise from the natural

disintegration of the soil it is more difficult to trace them
to this specific cause, inasmuch as it is accompanied by
other influences.

The inhalation of coal dust and its deposit in the lungs
of miners give rise to tlie disease known as anthracosis.

The mechanical irritation of the mucous membrane of
the intestines from sand convej'cd in drinking-water is

well known, and is more properly considered in connec-
tion with the subject of water.

3. (a) The ground water is very largely influenced by
the structure of the soil for receiving, holding, and re-

taining water, and not only by the structure of the super-
jacent soil but also by that of the subsoil, and by the

configuration of both the soil and the subsoil. It will

readily be seen that sandy or gravelly soil will be best

adapted for receiving water and allowing it to run

through it, and that such percolation of the water would
be lessened if it had beneath it an impermeable subsoil,
as of clay, marl, or shale, with a flat or concave surface.

Clays and marls are least adapted to allow water to

pass through tlieni, and hence retain their dampness for
a greater length of time.

These conditions of soil in regard to the water in them
influence health in various wa}-s. In the first place,

habituallj' wet soils act bj' increasing the humidity and
coldness of the air at their surfaces, and it has been
found by long experience and observation that such soils

are conducive to rheumatism, diphtheria, and tuberculosis.

With regard to the last-named disease, statistics were
collected by Dr. Henry I. Bowditch," showing that the
disease is much increased by dampness of the soil, and is

notably lessened by drainage. Similar observations were
made independently by Dr. Buchanan in England.
While the Klebs-Loefller bacillus of diphtheria is

aCrobic and does not flourish in water, it has neverthe-
less been a matter of repeated observation that diiihtheria
is more prevalent in the presence of cold, wet soils.

Whether this may not be due to a condition of the respira-

tory mucous membrane produced by such soils, is a sug-
gestion.
We have spoken above of the condition of a concave,

impermeable stdjsoil underlying a more porous structure.
To depressions of this kind in an exaggerated form the
term "punch bowl " has been applied, and such situa-

tions are jiarticdarly unhealthy. The condition of a

stagnant body of water filling the interspaces of the soil

here comes into play.

By similar conditions on a more extended scale marshes
are formed, and in addition to the insanitary effects al-

ready alluded to they become breeding-places for mos-

quitoes, and consequently tuider suitable conditions give
rise to malarial affections, yellow fever, and, it maj' be,

other diseases.

The bad effects of damp soils on habitations maybe
lessened by the use of weeping drains so constructed and

protected as to prevent the introduction of gases through
them when there is no moisture in the soil which they
ar<' supposed to drain. Air spaces around the foundation
walls have been alludid to when speaking of the means
for preventing polluted air and noxious gases gaining
entrance into houses. A damp proof course of slate or

similar material should also be interposed through the
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whole tliickuess of tlu' wall iitm' above the level of the sur-

faee of the ground. Unless siieh preeaiitioiis be adopted
damimess is likely to strike Ihroujrli and up Ihe walls.

The inlluence of wet soils in interfering with outdoor

living and exercise will be apparent.
(b) Before leaving the subject of the influence of soil

upon water we must not lose sight of the fact that iraicr

siipph'ex receive from the soil substances which luive a
decided influence upon health, bolh from tlu'cliemical and
from the bacteriological slandpoinl. In this <(innection

there is one aspect in which loose soils may. from accident

or carelessness, become detrimental to health, and that is

the ease with which they will allow pathogenic bacteria,

such as the bacilli of li/ji/iuid and of r/ioli rn. to be carried

for a considerable distance through their intcrsjiaccs into

wells and watercourses. It is highly i)robable that the

colon bacillus is carried in the same way, giving rise to

diarrhaa and tlyxentery. It has often been noticed that

typhoid is very prevalent at that season of the year when
the level of water in wells becomes low, an indication of

the washing of bacteria into the wells. Instances of con-

tamination in this way froju and over the surface of the

soil are also on reeoril and must be laid to the accoiuit of

the more impervious soils.

Soils ricli in organic matter will, of course, yield mucli
of this latter to the waters percolating through them.
Some of these must contain to.xic material, while all of
them are more apt to serve as culture media for the

growth of micro-orgaiusms.
The chemical additions received by water from the soil

are various. The analysis of our mineral waters isabun-
dant evidence of this, and for this part of the subject tlu

reader is referred to the article entitled TlV/^cr and to the

articles which treat of the dilferent mineral springs. The
lirevalencc of ailciilun. (joilre. and cretinism in certain dis-

tricts has been attributed to the presence of limestone
formations and .similar conditions of soil, but the evi-

dence is very (-ontlicting and does not seem to warrant
the assumption.
Some observers consider that thcabsence of minerals in

drinking-water is injurious, and as proof of this have
cited the less hardy condition of French recruits coming
from districts in which rain water is almost e.xclusively
used for driidiing imrposes.

It has also been concluded, from analyses of liver
waters ina<le before and after flowing through certain

mining districts, that mineral additions taken uj) from
the soil arc .sometimes of .service in lessening the amounts
of organic impurities.

(c) The ijruund air also is influenced by the structure
and conseiiuent porosity of the soil. The movement of
the air will foUow the movement of the water, and in

addition will be influenced by barometric pressure, bj'
the action of winds, and by temperature. While these
forces will influence the movement of the air, it will be
acted upon in respect to its Inimidity by Ihe capacity of
the soil particles for holding water by the force of at-

traction, and in respect to its chemical composition it will

be modifled by the chemical constituents of the soil. In
this waj', for example, the relative amoimts of oxygen
and of carbon dioxide will be moi'.iflcd.

It will readily be seen how great a difference in this

respect there will lie between the ground air. and conse-

quently the air close to the surface of the soil, in arid,

sandy soils, and that in soils rich in luunus. For exam-
ple, in and above a soil whi(-h is rich in humus, and
which therefore contains large (luantities of organic
matter, the air will, other things being eciual, be poorer
in oxygen. On the other hand, it is very reasonable to

suppose that the absence of such organic matter is one of
the causes of the suitability, for tuberculous patients, of
some of the arid health resorts, such as certain districts of

Arizona. That other factors also play a part in rendering
these resorts so beneflcial will of course be apparent to

the student of climatology.
The prevalence of diarrho'a and dysentery after a

period of long-continued dry weather has been referred
to in conucclion with the observations of Dr. Hope, who

attributed this ])revalencc to some "infective agent . . .

blown about in the dust of the air." It has also been
stated that others have con.sidered it to be due to the ac-

cumulated infeclivc material being carried into depleted
wells. By others again it has been attributed to the

ground air. laden wiib this "infective agent" during a

long period of inaction, being suddenly driven out by a

downpour of rain, which, by providing moisture, favored
at the same time a certain amount of decomposition and
germ growth.

((/) The teinperature of the air, besides being influenced

by altitude, is largely modified by certain characters of the
soil. The influences of the ground air and ground water
on the temperature have been alluded to. The color and
structure of the soil play an important jiarl in determin-

ing to what extent the rays of the sun shall be reflected
and to what extent they shall be absorbed by the latter.

Thus, for example, soft loamy soils, and those containing
a good deal of humus of a dark color, have a much greater
capacity for absorbing heat and then parting with it later

when the air above them becomes cooler. Hence the tem-

perature in such districts is more equable, and the changes
will be le.ss rapid. The direction of the slope of the soil

also acts by reflecting the rays of the sun more or less per-

pendicularly. If the ground slopes in a .southerly direc-

tion, the rays are reflected more perpendicularly and con-

sequently the temperature is increased. The movements
of the air will, as a C(msequence, be affected by the same
conditions w hich modify the temperature on the surface
of the soil.

(() Insolation, while largely dependent upon altitude
and other associated atmospheric conditions, will also be
modified by the influence exerted by the soil. Reflection
of the rays of the sun, just now alluded to, is one of these
factors. Another is the absence or presence of dust,
which is shown to be largely dependent upon the condi-
tion of the soil. This absence of dust, very noticeable iu

some districts, was brought very forcibly under the notice
of the writer in the district of Muskoka. Having occa-
sion to ascend to an open attic floor in a cottage in JIus-

koka, after a year's absence, he was surprised to find that
it was almost entirely free from the dust which would
have accumulated in a similar position in most other dis-

tricts, and especially in our cities or in the vicinity of

country roads. The condition observed in the case of the

cottage is to be attributed to three factors: that there is

very little loose surface soil, the ground being composed
principally of rock; that there are no roadways nor wag-
on roads in the vicinity of this cottage, travelling being
effected in boats; and that the soil in the neighborhood
is covered with trees and mosses. These conditions make
such localities very desirable for the treatment of diseases
of the respiratory organs.

(./')The influences of the configuration- of soils have
been alluded to in some of their aspects, such as slope
and direction of slope both of the soil and of the subsoil.

Some other influences under this head remain to be con-
sidered.

Valleys (Lndi rannes\i9.ve an influence on temperature
and also in the deternnuation of the direction of the
wind. The positions of the ends of valleys influence

their temperature and the character of the wind blowing
through them. As an example of the former, the writer
has been told by bolanisls tli.-u the valley of the Des-

jarnins Canal, near Hamihon. Oiilario. contains ]ilanls
which on open groiuid are not to be foun<l farther north
than the isothermal line of Virginia.
The question of altitude belongs to the article on

Climate {ij. p.), lint the altitude of a particular locality
in relation to surrounding localities—whether situated

on hill, valley, or ])lain
—will have a dclermining elTect

on its temperature, humidity, and imnu'diatc almos

phere. An elevated spot may b(^ uidiealthy by rclativi.'

deju'ession.
A plain situated at tlie font of a range of hills will

be inllucnceil by the circumstance whether it is on the

north or the south side of the range. Vegetation is als»

likely to be influenced by such situation.
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(r/) The iiiHuencp of regetation must be further consid-

ered. It will depend upon the (juantity and kind of veg-
etation. Low scrub and brush-wood are injurious by
lueventing a free circulation of air on the surface of the

soil, and by favoring the accunuilation of organic deposit
which is likely to decompose slowly and to viiiatc the air.

Such vegetation should not be disturbed during the ex-

istence of a camp in its immediate neighborhood, inas-

much as this removal tends for the time being to in-

crease the unhealthy condition of the atmosphere by the

rapid liberation of the vitiated air. This kind of vegeta-
tion is also a liarboring place for the lower forms of in-

sect life, including mosc(uiloes, the injurious action of

which has already been considered.

The tendency of forests is to equalize temperature,

cooling the atmosphere by evaporation from their leaves

during hot weather, and also by shielding the ground
from the rays of the sun. They also tend to keep up
a more equable suppl}' of water in the streams of the

locality. Evergreen trees are supposed to have an ad-

ditional beneficial effect by the e.xhalation of resinous

vapors. Belts of trees are sometimes of service in shel-

tering localities from bleak winds, and have been sup-

posed to be of service in warding off malaria. In former

days )-ows of sunflowers were planted for this latter pur-

pose of shielding a locality against the malarial
"
miasm,"

as it was termed. According to our present knowledge,
it may be that tlicsc elTects were due to these trees and

plants forming barriers or receiving-places for the winged
hearers of infection.

To the above remarks regarding the health of forests

there are exceptions. In some places the influences de-

.scribed keep tlie soil in a permanently wet condition; as,

for example, in the tamarac and mangrove swamps, of

temperate and tropical regions respectively. Again, in

other forests, through lack of sun and air no opportunity
is afforded for the <lisposal of the decomposing vegeta-
tion, which is sometimes very lu.xuriant.

Win. Oldright.

' Public Health, July, 1899.
^
Topographical Distribution and Local Orip:ln of Consninption in

Massachusetts, Transactions, 1862.

SOLVEOL is a neutral solution of cresol in aqueous
sodium cresylatc. It contains 23.6 per cent, of cresol.

IF. .-1. Biutedo.

SOMNAL.— Inti'oduced as an hypnotic by Radlauer, of

Berlin, in 1889. He described it as a true chemical com-

pound formed by the direct combination of chloral alco-

holate with urettiane.

It is properly a clear, colorless crystalline powder, w-ith

a hot burning taste, and very deliquescent, but is sup-
plied in the form of a liquid on account of its instability.
It is an alcoliolic solution, one part in three. It has also

been described as a solution of chloral hydrate and ure-

thanc in alcohol.

It is used solely as an hypnotic, the dose being from

twenty to thirty minims for adults. Beaumont Small.

SOMNAMBULISIVI. Sec Comciougnesii, Dimrdei-s of.

SORREL. See Poisnnoiis Plants.

SORREL WOOD. Sr,- ().r„l/,l„r,a:

SOUTH DAKOTA HOT SPRINGS.—Fall Hivcr Coun-

ty, South Dakota.
Post-Ofkice.—Hot Springs. Numerous hotels and

cottages.
Access.—Via Freemont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley

Railroad (branch of the C'liicago and Northwestern sys-
t<in), or via the t'hicago, Burlington, and Quincy Kail-

road (Burlington route) direct to Hot Springs, arriving
at the same depot by either route.

This attractive new s|)a is located in the heart of the
Black Hills, at an elevation of 3,400 feet above the sea

level. Hot Springs is the county seat of Fall River

County, and is located about .sevenlv miles south of

Dcadwood. The town has a permanent population of
about I.TjOO and a summer population of 3,000. Its

pro.ximily to extensive pine forests, in addition to the
favorable features of location above mentioned, assists in

preserving a mild and agreeable climate, and has brought
the resort into mueh favor with persons afflicted with
hay fever, asthma, and incipient phthisis.
The advantages of Hot Springs as a health resort are

numerous. First, as to topographical features. The
scenery in and adjacent to the place is varied and delight-
ful. The lofty pine-clad hills, grand canyons, rippling
streams, and beautiful falls of the Minnekahta and
Cheyenne, make up a group of attractions dillicult to

excel. Second, as to climate. By reason of certjun pe-
culiar circumstances of location this resort is fa\ored

by very mild, equable atmospheric conditions. Summer
days are followed by evenings of delicious coolness, while
the autumns are unusually pleasant. During the win-
ter months the temperature has observed an average of

43° F. above zero for the last four years. Situated in

the Minnekahta Valley and sheltered on all sides by
heavily timbered hills, this resort is almost perfectly ex-

empt from cold winds and sudden changes of tempera-
ture. The winter temperature in the valley is from 20'

to 25° F. higher than it is in localities only a dozen
miles distant. It is said that the protection afforded by
the hills is supplemented in no small degree by the mill-

ions of gallons of hot water flowing through the valley.

During the winter of 1892-93 Dr. C. W. Hargens. of Hot
Springs, kept a record of the tem])erature for live

months, beginning with December 1st and ending with

April 1st. This was the coldest winter this countiy has
had for many years. We make the following extracts

from his notes:

December, 1892. Snowed once; fall of snow three-

quarters of an inch. Five cloudy days.

January, 1893, Three cloudy days. No snow during
tlie month; average temperature for the month, 40° F.

(for the last two weeks of the month it was ,'50.2' F. ).

Feltruary, 1893. One tlay iind a half cloud}-. Snowed
four times, with total precipitation nine-si.xteenths of an
inch.

March. 1893. Two and one-half days cloud}'. Snowed
twice. Total precipitation, two-tifths of an inch. Aver-

age daily temperature, 50.3° F.

April, 1893, No snow. No storms of any kind.

Mild, pleasant weather throughout the month.
The visitor will tind excellent accommodations. The

largest hotel, the Evans, is constructed and equipped
throughout in accordance with the latest and most ap-
proved methods. Other excellent hotels are the Gilles-

pie, the Hot Springs, the Catholicon, the Davis, and the
Parrott House. Cottages are also at hand for those who
desire them. The hills afford attractive spots for camp-
ing out. Adjoining the Pjvans Hou.se is the Evans Sani-

tarium, containing sixty bathrooms and embracing all

varieties of baths. The Stewart Sanitarium, recently
completed, also affords falcilities for all kinds of bath-

ing. The Catholicon Sanitarium, now under construc-

tion, will adil another to the list of the sanitaria of Hot
Springs. The springs at this resort arc eight in number.
The name, the "Minnekahta," is given to a great Indian

spring, the word being a synonym for heallli, iileasure,
and recreation. It is said that the waters of this spring
were in use by tli(> Sioux and other tribes long before the

approach of civilization. The natural temperature of
this spring is 98' F. It furnishes the drinking fountain
of the Evans House, the Evans bath house, and the

Jlinnekahta bathhouse. Au analysis by Prof. Charles
B. Cibson, of Chicago, restilted as follows: One United
States gallon contains (solids'): Magnesium sulphate,

gr. 4.32; sodium sulphate and ])(itassium sulphate, gr.

25.02; sodium chloiiile and |iotassium chloride, .gr. 13.79;

calcium sulphate, gr. 10.32; silica, gr. 2.46; and a trace

of iron peroxide. Total, 62.51 grains. The waters are

perfectly clear, have a decidedly alkaline reaction, and
contain no organic matter.
A second spring, known as the Mammoth Mineral
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Spring, furnishes a water wliicli is still richer in solid

constituents. The analysis shows that one United States

jrallon contains (solids): Sodium sulphate, gi-. 23.00;

potassium sulphate, gr. 5.(i3; calcium sulphate, gr.

30.11: calcium chloride, gr. iiSO; magnesium chloride,

gr 4.11; magnesium carbonate, gr. 3..j1: organic and
volatile matter, gr. 13.11; and very small iiuantitics of

aiiuuoidum chloride, magnesium nitrate, magnesium
phosphate, iron sesquioxide, alumina, and silica. Total,

92.71 grains.
The analysis of the water of the third spring, known

as the l.aliatuh Spring, shows that one United States

gallon contains (solids); Sodium sulphate, gr. y.S2; po-
tassium sulphate, gr. 3. 33; calcium sulphate, gr. 10.29;

calcimn chloride, gr. 8.50; magnesium chloride, gr. 3.14;

magnesium carbonate, gr. 3.04; organic and volatile

matter, gr. 8.0.J; and very small quantities of ammonium
chloride, calcium phos]dmte. magnesium nitrate, iron

sesquio.xide, alumina, and silica. Total, .53.79 grains.

.Vccording to the report of the National Association of

Railway Surgeons, which visited this resort in 1893,
"treatment by the Hot Springs water may be .said to

stimulate all the secretions and organic functions, to

promote digestion and assimilation, and to favor tissue

metamorphosis and e.veretion, thereby relieving internal

congestions, stimulating blood-making, increasing the

appetite, and favoring new and healthy tissue at the

expense of the old and inactive." This treatment may
therefore be confidently reconunended in "gout and
rheumatism after the intlanuuatory stage ; in neuralgia,

(.•specially wlien depending upon gout; in metallic or

malarial poisoning; in paralysis not of organic origin; in

neurasthenia; in the early stages (od1_v) of Bright's dis-

ease; in syphilis; in functional diseases of the liver; in

dyspepsia, not of organic origin; in catarrhal affections

of the respiratory tract; . . . and in chronic skin dis-

eases, especially of the squamous variet}-."
James K. Crook.

SOZOIODOL. — (Di-iodo-para-phenol-sulphonic acid.)
An acid base which was introduced in 1887 as an antisep-
tic. It contains forty-two per cent, of iodine, twenty
per cent, of carbolic acid, and seven per cent, of sulphur.
The acid itself is not employed, but it forms salts which
jjossess all the properties of the acid. The potassium
and sodium sjilts are the ones most employed. The_y
resemble one another in physical characters, forming in

colorless, well-defined prisms, soluble in water, the po-
tassium compound in fifty parts and the sodium in four-

teen.

The use of these compounds is in all those conditions
in which iodoform is likely to be proved useful. It is

sjjid to be preferable, as it is .soluble in water and glyc-
erin, does not decompose when exjiosed, readily combines
with other substances, and is free from irritating action
and disagreeable odor. The zinc salt has been specially
recommended for gonorrho'al discharges. !t is soluble,
one part in twenty of water. All the solutions should
be freshly prepared and not exposed to the light, as they
are decomposed and free iodine is liberateil.

The mercurial salt is a lemon-yellow powder, soluble
in about five hundred parts of water. It is mainly em-

ployed in the treatment of syphilitic afTections. h has
been recommended as the most suitable form of mereiu'y
for hypodermic injections. The injections should be
made in the gluteal region.s, alternately on the riglit and
on the left side. It causes a little pain, but the local ef-

fects are said to be much less than with any other mer-
curial salt. The dose is one grain and a half, and one

injection a week is equal to three of other forms of mer-

cury. The absorption of the drug is rapid, and the gums
have to be carefidly watched, as its action is very marked.

Beaumont Small.

SOZOL.—{Purnphen'/l-Hulfihonnte of aluminum.) It

occuis in brownish granules of a strong astringent taste

and faint carbolic odor. It is very soluble in water,

glycerin, and alcohol, and forms very stable solutions.

It is not a powerful antiseptic or bactericide, but has
been found to be a very serviceable application to

wounds, ulcers, etc., as it possesses an astringent action
in addition to its anti.septic properties.

Beaumont Small.

SPARKLING CATAWBA SPRINGS.—Catawba Coun-
ty. Niirth C;iiiiliua.

Post-Ofkre.—Sparkling Catawba Springs. Hotel
and cottages.

Access.—Via Western North Carolina Railroad to

Hickory, si.xty miles west of Saulsbury ; thence six miles

b)' carriage to springs.
The location of the Sparkling Catawba Springs is

within the shadow of the Blue Ridge Mountains, l.loO
feet above the sea level. This part of the State, known
as the

" Piedmont Section.
" has long been famous for

its bracing climate, pure air, and uniform temperature.
The springs are three in munlier, and gush from the

ground in a shadetl valley surnmuded by a circular range
of timbered hills and within one mile of the banks of the
Catawba River. No analysis *has been made, but the

springs are said to be blue and white sulphur and cha-

lybeate in character. The new hotel and cottages afford
comfortable accommotlatious for about four hundred
guests. We are informed by Dr. E. O. Elliott, of the

springs, that the waters possess well-marked alterative
and tonic properties, and generally increase the appetite,
assist the digestion, and promote the assimilation of food.
A Very complete and comfortable bathing establishment
is at hand. James K. Cmok.

SPARTA MINERAL WELLS.-Monroe County, Wis-
consin.

Post-Office.—Sparta. Hotel.
Access.—Sparta is a station on the Chicago. ^lilwau-

kee, and St. Paul Railroad, two hundred and fifty-five
miles from Chicago. Bulletin 32 of the United States

Geological Survey reports twelve mineral wells in Sparta,
only two of which appear to have been analyzed. We
present the following analysis of the Magnetic Well,
made by J. M. Hirsh in 1876: One United States gallon
contains (solids): Magnesium carbonate, gr. 3.3o; iron

carbonate, gr. 11.94; and very small quantities of man-
ganese carbonate, calcium carbonate, ammonium carbon-
ate, lithium carlKinate. strontium carbonate, barium car-

bonate, potassium sulphate, sodium sulphate, calcium

sulphate, sodium chloriile, calcium chloride, sodium
phosphate, aluminum phosphate, sodium iodide, and
silica. Total. 19.2.5 grains. This analysis shows an al-

most pure chalybeate water, the remaining ingredients
being all of a secondary character.

James K. Crook.

SPASMS. See Convulsions.

SPEARMINT.— JA';/Mo Viridis. Brown, Garden.
Ldiiili. or .Miirkcrd .\fint. "The dried leaves and tops of
Mentha t.p/nit,i L. (fam. La/iialir)." U. S. P.

Spearmint is a native of Europe and Asia, and has

spread widely through nearly all temperate regions,
where it is also ctdtivated to a large extent, and shows a

high degree of variation in characters. It usually covers

quite large patches, jiropagating by slender runners.
The quadrangular, sleialer, frequenily purplish stems
are prostrate below, one to two or three feet long, and
much branched. The drug is thus described:

Sparingly and obscurely hairy, the hairs short and
stout, without mentliol crystals in their cells: branches

quadrangular, slender, usually jiale green, rarely jiur
plish ; leaves ojiposite, exstlpidate, very shortly petioled.
the blades usually less than .5 cm. (2 in.) long and about
one-third as broad, lanceolate, or lance ovate, roun<led at

the base, acundnate and acute, sharply serrate, thickish,
and rigid, deep and usually dark green; flower spikes
usmdly apjiearing clustered" at the sununit, interrupted,
elongated, and acute, alxuit .5-8 mm. (J-| in.) thick;
flowers about 3 mm. (^ in.) long, the calyx tube nearly
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<'(]ually flve-tootlu'd, ten-nerved, the corolla liijlit purple,

ueiirly I'ljually four-lobed, Ihestumen.s I'our, iicaily iHiual.

ratlier lonj;; odor eharacleristic, aromatic, rallicr heavy ;

taste chariicteristic, piinj;ciit.

It is readily distinguished from peppermint li_v the

elongated, slender, and acute flower spikes, the relatively

longer stamens and style^ and the ranker odor. As seen

under the microscope, its hairs never e.\hibit menthol

crystals.
The only important constituent of spearmint is about

one per cent, of volatile oil. with which there is asso-

ciated a little tannin. This oil, although quite similar in

properties, is very distinct in composition from the closely
related ]icppcrmint oil. It contains no menthol, nor ap-
parently any other crystalline substance. Its imjiortant
constituent appears to becarvonc (see Caraway). Pinene
and limonene also e.\ist.

The action and uses of spearmint are almost identical

with those of peppermint. It is somewhat milder in ac-

tion, on account of which it is often preferred for admin-
istration to infants.

Powdered spearmint is often given in doses of 1-3 gm.
(gr. xv.-.\.\.\.). The infusion is also popular. The best

form of administration is the oil (Oleum Jlcnthir Viridis),
dose one to five minims, or one of its tw<i preparations.
The spirit or cs?,(JDce (Spiiiliis Mentha Vindi-i) contains

ten per cent, of the oil and one per cent, of spearmint,
and the dose is 0.3-1 c.c. (niv.-xv.). The water (Aqtia
Menthm Viridis) has a strength of 0.3 per cent, and the

dose is 15-60 c.c. (fl. 3 ss.-ij.). lleary II. Jtunhy.

SPECTACLES—from specUire, to view; French, besi-

ck.i,^ ituietti.s : German, BriUe ;* Dutch, bril ; \ Italian,
dcchidli ; niedia'val Latin, pi'rxpci'iUinn, conspecilliDii, onj-

larius—are first mentioned about the close of the thir-

teenth century. I Seneca mentions the fact that "
letters,

however minute and indistinct, appear larger and clearer

when viewed through a glass globe tilled with water."'
The first mention of a lens, properly so called, is at-

tributed to the Arabian mathematician Alhazen {oht.

1038).'" who describes the magnifying property of a seg-
ment of a sphere of glass." Roger Bacon (rirca 1367)
mentions the magnifying propert}' of convex lenses, and

suggests the benefit to be derived from their use by old

persons with weak sight.'-' The step from the use of a
convex lens, as a magnifier, to the construction of binocu-
lar eyeglasses or spectacles, to be worn by presb3'opes in

reading, implies a considerable development of the

* From the old French form bericlr^ diminutive of berille ; Latin,
berillus, beriiUu.i: pijpuAAot, the beryl'; c/. the derivation of
"brilliant"—Freurh, liriUfr. etc.—from hernihut.'^
+ From heriUus. ln'riiUu!<. pijpi/AAo?, the beryl; "the colors of the

beryl range from blue throuph .soft sea-preen riiqiiamarine] to a pale,
honey .yellow, and in some cases the stones are entirely colorless":^
ocularii vit7i nut trrriUm-um: Cnv de ciianliae (i:«i:)i.« Tlie njost
available material for spertacie leii>es. exeeptinu irlass. is rock crystal
or quartz, and it is liltrlilv prni.alite that ttiis tnlneial. still largely used
under the name of pel.hie, was utili;^ed by tiie i.lder n))ticians.

J Spectacles, both convex anil ci.ncave. wel'e in connnull u.se by the
Chinese before the epenin'.,' nf ci.iMiiierce with Kurope. They were
made ef a transparent sh.ne. i.f a c.i.ir like that of a strong infusion
of tea. called siiiit-itii Uea-slonei. and were tied upon the head
by silken cords. ^ Chinese speciacles are now made of rock crystal,
and are mounted in thick fi'aniesnf t<»rtoise shell or of metal, evidently
borrowed fnan old Kurnpeaii innilels.

The common lise of sduie fi.rin of matmifying glass by the ancients
is wellnigh proved by their perfect workmanship as displayed in the

engraving of gems. On the other hand, it appears certain, fnim the
notices on presbyopia and myoj)ia, by Pauhis .Kgineia ise\enth cen-
tury AI).),*^ and by later as well as earlier writei-s. that thi-y bad not
applied lenses to the relief of pei'sous laboring under these disa-
bilities.

Pliny's description of the visual defect of the Emperor Nero'
strongly suggests a case of myopia or of compound myopic jistigma-
tlsni. The statement of Pliny- Nero piinceps gladiati.iiim j>ngnas
spectahat in zmaragdo " — taken in connection with what issaiilof
this gem in the same chapter, would seem ttj he best explained upon
tile suptiosltinti that Ihe einpcroi pnsscssed a huge anti highlv |iulished
emeiuM, ,,r L'em nf like lolnr, lunst piijhablv of nne(|ual curvature in
its two principal diaiHi'ters. and that he viewc^d the coliibalants. In the
strong light of the aiupbilheatre. bv reilectlon from Its convex sur-
face. This theory would imply thai the use of the gem for this pur-
pose was the result of an observaticui nuidi' by ^'erc^ himself, who
may, Iherefore. be acciclited with the discovei-y of an optical device
stilted til the currecti'.n nf niyopia, or of compound niynpic astigma-
tism; the iuveution would appear to have died with the inventor.

optician's art, in the direction of grinding lenses of

relatively long focus. Tlie invention of sjiectacJes is

variously attiibuted to Salvino degli Armati, a Florentine
(oht. 1317).'^ and to Allessaudro della Spina, a Domini-
can friar of Pisa (<iOt. 1313). The use of concave glasses,
as a help to myopes in distant vision, must have
followed at no very long interval; the date of their first

employment is, however, unknown. The necessitj- for
the selection of lenses of different focal length for
<liffei'eiit ])er.sous, as well as for the same person at
different jieriods of life, must also havt; been very early
recognized; but there is no reason for believing that the
choice was niiide in any better w;iy than by trying them
at randoiii, until a piiir was found which appeared to be
suited to the kind of work for which tliey were to be
used.* Certain it is that spectacles had been in u.se for
from two to three centuries before the theory of their

action was explained,! and it is only since the middle of
the nineteeutli century that anything like a complete
understanding of the subject has been reached.

Spectacle lenses, as late as the second half of the eigh-
teenth century, were generally, so far as is known, of the

piano- or double-convex, or of the piano- or double-con-
cave form." Both the plano-convex and the planocon-
cave glasses appear to have been mounted, sometimes
with the plane surface and sometimes with the curved
surface next the eye. Concavo-coi.'cx lenses were used
to some extent in the eighteenth century, but with vary-
ing practice as regards the side turned next the eye.j"
Under the name of jyeriscopic, spectacles, concavo-convex
lenses, with the concave surface turned toward the eye,
were brought into use by Wollaston (1804)." A special
construction of double-convex and double-concave spec-
tacle lenses, made by grinding tlie two surfaces of the

glass to c.ylindrical curves of equal radii, but with
crossed axes, was introduced (before 1830) by Galland de
Chervetix;" such len.ses are still manufactured in limited

quantity, but, aside from certiiin inherent defects, they
offer no compensating advantage over the several forms
of lenses with spherical surfaces; their existence in com-
merce made it possible, however, to furnish a cylindri-
cal surface, on demand, at a time when planocylindri-
cal lenses were not yet readily obtainable. Cylindiical
lenses proper, as used for the correction of astigmatism,
were first employed by G. Airy, Astronomer Royal
(1837),'-° who was himself the subject of compound my-
opic astigmatism. Airy discussed the relative ad,van-
tagcs, in compound astigmatism, of a bicylindrical lens

of unequal radii of curvature, and a spherico-c\'liudrical
lens. The common use of cylindrical spectacle lenses

dates from the special study of astigmatism by I)on-

ders.'^' Since 1884 it has been possible to have spec-

* Barti.sch (l.'iSS) protests earnestly against the widely spread abuse
of spectacles.'*

+ "Maurolicus, in his treatise Vft'7io»ijJc ft umltm '

(l.'i.54), considers
the crystalline as the principal iiistrunieiit of vision, and as trans-

mitting to the optic nerve the images of iibjects; and heexplains why
some persons iire long-sighted and others shorl-sighted, according lii

the less er gTcater convexity of the surfaces of the crystalline, show-
ing that in the former case the rays have not been converged to a
focus when thev reach the retina, while in the latter they have been
converged before thev reach it. He explains, also, how the conver-
gency may he hiistencd in the long-sighted eye by tl»e use of a con-
vex glass, and delayed in the short-sighted by a cr.ncave one. These
observatiiins of Maiuolicus were nut known to Kepler, when it was
proposed to bim. as a iiU"stliin by his pation. iJietricliKteiu. in what
manner siieciades assisted sight? The tlrst answer he gave, as he
tells us in his '/'oro/ijiooirniT tut VitiUintifm

'

(HiiW). was, thai con-
vex glasses were iif use by nuiking objects appear larger. But his

patron ohserved. that if objects were by them rendered more dis-

tinct, because larcriT. no person woidd be Iteiiellled by concave glji.s.ses.

since these diniiiushed i.h|ects. . . . He now gave a clear jiccouiu
of the elTect of lenses, wheiliei Within or without the eye, in making
the rays of a petu-il of light converge or diverge ; lUid explained that

convex glasses assist the sight of presbyopic pi'rsolis by so altering
the direction of rays diverging from a near object, that tlu'y fall upon
the eye as if they iaui pri.ceeded from a inoi-e remole one. that con-
cave glasses beiielll Ihe myopic bv producing a contrary effect upon
i-ays which diverge fmni a distant object, making them fall upon Uie

eye as if they proci'eded from a liearone." '^

t .\sldi' fibm the misinterpretation of special optical formulrt\

ca|)i-lce has played its part in determining many eccentricilics of

practice; fi the hegjnuliig. ilie business of selling .spectacles ap-
pears to have been ciiuiluiieil largely iitnler the cloak of mystery, and
vei"y often of dellberute misrcprcsentaiiuii.
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tacle lenses ground to order with a convex or concave
surface of unequal nulius of curvature in its several

meridians, thus iiroducius;, by means of a single curved

surface, the elTeet usuallV ntitiiiiied t)v the combination

Fk;. «.'!.

of a cylindrical with a spherical surface.-- The curved
surface of such a convex lens represents a small area cut

out from a large surface of revolution corresponding to

the rounded rim of a wheel; the concave surfaces pro-
duced by this method are such as may be worked upon a

apparatus of the eye. The decentration of ordinary con-
vex or concave lenses, in order to give to the combination
of the two spectacle glasses some measure of prismatic
effect, was also discussed by Donders." Decentrated
convex lenses had already been used in the dissecting
spectacles of Brilcke," and in the refracting stereoscope
of Brewster." Stenopaeic spectacles—from arti'of.narrow,
and oT/;, a peep-hole

—were also employed by Donders,''

chiefly for the purpose of admitting to the eye such rays
only as correspond to a selected limited area of the cornea
or cry.stalline. Like the so-called paiwptic spectacles of

Serre d'UzJs,'-' they are essentially the same thing as
the obsolete strabismus goggles (Sc/iielbriUen—lonchetten).
The snow-goggles of the Esquimaux, which cover the
entire front of the eyeball, with the exception of a nar-
row horizontal slit, may be classed with stenopteic specta-
cles, although designed primarily as protectives against
the injurious effects of strong sunlight reflected from the

snow.
In very high grades of myopia, and especially in cases

of irregular m3-opic refraction of higli degree, the best
attainable visual result may often be had by looking
through a small circular hole or a slit in a thin opaque
card or disc of blackened metal.

The several forms of spectacle lenses, as they have
been or may be mounted before the eye, are shown, for

\

r

Fig. 4322.

grinding tool having the form of such a wheel.* Pris-

matic glasses, suggested to Ponders by his colleague,
Krecke, as a possible means of re-establishing binocular
vision when it has been lost through the deviation of the
visual axes in .strabismus, were made the subject of spe-

convex and concave lenses respectively, in Figs. 43'32

and 4323. Of the convex lenses (of positive focus), a

and g (Fig. 4323) are menisci; b and/ are plano-convex;
e. and e are double convex, with surfaces of unequal radii

of curvature; and rf is double convex, with surfaces of

^ n n

/I /] U (1 [\

FIG. 4323.

cial stuily by Donders," and have since held a place
among the recognized means of dealing with cirlain con-
ditions referable to disorders of the external muscular

* The entire surface of revolution, as shown In sertlon, takes one of
the three forms, Fl(r. 4:t.'l. a. I>. c. tlie last of which Is an open ring
(anchor-rlne, Ifirusi; the Interior of such a rlnir plvcs a surface (c')
convex In one principal meridian and concave in the other, and ap-
plloable, therefore, to the correction of mixed astitrinatisuj.^^

equal radii In concave len.ses (Fig. 4323) we recognize
the cori-espoiiding forms: -n and -r/, concavo-convex ; -A

and -f. plaiio-cnnciive; -c and -c, double concave, with
surfaces of miequal radii of curvature; and -(/. double
concave, with surfaces of eqtial nuiii. Of these, g (posi-
tive meniscus, with the concave surface turned towai'd

the eye), and -'/ (negative concavo-convex, with the con-

cave surface toward the eye), are especially designated as
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pcriscopic (from -ircpi and uKoTfu) glasses; tlicy offpr a

certain advantage when tlic eyes are turned so as to look

obliiiiii'ly and ecceutrieally th'roiigli them, the advantage

vex or concave spherical, or convex or concave cylin-
drical, may lie given to either surface, or to both surfaces-

of the prism. A prismatic lens with one surface, or both.

[J

nn

ULl

n

Fu;. 4;K4.

being greater according as the concave surface, as in -a,

is of shorter radius of curvature.^" These several forms
of lenses, other than the piano-spherical, maybe resolved

into combinations of two lenses, each with a spherical
and a plane surface, placed with their plane surfaces in

contact (Fig. 4324, n. h, c. d). Inasmuch as a smaller

effective area than that bounded by the usual setting is

quite sufHcient for many of the uses for which spectacles
are worn, it is often possible notably to reduce the weight

surfaces, ground to a spherical curvature, is equivalent
to a lens cut out from a peripheral zone of a larger

spherical lens (Fig. 4327). Some degree of prismatic
effect may, therefore, be obtained Ly the decentratiou of

any convex or concave spectacle lens; such effects are,

in fact, not infrequently produced by accident, as a re-

suit of carelessness in mounting spectacle glasses.
The stenopseic effect may be embodied in any lens by

painting over some part of its surface, next the eye, with.

KIG. 4.'!2.j,

of the glasses, when required to be of very short focus,

by the adoption of forms like those shown in Fig. 4334,

e,f, made by cementing a small plano-convex upon a

larger plano-convex or plano-concave lens, or g, Ii, in

which a deep concave surface is ground in a lens of any
reqtiired configuration.

Cylindrical lenses are found in trade of two forms,

namely, plano-convex and plano-concave (Fig. 482.5, a

and i); the dotted line represents an element of the cylin-
drical surface, which is parallel to the axis of the cylinder
of which the lens-surface is a segment; they are manu-
factured by machinery, in different thicknesses, so that

any required spherical surface, convex or concave, may
be ground to order upon the plane side. The power of

a piano-cylindrical lens varies, in its several meridians,
from zero, in the meridian corresponding to the axis, to a
maxinuun power (positive or negative) in the meridian
at right angles to the axis. In a sphericocylindrical
lens, with both surfaces of the same kind (i.e., convex or

concave), the meridian corresponding to the axis of the

cylinder is that of least, and that at right angles to this

axis is that of the greatest (])0sitive or negative), power.
Cyliiiilric.il lenses are occasionally prescribed with two
tylindricid surfaces of unequal radii of curvature and
crossed axes, but the same optical effect is more easily
obtained by coudiining a cylindrical with a spherical sur-

face.*

Prismatic glasses with plane surfaces are of the form
shown in Fig. 4336; any desired curvature, whether con-

•
Cylinfirloal lenses witli two cylindrical surfaces, witli axes at some

anirle otlicr than a nahl anirlc. are someUtin"^ ptcsciihcti. Sucli

Iens<^s, as well as l)U'yllniirtcaI lenses with crossi'd a.\cs. can always
be n^duced to an oplicallv c<mivaleni cuinhinatiim of a si)licricai and
acylindrlcal surface. ='

an opaque, lustreless, black varnish. A partial ojiacity
of the cornea, or a portion of its surface presenting an
abnormal curvature, may be thus excluded, more or" less

completely, from participation in the formation of the
retinal image, with the effect, in some cases, of mate-
rially improving the definition of the object.^'
Tinted glass is occasionally used in the manufactui-e of

both spherical and cylindrical spectacle lenses, which,
however, present an unequal density of tint in different

parts, dependent on the varying thickness of the glass.
In the case of concave glasses, which are thinnest at the-

centre, this may be an advantage; in the case of convex

FIG. 4327.

glasses, the inequality of tint maybe avoided by cement-

ing a thin plate of tinted glass to the plane surface of a

plano-convex lens by means of Canada balsam. A more
elaborate device consists in cenieiiting a thin plate of

tinted glass bet ween the idane surfaces of two planocon-
vex lenses, or of a ]ilano-spliericaland a |ilaiio-cylindrical
lens. Amber has been used as a m.'iterial fi>r spoclncle

lenses, notably at KOnigsberg, about the end of the sevcn-
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ti-entU century ; tlie transparency of the amber is said

to have heen increased by lieating in a batli of oil or

Siind.^'

Tinted glasses are in common use to temper tlie liglit

whiili reaches tlie eye; they are made either with piiral-

kl plane surfaces, like window jrlass, <ir with concciilric

curved surfaces, like a watch j^luss (coiiuillcs). Green
was formerly a favorite color, as assimilating the liglit

passing through it to the color of grass ami t\u: foliage
(•f trees; lilue (the color of the sky) gradually superseded

green, and is still often used. The neutral tint, known
as Loudon smoke, is, in most cases, to be preferred.
Glasses of an amber color, called shooting glasses, are

also to be found in the shops, generally ground to a dull

surface, with the exception of a small, central area; they
are intended to be used in looking at small distant objects
in strong sunliglit. Amber-colored and, more perfectly,
reil glasses, by excluding the mure refnuigilile raysof the

spectrum, imjinivc the deliiiitiuu of the retinal image in

very low grades of myopia; blue reading glasses, on the

othiT hand, may render some slight degree of aid in low

grades of hypermetropia and of presbyopia.''^ Tinted

glasses should, as a rule, be mounted in large, oval rims,
so as to cover the entire front of the orbit; the coiiuille
form of glass alTords more perfect iiroteetionthan a glass
with plane surfaces. Darkly tinted (London smoke) co-

(.piilles are of great use to persons who are exposed to

strong light retlected from s;iiid or from snow, or from
the surfaix- of water. Inasmuch as such retlected light
is highly polarized, protective spectiicles of tourmaline
should render valuable service by cutting off the confus-

ing retlected rays, while permitting the unpolarizcd light,

by which objects are actually seen, to pass comparatively
unobstructed."' London smoke glass, of so dark a tint

as to appear black in ordinary light, is used in protective
spectacles worn by workmen employed about electric arc

lights, and spectacle glasses made up of several laj'ers of

glass of dilfercnt colors have been found especially useful

inob.serviiig the intensely brilliant scintillationsattending
the conversion of pig iron into steel by the Bessemer proc-
ess. A glass smoked in the flame of a candle is a familiar
device used in viewing sun spots or a solar eclipse.

All spi'Ctacles afford some degree of protection against
mechanical injury, and in certain trades it is only by the
use of special protectives that the liability to graveacci-
dents to the eyes can be averted. Millers have been long
in the habit of wearing large spectacles fitted with thick
window glass when employed in the dangerous work of

dressing millstones. Protective spectacles of mica^' are

especially to be recommended for miners, qviarrymen,
stone-cutters, boiler-makers, and others engaged in simi-

lar dangerous employments; large spectacles fitted with
thick plates of glass or of rock crystal have been found
effective as a ])rotection against injury from stray pel-
lets in bird shooting. Goggles of finely woven wire

gauze are occasionally used by railway "travellers and

_ others as a protec-
tion again.st flying

j

made of glass
' a cvlindrical

FiCi. 4;f2s.

:lass bent to

curve,
and furnished with
cushioned rims to lit

closely around the

margins of the orbits, also masks with glazed openings
in front of the eyes, are made in a great variety of

forms as jirotcctivcs in driving automobiles.

Co(iuille spectacles and eyeglasses, liDth colorless and
tiiit<'d, are made also in the meniscus form (with po.sitive

focus) and in the concavo-convex form (with negative
focus) ; as kept in the .shops, they range from about + 8.

<lioptries to —8. dioptrics. Owing to the shorter radius
of curvature of the (concave) surface turned toward the

eye, these glasses are more perfectly periscopic tlian those

commonly sold under that name.
The olfice of spectacles and eyeglasses, other than mere

protective and stenopaic glasses, is, primarily, to supple-
ment impaired accommodation (convex glasses, in pres-

byopia and in acconiniodative paresis or paralysis), to

relieve the accommodation of an excessive burden by
supplementing di'licient refraeliim (convex glasses, in

hypermetrojiia), to correct excessive refraction (concave
glasses, in myopia), to correct asymmetrical refraction

(convex or concave cylindrical or toric glasses, in astig-
matism), and to relieve the external ocular muscles of
strain or to overcome moderate grailes of diplopia (pris-
matic glasses). Tiiese several effects are, moreover, often

variously combined, as in the use of strong convex
glasses in reading (by hyperraetropes with defective

accommodation); of jiartially correcting concave glasses,

or, perhaps, of weak convex glasses, in reading (by my-
ojies with defective accommodation) ; of glasses of asym-
metrical refraction (in compound or mixed astigmatism,
and in presbyopia or other accommodative defect occur-

ring in connection with astigmatism); and of decentiated
or prismatic glasses with spherical, cylindrical, or toric

surfaces.

The action of a convex glass, as used bj' a presbyope,
in reading, is shown in Fig. 4338. Divergent rays ema-
nating from a printed jiage at A. at such distance from the

eye, O, that the retinal image of the ]irint shall be of sutfi-

cient size to admit of its being easily deciphered, are re-

fracted in passing tlirough the lens Jy (whose focal length
must be not less than the distance L A), and are rendered
either less divergent

—as if they had originated from some
point more distant than A—or parallel

—as if coming from
an infinite distance. When the focal length of the lens L
is equal to the distance L A, the rays constituting the
several pencils which enter the eye, 0, from an object at

A, are rendered parallel, and a sharply defined retinal

image is formed at i\', without exercise of the accommo-
dation. If the focal length of the lens L is greater than
the distance LA. the rays forming the several pencils

emanating from the object at A will, after refraction by
the lens L, be rendered less divergent, as if coming from
an object at some distance greater than L A, and the eje.
0, will then be enabled to focus such ]iencils through the

exercise of less of its accommodation than would be re-

quired to focus pencils diverging from A. The former
of these two cases represents the condition of an emme-
tropic eye in extreme presbyopia, or in total paralysis of

accommodation; the second case is that of an emmetro-

pic eye in lower grades of presbyopia, or in a state of

weakened accommodation.
The presbyopic eye, when thus adjusted by the con-

vex lens L for the reading distance A, is, by the action

of the lens, thrown out of adjustment for distinct vision

at a distance; a presbyope wearing glasses for reading,
or other near wcjrk, must therefore remove or look over
his glasses in order to see distinctly at a distance.

Fig. 4329 shows the effect, in distant vision, of a neu-

tralizing convex glass in hypermetropia. A pencil of

a
A.

B

parallel rays, -1 A, emanating from a distant object, is

foctised by an emmetropic eye, without exercise of the

accommodation, upon its retina at JV. The neutralizing
convex lens L convertsthe parallel rays of the pencil into

rays of such degree of convergence that the hyperme-
tropic eye. O. focuses them accurately at y : the entire

accommodation is thus remli'rcd availal)le to meet the re-

quireiucnlsof near vision, so that the hypcrnietro])ie eye,
with its neutralizing glass, becomes virtually emmetropic.

In the case of total presbyopia or paralysis of aceolii-

modation in thehyiiermetropic eye, a letis equal in power
to the sum of the two lenses L (Fig. 432!») and A (Fig.

4328) is rc(|Uired for distinct vision at the reading dis-

tance A.
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A liypennotrojn' wcarinjr iK'Utraliziiif^ convex glasses
SCL'S distiiiclly, and williimt cuiisciiKis ctfort, al all dis-

tauces; wlicii, howeviT. la- bwoiiR'S also pr('sbyo])ic, the

iH'utralizing convex glasses cease to alTord sutiieieiil liel|)

in reading, and stronger glasses become necessary.
These stronger reading glasses are. however, too strong
for distinct vision at a distance; hence, an elderly hyper-
metrope requires, as a ride, two pairs of convex glas.ses—the one. neutralizing, for distinct vision at a distance,
nnd another pair, of greater power, for reading.

objects when viewed without exercise of the accommo-
dation. Ileuce a presbyopo iLSing convex gla.s.ses in

reading sc^es the |)rint not only clearer than without
glasses, but larger than it formerly appeared to him un-
der normal exercise of the accommodation. So, al.so, a
hypennetrope wearing convex glas.ses sees all objects
larger than when he views them without glasses, and
a myope using concave glasses in reading sees the print
smaller than when he rea<ls without glasses. In uncor-
rected hyi)ernielr(ipiu the actual size of the retinal image

n-~

B

Fui. 4;»j.

Fig. 4330 shows the use of a neutralizing concave

glass, in distant vision, in myopia. The pencil of paral-
lel rays, A A, emanating from a distant object, is fo

eused by the myopic, as by the emmetropic, eye at the

normal position of the retina at iVy the actual position
(if the retina, in the myopic eye, is, however, farther

back, at N' . The myopic eye, in a state of complete ac-

conuiiodative relaxation, can focus only divergent rays,
as from an object at some short distance, B, upon its

retina, and, by the exercise of its accommodation, it can
also focus rays diverging fnmi some still nearer point,
somewhat within the distance of nearest distinct vision

(/') for an emmetropic eye. The neutralizing concave
lens, L, converts the parallel rays of the pencil, .-1 .1, into

rays of such degree of divergence as they would have if

<-manating from B, and tluis the myopic eye, 0, is enabled
to focus them upon its retina at A'. The farthest point
<if distinct vision (;) is thus carried off, by the neutral-

izing concave glass, to an infinite distance, and the near-

point (;)) is removed to the distance of the near-point
in enmietropia.
AVhen the myopic eye becomes restricted in its range

of accommodation, asa result of advancing age, the neu-

tralizing concave glasses must either be laid aside in read-

ing or exchanged for weaker concave glasses; in myopia
I if a low grade it may even become necessarj', in reading,
to make use of convex glasses, but weaker than those
which would be reqinrecl by an cmmetrope of the same

age.
A myope wearing neutralizing concave glasses, like

the hypermetrope wearing neutralizing convex glasses,
sees distinctly at all distances. Only when he becomes

presbyopic does he find himself compelled either to lay
aside his concave glasses in reading, or to exchange
them, temporarily, for weaker concave, or, possibly, for

weak convex glasses.

(,'omparing Figs. 4329 and 4330, it will be seen that the

pencil of parallel ray .1 .1 (Fig. 4329) is of somewhat
greater diameter than the pupil, and, conversely, that
the pencil ^4 .1 (Fig. 4330) is of less diameter than the

pnpil. As the areas of the cro.ss-seetions of the two pen-
cils are to each other as the stjuares of their diameters,
it follows that there must be a considerable gain in the

brightness of the retinal image in the case of hypermc-
tropia corrected by convex glas.ses, and a loss of illumi-
nation in the case of mj'opia corrected by concave glasses.
Tims, hypermetropes wearing convex glasses may see
better than emmet ropes by moonlight or starlight, and
myopes wearing concave glasses ,see less perfectly un-
der the sam(i conditions; in high grades of myopia the

disability from this cause is sometimes so great as to

simulate night-blindness (hemeralopia).
Objects viewed thr.ough convex glasses appear larger

than do the same objects when their images are focused

by an exer(;ise of the accommodation, and, conversely,
near objects viewed through concaves glas.ses under ac-

commodative tension ai)|iear smaller than ilo the same

is smaller, and in uncorrected myopia it is larger, than in

emmetropia.
A convex spectacle lens is increased in effective power

by increasing its distance from the eye, and, conversely,
a concave lens loses in effective power with every increase
in its distance. The correct rule oi practice is to mount
the glasses as near as possible to the eyes, allowing suffi-

cient room for the play of the eyelashes. A distance of
13 mm. from the vertex of the cornea fulfils this condi-
tion in most cases, and at the same time allows the cor-

recting leus to be placed almost exactly at the anterior

principal focus of the eye, in which position of the glass
the retinal image, whether in hypermelropia or in my-
opia, becomes practically equal in size to the image of
the same object when focusetl by an emmetropic eye.
Whenever a hypermetrope inclines to remove his (con-
vex) glasses to a greater distance from the ej'e than 13
mm., it may generally be assumed that the glasses are
somewhat too weak, and, conversely, when a myope in-

clines to wear his (concave) glasses at a distance greater
than 13 mm. from the eye, it may be assumed that the

glasses are somewhat too strong. In presbyopia it is

a not uncommon habit of old jieople to w-ear their spec-
tacles far down toward the tip of the nose, in order to

make a weak gla.ss do the othce of a stronger glass in im-

l)ioving the distinctness of the print, and also in increas-

ing its apparent size
;
in this position of the glasses it is

also easy to look over them at distant objects. In apha-
kia, after an operation for cataract, recourse may be lia<l

to the same expedient, as affording a partial substitute
for the lost accommodation.
The increase or diminution in the ajtparent size of ob-

jects viewed through a convex or concave spectticle lens

is not uniform in all parts of the visual field, but is

greater at its ])eri])liery than at its centre. Thus, a large
object viewed through a spherical convex lens appears
more highly magnified in its peripheral than in its ceu
tral portions, and the same object viewed through a

spherical concave lens appears more diminished in its

peripheral ]iortions. When the (spherical) lens is accu-

rately centred before the eye, in a plane periiendicular to

the line- of vision, this distortion of the virtual image is

symmetrical; in all other eases it is unsynunetrical.
It has been often remarked that myop<'S, in selecting

concave glasses, are apt to err by making choice of

glasses of somewhat excessive power, which cause objects
seen through them to appear very sharply outliiUHl.

This phenomenon appears to be a result of the chromatic
aberration of the eye, causing the object, when viewed

through a concave glass under a r\dl correction for the

more highly refrangible (blue or violet) rays of the spec-
trum, to be seen as if bounded by a very narrow red bor-

der, instead of by a broader violet fringe, as when the

eye is focused fof the less refrangible (red) rays. If a
distant point of light is viewed by an over-corrected

myopic eye through a piece of cobalt-bine glass, the light
will aiijicar blue, with a nanow red border; if the eye is

SGi
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under-corrected by its concave glass, the light will ap-
pear red, with a broader blue border.
A convex or concave cylindrical spectacle lens elongates

or shortens the retinal iniaare iu a direction at right angles
to its axis, thus giving rise to a change in the apparent

shape of tlie ob-

ject
—a circle ap-

pearing elongated
or shortened to an

made to converge upon the printed page. In the case of

spectacles or eyeglasses to be worn iu distant vision, the
two lenses should be set in one and the same (vertical)

plane, perpendicular to the direction of the (parallel) vis-

ual axes, but they should be tipped forward in spectacles
which arc to be used in reading. In strictness, the lenses
of reading spectacles should be also inclined a little toward
each other, so as to face, as nearly as may be, the point
of intersection of the visual axes on the printed page.

—- -B

A

FIG. 4330.

ellii<si-. etc. Such

L, distortions of the

retinal image, in

one eye or in both

eyes, incident to the correction of astigmatism, or even a
difference in the size of the two images caused by un-

equal spherical glasses, may give rise, in binocular vis-

ion, to a great variety of slereoscopical illusions which,
until corrected by experience, may be a source of con-
siderable annoyance.

Incidental to the aetiim of convex and concave glasses
in modifying the exercise of the acconnnodation is the
effect wliich they exert upon the a.ssociatcd convergence.
Convex glasses, by relieving the accommodation of a

part of its hunlcn (in hypermctropia), exert at the same
time a positive effect in controlling the correlated con-

vergence; hence, they rank first among the therapeutic
agents at our disposiil for arresting the development of

convergent strabismus, and, in many cases, for its cure.
Concave glas.ses. on the other hand, by increasing tlie

dem;ind made upon the accommodation in near vision,
evoke increased action of the recti interni muscles (with
correlated nOaxation of the recti externi), and thus afford
relief in many cases of muscular asthenopia and of
crossed diplopia, and even of divergent strabismus (see

Anl/ieiiopia).
Prismatic glasses with plane surfaces (Fig. 4326) may

be mounted with their bases toward the nose, in which
case they relieve the recti interni muscles of a part of
their work in eonvergenee, and are thus of service in cer-

tain cases of muscular asthenopia and of crossed diplopia
of low grade. .Mounted with their bases toward the

temples, they are applicable in certain cases of homony-
mous diplopia dependent on insufficiency of tlie recti
externi muscles. A [irismatic glass, mounted with the
base of the jirism upward or downward, may be used to
neutralize the effect of a slight downward" or upward
deviation of eitlier eye, or the correction may be divided
between the two eyes by making use of two prisms, the
one mounted with its base upward and the other with its

base downward. Thedeviati(.'n which may be thusover-
come by a prism is eijual to about one-haif of the angle
included between its two sides— i.e., about 4° with a sin-

gle prism of 8 angle, or 8° with a prism of 8 angle worn
before each eye. Prisms of more than 10' or 13° angle
are ordinarily rejected by reason of the conspicuous
colored fringes <iue to chromatic dispersion.
The normal effect of any ((onv<-x or concavel spectacle

lens is obtained (}nly wlieii tlie lens is aeeiiralely centred
in front of the pupil, and the plane of the lens is perjien-
<licular to the direction of the line of vision.* Tlie dis-
tance between the centres of the two lenses of a pair of
spectacles intended to be worn in distant vision should,
therefore, be ex.actly equal to the intcrpupillary distance.
In the case of readini; gla,s.scs, the distance lii'lweeii the
centres of the two lenses should be a little less than the
lesser intcrpupillary distance when the visual axes are

• In a plano-cylindrlcal lens the centre of the face of the lens is

represented by a tine, and the condlltnn of accimile cenlratlon is fnl-
fllled wlien this line itdssi's tlir (cntre of the pupil: a lens wiih
plane siirfa^s. <.(;.. aslmple prisinatli- irlas.s ( Fiji. 4:iaii. has no centre :

-in (fctieral, the Rrealer the radius of i-uivatiiru (i.e., llie weaker the
lens), the less Is tlie error resultlnp from imperfect centratlon or from
a faulty direction of the plane of ilie lens.

Whenever a (convex or concave) spherical lens is set

obliquely to the direction of the line of vi.sion, its refrac-

tive power is increased in all its meridians, the ratio of
increase being, however, greatest in the meridian corre-

sponding to the plane of the arc through wliich the lens
is rotiited, and least in the meridian corresponding to the
axis of rotation. In tlie case of a (convex or concave)
cylindrical lens, rotated about its axis, the increase in

refractive power varies from a maximum, iu the meridian
at right angles to the axis, to zero, in the meridian of the
axis. When rotated about a line at right angles to its

axis, a (convex or concave) cylindrical lens shows also an
increase in refractive power, though in a lesser degree
than when it is rotated about its axis. It follows that a
tipped spherical lens becomes practically equivalent to
a somewhat stronger spherical lens with a cylindrical
lens added to it, and that, in the case of a spherico-cylin-
drical lens, the special effect of the cylindrical surface

may be eitlier increased or diminished, according as the

compound lens is rotated about one or the other of its

principal meridians. A tipped concave spherical lens

may be occasionally utilized in distant vision in myopia,
with astigmatism of relatively low grade, when the ocu-
lar meridian of greatest refraction is vertical or nearly
vertical; conversely, a vertically mounted convex spheri-
cal lens may be given for reading, when the ocular merid-
ian of greatest refraction is horizontal or approximately
horizontal.* Again, in myopia with astigmatism, when

*A familiar instjinre of siirli a rorrection. in myopia, is seen in the
not infrequent prcferctue ^'incii Iu a Iippt-d (ronciive sphericali eye-
glass over glasses nuiunted In a veriiral positi*)U, iu a spectacle frame.
So, also, after the extraction of cataract, a spherico-cylindrical lens,
with axis horizontal, may be required to raise distant vision to its

maximum, althouirh, for reading, a sftherical plass may be preferred,
by reason of the iiiiTea.sed power of the lens in its vertical meridian,
inriilcnt to ttic tibljiiMc (iluwnward) direction of the visual axes.

If \\e tepri'seiit the [)ower of any spherical spectacle lens by D, the
anKle through which the lens is tilted by </*, and the angle whose sine
= i sin * by *' (assumintr the approxiiiiate value 2 — l..") fiir the re-
fractive index of glassi. the effective power of the tilted lens in its
horizontal meridian will be represented by—

i:!cos*' - ^Jcos*! D [1]
and in its vertical meridian by—

5-T <3 cos «' - 2 cos *) D ; [-']
cos* 4>

the difference—

(?5^
"

^) *'''™^*' - 2cos*) D [3]

representing the astigmatism of the tilted lens due to the tilting.
The following table shows the computed values of the several co-

etBcients of D, for differences of o" in the value of <(> from zero to 4.i°.
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till,' oiuhir iiK'iidiiiu of greatest refraction is ai'iiroxi-

iimtely liorizoutal, tlie wearer of concave splierical

glasses may learn the trick of looking obli(iiiely through
his glasses," to the right or to the left, in order to improve
his acuteness of vision, though at the cost of ac(iuiring
an awkward carriage of the head. So, also, a b3'per-

metrope with some measure of astigmatism, when the

ocular meridian of greatest refraction is appro.ximately
vertical, may get a better correction from liis (conve.v

spherical) glasses by looking obliquely through them to

one side.

A mj'ope. wearing concave glasses of a power insuffi-

cient fully to correct his myopia, may look obliquely to

one side, "in order to improve his vision for the vertical

lines of a distant object, and at the same time contract

the opening of tlie eyelids, in order to improve his vision

for horizontal lines; a hypermetrope, wearing convex

glasses of insuflicient power, is generally able to supple-
ment their etVeet in distant vision by an exercise of the

aeeominndatiou.

.Spectacle lenses are usually mounted in oval rims, of

metal or, in the case of eyeglasses, also of tortoise shell,

horn, hard rubber, celluloid, etc. The rims used in

mounting convex glasses are generally grooved, so as to

grasp the sharp edge of the lens ; concave glasses, too,

are ground to an edge, and mounted in grooved rims,
but it is a not infrequent practice to groove the lens

itself, and to sink the rim, which is then made of (steel or

gold) w ire. in the groove. Convex lenses also are some-
tin)es mounted with the rims sunken, but at the cost of

making tlie lens needlessly thick and heavy. So-called

frameless or rindess glasses have the metallic parts at-

tached by means of screws passing through holes drilled

in the lenses; concave lenses, witii their thick margins,
lend themselves better to this construction than do con-

vex lenses.

Caprice has sonietimesilictated the wearing of a single

eyeglass, carried at the end of a riding-whip, a fan, etc.,

or worn suspended by a cord ; in

the latter case the circular glass is

held in front of the eye by contract-

ing the orbicularis nuiscle upon its

rim. Binocular glasses may be di-

vided, according to the way in

which they are mounted, into three

groups—namely, eyeglasses held in

the liand (lorgnette—/('(« a main);
those held in place by means of a

spring which ])inchi'S the nose

([liiice-nez, Kneiftr, Zirickev, Klein-

iii(r). and spectacles proper, which fig. 433t

are held in place by means of side-

pieces passing above and behind the ears iJinuttes a

branches, Bagel-bnlle). To these three principal types

(due to the tiltiDg) increases iit a mueli higlier ami (irnL'ri'ssively

increasing rate. Thus, for 10° of tilting the increase in the rcsullaiit

astigmatism of the lens is about four times as great as for 5° ; for 2>l°

It is 4.;!1 times as much as for 10° ; for 30° it is 4.1M times as much as

fur l."i° ; for 40° it is iJ.Ol times as raur'h as for -'(P ; etc. It follows

i;i;il in any case in which the same spcrtaiics aic to be worn l)oihfor

ilisijiiit \isinn and in reading, as m orrvctiiig hyin.inietiopic or

iii\upi{- rerraction in persons whose range i.f aceiminiodaiinii is practi-

eallv unimpairi'd, by far the best adjusinient is that in which the

gla.sses are iiltc'd forward through an angle ei|ual to one-half of the

dillcreni-e in the direction of the visual line in distant vision and in

reading (panlescnpic position).
In the casi' nf a >|iec lade lens of asymmetrical retraction {spherico-

cylimhii'al, tonci, wiih the two principal meridians horizontal and
vertical, respectively, the coelEcients of increa.se in the power of the

tilted tens are the same as in the case of a spherical lens, noting,

however, that D[l]. which we may write Dh, now represi'nts the

n<rriiial power of the lens in its horizontal meridian, and II {'']• which
we may wnle l)v, now represents the normal power of the lens in its

verlical meridian.
In the ruse of a plaiio-i'vllndrical (or other eqnivalent) lens with the

axis of the cvlindiM vertical, we have Dv = U I;.'l, the I'lTeciive power
ofthetllieil lens iiM reusing lus shown in [1]. Taking the a.xisof the

cylinder holizontal, we have Dh -
Ul, the eHective power of the

tilted lens increasing as shown In [2].
For a full discussion of the case of oblique centrical refraction

through any spherical lens, see Parkinson's Optics, iy.. tW; for an
I'Xti'iision of the discussion to prim-ipal cases of oblique centrical re-

fraction through plaiioH-vliiidiical, spliei Ico-cylindrlcal. and toric

lenses, see two coijimunicatlons, by the writer, In Transactions Am.
Ophthalmologlcul Society, IBDOand 189.5.

may be added a fourth, still oft(;n used iu the case of pro-
tective goggles, in which the glasses are held in place by
means of an elastic band passing around the liead.

The several parts of a pair of spectacles are (1) the
rims (eereles). in which the glasses are mounted ; (2) the

bridge, or nose-piece (arcade cenlrale. Jlijr/el), by which
the rims are conuectetl and supported upon the nose; and
(3) the side-pieces (temples, bows, bninches taterahx), by
which the spectacles an? held in phice upon the head.
The size of the rims and the length of the bridge should
be adjusted to the interpupillary distance, in order that
the wearer may look througli the centres of the glasses,
and to tlie width of the face, so that the side-pieces may
touch, but not piess against, the sides of the head. In

the case of great witlthof face, larger or longer lenses are

i-equireil than when the face is narrow.
The bridge should be shaped to tit the nose, and par-

tially to encircle it; noses, however, diHei- gi'eatly in

prominence and in thickness, so that no single type of

bridge is suited to all cases. The plain or the braced

"hoop" liridge (Figs. 4331 and 4332) is one of the older

forms, and is suited to noses of considerable thickness and

prominence; the hoop may lie in the same plane with the

glasses, or it may be turned forwai'd at any re(|uired

angle. The so-called "C "
bridge (Fig. 4336) is the form

most commonly found in the shops and, like the "hoop"
bridge, it may be set at any required angle to the plane
of the glasses. These forms serve best for reading-spec-
tacles, but for spectacles to be worn in distant vision

they often fail to support tlie glasses at the proper height,
or at a sufficient distance from the eyes to avoid contact
with the eyelashes. The " saddle

"
bridge (Fig. 4333), of

comparatively recent invention, can be made to fit the

greatest variety of noses, and when made of gold can be
bent by means of pliers to meet almost anv required condi-

tions. The so-ciiUed
" X "

bridge (Fig. 4334), and the " K "

bridge (Fig. 433.5), are used principally in frames of very
light weight; they are, however, of less general appli-

FiG. 433-'.

cability than the other forms. The bridge should pre-
sent a rather broad surface of contact with the nose, and

special care should be t;iken to secure an accurate and
comfortable fit. Bridges of the " X " and " K "

patterns,
when made from very thin wire, are ai)t to cut the nose.

A gold briilge is often to be preferred, even when the other

parts of the frame are made of steel, as being more easily
moulded to the nose and free from liability to rust.

Spectacle frames of tortoise shell were once in common
use and have lately reappeared in the shops; when [irop-

erly fitted to the face they are especiall.v comfortable in

reading and sewing.
The side-pieces (temples, bows, branc/ien) should be

slightly curved to fit the sides of the head, and they
should be of a length sulliciciit to reach somewhat be-

yond the ears. Best of all, for spectacles to be worn

constantly, are the booked temples (Figs. 4333 to 4336)
made of thin, elastic wire bent downward iu a curve be-

hind the ears.

The several parts of a spectacle frame should be nicely

proportioned to each other. In the ease of spectacles
with stiaight sides Uw In-iilge should lie of siilficient .stilT-

ness to maintain itsshape unallected by the lateral spring
of the side-pieces. Only when hooked sides are used is

it admissible to nnike ali parts of the frame of very light

weight.

26!>
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Fashion has played its part in determining the shape of

spectacle ghisscs; the oriarinal shape was doubtless circu-

lar, l)ut that now geueniily preferred is a nearly regular
oval. Another and. in some respects, preferable form is

ym. 4:«j.

oblong, wit li

rounded angles
(Fig. 4336). A
parallelog rain
with tile four
corners cut off by
straight lines (oc-

tagon glasses) was
a favorite shape a

generation or two
ago, and. though
rather ungraieful.
is still occasion-

ally seen. Pulpit
spectacles, so called, have the upper part of the rims
tlalt<iied. in order to permit the wearer to see over
them in looking at distant objects; the glasses are also

set. as a rule, obliquely to the direction of the side

pieces, but appro.xiniately perpendieidar to the direction
of the visual a.xes in reading. In ametropia, with defec-
tive accommodation, it is often convenient to mount two
half-lenses in each rim. the upper half (convex or con-

cave) of a power suited to the correctii>n of the actual

hypermetropia or myopia; the lower half, of the power
needed for reading;* a similar effect is obtained, though
somewhat less perfectly, by grinding the upper and
lower halves of the same lens to different radii of cur-
vature. Hifocal spectacles and eyeglasses, generally in

rimless mounting, are also made by cementing a segment
of a thin convex lens upon the back of the correcting
glass required for distant vis-

ion, in such position that the
wearer looks through it in

reading. Still more elegant is

a device by which a small and

very strong convex lens, made
of highly refracting glass, is

embedded in th(! lower half of
the glass re(|uired for distance;
the entire glass is then ground
to a uniform surface, so that
the reading segment becomes

practically iuvisible.f Another
useful arrangement consists
in mounting a supplementary
reading correction in a sepa-
rate frame, to be hooked upon
the front of the spectacles ha-

bitually worn in distant vision.

Eyeglasses of the pince-nez^

pattern have been made since an early period in the his-

tory of spectacles, but their construction has been greatly
improved ivithin the past twenty years. In the older

pattern (Fig. 43:57) the centres of tfie glasses often fall

much too near together, and
the glasses themselves are apt
to tip forward in a way that

may be detrimental to their

effect in distant vision. In

many cases, also, thej- stand so
near to the eyes as to allow
insufficient room for the play
of the eyelashes, and whenever
the nose is imsymmetrical one

glass is apt to stand noticealily

higher or nearer to the eye than
the otlier. In e3'eglasses of improved construction
tliese defects are to a great degree obviated. Thus
most of the modern eyeglasses have some form of

projecting nose-clips, set either in the same plane
as the glasses, or in a plane behind that of the

glasses and inclined to it at any required angle so
as to secure the best possible bearin,g upon the
sides of the nose; some eyeglasses have also a pro-
vision for adjusting the clips, upon the two sides,

so as to fit noses of almost any shape and thick-

ness and of very considerable degrees of asym-
metry. A cork lining to the clips increases their

adhesiveness, and so does away with the necessity
of strong pressure in order to hold the glasses

firmly in position. The tilting of the glasses, in cases
of exceptional prominence of the forehead, is obviated

by giving a forward slant to the connecting spring. For
mounting cylindrical and prismatic glasses the pince-nez
is generally unsuitable, by reason of the difficulty e.x-

perienced in holding the glasses in proper position be-

fore the two eyes. In many cases of asthenopia, and es-

pecially in progressive myopia, the wearing of a pince-nez
should be prohibited.
A conve.x lens, preferably of about four inches diame-

ter and a focal length of about eight inches, with a handle

by which it may be held at any desired distance from the
book and from "the eyes, is oft^en used in reading by old

persons with failing acuteness of vision. By reason of
the greater distance of the glass from the eyes, its mag-
nifying power is much greater than that of convex spec-

*
l!enj»intn Fninklln Is siild to have

worn stu-h trla.s.ses, and tbey are com-
monly <*aIlHl by his name.

+ In this e-on.struetlon. and also In

ttie more t'laU>rat<? arrangement In

wlili-h Uie rnrrectlnK irliiss f<ir distant vision Is luillt up of two
phuvM's reiiient**d together <r/. Kitr. I'.ilii. a tl >, with the small reading
lens enclosed in a eavlty l)etween them, there Is an appniaoh to an
aclmimatle rorreclion In the [lortlon of the glass used In reading.

t In a fresco hy Dom". (ihlrlandajo Il44!t-!M|. in the Church of Sta.
Trinila at Florence, an elderly hlshop is repre.sented as reading
through a pincf-ntz set very low upon the nose; Ihe rims of the
gla.s,ses are circular, and the connecting arc Is upparenMy rigiil. This
couMiructlon and manner of wearing ilie piuct-Htz recalls an objec-

tacles, and by varying the distance of the book the recti

interni muscles are relieved of more or less of their load

in convergence. A combination of two plano-convex

tlon formerly made to It, as compressing the nostrils and imparting a
na.sal quality to the voice. A fac-slmlle of the portion of the fresco

containing this head has twen reproduced. In color, in one of the pub-
lications of the Arundel Society, London, ISiiO.
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lenses, mounted witli tlioir convex surfaces nearly but not

quite iu contact, is to be preferred to a doublecouvex

lens, as giving a flatter field with less distortion of the

virtual image.
The diilerent methods u.sed in testing eyes for the cor-

rection of the several refractive and accommodative de-

fects, whether simple or complicated, liavebeen described

in this Handbook under the titles Astigmatiton. Hyjwnne-
tropia. Myopia, Presbyopiii, Oplithalmometer. Ophthaliiio-

the newer (metric) system, in which a lens of a focal

length of 1 metre (dioptric—D) is taken as the unit. In
the older syslent it happens,
tlirough an accidental relation
of the Paris to the English
inch, that the focal length, in

English inches, of a biconvex
or biconcave lens is almost ex-

actly the same as the radius of
curvature of the two surfaces
in Paris inches. The two .sys-
tems may, therefore, be re-

garded as based upon unit
lenses of one English inch and
1. metre focal length, respect-

ively. The juactieal diller-

ence, in using the two systems,
consists in the fact that in the
case of the smaller unit, of 1.

dioptric, the power of any lens

of a power greater than this

unit is expressed by a whole
number or by a whole number
and a decimal fraction, whereas
in the case of the larger unit, of
one English inch focal length,
the power of any spectacle lens

is expressed iu the form of a vulgar fraction, with unit_v
for its numerator, and the focal length of the lens, in

English inches, for its denominator. The notation ac-

cording to either system mav. within a very small and

practically negligible margin of error, be transformed
into that of the other b_v taking the metre lens (dioptrie)
as equivalent to the lens numbered j'^ in the inch system.

o-

FIG. 43,3fi."

scope, Optnmeii~y, and Sfiadoir-Test. The points to be par-

ticularly investigated are (1) the acuteness of vision, (2)

the state of the refraction, (3) the state of the acconuuo-

dation, and (4) the relation of the accommodation to the

convergence. Only after these determinations have been

made, with a clo.se approximation to accuracy, can the

selection of glasses for any particular kind of work be

intelligently made. In the present state of diffusion of

knowledge these tests can be safely intrusted

only to the ophthalmic specialist
— physicians

and spectacle, dealers being ahke incompetent,
as a rule, to deciile any but the simplest ques-
tions. A per.son who has arrived at the age of

forty-five years without having experienced any
trouble iu the continuous use of his eyes, may
fall into no very grave error in buying weak con-
vex glasses when he becomes conscious that he is

beginning to suffer from the disabilities of pres-

byopia; but even in such a case an examination
of the eyes by a competent observer may bring
to light .some measure of astigmatism which it

may be well wortli w'bile to correct, or possibly
some pathological condition which it may be of

vital importance to detect in its incipiency. The
indiscriminate selling of concave spectacles and eye-

glasses to young myopes, or to young persons hastily
aasumed to be myopic, is a most reprehensible, as il is,

unfortunately, an almost imiversal practice.
The power of convex and concave spectacle Icn.ses is

expressed by nnmbcis, with the plus (+) or the minus
(— ) sign pretixed. Two systems of luimbering are in

use, the older (inch) system, based on a uiiitlens with
two curved surfaces of equal radii of one Paris inch, and

Cylindrical lenses are numbered either according to

their power (in dioptrics) or their focal length (in English
inches) in the meridian at right angles to the axis.

Lenses of unecpial refraction in their two

principal meridians are generally made

by grinding a spherical and a cylindrical
surface upon the two sides of the same

glass, and the formula for such a lens is written, for each

surface, as if the Ic ns were made u]) of a iilanospherical
and a piano cylindrical lens with Iheir plane surfaces in

contact. The din'clion of the axis of a cy limlrienl lens

or surface is defined by noting its inclination (iu degrees

ITI
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of nre) to either the vertical ortlie horizontal meridian of

the eve. If tlie two siirfaees of any lens, at the points In

whicli they are cut by the visual line, are not parallel,
the deviation from parallelism is e.xjiressed by the mag-
nitude of tlie angle which the two tangent planes make
to each other, as if the two rcfraeling surfaces were

ground u|ion the two surfaces of a prism; tlie direction

of the refracting angle of a (irism is delined in the same
manner as llie direction of the a.xis of a cylindiical lens.

In |irescribiug s]iectaclcs it is convenieiil to lay off

these angles on a printed diagram. Such diagrams liave

been in common use in this coimlrv since about 1876,
anil are furnished, in a variety of forms, by tlie opticians.
In the diagram shown in Fig. 4338 the position is that

in winch tlie wearer is supposed to be looking through

-L4

^0 X a?
\0 P 10

+
- O

'^'.i/oiioVi^'^
Fic. 4338.

his glasses, and the angles are marked, in degrees, with
tlic |)liis (-f) sign to tlie right, and the minus (

—
) sign to

the left of zero, which is taken at the upper end of the
vertical meridian. A widely used, but less natural, sys-
tem of marking the angle of inclination is by beginning
with zero on the horizontal line, at the left side, and
numbering around (lie upper half of the circle to 180°.
A half-circle is sullicient to designate the direction of the
axis of any cylindrical lens, but the whole circle of 360°
is needed to indicate the difl'erent directions in which it

luay be reijuired to turn the refracting edge of a pris-
matic glass.
The power of any (convex or concave) lens is meas-

ured by liiiding the equivalent (concave or conve.v) lens,
and looking through the two lenses at a vertical line,
such as a sash-bar of the window

;
the equivalence of the

two lenses is shown by thealisence of any enlargement
or diminution of the virtual image, as inilicated by the

immobility of the image of the bar when the mutually
neutralizing glasses are moved from siile to side. lit

applying this test to a cylindriral lens i Ik- axis of the
lens must be turned so as to coincide in direction with
the line used as a test object; in the case of a spherico-
cylindrical lens the refraction is measured in the two
principal meridians in succession, tlKMilgebraicdiU'erence
of the two measurements representing the cylindrical
refraction. The diiecticmof the two principal iueridians
of a cylindrical or spherico-cylindrical lens is found by
holding the lens in a plane perpendicular to tlu^ visual
axis, and looking tlirougli it at the sashliar; the lens is

then rotated, in its own plane, until the direction of the
image coincides with that of the bar. This condition is

fulfilled in two i)ositions of the lens, at right angles to
each other, in which positions the direction "of oni; or the
otiier principal meridian coincides with that of the bar.
The middle point of any sphiTical cjr spherico-cylindrical
lens is found by noting the point at which the crossing
of two sash-bars coincides in the image and in the object.
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SPECTROSCOPY. MEDICAL.—The spectroscope is

an instrunieiit for examining \\u- .yiertmtii. A spectnim
is. primarily, the series of colors jiroduced when a ray of
white light is transmitted through any transparent bodj-,
the surfaces of which are not jinrallel. The general
form which this transparent body takes- is that of an

equilateral pn'sm of glass, the sides forming an angle of

sixtj' degrees. Hollow prisms with sides at the same
angle are also used, being tilled with transparent liquids.

Sir Isaac Newton first iiuide the observation that when
a ray of white liglit is tr-msmitted through a jirism tlie

ray is not only bent out of its course, but is spre:id into

an array of colors, the order of which is nearly invariable,
no matter what the source of light or the" luaterial of
whicli the prism is coiupo.sed. Since the facility of

differentiating colors varies in diffei'ent persons, I he exact
tints of the sjiectrum so formed are not easy to express,
but they are generally assumed to be seven in number,
and arranged as follows: violet, indigo, blue, green, yel-
low, or:inge, red. If the ray of light be, as in Newton's
original experiment, iidmitted through ;iii opening of

ajipreciable dinicnsions, the colors will be somewhat con-
fused and will appear unbroken, but when the opening
is very narrow a more distinct elTect is produced, and,
as will be seen below, the spectrum is crossed by numer-
ous dark lines. It is a law of the propagation of light
that when a ray passes from one transparent substance
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to another of difTcreut density it undergoes a delleotion,

known leelinic-ally us refnictimi. The diieetion and ex-

tent of tliis refraction depend on the nature of tlie mate-
rials and on the dilTereiice of tlie densities. AVhen the

raj' passes from a rarer to a denser subtanee—for instance,

from air to water, or from water lo glass—the ray is lient

(refracted) .so as to be more nearly parallel lo a line per-

pendicular to the surface .of contact, while if the ray
passes in the reverse direction—that is, from a denser to

a rarer body, as from glass to water—the refraction is

away from the perpendicular. It is upon this principle
that tlie image-forming and inaguifyiug properties of all

lenses depend.
Th(^ accepted theories in regard to light refer it to

very rapid vilwation, and the dill'eivnce between the vari-

ous colors is supposed to be due lo dillerences in tlie rate

of vibratiou. White light is supposed to contain all

the rates of vibration, and wlien such a ray undergoes
refraction the different vibrations are refracted to differ-

ent degrees, and hence are separated. If we view a lay
through a plate of glass or other transparent body with

parallel sides, the refraction producediu one direction on

entering the glass is corrected by the refraction in the

opposite direction on emerging, so that, with the excep-
tion of a slight displacement of the line of light, no

striking optical change is manifest. If, liowever, the

equilateral prism is used, the refraction on emergence
is in the same direction as on entering, and the optical
action is exaggerated. The separation of the different

vibrations that compose a ray of white light is called

(linpersioii. iind is not coextensive with refraction: that

is, bodies of equal refractive power do not necessarily

separate the colors to the same extent. This law is a

very important one in practical optics, for all lenses are

forms with more or less prismatic outlines, and hence

produce a dispersive effect. If it were only possible to

prevent production of color by neutralizing the refrac-

tion, it would be impossible to construct any convenient

optical apparatus free from colored images, but by com-

bining different varieties of glass in such forms as to have

equal and opposite dispersive powers with difference of

refraction, large lenses entirelj' free from color de-

fects (achromatic) may be constructed.

In the spectroscope the object is to secure as com-

plete and extended a dispersion as po.ssible; that is,

t,o separate the colors thoroughly. For these imr-

poses prisms of dense glass, or holL.w prisms filled

with carbon disulphide, CSc, are used.

Tlie simplest method of examining the spectrum is

to allow a ra)' of light to enter a dark room or dark
box through a small opening and fall upon a prism.

Upon the side of the room opposite the opening will

be seen a more or less confused spectrum, in which
all the 'colors will be found diverted from the jiatli

which the original ray would pursue if it did not cu-

ter the prism, the violet being most diverted and the

red the least. Such a method of observation, how-
ever, is unsuitable for scientilic purpo.ses. The most
serious defect in it is that if the ray has an appre-
ciable thickness the vibrations on one [lart interfere

and overlap those of the other, so that the series of

colors obtained is really a combination of a number of

spectra not coincident with each other. To obtain
a pure sjn'Ctrum the ray must be reduced lo an ex-

ceedingly line line of light, in which there will be
but few sets of vibrations. This is aiconi|)lislied by
using a very narrow slit, and shiiltiiig off' all light
from the prism except that which passes throiigli
this slit. The ob.servation is also much facilitated

by viewing the spectrum througli a telescope of low

magnifying power.
About a ccniury ago Dr. Wollaston, an English

chemist, discovered, by using such a slit, that the

spectrum of sunlight is not continuous, but is inter-

rupted by numerous line, dark lines, lie did not de-

velop this observation, and it was not until 1814 that

Praunhofer, a German ojitician, rediscovered these lines

Jin<l mapped the positions of some of them. A few of

Vol. VII.—is

the most prominent he distinguished by letters of the

alidiabet. They have in consequence generally been
known as the Fraunhofer lines. They are all at right
angles to the direction of the spectrum, and their dis-

tance from each other depends on the dispersive power
of the jirisni. Since each parlicular line is always seen
ill the same color, and is more easy to define than the
limits of the color itself, the lines are preferred for pur-
poses of comparison.
Various improvements and advances in the conslrruc-

tion of apparatus for observing spectra have been made
from tiihe to time, until the spectroscope in its usual
form consists essentially as follows: A straight tube
terminates at one end by a narrow, upright, adjustable
slit, and at the other a convex lens, the focal length of
which is the distance between it and the slit, so that the

rays of light as they pass through the latter are rendered

parallel by the lens. In the course of these rays is

jilaced a dense glass prism, or series of jirisnis, greater
dispersion being attaiued by a combination of prisms.
A movable telescope of low magnifying power, arranged
so that it can be brought in the course of the rays emerg-
ing from the prism, enables one to view conveniently the

spectrum formed. Such an arrangement constitutes a

refraclion spedrosmpc . In the cut (Fig. 4339) there is

shown a third tube, illuminated by a candle. This con-
tains a graduated scale, an image of which is projected
in the field of view above the spectrum, for the purpose
of measurement, as given below.
Another form of the instrument depends on a soiik^

what different principle, and, as it is now in frequent
use and possesses advantages over the older form, it will

be necessary to describe it.

When the surface of a polished plate ruled with fine

lines in close proximitj- is viewed obliquely, series of

spectra are seen which are due to interferences in the
different light waves as they are reflected from the angu-
lar surfaces produced by the ruling. This effect is called

diffaction . and a plate so arranged is called a (liffmction

yriithi(j. The superiority of such an instrument rests

principally on the fact that in all parts of the spectra the

Fi(i. «)!!.— iliiliiiiiry tiihle spcrtrcisroiu'. In use the prism iinii aimtlinR
ends of tlie tulie imisl be well covered to exclude llirlit. This Is usuully
iittained by inserUng them lii the clrciimferonce of ii brass bo.\.

colors are jjroportionalely distributed. In the ordinary
spectrum, as seen by the prism, the dispersion is propor-
tionately greater toward llie violet end, and consequently
this portion is abnormally spreail oul and the distances
between the dark lines are exaggerated.
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Spectra, by whatever method observed, may be di-

vided iuto three groups;
1. Continuous spectra: those in wliidi a more or less

continuous sheet of color is seen, usually beginning with

violet and ending witli red. Such spectra are (iroduced

by the liglit \vhi( h is emitted from solid objects in a

highly heated state.

2. interrupted or bright-line spectra: those in which
the colors arc .icen in tlie form of narrow lines or bands,

separated by proportionately wide, dark spaces. Such

spectra are derived from liglit emitted by gaseous bodies

in a highly luated condition.

3. Absori)tion spectra: those in which a nearly con-

tinuous series of colors is present, but interrupted by
dark lines or bands. Such spectra are produced by va-

rious conditions, principally, however, by the transmis-

sion of wliite light, or liglit which would give a continu-

ous spectrum, through substances whi<-li have the power
of absorbing or annihilating special vibrations. In the

applications of the sjieclroscope to medicine and organic

chemistry these absorption sjiectra are the most im-

portant.
It is obvious from the above considerations that we

have in the spectroscope, whether of the refraction or of

the ililTractiou form, a very valuable means of stud.ying
structure. In the first [ilace, we can determine with

great e.vaetuess the character of the source of light, i.e.,

whether it is cumiiosed of gaseous matter intensely
heated or of .solid iiarticles. Further, taking a source of

known character, we can, by interposing various sub-

stances in the path of the light, determine the effect

which these substances jiroduceupon the different forms
of liglit vibrations jiresent in the ray, and, as jxirticular
effects are often peculiar to particular bodies, we have
liere a iiicaiis of identification. Thirdly, using a source
of heat practically noii-luiiiinous, such as the flame of

the Bunscn burni-r, we can di'tect different sulistauces by
the color which they imiiart to this flame, and when sev-

eral such substances are jiresent the eye alone is unable
to separate and distinguish the colors, but by the spec-

trosc<ipe each tint is distinctly indicated.

As stated above, it is the absorption spectra that are

most important in reference to the medical applications
of the spectroscope. E.xcejit in the comparatively rare

cases of the study of the character of liglit emitted by
luminous organic bodies, living or dead, and in the de-

tection of certain metals present in minute amount in the
tissues and secretions, e.g, lithium, the direct study of nor-

mal spectra is not much resorted to in biological work.
The armngement of the spectroscope for observation

of absorption spectra is simple. An oil or gas flame is

adjusted so as to throw a beam of light through the slit

of the instrument, by which a continuous spectrum not
broken at any point by dark lines is obtained. Sunlight
does not answer so well for the purpose, because, owing
to certain interfering conditions occurring at the surface
of th(^ sun, and also during the passage of the sunlight
through our atmosiihere, there are numerous absorjition
ban<ls( Fiauiihofer's lines) always ])re.sent in its spectrum.
The material to be examined is placed in a cell with

flat sides in tlu; path of the light before it enters the slit.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that to secure a satis-

factory result the body mu.st be sulliciently transparent
to permit some light to jiass through, otherwise no com-
parison as to the effect on different partsof the spectrum
can be made. Siu'h a condition is easily obtained by
using solutions of the substance in the usual colorless
solvent.s—water, alcohol, ether, glycerol, etc.. and dilut-

ing until a satisfactory result isolitained. The character
of the ab.sorption spectra sometimes differs, according
to the solvent usedandllu? presence of free acid or alkali.

W'orking spectroscopes are generally arranged so that
two spectra can be compared, one being a standard ob-
tained under known conditions, the other being that of
the body to be tested.

To understand the functions of (he spectroscope it is

necessary to bear iti mind that the colors seen arc practi-

cally images of the slit through which the light passes.

and that when the ray contains all tlie colors—that is,

every vibration from violet to red—the prism, in setting
out the vibrations according to dispersive power, gives,
of course, a continuous series of images, that is to say, a
continuous spectrum. When, however, in the ray of

light that enters the slit anj' vibrations are missing, as iu

sunlight, or when by .some interposed condition certain
colors are struck otit of the ray, the images which
would otherwise be formed by those rays are missing,
and hence the spectrum appears interrupted. When the

interposed substance strikes out many rays, e.g., deep-
colored glasses, the great bulk of the spectrum is missing.
The red glasses, for instance, used in photographic dark
rooms strike out almost all rays but the red. The spectro-
scope as ordinarily constructed is, unfortimatcly, subject
to serious defects, which can be avoided only by instru-

ments of very e.\pensive form. It has been found that
all the forms of glass possess marked absorption powers
for certain rays of light. If, instead of employing glass
lenses and prisms, we use those made of quartz, and em-
ploy as a source of light the electric arc, or burning mag-
nesium wire, a spectrum is obtained which is very much
extended at the violet end. This portion of the spectrum
exists to a greater or less e.ttent in white light from any
source, but is absorbed to such an extent by glass that it

is not seen in the ordinary spectroscope. There are also

color waves beyond the red, which are only demonstrable

by special apparatus. In the usual applications of the

spectroscope we cannot, therefore, utilize the so-called

ultra-red and ultra-violet rays.
A very important advance has been made recently in

practical spectroscopy in the application of photogra|iliy .

A sensitive plate is cajiable of responding to and record

ing conditions which the eye is unable to recognize, and
we have, therefore, not only a method of extending oiir

knowledge of spectra, but we may obtain ]ierinanent
records of absolute accurac}-, and independent of any
general or special defects in vision. The photographic
plate is especially capable of receiving impressions from
the violet and idtra-violet portions of the spectrum,
which are especially those which the eye appreciates
with the greatest difllculty, while the yellow and red rays
are practically inactive.

Many substances are known which have the power to

retard the rate of vibration of light rays, so that they
change the color of the light falling on them. Now the
ultra-violet rays, which are inappreciable to the human
eye, are caused by extremely rapid vibrations; any sub-
stance which will reduce this rate will bring the rays
within the range of vision. This property is known a,s

fluorescence. It does not come within the scope of this

article to more than refer to it, but it may be mentioned
that one of the best methods for the preparation of pho-
tographic plates is to incorporate into the sensitive mate-
rial some fluorescent body by which the rays of light are
modified and effects produced with colors that would
otherwise be inactive.

The only way of acquiring familiarity with s]ii(tiii-

scopic appearances is by actual use of the instrument.
No drawing, colored or otherwise, can convey ])ertectly
the appearances. Nevertheless, a method of indicating
the character and position of the lines is useful, and
several plans have been adopted. The use of colored

plates is, of course, the most vivid, but too costly for

most purposes. TluMisual methods arc either by record-

ing the positi<in of any line, or the centre of a band, by
its position on an arbitrary and fixed .scale, or by angu-
lar position. A form of siiectroscojie made by Hrown-

ing, of London, has this latter arrangement. The view

telescope moves in a graduateil arc, and cross-lines in

the field enable it to be brought to exact position with

any line. By such method or by the .scale the lines may
be mapped in their relative positions as seen in that par-
ticular instrument.

Another method is to indicate the positions of lines

by their calculati'd wavelengths; that is, the length of

one complete movenieiit constituting the ray wliieli jiro-

duces a line at the given point. Such a method has the
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advantage of being an absolute indication, and not de-

pendent on any partirular instrument. Wave Icngtlis
are determined by matlieniaticul calculation by means of

the phenomena observed inditTracticjn, and the calculation

may be easily applied to ordinary cases by plotting off

on a chart certain lines of which the wave lengths are

known, and interpolating those of which it is desired to

determine the wave length. These lengtlis are very
minute, and are usually expressed in millionths of a
millimetre.

Description ok Spkcial Spkctra.—Bright-line Spec-
tra.—Each of the known elements gives a special and
distinct spectrum when heated sufficiently to become a
luminous gas. It has been pointed out at the beginning
of the article that solid substances give continuous spec-
tra, and licnce there is no apprccialue difference between
the spectroscopic appearances of the different elements as

long as they remain solid bodies. When the temperature
rises sufficientlj- to convert them into gases, and render

them at the same time luminous, the characteristic

bright-line spectra are obtained. This temperature can
be "attained with most elements only by the use of the

electric spark. A few bodies, among which are potas-
sium, sodium, lithium, barium, calcium, strontium, and
boron compoun<ls, yield, at the temperature of the non-

luminous gas flame—Bunsen-burner flame—a limited

number of ra.vs which are earl)- observed by the spectio-

scope as bright lines. Sodium imparts to flame a deep
yellow color which consists of two tints, and is seen in

the spectroscope as a narrow double line. Potassium

gives red and violet lines. By increasing the tempera-
ture some of these spectra are modified. AVhcn the elec-

tric spark is emiiloyed the spectra obtained are usually
more comiilex, the bright lines being numerous. The
detection of the ditTerent elements by this means is not
so widely applicable as might at first be supposed, for

the method is extremely delicate, and it is dilticult to

distinguish between the minute traces which often have
no significance and the presence of an appreciable
amount. Nevertheless, the method has been of great
usefulness in special cases in showing the occurrence of

some elements in unexpected relations, and the w'ide dis-

tribution of others in minute quantities. Several ele-

ments, occurring in such minute quantities that ordinary
chemical analysis would have failed to indicate them,
have been discovered by the spectroscope.
There are a few substances which give a limited bright-

line spectrum before reaching the temperatiire at which

they became gaseous.
Ahmrption Spectra.—These are of several kinds. The

absorption may affect a considerable part of one or both
ends of the spectrum, by w-hich a whole block of color

may be cut out, or it may take jilace in broad bands or

in tine lines. The spectrum of the sun and of many of

the fixed stars is an example of the latter class. The
lines of absorption are numerous, but they are narrow
and represent but a small portion of the entire field,

which appears to the unassisted eye to be a uniform
sheet of color. Band absorption—that is, the cutting out
of a considerable number of rays at some point on an
otherwise continuous spectrum—is brought about very
e:,sily by means of nmny urgauic bodies.

Extended absorption, by which a considerable portion
of the spectrum is absorbed, is seen in many substances

possessing deep color, and the absorptiira may include
all but a single color. Various colored glasses may be
used. To test the effect of a graduated increase of color

wedge-shaped glasses may be em ployed. Hollow wedge-
shajjcd cells are often used for the examination of colored

liquids.
The method of observing absorption spectra has been

given above. It has been also already' pointed out that
no description, nor even drawing, can give an adequate
idea of the actual appearances of spectra, but for the

purpose of completing the article and indicating some of
the practical applicalionsof the m('tliodsa few abs<irption
spectra will be described.

l.iiie-aljsorptioti Spectra.
—Some of the rarer elements

possess the peculiar property, when in solution, of ab-

sorbing special rays of light. Among the best known of
these are the metals formerly included vinder the term

didymium. It consists of two elements, forming com-
pounds that have distinct colors, but, even when so far
diluted as to make the tint not perceptible, they give
absorption bands. The vapors of bromine and of nitro-

gen dioxide, NOj, which to the eye have much the same
color, give each a peculiar series of numerous fine ab-

sorption lines in the central part of the spectrum. The
absorption lines that normally occur in the spectra of
the sun and stars are an important clue to the chemical

composition and physical condition of those bodies, but
a consideration of this topic does not belong here.

Band Absorj/tion.
—One of the most familiar and strik-

ing instances of this form of absorption is seen in chlaro-

p/i.i/l, which is the general term under which the green
coloring matter of plants is designated. A solution of
this substance is easily obtained bj' macerating leaves
with ether or alcohol. The filtered liquid being diluted
so as to be fairly transparent, has a beautiful green color

by transmitted light, and when viewed through the

spectroscope transmits all the colors except a band in the
extreme red, at which point there appears a well-marked
broad dark band. The position •)f this band is highly
characteristic of this substance, and can be detected by
careful observation, even when the solution is too dilute
to exhibit the color to the eye. In this way the adultera-
tion of animal oils liy vegetable oils— for instance, of
lard oil by cotton-seed oil—ma)' often be detected, for

cotton-seed oil exhibits the absorption band of chloro-

phyl derived from the vegetable tissue.

Valuable use is made of absorption spectra in detect-

ing the nature of various natural and artificial coloring
matters. Fucb.sin, for instance, not infrequentlj- em-

plo3'ed as an artificial coloring matter in wine, gives a
broad but not very sharply marked band about the junc-
tion of the green and yellow of the spectrum.

It is, however, with reference to the absorption bands

produced by the fluids of the animal body that the clini-

cal applications of the spectroscope are seen. The most

important of these are the appearances seen in blood
tnider various conditions. These appearances are due to

the hicmoglobin. As ordinarily .seen by examining blood
much diluted with water, the spectrum is that of oxi-

dized hvemog\obm, o.ry/nT>n(/r//ohin. The dilution must be
sufficient to allow consideralile light to jiass, and a modi-
fication of the absorption spectrum is obtained by con-

tinually adding water until no absorption at all occurs.
The s;ime effect maybe produced by examining the solu-
tion through a wedge-shaped cell, gradually diminishing
the thickness of the solution through which the li.ght

passes. The effects are briefly as follows: In rather

strong solution, all the light is cut off except a portion
of the orange and red ; when the solution is diluted .some-

what, green rays are transmitted, and the dark interval

between these and the orange constitutes a broad absorp-
tion band: still further dilution [iroduces a yellowish-
green mass of light dividing the dark space into two
nearly equal portions, developing, therefore, two well-

marked absorption bands. On still further diluting, the

absorjition becomes recluced to a single band in the yel-
low. When to a solution of blood of sufficient di'usity
to .sive the two bands we add some reducing agent, i.t..

some body having an affinity for oxygen, the lia'tnoglobin
is reduci'iJ. and a new spectrum is obtained. For this re-

duction ammonium sulphide is preferred. The spectrum
of reduced h:emogl(ibiii is a single b;ui<l, broader than,
and not exactly cnincideut with, either of the bands ob-

tained from oxylneniogliibiii. the darkest jiortion corre-

sponding to the mass of Ijglit dividing the two bands
in that spectruiu. The chcMiical condition of the blooil

in the vessels may in this way be tested. Another im-

portant result is "in determining the effect of various

gases and chemical substances in blood, cither liy direct

action or l)y poisoning animals and qinckly subjecting
the blood to examination. If we examiiu' blood eliarged
with nitnnis oxide (.\aO), we find the spectrum of re-
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(lucetl lioemoglobin, but agitating the blood witli air will

repioduco tlit' oxyliiviiioglobiii. Wlu'O, however, eaiboii

monoxide (CO), earbonie oxide, is introduced into blood,

we get a new condition wliicli gives a sjicetrinn resem-

bling, but not identic,-il with, lliat nf oxylnemoglohin,
there being two bands, but llieir position being slightly
nearer tlie violet.

Finlhei'more, we cannot so easily restore the original
condition by agitating the blood with air, nor will the

oiilinary reducing agents jiroduce tlie siieelnim of re-

duced iiainoglobin. Carbon monoxide is known to be
one of the most active of the gaseous narcotic poisons,
and the above observations show, in part at least, the

peculiar action it has on 1 lie essential breathing constit-

uent of tlie blood. Tlic carbon-nionoxide-ha'inuglobin

spectrum is seen in the blood of persons poi.soned by
water-gas or fumes of burning charcoal, and an examina-
tion of the blood by the spectroscope in cases of this

character may be an important medico-legal point. An-
other important moditication nf the luemoglobin is pro-
duced liy the action of sulphides, especially by hydrogen
sulphide (H^S), sulphureted hydrcpgcn. Tliis gas is often

present in sewer air, cessjiool exhalations, and in other

foul jilaces, but not invariably, nor iu so great quantity
as is .generally supposed. When its action upon blood is

examined we tind a spectrum which presents the broad

single absor])tion bandof ri'ducedli.-emoglobin (see above),
but in addition a band in the red just at the junction with
the orange. This band does not disappear on shaking
the blood with air, although the two bands of oxylucino-
globin apjiear. The body produced by the action of hy-
drogen sulphiile on blood, and to which the properties
above described are due, has been called Kii/j)/iH'iiniglohiv.

It has been noticed that this substance cannot be formed

by the action of hydrogen sulphide on reduced ha?mo-

globin, which is the form that exists in the veins;

lience hydrogen sulphide may be introduced into the
venous circulation without marked cITect, but taken into

rtie arterial system it is very dangerous. The diiference

between inhalations of this gas, by which it would get

directly into arteriali/.ed blood, and its introduction into

the system through the veins, has been sliown strikingly
in a method formerly in vogue of treating phthisis b.y in-

jections of hydrogen sul])hide and carlion dioxide. In
this case the gas is taken up by the veins of the portal

system and excreted before it comes in contact with the
arterial blood.

If a solution of blood be exposed to the air for some
time it undergoes various changes, accompanied by an
alteration in the ab.sorption spectrum. This alteration

can be brought about by the ai-tion of weak acids, and
also of potassium permanganate, on blood. A substance
called iiiethmnoiiloliiii is formed. Its absorption bands
are three, nearly coinci '.cut with tho.si^ seen when sul-

pha'inoglobin is shaken with air, but one band is more

completely within the limitsof the red, Jlctluemoglobin
is believed to be a highly oxidized luemoglobin. but its

constitution is in some doubt.

JIany other changes in the absorption spectra of blood
are known, but wliile the invest igati(ni of them has
much to do with physiological cliemistry, the matter is

too technical for di.scus.sion liere. It is obvious, from
what has been said, that very important medico-legal,
toxicological, and even clinical (luestions can be deter-
mined by means of tlie spectroscopic appearances. The
diirerenl elTccts produced on blood by dilTerent jioison-
ous gases and vapors, the gi-nera! symptomatology of

which may be the same, oiler a means of determining
even jiost mortem the character of the gas.

Clinically, the spectroscopic appearances may be titil-

i7.ed for examining the fluids of th<^ body either in their

normal or in their abnormal condition. The spectrum of

bile, for instance, ii.ay be utili/i'd for the detection of it in

the urine, for « hen tlie color reaction is too faint to be per-
ceived by the unassisted eye, the spectrosco|)e will show
it. Normal urine contains a coloring inatler believed to

be derived from a constituent of bile, which gives a
broad absorption band on the green. In certain febrile

afEections another band appears, also in the green, toward
the border of the yellow. Blood in urine may also be de-
tected by the spectroscopic tests. If it be in solution in

the m'ine, the absorption spectrum is seen without dif-

ticulty. If the blixid be present in the funu of metluemo-

globin, as is.soinetinies the case, it will give llie three bands
IH'culiar to that body, but it is necessarj' to distinguish
these bauds from those produced by a decomposition
product of ha'moglobin known as acid 7i<i'niatui. This
distinction can be made by the use of ammonium sul-

phide, when, if metha'moglobin is present, the band of
reduced luemogloliin, as described above, willapjiear. If

the blood is in Die insoluble fnrm no alisiir])lion bands

may be shown. In this case the blood is lilteiecl and the
filter paper treated with alcohol ami ammonia, and then
with ammonium sulphide; bands then appear which are
due to reduced hanuitin formed by decomposition.

In the accoiniianying map (Fig, 4340) are shown some
of the important absorption s]iectraas seen in a refraction

cd or
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tion bauds of oxyliseinoglobin. Tlii' visible spectrum, it

will be seen, extends only from green to » short disliinee

ou the red. i' shows the sjiectnim of reduced li.-emn-

globin. The limits of the visible spectrum ure extended

slightly toward the violet. 1) is the siieetrum of carbon
monoxide luvmoglobin, that is, of blood imiircgnated with
carbon monoxide. A' is the spectrum of nietluemogloliin.
F\% the spectrum seen commonly in nornud urine. The
broad band is at about the junction of tlie blue and green
and is somewhat faint.

Limited practical clinical application is made of tliese

spectroscojiic ajipearances. The instruments required
are expensivean<l invnlve delicate adjustment, and hence

the}- are uiisuited to the general uses of tlie practitioner.
A combination of spectroscope and polariscope has been
constructed for use in rapid approximate estimati(m of

sugar in urine. The use of the spectroscope in the detec-

tion of various natural and artilicial colors, and in the

recognition of blood stains, belongs to special treatises.

Henry Lejf'iminn.

SPEECH. See Lanjn.r, Physiology of tlie.

SPERMACETI—(t'(!<«cci/?n. U. S. P., B. P.; Ger.,

Bill III- ill' Hiilsiiiiou Cetine ; Cod. Med., fiperma-Cett). A
solid paraffin-like substance obtained from cavities in the

head of the sperm-wliale, P/iyxelei- mncrocephiilus L. (order

Cetiiceii). Tins whale is the largest living animal, gre-

garious in its habits and found in the oceans of both

hemispheres, from the extreme north to the tropics. It

is hunted for its oil, which is one of the most valuable of

its class.

Crude spermaceti is a semisolid, yellow substance as

it is scooped out from its reservoirs, but becomes hard
and brittle upon exposure to cold; for purification, it is

then pressed in bags, when the oilsqtieezes through, and
the solid cetaeeiiia is left behind. This can be further

purified by melting in water, skimming, and recrystal-
lizatiou. "Purified spermaceti is a pearly white, glisten-

ing, crystalline, translucent, odorless, and tasteless solid,

insoluble in water; soluble in ether, chloroform, and

boiling alcohol. Melting point 111" to 112° F. It is

mostly composed of palmitic acid combined with cetyl

(instead of glycerin); there are also small quantities of

compounds of uleiirir, iiiynntic. and Imirir acidt:. It is

fairly permanent in the atmosphere, in this respect ex-

celling most fats.

Use.—Spermaceti has no active medicinal qualities.
It is sometimes used in sore throats, etc., where its value
is mostly as a protective. Its principal emploj-ment in

medicine is as an ingredient of cerates and ointments, to

which it gives consistence, blaudness, and permanence.
There is an ofiicial cerate (Cemtiim Cetiirei) consisting

of 35 parts of white wax, 10 of spermaceti, and 5.i of

olive oil, made by melting together the two former, add-

ing the oil, previousl.y heated, and stirring constantly
until cold. Spermaceti is al.so an important constituent
of ointment of rose water (jr cold cream (Unyneiitnm.

Aqim Bosiv, V. S. P.). W. P. Bollcs.

SPERMATORRHCEA. See Se.nial Orgniis, Male, Dii-

eam .V
(;/'.

SPERMATOZOA.—(Greek, airipjia, seed, and C'^ior, an

animal.) A sjh rimitiiZdDii is a free, usually motile cell

that is capable of uniting with an ovum to form the germ
of ;i multicellular organism. The penetration of the

ovum by the spermatozoon and the union of the luiclei

of the two cells constitute the chief jiroccsses in the act

of fertilization, which is tlie essential feature in sexual

re]ir(]duction; and the ability to produce spermatozoa or

their equivalent is the essential distincticm of organisms
of the male sex (see Se.r). The siiermatozoon is distin-

guished from the ovum by being vastly smaller and gen-
erally by being caitable of locomotion (ave Oriim).

Hi.itorir.al.—Spermatozoa were observed for the first

time by liUdwig Ham, a pupil of Leeuweidioeck, who in

turn comnumicated the discovery to the Koyal Society of

London in a letter dated November, 1677. The discovery
of these minute living bodies in the semen of man and a
niunber of animals aroused great interest, especially as

,Mali)ighi a few years before (l(iT2) had ])ublisln'd the re-

sults of his observations on tlie einbryologj- of the chick,
and had concluded, in contradiction to Harvey, that the

embryo is lueformed in the egg. Now the question arose
as to whether the moving elements of the semen might
be germs which enter the eggs and develop into em-
bryos. Leeuwenhoeck took tlii^ afiirmative position and
had many followers, but a greater nuiiilierof the prefor-
mationists took tln^ opimsite view and lield those bodies to

be merely internal parasites. The name "spermatozoa"
was given to them by von Baer with this idea in mind.
The position of the ''ovists" was strengthen(-d by Bon-
net's discovery of parthenogenesis, published in 1763 (the

experiments were begini in 1740), which showed that in

some cases an embryo can be formed without a male

parent.
The first successful step toward a real knowledge of

.spermatozoa by means of experiments in artificial fertili-

zation of ova of animals was made by Jacobi, and com-
municated to the Berlin Academy by Gleditsch in 1764.

Jacobi placed the ripe spawn of salmon and trout in

water and added seminal fiuid squeezed from a male.
After five weeks the eggs showed signs of life. It was
apparently not these experiments, however, but some
unsuccessful attempts made by Malpighi much earlier

that led to the truly remarkable series of experiments by
Spallanzani (1786). He wisely chose the ainphibia for

his material. First, he showed that eggs taken from the

ov'.luct could he caused to develop by the addition of

sperra taken from the seminal vesicles, while similar eggs
not so treated failed to develop.

Second, he disproved the idea current at that time
that the fertilizing element was a.naiira semiiuilis, a semi-
nal vapor. This was done by causing frog's eggs to ad-

here to a watch glass, which was then invei'ted over an-

other containing some of the sperm, and both were put
in a warm place. The eggs became wet by the conden-
sation of the vapor that was distilled from the sperm,
but no fertilization took place. After some of the ma-
terial in the lower watch glass had been added to the eggs,
however, they speedily developed.

Third, by filtering the sperm lie showed that the liquor
.villimilin has no fertilizing etfect, but that the residue
washed from the filter jiaper has undiminislied jfower.

Spallanzani was prevented from reaching correct conclu-
sions as to the nature of the spermatozoa, however, be-

cause he accepted Bonnet and Haller's theory of the

preformation of the germ in the female, the truth of

which he thought he had demonstrated in the amiihilna.

Spallanzani juoduced artificial fertilization also in the

eggs of silk mcitlis ami in a dog.
I'he next important contribution to the history uf the

spermatozoa is furnished by the brilliant observations
and experiments of Prevost and Dumas (1S241. The}-
studied the anatomy and secretions of the reiiroductive
organs of vertebrates of all classes above the fishes, and
found that spermatozoa are produced in the testes only,
and that these are the only organs essential to the fertility
of the male; that spermatozoa exist in all fertile males
and are absent from iniiiialun' and senile individuals and
from infertile hybrids; and that each species has its own
peculiar form of spermatozoon. Having thus shown the
close relation between the spermatozoon and its host and
the correlation between the presence of spermatozoa and
fertility of the male, these authors proceeded to repeat
Spallanzani'sexperiments upon frog's eggs. They made
improvements upon his riictliods, making the experiments
more exact, and they demonstrated further that tlu> sper-
matozoa are capable of penetrating the jelly surrounding
the eggs. Spallanzaiii's results in regard to the aura
seminalis ami the li(|Uor seminalis were confirmed and
the important cunclusion added that the spermatozoa are

the e.s.senlial fertilizing elements.
After all this it .seems very sinmgc to find tlie sper-

matozoa included in Owen's article on "Entozoa" in

lil t
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Cvclop;pilia" (vol. ii.. 1836-39), and to read in

MUlk-rs •'

Physiolojry
"
(1840) that it is doubt-

fid whether the spermatozoa are

parasites or liviiii; parts of the

M aiiiiiial iu wliicli they oeeur.
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FIG. 4341.—A Typical Hu-
man Spermatozoon, vl.
View of broad side ; U,
narrow side. Uoth show
anterior and posterior part
of head: neeli with Inner
centrosoiiie (In two pans);
middle piece, main part of

tall, and end piece. There
is a dark sp<it in anterior

part of Dead. MaKnlUed
alwut 3,000 diameters.
(After Retzlus.)

lacked two essential points : they failed to show how the

spermatozoa ari.se in the testis, and they failed to give
any hint as to how the spermato-
zoa behave upon reaching the
ovum. The first of these gaps
was filled by a series of papers
by KoUiker beginning in 1841, ft
in which, besides describing the

"

spermatozoa of a large number
of species, largely invertebrate,
he shows that they ai'ise by the

metamorphosis of cells in the

tubules of the testis.

Although, according to J. A.

Thomson, the tmion of spermat-
ozoon and ovum was observed
in the rabbit by Martin Barry,
an Ediuburgli medical student,
in 1843, it really remained for

1 /';f

—JHP.

Cp

l.Gi,l

i
;

i
I

¥[.

-IJju

-Pi.

A

Kifi. 4:)4-'.— DiaKraiii of Ihe Structure of the Human Spermatozoon, .-l. Whole;
li, upper part more iriai.'nitled. (')). Head ; CI. neck ; Cd. tail ; P.v. middle i)iece;

/'.(<i-.. main part of tail ; }'.t., eml piece ; P.O.. and Z'.ji., anterior and posterior

parts of head; iVi/.n., inner cenirosome ; J\'i/.((., anti'rior |mrt of outer centro-

sonie; Aiu\.. annulus; Stiir., spiral Illament; Mtrli.. mitochondria; F.pr..
axial Illament ; Jni'., Involucruui. (After Meves, from Waldeyer.)

P.pr.

Fig. 4343.—SiternmUizoonof
a Bird. FrinoiUa cn-lehs.

Cit., Hea<i ; Pf., aorosonie:
7\a., anterior part ; P.}).,

posterior part; Spir.,
spiral fdUi ; f'(f., tail; P.c.
niiiltJle piece; P.}'r..

principal pan; iV., enJ
piece. Hijfhlv mapnifled.
(After WalUeyer.)
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O. Hertwis ti> till the second gap many years later (1875)

from observations on startish eggs. In this favorable

material lie was able to ilemoustrate that fertilization

is ell'eoted by the entrance' of one spermatozoon into the

egg ami thetinion of its nucleus with the egg nucleus.

Tluis two centuries, less two years, elapsed between

the discovery of spermatozoa and the demonslralioii of

the part played by thcin in the iniportaut function <if

reproduction" Even then the knowledge gained was

very superficial. Much has been done during the past

(piarter-century toward gaining a deeper insight into

the nature of the spermatozoon and the process of I'ertili

zation. hut there is still an inner mystery into which our

minds and our nucroscojies are equally unable to jienc

trate; and, while we may expect great progress in the

future, it is proliable that there will always be a limit

beyond wlucli the man of science must say,
"

I do not

know "
(see linpreffnatioii).

Movphvloyy.
—There are as many forms of spermatozoa

as there are species of animals. We may take as our

type the spermatozoon of man, becau.se of its intrinsic in-

terest as well as on account of its relatively simple struc-

ture (Fig. 4341).
In the spermatozoa of vert<'brates Waldej'er distin-

guishes three regions
—the head, the neck, and the tail.

The head of the human spermatozoon is flattened. The
wider face is broadly oval or nearly elliptical (Fig. 4341,

A). Viewed from the side, it is seen to be more flattened

toward the apex, thepro.ximal two-thirds being narrowly
ovate (Fig. 4341, B). According to Meves, the head may
be divided into two parts

—anterior and posterior {Pa
and P.p., Fig. 4342). The anterior part is covered with

a thin protoplasmic cap extending to the line L.dnl.,

Fig. 43-12, B. From its staining reactions and its history
the head, with the exception of the cap and a thin cov-

ering membrane, is known to be composed of the cell

nucleus with its chromatin contents. The neck of the

human spermatozoon is inconspicuous (CL, Fig. 4342).

It is iu all forms a short region joining the head

and tail, and containing the anterior centrosome (AW.
-

a.. Fig. 4342, B) and the homogeneous material connect-

ing itwith the posterior centrosome (A'rf.;v.). The tail

(Crf., Fig. 4342) contains three parts— the middle piece,
the principal part, and the cud piece (/'. c , P.l»\, and P.t..

Fig. 4343, A). Throughout the length of the tail there

extends an axial filament, which has been shown by mac-
eration to be a bundle of extremclj' minute fibrils. The
middle piece is about as long as the head and, according
to Aleves, has a rather remarkable structure. At its ex-

tremities are the two parts of the outer centrosome. The
axial filament has its origin in the anterior part (A'rf.p.,

Fig. 4343) and passes through the posterior part, orannu-
lus {Anti., Fig. 4343). The axial filament is surrounded

by an inner sheath. Outside of this is a spiral fibre lying
ina clear substance. Thisis covered by a finely granular

protoplasmic layer, the mitochondria. The principal

part of the tail consists of the axial filament and a cover-

ing, the involuerum, which is probably continuous with
the inner sheath of the middle piece. The end piece con-

sists of axial filament alone.

Human spermatozoa are small compared to those of

some otlier mammals, as will be seen by reference to the

following table made from data given by Boston (1901):

Spermatozoa ok
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primari/ apermatocylei> {spc.a. Fig. 4345) Tliuse pass

through the characteristic stages of synapsis iiud growtli
(spc.g. and spc.i.. Figs. 4346 and 4347). Finally, each

arclilspcmiiocyte

muliipliciiiion

synapsis
growth

maturation

liistofrenesis

sperniniogoiiiii
(iiiuny iiiori'

generation.')
,

_ ^

71 /\. /\ f

primary spcr
maiocytes

-•
secondarj' sper- .._ ^ ^

niatocytes /T /\

spermatids • • •

I I
I 1

speiiuatu^iuu > t f

Fig. 4;M-i.— Diaffram sliowinir the Genesis of tlje Spermatozoa.
(Modilled from Boveri.)

primary spermatocyte divides to form two secondary
spermiitocytes. an<i each of these in turn divides, giving
rise to two spcnnalid.s (.«/W, Fis;. 4'.U^i). During the di

visions the process of inaturiition takes place (see Reduc-
tion Divixitm).

In the mean time the epithelial cells have been under-

going a transformation into the peculiar "cellule ramifi-
m?c" first observed by Sertoli in 186.5. The cytoplasm
of these cells is naked and extends in amceboid fashion

among the germ-cells toward the lumen of the tubule.

After tlie last maturation division the spermatids (.v/«/

Fig. 434.">) become united
with the |)rotopliismic proc-
esses of tlie Sertoli cells

(sywp/ioreia's, Waldeyer),
and remain in this connec-
ti<iii tliroiishout the period
of histogenesis. When the

spermatozoa are fully de-

velojx'd they art; released,
and the Sertoli cell becomes
connected with a new set of

spermatids (Fig. 434.5).

This pecidiar condition
in the vertebrate testis has
caused much confusion in

the p;ist and has led to erro-

neous theories as to the na-

ture of tlie spermatozoa.
.Vltliough Sertoli regarded
the cells which bear liis

name as nutritive cells, von
Ebner in 1S71 called them
"spermatoblasts" and re-

gardi-d them as directly
concerned in the production
of spermatozoa. In this

view von Ebner had many
followers. The correct the-

(}ry was advanced by H.
H. Brown in 1HH5 and by
Benda in 188", and in 1888 von Ebner corrected his error
and adde(l much to the knowledge of the Sertoli cells,

Another cause of confusion in thi; study of spermato-
genesis in the vertebrates is that before one cycle of

development is completed in any part of a seminiferous

tubule anotlier begins. In the bull the spermatogenesis
is a continuous process and in sections of the testis of an
adult individual four stages will be found in the wall of
each tubule (Figs. 4345 to 4347), Imt in order to follow
the consecutive stages a number of sections must be ex-
amined.
The nuclear changes leading to tlie formation of the

spermaliils have been described sutliciently in anotlier
article (Jtidin-linii JliiiHinn), and we will pass directly to
the consideratiun of tii<' jirocess by whieli the spermatid
becomes a s|jerniatozooii, confining our attention entirely
to the vertebrates and making the description as general
as possible.

Hidocienesis.—After the division of the secondary sper-
matocyte the nucleus of the young speriuatiil accfuires a
nuclear membrane and passes into the resting condition
with a chromatin r<'ticuluni. The centrosome moves
from its original position and divides into two, either

completely or incoin|iletcly, forming a minute dumb-bell-
shaped structure. In its new position the outer part lies

close against the cell wall, while the inner part is directed
toward the nucleus. The "

sphere
"
of den.ser protoplasm

that collects around the centrosome after earlier cell divi-

si<ins now forms independently of the centrosomes and is

called the idiosimie (s. Fig. 43-i8).

The fate of tlie various partsot the cell in the develop-
ment of the siiermatozoon is summarized by Waldeyer as

follows: Out of the
chromatin of the nucleus
is developed the head of

the siiermatozoon ; a part
of tlie idiosome forms
the acrosome; the cen-
trosome takes part in the
formation of the neck,
the middle piece, and

spz

rt^'-
>

spil

H'a->"

Pf/.i-

Part of Section of Ti'siis of a Bull, sliowine Stairos in .Spermatoprenesls. c.«., Sertu 1;Fic. iStr,

;*p(/.r., reserve speniialogoniutii ; .s-;;i/.i/(, speriiiato(j:tiiiia in mitosis: «/jt'.a., first stage in (le\'clnpmeiit
of spiTinaixK-yle : ^-pc.i, speriiuuocyie in later stage; .spt/, newly formed spermatid just after llii' last

maturation division ; epz, nearly ripe spermatozoon, separated from Sertoli cell. Highly magniOed.
(After Schoenfeid.)

the axial tilament; the cytoplasm gives ri.se chieliy to

the axial lilament, its mitochondria forms the spiral
structures, and it takes part in the formation of the en-

velope of the tail.

The nucleus first moves from its originally central
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position to the pcriphpry of the cell opposite the centro-

somes. lis chromatin netwoik Ijecomes grailiiully finer

and more condeiiscil iinlil it forms an apitarcutly liomo-

L
n

/.

-spd

. spc.i

KPC.C

Hjg.i iVil-l-

f:

Fig. 4S46.—Another Section of the Testis of a Bull, spq.m. Reserve spermatogonium
in mitosis ; .vpc.c, 0, and e. spermatocytes in stages preliminary lo synapsis ; spc. i.

advanced primary spermatocyte, trrowth nearly completed : spil, spermatid attached
to Sertoli cell (c.s!) and undergoing histogenesis. Highly magnifled. (After Sehoen-
felil.)

geneous mass: at tlie same time the nucleus becomes
smaller and giadually assumes its delinitivo shape.

In the mean time a part of the idiosome, often contain-

ing a vacuole, becomes attached to the nuclear membrane
and moves around the nucleus to take its position at the

apex and becomes the acrosome (Figs. 4848 and 43.50).

The outer centrosome becomes disc-shaped, and at a

very early stage there grows out from the centre of the

disc, or in close connection with it. a vciT finetilameat, the

rudiment of the axial tilament of the tail (ci.r, Fig. 434S).

'I'he development of the tail, as remarked by von Ebner,
is one of the most difficult pi'oblems of histogenesis. It is

described variously by different authors for the same or

closely related forms, and the cotirse of development ap-
pears to differ considerably in the two groups of verte-

brates in which it has been most carefully studied—the

amphibia and the mammals. AH
agi'cc, however, that very soon
the periphery of the outer centro-
some becomes separated from the
axial filament and forms a ring
surrounding it. In the amphibia
(Fig. 4350) the axial filament ap-
pears to remain connected with
the inner centrosome, while in

the mammalia (Fig. 4348) the
inner centrosome is free and the
central part of the outer cenlro-
sonie forms the cnil Unob of the
axial filament. In tlie mean lime
the whole appaiatus has been

moving toward the micleus. The
inner centrosoiue becomes attached
to the nucleus and marks the

position of the future neck, Tlie
central jiart of tlie outer centro-
some with the axial tilament fol-

lows, but in the mammals does not
quite reach the same point, while
the ring remains at or near the
cell wall. The axial filament has
been growing meanwhile and now

consists of two parts, one within llie cell and the other
outside. The intracellular part will form the axis of
the middle piece, and the outer part, the axis of the

main part and the end piece of the tail.

The material for the growth of the fila-

ment is ])robal)l\' furnished by the cyto-
plasm. The fate of the ring "centrosbrae
dilVers in the two groups. In the mam-
malia it remains intjict and becomes the
annulus at the distal end of tlie middle

piece (Fig. 4319). In tlie ain|ihil)ia part
of it stretches out along the axial filament
and gives rise in coinieetion with the cyto-
plasm to the envelope of the main part
of the tail. In the mammalia this part of
the tail appears to be formed by differen-

tiation of the surface of tlie axial fila-

ment.
As the spermatozoon begins to take

shape the main part of the cytoplasm
draws backw-ard, leaving only a thin

membrane on the head, and the mass
of cytoplasm lies in the position of the
middle piece (ri/. Fig. 4349). Scattered

thickly through the cytoplasm arc fine

granules with characteristic staining qual-
ities, the mitochondria, supposed to have
been furnished by the Sertoli cell. The
spiral filament is formed by the concen-
tration and fusion of this material.

In the mammalia and soiue other forms
there is more cytoplasm than can be used
in the development of the spermatozoon.
This part begins to undergo degenerative
changes, and at the same time is gradually
constricted off from the middle piece (cy.

Fig. 4349 F). The cyto-
plasmic remnants may
remain attached to the
Sertoli cell for a time
after the spermatozoa
have moved away.
After leaving the tes-

tis the spermatozoa un-

dei-go a further "
ripen

-

spd

'1>C.I

peg

-PO

^^'''

.^py.»•

KIG. 4;U7.— Later SUiires til Spcniiiiluiienesls nf Uie Hull. .•*(»(;. r. Itesel

«/'{/, spennatnK'oniiiiii : .•<;((. )/. spenimincvie in late .sviiapsis stage:
slilge jusl preceding the niatiintlion dt\lslons: uptf, spermatids

e si^^rinatngonlnin :

'7'C.i. spermacyle In
iulvnni'e*! stage of

histogenesis, with bead» deeply embedded in Sefioll cell. Highly iiiagiillh'd. (After
Scboenteld.)
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ing
"
process, which consists chiefly in the completion of

the outer envelope of the miilille piece and the smooth-

z>

Tig. 4»4*<.— sperinatRls uf Ibu Uuineu-pii;. Cavia ciiliaua, in Various Stages of Metamorphosis, /i.

Nucleus: s, sphere; c, centrosome; cue, axial lllament. Highly magnifled. (Alter Meves, Iroui

Korschelt aud tleider.)

ing otT of any projections or irregularities that may
have remained after sepaialion from the Sertoli cells.

It will be seen from this brief review of the develop-

ment of spermatozoa that there can be no further ques-
tion as to the character of these bodies. Each one con-

tains all the essential ele-

ments of a cell.

Q Robert Payne Bigeloic.
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applied t(i the pulse or connected with it by
a rigid or jointed support, iu wldeli case we
speak of direct spliygmoijraphy ; or the move-

Fui. Wo:^.- ItiaK'inJi if Connections in Marey*s Spliy^-
nioprapli.

Hr;. 43.VI.- A'arious Stajres in the Metamorpliosis of ttie Spermatids of AmplJiuma.
Higlily mapmifleii. (After McGregor.)
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SPHACELUS. .See Ganyrene.

SPHYGMOGRAPHY.—Sphygmography (Gr., ci^vyudu
the jiulse; }iiaoin-, to write), strictly interpreted, is the
art of laking pulse tracings. The present article will
deal not only with the art of recording the arterial anil

the venous pulse, but also with the graphic method as

Marey's Spliygiuograpb (new fornii

applied to the heart (cardiography). The instruments
einployed for the.se purposes are of many types, but the

principles involved can be made sufficiently clear by a
few e.\anii)les. Two essentials are conunon to all of
llieni, a recording surface an<l a writing lever or ])en.
riie recording surface is usually smoked paper set in

niotiou by dock-worli. The writing lever may be diiectlv

inents to be recorded may be carried to the
lever by air transmission, constituting indi-

rect aphygmograpliy.
Direct Sphygmography.—Two examples

of direct sphygmography will be given as

lepresented in tlie instruments of Marey and
cd' Dudgeon.

hi Miirey's sphygmoyraph (Figs. 4351 and
4o.">2) the button ;) is pressed down upon the

artery by the spring/. T.ie screw s is con-

nected with the button by a joint and rests

against a cog-wheel Z, which is on the axis of
the writing lever /(. The thread of the screw
catches iu the teeth of tlie cog-wheel so that

when the button is lifted by the pulse it

raises the sOrew so as to turn the wheel and
elevate the lever. At one end of the instru-

ment tliere is a clock-work which moves a
metal frame carrying a strip of smoked pa-
per. The screw, which may be seen in Fig.
4351 under the centre of the writing lever,

regulates the pressure of the button on the

pulse.
In using the instrument, a strip of smooth

paper is cut to fit the frame and smoked
over a piece of burning camphor, a lamp burning with-

out a chimney, or a tallow candle. The position of the

Fig. 4;553.—Spbygmogram taken with Mar'ey's Sphygmograph.

radial artery is determined and the point where the pul-
sation is best felt is noted. The instrument is then

Fjg. 4^J;>4.
—PudKeon's .^pliygmograpb.

bound to the arm, as shown in the figure, with the

Initton on the point selected. The clock-work is wound
up. The jiressure (d' the button is regulated by the
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screw provided for the purpose, so that a suitable ex-

cursion of the lever is obtained with carh pulse. It

is usually wise to be s.itistii'(l witli a moderate excur-
sion of I lie lever, as with a
ina.xiniuni movement there

i'* more inertia and tlie trac-

ing may not represent the

actual pulse so accurately.
The lever can be l)rou,u:lit to

write at a proper level on the

paper by turnini; the screw s.

Care mnsi l)e lakin that the

writing point of the lever is

in contact with tlit^ paper but
not pressing too lieavily.

If tlie hand is steady and

everything seems right, the

clock-work may now be set in

motion and Ilie tracing taken.

Tile tracing is removed from
the frame and anything de-

sired, such as the patient's
name, the dale, and the pidse rate, scratched upon it

with a pin or other sharp instrument. Finally, it is to
be fixed by dipping it in a suitable varnish. The
writer uses a solution of shellac in methylated spirits
with a little glycerin added to prevent the tracing
being too brittle. Others use negative varnish, such
as is employed by photographers, and yet others friars'

balsam. A sample of the result obtained witli Jlarey's
sphygmograph is shown in Fig. 4353. For the interpre-
tation, see the article on Pulse.

D'ldr/i-on's sp/n/f/mof/riiph (Fig. 4354) has the advantage
over Marcy's of being more compact and having a sim
pier arrangement for connecting the smoked paper with

Fio. 4.'&">.—Diagram of Connec-
tions In Dudgeon's Spbyg-
mograpli.

Tig. 4.356.—SpliygmoKram taken witli Riphardson's Sptiygmograpb.

the clock-work. The arrangement of the levers is shown
in Fig. 4355. This instrument is ajiplied to the wrist in
much the Siime way as Marey's. 'I'lie pressure of the
button on the iiulse is regiilated partly by the tightness
of the band around the wrist, and partly by turnmg the
wheel marked oz troy, which regulates the pressure of
the sjiring,

Ricliardmn's sphygmoyritph is a modificatiou of Dud-
geon's, which is preferred to

it by some. In Kiehard.sou's
modification th(t jiressiiie is

regulated by a movable weight,
and the rollers which move the

paper are supplied with teeth

which mark broken horizontal
lines ujjon the tracing. An
e.xarni)le of a tracing taken
with Hichardson's sphygmo-
grai>h is shown in Fig. 435G.

Dudgeon's sphygmograi)h is

the one to whicli the writer is

most acciisl<imed, and he linds

it very satisfactory. It is com-
pact, simple, and moderate-

l)riced.
In the more elaborate sphyg-

mographs of von Jacquet and
of Frey there are arrangements
for recording tlie time, and von Jacquet's permits of

varying the rate at which the paper moves. There are
often more disadvantages than advantages, however, in
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having too complicated an in-

strument.
IxniuixT Sph^"omogh.\phv.—

Thisis where the jiulse is brought
to bear upon a writing lever .some
distance away by transmission

Ik;. 4;t")T. -Tlie rardiograph Applied.

of the changes in pressure through a rubber tube. By
this metliod events occurring at different parts of the

body may be made to record themselves one under the
other on the same paper. It is well adapted for obtain-

ing tracings of the cardiac impulse and of the carotid
and jugular pulses.
For tlie recording ^P~

surface a kymn-
graph is recpiired.
Tliis is the princi-

pal (lisailvantage of
the m e t h o d

,
for

kymographs a r e

usually large and
not very portable.
Tlie arrangement of

tlu; apparatus for

receiving and trans-

mitting the cardiac

impulse is shown in

Fig. 4357. Tlie es-

sential parts of the

apparatus are a re-

ceiving tambour, a connecting tube, and a recording
tambour. A receiving tambour for the cardiac impulse
is known ixsa. eitrdiniini) li, and an example is shown in

Fig. 43.5(S. /,' is a shallow metal bo.x or tambour covered
with rubber membrane and bearing a button, p. to press

KiG. 4:i5S.—.Marey's rardiograph.

FlQ. 4:!fi9.—Apex-beat Tracing from Man.

upon the point where the impulse is felt; r is a tulu

opening into the tambour and of a suitable size for tbi

attachment of tlie connecting rubber tubing. The sur-
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roundiug outer Ikix, siJiinir. ami screw are for regulatinir
tlie pressure exerted by the button on the skin. The

rccordiug tambour (A-, Fig. 4So7) is a similar metal box

covered with rubber luembraue. Hestiug ui)Oii the ceii

tre of the membrane is a support wliieh raises the

writiug lever when air is driven over from the receiv-

ing tambour, A'. In applying tlie cardiograi)h to the

heart care must be taken to adjust the button exactly on
tlie apex beat, as an inch or two nearer the miildle line

the chest wall may recede during the systole instead of

being inessed outward, and the tracing obtained would
be (lillicult to interpret. A tracing of the cardiac im-

jnilse is slK)wn in Fig. 4359.

A modification of the cardiograph lias been made for

application to the carotid arteries (Fig. 4360), but for

this purpose and
also for the ve-

nous pulse an

ordinary or cup-
shaped funnel of

suit a b 1 e size

usually suffices.

A small por-
ta 1)1 e kymo
g r a p li w i t h

recording appa-
ratus for two
simultaneous
tracings is
shown in Fig.
4361. The pe-

culiarl}- shaped
receiver D is for

appl.ving over
the edge of the
liver to obtain a

tracing of the
liver pulse.

Co.MiiixED Diukct .\nd Indirect Sphygmogr.\pht.—
James Mackenzie has devised an arrangement which he
caWa

"
tlic cliiiirid jjuli/f/rd/i/i" (Fig. 4362). In this a re-

fording tambour is attached to a Dudgeon's sphygmo-
grapli in such a way that while the radial pulse is being
recorded in the ordinary way by direct sphygmography,
a tracing of the carotid or jugular pulse or of the apex
lieat can be recorded over it on the same strip ol paper
by air transmission. This is a very portable apparatus
aud is quite delicate enough for obtaining venous pulse
tracings. The writer uses an instrument imjirovised by

Fig. 4:Mi.— IteceivlDg Tambour for Carotid
Pulse. (Hiirtlile.)

fill. 4.'!(il.—Knoll's Polvgruph with Rerelvers, (Mackenzie.)

himself and his hilioratory assistant, but based on IMac
kcnzie's model ; with it lie took most of the simultaiu'-
ous tracings figured in the article on Pulse. Fig. 4;!(i3

shows an example of the radial and external jugular

pulses taken simultaneously witli this apparatus in a
case of dilati'd heart without valvular lesion. In two
of the ciuves simultaneous jxiints are marked by vertical
lines. These points are marked as follows : Before start-

Fli;. -lliti:.'. -Tlie fliukiil Polygraph, ijlaekeiizif. i

iug the jiaper the two writing levers are allowed to mark
vertical lines (XX, Fig. 4363), to show the relative posi-
tion of the writing levers. I'oints on the two tracings
equidistant from these vertical lines orrespond in time
and may be measured otf to any desired number. In

taking venous tracings the writer usually selects the ex-
ternal jugular, but Jlackenzie prefers the internal. The

Fiii. 4;3tj;j.— Sifnultaiieoiis. Ti;uin*r
taken by the t'omblued MetboU-

i)f Radial aud Ju«rular Pulses
Ju^ulai' above, I'adial below.

receiving funnel is held over the vein by hand, the
amount of pressure required being learned by jjractice.
A ligure illustrating the method of taking the volume

pulse (plethsymography) is given in the article on Circu-
lation. For further examples of pulse tracings and their

interpretation, .see article on Pulse.

Befcren-Cfs.
—In pr(;paring this article use has been

made of the following books: O. Langendorff's
"
Physio-

logische Graphik," F. Shenk's "Physiologisches Practi-

cum," James ^lackenzie's "Study of the Pulse,'' T. G.
Brodie's "Experimental Physiology," Hutchinson and

l?aiu}''s "Clinical Jlelhods." and the catalogues of Baird
and Tatlock, London, and Eugen Albrecht, Tiibingeu.

Wiliiam S. Morrow.

SPINA BIFIDA.—P.VTHOLOGY.—Two congenital mal
fonuaticn-i of the spine, rachischisis and spina bifida,

are so closely related that they should Ik! considered to-

gether. While both are cliar;icterized by a ch'ticient for-

mation of the arches of the vertebra', they differ in the

degree of development attained by tlic spinal cord. In
rachischisis it is so rudimentary that even the central

canal of the cord has not formed and the endothelium
which .should line it is expo.sed as a transparent mem-
brane on the back, through which is seen a Hat red areji

consisting of vascular nerve and connective tissues repre-

senting nature's abortive attempt to gi-ow a spinal cord
without any axis or "anlag<'." When the whole cord is

involved it is siioken of as rachischisis totalis, amyelia.
or absence of the cord; when only a part, partisd rachis-

chisis. In spiiui bilida the cord more nearly ap|)roaclies
its proper devcdopment. A hernia like sac of fluid ]iro-

triiiles through tlie cleft lamina' of the vertebra'; it may
ov may not contain the cord, spinal roots, aud nerves.
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Ratliisctiisis iiiiii spina bifida have their counterpart
in the skull ami brain; tutal racliisrhisis, or amyelia, in

cranioscliisis or aiicncfphalus, partial nirliischisis in

derenceplialus ; tlu' three varieties of spina bitida, me-

Flo. 4:tHt.— Aneni'ephiilus with Total Rai-hischlsls. ShowlnR tlie

stiort neck, uptumetl face, and dark area niedullo-vasciilnsa fn Itii'

centre of l)ack ; also tlie area epitheluidea on each side and ttie

mane-llke growth of fine lialrs.

ningomyelocele, myelocystocele, and spinal meningocele
in hydreneephaloeele, encephalocele, and meningocele.
Furthermore, they are frequently associated and are to

be classed as defects of the central nervous system due
to arrest of dc'velopment or persistence of early embry-
onic conditions, coml)ined with distention of certain cavi-

ties with cerebro-spinal tliiid.

To better understand the condition spoken of as ra-

chiscliisis, let us turn to the normal development of the

central nerv(nis system in the embryo. The earliest em-
brj'onic appearance of the central nervous system is a

thickening of the ectoderm in front of the primitive fur-

row. This thickened area soon bears a longitudinal fui-

row of its own, which grows rajiidly in length while I he

primitive furrow disjipjiears, and the walls of the furrow-

grow together on the surface, forming a closed tube,
whicli, however, retains for a long time a direct com-
munioutioii at its jiosterior end with the cavity of the in

testine, while its anterior end e.\pands to form the primi
tive cerebral vesicles of the rudimentary brain. This

embryonic structure is not to he the future cord and
bniin. but represents the little central canal of the coni
and the cerebral vesicles; the real elements of the spinal
cord and brain grow annmd it as an axis. The walls of
the neural furrow first coalesce' to form a closed tube in

what becomes the upper dorsal cord; hence that part is

always a little in advance of the rest in its development,
and malformations are rarer there than in any other part
of the spine. The central can.il forms very early. It

exists as a closed tube in minuie embryos less than one-

eighth inch in total length, which, according to the tables
of JIall, represent about the twelfth day. The beginnings

of the vertebral bodies appear later and the arches of the
vertebriE still later, so that they project only a short dis-

tance from the sides of the vertebral bodies at the end of

eight weeks, and it is four weeks more before they unite
to enclose the dorsal section of the cord, which is also the
first part of the spinal canal to close in.

Fig. 4364 is a photograph of the back of a rachis-

chisic and anencephalic child at term. The cranial vault
is wanting, and both the base of the skull and the mid-
dle of the back expose an irregular band of dark red,

glistening, moist tissue looking like mucous membrane,
the area meduUo-vasculosa. External to this on each
side is a glistening smooth membranous space, the area

epitheloidea, merging in turn into normal skin. Outside
of this again are a series of small elevations caused by
the ends of the cleft arches protruding under the skin,
and along this line a band of long, fine, silky hairs grow
like a divided mane, extending from the forehead half-

way down the back. The back and neck together are

very short, the face is turned upward like a frog's, the
ears rest on the shoulders, the eyes protrude. A median

longitudinal section (Fig. 436.')) shows the absence of
both spinous processes and spinal cord and an abnormal
curve of the cervical spine, which explains the frog like

position of the head on the shoulders. That this posi-
tion is due to the condition of the spine rather than to

deformity of the skull is shown by Fig. 4366, the skele-

ton of a rachischisic with abnormal cervical curve and
a well-developed cranium, whereas Fig. 4367, a median

Fig. 4:iii.").-Ij<>inriUidinal Sei-linn thniiik'li K.lKht-nionllis' Kietus wiib
Total Rachisclilsis. Showing ubnornial curves of spine.

section through a f(etus with simple anencei>hulus, is

without abnormal curves of the s|)ine and the |iosition of

the head is normal. The study of twenty skeletons of

rachisehisics in the Warren Medical JIuseum, lioston.

shows that both antero-posteriorand lateral spinal curva-

tures are very common. The cleft in the spine is both
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wide and long. It is symmetrical, due to absence of the

spinous process and of both lamina.-; sometimes the

transverse processes are unformed. Occasionally tlie

bodies are cleft as well as the arches, so that there is

Fig. 48(iti.
— Rai-hischisis with (jreat Shortenine and Abnormal

Antero-posterior Curvatures. Skull well developed. (Warren
Museum.)

both an anterior and a posterior split in the spine. The
halves of the divided spine separate from each other, to

unite below the cleft (Fig. 436S). Absence of a vertebra
is not uncommon ; also segmentation of one or more ver-

tebral bodies, or absence of ribs ; deformities of the thorax
are common.

Partial or incomplete rachischisis may involve any
number of vertebrie, from five up, in any part of the

spine. Von Recklinghausen (in Virchoir's Arcltie fiir

Patlu)logie, vol, cv. ) describes the appearance of the back.
There is absence of skin in a circular area in the median
line of the back containing a central dark red area mednl-
lo-vasculosa, surrounded by thin glistening membrane
which merges into true skin

;
two dimples, one at the

upper and one at the lower part of the area medullo-

vasculosa, called cephalic and caudal jioles, mark the

points where the central canal of the coril commences to

be a tube above and below, and a bristle may often be

]ia.sscd into its lumen. Not infretjuently a collection of
fluid in the mcsiies of the pia raises this area on the top
of a sliglitly projecting cyst. The appearance is then
much like that of a siiiiia liilida.

No svu'gical pr(.icedure has been performed for ra-

eliiseliisis. Most are still born or die at birth, the rest

a few hours after, althougli a recent case at the Infant's

Hos])ital, Boston, lived eight days, and it is possible that
some remain alive longer.
Spina bitiila %vas first correctly descrilicd by Nicolai

Tulpius, of Amsterdam, in 1(W.")—a congenital malforma-
tion consisting of a cleft of the arches of the vertebra'
and a sac containing tiuid protruding on the btiek ; very
rarely there Mi;i_y be a cleft in the limlies of the vertelir,-e

as well as in the arelies. The Clinieal Socii-ty of London
in I8S,") a]ii)ointi'd a special c.immiltee to tabulate all the
eases recorded in literalur(\ .'ill London hospital records
and nuiseum specimens, and inciileiitally to report on

the best method of treatment. Their classification of the
different forms of spina bifida is based \ipon the gross
pathological appearances of museum specimens. It di-

vides them into three varieties, according to the position
of the fluid : first variety, fluid e.xternal to pia mater of
cord

;
second variety, fluid contained in dilated cavities

of pia-arachnoid ;
third variety, fluid within the cord

itself in the dilated central canal. The first condition is

named spinal meningocele, the second meningomyelocele,
and the third myelocystocele. Then there are mixed
forms in which a cyst of the cord is associated with one
of the other varieties of spina bifida, called by Reckling-
hausen myelocystomeningocele. They constitute a fourth

variety.
Spinal 7neningocdes represent a fairly large proportion

of all cases of spina bifida, but different writers vary in

their estimates. This is due to the scarcity of museum
specimens, for unlike the other forms the death rate from

operation is very low in this variety. The sac is usually
large and always globular, either entirely covered with
skin or with a relatively small membranous portion on

top, while the pedicle is constricted and slender. Such
sacs most frequently come in the lumbosacral or sacral

region, are uncommon in the cervical and lumbar spine,
and are rare in the dorsal region. The cleft is always
small, involving only one or two v.TtebriB, is situated a
little to one side of the median line, and the pedicle of
the sac may even escape through a deficiency of the liga-
ments between well-formed arches of adjacent vertebrae.

On opening it, a loop of cord or nerves may be found

Fig. 4367. — Lonsrltudinal Section throURli Anencepliallc Foetus.

Showing almost normal spinal curves.

Ij'ing in the neck of the sac. Clinically the absence of
subdivisions and of large nerves may be demonstrated by
applying the hydrosenpe to the sac in the siime manner
as one would apjily it in a case of hydrocele. The skin

surrounding tlie base of the sac is usually covered with
a growth of silky hairs.

MjielonwiiuH/oaicii.
—These are common in the lower

segments of the spine, less common in the dorsal, and

^.s;
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very rare in the cervical region. Tlie cleft is large, involv-

ing the arches nf four, five, si.\. or even seven vertebne.

The Siic. therefore, has a wide base, and as it is usually
subdivided by partitions into a number of chambers it

has an irregu-
lar, more or
less llattened

contour. The
ixternal cover-

ing consists of

buth skin and
membrane, but
Ihesummitand
a consideiable

part of the
walls are mem-
branous. The
skin about the

base is hairy
and often too

thin and poor
to make good
Haps in oper-

ating. The sac

eoutiiins eere-

1 ) r o - spinal
Moid, si)inal

roots, spinal
nerves, and the

lord itself, ex-

cept in a few
cases in which
the Cauda equi-
naaloueenters.
Sometimes the

cord runs
llirough with-
out attaching
itself to the
sac ; usually it

is a 1 1 a c li e d .

The attach-
meut shows ex
tcrnall_v as an
umbilicationof
the summit,
and was first

described by
Virchow inil863.

'
Internally the cord is greatly deformed

and spreads ilsi'lf out on the lop of the sac, becoming in

distinguishable from it save for the nerve roots that spring
from it an<l traverse the cavity in long loops to reach their

nspeclive inlervcrlebral foramina. Tliis appearance is

sliowu in Fig. 43T1. where the sac has been opened by a
vertical median incision. The nerve roots and nerves
show plainly, unless there are numerous subdividing cro.ss

walls, as in Fig. 4372, wjiieh, however, is not uncommon.
The nerves are seldom normal in ap])earanee, at limes they
are very thin, and at oilier times very thick, translucent,
red, and semitransjiarent from O'dema

;
this swollen con-

dition often corresponds to an absence of axis cylinders
and explains jiaralysis. Clinically, myelomeningocele
may be dilTcrentiated from simple meningocele by the

shape of the tumor, the broad base, and irregular form,
if umbilicated resembling a tomato, and the largely
mcmbrauous covering; the presence of the cord, of

nerves, and of septa may l)e inferred from shadows seen

by examining the sac with the hydroscope, also by ap-
plying with a small electrode a mild faradic e\urent
to dilferent points on the surface of the sac. On the

summit, often close to the umbilication. one frequently
finds superficial ulcers wiili u granulating base either

round or irregular in contour: the appearance is sug-
gestive of partial rachischisis, and it has been thought
that the ulcer, which often ('ornsponds to the attach-

ment of the cord, is in reality an area medullo-vascnlosa.
The author has recently studied four such cases, but
he was unable to demonstrate on any of them the pros-

TUi. 4 )i^. CWti nf Iii«lii-» of (Vrviriil iinil

.*iev<-ii rpper Dorsal. Verti'tir.e with Separ,*!-
tion : (ircat Sliortiming and Deformity of Ilie

Ttioni.x and Neck..- Anterior aspect. (Warren
Museum. )

euce of the cephalic or caudal dimple of Reckling-
hausen.

MijelocyntoMh ti iid Mijdocjintomeit ingocele.
—

Myelocysto-
celes, wheie the fluid lies wholly in the distended central

canal of the cord, arc very rare. Tin; c<iinmittee of the
Clinical Society found but two uncomplicated cases.

They were in the cervical and lumbar regions. Reckling-
hausen speaks of eleven cases mid not^d the occurrence
of a large hernia of the abdominal contents, hiiin-h-dnrm-

blase-apalle, m ten of them. These cases were, however,
not pure myelocystoceles, for they were associated with
fluid in the meshes of the pia-arachnoid and were classi-

fied by him as belonging to the fourth variety of spina
bifida, called myelocystomeningocele. These are of four
kinds:

1. A cystic cord with a spinal meningocele lying on its

dorsal side.

2. A cystic cord squeezed up out of the spinal canal

by a meningeal cyst beneath it.

3. A rupture of the cystic cord into a meningeal cyst,
the cord where it is splilj open exposing the lining of its

central canal like the, area raedullo-vasculosa, only it is

exposed in the interior of the spina bifida sac instead of

externally to the air.

4. A distended cord lifted upon a meningeal cyst
bursts externally, leaving on top of a spina bifida .sac a

small sinus open-
ing into the cen-

tral canal.

In pure myelo-
cystoceles the
vertical split in-

volves only one
or two arches,

while in the my-
elocystomen-
ingoceles four
to six may be
deficient. T h e

covering con
sistsof skin, fat,

subcutaneou s

and deep fascia,

aponeurosis,
and tissue of the

spinal cord: in

other words, it

is thick enough
to be opaque
when viewed by
transmitted
light. The cav-

ity is glistening,
smooth, and reg-

ular, without
any nerves or

bands traversing
it. The spinal
roots arise from
the outside of

the .sac anteri

orly. Simple
spinal meningo-
cele differs
from it clinically

chiefly in the

thinness and
tianslucency of

the sac w' a 1 1 .

Myelocystocele,
however, is ac-

companied by
conspicuous curvatures of the spine, absence or de-

formity of ribs, the great congenital hernia already
alluded to, also dub- foot, jiaraplegia, and iiaralysis of

the sphincters. The presence of a number of other
deformities or of extensive paralysis involving the

sphincters may raise the presumjition. in a doubtful case,

Fp,. 4;)i;ii. — llailiisclii.sl.s Willi LaU'lal Cuna-
tiire. Ttie an-lies of tlie cervieal spine are
closed. (Warren Museum.)
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that we are dealing with a myelocystocele or a myelo-
cystomeningocele.
DiKKEUENTiAL DIAGNOSIS.—Tlipic are distinct dilTcr-

encesintlie piiysical characteristics of the varielics of

spina bifida—dilTcrcnces great cnougli to enable the sur-

geon to guchs slii'ewdly l)cforc (ipcratiiig what he will

find in the sac aiul to guide him in selecting a nietliod of

procedure adapted to the conditions confronting him.
His opinion is to be based on an examination of the

tumor, of the presence and extent of paralysis, and on
the presence of other congenital deformities. The form,
size, and location of the tumor, the character and thick-

ness of its covering, its transhicency. the picseiice of

Fio. 4370.—Spina BlHda In Child ot Five Years. Deflcleni-y of sacral
arches. Probably a niyeloinenlngocele. (Warren Museum.)

shadows indicating partitions or nerves in the sac, when
examined with tlie hydroscope by transmitted light, the
size of the pedicle or base, and the number of deficient

vertebral arches—all these together afford valuable evi-
dence of the variety of spina bifida one is dealing with,
while the presence of exteu'^ive gnive malformations and
paralysis coidirm and
correct the diagnosis.
Tlie table given be-

low may be of use.

Natikai, History.—What is the natural
life of spin;e bifid:c if

they are unoperated
and receive home
care? How .much
does the deformity
interfere with the en-

joyment of life, and
what proportion live

to be adults? It may
be stated without
hesitation that only
a small proportion
live to adult life.

The mortality in the
first year is very
great; in London the

mortality returns for

a single }'ear show
that out of 89 deaths
from spina bifida 86
were under a year
old, and the death
rate is much higher
during the first three
months than for the
rest of the year. The
chief causes of death
are rupture of the sac,

meningitis, convul-
sions, marasmus, liy-

drocephalus; inter-

current affections

play a subordinate
role. Of 32 untreated
cases followed by
Demme, of Berne, all

of whom died under two years old, 15 children died from
rupture of the sac, 10 from marasmus, and 7 from inter-

current diseases. Out of CO unoperated cases collected

by Mar.sh, Gould, Clutton, and Parker, there were 3
deaths in adults (most of the cases were children), 1

from spontaneous rupture and meningitis, 1 from stone
in the bladder, 1 from unknown cause. Rupture and
meningitis are undoubtedly the largest factors in the
death rate both of children and of adults.
When a child survives the first few years, the tumor

either persists or undergoes spontaneous cure by shrink-

Fiti. 4371. —Section thrtiiiph a Myelo-
meniujJrocele. The lumbar enlarge-
ment is attached to the posterior wall of
the sac, and has been divided. The
nerve roots are seen running from this

part of the posterior sac wall toward the
foramina. (Warren Museum.)

AIDS IN Differentiating Varieties of Spina Bifida.

Form

Size
Location

Thickness of sac
Character of covering..

Translucency

Shadows of bands, etc..
Size of pedicle
Number of defective
arches.

Paralysis

Sphincter paral.Tsls. . .

Other malformations

Spinal Meningocele.

Globular or nearly so

Plum to child's head
Lower lumbar and sacral,
uncommon cervical and
rarely dorsal.

Thin
Skin sometimes with a
small part membranous.

Translucent

Not seen
Small
One. two or three some-
times not In median line.

Uncommon

Ab.sent

Usually absent

Vol. VII.— 19

Meningomyelocele.

Irregular, slightly lobulated,
often with umblllcation.

Small plum to orange
Lumbar and sacral, rare in

cervical and dorsal.

Thin
Usually inni'i- nn-iiibranethan
skin Itart-ly j.km covered,
frequently ulcerated.

Translucent

Present
Broad bas);

More than three.

Not lnfre(|uent. partial pai'a-

plegui common.
Very rare

Usually present

Myelocystocele Pure.

Globular .

Plum to ?

I..umbar, sacral, cervical.,

Thick .

Skin .,

Fairly opaque .

Not seen . . .

Small
One or two .

Often considerable ,

Genenilly present
Usually some, not very grave.

Myelocystomeningocele.

Irregular, often higher than
broad.
Plum to orange.
Cervical, lumbar, sacral

Thick.
Skin or part membrane.

Fairly opaque, may be tranj-

paivnt In part.
Not seen.

Large.
Often four tosi.x.

Generally present.

Present frequeully.
Usually present, grave; ab-
dominal hernia common.
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Fig. 4372.— Myt'louienliiKcK'eli' ; .Sac iiiucli Sub-
divided. (Warren Museum.)

age. However, out of eight adults and three children in

whom the tumor persisted unl rented there Avas only one
•who could say that he had no ill effects from it. Spon-

taneous cure I

have observed to

take place after

superficial ul-

cers on the sur-

face of the sac

had cicatrized ;

scar contraction
seemed to be the

chief factor in

shrinking the

tumor. Sponta-
neous cure has
also followed
rupture of the

sac, but it is a

surprising re-

sult, for this is

usually' a fatal

accident. Spina
bilida is very often associated with other malformations
and deformities from paralysis, conditions not benefited

by spontaneous cure.

TnK.\TMKST.—Without surgical intervention the chance
of life fur a young baby with spina bifida is small. His
chance iniprovesas he grows older, but his chance of liv-

ing a useful, industrious life is slim ; he will bean invalid

nine times out of ten if he lives. Docs surgery offer any
better outlook? What is the mortality in cases which

undergo operation? The recently compiled statistics of

Swedish surgeons show that out of 229 cases which un-
derwent operation 83 were fatal, a mortality of 3.5.8 per
cent. Out of 21 eases over live years old but 1 was lost.

while 43.3 per cent, of the cases under a week old ended
in death. It is impossible to ti.\ a mortality rate for the
different forms of spina bilida, because clinical records
have been made without reference to its division into

varieties; for this reason some writers assert that about
all children with spina bifida die before they are a year
old ; other surgeons whose experience is limited to a few
successful operations believe that it is a simple thing to

cure them all. In a measure both are right.

Simple meningoceles if protected against rupture not

infrequent ly get well by gradual obliteration of the pedi-
cle with fibrous tiss\ie and subsequent shrinkage from
absorption of fluid. If the meningocele is ruptured,
whether during birth or afterward, convulsions and death
from septic meningitis follow as a rule, unless the sac be

ligatured and excised promptly to preventtheinfeetion of
the spinal canal. At least four cases, however, of rup-
ture have been known to have healed without infection
with a spontaneous cure. The fear of rupture often leads
to excision of the sac, and the great majority of these
cases make a perfectly good recovery. Nicolj. of Glas-

gow (Lancet, 1901, vol. i., p. 61.5), reportsagood result in

three cases, all in the cervical region, operated in the out-

patient department and sent to their homes where a trained
nurse attended them. The children were treated in this

way rather than in the hosjiital ward because they were

nursing and their mothers could not be admitted with
them. A recent Italian writer reports a cure following
repeated aspirations of a hnnbar case. Hydrocephalus
sometimes makes its ap])earance in a few weeks after

operation and is a very unfavorable prognostic sign, just
as it is in the other forms of spina bifida. The surgical
techni(|ue for excision of a simple spinal meningocele
presents no difficulties. The skin, subcutaneous fat, and
fascia are divided on the tumor about an inch above llie

true pedicle, and the dissection is carried down to when-
the pedicle emerges and a ligature of silk or catgut
loosely idaced around it; the sac is then opened by a me-
dian incision and part of the fluid in it emptied in order
to see if the cord or nerves are looped into the sac where
the ligature might constrict them; if so. they should be

gently tucked back into the canal with a probe or the

ligature raised ujjon the pedicle sufficiently to avoid
them before tying and excising the sac. If more than
one vertebral arch is deficient. Haps from the aponeuro-
sis covering the muscles of the back shuuld be turned up
and stitched over the pedicle, then the skin is sutvired
and a sterilized gau/.e dressing aiijilied. If the patient
is a young baby, loss of heat is to be guarded against
during the operation by laying the infant face downward
on a couple of hot-water bottles at about 110" F.. and
extra care should be taken to guard against shock.
Aniesthesia should not be pushed too far with young
babies, as it is easy to prt)duce profouiul narcosis.

In England twenty years ago the injection of Morton's

iodoglyeerin solution was extensively employed. Dr.
James Morton, the inventor, claimed to have obtained
well-marked shrinkage and obliteration of the sac in forty
out of fifty consecutive cases. The solution is made by
dis.solving ten grains of iodine and a drachm of iodide of

potassium in an ounce of glycerin. One drachm of this is

slowly injected with a hypodermic syringe into the sac;
the child is held with the back down during operation
and IVir several hours after, a precaution to prevent the
fiuid diffusing by gravity into the spinal canal. Sudden
death followed occasional I}'; large clefts of the lumbo-
sacral region were considered dangerous. The applica-
tion of an elastic ligature has been abandoned in favor of

cleaner and more modern methods.

Meningomyelocele is a much graver malformation, be-

Kiuse with verj' few exceptions the cord is deformed
where it is attaclicd to the sac; the deformed region fre-

quently involves the origins of six or more pairs of spinal
roots; where the cord itself is not attached the nerve
roots are adherent and are drawn out into long loops.
Partial parajilegia and paralytic club-foot are commonly
associated with it, as might be e.x'pected, and not infre-

quently congenital dislocation of the hip. No improve-
ment of the paraJytic condition has been obtained from

operations upon the sac in this class of cases. Is it not
wiser to refrain from operating? This question would

certainly receive an affirmative answer were no other

point of view obtainable. !Most patients with meningo-
mj'elocele die during the first year of life

;
the chief causes

are .septic meningitis from rupture or ulceration, and

hj'drocephalus. Operation is justifiable if cither of these

causes of death can be eliminated. Hydrocephalus can
neither be eliminated nor improved by operation, but a
tight covering of healthy skin can be siibstituted for a
thin ulcerating membrane in many cases and the danger
of infection and rupture removed. Operations are often

undertaken with only this end in view, and two methods
have been successfidly used—the injection of the sac with
iodine and the cutting operation miscalled excision. The
former method has just been described. The latter opera-
tion is performed somewhat differently from that em-

ployed for spinal meningocele. It consists in laying out

as large skin flaps as possible from the base of the tumor
and removing if po.ssible the thin outer layer of membrane
covering the vault of the tumor without opening the sac.

The latter is then opened by a small incision somewhere
on the side to avoid injuring the nerve roots and cord;
the flaps are prepared from the muscle aponeurosis and

tightly stitched over the collapsed sac; the skin is sutured
over it with a layer of superficial stitches. In cliildreu

of the age of puberty flaiis of bone are often turned in to

prevent the subsequent bulging which is bound to come
on account of the large size of the cleft; foreign bodies

have also been employed—pieces of gold or celluloid.

The main object of the operation, however, must be to

unite the divided sac and the skin flajis in siich a way as

to avoid leakage of cerebro-spinal fluid and not to injure
the cord and nerves in replacing them in the canal. On
account of these real difliculties the prognosis before

operation nmst be nuich less favorable than in a case of

simple meningocele. The after-care should also i inbrace

every precaution to xirevent leakages until union may
take place. Little babies are best kept face down on the

nurse's lap for six to ten hours, and then kept in bed still

on the face with the hijis raised for six days. Feeding

'20(1
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$«plual (uculuiza-

in this i)osition is difficult, But may bu accomplislied by
using the old-fashioned nursing-bottle with long flexible

tube.

Jlycliicystocele pui'c and .simple is fortiinately a very
rarecleformit}-. Dr. Jlorton greatly improved one case

by iodine injections. Aspiration alone or the evacuation

of fluid bj- simple incision would inllict very little injury
on the cord; but ojierators are wary of <li)iiig anything
which might pr<iduee an increase of the paralj'sis, espe-

cially usalougli healthy skin covering. alTordinggood pro-
tection against riiptiue, is usually found. After a small

incision had been made, aponeuioticllapscould be turned

back and closely sutured to prevent leakage of cerebro-

spinal fluid, as is dune for nieuiugomj'elocele; the thick-

ness of tlie skin tla])s also would aid in preventing leak-

age. The n\yelocystomeningocele of Recklinghausen or

myelocystocele complicated by meningomyelocele or by
spinal meningocele is less common than either of tlio.se

varieties. As the anatomical conditions vary widely
treatment must be varied to suit the individual case.

It was Mr. Glutton's intention, if he should find the

sac becoming smaller, in a case in which a meningeal
cyst was lying on the dorsal side of a myelocystocele, to

iiiject Morton's solution. E.xcision of the meningocele
could be performed in such a case, but the dilated cord

would be too big to be replaced in the spinal canal.

In case the position is reversed and the hydromyelo-
cele is on the dorsal side of a meningeal C3'st, the same
difticulty renders replacement of the cord into the canal

impossible, although if impending rupture or danger of

septic meningitis make operation imperative, an opera-
tion similar to that described for meningomyeloceles may
be performed, the surgeon taking large enough flaps
from the muscle aponeurosis to cover in the collapsed

cysts which would probably be too voluminous to re-enter

the canal. Unless the.se dangers threaten, however, cases

are better unoperated, especially if the healthy skin covers
the sac. A shield of metal, hanl rubber, or stiffened

leather should be worn to protect the sac from ])ressure.
In case we have to deal with a myelocystocele which has

ruptured on its ventral side into a subjacent meningeal
cyst, the condition cann(>t bo differentiated clinically from

meningomyelocele and the treatment should be the same.
In case the rupture has come on the dorsal side, leaving
the sinus connecting the central canal of the cord with the

e.xternal surface of the sac, it would seem rational first to

explore, lay open, and obliterate the sinus, provided it is

not too long, before attempting to deal with the sac it-

self. Curiously enough, seveial cases have been reported
of adults who have borne these sinuses all their lives; it

is probable that in these cases the sinus is limited by a
closure of the central canal not far from the orifice.

In deciding on the treatment for a case it is well for

the surgeon to ask himself three questions; Is this a case

in which no operation shotdd be done, or is it one in

which a successful operation is possible, or one in which

operation has to be done as a life-saving measure? No
operation should be performed if the tumor is decreasing
in size without leaking, unless meningitis is feared from
the presence of deep ulcers ; because a natural spontaneous
cure offers just as good a result to the patient as does an

operation. No operation should be performed if hydro-
cephalus be present , except with the distinct understand-

ing that it is undertaken to avert for a short time death
from rupture or meningitis. No operation should be per-
formed on a myelocystocele which has a thick covering
of healthy skin unless it is rapidly enlarging. Operation
may be successful in any other case, whether spinal me-

ningocele, myelomeningocele, myelocystocele, or mye-
locystomeningocele. Sim])Ie spinal meningoceles are
almost always nuich benetilcd by excision. Excision
should be done as a life-saving measure in all cases of

nipture, and it shoidd be done as soon as po.ssible after
the rupture; it should be done as a life-saving measure
whenever rupture seems imminent or the iiroximily of

septic ulcers awakens just fears of septic infection spread-
ing to the meninges.

Tenijiorary relief from impending rupture may be

obtained by aspiration if the child's condition renders
operation unjustifiable.

Spina liijida Occulta.—In the so-called spina bifida
occulta there is no projecting sac; an abnormal hairy
patch in the median line is usually the only external

sign on tin; back. Some paralj-sis, or paresis, a jiara-

lytic club-foot, muscular atrojihy of the limb, anaesthetic

areas, or sjihincter paralysis which cannot be logically
accounted for in other ways, may lead to its recognition;
in some cases peculiar idceis of the foot of nervous origin
arc observed, 'i'hc affection is frequently obscure un-
less the bare back is .seen. Sometimes a soft mass like a
diffused lijioma may be felt beneath the hairy patch.
Recklinghausen says, in explanation of this condition,

that in fu'tal life there was present a spina bifida which
collap.sed and shrivelled, leaving only a nunute scar and
the hypertrichosis to mark where it had once been. On
dissection one, two, or threes cleft vertebne are found
closed in with a thick, dense, fibrous membrane, like a
drum head. This is perforated by a fibrous or fibro-

muscular baud uniting the superficial part of the tumor
with that lying within the spinal canal ; for a tumor, usu-

ally a fibro-lipoma, has been found at autopsj' in these

cases, and not infrequently consideralde sofleniug or com-
pression of the cord as a result of its growth. The re-

moval of this tumor and of fibrous tissue bands has in a
few instances been followed by a complete disappear-
ance of paralysis. One case was reported by Robert Jones
in 1889. The lumbar cord in spina bifida occulta extends
in the spinal canal often to the lower part of the sacrum
instead of ending opposite the first or second lumbar ver-
tebra. No explanation has been offered for the cause of
the hypertrichosis. The tumor is regarded by Reckling-
hau.sen as the growth of some embryonic cells which had
been drawn into the spinal canal along with the collapsed
spina bifida sac. These cells may at times belong to an-
other embryo and give rise to cases of foetal inclusion
like that reported hy Jones, who removed a third arm
from between the scapulae and in so doing opened the

spinal canal. Augtislus Tharndike.

SPINAL COCAINIZATION AND LUMBAR PUNC-
TURE.—Analgesia by the subarachnoid injection of co-

caine was first demonstrated by Dr. J. Leonard Corning,
of New York, in 1885, and since that date this method
of inducing aniBSthesia has been carefully elaborated and
has been practised in several thousand recorded cases by
numerous observers in various parts of the world.
The knowledge so far accumulated does not justify a

strict comparison of this procedure with general anws-
thesia b)' ether or chloroform inhalation, and its relative

safety is not j-et definitely determined, but the meagre
and fragmentary statistical data at present available
indicate a mortality considerably in excess of that at-

tendant upon the use of chloroform, and it is more than

probable that the vast majorit_v of practical surgeons do
not, for various reasons, indorse the procedure as a trust-

worthy expedient. The more conservative advocates of
this measure, being mindful of the hazard, regard it, not
as a substitute for other methods of producing anas-
thesia, but rather as appropriate to cases in which local

anaesthesia cannot be applied, or when general ana'sthetic

agents are clearly coutraindicated in consequence of pul-

monary, cardiac, or renal disease, in aged persons, in

alcoholics, in operations of a class rendered extra-hazard-
ous by the administration of a general aua-sthetic, and in

operations in which the conctirrence or the consciousness
of the patient is desirable or necessary.

In the hands of prudent men, immediately disastrous
results have been few, although alarming syiuptoms and
sudden (k'ath, inex])licalile on any other hypothesis than
that of shock or intoxication, have foUow-ed lumbar punc-
ture, both without and after the cocaine injection, thus

clearly establishing the fact that the procedure is by no
means free from danger.

It is worthy of remark that a number of failures have
been reported, but how far the negative or the unfavor-
able results have been influenced by faulty technique,
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by impure cocaine, or by idiosyiicriisy is not known, and
tlie possibility of provol^ing by pniictiire remote patho-

logical cbaniies iu the cord or in its membranes remains
to be ascertained.

Spinal cocaiuization is commonly resorted to for the

purpose of producing analgesia in those parts of the

body which are below the diaphragm, but it is claimed that

the etTeet may be extended to the upper part of the trunk,
to the head, neck, and upjicr extrenuties, and that it is

available for operations upon these parts as well as for

major and minor abdominal and |)<'l\ic operations, and
for other operations on the lower portions of the body.
Various substances possessing more or less analgesic

power have been used in like manner for the same pur-

pose. Among them, eucaine, antipyrin, nirvanin, and

morphine; but cocaine is emjiloyed far more than all

the others combined, and is decidedly to be preferred for

this purpo.se to any known agent.
A drug introduced into the subarachnoid space should

be absolutely sterile, as the risk of infection ranks among
the prominent dangers of the practice. It shoidd also

be of pure ([uality and of delinite strength. Several

methods of rendering cocaine aseptic have been proposed
and have proven satisfactory. Most operators who
undertake to sterili/.e the drug depend upon heat applied
to an aqueous solution, using a temjierature of 180° to

212 F. , for from one miiuitc, uhieli (Iocs not sterili/<', to

fifteen minutes, which is said to destroy much of the co-

caine and seriously to impair the analgesic property of

the .solution thus treated. The method of fractional

sterilization of a two-percent, solution by subjecting it,

in jsJass cajisules, to a heat of 176° F. for four hours, on
four successive days, is elHcient, but very troublesome,
as the solution does not keep well and is generally re-

garded unlit for use after about two weeks, so that a
fresh jjreparation of the drug becomes necessary. The
dry method appears to be the most feasible. This con-
sists in subjecting a clKMuieally pure specimen of cocaine
to a dry heat of ;iOO F. for ten minutes or longei'. The
powder is not decomjiosed or injuriously all'ected by
this temperature, and if properly protected it will keep
indefinitely and is always ready for use.

The usual dose for a robust adult is from one-quarter
to one-half of a grain, dissolved either in sterile water
or in the spinal tluid itself. Smaller do.ses are recom-
mended for young, very old, or feeble subjects. A two-

per-cent. solution is ordinarily employed—the smaller
dose of a stronger solution being geuerallj' preferred to

a corresponding dose of a weaker .solution.

The use of cocaine by spinal injection is not restricted,

exclusively, to surgical procedures. It has been success-

fully employed in obstetric jiractice for the purpose of

lessening the pains of parturition. The injection is made
during the second stage, and it is claimed that the pains
are relieved, while at the same time the force of the ute-

rine contractions is not dinunished. but that voluntary
cflort, on the other hand, is increased—the suffering being
absent— so that the duration of the labor is thereby actu-

ally
decreased.

Some of the ardent supporters of medullary narcosis
attribute to it. if i>rom|)tly invoked, the power to limit
or to arrest shock from violent injuries.

Tlie aua'sthetic effect of an average injection of co-
caine is felt in the lower portions of the body after three
or five to ten minutes. The >i))per portions of tlu^ body
are affected in from twenty to thirty ndnules, and the
maximum dose is usually reqinred to accomplish this

result. Complete insensibility to jiaiii may continue
for from one hour toone hourand a half or two hours, and
sometimes for three, four, or even five hours. In jiro-

louged operations or in tedious labor, the injection may
be repeated, in a slightly decreased dose, if necessary to

maintain the aniesthesia.

A glass syringe which can be boiled and rendered

thoroughly aseptic fulfils the requirements of a satisfac-

tory instrument. The needle should not be less than
three inches long, of small diameter, with a sharp point
and a short bevel. It ni;n- bi' constructed of steel or of

a compositi(]n of iridium and platinum, which is strong,
not brittle, and is less likely to rust than steel.

Subarachnoid injection, whether with cocaine or with

any other substance, is liable to be attended by more or less

serious .symptoms—by untoward phenomena associiited

either with the simple puncture or with the effect of the

injected material. Among the most important mani-
festations are cardiorespiratory disturbances, asphyxia,
|)anting. sliock, headache, restlessness, delirium, rapid
pulse, nau.sea, vomiting, sweating, cyano.sis, collapse,

cramps, rigcns, transient paraplegia, sensations of heat,

general depression, elevated temperature, subnormal tem-

perat\ire, fibrillary muscular contractions, relaxation of
the sphincters with involuntary discharges, retention of

urine, etc.

In very nervous and apprehensive patients, the eyes
and cars should be closed during the operation, and a
dose of morphine and strycliaine, given as a lueliminary
s«feguard, is sometimes advantageous. The instruments,
the hands of the operator, and the skin over the entire
back anil loins of the patient shoidd be prepared as care-

fidly as for an abdominal section. Anj' of the lumbar
intersimces may be selected for the puncture, though the
third or fourth is usually cliosen. It has been done as

high as the sixth cervical vertebra, but it is generally
conceded that under ordinary' circumstances puncture in

the lumbar re.giou is safest and best, even when high
analgesia is desired. The spinous process of the fourth
lumbar vertebra can be located by drawing a transverse
line to connect the two iliac crests. It may then be ac-

curately defined by deep palpation. The seat of punc-
ture should be frozen by ethyl chloride, and the .skin—the

oulj' sensitive tissue— ]ienetratcd with the point (d' a bis-

toury. The ]iatient slioulil lie on either side, with the

bodj' well curved forward and a pillow utuler the hip.
The needle may be entered just beneath the spine in the
median line and pressed firmly a little upward and for-

ward, or it may be entered a half-inch to the right or to

the left of the median line and passed obliquely toward
the spinal canal. When the point of the needle enters
the space, which in a well-developed adult is about
two and a half inches below the surface, a sense of dimin-
ished resistance will be noticed, and the spinal fiuid,

always clear and limpid, will flow from the outer end,

drop by drop or in a steady stream. If the lumen of the
needle should be obstructed or if from any cause the
fluid does not ajipear after the point is supposed to have
entered the space, a stylet may be passed, the patient

ma}' cough or make a slight straining effort, or gentle
aspiration by means of a syringe will overcome the ob-

stacle. When the fluid begins to flow, the finger should
be placed over the end of the needle, and the syringe con-

taining the warm solution or the sterilized crystals of
cocaine should be attached. Operators of experience
disagree as to the advisability of allowing a few drops of
the fluid to escape before throwing in the cocaine solu-

tion, some alleging that the normal ([uantity of the fluid

in the cavity should not be disturbed, but that the

amount withdrawn should e([ual or slightly exceed the
amount introduced, while others assert that severe head-
aches and other bad ell'ects are inrre(|ueiit if the spinal
fluid is not wasted. If the solution is used, the i)iston
should be slowly depressed, but if the powder is to be
dissolved in the spinal fluid the piston, already closed,
.should tirst be withdrawn until the barrel is about half

filled with the tluid, which readily dissolves the cocaine,
and then the solution shoidd be gradually returned into

the space, the needle removed, and the i>uncture closed
with collodion.

Emphasis is laid upon thi' impoitance of very delib-

erate introduction of the solution, and a little delay in

withdrawing the needle is advised; if, however, anal-

gesia of the upper parts of the body is desired, the very
rapid and forcible depression of the piston is considered
essential.

Liini/iiir pinictiire. as an independent procedure for

the purpose of withdrawing cerebrospinal tluid. was in-

troduced to the profession liy Quincke in IHUU, and since
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then it lias been frequently practised as a <liagnostlc

means and to lessen pressure in acute or chronic liydro-

cephalus.
It should be remembered that the spinal cord projicr

terininalcs at the first lumbar vertebra, and that the

subarachnoid space is continuous with the ventricles of

the brain through the foramina of Magcndic, Key and

Ketzius. It is not certain, liowever, that these foiannna

are always sulliciently jiatent to allow the free i)assage

of the thud. The normal ipiantity of the cerebro-spinal
fluid varies in different inilividuals. It has been esti-

mated at from half an oiuice to two ounces. It is more
abundant in old than in young persons, and is quickly

reiirodnced.
The operation of lumbar pimcture Is simple and easy

of performance, but it is attended with considerable dan-

ger. The withdrawal of a very small amount of cere-

bro-spinal fluid lias caused exiremeh' grave symptoms,
and lias been followed in repeated instances by imme-

diately fatal results. The puncture is usually made,
with strict antiseptic precautions, at the third or fourth

lumbar intersjiace as above described for spinal ana'S-

th(.'sia. Jdiiics B. Baird.

SPINAL CORD.— Gciicntl Descriptitm of the Mdcroscnpir

Apjiciininr(fi.
—The spinal cord (iiialtdlit npiiutlis) (Figs.

4373. 4374, and 437.5) is that portion of the ceutral cere-

bro-spinal nervous system which is .situated within the

vertebral canal. In liunian beings it is a slightly flat-

tened cylindrical strand, varying in calibre somewhat at

different levels. It is markedly curved in its course,

corresponding to the curvature of the vertebral column.

The spinal cord measures from 43 to 4.5 em. in length,

being on the average somewhat longer in the male than

in the female. It is continuous above, at the lower edge
of the foramen magnum, with the medulla oblongata,
and extends below into the lumbar part of the vertebral

canal, where it is suddenl)' drawn out into a terminal

filament (filum termiimle). The lower limit of the cord

is variable in position in human beings. Usually the

junction with the terminal filament is met with opposite
the lower third of the first lumbar vertebra, or oiiposite
the upper third of the .second lumbar vertebra, but it

may be found even higher or lower than these levels.

In the adult, therefore, the spinal cord does not extend

throughout the whole length of the vertebral canal; the

condition is very ditferent from that found in the em-

bryo (ride ii>fnt). Nor does the spinal cord come any-
where near filling up the lumen of the vertebral canal.

A cross section through the vertebral canal with the cord
in situ reveals a large sjiace between the surface of the

cord and the iimer surface of the bony vertebral canal

(Fig. 4374). This space is subdivided by the coverings
of the cord into several spaces. One of these, between
the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater, the so called

subarachnoid cavity (cni'iim. suharacluwidah), is filled

wiili the cerebro-sjiinal fluid (liquor ccrebivspi/ialin).
This disproporti(m bet\veen the size of the cord and that
of the cavity of the vertebral canal is of great significance
for the protection of tlie cord from iniuiy during the

various movements which the vertebral column under-

goes.
The spinal cord, though in general of a cylindrical

shape, is everywhere somewhat flattened from before

backward; the sagittal diameter is always less than the
frontal diameter. In the smallest portions of the cord
the dilTerence between the sagittal and frontal diameters

may not exceed 1 or 3 mm., but in the two enlargements
of tlu! cord the dilterence may be much greater. The
upper principal enlargement is situated at the junction
of the neck and thorax, and is known as the cervical

enlargement (inlnmescentia cerrir/iliii); at the point of its

maximal enlargement the frontal diameter exceeds the

sagittal by 4-.") mm. The other jirincipal enlargement,
at the junction of the thoracic with the lumbar spine, is

known as the lumbar enlargement. (ititiniHuKiitKi liiiit-

IiiUh); the maximum of this enlargement is reached at
the level of the twelfth thoracic vertebra, where the

frontal diameter exceeds the sagittal by 2.5-4.5 mm.
These two princiiial enlargements correspond to the

|)laces where the spinal cord gives off nerves to, and re-

ceives nerves from, the upper and lower extremities

respectively.
Just below the Intumcscentia lumbalis the spinal cord

diuiiiiishcs very rapidly in calibre, giving rise to the so-

.1. n. C.

Fi(i. 4:i7:i.—Views Of tlie S|iiniil Coid (MiKliilla spinalis). A, From la
front ; B, from behind ; (', from the light side. (From Toldt.)

called medullary cone (conns medullaris). From the
lower end of the conus medullaris the terminal thread

(Jilum, terinindle) extends downward as a delicate strand
for a distance of from 20 to 25 cm., to terminate upon
the posterior surface of the os coccygis (Fig. 4375),
The spinal cord weighs on the average from 27 to 28
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gm.. but in individual cases the weight may be consid-

eral)ly above or below the average.
Tlie external surface of the cord is not perfectly smooth.

On e.\aniiiiatiou, a deep longitudinal groove is seen in

the median line upon the antericu- surface. This is

Fig. 4.'iT4.—Transverse Section Throupli the Intervertebral Fibro-

CartHape Between the Third ami Fourth Cervii-al Veitebne. The
spinal meninges are shown in cross-section ami tlicir relations to the

spinal nerves are indicatctl. (.UtHrC. Toldt. "Anidoniisrlicr Atlas,"
Wien. ItKMl.) 1, Ramus coiriiiiunicaiis; '^. inmk (tf tlicsynipatluHic;
3, fourtli spinal nerve : 4. ramus anterior : .5. ramus posterior ; B,

fran^lion spinale; 7, radix anterior; 8, radi.x posterior; 9, spinal
dura mater: 10. subarachnoid space; 11. spinal arachnoid; 1:;, spi-
nous process of the third cen'ical vertebra ; i:j, sul)dural space; l4,

epidural space.

known as tlie anterior median fissure {fit-iiira mediana
anterior). In the median line, on the posterior surface
of tlie cord, there is no such deep gioove, but only a
shallow sulcus called the posterior median sulcus {.siilctis

metfidii IIS pmtcrior). These anterior and posterior medisin
sulci inilicate the line of subdivision between the two
symmetrical halves of the cord—the right and left halves
of the spinal cord.

Attached to the surface of the cord are the radicular
threads (fila rndiciilariu) of the roots (failice.i) of the

spinal nerves (Nn. spinaUs). These are an-anged in four

rows, two veutial or anterior and two dorsal or pos-
terior. Tliese rows of the tila radicularia unite to form
roots which are spoken of respectively as the anterior or
ventral roots (radices anteriores sen veiitralen) and the

posterior or dorsal roots (radices posteriores sen dorsa!e,s).

Laterahvard each ventral root unites with a dorsal root
of the Siime side and level to foim a .single trunk, the

spinal nerve (iV. spinalis). On each doi.sal root, just
before its union with a vential root, is a distinct swell-

ing, the so-called spinal ganglion (i^anr/Hon spinale).
The fila radicularia of the anti'rior or vcntial roots of the

spinal nerves leave tiie spinal coid along a longitudinal
area situated a Utile latci'alward fiomtlieaiileriormcdian

fissure; though there is, in reality, very little if any tlc-

pres,sion of tlie surface at the points of exit of the an-
terior or ventral roots, a shallow groove has been de-
scribed here and designated the anterior lateral sidcus

(sulois lateralis anterior). Behind, liowever, a few mil
limctres latciad from the sulcus medianus ]iostcrior on
each side and corresponding to the line of the lila radi-

cularia of the posterior or dorsal loots, there is a distinct

groove, called the posterior lateral sulcus {»MieH« lateralis

posterior).
These longitudinal sulci, rimning the whole length of

the cord, subdivide its suiface into strands which are
known as funiculi (funiculi na^hilltr spinalis), Of these
funiculi there are tliree for each half of the cord. Thus
between the fissura mediana anterior and the sulcus
lateralis anterior is situated the anterior fimicnlus (fanic-
iibis anterior); between the sulcus lateralis anterior and

the sulcus lateralis posterior of the same half of the cord
is situated the lateral funiculus (fnniciihis lateralis):

and, finall}-, between the sulcus lateralis posterior and
the sulcus medianus posterior is .situated the posterior
funiculus (fiinicnlns posterior). In the up])cr part of

the spinal cord the funiculus posterior on each side is

further subdivided by an additional sulcus known as the

posterior iiitcrincdiai'V sulcus {siilriis intcrnwdins pos-
tcritir). The lateral jiortion of the funiculus posterior
included between the sulcus lateralis posterior and the
sulcus intermedins posterior is known as the wedge-
shaped funiculus (/'(«ir"?«8 eiineatns). The medial por-
tion, situated between the sulcus intermedins posteiior
and the sulcus medianus posterior, is known as the deli-

cate funiculus (fii nicidiis firaeilis).*
Besides the fila radicularia of the anterior and posterior

roots of the sjunal nerves, there can be made out in the

uppermost part of the spinal cord a few tila radicularia

coming olT from the laleial surface between the anterior

and posterior lalei'al sulci; these unite to form on each
side a nerve trunk which passes upward in the vertebral

canal to enter the cranial cavity through the foi-amen

magnum. These fila radicuhiria belong to the so-called

accessoiy nerve (S. accsssorius) or eleventh cerebral

nerve.

Since the time of Sir Charles Bell, it has been custo-

mary to sjieak of the anterior or ventral roots as motor

roots, of the posterior or diu'sal roots as sensory roots, and
of the sjniial nerves resulting from the fusion of anterior

and posterior roots as the mixed nerve trunks.

The ini.\ed nerve trunk leaves the vertebral canal

through the corresponding intervertebral foramen (fora-
men interrertehrale). In some parts
of the cord the corresponding in-

tervertebral foramen lies in a hori-

zontal direction from the fila radi-

cidaria of the nerve, but in other

parts of the cord, owing to gri'ater

rapidity of growth at certain peri-
ods of development of the bony
vertebral canal tlnin of the spinal
cord itself, the intervertebral fora-

mina are situated at much lower
levels than are the fila radicularia

of the corresponding spinal nerves.

The result is that certain of the

spinal nerves follow a more or less

markedly oblique course between
the cord anil the intervertebral fora-

mina. AVhen this course is ver_v

oblique a considerable extent of the

siiinal nerve may be included within
the cavity of the vertebral canal.

Particularly sti'iking is the obli-

quity of course and hnig intiaveite-

bral extent of the lumbar ami sacral

nerves. Indeed, some of the latter

follow almost a vertical course,

enveloping the coiius medullaris
and the lilum terminale as a great
bundle of nerves known as the

hoise's tail (caiida er/uinn).
There are thirty-one pairs of

spinal nerves, connected with the

spinal cold. The spinal nerves are

Uiimed according to their exit fi'om

the vertebral canal. The upper-
most spinal nerve leaves the ver-

tebral canal between the athis and
the OS occipitale. All other spinal
nerves come out through the intervertebral foramina
between ad.iacent vertebr;e. the lowermost one making its

exit thrtnigli the opening between the first and second por-

*
It is customary to tlnd the funiculi of the spinal cord referred to in

English text-hooks as the "columns of while matter" of the cord.
It is preferable to retain the term coiuuui for the longitudinal strands
of j;/"(fi/ nnitter. and to use the terms funiculi and fasciculi for the
strands of wlnie itiiittci-.

Fio. 4:!7.i.—The Lumbar
SpinalCord tparslum-
balls 111cdnlUe spinalis)
with the tcruilnal
cone (conus medul-
laris), terniinal thread
(fllum terminale), and
the horse's tail (cauda

equina). Viewed
from behind, (.\fter

t'. Toldt. "Anato-
nilschcr .\tlas," Wlen,
IIHIO.)
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tions of tlie os coccygis. It is customary then to divide

the spinivl nerves into cervical nerves (.\h. cerrkales),

tli()ra<'ic nerves (.Y«. thuractiks), lumbar nerves (J\";i.

liiiiibi(les), sacral nerves (.Vn. sitcridei<), and coccygeal
nerve (3'. eoccygeus). There are eight cervical nerves,

twelve thoracic nerves, live lumbar nerves, live sacral

nerves, and one coccygeal nerve The portion of the

spinal cord connected with the cervical nerves is known
as the cervical part (juirs (yrrirn/if). The ])ortion of the

cord connected with the thoracic nerves is Uuown as the

thoracic part ( pin'* tluinicalis). The portion of the cord

connected with the lumbar and upper sacral neives is

known as the lumbar part {pars lumbalis). That portion
of the cord which is

below the pars lum-
balis is called the
c n u s medullaris.

Tlie pars cc'rviealis

includes the inturaes-

centia cervicalis; the

pars lumbalis in-

cludes the intumes-
centia lumbalis.

Each spinal nerve

belongs to one seg-
ment of the body
(m eta mere). T h e

motor part of each

spinal nerve inner-

vates the muscle de
rived from the mus-
cular part {myotome)
of a given metamere.
Th(! sensor}' part in-

nervates all of the
derivatives of a given
metamere supplied
with sensory nerves.
One spinal nerve, to-

gether with its fibres

of distribution, its

ramus communicans
a n d corresponding
poition of the sym-
jiathetic, its roots,

and the portion of spinal cord belonging to it, makes up
the nervous part {neurotome) of a given metamere.

If tlie spinal cord be cut through at different levels

{seetiones mcdullce spinalis), it will be seen to contain a
central canal (eanalis centralis) and to be made up of

gray matter (sithstantia grisea) and white matter (sub-
stantia alba). In general, the white matter is outside
and the gi'ay matter inside, and the latter in a transverse
section assimies more or less the shape of the letter H ;

but the relations which exist between thewhite matter
and the gray matter vary somewhat at different levels of

the s|)inal cord. It will be convenient, therefore, to

study lirst the topographical appearances of a transverse
section through the middle of the cerrical j)ortion of the

spinal cord (Fig. 4376), and afterward to compare with it

the topographical appearances met with at other trans-

verse levels.

On each side of the middle line of the cord the struc-

tures are almost identical. The anterior median fissure

in front and the posterior median sulcus, together with
the septmn medianum posterius behind, divide the cord
almost completely into two symmetrical halves.

Tlic sulcus mediaiius anterior is broad and deep; as
seen in cross-section it extends tlirougli about one-third
of the depth of the cord. In it is lodged a fold of the

pia mater carrying blood-vessels. The shallow sulcus
medianus posterior is situated in the middle line behind.

Extending from the tloor of this sulcus through the
white matter as far as the transverse bar of the H of gray
niiitler, the septmn medianum posterius can be .seen. It

consists of a condensed mass of certain supporting struc-
tures of the cord (e|)endyma cells).

While the cord is nearly cut in two by the fissura me-

diana anterior in front and the septum medianum pos-
terius behind, the two halves are really connected by a
transver.se bar of nerve substance called the conunissure.
This commissure consists partly of white matter, partly
of gray matter. The anterior third is white matter and
is called the while anterior commissure (emnmissura
anterior alba). The posterior two-thirds consists of gray
matter calU'd the gray commissure {eom>ni.<<siira grisen).
In the nnddle of the commissure is seen the cross-section

of the central canal {canalin centralis) of the spinal cord,
lined by ei)endynial epithelium, a canal which is con-
tinuous abov(^ with the ventricles of the brain. The
gray matter surrounding it differs from the rest of the

Fig. 4376.- Transvcrse Section Through the Fourth Cervical Segment ol the Human Spinal Cord. (After A.
Bruce, "Topographical Atlas of the Spinal Cord," Edinburgh, 1901.)

gray matter, being somewhat more transparent and re-

acting in a different way to staining reagents. This

special gray matter is called the central gray substance
of the spinal cord {substantia grisea centralis). It will

be noticed that the central canal divides the commissure
into an anterior part {commissirra anterior) and a pos-
terior part {commissi! ra posterior). The anterior commis-
sure consists of white matter in front, the anterior white
comimssure {commissiira anterior alba), and gray matter

behind, the anteiior gray commissure {commissara an-
terior grisea). The posterior commissure {comnrissura
posterior) consists chiefly of gray matter, though some
white fibres run through it. The posterior median sep-
tum abuts upon the commissura posterior. The tissura

niediana anterior extends in the depth as far as the com-
missui'a anterior alba.

An examination of the distribution of the H-shaped
mass of gray tuatter shows that the long lateral limbs of

the H are dii'ected, generally speaking, fiom before back-

ward, though they are inclined a little lateralward be-

hind. The gray commissures form the cross bar of the

H ; the lateral limbs of the H are not, however, even in

thickness, the gray mass being moi'e exjianded in its

anterior part and moi'i' elongated and narrow in its pos-
terior part. On the latei'al surface of the gray matter
thei'c is a distinct pi'ojection of gray matter latcialwaixl

into the white matter, to be seen in the cross-section.

The expanded anterior part of the gray matter is known
as the anterior or ventral horn, and since, when the third

dimension is considered, it repi'csents a mass extending
the whole length of the cord in its anterior i^art, it is

called the ant<'riiM' column of gray matter of the cord

{columna anterior). The posterior narrower portion of
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gray matter is called the posterior or dorsal horn of the

gray matter, or posterior eoluiiin (eolumna piatenor).
The lateral projection of gray matter is known as the

lateral horn, or lateral column {coliinma lateralis) These

seen emerging from the area corresponding to the sulcus
lateralis anterior. In the cross-section, tibres running
out from I he anterior horn or anterior column of gray
matter can be traced horizontally, or somewhat obliquely,

no. 4.37" -Transverse Section Through the Sixth Cervical Segment of the Humm S])inal Cord. WeiKP.rt myelln-sheath stain.

A.Bruce, "A Topographical Atlas of the Spinal Conl," Edinlimu'li, I'.KJI.)

(Aft«r

three gray columns {rolnmna (jfisca) on each side, together
with the gray commissures, make up the whole extent
of the gray nialter of the cord, with the exception of a
few strands of graj' malter which mix in with the white
matter in the form of a network at the angle between the

lateral colunm and posterior column of

gray matter. This network of gray
matter is the so-called reticular forma-
tion (formntio reticuhirix). Elsewhere
the gray matter is sliarjilj' marked off

on all sides from tlie white mutter which
surrounds it.

The anterior horn, or anterior cohunn
of gray matter, is separated from the

periphery of the cord by a thick layer
of white nialter. The jtosterior horn,
or posterior column of gray matter, ar-

rives much nearer to the surface in the

region of the sulcus lateralis posterior.
It docs not, however, reach the surface
of the cord, being .separated from it by
a narrow zone of white matter, known
as tlie fasciculus of Lissauer.

On looking more closely at the pos-
terior horn or posterior column of gray
matter, it will be seen to be somewhat
constricted in the cross-section, a little

behind the gray commissure. This con-
striction is known as the neck of the

posterior column (Mrcix cihuiinie posteri-

ori.H). The tip of the posterior column
behind is called the apex {itpej- colutniue

posterioris). It is sometimes capped,
more often crossed, by a somewhat ex-

panded mass of unusually transparent gray matter
known as the gelatinous substance of Rolando {sub-
utantia gelatinosa [Ilolandi] ).

On the surface of the cord the fila radicularia of the
radix anterior of the spinal nerve on each side have been

through the while nialter between the anterior column
and the sulcus lateralis anterior. Reaching the surface of
the cord they form the fila radicularia of the anterior root.

On the surface of the cord behind, along the sulcus
lateralis posterior, the fila radicularia of the posterior

Fig. 4.'!"8.—Transverse Section Thmu^li
Spinal Cord. Welgert's myelin stain,

the Spinal Cord," Edinburgh, liWl.)

the Third Thoracic Segment of the Unman
(After A. Bruce, "A Topographical Alia.') of

root have already been seen. An examination of the

.sections shows that, on entrance into the cord, the fibres

of these lila do not jienetrate into the gray matter of the

posterior horn, but enter directly the white matter of the

tiiiiiculus jiosterior.
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The subdivision of the white matter in eacli lialf of the

cord into three funiculi is well shown in tlic cross-sec-

tion. The position of the fila radicularia of tlie anterior

roots of the spinal ni'rves serves to separate the fit iiieuius

Fig. 4.379.—Transverse Sei'tion Through the Twelfth TLoraetc Seg-
ment of the Human Spinal Cord. AVeigert's inyelin-sheath stain.

(After A. Brui'e, "A Topographical Atlas of the Spinal Cord,"
Edinburgh, lajl.)

anterii/r from tlie funiculus hiteralis much better than
does the shallow sulcus lateralis anterior. Indeed some
will have it that no sulcus lateralis anterior exists; it is

therefore common to hear the anterior and lateral fu-

niculi grou])ed togetlier as a single mass of white mat-

ter, called the fasciculus anterolateralis. Tlie fiiniculiis

posterior is sharply separated,
however, from the funiculus lat-

eralis in the section, b^' the sulcus
lateralis posterior, and in the depth
the white masses of the two fu-

niculi are separated from one an-

other by the columna posterior

grisea.
The large posterior funiculus,

situated between the sulcus later-

alis posterior and the sulcus medi-
anus posterior, is subdivided at
this level by the sulcus iuterme-
dius posterior. Extending into
the white substance from this sul-

cus is a septum of supporting sub-
stance known as the dorsnl para-
median septum. The portion of

white matter of the posterior fu-

niculus medial from this septum
is called the delicate fasciculus or
bundle of Goll {fasciculus gracilis

I dolli} ), while the portion laterad
from it is known as the wedge-
shaped fasciculus or bundle of

Burdach (fasciculus cuneatus [Bur-
duclii] ).

The relative distribution of gray
and white matter may next be
studied in a transverse section,
taken at the level of lite sixth cervi-

cal nerve, that is, through the cer-

vical enlargement {intuturscentia

cervicalis) (Fig. 4377). Tin; cord
is here seen to be much larger
than in the previous section, and the shape of the graj'
matter is considerably altered. The anterior horn or col-

umna anteiior is much larger, and has fu.sed with the
lateral horn or columna lateralis so that ttie latter docs

not exist at this level as an independent column. The
posterior horn or columna posterior of gray matter is a
little larger than at the higher level. The forniatio re

ticularis is less pronounced. The frontal diameter of the
cord is increased much more than the sagittal. The
subdivision of the funiculus posterior into the fasciculus

gracilis ((Jolli) and the fasciculus cuneatus (Burdachi)
is still well marked.
At the level of tlie third ihorncic nerve (Fig. 4o78) the

size of the cord has become much reduced, and the sagit-
tal diameter is now much luore nearly equal to that of
the frontal diameter. The gray matter is present in

much smaller amount, the anterior horn or coluuuia ante-
rior lias been greatly reduced in size, the lateral horn or
columna lateralis is small, and the posterior horn or

columna posterior, slender and long. On the medial
side of the columna posterior, just in front of its neck in

the angle formed by it with the gray commissure, there
is an expansion of the gray matter which was not visible

in the two sections previously examined. This mass of

gray inatter contains large cells and is known as the dor-
sal nucleus of Clarke (nucleus dorsalis [Clarkii^). It Is

sometimes known as the column of Clarke or of Stilling.
It is present on each side for a long distance in the cord;
thus it extends throughout the whole thoracic part of the

spinal cord and into the pars cervicalis as far as the level

of the eighth or seventh cervical net 'e
; below, it extends

into the pars lumbalis as far as tlie tirst or second lumbar
nerve. The beginner will find in it a useful landmark
for the recognition of sections derived from the pars
thoracalis.

The dorsal paramedian septum, separating the fascicu-
lus gracilis from the fasciculus cuneatus, is still pre.sent
at this level, but it is less distinct than at higher levels,

and is placed much nearer the middle line. The fascicu-

lus gracilis is seen to be, accordingly, much smaller in

volume than at higher levels. The septum grows less

and less distinct as tlie pars thoracalis is descended, until

at about the level of the eighth thoracic nerve it has en-

Fiii. 4380.—Transverse Section Tiirough the Fifth Lumbar Segment of the Human Spinal Cord.
Welgert's mvelln-sheath stain. (After A. Bruce,

" A Topographical Atlas of the Spinal Cord,"
Edinburgh, liWl.)

tirely disappeared and the posterior funictihis is no longer
.subdivided into two fasciculi.

Sections of the thoracic cord below the eighth thoracic

nerve show no marked alterations in the disposition of
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the white niul gray matter until the himbiir enlaigenient

{iiilitmt'iirentiii luiiilniliti) is iipluoached. Then the whole
cord grows larger, both the gray matter and the white

matter increasing in amount, tlie gray matter, however,
to a greater extent than tlie wliite matter.

At the leirl of the twelfth thonicic verve (Fig. 4379) a

transverse section of the rord sliows the beginning ex-

pansion of the gray matter. Tlie nucleus dorsalis

Fig. 4.181.—Transvpr-M' Sriluii Tliruuu'li ili.- '1 hrrd Siuxdl Segment
of the Human Spinal Cord. Weittert's mjelln-slieutli stiiin. (After
A. Hruee,

" A 'I'opoRiiipblcal Atlas of Ibe Spinal Cord," Kdinburgti.
1901.)

(Clarkii) is here very distinct. From this level on, the

gray matter increases very raiiidly in amount, until the

maxiiuum expansion is reached iu the largest part of the
intumescentia luiubalis.

The relations at the level of the ffth liimhitr nerve are

well shown in Fig. 43S0. The anterior and lateral col-

umns of gray matter arc again fused and form a mvich

exjianded mass in the anterior part of the cord. The
posterior coluiun or horn is enlarged to a greater extent
here than in any other part of the cord. The enlarge-
ment involves especially its medial surface, with the re-

sult that the volume of tlie ftuiiculus jiosterior of the

white matter is relatively small, fiideed, a striking
feature of ci'oss-sections through tlie lumbar enlargement
is the thinness of the white envelope and the marked ex-

pansion of the gray matter. In th(^ latter the substantia

gelatinosa (Holandi) is especially prominent.
In the parts of the cord below the lumbar enlargement

this disproportion between the voluiuc of the gray mat-
ter and that of the white matter increases. A transverse
section at the ler.ii of tlie third siieral nerve (Fig. 4381)
shows this distinctly, anil it is even more marked in a
transverse section through the lower part of the conus
niedullaris at the level of orir/iit of the A', cocei/ffeus (Fig.
4382). Here the terminal mass of gray matter is sur-
rounded only by a thin tilm of while matter. The filum
terminale is so atrophic that sections of it reveal only the
central canal, lined by ependyriial epithelium and" sur-

rounded by a thin layer of gray sulistance, and outside of
all the filuiu durie matris spinalis.
To the naked eye the wliite matter of the different

funiculi looks very much alike, and cannot be differen-

tiated into the fasciculi, of which, from embryological
and pathological studies, we know it to be composed.
It will be seen later, however, that the funiculus anterior
of the white matter contains the anterior cerebro-spiiial
fasciculus, or anterior pyramidal tract {fiineieubifierrebro-

spiiiiilia iinten'or) and the so-called ground bundle of the
anterior funiculus {fasciculiis anterior proprinn). The
funiculus lateralis of the white matter contains the lat-

eral cerebrospinal fasciculus or lateral pyramidal tract

{^foseiculns ccrebrospinnlis Interalin). the direct cerebellar
tract {fnseieuhis cfrehello»pinitlis), Gowers' tract (ftiscicti-
liia anteroliiteralis snjierfeialis), and the lateral ground
bundle (fiiKeieiili/i: hiternlin jiropritix). The funiculus

posterior of the white matter contains the tracts of Goll
and Burdach {fiscieuliis gracili.i Golli et ftKeieidux ciine-

atvs[B>jrdaehi]). The exact location of these various

fasciculi and the mode of determining their location will

be described farther on in this article.

The Coverings of the Cord (Meningefi).
—The spinal cord

is surrounded in the vertebral canal by three membranes
known as the spinal meninges: they are continuous
above with the cerebral meninges. These three mem-
branes are known as the dura mater spinalis, the araeh-
noidea spinalis, and the pia mater spinalis.
The dura mater is the strongest of the three and most

external. The jiia luater is the most delicate and the
most internal, being applied everywhere closely to the
cord. Between the two is the delicate non-vascular
arachnoid. Between the dura mater and the inner sur-

face of the bony vertebral canal is a cavity known as
the epidural cavity (eavum epidurale). Between the
dura mater and the arachnoid is a space called the sub-
dural cavitv (eaniin snbdurate). More important, how-
ever, is the space between the arachnoid and the pia
mater. This is the subarachnoid cavity (cavum siiba-

rarhnoideale); it contains the cerebro-splnal Huiil (/((/'""'

eerehrospinalis).
The spinal dura mater {dura nioter sjiinalis) extends

from the foramen magnum to the level of the second or
third sacral vertebra. It dilTers from the dura mater of
the brain iu that it splits into two layers, the outer one

becoming continuous with the periosteum and ligaments
of the vertebral canal, and the inner one forming the

dura mater spinalis proper. The latter layer is the one

usually referred to when the spinal dura mater is spoken
of, but it must be remembered that the outer layer must
be added to it to make it homologous with the dura ma-
ter encephali. In the space between the outer layer and
the dura mater spinalis proper, that is in the cavum epi-
durale, there are besides fatty tissue and some plexuses
of veins and lymph channels. The thickness of the dura
mater spinalis in the .adult averages 0.5-0.6 mm.
Some libroiis filaments from the anterior middle line of

the dura run obliquely downward and ventralward to be
in.serted into the posterior longitudinal ligament of the

spine. These are especiall}' developed from the fourth
lumbar vertebra downward, where they fuse to form a

membrane, the so-called anterior sacrodural ligament
(liqamenUim saerodnrale antcrius) .

The spinal dura mater forms a separate sheath for each
of the two roots, the anterior root and the posterior root,

of each spinal nerve. These sheaths are continued upon
the roots as far as the sjiinal ganglia, where they become
lost in the connective tissue of the peripheral nerves and
in the periosteum of the bones.

At its lower extreiuity the dura mater spinalis forms a

sac which envelops the nerve roots of the canda equina.
This sac terminates at the level of the second or third

sacral vertebra, but the dura mater is continued as a
sheath closelj' applied to the tilum terminale. This por-
tion of it, a long, tough thread, called the filum dnrx
matris spinalis, is finally inserted

upon the posteiior surface of the

OS coccygis.
The dura mater spinalis is con

nected with the arachnoidea by
means of the so-called subdural
threads and with the pia mater by
the denticulate ligament (ligamen-
turn dentieulatuni). The subdural
threads are veiy fine and short, are

connected with the outer surface
of the arachnoidea, and usually
carry blood-vessels. The ligamen-
tum dcnticulatum is a membrane
stretched out in a frontal or coronal

plane between the dura mater and
the pia mater, just midway between the anterior and

posterior surfaces of the cord
;

it passes between the an-

terior and posterior roots of the spinal nerves. Its medial
border is firmly attached to the pia mater. Its lateral

border is toothed, the teeth being inserted at their sum-
mits into the dura mater midway between the exits of

adjacent spinal nerves. Intermediate between the teeth

Fig. 4383. — Transverse
Seotion Ttirougli the
Cocc-ygpal St'irnientof
the Itiiniiin Spinal
Cord. WcigiTt's my-
elin -sheath statri.
(.\ftiT A. linii'e, "A
Topopnipliic'ul Atlas
of the Spinal Cord,"
Edinburgh, UWl.l
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Ilip lateral edge of the inembianc forms free arcades.

The iiuiuber of teeth varies from eighteen to twenty-
three. In tlie eervieal region the K. aceessorius runs be-

liiiii! Ilie ligament.
The spinal araehnoid (iirachnoulca spindUx) bounds the

subdural cavity internally. It is to be noted that this is

what is called by many anatomists the
"
visceral layer of

the arachnoid
"

; below, it is reflected at the tij) of the co-

nns terminalis uiion tlie dura mater to form the "
parietal

laver of the arachnoid "
of various authors. This is why

some writers call the cavum snbdurale, situated between
the parietal l.iyer and the visceral layer of the arachnoid,
the

" arachnoid cavity.
"

It is a serous cavity, like the

pleura.
Tlie arachnoid contains no blood-vessels; occasionally

calcified plates are found in the membrane. The arach-

noid is prolonged over the nerve

roots, and over the summits of the

teeth of the ligamentum denticula-

tum.
As a rule, it is very difficult to

se]iarate the arachnoid from the pia
mater macroscopicallj'. Key and
Retzius describe the two together as

the "meniu.\ tenuis." These soft

membranes, together, are also desig-

nated, the "leptomcniuges," to dis-

tinguish them from the hard or

tough membrane, the dura mater or

"pachymeniux." If the visceral layer
of the araehnoid bo lifted carefullj'
in the region of the Cauda equiua and
cut through with fine scissors and
then split longitudinally upward a

little to one side of the median line,

the space between the arachnoid and
the pia mater, the subarachnoid cav-

ity {i-tiFiim tiiibaraehnoideale), will be

e.vposed. Tliis space is not a fiee

cavity, but really a communicating
network of cavities, the walls of

which are formed by delicate processes which extend
between the arachnoidea and the pia mater. The meshes
are filled with cerebro-spiual fluid. It is this cavum sub-

ar.achnoideale which is tapped in Quincke's lumbar punc-
ture when the needle is introduced opposite the inter-

space between the third and fourth himbar vertebrae

The spinal pia mater (;'/"/ mater spinalis), a very deli-

cate membrane, closely envelops the spinal cord. It

sends a fold into the depth of the fissura mediana ante-

rior and elsewhere is intimately adherent to the external

surface of the cord. It is extremely rich in blood-vessels,
for it is in this membrane that the arteries which sujiply
the cord undergo multiple subdivision before penetrating
into the substance of the cord. AVhen the pia mater is

pulled off the cord, a number of minute arteries and

capillaries are always torn out of the white substance;

many of these are so small, however, that they cannot be
made out with the naketl eye.

The Blood- Vessels of tfie Spinal Cord (Fig. 4383).—The
arterial supi^ly of the spinal cord is derived from the

vertebral art<'ries {rami spinales Aa. reriehrales), the as-

cending cervical arteries (rami spinales Aa. eerricales as-

cendentes), the posterior rami of the intercostal arteries

(rami spinales Ilr. post. Aa. interostales), the posterior
rami of the lumbar arteries (rarm spinales Rr. post. Aa.
liimbales), the \\io-\umhi\r -drXerKS (rami spi7tales Aa. ilio-

I i/mbales), and the lateral sncriiliirti;ru's(rami spinales Aa.
suerales laterides).

Besides the rann spinales given off from the cervical

portion of the A. vertebralis which pass through the

foramina intervcrtebralia, each vertebral artery gives olf

an anterior spinal artery (irrteria spinalis {interior) {(). T.
A. vertebrospinalis anterior), and a iiosterior spinal artery
(.1. sirinalis posterior) ((). T. A. vertebrospinalis posterior).
The anterior spinal arteries of the two sides run medial-
ward and caudalward and unite near the fissura m<'diana
anterior somewhere between the foramen magnum and

the level of the third cervical nerve. The trunk result-

ing from the fusion of the two, sometimes called llie

median anterior vertebro-sjiinal artery (,!. vertebnispiimlis
anterior mediana). runs downward, unpaired on the ante-
rior surface of the cord (not in the anterior median fis-

sure), as far as llie level of the fourth or fifth cervical

nerve, where it ends by fusing with the tractus arteriosus

ndic
Fig. 4383.—Sclieniatic Representation of tlie Arterial Vessels of a Sepnent of the Spinal Cord.

For tUe sake of clearness the relative size relations of the vessels have been incorrectly
drawn. Afa, Arterla fissune anterioris: Afa', longitudinal central branch (ascending or

dPsecndinp) of Afa; Afa', longitudinal central branch of the Afa next above or next
beiuw; ^t?-a, arteriaradicina anterior; ,tr/>. arleria radicina posterior; ^4}<p, arteria septi
mediana posterior; Caa, oommissura anterior alba; Cc, canalis centralis: Gyl.sp., gan-
glion spinale: Hh, posterior horn of coliimna grisea posterior; -Mi, anterior horn or
colnmna grtsea anterior; Pr, processus reticularis: Rdic, rhombus dorsalis sen posterior
arteriae intercostjiles ; Hsp, ramus spinalis ; Rspa, lispp, ramus spinalis anterior, posterior ;

Sp, septum medianuiu postcrius; Ta, Tal, Tp, Tpl. tnictus arteriosus anterior, antero-

lateralis, lateralis, poslt-iidr, pusterohitcralis ; liiiitrre Wurzil, posterior root: vifrdere

Wierzel, anterior root. (After T. Ziehen, in Bardeleben's
"
llaudbuch der Anatoraie des

Menschen," Jena, ISSW.)

spinalis anterior, the unpaired anterior median trunk re-

sulting from anastomo.ses between the various spinal
raiui which come to the cord at the levels of the nerve
roots all the way down as far as the filum terminale.

The posterior spinal artery given otT by the vertebral

artery is delicate, bends around the lateral margin of the

medulla oblongata and runs downward near tlie nervus
aceessorius on each side. Having reached the level of the

fourth or fifth cervical nerve, it fuses with the longitu-
dinal trunk, known as the traetus arteriosus pio.iterolatera-

lis. The latter is made up of ascending and descending
branches of the spinal rami of the A. vertebralis, Aa. in-

tercostalcs, lumbales, iliolumbales, and sacrales laterales.

Besides this ti-actus arteriosus posterolatcralis the pos-
terior spinal artery from the vertebral gives off segmental
branches, the so-called jienetrating arteries (Aa. pene-
trantcx), which, passing medialward and joining with
branches of the Aa. intercostales, give rise to another

longitudinal trunk called the tractus arteriosus .spinalis

posterior. The latter does not run in the middle line,

but runs lengthwise of the cord just behind the line of

entrance of the iiosterior roots. The tractus arteriosus

posterolatcralis, on the oilier hand, runs anterior to and
lateralward from the sulcus lateralis posterior or line of

entrance of the jiosterior roots.

The rami spinales of the rami posteriores of the Aa.

interco.stales, th(' rami siiinales of the Aa. lumbales. the

A. iliolumbalis, the A. sacnilis lateralis, as well as of the

A. cervicis aseendens all run through the intervertebral

foramina. Oniiassing through the foramen, each ramus

spinalis gives olf two delicate branches, one to the ante-

rior root (.1. radieina {interior), the other to the posterior
root (.1. radieina posieri{>r). and then, liear the spinal gan-
glion, usually divides into two blanches, one going to

the front of the cord (nnniis spinalis anterior), the other

going to the posterolateral surface of the cord (ramus
spimilis posterior). It is to lie noted that there is not a
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raimis spinalis for every nerve- root level; and further,

that sometimes when a ramus s|iinalis is present, it does
not divide into two branches but becomes entirely an an-

terior ramus or a posterior ramus, more often the latter.

Thus, according to Kadyi, there are, as a nde. eight large
rami spinales anteriores and as many as sixteen or seven-

teen rami spinales posteriores. Among the rami spinales
anteriores Uiere is usually one which is much larger than

the others; this issometimes called Ihe^l. iiiiv/iki Hjii/inlix,

or .-1. riidicalis.mdr/iiii. It may be either on the left side

or on the right .side, and is most often found in the low-

er thoracic region at the level of the ninth, tenth, or

eleventh thoracic nerve. These anterior spic.al rami run
mcdialward as far as the fissura mediana anterior, and
there divide into an ascending and a descending ramus.

These ascending and descending rami fuse with those

of adjacent levels, thus helping to form the general
tractns aiifi'ioms spuiiilis anterior of Kadyi, which lies

in the epipial areolar tissue in the cavum subarach-

noideale.

The posterior si)inal rami run also mcdialward to the

surface of the cord, just in front of the line of entrance

of the posterior roots, and like the anterior sjnnal rami
also divide into ascending and descending limbs, Avhich.

anastomosing with corresponding limbs of rami of adja-
cent levels, give rise to the longitudinal trunk known
as the tnictus artcriusiis jxisterolattrulis. Other rami s])i

nales posteriores run farther backward and mcdialward,

pass between the posterior roots of different levels, or

among the lila radicularia of tl.e posterior roots to reach
a position just medial from the stdcus lateralis posterior,
where they divide into ascending and descending limbs,
which contribute to anoth<T longitudinal anastomosis
known as the tractns arteriosus posterior, to which the

Aa. penelrantes from the A. spinalis posterior of the A.
vertebralis has above been seen to contribute.

The tractus arteriosus itosterolateralis lies lateral from
the posterior root and outside the pia mater. The trac-

tus arteriosus jiosterior lies medial from the jjosterior
root, but inside the pia nuiter. Bet ween the tractus arte-

riosus i>osterior of one side and its fellow on the opposite
side i)ass transverse anastomoses like the rungs of a rope
ladder. These transverse rami arc particularly noticeable

opposite the cervical and lumbar enlargements.
About one-half a centimetre above the tip of the conus

medullaris a large transverseanastomo.sing branch can be

seen, connecting the tractus arteriosus iiosterolateralis
with the tractus arteriosus anterior. The presence of
this large branch, sometimes called the ramus crucians,

explains why it is that lluiil injected through the arteria

spinalis magna may be distributed through the blood
vascular network of the whole lower half of the cord on
its posterior surface.

The anterior spinal artery and tlu^ tractus arteriosus

spinalis anterior w ilh which it is continuous give off two
sets of branches. One set is central (Aa. fissuraies ante-
riores aeu centrales); the other set is lateral and peripheral
{rami laterales).
The anterior fis.sural arteries (Aa. fissuraUs anterioj-es

sen centrales), two luuidred to two hundred and sixty in

number, passintothe depth of tlKMinlerior median fissure
and divide into two branches, one of the latter passing
to the right, the other to the left. These branches go
through the commissura anterior alba to the gray sub-
stance. They are known as the sulco-coinmissural arte-

ries (Aa. sulcocommissH rales). They often divide into

ascending and descending liranchcs which supply the
whole of the gray matter of both the anterior and poste-
rior horns, with the exception of the most peripheral part
of the gray substance next to the white matter. The
special bninches going to the nucleus dorsalis arc called
the (irlcriolm columnarum Clarkii.

The rami laterales go to the anterior roots and an-
astomose with the Aa. radiciuic anteriores; sometimes
they form a longitudinal anastomotic chain called the
tractus arteriosus anterolateralis. Other branches run
backward to meet branches running forward from the
tractus arteriosus posterolateralis and to form a lateral

longitudinal anastomosis known as the tractus arteriosus
lali ralis.

The whole of the white matter and the most peripheral
part of the gray matter get their blood supply from
branches penetrating the cord from tlje tractus arteriosus

anterolateralis, tractus lateralis, tractus posterolateralis,
tractus posterior, and the Aa. radicina; anteriores et pos-
teriores. All these vessels have been grouped together
by Adamkiewicz, under the name vasocorona.

Ji^rom the transverse anastomoses between the tractus
arteriosi posterioresof the two sides, certain un])aired pos-
tericjr sulcal arteries (.\a. sulcales posteriores) pcnetiate
into the cord in the region of the sulcus medianus poste-
rior. These are mu('li branched and supply the white
substance, l)ut scjirccly go so deep as the posterior com-
missure. Branches from them may, however, reach the

postciior horn or the nuck-us dorsalis, and help to con-
tribute to the blood supply of those parts. Jlinute ves-

sels, <'nleriiig the while substance between the fasciculus

gracilis (Uollijand tiie faseieidus euneatus (Burdachi),
tolerabl.y constant in the ujiper portions of the cord,
have been called the interfunicular arteries (Aa. in-

terfuniculares). The branches of the Aa. radiciutu pos-
teriores ct anteriores which reach the interior of the cord
are small, but they play some part in the vascularization
of the anterior and posterior horns of gray matter.
The arteries supplying the s]iinal cord are end arteries

in the sense of Cohuheim. This is true of all the branches
going in from the vasocorona as well as of the branches
of the Aa. sulcales anteriores ct posteriores. This ex-

plains the possibility of minute infarctions in the spinal
cord. Despite the manifold longitudinal anastomoses
throughout the whole length of the cord between the
arteries of all levels, the cutting off of the blood supply
through the lumbar and sacral vessels leads irrevocably
to the death of the gray matter of the lower part of the

cord, as has been over and again demonstrated by the

experiment in which the abdominal aorta is compressed
for half an hour.
The capillaries of the cord empty into the veins which

form a network in the pia. Out of this network several

large veins become differentiated, and these have been

given special names. Thus, on the anterior surface of the
cord are found : (1) Y. spinalis nicOiana anterior ; (2) V.

spinalis lateralis anterior flextra ; (3) T'. spinalis lateralis

anterior sinistra. On the posterior surface of the cord a
median and two lateral veins can also be made out: (1)
1'. spinalis mediana posterior; (2) V. spinalis lateralis

jtosteiior dextra; and (3) V. spinalis lateralis posterior
sinistra.

All these veins are devoid of valves. They empty
through the Vi\ sjyinales anteriores et posteriores largely
into the plexus venosi rertebrales- interni, and jiartly

through the I'e. inttrcostales into the V. azygos. Some of
the veins pass by way of the; Vr. hnnbales into the V.
cava inferior. Other veins go by way of the 1'. iliolum-
balis and the Vr. sacrales laterales into the V. hypogas-
trica, and so through the V. iliaca communis into the V.
cava inferior.

The veins from the gray matter empty largely through
the Vr. Jissundes anteriores into the V. s|)inalis mediana
anterior.

On Some M.^croscopic Details.

Upper and lAncei' Limits of Cord.—The upper limit of

the spinal cord in man and manunals corresponds to the
lateral exit of the uiipermost tila radicularia of the first

cervical nerve. This point corresponds ventralward to

the lowermost bimdles of the decussjttio pyramidum.
The lower level of the cord, that is its junction with the
tilum terminale, nearly always lies on a level correspond-
ing to the lower third of the first hiihbar vertebra or the

upper third of the second liunbar vertebra, though in

forty per cent, of the cases it may lie opposite the upper
two-thirds of the first lumliar or the lower two-thirds of
the second lumbar vertebra. In oneca.se it ended 5 mm.
above the lower border of the twelfth thoracic vertebra,
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iiud it lias brcn fcniiid asffiir down as the lower margin of

tin; second lumbar vertebra. (See report of Committee of

Collective Investigation of Anatomical Society of Great
Britain and Ireland for the year 1893-94, Jour. Aniit.

and P/ii/Kifl., vol. .\.\i.\'., l«9r), pp. 3o-G0.)

/.ni</t/i of Siniiiil Cord.—The extreme variations in the

male are 44-5(1.(1 cm.; in the female, between 39 and 47

cm. As to the relation of the length of the cord and the

length of the vertebral column, measured from the fora-

men magnum to the basis ossis saeri, it may be stated

that when the average length of the spinal colunm is

designated 100, the length of the male spinal cord will

be 64, that of tlie female spinal conl alioiit the same.
The average length of the vertebral colunm in the male
is 70 cm. ; in the female, 68 cm. (Ziehen).

Frontal and ISayittal Diamtterx.—The minimum meas-
urements are met with in the noddle of the thoracic cord,
where the .sagittal diameter measures about 8 mm., the

frontal diameter about 10 mm. The ma.ximum measure-
meuis in the intumeseentia ccrviealis are met with op
posite the lifth or sixth cervical vertebra, where the

sagittal diameter is 9 miu
, the frontal diameter 13-14

mm. The ma.ximum measurements in the lumbar en-

largement are met with opposite the twelfth thoracic

vertebra, where the sagittal diameter is about 8. .5 mm.,
the frontal diameter 11-13 lum.

Upper Lercl of Conns MidiiU(i.ri!<.—Charpy designates
as the arbitrary upper limit of the couus medullaris a

plane lying between the exit of the fifth sacral nerve and
the nervus coccygeus. According to this the conus me-
dullaris would measure about 10 mm. in length. Ray-
mond states that clinicians usually regard the conus
medullaris as extending farther up, usually to the plane
between the third and fourth sacral nerve roots. Tbis
would make the conus medullaris considerably longer.

Swellinris Other Tlian. the Cervical and Lumbar Enlarf/e-
meiiti.—The segmental swellings ob.servable in animals
and corresponding to the origins of the nerve roots, de-

spite the assertions of some authors, are not observable
in the human spinal cord. Two slight enlargements,
however, are to be made out in the human conus medul-
laris and filum terminale. One is situated at the region
of transition of the conus medullaris into the filum ter-

minale and corresponds to the ventriculus terminalis: the

other enlargement is situated about 1 cm. farther caudal-
ward.

Weight of Spinal Cord.—The average weight luis been

given above. The weighings of Meckel are of interest.

For the three-months' fa'tus, 0.12 gm. (= ^ of brain

weight); for the five-months' fa'tus, 0.36 gm. (= ^V of
brain weight) ; for the nine-months' foetus, 2.7 gm. (= yj,y
of brain weight); for a five-months' cliild, 5.4 gm.
The relative weight of the human spinal cord compared

with the body weight is as 1 : 1849. .5 in the adult; in the

new-born as 1:851.4. The relation of the human spinal-
cord weight to bodj' weight in a whole series of animals
is given in Ziehen (loc. cit.). Keith has made many such
measurements. Ziehen also gives a long table in which
the relative weight of the spinal cord to the brain weight
in animals is given. It is smallest in man and increases
in the animal series steadil)' downward until lish are
reached. In the adult human being the relation has been

variously estimated from as 1:19 to as 1:51.13. The
latest figm-es are tho.sc of Mies, who gives the relative

weight of the cord to the brain as 1 ; 49.80 in the female
and 1:51.13 in the male.

Relation of Individual SpiniU-Cord Segments (Root
LeneU) to Spimnis Processes.—A number of researches

dealing with the problem are available. In general it

may be said that in the cervical region of the vertebral
column the ordinal numeral of the spinous process is to

be increased by one in order to give the ordinal nunu-ral
of the cervical nerve root arising at the level of that

spinous process. In the region of the thoracic vertebra'
two is to be added to the nundicr i>( the spinous process
in the upper half, while from the sixth to the eleventh
thoracic vertebne one mtist add three. The lower part
of the spinous process of the eleventh thoracic vertebni

and the interspace between this spine and the next lower
corresponds to the origin of the third to the fifth lumbar
roots; the spinous jirocess of the twelfth thoracic verte-
bra and the interspace between it and the spinous process
of the fiist lum-
bar vertebra cor-

respond to the

origin of the sa-

cral roots. It is

to be remem-
bered that when
the t r u n k is

strongly flexed,

the spinal cord
with attached
nerve roots is

displaced a few
millimetres up-
ward.
The levels of

the nerve roots

dill'er somewhat
in the child from
those in the
adult, as Chi-

pault has point-
ed out. Thus in

children tauder

seven years of

age we add three
to the ordinal

numeral for the

spinous process
in the region of

the first four
thoracic verte-

bra to get the
number of the
nerve root of cor-

responding lev-

el ; and in the re-

gion of the fifth

to ninth thoracic

vertebriE four
must be added.
The lower lev-

el of the dural
sac in the adult

corresponds
about to the lev-

el of the spinous
process of the
first sacral ver-

tebra.

The topogra-
phical relations

between the spi-
nous processes
and the roots of

the spinal nerves
arc well shown
in the accom-

panying figure
copied from Reid

(Fig. 4384).
Cauda Equina.—lixiwX measurements have been made

in an eighteen-year old individual of the distances be-

tween the root origins of the lumbar and sacral nerves
and their foramina intervertebralia of exit bj- Testut.
The distances measured are as follows:

^
Fig. 4.384. — Topo-

grapliical Rela-
tions Between the

Spinous Processes
of the Vertebrae
and the Roots of
the Spinal Nerves.
The letters C. D,
L, S. C. in the
unshaded rectau-

gularspaees tothe
right indicate the
longitudinal ex-
tent of the cervi-

cal, thoracic, lum-
bar, sacral, and
coccygeal por-
tions of the spinal
column. The rec-

tangular spaces
shaded obliquel.v
from the left and above downward and
to the right indicate the longitudinal ex-
tent of the spinous processes of the indi-
vidual vertebne, while the rectangular
spaces shaded obliquely from the right
and above downward and tx> the left, indi-
cate the region within which the origin of
the individual rwjts of the spinal nerves Is

to be sought. The horizontal extent of the

rectangular space has no signitlcaQce.
(After Reid, Jmirn. Anat. and Phusiol.,
Lond., 188it, p. .'Ml.)

N. Iuuit>alis 1 114 mm.
N. lurnhalls II UJS

"

N. lumhalis III 151
"

N. lumlmlls IV 163
"

N. lurnhalls V 181 mm.
N. ifflcrallsl I8.S

"

N.sucnills V -.'80
"

The filum terminale measures 16 cm. in length and ex-

tends from the third lumbar vertebra to the second coccy-
geal vertebra.
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cit.) gives the following measurements:
-Ravenel {loc.
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to iiulicatc ll\!it (hiring this period there was no increase

in tlieir iclative eoni|iiexity, a result wliich, to sa_v the

least, was unexpected.
VeiUviil Cidiid.—This is very often invisible in the

adult. Its lumen may vanish for considerable distances.

It is staled that the central canal may remain open in

pei'haps ten percent, of the cases throughout its whole

length. Ileadwurd it is continuous with the central

canal of the medulla oblongata (fourth ventricle), while
caudalward it can be followed as far as the middle of the

filum terminale, where it ends blindly.
The form of the canal is usually circular or elliptical;

in the lalter case the longer diameter is most often sagit-
tal. In tlie intumescentia cerviealis it is a transverse

ellipse, and in the intumescentia lundjalis a dorso-ventral

ellipse.
The gray matter about it lias a gclatin»us apiieaiance

(substantia gelatinosa centralis) and is rich in neuroglia
and derivatives of ependynial cells.

The expansion of the central canal, known as the ven-

triculus terminalis, lies so near the posterior surface of

the cord that some authors have assumed that it opens
into the sulcus inedianus posterior. No such communi-
cation, liowever, exists.

Ikterutopids af the Gray Matter.—Most of tlie so-called

heterotopias or displacements of the gray matter, like

many of tlie so-called dcndilings of the gray matter and
of tiic cord, liax'e doubtless been due to artefacts pro-
duced b}' violence on removal of the cord. The subject
has been tlioroughlj' discussed by van Gieson, who gives
credence to a true heterotopia in only a very few of the

published cases.

Glial !<heath and Glial Septa,.
—The thin layer of glia

just outside the substantia alba, much thicker in some

parts of the peripher}' than in others, is known as the

glial sheath (GlialiiiUe of the Germans). Running in

from this glial sheath through the white matter to the

gray matter can be .seen various glial septa. An excel-

lent! description of the distribution of these glial septa is

to be found in Ziehen's article on the "Nervous System,"
in Bardeleben's "Handbook," pp. o7-63.
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MlCKOSCOlMC A.NATOMY OK THK Si'I.NAL COKD.

We have now completcil tlie dcsciiptiou of tlie grosser
aimtoiiiv of tlie cord, and sliall iie.xt pass on to an account
of the microscopic appearances. The anterior and poste-
rior roots will first be described, then the white matter of

the cord, and laslly. the gray matter. A description of

the appearances as met «ith in ordinary .sections will be

given first, and afterward the special facts brought to

light l)y special methods will be detailed. In what fol-

lows, the reader is expected to have some familiarity
with the histology of nerve cells and nerve fibres, to

know what is nieaut by a neurone, to understand the

terms dendrites, a.xone, collaterals, telodendrion. peri-

karyon, etc. A brief account of all these features will

be found in this Handiiook under liniiii. lllxlnliKiy oj',

Vol. II., pp. ;>31-344. A reader approaching the micro-

scopic anatomy of the spinal cord for the first time would
do well to read this section before going further.

T/ie Anterior liimtK.—The exit of the fila radicularia at

the sidcus lateralis anterior has already been described.

A cross-section of an anterior nerve root shows that it

consists almost entirely of inediillated nerve fibres, all of
which represent axones of lower motor neurones, the cell

bodies or perikaryons of which are situated in the colum-
na anterior grisea or anterior horn, of the same side of the

spinal cord. Generally speaking, the calibre of tlie nerve
fibre of the anterior root exceeds that of the nerve fibre

of the posterior roots. This is especially trueof the ante-

rior roots of the Nn. cervicales, Nn. lumbales, and upjier
Nil. sacrales, where fine fibres occur only singly in the

anterior roots. On the other hand, in the anterior roots
of the Nn. tlioiacales and lower Nn. sacrales there are
numerous fibres of fine calibre often arranged in groups
in among the larger fibres. The fibres of tlic anterior
roots of the cervical nerves vary from 1.3// to 23.9/;.
Over half the fibres of these roots have a calibre of from
13.3// to 16,u. The large fibres predominate in the lum-
bar region, where one-half of all the fibres measure from
21.3 to 23.9// (Sienu'rling). If fibres of more than .5/;

are called coiirnt; and libresof smaller size are called _^/ip.

there are five times as many coarse as fine fibres in the
anterior roots of the cervical nerves ; t liree times as many
fine as coarse in the anterior roots of the thoracic nerves;
six times as many coarse as fine in the lumbar roots; four
times asmanycoar.se as fine in the .sacral roots; and three
times as many fine as coarse in the coccygeal nerve root.

According lo Schwabel the greater the length of a nerve,
the larger the calibre of its root fibres, a conclusion which
he drew largely from the ))redominance of the coarser
fibres in the cervical and lumbosacral roots.

The total number of anterior root fibres in a woman
twenty six years old wasfounil by Stilling to be 303,26.).
The older countsof Birge in the frog have been extended
through the researches of Hardesty. For the details the

original article of the latter may be consulted.
The fibres of the anterior roots are surrounded by a mye-

lin sheath before they leave the cord, but only from the

point where they leave the pia are they surrounded by a
neurilemma and by the connectivc-tis'sue sheath, some-
times called the sheath of llenle.

Single nerve cells or small groups of ganglion cells

have been observed occasionally outside the spinal cord

among the fibres of the fila radicularia of an anterior
root. His and Dohrn demonstrated that some neuio
blasts could, in the embryo, jiass through the marginal
veil and get out into tli<' anterior roots. Whether the
nerve cells which have been observed in these roots in the
adult are derivatives of neuroblasts from the anterior

horns, or are dislocated spinal ganglion cells or sympa
thefic ganglion cells, has not yet been decided. Islanils

of glia cells have been seen among tlie anterior roots (Pe-
trone) and the peculiar phniues observed by Hoche in

anterior roots may be glial in nature. Ziehen suggests
that they are to be looked upon as cone-like dislocations
of the glial sheath of the spinal cord.
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T/ie Piixtrrinr Boot)t.—In general the fibres of the poste-
rior roots represent the central a.xoncs of the peripheral
sen.sory neurones, the cell bodies or perikaryons of which
are situated within the spinal ganglion. The fibres of
the posterior roots are in general of finer calibre than
those of the anterior roots, though the actual measure-
ments vary between 1.3 and 23.9//; the same e.xtremes
are noted for the anterior roots (Siemerling). In the cer-

vical posterior roots three-quarters of all the fibres have
a calibre varying between 8 and 13.3 fi. In the thoracic

posterior roots, two-thirds of all the fibres measure 13.3/i
or more. In the lumbar roots a fifth of all the fibres

measure 21.3//, about one-quarter of them 18.6/1, and still

another quarter 16//. The proportion of fine fibres to

coarse fibres in the cervical roots is as 21:20; in the
thoracic roots as 7 : 5 ;

in the lumbar roots as 8 : 9 ; in the
.sacral roots as 4:3; and in the coccygeal root as 17; 14.

The posterior root bundles are somewhat constricted at

the point where they pass through the pia and enter the

glial sheath of the cord. According to a much con-
sidered theory, proliferation of the connective tissue at

this spot with increased constriction of the dorsal root
fibres is the primary pathological change in tabes dorsa-
lis (Obersteiner and Redlich).

According to Stilling, the number of all the posterior
root fibres in a woman, twenty-six )'eai"S old, was .504,-

473. Bilge's counts concern the frog only. Lewin and
Biihler have made counts, the former stating that in the
rabbit the number of fibres peripheral from the ganglion
is larger than that of the fibres entering the cord by 19

per cent, in the rabbit, and the latter maintaining an ex-

cess of 2.5.5 per cent, in the frog. Hardesty has shown
for the frog that the number of fibres in the dorsal root

decreases as the fibres pass from their cells of origin in

the spinal ganglion. Dale made counts of the fibres on
both sides of the spinal ganglion and found an average
excess of only 0.5 per cent, on the distal side. The
theories explaining the distal excess have been discussed

by Hardesty, who made many counts, and whose article

is referred to above.
.V most important study of the medullated nerve fibres

in the dorsal roots of the spinal nerves of man is that of

Ingbert, In brief he has found ;

1. The total area of the cross-sections of the dorsal

roots of the left spinal nerves of a large man is .')4.93 mm.
2. The total number of medullated nerve fibres in the

dorsal roots of the left spinal nerves of the same man is

653,385; and the total number on both sides would there-

fore be about 1,306,770.
3. There are, on the average, 11,900 medullated nerve

fibres to every square millimetre of the cross-sections of

tlu^ dorsal roots of man.
4. There is a close relation between the area of the cross-

sectionsof the dorsal roots and the number of nerve fibres

w'hicli they contain (see Chart III.).

5. The small fascicles of a dorsal siiinal root in general
contain nerve fibres of small calibre.
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6. The number of nerve fibres per square millimelre of

the cross-section may vary considerably in the different

fascicles of the same dorsal spinal root.

7. According to the estimate made, about sixty per
cent, of the medullated nerve libres in the dorsal roots of

the spinal nerves of both sides, or 784,002 fibres, go to

innervate the dermal surface, and about forty per cent.,

or 533,708, are sensory fibres distributed to muscles and

deep tissues. The afferent fibres of spinal-ganglion ori-

gin, passing in the rami communieantes, are not sepa-

rately considered in this estimate, but tor the moment
are classed with those jjassing to the deeper tissues.

8. According to Ingbert's estimate, one cutaneous
nerve fibre in the dorsal spinal roots innervates on the

average 1.7 mm.'- of the dermal surface of the arm, 1.4

mm.^ of that of the head and neck, 3.7 mm.-' of that of

the entire body, 3.3 mm.'^of that of the leg, and 4.1 mm.''

of that of the trunk; and for each additional class of

nerve fibres assumed, we must increase the area propor-
tionatelj'.

9. If we assume with Foster four classes of cutaneous
nerve fibres, then each fibre "ftill have to innervate on the

average 5.6 mm.'-' of the dermal surface of the head and
neck and 16.4 mm.'' of the dermal surface of the trunk.

Very interesting, too, are the discussions of Dunn on
the number and on tlie relation between diameterand dis-

tribution of the nerve fibres innervating the leg of the

frog. A description of these findings would exceed the

limits of the space here provided, but references to the

original articles are given below.

According to Lewin, there are in the rabbit many more

spinal ganglion cells tlian there are fibres in the dorsal

root. 'Thus for 3,300 dorsal root fibres, he found as

many as 10,400 spinal ganglion cells. The neurilemma
as well as Henle's sheath is arrested at the moment each

posterior root fibre passes through the jiia. The in-

tramedullary continuations of the posterior root fibres

are devoid of neurilemma, though they possess myelin
sheaths.

Groups of ganglicm cells in the dorsal roots at some
distance from the spinal ganglion have been over and

again demonstrated. Hyrtl spoke of them as yawilta
aberrariiiii. Some of these may be true spinal ganglion
cells ; others may be sympathetic ganglion cells dislocated

from the posterior horn of the gray matter of the cortl.
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Anlcrior Finu'ctilus.—The total number of fibres in the

anterior funiculus in the frog has been counted by Gaule.
In human beings

^9^ A

a rather rough es-

timate has been
made by Ziehen,
whose numbers
are as follows: In-

tumescentia cer-

vical is, 46,000;
midthoracic re-

gion, 28,000; in-
Fio. 4.386.—Fibre Grouping In the Funiculus tiunescentia lum-
Anterior Near the Anterior Horn. (After i,.,i:„ io ooii Ti,,.
T.Ziehen.) Calls, 4.,.,0UU._

1 lie

same investigator
has studied carefully the calibre of the nerve fibres in the
anterior funiculus. He finds that fine and coarse fibres arc
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mixed in the upper cervical region, the coarser fibres

being toward the periphery and close to the fissura me-
diana anterior; the finer fibres being relatively more
numerous near tlie gray matter (Figs. 4886 and 4387).
The same is true of the cervical enlargement ;

in fact this

Fi(i. 4387.—Fibre Grouping in the Periphery of the Funiculus An-
terior. Intumescentia Cervicalis. Nigrosin staining. Zeiss Oc 2
Obj. F. (After T. Ziehen.)

mode of distribution holds more or less also through the
whole of the pars thoracalis. In the intumescentia lum-
balis and in the conus nicdullaris the distribution of fine

and coai'se fibres is more even, though on the whole the
coarser fibres are somewhat diminished in numbers. It is

rare to find fibres measuring more than 20
/i in diameter

in the anterior funiculus in any part of the cord. Fibres
of 9-13^ are very numerous. Of the finer fibres some
have a diameter no greater than 1.5 ft.

The longitudinal fibies wliieh make up the niaiority of
the fibres of the funiculus anterior run for long distances.
A careful study reveals fibres, especially in the medial

posterior portion, turning partly posteromedialwai'd to
run in the commissiu'a alba anterior, partly lateralward
or posterolateralward, to turn into the columna grisea
anterior or anterior horn. The tibies which go from the
anterior horn to the anterior root are to be seen, running
horizontally through the funiculus anterior. Vei'y nu-
merous collatei'als are given off in a horizontal "or a

slightly inclined dii-ectiou from the fibres of the funicu-
lus anterior.

The distribution of the glia in the anterior funiculus
has been described by Gierke, by Weigert, and by Zie-
hen. True nerve cells are seldom found among the fibres

of the funiculus anterior except in the lowermost part of
the conus medullaris. Even here they may be confused
with large glia cells.

It is in the funiculus anterior that the so-called colossal
fibres of lower vertebrates are found. In Teleosts two
colossal fibi'es, often called Mauthner's fibres, are found
between the so-called commissura accessoria of fi.shes

(which run from the ventral horn transversely through
the funiculus anterior accompanied by gray substance)
and the central part of the gi'ay substance. Each of
these fibres may have a diametei' measuring as much as

110//.
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Literal Fviiicvltis.—There are counts of the nerve
fibi'es available for the frog (Gaule) and for human
beings (Ziehen). In man exclusive of Lissauer's fascicu-

lus it is estimated that the numbers are about as follows-

Intumescentia cervicalis. 275,000; midthoracic region,
240,000: intumescentia lumbalis, 260,000, It the region
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tliro\igh wliifh the anlerior root fibres pass be added to

the latenil funii uliis. the luinibcrs just i.nven must be in-

creased 1)V 3.j,(l00, 2-1.0(10, and 3T.0()0 respectively.
There are great dilTereiices in tlie calibre of the fibres in

different parts of the lateral funicnlus. Indeed a low-

no. 4388.— Fibre GrouplnR In the Periphery of the Funiculus Ijit-

eralls. (After T. Ziehen.)

power study of the healthy lateral funiculus will permit
one by means of the calibre of the fibres alone to delimit

with some degree of accuracy the topographical distri-

bution of the main fascicidi of which the lateral funicu-

lus is made up. At the periphery the coarse fibres pre-

dominate, the dorsal portion of the periphery consisting
almost exclusively of very coaise fibres (direct cerebellar

tract). In the inner portions fine fibres predominate
(pyramidal tract and ground bundle) (Figs, 4388 and

4889). The finest fibres in the lateral funiculus, at least

in the pars cervicalis, are close to the gray substance

(Flechsig's seitliche Grenzschicht der grauen Substanz).
While the nia.iority of the fibres in the lateral funiculus

run longitudinally, some fibres running transversely can

^^€M)

Fio. 4.389.—Fibre Grouplni; In thi' Interior of the Area of the Lateral

Pyramidal Tract: Intiinu'srenthi Cervicalis. Nlgrosln staining.
Zeiss (ic. 2, ObJ. F. > AUrr V. Ziehen.)

be seen. Among these may be mentioned the lateral

fibres of the anterior root, fibres from the lateral margin
of the anterior horn which pass lateralward or dorsolat-

eralward and later assume a longitudinal direction, fibres

from the lateral horn which jiass dorsolatenilward or lat-

eralward, and especially fibres which jiass from the neigh-
borhood of the nucleus dorsjilisfor a short distance trans-

versely and then oblitiuely upward and lateralward
toward the direct cerebellar tract at the dorsolateral per-

iphery. Bundles of fibres belonging to the root of the

N. accessorius are to be seen in the upper and middle
cervical region. They emerge from the gray matter in

the region of the formatio retictdaris.

Connng olT from the fibres of the lateiid funiculus,
there can be seen, especially in vertical sections, large

numbers of collaterals. They are particularly numerous
as the gray substance is approached.
The glia distribution in the lateral funiculus jiresents

no remarkable features.

A relatively large number of ganglion cells stand in

close relation to the lateral funiculus. They are situated

in the formatio reticularis and in the columna grisea lat-

eralis.

In lower animals "colossal fibres" in various groups
have been described in the lateral funiculus.

I'onterinr l<\inieuluii.—Ziehen's counts of the nerve
fibres yield for the posterior funiculus, exclusive of Lis-

sauer's fasciculus, the following figures: lutumesceutia
cervicalis, 174,000; midthoracic region, 75,000; iutu-
inescentia lumbalis, 8.j,000.

The calibre of the nerve fibres in the posterior funicu-
lus varies greatly and the distribution of the coarse and
tine fibres is irregular. It is not easy to set U|i a sharp
distinction between the distribution in GoU's fasciculus

(Fig. 4390) and that in Burdach's. At the junction of
Goll's and Burdach's fasciculi, the fibresare more closely
crowded together than elsewhere. This is the so-called
"
bainl of condensation " of Sherrington.
The calibre of the fibres in Lissauer's fasciculus is very

small, the average diameter probably not exceeding 2 or
3 fi. This seems to be due to the fact that when the fibres

of the posterior root enter the white matter of the cord,
the coarse fibres become separated from the fine, the
former going into the so-called "entry zone " medial from
the posterior horn, the latter accumulating in the interval
between the substantia gelatinos;i and the periphery of
the cord to form Lissauer's fasciculus.

The main stems of the posterior root fibres may run for
some distance forward and medialward before undergo-
ing bifurcation into an ascending and a descending limb.
In addition to these transverse fibres, one meets at all

levels of the cord some longitudinal fibres, which are be-

coming transverse in order to run in and terminate in the

gray matter, and more especially great groups of collat-

erals given off from different parlsof the white matter to
run horizontally or somewhat obliquely toward the gray
substance. The collaterals of the posterior root fibres are
confined chiefly, in the upper part of the cord, to Bur-
dach's fasciculus. It is rare to find them given off from
the fibres of Goll's fasciculus. The collaterals of the

posterior funiculus are of the highest importance and
will be described more fully farther on.

For a description of the glia of the posterior funiculus

Weigert's book should be consulted.

It is rare to find dislocated ganglion cells among the
fibres of the posterior funiculus, though Sherrington has

occasionally met with isolated nerve cells, presumably
derived from the

nucleus dorsalis

(Clarkii).
T h e

"
colossal

fibres
"

so often

found in the an-

terior lateial fu-

niculus of lower
vertebrates appar-
ently do not occur
in the posterior
funiculus.
Each posterior

root fibre bifur-

cates at an angle
of from 120° to

IfiO" into a short

descending limb
and a long as-

cending limb. The bifurcation takes place at a node of
Ranvier. Some collaterals are given off from the root

fibre before its bifurcation, but more from the limbs of

bifurcation near their origin. It is these limbs of bifur-

cation which make up the majority of the fibres of the

white matter of the posterior funiculus. Since these

fibres have their origin in the cell bodies situated in the

Fig. 4390.—Fibre (irouplnR in the Fasciculus
(iracills Golll : Intuniescentlu Cervicalis.

Nlgrosln staining. Zeiss Oc. 2, OhJ. F.

(After T.Ziehen.)
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spinal ganglia, tliat i8, outside the spinal cord, they are

often referred to as exogenoim fibres. As we shall later

see, the posterior funiculi contain in addition some eiuhi-

genoiis fibres, that is, fibres which are processes of cell

bodies that are situated within the gray matter of the cord.
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ColumiM Grisea Anterior.—The form and size of th(;

columna grisea anterior or anterior horn varies much, as

seen in transverse .section, at different levels of the cord

There is a type of form, however, which is characteristi<-

of each segment, and for corresponding parts of segments
in different cords, as will be Ciisily seen bj' a study of tlie

accurate pliotographic reiirodiictions of sections through
each of tlie segments of the human spinal cord pictured
in Alexander Biuce's "Topographical Atlas." An e.\

amination of these figures shows that all the motor cells

of the anterior horn in tlie cervical and lumbar regions
and in I lie first thoiacic segment may be divitled into u

medial and a luieml column of cells. I shall follow

Bruce's description closely.
The medial column of cells is jireseut throughout tlie

whole length of the cord above the level of N. sacnilis

v., with the exception of the levels of N. lumljalis I., N.

sacralis I., and the upper level of N. sacralis II. This
medial column of cells in some sections forms a single

group, but in others, especially in the pars thoraailis, is

differentiable into an anterior medial column and a pos-
terior medial column. The cells of the latter are smaller

than those of the former.

The greatest develo]iment of the anterior medial group
is met with in tlie levels of tlie N. cervicalis IV. et V.,
where besides the cells ordinarily present there is a large

group of cells just lateral from them, possibly corre-

sponding to the spinal centre for the N. phrenicus.
Below the level of the N. cervicalis V., the cells of the

medial column gradually diminish in number in the cer-

vical segment. In some sections only one or two cells,

or even none at all, may be found. Thenumber isagain
suddenly increased in the lower part of the eighth cervi-

cal segment, and this increase, according to Bruce, is

maintiiined throughout the whole of the pars tlioracalis.

It is well represented also in the four upper lumbar

segments. In the first three lumbar segments Bruce
described a few cells in a small anterolateral angle
wliicli may be included along with the medial group, or

may tie reganled as a special anterior group. The me-
dial group of cells is alisent in the fifth lumbar, first

sacral, and upper part of the second sacral segments, but

reappears in the lower part of this segment and is con-

tinued as far as the fourth sacral segment. It is absent

again below tliis level.

Tlie lateral column of cells is subdivisible in the cer-

vical region into an anterolateral (ventrolateral) and a

poitterolateral (dorsolateral) cell column. In the lower-
most part of the pars cervicalis an additional grouji,
sonietiines designated the jioxl-postcrolateral. exists. It

is also to be found in the first thoracic segment, though
the lateral cell column appears to be otherwise enlirely

unrepresented in the pars tlioracalis. In the pars liim

balls, however, in the levels of origin of the Nn. lum
bales and upper Nn. sacrales, both an anfcrolateral and
a |)osteidlateral eoluniii of cells are present. There is

also to be made out, from the level of N. lumbalis II. to
the upper part of the segment corresponding to N. sa-

cralis II., a central group of nervccells. Further, a post-
posterolateral group of nerve cells (Onufrowicz) exists in

the first, second, and third sacral segments. This is the

group designated by van Gehuchten as the secondary
posterolateral group.

In the pars cervicalis the anterolateral group is really
subdivisible into twosections: an upper anterolateral sec-

Fui. 4391.—Toluidin Blue Preparation of the Upper Part of the
Eighth Cervical Segment of the Human Spinal Cord. (After A.
Bruce, "A Toi^ograplncal Alias of the Spinal Cord," Edinburgh, -

19(11.) The anterior mesial group consist*: of four cells. The pos-
terior mesial is not represented. The antero-Iateral and postero-
lateral groups are more sharply differentiated than in any other
segments The (lower) anterolateral group contains twenty-nine
cells. Eleven of these are concentrated into an apparently distinct

group at the p<tslerior part of the main group, and ciuisist of larger
and more deeply stained cells. The posterolateral group consists of

thirty cells, and shows a tendency to division into an inner group'
consisting of sixteen cells, and an outer group cimsistiug of four-
teen cells. Behind there is a post-posterolateral group of tliree cells-

tion, which extends from the upper limits of the fourth
to the upper part of the second segment, attaining its

maximum development in the fifth segment; and a lower
anterolateral group, which extends from the upper third
of the sixth to the middle of the eighth segment (Fig.
4391), attaining its maximum development at the seventh

segment. The two anterolateral groups thus coexist in
the sixth segment (Bruce).

In the fifth and eighth .segments there is an indication
of subdivision of the anterolateral grou]> into three sub-
ordinate nuclei, one anterior, one medial, and one poste-
rior.

The posterolateral cell column is not present above the
fourth cervical segment. Below this level, the cells in-

crease in number raiiidly. reaching their maximum at
the fifth and sixth segments, where they form the prom-
inent posterolateral angle. This posterolateral cell col-

umn is not well marked in the seventh .segment, but is

increased in size again in the eighth cervical segment,
coincident with the marked increase in size of the poste-
rolaleral angle in this segment.
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The post posterolateral group begins in the eighth cer-

vical segment and extends through the first dorsal seg-
ment. Tlie posterolateral signieut gradually disajipears
from the lower part of the eighth cervical segment, and
is absent in the first thoracic segment, although the post-

posterolaleral group is so well developed in the first

tlioracic segment that the posterolateral angle still re-

mains prominent in spite of the disappearance of the pos-
terolateral group proper.

In the region of the Nn. lumbales and Nn. sacrales the

lateral group of cells first appears at the second lumbar

segment, though a small central anterior group of cells

is present at the anterolateral angle of the first three lum-

bar segments.
The anterolateral cell group is enlargeil in the fourth

and fifth lumbar segments, causing there a special pro-

jection of the anterolateral angle; its maximum size,

however, is attained at the level of N. sacralis I., below

which the group rapidly decreases in size, disapi)earing

entirely before the third sacral segment is reached.

The posterolateral cell group begins rather abruptly in

the second luml)ar segment, increases rapiilly in size be-

low, this level, becoming largest in the fourth and fifth

lumbar segnu-nts. The group undergoes some reduction

in size in the first sacral segment, and this diminution

goes on gradually through the second and third seg-

ments, the cell group disappearing entirely at the lower

part of the third sacral segment.
As the researches of Ouuf. van Geliuehten. and Bruce

have shown, there is some ditliculty in deciding upon the

lower limits of the anterolateral and posterolateral cell

groups in the sacral region, owing to the fact that the

posterolateral and jiostpostcrolateral cell groups become

displaced forward so that they come to occupy the posi-
tion previously held by the anterolateral and postero-
lateral cell groups respectively.
The post-posterohiteral cell group has its upper limit

in the lumbosacral region in the first sacral segment. It

is remarkably developed in the lower half of the second
sacral segment, but rapidly diminishes in size again
througli the third sacral segment, to cease entirely at its

lower limit.

The central cell group, peculiar to the lumbosiicral re-

gion of the spinal cord, extends from the level of N. lum-
balis II. to the level of N. sacralis II. It is a tolerably

compact colunm of cells, situated medial from and be-

tween the anterolateral and posterolateral groups of cells.

It is best developed at the level of N. lumbalis V. and N.
sacralis I.

Before leaving the arrangement of cells in theeolumna

grisea anterior, we should say a word or two about a

special group of motor cells situated in the upper cer-

vical segments, viz., the 7uidetii< uitH accessorii. In sec-

tions through the first cervical segment, the posterolateral

groui) of about sixteen cells per section represents the

nucleus N. acces.sorii ; in sections through the second
cervical segment this nucleus is situali d near the middle
of the anterior horn, and consists of about eiglit cells per
section; in the third cervical segment the nucleus occu-

pies a position near the middle of the lateral margin of

the anterior horn, and there are about five cells per sec-

tion ; in the fourth cervical segment the cells of the nu-
cleus lie slightly behind the anterolateral angle. Some
authors class these cells as belonging to the columna in-

tcrmedio-lateralis rather than to the columna grisea ante-

rior. The relations are well shown in Bnice's "Atlas,"
Plates I. to IV. The lateral groups of motor cells so

richly represented in the enlargements, corresponding to

tte iunervalion of the muscles of the extremities, are

spoken of collectively in the intumescentia cervicalis as

the mideus exlremitntin superioris ; and in the intumes-
centia lumbalis as the niiclci/s ejtremitatis inferioris.

The number of ganglion cells present in the anterior

horn of human beings has been estimated for several seg-
ments by Kaiser. Ills figures are as follows:

In the fourth cervical segment, 2^,440; in the fifth,

64,230; in the sixth. 44.560; in the seventh. 36.850: in

the eighth, 47,970; in the first thoracic .segment, 27,600.

Kaiser's article contains also the figures for several seg-
ments in the spinal cord of the five-months' embryo and
of the new-born. Birge's article contains enumerations
of the anterior horn cells of the frog.

The form of the anterior horn cell is irregularly l^olyg-
onal w hen seen in cross-section, the multangular shape
being dependent upim the origin of the dendrites and
axones from the cell body.

Anterior horn cells vaiy in diameter in human beings
between 11 and 110/i (Stilling), though the majority
measure from G7tol35//, according to newer measure-
ments. The cells of the posteromedial group average
smaller, the diameter varying between 30 and 80 /j (von
KOlliker). Ziehen has collected from the literature meas-
urements made in a whole series of animals and he has
combined them in a table given on pp. 180-131 of his
article (loc. cit.).

The giowth in size of the anterior horn cells in human
beings is well illustrated by Kaiser's measurements in the
lateral group of cells of the anterior horn : Fo'tus at be-

ginning of fifth month. 16-27..5//; at sixth month. 17-33//;
at seventh luonth, 23-44.5//; at eighth month. 23-48//;
newlv born, 17.5-53//; fifteen-year old bov. 26-53//;
adult 23-59//.
Not all the cells of the anterior horns give rise to axones

of fibres of the anterior root. Some of them send their
axones to the white funiculi of the spinal cord itself,

chiefly to the funiculi of the oppo.site side of the cord

through the commissura anterior alba and hence desig-
nated "commissural cells" or "heteromeric neurones,"

Fig. 4.392.—Motor Nerve Cell from Ventral Horn of Gray Matter of

Spinal Cord of Itabliit. (.\ftiT Nissl.) Of tlie three lower proc-
esses, the middle one represents tlie a.xone. All the titlier processes
are dendrites. The niurpins nf the eells and of the mases of stain-

ahie sultsinnce ai>pear too sharp in tile re]trodni'tion. At the anffle
of the division of the lartze dendrite at the left superior anffle of the
cell is shown one of tlie

"
wedges of division

"
(Verzweigrungs-

kegeln). The spindle-shaped Nissl Ijodieis are well shown, i-spe-

ciaily in the dendrites. Tliis cell is classed by Nissl as a sticho-

cbrome uerve cell in the apyknoiuorphoiis condition.

but partly to the white funiculi of the same half of the

spinal cord, and hence called "tautomeric funicular

cells." According to von Lenhossek, the medial group
of cells in the anterior horn is made up of commissural
cells; he therefore calls it the conunissural group, while
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the cells whose axonps go iuto anterior root fibres arc

chiefly limited to the lateral group of nerve cells.

As "to the large motor cells of the anterior horn, they
form the most prominent elements in cross-sections of the

spinal cord. They are typical multipolar stichochrome
cells iu the sense' of Xissl (Fig. 4392). The dendrites

pass out in all directions from the cell bodj-. medial-

ward, dorsahvard, and some latcrahvard. They may
reach the surface of the cord, having passed through the

whole thickness of the white matter; in some animals
there is a definite subpial plexus of dendrites. The
axone. single for each cell, arises at the asone hillock,

and shonly after leaving the cell becomes medullated
and passes more or less horizontally through the white
matter to enter one of the fila radicularia of the anterior

root at the sulcus lateralis anterior. One to four delicate

branches, the so-called side fibrils of Golgi, come off

from the non-meduUated portion of the axone and run
back toward the cell body in the gray matter. The dif-

ferences in calibre of the anterior root fibres have been
mentiiined above. According to von Bechterew the

coarser fibres are medullated earlier than are the finer.

It is the opinion of Gaskell and Mott that the coarse

fibres are distributed to the voluntary muscles, the fine

fibres to the involuntary muscles, by way of the systema
nervorum sympathicum. An immense amount of work
has been done upon the finer internal structure of the

anterior horn cells, a verj- full resume of which may be
found in my book on the "Xervous System," pp. 101-
157. Too much space would be required to introduce

the details of structure here.

The glia cells in the anterior horn consist chiefly of

typical astrocytes, some with long fibres, some with
short. Of the processes of ependymal cells so abundantly
present in the gray matter of the embrjo cords, relatively
little is to be made out in the adult.

In among the nerve cells and glia cells of the anterior

horn are to be seen a very large number of medullated
nerve fibres and collaterals, these include the medul-
lated proximal portions of anterior root fibres, the medul-
lated axones of tautomeric neurones, the cell bodies of

whichare situated in the gray matterof the anteriorhom,
the medullated axones of fibres going to or coming from
the commissura anterior alba, the medullated axones and
collaterals entering the anterior horn from the anterior

and lateral fimiculi, and lastly, but among the most im-

portant, the reflex collaterals from the posterior root

fibres, which pass forward through the gray matter to

terminate, as Golgi preparations from the embryo de-

monstrate, in end-arborizations around the anterior horn
cells.

The researches dealing with the relations of the special

groups of anterior horn cells to function are numerous.

Among others may be mentioned those of Ferrier and
Teo, Risien Russell. Waldeyer. Sano, and Kaiser, il.

Allen Starr's table of localization of function in the dif-

ferent segments of the spinal cord is invaluable in clinical

diagnosis. A'ide Plate LU. in the present volume.)
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Colum/ia Crrisea Posterior (Posterior or Dorgal Horn).—
The structure of the posterior gray .^olumn is much less

well understood than that of the anterior gray column.
Its gross subdivision into cervix, apex, substantia gelat-
inosa, and nucleus dorsalis have been described above
under the macroscopic appearances. The prominent
posterior part, just ventral from the substantia gela-
tinosa, sometimes called the caput and badly designated,
by Waldeyer, Kern des DormUiorns, is a striking feature
in Weigert preparations, since it is closely crowded with
medullated fibres and contains relatively small nerve
cells.

The nerve cells in the posterior horn are, on the whole,
much smaller than those of the anterior horn. The total

number of nerve cells present is probably smaller and
their distribution and arrangement are irregular. The
most constant cell group is the nucleus dorsalis or col-

umn of Clarke, which lies at the medial margin of the
base of the posterior horn. The nucleus dorsalis is best

developed in the lower segments of the thoracic region,
and in the segments corresponding to the two uppermost
Xn. lumbales. In theintumescentia the cells are scanty
or absent altogether. In the gray matter of the sacral

segments the cells are again more numerous (sacral nu-
cleus of Stilling). There is also a good representation of
Clarke's nucleus in the uppermost portion of the cen-ical

cord (cervical nucleus of Stilling). The exact position
of the nucleus dorsalis varies in different animals, having
a tendency to be situated more dorsalward in human
beings than in lower forms. The number of cells in the
nucleus dorsalis has not yet been determined. The great-
est number in any one cross-section is usually to be met
in sections from the segment corresponding to the
twelfth thoracic nerve, at which level the nucleus dor-
salis measures as much as 0.7.5 mm. in diameter.

In ordinary carmine or hematoxylin preparations the
cell bodies of Clarke's nucleus look rounded or elliptical,
sometimes polygonal. In Golgi preparations thej- are
shown to be acttially multipolar, having verj- numerous-
dendrites and a single axone. The dendrite, however,
are much less coarse at their roots than are the dendrites
of the anterior horn cells, and this accounts for the differ-

ence in appearance in carmine preparations. The indi-

vidual cell bodies varj- greatly in djameter, according to

Ziehen, between 15 and 70 u. Von KOUiker's figures are
45-90 /i, while Mott gives as the average diameter 50 /» in

the eighth thoracic segment, 109 /i in tlie twelfth thoracic

segment (longitudinal sections).

The single axone from the cell body of a cell of Clarke's
nucleus usually arises on the anterior or lateral margin
of the cell : occa.<ionally it comes off from the postenor
margin. From its origin it runs ventralward, makes a

hook-shaped bend, and becoming medullated, either just
before or just after making the bend, runs as a transver-
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sal nerve fibre to the posterior periphery of the hiteral

funiculus, where it turns so as to run hmgitudinally
tDWiird the cerebrum in the direct cerebellar tract of

Flechsig. the tract which I have (h'sigimted the fascicu-

his spinocerebellaris dorsolateialis. Tliese axoues, in

that horizontal part of tlieir course wliicli is situated be-

tween tlie ilorsal horns and the dorsolateral periphery of

the cord, make distinct bundles, spoken of as the "liori-

zontal cerebellar bundle
"
by Flcehsig, or as

"
Fleclisig's

tmndle" by von LenhossiJk! Collaterals do not appear
to he given" olT from these axoncs, at any rate in their prox-
imal portions. As we shall see later, these axoncs pass

through the corptis rcstiforme of the medulla oblongata
t<j terminate in the cerebellum.

The nerve cells in the caput of the posterior horn, that

is, in the so-called Kern ties Dorsal/tonus of Waldcyer, are

not well understood. Ziehen designates them Inneuzellen

des Jlinterhoritkopfs. These cells tend to be triangular in

the anterior portion of the group, but become more spin-

dle-shaped in the posterior portion. The smaller cells

are partly spindle-shaped, partly polygonal. The size

varies greatly. It is rare to tind a cell with a diameter

of more than .50/;. while the smallest cells are almost as

small as the minute nerve cells of the substantia gelati-
nosa. The dendrites are long, but not of large calibre.

The axone passes in a straight line or in a curve lateral-

ward and becomes a longitudinal til)re, usually ascend-

ing, of the lateral funiculus of the same side. Ac-

cordingly these cells are to be looked upon chiefly as

tautomeric funicular neurones. An occasional axone

may pass into the anterior or posterior funiculus, or

rarely through the commissure to the opposite side of the

cord.
The substantia gelatinosa (Rolandi) contains an enor-

mous number of minute nerve cells, so small that for a

long time these cells were believed to be glia cells until

Wcigert demonstrated that glia cells are really relatively
rare in this situation, and Hamou y Cajal, with Golgi's
method, demonstrated the exact characters of the nerve
cells and their proces.ses situated there. These cells have
been very well described by Gierke, and some authors re-

fer to them as Gierh's cells. They are usually stellate,

though sometimes more spindle-shaped. They are very
small; it is rare to find one exceeding 20 /« in diameter.

The size varies between 6 and 20 ft. The arrangement in

rows is very well shown in Ramon y Cajal's drawings.
Each cell has niunerous deiiilrites which have no regular
arrangement, though sometimes they form bush-like
masses at two extremities of a spindle-shaped cell. The
axone arises, nearly always, from the posterior pole of the
cell and runs backward, but can seldom be followed be-

yond the so-called zonal layer, that is, the outermost por-
tion of the substantia gelatinosa which stains less intense-

ly in carmine preparations {7Miuilsrhicht of Waldeyer).
Kamon y Cajal believes that some of the axones go to

form longitudinal fibres of the fasciculus of Lissauer;
others to form endogenous fibres of the posterior funicu-

lus; some, doubtless, run longitudinally in the posterior
horn itself. Golgi cells of type II., so-called dendraxones,
have been described In' various authors in the substantia

gelatinosa (Rolandi). The finer structure of the cells of
the substance of Rolando has been studied by Levi, to

whose article we refer for a description of the nucleus
and nucleolus.

As early as IS.'iO Clarke drew attention to tlie peculiar
position occupied by certain cells of the zonal layer of
the substantia gelatinosa. These cells, which have been
called margindl cells bv von I.,enhossek, and cellules limi-
tantes by the French writers, form an uninterrupted row,
closest together at the medial margin of the sub.stantia

eelatino.sa of the jiostcrior horn. Some of them can be
followed beyond the substantia gelatinosa, along the
medial margin of the posterior horn, even as i'ar as
Clarke's nucleus. The individual cells are sjundle-
shaped, the long axis of the cell running parallel to the

margin of the substantia gelatinosa. A few pyramidal
cells can be .seen, the apex of the pyramid being turned
toward the iuteiior of the substantia gelatinosar Tliese

cells are larger by far than the Gierke cells of the sub-

stantia gelatinosa itself. The dendrites come off chietly
from the polesof the cells; the a.\one may arise from the
cell liody or from a dendrite. It usually passes ventral-

ward through the substantia gelatinosa (Holandi), where
it gives oil' collaterals (Ramon y Cajal) and then bends
lateralward to become a longitudinal fibre of the lateral

funiculus. In animals like the chick, mouse, and pig,
some axones bifurcate into two, both going to the lateral

funiculus, or one going to the lateral, the other to the

jio.sterior funiculus. These axones have not j'et been
followed in human beings.

.\ Very careful study of the glia cells of the posterior
horn has been made byWeigert. He it was who demon-
strated the relatively small amount of glia in the sub-
stirntia gelatinosa (Rolandi), a view quite opposed to the
older descriptions. There is more glia in the caput of
the posterior horn ; the nucleus tlorsalis is tolerably rich

in glia cells. The appearances of the glia of the poste-
rior horn and of the substantia gelatinosa (Rolandi), as
revealed by Golgi's method, are well describe<l and pict-
ured by von Lenhossek, to whose article the reader is

referred.

The study of the finer and coarser medullated fibres

appearing in the posterior horn, made by von Lenhossek,
is also one of the best at our disposal. Every one who
has studied Weigert preparations of the posterior horn
has been struck by the radial bundles of medullated
fibres which pass through the substantia gelatinosa (Ro-
landi), and by the great number of fine fibres present in

different parts of the posterior horn.

A large number of tlie fibres entering the posterior
horn of the gray matter are to be looked upon as the ter-

minals of the fibres of the jKisterior funiculi. As mani-
fold ob.servations have shown, the fibres coming into the

posterior funiculus through any given posterior root,

vary greatly in their length. Some run into the gray
matter to terminate almost at the level of entrance;
others run longitudinally in the posterior funiculus, to

terminate in the gray matter a few or several segments
distant from the level of entrance, while still others run
for long distances lengthwise in the posterior funiculus,

passing by a great many segments before terminating in

the gray matter of the cord, some of them even passing
the whole length of the spinal cord above the level of the

entrance to find a termination first in the gray matter of
the medulla oblongata. Accordingly the jiostcrior root

fibres seen terminating in the gray matter at any given
level of the cord may have come in through a posterior
root near this level, or through a number of jiostcrior
roots at variable distances below. A few posterior root

fibres instead of running lengthwise in the posterior
funiculus assume a longitudinal course within the gray
matter of the posterior horn itself.

Much interest has been manifested with regard to the

medullated fibres which run in from the fasciculus cunea-
tus to terminate in the nucleus dorsalis. Von Lenhossek
and von KoUiker describe these fibres going to the nu-
cleus dorsalis as collaterals of the posterior root fibres,

though SchafTer, of Bu<lai)esl, maintains that these fibres

are the main fibres and not collaterals, and his observa-

tions, together with those of Kedlicli, indicate that it is

the fibres from the sacral and luinbar nerve roots which

chiefly end in the nucleus dorsalis. The number of fine

medullated fibres to be seen in among the cell bodies of

the nucleus dorsalis is a striking feature of Weigert prep-
arations.

Whatever may be the facts in the dispute about the

nature of the fine medullated fibres in the nucleus dor-

sali.s, there can be no doubt that in addition to the termi-

nals of the stem fibres of the posterior root running into

the gray substaiu'c, there are immense numbers of col-

laterals from the po.stcrior root fibres and their limbs of

bifurcation passing into the dorsal horn, some of them to

end there, others to pa.ss through it and to terminate in

the anterior horn. These collaterals are most numerous
on the fibres of the fasciculus cuneatus; but they rarely
come from the fibres of the fasciculus gracilis; in other
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words, the collaUrals are given off from the proximal

portions of the i)osterior root fibres rather than from
their distal portions.
A group of these collaterals about which we know

most is that of the reflex collaterals which come off in a

flat curve, slightly convex laterahvard, from the root

entrance zoue and enter the gray matter at the medial

margin of the head of the posterior horn, some of them

passing through the most medial portion of the substan-

tia gelatinosa (Rolanili). These fibres lie lateral from
Clarke's nucleus and from the posterior root fibres which
run into the nucleus dorsalis to terminate there. Once
inside the posterior horn these reflex collaterals run either

straight ventralward or vcntralward and slightly lateral-

ward, sometimes forming a second slight curve, the con-

cavity of which is directed medialward. In the anterior

horn the collaterals undergo fan-like dispersion and end
in terminal arborizations upon the cell bodies and den-

drites of the anterior horn cells.

A large number of the radial bundles passing through
the substantia gelatinosa are terminals and collaterals

from the fibres of Lissauer's fa.sdculus to the caput of

the posterior horn. A certain number of terminals and
collaterals from the fibres of the lateral funiculus have
been shown by Golgi's method to run into the gray mat-
ter of the posterior horn and to end there.

Doubtless some of the medullated fibres seen in the

posterior horn are the medullated axones of posterior
horn cells on their way to the fimiculus lateralis, the

funiculus posterior, or the commissure. The horizontal

cerebellar path of Flechsig met with at tolerably regular
intervals and representing the medullated axones of the

cells of the nucleus dorsalis belong to this category.
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Columna Grisea Lateralis sen TntermediolateraUs.—This
column, especially developed throughout the thoracic

portions of the spinal cord, includes the nerve cells of the
so called

"
lateral hoin

"
and of the adjacent reticular for-

mation. J. I/Ockhart Clarke described it as the tractus

intermediolateralis, and pointed out that it was most
marked in the upper portion of the pars thoracalis.

Slany authors have made the mistake of confusing the

cells of this lateral column of gray matter with those of
the posterolateral group of the anterior horn, and in the
cervical and lumbar regions there is still some ground for
doubt as to which cells shall be counted as belonging to
the columna lateralis and which to the columna anterior.
The bodies of the nerve cells tend to lie in compact

groups; the individual cells are usually multipolar,
sometimes spindle shaped. The measurements in the

long axis of the cell body are given as varying between
12 and 45 /i, those of the short axis between .5 and Xo/i.
The dendrites which often run far out into the white

substance tend to be arranged in oppositipolar groups
corresponding to the spindle shape of many of these
cells. The single axoue goes as a rule to become a

longitudinal (ascending or descending) fibre of the lateral

funiculus of the same side. The cell bodies of the col-

umna lateralis must therefore be regarded as being those
of tautomeric neurones. A few axones probably go to

the anterior funiculus of the same side. It has been sug-
gested that some of these cells become anterior root fibres,

which go to innervate the abdominal and perineal mus-
cles; but the results of studies by the method of Golgi
are opposed to such a view.

Columna Interntedia.—I use this term to designate an
important area of gray substance situated between the
anterior and posterior horns, and variously named by dif-

fei'ent authors (Miitelzone der graiie'i Substam, von Len-
bossek ; Zmschenthtil or Zieischeiizoiu, deryrauen SulMam,
Ziehen). Here are situated groups of nerve cells which
may be called intermediate cells (Miitelzellen of Wal-
deyer, Zirisclienze/leii of Ziehen). They lie anterolateral-

ward from the nucleus dorsalis Clarkii. The arrange-
ment of these cells is more regular aud continuous in the

upper part of the spinal cord, while in the lower part it

is far less regular, the cells being scattered. Argutinsky
has described and pictured peculiar aggregations of these

cells, which have, however, as he maintains, no segmental
significance. The cell bodies are, as a rule, polygonal in

shape and vary in size between about 10 and 24/j in the

long diameter. The axones of these cells go chiefly to

become fibres of the lateral fimiculus, though some have
been followed into the anterior funiculus and others into
the commissura anterior alba. The corresponding neu-
rones are therefore to be regarded as tautomeric and
heteromeric respectively.

Substantia Grisea Centralis.—This includes the gelat-
inous gray matter surrounding the central canal. The
ependymal cells which line the central cjinal play a large
part in the formation of this portion of the giaj' matter.

Some one hundred ependymal cells are required to build

up the circumference of the central canal at any one
level (Stilling). These cells var}- from 10 to 25/* in

breadth, and from 2.5 to .5.5// in length; these figures re-

fer to the swollen main portion of the cell body and do
not, of course, include the long processes (ependymal
fibres). The cells are ciliated at their distal end; these

cilia are much easier to make out in the embryo than in

the adult. The so-called ependymal fibres are really the
distal processes of the ependymal cells. The appearance
of these fibres in embryonic tissues, stained by the
method of Golgi, is very remarkable. The careful de-

scrii)tions of von Lenbossek and Ramon y Cajal may be
consulted in this connection.

In addition to the ependymal cells a larger number of

glia cells exists in this region than in the more peripheral
parts of the gra_v matter. The large number of nuclei

visible in this region in iron-hiematoxylin preparations is

probably accounted for by the presence of large numbers
of glia cells, and the gelatinous appearance around the
central canal is due to the large number of ependymal
glia cells in the neighborhood. AVeigert's glia stain

demonstrates an extraordinary richness in glia in this re-

gion, the whole area coming out dark blue in the section.

The mode of obliteration of the central canal has been
described in detail by Weigert and by Brissaud, to whose

descriptions the reader is referred.

True nerve cells would appear to be absent in the im-

mediate neighborhood of the central canal. In the more
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periphtTal portions of tlie substantia grisea centralis a
few cell bodies can bo found, part of them those of neu-
rones whose axoncs go to the lateral funicuhis, others

lliose of commissural neurones.
In the gray commissure there are many white fibres

whicli appear to be inileiiemlenl of the conunissura ante-

rior allia. These tend lo be combined into two delicate

wliite commissures wliich run in the gray commissure,
one in front of the central caiml (eoramissura intracen-

tralis anterior), and one beliind tlie central canal (coni-
niissura intracentralis posterior).
The commiantira intracentralis anterior, identical with

Stilling's commissura anterior accessoria, is sharpl_v

separable from the commissura anterior alba, lying as it

does behind the latter in tlie gray matter. Its constit

uent librcs are very much finer than those of tlie aute-

rior wliite commissure. Tlie bundle is most niarlved in

the intumescentia lumlialisand in the conus terminalis.

According to Zielien, tlie majority of the tibres, namely,
those more anteriorly situated, are connected (by origin
or termination) with tlie anteromedial group of nerve
cells in the anterior linrn. The more posterior tilires of

this little commissure lie follows to the junction of the

columna intermedia witli tlie substantia grisea centralis,

and concludes that the)' here assume a longitudinal
direction.

The ommiitsura intraeentrtiUs posterior consists of very
fine fibres, and is best developed in the i)roximal portion
of the pars cervicalis and in the conus medullaris, being
onl)' feebly represented in the thoracic cord and in the

intume.scentia\ E.\act mcasuroments of the sagittal
diameter are given by Stilling.
Much work has been done upon the origin and termi-

nation of the fibres of this posterior intracentral commis-
sure. The view now held is that many of them repre-
sent reflex collaterals from the posterior root fibres of one
side of the cord, which go through tliis commissure to

terminate in the opposite anterior horn. In addition,
some collaterals from fibres of the lateral and posterior
funiculi pass through this commissure to end in the pos-
terior horn. Again, some of the cells in the posterior
horn give off axoues which, becoming medullated, pass
through this commissure to the opposite posterior horn,
to end there, or to become endogenous fibres of the op-
posite posterior funiculus. Ziehen also describes in the

commissure fibres which arise from the cells of the
columna intermedia and from the cells of the columna
intermeiliolateralis, but the termination of these fibres he
could not ascertain.
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TiiK CoxDiXTioN- P.vrns of the Spinal Cord.

We have thus far considered the white matter and the

gray matter more or less separately without any special
reference to the interrelations of the nerve cells to the
nerve fibres. Investigations have shown that function-

ally similar nerve fibres tend to run in detiiiilc! bundles of
the white matter, and that functionally similar groups of
nerve cells tend to lie in common masses or columns in

the gray matter. The bundles of fibresof common func-
tion arc known as yiV//c njinteiun. The functional groups
of nerve cells are known as nerre rentrex or nuclei. His-

tological examination proves that tlie.se nerve centres or
nuclei are connected with s|iecili<: fibre sj'stems. Each

nerve cell of a particular nucleus gives off an axone,
which becomes the medullated nerve fibre of a definite
fibre system. Since the uerve-cell body or perikaryon
with its dendrites and axone, with the collaterals and
terminal ion of the latter, is, as a wluile, known as a neu-
rone, it is obvious that we may speak of a nerve centre,
or luicleus, together with its corresi)oiidiiig fibre system,
as a neurone Kijsteni (.systenia neurouicum). It is to the
various neurone systems and the modes of localizing
them in the S|)iual cord that it is our intention next to
turn. We shall see that the term e^mduetion path is used
in a wider sense to include a chaiu of superimpo.sed or

subimposed neurone systems, the end arborizations of
the axones of one neurone sy.stem transferring the nerve
impulses to the dendrites and cell bodies of the neurone
of the next neurone system in the chain. A good spa-
tial sense is necessarj- for the proper understanding of
the conduction paths; unless one is capable of thinking
of the three dimensional relations inside the central ner-
vous system, he will have great difficulty in understand-

ing the problems connected with them.
While, as we have said, there is a marked tendency to

aggregation of fibres of similar function in localized areas
of the white matter of the cord, it must not be thought
that this localization is as sharp as many of the diagrams
in the text-books would lead one to believe. Indeed,
there is undoubtedly much mixing of fibre systems in

given areas of a cross-section, and when we designate a
certain area as that of the lateral pyramidal tract, for ex-

ample, it must be understood that this nomenclature is

employed for a fortiori reasons, for we know that in the
area a few fibres other than those belonging to the pyram-
idal tract exist.

The methods which are employed for the localization
of the conduction paths arc as follows:

1. Weigert's Mtielin-Sheiith Method.—This method, de-
scribed in the article Bto/h, Histology of, permits one in

serial sections to follow medullated axones for very con-
siderable distances. Unfortunately, it is not of great
service in demonstrating the connection of the nerve cells

with the nerve fibres, for even when carmine or other

dyes are used as a contrast stain for the cell body and
axones, it is often very difficult to follow an axone into
its corresponding medullary sheath.
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3. Method of Oolgi.
—This method, chiefly applicable to

embryonic tissues, has proved to be of exrtraordinary
value in demonstrating developing dendrites, axones,
collaterals, and telodeiulrions. It permits us to follow
the axones of the various anterior horn cells to the ante-
rior roots or to the anterior white commissure, or to the
funiculi. It, more than any other method, has permitted
the determination of the funicular relations of the axones
of the posterior horn cells, and has given us most precise
information regarding the intramedullary course of the
axones of the fibres of the posterior roots. Finally, by
means of this method, we have gained an entirely new
conception of the relations of the terminals of the axones
of one neurone system to the cell bodies and d<'ndrite3 of

the next neurone systi-m in given conduction path.s. The
method lias, UMrortimately. a limited application in the

stiidj' of the adult spinal cord.
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3. Method of Flerlixi;/ (Obser-
vatious of Serial McduUation).—

Tliougli a number of investi-

gators before Fleclisig had ob-

served that different portions
of the white substance devel-

oped their myeline sheaths at

different periods, it was Flecli-

sig who first took advantage of

this fact in a large way for de-

termining the serial sequence
of mcdullation. He also uti-

lized the facts discovered for

drawing inferences witli regard
to the topographical localiza-

tion of conduction paths.

Flechsig's studies proved that

in human embryos of the same

age the same groups of nerve
fibres are metlullated in the

white substance, while em-

bryos at different ages reveal

an entirelj' different grouping
of the medullated fibres. In

other woi'ds, the mcdullation
of the diffeii^nt fasciculi is

temporarily constant and fol-

lows a definite law. After

studying a series of embryos,
one can, if he knows the age
of the embryo, say off hand
what bundles of fibres in the
cord will on examination be
found to be medullated, and
what bundles will still lack

myelin sheaths. Fleclisig fur-

ther found that nerve fibres

having the same origin and
termination, that is, nerve
hbies of the same fibre sj's-

tem, and which therefoie piob-
ably have tlie same fiuiction,

become medullated at the SiUiie

period, while oilier fibres, with
different anatomiciil coniiee-

tions and different functions,
become medullated al other

times.

Fleclisig, by this method, was able to dislinguisli easily
in the funiculus anterior two parts: (I) the iiyraiuidal
tract of the funiciilusanterior; and (2) the ground bundle
or fasciculus lateralis pi'oprius of this funiculus. In llu^

lateral funiculus a study of the nieduUation separates

sharply (ii) the pyramidal Iraci of tlie lateral funiciiliis

(fii.ii-iculiiH c<^rehr(>s)iinalu lateralis); (6) the direct cere-
bellar tract (foKcicuiua cerebrospimdis,) or, better, fascicu-
lus spinocerebdlans dorsolateralis) ; and (c) the ground
bundle of the lateral funiculus (faseiculus lateralis pro-
prills). This embryological metliod goes even further
and dividesthe fasciculus lateralis proiiriusinto an inter-

nal part, the lateral limiting layer of the gray matter
(seitliche Gremschicht der graiien Suhstam), and an exter-
nal part, the anterior mixed zone of the lateral funiculus

(riirdere geinischte Seitenstrangzone). In the posterior fu-

niculus the fasciculus gracilis (Colli) becomes medullated,
on the whole, at a different ])eriod from that for the fas-

Alri Fp- Orz.

CSV
)f Intumeseentia Cervit.-aiis. A
study of myelinization :

At/:,z.

Menibei-ment of dorsal funiculi as revealed by~

Ii. lesion in a case of incipient tabes.

Mm

Fcsl./.^

Fes.l:

Fig.
memberment

irt—Fn.t.

•Vr.z.

Section through raidthoracic region illustrating myelinization.
J>. section through upper thoracic region stiowlng lesion in a ea.se of Incipient tal)e8.

E. DrTl
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^Uri.

Intumeseentia Lumballs, t:, Memberment as revealed
lesion in a ease of incipient titl>es.

ity study of myelinization : F',

Frfis. 431B, 4394, A.Nn 439.").
- Figures Illustrating the DorsiU Funiculi in the Cervical, Thoracic and

Lumbar Regions of ilie spinal Cord. Those on Uie left side Illustrate the embryological member-
ment, those on the right .side ilie lesions in ca.ses of incipient lal)es. (After P. Fleclisig, Srumloii.
Criilrnllil., Leipzig, Hd. i.^., 189(1, S, 73.1 Lettering explained in text.

cieuluscunealus(Buidachi). The embryological method,
however, permits of a much finer analysis still of the pos-
terior funiculus, as we shall have occasion to point out

later on.

In gtmeral it may be said that a study of embryos ii»

four .stages, at lengths nf 25 cm., 28 cm., 33 cm., and
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Fio. 43!*).—Lumbar Portion of

Splual Cordot Hlllimll Koetus
24 cm. l.iiiiK. a. Dorsiil part
of funiculus iK)st(?rior; c,

ventral part. (.^ttcr Trc-

pinskl.)

r>o

50 cm. respectively, gives a tolerably clear idea of the

medullation sequence in the spinal cord Thus, in human
enibrvos 25 cm. long, tljcre arc myelin sheaths upon the

fibres of (1) the cominissura

anterior alba; (2) the fibres of

the anterior roots ami some
of the libics of the poste-
rior roots; (3) the fibres of

the fasciculus anterior pro-

prius; (4) the fibres of the

anterior mi.xcfl zone of the

, v.^
lateral funiculus; and (5)

/jj 'f^. many of the librcs of the fas-

cicuius cuneatus (Burdachi).
In embryos 2S cm. long- the

fibres of the fascicidus gra-
cilis (OoUi) liave also largel}-

acquired their myelin
sheaths. In embryos 32 cm.
in length the lateral limiting

layer of the gray matter in

the fasciculus lateralis pro-

prius is mcdullated, and in

embryos a little older the di-

rect cerebellar tract an<l Gowers' tract are found to be

mediillated. Finally, the anterior and lateral pyramidal
tracts become mediillaled oidy at birth, when the foetus

has attained a length of about 50 cm.
It will have been noticed that the sequence of medulla-

tion corresponds to the probable development serially of

the more sliarply defined nervous
functions. Thus, as we should ex-

pect, the peripheral nerves become
mcdidlated lirst, and the apparatus
for central excitation in the cord (not
in the brain) is furnished. The pro- .

vision for the simpler reflexes is
(.'

followed by niyelinization of the fas- ^r
cicidus lateralis proprius and the -

fascicidus lateralis anterior, tlius per-

mitting of the ci>iuiectioii of adjacent Fig. 4397. — Thoracic

and somewhat distant segments with J^'JIJ,'™, "i.^P'?'!}
, 1"^ J. .t »_oru or ri u ui u n

one another corresponding to the Koetus 3t cm. Long.
neural apparatus underlying the (.ifterTrepinskl.)

more complex rettexes. Tlu' longer
centripetal tracts connecting the cord with the medulla
and cerebellum become mcdullated later, corresponding
to still more complex refiexes and to the coordination
of movements anil the maintenance of equilibrium. It

is at a very late jieriod wlien the fibres connecting the

cord with ihe cerebral cortex are mcdullated, aud even
later when the fibres of the pyramidal tracts, throwing
the anterior horn cells unrler the infiuence of the cerebral

cortex, receive their

mj'clin sheaths.
It is necessary to

give a few details bear-

ing upon the sequence
of medullation. The
fibres of tlic jiosterior
roots do not begin to

be medullated until af-

ter the process has well

begun in the anterior
roots. Indeed the my-
cliiiizatiou of the pos-
terior root remains, on
the whole, dilatory as

compared with that of
the anterior root. Von
Bechterew has divided

the posterior roots into two fibre systems, the fir.st cor-

responding to medullation at the fourth month of fo'tal

life, the second to a medullation process most marked
near the end of intra uterine life. Later studies bv
Flechsig and TreiunsUi make it seem certain that at
least five fibre systems are to be distinguished in the

posterior roots. As they correspond to live similar sys-

^:5.;;:}^zi^

u ^

Fio. 4:tfl)<.- Lwmliar Portion of Spinal
Cord of Human FuBtus a< cm. Long.
(Afa'rTreplnski.l

r n a

;/
m
/

Fig. 4399.—Thoracic Por-
tion of Spinal lord of
Human Fo?tus 2M cm.
Long. (After Trepinskl.)

tems in the posterior funiculus, they need no further de-

scription.

Flechsig divided each funiculus posterior, exclusive of
the fasciculus gracilis (Golli), into the following areas:

(1) the anterior root zone {vordere

]Vimtii(>i<e); (2) the middle root

zone (iiiittlere Wiu-selzoiie); (3)

the posterior or dorsal root zone
{liintere Wunehom); (4) the me-
dian zone (mediane Zone der

Ilititerstrdnge). Flechsig gives
the name ovales Centrum to the

oval area in the luiubar region
made up of the median zones of

tlie two sides. The middle root

zone contains two fibre systems
which develop at different peri-
ods and are called the fivd and
second s>/.ttems of tlie middle root

-one. Similarly the posterior or
dorsal root zone contains two
fibre systems, the mediid and lat-

eral xystenis of the dornal root zone (Figs. 4393. 4394. and

439.5). The fibre systems receive their myelin sheaths
in the following se-

quence: (1) the ante-

rior or ventral root
zone (V.r.z.); (2) the
first system of the mid-
dle root zone (M.r.z.)
and the median zone;

(3) the fa.seiculiis gra-
cilis (Golli), the second

system of the middle
root zone and the me-
dial portion of the pos-
terior or dorsal root
zone (B.r.s.); (4) last-

ly, the lateral portion
of the dorsal root zone,

namely, Lissauer's fas-

ciculus.

A still more careful

analysis has beeu made by Treiiiuski, who makes out,
exclusive of Lissauer's fasciculus, four distinct fibre

systems in the posterior funiculus. These fibre .sys-

? •|i

.l.L

%

"'-. rf

Fig. 440(1.—Cervical Portion of Spinal
Cord of Human Fcttus 28 cm. Long.
(After Trepinski.)

Fui. 440L—Lumbar Region of Spinal Cord of Huiijan FaHus 35 cm.
Long. (Afa-r Trepinski.)

tcms are medullated in fwtuses 24 cm., 28 cm., 3.5 cm.,
and 42 cm. long respectively. The areas of the different

systems overlap somewhat.
"

In foetuses 24 cm. long (Figs. 4396 and 4397) the poste-
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riiir |)iUt (if the fiiiiiculu? iu tlic Imnbar rt-gioii shows no
iiK'diillati'd libies, tlimigli tlii- inoie vfiilnil parts show

tveiily scattcR'il iiicilulliited tihres. Iu tlie pais thoraea-

lis and pars ccivicalis tlic iiK'duHaU'd fibres form a nar-

row stripe ahiiig the septum niediauum posterius (Flech-
sis's me(Man zone) and a somewliat broader stripe along
tlie ]ii«terior horn (Fleclisig's anterior root zone). These
medullaled stripes go over into one another in tlie most
anterior resriou of the funienliis.

In fa-tuses 28 cm. long (Figs. 4398, 4399, and 4400) the

posterior funienliis in the lumbar region is medullated

throughout, the second fibre system obviously being dis-

tributed over the whole cross-section. In the thoracic

cord medullatid fibres have appeared throughout the

cross-section, but a light area is visible in the middle re-

gion of the funiculus, forming a stripe which goes from
the posterior jieriphery almost to the anterior e.xtremity
of the funiculus. In the cervical cord of the fa?tus 28

cm. long, the fasciculus gracilis looks pale, except for a

narrow stripe near the median septum (Flechsig's median

zone). This darker area is continuous anteriorly with

the medullated area corresponding to the fasciculus cu-

neatus which is now well medullated.

In fa-tuses 3.") cm. long (Figs. 4401, 440a, and 4403) the

third fibre sj'Stem is medullated. A large numberof new
fibres have "appeared in the lumbar cord iu au area corre-

sponding to Flechsig's middle root zone. In the cross-

section tliis area is limited posteriorly by a curved line,

beliind which the posterior funiculus is pale in Weigert
sections. There is another light stripe near the median

septum, and a third light area in tlie most anterior part
of the funiculus. The thoracic cord of the 3.5 cm. ftetus

presents an entirely different appearance from that of the

f(etus of 28 cm. T?he anterolateral part of the fasciculus

cuneatus has received many new fibres; the posterolat-
eral part of this fasciculus looks light in Weigert prepa-
rations. In the cervical cord at this stage the third fibre

system is seen to be distributed throughout the greater

part of the fasciculus cuneatus; a small area in the most

posterior region of the funiculus shows no increase in

fibres. The fibres in the medial portion of the fasciculus

gracilis are increased. The lateral part of this fasciculus

now looks light.
In foetuses 42 cm. long the whole posterior funiculus

(with the e.xception of Lissauer's fasciculus) is evenlj'

medullated; the fibres which fill up the light areas of the

foetus 35 cm. long may therefore be regarded as belong-

ing to Trepinski's fourth fietal system. Lissauer's fas-

ciculus is not wholly medullated even in ftetuses 47 cm.

long.
To recapitulate, Trepinski's studies indicate that there

are at least five fibre systems iu the posterior funiculus.

1. A fibre system, including a part of the anterior por-
tion of the funiculus in the lum-
bar cord, and a stripe along the

posterior horn, along the gray
commissure and along the pos-
terior median septum in the
thoracic and cervical cord.

2. A fibre sjstem distributed
over the whole area of the pos-
terior funicidus, the fibres being
more numerous in the posterior
than in the anterior part of the
lumbar cord, most scanty near
the septum intermedium in the

llioracic cord and in the fas-

ciculus gracilis iu the cervical

cord, though the median zone
of Flecli.sig is well medullated.

3. A fibre system distributed

over the whole funiculus in the

lumbar cord, except in Fleclisig's mediau zone and the

medial part of his posterior zone; spread all over the

thoracic and cervical posterior funiculus with the ex-

ception of Flechsig's median zone, tlu' medial part of

his posterior zone, and the lateral part of the fasciculus

gracilis.
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Flfi. 41(12.—Tlioraclc Por-
tion of Spinal Corti of
Human Ffttus 35 cm.
I-onK. (After Trepinaki.)

4. A fibre system distributed in the posterior portion
of the lumbar cord (medial posterior root zone of Flech-

sig), the anterior part of the funiculus and a stripe along
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Fig. 4403.— Cervical Portion of Spinal C^ord of Human Foetus 33 cm.
Long. (After Trepinski.)

the posterior part of the median septum; in the thoracic

and cervical cord this fibre system is also distributed in

the lateral part of the fasciculus gracilis.
5. A fibre system corresponding to Lissauer's fas-

ciculus.
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4. yfetfiod of Waller or Ti'irck (Study of Secondary De-

generations).
—This metlioii tak<_'s advantage of the fact

that if a medullated axoue be interrupted anywhere iu its

course by cutting, pressure of a tumor or the like, sec-

ondary or Wallerian degeneration takes place in the cel-

lulifugal portion of the fibre, the portion of tlie fibre be-

tween the point of injury and the cell bod\' which gives

origin to the axoue remaining uninjured for a consider-

able period of time. The finer changes characterizing
this secondary or Wallerian degeueiation have already
been described in a previous article in this Handbook
(see Neurone, General Pathology of,

in 'Vol. VI.).
As a rule, the secondary degeneration does not extend

beyond the telodendrion of the axone concerned, that is

to sa}% it is confined to the neurone which is injured.
There are certain exceptions to this rule, exceptions
which have been used in an absurdly unfair way as

arguments agaiust the existence of neurones, but in gen-
eral the rule given holds. This method of the study of

secondary degeneration has been one of the most fruitful

of all the methods employed for the unravelling of con-

duction paths. It is applicable to degeneration in human
beings, following disease or injuiy, and also to degenera-
tions experimentally produced in animals by section or

other modesof experimental injury. For a long time the

application of this method was confined to cases iu which
the degeneration had gone far enough and was extensive

enougla to be studied by Weigert's myeliu-slieath method,
but more recently mucii greater advances have been made

through the application of the extremely delicate method
of Marchi, which permits of the detection of small groups
of fibres, and even of single degenerated fibres a very short

time (twelve to fifteen (lays) after the injury.
The method of secondary degenerations permits us, for

example, to make out. at any given level of the cord, the

number of fibres which are "passing centripetally at that

point, that is, ascending, and the number of fibres which
are passing centrifugafly al that level, that is, dcsceud-
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ing. Siuce fvery nerve fibre is dependent somewliere

upon tlie nutritive intiueucc of a nucleus in tlie cell body
or perikaryon, that is to say, is a prolongation of a cell,

when the nerve fibre is separated from its cell of origin,

the peripheral part, being cut off from its trophic centre,

necessarilv undergoes degeneration.
If we ciit through the spinal cord of an animal at any

given level, all the nerve tibres cut through will inevi

tablv degenerate on the cellulifugal side from the lesion.

Thus above the plane of section there will be degenera-
tion of all the ascending nerve tibres, that is to say, of

all the tibres w hose axones come from the nerve cells

situated below the level of the .section. On the other

hand, below the plane of section tliere will be degenera-
ti.)n of all the descending tibres, that is to say, of all the

fibres whose axones come from nerve cells situated above
the plane of the lesion. The majority of the ascending
fibres will be sensory; llie majority of the descending
fibres will be motor. Some of the ascending and scmie

of the descending fibres will belong to neurones whose
function it is to connect neighboring segments of the

cord for participation in complex reflexes : it would be

diflieult to designate these axones as specifically sensory
or specifically motor.
An excellent list of the most important observations

on degeneration after transverse lesions of the human
spinal cord is given by Ziehen on pages 246 and 247 of

his monograph. There are observations for nearly every
segment down as far as the second lumbar. The list is

too long to be included here, but it will be found con-

venient for reference.

If transverse lesion of the human spinal cord has taken

place in the pars thoracalis, there will, in general, be
found degeneration, above the plane of the lesion, of the

following centripetal bundles;
1. The whole of the posterior funiculus, including

Lissiiuer's fasciculus, with the exception of a few centrif-

ugal fibres to be described among the descending de-

generations.
2. The jjeriplieral zone of the lateral funiculus, includ-

ing tlie direct cerebellar tract (fasciculus cerebellospi-

nalis) in the dorsolateral periphery and Gowers's tract

(fasciculus anterolateralis superficialis) in the ventrolat-

eral periphery.
3. A part of the fibres of the lateral limiting layer of

the gray matter (zoiieojvntimargiitale of French authors).
4. A part of the fibres of the anterior mixed zone of

the lateral funiculus (funiculus lateralis proprius).
5. A large part of the fibres of the anterior ground

bundle (fasciculus anterior proprius).
6. A large part of the fibres of the peripheral zone of

the anterior funiculus, not only on the surface, but also

along the fissura mediana anterior.

7. A few fibres scattered thro\ighout the region occu

pied by the fasciculus cerebrosi)inalis lateralis or lateral

pyramidal tract.

Below the level of the lesion there will be found de-

generated the following;
1. The lateral pyramidal tract in the lateral funiculus

(fasciculus cerebrospinalis lateralis).

2. A part of the fibres of the peripheral zone of the

more ventral portion of the latend funiculus.

3. A few of the fibres of the lateral limiting layer of
the gray matter.

4. A part of the fibres of the anterior mixed zone of
the lateral funicidus (fasciculus lateralis proprius).

5. A few of the fibres of the anterior ground bundle

(fasciculus anterior proprius).
6. A few of the tibres of the peripheral zone of the

anterior funiculus (Loewenthal's tract) from the cerebel-

lum to the cord.

7. The pyramidal tract of the anterior funiculus (fas-
ciculus cerebrospinalis anterior).

8. A comma-shaped layer of fibres at the junction of

the fasciculus gracilis (Golli) with the fasciculus cuncatus

(Burdachi) in the posterior funiculus.

9. A narrow layer near the septum medianum poste-
rius (Flechsig's centrum ovale).

10. Lower down, a triangular field in the posteromedial
portion of the posterior funiculus (dorsomedial sacral

bundle of Obersteiner, triaiiyte inedinn of (lombault et

Philippe).
11. A few fibres in the most anterior portion <if the

posterior funiculus (zone eornucoinniissurale of Marie).
The method of the study of secondary degenerations

has al.so been most useful in determining the exact intra-

medullary distribution of the fibres of the posterior roots
of spinal nerves. Further reference to this fact will be
made when the individual conduction paths are taken up.
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5. Method of ron Gtidden (Jlethod of Development In-

hibition).
—Von Gudden's observations led him to believe

that in a new-born animal a fibre system extending be-

tween two centres would atrophy if either centre were

destroyed. But while the fibre system atrophies in either

case, if one of the two centres be destroyed, the other
will atroph}', not if it be the exciting one, but only if it

be the one excited. For exampl\ destruction of the

retina, he maintained, would lead t i an inhibition of the

development of the whole visual pi;th as far as the col-

liculus superior and the lateral geniculate body, but de-

struction of the superior colliculus itself woufd not in-

hibit the development of the retina, and destruction of

the cortical visual area would not hinder the develop-
ment of the superior colliculus, or the optic nerve or the
retina. Observations and experiments since his time
indicate that sometimes, at least, the extirpation of the

centre excited is followed by an inhibition of the develop-
ment of the exciting centre; thus the extirpation of the
visual area in the cortex may be followed by imperfect
development of the optic nerve. It has further been
shown that amputations in the new-born cause some
inhibition of development of the motor regions of the

cortex and of the pyramidal tract, Jjesides Ciiusing atro-

ph}' of the corresponding anterior horn cells in the spi-
nal cord. On the other hand, extirpation of the motor
area of the cortex in the new-born does not lead neces-

sarily to atrophy of the anterior horn cells of the spinal
cord, as von Gudden believed, but clinical and patholog-
ical observations render it probable that such atrophy is

sometimes produced. Ziehen formulales the modified
law as follows; If, in a new-born animal, before the cen-

tral nervous system is fully developed, a conduction path
be cut through, a centre destroyed, or a sense organ or a

muscle extirpated, the conduction paths and centres tliere

with connected suffer an inhibition of development in so

far as and in the degree that they are deprived of excita-

tions. Thus centres and tracts which, as a result of the

injury, receive no impulses, or almost none, fail to de

velop. This explains why the motor cells of the ante
rior horn often reiuain intact after cortical lesions, for

even after the cortical injury they receive impulses con

tinuously by way of the reflex collateials from the pos-
terior root fibres. The occasional occurrence of inhibited
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(lovclopmcnt of sensory nerves aftor cortical extirpation

iniglit be explained on tlie tlieory tliat as a result of the

loss of conscious sensations, for example from the eve,

conscious movements of the same, on account of their

uselessness, would gradually cease to occiu', and with
the limitation of the movements an important nutritive

stimulus would disappear. Whether an inhibition of

(levelopinent would then occur, and in wliat degree,
would depend ujiou the number of accidental circum-
stances (number of stimuli of reflex movements, etc.)

(Ziehen).
In the application of the method Weigerfs mycline-

shealh procedure and carmine staining are to be em-

ployed A reduction in size of one-third on one side of

the nervous system, as coinpared witli the normal op-

posite side, traceable through a scries of sections, is the

criterion to be observed.

By this method most important information has been

gained with regard to the visual conduction paths, the

auditory conduction paths, the lenuiiscus, and the pyram-
idal tract.
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6. Method of Gotch and IlorsUy (Electrophysiological
Method). ^This method is a physiological one and de-

pends upon the variation of the electrical current on ex-

citation of a Conduction path; it determines tlie patli fol

lowed by the impulses and hence the course followed hy
the axoues of the fibre sj-stems themselves.
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By means of these various methods the centiipetal and

centrifugal conduction patlis of the spinal cord liave been
and are being worked out. The centripetal paths include

the paths carrying sensory impulses to cerebellar and
cerebial centres, the sensory limbs of reflex arcs

in the cord and the centripetal intersegmental
paths. The centrifugal paths include the py
ramidal tracts, the cei-ebello-spinal paths, and
other centrifugal paths connecting the infracor-

tical nuclei of the cerebrum witli spinal centres,

as well as the centrifugal intersegmental patiis
of the cord itself. To a descriptitui of some of

the principal jiaths here mentioned we shall now
turn.

•1. The General Sensory or ('entripetnl Paths
in the Spinal Cord.

It seems natural to begin with a description
of the neurone systems concerned in the con-

struction of the general sensory conduction

paths from the skin, muscles, and organs to the
nerve centres of the coi'd and to the higher cen
tres in the brain. The conduction paths here
concerned are very complex, but tliis is not to

he woiid<fcd at when one recalls the complex
ity of retiex, instinctive, and volimtary reactions
in which they participate, and when iie remem-
bers that these patlis are the recipients of all

the impulses from the skin, mucous mem-
branes, and muscles below tlie head—impulses
which probably vary in origin and character

according as they are interpreted in conscious-

ness, as touch, muscle .sense, heat, cold, or pain.
We might, from physiological observations, expect to

find anatomically in the spinal cord .separate conduc-
tion paths for touch, for heat, for cold, for muscle
sense, and for pain. It is easy to demonstrate anatomi-

cally a large number of diU'erent centripetal fibre sys-
tems in the cord, but as to just how these differ in

function and as to just wliat paths subserve the various
modalities of sensation we are very poorly informed.
It is true that tjiere is some evidence for the view
that tactile .sensory impulses run in the lateral funic-
uli, and preferably though not exclusively, after cross-

ing from the side of the cord in which they enter to the

opposite side: and, further, that the muscle sense im-

pulses (kiiuesthelic excitations) run in the posterior
funiculi, chiefly (m the side of entrance. Anatomy
teaches that all the centripetal impulses, no matter the
sensation modality to which they correspond, enter the

spinal cord through the fibres of the posterior roots.

Jlost of the fibres of the posterior roots terminate at some
level or another in the sjiinal cord or medulla oblongata.
These fibres we know to be the axones of neurones, the
cell bodies of which are situated in the spinal ganglia.
By means of the terminals and collateralsof these axones
the impulses arriving along them in the spinal cord may
be transferred to several sets of central neurones; these
latter carr^' the impuLses farther and are designated as
neurones of the second order in the general centripetal
path. On the way from the periphery to the cortex of
the brain the centripetal impulses have to pass through
a chain of at least three superimposed neurone systems,
and in many instances a verj' much larger number of
neurone systems may take part in the concatenation.

It will be convenient to describe, first, the centripetal
neurone systems of the first order, and to go on afterward
with the description of the sensory neurone systems of
the second and of higher orders, as far as these are pres-
ent in the spinal cord.

1. Peripheral Sensory Neurone Systems (Centripetal
Neurone Systems of the First Order).—These neurone
systems include all the neurones which send processes to
the periphery of the body below the head, to receive im-

pulses from the skin, mucous membranes, muscles, ten-

dons, and joints, and which send their central axones
through the posterior roots of the spinal nerves into the

posterior funiculi of the spinal cord. The cell bodies of
these neurone .systems are all situated in the spinal gan-
glia. The proximal portions of the central axones as
well as the wliolc exteiit of the peripheral axones of these

Fig. 4404.—Secondary Degenerations In the Spinal Cord utter F.xperimenlal
Section of Dorsal Root. (After Singer and Mnnzer, from A. van (iehuchten,
".Aniitomle dii systtoe nerveux de rhomine," Louvain. 1897, pp. ;S(K and 3U6,

Figs. :^)Sto3L"-.) a, Level of the twenty-second spinal nerve: />, cross-section
of the cord between the le\el of the twentieth and twenty-second spinai nerves:
e. transvei-se section thi-ongh the i'0i-d at the level of tlie eighteenth spinal
nerve : it, transverse section of the cord in the thoi-acic i-egion ; c, ti"ansverse

section of the cord at the level of ttie intumescentia cervicalls.

neurones are situated outside the spinal cord. Only those

jiortions of the ecnti'al axones which extend from the pia
onward are intramedullary; the inlramedulhiry axoues,

being derived from cell bodies extramedullary in sit-

uation, are designated "exogenous fibres of the spiual
cord.''
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Tbestiuly of secondary degenerations occurring in dis-

ease in liuniau beings, or iiroduccd experimentally in

animals, has tlirowii nuieli light U]iou the distribution

of the iutiamedullary continuations of the posterior root

fibres, particularly since the method of .Marchi has been

applicable. Section of a jiostcrior root in an animal

causes complete degeneration of the intramedullary con-

tinuation of the libresof that root to their termination.

Serial sections show a progressive diminution in the

number of fibres which are the continuations of the tibres

of a given root as tlie cord is ascended, owing partly to

a progressive dinniuition in the calibre of the fibres, but

cliietly to the fact

that the fibres of

each root as they
ascend stop at dif-

ferent levels to end
in the gray matter.

Moreover, there is

a gradual change
in the [losition oc-

cupied by the de-

generatetl fibres as

the cord is ascend-
ed. Thus fibres
which low down iu

the cord arc situ-

ated in the "entry
zone " near the gray
matter, come, high-
er up, to occupy a more medial
and more posterior position;

they pass gradually medial-
ward through the fasciculus

cuneatus until finally they
come to lie, at higher levels,

in the fasciculus gracilis. Each

posterior root as it enters the

spinal cord displaces the fibres

of the fasciculus cuneatus in a

posterior and medial direction,

so that the long ascending
fibres gradually approach the

posterior median sei)tum. Fig.
4404 shows the results of sec-

tion of the posterior roots of
the twenty-si.xth, twenty-sev-
entli. and twenty-eighth spinal
nerves on one side and the pos-
terior roots of the twentieth,

twenty-first, and twenty-sec-
ond nerves of the same side in

a dog.
A number of human cases

are on record in which in-

juries affecting posterior roots

at different levels have been
observed. The following list

is important for reference:

liadice^t postfriorfu iVti. cervivalium
IV. and v.

(iombault. A., et Plilllppe. C. : Contri-
bution a I'elude des le.sion.s systt^-
matlsees dims It's cordons de la

m<»elie eplnlere. Anrti. de m«^d. e.\-

IHT. et d'anat. patti.. Par., t. vl.,

1S94, pp. 385, S».

Uadix posterior A'li. cervtcalium
VI. ami VII.

Sotta, J. : Contribution i I'etude des
d^generescences de la raoelle con-
se<'utives aux k'slons des racines

posterieures. Rev. <le uied.. Par.,
t. xlll., 1893, pp. 3«0 313.

Radix pmtcrior iV. ccrvicalia VII.

Souques. A. : Dt'gi^neratlon nscendante du faisccau de Bui-dach et du
falsceau ounc-lfonn, consfeutive A I'atrophle d'une ractne cervlcale
jKistiTleure. Coiiipt. rend. Soc. de blot.. Par., 10. S., t. it., 1895, pp.
407 4 lu.

Russell. J. S. R. : Contributions to the Study of Some of the Afferent
and Efferent Tracts In the Spinal Cord. Brain, Loud., vol. xxl.,
1898, p. 148.

Radix jmsterior N. ccrricaiis VIII.

Dejerlne, J., et Thomas, A.: Contribution a I'ftude du trajet Intra-
niedullaire des racines posterieures dans la region cervlcale et
dorsjile superieure de la uujelle cpiniere ; sur ft'tal de la raoelle

^piniere dans un cas de paralysie i-adiculaire luferleure du plexus
brachial d'orlKlne svphllltique. Compt. rend. Soc. de biol.. Par.,
10. S., t. lit., 1896, pp. B75-6r9.

Radi.v jyosterior Nn. thoracaUum I. and II.

Pfelffer. R. : Zwci Falle von Liihmunjr der unteren Wurzeln des
Plexus braclilalis (KUnupke'sclie Lahmuug). Deutsche Ztschr. I,

Nervenh., Leipz., Bd. i., 1891, SS. 345-370.

Radix posterior N. thoyac<ilis III.

Etude sur un cas de tabes unlradiculaire ohez un paraly-Nageotte, J.

tique general. . neurol.. , 1895, pp. :«7, 369, 4U1.

N.Radix posterior
thoracalig VI.

Margull<?s, A.: Zur
Lehre vom Verlaufe
der hlnteren Wurzeln
beiin Menschen. Neu-
rol. Centralbl., Leipz.,
Bd. XV., 1896, SS. 347-
351.

Radices poi<teriiyres
Nn. iumbaJii jr. ft
N.sacralisII. iIII?).

Mayer, C. : Zur |Bithi>-

logisehen .\natomle
der Riickenmarkshin-
terstriinee. Jahrb. I.

Psychiat., Letpz., u.

WIen, Bd. xiil., 1894,
SS. 57-107.

Radix posterior N.
hunhalif V.

Schaffer, K. : Ueber Faserverlaut
einzelner Lumbal- und Sacralwurz-
elii im Hiinerstrang. Monatschr.
t. Psychiat. u. Neurol., vol. v., 1899,

pp. 22, 95.

Radix posterior JV. saeralis I.

Russell, J. S. K. : Xoc. cit.

Radix posterii:)r N. saeralis II.

Mayer, C. : ioc. cit.

Radicea posteriores Nn. saereUium
I.-V. (right side). III. and IV.
Heft side).

Sottas, J. : ioc. cit.

Radices posfentn'es Nn. sacraHum
rv. and V. and N. coceygei.

Gombault, A., et Philippe, C. : ioc.
cit.

Radix posterior N. Saeralis V. et
N. coceygei.

Schaffer, K. : ioc. cit.

The lesions at various levels

following an isolated lesion of
N. tlioracalis VI. are shown
well in Fig. 4405, A (Margulies'
case).

P. Marie lias divided the

posterior root fibres into short

fibres, long fibres, and fibres

of intermediate length (Jibret

conrtes, fibres longues, et fibres

tnoi/ennes).
The exact course followed by

the descending limbs of bifur-

cation of the posterior root

piiuil Cord, show- fibres has not been ascertained
lau-d

l^-esion
of

satisfactorily as yet in any hu-

man case. E.xperiments on

cat root : D, transverse section at the level of entrance of the
third cervical root.

FiG.440:).—Tran.svi].-.. -
:i . ! ;..i II; u .

Ing Seconclary Degenemtiotis Folluwmg 1

the Sl.xth Thoracic Spinal Nerve. (After A. Margulies.
" Neu

rol. Centrallil.," Leipz., Bd. XV., 18911. SS. :U8 and :H(1, Kigs. . , .,.,.,,.., ,,

1-4.) .-l. Transverse section at the level of the sixth ihoraclc animals indicate that the de
root: li. ti-atisvcrse section at the level of ttie llrst thoracic sceuding limbs of bifurcation
root: r, transverse section at the level of the seventh ceryi- ^^.^, g],,,[.( j-uunin"' in to termi-

nate iu the gray matter within

one or two segments of the

level of entrance of the corresponding posterior root.

By Maichi's method it has been demonstrated that the

fibres of the fasciculus gracilis which reach the medulla

oblongata, nearly all turn in to end in the nucleus fu-

niculi gracilis, while those of the fasciculus cuneatus
which reach the medulla oblongata turn iu to end in the
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nucleus funiculi cuiieati. A certain number, liowever.

of tliose fibres which ascend in the t'ascicuhis gracilis are

continued iis posterior external arcuate fibres into tlie

restiforni liodj' to end in the cerebellum, while others go
as inteinal arcuate fibres to decussate in I he raphe. Some
of the fibres of the fasciculus cuneatus also go by way ol

the retiform body to end in the cerebelhuii without being

interrupted in the nucleus fimiculi cuneati.

Sections of the spinal cord stained by Weigert's myeline
sheath method show many fibres extending from the pos-
terior funiculi into the gra}' matter of the cord. These
have been proven by other methods to be partly termi-

nals, partly collaterals of the posterior root fibres.

Golgi's method has helped us a great deal in the inter-

pretation of these tine meduUated fibres of the Weigert's

specimens, and indeed has revolutionized our conception
of the mode of branching and termination of the posterior
root fibres in general. By Golgi's method it is very easy
to demonstrate the Y-shaped bifurcation of each posterior
root fibre, soon after its entrance into the cord, into an as-

cending and a descending limb, each of which turns to

run in the longitudinal direction, the ascending limb for

a long distance, the posterior limb for a short distance,

both ultimately terminating in the gray matter (Fig. 4406).

This method, too, has revealed the large number of col-

laterals given oil' by the stem fibres, by the descending
limb of bifurcation, and by the proximal portion of the

ascending limb of bifurcation; it has also shown us how
the terminals of the limbs of bifurcation themselves as

well as tlie collaterals come into relation with the den-

drites and cell bodies of the centripetal neurones of the

second order, situated in the various groups of nerve

cells of that gray matter.

It is verj' liaril to state definitely in all cases how many
of the fine fibres going from the posterior funiculi into

the gray matter of the cord, as seen in Weigert prepa-
rations, are collaterals and how many are terminals of

posterior root fibres. Of the groups to be immediately
considered the reflex bundles appear to be made U|)

chiefly of medullated collaterals, while the fine fibres

going to end in the nucleus dorsalis are probably chiefly
terminals of ascending limbs of bifurcation of posterior
root fibres.

The fine medullated fibres going into the gray matter
are divisible into at least four principal groups; (1) those

ending in the columna grisea posterior and in the colum-
na grisea intermedia; (2) those passing from the fascicu-

lus cuneatus partly through the substantia gelatinosa,

partly medial from it, forming S-shaped curves and

ending in the anterior horns; these bundles, largest in

the intumescentia;, make up the reflex collaterals, each of

which terminates by multiple division in among the cell

bodies and dendrites of the lower motor neurones of the

anterior horn ; (3) those coming from the middle area of

the fasciculus cuneatus and ending in the nucleus dor-

salis (C'larkii); the bundles, reaching the posterior sur-

face of the gray column, split into two divisions, one of

which passes to each side of the nucleus, so that in cross-

sections the nucleus dorsalis reminds one of a berry on a

stem; (4) those running into the posterior intracentral

conuuissure and ending chiefly in the opposite posterior
horn.

The studies of Fleehsig and Trepinski on the successive
meduUation of the intramedullary continuations of the

posterior root fibres have already been referred to. AVe
know that the fibres of a given root are not medullated
all at once, but we are not sure in how far the differen-

tiation of the posterior funiculus, yielded liy Flechsig's
method of study, is due to the successive mi'dullation of

groups of fibres as wholes, and how much of it is due to
the successive mcdullation of difTennt jiarts of the same
fibres. It might very well be that the luciximal portion
of the posterior root fibres are medullated earlier than the
distal portions; or, again, it is easily conceivable that the
stem fibres and the two limbs of bifurcation may become
med\illale(l befon^ the collaterals, or that .some collaterals
from one fibre become medullated before other collaterals
from the same fibre. I'ntll we are better informed upon

these points we shall be at a loss in the making of classi-

fications for the subdivisions of the periplieral neurone

systems now under consideration.

At |)resent two sulidivisiims are justifiable, but in Iiow
far one corresponils to the other we do not know. The

Fig. 4406.—Entrance of tlie Filjre.s of the Dorsal Roots into tlie

Dorsal Funiculus of tlif spitial ford of an Embryo Calf. (After
A. van Gehuchten,

"
AnatoinitMlu sysl^me nerveux de Thomme,'*

Louv., 2 ed, 1897, p. 3(K, Fig. aai. ) A stem fibre, a, is seen dividing
into two branches, h, (j, the ascending and descending limbs of bi-

furcation. From the stem fibre, a, a collateral, c, is seen to arise.

A number of collaterals arising from the limbs of bifurcation of

other fibres are Illustrated.

first subdivision, based upon successive mcdullation, has

already been discussed. The second subdivision, that

usually given in the text-books, is based upon the dis-

tribution of the terminals and collaterals of the posterior
root fibres in different gray centres (nuclei terminales).
Thus there maj' be distinguished (1) a direct ascending
posterior funicular path (Oirckte aiifsteigende Ilinter-

strayu/balin. of the Germans), including the long fibres of
the fasciculus gracilis and fasciculus cuneatus which
terminate in the rhombencephalon, chiefly in the nucleus
funiculi gi'acilis and nucleus funiculi cuneati; (2) the

path ending in the nucleus dorsalis (Clarkii) ; (3) the path
ending in the posterior horn; (4) the reflex path ending
in the anterior horn.
The direct ascending path of the posterior funiculus

probably corresponds to several of Flechsig's fibre sys-
tems, not to any one of them. It is quite possible, there-

fore, that this path will, in the future, be further sub-

divided, inasmuch as its fibres are being medullated

throughout the whole latter half of intra-uterine life.

Clinical observations in tabes dorsalis and in transverse

myelitis indicate that the muscle sense of the correspond-

ing half of the body runs in the direct ascending path of

each posterior funiculus—a view quite in accord with the

observations in Brown-Sequard's paralysis, and with
Mott's experimental hemisections in monkeys.
The fibres rtinntng in to end in the nticletis dorsalis

{CUirkii) are, as Schaffer has shown, in all probability
the terminals of ascending limbs of bifurcation of poste-
rior root fibres rather than collaterals, although both may
be concerned. Weigert preparations and Golgi pi-epa-
rations indicate that these fibres, as they ascend in the

l>osterior funiculus, tenil to run in Flechsig's middle
mot /one. Jly studies on hereditary ataxia lead me to

think that at any rate a lai-gc part of these fibres corre-

spond to the thiiil f(etal system of Tiejiinski. Since the

funiculus dorsalis is largely confined to the thoracic levels

of the cord, it seems vei'y likely that the fibres of the

]iosterior funiculi which teriTiinate in this nucleus are
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derived principally from tlie posterior roots of the Nn.
lumbalfs and Nn. sacraks. Tlicy seem to correspond to

the "fibres of intermediate length" of P. Marie's classi-

fication. ITis "long fibres" belong to tlie direct ascend-

ing path of the posterior funiculus, and his
"'
short fibres

"

to the path to the posterit)r horn. Against the view that

tiie fuitli toClark'snucleus corre.'iponils tothetliird fcvtal

sy.stem of Trepinski, it might be urged that Flechsig
states that medullation of tliese fibres begins in ftrtuses

19-20 cm. long. Hedlich has, liowever, expressed the

opinion that tiie majority of fibres going to Clark's nu-

cleus become medullated at a much later period—a view
which my studies tend to corroborate. It is of course

quite thinkable that tlie jiath to Clark's nucleus may
later have to be subdivided into a number of different

fibre systems, corrcs|)c)nding to different periods of

medullation and perhaps to differences in functional

significance. Tlic individual fibres running in to end in

tlie nucleus dorsalis are of small calibre, and each fibre

breaks up into an end arborization which comes into

relation with several cells of the nucleus. As to their

function, the findings in cases of hereditary ata.\ia above
referred to indicate that tliese fibres carry the impulses
which, when transmitted through the direct cerebellar

tnict to the cerebellum, prevent that coarse variety of

ataxia so pronounced in tlie individuals affected in the

family described by Dr. Sanger-Brown. They can be

concerned, however, only with impulses derived from
the lower extremities and the trunk.

Tlfe path to the ponteiivr /torn includes the fibres which
a.sceud in the posterior horn itself, the fibres which run
in tlie posterior funiculus and turn in to end in the pos-
terior liorn, and the terminals and collaterals of the

fibres of Lissauer's fasciculus. The majority of them

appear to be fibres which end a short distance above the

level of the posterior root, to which they belong. As
they become medullated at very different periods, they
probably consist of a series of embryological fibre sys-
tems. The majority of tlie fibres are small; they end in

telodendrions about the cells of the substantia gelatinosa,
tlie cells of the zonal layer, and the cells of Waldeyer's
nucleus of the posterior liorn. It is believed that the im-

pulses concerned in tactile, painful, and thermic sensa-
tions cuter the cord through these fibres, but the evi-

dence has been gained per exdusionem rather than in any
other way.
The reflex path to the anterior horn consists chiefly of

collaterals which come off from the posterior root fibres

and run forward in Sshaped curves, partly through
the medial portion of the substantia gelatinosa, partly
through the interval between the substantia gelatinosa
and the nucleus dorsalis in regions of the cord in which
the latter is present. They end in telodendrions about
the anterior horn cells. It seems probable that each as-

cending limb of bifurcation of a posterior root fibre may
give olf several such relle.x collaterals; others doubtless
come off from the descending limb of bifurcation, and
some from the stem fibres themselves before the bifurca- .

tion. The majoritj' of the relle.N collaterals go to the
anterior horn of the same side of the cord, but some of
them pass through the posterior intracentral commissure
to reach the anterior horn of the opposite side. These
refle.x collaterals begin to be medullated in fn'tuscs 28
cm. long, but tlie medullation continues through several
months. The fibres are of fine calibre; on their integrity
depend the suijerlicial and deep reflexes. It seems very
probable that tlie main fibres which go to form the direct

ascending path of the posterior funiculus give off the
reflex collaterals—that is to say, the same neurones whicli
serve to conduct impulses to the cerebral centres whicli
are concerned in consciousness are utilized also to carry
the impulses which set free reflexes.

A word must be said about the cleseending limbs of
bifurcation of tlie jmsterior root flbrrs. In the case of sec-

ondary degeneration, studied by Dejerine and Thomas,
in the cervical region the descending fibres of a posterior
root extended over three segments in the form of an an-

teroposterior stripe situated in the lateral part of the fas-

ciculus cuneatus. In Schaffer's case of lesion of the fifth

lumbar root the degeneration was slight, being repre-
sented by an anteroposterior stripe extending from the

posterior commissure to the posterior surface of the fu-

niculus, and running parallel to the posterior median
septum. The comma-shaped degeneration met with in

the posterior funiculus after transverse lesion of the cord

appears to be due to degeneration of endogenous fibres

(which I have designated as the fasciculus posterior pro-
jiriiis) rather than to descending fibres of the posterior
root.
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3. Central Sensory Keurone -Sy«tew!« (Centripetal Neu-
rone Systems of the Second Order).

—We have seen that
the central axones of tlie peripheral neurone systems
(centripetal neurone systems of the first order) end in
various masses of the gray matter of the spinal cord and
medulla—the so-called terminal nuclei of the peripheral
sensory spinal nerves. Among tliese terminal nuclei we
have mentioned the nucleus funiculi gracilis and nucleus
funiculi cuneati of the medulla oblongata, the nucleus
dorsalis (Clarkii)on each side, and the gray matter of the

posterior horn or columna grisea posterior. In these
terminal nuclei are situated the cell bodies and dendrites
of neurones of the second order, the axones of which
carry the impulses farther.

The medullated fibres which correspond to the axones
coming from the nuclei of the posterior funiculi in tue
medulla oblongata go to form, after decussation, the me-
dial lemniscus (ef. article Brain, Histology of). It will
not be further discus.sed here.

The medullated axones coming from the cell bodies
situated in the nucleus dorsalis (Clarkii) form a very im-

portant fibre system, the so-called "direct cereliellar

tract,
" or Flechsig's bundle. It is sometimes described

as the fasciculus cerebellospinalis, but I prefer to desig-
nate it the fasciculus spiiiocercbellaris dorsolateralis.
This fibre bundle, recognized by Foville, TUrck, and
Mcynert, was lirst cxactl_v described by Flechsig. The
axones come olf from the cells in Clarke's nucleus, turn

horizontally laterahvard in curves to reach the postero-
lateral periphery of the funiculus lateralis, and then turn
in the longitudinal direction to run the whole length of
the cord and jiass through the corpus restiforme to end in

the cerebellum. The fibres receive their myeline sheaths
at about the sixth or seventh month of fn^'tal life. The
fibres are of very large calibre, measuring from 3 to

10 n in diameter, the majority measuring from 6 to 8 /<.

They stand clo.se together and are often sharply recog-
nizable in normal Weigert preparations as a distinct com-
pact mass, which contrasts with the neighboring pyram-
idal bundles.
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As the nucleus dorsalis is represented below the thora-

cic cord oidy by the sacral nucleus of Stilling, only a few
fibres correspoudinj;

C. III.

T.I.-

S%

- -. -c^

'So

to the direct cerebellar tract are to

be found below the twelfth thora-

cic segiuenl (Fig. 4407).
The biuuile of fibres occupies a

comma-shaped field in the lower
thoracic cord corresponding to the

thiril and fourtli fifths of the pe-

riphery of the lateral funiculus,

couiUing from tbi^ front. In the

upper tlioraeic cord it may dis-

place the lateral pyramidal tract

from the periphery and extend
backward as far as Lissauer's fas-

ciculus. In the cervical region
it occupies the wdiole dorsal half

of the periphery of the lateral

funiculus except at the level of

N. cervicalis II., where the pos-
terior seventh of the periphery is

occupied by the lateral pyramidal
tract. The medial portion of the

area of the tract througliout its

whole e.vteut is overlapped slight-

ly by the area of the lateral py-
ramidal tract, the fine fibres of the

latter being mi.xcd witli thecoar.ser

fibres of the former. On tlie whole,
however, the limitation as seen
under a low power is tolerably

sharp.
The area of the tract increases

steadily in the cross-sections, as

the cord is ascended. There has
been .some dispute as to whether
all of the fibres of the tract go to

the cerebellum, or whether some
end at ditferent levels in the gray
matter of the cord ; the weight of

opinion, at present, is in favor of

the former view. The fibres ulti-

mately terminate in the vermis

su])erior (Flechsig, von Monakow,
Mot t). As has already been point-
ed out, the tract always under-

situaHon'and volume' of g"<=s ascending secondary degen-

T. XII.

L. 111.

Fio. 440r.—The Column
of Clarke and the Direct
Cerebellar I'raet. The

theeoluinn of Clarke are
shown as a heavy blat-k

band on the riffht ; th(*se

of the direct cerel)ellar

tract are represented Ity
a striated lilack band on
the left. (From Poirier

etCharpy, "Traitcd'an-
aloinie humaine." I. iii.,

•i ed., Paris, 1901, p. 206,

Fig. 146.)

eration in transverse lesions of

the thoracic cord. I have called

attention in another place to the

maiked liability of this tract to

injury in acute cerebrospinal men-
ingitis, owing doubtless to its ex-

posed position on the surface of

the c(n-d ("On Certain Changes in

the Cells of the Ventral Horns
and of the Nucleus Dorsalis

[Clarkii] in Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis," Brit.

Med. Join-., London, 1897, ii., pp. 1839-41). Studies in

tabes and in hereditary ata.xia make it seem probable
that the neurone system of the second order, to Avhieh
the fibres of this tract-belong, conducts to the cerebellum
the group of centripetal inipidses concerned in the auto-
matic regulation by the cerebellum of the body equi-
librium.

The mcdul!ate<I fibi'cs which correspond to the axones
C(miing from the cells of the gray matter of the poslei'ior
horn, give rise to several fibre systems, among which
may be meiiticnied the superficial anierolateral fasciculus
of Gowei-s, the fascicnlusanteiior propriiis, the fasciculus
lal( Talis propiius, and the fasciculus posterior iiropriiis.

'V\w Jmcirii/ii.i anterohitiridin Huperjindlis {(/oiri'mi) is

also, in the main, an ascending tract from the sjrinal cord
to the cerebellum. I have suggested that this main pai-t
of it be called, therefore, the fasciculus npiiiocerebMark
reutrolutcriilu. Develo]imentally, it is a iiart of Flech-

sig's anterior mixed zone of the lateral funiculus. The
exact position of the cells in the gray matter, which give

Vol.. Vll—21

off these axones, is not yet known. It seems probable
that they are in the posterior horn, or in the columna in-

termedia lietween the posterior horn and the anterior

lioi-n, and it is certain that while some of the cells of

origin are in the gray matter of the same side, many of
tliem are in the .gray matter of the opposite side of the

cord, the crossing taking place through the commissura
anterior albii. Ilence the neurones, to which the fibres

of Gowers' tract belong, are partly tautomeric, partly
heteionieric neurones. The fibres become medullated at

tb(! beginning of the eighth fietal mouth (von Bech-

terew). The calibre of the lilires varies a good deal;
somo of them aie coarse, others line.

The tract begins in the lumbar portion of the spinal
cord, where it lies in the middle of the peripher3' of the

lateral funiculus, occupying about one-seventh of that

peripliery. Higher up, as the area of the tract increases

in si/.e, the a<hlitions aie made chiefly anteriorly. In the

cervical and upper thoracic cord the area occuiiied by the

ti'act extends fiom the anterior extremity of the area of

Flechsig's direct cerebellar ti'act to near the sulcus lat-

eralis anterior. The shape of the area as seen in cross-

.section varies a good deal in different human cases. The
area is not sharply limited, either medialward or dorsal-

ward, as it is overlapped slightly bj' the area of the dii'ect

cei-cbellar tract of Flechsig and by other fibre systems of
the fasciculus lateralis. Mixed up with the fibres of
Gowers' tract, which are ascending, are some fibres of

descending tracts, as secondary degenerations show.
There is a good deal of evidence in support of the view

that not all of the fibres of Gowers' tract reach supraspi-
nal terminations, many of them ending in the gray mat-
ter of the cord on the way up. It is possible that some
of them pass dorsalward to run farther upward in the
direct cerebellar tract of Flechsig. The course of Gow-
ers' tract thi'ough the medulla oblongata and pons has
been followed by Patrick and by Hoche. It goes cere-

Colliculus Sil/I

ijtrtur.

Fic;. 4408.— DiaKraniTnallc Rcpresciilalion of the Counse of tlie Fibres
of tile Two Principal Tracts .Vsccndiiif.;- from the Spinal Cord to

Ihe CerebelUnii. 'After K. W. Molt, llmin. I.ond.. vol. .\v., tSlK.

p. 219, Fi^. 1.) 'Che fasciculus sriuni-crcbcliaris vcntrolatcralis
Gowersi and tlie fa,scicnlus spinoccrciicllaris dnr.solati^ralis are
united in Uie cord and In the Imvcr |i:irl. nl' Ibc nicilulla. The latter

passes inb» the corpus restifor'uie and tci'minates in the dorsal por-
tion of the superior wiMiis. The ftn'riier rvuialus veutrally situated
until it reaebes the level of Ilu- N. Irii.'eiuinus : passing' bevonti this it

forms a loop backward to reiich tln^ dorNo-lateral suiface of the
bra<Oiiiiiu con.1uMctivum. The llbres tlu'ii couise baikwai'd and
sweep round into the anterior p(trtion of the superior veiiuis.

brahvard as far as the colliculus inferior and I hen rims
backward through the velum medullare anterius, along
with the fibres of the brachium conjunctivum, to end in

the vermis superior, partly on the .same side, partly ou
the opposite side (Fig. 4408).
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In aiUlition to tlic main portion of Gowprs' tract, which

represents a siiinocerelicllar neurone system by way of

tlie braehiuiu eonjunetivwni (systenia ueuronieiini spino-
ferel)ellare veiilrolatenile conjunetivale). tiiere are in tlic

tract tibres which end in tlie superior eollicukis of tlie

corpora quadrigernina (systema neuroniciini spinocjuad-

rigeniinuni superiusV lilires wliicli end in tlie tlialanuis

(syslenia neiironicuni s])inollialainicuni). and libres wliicli

go to tlie cerebellum by way of the corpus restifornie

(systema neuronieum spinocerebellare veutrolaterale resti-

foVinale). If Hossolinio's observations should be con-

tirmed, there are also, in Gowers' tract, tibres which
terminate in the intViidrcolliciili, in tlie substantia nigra,
and in the iniclens lentifoiniis.

As to the fnnetidn of (iowers' tract there is much dis-

pute. Gowers liimself thought tliat the tract might con-

duct pain impulses. It .seems more probable, however,
that the function of this tract is similar to tliat of the

direct cerebellar tract of Flecbsig.
The fasciculus anterior proprius, fasciculus lateralis

proprias, and fasciculus posterior proprius may ne.xt be
discussed. Secondary degenerations show that these

fasciculi are made up partly of ascending tibres, partly
of descending tilires; jiartly of fibres coming from cells

of the gray matter of the same side of the cord, partly of

fibres coining from cells of tlie gray matter of the oppo-
site side of the cord. Of these three fasciculi, the fas-

ciculus hitenilis proprius is by far the most voluminous.
Th(^ fa.scicnli proprii become niedullated early in fcetal

life and are of great interest to the clinician, since in

them are to be sought, as far as we can now see, the paths
which conduct the im]iiilses concerned in the sensations
of touch, temperatnie, and pain.

Tlic centinpetal neurones of the second order, whose
a.\<nies run in the fasciculus anterior proprius, may be
divided into two sets: (1) tho.se of ascending a.xoncs (ns-

ee.'ilii'ff centripetal pit (h of t/ie fasciculus anterior proprius),
and (2) those of the descending axones (descendinrj cen-

tripetal path, of tlie fasciculus anterior proprius). The
ascending jiath is made up of mcdullated a.xones coming
chictly from tli(^ cells in tlie interior of the posterior horn,

partly from the same side, partly from the opposite side,

through the anterior while commissure. In the anterior
funiculus these fibres are situated at the periphery in

front and along the ant('rior median fissure (zone suico-

marf/inale of Marie). The fibres are mixed up with the

descending path of Loewenthal, and with tlie path which
corresponds to the mcdullated axones of the commissural
cells of the anterior horn. Tlu^se filires probably teriiii-

natc at various levels of the gray matter of the cord,

sending their impulses on through centripetal neurone

systems of the third order, though this view is hypo-
thetical. We have l)ut few facts as yet to record con-

cerning it. The descending path has been shown b}'

Golgi's method to be made uj) of axones which come
from cells in the interior of the posterior horn of the same
or of the opposite .side. These descending fibres an; prac-
tically all descending limbs of bifurcating axones, so that
the path pertains to the same set of neurones which gives
rise to the ascending jiatli. 'I'he fibres end in all jiroba-

bility after a shorter or longer (though never very long)
course in the gray matter of the anterior horn. Whether
they enter into conduction relation chiefiy with the mo-
tor cells or with the commissural cells of the anterior
horn is not Iviiown, but in either case they would partici-

pate in the setting free of the more complex spinal
reflexes.

The centripetal neurones of the second order, whose
axones run in the fasciculus lateralis proprius, may also
be divided into two sets: (1) those with ascending axones
(ascending centripetal path of the fasiculus lateralis pro-
prius); and (2) those with descending tixones {dtscend-

ing centripetal path of the fasciculus lateralis proprius).
The ascending path corresponds to the mcdullated ax-
ones of the marginal cells of the posfeiior horn and of
the nerve cells in the cajuit of the posterior horn, partly
of the sjime side, partly through the posterior intraceii-

tral commissure of the opposite side. The fibres of this
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path run partly in the anterior mixed zone among the
fibres of Gowers' tract and of Marchi's descending cere-

bellospinal path, partly in the lateral limiting layer of
the gray matter. These fibres are very fine in calibre.
Most of them are short, extending over only one, two. or
three segments, after which tliey run in .to end in the

gray matter ot the cord, wlieie they come into conduc-
tion relation witli centripetal neurones of the ne.xt higher
order (columna intermedia, columna interinediolateralis).
It is this path, made up of a whole series of neurones
with relatively short axones superimposed upcm one an-

other, that has to do, in all probability, with the conduc-
tion of tactile, painful, and thermic sensory impulses.
Since tactile sensations developed presumably phyloge-
netieally, it is perhaps not surprising that the neurones

forming the path for them should liave axones which
extend over onlj- one to three nietameres. This path is

designated by Ziehen Win" aufiteigendts Biiinenbahnsj/stetn
des Seitenstninr/s." The descending path of the fascicu-
lus lateralis proprius consists of the mcdullated descend-

ing limbs of bifurcation of those axones from the cells of
the posterior horn which go to the lateral funiculus and
bifurcate into ascending and descending branches. They
run chiefly in the lateral limiting layer of the gra^' mat-
ter, though some of them are mixed up with the fibres of
the lateral pyramidal tract. They probably have a re-

flex function.
The centripetal neurones of the second order, whose

axones go to the posterior funiculus, give rise similarly
to an ascending and a descending centripetal path in tlie

fasciculus ]>osterior proprius. The ascending path corre-

sponds to the mcdullated axones of all three kinds of cells
in the posterior horn—Gierke's cells, the zonal or mar-

ginal cells, and the cells of the caput. The axones come
partly from the same side of the cord, partly from the

opposite side through the posterior intracentral commis-
sure. They run longitudinally in the most ventral por-
tion of the posterior funiculus. This path remains intact
in tabes dorsalis. It is the endogenous bundle of the

posterior funiculus and does not degenerate after poste-
rior root lesions, though .some posterior root fibres may
be mixed up with the fibres of this tract. IMost of the
fibres are slKnt, turning in to end in the gray matter of

adjacent levels; among them, however, are some fibres

which are much longer. Their function is unknown : it

may perhaps be assumed that they have to do with tiie

more complex reflexes. The descending path in the fas-

ciculus posterior proprius has been nuuli better studied.

Being endogenous, it often remains intact in tabes; it

in.ay be found degenerated in cases of syringomyelia.
The tract is made up of fibres from the posterior" horn
cells, and corresponds chiefly to the descending limbs of
fibres which undergo T-shaped bifurcation in the poste-
rior funiculus. These tibres correspond to the comma-
shaped area of degeneration of the tipper part of the

cord, to the "oval field
" of Fleeh.sig lower down, and

still lower to the "triangle" of Gombault and Philiiipe.
This tract, in all probability, corresponds to the "de-

scending septomarginal tract
" of Bruce and JIuir, and

toiha dtjrsamedialesSiicralljiindclof Obnfiteini;r. It must
|i

not be forgotten that circumscribed as this bundle is, there

are alwa_vs some fibres derived from the posterior roots
mixed with its endogenous fibres. The function of the

descending tract in the posterior funiculus is unknown,
though Mann has suggested that it has something to do

|i
with the innervation of the Mm. intercostales.
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B. Centrifugal Neurone Sj/s-

tems ill the Spinal Cord.

(Central Motor Neurones.)

Under (his heading are to

be considered the neurone

8y.stems, the a.xones of
wliioh enter into conduction
relations with the cell bodies
and dendrites of tlie lower
motor neurones of the an-
tci'ior horns. Tlie central
motor neurones, by means
of this conduction relation,
which their axones estab-
lish with the lower motor
neurones, help to form the

geneial motor conduction

palh from tlie lii;;licrcentres
of the brain to tln^ muscles
of the body. The lower
motor neurones have cell

bodies and dendi-ites in the

gray matter of the spinal cord, but only the pro.xi-
nial portions of their axones are in the cord itself; the
main iiortions of the axones lie |ieriplieial to the cord,

forming the anterior roots and the motor ])ortions of the

pcriplieral nerves ; the axones finally terminate in motor

end-plates (telodendrions) on the muscle tibics. These
lower motor neurones aie thrown under the direct iuliu-

euce of the peripheial sensory neurones by means of the
reflex collaterals from the posterior root fibres. They are
less directly imder the intltience of tlie peripheral sensory
neurones by means of intercalated associative central
neui'ones in the cord, the axones of which help to make
up the ascending and descending fibre systc-ms of the
fasciculi proprii. They arc still more remotely under the
influence of the peripheral centripetal neurones by means
of the conduction relations which are established between
the central sen.sory neurones (the axones of which termi-

nate in higher centres) and tlie upper motor neurones of
the general motor conduction path. It is these upper
motor neurones which must now be considei-ed.

Cerebrospinal Motor Neuroiici (Neurones the Axones
of which Make up the Fibres of the Pyramidal Tracts).

—
These are the neurones the cell bodies and dendrites of
which are situated in the motor area of the cerebral

cortex, and the axones of which run downward to ter-

minate about the motor cells of the anterior liorns.

These neurones mediate the conscious movement im-

pulses sent out from the brain voluntarily to the spinal
cord (and thus toward the muscles). The axones leaving
the corte.x run through the centrum semiovale of the

hemisphere, help to form the corona radiata of the cap-

Vau/H

Fig. 4409.—Degeneration, Following Hemorrhage of Six Months' Duration, in the Nucleus Lateralis
Thalami and in the Lenticulo-oi)tic Portion of the Capsula Interna, (.\fter C. von Monakow, "Gehlrn-
liathcilogie," Wien, 1897, Figs. 171-175.) .1, iililique horizoiual seeiion through tlie anterior part of the
nuileus hypoUlalamieus, coriius Luysi: H, eyslie nodule lllleii Willi llallsfoniied lilniiil: HI, /•/', peri-
cystic softening ; ci. eapsuta inierna ; 1), secondary degeneiation in the eapsula interna ; the pyramidal
tract is interrupted and totally degenerated; J', insula; LV, nucleus hypothalaiuicus; I'cd, peiiun-
enlus eerebii ; Zf, tractus opticus; X,i, nucleus lentiformis ; sO', corpus striatum ; iat, nucleus lat-
eralis thalami ; vent, nui-leus ventralis thalami : ^uie, lamina meilullaris. C. C, 71, fronto-horizontal;
/{, level of the eollieulus su|ieri"r and of the peduiicnliis cerebri; (.'.middle of pons; D, medulla
oblongata, ^ijk, ai|iia'iliietii»eerelii1; /;/, nervus oeiiliiTiioinrms; III K. ninleiis iiervi oeuiomotorll ;

sell, lemniscus media I is; }[fy. fasciculus Icngituiiitialis media Ms; B A. bmchiiim conjunetivum ; Jir A,
brachium pontis; /Vi/, pediinculus cerebri; pi/r, pyramidal tract degenerated on the light side;
cr, corpus restlforme ; V.aitfst, tractus spinalis nervl trigemini.

sula interna and pass through the anterior two-thirds of
the posterior limb of the capsule. In the cajisula interna
the fibres governing the movements of tlie upper extrem-

ity are in front of tlie fibres controlling the movements
of the lower extremity. Below the internal cajisulc the
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fibres run tlirough tlie base of tlie cerebral peduncle at

about its middle, plunge throujrii tlie basilar part of the

pons, helping to form the longitudinal fasciculi of that

region, to reach the medulla oblongata, where tlu'V form
the well-known fasciculi pyramidales, which on each side

correspond to the pvramismedulhe oblongata', which can
be seen from the surface. In the lower part of the me-
dulla oblongata the fibres umlcrgo a partial decussation,
the so-called decussatio pyraniiilum, which takes place

pyr,

pyr.

Ptfr.

mr^ —.- v-^^ o ^:i^f '•^**'' V-,'.i ^ t .^ -^— ~ ,

left, fright.
PUT

Fio. 4410.—Degenerated Fibres In the Splnnl Cord (if the Same Case as
ttiat shown in (Fit?. 440!l). 1 3, pai-s cervicalis; 4-.S, pars tlioraealis:

9-ia, pars lumbosacralis : p/zr, fasinciilus ceretmispiualis ventralis:

pt/fa, fayriiniluscereiirospinalls lateralis.

throughout a distance of about Icm. The tibics, in Iheir

-crossing, pass througli the gi'ay matter of the anterior

horn into the opposite lateial funiculus. A jtortion of

the fibres of each pvi'amid remains uncrossed, going
down fliiefly as an uncrossed binidle in the funicidus an-

tei'ior of flic same .side of the; spinal coid. A few tibres,

however, pass downward in the funiculus lateralis of the

same side. Tlie fasciculus cerebrospinalis anterior or

anterior pyramidal tract is therefore an uncrossed fibre

system, while the fasciculus cerebrospinalis lateralis is a
fibre .system chiefly crossed, but containing a few un-

crossed" fibres tFigs. 4409 and 4410).
The lateral pyramidal Iract. or fasciculus cerebro.spi-

nalis lateralis in the cervieal portion of the spinal cord,

occupies a large area in the posteromedial region of the

latcial funiculus. Its volume decreases rapidly as the

cord is ile.scended and the relative posiiion of the fibres

undergoes some alteration. Owing to the fact that the

direct cei'ebellar tract is not pieseiit below the thoracic

cord, the lateral pyramidal tract in the lumbosacral re-

gion comes to lie adjacent to the periphery of the cord.

The decrease in volume as the cord is descended is

owiug jiartly to a progressive diminution in the calibre

of the fibres' but cliielly to the fact that c(mstituent fibies

of the bundle leave it at each segment to tuin into the

gray matter of the anterior horn, to end there. Jlore

fibres turn in to end in the segmentswhich correspond lo

the cervical and lumbar enlargements than elscwhei-c in

the cord, since it is over the muscles innervated by these

scmenls that the cerebrum exercises the most refined

control (muscles of the upper and lower extremities)

The libres of the anterior pyramidal tract (fasciculus

cerebrospinalis anterior) decrease also in number as the

cord is descended, the loss in it being very great in the

resrion of the intumescciiliacervicalis. The fasciculus is

entirely exhausted on its way through the thoracic cord,
none of its fibres reaching as far as the lumbar cord.
The majority of the a.x<nies of the anterior jiyraniidal
tract run in to terminate in the anterior horn of "tlie same
side, but a few of them passlhroiigh the commissura an-
terior alba to end in the anfeiior horn of the opposite
side.

The fibre systems of the pyramidal tracts are exqui-
sitely localizable by the embryological method of Flcch-

sig. since at birth practically all the libres of the spinal
cord, with the c.xceiitioii of the jiyraniidal tracts and the
little tract in the njiper cervical region known as llel-

weg's path, aie fully inedullated. This is an interesting
fact, for tlie inedullated axoiies of the lower inolor neu-
rones are among the first of all the nerve fibres of the

body to be medullated. Accordingly the corticomnscu-
lar conduction path in its lower part (anterior I'oots and
motor iR'rves) is meduUaled and presumably ready for

functimi long before its upper part (pyramidal tracts),
the explanation being that the lower part of the cortico-
musi iilar conduction path also subserves the function of
the motor limb of the ilirect reflex conduction patlis.
The enibryologieal method throws much light ujion

the variations in decussation which occur in the lower

part of the iiieduUa oblongata. The lateral pyramidal
tracts are never entirely absent. They usually make up
from eighty to ninety per cent, of the total volume of the

cerebrosjiiiial fasciculi, but the proportion varies a great
deal, more libres crossing in one case than in another. In
rare casr^s as few as ten per cent, of the libres go over
into the lateral funiculus, the remaining ninety per cent,

i-ontiniiing downward in the anterior funiculus. In
other rare instances the whole pyramidal tract goes over
into the lateral funiculus and the fasciculus cerebrospi-
nalis anterior isalisent. There is sometimes asymmetry
on the two sides, the asymmetry more often affecting the
anterior pyramidal Irael than the lateral Iract, though it

may affect both. X'sually the asymmetry is due rather
to a unilateral excess in the decussation than to an excess
in the total number of libres. Occasionally a part of the
lilires of the pyramidal tract descends at the junction of
the anterior and lateral funiculi.

The jiyramidal tracts in monkeys appear to have simi-

lar relations to these met with in man. uncrossed and
cms-sed fibres being present in the lateral and anterior fu-

niculi. The same is true of the dog, though only a few
fibres run in the anterior funiculus, the pyramidal tract

being situated almost entirely in the lateral funiculus iu

this animal. In the rabbit the pyramidal tract is nearly
all a crossed tract running in the ojiposife lateral funicu-

lus. In rats and mice the pyramidal fibres form a defi-

nite bundle which runsalmost exclusively in the anterior

part of the opposite posterior funiculus. Even marsu-

pials have a well-marked pyramidal decussation, the iiia-

joiity of the fibres descending in the opposite' lateral

funiculus. AVhether birds possess a pyramidal tract cor-

responding to that of mammals or not, is still in dispute.

Reptiles, amphibia, and fish seem to be devoid of pyram-
idal fracMs—that is, of corticospinal motor tracts—though
all vertebrates may have a path for throwing the spinal
movements under the domain of consciousness.

An exaniiuation of the fibres of the iiyramidal tracts in

the spinal cord shows that a majority of the fibi'es are
tine in calibre, though there are some coarser fibres mixed
among the liner fibres. The large fibres of the direct

cerebellar tract stand out in marked contrast with the

line fibres of the pyramidal ti'act. The lateral iiyramidal
,'ract (fii.irieiihis rerchmxpinnlis lateraliii) in human beings
lies always in the posterior part of the lateral funiculus.

It rarely goes farther forward than the continuation of a
line drawn through the two lateral horns (Flechsig). The
relatiou to the iieripliery varies in different parts of the

cord. At the level of the first cervical segment Ihe area

of the Iiyramidal tract nowlieie reaches the peripheiy.
At the level of the second and third cervieal segments the

aiea touches the pei'ipliciy just laferalward from Lis-

sauer's fasciculus. In the cervical enlargement the tract

is again separated from the peripliery. As the thoracic
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colli isilcsccudcd the fasciinihis approacliestlie ppriphery

gradually, the posterior part rtacliiug the surface lirst,

the anterior part last. Below llie thoracic cord, the

whole lateral margin of the tract lies upon the periphery,
there being no direct cerehcUar tract helow that level.

The shape of the cross-section of the tract varies as the

cord is descended. The lateral pyramidal tract usually

disappears at the level of the Xu. saerales III. and IV.

The anterior jiyramidal tract {faia-iculiisi-ereliroiipiiialis

anterior) is situated in the medial portion of the funicu
lus anterior. As was pointed out above, it varies greatly
in size, and, corresponding to this variation, it sometimes

occupies the whole medial margin of the anterior funicu-

lus; In other cases only \\u\ middle or posterior portion
of the same. It usually terminates below in the middle

of the thoracic cord, but may end as high up as the iu-

tumescentia cervicalis, or extend as low down as the

middle of the iutiiniescentia lumbalis; in one instance

even as far as the conus medidlaris.

The fibres of the pyramidal tract end by running into

the gray matter, not in bundles but usually as individual

fibres, or small groups of fibres. Studies by Golgi's
method make it seem probable that the terminals come
into relation with the cells of the anterior horn, though
their exact pericellular relations are yet to be worked
out. Von Jlonakow believes that at least a part of the

fibres end in the formatio reticularis, and that dendrax-

ones (Golgi cellsof type II.) are intercalated between the

terminalsof the pyramidal tract fibres and the cell bodies

of the lower motor neurones. Rothmann maintains that

the fibres of the pyramidal tract very quickly lose their

myeline sheaths on entering the anterior horn, and sug-

gests that this aecoiHits for the difficulty in following
them to their termination by JMarchi's method in e.xperi-

mental degenerations. Campbell has followed terminals

of the pyramidal tract into the gray matter, however, by
the method of JIarchi. The assumption that many of

the fibres of the lateral pyramidal tract do not end in the

anterior horn of the same side, but pass through the com-
missure to end in the gray matter of the opposite side

(that is, that the fibres recross), has no strong support.
As has been said, at least the majority of the fibres of the

anterior pj-ramidal tract end in the anterior horn of the

same side, though some appear to pass through the com-
missura anterior alba to end in the anterior horn of the

opposite side (Hoche).
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C. Spinopeidl Neiireme Systems Other than those tithose

Axmtes Belong to the Pyramidal Tracts.

Of late years a great deal of attention has been paid to

the centrifugal spinojietal paths other than those corre-

sponding to the pyramidal tracts. Among these there
have been described ; (1) a neurone system from the thala

mus to the cord (thtdamospinid neurone .system); (i) a

rubrosjiiniU neurone system with cell bodies in the red

nucleus, the medullated axones of which go to the lat-

eral funiculus of the opposite side of the cord (von
Monakow's bundle); (3) a neurone system with cell

bodies in the mesenceplisdou with medullated axones ex-

tending to the cord (mesencephalospinal neurone sj-s-

tem) ; (4) a neurone system with cell bodies in the nuclei

pontis and nuclei arcuati with medullated axones extend-

ing into the cord (pontosjiinal or metencephalosi)inal
neurone .system); (."i) neurone systems from the formatio
reticularis and nuclei laterales of the medulla oblongata
to the lateral funiculi of the spinal cord (m3'elencephalo-

spinal neurone systems); (6) a neurone system extending
from the inferior olivary nucleus to the cord (olivospinal
neurone system); (T) a neurone system the cell bodies of

which are situated in tlie nucleus nervi vestibuli lateralis

(Deiters'), the medullated axones going to the spinal cord

(vestibulospinal neurone sj'slem); (8) various neurone

systems with cells in the cerebellum and medullated
axones going to the lateral and anterior funiculi of the

cord (cerebellospinal neurone systems).
(1) Thalamospinal J\'eurone Sy,item.

—Such a neurone

system has for a long time been postulated. Mej'nert
believed that many of the spinopetal funicular fibres

arose in the thalamus, but the invesfigations which have
been made .since his time are confiicting. Meynert be-

lieved that the portion of the anterior funiculus of the

cord, immediatel}' adjacent to the anterior horn, came
from the thalamus, but Rediich has destroyed the thala-

mus in animals and has studied human cases in which the

thalamus was extensively diseased, but could obtain no
evidence of the existence of thalamospinal fibres. It is

still believed, however, by von Bechterew that fibres ex-

tend from the thalamus into the fasciculus lateralis pro-

prius of the cord (Seitenstranrjreste).

(2) Rubrospinal Neurone System.—Bouchard as early
as 1866 drew attention to the fact that there was a dis-

tinct difference between the descending degenerations of
the lateral funiculus in brain lesions and that in spinal-
cord lesions, the latter being the more extensive. This
indicated the presence of spino])etal fibres in the lateral

funiculus other than the pyramidal tracts from the pal-
lium. It was later shown, especially by experiments
upon dogs, that the place of the pyramidal tracts could
lie taken in a functional waj' by these paths, especially

by the one extending from the red nucleus and running
in the lateral funiculus along with the pyramidal tract.

This bundle of fibres, designated by von Monakow as

the aberrant bundle of the lateral funiculus {aberrier-
cneies Seitenstrangbiindel), is usually referred to in the

literature as von Jlonakow's bundle, sometimes as the

"tractus tegmcutospinalis." Tliis neurone system has
been studied by Held in the human fffitus. bj- Boyce in

the cat, by Probst in dogs, by Russell and by Rothmann
in monkeys. The medullated axones arise from cell

bodies in the nucleus ruber, pass through the ventral

decussation of Forel in the tegmentum, pass just medial
from the lateral lemniscus and lower down between t!ie

superior olivary nucleus and the tractus spinalis nervi

trigemini. In the medulla the fibi-es apiiear to be mixed

up with those of Gowers' tract. In the lateral funiculus
of the spinal cord these fibres assume in the ci-oss-sectiou

the form of a comma, lying medial from the direct cere-

bellar tract, in the lateral and ventral part of the area

corresponding to the lateral pyramidal tract. Some of
the fibres extend into the lowermost part of the cord. It

is this fibre system that appears to be able at times to re-

placid the function of the pyramidal tract. It is the sub-
cortical regulator of the movements of the extremities.

It itself is under the itilluence of the cerebellifugal
fibres of the brachium conjunctivum.

(3) Jfi;scnrephiilo.i<pinnl Seunine Systems.
—Certain cell

bodies in the middle and deep gray matter of the supe-
rior funiculus of the corpora quadrigemina (chietlj' the

nucletis centralis superior and the nucleus lateralis supe-
rior) give olT medullated axones which run down in the

funiculus smterior of the spinal cord. The medullated
axones of this tract run through the dorsal decussation
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of the tegmentum {fmitaiueartige llaithenkreiizung of

IHeyiiert), and luiviug crossed the rajihe lie in n separate
bundle (in the eat), which runs just ventral from the fas-

ciculus longitudinalis niedialis, and iscjilled by Tselier-

niak the "
predorsivl ]onj;itudinal bundle.'' In human

beings tlie fibres are ]irobably mixed witli those of tlie

fasciculus longitudinalis niedialis. Collaterals are given
olT to the eye nuiscle niielci and to the gray matter of tlie

formatio reticularis, but the main bundle runs down in

the cord, wliere it occupies the anterior part of the fis-

sural portion of the anterior funiculus. It becomes ex-

hausted by .giving olT collaterals and terminals to the

anterior horn of the same side, and partly bj- sending
a.xones tlirough tlie anterior white commissure to the

contralateral anterior horn. Some of tlie tilires extend
down as far as tlie lower jxirt of the lumbar cord. It

seems very probable that a part at least of Loewenthal's

marginal fasciculus is identical with this system of

fibres.

(•t) Pontospinal or MeteuMphalospinal Neurone System,
and (5) Mi/elinccp/ialospimtl Seurone t^i/slem.

—In the me-
dulla and pons are situated groups of perikaryons which

give oil axones that run down to the spinal cord.

Slost of these are as yet very imperfectly understood.
There is evidence, however, that some of the cells of the

nuclei pontis and of tlie nuclei arcuati give olT such
axones. If .so, we are ju.stiticd in speaking of jioutospi-
nal neurone systems. A good deal of work has been
done upon the descending fibre S3'stcms in the formatio
reticularis—fibre systems which have their origin in peri-

karyons of the formatio reticularis grisea, sjiecially in

the inferior, middle, and superior central and lateral nu-
clei. Axones from the cells of the nucleus centralis uie-

dius run downward in the fasciculus longitudinalis nie-

dialis to reucli the aulerior funiculus of the cord, where

they run close to the fissura mediana anterior. This is

an uncrossed descending spinal neurone system from the

formatio reticularis. Another fibre system from the cen-

tral nucleus descends in the opposite lateral funiculus of

the spinal cord occupying an area in the dorso lateral

region of the latei'al p\'ramidal tract, medial from the

rubrospinal fibre system and the direct cerebellar tract.

(6) Olivosjiinal Nturone Si/stem.
—I have fully described

this system on pages !).")4-i).j8 of my book on "The Ner-
vous System.

" The fibre system is usually known as Ilel-

weg's path, though it was described earlier by Paul

Meyer, Its development has been studied by von Bech-

terew, wlio designates it the Olirenstntny. The path is

seen as a triangular area in cross-section; hence Ilelweg's
term (Dreikanlenbalin). The cells of origin may be in

the inferior olivary nucleus, or tlie^y may come from

liigher regions. Golgi studies are still lacking except
for meagre statements in von KoUiker's text-book.

(7) Ventibiilospinal Xeurone Si/skms.—The cell bodies
which give rise to themedullated axones of this path are
situated chiefly in the nucleus nervi vestibuli lateralis

(Deiters), though some of tiiem may be situated in the
nucleus nervi vestibuli superior of von Bechterew. The
axones pass ventralward from Deifers' nucleus into the
formatio reticularis alba and descend. On their vva.y
down they i>ass through the area situated between the

nuclei laterales and the remains of tiie anterior horn. In

the spinal cord they lie in the peripheral parts of the
zone of exit of the anterior root fibres, and in the lateral

portion of the funiculus anterior. Some of the fibres

of this system descend as far as the lumbar cord. The
axones appear to terminate by running in to end among
the cells of the anterior horn of the same side. This neu-
rone system is under the influence of impulses from the

vestibular nerve on the one side and from the cerebellum
(nucleus fastigii) on the other. Its influence on the cord
is ]>robably concerned with the coordination of the axis
of the body and orientation in space.

(8) Cerebellonpinal Neurone •Si/stem.
—Though a vast

amount of work has been done with the idea of deter-

mining the fibre systems wliieli throw the spinal cord

directly under the domain of the cerebellum without the
intermediation of any relay station, it must be confessed
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that our knowledge upon this subject is still, in reality,
most meagre. Marchi early deserilied a fibre system in

the spinal cord which degenerated after removal of the
cerebellar hemisjihere. He tlmught that the fibres canu'

chiefly from tlie vermis, partly from the lieiiiisphcre, that

they passed through the braehiuni pontis, and llii'ii by
way of the gniuiid bundles into the anterior and lateral

funiculi of tile cord. lie could Icillow the degeneration
fhniughoul the whole Ic-nglli nf the cord. In cross-sec-

tions this degeneraticiii occupied two areas, one extend-

ing along the periphery of the cord fmiii the fissura me-
diana anterior to the anterior extremity of the direct

cerebellar tract, that is, in an area corresponding to the
tone siilcoiniin/iiude of Marie; the other, a more lateral

area, situated just in front of the lateral pyramidal tract.

It was his opinion that the fibres ran in to end in the
anterior horn of the sjiinal cord. This degeneration,
described by Marclii, proliably cnrresponds, at least in

part, to the so-called eereliellar tract of Loewenthal.
Perrier and Turner disjnite JIarclii's conclusions, inas-

much as they found that when one hemispliere of the
cerebellum is extirpated without injury to neighboring
parts, no degeneration can be traced to the cord, though
degenerated fibres can be followed through the corpus
restiforme to the inferior olivaiy nuclei and the nuclei of
the posterior funiculi. Wlien the vermis is extirpated
alone, the filires which run to the nucleus nervi vestibuli
lateralis of Deiters degenerate. It is their opinion that
the degeneration, described by Slarchi, occurs only when
Deiters' nucleus is injured in the attempt at cerebel-
lar extirpation. This view is supported also by the

experimental work of Risien Russell and by tliat of
Mott.
Marchi has, however, found a supporter in Biedl, who

reproduced a degeneration of the fibre systems, described

by Marchi, by cutting the corpus restiforme. He thinks,

however, that JIarchi's tract reaches the cord by way of
the inferior cerebellar ])eduncle rather than by way of
the middle cerebellar peduncle, as JIarehi asserted.
The experimental work of Thomas tends to support

Marchi 's observation as far as the fibres in the anterior
funiculus arc concerned. He thinks that the fibres arise

from cells in the nucleus dentatus, and that they pass
through the superior vestibular nucleusof von Bechterew
and the lateral vestibular nucleus of Deiters into the for

matio reticularis, and thence into the anterior and lateral

funiculus of the cord. His work was done chiefiy upon
dogs. Extirpation of the cortex of the cerebellum aloiu^

does not cause the degeneration; it is necessary to injure
the nucleus dentatus cerebelli. If Deiters' and Bech-
terew 's nuclei are also injured, the degeneration in the
cord is much more extensive.
Ramon y Cajal has made an important contribution to

the neurone s_ystem under discussion by the aiiplication
of Golgi's method. He finds that the axones of the cells

in the nucleus dentatus, passing out in the brachium
conjnnctivum, give off descending limbs of bifurcation
which run to the anterolateral fasciculus of the cord. In
liis opinion it is these axones which correspoiul to the

descending cerebellar path of ]\Iarehi. Kaiiion y Cajal
emphasizes the fact that in frontal seetionsof the guinea-
pig's brain, stained by the method of Weigert-Pal, this

cerebellospinal path from the brachium conjnnctivum
can be clearly seen as isolalx-d bundles. (See Fig. 439 on
page 4;i0 of his

"'

Ilistologia del Sistema Nervioso de los

Vertebrados.")
It may be regarded as certain, therefore, that a direct

uncrossed cerebrospinal neurone system exists, the cell

bodies of which are situatcti in the nucleus dentatus (and
jterliaps in the neighboring gray nuclei), the niedullated

ax(>nesof which go through the anterolateral white mat-
ter to the anterior horn of the cord. It would ajipear,
too, that the fibre .system, making up the spinal jiortion
of this path, or a part of it, is really an offshoot or by-
path from the main ascending fibre system of the bra-

chium eonjuuctivuin. Tlie function of the path is

doubtless coordinative. It seems probable that it car-

ries to the anterior horn cells at least a part of those
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SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: ACUTE ASCENDING
PARALYSIS.— iSviioiiyiii : l.aiidry'^ l':iialysis.) In IH.")!)

Liiuilry described the symiitom complex wliieh has since
then lieeu kiiowii both its Liindry 's piii-alysis and as acute

ascending palsy. The clinical picliiic lie portrayed was
the following: The suilden dcvelopmi'nt in a Jiievious
ly liealtli_v individual of a llaeeid jiaralysis of the legs,
which generally began first in one and then within a
few hours or a dayatfected the other. When tliejiaraly-
sis of the legs had become complete, the trunk muscles
became paralyzed, and then in the space of a few days
the arms were involved in like manner. Ne.\t tliere was
involvement of the deglutition, articulation, and respi-
ratory musciilatui-e, and in a short time death followed
from asphy.xiation. There are milder eases, however, in

which theie is restitution of function. Landry described

prodromes, such as general malaise and paiwsthesia in

the extremities, and during the course of the illness

.slight disturbances of seu.sation. He laid particular
stress on the absence of muscular atrophy, the presence
of normal electrical reactions, and negative findings at
the autopsies.

Since Landry's original cases were published, niauy
cases, either similar to his or varying from the type in
one essential or another, have been reported, until to-day
our conception of the disease has broadened so as to in-

clude cases exhibiting a wider range of symptoms; so

that, as Oppenheira says, the only essential symptom
necessary to the disease is the rapid development of a
flaccid paralysis, commencing in the lower extremities
and affecting successively the arm and the bulbar nerves,

though in rare cases the oixler of involvement is re-

versed.* In the literature under this heiiding have been
included many cases which undoubtedly belong to other
diseases, principally acute anterior poliomyelitis and mul-
tiple neuritis.

Etiology.—The disease is rather uncommon in its oc-
currence. Men are att'ected more often than woiuen, and
as a rule between the ages of twenty and forty, though
instances of its occurrence in children and old people
have been observed.
The view most generally held as to the etiological fac-

tor of the disease is that it is due either to some form of
to.xiemia or to bacterial infection. Landry himself was
under the impression that it was caused "by poisoning,
and this opinion was accepted by many subsetjuent ob-
servers, but especially by Westphal. The following
facts Diller regards as pointing in this direction; First,
the pi-esence in some cases of enlargement of the spleen
and lymph glands, hemorrhagic spots in the lungs and
intestines, and albuminuria; second, the finding of bac-
teria in some of the cases. The varieties found include
anthrax, typhoid, and other unclassified bacilli, strepto-
coccus, varieties of staphylococci, diplococci. and the
P^iinkel pneumoeoccus. IS'o specific form of micro-

organism has been isolated, but the disease seems to be

capable of development after diphtheria, typhoid, vari-

ola, anthrax, pneumonia, pertussis, the puerpeiium.
malaria, and probably al,so tijion se])tiea'mia as a basis.

Opjienheim thinks it doubtful whether the entrance of the

micro-organisms themselves into the spinal cord, medulla,
and iieripheral nerves can produce the disease, but he be-
lieves that prob;ibly their toxins injuie the motor tracts
in such a manner as to cause paralysis, without as a rule

pi-oducing recognizable lesions. Thoinot and .Mas.selinp

and Hcmmlingerluive pioduced in rabbits symptoms simi.
lar to Liindiy s partilysis by the injection of micro-organ-
isms into the circulation.

* In recent years some authors have regarded Landry's paralysis as
being merely a symptom complex due to various causes and not a
disease or clinii-al entity with a dellnite pathological basis.
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One case bas been repoiled in whitb tlie disease fol-

lowed a kick from a borse affected witb septiciemia.
Alcohol lias been mentioned as an etiological factor in

some cases, and exposure to cold and overexertion like-

wise. Syphilis was formerly regarded as being a not
unecmimon cause of the disease, though if the question
be looked at in the light of our present knowledge of

syphilis and its pathology, it seems highly improbable, as

Nonne points out, that it could cause the paralysis and

yet leave no evident lesion.

Patii<>i.ogic.\l Anatomy.—Landry postulated as one
of the characteristics of acute ascending jiaralysis the

absence of any lesion in the spinal cord, and as a matter
of fact in many of the earlier reiiorted cases no changes
were found. Since then, however, through our better

techniiiue and in the light of our greater knowledge of the

nervous system and its pathology, morbid changes in the

spinal cord have lieen found in man}' cases. The lesions

reported are very nmnerous and varied in their nature,

and do not show any considerable uniformity. Dissemi-
nated areas of inflammation have been observed in the
medulla oblongata by Omerod and Prince, while Eisen-

lohr, Sclmltze, Ketli, and others have found similar

changes in the spinal cord. In somecases the axis-cylin-
der processes in the anterolateral columns of the cord
were swollen ; in others there were changes of varying in-

tensity in the anterior horns, similar to tho.se found in

poliom3-elitis. One case showed only a degeneration in

the anterior roots, while in another there was a focus of

myelitis.
In addition to these changes in the cord itself the pe-

ripheral nerves have been found to be affected. Some-
times the peripheral neuritis has been the only Itision

found, and this has led one set of observers (Dejerine,
Barth, Ross, Putnam, and others) to regard it as the
characteristic morbid condition of Landry's palsy. They
explain the alterations in the anterior horn cells, when
they occur in conjunction with peripheral neuritis, as due
to trophic disturbances. Dejerine and Thomas, in their

recent work on spinal-cord diseases, go so far as to say
that it is a disease of the peripheral neurones, and is polio-

myelitis when the cell bod\' is affected and polj^neuritis
when the axiscyliiider processes are implicated. Diller

states, as an argument against this theory, that the cases
in which there is no peripheral neuritis are frequent, and
that the changes fotmd in the nerves are usually those of

degeneration, not of intlamination.
The spleen is usually acutely enlarged, the lymphatic

glands swollen, and in some cases there is acute degenera-
tion of the viscera.

Oppenheini sums up our knowledge of the pathology
of Landry's jjaralys's by saying that the changes in tlie

spinal cord, especially in its gray matter, are the pre-
dominant ones; and "that they sometimes cimsist of in-

flammatory conditions and vascular disturbances (disease
of vessels, hemorrhage, exudation, thrombosis, soften-

ing, and inliltration); sometimes of changes in the nerve
cells, as described by Marinesco and by Bailey and Ewing.

Sv.\ii'TOM.\TOi.of;Y.—The disease commences suddenly
with paralysis of the extremities, or it is preceded by
prodromes. These latter consist of a chill or chilly seii-

sations, slight fever, pain in the back and in the extremi-
ties, and paricsthesia, more rarely hypera-sthesia and
general malaise.
Pain and general weakness may occur fully a month

before the actual onset of the disease. The pallesthesia
is usually in tlie fingers or toes, and may be very marked
and distressing.
The pitratyxis as a rule marks the beginning of the dis-

ease. It is gencmlly ascending in type, that is, it affects
the lower extremities first. The feet are tirst affected.
either both at once or successively. Then the; legs,
thighs, the lumbar, alxlonnnal, and" chest muscles are

successively involved: next in order are the mu.scles of
the hand, forearm, and arm, then those of the neck, and
finally there occurs paralysis of the muscles innervated
by the hidbar nerve.s, viz., those of speech, <leglutition,
and respiration.

The paralysis manifests itself tirst as a weakness in one
or both legs, then becomes com]ilete and flaccid, there

being no spastic phenomena. The paraplegia can de-

velop in a day, and the involvement of the oilier muscles
takes place within eight or ten days, rarely in three or
four.

Cases have been described in which there has been a

descending paralysis, and also all four extremities have
been alTected at the same time. These cases are rare.

Westphal reported a case in which only bulbar symptoms
appeared. Cases have been reported in which the cranial
nerves were involved, the paralysis affecting the muscles
controlled by the facial, the C3'e muscles and those of ac-

commodation; as a rule, however, these nerves are not
involved. The pulse rate is usualh' increased in fre-

quency because of the affection of the vagus, and attacks
of asphyxia due to paralysis of the respiratory tnuscles
cause death.

The elcctrieiil reaction is generally promjit and normal,
especially in those cases which run a sliort course. Some-
times there are quantitative variations in the electrical

reaction, and the reaction of degeneration has also oc-

curred. Oppenheini noted the following peculiar elec-

tric reaction in one of his cases: it was impossible to
increase the intensity of contractions by increasing the

strength of the current used. Examination of a piece of

this muscle showed waxy degeneration.
The absence of muscular atrophj'

* was regardeil as ooe
of the characteristics of the disease, and in the majority
of cases this holds true. Some authors have regarded its

development in the later stages of the disease, when it

runs a protracted course, as being due to inactivity.
But there have been undoubted cases of Landry's paraly-
sis in which the wasting of the muscles was an early
occurrence. Fibrillary twitchiugs are sometimes seen.

Senmbiliti/ is usually but slightly disturbed. Landry
described the presence of slight changes. Bailey and

Ewing describe thirteen cases of sensory involvement out
of the forty -four genuine cases which they found in liter-

ature up to 1896. Asa rule, marked disturbance is ab-

sent. Hypsesthesia in the extremities, and more rarely

liypera^sthesia. have been described. In some instances

delayed transmission of pain or temperature sense, or

failure to discriminate between pain and touch sense,

and diminution in the acuteness of tlie muscular sense,

have been observeii. Trophic disturbances are not

present.
Patellar and superficial refiexes are lost, though they

may be present for some time in the early stages of the

disease. As a rule the bladder and rectum are unaf-

fected. Cases have been reported in which either one of

the sphincters has been weakened or paralyzed. Some-
times at the onset there may be temporary retention of

urine, or later, when the abdominal muscles arc; paralyzed,
there may be constipation.

It is characteristic of Landry's parah'sis that there is

cither no rise of temperature, or only a very slight rise,

throughout the course of the di.sease. Regarding this,

again, exceptions have been reported. Sweating is said

by some to occur frequently. Albuminuria generally
occurs, and in one case there was liaomatoporiilij-ruria.
The sensorium remains almost invariably clear until

the end. Delirium has been present in those cases which
have fever.

Pkoonosis.—The prognosis is grave. Most of the

cases end fatally. The disease may terminate abruptly
at the end of two or three days, death being due to bul-

bar paralysis; as a rule, however, the duration of the

disease is prolonged to eight days before the onset of bul-

bar symptoms. The disease may assume a subacute

character and last for two months or more. Some of the

cases have terminated in complete or partial recovery.

Oppenheini regards it as a sign of favorable outcome
when there is a remission in the bulbar symptoms. Gen-

erally the paralysis first disappears in the part which was

" Wliat lias been sniil nf llie electrlrnl rpactlon can with equal Irutti

hi- said tif the cn'currencetif muscular atrophy.
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first afft'Cted. Convalescence may last for many months.

Remissions and relapses with a fatal termination are pos-
sible.

TiiEUAPT.—There is no therapeutic agent wiiich is

specific in its action. The application of the actual cau-

tery to the back has been recominendeil. In cases in

which syphilis is suspected vigorous mercurial and iodide

treatment should be u.scd. Electricity, especially gal-

vanism, has been used. The chief attention of the iihysi-

cian should be directed to the nourishment an<l stinuda-

tiou of the patient during the acute stage ; and then, if he

survive, an effort shoidrl be made to restore the functions

of the paralyzed parts by means of hydrotheraii}-, mas-

sage, electricity, nutritious food, change of .scenery, etc.

l»racl Strauss.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: ACUTE SPINAL MEN-
INGITIS.—The mcnibraues of the s|iiiud cord ciiiisist of

an outer dense tibrous sheath, the dura mater, and an
inner delicate vascular sheath, the pia mater. The web-
like fibres connecting these two, and known as tlu^ arach-

noid, may be conveniently reckoned together with the

pia mater. The spinal dura is not adherent to the inner

surface of the bones forming the vertebral canal. Be-

tween the periosteum and this membrane is a loose con-

nective tissue of interlaced bundles with delicate slender

elastic fibres and spindle-shaped connective-tissue cells,

and w ithin the meshes of this tissue there is a greater or less

amount of fat, which is often gelatinous in appearance.
The dura mater itself is a' dense white sheath composed
of bundles of wliite fibrous and of elastic tissue in about

ecpial numbers, running lengthwise. Both outer and in-

ner surfaces are covered with endothelium, and between
the meshes are lymph spaces which open upon these sur-

faces, thus establishing a connection between the outer

surface of the dura and the space between dura and pia.

Binding the dura to the pia mater are the delicate fibres

which form the arachnoid, fibres of connective tissue

bound together into lamellte surrounded by very fine

elastic fibres and covered with endothelial cells. The
outer layer of the pia is of the same structure as tlie

arachnoid, the inner is separated from this ))y the pial

capillaries and vessels, which, surrounded by prolonga-
tions of the fibrous and elastic reticidum composing the

inner layer, pass into the substance of the cord. Golden-
brown pigment cells with branching processes are found
In this layer, especially in the cervical region, where they

may lend a Ijrown color to the membrane. Both mem-
branes are supplied with nerves, the pia more abundant-

ly. The lymphatics of the pia are continuous with those

of the cord.

The infiammation of the membranes of the cord may
aff(^ct the outer membrane, the inner, or both. Internal

meningitis, or leptomeningitis, always extends to the

arachnoid also, although an efliort has been made by some
authors to distinguish a pure arachnitis, so called, with-

out involvement of the pia. External meningitis or

pachymeningitis also usually extends to the pia-arach-

noid, at least in acute intlammations; the chronic proc-
esses may remain limited to one or the oilier. As tlu;

symptoms in all forms of acute meningitis are very simi-

lar and certain symptoms are common to all, it will sim-

plify matters to describe first in fvdl detail the symptoms
of tlie typical variety, acute purulent leptomeningitis,
and then, in the less important varieties, the symi)toms
will not need to be described in full again.

I. Acute purulent leptomeninr/itix, acute cerebro-spimil

nieniuf/itis, acute cereliro-spinal ferer, epidemic a'ri'liru-

npinal iiieiiiiKjitis. .

A. Hirsch has given an excellent historical survey of

this disease ("Die Meningitis Cereliro-spin. eiiideniica,"

Berlin, 1866). The first well-authenticated epidemic ap-
peared in France among the soldiers of the army in IHO,'),

and was followed by sixty-two epidemics in that

country, forty-eight of which began in the army. 'Phe

disease first appeared in epidemic form in the I'nitccl

States probably in 18U0, and from then on until 1.S30

there were frequent outbreaks in this country, and seven

years later in Franco again, then throughout Europe.
The latest epidemic which has been carefully studied
was that in Boston in 189()-97, to the report of "which by
Councilman, Jlallory, and Wright we shall have occasion
to refer frequently. The later epidemics have usually
been less severe than the earlier, and sliow less tendency
to develop among the standing armies.

Winter and si)ring seem the seasons most favorable for
the development of an epidemic. It is not a disea.se of

cities; some of tlu^ severest epidemics have been in coun-

try districts. Children are not as susceptible as young
adults; the disease is rare before the first year. The
mode in which infection takes place is not known; but
the nasopharyngeal jiassage is supposed to be the place
of entrance for the micro-organisms. Apparently it is

not contagious, for it is rare to find more than one case in

the same family. Insanitary surroundings, overcrowd-

ing, exhausting exertion, cx])osure, etc., seem to aid in

its spread. There are isolatetl sporadic eases, probably
of the same character as (hose occurring in the course of

epidemics, which are seattere<l along in the intervals be-

tween outbreaks.

Bactekiology.—The causative agent of cerebrospinal
meningitis is still in question.' The diplococcus intracel-

lularis meningitidis or meningococcus intracellularis of

Weichselbaum, the pncinnococcusof Fracnkcl, the strep-
tococcus meningitidis of Bononn- the meningococcus of

Foa, the streptococcus pj-ogenes and the staphylococcus
pyogenes, have all been isolated by different observers.

The colon bacillus has been slated to be the etiological
factor in cercbro-spinal meningitis of the new-born.
Weichselbaum found the organism which bears his

name in six out of eight cases examined by him in 1887.

These six caseswereall primary. Intheother two cases,
which were secoudaiy to pneumonia, he isolated the

pncumococcus only. His results, corroborated by Gold-'
Schmidt and by Edler, were more strongly confirmed by
Jiiger, who, in 1895, fomid the organism in tweh-e cases

during an epidemic. Councilman also looks upon the

diplococcus intracellularis as the cause of the epidemic
form, and lays great stress on this fact from the poiut of
view of both diagnosis and prognosis, inasmuch as, in

his opinion, all ca.ses are fatal except those caused by
this diplococcus. When the pneumococcus or the strep-
tococcus was found there was associated with the menin-

gitis some other lesion, in lungs or heart usually, and
none of these cases recovered. Sporadic cases are prob-
ably not caused bj' the Weichselbaiun organism. Coun-
cilman's conclusions are based ujion the largest number
of bacteriological examinations ever made b_v one observer—

thirty-eight positive results from fifty-five lumlmr

punctures, thirty-one positive resvdts from thirtj^-five

autopsies.
On the other hand, Fraenkel isolated the pneumococcus

which bears his name from the pia-arachnoid in spinal

meningitis, and his results have been confirmed many
times. Wolff claims that it is present in forty-two per
cent, of all cases. Flexner and Barker found this organ-
ism during the Maryland e])idemic of 1H92.

The streptococcus has been isolated, and in other cases

the staphylococcus pyogenes al.so. Among some bac-

teriologists (as Bordoni-UlTreduzzi) the opinion prevails
that all of these different cocci are varieties of the same

organism—the pncumoeocevis of Fraenkel.
The pathology of cerebro-si)inal meningitis is that of

an extensive ])undent inllammation, with infiltration of

the subarachnoid space. Thi> ccrcbro-siiinal lluid is in-

creased and usually turbid willi llocculcs of fibrin in the

earl}' stages ; later on, it bei-onics pmiilint. This increase

in liie fluid causes bulging of the dura, especially poste-

riorly, perhaps because of the patient's recumbent posi-

ti(m. The fluid, according to Councilman, contains

many leucocytes, but not abundant fibrin except in the

cases caused by the pneumococcus. Flexner found
nij-

merous large ))liagocytic cells in the fluid from one of his

cases. The small pial vessels are enormously distended,

the leucocytes being collected along their walls and in

the perivascular lymph spaces. The inner surface of the
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dura is reddened, and tlie iiiflainiiiation may extend along
the sluiitlis of the nerves and intii Ihe substance of the

cord, althoiigli tliere are cases in which, with extensive

iuvolveinent of the pia arachnoid, Ihccord escapes com-

pletelj'. Usually there is a perivascular inliltration with

leucocytes and phaj;ocytic cells, and a swelling and i>ro-

liferatiOn of the cells of tlie neuroi;lia. Klebs, Zenker,

Stri'iinpcll, and Barlier all ilcscrilic accumulations of

leucocytes in the cord, forming in some cases focal

abscesses. The changes in the nerve cells, shown by the

NissI stain, are peripliend eliromatolysis
—characteristic

of all toxic conditions—and central chromatolysis— char-

acteristic of injury to the axone of the cell. Sections

treated by Alarchi's method may show degenerated fibres,

especially in cases of long duration.

Congestion and ailema of Ihe lungs is a frequent com-

plication. I'nevnnonia. eitlier primary or secondary, and

usually lobul;ir. is also freiiuently |irescnt. Councilman
found in one case that Ihe process in tlic lung was due to

a j)urulcnt embolus from the meninges lodging in a small

braneli of the pulmonary artery. Tlie liver and kidneys
usually show only acute parenchymatous degeneration,
the intestinal tract is usually not atl'eeted. but maj' show
swelling of tlie follicles, an(l the spleen is only exception-

ally enlarged. Endocarditis and pericarditis may be com-

plications.
SvMi'TO.Ms.—There is seldom any real prodromal stage,

though there may be one or two days of languor, head-

ache, and slight chills preceding the onset of the disease.

Usually this is sudden, ushered in by a severe chill fol-

lowed "by fever, vomiting, and headache. The course of
the disease is so irregular that it is hard to give a descrip-
tion of a tyidcal form, harder still to divide it into defi-

nite stages or definite varieties. Hirsch's classification

into three forms, the malignant (" foudroyante "), the

abortive, and the acute and sidiacute, is perhaps the sim-

plest. The malignant form is characterized by its sudden
onset, usually in a healthy person, and rapid develop-
ment. Within a few hours vomiting, delirium, convid-

sions, rigidity of the neck, unconsciousness, and collapse

may follow each oilier in rajiid succession, and death has
been known lo take jilace in less than twelve hours.

Several cases of lessthaii twenty-four hours' duration are

on record. These cases belong not to the sporadic but to

the epidemic form, and are more apt to occur among the

early than t he later eases. A purjiuric rash is often seen,
which has led to the clinical names ajiplied to this dis-

ease: "spotted fever," "malignant ]>urpuric fever," etc.

The second, abortive, form wouhl be recognized with

diflieully in the absence of an epidemic. More or less

pronounced cervical rigidity with pain on motion, and
severe, remitting heailaehe may be the only symptoms
present. It is apt to last only a few days, but there may
be recurrences of rigidity and headache for some time
afterward.
The third is the ordinary form, which usuall}' begins

more or less suddenly with heailaehe, generally frontal
and .'cry severe. Vomiting is often an early symptom
and a valuable aid in diagnosis. A mori; or less pro-
nounced chill is followed by a rise of teniiierature to 101°
or 102 F. Tlie lieadache often increases in ind'iisily, ren-

dering the patient delirious, not from the meningitis but
from the extreme pain. This is not, however, a gauge
for the severity of Ihe disease, for it may lie veiy severe
in patients who make a good recovery. It is subject to
reniis,sions and is apt to come on suddenly during sleep,
making the patient waken with a sudden cry ("crihydro-
ceplialiiiue "). The vomiting may return with the ex-
acerliatious of pain; usually it lessens as the disease

progresses, but may be so persistent as to endanger the

patient's life through excessive weakness. Dizziness,
restlessness, sensitiveness to light and sound accompany
the headache.

Higidity of the neck is an early and important symp-
tom, perliai)S the most constantly present symptom of
this disease. It consists of a tonic contnielion. reflex, of
the deep muscles of the neck, especially the sideiiius. is

iiicr<'ased on active or passive attempts al movement, and

is accompanied wit h |iain. In some cases the rigidity is so

pronounced that by putting the hand under the iiatient's
lieaii his body may be raised from the bed without mak-
ing the neck bend. Often the head is bent back, some-
times so far that the occiput lies between the shoulder
blades. The rigidity does not. however. atTect the side
movements of the head. The pain may be constant, even
more severe than the headaclie, or may be absent when
the patient is perfectly (juiet and there is no pressure on
the neck.

There are also pain and sometimes rigidity all along the

spine, increased on motion and pressure, and there may be
lightning pains in the limbs due to irritation of the periph-
eral nerves. Flattening or retraction of the abdomen
is not so frequent as in tuberculous meningitis. Traube
has pointeil out that it isdue toadrawing togetherof the
intestines from irritation of the vagus—which is also re-

sponsible for the vomiting—and not, as many suppose,
to a contraction of the abdominal muscles. Constipation
from tonic contraction of the bowels may persist through-
out the attiick: diarrlioa is rare.

IlypeiU'Sthetic areas alternating with areas of normal
sensation are most frequent over the lower extremities
and involve both skin and muscles. In some cases this

symptom is vciy pronounced, and c\eu in deep stupor
a reaction may be obtained by pressing the muscles of
the legs. Anaesthesia is more apt to be a sequela.
The motor disturbances consist in the rigidity of neck

and back alread_v described, in tremors or even spasms of
the muscles of arms or legs, occasionallj' of the face, in
strabismus, difficulty in swallowing, and sometimes even
trismus. Kernig's .symptom is often present—a strong
flexion of the knee caused by passive flexion of the thigh
upon the abdomen. The patellar reflex may be increased
or completely lost. Later on, these irritative symptoms
may be succeeded by symjjtoms of paresis, though the
latter more often appear as sequelos. The most common
forms are ptosis, dilated pupils, strabismus divergens,
and paralysis of the facial muscles; much less common is

liemi- or paraplegia.
The cerebral symptoms begin as delirium, passing into

stupor or even coma. In less severe cases without delir-

ium there are insomnia, restlessness, and irritaliility. con-

fusion, duluess or excitability, perhaps hallucinatiou.s.

Stupor is regarded as a serious symptom, being present
almost always in the fulminating cases. The temper-
ature cur\e is very irregular. In the very rapid cases
it soon reaches a high point, 105"-106' F." and remains
tliere for several days, either rising to hyiierjiyrexia
(108°) just before death, or falling suddenly.

"

In the more
usual forms the temperature begins to sink after a few
days and is then irregularly remitting, showing a great
range within twenty-four hours, high fever, and entire
absence of fever. Usually the febrile exacerbations tend
to be less severe as the disease progresses, but this is not

invariably true, and every rise of temperature must be

regarded as serious. In atypical cases a regularly remit-

ting fever with chills may simulate malaria; in others
there niav be a crisis on any day between the .sixth and
the tenth!

The ]uilse is usually rapid, especially in children. A
very slow pulse is rare. In colla|ise tlie inilse is small
and extremely rapid from involvement of the vagus, a
serious symptom in adults. Heart conijdications are
rare. The rcsiiirations inaj' be increased in freiiueni y,
but are regular in ordinaiy cases. Irregular respiration
is a graver symptom in adults than in children. In
some instances there may be typical Cheyiu^- Stokes

breathing.
The skin symptoms are very variable. Petechia' seem

to have been common enough, in the early epidemics, to

give the disease the name of spotted fever, but in many
of the later ones this symptom has been insignificant or
absent. Roscole. like those of tyjilioid. .scarlatinal erup-
tions, erysipelatous eruptions, urticaria, erythema nodo-
sum, even gangrene, have been observed. Herpes is

present in Ihe majority of cases, and is an imiiortnnt
di:ignostic symptom. It appears most cojnmonly be-
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tween the third and sixth days, on lips, uose, and chwUs;
more rarely on the neck and body.
The urine is apt to be increased, often contains allm-

mill, sonielinies sugar. The diazo reaction is usually

present.
Involvement of the special senses constitutes a grave

complication. There may be complete loss of smell and
taste. In the case of the car the deafness resulting from
inflammation of the labyrinth or from otitis media is apt
to be iiersisleiit, and in young children results in deaf

mutism. Moos found thirty-live cases of deaftiess out of

sixty-four cases of recoverj' from meningitis. There

may be keratitis or even panophthalmitis from an exten-

sion of the intlammalion along the sheath of the optic
nerve, which may itself show an acute neuritis. Ran-

dolph examined forty cases in tlie jMaryland epidcnnc of

189"3, and found the fundus normal in only seven. Jlost

of these thirty-three showed a venous congestion of the

disc with remarkable tortuosity of the vessels, which
sometimes looked quite black as if from complete stasis.

Six cases had neuritis optica, one an acute retinitis. The

right eye was by far the most frequently affected. The
pupils are usually small at first, then there is often a uni-

lateral dilatation, which is a valuable aid in diagnosis.
As a rule, just before death there is extreme dilatation of

both pujiils.

Com|)lications in the form of joint affections have ap-

peared in certain epidemics: serous effusion into knees,

ankles, and wrists. Jlore rarelv the exudation is puru-
lent.

There is a question as to whether the jHieumonia so

often accompanying meningitis is to be regarded as a

cause, a complication, or a sequela. Jlany observers

have considered the meningitis as secondary to the pneu-
monia. In some cases this is indubitably true, the in-

flammation being caused b.v an invasion of the meninges
by the pneumococcus; in other cases there has seemed to

be a double infection, and finally Councilman declares the

pneiuiionia, in the epidemic forms at least, to be second-

ary to the meningitis and caused by the entry of the dip-
lococous intracellularis into the lungs. He succeeded in

isolating the organism from eight cases of pneumonia com-

plicating epidemic meningitis.
Excessive anamiaaud emaciation, even in robust young

patients, forir.s a very serious complication in the more

protracted cases. When the vomiting has been obstinate

or the pain persistent and exhausting, it may ri-ach as

extreme a form as that of carcinoma or phthisis (Klebs).

Undoiditedly many patients die of inanition in the later

weeks of the disease.

There is usuallj' a leucocytosis which may be very

pronounced, and which is an aid in the diagnosis be-

tween this disease and typhoid fever.

Skquei.-E.—Headache may persist for years, caused

probably by areas of thickening in the pia mater. Deaf-
ness and blindness have already been refeired to as de-

plorably frequent sequelae. Loss of speech, independent
of loss of hearing, mental feebleness, aphasia, aiul loss of

memory are not so jiersistent. but tend to jiass away
slowly. Ilemiplegic or paraplegic .symptouLS, paraly.sis
of cranial nerves, also tend to clear up.

DiAciNosis.—In the absence of an epidemit^ this may
not be easy. Any acute infectious di.sease in which the

cerebro-spinal sj'mptoms are pronounced may be, un-

doubtedly often is, ndstaken for cerebro-spinal menin-

gitis. The diagnosis between the epidemic form and the

other forms of acute meningitis also presents dilliculties,

and is of special importance from the jioiiit of view of

prognosis, for the epidemic form has the most favoralile

outlook. 'I'ubcrculous meningitis has a longer jirodro-
mal period, the symptoms are usually less acute, the

fever not so high, and there are usually evidences of
tid)ereulous lesions elsewhere in the body. The puru
lent forms due to infection by streptocoecu.s or pneumo-
coccus are said to lie characterized by greater severity
of the cerebral symptoms—delirium and coma—and by
a less extreme rigidity of the neck (Leichtenstern).

Quincke's lumbar puncture is a most valuable diagnostic

aid. Councilman says that the bacteriological exami-
nation of the fluid withdrawn is as important a clinical

procedure as examination of sputum. His results have
already been (luotiil. Liehlheim states that he has
never faiU'd to find tidK-icle bacilli in all the cases of
tuberculous meningitis thus examined in his clinic. The
presence of streptococci has Ik-cu ilemonstrated in many
cases, and according to Councilman and to Leydeu and
Goldscheider, these cases invariably prove fatal. The
naked eye ajjiicarancc of the llind willidrawn by punc-
ture is also important. A large amount of tihrin indi-

cates infection with the jjneumococcus. Fluid with-
drawn early in the disease is usually almost clear and
contains only polymorphonu<-lear leucocytes; later on,

epithelioid and large phagocytic cells are found (Flex-

ner). In very rajiid cases the fluid is not so abundant,
and may be distinctly ]iui-ulent. Liehtheim records a
case in which the puncture yielded no pus. yet the pa-
tient died of secondary purulent meningitis, the pus
being found in localized pockets. The i)imcture is best
made between the second and third or third and fourth
lumbar vertebrje, the needle passing in for a depth of 4
cm. in children and 7 or t! cm. in adults. The great in-

crease of pressure in the cerebro-siiinal fluid makes as-

piration usually unnecessary. It is a procedure often
attended with beucficial results to the patient and seldom
at all harmful. Liehtheim has, hc>vever, recorded two
cases iu which an exacerbation of the symptoms followed
so immediately upon the puncture as to leave little room
for doubt that they were caused by the puncture. Only
one of the cases, liowever, ended fatally.
The differential diagnosis of this disease from typhoid

fever depends, in cases in which the nervous symptoms
are prominent, upon the great irregtdarity of the temper-
atuie chart in cerebro-spinal fever, the presence of herpes,
the leucocj'tosis, and the detection of micro-organisms in

the cerebro-spinal fluid.

Tetanus has symiJtomsof rigidity and muscular spasm
much like those of the initial stages of cerebro-spinal
fever, but tetanus begins without fever, trismus is an

early and prominent symptom, the muscular spasms are
more easily excited, the sensorium is intact, and there is

absence of vomiting and headache.
Acute muscular or acute articular rheumatism, and

especially rhuematism of the cervical muscles in child-

hood, may be hard to distinguish from meningitis, but
there are no radiating pains, and thcswelling of the joints
in meningitis, if present, is a late symptom.

Prognosis.—The mortality from this disease Is usually
high, although different epidemics vary greatly in this

respect. According to Hirsch, the average mortality is

thirty-seven per cent, for European, fortj'-five per cent,

for American epidemics. It is said to be higher in the
small epidemics. Councilman's figures for Boston were

sixty-eight per cent., Flexner's and Barker's for Mary-
laud only forty-eight per cent. Early childhood is bad;
healthy young persons have the best chance. In all

cases it is extremely difficult to give a prognosis, for the
disease is liable to sudden fatal exacerbations at any time ;

while, on the other hand, the mo.st serious cases, even the

fulminating ones, may recover. Symjitoms of depres-
sion, as coiua or stupor, convulsions especially in adidts,
obstinate vomiting, very high fever, arc all grave, while
a long protracted case is ajit to die from inanition.

TiiE.VTMENT.—In the early stages cold to the head and
spine by means of ice bags and the ice coil, free dia-

phoresis and evacuation of the bowels, and perfect quiet,
are all that is indicated in uncomplicated cases. Severe

pain in the head or lia<'k often rc(|uires morphine, some-
times in large doses. Chloral seems to be well borne and
is preferred by some clinicians. Local blood-letting by
wet-cu|)ping or leeches is said to afford relief in delirium
with great congestion of the head. ISathing or cold

]iaeking or sponging is recommended by Osier, but

strongly objected to by Leyden and Goldscheider. on the

ground that the necessary moving increases jiain and may
cause unconsciousness. Coimter-irrilation is more valu-

able, in the later stages, for persistent headache, and may
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be productd Viy a liijht application of the Paqiiilin cau-

tery; blisters arc no longer in favor. 'I'lic same may be

saiil for mercury, formerly so mucli employed. Iodide

of potassium is still recomimnded by many writers.

Laudon Carter Gray advises combining it with ergot and

quinine. Persistent vomiting is best treated by hypo-
dermic injections of morphine, in cases which cannot be

coutrolled by simpler remedies, such as iced ehanipague,

sinapisms, etc. Surgical treatment (the removal of the

arcli of a vertebra, incision into the dura, and drainage)
has not given encouraging results. The nutritiim is of

the greatest importance, especially in protracted cases.

While there is still nuieh fever, milk and broths arc^ indi-

cated ; in the later stagesand in the intervals between the

c.\acerl)ations any light nutritious food may be given.

Unfortunately there is often great dillieulty in inducing
the patient to take nourishment, and forced feeding may
have to be used. Asgeneral tonics quinine in largedo.ses,

iron, the iodides, and belladonna have been recommended.
II. Acute Stconilitri/ Lcpttimonnf/i'tiK.

—This is distin-

guished from the form just described by the fact that it is

secondary, not primary; according to many observers it

is distinguished by the fact that it is caused by micro-

organisms other than the diplocoeeus intracellularis

Weichselbaum. These cases are very hard to distinguish
from sporadic eases of eerebro spinal fever projier, cases

oeeurring in the absence of an epidemic. Councilman
makes a sharp distinction between those sporadic cases

which are proven to be due to infection by Weichsel-

liaum's meningococcus, and the .secondary cases which
are caused by the pneumoeoecus, streptococcus, etc.

Osier divides I he menin.gitides in to four classes: (1) Tho.se

due to the diplocoeeus intracellularis; (2) those due to the

pneumoeoecus. which are usually secondary to pneu-
monia; (3) thoseduetotlietuber<-le bacillus; and (4) thos(^

due to the streptococcus. Under this last head would
come most of the cases whii-h are si'coudary to otitis

media, to mastoiditis, to erysipelas, to periostitis follow-

ing trauma, to .septica-mia, to ulcerative endocarditis, to

extension from lu^ighboringfociof suppuration, as pelvic
cellulitis, suppurative pleuritis, etc., also the cases of

meningitis complicating the acute infectious diseases.

E.xceptionally other micro-organisms are found in these

secondary cases, as the typhoid bacillus, the colon bacil-

lus, the staphylococcus pyogenes, and the gonococeus.
The extent of the disease is very variable. The sup-

puration may be limited to small foci or luay form a gen-
eral intlltration. Tlie pathology is that of purulent
intlammation, and does not need re(;apitulation. An e.\-

tension of the process to the dura seldom occurs; the
inflammation remains limited to the pia arachnoid.
The sym[)loms are those of acute cerebrospinal menin-

gitis, complicated by the pre-existingdisease. Headache,
delirium, rigidity of the neck wilh or without retraction,

high fever, vontiting, and convulsions, when developing
in the course of an acute infectious disease, as a sequence
of trauma or in a general septicicmia, would indicate

an extension of the infection to the cerebrospinal mem-
branes. There may be trismus, epileplifonn attacks,

hypera-slhesia of the muscles and skin, twitehings or
muscular spasms. As in the epidemic form, herpes is

common. Tlu^ temperature varies, but is rarely as high
as in the epidemic form, and the jiulse is apt to be slow.
The pupils are at first contracted or unequal, later they
are widely dilate<l.

The treatment is properly directed to the primary dis-

ease. For the cerebro-spinal symptoms the luethods de-

scribed above are to be tried, but the |)rognosis is very
bad, such eases being almost invariably fatal.

III. Acute Kxtcrtiitl Meinngitis, Acute PachymeningitU,
Acute Pen'pnc/it/meiihigitiD (" Perimnihir/ite Aifftie ").

—By
some authors these are considered two different alTee-

tions, the latter involving the peridural connective tissue

only, the former the dura itself.

"Periineningitis" was first described and named by
Albers in 18(?:i as a primary acute afTectionof the connec-
tive tissue surrounding the dura mater. He reported
two cases. In 1H79 Leyden jiroposed the name peri-

pachymeningitis, a name which has been generally ac-

cepted by the Germans, while the French have adhered
to the original name. The disease is a rare one. I)e-

learde in lllOl) reviewed the literature and eoUecled .six-

teen eases, adding ime of his own. Of these, fourteen
were men. the larger number being between the ages of

twenty and thirty, the exciting cause apparently expo-
sure and overexerticm. Autopsy revealed the presence
of intlanunation in the peridural tissue onl\', which some-
times extended to the tissues around the vertebral col-

umn, but was essentially primary in the connective tissue

surrounding the duia.
The port of entry for the infection is unknown. The

organisms isolaleil are the staphylococcus aureus in two
eases (Antony and Netter), the streptococcus in cue
(Delearde). As the dura is fre(^ from the vertebral col-

umn laterally and posteriorly, the inUammatory exudate
tends to <'()fleet on these surfaces and may travel out

through the intervertebral foramina along the spinal
nerves, as in Aleslier's case. The effusion nuiy be serous
and abundant, or tilninous, forming a false membrane
over the outer surface of the dura; or, especially in the

very rapid cases, it may consist of a small amount of

bloody pu.s. Tlie extent of the exudate varies much.

Usually the cord is softened at the point of greatest in-

flammation, but is normal above and below.
There are no pathognomonic symptoms. The onset is-

usually sudden, with pain in the limbs and paraplegia,
but without spasm and wilh normal or diminished retlexe.s.

Anajsthesia appears early, [ueceiled by lightning p.iins,
and usually tlu-re is a zone of hypera'sthesia just above
the anaesthetic area. Pressure on the spine over the in-

flamed region is very painful. The; general symptoms
are fever with morning remissions anil a t_vphoid condi-

tion. Death is preceded by a fall of tem|ierature (80. () , V.

in the rectiun was noted in J.emoine and Launon's case).

Symptoms of internal meningitis, muscidar spasm, rigid-

ity of the neck, etc., appear late, if at all. and are

evidences of an extension of the process to the pi;i-

arachnoid. The rapid paralysis and ansesthesia without

spasm or contraction are the chief diagnostic symp-
toms.
The prognosis is extremely bad. One case, that of

Antonj', operated on by Cliipault, who performed lamin-

ectomy of the seventh to the eleventh dorsal vcrtebrie,
recovered temporarily, but soon succumlied to suppura-
tive endocarditis. Usually death occurs early. Meslier's

case, lasting eight days, is the longest in Ddearde's
series. Asphyxia from paralysis of the muscles of the

thorax is the most common ea\ise of death.

Pachymeningitis or peripachymeningitis secondary to
some inllanmiatory process in the body is, according to

the authors quoted above, to be strictly distinguished
from the primary form, but the usual text-books make
no such dislinclion, nor do they lay nuieh stress on the
limitation of the process to the dural or to the jieridural
tissue. Caries of the vertebra> is, naturally, the com-
monest cause of this condition; then follow suppurative
processes near the vertebral canal, as i)Soas abscess, ab-

scess of the mu.scles of tlie back, retropharyngeal abscess,

deep sacral bedsores. Gowers believes that most of these

cases of so-called secondary pachymeningitis are in real-

ity eases of primary meningitis with secoiularyali.scess for-

mation. Tlie inllammation almost never passes through
the dura lo the pia-araehnoid. Usually the inflammatory
exudate is seinipurulent and forms a layer over the outiM'

surface of the dura, especially in the space between the

posterior surface of this membrane and the arches of the

vertebra'. In those cases which follow caries of the spine
the vertical extent of the process is limited to the extent

of bone disease. In any case gravity .seems to affect the

distribution of the exudate, for it rarely rises abmc the

upper cervical region. In acute eases the symptoms are

similar to those of the primary form, but not so rapid in

development, and they are ajil to be somewhat masked by
tlie accompanying disease. Bedsores develop rajiidly if

the disease lasts long enough.
The only form which affords opportunity for Ireatnient
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is that ill which tluTe is uii iicccssiblc focus of inflainina-

tioii wliich can be trealcil surgically. Trcphiuiiig ami
free drainage of the vertehral canal is indicated. The
general treatment follows that outlined for cerebro-spiiial
fever.

IV. Tuberculous Meniuf/itin.—This form properl}' occu-

pies a place between acute and chronic meningitis, for it

may be acute, subacute, or chronic. It is divided by some
authors into primary and secondary, but the ])rimary
cases rest on a very iutirni base. Councilman has never
seen a primary case, and Osier considers such cases very
doubtful. A careful search will in almost all cases re-

veal an (lid tuberculous focus, if not in the lungs then

in lympliatic glands, bone, or even in the middle ear.

Jacobiius attributed a case of tuberculous meningitis of

the Cauda equina to extension from a tuberculous endo-
metritis.

The ])rocess is more marked In the cerebral than in the

spinal membranes, and the symptoms of spinal meningi-
tis may be masked entirely, yet it is probable that in all

cases the spinal meninges are also involved. Lichtheim
found tubercle bacilli in the fluid obtained by lumbar

puncture in all the cases of tuberculous meningitis ex-

amined in his cliuic (figures not given): Fiirbringcr in

twenty-seven out of thirtj'-seven cases. Oppenheim,
Ileubuer, and Leyden and Goldscheider consider exten-

sion to the spinal meninges almost invariable. Osier

reports a case of pure spinal meningitis (tuberculous).
The localization of the process in the membranes at the

base of the brain has led to the name "basilar meningi-
tis," the large amount of fluid exudate to the name
"acute hydrocephalus" or "water on the brain." It is

much more common in children than in adults, but is

rare during the first year of life; more common from the

second to the tifth years.
The membranes at the base of the brain are cloudy, and

covered with an exudate which is serous or gelatinous,
or semipurulent, and causes matting of the membranes.
There may be numerous tiny white tubercles scattered

throughout, or they may be very few and revealed only
after a careful search. They tend to form along the

small pial arteries, and examination of the choroid

plexus may reveal them, or it may be necessary to make
a careful dissection of the branches of the middle cere-

bral arteries, when they will be foiuid along the sheaths
of the smaller vessels. Though more fully developed in

the basilar region, the tuberculous process spreads to the

vertex and to the vertebral canal. The abundant exu-
date—which is no measure of the extent of the tubercu-
lous process

—may cause flattening of the convolutions
of the brain and enormous distention of the ventricles.

Liehlhcim says that the fluid is generally clear, but a
delicate veil of fibrin often appears on standing, and is

apt to contain in its meshes tubercle bacilli.

The tubercles are miliar}", but have a tendency to early
caseation, which is found even in the rapid cases—those

of nine or ten da.vs. In the slower cases there is an exten-

sive confluence of the tubercles with formation of large
caseous masses, in which the bacilli are found in great
numbers. Giant cells are not common. Hektoen has
described a peculiar tuberculous endarteritis wliich is not
an extension from without, but due to an implantation
of bacilli fromthe blood. The dura may escape entirely,
or may sliow sinijily congestion. Ophills describes tuber-

cles of the ependyma either deep, from infection through
the lymi)hatics, or superficial, from infection through the

ccrebrosiiinal fluid.

The prodromal stage is protracted as compared with
that of purulent meningitis, and the disease follows well-

marked stages. The Rym})tonis of the prodromal stage
are headache, listlessncss, irritability, constipation, loss

of appetite, more or less insomnia. These may pass
gradually or suddenly into the stage of irritation ; severe

headache, vomiting, fever, often convulsions. Headache
is apt to be intense and agonizing, requiring powerful
sedativesaud being .sometimes uncontrollable. The tem-

perature rises rather gradually and is not high, 100 -l(i3"

F., the pulse increasingly irregular. In tliis stage the

pupils are contracted, and there are muscular twitchings
or spasms. The next stage is marked by a subsidence of
the irritative symptoms, the headache is less severe, the
head retracted, the patient is dull and stupid, tlie eyes
half closed, the eyeballs moving slowly from side to side.
or there may be strabisnuis, the pupils dilated. Sudden
flushes may appear over limited areas and redness follows

rubbing or passing the nail quickly over the skin (the
tache cerebrale). Convulsions may occur in this stage,
which passes over into the stage of paralysis, character-
ized by a low delirium or coma, with dilated pupils, a
weak, rapid pulse, a subnormal temperature, and some-
times paralysis of face or limbs. Death occurs in two to

three weeks, sometimes preceded by a sudden rise of

temperature.
The type described is that usually seen in childhood.

In adults the process is extremely variable. Chante-
messe, Boix, and Jaccoud all emphasize the great differ-

ence between the form in childhood and that in adult

life, Jaccoud, indeed, as.serting that the fatal outcome is

the only common symptom. Jacobiius, however, ex-

plains this partly on the ground that it is the unusual
cases only which find their wa.y into the literature. The
onset may be very sudden and the disease fatal within a
few days. A case of Heubner's—adult—was at work up
to thirty hours before death. He was seized with con-

vulsions, delirium, and finally lethal coma. In other
cases the disease may apparently jegin in the spinal
membranes and affect the cerebral secondarily. In a
ca.se of Jacobiius', a pulmonary consumptive, the sj-inp-
toms began in the legs and travelled up. Boix reports
a case which simulated tetanus, being ushered in by
trismus.
The diagnosis of tuberculous meningitis depends upon

the discovery of a tuberculous focus elsewhere in the

body, the long prodromal stage, the comparatively low

temperature, the marked irregularity and slowness of the

pulse, and the more gradual development of the distinc-

tive symptoms of meningitis than occurs in the purulent
form. Ophthalmoscopic examination may reveal tuber-
cles of the choroid. The value of Quincke's lumbar
puncture has already been emphasized.
The disease is almost invariably fatal. Von Leube re-

ports one recovery. A young phthisical adult had sj'mp-
toms of tuberculous meningitis, recovered, sutfered an
exacerbation of the symptoms in the lungs, and suc-
cumbed to a second acute attack of meningitis. Exami-
nation of the spinal membranes showed evidence of

healing tubercles. Reinhold had a case which followed
a similar course. In the fluid obtained from a case of

supposed epidemic meningitis Frcyhan found tubercle

bacilli, but the patient recovered. Osier has never seen
a case diagnosed as tuberculous recover, nor has he found
evidence of past disease at autopsy. Alice Hamilton.

SPINAL -CORD DISEASES: CERVICAL HYPER-
TROPHIC PACHYMENINGITIS.—The first adequate de-

scription of this rare disease was given by Charcot in a
communication to the Soeiete de Biologie in 1871. Two
years later it was uuide the subject of a thesis by JolTroy,
and since that time all writers on nervous diseases have
associated the namesof these two observers with classical

descriptions of this form of meningitis.
Pathologically the disease is characterized by a chronic

inflammation beginning on the inner aspect of the dura,
and nsulting in an exuberant stratiform overgrowth of
fibrous tissue. As a result the dura may attain to a
thickness five to ten times greater than the normal. The
spinal roots traversing the thickened meninges are at first

irritated anil finally more or less completely strangled by
the fibrous overgrowth. Later on, the cord itself shares

in the morbid jirocess, either by mechanical coiuiuessiou
or by actual invasion, in the latter case the inflammation

creeping in along the pial sc])ta and blood- ves.sels. The
ultimate result is a welding together of membranes,
roots, and cord in a dense, stratified mass of fibrous tissue

which may undergo jiartial ossification. Vaeuolation of

the cord has been said to occur as an end result in certain
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cases, and is probably due to the retraction of tlie flbions

tissue.

Tlie disease usually begins in the dura surrounding the

lower portion of the cervical cord, and jiroduces a fairly
constant clinical expression of its presence: it may, how-
ever, invade the pons and medulla or involve the upper
doi'sjil region.
From an etiological standpoint nothing definite is

known about the disease. Charcot speaks of it as acci-

dental, having nothing to do with tlio family or hered-

itary types of nervous affections. Exposure to cold and

damp seems to l)0 the chief causative factor, although
traumatism is accorded its usual place in the list, prob-

ably for the sake of uniformity. Oppenlicirn tliinks that

syphilis is a very common if not a prime cause; in tlie

opinion of the \vVit<'r the disease is much too rare to war-

rant this view.
The symptomatology has been somewhat arbitrarily

divided by Charcot into three periods corresponding
to the three stages of pathologic development. In the

first—neuralgic or pseudo-neuralgic period
—there is very

severe paiu in tlie neck, in the back of the heail and be-

tween the shoulders, and sometimes in the top of tlie

chest. With tiiis there is af<'elingof tension or stiffness,

and the cervical spine may be tender to percussion. In

addition, para'stliesi;e an<l neuralgic pains appear in the

regions supplied by the ulnar and median nerves—the
radial practicall}' escapes—and are accompanied or fol-

lowed by tremor and a certain degree of muscular tension.

Tills stage of the disease nuij' last for from four to six

months, and is usually followed by the second or para-

lytic period.'

At the beginning of this second jieriod the pain has

practically subsided. Paralysis of neuritic origin hi>3,

however, succeeded. This paralysis corresponds chiefly
to the distribution of the ulnar and median nerves, the

radial practically escaping. The muscles mainly in-

volved are the small muscles of the hand and the flexors

of the hand and lingers. As a result the unantagonized
action of the extensor grouj) brings about a peculiar atti-

tude of the hands—hyperextension at tlie wrist-joint.
with extension of the basal and flexion of the middle and
end phalanges. This is known as the preacher baud
(main de predicateiir ; Prediyerhautl) and is jiractically

pathognomonic. The reason for the exemption of the
radial nerve from particiiialion in the morbid process is

not obvious, since its roots certainly lie within the dis-

eased dural territory. It is curious also that mention is

not oftener made of an implication of the cilio-spiual
tibres of Kluin]ikcDcjerine arising from tlie first dorsal

segment of the cord, with consequent changes in the

pupil and in the palpebral fissure.

The third symptoniatologic period is not always clear-

ly to be separated from the others. In it appear the

signs of a break in the conductivity of the cord, the
result of strangulation or inliltration. This is evidenced

by spastic )mraplegia, ana'sthesia, and loss of control of
the vesical and rectal sphincters. These symptoms are

produced in part by the local compression or asphyx-
iation of the cord, as has been stated, and in jiart by the

secondary degenerations wdiich naturally result there-
from.
As a rule, the di.sease extends over a jieriod of years.

It may, however, come to a standstill at any stage, leav-

ing permanent damage which corresponds in degree with
the amount of cord or nerve destruction that has taken

place, or allowing complete restitution to the normal.
Fatal cases arc^ lecorded.
When the disease iirocess occurs in the classical situa-

tion, the lower portion of the cervical enlargement, its

clinical features are suflieienlly characteristic to deter-
mine the diagnosis. Obscurity comes when there is bul-

bar or pontine involvement or when the upper dorsal
cord and roots are mainly implicated. An early cervical
Pott's disea.si" may be mistaken for cervical hypertro
pliic pachymeningitis; in such a case the obvious impli-
cation of the vertebne themselves, which occurs sooner
or later in the course of Pott's disease, should serve to

differentiate. From tumors starting in the meninges or
from the cord itself and growing vertically. dilTerentiation
is very diflicult if not impossilile; here the rarity of the
disease under coiisiileraticm should influence the decision.
The therapeutic measures most indicated are hot baths,

the local application of the actual cautery over the lower
cervical vertebra", and the internal administration of po-
tassium iodide and mercury, the last two being of value
even in cases which are not specific in origin. In a case
of Hemak's galvanism rendered good service. Surgical
measures are to be avoided. Joseph W. Courtney.

SPINAL -CORD DISEASES: CHRONIC SPINAL
MENINGITIS.— Localized areas of clinpnir meningitis
aceonipany chronic disease of the bones of the spinal col-

umn, tumors, chronic inllammatory diseases of the ccjrd,

etc. It is practically impossible to separate chronic pachy-
meningitis from chronic leptomeningitis. The process
may predominate in one membrane and the symiitoms
may vary accordingly, but the other is invariabl_v in-

volved to a greater or less extent. Chronic productive
inflammation of the pia-arachnoid and dura mater is very
common, especially in old age; it is associated with trau-

ma, atrophy of the cord and brain, chronic alcoholism, and
general paralysis. It is usually accompanied by hemor-

rhage into the newly formed tissue and is therefore de-
nominated paeliyineningitis interna ha-niorrliagiea. In
the early stag('S t he inner surface of the dura mater is cov-
ered with a fine, easily removable, veil like membrane
consisting of a fibrinous network with spindle-shaped
connective-tissue cells and leucocytes. Gradual organi-
zation of this membrane takes place by the formation of
connective-tissue fibres, and the outgrowth of vascular
buds which form a rich vascular network. These thin-

walled vessels are very prone to rupture, so that the mem-
brane becomes studded, at first with hemorrhages, later

with masses of blood pigment from the disintegrated cor-

puscles. The outer part, next the dura, grows sclerotic,
and is inseparable from the dura itself. Large hemor-

rhages may occur—haMuatoma of the dura—with svmp-
toms of compression. The early stages may be found at

autopsy, in acute infectious diseases, without having
caused symptoms during life.

Undoubtedly many cases of so-called "chronic menin-

gitis," especially those of the earlier literature, were

really diseases of the cord, for chronic spinal meningitis
is rare as a primary malady, and our knowledge of it is

as yet slight and defective. The clinical picture differs

widely from that of the acute, for the symjitoms of irri-

tation are replaced liy those of jiressure. The nerve roots

seldom escape in tliis form. Usually they are red and
swollen or compressed and atrophied. The cord suffers

to a variable degree, most extensively where the process
is pronounced in the i)ia-arachnoid, and the newly formed
tissue not only compresses the nerve roots, but passes
in along the sheaths of the vessels, causing a marginal
sclerosis and a general infiltration of round cells and epi-
thelioid cells. Degenerations following this sclerosis

cause the symptoms of a mixed lesion, a meningomye-
litis. L'sually the changes are localized, especially in the

cervical cord ; very rarely they are general, as in a case

reported by Mitchell Clarke, in which the pathological
changes and new formation of connective tissue rich in

blood-vessels involved the inner surface of the dura and
the pia-arachnoid throughout the whole extent of the

cord.

The symptoms of chronic meningitis are due, as in the

acute form, to irritation and coni|)ression, but in the

former t here are not such severe paroxysms or spasms, and
the symptoms increase gradually, at times with long re-

missions. Pain or stiffness in the back and neck, with

radiating pains in the limbs, simulate rheumatism. This
is succeeded after a long period by ana'Sthesia, with hy-
periesthetic patches. The muscular symptoms are tre-

mors, gradual loss of jiowcr. and wasting. The reflexes

are lost. The symptoms vary naturally with the localiza-

tion of the lesions. Those of the cervical CDi'd arc mus-
cular atrophy and paresis of the upper j.treniities with
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spastic lamiiij; of the lower, mill are very similar to those

of iiniyolropliie lateral sclerosis or syriiii;ouiyelia, except
for the more prom)iince(l ]iaiii am! stilTiiess.

The form known as pnehyineiiingitis cervicalis liyper-

trophiea was first dilTerentiated liy Charcot ami JoiTroy,
who claimed for it a special symptomatology. Tlie

thickening of the dura is most pronounced in the cervical

cord, where it forms a ring of dense tilirous tissne, witli

adhesions to the bony canal and to the pi^i-arachnoid.
The outgoing nerve roots are compressed and show de-

generation with proliferation of interstitial tissue. Press-

ure on the ])eripliery of the cord causes a marginal scle-

rosis wliii'h is followed by ascending and descending
degenerations. Tlie proliferation of new tissue may be

so extensive as to llatteu the cord antero-posteiiorly.
Charcot divides the symptoms into a first period lasting

two or three months, with severe pains in the back of the

neck passing up to the occiput and down to the arms,

persistent, with exacerbations. There are rigidity of the

neck and buck, .simulating Pott's disease, para'sthesia in

the arms, perhaps paresis. This corresponds to the stage
of compression of the nerve roots, while in the .second

stage there are the s,vmptoms of degeneration, the pains
cease, there are laming and atro]ih_y, especially of the mus-
cles supplied by the ulnar and median nerves. There are

laming and contraction of the muscles of the legs, also

general cutaneous ana?sthesia, decubitus, and there may
be paralysis of the sphincters.
The prognosis is grave, for the disease is usually regti-

larly progressive, and a recovery probably speaks for a

wrnng diagnosis. Rest is essential : warm baths and
coiuiter-irritation, by stimulating liniments or sinapisms,

may be employeil. Joilroy recommends the use of the

thermo-cautery for the hypertrophic form. Jlereury and
iodide of potassium arc recommended, the former by in-

unction over the spine, and combined with cantharides

for counter-irritation. In using anodynes it is important
to bear in mind the long cour.se of the disease and the

importance of frequently changing the drug and of try-

ing to reduce the dose occasionally. Galvanism, massage,
and passive movements are indicated tor the nuiscular

wasting.
Syphilitic Meningitis.—It is very probable that many

of the cases which are diagnosed as chronic meningitis
are syphilitic in origin. The most common change found
in the spinal cord in syphilis is meningomyelitis, which

generallj' affects the membranes of tlie brain as well.

Williamson states that in thirty-two cases of spinal syph-
ilis examined b}' him, sixteen were meningomyelitis,
three were chronic meningitis. The syphilitic process
shows itself in the vessel walls especially, although the

weight of opinion is against a specific syphilitic arteritis.

A general arteritis, however, in yoimg individuals is apt
to be syphilitic. The dura is diffusely infiltrated and
thickened, there may be typical gummata with caseous

centres, but more fn'quently there arc only local accumu-
lations of new connective tissue. The pia maj' in .some

places exhibit five to ten times its normal thickness, being
gelatinous or densely fibrous, and adherent to the dura.
The changes in the membranes extend to the cord in the

form of proliferation of the connective tissue along the

.sheaths of the vesselsand of the neuroglia. The changes
in the vessels are proliferation, sometimes most marked
in the intima, sometimes in the adventitia. with throm-
bosis and obliteration of the smaller vessels. Japha,
Schwarz, and Wullenweber report cases of syphilitic

meningitis accompanied by cavity-formation in the cord,
the cavities being caused probably by necrosis of ana'unc
infarcts from the blocking of the sclerotic vessels. This
condition is not to be confused with syringomyelia, for

there is no trace of gliosis around Ihe cavities.

Clironic .sy]ihililic meningilis can cause any of tlie

symptoms outlined uniler chronic meningitis in general,

depending on the localization of the fibrous proliferation.

Typically, it is focal in character and as.sociated with
focal lesions in the cord itself, so that the iiains are usu-

ally irregular, unsynimelrical, followed soon by impair-
ment of sensibility and musi'ular weakness. The pain is

said to be worse at night. The rise of temperature is

not great
—100"-10r F.—and maybe subnormal at the

end. In Shoyer's case the symptoms began in the left foot
and moved gradually ujiward, the disease lasting over
four years.
The prognosis is more favorable than that of any other

form of chronic meningitis; the treatment follows the
same lines as that for syjihilis in general.

AUfe lliiiniltim.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: COMBINED DEGENER-
ATIONS OF THE CORD.— l-NTKoDKTi.i.N.—The atti-

tude tciwaiil t he so-called C(pmbine<l scleroses of the spinal
cord has changed with increasing post-mortem study and
with the general acceptance of the neurone doctrine as

applied to pathological processes. Tlie term "system or

systemic disease," as formerly applied by Charcot and
others, should be modified to include only degenerations
of neurones, "systemic neurone disease," whereas the
various degenerations, involving chiefiy the white matter
of thecord, irrespective of neurones, should bedilTerently
classified. A failure to recognize this fact, even on the

part of recent writers, has led to a very considerable de-

gree of confusion in the nomenclature, especially since
lesions of varying extent and character may give rise to

very similar clinical symptoms. With the more accurate

study which the ncAv conception of the anatomy of the
nerve cell has rendered possible, and with a larg<; num-
ber of post-mortem investigations, it is apparent that the
"combined sclero.ses" are more frequently difluse in dis-

tribution than limited to fibre tracts of functional iden-

tity. If, then, the term "combined sclerosis," or "com-
bined disease of the dorsal and lateral tracts," be used, it

should be tmderstoo<l that there is no implication that the
neurones as such are primarily involved, although the
lesions may lie, in great part, in the lateral and dorsal

portions of the cord. Doubt has been thrown U]Min the
existence of a true systemic degeneration of the periph-
eral sensory neurones (dorsal tracts), and the central
motor neurones (pyramidal tracts) in the form of a com-
bined disease (Goldscheider), except in certain hereditary
affections (Friedreich's ataxia, cerebellar ataxia) and in

dementia jiaralytica. It is certainly far less frequent
than formerly believed. In the following discussion,
therefore, I shall place chief stress upon diffuse lesions
of the cord, predominantly located in the dorsal and lat-

eral tracts, and giving rise to the symptoms of ataxic

paraplegia. This in no way denies the possibility of the
existence of combined disease which is actually systemic
in character.

The following jirovisional groups maj' be made:
I. Diffuse (combined) degeneration of the cord

; com-
bined sclerosis.

II. True combined dorsal and lateral systemic (neurone)
disease.

III. Combined S3'stemic disease, (n) Result of con-

genital defect (Friedreich's ataxia, cerebellar ataxia). (J)

In dementia paralytica.
I. Diffuse (Combined) Deejeneration of the Ccn'd; Com-

bined Sclerosis ; Subacute Spinal Ataxia ; Subacute Com-
bined Degeneration of the Spinal Cord ; Combined System
Disease.—Under these varied titles has been included
a type of aft'ection which is sufficiently characteristic to

have a definite place among the diseases of the spinal
cord. Attention has been drawn to the combination of
sclerosis of the dorsal and lateral tracts by Kaliler and
Pick, Wcstphal, Striimpell, and Oppenheim ; the a.ssoci-

ation of such alterations with iieruicioiis ana'mia and
cacheclic states has become familiar tlirough the work of

Lichtheim, Putnam, Dana. Jlimiich, Nonne, 15urr, Bas-

lianelli, Russell, Mattcn, Collier, very recently by IJil-

lings, and many others. The idi'iility of the lesions in

these various condilionsis still in dispute: that they vary
in detail is of course natural and inevitable: that they
represent a general group of alterations which may later

be subdivided is, however, at present a sup)iosition, jus-
tified by the facts at our dispossil. No attemiit at subdi-

vision—as, for examjile, lesions due to ananiia or lesions
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dependent upon general cachexia or toxremia—will be at-

tempted in what follows. AnaMiiia has imiloulitedly been

given a i>lace of undue importance in relation to these

lesions. The insistence upon oilier and more general
causes is due primarily to Putnam's work, published in

1891.

PAxnoLOGKWi^ An.\to>iv.—Tlie alterations in the cord
in this type of disease consist niacroscopically in degen-
erations of the white matter, chiefly in Ilie dorsal and lat-

eral tracts, irregidar in

distribution, and either

not i u V o 1 V i n g whole

groups of fibres or ex

tending beyond the con-

fines of such tracts. The
dorsal tracts, for example,
are affected irregidarly,

groups of fibres in tlie im-

mediate neighborhood of

mucli degenerated areas

are spared, and tlie root

zones are rarely involved,
in striliing contrast to tlie

systemic degeneration of

tabes. The region of the

pyramidal tracts is often

much involved, but the

alterations always extend

beyond the confines of

tliese tracts, cliietly along
tlie peripheral portions of

tlie cord, and on either

side of the ventral fissure.

The alterations are least

marked in the lumbar re-

gion, and increase mark
cdly in extent in the up
per thoracic and cervical

regions. Even to the
naked eye the stained

nf2^^-?''^f^^~~^^ c9S section often presents a
y-^i^"^. l''; ^~N,\jy,

peculiar, vacuolated ap-

pearaiH-e. Jlici-oscojiic ex -

amiiiation of the lesions

gl
r-y V^S* ^

\
shows the alterations to

\ ^]^ ~/ I be essentially limited to

the cord, with exceeding-
1\" slight alterations of the

oblongata or hemispheres.
Tlie lesions are charac-
terized by disintegration
of myelinated fibres, over-

growth of neuroglia, in

part sufiicient to form a
dense sclt.'rosis and in pan

sliglit, vacuolation being due apparently to dilating and

degenerating myeline sheaths, many fat granule cells,

irregularity of distribution, often with very small foci

of degeneration, scattered irregularly through tlie white
matter, anil at times focal softening. The gray matter
is very slightly involved, and freiiuently not at all ;

the nerve roots are not involved; there is no evidence
of meningeal thickening, and the blood-vessel walls

rarely show changes. The pathological features com-
mon to the general grouj) may, therefore, lie summar-
ized as follows:

1. A diffuse degeneration for the most part limited to

Hie cord, often in more or less discrete i)atclies.

2. A constant involvement of the dorsal and lateral

columns, witliout strict regard to neurone .systems.
8. A predominance of tlie lesion in the cervical and

thoracic regions.
4. The common freedom from degeneration of nerve

roots, both motor and sensory, and peripheral nerves.
5. The essential non-involvement of gray matter.
<i. Insignificant vessel changes.
The reason for the peculiarly constant location of the

lesions is probably to be sought in the distribution of the

Fig. -Wll.—Diffuse (Combined) De-
(JeneratioD of the Spinal Cord.

blood supply to the cord, a tlieory first advanced by
Marie. Tho.se who cling to the systemic character of the
aflectioii are inclined to search for a more subtle explana-
tion, but the involvement of the cord alone, tlie tendency
toward a i)eripheial distribution of the lesions, the non-
involvement of graj' matter, and the freiiueut occurrence
of the disease in impoverished blood states, all indicate
the role of the blood-vessels and their contained blood.
Certain writers have maintaineil a double lesion, one of
dilfuse character and the other systemic, with possible

secondary degenerations.
Etioi.oov.—The persons in whom the disease occurs

in typical form are usually of middle age, weak constitu-

tion, often with neurotic personal or family antecedents,
of poor nutrition, cachectic in appearance, and of reduced

bodily vigor. It isconsid<'iably nion- frequent in women
than in men, according to Putnam's statistics. Syphilis
may be disregarded as an etiological factor. A frequent
though by no means universal accor.ipaniment or possi-
ble cause of the disease is aniemia of the pernicious tyiie.
This association has led to the popular but wliollv er-

roneous assumption that the alterations of the sjiinal cord
described above are peculiartoanwmia. Lead jioisoning,
malaria, grave secondary anaemia, and other debilitating
influences have also been given ascauses, and the disease
has at times occurred in otherwise healthy individuals.

Overwork, excessive anxiety, gastrointestinal disorders,

ina_y have a predisposing influence. Further than this

our accurate knowledge does not go. Whether or not a
subtle toxa-mia, of a character as yet not understood,
may ultimately be fimud responsible is possible, but far

from being proved. It may be said with assurance at
the present time that a well-characterized affection of the
cord occurs in cachectic individuals toward middle life,

leading to diffuse, quasi-systemic degenerations, depend-
ent, in part at least, upon the distribution of the vascular

supply.
SvMPTO.\i.\TOLOGY.—In general, during the early stages,

the symptoms are somewhat vague in character and may
simulate functional disorders. The most conspicuous
early symiJtom is para-sthesia of the extremities, noticed
earlier in the feet. Disordered sensations maj' occur in

other portions of the body— genitals, distributions of

cranial nerves—but are much less usual. This parajs-
tliesia is freiiuently veiy distressing. Slight disorders of
micturition anil rarely of defecation may occur. Objec-
tive disorders of sensation are not conspicuous, though
they certainly occur, and in a well-reported group of
cases (Russell, Batten, Collier) take an important place
in the later stages of the clinical jiicture. Disorders of
motion are of the character of a slightspastic paraplegia,
with exaggerated deep reflexes, and the Babiiiski ])lie-

nomenon, As the disease progresses, the syni])toin-

complex assumes the general character of an ataxic

paraplegia, with a predominance of ataxia or paraplegia
depending upon the greater involvement of the (.lorsal or

lateral columns. In later stages, as the lumbar portion
of the cord is invaded, the knee-jerk raa.v be abolished,
and the jiatient be reduced to a helpless paraplegic condi-

lioii, with loss of sphincter control. The tniud is rarely
atfected, and the cranial nerves show no noteworthy in-

volvement. Pigmentation of the skin, ejiileptic attacks,
excessive diarrluea or constipation, atrophy of the ojitic

nerve, mental instability, dissociation of sensation, jiaiii

in the back and limbs, transient a>ilema, muscular atro-

lihy, altered electrical reactions, have all been described
as occasional s\'inptoms.

Certain writers, notably Bastianelli and Russell, Bat-

ten and Collier, have attempted to classify cases either

by etiology (Bastianelli) or by symptomatic course (Rus-
sell, etc.). 'I'lie latter divide the disease sharply into

three stages: first, slight ataxic paraplegia, constituting
one-half to three-quarters of the duratioTi of the illness;

second, sudden loss of sensation, with increasing motor

paresis, leading to inability to walk or stand, marked

spastic paraplegia; third, stage of tlaecidity, flaccid para-

plegia, complete flaccid motor i)aralysis, complete aiues-

thesia, with loss of deep reflexes, incontinence, wasting
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of muscles, and loss of faradic reaction. In the expe-
rience of others these sharp divisions eannol he main
tained; such a course evidently marks a variety of the

general affection, which is highly important, but eatmot

be regarded as characteristic of the entire grou]>. In

general, it must be said that on the symptomatic si<le at-

tempts to deduce a perfectly characteristic clinical pict-

ure have as j-et failed, although the groui)ing of the

symptoms of primary para-sthesia, ata.xic jiaraplegia in-

cVea.sing rather rapidly in intensity, followed by a stage
of more or less comiilete motor and sensory paralysis, in

the absence of lancinating pains and Argyll-Kol)crtson

]iupil, point strongly toward combined lesions of the

character under consideration.

DiAciXosis, CoiKSE, AND Proiinosis.—The diagnosis
in the later stages should not be difficult, and in the early

stages should be assumed as probable in cases in which
an otherwise unexplained and persistent para'sthesia, es-

pecially of the legs, is associated with slight ata.xia and
a tendency toward spasticity with exaggerated deep re-

flexes, particularly if the patient be of middle age, with
evidences of cachexia. Multiple sclerosis may simulate

this afTectioii at various stages, but in general it may be

distinguished by the youth of its victims, the character-

istic speech detect and tremor, with a marked prepon-
derance of motor over sensory involvements. Slyelitis
should also receive consideration in the differential diag-
nosis. Uncomplicated tabes should give rise to no con-

fusion.

The course of the disease is from six months to two

years, with occasional instances of much longer duration.

As a ryle. the patients are already in a debilitated con-

dition when the symptoms manifest themselves, a fact

which evidently must have a more or less direct bearing
upon the outcome.
The prognosis is always bad, both from the ])oint of

view of the general condition of the patient and also

because of the usually rapidly advancing cord degenera-
tions.

Treatment.—Attention should first be directed toward
the discovery and amelioration of the underlying condi-

tion causative of or associated with the alterations in the

cord. Ana;niia, whether of the so-called pernicious vari-

ety or secondary, general debility, and disorderetl bodily
functions in general, should be treated by the recog-
nized means at our disposal. It is possible that much
might be done in the earliest stages to avoid or modify
the serious and ultimately irremediable cord degenera-
tions. If they have developed, however, and the pa-
tient is ataxic, or ataxic paraplegic, recourse should cer-

tainly be had to the Frenkel exercises, modified to meet
the indications in individual cases. The usual di-ugs

—
iron, strychnine, arsenic, the iodides, etc.—may be given,
but with small hope of permanent benefit.

11. Combined Dorsal and Lateral Si/stemic (Neurone)
Diitease.—In sjiitc of the doubt which has been thrown

upon the existenceof a true neurone degeneration involv-

ing dorsal and lateral tracts, cases have been reported

clinicall_y, and in a few instances anatomically verified, of

the existence of such a combined lesion (0])penheini).

Degenerations of the columns of Goll and Burdach, the

pyramidal tract, the direct cerebellar tract, and less fre-

quently of Cowers, and the uncrossed jiyramidal tracts,

have been described, with the assmniition that these

tracts were degenerated as systems and not as a [lart of

a more general process.
Such cases of primary degeneration of lateral and dor-

sal neui-one systems give rise to the symptoms of tabes

and lateral sclero.sis, the one or other type of symplcmi
predoMunaling in direct relation to the extent of the dor-

m\ or lateral ]iathological change. Symptoms of 1al)es,

with lancinating pains and Argyll-Kobertson pupil, but
with exaggerated knee-jerk, should always give rise to a

strong suspicion of a combined systendc degeneration,
giving the general clinical pictvue of ataxic jiaraplegia.
Should the definite signs of tabes, including loss of knee-

jerk, be associated with muscular weakness, a .sinular

diagnosis of combined k-sion is justified. The signs of
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tabes, on the other hand, may be in great measure sub-
ordinated to those of lateral degeneration—spastic para-
plegia. In this case slight disorders of sensation, sharp
pains, condition of the pupils, bladder weakness, should
be carefully investigated to deternune the po.ssible in-
volvement of sensory neurones. Ataxic paraplegia, as

commonly observed, is no doubt usually due to the more
diffuse process described above. The important differ-

ential point is the existence of a true tabes, which does
not occur in the diffuse combined lesions.

The treatment is as indicated for the foregoing disease,
and for Friedreich's ataxia.

III. Cornhined f<i/«ti mic Dinease.— (a) Iiisult ofcongenital
difcet (Friedreieh's aldj'ia}; cerebellar ata-iia ; liereditary
cerehellar ataxia ; (i) in detneiitia parali/tica.

(a) Friedreic/i's Ataxiei.—See article on this subject.
Cerebellar Ataxia.—Hereditary cerebellar ataxia, type

Nonne-Marie, bears a close resendjiance to Friedreich's

ataxia, except for the facts that the knee-jerks are in-

creased, the pupils are immobile, there is atrophy of the

optic nerve, there are marked disordersof sensibilitj-, and
club-foot and kyphosis do not develop. Lesions of the

cerebellum and other portions of the brain have been

found, and in one case (Menzel) a combined system dis-

ease of the cord.

(/;) Combined Systemic Disease in Dementia Paralytica.—Alterations of the spinal cord (Westphal), in the form
of degeneration of the pyramidal tricts or of the dorsal,

sensory tracts, or of both, are frequent in dementia para-

lytica. Whether the alterations in the pyramidal tracts

are to be regarded as primary neurone degenerations or

as secondary to changes in the cortex remains in doubt.

Gowers' Ataxic Paraplegia.
—In 1886 Gowers drew at-

tention to a condition pieseutiug the symptoms of degen-
eration in the dorsal and lateral tracts, to which the clini-

cal name ataxic jiaiaplegia was given. The classification

of this condition is difficult, but from the description of

the pathological alterations it should rather be included

among the diffuse combined degenerations than among
the true systemic diseases. After what has been said it

does not require separate description.
B. W. Taylor.
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SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: CONGESTION OF THE
CORD.—Our actual knowledge regarding spinal conges-
tion is very limited, and hypothetical statements that it

is the basis of many nervous syminoms are unwarranted.
The diseases in which it is uniformly found after death
are those in which the patient has died in convulsions

complicated by asphyxia, or in the early stages of mye-
litis. The only positive evidence that a spinal conges-
tion has existed during life is the discovery of distended

capillaries, accompanied by small capillary hemorrhages.
Without tlie latter the congestion found may have been
a post-moitem occurrence, due to the position of the

body on the back.
The causes of artitc congestion are excessive muscular

exertiini, violent sexual excesses, poi.souiug by strych-
nine, alcohol, and carbonic oxide, the .sudden arrest of

menstruation or the stoppag* of hemorrhage from piles,

and po.ssibly exposure to cold. Traumatism of the ver-

lebrie, esiiccially general concussion of the spine, such as
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occurs in railway injuries, probably caxises active spinal

liypersEmia, in a few cases examined capillary hemor-

rhages liaviiig been found after death in tlie cord. It is

probable that spinal congestion is usually localized in

the lower half of the cord, though the entire organ may
be affected. An active bypenemia of the anterior cornua
is the first occurrence in poliomyelitis anterior, and this

is usually (piite extensive, while the actual process of

iullanunatory degeneration is subsequently limited to a

small area. The latter produces the permanent atrojihic

paralysis of infants: to the former must be ascribed the

temporary paresis of the first stage of the disease, which
is always" more extensive than the permanent paralysis.
The causes of passive congestion are the same as those

producing this effect in the brain or other organs ((/.v.).

The symptoms i>f .yniml congestion are a sensation of

weight and fatigue in the legs and back, increased by
any effort, so tliat continued exertion is impossible;

pains, numbness, formication, and sensations of heat and
cold, with increased susceptibility to changes of temper-
ature and to [lain and touch in the extremities; weakness,
but not paralysis, in the entire muscidar system, attended

by an increase of refie.x excitability; a diminution of sex-

uiU power, and a diiniiiutiou of control over the bladder

and rectum not sullicieiit to be termed incontinence. Any
symptoms more serious than these, such as severe tearing

pains in tl;e back and general hypera-sthesia, or such as

girdle sensations, incontinence, and actual paralysis, must
be ascribed to congestion of the spinal meninges as well
as of the cord, or to disturbances of a grave nutritive

kind initial to an actual myelitis. These s\'mptoms are

always bilateral and usually more marked in the lower
lialf of the body, although the arms may become in-

volved. They usually come on suddenh- after some
known cause; but occasionally a chronic congestion is

suspected, which lasts for months, and is attended by
sj'mptoins of neurasthenia.
The (Haynosis of spinal conyestion is an uncertain one.

When symptoms such as those describetl appear, and do
not go on to more serious conditions, but gradually pass
off, and no adequate cause can be found, the diagnosis
can be made. If, however, serious symptoms of myelitis
ensue, it must be adnutted tliat the disease was myelitis
from the outset, and not a simple hypera;mia. A long
duration of symptoms of spinal congestion points rather
to tlie existence of capillary hemorrhages, attended by
small foci of inllammatory degeneration, or to nutritive

changes in the spinal cord.

The prognosis should always be reserved, in view of
the uncertainty of diagnosis and the possibility of mye-
litis.

The treatment shouhl consist of absolute rest in bed, in

a prone position; the application of cool cloths, wet with
an evaporating lotion, to the spine, or an ice bag or the
ether spray; .saline purgatives; and full doses of ergot
with small doses of belladonna. .1/. Allen Starr.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: DIAGNOSIS OF LOCAL
LESIONS IN THE CORD.—'I'hc spinal cord is a long,

cylindrical oigun, made up of numerous segments, each
of which not only has a function of its own, but also bears
an important part in relation totheftinctionsof other seg-
ments. Each segment of the cord consists of a mass of

gray matter, surroiuided by a series of white tracts, from
which passes out a pair of spinal nerves. In .some of the
lowest order of vertebrata the comparative independence
of each .segment is indicated by the fact that the spinal
cord consists of a series of bulbous enlargements joined
together by oidy a few connecting fibres. And even in

man there are some evidences that the functions of each

segment of the cord are independent of all others. But
In the higher vertebrata the various segments are closely
united to one another, and are also connected with the

brain, which controls them all by means of the white tracts

surrounding the gray matter. Hence, in addition to its

own special function as a nervous centre, each segment
has functions of transmission of impulses to adjacent seg-
ments and to distant parts of the nervous .system. There-

fore, in dealing with local lesions in the spinal cord, the
first point to determine is whetlier the Icsicm involves the
nerve centres of a single segment, or the tracts which pass
through that segment to other centres. In the first case,
when the gray matter of a single segment is alfected, the

syiuptoms are limited in extent and in number, consist-

ing of localized |)aralysis, limited aua'sthesia, loss of cer-
tain rertexes, disturbance of certain automatic actions,
and local vaso-motor and trophic dist\irbances. In the
.second ease, when the white matter of a single segment
is alfected, the symptoms are widespread and numerous,
consisting of partial or complete paraplegia, anaesthesia
of the lower half or even of the entire bod}', loss of con-
trol over reflex and automatic activity, and extensive
vascular and trophic changes. And when both gray and
white matter of a single segment are totally involved,
there will be a combination of local and general symp-
toms, the distribution and extent of which will depend
wholly upon the particular level of the segment of the
cord which is affected. It is therefore evident that the
first step in the diagnosis of local lesions.of the spinal
cord is the determination of the functions of the various

segments, and of the various tracts which pass through
them.

I. The Functions of the Segments op the Spinai,
CoKD.—Each segment of the spinal cord consists of that

portion of the entire organ which gives origin to one pair
of spinal nerves. There are, therefore, thirty-one segments
in the human cord. There is no natural division between
adjacent segments, but if a cord with its nerves be care-

fully removed, there will be no difficulty in cutting it up
into segments, each of which will receive two afferent
and give off two efferent nerves. Each segment is made
up of two symmetrical halves, naturally separated by
the anterior fissure and posterior septum, but joined by
a commissure.
The afferent or sensory nerves enter the posterior sur-

face of the segment, and, passing through the white
matter, end in the graj-. The efferent or motor nerves

pass out from the anterior surface of the segment, having
their origin in the anterior gray horn, and traversing the
white matter bordering these horns. The figure (Fig.
4412) shows four such segments at different levels of the
cord with their afferent (s) and efferent (;«) nerves as well
as the motor tracts and association tracts to the various

segments.
A. The Oray Matter.—The size and shape of the area

of gray matter, seen in horizontal section of the cord,
differ in almost, every segment, the difference between

adjacent segments being more marked in the cervical and
lumbar enlargements than in the dorsal region. The
shape of the area of gray matter in the dorsi^l region re-

sembles that of the letter H, and, accordingly, anatomists
describe two lateral halves with a central gray commis-
sure between them, and in each half an anterior and a

posterior horn. In the enlargements of the cord the mass
of the horns is much larger than in the dorsal region, and
the shape varies in each segment. The amount of gray
matter in any segment depends ujion the luimbcr of cells

in the anterior and posterior horns. These cells are not
scattered irregularly through the gray matter, but are
collected into groups. These groups are (juite distinct in
the anterior horns, in some cases being small, and found

only in a single segment; in others being long, and ex-

tending through several segments. This var3'ing ar-

rangement of the anterior groups at different levels is

seen in the figure (Fig. 4413). The function of the cells

in the anterior horn is to govern the motion and nutri-

tion of the muscles.
The more exact localization of motor fimctions in the

groups of cells in the cervical and hnnbar eidargcments
has been attemiited by various writers. Fig. 4413 shows
the groups found at three different segments of the cord.

There are .some of these groups—viz.. the inner antero-

lateral and postcro-lateral groups—which develop early in

f<vtal life, and arc common to mai\ and the less highly
developed vertebrates. These are thought to govern th&
fundamental movements common to man and animals.
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and earliest acquired in cbildreu, viz., Ucxion and exten-

sion, abduc-
tion and ad-

duction of
the linil)s.
Other groups,
viz., anterior

an<l median
ijrou ps. are

found only
in monkeys
and man, anil

the central
groupsinman
alone. These
are also found
to d e V e 1 o |)

later than the

others. They
arc therefore
thought to gov-
ern the accessory
m o V e m e n t s ,

which are more
specialized and

depend on tiner

adjust m e n t,

such as the act

of walking up-
right, pronation
and supination,

and the tiner mo-
tions of the hands
and fingers, actions
which are learned

some months later

than those of a fun-

damental kind. In
some cases of dis-

ease, limited to

these groups of

cells— e.g., polio-

myelitis anterior—
the symptoms have
been found to jus-

tify this distinction,
loss of povper and

atrophy of certain

muscles being pro-
duced by a lesion in

Fio. 4413.— Diafc'rani of

Four SegnienLs of tht"

Spinal Cord to Show
the Motor Mechanism.

1'/, Si.xth oervli-al.

D TV. fourth cloT-sal,

L IV, fourth luuiliar,

.S ///, thinl sacral

segments ; .•<. sensory
nerve root whose
fibres enter the root

zone of the column of

Burdach, B, ami then

pass into the pray
matter terniinating
about (1) motor cells

whence motor tibi-es

(»!} issue as motor
nerve root.s: or, (3)

about association cells

(a) whose fibres pass
In the lateral coluiiui

L, to other levels of
the cord, or l^t about
cnniiiiissural cells (r'),

wtidsc Illircs crnss the
cold associating tlie

twoslilcs. /'//, ryraui-
iilal tract: ,1.17, an-
tcio-uicilian tract con-

vcvini-'iiioiipriiiipulscs
fr the rti-'hl licims-

pherc of the brain lo

the motor t-ells of tin?

cord.

certain groups of cells. The connection of the different

groups, in various segments, with individual muscles,
as far as at present known, is shown in the table ac-

companj'ing this article.' (See p. 340.)
Tlie arrangement of cells in the posterior horns is dif-

ferent from that in the anterior horns. There is a column

Fio. 44ia- Showlnp the DifTerent Grouping ot the Cells In the Gray
Matter ot the Spinal Cord at Three Different levels. (Drawn from

photographs.)

of cellsextendingtlirough the lower dorsal region, known
iis the vesicular columii of Clarke, and situated in the

median and inner part of the horn (see Fig. 4413, e).

The column begins in the third lumbar segment, and ex-

tends upward to the seventh dorsal segment. Its proba-
ble function is to regulate the vasomotor and sympa-
thetic nervous mechanisms.' There is a continuous
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column of cells in the middle of the posterior horn, not

coUeeteil totjether into jjrouiJS, liut scattered throuj;h the

neuroglia and gelatinous substance of the posterior horn.

These Cells arc very small in size, and tlins contrast

inarl<edly with those already descrilied. It is probable
that the gelatinous mass in flic posterior horn has some-

thing to do with the sensory function, for it is present in

the nervous system wherever a sensory nerve ends. The
sensations of touch, temperature, anil pain arc carried

into the posterior horns by the posterior nerve roots,

which terminate in the gelatinous substance and in cells
which lie about the central canal of tlie cord in tlii' gray
matter al the junction of the posleriorand anterior horns

(Fig. 4414, A').

All the cells of the gray matter give off branching
processes which interlace, forming a dense network of
nerve librilla' around the grou]) of cells. This interlacing
mass of tilircs is compcsed partly of tlie dendrites of cells

which collect impidses, and partly of the axoues of cells

which send out impulses. Tlicse axones in their pas-

LoC.\I,IZATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF THE SEBUfENTS OF THE SPINAl, COKD.

Sesrment.
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sage through the gniy matter seud olT little lihrillary
branehes termed eollaterals, which termiuale in end-tassels

about other
cell bodies.

Through this

gray matter

ini|)ulscspa.ss
in all direc-

tions, uniting
the functions
ol'thi! various
cell groups,
and o£ the

sensory and
motor areas
of the cord.

It is ijrobable
that impulses
coming to the

segment, either

from the pc-

ri[)hery or from
the brain, are

conveyed direct-

y to the cells of
the segment, and
a r e distributed

through the me-
dium of the
branches of the

cells to several

groups of cells.

Furthermore,
each segment con-
trols in some de-

gree the processes
of nutrition in the

part of the body
with which its

sensory nerves are

connected. It

regulates the vaso-
motor tone in the

organs and limbs,
and it intluences

processes of

growth and repair
in the skin and
m u c o u s m e in -

branes. But the

existence of tro-

phic cells in the
cord lias not been

proven. Nor can
the automatic
mechanisms of the
cord be assigned
to definite cells.

The}' can only be
referred to the

gray matter of

certain segments.

Fig. 44t4. — Diajrruiii
of Four Segments of
Ilif Spinal font to

Show St'n^or\ Morli-
anistn ami (oiiiliir-

tion. .s', Si-ljsol'V

nerve root; O, coi-

unin of (iowers;
.11/, anUM'o-lateral
column : 1)(\ direct
cerebellar column;
(\ cells of the col-

umn of Clarke send-

inif fibres to DC;
X, cells of the sen-

sory pray matter
sending Hbrcs txi

.1 L ; r, cells of the

sensory pray matt^T
sending llbres to '»'.

The function of the gray matter of the individual seg-
ments is shown in the preceding table. The facts upon
which this ta-

ble has been

pi'cpared are

gathered
from com-
parative an-

atomy, from

physiological

c.\i)eriment,
and fro m
pathological
observation.
The level of

the segment
is given; the
muscles gov-
erned by the

groups of
cells in it are

mentioned so far

as they are at

present known;
the refle.x and
automatic mech-
anisms governed
by each segment
are recorded, and
the manner of

producing the
refle.\ acts; and
the area of skin

which sends its sen-

sory nerves to the
individual segments
is described.

B. The White
Tmcts. — The gray
matter of the spinal

segment is s u r -

rounded by white
nerve tracts, whose
function is the trans-

mission of impulses
between adjacent
and distant seg-
ments, and between
the various seg-
mentsand the brain.

These tracts are

cjuitc numerous,
and although in the
normal adult cord

they cannot be dis-

tinguished from
one another, there

are several means

by which their lim-

FiG. 441.5.—Diagram of
Four Segments of the

Spinal Cord to Show
Sensory Conduction
and A.ssociation Fi-
bres. *\ Sensory nerve
root: G, column of

(ioll; /J, column of
liurdach ; L. lateral
roluiun ; AL, antero-
lateral column; (/.as-

sociation cells sending
a.\ones Itito various
columns wliich as-

cend or descenti, ter-

minating in end-tai<-

sels about other cells

in the gray matter.
These axones send off

collatenils tt! many
levels. In this cut. as
well as in Figs. 4413
and 4414, the direction
of impulses Is indica-
ted by ttie arrows.
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its are determiucd. Thus in fa>tal cords of various ages
different tracts can be distiujiuislieil by the fact that

they develop at ditfercnt times. And in diseased cords

pathological processes are often strictly confined to cer-

tain tracts. This is especially true of the processes
known as secondary degenerations, by means of which
the exact boundaries, the length, and the function of the

various tracts have been ascertained. The older divis-

ion of the columns of the cord into anterior, lateral,

and posterior must l)e set aside in favor of the late di-

visions founded on these facts.

In a cross-section of the cord at the cervical region the

following tracts are seen iu each half of the segment:

VC.
IV D.

anterior motor cells of the cord (Fig. 4413, m), a single
nerve fibre iu the motor tract carrjing an impulse
which reaches several groups of cells. They both de-

generate downward after any lesion wliich cuts them
olT from their nutrient cells in the cerebral corte.v. If
that lesion is iu the brain on one side, the anterior me-
dian column on that side, and the crossed pyrjimidal
tract on the opposite side, will be degenerati'd iu the
cord. If the lesion is in the cord ou one side, both
motor tracts on that side will degenerate downward.
If the lesion divides the entire cord, the degeneration
will be bilateral in both columns. These motor tracts
transmit not only voluntary impulses, but also inhibitory

XII D. VL.

Fig. 4418.- Area of Aseendlntf Degeneration In the Posterior Columns after Compression of Cauda Equina, InvolTing the Sciatic Nerve
Roots only.

1, T/ie Motor Tracts (Fig. 4413, Py, AM), two iu num-
ber, which come through the anterior pyramids of the

medulla, from the motor region of the cerebral corte.x on
either side of the fissure of Rolando. It will be remem-
bered that the pyramids of the medulla decussate puT-

tially .just at the upper limit of the spinal cord.^ The
majority of the fibres of each pyramid cross the median
line to the lateral column of the spinal cord. The re-

mainder pass directly onward into the anterior column.
Those that cross over are called the crossed pyramidal
tract. Those that do not cross are called the direct or
anterior pyramidal tract, or column of Tiirck. The latter

lies along the side of the anterior fissure of the cord, and
is called the anterior median coluuui (Fig. 4413, AM).
The former lies in a triangular space in the posterior
part of the lateral column, bounded by other tracts on alt

sides (Fig. 4413, Py). These motor tracts diiler somewhat
in size in different cords. When onlv a few fibres from

VC.

impulses, which hold iu check the reflex activity of the

spinal centres. Hence a lesion in their course produces
riot only paralysis, but also a lo.ss of control over the
bladder and rectum, and an increase in the spinal reflex

activity.
3. The Assoeiation lYuets (Fig. 4415).—Each spinal seg-

ment has been shown to have functions of its own. But
the dill'erent segments always act in harmony, and in

hardly any act, either motor or sensory, is any segment
independent of the rest. Hence a large part of the white
matter of the cord contains fibres, shorter or longer, join-

ing the various segments with one another, and associat-

ing their actions. The cell bodies which give origin to
these fibres lie in the various parts of the gray matter,
and send fibres both up and down in all the columns.
These fibres give off colhiterals in their course. The
fibres lie about the anterior horns of the cord, on their

different sides, maldmg up together a large anterolateral

Vll c IV D
VIIID.

IlIL.
the medulla cross over, the

anterior median column is large
and the opposite lateral i>y-

ramidal tract is small; but this

is the exception. As a rule the

lateral tract is three times the

size of the anterior one. They
differ also in length ; for the

anterior median column only
extends to the upper sacral re-

gion, but the crossed pyrami
dal tract extends to the very
lowest segment of the cord.

They both send in their fibres

to the anterior gray horns of the cord at all levels, and
therefore decrease in size as they pass downward. The.y
both transmit voluutur^' impulses from the brain to the

Fk;. 4417.—Area of Ascendlnp
Columns after Compression of
Sacral and Lumbar Nerves.

column which has been divided
into an anterior column (Fig.
441o, AL), and a general lat-

eral column, the latter having
a portion between the crossed

l).yramidal tract and the outer
surface of the gray matter
which has been called the lat-

eral limiting layer (Fig. 4415,

L). Soiuc association fibres

Desteneration in the Posterior
"'«' Pass in the posterior col-

Canda Eipilna, Involving all the unins adjacent to the jmstenor
commissure. All these tracts

arc about the same size at all

levels of the cord, thus dilVeriug from the motor tracts,

wliich decrease in size fidiii above downward, and from
the sensory tracts, which increase iu size from below
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upward. They degenerate but a short distanee in any
transverse lesion of the cord. They degenerate botli

upward and downward. It should not be forgotten that

the anterior nerve roots pass out of the cord through the

vc.

When all the nerve roots of the Cauda equina, including
bol h sacral and lumbar nerves, are compressed and de-

stroyed, the ascending degeneration occupies a some-
what larger area than in the lirst case, involving both

IVD

Fig. 4418.—Area of Ascending Degeneration in the Posterior Columns after a Transverse I^esion of tlie Mid-tlorsal Region.

anterior column, and that many of these roots pass up-
ward or downward for some distance before making
their e.xit. Hence the antero-lateral column is not

wholly made up of association tracts. There is no form
of disease limited to the association tracts exclusively,
hence it is impossible to bring any known symptoms
into connection with the lesion when they are affected in

a general myelitis.
3. The Sensory 2'racts.—These occupy the posterior col-

umns of the cord, of whicli there are two on each side of
the posterior meilian septum, viz., the postero-external
column, or coluiuu of Burdach, and the postero-median
column, or column of GoU. They also pass in the lateral

columns of the cord, in the antero-lateral ascending tract

or column of Gowers, and in the direct cerebellar column.

II C.

V c

posterior columns as high as the middle of the dorsal

region and a large part of the column of Goll in the cer-

vical region (see Fig. 4417). Wlien a transverse lesion of
the cortl in the dorsal region cuts off all sensorj- conduc-
tion from below the level of the mid-dorsal region, the
area of ascending degeneration is still larger than in the
first two cases, and in the cervical region involves the
entire column of Goll (see Fig. 441 •>. When the cord is

divided in the lower part of the cervical enlargement, the

ascending degeneration involves a veiy large area, in-

cluding both the entire column of Goll and a part of the
column of Burdach in the upper cervical region (see

Fig. 4419).
From these facts it becomes evident that the posterior

nerve roots contain a number of fibres which, after en-

VII C.

Fig. 4419.- -Area of Ascending DegeneraUon in the Posterior Columns when the Lower Cervical Region of the Cord is Involved by a
Transverse Lesion.

The column of Burdach is made up very largely of the

posterior nerve roots which enter it and pass upward or

downward for soiue distance before leaving it, to end in

the posterior gray horn, or to enter the column of Goll

(Fig. 441.5, B). The column of Goll is luade up wholly
of long fibres extending from the posterior nerve roots to

the medulla (Fig. 4415, G). The exact areas taken up
respectively by the short posterior roots and the long
fibres differ greatly at different levels, and they have only
recently been determined by a study of the tracts degen-
erated after transverse lesions at different levels. These
recent investigations deserve a moment's notice.

If the posterior nerve roots arc divided between the

posterior spinal ganglia and their entrance into the cord,
an ascending degeneration occurs in the cord. It is by
observing the course of this ascending degeneration that
the upward continuation of the sensory nerves has been
determineil.'' Tlie area of the posterior columns of the
cord which degenerates U]nvard differs in different cases.

Wlien the sciatic nerve roots alone are divided, or the
sacral jiortion of the spinal cord is destroyed, the ascend-

ing degeneration occupies a large area of the posterior
columns in the lumbar region, a smalh^r area in the dor-
sal region lying wholly in the column of Goll. and the

posterior median i)ortion only of the column of Goll in

the up])er dorsal and cervical regions (sec Pig. 4416).

tering the cord, turn upward and pass on to the medulla

oblongata, each successive set from below ujiward lying
a little in front of, and outside of, the preceding set," and
gradually filling out the entire column of Goll and a por-
tion of the column of Burdach. This is shown in Fig.
4415, G, B, at level C Yl. In a cross-section in the

upper cervical region it can, therefore, be affirmed that the
fibres in the posterior median part of the column of Goll
transmit sensory impulses from the legs; that tiie fibres

in the median and lateral portion of tlie column of Goll
transmit sensations from the thighs and (iclvis: that the
fibres in the anterior portion of the column of Goll trans-

mit sensations from the body exclusive of the arms; and
that the median part of the column of Burdach transmits
sensations from the arms. Experimentation on animals
has jiroven that the nerve fibres entering the cord in the

posterior nerve roots, and passing upward in this manner
to the medulla, degenerate upward upon the side on
whicli they enter. There is no reason, therefore, to be-

lieve that in man there is any decussation, in the spinal
cord, of the fibres thus far described. But since all sen-

sations, except tliose of muscular sense, are known to

cross over to, and ascend in, the opposite side of the cord
in nmn, immediately after their entrance, it follows that

the fibi'es thus far considered have for their function to

transmit the sensations of muscular srnse. And this
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conclusion is further cslalilislu-d from the facts gathered
from the pathology of locomotor atjixia. For in this dis-

ease, in wiiich the musculiir sense is the one most seriously

impaired, the same areas of degeneration are found.

There is, tirst, the sclerosis in the root zoneof the cohnnn
of Burdach, involving the nerve roots in it, and ,secondly,

the secondary degeneraliiin in the column of Goll, -whiwe

extent is determined by the extent of the primary lesion.

The higher the primary lesion advances, the greater the

area of tlic colunm of Gull involved. Since cases have

been observed in whicli the sensations of touch, of pain,
and of tempenilure. and of the muscular sense, have been

affected singly, it follows that the tracts conveying these

sensations must be separate from one another. The fibres

so far described terminate in the luiclei of Goll and Bur-

dach. But from these nuclei the libresof the interolivary
tract and lemniscus arise, fibres which are known to de-

cussate in the sensory decussation of the medulla, and are

known to trausnnt sensations of musctdar sense exclu-

sively. Hence the conclusion seems warranted that the

scnsorv tract for muscular sense lies in the column of

Goll for all parts lielow the arms, and in the median part
of the column of Burdach for the arms.

With regard to the sensory tracts for touch, pain, and

temperature, our knowledge is much more indelinite.

These sensations enter the cord by the posterior nerve

roots. But these roots do not send all of their fibres up-
ward in (he path already described. And it the area of

the cord oecupi<(l by the column (jf Goll in the cervical

region be compared with the entire area of the posterior
nerve roots, it will l)e seen that a mere fraction of the

fibres entering the cord by these roots ascends to the

medulla. The large remainder terminate in the cord.

Anatomists describe various mamicrs of termination.

Some fibres end directly in the posterior gray horn;
others pass through it to reach the anterior gray horn ;

others, still, cross over through the posterior gray
decussation to the other si<le of the cord, ilany fibres

enter the column of Burdach and pass directly through
it to enter the gray matter in the vicinity of the vesicular

column of (Harke: others ascend some distance in the

column of Burdach before they enter the gray matter,
and a few turn downward in the column of Burdach
before ending in the gray matter. The fibres turning
downward arc collected into a small bundle, named the

comma-shaped bundle of Schultze, from the shape of its

area in cros.s section. From the fact that general myelitis

involving the posterior gray matter is always attended

by sensory symptoms, it is concluded that many sensa-

tions are sent to the cells of the posterior horns. From
the cells in the jiostcrior gray matter some nerve fibres

pass backward into the colunuis of Goll and Burdach,
and mingle with the fibres of tlio.se columns, presumably
ascending with them to the mcilMlla. It is not improb-
able that these fibres transmit sensations of touch. Even
in the most extreme cases of secondary ascending degen-
eration in the posterior columns, after division of the

nerve roots, many fibres in those colunuis escape. It is

therefore certain that some of the fibres making them up
have their origin and nutrient cells in the gray matter of

the posterior horns, rather than in th<^ |iosterior spinal

ganglia. Hence the facts do not exclude the possibility
of tile transmission upward of sensiitions of touch in the

posterior column.^ of the cord after such sen.sations have
crossed the median line in the gray matter. And that

they are transmitted in this region the older physiologi-
cal cxpcrimentscf t!d)lislied. Other physiological experi-
ments point to a transmission of sensations of touch in

the lateral columns of the cord. And Gowers has estab-

lished the existence of a tract in the periphery of the

antero lateral column, lying anterior to the direct cere-

bellar tract, which degenerates upward after tiansver.se

lesions This is called theantero-lateral ascending tract.

Its fibres arise from cells in the gray matter (Fig. 4414,

<;). cross to the other side, jiassing through the iintcro-
lateral column, and turn iijiward in this column. This
column ascends through the antero lateral part of the

medulla and pons. Some of its fibres have been traced

into the lemniscus and some into the cerebellum. There
are other fibres which arise from cells in the posterior

gray matter of the cord, and crossing to the opposite .side,

ascend in the anterolateral column (Fig. 4414, A', AL)
of the cord.
The scnsjitions of temperature and pain are uniformly

preserved or lost together, hence it is concluded that they
pass in the same tract. No definite position can be as-

signed as 3-et to that tract. In .syringomyelitis, in which
the lesion is limited to the central gray matter of the

sjiinal cord between the anterior and posterior horns, a
loss of temperature and pain sensations in all parts below
the level of the lesion has been observed, and it has been
(oneluded that these sensations are transmitted by the

gray matter. Gowers believes that thej' pass in his an-

tero-lateral tract, but the conelusi(m rests upon too small
a nundierof observations to be hastily adopted. It seems
to be likely that the transmission of sensations through
the cord is not merely attained by these long tracts, but
that they pass chiefiy through a series of the association
tracts already described, which are scattered through all

the columns. A given sensation .sets up many reflex and
vaso-motor impulses in the cord in addition to being sent
to the brain to awaken a perception. Hence it is likely
to pass by a broken rather than a continuous tract. But
the exact course of sensory impulses is not yet determined
with accuracy.

4. T/ie Direct CereheUar Column.—The last column of
the cord to be described is one lying upon the outer sur-

face of the lateral column, and extending from the lower
dorsal region to the corpus restiforme of the medulla,
and thence to the cerebellum. Its termination in that

organ has led to its name—the direct cerebellar tract.

It is made u]i of fibres whose origin is in that column of
cells which lies in tlie median part of the posfericu' horn
known as the vesicular column of Clarke (Fig. 4414, c,

DC). The cells are only found in the dorsal region,
hence all the fibres in this tract come from the dorsal

segments of the cord. They reach the lateral periphery
of the cord b)- passing diagonally through the lateral

column. The}' are supposed to transmit sensations up-
ward from the Clarke column of cells to the cerebellum,
because they degenerate upward after a transverse lesion

of the cord. The function of both the cells and the tract

is uncertain. From recent investigations b}- Gaskell,
however, it seems probable that the vesicular column of

Clarke is connected with the vasomotor and sympathetic
nervous sj'stems by means of very small nerve fibres ex-

tending from the sympathetic ganglia into the cord. If

this is so, the function of the direct cerebellar tract is to

transndt those rather indefinite sensations from the vis-

cera, or to act as a tract for unconscious sensations or
motor impulses necessarj- in a central regulatitm of vis-

ceral and vascular action. The hyiiolhcsis that they
convey muscular-sense sensatiims from the trunk is hardly
warranted, since these must be of little importance in

lower animals, who do not walk erect—in which animals,
however, this column is well developed.

II. SVMI'TOMS Le.\DINO TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF LoC.M,
Lesions in tub Spin.m, CoiiH.—Such being the func-
tions of the various parts of the spinal cord, it remains to

discuss the symptoms arising when various parts are dis-

eased. And it will be as well to approach this subject
from the side of the symptoms rather than from that of
the lesion, since it is the object to determine the lesion

in any case.

1. Spiiial P<iriilit.\>i<.
—The motor tract conveying vol-

untary impulses from the brain to the muscles consists of

two cicments: first, the cerebro-sjiinal element, and, sec-

ondly, the spino-muscular clement. Each element con-

sists of a .set of nerve cells and their (Uitgoing fibres,

which not only transmit impulses from the cells, but are

nourished by them. The cells of the cercbro-s])inal ele

mcut lie in the cerebral cortex. Their fibres make uji
the motor tract through the brain and through the direct

and crossed pyramidal tracts of the s|iinal cord.' These
fibres terminate about th<' motor cells of the anterior

horns of the cord at various levels, some of them reacli-
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ini; its verj- lowest part. Any lesiou in the cells of the

coite.x, or ill the course of the tibres, which cuts them ofT

from those cells, results iu the (legcueratiou dowinviird

of the cerebrospinal element to its termination in tlu'

motor cells of tlie spinal cord. The Jirst form, i/f siiinal

ptn-d/i/si.i is due to a lesion at the s|)inal part of this cere-

liro spinal element of th<' motor tract. If the cord is

divided by a transverse lesion at any point, the function

of this eh'Uient of the motor tract is thereb}' suspended.
As a result, voluntary motion is arrested in the jiarts

below the lesion. U ibv. lesion involves but one-half of

the cord, it is the limbs on the side of the lesion which
are paralyzed. If it involves the entire cord, both sides

are paralyzed. The extent of the paralysis depends
upon the" level of the lesion; the higher the lesion the

more extensive the paralysis. The degree of the paridy-
sis will depend on the character of the lesion, slight com-

pression of the cord at one point by a tumor, or a |)aehy

meningitis, or a projecting vertebra, being followed by
some stiffness of movement and rigidity of the muscles,
with weakness, rather than by absolute loss of power in

the parts below the level of the pressure. The cerebro-

spinal element of the motor tract also transmits the in-

hibitory imindses which continually keeiJ the spinal retle.x

and automatic mechanisms iu check. A lesiou of this

tract, therefore, produces not only weakness and paraly-
sis, but also increase of the deep reflexes, and impairment
of control over the bladder and rectum. The muscular
action of the limbs, being no longer controlled by the

brain, is governed wholly by the centres in the spinal
cord. These act in response to sensory impulses, or

spontaneouslj-, without check, and hence the preponder-

ating strength of tlexor over extensor muscles tends to

produce a position of adduction and flexion of the limbs

which are paralyzed, and a, heightened muscular tone,
with tendency to rigidity. The niUrition of the para-

lyzed muscles may suffer somewhat from disuse, and
from the attendant vaso-motor paresis, but no rapid atro-

phy is noted when the ccrebro-spinal element of the mo-
tor tract is alone involved. And it is also to be noted

that the paralysis affects the entire limb or limbs, and
not any special group of muscles. In these cases the

electric contractility remains normal in the paralyzed
limbs.

A typical example of this form of spinal paralysis is

seen in compression of the spinal cord, below the lesion,

and in lateral sclerosis or spastic paraplegia {q. c. ).

The second form of spinal paralysis is due to a lesiou iu

the spinal part of the .second element of the motor tract,

viz., the spino-muscular element. This consists of the

cells of the anterior gray hoi-ns of the cord, and the ante-

rior nerve roots which pass out through the anterior col-

. umns of the cord. Destruction of the cells suspends both

volnutary and reflex motor impulses to the muscles.

The cells not only control the motiou, bvit also the nutri-

tion, of the nerves to which they give origin, and of the

muscles to which these nerves go. Therefore destruction

of the cells produces atrophy of the muscles with which

they are connected. If the destruction is graflual, the

atrophy is gradual, as in progressive muscular atrophy.
If the destruction is rapid, the atrophy is rapid, as in in-

fantile paralysis. The degree of the atrophy depends
upon the degree of destruction of the group of cells

which govern the particular muscle affected. If the

group is wholly destroyed, the muscle becomes totally

atrophied. In addition to paralysis with atrophy there

is in the second form of spinal paralysis a change in the

electric reaclion of the jiaralyzed nuisclcs. They lose

their contractility lo the faradic current, and alter their

contractility to the galvanic ciu'rent, responding iu a

sluggish manner, and to the posilivc more readily than
to the negative pole. This is called the reaction of de-

generation (<j.i\).

The extent of the paralysis dependsupon the extent of

gray matter affected, and a reference to the table of the

localization of fiuu lions already given {page 340) will

enable one to deterndne the effect of a lesion at any par-
ticular segment, or through a group of segments, of the

spinal cord. A typical cxamjjle of the second form of

spinal paralysis is found in infantile paralysis or polio-
myelitis anterior. The nuiscles iu this disease are para-
lyzed, atrophied, exhibit the reaction of degeneration, and
lostt their reflex excitability. An entire limb is rarely
affected, certain gronjis of muscles being usually para-
lyzed togetbci', ('..'/.,

the deltoid, biceps, brachialis anticus,
and supinator longus (upper arm group); or the exten-
sors of till! wrist aud hand nuiscles (lower arm group); or
the glutei and thigh muscles (thigh group); or the ante-
rior tibial and peroneal groups of the leg (leg group).
The muscles affected are not those which are supplied by
a singh^ peripheral nerve—a fact which enables a diag-
nosis between a lesion in the spinal cord and a lesion in

a peripheral nerve to be ea.sily made—but those whi<-h

act together to produce a definite physiological act.

The contrast lietween these two forms of spinal paraly-
sis can be seen at a glance in the following table:

First Type okSimxal Paraly-
sis.

Le.sion in pyramidal tracts.

ParaUisis usually on botb sides

equally, in legs or in less and
arms, never in arms alone.

All muscles are about equally af-

fected. No muscles are entirely
normal.

Muscular lone is heightened.
Tendency to rif^ridity appears.
UeI1c.\ e.xcitaliility is Increased.

Atroijhn is absent or is slight,
and merely due to disuse, hence
is gradual in progress. It af-

fects the entire limb.
Electric conlractiUtu is un-
changed.

Vascular tone is diminished ; cy-
anosis and cedema may occur.

Paralyzed liiiili is cold, and sweat
may In- increased.

Trophic ili.^ttnhances in the sliin

are not infrequent.
The control oyer the bladder and
rectum may be diminished or
lost.

Example : Spastic paraplegia.

Second TvpeofSpixai. Paraly-
sis.

Lesion in anterior gray horns.
Paraltinis may be limited to any
single liiiib, and rarely affects
both linilw ci|ually.

Certain groups of muscles only are
affected, others escape wholly.

Muscular ime is diminished.
Muscles are relaxed.
Reflex excitability is lost.

Atmiiliu is always present in the

paralyzed muscles. It advances
rapidly, and may become ex-
treme.

Electric c< lilt met Hit }i\^r\r<uvji'd.
Head i' in of deL't-iifratioti i> pics-
ent witliin two weeks uf the on-
set.

Vascular tone is diminisheil, but
oedema does not occur.

Paralyzed limb is cool, but sweat
is net in<-reased.

Tritphie ilisiurhances in the skin
do not occur.

The control over the liladder and
rectum is not impaired.

Example : Infantile paralysis.

The third tiipe of spinal paralysis is a combination of

the first and second types. When a transverse lesion of

the spinal cord entirely destroys a single segment, it pro-
duces paral3'sis of the first type in the parts below the

level of the lesion by cutting oli' the tracts to those parts,
and paialj'sis of the second type at the level of the lesion

by destroying the gray motor cells at that level The

general eftect of such a lesion depends entirely upon the

level at which it occurs; the higher the lesion, the greater
the extent of the first type of paralysis. The distribution

of the second type will depend on the level of the seg-
ment involved. The greater the extent of the lesion at

the level affected, the greater the extent of the second

type of paralysis. An example of this is also found iu

amyotroiihic lateral sclero.sis. When a longitudinal le-

siou of great extent occurs—such as the general destruc-

tion of the cord in geueial niyeliti.s
—the .second type of

paralysis is the form which is found, but all the muscles
are affected, not merely a few groups. The bladder and
rectum are also afTccfed. and bedsores are frequent.

In any case of spinal paralysis, if the electric condition

of the muscles paralyzed be ascertained by the aid of a
faradic battery, and the dia.gnostic ]ioints here brought
together be a|iplied, reference to the table of the loeali

zaticui of functions will enable the exact level of the Ic

sion to be determined.
Spix.m. An.estiiesia.—The course of the sensory ti'act

in the spinal cord is still somewhat imperfectly under-

stood. It is known that all sensory impulses reach Ihc

spinal cord through the posterior nerve roots, which

jiartly enter the ajiex of flic posterior horn, and partly
enter thetolumnof Burdach, and pass upward as alicady
described. The sensations of muscular sense ascend ou
the same side as that on which they enter. Those of

touch, tempei'ature, and jiain cross over, as soon as they
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LIL

The segments of the spinal cord are miinbcied: C'l to Cvii, Dj to Dxil, Lj to Ly, Si
to Sv; !ind these numbers are placed, in the plate, on the region of the skin supplied by the sen-

sory nerves of the corresponding segment. In order to determine, in any given case of spinal-cord

disease, the level of tlie cord affected, it is necessary to test the sensations and to compare the area

of an.Tsthesia with the diagram here given. It is to be remembered, liowevcr, that tlie .skin of the

body is plentifully supplied with sen.sory nerves which anastomose freely at their terniinalions. and

the researches of Sherrington have demonstrated that each part of the skin is supplied with sensory

nerves from two adjacent segments of the cord. Hence a condition of anaesthesia in the skin indi-

cates a suspension of function of two segments of the cord at least, for if one segment alone were

affected the segments above and bclcjw it woidd be capable of supplying the skiu with sensation.
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PLATE SHOWING THE AREAS OF THE SURFACE OF THE BODY WHICH ARE
RELATED TO THE VARIOUS SEGMENTS OF THE SPINAL CORD

c, eerviciil : d, ili>i>:il : /, Imnljiu- : s, saer^il. When a segment of the cord is destroyed the surface of tlie body is nnii'slhetic

in the area corresponding to that segment,
(From Dr. M Allen Slarr'i
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any one of these acts are similar to tliose unrk-rlying the

siiiiple spinal reflex, ami tlic same lesions arresting it may
arrest these acts. Hut the result of sueli arrest is more
serious, for, in the ease of the bladder or rectum, reten-

tion or passive in-

con t i n e ii c e of
urine or fieces

may follow. And
if the inhibitory
impulses from the

l)rain to these
centres are cut

off, the voluntary
control over iliese

mechanisms is im-

paired, and the

acts cannot be in-

itiated voluntar-

ily, and active in-

continence m a y
result. The loca-

tion of the blad-

der and rectal

mechanism is in

the lower sacral

region. H e n c e,

when this part is

the seat of a lesion,

or is cut off from
the brain by a
lesion at a higher
level in the mo-
tor tract, incon-

tinence, either ac-

tive or passive, or

retention, may re-

sult.

A part of the

automatic mech-
anism of respira-
tion is governed
by the cervical

and dorsal regions
of the cord, and is

interfered with in

disease in those

regions. Lesions
of the upper cer-

vical region para-
1 y z e the d i a-

phragm and thus
cause death.

DlSTUKBANCE
OP VASO - MOTOU
AND TROPHIC
FUNCTIONS of the

cord may occur
from various
forms of lesion.

Anterior poliomy-
elitis produces

Fig. 4420.—Relations between the Segments atrophy of the
of ttie Spinal Cord and their Nerves and tlie muscles para-
Bodies ot the Vertebra;. (Gowers.)

. lyzed. and a snlli-

cient affection of the vaso-motor system to cause ob-

jective, as well as subjective, coldness in the limb; and
when I lie lesion lies deep in the anterior horn, an ar-

rest of di'Velopment of the bones of the limb affected.

General myelitis is usually associated with a tendency
to bedsoi-es upon the parts exposed to iiressure, which
cannot bo avoided by the most scrupulous cleanliness,
and to cystitis, and these are ascribed to a disturbance
of tro])liie impulses to the skin and bladder. Pos-
terior sclerosis is sometimes associated with trophic

changes, such as jierforating ulcers, joint affections

(Charcot's arthroi)athies), and eruptions on the skin.

In a few eases of leprosy serious lesions of the ])osterior

gray horns have been observed. In general myelitis

there is a partial vaso-motor jmralysis, indicated by cya-
nosis, sluggish circulation, (edema, and coldness! with
al)normal sweating in the paralyzed jiarts. But any
definite statement regarding the exact localization of
vasomotor or trophic functions in the spinal cord cannot
be made as yet. And recently man_y vasomotor and tro-

|iliic syni]itoms, formerly supposed to lie due to spinal
lesions, have been found to be pioduced by disea.se in the

])eripheral uerves. It is, however, established that tro-

phic lesions are most frequently observed when the gray
matter of the spinal cord in the vicinity of the central

canal, including the vesicular colinnn of Clarke, is the

l)art diseased; or when all sensation is cut off from the

paralyzed limlis by a transverse lesion.

The regidation of urinary excretion is presided over

by a centre in the medulla, and the nerve tract thence to

the liver and kidneys is traced through the cervical re-

gion of the sjjinal cord to the first dorsal segment, where
it enters the sympathetic chain of ganglia. A lesion in

the lateral column of the cervical cord, by involving this

tract, maj' cause a vaso-motor paralysis of either the

liver or the kidneys. In the former case diabetes niel-

litus is produced; in the latter, diabetes insipidus results.

It is therefore necessary, in lesions of the spinal cord, to

examine the amount and constituents of the urine.

In any case of spinal disease in which it is desirable to

localize accuratelj' the lesion, it is suggested that a writ-

ten summary of the symptoms b(j compared with the

table of localization of the functions of the cord, when it

will become evident, by contrasting the normal with the

abnormal conditions, what part of the cord is affected.

As Bramwell justly ob.serves, "the essence of the clinical

examination of the spinal cord consists in the systematic
and separate examination of each spinal segment, by ob-

serving the motor, sensory, reflex, vaso-motor, and tro-

phic conditions of its body area." Such an examination
will lead to accurate diagnosis of local lesions.

But one point remains to be mentioned, that is, the re-

lation of the various segments of the cord to the bodies
and spines of the vai'ious vertebrse. As the cord extends

only to the level of the second lumbar vertebra, its

various segments do not lie opposite to the vertebrie

from which they are named. The accompanying dia-

gram of Gowers (Fig. 4430) displays the mutual relation

between the segments and their nerves, and the bodies of

the vertebriie, and no further description is needeil.

M. Allen Starr.
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SPINAL-CORD DISEASES : FRIEDREICHS (HERED-
ITARY) ATAXIA.—The condition known as Friedreich's

or hcii'dilary ataxia w.-is first described by Friedreich ia

1801, and a detailed account published by him in 1863.

with three autopsies. In 1870 he published a further

paper on the subject, with a description of three new

3i7
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cases. From this time on, through the investigations of

Schultze, Riitinieyer, Dejcrinc iiiiil otiiers, the aflection

came to be clearly recognized as an liereilitaiv disease of

childhood, aifeetiiig chieliy the spinal eonl, and charac-

terized by a type of ataxia hitherto \indcscribed. W.
Everett Smith in l^i8") i)iiblished an important paper
on the subject of "'hereditary or degenerative ata.xia," in

which he described si.\ cases in one family, with an au-

topsy. He was able at that time to colli^ct fifty-seven
cases from the literature. In 1S!)I) Ladame made a criti-

cal digest of the subject, published in translation in

Brain, in which he summarized the knowledge up
to that year, and gave full bibliographical references.

Nine autopsies only had been recorded, and five of these

were in Friedreicli's own cases. Oscar Uiehardson has

recently described the post-mortem tindings in a second

case from the family reported in 1885 by W. Everett

Smith.
Patiiologic.\i, An.\to.my.—The spinal cord has usually

been found small and somewhat imperfectly developed,
which is in at-eonlance with the apparently hereditary

Fk;. 44-1.— Friciiivii-irs .Ala.xui.

character of the disease. The alterations tirst described

by Friedreich consisted in a degeneration of the dorsal

ti-acts, atrophy of dorsal mots, and certain changes, slight
in degree, in several i)eripheral nerves. Later study has
shown that wider ureas of the white matter are involved
than was at first supposed, and that the gray matter also

takes ijart in the degenerative process, though to a much
less marked degree. Degeneration of the dorsal tracts

to a very considerable extent is constant, with a probable
constant accompaniment of degeneration of dorsal nerve
roots, giving au appearance wholly analogous to tabes,

and leading to the assumption that the primary sensory
neurone, as such, is involved. Thedirect cerebellar tract

is degenerated ; Gowers' tract and Lissauer's bundle

may be. Various observations have been made regard-

ing the motor pyramidal tracts, and it is still in dispute
whether they are in themselves involved as neurone sys-
tems in the same way that the dorsal tracts are. Degen-
eration in the region of tlie pyramidal tracts decreases
from below upward, and disappears (Leyden-Gold-
seheider) at the lower level of the oblongata. In Rich-
ardson's ease, the pathological anatomy of which he has
described and which he has given lue the opportunity of

studying, the following lesions of the white matter were
definite: degeneration of dorsal cohmins throughout the

cord, and of dorsal nerve roots in the lumbar region ;
de-

generation of pyramidal tracts, of somewhat lessening

intensity toward the upper portionsof thecord, including
the uncrossed tracts in the eervicid region; degeneration
of direct cerebellar tracts, and in less degree of the region
of Gow-ers' antero lateral aseen<ling tracts (see Fig. 4421).

In the gray matter the cells of Clarke's columns have,
in cert^iin cases, shown degenerative changes, ahuig with
the myelinated fibres of that nucleus. Alterations in

f)ther portions of the gray matter of the cord have been

described, but are of somewhat doubtful character. Very
few ob.servations on the peripheral nerves have tieen

made, but certain degenerations have been described

which would be in accord with the theory of a neurone
degeneration. The type of lesion in the cord is siiuilar

to that found in other sclerotic processes, an overgrow th
of neuroglia following a greater or less degree of destruc-
tion of myelinated fibres. The theory of a primary over-

growth of neuroglia has not been generally accepted.
Alterations in the blood-ves.sels in degenerated areas
occur, and also liave been described in the pia and nerve
roots, but no characteristic signiticauce is to be attached
to the changes found.
The cause of the foregoing anatomical alterations

has, in general, been sought in a defect of development,
of hereditary character, leading to early degenerative
changes in the spinal cord. The distribution of these

changes in the relatively few cases examined post mortem
has led certain observers to the assumption of a coniliineil

systemic disease, which gains weight from the tact that
the disease occurs as a family affection, and does not

apparently depend upon faulty blood states or v;iseular
conditions within the cord itself. Certain cases, how-
ever, do not show a sharply systematized degeneration,
although the lesions are always of a quasi-.systemic char-
acter. The study of Richardson's case, to which I have
already alluded, leads to the conclusion that neurones, as

systems, are involved, though it cannot be said witli cer-

tainty that gro\ips of neurones, of which our knowledge
is as yet deficient, may not also be degenerated. In suj)-

port of this assumption is the distinct degeneration of
dor.sal nerve roots and of direct pyramidal tracts, as well
as the characteristic degenerations of the recognized neu-
rone systems. The most satisfactory conception of the

disease, therefore, is that in congenitally defective nervous

sj'stems early degenerations of a systemic or tpiasi-sys-
temic character take place, chieliy limited to tlie spinal
cord, which progress exceedingly slowly, ultimately lead-

ing to characteristic motor and sensory disorders.

Symi'To.matoi.ooy.—The most conspicuous feature of
the disease is a characteristic inco-ordination, which is best

described as a combination of a tabetic and a cerebellar

ataxia. The gait is uncertain, slow, highly inco-ordinate,
and accompanied by a considerable degree of swaying
from .side to side. Static ataxia is well marked in the
extremities and head after the disease has progressid be-

yond its initial stages. The Rondjerg sign (swaying with
the eyes closed) is much less constat;', than in tabes, but
has been described in certain cases. A furt her character-
istic motor disturbance is peculiar involuntary, chorea-
like movements involving the head, which persist dining
rest, but are increased on intended movement. At times
a definite, so-called intention tremor may develop. True

l>aralyses do not occur in the long cour.se of the disease,

except in the late, more or less helpless stage, when
weakness of muscle groups may develop, and finally

paraplegia with contractures, which renders locomotion

impossible. Another very constant motor disorder, but
not one of the earliest signs, is n3-stagiuus, which is usu-

ally not present when the eyes are at rest, but may be
elicite<l by fixation, particularly in a lateral direction.

This sign should, however, be interpreted with caution.
Disturbance of speech is a further important sign : it is

slow, difiicult, irregular in utterance, and hard to under-
stand. The tongue is tremulousand is tlieseatof twitch-

ing movements, suggesting, in conjunction with the

speech disorder, disturbances of co-ordination similar to

those observed in tlie extremities and possibly bearing
some analogy to multipli^ sclero.sis.

For reasons not easy of explanation the sensory sphere
sutlers in very slight degree, in marked contrast to tabes.

With but few trilling exceptions muscle sense aiul skin

.sensibility, as well as the special senses, have been found

unim]iaired. Tlie occasional occurrence of sharji pains
and abnormal subjective disorders of .sensibility in the

extremities are of interest only because of their rarity.
In view of the constant extensive degeneration of sensory
areas in the cord, and the high degree of inco ordination

early developed in the disease, this lack of objectively
demonstrable sensoiy disorders nuist be regarded as one
of the striking peculiarities of the disease. An appeal
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to vicarious or certainly added function in neurones re-

maining intact in an alTection of very gradual progrcs-
sii>n, may lie suggested by way of exiilanation.
The siijierticial skin reflexes, the pupil, bladder, and

rectal rellexes show essentially no alteration, wliereas the

loss of knee-jerk is constant in all well-developed cases.

Trophic and general vaso-motor disturbances have seldom
been observed, and the ,sexual function remains unim-

paired. A freipient occurrence, wliicli has not received

as yet a satisfactory explanation, is a dcforniily of tlie

foot of the nature of a talipes equinus, or equino-varus,
-often with an elevated arch, shortening of the foot as a

whole, development of so-called claw-foot, with particu-

larly strong dor.sal fle.xion of the great toe. Scoliosis is

also an occasional accompaniment. Cerebral symptoms
<lo not occur, except vertigo, and in the later stages of

the disease a general impairment of the mental faculties.

Dl-vgnosis, Proc;nosis, and Course.—The symptoms,—early ataxia, loss of knee-jerk, choreic movements, club-

foot, disorders of speech, nystagmus, with progressive

helplessness, beginning before the sixteenth year—point

unmistakably to Friedreich's ataxia. AVith the possible

•exception of so-called cerebellar ataxia, tabes, and multi-

ple sclerosis, the dilTerential diagnosis from other organic
<'ord affections should present no difficulties. The group-
ing of symptoms given above is usually well marked and
is unique.
The course of the disease is steadily progressive, be-

ginning in childhood and lasting for from 1 wenty to forty

years or even longer, death ultimately being due, in many
cases, to intercurrent disease, or to cystitis or decubitus,
induced by the cord changes.

ExRiLOCiY.—The actual cause of the disease remains
obscure. The facts tliat it occurs in children before or at

th<' age of puberty, that cases have frequently been ob-

served in the same family, though by no means con-

stantly, that the cord, post mortem, gives indications of

faulty development, have led to the suggestion that it is

due to hereditary influences. Further than this nothing
of value has been founil. An appeal to syphilis, alcohol,

or various neuroses or psj'choses in ancestors does little

to elucidate the matter. Nor is it profitable in a disease

of this character to lay stress upon possible exciting
•causes. As in all disease, there is a predisposition, which
is rather the statement of a self-evident fact than an ex

planation, so long as we remain in complete ignorance of

what constitutes predisposition. The fact of importance
is that in certain families the affection has appeared in

several members. As given by Gowers, sixty-five cases

were distributed in nineteen families, and ten occurred in

one family. Sjioradic cases are probably more frequent
than is ordinarily supposed. It has been a frequent
observation that many ca.ses occur in one generation iu

families in which the parents or ancestors were not vic-

tims of the disease—so-called indirect inheritance. The
alTeclion is, therefore, to be regarded as one of the group
of "family diseases."

TuE.vTMENT.—In the present state of our knowledge,
treatment nuist remain essentially unavailing, except as

directed toward the amelioration of symptoms. Sj'stem-
atic exercises (Frenkel). avoidance of overexertion, care-

ful attention to general hygiene, good food, and fresh air,

with such drugs as are symptoniatically required, must
coustitule our main reliance. E. 11'. 'J\iylor.
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SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: HEMORRHAGE IN THE
CORD.—(Synonyms: Ilieniatomyelia; sjiinal apoplexy. I

llemorrhage in the spinal ciUtI is very rare in comparison
with hemorrhage in the brain. Wlien it occurs it is usu-

ally of small extent. This is not extraordinary when the

size of the organ and the firmness of its connective-tissue

sheath, and the low pressure in the spinal arteries, are
considered. As a rule, the clot in the spinal cord is long
and narrow. It destroys a considerable part of the conl
at one segment, and extends into the segments above and
below, injuring these to a less extent. The clot is usu-

ally foiuid in the gray matter of the cord, most frequent-
ly in the anterior horns, then In the posterior horns, and
rarely ill the white columns. Sometimes the surface of
tlie cord is broken and the blood iiitilt rates the pia mater.

(Occasionally a large number of small clots are found at

different levels. As the patient rarely dies at once of

hemorrhage the clot is usually found in a state of decom-
position, and the cord around it is infiltrated with blood
cells, pigment granules, and Inematin crystals. If the

hemorrhage is capillary
—as sometimes occurs— it is de-

tected by the presence of pigment and crystals among
the degenerated spinal elements. Around the clot the

spinal cord is usually found in a state of softening, which
is red in recent cases, and white when the process has been
a long one. At a post-mortem examination the question
sometimes arises whether the condition found is a myelitis
with secondary hemorrhage, or a hemorrhage witli sec-

ondary myelitis. In the former case the microscopic
examination shows a greater preponderance of granular
corpuscles and leucoc3'tes, a greater degree of degener-
ation in the nerve cells, and a greater extent of connec-
tive-tissue growth. Secondary degenerations upward
and downw-ard from the segment destroyed, and second-

ary degenerations in the motor nerves from the segment
affected to the muscles, are observed after spinal hemor-

rhage as after myelitis. The meninges are rarel}' in-

volved.
Etiology.—Spinal hemorrhage is met with in males

more frequently than in females, and in youth and mid-
dle age most often. The predisposing causes are chronic

changes in the general arterial system, hemorrhagic diath-

esis, purpura, and myelitis of the spinal cord. The ex-

citing causes are injuries to the vertebral column and
cord and extreme muscular effort, also the sudden ex-

posure to a marked change of atmospheric pressure. A
number of cases of cervical hemorrhage have occurred
from sudden bending forward of the neck.

Sv.MPTO.Ms.—As a rule, the symptoms begin suddenly,
and the patient is seized in a moment with complete
paraplegia and intense pain in the back at the level of the

hemorrhage, and shooting pains in the body and stiffness

of the spine. A spinal apoplex}' usually comes without

any warning, after a sudden effort. When premonitoiy
symptoms have existed for a few days it is probable that
the case is one of acute myelitis. The extent of the pa-
ralysis depends upon the level of the lesion. (See article

on Spinal- Cord Diseaseis : Diaynosis of Loenl Lesions in the

Cord.) If it is located in the lumbar or dorsal region, the
lower half of the body only is involved: if in the cervical

region, the arms are affected as well. The hemorrhage is

rarely so very limited as to atfecl one extremity only, but
it is not infrequently the case that the s,vmptoms are
more marked on one side, and iu some cases the symp-
toms of a Browu-Sciiuard type have occurred. The
jiaralysis is total, no voluntary motion is possible, the
limbs are relaxed and never rigid. The muscles do not

atrophy or present any change in the electric reactions,

excepting those which arc supplied with nerves from the

segment which is destroyed by the hemorrhage. The
condition of the reflex action de]iends uiion the seat of

the lesion : it is suspended at the level of the hemorrhage,
and increased in the segments below it. If the hemor-

rhage is in the cervical region there is an atrophic flaccid

paralysis of the arms and a spastic paralysis of the legs.
In such a case there may be ventro-pupillarj- symptoms
also.

If the hemorrhage is confined to the central gray
matter and the jiatienf survives, the symptoms may
resemble those of .sj'ringoinyelia. The bladder and
rectum are uniformly paralyzed, and various forms of

incontinence of urine and fa>ces result, dependent upon
the seat of the lesion. If this is situated high up in the
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cord, tlie viscusinay empty it.st'lf ocrnsioiially. as tlie need

arises, unconseiously to the patient and independently of

his etfort or control. If the lesion is low ilown (below
the eleventh dorsal segment), there is \isually retention

of urine and f:eees, or complete relaxation of the

sphincters. Cases sometimes occur of hemorrhage into

the lower sacral region and conns terminalis from in-

juries; and in such cases there may be paralysis of the

bladder and rectiim only, with a small heart-shaped area

of ana'sthesia about the anus and buttocks. Vaso-
motor paralysis accompanies the voluntary ])aralysis, and
results in cyanosis and coldness of the iniralyzed limljs,

and predisiiosesthe parts to thedeveloi)ment of bedsores.

The latter appear, very soon after the hemorrhage, on
the prominent parts of the body which arc subjected to

pressure; voluntary movements to relieve such pressure,
or rerte.x movements for the same purpose, being impos-
sible on account of the lack of power and of sensation,
for complete ana'sthesia and analgesia e.vist in the para-

lyzed limbs from the outset. I'ain in the back, which
occurs at the time of hemorrhage, does not usLially per-
sist. The danger in these cases is from the occurrence of

bedsores, or of cystitis, and conseqvient infection from
these sources, with the development of septic fever. If the

hemorrhage involves the respiratory centres in the upper
cervical region, sudden death takes place. This is rare.

The symptoms described are those of a severe hemor-

rhage, snftici<'nt to destroy one or more segments of the

cord. As a rule these .symptoms gra(huill\' subside as

the pressure of the clot, is removed anil the only perma-
nent symptoms arc those which are due to the actual
destruction of the spinal elements, viz., limited atrophic
paralysis and localized antesthesia. Dissociated anaes-

thesia, viz., a loss of the senses of pain and temperature
with jireservation of the sense of touch, is not an uncom-
mon result in the parts below the segment affected. If

the clot is a small one, however, the symptoms ma}' be
more limited and less serious, partial antesthesia and
localized paraly.sis, with atrophy, being the result.

This, however, is the exception. Capillary hemorrhages
give rise to widesjiread symptoms, which so closely re-

semble those of diffuse myelitis that differential diagno-
sis is imiiossible.
The I'nooxosis is very bad in spinal apoplexy, for a

destruction of the spinal elements cannot be recovered
from. The patients either die suddenly, or die of com-
plications, or linger on for months with all the symp-
toms of chronic myelitis. In the lighter cases they may
recover sulticiently to get about, but some evidences of
the hemorrhage in the form of local paralysis or areas of

an;esthesia always remain.
Tint Dr.\GNosis is usually easy, the sudden onset of

total jiaraplegia being characteristic. In meningeal
hemorrhage the paralysis is less marked than the spa.sms,
and aniFsthesia is rare. In poliomyelitis anterior there is

marked constitutional disturbance, with fever, before the

paralysis begins, and aniesthesia is not present. In acute
central myelitis the onset is more gradiial, the symptoms
develop successively, they extend gradually to other

parts, and fever is usual.

TitK.vTMKNT cannot reach the disease, but the patient
should be kept absolutely (|uiet in the prone posture in

bed, ice should be applied to the spine, and ergot should
be given freely. The subsequent treatment resolves itself

into care of the iiatient, and such measures as are used
in th(' management of a case of chronic myelitis.

M. Allen Starr.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: LATERAL SCLEROSIS.— {in IMiiMAiiv I, \TK.ii.\i. Sci.icnosis.—(Synonyms: Sjias-
tic spinal jiaralysis; Tabes dorsal spasmodique.)

Delinitioii.—The disease ischaracterized by a gradually
progressing paralysis, which begins in the low'cr extremi-

ties, is accomiianied by greatly exaggerated tendon re-

flexes, muscular rigidity, and contractures, and is not
attended by sensory, trophic, or visceral symptoms.
The anatomical l)asis is su|)pose<l to be a primary sclero

sis of the antero-lateral columns.

Etiuhffy.
—We know very little of the causes of the dis-

ease. It occurs chietly in adults, more frequently in men
than in women. Exposure, excessive venery, syphilis,
trauma, infection, lead poisoning, etc., have beeuassigMed
as causes in individual cases. Some cases occiu'ring near

Rome, several of which were in one family, seemed to be
due to the effects of a leguminous article of diet, luf/iynis
cieent. In (piite a number of instances heredity was the
chief factor in causation; the disease occurring distinctly
as a family disease, having been found in a number of

generations, with often a number of cases in the same
generation. For instance, in one of Striimpell's cases
eases the grandfather, father, two uncles, and a brother
were supposed to have been similarly affected : in one
of Spiller's cases fourteen, in live generations, were be-

lieved to have had the disease. In some of Strumpell's
cases the disease appears tohavebegvin in early, in others
in late adult life. In Spiller's and a number of other

leported cases it began in early childhood. In nK)st of
these cases the disease appears to have been very slow in

its progress.
Symptoins.—The disease begins with weakness in one

or both lower extremities. There is an undue sense of

fatigue on exertion, and an objective examination shows
a slight paresis. There is at the same time some ditli-

culty in walking, this being at first most noticeable on

rising in the morning. As the paresis increases, motor
irritation symptoms are soon manifested. These are at
tirst slight clonic or tonic spasms of the affected muscles.

They are most likely to occur when the patient is fa-

tigued, are easily evoked by active or passive movements
of the limbs, but often come on in the middle of the

night. The tendency to muscidar spasm—brought on

by either a voluntary or a passive movement, or in a re-

flex way—increases to such an extent that complete mus-
cular rigidit}' and contractures of the limbs occur. This
condition antagonizes every action of the patient, makes
his voluntary efforts altogether futile, and, therelore,
causes the paralysis to appear more complete than it

really is. Therigiditjcan usually be overcome, in early
stages of the disease, b_v slow persistent pressui'c, but
when it becomes excessive it resists powerful efforts.

The usual position of the rigidly contracted limbs is that
of extension at the knees, the feet in the equiuo-varus
position, and the thighs firmly pressing against one an-
other. Their immobility is often interrupted by clonic

spasms. Occasionally the limb is drawn for a short time
into another position.
A striking and usually an early symptom is the exag-

geration of the deep reflexes. The patellar tendon reflex

is greatly exaggerated ; muscular contractions can be
elicited by striking any of the tendons—for instance, the
inner or outer hamstrings, where tendon reflexes cannot be
elicited, as a rule, in health.—and even tapping over the

periosteum will produce like manifestations. But the
most striking of these phenomena is the ankle clonus,

rapid and rhythmical clonic contractions taking place
when the foot is sharply flexed, and continuing as long as
the foot is held in a flexed po.sition. When the reflexes

are much exaggerated the clonic contractions, on evoking
the ankle clonus, may not be limited to the ankle, but '

may extend to all the muscles of the extremity. The
ankle clonus also becomes a disturbing clement in walk-

ing, as every time the body rests on the toes in progress-
ing forward there is a tendency to its production. The
most notable change in thesuperlicial reflexes is the pres-
ence of the Babinsky toe phenomenon.
The gait is very characteristic. As the legs are weak

and stiff the feet cannot be freely lifted, and, when mov-
ing forward, they sweep the floor, making an almost char-

acteristic scraping .sound. At the same time, in order that

the foot can be brought forward, il makes a wide out-

ward sweep. The gait is sometimes further im|iaired

by clonic spasms of the muscles—those representing the

foot clonus, as just described—and these spasms may
cause a temporary halt in walking, or may make that act

altogether impossible. Walking is more dillicult on an

up or down grade, and on an imeven surface, than on
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tlic k'Vfl ami on an even siirfafe. It usually hi'comes

easier after the patient lias walked for a while. The gait

just described is that observed when the spastic synip-
toius are already well marked. At a later period, when
there is complete rigidity of the legs, walking is im-

possible.
The disease slowly extends upward, involvinj; the

nmscles of the abdomen, back, and upper extremities.

The latter are usually all'ected to ii less degree tlian the

lower extremities, though e.xaggerated reflexes and mus-
cular tension are associated with the paresis. The upper
e.xtremities may even be rigidlj' contracted, in wliieh case

the position is usually one of slight flexion and pronation
of the fore-arm, and strong flexion of the wrists and An-

gers, the arm being pressed lirmly against the body.
In typical cases there are no further symptoms on the

part of the nervous system. The sensibility is intact, tlie

functions of the bladder and rectum are normal, there are

no trophic changes in muscles or skin, and no special

changes in the electrical reactions.

The progress of the disease is usually very slow.

Though the patient be altogether bedridden and without

power of motion, the general health need not suffer.

Unless there be some complication he may live to old

age.
The symptoms of spastic spinal paralysis are found

in Little's disease, a congenital paralysis usually due to

disease which has developed during fatal life, or which
is the result of injury to the brain in parturition. The
brain disease, in these cases, is usually shown by such
conditions as strabismus, speech disturbances, idiocy or

imbecility, epilepsy, and the like. But in some instances

there are no cerebral symptoms: the disease appears to

be purely spinal and, therefore, belongs to this category.
The pathological state, however, is likely to be due to a

developmental defect. A definite determination of this

question must await future pathological findings. Im-

provement in such cases is not uncommon.
The following case, at present under the writer's

observation, illustrates this class of cases: I. J—— , a boy
eleven years of age, did not learn to walk as other chil-

dren. Prior to that time nothing abnormal was detected.

Thespastic condition is now verj- marked. As he stands
he rests altogether on his toes—the heels cannot be brough t

to the groimd—and the thighs are pressed tirmly to-

gether. When he tries to walk, which he can do only if

well supported, the thighs rub each other and the legs
cross. \Vhcn the patient sits the feet and lower legs

swa)' in the air. The rigidity of the limbs is such that

much force is necessary to make any passive movements.
The Babinsky phenomenon is present, and all the deep
reflexes are exaggerated The ankle clonus, as well as
those of the Achilles and patellar tendons, can be elicited.

The intellect, sensation, and the fimctions of the bladder
and rectum are unimjiaired, and there is no evidence of
the involvement of the upper extremities or of the cranial

nerves. The disease, therefore, appears to be limited to

the motor tracts of the cord.

Moihid Anatomji and Physiology.
—Symptoms like those

of spastic paralysis had been observed in connection with
various diseases, but Erb was the first to describe this as

a separate and distinct disease, whose basis lie believed
to be a primary sclerosis of the anlero-lateral colunms, es-

pecially the pyramidal tracts. His views have been quite
generally accepted, but yet, it must be acknowledged,
there has not been much positive evidence to substantiate
them. Li a number of post-mortem examinations, where
this disease was diagnosed during life, lesions in the brain,
tumors in the medulla oblongaiji, dilfuse sclerosis, etc.,
were fotmd. In some instances, nevertheless, the disease

appeared to be a primary sclerosis of the lat(-ral columns.
But, whether or not a primary disease \w. usually found,
it is probable that the pathological changes in the lateral
columns produi'c the symptoms of this disease, for when
spastic sym|itoms are found with multiple sclerosis, dif-
fuse myelitis, etc., the lateral columns are found to be
affected.

The paresis or paralysis is explained by the destruction

of nerve flbres in the pyramidal tracts, the tracts convey-
ing voluntary motor impulses. The motor iriitatioa

symptoms cami(jt be so satisfactorily explained. Char-
cot bclieveil them to be due to dynamic changes in the

large ganglion cells, these being placed in a state of irri-

tation by the degenerated nerve fibres of the p)-rami<ial
tracts. Ilughlings .Jackson supposed that in these cases
the influence of inhibiting centres'in the bruin had been
removed by the destruction of the pyramidal tracts, and
that the excessive motor manifestations were due to the
absence of this influence.

Diarinmin.—The sj-mptoms of spastic paral3-sis may
appear with multiple sclero.sis, transverse or diffuse

myelitis, brain lesions, etc. ]n order to establish the

diagnosis in these cases we must look for the further

symptoms of these various diseases, as, for example, the
indications of involvement of the gray matter and |)0S-
terior columns in transverse myelitis: optic atrophy,
nystagmus, intcniion tremor in multiple sclerosis, etc.

Especially in nntltiplc sclerosis there may for a long
time be no other symptoms than those of spastic paraly-
sis. For that reason, when the latter symptoms are iires-

ent, one should always be on the w'atch for other sj'inp-
toms, symptoms that may indicate the presence of
another disease.

It is to be remembered that this disease is one of long
duration, that post-mortem examinatiois have been made
only many years after its inception. In those cases,

therefore, in which other changes have been found than
those in the lateral columns—in Gowers', Goll's, the
cerebellar tracts, etc.— the primary disease may have
been only in the lateral columns. At present we can

only make a diagnosis of spastic spinal paralysis. We
cannot be certain, during life, that the disease in the lat-

eral colunms is primaiy, or that it is altogether limited
to that part of the cord.

Prognosis.
—When uncomplicated the disease does not

appear to shorten life. It is sometimes capable of im-

provement, and even cures have been reported.
Treatmeut.—The treatment applicable in these cases is

that usually adopted in locomotor ataxia and other forms
of chronic disease of the cord. Rest in bed for a number
of weeks, especially when there seems to be an exacerba-
tion of the disease, may produce amelioration of the

symptoms. Hydrotherapy, electricity, massage, api)li-
cations of the thermo-cautery along the sjiine, the ad-
ministration of various drugs, are among the remedial
measures that may be used. In the spinal form of Lit-

tle's disease tenotomy and other orthopedic measures,
together with rest, have sometimes produced good
results.*

(h) Amyotrophic Later.\l Sclerosis.—For both the

description of the symptoms and knowledge of the
anatomical character of this disease we are chiefly in-

debted to Charcot. Though somewhat akin to the dis-

ease just described, it presents stiikiug differences both
in its symptomatology and in its morbid anatomy. It

occurs chiefly in persons of middle age, but has" been
observed in children.

Si/inpioms.—The disease usually begins with slowly
progressing paralysis of the ujiper extremities, which is

soon accompanied by atrophy and fibrillary contraction
of the paralyzed muscles. Subsequently muscular rigid-

ity and contractures occur, tlie arms assuming the posi-
tion found in spastic paralysis, viz., partly flexed at the
elbows and pressed against the body, forearms pronated,
hands and fingers strongly flexed. These contractures

may remain even Nyhen the muscles are almost complete-

ly atrophied. Usually, after the lapse of a number of

months the lower extremities become involved. In them
the manifestationsare mostly like those of spastic paraly
sis—paralysis, exaggerated tendon reflexes, muscular

rigidity, contractures,—w Idle little or no atrophy of the

muscles is observed. The electrical reactions are altered

•since tills article was written Mills and Splller liave reportetl to

tlie American NeimilciKlcal AssiK'latlon ii case In which there ap[>rare<l
to lie a primary .sclemsis limited !o one pyramidal Inict. The patbo-
loRlcai lliKllnKS are also given In the reiiort.
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according to tlic dcirrce of miiscuhir atroph}-. lu the

lower extremities there may be a meie quantitative

change— (limiuution of eleetrieal irritability
— wliile in tlie

upper extremities tlie alteration is usually more marked,
and, when the muscular atrophy advances rapidly, as

often occurs in the small muscles of the hand, the tyjtical
reaction of degeneration may be louud.
At a still later period bulbar symi)toms, those of glosso-

labio laryngeal paralysis—atroph}' of thelipsand tongue,

tliltienlty in deglutition, indistinct speech, iH'spiratory
disturbances—appear, and finally carry otT the patient.

Tlie symptoms do not always appear in tlie order
di'scribed. Sometimes the di.sease begins in the lower
extremities, extending thence to the arms, and finally to

the cranial nerves. Sometimes the disease begins as a
bulbar jiaralysis, thougli it need not, therefore, run a

rapid course. The writer has at present under obser-

vation a case which began with bulbar symptoms two

years ago, and now presents a typical pi<-ture <jf the dis-

ease. In this case the muscles sujiporling the head upon
the trunk are, also, almost completely paralyzed.
The degree to which spastic symptoms, and to vvhidi

muscular atrophy appear in both upper and lower ex-

tremities, is also (|uite variable, depending upon the part
of the nervous system in which the niorliid changes be-

gan, and ujion the extent to which the gray and white
nervous tissues are respectively affected.

The duration of the disease is usually from one to three

years. The well-marked cases hitherto recorded termi-

nated fatally. Death is generally caused by the bulbar

symptoms.
Morbid Anatomy and Phynolog)/.

—The morbid changes
are almost, if not altogether, limited to the motor cential

and iieripheral nervous apparatus. There is selerosi'.—
atrophy of the nerve fibres and increase of the connective
tissue—of the direct and crossed pyramidal tracts in the

cord, often exteudiugabove the crossing of the pyramids
in the medulla. In some instances the atrophy has been
followed the whole length of the motor pathway to the
central convolutions, and atrophied pj'ramidal cells have
been found in the corte.x of these convolutiou.s. There
is atrophy of the large ganglion cells of the anterior

cornua, and of the cells of the nuclei of the affected

cranial nerves. Certain of the cranial nerves, of the

anterior roots of the spinal nerves, of the mixed nerves
and of the muscles, are also found in various stages of

atro|)hy.
As to the explanation of the S3'mptoms, the muscular

atrophy is due to the atrophy of the large ganglion cells,

the bulbar symptoms to disease of the nuclei of the cra-

nial nerves, tlu^ spastic phenomena to .sclerosis of the

pyrainiilal tracts. The pre]ionderauce of spastic or atro-

pbii' nianif<statioiis is due to preponderance of the mor-
bid process in the white or gray matter respectively.

DiiiijiHiiiin.
— While tint disease is still confined to the

upper extremities it maybe mistaken for subacute polio-

myelitis anterior, or even for progressive muscular atro-

phy, for tlie weakness, fibrillary tremor, and other mani-
festations—atrophied thenar and hy|iotlienar eminences,
claw-hand, etc.—are very much like what is observed in

the latter disease. But its piogress, even when unusu-

ally slow, is more nipi<l than that of progressive muscu-
lar atrophy. Furthermore, spastic symptoms, exagger-
ated tendon reflexes, some muscular rigidity, etc., are

likely to be iiiiinifest at an early period, thus aiding us to

distinguish it from the aforementioned diseases.

When the disease begins in the lower extremities or
as a bulbar i)ai'alysis, it is as yet impossible to make a

diagnosis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. At times in

the bulbar form, spastic iilunomen.a—The jaw clonus—
are found. When the disease has <levcloped in its tyjii-
cal form, with atro|)liic jiaralysis in the upper and spas-
tic paralysis in the lower extremities, as well as with bul-
bar symptoms, no mistake is possible.

Myelitis, multiple sclerosis, gliosis, syphilis, may be
so localized as to simulate this disease. l$ut usually
other symptoms—sensory anil lr(i]ihic .syni])tonis and

sj'mptoms on the part of the bladder and rectum— will

appear and thus dilTerentiate these diseases from amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis, whicli has only motor sy mptcinis.

Tli(> prognosis is sulliciently indicated in the foregoing
description. Such treatment may be resorted to as is

employed in other chronic diseases of the cord.

Philip Zenner.

SPINAL-CORO DISEASES: MENINGEAL HEMOR-
RHAGE.—Spinal hemorrhage is of I wn \ arii'tics: extra-

nu'iiingeal, between the dura mater and the Ijoiies; and
inframeningeal. The last named may occur between
the dura and the arachnoid, or between the latter mem-
brane and the jiia mater. The extrameningeal variety
is the commoner.
EiiOLOGY.—Both on this score and on that of symp-

tomatology a good deal of error apjiears to liavebeen
perpetuated by writers of text-books. The explanation
of this fad lies in the relative infrequeney with which
the disease in question occurs. Hence writers are com-
pelled to formulate their opinions on theoretical grounds
rather than on actual observation in the clinic and in the

pathological laboratory. The causative importance of

spinal injuries seems particularly to be overestimated.
In the writer's experience traumatic hemorrhage, either
within or without the spinal envelopes, of sufficient ex-
tent to produce definite symptoms, is almost too rare—
even in severe sjiinal fractures and fracture dislocations—to demand serious consideration. In the minor spinal

injuries the symptoms attributed by many writers to

meningeal hemorrhage could be attributed more logically
to the iiinching of nerve roots or to the transitory pres,s-
ure on the cord resulting from the spinal distortion pro-
duced bv the injury.

Meningeal hemorrhage occurs at all ages and is more
common in men than in women. In early childhood
it is never spontaneous; it merely gravitates into the

spinal membranes from those of the brain, as in the case
of the birth [jalsies. It is sometimes found post mortem
in severe convulsive conditions, epilep.sy, chorea, tetanus,

puerperal eclampsia, and strychnine poisoning. It is

also finind in the hemorrhagic forms of certain acute

specific diseases, such as smallpox and yellow fever;

rarely as an isolated phenomenon in tviihoid fever. In
most of these cases it is probably an agonal phenomenon
and is not recognized at the time of its occurrence. Ex-
tradural hemorrhage is a rare result of the bursting of

an aortic aneurism, after erosion of the bodies of the ver-

tebriE. Within the dura hemorrhage maj' result from
the rupture of an aneurism of the vertebral artery.
P.\THOLOGic Ax.\T0MY. — Extradural hemorrhage is

usually small in amount; it comes from the venous net-

work whicli lies between the dura and the bone and is

found mainly iiosteriorly, this situation being favored by
gravitation and by the fact that the space between the
dura and the bone is greater posteriorly than anteriorly.
In very large cfTusions the blood may make its way oiit

between the intervertebral foramina, along the nerves.

The cervical region forms the commonest site for this

variety of hemorrhage, and the blood is usually found
more or less coagulated.

In making a post-mortem examination care should be

taken, as Gowers has jiointcd out, not to fall into the er-

ror of considering as ante-mortem hemoiThage the blood

which has gravitated info the meningeal veins and is

subsequently released into the retrodural space when
the canal is opened.

Intrameiiingeal hemorrhage varies greatly in ainoinif.

In the subarachnoid form it conies usually from the pial

vessels and may surround the cord for a short distance,
or till the whole subarachnoid cavity. It has even been
known to force its way through the valve of Yieussens
into the cerebral venfricles. The cerebro-siiinal lluid is

often blood-stained, a fact which may lead the observer

into thinking the hemorrhage larger than it really is. In

cases more than a few days old tliere are usually signs of

meningitis, set up by the irritation of the effused blood.

Symptoms.—To produce any .symptoms whatsoever
the hemorrhage must be extensive. Such symptoms arc
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at first imtativc und ri'sult iimiiily from the more or less

complete iispliyxiation of the nerves wliieli jxiss tliniiigli

the hemorrliagic area. The first indieatioii is, as a rule,

sudden wilh severe pain in the baek. This pain is most
intense at a point corresponding to tlie site of tlie hemor-

rhage, but radiates up and down the spine. Willi this

pain in the baek are others of a paroxysmal eliaracter,

<luit to the irritation of the spinal nerves involved in the

lieinorrliage. These vary in distribution witli the level

of the cord implicated. Between the paro.xysms of pain
all sorts of disagreeable sensations may be experienced
in the regions supiilied by these nerves, the result of

perverted fuiietion. More or less muscular spasm u.su-

ally accompanies the pain; this may alfect the vertebral

muscles only so far as to causes rigidity of the spine, or it

may produce actual opisthotonos; for the rest, it involves

ill part th(^ nuiscles sii|iplied by theaU'ected nerves, and
in jiait the muscles sujiplied by the cord below the lieni-

orrhagic focus. There is usually spasmodic retention of

urine. In a short time more or less paralysis follows this

stage, but there is rarely if ever a condition of complete
paraplegia. As a rule the seusorium remains clear

throughout; occasionally unconsciousness may develop
as a result of shock, and coma or delirium may come on.

Dl.VG.Nosis.—Hemorrhage into the membranes, if at all

severe, is usually marked by the group of syniiitoms
above mentioned: sudden inteqse pain in the back, with

spasmodic pain and other phenomena indicative of per-
verted function in the region supplied by nerves impli-
cated ill the hemorrhagic focus, muscular spasm followed

by partial paial\'sis, spasmodic retention of urine, etc.

In lieniorrhage into the substance of the cord the pain is

very much less in degree and more distinctly local, the

liaralysis is inimciliate, much more extensive and jier-

sisteiit, and the resulting atrophy more pronounced; the

sphincteric disturbance is very marked and priapism is

often present; the reflexes are abolished if the hemor-

rhage involves the entire transverse area of the cord, and
increased if the lateral columns are mainly inijilicated.
Should the cord hemorrhage make its way into the mem-
branes the symptoms of both lesions will be combined,
but even then the chronological order of the symptoms
will enable one to follow the course of events. Menin-

gitis has a more gradual onset, and fever is ]>rcsent from
the outset; meningitis may, however, be started up by a

lieniorrhage, a fact that should be borne in mind. In

myelitis the pain is very rarely prominent and the irrita-

tive phenomena so common to hemorrhage are nil or

nearly so. Tetanus is differentiated by its more gradual
onset, the presence of trismus and the absence of the

severe s]iinal pains.
PuoGNosis.—In stormy cases the symptoms may reach

their maximum in a few hours and death may result.

This is particularly true if the cervical re.gion is the one

alTected, owing to the implication of the phrenic nerves.

If the patient survives the shock and exhaustion which

accompany the culmination of syiiiptoms, very gradual
improvement may take place, with ultimate completi'

recovery. The danger is that the decline of the hemor-

rhagic symptoms may be followed, after a few days, by
tlieonset of those of a meningitis which may ]irov(' fatal.

If, however, the meningitis be of only moderate severity,
it will begin to abate at the end of a week or ten days
and gradual improvement will follow ; complete recovery
is a matter of many months.

TuK.\T.MK.NT.—Absolute rest is a prime requisite. The
patient should lie laid upon an air or water mattress and
made to lii! upon the face or side as much as possible, in

<iider to have the spine elcvateil. The bladder and rec-

tum should receive careful attention. Kurly searilieation
beside the spine, willi free letting of blood, is a logical
procedure, if the anatomical connection between the ve
nous plexu,ses and the veins in the ijostvcrtebral tissues
be considered. This may be followed by the application
of iee tothe spine and the internal administration of .some
form of ergot. The pain should be controlled by mor-
phine or other sedative. If acute meiiingilis follows the

lieniorrhage, the treatment for this condition elsewhere
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indicated should be followed. The resultant paralyses
are best dealt with by electricity and mas.sage.

Surgical interference lias been advocated by many in
cases in which the early symptoms progress rapidly and
the patient's strength remains good. The writer's ex-

lierience with spinal surgery does not lead him to a warm
advocacy of this measure Joseph 11', Courtney.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: MYELITIS.—Ktiologv.—
.Myelitis is one of the rarer forms of disease of the spinal
cord. With the exception of certain special varieties, it

is usually a disease of early adult life, and grows more
infriMiuent in middle life and old age. The male sex
seems to be much more predisposed than the female.

Thus, among thirty-three cases under my observation
there were twenty males and thirteen females. This dis-

crepancy is piobably owing to the greater frequency of
the exciting c;iuses among males.
The exciting causes of myelitis are numerous. The

most frequent one, in the writer's experience, has been

exposure to cold and wet. The disease is observed not

iufre(iuently after a debauch, if the patient has been

compelled to sleep on the damp ground or lie in the gut-
ter, etc. It may also result from working in ditches, or

even from a brief exposure to wet and cold.

Traumatism jdays a much less considerable part in the

etiology of this disease. The injt y may be inflicted

directly upon the spinal cord, as the result of gunshot
and stab wounds, direct blows on the back, or even blows
on the head. Injury to adjacent parts may also lead to

myelitis. For example, in one of the writer's cases an

injury to the back gave rise to a myositis in the erector

spin;e muscle, attended with suppuration. After a long
interval the pus made its way along the roots of the spi-
nal nerves, through the intervertebral foramina, to the

]iia mater, where it set uj) an acute meningitis, and then
extended to the substance of the cord, setting up mye-
litis. A certain amount of myelitis always attends

spinal meningitis, but it is usually confined to the outer

segment of the cord, and does not produce any notable

symptoms.
Myelitis is also a frequent result of injuries to the spine

(fractures, dislocations, etc.) which are attended with
direct pressure on the cord ; or it may occur in spinal
concussion, wlien there is no evidence of injury to the

external parts. In the latter form, however, the mye-
litis is moi-e apt to be subacute or chronic.

Crocq reports a case of acute myelitis resulting from
forced extension of the cord. So-called compression
myelitis is also observed quite often, usually as the re-

sult of Pott's disease, more rarely of cancer or other tu-

mors of the vertebne. In the majority of cases, how-
ever, evidences of inflammation of the cord are wanting
in this condition and the post-mortem appearances indi-

cate degeneration due to interference with circulation.

In some cases, liowevcr, evidences of mvelitis are mani-
fest.

In a considerable proportion of eases myelitis follows
an infectious disease, being due either to the ])reseuce of

bacteria in the cord or more frequentlj' to tlie action of

toxins circulating in the blood. Thus, cases have been

rejiorted after diphtheria, tlyscutery, typhoid fever, in-

tluenza, gonorrlKca, smallpox, measles. ScliitT I'eports
a case of aimte hemorrhagic myelitis during the course
of typhoid fever in which a fatal termination occurred

eighteen hours after the onset of the spinal symptoms.
Among the rarer infectious sources of myelitis may

be mentioned erysipelas, malaria, pneumonia, wiiooping-
ciiugli, scarlatina, ]iiierperal .sepsis, and streptococcus
iiil'i'clion. (Julie a number of cases have been reported
in which a bronchiectatic cavity has been the starting-

jioiiit of infection. Flatau reports a case w liicli began
several weeksafter a suppuration of the antrum of High-
more.

Marinesco believes that the poison acts indirectly

through the bloodvessels or directly upon the nerve tis-

sues.

Molt.schanolT found, upon injecting guinea-pigs and
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wliite mice with iroiiococci toxins, that symptoms de-

veloi)e(l on the part of the nervous system, and marked
changes in the cord were discovered on microscopic e.\-

aminaiion (colossal vacuolization of all the cells of the

anterior and posterior horns).
It has also been claimed that myelitis may Vie due to

tuberculosis or syphilis independently of local specific
lesions.

Not a few cases have been reported as tlie result of

acute or chronic poisoning with lead, arsenic, alcohol, or

coal gas.

Formerly it was supposed that mj'clitis was not infre-

quently secondary to a cystitis or to intlanunatiou of

other parts of the urinary tract, the intervening; link con-

sisting of an ascending neuritis. At the [iresent time we
are inclined to believe that such cases are due to infec-

tion with the to.xins of gonococci or streptococci.
In this connection we ma}' mention an interesting case,

reported by Dupre and Delamare. of a man, aged twenty
years, with scoliosis of the dorsal si)ine since childhood.

For ten years he had had a tuberculous process in the left

upper maxilla and this was finally curetted. Two months
later an apoplectiform paraplegia developed, with pro-
nounced disturbances of tactile and thermal sensation in

the legs. Atrophy of the muscles set in, with extensive

bedsores and interference with micturition. After a
short illness the patient died in a delirious condition.

The diagnosis was tuberculous spondylitis and compres-
sion of the lumbo-dorsal cord. At the autopsy the spine
was found to be intact, but there was extensive hemor-

rhagic pachymeningitis which encircled the lower dorsal

cord like a thick ring. There were also .secondarj' mye-
litic changes in various segments of the dorsal and lum-
bar cord. The microsco])e showed various stages of
tuberculous iiifiammalion of the dura. In the cord were
found scattered islets in which the parenchyma and glia
exhibited extensive degeneration, and there were irregu-
lar hypertrophy, with deformit}- of the posterior horns,
and proliferation of the epithelial cellsof theependymaof
the central canal.

Finally, in a considerable proportion of cases, we are
unable to discover any adequate cause for the develop-
ment of the disease.

^Myelitis maj' be divided into several varieties, viz. :

(1) Tninsrcrne myelitis, in which the entire thickness of
the cord is alTected, while tlie longitudinal involvement
is sliglit, compared to the entire length (if the cord; (2)

diMemiiintcd iiii/elitix, in which numerous small foci are
scattered irregularly through the cord (this form is very
apt to be complicated with a sinular condition of the

brain, reall}- constituting an encephalomyelitis); (li)

comprension myelitis ; (4) poliomyelitis, in which the gray
matter is the chief site of the lesion (this will be (li.scussed

in a separate article); (ii) purulent myelitis, in wliich the
disease terminates in tlie production of abscesses; (6)
chronic myelitis.
Clinical IIistoky.—Acute trnnsverse jnyeiitish rarely

preceded by prodromal manifestations, unless this teriii

be applied to the first symptoms of the beginning in-

flammation. In rare cases there is a feeling of general
malaise, slight shivering sensjitions, or a distinct chill,
and there may even be a certain degree of mild delirium ;

even general convulsions have been observed at the onset
of ac\ite dorsal myelitis, and still more often in cervical

myelitis. Marked febrile movement is not often notice-

able, however acute the infiamniation may be.

The onset varies considerably in its degree of sudden-
ness. In rare cases the disease begins as quickly as an
attack of cerebral apoplexy. The patient suddenly feels
a sense of weight in his lower limbs, this increases, and
at the end of a few nnnutes the limbs are paralyzed. Or
the onset extends over a week or more. At fir.st a feeling
of numbness, or of pins and needles, is noticed in the
soles of the feet; this gnidually sjireads U]) the limbs,

accompanied by increasing weakness of the parts, per-
haps by severe pains in the muscles, particularly tlie

calves of the legs, or by jjainful spasms of the mu".scles.

Tlun the anassthesia and motor paralysis continue to

increase, sometimes uninterruptedly, sometimes by fits

and starts, until they have attained their greatest in-

tensity. The paralysis may be so complete that the pa-
tient is unable to move even the toes to the slightest
extent.

Pain in the spinal column is not a pronounced symp-
tom, nor do the patients, as a rule, complain much of
tenderness in this region. The pains in the paralyzed
muscles, sometimes in the joints, are extremely violent
in certain cases, so that I have even known this condi-
tion to be mistaken foraeute articular rheumatism. These

pains ma_y continue during the entire acute stage of the
disease. A more constant symptom is the cincture feeling,
a term applied to a painful sense of constriction anmnd
the abdomen, or thorax, varying according to the .site of

the disease in the spinal cord; this is usually attended
with circumscribed tenderness over the corresponding
portion of the spine. The cincture feeling is sometimes
described by the patients as confined within very narrow
limits, like those of a cord or thin ribbon ; sometimes it is

as broad as the hand.
In the majority of cases the pains in the limbs disap-

pear as the paralysis becomes more pronounceil. but in

some instances tliej- persist, even desjiite complete motor
and sensory i)aralysis (anaesthesia dolorosa). When the

pains in the limbs are severe they are usually attended
with spasm or contracture of the affected muscles.
The bladder and bowels, especially the former, are

usually implicated at an early period. The patient first

experiences difficulty in passing water and must strain a

good deal to start "the llow. Finally, the inability to

urinate may become complete, and the u.se of the cathe-

ter is necessary. Or the sphincter also becomes para
l3'zed, and incontinence results from overflow. The
bowels are alTected in a similar way, though less fre-

quently. At first there is constipation, sometimes at-

tended with extreme tympanites, from paralysis of the
muscular coat of the bowels. Or the stools may pass
away involuntarily, and, if ana'sthesia is profound, this

occurs without the patient's knowledge. In many
cases, however, the functions of the bowels are quite un-
disturbed throughout the entire course of the disease.

Even when voluntary evacuations are completely lost,

the action of the bowels may sometimes be stimulated by
reflex means, as by the passage of a catheter into the

bladder, the irritation of the perineum, etc.

The cutaneous and tendon reflexes vary according to

the exact site of the disease. Trophic symptoms are

not an important feature in myelitis, apart from the atro-

phy of muscles seen in inflammation of the anterior

horns of the cervical and lumbar enlargements. They
are observed most frequently in the integument. Vesicu-
lar eruptions sometimes appear upon the paralyzed parts,
and there may also be excessive desquamation of the

outer layers of the skin. The formation of bedsores,
which sometimes occur at such an early jieriod as to

indicate their trophic origin, will be considered later.

We may also call attention to the fact that the changes I

in the urine, which are so common in this di.seasc, are

regarded by some writers as the result of trophic changes
in the secreting structures of the kidneys. |

Enlargement and leiiderness of the knee-joints, some-
times attended with distinct effu.sion, occur rarely, and
their iiiteriuetation is obscure. I have also found a
similar

' rheumatoid
"
condition in the ankle-joints in a !

few cases of myelitis. !

Gowers reports a remarkable case of trophic disturb-

ance in a patient sulTering from subacute myelitis, in

which the myelitic symptoms were comjilicated by cellu-

litis of the lower part of the abdomen. At the autopsy
no local cause of the eellulitis could be discovered.

Vasomotor symptimis are more frequent than the tro-

phic changes, but possess little clinical importance. The

temperature of the paralyzed parts is often cliangeii.

At first it is sometimes increased, but later, as a rule, it

is decidedly lower than that of other parts of the body.

Pitting of the limbs from slight subcutaneous oedema is

also not infrequent.
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The disease may be airesled at any pi'iiod diiiin;; its

course, and may then terminate slowly in eoni|)lete re-

covery. This is possible even after all the limbs are

completely paraly/ed, and after extreme wasting of

muscles has taken place. As a general thing, however,

recovery is incomiilcte. In the majority of cases the

disease advances to a certain i)oiut, at wlilch point it

remains at a standstill, in scmie instances for a period of

several years. In some of these cases further Improve-
ment is ])ossible even after a long interval, during which
the patient has remained in statu quo. Usually, how-
ever, the non-fatal cases terminate in the condltlou

known as spastic paraplegia. The l()W(u- limbs gradually
become more and more rigid, until finally each lind) is

moved as if it were one solid body. The feet cannot be

flexed, the toes are shuffled across the floor, and the ])cl-

vis must be raised farther from tlie ground. In order to

prevent tlie toes from catching in the floor. The limbs
offer a decided resistance to jiassive motion. TIk^ tendon
reflexes are often enormously increased. Ankle clonus
often develops involuntarllj' If the patient, while sitting
down, happens to bear his weight on the front part of

the foot.

In much rarer cases the limbs become contracturcd in

flexion, the thighs upon the abdomen, the legs on the

thighs, the feet on the legs. At the same time the thighs
are usually adducted strongly upon one another, so that

one thigh is drawn forcibly across the other. In these
cases bedsores are very apt to develop at the points at

which the limbs come coustautl}' in contact with one an-

other. The patients very often suffer from intense pains
in the contractured limbs, especially wlien an attempt is

made to overcome the contracture. At other times the

pains come on spontaneously in violent paroxysms,
which are usually verj' difficult to control.

Death occurs generally from extension of the Inflam-

mation upward, and implication of the muscles' of respi-
ration ; from gradual exhaustion, resulting usually from
the formation of liedsores; or from disease of the kidneys
consequent upon cystitis following paralysis of the blad-

der.

Bedsores develop over the sacrum, and are caused not
alone by the protracted pressure on this part of the body,
but also by soiling from urine and fitces, which Is pre-
vented with difficulty in manj' cases. In certain severe
cases of inflammation of the lumbar enlargement bedsores

may occur at a very early period, and then seem to be
due directly to trophic changes In the skin.

With proper care and treatment the bedsores may
remain confined to the integument, but not infrequently
they extend more deeply, spread to the bones, and give
rise to pyemia; or, as I have also seen, the Inflamma-
tion extends through tlie sacral foramina and sets up a

rapidly fatal meningitis.
The occurrence of cj'stilis is also an important symp-

tom. Perhaps in tlie majority of cases it results from
the Introduction of foul catheters, but it may also de-

velop when such a cause cannot be discoveied. The
danger, in tliis condition, consists in the secondary de-

velopment of acute interstitial nephritis, as the result of
the introduction of bacteria along the ureter from the

decomposing urine in the bladder. This complication
usually proves rapidly fatal, but the writer has seen a
few eases in which tlie post-mortem appearances war-
ranted the belief that this morbid condition in the kid-

neys may subside. In such cases, however, death was
the result of another attack of the same kind. But, on
the whole, the renal all'ection seems to be a rare cause of

death, even if the cystitis remains luichanged for a long
time.

Close study of the symptoms (inables us to localize the
lesion very accurately in cases of transverse myelitis.

In myelitis of the lower part of the lumbar enlarge-
ment the motor paralysis is confined to the muscles
supplied by the sciatlcs (gluteal region, posterior thigh
group, and all the leg muscles, with the exceiitlon of the
tibialis anticus). The sensory disturbances (complete or

incomplete anasthesia) extend over the entire lower

limbs, with the exception of the parts supplied by the
obturator and crural nerves (anterior and inner portion
of thigh). Reflex movements in the paralyzed parts arc
abolished. The siihineter ani Is paralyzed. When the
lesion is a severe one the paralyzed muscles undergo atro-

phy, and the reaction of degeneration is ob.served.
In a lesion of the upper part of the lumbar enlarge-

ment the motor and sensory paralysis involves the lower
limbs completely.

In a lesion of the dorsal cord more or less complete
motor and sensory paralysis is observed in the lower
limbs throughout, the ana'sthesia extending upward to
the intercostal nerves given off at the site of tlie lesion.

The bladder and rectum are paralyzed. The muscles

undergo very little or no atrophy, and the electrical re-

actions are unchanged. The cutaneous and tendon re-

flexes are increased on account of the abolition of the

Inhibitory influence from the brain.

In a complete transverse lesion of the cervical cord the

paralysis atiects all the limbs; when the transverse lesion

does not cut across the entire cord the paralj'sis may be
confined to the upper limbs (cervical paraplegia). The
muscles of the trunk are also involved in these cases, and
this process is a great source of danger to life on account
of the resulting interference with respiration. In lesions

of the lower part of the cervical enlargement the inter-

costals are paralyzed. If the lesi.'a extends higher the

diaphragm also becomes paralyzed, from implication of
the nucleus of the phrenic nerves. As a general thing
the muscles do not undergo atrophy, because the disease

usually proves rapidly fatal. When the cillo-spinal cen-

tre is involved we may observe dilatation or contraction
of the pupil, according as the centre in question is irri-

tated or paralyzed.
Optic neuritis has also been observed in rare cases of

myelitis of other parts of the cord (usually of the dis-

seminated variety), but its relation to the spinal Inflam-

mation is not clear. The neuritis and myelitis probably
are efliects of the same underlj'ing cause.

In lesions of the upper cervical cord the symptoms are

similar to those just described ; but in these cases the dis-

ease is apt to spread into the medulla oblongata, and to

involve certain of the cerebral nerves. The following
brief abstract will illustrate the history of acute myelitis
of the upper cervical cord, extending into the medulla

oblongata.

A. B contracted syphilis two months ago. At the

present time he exhibits a roseola, and is suffering from
slight sore throat. On November 12th he had sexual
intercourse while standing. During the same night he
complained of an uneasy feeling in the legs, and of slight
numbness in the tips of both middle fingers and in the
feet. On the next day he walked up five flights of stairs

twice ; then the legs began to feel heavy. He managed
to get about his room on the following day (Saturday),
but on Sunday morning was unable to rise from bed.
At my first visit (November 10th, 6 p.m.) I found the

patient in the following condition: Almost complete
paralysis of the lower limbs; slight motion of the thighs;
a little reflex action from the .soles; numbness of the en-
tire limbs. He could hold his water, but after It began
to flow he was unable to check it. There was very marked
paralysis of the upper limbs, especially the right limb, but
mo.st movements could be performed slowly; partial an-
aesthesia of the upper limbs and trunk, none of the face;
voice a trifle hoarse; temperature, normal; respirations,
16; pul.se. ,S4 and of good quality. The ]iallenl does not
use the diaiihragm In breathing, but can do so (luite well

voluntarily. He says that he somelhnes has difficulty in

breathing, and cannot cough as well as yesterday.
November ITth, !) .\.M.— Passed a bad night, unable to

sleep at all ; whenever he was about to doze olT he had to

struggle for breath: had one bad attack of dyspna'a
which lasted three liours. No reflex from the soles of
I he feet; power absolutely lost in lower limbs; also

worse in upper limbs, pariiculaiiy the right; sensation
more blunted

; passed a large quantity of urine at 5 a.m.
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Rcspiratiou, 30; pulse. 90; respirations intcrniptcd occa-

sionally liy 11 long breath; nioiv ilillieulty in breathing;
Still moves the diaphragm voluntarily, but not so vigor-

ously as la.st night. Speech is more hoarse, the vowels
are not enunciated very clearly. Slight aniesthesia of

the left side of the face, paresis of tlie left internal rectus,

also of the right side of the face. He has double vision

over a small area a little to the left of the median line on
the horizontal. All the right facial muscles are paretic;
he is unable to close the right eye entirely.
November 17th. 8 p.m.—Condition tmchangcd, has

slept at intervals, once for half an hour at a stretch.

November 18th, 10 .\.M.— Left pujiil slightly dilated,

but reacts to light ; left .side of face not so numb; pare-
sis of internal rectus improved; no double vision: enun-
ciates vowels more distinctly. Paralysis of the limbs is

a little more marked; no rellex from soles; urine passed

freely. During the night had severe pain between the

shoulders; respiration, 22; pulse, 80; diaphragm not so

active, but respiration easy.
November 18th, 9 P.M.—Respiration. 33 and more

labored; diaphra.gm weaker; pulse, 84 and weaker.
Skin cool and ct)vered with cold sweat ; looks a little blu-

ish ; face Hushed ; patient seems e.xcitcd and talks a good
deal—s!iys"he is ofT his nut because he has taken too

much brandy"; juipils normal; speech more ditlicult,

vowels less distinct; does not swallow so well. The
patient died at live o'clock the following morning, after

increasing difficidty in breathing.

Disseminated mycUlis is almost always an infectious or

toxic affection. In comparatively rare cases the lesions

are confined to the cord, but in the majority of cases they
are also found in the medulla, pons, and other parts of

the l)rain. If the lesions in the cord are grouped in .such

a manner that the transverse section is involved in great

part, the symptoms closely resemble those of transverse

myelitis. In a considerable proportion of cases, how-
ever, an acvUe ataxia develops, frecjuently in all the

limbs at the same time. The patellar reflexes, instead

of being lost as they arc in tabes dorsalis, may be exag-
gerated. The muscles exhibit loss of jiower, varying in

degree from slight paresis to complete paralysis. The
lightning pains <if tabes are absent and tlie sphincters

may be imaffected. Optic neuritis is not uncommon.
Wlien the medulla and pons Varolii are affected, as is

generally the case, we may observe scanning speech,

nystagnuis, tremor, occasionally attacks of mental ex-

citement, as in multiple sclerosis.

So-called cotiiprcixion myelitis is usually, as we have
intimated in the section on etiology, not a real inllamnia-

tion. Hut as tliis point can be decided only upon au-

topsy, and not by the clinical history, we will here give
a brief ilcscrijition of this condition.

In the majority of cases compression myelitis is the
residt of Pott's disease and the lesion is situated in the

dorsal region. The malady is often preceded by symp-
toms of irritation of the roots of the nerves by the dis-

eased bone or the secondary pachymeningitis. These ir-

ritative symptoms consist of a cincttn-e feeling around
the abdomen or chest (according to the location of the

vertebral lesion), or of pains in the legs; sometimes there
is an eruption of herpes zoster upon the trunk or the
lower limbs.

Weakness of the limbs generally begins slowly and

finally advances, as a nile, to profound paralysis. This

may be preceded for quite a while liy marked exagger-
ation of the knee-jerk and ankle clonus. In the same
way these sym|)toms may jjersist for a long lime after
the restoration of motor jwiwer.

Afler the motor jiaralysishas developed, the symptoms
differ in no respect from those of ordinary transverse

myelitis, except that there is usually a much greater
discrepancy between motor and sensory paralysis, the
latter being very often entirely absent. "I'he paralysis
exhibits very little tendency to extend beyond the parts
originally involved. In a <-ertain propoilion of cases the
lower limbs become conlractured—the thighs flexed on

the abdomen, the le.irs on tlie thighs—or shooting pains
in tlie lower limbs become a prominent feature of the
disease. To judge from his own experience, the writer
is inclined to believe that this condilion is particularly
apt to develop when the myelitis is the result of irrita-

tion of the cord rather than of com))ression by morliid

products.
When the compression myelitis is the result of cancer

of the vertebra', pains in the lower limbs and trunk are

extremely distressing, and. if cutaneous sensation is abol-
ished at the same time, the condition is known as anaes-

thesia dolorosa. Apart from the excessive violence of
the pains, this paraplegia dolorosa cannot be distin-

guished from other forms of compression myelitis.
Ptinihiit Myelitis.

—Purulent inflammation of the spi-
nal cord is much rarer than the similar process in the
brain. On account of the protected location of the cord,

injuries to the hitter and hence surgical infection are un-
common. On llieother hand, purulent myelitis has been
observed after injuries to the verlebne without direct
lesion of the cord. In such cases the infectious bacteria
must have been conveyed through the lymph channels.
The disease occurs most freciuently as a sequel to sup-
purative meningitis. It is also possible that the pus-
liroducing germs are conveyed to the cord and menin-

ges at the same time. A few cases have been reported
as the result of metastases in remote parts of the body;
for example, after abscess of the lung, jiufrid bronchitis,

suppurative processes in the genitourinary tract, etc.

rhe symptoms of the disea.se are generally those of a
transverse myelitis, associated perhaiis with unusually
pronounced nieningitic symptoms and evidences of pro-
found general infection. As a rule, the diagnosis of the

suppurative character of the inflammation is not very
diliicult after recognition of the etiological factors in the
case.

CItronir, myelitis is a much rarer affection than the acute
or subacute form of the disease. The causes of chronic

myelitis are similar to those of the acute form. It is gen-
erally held that th(' difference in the mode of beginning
is the result of diflereuces in the intensity of the etiologi-
cal factors—for example, sudden and violent expostire
will produce acute myelitis, long-continued and less severe

exposure will proiluce chronic myelitis;
—but it seems to

me that this view is based on theory rather than on Avell-

established clinical facts. In traumatic cases a single
traumatism may set up an acute mj'elitisor an inflamma-
tion of the cord which does not make its appearance until

long after the symptoms of the original injury have sub-
sided. Perhaps there has been some spinal pain forafew

days or weeks after the injury, then the patient feels en-

tirely well; but. a few monllis later, the signs of slowly
advancing myelitis make tin ir appearance.

Syphilis seems to exert a ((jusiderable influence as a

predisposing cause, but it is ([ueslionablc whether it acts

simply Ipy making the spinal tissues more vulnerable or

by the iiroduction of gross lesions in the vessels or mem-
branes of the cord. It seems probable, however, that in

a large luoporlion of such cases the former theory is cor-

rect, the syphilitic virus appearing to act as a potent
predisposing factor, as it does in the production of loco-

motor alaxia.

Alcoholism al.so appears to exercise great influence in

the produclion of chronic myelitis; but we must bear in

mind that this vice is often connected with repeated ex-

posure to cold and wet, and to violence, and that it is

diliicult to decide between the parts played by each of

these factors.

The xyiiijitoiiis of chronic myelitis are very similar to

those of flic acute form, except that they develop very

slowly and insidiously. In some instances this gradual
course may lie interrupted occasionally by more or less

acute exacerliations. In the majority of cases the disease

affects the dorsal region, and lience the symptoms are

those of slowly developing paraplegia. As in the acute

form, the sensory symptoms arc generally much less

marked than the motor phenomena. The patient com-

plains of formication and tingling in the feet, or of a sense
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of iiunibuess in the soles, .so tliat the floor does iiot feel
natural in walking. ThiseoiiUilion may last a vcrv long
time, although no ehange in sensation ean be noiie'ed ob-

jeetively after the mosteareful e.xamination. Pain is not
a prominent feature, although there is often eomplaint of
a slight girdle feeling around the abdomen. In a few
cases, however, the pains are remarkable for their vio-
lence. Slight, dull pains are often felt in the back and
limbs, particularly after walking for some length of
time. These syniploms may last a long time before any
motor weakness becomes apparent. The patient notices
that he becomes more tired than usual after walking, and
finally begins to drag the legs. Higidity of the lower
limbs is an early and almost constant accompaniment of
the loss of power (spastic paraplegia). In many cases,
indeed, I have noticed a marked development "of this

spastic condition before any real lo.ss of power could be
detected. At the same time the tendon reflexes are not-

ably increased. In some cases disturbances of sensation,
which can be determined liy objective e.xamination. may
be entirely absent, and subjective sensory disturbances
may also be extremely slight, or wanting. The symp-
toms are then exactly similar to those of so-called pri-
mary lateral sclerosis, and may remain in this stage for
several years before the advent of other symptoms attests
the spread of the disease.

In a very small iiroportion of cases, iiarticularly in
those which are due to syphilis, the lesion i.s confined to
a small section of the cord, and, if limited to one-half,
may give rise to the symptoms of spinal hemiplegia
(paralysis of motion on one side, paralysis of sensation on
the opposite side). As a general thing, however, the le-
sion is not confined exactly to one half of the cord, but
extends somewhat into the other side, and motor and
sensory symptoms are therefore observed in each limb,
although the paralysis of motion is more marked in one
limb, that of sensation in the other limb. In this form
of the disease, sensory symptoms (ana;sthesia, pains in
the back and limbs' usually form an important feature.
As a general thing, the lesion spreads slowly along tlie

cord in an upward or downward direction (usually the
former), and other parts of the body become involved.
The spread of the disease may be e.xceedinglv slow, and

even_ twenty or thirty years "may elapse before the final
termination. In other ca.s<'S the chronic course may be
interrupted by acute exacerbations. I have also seen
several cases in which the symjitoms of chronic myelitis
appeared to merge later into those of posterior sclerosis
or multiple spinal sclerosis.

Spastic symptoms are apt to be extremely severe in
this form of myelitis. In the most aggravated cases the
muscles are coutraclured to such an extent that the
thighs maybe flexed shariily on the abdomen and the

legs flexed firmly against the thighs. The rigidity may
be so pronounced that the entire body is moved as "a

whole when the force is applied to the feet. We then find
not infrequently that the pressure of one knee ujjon the
other gives rise to the formation of bedsores, and these
are also apt to develoii up<in the sacral and gluteal re-

gions. With proper care and nursing the bedsores may
often be prevented, but the absolute'helplessness of the
patient always entails great suffering. It is a surprising
fact, however, that the patient often exhibits a cheerful
frame of mind during the entire course of the disease.

Ill a considerable iiroixirtion of cases the functions of
the liladdcr and bowels are notably impaired, but it is
found not infreiiuently, even in the" most sjiastic cases,
that the patients still retain con.siderable power over
these oi'gans.
When the .sensory disturbances (para'sthesisc and iiains)

are severe, the condition of the iialien) is truly pitiable.Ln fortunately, he may remain in this stale "for many
years \mtil finally an intercurrent affection brings reliefm death.

In concluding the clinical histoiy of myelitis I will
refi'r

briefly to a mode of terminatioii which" has been tin-

nolieed by the majority of writers. In a niuuber of cases
Which have come under my observation the disease ap-

pear<d to begin as a transverse myelitis; but the synip-tomscleared up. in great part, and then merged intotho.se
of locomotor ata.xia. In the following case I was for-
tunate enough to oi)lain a post-mortem examination;

T,"^" ,^77^', "''.''•^"''^'*^ y*'"''^ "f ^Se, married; entered
Haiidall s Island Hospital on September 4th. 1883. The
I)atient gives no evidence of syjdiilis; habits regularThe present illness has lasted nine months; it beganwith ptosis of the right eye; shortly afterward he began
to have .shooting pains in the legs and arms. In a few
weeks he had to (piit work on account of the jiains and
weakness in the lower limbs. About five months ago
the patient Ijccame so weak that he was unable to walk
and had trouble in holiling his water.

'

Present con<livion (October 4th, 1883).—Patient walks
with assistance, but has a characteristic heel gait, and
must watch the movements of his feet; he reels to and
fro when standing with the eyes closed.

Aua'sthesia and analgesia "are present, below Scarpa's
triangle, in both thighs and legs; patellar reflexes are ab-
sent. Slight inco-ordination of upper limbs, and some
numbness of the fingers. Partial ptosis of right eye ; both
])U]iils very much dilated, and react poorly to light;
optic papilUe michangcd; special senses no"rmal. The
dynamometer is foiced to forty by the right hand to
thirty -six by the left hand.
October 24th.—Had a pidmonary hemorrhage; dulness

and a few moist rales over th(- upper lobe of left lung.
_

The motor power of the lower limbs improved con-
siderably, but the inco-ordination rapitllv grew worse,
the limbs jerking in every direction when" any voluntarymovement was attcm|)ted. There was very marked
emaciation, but the muscular power finally appeared to
be normal compared with the amount of muscular tissue
retained. The ptosis disappeared almost entirely ; sight
remained normal. The phthisis continued to a'dvanee
and the patient died January 7th, 1885, without the de-
velopment of any fresh symptoms on the part of the ner-
vous system.
Microscopic examination of the spinal cord showed

exquisite sclerosis of the posterior columns (enormous
increase of the neuroglia and of nuclei), together with a
general increase of comiective-tissue elements in tlie

remaining portions of the cord, with the exception of the
gray matter, which seemed to be perfectly normal. In
addition, the blood-vessels of the posterior "columns were
very much dilated, and their walls were exceedingly
thickened, particularly the adventitia, in which the nu-
clei were enormously increased. The nuclei around tbe
central canal were increased in numlier, and there seemed
to be, also, an increase of fibrous tissue in this locality.Here and there in the other columns of the cord were .seen
blood-vessels which also presented a considerable increase
of nuclei.

P.VTiiOLOGic.vi, AN.\TOMy.— In a good many cases of
acute myelitis no change in the structure of the cord is visi-
ble to the naked eye. Sometimes the diseased parts are
softened, and their color is changed. The cord cuts less

firmly than in the normal state, the cut surface projects
as if the cord were too large f(u-the enveloping pia mater,
and the normal ditl'c-renliation betweeit the" white and
the gray niatter becomes less distinct oris completelv lost.
The entire surface has a reddish tinge; sharply d'efined
reddish streaks (distended blood-vessels) are often seen,
particularly in the white matter; and here and there we
occasionally notice minute red specks (capillary hemor-
rhages). In some cases these hemorrhages form 'the most
marked change recognizable by the naked eve. and the
cut surface has a bright red, or, at a latersfag"e. chocolate
color (hemorihagic myelitis). The degree of softening
varies between very wide limits. In some cases il is en-

tirely absent, in others it is so jironounced that the dis-
eased part of the cord, but particularly the gray matted,
is diffluent and flows out like cream.
Sehmausand Saeki give the following description ofthe

pathological anatomy of the various forms of myelitis:
Tmitsi-er.ir .}fi/tlitiK.—ln this form of the disease we
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may timl one hirjje fiKUS or several smaller ones. These
foei exhibit the appeanuiee of pari'iichymatoiis degeuer-
«tioii with swelliujr, or proiiouueid vascular changes, or

there may be softening, with or wiilioiit hemorrhage.
In some phices the white substance shows marked

swellingof the axis cylinders ami medidlary sheaths; the

latter may have a vesicular appearance and stain jioor-

ly with Weigcrt's solution. The swollen axis cylinders,
ou transverse section, form partly homogeneous, dark-

sl^iined bixlies, or pale, finely granular bodies. Marchi's
method of staining may show black coloration of the

swollen tihres, indicating beginning fatty changes.

Longitudinal sections show that the axis cylinders break

up into smaller segments, and these i)ieces are often en-

closed in swollen medullary substance ; if the latter has

undergone fatty degeneration, an appearance of granular
corpuscles may be simulated. The neuroglia is also in-

volved; the tine fibrilhp, which separate the individual

nerve fibres, are swollen into thick, homogeneous bands,
whieh often take a deeper stain; the glia cells are often

swollen and enlarged. In addition, we find arterial hy-
pera'mia, dilatation of the small arteriesand veins, homo-

geneous or slightly granular masses of exudation in the

interstitial tissue, masses of Ieueoe3'tes in the walls of
the ves.sels or free in the tissues, ami more or less numer-
ous granular corpuscles. When the gray matter is in-

volved, the ganglion cells exhibit interesting changes.
These begin with swellingof the granules cajiable of stain-

ing, or with a finely granular distribution of the tigroid
substance. Next come changes in the cell body as a

whole, viz., homogeneous swelling or degeneration of
the cell and its processes, shrivelling of the cell, changes
in pigmentation, vacuolar degeneration, finally complete
disappearance of certain cells or groups of cells. The
nuclei also exhibit signs of degeneration; thej- stain more

deeply, grow smaller and darker, are irregular or fissured,
nnd finally coalesce completely with the body of the cell.

In a second group <if cases, the vascular changes are
most prominent. The microscope shows that the chief

change is a small-cell infiltration, most marked around
the vessels and following tbeiu along their course. The
cellular infiltration occurs chiefly in the lymph sheaths
of the blood-vessels, but it also extends into surrounding
parts and into the meshes of the neuroglia: sometimes
even the pericellular spaces around the ganglion cells are
filled witli such small-cells. We also find hyperaniiaand
serous infiltration of the tissues, with .secondary condi-
tions of swelling. Xot infrequentlj- the evidences of

degeneration of the nerve cells and fibres are found
to extend diffusely over large areas, while the infiltra-

tion occurs only in scattered foci. In other cases, how-
ever, the swelling and degeneration are not alone less

widespread than the cellular infiltration, liut maj^ even
lie confined to the fcK'i of infiltration, while tlie remaining
ti.ssuesarealmost luiehanged. 8oinetimes the nerve fibres

and ganglion cells are well preserved, even within the
zone of infiltration, and evidently are only affected at a
late period of thedisease. This indicates tiiat the infiam-

nmtory process is first manifested in the walls of the
vessels. More or less extensive hemorrhages not infre-

quently accompany the infiltrations. Granular corjius-
cles in the meshes of the neuroglia become more numerous
the longer the process lasts. Even in cases which have
lasted oidy a few weeks we sometimes find the walls of
the bloo<l-vessels thickened by celbd;ir pmlifcrations and
the lumen ilinnnished by thickening of the inlima (endar-
teritis obliterans).

In a third group of cases the chief feature is a condition
of .softening, due to infiltration with granular corpuscles.
The foci lua^' have the consistence of p(irriilge, or they
may even !)( diftluent on section, leaving vacuol.'e. The
softening spots consist almost entirely of granular cor-

puscles, together with detritus of the nerve tissues. In
sections which have been stained with Weigert s

" medid-
lary-sheath stain," the softeneil spots appear as brownish-

yellow or colorless patches. The vessels show even more
pronounced chan.ges than in the previous group. Thrombi
are found in some of the vessels, and these may be respon

sible for a i>art of the softening. There are also hemor-

rhagic forms of iiitlatunuitory softening; in the slightest

grades eai)illary hemorrhagi'S are found in the softened

spots and surrotinding parts, and give rise to a speckled
ap]>earance.
As a matter of course there are nimierous transitions

between the three forms just described. A transver.se

lesion is followed regularly by ascending and descending
degenerations.

Acute Diiaeminated ^fl/llllix.
— In this form of disease

the various foci exhibit a pronounced vascular charac-

ter; small vessels form the centie, around which are

grouped tln^ swelling and degeneration of the tissues, as
well as the infiltration with round cells and granular cor-

puscles. Larger foci involve several vessels, but even
here we find distinct signs of vasculitis, viz., distention
of the vessels with blood, small-cell infiltration of the
walls of the perivascidar and adventitial lymph sheaths,
and deposit of granidar corpuscles. In older cases there
are not infrecpiently thickenings of the walls of the ves-

sel.s, especially of the tunica intima. The infiltration with

granular corpuscles maj' be so dense and the degener-
ation of the tissues so pronounced that the appearances
of softening are produced; in otlier cases hemorrhages
are present.

Purulent Myditis.—Abscess of the cord is of rare oc-

currence. Infection-producers may enter the cord in

three ways: after injury to the cord with direct infection

from the outside, through the lymphatics, or through the
blood-vessels. If the bacteria enter through the blood-

vessels, they may be simply carried along by the current
of blood or they may be conveyed in emboli. The latter

give rise, in the nervous tissues, to suppurative softening.
Apart from traumatic purulent myelitis, the disease is

most frequent after suppurative spinal meningitis.
Vhronie. ^fyt^lilis.

—Histologically the diseased parts of
th(! cord exhibit either degeneration and sclerosis or a
condition of softening, with or without degeneration and
proliferation of the glia.

In the former event we find swelling and segmentation
of the axis cylinders, fatty degeneration of the medullary
sheaths, the formation of hyaline bodies and corpora
amylacea. The disappearing parenchyma is replaced by
proliferating neuroglia ti.ssue. The blood-vessels present
cellular infiltration of their walls (especially of the ad-

ventitia, but sometimes of the media and intima). thick-

ening of the walls, adhesion and obliteratitm of their

lymph sheaths, and often dilatation of the perivascular
lymph simces. In some cases there are no decided changes
in the vascular apparatus, but the mjalitic foci have pe-
cidiar relations to the vessels, inasmuch as we often find

more or less changed vessels at the centre of the iliseased

foci, or tracts of degeneration follow the course of the
vessels.

The second form of chronic myelitis is that of soften-

ing. It is ditlicult to decide wliether the spots of soften-

ing are the result of an infiammulory process or of a sim-

ple disturbance of circulation. If tiie softening is owing
to infectious or toxic causes, the process may continue
as long as these causes are active. It must also be re-

membered that softening often causes disturbance of cir-

ctdation iu its vicinity, and that the neighboring parts
are in a condition of more or less marked (edematous

swelling. Hence the softening may continue even after

the toxic or infectious agent has ceased action.

With regard to the secondary degenerations of the

cord, which are found after myelitis, we refer to other
articles in the present series.

Di.voNosis.—Acute myelitis must be distinguished
from meningitis. The latter affection is very much rater

than acute myelitis, apart from tlio.se cases in whieh it is

associated with inflammation of the cerebral ]iia matter.

In meningitis the pains in the back ami lindi'^. the

cramjis in the muscli's, and the hyiiera'Sthesia, are much
more marked tluin in myelitis, and usually persist for a
much longer time. I'aralytie symptoms are not pro-
nounced, and the bladder and rectum, as a rule, are un-

alTected. In mvelitis. on the otlier hand, the initial irri-
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tative symptoms are ofleu eutirely absent, or. in the very
hiTge majoritj'of cases, soon give place toantestliesia and
motor panilysis. With tlie exception of certain cases of

intlamination of tlie cervical cord, fever is usually absent

or slight in myelitis; in meningitis there may be decided
febrile movement.

in two cases I have seen acute myelitis mistaken for

acute articular rheumatism—oncp in a child sulTerinj;

from compre.ssion-mvelitis dependent upon Pott's disease,

another time in an adult with extremely acute dorsjil mye-
litis. In both patients the joints of the lower limbs were

very tender on pressure, and in the adult there was high
fever. In the former, however, examination of th<: siiine

revealed a well-marked kyphosis, the loss of power was
disproportionate to the apparent severity of the pain,
and the tendon reflexes were greatly exaggerated. In the

latter the patient also sutTered from rapid ijulmouary
phthisis, wiiich explained the high fever; the pains were
not confined to the joints, but were also marked in the

muscles, aud the lower limbs were anaesthetic (aua\sthesia

iiolorosa).

Hysteria is sometimes mistaken for myelitis, especially
when it occurs in young females ; or, vice term, myelitis
is sometimes, though less frequently, regarded as hysteri-
cal paraplegia. Tlie occurrence of other undoubted evi-

dences of hysteria is an important point in diagnosis;
but too much stress should not be laid iqion this feature,

since it must be remembered that hj^sterical individuals

are also liable to be attacked bj- myelitis. The etiology
should also be taken into consideration, and, in the ab-

sence of any of the causes previously mentioned, the

diagnosis of myelitis in a young female should be looked

upon with suspicion. In hysterical cases, however, the

evidences of serious organic lesions of the cord are al-

ways wanting. There is no pronounced wasting of mus-
cles, no change in their electrical excitability, no loss of

power of the bladder and recttun. On careful observa-

tion, moreover, it is often found that the apparent pa-
ralysis varies in dilTerent positions of the bod}% and that

there are sudden changes in motility which remain in-

explicable on the theory of an organic disease of the

cord.

The diagnosis from hemorrhage of the cord is usually
easy, except in cases of hemorrliagic or apoiilectiform
myelitis, when the symptoms have come on w'ith extreme

rapidity. Hemorrhage into the spinal cord is extremely
rare, except as the result of injury. The symptoms of

motor paralysis attain their utmost severity at once, and
then, unless the hemorrhage is situated high in the cervi-

cal region, begin to improve slowly up to a certain point.
With the exception of the suddenness of the onset, and
the previous occurrence of traimiatism, there is really no
means of differentiating spinal hemorrhage from acute

myelitis. In the majority of cases, indeed, the hemor-

rhage is followed by myelitis, either as the result of
the injury to the elements of the cord from the trauma-
tism, or as the outcome of the irritation excited by the
clot.

The diagnosis of acute disseminated myelitis is ex-

tremely diltieult and often impossible. Great imi>ortance
attaches to the etiology of the disease, as almost all the

reported cases have followed traumatism or an infectious
or toxic condition. AVhenthe process results in jiaraple-

gia a probable diagnosis can be made if ocular symptoms
are marked, or if there is an early development of bulbar
or cerebral .sj'mptoms (scanning speech, tremor, halluci-

nations, mental obtuseness, etc.). When the disease is

manifested by an acute ataxia, an important diagnostic
feature is the preservation or even exaggeration of the
tendon reflexes. Like the paraplegic variety, the ataxic
form is also attended by bulbar and cerebrarsymptoms.

In the majority of cases of compression myelitis the

primary lesion is caries of the vertebra:', and, as a general
tiling, the deformity of the spine is so iirouounced that
there can be very little doubt with regaid to the diagno-
sis. In Pott's paraplegia, moreover, the exaggeration
of the ctitaneous and tendon reflexes may precede other

symptoms for a considerable jierind. imd may jiersisl

after other evidences of myelitis have disappeared. In
addition, the .sen.sory sym])toms are usually much less

pronounced than those in the motor sphere, and may
even be entirely absent, despite complete paralysis of the
limbs. In a few cases, however, particularly' when the

patient has beenconlined to bed on account of some other
disease, spinal deformity may not be noticed, and the

myelitis is then apt to be regarded as primary.
When compression myelitis is secondary to cancer of

the vertebra', llie recognition of the nature of the primary
disease u.suallyde])ends on the presence of a primary can-
cer in some other part of the body, on the violence of the

pains in the paralyzed parts (especially if associated with
ana'Sthesia), and ou the ])resence of a deformity of the spine
which seems to be due to an irregular enlargement of the
vertebral arches or lat<'r,'il masses. It must not be for-

gotten, however, that cancer of other parts of the body ,

may be a.ssociated with ordinary vertebral caries. In a
case of this kind recently under my observation, I made
the diagnosis of compression myelitis from vertebral can-

cer, but the autopsy proved that the disease had been an

ordinar.v Potfs paraplegia.
DiKrjnosis.

—Railway sjiine, when due to chronic mye-
litis or meningomyelitis, may prove a source of great
dilHculty in diagnosis, especially because the element of

malingering so often comes into play in this condition.
When this factor can be excluded, t'^e diagnosis is based
on the slow development, at a variaijle period after the

injury, of symptoms which point to disseminated focal
lesions of the cord, viz., irregularly distributed imralyses,
various pallesthesia^, pain in the spine and limbs, disturb-
ances of micturition, localized atrophies of muscles. A
depressed and irritable condition of the mental faculties,
with loss of memory, is quite common in tiiis condition.
The diagnosis of chronic compression-myelitis is made

in the same way as that of the acute form, except that
the symptoms develop much more slowly. Acute ex-
acerbations are particularly apt to develop in this form
of the disease.

Chronic myelitis can be distinguished from the per-
sistent paraplegia left over after an acute attack onlj- by
the history of the onset of the illness. When, for any
reason, the patient is unable to furnish the previous his-

tory, the diagnosis is impossible.
Tumors of the spinal cord or its membranes are rare,

and their differential diagnosis from chronic myelitis is

extremely difficult. The cliiucal history of the former
consists essentially of symptoms of irritation of the nerve
roots, followed by those of compression of the cord. In
some cases, however, the latter precede the former. The
compression of the nerve roots sometimes lasts a long
time before the evidences of compression of the cord
make their appearance. Probably the most important
point in the differential diagno.sis is the great variation
which is sometimes noticed in the severity of the symp-
toms. In addition, it is found not infrequently tliat

the first evidences of coiupression of the cord occur in

the form of spinal hemiplegia, owing to the fact that
the tumor often develops first in one lateral half of the
cord.

Chronic m^-elitis is not apt to be mistaken for hysteri-
cal paraplegia, because the latter disease begins much
more abruptly than the former.
The diagnosis of the localization of the inflammation

in tlie cord depends upon the gniupiiig of .symptoms, for

which we refer the reader to the section on clinical his-

tory.
Prognosis.—Complete recovery from acute myelitis,

with the excejition of the conipressi(Ui-myelitis of Pott's

disease, is a comjiaratively rare result. Incomplete re-

covery is by far the most fre(iuent termination, although
a fatal issue is by no means uncommon. Other things
being e(iual. the disease is more apt to end f;itally the

higher the location of the lesion in the cord. If the cen-

tre for the phrenic nerve has been attacked, as showa
by paralysis of the diajihragm, recovery is extremely
rare. The oc curnnce of lied-sores is likewise of grave
import, particularly if they develop at an early period.
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\Vlieu they occur after the disease has lasted a long time,

they often heal quite nijiidly under suitable treatmeut.

Mild cystitis is so cominou in myelitis that it can liardly
be regarded as aggravating the prognosis: but in severe

cases, especially if the bladder is completely paralyzed,
there is always danger of the production of a<utc inter-

stitial nepliritis. Tiie latter affection is almost inevitably
fatal at an early period, though in some cases it seems
to pass into a stage of ipiiescence.
The prognosis as regards recovery is also so much

less favorable the greater the degree of implication of

tlie gray matter, as evidenced by rapid atrophy of the

paralyzed muscles and by the presence of the reaction of

degeueralion in these parts. IJut it must also be remem-
bered that even the most marked atrophy of the muscles
and complete al)olitioii of their electrical irritability do not

entireJy preclude the jiossibility of a very satisfactory de-

greeof recovery. I have had under observation a patient
in whom the limbs were completely paralyzed and wasted
to the extreme, and the reaction of degeneration was pres-
ent except in those muscles in which no reaction coidd be

obtained (even the intereostals were partly paralyzed);
and yet this patient, at the end of a year and a half, was
able to walk about and to perform her duties in .such a

satisfactory maimer that she requested her discharge
from the hospital.
The occurrence of a spastic (-onditiou of the lower

limbs constitutes an almost insuperable obstacle to any
further improvement. The degree of motor power
which is aciiuired in these cases, however, is usually
quite considerable, and the patients are often able to

move about quite freely, unless the rigidity of the limbs
is excessive.

Pott's paraplegia generally offers a favorable progno-
sis, unless the vertebral caries itself, or its sequelae, con-
stitute a serious menac(! to life. Improvement in appar-
ently hojieless cases sometimes comes on quite suddenly,
and the patient ma}' recover even from a number of

severe attacks. In these cases there is always danger of
a relapse so long as the tendon reflexes remain exagger-
ated.

The prognosis of chronic myelitis is always grave.
Even chronic compression myelitis, which, of the differ-

ent forms of the disease, |)ieseuts the most favorable out-

look, rarely terminates in recovery. Uidess the .slow

course of the spinal inflammation is interrupted by acute
exacerbations, the patient may linger for years. The
longest lease of life is enjoyed in those cases of transverse

myelitis in which the disease does not extend up the

cord. The greatest danger iti these cases arises from
the development of cystitis and secondary interstitial

nephritis.
In the syphilitic forms of chronic myelitis we are some-

times able to secure a fair degree of recovery, especially
if treatment is begun before the disease has extended
across the entire section of the cord. But even here it

will be found that comj^lete recovery rarely takes jilace.
It is held by many writers that cases of railway si)ine.

which is probably due to chronic myelitis and nieningo-
myelitis, usually recover; but this statement does not

agree with the experience of the majority of unbiassed
observers.

TitE.vTMKNT.—The most important indication is to se-

cure as absolute rest in bed as is possible under the cir-

cumstances. As soon as any symptoms which suggest
the on.set of myelitis make their appearance, the patient
shoidd take to bed and remain in the recumbent position.
The wants of nature should be attended to with the aid
of the bedjian, in order to avoid, as much as possible.
movement during the acts of urination and defecation.
liest is, in my ojiinion, by far the most important reme
dial agent at our command. It is often dillicult to de
termine at what period it is best to allow the patient to

begin to exercise the paralyzed limbs, but it is always
belter to err on the safe side. I have seen very marked
improvement in a numl)er of apparently hopeless cases
in which this iihin hail been faithfnllv carried out for a

period of a year to a year and a half.

Contracture of the tendo Achillis is a very common se-

quel of all forms of myelitis, and it has been suggested
that the pressuie of the bcdclolhes upon the feet may
exercise some inlluence in the ]ii()<luction of this unfor-
tunate symptom. Inorderto obviate this, tlie bedclothes

may be suspended on a barrel liooj) placed across the
lower part of the bed. In a considerable luunber of

cases, however, the ccyjtraclure will develop despite this

precaution.
Next to rest, cleanliness is all important, because the

neglect of cleanliness is very apt to result in the produi'-
tion of bedsores. This usually necessitates the most care-
ful nursing. The external genitalia and gluteal regions
must be freciuently washed, and thoroughly but gently
dried. At the slightest indication of the development of
a bedsore, an air ring should be i)laccd under the but-

tocks, care being taken that the joints of the ring are not

sharp. If the evidences of dermatitis are not relieved

speedily in this way, the patient should be placed ou a
water beil.

The bladder must be carefully looked after. Cathe-
terization must be resorted to at once, as soon as the
bladder is no longer thoroughly emptied. The greatest
precautions must be taken to keep the catheter thor-

oughly aseptic in order to prevent the introduction of

germs. Even a .soft-rubber catheter must be introduced

very gently, because the mucous mend)rane of the lilid-

der is very apt to be cimgested. and bleeds readily uuiler
such conditions.

Counter-irritation is useful in veiy many cases. Dur-

ing the first stages of an acute myelitis the application of

dry cups along the spinal coliunn may be attended with
some benefit. Vigorous coimter-irritation with tiy blisters
is indicated at a later period, but these do not promise
much improvement after the disease has become station-

ary. In this connection I may mention that in a ease
of chronic myelitis in which all hope of recovery had
long been abandoned, I noticed that a remarkable de-

gree of permanent improvement followed the develop-
ment of a large carbuncle on the back.
The actual cautery is also recommended. I have

never seen any benelit from its use. except in rare cases
of compression-myi'litis. In such cases, however, it

.sometimes acts with remarkable rapidit_y.

Among other non-medicinal agents may be mentioned
baths and electricity.
As a rule, the patient caimot tolerate extremes of tem-

perature. I usually recommen<l a sitz bath at a tem-

perature of 100' to 110 F., in which the ])atient remains
for from liftcen miiuites to half an hour. If spastic
jihenoniena are well marked, the bath may be as hot as
can be borne by the patient. When the spastic phenom-
ena are not prominent, the patient may receive a full

bath at a somewhat lower teiiqu'rature It is well in

such cases to follow the bath witli nibbing and mas.sage.

Electricity, when faithfully and persistently apjilied,
is often productive of excellent results. It is cmjiloyed
either as a spinal current or directly to the ])aralyzed or
contractureil parts. When applied to the spine one large
electrode should be jilaced over the site of disease, tlio

other on some indilTerent part of the body or spine, and

they should be held constantly in position for from three
to live minutes. The direction of the current seems to be
imnijiterial. Much better results are obtained from ap-

plying the current directly to the paralyzed parts. In
the majority of cases the galvanic current is preferable,
but the faradic current may be used when the muscular

contractility remains normal. The current should be

merely strong enough ti> produce vi.siblc contraction of

the paralyzed parts. The constant staljilc galvanic cur-

rent is used in the treatment of contractures, the elec-

trodes being apjilied directly over the nerves supplying
the contracl<'d muscles. At the same time the interrupted

galvanic or faradic cinient may be applied to the antago-
nists. In my own I'xperience very little, if any, benetit

has been derived from spinal galvanization; but, on
the other hand, I have obtained most excellent residts

from the jiatienf, persistent use of local electrization.
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This even holds true of cases of marked contractures of

the lower limbs, but a good deal will then be gained by
the electrical treatment combined with tenotomy of the

contractured |i;irts.

Medicinal treatment does not play a great pail in llic

niauagemenl of this disease. Krgot lias been highly
reconuncnded in the acute stages, and iiyiiodermic injec

tions of ergotinc have been employed at the onset of

hemorrhagic myelitis. I have never seen the slightest

advantage from its use, and have abandoned it altogether.

Iodide of pota.ssium has also been recommended very

highly, and Dr. Gibnej- speaks in the most favorable

terms of its administration in large doses (even 3i.-ij..

t.i.d.. in children), in the compression myelitis of Foil's

disease. It is very difticult to form an opinion upon Ihc

value of this agent in myelitis, though it has sccnied to

me to exercise a certain amount of beneticial elTecl. I5ut

I have employed it so faithfully, and with such lillle

effect, in Pott's paraplegia, that I am comiiclled to deny
any special intiuence in" this form of the disease. Weir
Mitchell has recommended suspension in this disease, but

further experience has not shown that this measure pos-

sesses much value.

Strychnine is the only medicinal agent which has

seemed in my hands to have a decided influence on the

course of the disease. This drug may be administered

as soon as the acute symptoms liave ceased to advance,

and it is by no means contraindicated by the occurrence

of spastic "symptonis. The dose may be raised graduall\'
from gr. -^ to gr, ^\, t.i.d., and may be given continu-

ously for months.
So long as any improvement is observed, the patient

should be kept as quiet as possible. Later, gentle exer-

cise may be allowed, but the patient must not be per-

mitted to tire himself. Se.xual intercourse is ]iarticularly

to be avoided. Even after the condition of the patient
has been stationary for a long time, benetit is sometimes

derived from another course of treatment with electric-

ily, counter-irritation, and strychnine.
Leopold Piitzel.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: POLIOMYELITIS AN-
TERIOR, ACUTE AND SUBACUTE.— Under this imme
we recognize a form of paralysis which occurs, as the

name implies, most frequently in young children, espe-

cially during the period of Brst dentition.
^

It is by far

the most common form of paralysis to which children

are subject and presents a well-marked clinical picture.

A healthy child is suddenly found toliave lost the use of

one or more extremities, or of some individual muscle of

an extremity. This loss of power may or may not have
been preceded or accompanied by febrile disturbance;

occasionall}' convulsions have ushered in the paralysis,
but never is the latter accompanied by loss of si-nsibilily.

Any of the voluntary muscles of the limbs or trunk
ma^y

be affected, but the functions of the bladder and rectum

are left undisturbed. Such is a general description of

the onset of the disease. Soon, however, many of the

alTecled muscles begin to recover their ])Ower; this recov-

ery may be almost complete, the paralysis being liiially

limited" to a few individual muscles; or, on the other

hand, the greater part of the muscles originally alTciIrd

may remain paralyzed, and later on undergo atrophy and

degeneration. In thisatrophy and retardation of growth
the bones take part, .giving rise to shortening of the

affected extremity, while other deformities occur as a

result of the unopposi'd action of the healthy antagonists
of the disabled muscles.

Synonyms are numerous, and owe their variety to the

views held by dilferent observers as to Ihe nature of the

disease, before its pathology liad been established. They
are: Infantile spinal paralysis: Spinale Kinderlidimung
(Jacob von Heine): Paralysic spinale ; Paralysis int'anlilis

spinalis; Infanlilc jiaralysis: KinderliUimuiig : Paralysic
infantile; Paralysic des pelils enfanls; Ks.senlial idio-

pathic or functional para lysis of children ; Paralysic esseii

lielle de renfauce (Rillict and B;iithi'Z); Esscntiellc'

Kiiiderlahmung; Dental paralysis (Cnderwood, 1784);

Poliomyelitis anterior acuta; Acute inllammation of (he
anlt'rior gray horns of the spinal coid (Kussmaiil); Te-

lihromyelile aiilerieure aiguO (Chaicxit); Acute atrophic
spinal jiaralysis; Paralysic atrophique graisseuse de
renfance (I)uchenne); Regressive j)aralysis (Barlow);
.Myelitis of the anterior horns (E. C. Seguin). These
various terms were intended by their originators to in-

dicate what appeared to be iirominent clinical or patho-
logical characteristics of the disease. Without entering
upon the question as to I he relative value of a clinical, as

compared with a ])athological, designation of diseases,
there is no doubt that, of all tlu^ terms ajiplied to the
affection, the best of the first class is that adopted by
Heine(Spinale Kiiiderh'ihmung, or infantilespinal paraly-
sis). It is true thai here even the word spinal would iu-

dicate, in a general way, the anatomical location of the
lesion which is the cause of the clinical manifestations;
but, inasmuch as it serves to distinguish this form of

paralysis from other jjaralyses of cerebral origin, we can

liardon this slight offence against unity in terininology
in consideration of the eomplelencss willi which it serve*
to distinguish the disease. Of the jiurely palhological
terms we should prefer poliomyelilis anterior acuta, as

indicating the seat of Ihc lesion, the term acute being
especially applicable to the disease as it occurs in chil-

dren. Seguin's myelitis of the anterior horns purposely
omits the term ''acute," in order to i-iclude the subacute
and ciironic cases of the disease which sometimes occur
in adults. The designation essential oridiopathic paialy-
sis can certainly no longer be applied to a condiiion
which has so well defined a pathology as poliomyelitis
anterior: and it .seems inexcusiible tiiat so excellent a

pathologist as Niemeyer should have retained this inac-

curate term in the seventh edition of his work, published
in 1867, at a time when the gross lesion had already been
demonstrated.

HiSTOHic.M. ACCOUNT.—This disease has in all proba-
bility affected children for hundreds of years, without

being differentiated by medical writ<'rs from other forms
of paralysis. As early as 1784, however, Michael Under-
wood ' described a form of paraplegia which occurred in

teething children, and esiiecially in those suffering from
bowel troubles, which in its clinical history resembles,

the disease now known as infantile spinal paralysis. In
183f) John Badham,-'of Lonilon, described a similar affec-

tion occurring in children, which he considered cerebral
in origin. Notwithstanding these publications, the con-

dition did not receive general clinical recognition until,

in the publication of J. von Heine's'' great monograph,
entitled "Beobachtungen liber Liihmungszustande der
unteren Extremitaten uud deren liehandhmg," 1840, the

symptom group of the affection was clearly defined and
this form of paralysis distinguished from other forms of

paralysis occurring in children. The picture of the af-

fection in (|Ucstion, which Heine gives us in the very
first edition of his work, is so accurate in detail that later

clinicians had but little to add to Ihesymiitomatology of
the disease. But, allhougli no objective or subjective
m.inifcstatiou of the disease escaped the notice of this

accurate observer, yet he remained ignorant as to the

true pathogenesis of the afT(^ction. So logical a mind,

hinvever, could not but suspect that the disea.se was the
result of an actual lesion of the -nervous system, and ac-

cordingly we find him indicating the spinal cord as tho

most lu-obable scat of the lesion. In the second revised

edilion of his work ^ he terms the disease Spinale Kin-

ilerlahmuiig, or iiif'aiitile spinal ]iaralysis. Duchenne,
de lioulogne,-' in IX')-). besides accurately describing the

affection, took a great .stride in the direction of precision
in diagnosis as to the character and extent of the jiaraly-

sis, by discovering the relation which the faradie current

bears" to muscles which are the seat of this jiaralysis.

Here, then, the tirst stage in 1 he history of the disease

may be said to have been comiileled. But, although

clinically the affection was eslablishcd upon a firm basis,

ils pathology was yi'l unknown. Rilliel
'' and Barthe/,,'

basing Ihcir'slalenient upon negative lindings in cases of

this disease u|ion liie autopsy table, considered the affec-
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tion primarily a muscular one, and hence termed it essen-

tial jiaralysis of children, the teini essential referring to

the idiopatliicor nonorganic nature of the iiaralysis. Al-

though this view gained many followers, and some of

eminence, yet it Avas not long before positive tindings

upon tUe autopsy table exploded this theory as to the

pathogenesis of the disease. In lS(i;i von Keinecker and
von Kecklinghauscn

"
publisheil I lie autopsy of a case in

which both lower extremities had been the seat of infan-

tile spinal paralysis. Upon a macroscopic and minute
examination of the cord it was found that the ganglion
cells of the anterior gray horns and the nerve librcs of

the anterolateral columns of that porlicin of the cord

which gave origin to the nerve tibris sujiplying the para-

lyzed extremities had undergone atropliy and degenera-
t"ion {Deulsehe KUnik, January 31st, 18()3). The accu-

racy of these pathological data" was confirmed by similar

findings by Cornil,' Houvier and Laborde,'" Prevost,"
Lockliart Clarke,

'• and later on by Charcot "and Joffroy,
1^

Vulpian,'^ Roger and Damaschino. " and others.

We cannot close this brief historical account of the affec-

tion without reference to the studies of Erb." as to the re-

actions produced by the galvanic current upon tlie mus-
cles which are the seat of this spinal paralysis. Finally,
we should refer to the identity of this affection, as far as

the pathology is concerned, to a similar but more chronic

atTection, occurring in adults, which was first mentioned

by Ducheune fils' in 1873, but not thoroughly studied

until E. C. Seguin,"'in 1877, devoted an admirable mono-

graph to the subject. In the last few years many writers

have sought to a.scribe an infectious character to this dis-

ease. This has been Inised not so much upon bacterio-

logical or pathological fmdiugs, but upon the fact that

the disease Jias been found to occur in occasional epi

<lemiGS, cue specially reported b\' Jlcdin.

Other observers, "like Marie, Strllmpell, Seligmi'iller,

have reported smaller epidemics. Some have i-eported
the occurrence of the disease in several members of the

same family.
I'.\Tiioi.(MiY.—The anatomical seat of the primary

lesion of this form of jjaralysis is the spinal cord. This
has been positively determined by numerous autopsies.
It consists of an inflammatory process, acute in charac-

ter, affecting in the first instance the anterior horns of

gray matter. The lesion is at first diffuse, but as soon
-as the acutencss of the inflanunatory process subsides it

becomes limited in its longitudinal extent to circum-

scribed portions of the cord, in which even at the outset

the inflammation had been most intense ; this is most apt
to be about \\u; cervical and lumbar enlargements. At
these points further changes soon occur, the most impor-
tant of which are destruction and atrophy of the large

multipolar ganglion cells situated in the anterior eornua.
Tills destruction and atrophy are not limited to the

cells, but involve the nerve fibresin this region, and even
the cells and nerve fibres of the ])osterior horns may be-

come involved : sometimes the lesion extends into the

white substance of the antero lateral columns. As a
result of the jirimary lesion in the ganglionic cells of the

anterior gray eornua, we hav(' seconilary changes taking
place in the niMvcs which take their origin from the

alfccted portion of the cord, and in the muscles to which
these nerves are distributed. These changes are atrophic
and degenerative in character.

Spinal Cord.—I know of no autopsies showing the con-
dition of the spinal cord during the acute stage of infan-

tile paralysis, inasmuch as the disease of itself is rarely,
if ever, fatal. We can therefore make no positive state-

ment as to the condition of the nerve centres tluring this

acute stage; we cjin conclude, however, from our find-

ings later on, that the disease is, in the first instance, an
acute parenchymatcnis inflammation affecting chiefly the

ganglion cells of the anterior horns of gray matter in the

coni (Cliarcot)." When the autopsy has been made
within two years after the on.set of tlie disease, but slight

changes can be observed in tlu? cord by the naked eye,

although the microscope reveals decided and constant

Jilterations. These changes are typically shown in a case

examined by Dr. Fred. Taylor, the particulars of which
were presented to the London Pathological Societv. It

was that of a girl, three years of age, who suddenly
became jiaralyzed. at the age of fifteen months, in tlie

left leg. The paralysis was supposed by the friends to

be the resultof a blow ; the i)rincipalsymptomsobserved
at the time of the onset were fever and pain in the left

lower extremity, followed by jiaralysis, and, later on,
the development in the paralyzed memberof theordinary
clinical phenomena of infantile spinal paralysis. The
child was treated by galvanism for five or six months,
and the jiaralysis somewhat improved,; but at the age
of three years death resulted from bronchopneumonia.
Post-mortem examination of the spinal cord showed a
diminution in the size of the transverse section of the

left half of the lumbar region of the cord. This diminu-
tion was most marked anteriorly, although also observ-

able in the left posteror horn of gray matter. The ante-

rior roots of the spinal nerves at this level were smaller
than the corresponding roots on the right side. The
posterior nerve roots were unaffected. On microscopical
examination of a section taken from this portion of the

cord it was found that there were but few ganglion cells

in the left anterior coruu, and even those remaining
were ill-defined and smaller in size, paler in color, and

possessing fewer and shorter processes than those of the

right side. The absence of these cells was most marked
in the external and median groups of ganglion cells.

The nerve fibres passing from the anterior root to the

cornu of the affected side were diminished in number
and size. The main substance of the anterior horn con-

sisted of a very dense and felt-like tissue, made up of

matted fibres, "an increase and condensation of the nor-

mally open and spongy basis-structure of the part." In
this felt-like structure the remaining nerve cells were
embedded; no granular corpuscles were visible. The
white matter of the left antero-lateral column was found
denser, the connective tissue being increased ; while the

nerve tubules were smaller than usual and deficient in

axis cjdinders.
This case shows the most prominent changes found in

the cord in eases in which the autopsy has been made
comparatively early. Occasionally areas of softening
are found, more or less well defined, in different portions
of the anterior horns, and at such places there is gener-

ally a total absence of proper nerve tissue, ganglion cells,

and nerve fibres ; but instead there is a low form of con-

nective tissue, filled with large numbers of leucocytes
and simple nuclei. In these recent eases the blood-ves-

sels are found dilated. The cord may be affected at any
level, although the ci'rvical and lumbar regions are most

frequently the seat of permanent lesion. The severity
of the inflammatory process varies greatly, so that in

some situations there is almost complete recovery, while
in other places there is utter destruction, degeneration,
and atrophy of nerve cells and fibres. The ganglion
cells have been found in all stages of various forms of

degeneration; many of them are entirely destroyed, and
those that remain are found in a condition of extreme

atrophy, having suffered great contraction and dimimuion
in size, the cell processes, and fieciuently their nuclei,

being destroj-ed. Sometimes the atrophy is of the \i\g-

mentary variety. In a case reported by Dr. Hum-
phreys,

'"' of Manchester, the number of the polar cells

remaining in the affected portion of the anterior horns
was comi>ared with the number in the corresponding
healthy portion of the cord, and it was found that while
on the healthy siih^ there were fifty-two ganglion cells,

on the diseased side there were but thirteen.

Should the autopsy be made, as more frequently

happens, many years after the original lesion has taken

place, we would find changes similar in character to

those described, but further advanced in a retrograde
direction. The changes can be admirably studied in a

collection of autopsies reported by Scgnin in his work,
and quoted and amplified by Seligmi'iller in his article

on this subject in Gerhard's large work on "Diseases of

Children." These changes are now readily appreciated
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liv tlic uimidc'd eye. The affectej poitiiiu of tlic gray
autcrior liDi'ii is apt to be niarkuclly shruukeii and atro-

phied : soiuetiiiies evou tlie posterior gray horns will be

fonnil slightly smaller tliau on the opposite side. The
whiteeoluniiis. and espeeiully the antero-laleral coliinins,

are found alrophicd and sclerosed, .sonietinics Id a lindled

extent on a level with the lesion, at other times to some
distance above and below llie lesion; indeed, the trans-

verse section of the cord on the atfected side will show a

general diminution in size as compared with that of the

healthy side. The anterior uerve roots at the level of tlu^

lesion are ai)t to present a grayish, translucent appear-
ance and a dinnnution in size.

The microscope also shows the more complete atrophic

changes which tlie uerve tissue lias undergone; the dis-

eased portion of tlie atrophied anterior horn is found to

contain but few or no iiiiilti])olar ganglion cells, and even
those remaining are shrunUen, with their iiroces.ses

atrophied, and iVnuid to have undergone various stages
of granular and pigmentary degeneration. These cells

have been replaced by connective tissue which has be-

come contracted and hardened.

The changes in the white columns are apt to be less

marked, although, as already stated, there is some
diminution in the size of tlie antero-lateral column, to a

greater or less extent, above and below the lesion.

These changes can scarcely be termed sclerosis. They
consist of a certain degree of hyperplasia and contraction

of the connective tissue, and an increase of the nuclei of

the neuroglia. Amyloid corpuscles are also found. The
anterior uerve roots undergo a more decided atrophy
than the antero-lateral columns; the number of their

meiluUated nerve tibres is decidedly diminished. Many
of iheiu liave lost their myelin, leaving only the axis

cylinders, and, as a whole, the nerve root has become
thinner and of a grayish and translucent appearance.
The diseased foci in the gray matter are apt to be quite

sharply defined, although at the onset of the disease

large portions of the cord, above and below the areas of

softening, are found congested; these portions, however,
are not tlie seat of destructive changes, and they recover
as soon as the inflammatory process subsides. This

probably corresijonds to the regression which occurs in

the symptoms, thus leaving only those muscles paralyzed
which derive their nerve supply from the softened areas.

All of these degenerative changes in the cord which
1 have described as characteristic of poliomyelitis ante-

rior acuta take their origin in an inflammatory process
in the vascuIar(arterial)systeniof the spinal cord. Such

intlamniatory changes are found even in the large blood-
vessels of the cord, even in the walls of the arteria spina-
lis anterior and its branches (Socki). Manfredi, Widal
and Besan^on, and others have produced degenerative
changes in the anterior horns of the spinal cord of ani-

mals by injections of pure cultures of various microbes.

Widal was successful in producing the lesion in seven
out of one hundred and seventeen rabbits which he had
inoculated with streptococci. Tliouot and JMasselin be-

lieve that the coli bacilli can produce the lesion.

Schnltz (191)1), in a recent case of this disease in which
the onset rescmliled meningitis, but the subseiiuent his-

tory and, months later, autopsy showed it to be a case of

poliomyelil is anterior acuta, obtained by lumbar punct-
ure the spinal fluid and isolated thereironi the meuin-

gococeus of Weichselbaum-Jaegor. Tlu^ occurrence of

this disease as a complication or sequel of the acute infec-

tions diseases, such as measles and scarlet fever, would
lead one to suspect that this form of inllainmation of the

cord, like the types of ccrebro-spiual meningitis, nia_v be
the result of a mixed infection of the jirimary disease
infection and the various pus organisms. Some ob-
servers have been led tobeli<>ve that thetoxinsof various
infections in distant parts of the body may be carried to
the cord, and set in motion the inflammatory changes in

the blood-vessels which result in the degenerative changes
in the anterior horns of the cord.

<'/i(ii(f/<:.i ill the I'liiuli/zcd Mtitifleti.—Witliin a few
weeks after the paralysis' has taken place thi' iiaialyzcd

muscles become the seat of characleristic pathological
alterations; not only do they become atrophied and
smaller in size, owing to disuse, but they undergo active

ilegeneration. Portions of such muscles can be obtained
forexamination by meansof an apparatus likc^ Diiclienne's

trocar, so that the various stages of degeneration can be
studied. The first stage in the degeneration is. undoubt-

edly, ordinary atroiihy of the muscle fibres. The fibres

are narrower and diminished in diameter, the transverse
as well as the longitudinal striations are finer and apiiar-

ently more numerous. This apparent increase in the
number of the transverse striations is due to the dimin-
ished thickness of the contractile discs. These phenomena
are seen in muscles that have become atrophied from
disuse, and are not distinctive of atrophy due; to spinal-
coril lesions.

In infantile spinal paralysis, how'ever, the muscles
soon begin to show further changes. Certain portions
of the degenerating muscles begin to lose their striations

entirely; here and there we find contractile discs replaced

by granular matter, until the whole fibre has become
to a great extent granular. This granular matter is

probably protein in character, being at first soluble in

acetic acid and insoluble in ether; later on, liowever, the

granules are found to be insoluble in acetic acid and
soluble in ether, wliich shows that the protein granules
have been replaced by fatty matter. Here and there
will be found pigment granules. The muscle corpuscles
are found to have increased in number, and in fibres

which have undergone a complete granular fatty degen-
eration we shall find no trace of proper muscular tissue,
the fibres being replaced by these muscle corpuscles
embedded in a mass of fat granules surrounded by the

sarcolemma. This may be termed complete muscular

degeneration, and is the inevitable fate of muscles which
have not recovered in the earlier stages of ordinary atro-

phy. Some of the muscles thus degenerated become the
scat of further changes. The connective-tissue corpuscles
found in the endomysium and perimysium increase

largely in number, and form themselves into fibrous con-
nective-tissue bauds, which compress the degenerated
muscular fibres; gradually the fat is absorbed, and what
was formerlj' muscular tissue has become a firm fibrous

cord. This change is known as cirrhosis of the muscles,
and does not occur until long after the muscles have

undergone hopeless degeneration. These fibrous bauds
are apt to undergo contracture, which results in struc-

tural shortening and deformity. Rarely the connective-
tissue corpuscles, contained in the fibrous bands, in their

turn become distended with fat, thus giving rise to a

deceptive fulness instead of the previous atrophy. This
second fatty deposit maybe so great as to lead to a diag-
nosis of pseudohypertrophic paralysis. When such a

deposit of fat does occur it is in infantile paralysis of

long standing. The ligaments and bony structures also

take part in the general low'cring of vitalitj' which char-

acterizes the parah'zcd limb. The bones do not grow
with anything like the vigor of the corresponding bones
on the healthy side. This retarded growth results in

diminution iu the lengtb-as well as in the thickness of

the bone; the prominences, ridges, etc., are less marked;
the bone is more readily bent; closer examination shows
that the compact tissue is relatively diminished, while
the cancellous tissue is coarser and has scattered through
it a larger number of fat cells. The bones are thus

softer, but microscopically no changes in the structure

of the bone tissue are found. All this results in a weak-

ening as well as a shortening of the bone, and, neces-

sarily, of the limb. Seeligmuller considers this bony
change mostly the result of the disuse which is necessa-

rily connected with the paralyzed member; the fact,

however, that the.se atrophic bone changes are noticed iu

limbs in which the paralysis is insulficient to interfere

with the adeiiuate use of the member, would militate

against this view, apart from the fact that the changes
iudii'ated seem to be far more radical than would bo

accounted for by ordinary functional atrophy due to

disuse.
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Partly in consequence of this bone iitrojihy, and partly
as a result of the relaxation of tlie ligaments ami muscles,

the joints are apt to become altered. In extreme cases

the ends of the bones whieli form the joint are not in

ronlaet, but iiang apart from each other, so that the fin-

ger can almost invaginate the sUin and ligaments be-

tween the joint surfaces. As a result, the articulation

admits of abnormal mobility—motion resulting in sub-

lu.xalion of one joint surface \ipon the other. These

changes arc most readily oliscrved where a muscle which

pas.ses over a joint is more or less comiiletely paralyzed ;

thus, when the deltoid is paralyzed in thcarm. the shoul-

der-joint is apt to show the above-mentioned changes

very markedly. Xo pathological changes have been ob-

served in any other organs of the body.
Etioi.oov!—From modern invi'sligations we are led to

believe that jioliomyeliiis anterior is an infectious disease

occurring sporadica'Py. although rarely also in epidemics.
Whetlier the di.sease has for'its causative patliological

agent a specific germ or its to.\in, or wliether it can be

produced as a result of tlie activity of various germs,
sucli as the pus organisms, etc., is not yet determined.

That the disease is an infection is most probable, and

from this starting-point all other factors in etiology arc

to be viewe<l as subordinate. I'oliomyelitis anterior

acuta is no exception to the r\de in the obscurity of its

etiological chapter. We know little or nothing as to

the causes which produce the disease. We must, there-

fore, sjitisfy ourselves w ith an inquiry as to the causal

relation boine by certain conditions, which precede the

appearance of the paralysis, to the more or less acute

intlaimnalory process in "the anterior horns of the spinal
cord. Before proceeding to this study there are certain

factors which can be eliminated, and tluis limit the '.ield

of inquiry.
Infantile spinal paralysis is by far the most frequent

form of paralysis to whicli children are subject. Jacob
von Heine found, among 193 paralyzed children, 158

suffering from this disease.

The disease in its acute form is peculiar to childhood,

and is most frequent in the first, second, and third years
of infant life. Duchennc the younger has noted one

case occurring at the early age of twelve days. Seelig-

miiller has noted the oldest of his seventy-one cases as

six years, but almost ninety per cent, of all cases reported
were imder three years of a,ge. Sex is not a predispos-

ing cause, the sexes being affected with about equal fre-

quency.
The" disease is found all over the ci\-ilized woild, so

that climate can scarcely be considered as exerting a pre-

disposing inlluence, nor does the season of the year make
anv dilference, cases occurring indiscriminately at all

seasons. Wliarton Siidiler {Ainei: Journal of Med
Srieiicex. April, 1878) states, however, that forty-seven
out of fifty-seven cases occurred in the warm months of

the year.
Heine has stated that, the disease most frequently

affects strong, healthy children; and, indeed, one who
sees many of these cases cannot fail to have observed

many large, robust little patients who.sc; otlierwise hand-
some physique has been deformed by an attack of polio-

myelitis anterior. But, on tlu- other hand, most observers

find that the majority of cases occur in children who
are weak and delicate, even if a strumous constitution

cannot generally lie alfirmed of them.
One of the most fre(|uent causes assigned ]>y mothers

for this ilisease is "catching cold," particularly exposure
to the direct action of a "ilraught," Or another very
conunon cause, as staled by the ])arents, is a fall from
the arms of the nurse or from a chair. Whether a trau-

matism of this kind <an give rise to infantile spinal

paralysis proper is questionable. It is conceivable that

sjtinal paralysis, resulting from hemorrhage into the

gray matter of the cord, may follow a traumatism; but
tliis is not poliomyelitis anterior, althougli the clinical

symptoms may be those of the latter di.sease. and it may
be im])ossible to differentiate these cases from those of

inflammatory origin.^"

The disease being one of tlie first dentition period, it is

natural to look to conditions connected witli this process
for etiological factors in its lu-oihiction.
There is no question that the process of dentition

throws the nervous -system of the child into a state of

exalted irritability, during which echunpsia, tetany, and
other neuroses are conunoidy oli.served. These nervous

phenomena are cliielly conditions of exalted nervous

irritability, in which it is conceivable that the gray
ganglion cells of the cord take part. From this irritated

(ondition it is only a step to infianunation. Henry Ken-

nedy has called this disease dental paralysis {Ihihlin

(JiKirteilji Jdiii-Kitt, vol. ix., February and Alay. and vol.

xxii., Augn.sl and November). The restlessness of chil-

dren while teething, the disturbed luitrilion. want of

sleep, and febrile disturbances common to this period of

life, all are sufficient to render the spinal cord more sen-

sitive to slight active causes, such as refrigeration, etc.

It may be objected, however, that all of these influ-

ences would affect the spinal cord as a whole, while in

this disease only the anterior gray columns of the s|iinal

cord are primarily affected. This might be explained

by reference to the fact that motor areas of the cord in

infants are nuuii more in demand and further developed
than the sensory tract. Infants are in constant motion,
the extremities are thrown abo\it whether in liealtli or

disease; during the waking hours infants consUuitly
move and throw about the limbs and body ; as a result

the centres for these movements are supplied with an ex-

cess of blood, and hence are more prone to take on infiam-

matory processes.
Acute febrile conditions are commonly assigned aa

causes for this disease. It must not be forgotten, how-

ever, that the disease is in very many cases ushered in

by fever, which is a symptom of the inllamniation, and
cannot be considered an etiological factor. But there

are many cases which occur during the course of, or fol-

low upon, the acute exanthematii—scarlet fever, measles,
and typhoid fever. Such cases must be carefully distin-

guished from postdiphtheritic paralysis, the more so

since diphtheria often complicates scarlet fever, measles,
etc. Ducliemie and SeeligmUller report two cases fol-

lowing upon vaccination.

In many of the cases careful inquiry into the family
history of the patient will reveal the existence of nervous
affections in otlier members of the same family—either

paralysis, convulsions, or insanity. Tluis I have seen

infantile sjiinal paralysis of the leg in a little girl, and

paraljsis of the upper arm in a younger brother of the

first patient.
SvMPT().M.\TOLOGY.—In discussing the symptoms of

tliis disease it is perhaps wise to take up in order the

characteristics of the invasion, the ajipearance of the

paralysis, and lastly, the deformities and contracture!

resulting from the jiaralysis.

First, the Star/c of J>ir<(i<io>i.—Although various pro-
dromal sj'mptoms have been laid down in the text-books

as preceding the onset of the disease, yet none of these

appears to me to be peeidiar to this affection, even in

slight degree. The children are irritable, slightly fever-

ish, and suffer from loss of apiietite ; the bowels are con-

stipated or relaxed; some of the little i)atients comphiin
of pains in the back and limbs. One observer-' has

noted that these patients refuse to walk, or, if they walk,
are easil}- made tired and wish to be carried. I myself
have not noticed the latter symjitom as part of the his-

tory of my cases, ami liavc^ found very many cases—in-

deed, the large majority of my cases—in which no pro-
dromal .symptoms at all occurred. Cases may be divided,
as regards the characterof the invasion, into two classes:

First, those in wluch the onset is shown by high fever,

with or without convulsions; second, those in which the

stage of invasion is entirely absent, the patient becom-

ing suddenly paralyzed.
Ca.ses belonging "to the first class will be found to have

either the febrile disturbance or the nervous symptoms
most prominc^nt. The patient is suddeidv attacked by
high fever, 100 to 102 or 103 F., rarely above; there are
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gri'iit
ttiirst and restlessness. At the beginninu; of this

fever there may occur a convulsion lastini; a short time,

and often followed by others, or the fever may b(^ slight;

but the child lies in a state of .scmi-coina for a few days,
from which it gradually rallies, when the friends lind

one or more groups of muscles, or one or more limbs,

paralyzed. The fever may last from a few hours to two
or three, or even more, daj's; but, as a rule, it continues

only a few days, after which it sub.sidcs, and the parents
believe the child to be on the road to recnvery. Then

suddenly paralysis is discovered to liave taken place. If

the paralysis is slight, it may not be noticed until the

initial fever has long pas.sed, so that the parents will

assure the physician that there was no fever before the

onset of the paralysis.
In cases occurring tluring the course of convalescence

from measles or some other acute febrile affection, the

paralysis is supposed by the friends to l)e due to the gen-
eral disease.

In many of the cases, in addition to the fever, with or

without convulsions or semi-coma, the patients suffer

from diarrhreaaud often from vomiting. Hyp<'r;esthesia
of the limbs and other portions of the body maj' also oc-

cur. Theie may be frequent micturition, but there is

never paralysis of the bladder or loss of sensation.

The cause of the initial fever would appear to be the

acuteness of the inflammatory process in the cord. W.
Vogt.'-' however, considers the lesion in the cord a result,

rather than a cause, of the fever. The fever is not a

constant accompaniment of this disease; it was present
in about one-half of my cases. Frequently parents do
not notice the fever, winch may occur at night, wlicn

the child is asleep. When the little one awakes in the

morning tlie paralysis is observed, although the fever,

if only of a few hours' duration, may have been over-

looked. The antecedent fever is noted, liowever. in the

ca.ses in which it is of longer duration. It has been
known to last for twelve days; but in most cases it is

of less than two days' duration, and commonly lasts only
twenty-four hours. The temperature rarely rises above
103', or, at most, 104°, and even these figures are excep-
tionally high. We have no good thermometric records

;

the diagnosis being never possible before paralysis has
set in, and the fever has, as a rule, come to an end, al-

though cases have been reported in which the fever lasted

after the paralysis was complete.
Convulsions occur, in the opening stage of this disease,

in many cases in which fever is present, and also in some
in which there is no rise of temperature. This would
seem to prove that the convulsions are not dependent
upon the cerebral hyperfemia produced by the fever. It

is, furthermore, not probable that these attacks, which
are epileptiform in character, are due to lesions in the

spinal eord, for the muscles which become convulsed are
not only tho.se that are afterward found to be paralyzed,
but impartially those of the whole body, i^^ome writers,

however, state that the convulsive movements are more
violent in those muscles which afterward become para-
lyzed. The attacks vary in duration, number, and fre-

<piency. Frequently only a single convulsion ushers in

the disease; at other times the patient is thrown into a
stains cpilci)ticus lasting some hours, and it is conceiv-
able that in this condition the patient may die, the diag-
nosis of ])oliom3'elitis not having been made. On the
other hand, the convulsion may be so slight as to be en-

tirely overlooked, and, if it take place during the night,
the fever as well as the convulsion may be entirely over-
looked. The recovery from the convulsion may be com-
plete, or the child may fall into a stupor, and even coma,
from which it oidy emerges when all acute symptoms
have disappeared.

"

Frequently the little patient has no
convidsions, but still is restless and trcinbling, or apa-
thetic and drowsy. Either of these conditions may be
present in the opening stage of the disease, with or with-
out the fever.

Another symptom, to which we must call attention,
is one which aceom|>anies all febrile conditions, but is

here particidarly prominent, namely, hyperseusibilily
—

the patient cannot be touched without feeling pain—he
cannot be moved without (-rying out. Some writers
have stated that this e.xaltcd sensiliilily is most marked
in the sjiinal coluiim. .My own experience does not show
that the little patients ever complain of a sensitive spine.
On the contrary, I have foiuid these children very easily
handled, and the si)ine very flexible, this fact forming
one of the data for the differential diagnosis between
this diseaseand Pott's jiaraplegia, although patients may
have passed through the initial stage of the malady with
more or less of the ab<ive symiitoms, or so little of them
as to escape the observation of the friends; yet the

Second, or paralytic stdyi', is never omitted, and is, in

fact, "the disease" (Killiet and Uartiiez). The paralysis
may develop very suddenly, the child being paralyzed
almost as rapidly as though from apojilexy, or it may de-

velop more slowly, the paralysis gradually extending in

the course of one, two, or three days. In the first class

of cases a large number of the voluntary muscles of one
or more limbs become paralyzed sinndtaneously ; in the
second class of cases the paralysis extends from one

group to another until the maximum paralysis has been
attained. Sometimes the paralysis is so complete that
the patient lies without being able to move a muscle.
At other times the paralysis is so slight that it is unno-
ticed until the function of the paralyzed memberis inter-

fered with.
However complete the paralysis at t:&t may be, yet it

is characteristic of thisdi.sease that after a short time (one
or more days) many of the paralyzed muscles begin
spontaneously to recover their power ; this is known as
the regression of the paralysis. Spontaneous recovery
from the original paralysis may be complete in certain
individual muscles, although entire recovery for all the
muscles never occurs. Many writers state that in most
cases the height of the paralysis is attained at the end of

twenty-four hours. My experience leads me to give a

longer period for the development fif tlie palsy, certainly
not longer than a few days, when the paralysis will cease
to extend. Regression, however, begins in many cases
as early as the second da}', continues rapidly for the first

few weeks, then much more slowly, although even up
to four or five months the muscles may still undergo
spontaneous recovery of power. Any power restored
after that is due either to the good effects of treatment
or to the use of the limb. Howevercomplete the restora-
tion of some of the paralyzed muscles may be, it may be

positively affirmed that complete recover}- in all the
muscles affected by infantile luiralysis is impossible.
Muscles affected: All the vohmtary muscles of the

body may be the seat of this paralysis, except those of
the head (Seeligmliller reports one case in which the
muscles supplied by the facial were affected), eyes, ears,

mouth, pharynx, and larynx. On the other hand, the
sterno-cleido-mastoid has been found affected, the mus-
cles of the trunk, including those of the back and abdo-
men, and, above all, the muscles of the extremities.
The paralysis may affect the back, so that the patient

cannot sit or stand; the neck, so that the head falls for-

ward or to the side, and it may affect one or more ex-

tremities, giving rise either to crossed paralysis (one arm
and the opposite leg), or paraplegia (all foiir extremities
or the two lower extremities), both upper extremities, or
the arm and leg of the same side (hemiplegia).
Most frequently only one extremity is affected. Next

in order of frequency comes paralysis of both lower ex-

tremities, while crossed paralysis and hemiplegia are
much rarer. The upper cxti'emity is less frequently
affected than the lower, while paralysis of all four ex-
trendties is extremely rare, but three cases having been

reported in the literature (see SeeligmOller).
It is extremely rare for a limb to remain totjdiy para-

lyzed, nor do we find in any two cases an exactly similar
distribution of the paralysis.

Certain groups of muscles will be found to have

escajied the paralysis, and sometimes even portions of

the same nuiscle will retain power, while the rest of the
muscle is panUyzed.
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The anterior tibial group, of tlie leg aud the extensors
of the Ihisli are most frequenfly affected. The psoas,
on the other liand, i.s rarely alfccted, even in the most
extensive i>aralysis.

In the ujiper extremity the deltoid is most frequency
paralyzed.
The spliineters of the bladder and reetinn are never

alTeeted. In this respect we have an important differ-

ence between this form of paralysis and that following
transverse myelitis. It is true that in some very young
children the general disturbance wilh which the disease

is ushered in may givorisetoa few involuntary jmssages,
but this is only temporary, and will not be present when
the paralytic siage has set in. After the sixth to the

ninth month has pa.ssed, we can no longer look forward
to spontaneous recovery in the paralyzed muscles. .Mus-

cles which have not improved until tlienare apt to remain

paralyzed, and go on to the third stage of the disease,
the atrophic stage, in which extreme atrophy of the

paralyzed muscles is the most pronnnent symptom. It

must not be supposed, however, that the paralyzed mus-
cles do not atrophy until six or more months after they
have become the seat of the paralysis. On the contrary,
atrophy of the fibres of the jiaralyzed nui.scles can be
found with the microscope very soon(two or three weeks)
after the paralysis has set in, and several authorities

claim to have observed atrophy, evident to the naked

eye. as early as the third week after the paralysis. In

my own cases I do not renuMuber to have observed any
evident atrophy earlier than three months after the lirst

occurrence of the paralysis. The cause of this atrophy
is. as we have already seen under the head of pathology,
not simple disuse of the paralyzed limb, but a cutting
off of the trophic influence of the nerve cells of the ante-

rior gray horns of the spinal cord; this results in a dis-

turbance of the nutrition of the muscle tissue as well as

organic degeneration of the nerve fibres. Disuse of the

paralyzed limb undoubtedly aids in producing a diminu-
tion in the size of the paralyzed member. As a residt of
these causes we have a very extensive atrophy of the

paralyzed mitscles—so complete that frequently the con-

figuration of the bones, witli their anatomical points, can
be felt or even seen with startling distinctness. Often
all muscular ti.ssue seems to have disappeared, leaving
only the bones, connective-tissue bands, and skin. As
already explained, how'ever, tliese atrophic members in

the last stages of atiophy may undergo a pseudohyper-
trophy, owing to the deposit of fat in place of the atro-

phied muscle fibres. In those muscles wliicli undergo
recovery after a certain amount of atrophy has taken

place, the restoration of volume in the recoverecl muscle
does not directly follow upon restoration to power. The
muscle is only gradually restored to its former size some
time after power has returned.

Atrophy is not limited to the paralyzed muscles, but
affects the bones and ligaments, and even the blood-

vessels: the extent and cliaraclerof the atroiihic changes
have already been discussed. There is also atrophy of
the skin; it is apt to be more delicate and I himier; it is

of finer texture, and paler in color at first, altlinugli later

on it becomes cj-anotic in color, owing to the dinnnished
blood supply in the paralyzed limb. This diminished
blood supply is due to atrophy of the blood-vessels and
the disappearance of the finer cajiillarics. The muscular
coat of the arteries is atrophied, giving rise to a dimin-
ished arterial tension. In eonseinience of this dimin-
ished blood siijiply the surface temperature of the jiara-

lyzed member becomes greatly diminished. Fluctuation
in temperature is very great, es]>ecially when the body
has been exposed to cold. Tims the difference between
the healthy an<i paralyzed limbs may be 20°, 30°, or even
40° F. It is almost impossible to keep the paralyzed
limbs warm; friction and artificial heat serve to restore
warmth fora time, but, tmless fre(|uently applied, they do
very little good. As a result of the lowere<l temperature
and slowness of circulation, the skin sometimes becomes
the seat of idcerations. which are very slow to heal, and
are exceedingly painful. These ulcersalfect onlj' the .scarf

skin, and consist of a desquamation of the epidermis, the
derma remaining unatfeeled. As part of the sym|itoma-
tology of the paralytic and atrophic stage of the disease,
we must devote some space to the discussion of the ac-

comiianiments and residts of both of these conditions,

namely, the deformities so characteristic of the final

stages of this affection.

Tliinl Staye.
—

Deformities Itesiilting from liiftiitilc.

Spiiuil Parali/xis.—A carefid analysis of t\u: deformities

resulting from infantile paralysis will warrant their
classification into two groups:

1. Deformities due to trophic changes in the limbs.
3. Deformities depending on the paralysis of muscles.
1. Deformities Due to Trophic Changes. In discussing

the symptomatology of this disease, it was seen that, ow-
ing to destruction or interference with the trophic centies
in the cord, all growth of the parts supplied by the
nerves passing from the atfeeted region was arrested,
and the development which the affected tissues had at-

tained before the time of seizure \vas diminished, the tis-

sues retrograding and undergoing degenerative changes.
The deformities of this groui), then, are due, first, to
cessation of growth; second, to retrograde metamoriilio-
sis. Cessation of growth is in every direction, and results
in shortening and attenuation of the alTected member as

compared with the condition of the limb in health. Ret-

rograde metamorphosis or atrojihy will also cause de-

formity, either by shortening, or, more commonly, by
attenuation ; .so that lack of growtli, aided and reinforced

by atrophj' and degeneration, results in deformity by
producing shortening or attenuation, or both together.
From a consideration of the function f)f the upper, as

compared with the lower, extremity of the body, it is

evident that deformity due to shortening is of far more
importiince when it affects the lower extremity than
when it affects the upper. Nt)t oidy is it essential that
the two limbs should be of e(|ual length in order that
the patient may walk and stand without deformity, but
the proper iierformance of the functions of other parts
of tlie body depends upon the lower extremities being
of equal length. For, the truidi being supported by the
two lower extremities acting as pillars, the shortening of
one of these i)illars as comjiared with tlie other will result

in a corresponding lowering or sagging of that side of
the body ;

the jielvis will become oblique, the normal
side being on a higher plane;; and were it not that con-
servative nature seeks to rectify the result of the disease,
we should see these patients walking and standing with
the body bent over to the side of the shortened leg. To
maintain equilibrium the patient is compelled to throw
the body to the opposite side, giving rise to a functional
lateral curvature of the spine, which, in its turn, again
in the effort to maintain equilibriutn, is modified by a

secondary curve. We have, then, as a result of the

shorteninng of the lower extremity, deformity in walk-

ing and functional lateral curvature.

Atropliy and attenuation are of less importance here
than in the ujiper extremity, disability rarely resulting
from this cause alone; while, on the other hand, short-

ening is of less importance in the upper extremity thau
in the lower; for one arm or hand may be shorter than
the o|iposing member, but were it not for the i)aralysis
which accompanies the shortening, it wotild be of little

importance. On the other hand, atrophy is of great im-

portance in its effects upon the up]ier extremity. An
atro])hic shoulder will sag downward, luoducing even,
ill some cases, a lateral curvature high uji. But, what is

more common, the head of the humerus becoming atro-

phied, and the hand having no resistance below, as is

the case with the foot, we li.ave a resulting subluxation,
which in itself would interfere with the use of the arm.
In one of my cases this subluxation in every direction

resulted from the slightest motion, and was an important
element in the treatment of the case. Although, in the
limits of this article. I considi'r it more luolitable to indi-

cate the priiiripte.'< which govern the |u-oduction of de-

formities which result from infantile spinal paralysis,
rather than minutely to catalogue all of these, I cannot
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here overlook a seemingly niincir deformity wliich results

from the imisciilar atrophy cliaracterislic of tliis disease.

I refer to tlie undue iironiinenec of the articular extremi-

ties of the hones in ('a.-^es in whieh tlie museular alropliy
has become e.\treme. Tliis deformity is so markeil in

some cases as lo lead the patients to believe that the

joints arc dislocated or are the scat of osteopliytic

growths. Although this undue prominence of the ex-

tremities of the bones does not interfere with locomotion,

yet it is of great importance in the treatment of these

cases; for a careless application of rigid orthopedic ap-

paratus often residts in the formation of callosities over

these bony surfaces which are painful to the patient, and
when once formed arc dilficult of removal.

The second group of deformities -which result from
this disease are by far the most important; they are the

(lefonnities depending upon the paralysis of muscles.

Inasmuch as individual cases differ greatly as to the ex-

tent of the paralysis and the number of muscles involved,

so also the varietj' of deformities resulting from infan-

tile paralysis includes almost every form of inability and

perverted motor activity. But before considering these

deformities it will be proper to con.sider the laws upon
which their jiroducticm depends. This subject has been

studied by Volkniann in tlie first of the "Klinisclie Vor-

triige." Although inability is the immediate result of

paralysis, deformity is not the consequence of the jiaraly-
sis itself, and does not occur until a later stage of the

affection is reached, when it is found that permanent
contractures have taken place, of which the jiaralyzed
muscles are generally, but by no means exclusively, the

scat. As to the cause of these contractures whieh so

deform the already paralyzed limb, many explanations
have been advanced. The oldest and most popular is

that of unopposed muscidar action. This explanation
rests upon the theory that all muscles in their quiescent
state are the seat of a rctlex tonicity. That is to .say, il

is supposed that the higher centres of the brain and

spinal cord are constantly .sending out innvimerable and
minute impulses in response to constant and unconscious

peripheral excitation. This constant state of contractil-

ity is known as the reflex tonicity of the muscles, and,

being constantly present in all of the voluntary muscles,
the parts moved by them are kept at rest except when
the will or refle.K causes throw excess of energy into any
single group. The principle is similar to that by which
the heavenly bodies are enabled to retain their places in

the universe, although constantly acted upon by centrif-

ugal and centripetal foi-ees.

Rea.soDing from this assumption, it is supposed that

as soon as any group of luuscles is cut off from the

motor centres in the cord, the opponents, being still the

seat of the normal nuiscular tonus, undergo contracture
because the equilibrium has been destroyed. Were such
the explanation, however, we should expect immediate-

ly after the paralysis to sec the remaining healthy mus-
cles become permanently contractured. Volkniann did

great service in combating this tlieory, although he has

gone to the opjiosite extreme and proposed one almost

equally untenable. He found that in children with in-

fantile paralysis of all of the muscles of the lower ex-

tremity, in which the muscvdar groups on the anterior as

well as tlio.se on the posterior jiortion, or calf of the leg,
were paralyzed, the tendo Achillis was the seat of C(ni-

tracture,and the foot assumed the equinus position, just
as though the anterior tiliial group alone had been para-

lyzed and the calf muscles had remained intact. Again,
in cases of talipes ccpiinus, immediately after the per-
formance of tenotomy of the tendo Achillis, if the eliild

were placed in a chair with the legs pendent, the foot,

instead of assuming the calcaneus position, in obedience
to the unopposed action of the anterior tibial group, is

fnnnil to jilace itself in the equinus position; this is cx-

jilained by the ac^tion of the force of gravity upon the

foot. On the strength of both of these observations he

explains the production of the deformity in many cases

by the acticm of the force of giavity, claiming tliat the

position which this force compels the paralyzed limb to

assume, as the patient sits or stands, will be the position
in which contractures will most frequently tix the limb.
But on consideration we find that, even in the exlremilv
on which tiie force of gravity is most influential, namely,
the foot, this theory is not substantiated ; for wiiich one
of us Las not seen an acquired talipes calcaneus with
toes raised and lieels bulbous and boring the ground?
The stu<ly of a recent case of facial paraly.sis will help to
clear u]i this subject.

It will be found that, after the paralysis has occurred,
as soon as the initient has made the first use of the non-

paralyzed side, the face is slightly drawn to the healthy
side. I say slightly, not so completely as it would neces-

sarily be if the cau.se of the deviation were the unop-
posed action of the healthy side, but just enough to
make it noticeable. This deviation, 1 think, can be ex-

plained in the following manner: The first facial motor
impulse that occurred immediately after the paralysis
had taken place found only the healthy side of the face

ready to act. It contracted, and as soon as the motor
impulse ceased the tissues returned to their rela.xed con-

dition; this passive relaxation is almost, if not quite,
sufficient to restore the tissues to the position they
occupied before contraction. The residual work neces-

sary to complete the restoration the ojiposing muscles do
for each other, and since in our supposititious case tlie

o|)pouent was paralyzed, the healthy muscles had almost,
but not quite, returned to their n^irmal position. In
other words, the origin and insertion of the muscles have
been brought slightly nearer to eacli other than they
should be normally in the condition of rest with increased

activit}'. After a time the shortening will become more
marked, and the muscle will assume the contractuied

appearance so familiar in deformities following long-
standing paralysis. The paralyzed muscles, in order to

adapt themselves to the contracture and shortening of the

healthy muscles, become passively stretched, for it is

evident that every time the activity of the healthy mus-
cles is called into play the paralyzed opponent is stretched
and becomes longer, just as the health}' inuscle becomes
shorter. The contracture or shortening of the healthy
muscles, which is primarily the result of the use of the

healthy muscles, is increased by, and at the same time
the cause of, the elongation which the paralyzed mus-
cles undergo. I conceive that the only contractures'
which are properly the result of the action of gravity
are those in which all the muscles of the limb are jxira-

lyzed, and in these cases there is no ([Uestion of the non-

applicability of the theory of muscular tonicity. There
is another form of contracture of which the paralyzed
muscles themselves are sometimes the seat; this is the
result of the final stage of atrophy which the paralyzed
muscle undergoes. Then the muscular fibres disappear,
the muscles proper being replaced by connective-tissue

bands; these contract, and when such contractures occur

they counteract other previous contractures of the non-

paralyzed muscles.
It follows, then, that paralysis of muscles causes de-

formity in one of two ways: first, by mere inability
resulting from the paralysis; second, by the resulting
contractures in the healthy or paralyzed musck*.

Difi/nnilies of tlie Ltneer Extremities.—Extensive pa-
ralysis, involving all of the muscles of the lower extrem-

ity, will produce a deformity well described as
"

flail-

like." Here the lower extremity is so flaccid, and the

patient has so little command over it. that in walking
(with crutches) it swings as loosely as a flail ; and yet,
however complete the paralysis may be. careful exanii-

naliou will show here an<l there a muscular group of
which llie patient has retained flic use. The psoas nwg-
nus is fre(|uciitly ]ircscrved, so that the thigh can be
Hexed slightly, altliough the leg cannot be extended.
Another very common deformity at the hip-joint is in-

ability to extend the thigh because of a contractui'cd

lisoas. In these cases the hip-joint cannot be extended
even to a right line with the boily ; in cases in which the

rectus femoris and tensor vagina- femoris are preserved
this deformity is increased in degree. The prominent
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tensor vaginsc femoris appturs to be so importaut a fac-

tor in tlie production of tlie ilcforniity Iliat tlie effect of

the coiitrsnturcil psoas is overlooked. Hence disappoint-
meni in the operalive and nitcliaiiieul treatment. Wlien

deformity occurs at tlie linee joint it is jienerally due to

contracture of the outir and inner lianistrinj? tendons.

In these cases the mu.^eles winch extend the knee are

paralyzed, the ligaments of the knee-joint are weakened

by disease, and hence, when the patient attempts to rest

the weight of the bod)' upon the knee-joint, it closes up
like a jaik-knife. When the muscles on both the exten-

sor and tie.xor side of the tliigh are imralyzeil. it is im-

possible to use the knee-joint in slan<liii>: or walking,
and the inability is abnost as gnat as in Hail leg. The
most common seat of tlie defoniiitics resulting from this

disease is undoubtedly the ankle and mediotarsal joints;
in other words, the joints involved in the various forms
of club-foot. The forms of paralytic club-foot conform
more or less closely to the classical varieties. The order

of their frequency is, in my experience, as follows: (1)

talipes eqnino- varus; (2) talipes calcaneo-valgus ; (3)

talipes equinus; (4) talipes calcaneus.

Paraly.sis of both the anterior an<l i>osterior calf mus-
cles Is apt to result in the eqiiiiio-vanis deformity, that

being the position in which the foot is for the most part
held. When theanterior tibial group alone is paralyzed,
the deformity is apt to be e(|uinus or equino-varus, for

reasons already stated. Paralysis of the peronei alone

will result in varus. Talipes e(|uinus and equino-varus
are often accompanied by contraction of the plantar fas-

cia. This is particularly apt to be the case if the tibialis

antieus is preserved, wliili' the rest of the anterior group
is paralyzed. Occasionally one or two divisions of the ex-

tensor communis digitonim remain normal, the rest being
paralzyed; the result is contracture of the preserved ten-

<ion. and hyperextension of the first phalanx of the toes

supplied by these tendons. In such cases the shoe of the

patient presses upon tlu-.se prominent phalanges, and pro-
duces excoriations, thickening, and bunions, which can
often be cured only by tenotomy. ^Yhcn the interossei

are paralyzed we have a condition analogous to "main
en griffe

" of the hand, the lirst phalanx and all of the

toes being extended and the ball of the foot prominent.
Dr. N. M. Shaffer has described, under the head of

"Non-deforming Club-Foot." a condition which may be
characterized as an incomplete talipes eciuiiio- varus; this

condition often results from infantile paralysis.

Paralysis of the posterior tibial group, including the

gastrocnemius and soleus, will result in calcaneus or cal-

caneo-val.gus, contracture taking place in the anterior

group owing to the u.se of the liealthy muscles in a lim-

ited arc. These patients walk with the toes raised and
the heel on the ground; this pressure on the heel results

in the formation of incurable callosities of the skin, and
inliamed bursa' over the os calcis. Deformities of tlie

upper extremities, although far lessimportant than those
of the lower extremities, are e(|Ually iiii|iortant when we
take into consideration the disaliility whieh they cause.

I have already referred to the inability caused by paraly-
sis of the musclesabout the shoulder-joint and the laxity
of the ligaments in these cases. But, in additicm to the

disability, the pectoral muscles and latissimus dor.si be-

come shortened, owing to paralysis of the deltoid, and
the arm is held firmly adducted.

Contractures occasionally are found at the wrist and

elbow-joints, and their production is explicable on the

principle already discussed.

In the trunk the most important deformity that can
occur is lateral curvature. Not the form due to the

shortening of one of the lower extremities, but a para-

lytic curvature—that is to say. one due to paralysis of
the large or extrinsic muscles of the back, or the deep
intrinsic muscles of the vertebra'. When the large mus-
cles are paralyzed the corresponding healthy muscles of

the opposite side become shorter and cause a bending of

the spinal column, composed as it is of llexible segments.
to tlie healthy side, the convexity of the curve looking
toward the paralyzed side If the curve be low down, a

secondary or compensatory curve will appear high uji.
If the primary curve be high up, no secondary curve
will be ])reseut. This is the result of the necessities of

equilibrium. When the deep or intrinsic muscles of the

spine are jiaralyzed. we have, as a result, rotatory lateral

curvature, the most deforming condition the orthopedic
surgeon has to deal with. The limits of this paper will

not admit of the discussion of the cause of the so-called

idiopathic cases of lateral curvature; but of the fact that
a large number of cases of lateral curvature are the result

of infantile spinal paralysis there is no doubt.
I) I.\G NOBIS OF Mi'scLics AFFECTED.—In examining a

case of infantile spinal paralysis for the purpose of dis-

covering what muscles are affected, 1 ado|it a plan some-
what as follows: If the patient is abU' to walk, he should
be made to do so while undressed ; the movements of the
various joints should then be noted and compared with
those of the healthy side; any dragging, inversion, or

eversion of the leg should be observed. The patient
should then assume the recumbent position, and each
muscle in turn mtist be tested as to its activity, begin-
ning with the psoas: the leg may be raised, and the pa-
tient requested to maintain it in the raised position; or,

if he is intelligent enough, the patient may be required
to perform the action whieh will bring out the muscle
under examination. In infants we are aided in this ex-
amination by a condition peculiar to them, by which the
limb can be placeil in any desired position, and will be
retained there if the necessary muscular power is pre-
served, only gradually falling back to the relaxed state.

This peculiarity has been compared to a similar condition

pn'sent in patients under the infineiice of catalepsy. Fi-

nally, the patient shoidd be examined by the most reliable

and accurate test of infantile spinal paralysis, namely,
the electric current. In this examination we make use
of both the galvanic and faradic currents. We test the

degree and kind of excitability of the nerves and mus-
cles to both currents, and compare theresidt with similar

tests made u]ion corresponding healthy muscles. lu

speaking of the pathology of this disease it will be re-

membered that the changes which the nerves and mus-
cles undergo were thoroughly discussed. These changes
were of the kind known as degenerative changes. They
are not the result of all forms of paralysis, but occur only
in those cases in which the lesion whieh is the cause of
the paralysis cuts off the connection between the gray
matter (anterior horns in the spinal cord, bulbar nuclei in

the case of cranial nerves) and the nerves originating
therefrom and the muscles supplied by them. The gray
matter exerts upon the nerves and muscles what is

known as a trophic influen."e, and it is the loss of this

ratlier mysterious trophic influence which results in the

degeneration of the nerves and muscles thus deprived.

Paralysis alone does not cause degenerative atrophy, as
is shown in cases of cerebral paralysis, in which the
nerves and muscles, although deprived of motor power,
still retain their cmineclion with the so-called trophic
centres in the gray horns of the cord.

Muscles and nerves which are the seat of degenerative
atrophy give rise to peculiar electric reactions, which
serve to distingtiish muscles paralyzed by anterior-horn
or nerve-trunk lesions. If nerves and muscles paralyzed
by infantile spinal paralysis are examined five weeks or

more after the jiaralysis has occurred, it will be found
that the farado-nervous excitability is very much dimin-
i.^lied or, later on, entirely absent. Farado niuseular ex-

eitaliility disjii)pears a little later than that of the nerves.

Faradic contractility of muscles is in reality the expression
of the faradic contractility of the nerves which ramify
throughout the muscle, so that, as soon as the faradic

contraetilit}- of the nerves is lost, that of the muscles

supplied by the nerves is also lost, even if the former are

not yet advanced in degenerative changes.
Tile g;ilv:inic current yields even more striking

changes. When such a current is passed throu.sh a
normal nerve the muscles supplied by the nerve will

contract. This contrsietion will be greater at the clos-

ing of the negative pole than at the cloning of the post-
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live pole; or, expressed in fonmilu, this reaction will be

K.C.C. > A.C.C.
The openinij contraction will be A.O.C. > K.O.C.
In a nerve pariilyzeii by anterior poliomyelitis these

reactions will become

K.C.C. < A.C.C., or

K.C.C. = A.C.C.

The o|iening contraction, if present at all, will also be

reversid, A.O.C. < K.O.C.
The contraction will also be altered modally ; tliat is to

SJiy, while the uornial reaction is quick and sharp, the

degcuerative reacticm is slow and wavering. Allot these

changes are known as qualitative changes; the former

serial, the latter modal qualitative changes.
There is, furthermore, a quantitative change. That is

to sav. while a certain strength of galvanic current may
be needed lo produce a certain contraction in a noiinal

muscle, a much stronger current will be needed to pro-
duce a similar reaction in the degenerated nerve or mus-
cle. What has been said of the galvanic reaction in the

nerves applies also to the muscles supplied by them.

These qualitative and quantitative galvanic changes,

together with the diminution or alisence of faradic con-

tractility, make up what is known as the reaction of

degeneration, and it is a most valuable diagnostic agent
for the recognition of muscles affected by infantile spinal

paralysis.
Uifferenti.Mj Diagnosis.—This disease is so frequent

in infancy, and has been so well studied in the past few'

years, that, in any given case of paralysis in children, the

physician, as a rule, thinks of poliomyelitis as a possible
condition. It is fortunate that we have in the sympto-
matology of this disease much that is positive and cliar-

acteristic, so that It is possible to arrive at a positive

diagnosis in almost every case.

We have to distinguish this alTection in children from

(1) other forms of paralysis, whether cerebral, spinal, or

peripheral in their pathology: (2) paralysis following
.acute disease, such as diphtheria, meningitis (cerebro-

spinal), etc. ; (3) paralysis due to toxic action of poisons,
such as arsenic ; (4) pseudoparalysis of rickets and ma-
rasmus; (5) deformities of congenital origin, such as

clubfoot and congenital dislocation of the hip; (0) atro-

phy and disability due to inflammatory joint disease.

Patients paralj'zed from cerebral lesions present the

following points of difference from those suffering from
this disease: First, the history of the onset of the paraly-
sis is different. It is that of apoplexy or of embolism

•occurring rapidly, accompanied by repeated convidsions,

and, above all, there is the fact that the face and tongue,
as well as the limbs, are affected. On examination we
find a paralysis corresponding to this history ; we may
have (with right-sided paralysis) aphasia in older chil-

dren. There is frequently loss or diminution of sensibil-

ity, the tendon reflexes are exaggerated, while in ante-
rior myelitis these are either absent or diminislied in the

tendons of the paralyzed muscles, and clonus may be

present. Even if the muscles of the face have recovered,
these symptoms will still distingtnsh cerebral from spinal

paralysis. Furthermore, the limbs are well nourished
and not atrophied, the surface temperature is not dimin-

ished, and the contractures, if existing, are spastic in

variety and present in limbs which have not lost contour

through atrophy. What is most important, however,
are tlie results obtained from an electrical examination.
In these cerebral cases faradism gives good reactions in

the paralj'zed nuiscles, wliile galvanism gives equally
good reactions, the formulas Ijeing unchanged eitlier in

quantity or in quality. On the other hand, in cases of

poliomyelitis anterior we have loss of faradic contraefil-

ity. while galvanism shows the reaction of degeneration
in the paralyzed muscles. The electrical examination,
togetner wit lithe history, should certainly yield S'llticient

data for a |iositive diagnosis. It is furthermore found
that children paralyzed from brain lesions are apt to

show a diminution of mental power, which is never pres
cnt in the patient suffering from iioliomyelitis.
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Di.seases of the spinal cord resulting in paralysis affect

directly or indirectly either the anterior graj' liorns. to-

gether with other portions rif the cord, or <lo not affect

these horns at all, as, for instance, in secondary sclerosis

of the lateral columns. Of the tirst class we have trans-

verse myelitis, compression niyelitisof Pott's disease, and
most prol)ably progressive inuscular.atrophy, and pseudo-
hypertrophic paralysis. Here also Ijclong cases of hem-
orrhage into thespinalcord. Here electrical examination,
although of some, is not of so great utility as in the dif-

ferentiation from cerebral paralysis. In transverse mye-
litis we have a paralysis of sensation as well as of motion.
There is paralysis of the sphincters, there is the ap-
pearance of bedsores, while the history shows no

regression of the paralysis, and the presence of long-
continued fever. In the myelitis, or rather meningitis
with myelitis as a secondary affection, of Pott's di.sease,

the anterior horns of gray matter may or may not be

involved, giving rise to various forms of paralysis.
When the anterior liorns are involved we shall have pa-
ralysis (paraplegia) it is true, but we shall also have the

.symptoms of vertebral caries, reflexes not abolished, but
often increased, and paralysis of the bladder. Faradic

contractility is generally preserved, although when the
affection of the cord is very extensive it may gradually
disappear. Progressive muscular atrophy is not fre-

quent in children, and when it does occur the gradual
and progressive nature of the paralysis serves to distin-

guish it from poliomj-elitis. There is also a peculiar
"cut-out appearance" characteristic of the atrophied
muscles in progressive muscular atrophy, the atrophied
portions being at first isolated and sharply bounded by
well-developed muscles. In pseudolij'pertroph}' of the
muscles the gradual hypertrophy which accompanies the

paralysis is sufficient lo distinguish this disease. In the
last stages of atrophy in cases of infantile paralysis, as
we have already stated, there may be a deposit of fat

in the atrophied muscles, but this occurs so rarely
and so long after the paralysis has set in, that the

history also will be a certain guide. Hemorrhage into

the anterior horns of the spinal cord, when affecting
these portions of the cord alone, can with difficulty be
differentiated : when it aff'ects other portions of the cord
the corresponding symptoms will be sufficient to local-

ize the lesion.

Of diseases of the spinal cord which do not affect the
anterior gray horns, the most commonly met with in

children is spastic paralysis (Erb) or tetanoid pseudo-
Iiaralj'sis (Seguin). These cases were former!)- classed
with those of infantile spinal paralysis, although the
two diseases have scarcely a symjitom in common.
AVhat has already been said of the differential diagnosis
from cerebral paralysis will also ajiply liere, the cord
lesion in both cases being a sclerosis of the crossed pyram-
idal tracts. We liave then, here, the absence of the de-

generation reaction to both currents, the increased re-

flexes, the spastic contractures, the absence of atrophy,
and sometimes diminished intelligence.

In casesof peripheral paralysis the jihysical symptf'ms,
those obtained both by the electric currents and by
examination, are exactly similar to those present in in-

fantile spinal paralysis. The only important point of
difl'crence is that sensation, as well as motion, is apt to

be involved in the paralysisof the affected nerve. When
the patient is too young for satisfactory tests of sensation
to be made, the diagnosis is extremely difficult.

In diphtheria we have the history of the disease (if the

diphtheria has not escajied the attention of the patient's
rri<'nd.s), llieinvolvement of the musclesof the palateand
throat generally, and finally the rai)id recovery. We
may also have ataxia and jiaralysis of the eye muscles.
The faradic contractility is preserved.
From the paralysis of cerebro-s])inal meningitis, tlio

history and what lias already been said of cerebral and

spinal paralysis will serve to make the diagnosis.
Arsenic and other metallic poisons as a cause of paraly-

sis in children must be extremely rare. I liave never seen

a case. E. C. Seguin has described several cases in
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adults in which paralysis resulted from acute arsenical

poisoning, and which siniulaicd anterior myelitis.
Cases in which rickets or marasmus have so disabled

the lower extremities as to interfere with their use in

locomotion are easily di.stinguislied by the fact that there

is no true paralysis; these nuiscles can be used. Iiut walk-

ing is impossible, owing to tenderness and softness of the

bones in the rachitic )iatients. and the weakness of the

muscles of patients sull'ering from marasmus.

Congenital ilub-foot can be distinguished from para-

lytic cases by the absence of the characteristic electric

reaction, and of other symptoms of infantile spinal

paralysis.
The disability produced by congenita! dislocation of

the hips may be mistaken for paralysis, but a careful ex-

amination of the hip-joints, tog(>t her with the peculiar

gait and the absence of all the symi)toms of this disease

(infantile si)inal jiaralysis), will serve as aids in making
a diagnosis. Finally, intlammatory disease of the joints,

especially of the hiii, maj' give rise to atrophy and disa-

bility which might cause a suspicion of the presence of

infantile paralj'sis.-^ When llie history of joint disease

is taken into consideration, together with the pain and

swelling accompanying this condition, it will be hardly

possible to be in error for any long period.
TuiOATMiCNT.—Inasmuch as there are no characteristic

and pathognomonic signs by which a diagnosis can be
made in the inceptive stage of the disease, before the pa-

ralysis has occurred, our treatment is necessarily one of

symptoms and not rational. Wa treat, in other words, the

fever, the convulsions, and the general conditions that

may be present. But as soon as the disease itself can be

diagnosticated by the jiresence of paralysis of motion in

one or more members, the loss of reflex action, and the re-

tention of sensibility in the paralyzed muscles, then a
rational treatment can be instituted. We can attempt a
derivative action to the skin by counter-irritation applied
either locally to the s[iinal colunui, or to the whole of the

cutaneous surface. As local counter-irritants in robust

subjects, cupping and other forms of local blood-letting
have been tried. Iodine^ may l)e ]»ainted along the whole

length of the spinal eohnun, or liy-blisters may be ap-
plied over the portion of the cord where the lesion is

supposed to be located. General derivation to the skin

may be accomplished by a strong mustard bath, repeated

frec|uently in the course of a day. These batlis, by re-

ducing temperature, will serve to render the patient more
comfortable, and will also exert a beneticial action upon
the central disease. A brisk purgative maj' aid in reduc-

ing the congestion of the cord, and un<ler any circum-
stances will benefit the general condition of the patient.
Ice applications to the spine are indicated in cases in

which the fever is an important factor in the treatment
of the patient. The drugs which may be u.seful in this

stage are those which antagonize the febrile movement,
and those which are conunonly termed antispasmodic.
Of the former class an^ antifebrin andantipyrin, in doses
suflicient to reduce temperature; among tlu' latter are

the bromides and chloral, which, together with the anti-

pyretics, will generally succeed in slopping the convul-
sions. Ergot has been especially recommended by Alt-
haus. He uses Bonjean's ergoline in watery solution

(.Julius Allhaus: " On Infantile Paralysis," London, 1878,

p. 51). The dose varies according to age under five

j'cars; from 0.01 to 0.02 gm. is injecli'd once or twice a

day. The treatment is continued until the temperature
has become nfirmal.

During the iiaralytic stage of the affection the treat-

ment is well imdcrstood. Here the indications are, first,

to treat the mj'elilis and thus promote and aid the regres-
sion of the paralysis; second, to tr<>at the jjaralysis.
For the inflammation in the cord we can <lo but little.

Ergot is given with supposed benefit. But the natural
cour.se of the inflammatory iirocess is to destroy the

ganglion cells in the gray anterior horns; when this has
taken place, it is ditficult to conceive how any internal

nu'dication can restore the destroyed nerve elements. It

is claimed, however, and perhaps with some propriety.

that those portions of gray matter which are only the
seat of congestion can lie bcneliteil by internal medica-
tion; hence the ergot. With the same object in view
counter-irritants to the S|iine are also used, such as iodine

painted externally, blisti'rs and cujiping. eilher wet or

dry. Dry cups applied to the sjiine on a level witli the

supposed lesion are better than wet cups. For obvious
reasons they are also better than blisters.

Electricity is the curative agent in this affection. It

may be a|)plied locally to the spine, and also to the

paralyzed nuiscles. Both galvanism and faradism are
recommended. In my opinion, however, galvanism is

more rational in theory and more effective in practice.
Central galvanization of the spine is performed by plac-

ing one large flat electrode over the site of the lesion and
the other over the farther extremity of the spinal eolunm.
An ascending (irritating) current should be employed,
of strength suflicient to be felt by the patient; generally
from twelve to sixteen elements Leclanche are sufficient.

The duration of the applications should not exceed five

miiuites, and they should be repeated once every second

da}'.
The application of electricity locally to the paralyzed

muscles is the mo.st eileetlve use of this agent in this dis-

ease. Under the head of deformities we have already
discussed its importance as a diagnostic agent. By the
use of faradism alone we can recognize whether a patient
has been the subject of a spinal-cord or peripheral nerve
lesion, or of a cerebral lesion. In advanced cases of

atrophy from this disease the reaction to faradism is en-

tirely destroyed; in these cases, therefore, the ajipllca-
tion of faradism as a therapeutic agent is certainly u.se-

less. I never applj' this current until the muscles have

sufficiently recovered to show a slight reaction when it

is ajiplied. Ver}'- few muscles, however—with the ex-

ception of those which are entirely destroyed—lose their

excitability to galvanism, although the reaction present
is generally that of degeneration. Galvanism, therefore,

applied to the paralyzed muscles and nerves, caiises both
to become excited. This stimulus is luuloubtedly bene-

ficial, and persevering treatment with galvanism, con-
tinued for months and even years, is frequently success-
ful in restoring muscles that were hopeless, to all appear-
ances, when the treatment began. I apply the current

by the aid of the interrupting electrode to the paralyzed
muscles, and the other pole, generally the cathode, to

some indifl'erent point. Applications to. a limb slioidd

not exceed three minutes in duration.
Jmitnu lit of Deformitidi.

—The principal therapeutic
means at our command in the treatment of the deformi-
ties are tenotomy and mechanical appliances. Under
the latter head I also include massage.

It has long been a question whether it is permissible
to cut the tendons of the contractured nni.scles, and thus

viitually paralyze all of the remaining healthy muscles
of the limb. But, as is often the case, we finil here that

what would theoretically appear to be unwarranted, is

found, in practice, to be sound and proper treatment.
Careful consideration will show that the above objection
Is oid_y apparently valid. Tenotomy disables a nuiscle

only for a short time. The tendon .soon reunites and the

muscle is enabled to perform its functions to far better

advantage than before. The strained position of the

limb Is relieved and the patient is enabled to use a joint
which was entirely dl.sabled before tenotomy was per-
formed. Conserv[Ulve surgeons jirefer to stretch a coa-
tractured temloii, provldi'd it admits of str<'tchlng. But
such stretching, luiless maintained for a very long period,
is apt to be of but temporary utility ;

fin' a relai)se is sure
to occur when extension has been remitted. Where time,

then, is important, tenotomy is certainly iireferable to

extension. I do not believe that the argmnent that te-

notomy weakensa nuiscle is tenable. 'Phe active ]mrllnn
of a muscle Is certainly not the tendon, but tlu' muscular
libre. Tenotomy results in lengtbenlng the tendon, the

muscular fibres retaining their Integrity. If healing lias

been properly looked to, the united teiidim will not stretch

more tuaii Is ju'oper for the restoration of the joint to its

sro
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proper fuuctioii. Where, however, the conlnietiire is

viekling, traction will rcmlily accomplish all Ihat is nec-

essary, anil slioiilil lie iirclcrrcd to tenotomy, ll will

be inipossihlc, in the limits of this article, to describe

all of tlie instruments used for purposes of extension of

ililTerent miiscles. For talipes equinus I know none
lietter than Dr. ShalTer's "extension shoe," the work-

injr of which has lieen thoroushly deseribed in a i)aper
read before the Aca<lemy of Medicine. For varus. Dr.

ShalTer has devised an eipially elVective
"
lateral-exten-

sion shoe." In calcaneus the chief indication is to raise

the heel, the contracture rarely recjuirini? extension or

tenotomy. For these eases, as in all cases ot paralytic
club-foot, the shoe that is worn daily should lui^'i' inside,

covering the sole, a steel plate, to keep tlie soh^ lirni and
to prevent the shoe yielding itself to the deformed posi-
ti(>a of the foot. If the case be one of equiiuis, the iieel

should be fi.xed to the sole of the shoe by means of a strap

passing over the instep. In all cases the .shoe should be

laced and made so as to open to the toes. The paralyzed
nuisclcs in many of these cases can be replaced, to a cer-

tain extent, by properly applied elastic straps, to act as

artificial muscles. Contracture at the knee-joint should
be overcome by tenotomy or extension. If the mu.scles

about the knee-joint do not retain sufficient power to

enable the patient to stand or walk with some firmne!;s,

we can virtually ankylose this joint by an apparatus in

which a rigid bar pas.ses from the hip or thigh down to

the foot, without a movable joint at the knee; oi- a joint

may be made at the knee, which, being guarded by an
automatic spring, becomes rigid as soon as the patient
assumes the standing position. One important principle
in the application of apparatus for these deformities
must not be lost sight of, and that is, that all apparatus
must be so attached to the limb or body that the healthy
muscles ma_y be able to control or carry it, while it aids

and takes the place of tlie paralyzed member. On the
mechanical treatment of lateral curvature we will sny
nothing, the field Ix'ing too large for the limits of this

article. In treating the deformities of the upper arm
and hand the principles already laid down will serve as

a guide.
In the final stages of the disease, when contracture and

paralysis have destroyed the function of limbs, and flail

joints have rendered utterly tiselcss whole extremities,
certain surgical procedures will benefit the patient verj'

greatly. Thus a health}- contractured nuLscIc, which is

useless owing to paralysis of its opponent, may have its

tendon implanted at or near the insertion of the paralyzed
muscle, and thus to a certain extent be enabled to perform
the function of that muscle. This operation, known as
tendon .grafting, was first performed with good residt by
Nicolod'oni in 1882. Goldthwait, of Boston, in 1896 re-

porteil a series of very interesting cases of this tyjie.
Arthrodesis has been useful in converting a flail leg into

an efficient prop, nuich superior to a splint. Such anky-
losis of joints is useful in bringing a useless joint into

better position than that in whicli it has been left by the

paralysis and resulting contractures.

Acute Poliomyelitis Anterior in Adults.

There is no doubt that a condition resembling, in its

course and syin|itoniatology. the samediseaseas it occiu's

in children may all'eet adults, although far more rarely
than children. This has been evident from cases repoited
since that of Morilz Jleyer in 1K7'3 ("Die Elcctricitiil in

ilirer Anwendung auf ])raktische Mediein," 2te Atiflage,
18()1) to the present time. Many of the cases reported
as cases of acute poliomyelitis anterior in ailults were in

reality cases of iiolynenritis without sensory symptoms.
Indeed, a multiple neuritis of anteriiu- s|)inal nerve roots
Avould produeea condition siuudatiiig jioliomyelitis ante-
rior acuta in its symptomatology almost jierfeelly. The
adults in whom this disease may occur are rarely more
than tliirty years of age. The disease is apt to" all'eet

adn'ts who have recovered from an acute infectious dis-

ease, such as measles and scarlet fever. One case was

reported as following an atUick of rheumatism. Another
case was supposed to be due to an exposure to cold after
active physical exercise. The adult cases occur far more
rarely than the infantile cases.

The .syiuptomatology is almost identical with the same
disease in children. Pain in the limbs preceding the oc-
currence of the paralysis is a symptom which has been
reported in most of the cases. This pain disappears
as soon as the paralysis occurs. The paralysis has tlie

characteristics described in discussing infantile spinal
paralysis. Its distribution in adults is cliaracterize<i by
the same lack of uniformity as in children. It is regres-
sive. Ill adults, however, complete spontaneous recovery
is believed to be possible. There is absence of patellar
reflex. There are no sensory disturbances except the

temporary pain just referred to. One or more muscles,
groups of muscles, or extremities maj' be involved.
There is sometimes backache. There are no motor dis-

turbances of the rectum or bladder. Atrophies and de-

generations occur as in the same disease in chihlren.
Similar electrical manifest,ations can be demonstrated
in the paralyzed muscles. The reactions to galvanism
and faradism are the same as in the infantile form of the
disease. Deformities are not so apt to occur as a result

of contractures in paralyzed muscles and their opponents,
owing to absence of the factor of growth, which has
such an iinportant influence in disturbing the eqiiililirium
between the liealthy and paralyzed muscles of an ex-

tremity in young children suffering from this form of

paralysis.
The diagnosis of this affection in adults is difficult, be-

cause the paralysis of poliomyelitis anterior acuta resem-
bles that due to other patliological lesions to which
adults are more often liable. Polyneuritis has already
been mentioned. However, fever, followed by a rapidly
developing motor paralj'sis, acute in its onset, which
Avhen it has reached its height begins to improve, to-

gether with the characteristic electrical symptoms, should
enable the physician to make a diagnosis, at least as soon
as the fever has subsided and the paralysis has become
stationary.
The pathology of this disease in adults is the same as

wlien it occurs in children.

The treatment is that which we have indicated in the
same condition when it occurs in children, botli iu the

stage of onset and in the chronic stage.

Poliomyelitis Anterior Suhacuta et Chronica.

This form of poliomyelitis anterior is also generally
found in adults: it is very rare. The condition resembles

multiple neuritis in its symptomatology in a general way,
and doubtless most of the cases reported clinically as

poliomyelitis anterior subacuta were in reality eases of

multiple neuritis. Yet cases have been reported in

which post-mortem findings demonstrate that subacute or
chronic poliomyelitis anterior is an actual entity, although
a rare condition.
As etiological factors we find first metallic poisoning.

In tlu'se cases this condition may be present alone or it

inaj' be accompanied by a toxic neuritis of jieripheral
nerves. The condition has also been seen during preg-
nancy. One case reported gave a history of an attack
of infantile (laralysis during infancy, followed in adult

age by a gradually developing chronic poliomyelitis.

Pathologically the findings are similar to those in polio-

myelitis anterior acuta, which have been recounted in

the earlier portion of this article. Some of these cases,

however, while they show degenerative changes with

atrophy and sclerosis of the graj' anterior liorns, show
also degenerations in the crossed pyramidal tracts and
anterior nerve roots. One case reported by Oppenheim
also showed systematic degeneration of the columns of
Hurdach iu the cervical ami dorsal regions, together with

atrophy of the posterior nerve roots. Oik' case has even
shown an exten.sion of the process to the columns of

Cl.arke, and the posterior horns were also slightly in-

volved, in addition to the changes in the anterior horns.
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The root of the hypoglossus has also bcfu found in-

volved.
The atrophic cliangcs in tlie periplienil nuiscles and

nerves, as well as those occuiring in the bones, while less

marked, are similar to those found in jxiliomyelitis of

children.

The symptoms are as follows: A paresis developing
with a paralysis of a single limb or muscle is followed,
in a week or month or year, by a gradually developing
paresis or paralysis of another limb or of other limbs.

This gradually extending, i)aralysis may continue, at in-

tervals of longeror shorter periods, to involve more mus-
cles until a large portion of tlie voluntary muscular sys
tcm is allected, although one case has been n'ported in

which there were bulbar symptoms. The muscles that arc

the scat of the paralysis gradually undergo atrophy, and

give the complete and partial degeneration reaction found
in poliomyelitis anterior acuta. The paralysis keeps ex-

tending for a year or more, and then may become station-

ary for the remainder of the life of the patient. In this

form of the disease, unlike the acute form, there is ob-

served little or no si)ontaneous improvement in the pa
ralysis, while in infantile paraly.sis it is the rule that the

paralyzed muscles recover, to a greater or less extent,

spontaneously shortly after (('.c, a few days or weeks
after) the paralysis has set in. In the subacute and
chronic form of the disease there is no spontaneous im-

provement.
Death generally occurs through some intercurrent dis-

ease, such as i)neunionia, ov, in rare cases, by paralysis
of the nerves of respiration.
The differential diagnosis rests upon the absence of

bladder and rectal symptoms. The diminished or lost

patellar retlex ; the absence, with rare exceptions, of sen-

sory symptoms; the atrophy of the paralyzed muscles
and limbs, are also imjiortjint symptoms of the disease.

Progressive muscular atrophy can be diif'erentiated

from this condition by the fact that the paralysis in polio-
myelitis .subacuta and chronica precedes the atrophy,
while in progressive muscular atrophy the atrophy pre-
cedes the paralysis. From multiple neuritis the condition
is distinguished by the absence of sensory symptoms both

subjective and objective. From amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis it can be distinguished by tlie absence of the
contractures and exalted patellar reflex which is charac-
teristic of this alTcction.

The treatment consists of eleetricily, massage, baths,
orthopaedic apparatus, and drugs. The rules laid down,
under acute infantile paralysis, for the employment of
these agents in the treatment of the disease hold good
here.

Orthopedic apparatus should bir so constructed as to

givp rest and firmness to the paralyzed limb, by fixation
of incompetent joints, etc., and to cause healthy mns-
clesand limbs to do the work of those that have been para-
lyzed. Of the drugs that may be used, intramuscular
injections of strychnine are the best. (Jalvanism is the
form of electricity most applicable It should be used
in accordance with the directions already laid <lown.

JJenry W. Berg.
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SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: SPINAL HEMIPLEGIA.
(Synoiiyiu ; I'.rown-Seqiiaid's Fai-alysis.t

—This term is

applied to a group of symptoms produced by disease or

injury of a lateral half of the transverse section of the
cord. The sirray of symptoms to be mentioned become
more or less clearly defined according to whether the
entire half-section of the cord is affected or only a part
thereof. The clinical picture was first described by
Brown-Sequard, the description being based upon the
results of experiments on animals as well as upon clini-

cal and pathological observations in man. The conclu-
sions of Brown-Sequard have not always been accepted,
but Oppenheim has recently called special attention to
the fact that, while experimental investigations have va-
ried greatly in their results, accumulated clinical experi-
ence altogether upholds the clinical picture which he de-
scribed.

Briefly stated, the result of lesion of one-half of the cord
is motor paralysis of one-half the body below the seat of,
and on the Siime side as. the lesion, and loss of sensation
to a corresponding extent on the other side. The motor

paralysis is on the side of the le.iioii. the sensory paralysis is

on the opposite side. The extent of the paralysis depends
on the height of the lesion ; if it is in the cervical region,
the upper extremity as well as the trunk and lower ex-

tremity is afl'ected:"if it is at a lower level, the manifes-
tations will be limited to a corresponding part of the body.
If the lesion be in the lower lumbar or sacral region, the
motor and sensoiy symptoms will be on the same side, for
at this level the sensory tibres have not yet crossed over
to the other side of the cord.
The ana'sthesia of the opposite side does not involve all

qualities of sensation. The senses of pain and tempera-
ture are chiefly affected. In well-marked cases these do
not escape. Tactile sensation is often unaffected, and.
when impaired, is affected about as often on the side of
the lesion as on the ojiposite side. On the other hand,
the muscular sense is always impaired on the paralyzed
side, that is, on the side of the lesion. Another symptom
allied to the latter, ataxia, is often found on the same
side when the motor paralysis is slight or when it has

begun to improve.
Another notable sensory symptom is hypenesthesia on

the side of the lesion, that is. the side of motor paralysis.
In well-marked cases this is nearly always present, though
it may be slight in degree. This area" of hypera'sthesia
is often bordered above by a narrow zone of an;csthesia,
the latter due to injury of the posterior spinal roots on
the same side. On the other hand, injury of the anterior

spinal roots (also of the anterior eornua) may be the cause
of atrophy of the paralyzed mu.scles corresiiondins to the
level of the lesion. Otherwise the paralysis usually as-
sumes a spastic form w'ith increased tendon reflexes" and
the appearance of the Babinsky phenomenon.
Not infrequently there is, temporarily, vaso-motor

paralysis with some elevation of temperature on the side
of the lesion. According to the seat of the lesion there

may be vesical, rectal, or oculo pupillary .symptoms.
Trophic symptoms have been observed in a few instances,
sometimes on the side of the lesion, sometimes on the

opposite .side.

To recapitulate: The symptoms on the side of the lesion
are motor paralysis, lo.ss of musctdar sense, and hyperas-
thcsia: on the opposite side, loss or impairment" of the
sense of pain anil the sense of temiieratiue. Tactile sen-
sation is as likely to be affected on the one side as on the

other, and. at le;ist in old cases, more likely not to be af-

fected at all. Temporary vaso-motor paralysis, and, very
frequently, ataxia are found on the side of the lesion.
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The physiological explanation of the symptoms is as

follows: The motor tibres iu the cord are in the antero-

lateral column on the same side as the muscles with
which they are in relation, their decussiition oeeurrinsr at

a higher level, viz., in the medulla. The nerve fibres for

muscular sense are in the posterior column, also on the

same side, their decussation uotoccuning until they have
reached tlie brain. On the other hand, the fibres wliich

convey the .sense of pain and that of temperature enter

the cord through tlie posterior root and then iiass in one
of the commissures to the other side, ascending in the

opposite antero-lateral column (it is generally believed in

Gowers' column) to the brain. There is much greater
uncertainty as to the paths for tactile seusiition. Mann
believes, and Oppenheim accepts this theory, that any
nerve fibres which convey centripetal impulses—that is,

impulses from the periphery toward the brain—may con

vey tactile sensations, thougli they are commonly con-

vej'ed by paths in the posterior column.s. This theory
readily explains the varj-ing conditions of tactile sensa-

tion in these cases. The ata.xia is probably due to lesion

of the posterior column. The hyperesthesia has as yet
not been very satisfactorily explained.
The lesions producing this array of symptoms are

often of traumatic origin, such as gunshot wounds, or

wo\in(ls with sharp instruments. The lesions due to dis-

ease are most frequently those of spinal sj'philis. In
some instances hemorrhage limited to one side, in others

pressure or destructive effects of a tumor, again a circum-
scribed myelitis or sclerosis, etc., may be the cause of the

clinical picture. In some of these instances, especially
those of trauma and hemorrhage, the early .symptoms are

much more marked than the later ones. The vaso-motor

paralj'sis is usually but transient. The motor paralysis is

likely to improve. The paralysis that remains is usuallj'
of the flexors of the hip and knee and of the dorsal flexors

of the foot. Ataxia is likely lo appear as the paralysis

disappears. If tactile ana?sthesia exists it is also usually
an early symptom, disappearing at a later period. The
disappearance of symptoms is iu part due to the absorp-
tion of effusions and exudations and lessening of press-
ure, in part perhaps to functions assumed by the other
half of the cord, or even to healing and resumption of
functions of affected nervous tissues.

In cases of progressive lesions we may find double

Brown-Sequard paralysis
— first the symptoms of lesion

of one-half of the cord, and then those due to the exten-
sion of the lesion to the other side. Philip Xenner.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: SYRINGOMYELIA.— It

is impossible to give a .satisfactory definition of a dis-

ease with such protean symptomatology and diversity of

pathological findings. In general the name is given to a

process of new growth in the gray substance, or to intra-

medullary cavities of varied origin, marked clinically by
disturbances of motor, sensor}-, and trophic nature; by
frequent bulbar symptoms, by almost constant reflex

changes; usually by extreme chronicity. Reports of

cavity formation in the spinal cord date back to a de-

scription of Etienne in 1564. Morgagni and Santorini
recounted a case in 174ft. Numbers of descriptions date
from the early part of the last century. Cahneil in 1838

pointed out the influence of developmental anomalies.
Ollivier first used the term "syringomyelia," though his

conception of the cavity-formation needed later correc-

tion. A little later it was recognized that the pathologi-
cal condition syringomyelia not infrequently was asso-

ciated, clinically, with muscle atrophies (Latidau, Nonat,
Lenho.ssek, Gull). This association did not escajie the
acum<'n of Duehenne de Boul()gn<': "I foun<l in a good
part of my cases that electroeutaneous as well as ordinary
cutaneous sensibility was affected. This aiufsthesia is

often so marked that the patient does not feel the strong-
est current or the fernim eandens."

I'p to the publications of Kaliler and Sehultze in 1882
few clinical facts had been collected, but anatoinical views
had become sifted and well fornudated. Five chief views
maintained that the cavities resulted from: (1) a dilated

central canal (Stilling, Waldeyer); (3) retrogressive
changes in foci of chronic myelitis (Ilallopeau, Charcot,
Joffroy); (3) molecular degeneration due to va.scular

changes (Lockhart Clarke); (4) destructive metamorpho-
sis of tumor masses (Grimm, Simon, Sehultze); (5) cer-

tain developmental anomalies (Virehow, Leyden). In
1883 simultaneous publications of Kahlerand Sehultze

quickened clinical interest and formulated rides of diag-
nosis. Since then the literature has become inunense ; the

magnificent monograph of Scldesinger in 1901 represents
the smn of our knowledge of the disease and has been

freely drawn upon in the preparation of this aiticle.

P.vriioi.o(iic.\i, Anatomy.—The cord may be hard to
remove on account of marked ky|)hoscoliosis. There
may be pachymeningitis, or pia or nerve-root thicken-

ing. The cord may seem fiat and thin, the medulla
small; or it may appear swollen in certain regions, espe-

ciall}' in the neighborhood of the cervical enlargement ; on
section there may be cavities varying greatly in shape,
vertical extent, and diameter. Frequently there are no
maeroscopical cavities, but irregular reddisli-gray tumors
in the gray substance. The medulla oblongata is often
involved in the tumor- or the cavity-formation. The
process may be limited to one side or to a small part of the

cord; or it may extend throughout the cord and medulla

oblongata. Usually the formation of tumors or of cavities

involves the gray substance about the central canal. The
anterior commissure is most often intact. One or both

posterior horns may be attacked, or the ventral portion
of the posterior columns; if the destruction advances, a

large part of the gra)' matter disappears and the whole
of the posterior and a large portion of the lateral columns
become involved. The cavity walls may be smooth or

ragged, may be lined by ependyma or closed by a pro-
liferation of the glia. There may be evidence of old

hemorrhage. As a rule, all changes are most marked in

the cervical cord.

Microscopically, the tumor masses consist of glia cells

and fibrils. The cavities are lined by a firm membrane
that at times shows an epithelial covering. The tumors

spring from the central part of the cord, the posterior
horns, the i)osterior commissure, etc., and spread through
the gray substance toward the posterior columns along
the posterior median septum. The ultimate cause of the

growth is to be sought for in certain developmental an-
omalies of the central canal or of the glia. The central
canal may be unduly large or markedly irregular with
diverticula. It may fail properly to develop and be
marked by persistence of the dorsal process which is a
characteristic at a certain stage of foetal growth; or this

diverticulum may be cut off and may persist as a dorsal
canal seemingly independent of the centra! canal (Ley-
den). At other times nests of embryonic glia cells (epen-
dyma) lie scattered in the neighborhood of the central
canal or along the dorsal line of closure about the pos-
terior median septum; and these may spontaneously, or
under influence of some irritation (trauma), begin to

proliferate and give rise to the glia tumors or gliosis
(Hoffman). The cavity-formation ma}- depend on many
different processes—on dilatation or diverticula of the
central canal, softening after trauma, hemorrhage or in-

flammation, destruction of tumor masses, retrogressive
changes in glia proliferations (the common syringo-
myelia). But cavities and cysts after hemorrhage, mye-
litis, disintegration due to ti-auma, are rarely to be reck-
oned with the changes known as syringomyelia; they are

stationary and not progressive. Another element is nec-

essary, viz., .some congenital disposition of the cord—an
inherent tendency of the ependyma or glia cells to pro-
liferate. Develo|imental aiion\alies of the whole central
nervous system or only of the central canal and its neigh-
borhood are foimd, therefore, in most cases of syringo-
myelia; anomalies of vessels and of the vascidar connec-
tive tissues are also common and contribute to further

proliferation and later cavity-formation.
Next to the posterior horns and posterior commissure

the anterior horns and the posterior columns are the pjirts
of the cord most affected. The cells of the anterior horns
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are either dircclly invaded by the jrliosis, or are destroyed
by liemorrhage, or at times lliey undergo atrophy at a

distance from tlie proeess—perliapsasaresult of iiihereut

weaiiiiess. The ventral portion of tlie posterior columns—the ventral tield of the posterior columns: the dorso-

medial sacral bundle of Oliersteiner; Schultze's comma
tract—most fre(|uently sutlers. The iivranndal tracts

may either be directly invaded or they may underaro de-

generation from pressure of tlie growth at a higher level

of the cord.

Bulbar rA^m'ons.—Pathological changes occur in the

median line or laterally, especially along the entering
vagus roots. The cavities are as a nde small—mere slits

rather than holes. Those lying near the median line are

due to developmental anomalies, while the lateral rilts

and cavities have their origin in vascular changes, in iii-

tlainmatory processes. The cavities are lined with glla,
but usually there is no distinct evidence of proliferation.
The vessels are enlarged and present in unusual number.
The central cavity wlien i>resent is lined with ependynia.
The lateral lesions luav involve the nerves from the

twelfth to the fifth; the twelfth, tenlh, ninth, and de-

scending roots of the fifth are most often implicated The
process ends at the |)ons. The fillet is frequently de-

stroyed. The jirocess is nearly always predominantly
unilateral.

In judging of pathologieal findings one must remem-
ber the possibility of various artefacts. Tears may oc-

cur along the posterior horn and comndssnre and in the

gray substance from jiressure and crushing daring re-

moval of the cord (Ivolisko). Cavities may result from
putrefactive gas-formation, and changes may go on in

the specimen while it remains in flic hardening fluid if

this is not frec|uenliy changed during the lirst days. Van
Gieson has called attention to the various artefacts in an
exhaustive article.

Erioi.oiiv.—Not infrequently the disease seems to have
direct relation with trauma of some sort. According to

Minor a central ha'tnatoinyelia due to trauma is often the

starting-point of the abnormal process. Perhaps hemor-

rhages due to trauma (hiring bin h act in the same way
(Schultze). It is plausible to think that, in the case of
the developmental anomalies described above, the incite-

ment to glia proliferation may be given by trauma; ex-

perimental evidence favors such a view (Schmaus). The
theory has been advanced that even peripheral trauma
or a panaritium, etc., may, with the predisposition al-

ready mentioned, and through the agency of an ascend-

ing neuritis, he able to start the process of proliferation ;

this supposition has little jirobability. Ditferent infec-

tions, especially typhoid an<l intluen/.a. may act like

trauma in certain cases and supply the initial irritation

leading to later tumor-growth. Excessive temperature
changes, particularly exposure to cold, seeiu occasionally
to act in the same way. Syphilis may lead to cavity-
formation through vascular and meningeal lesions, but
has little influence in the production of the progressive
changes which characterize syringomyelia. Leprosy-
plays 1)0 role as a causal factor. The relations of trauma
to the disease are most important from a medico legal

standpoint. Most often the trauma is an accident in the

already developed disease. Ranly, in congenitally pre-

disposed subjects, it may he the primal cause of the proc-
ess. Not infrequently it leads to decided exacerbation
of the quiescent disease. Jlost often its effects are dis-

astrou.s, due to peculiarities of the disease and not to se-

verity of the trauma (trophic joints, spontaneous frac-

tures, etc.).

Sv.Mno.MATOi.oGY.—From the character of the paiho-
logical lesions it is plain that symptoms must be juotcan
and capable of almost endless combination. In the most
usual localization of the process in the cervical enlarge-
ment the picture is fairly typical. Lightning pains in

one or both arms, or panestliesiu', es])ecially seu.salions

of burning or coldness, or "burning cold," not infre-

quently precede striking changes. Atrophy of hand or

arm muscles is a marked feature; it may be unilateral.

The small hand muscles are most often involved; the

process may begin in the shoulder .ijroup. Usually when
atrophy is well marked, sensory changes can be ilemou-
strated. These at first are found over small areas of the

hands, arms, or shoulders, and there may be only a mod-
erate diminution of temiierature perception, not a com-
plele lo.ss. Vaso iniifor disturbancesand trojihic changes
of varied kind may be noted in the skin, subcutaneous
tissues, bones, and joints. The knee-jerks are increased;
if the process involves one arm predominantly the knee-

jerk on the same side will be the livelier. Later on, con-
tractures may occur; the atrophy progres.ses; unilateral
bulbar symptoms may develop; spastic paraplegia be-
comes marked ; further trophic changes are seen ; sensory
changes cover wide areas and increase in intensity; the

sphincters may lie affected.

If the cavity-forniatiou involves the dorsal and lumbar
cord, pain and parasthesiai will be felt in corresponding
nerve roots. The niuscle-atrophy will affect the adduc"
tors, (luadricejis extensor, peroneus group, the back ex-

tensors, perhaps the glutei and other muscles of the calves.
The knee and Achilles reflexes are usually increased.

Seu.sory and tro]ihic disturbances are found in the lower
extremities or in the trunk. The sphincters are fre-

quently atlected.

When t he lumbosacral cord is involved there is atrophy
of the glutei, knee flexors or foot muscles—often uni-
lateral. Sensory changes are demonstrated in the feet,

perineum, bladder. The sphincters are usually affected

early, but they may escape. Trophic changes "are often

peculiar. The leg and foot may remain small or may be

unduly large; bone and joint changes, panaritium, malum
perforans, are frequent. The patellar as well as the Ach-
illes jerks are usually increased ; a weighty sign is loss

of the Achilles reflexes with normal knee-jerk.
Assoeiati<in with congenital hydrocephalus or spinal

deformities, spina bifida, are common.
Symptoms in Det.ml.— I. Scnsoi-y Disturbancen.—The

essential characteristics of the sensory changes were well
described in the first publications of Kahler and Schultze.

Laehr, Halm, Dejerine, Brissaiid, Schlesinger, and von
Soelder have studied in detail the peculiarities of distri-

bution. Slo.st characteristic is the so-called "s_vringomy-
elia dissociation "^—the essential preservation of touch
and sense of pressure, position, and movement, and more
or less complete loss of the sense of pain and the temper-
ature sense. At times only the temperature sense is in-

volved or the perception of heat may be lost and that of

cold preserved, or Hc-e rcrmi. At times only extremes of

temperature are confused and moderate degrees are well

recognized (Dejerine). The distribution of the sensory
loss follows the rules of segmental innervation (Laehr) in

nearly all cases; in the extremities the loss is in bands

folllowing the axis of the limb; over the trunk the

changes occur in zones about the body. Even in the

trigeminus the segmental typo prevails (vou Soelder).
In c<"rtain cases, however, the so-called

"
geometrical

"
dis-

tribution of Charcot holds good; the analgesia or ther-

mana'sthesia affects an entire hand, or the entire arm. or

the arm and part of the trunk, etc.—"sleeve." "cuff"

"waistcoat," forms of Charcot. This form exists with-

out complicating hysteria (Ihissaud, Schlesinger). Even
within these plaiiues Laehr has demonstrated a tendency
to segmental distribution of varying degrees of analgesia
or thermana^sthesia.

In many cases tactile sensibility is normal, in others

there are lossi>s over small areas. Deep sensation may
at times be involved, owing to the existence of pos-
terior column lesions. Ataxia is not infrequent. Sterc-

ognosis is often atTcctcd. Surface sensation and deep
sensation are not necessarily affected to an equal degree;
there may be loss of jiainin deep structures, as bones and

joints, while the skin sensations over these parts may be

normal; usually, however, they are involved simultane-

ously. Frequently there is loss of testicular pain on press-
ure. The niucoiis membranes are commonly involved.

Pain is common and often severe; it may be constant.

boring, not infrequently lancinating; it is felt oftenest in

the arms and upper trunk ; with high seat of the lesion
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there may be occipital ueuralgia or obstinate paiu in the

distribution of tlic trigeminus. Paritstlicsi.-c are usually

prcseiil, (iften a feeliiii; of co\d or licat. or u luixcd sensa-

tion of burning eolil." The pains and para'Slliesia' may
persist in regions in which there is objective loss of sen-

sation. The subjective sensations are important in diag-
nosis as they apjiear early and often call attentiim to

atropli}' an<l objective sensory changes. The pura'SthesiiC
of the temperature sense may be extreme and may lead

to grave injury through the patient's uugoveriied u.se of

counteracting heat or cold. Analgesia and thermana'S-

thesia dejiend on lesions of tlie central gray matter and

adjacent conducting paths. It must be remendjcred tliat

dissociation of sensory qualities may not be an attribute

of syringomyelia alone ; it is frequent in hysteria and may
occur in brain or spinal-cord lesions or in affections of

periiilural nerves.

II. Molar Phenomena.—Atrophy is the symptom of

chief import. It involves the arras most frequently, is

often imilateral. The small nuisclesof the hand are most

constantly atl'ected. In earlj- stages tbere may be the type
of a periplieral median or ulnar lesion, manifesting itself

in the form of the ape hand or tlie claw hand; combina-
tions of the two are not infrequent. More frequent is the

sinuiilaneous atrophy of all the small hand muscles, the

Aran-Duchenue type. The process may skip the forearm
and spring to the shoulder group. At times all muscles

undergo extreme wasting. Tlie shoulder muscles may be

attacked first; frequently individual bundles undergo
atrophy, while others remain normal or become h\'per-

trophied. The lower third of the trapezius is commonly
in\olved, the upper part very rarely. Tlie process is sel-

dom symmetrical. The tliora.x muscles may be involved

in'egidarly
—primarily or after the arms. The intercostal

muscles and diaphragm are usually spared. Tlie lower
extremities, as a rule, follow the arms in point of time.

The quadriceps and other mu.scles of the calf of the leg

(foot extensors) are the common seats of atrophy. Vari-
ous forms of club-foot occur. At times atrophy is masked

by fat or diffuse axlema.

Fibrillary twitching is frequent; it may be an early

symptom and is often felt by the patient. Tremor,
choreiform twitching, and other spontaneous movements
occur; they may or may not be limited to atrophic mus-
cles, and are often associated with parsesthesiie or pain.
Tonic cramps occur most often in the lower extremities,
but they may involve many muscles and simulate at

times hysterical seizures. Gradations toward myotonia
have been observed, muscles becoming rigid on exposure
to cold. The myotonic reaction has been observed. Con-
tractures are frequent in later stages and may lead to

great distortion. The gait shows usually a spastic para-

plegia; ataxia is not infrequent; cerebellar gait is rare.

All forms of electric reactions may be demonstrated.
Often there is only (luniititative loss

;
at times the reaction

of degeneration may be found in separate muscle bunilles ;

at times complete reaction of degeneration is jiresent.
III. Trophic (lhan<im.-—The manifold trophic disturb-

ances of syringomyelia speak rather for separate trophic
nerves and centres. Tropliic changes may exist without
demonstrable loss of sensation. It is difficult to classify
the diverse skin lesions that may occur. Peculiarities of
sweat secretion are common : hvperidrosis, anidrosis, uni-

lateral or regional sweating, sweating in response to cold
and not to lieat. Ily peridrosis may be an early symptom,
its distribution may corresjiond to the sensory changes.

Scars of injuries and burns, panaritium (often paiuless),
eczema and deep fissures, blisters, erythema, urticaria,
and iiempliigus are frequently seen.

Thickening of the skin of llic ]ialius and of the fingers
may he extreme. Firm ddema of the hands and the

peculiar thickening of the liands—the iiMiii, siiccnknti; of
Marinesco—are not uncommon.
Scleroderma has been noted in a few cases; Raynaud's

symptom-complex is rare, gangrene not uncommon.
Bedsores may develop in acute cases. Keloid is com-
mon. The nails are often thick, brittle, and deformed.
Aside from the presence of a tuft of hair over a siiiua

bifida or a spina bifida occulta, an overgrowth of hair
rar( ly occurs.

Joint k'sionn are most important. They may be the
earliest .symptom; eighty per cent, affect the upper ex-
tremities. Pain may be a prodrome, but usually the de-

veloped alTeelion is painless—a striking feature. The
change in the joint may come on suddenly, with large effu-

sion or with marked deformity and grating. The changes
arc due to trophic and not to mere mechanical influences.

Atropine and hyiiertropliie forms occur. Extreme de-

formity may result. The finger, elbow, and shoulder

joints are tlie usual seats of trophic change. The lower
extremities are more rarely involved. Exostoses about
the joints and ossification of muscles are not infrequent.
Supjiuration may occur. Tlie lesions develop spontane-
ously or under the infiuence of trauma, which mav be

slight.
Fractures of bones may occur spontaneously or with in-

sufficient cause. There is a great preponderance of fore-

arm fractures. Healing may be long delayed and in-

complete. Exostoses may "form. At times there is

overgrowth of the bones as a whole or enlargement of an
entire extremity, or of the hand or foot. Usually the en-

largements are partial and irregular. They may develop
quickly and be associated with inflammation. Hitzig
described a case with unilateral 'bulbar lesions and

hypertrophy of the face on the same side. I have seen

great enlargement of an arm due to recurrent lymphan-
gitis from panaritium infection.

Two cases of spontaneous tendon rupture have come
under my observation: in one there was rupture of the

long head of the biceps of the right (affected) arm : in the

other, rupture of the patellar tendon in a lumbo-sacral

type of the disease.

I'horax Deformities.—Bernhardt was the first to call

attention to the frequency of scoliosis and kyphoscoliosis.
Scoliosis is important as a symptom ; it maj- occur early
and independently of muscle weakness. The kypho-
scoliosis occasionally leads to great deformity. It is

most frequent in the dorsal region. Sometimes there is

great tenderness of the spine, which may be limited to

the extent of the deformity or of the process within the
cord. Oppenheim regards the scoliosis as a congenital
anomaly in certain cases.

Spina bifida and spina bifida occulta are not uncommon.
The thora.r en batenn. is the name given by Marie to a

pecidiar depression of the upper part of the sternum; it

is often associated with subluxation of the clavicles for-

ward.

Hemiatrophy of the face has been reported and may or

may not be associated with lesions of the sympathetic.
In this connection may be mentioned the peculiar

irregular or "crooked" look of many patients afflicted

with syringomyelia. This seems to depend on irregu-
larities of head, face, and thorax, on irregular thickening
of soft parts, and on irregular innervation of facial

muscles. It is important as emphasizing the influence

of congenital anomalies in the pathogenesis of the dis-

ease.

IV. lieflexes.
—The arm reflexes are often absent, and

when present they follow the atrophy or the afl'ections of
the joints. Increased knee-jerks form a cardinal symp-
tom. Clonus is frequent; unilateral increase is common;
even with lumbo-sacral localization tlie knee-jerk is curi-

ously jiersistenland usually increased. Absent knee-jerk
is found in a.ssociation with tabes or nerve-root lesions or
destruction of lumbar centres. The superficial reflexes

are not often absent ; abdominal and cremaster reflexes

are frequently increas(d. The Babinski reflex is not con-
stant ; its absence is not against syringomyelia, even when
there are marked sp.'islic symiUoms.
V. Sjihinrter J)isturlHnircs.—The bladder is not gener-

ally alTected early and may never be involved. Sensi-

bility of the mucous membrane may be lost and yet the

function be perfect. Difficulty of starling the urine is

the usual symptom in the lieginning; later there may be

incontinence. Diabetes may occur in bulbar lesions.

Pollakiuria is freciuent and may be bothersome.
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Couslipation is ciimmDii. Ixit iiicoiitiuence of the bowels
is rare. Sexiuil ami menslnial troubles arc verj' rare.

\'I. Biilbiir ami Craitiid Si/iitjiti^iti/i.
—As was stateii in

the previous <leseription. the anatoniieal jiroeess may in-

volve nerves fioni the fifth to the twelfth; other eranial

nerves may be inthuneed indinitly by hydrocephalus,
tabes, etc. Symptoms on the part of llie olfactorius and

auditory nerves are very rare.

J'li.^le may be atTected. but complicating hysteria may
be a cause; the affection is usually tuiilateral.

Ki/e ni/mploins arc important. "Neuritis and atrophy
of the nerve are rare occurrences and proliably depend
on hydrocephalus or actual gliomata. The pupils are

often dilTerent on account of lesions of the sympathetic.
The narrow pupil and narrowed openinsr between the

eyelids, as well as the retrocession of the bulb, are found
on the side chietly atTected. Kocher has shown that

lesions of the medulla and upper cervical segments
are as competent to produce sympathetic disttirbances

as are lesions of the lower cervical and first dorsal seg-
ments.

Argyll-Robertson pupils do not belong to syringomy-
elia; if present, the\' suggest complicating tabes.

Nystagnuis occurs more fre(|ucntly than in any other

nerve h'sion except multiple sclerosis.

Eye-muscle palsies may occur, but, on the whole, thej'

are rare. They may be recurrent; the abducens is most
often affected.

Trigeminus lesions arc important. Violent neuralgias
or pariisthesiiE may be the tirsl symptom. Dissociation

of sensation is usual, and the distribution follows seg-
mental types. The "

parietal-ear-chiu
"

line of Kocher
marks the upjier level of the second cervical segment
supply. As the proximal trigeminus becomes involved
the first sensory loss is in the sc^ilp and then in areas nar-

rowing concentricalh' toward the nose (von Soelder.

Sehlesinger).
The motor fifth is hardly ever affected. The corneal

reflex is very rarely absent. Occasional trophic disturb-

ances occur, such as loss of hair or teeth ; or the tears

may be more almndant on the atTected side. Implication
of the facial is uncommon ; most often the lower portion
is alone affected. Often there is no reaction of degener-
ation.

Hemiatrophy of the tongue is a frequent and may be
an initial symptom. L'nilateral affections of the soft

palate and larnyx are extremely important in diagnosis.
In the larynx the usual lesion is i)aralysis of muscles sup-
plied by one recurrent. Sensory and motor laryngeal
changes may be independent of one another. It is im-

portant to remember that the laryngeal palsies may de-

velop in an apoiilectiform manner with marked vertigo
and even loss of consciousness. Vertigo, however, may
occur independently of bulbar lesions.

Vomiting may be periodic, occurring in attacks like

reg\ilar tabetic crises. Heart symptoms are rare.

Headache is not a feature of the disease. Convulsions

may rarely occur. Scanning speech has been reported
in several cases.

Atypical Formx.—There may be, for long periods, the

picture of a spastic paraplegia or an amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis. Sensory changes maj' be absent for years
(Bouchard). Bulbar symptoms may come on in an apo-
plectiform maimer and for a long lime they may be the

only manifestations of the disease. In very rare cases
there may be widespread sensory changes—anasthesia as

wella.s analgesiaand thermana'sthesia. In Ihecelebrated
case of Spaeth and Schneppel there was practically total

loss of all forms of .sensiition.

In 1883 Morvan published descriptions of a symptom-
complex that has since been known by his name. He
described the combination of paiidess i)anaritium of th(?

fingers with great deformity and accompanied by marked
loss of pain-and tempeniture-iierceptionin the handsand
arms. Autopsies of Joffroj'-Achard, ProiifT, Mariiicsco,

Hoffman, Redlich, Sehlesinger, and others have demon-
strated the direct association of Morvan's symptom-com-
plex with syringomyelia. On the other hand, the same

picture may present itself in leprosy, and only a careful
examination will enable one to make a ditt'erential diag-
nosis.

The early appearance of changes in the joints, spon-
taneous fractures, etc., can lead to confusion only on
superficial examinaiion.
DiKKKKEKTi.M, Di.\GNosis.—There is no doubt that

syringomyelia repiesents a clinical if not an anatomical

entity. Due attention to the combination of sensory,
motor, and trophic changes will usually enable otie "to

make a correct diagnosis. The following represent the
chief conditions that may lead to confusion:

1. I'niiirext:ire Mutu-idnr Atrop/ii/.
—Kahlerand Scbultze

pointed out the importance of sensory changes in distin-

guishing syringomyelia from cases of muscle atrophy of

the Aran-Duehennc type. The doubtful cases are those
in which, for years, there are no sensory changes (Croeg,
Dcjerine). It is necessary to seek for isolated loss or
diminution of temperatmc-perception. Increased knee-

jerks, scoliosis, lesions of the .sympathetic, trophic
changes, paroesthesia^, ataxia, sphincter disturbances,

speak for sj'ringomyelia.
3. Amyotrophic Liiternl Sclerosis.—Sensory changes are

rare, but they may occur (Ojipenheim). Bladder symp-
toms, .scoliosis, para'sthesi.'e. unilateral bulbar symptoms,
trigeminus involvement, nystagmus, arc decisive for

sjringomjelia.
3. Multiple Sclemsis.—Tremor, nystagmus, scanning

speech, increased knee-jerks, spastic paraplegia, ataxia,

sphincter disturbances—the.se are symptoms tliat belong
to both diseases. Some sensory change is not uncom-
mon in multiple sclerosis, and even dissociation may
occur (Freunil, Keiehel). Optic atrophy, especially atro-

phy of the temporal half, decides for multiple sclerosis.

Marked sensory changes, muscle atrophy, trophic dis-

turbances, scoliosis, speak for syringomyelia. Remis-
sions may occur in either affection, but are more usual in

multiple sclerosis.

4. Proyressire Muscular Dystrophy.—If syringomyelia
begins in the shoulder group of muscles atrophy is not

rarely associated with partial hypertrophy, and, if cases-

of dystrophy arc com]ilicated with hysterical sensory
changes, the two conditions will appear very much alike.

Trophic disturbances, increased knee-jerks, segmental
sensory distribution, bulbar symptoms, decide for syrin-

gomyelia.
5. Meningomyelitis Luetica.—Spastic paraplegia and

dissociation of sensation may occur in both diseases.

Brain symjitoms and a Brown-Sequard type of motor
and sensory lesions favor lues. Scoliosis and trophic

changes are absent. Nystagmus is very rare.

6. Tdhcs.—There may be many symptoms in common.
Strongly characteristic symptoms in either direction d<'-

cide. Thus, for example, the Argyll-Robertson pupil,
loss of knee-jerk, ataxia, sphincter disturbances, charac-

ter of sensory loss, trophic changes in lower extremities,

crises, belong to tabes ; on the other hand, muscle

atrophy, marked dissociation of sensation over large
areas, increased knee-jerks, scoliosis, trophic changes in

the arms, speak for syringomyelia.
T. II<vinatomycli/i.

—In this disease the symptoms are

marked at first, but later some improvement takes place.

Syringomyelia is usually steadily progressive.
8. I'lcriis Affections.

—Cases have l)een reported of
bilateral plexus palsies, of both the Erb and the Klunip-
ke tyiies. There may be dissociation of sensation as in

sj'ringomyelia, and tin; distribution may be of the seg-
mental type. In some cases only continued observation

will decide ; as a rule, tenderness of the nerve trunks and
of the spine is more marked in the plexus alfcetions,

there is no increase of knee-jerks, bulbar symptoms do
not occur, and the losses of senssition arc limited to the

arms.
9. Ilysteria.

—Complications with hysteria may add to

the dilliculties of differential diagnosis in muscular dys-

trophics, atrophies, etc., as mentioned above ; or hysteria

may be added to or may simulate .some of the symptom*
of syringomyelia. In the sensory disturbances of hys-
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teria dissociation is rarely segmental. Suggestion may
leail 10 ilisappearaiice or transfereuce of tlie sensory
losses. Deep or superticial rellexes are little niodilied,

tropliie changes and ati-op)d<'S are extremely rare. Bul-

bar eliaiiges <lo not occur.

10. Ctiitral I'lniiors.—(Tubercle gumma, glioma, etc.)

Here symptoms are severe and advance quickly. I'ain

is severe; marked para'slhesia', especially of heat and
cold, are usual; atrophies and paralyses, particular!}-

paraplegia, come on rapidly. Ata.xia and sphincter dis-

turbances are freijuent ; then' is often complete or partial

develojinicnt of tlie Biown-Sequard complex ; if bulbar

symptoms occur they are severe and run their course

quickly.
11. remp/iif/iis, scleroderma, Raynaud's disease, de-

formities due to arteriosderusis, peUat/ni, and latfii/rismiis,

cau rarely give rise to a confusion.

13. Leprosj/.
—The sijuilarity between some forms of

leprosy and syringomyelia was pointed out by Steudener
in 1867 and by Langhans in 1875, but the publication of

Morvan's work in 18S3 first awakened general interest in

the question. As desci'ibed above, the Morvan symp-
tom-complex was shown, by carefully made autopsies,
to be associated with syringomyelia (Joilroyand Achard,
ProufT, Redlich, Sehlesinger, and others). But, subse-

quently, Zambaco published reports which showed that

in Brittany, where Alorvan ha<l carried on his work and
where lejirosy was endemic, there occurred eases which
merited the name of Morvan's disease, but in which the

existence of leprous nevuitis was absolutely proved. It

is particularly these trophic forms of syringomyelia
that are liable to be taken for leprosy, and it is equally
true that the anaesthetic and not the tuberculous types of

leprosy are confused with syringomyelia. Despite the

views of some extremists, the two diseases are un-

doubtedly distinct. Leprosy has no influence in the pro-
duction of syringomjelia, and imcquivocal lesions of

leprosy have never been found associated with syringo-
myelia; accidental combination may of course be pos-
sible. The leprous analgesia or thcrmo-ana'sthesia de-

pends on involvement of peripheral nerves and is usually
not so widespread nor so segmentally distributed as in

syringomyelia. Evidence of peripheral nerve disease is

found in thickening of nerve trunks, particularly the

ulna and great auricular. Bulbar lesions, increased

knee-jerks, girdle sen.sation, sphincter disturbance, and
scoliosis do not belong to the symptomatology of leprosj-.
On the other hand, the cutaneous nodes, widespread pem-
phigus, vitiligo, white scars, and, above all, the demon-
stration of bacilli in the blood, nasal secretion, etc., decide
for lepros}-. There are .some c.a.ses, especially in districts

where leprosy is endemic, in which a diagnosis is difficult;

as autopsies prove, however, confounding of tlie two
diseases can even then be avoided if a careful examina-
tion be made.
CoiRsK AND Prognosis.—The disease is eminently

chronic ; cases have been known of thirty, fort}', and fifty

years' duration, Tlie type fif disease dependent on quick
glia-proliferation (gliosis without cavity formation) runs
a relatively rapid course (from three to six years), but the
cases can hardly be separated clinically.

Iiitercuncnt infections and trauma often influence the

process unfavorably. Apoplectiform attacks may occur
with accentuation of bulbaror sjiinal symiitoms; marked
remissions also occasionally occur. The bulbar lesions
are on the whole benignant and may last for years un-

changed.
Death may occur from bladder and kidney complica-

tions, from .scjj.sis billowing the various trophic disturb-

ances, and .sometimes from bulbar lesions, but most often
from intercurrent disease.

Tmc.VTMENT.—From the nature of the lesions it is im-

possible to expect direct results from treatment. In a
few cases, due .seemingly to lues, siiecific treatment has

proved advantageous. Prophylactic measures play an
im]i(irtant part. Such are: avoidanceof trauma, of over-
use of atrophic muscles; prevention of bedsores and. to

8 certain extent, of atrophic joints; avoidanceof injury

to analgesic extremities, and of exposure to injurious
teniperalure changes; above all, great care in the avoid-
ance (if bladder coni])lications.
Mud baths and gentle massage may help contractures.

Electricity, galvanic and static, may relieve pain or

para'Sthesia;.
Panaritium and suppurating joints must be treated sur-

gically ; as a rule, wuunds from surgical operations heal

fairly. Pain may require phenacetin, antii)yrin, pyra-
niidon, salicylates, or morpliine. Potassium iodide and
mercury should be given in cases of (|ue>stional)le luetic

origin, or iodide may be tricil for a time In all cases. Gen-
eral tonics cau only be of indirect service.

Herbert C. Moffitt.
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SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: TABES.—Tabes is tho

term which is gradually beiui; universally adopted to

dcseribe tlie disease iiopularly kuowu as
" loeoinotor

ata.xia." The name "ata.vie locomolrice " was given to

this alVeetiou by Duehemie in 1S.">S and is still quite popu-
iar. It is objectionable, however, because It is merely
descriptive of a .symptom, which at times may not ap-

pear until late in the course of the disease, or which may
be entirely absent. "Posterior spinal sclerosis" is also

unsatisfactory, as it refers only to the most easily dis-

coverable lesion. "Tabes dorsalis," or "wasting of the

back," was applied by Hippocrates to certain symptoms
supposed to be due to venereal exces.ses, but was re-

stricted to this disease by Romberg.
Tabes is the most common form of chronic organic dis-

ease of the nervous system. The pathological process

underlying the affection is a parenchymatous degenera-
tion terminating in sclerosis, which principally involves

the sensory neurones. The peripheral motor neurones are

also frequently imiilicated. In other words, it may be
looked upon as a degenerative disease affecting various

parts of the entire nervous system, while the most pro-
nounced and extensive lesion is found in the posterior
coluiuns of the sjiinal cord. The morbid process may
attack the cranial nerves and their nuclei as well as the

peripheral nerves in the extremities. It may thus pro-
duce blindness from gray degeneration of the optic
nerves, or i)aralysis of ocular muscles from degeneration
of the nerve nuclei. The brain cortex does not always
escape. The parts first affected in tabes arc usually the

fibres which originate in the spinal ganglia, i.e., the

fibres of the posterior roots which traverse the posterior
columns.
Etiology.^lu the vast majority of cases there is an

antecedent history of syphilitic infection, antedating the

first signs of the disease by from one to thirty-five years.
In most cases the period ranges from five to fifteen years,
the previous existence of syphilis being either demon-
strable or admitted by the patient.

Statistics collected from various reliable sources show
that from seventy to ninety -five per cent, of all tabetics

give a history of previous syphilis. Hence it has been
assumed by nearly all clinical investigators that tabes is

one of the res\ilts of syphilis. StrUmpell has expressed
the view, which has been fax'orably received, that tabes

does not arise from the syphilitic bacteria themselves,
but from a toxin derived from them. It has therefore

been almost universally considered as a sequel of syphi-
lis, and has beei\ variously characterized as a "post,"
"
])ara-,"or"metasyphilitic

"
process. On the other hand,

it is well known that only a small percentage of those

who have contra( led syphilis develop tabes. It cannot
be consistently denied, however, that tabes also occurs
without any discoverable evidence of previous syphilis.
With the previous knowledge of an antecedent syphilis
in a given case, we are by no means certain that tlie

tabetic degeneration is the result of such early infection.

It would seem that in most cases additional exciting or

accessory causes are operative, such as exposure to cold,

over-fatigue, alcoholic, sexual or other excesses, or a

congenital or acquired neuropathic constitution—causes
which ijretlispose to the development of tabes, as well as

to other degenerative processes, in the nervous system, in

those patients who have contracted syphilis at some re-

mote period.
Tabes has at times been considered as resulting from

trauma, but in all such cases that liave been investigated
it has been shown that tabetic symptoms existed before

the injury. It is a well-established fact, however, that

the tabetic process is accelerated under such circum-
stances.

Sv.MPTOMS.—Among the early symptoms of the disease

first noticed by the patient are pains in the trunk and
extremities; disturbance of the bladder; impotence;

rectal pain; diplopia; ocular paralysis; failing vision;
C'.itaneous hy))era'Stliesia or aiuvsthesia; incoiirdination
in walking ; visceral symptoms known as

"
crises

"
affect-

ing the gastrointestinal tract, bladder, or rectum, and
oeeasionall}- laryngeal "'crises."

Piiin is often one of the earliest symptoms of tabes,
and may antedate all other symptoms for many years.
The character of the tabetic pains is as a rule pathogno-
monic. They are irregular in their distribution and are

usuall_v described by the patient as "shock-like," "sharp."
"piercing," "cutting," or "stabbing," being rapidly re-

peated at the same spot, which often becomes extremely
sensitive to the slightest touch. They may also resem-
ble the painful sensation as if the muscles and bones were
being crushed, or as if a piece of nerve was pulled.

The}' may be so sudtlen in their onset that a strong man
is surprised into a loud exclamation of pain while feeling
otherwise well. They may occur every few moments
for minutes, hours, or days. Although they differ essen-

tially from true neuralgic, muscular, or periosteal pains,

they are often erroneously considered as being of such

origin. Hence it is a common experience for the neu-

rologist to receive such patients with their announcement
that they had previously been under treatment for rheu-
matism or neuralgia. In order fully to appreciate the

significance of these pains, it is necessary to study this

symptom carefully and minutel.y, for it may exist for

several years before other symptoms are at all prominent.
In the majority of instances, the pains most frequently
affect the lower extremities. They may, however, be
limited to the inframammary, intercostal, dorsal, or lum-
bar regions. Indeed, they are known to attack almost

an}' part of the body. They may thus appear in the
form of trigeminal facial pain or be located in the scalp.
On the other hand, in some patients, pain is either en-

tirely absent or only a slight, dull, circumscribed, and
aching pain is occasionally complained of. If such pains
do not appear in the early period of the disease, they are

not likely to appear later.

Crises.—At almost an}' stage of the disease suddenly
recurring paroxysmal attacks of severe gastralgia may
take place, accompanied by exhaustive vomiting, which
resists all ordinary methods of treatment, but seems to

subside spontaneously. These attacks are known as

"gastric crises." Sometimes persistent gastralgia may
be the only symptom complained of. In such a case care-

ful examination will often reveal an area of cutaneous
ana-sthesia in the epigastric region, thus leading to

further investigation which discloses the underlying
cause of the pain. Instead of these "gastric crises,"

there may be severe and unaccountable diarrhoea associ-

ated with violent colicky pain that may sometimes simu-
late an attack of renal colic. In soiue instances the

rectum may be the seat of severe pain that is remittent
in character. This pain not being relieved by ordinary
means, its true nature being overlooked, surgeons have
been led to the fruitless operation of forcibly stretching
and iiaralyzing the anal sphincter and removing any
hemorrhoids that perchance are present.

"
Laryngeal crises

" occur only in a very small percent-

age of cases. The most common form is true laryngeal
spasm, with noisy inspiration and expiration, cough, and
often considerable dxspncea. Tlie jiaroxysms may re-

semble those of whooping-cough or of laryngismus strid-

ulus. Death during these attacks is extremely rare.

Incontinence or retention of urine is frequently an early

symptom. Considerable eilort is required in micturition,
the urine flowing slowly. Quite often the bladder is not

completely emptied and the residual urine may undergo
decomposition and thus set up a cystitis.

])n}wteitce may also occur as an early manifestation,

but it usually develops as the disease advances.

Diplopia, ocnliir pnrali/sis. ovfailing vision may be the

first symptom that leads the patient to consult a Jihy-
sician. For several j'ears before other symptoms are

clesirly manifested, or at any time in the early jieriod of

the disease, there may be freciueiit diplopia, or transient

attacks of paralysis affecting the ocuhir muscles; these
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attacksare of lUicU'iir or ))criplicial origin. Tlio iianilyses

of theextfrnal ocular muscles arc often bilateral, but not

syniinetrioal, often unilateral, ami frequently affect only

single muscles. Ptosi.s anil paralysis of one or more
muscles supplied by the oculomotor nerve, and abducens

paralysis, are the most frequent. As a nUe tliey develop

suddcidy and tisually disappear after a longer or shorter

period, with or without treatment. IJelapses are fre-

quent. Attention may tirsi be drawn to tlie disease

through a sudden third- or sixth-nerve paralysis, either

partial or complete. The duration varies from a few
hours to a year or more, or the paralysis may become

permanent. Sometimes both eyes are atTected, and a

progressive and complete ophthalmoplegia may ulti-

mately develop.
Ati-dji/ij/ iif the optic nerve is the most serious ocular

complication of tabes. It occurs in about ten or tifteen

percent, of the cases. For a long time it may be the

only symptom of the disease, thus appearing .several

years before other characteristic phenomena are mani-

fested. It rarely develops in the later period of the

disease. The atrophic process is the result of gray de-

generation of the optic nerves similar to that which at-

tacks the posterior column of the spinal tord. The failure

of sight usually commences with a peripheral lindtation

of the lield and loss of color vision (the visual field for

green contracting earl)'); but sometimes central vision is

defective from the very beginning. The atrophy is al-

most always bilateral, being more advanced in one eye
than in the other, and idtimately progresses to complete
blindness. It is rare for tabetic patients who become
blind at an early stage of the disease to become ata.\ie

later; but if the ataxia has become well pronounced, it

does not always improve with the subsequent develop-
ment of optic atrophy. In the majority of instances, the

occurrence of optic atrophy seems to inhibit the furtlier

progress of the disease. This is a peculiar clinical fact

which has never been satisfactorily explained.
Incoordination, or ataxia as it is familiarly termed, is a

common symptom in many cases of tabes and most fre-

quently affects the lower extremities. It has occasion-

ally been noted by the patient himself, who first discovers

dilliculty in standing or walking with closed eyes.
As a rule, the lower extremities are affected first.

When the sclerosis begins in the cervical portion of the

cord, the ataxia, as well as other symptoms, may, for a

longer or shorter period, be confined to the upjier ex-

tremities. It is a curious clinical fact, previously men-
tioned, that, in cases in which optic atrophy appears, the

ataxia often ceases its further progress.
Incoordination is a disturbance of the associated mus-

cular action which is essential in the maintenance of

equilibrium. Coordinate muscular action is kept under
the patient's control to a certain extent by the attention

and vision. As soon as the patient fails to watch his

movements, or the eyes are closed, the ataxia is materi-

«lly increased and ma)' become uncontrollable. Thus,
while standing with closed ej'es and the feet close to-

gether, he may gra<Uially or suddenly fall to the ground
(static ataxia), being deprived of the sense of position of
the legs, unless the eyes are opened. Incoordination

affecting the lower extremities is productive of the char-

acteristic tabetic gait (" locomotor ataxia "). In attempts
at walking, when the condition is well pronounced, the

foot is lifted from the ground at a much higher elevation
than normal, and, being poised with con.siderable tincer-

taiuty, it is suddenly lirought to the ground, striking

forcibly on the heel.

The ataxia is due to an obstruction or obliteration of

afferent impidses conducted from the periphery through
the various sensory tracts. It therefore follows as a re-

sult of sclerosis of the posterior columns of the cord, or
of degeneration of tlu- peripheral sensory fibres in the
muscles and joints, being directly conditioned by a loss

of muscle and joint sensibility.
While in some cases it is often the most striking symj)-

tom. occasionally developing during the first years of the
disease in conjunction with other discoverable signs, in

many instances tlie ataxia is scarcely perceptible or de-

monstrable, or does not appear at all at any time during
the course of the malady. Hence tla^ designation of the
alTection as

" locomotor ataxia
"

is a misnomer.

l^eiifiory Dintiirbancex.—Various para'Sthesiie are often

complained of, such as uund)ness or fonnication in the
extremities—a sensation as if the soles of the feet were
resting upon rubber or fur; a band-like feeling around
the body, usually at the level of the nudthoracic region,
as if a tight corset or belt envelo|)ed the body. This
sensation is known as "cincture feeling" or "girdle sen-

sation." Or the patient discovers that sensibility in his

legs is absent in various areas. In the upper extrenn-
ties there ma)' be numbness in the course of the ulnar
nerve affecting especially the fourth and fifth fingers. In
addition to the pains and para'sthesiic described by the

patient, disturbances of cutaneous sensibility are often
found upon examination, in association with the loss of

muscle and joint sensibility just mentioned. Impair-
ment of sensation may be entirely absent, but in most
cases of tabes some objective sensory disturbance is

always found. It may vary from slight diminution of
tactile sensibility to the most pronounced analgesia.
The different qualities of .sensation should always be
tested carefully. In a large percentage of tabetics (four-
fifths) there is an area of diminished sensibility to touch
situated like a band about the chest in i he midtlioracic re-

gion and varying from three to four inches in width. This
tactile loss may be associated with analgesia in the same
area. A diminution in the sense of touch, pressure sense,
and the sense of position of the limbs, usually appears in

the early stage, while the higher degrees of au;esthesia

are developed later. The temperature sense may remain

unimpaired until the last stage of the disease. But
analgesia is one of the earliest and commonest forms of

sensory disturbance. The areas of analgesia may be dis-

tributed over the trunk and extremities. In tlie lower
extremities it involves the sole of the foot, the heel, the

toes, the anterior or lateral portions of the legs, or the
inner surface of the thigh. The transmission of painful
sensations is retarded in some cases, the prick of a needle

being interjireted at once as a touch, and recognized as a

liainful sensation from three to ten or fifteen seconds
later. This is generally described as "

delayed conduc-
tion."

The loss of joint sensibility and of the sensibility of the

deeper muscular structure occasions interference with the
normal muscular " tonus

"
and results in deficiencj' or com-

plete relaxation of muscular tension (hypotonus). This
condition will explain the fact why tabetic patients sub-
mit to extreme passive movements of the extremities
without complaint of pain. It may also account for the

occurrence of hyperextension of the knee-joints often
seen in tabetics (genu recurvatum).
Although patients often complain of weakness in the

legs, it is only in exceptional instances (in which the mo-
tor neurone system becomes implicated) that such condi-

tion can be actuallj' demonstrated. As a rule, the mus-
cular power and resistance to passive movement are

unimpaired. When muscidar atrophy or actual paraly-
sis exists, they must be consi<lcred as complications aris-

ing in the course of the disease.

The Loss of the Jinec-Jerk.
—One of the earliest and most

constant objective signs of tabes is the loss of the knee-

jerk. As a rule it does not disappear suddeidy. The
pains ma J' exist for a long time before the knee-jerk disaji-

pears. In the study of a large series of cases the knee-

jerk symptom is found to be variable in its character.

In quite a number of instances of undoubted tabes both

knee-jerks may be active, but they usually disappear as

the disease advances. This occurs when the upper por-
tion of the cord is first alTected. In other cases, the knee-

jerks may be well marked on one side and lost on the

other. Again, they may be a]iparently absent, but de-

monstrable only upon so called reinforcement. Roth may
be ecjually fcci)le, or may differ in degree of weakness.

It lias "been claimed that in about one per cent, of

healthy people the knee-jerk is absent. The correctness
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of this assertion is queslionablc. Such nu anomaly is so

rule that its possibility nocfl only lie reincinbcred. Tho
wiitcr has ti^sti'il over one thuiiNiiKi healthy children

from three to fourteen years of as^c, and the knee-jerk
was demonstrable in every case. Its absence is due to

an interrujnion in the so-called reflex arc in relation with
the corresponding centre situated in the hnnbar region of

the cord. Mucli patience is often re(iuired in satisfac

torily determining whetlier the knee-jerk is present or

absent. The onlinary and customary method of testing
for the knee-jerk while the person's legs are crossed, or

the feet resting on the floor, will sullice when the knee-

jerks are quite active. Under such circumstances the

position of the limbs is immaterial. The utmost care,

however, is necessaiy when there is any doubt as to the

presence of the reaction. It will tlien be advisable to

have the patient sit upon a high chair or upon the edge
of a table, so that the feet are free from tlie floor. As a

rule, both sides should be examined. In many instances

the anticipation of the tap upon the tendon occasions in-

voluntaiy rigitiity of the flexor group of muscles, thus

producing suflicient opposition to overcome the action of

the quadriceps. Hence, before and during the examina-

tion, the patient should close his eyes, and his attention

should be directed from the pvirpose of the examiner,
cither by conversation or by rai)id interrogation. Or he

may bedirected to make some nmscular elTort with his

haiids, such as forcibly interlocking the fingers, elevat-

ing tlie arms, etc. This is known as "re-enforcement."
With tins object in view any other similar expedient
may be resorted to that suggests itself to the examiner.
It is never safe to state that the knee-jerk is absent, un-
less repeated and varied tests have been made with the

clothing removed.

Rejitx Iridoplegia.
—Another early and most important

evidence of talies is the loss of the reflex action of the

iris to light. This is familiarly known as the "Argyll-
Robertson symptom," but in recent yeais it is more cor-

rectly described as reflex iridoplegia. It is present in

about eiglity per cent, of all cases. Being a phenomenon
somewhat analogous to that of the loss of the knee-jerk,
it is found to be just as variable in the extent of its

manit'eslations. Its absence, however, does not exclude
the diagnosis of tabes. The longer the duration of the

disease, the more likely aie we to find this sign. When
present it is generally bilateral. In raie instances it is

imilateral— i.e., affecting only one eye, or the degree of
reaction may differ in the two eyes. It is usually unac-

comiianied by any disturbance of vision. As a rule, the

pupils react in convergence of the optic axes. In some
cases of tabes the pupils are absolutely rigid, and do not
react to light or in convergence. They may also be un-

equal, partly dilated or contracted. The inaction of the

pupil when exposed to light is nut indicative of a lesion

in tlie spinal cord, as was erroneously supposed by many
before tabes rested upon a firm pathological basis, but is

the result ot interference with the reflex conducting path
in its course between the optic nerve, corpora quadrigem-
ina, and oculouiotorius. It is therefore due to a lesion

within th(^ hrain, and maj' lie looked upon as an almost
infallible sign of central nerve degeneration involving
the si)hincter nuclei of the third nerve or their efferent

fibres wlien the eyes are otherwise ajiparently normal.
The examination of the jiupils for reaction to light

re(inires the closest observance in its performance. This

apparently simple procedure is deserving of careful at-

tention, and certain precautions are absolutely essential

in order to avoid erroneous conclusions. The following
methixl shoidd bo jmrsued: Place the pati<>nt in a posi-
tion facing a window. Daylight is always preferable.
Instruct him to gaze steadily tipon some large object at
least twenty feet distant, and to keep both eyes open.
The eyes are then covered or shaded cither with the ex-
aminer's hands or with two pieces of dark card-board.
The patient in the mean time must continue gazing in the
direction just mentioned. In a few momenls one eye is

suddenly uncovered and exposed to the light, when in

the normal state the pupil (which always dilates in dark-

ness or subdued light) immediately contracts. The other

eye is then tested in the same maimer. The next step is

to note if the iiupilsconlract in convergence oracconnno-
dation. After the patient has been looking in the dis-

tance for a short time, with both eyes uncovered, he is

suddenly told to look at the examiner's finger, or some
small object held within tw i) inches of the patient's nose.
In the normal condition thc^ eyeballs converge and the

liu[iils contract. The pupillary reactions should not he
tested before a gas flame, as the patient is ajil to, and in

fact generally does, "fix" upon the flame, thereby caus-

ing contraction of the pupils in accommodation and con-

vergence, which may easily mislead. A very common
source of error to be guarded against, wliich is similar in

its result, is the failure to bear in mind the natural ten-

dency of the patient to look at the examiner as soon as
the eye is uncovered. Bilateral reflex iridoplegia may
also be associated with myosis. While the former often
exists without the latter, myosis is as a rule accompanied
by lo.ss of the pupillary light reflex. The myosis, how-
ever, is due to a lesion aifecting the spinal cord and involv-

ing the so-called cilio-spinal centre situated between the
fourth cervical and the second dorsal segments. As the

pupil-dilating fibres pass from thence out by the rami
communicantes into the cervical sympathetic, degenera-
tion of these fibres causes the permanent contraction of
the pupils.

Ai-t/uvjiatliy.
—Trophic disturbance in the bones and

joints is an occasional phenomenon of tabes, but it is of

sufficiently frequent occurrence (in about three or four

per cent, of all ca.ses) to command attention. This form
of joint affection is known as "tabetic arthropathy," and
most commonly involves the knee-joints, although the

hip-joint and the large joints of the upper extremities

may also be similarly affected. It has often been known
to arise during the early or pre-ataxic stage of the dis-

ea.se. Painless swelling and complete disorganization of

the joint are pathognomonic of tabetic arthropathy. It

usually arises suddenly and develops rapidl}'. Some-
times following a trivial injury, the joint becomes
swollen and the surrounding tissues oedeiuatous, hut
there is complete freedom from pain, redness, or fever.

Tlie joint structures, including the ends of the bones, un-

dergo rapid destruction.

The long bones at times become brittle and thus easily
fracture either spontaneously or from a slight trauma-
tism. Among the trophic cutaneous disorders, perforat-

ing tdcer of the foot is the most coiumon. It is usually
situated on the plantar surface of the foot, either under
the base of the great toe or of the fifth metatarsal bone,
or at the heel. It generally begins as a callus or corn,

and is painless, even when the ulcerative process is quite

deep and extensive.

Di.\GNOsis.—The appearance of a classical case of the

well-advanced disease, as described in the text-book.s, is

a familiar picture. There is a superabundance of con-

vincing proof to establish the fact that this, probably the

commonest form of organic nervous disorder, often re-

mains unrecognized for months or years during its early

stages, although ample evidence of its presence may be

discoverable by proper methods of investigation. To
the most sanguine neurological mind the approach of the

medical millennium does not imply the restoration to life

and normal function of sclerosed and destroyed nerve

structures; but if our modern therapeutic measures arc to

prove curative in this di.-icase, they must be utilized before

organic changes are too far advanced. Our only hope of

success in the treatment of tabes rests in a correct diagno-
sis at the earliest possible moment. The early diagnosis
of tabes—^which, so to speak, is chronic from its very he-

ginning—is of incalculable value, inasmuch as itsiivestlie

patient much misdirected and useless medication. When
unrecognized tabes has existed for some time, various pro-

nounced symptoms may appear, and, although a part of

the disease, may conceal its true character. Its jireseiicc

is frequently unsuspected by the attending physician
until the signs are so conspicuous that they almost speiik

for themselves. Although static ataxia frequently occurs
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in tabes, it is by "o means iwtlioguomouic. Tlic fart that

a sli^lit swayiiii,' is of conimoii oceunenee in healthy in-

dividuals sliiiuiil always be borue iu mind. Static in-

coordination is often present in liystoria or pronouneed
neurasthenia, during convalesoeneo after prolonged ill-

ness, in transverse myelitis, and in polyneuritis resulting
from diphtheria, aleoliol, lead, arsenic, cte. Some forms

of alcoholic polyneuritis are commonly mistaken for

tabes on account of their resemblance to that alTection

(see the sections on Neiu'itis and Polyneuritis in the arti-

cle on yciirilis). Upon superlieial examination the pres-

ence of static ataxia with an;estbcsia and absence of the

kuce-icrk, points to tabes. But as these symptoms arc

usually associated with tenderness on pressure over the

affected nerve trunks, diminished muscular power or

actual paralysis, and decrease or loss of faradic irritabil-

ity in the aifected nniseles, we are enabled to exclude

tabes. The ab.sence of the knee-jerk iu these cases is due
to involvement of the motor tibres of the anterior crural

nerve or its branches, and is usually an accompaniment of

weakness or diminished resistance in the quadriceps. The
loss of the knee-jerk in uncomplicated cases of tabes,

however, is attended as a ride with preservation of mus-
cular power iu the extensor group, even when the dis-

ease is Well advanced and there is pronounced incoiirdi-

nalion. This iieculiar feature of tabes can be easily
demonstrated, and in my experience is of extreme value.

When the pi'ripheral sensory nerves are especially af-

fected, as in certain forms of toxic polyneuritis, particu-

larly from arsenical jioisouing, the disease has been termed

pseudotabes. On account of the presence of well-marked

atjixia, absence of the knee-jerks, and anaesthesia, it

closely resembles the true disease. A consideration of

the antecedent histor}-, mode of onset, and development
will generally enable us to reach a satisfactory conclu-

sion as to the nature of the trouble. At times the differ-

ential diagnosis between tabes and some atypical forms of

polyneuritis is attended with much difficulty. On the

other hand, in some tabetic patients the peripheral nerves
of the lower extremities may undergo degeneration, and
thus lend confusion to the otherwise stereotyped picture.
I have repeatedly seen chronic transverse dorsal mye-
litis mistaken for tabes, owing to pain in the lower ex-

tremities, inability to stand with closed eyes, and cutane-
ous anfesthesia. Such an error must be ascribed to gross
carelessness or neglect in the examination. The exagger-
ated knee-jerks with probable ankle clonus, and the loss

of muscular )iower sometimes with atrophy, should serve
to make the diagnosis clear. Some cases of cerebrospinal

syphilis so closely simulate genuine tabes that their dilTer-

ciitiatiou can be accomplished only after a careful study
of the developmentand cour.se of the symptoms. Paretic
dementia and tabes are sometimes found associated, but
when the mental symptoms predominate, such as changes
in the patient's character, diminution of the intellectual

functions, speech disturbances, attacks of unconscious-
ness, etc., we must favor the diagnosis of the former.
The most important subjective symptom is the pecul-

iar paroxysmal pains, while the two principal objective
signs of tabes are the absence of the knee-jerk and the
loss of the pupillary light reflex. It may be safely said
that tlie coexistence of the latter is equivalent to the

diagnosis of tabes. It rarely hajjpens that both are ab-
sent at the same time, yet such cases do occasionally
occur. We must then de]iend upon the association of
other symptoms and nmst watch for further develop-
ments. The jiresence of either one, inconjunction with the

fulgurating pains, or bladder disturbance, or the areas of
ana'sthesia over the back, is sulVieicnt evidence to war-
rant the diagnosis. AV'hen a man over thirty years of

age, with a history of ancient syiihilitic infection, com-
plains of the pains characleristic of tabes, we shoulil at
once suspect its existence, whether other signa arc pres-
ent or not. Should these ty|)ical pains be associated
with one or more of the olijective syniptom.s, tlie diagno-
sis may lie made with conlidence. It is a fact well known
toall neurologists, that among physicians in general the
failure to recognize the presence of tabes is more com-

mon than its diagnosis. On the other hand, an incorrect

interpretation of phenomena wliich resemble those of
tabes is of frequent occurrence. Such conditions can be
obviated oidy, lirst, by a clear conception of the clinical

])eculiaritics of the disease; second, by a practical famil-

iarity with the method of examination, combined with
its application to the individual case.

Di'iiATio.N-, C'oiiisK, AM) PnooNosis.—Tabcs is not

invariably progressive in character, but it is alwaj'S
chronic in its course, the average duration of the disease

being aliout ten years, although in tmcomplicated cases it

has frequently lasted for from twenty to thirty years. In
rai'e instances it is very rapid in its progress, terminating
fatall)' in a few years. As the clinical types differ mate-

rially, the course and duration of the disease vary with
the character and severity of the symptoms. Remissions
have been known to occur, and under suitable manage-
ment the disease often becomes stationary in its early
stages. Occasionally, even in well-advanced cases, the
amount of improvement is often very great. The devel-

opment of cystitis may at times lead to fatal pyelonephri-
tis, and falls or slight injuries may result in fractured
bones or in a rapid advance of the pathological process.
The characteristic pains, slight ataxia, and absence of

knee-jerk and pupillary light reflex may exist for many
years without any further manifestations. In some cases
the s_ymptoms are so moderate that the i atient ma}' live

in comfort and be aide to be about for many years, while
in others the intensity of the symptoms may be so pro-
nounced that the patient becomes bedridden in a year or
two.
Treatment.—Although the tabetic degeneration can-

not be cured, much can bo accomplished by improving
the general health of the patient, and thus, in man)' in-

stances, delaying the further progress of the disease.

Hence such measures as prolonged rest in bed, if neces-

sary, judiciously applied hydrotherapy, massage, and
static electricity often prove valuable. It is essential to

avoid fatiguing exercise or excesses of any kind. Cer-
tain subjective symptoms may also be relieved. Objec-
tive symptoms, such as optic atrophy, reflex iridoplegia,
and absent knee-jerks, always remain permanent despite
any form of treatment. The eft'cct of drugs on the
tabetic process is very misleading on account of the spon-
taneous remissions tiiat are known to occur iu the course
of the disease. Besides, the result of the administration
of medicinal remedies in a given case cannot be predicted
upon the basis of its bcneticial influence in another pa-
tient. As the disease varies in its type in diff'erent indi-

viduals, the plan of treatment will have to be modified

accordingly. The patient shotdd be cautioned to avoid

any unnecessary exposure to falls or other injuries, for

the osseous structures are often brittle ami fractures are

easil)' produced. The condition of the bladder must be

carefully watched and the mine frequently examined.
At the tjrst indication of decomposition of residual urine,
or of any symptoms of cystitis, the bladder should bo

irrigated and the patient instructed in the aseptic use of
the catheter.

Tabetic patients who have had syphilis, but who have
never received antihietic treatment since tabetic symp-
toms have developed, should be given a thorough course
of active medication for several weeks. If this has

already been caiTied out without relief, it isuseles.s—nay,
even harmful—to repeat tlie procedure. Not only have I

never seen such patients improved by this means, but I

have repeatedly noted an increase in the degree of many
of the symptoms, jucsumably as the restdt of interfer-

ence with the gencnil nulrilion. One difficulty in this

mat tcr lies iu the po.ssibilily (d' mistaking cases of exuda-
tive ccrebrosiiinal .syphilis for tabes, i.e., an inflamma-

tory for a degeuerativ(^ condition. When such a differ-

entiation is not clear or is apparently impossible, the

patient should be given the benefit of any reasonable

doubt, and anti.syphilitic drugs administered.
Piiiii.— If the action of the bowels is regulated and the

diet and general habits of the patient are properly con-

trolled, the fre(iuency and severity of the tabetic pains
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will be iuvariably ameliorated, or the attacks may sub-

side entirely. The funuiic wire brush, or linear cauteri-

zation appiicii over the vertebral eoluiun iu the region

corresponiling with the posterior roots that are presuma-

bly associated with tlie location of the pain, often proves
effective. Various anodyne liniments, or the api'lication

of an ice-bag or of hot water to the seat of the pain during
the attack, give relief in some cases. AVlien necessary,
the various coal-tar products may be tried. The most

useful are acetanilid and phcnacctin. As a last resort

codeine or morphine may be administered. During a
"
gastric crisis

"
the best incthod of relief is the subcuta-

neous injection of morphine or codeine.

SiDiptiisioii.
—This is often useful in selected cases, but

it should never be used indiscriminately. The i)atient

may be suspended in a Sayrc ai)paratus for about two
or three minutes twice a week. The s;inie result (('.f..

stretching of the veitebral column) may l)e accomplished
111*- having the patient sit on the floor, and then forcibly
ticx the head and trunk upon the thighs, while the lower

extremities are kept straight.
Educiitional Ej-ercises /or Controlling the Ataxia.—

This plan of treatment was introduced to the medical

profession in the year 1889 by Dr. IT. S. Frenkel, of

Heiden, Switzerland. A large" variety of exercises may
be practised. They may be executed with the i>atieut

in a recumbent position :" while sitting : in an erect posi-

tion ; and various movements may be carried out while

walking.
Exercises for the Trunk and the Lower Extremities.—

\A'hile recumbent : (<0 Lying on the back, raise body into

sitting position and return to recumbency, (i) Flex

thigh upon abdomen, leg upon thigh, then extend and
elevate entire extremity and slowly return to original

position. (<•) Elevate entire extremity while in extension

and return (Goldschcider)
The following movements have been recommended by

Dana as a modification of Freukel's method :

"
1. Sit in a chair, rise slowly to erect position, without

help from cane or arms of chair. Sit down slowly in the

same way. Hepeat once.

"2. Stand with cane, feet together ; advance left foot

and return it ; same with right. Repeat three times.

"3. Walk ten steps with cane, slowly. Walk back-

ward five steps with cane, slowly.
"4. Stand without cane, feet a little spread, hands on

hips. In this position flex the knees, and stoop slow ly

down as far as pos.sible; rise slowly ; repeat twice.

"5. Stand erect, carry left foot behind and bring it

back to its place; the same with the right. Repeat three

times.

"6. Walk twenty steps, as in exercise No. 3; then

walk backward five steps.
"7. Repeat exercise No. 2. without cane.

"8. Stand without cane, heels together, hands on hips.
Stand in this way until you can count twenty. Increase

the duration each day by five, until you can stand in this

way while one hundred is being counted.

"9. Stand without cane, feet spread apart; raise the

arms up from the sides until they meet above the head.

Repeat this three times. With the arms raised above the

head, carry them forward and downward, bending with
the body until the tips of the fingers come as near the

floor as they can be safely carried.
"
10. Stand without cjine, feet spread a)>art, hands on

hips; flex the trunk forward, then to the left, then back-

ward, then to the right, making a circle with the liead.

Repeat this three times.
"
11. Do exercise No. 9 with heels together.

"12. Do exercise No. 10 with heels together.
"13. Walk along a fixed line, such as a seam on the

carpet, with cane, placing the feet carefully on the line

each time. Walk a distance of at least fifteen feet. Re-

peat this twice.
"
14. Do the same without cane.

"15. Stand erect with cane; describe a circle on the

floor with the toe of right foot. Same with toe of left.

Repeat twice.

"Between the fifth and sixth exercises the patient;
should rest for a few moments." \

All exercises must be performed slowly and deliber-*

ately and repeated several times according to the auiouni;
*

of fatigue produced. Some of the principal movements
-j

have just been described. Many modifications or addi-t
tions may be followed, according to the condition of the

,

patient. For more elaborate details relating to all foims
j

of exercises for the upper and lower extremities, the'
reader is referred to Frenkel's book on "The Exercii

Treatment of Tabetic Ataxia."
As all tabetic patients are not ataxic, and as all

ataxiqj
tabetics are not suitable subjects for such exercises, thi(

method of re-educating the cerebral centres for coOrdll
nation will be found to have well-defined limitations.]
Great care and watchfulness are necessary in carrying
out this plan of systematic exercise, particularly in adJ
vanced cases. Unless practised persistently and

syste^
matically, preferably under the immediate su|iervision off

a competent attendant, the results are usually unsatis-)

factory. Under suitable conditions, patients who wen
formerly unable to stand without assistance have been
enabled to walk. ^yHlinm M. Leazyniiky.

SPINAL-CORD DISEASES: TUMORS.—Practicallyj
all of our knowledge of spinal-cord tumors that is of any
import for clinical medicine has come iu these last twol
decades. It is true that, over thirty years ago. von Ley-'
den put medical literature under a great debt by his

])ublished studies of one very interesting case, and within

a few years after that he succeeded in showing that the

diagnosis of the location and of the nature of a
spinal-j

cord tumor is not impossible to the careful clinician.]

Before this only the pathological anatomists had giveul

any attention to tumors lying within the spinal canal.

Of these, two men deserve mention, because of the thor-

ough manner in which they studied the subject and sug-

gested at least the possibility of progress in clinical medi-

cine up to a point where even this obscure condition

might be recognized with certainty, its progress fore-

seen, and possibilities of surgical interference discussed.

These two men are Virehow^ in Germany, and Cruveil-

hier, in France.
The most important practical progress iu our knowl-

edge of spinal-cord tumors was to come from England.
In 1886 Gowei-s, having demonstrated many times that

it was possible to determine exactly the location of

tumors of the spinal cord, recommended that when
the diagnosis was satisfactory and conclusive, opera-
tive interference should be undertaken. Some years
before this Erb, at Heidelberg, had made the same sug-

gestion, though it did not for the moment attract nuich

attention.

Gowers' recommendation was destined to bear fruit

very shortly. In 1887 Gowers and Victor Horsley, alter

thorough discussion of a case of spinal-cord tumor, pro-
ceeded to operation, and Horsley removed the tumor suc-

cessfully, the patient recovering completely and without

any serious sequelae. This classical case deserves to be

recalled as the first step iu a new and brilliant chapter
of surgical therapeutics. It is described in a pajier by

Horsley and Gowers in the Medico-Chirurgical Trunsac-

tions. London, 1888.

The patient had suffered from pain referred to the

middorsal region for four years, which was suspected
at first to be due to an aneurism. Certain neurotic symp-
toms superadded to the pain made some observers con-

sider the symptoms functional. The pain continued off

and on for four years ; then the left leg became weak and

later the right, with complete lo.ss of power. Sensiition

was impaired and retention of urine occurred. Absolute

palsy of the legs was present just before the operation
was decided on, with loss of sensation in the trunk as

high as the ensiform cartilage, and severe girdle pains

weie felt in the sixth and seventh intercostal sjiares,

more on the left than on the right. From time to lime

the legs became rigid in extensor spasm and the reflexes

were much exaffserated. There was no tenderness and
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no deforniity of the spinal columns. Potassium iodide

liad been used in vain.

At the operation the arches of the fourth, fifth, and
sixth dorsiil vertelirie were removed, hut no tumor was
found. The third and .seventh arches were removeil
without any more success. A.s the patient's condition

was good, his second dorsitl arch was also removed, wlieii

the lower end of the tumor ap])cured. A portion of the

first dorsal arch was cut away to facilitate its removal.
It proved to be a fibromjxonia tiiat. could be easily
lifted from its bed in the lateral column of the cord".

The patient made a good recovery and gradually sensa-

tion and motion returned. A year later he was doing
sixteen hours of work a day, standing and walking most
of the time. Horsley and Gowers suggested that spinal
tumors were more operable than tumors of the brain, and

reported a certain niniiber of cases collected from the

literature in which operations would probably have been
successful.

This demonstrated that spinal tumors were not as hope-
less as had been thought. In the American Journal of
the Medical Sciences for 1895, page 614, Dr. M. Allen
Starr collected the reports of 133 cases of tumor of the

spinal cord, with regard to 100 of which fairly satisfac-

tory histories were obtainable. In all of these the diag-
nosis might have been made before death, and of the 100
cases there were 7.5, in Dr. Starr's opinion, in which the

tumor could have been removed. He also reported, apart
from the 137, 33 cases in which operations had been per-
formed. In 3 of these the tumor was not found. In 1

it was impossible to remove it when found. In 11 cases
death took place soon after the operation. Eleven pa-
tients operated upon recovered, and in G the paraplegia
completely disappeared : in the other .5 there was relief

of symptoms, especially of pain, and some improvement
in the gait. Dr. Starr considers then tliat in nearly
seventy-five per cent, of the cases spinal tumors can be

operated upon successfully.
In the Versammlung SQdwest. Deutsch. Neurologen,

held at Baden, 1903, Professor Schultze gave a synopsis
of 8 cases of spinal tumors in which operations had
been performed. In 3 cases there were errors of diag-
nosis; of the remaining 6 there were 3 recoveries—3 com-
plete, 1 partial. There were 2 deaths, shortly after oper-
ation, and 1 patient remained unimproved. This would
give somewhat less than fifty per cent, of prospect of re-

lief from operation.
Dr. Collins, in the Medical Record for December 6tli,

1903, reports 70 cases of spinal tumor from the recent

literature, 30 of which were operated upon. He con-
cludes that spinal-cord tumors are twice as operable as

brain tumors, and the results of opeiation are twice as
successful. Fifty per cent, of intraspinal tumors are

operable and one-third to one-half of these cases are
benefited by operation. Of the 30 operations, 12 were
completely successful, 8 were partiall.y successful, and
10 failed to give relief, or the patient died shortly after

operation. Of the 70 cases reported, 41 were almost surely
operable with hope of relief; 36 were wholly beyond
hope. While, then, the outlook for operation in cases of

spinal tumors is quite hopeful, Dr. Collins considers that
it is not as good as has been represented by previous
authorities.

These reports serve to show the present status and
the evolution of the surgical treatment of spinal tumors.

They serve also to bring out very clearly the fact that

neoplasms alTecting the spinal coid are by no means
hopeless. This has led to thorough discussion of the

diagnostic points of spinal tumors, .so as to make assur-
ance of their presence and localization as absolute as pos-
sible for the g\iidance of the surgeon. Nowithstanding
the progress in this matter, every year some cases are

reported in which tin' lumor fails to be found at opera-
tion. In the very first case opi^rated upon (Horsley's
cited above) the opening in the spinal canal was made
somewhat loo low at first. Di'. Collins points out that
recent experiences of Starr, Oppenheim, and Schlesinger
show that .there is danger of localizing the spinal tuiiior

one segment too low, even at the present time. 'With
this precaution it must be admitted that the diagnosis of
spinal tumors is as certain as any other bit of internal

diagnosis, and definite localization can usually be reached
without serious doubt remaining.

Division ok Timors.—Tumors of the spinal cord—
that is, new growths alTecting the spinal portion of the
central nervous system—may spring either from the ner-
vous substance of the cord itself or from some of its cover-

ings. These include not only the spinal membr.-ines (that
is, the meninges), but also the periosteum of the spinal
canal and the bony column that acts as the support and
protection for the cord. It seems better, with the authori •

ties on this subject, to include the bony tumors of the
vertebra'. All these tumors give a certain similarity of

symptoms, so that we shall consider first tumors of" the
vertebra", then tumors which have their origin from the
perio.steuin or from the extradural fat-tissue^ then intra-
dural tumors which spring from the inner surface of the

dura, from the arachnoid membrane, from the ligamcn-
turn denticulatum, from the nerve roots, or from tlu; pia
mater, and finally true medullary tumors, which spring
from the nervous substance of the cord itself. We may
say at once that by far the most important group of
tumors is the intradural.

Tuiiion of the rertehy-a; have been arranged by Bruns,
according to their importjince, in tlh' following order:

Carcinoma, sarcoma, and osteosarcoma, as also sarcoma-
toid tumors with myxomatous degeneration, or fibrosar-

comata, exostoses, or osteomata, especially multiple ex-

ostoses, echinoccus cysts, and finally gummata. There
is a pseudo-tumor of the vertebra, due to exaggerated cal-

lous formation after fracture of a vertebra, which acts

exactly liko a tumor, and should accordingly be treated

among them.

By far the most important and the most frequent form
of tumor (if the vertebra^ is carcinoma. In the great ma-
jority of the cases the tumor is not primary, but second-

ary to cancer in some other part of the bod}'. Vertebral
cancer follows particularly cancer of the breast; much
more rarely does it occur after stomach or uterine cancer.
It is likely, then, to affect especially women, and as a
matter of fact the cases of cancer of the vertebne reported
in men are extremely rare. Vertebral cancer may occur

many years after an ajJiJarently successful operation for
cancer of the breast. Bruns reported a case in which
eight years had intervened. The late Dr. William
Pepper showed to his clinic a case in which over six years
had elapsed since the removal of the breast. Primary
cancer of the vertebrae occurs very rarely.
As might be expected from the original seat of the

tumor, secondary cancers of the vertebme occur esjie-

cially in the middle and upper dorsal region, occasionally
in the lower cervical region. Primary carcinoma of the
vertebiw by contrast occurs more particularly in the
lumbar region. Secondary cancer does not limit itself to
one vertebra, but apparently from the beginning attacks
several. There are in the literature a number of cases
in which practically eveiy vertebra from the cervical

region down to the sacral region had become carcinoma-
tous. The process may spread by continuity, but it

would seem that frequently each vertebral body becomes
the seat of a hew metastatic focus of malignant disease.

Notwithstanding tlie wide distribution of the carcino-
matous process, theari'ain which there is pain on pressure
or in which there are neuralgic pains due to the irritation

of the growing tumor may be very small. Even when
there is extensive involvement of ilie vertebral column,
<leforiuity may be absent. The usual deformity is a sink-

ing together of the whole spinal column, a change which
the French call c«<».f«c»nf;i<. In anumber of cases iiatients
liave been distinctly decreased in height by this sinking
together of the vertebrie. Often the bodies of the ver-

tebra; become almost as thin as pajier. and it is hard
to understand how the patient can liold himself erect.

Occasionally there are sudden dislocations of the verte-

brie, and these may occur after even very sliglit traunm.
When displacement of the vertebra; occurs, however.
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tht'ie is no true angular deformity as in Pott's disease,

but rather a rounded deformity dev<'lops. Ofcasionally

thielveniiij; and other deformities of the spinous processes
can be detected and are i)athognomonic. The process
extends into tlie nerve substance very slowly and never

goes very far. The spinal nerves may become alTcctcd

as a consequence of the involvement of tlu; intervertebral

openings. The nervous alfection may be due oidy to

•compression, or it may be a true carcinomatous develop-
ment. If there is a sudden movement of the vertebra'

on one aimther, the spinal cord may become compressed
by the resultant deformity. Slow compression is also

possible, because of gradually produced deformity of the

vertebral column. The carcinoma may alTcct the extra-

dural fatty tissue and so compress the cord. lu these

cases a complete carcinomatous cylinder may surround
the dural sac. The tumor is, however, .soft in consist-

ence, and so the compression symptoms arc unimpor-
tant and the real cause of the nervous disturbances is

often collateral aniema due to interference witli the return

blood supply of the cord. In cancer of the vertebrie it

is very seldom that the nervous substance of the cord

itself becomes malignantly diseased.

Primary sarcomaUi of the vertebra' are not so rare as

primary careiuomata. Sarcomata, however, usually oc-

cur in "the himbar or the sacral region and the affection

develops by continuity from a tumor in the neighbor-
hood. The viscera in the pelvis particularly are likely
to be the seat of the primary tumor. Sarcomata are

more malignant than carcinomata. They readily involve

the dura, and may even penetrate this membrane and in

tiltrate the cord itself. A long portion of tlie spinal col-

umn may be affected by a sarcoma before serious symji-
toms begin. Much more frequently than carcinomata
of the spinal column, sarcomata involve the transverse

processes, the spines, and the vertebral arches, and may,
by pressure of the tumor thus formed, cause perforation
of tlie skin. Sarcomata maj' occur in very early years,

though they are more fre(iuent in advanced age.
E.xostoses and osteomata may grow from the transverse

processes, or from the spinal arches, or from the bodies

of the vertebra'. AVlieu they grow from the posterior

part of the body of the vertebra, or forward from the

arch, they cause compression of the cord and of the nerve
roots. Thev seem to be somewhat more frequent in the

lumbar and sacral regions. Usually when an exostosis

is present in the spinal column, otlier portions of the

skeleton present similar outgrowths. Tliey should be
looked for on the ribs, in the supra-orbital region, along
the spine of the .sca]iiila, and on the clavicles. Their dis-

covery usually niak( s the diagnosis of the variety of tu-

mor in the spinal cord plain without more ado.

Echinococcus cysts are rather rare in the spinal col-

umn, but they have been noted in a number of reported
cases. Sometimes they cause a sudden dislocation of the

bodies of the vertebriE and maj' lead to acute compression
symptoms.
Gummata of the spinal column occur most freriuently

in the \ipper jiart of the cervical region. Not infre-

quently, as has l)e('n pointed out by Gowers, they are

associated with ulcers of the pharynx. It is always
very difficult to dilTerentiate this condition from tuber-

culous caries of the vertebrte. The dilTcrentiatiou is,

however, extremely important, because of the success
of therapeutic measures in the syphilitic process. In

suspected cases the therapeutic test constitutes the best

differential diagnostic sign that we have. When a susjii-
cious symptom develops, especially in relation to the

upper cervical region, the patient should be carefully

questioned as to his history, as to syphilis, and in any
case mixed treatment should be tised.

If a vertebral tinnor is diagnosed, then its nature can
sometimes be determined. The most imjiorlant element
is to know the nature <if the primary tumor. Sometimes
this will be found to be a lynipho-sarconia, and in this case

tlierc is some ho])(' that the use of ar.senie for a long time,
either internally as Fowler'^ solution or, belter .still, as

sodium arscniale subculaneously, may do some good.

When a tumor of the spinal cord is primary, it is more
likely to be malignant than benign. The occurrence
of vascidar murmurs in the afl'ected region speaks for

sarcoma. Symptoms of osteomalacia make the diagnosis
multiple myeloma. Osteomata run a very slow course,

though it cannot always be said, as Rruns does, that they
cause less pain than tumors wliich run a more rapid
course. The echinococcus cysts may be recognized by
]nincture of the tumor and the finding of booklets in the
secretion. In a number of reported cases echiuococctis

cysts have been considered by very good authorities to

be cold abscesses. In almost any case of vertebral tumor,
one of the iodides, potassium or sodium, according to the

preference of the physician in charge, should be employed.
In most cases, unless the history is very clear and the
condition absolutely sure, a mercurial inunction course
should be given. The condition in malignant tumors is

so hopeless that the erysipelas toxins, or tlie mixed toxins

suggested by Coley, should be employed, and it will

sometimes be found that they furnish relief, or even an
ab.solute cure, in unexpected circumstances.

Cii.vii.\cTER OF TrMOKs.—The tumors that develop
within the spinal canal are divided into those of the cord
itself and those of the meninges. The most frequent
are those of the meninges, the proportion being ncarlj'
two to one. Of the meningeal tumors, some are intra-

dural and some extradural.

In contrast to the tumors of the vertebrs, most of the

intraspinal tumors are primary. In the extradural space,
the most frequent tumor is the lipoma, which develops
in the extradural fatty tissues. Next after this in fre-

quency is the sarcoma which often develops from the

periosteum of the vertebrte, though it also sometimes

grows on the outer surface of the dura. There ma.y be

tuberculous tumors that grow within the spinal canal
without any connection with the vertebrse. Such tu-

mors may extend in their vertical diameter and cover a

large portion of the cord. Echinococcus cysts may de-

velop in the extradural space, and a very rare form of

tumor, the enchondroma, has been encountered here. In
one or two reported cases teratomata have also been en-

countered.
When tumors begin in the extradural space they very

seldom liud their waj- through the dura. Practically all

of the tumors that occur outside of the dura are single.

Lately a few cases of multiple extradural tumors have
been reported.

Intradural tumors spring from the inner surface of the

dura, from the arachnoid membrane, from the pia mater,
or from the ligamcntum dcnticulatum. True neuromata

having their origin in the nerve substance, or pseudo-
neuromata springing from the sheath of the nerve, are not
unusual in the intradural space. Bruns has reported a
casein which the nerve root ran directi}' through the cen-

tre of such a tumor. The pathological anatomy of in-

tradural tumors is more diverse than that of the tinnors

which occur in the extradural space. Practically any of

the connective-tissue tumors may occur. Fibromata and
fibrosarcomata, as well as genuine sarcomata and the sub

varieties, angiosarcomata and myxo.sarcomata, have been

reported. In a few cases pure angiomata lia\e been found.
In children particularly there arc a certain number of

tumors that occur in connection with congenital malfor-

mations, associated with patent or latent sjiina bifida.

These tumors are apt to occur, especially in the lumbar

region, though they may invade the lower dorsal region.
The most frequent variety is the lipoma. Neuromata
are especially apt to occur in the cauda ecpiina. Not

infrequently malignant degeneration takes place even in

t umors which arc really not malignant at the outset. Neu-
romata are apt to be multiple in the cauda equina. At
times degeneration of tumors affecting the nerve sub-

stance causes the presence of what is known as brain

sand. Such tumors are sjioken of as psammomata.
Solitaiy tubercles occur not infrequently in the intra-

dural s])ace, though tubercidosis affecting the membranes
is apt to be diffuse. Nearly the same thing is true of

syphilitic processes. Perfectly' circumscribcil gummata
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are not very frequent, but diffuse gummatous meningitis
is not so rare. Ecliinocoecus cysts are very rarely en-

countered in the intradural space. iSonic of tliem liave

been found free in tlie arachnoidal space. Aneurisms of

the spinal arteries, theoretically, should be encountered

occasionally, but as a matter of fact they are very infre-

tpicnt.
In general it may be said that tlie pathological anat-

omy of tumors which occur within the spinal canal is not

dilTerent from that of the same form of tumors when they
occur in other parts of the body. The consistence of these

tumors is ratlier hard, practically always harder than

that of the cord itself; hence the compression symptoms
that are produced. Only diffuse sarcomatous and carci-

nomatous new growths are soft in consistence, and such

tumors are apt to be very vascular, making any question
of their removal futile. As a rule tumors that grow
witliin the dura are apt to be circumscribed in size, and
seldom exceed that of a dove's egg. The limitation in size

jf spinal tumors is lathcr favorable for their removal by
surgical jiroccdures. and for this reason tlie prognosis of

intradural tinnors that are non-malignant is not as serious

as it woidd otherwise be.

Diffireiitiation of Vertebral Tumors.—In differentiating
carcinoma of the spinal column from Pott's disease, it

may be said in general that Pott's disease is aji affection

of youth or childhood. It must not be forgotten, how-
ever, that tuberculous caries of the vertebra; comes at a
later age than any other form of bone tubercidosis. Car-

cinoma is (|uite rare, though sarcoma is not infrequent
before adult life. It has been said tliat the intensity of

the neuralgia caused by carcinoma is always greater than
that due to caries. This must not be accepted as an
absolute rule, however, according to the observation of

Bruns and Schlesinger. The most important dift'erential

diagnostic point between caries and vertebral tumors
is the kind of deformity present. Angular deformity is

characteristic of Pott's disease. Carcinoma causes a
rounded deformity, or else causes, as lias been already
noted, a shortening of tlie whole spinal column. If tu-

mor-like masses can be felt alongside the spinal col-

umn, or in the pelvis, as is not infrequeutlj' the case in

sarcoma, the differentiation from Pott's disease is easy.
Evidence of the e.xistence of tuberculosis in other organs,
or of a cold abscess, makes the decision in favor of Pott's

disease. It must not be forgotten, however, that as a

consequence of the dj'scrasia of cancer, myelitic processes

may occur in the spinal cord, and Schlesinger has re-

ported a case in which, notwithstanding the history of

carcinoma of the breast, the affection of the spinal cord
was a true caries.

Tumors of the upper part of the cervical cord begin
usually with pain, and before long areas of anaesthesia

develop. The pain is felt along the distribution of tiie

cervical plexus in the area supplied by the supraclavic-
ular nerve, the ncrvi occipitales minores, at times also

the nervi occipitales inajores, and practically always in

the distribution of the great auricular nerve. Atrophic
conditions and palsy of the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscles
and the musculi circulares usually develop. The deep
anterior cervical muscles, as well as the superficial and

deep muscles of the neck posteriori}', are likely to be in-

volved in the same process. After the neuralgia, hemi-

plegia involving the arm and leg on the side of the tumor

gradually ilevelops. In contradistinction from cerebral

hemiplegia, there is no involvement of the facial or of

tlie hypoglossal nerves. Anfesthesia occurs on the oppo-
site side as a Brown-Sequard phenomenon. The para-
plegic condition, as a consequence of a tumor in the cer-

vical cord, never lasts long, as the involvement of the

phrenic nerve soon causes death from respiratory failur<'.

Tumors of the cervical enlargement of the spinal cord
, present first a stage of the Brown Sc(|Uard plienomcMon.
When the tumor is limited to one-half the; cord, atrojihy
and jiaraly.sis with ana'Sthesia and neuralgic pains in the
arm on the side of the tumor are soon noted. A spastic

paralysis and a disturbance of muscular sensation in the;

corresponding leg are usual accompaniments ;
anajsthesia
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occurs in the leg on the other side and in the opposite
side of the trunk, and on the ulnar side of the other arm
when the tumor in its growth causes a transverse lesion,
a spastic paralysis, and ana-sthesia of both legs with palsy
of the trunk muscles and ana'sthe.sia of the trunk up to
the .seconil rib, are the usual results. In this ca.se there
is also paralysis of the arms. If the tumor involves all

of the cervical enlargement, there is complete anasthesia
of both arms. If there should be direct involvement of
the uppermost dorsal nerve root, niyosis and immobility
of the pupil occur. If tlic tumor is strictly limited, these

symptoms occur only on one side, though usually they
develop on both sides a little later.

Tumors of the dorsal spinal cord cause first the Brown-
Sequard symptom, iuiil hilir give spastic [laraiilegia of
the leg and abdominal muscles, and ana'stliesia of the
trunk up to the level corresponding to the height of the
tumor. The neuralgia occasitmed is at tirst one-sided,
but later it assumes the character of a complete girdle
pain. The hypera'sthesia does not follow exactly the in-

tercostal spaces, but is more horizontal in its retie.xes.

Atrophic paralyses of the intercostal muscles can usually
not be demonstrated, though they are noted in the ab-
dominal muscles.
When the tumor begins to compress the cord, and be-

fore the compression is so severe as to cause an interrup-
tion of the How of nervous impulses the skin and tendon
reflexes are all exaggerated. Patellar clonus and ankle
clonus are present. At times even a slight touch upon
the lower extremities causes a distinct tremor clonus
which was described originally in this country by Brown-
Sequard, and designated b\' him as spinal epilepsy. As
the transver.se lesion of the cord becomes complete the
tendon and skin reflexes decrease. As a rule, however,
the skin reflexes remain even after nervous communication
through the cord has been completely interrupted. In the
so-called Brown-Sequard palsy the paralysis on the side

of the tumor is mostly of the spastic variety, and the ten-

don reflexes are exaggerated. Sometimes when the lesion

is very high in the cord an atonic palsy with loss of re-

flexes is established. Severe trophic disturbances and
even a qualitative change of the electric excitability, suf-

ficient to constitute a reaction of degeneration, does not
occur as a rule in these cases of paralysis. 'There are,

however, a considerable emaciation and a distinct quanti-
tative reduction of the electrical excitability of the mus-
cle. Sometimes there is, because of a readily produced
ffidema of the skin, a lowering of the electrical excitabil-

ity of the paralyzed muscles which simulates the loss of

electrical reaction. In these ca.ses, however, while the

faradic current may fail to produce any effect, the gal-
vanic current, if strong enough, will always produce
quick muscle contraction.
The condition of the bladder and of the rectum, when

tumors of the cervical or dorsal cord exist, depends en-

tirely on the extent of the interference with cord func-
tions. At the beginning there is usually only some slight

difiiculty at the commencement of urination, though the
call to urinate is more frequent and more imperative.
After a time, voluntary urination becomes impossible
and urinary retention sets in. Somewhat later the blad-

der sphincter loses its power and incontinence results.

This takes the intermittent form, so thai the bladder

eiiqities itself every now and then without the will of the

]iatient, and sometimes the ana'sthesia is so marked that

he does not notice the flow of urine until he becomes
wet. If the whole spinal cord becomes affected, all the

bladder reflexes disappear, and its muscles become pal-
sied Nearly always, when paralysis of the bladder

occurs, cystitis develops, and this leads to pyelitis and

nephritis, and hastens the fatal termination.

The rectum goes through nearly the same functional dis-

turbances as tile bladder. At the liegiuning there is con-

stipation and then later emptying of the rcetum becomes

impossible by will i>ower. After a time a paralytic con-

dition sets in, though the sphincter maintains enough
contractility to retain fiecal material for some time. At
intervals of several days, the rectum empties itself spon-
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tjiucovisly, especially if tlaere has been the slightest in-

crease of peristalsis or any tendency to (liairha?a.

With regard to the sexual functions, in tumors of the

dorsal and cervical region there are certain characteristic

symptoms. They occur, of cours(^ only in men. At the

beginning of the alTeetion potency remains, and it may
even hapiien that there is an increase of sexual desire.

In tumors of the cervical cord priapism may become an

annoying symptom. This may not persist constantly,
but tlie slightest manipulation of the penis, as, for in-

stance, for purposes of catheterization, may cause an

erection, and this may interfere with the necessary inser-

tion of the catheter in these cases. Wlien there is a

complete transverse lesion of the dorsal cord, impotence
is inevitable.

Interference with the vaso-motor nervous mechanism
and the at)sence of movement may lead to a>dema of the

affected leg or legs. In these cases there is dry scaliness

of the skin that resembles ichtliyosis very closely. The

joints may sulVer from trophic disturbances, and it must
not be forgotten that contractures set in and ankylosis

may develop. Bedsores are not frequent in tumors of

the cord high iiji, but when the transverse cord lesion

is complete, then skin ulcerations occur as easily as in

affections of the lower part of the cord.

Tumom of the hnnhur eiihirneiuent of Ihe cord cause at

first pain in the region of the lumbar plexus. This is usu-

ally onesided, and is referred to the anterior and inner

side of the thigh, the knee, and the leg. Next in order

comes paralysis of the iliopsoas muscle, the quadriceps,
the adductors, and the tibialis anticus. The Brown-Se-

(juard phenomenon may occur in onesided affections of

the upper part of the liunhar enlargement. When the

whole cord is affected, complete paraly.sis and anoestliesia

of tlie lower extremities develop; at first only in the

region of the lumbar plexus, later in the whole leg.
Ankle clonus may be present when the knee-jerks are

absent; bladder and rectal disturbances and sexual im-

potence are not so common in lumbar tumors as in those
in the sacral region.
Tumors of the sacral cord, if they leave the lumbar en-

largement unaffected, cause characteristic symptoms of

their own. These are paralysis and wasting of the mus-
cles of the lower leg and of the foot and of the posterior

portion of the tliigli, especially the gluteal and perineal
muscles. At first this nnxy be one sided, and later, as

the tumor develoiis, it ma_y affect both sides. Anaesthesia
is noted first in the foot and then at the back of the leg
and thigh, and finally in the perineum and the geni-
tals. Total paralysis of the bladder and rectum oc-

curs, and impotence is a marked feature from the begin-
ning. The Acliilles refiex is often absent, though the

knee-jerk is present. Bedsores and cystitis occur early
in the case.

Tumvrnofihe Cauda Eqnina.—The lumbo-sacral cord
is commonly considered to run from the upper border of
the twelfth, or from the lower third of the eleventh dor-

sal vertebra, to the lower border of the first lumbar verte-

bra, or at the very most to the middle of it. The lumbar
enlargement lies usually beneath the twelfth dorsal verte-

bra. The sacral portion of it corresponds to the first

linnbar vertebra. Below the middle of the second lum-
bar vertebra, then, there is no longer anj' cord substance,
but only u thick bunch of nerves, the so-called cauda
equina. As certain of the nerves that come from the
lumljar enlargement of the cord run in the- spinal canal,
it is easy to understand that the same symptoms may
occurasaconscqiience of a tumor in tlu' lumbar enlarge-
ment as when the cauda equina is affected by a similar
lesion. There are some differential diagnostic" peculiari-
ties, however, which make it possilile to draw a dis-

tinction at times with complete assurance as regards
tumors of these two regions. The first and most impor-
tant distinction is that tumors of the meninges, when they
begin to affect tli(' spinal cord itself, usually ca>ise uni-

lateral symptoms. Tumors in the caudal region, how-
ever, usuallj- cause from the very beginning bilateral

symptoms. It is possible, however, for a tumor of the

Cauda equina to cause luiilateral symptoms at first. Tu-
mors of the lumbar cord usually cause completely sym- I

metrical paralyses and areas of ana-sthesia. This sym-
metry is a|it to be lacking in tumors of the cauda.
Caudal tumors are apt to cause very severe [nuns that

persist in spite of treatment and that are very extensive.
j

The pain is apt to be especially severe and obstinate in
|

the sacral and coccygeal region. Tumors of the lumbar
cord exceptionally cause very severe pain, so tluit this

distinction is not very important. Friedrich Schult/.e

claims that very marked and extensive fibrillary tremors
are a sign that the cord itself is affected, rather than
the nerves of the cauda. Bladder and rectal disturb-

ances and trophic lesions of the skin follow both kinds of

tumors.
The possibility of more than one tumor developing at

the same time within the spinal canal must not be for-

gotten. In a certain number of reported cases the pres-
ence of more than one tumor has been recognized by the
definite symptoms produced by each of them, and espe-

cially by the successive development of symptoms point-

ing to more than one localized area of irritation or press-
ure. Gowers calls attention to the fact tliat the greatest

difficulty exists in the cases in which an intracranial

tumor precedes the growth witlun the vertebral canal,
and the symptoms of the spinal tumor are overlooked in

the presence of the severe manifestations of the intra-

cranial growth.
There is one form of disease which closely simulates a

tumor in the symptoms which it produces. This is hyper-
trophic pachymeningitis. It alwaj's affects tlie cervical

region, and hence the question of its exclusion must

always be considered before an absolute diagnosis of the

presence of a cervical spinal tumor is made. The differ-

ential signs are- that the manifestations of hypertrophic
pachymeningitis are usuallj' bilateral, while in the case of

a tumor the initial symptoms, at least, are unilateral; and
that the manifestations produced ijy pachymeningitis,
instead of being very localized, show an involvement of

a considerable portion of the cord in vertical extent.

The sj'mptoms of extradural and intradural tumors of

the spinal cord are very similai'. There are certain slight
differences which with care can be utilized in determining
the localization of a tumor. The first symptom in any
case is almost sure to be i)ain. In general, the first mechan-
ical effect of the presence of the tumor is compression of

the nerve roots, and then of the spinal cord itself. In

this matter, tumors within the spinal canal differ but

very little from those which spring from the vertebriE.

For a considerable time, at the beginning of the symp-
tomatic course, an irritative condition is noted, which
affects especially the sensory nerve roots, causing neural-

gias. The reason for this is not far to seek. Intradural

tumors occur more frecpiently in the posterior jiart of the

cord, or posteriorly and laterally. As a consequence,
irritation of the motor roots occurs less frequently and
seldom leads to recognizable localizing symptoms.
As a rule the pains are intense and typically neilralgic

in character, but lack the tender points of tr\ie periph-
eral ne\iralgia. The pains are described as lancinating
or tearing, and are not infrequently accomjianied by
causalgia

—that is. a ijurniug pain in the skin of the re-

gion supplied by the irritated nerve. Very often there is

an accompanying hypenesthesia of the skin which makes
even the slightest touch unbearable. The pains are

always increased when the spinal column is moved, or

when there is any shaking of tne body, as in coughing
or sneezing. The pains may last for days and weeks
without any intermission, though there may be intervals

of comparative painlessness. The complete destruction

of a nerv(! root causes a stoppage of the pain, and it may
take some time for the tumor in its growth to reach

another nerve root.

As in the case of vertebral tumors, herpes zoster may
occur in the jiainful hypenesthetic part. While in verte-

bral tumors the pains are from the beginning ustially bi-

lateral, ill intradural tumors they are much more likely

to affect cjiily one side. It is easy to understand, how-
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ever, that tumors of tho meninges maj- jxlTect botli sides

of the spinal cord, or both uerve roots at a given level,

and so cause bilateral neuralgia. At times there are evi-

dences of irritation of the motor mots, tliough these are

seldom present. Painful cramjis or tonic contractions of

the alidominal muscles, for instance, or of the cervical

muscles causing torticollis, have been noted. In these

cases the lesion usually affects the sensory roots and the

motor symptoms are reflex.

With regard to paralyses and ana-sthesia, it nuist be

remembered that the destruction of one nerve root seldom

causes the development of such a, condition. .\t least

three or more nerve roots must be affected before ana-s-

thesia, or muscle paralysis, will be a prominent feature of

the case.

Pain is the most prominent feature of the early history
of tumors interfering with the function of the spinal
cord. It is prone to occur in attacks that are described

as stabbing or tearing in character. It is not unusu-

al, however, for the patient to suffer from dull aches

between the severe attacks, or the initial stage of the

affection may be characterized by a more or less persistent
dull aching discomfort in certain muscles. The result

of this is. that not infrequently the diagnosis of chronic

rheumatism is made and the patient is treated for that dis-

ease. It is not an unusual thing to find that several physi-
cians in attendance upon a given case have spoken of a

spinal tumor as muscular rheumatism. As Gowers has

pointed out, the pain produced by spinal tumors is in-

tense, and at times so hopelessly obstinate to medical treat-

ment that it has more than once led the unhappy sufferer

to attempt suicide. This must be borne in mind b}- the

medical attendant.
The diagnosis of neuralgia is not infrequent in the

primary symptomatic stage of a spinal tumor. In contra-

distinction to true neuralgia, however, there is, as was
pointed out by Dr. Starr, an absence of tenderness, as a

rule, in the nerves along the lines in which the pain is

felt. When the tumor is within the spinal canal, move-
ment does not usually increase the pain: though this is

apt to be the case when the tumor is in the bones. Pain
is greatest when the tumor is situated so as to compress
the cord directly laterally or posteriorly

—that is, when it

affects directly the sensory nerve trunks.

It must not be forgotten, in diagnosing tumors of the

spinal cord, that the irritation of the sensitive nerve sub-

stance may give ri.se in predisposed individuals to symp-
toms of fimctional disorder of the spinal cord. Hysteri-
cal manifestations are not an unusual accompaniment of

the initial stage of tumors of the cord, and often make
the diagnosis more difficult than it would otherwise be.

The physician's fear is always lest he should exaggerate
the significance of neurotic symptoms. As a matter of

fact, however, tliere is more danger of his minimizing
the significance of the sj-mptoms of the organic disease

present, and so wasting precious time in tlu' initial stage
of theaffection, when operation may save the spinal cord
from lasting injury due to long-continued pressure.
The most characteristic feature for the diagnosis of

a spinal tumor, its character and localization, is undoubt-

edly the course of the symptoms and the carefid observa-
tion of the history of the case. The symptoms of tumor
begin usually with imilateral pain, associated commonlv
with hypera'Sthesia. A little later, one-sided cramps
in the muscles are prone to occur, followed before long
by jiaresis and atrophy in the affected muscles. This

practically constitutes an index of a lesion involving
half the cord. As the growth of the tumor progresses,
the other side of the cord also becomes affected and para-

plegia develops. A not infrequent accompaniment of

this group of symptoms is localized pain, or, in .some

cases, deformity of the spinal column.
TitK.VTMK.NT.—As we have alreadj' said, the most fa-

vorable form of sjiinal tumor, as regards therapeutics, is

that of syphilitic origin. As Gowers says, syphilis can
be excluded only when there has been no po.ssibility of

infection. In many cases of late syphilitic lesions there
is no history of secondary syphilis, "and in others there is

no history of a iirimary sore. Hence it is certain that in

some cases of late lesions of syphilis a liistory of both

])rimary sore and secondary symptoms will be absent,
and such cases are actually met with not infrequently in

neurological jmictice. In practically all ca.ses, then, anti-

syphilitic treatment should be tried for a period of from
four to six weeks. The treatment of syphilitic condi-
tions of the spinal cord should be prompt and energetic.
The ijressure must be lessened as soon as possible, other-
wise degenerative changes and at times even hopeless
destruction of nervous elements will take place. The in-

fluence of a few days' loss of time may make a difference

of weeks in the' duration of symptoms, and may even
make the ultimate condition much less satisfactory.

In cases that are non-syphilitic very little can be ac-

complished by medication. Sedatives must be employed
for the pain, and yet with the greatest care, since habits
are so easily formed and anodynes lose their effect. Co-
caine may be employed by subarachnoid injection to aid

the action of morphine. The state of the bladder must
be watched very carefullj-, it must not be allowed to be-

come overdistended, yet the catheter must be used with

every possible aseptic precaution, including especially
the cleansing of the fossa navicularis before tlie introduc-
tion of the instrument; otherwise severe cj'stitis will be

likely to develop in the lowered vitality of the vesical

mucous membrane. Because of the d'minished nutrition

of all tissues, bedsores must be carefully guarded against,
and if the patient shows early a tendency to their devel-

opment, a water-bed must be secured without delay.
Spinal tumors that are not within the substance of the

spinal cord itself may not infrequently be removed by
surgical procedures. As we noted at the beginning of

this article, at least fifty percent, of all tumors are opera-
ble, and of these more than one-half may be practically
cured or relieved completely of their annoying symp-
toms. It must be remembered that Gowers and Horsley
insist that the early removal of a small growth in the

spinal cord may possibly be followed by the regeneration
of conducting fibres that are on the other side of the cord,
and by the return of their function, lost only through
the effects of pressure. As soon, then, as a definite diag-
nosis of the presence of a spinal-cord tumor is made, opera-
tion should be recommended and the state of the case,

with the possibility of a complete cure, set before the pa-
tient. Delay in this matter can do no possible good, and
a delay of even a few months may cause irremediable

damage to the delicate nerve structures. In estimating
the chances of a successful issue, it must be remembered
that the effect of the operation upon the patient's general
condition is distinctlj' tmfavorable.

James J. Walsh.

SPINE, DISEASES OF THE—Stphtlis.—Syphilis,
in either the inherited or the acquired form, may cause

deformity of the spine with accompanying s_vmptoms
that can hardly be distinguished from those of Pott's
disease. As compared with tuberculosis it is a very un-
common disease of the spine. Its manifestations are

likely to be general in character, the local deformity
being one of many evidences of disease.

Syphilitic disease of the spine, causing destruction of
tissue and deformity, demands the same protective treat-

ment as would progressive deformity from other causes.

Api)ropriate medical treatment is of course indicated in

addition.

Malignant Disease.—Malignant disease of the spine
is uncommon, particularly so in childhood. Sarcoma is

more conunon than carcinoma, and it may affect the

spine primarily, while carcinoma is almost always sec-

ondary to disease elsewhere, as of the breast.

The symjitoms of malignant disease are usually more
severe than those of tuberculosis. The i)ain, for exam-

l)le, is often persistent and is not relieved by support or

recumbency. The constitutional symptoms are more
marked and the steady jirogress of tiie disease toward a

fata! termination is soon apparent. Not infrequently
the lumor may be palpated through the abdominal wall.
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aiifl tlie deformltj' cimracteristic of destruction of the
\citel)ral bodies is often al)sent. Paralysis is a frequent
.111(1 often an early symptom.

Malijinaiit disease of the spine is a fatal affection and
the treatment can be but palliative.
Acute Ostkomyei.itis.—Infectious osteomyelitis of

the spine is uncommon. The characteristic syniiitoms
are similar to tho.sc of acute infectious processes else-

where, namely, sudden onset with fever and constitu-

tional depression. There arc local pain and tenderness
about the spine. Abscess quickly forms, and paralysis,
from the rapid extension of the disease to the spinal
cord, is a frequent conijilication.
The later symptoms due to pyogenic infection are often

P3'a?mic in character. Necrosis of the affected vertebral
bodies may result in the formation of large sequestra.
The death rate is about fifty per cent.

Treatment.—The immediate evacuation and drainage
of the abscess is indicated together with the removal of

the necrosed bone if possible. Subsequently the spine
should be supported.
A more chronic and more localized form of osteomj'e-

litis may occur, but it is practically impossible to distin-

guish its symptoms from those of tubercidous disease.

In this class of cases an abdominal or pelvic abscess may
be the first indication of disease.

Actinomycosis.—Actinomycosis of the spine is an ex-

tremely rare disease. Its diagnosis may be made by the

microscopical examination of the discharge from the
sinuses that almost always form early in the course of the
disease.

Tk.\um.vtism.—Severe sprain.s, rupture of ligaments,
or fractures of the spine may simulate disease, particu-

larly when the injury is of tla^ cervical region. Diag-
nosis is in some instances practically impossible until the
effect of local support has been tested, when as a rule, if

disease be absent, the symptoms, even though of long
standing, quickly' subside.

Fract'.ire of the spine in the middle region without dis-

placement may cause angular deformity, and when proper
support has been neglected, symptoms of pain and weak-
ness similar to those of Pott's disease may persist indefi-

nitely.
Sudden forcible compression of one or more of the

vertebral bodies without displacement and without severe
immediate symptoms, other than the slight deformity,
may be the result of injury, especially falls from a height.
These cases are not uncommon and are usually mistaken
for Pott's disease, especially as the deformity may not
be evident until several weeks after the injury.
The ditignoDts sliould be made clear by the history.
Treatment.—In all such cases and whenever weakness

of the spine persists and when motion causes pain, a sup-
port should be applied. Fracture of the spine should be
treated as are fractures elsewhere, by reposition if possi-
ble or practicable, and by support until the integrity of
the parts has been reestablished.

Tii.M'M.vTic SroNDvi.iris.—KVimmell has described a
form of rarefying osteitis of the spine induced appar-
ently by injury. It is characterized by symptoms of

pain and weakness, referred to the back, and by a rounded

kyphosis of the dorsal region. Motor disturbances of the

lower extremities are frequent. Such cases may be ex-

plained either as direct elTects of injury, or as due to

sulisequent infection—tuberculous or otherwise—of the
weakened parts.
The treatment is similar to that of Pott's disease.

The R.\ciirnc Spink.—Tlie rachitic spine has been
mentioned in the consideration of the dilterential diag-
nosis of Pott's disease, and it is described in more detail

elsewliere. (See Spine, Tubcreulou.i Disense of the.) It

is a deformity that appears, usually during the first or
second year of life, in children who do not walk. The
typical rachitic kyphosis is a rounded projection of the

middle and lower region of the spine. It is in fact simpl)'
an exaggeration of the contour that is normal in the sit-

ting posture. The deformity is more or less rigid accord-

ing to its duration. If it is extreme, it may be accom-

panied by a compensatory backward inclination of the
head—"

posterior torticollis."

Treatment.—Aside from the constitutional treatment
of the predisposing disease the indications are to over-
come the rigidity and the limitation of motion of the

spine, to support it if necessary by a light back brace,
and to avoid, as far as possible, the postures that favor
the deformity. In severe cases of rickets the recumbent
post\U'e on the stretcher frame which has been described
under Pott's Disease (.see article entitled Sjn'ne, Tubercu-
lous Disease of the), is the treatment of selection.

The "Typhoid Spine."—During the course of, or

during convalescence fnmi, typhoid fever symptoms of

pain, weakness, and stillness of the back may ajiiiear,
induced in certain instances apparently by sudden move-
ments or strains. Often there may be local sensitiveness
to pressure or motion: and a slight posterior projection
in the lumbar region of the spine, the part most often in-

volved, is not unusual.
Tlie cause of the sj'mptoms is apparently infection of

the fibrous coverings and attachments of the spine simi-

lar to the more common and more severe forms of jierios-

litis in other situations that may couqilicate this disease.

It may be stjited also that in exceptional instances ty-

jihoid infection may be accompanied by abscess, by de-

struction of bone, and by actual deformity.
Treatment.—The treatment should be symptomatic.

During the active stage if the pain is .severe the patient
should be kept in the recumbent position. Locally the

application of the Paciueiin cautery is of service in re-

lieving pain, and the application of adhesive plaster

strapping over the sensitive area may add to the com-
fort of the patient. As soon as it is practicable a back
brace or corset should be applied. Recovery is the rule,

although a certain amount of restriction of motion may
'

persist.
The same S3-mptoms may follow other forms of conta-

gious disease, notably scarlet fever, but as a rule they
are less persistent and severe.

GoNOKUHOSAL ARTHRITIS.—Gonorrhceal infection is

uncommon. Its symptoms resemble those of the preced-

ing affection; ankylosis is, however, more common as a

result ; in fact, gonorrhceal arthritis is supposed to be one
of the causes of spondylitis deformans.
The treatment consists in support for the purpose of

preventing deformity and relieving discomfort.

Cervical Arthritis.—The joints of the oecipito-axoid

region are sometimes involved in what appears to be a

form of infectious arthritis, sometimes foUowini: diph-
theria or other contagious disease. It may be distin-

guished from tuberculosis by its acute onset, and from
acute torticollis by the fact that all the motions of the

head are restricted.

Treatment.—The treatment consists in support during
the acute stage, as by a collar or jury mast, followed by
massage and manipulation to overcome the stiffness.

Spondylitis Deformans.—Siiondylitis deformans is

a chronic alTection of the spine terminating in ankylosis
and deformity.
The disease is apparently a chronic inflammation which

affects |irimarily the ligaments and the periosteal cover-

ings of the spine, a form of ossifying periostitis which
binds the vertebra' firmly to one another. It may begin
on the lateral or on the antero-laleral aspect of tlie spine.
It may lie limited to a jiarticular region, but in most in-

stances it progresses until it involves the entire spine,
and ofti'U the articulations of the ribs as well. The in-

tervertebral discs atrophy, but in some instances the mar-

gins of the cartilages proliferate and become ossified in a
manner characteristic of osteoarthritis.

Under the general term of sjjondylitis deformans are

included, in all probability, several varieties of disease.

For example:
1. The ankylosis of the spine may be simply a part of

a general rheumatoid arthritis involving the larger and
smaller joints

—rhenniatoid arthritis of the spine.
2. The spine may be involved together with one or

more of the adjacent joints, which show the characteristic
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symptoms of the so-called liypcitrophic form of arthritis

(Icforniaiis—osteoarthritis of the spiue. Tiiis form has

been designated by Marie as spondylose rhizonielique

(c7roi'ih''/.o( spine, /j'fo root, /n'/oi; <>.\tremity). implying a

disease of the spine, together with the luljoiiiing "root"

joints.
3. The disease may be limited to the spine and even

to a particidar region; in such oases it may be quite dif-

ferent from rheumatoid arthritis or osteoarthritis. This
form may follow aeiite rlieiiniatism; it maybe induced

apparently by
gonorrliiraorby
other forms of

infection. It

may begin
acutely like in-

f 1 a ni m a t o r y
rheumatism, or
it ma}' be chronic
in character and
progress slowly.

In the cases
of s|ioudylitis
deformans, as
distinct from
general involve-
ment of the
joints, there is

often an acute

onset, called
lumbago,' from
which the pa-
tient dates the

beginning of his

trouble. This is

followed by a

gradually in-

creasing s t i If-

nessof the spiue
and accom|iany-
ing deformity,
w i t h intercur-

rent attacks of

so - called lum-

bago. In the

well-marked
cases the pa-
tient complains
of s t i ff n e s s .

weakness, ])ain in the loins, pain radiating forward

along the ribs ; sometimes of weakness in the limbs,
of headache, nervousness and the like, symptoms that

may be caused directly by the inflammatory process, or

by implication of the nerve roots, or by an accompany-
ing neurasthenia. The direct symptoms are increased

by jais which are exaggerated bj' the inelasticity of the

spine. The disease is usually progres.sive and terminates

finally in complete rigidity of the spine, which is bent into

a long kypliosis most marked in the iipiicr dorsal region,
the Ininbar lordosis being obliterated in many instances.

When the disease is limited to the spine or to the spine
and larger joints, the occipito-axoid articulations are not

usually involved; but in the cases of general rheumatoid
arthritis, stiffness of the neck may be an early symptom.

Tredtiiuiil,—The local treatment is symptomalie. The
application of the cautery adds to tlu^ patient's comfort,
and self-suspension at intervals may relieve th<' dragging
sensation in the nuiscles. Rubber heels are of service in

les.seniiig the jar. A brace or plaster cor.set may be ap-
plied if th(^ pain is aggravated by motion. It should
serve also, together with the avoiciance of predisposing
attitudes, to i)revent extreme deformity of tla? spine.
Such protection is of great service if it is ap|)lied early
In the course of the disease, esiiecially in those cases in

which it is localized, as it sometimes is in the lumbar
region.

Ar)()i,Ksci-;NT IvYi'iiosts.—A form of extreme kyphosis,
iiccompanieil by .stiffness and discomfort, is not infre-

FIG. 4432. -Complete Anliylosis of the Entire

Spine. Tlie patient, aliout one year t)efore

coiiilnir under oltservntion, fell down a fliffht

of stauN. rupturintr tlie l)ony adhesions lif-

Iween tlie vertfliral bodies at the points of

preatHst dt'for:riity (as st'pn in the piriurct.
Thf ai-cident was followed Ity ^^n-at pain and
niarki-d sfrisiliMMifss at and ncai tht* points
of injm-y, and these symplouis persisted for

many montlis.

quently seen in adolescence. It appears to be a static

deformity induced by overwork. It can hardly be classi-

fied with spondylitis deformans, although there maybe
some ditlictdty in distinguishing Ijctweeu the two. Tlic
treatment is, if possible, prevention in avoiding predis-
posing postures and in strengthening the muscles. In
more advanced cases, forcible correction after the Calot
method, followed by support, massage, and exercise, may
be of service.

The kyphosis of old age is a familiar deformity that
does not require special mention.

Osteitis Dkform.\xs.—O.steitis deformans is described
elsewhere. It is a general disease characterized by hy-
pertrophy and .softening of the bimes. The deformity of

the spine is similar to that of spondylitis deformans, but
the local discomfort is far less marked.
The Neuhotic Spine.—This affection is far more

common in adolescence and adult life than it is in child-

hood, and in females than in males. The subjects are

usually of a nervous or neurasthenic type, often over-
worked and physically depressed. In certain instances,

however, the exciting cause appears to be direct injury.
The patient usually complains of a dull pain in the back
of the neck, or in the lumbar or sacral n-gion, of a con-

stant tired feeling, and not infre(|uently of sharp neural-

gic pain localized about a certain p^ int in the spine,
often the vertebra promineus. The contour of the spine
may be normal, but there is usually a •\vell-mai ked ten-

dency toward a forward droop, the curve of weakness.
A common symptom of the neurotic spine is the ex-

trenie local tenderness, or hyiiera'sthesia of the skin over
certain spinous processes. Thus, if one passes the linger

gently along the spine the patient will often shrink or

cry out when the sensitive point is reached. The pain is

usually localized about the spine, and there is no limita-

tion of movement or especial discomfort on motion. The
symptoms are distinctly subjective, thus differing from
those of actual disease.

Treatment.—The treatment of the neurotic spine must
include, of course, the general condition of the patient.

Locally, a light back brace or a long corstit, reinfon-ed
with steel bands, adds to the comfort of the patient.
The application of the cautery les.sens the local sensitive-

ness. Massage and exercises may be employed with ad-

vantage. Complete recovery is visually long delayed.
The IIystehical Spine.—The hysterical spine is usu-

ally classed 'with the ueui'otic spine. The local subjec-
tive symptoms may not differ particularly from those of
the neurotic spine, but in certain instances actual de-

formity may be present. This is usually exaggerated
lateral distortiim of the lumbar region. This deformity
may appear after injury, but, except as a possible cause
of a particular manifestation of the mental condition, it

is usually apparent that injury cannot explain the symp-
toms or the deformity.

Treatment.—The local treatment is similar to that of

the neurotic spine.
Pain in the Lower Part of the Back.—Pain, dis-

comfort, and weakness are sometinics .symptomatic, being
caused by disease or displacement of the pelvic or ab-

dominal organs. Similar discomfort is a conunon symp
torn among overworked women. It is usually present
also whenever the lumbar lordosis is exaggerated, as a

compensatory deformity for dorsal Pott's disease, or lie-

cause of flexion of the thigh after hip disease.

Th(! trenliiient must be directed to the conditions of

which it is a symptom.
Pain and weakness in the lumbar region may be in

duci'd by strain or other injury. In svich instances it is

usually increased by sudden motion or overexertion, and
it may be persistent and disabling. Such ca.ses are often

classed as chronic lumbago. The cau.se is apparently
strain of the deep ligaments or muscles of the spine, but
the sym])toms may be exaggerated, doubtless in certain

instances by gout, rheumatism, oi' other disease of this

character.
When motion causes pain and when the symptoms are

persistent, support in the form of a back brace is iudi-
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catod, thu Kni);ht brace or plaster corset being conven-
ient forms. During the more acute stage the cautery,
followed by the apiilication of interserting straps of ad-
hesive plaster covering a wide area, will often relieve the

pain. Later, mas-

sage, electricity
anil the like, may
be of service.

Spondylolis-
THEsis. — Spon-
dylolisthesis, or

exaggerated lor-

dosis, is a deform-

ity in which the

body of one of the

lower lunil)ar ver-

tebra', most often

the liftli, is dis-

p 1 a c e d forward
and downward.
The disi)lacement
is usually accom-

]iaiiicd by distor-

tion of the affect-

ed vertebra. The
spinous process
remains in its nor-

nial position,
while the lamina;

become elongated
or separated from
the displaced ver-

tebral body.
Spondylolisthesis
was first described

bj' Killiau in 1854
and more recently

by Neugebauer in

1890.

The ordinary
causes are con-

genital malforma-
tion, injury, and

possilily disease of
the lumbo-sacral
articulation. Lane
states that slight-
er degrees of the

deformity are of-

ten observed among laborers. The effect of the displace-
ment is to exaggerate the lumbar lordosis and to in-

crease the prominence of the sacrum and of the iliac

crests. The deformity is most often seen in women,
causing no particular symptoms ;

in fact, its diief interest

lies in its effect upon childbirth.

Treatment.—Support may be required if the symp-
toms indicate it. In the slighter grades of deformity a

strong corset reinforced by steel bands is ellieient.

Dkkok.mity of the Si'ixk Sixonu.vhv to Sci.\tica.—
Persistent sciatica often induces a change in the attitude
and contour of the spine. As a rule the patient habitu-

ally inclines the body away from the painful part, in

order to relieve the limb from weight, and bends tlie body
slightly forward to relax the tension on the sensitive

nerve or plexus of nerves. Thus the i>elvis on the

affected side projects, there is a lateral lumliar convexity
toward the opposite side, and often the normal lumbar
lordosis is lessened or lost, so that the final result may
be a permanent lateral curvature together with a flatten-

ing of the lumbar region. If the .sciatica is a symi)tom
of a more widespread neuritis of the lumbar plexus,
muscular weakness and muscular spasm may cause varia-

tions in the typical altitude, but this is unusual.
Aside from the direct treatment of sciatica support

may be indicated it movements of the spine aggravate
the pain. This is always indicated when there is danger
of persistent distortion. The patient should be suspended
and corrective jackets applied at frecjuent intervals. As

FIG. It:;.

the attitudes and symptoms described may be caused by
disease or in jiuy of the saero-iliac articulation, this region
should in all instances be carefully examined.

Neuritis of spinal nerves in other regions of the sjiine

may cause symptoms of reflected pain and local sensi-

livene.ss. Tliese are increased by motion, and a certain
amoimt of dclormity, similar in character to that due to

sciatica, may be present.
The treatment is similar to that indicated for the for-

mer affection. lioyal Whitman.

SPINE, SURGERY OF THE.—It is essential, before
we enter u|)iin tlie stvidy uf the surgery of the spine, that
we should have a fairly thorough acquaintance with tlie

most salient points in its anatomical construction.
The spinal coliunn is not a straight structure, but

presents a series of ciu-ves corresponding to its various

portions. The cervical portion presents a concavity : the
dorsid a convexity; tlie lumbar a concavity; while the
sacrum and coccyx are slightly convexed. On account of
its being made up of a large number of vertebra-, which
are separated frtmi each other b.v intervertebral substance
and are held together by elastic ligaments and muscles,
it presents a flex uous and flexible column, capable of a
considerable degree of motion, without injuiy either to

its muscles or ligaments or to the spinal cord itself. The
spinal canal is about twenty-seven inches in length,
larger in the neck and loin where it presents a rather tri-

angular shape, and narrower and more nearly round in

the remaining portions of the canal. It is also to be re-

membered that the spine has a slight lateral curvature,
the convexity of which is toward the right side; an ex-

ception to this rule exists in left-handed individuals.

The spinal cord is seventeen or eighteen inches in

length and occujiies only about two thirds of the canal—
hanging loosely in it and not by any means filling np the
whole contour of the canal. It extends from the upper
border of the atlas to the lower border of the first lumbar
vertebra, at which point it terminates in a slender fila-

ment of gray substance, kiunvn as the tilum terminale.
The spinal cord is vested by three membranes: the dura

mater, the arachnoid, and the pia mater. The dura
mater is seiiarated from the spinal canal by loose areolar

tissue and a plexus of veins—this membrane being a con-

tinuation of the one which surrounds the brain. Special
attention should be given to this plexus of veins, as in

many injuries of the spinal column these veins are ru])-
tured by hyperextension, thus forming clots of blood,
which impiugi' upon the spinal cord, ]ir.)duciug symptoms
of paralysis. Attention isalso to be paid to the fact that the

dura mater is not adherent to the spinal canal, which has
its independent periosteum ;

nor does the dura mater send

any of its prolongations into the fissures of the cord as

occurs in the brain. The arachnoid is a continuation of

the same membrane that suiTounds the lirain, and is con-

nected with tlie spinal nerves, so as to form a sheath for

them as they pass into the intervertebral foramina. The
outer surface of this membrane is connected with the

dura mater to a limited extent, thus leaving a consider-

able space, known as the subdural space, while the inner

surface is connected with the jiia mater by slender fila-

ments of connective tissue. The inner surface of the

arachnoid is separated from this memlirane by a consid-

erable interval known as the subarachnoidean space.
The ]iia mater covers the entiiesurface of the cord, being

intimately adherent to it, forming its neurilemma and

sending a process into its anterior fissure. It also forms a

sheath for each of the filaments of the siiina! nerves and
invests the nerves them.selvcs.

There are thirtj'-oiie pairs of spinal nerves divicleil ac-

cording to the corresponding regions of the spinal canal.

In the cervical region there are eight; in the dorsal,

twelve; in the lumbar, five; in the sacral, five; in the

coccygeal, one. A spinal nerve arises by two roots, the

anterior or motor Toot and the posterior or sensory root.

We should bear tins latter division in mind, as pressure

upon the anterior root in any region will produce loss of

motion or paralysis in that region where tlie nerve is dis-
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tributeil. wliile iiressiirf only upon tlu; posterior root

will cause loss of sensation or iuuesthesia in the ]mrt to

wliieli the nerve is ilistrilmteil. Onr attention is also

called to tlie fact tliat the ripots of the spinal nerves

from their origin in the coril run obliciui'ly downward to

their point of exit from the intervertebral foramina, the

amount of obliquity varying in different regions of the

spine and being greater iu the lower than in the upper
portion.

Diseases and injuries of the spine may be classified

under two heads—congenital and acquired, I'nder the

first of these divisions occurs spina bifida, while under
the latter we liave the following classification: First,

pathological changes |iroduced by disease, and secondly,
those produced by traumatism.

Spinii Jlijidii.
—Spina bifida, or hydrorrhachis, is a con-

genital deformity due to the non-development of the

posterior vertebral arches, thus leaving an aperture
through which the membranes iirotrude, this condition

resembling hernia as seen in other portions of the body.
The varieties of this affection are known as meningocele,
where the contents of the sac are composed of the spinal
membranes only; meningomyelocele, where the contents
of the .sac consist of the cord and its membranes; and

lastly syringomyelocele, where the central canal of the

spinal cord is dilated, thtis forming the tumor. The
tumor varies from the size of a small cherry to that of an
adult's head, and occms most freiiuently in the lumbar
and sacral regions, as these portions of the spinal column
are later in their development than those iu the upper
regions. The shape is usually round and the surface
smooth; at times there is, in the median line, a furrow
which presents a pit-like depression above and below.
The tumor occasionallj' is covered with skin, either of a
red color or normal in aspect, but thin and translucent;
while in other cases there is an absence of skin altogetlier,
the outside covering being derived from the dura mater.
It is very important that this affection should be correct-

ly diagnosed, and in most cases this can readily be done.
The affections simulating spina bifida may be mentioned
as liponiata, and dermoid cysts or other varieties of cysts
in this locality. A large per cent, of children affected

by this condition die soon after birth. It is a congenital

Flu. 4434.—Case ol Spina Bllkia; Showing tlie Sac before
Operatiijn.

trouble and always occupies the central positi<in of the

canal, and its fluid communicates with the ilind of the
brain. Pressure upon the tumor diminishes it in size
and promotes tension of the fontanels, and, when con-
tinned f(ir any given length (jf time, it is followed l)y

stupor or convulsions. By an examination around the
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be placed across the opening, thus preventing the hernia
from again making its appearance.

It is uunocissary to say that t lie strictest asepsis should
be enforced in tliis operative procedure.
Dermoid cysts, lipomatous tumors, and cystic tumors

of otiier varieties occurring in this region should be dealt

with ill the same manner as in other iiortioiis of the bod}'.

Among the acquired diseases wliiih call for surgical
treatment may be mentioned, first, the various curva-
tures of the spine. As these ha\'e already been treated

tuider other lieads, I may jiass at once to the considera-
tion of certain features in the treatment of Pott's disease.

(The subject, as a wliole, is discussed under the title

Spine, Tnhercithiiin Diioiixe nf tin.) Should pressure of
the cord be present, in this disease, lui ojieration for re-

lieving this pressure by removal of lamina; should be

im. 4i-'il.- Kizuliiri; of till- Spine .lui- Ici :i tail fuMii :i lli-isrlil uf Ek
weeks after tbe cxTurreuc-e of tin; ai'i-iclent. (Courtesy of Dr. Royal

performed. If fluctuation exists, denoting the presence
of pus, the cavity should be evacuated by an ordinary
trocar and cannula or an aspirating needle. Should the

pus not be withdrawn as rejidily as expected, on account
of broken-down tissue, the removal of tliis tissue can be
facilitated liy the use of an aseptic wire bent in the shape
of a small hook. After the abscess cavity has been com-

pletely evacuated, it is advisable to inject a teii-per-ceiit
emulsion of iodot'orni in glycerin. AVIiile iodoform does
not act as a germicide, it has been .satisfactorily demon-
strated that it retards the growth of the tubercie bacilli.

Numerous trials of this mefliod have fully convinced nie
of its great lUility in luateiially cnttiiig short the disease.

About one-half <lraehm of the emulsion is injected the
first time, and if no unpleasant syniploms result this

quantity, if necessary, may be increased at the ne.\t ap-
plication. Anintervalof aiiout seven or elglit days should
occur between the injections. When the needle is with-
drawn, the puncture in the skin is closed with collodion
or liciuid celluloid, and a compress and bandage are ap-
plied to the part so as to cause the walls of the abscess to

collapse. As the last step, the jiatient is ])laeed in bed,

slight extension and counter -extension are inslituteil, and
absolute rest is enjoiiie(l. If the first injection proves
beneficial, it will seldom he necessary to emijloy more
than two or three of them. It is to be borne in mind
that iodoform is not efficacious in cases of mixed infect ion,
but only in those cases in which the disease is produced
by the tubercle bacillus. When the disease occurs iu

childhood and when early diagnosed, the deformity can
be entirely oralmost entirely corrected and the spine made
to assume its normal position. The details of the method
wliicli it is necessary to pursue will be found in the fol-

lowing article.

Contusions or Sprains of tlic Spinal Column.—On ac-
count of the complex structure of the vertebral column,

and of the large number of veins and nerve filaments
which issue from the spinal cord contained within it,

direct injuries inflicted upon this column may at times
be followed by great loss of function. The symptoms
presenting themselves depend very largely ujion tlie de-

gree of injury that has been sustained ; this may be slight
in extent, judducing only temporary stiffness or soreness
over a limited area; or it may, on the other hand, be
more serious iu character, as when the ligaments of the

spine are eit her partially or completely torn awaj'. Such
serious results are observed in runaway accidents and
after railroad collisions. When the ligam'euta subflava are
involved, severe hemorrhage of an extradural character

may occur and jiarajdegia result; this, however, iu many
cases, is only of short duration, the extravasated blood

being absorbed and recovery being the rule. When ex-
amined externally, the injured
portion of the spine presents
cither a slight or considerable

swelling, together with great
tenderness and pain. In some
cases the pain is so great at

the jioint of injury that the

])atieut involuntarily immo-
bilizes the spine and in this

way avoids any rotation or

flexion of the column, the

slightest degree of which of-

ten throws him into spasms.
It is of the utmost importance
in the examination of these-

cases that a correct diagnosis
be made between contusions
and fractures or dislocations

of the spine. Cases of severe
contusions present symptoms
closely analogous to those of a

fracture or a dislocation, such
as partial or complete paraly-
sis, corresponding to the seat

of injury, and produced by
either extra- or intradural

hemorrhage. These symptoms of paralysis, however, are

transient, readily passing away after absor|)tion of the
effused blood. In some cases in which hemorrhage has
been severe the symptoms are prolonged, and tlie diag-
nosis between contusion, fracture, and dislocation ismaile
out only by a careful examination of the bony canal and
the discovery of signs which are revealed after the swell-

ing has sufficiently subsided.
The treatment for contusions of the spine is conducted

upon general principles, namely, rest, position, etc.;

pain is relieved by hot or cold applications, or by the
administration of anodynes if the pain is severe. All
friends and acquaintances of the patients are to be kept
out of the room, light must be excluded from the eyes,
and every ju'ccaution must be taken for relieving them of

anything of an irritative character.

One of the uiifi>rtunate symiitoms following contusion
is great irritability and nervousness. As soon as the

swelling subsides, ointments such as brown citrine or

com|iound iodine are to be freely rubbed over the part.
To allay irritability and nervousness, chloral hydrate, bro-

mide of potassium, or hj-drobromate of hyoscine should
be administered.

Fnirlnrex of l/ie spine arc quite rare as compared with
fractures in other portions of the body. The portions
of the column most fre(iueiitly fractured are the cer

vical and dorsal regions, while the lumbar and sacral

are very seldom the seat of this injury. The two verte-

brie which an^ most commonly broken are the fifth and
sixth cervical. Fractures of the cervical vertebrie ter-

minate more frequently in death than do fractures of any
other portions of the vertebral column. These fractures,

as a mil', occur during middle life and are more frequeiii
in the male than in the female, this lieing due* to the fact

that the occupation of the male lenders him much more
liable to these accidents. These fractun's occur in the

veu I'eet. Picture tat;eu ten
Whituiau, of New York.)
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body ami arc-hes, aud lliure is every reason to believe,

froiii statistics on this subject, that in tlie great majority
of them tliey occur mudi more frequently in the arches

than in the body of the vertebra. When these fractures

occur, the majority of them are du(^ to forcible flexion of

the spine, the head and neck appro.ximiiting, or tlie chest

and the pelvis. Such injuries iireapt to be produced by
the caving in of an emb:iukni<'nl, by a fall from a high
scallold, or by thedoulilingof the body in passuig tln-uugli

a tunuel, us has been e.venii)litied in several cases that have
come under my personal observation. Whenever (he in-

jury is of such a nature as to produce a fracture in the

vertebne, it is always accompanied witli considerable lac-

eration of the invisclcs and ligaments, and often with

hemorrhage, which may be extradural or subdural. At
times there is crushing of the bodies of the vertebra;, with

greater ov less displacement.
Fracture of the spine in the middle region without dis-

placement may cause angular deformity, aud, when i)roper

support has been neglected, symptoms of pain and weak-
ness similar to those of Pott's disease may persist indefi-

nitely (Fig. 4436.)
Tlie symptoms of fracture of the vertebroc are generally

pronounced; they consist of deformity, crepitation, and

partial or complete paralysis below the seat of fracture.

There is \isuaUygreat shock attending these injuries. In

fracture of the vertebne in the lower lumbar, sacral, and

coccygeal regions, on account of the absence of the spinal
cord, we have very seldom either a complete or a partial

paralysis, but all the other signs of fracture are generally

present.
The prognosis of fracture of the spine, especially when

it occurs in the ujiper spinal region, is very unfavorable;
if the patient shoidd recover from the shock attending
such injuries, he is very likely to be paralyzed the rest of

his days.
Gunshot fractures of the vertebra; partake of the

character of a compound fracture, and consequently are

frequently complicated with infection and thus make tlie

progno.sis much more unfavorable.

In the treatment of fractures of the spine, the patient
should be placed in a recundjcnt position aud extension

and counter-extension should be maintained. Gentle

pressure should be made in svich a manner as to relieve

and correct the tleformity. An air- or water-bed is pref-
erable to any other contrivance for placing the patient

upon. If it should be impracticable to obtain such a bed,

a short hair mattress made perfectly smooth should be

procured; but under no circumstances should tlie patient
be placed upon a feather mattress. Extension can be
maintained by applying Buck's extension apparatus to

both legs, the weiglit and juiUcy being placed at the end
of the bed, and counter-extensiim licing iiiaiutained by a

leather cap which fits the head and comes under the chin.

In many cases this counter-extension can be improved
by having the foot of the bed elevated higher than tlie

head. If more than one vertebra has been injured, the

parts may be held in position, and probable deformity
prevented, by placing compresses of surgeon's wool on
each side of the injury and holding them in piace by ad-
hesive strips. It is fo\uid necessary in almost every case to

catheterize the patient, and great attention should there-

fore be paid to tlie toilet of tlie bladiler, so as to keep this

organ from chronic inliamniation. The patient should Ik!

kejil scrupulously clean, with plenty of fresh air, and a

simple but nutritious diet should be iircscribed. In ((uite
anuniberof cases it will be discovered that a portion of the

lamina is jiressing U]ion the cord, and should this be recog-
nized, an operation known as laminertomy should be per-
formed. On accdunt of the fatality of fnictures of the

spine and the hcliilcss funditicin in whic'h many pati<'nts
are left from the efTect of this injuiy, surgeons have felt

themselves warranted in taking any steps, if matters not
how heroic, for the purjiose of saving oral least benefiting
the injured. For this purpose, iu recent years, the opera-
tion of laminectomy has been di'vised. It is true that the

operation has not furnished as brilliant results as could
b(! desired, yet some of the remarkable recovciies that

have been obtained by this operation have led many sur-

geons to believe that, should the operation be performed
early enough, many lives might be saved which now are

lost, and new laurels added to surgery. I am of the

opinion that the delay in resorting to this operation has
led to degeiieral i ve changes iu the cord, and is responsible
for the many unsuccessful issues; I would therefore urge
an immediate operation in every case of fractured lamina.
In a niimberof cases, owing to the amount of swelling, it

is impossible for a surgeon to tell exactly what the con-
ditions are until he has cut down upon tlu! vertebne aud
examined them. Aseiitic surgery has made this possible,
and when in doubt the surgeon should cut down upon
the vertebne aud thus give the patient every opportunity
for a comiilete recovery. The operation is performed in

the following manner: The patient is placed with his

face slightly downward and with a small hard pillow
under the lower ribs, thus giving the spinal column a

gentle curve; the parts are cleansed and made thoroughly
aseptic, and an incision is made of from three and one-

half to four inches in length, paralli-1 with the tips of the

spinous processes ;
the middle point of this incision cor-

responding with the seat of fracture. The muscular
struct ures are now detached from the sides of the spinous
processes, and the posterior surface of the lamina is

brought into view. With a periosteotome the perios-
teum is separated from the bone; t, procedure which
should be carried out with gr<!at care, so as to preserve
as much of the periosteum as po.ssible. The wound is

now held open liy retractors and, if there is any hemor-

rhage, it should be entirely controlled, either by hipmos-
tatic forceps or by the application of hot, sterilized water.
The spinous processes are divided liy a strong pair of

bone forceps, thus enabling the operator to gain a perfect
view of the lamina". The lamin:e are then either simply
elevated or bit off by a jiair of rongeur forceps. The
membrane and spinal cord are now inspected. Should
the dura mater show by discoloration the presence of

blood, it .should lie incised, the imprisoned blood evacu-
ated and the hemorrhage controlled, and the parts thor-

oughly irrigated with eitiier a saline solution or sterilized

hot water. After tlu; cord and nerves have been carefully
examined, cleansed, and place<l back in the best possible
condition, the dura mater should be adjusted audits edges
brought together by interrupted catgut sutures. The
muscular structures are sutured by the same material
and the skin approximated by silk or silkworm sutures.

After the operation, the patient should be placed on an
air- or water-bed, shock should be combated, and every de-

tail in the after-treatment should be carefully carried out.

Dislocations of the Vertebra.—In the great majority of

cases dislocations are associated with fractures, but. iu a
few instances which come under the surgeon's observa-

tion, the dislocation is entirely uncomplicated with frac-

ture. These injuries are either produced by forced flexion

or by hyperextension. and may be either unilateral, bilat-

eral, or complicated with hemorrhage in the cord. The
vertebnx! that arc more prone to dislocations are the last

dorsal, first and second lumbar, and the last cervical.

AVith all of these dislocations we have either a partial or a

complete laceration of ligaments and muscular structure,

together with such complications as rupture of blood-

vessels, injuries to nerves, and laceration of the interver-

tebral discs. As a rule, these discs are readily recognized,
as they show a very great displacement from their normal

position. Dislocations are distinguished from a fracture

liy an absence of crepitation or preternatural mobility.
The great weight of authoiifj' is against any effort to re-

duces theses dislocations, as by so doing it is feared that a
more serious complication mav arise and the jiaticnt lose

his life; yet in some cases I believe it is the duty of the

attending .surgeon to attempt a re<luction. This may bo
elTcctcd by tnu'tion. aided liy flexion and rotation. It is

the duty of the surgeon, before proceeding with this

method, to inform the patient's relativi'S and friends of

the great danger which accompanies this underfaking,
and to obtain from them their sanction before lie resorts

to this measure.
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Ilemnrrhnge of the O'l'd.—This may bo lillicr extra-

dural, subduml, or intraspinal. The s\ in|il(iins fnllow-

ing extrailunil licni<irrhaj;e are at lirst smnewhat akin to

those of laeeration of the niuseular tissue surrounding the

spinal column: but later on, owini^ to the extravasation
of the blood, great i)ain is felt in the region involved, and
still later, in sonic cases, symptoms of paralysis super-
vene. In the subilural variety the pain and paralysis
occur much earlier and are then followc-d iu almost every
case by jiaralysis, Ou the other hand, in the intraspinal

variety, syuiiitoms of paralysis come on immediately,
thus simvdating fracture or dislocation of the spine. In

some cases of hemorrhage of the spinal cord, where the

hemorrhage is slight, absorptiou may take ])laee and an
idtimate recovery eusue. In other cases in wliich the

symptoms are prolonged, tlie patient, instead of getting
better, gradually grows worse; in which event it is the

dutj' of the surgeon to operate and evacuate the blood
or remove the clots that have formed.

Abscess of the Spiiuil Curil.—In all eases of abscess of

the spinal cord, when diagnosed, an operation lor the

speedy evacuation of the pus should be performed and

drainage established.

Tuiiwrs of the Cord.—These tumors are either of a be-

nign or of a malignant tyi>e, and wlien recognized they
should be dealt with iu the same manner as are similar

tumors when found in the brain. Paul F. Ere.

SPINE. TUBERCULOUS DISEASE OF THE.—(Syno-
nym, I'olt's disease, I J'litt's disease is,a elndiiie destruc-

tive process that alTects the bodies of the vertebra', the
anterior and weight-suijporting portion of the .spinal col-

'.inin. As the disease progresses the part of the spine
above the weakened point sinks downward and forward,

throwing into relief the spinous processes at the seat of
disease. Thus an anirular posterior projection is the

4*^
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Kn;. t4;-*T.—Spinal l.t-.-^iuns in INitt's I>isease. 1, Disease in two dis-

tinct ft-pionsi'f till- s|iini' ; ^. ii section of the spine sliowing the pro-
linc-tlon of an^'lilai- ilefocjiiity.

characteristic deformity of Pott's disease, or rjither of

any jirocess attended by local destruction of one or more
of the vertebral bodies. If one vertebral body is de-

stroyed, the projection is sharp and well defined; if sev-

eral are involved, it will be less angular; and if one side

of a vertebrid body breaks down, there may be a slight
lateral distortion as well.

The size of the deformity and its eftect \ipon the indi-

vidtitil depend in great degree tipon its situation. If

it is at either extremity of the spine the deformity is

small, because so little of the sjiiue is affected compared
with that which remains fret; from(lis<:ase. Thus, angular
deformity in the ni)pi-r cervical I'cgion simph' shortens
the neck, and disturbs the poise of the head. In the lower
most region it shortens the trunk and induces a ))eeuliar
tittitude, but in either case the posterior projection or

'hump "is slight; but when tlie middle of the spine is

involved the opportunity for deformity is great and the
entire spincunay enter into the formation of the kyphosis.

P.vTiioi.oov.—The tirst indiealion of disease is iisutilly
fotmd in the anterior part of a vertebrjil bixly beneath
the longitudinal ligament. From this ])oint the infected

granulation tissue, following the cour.se of the blood-
vessels, invailes and destroys the adjacent spongy tissue.

In otheriiistaneesthedisease ma}' begin iu several minute
foci in the interior of a vertebral body near the upper or
lower epiphysis. These, coalescing, gradually enlarge,
forming a cavity ; collapse follows and the defortnity ap-
liears. Less often the disease advances beneath' the an-
terior ligament as a form of tubereidous peiiostitis, with-
out implicating dcei)ly the svib.slanee of the vertebral
bodies. The posterior jiart of the spinal column usually
remains free from disease, unless it comes into direct
contact with it.

The course and outcome of the disease depend upon its

character. If the area of primary infectiou is limited,
the local resistance may cheek its further progress au(i

cure without deformily may follow. In other instances,

although the area of tictive disease is small, it continues
to progress and the deformity slowly increases, although
unaccompanied by ptiin or by consiitutiontd symptoms.
Iu the majority' of cases, however, the tidiereidous grauti-
lations advance rapidly, destroying the bone or other tis-

sues with which they come into contact. The usual

rctrogrtide metamorphosis to cheesy degeneration follows,
iind then very frequently liquefaction or abscess forma-
tion takes place.

In characteristic cases that come to autopsy dviring the

progressive stage of the disease, one finds, ou dividing the
thickened tissues in front of the spine, a cavity the walls
of which are lined with tuberculous grantilations in vari-

ous stages of degeneration and containing puriform
fluids. The adjoining vertebral bodies present a worm-
eaten appeai'anee, and one or more of them is partially
destroyed. Small fragments of necrosed bone and " bone
sand "

may be jireseut, together with larger masses of

degenerated tLssue; less commonly sequestra of consid-
erable size may be found, loose or embedded in the dis-

eased area.

As the disease progresses it luay force its wa.y into the
vertebral canal and press upou the spinal cord, involve
its coverings, and cause paralysis of the parts below.
Such a complication is more frequent when the diseas(>

begins in the centre or posterior portion of a vertebnil

body. In such instances the paralysis may precede the

deformity. Pressure on the cord may be caused also by
an abscess or a projecting fragment of bone. The ealibic

of the spinal canal may be lessened also by the pressure
of the superincumbent weight upon the softened and
thickened tissues at the seat of disease, but as a rule its

capacity is not directly lessened by the characteristic

angular distortion. In fact, pressure jiaralysis more
often complicates cases in which the deformity is mod
crate or slight in degree than those in which it is extreme.

In rare instances tuberculous disease may appear in

two regions of the spine simultaneously, but it usually
begins in one or two adjacent vertebral bodies, one or

both of which are partially destroyed. From this point
the disease extends in eitlier direction, and in ordinary
cases the final iirea of deformity and rigidity shows that

from three to six boilies are more or less involved before

a cure is established.

At all sttiges of the disease resistance to its jirogress
and local efforts at repair are evident in the affected jiarts.

This is accomplished occasionall_v by contact and solid

union of the adjoining surfaces of softened bone, but
this is possible only when the area of the disease is small.

If several bodies are destroyed there is usually backward
displacement of the upper .segment of the spine as it

sitiks downward. Thus the anterior surface of one or

liiore of the bodies of the u))per segment luay be apjiosed
to the u]i|ier stn-face of the lower body. In such in-

stances Die ankylosis is in part fibrous, in part cartilagi-
nous, and in part bony. This may include the tirtictdar

processes, the jiedicles anil lamiiue; in ftict, ankylosis
ma.v be established liere before repair has advanced ap-

preciably in the anterior portion of the column.
Cure msiy be complete, no vestige of the di.sease re-

maining; or the diseased ju'oducts may undergo cal-

careous degeneration and mtiy b'r enclosed in newlj'
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formed tissue. In other instances tlie disease is simply

(luicscent, and may sliow its presence fnnn time tn lime

bv recurrent symptoms of discomfort, by abscess forma-

tion, or even l)y paralysis many year.s after apparent
cure.

Eti()I,ogy.—The etiology of tubercido.sis of the s])ine

docs not dill'er from that of other bones; the subji'ct is

considered elsewliere.

Reliitivc />(Y/i(<'H(7/.—Tuberculosis affects the spinal

column more fre(iuently than it does any other single bone

or joint. This point is illustrated by the statistics of tu-

berculous disease treated in tlje o\if-patietit department
of the Hospital for lUiptured and Cripiiled during a

period of fifteen years: Tuberculosis of the spine, 3,207

cases; hip- joint, 2.2:i0 eases; other joints inclusive. 2,408

cases.

^_f/,.. —Pott's disease, althougli far more fretjucnt in

the "middle period of childhood (from the third to the

tenth year), may occur at any time from earliest infancy
to extrente old age.

Statistics frcm Wiiit.man's Orthopedic Surgery.

Cases.

Les.1 than one year
Between one and two years
Betwfi-n thiee ;mci tlve years
Between six anil iiMi years
Belween eleven iinj twenty years ...

Between twenty-one and thirty years
Between tliirty-oue and fifty years. . .

Over llfty years f

38
178
82T
234
89
«
31
11

3.1

14.2

50.3
18.3
7.2

3.5
2.«

.8

The youngest patient was two months old, the oldest seyenty-one

years.

Sex.—Sex exercises comparatively little inttuence upon
the liability to disease of this region. In 3,822 cases .53.2

per cent. Were in males and 46.8 per cent, iu females

(loe. cit.).

The Situation of the Disease.—The dorso-lumbar section

of the spine is most often aflfected. Cervical disease is

comparatively infr('<iuent.

In the .st'rics of 1,3.55 eases (loc. cit.) the attempt was
made to locate the origin of the disease by the most

prominent spinous process in the tracing. The follow-

ing are the conclusions:

Cervical,
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be symptomatic of Pott's disease of the difTereiit regions
of the spine. This pain is by uo means coiisiant; it is

rather occasional, indueeii by jars or by sudden un-

guarded movemenls. Often" at night when muscular

protection is rela.\eii, sudden movements during sleep
cau.sc discimifort or jiain and the child moans, or is rest-

less, and sometimes wakens with a cry—"night cry."

t<tiffiit'f>n of the spine is in some degree voluntary, in

that llie patient adapts liimself to the disease and avoids,

if possihle, strain and jar, but the essential stiffness of

Pott's disease is caused by the involuntary nuiscidar ten-

sion and contraction (jf the muscles about the scat of dis-

ease. The ilegri'c of muscular spasm varies with the

sensitiveness of the diseased tissues; thus it may lix the

sphic. or il may limit oidy the extremes of motion. Re-

flex muscular spasm jirccedes deformity and continties

until a cure is established; it is therefore the most im-

portant of the diagnostic ,sym))tonis of Pott's disease.

A destruclivc disease of "the most important sujiport of

the body it is a direct as well us an indirect cause of iraik-

ness ; the younger tlic> iiatient, the more apparent is tins

symptom wliieli is shown by the
"
loss of walk," the re-

fusal to stand, or the instinctive desire for supjiort at an

early stage of the disease.

Awkirnrdiieta.—Pain and weakness and rigidity of the

spine induce changes in the habitual attitudes and move-
ments of the jiatient that are <iften almost diagnostic of

the disease and of the part (d' the siiiiie involved.

'/'/»' <li-f(>niiitie.i "f I'ott's disease may be classified as—
Bone deformity, muscular deformity, compensatory de-

formity.
The" characteristic angular projection due to destruc-

tion of bone has been described alrcadj".

Muscular deformity is the distortion due to muscular

spasm or contraction. Wry-neck, symptomatic of cer-

vical disease, and ]isoas contraction, a common accom-

paniment of disease of the lower region, are the familiar

examples.

C'oiii])cnsatory deformity signifies the general effect of

the local disease and local distortion upon the spine as a

whole. Thusauangidar projection must be balanced by
a compensatory in(;urvalion, and lateral distortion in one

direction by lateral distortion in another. These second-

ary changi's in <-ontour often attract attention before the

primary local deformity is detected.

Although angular deformity is characteristic of the dis-

ease, later.il deviation of the spine is not infretjuent. It

may be direct distortion at the seat of disease, caused by
the" destruction of the side of a vertebral body; more

often, it is a secondary effect of such irregular erosion at

one or the other extremity of the spine. It may be

caused by muscular contrai-tion, or it may be due to sim-

ple liodily weakness. In such instances it is a transitory
distortion.

Aside from direct deformity, there is usually at the

earliest stage of th(' disease a slight change in the outline

of the spine: it no longer forms a long regular curve

when the body is bent forward, but an irregularity of

contour, of limitation of normal Hcxion, is almost always
apparent.

Seamilary Si/mptomx.—Abscexs.—In the retroijharyngeal

space the tumor of an abscess may interfere with respira-
tion and deglutition. In the thoracic region it may, from
the physical signs, be mistaken for pleurisy or empyema,
and in the iliac fossji, when accompanied by psoas con-

traction, it ma.y interfere with locomotion.

PuralyHiH is usually one of the later symjitoms, but if

the disease begins in the centre or ])osterior part of a ver-

tebral body il may implicate the cord before deformity
appears.

Abscess and i)aralysis are classeil as complications b(!-

cause they must be (;xi)lained by a proper diagnosis.
Their appearance is always preceded and accompanied
by the essential symi)tomsof Pott's disease.

General Si/injjtmnK.
— If thediscase is active or if an ab-

scess is approaching the surface there is usually a slight
but constant elevation of the temperature, but the i)osi-

tive value of the symptom in early oi- i|uiescent I'ases is

doul)tful. A patient suffering from tidjcrculous disease
of the spine usually presents the evidences of a painful
and depressing affection and in many instances the ap-
pearaiu'cs of iidierited or aeqidred weakness; but these

general symptoms are of comparatively little value in

diagnosis.
Of the early symptoms of Pott's disease two have been

noted as of especial importance—the impairment of nor-

mal mobility and the change in the contour of the spine.
The contour of the spine varies considerably in the adidt.

It is affected liy the occupation and by man)- other circum-

stances; of tills the round shoulders of the cobbler or the

weaver, the stoop of weakness and of old age, are familiar

examples, luit in childhood distinct variations from the

normal contour almost always have a pathological cause.

As the normal contour is the effect of the balancing of

the body in the upright po.sUire, it is evident that if the

outline of one part is permanently changed, compensa-
tion for this change must, he made in another part.

Thus, when deformity is well marked the normal curves
of the spine are often comiiletely rever.sed, and even at

an early stage of the di.sease the abnormal contour will

often attract attention long before the characteristic an-

gular projection has become apparent.
Although the spine is a flexible column that is con-

stantly changing in outline with every movement and

posture, 3'et the range anil character of this motion vary
greatly in its different parts. In the cervical and lumbar

regions motion is extensive, but it is com)iaratively lim-

ited in the thoracic region because the intervertebral di.scs

are thin, because of the overlapping sjiinous processes,
and because it forms a part of the rigid thorax. It is

evident that the .symptoms of a destructive disease will

show themselves far more quickly in those regions of the

spine where motion is free than where it is slight, and
that these symptoms will differ somewhat in character

W'ith the function of the part involved. Thus, in con-

sidering early diagnosis, and in fact treatment and prog-
nosis, one should divide the spine into sections:

1. The neck part, that allows free motion of the head,

ending at the third dorsal vertebra.

2. The rigid thoracic part, which includes the third

and tenth dor.sal segments.
3. The lower portion, made up of the two lower dorsal

and the lumbar vertebra', in which the principal move-
ments of the trunk are carried out. One must bear in

mind the distribution of the nerves because the charac-

teristic pain is referred to their terminations, also the

parts in relation to the spine at different levels that may
be implicated in the disease. Thus, remembering that

the symjitoms of Pott's disease are in general stiffness,

weakness, pain, and deformity, one will always apply
these symptoms to a particular region of the sjiine and
will picture to himself the effect of such stiffness, weak-

ness, and deformity at this or that vertebra; the effect of

an absciss in this or that situation, and the area of pa-

ralysis that might be caused by pressure on the cord at

one or another level.

The RutiiDial Signs.—The symptoms of Pott's disease

vary not only with the region of the spine involved, but

also with the age and surroundings of the iiatient.

Tuberculous disease of the spinels usually an in.sidiou8

chronic affection which does not often attrai't attention

in its iucipiency. The child may <rv after overexertion

or injury, but at other times it may ajipear, to the unob-

servant eye, to be in its usual health. When the diagno-
sis is finally made, however, the parents always reineni-

ber that something was "wrong" with the child, that it

was fretful and disinelini'd to jilay, that it liked to lie on

the floor, that it was awkward in its movements, that it

was troubled by a cough or iiuligestioii or by oppression
of breathing. These symptoms, which are readily ex-

plained by the disease, do not as a rule attract attention

until deformity appears.
An exact history of the case is often of importance

both as to prognosis and as to treatment. For example,
one should inquire if the immediate relatives of the child

have suffered from jihthisisor other form of tubeienlosis:

aoc)
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also if the child 1ms always liet'ii stroiijr. and if recovory
from tlie ordinaiy ailiiicnls of cliildliood was iiroiiipl or

tedious, in onU-r that one may .imiin' of tlu' quality of

the patient. One next asks, not " How luni,^ has the ehild

been ill?" for this is usually understood to refer to tlie

duration of the more <lpeided symptom, but,
" Wlien was

the child last perfectly well'/" Then as to the onset of
the tirst symptoms, whether it was sharp and decided, or

gradual and ill delined; and wlicther the .symptoms were
preceded by contagious disease or by injury. If there is

a history of injury it should be made clear whether the

injury was the direct cause of the symptoms, or if it may
have simply aggravated or brought to light the dormant
disease. To establish injury as the sole and direct

cause of symptoms, the patient must have been well at

the time of the accident, the .symptoms must have fol-

lowed immediately and have continued since; and,

finally, the .symptoms must be of such a nature as to

be explained by a definite injuiy.

P/tysiciil Knimina/ion.—.Mthough histories are usu-

ally indefinite and misleading, it is commonly made
clear that the atfection is chronic, although its course
has been varied by acute
exacerbations. This is the

characteristic of tuberculous
disease.

The diagnosis is. however,
almost entirely dependent
upon the physical examina-
tion. This begins on the

first sight of the patient, when one notes the general
condition and the actions and postures. These show
the adaptation of the body to the disease, the con-

scious and unconscious efforts of the patient to guard
the weak part from strain that induces pain and dis

comfort.
The object of the physical examination is to com-

pare the part suspected of disease with the normal,
and the examination must be purposeful.
When one asks the patient to pick up a coin from

the floor—the popular test for Pott's disease—one

employs it to test the mobilit)' of the lower region of

the spine, the region in which the motions of stoop-
ing and turning the body are carried out ; remember-

ing that such movements are often not restrained in

the slightest degree by disease in the upper portion
of the spine.
Such tests must not only be purposeful, but the}-

must be adapted to the age and intelligence of the

patient. The child that refuses to pick up a coin
will often gather up its clothing, because it wishes
to be dressed again. If it will not stoop it will usu-

ally rise if placed in the recumbent or silting pos-
ture, which is an equally useful test. A child will

walk toward its motlier if jdaced at a distance from
her. It will always turn its head toward her, and there-
fore voluntary motion of the cervical region may be
tested by changing the mother's position, while the
child is held by the examiner.

Young children who struggle and resist passive mo-
tion, if placed on the table, submit quietly when held in

the mother's arms.
The most important of the early signs of Pott's disease

is the peculiar stiffness due to the reflex action of the
muscles. This spasm limits movement in all directions.
It is always present from the beginning of the disease
until consolidation is finally completed.
The muscular rigidity is most marked in the neighbor-

hood of the disease, btit it extends to a greater or less

distance, according to the acuteness of the local process
and the susceptibility of tlie patient. Even at an early
stage the situation of tlie disease is usually shown by a

slight irregularity of the spine in the centre of the area
made rigid by muscular spasm, as well as by the change
of contour. This change in outline and flexibility may
be demonstrated by bending the patient forward. If the

spine fonns a long, even, regular curve, and if there be
no evidence of pain or rigidity when such an attitude is

/

\l
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assumed. Pott's disease is extremely improbable. If. on
the other hand, the outline of the curve is broken, if the
motion of one section of the spine is restrained by muscu-
lar rigidity, disease,may be suspected, and. if other evi-
dence of tidH-rcidous ostitis is present, the diagnosis may-
be made witli certainty.

By a careful
jdiysieal examination one may expect to

detect Pott's disease at an}- stage and to fix upon its

location, or at least upon the point suspected of disease.
One will then ask one's self if tuberculous disease of the
bodies of the vertebneof this particular region will satis-

factorily explain all the symptoms of which the patient
complains: if, for example, the pain corresponds to the

distribution of the nerves, if

restraint of function will

explain the attitudes of the

patient, if the change of
contour is significant of a
destructive process, and the
like.

The Lower Jief/ion.
—As has

been stated, the spine should
be divided into regions ac-

cording to varying function,
or these regions the lower is the most im-

portant from the standpoint of relative

liability to disease, and, as it is the movable
region of the spine, .ne symptoms of dis-
ease hei-e are usually evident long before
the destructive stage.
The characteristic attitude of the pa-

tient is one in which the body is swayed
backward. Often there is an increased
hollowness (lordosis) of the back: thus,
the prominent abdomen may first attract
attention. The walk is careful, and often
there is a peculiar tiptoeing step, which
lessens the jar on the sensitive spine.
This gait, although most common as an
accompaniment of disease of this region,
is .simplv an evidence that the spine is

sensitive to slight jars. Moi-e character-
istic of lumbar disease is a peculiar wad-
dle, explained in part by the exaggerated
lordosis, and in part by the loss of the ac-
commodative balancing motion of the
lumbar spine, as the weight falls alter-

nately on the legs in walking.
The inci-eased lumbar lordosis .so char-

acteristic of the early stage of the disease
is capable of several explanations. It is

partly voluntary, the backward inclina-

tion relieving the pressure upon the dis-

eased vertebra-. It is partly involuntary,
caused by the contraction of the large

mu.scular masses on the jiosterior aspect of the spine. It

is in part compensatory, as the slight psoas contraction
which is often present has a tendency to tilt the pelvis
forward, necessitating a greater compensatory backward
inclination of the body.
As the disease piogresses, the lumbar section becomes

straighter, and finally it may project back-ward in the
characteristic angular deformity. Yet even after the lor-

dosis has been changed to a kypho.sis the backward in-

clination of the bo(iy still continues as a compensation
for the reversal of the lumbar curve.

Slight psoas contraction sim]ily increases the lordosis,
but when the contraction is moreextreme and persistent,
the erect attitude is no longer possible. The limbs are
diawn toward the body and the body is inclined forward
to relax the tension. This greater contraction, which is

usually symptomatic of abscess formation, is most often
limited to one side. Thus the patient inclines the body
somewhat forward and toward the flexed leg, "favors
it," and the resulting limp is usually mistaken for a sign
of hip disease. Unilateral psoas contraction of this char-

acter is, in fact, so often present when the patient is first

brought for treatment, that a limp and the accompany-

\

i

Fig. 44:.'s.- I'ott's Dis-

ease in tlie Lower
Dorsal Reclon. sbow-
i n K Compensatory
Lordosis.
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ing inclination of the body may be considered as charac-
teristic of more advanced disease of the lumbar region.
The location of the |)ain depends tipon tin- distribution

of the nerves that supply the diseased vertebras or that

f^>

Fig. 44:iy.—Pott's Uisea.se of the Lower Region before the Appearance
of Defonuity, lllustralinf; the Manner of Picking up an Object from
the Floor.

pass in its vicinity. It maj' radiate over the inguinal
region or backward to the loins or buttocks, or down the
front or back of the logs to the knees. Painful cramp is

not infrequently a symptom, the thigh is spasmodically
drawn toward the body, and the patient seizing it with
both hands shrieks with pain.

Latenil inclination of the body is often present. Com-
monly it indicates unilateral psoas contraction, or at a
later stage it may be caused by collapse or destruction of
one side of a vertebral body. In other instances it is

simply adaptation to weakness or pain, an attitude simi-
lar to that caused by persistent sciatica.

The effects of the stiffness, weakness, and pain are

usually sufficiently apparent. For example, the child

may be unable to turn in bed. If the disease is at all

active, the standing is more comfortable than the sitting
posture, in which more w^nght is thrown upon the sensi-

tive verteliral bodies. When seated, particularly when
riding in a carriage or street car, the patient often sits

\ipon the edge of the seat, the shoulders only touching
the back, while the bands rest in.stinctively on the seat,

partiiilly supporting the weight and steadying the spine.
Stooi>ing, a posture that increases the pressure in the

diseased vertebral bodies and which necessitates muscu-
lar tension and strain in regaining the erect position, is

particularly difficult, and it is always avoided by the pa-
tient if the disease is at all acute. For example, when
the child is asked to pick up an object from the tioor, it

either refuses or it squats on the lieels or drops upon the
knees instead of flexing the spine as in health. Young
children having seized the object upon the- floor, regain
the erect attitude V)y pushing the body up by the press-
ure of the hands upon the thighs. If the child is placed
upon the floor it will, if possible, seize the mother's

dress, or will crawl to a chair or other object, upon
which the body may be drawn tip by the arms, so that
the discomfort caused by muscular contraction of the
back mii.scles may be avoided.

After this i>reliininary observation and examination
the patient should be placed at full length, face down-,
ward, (in a table, and the range of extension and of lateral
motion is then to be tested by lifting the legs and sway-
ing the body gently from side to side. One should al-

ways test for psoas contraction by holding the pelvis
firmly again.st the table with one hand while the leg in
the line of the body is gently lifted by the other. As
tested in this manner the normal range of extension
should allow the knees to be lifted two or three inches
from the talde. Slight restriction of extension of both
thighs, indicating a slight degree of psoas contraction, is

very common in Pott's disease, but when the restriction
is marked, and especially if it be unilateral, a deep abscess

may be expected. Such unilateral psoas contraction may
be more clearly demonstrated by placing the child on the
'oack, allowing the limbs to hang over the table, when the
unaffected thigh will drop below its fellow.
As has been stated, in many instances the lordosis is

increased, and in all cases flexion of the lumbar spine is

much more restricted in the early stages of the disease
than is extension. This rigidity ami fixation may be
demonstratetl by placing the child on its hands and knees
and lifting it from the floor, the trunk, instead of bend-

ing over the supporting
hands, retaining almost
its original contour.

Although in many
instances no noticeable

deformity is present, still

one can almost alwaj's
detect a slight fulness
about the spinous proc-
esses or a slight irregu-
larity in their line, in-

dicating the exact seat
of the disease. Strong
pressure upon the spi-
nous processes at this

point may induce dis-

comfort, and sometimes
greater elasticity at the
diseased area is appar-
ent. This is, however,
a test of comparatively
little value.

Abscess is very com-

monlj' a complication of

disease in this region of
the spine, and it may be

suspected when persist-
ent unilateral psoas con-
traction is present in

marked degree. In such
cases the patient may be
turned upon the side,
and by deep pressure
one may often detect an
elastic tumor in the loin

or pelvic fossa.

The diagnosis of Pot t s

disease, even in the ear-

ly stage, is comparative-
ly eas}' on careful and
systematic physical ex-
amination. It is most
often mistaken for some
one of the following af-

fections:

I.iniilmffo.
—This is an

acute affection, usually of adult life, of sudden onset,
characterized by local pain and by sensitiveness of the
muscles themselves.

Stniin of the back has as a rule a well-defined cause.

Fig. 44:t(i. sli.jwuiir ilic .Alliuiile of

Ovor-fnTtnfs.>^ (iiiisfil liy Compen-
sation for Dcforinitv ; «iso abscess

presenting itself in the inguinal
region.
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Like himlmgo, its onset is sudden. The pain is tisuallj'

localized iit the point of injury and it is relieved by rest.

In Pott's disease tlie pain is neuralgie, it is often wor.se

at nifrlit, and tlie stilfness due to relle.v muscular spasnt
is quite different from that caused

^^^^HH|^^ SfiaficK.—Tlie pain (jf sciatica is

^^^^^K^^m niost often unilateral : it is usually

^^^l^lr -^l
'ontincd to the distributions of this

^^^^^p Wl nerve. The pain of Pott's disease,

^^^^PP <^? if it is referred to the legs, is usu-

^^^^ ally bilateral. In sciatica move-

^^fcf incuts of the limb often aggravate
->y the pain, while motion of the spine

/ is free or but slightly resti'icted.

The reveise is true of
Pott's disease. In persist-
ent sciatica of long stand-

ing, lateral deviation and
i-ven rigidity of the lum-
liar spine are soiuelimes

observed; but if the lat-

ter symptom is marked,
the diagnosis may be re-

garded as open to ques-
tion.

Sncrn-iliac disease is far

more likely to be mistaken
for disease of the hip-

joiut than of the spine.
The pain and sensitive-

ness are usually localized

and the motions of the spine

Flo. 41j: > i'l-' a~<_- 111 Iiifan

cy, slioHiiig tlie Early Indieatiou
of Deformity.

about- the seat of disease

are but slightly restricted

Tlie attitude characteristic of Pott's disease of this re-

gion
—

viz., the hollow back, the prominent abdomen, com-
bined with the waddling gait

—may be simulated by- bi-

lateral congenital dislocaUon of the hip and by certain

forms of nervous disease in which the muscles of the back
are weak, as, for example, progressive muscular atrophy,
or pseudohypertrophic muscular paralysis. In these af-

fections the characteristic symptoms of bone disease are

of course lacking.
////) BiwiiKe.—-When psoas contraction is present in

lumbar Pott's disease it induces a limp, and not infre-

quently the patient complains of pain in the affected liinb.

These symptoms are xisually mistaken for those of hip
disease. The limp of Pott's disease is caused simply by-

flexion of the leg; when, therefore, in the physical exam-
ination the tension of the contracted ilio-psoas muscle is

relieved bj- flexing the thigh still further, the other move-
ments of the hip

—flexion, rotation, and the like—may
be shown to be free. In hip disease all motions are re-

strained in equal degree by muscular spasm.
Jlip hindise ill Infancy.

—In infancy S3-mpathetie
spasm of the lumbar muscles is often present in hip dis-

ease, and a similar spasm of the muscles about the hip
may accompany disease of the lower part of the spine.
In doubtful cases of this character the application of a

temporary support to the back and limbs, as, for example,
a plaster spica bandage which will relieve the secondary
spasm, is an aid in diagnosis.

tkeiiiidary Hip Disease.—An infected abscess in tlic

neighborhood of the hip-joint may finally set up second-

ary disease of its structure, and in the presence of dis-

charging sinuses that involve the tissues about the hip
it is not always possible to decide whether or not the joint
is actually diseased.

Peliic Abscess.—As abscess is a common complication
of Pott's disease it will be necessary to consider abscesses
of other origin within the pelvis or in the neighborhood
of the spine that may induce symptoms resembling some-
what those of Pott's disease. The most common ab-

scesses other than those resulting from disease of bone
are the perinephritic and appendicular. As a rule these
arc of sudden onset, and arc attended by local pain and

by coiislitulional symptoms. There is of course uo de-

formity of Uu: spine.

Chronic abscess in the pelvis, of other than spinal ori-

gin, may be the result of di.seasc of the pelvic bones, or
of the sacro-iliac articulations, or of the hip-joint. It

may be caused by the breaking down of lymphatic
glands, or it may have its origin in inflammation about
the uterine ajipendages, and cases of so-called idiopathic
inflammation and suppuration of the ilio-psoas muscle
have been described. In cliildliood chronic abscesses in
this locality are almost alwa_vs tuberculous in character,
and are caused by di.seasc of bone, either of the spine
or of the pelvis. Disease of the spine can be deter-
mined usually by the methods alreadj- indicated, but,
if the abscess is of other origin, its exact cause can be
decided in many instances only by an operative ex-

ploration.
Abscesses of this character, of slow and apparently

painless formation, may finally cause a swelling in the

inguinal region or about the saphenous opening, that in
the adult is not infrequently mistaken for hernia. In

practically all cases, however, the tumor of the abscess

may be made out on palpation within the pelvis, while
the swelling, although its contents may be in part forced
into the abdominal cavity, feels very differently- from
that of an ordinaiy hernia, which may usually be com-
pletely- reduced. In addition, some sign of the disease
of the spine or pelvis, of which the abscess is a result,
is almost always present.

Pott's Disease in Infancy.
—Attention has been called

to the great importance of carefully observing tlie move-
ments and postures of the patient, and of noting the con-
tour of the spine when the patient is in the erect atti-

tude. In Pott's disease of infancy such observations are
of course not possible. As a rule at this age the muscu-
lar spasm is more intense and its extent is greater. The
child screams when it is moved or lifted. There is usu-

ally no difticult)' in determining the presence of disease
from the evidence of rigidity and pain, but, as has been
stated, it is sometimes diflicult to decide w-hether the lum-
bar spine or one of the hip-joints is involved. Slight

Fio. M;i2.—Illustnitlnn the riiimiTf from tlie Normal Contour, mads
Kvklent when the Patient Bends Forward.

irregularity of the spinotis iirocesses, indicating tlie posi-
tiini of the destructive process, is often evident at an

early stage and early abscess is not unusual.

Pott's disease of infancy and early childhood is most
often mistaken for rachitic deformity, or, rather, this de-

formity is often mistaken for that of Pott's disease.
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Tlic diagnosis from Pott's disease should be made
uithout dirticulty. The characteristic deformity of

iHchilisisa rounded projection of tlie middle and lower

part of the spine. It is simply an exaggeration of the

contour of the .sitting posture which the rachitic child

lialiiluidly assumes, a posture that wotdd be painful if

actual disease were present in (his situation.

If the patient be placed in tlu^ luoue jiosturc the pro-

jection may be reduced in great part l)y raising the

thighs while gentle pressure ise.xcrted upon
llie kyphosis; and although the spine is

somewhat rigid, and although such e.xten

sion and pressure may be resisted by the

])alient, yet there is complete al)sence of

tlie muscular spasm characteristic of Pott's

disease.

Dimiise of tlie Middle Region.
—As motion

in the thoracic region of the spine is linnted,
the early symptoms of disease are far less

marked than in the region below. On the

other hand, a slight exaggeration of the

normal dorsal kyphosis causes noticeable

deformity. Thus it is that deformity may
be the first sym])tom that attracts attention.

The elTect of the disease upon the atti-

tudes varies. If the disease involves the

lower part of the thoracic segment, and if

it be at all acute, they are similar to those

of disease of the hnnbar region, namel}%
erectness, the peculiar cautious intoeing

step, and the disinclination to bend the body
forward.

In disease of the upper dorsal region
there is usually a slight forward inclination

of the body while the liead is tilted

biiekward or inclines toward one side

A peculiar shrugging scjuareuess anil ,

elevation of the shoidders is often

noticed, due in great part to the low-

ering of the head and forward ineli

nation of the neck resulting from the

deformity. Another ciTect is pigeon-
chest. As the defornnty progresses
the sternum is thrust forward and the

antero-posterior diameter of the chest

is increased at the expense of its height.
This deformity of the chest may be the first symptom
to attract the attention of the parents.
Of the early symjitoms of dorsal disease pain and

labored or "grunting" respiration are the most charac-

teristic.

Pain referred to the abdomen and to the front and sides

of the chest is usually an early and often a constant

symptom. Thus, persistent "stomachache" in a child

should always lead the physician to make an examina-
tion of the spine. A "spasm of pain

"
is sometimes ex-

cited bylateral compression of its chest, as when the child

is lifted suddenly by the parent.
Of still greater importance is the labored respiration,

which, indeed, is almost pathognomonic of Pott's dis-

ease. The "grunting" is cjiused by the interference

with respiration, more particularly with the normal

rhythmical movements of the ribs. The restraint is in

part due to niuscidar si)asni and in part to the voluutarj-
efforts of the patient. The inspiration is (luick and shal-

low, in great degree diaphragmatic, and expiration is

accompanied by a sigh or grunt. This is apparently
caused by a momentary closure of the larynx to resist

the escape of air and thus sudd<'n motion of the chest

wall. (Jrunting respiration is of cour.se an evidence of
the more acute type of disea.se, but even in mild eases it

is usually present when the patient is fatigued or during
[ilay. An irritating aimless cough is often a symptom of

disease of the <ipi)er dorsal region, and spasmodic attacks

resembling asthma are not uncommon.
When symptoms have existed for any length of time

the characteristic angular kyphosis is usually apjmrent
on physical examination, or at least the significant break

.*. >^

in the contour of the spine when the patient is inclined
forward.

In tracing the neuralgic pain to its origin, the sharp
downward inclination of the ribs must be borne in mind:
thus the cause of pain in the "stomach" must be looked
for between the shoulder blades.

As in the hnnbar region, slight lateral deviation of the

spine is not unconunon, and it may be accompanied by a

slight twist or rotation, so that tlie ribs on one side are
more prominent.

Iiu-oh-i'iiii lit of the cord from extension of
the disease backward is far more commonly
a complication of disease of the upper and
middle dorsal region than of disease else-

where, and an awkward stumbling gait or
veil complete paralysis may be the first im-

portant symptom of the disease. Abscess is

less conuiion here than in the lower region.
Its presence may be suspected if an area of
ilulness is found by the side of the kyphosis.
In rare instances an abscess in the posterior
mediastinum may press directly upon the
trachea or bronchi and cause spasmodic at-

tacks of dyspnoea resembling asthma.
It is hardly necessary to mention the list

of affections that may cause pain in the
chest or abdomen, or induce a labored res-

piration or cough. As regards deformity
the round stiff back, a postural deformity of

adolescence, and the rachitic kyphosis may
be excluded without
much difficulty. Spon-
dylitis deformans, the tj'-

piioid spine, and the like

differ essentially in history
and symptoms. Acute or
chronic affections within
the chest may cause pain
and even deformity of the

spine. Such disease, how-
ever, could hardly be mis-
taken for Pott's disease.

The abscess of Pott's dis-

ease in this region, as has
been mentioned, causes
duluess or flatness on per-

cussion of the chest, and within this area friction sounds
and riiles may be heard. If the diagnosis of Pott's dis-

ease had not been made, or if the presence of the abscess
had not been determined by the previous physical ex-

amination, it might be mistaken, during an acute exacer-
bation of the disease or constitutional disturbance from
other cause, for pleurisy or empyema, and at other times
for phthisis. The tuberculous tluid ma_y remain indefi-

nitely in the posterior mediastinum, and the area of
flatness may extend beyond the axillary line, yet it may
gi-s'e rise to no .symptoms.

In all cases a careful examination of the chest should
be made from time to time in order that the presence or

absence of abscess may be recorded.

The Upper Beriion.
—The upper region of the spine,

which includes the cervical and two of the dorsal verte-

bra?, is a region of free movement. This movement is in

part true joint motion; thus it is necessary to consider
disease of this portion apart from that of the remainder
of the upper section. Occipito-axoiti disease is compar-
atively rare, and relatively more frequent in adult life

than in childhood. It is especiall}' dangerous because
the displacement or fracture at this point ma}' cause sud-
den death by pressure on the vital centres. In a typical
case the sym]itoms are neuralgic pain radiating over the

back and sides of the head, following the distribution of

the auricular and occipital nerves. The head is usually
inclined forward and rotated slightly to one or the other
side of the median line. There is usually thickening of

the tissues on the posterior and lateral aspects of the

neck, and there is in most instances sensitiveness to deep
pressure. As a rule motion in these joints is absolutely

Fig. 4433.— Pott's Disease at the Ceivkw-ilorsal Juiietlon,

sbowing the Effect of the Deformity in Thrusting the
Neck Forward.
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IIk'lostric-tcil. as is shown when one attempts lo iikivc

head up or tlown or from side to side.

In disease of tliis region if an abscess appears it usually

presents itself on the posterior or lateral aspect of the

neck, lint in some instances it forces its way forward
as a retropharyngeal abscess. In such cases the .symp-
toms may bi' characteristic of obstructinn, s\ich as snor-

ing, change in the quality of the voice, difflculty in swal-

lowing, and sometimes spasmodic attaclis of so-called

croup.
Wlien an abscess is present, and when tln' disease is at

all acute, the reclining posture often increases the symp-
toms.
The symptoms of disease of the middle cervical region

are similar to those of the upper dorsal section. There is

usually a backward inclination of the liead if deiVn'mity
is present. In other instances the head may be turned
to one or the other side, so-called false torticollis. De-

formity at the upper e.xtremity of the spine straightens
tlie natural anterior curvature in the cervical region, and
as a result there is compensatory flattening of the back;
thus a shoi't neclv and a flat back are often tlie most

prominent physical signs of disease of this region.
The distortion of the head sj'mptomatic of Pott's dis-

ease is sometimes mistaken for torticollis. From chronic
torticollis it may be easily distinguished, because in this

distortion there is limitation of motion only in the direc-

tion opposed to the contraction and tliere are no ac-

eompanying symptoms. From so-called acute torticol-

lis caused by enlarged or suppurating glands, or fol-

lowing irritation of the nose or pharyn.x. the diagnosis
may be moreilillicult; but in this allection, if the head be
inclini'd toward the contracted muscles, motion in other

I'Ki. -UiJ-l. .M|,.-a.\..Ml I.iM-ii.M-. sli.iwiii^' 111.' I l,.ii,i, I. ii>ll.- .Mlituilu.

directions will lie unrestricted, whereas in Pott's disease
all movements are cheeked l)y muscular spasm. It may
be stated als{ithat the distortion of Pott's di.seaseis often

irregular, and there is no evident ecmtraction of certain

Vol. VII.—26

muscular groups, such as is usually present in .simple
t<irticollis.

Iiijiiri/.
— Injury of the upper segment of the spine may

cause pain ami stitfness and deformity, svmptonis that
coidd not be <listin-

guislied from those of

Pott's di.sease but for

the history of the case.

Weakness of the pos-
terior muscles follow-

ing diphtheria may
cause a forward droop
of the head. Spasm of

the posteiior mu.scles

is sometimes seen in-

cidental to meningitis
and even as a less seri-

ous .symptom in weak-

Ij' children, but such
deformities can hardly
be mistaken for Pott's

disease.

Abscess may cause

symptoms of obstruc-

tion in the throat which

might be mistaken for

that due to adenoid

growths or enlarged
tonsils. It may be
mentioned also that the

seventh cervical verte-

bra often forms a no-

ticeable projection at

the base of the neck.
In hysterical or liyper-
sesthetic individuals
these symptoms are

sometimes mistaken for

those due to disease.

Forms of organic dis-

eases of the spine other
than tuberculous are

described elsewhere.
The diagnosis hav-

ing been estiiblished.

an accurate record of
the case should be
made. This should in-

clude the general con-
dition of the patient,
the character of the disease, whether acute or quiescent,
and the presence or absence of complications. The po-
sition and character of the deformity shoidil be recorded

by means of a tracing of the entire length of the spine,
such a tracing being made by means of a strip of lead or

tin while the patient is lying extended in the prone po-
sition.

TuE.\TMENT.—Pott's disease is the most important of
the tuberculous affections of bone, and the importance of

jiroper surroundings, nourishing food, open air, and sun-

light can liardly be exaggerated.
Special orthopedic treatment is essentially mechanical ;

its object is to resist the natural tendency of the disease

toward deformity.
L'nder normal conditions the weight of the head and of

the thoracic and abdominal organs tends to bend the spine
forward. If the s\ipport is weakened b.y the direct de-
sl ruction of the weight -bearing portion of the sjiine this

tindency is greatly increased. It is evident, therefore,

that the force of gravity is a very important factor in

the production of deformity. Flexi<in of the spine com-

presses the vertebral bodies; extension of the spine re-

lieves this pressure and transfers it in ]iart to the articu-

lar proces.ses.
The object of a brace or other support in the treatment

of Pott's disease is to hohl tlie spine in the extended posi-
tion and to prevent motion at the seat of disease. The
etTectiveness of any splint depends upon the accuracy of
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its adjustment, and it is apparent tliat such adjustment
is more difficult iu ccrUiiii regions of tlie spine llian in

otliers. For example, if the disease involves the lower
thoracic region the splint is likely to be elective beeaiise

its two extremities attached to the pelvis and to the shoul-

ders are equally distant from the point to be supported:
but if tlie upper thoracic re-

gion is atTecled, it is diffi-

cult to fix the spine because
iusutficieut leverage

Fig. «:!(!.—Tlie Bradford Frame.

of the support-
ing appliance.
Even if t li c

brace is accu-

rately adjusted
it cannot remove entirely the jar and strain incidental

to the upright posture. It is evident, therefore, that

comiilete rest can be assured only iu the attitude of re-

cumbency.
Tniitment by Horizontal Fixation.—A number of ap-

pliances to assure liorizontal fixation are in use, but tlie

most effective and convenient sujiport is the Bradford
frame or stretcher. This is a rectangular frame of ordi-

nary gas pipe, a few inches longer and a little wider thau
the patient's body, covered with canvas or cotton cloth,

except for an interval in the centre, as shown in the illus-

tration (Fig. 4436.).
This appliance may be modified with advantage in the

following parlicidars; it sliould be made sliglilly nar-

rower than tlie patient's body, its width corresponding
to the distance ijetween the articulating surfaces of the

shoulder-joints. The cover should be made of strong
canvas in one piece so that it may be drawn tiglit by
means of straps and corset lacings (Fig. 4437.). The cen-

tre should \w covered by ruliber cloth. Upon the canvas
cover opposite the seat of disease should be sewed two

pads of felt about six inches long, one inch wide, and half

an inch thick. These should be jiarallel to one another
and about one incli apart. They protect the spinous proc-
esses fi'om pressure, and aid in fixing the spine. The
patient, in mo.st instances a young child, wearing simply
a shirt and diapers, is then jilaced upon the frame, and is

fixed to it liy ine.ins of a front piece of canvas, as shown
in the illustra-

tion. If the dis-

ease is of the

upper region,
the head shouki
be fixed by an

appliance si m
ilar to the ordi-

nary jury-mast;
if it is in the

lower region the

movement of the

limbs should be

restrained by
means of a swath
or by traction

straps. 'When
the frame lias

been adjusted
thcchild'scloth-

ing is put oil,

having been
made sufficient-

ly large to in-

clude it and the frame. This illustrates the advantage
of making tlie appliance as narrow as possible. When
the jiatient li.as tiecoiue accustomed to the restraint the
frame is gradually bent backward until at the end of

a few weeks the spine is forced, if possible, into an at-
titude of extreme overextension. (Fig. 4438.)

In favorable cases treated in this manner the deformity
may be entirely obliterated, and as it is evident that the
disea.sed vertebral bodies have been separated from one
another, friction and luessnie niu.st have been removed
and thus the conditions most favorable for repair have
been established. The patient is kept constantly fixed

upon the frame, except that once a day he is carefully
removed and jilaceil face downward on a pillow. The

back is then rubbed with alcoliol and
pow'dered, the frame <'Over is cleansed,
and the child is tlieu replaced upon it.

As has been stated, the child wears
diapers, and a dust-pan serves as-

a convenient form of bedpan. As
much of the time as possible is passed

in the open air in the ordinary baby carriage.
The time during wliicli the patient should be treated

by this method varies with the severity of tlie disease.
As a rule it is from six to eighteen months. The indica-
tions for its discontinuance are the subsidence of the

symptoms and the liehavior of the patient. A child suf-

fering from active disease almost instantly recognizes the
benefit of treatment and dislikes to l)e removed from tlie

frame; but when repair is advanced he becomes impa-
tient at the restraint, and when he begins to crawl about
with the frame on liis back and to attempt to stand, it is

evident that the necessity for this mode of treatment is

passed.
Although there is a strong prejudice against this

form of treatnieiit, I have never noticed ill effects from
it, even wlieu it has been long continued. The pa-
tient usually gains in weight and often grows rapidly,
more rapidly in fact thau those who are allowed to go
about.

It is apparent tliat this form of recumljent treatment,

although by far the most efticacious, isliiuited practically,
as a routine practice at least, to early childhood, that is,

to patients of four years or less, who can lie carried about
in arms. As a treatment for special cases, or to meet
special indications, it has, however, no limit of age.
For older patients the cover sliould be made in two parts,
as in the original Bradford frame, to allow for the use of
the bedpan.

Horizontal fixation must be supi)lemented of course by
a supiiort for the weakened sjiine when the erect posture
is again assumed, and ambulatory treatment by such
means is in the majority of cases the only one that is em-

ployed. These siijiporfs are either in the form of nietal-

Fli.. 4437. -Tilt .Mudllli'd Stiftrlier ol' liru(lfi)id traliie, slluwing the ('llVMlU^'.

lie liraces applied along tlie spine or as circular supports,
of wdiicli the idaster jacket is the common form. The
object of every form of appliance is lo remove as far as

possible the w'eight from the weakened vertebral bodies
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by holding the tnitik in the extended position, and to

prevent motion at the seat of disease.

The Buck Brace.—The most ctfieient spinal braee con-

sists e.ssentiall}' of two steel bars that are aiiplied on either

Fig. -HSS. -The Stn^tclier Frame, showing the AtlituUe of overexteusion.

side of the spinous processes from the top to the bottom
of the spine (Fig. 4439.). The attachment at the lower end
is made by means of a pelvic band of sheet steel (gauge
18) from one and a half to two inches in width, long
enough to reach from one iliac spine to the other. It is

placed as low as possible on the pelvis
—in other words,

just above the upper e.xtremities of the trochanters. To
this the uprights are tirmly attached at an interval of

from one and a quarter
to one and three-quarter
inches from one another,
so thai the spinous proc-
esses may pass between
them while pressure is

made on the lateral masses
of the vertebra;. The up-
rights are made of vary-
ing strength according to

the age of the patient,

usually about one-half an
inch in width (of gauges
S to I'i). and of such qual-

ity of steel that although
unyielding to the strain of

use it may be readily bent

by wrenches and thus ac-

curately adjusted to the

Ijaek. The uprights reach
to the root of the neck, or

to about the level of the

second dorsal vertebra.

From this point two short

arms of metal pioject for-

ward and oulward on
either side of the neck,

reaching to about the mid-
dle of the clavicles. To

these are attached jiaddid .shoulder straps, which pass
imder the arms to a crossbar on tlie back brace; thus
downward pressure on the shoulders is avoided and in-

creased leverage is assured.

Ojiposite the point of di.sease two strips of this .steel,

about three-quarters of an inch in length, are fixed.

These are slightly wider than the uprights, and are per-
forated for the attachment of the pressuie pads, made of

layers of ( 'anion flannel or felt, or of unyielding material,
such as leather or hard rublu'r if this is preferred.
The pads should project from a quarler to a half incli

in front of the iipiiglils in order that lirm and constant

pressure, to Ihe extent that the skin will tolerate, may be
made at the seat of disease.

F:g. 44;iS.—Whitman's Shoulder
Bnice ; siiie view.

In measuring for this braee the patient is placed in the

prone posture and a tracing of the outline of the back,
beside the spinous processes, is made by means of the
lead tape. This outline may be cut in card-hoard and

fitted to the back
; in fact,

if the mechanic is unfamil-
iar with the work, each part
of the brace, uprights, pel-
vic: band, etc., niaj' be cut
in card-lioard and attached
to one another to serve as a
model. Before the brace is

finished it .should l)e applied
to the back, and should be

carefully adjusted b}- means
of wrenches. The pelvic
baud is then padded and
the parts that come in di-

rect contact with the skin
are usually covered with
leather, or, in the treatment
of young children, with
lubber plaster and Canton
rtannel, to prevent rusting.

If the brace is applied be-
fore the stage of deformity,
it should follow the exact

shape of the normal spine; but if deformity is already
present, particularly in disease of the thoracic region,
it should be made somewhat straigbter than the com-

pensatory curves above and below the projection, in

order to permit a gradual straightening of the com-
pensatory lordosis in the lumbar region, and for in-

creased leverage above the deformity. As has been
stated, a certain amount of recession of deformitj- can
be obtained b.y rest in the horizontal position ; and if

practicable this improved contour should be attained
before the brace is apjilied. The apparatus is held in

place by an "apron," which covers the chest and abdo-
meu, and to which straps are attached. Ordinarily this

is made of strong linen or cotton cloth, but a canvas
front, shaped accurately to the body and strengthened
with whalebone as is a corset, is a much more comfortable
and efticient support (Fig 4440.). In applying the brace
with the patient in the recumbent posture the pelvic band
is first attached to the apron, then the straps in order from
below upward, and

finally the shoulder

straps. Each strap is

then tightened until

the brace is firmly fixed

in proper position.
When a braee is juop-
erly applied and piop
erly fitted, it holds its

place by friction; but
in certain cases when
the disease is low in

the back, it is some-
times of advantage to

apply perineal straps
to hold the pelvic band

firmly in its place.
At first the brace is

removed once a day
in order to wash and

powder the back, the

same care being ob
served in moving tlu

child as in the ireal-

ment by the frame;
but when the back has
become accustomed to

the pressure, the brace
should be removed only at infrequent intervals, and

Ihus, if need be, only under the supervision of the sur-

geon.
This description indicates the essential qualities of the

Wliltnian's Bnuv, with Cliin-

piecu Apiilied.
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back brace. It has been modified in various ways. For
esamplc, Dr. Tiiylor, its inventor, finally discarded the

straiglit pelvic bandinfavorof oneof a Usiiape, as shown
in the illustratiou (Fig. 4441). This makes t he brace .some-

what lijjhter and re-

lieves the sacrum from
the pressure of tlie pel-
vie band, but it does
not add to its elTective-

ness. The ellieiency

niaj' bo increased, liow-

ever. by improving the

attaelnnent at its up-
perextremity. Taylor
has accomplished this

by placing two trian-

gular jiads against the

chest. If. however, the

disease is of the upper
and middle se,gnient
of tlie thoracic region,
more cllicient support
is of advauta.ge; for in

such cases tlic upper
part of the chest is flat-

tened, the inclination

of the ribs is increased,
;uid the shoulders in-

cline forward, carrying
with them the scapula;.
Thus the weight and
the strain of the mo-
tion and use of the

arms tend to increase

I he deformity.
In health direct for-

ward or reaching
movements of the arms
are alwaj'S accom-

panied by an increase

in the jiosterior curva-
ture of tlie dorsal spine. On tlie other hand, if the
shoulders are drawn backward and lield in this attitude.
the curvature of the spine is lessened and the chest is

elevated and expanded.
In the treatment of disea.se of the upper dorsal region

it should lie the aim, in the application of a brace, to fol-

low this indication and to apply pressure directly upon
the extremity of the shoulders, to assure the greatest

possible ti.valiou of the spine,
and to restrain the movements of
the anus that tend to increase
the deformity.
The accomiianying diagrams

show how' such su]iport should
be applied (Figs. 4443 and 4444).
Two saucer - shaped plates of
hard rubber or padded metal
cover the heads of the humeri,
and are joined by a rigid bar of
steel which passes across, but
does not touch, the chest. On the
back braci^ are placed two trian-

gular pads of similar construe
tion, which cover and press upon
the .scaiiuhe. These pads are.

however, not essential, and are
often omitted. The back brace
is applied, the shoulders are
then drawn backward, and the
shoulder cn])s are firmly at-

tached by straps to the neck
bars of the brace above and be-

low by a.\illary bands in the usual manner. By this

means the thorax is elevated and the siiine more" effec-

tively fixed, while direct movement of the arms forward
is made impossible. It would seem that such restraint

would be irksome to the patient, but in an extended use

Fig. 4441.— Tlie Taylor Baol( Brace.

Fio. 4442.—Mcnlttled Taylor
spliiiU linii-i-.

Whitman's Brace ; front view.

of the apparatus I have never heard this complained of.

In many inslances. even when the disease is as low as
the tenth dorsal vertebra, this form of brace may he
used with advantage, but it is especially indicated when
the disease is in

t li e neighbor-
hood of the sev-

enth dor.sal ver
tebra. In con
nection with the

.shoulder brace il

is usually advis
able to apply a

support beneath
the chin to iire-

vent the fiirward

inclination of the
neck and to tilt

the head some-
what backward.
A very .simple and inoffensive support of this cliaracter
is a loop of steel surrounding tlie neck and attached

by screws to a back bar on the brace (Fig. 4445). If

a more eflicient brace is required, as when the disease is

of the upper dorsal or cervical regions, the Taylor head
support should be used (Fig. 4-446). This is an oval

ring of steel, which may lie clasped about the neck by
means of a lateral hinge. On the front a cup of hard
rubber supports the chin, and behind the ring tits ujion
an upright pivot, that may be raised or lowered upmi
a crossbar on the ujiper part of the brace. Free lateral

motion is allow'cd, or it may be checked by means of

a screw.
If absolute fix-

ation of the head
is indicated, as
ill disease at or
near the occipi-
to-axoid region,
two steel up-
rights are at-

tached to the
back of the ring,
and are bent to

fit the posterior
and lateral as-

pect of the head

closely. If nec-

essary, a band of

webbing is passed from one upright to the other and
about the forehead.

In applying the support the chin should always he

slightly tilted upward in order to throw the weight of

the head liackward.
The adjustment of the head support is made easier if

the pivot is attached to the upright b\- means of a ball-

and-socket joint (Shailer) that may be regulated by a
screw and key. Tliisarrangement is of service when the

head is distorted, but it is by no means necessary.
When the Taylor head support and similar ajiplianees

are used, the greater ]iart of the pressure is sustained by
the chin, which may after a time

undergo an unsightly recession.

It may be of advanta.se therefore

in certain cases, particularly when
restraint of the motion of the neck
is desirable, to transfer this jircss-
ure to the forehead by means of

a strap attached behind to light
bars of metal shaped to the occi-

put and attached to the ujiper ex-

ircmilv of the brace (Figs. 444s
and 444!)).

A jury-mast may be used to

support the head also. Its adjustment will be described
ill connection with the plaster jacket, with which it is

usually associated.

Thi i'ltistt r Jacket.— It was at one time claimed that a

Fig. 4444.— Whitman's Brace: rear view.

Fig. 4445.—Chin-piece
Whitman's Brace.
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plaster jacket aiiplied while the body was partially sus-

pended would actually relieve the weakened area of

superincumbent weight by hoUlin;; the diseased surfaces

apart; l)ut it is n(i\v gen-
eralU' conceded that the

jacket supports the spine,
as does the brace, b}' hold-

ing it in the erect or ex-
tended position. One is a
circular and the other a pos-
terior splint. There is this

diiYerence, however: the
brace fits the spine accu-

rately and holds its place by
pressure and friction. The
jacket is held in place by
the support of the project-
ing pelvic bones. It lacks
llie accuracy of adjustment
cif the brace at the .seat of

disease; but, on the otlii'r

hand, it provides a solid

support on the front and
sides of the body that may
be even mo's effective.

Each appliance has ad-

vantages and disadvantages
tliat become apparent in tlu^

treatment of certain phases
of the disease or conditions
of the patient.
The plaster bandage is a

simple support whose effi-

cienc}' depends upon the

accuracy of its adjustment
to the irregularities of the

body, and upon the lever-

age that it exerts above and
below the point of disease.

It should be applied while
the body is held in the best

possible position. Its inner

surface should be smooth,
and the bony prominences

that are susceptible to friction and pressure should be

protected. A seamless shirt should be worn. These are
made in several sizes and are sold by the yard at a low

price. The shirt should lit the body closely and should
be long enough to

ii'ach to the knees.

The patient is then

placed upon a stool

and the halter of the

suspension apparatus
is carefully adjusted.
The arms are extend-
'd over the head and
I he hands clasp the

straps or rings; thus
I he chest is expand-
ed to its full limit.

Sufficient tension is

made upon the rope
partially to susjiend
1 he body and to draw
I lie spine into the
liest possible atti-

1 udc. In most in-

stances the heels

should be slightly
lifted from the stool.

^r. Sayre, to whom
we are iudcblc'd for

the exposition of this

valuable means of

I reatntent, insists
tliatthesensationsof the patient should be the guide, and
that traction should be made only to the pukit of com-

FIO. 414B.—Whitman's .interior
Shoulder Brai'e .tpplied witli the
Taylor Krace and Head Support.

FlO. 4-(47.—Whltinaii's Shoulder Supi
with thB Taylor lirare.

fort. This is a valuable indication in the treatment of
the adult, but it is not often of service in childhood.

IJcfore the plaster bandage is applied pieces of piano
felting or Canton flannel of sutlicient size should be
placed about the anterior jiel vie spines and over the upper
part of th(^ sternum. A thin strip of the same material

maj' also be used I ocovc'r the spinous processes. Finally,
long strips of saddler's fell, or other material of sufficient

thickness, arc applied on either side of the prominent
spines to protect them from friction, and to provide
greater pressure and fixation at the seat of disease. The
"dinner i)ad

"
is now very rarely used, except in the

treatment of adults and in certain cases of deformity in
which the abdomen is retracted. In childhood the ab-
domen is usually prominent, and as the jacket expands
somew'hat no extra space is required. The pad, which is

supposed to represent Ihe space required aftera full meal,

Fi(i. 4448.— .\n Appliance for flxlnp: the Head, used with the Plaster
Jarki't.

is made by folding a napkin in the shape of a sandwich.
To this a bandage is attached, and is placed beneath the
shirt just below the ensiform cartilage. When the jacket
is hard it is drawn out. Another long bandage is placed
beneath the shirt, to remain iicrnuiueiitly for the purpose
of cleaning the skin beneath the jaeket. The bandages
should be freshly prepared of dental plaster, which should
be rubbed into strips of crinoline from three to five inches
in width and about six yards in length. From three to six
of these are required according to the size of the child. As
ordinarily applied by means of the swing the surgeon sits

behind the patient, grasping the child'slegs between his
knees to prevent swaying of the body; a'lid during the

application of the bandages the layers of plaster should
be constantly rubbed in-order that the support should
lit the body accurately. At the same time gentle press-
ure may be exerted with the aim of straightening or

overextendiug the spiiK'. Jt is well to make the first

turn about the waist and use the first bandage about the

pelvis, as this is the base of support. The bandages
should also be applied with especial care across the up-
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per portion of the chest, as this is the most important
p<iiiit for eoiuiter-pressiire. When the jacket is nearly
tirm it should be trimmed, if practicable, while the pa-
tient is in the swing. As a rule, the front of the jacket

should extend from the to]! of the sternum to the pubes;
behind, from the spines of the seapul.T to the gluteal fold.

Laterally, it should be cut away sufticieutly to prevent
chafing of the arms, and below, too, in order to allow
flexion of the thighs in the sitting posture. When prop-
erly applied, the jacket need not exceed a thickness of
from one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch. The shirt is

then drawn up over the jacket and sewed to the upper
border, and the two ends of the bandage or skin rubber
are tied together.

In the treatment of children by this means a protective
bib should be worn to prevent crumbs from falling under
the jacket, and at morning and night the skin should be

vigorously rubbed by means of the bandage. In many
instances the anterior shoulder brace, already described,

may be used with advantage. This may be attached to

buckles incorporated in the back of the jacket.
If the disease is of the upper or middle region of the

spine a head support is required (Fig. 4452). For this

purpo.sc a jurj'-mast is most often employed. This should
be of tempered steel, and its base shouhl be incorporated
firmly in the jacket below the seat of disea.se. When it

is properly applied the head shoukl bo tilted and drawn
somewhat backward with so much tension as can be tol-

eiated.

In place of the jury-mast a fixed support may be used,
as shown in (Fig. 4448). Fixed supports of this char-

acter have an advantage over the jm-y-mast in the matter
of secunty, for although the latter appliance is effective

when properly adjusted, it is of no value when the straps
are allowed to hang loosely about the head, as is the case

in so many instances.

T7ie Applictitum of the Jacket in the Itec-umbent Posture.—For young children who have been treated on the frame
a very"satisfactory method is the following: The patient

is suspended face downward by two assistants, one hold-

ing the arms ami the other the thighs. Thus a certain
amount of traction is exerted while the trunk is in the
overextended position. The jacket is applied, and be-
fore it has hardened the patient is rejjlaced upon the

frame, and the spine becomes fixed in the habitual atti-

tude. The jacket may be applied in the supine posture
by means of the appliance devised by Goklthwait. The
body is supported at the seat of disease by means of an
upright, on which are placed two pads like those used
in the Taylor back brace. The two extremities of the

spine are then allowed to sink downward with the aim of

extending the spine at the point of disease. The jacket
is then applied about the central support, and when it is

firm the patient is lifted from it, the twoadjustable pads
remaining within the jacket (Fig. 4453).
As a rule a jacket may be woin for three months, al-

though in hospital practice six months is not unusual.
In the stage of recovery the jacket may be replaced bj'

a corset. This is constructed as follows: A jacket ap-
plied in the manner described is cut through the centre
and removed from the body. It is then thoroughly dried
and trimmed, and strips of leather with hooks having
been sewed in front, it may be laced like an ordinary
corset. The corset should always be removed and re-

applied with the patient in the suspended or recumbent
posture. It should not be used during the active stage
of disease.

In contrasting the two ambulatory supports that are

in common use, the jacket and the metallic brace, it may
be stated that the jacket has the great advantage in that

the treatment is in the hands of the surgeon. It is infe-

rior to the brace when
the disease is in the

lower lumbar region.
The brace is to l)e

preferred also when
the disease is in the

upper region, as in

such a case the jacket
serves only as a base
for the head appli-
ance.

In certain instances

when the disease is

in this situation, the

jacket is carried ovei-

the shoulders and is

made to include the

head. This is an ef-

fective treatment,
but rather cumber
some.

If the disease is

seated in the lower

region of the spine,
and if it is aceom

panied by contrac-
tions of the thighs,
the limbs may be en-

cased by means of

the spica jacket. As
a rule, however, cases

of this charactc^r are

best treated b}- re-

cumbency.
In certain instancr-

the Thomas collar

may be used. This
is of especial service
in atlo-axoid disease,
where it may be used
with or without the

jury-mast. The
shape is shown in Figs. 4454, 4455, 4456 and 4457). It is

made of a piece of thin sheet metal, wide enough to reacli

from the sternum to the chin and from the back of the

neck to the base of the occiput. The edges are turned

Fig. 44.50.—a Pln-ster Jacket Applied to

Support the Abdomen, stiowlnp also the
Method of Fastenlnir the Shirt ulwiit the
Neok. (From Whitman's "Orthopedic
Surgery.")
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out and the whole proper!}- covered with pieces of felt

and titted. One may improvise a siiiijiort of this char-
acter by making a thick miifl'like ajipliance of ahsorbent

cotlon, which may be stilTened li}' layers of adhesive

plaster on the exterior. The original form of collar is

shown in the illustration.

I'rojiHiixh and 'J'niiliiient a/i Influenced by tlie Situation

of the Vinease. T/ie L/nrer Region.—The prognosis as re-

gards deformity is favorable. The part may be easily
sui>ported. The cases are often seen before tlie deform-

ity is extreme; and, as a rule, one may predict recovery
without noticeable distortion. In most cases the trunk
is -somewhat shortened and a peculiar erect attitude per-

sists. T li e most
troublesome compli-
cations of disease in

this region arc psoas
contraction and the
abscess with which
it is often combined.

Slight psoas contrac-
tion usually disap-
pears after the appli-
t'ation of effective

support. If it per-
sists it is well to pro-
\ide the patient with
'rutches. If it is a

symptom of progress-
ivc disease and is ac-
re >m]iani(d by pain,
the patient should be

placed in bed, where,
if necessary, the de-

formity may be re-

duced by traction.

In confirmed cases in

which the distortion

lias become fixed by
^econdar}' contrac-
tion of the muscles
and fascia, operative
treatment is occasion-

ally required toover-
rome the deformity,
ill this region of the

-^piiie the plaster

jacket or the spinal
brace may be used,
the former means be-

ing perhaps prefer-
ible. The most

t loublesome compli-
lation is abscess,
\\hich is present in

iiliout fifty per cent.

of the eases.

Dineiise of the Mid-
dle and Upper Dorsal

Region. — Disease of
this region of the

spine is not often
acute in its onset,

is advanced before

Fig. 4451.—The Plaster Jacket from Be-
hind. (From Whitman's "Orthopedic
Surgery.")

and in juost instances deformity
treatment is begun. It is tlie region most unfavoralile
for treatment from the standpoint of prevention of de-

formity, for the reasons that have been stated.

Whenever possible the patient should be treated by
recumbency in the overextended position until the prog-
ress of the disease has been checked. Support must be

employed for man}' years because there is a tendency
toward increase of the deformity even after the cure of
the disease. Tlie Taylor brace assures better fixation

tlian (Iocs the jacket. In most instances tlu^ anterior
shoulder brace should be emjiloyed for better support.
and to prevent the forward movement of the arms; and
whenever the disease is above the eighth dor.sal vertebra
a head siijiport should be applied. In this region of the

spine paralysis is the most important complication.
This occurs in about ten per cent, of the cases.

Diseaxe of the Cerncal Region.—In disease of the cervi-
cal region the prognosis is good, the most noticeable

^4.m

L ..v.i;V

Fio. 4452.—The Anterior Shoulder Brace Applied uitli the Plaster
Jacket and Jury-Masi.

deformity being the shortened neck and the forward
thrust of the head.

Disease of the occipito-axoid region is uncommon.
Tlie tendency is toward fixation of the head in the atti-

tude of flexion. This may be prevented by the use of

apparatus. The jury-mast when properly applied is a
thoroughly efficient support, but fixation of the head by
means of the Taylor support or posterior splint insures
better control of the patient when he is not under obser-
vation.

The Complications of Pott's Disease. Abscess.—It may
be assumed that a limited collection of tulierculous fluid

accompanies practically every case of Pott's disease ; but
unless it can be demonstrated by palpation or unless it

*«*'<y*.vi:ii'i»

Fig. 4453.—The Goldthwaii Frame as used with the Short Uprl«ht8 In

applying the Plaster Jacket.

appears upon the .surface of the body it is not as a rule

detected. Abscess as a complication in this sense is pres-
ent in about twenty-five per cent, of the cases. It is far

less common in the upper than in the lower region of the

spine. This is accounted for in part by the fact that ab-
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scessesfind tlicir wayilowinvurd, and in pint because the

large size of the vertebral bodies in the lumbar region
offers better opportunily for llieir formation.

An abscess may ajipear without noticeable symjilonis,
but iu many instances it is preceded by pain or discom-

fort, which indicates apparently tension at the seat of

disease.

Abscesses are not as a rule accompanied by increase of

bodily temperature, but when they are of large size and
are approaching the surface, and especially when the

skin covering them is reddened, there is usually a rise in

teniiierature that implies apparently secondary infection

of a mild type.
The Course of Abscesses in the Different Jiegions of the

Spine.
—Abscess accompanying disease of the occipito-

KiG. Woi.—The Thi)iiia.s Culhir.

axoid region may force its way forward and appear in

the throat as retropharyngeal abscess. More often it

finds its way backward, distends the suboccipital trian-

gle, and then pas.ses forward to the region of the mastoid

process. Abscesses from the mitklle cervical region pass
outward and appear usually in the interval between the

trapezius and the sterno-mastoid nuiscles.

In the thoracic region the abscess in the posterior me-
diastinum tisually passes outward to perforate the inter-

costal muscles and ajjpear on the [lostcrior or lateral

aspect of the chest. Or it may pass tlownward through
the openings in the diaphragnt and become an iliac ab-

scess. Abscesses that originate iu the lumbar region, or

that have come from above, may follow various paths.
Some perforate tlie sheath of the quadratiis lumlxirum
muscle and become a lumbar abscess, distending the sUin

between the twelfth rib and the crest of the ilium.

Others pass downward on the surface of the iliac fascia

and form a tumor at the outer extremity of Pouparfs
ligament or escape into the thigh. Psoas abscess bur-

rows iu the sheath of the psoas muscle and apjiears on
the inner aspect of the thigh. Occasionally the fluid

may escape from tlie greater sacro-sciatic foramen and

appear as a gluteal abscess. In rare instances abscesses

may take other courses. They may tiud their way into

the spinal canal or break into the lung or into the intes-

tines.

In most instances abscesses cause no direct symptoms,
but occasionally from Iheir size or situation the}' ma}'

FUi. M.jj.-The Thomas Collai.

cause dangerous complications. The retropharyngeal
abscess may interfere with Ijreathing or swallowing. An
abscess in the posterior mediastiiuun may press upon the

trachea and cause attacks of inspiratory dyspna'a resem-

bling asthma. Psoas contraction, which so often accom-

panies hunbar abscess, has been described already.
Treatment of AhsceMes.—Abscesses that caus(> direct

symptoms may require immediate treatment. The retro-

pharyngeal abscess in csxse of emergency may be ojicned

by direct incisi(m in the throat. As a rule, however, a
lateral opening in front of or behind the slerno-mastoid
muscle is preferable. Obstruction due to mediastinal

abscess is imcommon, and in sucli cases the abscess
should be evacuated. An incision is made at the point
of tleformity over the articulation between the transverse

process and rib. A portion of the latter is removed and

MUfl/, OHUNt 4 CO.

Fig. 44.iU.—The Thomas Collar Applied.

the abscess is exposed, lying as a rule directly in front of
the spine. Care should be taken to follow the spine as

closely as possible iu order not to wound the pleura.
All" infected abscesses should be opened and drained,

but quiescent abscesses that cause no discomfort need
not be disturbed, as a collection of tuberculous fluid is

.simply an incident of the original disease of the bone.

If an abscess is of large size, as, for example, when it

distends the lumbar region or iliac fossa, the IJuid may be
evacuated by simple incision. The contents having been

removed, the cavity is thoroughly flushed with hot salt

solution iu order to remove the shreds of necrotic tissue,

and the wound may be then
closed by layers of sutures.

Drainage should be employed
if the abscess is infected, or if

the surroundings are such that

subsequent infection may be

avoided. It must be borne in

mind that the danger of a tu

berculous abscess is an indirect

one, and this danger is from

secondary infection, which
does not often occur until a
communication with the exte-

rior has been established either

by operation or by spontane-
ous evacuation. It is on this

account that one hesitates to

open abscesses when their

source cannot be removed.

Aspiration.
— A s p i ra t i o n

serves a useful purpose iu re-

moving the thinner tluid and
thus preventing the extension
of the abscess. The injection
of iodoform emulsion is some-
times employeil after asi)iia-

tion, although it is less in fa-

vor than in past time. The
action of the iodoform is that of a local irritant, and it

may be supposed to lessen the infectious quality of the

tuberculous fluid. The ordinary form is a ten-percent,
emulsion of iodoform in sterilized oil. A (piantity vary-

FUi. 44.17. — The Thomas
Spitml ('uira.ss, with Collar.
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ing from 4 to 30 gm., according to tlie size of the abscess,

is iiiji'cU'd at intervals of from two to four weeks.

In many instances al)sei'sses disappear sponlaneously
bv absorption, and after natural evacuation tliere is ap-

parently no mure danger from infection than after op-
erative intervention, if cleanliness is assured.

It is apparent that the treatment of aliscesses must be

governcil by the conditions in the individual case.

P.\HAi.vsis.—The tuberculous process in the vertebral

bodies may find its way backward into the epidural

space, press upon the sjiinal cord, and thus cause i)aresis

or paralysis of the jiarts lielow. Inmost instances the

pressure' is due to the iidlamniatorv thickening of the

coverings of the cord. Thus, in addition to direct press-

ure, there is often an interferenee with the blood supply
and with the lymjihatic circulation. As a result there

are, after a time, an increase of the interstitial connective

tissue and atrophy of th(^ nervous elements, which may
go on to partial or com|dete sclerosis. As a rule, how-
ever, l)ut little permanent damage results, even from long-
contimu'd pressure and paralysis.

Occasionally paralysis is due to the pressure of an ab-

scess; and when it is of sudden onset it may be caused

by a breaking down of a vertebral body, which allows

pressure of the t hickened tissues upon the cord. In cases

of this character the paralysis is at ouce relieved by
straightening the spine.
The calibre of the spinal canal is not lessened by the

characteristic angular deformity ; in fact, jiaralysis more
often accompanies slight tlian e.\trenie distortion.

Paralj'sis not infrequently complicates disease in the

upper and middle dorsal regions of the spine, occurring in

about ten (ler cent, of the cases. It is an unusual com-

plication of disease of other regions of the spine.

Si/iiiptoi/i.i.
—The early symptoms, as noted by the pa-

tient or his friends, are weakness and an awkward
shandjiing gait. The symptoms usuall}' increase rapidly
until paralysis of motion is complete. The extent of

paralysis depends upon tlie situation of the pressure;
thus the paralysis is most evident in the legs. There is

an increase of the reflexes; and although when the pa-
tient is quiet the limbs appear limp, w-heu he is moved,
or when tlie reflexes are stimulated, the peculiar spastic

rigidity appears. As a rule, the rigidity iucreases with
the duration of the disease, and in cases of long-standing
flexion contraction becomes permanent. This indicates

irretrievable damage to the cord. Sensation is retained
in the onlinary cases, but in those of the more severe

type it ma_v be impaired or lost.

When the paralysis is incomplete, control of the blad-

der is retained ; but usuallj' there is incontinence. As
the bladder fills, the reflex centre is excited and it empties
itself. The control of the sphincter ani is less noticealjl}'

impaired.
If the pressure on thecord is in the cervical region the

arms are involved in the paralysis. If it is in the lower

portion of the spine the symptoms are weakness and im-

paired sensation. The reflexes are not exaggerated.
J'iiiic of 0/isct.—Occasionally paralysis ma}' precede

deformity, but as a rule it is a late symptom, appearing
more often from one to two years after Ihe lieginning of
the disease.

Di/rifl/'oii.— In exceptional cases in which the paralysis
is caused by femjiorary pressure or disturbance id' tin-

circulation, it may be- relieved at once bj- straightening
and su]iporting the spinal column. If, however, the

paralysis is complete, as it is in most instances, it persists

usually for at least six months, and not infrequently for
a year or longer, recovery being dependent upon the or-

ganization of the fubercidous granulations or disappear-
ance of the abscess that causes pressure.

l'ro<jiiiixis.
—In properly treated cases the prognosis is

very favorable. In about .seventy-five per cent, of tlie

cases practically complete recovery occurs; absolute and
permanent paralysis is unusual. Hecurrence of the pa-
ralysis after an apparent cure is not uncommon, lieing de-

pendent of course upon the persistence of the local clisease.

Treiitiiiciit.—The treatment of the i)araly.sis is in great

degree includ<'d in the treatment of the disease of which
It is a symptom. If possible, rest on tlie stretclier frame
In the position of overextension should be emjdoyed. If

the disease Is in tlie upper region of llie si)iiie traction

upon Ihe head Is of value. In many Instances the addi-

tional lixatlon secureil by a plaster jacket should be used
also.

It there is persistent contraction of the lower limbs re-

straint and traction should be ajiplled. Counter-irrita-

tion, such as the local application of the actual cautery. Is

thought by .some to exert a favorable Influence upon the

dl.sease. Iodide of iKilasslum In large doses may aid In

bringing about tbeabsorptlon of the- granulation tissue.

The first indication of imiirovement Is a lessening of
the muscular rigidity; then there is a gradual ri turn of

voluntary motion.
The exaggerated reflexes persist long after tlie disap

pearance of the paralysis.

Operative Treatment.—Operative treatment may be re-

quired in exceptional cases. If the presence of an
abscess in the posterior mediastinum can bedenionstrattd
it is well to evacuate it before opening the spinal canal,

because the pressure may be due to the collection of
fluid. If after persistent mechanical treatment there is

no improvement in the paralysis, the operation of laml-

nectoin}' may be undertaken. Eighteen months has been

suggested as the limit of time which should have tested

the efficacy of mechanical treatment.

The usual method of operating is as follows. A long
incision is made parallel to and close by the side of the

spinous processes. The muscles are drawn to one side,

the spinous processes of several of the vertebras at the

seat of disease are cut through at their bases, and with
the attached tissues are drawn to the opposite side. The
laminae are then removed with cutting forceps, exposing
the dura mater. The thickened tuberculous tissue is

usually found by the sides and in front of the cord. As
much of this should be removed as is practicable. The
wound is then closed and the spine is supported by a

plaster jacket or other a]3pliance.
Forcible Correetion of tlie Deformity of Pott's Disease.

Calot's Operation.—In 1896 the ancient operation of forci-

ble straightening of the deformity of Pott's disease was
revived by Calot of Berck-sur-Mer, and for several years
the proceeding was in favor; but it has now been practi-

cally abandoned, at least as a measure of routine. Ex-

perience proved that in the milder cases the deformity
might be overcome by rest upon the back, or even by
the application of corrective jackets, while in the cases

in which the destruction of bone was extensive, the re-

currence of deformity after correction was practically
inevitable. At the present time the operation is re-

stricted to cases in wlilch the deformity is of recent on-

set, and in which, it may be assumed, the disease is lim-

ited In extent. Fori'ible straightening of the spine

separates the vertebral bodies at the seat of disease, and
thus ])laces the spine in a position favorable for repair:
but, tuifortunately, there ap|)ears to be but slight power
in the spine to throw out new tissue to fill the interval

that is made. If, then, forcible correction of the spine
Is emjiloj'ed, one should be prepared to fix the spine in

the over-corrected position for at least a year. This
necessitates, as a rule, rest In the horizontal position.

.\s the o]ieration is ordinarily perroniied tlie iiatlent,

having been prepared as for the aiiplieatlon of a i)laster

jacket, is anaslhetlzed, and is then suspended face down-
ward, manual traction being exerted upon the arms and

legs, and also upon the head. The ilef'ormity is tluai

overcome by the application of gradual direct jiressiire

upon the kyjiliosis. Thick jiads are placed on either side

of the spine. A large so-called "dinner ji.-id

"
is inserted

under tlie shirt and a strong ja(^ket Is a|iplled. The pa-
tient is then placed in bed upon a pillow, or else upon
Ihe stretcher frame.

On^al care should be taken to prevent pre.sstire upon
sensitive points, and as a rule, if much pressure has been

apidied, the idastcr .should be cut away to allow inspec-
tion at the seat of disease. As has been slated, cases in
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which the disease is of loug standing sliouUi not be sub-

jected to tliis operation, nor should cases complicated by
abscess. On the other hand, paralysis is rather an indica-

tion for the operation than against it. In suitable cases

tlie procedure is inactically witliout danger.
Ditratioii of the Treatmait of Putt's Dinease.—Tlie dura-

tion of treatment nuist depend upon llic extent and the

severity of the disease. It maj' be diviiled into two

stages, one in which the disease is active, when absolute

li.xation is indicated, and a stage of recovery in which

supervision is re(juired. Tuberculosis of the spine is

slow in progress and recovery is insecure. The course of

tlic disease is sliortest in the cervical region, but even
here brace treatment will be recpured for at least two

years. In the lumbar region twice this time may be

assigned to this period, and in the upper and middle
dorsal regions, where the deformity may increase long
after thecure of the disease, support may be required

indefinitely.
Indications of Heeoveri/.

—As pain is almost always re-

lieved by etticient treatment, its absence is no indication

of cure. Muscular spasm usuall.y persists as long as the

disease is active; it is therefore a valuable indication in

prognosis. TIk- appearance of the kyphosis has some

signiticance. lu the early stage of disease the area of tlie

destructive process is not detined ; but when consolida-

tion has taken place, its extent is shown by the rigid
vertebrae tliat stand out from the remainder of the spine

separated from it by a well-marked depression, deeper
below tlian above. In all cases removal of support must
be gradual and its ellect must be watched. When the

disease is cured massage of the muscles, breathing exer-

cises, and mild gymnastics may be employed with ad-

vantage. It may be noted that abscess or even paralysis

may appear many years after the apparent cure of dis-

ease.

If recovery from Pott's disease has been complete, and
if the deformity is sliglit, the individual ma.y be to all in-

tents normal; but if the deformity is great, his condition
is abnormal, and he is untitted for ordinary occupations.
Such individuals usually suiter from neuralgic pain
about the weakened spine, and in most instances some
form of light support must be worn.

Royal Whitman.

SPIROMETER. See Jiespiration.

SPLEEN.—In the following description of the spleen
the physiological is blended witli the anatomical, for in

Fig. 4458.—Transverse Section of the Franimvork ot the Spleen.
of the vein and the artery.

the present state of our knowledge of the subject it is

practically impossible to separate them. Througliout
the article the description begins with the coarser struc-

tures and gradually passes to the finer ones, in order to

point out more definitely that this organ is compo.sed of
a multitude of histological units. It will be apparent to

the reader that our knowledge of the structure of the

spleen is much more satisfactory than that of the func-

tion, but it is usually in this order that anatomy and
physiology progress.

Fi{.\j*iEwoi!K OF THE Spi.EEN.—If pieces of a fresh,

spleen are gently crushed between the palms of the hands
in a stream of water, the pulp is soon washed out, leav-

ing only the coarser network of fibres, or trabecula\ the

capsule, and the blood-vessels. When these are exam-
ined with the low power of the microscope, it is found
that the trabecuUe are of uniform size and encircle spaces,
each of which is abcmt 1 mm. in diameter. This rough
method of demonstration may be aided b.y macerating
pieces of the spleen in water or in a solution of potassium
hydrate, or by digesting tlicm in a solution of pancrcatin ;

but the specimens thus obtained are not much more in-

structive tlian those made by the simple water metliod.
After repeated tests I finally invented a method b.y which
the trabecular system of tlie spleen is demonstrated

clearly and definitely.
The spleen is removed from the body with a portion of

its mesentery, care being taken not to tear the capsule.
It is kept completely covered with water at ordinary
room temperature for a week or more, until tlie pulp is

soft, tlie water being changed from time to time in order
to prevent excessive putrefaction. Wlien tlie pulp is

soft the tip of the spleen is cut oil and the pulp stripped
out. The spleen is then filled with water and washed
until the trabecular system and cai^sule is perfectly clear

and clean. By repeated washings the framework of the

spleen is finally clean, and it can now be strained, blown
up, and dried. After the trabecular framework is puri-
fied in this w'ay, it can be digested, stained, or treated
with various reagents in order to determine the nature
of the fibres of which it is formed.

Tlie capsule and trabecular system being perfectly
clean, it is to be stained with acid fuchsin and then thor-

oughly washed with alcohol. A tube is now tied into

the cut end of the spleen and the specimen is liept dis-

tended witli compressed air. After it is dry the mesen-
teric border and adjacent capsule are removed with a

forceps and scissors, thus giving a most magnificent
preparation. Pig. 4458 is from a section of dog's spleen ,

prepared in this waj". t

Structure of the C.\psui.e.—It is easy to show that

the capsule of the spleen is composed of both white
fibrous and yellow- elastic

tissues. A strip of the cap-
sule boiled in dilute KOH
will show the one, while

digesting with pancreatin
and further microscopic
study will show the other.

After the cajisule of the

spleen, the trabeculiB, and a

piece of tendon have been

iligested in pancreatin for

eighteen hours to remove
all the elastic tissue, boiling
them in HCI 0.5 per cent,

or KOH 0.5 per cent, will

dissolve the tendon in five

minutes, the capsule in

about twenty minutes, and
the trabeculoe in about one
hour. In each test a con-
trol section of the lymphat-
ic gland shows that its re-

ticulum is less resistant than
are the fibrils of (he capsule
of the spleen. These tests,

the value of whieli will be

discussed later on. show that the capsule of the spleen
contains, besides yellow elastic tissue, also white fibrous

and reticulated. The white fibres can easily be recog-

Natural size. It shows the relation
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nizcd witli the microscope by their wavy appearance
aud by tlu'ir coloi-, as well as by the great amouut of

fel;ilii"i

which Ciiii be ol)tuiiii'(l I'roiu them when boiled,

'hilt it takes as much time to dissolve the capsule in

boiling KOII or HCl as it does to dissolve a section

of a lymphatic gland indicates that both are made up
of the" .same tissues. That tliese two tissues are at

least liistologically unlike tendons is shown by their ap-

pearance under the microscope and by the fact that the}'

will resist boiling acid and alkali at least four times as

long as tendon does. From these observations I must
conclude that the capsule of the spleen is composed of

elastic, white fibrous, and reticulated tissues.

In the spleen of an ox macerated in water, digested in

pancreatin, blown up and dried, the capsule is easily split

into two layers
—an outer which is composed in gi'eat

part of wliite fibrous tissue, and an inner which appears
to be of the same constitution as is the trabecular net-

work. Between these two layers the lymphatics are lo-

cated.
If a portion of the capsule of the spleen is first treated

with hot dilute KOH, or is digested in pancreatin, and
then stiuned and mounted in Canada balsam, it is found
that the fibrils radiate toward centres from which the

trabeculse arise. Such a specimen is pictured in Fig.
44.59. In case the prejiaration is treated with KOH the

specimen thus obtained is composed of yellow elastic tis-

.sue, while if it is obtained through pancreatic digestion
it is composed of white fibrous tissue and reticulum

fibrils.

The three groups of fibrils forming the capsule of the

spleen are all arranged after the same plan. When the

white fibres and reticidum fibres are first removed by
boiling the capsule in dilute KOH, leaving only the elas-

tic tissue, a specimen is obtained which could easily be
mistaken for the tissues destroyed, were it not for the

chemical and color reactions, as well as the high refrac-

tive index of the elastic fibres.

Frozen sections of the spleen, which have first been
macerated in water or in ten-per-cent. NaCl solution and
then stained In hicmatoxjiin, show tlie capsule and trabec-

uliB Intensely stained, as all the non-striated muscle cells

aud elastic tissue are still present in them. This method
is not suited to determine the chai-acter of the tissues

constituting the capsule and trabecular, as the presence
of all obscures the individual. When, however, the

sections are first digested with pancreatin, it is found
that the capsule is composed of delicate and wavy fibres,

which in turn are arranged in heavier bundles; from
these arise fine fibrils and anastomosing fibrils. That a
number of white fibres are in the capsule is shown by the

large quantity of gelatin easily obtained from it aud by
the bundles of wavy fibrils seen with the microscope.
These bimdles lie in great part immediately below the

peritoneum, radiate toward the trabecultie, and are con-

tinued into them. That the capsule also contains reticu-

lated tissue is shown by the niunber of anastomosing
fibrils present in teased specimens, as well as by the great
resistance of the capsule shov.n when it is boiled in dilute

KOH or HCl after all the cells and clastic tissue fibres

have been removed b}' digestion with pancreatin. When
boiled with dilute acid or alkali, as shown in Table I.,

the capsule proves to be much more resistant than is

cither a section of the lymphatic gland or a bundle of

fibres from the teudo Achillis.

The conclusion to be drawn from these tests is that the

boiling first removes the white fibres and leaves only tlie

reticulated tissue, which finally falls into pieces. Al-

though these tests are not absolutely defiinte, the)' at

least make it highly proliuble that reticulated tissue ex-

ists in the capsidc of the spleen. The fact that the fine

anastomosing fibrils can be seen with the microscope in

digested specimens is an additional argument in favor of

this view. This (piestion will not be completely solved
until an extensive chemical study is made on these fibres

obtained from different organs in adilitiou to the inven-
tion of a satisfactory ditTerential stain.

The group of the "three kinds of connective-tissue fibrils

tlien radiates toward centres, as shown in Fig. 4459.
From these centres the trabecuUe arise and penetrate the

spleen at right angles to the capsule. In general from
four to six liabecula; surround small masses of spleen

iii^ysfiijf

Fig. 4459.—Capsule of the Dog's Spleen Stripped Off Fresh and Di-

gested In Pancreatin. Thoroughly washed in water and spread on
a glass slide and allowed to dry. Stained with acid fuehsin and
partly decolorized with picric acid. Enlarged 30 diameters. The
trabecula; ai"e toi'u oil at their capsular origin.

tissue, about 1 mm. in diameter. These masses I have
termed the typical lobules or anatomical unit of the

spleen.' They are well seen on the surface of fresh con-
tracted spleens as slight elevations about as large as pins'
heads. The great number of muscle cells within the
trabeculfe makes the lobules immediately below the cap-
sule protrude when they contract.

T.1BLE I.—Fresh Tendo Achillis, Sections from Lymphatic
Gland, Capsule of Spleen and Trabecul.e from the Dog
Digested in Strong Pancreatin for Eighteen Hocrs. Then
Thoroughly Washed and Boiled is KOH one-Half Per
Cent, and in HCl One-Half Per ient.

Treated with One-Half Per Cent. KOH Solution.

Time boiled.
Minutes.
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SiUisfaclory iiu'thoil. for tlic clastic fibios so|)iirate iiud are

easily lost, lleulc's method'' of tiMitinciit with cold

diliiie KOH and afterward washing with water is only
fairly salisfaetory, for it does not destroy completely the

reticuliiiu and librous tissue. To be sure, the elastic tis-

sue prepared by Henle's method is easily recognized
under the mieroseope by its his;!! refractive index. Fur-
thermore, the jrreat deslruetioii of the elemeuls in isolatins;

the elastic libres by Henle's method makes it dillicult to

locate the part of the spleen from which the libres have
been obtained.
As regards the distribution of elastic tissue in the spleen ,

a deci(led step in advance has been made recently by
Hoehl-* in using Spalteliol/.'s method of staining elastic

tissue. By this method it is shown that there are numer-
ous elastic filires not only in the trabeeul*. but that they
extend somewhat into the spleen tissu(^ between the pulp
cells. fSeetions in which the elastic libres have been
.stained black by Spalteholz's method and the reti<-uliun

red with pieroearmiiie show that the finest ela.stic libres

never communicate with the reticulum.
After the cells and elastic fibres are removed from the

trabecuhe. the reticulum and white fibrous tissues alone
remain. To separate these two detinitely again becomes
the stumbling-blot k in connective-tissue study. That
reticulum is present is shown by the fact that the fibres

anastomose and by the great resistance of this tissue tow-
ard boiling KOH and HCl, as shown in the above tables.

It takes more than twenty-two times as long to dissolve

the trabecuhe than the tendo Aehillis in one-half-per-
cent. KOH, and six times as long in one-half-per-cent.
HCl. To prove the presence of fibrous tissue is by no
means as easy, for whatever reagent is used to dissolve

the reticulum dissolves also the white fibrous tissue.

Teased trabecuhe occasionally show bundles of wavy
fibres which have all of the appearance of w liiti' fibrous

Fig. 44110.—Section (if the Spleen Treated as thai from wlilob Fig.
44.V( was Drawn. The vein had been liije<;led wilh Prussian blue.
Enlarped S dlamet^'i's.

tissue. In case it is finally proved that reticulated tissue

does not yield gelatin when boiled, the presence of gela-
tin will indicate the presence of white fibrous tissue.

Hoehl* has shown that the non-striated muscle fibres

are embedded in a mass of most delicate connective-tissue
fibrils, which, if I may .judge from specimens he has sent
me, appear to be reticulum fibrils. I have investigated
non-striated muscle from the stomach, intestine, and
uterus, and can fully confirm Hoehl's observation. It

appears to me that tiie reticulum of the trabecuhe of the

spleen may be considered as a sheath to the muscle, as is

the case of non-striated muscles in other parts of the

body. It is a very resistant reticulum, more so than that
of the lymph follicle, and much more so than that of the

pulp of the spleen.
All of the connectivi^ tissues and muscles which consti-

tute the trabecula- form the main skeleton of the spleen.
From a number of estimations 1 find that there are from
fifteen thousand to twenty-five thousand tral)ecula\ each
from 0.05 to 0.1 mm. in diameter, arising from the cap-
sule of the dog's spleen to jiass at right angles into th(;

pulp. These many beautiful muscle strands outlining
about twentj--five thousand subcapsular lobules pass into
the depth of the spleen, anastomose and subdivide, and
finally attach themselves to the walls of the veins as well
as to the trabccuUe arising from the opposite side of the

spleen.
The trabecular system of the spleen appears to be ir-

regular in arrangement, but when examined closely it is

shown that it surrounds distinct areas, about 1 mm. in

diameter. Not only are these areas shown in the picture
when the capsule iias been removed, but they also ap-
pear as rounded elevations immediately below the cap-
sule. This mottled appearance on the surface of the

spleen is seen still better iu the fresh spleen, as the con-
traction of the muscles causes the pulp between the
trabecula; to protrude under the capsule. "When the

artery of the fresh spleen is injected with an aqueous
solution of Prussian blue, it will be noticed that the

centres of these elevations are first injected, making the

spleen mottled. The blue cenlres of these elevations

gradually extend as the injection is continued, and finally
How together, when it is found that the fluid has entered
the veins.

By comparing the specimens thus ofitaiued, it is seen
that we are dealing with an orderly arrangement of the

spleen tissue which can easily be recognized with the

naked eye. It is practically identical with the arrange-
ment of that of the liver, and I shall speak of these ana-
tomical units as the lobules of the spleen. T/ie anatoia-
inil unit of the itpleeii is a iiifisx ofpulp about one iiiilliiitetm

in diameter, ttith the main reins and muscle on its pei-iph-

ery and the artery in its centre.

In turn the lobule is broken tip into histological units,
which I shall consider when discussing the termination
of the arteries. If the pulp of the spleen is removed by
washing it out and the trabecular system distended and
dried, the lobules are seen outlined beautifull}- when the

specimen is viewed as a transparent object. They ap-
])ear five- or six-cornered, with darker points at about
three of the corners, as is the case in the liver. These
darker corners represent the position of the more impor-
tant veins which encircle the lobule. But in addition to

the trabecuhe which encircle the lobule, as shown in

Fig. 4400. there are many other tralK^cula; around the

lobule, and a number of them jienetrate it, although the

greater numbi-r of the trabecuhe an- on the peripliery.
The illustrations of the corroded spleen, as .shown in

Fig. 44.58, do not show the lobules as well as Fig. 44GO
does, for the former was drawn from a specimen iu

which the veins were not injected, while the latter is

from a specimen in which they were injected. In case

the veins are not injected but are only distended by the

general distention of the whole organ, tlu^ tips of the

veins blend with the trabecuhe and thus partly obliterate

the sharpness of the lobule. In case the veins are partly

injected, as in Fig. 44(10. the lobule is outlined by the

veins, while the trabecuhe which penetrate the lobule

are also shown. Stained sections of injected spleens also

bring out this point. Fig. 4460 shows beautifully the

deep lobules as well as the ones immediately below the

capsules. While there are from fifteen thousand to
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twenty-five thousaiul svibcaiisular lobules iu the dog's
spleen, there are from fifty thousand to one hundred
thousjwul deep lobules, making the sum total <if lobules
between sixty -five thousand and one hundn'dand (wenty-
flve thousand, or an average of eighty
thousand. Lobules iu an_y i)ortion of
the spleen can be seen very well iu cor- '^
roded s]iecimc'ns, either injected or un-

injeeled. but they are somewhat obscure
'

~
'

o
in an ordinary seetiou, because the lob-

ules are perforateil by a luunber of tra-

becular. Yet if only the coarser arteries

and veins are injected, the peripheries of

lobules are outlined by the veins, while
the main arterioles mark the centres of '

them.
We can therefore classify the trabecuhe

as well as the veins as interlobular and
intralobular; the interlobular veins anil

trabecula' are closely related, while the

intralobidar veins aud trabecular are not

related.

With the naked eye the different kinds
of trabecuhe cannot be observed (Fig.
44r)8) unless the veins are exceedingly
well shown, but with a slight maguifica- ,/ ...

tion the various kinds of trabecuUe are

easily seen. Fig. "1460 shows this beau-

tifully. The interlobular trabecular are

here seen to surround iu part the termi-

nal or interlobular veins, a portion of

them lie between the veins, while an-
other porlion of them perforate the »

lobule. Tliose which lie between the ?•- :--•:"
lobules together with the veins make
the greater part of the network of the

spieen. as shown iu Fig. 44.58. In Fig.
44G0 the lobule is outlined b_v interlobu-
lar traliecuUe and veins, while the in-

terior of the lobule is cvit up into com-
partments by the intralobular trabecule
lobular trabecuhe conununieate with one another to form
a group of meslies within the lobule, each 0.2 to 0.3 mm.
in diameter. So the lobule, wliich is about 1 c.uun. in

volume, is subdivided into about ten parts by the intra-

lobular trabecuUe. "Within each of these subdivisions
there is a line venous plexus wliich extends iu all jilanes

throughout the lobule, p^acli of the meshes formed by
the venous plexus is 0.05 nun. in diameter, and there
are aliout six thousand of them within each lobule, or
about five hundred million for the whole spleeu. In a
number of s|)eeimens the estimation of the histological
units obtained b_v <liviiling tlie volume of the spleeu b}'
the culie of the diameter of the histological luiit gave in

each in.stance about five hundred million. The meshes
formed by the venous plexus of the lobule are occu-

pied by the spleen pulji, witliin the centre of which the
terminal arteries end. This small mass of spleeu tissue
encircled by a vein with tlie terminal arteriole in its cen-
tre forms the histological unit of the spleen.
Rktu ri.iM UK THE SiM.KicN.— I have shown above

that the trabecnl.T are composed in great part of a very
resistant reliculiun placed betweeu the muscle cells.

That thisshoidd be the case is not very remarkable, since
Hoeld has shown that the non-striated muscle fibres iu
other parts of the body are enveloped in a most delicate
and extensive network of reticulum fibrils. I have tested
Hoehl'swork and can coufinu it in every respect as re-

gards the sheath of non-striated muscle ttlui-s. Tliis en-

velopment certainly has the greatest meaning iu aiding
those ci'Us to perform their function. Were tbcy simply
stuck together by a cement substance, it is very' dillieidt
to conceive how they could act so very delicately and
also with .so much power without jiulling apart. But as
it is, each cell lies within a basket of delicate reticulum
fibrils, which acts as ligaments i)assing in all directions.
The reticulum fibrils in the tr;ibecul;e must be viewed

as the sheath of their muscle cells. It aids to tie them

together. Since the trabecula- are in strands the fibrils
are also in strands, in order to give them their liest sup-
port. The reticulum fibrils of the trabecuhi' are more
resistant when boiled in dilute llf'l i>r dilute Kdll \\nn

#>^'

:iA^-! ,i;.- -•:^-EiS*i;

fiG. 41U1.— Friizf'ii Ser'tion <if a Spleen made CEdeniatous by InjiTiiiiL' il uitli L'i.lur]i-.ss

Gelatin. The seetiou was tlien waslind in wanii water-, wliirh re veil iln' jzi-latiu
and must nf tlie oelLs, teavinsillie reticulum. Stained vvitli gentian viulci ami mounted
In Klyeeriu. Eularsied 2.jli diameters.

These intra- are those of the capsule of the spleen or those of the

lymph gland, as Tables I. tmd II. show. It is therefore
a very tough reticulum.

Iu addition to this resistant reticulum of the trabeculae,
the lobule itself is filled with a very delicate reticulum,
which is very easily destroyed and therefore hard to
demonstrate by ordinaiy methods. I have noted in my
earlier communication on reticulum that by the rrdinary
methods it was impossible to demonstrate the presence o"f

reticulum between the trabecuhe Avithin the spleen. At
the same time OppeP showed bj- using Golgi's method
that the JIalpighian cor]iiisc!e of the spleen and tlie tis-

sue surrounding it was literally filled with a network of
fibrils, which he termed Vittii-jitxini. Their appearance
aud arrangement at once showed that they must be re-

ticular fibrils, but I was never able to isolate llieiu by
meaus of pancreatic digestion. luaildilion to Oppel's
observation, we are all familiar with the reticultuu ot the

spleen as seen in fresh as well as in hardened spcciinens.
Iloehl has also shown us that when small pieces of spleeu
are washed for days in flowing water the cells are all

washed out, leaving a beautiful network of fibrils, which
he describes as reticulum. A frozen section of thespleeii
can also be washed out iu fiowing water, but the method
is not satisfactory, as the section becoiues matted logellier
or is very liable" to fall into pieces. When, however, a
spleen is made a-dematous by injecting it with gelatin,
it can ea.sily be cut by the freezing method, and the sec-
tions thus obtained are well stiiied for further stuily.
The gelatin separates the tissue and holds cMrylhing
in ]ilaee. Such sections can be fixed with foruiaiin and
stained, or can be .shaken out by simply placing them in

wiirm water to dissolve the gelatin. They can be vised

for further tests with acid and alkali, or they ran be <li-

gesled with iiancreatiu.
When a frozen section of spleen made wdematous willi

gelatin is passed through formalin, it becomes well fi.xed

and the gelatin can no longer be dissolved by heating or
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by digesting. Such a section stsiincd witli lurmato.xjlin
Cflrmine, or a dilute aniline, gives most instructive pict-
ures. The fibrils of reticulum are widely separated,

upon them lie the fixed cells, and between them pass the

bloodvessels. Within the gelatin itself arc numerous
free cells, and red blood corpuscles, proving conclusively
that they arc not within the blood-vessels. If, instead

of hardening the section in formalin, it is placed in warm
water to ilissolve the gelatin, it is seen that the section

becomes smaller in area, showing that the reticulum is

elastic, but in so doing the gelatin carries out all of the

free cells, leaving almost a pure reticulum. Such a sec-

tion can be coaxed upon a glass slide, stained under the
cover glass with acid fuchsiu or with gentian violet, dif-

ferentiatccl wilh picric acid, and preserved in glycerin

(Fig. 4461). Such specimens are easily made, and they
show perfectly the reticulum as demonstrated by Oppel
and by Hochl.

Further tests with jianereatin show that the reticulum
of the spleen lobule is easily digested in it. The same is

true if sections or blocks either of fresh or of hardened

spleen are digested in jiancrcatin. In all cases the retic-

ulum of the lobule is dissolved, but that of the trabecule
remains. In paucreatin, then, this reticulum, as elastic

tissue^ dissolves. "When, however, sections of reticulum
are treated with dilute KOH, dilute HCl, or acetic acid,
it at once swells, becomes transparent, while the elastic

fibres show their usual reactions. With these reagents
the reticulum shows its usual reactions. The retic-

ulum of the spleen lobule is abiuit as delicate as fibrin

and at times I have thought that it is fibrin, but its dis-

tinct anatomical relation to other structures within the
lobule proves that it must be constantly present.
The difference betwei-n the reticulum of the lobtde and

that of the trabeculie is certainly most marked; that of
the lobule is the least resistant reticulum known, while
t hat of t he trabecular is the most resistant. It only shows
that there are a variety of reticula. and here we encounter
side by side the two extremes. An analogotis condition
is found in fibrin. Newly formed fibrin is very easily

digested, while fibrin from old fibrinous deposits is most
resistant, not being digested in pepsin or paucreatin nor
dissolved in strong acids. It is also not possible that the
two reticula found in the spleen could be two varieties of

the same thing, as it is impossible to conceive of the re-

ticulum of the lobule shifting to become the reticulum of
the trabecula;.'

The main reactions of the connective-tissue fibrils are

expressed in the following table:

Tablk II.

BolUng dilute HCl or KOH
Pepsin dlgesUon
Pancreatic digestion
Macciiilion
Gelatin
Retlculln
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lobule. In other words, the spleen can bo viewed as a
Biiiditied lymphatic gland without l3-mphatic channels.

It is appropriate at this place to speak of Die lymphatic
channels of the spleen, because in their true sense—i.e.,

Fig. 4462.—Section oj a Spleen in wliich the VMns tiad been In-

jected with Aqueous Prussian Blue. Canada balsam preparation.
Enlarged 3u diameters.

in their lelation to the JIalpighian follicles—they do not
exist. Although nearly every text-book ou histology
states that the lymphatic channels exist in the spleen, I

must assert that the books are wrong. Nor can I tind

any proof of their existence in reliable literature, nor bj'
hundreds of injections of many kinds made by me. To
be sure, the capsule of the spleen of the ox, pig, and
horse contain large l3-mphatic channels which enter the

spleen along the trabeculas, but I could not trace them
hack to the lobule. In the dog a few lymphatic chan-
nels are occasionally seen at the hilum of the oi'gau, but
these do not penetrate the spleen, much less do they
meet the jMalpighian follicle. Moreover, most careful

analj^sis of the lobule of the dog's spleen never shows
their presence, unless we consider the intestinal spaces
lymphatic radicals which never collect into efferent ves-

sels but enter the veins at once.'

The Veins.—The spleens of most dogs have eight

large veins emerging at the hilinn. although frequently
there is a tendency for two or three of them to unite
within the substance of the large end of the spleen be-
fore they i^ass out of the organ. These eight main
trunks pass deep into the splenic tissue and ramify on
the distal side of the arterj- in all directions, as the section

pictured in Fig. 4-1.5H shows.
The first gioup of branches, those of the first order,

arc all distributed in the Hat plane of the spleen. The
veins of the second order ari.se at right angles from this

first group and pass directly toward the capsule. The
terminal branches of the seeonil groii]) become the inter-

lobular veins (Fig. 4400).
As the large veins enter the spleen its capsule accom-

panies them and in a measure helps to form their walls.

The walls gi'adually thicken and from them arise numer-
ous trabecuIiB which are directly continuous with the

geneial trabecular network of the spleen. As the vein
divides and subdivides, the trabeculaj attaching them-
selves to them increase in number, so that by the time
the Interlobular veins are reached the small size of the
veins makes it appear as if they ran within the trabecukt.
Thus the veins show a definite relation to the trabeculas

throughout the spleen until the lobule is reached. The
intralobular veins not having a muscular wall must com-
municate with the interlobular veins through numerous
openings in their thick sheaths, as is ^hown by the open-
ing pictured in Fig. 4463. The larger veins, i.e., veins
of the second order, also receive collecting veins directly
from the intralobular plexus. All the systems of the
veins ai'e shown in Fig. 4463. In this figure the veins of
the first order are cut transversely; those of the second
order give rise to the intei-lol)ular veins ; the intralobular

venous plexus is shown opposite, at i, while the intralobu-
lar collecting veins are shown at L'. The relation of the
trabeculfe to the veins is such that when the veins and
trabeculiB are stretched the larger veins are distended, as

a number of the figures show.
This arrangement must be of the utmost physiological

importance, for increasing the tension of the pulp of the
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spIiTii. cither tlirousli an increased (|iiatitily of fluid

williin the pii'.p or tliroiiirh a contraction of tin' tniliecnla'

anil caiisnle, will favor the How of blooii towuril tlie vein

jinil into it.

Preparations of the spleen made liy maceration, cleans-

inj;, distention, and drying show the general arrangement
of the trabeciiUe to the veins. With t lie naked eye the

veins can he followed to the interlobular spaces. Low
powers show this relation of the veins to the lobule bet-

m
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place in tlio cdUccting veins of the lobule, and no eoin-

jileto walls are found within the intndobular plexus.
Willi the change from a complete endothelial wall to

an incomplete one the forms of the cells change also.

When the wall is complete the endothelial cells have tlie

usual and wcU-knowu form, but as the wall becomes
broUi'ii the cells at first are irregidar. Hat pnitojilasmic
masses, sometimes sharply outlined on the side toward
the complete wall, but usually irregular in all directions.

Soon, however, the cells change their form into a long
spindle-shaped mass with rounded ends, with the nucleus

protr\iding on one side of its body, as is well pictiu'cd in

Hcnle's "
Anatomj'.

" These have been described as mus-
cle cells, and when isolated look much more like them
than those pictured by Heide. Yet their position and
relatiou to the perfect endothelial walls lining the col-

lecting veins show detinilely that they are endothelium.
These long spindle-shaped endothelial" cells do not over-

lap at all in lining the veins of the intralobular plexus.
Sometimes two nuclei are seen side by side, but in thin

sections of organs made oadematous with gelatin, frozen,
cut, and hardened in formalin, they are found to be fairly
numerous. The spaces between them in distended or-

gans are considerably larger than the diameter of their

nuclei, large enough to allow cinnabar granules to pass
into the tissue with ease when injected into the veins,
but too small to allow many ultramarine blue granules to

escape.
The Lobule of the Spleen.—It has been shown

above in the study of the arteries, veins, and trabectd:c
that each of these systems is ultimatelj' related to a por-
tion of spleen substance, always of about the same vol-

ume, which I have termed the anatomical unit or the
lobule of the spleen. These units are outlined only by
the larger trabecuUie with their enclosed veins, and not by
a membranous layer of connective tissue, as is the case in

the lobule of the pig's liver. So in sections it is alinost

Impossible to detect the lobule because in the mass of

splenic tissue there are seen only sections of the scattered

trabeculte, some of which are within the lobule.

With care and some imagination the lobule nia.y be
outlined in a thin section of spleen after the veins have
been injected. Especially is this true if the section is

immediately below and jiarallel with the capsule. In

specimens so made the lobtdes are cut transversely and
are outlined by the larger veins and trabecula>. Yet a
number of fairly large veins and smaller trabeculoe enter
the lobule, and their section aids to obliterate it. When,
however, the veins are injected with coarse granules
which do not enter the smaller veins easily, thick sections
show the lobules very clearly. Such a section is given
in Fig. 4404. In this specimen the lobules, both periph-
eral and deep, are shown throughout the spleen. This
method of preparation permits of the st\idy of the lobules
themselves more carefully than do the common speci-
mens, the latter, however, giving more clearly the out-
lines of the lobules and their relation to one another.
The study of the artery also aids to define the lobule, as

its main terminal branches always lie in the centre of it.

The arterial injections always show the lobules best when
the tissues have first been well distended with a fluid.

In the specimen from which Fig. 4464 is taken this was
done by means of the diffusion of the gelatin throughout
the tissue after having been injected into the vein. The
same result was accoinplished in the second specimen b}-

ligating the splenic vein in an animal half an hoin- before

killing it. By so doing the lobules are all distended with
blood and the main structures within them are spread
apart. After this the artery was next injected and
thick sections of the fresh spleen were placed in ten-per-
cent. NaCl to extract the blood. Specimens made in this

way show the distribution of the artery in the lobule
most beautifully.
Not only does the artery mark the lobule by passing

in through its centre, but it is especially well defined
where llie arterial sheath of lymjihatic tissue becomes
enlarged to a Malpighian follicle. These follicles usu-

ally lie at the point where the artery enters the lobule.

Vol. VII.—27

but in rare instances thej- may extend well into the lob-
ide or they luay be so larg(; that at the point of their lo-
cation the whole lobule is not only tilled but distended.
This is especially the case in spleens which are empty and
collapsed.
With thick sections of injected spleens the lobule is

again well defined, confirming in every respect the re-
sults obtained from corrosion specimens. That this is so
is of the utmost importance in outlining the lobules, be-
cause the tissues of neighboring lobules run together,
and because the main trabecuhe, veins, and arteries un-
dergo further branching over and into the lobules. A
similar branching takes place among the interlobular
veins, bile ducts, and arteries of the liver. At the mid-
dle of the lobule of the liver there are on an average
three interlobular veins, while at the distal end or tip of
the lobule then; are six. Furthermore, the architectiu-e
of the liver lobule is by no means as simple as it is usu-

ally pictured; in fact, its very existence was not fully
established until nearly two hundred years after it was
described by Malpighi.
Were it not that the section of the bile duct is so char-

acteristic, we would have as much trouble in locating the
liver lobule in most animals as we have in locating the

spleen lobule.

Throughout the lobule there is a beautiful venous
plexus which is suspended in a coarse network of tra-
lieculaB penetrating the lobule. These trabecuhe are

solid, having no veins within thent but toward the pe-
liphery of the lobule they usually accompany the col-

lecting veins arising from the venous plexus. On an
average there are nine of these intralob\ilar collecting
veins in each lobule. The distances between them are

equal and they divide the lobule into nine pyramidal
parts, within the centre of each of which parts there is a
branch of the lobular artery. In a measure this arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 4464. If the subdivisions of the
lobule marked by the intralobular veins were more defi-

nite, I would be inclined to consider them the lobules of
the spleen, as they possess all the characteristics of lob-
ules. But the extreme difficulty in demonstrating their

presence by the different methods at our disposal, as well
as the fact that the greater masses or lobules always exist
and can be demonstrated with much greater ease, is the
reason why I consider the larger the units, and the smaller
ones the subdivisions of the units.
But if we did consider the subdivisions to be the lob-

ular units, we should still not be at the end of our
difficulty, for they are again cut up into compartments
by branches of the intralobular collecting veins which
finally arise from the venous plexus. The venous
plexus, however, is definite and constant. This last sur-
rounds small masses of spleen tissue, in the centre of
which is the final arteriole. This mass, with the end of
the artery in its centre and the venous plexus around it,

I shall term the histological unit. Within it lies the
whole mystery of the spleen.
The spleen is composed of many histological units

which are arranged in great clusters within the anatom-
ical units or lobules. The lobules are repeated a suffi-

cient number of times to form the whole spleen.
The Eistolonkal Unit or Pulp Cords.—The histological

units occupy all the space of the spleen with the excep-
tion of that occu]iied bj- the ^Malpighian corpuscles and
their extension into the lymphatic tissue which accom-
panies the arteries. The' boundaries of the imits being
outlined by the veins of the intralobular plexus, which
pass in all" planes, are hot separated from one another

any more than are the boles in a siionge, although these
are outlined by llu' s|ionge substance. The units to-

gether, as well as the veins, form a ramifying network,
the two together filling all the available spaced

Fig. 4463 is a low-power drawing of the network of
veins within the lobide. A, the meshes of which are tilled

with llie histological units or Jiulp cords. In Fig. 4463
the veins and units are shown with a higher power. As
the veins are emphasized in this drawing, the units ap-
pear as islands, but it is easy to imagine them communi-
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eating with one another between the meshes of tlie vein

plexus lying in a deeper plane. Fig. 44(54. whieh is still

more highly inagnilied, shows the units as a ple.\us of

the spleen jiulp niarUed by the sections of the intralob-

ular veins. When the Ijoundury lines of the units are

emphasized by examining with low jiowers thiek seetions

whieh have been stainrd intensely, the veins are seen

to outline the liistologiial units" as distinct islands.

Thinner seetions with higher power.s, however, show that

the units eonununicate with one another very freely and
are also outlined by the .sections of the veins of the in-

tralobular vein plexus, as shown in Fig. 4405, The sep-
aration of the histological units and their relation to one
another is a repetition on a smaller scale of the relation

of the anatomical units or of the lobules.

Fig. 4463 is from a specimen in which the veins had
been tilled b\- an interstitial injection of aqueous solution

of Prussian blue. In all specimens made in this way the

blue lluid passes directly into the intralobular vein plexus
and outlines the liistologieal units. Interstitial injeelions
of other organs usually till the lymphatic channels, in case

they exist, and in the spleen the anatomical arrangement
of the venous plexus is similar to that of the lymphatics in

other organs. This fact is remarkable, and although it

may suggest ideas regarding the circulation through the

spleen, it does not help us much regarding its anatomy,
because we do not know the anatomy of the Ij-mph radi-

cals. When the veins of the spleen are tilled either by
means of interstitial injection or b}' injection into the

main veins, the fluid never passes over into the arteries.

This has been obser\ed repeatedly bj' many investigators
and apiiears to show conclusively that there is no direct

connection between the arteries and veins.

The specimen from which Fig. 4405 was drawn was
made by injecting chrome yellow suspended in gelatin
into the vein until the spleen was distended to its niaxi-

nuim, and then an aqueous .solution of Prus.sian blue was
injected into the artery. In siieeimens made in this way
tlie spleen is distended to its maximum with gelatin,
with yellow granules in the veins and a blue precipitate
in the artery. In the portion of the section drawn the
iirteria! injection did not pass beyond the terminal ar-

teries, but in many other portions of the specimen it did.

By this HK^thod of procedure tliere can be no doubt
whatever in determining arteries from veins. In case the
whole injection is made with a colored fluid into the

artery, it is usually very ditiicult to determine whether
or not a certain vessel is an artery or a vein, and in case
it is a vein whether or nnt it had been injected through
an artery in the inunediale neighborhood. To illustrate:

If an ordinary sjileen, hypera'niic at points, is injected
with Prussian blue through the artery, it is found that
when the injection is complete there is usually much ex-
travasation of fluid. Arising from these extravasations
there are many injected veins, from which neighboring
veins, including the inlralol)ular plexuses, are injected.
Of course, the arteries in portions of the spleen with sec-

ondary venous injections are also tilled with fluid of the
same color, and tlius false eonchi.sions are often drawn.
Such specimens must be viewed as double injections with
fluid of tlie same color, and are of lil I le value in studying
the relations of the blood-vessels of an organ, especially
of the spleen.
To mark definitely the veins of the intralobular plexus,

it is desirable to employ substances whieli will All these
veins and go no further. Ultranuirine blue is an excel-
lent substance for this purpose, as few of its granules
will pass over into the tissues. Yet for purposes of
double injection the color is wrong, for in all instances

aqueous Prussian blue is the best for the artery. On
this account I used most fre(|Uently chrome yellow gran-
ules in gelatin for the veins jiiid Prussian blue for the ar-

teries. After the spleen has had its veins all tilled with
the yellow granules suspended in gelatin, the gelatin
passes over into the tissue, leaving the granules in the

vein, for its walls act like a .sieve. If llie arteries of a

specimen prepared in the above-described manner are in-

jected with a solution of Prnssiau blue, but little of it

enters the veins; nor can secondary injections of the

spleen take place through the veins, as all of them have
been plugged by the chrome-yellow.
A spleen having been made o'dematous by the extrava-

.sation of the gelatin, by injecting it as described above,
is easily cut into thin sections on the freezing microtome,
either fresh or after it has been hardened in formalin.
Such sections may be treated in various ways and are
most instructive. They always have their veins decid-

edly marked with the yellow granules, which is of great-
est imjjortanee in studying seetions of the spleen. Re-

peated tests have shown that veins are very characteristic

and need not be confounded with the aqnllaiies or am-
2>ulliE, as I shall show ])resently.

Sections of the intralobular venous plexus are shown
in Figs. 4461 and 1465, which are from specimens pre-

pared in various ways. The figures show sutficiently
the nature of the walls, the intralobular veins, venous
sinuses, or spleen sinu.ses, as they have been termed. By
injecting dilute solutions of nitrate of silver into the

veins, endothelium cells are sharply outlined throughout
the interlobular veins and fairly well in the intralobular

collecting veins. From now on throughout the intralob-

ular venous plexus the cells lining the veins no longer
make a continuous layer. They become spindle shaped
with rounded ends, their nuclei protruding at their sides,

as described by Henle. When the veins are collapsed
these cells come in contact with one another, aiul in sec-

tions look much like non-striated muscle fibres. W^ith
the veins distended, however, the cells separate, leaving
wide openings between them, which are large enough to
allow cinnabar granules to pass through them with ease,
but not large enough to allow ultramarine-blue granules
to pass through freely. Although the blue granules are

smaller than red blood corpuscles, they have sharp edges
which certainly do not favor their passage through the

openings in the walls of the veins, which are consider-

ably larger than the diameter of the granules. The open-
ings between the endothelial cells in the veins may be
also shown by iigating the splenic vein in the living ani-

mal (Thoma). At first the spleen becomes hypenemic,
and sections at this stage show that all the blood is

lodged in the veins and but verj' little in the tissues.

After a greater length of time the veins become enor-

mously distended, and then the blood begins to pass from
the veins over into the tissues of the spleen pulp or the

histological units. This experiment in itself is a strong
argument in favor of a closed circulation through the

spleen, for were it otlierwise the blood would begin to

accumulate in the tissues long before the veins are dis-

tended to their maximum. The pictures obtained after

tying the veins all speak most strongly in favor of the
idea that the blood in the spleen pulp estravasated from
the veins and not from the arteries.

At any rate, both experiments and specimens show that

the endothelial lining of the venous plexus is very in-

complete, having openings between them large enough
to allow the jiassage of red blood corpuscles with ease,
and of course blood plasma with the greatest freedom.
These openings are the largest when the spleen is dis-

tended to its nuiximum, and smallest when it is com-

pletely contracted. The two pictures obtained by exam-
ining distended and contracted spleens are so different

that it is dirticidt to recognize tliat both are from the
same organ. We are all familiar with seetions of con-
tracted spleens, but the seel ions obtained from a dis-

tended sjdeen are certainly a great surprise to one who
has not seen them before. The most instructive speci-
mens are made by injecting the veins of a portion of the

spleen with ultramarine-blue gelatin, leaving the remain-

ing portion uninjeeted. In the injected portion the tis-

sues of the histological units are distended with the gela-
tin, while the blue graiuiles remain in the veins. At the

junction of the injected (lortiou with the uninjeeted all

gradations may be seen, which when put together give
the idea that the cells have been washed out of the part
distended. This intcri)retation is out of the question in

this ease, as the spleen substance has simply been dis-
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tended with gelatin and all of its tissues have been held

fast and fixed by the hardened ifelatin,

Ilenle wasliedOut the spleen by a long-eontimied arti-

lieial eireidatiiin of a solution of suljiliate of soda throuj^h
tlie artery. If the circulation is continued for half an
hour or fonder, the spleen lo.ses its red color, becomes

pale, distended, and very a-deniatous. The first lluid

which comes from the veins has in it many retl corpus-
cles, but as the spleen becomes paler and paler they

gradually diminisli in number. This experiment ap|iears
to prove llial the blood-vessel system of the spleen is

ojien and that the circulation passes thnni^yh the spaces
in the pulp. For a long time this argument seemed in-

contestable to me, and it, with another and apparently
contradictory experiment, showed that tlie mystery had
not been fully solved. Ten years ago I found that wlien

cinnabar gelatin is injected into the artery with a imlsat-

ing pressure for a long-continued time, most of the cin-

nabar passed over into the intralobidar venous plexus
and not into the tissues of the pulp, as it should were the

circidation through the spleen open. While Henle's ex-

periment speaks for an open circulation, this experiment
calls for a closed one.

I have repeated Henle's experiment many times, and
am now fully convinced that he never washed out the

pulp cells at" all, but only washed out the cells and red

discs which were lodged in the veins. In addition to

this, lie made the spleen tedematous, which in all cases

appears
" washed out." After the artificial circulation

has been carried on through the spleen for hours, the

pulp spaces of the histological units have within them

just as many cells as are present when the axlema is pro-
duced by a simple injection of gelatin into the veins. In

the latter instance the cells certainly were not washed

out, as the gelatin simply passed into the tissues and
after hardeumg held everything in place. Furthermore,
in numerous tests I have never succeeded in removing
the cells from the pulp by means of artiticial circulation.

Fig. 4461 is from a frozen section of a spleen made oede-

matous by injecting gelatin into the vein. The section

was then placed in warm wafer to dissolve the gelatin,
and then shaken a short time. Most of the cells have
been removed. Further shaking would destroy the sec-

tion entirely.
Kctkvlinn of the Ilistological Unit.—That the frame-

work of the pulp is made up of anastomosing fibrils

which must be viewed as a variety of reticulum has lieen

shown sufflcientl}' above. At present I shall consider

the arrangement of this reticulum within the lobule. In

the description of the delicate reticidum fibrils of the lob-

ule the terms reticulum of the lobule or of the pulp are

used, while the tougher and more resistant retieulinn of

the capsule and trabectda; is referred to as the reticulum
of the trabecuhe.
The reticulum of tlie lobule forms a delicate network

throughout the lobule, which in turn is suspended within

the meshes of the network formed by the trabecuhe.

The main strands of the tibrils accompany the vein

plexus as pictured by Oppel. When sections of a fresli

ccdematous spleen are washed in water to remove most
of the cells and then tinged with picric acid, the same

picture is seen as that gotten by Oppel by using Golgi's
method. The main strands of the reticulum accompany
the interlobular venous plexus, while a more delicate net-

work with more open meshes extends throughout the

histological unit. In the centre of the unit the network
becomes more dense again, which marks the position of

t\w terminal artery with its accompanying ellipsoid lym-
phatic tissue.

Within the meshes of the reticulum are located all the

cells known as pulp cells, i.e., free cells including all the

elements of the blood, giant cells, pigmented cells, anil

the tixed cells, which are more or less spindle-shaped.

Many of the multipolar cells are only such in appearance,
as their prolongations are the reticulum tibrils ujion
which they lie. Fig. 44()1 is from a spleen jiartly washed
out; it shows only the cells which are more lirnily at-

tached to the reti(tulum.

Tlie reticulum tibrils are very extensible as well as
elastic. The tilires may be stretched at least to twice
their fonner length and when liberated will immediately
rebound to the position they occupied before stretching.
If a spleen is distended to its maximum by injecting it

full of gelatin, it is found that all of the dimensions of
the spleen have been doubled, as the spleen has increased
its volume eight times. After the gelatin has hardened
the spleen can be cut into sections on the freezing micro-
tome and further experiments made ujion them. When
the section is placed in warm water to dissolve the gela-

tin, it is found that all its dimensions shrink to one-half.

In other words, removing the gelatin allows the section

to take the form it possessed before the spleen was in-

jected. The reticulum is under no tension when the

spleen is contracted to its maximum. When the spleen
is distended the least its reticulum is stretched.

That the shortening of the section, when treated wdth
warm water as described above, is due to the elasticity of

the reticulum of the pulp and not to that of the structures

of the trabceuhr", is proved by the fact that all the trabec-

ulae have been cut into small blocks in the sections. The
small blocks of trabecuhe can no longer influence the di-

mensions of the section, for all of their main attachments
have been broken. The trabecular network and capsule
of the spleen are, however, very elastic, but the experi-
ments with the a?dematous section exclude these factors.

Fig. 4461 is from a section of tedematous spleen, the

gelatin having been removed v. ith warm water. The
bundles of fibrils have taken on their natural shape, leav-

ing a considerable lumen to the vein. Any further re-

duction of the meshes of the reticulum could be brought
about only by external force, such as contraction of

the trabecuhe in the living spleen. At any rate, it ap-
pears as if any marked distention of the spleen h)bule can
be brought about only by stretching the reticulum tibrils,

and that these in turn are constantl}' pressing upon the

fluids and elements within the meshes. In so doing the

only outlet for them is through the vein, and this is fa-

vored by the openings in the vein walls. If the lobule

is further distended the reticulum is stretched still more,
and the veins, as well as the openings within their walls,

are made larger. Everything, then, seems to favor the

flow of fluid and cells from the spleen pulp into the

veins when the pulp has become distended.

Henle has described spiral tibrils around the smaller

veins in the spleen. In searching for them I have used
his method over and over again, and occasionally I have
obtained specimens whicli confirm his observations. It

appears to me that the spii'al fibrils which he describes are

the reticulum fibrils around the larger veins, for only at

these points have 1 been able to find them in specimens
treated with KOH. I have already stated on a previ-
ous occasion that dilute HCl and KOH solutions do not

cause white fibrous nor reticulated tissues to become trans-

parent and swell when they are under tension. At the

point where the larger veins (intralobular collecting veins)
leave the lobule, the opportunity to stretch the reticu-

lum surrounding them is extremely good while the speci-
men is being treated with KOH, because a pressure upon
the cover slip will cause the trabecuUt; to separate.
These collecting veins are then stretched, as they are fre-

quently located at the junction of two trabecuUe. Al-

though, according to Hoehl, some elastic fibres leave the

trabecuhe to enter the pulp, I do not think that Henle's

spirals are anything but reticulum. If it were not diHi-

cult to obtain pictures like Henle's, the question could

be easily settled.

The reticulum of the histological unit not only encir-

cles the vein but extends to the artery, and in so doing

passes through the lymphatic tissue surrounding it. If

the reticulum is followed into the lynipli follicle, it is

found that the fibrils of the pul]) are directly continuous

with those of the follicle. Whether or not the reticulum

of the follicle of the s])leen gives the same reactions as

that of the [lulp cord, I have not been able to determine.

77«' Arteries Within the Lobule.—Ahvr the artery of

the spleen has divided and subdivided a number of
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tiiius, a final branch enters the base of each lobule, passes
through its centre, and gives oil numerous bnmches
n'liich radiate toward the perijihery of the lobule (Pigs.
4404 jind ailK!"). In all tliere are ciirhtv thousand lob-

FiG. Wim. MTiMii of a Spli'i.-n the Veins of wbicb had First been

Injected \Mih I limine Yellow Suspended in tielatlu. The gelatin
formed an oedema and llie yellow srranides remained in the vein.

The urterv was next iniected wlih an aqueous solution of Prussian
blue. Enlarged SU diameters. At the point from which the draw-

ing was taken the injection in the artery did not reach the vein.

ules, whicli are piled upon one another in such a manner
that their bases point toward the nearest main trunlv of

the artery. The term base is arbiti-ary, not being the

largest siile of the lobule; in tlie case of tlie deep lobules

tlic
" base

"
is as large as any other side : while in the sub-

capsular lobules it is. in fact, the smallest side. In spite
of this, however, it is well to consider the base the side

of the lobule, the side that is most firmly attached in

case the}' are separated from one another. In other

words, as in the liver, in the lung, or in the intestine, the

base is the |)i-oximal side of the anatomical unit. Within
the lobule the long slender arteiy gives rise to about ten

main braiH'hes, which are located in the centres of each
of the subdivisions of the lobule outlined by the intralob-

ular collecting veins. Finally, the smaller branches run
in the centre of the pulp cords and each artery termi-

nates in the centre of the histological unit, as shown in

Fig. 440(i. As the subdivisions of the central arterj- of

the lobule pass to their destination, they are seen to curl

under and over the veins of the intralobular venous

plexus, remaining as far as possible from the veins.

Their course in the pulp cords is the same as that of ar-

teries of the lym]ih cord of a lymphatic gland.' The
relation of the final artery to the intralobular veins

surrounding the pulp cords is again identical with the

relation of the artery to the vein in the lymijhatic gland,
as described recently by Calvert. "•

The arteiy of the spleen and all of its branches are long
anil slender throughout tlieir course, and they are sur-

rounded by a shcalli of lymphatic tissue, which accumu-
lates into the Maljiighian follicles at the origin of the

central artery of tlie lobuh' and continues to the ends of

the arteries "as the ellipsoid sheath. The central artery
of the lobule gives rise to ten main branches, each of

which in turn gives rise to about six hundred terminal

branches. The final branches lie in the centre of the

liistologieal unit, and in a distended spleen the distance

between them and the vein jilexus is about 20 /'.

When the artery of the spleen is injected with fluids.

e.g., gelatin, an extravasation takes place as soon as the

injection enters the lobule; it is inost intense around the

peri])hery of the lymph follicle, around the arteries tow-
ard their termination, and throughout the histological
iniits or ludji; it never takes place within the lymjih
follicle. When the injection of the spleen is incomplete
it is fnund that the veins are injected only at the |)oints
of extravasation. The various authors who advoe;ite an
open circulation through the spleen base their conclu-
sions tipon the above tests, while those who advocate a
closed circulation have occasionally observed a dii'cct

communication between the artery and vein. It matters
little which opinion is correct, for in any case an extra-
vasiition invariably takes place when the artery is in-

jected with a fluid, showing that a similar thing may
take place in the living spleen. And since this takes

jjlace in part at least, we must admit that there is con-

stantly a stream of blood plasma passing out of the ar-

tery into the pulp, whicli again must flow into the vein
and not into the lymphatic channels, for they are not

present. When, however, the spleen is distended to its

maximum by t}-ing the splenic vein, as well as its anasto-
moses with the gastric, half an hour before killing the
animal, a subsequent injection of the artery with an aque-
ous solution of Prussian blue gives specimens which are
most instructive. The spleen pulp is so distended with
blood that tliere is no further space for the Prussian blue
in it and it must take the course of the least resistance.

This naturally is over toward the v-f for before inject-

ing the artery of the spleen the vein' were opened to re-

lieve the tension in them. If then there is any direct

connection between the arteiy and vein it must be in-

jected by this method. Fig. 4467 is from a sjiecimen
made by this method. It is seen that the terminal artery
suddenly widens, passes toward the vein, and tlien com-
municates with it. In every respect this confirms
Thoma's description of the termination of the artery
within the spleen." For a long time I have been obtain-

ing specimens from time to time, which show that there

is a communication between the artery and vein, but un-
til recently I was unable to obtain complete injections in

every specimen until I invented this method; for with

ordinary methods the injections may be complete in one

specimen while the next specimen treated in the identical

way has a diffuse injection, barely showing the terminal
arteries. I

Ci^u^
finally f o u n d ' ' h^jJ'^^--

that these am-

pullic are very
marked if an
a?dematous or a

hemorrhagic
spleen is inject-
ed with aqueous
Prussian blue, a

fluid which pre-

cipitates v e r y
easily. I have
never been able
to demonstrate
them with car-

mine gelatin as

it diffu.ses with
the greatest ease.

There are then
111 a r k e d chan-
nels, or the ani-

pulheof Thonia.

connecting t h e

arteries with the

veins, which can
be demonstrated

by certain meth-
ods. From time
to time it a|)iieared to me that the ampulkT; marked arti-

fici;d channels, but their constancy, their direction and
their arrangement being always so characteristic, as well

as the fad that they are present in uninjected specimens,
are sufficient evidence against this view. The fact that

Fig. 4466.—Diagram of the Loluile of the Spleen.
-•1. Artery in the centre of the lobule; 1', in-

terlobular vein witliin the interlobular tra-

l)pculje : 7V, intralobular tnihecnhp; L,
Malpighian follicle: C, intralobular collecting
vein ; 1'. intralobular vein plexus whicli sur-
rounds the pulp cords or histological units;
Am, ampulla of Thonia.
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thej' are easily injected only when tlie rest of the spleen
is tilled with Huid appears to indicate that they may be

reserve channels through which the ciiculation can pass

only when the spleen is hyperannie, as it is during di-

gestion.
The arterial end of the ampulla is much more easily

injected than the venous end, and apparently for this

reason Thoma divides the communication bi'iween the

artery and the vein into two parts, the ampulla or the

arterial end, and the ZirUiclie.DKtiirk or the venous end.

There is no sharp line of demarcation between the am-

pulla and the Zwisclienstiick, for the one passes directly
over into the other. This division I find very artificial,

and in describing the different portions of the ampulla I

shall divide it into thirds,

nunibeiing tliem from the

artery to the vein.

The first third of the am-

pulla is a marked space lined

with spindle-shaped cells.

•which are a continuation of

the endothelial cells of the

artery.
In the second third the

ampulla has a tendency to

divide the subdivisions in

such a way that some of

them communicate with tin-

divisions from neighborinL'
ampullae. The anastomoses
of ampullse pass along the

middle of the pulp cord, and
if care is not taken it may be
mistaken for the vein. How-
ever, double injections with

granules in the veins ex-

cludes this source of error.

The last third is much more
difficult to demonstrate than
the first two thirds. Thoma
has already emphasized this

point in stating that the am-
pulla appears to communi-
cate with the vein when
viewed with a low power of

the microscope; that with
the high power, how-ever. it

is shown that the ampulla
passes over and under the

vein, but not into it. This

description applies to what I

have called the first two thirds

of the ampulla. Successful injections leave no doubt
whatever about the ampullai communicating directly
with the vein, as shown in Fig. 4467. To be sure, it may
be asserted that the spleen pulp iu this specimen was so

gorged with blood that the Prussian blue injected was
forced to take the direct course through the tissues into

the vein. To settle this question further I made rapid in-

jections with Prussian bUie into the artery of a spleen
whieli had been distended, but not to its maximum, by
injecting chrome yellow suspended in gelatin into the

Vein. The gelatin passed over into the tissues and the

yellow remained in the vein. The smaller quantity of
blue injected into the artery extravasated as usual at nu-
merous points and flowed into the veins in the immediate

neighborhood. Where the injection was not so intense

spots were found in which the blue from the artery passed

directly over into the vein. In such specimens the extra-

vasation of the blue takes place along the artery as much
as it does in any porti(m of the ampulla, and it appears
from this that the walls of the last third of the ampulla
are fairly com])lete, otherwise the injection would have

jiassed into the [uilp spaces imniediatt^ly surrounding it.

By studying numerous successful injections of the last

third of the anijiulla I find that its communication with
the vein is not wide, hut is cut u|) by bridges of tissue

passing across its lumen before it connects with the vein.

This is so extensive that in uninjected specimens it has
been impossible for me to show that the ampulla com-
municates with the vein. That the ampulla can never
he injected from the vein is an additional argument for

the idea that there is an obstruction near its tonnection
with the vein.

If the artery of the spleen is injected with gelatin in

which cinnabar granules are suspended it is found that

the granules are forced over into the veins only under

special conditions. Ordinarily the granules pass to the

origin of the ampulla' and then can be forced no farther,
nor can they be forced through the walls of any of the
arteries. When, however, the cinnabar is driven into the

artery with a high ])ulsating force for a long-continued

Fig. 4467.— Setlioa of a Spleen Distended to its Maximum by Tying the Vein One Hour before
Killinp the Animal. The artery was then injected with aqueous Prussian blue. Enlarged 60
diameteis. The ampuUte communicate with one another and also directly with the intralobular
venoiis plexus.

time, it is found that the granules pass beyond the ends
of the arteries and the gelatin diffuses, thus causing an
artificial oedema. Jtany of the granules enter the pulp
spaces, but b}' all odds the greater number of them pass
over into the veins. Often so manj' of the granules pass
over into the veins that it appears as if the veins had been
injected by them. The extravasation of granules into the

pulp spaces is most intense around the lymph foUicles,
which is also true in the case of other injections. It ap-
pears as if in the neighborhood of the lymph follicles the
walls of the ampulla' are most porous.

In all of the specimens iu which the artery had been

injected with cinnabar the ampulla; are not sharply out-
lined. All granules which enter them are carrietl over
into the veins at once. This result corresponds fully
with natural injections made by ligating the veins. In

any case there must be some mechanism w hich empties
the aiuptdhe, as they arc never found distended with cin-

nabar granules or with red blood discs.

Whether the course of the granides is from the ampuUffi
directly to the veins, or indirectly through the pulp is an-
other question. Were it through the pidp we would ex-

[lect to find the tissue first filled with granules or blood,
as the case might be, before they entered the veins. In-
stead of this we find that in the natural injections the
blood first fills the veins and then the pulp spaces, and
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niien the pulp spaces are ovenlistemleil willi blood, the

corpuscles tlo not retuiii to the veins after the pressure in

tlieui has been renioveil. If there were a constant circu-

lation from the ampulla' throunh the tissues into the vein,
the blood tlises in the jmlp spaces should be forced into

tlie veins in the above experiment. Furthermore, if the

muscle of the spleen is i)aral\zed by cutting its nerves, a

great quantity of blood jiasses over into the pulp spaces
causinj; a heniorrliaitic infarcti(m. which shows that the

elasticity of the reticulum alone is not sullieienl to keep
the liloodout of the iiulj) spaces. If all the circulation of

blood were through the J'ulp spaces, and if tile contrac-

tion of the nuiscle of the capsule and trabecular forces the

corpuscles from them into tlie veins, llicn the pulp spaces
should remain empty after the obstruction of tlie veins

which produced an infarction has been removed. These

experiments are considered now only to the e.xteut iu

which they relate to the walls of the ampulhe. Their

bearings are of such great physiological signilicance that

they will lie discussed more extensively presently.
The walls of the arteries are surr<iundcd with a sheath

of lymphatic tissue throughout its whole course. The
layer of round cells is greatly reduced around the first

third of the ampulla, but it often increases again at the

cud of it, thus aiding to separate the first third from tlie

second. From the cud of the lirst third of the ampulla to

the vein there are no marked walls, not mure than the in-

creased number of retictdum librils {Fig. -1461). Injec-
tions with solutions of nitrate of silver outline the first

third of the ampulla extremi'ly well, and show tliat the

sharp endothelial lining of the artery reaches nearly to the

ampulla. Then the cells become irregular iu sliape and

finally arc represented as long spindle cells whicli lie iijion
a framework of reticulum. Throughout the second third

the walls of the ampulla are still faintlj' marked by sjiin-

dleand multipolar cells, but I have been unable to demon-
strate any distinct cell walls in the last third. In sections

of uninjected sjieeimens this third a|ipears to communi-
cate as freely with the pulp spaces as with the veins.

The sections and injections show (1) that tiie walls of

the ampuUa become more and more porous as the vein

is approached; (2) that the walls of the whole venous

plexus of the loliule. especially in the distended spleen,
are also very porous; and (:i) that at the point of junc-
tion between the amiiulla and the vein there is no marked
blood-vessel wall other than a ilense network of reticular

fibrils.

The experiments show that if the muscle is paralyzed
the blood discs enter the pulp spaces, thus causing a

liemorrliagic infarction, and that under normal conditions

all the tissues are l)athed in plasma while the solid ele-

ments of the blood pass directly from the ampulUe into

the veins.

Exjierimcnts on the Cimdatioii through the Spleen.
—Tlic

experiments here recorded were made to test what influ-

ence the contraction of the trabeculie and capsule may
have upon the circulation through the spleen. It is well

known that at certain times the spleen is very liypera'mic
and dilated, while at other limes it is ana-mic and con-

tracted. In addition to this periodic change in volume
its muscle is al.so constantly contracting rliythmically.
Since the arteries are very long and slender anil end in so

many branches it is evident that the resistance in them
must be very great. Their muscle walls are also so

powerful that it is practically impossible to inject them

comjiletely in a contracted spleen. If artificial circula-

tion is carried on through a spleen in which the muscle
is alive and contracted, it is found that the spleen must
be distended considerably before any tluid comes out of

the vein. This usually takes a numlier of minutes after

the artiticial circulation is started, and from it we must
conclude that the circulation thnmgh a distended spleen
is mueli easier than through a contracted one.

I have been unable to obtain this result in the living
animal with the normal circulation unbroken, for all

the operations which I iierformed ujion the veins always
caused the hypera'iiiic spleen to contract. A number of

experiments, however, gave some good data regarding the

venous outflow in a siileen fairly well contracted, as usu-

ally seen in the living animal. With all the arterial an-
aslomo.ses ligated the quantity of blood which tlowed
from the vein was usually 35 c.c. every live minutes, or
about two drops per second in dogs weighing 10 kgm.
AVhen we consider the five liundred million arterial end-

ings in the sjilecn we realize liow very slow the circula-

tion must be through tliem. In theintestini" of the same
animal there are not over five million arterial terminations
and the blood sim])ly rushes tliroughthe superior mesen-
teric vein. I have never been able to measure the quan-
tity of lilood which jiasses through splenic veins when
the spleen is liypei:emic, but it is very free when artifi-

cial cir<-ulation is r;irried on through the distended organ.
If the spleen is made very liypera'mic by ligating the
veins in a living animal there is a great gush of blood
from the vein in case it is ojiened; but accompanying this

there is a corresponding contraction of the organ, show-

ing that in addition to the natural circulation through
the spleen \\w. blood lodged within it is also pressed out

by the contraction of its intrinsic muscles.
When a spleen, which is physiologically liypera'mic,

is irritated either directly or through its nerves, it is

found that the contraction which follows forces the blood
contained iu it through the vein and then it becomes pale.
The same result is observed when an liypera'mic spleen
is completely removed from the body ; it gradually con-
tracts and forces the blood contained in it through the

vein. Tliese observations indicate that when the blood
is once within the venous plexus and large veins of the

spleen a contraction of the muscles forces the blood out

through the vein, thus aiding in the circulation through
the organ, as is the case in the intestine. The iircseuce of

valves at the point where the veins leave the spleen pre-
vents the blood when once forced out from returning to the

organ again when its muscle relaxes. To test this point
I made a numln'r of experiments, measuring the pressure
within the vein, after it had been tied, while the spleen is

contracting. Unfortunately the activity of the muscle of

the spleen varies very much in different animals, and I

have been unable to control this factor. In some experi-
ments the spleen simply continued to distend aft<'r ligat-

ing the vein without any perceptible increase of pressure
in the vein. At other timi'Stlie spleen res])onded beauti-

fully when irritated. In one exiierimcnt the venous

pressure was 15 mm. Ilg. before closing llie vein; after

closing, it rose to bSOinm. Hg. After it liad reached this

height ligating the artery further irritated the spleen
muscle, causing the venous pres.sure to rise to 190. In
another animal the venous pressure in the spleen with the

vein closed registered every five minutes as follows; 20,

70, 106, GO, 140, 90 mm. Ilg. At no time could I observe

any contraction of the organ. The raaximuni pressures
of 100 and 140 mm. were in eacli case aceom]>aiiied by
great struggling of the animal. In another spleen the

venous pressure registered constantly at 7 mm. llg. after

closing the splenic veins, and the organ w:is gradually
becoming Jiyperaunic. Irritation of the nerves about the

artery ceused tlu- venous pressure to rise to 20 mm., lint

this woidd soon fall again to 7 mm. All other irritants,

like hot water or closing the artery, did not cause the

spleen to contract nor the venous pressure to rise.

These experiments, although incomplete, show that the

contraction of the spleen causes the pressure in the

splenic vein to ris(!, and from what has been said above

regarding the anatomy of the spleen this is to he ex-

pected. Therefore it is highly lu-obable that the jiliysi-

ological rhythmic contraction of the spleen, acting jiartly

upon the veins, is a great factor in the circulation through
the organ.
While we can cause contraction of the muscle of the

spleen, iind observe its effect upon the venous blood

pressure, we can also make the opposite experiment by
paralyzing the muscle. Jaschkowitz '- has shown by
cutting the nerves around the splenic artery that an ex-

treme hemorrhage into the [lulp spaces follows. I have

reiH'ated .lasclikowitz's experiment a number of times

and obtained his results in each case. In making the ex-
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perimont I isolated the artery and vein completely with
a probe luid passed a double ligature around all the tis-

sues about these vessels. After tying botli ligatures I

cut between them, thus excluding every possibility of

an error. In certain experiments an individual nerve or

the nerves around one branch of the artery were not cut,
thus making the control experiment at tlie same time.

At the end of twenty-four hours the animals were killed,

and in each case there was an exiensive hemorrhagic
infarction of the spleen; if all the nerves liad been cut
the hemorrhage was throughout the whole .spleen, while
if certain nerve branches were not cut, the spleen tissue

innervated by these branches remained unchanged. Be-
fore killing tile animals, tirst the vein and then the artery
was opened, showing that there was no obstruction in

cither of them due to the operation. Irritation of the

spleen with hot water caused no contraction in case all

tlie nerves had been cut, while if some nerves remained
uncut, the portion of the spleen innervated b}' them
would respond toirritants. The border line between the

normal and hemorrhagic, which was very hypera;mic,
would respond to irritants. This last test undoubtedly
shows that within every portion of the spleen there is an

overlapping of the nerves, as is the case in many other

portions of the body.
Since irritation of the splenic nerves causes contraction

of the spleen, and since cutting the nerves causes paraly-
sis of the muscle of the spleen, it is probable that the re-

sults upon the circulation following these two experi-
ments are due to the excessive or diminished activity of

the muscle. On the one hand, the contraction presses
blood out of the spleen, while on the other hand the re-

moval of this force allows the blood to accumulate in the

spleen. Sections of spleens made hemorrhagic by cut-

ting the nerves show that whenever the tissues are filled

with blood the veins are likewise filled, but in numerous

places the veins are full and the pulp spaces empty, cor-

responding with the results obtained by Thoma after

tying the splenic vein. It therefore seems that the pulp
spaces are in all cases filled with blood through the open-
ings in the walls of the veins. Yet I am unwilling to

accept this explanation until further arguments are made
to support it, but ain rather inclined to the idea that the

pulp is filled with blood through the openings in the

walls of the ampulla^.
The reasons why I believe that the escape of blood cor-

puscles is through the walls of the ampulla; to produce
the hemorrhagic infarction after cutting the nerves are :

(1) the anatomy of the ampulla; (2) the fact that gran-
ules injected into the artery pass mostly into the veins

and partly into the tissues
;
and (3) hemorrhagic infarc-

tion produced in other organs takes place mostly through
the capillary walls.

I have shown sufl3ciently above the characteristics of

the walls of the ampulla;. That as soon as they begin
the endothelial cells of the arter}' become spindle-sha|)ed
and are separated, and that a distinct cell wall cannot be
followed to the vein. Furthermore any fluid injected
into the artery will invariably pass immedialel}- over
into the pulp, thus causing an artificial axlema. When
this is complete the fluid then flows from the veins. The
extent of this O'dema in the spleen under normal condi-

tions would depend upon the tone of the muscles of the

trabecula\ It does not appear that the natural elasticity
of the reticulum of the pulp and of the elastic tissue of

the trabecular and capsule are sufficient to prevent this,

as shown by artificial circidation throu.gh the isolated

.spleen as well as by producing paralvifis of the muscle in

the living aium;d by cutting the splenic nerves.

Long continued circulation with cinnabar granules sus-

pended in gelatin through the isolated spleen shows that

the bulk of the granules pass dircctlj' into the vein while
a considerable n\im1ier of them enter the pulp sjiaces.
AVhen such an injection is continued long enough the

granules passing into the pulp will naturally accunuilate,
as does the blood when the nerves are cut. The few red

discs which normally |iass out into the tissues will prob-

ably remain there imtil destroyed by the various migrat-

ing cells, then to be carried into the veins by them. Sec-
lions of a spleen which has been distended with gelatin,
as well as the relative numlier of red and white blood
discs within the vein under normal conditions, suggest
this. Furthermore, the veins have the largest openings
in their walls nearest the lymph follicles.

Numerous experiments, made by ^Velch and myself,
upon the blood vessels of tlu; intestine have shown that

hemorrhagic infarction lakes place only with consider-
able blood jiressure within the arteries and capillaries.
AVhen the vein oidy is tied or when the venous pressure
is greatly increased, with the artery closed, the expul-
sion of red discs through the thin capillary walls is easily
understood. When, however, the artery is tied and the
vein left open, as is the case when an embolus lodges in
the superior mesenteric artery, the causeof the following
diapedesis throughout the; muco.sa of the intestine is not

easily understood. Many experiments have shown that
it is not necrosis of the capillar}' walls and venous regur-
gitation, for after the whole intestine has been deprived
of its circulation for twenty-four hours, re-establishing it

does not produce an infarction nor hasten it. An infarc-

tion of the intestine takes place after ligature of the su-

perior mesenteric artery just as rapidly with the mesen-
teric vein cut open as it does under the normal portal
pressure of 7 mm. Hg.

All the usual explanations of hemorrhagic infarction,
as printed in the pathologies, are incorrect when applied
to the intestine. The superior mesenteric artery with its

branches suspended in a membrane is eminently adapted
to experiments to test this question. The pressure in the
vessels can be increased and gradually modified in differ-

ent portions of the intestine, aii<l it is found that when
the arterial pressure is reduced to one-third its normal
with the vein either intact or cut open, an infarction in-

variably follows. Cutting oft' all the anastomoses and

partly closing the main artery with clamps until the

pressure in the distal end is about 40 mm. Ilg. produce
an infarction. It does not appear, however, that the in-

farction is due to the reduction of the arterial pressure
to 40 mm. Hg., but rather to the lack of a pulse wave,
which is almost completely cut off at this pressure.
The experiments of vcm Frey

" with artificial circula-

tion through isolated organs have shown that the lack of

a pulse wave in the artery always causes them to clog
with red blood discs, while the presence of a pulse pre-
vents this by not permitting the red discs to stick to-

gether, for it constantly tears them apart. AVhen they
stick together they gradually block the capillaries, and
then the lateral (lymphatic) circidation drags with it the

straggling red discs, thus choking up the tissue to pro-
duce hemorrhagic infarction. The result obtained by
von Frey in an isolated organ in which artificial circu-

lation is carried on without a pulse wave has also been
found in the living intestine when the artery' is closed

sufficiently to break the pulse in its distal end. The in-

farction produced by long-continued circulation through
the artery under constant pressure is due to a condition
which blocks the capillaries, but still leaves the blood
within them under considerable pressure. The imjiortant
factor is sta.gnation, due to the absence of a pulse in case
the artery is tied, while if the stagnation is produced tiy

ligating the vein the presence of a pulse only hastens the
infarction. In one case there is a pulse, in tlu' other there
is not, while in both the result is the same.

I have given then a brief sununary of some unpub-
lished work in order to discuss the infarction within the

spleen following division of the nerves. The .irreat sec-

tional area of the am]iulla' as well as the great number of
them (at least five Inuidred million), together with the

long, .slender arteries, nuist cut down the pulse in the

ampulla; enormously. Hence with the munial circidation

through the spleen we havir present most favorable con-
ditions for diapedesis. Not only is the circulalion slow
and the pulse wave insignificant, but the walls of the

.impiilhr (capillaries) are incomplete. So, therefore,

without the rhythmic contraclion of the spleen toaid the

circulation a hemorrhagic infarction takes place. The
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quantity of discs which normally passes fiom the auipul-
liE into the pulp spaces is increased while a share of tlie

blood still passes over into the veins, just as is the case

in tlie intestine when infarction is taking place- after liga-

ture of the superior mesenteri(- artery. With the spleen

pulse present, however, the constant pressure upon the

pulp i)roduced by the clasticitj- of the connective tissues

and the tone of the muscle are sullieient to drive the

blood discs through the channels of the least resistance,

as is the case when a distended spleen is injected (Fig,

4467).
The balance between the arterial pulse, ainpullif, and

spleen pidse is so delicate that when it is proper the blood
discs will "deep single file

" over into the vein, while

the least overthrow of it will drag an increased number
of corpuscles with the normal How of plasma over into

the iMili) spaces to make a pathological condition—hem-

orrhagic infarction.

TiiK ><KnvKs OP THE Spi.icen.—The nerves of the

spleen accominuiy the artery ami are compo.sed mo.stly
of non-meduUated tibres.'^ It is (piite easy to separate
them by the ordinary methods of dissection and to follow

them far into the spleen. With the aid of the dissecting

microscope Kolliker was able to follow- them to the Mal-

pighian corpuscles, while with the aid of Golgi's method
lietzius followed them to their terminations in the spleen
substance. Hicli plexuses of fine nerves surroiuid all of

the arteries which supply the muscle fibres of the media.
A second group of nerves go to the muscle til)res of the

trabeeiihe. This distribution explains the physiological
experiments: (1) Irritation of the splenic artery causes
contraction of the whole spleen; and (2) cutting these

nerves causes paralysis of these muscles followed by
hyperemia and hemorrhagic infarction. According to

Kiilliker the presence of some medullated nerve fibres in

the spleen accounts for the pain felt in this organ at

times. It is impossible to determine with certainty by
the method of (Jolgi whether or not the nerve fibres leave

the trabecuUe and walls of the arteries to enter the sub-

stance of the pulp, for the precipitation of the silver

often outlines the reticulum fibrils also.

The Spleen Pulp.'—The red substance of the spleen,
the true spleen pulp, is arranged in bands which anas-
tomose in all plan(-s, inasmuch as it fills all of the space
between the capillary veins, similar to the arrangement
between the cells and capillaries of the liver. The frame-
work of the liul]! is composed of reticulum, the nature of

which has been already discussed. There aj.ipear to lie

some elastic fibres encircling the veins, and also witinn the

5Ialpighian corpuscles, as is the casein all lymph glands.
Tlie small mononuclear lymphocytes, which form the

main mass of the Malpighian corpuscles, are found scat-

tered thnmghout the pulp substance, except along the

arteries, where they form a kind of a sheath to the outside
of the mu.sclc wall.

The large leucoc3-tes are in general more numerous,
and the}- are also numerous in the centres of !Malpighian
corpuscles. They are partly unicellular and partly mul-
ticellular, and in addition there are granular forms, some
of which are intensely stained with eosin (cosinophile
cells). The large brown cells (piiagocj'tes) which contain
much blood iiigment must also be recorded with the

leucocytes. They are found scattered in an irregular
fashion throughout the pulp of the sple(-n. The contents
of the phagocytes are also found free in the Jiulp. Red
blood corpuscles lie scattered singly and in grou]>s within
the meshes of the reticulum of the pul]). As a rule giant
cells and luiclcated red blood cells arc not found in the

pulp of the adult spleen, but there are cells present
which cannot for the present be arranged with certainty
in the series of leucocytes or the series of crythroc3'tes.
These cells are pretty large and have a very fine granu-
lar protoplasm which stains more intensely with co.sin

than does the protoplasm of leucocytes. The nucleus is

round or oval, seldom constricted, and never lobulated,
and often contains marked nucleoli. In preparations
made from tissue hardened in sublimate tlie nuclei of
these cells resemble those of the reticidum, but unlike

them lie free within its meshes. Large giant cells, similar
to those in bone marrow and in the liver of the embrj-o,
are also found. Their nuclei are large and lobulated," or
are jiri-ssed togetlier into a h(-ap. In oriler to differen-
tiate them from the giani cells with many nuclei they are
called megacarocytes. It has been foimd by Kolliker
that they are present in the sjileen of embryos and of

young animals and occasionally in the spleen of the adult—the mouse for instance. Thi-re are also constantly pres-
ent in the spleen of young animals very small granules
which can be foimd in very large numbers in teased

preparations. They resemble ver\- much blood platelets,
but are more resistant, for the)' can be preserved for a
very long time in salt solulioiL They also have a ten-

dency to take on irregular shajjcs and to form clumps.
The question is naturally asked. Is the spleen a blood-

Ijroducing organ? The more the question is studied the
less probable it becomes that the spleen plays any role in

the production of blood. The coarse counts of the num-
ber of white and r(-d C(-lls in the artery and in the vein or
the increased number of white cells in leucocytluemia are
of little value when examined critically and experimen-
tally. According to Ehrlieh," to whom we owe much
regarding our knowledge of the blood, the leucocj'tes
are greatly increased in ninnber after extirpation of the

spleen, which is accompanied with a marked hyper-
trophy of the lymoh glands of the body. Extensive
experiments ivcro carriea ou in jibrncii s laboratory
by Kurlotf, from which the following conclusion is

drawn: That the spleen of the guinea-pig plays an in-

significant r61e in the formation of the white bloScl cor-

puscles.
It is also very apparent that the relation of the spleen

to the formation of red blood corpuscles varies much in

different animals and at different periods in the develop-
ment of the same animal. In lower vertebrates the

spleen is a great factor in the production of red blood

corpuscles. In mammals, however, it generally plays no
role whatever in their production. Kucleatcd red cor-

puscles are foimd in relatively large numbers in the
mou.se's spleen; in smaller number in the spleen of the
rabbit: in that of the dog during the an;tmia following
hemorrhage; and in the human spleen only during leukae-
mia.

It appears as if the spleen of higher animals is a place
for the destruction of blood corpuscles, especially those
which have been ]iartly destroyed. So Ponfick has
found that in the destruction of red corpuscles the spleen
takes up a part of the "shadows" of the red cells and
produces a spleen tumor, and Ehrlieh has found that the

enlarged spleen in many infectious diseases is produced
by the products of disintegrated leucocytes which are
there accumulated. Franklin P. Mall.
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SPLEEN, DISEASES OF THE.—General Conslder-
ATioxs.— Drvi-liipnieiitally, the spleen belongs to the
mesoblastic tissues. It is derived fiom the mesogas-
trium, and in its origin is closely related to the pancreas,
but has none of the hypoblastic elements which enter
into the formation of the latter. It first ai^pears during
the second month of ftetal life and develops slowly, so
•hat it is not complete until nearly Ihe end of that period.
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Structurally, and. as will be seen later, to some extent

plivsiolof^ieally. the spleen is closely allied to the' lyni-

pliiilie nodes or glands. The fiainework of the spleen
is connective tissue, which is massed especially in the

capsule, giving the general i'onn of the organ : in the tni-

becuUc, which are processes running from th<! capsule
into the substance of the viscus, and dividing it into

smaller parts; and. finally, in a fine nicshwork whii'h fills

tliese parts and divides them into minute spaces, the

so-called pul|) spaces of the organ. Connected with
this fine connective-tissue meshwork are many stellate

branching cells. The walls of the pulp spaces an; lined

with small or large endothelial cells. In the meshes of

the connective tissue framework, that is in the pulp
spaces, are great numbers of small round cells or lympho-
cytes. The blood supply is the splenic artery, whose;

main divisions run along the trabecuke of the organ,
then, subdividing into smaller branches, pa.ss into the so-

called pulp. U)ion the walls of, or around, the smaller

arterioles are clu.stered here and there massesof lymphoid
cells which constitute the !Malpighian bodies of the

spleen. These bodies correspond in a general way with
the lymph follicles of the lymph nodes, and the pulp
spaces of the spleen correspond to the lymph sinuses of

the nodes. The pulp spaces constitute the beginnings of

the venous radicles of the organ, which gather up the

blood to pass it on to the splenic vein. The nerves of

the organ are derived from the cceliac plexus and the

right vagus, and to some extent the}' accompany the

branches of the splenic arter}'.
The size and weight of the spleen varj' considerably

even in conditions of health. During the first year of

life it weighs from 15 to 20 gm., in adult life from 140

to 200 gm.
Anatomically the spleen stands in close contact with the

stomach, and the blood supplies of the two are clo.sely re-

lated. In some of its functions also it is associated with
the stomach and liver. It is therefore not luicommon
to find it classified as belonging to the digestive system.
From what has already been said with regard to the

structure of the spleen, its close kinship to the lymphatic
apparatus, and its anatomical relations to the digestive

organs, we may expect that it will but rarely become the

seat of primary disease, but that it will participate largely
in sy.stemic disorders and in local disturbances, especially
those involving obstruction to the circulation in the portal

system. In fact, apart from the extremely rare cases of

primary malignant disease of the spleen, there are but two
affections in which it appears to play the primary or

chief role. These are the splenic form of leukiemia, and
the disease or group of diseases which has lately been des-

ignated as splenic atiremia. It is. however, still an open
question whether in either of these the role of the spleen
is primarj-. We can only say that in some at least of the

cases included in these categories such seems to be the

case.

Abnormalities.—Absence of the spleen is met with
in some cases of aceplialic monsters and in premature
foetuses with imperfect development of the skull. Lit-

ten records two cases in which no spleen could be found
in bodies otherwise perfect, but as one of them dates
back to the sixteenth century, the condition must be an

exceedingly rare one. Supernumerary sijlecns. on the

other hand, are extremely common, being found in about
one body in four. In number they vary from one or two
up to forty. They are found near the hilus of the spleen.
in the gastrosplcnic omentum, in the great omentum, and
even in the pancreas. In size they are usually small. 05
to I cm. in diameter, but they may reach considerable

proportions. The absence of the usual .symptoms after

splenectomy in some instances has been exjdained on the

basis of the [jresence of supernumerary organs.
A recent study by Parsons shows that there is great

variation as to the number and arrangement of the

notches and fissures of the spleen. On the anterior bor-

der he found that some spleens had no notch, while, when
they were present, they varied from one to eight in num-
ber. About one-third of I he specimens examine<l showed

notches on the iiostciior border and one-fifth had fissures
on the parietal surface.

An.NOHMAi. Pi.A( KMKNT.—Congenital abnormalities in

the position of the s|)lien are observed in rare instances.
The most interesting of these is the placement of the

spleen in the right hypoeliondrium in cases of transposi-
tion of the viscera. The spleen may be found oulside
the usual linn'ts of the abdomen in cases of large umbili-
cal hernia, and has even been found in the left thorax in

connection with defect of the diaphragm. Von Liiwen-
wald re(-ords a case in which the spleen was found at-

tached u|ion the spinal column.
!MovAni,K OK \\am>ki!IN(i Si'I.een.—The spleen is nor-

mall}' in position in the left hypochondrium, touching
the ninll), tenth, and eleventh ribs, its long axis almost
in the line of direction of the tenth rib, its upper and

posterior end being about 2 cm. from the vertebral col-

umn and its anterior and lower extremity being about 3

cm. from the margin of the ribs in front. It is suspended
by several folds of peritoneum, one passing from the

greater curvature of the stomach to the hilus, another
from the u])per end of the spleen to the diaphragm, and
a third from the diaphragm to the splenic flexure of the
colon. The last of these suspends the spleen as in a sling
and is its chief support.
The normal spleen enjoys a certain amount of mobility

and may be depressed from above by effusions in the left

thorax, emphysema, etc.. or may be displaced upward by
fluid in the abdomen or bj' distention of the colon with

gas or fa;ces. In the condition oi movable or wandering
spleen, however, all the suspensory ligaments are length-
ened or relaxed and the spleen is displaced downward
into either the abdomen or the pelvis.

Etioloriy.
—The condition may be one of the features of

a general splanchnoptosis produced by trauma, such as
sudden falls, or by lifting heavy weights, but is most

commonly a result of the persistent dragging of an en-

larged and heavy s])leen upon its attachments, especially
likely to be seen in such affections as malaria, leuka;mia,
or splenic aniemia.
Morbid Anatomy.—The spleen itself may present any

one of the various types of chronic enlargement, or in

rare instances it may be normal. The ligaments are all

stretched, and with them the splenic artery and vein.

The latter may be dilated to enormous size. The tail of
the pancreas and tlie greater curvature of the stomach
are dragged down with the spleen and deformity or dila-

tation of the latter organ may result. The pedicle of the

spleen may become twisted upon itself with secondary
atroph}' of tlie organ, or even, in case of complete ob-
struction of the circulation, with gangrene.

Symptoms.—There may be no symptoms whatever, and
the displaced viscus may be discovered bj' accident.

There may be pain due to the weight antl pressine of the

spleen in an abnormal location, or dragging pain due to

the stretching of the ligaments. In many instances the

patients are neurasthenics and present characteristic

symptoms of that disorder.

Diagnosis.
—This rests upon two poiuts: First, the rec-

ognition of a solid tumor in the abdomen or pelvis as the

spleen ; and, secondly, the demonstration of the absence
of the spleen from its normal situation. The first is usu-

ally easy, if tlic possibility be present to the mind, the

smooth, hard, rounded external surface, the .sharp ante-

rior border with its notch or notches, and the rouiuied

ends being characteristic. Tlie second point depends
upon the absence of splenic dulness in the left hypoelion-
drium. Litten suggests the observation of the colon
when distended with fluid, and then again evacuated as
an aid to diagnosis, but this is not usually reqviired.

Tmitmi'iit.—An abdominal bandage or binder may be
sullicient to retain the spleen in its normal place: if not,

operative measures are called for. A number of in-

stances are on record of successful suturing of tlic spleen
in its proper bed, but splenectomy seems to be the prefer-
able operation.
AciTE IIvi'khim.asia oKTHE Spleen: Acvte Splenic

TiMOK; Acute Splk.mitis.—Etioloyy.
—In all the acute
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infectious diseases an acute enlargement of the spleen
may be nict with, especially in malaria, typhoid, p.va'-

mia, pneumonia, and the exanthemata. The e.xact sig-
nilieance of this change in the spleen lias not yet been

clearly determined. That in all cases of V)aeterial inva-

sion of the blood the spleen plays the part of a tilter is

well known, and also that even in cas<'S in which the

bacteria are but rarely found in the blood, such as ty-

jdioid fever, I hey nevertheless abound in the spleen.
We also know that in these eases tliere is always a more
or less active lia'molysis going on in the spleen. So
much is clear. The interpretation of these facts and

many kindred ones developed by experimentation has
furnished a dillieult ]iroblem. Metschiiikoll and his fol-

lowers regard the spleen as a centre for the manufacture
of phagocytes, and therefore as an active agent in the

protection of the body against microbic invasions. Ex-
tensive experiuiruts liave been conducted upon normal
and splenectouiized animals to test the i)art played by
the spleen in this relation. The results of such investi-

gations as those of Kanthaek. Tizzoni and Cattani,
Blumreich and .Jacoby, have been entirely indecisive of

this (pK'Stion. Jawein has recently pnblisiied the results

of a long series of exjieriments, from which he concludes
that the essential function of the spleen is one of lupmo-

lysis, tliat its enlargement in the acute infectious diseases

is in exact proportion to the extent of tlie luemolj-sis oc-

cuiTing in eacli particular case, and that in the cases in

which no ha'molysis occurs there is no splenic enlarge-
ment. After full consideration of all these data Rollcs-

ton concludes I hat the spleen in fact is and behaves like

a lymphatic gland broken up and enibeiided in erectile

tissue. The Malpigliian bodii's and adenoid tissue pla}'
much the same jiart that lymphatic glands do elsewhere,
wliile the open, loose, vascular I issue of the organ .serves

ratJK'r as a tilter in which various bodies are dejiosifed

by the blood, perhaps to remain, perhaps to undergo
subsequent changes.

Morbid Aniitcmy or Pathology.
—The spleen is regularly

swollen, the capsule stretchid, and in many instances it

shows patches of thickening. The organ is iisually soft,
but may be even tinner than normal. On section the pulp
is usuall}' found to be deep red and soft, or even diffluent.

In some instances the !Malpighian bodies show more
prominently than usuiil and the I'ul section at first sight
looks as though studded with miliary tubercles

; in other
cases these bodies are quite obscured by the swelling and

congestion of the pulp. Microscopical examination
shows the enlargement to be due to congestion and
swelling of the pulp or the glomeruli or both, together
with some ineicasi- in cells. The chief increase isin cells

resembling those of the normal splenic pulp, but nndti-

plication of the living cells of the pulp spaces maybe
observ('d, as well as larger multinucleated or ovoid and
polyhedral cells whose origin is not clear. In some in-

stances small areas of softening, looking like small ab-

scesses, are met with. These are the so-called focal

necroses seen also in the liver, kidneys, and lymph nodes
in various infectious disorders.

Si/mptumx.—Apart fiom the change in size this alTec-

tion is usually devoid of .synqitoms. In some instances,

however, it is attended with a sense of weight, or dis-

tinct pain, in the left hypochonilrinm. and the organ itself

may be tender to pressure. The enlargement of the

spleen is detected by ])alpation, as a rule; but in some in-

stances the spleen may be eidarged and yet not be pal-

pable. In such cases the results of percussion must be
relied upon, but they are always very uncertain and
often deceptive

Trtdtinent.— From what has been already said it is ap-
parent that acute hyperplasia of the sjileen is in itself a

symptom of many disorders, nol a primary disease. The
treatment of the primary affection is all that is required.
CllUONIC Hvi'KKI"I,.\SI.\ OK TIIK SlM.KIOX.— FJioliKfjI.

—
Chronic hyperplasia of the sjileen. like the acute affec-

tion, is not a primary disorder but a synijilom seen in a

variety of affections.—congenital or ae(iuired syphilis.
rickets, prolonged fevers, especially typhoi<l,

—and most

of all, in chronic malaria and in lenkamiia or pseuilo-
leuka'mia. The enlargement observed in the affection
known as splenic ana-mia will be considered elsewhere.

Fatlwhiifii.
—As a rvile the enlargement of the spleen in

this condition is marked, amounting in some instances
to an increase of ten or fifteen times the weight of the
normal organ. The sjileen may, however, be but little

larger than normal. The enlargement is usually sym-
metrical, so that the organ preserves in general the nor-
nnil outline, and the notches and fissures can be seen or
f<'lt. The organ is usually harder than normal, and the

change of consistence may be very marketl. The cap-
sule may show some patches of thickciiiig, or in many
instances it is generally thickened and a chronic peri-

splenitis with adhesions to the surrounding parts, the

diaphragm, abdominal wall, intestines, stomach, etc., is

a feature of the condition. The appean.uces upon sec-

tion vary greatly. As in acute hyperplasia, the Mal-

pighian bodies may be lost in the swelling of the pulji,
l)ut more often theyare notably enlarged and prominenl.
The color may be uniformly dark, deep brown, or even
black, but is more frequently mottled, red, and gray.
The trabecula; may be thickened to such an extent that

they are readily visible as bands of fibrous tissue run-

ning in from the capsule of the organ and interlacing in

a complicated network. Pigment may be collected in

such masses as to be \isible.

The microscopical picture varies even more than the

gross. The enlargement may be due to uniform hyper-
trophy of both the pulp anil the reticular tissue, but in

most cases the increase in fibrous tissue is the more strik-

ing feature of these cases. The trabecula; may show
extreme liypertrophy. and even the tneshwork" of the

pulp may be greatly thickened. The glomeruli may in

some cases be enlarged, while in others the_y are almost
obliterated bv the hj'perplasia of the pulp cells and the
connective tissue. The endothelial cells of the pulp
S))aces may show increase both in size and in niunber.

Pigment is often found in the cells, either of pulp or

glomendi, and even in the connective-tissue reticulum.
This pigment regularly gives the reaction for hoemosi-
derin. and is, therefore, probably a derivative of the haemo-

globin of the blood.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of chronic hyperplasia of
the spleen are tho.se of eidargement of the organ, or are
disturbances secondary thereto.

A sense of weight or oppression in the left hypochon-
drium is most common

;
this rarely amoimts to positive

pain. By pressure upon the stomach nausea or vomit-

ing may be induced, and iu .some instances vomiting of
blood in considerable quantities occurs. Any of the

abdominal viscera may be disturbed in function by the

pressure of an enlarged sideen. and at least one case is on
record in which the ju'essure ujion the uterus residted iu

hemorrhages, which were attributed to fibroid tumor of
that viscus. The eulargcment of the spleen may cause
it to till theleft hypochondrium, or the whole left half of
the abdomen, or even to pass over into the right half and
occupy the right iliac fossa aswell. As has been already
noted, the enlargement is regularly symnu'trical, the

spleen main taiiiing its accustomed shape, the anterior edge
being sharp and notched and the lower end rounded, so
that it is easy to recognize the tumor as the siileen.

Tmitnuiit.—As witii the acute enlargement, treatment
must usually be directed to the underlying complaint—
syphilis, rickets, malaria, or the blood diseases. By such
means the enlargement may be reduced to some extent;
but if true fibrous hyperplasia or hypertrophy has taken

place, the organ cannot return to a nm-mal size. I'suall_y
the improvement ]uodueed by medicinal treatment is

slight. An abdominal belt, i)roperly titled, will .some-

times relieve distress of an enlarged spleen by sup])ort-

ing it.

In the more serious cases splenectomy may be required,
but it is astonishing how little disturbance patients may
have from a spleen large enough to till the whole left

half of the abdomi'ii. without any treatment.
Uri-rrmo ok tuk Si'LEKN.—Etiology.

—Rupture of the
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spleen is a rare occurrence. It may occur in a normal

orttau. Imt is relatively niiicli more freqnent in the cu-

larj;e(l spleen of malaria, ty|)lioi(l, or the blood diseases,

lu the ease of a normal spleen ci>nsiderable violence to

the abdomen is reciuired to nijiture th(Miri,'an. It has

occurred in cases of severe falls or blows upon the abdo-

men or of crushing of the body by great weight, such

as the passage of a vehicle over it. In the case of an

organ already enlarged by disease, rupture may occur

spontancouly or as the result of slight violence. The

e.xplanation'of this fact is not ditlieult in view of the

patliological cluinges. liujiture seems to be especially
common in malarial spleens, and for this reason is much
more freiiuently observed in tlie 1 topics than in the tem-

perate zones, Playfair is said to have seen twenty cases

of rupture of the spleen during two and a half years in

the East Indies. In one case within the writer's knowl-

edge the enlarged spleen of a primary sjilenomegaly

(splenic antvmia) was ruiitured by a slight fall upon the

abdomen.
l'atlwli>!iy.

—The spleen may be torn in various direc-

tions. There seems to be no rule as to tlie location or

extent of the tears which are often multiple. Usually
the capsule as well as the substance of tlie organ itself is

torn, and the escaping blood is poured into the abdomen.
The tear may be in the pulp alone, the capsvile remain-

ing intact, and the hemorrhage being into the organ it-

self. In case of extensive adhesions of the spleen to the

neighboring viscera and ]xirietes, the hemorrhage may be

encapsulated and so prevented from entering the perito-
neal cavity. Litten says that when the spleen is ad-

herent to the stomach or intestines, rupture ma.y occur
in such a wa_v that the blood is pourcrl into one or both
of these piarts. Rupture of the spleen is fn-quently asso-

ciated with rupture of other viscera, most often the liver.

l<yiiiptuins.
—These are essentially those of any abdomi-

nal injury associated with int^irnal liemorrhage. There
is iisuall}' severe pain referred to the splenic region, then

the sympt(5ins of profuse hemorrhage— pallor, lapid and
feeble pulse, air-hunger, faintness or unconsciousness,

poseibl}' vomiting, and in some instances convulsions.

The diagnosis is not like!}' to be made until the abdomen
is opened, indess the presence of an enlarged spleen has

been previously known and the location or nature of the

operative violence be such as to suggest the result.

Treatment.—The only treatment must be laparotomy
with suture or packing of the wound in tlie organ, or

splenectomy. In a case recently reported by Eisendrath,

attempts to suture a rupture of the spleen failed because
the sutures would not hold in the softened substance of

the organ and splenectomy had to be performed. The
accident is generally fatal, but a, few instances of suc-

cessful operation are on ri'cord.

Inf.xikts of the Spleen.—Infarction of the spleen

may arise either by the plugging of a splenic artery by a
thrombus derived from some other pait of the body, or b_v

a local thrombosis. The tliromlii which are carried to

the spleen by the circulation have their origin in almost
all cases in an endocarditis all'ecting the left side of the

heart and resulting in the formation of thrombi upon the

diseased valves. In some instances atheroma of the aorta

may be tlie underlying process. Litten mentions the

possibility of air or fat emboli, derived in one case from
the opening of a vein and in the other from a broken

bone, passing the capillaries of the lung and ultimately

lodging in the spleen; but such occurrences, though pos-
sible, must be I'are indee(l.

As a result of an cndarlerilis of a braiicli of a splenic

artery or vein, thrombi may form in the s|ileeii itself, and
either block the vessel at thrir point of formalion (U' be

carried farther to act as emboli in some of the smaller

branches of the artery.

I'dtliiiliiiiji.
—As the resull of I In- occlusion of a liraneh

of the sph'nie artery we liave the circulation cut olT from
the area supplied by the artery in (luestion. 'I'lic result-

ing iiifarel usually a|)]iears as a wedge-shaited area in

the periphery of the spleen, the base often being on the

surface of the organ, paler in color llian normal, and sur-

rounded by a deeiier zone of hemorrhage. Tlie paler color
is due to the death of tlie cells of the infareted area,
wliich undergoes the process of degeneration commonly
termed coagulation necrosis, and becomes tlie so-called
white infarct. Later, the degenerated cells are absorbed
or replaced by connective tissue, and only a scar is left

to mark the site of the infarct.

It waslormerly supposed that the whole infareted area

immediately after the arrest of the circulation Ijecame

charged with blood by an inflow from the veins, and
that this blood was later absorbed to give? rise to the ap-
pearances of the white infarct, but Litten has proved this

not to be the case.

The dee]) red granular infarctions in which the tissue

is found infill raU'd with red cells as in an apojilcxy Lit-

ten linds to be ]n()duccd most often by a thrombosis in

one of tlie brancliesof the splenic vein. They, therefore,
do not represent a stage in the life of the ordinary infarct,
but a condition due to a somewhat ditrerent process. In

either case the terminal condition remains the same.
'I'lie most important question from the clinical stand-

point with respect to the.se infarcts is whether the}' are

septic or aseptic. If aseptic, the process follows the

cour.se indicated above. If septic, in which case they
have developed usually in the cour.se of a pya'mia or a

malignant endocarditis, the infarct undergoes suppura-
tion and an abscess of the spleen results.

With either of these two forms there is usually associ-

ated more or less perisplenitis, the greater development
of this feature being, of course, seen in the suppurative
cases.

Symptoms.—Localized pain, sometimes quite sharp at

the time of the lodgment of the thrombus, swelling of

the spleen, and in some instances a localized friction rub
to be lieard over the spleen are the only symptoms of the

condition.

Treatment.—There is no direct treatment of the condi-

tion, and, as a rule, none is required. The cases of sup-
puration will be considered under abscess.

Abscess of the Spi^een.—The chief cause of abscess

of the spleen, as indicated in the last section, is the lodg-
ment of an infected thrombus, derived most often from
an ulcerative endocarditis or from some pj'SEinic focus.

Abscess of the spleen may, however, arise from the ex-

tension of a suppurative inflammation from some neigh-

boring organ or from the perforation of a gasliic ulcer.

It is also met with, probably from the formation of in-

fected thrombi, in cases of typhoid, typhus, and, most

especially, recurrent or relapsing fever. Abscess of the

spleen is also said to have developed in malarial fever;

but if so, it must have been due to a secondary infec-

tion. Some cases of abscess have been attributed to in-

jury, and in other cases no definite cause of the abscess

formation could be disclosed.

PatJiology.
—The majority of the abscessesof the spleen

are small. If multiple, they are scattered through the

organ and the intervening tissue is but little changed.
Larger abscesses may, however, form, and in some in-

stances the organ is I'educed to a sac of pus. Such sm
abscess has been known to rupture into the stomach, the

colon, the peritoneal cavity, or through the diaiihragm
into the pleura; or, if the lung is adherent, even into the

lung itself.

Symptumst.—^lany of the smaller abscesses of the

s])leeu, especially if deeply placed, run their course with-

out definite symptoms. With the larger abscesses, par-

ticularly those on the surface, there may be pain anil

tenderness in the region of the spleen, enlargement of

the organ, and the irregular or iulerniiltent fever of sep-
tic conditions. If the abscess he very large, il is possible
that lluctuation may be obtained. In doubtful eases e.x-

|iloratory puncture may be required, but it slionid be re-

sorted to only in extreme cases. If the abscess rupture,

symptoms will dcjiend upon the eour.se which the jnis

ti\kes, that is, whether it enters the iieritoneum or dis-

charges into the sloniaeh, colon, |)leura, or lung.
7Vyv(////(7/r— Naturally the trcalment of this condition

is purely surgical. In rare instances repeated aspiration
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has lii'en successful. In Ihc niajiinty of cases incision

and drainage are required. In some few cases splenec-

tomy lias been performed for this eiuidilion.

Sl'LKNlC An.kmi.v.—C'liiiieal interest in alTections of

the spleen at present centres in the (|Uesti(in whether
there is a definite symptom-group which can be denoted

by the title splenic ana'mia. After a tlioronirh consider-

ation of all the data obtainable Osier concludes that from

among the conditions with which anainia and eidarged

spleen are associated a well-di'tined diseitse may be sepa-
rated and may well be designatid asehroidc splenic ana'-

mia. Various other names—splenic psendoleukainia,
splenic lyn\phadenoma. splenic cadiexia, primitive

splenomegaly, and Hanti's disease—have been proposed
for the disease, but for many reasons the simplest desig-
nation se<'ms tlie best. The description which follows

is taken from Osier's recent review of the subject.
Incidence.—The alTection is a relatively rare one. Rol-

lestou records thirty-seven cases. Osier by inquiry
among the members of the American Association of

Ph\'sieians secured the details of twenty-six cases w hich

could be grouped under this title, and lias reported fif-

teen cases which he liimself has observed. A few other

cases which possibly belong in this category have been

reported l)y Harris and Ilerzog, Brill, Field, and the
writer.

Etioliirjy.
—In tliis relation the striking tiling is that no

adequate explanation of tliealVection can be had. There
is no malaria, no syphilis, no tuberculosis, no leukiemia,
in short, no apparent cause for the splenic enlargement.

C. Wilson has rciiorted a family in which in three

generations six members had enlarged spleen. Collier

and the writer have each reported two cases in sisters,

and Brill three cases in one family. In none of the other

reported cases is there any family history.

Si/mpU/mdtolui/y.
—'I'he symiitoms of the affection may

be briefly summarized as a remarkably chronic and often
enormous enlargement of the spleen, associated with
more or less marked ana'inia, frequently accompanied by
ha'niatumesis and pigmentation of the skin, and in a few
cases showing jaundice or ascites at a late stage. The
splenic enlargement may exist for live, ten, even twenty-
five years. The size of the spleen varies greatly, liut in

many instances the spleen is huge. In one of the writer's

cases a girl, weighing seventy-two pounds, had a spleen
weighing ^twelve and a half jiounds. With this enor-

mous enlargement the S]ileen retains its general shajje,
tlie edge remains distinct, and the notches in the anterior

margin can be readily felt. Even with veiy large spleens
the patients, as a rule, have no great pain, but complain
only of a sense of weiglit and pressure or occasional

dragging in the left side. As the organ enlarges, it

emerges from beneath the left costal arch, graduallj- fills

the left hypochondrium, then extends downward, filling
the whole left half of the abdomen, and finally may pass
the middle line and fill the right iliac fossa.

The ana'inia which accom|)anies the condition is usually
of a moderate grade. Of Osier's cases the average count
of the red cells was 3,4'2,").IK)() per cubic millimetre, the

average ha'moglotiin estimation forty-seven per cent.

The hipmoglobin is relatively lower than the count of the
red cells. The leucocytes occasionally show an increase,
but are generally below normal. The dilTerential count
of the leucocytes shows nothing characteristic.

The pigmentation of the skin occurs in most of the
cases, especiallj' tho.se of long standing. It is a general
diffuse bronzing, especially upon the cxjiosed parts of
the body, very closely resembling that seen in Addison's
disease.

In many of the cases the liver is notably enlarged, but
without definite disturbance of its functions: in other
cases the eidargemcnt is associated with signs of obstruc-
tion and the cases suggest cirrhosis of the liver with sec-

ondary enlargement of the spleen. Ascites and jaundice,
when they do occur, are terminal events in the develop-
ment of the disease.

Pat/iolrir/)/.
—In this regard two (piite distinct conditions

have been observed. In one there is a chronic hyjier-

plasia of the spleen with increase of connective tissue,

atrophy of the pidp. and degeneration of the ^lalpighian
bodies. In the other group, which has usually been de-
scribed under the title of ]irimary splcnoniegalv. the

spleen is enormously enlarged, the fibrous hypciidasia is

exces.sive, but in addition there are irregular spaces, ap-
parently the enlarged and deformed spaces of the siilenic

pulp, filled more or less completely with very large en-
dothelial cells, having clear protoplasm and two or more
laiclei. with occasional giant cells. In the original de-

scription of Gaucher the condition was termed a primary
epithelioma. The writer, after careful study of many
sections from his case, concluded that the condition could
not be regarded as a new growth, but was an unusual
form of hyperpla.sia of the organ. In this view he has
been sup|iorted by Harris and Herzog, although these
observers do not agree in the view that the endothelial
cells, which form so striking a feature of the jiicture,

may later undergo transformation into fibrous tissue. A
similar structure has been observed by Picou and Ra-
mond. Collier, Harris and Herzog, and Banta. A re-

markable feature of the writer's case was the marked
pigmentation found in the spleen, retroperitoneal lymph
nodes, and the liver. The lymph nodes also showed
changes analogous to those in the spleen, and in the in-

tralobular connective tissue of the livcrthere werc^ groups
of cells closely resembling the large endothelial c'ells of
the spleen. As a rule the changes observed in the liver

are those of a simple cirrhosis. The cnlargeinent of this

organ may be marked, but is not nearly so striking as
that of the spleen.

^Moderate enlargement of both external and internal

lymph nodes is found in some of the cases, but this en-

largement is not comparable to that of leukteniiaor jiseu-
dolcuka'inia.

Trciitnient.—The only treatment so far found efTectiv(!

in these cases is the removal of the spleen. Sippy tabu-
lated seven splenectomies for this condition, to which
Harris and Herzog have added twelve. Out of the total

of nineteen, fourteen recovered and five died. In the

majority, at least, of the recoveries the condition has been

completely relieved by the splenectomy. Osier regards
recurrent htr'matemesis as the most important indication
for o])eration.
TcMoits OF THE SPLEEN.—Although the spleen is fre-

qui'Utly involved secondarily in cancer and sarcoma, pri-

mary tumors of the spleen of any form are exceedingly
rare. Both solid and cystic tumors have, however, lieeii

met with. Among thecystic tumors Litten distinguishes
three groups: (1) Uni- or multiloeular cysts of non-para-
sitic origin, including .serous, blood, and lymph cysts;
(2) echinococcus cysts; (3) dermoid and atheromatous

cysts. These are very rare. Among 'i'i-i cases of echi-

nococcus of the abdominal organs Finsen found the

spleen the seat of the parasite in only '.'. and Neisser in

900 cases of echinococcus collected from literature found
'J8 cases of echinococcus of the spleen. The only pecul-
iarity of these cystic tumors is the sense of fluctuation
which may be obtained upon palpation. Naturally this

can be had onl\' when the cyst has reached a considerable
size. In the case of echinococcus it is claimed by some
that a peculiar hydatid crepitation maybe obtained upon
paljiation, but so great differences of opinion as to its

occurrence exist, even among those who liave had oppor-
tunity to study these eases, that one must doubt the value
of the phenomenon in diagnosis.

Fibroma, cavernous angioma, and lymphangioma of the

spleen have all been ob.served, but are all exceedingly
rare. Carcinoma, so frequent secondarily in the sph'cn,
is almost unknown as a primaiy growth. Liltcn says
that there are ten tnirnary cases recorded in literature.

Primary sarcoma is also veiy rare, secondary sarcoma
of the spleen not very uncommon. A number of cases
of removal of sarcomata of the spleen are on record.
The symptoms and diagnosis of these various tumors

present no unusual features by reason of their occurrence
in the spleen.
The only treatment must be the removal of the organ.
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Witli tlie recent advances of surgery removal of tlie

sjiU'cn liiis become mucli more frequent, and lias been

attended with nuicli greater success than was formerl}'

had. For the details of the operation and its results one

may reter to the elaborate articles of Jonnesco. Bessel

Halien. Warbasse. Bolton, and Warren. From the stand-

point of medicine the interest of splenectomy lies in the

elTects produced upon the organism by the (^peration,

and the light winch is thereby thrown upon the function

or lack offunction of the spleen. (CJ. also the following
article.)

hy<rtx t)f llie Splenectomy in Animnlx.—Ewing brielly

summarizes the results of "the work of several observers

as follows: Splenectomy in animals is followed by mode-

rate rednction in red cells lasting fur from one to twelve

months, by relatively greater lo.ss of lucmoglobin more

slowly restored, and" in some cases by the appearance,

during the first year, of megalocytes. Leucocytosis fol-

lows ihe operation, but its c.xtent and duration are very
variable. A polynuclear leucocytosis is observed during
the tirst days orw-eeks, followed by relative or absolnte

lymphocytosis during the first year, while during the

second year distinct eosinophiiia may be observed.

AVithtliese changes in the blood are associated marked
cellular hyjierplasia of the marrow, approaching at times

that of linika'mia. and often also alfecting the lymph
nodes. In the swollen nodes an excessive number of nu-

cleated red cells have been found by Winogradolf , Tiz-

zoni, Gibson, KomlotT. and Griuiberg.

Eifcrtu of Spknecfonnj in Man.—Ewing also gives a

resume of this subject. In comparatively healthy sub-

jects sidenectomy has often been performed without

affecting the blood more than does any otlicr lapamtomy.
In many graver cases the loss of blood and the shock of

operation give rise to a considerable grade of secondary
anaMuia. The red cells in favorable cases are restored in

from one to three months, init in less favorable cases there

may be more jiersistent aua'mia. The restoration of he-

moglobin seems to fall behind the improvement in cells

rather more than in most secondary antcmias. The oper-
ation is usuallv followed by considerable ]X)lynuclear

leucocytosis (lo.OOO to 50,000) which coninioidy lasts

from two to si.\ weeks, but may continue for months, in

which case the polynuclear cells may be largely replaced

by lymphocytes. Eosiuophilia has been observed in a

few cases in "the second and third years.
In tiaiimatic cases suffering from large hemorrhages

splenectomy, especially when complicated by infection,

may lead to very profound ana-mia, marked by extreme
loss of red cells, the presence of very many large, pale,

sometinus polychromatic, and dissolving red cells, nu-

cleated red ce"lls, and to a high grade of leucocytosis.

Among the leucocytes there luay be a considerable

proportion of large, pale mononuclear cells and myelo-
cytes, so that the blood resembles that of acute lenkaMuia.

This condition, however, is transitory and the blood may
improve rapidly.
Lenk.emia and amyloid degeneration of the spleen are

contraindications to "splenectomy. In other conditions

the choice of operation may depend entirely upon the

general condition of the patient. Beyond a moilcrate

persistent lencocyto.sis or lymphocytosis, and possibly a

slight delay in the restoration of lui'moglobin, there are

no specific effects of splenectomy in man.
It therefore appears that whatever the function of the

spleen, the organ is not indispensable, and its functions

may, in case of need, be performed by oilier jiarts or or-

gans. The changes found in the bone marrow and in the

lymph nodes of animals after splenectomy suggest that

it is tliese parts that are called upon for extra work, and
indicate in this way that the functions of the splei^n must

be, in part at least, those of the marrow and lymph
nodes. David Bonrinl, Jr.
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SPLeA, surgical affections of THE.—Snr-
giciil interest in tlie spleen is incieasing, for of late years
quite a numlier of opcnitions have been performed upon
it on account of tiaumatism, abscess, inflammatory en-

lai'genient, tumor, or displacement.
Anatomy.—The spleen is placed between the ninth,

tenth, and eleventh ribs, lieing separated fi-om tliem by
the diaphragm, and in its upper portion also bj' the

lung. In gunshot wounds of the spleen, therefore, the

pleural cavity is frequently opened, and an abscess of

the spleen may easily break into the pleural cavity. It

is held in position by a suspensory ligament which at-

taches it to the diaphragm, and also by an extension of the

gieater omentum from the spleen to the stomach, which
is called the gastro-splenic omentum. Behind this mem-
brane is situated the splenic arteiy with its nvimerous
branches and the splenic vein. Any incision which is

made use of to expose the sideen sh:..uld give the surgeon
easy access to these ligaiuents, in order that he ma}' con-

trol hemoi-iiiage when the ligaments are cut. Various
incisions have been employed : for example, a vertical in-

cision along the outer bolder of the rectus muscle, com-
bined if necessary with a transverse incision parallel to

the costal tuargin ; or a lumbar inci-sion similar to that

employed for operations upon the kidnej'. In some cases

It is necessary to resect portions of tlie ribs and reach
the upper end of the spleen through tee pleural cavity.

Ti'diimritisiii.—The spleen, especially if enlarged by
disease, may be ruptured subcutaneously. It may also

be injured b.y incised, gunshot, and stab woimds. If

the capsule is not torn there may be hemorrhage into the

substance of the spleen, producing a large hfematoma
with subsequent cyst formation. But usually the cap-
sule is also ruptured and there is profuse bleeding into

the peritoneal cavity. The chief symptoms are those of

internal hemorrhage, the source of which is not likely to

be suspected except in case of open wounds. A portion
or the whole of the spleen ma}- prolapse into an open
wound.
The treatment is free exposure of the organ, repair of

its injuries, if slight, and removal of the spleen if the

injui'ies are extensive. Partial splenectomy has been

performed, but in most cases it is moi-e dangerous than
total splenectom}-; and. since the removal of the spleen
lias little or no permanent effect upon the health of the

individual, partial resection of the organ should gener-
ally not be performed.
The mortality following removal of the spleen after

traumatism is about forty per cent, for one hundred and

tliirty operations, two-thirds of wliich were performed
previous to 1900. The mortality of forty-five cases

treated in 1900-1901 was only twenty-eight per cent.

AbKcess.— .\bscess of the spleen is usually secondary,

occui'ring in connection with endocarditis, pyaemia,

tyiihoid fever, acute rheumatism, malaria, etc. Primary
abscess may develop in ;i contusion of the spleen due to

traumatism. Some splenic abscesses produce marked

septic symptoms and terminate fatally in a short time.

Othei's i-un a chronic course, the i)us bi-eaking through
the capsule of the spleen and burrowing in various direc-

tions.

The proper treatment, if a diagnosis can be made, is to

expose the spleen and open the abscess. If one has to

Iiass throtigh the periloneal cavity to reach the spleen, it

is better to fi.x the organ in the abdominal wound and to

wait the formation of adhesions before opening the ab-
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scess. The iileunil cavity should be protefted in a simi-

hir way if the incision is made higli up. If the spleen is

in large part destroyed it should be removed.

Ci/sts.
—A blood clot in the spleen may become trans-

formed into a serous cyst and the spleen may be the seal

of an eehinoeoeciis cyst. Siieli i ysts should be incised

and drained, or, if the spleen is badly allected, it should
lie removed.

S'lid Tumors.—Benign tumors of the spleen are ex-

tremely rare. Tlie occurrence t)f primary carcinoma is

(loulitful. Metastatic carcinomatous nodules occur in

the spleen, but are without surgical interest. Mclano-
and lynipho-sareoma are (he two forms of solid tunmr
oftenest foun<l. The chief ,sym|)tomsaic a rapid increase

in the size of the sjileen, wilh pain, in a person with no

history of malaria and whose blood is unaltered. The
treatment is sjileneetomy, which, in nine eases recently

reported, had a mortality of thirty-three and one-third

per cent.

Enliiryeiiients from Leukmnia, etc.—The spleen may
become so hypertrophied in lenkicmia, malaria, syphilis,

tuberculosis, amyloid disease, interstitial hepatitis, etc.,

that by its very size it causes the patient great iucon-

veiiienee. The removal of a leuka'uiic spleen is usually
followed by death from hemorrhage, while the few pa-
tients who have survived the operation have not been
benefited by it. In the other diseases mentioned the

spleen has been successfnll3' removed. Riit little benefit

is to be e.\pected from this operation if the patient is

greatly weakened by a serious eonslilutional disorder.

Splenectomy performed ujjou malarial jpatieuts whose

geni-ral condition is fairly good is an operation which,

according to Bessd-llagen, has a mortality of less than
nine per cent., and by which man_v patients have been

improved, although they are not protected from further

malarial attacks.

Mwahle Spleen.
—Like the other abdominal organs, the

spleen may acijuire an undue amount of mobility. Hy-
pertrophy usually accompanies this condition. Like a
movable kidney, it can usuall}' be replaced, but it will

not remain permanently in its proper position unless it

is lixed there b_y adhesions. It may be found in the left

iliac fossa, or even in the right iliac fossa or pelvis. It

does not usually produce symptoms sufticient to render

operation advisable.

A movable spleen may be sutured to the abdominal
wall or it may be removed. Sutures do not hold well

in its capsule, anil for this reason Rydygier makes a

pocket between the anterior jiarietal peritoneum and
abdominal muscles into which he slips the movable

spleen. If the movable spleen is diseased or its pedicle
has become twisted it is better to remove it, since

splenectomy under such circumstances has only a slight

mortality anil produces a radical cure.

Edward Milton Foote.

SPLINTS. See Dressings, Surgical.

SPONDYLOLISTHESIS. See Spine, Diseases of.

SPONGE.—(I'jporif/e pie. Codex Med.) The household
artiili-s known by this name are the horny or silky skele-

tons of several species of invertebrate animals belonging
to the order Ccrainsii, in the great group Parazoa or

Sponciiir. The comnu'rcial s|)onges are colonial in their

composition, although the outlines of individuality are

very obscure. They are soft. ]iorous, gelatinous bodies,

perf<iraled by inmu-rous openings comniuuieating with

irregular, ramifying cavities within them, as well as
with digestive and respiratory chambers, and more or

less regular tubes or canals. These minute chambers
are lined with flagellated cells, which are probably the

organs of nutrition as well as those by whose movements
a constant str<'ain of water is kejit llowing into the

sponge thro\igh the tine pores and out through the larger

openings. Sponges arc all aiiualie, and those of com-
merce all of marine origin, growing upon rocks or other
firm foundation, at a depth of from six to a hundred or
more feet below the surface of the water. They are of

slow growth, requiring from three to six years to attain

a tiseful size. The mode of collection varies with the

depth at which they are found, as well as with the habit
and outtit of the collector; sometimes they are torn off

the rocks by tongs or hooks, sometimes dredged for, but
more generally they are gathered by divers from boats;
these again may go down unprotected for three or four
minutes at a time, or, equipped with modern diving-
suits, make longer and deeper searches. Finally, the

cultivation of sponges by fastening bits uiion boards or

sticks, anil then sinking them to the bottom, has been

proved practicable. When the sponges have been

brought to land they are rubbed with sand or bruised to

break up the .^oft jiarts, or exposed to the air until de-

composition si-ts in, and then ri'iieatedly washed and

s(|ueezed until they are clean and dried. L'pon being
marketed, they are carefully trimmed and assorted, ac-

cording to kind, fineness, size, and shape, into numer-
ous grades.
There are several distinct kinds, dependent upon the

species producing them:
1. The Levant or Turkey Sponge, from Euspongia

(Spongiii) ojfirimdis Linn., the finest and most expensive
of all, from the waters surrounding the Grecian Islands,
Asia Minor. Syria, etc. It has a soft, fine, very elastic

texture, a light color, and great toughness of libre. In

shape it is rounded, tuberculated, lobed, hemispherical,
cup-shaped, or irregular; it is very free from its gelatin-
ous flesh when prepared for the market.

2. The Zimoccii Sponge, from Euspongia Zimocca O.
Schmidt; aksoafine, strong, valuable sponge, but harsher
to the feeling than the preceding, and not nearly so

expensive.
3. The Meditei-ranean Bath Sponge, from Hippospongia

equina O. Schmidt ; in large, soft, rounded masses, with
a loo.se texture and veiy large reticulating canals.

Besides these, this country is supplied in great abun-
dance with cheap sponges from the West Indies ; they are

very inferior in texture and durability to the jMediterra-

nean products : the}' arc :

4. The Reef Sponge, Euspongia officinalis tubulifera,
the common, cheap, fine "slate sponge." It is coarser,
less elastic, and very much more tender than the Turkey
sponge, and is of more or less conical shape, with a broad,
cut base.

5. The S/wepsimol, Velvet, a,nd Grass Sponges, {Tomyari-
ous species of Uippospongia.
Composition.—Sponges contain a considerable quan-

tity of fine sand, and sometimes pebbles, entangled in

their meshes, which can generally be removed by me-
chanical means ; there is also a varying amount of calca-

reous concretions or fragments, which stick moi'e tena-

ciously and often have to be di-ssolved bj' dilute acid.

These being removed, the remainder is nearly all a pe-
culiar elastic, durable, nitrogenous substance called spon-
gin, closely related in composition and texture to silk.

Besides this, there are a little iodine, bromine, salt, etc.

Uses.—These are mostly mechanical, and familiar to

every one. Carbonized sponge, Spongia vsta, now obso-

lete, used to be given for the same conditions for which
iodide of potassium is now used, and owed its value to

the presence of that element.
In surgery, S[)onges were for a long time used for pack-

ing and dilating cavities, and as alisorbers of blood in

operations, but the general acceptance of a.septic meth-
ods in surgery has caused them to be looked upon less

favorably than formerly. For surgical operations the

flue, soft, Turkey sponges, though dear, are the best.

Sponge tents, now but little used, are made by soaking
fine, tough sponge in melted cacao butter, or in nuicilage
or alcohol, and winding very hanl to a cylindrical shape
with strong twine; when dry or cold the cord is removed
and the surface is filed or pared to shape.

Ether sponges are fine Turkey sponges of large size,

requisite fineness, and of a regular cup-shape. No in-

haler has yet been made so safe ov comfortable to the pa-
tient as these, but they are wasteful of ether.

W. P. Bolles.
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SPRAINS. See Joints, Injuries to.

SPRENGEL'S DISEASE, ^ix CUst, Deformities of.

SPRING LAKE WELL.—Ottawa County, Michigan.
I'cisr-OKFK'i;. —Spring Luke. Hotel.

Spring l>aki! is a station on the Detroit and Milwaukee
Huilroad, three miles east of Crrand Haven. 'I'lie town is

loeated on a beautiful sheet of water of tlie same name,
*ivc miles long and one mile wide. The resort owes its

rise to the citizens of Chicago, who frequent it in consid-

erable numbers (Walton). The following analysis was
made by Prof. C. G. Wheeler: One United States gallon
contains (.solids): Sodium bicarbonate, gr. 0.0.5; calcium

bicarbonate, gr. 0.13; magnesium bicarbonate, gr. O.OI;

iron bicarbonate, gr. 1.01; sodium sulphate, gr. 4(!.T0;

sodium chloride, gr. 40.5.,53; potassium chloride, gr. 4.29;

manganese bicarbonate, gr. 0.0.j; calcium chloride, gr.

li;!.43; magnesium chloride, gr. 36.20; bromides, gr.

2.17; organic matter, gr. 18.29; and small quantities of

lilhia, alumina, silica, and ammonia. Total, 628.37

grains. In chemical composition this water resembh's

that of the Elisenquelle, of Kreutznach.
James K. Crook.

SPVHK.—Fungus Chirurgorum, Ph. G. ; Agaric de

Cliiiic. Fr. Cod. ; Surgeons' Agaric, Touchwood, E.
;

Amadou, Fr. The prepared tissue of Polyporusfomenta-
rius or of P. igniarius Fries (fam. Agaricinea:). These
are rather large species of fungi, parasitic tipon the

trunks of forest trees, especially of oaks and bei'ches.

Tliev are attached by broad bases and expand horizon-

tally in large, roundish, hoof-shapefl masses of corky
texture and reddish or grayish-brown color. The upper
stu-face is convex and marked by a series of distinct con-

centric rings, each indicating a year's growth. The
under side is flat. The first-named species is said to yield
the best product. The fungus has its upper and lower
surfaces trimmed off, is softened in water, beaten with a

wooden mallet into a tough, soft, and flexible buekskin-

like sheet, and dried. lu this condition it will absorb

more than twice its weight of water. Tlie uses of spunk
are ]iurely surgical. Before the days of modei-n styptic
and absorbent appliances, it was largely depended upon
for checking hemorrhage, through its mechanical ]iroper-

tics, as lint and similar substances are now used. Its

softness and flexibility also adapted it well to use for

padding purposes. In this country its use has almost

entirely ceased.

Soaked in a solution of nitre or chlorate of jiotassium.
it becomes very inflammable, and such a ineparation was

enormously used as tinder before the days of matches.
11'. P. BolUs.

SPUTUM is the term employed to designate the por-
tion I if the expectoration that is derived from the trachea,

bronchi, and their ramifications. It is sometimes used to

include the secretions from the upper air jjassages, and
even to include the saliva and buccal secretions; it is

better, however, to emjiloy the term expectoration to

designate the collective material discharged from the

moutlt and to use the term sputum in the restricted sense

above indicated.

For its collection, special receptacles are provided.
The simple paper spit-cups are inexpensive and conveni-

ent ; there are also metal cups adapted for carrying in

the pocket. For the hospital ward a simple porcelain

cup is much used. The principle to be observed in dis-

easi- is that all the expectorations shall be collected and
disiufi'Ctedor destroyed by burning. This is particularly

important in the ease of tuberculous sputa, the dric(l par-
ticles of which are so apt to become mingled with the

dust in the air and infect those who inhale them.
The amount of the sputum in health is very small,

scarcely more than a few cubic centimetres in twenty-
four hours, while in disease it may increase uj) to 1.000

c.c. or more. The amount and character are dependent
on the nattue and extent of the disease process, a fact

which renders observations of the sputum of value in

clinical practice.
As regai'ds a]ri>earance, sputa, if homogeneous, are

recognized as mucoid, purulent, serous, or Siiuguineous,
for reasons which these tiM'ms suggest. Most sputa,
however, are admixtures of two or three of these types
and are designated accordingly; e.g., the muco-purulent
sputum in many cases of bronchitis.

The consistence varies from liquid to extremely tena-

cious, according to the amount of mucus; serous and

hemorrhagic si)ul a an<l purulent sputum, when composed
of pure pus, are litiuid, while a pure mucoid sputum ex-

hibits a high degree of tenacity. I do not know that it

has been determined whether the albinninoid basis is true

mucin, as in saliva, or a nueleo-proteid.
The color of sputa is subject to great variation. If

mucoid in character, they are transparent and nearly col-

orless; when the number of leucocytes is considerable

they are opaque, yellowi.sh, or, in case of nearly pure
pus, greenish at times from the presence of the Bacillus

pyocyaneu.s. This latter color nuiy also be imparted by
bile pigment in icterus and in perforation of a liver ab-

scess into the lung; if the abscess is amcebic, the sputa
have the color of ancliovy sauce; unchanged blood im-

parts various degrees of reddish coloration, which may
be characterized as rusty, prune-juice, bright or dark red,

according to the condition ; metluemoglobin, ha^matin,
and ha'matoidin formed by decomposition of the haemo-

globin, imjiart colors varying from bread crust to choco-
late or brownish-red. Sometimes decomposed blood gives
a greenish or yellowish hue.
Pure mucoid, serous or sanguineous sputa are usually

without odor, but where there is admixture of purulent
products a slightly sweetish odor is observed

;
while in

sputa containing pure pus and products of putrefactive
decomposition a fetid odor is present, sometimes e.xceed-

ingl}' offensive.

Macroscopic examination may be conducted by observ-

ing the material, spread in a thin la_yer, either between

glass plates or in a petri dish, against a dark background.

Fig. 4468.—Cells and Crystals of ttie Sputum, a. Alveolar epithelia ;

h, mveline drops; f.i-iliaiiii rpithelia; <(, eUcium carbonate crys-
tals; f , lieematoidin ; f. leucdcylcs; g, red blood corpuscles; /i,

squamous epithelia. (MjiLrriillrd.)

In this way fragments of lung tissue, elastic fibres,

fibrinous casts, sijirals, and i)articularly the cheesy masses
of tuberculosis and actinomycosis may be observed. For
the recognition of spirals and <-asts of the bronchi it is

also of service to observe the sputum when suspended in

a considerable quantity of water.

Microscopic ('.raiiiiuiili'iiis are conducted: («) By the di-

rect examination <if selected portions under the inicro-

.scope, a procedure iiarticularly valuable in examinations
for crystals, the various epithelia, and for pus. (M Bj'
the examination of tlu^ sediment obtained by ceutrifugal-

izing the spiUum after it has been diluted with an

aqueous solutiim of sodium hydroxide (about two- or

three-per-ceiU. strengib). ;iiid warmed. This sediment is

especially adapted for the detection of ela.stic fibres, (r)

15y the "examination of stained smears, which nuiy be

prei)ared as follows (\V. II. Smitli): Smear a selected

portion thinly and uniformly on a cover-glass, fix by heat
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(passii)^' tlirougli the flame three times without burning),
cover with aniHnegentiaii violet, lieat to steaming, wiisli

olT witli Gram's ioiline solution, cover with the solution

and steam, decolorize as n\uch as possible with uinety-

^wW^iV^^J^^

m^c

'i--f~
%'-'

;isv .;^

Fig. 4469.—Curscliinunn's Spirals. (Magnilled.l

tive-per-cent. alcohol, wash a few seconds in alcohol-

other, wash in water, stain for a few seconds in strong
aqueous cosin, wa.sh with Lijffler's methylene-blue, cover
with this, steam, decolorize slightly with ninety-live-per-
ceut. alcohol, wash in absolute alcohol, then in .xylol,
and luouut in Canada balsam. In this preparation red
blood corpuscles, cell protoplasm, eosin gmnulcs, cilia of

epithelial cells and capsules of bacteria are stained red,

nuclei blue. Gram-staining bacteria black or deep violet

and (iram-deeolorizing bacteria blue. Tubercle bacilli

are not dillerentiated. ((/) Ky the examination of smears
stained for tidjercle bacilli in the manner described in

the ai'ticle on Jiiictcrioloffiml Tce/ttu'f/iieia the Appendix.
AhKcci^s.—When the abscess eni])t.ies itself through a

bronchus there is likely to be a considerable quantity of

li(iuid, jMiruleut s])utiuu with a more or less oileusive

odor, Tliis same i)criodicity in the appearance of pus
is observed in empyema and bronchiectasis, but elastic

lilji'es, whieh are pre.<ent in abscess, are usuall}' absent
in these conditions. Crystals of cholesterin, fatty acids,

leiuin, tyrosin, or hicmatoidin may accompany the large
luunber of pus cells; the blood pigment, if intracellular,

]irobably indicating some previous hemorrhage, if free a

discharging abscess from a neighboring organ. In he-

patic abscess, bile pigment or araieba coli may be pres-
ent, and the sputum may be in part mucoid or watery.
The presence of booklets of Ta-uia echinococcus or ova
of Distoma pulmonale or Distoma haematobium indicates

infection with these parasites.

AciinomycoMS.—The jiresence of the raj' fungus in

small (one-tenth to one-fortieth inch in diameter), round,
yellowish masses, glistening and granular in appearance,
is ])athognomonie of the pulmonary seat of this disease.

They are not always to be found. The general characters
of the sputum arc those of a chronic putrid bronchitis.

Axl/ima.—The amount of the s]iutuni varies. It is apt
to be more copious at the end of the attacks, and to be
viscid, mucoid, and whiti.sh, or jiink from blood. Its oc-

currence in small i)earl-like masses is (juite characteristic.

Unfolded, these masses are seen to be Curschmann's
spirals, which are more common early in asthma than in

any other disease, and aid in dilTcrenlialing true asthma
from the reflex type. Charcot- Leyden crystals arc al-

most constantly present; eosinophiles are usually numer-
ous, and free eosin granides may be ]>resent. Occasion-

ally leucocytes and epithelial cells are found which con-
tain yellow and brown masses of pigment, i)robably de-

rived from the blood.

nvourhiectims is accompanied by copious, inlcriuittenl

expectoration which may be odorless, but ordinarily has
a rancid fu'tor, dilTcrent from that of gangrene, is ajit to

be darker in color than in sim|ile bronchitis, oily in con-

sistence, has a tendency to form mimnuilar masses ap-
liearing like coins (I)ittrich's jilugs), and casts of the
miniite bronchial tubes. Pus is usually present, and crys-
tals of hiumatoidin, cholesterin and fatty acids, and Char-

cot-Leyden crystals may be founcl. Unless there is ulcer-

ation (abscess formation) elastic fibres are absent. Occa-

si(mally the sputa contain inspissated or even calcified

portions.
Acute Catarrhal Bronchitis.—In the early stages the

sputum is scanty and mucoid or sero-mucoid. Later, it

becomes more abundant and nuico-purulent, sometimes

sanguineous, the change in character often being accom-

panied with a fall in temperature. After the lapse of
two weeks the expectoration may take on the character
seen in chronic bronchitis. When the bronchial capil-
laries are es]iecially involved in the disease process, there
is less admixture of air. and consecpiently a tendency for

the sputa to sink in water; when the disease is limited to

these smaller bronchial tubes the sputa maj' be scanty
or absent. Jlicroscopically, the muco-puruU'nt sputiuu
contains many pus cells, eosinophiles and ciliated, cu-

boidal, or alveolar epilhelia, according to whether the

larger or smaller bronchi or the alveoli are iuvol ved. The
bacteria present usually include one or more of the pus
organisms, and when the disease is secondary to some in-

fective disease, e.;/., influenza or typhoid, "they maj- in-

clude the specific agent of this infection as well. Diph-
theria bacilli are usually not present in the bronchitis
which sometimes accompanies this disease.

Chronic Cntiirrlifil Brvnchitis.—The sputum is ex-

tremely variable, that of the dry type of the disease

being scanty and jierhaps occurring as tough pellets of

mucus, while the expectoration of the moist type is more
abundant, sometimes copious, and either serous (thin) or

purulent (thin or thick) in character. The purulent se-

cretion is commonly yellowish-green in color. Microscop-
ically there is commonly little of interest to be seen ; nu-
merous pus cells, a variable number of cpithelia, usually
cuboidal, bacteria, and ordinarily one or more of the va-

rious pus organisms, are present. In rare instances the
fetid odor of the sputum justifies us in characterizing the
disease as putrid bronchitis. The sputum is then usually
thin, whitish, and may contain the yellow, dirty masses
the size of peas which come from the smaller bronchi and
are known as Diltrich's plugs. Jlicroscopically these

may contain fatty acid crystals, degenerated epithelia,

WmmWmm
Fig. 44T0.—Charcot-Leyden Crystals. (Magnifled.)

spirals, and Charcot-Leyden crystals. Fetid sputum
more frequently denotes bronchiectasis, gangrene, ab-

scess, phthisical cavities, or empyema.
Plastic Bronchitis.—This is charactei-ized by fibrinous

masses, the recognition of which in the sputum forms
the only means of diagnosis. If they come from the

larger bronchi they do not necessarily present any rec-

ognizable form, but when they come from the .smaller
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FlQ. 4471.—Fibrinous Cast of Chronic Plastic

BroncSitis. (Two-thirds actual size.)

tubes they appear as casts, corresponding to the ramifi-

cations of tlie tube. In the sputum they may be mert!

spherical masses more or less obscured by the mucus and

pus, but when lloated in water their true chtiiaeter m;iy
be recognized. Their pres-
ence should be suspeetCMl
whenever expectoration is

aecomi^lished by severe etTort.

te proc(!.ss th(" spu-
tum, aside fi-om

the presence of
the casts, is

nuicli like that
of acute catitr-

, rhal bronchitis.

_ Curschmann's
spiralsandChar-
eot-Leydencrys-
t a 1 s ni a y b e

present. The
chronic form of
the disease is

even more likelv

tobeoverloiiked,
as the fibrinous

masses are more
apt to be masked

by theother con-
stituents of tlie

sputum, which

presents the ordinary features of that which belongs to

chronic catarrlial bronchitis.

An empyema that discharges into the bronchi gives rise

to purulent sputa which may have an offensive odor.

They differ from the sputa of bronchiectasis in the ab-

sence of oily appearance, mucous admi.xture, fatty acid

crystals, and libriuous casts of the minute tubes. The

pi'evailing infecting agents are the Streptococcus pyo-

genes iind the iineumococcus, the former being more fre-

quent in children. The presence or absence of tubercu-

lous infection is of importance.
Ofnigrcne of the lung announces itself by a horribl.y

fetid odor, less pungent than that observed in bronchiec-

tasis. The sputum is apt to be tinged with blood, the

•color often suggesting prune juice, but being at times

chdcolate-colored from the development of hiematoidin

when tlie sputum is retained for some time before being
discharged. It is frothy, in part liquid, in part muco-

purulent, and may contain small portions of gangrenous
lung, dark or greenish in appearance. The debris from
the lung tissue does not alwaj's contain elastic fibres, as

they apparently pass into solution imder the strong solv-

entaction of the ferments present. Putrefactive bacteria

abound, and forms lielouging to the other groups of fungi
may be present. Even infusoria of the monad and cer-

comonad varieties are sometimes observed ; they occur as

minute, yellowish, slowly moving droplets. Kobino-
witsch in one case observed a bacillus not identical with,
but morphologically resembling, the tubercle bacillus.

Aetiee Ili/percemio, of the Liiiiiix.
—The sputum is char-

acteristic, being serous, not infrequently slightly .san-

guineo-serous, clear, containing the serum proteids in so-

lution, and, in contrast to other sputa, having a iiigh

specific gravity (1.02.5-45).

Passive Hypera'tiria of the Lungs.—As this is accom-

panied by a elironic catarrhal bronchitis, the s|iutiun

presents the characters of that disease plus two additional

features induced by the chronic byperaMuia, iiamelj-, the

presence of blood pigment, which maybe in till stages of

alteration, and many alveolar epithelia containing hiema-
toidin crystals.

Influenza.—The pulmonary invasion is characterized

by the presence of the specific bacillus in tlie sputum.
Early in the acute stage it will be found free in the s|)U-
tum. but later it is found only in the pus corpuscles. 'l"he

clinical luani testa t ions are those of bronchitis, either acute
or elironic, or of bronchopneumonia. It may be a second-

ary invaderin lobar pneumonia andeven in phthisis. The

Vol.. VII.—2y

general characters of the sputum, aside from the pres-
ence of the infiuenza bacillus, are in general those com-
mon to the particular clinical tyjie of tlie disease, though
in ])iieumonia it is bronchitic rather than pneumonic in
character. When isolation of the liacillus is desired, the

following method of W. II. Smith may be employed:
A small portion of the fresh sputum is suspended in sterile

bouillon, and one loopful of this bouillon is spread evenly
over the surface of an agar slant; then a second drop is

likewise spread on an agar slant, the surface of which
has been smeared with human blood. The infiuenza ba-
cillus does not grow on the first agar slant, but appears
on that which is smeared with human blood—after re-

maining at 37' C. (98.()' F.) for forty-eight hours or less—
in the form of minute colonies, frequently unrecognizable
without a lens, and showing in smear preparatinns the

morphology of the infiuenza bacillus. Slain by lloating
for five to ten ininiites in carbol-fuchsin, one part diluted
with twenty of water.

Malignant Xruplas/ns.
—The character of the sputa de-

pends upon the condition which may be iiroduced in the

lung b}' the disease process— i.e., upon the bronchitis,
bronchiectasis, aHleina, ulceration or gangrene, that may
be present. It may contain lung debris, including pieces
of the neoplasm, and may present peculiar appearances,
sometimes resembling red currant jelly, while in some
forms of sarcoma it appears bright green.

Catarrhal Pneumimin.—In this disease the sputum is

less characteristic than in lobar pn. unionia. It ma}- pre-
sent the character of the expectoration of an acute "bron-

chitis, with which the disease is frequently associated, or
it may be scanty and mucoid. It may be tinged with
blood, generall_y an unfavorable sign, but it has not the
characteristic sanguineous character seen in lobar pneu-
monia. Mixed infection being the rule, more than one
organism is to be expected in the sputum, though early
in the disease the primary agent, most commonly the

pneumococcus, streptococcus, staphylococcus, or the

pneumobaeillus, in the order named, is the only or chief
intruder. Broncho-pneumonias, which are pulmonary
complications in specific diseases, are apt to have the or-

ganism causing the disease as the primaiy agent, and ac-

cordingly this organism appears in the sputum; but the

specific organism may be a secondary invader.

Croupous Pneumonia.—During the first twenty -four
hours the sputum may be wanting, or it ma_y consist only
of small mucoid masses. In the stage of red hepatization
it presents pathognomonic characters, appearing

"
rustj'

"

from blood and being exceedingly viscid and tenacious.
As regards the quantity of the sputum, as much as from
100 to 300 c.c. is commonh' raised in a day. Microscopi-
cally it shows red blood corpuscles in all stages of de-

generation, alveolar epithelia, which are in large number
in desquamative pneumonia, and sometimes small fibrin-

ous casts. The stained smears .show the infecting organ-
isms if they are the exciting cause of the disease. The
presence of the pneumococcus in abundance is jiresump-
tive evidence of the disease, and is an especially valuable
indication in central pneumonia. The sputum is to be
watched for coni])lications. A sudden increase of serous
fiuid indicates o'dcma; a large (|uantity, dark lirown in

color, ])erhapswith elastic fibres, indicates necrosis: while
a copious purulent discharge jKiints to the existence of
an abscess or a bronchiectasis and the fetid character to

gangrene.
Pneumonokoniosis is usually recognized from the char-

acteristie expectoration. Thi' general nature of the spu-
tum is that du(^ to the associated condition, viz.. chronic
bnincliitis. or chronic interstitial pneumonia with its usu-

idly copious, inuco-purulent. or sero-pundent sputum,
not infrei|uently hemorrhagic and .sometimes fetid, or
tuberculosis. The inhaled dust particles may be free or

may be lodged within the leucocytes or mucous and epi-
thelial cells. In anthracosis the color is so dark as to

lead to the characterization " black spit
"

; in siderosisthe

oxide-of-iron color is seen; while in ehalicosis the condi-
tion is recognized by the- angular jiiirticles of silica seen
under the microscope.
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Fui. 4472,— Klastic Fibres Occurriup iu the Spu-
tum. (Magnified.)

Pulmonary Tubereuloiis.—In tlie acute miliary form,
as in early acute bnnieliitis. the si)utum is scanty and
mucdiil, tubercle bacilli usually not being fiiunit, cer-

tainly not till softenin.ir "f tlie tiiluTcles occurs. In

acute juiimo-

nary iilithisis

tubercle bacilli

may be present
in enormous
numbers, the

expectoration
bein!;' rusty
and then mu-
co- purulent,
and containing
elastic fibres

when a [uoccss
of softening
has set iu ;

these features

and the pres-
ence of the tu-

bercle bacilli

constituting
the marks which distinguish the disease from ordinary
pneumonia. In chronic phthisis the expectoration is

vai-iable, the variations in its amount and nature from
time to time giving some indication of the activity of
the disea.sc. Its heterogeneity is chai'aeteristic, some
portions being but slight ly piindent. others yellowish,
purulent, and forming iiumimdar with here and there

cheesy masses ami possibly even calcareous particles.

Microseopicall)', the important features are the tubercle
bacilli and elastic fibres, together with the presence of
the purulent organisius that are secondary invaders.

Occasionally Ciusehmaim's spirals are present. Nuttall
estiiuates that four billion individual tubercle bacilli may
be present iu the exjieetoration in twenty-four liours.

Lartigau states that only fnim ten to tifteeu iierceut. of
tlio.se present are ordinarily alive, and that dead bacilli

alone may be present and persist in the sputum for
weeks. It is generall}' believed that the forms that take
the stain irregularly, jiresenting a beaded appearance
from the presence of unstained spaces, are attenuated
in their virulence. E. E. Smith.

SQUILL.—(.SViVte, U. S. P.; Biilhiis Snilla; P. G. ;

Scillii. Cod. Med.) The bidb of Ui-f/uien maritima (L.)
Baker (fam. LiUnceii), depi-ived of its dry, membranace-
ous outer scales, and cut into thin slices and dried, the
central portions being rejected.

Sipiill is derived from a jiei-ennial herb of the Slediter-

ranean coast region, especially in Spain. The bulb is

large, four or five inches long, globular-ovoid, covered
with two or three dry, reddish or gray, papeiy scales,
and made up within of numerous thick tteslij' ones.
There are two varieties, the wliite and the red, distin-

guished by the color of the outer tunics of the bulbs.

For medicinal use. the bulbs tm: collected in the latter

part of summer, sliced transversely, dried in the siin, and
the papeiy scales winnowed out. To produce the best

article, oidy the outer .scales should be preserved. The
presence in the drug of the less valuable central por-
tion is indicated by the relative shortness and thin-

ness of the strips, anil their higher degree of curvature.

Squill occurs in irregular, more or less curved seg-
ments several centimetres (about one to two inches)
long and 4-8 mm. (,'(-i in.) broad, thinner in one direc-

tion, with two to four sharp edges; yellowish-while
or somewhat reddish, slightly translueem, brittle, and
pulveri/.able when dry. tough and flexible when damp;
inodorous and of a nuicilaginous, bitter, and acrid
taste.

When consisting of very narrow, short, closely curved
or coiled segments, from the inner portion of tlie bulbs,
the product should be rejected.

Structurally, it consists of a simple parenchytiiatous
tissue, loaded with mucilage and containing numerous

oxalate-of-lime crystals, and traversed by occasional vas-
cular bundles.
Constituents.—Besides a large amount of gum, some

sugar, the uniiujiorfant dextrin-like substance sinistrin,

etc., sqinll contains as its active constituents several glu-
cosides. the couslituliou and relations of vvliieh are not

yet well known.
ScilUtoxiiim amorphous, light brown, soluble in alco-

hol, not in ether or water, a cardiac poiscm resemliling
digitalis; nciUipikrin, a yellowish- white, amorphous,
hygro.scopic powder, similar to the aliove but less active;
au(l finally xcillin, of no medicinal qualities.
Action .\nd I'sk.—Few medicines outrank squill iu

antiquitj', it being mentioned by nearly all meilical writ-

ers from the earliest down. It possesses in a measure
the heart-slowing and diuretic action of digitalis, for
which it is occasionally substituted and with which it is

more frequently given as an adjuvant. As a slightly
depressing expectorant it is a common ingredient of

cotigh preparations. Large doses (from six to twelve
grains) occasion vomiting and purging.

It is stimulant, or in overdoses irritant, to mucous
membranes; hence it acts as a direct diuretic in its pas-
sage through the kidney, in addition to its indirect diu-
retic effect through increased blood pressure. Hence,
also, the freiiuent production of bloody or suppressed
urine, and blood}' stools and other indications of intes-
tinal inflammation, in cases of poisoning.
Ad.ministhation.—Squill is difficult to powder, apt

to cake up when powdered, and seldom given in sub-
stance.

The following preparations are offlcial: Fluid Extract
(Btlractuiii Scilhi' Fluidiim, strength, -j), dose, m, i.-ij. ;

Tincture (Tinetura Scillcp, strengtii. ^^), dose, m viij.-
xxiv. ; Vinegar (Acetinn Scillfe, strength, ^), dose, n\. x v.-
Ix. ; Syrup of Squills (Si/niptis Seillij>), dose, 4-8 ec.

( 3 i.- 3 ij.). The Compound Sj'riip (Si/nipiin Scillw Coiii-

positiis) is rather a preparation of antimony than of

squill. Ilcnry II. Rushy.

STAFFORD MINERAL SPRING.—Jasper County,
Missis^ippi.
Post-Office.—Vo.sburg. Small hotel.

Access.—Via the "Queen and Crescent" route to Vos-

burg, thence one mile and a half southeast to spring.
The location is a romantic one. surrounded as it is by

Indian mounds and relics, and shaded by graceful and
towering gums, sycamores, poplars, and pines. The
Choctaws gave the name of Bogohama ("' Water of Life ")

to the spring; hence it is inferred that they used it for

medicinal ]iurposes. Its properties have been known to

the whites, however, only during the last tive or six

years. At present tliere is, within one hundred yards
of the spring, a large, well-kept boarding-house, where
guests will find all arrangements for their comfort. It is

the intention of the company controlling the spring to

build a large and commodious hotel, with all modern
conveniences, to accommodate the rapidly increasing
number of guests. The man}' natural advantages of the

spot in the way of charming scenery, salubrious climate,
and mineral waters will no doubt serve to make it one of
the popular siuing resorts of the country in the near fu-

ture. The followhig analysis of the water was nuide by
Prof. A. L. Mi-t/.. of the Tulane University, New Or-
leans, in 18!)2: One United States gallon coutains (solids);
Sodium chloride, gr. 0.96; sodium carbonate, gr. 0.41;

potassium sulphate, gr. 0.98; magnesium bicarbonate,

gr. 0.97; calcium bicarbonate, gr. 13.69; calcium

sulphate, gr. 0.56; ferrous (ii'on) bicarbonate, gr. 0.24;
alumina, a trace: .silica, gr. 1.99; no organic matter.

Total, 19.80 grains.
The analysis shows a very good calcic water, with fer-

ruginous ]iro]ierties. The entire absence of organic mat-
ter adajits it for table and domestic use. The water has
tonic and diuretic properties, and ought to be useful in

the diseased or disordered conditions to which this class

of waters is ap|)licable. It has been found to render ex-

cellent service in Bright's disease of the kidneys and in
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diabetes, bladder disorders, and other conditions. The
water is bottled and sold throughout the United States.

Jamcn A'. Crook.

STAFFORDSPRINGS.—Tolland County, Connecticut.

P(_)f t-Okkick.—Slalloid Springs. Accommodation in

private families.

Access.—-Via New London and Northern Railroad

from juiiclicin.s at Williniaiitie, Coun., and Palmer, Mass.
Tills historical old sprin.i,' has been known as a resort

since the year 17.50, and its waters were celelirated among
the aborigines for many years prior to that date. During
the latter part of the eighteenth and for many years of

the ninete''nth century the place was held in high favor

throughout New England and the neighboring States.

The recordsof theguestsof former days are tilled with the

names of people distinguished in all the walks of life.

Among these names we find tho.se of Dr.. afterward Gen-

eral, Joseph Warren, and President John Adams. The
development of other springs has detracted from the

prestige of Stafford, but under an enterprising manage-
ment the resort will no iloubt again acquire a prominent
place in public favor. Heretofore the water could be
obtained only at the spring, but it is now bottled and

shi]iped to any desired point. The coimtry about Staf-

ford Springs is diversified by hills and valleys, and the

landscapes are very pleasing during the summer months.
The How of water from the spring amounts to about fifty-

five gallons per hour. We are indebted to Dr. J. M.
Sheehan for the following analysis by Lewis Norton,
Ph.D.. of the llassachusetts Institute of Technology.
One United States gallon contains (solids): Sodium
chloride, gr. 0.31; potassium sulphate, gr. 0,31; sodium

sulphate, gr. 0.90; sodium bicarbonate, gr. 0.46; sodium

phosphate, gr. 0.22; iron peroxide, gr. O.Oi; iron pro-
tO-xide, a trace; alumina, gr. 0.11; lime, gr. 0.41; silicic

acid, gr. 3; magnesia, volatile matter, etc., gr. 1.75.

Total, 7.10 grains. Carbonic-acid gas, 25 cubic inches.

The water is clear and sparkling and excellent for

table purposes. It has attained its greatest reputation in

the treatment of blood and skin affections. It is said to

be actively diuretic. Jiiiiies K. Crook.

STAMMERING AND STUTTERING are terms often

used to denote speech defects in general, without refer-

ence to their origin. Technically the word stuttering
.should be limited to tonic or clonic spasms of the muscles
concerned in phonation and articvdation. Stammering is

imperfect articulation, not spastic, but due to malforma-
tion of the organs of speech, or to imperfect innervation
of the muscles used in articulation.

Stammering has nothing to do with the joining together
of sounds, but is the inability to render them properly,
even when given alone. The terms stammering and

st\atering are confused, always In the older writings,
often in more recent ones.

Stammering must be distinguished from aphasia. That
has to do with neither the production nor the joining to-

gether of sounds, but with the construction of syllables
and words as a whole. It is caused by the disabling of

those parts of the cerebral cortex which contain the sen-

sory or motor speech memories, or of the fibres connect-

ing these with other parts of the nervous system.
Aside from occasional faulty pronunciation, to which

every one is more or less liable, there are many cases of

stammering in which the troulile is due to carelessness

and inattention, fixed by habit. These cases are impor-
tant as well from a diagnostic as from an educati<inal

standpoint, as the_v may be mistaken for cases of acquired
speech defect, especially when organic brain disease co-

exists with tlicm.

The capabilil y of pronouncing ditTerent sounds is large-

ly a matter of race and tnninng. Every one slanuners in

a foreign language, if he undertakes to learn ils new
sounds after his habits of speech are formed. Thus the

German cli, French nasals, and Italian care seldom per-

fectly acquired by an adult. But. according to ICuss-

niaul, "the most choking guttural of a Swi.ss throat

modestly retires before the vomiting throat sounds of an
Arabian,"
We ma}- divide our subject into stammering from

habit or carelessness, organic defect of the organs of

speech, and disease of the nerve centres. The speech
defects in all these cases may be identical, and in order to

distinguish one from the other acandul examination and
attention to the history arc; often necessary. A complete
list of soimds whic h may be misi)ronounced is not possi-
ble. It will be suHicient to indicate a few of the more
common ones.

The mispronunciation of the letter r is called rhota-

cism or burring. This letter has the same general sound,
but is produced in various ways by different, nations. In

English-s])eaking countries it is formed by approximat-
ing the sides of the tongue to the roof of the mouth, but
in certain localities it is often slurred. Its place is then
taken by a u. or d sound. In Southern Englaiifl it is pro-
duced by the tip of the reverted tongue. In Italy it is

made by a rather jirolonged and rajiid vibration of the

tip of the direct tongue against the i)alate. The Itaban

nobility profess to be unable to produce this sound, and
use the English /. In Northern German}' it is made by
the uvula, in Sweden by the glottis. It is evident that

correct speech in one country is stammering in another;

c.r/., the use of the uvula in pronouncing the English or

Italian ;•. Again, the ordinary sound may be leplaced

by an entirely different one. In this case I or ir is usu-

ally emjiloyed. This is commonly done by children,
who acquire the ;• sound among the last.

L is often mispronounced, ;•, d. t, y. etc, being used
instead. This is called lambdacism. L should be made
by placing the tip of the tongue against the hard palate,
and then phouating so as to make a continuous sound,
the air escaping at the sides of the tongue. If the air

does not escape, the explosive rfis produced instead; if

the tongue does not touch the palate, the half vowel y is

made, and so on.

Lisping, or sigmatism, is the most common form of

stammering. It consists in giving s a, wrong sound, usu-

ally that of tit, by carrying the tip of the tongue too far

forward, so as to touch the upper teeth. In this way
both the hard and soft sounds of .« are replaced. This
occurs even among the Germans, who have no th sound
in their language.
Ganunacism is the mispronunciation of the letter g.

It is sometimes hardened into k, sometimes changed to d,

especially by children.

Stammering of vowel sounds consists in slurring them
so that they lose more or less of their individual charac-
ter. A certain degree of this is in conformity with the

spirit of the English language; in fact, many of our dif-

ferent vowels are, under certain circumstances, rendered
in exactly the same waj', c..(/., in bird, burn, and father,
and in bun and monkey. When carried beyond the de-

gree sanctioned by general usage, this is stammering.
Hesitating speech with interpolatinn of a (> sound is

popularly called stammering, but usually is simply a
device for gaining time.

All the above varieties are often simply the result of
habit. Examination shows that the patient has always
spoken in the .same way, and reveals absence of other

symptoms of di.sease.

Treatment is simply education. The patient shovdd be

carefully shown how to place his articulating apparatus
so as to produce the required sound. Sometimes it will

be l'oun(l that he can readily do this when shown how.
It is then only necessary to insist that he take the requi-
site amount of trouble every time he speaks. Other
jialients, especially adidts, have the greatest dilticulty in

accustoming themselves to the chan.ge. The great point
is to begin early. The acciuiring of a new soun<l in his
own or a foreign language is to an adult often an impos-
sibility.

Organic defects of the organs of speech may be con-

genital or ac(iuired. and lead to the sjune vices of articu-

lation mentioned above, but often in a much higher
degree; at the same time the voice may be changed in
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quality, acquire a nasal twang, etc. Tlie production of

the normal .sounds is then au impossibility, even if the

patient is instructed how to do it.

Harelip interferes especially with the pronunciation
of the labials, cleft palate and' uvula with the gutturals,
besides giving a nasal twang to all .sounds.

The tongue may be bound to the floor of the mouth Ijy

a short fneniun, causing thickness of speech and imper-
fect utterance of the linguals.

All these conditions mu.st be ascertained by inspection.
The treatment is surgical, followed at an appropriate
interval by instruction in speaking.

K.xcision of the tongue for cancer interferes less with
articulation than might be expected; d, t, and /arc the

only sounds which arc lost, and the patient is able in a

little while after the operation to make himself under-

stood.

The laryn.v has little to do with articidation. Disease

there causes aphonia. Even after its total extirpation

patients have acquired the power to sjieak, setting in

viliralion the cohuuii of air contained in the jiharynx.
Nervous diseases may cause literal as well as other de-

fects of speech. The diagnosis must be based on a care-

ful review of all the symptoms. The mode of develop-
ment of the stammer is of the greatest importance.

IMost characteristic in this respect is the defect in bul-

bar paralysis. In this disease the ganglion cells in the

medulla oblongata are destroyed one after the other.

The iirocess usually begins in the nucleus of the hypo-
glo.ssal nerve, and extends to the facial, siiinal accessory,
and glosso-pliaryngeal. Wherever it extends it is ac-

companied liy a iKUalysis of IIk; muscles supplied by
the affected ganglion cells; and as the tongue, lips, and

palate are successively involved, the sounds formed by
these parts become indistinct and finally disappear. In

this way the]iatieut loses the ]iower lo form the linguals;

paresis of the lips causes at first disappearance of <> and
u, later of the explosives b, ]>, and in, : when the disease

extends to the uvula the nasal cavity is not properly
shut off, and, besides the nasal qtiality which is given to

it, the voit-e l)ecomes much weaker from the large quan-
tity of air which escajjcs through the nose. At the same
time the lips, tongue, and palate sue paralyzed for ordi-

nary movements to a corresjionding degree: whistling is

impossible, swallowing dilticult., and there is marked

atrophy of the nuiseles with reaction of degeneration.
There is no true apliasia nor anuiesia, but speech may
finally be entirely lost by the successive elimination of

its component somids. These changes are eminently
progressive in character and usually slow ; the symp-
toms may appear rajiidly, from hemorrhage or embolism.

During the inodromal stage, with heaviness of speech
and occasional ditliculty of articulation, diagnosis is not

easy.
In paretic dementia the symptoms are more compli-

cated. The disease process is scattered through the

greater jjart of the nervous system. If the medulla is

involved there maybe much the same defects of articula-

tion as in bulbar jialsy, but they never reach so high a

degree. At the same time there is apt to be marked tre-

mor of the face and tongue, elision of syllables, loss and

misaiiplieation of words, and weakening of the logical

powers. In typical cases it may be ])ossiblo to make the

diagnosis from the speech alone. It .should be remem-

bered, however, that stammering and .stuttering may co-

exist with congenital mental defect and simulate this

condition closely. The occurrence of delusions of gran-
deur and the somatic symptoms will then decide.

Multiple sclerosis may or may not cause disturbances

of speech, according to the location of the areas of indu-

ration. When the cerebrum is atle<ted it is ajit to be so

in the subcortical portion, and the filir<'S coming from the

left third frontal convolution may be involved. If they
are involved, they may be cut across, and aphasia will

then result. Usually they persist, altered more or less

by the .sclerosed tissue around them, motor impulses are

transmitted through them with dilliculty, and speech
becomes measured and slow. This is calle'^ scainnng.

At the same time there is irregularity in the force with
which syllables are brought out. The voice is monoto-
nous and on a high key. Hut areas of sclerosis may occur
below the basjU ganglia and cause true stammeiing.

In ordinary right-sided hemiplegia siieeeh may suffer
from implication of the fibres of the knee of the internal

caiistde. and possibly from affection of the basal ganglia.
Clinically, when aphasia of this origin passes off there is

generally left an indistinctness of articulation which co-
exists with partial paralysis of the tongue and lips. This
is not observed with aphasia of imrely cortical origin.
The treatment of these forms of staimneriug is simply

the treatment of the diseases which cause them.
Functional diseases arc not often the cause of a literal

dysarthria. In chorea, if the lips and tongue are affected,

speech is irregidar or absent during the spasm. This,

however, is not the residt of any disorder of the central

speech mechanism.

Stuttering is a functional speech defect, consisting of
clonic or tonic spasm of the muscles of respiration, pho-
natinn. and articulation, induced by the attempt to utter
articulate soimds.
The intensity of the spasm varies greatly in different

cases, from a scarcely noticeable impediment in speaking
to an attack which renders speech for the moment im-

possible. The disturbance results in closure of the air

passages, which is with dillicidty overcome by the pa-
tient, and usually occius incomiection with the explosive
consonants, in producing which there is normally a clos-

ure either by the lips, by the tongue, or by the soft pal-
ate. It may, however, occur with the pure open soimds,
or before a soiuul has been uttered, in which case the

sjiasm originates at the glottis. There may or may not
bo repetition of the offending sovmd, but there is likely
to be when it is one of the explosives.
The attacks occur irregularly, and are much influenced

by circumstances. Thus a stutterer may be able to con-
verse easily with his friends, may be aliie to carry t)n an

ordinary conversation, but have Irouble in telling a story
or in making any jirolonged effort at speech. Une may
stutter only when tired or slightly out of health. Stut-
terers are usually exempt wlien whispering or singing,
but this rule has frequent exceptions.

iStuttering has been known from the earliest times, but
has been generally confused with other speech defects,
so that it is often impossilile to tell whether au account
relates to this or to aphasia, or to stammering. It differs

from the latter in origin, is never due to organic tiefect,

nor entirely to carelcs.sness, is intensified when the pa-
tient's attention is directed to his speech, or when he is

embarrassed, and it is only occasional, while stammering
is regular. L'uder favonible circumstances the stutterer's
enunciation is perfect. It is evident, tlien, that it is no
mere defect of articulation nor of co-ordination, for the
muscles at limes harmonize perfectly in tlieir action.

Stuttering is mentioned by Hippocrates, Aristotle, and
Galen, but in a somewhat indetinite way. We are told

by Plutarch that Demosthenes had a difficulty of eniui-

ciation, which he overcame by ileclaiming as he walked
uphill, and by holding pebbles in his mouth as he re-

hearsed his s|)eeches. The latter plan has points of re-

semblance with modern devices, as we shall see; but it is

not at all certain, from the accoimt, whether the defect
which it removed was reallv a stutter, or some form of
stammer. At any rate, he adopted an excellent form of

respiratory gymnastics, which are the foundation of
most of the modern systems of treatment. Dmiug the
Middle Ages writings on the subject a|)peared occasion-

ally, im|uiling the trouble to malformation of the tongue,
cerebral disease, etc., but no work of ijnportance was
done tuitil the beginning of the jiresent century.

Itard (1817) divided stuttering into two clas.ses. con-

genital and accidental. Under the latter head he in-

cluded speech defects due to cerebral lesiim or organic
disease of the tongue. He recommends begiiming treat-

ment early, and teaching the child slowly and carefully
the prouimciation of a foreign language, dropping for a
time his own. In this way he is taught, from the very
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first, to oombine sounds proprrly, and to jrivp promi-
IK'U<'<' to thr vowel sounds nillicr lli:in to tin; <!oiisoii;inls.

In 1S'-!.J Mi's. licigli, of New York, iliscovered u method
of treutnient whicli was kept for a long time secret. Slie

thought the trouble due to a faulty position of the

tongue, which is spasmodically depressed during the

attack. To overcome this, she taught lier patients to

voluntarily raise the tip of the tongue, and keep it in

this position while speaking. Her results were at first

surprisingly good and attracted much attention, as well

thronghout Europe as in this country.
il. Serres d'Alais (1829) published a more scientific

resume of the subject, in which lie divided ihc cases into

two classes:

1. Those due to a stiffness, as if tetanic in character,
of the nmscles of the voice and respiration.

2. Tho.se due to a chorea of the muscles of articulation.

He recommended in severe cases g_yiimaslic move-
ments of the arms while speaking; in light ca.ses he con-

sidered it suificient to pronounce the syllables in a short

and brusque way, at the same time making the move-
ments of articulation as extended as possible. He ad-
mitteil that recovery is never quite complete, differing in

this respect from most writei-s of the time, who, sceptical
as to the statistics of others, claimed infallible results

from their own particular method of treatment.

Arnolt (1830) ascribed the difficulty to spasmodic clos-

ure of the glottis. To overcome this he caused his pa-
tients to make a u sound Ijetwcen the wonls, so as to bind
the consonant rather with the preceding than witli the

following vowel sound. In this way he threw the con-

sonant into the background, as one docs in singing.
At about this time Colombat, in France, attracted a

good deal of attention by his brilliant success in treat-

ment. He claimed to liave cured one case in a single sit-

ting of three hours, but, in a later edition of his work, he

considerably modified this statement, and other authori-

ties say the case relapsed several times In fact, so many
tables "of statistics have been compiled from the immedi-
ate results of treatment, witliout waiting to see whether

relapse occurred, that they are almost entirely worthless.

Colombat gives a classification of cases much like that of

Serres d'Alais into:

1. Repetition of syllables dtie to convulsive movements
of the tongue and lips, or labio-choreic form.

2. Tetanic stiifness of the muscles of respiration, or

gutturo-tetanic form.
For the first form he recommends the use of a rhyth-

mical movement of the thumb and inde.\ finger during
S|)ecch, and an instrument for beating time, of his own
invention, called the muthouome. If the case is compli-
cated by gutturo-tetanic spasm, he adds "lingual and

guttural gymnastics, which consist in taking a deep
breath before difficult words and phrases, and bringing
the tongue into the pharynx, at the same time raising the

point well toward the velum palati." His method is,

after all, only a combination of preceding ones, but
seems to have been effectual in producing, for a time at

least, very good results.

The year 1841 is unique in the annals of this affection.

In tliat year operation was proposed, and lumdrcds of stut-

terers were operated on, but before the end of the year
the surgeons themselves werQ convinced of the useless-

ness of operation. The idea was suggested to the mind
of DielTeubach, of Berlin, by the frequency with which

stntlering and strabisnuis exist in the same patient, and
occurred to him, he says, when a man askc^d, with a
maiked stutter, to be operated on for strabismus. The
operation which he usuallj- performed was section of the

root of the tongue, sometimes with excision of a triangu-
lar i)iece throughout its entire length and breadth. This

proceeding was based on the theory that stuttering is

purely a local affection. At about the same time sev-

eral other operations were invented, e..;/., cutting the

hyoglossi, gcnioglossi, etc., varying witli the different

theories of the surgeons as to the cause of the trouble.

At lirsl, cases were reported as cured by each of these

methods. Later, relapses were said to have occurred.

Then several deaths were reported, and operation was
soon, by conunon cnnseiil. abandoned as useless. Dieften-
bach himself admitted the extreme danger of the proceed-
ing. The deaths were the result of secondary hemor-
rhage and gangrene. The results attained immediately
after operation seem to have been due to the impression
on the nervous system of the patient, which wore off as
soon as the effects of the operation subsided.

Since that time a good deal has been written on the

subject of stntlering, largely by stutterers themselves,
both in and out of the profession : by Gnillaumc in France,
ilerkel, Klencke, and Kussmaul in Germany, and Potter
in America, and many others.

Guillaume lays especial stress on the disturbances of

respiration.
Jlerkel thinks that the difficulty lies in combining a

consonant with the following vowel sound. He locates
the trouble, not in the arliculation, but in the vocalizing
apparatus, or, farther back still, in the nerve centres
which govern that apparatus.
Bristowe likens stuttering to chorea.

Caus.\tion.—Among the many theories which have
been propounded to account for the symptom under dis-

cussion, that which ascribes it to malformation or disease
of the organs of articulation is one of the oldest, and one
which held its ground longest. It is the foundation of
all operative interference, and is readily disposed of. In

many pronounced cases of stuttering the tongue and lips
execute ordinary movements perfectlj'. No abnormality
is noticed except during speech; and when organic
trouble coexists, its removal does not entirely cure the
affection. Any conceivable degree of deformity may ex-
ist and cause nothing but stammering, which is thenpro-
portional to the amount of the lesion.

Stuttering is not due to a faulty position of the tongue,
as is shown by the constant relapses which occurred after

treatment by Mrs. Leigh's method. It is true that in

many cases the tongue is pressed against the floor of the

mouth, and is affected with clonic spasm in this ijosition.
This is, however, not always tlie case, and when it ex-
ists it is a result, not the cause, of the malady.
The trouble is not a chorea of the muscles of articula-

tion. The chai'acteristic of choreic spasm is that it is

irregular and jerkj' and occurs diulug rest. The spasm
of stuttering occurs only during voluntary excitation of
the speech mechanism. Again, chorea, when it affects

the lips and tongue, causes marked stammering, never

stuttering. Chorea of the speech centre, or coprolalia,
causes a spasmodic ejaculation of words or phrases inde-

pendentlv of volition, and the words are perfectly articu-

lated.

That the trouble is due to confusion of ideas, or dis-

proportion of words and ideas, is obviouslj' false. Stut-

tering occurs in persons of every grade of mental

power. The greatest disproportion between words and
ideas occurs in acute mania, and leads, not to stuttering,
but to a chaotic mixture of words and syllables. In
most persons failure of ideas is marked by a drawl, not a
stutter.

It is not due to a simple ataxia of the muscles used iu

speech. If it were, the patient could at once control the

irregular movements by ceasing to speak. But when he
does this, the spasm invariably persists for a short time.

Again, stuttering is only occasional, and made worse
when the patient's attention is directed to his speech;
ataxia is constant, and is diniiiiishcd by attention.

The theory that it is an inability to combine the conso-
nant and vowel sotuids is inadequate to explain the

symptoms. The occasion of .so combining them is often
the proximate cause of an attack, somewhat as general con-
vulsions are caused l)v teething or other peripheral irri-

tation ; but stuttering may occur on an attempt to utter

a pure vowel sound entirely apart from a consonant.
In order to understand the phenomena presented, it

will be necessary to review brieliy the sti'ucture and

jiliysiology of that ])art of the motor .speech centres
which serves for the production of articulate sounds.

The motor impulse travels from the uiotor speech centre
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in the left third frontiil convolution, downward through
the knee of the inlenml capsule, and reaches the medulla.

The nerves carrying it here coninuinicale with theartieu-

lo-respiratory centre. These nuclei lie close togetlier.
and constitute practically one collection of cells bound

together by fibres running in every direction. Here, and

possibly also in theTerebellum, is cirected the exact de-

gree of iiuiervatiou of all the niuscU'S of articulation, so

as together to iinxluce the vowel and consonant sounds
and at the same time toappro.xiniati'the vocal cords, and
so regulate the rc'spiration as to cause exactly the neces-

sary amount of air to jiass through the glottis. This ex-

ceedingly complex action is entirely aiwrl from the con-

scious act of speech, and is oidy known to the seusoriuin

through the intervention of the sensory nerves suiiplying
the mucous membranes and deeper parts of the lips,

tongue, and palate. The amount of imiervation of eiicli

nuiscle is determined by lines of least resistance in the

connecting libics, which arc formed as a result of re-

peated transmission of motor iinjiulses. Thi.s whole sys
tern is probably under the iuHuence of one or more con-

trolling centres, which serve to check over action, or the

undue diffusion of nerve force.

Stuttering is a distiubance of this co-ordinating mecli-

asism. It may be due to abnormal excitability of the

primary system, or to weakness of the iidiibiting centre.

The result is an overactioii of the muscles innervated.

and transmission of the impulse toother muscles more or

less distant, sometimes even to those of the arms and
trunk; the attempts of the patient to overcome the

spasm only serve to intensify it. until the controlling
centre resumes its function or the patient ceases the

effort to s]ieak.
Several facts tend to show that the trouble is adynamic

in origin—e.g., the fact that patients usually stutter

worst when tired; that persons sometimes stutter wlien

exhausted, or during sickness, who do not otherwise;
that stutterers are often, though not always, of weak or

scrofulous constitution.

This disturliance of ccpdlibriuin between tlie centres is

often the result of an inherited tendency. It may follow
severe illness, fright, or any shock to the nervous system.
In siK'h cases the trouble may pass oft' when the depress-

ing intluence ceases, or may persist for a long time, or

through life. In any case the intensity of the disturb-

ance depends nuich on the treatment and surroundings of

the patient, anything like ridicule or punishment aggra-
vating it tenfold.

OccuiiUENCK.—Stuttering occiu'S in all ranks of society
and in most nations. Tlie Chinese are said to be exempt,
on accoiuit of the peculiar intonation of their language.
It alfects men much oftener than Avonien. although
trustworthy statistics on this point are lacking. Some
authorities have thought that women do not stutter;
others place the projiortion of women afTected as high as

thirty-five percent. Kussmaul believes the fact to be
due to the greater tact and delicacy of women.

SvMi'To.Ms.—The.se vary nuich in point of severity and
mode of sequence of the spasm. In li.irhter cases, which
arc fairly under control, when one of the explosive con-
sonants is met with, the organs of articulation remain
fixed in their closed position i'or a moment, there is slight

choking and tremor oi the facial muscles, an elTort of the
will is made, and the jiarts resume their ftuictions.

In rather more severe cases then^ may be added a good
deal of thickening and tremulous movement of the tongue
and tonic spasm of the glottis. The breathing is then

apt to be irregidar, and the a]iproximation of the vocal
cords cau.ses a crowing sound on inspiration, which is

sometimes utilized for speech.
When the spasm occurs before speech has actually

commenced, the trouble begins with tonic spasm of the

glottis, there is tonic and clonic spasm of the tongue,
lips, and face, and the diaphragm acts irregularly in its

etTorts to overcome the resistance at the rima glottidis.
In severe cases the attack may be brought on by any

sounds, less frequently the open vowel sounds; the clos

ure may be eirected by the lips, tongue, or palate; the

under jaw is set; there is marked tremor of the facial

muscles, and sometimes even of the arms; the glottis

may be closed so as almost or entirely to prevent resjjira-

tion, or it may be opened at the same lime that there is

spasm of the resjiiratory muscles. In the latter case the

lungs are emi^tied of air, and the patient must pause for

a deep breath before he can proceed with his sentence.
At the same time the face becomes flushed, the flow of
saliva is increased, and tlie mental torture of the patient
tends to juoloMg ratlier than cut short the attack.

I)i.\oNosis.—The diagnosis is usually easy. In addi-
tion to the clinical features given above, the duration of
the malady should be carefully ascertained. Its diag-
nostic features have already been considered.
The speech defect which occurs in paretic dementia

may simulate stuttering quite closely.
In clergymen and other ])ublic speakers there some-

times occurs a dilliculty in speaking, which may be mis-
taken for stuttering. It is one of the occupation neuro-
ses, of which the type is writer's cramp, and is due to

exhaustion of the co-ordinating mechanism of respira-
tion. Some speakers entirely emptv their lungs before

taking breath ; the action of the reflex mechanism is then

kept too long in abeyance. When this is habitual, the
centres become exhausted and fail to respond to the reflex

stimulus. The trouble ustially begins in the glottis,
wliich fails to o])en on inspiration ; a crowing sound is

produced when the speaker takes breatli ; the diaphragm
cannot be promjitly tilled for the next sentence. This

may happen only toward the end of the discourse, when
the speaker is tired, but may become so marked that any
attempt to speak causes great distress, and rest is then
an imperativeneeessit}-. ThisatTectiondifTers from stut-

tering by occurring comparatively late in life, not involv-

ing the muscles of articulation, and being rather of a

])aralytic than of a sjjastic nature. It ordinarily yields
to rest and respiratory gymnastics.
Another rare affection, aphthongia, is probably allied

to the preceding. Here the spasm occurs in the muscles

supplied by the hyjioglossal nerve, and is brought on b.v

any attempt to speak, so tliat articulation is rendered im-

possible. In the fe\v cases recorded the disease has been
caused byemotionor fright. Duringthe attack the jaws
and tongue are fixed; the sterno-thyroid, sterno-liyoid,
and thyrohyoid muscles may be in a state of clonic

spasm, which begins and cea.ses with the attempt to

speak. The prognosis seems to be good. Too little is

known of the disease to speak of its probable relation to

stuttering. It may be distinguished by the character
and history of the attacks.

PnoGXosis.—There is no doubt that sufferers from this

affection may be aided by treatment, especially if the lat-

ter is vigorous and instituted earl3'. The prognosis is

better in non-hereditary cases, and in patients of strong
will power. Almo.st all writers on the subject have a
favorite method of treatment, especially those who are
connected with an institute for voice-training, and claim
a large percentage of cures. Investigation shows that in

most cases relapse takes place after an even brilliant re-

sult. This should not discourage patients from effort,

but it is necessary to bear in mind that only constant and
Icmg-contiuued exertion will overcome a vicious tendency
fixed by habit. The difliculty tends to decrease with
time, and many stutterers are able to master their defect
at forty or fifty years of age. They are apt to ascribe
this to some particular form of treatment, which they
then ardently recouHucnd.

Tfu;.vrMi;XT.—Too much stress cannot be laid on be-

ginning treatment early. The chiUl should be kept as
much as possible fmm association with stutterers. It

should be remend)ered that he is sensitive as well to

sympathy as to blame for his malady, and as little notice
sliotdd be tid«'n of it as jiossible, except in connection
with stated lessons. He .should be taught, when he
has an attack, to stop speaking at once until he has mas-
tered it.

Bicathing exercises are very important. They may be

given, following Giullaume, by causing the patient to
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take a long breath, hold it for a moment, and then let it

out slowly, with occasional stops, but witliout sound.

He shoulil especially lie made to take a dceji lirealh at

frequent intervals, and never to speak with nearly empty
lungs.

After breathing exercises have been continued for some
time, the patient may i)roeeed to the vowel sounds, tir.st

the most open one, <>, tlieu «, A, <", c, o, o, and so on ; then

the aspirates, !id, hti, etc. ; next the easier consonants in

combination, la, h'l, Ic, lo, la, md, md, etc. Sentences may
tlii-n he used in whicli the diflicult sounds do not oc<'ur.

Lastly, the e.xplosives dd. (Id, lid. lid, etc., ma_v be tried.

"With all of these tlie |iuticnt should be taught to lay the

stress on the viiwel sounds, so as to avoid tlie sliglit over-

action with the consonants, which is usually the begin-

ning of the spasm. One must be sure that tlie pupil has
mastered each of the above classes before he is permitted
to go on to the next.

We have a mass of evidence from stutterers, in the

profession and out of it, testifying to the efbcaey of

rhythmical movements aeeoinpanying speech. They
serve a twofold purpose—they divert the patient's at-

tention, and give his sentences something of a sing-song
character. They are aids, but are in no sense curative.

The thumb and "lingers luaj' be opened and closed, or any
other movement made which is convenient to the patient.
Somewhat the same effect is produced by elevating the

tip of the tongue, as recommended by Mrs. Leigh, but it

will be better, in most cases, to draw the patient's atten-

tion to a more distant part of his body.
Hy pnotism has been tried of late as an aid in treatment.

If it is ever of use as an educational measure it should be
so here. Good residts are claimed for it. Whetlier they
will prove to be permanent, and without accompanying
injury to the jiatient, it is possibly too early to judge.
Drugs are of little value. Stimulants should be used

moderate!}', if at all. Scrofulous and ana?mie tendencies
should be corrected, and the patients should be kept in

good general health by exercise, cold sponging, aud like

measures.
The question is often asked, whether it is possible for

an adidt to master his defect without assistance from a
teacher. That is entirely an individual matter. Some
men have per.severance enough to educate themselves in

this as in other respects. Proper teaching, however,
saves much time and disappointment.

Ilenvy S. Upson.

STAPHYLORRHAPHY. See CUft Palate.

STARCH.— (-1/Hy??(m, U. S. P.)(C,H,„05, or multiple).
"The fecula of the seed of ZeaMaijx L. (fam. Graininea).''

Fio. 447:!.—s« ...

n.muted t:i';iniil

Illlrn^'ellou

I'tion of Seeil of Vetcli, V'icid satim JJiin., sliowiiiB
iiiiles of stiircli in pells otlierwlsu filled with Kraniilar
-uilisiaiii'c. M 'y.

v. S. P. Tliei'e ajipears to be no sjjecial reason why the

Pharmacopceia should thus restrict its requirements to

corn-starch, except lliat this vai'iety is cheap and abundant

and readil}' defined and described. Our account of starcb,
therefore, will apply to the entire cla.ss, and will be fol-

lowed by the dilTerential characters of the more impor-
tant varieties.

Starch is the ordinary form of reserve carbohydrate
nutriment in plants, at least in most of tliose of the higher

Fig. 4474. FIG. 4475.

FIG. 4476.—Wheat Starch.

Figs. 4474 and 4475.—Granules of Potalo Starch Swollen hyBoihng;
lUo.se shown in Fig. 4475 afterwanl shrivelled as they cooled, or they
may have lost some of their contents.

classes, and in many of those of the lower classes. It

may be reserved for but a brief period, at the point
where it is produced, or it may, after production, be

changed into diffusible forms aud transported to special

storage reservoirs, where it is again transforniecl into

starch, and may remain for months or even for years.
For example, being produced only under the influence
of light, it may be consumed .hiring the succeeding
hours of darkness, or, upon the other hand, it may be

transported to the bulb or tuber of a desert plant, which
may exist dormant in the sand for several j'ears, consum-

ing this starch supply upon the recurrence of a period of

activity. In tlie most
highly developed and
largest family of plants,
the C'viiijxmilw, and in

some others, iuulin, a
related compound, al-

together replaces starch
as a reserve food. The
amount of starch present
in vegetable tissues is

often very great, being
about seventj' per cent,

in dried potato, and about the same in corn meal and
wheat flour. With the exception of some rare cases in
which special forms are found, starch occurs in peculiar
grains, which are free in the cell cavity. It originates in
a small colorless body known as the amylogeuic bodj',

upon which tlie starch gathers in layers, the central body
becoming the niiclti/.'i, and being located in the grain at
the hiliiin. The numerous layers of the grain are dis-

cernible under the microscope bj' their different degrees
of refraction, due apparently to different amounts of
water, as they disappear under the etfect of diying heat.
Tlie grains may exist singly, or coherent in masses con-

taining a variable number. The
limits of this numerical varia-

tion are often fairl}' constant in

a given plant, and nia.y thus be
utilized as a characteristic. This
cohesion often produces peculiar
forms of the grains, which forms
also become characteristic. Even
if this is not the case, the form
of the grains in a given plant is

usually characteristic, as is the

position of the hiliim. The
larger grains usually become

ruiitiired or lissured at the liiluni.

be sinijile or in various ways compound, and the forms
so resulting are also characteristic. In all starches in

the living plant there must be small grains of various
sizes in process of formation, but the largest of them

I usually fall fairly well within certtdu limits, so that

Maize Starch.

This fissure may
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the extreme limits of a given vniiety arc of diafrnos-
tic value. Although siugle starch grains are colorless

and semitrauspareiit, masses of them arc pure white.

Fic. 4479.— .\rro\v-root Starch.

Fl«. 4478.- Potato Starch.

Starch powder is very line and smooth, but the ultimate

grains are hard and grill y. They are very hygroscopic.
Starch has no odor, Itiit a peculiar, though slight,

farinaceous taste. The grain consists of two substances,

graiiulose, wliich is colored blue by iodine, and another
substance very similar to ('ellulose, colored pale yellow
by iodine. Slarch is insoluble in water and alcohol.

Several substances are often spoken of as solvents of

starch, but they all

apparently change it

into some other com-

potuid before the so-

lution takes places
AVater, under tlie in-

fluence of heat, con-
verts it into hydratcd
starch, a transparent,

jelly-like mass, which
is then soluble in wa-
ter. Alkali hyilralcs
of a strcnglh of more
than five per cent,

similarly dissolve it.

Both these sohilions
are then precipilated

by lime water, lead acetate, tannin, and some other re-

agents. Diastase, the principal enzyme which naturally
exists with starch, is the agent which in the plant coii-

verts it into sugar, suitabh^ for immediate use as food.
The same agent can be made to perform this office arti-

ficially, as can dilute acids under the influence of heat,
and as is done by the natural processes of digestion
within the animal body. Prom the above-mentioned

characters of starch, it

is seen that it can

readily be oljtained by
grinding tinely any
cellular structure
which contains it,

wasliing out with cold
water and filtering or

allowing to settle. It

is also seen that, be-

sides the interest which
centres in starch for its

own value, the charac-
teristics of tlu^ starclies

contained in dilTerent

plants, and more espe-
ciallv in drugs, may be

utilized in the identification of the latter, in powdered
form, as well as in the detection of adulterations.

V.MUETIKS.—The oidy certain means of determining
from what source a given specimen of starch has been

Fl(^ 4IMI.-SagO.

Tapioca.

derived is to examine it microscopically, when the size,

sliape, markings, and other visible ]ieciiliarities of tlie

granules will generally suffice to make it certain. Tlie

accom]ian\'ing illustrations of the commoner kinds are

magnified tniifornily three hundred and fifty diameters.
1. W/iiat Starch (from various species and varieties of

Triticiiiii Ij. [fam. (/;•«»;(««(']) (Pig.
4476). In irregular, angular masses,
which are easily reduced to powder ;

under the microscojie ajipcaring as

granules, mostly very minute, more
or lens Unlkuliir in form, and indis-

liiictl// ciincentrici-dlii striated. The
granides average about 0.050 mm.
in diameter.

2. Maize, or Corn Starch (defined
above, Fig. 4477), is smaller than
tlie preceding, about 0.030 mm. in

diameter, of polyhedral form, with
central hilum.

'd. Riee Starch (from Oryza, sativa L, [fam. Gramine<B\y
resembles maize starch, but is very nivicli smaller.

4. Potato Starch (from Solanam tuberosino L. [Fam.
Silaiiacca'], Fig. 4478) consists of two classes of granules
mingled together

—fine spherical ones, from 0.01 to 0.03
mm. in diameter, and large ovoid ones with very eccen-
tric hilums and very distinct rug(i>, recalling oyster or
clam shells, from 0.14 to 0.18 mm. long.

5. Arrow-root (from Marnnta aruiidinacea L. [fam.
Marantdcto!] Fig. 4479) is finer than potato starch, which
it somewhat resembles; the granules are more spherical,
with blunter, thicker ends, very distinct eccentric fis-

sures, and less distinct ruga\ Canna starch, a variety of

arrow-root, has enormous gran-
ules, nearly twice as large as
those of potato. Neither of
these varieties has the small
forms of that from potato.

6. Sago (chiefly from several

species of Metroi'ylon Rottb.

[fam. Sabalarett] Fig. 4480) has
medium-sized (0.04-0.07 mm.),
oblong, rather irregular, often

faceted, sometimes shoe-shaped
granules, with eccentric hilum
and fairly distinct riifj(p. The

sago of commerce is often half-cooked, with many of the

granules destroyed.
7. Tapioca (Fig. 4481) has siiherical, medium-sized

granules, with large facets; commercial tapioca is also

partlj' cooked. (See also separate article on Tci]iioc(t).

Besides the above are the starches of numerous familiar

grains and roots, which are not sejjarated for sale or use,
but which are of interest in detecting adulterations, mix-
tures, etc., or in identifying the powders of drugs. The
accompanying cuts of oat and turmeric starches
serve as illustra-

tions of this large
class.

.1/ edical a n d

Surgical Uxes of
Starch.—This sub-
stance can in no
sense be called a

medicine, as it is

absolutely wi t h -

out physiological
action. It is the

type of crude car-

lionaceous or non-

nitrogenoiis food,
and its conversion
into sugar in the mouth and intestine is one of the ele-

mentary facts of digestive physiology. Asa toilet pow-
der the finer varieties—rice and cornstarches—are in uni-

versal use, and one or other of these is the foundation of
most of the ])roprietarv powders.

Boiled starch, and especially the flours of starchy sub-

FiG. 4482.—Oat Stareh.

will

Turmeric Sturdi.
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Stances, are freqiiemly used us poultices, but tliey are

not so couveuieiit and suitul)li^ as the niucilagiuous flours

of linseed and slippery elm.

Starch mucilage is occa.sionally used for immovable
bandages, but it is less adlwsive and less suitable for this

purpose than Hour paste, glue, de.xtrin, silicate of polash.
or plaster of Paris. One jiart dissolved glue, as prejiarcd
for cabinet-makers' >ise. and two or three of starch nuici-

lage. a little thinner than the laundress uses it, rai.vcd and

applied hot, make a most e.xcellent combination for such

bandages— light, very stiff, and agreeable in color.

The only oHieial preparation of starch is the Glyceritc^

{OJyceritiim Aiiii/li, ten jiarts of starch dis.solved in ninety
of hot glycerin). This is a iicrnianent translucent jelly,
useful in moistening pill masses, for emulsions and simi-

lar purposes. Iodized Starch (Aiiii/linii Jmhiliii/i, for-

merly otlicial) is rather a prc|)aration of iodine. It is made
by triturating live parts of iodine with ninety-five of

starch, with the aid of a little water. It is a blue-black

powder, and a suitable preparation to ailminister for free

iodine if it is desired to give that drug internally.
ir. 1'. lioUes.

Revised by Henry II. Rushy.

STARK MINERAL SPRING.—New London County,
Connecticut.

PosT-t^FFiCE.—Bozrah. Visitors accommodated in

private families.

Location.—Three miles from Yantic, on the Central

Vermont Railroad.

The w'aters of this spring issue from a rocky hillside

ou the farm of 3Ir. Everett W. Stark, at an altitude of

about 1,000 feet above the sea-level. Its history has
been known to a few old families in the neighborhood
since the first settlement of the countrj', and dates back
to a time when all accurate record is lost in the obscurity
of tradition. There seems to be no doubt, however, that

its waters were used for medicinal purposes by the In-

dians long before the region was known to the European
settlers. The surnnmdings of the spring are verj-

charming during the summer months, and an increasing
number of visitors are attracted to the spot every year.
The flow of water is about three gallons per minute, and
its temperature about 40° F. The following analysis
was made by Prof. S. W. Johnson, of Yale University,
in 1880:
One United States gallon contains (solids): Sodium

chloride, gr. 0.33; sodium sulphate, gr. 0.18; sodium
bicarbonate, gr. 0.30; potassium bicarbonate, gr. 0.10;
calcium bicarbonate, gr. 1.23; magnesium bicarbonate,

gr. 0.33; iron bicarbonate, gr. 0.06; silicic acid, gr. 0.85.

Total, 3.38 grains.
The analysis shows the spring to be but feebly mineral-

ized. The waters, however, have been considered useful

in some of the functional disorders of the liver, kidneys,
and bladder. It is a good table water.

James K. Crook.

STARVATION ; FASTING.—The latter term signifies
the partial or complete abstinence from the normal quan-
tity of food. It may include the absence of both liquid
and solid food, or of the latter while water only is in-

gested. This ])roccss, when carried out to a fatal result,

constitutes starvation. The somewhat ciunbersome word
inanitiation has been used to refer to the condition of the
animal which is progressing toward inanition.

The fasting animal carries on its vital functions, and
whatever muscular action it maj' perform, not, as nor-

mally, bv the conversion of food supplied by its ingestii,
but at the expense of its own tissues. The physiology of

fasting, which has not as yet been thoroughly elucidated,

may be studied to best advantage by experiments uj.ou
the lower ainmals. for. in addition to the ability to con-
trol conditions, we thus eliminate psyehie;d influences,
and tiiose other disorders whieli complicate the problem
in those instances in whieli human beings undergo starva-

tion while under the ]iossiliilily of meilical observation.

Loss oi'- WiOTouT.— This is the earliest and mostobvious

symptom of the fasting animal. The daily los.s is not.

however, constant. Il is greatest during the first daj' of
the fast. Then it diiiunishes, and after a few days be-

comes a nearly constant quantity until the last days of
life, when it again increases, but not usually to the
amount of the first day. The proportional daily loss—
that is, the loss in grams jier kilogram of the animal's

weight—is readily olitiuned from the absolute daily loss,

the weight of the animal being known. Until must be
remembered that the latter factor must be ascertained for

each day in question, and must not be taken to be the

original weight of the animal. Thus, for in.slance, a
constant total daily loss of 200 gni. in an animal origi-

nally weighing 4 kgm. wotdd at first mean a propor-
tional daily loss of 'M gni. per kilogram, but woidd, with

every successive day, rejiresent a larger ])roportional loss.

The mean dail}' loss may be obtained by dividing the-

total loss in a given niunber of days by that number;
but of course it must be remembered, as said above, that

the actiud daily loss is not so constant. A mean dail}'

proportional loss can, in the same way, lie computed.
This figure varies with the different species of tlie ani-

mal kingdom. It is, as a rule, higher for the smaller
animals. The horse loses less dailj' per kilogram than
the dog, and the dog less than the cat. This fact is in

accord with the greater nutritive activity of tlie small

animals. That this greater activity is not due to in-

creased heat production is shown by the fact that these

small animals consume more oxyeen per unit of time and

weight, even when placed in a ii.cdium of the tempera-
ture of their bodies. An adult animal loses less daily
per kilogram than a young animal of the same species.
The daily mean iiroportional loss varies widely, being
ten per cent, of the weight in the 3'oung turtle, and only
0.7 per cent, in the horse and dog.
What proportion of the body weight can an animal

lose before succumbing to inanition'? If we know this,

and if the total weight loss during a period of starvation
bore a constant ratio to the original body weight, we
could easily compute, knowing the daily proportional
loss, the length of time that life coidd last. It is. how-
ever, only true that the amount of the daily proportional
loss, and the number of days that life can endure, arc in-

versely proportional. Chossat stated that the total pro-
portional weight-loss of an animal dying of inanition was
forty per cent, of the initial weight. But further experi-
ments have shown that a fat animal maj' lose fiffv per
cent, of its weight, while a lean one can lose only thirty-
five per cent. Young animals in a growing stage have
been observed to lose only thirty per cent, before they
succumbed. Thus we have two reasons why young^
animals can endure fasting but a short time, namely,
that their daily proportional loss is a maxinuun. and the-

total proportional loss of which they are capable a mini-

mum. The reason of this last-mentioned fact seems to

be that the demands of the growing organism have used

up force which might otherwise be applied to the nutri-

tive reserve of the body.

Organs and tissues.

Osseous system.
Muscular tissue
Liver
Kidneys
Spleen
Pancreas
Lunjrs
Heart
Rrain and cord.
Fat
Blood

Loss IN Grams per 100
(iM. OP Organ.

Fresli.

13.9
30. .i

53.7

18.7
17.0
17.7
3.6
3.3
97.0
37.0

Dry.

13.9
30.3
.56.1)

31.3
63.1
17.0
18.0
2.6
.0

97.0
17.6

Loss in prams of
each onran per
Ml Kill, of I..S.S.

of whole ani-
mal.

5.4
43.2
4.8
.6

.6

.1

.3

.03

.1

28.3
3.7

The proportion of the entire weight-loss whii h falls

upon the different structures of the body varies some-
what with dilTerent experimenters. Voit found that a
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rather lean cat, which fli('(l on tlic tliirtociitli day of its

fast, lost 734 .t'lii. of solid niMlerial. of which 24n".8 wore
fat and 118.2 muscle. The talilc on jiajre 441 shows the

most im]iortaiit facts of the loss of several of the or_n:ins
in proiiortion to their orij^inal weiirht. and in proportion
to the entire weiglit-lo.ss of the ainmal.

It should he said that Bidder and Schmidt, whose ex-

periments were made upon a very fat cat, found that the

muscular system lost si.\ty -seven per cent, of its origi-
nal weight, the brain and cord 37.6 percent., the blood

ninety-four per cent., and the fat eighty per cent. Some
of these discrepancies seem irri'concilable. Others, like

the fat-loss, depend on dilTerent cotiditions in the resjiee-
tive animals. That of the latter observers liad so much
adipose tissue tliat, though he lived seventeen days, he
had consumed only eighty jut cent, of his fat, while the

cat experimented on by Voit liad used up ninety-seven
per cent, of his in thirleen days.
What is snljstuntially agreed is that the falty tissue is

the heaviest sulTercr in the fasting animal; that certain

glandular organs, ]nincii)ally those whose metabolic ac-

tivity is greatest, come next, the average for all these

being greater than for the boily at large. The loss of the

voluntary muscular system is about in the same jiropor-
tion as that of the whole body, as is also that of the

digestive tube (thirty per cent.—Voit). Those struc-

tures which are most essential to the life of the organism
are spareil longest. The heart muscle and the central

nervous system lose practically nothing, and though
their metabolic activity is high, ihey are sustained at the

expense of less important tissues.

Te.mi'ER.vtirk.—The experiments of Chossat, \ipon

pigeons, show a remarkable and continuous etTect upon
temperature from the beginning to the end of a period of

starvation. This shows itself at first in an increase of
the diurnal range, owing to a lowering of the midnight
temperature. Whereas, in the healthy pigeon, the daily
oscillation isonly0.7(i C. (from 4'3.22' at noon to 41.48°

at midniglit). in tlie fasting animal the mean noon tem-

perature (|)rior to the last day) was 41.70°, and the mean
midnight temperature 38.42 , giving an average diurnal

range of 3.28° (four times as great as normal). The
average loss of teni])erature at noon was onlj' 0..52°,

while that at midnight was 3.0(5'. That is to say, the
loss of temjierature at midnight was six times as great as
at noon, jloreover. the diminution of temperature was
progressive from the beginning to the end. as was also

the amount of the daily oscillation. This latter was 1.9°

the first day, and 4.3° the last day but one. The mean
daily refrigeration during this period was 0.3°. As the
animal grows weaker, the period of minimum (midnight)
temperatin-{> begins earlier and lasts longer.
On the final day of starvation there is a great exagger-

ation in degree and in duration of this midnight refriger-
ation. Chossat gives it as a mean, in a number of i)ig-

eons, as 14°. In other words, the reduction of theauimal
heat is forty-seven times as great on the last day of life

as on the average of the previous days.
Tills final plunge of the tcmiierature is observed in all

cases of starvation, and there seems little reason to doubt
that it is the inunediate cause of the fatal result. In the
mammalia there was not that regular daily loss of heat
that was observed in the jiigeons. The temperature fell

for the first day or two, but then ncaily regained the nor-

mal, and so remained until the last day, when it rajiidly
sank. Chossat found that when this fall occiu-recl, the

resulting torpor, the precursor of death, could be dis-

pelled by raising the temperature of the surrounding
medium, and that sullicieni vitality was thus imiiarted to
allow of the taking of food and consequent jierfeet res-

toration of the animals. The nearly complete mainte-
nance of temperature of warm blooded animals for

several successive days does n(jt i)r()ve thai the heat pro-
duction was e(iual to the normal, for thi're is probably a

lessening of the heat expenditure. Senator found tjiat

with dogs, on the second day of the fast, when the rectal

temperature was not sensibly lowered, the heat produc-
tion was nevertheless diminished about ten per cent.

Temperature studies in fasting men, of course, have
been rare. Jiirgensen found that in a healthy man, fast-

ing for sixty-two hours, the rectal tcniperatiire, taken

every ten minutes during the first thirty-eight hours,
showed a slight prolongation of the period of diurnal
iniiiinuim, with but very slight reduction (0.1°-0.2 ) in

the reading of the minimal temperature. But after that
time there was a prolongation of the period of the maxi-
mal temperature, which .fiirgensen accounted for by sup-
posing lliat the .substance of tlie consumed body set free

more heat than the materials metabolized under ordinaiy
circumstances.

Kksi'i RATION.—The frequency of the respirations
diminishes during fasting to four-fifths, or during the
last day even to three-fiftiis, of the normal rate. Some-
times, however, just befoi-e death the breathing becomes
hurried, shallow, and panting. The quantity of carbonic
acid exhaled, which normally exceeds that of the oxygen
taken in the proportion of about five pounds of carbonic
oxide to four ptnuids of oxygen, becomes relatively
smaller during fasting, and may even be absolutely less

than the oxygen absorbed.
CiKCUi.ATioN.—No very constant effects have been

noted in this coimectiou further tluiii a general tendency
to increase in the rate of the pulse accompanying exhaus-
tion. One observer (Strelzoff) noted an increase in the
blood pressure, which he ascribes to an atrophy and ob-
literation of a large number of the capillaries. Though
tills hitter event occurs in the stomach and small intes-

tine, and perhaps in other parts of the body, it jirobably
is not sufficient to cause any general rise of blood jiress-
ure. The mass of the blood jiroportionally to the total

weight, as above indicated, seems not to suffer very great
reduction. Panuin found no diminution in the number
of blood corpuscles when the animal (a dog) was allowed
all the water desired. On the other hand, Malasse/.
found that in the guinea-pig the cor]niscles were reduced
on the fifth day from 4,l.')t),(HlU jier cubic millimetre to

3,444,000. In a chicken he oliscrved a reduction, in an

equal time, from 3,380,000 to 3.912, (JOO. The diminution
in both the last cases fell chietly upon the latter days of
the fast.

The density of the blood was found liy Frerichs and
others to diminish during a fast. In a dog. in which
before the fast it was 10.58.09. on tlie fourth day of the
fast it was lO.Jl.ll, and on the twelfth 1037.69.

"

On the
other hand, in Volt's cat the density of the blood in

creased.

Ukinarv Si;cj;etion.—The amount of the urine dur-

ing the first day of the fast is not usually affected.

After that time, however, it graduall}' grows less and
less. The specific gravity has been found during this

period to range between 1.02.') and 1.034.

The urea diminishes in the carnivora with every suc-
cessive day of fasting, but never entirely ceases. The
extent of the diminution depends upon the richness of
the food in nitrogenous elements prior to the fast. The
herbivora, on the other hand, which during a fast be-
come carnivora. experience at that time a change in the
character of the urine, which becomes denser, higher-
colored, acid, and richer in urea. At the end of life the
urea diminislies rapidly. In guinea-pigs it has been
found tliat till' urine taken from the bladder after death
had only one-eighth as much urea as that passed on the

preceding day.
The urea forming a measure of the decomposition of

nitrogi'iious materials in the body, and nitrogenous in-

gesta (with all other) having been stopjicd in the fasting
animal, the daily secretion of urea affords a means of es-

timating the amount of nitrogenous matter consumed
each day of the fast. Physiologists have been divided
over the (piestion of a lujitu r<i)isii iiiptloii. a term applied
by Bidder and Schmidt to the metabolism of certain sur

plus proteid material which, though inside the liody, did
not form a component ]iart of any of its tissues, but con-
.stituted a kind of reservoir of force upon which the or-

ganism could draw. Not to enter upon this question,
however, we will simply say that it is found that the
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t'xcrctiiin of urea bears uo fixed proportion, at any period
of tlie fust, to the total wei^'lit of tlie aiiiiiuU. altliouirli

after the first three or four da_vs it teuds to a iinifoniiily

for several days. Jf the animal possesses an ahuiiduiiee

of fat there is a smaller eonsuni])! ion of proteids duriiiir

fastinjr. This diminution of the urea is very iiolieeable

in nniinalsthat have been freely fed, previously to beirin-

nin;; the fast, on fatly food. In the lean eat of Voit,

already referred to, the urea was less for several days
tlian in the animal of Bidder and Sehniidt : but at liie

end of life (twelfth and thirteenth days) thc^re was a ri.se

of fifty per cent, in the urea exereted over that of the

previous day. while the other animal showed no such in-

crease even up to its death, on the seventeenth day.
The former animal was found at tlie autopsy to have
used up all his fat tissues, and the final rise in the urea

was due to the metabolism falling entirely upon albumi-
noid material.

Of the other constituents of the urine the phosphates
and sidphates imdergo a diminution parallel to that of

the urea. The chlorides also diminish, but more rapidly
from the first. Albumin has been noted in .some eases,

but is not constant.

F.F.CEs.—On the first day of the fasting there is usu-

ally an evacuation from the bowels, the ficcal matter

containing the residue from the preceding alimentation.

After this the fa?ces are scant}-, often none being passed
for many days. They consist, after the second day,
almost entirely of bile. Scarcely any gastric or pancrea-
tic juice is formed. Sometimes a colliquative diarrha>a

sets in on tlie last day of life.

In the foregoing remarks we have had reference to a

total deiirivafiou. for a longer or shorter period of time,

of food. It is now neeessixry to examine briefiy the

effects when, although a complete!}' nutritious diet is

wanting, certain partial nutriments are allowed. As is

well known, the proteid foods, though uneconomical in

the quantity required, and in the tax imposed on the

digestive organs, are of themselves competent to support
life. Not so, however, with the non-proteid albumi-

noids, gelatin and chondrin, or the non-nitrogenous fats

and sugars. Yet all these classes of food will spare the

destruction of a certain amount of the albuminoid mat-
ters of the body and thereby prolong lifcf Gelatin is

the most effective of these palliatives of starvation.

Voit estimates that 100 gm. of dry gelatin economize 50

gm. of dr_v albumin. If fat be given with plenty of

water, not only some of the fat tissue of the animal is

spared, but also some of the albuminoid, and there is a

slight increase in the carbonic-acid elimination over that

observed in an absolute fast. Sugar also (if water be

allowed) prolongs life, and under its administration the

carbonic-aeid elimination is greater than when fat is

allowed.
We come now to the influence exerted by the allow-

ance or w itliholding of water upon starving animals.

W.vTKii Allowed .\nd Solids Withheld.—The
most important fact in this connection is that the admin-
istration of a moderate amount of water materiall}' dimin-

ishes the loss of body weight and prolongs life to a cor-

responding degree. The elimination by the kidneys, and

espeeiall}' that by the lungs and skin, is increased by the

drinking of water, but not to an extent equal to the

water consumed. There is also less urea excreted when
water is drunk.

Contrary, however, to what might perhaps be exjiected
from what has just been said, tlie fasting animal mpiires
a less (luantity of water than the one which has jilcnty
of food. The reason of this is that a considerable (|uaii-

tity of water is set free and put at the dispo.sal of the or-

ganism by the destruction of tissue. Muscular substance
contains 3.15 parts of water for each part of dry sub-

stance. In a dog experimented upon by Pettenkofer
and Voit there was a loss of 175 gm. fif albuminoiil mat
ter. This would set free .'551.25 gm. of water. The
water eliminated was found to be. as a matter of fact,

less than this amount, being only about 50(i.l gni.. and
in this case the animal, which was allowed to drink free-

ly, took only 33 gm. The ingestion of water, then,
while |iostponiiig the fatal result of a fast, produces no

im|)ortant change in tlu^ mode of death from that which
oe<-urs in simple inanition.

Solids Allowed .\ni) W.\tek WniniEi.i).—When
an animal is deprived entirely of water and of foods con-

taining any considerable amount of moisture, starvation

takes place almost as it does when solids also are with-

held, for tiie animal soon ceases to eat. Two pigeons on
W'hich this experiment was tried by C. Falek and Schef-
fer gave as a mean the following figures: At first,

being given enough water and wlieat to maintain a uni-

form weisfht, they took per 1,000 gm. of bodv w-eight,
103 gm. of water." and S5.5 gm. of wheat, a total of 188.5

gm., against w bicli their total excreta were 187 gm. For
the next four days water was withheld and wheat allowed
(t(l lihitum. Of the lalU'r they look only 35.5 gm. per
day, and their total daily excreta weighed 79.5 gm.
Again, for eight days they received all the water and
wheat they wished. This amounted in the first day to

443 gm. (343 of water and 80 of wheat). The excreta on
this day were 180.5 gm. The average total ingestion for

the first fourdays was 348.5 gm. (water 148.5 gm., wheat
100 gm.). the excreta 201 gm. On tlu' next four days the

ingesta were 176 gm. (water 91 gm., wheat 85 gm.); the
excreta 176 gm. Tliey had thus regained their former
nutritional equilibrium. They were then again deprived
of water until their death, whicli happened on the thir-

teenth daj'. The ingestion of wheat fell to 19 gm., and
the excreta were 56 gm.
The mean daily loss of weight in pigeons so treated is

from three and a half to five per cent, of their original

weight, and the duration of life from nine to thirteen

days. The total loss is from thirty-five to forty-nine per
cent.—not materially different from what occurs where
solids are withheld.

Diii.\TioN OF Life during F.\st.—As has been seen

above, this has wide variations, depending as it does

upon many factors, as the temperature of the surround-

ing medium, the quantity of fat possessed by the animal,
etc. Perliaps an average would be from eiglit to ten

days, during which the animal loses say forty per cent,

of his weigiit. But, as we shall see in speaking of fast-

ing in the human subject, this length of time may be

enormously exceeded, as indeed it frequently is, in ani-

mals. In the classical case of the fasting pig, the im-

prisoned animal, which was enormously fat, was released

alive at the end of one hundred and sixt}' days, having
fallen away in weight from one hundred and sixty

pounds to forty pounds.
In Man.—Inanition in man is usuall}' more or less in-

complete, but in a partial form it is not very uncommon.
The insane frequently refuse food, and inanition may
become quite advanced before the patients are put into

an asylum, where, of course, they are fed, if necessarj',

forcibly. One such case is reporfed where a young man
took nothing but water flavored with orange juice for

sixt}--onedays. At that time he was seen liy a physician
and" induced to eat, but, perhajis through injudicious
treatment, he died on the eleventli day after-svard.

Hysterical patients are particularly given to fasting,
and reports of such cases often get into the daily press.
Critical investigation usually develops the fact that there

has been a good deal of deception of the attendants: but
it is undeniable that such jiatients do sidisist for long

periods on an incredibly small amount of nutriment. In

one notable ease investigated by Charcot, the urine and
the vomitus showed, on ji most careful analysis, that the

daily excretion of urea was only 5 gm. In a man. dur-

ing complete abstinence, it was found to be not less than
10 or 12 gm. Many instances are on record in which hys-
terical women have dropped olf one article of food after

another, and have finally reached a point when, under

perhajis one-tenth the normal amount of food, they pass
a merely vegetative existence, lying on the back, obsti-

nately constipated, with dry, rough skin, saying nothing,
and. perhaps, only by a turn of the eye after a moving
attendant, showing any appreciation of their surround-
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ings. If llicy Imve practised deception tliey will some-

times, when put under strict surveillance, die of inani

tion without taking food. In the ease of the so called

"Welsh fasting girl," who was reported to have lived

without food of any kind for weeks, <lealh occurred in

eight days after she was placed under strict watch.

Inanition sometimes declares itself during the jicriod
of cinivalescence from acute fevers. Thc^re lias been a

large amount of tissue waste, with perhaps a small

amount of nutriment taken. The importance of main-

taining the nutrition in fevers is better recognized now
than formerly, and probably extreme inanition is corre-

sponilingly rarer. But when the amount of food sup-

plied has for some time been inade(|uate to the combus-
tion maintained, we may expect to lind the convalescence

impaired by som<' of ihe .symptoms of inanition.

The etl'ect of starvation on the blood is tcmjiorarily to

increase the nundter of red cells. Tliis is apparent rather

than real, and is due to a concentration of the blood. It

is most marked in proportion as the fluid ingesta are

withdrawn. In more advanced stagesof starvation some

defoiinity of the corpuscles may be expected, and a true

ana'uiia.

I'atients suffering from stricture of the a'sophagus and
from cancerous alTections causing obstruction of the up-
per alimentary tract, sometimes die of juanitiou, though
Ihe recent development <if the surgery of the stomach has
much dindnished the freciuency of that event. Still, in-

anition plays a part in the symptomatology of many
cases of cancerous disease, its effects being usually as-

sociated more or less indistinguishably with those of

cachexia. In a case reported a few years since in I'lte

/,((«'('< (Xoven\ber2Tlb, 1880), a patient having an a-soph-
ageal stricture was lor ten months able to take noth-

ing but milk. During this time he fell away in weight
from one hundred and twenty to sixty pounds. For the

next seven months he could swallow neither fluids nor

solids, and was kept alive by rectal alimentation. He
was able to walk about and his intellect remained imim-

paired till three days before his death. At death his

weight was forty pounds.
The new-born are sul)ject to a form of inanition due to

incapacity to digest and assimilate the food ingested.
Here a diarrhoea frecpiently replaces the constipation
which, as we have seen, is a usual attendant of starva-

tion. There is progressive emaciation, which may in-

crease to the extent of thirty or even forty iier cent, of
the original weight. The skin wrinkles and the features

take on an old look. The skin becomes inflamed from the

contact of irritating discharges or from pressure. Often

pustules of ecthyma appear. The chest is deformed;
theie is a sinking just above the epigastrium, while the

xiphoid cartilage is pressed forward by the liver. The
bones of the cranium overlap at the sutures and the fonta-

nel is depressed. The belly is flattened: the stools are

fetid. A peculiar odor, almost pathognomonic of starva-

tion, exhales from the mouth and from the skin. The
appetite al first is ravenous and Ihe child calls for the
breast constantly; later the appetite fails. The pulse
and temperature lower progressively as the inanition in-

creases; occasional transient elevations of temperature
may, however, occur. The weight loss averages, in a
child of 'i kgni., perhaps 100 gni. daily, and the duration
of life may be eight or nine days. There is some reason
to beli(^ve that robust infants succumb to inanition more
quickly than weaker ones, perhaps because the latter re-

quire a less amount of force-production for their daily
needs.

Ci.iNic.vi. Onsi;nv.\ri()Xs oi'- Simpi.k F.vstino in the
Hi'MAX SL'U,n-;cT.—Few experiments, naturally, have
been made upon human beings, .and such as have been

possible from the willingness of individuals to subject
themselves to deprivation of food, have, unfortunately,
been almost entirely devoid of scienlitic value. One is

alluded to above under the subject of temperature. In

the sununer of 1880, a man nanu-d Tanner a<complished,
as was claimed, a fast of forty days in New York. For
the first two weeks he was not watched by any regtdar

physician, but after that time one or more physicians re-

mained with him constantly, and there seems little reason
to doubt that he did actually keep the fast as represented,
though there was an unfortunate lack of scienlilie obser-
vation of the phenomena presented. It being warm
weather, there was comparatively little demand for heat-

production. At the si.\teenth day Ihe man began to
drink water, which was attended with marked improve-
ment in his condition. The total loss of weight was
thirty-two pounds. Toward the latter part of the time
there was considerable nau.sea, ending in vomiting of bil-

iary matter, mucus, epithelium, and a few lilood cor|ius-
cles. There were very troublesome tymiianites and
obstipation after the tirst day. There was mental irri-

tability, but no delirium. During the tirst part of the
time he walked abo\it and rode out daily, but later spent
much of his time lying on a cot covered with blankets.
One estimate of the urea gave on the tirst day '.2'.) gm.,
on the fifth day IS gm., on the eighteenth day 14 gm.
Famine and siege, which in years past have cijrried off

multitudes of human beings by starvation, are no longer,
it is to be liojied, capable of causing such destruction, at
least in civilized countries. Shipwreck, however, re-

mains as a not infrequent cause of starvation, \mder
\ar_ving conditions as to heat, moisture, etc. Medical
observations are not wanting upon the condition of men
reclaimed at various degrees of inanition. The members
of the Lady Franklin Bay expedition, under command of
Lieutenant Greely, passed the winter of 1883-84 at lati-

tude 78' 45' N., longitude 74° 15' W. From November
1st to JIarch 1st, their daily ration was 14.88 ounces of
solid food, the regular army ration being forty-six
ounces. From JIarch 1st to .May I'Jth, the daily ration

was ten ounces of bread and meat, with one to three
ounces of shrimps. From Jlajr 12th to June 22d, there
was no food but a few shrimps, reindeer moss, and black
lichen scraped from the rocks. There was water, brack-
ish in quality. The temperature of the surrounding
medium w as 5° to 10" F. There was no artificial warmth.
The men, in general, slept much of the time (sixteen to

eighteen hours daily), appro.ximating a condition of
hibernation. There was not much pain, even after going
several days without food. It was only after the inges-
tion of food that the craving became great. Constipa-
tion was excessive ; the intervals between the stools were
eight to ten and even sixteen days. The i]ien were

obliged to dig out the hardened ficces with their fingers—the abdominal muscles being too weak to extrude them—and often fainted after evacuating the bowels. The
deaths occurred seemingly from pericardial tlropsy.
There was (edema of the feet and face, then a sliort

spasm of pra-cordial jiain, and a slight general convul-
sion followed by death. The party consisted of twenty-
five men; one died in January, of scurvy; sixteen died
between March 1st and June 22d, when the survivors
were rescued. The medical report showed the condition
at that time to be as follows. (The report of one is given
which is closely representative of all.) The iiatient
fainted and vomited on first being removed. A sickly,
otiensive odor, as of stale urine, was emitted from the

body, which was greatly emaciated, with skin hanging
from the limbs in flajis. Weight one hundred and

twenty pounds, the normal weight being one hundred
antl sixty -eight. Mind excitable and irritable, al times
almost irrational. Loss of memory, attended later by
amnesic ajdiasia. At first very lalkalive. No pain.

Tongue dry and cracked, abdomen em])ty, and lying
almost in contact with vertebral column; had had no
stool for .six days; ravenously hungry. Pulse .52, soft,

comjiressible. ]51owing mvuinur over base of heart in

systole. Respirations twelve per minute. Temperature
(under tongue) !)7.2' F. No specimen of urine obtain-

able. Inability to move or stand without support. No
sleep. Soreness and jiain were felt in the muscles.

In the next few days tberi- were alvine dejections,
small, dark, and liighly olfcnsivi', and showing diminu-
tion of bile. The skin became jaundi<ed for several

days. The urine, normal in amount, was highly albu-
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niinous, and so continued for several days. No casts.

E.vaniination of tlie blood showed marked increase of

while eorpuseles (one to twenty red). The red eorjms-
tles showed little tendency to eoheri' or to run into rou-

leau-\. They lacked their distinctive liiconcave disc

shape. On the third da.v there were three or lour hours
of natiiral sleep. The pulse and temperature gradually
rose. The ana-mic murmurs continued for some time, as

did the albununuria. After a week the pati(;nt had

gained nine and a half pounds, and was able to sit up.
The appetite was still voracious. The menial condition

was tran(|uil, and the amnesic aphasia disappearing. In

si.\ weeks the normal weight had been regainc'd.
The ilidf/noninot inanition admits of no doubt except in

cases in whieli it is complicated with other condilions.

Yet it is just here that the diagnosis is sometimes of most

importance, as. for instance, in the convalescence from
acute fevers, where tlie success of the treatment dejiends
on rccognitiou of this clement. It is tirst important to

bear in mind that inanition is liable to occur whenever
the supply of nutrient niiatter to the body has been inter-

ruiited.
In infants, as has often been remarked, most of the

symptoms of inflammatory disease of the meninges ma3'
siiow themselves as the result of simple starvation. In

fever convalescents there is sometimes delirium with

headache, dimness of sight, and hallucinations. This
condition has been mistaken for meningitis. But the

headache in inanition is usually less severe, and the de-

lirium, which probably corresponds to a condition of

cerebial aiuemia, is generally, though not always, of a

calmer type. Still the liallucinatious which result from
it may lead to suicidal or homicidal attempts. One im-

portant point is, tliat the temperature is usually normal
or siibnormal, while in most other forms of delirium,

save in light cases due to alcohol, it is elcvate<l. The
diagnosis of delirium due to inanition depends not so

nnich on any peculiaritj' in the character of the delirium

as upiin the coniple.xus of symptoms, the opjiortunity
for starvation to have occurred, and the low temperature.
Sometimes vomiting sets in during inanition, a fact

which should be borne in mind, in order that there may
be no cessation of the nourishment on account of a mis-

apprehension as to the nature of the vomiting. The food
must be made as easy of digestion as possible, and, if it

is rejected, rectal alimentation must be used as <i tempo-
rar\- expedient. There is nothing in tlie character of the

vomiting which is distinctive evidence of its source being
in starvation. But, as with the more common s.vmptoms
just referred to, its nature must be diagnosticated from
the other circumstances. Of course, vomiting may itself

be the cause of inanition in cases of structural or func-

tional disease of the stomach, but here we shall have a

liistory of vomiting having preceded the excessive ema-
ciation, instead of having followed it.

Ti!K.\T-MENT.—JIuch Care is required, in the dietetic

treatment of persons who have been subjectetl to starva-

tion, that the nourishment be given in small quantities,
and that the ravenous appetite of the patient be not fol-

lowed as an indication of theamount of food reipiired. In

extreme cases some stimulant is often required at first on
account of the great reduction of temperature: external

bent should be freely applied. Meat seems to be the

article best adapted to the resumption of long suspended
nutrition. Scraped raw beef is one of the most valuable

foods, and should be given in teaspoonful iloses, flavored,

every hour or half-hour. The fluid preparations of lieef

are also very useful. jVIilk may be given in alternation

with these. From tliese beginnings the diet may be

built up in the usual way. When inanition has been due
to some disease not necessarily fatal, the .same method of

feeding may be relied upon to restore to hcallli; but. of

<'oiuse, in cancerous and other destructive cases the treat-

menl of the element of inanition is greatly circumscril)ed.

Rectal alimentation should, however, always be main
tained as long as possible.
A word should be added as to the use of fasting as a

therapeutic measure, which formerly had more adherents

than now, and was dignified willi the namo cura famis.
"With the increasing belief in the importance of main-

taining nutrition for the sake of all vital processes, its

application has become more an<l more limited. Its

chief valui' is in the treatment of acute disorders of diges-
tion, where the temporary withdrawal of food gives the

organs a chance to obtain physiological rest.

Starvation, in whole or in part as to some articles of
diet, has been made use of, from a therapeutic point of

view, in the treatment of certain diseased condilions,

notably obesity and diabetes.

Many j-ears ago, one Banting, who was successfully
treated bj- Harvey for obesity, wrote an account of the
treatment pursued, from which the noun Bantingism and
the grotesque verb "to bant

"
accjuired a place in our

language. The rules of Chambers, Banting, Cantani,
ami others amounted practically to a starvation cure,
almost nothing but jiroteid food being allowed. They
are open to the following objections: (1) They are usu-

ally tolerated for only a brief iieriod, durin,g which the

patient is undergoing tlie "cure." and are not capable of

being followed as a iicrmanent rule and habit of life.

Hence, after losing a few pounds of weight under their

application, the patient returns with increased avidity to

his original diet and at once regains what lie has lost.

(2) When persisted in, the starvation jirocess is likely to

aggravate an ansemia to which many obese persons are

already liable, and hence to start a new chain of morbid

processes. (3) An excessive albu ninoid diet often leads

to a loathing of all food, to indigestion, and chronic

diarrhoea. (4) An exclusive albuminoid diet will, in

supplying the necessary amount of carbon, cause the in-

gestion of sometliiug like four times as much nitrogen as

the body requires, which overtaxes the eliminative sys-
tem. (5) In reducing the fatty tissues of the body any
starvation cure also reduces the albuminous elements,
and so produces a failure in the nitrogenous equilibrium
of the body.
The various mineral springs which have been recom-

mended for the treatment of obesity, like JIarienbad,

Carlsbad, Kis.singen, Soden, and Ilomburg, are effective

only when conjoined with a dietetic regimen, and those

waters which are strongly purgative are dangerous to

many plethoric people.
The most satisfactory regimen for obesity is probably

that of Ebstein, which is capable of maintenance perma-
nentl)' and does nf>t incapacitate the patient for work.
It contains, however, a qualitative and a quantitative
diminution of food. The former, like that of Banting-
ism and the other starvation metliods already noted, ex-

cludes carbohydrates. Sugar and sweets of all kinds are

forbidden, as are also potatoes. Bread is allowed spar-

ingly. The essential peculiarity of the method, however,
consists in the addition of fats to the diet.

As the introduction of fat into the economy checks the

decomposition of alliuminoids, lis ellect as a constituent

of the diet is to diminish the craving to make good that

waste, or, in other words, to diminish hunger. Then
the patient will require less meat in his diet. But
whereas the amountof fat required by an average laborer

is seven or eight ounces a day, Ebstein allows only about
three omices to his obese patient. He further limits tlie

diet (luantitatively, giving only tlire(! meals a ihiy with
three to three and one-half ounces of bread. The green
and leguminous vegctablesare allowed in small quantity.
The proteid food, it is found, when accompanied by fat.

can in itself be reiluced from the t hirteen to .sixteen ounces
allowed by Banting to two-thirds that amount.
An important adilition to the dietetic treatment of

obesity is the restriction of water and other fluids in-

gested. Although tliis point was ma<lc by some of the

earlier writers, Oeilcl \.as the first to put il forward as a

suggestion foundcil on scientitic facts. The only alco-

holic drinks allowed are a small ijuantity of a light red

or while wine.
The dieletic IrealmenI of diabetes is discussed else-

where. But attention may here be called to the similar-

ity in the restrictions called for in this disease and tho.se
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called for in obesity. Also it will be noted that in both
conditiDiis Ilie inclusion of fats in tin- diet facilitates the

diminution in the harmful carboliydiaie sjroup. In ap-

plyini? even partial starvation methods for ohesity. then,

winle we must limit the number of aliments allowed in

ordertliat the iniantitalive restriction may be more readily

applied, we must beware of a too rapid and radical dim-
inution in weiglit. and must make our rei^imen so toler-

able that it can be continued as a pennaneucy.
C/iKi-lfs F. Withinyton.

STASIS. .See Circulation, PathoUigy of.

STATUS LYMPHATiCUS.—(Synonyms: Constitulio

lympliatiia; l.ympliatie cunstitution : Lymphatic habi-

tus: I^ympliatic dyscrasia; l^ymphatic diathesis; Lyin-

phatic-ehlorotic constitution ; Lymphatism.)
Dkfimtion.—A so-called constitutional disorder char-

acteri/.etl by a persistence or hy|ierplasia of the thymus
and by general lyniphadenoid hyperplasia, frei|uenlly
associated with cardiac and arterial hyiioplasia and the

osseous evidences of rachitis,

HisToitY.—The term lympliatie diathesis is an old one
in medical literature, aial was no doubt applied to cer-

tain oises of status lymphaticus as above defined. Inas-

much, however, as scrofidous (see Sn-ofiila) or tubercu-

lous adenitis was particularly indicated by this ancient

term, and that it was also applied to cases of pseudo-
leukaania. chlorosis, and leuka-mia, it is impossible t<i

determine in liow far it was detiiutely employed.
The most prominent anomaly (d' status lymphalieus,

the persistent or eidarjied thynuis, was recognized by
early pathological anatonu'sts lik(; Feli.\ Plater (1614),

Ch. Kiclia (1723), IJiehat and Verdries (172()), and by
Allan Burns, Franck. Kopp, Friedleben, and a uundjcr
of others in the first half of the nineteenth centuiy. (See
also Tliyni uk, Dixennin <if. ) These pioneer students in t heir

close attention to tlie thymus overlooked the accessory
anatomical features of status lymiihatieus: an error that

has persisted to the present time and which has been

productive of considerable confusion, since mtn-li of the

literature bearing upon such cliiueal manifestations of
status lymphaticus as laryngisnuis stridulus and sudden
death is to be found by reference to the thymus alone.

A clear conception of the lymphatic state was possessed

by that pathological anatomist of wide and fruitful expe-
rience. Carl Uokitansky. who, in his te.xt-book (1842-4(3),
under the head of "

Disea.ses of the Lymphatic Glands."
mentions "lymphatic diathesis" or "lymphatic habi-

tus." He observes that hypertrophy of the lymph glands
occurs in childhood to pidierty, or even beyond to

mature life. The nodes of the abdomen (mesenteric and
lumbar ple.xus) are most frequently involved, and this

condition is commoidy associated with hypertrophic de-

velopment of other blood-forming organs, as. for instance,

the thyroid gland, and more es])eei;dly a highly devel-

oped spleen, "obstructed involution of tlie thymus," a

hypertroi>hic state of the follicidar a|)i)aratus of the in-

testines, and liypertropliy of the nervous centres. Such
hypertrophies affect either the whole system or one por-
tion, as, for instance, the glands of the abilomen. L'ndcr
"Diseasesot the Thymus Gland," Kokitansky .says:

"
Its

abnormal eidargemeiit is almost entirely restricted to

children, in whom we simultaneously observe a great
predominance of the whole lymjihatie .sy.stcm. rachitis,

and hypertrophy of the biain." Tlie hypoplasia of the
heart an<l arteries, now a<-knnwledge(l to be one of the fre-

quently c(nicomitant anomalies, commanded the attention
of Wun(h'rlieh, Virchow, Hokitansky, Uiegel, Kulen-
kamplT, Bruberger, and Kiissner bet ween 1840 and 1S8().

On the assumiilion that vascular hypoplasia was funda

mentally related to eldorosis, the condition was described

by Virchow as the "
lymphatic-ehlomtie consiitution."

Interest in the lymphatic' slate, both from the cliincal

and from tlie pathological standpoint, has recently lieen

awakened, principally through the labors of the Viemia
school, of which A. Faltauf, whose contribution in 1889
marked the new era, is a representative. The various

morbid anatomical features of status lymphaticus were
emphasized by Paltauf and illustrated by a series of care-
ful autopsic studies. He revived the name "constitutio

lympliatica," which is widely prevalent in recent German
conlribulions: altlicuigh, notwillislanding tlu' care with
which Paltauf endeavored to demonstrate the accessorial

relationship of the enlarged thymus, one finds it still

occupying the most inominent and often quite exclu-
sive position in the reports of many recent writers,

MoKUiD An.\to.\iv.— Thjiiiiiis.
—The predominant ana-

tomical feature of status lymiihatieus and the one that
attracts attention most readily is the enlarged or persist-
ent thymus gland. In children below the jieriod of

]iulierly the thymus of the lymphatic static is usually
larger tliau in normal individuals. The enlargement of
this organ has been repeatedly noted in infants dying by
one of the several usually abriqit modes characteristic of

lyiiqihatism. and, as has already been said, this striking
anomaly has often been noted to the exclusion of other

accessory features. Such expressions as "thymus swol-
len," "thymus much enlarged," "thymus hypertrophic."
a)ipear in the autopsy ]iidtocols, together with data re-

ferring to the size and wciglit of the organ. The en-

larged organ, whieli usually retains its bilobed .shape,
extends from the isthmus of the thyroid well down upon
the pericardium, sometimes even to its diaphragmatic
junction. Laterally, the thymus spreads after passing
beneath the sternoclavicular union, generally expanding
into two leaf-like lobes which reach a combined width of
.5 to C cm. The thickness varies from 0..~) to ;i cm. The
length of the enlarged thymus in children varies from
6 to 8 cm. ; and its weight has been recorded as from 20
to 33 gm. Recklinghausen reports a thymus "as large
as the liver of a newborn infant" in a boy dying sud-

denly. A vigorous controversy- has been waged as to

the possibility of asphyxia from compression exerted by
the swollen thymus upon the trachea at the point where
the organ passes through the thoracic dome, the "criti-

cal space" of Grawitz, and some evidence seems to sus-

tain the pressure theory as applicable to a few recorded
cases.

It is generally conceded that the thymus in normal in-

dividuals undergoes an involution after the second or

third year, and that tliis involution is usually complete
at or soon after puberty (.see Tliiiinitx). But in victims

of status lymphaticus the involution of the thymus is

retarded, in conseiiuence of wdiich a persistent and sonie-

timcs hypertrophic organ is encountered in adults, par-

ticularly' those less than forty years of age. The location

of this persistent thymus corresponds to that in eliildrcn.

and the state of enlargement varies in individuals as

shown by the recorded weights of 2()-13.') gm.
Both in children and in adults the thymus of statur,

lymphaticus resembles in appearance the normal organ of

infancy. It is pinkish or flesh-like in color; and a dis-

tinct lobulation like that of the sweetbread of the calf,

often with clearly outlined follicles, is seen. Its consist-

ence is soft. Hemorrhages and consequent ecchymoses
are present in certain cases, particularly those in which

asphyxia has accompanied the sudden death. At times
the thymus is the seat of an active by pera'inia. and a few
instances are recorded in which a milky juice exuded
from tlu! cut organ.
The pathological histology of the thymus of status

lymphaticus is not yet thoroughly elucidated, and more
careful studies id' a large material by the use of recent

UK'thods is liighly desirable. In a general way it ajuiears
that the enlarged organ reproduces thi; microseojiie struc-

ture! of the normal thymus of infancy. dilTcring only in

the multiplication of the lymphoid cells whic'h serve to

ini'icase Hie size of the follicles, and to produce; new ones
bolli in the normal sites and in the adipose tissue sur.

rouiiiliiig the gland jn'oper. The normal division of the

thymic follicle into cortex and medulla is usually ro-

taineil, though the hyperplasia of lymphoid cells tends
to invade the medulla and to inliltrate the trabeeula of
the follicles. Some authors have ilescribed an increase

of eosinophilic leucocytes in the enlarged thymus, but
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wc have evidence that this is not a constant feature.

Knddlhclidid cell iinililcnitiim has also been dcscrilH'd.

Bui while persistciicc and hyiHTlropliy of Ihe thy'inus
is a pidiiiiiiciil characteristic (if stains lym])liaticus, il is

niil an iiivarialilc (inc. (or we may liavc a nun tliyiiiic

lyiiiliiiatisiii in wliich f;<'iii'i'.il lyiiipliadcndid hyperplasia
and arli'rial hyjioplasia e.\ist witii a thymus of noiinal
size or one that has undergone pc'rfect involution.

Further, it is well to recall that the anatonncal evi-

dences of the lymphatic state may be erased by a num-
ber of dilTerent causes, and that the thymus is one of the

earliest structures so ailcctcd. Advanced years, parlic-

ularly after the fortieth, usually induce rapid subsiihMiee

of thecnlari;iil lymphatic structure. Variouschronicdis
eases, and particularly those associated with debility,
marasmus, and wasting, act similarly. Some acute dis-

eases may produce the same effect.

l.tlinpliiKhiiniil IIjipifjiliiKid.
—A generally hyjicrtropliic

State of the lymphadcuoid tissue is, ne.xt after the anom-
aly of the thymus, the most uoticcable evidence of status

lym|iliaticus. This is shown by an increase in the si/.e

and number of tlie lymph follicles in various portions of

the body. In tlie lymph glands, both superlieial and
deep, it is maile apparent by their increased sizeand also,
at times, by enlargement of the individual follicles.

Sometimes the superficial lymph glands are not particu-

larly augmented, wliile those of the abdomen, especially
of the mesentery, are affected. Usually the enlarged
lymph nodes remain discrete, but there may be a diffuse

increase of lymphatic tissue, particularly in the mesen-

tery.
In the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts the

lym|ih follicles are generally very |)rominent. The fau-

cial, lingual, and pharyngeal tonsils, with the interven-

ing solitary follicles, and those at the ba.se of the tongue,
in the larynx, cesophagus, and stomach, particijiato in the

jirocess. In the intestines both the solitary follicles and
those aggregated in Pcyer's patches are luululy promi-
nent. A distinct adenoid ring may appear occasionally
in the duodenum, and tiiore frequently at the ileo-ca'cal

junction. In the small intestine, and particularly in the
lowermost portion of the ileum, the follicles of Peyer's
patches may protrude above the surface of the mucosa,
sometimes appearing as subspherical projections half a
centimetre in lieight; and such augmented patches may
reach a length of 9-11 cm. Here the solitary follicles

also project prominently, at times even taking the ap-
pearance of ]iolypoid outgrowths. In the colon an in-

creased ])romiueuce of the solitary follicles, with their

pit-like central areas still remaining, is observed. Taken
as a whole, the hyperplasia of the lymphatic structures
of the intestines in status lymphaticus clo.sely simulates
that seen in the stage of sw-elling of typhoid fever, and
ndght readily he so mistaken.
The retroperitoneal lymph glands usually participate

in the hypertrophy, to the same degree as that obscrvi'd
in the mesenteric nodes; and the bronchial glands are also

involved, although not invariably. Of the su|ierlicial

nodes, those of tlie inguinal, popliteal, axillary, cervical,

supra- and infraclavicular regions may be affected to a

varying degree, but usually not extensively. Collections
of lymphoid cells have been described in the liver, tliyroiil.
ancl bone mariow, and Kundrat cites a case in which nd
marrow was present in the shaft of the femur.

Spill II.—A moderate enlargement of Ihe spleen is tlii'

rule in status lymphaticus, while the prominence of its

Malpigliian boilies is more striking. Generally, the

splenic pulp is firm, the organ filling its capside well. In
cases of sudden death in individuals of robust condition
the splenic pulp is hyperainie. In the midst of the more
or less deeply coloretl ptdp the follicles composing the

Malpigliian bodies stand out with startling distinctness
as palc' round areas, often measuring 2-1! mm. across, and
resembling huge miliary tubercles.

Histologically one finds the enlarged j\Ialpighian bodies
to consist of closely jiacked siuall lymiihoid cells, gener-
ally surrounding the arteri<iles and su|i|ilicd with few
blood-vessels, thus contrasting sharjily with the adjacent

pulp tissue witli its dilated and engorged blood sinuses.
Not infretpienlly Hie hyperplastic lymphoid cells of a
follicle will inlillrale dilTusely into the adjoining pulp
tissue, and at times small foci of lymphoid elements,
without (liieel eonneclion wil ha well-i'<irmed follicle, will
be found scallcred Ihroughout the splenic substance.
The dilated siiuLses of the spleuic pulp are filled with

blood, and in some cases evidence of extensive hiemolysis
and the deposit of blood pigment appear in the pulp
cells.

Cunlidc iiiid Arlcnal Ihiiiojildsin.—ln certain eases of
status lymphaticus, parliciilarly those coming under
Virchow's class of "

lymphatic-chlorotic constilulion." a

lironounced hypoplasia of the ;irterics, and sometinies of
the heart as well, has been noted. Some authors have
described a general arterial narniwing, others a narrow-
ing of the aorta; in fact, so far as the aorta is concerned,
a diminution in calibre has been pretty uniformly dis-

covered. In view of our ignorance as to the causation of
aortic narrowing, whether real or only ajjparent and due
to varying degrees of elaslicity. wi- are not ]ircpared to
assert just what is th(! iialiire of the change found in

victims of status lyni]ihaticus; but that llie aorta, at
times the general .system of arteries, and rarely the heart,
are smaller than the same structures in average normal
individuals is unciuestionable. Even in adult lymphatic
males of full stature and well developed otherwise, an
aorta measuring but 4 cm. in circumference at its cardiac
end has been found, and a circunilcrence of 5 cm. at the
aortic ring is the rule. These narrow aortas are usually
thin-walled and quite elastic. Rupture of such thin-
walled arteries has been reported; and in certain cases
in which the heart also was hypoplastic, a patent fora-
men ovale has been fountl.

liudiitic Bone Chnmjes.—That there is a close morbid
anatomic association of status lymphaticus and rickets is

abundantly proven, particularly in the case of lyiuphatic
infants. Still we are not at present in a position to say
that all cases of status lymphaticus are associated ana-

tomically with the rachitic dyscrasia, nor do all cases of
rickets exhibit the evidences of lympluitism, though its

coincidence with enlarged s|)leen and hyperplasia of the
mesenteric nodes is well known. In infants dying in the

lymphatic state a mild grade of craniotabes, the rosary,
curvature of the long bones or spine, and enlarged epiph-
yses, have been manifested as rachitic osseous changes;
and in older children or adults several instances of rachi-
tic s]iinal curvature, pigeon breast, narrow pelvis, and
curvature of long bones have been found. Microscopi-
cally the affected bones present the lesions characteristic
of rickets.

Skin.—A thick skin and an increased fat layer have
frequently been noted among the anatomical findings.
In the skin an increase of the elastic elements has been
ilcseribed as a factor in augmenting its thickness. Pallor
of the skin of the jieculiar kind known as pasty (" pas-
feos") is looked upon as an evidence of lymphalism.

hhioil.—Observations u|)on the blood in status lym-
phaticus are still meagre, and a unanimous opinion as to
the characteristic alterations has not been reached. One
would expect a lymphocytosis in these cases, and this

has been reported in several cases. Thus Ewing found
a pronounced increase in the number of mononuclear
large and small lynqilioicl cells in llie blood of one of his

ea.ses, and hesuggcsls that fiirllH'i'systematie .search may
reveal this as a constant conilition. In the red cells no

abnormality in number or structure has been detected.
Occdxioiiiil Fcdtiinx.—In many of the eases of sudden

death among the victims of the lymphatic state a pro-
nounced active hypei;eniia<if the thoraeieand abd'Miiinal

viscera, and occasionally of the brain, has been described.

Further, ]>articularly in those sudileii deaths in which

asphyxia tigured, hemorrhagic eeehynioscs of the peri-
cardium, thymus, pleura, and endocardium were present
in Ihe order of frecpieiiey of llie structures mentioned.

llyiierlrophy of llie Ihyroid is a (|uite common accom-

panying anomaly. There may be a simple hypertrophy,
a parenchymatous goitre, or a cystic goitre. In about
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one-lialf of the reported cases the thyroid has been found

enlarged.
(Kdeina of the skin, or more commonly eczema, is occa-

sionally found. (Edema of the luiiirs lias been discovered

in some ca.si-s of sudden death in lynipluitic individuals;

and in lymphatic epileptiis dyinj^ after one or .several

attacks, or from rapid status epilcpticus, this condition

is encountered as the general rule.

Hypertrophy of the brain is mentioned by Hokitansky
as one of the features of stiilus lynipluUieus. at times

coud)ined with cerebral o'deuni or with widening of the

ventricles and increase of intracerebral tluiil. In some of

the recently studied cases one or mine of these condi-

tions are mentioned, and. in certain epileptics in the lym-
pliatic state, general cerebral hypertrophy, localized liy-

pertroph}". (edema, or hydrocephalus may ajipcar.
On the side of the se.xual organs peculiarities arc oc-

casionally encountered. A retarded development of the

external genitals and the delayed appearance of the beard,
the pubic and a.\illary hair in the male, are examples of

these. In the female an iiifaiitilc (and sometimes double-

Iiorned) uterus with umleveloped tubes, ovaries, and
mamma;, together with a masculine aspect of the whole

body, are likewise occasionally found.
Before disudssing the subject of the morbid anatomy

o." "tatus lymphaticus we sliould empha.size the fact that

a numljer of the characteristic features are profoundly
moditied by the individual's state of nutrition. In those

victims of st.'itus lymphaticus who die suddenly in a

good state of nutrition such anomalies as the large thy-
mus, lymphadcnoid hyperplasias, and thick fat layer
appear prominently: but when nutrition has suffered

through the e.vliausting intluence of chronic diseases or

the rapid wasting of certain acute affections, these struc-

tures atroiihy along with the rest of the body. On the

other hand, the aortic or arterial hyjioplasia, and the os-

seous changes of ancient rickets are ineradicable, though
thcse.it must be rememliered. are not invariably present.

Again, one mav find status lymphaticus associated with
certain other diseases and their anatomic changes, as. for

example, Basedow's disease, struma, scrofula, and pseudo-
le\ik;emia.

Ci.isic.\i- M.\NiFESTATioNs.—Status lymphaticus has
been found in a number of diseases in which the associa-

tion seems to have been more than a mere coincidence.

Thjiiiiic Asl/iiiKi.—Up to very recent times that pecul-
iar spasmixiic neurosis known as spasm of the glottis,

laryngismus stridulus, cliild-crowing, or by the term
"asthma thy miciun

"
given l)y Kopp in 1824, has been

looked upon as having its morliid anatomical basis in an

li}'pcr1ro|ihy of the thynuis. But in the last decade more
exliaustive studies have disclosed one or several of the
other features of the lymplialic state in these cases, and
there need now be little hesitancy in considering this

affeclion as one of tlie eliuieal evideneesof the latter con-
dition and in descriiiing it in this connecti<ai.

Thynuc asthma, a disease of infancy, may be detined
as a paroxysmal suffocation, and is a not uncommon
Oiuse of .sudden death, especially between the fourth
and tenth months. Its symjitomatology lias been well
described by Kopj), and more recently by Pott. In a

typical fatal attack the child suddenly jerks its head
backward willi a sharp noisy inspiration like that of

wlioii|iing-cough. but sharper and shallower; the eyes
are upturned, fixed, and jiupils dilated; the face has a

painful, anxious expression, is blue at tirst and then

pallid; the nostrils are dilated. The tongue swells and
arches so as to press against the hard jialate. while the

veins of the neck become engorged and stand out iiroini-

neully. The arms assume a condilion <if tonic extension
with fists clinched and thumbs turned into the jialms.
Till.' legs become extended, great toes abductc<l and dor-

sally flexed. An attitude of opisthotonos is assumed by
the spine. A convulsive tremor of the facial musclesand
an ineffectual gasping inspiratory attctmpi follow. Sud-

denly the spasm ceases, the face becomes ashy, then

cyanotic; the tongue and lips are livid; and after one or
two minutes the child is a corpse. Urine and faces are

involuutarily passed if artificial respiration is attempted.
The heart ceases its activity at the onset of the i)arox-

ysin ; its sounds are iiiaudil)le and the ]uilsc is absent.
Hetlex irritability is lost. In attacks not fatal the clinical

phenomena resemble those just described; there is the

abrupt onset, the ])aroxysm of .suffocation and convulsive
movements of various groups of muscles, often with in-

voluntary evacuations, and occasionally with complete
lo.ss of consciousness. Friedleben, one of the older ob-

servers, states that these attacks occur most frequently
in wellnourished infants, though they may apjiear in the
delijlitaleil. The interval between the spasms may be
hours, days, or weeks, though they tend to increase in

frequency and severit}-. Twenty to forty attacks have
been noted in twenty-four hours. The

ji! riod of the tirst

dentition is the one particularly prone I i this affection,

though it has been recorded in the new-born infant.
The so-called idiojiathic spasm of the glottis of adults is

probably dissimilar at least in so far as its relations to

status lymphaticus arc concerned, though this point has
not been detinitely settled.

Thymic asthma and thymic sudden death in infants
stand so closely allied as to make a separate considera-
tion unnecessary, for while many infants have succumbed
suddenly, in which, for want of actual observation or for
lack of trained observation, none of the symptoms of

thymic asthma has been described, it is higlily probable
that one or more of the convulsive phenomena just men-
tioned actually iireceded death. Jlany of these sudden
deaths in infants are tragic occurrences, and not infre-

quently they have called for medico-legal investigation.
Some of the children in seeming good health have expired
abruptly in the presence of siiectators or even in their

liarents' arms {Grawitz and others); they have been
found dead in Ix'd. and suspicions of foul play have been
entertained against a mother or nurse under these cir-

cumstances; or death has been ascribed to suffocation in

the bedclothes. Some, at least, of the deaths from fright
recorded among children doubtless belong to this sjime

category, and herealso probably lieloug those occasional
instances in which animals like cats or dogs have been

suspected of causing the death of infants, as in those

popularly described as "cats sucking the breath."
As to the etiology of thymic asthma and thymic sud-

den death the controversy aroused by Kopp's theory is

still waging. Kopp maintained that the weight of the

enlarged tln'mus on the heart, lungs, and great vessels
induced the spasm of the glottis either by direct press-
ure or liy irritation of the recurrent laryngeal nerve.
Even to the present time the mechanical theory advanced
by Kopji is accejited by some authors, or the moditica-
tion of it proposed by Grawitz, who held that direct

compression of the trachea is produced by the swollen

thymus at the ]ioint wiiere it emerges from the dome of
the tliorax ("critical space"), particularly when the head
is suddenly drawn backward. Ever since the time of
FriedU-beii's masterly studies upon the diseases of the

thymus ( Is.^N) the pressure theory has been combated,
and a large controversial literature has appeared. That
the mechanical factors are concerned in some of these
cases seems undeniable, but even in those in which the
marks of tracheal compression are indubitable, it is still

impossible to say that compression alone was the active

agency in exciting tlie spasm or the sudden death. Be-
cause of the inadcciuacy of the mechanical theory to

explain the majority of the cases, the tendency in the last

few years has been more and more toward the view ad-
vanced by I'ott, and extended by Paltauf. Pott Ixdievcd
the fatal issue to be ascribablc to sudden arrest of the

heart, though he charged the cardiac affection to the re-

sults of ]iressure of the suddenly congested and already
liypertroiihied thymus upon the trachea, |)ulmonary
artery, and right auricle. Paltauf also ascribes thymic
sudden death to a spasmodic arrest of the heart, but he

goes beyond the thymus and looks to status lymphaticus
as the responsible condition. He jioints out that the

enlarged tliymus coexists with general lymphadcnoid
livoerplasia, and arterial hypoplasia—that is, with the
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lymphatic state—and tliat tlie victims of tliis ilyscrasia

possess a lowered vital resistance and a paiticular prone-
ness to convidsivc disorders, among which cardiac or re-

spiratory spasm or paralysis an- the most danireroiis. In

this light, spasm ot the glottis or thymic asthma hecomes
s, refiex res])iratory spasm, and thymic sudden death a

retlex cardiac paralysis, lioth in some way dependent
upon the cxaggcraicd irritability incidental to status

lymphaticus.
[iifdiitile Ecbimpsia.

—That teething (its are often asso-

ciated with rickets has been jiointed out by a number of

authorities. The relationship of infantile eclampsia and
status lym]jhaticus has not been emphasized, but there

is reason for believing that this convulsive neurosis, like

glottic spasm, occurs in lymphatic children. In a few
cases eclam]isia and spasm of the glottis have been noted
in the same infant in which stjitus lymphaticus was dis-

closed at autopsy. As we shall see in the section follow-

ing, tetany is one of the neuroses frequently combined
with eclampsia and one in which status lymphaticus has

been fomul to exist. It therefore appears quite proper,
even in the absence of an abimdance of direct evidence,

to discuss the general convulsions of infancy in their pres-
ent connection ; and the writer is of the belief that more
careful study from the point of view just indicated will

show the correctnessof this position. I have, duringthe
last year, had the opportunity of performing an autopsy
on a six months' infant dying of general convidsions, a:id

found a large thymus with pronounced hyperplasia of

the intestinal and splenic follicles, and hypertropliy of the

mesenteric glands.
Idiopfithic Tctiniji of Infancy.—-Closely allied to spasm

of the glottis and eclampsia is the carpopedal spasm of

infancy which is, l)y most recent authors, classed as in-

fantile idio|)athic tetany. Tetany in infancj' niaj' mani-
fest itself by carpopedal contractures alone, which occur
in intermittent attacks or very rarely as a persi.stent

spasm; it may exist as a latent alfection, only showing
under certain conditions of irritation: it occurs in com-
bination with laryngeal spasm, or with laryngeal spasm
and eclampsia. Its relations to rachitis iiave been re-

peatedly pointed out, and discussions as to the invariable

Association of craniotabes and tetany and the causative

influence of the former have frequently arisen. The as-

sociation of tetany and status lymphaticus has been em-

phasized particularly by Eschereich, who.se opportimities
for the study of this and its allied neuroses have been

•especially good. He affirms that the lymphatic .state

may exist as a coniidication of tetany, and that it is of

especially grave import. The various anomalies of status

lymphaticus have lieen disclosed in autopsies on victims
of tetany, although not always recognized in their proper
connection.

h'jiHrpsi/.
—A mention of persistent thymus in epilepsy

was made in 1S90 by Kruse and Cahen, based on their

finding this anomaly in autopsies on two epileptics. The
association of epilepsy with status lymphaticus has been

particularly emphasized by the writer as the re.sult of his

^studies in the Pathological Laboratcny of the Ohio Hos-

pital for Epileptics. In autopsies upon the victims of

idiopathic grand mal, particularly in young and robust

individuals, evidence of the lymphatic state occurs with
a ri'gnlarity thai suggests more than an accidental rela-

tionshi]), though the tracing of a possilile causal connec-
tion between epilepsy and status lymphaticus is at the

present time largely a matter of speculation. I have al-

ready noted that a clinical kinship has been traced be-
tweeu epilepsy and the neuroses al)ove mentioned, par-

ticularly infantile eclamp.sia and spasm of the glottis, and,
as already suggested, these neuroses have been associated
both with rickets and with the lymphatic state. As for

epilepsy, no less an aulliority than (iowers has concluded
from purely cliiucal and slatistical observation that rachi-
tis must be looked to as a fundamental factor in the oc-
currence of teething tits and more remotely of Iheeiiilepsy
which so frequently follows in a victim of infantile

•eclampsia. My studies in the morbid anatomy of epi-

lepsy have revealed the evidence of an ancient rickets in
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a proportion of cases, and (he anomalies of status l3'm-
phaticus as a relatively constant occurrence in the sub-

jects of idiopathic grand mal dying under circumstances
favorable to the retention of the anomalies of the lym-
phatic state.

Epileptics are very jjrone to sudden and often tragic
deaths, as by asphyxia (sometimes mechanical, sometimes
not), "syncoi)e," "heart failure" without anatomical car-
diac lesions, rapid stat\iscpih'pticus, (edema of the lungs,
"cramps." and drowning, and I have endeavored to de-
line an atlinity l)etwei'n tlic suilden dciith in epilejisyand
that sei'u in such neuroses as thymic asthma, the various
forms of thymic s\id(len death of infancy, and those in

adults presenlly to be described.
Dentil in Siir(/iciil JSarcoxif,.—Gradually, but more par-

ticularly since the report upon Kundrat's observations,
we are coming to learn that status lymphaticus is to be
held responsible for most of the deaths in chloroform an-

festhesia, and probably for many of those occurring in

surgical narcosis by the use of other agents like ether,
nitrous oxide, etc. 0>ir information concerning chloro-

form sudden death is particularly definite because of the
almost exclusive use of this drug in Austria and Germany,
where, to the present time, thorough autopsies with the

possibility of discovering the existence of status lym-
phaticus have alone been practised. Unquestionably
when we come to make a careful anatomical analysis
from the standpoint just indicated we shall find the con-
ditions attending anaesthetic accidents in America identi-

cal with those recorded in Europe ; though tlie imiiression
now seems to prevail that chloroform per ne is the espe-

cially dangerous anaesthetic in victims of the lymphatic
state.

As to the time and mode of death no regularity has
been determined. Any stage of anicsthesia from the first

few whiffs to the comijletion, or during the period of

recovery, or even several hours after the narcosis and
operation have been ended, may be selected as the fatal

moment. Death may bo very abrupt with evidence of
cardiac and respiratory failure, or the jiatient sinks more
gradually with enfeebled pulse and shallow respiration.
Methods of resuscitation, such as avail in the ordinary
accidents of anaesthesia, are here fnntless.

For their protection in cases of the often distressing
accidents of surgical narcosis it is important that the sur-

geon and auEcsthetizer keep clearh- in mind this now well-

established associatiim of status Ij'mphaticus, Unfortu-

nately, our means of ante-mortem diagnosis in status

lymphaticus are at present quite unsatisfactory, jiartic-

idarly in the case of adults. In children the existence of

adenoids, enlarged tonsils, enlarged superticial lymph
nodes, and osseous rickety changes, together with a his-

tory sliowin,g eclampsia, laryngismus stridulus, or idio-

pathic tetany, should be seriously considered as having
grave prognostic importance.
Deathfrom Tririal Surgical and Medical Procedures.—

Closely allied with the sudden death in surgical narcosis

are those which occasionally follow minor operations.
In some of these, especiall.v those in which incomplete
anaesthesia has been employed, it is questionable in how
far the anaesthetic or the shock of the operation is to be
held accountable for the fatal termination. JIlusI rations

of this point are the deaths which havi' followed opera-
tions fortlie removal of nasopharyngeal adenoids. Here
a partial anaesthesia is commonly enqiloyed, and most of

the .sudden deaths have been found under these condi-

tions.

Although the point has not yet been prominently em-

phasized, lam personally incliiu'd to the Ix'lief that care-

ful study will reveal all the unexpected deaths following
adenoid operations (including those on hypertrophied
tonsils), either with or without ana'sthesia, to lie asso-

ciated with status lynqihaticus. It is at least pertinent
to recall that the lymphaticovcrgrowth making the basis

of nasopharyngeal adenoids and enlarged tonsils is one
of the manifestations of status lymphaticus.

Allied to the accideids just alluded to are the deatlis

occurring in other minor operations clone in incomi)lete
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aiiii'sMicsiii, !Ui(l hcretoforp ascribeil cither to the auivs-

thetie alone or to the slioek and dnij; elTeet eonibiiied.

A well-known ilhistiation is the occasional fatal accident

diirinir orafter the ex tract ion ofatooth. The occasional

deal hs after minor accideiils, anil following various trivial

operations in which no ana'stlieticis used, will doubtless

gradually tind their way into the group of neuroses asso-

ciated with the lyniiihatic state.

A particularly appropriate illustration concerns the

sudden deaths following the injection of curativosera. of
which the lirst pronounced e.\aiui)le was in tlutcasc of the

young son of Professor I.angerhans, of Berlin, who died

snddeidy a short time after the injection of a small dose
of diphtheria antitoxin, used by his father for preven-
tive purposes. At the time of the occurrenco this case

excited intich discussion, and various theories were put
forward toexplainthe accident, especial stress being laid

upon the possible toxicelTectof theantitoxin. However,
the autopsy revealed certain evidencesof Status lymphat-
icus likeswolleii spleen with |irominent follicles, enlarged
tonsils and iiliaryngeal follicles, hyperplastic intestinal

follicles, and sligiit rickety thickening of the costosternal

margin; and while these were not taken into serious con-

sideration during the immediate examination, they were
dwelt upon later, and by such experienced students as

Paltauf, Hschereieh, and others, it was concluded that

this unfortunate accident was one of the fatalities of the

lymphatic state.

Esehenich reports the case of a lymphatic child who
died in a salicyli('-aeid pack. Galatti records a similar

fatality after an external ai>iiIication for eczema: the

child developed toniir and clonic convulsions, and died in

twenty-four liotns, and here Kolisko foiuid, along with
the eczema, U'dema of the brain, rachitis, and auiBiiiia

with evidence of lymph.-itism. In connection "with liis

case Eschereich jjoints out the danger of narcosis, pro-
longed hydrotheraiieutic treatment, or weakening thera-

)ieutic measures in children with status lyiu])haticus.
S'ul(/(H Jhiitli in Adults, inid JJea/h in the ^ylltn^.—

Abundant evidence has accumvilated to show that adults,

especially yonng. apparently strong individuals, are, like

infants and children, the subjects of status lymphaticus
and therefore exposed to such accidents as sudden death
under the various circumstances just related, as that in

surgical narcosis and after trivial operations. Death in

the water by so-called "drowning" is one of the modes
noted more particularly in adults, though mentioned in

the case of some infants. In some of these fatal acci-

dents the victims have been found dead with no external
evidence to indicate the mode of termination. Others
have died before sjiectators by a variety of tragic meth-
ods. A tuimber have expired in the water with so-called

"craiups"or by "drowning." in which the usual post-
mortem findings of fatal inunersion were absent, jlost

of these occurrences have demanded medico-legal inves-

tigations, and their importance from this stand]ioint is

so great that it seems desirable to illustrate the subject
by citing some typical cases.

Isonlmann describes the case of a twenty-six-yearold
scavenger, in apparent good health, who was found dead
in the situation of his work. Autopsy showed the body
of a mediiun sized, strongly develojied luan, with dif-

fusely ccchy mot ic skin ; tonsils and pa|iill;eof the tongue
prominent; lungs congesteil and moist ; heait ecchymo-
tic; tiesh somewhat thickened, tough, and |)ale; liverand

kidneys dark and liard; thymus |)ersisleiit and enlarged,
lueasuringT X 'T X 1.5 cm.; lymph glands in neck, axilla,

and mesenlerv much enlarged and pale; aorta narrow
(5.5 cm. above valve), wall ihin ami smooth.

Another case, noted by Nordmami, is that of a twenty-
tive-year old man who died suddeidy without assignable
eanse while (ilaying cards with several companions
Section (by Kaiifniann) revealed a thymus gland, thin,

but as large as the palm of the hand; general hyper-
;emia; flaccid, slightly dilated heart, and slight enlarge-
ment of lymphatic glands and follicles.

Still another case recorded by Nordmaiui illustrates a
form of smiden death after bathing. A soldier in good

physical condition, twenty six years old, went bathing
on a warm August afternoon with a luimber of comrades.
All precautious were taken as to the jiroper temiieraliire
of the water. lie entered the water slowly, swam about
for two or three minutes, and returned to the shore.

After emerging from the water he complained of chilli-

ness, suddenly stitfened his extremities, became pale,
turned bis eyes upward, and with a long-drawn inspira-
tion fell to the ground. He was assisted to a sitting pos-
ture, where Nordmaim found him iiidseless, with a

deeply cvano.sed face, and after tw oor three s])ontaneous
attempts at breathing respiration ceased. Artificial res-

piration and stinudation were of no avail. On autopsy
the body was found to be well formed, in good nutrition,
with pronounced rigor, and cyanosis of the face. The
brain was merely congested. The thoracic organs were
entirely normal. Bronchial glands were somewliat en-

larged, gray-black, and a little firiuer than usual. A
thymus gland, larger than a tist, lay in the anterior medi-
astiniun, dark red in color, with follicles jilainly visible.

The tonsils were enlarged, as were also the lymph glands,
and the follicles of the tongue and spleen. The thyroid

'

was synunetrically enlarged.
Several instances have been rejiortcd in which ]ieople

in apparently good health suddenly fell into the water,

and, although atonce removed, before death by asphyxia
eoidd possibly have occurred, could not be resuscitatetl.

A thirteen-year-old boy fell unexpectedly from on board
a ship in the docks, ami although immediately removed
from the water, could not be revived. The autopsy was
conducted by von Recklinghausen, who re|)orts, aside

from an enlarged thymus, enlarged tonsils and lymph
glands, nothing abnormal. Another ca.se noted by von

Kecklinghausen is that of a luan. twenty -seven \'ears old,

who, while bathing in a forbidden spot, was suildenly
accosted. He arose from the water frightened, and at

once fell, to sink below tlie surface. He was promptly
dragged from the water, but did not revive. Section of
the body of this large, lean, well-formed man showed a

general hypera'tnia; tlaccid, dilated heart, with a tough
myocardium and normal valves; and slight narrowing
of tlie ascending aorta. The lymph glands in the neck,

axilla, mesentery, and the tonsils were enlarged and pale;
the follicles of the sjileen, tongue, and epiglottis were
swollen (intestinal follicles not mentioned). In the an-

terior mediastinum a |)ersistent thj'nuis measuring 9X0
X 1.5 cm. was discovered.

At least two well-authenticated examples of thymic
and lymphatic hyperplasia in individuals sinking snd-

deulv while swinuning are described byNordnianu in his

excellent paper upon the relation of the thymus gland
to sudden death in the water. These two cases Nord
mann credits to von Recklinghausen. A twenty-year-old
mechanic, wliile swimming, uttered a sharp cry and sank
beneath the surface, and, though promptlj' removed from
the water, was dead. On post-mortem examination his

body was found to be lean; the organs were generally
congested; the lymphatic glands in the neck, axilla, and

groin were enlarged, along with the spleen. The folli-

cles in the nose, glottis, and tongue were very prominent.
The thynuis was persistent and measured 10 x G x 1 cm.
In the other case a man twenty eight years of age sud-

denly saidv while swimming beside some companions.
He was at oiu-e removi'd from thc^ water, but death had

already taken place. The body was well nourished.
The noticeable features of the seeticm were the cidarged
tonsils, lymjih glands, and spleen; and the hyperplastic
follicles of the tongue, spleen, and intestines (Peyer's

patches). The heart was flaccid, and the aorta measured
but 4 cm. at its origin. The thyroid was enlarged. The
persistent thynuis was 10 X 8 X 1 em. in size.

I.oiri)- livsintinifc til Jn/ftioii.
—A predominant ])c<'uliar-

ity of the constitutional condition which we are consid-

ering is. as Paltauf and others have shown, a lowered
vital resistance, and this is apparent in the event of cer

tain acute infections. Diphtheria, as demonstrated in

Eschereicli's clinic by Moriz Daut, tends to assume a

particularly severe' type and to prove freiiuently fatal in
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lyniplialic infiiuts and rliildri'ii. Bctwi-cn tlicyrarsl890
and iS'JT tlicii' were st'ViMilv iiiiic <lcallis fmni diplillicria

in tin: clinic at Ciraz, and Iwcnty-tliri'c of these slitiwod

status lympliaticus. Susccptiliility to dijihtlicria in lym-
phatic chihlien shows itself in several ways. Tints in

the midst of an otherwise mild epich'inic the lymphatic
victims may die early in the attack with no diphtheritic
anatomical lesions to explain the unexpected ending.
There are hoarseness of the voice, hoarse con^li. and a

tendency to snfToc-ation. Only a ihin false membrane is

present in the tlirciat and larynx, and nowhere is there a

mechaiucal obstacle to explain tlie hoarseness and dysp-
nceic syniptoni.s. One or two days after entering the

hospital the children become much worse; after cough-
ing, severe dvspnaa ami cyanosis appear witli a small,

weak, irregular pulse; consciousness is lost, and death

.supervenes in spite of various liernie efforts at resuscita-

tion, including intubation or tr.icheotomy. In another
class of cases there is a jironounced tendency to rajiid ex-

tension of the diphtheritic exudate into the bronchi and
bronchioli'S with broncliopneumonia following. Here,
of course, the anatomical findings fidly explain the fatal

termination. This also holds true for the septic type of

cases with early death; but llie point is made that sub-

jects of status lymphaticus are, from their constitutional

weakness, especially prone to sutTer .severely from this

infection. All the ordinary therapeutic ell'orts for diph-
theria fail in these cases, and such is likewise the case

with the extraordinary measures like tracheotomy and
iiUubation. It is here also that the specific serum, the

antitoxin of diphtheria, fails to exert its usually prompt
and beneficial resiilts. Even in early cases in which anti-

toxin usually produces a marvellous effect, none follows,
and this seems to be independent of the dosage, for Daut,
in his cases, used the antitoxin promptly and frccl\'. It

is very desiraljle for physicians gcnerall}' to be clearly
informed as to the unfavorable prognosis of diphtheria
in status lymphaticus, and especially' as to the possibility
of failure with that sovereign reined}'

—antitoxin—in this

class of individuals. Alike is the danger of accidents

following the use of a prophylactic antitoxin Injection,

and, in the absence of the specific therapeutic response
to the remedy, it behooves the practitioner to be on bis

guard both for his own jirotcction and to spare ill repute
to so valualile a therapeutic agent as the antitoxin of

diphtheria. We have had. at the CMiio Hospital for Epi-
leptics, three cases of fatal diphtheria in adult epileptics
in which we ascribed the unexpected tcrminatiim to the

existence of a status lymphaticus as demonstrated at

autopsy. In each of these cases antitoxin treatment was
unavaihng.
Among other infectious diseases toward which the re-

sistance of lymphatic subjects is lowered may be men-
tioned cholera as shown by Virchow. pneumonia by
Ortner, typhoid fever by Fraentzel. Virchow. and Hiller.

Ortner found pronounced evidence of status lymphaticus
in some fatal cases of ana?mia after removal of the ex-

citing cause, Bothrioceplialus latus. and he holds the con-
nection to be more than a coincidence. In most of the

cases just mentioned the especially iirominent anomaly
was the hyiioplasia of the heart and arteries, the cases

being, in fact, examples of Virchow's "lymphatic chlo-

rotic constitution."

Bronchidl Cotir/lt.
—West has reported several cases in

which a harsh, spasmodic, croupy cough was assigned to

the irritation of enlarged brr)ncliial lymph nodes and
which improvid luulcr the administration of creosote.

The enlarged and offending glands were looked upon as

manifestations of lym|)hatism. of which the ]iaticnts ex
hiliited certain other eliideal manifestations like enlarged
superficial lymph glands, hyiiertrophied tonsils, jialpalile

spleen, dulness over the ujiper sternum, and, in lialf of

the cases, evidences of a previous rachitis.

Association vvrni Otiiku Disi^.vses.—As has already
been stated, hypertrophy of the thyroid, i.e., goitre, has
been found in about one half of the eases of status lym-
phaticus in adults. This may be simple goitre or it may
take the form of exophthalmic goitre. lilObius, in 1891.

emphasized the conciirience of persistent thymus and
Basedow's disease, and this has been veritied by Mosler,
Spencer. Johnston. White. Ross. Bradford, Hektoen, and
a miinber of others. Several of the.se ca.ses died abruptly
under circumstances strongly suggestive of thymic sud-
den death as now recognized, and in the several thorougli
autopsies, besides the |)ersistcnt ami hy])erplastic thymus,
such lymphatic alterations as jirominent intestinal and
s|)lenic follicles, etc.. h;ive been described. In explana-
tion of this syndrome it is uigcd that experimental evi-

dence points to some sympathetic relati<in between the

tliyroid and thymus as shown by the enlargement of one

following the extirpation of the other. It is also sug-
gested that the tachycardia of exophthalmic goitre is

analogous with the tendency to cardial paralysis in status

lymphaticus.
As long since shown by Virchow. Iiypoplasia of the

heart and arteries is frequently associated with chlorosis,
and C'opelaud and Bamberger noted the coincidence of

ha-mophilia with aortic narrowing. It has also been
found that other features of the l_ymphatic stat(! are asso-

ciated with the hypoplasia of the heart and arteries, and
this, recognized by Virchow, led him to deliiie the condi-
tion as the "

lyiuphatic-chlorotic
''

constitution.

The extensive hyperjdasia of lymphadeuoid tissue in

status lymphaticus brings it anatomically to resemble
some ca.ses of leuka-mia and ]iseudoleuka'mia. In the
latter conditions we not only en<'oi.nter enlargement of
the lymph glands and lymph follicles, but hypertrophy
or Ij'mplioid overgrowth of the thynuis as well. There
seems, however, to be little or no clinical analogy be-
tween these affections. The blood changes, like the aniE-

mia, and the disturbance of balance in the various kinds
of leucocytcsare eitherentirely absent in status lymphati-
cus or but imperfectly exhibited by occasional lympho-
c_yto.sis. Ewing has shown that while the enlargement
of the intestinal follicles may reach the extent observed
in less pronounced i)seudolcuka'mia, in the latter disease
the small nodules of lymphoid tissue grow laterally for

some distance before producing much elevation of the

mucosa, contrasting with the sharply circumscribed,

abruiitly i)rojecting follicles of status lymiihaticus. The
nodules of pseudolenka^mia fre(pieutly ulcerate at their

central points owing to improper blood sup])l\', here

again differing from the well-vascularized follicles of

lymphatism. Ewing remarks: "In the majority of the
cases of Ij'mphatic constitution the eidargemeut of the

lymph nodes does not pass beyond the limits of what
may be called a physiological hypeitrophy. and bears
little resemblance to a tumor formation. The spleen is

rarely much enlarged. The presence of considerable

pigment in the sjileen pidp is too ordinarily seen to be

interpreted positively as the result of an excessive blood
destruction, such as characterizes the severe aiiferaias.

Yet it must beailmitted that the very considerable degree
of pigment dejiosit reached by the two cases referred to

above* indicates that in some instances the blood has
sutTered severely. These children are, however, not usu-

ally anauuic. but in excellent health, and even the sick-

liest of them do not resemble cases of infantile lenkiV-

mia, iisevuloletdia'mia (von .Jaksch ). or chlorosis. As
for the hyperplasia of the lymjihoid marrow, it may be
said that the normal limits of lymiihoid marrow are as

yet by no means definitely settled. Such hyiierplasia
may be seen also in the secondary ana'inias, and in any
ease the hyperplasia of the lymjihoid marrow may be re-

garded as merely a ]iart of the general and more or less

phvsiolosical hypertrophv of \hv Ivmidioid structures of
the body."

Di.voxosis.—l^Utauf distinginshes two varieties of

status lymiihaticus. one rachitic, the other non-rachitic.

In the first group a pale skin, well-developed fat layer,

enlarged spleen and thymus, with lymph glands and fol-

licles in varying grades of enlargement, and the epiphy-
seal changesof rickets are prominent ; while in the second
the pale skin, rich fat layer, and pronounced hyjierplasia

* Ca.ses rejiorted liy Ewfiicr.
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of the l.vmph glands and follicles, with a thymus above
the average, are encountered.
As a rule, the subjects of status lyniplmtieus appear in

what we are pleased to call a well nourished condition,

though its anomalies are sonu'tinics found in debilitated

subjects, partic\ilarly in infants advanced in rickets.

The lymphatic iiilunis usually appear plump and urll-

fed; the adults are robust, even inclining to iiKidcrate

corpulence, and the young adult males are generally
well-built, well nourished, and even decideiUy alhletic

in appearance. In infants, liowever, notwitlislauding
the appearance of good nutrition, a condition of per-
fect health is contradicted by the peculiar pallor of the

skin and the tlabby state of body. The skin is both

pale and of the condition called Jiast}', giving, as the

Germans describe it. the "pasty habitus." A tendency
to eczema, either of the head or universal, is quite com-
mon in lymphatic infants. In adidts the thick, coarse

skin, and muddy complexion are found.

For purposes of diagnosis, aside from the general fea-

tures jnst noted, it becomes important to di.scover, if

possible, the evidences of a general or local iiyperjilasia
of lymphatic structures and of nairowiug of the arteries

where this is associated. The hypertrophy of the fau-

cial. lingual, or pharyngeal tonsils, of the
"
jiliaryngeal

ring." with augmented prominence of the follicles at the

V)ase of the tongue, should, if accompanied by enlarge-
ment of the cervical, a.villary , or inguinal glands, suffice to

arouse suspicion, as Ewing s;iys. The mesenteric glands
may occasionally increase until they become distinctly

palpable tumor-like masses. Generally the spleen is en-

larged to a ])oint whii'h can be determined by careful e.x-

jiloration. Hypertrophy of the thymus manifests itself

by increased substernal dulness, and has, especially in

infants, been detected during life and couHrmed at au-

topsy. In adults, and especially in the well-nourished,

enlargement of the thymus of the relatively moderate

grade incidental to status lymphaticus is not easilj- de-

monstrable by physical examination. It may be possible
under exceptionally favorable conditions to detect hypo-
plasia of tile peripheral arteries both by their reduced
size and by their increased tension, and Ortner noted an
absence of aortic pulsation in the neck in his cases which
he regards as pathognomonic if found in a nuiscular sub-

ject. IIy])ertroph_v of the left ventricle, and dilatation

of this chamber have been mentioned as accompanying
aortic hypoplasia.
The fre(inent association of rachitis with status l.ym-

phaticus siioidd always be in mind, and when one or

more of the o.sseous manifestations of rickets appear,
along with lymphatics enlargement, increased th_vndc
dulness, etc., a diagnosis of the lymphatic state may
.safely be hazarded. In infants a mild grade of crauio-

tabes, retarded closure of the fontanels, retarded denti-

tion, the rosary, enlarged epiphyses of the long bones,
and curvature of the legs and spine are found in varying
degrees in those cas(ss of status lymphaticus wliich are

associated with the rachitic dyscrasia. In adults, marks
of one lime rickets may still !)e demonslrabie, especially
such as pigeon-breast, spinal curvature, niurow pelvis,

bow-legs, etc.

The blood changes of status lymphaC'us are, as has

already been said, too indetinite to perunt of diagnostic
discrindnation,

Erioi.oov .\M) I{ki.,\tionship to Ass(Ki.\Ti;n Clini-

c.\i. M.vMKKST.VTioNs.—We are still in the dark as con-

cerns the etiology <if tlie strange constitutional condition

whose morphological characteristics have bei'n portrayed.
It is well established that some relalionshij) exists between
rachitisand status lymphaticus, and one would be inclined

to call the latter the lymphatic form of rachitis were it not

th.-it cases are encountered without manifest evidences of

rickets, that is to say, we have a nonrachitic statiis lym-
phaticus. Till- frequency with which tlie conditions co-

exist, especially in iidants where changes uf rickets retain

their prondni'Uce, argues for thedirect relationship of the

two atTections, and I am inclined to believe that more
exhaustive search, e.si)ecially such as is comprehended

by histological studies of the epiphyseal bone changes,
would demonstrate the presence of rachitic lesions iu

cases of the lymphatic state where none of the coarser
anatomical manifestations are to be found. It is, in

fact, quite i)rolialile that status lymphaticus anil rickets
of a gross or a microscopically demonstrable grade will
be found to be invariably associated. Wi-re this the case
we would still bea-lield in the question of etiology, since
the direct exciting element in the causation of rickets is

as yet unknown. Of all the theories, however, the one
attributing rickets to an infectious agency seems most
plausible, and adherents to this view are rapidly increas-

ing. According to this theory, rachitis is the result of a
microbic infection, not necessarily due to a single bac-
terial species, but to one of sevenil of the |>yogenic organ-
isms whicli act slowly, and which elaborate poisonous
l)roducts callable of producing the osseous or other alter-

ations found iu the disease. The view that rachitis is

cau.sed by a slumliering or latent pyogenic infection,
like a focus of middle-ear or mastoid disease, and that
the gradual or iieriodic discharge of toxins from this

focus induces the rickets, is particularly inviting, and
even at the present moment claims some experimental
data in its supjiort. If we accept the infectious theory
of rickets it becomes easier to reconcile its association
with status lymphaticus, for the latter then becomes its

lymphadenoid form, in which the various lymphatic
structures give a hyperplastic reaction in response to the
chronic intoxication. That various forms of lynqiliatic

overgrowth result from infections has long been detinitely
determined, and at the present moment we witness the

tendency to include such pronounced (iiseasesof the lym-
phatic svstein as jiseudoleuka'ana and even leukicmia in

the category of infectious diseases. In the face of this

tendency it seems entirely reasonable to look to the en-

larged lymph nodes, lymph follicles, and swollen spleen
of status lymphaticus as the products of a slowly acting
latent infection, or to the gradual or periodical discharge
of attenuated pj'ogenic products from a hidden focus of
infection.

As to the relations which exist between status lym-
phaticus and the clinical phenomena associated with it

we jiossess but little information. We have already
found that the theory of reflex cardiac paralysis has been
adndtted to explain the sudden deaths of status lym-
phaticus, the increased susceptibility of the heart to vari-

ous forms of irritation being a part of the lowered vital

resistance incidental to this constitutional disorder. This

hypothesis has been generally accepted, but it still leaves

something to lie desired in the way of more fully ex-

plaining the exact mechanism by which the cardiac

paralysis is induced.
The causal relationship between status lymphaticus

and such convulsive disorders as spasm of the glottis,

eclampsia, idiopathic tetany of infants, and epilepsy is

largely conjectural. Eschereich, who regards spasm of
the glottis (thymic asthma) as one of the syndromes of

tetany, attempts to account for these neuroses by an

hypothesis somewhat like the following:
If, from analogy with the thyroid, we assume that the

hyperplasia of the thymus and its coordinated organs
(characteristic of status lynqdiaticus) is, or may be, the

expression of an incompleie or |icrverted metabolism,
the condition (status lymphaticus) nught be regarded as
a dyscrasia or chronic intoxication, comparable to Base-
dow's diseaseor tlie myxiedema of cachexia strundpriva.
Thechanges in the skin and in blood formation, and espe-
cially the phenomena referable to the central nervous sys-
tem, show a decided similarity, but <lil1'erenccs are present
quite sufticieni todislinguish the twodyscrasias. While
the strumiaisiliathesis tends toiinpair the intellect to the

point of imbecility or idiocy, we find, in the ca.se of the

hyjiothetical lymphatic-ehlorotic constitution, that a
latent irritability of the nervcnis system exists, which
reacts to tritling stimuli. inelTective in the case of ordi-

nary individuals, with spasmodic conditions in various

jiortions of the body. To this is added, especially in

severe cases, the fatal tendency to syncope, mostly in
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consequence of some dpiiortuiKM'usr fuither acting Imrni-

fully upon tlic heart.

Galaiti diiects attention to a peculiarity of status

lynipliatieu.s which, in my opinion, is a faclor of impor-
tance in e.xplaininir some of the clinical ])hen(imena, viz..

the peculiar ])rc(lispositiou to (edema. This, as (ialatli

asserts, is shown by the pasty condition of the skin, by
the tendency to eczema, and by the occnrrence of (edema
of the brain. I would add, from my observation upon
Ivmphatic epileptics dying aliruptly in a single seizure or

from rapid status ejiilepticus, (edema of tlic lungs as an-

other of the manifestations; an ob.servation alreuily made

by Kundrat in a case of sudden death during chloroforni

ana-sthesia, by Langerhans in the case of his sou's sudden
death after a ])rophy lactic antito.xin injection, and by Pal

tauf in at least one of his cases of sudden death. Galatti

holds that sliglit factors like auto-into\iiations of vari-

ous kinds may incite this tendency to (edema into activ-

ity. I'iedecoen, in his belief that sudden death in infants

with hyperplastic tliymus is due to increased intracranial

pressure resulting in compression of the medulla, is evi-

dently upon tlie tack taken by Galatti, though he wishes
to ascribe the increased cerebral pressure to comiuession
of the great vessels in the ncek caused by a backward
tle.xion of the head, aggravating the pressure already ex-

erted by an enlarged thymus.
Whatever its mechanism, I am, from my observation

upon lymphatic epileptics and my retlection upon these

studies, strongly disposed to the belief that a jieriodic in-

crease of intracranial pressure, acting eitlier on the

exterior or interior of the brain, or on both portions sinuil-

taneously, and manifesting itself as a result of the

tendency to (edema characteristic of status lymphaticus,
is a directly provocative factor of such neuroses as spasm
of the glottis, tetany, infantile eclampsia, epilep.sy, and
the various forms of sudden death incidental to the lym-
phatic state. According to this view, the clinical phe-
nomena would depend upon the extent and location of

the intracranial tedema, or, in other words, upon the por-
tion of the eueephalon particularly subjected to pressure.
In the event of compression of the external portion of the

cerebrum, various convul.sive disorders of tlie motor ap-

paratus are provoked ; when the balance of ]iressure be-

comes so distributed as to rai.se the intracerebral tension,

other more severe symiitoms supervene, ending, in case

of pressure upon the floor of the fourth ventricle, in sud-

den respiratory or cardiac failure. Granting the hypoth-
esis just advanced, we are brought one step nearer the

explanation of thi: modus opera luU o{ several obscure neu-
roses w'hose kinship has repeatedly been recognized on

purely clinical grounds, and who.se morbid anatomical
association is proven by the establishment of the lymphatic
state as a connuon basis for all. t'headle's dictum that
"
larj'ngisnius, tetany, and general convulsions are the

positive, comparative, and superlative of the convulsive
state of childhood," finds support and elaboration.

Tke,\tmknt.—Ucealling the intimate association of

status lymphaticus and rickets, treatment, particularly
in its proph3'lactic phase, is clearly indicated. Measures
which are efticient in the prevention or treatment of

rachitis are, on a priori grounds, destined favorably to

intluence the lym|)liatic state, and incidentally to control

those disorders which result from these constitutional

flyscrasias. While not recognizing the kinship of rickets

and status lymphaticus, Gowers, for instance, reached
the conclusion that a certain proportion of cases of epi-

lepsy vivra ascribable to rickets, and lie urged the pro-

phylaxis of rickets as a means destined to prevent epi-

lepsy. My studies on epilepsy and its relations to the

lymphatic state have brought me to thissameeonclusion,
and I agree with Gowers that the prevention of rickets

is a matter of great moment in supjiressing ei)ile]isy, as

well as in favorably intlueneing such other neuroses as

spasm of the glottis, tetany, aial infantile eclampsia. It

is out of the province of this article to discuss the means,

especially those of a dietary and hygienic nature, advised
for the prevention of rickets, or for combating it when
once established. These agents, with the medicinal aid

ordinarily employed, are rationally indicated in the pre-
vention or treatment of status Iymi)haticus.
On the supposition that the thymus is the chief an-

omaly of status lymphaticus and the agent in pnxiuc-
ing an auto-intoxication, numerous suggestions for the

employment of extracts of the gland have been made.
Permanently benelicial residts have not been recorded
ill cas(S in which thymus extract has been administered,
and this is likewise true for the tliyr(jid and adrenal ex-
tracts. Very recently Mendel, wlio at tiiliutes rickets to
disturbance of the internal secretion of the thymus, has

reported good results following the exhibiticjii of fresh
calves' thymus in doses of one gram for each month of
the child's age.

Partial removal of the thymus has engaged the atten-
tion of those who adhere to the pressure theory of thymic
asthma, and in at least two cases this heroic procedure
has been ]iractiscd. One case rci>orted by Ki'inig, and
(juoted by Blake, wasa child nine weeks (jld. which since
it was eight days old had sulTered from severe attacks of

dyspnoea. The thymus was made out to be enlarged,
extending to the cricoid in the neck. By means of a
transverse incision it was exposed, the cervical portion
excised, and the thoracic portion drawn up and anchored

by sutures to the fascia over the manubrium. The oper-
ation w'as completely successful in relieving the dyspnoea,
and healing was uneventful.
The second case, also reviewed by Blake and reported

by Siegel, was a boy of two and n half years, who had
been tracheotomized for a sudden attack of dyspnoea.
The insertion of an ordinarj- cannula did not afford relief,

and it was not until a tube had been inserted near!}- to

the tracheal bifurcation that the d}-spn(ea ceased. A
diagnosis of enlarged thymus was made, and the thymus
was drawn up and sutured to the fascia over the ster-

num. Recovery was uneventful, with no recurrence of
the dyspncea. What interpretation to place upon these
two cases is uncertain. Whether, for instance, the ap-
parent good results were due to relief of pressure, as

Konig and Siegel believe, or whether due to the extirpa-
tion of a portion of the thymus ;)<>; «c, or to a changed
anatomical relationship of the gland, by which some au-
totoxic effect was annulled, cannot be decided from two
isolated cases. However, these (.'ases are at least sugges-
tive from the standpoint of the surgical therapeutics of
status lymphaticus, though it is not probable that such a
severe measure as partial extirpation of the thymus will
be recommended as a legitimate procedure in an}' except
the class of cases indicated b}- Konig and Siegel. In this

connection, however, it is well to recall the remarkable
results which usually follow the removal of nasopharyn-
geal adenoids andof hypcrtrophicd faucial tonsils, which,
as we have learned, are manifestations of the lymjihatic
state. After making due allowance for the good effects

resulting from the relief of the mechanical obstacles im-

posed by these enlarged structures, the remarkable change
in bodily and facial C(mfiguration, and the brightening of
the intellect not uncommonly observed in these cases,
has suggested to more than one observer the possibility
of other far-reaching influences besides those of a mechan-
ical nature. It seems highly probable, indeed, that the
removal of the offending lymphatic structures carries
with it some deep-seateii beneflcial clfect stich as one

might imagine to result from the removal of an auto-
intoxication. There is certainly abundant evidence to

show that the surgical treatment of the enlarged lym-

jihatic
structures of the nose and throat is a rationally

indicated procedure in the therapeutics of status lym
phaticus. AWeri P. Ohlmuelier.

DUU.KICR.VPHV,

Owlnc to tlip confiisien nmceniinc tlie relations of the enlarsed
tliyiinis to till' constUiitlonal (li.-^onlcr, most of the literature lieariiii;

ui>on status lyiuphatU'us will la? fuuuil muier the diseases of the

thyuMis :is indlcateil by such titles a.s
"
Hypertrophy of the Thynius."

"Suiltieu UeMth ami Hypertrophy of the Tliyuiiis," '"I'hyinic Astbum
ami sudden Death," et(\

Theictoiv. Instead of atteuiptinir to enumerate the papers in whirl)
the aiiatoiiilcal and ellnleal features of status lymphaticus are more
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•or less expllnitly discussed, the student's attention will be invited

increlv to llie IciuIiiiB iirticles deallnff spe<lll«illy with status lym-
I>hiill<us In its (liiroivnt aspects. Kveu in some of these articles the

title i-efere directly to the thymus :

liokitanskv : Path, .^natomie. Wien, l.<42-)(i. Ditluitrh- mentions the

Iviiipluitic dvscnisia and plainly IK)liits out the iii..iilinate relations

of the enlarced thvmus to the Ivmphadenold hyperplasias.
VIrchow : IteitriiKe z. lichurtsh. n. (ivn., 1K7L'. Discusses the relation

of arterial hyiwpla.sia and chlorosis and deUnes the
"
lympliatlc-

chlorotlc constitiUion.''

(innvitz: I'eber plMzliche Todesfiille im SauKlinfrsaltcr. Dcul. med.
Wochenschr.. No. :£.", KiW. Ueo|iens Ihe discussion upon tliyuiic, or.

more properly, Ivmphutlc sudden death, and marks what may he
called the recent'era in tin' sluilv ..( status Ivmphaticus.

Paltauf, A.: ITelier ille liezielruiit; der I'livnuis zum plotzlichen Tod.
Wiener kiln. Wochens.hr.. N... n;. |s.sii. alirl No. 1), LSSIO. Clearly
dellnes status lympliaiiens liv it> morliid anatomical basis, and deals

with various forms of Ivmi'liatir sudden death.

Pott : I'elM'r Thvunisdruseiilivper|>lasia und die dadurch bedinpte
I.ehenst'efahr. '.lahrb. f. Klnderheilkunde. No. :!l. is'.c.'. Deals es-

lieciallv with spasm of the jrlottis and resiiltiiur suddiMi death. The
relation of status lyinphatieus as the amitomical basis is kept in

view.
Nordmann : I'eber die BeziehunKeii der Thymusdriise zu plOtzlIchen

Todesfilllen im Wa.sser. Correspdbl. f. Schweizer Aertze, No. 7,

isil4. As its title indicates, this paper deals especially with lym-
phatic sudden death in the water. Status Iviniiliallens In its ana-

tomical and etiological relations is discussed, tlaaijih the thymus
claims iiawt attention.

Kundi-it. V. : Zur Kenidniss des Chloroformtodes. Wiener klin.

Wochen.sc-hr., Nos. I 4, ISSB. The relations of status lymphaticus to

fatal surjrical narcosis are there elucidated together with a ninnber
of oriK'ilad cases.

Kscherelch: Bemerkuncen iiber den sop. Status lymphaticus des
Kimles. lieii. kliTi. Wochenschr.. No. 29, is'.ki.—lhitl. Tetanic,
I raiie des maladies de reulance. tome iv. ( onsiders the various
neuroses of stiilus Ivmpliaticus like tetany, .spasm of the jrlottis,

eclaiuiisia, and lyniiihaiic sudden death, and elahorales a theory to

explain the assoi-jalinn.

(iaiatti: Zur iiroLMioslisihen Bedeulunff dts Status lyiiipliaticus der
Kiiuler. Wiener med. liliitter. No. .51), ISiKi. Lymphatic sudden
death is considered, including a discussion of fatal accidents after

juitito.xin injections as illustrated by the Langerhaus case. Men-
titais the pretlisi)ositioii t leuai.

Ewins-': The LvMi|>li:iti.- 1 nnstltiition aiul Its Relations to Some Forms
of Sudden Death. Nen York i\li-di<'al .lournal. July 10th, 1897. A.l

excellent review of stains Ivinithaticus in its iljITeient tispects, with a

presentation of tnost of the literature. Kspecialh valuable as being
readily accessible to the .\iiierican student, .\pparcntly the first

aiticle 111 Knglisti dealing with stains Iviiipliaticiis j(Cfs»\
(ihliiiaehi-r: Bulletin of the Ohio llos|)iial for Epileptics, Nos. 1,2.
and :i 1H9S-99. Sevenil papers discussing especially the tplestion of

status lyinphatieus and epilepsy.
Daul ; relief die Be/iehiiiigen des Status Ivmphaticus zur Diphtheric,

•lahr. f. Kinderheilkunde. Heft :; and :i, l.'MH. As shown by its title,

this paper concerns the relations of stjitus lymphaticus to diphtheria
and contains the most exhaustive study of this phase of the subject
thus far published.

Klein; .Neuere Arheiten iiber die "Glandiila thyihus." Zusaminen-
fassendes Ucferat. Cent. f. allgeni. Path. ti. path. Anal.. Nos. Iti-

17, WM. Though primarily considering the diseases of the thymus,
this review I'ites all of the important papers bearing on status lym-
phaticus, and reviews them bricily.

Blake : The Surgical .\spects of the Status Lymphaticus. Annals of

Surgery, .lune, 1902. The most recent .\merican paper, the purpose
of which is Indicated by the title.

STAVESACRE.— (.'<'top/«'.w/)-(n, U. S. P. ; Stdjifiimir/ricB

S'li'iii'i. I!r. ; si.ipliimr/riii. Code.v Med.) The dried ripe
seed of IJilji/iiifiinn Sliiphimii/riit L. (fam. Itiiniiticiiliiciti).

This seed is derived fi'oiii a Imndsiune iinuual or bieii-

nial species of larkspur, native of tlie Soiitli Europciin
countries, Asia Minor, etc., and also ciiltivateii. The
seeds are imported frcMii tiie sonlh of France and Italy.

They were known to the ancients, and for twenty cen-

turies have been used for aliout the same purpose as at

present—killinji; peilictili and similar vermin.
Desckiption.— Aliout 0-7 mm. (!-J in.) long and

nearly iis broad, tiattish-teti'aheilial. one side convex, an-
other snnill and opposite to a pointed c.xtremily. the

cdjies I'allier acute; bi'own. gray-lirowii, or sometiiiies

blackish, strongly and coai.selj- I'cticulate-wrinkled. con

taining a whitish, or becoming grtiy-lirown. oily iicii-

sperm and a small, straight embryo; nearly inodorous;
tasle very bittiT, aci'id, and somewhat liiling.

(JoMl'osiTloN.—The seeds coiitiiiii about twenty-five
per cent, of a non-drying tixcd oil. and tihout one per
ceiil. of alktiloids. occuniiig mostly in the shell, of which
the following have bceu isolated and named: ilil/j/iiiiiiii'.

ill line. Itirge crystals; «tHjj/iimif/ri/ii\ amorphous; del-

phiiioidiiie, also amorphous; and ihlphisinc. in ci'vstal-

line tufts. Of these, the lii'sl is the most im]iortaiit and
active, the second least so, while Ihe third and fourth ic-

semble the first, but arc weaker.

Action and Use.—Stavesacre is an active and poison-
ous diug, iiTitant to the skin and mucous memhraues,
causing itching, slinging, burning, sneezing, etc., its

well as diarrhu'u and vomiting. Of the alkaloids, del-

phiiiiiie best represents the drug; riililied into Ihe skin,

this causes local iullainmatioii, on the tougue burning
and numbness, in Ihestoniiich nauseti iind disticss, .intl,

when absorbed, ctinliac tuul respirittory .slowing, dimin-
ished spinal iiritabilily, and sometimes menttil disturb-

ance. The others resemble delphinine, but ai'e less in-

tense. Delphinine I'emiiids one of both acoiiitine (to

which it is hotanically relateil) and veratrinc. Staphisa-

gi'ine is somewhat peculiar; it is not very active, but

apiiears to resemble curare in its action upon striped
muscle.

Neither the crude drug nor ils alkaloids are given in-

ternally ;
so its e.xacl action lias but litlle practictil bear-

ing. It has from a remote time been employed, either

by itself or in ointments or other vehicles, solely for the

purpose of killing ]iedieiili and lelated animal ]iai'asites.

on man and aiiimids. At the present time it is mostly
consumed in veterinary iiiaetice, kerosene or petroleum,
petrolatum, sulphur, and Un(juentum Jii/dratyi/ri taking
its place in huinaii medicine. An ointment can be made
with twenty per cent, or so of the ]iowdeied seeds, or
witli fi'om one-half to one per cent, of the alkaloid.

Lnrkapin- sirdu, the pi'oduct chielly of Bdjiliiniinii Coii-

niiHihi L., and produced in Europe, arc almost idenliciil

in constituents and pi'oiierties with stavcsaci'c. They
were formerly othcial in the United .States Pharma-

copix'ia, ami tincture of larkspur is a veiT popular appli-
cation for head lice. They are several times snuiller than
stavesacre seeds, of about the same form, but with

sharper angles and mnrkinus. and usually of a jet black
color. Ileitrji 11. Iliixhy.

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS.—Routt County, Colorado.
Post-Okfki-:.—Steamboat Springs. Hotels.

Access.—Viit Denver and Kio Crande liailroad to Wal-
cott, thence by' stage, a twelve hours' ride to springs.
Also connected by good mountain roads with Ltiramie

City, Wyo., and with Georgetown. Dillon, Glenwood

Springs, Hiij'den, and other points.
The town of Steamboat Springs is located in a charm-

ing valley in northwest Colorado, just over the main

I'auge of the Rocky Mountains and near the licadwateis
of the Yampa River. The site is upon a bend of the

Yainpa, whei'e. fi'oin its northerly flow, it turns sharply
to the west. The moiiiitain range liere follows tlie con-

tour of the river, lifting its lofty summits, coveied all

summer with their ever-melting hut never-melted .snow,

on two sides of tlic valley to the north and etist. Thus is

formed a ntiltiral basin, sheltered on the side toward Ihe

north by- its mounUiin bulwaik, letiviug its soulheru

slope open to the I'tiys of genial sunshine. Three large
mountain streams—Soila Creek, Crystal Bi'ook. tmd

Spring Creek— rise at diU'd'eiit jioiiits along the curve in

the mountain range, and. converging as tliey flow down,
join the Yampa on the town site. These streams fur-

nish a never-failing siipjily of pure water, and, with a

group of sixty varieties of hot, warm, and cold mineivd

springs, mtike this valley one of the most reiuiirkahle

natural watering-|ilaccs in the world. The first settle-

ment was made in Ihe valley in .liily. 1874. by Mr. .laines

II. Cranford. the iiresenl manager of the springs. Sinci'

that time a liotirishing lown conttiining churches, schools,

libraries, btmks, newspapers, and other adjuncts of civili

/.ation, has sprung into existence. 'I"he lown and vicinity
oiler many tittractions to the enterprising settler, as well

as to the tourist, the sportsman, and tiie invalid. The
climate during the open season—i.i:, from April until

late in Dccemlier—is ideally tempei-ale, clear, btilmy days
and cool nights bein,g Ihe rule. The siuings. one liiiii-

dred and forty in number, yield an e.xhauslless supply
of waler, but Ihey have not been fully developed yet.

They range in tempeniture from 10~ to 103 F., but none
of them appears to have been subjected lo a complete

analytical examination. Among the prominent ingicdi-
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cuts aie soda, nmtciK'sia, iron, and sulphur. The waters
have Im'cii found usL'l'iil in rlicuniatisni and skin diseases,

and were resorted to l)y tlie Inilians for many years before

till! appearanee of the jnile faee in tliis region, A larfre

l)ath-lious(^ with swimming pool and numerous batli-

rooms has been built to utilize the water from the hot

springs. James K. Crook.

STEAPSIN. See JWncreas.

STEATOMA.—Uy man_v writers this term is used sy-

noiiyninusiy with lipoma; but by others it is ajJiilied to a

hard variety of this tumor, in whieh the fat eells are of

small size and the amount of eounectivetissue retieuluni

relatively large. Sueh tumors resemble baeon in their

gross apjiearances and have been designated by German
authorities

"
S|)eek tumor. '' In the majority of eases

sueh tumors arise from the atropliy of the fat cells in any
ordinary lipoma, and the ebaraeteristic appearance and
consistence of the growth are, therefore, to be regarded
as file result of .secondary changes. Other writers a]i]ily

the term steatoma to any variety of tibrolipoma, and the

designation has even in a few in.stances been transferred

to fibromata. By other writers still, athcromata, sebace-

ous cysts, and dermoid cysts, as well as retention cysts
of vaiTing origin containing fatty or pultaceous material,

are also calleil steatomata. The varied and indetinite

use of the term would appear to otter good reasons for its

abandonment. Aldred Scott Warthin.

STERIFORM. See Formaldehyde.

STERILITY IN THE MALE. See Sexual Organs,
M„i,. ihs,,is,..,.r.

STERILITY IN WOMEN.—
"If ;i wiiiijaii (Jn nni i ijiiii'ive, and wisli to .iscertain wlietlier slie

cun i-niicHJvf, tiiivin^ wruppeil tiei- up in t)liiiilii'is. fiiiiiiirnii- I.hIi.w.

;nul if it appear tliat the s<viu. passe.s tlirniiL'ti tin- lnnlv U> ttii- nostrils

anil mouth, l;now tbat of lierselt slie is uol uufiuaful."— //ij>j>"(
-

rates, Ai>hiiri>im 59.

•Sterility (from arf/jcof, "barren") in woiiian is ati in-

ability to" conceive or bring forth a living child. Inabil-

ity to conceive is called absolute sterility; iualiility t(i

complete gestation is denominated relative sterility. It

maj' be congenital and due to some insuperable error of

comformation, or it may be acquired as the result of

simie local or general barrier. AVhen a woman has never
been able to coiiceive it is called primary sterility ;

when
she has conceived one or more times, but is unalile tn

conceive again, it is called secondary ; when she can con-

ceive, but is unalile to carry the child to full term, it is

called comparative sterility.

Prior lo puberty, during lactation, and after the meuo-

pau.se, sterility is physiological.
The generally accepted ratio of steiility among civil-

ized nations is eleven per cent. In piiniitive conditions

and rural communities it is much less than in complex
civilizations and in cities. Rich diet and lu.\ury seem to

be inimical to fertility; spare diet and poverty appear to

increase fecundity. Sterility is rapidly increasing in the

I'nited States, especially in native-born white wonieii.

Prior to I80O it was only two per cent. In 1900 it was

twenty per cent. Among foreigners in the Uiiiled

States it is thirteen per cent. It is greater in the United
States than in any country except France (Engelmann).
The fecundity in some parts of Europe is eight to a

family: the average is five to a famil_v. In the I'nited

Stiites there are only two children to a faitiily. lit

women who are college graduates the ratio is lO to a

fiimily.
The causes of this increase of sterility are many. 'I'hey

are moral more than physical. Distaste for the burdens
of maternity, from motives of ease and m\ account of the

demands of society, is a prominent cause. The preven
tion of conce)ition and the production of aborticui are

increasing ominously. The sin of Onan is making its

moral and nervous wrecks. The abomination which

Mme. De StaCl describes as "a cobweb as regards protec-
tion and a bulwai k against love "

is ever more frequently
employed. The marital a])proaeli is often guarded by
the paraphernalia of the brothel. Tlio secular and re-

ligioiis jncss is besmirched by advertisements of so-called

emnieuagogiies; of sundry iiigeiiious syringes, and other
devices to thwart nature in the procreation of the species.
These latter causes f(U' sterility must be taken up by the

political economist aiid prevented by legislative enact-

liienl. The inci'ease of sterility from these reprehensible
immoial practices, if not restricted, will be au occasion
for national alarm. Mathews Duncan says:
"A healthy woman living in wedlock all of her child-

bearing life under the most favorable circumstances for

natural procreation, should have a family of ten. Wom-
en, under such ciicumstances, bearing fewer than ten,
are relatively sterile, .-ind the sterilit_v is inversely as
the number." He found the mean interval between mar-

riage and the birth of the first child to be seventeen
months: and that the likelihood of conception propor-
tionately decreased therciifter. Only twenty-five per
cent, of women bear the first child after four years of

wedlock. A woman, therefore, who has been married
three years without conception, and where no means to

prevent it have been resorted to, may be presumed to be
sterile.

Simpson out of l.S.VJ marriages found 1 in 8.0 unfruit-

ful. Ansell, in the British peerage, found 1 in 6J. En-

gclmann among college graduates, 1 in 3J-. Dunciin

says the average for Great Britain is 1 in 10, which may
be taken as the genei'al a\'erage.

In all sterile matrimonies it must be borne in mind that
the male may be at fault. Gross, in 193 instances, found
the male to l)e at fault in lOj I'er cent. Kehrer, in 40

cases, found 31. .1 percent. Emit Kies estitnates 30 per
cent. Veddcr, of Cliristiania, in 310 e.xamples, found 70

per cent, due to the male, either to impotency or azoo-

spermia. He includes infection of the wife b}' gonor-
rha-a, but this should not be included in an estimate of

essential male sterility. Gonorrhcea in the male, I'csulting
in double epididymitis and occlusion of the vas deferens,
is the greatest factor. Surgical relief from this asexual-
ization of men is much to be desired.

xVssumiug that from one-thii'd to one-half of all child-

less marriages are due to the male, the woman should
not hear the reproach until a microscopical examination
of the semen of her partner is made, to determine the ab-

sence or presence of living, healthy sjiermatozoa.
C.\us.\Tiox.—Any cause which prevents the meeting

of virile spermatozoa with a perfect ovule in the geintal

passages of the woman, and their further tixation and
retention in the uterus until gestation is completed, will

result in sterility. These causes may be generalized as

follows:

I. Incapacity for perfect copulation.
II. Inability of spermatozoa to enter the uterus, or

anything that may prevent the occurrence of fixation

after insemination of an ovule.

III. Imperfect ovulation or tubal impediments.
IV. Failure of the uterus to retain the embryo.
\ . Sexual incompatibility.
VI. General diseases or diatheses.

-Vnatomically, these causes are found to be malforma-
tions or pathological conditions of (.1) vagina; (B)
uterus: (6') Fallopian tubes : (7.*) ovaiy.

(.4) V(tr/inn.
—Absence. incom|)lete development or

atresia of the vagina: imjierfect hymen and congenital
narrowness or shortness of the vagina: adherent labia

minora: abnormal eommunieation between the vagina
and the bladder, rectum, or urethra: vicious insertion of

vagina: double vagina, transverse hermaphrodism : vagi-
nismus (u- dyspareuniii from iiny cause: laceration or re-

laxation of tiie iierineum ; vaginitis: genital listuUv; ele-

phantiasis and tumors of the pudenda: prolapsus of uteru3

aiid vagina.
(/.') I'lertis.—(a) Cervix: Atresia or stenosis of the os

or cervical canal: hyiiertrophy of the whole or of one of

the segments of the cervix: elongated cervix; contrac-
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ture of cervical canal from injudicious use of caustics or

improperly jierfornied trachelorrhapliy : cndocervicitis,

(/<) Corpus: Flexions, or versions; neoplasms; iiiHani-

niation of the en<loniclriiim : infantile uterus, uterus uni-

cornis or bieoniis; non-development of cavity from ar-

rested development, of Mullers eanals; subinvolution,

hyperinvolution, or atrophy afli-r labor or curettage.

(C) Fiilh'juiin TiiU'K.—Con>renital absence or imper-
meability; closurcoflimbriateil extremities by sonorrluea
orotherintlammation; s;il])ingitis; destructive secretions;

intlanunatory impermeability of canal; peritoneal adhe-
sions causing meehanieal llexures; occlusion due to

pressure of new growths.
(D) Ovnry.

—Absence, or imperfect development; acute
or chronic oophoritis; cystic degeneration; neoplasms;
prolapsus of ovary; embedding adhesions.

/. Jiiciijiiin'ti/ for ('iijiii/iitii/ii.
—The abolition of this

function, which is usually essential for insemination, is.

it permanent, an ab.solule bar. Insemination is not de-

pendent upon sexual desire or sexual pleasure. It may
occur in totally frigid women, or in those who have a

positive disg\ist for the act. Pregnancy may occur if

the genital passjiges are clear, when copulation is per-
formed by force, as in rape, luider aUiTsthetics, alcohol,
or other druir narcosis. The deposition of semen on the

pudenda, without intromission, has been known, indubi-

tably, to have produced conception.
However, in sterility, any abnormality about the vulva

and vagina shoulil be detected. Imperforate hjmcn,
adhesion of the labia, and atresia of the vagina are quite
obvious causes.

Vaginismus, by its spasmodic contracture of the

sphincter of the vagina, may incapacitjite the woman for

the marital relation. Dyspareunia, from vulvitis, vul-

var hypencsthesia, urethral caruncles, and pelvic in-

flammatory diseases, may interfere with coitus to such an
extent as to preclude conception, although the woman is

potentially fertile. Due care in eliciting the historv and

making the examination will disclose one or more of the

many causes of this painful intercourse. An unusually
short vagina may not retain the semen, or it may be vio-

leutl}' evacuated by involuntary vaginismus of the up-
per part of the vagina (Storer). Relaxations of the vul-

var orifice from laceration of the floor of the pelvis may
also allow the semen to escape prematurely. The
extreme acidity of a profuse leucorrha^a from a vaginitis
is destructive to the spermatozoa, which require an alka-

line medium.
II. liKihiliiji of the Speriiiiilimui to Enter the Uterus, or

the Presence of Some Vondition whirh does lu/t Pei-init

Fixation to Orriir lifter the Inxeniiniition. of an Oeiile.—
Formerly it was supposed that flexures of the uterus at

or near the cervix offered a mechanical obstruction to

the entrance of the spermatozoa; but it is now gener-
ally believed that if the obstruction, so called, will allow
the exit of the menstrual flow, it will also allow the
entrance of the spermatozoa. The sterility in flexions of
the uterus are duo to the attendant endometritis, the dis-

charges from which may mechanically wash away or

destroy the spermatozoa. Furthermore, the altered state

of the uterine mucous mend)rane, in cases of this nature,
will not permit fixation to occur.

While atresia or stenosis nuiy prevent entianceof semi-
nal fluid, the thick, tenacious plug of nuicus, in cases
of cndocervicitis, more often acts as a barrier.

Conieity with elongation of the cervix jucvents insemi-
nation because the cervix does not rest in the pool of se-

men bathing the posterior fornix of the vagina. The same
ditliculty <'xists when the cervix is either antertexed or

retroverted; in other words, the spermatozoa are shutolT
from the opportunity of entering the uterus by their cil-

iary movements. In uncomiilicated retroversion a res-

toration of the uterus to its normal position may lead to the
occurrence of presrnaney after years of unfruit fulness.

Antrllexion, assoriatrd with dysnienorrli(ea. is often
found in barren woniiii. Sims' observation, that nearly
half of the women with dysniinorrlKca are barren, means
that the barrenness usually depends upon some patholog-

ical process causing the dysmeuorrho^a. In anteflexion)
the pathology is that of an atrophic endometritis, usually
associated with imperfect development. The painful
mi'nstruation is deiiendent upon the faulty desquamation
<if tlie endometrium and the resulting coagulation of the
blood. In these cases of flexion it is not, as was formerly
taught, the obstruction to the (uUllow which causes the

tlysinenorrluca, but rather the associated endometritis;
tor when the latter is cured, as it may be by divulsion
and curettage, the dysmenorrlaca disappears. Such a
cure of the endometritis, furthermore, means the repro-
duction of a new and healthy end(jmetrium, and so fa-

vors the cure of the sterility.
Fibroid tumors were found to be the cause of sterility in

IS. 3 percent. (III). Here, again, we may refer the sterility
to the hypertrophic endomi'tritis which accompanies the

growth of these tumors; for the ovum cannot effect an
attachment to the wall of the uterus during the progress
of such an inflanuuation. In brief, then, whenever the
uterus is at fault in a case of sterility, it will be safe, in
the majority of instances, to attribute the cause of such
sterility to an endometritis.

JJl. Iinperfeet Orulation and Tubal Inrpediments.—Ab-
sence and faulty development of the ovary and oviduct
are rare without congenital absence or malformation of
some other pai-l of the genital apparatus. Arrest of the
function of the gland may ensue from acute or chronic
inflammations, from cystic degenerations that are com-
plete and bilateral, and also from obliteration of the

glandidar structures liy new growths.
Inflammatory sequehe of infections ascending to the

peritoneum are the most important causes of sterility

arising in the adnexjc. The ovary may be ju-olapsed or
placed beyond the reach of the infundibidum, or it may
be surrounded with inflammatory exudate so that extru-
sion of an ovule is impossible. The tubes may be, a.s.

seen very commonly in abdominal work, glued up at the
abdominal ostia by inflammatory exudate. The fimbriic

may be so distorted that they cannot come in contact
with the ovary. Intraperitoneal bands of adhesions some-
times cause a narrowing of the lumen of tlie Fallopian
tube. The endosalpinx, after inflammation, is commonly
desquamated of its ciliated epithelium. The spermato-
zoon cannot make its way to the ovary, nor the ovule to
the uterus. If perchance they should meet and fertili-

zation ensue, tubal jiregnancy is likely to occur. The
tubes, after serious inflammation, may remain perma-
nently occluded.

Any one or more of the cimditions enumerated above
are thus seen to be potent in the production of sterility
by interference with ovulation and with the transit of the
ovum. They may result from clinically mild infections,

which, after resolution has taken place, may leave the

patient, except as regards the sterility, in good health.

The comparatively recent recognition of the i-avages
caused by gonorrhtea in woman affords strong conflrma-
tion of Taifs contention that practically all women who
have suffered from gouonhceal infection of the tubes are
sterile. Witness the notorious sterility of prostitutes,
which is largely due to this cause. The point of greatest
importance is to determine what proportion of these pa-
tients are hopelessly so, and what pro|)ortion may be re-

lieved by conservative surgical ojierations. It is for the
future to determine whether laparatomy is indicated for
the cure of sterility alone. The lesions resulting from

gonorrhtea comprise perhaps the largest group <if the
meehanieal causes of sterility.
IV. Failure of the I'terus to Iletain tlie Enibry<i.

—This

particular one of the procreative phenomena does not
come under the scope of this inquiry. Habitual abortion,
however, should always arouse tin- sus]iicioti that one or
both parents are infected with syjiliilis; and if otiiei- facts

seem to bear out this view, active anfisyphilitic treatment
slioidd be inaugurated. The results of such treatment
are often very sjitisfactory.

Early abortions are very frequent. Ninety per cent,

of child bearing women abort once or oftener. One out
of twelve pregnancies is said to end in abortion. It may
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bo f'iUiscil by trauma, by emotional violence, or by pelvic
and fjcneraf disturbances. The undcrlyiiiir cmise may
reside in either tlie father, the molh(!r, or llie fa'tiis.

Knd<inietritis and laceration of the cervix are perhaiis
the most fre(iuciit, curable, local causes.

r. Sfj-itiil IncompatiliiUtij.
—There is an inlan.L'ible, un-

knowable somethiug which causes sterility in the appar-
ent absence of any patliolojrical condition whatever, and
Ibis somethiu?, for want of a more exact term, we call

incompatibility. Husbandsand wives, each of wliom has

previously been fruitful with another mate, or each of

whom at some subsecpieut period becomes fruit fid when
joined to another mate, will live tojiether fnr years and

yet w ill have no children. Historv furnishes the notable

"e.x.-imiile of Augustus and Livia, and the well-known in-

stance of Napoleon and Josephine. A satisfactory e.\-

planatiou is the despair of science. This form of infer-

tility has been noticed in tlie breeding of animals.

17. Otiienil Disease, or Wea/ciicss.— Obesity, with its

attendant aua'mia, is often the cause of sterility. It is

])resiuned that the ovule is imperfectly matured. The
rheumatic or gouty diathesis lu-obably acts by nutri-

tional defects, as does syphilis, t'lu-onic alcoholism

sometimes is causative through depreciated vitality.

Unhygienic occupation and excessive wear and tear may
prevent conception. A depressed state of the nervous

system may suspend ovulation temporarily; hardships,

grief, great mental anxiety, shock, unhappy marital

relations, are mentioned as causes. Neurastlienia and
certain nutritional neuroses render conception luilikely.

Tuberculous subjects are not uece.ssarilj' in fertile. Ges-

tation greatly increases well-being, but parturition and
lactation render the victim susceptible to the ravages of

the disease. Prolonged lactation grants the woman par-
tial imnnmity from conception, and is frequently used for

that ]niriiose, at the expense of both mother and child.

Prognosis is notoriously uncertain. Removal of pal-

pable causes gives a fair prospect of success, sufticient to

justify any reasonable eflort, but a full statement of tlie

improbabilities should be made to the patient. Some-
times when every discernible obstacle has been removed,

sterility still persists. One should not, however, give a

positive opinion that the case is a hopeless one unless

some malformation presents an insuperable bar.

Conception has been known to occur under most un-

favorable circumstances. Pregnancy constitutes a serious

complication in fibroid tumors, and sometimes in carcino-

mata. It lias occ\iried in cases of vesico-utero-vaginal fis-

tula. Koeberle's remarkable case of abdominal pregnancy
occurring through a small fistula, after va.ginal h_yster-

ectomy, where a portion of the ovary was left, is unique.
Treatment.—A mintite and painstaking search for

the cause or causes of this condition is essential to any
therapeutic attempt. If no appreciable cause is found
in the woman, or before any elaborate plan of treatment
is instituted if the cause is found, the |)resence ami via-

bility of S]iermatozoa should be deternnned. Jlen are

loath to have an examination made that may fix the re-

sponsibility on them. In order to obtain a specimen for

examination an ingeniously framed excuse, if necessary,

may be made to the woman for an examination shortly
after coitus.

Male potency being assured, the physician should then

proceed to correct or remove any and all abnormalities

|iossible in tlie genital canal, and also to remeily any sys-
temic faults which may exist. Vulvar or vaginal im-

pediments should be removed and the copulative tract

put in a healthy state. Displacements of the uterus are

to be corrected by appropriate means. Lacerations should
be repaired, if necessary.

General hygienic measures are to be emjiloyed where

necessary, with especial attention to anaemia and the di

atheses. Higlier education is uiqiroiiitious for a race of

mothers. Great .se.\iial modenitioii sliould be enjoined.
Abstinence for a period of months, or, if need be, a com-

plete separation for the same length of time, is often

followed by conception. Such a separation gives an o])-

portunity for a snontaneous cure of certain slight jiatlio

logical states, and affords a much-needed sexual rest.

Ilyperinvolulion and ill-developed uteri arc treated by
intrauterine galvanism. Great persistence is required in
this and all olbrT treatment for

slerilit}'.
The former practice of treating an atrophic endome-

tritis, in antetlexion, by simply dilating the cervix lias

now given place todivulsion of the cervix and subsequent
curetting. This plan of treatment is applicable to tlie

majority of cases of endometritis which complicates so

many pelvic disorders and upon which sterility so fre-

quently depends. The results obtained are quite satis-

factory. Excessive acidity is overcome by alkaline in-

jections before congress.
In the operative treatment of tubal and ovarian disease

causing or associated with sterility, con.servative surgery
is indicated wherever jiossible and lias yielded verj'

liappy results in some instances. When child-bearing
is desired, the surgeon is justified in exercising much-
latitude in .saving and repairing structures. The justifi-
cation in invading the peritoneum for tubal sterility un-

accompanied b}' sym]itoms of disease, is an open ques-
tion. Goffe has ojierated four times upon the uterine-

adncxa through the vagina for the uncomplicated s_vmp-
tom of sterility, and has been rewarded by living chil-

dren in three of the four cases. Colpotomy is quite as
.safe now, from a surgical standpoint, with asepsis and
expertness, as many of the recognized operative methods
on the uterus for sterility were three decades ago.
The frequent cure of the associated sterility, while in-

cidental, has been observed by c .'ery oiwrator who has
done conservative operations on the internal organs of

generation. The following list of conservative proced-
ures mentioned by Kelly will indicate the many checks
to conception which might be removed :

1. The release of adherent tubes.

3. The opening or resection of closed tubes.

3. The emptying, cleansing, and sterilization of in-
flamed tubes.

4. The amputation of diseased tubes.

5. The exsection of diseased or of strictured tubes.

Conservative operations on the ovaries comprise punc-
ture or excision of a small cyst, resection of diseased por-
tions, and release from embedding adhesions. A pro-
lapsed ovary should be sewn back on top of the broad

ligament and in relation with the infundibulum.
Before deciding upon an intrapelvie oiieration for the-

relief of certain pathological conditions, all the facts,

should be plainly set before the patient and her husband,
in order that they may determine intelligently whether

they are willing to incur the discomfort and danger,
though slight, of an operation, the result of which is-

more or less problematical.

Artificial Conception.
—This ingenious thought of Sims

had for its basis the mechanical obstruction, in the cervix,
to the further advance of the spermatozoa. It may be
asserted that wherever this passage is sulbcieutly patu-
lous to allow the nozzle of a syringe to be introduced for

purposes of artificial Impregnation, the spermatozoa are

likely to effect an entrance unaided.
Of the fifty-five efforts made by Sims in two years only

one resulted in conception, and that ended in an early
miscarriage. A few oilier cases have been occasionally
reported, but the jirocedure has never bad the symjiathy
of the profession and has practically been abandoned.

Aside from the economic consideration of the iiiqior-

tance of sterility to society, it must be borne in mind that

it may be the cause of unspeakable disappointment and
sorrow to the babeless bosom, and the motlier-love will

cry out in despair, "Give me children or I die."

William I). Ilagijard.

STERNUTATORIES, or errhiues, are substances wliich,
when applietl to the iia.sal mucous membrane, cause sneez-

ing and increased secretion. I'roperly speaking, there is

a (listinction between the two terms, enhine being used
to denote an agent wbich increases the nasal secretions,

while a sternutatory causes .sneezing only. But as the-

act of sneezing is almost always accompanied by iu-
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creased secretion, the (lisliiiclioii between the two classes

of leniedies is practically withmit a diireience.

In former times steniulatories were much niiire com-

nuinly employed tliaii they are at, |)reseiit, and the older

writers were wont to lay jrreat stress on the ellicacy of

these agents in tlie treatment of many apparently dis-

similar conditions. Their use was reconnncnded (l)to
restore suspended resiiiration; (2) to elTect the expulsion
of foreign bodies from the air passages: (3) to increase

tlie secretion of the nasal mucus or of the tears, or to e.\-

pel accumulated mucus from the sinuses; (4) to awaken
the action of the eucephalon, restore sensibility, or ex-

<ite uterine action. At the ]U'esent time remedies of this

class are out of fashion, and tlie only applications to

which they are jnit are to excite sneezing for the sake of

the pleasurable sensations that it causes, to increase the
nasal secretions in the dry stage of coiyza, and to clear

the nasal passages and the adjacent sinuses of accumu-
lated mucus. It is possible, however, if the present ten-

dency of attributing many and diverse morbid conilitiims

to the score of nasal rcllexes shoidd prevail, that future

generations will restore the slernulatories to their ancient
rank among the most i)rized of thi-rapeutie agents.

Tlie list of substances which liavc been employed at

one time or another for the purposes above enumerated
is as long as the moral law, and embraces nearly every
drug w-hich can be reduced to a tine jiowdcr, aud even

many gases, such as ammonia. To enumerate only a
few of them, we have rosemary, lavender, peppermint,
spearmint, white and black hellebore, stavesaere, mus-
tard, euphorbium, betoniea, ginger, iris, the peppers,
calomel, bismuth, the alkaline carbonates, ipecac, tobac-
co, sweet marjoram, and a host of others. At present
tins list is jiractically restricted to half a dozen sub-

stances, the chief of which are tobacco, ipecac, veratrum
album, t|uinine, ciini]dior, and cubebs.
Tobacco suulT is seldom employed now.
exeei)t as a lu.Miry, but the others just
mentioned enter, one en- all, in varying
proportions, into the composition of the
dirt'erent catarrh snuffs prescribed by
physicians or sold as proprietarj' rem-
edies.—From the lirxt edition of the

II.\XI)HOOK.

STETHOMETER. ,S( e Ufspiration.

STETHOSCOPES.—Histohicat,
Skktcii.—The credit of having invented
the stethoscope has been variously at-

tributed to Hippocrates, Bayle, Hook,
Lai'nnec, and others. It is certain, how-
ever, that Laeimec was the first to make
the idea prac-lically useful. lie hit upon
it accidentally, by using a roll of paper
whieli he was holding in his hand. His
lirsi inslrument was a cylinder of paper
lonipaclly rolled and kept in shape b_v

pasle. The stethoscope subsequently
:ido|iled was a cylinder of wood an inch
ind a half in diameter and a foot long,
perforated longiludinally by a bore
I luce lines wide, and hollowed out into
:i funnel slia|ie at one end to the depth
''f all inch anil a half. A [dug of wood
lilted into this hollowed extremity with
:i iierforation through it of till; same
'liaineler as tliat of the rest of the tube.
This was used in auscultating heart
ounds. It was discarded in stetho-

scopes made at a later date. The in-

~lrunient was made in two sections lor

convenience of carrvin.ir Plorry iiitro-

duci'd a more slender instrument, with

ivory cap, and later this was altered and
made of wood only. An inslrument in

which the pectoral end was trumpet-
shaped was devised by Dr. Williams,

FlG. M*4.—Lai'ii-

nec's S t e til o -

scope. <i, PIuk;
'i.e. sections;'/,
aural extremity.

FIG. 4485.—
Plug of
Laennec's
Stethoscope.

of London, about 1843. Since then a large
number of monaural stethoscopes have
been devised, aud descriptions of them arc
to be found .scattered through various iiiedi

cal publications. They have been made of
metal, wood,
hard rubber, pa
liier-niache, and
other materials,
used either alone
or in combina
tion. Most of

these stetho-
scopes arc hol-

low, the bore of the tube be-

ing pretty uniform thiougli-
out, except at the pectoral
extremity, where it is ex-

panded and bell - shaped.
Solid wooden stethoscojies
have also been devised, but
tliese are more especially useful in conveying percussion
sounds when the method of auscultatory percussion is

practised. The monaural iiistrunients do not differ from
one another in any important particular. A few are
combination instruments, having a percussor and plex-
imeter attached, or a clinical thermometer, a female

Fig. 4486.—Actual Diameter of
Laennec's Stethoscope.

Fig. 4487. FIG. 4488. FIG. 4489.

Figs. 44S7, 4488, and 4489.—Monaural Stethoscopes.

catheter, etc.. hidden a\vay in them. Among others
who have devised monaural stethoscopes may be men-
tioned Quain. Stokes, Arnold, Barclay, EUioUson, Do-
bell, Looniis, Burrow, Clark. Canimaun, and Ferguson.
M. Landouzy, of Paris, in 18.i0, constructed a stetho-

scope with a bell-shaped chest -piece, with
a numlier of flexible lubes attached, by
which several ob.servers at once could
auscultate. A single tube was designed
for each person, but by the use of two
tubes it became a binaural inslniment.
It was neeessary to hold the tubes in the
ears by the hands, an<l it was not found
to be of much practical use. Many years
previously Dr. Williams, of London, had
been accustomed to use a binaural stetho-

.scope made of two metal tubes attached
to the bell of an ordinary stethoscope,
and with flat car-pieces. This conveyed
sound with increased intensity, but was
iiitlexible, clumsy, and awkward of ap-
|)li("iliou. The double sli'lho.seoiie of Dr,

Learcd. shown in the Great International

E.\liibition of 18,51. was a great improve- Fig. 44'Je. — In-

nieiit. It ismadeenlirelyof gutta pcrcha. c^a^'stlulol
The two tubes are ;illaclied at onecxtrem- scope.
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Fig. 4401. — C a in in a n n
Binaural Stethoscope.

ity to a bcUsliapiTl clicsl jncct'.

and at tlie dtlicv to oai-pieccs
similai' to tliosi' of tlic nioiiaiiral

stctlioscopc. These lubes bciui;'

separated and applied to the

ears, e.xerted a certain amount
of pressure by tlieir own elas-

ticily. To use this instrument

ordinarily in praetiee. liowever,
would require three hands, on<'

for I'aeh earpiece, and another
to manage the jiectoral end. In

1S,51 Dr. JNIarsli. of Cincinnati,

|iatentcd a double stethoscope.
'I'his had a membrane stretch-

ing over its objective end, and
two gumelastic lubes leading
from the chest piece to the ears.

In this instrument the earpieces
were inconvenient, anil the

.sounds conveyed were muflled
and confused. These circum-
stances rendered it of little

value.

Dr. G. P. Camniann devised
a binaural stetho.scope which,
after consideralile laljor and ex-

pense, was perfectei.1 in 1852.

lie was familiar •with the instru-

ments of Landouzy anil ]\Iarsh,

and his stethoscope, therefore,
was not a new invention, but
was, and is now, the best in-

^trument of the kind devised.

It is light, durable, easily car-

ried, and a good conductor of
sound. The aftacliment of a
rim of soft rubber to the chest -

piece, as devised by Dr. SncUing, is of advantage in

some cases in applying it more closely to the inequalities
of the chest. Oval chest pieces are also made, which en
able the end of the stetho

sio]ie to be pressed into the

intercostal spaces. In most
of the instnunents now made
the rubber band which served
to draw the two tubes to-

gether is replaced by a spring.
In the latest improvement the

spring is placed in tlie screw
which binds the tubes to-

gether (Fig. 4495).
A considerable variety of

lle.xible stethoscopes are now
in use. The credit of liaving
first used one is i)robablv due
to Dr. Pennock, of Phiiadel-

phia. They may be gener-
ally described as consisting
of a cliest-iiiece. long flexible

rubber tubes, and round ear-

pieces. The ear pieces are

held in place either by being
firmly pressed into the me
atus, or by a spring pas.sing
over the head or under the

chin. A flexible stethoscoi)e
was devised by Mr. Brown,
in which the ear-pieces are

oval. When placed in the

car, with the long diameter
vertical, they are said to re-

main readily in position.
The differential stethoscope
of Scott Alison is similar in

mechanism to Cammann'.s,
buthaslwochest pieces, one p,„ 44<K._seott .^II.W.s Pit-
for each ear. enalilmg the f.-ivntlal sieilmser.pe.

sounds from different re.gions of the cliest to be con-

veyed to the two ears at the same lime. Tlie lij'dro-

phoue is another instrumeiU devi.sed by Alison. It con-
sists of an india-rubber bag about the size of a large

watch and tilled with water. An-
other inventor liad previously
constructed a wooden instrument
filled with water, bul it was not

liractically useful. Alison found
that when water was interposed
between two conducting media,
sound was conveyed to the ear
with increased intensity. The
hydrophone may be employed as

an instrument by it

self, or in aid of the

slellioscope.
Dr. iMcBride has de

vi.sed for use in aus-

cultatory percussion a
solid binaural stetho

scope of hard rubber,
with chest iiiece sutli-

cieiitly small to fit in

tlie intercostal spaces.
Dr. C'onstantin Paul
devised a stethoscope
with two flexible tubes

leading to the ears, and
a hollow chamber in

the cliest -
piece con-

nected with a rubber
bulb by a long flexible

tube. If the air in the hollow chamber is exhausted the
instrument is held firmly against the chest. A modifi-
cation of the chest-piece of Cammann's binaural stetlio

.scope, which can be screwed on in place of the usual

chest-piece, has been devised by the writer. In the pec-
toral end is an air chamber, which is completely closed

by pressure against the chest. Connected with this
chamber by a small tubular opening is a rubber bulb,
through which the sounil-eonducting tube passes. By
pressure upon this bulb, when the instruiuent is held
in position, the air is exhausted in the hollow chamber
and the stethoscope is held firmly to the chest wall.

Dr. Ileineman, of New York, has devLsed an attach-
ment to the binaural instrument, in which, by an admir-

ably arranged piece of

mechanism, the stetho-

scope is held firmly
against the chest by
means of a metal rod

extending from the
che.stpiece to the chin.

Fig. 4493.—Alison's Hydrophone.
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riibbiT caps al the aural (.'Xticmitius. Tlio pectoral ex-

treinily is covered by a diaiilirajriu of soft rubber, and
the iustruMient is tilled with water liy means of a faucet.

The chest -piece has been already ilescribed as a iniidi-

tieation of the ordinary binaural stctho-scojie, and is held

firmly against the chest, leaving both hands free. It is

intended for use in practising auscultatory percussion.
An instrument has been devised by Dr. Solis Cohen for

intrathoracic auscultation. It consists of a rubber tube
attached to the binaural

stethoscope, and there is a
d i a p h r a g m of g o 1 d -

beater's skin in a rubber

capsule intervening be-

tween the two. The rub-
ber tube passes down the

(esophagus.
Dr. Bowles has devised

a ehest-piece which can
be a 1 1 a e h e d to the bin-

aural .stetho.scopc. It es-

sentially consists of a dia-

phragm of hard rubber

covering the chest-piece,
which vibrates and trans-

mits the vibrations to the

instrument. It is claimed
that Avith it sounds can be
heard more distinctly.
The phoiiendoscope is

an instrument in which
there are two diaphragms
with an air chamber be-

tween, and from the cen-

tre of the outer diaphragm
a small rod extends, the

end of which presents a

small surface and, when
pressed against the chest,

conveys vibrations to the

diaphragm.
Both of the instruments

last mentioned are pat
ented, and are made by
Pilling & Sons, Philadel-

phia.
In addition to those al-

ready described, a number
of stethoscopes have in

the past ten years been

jiut on the market. They
embody no new principle
and, so far as the writer is

aware, do not convey sound better than the older stetho

scopes, when the latter are properly constructed.

CoNSTKiTCTiox OK Stkthoscopes.—The rules for the

proper construction of stethoscopes cannot, in the pres-
ent state of our knowledge, be formulated with scientific

exactness; nevertheless, a knowledge of the laws of

acoustics, and of the results of the experiments of others,

will aid us in constructing instruments less faulty than

many of those now in use. In selecting a material, one
should be chosen that, as far as possible, is light, dur-

able, and a good condnetorof sound. For the monaural

stetlioscope nothing has been found better than a light,

firm, vibrating wood like cedar. The fibres should run
in the direction of the length of the stethoscope. Ma-

hogany, deal, and limewood answer well, but the heav-
ier woods, as oak, beech, ligniun vit:p, and boxwood, arc

inferior and deaden the sonorous vibrations of the bodies

upon which they arc applied. The quality that makes
wood desirable is the same that applies in its use in vio-

lins, in sounding-boards for churches, and in the walls of

concert-rooms. Other materials, although inferior, an^

good conductors of sound. Ebonite, a preparation of

india-rubber, has the advantage' of being light and dur-

able, and easily moulded into shape. The metals, horn,

papier-mache, gutta-percha, and ivory are good conduc-

FlG. 44ffi — Cainmann's
Hydrophone.

tors, and have all been used for this purpo.sc. Hollow

stethoscopes are most desirable, as some sounds are con-

ducted best through the solid walls, while others are

transmitted most perfectly through the enclosed cohunn
of air. The latter is the case with the aOrial sounds of

the chest, the solid wall of the stethoscope acting as a

sounding-board, receiving and transmitting the weakest
vibrations. In the practice of auscultatory percussion,
a solid wooden stethoscope or the binaural hydiophone
is most useful, as .sounds produced in solids arc best con-

ducted through homogeneous media; but even in this

case the ordinary hollow instrument will usually be
foiuid to convey sound with sufficient intensity for all

practical purposes. The bore of the stethosco])e and the

hollow in the chest end should not be too large, else

there will be caused a confused reverberation of sound;
nor should the wall of the stethoscope be of great thick-

ness, both on account of superfluous weight and because
the weaker vibrations are thereby checked. It is best

that the stethoscope should be of one material through-
out and in a solid block. This is not essential, however,
and in the binaural instrument is not possible. Theoreti-

cally the breaking of continuity, by having it in several

pieces, would impair the conducting power ;
but practi-

cally the difference is found not to be as great as might
be expected. Flexible stetho-scopes, in which the tubes
are of soft rubber, or of wire covered with some pliable
material, are u.seful in some cases, but the sounds are

modified by reverberation, especially when the tubes are

long and with large hollows. The length recommended

by Lal'nnec was one foot divided in two for convenience
of carrying. This is unnecessarily long, and six inches
is now the usual length. The length of the binaural in-

strument, from car to chest-piece, varies from ten or

tnelve to sixteen or seventeen inches. ^lost of the
binaural instruments have two chest-pieces, one small
and narrow, the other trumpet-shaped, which can be
screwed cm at pleasure. The modified chest-piece may
also be used, and can be screwed on in the same way.
The smaller end can localize sounds best, and is easier of

application to the chest; the larger is more useful in ex-

amining the chest rapidly. The edges should not be too

sharp, but rounded off both toward the circumference
and toward the centre. The ear-piece of the monaural

stetlioscope ought to be large enough to cover the concha
and to close the external meatus. It may be fiat, but the

most convenient form is with a depression between the

circumference and the centre, the latter being consider-

ably elevated. The binaural instruments have small cir-

cular knobs, which shotdd not be too large nor too small.

If too large, they do not fit closel)' and allow external

sounds to enter; if too small, they cause discomfort by
pressure. No instrument will suit all ears, and a

stethoscope should be fitted to the ear as a shoe is to

the foot.

V.M.UE OF THE Stethoscoi'E.—In considering the

value of the stethoscope it is taken for granted that the

instrument used is reliable, and that the auscultator

knows how to use it. Some skilful auseultators advo-
cate its continual use; others, equally skilful, advise that

it be used only occasionally. The cause of this dilTerence

of opinion jirobably lies parti}- in ditference in the acute-

ness of hearingand the extent of the training of dilTerent

observers, and ]5artly is a matter of habit. That the

habitual use of the stethoscope does after a time render
the sense of hearing less acute to the sounds heard over
the chest, in immediate auscultation, is, I think, an un-

doubted fact. Yet the stethoscope is a valuable instru-

ment, and although it is not always needed, often we
caimot attain to a full knowledge of a case wilhoul mak-

ing use both of mediate and of inunediate auscultation.

Often a doubtful or half-heard .sound has been clearly

brought out and appreciated by the use of thi- stetho-

scope; but still oftener, I think, has a sound scarcely

suspected with the stethoscope been made evident by the

immediate application of the ear. It requircssome prac-
tice to become accustomed to the use of the stethoscope,

especially to that of the binaural instrument. In the lat-

1
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ter some sounds are exaggerated, while others are im-

paired, and tliore are not tlie dislinctne.ss and simplicity
that are observable when we use tlii^ ear or the monaural
instrument. It is au acoustic fact that sounds are better

heard with two ears than with one, and virtually the

double stethoscope enables us to place two ears on the

chest at the same time. 'I'he moditied instrument in-

creases the intensity of sounds both by bringing the pec-
toral end into the closest possible contact with the <-h<'st,

and by both the hollow air chamber and the rubber bulb

acting as resonators. It al-so leaves both hands of the

auscultator free. Alison's hydrophone may be used
either by itself or placed between the end of "the stetho-

scope and the chest, thereby increasing the contact and
the conducting power when it is difficult to bring the

iuflexilile end of the in.strumeut into close ajiposition
with tlie chest wall. Bowles' stethoscope is u.seful in

listening to the posterior portions of tlie lungs in cases of

pneumonia in which the patient cannot be turned over.

The value of the stethoscope for purposes of modesty,
cleanliness, and convenience, and for examining the su-

praclavicular and axillary regions which cannot readily
be reached by the ear, are obvious, and need only to be
mentioned to be appreciated. Donald M. Cammanii.
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STILLINGIA.—U. S. P., Queen s Root. The dried root

of Still iiiyiii si/lMlica 1j. (fani. Euphnvbiaceiv). This is a

perennial plant, with a large, tough, spongy root, and
-erect herbaceous or slightly woody stem, a foot or so

in height, growing abundantly in the Southern States,
where it has been used for about half ;i century.
The drug usually occurs in short transverse sections of

very long, tapering,
slenderly fusiform roots,

about 3.0 cm. (1 in.) or

less in thickness, very
light, tough, and
spongy; externally of a

deep or occasionally
a light reddish-brown,

finely, shortly, and

crookedly longitudinally
wrinkled and incom-

pletely annulate, espe-

cially the thicker por-
tions, with constrictions

which frequent-
ly become slight
iissures ; ends of

the sections
pinkish, very
fuzzy with in-

numerable partly de-

lacheil tine bast fibres,

the bark very thick, con-

taining scatterc<l fine res

in cells and laticferous

ducts ; the wood radiate,

fibrous, and porous; odor

slight, peculiar; taste

pungeni, bitter, and
acrid.

.

Tlic activity of still-
kig. 44!«i.-Lon>.Mludinal Section of

ingia depends upon of the Cunatura Major

lamina
(

nius- J

cularis 1

mucosae I

three or four per cent, of a nauseous volatile oil, a large
amount of soft resin, and a fixed oil, the composition of
which has not been studied, but which apparently holds
an iicrid sub.stance in solution. There are con.siderablc

tannin, starch, and other unimportant constituents,

Stillingia is an emetico-cathartic, like many other plants
of its family, and is said to be "alterative." Upon this

property depend its principal uses, which are very simi-
lar to tho.se of sarsaparilla, in sypliilis, rheumatism, gout,
etc. That its u.se is mildly beneficial cannot be doubted.

Belonging to the .same family with the castor and cro-

ton-oil plants (.see Euphi>rbiace(f). it rather actively
promotes the excretions, from which result its ameliora-
tion of the above-named diseases evidently proceeds.
Dose 1 or 2 gni. (gr. xv. to xxx.) two or three times a

day. A fluid extract is official (Ej-triKtutn Stillingim
Fluidum, U. S. P.), dose 1-3 c.e. (ni xv.-xxx.).

Ileiiry H. liunby.

STOMACH.—The stomach exhibits the usual four lay-
ers found in the alimentary tract, called, from within

outward, the tiuiica mucosa, the tela submucosa, the
tunica muscidaris, and the tunica serosa.

The tunica mucosa is the glandular lining membrane
of the stomach. In the fresh condition it is of fleshy
consistence and of a piidvish color. The color of the
fresh mucous membrane deiiends on three factors—the
amount and venosity of the blood contained in its vessels,

the physiological condition, ar' the character of the

glands. In the dog, in the resting condition, the mucous
membrane of the greater curvature of the stomach pre-
sents a gra.yish-pink appearance and is relatively opaque.
After digestion has been going on for some hours, the

grayislmess and opacity disappear and the m\icous mem-
brane presents a rose-pink color.

If the veins are engorged, the grayish-pink tint is

deepened to a chocolate-pink, which rapidly brightens
on exposure to the air. The mucous membiane of the

pyloric portion of the stomach is always more transjjar-

ent, paler in color, and firmer in consistence than that of

the fundus and corpus ventriculi.

The point of contact of theu'sophageal and gastric mu-
cous memljrancs at the cardia forms a somewhat zigzag
line, the esophageal e])itheliuni extending in the form of

,irrcgular conical jirojectious into the stomach (Schaffer)
in such a manner that frequently in longitudinal sections

engaging the termina-
tion of the oesophagus
and the beginning of the

stomach, portions of the

epithelium of the former

may tip pear as isolated

patches surrounded by
gastric epithelium. This

irregularity of the gas-

tro-tt'sophageal junction
is an indication of that

tendency of the u'sopha-
geal epithelium to in-

vade the stomach and

displace the

glands, which in

some of the low-
er primates, lu-

nus, Semnopith-
ecus, etc.

,
has

resulted in the
formation of a
distinct chamber
of the stomach,
lined by strati-

fied epithelium.
At the summit
of the mtisculus

sphincter pylori the gas-
tric mucous membrtine

W.iiofstonuu-hofDoKMntlieMidUU' [^
roiitinuous with the

, showing Liiyoi-s. X 10. tunica mucosa cluodeni.

tunica
mucosa

tela

suhmu-
(.'1 »sa

tiinifa

mus-
cularis

tunica
serosa
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In tbe contracted stomach the timica mucosa is thrown

up into a series of coarse folds, the plica' nmcosa'. mainly
longitudiiuil in (lireclicm, but with tiaiisvcrse and ulili(iiic

ciainectinjr tVilds. These plica' iiiiiciisa' involve the whole
thickness of the tunica mucosa and the superlicial layer
of the tela subnuicosa. When the stomach is distended

to its utmost the folds disap|iear. A permanent fold at

the pyloric end of the stomach, caiised hy the projection
into the cavity of the inusculus sphincter pylori, forms
the valvula pylori.
The whole surface of the nuicous membrane in man

is indistinctly maiUed otT by irrcfiular sulci, of varying
depths, irUo "small fields a few millimetres in width, the

are* S!'^''''"'-'. gi^'i'i.S the tunica mucosa the so-called

mammi Hated appearance.
If the surface of the mucous membrane be examined

with a lens, the close-set depressions, foveola' gastrica',

into which the itastrie glands open, may be seen. These

openings are separated from one aunlher by delicate par-
titions which are in the pyloric region often continued

into pointed villus-like proees.ses. projecting into the

cavity of the stomach as the plica' villosa'. Cases have
been reported in which the whole inner surface of the

stomach was beset witli these villus-like processes.
The luunber of foveohv opening >ipon the surface of the

gastrit' mucous membrane has been estimated by Toldt to

be eighty-seven per millimetre. The total extent of the

nuic<]us "membrane measured in the same individual by
means of tlie planimeter was 7G.3U0 sii.mni., giving
6,63S,10() as the total number of foveohi; in the stomach.

It seems jirobable, however, that the number of foveohe
is subject to considerable variation in different individ-

uals. In a nundier of pathological cases reported by
Einhorn, the number varied from twenty to one hundred
and sixty jier square millimetre.

The whole of the surface of the mucous membrane and
the walls of the foveohe gastrica' are covered with a sini

|de cylindrical e])ithelium, nmcigenous in function, uni-

form in tyi)e throughout the stomach, but differing
somewhat in structural details in the different re-

gions. The cells of this epithelium are some-
what conical in .shape, but vary with the shape of

the surface upon wliich they rest.

the conical shape being more pro-
nounci'<l on convex surfaces. The _u

Tunica mucosa oesophagi--

.-
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pliism is cootinuous with tlie cyVoplasmic network of

tliu pioxinuil jtortion of tlio tlieca. atui frequently con

tains, in snliliniate-tixeil preparations aniund tlie liascMif

tlie Iheea. numerous iniuutu granules stainable in eo.siu

or acid fnchsin.

Between the nucleus and thethcca the cytoplasm stains

less deeply than that in the base of the cell, owing to the

presence of the structures whieh have been interpreted

by Holmgren as similar to the canal-like structures ob-

served by liim in the hepatic cells, to which he lias ap-

plied the name trciphospongium.
The so-called rejilacing cells (Ermtzzdkii of Ebstein)

do not e.xist in tlic epithelium of the stomacli. the struc-

tures which have been described under tliis name being,
as suggested by Stolir. in all probability, lymphocytes
which have invaded the epithelial layer.
The epithelium of the foveola' gastricie is. as has been

indicated, similar to that of the free surfaces, but on

going down the foveoUe, certain changes of a transitional

character make their appearance as tlie bottom of the de-

pression is approached. Near the mouth of the foveola

the cells are slightly imbricated at their attached ends
and have a larger

"^ theca than those

of the free sur-

face. Deeper in

the foveola the

cells become
shorter and more
cubical in shape,
the nucleus larger,

a,;'.,'. :;;,'.' -vc
-It' ^.'J.-!if^'<

more rounded,
VV^\"-4> lfe '/f I ) 4'' "^i? T/iv^. ) and richer in elu-o-

tends to become
smaller in extent
and divided into

two more or less

distinct masses, a

pi'oximal mass
near the nucleus
and a distal mass
near the cavity.
These smaller cells

of the bottom of

the crypt exhibit

great activity in

division, as is indi-

cated by the pres-
ence of numerous
mitoses. The cells

of the surface, on

the other hand,

rarelj' divide. (_)n

lliis fact Bizzo-

zero has based his

theory of the mode
of regeneration of

the surface epithe-
lium, according to

which the cells of

the bottoms of the'

crypts are en-

<lowed with thi'

]iroperty of divid-

ing and producing
new cells, whicli

by a gradual proc
ess of migrating
o r displacement
finally reach the

surface a n d re -

place the cells,

which for various reasons are being constantly lost there.

A point of some interest is tb(M)ecasional occurrence in

the lumian stomach, on the surface of the tunica mucosa.
or in the foveoUe, of epithelium of tlie intestinal type, that

is to say, composed of cells with a distinct striated cu-

Fig. 4tiKl.-VerUcal Si-c'tion tlir.iiisrh tin- Mu-
cous; Mt-nibrant^of ttie Fundus (Jlaml K-'trinn

of thi' Stnuiiich. X 85. iV/((, Fc'Vi-(.l;i' ms-
Irlca- ; ]i. neck of glanii ; /i, boJy "f (.'laud ;

m, lamina muwniiaris mucosae. (.\ftiT V.

von F.bner, In von Kolliker's
" Handliuch

il(T Gewehelelire lies Menschen.")

Fiii. Arm. — Types of
Kpilhelial Cells from
the (iastric Mucosa
of Man. (After K.W.
Ztminennann. Arch.
f. mikr.Auat., Bonn,
lid. Hi.)

ticula alternating with goblet cells (Schaffer, Boeckel

man, Haii). There is still some doubt as to whether
these palches of intestinal epithelium occur normally in

the human slomach. They apiiear to occur most fre-

qiiently in the pyloric region, but have been observed by
Schaffer at the very margin of the

(esophagus in the foveola; of the

cardiac glands.
The great thickness of the gastric

mucous memlirane is caused by the

chisely aggregated tubular or tu

bulo-acinous glands. These are of

thice kinds, occupying three defi-

nite regions of the mucous mem-
brane. The cardiae gluiuU (glaii

duUe cardiaca;)form in man a small

area around the cardiac orifice of

the stomach, wliieh varies in wiiltli

in dilTerent individuals anil in ililfer-

ent parts of the circumference of the cardia in the same
individual, the extremes, so far recorded, being 0..5 cm.
in one of Kuptfer's cases, 4.3 cm. in a case described by
the writer. The tunica mucosa of the fundus vcniriculi,

of the curvatiiric major et minor, and of the parietes
anteiior et postcricu' is occupied by the fiotfluK glands
(glanduUie gastricie proprife), that of the antrum pylo
ricum and the adjacent portions of the stomach, by the

pijliific (jhinda (glanduliv pylorica'). The cardiac and

pyloric glands are, for the inost part, mucous glands
of simple structure, the acid and pepsin of the ga.stric

juice being in large measure produced by the complex
fundus glands.
At the lines of junction of the various glandular zones

a gradual ti'ansition fi'om one tyjie of gland to the next

may be observed, forming thus between the cardiac and
fuiidus zones on the one hand, and between the fundus
and pyloric zones on the other hand, iutermediarj' zones
of small extent.

The tunica mucosa in the region occupied by the fun-

ilus glands differs in thickness according to the location.

In man, according to von KoUiker, the thickness of the

tunica mucosa is 0.37 mm. to 0..')K mm. at the cardia, 1

mm. in the middle of the givater curvature. Zinimer-

manu gives the thickness of tlie mucous membrane as
1.2 mm. in a iiieceof mucous membrane from the fundus

gland zone. In material examined by the writer, the

thickness of the mucous membrane, including the lamina
muscularis mucosa', was 0.64 mm. at the beginning of the

fundus glands, 0.82 mm. in the middle of the fundus

ventriculi, 1.2 mm. to 1.3 mm. in the middle of the cur-

vat ura major.
Tlie fundus glands (glanduliP gastrica; proprife), physi-

cilogically the most important, are slightly wavy,
bi-auched tubides, (ilaced vertically in the tunica mucosa,
and so closely aggregated throughout the whole of the

zone that the iuterglaudular tissue of the lamina propria
mucosae is reduced to a minimum. Each gland is con-

nected with a foveola gastriea by a short collecting duct

{iiincrcs Sr/i(iltstiick of Rollett), lined by epithelium of

the same tyjie as that of the deep ends of the foveola'.

The gland may be divided into two jiorlions, whicli

diller from one another in size ;ind in the character and

arrangement of their respective e]Utlielial elements. The
more superficial, narrower portion of the gland is called

the neck of the gland; the deeper, wider portion, the

body of the gland.
The relative lengths of the foveola' and different sec-

tions of the glands is given by Zimmerniann as follows;

Thickness of Hie tunica mucosa.. .

Iicptli iif the foveojn' frastricie....

I.L'IHlnun.

.. 0.2."i6 10 .aa
"

('olk-ctiui; duct iDrlUfiilnih of Zimmer-
inalinl OW to .078

Ni'ck of (rlainl iSchaHslilcIt of Zimmer-
rnann I 2fio to .312

Hodv of (TlalKl !<" to .MS

The measurements obtained by the writer correspond

very closely with those of Ziniinermann as regards the

length of the body of the gland, but show relatively

4t).?
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longer foveola; and shorter necks. They are as follows,

taken from glands of the middle of the greater curvature

•of the stomach;

Tlilckiiess or tunica iimcdsa l.aX) to 1.320 mm
I'oiubiiic'd len^'tb of foviHilii" imil collecting
duct iWio ..539

"

Neck of (Tliiml 147to.220
"

Body of K'liincl 4U to .528
"

The differeiK-es between these two sets of measurements

possibly iiidieiite tliiit tlure is considerable individual

variation in the relative lengths of the foveoUe and the

necks of the i;l:inds.

The fact that the fundus glands of the

Stomach are composed of several kinds of

oells was discovered in IS.iO liy von Kijl-

liker, who described them as composed of

very large mononuclcated cells, located im-

mediately beneatli the membrana propria,
and of smaller rounde<i cells which formed
a, complete tiibe around the very narrow
lumen. This disc<ivcry. liowever, attracted

'

little attention from histologists, and even
von Kijllikcr himself failed to mention it in

the subseqncnt editions of his text-book.

The two kinds of cells were subsequently
rediscovered in 1870, independently of one

another, by llcidenhain and Rollctt. The
former called tlu' chief ceils and parietal
cells respectively llm/iitzcUtn and Behyzfllen.

By Rollelt the chief cells were called
"
adelo-

morp/ie Zellcn," the parietal cells,
"^

dehmorphe
Zelleii."

The descriptions of llcidenhain and Rollett

differed in some important respects. The
former described the neck of the gland as

being composed of both chief and parietal
cells, and mentioned the occasional occurrence of parietal
cells under the cylindrical epithelium. Kollelt denied

both the existence" of chief cells in the neck of the gland,
which he su|iposed to be wholly composed of parietal

fact that the chief cells in the neck of the gland differed

somewliat from those in the body of the gland. The

(luestion as to the nature of these cells has since been in-

vestigated by Oppel. ]$ensley, Zimmermann, Cade, and

Fig. 4502.—Section Across the FoveohB Near their Outt>r Ends. Note the smaller
size of the foveola> as compared with Fig. 4.t01 : the smaller mucigenous tmrder

(theca) of the epithelial cells : the mitoses ; and the larger amount of Interiilandu-
lar tissue.

Fig. 4.">(i1. Section Cut I'aralld Ut the Surface of the Mucous Membrane of the Greater
Curvature of ttie Human stomach. Across SL\ Foveohv (jastricic, showluf.' the Typ;' of the

F.iilthellum and the Tissue "f the Lamina Propria Mucosa'. Note the large number of

plasma cells In the latter. >: :Jtt4.

cells, and the occurrence of the latter in the foveoltr.

Tlie rcsearclies of stihsetHKiit investigators, in particular
tlir)se of Stiihr, have amply sustained lleidenlitiin in both
tlie.sc respects. In 18!>2 Bi/.zo/.ero <alled attention to the

: 394.

others, and it has been shown that the transition which
Bizzozero supposed to e.xist between the chief cells of

the neck of the gland and those of the body of the gland
does not occur, and that the two kinds of chief cells are

indeed specifically different.

The fundus ghind is composed of cells of three distinct

types—the parietal cells, large, ovoidal elements project-

ing on the outside; the mucous cells

of the neck of the gland (IlalK/nni/ji-

zellfii of Oppel); and the pepsin-

forming chief cells of the body of the

gland (Grundliauptzellen of Oppel).
In the body of the gland, the large,

wedge-shaped or cnboidal chief cells

form an almost continuous lining for

the narrow lumen, the large ovoidal

)iarietal cells being disjilaced to the

periphery of the gland away from the

lumen, with which they are only
connected by narrow ductlels which

pass between the adjacent surfaces of

the chief cells.

In sections of fresh mucous mem-
brane, mounted in an indifferent lluid

(aqueous humor or blood .serum), the

portions of the chief cells of the body
of the gland which border the lumen
are seen to be occupied by closely

packed minute refractive granules.
These granules have been shown by
Langley in a number of mtiiimials and
lower vertebrates to diminish in num-
bi-r during secretory tielivity and to

accumulate during rest. Liingley
has itiso shown that the amount of

pepsin which may be extracteii from
the mucous membrane is proportional
to the extent of this superficial gran-

ule-filled zone of the chief cells. The granules are tliere-

fore composed of the antecedent substance of the enzyme.
and are called zymogen granules. The zymogen gran-
ules in the gastric mucosa of man are exceedingly diffi-
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cult to preserve, and for tliis reason are usually not visi-

ble in stained sections. In material fixed in aleoliol or

in aqueous solutions of niereurie ehloride they have, as

a rule, completely disappeared. They may bo retained

by fixation of the tissue in alcoholic solutions of mer-
curic chloride or in solutions containing four percent,
of formaldehyde.

In sections of tissue fixed by mercuric chloride in alco-

hol and staincil in liiematoxylin, or, better, in toluidine

bhie, the chief cell of the body of the gland exhibits two
welldetined zones—a deeply stained proximal zone con-

taining the nucleus, and a pale distal zone bordering the

lumen. The relative .sizes of these two zones depend on
the physiological condition of the cell, the clear zone

being larger in a resting cell, smaller in a cell which has
been actively' secreting for several hours. The cyto-

plasm of the basal zone stains intensely in nuclear dyes
such as hiematoxylin, toluidine-blue, thionin, methylene-
blue, etc., and exhibits an indistinct radial striation,

whicli has been interpreted by some observers as due to

the presence in the cytoplasm of groups of parallel tila-

nients (the basal filaments of Solger). The intense stain-

ing of the basal zone has been shown by the wiiter to be
due to the presence in it of substances chemically similar

to the chromatins of the nucleus. This may be shown
by the employment of Slacallum's microchemical tests

for iron and phosphorus, both of which give distinct

positive reactions, quite as intense as those given by the

nuclear chromatin. There is a reciprocal relation be-

tween the amount of these substances and the number of

zymogen granules bordering the lumen of the gland, the

latter being formed ap|iareutly in part at the expense
of the former. These sub-

stances, on the presence of

which depends the deep
staining character of the

basal zone, may therefore

be termed prozj-mogens.
The amount of prozymogen
and of zj'mogen present in

any cell depends on the

phase of physiological ac-

tivity in which it happens
to be, and on the specific

secretory eqtnlibrium of the

cell. Macallum has shown
in the pancreatic cell, and
Carlier in the cells of the

gastric glands of Triton,
that the increase of prozy-
mogen in the basal cyto-
plasm is accompanied by
an exhaustion of the nu-
clear chromatin, indicating
an actual participation of

the latter in the secretory
metabolism of the cell.

The transparent distal

zone of the chief cells of

the body of the gland, that

is, the zone that is next the
Ivimen of the gland, exhib-
its a finely reticidar struc-

tvire, the meshes of the
network being of wonder-
ful regularity and corre-

sponding in size to the zy-
mogen granules observable
in th(^ living cell. This re-

ticular aiipearance has been

interpreted by Theohari and others as due to the pres-
ence of a true cytoplasmic reticulum or spongioplasm.
The more [jrobable explanation is that tlu^ cytoplasm
of the portion of the cell nearest the lumen contains
innumerable small granules of zymogen, each granule
enclosed in a space sei)arated from the neighboring
spaces by the continuous cytoplasm. In sections slaineil

In alum ha-matoxylin and eosin or in toluidine-blue.

Vol., VII.—30

the granules remain tmstained and the spaces they
occupy appear as tiny vacuoles, so closely aggregated
that the portion of the cell in which they occur appears
retictdated. The correspondence between the granules
and the meshes of the cyto])lasmic network may lie dem-
onstrated by staining sections of material fixed fresh in

formalin or in alcoholic solution of mei'curic chloride, in

iron alum liicmatoxylin, or in neutral gentian. By these
methods tli(^ zymogen granules are intensely stained, and
it may be readily seen that each granule is enclosed in a
mesh of the network.
The nucleus of the chief cell of the body of the gland

is located at the jimction of tlie two zones, is spherical
in outline, and possesses one or two oxyphile nucleoli and
a well-defined chromatin network.

It has been shown by the writer and confirmed by
Cade that the chief cells of the neck of the gland differ

in several important points from those of the body of the

gland. These cells lack both prozymogens (there is no
indication of basal filaments in them) and zymogen gran-
ules. In the living gland the contrast between the two
portions of the gland is very striking, owing to the fact
that the zymogen granules are entirely confined to the

bod}' of the gland.
The neck chief cells resemble very closely the mucous

cells from Sidivarj' glands. For the most part they ap-
pear triangular wdien seen in longit'idinal sections of the

gland, the broad base of the triangle directed toward the

lumen, the narrow apex toward the outside, where the
cells are crow-ded by the presence of the parietal cells.

The nucleus is located in the proximal attached end of
the cell and is spherical, oval, or crescentic in outline, ac-

plasina cell

Fi(i. 4.'>n.3.—Sei-tlon Aomss six
the outer Ends. In tin- ili

basal lilaments of iirczvino^'c

zymogen prannles are ludged

l>and of smooth nuisele

Fundus (iljinds from the (in-alnr rnrvsitni-e of tin-

f ct'Ils ni:iv l>t' seen the two ctiararltTistn- znnrs : tlit

till- inner zone a tine nt'twori; enclosing tlit

500.

Hiinian Stomacli, Near
onirr zone contatning
spaces in which the

cording to the degree of loading of the cell with secre-

tion. The contents of the cell appear in hicmatoxylin-
eosin .sections clear and transparent, and exhibit a
reticidar structure, the large meslu'S of which are sepa-
rated by deliciit.e iirotoplasinic trabecuUe. The meshes
or clear spaces in such preparations are the cavities of
the cell in which the secretion is stored. Usually there
is in these cells a condensation of the cytoplasm in the
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mitoses -I

miiUUe of tlif cvW in tlie form of a transverse band, in

eonipletely siilidiviciiui; the seeretion into u ])rii.\inial

and a distal mass. The nature of tlie .secretion eontaiued
in tliese cells may be determined by staininir in a modi-

fied form of P. stayer's muchainatiin sohition of the fol-

lowing composition : Ha'matein, 1 gm. : ahiminuni chlo-

ride, O.T) gm. ; seveuty-per-ecut. alcohol, 100 c.c. The
sections fastened to the slide

are stained in this solution

luider the microscope \iiitil

the mucin of the surface epi
thelial cells is a deep blue;
the stain is then washed olf

witli ninetv - five per cent,

alcohol, and the sections are

dehydrated, cleared, and
mounted in xylol balsjim. In

such jucparations the con
tents of tlie si'cretion spaces
of tlie nccU cliief cells, as
well as the mucin of the sur-

face cells, are stained intense-

ly blue. A similar result is

obtained by staining sections

with Mayer's nuiciearndne,

freshly prejiared and undi-

luted, the contents of the

neck chief cells and of the

theca of the ejiitlielial cells

of the foveol.e gastrica> st.ain-

iug in this solution intensely
red. Thus the impiessiou
gained by a study of the

structure of these cells that

they secrete mucus is con-

firmed by the staining reac

tions.

At the junction of the neck and body of

the gland for a very short distance the mu-
cous cells and z_ymogenie cells are mixed
with one another, affording at this place a

good opportunity to compare their respective

cytological characters. In a very few of the

glands of the fundus the mucous cells extend

right to the bottom of the gland, replacing

entirely in this case the ordinary chief cells

of the" body of the glands. Such mucous
glands contain fewer parietal cells and a

larger lumen than the ordinary fundus

glands. The mucous chief cells of the neck
of the fundus gland of man and mammals
are the homologues of the large clear cells

found in the necks of the gastric glands of

reptiles and anurous lialrachians. with which

they corri'spond in position, structure

staining characters.

The parietal cells occur in all parts
of the gland, although they may be
found in greatest numbers in the necks
of the glaiul, alternating in this .situ-

ation with grou]>s of the mucous neck
cells. In the body of the gland they
are fewer in number, and in the fove
ola; only an occasional

parietal cell may be
seen.

The parietal cells are

of ovoidal .shape with

centrally jilaced nuclei.

In the neck of the gland
they have a broad sur-

face of contact with the

lumen, but in the body of the gland
they are crowded to the outside of the

gland, and are connected with the lu

men oidy by narrow ductlets which

pa-ss between the adjacent surfaces of

the chief cells. In each parietal cell

Itnver end cif

fnveola ffa.s-

trica

upiier portion of

lx)dy of gland

parietal ivll "• --•—

Fk;. i.iM. I.onBlnidiiial Seetion of I'art

of a Foveola (ijLstrica, of liie Neck, and
of I'art of tlie Body of a Fundus tiland of
tlie Stomacb ot 9Iaii, X 58U,

according to Zimmermann, three zonefi of structure can
lie made out, a central mass of coarsely granular struc
tuie, containing the spherical nucleus or nuclei, for the
latter are often midtiple, a peripheral /one of similar

strticture, and an intermediate zone of finely granular
structure. Tlie dillerences between these various zones
are best brought to view by staining sections accord

ing to Ileidenliain's iron httmatoxylin
method, in which the coarse granules
of the. middle and outer zones stain

deeply. The intermediate zone forms
the fiee surface of tlie cell on the lu-

men or on the minute ductlets above
described.
For a long time it was thought that

the parietal cells in the body of the

gland were completely shut off from
the lumen by a layer of
chief cells. Stohr was
the first to point out that
the parietal cells also

came into contact with
the lumen. According
to him this connection

was effected by the parietal cell pos-
sessing a pointed piojection which
jieuetrated between the adjacent sur-

faces of the chief cells and thus reached
the lumen of the gland. It was not,

liowever, until the introduction of the

lapid Golgi method for the impregna-
tion of tissue spaces that the real na-
ture of the ductules of these cells was
determined. By this means Erik Miil-

ler was able to show not only that a
minute canal ran from the liinien of
the gland to the parietJil cell, but that
the latter possessed an intricate system
of branching and anastomosing "secre-

tion canaliculi. These inti-acellular

caiKiliculi have since been observed by
Miiller. Zimmermann. and others in or-

dinary stained prejiaratious, especially
in sections .stained by
the ferric alum ha'ina-

toxylin method of JI.

Heidenhain, in which
the intracellular and in-

tercellular seci-etion ca-

naliculi may be readily
seen. In Golgi prepa-
rations of the gastric

glands the fine ductule which connects
the parietal cell with the lumen of the

gland is seen to divide, on airiving at
the cell, into a group of fine branches,
most of which penetrate the substance
of the cell, in the intermediate zone of

which they ramify (intracellular cana-

liculi): others penetrate
a sliort distance between
the parietal cell and the

iidjacent chief cells (in-

tercellular canalieuii).
The true inteicellular

character of the latter
^'''''''

may be determined, as

Zimmermann has shown,
by the |iresence of the
intercellular cement

The ductules of the intracellu-

lar canalieuii fre((Uently contain trans-

parent globules of coagulated secre-

tion, which may also be observed in

the lumen of the gland as far as its

opening into the foveola gastiica
The theoty of Heidenhain that the

liarietal cells are the sole source of the

ueelv of plaiid
I'ont ain inp
parietal a n d
mucous cells

ferment - form-
ing chief cells

of bodv of

glaiKl

1 mucous
I cell

linei-

•iOtl
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hydrochloric acid of the ^iistiic iuice rests at present on
u vury insecure foumlalidii. Tlic iirguineiil CDininnnly

cniplcived, that the

liariclal cells are al)

sent from the pyloric
f;lands uhieh jiro
duee an alUaline se-

cretion, would be

equally true of the
chief cells of the

body of the fundus

glands. Moreover,
t h e dilTerence in

acidity of the mu
cons membrane of

the fundus and great-
er curvature of the
stomach of the rab-

bit, which, accord-

ing to Langley, cor-

respond.s to differ-

ences in the number
I if parietal cells pres-
ent, could be equally
well explained by

FiCt. 45IX").- Lower End ot Fundus Gland, Chief and
Parietal Cells. In the latter the intracelliiliir

ducts may he seen. (After K. W. Zimniermann,
Arch. f. mikr, Anat., Bonn, Bd. Hi.)

the obvious differences in secretory equi-
librium of the chief cells fi'om these two
sources.

The mucous membrane of the greater
part of the pars p3'lorica is thinner than
that of the greater curvature, although
thicker than that of the fundus and cardia.

Tlie thickness in material examined by
the writer was 0, 883-0. 9.5.J ram. Near
the sphincter pylori, however, it again
increases in thickness to 1.3 mm., or in

places as much as 1.8 mm.
The glands of the pyloric region are

much less closely set than in the fundus

region, iind are separated from one another by a larger
Simount of tissue belonging to the lamina propria mu-
COSSE.

The foveola; into which the pyloric glands open are

much naiTowcr in man than in most mamniids. Tliey
rapidly diminish in diameter, to become narrow tulies,

which branch as they descend in the mucous membrane,
and at about the junction of the middle and outer thirds

of the mucous membrane receive the pvloric glands.
The long tubular bi'anches (jf the fovcol;e in the pyloric
region may !» compared to the short collecting ducts of

the fundus glands. In view, however, of the fact thiit

thej' are lined thidughout by epithelium similar in char-
acter to that of the foveohe, it .seems to me better to con-
sider them as part of the latter.

Into the bottoms of these foveolar branches open the

pyloric glands. These are composed of a varying num-
ber of branching wavy tubules, into which open short,

pear-shaped acini. Both tubules and acini aie lined by
the characteristic pyloric gland cells. The thickness of
the portions of the mucous membrane occupying the
foveolte and glands respectively, I have determined as
follows:

Lcnctli of foveolie and branrlies 0.441-0.476 mm.
Width of portion of tunica mucosa wcupled

by the glands propei- 2)$!- .301
"

In the thicker distal portion of the pyloric mucous mem-
brane the)- aie as follows:

I.cnptti of foveoliP and tiranches 0.735 mm.
Widtli of mucosa containing glands j)roper '<Hi[

"

The narrow tubular branches of the foveolic are lined

by cells of the type of tho.se found at the bottoms of the

gastric foveoUe and in the short tvibules which are inter-

calated between these and the neck of the glands in the
fundus region. They are cylindrical cells, containing an
oval nucleus and a consideiable aiiiount of cytoplasiu.
At the end of the cell which lioixlers on the lumen a
small theca is seen containing mucus, stainable in muci-

haMnatein according to the method al-

ready described.

The terminal branches of the pyloric
gland are made up of laige, cubical
cells surioundiug an obvious lumen.
These cells are usually found filled with
secretion which occupies the meshes of
a coarse network of cytoplasm. The
nucleus is situated at tlie base of the
cell and is spherical, flattened, or cres-

centic in outline, accoiding to the amount
of the secretion contained in the cell.

The theory of Heidenhain that the
cells of the pyloric glands are pepsin-
forming elements similar in character to
the chief cells of the body of the fundus
gland, has been shown to be incorrect.

'"''rrrf

FiG.4.iiir.. Iiiiidiiv i.laiiii (if Cat. Goliii

prcpanni. Ill, il.\i-d iii iiniinoniuni snl-

lihiiit' anil stained with lia'Miat'i.x.vlin

and cusin; showing iutracclliiiar
ducts of the parietal cells. (Aft^rK.
W. Zimniermann, .-lrc/(. /. mikr,
Anat., Bonn, Btl. iii.)

As has been
pointed out, the
chief cells con-
tain two eharac-
t e r i s t i c s u b -

stances w h i c h
ai'c phases in the
formation of
their secretion,

namely, piozy-
niogen, a deejily
staining sub-

stance found in

the base of the

cell; and zymo-

'^wm\ 111 W

:.;.^5ijS ;|v

Fic. 4.">07. - Vertical Section of ihc Pyloric
Mucous Meinlii'ane <if Ihc Stoniacli. X 85.

MiU Foveolie gastrlciv: /). tilood-vessels of
mucous niend>i'anc; (/, glandular tubules;
in. lamina nuisculai Is mucosie. (After V. von
Kbner in von Kolliker"s "Handbucli der
Gewebelehie.")
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Fig. 4508. -Tubule of Pylurk- (.land ot
Man. (Highly iiiairnilled. I Ncile the
thin basal layer <if cyt^>pla.sm ; the
reticular cell Itody containing secre-
tion ; the subdivLslnn fif the latter in
some cells into pn)ximal and distal

masses.

gi'ii. found in the form of coarse giiiuuk'S along; its free

surface. N<'illicr of llicse stibstanccs occuis in tin- pylo-
ric glami cells. Tlic absence of the granules explains the

jrreater ti-unspai'ency
of the pyloric mucous
membrane. On the

contrary, the meshes
of the coarse network
seen in the pyloric
gland cells are tilled

with a snbstauee which
stains slrongly in mu-
clia-mateiu or muci-

caniiine, wlieu em-

ployed accoriling to

the methods indicated

above. These facts,

together witli the

stnuig resemblance of

the pyloric gland cells

to mucous cells from
other sources, and the

gradual transition in

character from the

gland cells to the cells

of the superficial epi-
thelium, indicate that

the bidk of the secre-

tion of the pyloric

glands is simply mu-
cus. What otiier sub-

sidiary substances are

secreted along with the
mucin is at present
unknown.

]\Ior])hologically and

jihysiologically the
cells of the jiyloric

glands are regarded by the writer as the equivalents of

the mucous chief cells found in the necks of the fundus

glands. The same relation thus obtains between the py-
loric glands and the fundtis glands of mammals as be-

tween the corresponding si ructures in Keptilia and Anura.
The cardiac glands occupy a zone varying in width

from 0..') cm. to 4.3 cm. around tlie cardiac orifice of the
stomach. The glands of the pro.\imiil portion of this area
are inui-h more richly branclied than either the fundus

glands or the pyloric glands. They are compo.sed lai-gely
of cells similar in character to the pyloric gland cells and
the mucous chief cells of the funilus glands, and like

them contain a .secretiou which stains in mucilucmatein
and mucicarmine. Some tubules are, however, formed
of cells similar in tyjie to the chief cells of the Ijody of
the fundus gland, inasmuch as they contain both prozy-
mogen and gi-anules (jf zyin(>g<'n. A few parietal cells

may also be present in the cardiac glands.
Toward the distal part of the zone the glands become

less branched, and chief cells make their appearance
regularly at their outer ends, a transition being thus

gi'adually accomplished from the cardiac glands to the
fundus glands.
The framework of the tuiura mucosa is composed of

reticulum, which forms a delicate network supporting
and separating the glands and containing the blood-ves-
sels, nerves, etc., of the membrane. The delicate' fibrils

of which this tissue is composed are condensed around
the surfaces of the glands to form basement membranes
for them. In the dog, according to Mall, the reticulum
is especially condensed at two levels in the mucosa, one

just above the lamina mnscularis mucosa', corresponding
to a rudimentary stnitum fibrosum (stratum compactum
of Oppel); the "other at the level of the necks of the

glands. In man Die glands reach almost to the muscu-
laris mucosie, so that here also the stratum fibiosum of
Mall is rudimentary.
Here and there in the tunica mucosa branching bands

of smooth muscle extend between the glands from the
niuscularis rnucosit in the direction of the free surface.

These also receive a delicate investment of reticular

fibrils, containing a nelwork of fine elastic fibres.

In the meshes of the reticular framewoiU many wan-
dering cells occur. In the superficial jiortious of the mu-
cous membrane Unna's plasma cells are especially abun-
dant (Figs. 4.501 and 4.502). A few polymorphonuclear
neutrophileand eosinoiihile leucocytes, and lymphocytes,
are present, and in sections stained in polychrome luethy-
lene-blue numerous mast cells may be seen among the

glands.

Solitary lymph nodules (noduli lymphatici solitarii)

occur in varying numbers in the mucous membrane of
the stomach. Thi'y are particularly abundant in the
cardiac and pyloric regions, where they occui)y the

deeper layers of the mucous membrane. Occasionally
they luuy be found in the su])erficial tela submucosa, in

which case they are often continuous through an opening
in the lamina muscularis mucosa' with the reticular tissue
of the tunica mucosa.
The deepest layer of the tunica mucosii is formed by

the lamina muscularis imicosa', a double layer of un-
striated muscle fibres, 50-100 /u in thickness. It con-

sists, according to Klein, of an inner circular and an
outer longitudinal layer of fibres, which intercross and
pass into one another. According to Bohm and von
Davidoff it is composed of three layers. Between the
constituent fibres of this layer may be seen a delicate

network of leticulum and a rich network of elastic fibres.

The fibres of the latter, for the most part, run in a direc-

tion parallel to the muscle fibres. From both layers of

the lamina come olT the gi-oups of muscle fibres referred

to above, ascending in the tunica mucosa among the

glands.
The tela submucosa is a loose layer of collagenic fibrous

tissue, connecting the tunicti mucosa with the tunica

erf

M

c?

Fio. •t.TdH.-Sectiiui IhrouKh the .Imicti'in of (Ksopli.ijju- ami Moiiiach
of Man. showing Cardiac elands. X llll. I h

, (i:.^M|,hagu.s ; m.
stomach; cr/. cardiac glands; Jcd. dilated ducts of cardiac glaiuls.
• After J. Schaffer. Sitziiniinh. d. h. Ahad. tl. Wi.vitisch., Wien,
nd. .-vl., .-Uith. iil.l

muscularis. and containing the large bloodvessels and

lymphatics and the nerves and ganglia foi-ming the

plc.xus of Meissner. Tliis layer is poor in elastic fibres
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except in the ncigliborliooil of tlic tunk-ii musoularis,
when' the ricli nctwcirk (if clastic lil)rcs may be seen.

Here anil there, in tlie tela subnuicosa, are to be seen

larger and smaller accumulations
of adipose tissue.

In the description of the nuis-

cnlar coat, the recent account

iri^en b}- Birmingham will be

followed. The tunica muscularis

is composed of three layers, the

outermost layer (stratum longi-

tudinale) being a coutiniiation of

the corresponding layer of the

a'sophagus. The fibres of which
it is composed form on each curva-

Fig. 4510.—Cross-section of Thife Tubules of the Cardiao Ghinrts "f Mau. X 1,000. A, Mucous tubule,
sho^vine cells in early slairi- of unirin formation; iJ, murous tuhule, showing cells in various stages of
mucin formation up to complete loartinp; C, tutiule composed of cells similar to thecliief cells of the

body of the fundus glands. These cells contain basal filaments (prozymogen) and zymogen granules ;

D, binucleate parietal cell with intracellular secretion channels, (.\fter R. R. Beusley, '0*J.)

ture, but particularly on the curvatuia minor, a well-

marked layer of numerous distinct bundles. On the

anterior and posterior surfaces the layer exists as a very
thin sheet, the fibres being less distinctly longitudinal in

places, particularly near the middle of the surfaces be-

neath the cardia, than in the neighboihood of the curva-
ture (Fig. -toll). The middle layer (stratum circulare) is

best developed at the pylorus, where it forms a thickened
muscular ring, musculus sphincter pylori, surrounding
this aperture. In the adjacent narrow portion of the

stomach the fibies are also well developed, and the re-

sulting rings are numerous and closely placed. As we
pa.ss on toward the left the layer becomes tliinner and
the rings correspondingly fewer, but they still form a
distinct and well-delined continuous sheet, the fibres

of which can be easilj' seen even through the perito-
neum, forming very s\-mmetrical rings, disposed at right

angles to the long axis of the organ. This regular
arrangement is continued as far as the region of the

(Tsophagus, where it is interrupted. To tli<' left of

the cardia the layer is continued for some distance in

tlie form of oblique fibres, which radiate from the riglit
side of the cesophageal o])ening above, downward,
and to the left on the two surfaces of the stomach.
These fibres, becoming more and more oblique, are con-
tinued above into the suiierlicial circular fibres of the
lower end of the (esophagus. The internal layer is (Com-

posed, likw the middle layer, of circular and ohlii|Uc
fibres; but while tlie (ibli(iue fibres are but sllghlly de-

veloped in the middle layer, they f(n-m an important ]iart
of the internal layer. Beginning as a series of circles at

the summit of the fundus, it extends in the form of a

layer of rings, disposed at right angles to the axis of the

stomach, as far as the cardia. Beyond this it is contin-
ued by a number of libres—the well-known obli<iue mus-
cular fibres of the stomach—which radiate from the left

side of the cesophageal op(>ning, downward, and to the

right on both surfaces of the stomach, some of them
reaching almost as far as the antnun pylori. These

fibres end by turning abriiptly toward
the greater curvalure and passing into
the circular fibres of the middle layer.
The highest of these oblique fibres pass
into the deeper circular fibres of the

(esophagus.
The tunica muscularis is composed of

uustriated muscle fibres bound together
in bundles by delicate reticular iissui?.

All the layers of this coat contain many
elastic fibres forming net-

W'orks, the meshes of
whicli are elongated in

the direction of tlie long
axis of the fibres.

Between the strata is a
thin layer of coUagenic
connective tissue, con-

taining numerous blood-
vessels and the nerves and
gan^Ma of the plexus of
Auerbach.
The peritoneal coat of

the stomach (tunica se-

rosa) consists of collagenic
tissue, composed of cross-

ing and intercrossing
fasciculi and containing
elastic fibres. The free

surface is covered by a

layer of flat, irregularly
shaped nucleated endo-
thelial cells, which give
to the external surface its

smooth, glistening ap-
pearance. Under the en-

dothelium is a thin layer
of connective tissue, con-

taining in its deeper half
a network of fine elastic fibres. The deeper layers of
the tunica serosa, formed of connective tissue composed

Stratum circulare

Stratum longitudinale

Ligamentum pylori

Fig. 4.511.—The Superflciii 1 ,

Stomach. Stratum longiiuani^i
Atlas," Zwelte Auflagc. i

( tlie Tunica Mu-icularls of the
u\fter C. Toldt,

"
Anatomlscher

of loosely interlaced fasciculi of collagenic fibrils and a
few elastic fibres, contain the bloodvessels and nerve
bundles.

The blood-vessels of the stomach are derived from all

three branches of the arteria codiaca, which form arterial
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aiclic's aloug the curvatiira- minor pt major, from which
the smaller bniuches to the ortruii arc derived. That

Fibrx obliqua;

Stratum circularc,^

M. sphincter pylori

Tela «ub-

mucosa

Fig. 4.512.—The Mjildl.- iinil Ijilcrriiil Luyi-is of tlie Tunica Muscularis
of till- SlniiLucli. Stmlum circulare anil Hbra" obliquiB. The
stratum circulan' laus Itccn rcuinvcii In places. (-\ft<^r C. Toldt,
"
Anatomisctier .\tlas," /wcilc .\nllairc. t

along the lesser curvature is formed bj" the union of the

right gastric branch (artcria gastrica de.xtra) of the arte-

ina hepatica with tlu- left gastric artery (artcria gastrica

sinistra); that of the greater curvature, by the union of

the right and left gastroepiploic arteries (arteriir gastro-

epiploic;e de.xtra et sinistra) derived
from the hepalic and splenic arteries.

lu addition, the fundus vcntriculi re-

ceives a u\imbcr of shoit branches (ar-

tenve gastrica- breves) from the arteiia

lienalis. The large vessels formed by
these anastomoses ma}' be compared,
according to Mall, to the vascular arches

of the mesenteric arteries.

From the arches thus formed branches
conii^ olT which iicneliate the tunica

musi'ularis at the curvatures, and aic

distributed in the tela subunicosa of

l)oth surfaces of the organ. These
branches in the submucosa are, in the

dog, according to !Mall, of various.sizes,

being smallest and most numerous in

the i)yloric region and fundus, largest
in tlie mid<llc zone. They pass in a

circular direction annuid the stomach,

branching and anastomosing freely to

form a fine iilcxusof vessels, located at

about the middle of the tela submu
cosa. From this ple.xus vertical
branches arise which pass through the

lamina muscularis mucosic at very reg-
ular intervals and sup]ily the mucous
membrane. As soon as the bases of the

glands are reached, each of tiiese vessels

breaks up into radiating branches (the
stellate arteries), which in sonic animals

form a second plexusw ithin the deepest

jiortion of tin; mucous membrane.
From these stellate arteries arise

numerous capillaries which form a

dense network with elongated meshes,

suriounding the gastric glands from the

bases to their necks. As tlie capillaries

approach the openings of the glands,

they begin to collect into larger vessels,

which in turn communicate with a ple.xus of veins lo-

cated under the epithelium. Thus the deeper layer of
the mucous membrane receives the blood in a more ar-

terial condition than do the superficial layers.
The subepitlielial venous plexus is composed of small

vessels which form a network of meshes surrounding the
foveohe near the o)>eniiigs. From this plixus larger
veins pass x'ertically to join the subglandular plexus at

the outer edge of tlie mucous membrane just internal to

the lamina muscularis mucosa'. From this second venous

plexus branches i)ass to the tela sulanucosa. which join
one another and communicate finally with the submu-
cous plexus of large veins. The veins which form the

sulimucous plexus correspond in their distribution very
closely to the vessels of the arterial plexus. Each large

artery has, as a rule, two accompanying veins, the

smaller arteries one. The arteries are, as a rule, more
supertieial tliau the veins and smaller in size.

The tunica muscularis is supplied, to a limited extent,

along the greater ami lesser curvatures liy branches
which come from the arteries as they pass through to the

submucosa. The great bulk of the muscular coat, how-
ever, is sup])lied with blood by means of recurrent

branches from the jilexus of ves.sels in the submucosa.
These branches pass directly outward from the submu-
cous plexus through the stratum circulare, to the inter-

muscular layer, where they form a plexus the meshes
of which are for the most part elongated in the direction

of the fibres of the stratum longitudinale. From this

plexus and from the recurrent arteries which form it

are given olT branches which break uji into capillaries
in the mu.scidar layers. The circular coat receives, in

addition, numerous branches directly from a ph^xus
lying between the tela submucosa aud the tunica mus-
cularis.

All the veins leave the stomach in company with the

arteries.

The lymphatics of the stomach begin as comparatively

i. 4.'ii:). -Tliree .Secliims of tlie Stoinarh Wall of the Dof, rim-cil Siile liy Side to show
the situallon of the Blood and Lvniph Vessels in the DilTerent, lunlcs. X 70. Veins

black : arteries striated ; iyiiiphatics dotted. (From A. Oppel, '9B, after F. 1'. Mall.)
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•witle. lilinii. caiiillarv lubes beneatli tlic ppitlicliiiin of

tlic stomuili. Tlicsi' pass soiiiewliat irregularly nutwanl
aial ji>iii tn form laru'cr trunks, wliicli coiuinunicatc with

a riiii' network of lyinplialic vessels located iu the mucous
luembraue between the lamina nuiscularis mucosa' and
the bases of the glands. This plexus (ple.\us luucosus)
in turn communicates by means of vessels which pass at

right angles through the lamina nuiscularis mucosa' with

a second plexus located in the inner jiart of the tela sub-

nuicosa. This plexus is composed of large vessels with

many valves. From it arise many irreguhir branches
which anastomose and pass through the snbstiuice of the

sidimucosa to join the large collecting
branches. The latter, in turn, commu-
nicate by large branches which pass
througli "the circular muscle with the

intermuscular plexus, the large vessels

of which run toward the lesser cur\'a-

t u r e . For
further de-

tialsas to the

arrangement
of the large

lymphatic
vessels of the

stomach, see

tlie article on
the LymplMtic Syx-
ieiii.

The nerve sup-

ply of the stomach
is derived from the

two uervi vagi and
from the plexus
ca>liacus. The ab-

dominal portion of

the nervus vagus
sinister descends as
the chorda a-sopha-

gea anterior on the

anterior surface of
the a?sophagus to

the stomach, where
it divides into a

group of branches
located on the an-

terior face of the

viscus, near the ver-

tical portion of the

curvatura minor.
These branches an-

astomose freely to

form the plexus
gastricus anterior.

From this plexus
come off branches
which radiate over the anterior face of the stomach.
These branches run in the tunica serosa for a longer or

shorter distance, but finally penetrate the muscular coats

to terminate in the intrinsic plexuses of the organ. The
right vagus goes iu large part to the ganglion semilu-

nare dextrum, but contributes some branches to the

plexus gastricus posterior, distributed on the posterior
face of the organ.

Tlie s_vmpathetie nerve supply is derived from the

plexus coeliacus by nu-ans of fibres which acccmipany the

several branchesof the arteria ca^liaca. The plexus gas-
tricus superior accompanies the arteria gastrica sinistra,

but also receives comnuinieating branches from the right

vagus, and from the plexus hepaticus, which reach the

stomach in company with the arteria gastrica dextra.

Some of the branches fif I he anterior gastrica' plexus ac-

company the rami cesophagei of the left gastiic artery to

thecardia; others descend upon the anterior and poste-
rior surfaces of tlu; stomach lieneatli the peritoneum,
jinastomosing on the left with tiie branches of the plexus
lienalis which accompany the arteria' gastrica^ breves to

the fundus, on the right with the branches of Uie plexus

Fk;. .1.")14.— Gaijglitm fruin the Plexus Myenterieus of tbe Small In-

tesliiie uf Man. a. Cell biidies of neurones of the llrst type (sympa-
thetie niot^ir neurones); /j, neurones of the second type: c, ner\'e

Inauile. (After A. S. Doglel, 'gs.)

hepaticus which accompany the arteria gastrica dextra.
Additional fibres from the hepatic and spU'Uict plexuses
accompany the arleria' gastroeiiiploiea: dextra et sinistra

respectively and are distributed to the greater curvature.
The nerve fibres from all these sources, after a longer or
shorter course in the tunica serosa, penetrate the muscu-
lar coats and join the intrinsic nerve plexuses of the

organ.
The stonuich, like the intestine, contains two cbarac-

teristie nervous plexuses formed of branching and anas-

tomosing bundles of non-medullated nerve fibres, form-

ing a fine network with ganglia at the nodal points.
Tlie.se are the plexus myenterieus, located lietween the

strata eircularc et longitudinaleof the muscular coat, and
the plexus submucosus, situated in the tela submucosa.

T h e former

|)lexus fur-

nishes the
motor s u I)

-

ply to the tu-

nica muscu-
lar i s . the
latter sup-
plies the lam-
ina muscula-
ris mucosoe.
The struc-

ture of the
neurones composing these plexuses has
been recently investigated by Cajal, Miil-

ler. Dogiel, Caparelli. Kyfmanow, and
others. Dogiel employed the iiilr<i-i-itam

methylene-blue method of Ehrlich, as
modified by himself, in the stud}' of the

ganglia in the plexuses of the stomach
and intestine. He found that these plex-
u.ses contained sympathetic neurones of
three different types. The neurones of
the first type (motor sympathetic cells)
have stellate cell bodies of angular shape,
possessing rouud or oval nuclei, which are
located either in the centre of the cell body
or more or less eccentrically. Many of

the cell bodies are somewhat flattened and
vary iu size front 12.!l// to S4.4,u, iu

length by 8.6 u to 21. .5 n in width.
These cells form the most frequent
elements in the ganglia, and are more
abundant in the ganglia of the plexus
myenterieus than in those of the

plexus submucosus. A few are
found in the nerve bundles which
connect the ganglia with one another.
From each pole of the cell body come
off four to six or ten to twenty short,
wide, somewhat fiattened dendrites

which a short distance from the cell subilivide into

several more or less flattened short branches, which
in turn divide and .subdivide in a similar manner. Ac-

cording to Dogiel the terminal branches of these den-
lirites anastomose directly with similar dendrites be-

longing to other neurones of the same chaiaeter. This
direct continuity is, however, denied by La Villa and
von KoUiker, who maintain that the ajiparent anasto-
moses seen by Dogiel are superposed but independent
dendrites. Each of these neurones possesses, accord-

ing to Dogiel, a single axone. which arises commonly
from the cell body itself, but souK'times from a den-

drite, by means of a thick cone of origin. This axone
is a thin, smooth, or slightly varicose filament which
traverses a greater or less extent of the ganglion and
enters one of the connecting nerve bundles through
which it courses to a second or third ganglion, in some
cases even returning to the ganglion in which it took its

origin. From this axone come off numerous extremely
fine collaterals which leave the plexus in thi' groups of
fibres distributed to the muscle coat. Finally, these

axones break up into several fine varicose fibres which
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also tfiniinate in the muscular layers, of which they ap-

pear to form tlie motor supply.
The neurouesof the seeoml type have somewhat larger

cell bodies than the foregoing, ami occur in much smaller

numbers. P^icli cell body contains a moderately large,

round, or oval nucleus with one or two nucleoli. From
the poles of the cell body come off from three or four to

as high as si-\ or ten dendrites, which liav(> the aiipear-
anee of moderately thick fibres, and which presently
divi<le into several" thin branches. The latter do not

terminate within the ganglion as do the dendrites and
neurones of the lirsl type, but enter the comiecting nerve

bundles, whence, after frequent sulxlivisiou. they pass
into those small nerve bundles which traverse the stra-

tum circulare tiniicje muscularis to connect the plexus

myeutericus with the ])le.\us subnuicosus. In the latter,

according to Dogiel, these dendrites

may be often followed for considerable

distances, and may be seen to pass into

the mucous nienibrane. where they
form tlie ple.xus of nerves surnnuidiug
the glands. The axone of the neurone
of the second type begins in a more or

less thick hillock on the cell body or

on one of the dendrites and has the

form of a nodulated, long, slightly

wavy fibre, from which numerous
ciillaterals similar to but shorter

than the dendriti-s come off. The
mode of ending of these collater-

als and of the axone itself Dogiel
does not describe, except to

point out that the latter may be
traced into the i-onuecting bundles of
fibres to a second ganglion.
The neurones of the third type re-

semble in niany respects those of the

second type. The dendrites form a

richly branching system of very fine

threads, which, in their finer ramifiea-

fions, may be distinguished with difli-

ctdty fromaxones. These fine branches
form a very rich plexus within the

ganglion in which the cell body is lo-

cated. The axoncs from these cells

pass out by a nerve buniUe to a second

ganglion or to several successive gan-
glia. Their tdtimate fate is tmknown.
Among the nerve fibres ending in

the ganglia, Dogiel distinguishes two
kinds, one of which he regards as of

sympathetic, the other of cerebrospinal

origin. The fibres of the first kind
are extremely thin, smooth, or slightly
varicose threads, which do not dilfer in

any respect from the axones of the

neurones of the ganglia of the plexus.
These fibres enter a ganglion by a
nerve bundle, describe a more or less

tortuous cour.-;e among the nerve cells

of the ganglion, and break up on their way into mtich
thinner varicose fibrils, whicli in turn subdivide into a
number of extremely fine end fibrils, which are beset

with numerous round and oval varicosities. These end
fibrils form an extremely close, intercellular plexus
within the ganglia, without coming into direct con-

tiict with the cell bodies, from which they are alwa3S
separated by the capsular cells. The second kind of

fibres is distinctly coarser than the i)receding and ex-

hibits large, round, and spindle sIiuikmI varicosities. In
some cases Dogiel was alile to trace these fibres through
the longitudinal nuiscle coat and to demonstrate their

contiiuiity with medullated fibres. These fibres enter a

ganglion from one of the comiecting nerve bundles and

may, in favorable preparations, be tra(«d a considerable
distance through the ganglion. In its course through
the gangli(ui it gives olf two to six or more varicose col-

lateral branches, and idtimately breaks up into several

Fig. 45f5.—GanRllon of the Plexus Myen-
lericus of the Guinea-pig, showing the
Cell Bodies of Neurones of Dopiel's
Third Type. a. .\xone; h, dendrites,
.some of which form a plexus around
other cell bodies. (After A. 8. Dogiel,
'95.)

similar fibrils. Both the collateral and the terminal
branches go to the cell bodies of the ganglia, penetrate
the capsules, and terminate in a number of fine varicose
fibiils aroiuid the cells.

The stellate cells described by Cajal, Milller, and
others, on tlie walls of the small blood-vessels and on the
membrana propria of the glands, are regarded by Dogiel
as connective-tissue cells.

As the foregoing description indicates, the exact rela-

tions of the nerve fibres which enter the stomach wall
and of the axones and dendrites of the sympathetic neu-
rones of the two principal plexuses, to the terminal or-

gans in the walls of the stomach, are still doubtful, with
the exception of the nerve supply to the muscle coats,
which seems to be derived from the axones of the neu-
rones of Dogiel's first type.

The terminations of the nerves in the walls
of the stomach have been studied by Berkley,
Milller, Caparelli, Kytinanow, and others. xVc-

cording to Miiller. who employed the rapid
Golgi method in the study of the
nerves of the stomach and intes-

tine, the muscular coats contain
an extremely large number of
nerve fibres, partly in the form
of end fibres, jjartly as larger or
smaller nerve bundles. These

take their origin from branches of the

plexus myeutericus, which run in a
direction at right angles to the direc-

tion of the muscle fibres. From these
come off branches which follow the
direction of the muscle fibres. The
repeated subdivision and intercrossing
of the branches of these nerve bundles

give rise to a very fine intramuscular

plexus of fibres. The termination of
the fine terminal twigs takes the form
of a group of branches, each of which
terminates in a minute spherical or

pear-shaped swelling on the surface
of a muscle cell. There mav be sev-
eral of these swellings in the course of
a single terminal nerve filament, which
may thus supply successively a num-
ber of muscle tibies.

A plexus of fine nerve fibres, to a
large extent derived from the plexus
submucosus, exi.sts in the mucous
membrane. Cacciola distinguishes a

snbglandular plexus and a plexus of
finer fibres surrounding the glands and
extending as far as the free surface of
the mucous niembiane.

According to MiiUer the nerves ter-

minate by free, often swollen extrem-

ities, under the cylindrical epithelium,
or between the pointed proximal ends
of the cells. Kytinanow, using the

methylene-blue method, was able to

trace the nerve terminations through the basement mem-
brane into the glands, where they terminate by each

dividing into a group of coarsely varicose filaments,

which penetrate between the cells of the glands and lie

in close contact with both the surfaces of the parietal
and chief cells.

The stomach is developed as a s]iindle-shaped dilatation

of the prinniry endodermal canal, which may be iccog-
uized in very early embryos. Tlie stomach is at this

early stage vertical and median in ])ositioii. In cmbiyos
of 5 mm. length there is already an indication of the

greater and lesser curvatures, and in the 12..'j mm. em-

liryo these are well formed, the greater curvature being
directed backward and slightly toward the left; the lesser

curvature forward. Owing to the increase in length of

the (esophagus and stomach, the latter has descended
from its i)riniary position above the septum transversum
into the abdominal cavity. The stomach at this stage is
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Stomach.

connected with the abdominal walls both dorsally and

ventrully by a double hirer of niesoderni. I'oiining the

mesojiaslriiun anlei'ius and llie mesojjasli'iwni posterius.
The former extends from I he se|)tum
transverswm lo the uinbiliens and eon-

tains between its two layers the de

veloping liver, of which it subse

quently forms the tunica serosa. The

])ortion of the niesogastrium anterius
l)etweeM the liver and the an-

terior abdiiminul walls forms
the faleiloriii liyauient (liga-
mentum fuleiforme hepatis) ;

that Ix'tween the liver and
the lesser curvature of the

stomach becomes the lesser

omentum. The final position of the

stomach is reached by a gradual shift-

ing of the upper end of the organ from
its median jiosition toward the left side,

and a rotation of its a.xis in such a way
that the primary right side of the stom-
ach becomes the posterior face, the primary
left side the anterior face; and the fundus
of the stomach becomes directed to the left.

During this process the me.sogastrium pos-
terius undergoes a more rapid development
than is necessitated by the changing posi-

tion, forming an elongated pouch, whieli

hangs down ventral to the rest of the in-

testine, and forms the great omentum (omen-
tum majus). The portion of the calom
enclosed between the two layers of the

elongated mesogastrium posterius becoines

the lesser peritoneal sac, or bursa omentalis.

From the visceral layer of the mesoderm
are developed the three outer layers of the

wall of tiie stomach as well as the tissue of

the lamina propria mucosa;. The epithelial
elements of the stomach, including the gas-
tric glands, are derived from the endoderm.
The development of the gastric glands

has been investigated by KOlliker, Laskow-

sky. Brand, Toldt, Sewall, Salvioli, Ross,
and others. On account of the difficulty
of obtaining human material in a sufflcientlj'

good state of preparation, most of the work

along this line has been done on the .stom-

achs of lower mammals.
According to Toldt, the endodermal layer

of the stomach in the cat embrj^o of 2.5 cm.

body length is still composed of a single layer of small

pyramidal or conical cells, the nuclei of which are placed
at different levels. Of these he recognized two kinds:
one of these has its broader end directed toward the

inner surface of the stomach and contains a large oval
nucleus near the free border; the other kind of cell has
the broader base directed toward the attached side of

the epithelium. Both of these cells extend through the
whole thickness of the epithelium, which is

thus vinstratified, though he points out that

in poorly preserved material tlie impression
of stratiiication might easily be obtained. In
somewhat older cat embryos, up to 5 cm.,
the condition is much the same, except for

the greater number of cells of the second

type mentioned above in the epithelium. In
cat embryos from 5 cm. body length upward,
the structure of the epithelium is modified

by the appearance in it of tlu^ rudiment of
the gastric glands. Concerning the formation
of the latter two views exist. According to

one group of ob.servers, including Kolliker,

Branil, and Sewall, the determining factor in

the formation of the gastric glands is the

irregular growth of tlie mesodcrjnal stratum.

This, according to Brand, is accomiilislied by
the growth of villus-lik(! processes covered

with ejjithelium. By the coalescence of the bases of
these villi shallnw jiits are formed wliieli are the rudi-
ments of the glands. A sinn'iar description of the origin

of llie glands is given by Sewall, except that he
describes the gland pi(]cesses as short ridges
instead of villi. According to Toldt and Ross,
the formation of villi has nothing to do with the

development of the glands, which they regard
as wholly intra-eiiithcliid in origin. Toldt rec-

ognized the rudiments of tlie glands in cat em-

bryos of from 't.'.i to (i.M cm. body length in llie

form of single scattered c<'lls of spherical or

ellipsoidal sliape located between the liases of
the cylindrical cells, whieli at this

•stage make up the gastric epithe-
lium. In addition to their char-
acteristic location, these cells are

distinguished from the other cells

by their coar.sely granulated pro-
toplasm and greater opacity. In

places several such cells could be seen so

grouped together as to leave little doubt
that they had arisen by division of tlie .sin-

gle isolated cell. Such groups often con-

tained a minute circular vacuole-like space,
the future lumen of the gland. This group
of cells assumes gradually, by increase of

elements, an elongated shape, and an

oiiening to the surface is obtained by dis-

lilaecment of the overlajiping cylindrical
cells. The displacement of the bases of the
latter by the growing gland rudiment causes
the inner ends of the epitlielial cells imme-
diately surrounding the gland to converge
tciward the opening, forming in this way
the first indication of tlie gastric foveola.

The further development of the glands con-
sists in the increase in length and number
of the gland tubules and tlie dilfereutia-

tion of their specific glandular elements,
'he increase in length of the glands soon

causes them to project beyond the epithelial

layer into the subjacent mesoderm. The
increase in number of the glands in the

eoursi^ of develoiunent is accomplished in

part by the formation of new glands in the
in part by the branching and

Nerve rlbrcs i.fFl(i. 4.516,

llogiel's sef<tn(l type whioh
t*nd iu a tranglion of tlie plex-
us myentericus (guinea-pig) -

, -.

in pericellular groups of epithelium
brancbes: A, ganglion: B, subdivision of those already existing,

DoSli,'^™""'
'"^"^ '^®' The dillerentiati.m of the specific^cellular

elements of the glands occurs, according to

Toldt, at a somewhat late stage of devel-

opment. In eat embryos of 13-1 -t em. body length—that

is, shortly before birth—he found the majority of cells

forming the glands still undiflerentiated. In the deeper
part of the glands, however, a few larger richly granu-
lar parietal cells could be seen.

The recent account of the development of the gastric

glands, given by Ross, praeticallj' confirms Toldt's ob-

servations in all essential details. These two observers
are agreed as to the non-participation of the

villus-like ridges of the developing stomach
in the formation of the glands.

7?. Ji. Bi'iislq/.

f^

B
Fic. 4.')17.—.1, An isolated

elllef oell (tf ttie fundus
gland of tlie cat showing
the terniinution of a nerve
fibre in a group of
brani'lu's around the cell ;

II. a parietal I'oU of the
sanio annual ; vital niethy-
leni'-liliir staining. (.Vf-

t«r K. .\. Kylinanow, 'iifi.t
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STOMACH AND (ESOPHAGUS. (SURGICAL.)—I.

Thk Scrgkuv ok the (EsopiiAGCs.—Mtthods of Exami-
iKition.—The .!• I'ays arc very useful in locating bone ;

also

coins and other inetullii: I'orciirn bodies. It is usually
best to take a sking;rapli, in older to del ermine the e.xact

relations of the foreiirn body. The tliioroscope is occa-

sionally very useful, niid the stirgeoii may sometimes
even iittenipt to e.xtrael the foreign body with forceps
while lie looks throtifrh the tliioroscope. An oesophageal
diverticulum ma_v be shown by the .r-rays, if the patient
has previously swallowed capsules of stibuitrate of bis-

muth. If llie bismuth enters the diverticulum, it will

coat it so that the pouch willetist a shadow in the .r-rays.

A bougie contiiitiing a piece of metal on a small metallic

chain may. in some cases, enter the diverticulum iind cast

a shadow will) Ihe .r-i'ays.

The most common method of examining the usoplia-

gus is with the exploratory sound. A flexible bougie
with an ivory tip will locale iin obstiuction, whether it

be a foreign l)ody or a strictui-e. In an adult, it is best

to make ill! examination of this kind without ether. If

ether is not employed, we can keep the patient sitting

up; and be can help us by swallowing the instrument
when diiected to do so. and can also aiil us somewhiit
in locating the obstruitioii. In a child, it may be neces-

sai'y to give an aniestlietic. The bougie should be passed
as follows, when the patient is not ana'sthetized:
He sits up and rests his head against a chair-back, a

bed-rest, or the diest of another person. The surgi'on
stands in front of liini. The patient's head is thrown
back and held securely by tin assistant. Whi'ii the pa-
tient is a child, it will be necessary to hold thi' arms also.

The mo))tb may be g;ig.ged open with a bit of wood or

a cork, but I usuall_y dispense with a gag and simply
vvrap the forefinger which is to be inserted with some

gauze. The instrument is warmed and smeared with

glycerin, and is passed into the rear of the pharynx, the

surgeon drawing the tongue forward and holding it with
a towel. Drawing the tongue forwanl draws the larynx
a little forward also, and enables the i)istriitnent to p;iss

more readily over the glottis. In some c;ises it is neces-

sary to guide it over with the inde.x linger of the left

hand.
As soon as the instrument strikes the back of the phar-

ynx, the patient will attempt to vomit; but the slight

respiratory obstruction met with here should not deter

one, although, of course, if there is violent res])iratory

dilliculty the instrument must be at once witbdi'awn, be-

cause of the fear tliat it may have enferi-d into tlie lar-

ynx. After it strikes the baik of the iihiirynx it sbould
be pushed on steadily but lightly, and the [latient should
be directed to swallow. The ptissage of the instrument
will thus be greatly aided. When the instrument is

blocked by an obstruction, one must not attempt to force

it, but should hold it gently in contact with the obstruc-

tion. If this is only s])asmodic. the s]iasni may relax and
let tlie instrtiment jiass. If the obstruction is organic, it

will not relax. We should always retui-ndier. however,
that an organic stricttire may be associated with a sp;is)n
above it, and therefore that we may be blocked livsjiastn
before reaching the true seat of disease. If we are in

doubt as to whether we are dciding with a pure spasm or
with an cu'giinic stricture, the administration of an anies-

tlietic will solve the doubt; for a ptirc spasm relaxes when
the |iatient is ana-sthetized. so that the instrument is

allowed Ici |iass. but tin organic stricture does not relax.

Tlie avei'iige distance fi'o)u \\h: inci.so)- teeth to the car-

diac opening of the stoinach in the adult is, according to

Alitylard, from fouiteen to sixteen inches.

The wmiiiliiiiiim-iipc (Fig. 4.")18) has l)ecn tiseil for mtmy
years by Mikulicz, but it is only of late thai its real value
has become I'ccognized by the profession at lar.ge. In

fact, in this cotintry the appi'eciation of this scents to dale
from the visit of Gotlstein, ^Mikulicz's tissistant, about a
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year ajro. The nesopliagoscope is undoiiblt'tlly a useful

iiistruiiient. Willi its aid one may see a tuiiuir, an ulcer,

a fi>reif;ii body, varicose veins, oi' a sirictured aica; and

may remove in some cases a foreign l)ody and in others a

tumor for examination. Of course, in order to use the

instrument well a man must be specially trained, and

good results can be olitained only by an expert ;
but the

same assertion is true of the use of the ophthalmoscope,
the larynfioscope, and the cystoscope. Any one can
learn to use the a'sophagoseope, but only an expert will

use it really well. One great le.sson in its use is to be

very f;entle and never to

force it. and, if it is ob-

structed by spasm, to wait
for the spasm to subside
before urging it onward.
When one has decided

to u.'e this instrument, iie

shoidd lirst employ a

somid to locate the situa-

tion <if tlie obstruction.
'I'lie pliaryn.x, the laryn.v,
and the upper jiart of the

u'sophagus are then co-

cainized witli a ten-per-
cetit. solution of cocaine.

Till' patient lies upon tiie

table, on his riglit side,

the clothing about his

necU an<l his chest being
loosened. His head rests

upon a jiillow. being bent
back so far that a straight
line through the mouth
wouUI enter into the

<eso])liagus. He is told

to raise his left hand if he
feels jiain and wishes the

instrument withdrawn,
and he is ordered to

lireatlie quietly and regu-

larly. Then the tongue is

drawn forward and the

tulje is introduced into one
side of the mouth and car-

ried into the pharyn.x. As the patient swallows, the

instrument passes down to the desired point. Then the

plunger is withdrawn and the panelectroscope is inserted,

throwing light to the bottom of the tube. Any mucus
present is swabbed away with pieces of gauze caught in

forceps: the region of disease is carefully studied, and, if

thought desirable, a piece of tumor is removed. A note
on the use of this instrument may lie found in Anwiimii
y[edidiie. October '2.")th, 1902, in tlie editoiial comment on

general surgery ; and the instrument is fully described

by Gottstein in his
" Technik u. Klinik der Oesophagos-

copie,"

OPKUATIONS ON THE (ESOPHAGUS,

T)iternal lEmiphagntomy.—By this operation one divides

a fibrous stricture. The method of performing it is to

pass an instrument known as an a'sophagotome. In
order that this may be passed, the channel of the strict-

ure must be large enough to admit the instrument. After
the laller lias passed through tlie stricture, the blade is

protruded anil the instrument is withdrawn. From forty-

eight to seventy-two hours after the operation, the sur-

geon begins to efl'cct distention by means of bougies.
Gnssenbauer performs internal a'sophagotomy by making
an opening in the oesophagus above the stricture, and
then, througli this opening, cutting the stricture by
means of a tenotome. Internal (esophagotomy may be

productive of dangerously severe hemorrhage and is

occasionally followed by infective [irocesses
—for in-

stance, by emijyeiua. It should never be attempted for

malignant obstruction.

h'/iflroli/siH.
—

Electrolysis has been much improved by
Fort and others. It slunild not be used for maliirnaiil

obstruction, but may be of great benefit in cicatricial

stricture. It will fail, however, if the stricture is verj'
hard. It is probable that several applications will be

necessiiry in most cases, after wliicli bougies should be
used for a considerable leiiglh of lime.

Kvternal U-Mijihiujidviny.
— E.xlernal (rsopliagotomy may

be performed through the neck by what is known as

cervical external (esoiibagotomy : or it may be performed
through the mediastinum— the intramediastinal method.
E.xternal (esophagotomy may be done for the purpose of

treating a cicatricial stricture of the o^sophagu.s, either

FiG. 4.ils.— iiott.stein's (Esoptiagoscope. 1. (Esophageal tube with oblique end {a), with hard-rubber rinjf

ih). with liuyonet oatch *ci; 2, mandrel for the tube with screw at thp upper end UJ), fitting into the
bavniH't i-atcli. aiiii a lianl-rubberohve point at the lower end (e), hc\elli'il nii (h>' side if): J, cesophageal
tubescif litliTiMit [••nt'llis i-'ii, 36, and 4ti cm.) and 14 mm. in diameter ; '., iliihlrcn's sizeof tube.s 10 mm.
in dianicii-r; '', iiihi-s witlt outtiow tube ((/I at the upper end ; '-, Casiicr's panelectroscope : 7, the inter-

mediate piccH hctwcti tilt- tube and the panelectroscope—external end ih), internal end (0. handle for

detacliiny: it fntni ttu- tube i/, i; s, spnnge-bearer with double teeth 'Iw .9, sound with a rider (m); W,
forceps with rough jaws Kti), or covered with rubber (o); ii, hot-water pan.

directly— as in Gussenbauer's method—or indirectly
—as

ill Abbe's string-saw method. It may also itself diiectly
divide a stricture. The chief use of the operation, how-
ever, is to remove foreign bodies, when these are lodged
above the lower third of the oesophagus. If the foreign

body has been in the esophagus over twelve hours and
has sharp edges, attempts to extract it through the

mouth should not be made, but e.xternal nesophagotomy
should be performed iit once.

The incision is usually made on the left side, the cut

being at the anterior edge of the sterno-cleido-mastoid

muscle, and running from half an inch above the sterno-

clavicular joint to the level of the superior border of the

thyroid cartilage. The luuscles are retracted, in some
cases the oiuobjoid is divided, the trachea is drawn for-

ward, great care is taken to avoid the recurrent laryngeal
nerve, and tli" gullet is exposed. If a foreign body is

palpable, the incision is made upon it: otherwisea bougie
is introduced, and the gullet is opened upon that.

After the foreign body has been removed, there is a

question as to how the wound should be managed. It

seems certain that it .should not be closed without any
drainage. In fact, some surgeons do not clo.se it at all.

but simply pack it with gauze It is wiser to suture the

mucous membrane with stitches of silk or chromicized

catgut, to run a piece of gauze down to the suture line

for drainage, anil then to suture the muscles and the

skin, the gauze drain being removed witliiu two or tliree

days.
For the first twenty-four hours after the operation tlio

patient is given no food by the mouth, but is fed by the

rectum: and rectal feeding is continued as a supplement
to mouth feeding until sufiicient food can be taken by
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the mouth to meet the needs of the oisiinism. After

twenty-four liours small iimouiits of li(|wi(l may be

givenby the mouth, and m<iie ami more slioiild be given
each day until the full nuantity can be taken. Fre-

iiuently there is a" little leaking through
the mucous membrane.

Iitl I'd mediant imil (Esophagotomy.—
AVeir, Quenu, Helm, and others have

given nnuli Ihouglil to the matter of

reaching <l('nse strictures below the arch
of the aorta. Helm endeavored to reach

such a stricture by a posterior oiienitioii.

but he found the difficulties and dangers
to be insurmountable. He made an in-

cision over tile angles of the ribs, be-

tween the iiuier edge of the scaimla and
the spines of the vertebra', resected parts
of several ribs, separated the pleura, and
felt for the (esophagus. At the present
time the operation does liot seem justi-
liablc.

(KnoplKigngtniiiy.
—In this operation the

ti'sopliagus is exposed anil opened as in

cervical o'sophagotomy, but the edges of

the u'sophageal opening are sutured to

the .skin. A tube, somewhat resembling
a tracheiilomy tube, is inserted and tied

in place; and when one desires to feed the

patient, a long tube of less diameter than
the retained tube is passed through the

latter into the oesophagus.
Mirmnii. of Diiri-ticiilit.—I liave never

perform<'d this operation, but have as-

sisted Professor Hearn to perform it.

Whenever jiossible, a bougie should be

carried into the sac. Then ether should

be given, and the sac exposed and tied

off with a catgut ligature. The sac is

extirpated beyond this ligature aud the

stump is sutured. In Dr. Hearn 's case

the diverticulum was cut off, the mucous
membrane was sewed with a continuous
suture of catgut, the muscular layer was
closed with interrupted sutures of silk, a

piece of gauze jiacking was carried down
to the mucous membrane, and the other

tissues wei-e sewed with silkworm gut.
Ko leaking took place, and the wound
complet<'ly healed within twelve days.
Several other cases have been reported.

CKxiip/iiit/eeioiiii/.
—By this term is meant

the resection of a portion (if the cesoph-
a.gus. In the cervieal opeiutiou an inci-

.sion is made in the neck to expose the

oesophagus, and this incision is identical with that for in-

ternal a'sophagotomy. After the gidlet has been exposed,
it is separjited completely from the surrounding parts.
the diseased area is excised, and the lower eu(l of the

gullet is sutured to the skin. This is a very difficult op-
eration, and is of f|uestionable utility.

De Quervain has ])ert'ormed this operation in one case,

and has collected thirteen other cases from literature.

He maintains that the operation is justitiable in some
cases, viz.. those in which there is malignant disease in-

volving the tt'sophagus only, and in which the lower

margin of the growth is above the aorta and the upi)er

margin is at least 20 cm. from the teeth.

Occasionally, though rarely, a jireliminary (csophagos-

tomy may beperforined. but preliniinaiy gastrostomy is

much to be preferred to ])reliminary osophagostomy.
When a preliminary gastidstomy is performed, healing of

the oesophagus is greatly favored. When preliminary

gastrostomy has been performed, and (esophagectomy
is carried out whenever it is possible, the ujjper end of

the lower part of the gullet should be sutured to the

wound; but if this cannot be dune, a ligature should be
tied about that part of the osophagus, aud it should
then be dropped back into the wound.

FIG. 4519. — Cciill-

Catclier and
Sponge pro-
bang.

This author maintains that the patient is much better
off with a gastric fistula than with a contracting cicatrix

of the gullet, which will be sure to establish itself if the

ends are brought together. In cases in which the ends
cannot be brought together, there will, of cour.se, be a

salivary fistula from the up|ier end of the (esophagus
(Arch.'f. k-liii. Chir., 18!KS, I5d. Ixviii., Hefte 1-4). ']5y
some surgeons an attempt has been made to cxtirjiate
the oesophagus by what is called endothoracic resection;
but at the present time the operation is not to be recom-
mended.

(Jist>phngo]>l(istt/.
—After a portion of the oesophagus

has been resected for cancer, an attempt may be made to

reconstitute the canal by von Hacker's method of (esoidi-

agoplasty. JIaylard describes this operation as follows:

"The operation is performed in two stages. After
excision of the part, two Haps of skin are raised on each
side. These are carried backward and united above and
below to the cut ends of the (esophagus. This consti-

tutes the first stage. The second consists in detaching
these flaps from their bases and folding them over, so as

to complete the canal. The stitching is completed around
the (esophagus, above and below, and they are united

together down the median line" ("The Siirgery of the

Alimentary Canal," by A. Ernest Maylard).
Foreign Builits in tlie (KKnphiiguii.

—When a foreign

body lias passed into the tesophagus. the surgeon should
endeavor to obtain information as to its size, its nature,
its shape, and its weight; and he should then seek to

locate its point of hxigment. The point at which a
bone or a metallic body has lodged may be determined

by using the .r-raj's; the location

of other kinds of foreign bodies

l)y using the a'sophageal sound;
and the position of both classes of

articles b}' using the oesophago-
scope. In employing tlie sound
it may be necessary- to give ether;
this is seldom required for an
adult, but usually for a child, a

nervous woman, or a lunatic.

When a soft foreign body has
been swallowed, external manipulation
may occasionally alter its shape to such
an extent that it will pass on into the

stomach or be coughed up. Not infre-

quently the foreign Ijody may be reached

thi'ough the mouth with forceps (Fig.

4518, 10), and these manipulations are

sometimes much aided by employing the

(csopbagoscope. Small aud sharp for-

eign bodies maj' often be carried into the

stomach by swallowing mush, bread, or

other food of a similar nature. To ad-

minister an emetic when a foreign body
has lodged in the oesophagus is a danger-
ous procedure. The horse-hair jirobang

(Fig. 4520) is an instrument that opens
like an umbrella as it is withdrawn; it is

very useful in extracting some foreign
bodies. The coin-catcher (Fig. 4519) is

also a very useful instrument. Occasion-

ally, when it is impossible to pull a for-

eign body up through the mouth, it is

advisivble to push it down into the stom-

ach. This may be done with such a body
as a small coin that, we feel sure, will

ultimately pass through the intestinal

canal.

It is never pro|ier to |iermit a foreign

body to remain in the a?sophagus until

ulceration occurs; neither is it right

greatly to prolong efforts to extract a

foreign body through the UKUith. and
such efforts "should not be made at all if

ulceration is believed to exist. When a

patient has a foreign body lodged in the (esophagus, and

there is no ulceration, the surgeon should make one

KKi. 4.i2(l.—The
Bristle or Um-
brella Pro-

bang.
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careful and tlxirough attempt to remove it through tlie

mouth: and if this attempt fails, he sliould at once pni-
((•(•(1 to operate. If lie tliinks thai ulccralioii exists lie

sliould operate. Long retention means iirobable ulcera-

tion.

If the point of lodgment is anywhere within the upper
twcj-thirds of the (esophagus, external a'sophagotomy
should be performed: if it is in the lower third, the stom-
ach should be opened. Then either the foreign body

Fib. -t."):.'!.—Alibe's String-saw Operation. MetliocI of using tlie bougie
and string. (Abbe.)

should be drawn down into the stomach and thus re-

moved, or else a whalebone bougie should be passed from
the mouth into the stomach, a string should be tied to the

bougie, and pieces of fluffed-up gauze should be fastened

to tile string. As the string is pulled, the foreign body
is extracted. If the bougie cannot be passed from the

mouth into the stomach, it may perhaps be carried from
the stomach into the mouth.

Cicfttricial Slrictureof the (Ksophtigiis.—ln almost every
<.ase—at least for a certain length of time—gradual dila-

tation is employed, the largest bougie that will readily

jiass being used." The bougies with olivc-sbaped tips are

not used, but the conical semisolid elastic instruments are

emidoyed. The bougie should be retained for several

minutes and should be passed every second or third da.y.

Each time it is passed it should be retained in the strict-

ure longer than on the preceding occasion. As soon as it

is found that the instrument begins to pass easily, a

larger one should be employed. Gradual dilatation will

he successful only if the stricture occupies a limited

portion of the (esophagus.

Symonds inserts a tube through the stricture, leaves

this in place until it becomes loose, then inserts a larger
tube, and so on, the patient being fed through the re-

tained tube. In some cases, when gradual dilatation

from above is impossible, a gastric fistula is made, the

patient swallows a shot to which a silk thread is fas-

tened, the thread is brought out through the fistulous

opening in the stomach and fastened to a bougie, and the

dilating instrument is drawn up through the (esophagus.
I have already pointed out that a cicatricial stricture

of the (esophagus is often associated with swelling and

sjiasm, and that if a gastrostomy is performed the swell-

ing and spasm abate, because of rest. In this way a

stricture previously impassable may become passable.
Some surgeons have employed forcible dilatation by way
of the mouth or through an opening in the stomach.

Electrolysis is used by Fort and some others.

We hiive already discussed the operations of internal

and external (csopiiagotoniy. If there is a dense strict-

ure in the thoracic portion of the a'sophagus. and this

stricture is not dilatable, one should treat it by Abbe's
method. Abbe performs gastrotomy, passes a conical

rubber bougie c,arryin.g a silk threa(l from the stomach
into the mouth. The end of the strin.ic is grasped and

witlidrawn. the stricture is made tense by inlrodiieing a

((iiieal bouijie from below, and the string is drawn tight.

Oncendof the silkemerges from the mouth and is carried

back into the pharynx, and the other end conies out of

the opening in the stomach. The string is moved rajiidly
to and fro and divides the stricture. After the division

of the stricture, the silk is withdrawn and full-sized

bougies arc passed. In some cases Abbe opens the stom-

ach and also the oesophagus above the stricture, and
brings one end of the string out of each wound (Figs.
4.V.il and 4522).
Ochsner has devised an operation in which he draws a

small, soft-rubber draimige tube, caught up in the mid-
dle with a thread, through the stomach wound and into

the stricture. When traction is made upon this tube it

becomes smaller; and it is made smaller by traction until

its size is suthciently diminished to allow it to enter the
strictured portion of the (esophagus. The tube is drawn
out by its free ends, and increasing sizes of tubes are eni-

])loyed.
Viireiiioma of the (EmphiKjun.—This disease is necessa-

rily fatal. Operations (lone for it are really only pallia-
tive, as a>sopliagectomy is not a satisfactory procedure.
The patient is given a soft, bland diet, in small quanti-
ties at a time and very often. When there begins to be
distinct trouble in swallowing even this food, a soft

bougie should be carefully jiasscd every third or fourth

day, or a Symonds tube sliould be inserted; or oesopha-
gostoniy ma.y be performed below the growth, if this is

possible, or gastrostomy should be done.
II. SuRGEUY OP THE STOMACH.—The operative sur-

gery of the stomach is to a very great extent distinctly
modern, although .<;astrotomy has now and then been

Ijerformed from time immemorial, and gastrostomy was
practised as long ago as the time of Sedillot. The direc-

tion of surgical thought toward operative possibilities in

this region seems to have begun in 1875, when many
experiments upon animals were made to show that resec-

tion of the stomach is a thor(Uighly possible operation.
It was in 187() that Gussenljauer and Winiwarter made
a series of experiments upon dogs, and maintained that
the surfaces of the stomach, wdien sewed together, have
a tendency to heal by first intention, and, further, the

very important fact that the mucous membrane near the

wound is not digested by the gastric juice. They re-

sected the stomachs of seven dogs, and, as Dr. Keen says
in his Cartwright Lectures, showed that a partial resec-

tion may be successfully accomplished; that the result-

ing stricture does not interfere with the motor or secre-

tory power of the stomach ; and that pyloric resection

does not permit of a too early escape of food into the

intestine, or of the regurgitation of the intestinal fluids

into the stomach. Kai.ser and, shortly after, Gussenbauer

performed gastrectomy upon dogs, and obtained better
results than their predecessors because they employed
antiseptic methods with more care (Arthur E. Barker).
These and numerous other experiments upon animals

have not only indicated that extensive operations maybe
performed upim the stomach w'ith the retention of life

and the repair of damage, but have pointed the way to

the various refinements of teclmiiiue that are found to be
such valuable accessories in securing a successful result.

In this field of surgery the principles of Lister have
secured a notable triumph.
The above-cited experiments gave a stimulus to human

visceral surgery, and in 1877 Billroth successfully sutured

Kici. 4riL'i.—Alibc's Sthng-saw Operation. String dividing the

upsopliageal stricture licpt tense l).v tiougle. (Abbe.)

a wound in the stomach. From that time to this stom-

ach operations have uiultiiilied. until it is now ctiusidered

projier to ojieu the stomach, not only for the removal of

foreign bodies or to secure ingress for food by a perma-
nent artificial mouth when there is obstruction of the

(esophagus or of the cardiac end of the stomach, but also
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to remove ulcerations, to separate coustncting adhesions,
to extirpate malijrnaiit tumors, to arrest hemorrliage, to

siile-lnick a malijriiaut tumor or a librous constriction l)y

the operation of Lrastro cutcrostoiny, to (liminisli the size

of a liistenilcil sioniach liy placing mumutous tuol<>i in its

wall, and even to ri'inove the entile stomach—any of

whicli operations may be done with the retention of life

aud digestive caiiaeity. The number of eases of disease

of the stomach in which operation is now performed is

simply amazing, and may be especially gathered from a

stud.v of the reports of Professor .Mikulicz, of Hreslau ;

Professor Weir, of Xcw York; Dr. Doyen, of Paris; Dr.

Mayo, of Rnchesler, Minn. ; Mr. A. \V. Mayo Robsou, of

Leeds. England; Profc-csor Keen, of Pliilaiiclphia; Prof.

Arthur E. Barker, of Loudon, and many others.

The surgery of the stomach may be presented to the

reader in Iwo ways: First, by describing in detail the

differeut operations upon the stomach aud setting forth

the morbid conditions to which they should be applied;
and, secondly, by discussing the surgical treatment of

certain diseases of the stomach. In an article such as

this, neither of these methods can be followed purely; it

will be necessary first to discuss a number of the partic-
ular operations, and uc,\t to consider the surgical treat-

ment of certain special conditions.

The operations to be considered are .

1. Gastrorrhaphy, or the suturing of a wound ora per-
foration in the stomach.

2. Gastrolysis, or the separating of perigastric adhe-

sions.

3. Gastrope.\y, or the lifting of a stomach that has

dropped downward, and the fastening of it in a normal

position.
4. Gastroplication, or the dinnnution of the size of a

dilated stomach by making tucks in its wall.

5. Gastrotomy. or incision of the stomach, followed

by the subsequent closing of the wound.
6. Gastrostoiuy, or the making of a more or less per-

manent opening into the stomach—an o]iening that is

usually employed for th<: purpose cif administering food.

7. Gastro-enterostomy, or the making of a permanent
opening between the stomach and the iluodeuuni or the

ileum.
8. Gastrogastrostoi7iy, or the making of a permanent

opening between two portions of the stomach itself,

when there is a constriction existing between the two

portions; and gastroi)lasty, an o|)erat!on performed for

the same purjiose and similar to pylnrnplasty.
9. Pyloroplasty, a juocedurc for enlarging the calibre

of a strictured pylorus.
10. Gastreetoniy, or the excising of the stomach wall—

called partial gastrectom_v when a portion of the wall is

removed, and called complete gastrectomy when ablation
of the entire stomach is practised.

11. Pylorcctomy. or the excising of the pyloric end of

the stomach and of the gastric end of the duodenum.
12. .lejiinostomy, the making of a permanent fistula in

the jejunum.
1. G<ix(rorrh(iph}i.

— The term gastrorrhaphj' should

really be employed only to mean the suturing of a wouud
or perforation of the stomach wall. It has, however,
been employed as synonymous with gastroplication, a

uSil.ge of tlie term that is very objectionable.
.\ wound in tlie sldinach is more easily managed and

can be more lirnily and securely closed than can a wound
in the intestine. The blood supply, as Dr. Mayo points
out, is excellent, and is derived from dilTercnt sources;
the mucous membranes of the stomach is thick. The
stomach is fairly well fixed, the gastric juice is antag-
onistic to bacteria, and the sutures can be lirmly jilaced
and arc not apt to cut out. In doing this, it is necessary
to bear in mind certain general jninciples:
The nce<lle that is emjiloved should be tine and round,

and not one with a spear-shaped or an edged point. A
tlat needle is very objectionable.
Fine sterile silk is the best sutures material. Whereas

it is permissible to u.se catgut to close the mucous mem-
brane, it is not proper to use catgut to close the wound

in the other coats. Strong gut is too large in diameter, it

may he wiry aud may cut when tied, it swells more or less

after insertion, the stitch holes may leak, audit is of doubt-
ful cleanliness; it is, therefore, an improper material.
Some stirgeous advocate tirst cinsing the mucous mem-

brane by means of a continuous suture of catgut. This
method has its advantages. If this is done leakage in

the suture line of the outer coats is prevented for many
hours after the operation. Some have maintained that
it is objectionable to use a mucous-membrane suture at

all. because it may permit of infection of the coats be-

yond it and prevent the satisfactory drainage of an in-

fected suture line. Asa rule, it is satisfactory to close

the stomach wouud simply with inversion sutures of silk ;

but Halsted'splau is safer. luversion sutures are caught
in the submucous coat, but do not penetrate the mucous
mendjrane. They should be about one-sixth of an inch

apart; and when the ordinary Lembcrt stitches are used,
it isadvisiible to employ from two to four layers of them,
in order to sectire an uidcaking suture line. Whenever
possible, these sutures slicpuld be introduced in the direc-

tion in which the blood vessels run. Before tying them
some surgeons scarify the i)eritoneal surface of the
wound edges, believing that by so doing they expedite
union. It is not necessary to trim the edges of a bullet

wound or of a perforated ideer, because the area of con-
tusion or tlirombosis can, in such cases, be deeply Inverted
aud closely covered over.

The knots are tied firmly, but never tightly. To tie

them tightly meauscitlier that there uill be scime cutting
of the suture, or that there will be subsequent necrosis
about the stitch hole, with hioseuing of the suture and
probable infection. I believe that tying stitches too

tighll_v is a most jiowcrful predisposing cause of wound
infection.

Interrupted sutures are better than the continuous
suture; and the continuous inversion suture should not
be used, except as a final stitch over previous layers of

interrupted sutures. The continuous suture makes irreg-
ular lines of traction and unequal ajiposifion of surfaces.

If one part breaks or loosens, the whole suture line gapes,
and there is much greater luobability of leakage than
wlien well-applied interrupted sutures are used.

Halsted's principle of suturing is the correct one: that

is, that each stitch utust catch up a portion of the fibrous

submuous coat. The Halsted mattress sutures, when
applied with care, will certainly ap])roximate the margins
of a stomach winuid so that they will give broad surfaces
for union, and will make such even pressure and give
such thorough closure that even a single line of sutures
is practically safe. Professor Hal.sted has employed the

following method with great satisfaction for many years:
When feasible he uses three rows of sutures. The inside

row is continuous and includes the mucosa and sub-
mueosa and the edge of the seicisa. The middle row is

contiuuous. interrupted hereand there. TheoiUside row
is made with mattress sutures. In other words, Halsted
uses the Czerny suture with an outside row of mattress
sutures. Halsted's method is the .safest and hence the

best. The various sutures that may be used upon the

.stomach will be found descri1)ed in detail in the article

on Lttestinal Siirf/i'n/. The chief of these are the Lem-
Ijert suture. Cushing's right angle suture, Gussenbauer's
sutuie, C'zerny's suture, WiilHcr's suture, Bishop's sut-

ure, aud Halsted's mattress suture.
When a gap in the stomach wall is too large to invert,

or when, because of great thickness of the edges of the

opening or of the existence of dcn.se cucomiiassing adhe-

sions, the edges eanuot be turned in. some other course
must be followed. In some cases union has beenseciued

by first suturin.g the mucous membrane and then the

other layers of 1 lie stomach wall, just as we would suture
an ordinary woimd, without inversion. Another method,
and a better one, is to use such a suture and then cover
the suture line, after the plan of Scnn, with a jiortion of

omentum that is still left attached to the great mass of

the omentum, or with a separate omental graft. In some
cases an opening in the wall of the stomach has been suc-
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cpssfully closed by sewing over it a gmft of omentum,
wilhout siiturinfT tlieopciiiug at all or by pusliinga piece
(if onienluni tlmiiigh the opening, just asaeiii-k is ])\islie(l

iiilna Imtlle. If it is found impossible to close the wound
in llie stciniaeli by any of tbi'Sc plans, then the wound
TUMSl be sunounded by iodofcuin gauze, in order tci jim-
ti'ct the peritoneal cavity from infection; a drainage
lube must be carried down to the opening, and a gastric
tistuhi must be deliberatelj- formed. At a later jjeriod
this fistula will probably heiil of itself; but if it does not

do so, it can be {'loseil by a plastic operation.
When a surgeon deals with a wound of the stomach, lie

should always be alive to the possible existence of a

wdinul of the posterior wall; and, in older to determine
v.hetlier or not such a wound exists, he should tear

through the gastrocolic omentum and inspect the pos-
terior wall. If a wound is found in thi.s situation it

should be sutured according to the ordinary rules. When
there has been a wound of the posterior wall of the stom-
ach the pancreas must be inspected to see if it has been

injured, and it is usually advisable to make posterior
drainage of the lesser peritoneal cavity.

After the operation of gastrorrhaphy a piece of gauze
should be carried down to the suture line, and should be
retained for at least twenty-four hours. Such a ma-
nanivre never does any harm ;

it aids in the formation of

adhesions that will eliminate the stomach wound from
the peritfineal cavity ; and, if leakage does occur, it gives
exit to it and thus probably saves the patient's life. I

utterly disbelieve in the jiropriety of closing a wound of

the stomach without drainage.
2. GfiKtrolysin.

—
Bj' this operation we separate or par-

tially extirpate perigastric adhesions. Such adhesions are

far more common than was once thought, and are fre-

quently productive of much suffering. They may residt

from traumatism, from tuberculosis, or from syplnlis, bui

are most commonly due to fibrous tbiekening about an
ulcer of the stomach, or to gall stones or cholangitis.

.Such adhesions may attach the stomach to the .gall

bladder, to the gall ducts, to the omenttuii, and to othei-

l)arts. The pain produced by them is particularly aji-

preciated on taking food, and is usually relieved on lying
down. They may also cause constriction of one of the

orifices of the stomach, and usually induce the condition

that Calwell named adhesion dyspepsia. Jiayo points
out that dilatation is often present, but, unlike what oc-

curs in the dilatation due to ulcer, there are few symp-
toms cif ordinary indigestion.
AVhen such a condition is suspected to exist, we should,

after opening the abdomen, follow the advice of Bird

(Inter-Colonial Medical Journal of Aiixtralusia, December
20tb, 1900) and inspect first the region of the gall blad-

der, in which such adhesions are most commonly met
with, and then the other neighborhoods in which they
may exist. When tlie adhesion is trivial, is very slender,
or is in the form of a narrow ))and, we can simple sepa-
rate it; and when this is done, most patients will be
cured and practical!}' all will be benefited. When an
adhesion is very firm and long, it may lie necessary to

ligate it at each end and excise it. In se])arating adhe-
sions the bleeding is generally so slight that ligation is

rarely necessary. In severe cases in which the adhesions
constrict the iiyloric outlet of the .stomach, gastro-enter-

ostomy shoidd lie performed, the anterior operation bein.a'

employed for jiosterior adhesions and the ])osterior oper-
ation for anterior adhesions. Always remember that ad-

hesions may mark the .site of an unhealed ulcer, and if

they do so the nicer should be treated surgically.
3. Giistroj/e.ri/.

—^When the stomach droops the condi
lion is known as gasfroptosis; and this may exist alone
or in association with the drooping of other abdominal
viscera. When the stomach droojis it passes into a more
or less vertical positimi. The c(inditi(in is not at all un
usual in women, and its rr"i|iiencv may be estimated from
the report of Steele and Francine that, in the Medical

Dispensary of the Hospital of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, sixty-three cases of gasfroptosis have been recog-
nized during the last two years.

When gastroptosis exists, the supports of the stomach
are ehmgated. These supports are the gastrohepatic
omentum and the gastrophrenic ligament. Duret advo-
cates treating such cases by suturing the stomach to the
lieriliiniuni (if the anterior abdominal wall. In view of
the fact that dilatation of the stomach is a fretjuent sec-

ondary conse(iuence of gastropt«sis, some surgeons advo-
cate gastroenterostomy as the proper operation. If the
liver likewi.se droops, it sliould certainly be lifted back
to its place and sutured.
The most promising operation is that devised by Henry

D. Beyea {Pennnylrania. Medical •/ai/nitil. November.
1902). lie describes his operation as follows:

JIake an incision three inches long, midway between
the ensiform cartilage and the umbilicus. Place three
transverse rows of interru]ited silk sutures, from above
downward and from right to left, through the gastro-
hepatic omentum, and another series through the gastro-
phrenic ligament. Tie these sutures, and thus form a
broad transverse fold, or plication, in each li.sfainent, that
will shorten the ligamentous supports and lift the stom-
ach iuto its normal position. Beyea says that seven cases
have been operated upon, tip to the present time, by him-
self and other operators. Six of these cases have now
been observed forfrom sixty-five daysto three j'cars after
the operation. In every patient the symptoms have beau
completely relieved and the

health has been remarkably
improved.

4. Oastroplication. — In this

operation we seek to diminish

I'Ki. 4."i:;i.- BiiTlicr's Jlclhoil of OMstroplk-Mtiun. (Keen.)

the .size of a dilated stomach by taking tucks in its wall.

The term gastrorrhaphy has likewise been employed to

designate this operation; but, as before stated, the name
gastrorrhaphy sliould be restricted to the suturing of a
wound or a perforation.

Oastroplication has been used to prevent the perfora-
tion of an ulcer, but its chief use is in dilated stomach.

Clearly, however, when this dilatation is due to pyloric
obstruction, such an operation must fail of effect, because
it does not remove the cause of the ditficulty ; therefore
when dilatation of the stomach is secondary to pyloric
obstruction, that obstruction should be abolished by some
of the methods sidisciiueiitly to be cdiisidered, or .gastro-

enterostomy should be performed. Tlie(i]ieration of gas-

troplication, if employed at all, should be restricted to

cases of dilatation due ])urcly to muscular atony, in which
the digestive powers are at a low ebb because of the

aton.v.
Different methods have been employed. One is to

turn the greatercurvature upward upon the lesser curva-
ture and suture the two together (Fi.g. l.V.iS). Two broad
and lengthy layers of the anterior wall may be sutured

together, or a very .great number of small areas may be

approximated by inversion sutures. Brandt, for iu-

stance, einidoyed over two hundred sutures in one case.

The value of this oper.ation is very i|uestionable; and
we lean to the view of WoUler that, as the causative con-
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dition, whatever it may be, remains untouched, the dila-

tation will probably be reproduced.
5. Gaftrotomy.—Gastrotoniy means the making of an

incision into the stomach and closing tlie incision at the

termination of the operation, (lastrotoniy is employed
for exploration, for the removal of a foreign body from
the stomach, for the arrest of hemorrhage, to ijerinit of

the dilatation of a stricture of the (esophagus or of a

stricture of the pylorus, or to facilitate the removal of

a foreign body from the oesophagus. This operation was

performed now and then even in ancieiu times. In 13:i'J

Matthias, of Brandenburg, successfully removed a knife

from the interior of thestoniaeli. Tlurstomach is opened
in the following manner:
The abdondual incision is usually made in the median

line above the umbilicus. If we are o])erating for a for-

eign body in the stomach, when the organ is exposed the

foreign body should be located by i>ali)ation: and if the

body is sharp, every precaution should be taken to pre-
vent injury during the manipulation. Jacobson gives us

the .sound "advice that in dealing with a sharp body with
one blunt end, the blunt end should be located lirst.

The port ion of the stomach to be inei.sed is then brought
out of the wound and surrounded with gauze. An inci-

sion transverse to the long a.\is is now made, preferably
with scissor.s. Any bleeding vessels are caught with for-

cei)s, the foreign bod}' is removed, mucus aud blood are

eliminated from the interior of the viscus by gentle

sponging, its wall is inspected to see that it has not been

seriously damaged, bleeding vessels are ligated, the stom-

ach wound is sutured in accordance with the directions

given luidcr the heading of gastrorrhaphy, the stomach
is restored to its proper position, a small piece of gauze
is carried down to the stitch line for drainage, and the

abdominal wound is closed.

If operating for the arrest of hemorrhage from the

stomach, after the anterior wall has been incised the in-

terior of the stomach is explored with an electric-lighted

<'ndoscopie tube and the bleeding jioint is located. If it

is in tlie anterior wall, it is treated through this incision.

If it is in the posterior wall, an ojieniug is torn through
the gastrocolic omentum; a linger is passed up into the

lesser peritoneal cavity, and the portion of the posterior
wall at which the bleeding jioint is located is inverted
with the finger, so that it may be readily recognized
through the anterior incision. Tlien the vessel is ligated
or sutured, as the surgeon may elect. After ligating a

bleeding point or siituring it with a portion of the stom-

FIO. iiiH.—Tha Ssabanejew-Franck Metbod of gastrostomy. (Meyer.)

ach wall, apply several inversion sutures to the overlying
part of tlie stomach surface. The operation asem])loycd
for the removal of a foreign body in the 0's<iiihagus is

<le.scribed in the section on the (esojihagus.
The operation of gastiolomj' is the antecedent to the

Fig. 4525.—Section to
stiovv the Line of the
Stoiiiiioh Wall after the
Performance of Gas-
trostxmiy by the Ssa-

hanejew-Fmnek Metli-
od. (Meyer.)

performance of Abbe's string-saw operation for stricture

of the a'sophagus—a procedure that will be found de-

scribed under llie heading "Cicatricial Stricture, etc.,"

on page 4Ti. The operation of gastrotoniy is like-

wise a necessary antecedent to

the ]ierforniane(! of Loreta's op-
eration of digital divulsion of a

stricture of the jiylorus. If gas-

trotoniy has been employed for

the arrest of hemorrhage, it should

usually be associated with g.astro-

cuterostomy. wliich latter opera-
tion will put the stomach at rest

after the hemorrhage has been
checked.

6. GuMvontiiinji.
— Gastrostomy

means the making of a permanent
opening into the stomach. This

opening is used for the introduc-
tion of food. The operation was
tirst ]ierfornied by Sedillot in 1849.

It is usually em])loyed in cases of

malignant stricture of the oesoph-
agus, is occasionally used in cases
of very marked fibrous stricture

of the O'sophagus, and has been

employed on persons suffering
from obstructing cancer of the iiharynx, on the vic-

tims of a>sopliageal diverticula, and on individuals who
have swallowed corrosive lii|uids and to whom swal-

lowing is difficult or impossilile and in whom strict-

ure is certain to arise. At the present time it would
scarcely be used in lesopliageal diverticula. In only one
instance have lever employed the operation for anything
except malignant disease. That case was one of fibrous
stricture of the OGSophagus associated with great spasm.
The stomach was opened with the intention of distend-

ing the stricture from below, or of cutting it by the
Abbe string-saw method. This was, however, found to

be impossible; therefore the operation of gastrostomy
was performed. The results in this case were remark-
able. In a few weeks it became possible to pass bougies
from above; and subsequently, when the stricture was
well dilated, the gastrostomy opening was allowed to

close. In such a case as the above, gastrostomy is of

benefit, not only by enabling the patient to take suffi-

cient food to maintain his strength, but also bj' giving
complete rest to the stiictured area and thus relieving
spasm and promoting the alisorption of inflammatory
exudate.
The ojieratiou of gastrostomy has been condemned by

many surgeons on the ground that it is extremelj' fatal;

and, as a matter of fact, when |ierformed late in a case
of malignant disease, it is very falal. At this late period
the patient is already exhauste<l, the shock of the opera-
tion may be profound, the wound heals badly, and the

patient's tissue resistance is at su(th a low ebb that infec-

tion is quite likely to occur. Gaslrostomy should not be
reserved for cases in. extremix. When a man is nearly
dead, the operation is almost sure to be fatal ; and even
if passed through successfully, it will prolong the suf-

ferer's life for but a short time. It ought to be per-
formed much earlier, or not at all. As J. B. Murphy
says, gastrostomy has n.i ])!aee as a last resort and should

only be used in cases witliout pronounced constitutional

synii)toms (Chicago Mcdinil Htrimhr, .June 15tli, 1902).
Wlien done at an earlier period, it gives the greatest pos-
sible ease and comfort, and may prolong the life of a
cancer [latient for weeks or months. Mikulicz's rule ap-

peals to us as being a sound one; i.e., when llie patient
shows a jU'ogressive loss of weight and when he begins
to develop ditticulty in swallowing scmi.solidsaiid licpiids.
then the (i]icralion should be |ierformed. Then it can be

done with llie greatest safety, and then it will give the

greatest relief and the greatest iirolongation of life.

When the operation isdoneat thistimi'. it usually relieves

the patient of much distress and uneasiness; it enables
him to take plenty of food, thus counteracting weakness
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and depression ; and, in fact, after an early gastrostomy
tlii-rc is, as a rule, a very distinrt gain in weiirlit.

Wlicn casos lUi- ()]irralcd iiiii>ii early it is usuallj- safe

to give a genera! aii:esllietie: but wlieii tlie ease is at all

advanced or when tlie patient is weak, a local ana'stlictie

should be used. I liave done the operation with ease and

safety under local aua'sthesia: in fact, when the haemo-

globin of the blood is distinctly below tifty per cent.,

I always elect to do it under local anesthesia.
In performing this operation the surgeon must so do it

as to prevent subsequent l<'akage of the gastric contents.

If the fistula leaks, the fluid, as it flows over the surface,
will ]iroduce irritation and inflammation of the skin and

harassing annoyance to the patient. When gastrostomy
was iieriormcd according to the old methods, leakage in-

evitably happened. By all of these old methods the

stomach was lixed to tlie abdominal wall and opened a
few days later. A large opening was made; the fistula

thus fcirmed enlarged, rather than contracted, and leak-

age tciiik place.
Modern operations are much more satisfactory. The

operation that is the most satisfactory in the majority of

cases is the one known as the Ssabauejew-Frauck method.

Ssabanejew devi.sed this operation in the j-ear 1890; and
.some three years later Franck practised the same method,
without being aware of his predecessor's labors. In
order to perform this operation an incision is made at the
border I if the left ribs, and a cone of the stomach is drawn
out thriiugli this incision. This cone should be at least

an inch and a half in length. About an inch above the
rib borders a second incision is made through the skin,
and the bridge of skin between the two cuts is under-
mined with a blunt instrument. The base of the stomach
cone is sutured to the iiarietal ]ieritoneum, and the ape.\
is caught with forceps, pulleil under the undermined
skin, made to emerge through the second opening above
the border of the ribs, au<l sutured there. The incision

in till' abdomen is then clo.sed. The apex of the cone
mav lie opened at once ; and whenever it is desired to

feed the ]iatieut, a tube may be introduced. This fistula

does not leak ; it lias no tendency to contract, and it is

not necessary to wear a tube permanently. It is an ad-
mirable operation: it can be very easily and ciuickly per-
formed ; there is no danger of sepsis from the escape of
the contents of the stomach, and no buried sutures are

employed. It is not, however, applicable to all cases.

When the stomach is shrunken and contracted, or when
it is very adherent at some portion, one will not be able
to pull out a cone an inch and a half long ; and if a cone
of this length cannot be obtained, one should not do the

0|)eration. In two cases I have taken the cone beneath
the muscles, as well as beneath the .skin ; but I question
the necessity of this modification.

A. W. Mayo Robson declares himself eminently satisfied

with Franck's operation. He, however, employs it in a

Fk;. 4.'>;Jli.— Witzel's (lastrostuiny. (Ksiiiiirch iind Kowalzlg.)

somewhat modified form. He makes a vertical incision, an
inch and a half in length, over the outer third of the left

rectus ninsch'. This incision conunences three-quarters
of an inch behiw the costal margin. He then separates
the fibres of the rectus, by blunt dissection, to the same

Vol.. VII.—31

extent as the external incision, and afterward divides the
posterior portion of the rectus sheath and the peritoneum
by an incLsiou an inch in lengtii. He brings a cone from
the cardiac end of the stomach ujj through the wound,
and has it held upward by an assistant wiiile the base of
the cone is sutured to the parietal peritoneum. He next
makes a transverse incision, half an inch in length,
through the .skin, one inch above tlie upper end of the

Fio. 4.K7.— KiukT's (iastritttuuiy. (EsNian-li and Kowalzin.i

first incision; undermines the skin between the two open-
ings; introduces a pair of forceps through the upper in-

cision; catches the cone of stomach, and draws it to and
a little beyond the second o]H'ning, where it is retained
between two harelip jiins. This ] ortion of tlie cone
completely fills the second opening, and no stitches are

necessary. The lower ojieniug is then sutured.
Unless early opening of the stomach is necessary, the

surgeon siiould wait twenty-four hours, in order that a
protective barrier of lymiih may be thrown out. When
the stomach is opened' it is ilone by passing a tenotome
between the pins. After the opening is made, a soft-
rubber catheter—from No. 8 to No. 12—is inserted, and
is retained for a fe\v days. When it is desired to feed
the patient a funnel is attached to the catheter. After a
few days the catheter is removed, and is then introduced
temporarily whenever food is required.

In Witzel's method of gastrostoiny (Fig. 4536) a cone
of the stomach wall protnules into the luiiien of this vis-

cus, and leaking is thus antagonized. The operation is

performed as follows :

The preferable incision is a vertical one through the
rectus muscle of the left side. The cardiac end of the
stomach is exposed and drawn out, and a very small open-
ing is made, into which a rubber tube about the size of a
lead-jieneil is introduced. A part of this tube, where it

lies upon the wall of the stomach, is buried in the stom-
ach wall by stitching two folds of this wall over the tube
with Lembert sutures. The free end of the tube emerges
from the wound, and the surface of the stomach about
the tube is sutured to the parietal peritoneum. The
abdominal wound is then closed. The end of the exter-
nal portion of the tube is now clamped and the dressings
are applied. Food may be administered immediately
after the operation, if it is desirable.

I do not like this method as well as Franck's operation.
In the first place, it is necesssiry to use intra-abdominal
sutures. There is also some danger of leakage; and the
fact that the tube cros.ses the surface of the stomach may,
as it did in one case, cause the formation of an hour-glass
constriction.

Kader's operation is employed when, because of the
small size of the stomach or of adhesions of this viscus,
it is impossible to obtain a sufiiciently large cone to per-
form tlie Franck operation. I have used Kader's method
with great satisfaction. It may be regarded as a niodifl-

catiiin of Witzel's (ipeialion, and is performed as follows:
A three-inch incision is made two fingers' breadths

below and parallel with the border of the left lower
ribs; or, which is prefi'iable, a vertical incision is made
through the left rectus muscle. A fold of the wall of
the stomach is drawn forward; a small incision is made,
as in Witzel's operation; and the tube is pushed into the
stomach for a distance of two inches (.Fig. -lo'JT). This
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tube is then fastened to the stomach wall with a single

catgut suture; ami a Lcmljert suture is i)laced on each
side of the lube, each suture raisins and iiniting a fold

about Iialf aii inch in width and niakiii.ij; a groove about
three (luartcrs of an inch in width. Wlien the siituresare

tied, longitudinal folds are foriucd. A portion of tlie

stomach wall is turiuMl inward and surrounds the lube.

Over this lirst fold otlier folds are made, usually two in

number. Then the stomach is stitched to the parietal per-
itoneum and to the posterior ixution of the rectus sheath.

Theabdondiial wound isclosed, theollierend of the tube

emerging from it. In cases in whieli tlie stomacli is very
uuich contnicted it may be necessary to open the visens

within the alidomcn. heeause it will he found impossible
to pidl it uj) sullicieiitly to open it extraperitoneal!)'.

Tlie operation of the j'ounger Senn, of Chiciigo, is

advocated by a nmnlx'r of surgeons. He, too, makes a
valve of the stomach wall ; and the opening thus formed
docs not leak during the digestion of food, and maybe
opened by the passage of a tube when we wish to ad-

minister food.

I legard the Fmnck o]ieration as the easiest, safest, and

mostsalisfaetory when il can 1 u •

performed ;
when it can-

not, I prefer the method of Kader.
7. diistru-euleriintoiiiy.

—Gastro-enterostomy is the 0|icr-
ation of making an anastomosis between a portion of the

small intestine and tlie stomach. It was first suggested
in 1W81 by Nicoladoni, and was first performed by Wiilf-

ler, in the same year (Fig. irii.H). The anastomosis may
be, and usually is, made between the stomach and the

jejunum, and then the correct name fif the procedure is

gastrojejunostomy. It may, however, be made between
the stomach aii<l the duodenum, and is then known as

gastroduodenostoniy. We shall consider particularly

ga.stidjejunostomy.
The opcmtiou of rjitxtrojejuiinxtotiiy may be p^erformed

when tlieie is pyloric obstruction, malignant or non-

malignant in character; wlicu there is ulceration of the

stomach, especially if associated with hemorrhage; when
perigastric adhe.sions produce adhesion dyspepsia; when
there is dilatation of tlie stomach from any cause; when
there is grave indigestion that is unamended by ordinary
means; and when there is congenital In-pcrtropliy of the

pylorus. In dilatation due to simple nuiscular atony,
the oiieration, as we have previously stated, is of no
value. 'When dilatation and hypertrophy are associated
with spasm of the pylorus, tlie ojieration isnot indicated.
Its emiiloyment in uneorreelable indigestions has been

suggesled by Ilartinann and warmly advocated by Keen.
When the surgeon is dealing with cancer of the pylorus
he must choose between pylorectoniy and gastro-enteros-

tomy. When he
is dealing with
non- malignant
stricture of the

]iylorus, he must

treiiuently choose
between jiyloro-

plasty and gastro-

enterostomy. In
a case of non-ma-

lignant stricture

of the pylorus, if

the pylorus is ac-

cessible and if the

I'laslic operali<in
is ])ossible, we
should jirefer py-
loroplasty, as it

keeps the parts in

a natural condition and saves the patient from some
not improbable post-operative complication.

In cancer, if the adhesions are not too c.xlen.sivc, if the

growth is not disseminated into near-liy or distant vis-

cera, and if it is found iiossible to remove the associated

lymphatic glands, pylorectoniy is usually performed in

preference to gastro-enterostomy; in fact, we may say
that in early cases of cancer of the pylorus pylorectoniy

Fio. 4.'i28.—Wfliner's First Mcllii.rl i>f (;astn>-

enterostomy. (Esmarcli anit Kowalzif.)

is to be preferred, and that in very advanced cases gas-
tro-enterostomy is of no use. It is rather in the medium
type of cases that gastro-enterostomy should be em-

ployed; i.r.. in persons in whom the growth from the

[lylorus is irremovable, but who have not yet jiassed into
advanced cacliexia and exhaustion.

In a non-malignant case of stricture of the pylorus
gastro-enterostomy may produce a permanent cure. It

freiiuently relieves the acidity; itenables the stomach to

eniiity itself more rapidly, and thus prevents fermenta-
tion and gives rest tolheorgan. After theoperation the
motor ])ower of the stomacli usually increases, the secre-

tory power often improves, and .some stomach digestion
usually occurs. As a rule, a certain amount of bile tlows
into the stomach alter the performance of gastro-enteros-

tomy. This was noted in most of Weir's cases. It seems,
however, to do no particular harm unless it is present in

<iuantity, or unless it has ditliculty in flowing out again.
If hyperacidity exists the operation commonly has the
effect of cau.siug a lessening or a disiippearance of free

hydrochloric acid. Of course, even in non-malignant
cases the operation sometimes fails of elTect.

One of the most valuable elfects pmduced by gastro-
enterostomy in either malignant or non-malignant ob-
struction is the return of regular bowel movements.
The operation is, of course, infinitely more serviceable in

non-malignant than in malignant cases. In a malignant
case it may be followed by a ra]nd gain in weight ; but
this gain is only temporary. If, after the performance
of gastro-enterostomy, there be marked and prolonged
gain in weight, we should be justified in concluding that
the disease was not cancer.

The mortality of the operation has been regarded as

very high; but when we analyze the figures, we find that
it is very high in malignant and not very high in non-

malignant cases. Inca.ses of malignant disease the mor-

tality is fre(iuently in the neighborhood of forty per
cent. ; even in the hands of Mikuliez it has been tiiirty-
Iwo per cent. The JIayos (William and Charles) report

ninety-eight gastro-euterostomies with nine deaths, the

mortality in malignant cases having been twenty per
cent, and in non-malignant cases six jier cent. This high
mortality in malignant disease is due to the fact that the-^

operation is frequently done too late, when the patient is

exhausted and near to death. It .should not be done on
cases ill cvtretnis, and, as before stated, should be em-
ployed when the case is too far advanced for pylorec-
toniy, but is not verv cachectic or mu<li exhausted.
The period of prolongation of life produced by the

operation in malignant disease is doubtful. It may be a
few weeks, a few months, or a year or more. It is, how-
ever, rarely more than a few months. Because of the
short pirolongalion of life and the very high mortality,
many surgeons have questioned the value of gastro-
enterostoiny in malignant disease; but it undoubtedlj'
makes the patient more comfortable. It allays pain; it

stops llie harassing hungeraiid torturing thirst
; iteauses

a return of normal bowel m<nenients; and il makes life

at least bearable. As Keen says, it is not so much a
question of how long a patient lives as how he lives.

In non-malignant cases the mortality is very low.

Karle, of Turin, reported twenty-three operations with-
out a single death ; and Kai'le and F;intiue estimate,' that
the mortality from operations in nou-iualignant cases is

under four jier cent. In such eases the operation is

often po.silively curative; and in nearly all cases it will,
at least, give defiiiile and prolonged relief.

There is a fun<laineulal difference in melhods of per-

forming this operation, in the fact that the anastomosis

may be made upon the anterior wall of the stomach or

upon the posterior wall (Figs. 4.i;54—4.")3fl). Each method
has its advocates. The anterior operation may be per-
formed more readily and quickly; and its advocates
maiiKain that, if it is projierly performed, it is .safer and
more satisfact<iiy than the posterior. In some cases the
anterior operation must be performed because the poste-
rior wall cannot be reached. The advocates of the poste-
rior operation maintain that the anterior operation is
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more liable to be followed by a vicious circle; that the
cone of stoniacli piillcil down occasionally compresses
the large intestine and produces obstruction; that the

posterior operation lias very little tendency to be fol-

lowed by a vicious circle; and that, whereas it takes
somewhat longer to do, it is a quest ion whether the mor-

tality is distinctly higher. Further, it is well known
that if a button is used in the anti-rior operation, this

mechanical appliance is far more ajit to remain in the

sttjmaeh than if the posterior operation is performed.
Whichever operation is selected, the stomach should be

washed out daily for several da3's preee<liug its ])erform-
ance. The abdomen should be cleansed at least forty-

eight hours before the operation; and during the opera-
tion the patient must be carefidly protected from cold by
being wrapped in blankets and being surrounded with
hot-water bottles.

The lirst incision in the abdonnual wall should be
small, in order to pernnt of exploration, so that the sur-

geon may determine whether gastro-enterostomy is to be

performed at all and what method is to be employed.
The abdominal iucisiou is then enlarged. If speed is not
a vital point in the ease, the simple suture without me-
chanical aid should be selected: if speed is a vital ele-

ment, one shotdd use a Murjdiy button, bearing in mind
that there is a possibility that this button may be re-

tained. I wotdd do no operation by means of the forceps
of La Place or OTIara, because forceps turn in a very
large septum after previously bruising it, and conse-

quently expose a large bruised, raw surface to infection.

I am persuaded that operations by means of forceps are

more apt than are operations by other methods to be fol-

lowed b_v sloughing or by obstruction of the anastomosis

opening. Personally, I perform, in most cases, a pos-
terior gastro-enterostomy, effected by a simple suture if

the patient's condition is good, and by a Murphy button
if haste is imperatively necessary.
A great many operations have been devised, but only a

few of the most valuable will be mentioned liere.

Afier-ejfects of Gaittro-enterostoiiiii.
—The effects of this

operation upon the motor power, the secretoiy function,
and the digestive ca-

pacity of the stom-
ach have been re-

ferred to previously.
Certain pernicious
conditions maj' also

ensue : for instance,
in a few eases ulcer
has formed in the

intestine, being ap-
parentl)' due to tlie

extreme acidity of

the gastric juice.
Neumann suggests
that this complica-
tion may be cured

by making a tem-

[jorary tistulu, and
keeping it open

until the exces,sive acidity of the gastric juice has dis-

appeared.
The most common ill-couseqtiences of gastro-enteros-

tomy are constriction of the new opening, and vomiting,
due to regurgitation from the duodenum or to the estab-
lishment of what is known as a vicious circle. In every
ease the new opening ctJiitracts to some extent, and oc-

casionally it absolutely closes. The lesson to be drawn
from this is that the opening made should be of consid-
erable size. When the stomach is very much dilated at

the time of ojieration, the contraction of the o])ening is

sure to be notable as the viscus shrinks; hence the

greater the dilatation, the larger should be the opening.
Contraction of the opening is indicated by burning pain,
nausea, and it may be regurgitation of .small quantities of
bile (Mayo).

In some patients, after gastro-enterostomy the Huid
from the stomach passes into the proximal loop of intes-

FlG. 4.529.—Wiilfler's Sfciirid Metliud iif

Gastro-enlerostomy. (Esuiarcli and
Kowalzlg.)

Fig. 4530.—Liicke's MethcKl of Gastro-

euterostomy. (Esmareli and Kowalzlg.)

tine and distends it, and the distal loop undergoes col-

lap.se. The collection of fluid in the proximal loop may
be due to the retention of the secretions that normally
enter into that loop, with the addition, it may be, of the

jiassage of a certain amount of material from t he stomach
thro\igh the strie-

tured pylorus. Such
a condition may bi-

brought about by the

abolitiou of ])cristal-

lic movement in the

proximal loop; by
the constriction of the

distal loop, through
an adhesion, a twist.

or a kink; or by the

formation of a spur,
which prevents the

imssage of material
from the proximal
into the distal loop.
The term vicious

circle means that the
contents of the stom-
ach enter into the
iluodeual loop and are then returned to the stomach,
with bile, pancreatic juice, and other contents of the
duodenum. George Ryerson Fowler (Annuls of Sur-

{jen/, November, 1902) opposes the use of the term
vicious circle, and prefers to say regurgitation, or, bet-

ter still, reflux, when he wishes to indicate the pas-

sage of bile and pancreatic secretion, as well as that
of the contents of the jejunum, into the stomach.
As previously stated, after every operation of this sort

.some bile enters into the stomach; but if only a small
amount enters, it produces no harm, and the condi-
tion will practically amend itself; and even if a consid-
erable quantity enters the stomach it causes little trouble
if it readily passes from the stomach into the distal loop.
Sometimes there is slight and temporary vomiting, which
after a time passes away. At other times the vomiting
is extremely serious, and may even hurry the patient to

death. Because the vomited matter seemed to be chiefiy

composed of bile, the trouble has been attributed purely
to the presence of bile; but A. W. Mayo Robson main-
tains that the presence of bile alone is not sufficient cause
for the vomiting, and neither is the presence of pancreatic
juice. He says that the real cause of the vondting is not

definitely understood. If this vomiting is trivial, it may
often be controlled by frequently washing out the stom-
ach and by temporarily abandoning mouth-feeding ; but
if the vomiting is severe, it is usuall3'met by performing
an additional anastomosis between the portion of the
duodenal loop above the anastomotic opening and a por-
tion of the jejunal loop below this opening. In the older

operations of gastro-enterostomy, the contentsof theduo-
denum inevitably passed into the stomach through the
anastomotic opening. They then mixed with the other
stomach contents and entet'cd the distal loop. In the

perfecting of the modern operations of gastro-enteros-
toraj', the constant effort has been to avoid this compli-
cation; for instance, Woltler, in his second method, cut
the jejunum across, implanted the end in the stomach,
and fixed the end of the duodenal portion into the effer-

ent portiem (Fig. 4.529). Liicke so arranged the loop for

anastomosis that the peristaltic wave would be in the
same direction in the stomach and in the dislal portion of
the loop (Fig. 4.i30). The following methiuls will be
described; anterior gastro-enterostomy as practised by
Mayo, of Rochester. Jliim. ; and von Hacker's method of

posterior gastro-enterostomy.
In regard to the use of sim]de sutures or of some me-

chanical appliance, each operation must be con.sidered on
its own merits. The ojieratiou with the Murjihy btitton

can l)e done in about fifteen nnmites. The suig<'on should
be certain that the two halves of the button are tightly
forced together, and supplementary sutures will then not
be necessary. The button may pa.ss during the second
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Fig. 4.VJ1.— sliowinp Proper ami Improper
Looalions of ihe opening in Gastro-enter-

ostoniy. (From Dr. Williiini J. Mayo, In

Annals of Surgfriu August, I'.tOS.) a.

Proper ix>sition. wliieli leaves no ixjuoh :

h. usual iMisition. which leads to the for-

mation of an intragastric pouch.

week, but rarely does so tiiitil the tliinl. In one of my
ciisesof posterior gastroenterostomy i( ilid not jkiss until

the ninetietli day. Sometimes it does not pass at all. and
this complieation is

stlid to be partieii-

larly apt to occur
after anterior gas-
t r o - enterostomy;
although, strange
to say, the retention

of the button .seems

rarely to produce
harm. The open-
ing made by the

liutton is sometimes

scarcely large
enough, and is pav-

tieularly apt to con-

tract to an tinfor-

tunately small size

if the stinnach is

ver)' much dilated.

In using the button,
we may employ the

pur.se-string suture
around the central

tube, as Murphy
does, or follow the

I) 1 a n of K a r 1 e
,

which is to make a
small incision, in-

sert the button, and

put a small stitch

on each sitle of the central tube, thus saving time and

handling. I do not believe that the button operation is

desirable if the anteiior gastro-eutei'ostomy is eniiiloyed.

Mayo Robson advocates the use of a bone bobbin. If

the anterior operation is employed, I believe that simple
suturing is de-sirableor that Rolisou's bone bobbin should
be used.

Anteriof GKntiv-entcrostomi/.—JIayo says that the an-

terior method has certain distinct tidvautages. It does
not open the lesser iieritoneal cavity, as does the posterior

operation : it can be done with a smaller incision and less

exposure; and, hence, it is safer tmd simjiler. Mayo pre-
fers it to the posterior, and says that a careful examina-
tion of lileratui-e does not show the fretiuency of the ill-

effects so often attributed to it. As a matter of fact, the

reports of tlie Rreslau Clinic show the best results from
the anterior o])eration. JIayo employs the anterior oper-

ation if the mes-

entery is short
or contains
much fat, or if

the vascular
loop running to

t h t! transverse
colon from the

superior mesen-
teric artery is

small, "bring-
ing the opening
in the jiosterior

layer of the gas-
trocolic omen-
tum in close
proximity to it"

(AniudK of Sur-

'/t'n/, A tt sr u s t ,

'H)b2). Some
operators main-
tain that as the
stomach shrinks
the transverse
colon will be

pressed upon or constricted, but this will not happen if

there is i)lenty of slack. That regurgitant vomiting is

not common even after the anterior operation is shown

FiG. 4.')33.— Brainie's Methoil of Comliineil (;as-

tro-enterostouiy and Enl^To-euterostomy.

by the fact that Czcrn.y had but one fatal case out of

sixtytive operations. Mayo had two cases of vomiting
in thirty-one gastroenterostomies, each case having been
controlled by lavage. In twenty non-malignant cases
he did not have a single instance of vomiting.
The operation should be done without a button, if the

condition of the iiaticnt is good; with a button, if haste

FIG. 4.5.3.S. -Jaboulay's Method of Comljiueti Gastro-euterostoiny and
Kntero-euterostomy.

is necessary. The button is jirobably more apt to be re-

tained in the anterior than in the posterior operation.
A portion of the anterior wall of the stomach toward

the pylorus is selected. Mayo tells us not to go too neai'

the pylorus, because to do so means early invasion by
cancer. The opening must be as near the pylorus as it

is safe to go without the apprehension of involvement,

ilayo's rule is, place the opening near the greater cur\a-
ture, one inch above the inferior border. When it is so

placed, traction will draw down the stomach so that the
anterior surface becomes the inferior. The opening will

be at the most dependent portion of the stomach pouch,
the stomach will empty itself readily, gravity will pre-
vent the entrance of bile, and a vicious circle will not
be established (Fig. 4.")31).

The origin of the jejunum is next sought for, and a
coil about fourteen inclies in length is obtained. This
is so attached to the stomach that peristalsis in the coil

and peristalsis in the stomach run in the same direction.
If the button is used, it is applied as in an ordinary in-

FlG. 4.T34. Fl(i. 4,')33.

Diagniins of Gastro-F.nterostomy.

Fig. 4^'iX^.— ^f. Stomach ; (', colon and small intestine in normal posi-
tion; J, mesentery; ;.\ mesocolon : .t. ffa.slrocx)Iic ligament; i. great
omentum ; o, MTiltler's procedure : /*. von Hacker's procedure,
(Ksiriarch and K(>\valzig.)

Fig. 4.>i"i.—Wiilller's Antecolle Gastro-enterosUmiy. (Esmarch and
Kowalzig.l

FKi. I."):tt5.—Von Hacke»"' HetrocoUc Gastro-enterostomy. (Esmarch
and Kowalzig.)

testinal anastomosis ; if simple suturing is employed, it is

done as Halsted directs.

Weir is a l)eliever in the plan of Braune and .Ttiboulay.

i.e., the performing of entero anastomosis, as well as gas-

tro-enterostomy. He performs anastomosis, by means of
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a Muijiliy button, betwepii the flTercnt and tlie afferent

eciils. Kutkowski associates a lemporaiy pistmsloiny
with jiastro-enterostomy, earryin;? a small tube i'roin tlie

stoniaeli ineision well into tlie jejunum. The gastric

juice at ouce passes from llie stomach, alongside of the

FIQ. 45;iT.—Vun Hacker's Method of Posterior (.iastro-enterostomy.
(Esmarch and Kvwalzig.)

tube, into the bowel: and the patient can be fed without

danger. Ten days after the operation the gastrostomy
wound is allowed to heal.

I'unterior Gastro-enteivstomy (von Hacker's Operation).—This operation was first devised by von Hacker. It is

the preferable operation when the posterior wall of the

stomach can be readily reached. Wayo prefers the pos-
terior method for a thin subject with a long mesocolon.

Fi(i. 4.>t8. — (Jastro-enterostom.v ; Method of Dr. Georpe Ryci-sun
Fowler. [Annals of Siu-gcry, tlovember, HKC)

The bowel is attached to the part of the stomach that
is the most dependent when the patient is recumbent.
There is less probability of regurgitation of bile than in

the anterior operation, and there is a ready passage of

food. The bowel is not apt to kink, and if a button is

used it is more certain to be passed.
In this operation the great omeutumand the transverse

colon are lifted upward, a small opening is torn through
the transverse mesocolon, and the posterior wall of the

stomach is thus reached. A cone of the stomach should

be sutured to the margins of the opening in the trans-

verse mesocolon (Fig. 4.');i7). The point in the jejunum
at which the anastomosis opening is to be situated is about
twelve inches from the beginning of the jejunum.
If we have plenty of time the simple suture is used
to effect the union ; but if it is neccssarv to has-

Fig. 4.539.—WolOer's Method of Gastro-uastrostomy tor Hour-glass
Stomach. (Keen.)

ten. we should u,sc the Murphy button. If the button is

used, it is not necessary to stitch the stomach to the

opening in the transverse mesocolon. Geoi'ge Ryerson
Fowler associates posterior gastro-enterostomy with en-

tero-anastomosis, and cuts oil absolutely communication
between the stomach and afferent loop by ciicumclusion

Fig, 4540,- Watson's Method of Gastro-gastrostoiiiy.

of the afferent limb of the jejunum between the anas-

tomotic openings by a silver-wire ligature (Aniiah of
Surgery, November, 1902). (Fig. ibSS.)
An ingenious method of gastro-euterostomj- is that by

the elastic ligature. It was devised by Dr. Theodore A.

McGraw and lias been practised successfully by him and

by others. Dr. McGraw says that this method "is un-

equalled in the. rapidity of "its execution, its efficiency,
and its safety, although it does not accomplish its piir-

FlG. 4W1. -The Heinekc-Mlkullcz Method of Pyloroplasty. The

loiifrituilinal incision. (Keen.)

pose until after the lajise of two or three days
"
(New

York Medieal Journal, January 26th, 19t)l). The mate-

rial used is rubber cord 3 mm. in diameter. One end is

shaved thin and passed through the eye of a worsted

needle. The intestine and the stomach wall arc brought
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ill contact and are sewed togetlicr by a iminbcr of Lcin-

bert siitnics in a line. The needle carryinjr the nililier

cord is carried into the stoniaeh and brouuht ont again,
the space iiuliided belnir aliont 5 or 6 cm. in length. It

is then entered into the intestine ami lironght out in a

like inanner, and the ends are tied "tightly and lirniiy in

a siniare knot." The ends of the ligature are cut short

and are tied together with silk, hembert sutures arc in-

serted above.
lu this operation the ligature cuts through in two or

three days, and when it cuts through tissues uliichare ad-

herent, infection is ]ireveiite(l, and the cord passes away.

Fig. 4ri42.—Tlip Helneke-MiliUlii'Z Jtetluid i>f I'.vliiroplasty. Inctsion
strelelicd at u rislit anRle to its a.\is and sutures inserted. (Keen.)

Gastroduodenostomy.
—This operation has been strongly

advocated by some operators; notably Jaboulay and
Mikiilie/.. The ]iyloricendof the stomach is anastomosed
to the anterior portion of the duodenum. In order to

perform the operation successfully, tlie duodenum lunst

be movable. Of course it is never suited to malignant
disease, and cannot be performetl when the pylorus is

adherent. The great ailvautage of the operation is that

the anastomotic opening is above the bile and pancreatic
ducts, and hence regurgitation docs not occur.

8. (lii.itmjifanti/ and GnMi o-yniiirdatoniy.
—The condition

known as hour-glass stomach may be relieved by the per-
formance of AVatson's gastro-gastrostciniy (i.i., the anas-

tomiisis of the ]>ortion (if tlie stoniaeh on one side of the

constriction with the portion of the stomach on the other
side of the constriction): or of Watson's gastro-gastros-

tomy; or by gastroplasty (tlie making of a longitudinal
incision through the con.stricted portion, followed b_y trac-

tion upon the sides of this inci.sion, so that it becomes
transverse; and the aiijilieation of sutures so as to main-
tain it ill this transverse or vertical position). The con-

striction is thus diniini.shed or abolished. Gastroplasty
is the preferable method.

9. Pi/ttii-'i/ildKti/ (llic Ileineke-JIikulicz Operation).—
For cicatricial stricture of the pylorus, the older method
of Loreta has been practically abandoned, because after

Fiii. 4.>4:i.— Tlie Heliielie-.MIkulii-z Meilicit of fyloropla.sty. .sutures
lied and lumen <if |iyli>rus inserted. (Keen.'

its performance recurrence is almost inevitable. In sueli

a case, if gastro-enterostomy is not advisable, we perforin
pyloroplasty—i.e., the surgeon makes a longitiiclinal in-

cision through the constriction, holds the edges apart to

make the line of incision appear vertical, and so applies
his stitches as to maintain the vertical direction of the

4.544.—BillroUi's Metliod
of I'ylnrectoniy.

suture line. Thus the constriction is either mitigated or

abolished. Mayo points <int that pyloroplasty may fail

because the degenerated gastric nuisele cannot lii't the
food from the gastric pouches
to the high pylorus. If it does
fail, ilo g.istro-enterostomy.

10. I'liliii-ftijiiiii.
—Tills is the

operation of excising the py-
lorus with a portion of the

pyloric end of the stomach.
Its performance is practically
restricted to malignant disease.

The o])eration was lirst per-
formed by Pean in 1ST9.

The nicprtality of llie opei'a-
tion is extremely great, lint lias

been considerably reduced in

recent years. One reason of the high mortality is that

many cases have been operated upon too late, when ad-
vanced cachexia or wide dilTusion of the growth was
present. The later we o|ierate and the more marked the

adhesicuis, the heavier the mortality. AViilHer .says that

the mortality in cases with extensive adhesions is over

seventy two |ier cent., and that in cases without ex-

tensive adhesions if is under twenty-eight per cent.

Mayo's mortality is only fourteen per cent.

It is rarely that genuine cures are effected liy the oper-
ation in proved cases of cancer, and it is only when the

procedure is undertaken early that there is any real

chance of ctire. Nevertheless there are more than foity
cases in literature which survived three years or more.
To giv(! a real chance of cure, the operator must cut wide
of the growth on the stomach side. As a matter of fact,

the growth usually returns.

As a rule, the abdomen is not opened until a tumor
nan be jialpated, and then it is geuerallj- too late for

|ij-!orectomy. This fact emphasizes the enormous im-

liortance of an exploratory incision in doubtful stomach
eases. As making such exploratory incisions becomes
more and more the practice, pylorectomy will become
more and more successful; because it will be jierformeil
earlier. Pylorectomy is a proper oiicnition if the py-
lorus is not firmly anchored b_v adhesions, if there is no
dissemination into adjacent organs and structures, if

Fig. 4.>4.V— Suture uf Mucous Menitirane from wiiiiiii after I*yloree-
temy. ('I'illmauns.;

there are no distant metastases, and if the affected lymph
glands are removable; otherwise, gastro-enterostomy
should lie done.

The older metliod of Billroth gave a mortality of from

thirty fight to forty ]ier cent., as a rule. In this method,
after the resection of the tumor lias been aeeomplislu d,

it is found that the wound in the stomach is larger tlian

that in the duodeiuini; the stomach wound must there-

fore be lessened by suturing, until it is practically of the

same size as the duodenal wound, when au end toend
anastomosis is jierformed.

Ivoeher's method has been much more successful, and
is said by Mayo to give a mortality of iiiily sixteen per
cent. In this metho<i. after tlie tumor has been removed,
the stomach end of the cut is completely closed, and the
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<lu<)iliiium is im])limtcd in llic posterior portion fif tlie

stoiiiiicli wall. Muyo follows Kocher's niolliod willi a

sli.i;lil iiioditicatioi). He tells us tliut Kocher has per-
formed pyloreeloiiiy fifty-seven times, that eleven of the

])alieiils were living a considerable time after operation,
and that live of them were living a sufficient length of

timi' afterward to be regarded as cured,

U. OiiKlnrloiiii/.
—

((. Partial Gastrectomy.—By partial

gastrectomy we mean excision of a i)ortion of the sloin-

ach. The operation of py loreeloiny really includes a par-
tial gastrectomy. We ma_v remove a small portion of

the stomach, a considerable portion, or almost the entire

organ. In any of these eases the operation is a jiartial

gastrectomy. The operation may be |ierfornie(l for ma-

lignant disease or for ulcer. After the e.\tir])ation of a

malignant growth or of an ulcer, sutures ari' iiiscrte(l in

the maimer reeonunended by Halsted.
h. Total Gastrectomy.—This operation was tirst jier-

formed by Connor, of Cincinnati. The first successful

operation was performed by
Schlatter, of Zurich. The
operation has now been per-
formed a number of times.

Whenever possible, the duo-
<lenvnu is attached to the

<esophagus, and it is a mat-
ter of surprise how easily
this has often been effected.

If it is found to be difficult

or imjiossible to do this, an

opening is made in the je-

junum, and this portion of

"the bowel is attached to the

(esophagus. This operation
should, of course, be at-

tempted only in cases in

which practically the whole
of the stomach is in-

volved, in which the organ
is still movable, in which
there is no involvement of

adjacent structures or vis-

cera, in which there is no
metastasis, in which the

lymphatic glands are re-

movable, and in which it

is possible to attach the

tesophagus either to the duo-
denum or to the jejunum.

It is remarkable how well

digestion is performefl in

cases in which tlie whole
stomach has been removed ;

but, of course, during the progress of chronic disease,

portions of the intestinal canal gradually take upon them-
selves the fimctions of the stomacli and really effect di-

gesti<m for quite a while before the removal of the stom-
ach. It is in very rare cases that this operation is neces-

sary, but it is undoubted that it is occasionally justifiable.
13. Jcjiinoxtomii.

—This procedure is occasionall}' rec-

ommended for malignant disease, when gastro-enteros-

tomy is rendered impossible because of the .situation of

the growth. The permanent opening in the jejunum is

u.sed for the purpose of administering food. Either the

jejunum itself, cut across, may be brought into the

wound, or a tube may be inserted into tlie wall of the

jejminm, exactly as is done in gastrostomy. The oper-
ation is very rarely necessarj-, but in sonu' eases is to be

employed.
Exploratory LajKirointiiy.

— In view of the imperative
necessity for early diagnosis, if we would successfully
cope with many gastric diseases, and especially if we
would liope to cure malignant disease, exploratory la]>a

rotomy is fretpiently indicated. The exploration is made
to clear U]) doubt ; and after the condition is ascertained.
tlie incision may be enlarged and a radical or a |iallialive

operation may be jierformed. The surgeon who lU'Ver

operates until the diagnosis is certaiu must often delay

so long in reacliing a conclusion tliat wlien he is sure
wliat tile matter is, he is e(iually sure that any operation
is entirely useless. Dr. J. H. Muriili3' strongly endorses
the following statement made by .MacDonalii (Chicago
Mediciil llecarder, June 15th, 19ll'.ij: "In a chronic, pro-
gressive gastric trouble that is unamended by careful diet
and drug treatment ; tliat is accompanied by loss of gas-
tric motility and diminution in gastric peristalsis; and
that is attended wiili emaciation, in spite of forced feed-

ing—especially if associated with progressive reduction
in the ha'nioglobin, diniiiiution in tla; hydrochloric acid
of the gastric juice, and moderate leucocytosis—an ex-

ploratory operation should certainly he performed."
With the foregoing statement lam in hearty accord; and
when an exploratory ojieratioii is performed in such
cases, a cancer will usually be found.

Operation for a susjieclcd malignant growth may dis-

close an innocent growth, and a condition that would
have been destructive to life without operation may be

Fifi. 4.'>46.— Koolier's Metlioil of Pyloreetomy (A) and Posterior Gastro-enterostomy (B). (Kocher.)

permanently cured. I have recently performed an ex-

ploratory operation in a case in which the symptoms in-

dicated cancer, and yet in which it was ascertained dur-

ing the operation that the whole condition was due to

cicatricial obstruction of the pylorus. A eoniplete cure
followed the lierformance of pyloroplasty. In conduct-

ing an exploration for di.sease of the stomach, it is neces-

sary, in some instances, not onl_y to open the abdomen,
but also to ]ierform exploratory gastrotomy.

Operationsfor Ulcer.—It is imperative to remember
that the symptoms of perforation are not always certaiu;

hence, when the symptoms that arc supposed io indicate

perforation are present, an exploratory operation must
be immediately performed. When we liclieve that an
ulcer has perforated, the jiropcr means for bringing
ing about reaction should be adoplcd and the abdomen
should be opened. There will usually l<e an escape of
odorless gas and fluid, and food will often be found in

file peritoneal cavity. The site of the ulcer may some-
times be located by the presence of adhesions, but at

other times no adhesions are present, and a very careful

search is I hen ueeessary.
When tbe ulcer has been found, it is enough, in most

instances, simply to close the perforation with inversion

sutures, as described under the head of gaslrorrhaiihy.
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Some surgeons advocate excision of the ulcer as well.

When the \ilcer's marsrins arc not markedly indurated,
and wlien inversion can he readily cncctcd. it is not worth
while to excise. In perfor.ition excision is rarely neces-

sary. In some idccrs which have not perforated and
in a few which have, excision is advisjdile. In a recent

case in the Philadelphia Hospital, I was obliged to excise

an ulcer which had not peiforaled. Excision was re-

quired because the surroundinir induration made mar-

ginal inversion impossible. The abdondnal cavity is

then carefully cleansed, the stomach is washed o\it, a

piece of gauze for drainage is carried down to the stitch

line, and the abdondnal wounil is closed.

In ordinary, non-perforating ulcers, medical and die-

tetic treatmeiil is indicated in llie majority of cases; hut
if, in spite of such treatment, a patient grows progres-

sively worse, if the iiain is violent, or if tenderness is

marked, the abdomen slnndd be opened and the stomach
should be inspected. A single acute hemorrliage, even
if large, does not call for operation ; but if the hemor-

rhage is repeated, o]icration should be ])erformed. A
number of small hemorrhages call for operation. Cabot

lays down the sound rule that if an ulcer tends to reeur

or if it lessens the ability of the patient to work—espe-

cially if he niu.st work to live and cannot regulate bis diet
—an operation should be undertaken.

In operating for chronic ulcer, it is wiser, in most in-

stances, to excise the diseased area, suturing the gap (see

Partial Gastrectomy and Gastrorrhaphy), If we are

operating for hemorrhage from an ulcer in the anterior

wall, the hemorrhage is" best controlled by excising the

ulcer. In hemorrhage from an ideer in the posterior
wall, tlie site of trouble is determined by performing ex-

ploratory gastrotomy. "When the ulcer is located, tear

through the gastrocolic omentum, insert a linger back
of the stomach, invert the posterior wall, look for the

ulcer through a gastrotomy woiuiil in the anterior wall,
audarrest the bleeding witha ligatureorasuture. After

arresting the hemorrhage some advocate the performance
of gastroenterostomy to put the stomach at rest and pre-
vent the retention of acid gastric juice. It has been
shown that in cases of idcer in which it is difficult or im-

possible to reach the seat of bleeding, gastro-enterostomy
alone puts the stomach at rest, permits drainage, anil

strongly favors cure.

(Jjxriitions for Cancer.—Exploratory incision should
be performed in the eases indicated by Murphy and
MacDonald. In limited cancer of the body of the stom-

ach, perform i)artial gastrectomy and remove adjacent
involved |glands. In cancer involving the entire stom-

ach, the viscus being movable, adjacent organs being
free from disease, no demonstrable metastases existing,
and the involved glands being obviously removable,
complete gastrectomy is a justifiable operation. Pylo-
rcctomy is performed in cancer of the pylorus; but only
in cases in which there are no extensive adhesions, no
metastases, and no involvement of adjacent viscera, and
in which the involved lymiih glands are removable. In

cancer of the cardiac end of the stomach in which the

oesophagus is involved, removal by excision is scarcely

justifiable and gastrostomy is practically useless. In some
ca.ses jcjunostomy should be cdnsidcrcd. If a radical

operation is impossible in cancer id' tlic l)ody of the stom-
ach, no palliative operation is indicated, except possibly

jejunostomy. If aradical operation is impossiblein can-
cer of the pylorus, gastro-enterostomy is performed, or, in

rare cases, jejunostomy. John Chiihnerti Da Cunt<i.

STOMACH, DISEASES OF.—Within recent years the
lilerature in gaslric diseases has grown .so extensively
that luimerous text-books, good, bad, and indiirer<'nt. are

now issued. Among the best tor I be inactilioncr may
be mentioned: Riegel, "Die Erkraidiung des Jhigens,"
AVien, 1896 (an American edition has just been iss\ied,

1903); Boas, "Diagnostik und Thera|iieder Magenkrank-
heiten," Leipzig, 1897; Einhorn,

"
Diseases of the Stom-

ach," New York, 1900; llemmeter. J. C, "Diseases of

the Stomach," Philadelphia, 1908; Van Valzah and Nis-

bet, "The Diseases of the Stomach," Philadelphia, 1898;
Lindner and Kuttner, "Die Chirurgie desMagens," Ber-
lin, 18U8; Martin, S., "Functional and Organic Diseases
of the Stomach," London, ISi)."); Gillespie, "A ]*Ianual of

Modern Gastric Methods," Edinburgh, 1899; Osier and
McCrae, "On Carcinoma of the Stomach," Phila., 19011;

L. Brunton et al.. in Allliutt's Svstem of Medicine, Lon-
don, 1897.

In preparing the various sections the writers have
drawn freely from some of these authors, where special

arrangements and topics have appealed to their rernure-
ments.*

I. METHODS OF EXAMINATION IN GASTRIC
DISEASE.

Inspection.
—This includes both a general examination

of the patient and a special investigation of the abdomen
in general, and the stomach in jiarticular.
The general ceaminati)//! concerns the ntitiitton of the

patient, the conditions of the s/cin as to dryness and
moisture, the evidences of cachexia, etc. The state of

the teeth, as one of the common causes of gastric disorder,
should be examined and due note made of any condition
there which may cause infection—e.g., unnecessary bac-
terial contamination of food, faulty mastication, etc.

Often a false set may fit so badly as to be the sole cause of

dyspepsia, induced through insufficient mastication alone.

The condition of the gums is likewise important. So,

too, the state of the pharyn.r, more especially in chroide

gastritis, in which the morning vomiting is often due
solely to pharyngeal mucus swallowed during the night.
Salivation, too, is often associated with disease of the

pharynx and of the palate and tonsils.

The state of the tongue is very much over-estimated as
to its diagnostic significance in gastric disorders. It is

the mirror of the mouth much more than of the stomach.
There may be a clean tongue in cancer of the stomach,
while with merely carious teeth there may be persistent

coating. As a rule, however, there is apt to be a clean,
reddened tongue with jiyperehlorhydria, while with sub-

acidity the tinigue is usually coated. A dr}' tongue is

usually associated with mouth-breathing.
Ex.\MiN.\TioN OP THE ABDOMEN.—Special innjiection

of the stomach and abdomen is useful in not a few dis-

eases, for in them it is possible to tell the size, situation,

and even the sliaijc of the stomach. This method is best
carried out with the patient lying down, as the erect

posture renders the recti abdonunis rigid. Normally,
nothing of the stomach is to be seen.

Among the abnormal conditions which can often be
detected by inspection alone are abnormal distention with

gas, gastrectasis (idiopathic or obstructive), stenosis of
the pjlorus (when the tumor is visible and peristaltic
waves are evident), hour-glass constriction, peristaltic
unrest (a neurosis), and gastroptosis.

Inspection is aided by inflation or insufflation. This
is carried out by one of two methods:

1. Administration of sodium bicarbonate and tartaric

acid in separate solutions, the gas forming in the stomach
when the two solutions come into contact.

The details of this method are as follows: According
to the age and size of Die patient, from half a drachm to

one drachm of each is placed in separate tuudilcrs whicli

are then filled to one-third with water. The tartaric acid
is first administered, and, before the second tumbler is

offered, the jiaticnt is directed to retain whatever gas
may have formed: then the sodium bicarl)onate is ad-
ndnistered and thc^ patient is told to lie down. With the

body in the liorizontal position the intlatcd stomach rises

out of llie general level of the alidomen. and a satisfac-

tory inspection of the organ can then be made.
licinar/i'n.— .Vn imsatisfactory residt may be due to iu-

suflicient dosage, the stomach being more capacious than

Sections I., II., III., IV.. V.. VII., VIII.. IX.. nnrt X. are from Itip

pen of Dr. Charles K. Martin, while tlio reinnlnlnii one.s (on
" Neu-

roses,"
"
simple 'I'limoi-s,"

'*

Displacement of tlie Stomacli." anil
"
ForelKn Bodies ") have been written by Dr. F. Morley Fry.

— £i(i(<«'.
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anticipated, or to adliesions, or to its situatiou chiefly in

the left hypochondriiim or tinder the ribs, or to inconti-

nence of the pylorus, or, finally, to excessive gastric peri-

stalsis. Or, again, too mucli gas may be formed and in-

tense jiain and unavoidable ernesis follow. The physician
should liave a stomach tube, a basin, and a towel at liand

in ea.se the retention of gas give rise to great pain or to

sudden uncontrollable emesis.

2. The second method is the introduction of air by
means (if llic stnmacli tube, the air being jinipclled by
the double-liulbed Iligginson's syriuge. This has the

advantage of controlling the amount of air introduced

and the disadvantage incident to passing the stomach
tube. This method should never be tried till the patient
has used the lube at least once previously, and air should

never ^be introduced in such amount as to cause severe

gastric pain. The contraindications to either of these

methods arc ulcer, recent ha.>matemesis, atrophy of the

mucous membrane, peritonitis, and advanced cardiac and
arterial disease.

Pnljmtion.
—Palpation should be performed gently,

systematically, with warm hands, the fingers being held

flat on the abdomen at tirst, and the patient recumbent,

breathing gently and with knees fle.ved. Palpation is

easier when the" stomach is empty, though tumors and
the stomach outlines are often felt best after inflation.

Narcotization is sometimes necessary to allow of satis-

factory palpation, and is indeed to be strongly recom-

mended in doubtful cases. Any tenderness found should

be localized definitely and its degree ascertained. Boas'

algesimeter has notbeen found of any great value in

diagnosis.
Tumors of the stomach do not move with respiration,

as a rule, the stomach being rather broadened out by
descent of the diaphragm. ( )nly when they, or the stom-

ach, are adherent to the solid parts which move with

respiration can they be made to descend on inspiration,

and with expiration they may often be fixed by inter-

vention of the fingers above the tumor.
i>uccii.i/iii}».—Succussion implies detection of fluid with

air, in a body cavity, by shaking the patient or the por-
tion examined. The patient lies upon his back and re-

laxes the abdominal muscles. The physician, then grasp-

ing the iliac bones and lumbar muscles on both sides,

quickly shakes the patient and a splashing sound is heard.

Occurring under certain conditions this is distinctive, but

may be simtdated by fluid in the colon as well. Presence

of "this sign in tlie stomach is only pathological when
found to extend over an abnormally large area or at

times when the stomach is normally empty (''..''/.,
in gas-

trectasis, five or six hours after a meal), and should not

be otherwise regarded as evidence of disease.

It is doubtful if much reliance for the diagnosis of

atony can be placed on the following method: Give the

patient halt a glass of water and try succussion. If this

be obtained it arouses suspicion of atony. Thei'cfore try

again in half an hour, and, if a positive result is still ob-

tained, then atony is present. If no succussion be present
the motor power of the stomach is normal.

In testing for succussion the triangular area of the

stomach in contact with the abdominal wall—i.e., the

triangle formed by the midline of the abdomen, the left

costal border, and a line joining tlie cartilages of the

ninth ribs—should be esijecially examined.
PeiriiKxion.—This evidence varies according to the

amount of contents—food or air. The organ is to a large
extent inaccessible normally to percussicni

—only the

above-mentioned triangular area and Tra\ibe's semiliuiar

space lieing easily outlined. Percussiim may reveal

the size, situation, and shape of the organ and the pres-
ence of tumors. Increased area may be due to niegaln-

gastria, retracted lung or liver, ]itosis, weighty tumors,
and dilatation. Diminution in the size of the area may
result from left pleural or pericardial elTusion. pneumo
thorax, hypertrophied heart, enlarged spleen or left lobe

of liver, etc.

Percussion is much assisted by inflation, less so by ad-

ministration of fluid.

AuxcnHiition and auscultatory peir.uiiiiion have not as

yet proved of any great practical value in diagnosis.
llluiiiiniitiiin of the Stomach by the gastrodiaphane is

sometimes valuable in locating its site, but has little

other practical use. As a means of demonstrating the
abnormal positions of the organ, it is an excellent method
if the patient has a thin panniculus.

Ex.V.MINATION OF Tlir: DlOKSTIVE AND MOTOIl FUNC-
TIONS oi'" THE Stom.vcii.—For this purpose the best means
known is by the examination of the gastric contcntsafler

adnunistering a test meal of given quantity and ((uality.
This is more satisfactory and reliable than the older
method of examining the gastric juice alone after physi-
cal, chemical, or electrical stimulation. It is by no
means essential in all cases of gastric disorder to employ
test meals or the tul)e; indeed, the tube is used far more

frequently than is necessary or even wise. The eases

should be selected according to their needs. After a

given test meal has been removed we are enabled to de-

cide from the examination towhatextent themfilur func-

tions are active, and after analyzing the chemical nature
of the contents we can tell to what degree the various
constituents of the gastric juice are being secreted as

aids to digestion.
Three t_vpes of test meals are to be recommended :

1. Test Brealfiist : (.)ne piece of dry bread or tuast ((iO

gm.) and a breakfast cup of weak tea (without sugar
or milk). This is to be taken slowly, the bread being
well masticated and the tea drunk gradually. One hour
later this may be removed and examined.
Such a breakfast should have a residue of not more

than T.5 c.c. ; should be of gruel-like consistence; should
contain about fifty per cent, total acidity, free hydro-
chloric acid ten per cent., combined acid forty-five i)er

cent. Such a meal contains albuminoids, sugars, salts,

starches, and extractives, and makes no great demand
upon the stomach—a point of importance where there is

diflicnlty of digestion. The disadvantage of such a meal
is in tlie fact that it scarcely demands sufficient effort on
the part of the secreting glands of this organ.

3. The Test Lunch of Germain See: A large piece of

bread (120 gm.), a cup of water, and 60 gm. of minced
meat. This should be removed for examination two
hours later. Little more than 200 c.c. will remain from
such a meal, and the total acidity will be about sixty

per cent. This meal, containing a more varied diet, still

further tests the powers of gastric digestion.
3. Test Dinner of Leuhe and Jiiee/ei : This consists of a

plate of soup (350 c.c), 60 gm. of scraped beef, and 60

gm. of wheaten bread. In some meals potatoes in imree
form and a tumbler of water are added. This meal should
be removed four or five hours later, and will contain a still

larger amount of hydrochloric acid (total acidity from

sixty-five to seventy per cent.), and it will al.so give the

secretory glands a fair test of their functional powers.
Anotlier advantage of this meal is that the niacroscopicnl

appearances of the contents give at a glance a fair esti-

mate of the way digestion is proceeding, especially as

regards the motor power and the digestive power for

proteids. Its disadvantages are the risk of clogging of

the tube, the long delay after the meal, and the fact that

it is often not readily digested.
Method of liiniiivinri a Test Meal.—For this purpose an

ordinary stomach tube, thirty-six inches (about !)0 cm.)

long and of difl'eient diameters, should be at hand. One
should be careful merely to sclectone of sullieieiitly large
calibre to allow the pliaiyugeal niuscles to grasp it prop-

erly, and not so idialile as to bend in the mouth t<ici easily
when introduced. The end should be rounded and ]iro-

vided with two velvet eye orifices, and it really matters
but little whether thesebe both lateral or one terminal

and the other lateral. With ordinary care there is but

littk^ danger of injuring the mucosa of the stomach
with the tube end. A bulb attachc<l to the upper end
of the tube may be of use in removing the conti'iits by
suction; but it is not an essential, as the tube itself

may be so lu-essed and pulled as to create suction and
thus withdraw the contents. When it is desired to wash
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out the stomach u liiiiml iiiav he substitutiil for the

bulb.

For the operation one r<'(|uires. in !ul<lition, ii rubber

apron for the patient, twodishes. and a lug of hot water.

The patient, seated in an ordinary chair, is tlien given
the tube, wliicli lias been previously warmed in water

(no otlier lubricant is necesstiry). and is directed to swal-

low it, using his lips to assist in introducing and swal

lowing the tube. When a gagging sensation supervenes
he is instructed to breatlie (piielly. when lie will at once

observe the absence of any supposed danger from chok-

ing. The head sliouUl be"liel(l erect, not far backward,
and the tongue .should ii<it be pressed down. In the case

of patients who have a very irritable idiaryiix, they may
be directed, ten minutes beforehand, to suck a jiledget

of cotton soaked in a tive-jicr cent, solution of cocaine.

The introduction of the tube—when such a step becomes

necessary—is to be done as follows: With the left inde.x

iiuger as a guide to the back of the pharynx, the tube

held in the right hand is (piickly passed down over the

epiglottis intothe gullet and pushed below the level of the

cricoid cartilage. The linger is then removed, the patient
told to breathe quietly, and then to continue swallowing
the tube. The cardiulieing eighteen inches (4."'> cm. ) from

the incisor teeth, twenty -two inches of tube should be in-

serted before removal of the contents is attemiited.
Three methods of removal are employed :

1. Erpressioii. This is best achieved by the patient

pressing on his stomach, strainingas if at stool, and bend-

ing forward—the distal end of tlie tube being meanwhile
lowered over a dish to a jioint below the level of the

stomach. Often the act of retcliiug— voluntary or other-

wise—aids tlie process. Any blocking wliicli may seem
to occur may be overcome by pressure on the bulb in

such a way as to direct the force of air against the stom-

ach end of the tube {i.e., by compressing the tube on the

distal end of the bulb). This is better than to remove
the tube and to cleanse it, and illustrates one advantage
of the bulb.

3. Failure to remove contents in this way must be
overcome by sriclion, eitlier by frequent use of the bulb
so as to create a vacuum in the tube Viv directing the

current of air outward, or by tilling the funnel with
water and allowing it to sijilion off in the hope that the

stomach contents may follow.

3. Should this method also be without result, roiiiph'te

.mphonage must be tried. This is done by pouring warm
water of a known i|iiaiitity (say one-half pint) into the

stomach, as well as retaining water in the whole length
of the tube, and thus removing both the water and the

contents of the stomach when the siplionage operates.
To do this properly one must lower the funnel ciuickly
before all its watery contents reach the stomach, which
would otherwise i)revent the action of the .siphon. Hav-

ing thus obtained some contents, we can estimate how
much of the meal has remained, after deducting the

cjuautity of water poured into the stomach.
Failure to obtain any contents w hatsncver may be due

to various factors; Tlie motor iiinvei may have been ab-

normally strong and all food may have passed into the

duodenum, as occurs in some neuroses. The time may
have been too long after the meal. The tube may not
have been pushed far enough into the stomach, and thus
not have reached the fluid, or it may have been inserted

too far, thus allowing the end with its oritices to curl

lip again above the level of the lluid. The tube may
become blocked with food t)V mucus.
The contents having been successfully obtaineii. the

tube is removed slowly, and. after being half withdrawn,
the distal end should be tightly pinched to prevent the

dripping of remaining contents: then the stomach end of
the tube .should be allowed to slip througli the other
band ami should be grasped linnly just before its com-
plete removal. This insures less mess in removing the
tube and allows greater comfort to the patient. The
tube is then jilaced in warm, mildly aniiseptic water
and cleansed outside and within. It shouUi never be
boiled nor curled up after being cleansed.

There is no occasion to resort to other methods recom-
mended (such as the use of the stomach bucket) for the

removal of the stomach contents.

The rtintniiiidiciitioiis \o \\\e VL^ of the tube for diag-
nosis are as follows: (1) Recent luvmatemesis; (2) peri-

tonitis; (3) ]iregnancy ; (4) disease of heart and arteries,

especially aneurism; (5) febrile conditions; (0) great
weakness.
Examination ok Sto.macii Contk.nts,— (1) Macro-

scopical ; (2) microscopical ; (3) chemical.

Mdcroscopiad.—The qiiaiilitij depends on the kind of

meal and the motor power of the stomach. From this

alone we can estimate the presence of motor insulliciency
of all degrees—the iircsence of hypermotility and of

supersecretion. remembering alw.ays that ciich test meal
has its definitely recognized amount of- residue; accord-

ing to the amount left behind so is the degree of motor

(not of digestive) power.
ConsixUiice. One should note, further, the relation of

solids and liquids. The food may be only jiartly di-

gested. A good, evenly mixed, soup like material im

plies good secretory jiower or perhajis hy iieracidity. The
presence of relatively much iiquid. as against a small
amount of solids, implies one of two conditions: either

retention of fluids from motor insulliciency or hyper-
secretion of gastric juice. JIany coarse food particles

imply subacidity, while much starchy remains with

well-digested meats show hyperacidity. Sometimes the

contents on removal sejiarate into thne distinct hit/ers,

the lowest consisting of starches and chyme, the middle
one of cloudy fluid, and the uppermost one of foam, on
account of gas formation which usuaiiy implies stagna-
tion and fermentation of food. With the foam there

may also be remnants of undigested food and mucus.
The presence of food taken on a previous day imjilies, of

course, retention of food, i.e.. an advanced degree of

motor insufficiency,
Odeir. Normally the contents have wiiat may be

termed a gastric odor. One should note the jiossible evi-

dence of butyric or of acetic acid, both of which acids

are best detected in this simple manner. Abnormal fer-

mentation is implied by their presence. According to

underlying causes the contents may have a fetid (ulcer-

ating cancers), fecal (obstruction to intestines, etc.), putrid

(phlegmonous gastritis, etc.), or urinous (ura'inia) odor.

Poisons such as hydrocyanic acid, carbolic acid, etc.,

may each lend their special odors as signs of their having
been ingested.
The sjieeifie (/riiitli/oi pure gastric juice is 1.002 to 1.005.

In hyperacidity tlie filtered contents have a specific

gravity of 1,010 to 1.020. In .subacidity this is often

still higher, depending partly on the amount of sugar
present.

Mticim is readily seen, and normally there is about one-

half drachm in a stringy, gelatinous state. It is gray or

colorless, and if pigmented we may conclude that it has
come from swallowed sputum or from an associated

catarrhal condition. Mucus is increased in liy ])ei(hlorhy-
dria, in ulcer, in gastritis, and in certain neuroses of the

stomach. In hyperchlorhydria the mucus is often in

lumps and threads.

Blood from the slomach is bright or dark, according as

a large or small vessel is opened, and according to the

lengtli of time it has remained in the stomach. It indi-

cates erosion of a vessel, as caused by ulcer, carcinoma,
various forms of gastritis and hepatic cirrhosis, strain

or trauma, hysteria, etc.

The vomitns, wsvmUWn'^ coffee r/ri>inid.s. consists of blood
and food remains, the former being dark from its longer

sojourn in the stomach and from the action of the gastric

juice. Usually it follows an erosion of the smaller and
more superficial vi'sscls.

Pus when luesent is usuall}' associated witli phleg-
monous gastritis or an ulcerating cancer.

JJi/e is commonly present, being regurgitjited from the

duodenum.
Mici-oncopical. ^-Onv sees in the contents the food-rc-

inaius, consisting of striated muscle libres, starch grains.
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vegctablo cells, fat globules, etc, Abiioriiiully there may
be sarcina' veiitiiculi, clianicteri/.ed by their brown color

and their arningenicut in multiples of two (bale-shuiied);

they are usually found with (lilatalion of the .stomach.

where hydrochloric acid is present. Yeast cells may be

present, as also hosts of bacteria, such as (I) acid forms
which do not liquefy gelatin

— Bacillus coli. Bacillus lac-

tis aerogenes, etc., and Bacillus bulyricus (this does

liquefy gelatin); and (3) Bacillus subtilis. I'roteus vul-

garis, B. tluorescens liquefaciens. lA-plotliri.\. and vari-

ous micrococci.

The Boas-Opjiler bacillus—n thick, long bacillu.s—is

frc(|uently present in advanced motor insulliciency and
is commonly found with carciniuua ventriculi, though
not an essential feature.

Cluniicnl.— Qiialiliitire Textx. For lliis |iurposc the

stomach contents should be tiltered into a glass beaker,

a process which will take time unless the French method
of folding the tilter paper be adopted. The tiltrate is

visually clear, slightly yellow, or somewhat opalescent.

(Only the most suitable and connuenilablc methoils are

licre given, the various metliods being loo numerous for

the compass of this article.)

Tlic contents are either acid, neutral, or alkaline. If

they are neutral or alkaline, one need not .go further in

testing for acidity ; if otherwise, we jfimt of all use lit-

mus paper (which is suitable to all free acids, acid salts,

and organic acid combinations). If they arc acid to lit-

mus, we use, xecoinUy. Congo-red paper (a saturated aque-
ous solution into which white filter paper is steeped), to

test for free acids, which if present give to the jiaiicr a

deep blue. (This is much more sensitive to hydrochloric
aciil than to the organic acids, while cond)ined acids do
not alter the Congo paper.) T/iinUi/, we test for free

hydrochloric acid by dimethylamidoazol)enzol (one-half-

per-cent. alcoholic solution). This yellowish solution is

very sensitive to any free mineral acids, and on the addi-

tion of a mere ti'ace of free hydrochloric acid a red color

appears. Fill one-fourth test tube with the solution,

and on aildition of a few drops of filtered contents con-

taining free hydrochloric acid the red will appear; 0.002

jier cent, of hydrochloiic acid will give this reaction.

It is tlie most sen.sitive reagent as yet known, and

though it reacts also to lactic acid and phosphates, it

does so only when they are present in concentrated form,
which rarely occuis in gastric disease.

Another satisfactory test for free hydrochloric acid

nuist be mentioned, viz., Gunzburg's, whose reagent
consists of jihloroglucin 3 jiarts, vanillin 1 part, and abso-

lute alcohol 80 ])arts. Place on a porcelain di.sh one drop
of this solution, and with it a drop or two of filtered

stomach contents. Ileal gently over a Bunseu burner,
and if free hydrochloric aciil be jirescnt a rose-red color

will appear; a brownish-yellow color is meaningless.
Tixt ftiv Coiiibinid Iljidnxhloric And.— Where free hy-

drochloric acid is found the combined hydrochloric acid

is inqilicil ; but should the former be absent, there may
still be sulheient acid secreted to fulfil sonu' of the re-

quirements of |)roteid di.gestion. Tins is ascertained by
a color test with alizarin (one-per-cent. aqueous solution).
Filler the stomach contents, place a few cubic centi-

metres in two se])arate test tidies. To one tube add a

few drops of alizarin and a decinormal sohnion of

sodium hydrate till a luire vio'iet color apjiears. Note
the amoniU of NaOII used. To the second tube add the

sal luantity of one-tenth NaOII. and. if it is found still

acid to lilmiis, comliiiied IICI is lu'csent.
Till' biuret reaction, however, is simpler and shows

equally well the i)resence of combined acids by proving
the presence of peptone or propeptone in the filtered

contents. Take, therefore, a few cubic centimetres of

the stomacli contents in a tube, add to this a few drops
of caustic potash, unti then, by means of a pipette, droi)

by drop, a ten per cent, solution of eop]ier sulphate.
The green color produced becomes a violet on aildition

<it the last reagent. 'I'his is known as the biuret reaction.

Pro|)eptone would not form without hydrochloric acid

heing present. Failure to obtain a positive test for free

hydrocliloric acid, followed by a iwsitive biuret reaction,
iiiilicates the ])rcsencc of combined hydrochloric acid.

(^iiiintitiitiiY Textn.—The total acidity is made up by
ihe aciility from mineral and organic acids in a free or a
combined slate. Noriually. this forms rarely more than
0.25 per cent.. thou.udi. according to the time after meals,
this varies, the most being found three hours or so after

a mi.\ed meal.

A decinormal solution of NaOII is used in a burette.

Ten cubic centimetres of tillered contents of the stomach
are placed iu a beaker and one or two drops of phe-
nolphthalein aic added as an indicator. E.xcess of alkali

renders the color red. The NaOlI solution is added till

the red color appears in the gaslric contents, and the

amount necessary to produce this result is read off on
the burette. Normally from 4 to 6 c.c. arc required for

10 c.c. of gastric contents; i.e., 40 to 60 c.c. would be

necessiiry for 100 c.c. Hence one .sijcaks of forty to

.si.vty per cent, total acidity. The e.xact amount of acid

is calculated as follows:

1 c.c. of normal NaOH = 1 c.o. iiortiial HCl.

1,000 c.c. ol normal NaliH = I.IXM c.c. normal Hl'l, i.e.. 36..5

(molecular weight of HCl in (trams to 1 litre of water).
.•. 1 c.c. of normal NaOit = D.IWij HCl.
.•. 1 c.c. of decinormal NaOH = O.W;!6) HCl.
.'. 40 to 60 c.c. of decinormal Na( iH = 0.14(i per cent, to 0.219

per cent. (= normal percentage at total acidity).

For all practical clinical purposes this test surtices and

gives a fair idea of the proportion of hydrochloric acid

present, inasmuch as most of the acidity present is due to

this acid.

Tent fur Free Or//((hii- Ai-i(l.s.—Lactic acid: Uffelmann's
test is the simplest, and, though not infallible, is, on the

whole, the most practical. A solution is made consist-

ing of one or two drops of Tinctura ferri jierchloridi
aiid 10 c.c. of a l-to-40 solution of carbolic acid. This
forms an amethyst blue color (if darker it should be
further diluted with water); a few drops (ten or fifteen)

of the filtered stomach contents are added to this solu-

tion, and if lactic acid be luesent the solution will show
a greenish-yellow or canary -yellow color. (Anything
less than a definite yellow tinge is without meaning.)
Inasmuch as combined hydrochloric acid is apt to give

a yellowish-brown color with this solution, it may at

tiines serve better to omit the carbolic acid and use

merely a couple of drops of dilute iron iierchloride.
Lactic acid added to tliis more or less colorless solution

gives a light yellow tint. (Phosphates, sugar, and alco-

hol must be excluded, as they give a similar reaction.—
Gillespie.)

77(f Volatile Organic Aridn.—After distilling otT three-

quarters of the stomach contents, the rancid butter smell

of butyric acid and the cliaracteristic acetic odor of acetic

acid are readily detected, 'i'he more elaborate means of

detecting them are of little vahic.

E.mminatioi< fur tlie Knziiiiifx.
—The ferments are luuch

more constant than is the hyilnichloric acid, as they are

uninfluenced by ciiculatcny or nervous disturbances, and

any persistent alteration in their (piantity or action im-

plies a greatly altered function of the glands of the

stomach. Tliey assume importance only when hydro-
chloric acid is deficient. By knowing of the presence of

enzymes, we can tell if the glands are temiiorarily or

permanently damaged. Absence of liydroehloric acid

is common in many gastric conditions, but is unaccom-

panied by any appreciable change in the secretion of pep-

sinogen." When the latter is absent it implies an ad-

vanced gastritis or atrophy of the mucous luembraue.

A knowledge of the enzymes thus atVords us aid iu

prognosis and treatment, though the value thereof is

certainly limited.

Text .fur I'ipKiriiif/ni.
—It is converted into active pepsin

in presence of IICI, and thus can convert albumins and
albuiuinoitls into solubli' subslances.

(Jiialitalire Te.it.—U the filtered contents of the stom-

ach contain HCl and digest albumen, pepsin is present;
or if, having no HCl. tiiey digest albumen after HCl is

added, pepsin is present." If the filtered contents have
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no HCl ami do not digest albumen after HCl is added,
then pepsin is absent.

Qniiiititatire Text.—Add to 10 c.r. of sloiuaeli contents

a small egg disc or dried tibrin, and place in a tliermostat

at 37° C. The egg or libriii will lieconie dissolved. Ac-

cording to Jaworslii, .j to (i c.c. of egg liisc added to 25

c.c. normal stomach contents (tiltered) will digest in three

lionrs. Tliisisa fair (luanlitative lest. Ilammer.scldag's
is more accurate: Jhike uji 20 c.c. of one-per-ceut. albu-

men solution, containing three per cent. HCl, and divide

into two test tubes. To the one (the control) add 5 c.c.

HjO. to the other add '> v.c. littered stomach contents. Let

stand one hour iu an incubator at 37' C, and test the

amount of albumen by Ksliach's method. The control

contains the original amount of alliunien, the other less,

and the ditTerence between them represents the amount
of albumen digested; tj/., if the control lias si.\ per cent,

albumen and the other ihree per cent, albumen, then we
have tifly per cent, of albumen digested.

T/ie iteiinet Feniiint (Labzyniogen).—This ferment
dots milk even in faintly acid or neutral media. The

simplest test is Leo's: Add ^nve to five drojis of tiltered

contents to 5 to 10 c.c. of milk; jilaee in the thermostat,
and clotting will occur in liftecn minutes.

Tilt Miit<ir l'"ir,r.—The fasting stomach contains but
little! fluid. The highest estimate places the amount at

100 c.c. Most authorities regard 20 to 30 c.c. as the nor-

mal. This Huid is pine gastric juice and should have

normally no food residuum. The tests suggested for

this have been very numero\is. The best and one of the

simplest is to ascc^rtain from a test meal the amount of

residue iu a given time. Thus, one hour after the test

l)reakfast there should not be more than 100 c.c. of con-

tents: two hours after the meal of Germain See there

should not l)e more than 175 c.c, while five hours after

Kiegel's meal 200 c.c. would be regarded as the limit

for a normal stomach. Anything exceeding this implies
deficient motor power. There are three degrees of motor

insufficiency:
1st. The stomach contents are delayed, Imt evacuated

some time before the next meal.

2d. The stomach is empty only just befoie the next
meal or in the early morning. This is stagnation.

3d. The stomach is never completely empty even in

the early morning. This is called letention.

The smaller test meals will suffice for diagnosing the

first two conditions. To test for the third degree it is

well to wash out the stomach at first before giving the

Riegel <linner (which should be administered in the even-

ing), and then again to test in the early morning for what
resi<iue may be present. If food has remained, the third

degree of motor insufficiency is present.

IL MINOR AILMENTS.

Geneuai, Symptom.\tology in Diseases op the
Stomach.

iNnioESTlON on Dyspki'Si^.—These terms may rea-

sonably be applied to a series of cases which every phy-
sician meets, and that very frequently—cases which,

though probably associated with a slight temporary
anatomical, secretory or other functional abnormality,
nevertheless show little or nothing upon careful jihysieal
examination of the stomach, nor any seriovis alteration in

the chemical constituents of its contents alter a test meal.

Nor. again, is it other than an a<lmi.ssion of ignorance to

assign these eases in all instances to a ])ure neurosis.

In health we are \inconscious of the presence of diges-
tion and do not realize the fact that we possess astomach.
When dys])epsia occurs, however, much of w'liat we eat
occasions such inconveinence as to make us oidy too

cognizant of the fact that digestion is in progress, and
that we possess a digestive organ which is functioning
badly. The disturbances mr usually ]u-esent after eat-

ing, and are most freipiently associated with some tem-

porary derangement of the motor or secretory powers.

They may appear before meals and be relieved by eat-

ing; and, when such is the case, the causative factor is

usually au increase in the amount of acid secreted.

Sometimes, again, the nerves alone seem accountable for
the disturbance, while at other times a defective circu-
lation from organic or functional cardiac disease, or vaso-
motor trouble, is the main etiological factor.

The syni])loms most frecpienlly present are as follows:
A bad taste in the juouth with a disagreeable odor of the

breath; a coated tongue; anorexia, or more rarely liou-

limia; oppression and weight iu the stomach; fiatulenee
and a sense of distention; pains of various characters;
heartburn, pyrosis, water brash, acid eructations; nausea
and vomiting: dyspno'a and palpitation; cough; consti-

pation and iliarrliiea; vertigo

Any or most of these symptoms may be jiresent with
serious disea.se of the stomach, in which case they may
be the main premonitory signs; or, on the other hand,
they may be merely the symptoms of an ordinary dys-
jiepsia of a purely temporary character.

T/ie Ciiuncs of Siiiijile Judir/cslion iiml Miimr Aibiifitts

of the Stoinacli.— 1. The Food.—The (juinititi/ : Tliis

should be sufficient to supply the demands of nutrition,
and in order to m:iintain a normal digestion this should
be neither too much nor too little.

Excessive Qtumtiti/.
—In childhood, when too nuich is

persistently taken, the effects are of a less serious conse-

quence than in ailult life.

Excess of food is injurious in various ways: the
stomach having too much to do is easily overworked
and the muscle becomes to some extent paretic. As a
result it never completely empties itself, and is kept
persistently busy without the necessary rest. This of
course is particularly injurious at night, for which rea-

son the custom of taking heavy suppers is baneful, all

the more so as digestion is delayed during slec]) and the
overloaded stomach has a double reason for becoming
diseased. The fact that many peojile can stand excesses
iu diet for years with impunity does not render this rule

any the less true. Usually such dietetic errors are amply
paid for in t lie latter years of life, even though individual

predisposition may count for nuich, as also the habits of
life in general, tlie occupation, and the daily hygiene.
Excess of food is not always the result of individual

large meals, but often the consequence of a too rapid
succession of individual meals, or their irregularity and
multiplicity.

liisnfficietit Qiio/ititi/.
—Too little food, on the other

hand, is not an infrequent cause of dyspepsia, the so-

called starvation dyspepsia. It is often the outcome of
some other digestive trouble, whereby the patient im-

agines that a strictly limited diet is necessary, not wholly
as regards quality l)ut likewise as regards quantity.
Rich and poor alike sutTer from this cause; the rich from
errors of judgment, the poor from necessity, often labor-

ing without a quantity of food sufficient to keep up the
metabolism.

In some cases of dyspepsia it is advisable to give small
and frequent meals, but such should always be given
with due regard for their caloric values. In all cases,
whether food is given in limited amounts or in excess
to satisfy the needs of the patient, regularity in the time
of meals should be carefully considered, in order to give
the stomach its proper time for rest.

The Qudliti/ of tJir Foiiil.—This is of equally great im-

portance. The digestibility of foodstufTs depends upon
the i|uality. both clicmicaliy and physically. Tlni'i. for

example, the food sho\dd never be so to\igii as to i(n<ler

(U)mplete mastication dilficult; hence the need of avoid-

ing foodstidl's which are too coar.se or of too hard a tibre

(as in the case of meat when old), or insufilciently
cooked. JIastication is thus rendered difficult, and the

.saliva and secretory juices fail to come into contact with
the individual jiarticles. These undigested massi's re-

main thus irritants to both the stomach and the in-

testines.

Such a condition of course is aggravated by inqierfec-
tions or absence of the tfeth, more especially the molars.
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The cooking of the food is of the greatest importance.
It is a wellivcognized fact that boiling rcndcis meals
more (lig<'StiliU- lliaii ii()<'S any other form of ]ireparalion,
and foi' I he .siniph' reason that they Ihtisbeeonie iuoi<' dis-

integrated. Koastiiig and broiling eomc next in impoi-
tanee, wliile fryin,g prejiares meats and other foods in

their most indigestible lorm. Fried i'oods are covered
over witli fat, which thereby- renders them more or less

impermeable to the juices of digestion.

.\gaiii, too much of one kind of foodstuff is likewi.se

bad. Thus, for example, an excess of proteids over any
other kind of food would exact too much of the gastric

juice, and thereby both directly and indirectly injure
metabolism. Upon the other hand, if carbohydrates lie

taken in excess, fermentation is apt to occur and or-

ganic acids are introduced in excess into the alimentary
tract.

The iiiiipcraiure of foods is likewise of some impor-
tance, and excesses liere, as in other particulars, are in-

jurious. Food when taken too cold, as in the shape of

ices and ice water, interferes with the proper functions
of the stomach, as do also foods of various kinds when
taken persistently too hot.

The ingestion of too much fluid is bad, as it renders

the food Jiappy in the mouth, dilutes tlie gastric juice,
and thereby increases thr liability to fermentation and

indigestion. Mucli fluid is particularly injurious in

motor insulliciency, wliicli is termed by .some the dys-
pepsia of fluids, for in this condition fluids are with ditVi-

culty passed on into the duodenum and the water is itself

not absorbed in the stomacli.

On the other hand, where hydrochloric acid is secreted

in excess and the motor poweris good, watertakeu freely
with meals is of benefit, diluting the excessive acid pres-
ent and relieving the distressing symptoms.
A glass of hot water taken before meals, or a glass of

cold water in the early morning, even for healthy people,
will aid digestion.
There are many foods which custom impels us to take

but which .should be classed among those which are a
menace to health}' digestion ; such, for examjile, as foods

which are too rich, or again too spic.y, in which category
we place excess of vinegar, the persistent use of pickles,
and the like, which induce a chronic dyspepsia and conse-

quent emaciation from maliuitrition.

The same holds true of acid wines. Spirits, too, in

excess are to be condemned, especially when taken on an

empty stomach. In those in whom flatulence is common
beer is injurious, especially so if recently brewed, be-

cause fermentation is thus incomidete, and is continued
after the beverage has found its way into the .stomach.

Tea .should always be taken weak; when long infused
it containsan excess of tannin, which being an astringent
interferes with the secretions of the stomach, especiall}'
with the digestion of proteids.

Unripe fruit, being mainly tough cellulose, is likewise

irritating.
3. Biicteiiii.—These at limes contribute toward indi-

gestion. Their invasion of the teeth and nunith, if not

prevented or contended against, is liable to prcjduce

slight functional disorders, among Avhich loss of appe-
tite, a disagreeable taste in the mouth, fermentation in

the stomach and its consequences, may here be men-
tioned.

y. The secretory or motor power of the stomach itself

may be defective, temporarily and only to a slight de-

gree, acting thus as the main factor in dyspepsia.
•t. Till- iwrroiix Ki/nteiii may be a |iriiuary etiological

factor. Excitement, emotion, grief, etc., may each eon-

tribute toward the production of a more or less ephemi lal

indigestion.
."). Circiiliitori/ disturbances, associated with organic or

functional disturbances or vasomotor conditions, may
each in themselves act as causes.

6. Mitlposition of the Hsceni. adliesions loithin the abdo-

men, etc., may act in the same way.
7. Inactifity is a very unjiortant factor, resulting as it

does in imperfect combustion and its results.

SyvipUrmi in. Detail.

Coiittd Tonf/ue.
—The tongue may be coated with a fur

of varying colors, from a whitish htie to a brownisli black ;

its thickness may vary in degree, as also its consistence
and moisture. The coating is made up mainly of epi-
thelium, bacteria, and detritus. It may be localized at
one or other parts of the tongue. It is a fallacy to be-
lieve that the tongue is a mirror of the stomach, "for in a

large majority of eii.ses faulty digestion in the stomach
has but little to do with the coating seen upon the

tongue. iMuch more fre(|Uently are the causes to be
found on the teeth or on the jiharynx or tonsils. Fre-

quently a stomatitis is the main cause, or, again, excessive

smoking.
Under other conditions a coated tongue may be due to

disease of the stomach and intestines; it does not as a
rule carry any diagnostic value. In many diseases of tlie

stomach, which are of extreme gravity, thi' tongue is

clean. This may frequently be the ease with ulcer of the
stomach or with a condition of hj'peracidity, in which
case the tongue is especiall.v clean at the tip, and often
is quite sore. In alcoholics too there is often a reddened
sore tongue which is uucoated.
The Breath.—The breath may be foul or disagreeable,

and tills may be stdjjective, obvious only to the patient ;

or it may be objective, i.e.. only the patient's friends
observe the affection. At times the condition is asso-

ciated with defects in the mouth, pharynx or larynx, and
respirator}' passixges. The odor may arise from the
stomach. It may be of sulphureted hydrogen and due
to the occurrence of putrefaction or decomposition in
that organ. Sometimes this is accompanied by eructa-
tions of either gases or liquids, while at other times no
obvious cause can be found to account for the peculiar
disturbance.

The Appetite.
—Though related to gratification of the

nerves of taste in the mouth, and usually an expression
of the need of the body for food, the appetite, when
abnormal, may be merely an indication of the need of the

gastric juice, or again an evidence of a perverted nerv-
ous system, or of an altered state of the metabolism.
In health it is a definite indication of the caloric re-

quirements. Just exactly how the sensation of appetite
is induced is unknown. It is a nervous piienomenon as-

sociated with the brain, and dependent in a retlex way
often on conditions of the stomach. Perhaps, as Bruuton

suggests, it is connected with distention of the lym-
phatic spaces in the mucous membrane, analogous to

the itching which appears before sweating takes place.
Some regard the swallowing of the saliva and its stimu-
lation of the gastric secretions as the main factor.

The state of the circulation, however, seems to have
some infiuence upon the appetite, and Beaumont has
shown that a craving for food was present when the
mucous membrane of the stomach was red. Variations

again may be due to alteration of the nerves of taste and
to disease in the mouth itself.

Aiiorc.eiii ('av, 6/)f;(f), diminished appetite, depends on

many conditions. Many people eat too much and too

often, a result being that these excesses soon lead to an

impairment of the appetite.
The cause may be (")in the stomach, (/;) in the nervous

system, or (c) in constitutional conditions.

(a) So far as the stomach is concerned, motor irisufH-

r'iency is the most important factor, unless increased

hydrochloric acid be present.
Other causes, again, are organic disease of the mucous

membrane, acute ami chronic gastritis, cancer, atrophy
of the glands, etc.

It is important to remember that in cancer the appetite

may remain gooil if the motor power be unaltered, espe-

cially in cancer of the body of the stomach, and the pa-
tient may even gain in weight.
Sometimes in disease of the stomach it is not so much

the diseased condition as tlie fear of pain which induces
anorexia—such, for exiunple, is the case in gastric ulcer.

{b) With regard to the nervous system as a cause tliere
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maybe past associations, nauseous tastes, smells, etc., or

aga'in excitement, shock, or grief, for it is well known
that excessive mental exercise, worry, aiul llic like im-

pair the appetite.
In insjmity, again, anorexia is a well-recognized .symp-

tom in many eases; in gastric neuroses diminution in

appetite usually implies "diminution in the function of

the stomach as well. Pnifcssidual tasters may come
under the last category, having hahiluatcd their stom-

achs to less reiiuirements, and to some extent losing the

real desire for food, though the metabolism is bouml to

suffer in couseiiuence.

((•) With reference to the constitutional conditions

tuberculosis is an important one— in fact, of so great im-

portance that any marked anorexia without any appar-
ent cause shovdd" always suggest a careful examination

of the lungs.
In fevers and the various infections, anainias. cachex-

ia.s. and wherever there is excessive tissue waste, ano-

rexia is a freqvient coincidence. An exception to tliis last

is diabetes.

Excessive pliysical exertion has the same effect. Last-

ly, poisons formed in the intestines or in the tissues and
excreted into the stomach may disturb the appetite, as

frequently occurs in such conditions as urannia.

It is wi'U to remember l.wcj important facts: First, in

endeavoring to obtain a history from the patient, his

statements in rcg.-ird to anorcviaare apt to l)e unreliable;

second, patients often take too little in disease of the

stomach, especially in neurosis, and emaciation is the

natmal result. Some one has truly said that in gastric
diseases more liarni has resulted from treatment by star-

vation tlian from overfeeding.
E-recuKire Appetite.

— In this there are twodilferent con-

ditions: (1) Boulimia (}')i'?. /'.uof, oxen hunger), b^' which
is meant increased appetite for food, also called cyno-
rexia. ri) Poly]ihagia, meaning excessive eating, whether
or not the a])i)etite is increased.

Increased appetite may depend on various factors—the

condition of the stomach, for example, and especially
the presence of hyperacidity. It is therefore often a

noticeable syni|)tom in gastric ulcer, in which di.sease

there is apt to be increased acidity, provided of course

the pain does not create the fear of eating. It may de-

pend on nervous influences, being often due to an irrita-

ble condition of the centripetal gastric nerves. A mental
stimulus is in itself sullicieut; at other times tliere may
be a neurosis, or hysteria, or neurasthenia, or insanity.

Polyphagia seems more or less natural with some indi-

viduals; it is common in <-hildren. It is often associated

with the presence of inlestinal worms, or, again, children

through faulty training and bad management are forced

to eat when they really do not recpiire food. Polyphagia
occurs frei|ueiiliy in lirain alVectious, particularly tumors,
in .sexual disorders, in convulescence from various fevers,

especially typhoid, and liistly in diabetes.

Ptirorexiti, or altered appetite, is a neurosis. Apart
from an excessive or diminished diet there is a desire fm-

unusual foods and substances which do not come at all

imder the category of foods.

'J'/tirKt.— .\n increased desire for fluid depends less <iu

the condition of the stomach than does hunger.
The quantity of fluid imbibed during the day varies

according to the individual. It naturally should have
some relation to the solids, but this too is uncertain.

The physiology of thirst is ill imderstood. It .seems

to be connected somehow with diminished fluid in the

body; it is probably a nervous phenomenon expressing
a demand for water in the tissues to distribute salts be-

tween the tissues and the blood, and thus to maintain a

proper metabolism. It occurs, first, where there is in-

creased excretion of water, e.r/., through the skin (sweat-

ing), in physical exertion, in tuberculosis, etc. ; through
the kidnej's

— in diabetes n\ellitus and insipidus, in chronic

Bright's disease; through the bowels—in diarrhoea, dys-
entery, cholera, etc. ; through hemorrhages, through vom-

iting, etc. Again, it occurs in gastric disorders—from

faultj' diet, e.r/., excessive .sjilts. spices, alcohol, etc., be

cause more fluid is excreteci by the mucous membrane
than is absorbed; or there may be interference with the

absorption of fluids, as occurs, for example, in gastrec-

tasis, especially from stenosis of the jiylorus. In such
a condition there is marked motor iusulliciency, and
therefore a notable alteration exists in the relation be-

tween the amount of water taken and the (pianlityof
urine excreted. Then, too, it occurs in gastritis second-

ary to alcoholism or to Bright's disease, in ulcer of the

stoiiKicli, gastric neuroses, supersecretion, etc.

The sensation of thirst is maiidy in the back of the

mouth and fauces. To allay it. absorption of fliuds is

necessary. Hence the great thirst in gastrectasis, where
the muscle is so diseasecl that thouglimuch fluid is taken
none is pushed into the duodenum, and therefore none is

absorbed.
Stimulation of saliva by acids also helps to allay thirst.

On the other hand, too much water often hurts digestion,

and, vice versa, in some conditions it helps greatly, as, for

example, in gout, rheumatism, and many general infec-

tious diseases, where a flushing out of the tissues occurs
in this way.

Piiiii.—Two features of importance should be remem-
bered in this connection :

1. Pain in the stomach, so called, especially that which
occurs after meals, is more often merely a sense of weight
or discomfort.

2. Oftener than not, pain in the stomach, so called, is

really in the intestines, perhaps the colon, or more rarely
in the gall bladder or associated with renal calculi, neu-

ralgic conditions, or muscular rheumatism.
Pain when reall)' in the stomach, however, is often a

valuable sign, and one should ascertain details in regard
to its localit)', intensity, time of onset, general charac-

ters, etc. It is well to remember that many gastric dis-

eases are qviite painless; that in other cases, on the other

hand, pain is a mere incident of such a disorder, for ex-

ample, as simple meteorism.
Site.—When associated with gastric digestion the pain

may be in front. This occurs in dyspepsia with atony
of the stomach, and with distention, ulcer, gastrop-

tosis, etc. It occurs in the back in ulcer chiefly : between
the shoulders in ordinary dyspepsias of all mild forms;
in the chest in cardialgia. whether hyperacidity, hyper-
secretion, or gastric ulcer be present, or not. It is in the

left side or in tlie axill*, more commonly, when there is

distention or flatulence.

The intensity may vary ;
it is more severe in >dcer, can-

cer, great distention, and acute gastritis; it is more mild

in atony and chronic gastritis.
As regards the time of onset, the pain may be periodi-

cal as in gastroxynsis, or chiefly after eating as in cases

of ulcer, gastric or duodenal, and of cancer; or it may
appear long after eating, and particularly before a sub-

sequent meal, as in hyperacidity. It is continuous chiefly
in cancer.

The general characters refer, for example, to the burn-

ing of hyperacidity, the boring pain of ulcer, and the

dragging pain of gastroptosis.
'I'he cause may be either a direct irritation or simple

nervousness, or the pain ma}' be associated with some

general disease not priniiirily gastric, as is the case in

anaMnia, chlorosis, tuberculosis, malaria, acute diseases

of the central nervous system; more especially in tabes,

myelitis, m'ultiple sclerosis, and neurasthenia.

Again, pain may occur as a local neuralgia, the so-

called gastralgia, in which condition the indications point
less to the need of dietetic treatment than to that of rest

and of other general measures.

Heort-liiini, t'linliiilr/iei, Water-brnsJi, and Pi/rosis.
—

These terms, while dilTerentiated by some, are very apt
to be iised more or less as synonyms. In the case of

heart-burn and cardialgia the pain is the prominent feat-

ure, while where water-brash and pyrosis are present
there is apt to be an associated regurgitation of fluid.

Small quantities of fluid, sometimes acid, sometimes

alkaline, are regurgitated along the a'sophagus and into

the pharynx, where they are tasted. The acids are usu-
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ally orfjtaiiic acids, and the lasto viiulor such conditimis is

apl Ic) 1)1! mawkish mtlicr than buruing.
The liuid may be alkaline from saliva, which is ex-

creted al. first because of gastric irritation, tlicn swal-

lowed, and again rejected from the stomach.

Sometimes gases alone, chiefly amn\onia, cause this

condition. According to Ewald", it is purely a motor

neurosis, while according to Brunton tlie lowi'r end of

the (esophagus is protruded into the stomach like a pro-

lapse<l reeliim, and being .sensitive, is irritated by the

greater acidity of I bo stomach contents.

The relief for this condition is obtained usually by a

proper diet, suitable to the acidity, by the administration

of bicarbonate of soda, by suitable purgation, and, if fei -

mentation be present in any large amount, by the em-

ployment of lavage. It is oidy in very severe eases that

o])ium is indicated.

Fldtiilehcf implies e.xpulsion of gas from the stomach.

and is due to tlie presence of too niiich gas in the organ.
There arc two or three ways in which it reaches the

stomach:
1. By the swallowing of air, either associated with the

saliva, "in which carbonates are present, or with food con-

tiiining carbonates, or with effervescent drinks.

3. The air may be generated in the stomach, either

through fermentation or decomposition, or ]iossibly

through the separation of ga.ses from the blood, or'

through the exchange of CO, and nitrogen; or, lastly,

it may come from the secretions of the glands.
3. Air may be regurgitated from tlie intestines into the

stomach, as has been clemonstrated both experimentally
and practically.

In atony of the stomach gas readily accumulates and
fermentation is favored: often in neurotic people flatu-

lence is persistent, with perhaps evidence of gastralgia.
The gas ejected is usually odorless, and if acid eructa-

tionsare present they are usually due to the organic
acids present. The condition is not infrequently asso-

ciated with supersecretion of hydrochloric acid. If pu-
trid gas-like sulphureted hydrogen be ejected, one may
conclude tiiat fermentationand decomposition are taking

place. This gas formation, however, is so uncommon in

cancer of the stomach that some authors attach some

iliagnoslic value to the fact. Marsh gas is not infre-

ijueiitly formed in the stomach and likewise expelled.

liiirljorngmi is a name used to imply the presence of air

and iicrist'altic movements of tlie stomach and intestines,

coming as it does from the Greek word ftopflopiCu, "I

have a grumbling in the bowels." In some cases this

flatulence yields readily to treatment when the causative

factors, such as dietetic errors with too much starchy

foods, are removed, when the neurosis is properly
treated, or when, as the case may be. decomposition or

other disturbances occur in the gastric digestion. For
the immediate relief peppermint, carbonate of magnesia,
and bismuth preparations with bicarbonate of soda, are

perlia])S the most suitable. In some cases I have seen

persistent relief obtained from the use of ordinary es-

sence of pep.sin. When constipation is present the

bowels should lie regulated.

Voi/i/liiiff.
—This is expulsion of the gastric contents

through the mouth. This must be distinguished from

retching, which is an effort at vonn'ting, due to the con-

traction of the gastric muscles together with tiie dia-

jihragm and the abdominal muscles, the cardiac end of

the stomach being closed or the stomach itself being

empty.
It must be distinguished too from regurgitation, which

implies simply the (lowing back, as faras the jiliarynx, of

food, li(pii(l or solid, through the stomacli; while rumi-

nation, corresponding to chewing of the cud, implii'S not

only regurgitation of food, but the subse(iuent mastica-

tion anil reswallowing.
True vomiting as it affects the stomach is due to local

causes, and is to be distinguished from various other

forms, of which the two chief ones are the central and
the reflex vomiting.
The central wmitinf/ is due to dinct stimulation of the

vomiting centre, which is in the medulla, and it occurs

usually without the usual premonitory signs which ac-

company true vomiting, or with only a few of them.
These premonitory signs are usually yawning, pallor,

depression, sweating, salivation, nausea, etc.

Certain drugs induce vomiting, as, for examjile, tartar

emetic, apomorphinc, and ipecac. So, also, do various
cerebral diseases—tumor, meningitis, and injuries to the
medulla oblongata.

Sympathetic causes come tinder the same heading, as,

for example, associations, sensory impressions, seasick-

ness, etc., and lastly, the vomiting of hysteria and neu-
rasthenia.

Iiejli.c rdinitiny is that which is induced in a great va-

riety of maladies, of wliich a few may be here cited as

examples: Bronchitis, tuberculosis, and emphysema, in

which either the cough or the expectoration is liable to in-

duce the vomiting; pharyngitis, csiieeially in alcoholics,
where the mucus collected over night is swallowed into

the stomach and induces the morning vomiting of drunk-

ards; gall stones and renal calculi, particularl3- with

great pain; strangulated hernia; diseases of the genital

organs; severe pain anywhere! in the body, and toxic

conditions like uiu'mia. The onset of acute infections,

especially in children; pregnancy at certain periods in

its course: the chronic form of certain metallic poisons,
like arsenic, lead, etc., and Addison's disease—all these

are accompanied at times by a vomiting which cannot
be classified as any other than rrfex.

In tr>ie vomi'tinr/, on the other iiand, there are premoni-
tory signs. The patient becomes dizzy, pale, often the

pid'se increases, retching may follow, and then comes the

onset of the vomiting. Tliis has sometimes a definite

relation to food. If it occurs after meals and is not due
to a neurosis, it implies an organic disturbance of the

tract ; it may be due to ulcer, some inflammation, atony,
cancer, stenosis of the pylorus, supersecretion, etc.

Sometimes it comes on at once after meals, and sometimes

again only several hours later, as occurs chiefly in atony
and dilatation of the stomach.

Sometimes, as already mentioned, it occurs only in the

early morning (the vuniiting of druiikards which is usu-

ally associated with pharyngitis), while in supersecretion
the vomiting occurs cither early in the morning or dur-

ing the middle of the night.

Periodicity in the vomiting is likewise a not infrequent
occurrence in several diseases, such as dilatation of the

stomach, where it may be present every two or three

days, and then it is usually copious in amount.
The vomitus varies according to the cause, the food,

the time, the nature of the gastric conditions, etc. One
must note the ainoimt of digestion undergone b}' the in-

dividual foodstuffs, notably the proteids and starches;

also the presence of food taken more than seven hours

previoush', which in itself is an evidence of some dilata-

tion.

There may be ims, bloo<l, bile, saliva, and mucus pres-

ent, and the color may be the same as that of coffee

grounds. This color is freiiucntly due to altered blood,

but may have some relation to the previous nature of the

food—blueberries, currants, etc.

The odor of the vomitus is comparatively unimportant
except in intestinal obstruction, wlicre it, of (ourse, isapt
to be fa-cal in character.

The taste varies; it may be often acid and burning, or

simply that of the food taken; but when decomposition
has occurred it may be (lutrid in character.

It is also of some importiince lo ascertain if the vomit-

ing gives relief, as various diseases are thus in part dif-

ferentiated.

The quantity of the vomitus is of decided imi)ortauce.
It is con-siderable in stenosis of the pylorus with dilata

tion of the stomach; it is usually small, on the other

hand, in chronic gastritis and ulcer, unless marked gas
Irectasis Ijc concurrent.

Ih/spmni.—This is not uncommon in indigestion and
is associated with distention of the stomach and pressure

up(ra tlie diaphragm, as well as with interference with the
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ordiuary niovemeuls of the licart. Usually if the ilysp-
luva be marked there is some graver underlying condi-

tion, such as ana'mia, asthma, cardiac disease, etc. It

may occur every few hours or only after several days,
and is accompanied liy a sense of fear and oppression,
and usually by some palpitation.

Pulpittition —The anatomical relations of the heart and
stomach play only a small jiart in the causation of jial-

pitation. As a matter of fact, this sensation does not

often possess nuich signiticancc. The more serious form
of palpitation is often as.sociated with myocarditis or with

angina, and under such conditions a lieavy meal is not

infre(iueutly followed by a fatal syncope.
Tiie/ii/eanlia is comjiaralively rare, and when present

is usually paroxysmal It is more freciuenl after middle

age. at the meno]iausc, in neurotic, ana'tiiic, or cardiac

patients, and in those loo who ate habitues of tea and
tobacco. It is more fiecinently prc^sent with Hatuleuce.

Drowsiness.—This may be present either after meals or

at any time, and is directly due to the relative ana'mia
of the brain from the e.\tra demand, on the part of the

stomach, for circulating blood.

Inxoiniiia may be due to a coincident organic disease

of the brain, etc., or to sleeping during the day , or, again,
it may lie due to motor insulliciency of the stomach, the

remains of food being carried on into the night. The
insonuiia may be a temporarv alfair merely, or it may
be chronic. A lat(? supper may be very slowly digested

during sleep, therefore not only is there insomnia but

restlessness, and bad dreams are very apt to follow.

Vomiting frequently gives relief in such cases, and
when this cannot be induced, lavage will have the de-

sired elTect.

Wrtii/ii.
—This symptom may be of little or of grave

significance. The simple condition is not very uncom-
mon in cases both of acute and of chronic indigestion,
when the stomach is eillicr full or empty. Milder forms
occur after meals or upon exertion, or even when the

patient is at rest. The vertigo is momentary in time,
and there is neither fainting, falling down, nor coma.
It may be accompanied by luuisea anil vomiting or some
other digestive dislui li.-uice, and the taking of food not

infie<iuently relieves the symptoms. Its sudden onset is

rather characteristic.

One should be careful to e.\clude the more serious

causes of vertigo, er/., Meniere's disease, an incurable

condition in which there is usually deafness in one ear

and a sensation of circular movements; ])etit mal, in

which coma and perhaps alternating convulsions are

present ;
tumor of the brain, which has its special signs,

as have also tabes, ata.\ic paraplegia, cardio-renal disease,

anicmias, errors of refraction, etc.

Coiif/lt.
—In indigestion cough is usually associated with

some irritation of the throat from pyrosis, and is more

especially apt to occur if the tonsils be enlarged or a

])liaiyngitis be present. A distended stomach pressing
on the diaphragm may. by mechanical means, induce a

cough, but perhaps the most common cause of cough is

that wliich is associated willi the ingestion of meals—in

various pulmonary disorders, in clironic bronchitis and
in emphysema, for example, where the diaphragm is

less active and there is defective oxygenation of the

blood, and when more mucus collects. For this reason,
too, large meals are more apt to cause a cough than
small ones. Then, again, the cough may be retlex, as is

the vomiting too, as ahead}- mentioned in speaking of

tuberculosis.

The General Treatment nf Tndif/ention.
—The first essen-

tial for a good digestion is a proper daily regimen. A
suitable environment, jihysically. nienlally, and climatic.
is wliat renders the orilinary health resorts with their

regular routine of life so excellent in the treatment of

clironic forms of ordinary dyspepsia, and neither the

specilic drugs nor the specific waters can be said to confer
one half the benefit which accrues to iiabitues of these

sanitaria.

In addition to this, the wearing of proper clothing is

an essential element. Clothes worn too tight, and cor-

sets too much laced, interfere with the action of the dia-

phragm, of the stomach and liver, and in this way easily
induce dyspepsia.
The occupation of the patient must likewise be con-

sidered ; it should, as far as possible, be in every respect
free from mental strain or anxiety.
The number of meals should be regulated, as should

also the intervals between them. The food should be
takeu slowly, for digestion in the mouth is extremely
important. Mastication and insalivation arc essential to

proper digestion, and the teeth should therefore be duly
cared for.

Rest and exercise should be carried out in accordance
with the needs of the case. After each meal and also be-
fore meals, it is well for everybody to rest a .short time;
at other times exercise, if moderate, aids digestion; the

gastric motor power becomes more quick and the in-

testines act more readily 'While this is true of healthy
people, it is all the more important in cases of disease.

After heavy meals .all persons should rest, and, later on,

they should exercise in the open air. Rest is most es-

sential in cases of gastroptosis, gastrectasis, h_yperacidity,
and cancer. Not only should the rest be physical but it

should also be mental.
As regards the dieting, the prophylactic measures in

this respect have already been mentioned, and each case
must be treated on its own merits, in accordance with the
views already expressed or to be mentioned.
Too much tluid should never be taken with meals, while

before meals a glass of water, particularly hot water, is

of benefit.

Frequently warmth is of benefit to some patients, and
for this reason, and this only, does one obtain relief from
the use of fiannel belts about the abdomen.
The meiUeincs which are given are perhaps the least

important features in the treatment of d\'spepsia. To
stimulate the secretory and motor power of the stomach
when necessary, and to lessen decomposition, are the
main factors of use in medicines. As a rule, it is not pos-
sible by medicines to accom|ilish much even in this re-

spect, though other measures, mechanical or dietetic,

may be helped b_v the judicious administration of certain

drugs.
Medicines which are intended to increase the appetite

and stimulate .secretion are uumerous, and stomachics, as

they are called, are variously lauded or frowned upon by
the specialists. Keichmann holds that the use of bitters

upon an empty stomach—no matter whether its secretion
be normal or abnormal—exerts no inuuediate effect upon
these secretions; it is only a little later that bitters stim-
ulate them somewhat. When taken with the food they
interfere with gastric digestion. Riegel strongly recom-
mends the use of conduraugo bark, while others again
successfully employ orexin to stimulate the secretion.

This last drug, however, is frequently followed by dis-

agreeable svmptoms, such as natisea and vomiting.
A favorite prescription of the English authors is the fol-

lowing: .Sodium bicarbonate, gr. x.. tincture of gentian,
3 ss., and peppermint water, 5 i., three times a day be-
fore meals.
When too much secretion is present, on the other hand,

powders of bismuth and soda, with perhaps .some pow-
dered nux vomica and compound cinnamon powder, may
give relief, as reconiiueiuled by Brunton, both because of
their sedative action and from the fact that such pow-
ders in bulk the more readily absorb acids.

The Use of Acids, especially Hydrochloric Acid.—
It is now well established that the hydrochloric-acid
secretion of nature cannot be arlilicialiy replaced. If

hydrochloric acid is ab.sent from the stomach contents,
one cannot administer it artificially so as to get the free

acid back after a test meal. Nevertlieless, its use, where
hydrochloric acid is absent, aids in iiromoting Ihe diges-
tion of proteids; it should be given with a glass tube
after meals, or as a stomachic one half hour bel^ore meals.

It is contraindicalcil when hydrochloric acid is in excess.

The U.se of Alkalies.—Keichmaun's exiierinients show
that sodium bicarbonate, taken either on an empty or on
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a full stomach, has no iiittueuce wlmtever ou gastric secre-

tion, but it lessens total acidity; that is, it acts upon the

juices ahuormally secreted, as takes place, for example,
in hyperacidity, hy])ersecretion, and gastric ulcer, where

it isUseless tostinuilate the secretion. One should never

give alkalies unless hydrochloric acid is the cause of the

aeiditv; it should also never be adndnistered where or-

ganic acids are present. An e.vcellent way of administer-

ing alkalies is in powder form, combining sodium bicar-

bonate, calcined magnesia, and powdered cinnam<in
; they

may also be given in the form of Carlsbad salts, or of

Kutnow's powder, in the early morning before break-

fast.

The Use of Pepsin.
—Pepsin is employed in various

forms: powder, pill, combined with hydrochloric acid, in

fluid essence, and as various tinctures. The pure article,

the so-called absolute pepsin, is by far the best ; it should

be given in doses of from five to fifteen grains ; the oflicial

preparation is given in doses of from thirty to forty-live

grains. Most preparations of pepsin, it may be .said, are

unreliable. Those wliicli are comlnued with various

alcoholic media are useless, except for the alcohol which

they contain, and which is largely responsible for the

aid'whieh they give to digestion. Technically and in

vitro, there woidd seem to be no benefit, or but little, from

the u.se of pepsin. There is always enough secreted even

when the hydrochloric acid is plentiful, as well as when
it is deficient in quantity
The indications for the use of pepsin are found in those

conditions in which it is either deticieut or absent Now
if it be deficient, the only requirements are medicinal

amounts of hydrochloric acid to make the pepsin active.

H, on the other liaud, pepsin be entirely absent, so much

hydrochloric acid is required to make the pepsin active

that it is impossible to administer the drug in that way.
However, it must be admitted that one often meets in

practice instances in which the benefit derived from the

use of this drug is undoubted, the fluid essence perhaps

being the most suitable preparation of all.

Pancreatin.—Pancreatinized foods are used where hy-
drochloric acid is deficient, in order to aid intestiual

digestion. The powder acts on the stomach itself, and

its' value is probably confined to cases such as those

mentioned. Unfortunately, most of the preparations
when tested are found to be negative. Some, however,
made l)y the more reliable firms are good, and are used

in pellet form with sodium bicarbonate.

Saliva is never much diminished in indigestion, but a

\-erv great excess of hydrochloric acid causes it to lose its

activity, and under such conditions ptyalin is sometimes
of benefit.

The ijreparation known as takndicisfnse acts in the pres-
ence of even 0.0.3 per cent, of hydrochloric acid, and
hence is apt to be better than others, which act in only
0.01 per cent, of hydrochloric acid.

When much decomposition occurs in the stomach,

lavage is probably of much more u.se than medicines.

The medicines, however, which give con.siderable relief

fi>r this disorder are thymol, which is prescribed in minim
doses with alcohol, and creosote, which may be given in

the form of the carbonate, or pure, as a pill.

HI. MOTOIJ INSUFFICIENCY.

1. Relatire or symptomatic, as in stenosis of pylorus
(f/.r.), or in cancerous or benign obstruction. This may
be atonic or hypertonic.

2. Absolute' as in idiopathic dilatation, simple atony,
atonic dyspepsia, simple gastrecta.sis.

Definition.
—Motor insufficiency is a relative or absolute

lack of power on the part of the musevdar wall of the

stomach to jiropcl the food through the pylorus within

the normal time.

iFor relative insufficiency see paragraphs on stenosis

of the pylorus, carcinoma ventriculi, etc.)

.\bsoliite motor insufficiency, or idiopathic dilatation,

has t wo periods :

Vol. VII.—32

1. Stagnation, which has two forms: mild atony and
severe atony. In stagnation there is delay in evacua-
tion of the stomach contents. In mild ca.ses the stomach
bc^comes empty between any two successive meals; in

severe cases it is empty only in the early morning.
2. liitention.

Etiolot/y.
—

(<)). Excessive work for the stomach is the
essential cause. Such excessive work is inflicted by
deviations from the normal diet; e.g., the taking of food
which is faulty as regards quantity, quality, or mode of

preparation.
(i) The propelling power may become weak through

other causes, e.rj., hereditary weak stomach; trauma or

peritonitis may weak<-n the gastric nniscle; wearing im-

proper clothing; prolonged .sedentary habit; disease of

the stomach itself; organic changes in the muscular coat ;

ulcer or cancer in other parts than the pylorus, apart
from stenosis; chronic gastritis; degenerations

—
fatty,

colloid, or amyloid; cirrhosis of the stomach; the u.se of

narcotics and of alcohol; constitutional troubles, e.y.,

chlorosis, an;emia (Collier's stomach, as described by C.

AUbutt), tuberculosis, typhoid fever, and nervous trou-

bles. Great anxiety or grief may aid an already existing
cause. There are acute and chronic causes.

Acute.— It may be induced iirutely. though this is rather

rare and sometimes fatal. In advanced cardiac disease

with previous atony the latter is doiibtle.ss sometimes the

finaldirectcause of sudden death. German students have
it at times after severe bouts of beer Jrinking, Dietetic

errors from mechanical causes exert most influence. The
overloaded stomach may drag upon the duodenum and
cause kinking and occlusion. Hasty eating and the eat-

ing of indigestible foods favor stich atony, especially in

children and after prolonged illnesses, in anaemia, and
in various forms of dysjiepsia. This is usually tem-

porary and fairly common, and may be mistaken for

acute gastritis. It is not due to spasm of the p3dorus,
as some think, for this orifice is often found open in such

cases, and bile has frequently been present in the organ.
Neither is there evidence of gastritis, neurosis, or fer-

mentation.
Chronic.—The main causes are frequent heavy meals;

hasty eating, especially of vegetables; drinking much
fluid frequent!}'. In this way the forced milk cures are

sometimes responsible for prolonged atonic conditions of

the stomach. So, too, beer and gaseous fluids maj' in

duce the same condition.

Patholoyical Anntomy.—Simple slight atony shows no
obvious pathological changes. When gastrectasis exists

there maybe partial dilatation, e.;/., a diverticulum, or

general idiopathic dilatation. The lowest point is first

mvolved—the fundus and greater curvature. The mus-
cle is thinned and afropliied, and if the condition has

lasted long enough there may be fatty degeneration.
Sometimes the wall is compensatorily thickened. Dis-

placement of abdominal viscera may be present.

Symptoms.—These depend on the degree.

Simple Atony.—In mihl atony there may be no symp-
toms, or very indefinite ones, with lassitude and heaviness,

or a sense of pressure and fulness after meals; perhaps
flatidence, with or without a tasting of food taken pre-

viously. This is the commonest of all forms of so-calleil

dyspepsia. The symptoms are at first present only after

tiie chief meal; later, alter each mi'al. The appetite va-

ries; it is good before the nual, but easily aiqieased. and
there may'be cardialgia, and evencramplike movements

(peristalsis), withoutpyloric obstruction. In such cases

there is usually increased secretion of HCl, or of the total

gastric juice.

'

There is usually increased thirst owing tx)

the non-propulsion onward of llu' water, and thus less is

absorbed (water is not aI)sorbcd by the stomach).

Dizziness, headache, dc))ression of spirits, stupidity,

physical languor, and dcariicss are not infrequent; they
are" doubtless due to the abnormal dryness of the tissues,

to auio-intoxication, and to inanition. The patient may
complain of insonmia, especially if hypersecretion is also

present. Circulatory disturbances with palpitation or

iutermittency, also urticaria and erythema, may besuper-
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addpd. Cold extremities are complained of, and if tlie

(lisonlcr is [irolonjjLil the putieut often looks sallow and
his features drawn.

Voiiiiling.
—There is nauseii, and even in mild eases

sometimes vomiting, though slight and intermittent and
at long intervals.

Intestinal symptoms may supervene, with pain, diar-

rh(va. and mucous stools. Unless there are eompliea-
tioMs (ir faulty dieting, the general health and strength are

maintained.

Objeetire Sir/ns.
—These depend also on the degree of

the atony. The food may be merely stagnant or it may
be retained.

7«(t/;cc^'ott usually shows nothing, or at most slight dis-

tention or i)rominenel> of the epigastric region.

I'nl})ali<in often gives a peculiar sense of cren rem's-

^(Hrc^liabliy, however, rather than tense.

Perciiitxi'in enables us sometimes to lind a somewhat
increased gastric area. This increase i)erlains chietly to

the fundus, which pushes up the diaiihragm and gives

great incn'ased resonance up to the fourth rib and back-
ward to the posterior axillary line. Or we may find suc-

cussion, seven hours after a good meal or two hours
after a large tumbler of water. Succussion soon after a

meal, obtaineil in jicrsons who <lo not complain of indi-

gestion, is suggestive of some alon_v. We may find dul-

ness at the left par;isl<'riial line (on a level with the

navel), obtained in the silling posture, and altering when
the recumbent position is adopted. In an atonic stomach

percu.ssion areas alter gretitly within a verj- short time.

These methods are all, however, more or less \inre-

liable. InmfflutioH by metuis of the Higginson's bulb

syringe, or injlation with COj, are better means, and en-

able us to note the site of the lesser curvature, and to

decide on the presence or absence of gastroptosis. Aiis-

enltatury percussion is unsatisfactory and not to be re-

lied on. Of real importance is the breakfast test, as a

preliminary examination. In great stagnation of food
this should show llie presence, say. of more tlian 100 c.c.

of contents. Another valualili^ test for the motor power
should lie employed, viz., an examination of the state of

the stomach in the early morning before breakfast.

Should this reveal gastric contents there is retention of
food—i.e., marked gastrectasis.
Mdtor liisujficieiirj/ with Jietention.—(Synonyms: Gas-

trectasis [Idiopathic Dilatation], Mj-asthenia Gastrica
with Heteution.) This is the severer form of motor in-

sufliciency. To mere atony is added fermentation and
retention; there is no interval of gastric repose.

Inspeeiion.
—The stomacli is found to be flabby and

much enlarged ;
the greater curvature may be as far down

as the puliis. When jiatienls have thin and relaxed ab-
dominal walls the outline may be easily seen. (Unless
ptosis is present the lesser curvature remains high in the

epigastrium.) In uncoinidicated cases the prominence
of the stomach is above tlie umbilic\is, in contradistinc-
tion to the prominent swiOling of gastroptosis, which is

situated lower down.
liijliifiiiii with tartaric acid and sodium bicarbonate, or

insriffldtioii with a stomach tube or Higginson's syringe,
will readily reveal the size and situation. Sxenissiim
w'ill be present in the early morning, and can often be

produced at will if the patient suddenly depresses the

diaphragm. Sometimes one can feel the gas going
through the pyloric orifice, and it may also bi; heard on
auscultation.

I'evrussion gives a deep tympany over the stomach.
When flind is ]ii-escnt a dubiess may l)e obtained in tiie

lower part of the gastrii- area when the |iatieiit stands,
and this will alter when he asstimes a recumbent jiosi-
tion. As a means of diagnosis for motor insutticiency
this test has but a minor importance.
Fermentation is common, as there are many bacteria

present; there are also pyrosis, distention, anil vomiting.
Vomiting is the rule, mid affords great relief; it is charac-
teristic in the following particidars: It is often ex-

plosive, but the sloma<-h is by no means fully em|iticd

by the emesis. Periodical recurrences arc the rule, and

days will often intervene between two attacks. The
onset may occur some? hours after eating, sometimes

showing food that has been retained in the stomach for

twenty-four hours or longer. The vomitus is copious;
it may amount to one (piart or more. It is bitter; usual-

ly it has a putrefactive or rancid odor, and is acid in

reaction, from the jiresence of organic acids. Hydro-
chloric acid may be absent, however, or diminished, nor-
mal in q\iaiility or increased, according to lla^ uiideriyiiig
condition. Tluee layers are apt to form: the lowest con-

tiiining more or less partially digested solids; tlie mid-
dle layer containing turbid fluid ; and the uppermost is

foamy, with perhajis some undigested foodstuifs. etc.

Mierosco]iii-ollii, tlicre are shreds of mucus, yeast cells,

especially if HCl be present, and many putrefactive bac-
teria. Hydrogen sulphide occurs with benign olistiuc-

tion chietly, and marsh gas is not uncommon. The food-
stuffs will show different degrees of digestion, a<'cording
to the presence of lU'l, etc. Starch is usually abiuidaiit-

ly present, and the gramUes may still manifest their pe-
culiar characters; the iodine testis also available. There
are cry.stals of fatty acids, epithelial cells, an<l yeast cells,

and sometimes blood cells or pigment. Sarciu;e as well
as the various bacteiia aboimd.

General, .^ir/iis : The nulrition suffers proportionately to

the degree of dilatation, especially when the secretions
are diminished. The ti.ssucs become dr_v, especiallj' the
skin. Emaciation may be great on account of the intes-

tines failing to do their part in digesting food which
comes to them so badly prepared. The tempeiatme is

subnormal, though temporary fever may occur from an
associateil gastritis.

Constipiitifin results from atony of the bowel, and dry.
hard seybala are passed. There is rarelv diairho'a-

Sometimes mucous colitis develops. The ap])etite is.

worse, and there is more mental depression and more in-

somnia than in a mild case. The urine is diminished ac-

cording to the degree of the gastrectasis. It is more con-
centrated and has a higher specific gravity. The phos-
phates are increased, and the alkalinity will be marked if

there be a hyperchlorbvdria. Tli<- ciilorides are dimin-
ished. Sometimes there are albundnuria, acetonuria, and
diacetic aciil.

The laart may be rapid and irregular, owing to the

pressure of the distended stomach on the thoracic organs.
Sometimes there is bradycardia, though the reasons for

this are ill understood. Di/spno'a may occur; it should
not be confounded with asthma. It is often due to tym-
panites; hence its temporary duration.

J\ieui-oscs of various kinds develop, and especiall_v

hypochondriasis. Tetani/ is not rare, and may be pres-
ent when cases riui a severe course. In two patients I

have seen death result during a time when dilat;vtion and

tetany were combined and no other grave condition was-

present. Epileptic' seizures sometimes occur.

DiiKjimsis.
—The easiest method is by a test meal and

an examination of the (|Uantity which remains at a given
time. Thus, one houraflera lest breakfast there should
be not more than 7.")-HI0 c.c. of contents left; auytbiiig
more implic's a motor insuthcienc\ . To diagnoses the

degree of insulticiency one may take three steps:
1, Examitiation after a test breakfast; If less than

7.T c.c. is extracted, the motor power is normal; if the

(|Uautity extracted is larger, proceed to the second ste]i:

i. Kxamiiiation si'veii iiours after a dinner: If no food

remains, the motor insufficiency is of the nature of a sim-

ple .-itoiiy; if food still is found, one iiroceeds to a third

and final examination, viz. :

M. Examination of th<' stomrich in the early morning
before breakfast: If the stomach be empty there is mere-

ly stagnation; if, (m the other hand, food be present, the

patient is suffering from the third anil severest degree of
motor insufticiency, i.e., retention, which is e(|uivalent to

a gasticctasis.
In the inferential diaffiwsis one must exclude:
1. .Meu'niogastria, i.e.. a congcnitally large stomach

(whose motor power is normal).
2. Chronic hypersecretion, in which fluid (gastric
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juice) may be found in the stomach in the early morn-

ing. This may be ilcciili'd by careful lavage on the prc-

viousevening, when, if mere dilatation is present, litlleor

no thiid will be found in llie UKiriiiiig; whereas if super-
secretion exists, juice may be removed al that time.

3. Gastropliisis. tSomelimes dilatatiuu e.\ists with this

eoiidition. The dilTerential point is the determination of

the situation of the lesser cui'vature.

4. Neurasthenia. In this ci)ndili(in the .symptoms are

usually out of all proportion to the amount of retained

food. Solids, too, cause more troulile than liijuids in

neurasthenia, while the reverse holds in gaslreelasis.
'). Gastritis, pure and simple, has no motor insuffi-

ciency. Tlie stomach is of normal size and there is

mucus.
(i. It is of the greatest importance to decide wlietlier

the insuflicieuey is idiojiathic or due to an obstruction at

the pylorus. The tnllowing table will assist the diag-
nosis :
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it. Cold douclics daily witli proper friction afterward
arc most coiniiiciidubK'.

BamhKjes of a supportiiii; nature, or projicr-littiiig cor-

sets wliicli support from tlie ]>flvis, are useful: .such cor-

sets are constricted about the hips, but arc loose about

thcepisiastriuni and lower part of Ihctliora.x. thus allord-

ing room lor breatbirii;-, and not allowing the stomach to

be without support from below.
Medicinal Treatment.—Strychnine is probably the most

suitable of all drug.s, and may be given in moderate doses

after meals. C'onduraiigo bark has been recommended in

those cases in which the appetite is delicient. It may be

given in doses of tifteen to twenty drojis of the tliud ex-

tract, or may be prepared as a decoction with the a<ldi-

tion, afterward, of IICl. If there are signs of super-
secretion, atropine may give relief.

For conxtipation imrgatives are to be avoided where

possible. Cascara and colocynth may be reeonmiemled.

Mas.s!ige. proper exercise, and occasional injeelions of

water and oil may not only e.xcite peristalsis but soften

the stools. Two per week are sutlicient. But few saline

waters are useful here. The Carlsbad (Sprudel) are the

best of all the sails.

For romiiinff, diet and lavage should suffice: or if they
do not, then nutrient en<'mata may be emplo^yed. Should
the symptoms still persist and if they are not due to mere

irrilabilily. surgical intervention may be recommended.
For the t/iinii, a Dover's powder, gr. iv., will often be

of service.

Suri/icM treatment in dilatation of the stomach is indi-

cated in: 1. Acute cases in which medical treatment is

contraindicated or useless, cr/., twisted duodenum.
2. Iiliopathic dilalalion (atro])hic or atonic form): (k)

When the medical treatment (dietetic, mechanical, etc.),

though beneticial. must be continuous and cannot be

properly carried on: or (i) when these means fail to re-

lieve sutlicient ly. The weight of the patient under treat-

ment and the strength and the amount of mine serve as

good criteria.

It is well not to wait too long, lest tlie enfeebled condi-
tion may make (jperation more dillicult to withstand.

;i. Stenosis of the pylorus (ride infra).
The iilijecis desired are: To remove the cause of the in-

sutticieucy and gastrectasis; to remove the consequences
of insufficiency and gastrectasis, i.e., stagnation and re-

tention, and thus give readier transport of food to the

intestines.

Patients nuist realize that with gastrectasis they can-

not with benefit carry on tlu^ usual routine of living, but
that s])ecial care is absolutely essential.

Kind iif Operiition : Gastro-enterostomy, as being sim-

plest and most rational, is by far the best, even when
stasis exists. Of this, ride infra.

Bircher's operation, to dinunish the size of the stom-

ach, atlords no benefit and has many disadvantages.

IV. HYPERCHLORHYDRIA.

Definition.
—Increased secretion of the hj'drochloric

acid with the gastric juice during digestion. This is to

be distinguished from hypersccrciion in which the gastric

juice is secreted in excess, not only during digestion, but
also at any jx'riod of the day or inght. It is a symptom
rather than a disease •cii t/meris. and occurs as a neurosis

purely or as a retle.x irritation from organic disease of the

stomach itself or of other organs (pyloric stenosis from
cicatrized ulcer, cholelithiasis, etc.).

h'liolof/i/.
—This is a very common affection, occurring

in young adults rather than in old people, and equally
in both se.xes.

Among the causes which have direct relation to the dis-

ease are chlorosis, neurasthenia, melancholia, i)sychical
disturbances, generally worries and excitements; dietetic

errors (eating too quickly or at irregidar intervals, espe-

cially food which is irritating, e.f/., too cold or too hot
food, spices, colfee. alcohol). The condition is conunon
in students and overworked business men (stock-brokers).
It fre(iuently accoinpaiuestdcer of the stomach, excessive

use of tobacco, renal calculi, cholelithiasis, etc., and is

often, too, a.ssociated with biliary affections and migraine.
Ki/nrpt'inis (in pure liyperehldrhydria with normal

motor functions).—The symptoms occur always during
digesticju, either alter each meal or mostly a few hours
after the chief meal of the day. Inasmuch as the symp-
toms arise coincidently with the appcaiance of the free

HCl, their time of onset will dcpenil on the size of the
meal (/.<"., on the amount of the stimulus). The symptoms
bear no ratio to the amoiuit of HCl secreted. There are in

pure cases usually a gradually increasing uneasiness, dis-

comfort in the epigastrium, with acid eructations, and
heart-burn. About the same time iniiu appears, which
may be slight or severe or of a burning character, and
perhai)s followed by water-brash or, more rarely, actual

vomiting. As a rule the ingestion of food, cspeciallv
albuminous food, or alkaline drinks, affords temporary
relief, while vegetarians tind but little comfort under
similar circumstances. Headache and dizziness may lie

present, but all the symptoms disappear as the stomach
becomes emptj'. The appetite is usually good, often

voracious {Ilci>ts-Iituir/er), and there may be great thirst.

Constipation is frequent.
These patients, as a rule, have comfortable nights, and

maintain good general health and nutrition.

The ohjectire signs present are chiefly a diffusely tender

epigastrium, especially during digestion, slight enlarge-
ment of the stomach upon inflation, while a test meal re-

veals a normal motor power, well-digested albumins, and
less digested starches. The total acidity is variably in-

creased, the increase being due to HCl. The contents

may be rich in ferments, and no bacteria of importance
are evident.

Course.—The sym]itoms ma\' come and go irregularly
or periodically; sometimes after certain kinds of food, cir

sometimes only after psychical or other causes, and in

spite of a proper diet. Sometimes there is no pain at

any time, even with great hyperacidity, and Riegel is

evidently justified in insisting on an examination of the

contents to establish a diagnosis.
Cases last for a variable period, most often with renus-

sions and exacerbations, and a cure in aggravated cases
is effected only when tlie cause is removed. In other
cases symptomatic treatment alone is of use, and the un-

derlying condition (e.g., tabes dorsalis) Icceps up the trou-

ble persistently.
All grades of the condition may occur, from slight

temporary' attacks of hyperchlorhj-dria to the advanced
condition of chronic hypersecretion.

Prognosis.
—The prognosis is good if the condition be

uncomplicated. Even after relief lias been afforded,

however, recurrences are very frequent.
Diagnosis.—Tlie snhjectire sijmjitonis often suffice for a

diagnosis. Thus, for example, the pains coming on at

definite periods after meals, the relief afforded by certain

foods, the good appetite and preserved ntitrition, are all

important. An accurate diagnosis, however, depends on
a chemical examination of the contents and the finding
of excessive secretion of free HCl. The presence of free

HCl, shown by a qualitative test, and the finding of a
total acidity of 70 by the burette after a test breakfast,
or of 80 after a test lunch (Germain See), indicate a

liypercjilorhydria. The excess may double that amount.
One must exclude ulcers of the stomach, gall-stones,

and Reiehmann's disease (chronic hypersecretion).
The )norljii/ moitoini/ is iiractically ml in pure cases.

The complications are hypersecretion, dilatation, and

ptosis.
Treatment.—The daily regimen is of paramount impor-

tance. The daily life should be regulated and cares

avoided where possible. Proper exercise, especially rid

ing and the like, and a cold bath every morning, are to

be advised. Patients should rest after meals.

MidicinnUn, sodium bicarbonate or magnesia usta in

hot water taken half an hour before the pain is expected,
usually prevents attacks.

Diet List: Food should be eaten at regular intervals.

and slowlj', ami should be well masticated, and it should
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lint hv IcHi liot Of too cold. One should avoid anything
wlikli .sliiiiiihitcs secretion of IICI. c.;/.. coarse, in.solu-

ble foods like cabbage, turnips, celery, carrots, nuts,

fruit cores, etc.; too much fatly food and too inueli

sweets; sharj) spices, c.7.. pepper, iiiustard, vinegar and
other acid foods, horseradish, rich salads, and very salty
dishes. Avoid also coHee, beer, and strong alcoholics.

For beverages one may take Apollinaris, selt/er, Vicliy ,

soda waters, etc., with a little mild wine or milk.

Of proteid food one recoinmends eggs, fisb. meats—
veal, beef, mutton—and limits starchy foods, which
should be wi'll divided up and combineil with proteids;
also (lexlrinized forms, c.y.. toast or. as soup, o.-itmeal

gruel. Potatoes must be mashed, and sugar should be

taken in solutions if no atony exists.

fyimple Dit'tnt'D : 1. Early breakfast: 7-8 .\.M., weak
tea, milk, or cocoa, dry toast with butter.

2. Late breakfast; 10 A.M., roast meat or chicken, or

eggs, toast, and weak tea.

3. Dinner; 1 p.m., soup with egg; roast meat, chicken,
or fish; asparagus tops; a little mashed potatoes; omelette

souHlee; Vichy or Apolliuaris with hock or claret.

1. Tea: 5p.>r., tea and biscuits.

5. Supper: 7-9 p.m., cold meat sandwich, or a hard-

boiled egg at bedtime, cocoa or milk, or a little honey
instead, Swiss or Dutch cheese and crackers.

If the appetite is good, meals Nos. 1 and 4 may then

be omitted, and but three meals daily taken ; if the appe-
tite is poor, four or live small meals should be taken

daily.
Alkalies are taken as directed, ami among the most

useful are the Sprudel salts for constipation, one tea-

spoonful being taken in hot water before breakfast.

V. HYPERSECRETION.

(Synonyms: Continuous Secretion, Reichmann's Dis-

ease, Gastro-succorrha'a Continua Chronica).

Definition.
—An excessive secretion of gastric juice,

usua'll)' hyperacid, occurring not oulj- after meals. l)ut

during fasting also. This is more often a sj'mptom than

an idiopathic disease, and occurs probably oftener than
is realized in benign pyloric stenosis and certain forms
of chronic gastritis; also in gastric neuroses. It is at

times paroxj'smal and recurrent (the intermittent form),

and has been called gastroxynsis (Rossbach) and intermit-

tent hypersecretion (Riegel). Patients thus afflicted are

usually quite well in the intervals. To the more con-

tinuous form the term Reichmann's disease lias been ap-

plied. Normally there should not be more than 30 c.c.

of gastric juice at any time when the stomach is without

food, and usually there is only from 1 to 10 c.c.

Etiology.
—Young nervous men are most often affected.

Dietetic excesses in quality and quantity, excitement and

gastric motor insufficiency, are the chief direct causes.

Sj/mptoms.
—These vary according to the degree, and

come on insidiousl}', often after long-standing dyspeptic
symptoms. Early signs are restlessness, discomfort, and

linally pain two to three hoursafter meals; then perhaps
headache, nausea, flatulence, and, after another hour or

two, vomiting supervenes, giving temporary relief, or (he

vomiting may occur after man}' hours of fasting. The
vomitus varies in quantity, is usuall}' fluid, of a low

specific gravity, 1.004-1.000. showing free IICI usually
in excess, is clear, or turbid green with bile, and bitter to

the taste. Somclimes vomiting is absent.

These distressing symptoms come on frc(|Uenlly at

night and in the early hours of the morning, disturbing
the patient's sleep, a fact which is of considerable ini|ior-

taiice in the diagnosis. Added to the headache arc signs
iif intestinal indigestion, from an over-acid chyiiie. and

consti|iation. Thi' aiqictitc varies, as also dcjcs the sense

of thirst. Emaciation ami weakness follow, and the pa-
tient, if untreated, often develops signs of cachexia.
The degree of these symjitoms varies greatly. In some

cases they are of sliort duration, but recurrent at long
intervals; at other times several attacks may occur in a

single day, or. lastly, the condition may persist and the

patient be a chronic sullerer.

Examination id' the patient reveals often a sunken ab-

domen, and perhaps an enlarged and dilated stomach, at
times too a gastroplosis. 'I'lie stomach contents, after a
test meal of Kiegel, show marked digestion of albumens,
and relatively little alteration in the starches.

Diiifjiionis.
— It the tube is passed in the early morning

liefore food has been taken, a varying but excessive

quantity of gastric juice (usually hyperacid) may be re-

moved—an indication that secretion persists even with-
out the stimulus of food. This is the m/riol fidture of
l/ir (liiif/niuiifi, though to avoid error it is important thor-

oughly to wash out tlie stomach on the evening pre-
vious to such an examination, inasmuch as there may be
a concomitant motor insufticiency (which should of course
be thus excluded).
One must exclude ulcer of I he stomach and duodenum,

scarred ulcer, hypertrophic stenosis, antl other benign ob-

structionsat the pylorus, and finally organic cerebral and

spinal-cord lesions.

Coin.ie and Prognosis.
—The course de|)ends upon the

possibility of removing the cause. Intermittent cases

arc usually easy to relieve. These idiopathic cases may,
if mild, be readily cured by treatment. The severe ones

may last for years, and then usually result in a compli-
cating dilatation. In such cases the symptoms become

aggravated and patients suiTer much, especially at night.
Death does not occur from the siuqile idiopathic condi-

tion, but in complicated cases it niii; follow from maras-
mus or fatal hemorrhage from an ulcer.

The prognosis is uncertain. Recurrences of the mild
condition are common ; complicated cases are especially
diflicult to cure. Operation (gastro-enterostomy) relieves

cases with marked dilatation and motor insufficiency.
Treatment.—Treatment must be directed to prevent

stimulation of IICI, and yet to afford enough nutrition

without overburdening the stomach. Hence those sub-
stances should be taken and avoided as in cases of hyper-
acidity (tide antea). Special care mu.st be taken in the

diet to avoid the onset of motor insutficiency, or, if it is

already present, to prevent its increase. Hence meals
must be nourishing and in small volume. Fluids and
starches must be limited, the latter finely divided, and

given when the stomach is freest from HCl. In most
cases it is well to give food five or six times dailj' in

small quantities each time.

Lavage is useful in most cases, and is essential where

atony is marked. It is best carried out, as Riegel sug-
gests, before the evening meal. Pains are thus relieved

and digestion made more easy. Alkalies, however, often

suffice to relieve the pain, and are given before digestion
reaches its height. If no atony exists, one may give
alkaline waters with benefit ;

or one may use powdered
calcined magnesium and sodium bicarbonate. Atropine
sometimes gives remarkalile relief, while others find in

Dover's powders immense benefit.

Gastro-enterostomy is of value only where marked mo-
tor insufficiency is present, and in such cases it is useful,
not only in aiding digestion, but also in relieving the

pains and discomfort of faulty digestion. The excessive
secretion need not thereliy (case. It is doubtful if the

direct application of galvanism to the stomach has more
than a normal etfect on the condition.

Hygienic conditions and daily regimen are to be pro-
vided for, as in cases id' hyperacidity.

VI. NEUROSES OF THE STOJIACH.

To group the neuroses of the stomach one may well

follow the German method, according to which neuroses
are; motor, secretory, oi- sensory. P^veii more than in

other classifications the.se divisions overla]). neuroses of

dilTerent groups frequently occurring in one patient.
Leube even puts into one group those cases which show a

combination of two or more of the above divisions. These
he speaks of under "Nervous Dysjiepsia." in which chap-
ter he shows that the sensory disturbances iircdominatc.
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And one is reminded liere that no irritation or disturbance
can be felt liy llie stnMiiich or Inmsrern-d to tlie centres, or

rice fersii. except by means of tlie nervous system. Every
iraslric trouble then is. strictly speaking, largely nervous.

We now know, too, that tor the secretion of gastric juice
the undisturbed function of the vaui is essential, the mere
mechanical irritation of the gastric mucous membrane
not always snllicing, while suitable stimulation of the

mouth or gullet, or even some of the organs of special
Sense, will call forth the secretion. The circulation in

the stomach, too. as well as the .secretion, and the mus-
cular tone are controlled, for the most Jiart, directly by
the nervous system.
The causes of .gastric neuroses in general are tlios<'

wliich so incoiirdinate the nervous system by alTerent

impulses, or so exhaust it by afferent energy, thai it is

imable to supply that work which is one of the essen-

tials to gastric function. The exciting causes are frc-

qtn-ntly illustrated by jjcrsons eating large meals while

in a condition of general exhaustion. A physician's eat-

ing heartily iiuiuediately after a worrying niglit's work
in obstetrics, a commercial man's taking an luiusually

large meal after an anxious day, or an athlete's heavy
meal after his liist practice, are familiar I'xamples. Sucli

iixliscretions are followed by distress and burinng sensa-

tions, restlessness, at best diarrhu'a and Hatideuce, lead-

ing to a bilious
"
attack next day. Atony is a frequent

a<'Companiment.
MoToii Nki'Kosks.— Perintiiltic Unrent (Kussmaul).—

Strong, sometimes visible and palpable movcnienls. not

due to stenosis or ptosis, are rare. They do, however,

occasionally occur as u result of increased excital)ility of

tlie peripheral nerve apparatus— that is, as a motor
neurosis. This may be observed even in the early niorning
when the stiimaeh is emiity. but it is usually worse after

a meal, and sometimes produces movements even in the

small intestine. This neurosis may be tem|iorary or per-

niauent, and it is freciuently observed with ptosis. There
are. of course, all grades l)etween peri.staltic unrest and
that condition in which digestive movements are abnor-

mally hastened (hviierkinesis). The patient complains of

a sense of uiucst, movements in the stomacli, and a draw

ing-together of the alxlominal organs which leave him no

peace, although there is no pain. There are u.sually no

.secretory or other changes.
Anorexia, nausea and vomiting, 'and insomnia luaj'

accompany the other complaints. On inspection of the

abdomen one sees the peristaltic movements. Palpation
and chemical examination should exclude the lueseuce
of any organic disease.

J)iiir/iii/.iix. Diagnosis is easy if there is ptosis, which
enables one to watch the stomach, including the pylorus,

sjitisfactorily. If there are only subjective symptoms,
one must exclude maiidy stenosis and ililatation. It is

well to n-member that the fait of a patient being neu-

rotic is not per nc sutlicient to insiue the exclusion of or-

ganic disease!

Course and ProyitoKis.
—This depends on finding and re-

moving the cause.

'rreatineiil. Remove the nervous cause if po.s.sible.

General hydrotherajiy may be ordered. The diet is to

be non-irritating, and thc^ evening meal light. Com-
presses or galvanism may be tried, and small doses of

l)romide of potassium.
lljiperkiiiexiii.

—This is an increased motor activity, the

stomach emptying itself more (juickly than normal, and
is a pure neurosis. In its pure form it is a ueuro.sis

without secretory changes; but nearly always there is,

ju'eceding \\\v condition, an increased production of

hydrochloric acid. For the diagnosis one must carefully
examine the stomach contents and the motor power.

Sjiiixm of the pj/lori/s is usually secondary to ulcer,

more rarely to cancer (even if lactic acid is ])resent in

increased (luantity), to gastritis, and to secretory disliu'b-

ances. It is also due to dietetic errors, esiiecially extremes
of temperature of the food, or mechaniial excess. Ac-

cording to Osier, its existence as a true neurosis is doubt-
ful. Clinically, one hears of sharp pain and observes a

prompt peristalsis, perhaps vomiting, or flatulence and
distention, and a siiddi'n relief. wlii<h is suggestive.
One can sometimes feel the hard pylorus. Intlation is

eas}', but evacuation is prolonged. Intermittent stag-
nation and retention turn one's mind to this condition.

Pyloric sp.-ism, when secondary to a continuous liy]H-r-

acidity, may lead to dilatation and its secpiehe.

Etioloiiy. In searching for the cause one looks for a
neurotic constitution, with worry and anxiety. The dis-

ease has been caus<'d by biliary colic and acute enteritis.

Treatment. This is general an<l dietetic, according to

needs. Galvanism and bromides may be of slight service.

Spasm of the Cartlia.—This is a s|)asm of the circular

fibres of the cardia with or without pain, and of variable

duration. Food and .secretions are retained in the oesoph-

agus, above the spasm; gases remain below the spasm,
in the stomach.

Etiohiiiy. Spasim of the cardia results from; 1. Irri-

tants entering the o'sophagus, e.<i. : (<i) the stomach tube.

(//) irritant poisons. (<•) fo<jd which has been too i|uickly
swallowed, and ((/) too hot or too coUl food. 2. Infiam-
matious. 3. Ulcer. 4. Cancer. 5. Hyperchlorhydria.
(i. Tym])anitic stomach. 7. Simple spasm. This last is

rare, though it may occur at any age as a result of hys-
teria in neurotic individuals, and has been met in air

swallowers. It is caused by tobacco, by arteriosclerosis,

by tetanus, and by diverticula.

Spasm of the cardia may last for a long time, or may
be of ,short duration and recurrent. Each attack is sud-

den, with i)ainful contraction perhaps, and a sens<' of

pressure and pain. One feels as if the food were held
l)ack about the stricture or regurgitated. In a few there

is distress, with retching and vain attempts to bring up
food, or actual v<imiting may occiu'. The ]ialient makes
voluntary ellorts to comjiress the thorax, or holds his

breath, or drinks fitiids in order to force the food through
into tlie stomach. There is dysphagia or delay in swal-

lowing, and sounds of deglutition are less distinctly heard
or long delaj'ed. In passing the tube one meets with a

resistance which can be overcome.
Einhoni believes that the recurrent filling of the lower

area of the (esophagus with food and taking water to

force down every few mouthfuls lead to dilatation of

thea'sophagus. Kiegel doubts this, rather regarding the

dilatation, more es]iecially the diverticula, as the result

of concurrent iiifiammation. The dilatjition may be

symmetrical, pouched, or diverticular. As soon as dila-

tation exists dysphagia becomes constant, and there is

more dyspnoea, with palpitation, contributed to by fer-

mentation and putrefaction. A dilated (esophagus may
hold more than one pint.

Differentinl lliaijin'sis. One must exclude the various

non-spasmodic obstructions, such as tumors causing
external pressure, or, again, organic stricture from any
cause.

Treiifiiieiit. Mostly prophylactic. In general the food

should be of a proper temperature, slowly eaten and well

chewed. If a sensitive (esophagus seems to be the cause,

pass thick sounds, which gradually relieve, unless ero-

sions are |)resent, in which case only very soft food is al-

lowed. -Xsariileui such conditions local treatment is

over-treatment. It has been recommended for chronic

cases to give food of the consistence of soup, todirect the

patient to jiress the food past the stricture, to stretch with

sounds, and to perform lavage daily !

2\'erroiiii Krnetations.—These occur iude|iriiclintly of

meals and from nervous causes; llatulence being gcuer-
alh'. present. They may be audible, and may last for

hours or days. They depend on hysteria or neiu asthenia,
while children |iroduce them in mimicry. The air which

escapes is not always gas generated in the stomach; it

may be air which has been aspinited or swallowed,

chiefly the latter. The discharge is partly retlex, but

mainly voluntary, the swallowing of air being followed

b}' induced spasm of the iiharynx. The paroxysm has
no constant relation to food in any way or at any time.

Emotions, however, are closely related to the eruitations.

Belching niav or mav not relieve. Sometimes the eructa-
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Stomach.

liciiis are periodical, wliile at other times they are sutl-

<leii and une.\pecte<l, l)eiii.ir iidisy iiiul iikisI einbarrassiiifr.

They cease at night .nenerally.

Diiifiiiiixis. The pn)l)leiii is lo distiujrinsli between the

nervousand the fermentative origins. One may examine
llie stomaeli coMtenls, tliough tiie general asjieet of Ihe

case is of more signllieanee.
Ciiiirne mill Durnlinn. These depend largely on the

success or failure of suggestive Iherapy and general
treatment of the nervous system.
The trnitiiicnt is n\ostly psychic, though bromides

will relieve, temporarily at least. Tonics, change of cli-

mate, and hyilrotbera]>y have done good. One can stim-

idale self-control by ailvising gri'at care in combating tlie

trouble.

yeri'uiin Tom iti II
f/.
—The following varieties are not in-

cluded ;

Cerebral Vomitiiif/.
—

(a). Organic disease of brain, cir-

culatory changes, concussion. t\unor.

(h) Into.\ication. e.f/., opium, chloroform, ether, to-

bacco, ura'uiia, cliokeuiia.

(c) Psychical, through the sjiecial senses—e.f/., sight
of disgusting olijccts, or waves on the ocean.

((/) Retle-x. due to anatomical changes. I'.r/., neuritis,

va.gus affections (ui mouth or in stomach); peritonitis,
ileus, appendicitis, ovarian disease, pregnane}', etc. ; liver

disease, kidney disease (stone), worms, constipation, etc.

Spiiiiil Vmiiitiny.
—Tabetic cri.ses, characterized by snil-

den pain in the abdomen, with agonizing vomiting of

food, then of mucus, often with hyiiercblorhydria. The
crisis may last two or three days, and in the interval tlie

stomach is normal. vSuch a crisis couk'S cither early or

late in the disease and may persist. It is sunictimesseen,
too. in general paresis, multiple sclerosis, and myelitis.

True nerroiis foinitinfi is hysterical and therefore far

more frequent in the female sex than in the male. It

may come with or without other symptoms, coming
easily with no preceding vomiting, and not always after

a meal. In some cases it is produced only when solids

have been eaten; in others, when fluids have been taken.

In some jiaticnts it occurs only in the recumbent posi-
tion ; in others only in the erect posture. The quality of

the food seems to make no difference, and there are no
other dyspeptic troubles in the interval. It is striking,

too, that the nutrition, as a ride, is well maintained,

though exceptionally there is emaciation. Psychic in-

fluences are strong in its causation. H;ematemesis rarely

.accompanies it. As a rule, the general health is unaf-
fected. In its diagnosis one must exclude all anatomical

changes and then lind a cause. One must exclude, too,

hyperchlorhydria. hyperchylia, and tabes.

The treatment is suggestive. In severe cases rest in

bed with careful experiments in dieting is necessarj*.

Lavage is useless, and one may liave to resort to rectal

feeding.
Periodical romitiiif/ resembles tabetic crises. It occurs

in healthy people independently of any spinal disease.

suddeulj- and without apparent cause, often in the early
morning'before any food has been taken. Kausea pre-
cedes tlie vomiting, which is violent, and then perhaps
malaise, headache, etc., follow. Vomiting begins as soon
as food is taken ; the vomit is copious, and when all the
food has been returned Ihe vomit becomes bilious. Then
it ceases, either suddenly as it began or gradually. More
food can now be taken and retained, sleep intervenes
with recovery until the ne.xt attack, which is aclosecopy
of the first. Often there is no jiain, but sometimes the

patient complains of cramps ami of considerable pros-
tration afterward,

Iteritirjiilation.
—There is a nervous regurgitation of

liquid or solid food, apart from organic disease of the

stomach. The ejected material shows no abnormality of

smell or of taste and is spit out. or in some patients swal-
lowed again. Relaxation of the cardia is suspected in

these cases. In severe cases, with loss of large i|nantities
of chyme, serious inanition has been observed (Einliorn).

Intragastric faradization isof doul)tful use, and strychnine
may be ordered. The jiatient should be informed of

the evils of such a habit, and her self-control otherwise
stimulated When a subject of this neurosis faitlifully
reswallows iu-cording to order, it may give place to gen-
uine

Itinnination or Meryciam.—This implicis the regurgita-
tion of food, its remastication and subsequent reswallow-
ing. It is gc'ncrally acquired llirough mimicry and may
lead to a habit. Einhorn could collect only one hundrel]
and six eases in the literal ure, aiul most of them were males.
It is re|)eatedly .seen in the insane, while in ]\Iontreal

hospitals an<l elsewhere we have found it not uncommon
in iiersous healthy in both mind and body, Like other

hysterical manifestations it is influenced by critical events,
it having appeared the day after marriage in one case;
in another it was cured by marriage. Suggestive treat-
ment has ]M()ved the most successful. The patient
should be soundly lectured on the vice, for it is among
the most disgusting of habits.

Gaxtrojileriiii.
—Atony of the stomach is familiar as the

result of many organic changes in that organ and of

general wasting processes. A paresis of functional origin
does rari'ly occur, in the diagnosis of which a very thor-

ough exclusion of other causes must be carried out.
The main syuiptoin is marked motor insufficiency. Its
main treatnuiit must accordingly be directed along these
lines.

Pyloric liicoittiiience.—This can be recognized by the

presence of bile and intestinal juice in the stomach" dur-

ing the fasting hours, though this is not constant. Gen-
erally speaking, one is not able lo force air through the

pylorus during excessive inflation. An incontinent py-
lorus, however, is a]it to ]iieveiit judlonged distention
of the stomach after inflation, and a test meal is said to

leave the stomach sooner than normal.
Secretory NECiiosKS. — 1. llyperchlarliydrin and

Hypersecretion. (Vide sections IV. and V.)
llyposerretion and "

AcJiylia Oastrica.^'—Under this

heading one includes deticient hydrochloric acid, defi-

cient total secretion, and absent secretion. The existence
of the latter as a neurosis is diuibted by many. Such are

secondary to manv or,ganic diseases, e.g.. cancer, gas-
tritis, amyloid degeneration, profound blood changes,
and atroph}-. They occur, too, as a neurosis, Complete
achylia, it is said, sometimes occurs in tabes. In true

achylia due to organic disease one can generally find

without much delay definite signs of organic chau.ge.
whereas in neurotic achylia the mucous memlirane is in

normal condition. In a case recorded by Einliorn the
secretions returned after five 3-eais of total achylia gas-
trica! Subjectively the (latient may be in good health
and free of symptoms, but if motor insufficiency or intes-

tinal trouble is present there are always .symptoms.
There are generally various gastric symptoms and mild
enteric manifestations, though no characteristic symptom
comiilex whatever. OI)jcctivcly, one finds, on with-

drawing the contents after a test breakfast, tliat their

total bulk is small, and there is very little fluid. The
food is unchanged, hvdrochloric acid is absent, and the
contents are neutral or faintly acid, a total a<idity of
four and even two having been observed. Lactic acid is

absent, or very nearly so; there is no peptone, proiiep-
tone, pepsin, or rennet ferment, and no mucus.
The coiirM is very protracted, and the treatment cmi-

sists of stimulation by lava.ge or faradism, preparation
of the food to suit the intestines, a large juoportion of

vegetable food, and medicinally nux vomica with hydro-
chloric acid.

Sensory Nhikoses.— Ilypenest/iesia occurs also with
ulcer, hyperchylia, gastritis, chlorosis, arthritis, unemia,

irritating foods, habitual ingestion of narcotic drugs,
lasting, and various excesses.

Subjectively there is discomfort immediately after a
meal, whetlier fluid or .solid, then a tinglilig pain through-
out digestion (due to contact id' food with the mucous
mcndirane). Sometimes there are excessive nausr;i and
V(miiting. During gastric repose there is no pain, but

generally a sense <if emptiness, and perhajis faiutness.

Pain is induced sometimes b}- too warm food, or by
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pressure over tlie stomach, ami often by the tube. The
skiu of tlie ipigastruim may be tender. Fear of pain
leads the patient to lake an insullieient (luantity of food,
and this, with vomiting in severe cases, brings about
emaciation. The secretions remain normal.
One must dilTeientiate this neurosis from:

(«) Atypical ulcer, in which there is a distinct relation

of the |iain to the ipialily of food, to the evolution of the

secretion, and lo the niovenienlsof llie body. The differ-

ential diajinosis is often dilheult, and can often be only
surmised from facts in general.

(i) Hypersecretion, in which the pain occurs later on,

toward the height of digestion
—

i.e., in which the i)aiu is

not related to contact, but to function and to the ijuality of

the food. The effect of albuminous foods in hyperchylia
may be to relieve; in hyperasthesia such foods aggra-
vate the pain.

(f) Hypersthenic gastritis; the differential diagnosis is

the same as in hyi)erchylia.
Gimtralyia.

—
Gaslnilgia is ni/nipiumnlic in idcer, cancer,

gastritis, retention, gastroptosis, and hyperchylia; it is

jrflt.v in genito-urinary discas<'S, etc.
; it is central in tabes,

multiple sclerosis, myelitis, and tumors; it is neuralf/ic
in neuroses, chlorosis, syphilis, aulo-into.xications, and
possibly in malaria.

(iastralgia is a pnevunogastric neuralgia. It may be
mild or severe. The pain is intermittent, i.e., there are

intervals of normal painless digestion ; it comes suddenly,
working up to a paroxysm, being felt tiist in the epigas-
trium and then shooting through to the back, with an
increase in its severity. It has no relation to fiuictional

activity in the stomach, and is not associated with any
dyspeptic signs except distention. This pain may last

several hours or may persist dming two days.
The urine is usually neutral, and on the cessation of

the pain large quantities are iiassed. Sometimes vom-
iting ends an attack. The stomach contents are noi-
mal.

Gastralgia nervosa is to be differentiated from all dis-

eases in which pain occurs at or near the epigastrium,
e.g.. from intercostal neuralgia and myalgia; from gall-
stone colic; from intestinal colic; etc. In gallstone
colic the pain may al.so be felt to the rir;/ii of the twelfth
dorsal vertebra. The liver is enlarged and the gall blad-
der palpable, while there may be jaundice and fever.

Tlie colic may be related to the taking of excessive food,
as in two cases which I have seen ; the differential diag-
nosis is then often difficult. The stools .should be carc-

fidly examined.
\Vhen, in a case of intestinal colic, the seat of the

trouble is in the transverse colon, the diagnosis may be
difficult. There may be mere peristaltic pain, or plumb-
ism, simple distention or mucous colitis.

Gastric hypersesthesia, hypersecretion, and hyjierchlor-
hydiia must also be considered in the differential diag-
nosis, nor should one omit to think of ulcer (gastric or

duodenal), |)ancrealilis, peritonitis, etc.

'J'redtiiitiit. In .severe eases a hypodermic of mor-
phine should be promptly administered liy the jihysician.
In less severe cases one may try the various gastric seda-
tives (bismuth, cocaine, chloroform, and silver nitrate).

Washing out the stomach freely with hot water, com-
bined with hot fomentations externally, has acted well,

though, as a rule, it is an unneccssiiry procedure. The
chief indication is to treat the underlying cause (general
condition).

Aiii->n.ii(i JW'n-osii. — Definition. Anorexia nervosa is

a term applied to a sudden loss of appetite, developing
along nervous channels, and in the aljsence of organic
disease in the stomach. It is thus a pure neurosis, and
occurs mo.st commonly as a very luominent symptom in

hysteria or neurasthenia, of which it forms the most
striking comjilaint on the part of the digestive system.

EtirAoj/y. Various gastric symptoms ate very "common
in neuropathic persons, whether the latter sun"er from a

slight passing irritability, a iinifouiid tieurasthenia. or

insanity; anil thi.- neuropathy should lie looked upon as
the backgrounti and the foundation of the gastric trou-

ble. Anorexia nervosa occurs, too, in perfectly healthy
people, after psychical excitement, a fright, or "a sudden
depres.sion of spirits, as also after a disgusting sight or
odor. In such cases the symptom is of short duration,
whereas when it is a ]iart of general hysteria it is very
obstinate, becoming seriotis and even dangerous in manv
individuals. It is particularly common in young fe-

males, owing to the great prevalence of hysteria and
chlorosis in such jiersons. Typical examples have l.ieen

seen in those w ho abuse morphine, tobacco, or alcohol.
In fact, any inlluenee which exhausts the central nervous
system may lead to anorexia nervosa, whose etiology is

that of the parent disease, hysteria.

Symptoms. The loss of appetite, which is sudden and
generally complete, comes on commonly innnediately
after the ingestion of food

;
more rarely it" occurs sevend

minutes after the first mouthful. The patient comes to

table with a good ajipetite, but on beginning to eat ex-

periences from the first mouthful a sen.se of ,satiety and
even of ftdncss and weight in the stomach ; her appetite.
and, indeed, her ability to swallow, instantly leaving her.

For it is more than a mere loss of apiietite, and the ap-
proach of food brings about contraction of the (esophagus
or an obstinate gagging, while food forcibly inserted is

returned before it reaches the stomach. In less severe
cases the appetite is absurdly capricious, varying quickly
from one extreme to the other. When the ability to eat

has gone, no suitably chosen food as to quality or (juan-

tity can well be taken, for one spoonfid of fluid is intol-

erable. This may be lasting, and, when such is the ease,
it leads to loss of weight anil muscular restlessness, pro-
ducing muscular atrophy and contractures, so that the

patient lies in flexion, and feeding her becomes a very
difficult inolilem. Such are the extreme ca.ses to which
Weir Jlitehell ap])lied his treatment. Emaciation may
be extreme, the very skin becoming dry and wasted.
Patients have died from starvation. O.sler iccords the
case of a girl who died at forty-nine poimds' weight with
out any lesions being found after death. A woman under

Riegel's care kept on reducing the size of her meals imtil

only from two to four drachms of fluid could be taken ;

she became bedridden from weakness, and her weight
fell to sixty-four pounds. After ten mouths' careful

treatment she was discharged weighing one hundred and

thirty-four pounds.
Diagnosin. The diagnosis depends on the history.

family tendencies, and the nervous disposition of the

patient, and, above all, on the exclusion of all organic
disease in the stomach or elsewhere. Therefore a very
searching investigation of the stomach and of the entire

organism must be carried out. In the absence of any
recognizable disease the symptom may depend on a hid-
den lesion, notably tuberculosis.

Treatmeitt. In treating these cases, anj- contributory
causes (abuse of drugs, excesses, ana-mia) must be coni-

bated, and a cure dciiends largely on the personality of

the physician and his ability to win and hold the complete
confidence of his patient. In all severe cases the only
hopeful treatment is the removal of the patient to an insti-

tution where her nurses are strangers and where a stiiet

regimen, dietetic and otherwise, can be carried out. In

such surroundings sensational cures are sometimes ob-

tained. Rectal feeding and gavage have at times to be

tried, and their psychic effect is in some cases successful.
^^
HeuriiMheniii OrDitnea" inid

"
yen'oiig Dyxpepfin."—

Definition. We have seen above that gastric neuroses
are secretory, .sen.sory, or motor. These are. unfortu-

nately, often combined and form what some authois call

"nervous dyspepsia,'' or neurasthenia gastriea. The
term "

nervotis dyspejisia
" was first given by Leube to

a condition cliaracterizi-d by gastric symptoms referable

to the nervous system in the presence of normal digestion—
i.e., normal as to its chemistry and duration. Such a

condition is generallv a sensory neurosis, which, how-
ever, is sometimes combined with other neuroses. We.
therefore, look ujion nervous dyspejisia as a composite
neurosis, in which sensory disturbance is always promi-
ucut.
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Sloinach.

Si/nijihiiiiK. Tlip symptoms are a sense of fulness and
weiglit, enietatioiis of >ras, nausea, and even voinitinfr;
lliere may be jiuiii and tenderness (not limited to a small

area), also liurninj;. and disturlied appetite. Seeiind;uy
symptomsare lieadaehe, palpitation, iusonniia. and UKJod-

iness. The .syniploms always appear shortly or inunetli-

ately after takini; food, but tliey do not vary with varia-

tions in the quality or ciuanlity of the food, but jiersist
in spite of jiulieious reduelious in the diet. Sueh symp-
toms are at limes a part of general hysteria or neuras-
thenia. They oecur, too, retie.\ly from disturbance of

other organs, e.f/., tlie female sexual organs, during a

heightened general nervous irritability. They jjrobably
occur as a, result of se.xual excess, though in tliis and
other distant disturbances an increased irritability of

sensory nerves in the stomach is essential. If this irrita-

bility is present, physiological events in the stomach call

forlli unpleasant symjitoms or become painful, leading
to abnormal secretion and abnormal motility. The pa-
tient may or may not be hysterical, for these neuroses can
occur apart from definite hysteria, though a neuropathic
constitution is essential. This constitution may be con-

genital or acquired by such means as excesses, abuse of

drugs, chronic malaria, ana-mia, etc.

On physical examination of the abdomen one finds no
abnormality, not even localized tenderness. The gastric

Juice, too, is almost always perfectly normal, though
rarely it is slightly clianged. .Motility is generally nor-

mal, rarely there is hypermotility, and more rarely atony.
Generall}' there are also perverted .sensations in the in-

testines.

Covr/ie. The course is always long, but the condition
varies sensationally, especially with the mental state and
surroundings of the patient.

Diiiyniisia. The diagnosis is made only by the general
clinical picture, never by any single sign, nor b_v the ex-
amination of the gastric contents. In this condition the

pain is not so severe as in hyperacidit)'. Changes in the
secretion or motility at frequent intervals are suggestive,
especially when vomiting is absent or infreciucnt and the

tongue clean. Striking variations in the symptoms, syn-
chronously with changes in the humor of the patient,

together with excellent nutrition, in spite of severe symp-
toms, are the most suggestive points. One must not lay
too great stress on other functional disturbances, for or-

ganic disease in the stomach may coexist with hysteria,
and the more conscientiously fine examines his patient,
the more frequently will he find an organic basis for the

symptoms.
Tlie diseases differentiated with greatest difficulty are

atypical idcer, carcinoma, and chronic gastritis. In ul-

cer, when there is no localized tenderness and no Inema-

temesis, one may have some doubt. In ulcer the pain
is much more regular in its relation to a meal, and it

varies markedly with the quantity and the quality of the
food

; vomiting is far commoner and the appetite is good,
fear alone preventing eating. In ulcer, too, hyperchlor-
hydria is almost constant, and the symptoms respond
more to treatment than is the case in neurasthenia gastrica.
In cases of carcinoma, with absent liydrochloric acid as
the onlv sign, one may long be in doubt: one must con-
sider the age, sex, and the com-se of the disease, and
look for constantly absent liydrochloric acid. In chronic

gastritis the course is always steadier; there is nuicli

mucus, and the symptoms increase or diminish with the
diet.

Prijr/iiosis. The prognosis is good as to life, but the

symptoms are of long duration or frequently recur.

Tri'iiii/unt. One shoidd try to remove all exhausting
infiuenees and give his chief attention to the general con-
dition of the patient. The diet is not of prime impor-
tance, liut should be nourishing and unirritating. A
diange of scene, as by a trip to the country or by a sea

voyage, acts well. Tonics, liydrotherapeuties, massage,
and static electrieily may be given, mostly for their

psychic elTect. Obstinate cases can be cured only by the
WeirMitchcll (realnienl, in which suggestion and the

enc<juraging personality of the physician arc iuqiortant.

VII. GASTRITIS.

A C U T E G .\ S T K I Tl S .

Dkfinitios.—An acute inflammation of the superficial
membrane of the stomach with excessive secretion of
mucus, desiimimation of epithelium, and a residting dis-

turbance of digestion. The term is often ndsiipplied, and
is confused more especially with gastric neurosis, in
whicli there is no evidence whatever (d iuHamniation of
the lining mendirane of the stomach. The term should
be restricted to those cases in which definite evidence
exists of a catarrhal or other inflammation of the gastric
mucosa, and should not include even those cases of neu-
rosis in which much nuicus is secreted in the stomach,
anil in which there is no cause or symptom otherwise of
inflammation. One should exchide, too, the many cases
of acute indigestion from temporary indiscretions of diet,

etc., and the cases of slight atony, in which there is no
reason to suspect an active inflammatory process.

It is true, on the other hand, that in many cases it is

impossible to say whether one is dealing with an acute
inflammation or with merely an acute non-inflanuuatory
dyspepsia.
Etiology.—The condition is cither primary or second-

ary.

Primary Acute Gnstritin.—The causes of the jirimary
.simple gastritis are mainly the following: Food or drink
when taken in an irritating form, e.y., too hot or too

cold, or if decomposed, or if too spic}', or too bulky and
coarse—all these act more especially on an empty
stomach.

Alcohol, which is one of the most common causes, in-

duces a very typical form of the disease.

Individual predisposition and sensibility hav<' much
to do with the case, and perhaps, too, heredity plays its

part. Again, people with impaired vitality
—such, for

example, as ana'mic individuals and those who are con-

valescing from the S]iecific fevers—are more susceptible.
For the same rea.son tuberculous patients are often sus-

ceptible to the disease. Bacteriological invasion is not

infrequently a factor in its causation, and more especially
is this claimed for the Bacillus coli commmus, while in

many cases the disease is associated with the parasites of

pycemia, diphtheria, anthrax, thrush, lymphangitis, etc.

Animal parasites, again, may be introduced, such, for e.x-

ample, as the Ascarides and the various Ta'niie.

Toxic causes are amongst the most common factors
in the production of acute gastritis, though in most in-

stances they produce a more severe form than is here de-
scribed. Such, for example, are the mineral acids, the
alkalies, various salts, alcohol, phosphorus, arsenic, mer-
curic chloride, calcium chloride, etc.

Externall}', heat and cold, when excessive, may induce

gastritis, though just why extensive burns on the external
surface of the body should produce so frequently catarrhal
inflammations of the mucosa is not understood. Foreign
bodies when swallowed form another cause (fruit stones,
hair, etc.).

Lastly, there seems to be an epidemic form of the dis-

ease, the cause being doubtless some micro-organism,
though the mode of infection is as yet ill understood.

Si'cijiidiiry <icnle f/ii>itrilis frequently develojis with
the general infectious diseases, such as measles, scarla-

tina, erysipelas, pneumonia, etc., and may indeed be
the primary condition which maiufests the early symp-
toms, and this is esiieciall.v so with children. In a<iite

nephritis, again, gastritis is a counnon secondary condi-
tion. With diseases of the throat and with putrid bron-
chitis, gangrene, or other disease of the lung, or in other
conditions in which the degenerated tissues arc in part
introduced into the stomach, a secondary gastritis may
readily occiu'. The disorder, too, is not uncommon with,
and as a result of, intestinal disease.

JIonniD Anato.mv.— .Macroscopically therearea dilVuse

circumscribed swelling of the mucosa, redness, due either

to congestion or to hemoirhage, and an excessive ipiantity
of mucus. Sections under the nncroseope showjiarlial
desquamation of tlu' sujierflcial epithelium, the remaining
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cells beiug swollen and cloiuly and tilled with much
mucus. Ill the glandular epitlicliiini it may l)e impos-
sible to distinguish lictwccn the chief and ilic parietal

cells. All the cells may he more or less iloudy. fatly, or

granular and shruidien. the chief cells lieini; those usually
most alVected. The capillaries are dilated, and in the

interstitial tissue one sees collections of small round cells,

due to intlanunatory intiltration.

Sy.mptoms.—The symiiloms may occur with or with

out fes-er.

Siibjectire SympUims.—There is usually general malaise,

perhaps headache and dizziness; tlie patient complains
of anore.\ia, increased thirst, a sense of pressure and ful-

ness in the epigastrium, eructations of a gas which is

cither tasteless or bitter; there is a pappy taste in the

moutli, and nausea is usually present. In most cases

there is some vomiting of a foul, very acid, bitter

material, consisting of more or less inulig<sted food

remiiantsand much mucus. There may be bile. Svieli a

vomilushasa very niaiUnl acid n action, though the Ht'l

aei<lity is visually diminished, and there may even be no
flee liydroehloric acid; very often the three organic
aeids— lactic, butyric, and acetic—are found.

If a test breakfast is given after the first violent attack

is over, one will tind the bread after one hour almost un-

changed, very niucli mueus present, and a greatly dimin-

ished secretion of hydrochloric acid.

Olijiclire Si/niploni.t.
—These are not specially character-

istic; the tongue is usually coaled, and it may be indented

by the teeth; if fever is present, there may be herpes
labialls. There will be .some tenderness in the gastric
area, and perliaps fulness from distention. The intes-

tines are sometimes involved in a severe case, and there

may be constipation or diarrhcea. A more or less sub-

icteroid condition may he added. The pul.se is increased

in raiiiclity and is small in volume. The urine is dimin-
ished and the spc<-ilie gravity increased.

CotiisK.—Sometimes vomiting affords immediate re-

lief; at other times the vomiting and the symptoms are

concurrent. Not infreiiuently involvement of the intes-

tines follows that of the stomacli. and then after a pre-

liminary constipation tliere is more or less persistent
diarrho'a for one or more days.
The intensity varies, and in the milder cases there is

even no vomiting. On the other hand, in those cases

wliich are somewhat more severe, rigor may be present,
with fever and herpes.

Di.Mi.NOsis.—An obvious cause is usually the impor-
tant factor, and in addition the vomiting of coarse un-

digested food afler some liours, with much mucus and
- organic acids, siilliees to render the diagnosis easy.

The dilTerential diagnosis concerns gastric ulcer, bil-

iary colic, gaslralgia, with increasc<l hydrochloric acid,
the onset of soiue acute iidVclious discasi.—more especial-

ly typhoid fever and pneumonia—and lastly, the gastric
crises of tabes dor.siilis. The individual symiitoms and
tlie course of the disease usually sullice for a diagnosis.

PliooNOsis.—The prognosis is good. There may, how-
ever, be recurrences in susceptible individuals, which,
when they occur frequently, increase the liability to a
chronic gastritis with secondary dilatation.

Tkk.vtmknt.— l'rtiji/ii//iirlii-.
—This is of especial ini-

portanee in children, inasmuch as an improiier iliet is the

frequent cause of gastritis at that age. It is important ,

therefore, to avoid overloading th(; stoniaeli, esiiecially
with sweets, fruits, cakes, and other foods which cause
fermentation and more or less acute dilatation of the
stoiuaeh. Some authors have laid stress on the impor-
tance of avoiding uncooked fruit, which is especially ir-

ritating to the stomachs of the young.
Jh'ieet Tiriitiiifiit. —The condition often subsides of its

own jiceord without any further interference, and na-
ture, by inducing vomiting and a sub.se(|uenl anorexia,
carries out the two main theiapeutic essentials. When
vomiting has not been induced, emetics often give relief,

though lavage is, perhaps, the more thorough method of
treatment. It is specially useful in children, in whom
hivage, by means of a calhete'r or i)ro|ierly devised tube

and funnel, gives more rapid relief than any other treat-

ment. It may be necessary to employ lavage with the

patient in various postures in order to insure a lliorough
cleansing of the stomach, and this process should be re-

pealed several times if symptoms of discomfort and dis-

tress indicate its use.

If an emetic is desired or ncces,sary, a|iomorphine is

doubtless the best one for the i)urpose. Drugs are
otherwise rarely necessary, while dieting, cm the other

hand, is of the utmost iniiiortance. The diet should be
such as to proleet the injured mucosa and give rest to

the functional action of the stomach. For lliis reason it

is well to give tlie sloniacli complete rest at first for some
hours, after which time the thirst may be relieved by
chopped ice, or by swabbing out the month with water
or a suitalil(Mnoutli wash. Small i|uantities of ciTerves-

cent waters or cold, weak, unsweetened tea may be

sipped. It is es))eeially imporlant that any Huids given
at this time should be administered in sniall amounts.

AV'hen food is linally given, it should be given in Huid
form. .Milk diluted with liiiu' water or soda water, and
broths, with perhiijis the yolk of an egg, may then be

tried, ami, after this, more solid diet may be graduully
administered.

If purgation is desired, calomel may be used in sniall

doses and combined with bicarbonate of soda. This is

particularly useful if an enteritis is also present.
For the aiiore.\ia which aceompanies and follows this

di.sease a few drops of hydrnchloric aeid. as recommended
by Hiegel and Ewald. may be inlniinistered—eight to ten

drops of the dilute HCl are placed in a wine-glass of
water and taken in sips liefore each meal. Narcotics are

rarely necessary, Imt if requited they may be given in

the form of suppositories.

Severe Toxic Gastritis.

This is merely a more aggravated form of the simple
gastritis. It must be remembered that all to.xic gastri-
tides, however, are not necessarily severe, though, as

many hold, nearly all gastrilides are usually to.xic. The
severe and toxic gastritis, however, is usually caused by
the voluntary or involuntary ingtwtion of concentrated
mineral acids—carbolic acid, caustic alkalies, the poison
oils melals. such as arsenic, phosphorus, mercuric chlo-

ride, calcium chloride, potassium cyanide, etc., and also

the essential oils.

Symptoms. — The symptoms vary according to the

quantity of poison taken iind according to the position
of the patient at the time—that is, whcllier standing up
or lying down; in other words, the.se symptoms varyac
cording to the portion of the alimentary tract against
which llie irritant comes in contact
The most striking symptoms are ]iain and vomiting.

The jiain is usually comjilaiiied of all the way down from
the pharyn.x to the stomach, and espccitilly along the line

of the sternum; it is severe iind burning in character.

V(unitiug usually occurs soon, esjiecially if something
has been present in the sloniacli at the lime It is often

repeated, and, as characteristic of the disease, it brings
no ahalemenl of the symptoms. Mixed u]) with more or

less fondsluif, there are usually blood, mucus, and per-

haps portions of miieous membrane.
The laeies is usually anxious iuiil pale, and there is

profuse sweating; the pulse is sniall, rapid, and com-

pressible; llie extremities are cold, perhaps cyanosed.
and the resjiiralions are shallow, rapid, and thoracic (he-
cause ]iain impairs the movements of the dia])liragm).

Examination of the ahdomen shows nothing eharacter-

islic a])art from great tenderness, and. if the condition
has been extreiiii'. there may be signs of ]ieiforation and

peritonitis; hut lliis latter occurs only in the severer forms
of tlie disease.

There are all degrees of this form of gastritis ; it may
be mild with only a few hours of pain, or there may be

signs of general intoxication with luematuria. icterus,

etc. The results are, mainly ; stenosis of the O'sophagus
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from Rubst'quent cicatrization; iitmpliy (if llic inucniig

iiu'inhnuii', cliroiiic gastritis, etc.

M(iKi!ii> Anatdmy.—Tills vaiirs ai'conliii}^ to the na-

ture of tlic (•as<' and tlic extent of llie daniane; lliei'e afo

always liypera'iTiia, lieindirliages, and swelling of the

tnueousMieiiiliiaiie, with fatty degeneialion of theglaniln-
lar epithelium, mole especially in phos])lioiiis poisoning.
Wliefe the erosion lias lieen great tliere is sloughing, sind

there may he peiforatiou, or, later, severe hemorrhages,
with sears and contractions (stenosis, liour-glu.ss contrac-

tion, etc.). The secretoiy changes are usually great;
there is marked diniiiiutioii of the hydrochloric acid, and
lliei<' may he gastrectasis.

Di.\(ixiisis.—This is based on the sudden severe gastric

signs in an otherwise healthy Individual, while the poi-

son, or its effects, are usually found on tiie lips or in the

mouth.
Tkk.\t.MF.xt.—This consists of lavage, when it is not

otherwi.se coiitraindleated, and the use- id' an antidote.

If a somewliat longer iirotection of the gastric mucosa
is indicated, rectal feeding may be employed. Special
treatment may be required to deal with tlie sequelae of

the disease.

Phleg.monous Gastritis.

Interstitial Purulent Inflammation.—This is a very rare

disease, and commences primarily in the submucosa, go-
ing through the thickness of the various parts of the
stomach. It .seems to be sometimes piiniary, the exact

cause, however, being hard to find. More often it is

secondary, i.e., metastatic from some other primary
focus, it may be diffuse until the whole wall of the
stomach is involved to a greater or less degree; or it may
be circumscribed, an abscess being tluis formed.

iloiiisii) Anatomy.—The submucosa, especially at the

pylorus, is thickened and intiltrated with |ius or sero-

pus, and this usually extends more or less to the muscle.
The mueoiis membrane is almost always involved, though
often very slightly, and one sees signs of intiltration be-

tween the glandular loops. The mucosa Is thickened,

hypera'mic, ecchj-motic; the epithelium is granular or
shows fatty degeneration, and there is a small-celled
intiltration between the glands. In some cases there are

])erforations going tlifough the whole stomach (the ap-
])eaiance of a sieve), or ulcers of varying extent may be
found.
There are often adhesions with the neighboring or-

gans, and. according to the extent of the pathological
changes, the results vary widely. Purulent peritonitis
is a not infrequent termination, though intiltration may
extend into tlie duodenal wall or up into the a'sophagus,
and thrombi may form in the surrounding veins where
one or other of the dilTerent varieties of pus organisms
may be found.

Ivrioi.dov.— As a primary affection, we arc totally ig-
norant of the direct cause beyond the fact that it must be
a microorganism. On the other hand, jihlegmonous gas-
tritis is secondary to cancer and ulcer of the stomach, to

the various general infections, such as pya'inia, variola,

scarlatina, etc.

Sy.mptoms.—The .symptoms aic nearly always acute.
The onset is sudden, and there may be a chill, but in no
sense are the early symptoms characteristic. It is true
that there are severe gastric symiitoms, the fever is high,
|ierhaps 105 F., and there arc general malaise and severe

prostration. Voiniling is nearly always present and per-
sistent, and the vomilus contains mainly mucus or bile.

One never, or hardly ever, gets jius in the vomitns un-
til the abscess has opened into the stomach shortly before
death. The case thus often resembles acute poisoning.
The pains are very severe, extending over the w hole gas
trie area; there are ineteorisin and signs of a general or

local peritonitis. The fever is usually persistent, sejitic
in type, and there are sometimes repeated rigors.
The pulse, as one might expect, is increased in rajiid-

ity, small, and may be irregular. The course of the dis-

ease throughout indicates severe general disturbance; the

vomiting gradually diminishes toward death. With the

development of the disorder there may be coma or
delirium, and, following upon this, collapse and death,
with or without signs of general peritonitis.
The duration is rarely ever longer than two weeks,

being usually fatal within the first week. Wliere the
disea.se is localized an aliscess forms and the condition

may last somewhat longer, but in other respects there
is no difference between the symptoms of the diffuse and
those of the circumscribed variety.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis is never certain, and one
usually labors over the dilTereiitiation between a general
peritonitis and a toxic gastritis,
PnooNosis.—Ninety live percent, of those cases which

are recorded have been fatal. That cases have recov-
ered has only been proven by anatomical preparations,
indicating the previous existence of a phlegmonous gas-
tritis.

CiruoNic Gastritis.

Tliis consists of a prolonged alteration of the mucous
membrane of the stomach resulting in changes in the gas-
tric digestion. The alteration is mainly in the secretions,
there being an abundance of niuciis and sometimes a
stagnation of food.

Etiology.—The conditiou may be puimary or sec-

ondary.
Primary c/ironic gastritin sometimes follows the acute,

though this is uncomtnon. Oi; the other hand, all the
cases of acute gastritis, if jiersisting for a long jieriod.

may assume a clirouie form. Thus, for example, dietetic

errors, with reference to the manner of eating and cliew-

ing of food ; the irregularity of meals; overloading of the

stomach, especially with indigestible food: the presence
of faulty teeth, acting as an impedimciit to proper diges-
tion—all these separately or combined may induce in

time chronic gastritis. Alcohol, especially if undiluted,

particularly brandy, is another important cause. Other
toxic causes are tobacco, especially if chewed to excess,
tea and coffee, spices, certain drugs, drastic purgatives
taken too frequently and in too large do.ses^—all of these
act as etiological factors, and they are all more potent
when combined with a scdentaiy life.

fSeeondai'y chronic ganfritix is associated with various
diseases of the stomach and the general system; thus,
with carcinoma ventriculi. with gastrectasis and adenoma
of the stomach, more rarely with ulcer Diseases of the
heart and of the liver, in which passive congestion of the
vessels in the stomach area frequent accompaniment, act
as important factors in inducing a chronic catarrhal in-

flammation of the mucosii.
To a less extent are renal and pulmonary diseases (espe-

cially tiiberculo.sis) responsible; .still, in certain constitu-

tional diseases, more es))ecially in an.-emia, chlorosis, leu-

kfemia, diabetes, and gout, the malady is not uncommon.
Morbid An.vto.mv.—The mucmis membrane is swollen,

thickened, and covered with a layer of tenacious mucus;
its color is either dark red or grayish-red, especially
around the jivlorus.

Microscopical examination of the mucus overlying the

mucosa shows that it contains epithelium, which is

mostly broken down, and iierha]is blood corpuscles; the

mucous membrane itself may present isolated hemor-

rhages, loss of epil helium and erosion; according to

the degree of inflammation, one sees degeneration or

fibrosis.

The superficial epithelium undergoes more or less mu-
coid degeneration; the glands are enlarged, partly cystic
from retention, and degenerated, while the interglandular
tissue shows small-celled infiltration. The capillaries and

lymphatics are dilated; the submucosa shows thickening
here and there, and sometimes the productive fibrosis re-

sults in the formation of warty and polypoid evcres-

cenees—what is known to the l'''rcncli as tint niamelonne.

Pyloric stenosis somelimes occurs as a result, and espe-

cially if there is much liypertroidiy of the muscidar coat.

Cirrhosis of the xtonidch is a special form of this chronic
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gastritis, auil if advaufcd it may k'ad to ilegencration and

atrophy of tlie niusiular c-oat.

The "tiiial staire in i-liroiiic gastritis is an atroj)liy of the

mucous iiumbraui'. and this may result in the i)ractieal
failure of all gastric secretion.

The size of the stomach varies. When there has been
serious disease, the organ as a whole may appear
slirunken. On tlie other liand, when the nuiscular coat

lias been the one chielly involved, dilatation of the stom-

ach may lie observed.
Sy.mi'IOMS.—Tlie disease may remain for some time

latent, or the symptoms may at tirst be insigniticant and
then gradually become more jircMnnmced. This stage

may continue in<letinitely. or. again, the miUl symjitoms
may alternate with periods of complete health. It is

Weil recognized, at all events, that changes in the symp-
toms from time to time are ijuile frequent.

Eiiiiy Siyiis.
—As a rule, chronic gastritis develops

slowly; slight dietetic errors cause some discomfort in

the e]iigastrium, with the signs of fulness, pressure, and,

perhaps, even jiain. either when food is jiresent or when
the stomach is imply, Thire is usually anorexia, to-

gether with a bad or a sour tasti> in the mouth. Flatu-

lence is common and often very troublesome, though
the explosion of wind (which is odorless, as a rule)

tends to relieve the oppression in the epigastrium and
lower part of the thorax. There are nausea, and later

on. as a rule, vomiting, which occurs either at the height
of digestion orsomctimes early in the morning (the r(>sult

of a pharyngitis, mucus from the throat being swal-
lowed diH'ing sli'c|0. Tliirst is usually added, and there

is a general indispo>ilion for any exertion. The nervous

system sufTers, too, and ncurasi lienia is apt to develop ;

dizziness is not uucommon, more particularly during the

digestive period.
Wiil-Ihrelc/ied Ciinefi.—In these the aijpetite varies;

there is usually, however, anorexia, with satiety after

oidy a little has been eaten. Voraciousness is imcommon.
tliougli a special desire for acid, sharp and spicy foods is

well known, and often increases with the develoimient of

the malady. A di.sgust for meats is frequent in the well-

developed cases. Thirst lihewise varies; sometimes it is

increased, though not nearly so nuich as in the case of
acute gastritis. There is sometimes a bad taste in the

mouth, though this varies; it is usually due to stomatitis
or to a chronic pluuyngitis. The breath may be foul
from the same cause. Salivation or dryness in the mouth
may be present. The tongue is furred or red and often
sore at t ho edges.
The dyspeptic signs vary largely according to the

secretory or motor disturbance which is present. The
quantity and quality of food are of great importance to

the patient. Fluids are well borne, as a rule, but solids
seem to increase the symptoms. The usual dyspeptic
signs— (.,'/., fulness, oppression, flatulence, eructations,
etc.—are conunon. Water brash is not unconunon; .so.

too, is cardialgia. Not infrequently there is true pain in

the stomach, which, however, disappears rajiidly under
suitable treatment. Nausea occurs either early in the

morning or at the height of digestion, though this symp-
tom is not by any means so conunon as in carcinoma.

V'ondting is frequently (iresent. though much lesscoin-
mon than in acute gastritis. It may be slight or severe,
and often occurs in the early morning (vomilus matu-
tinis potatorum), at which time it consists of s;diva
that has been swallowed and of mucus eondng from an
old pharyngitis. Such vomitus is apt to be alkaline in

reaction. If the vomiting occurs after meals, it takes

place usually aliout an hour and a half after food has
been ingesteii. It is made up of luidigested food remnants
and thick, ropy mucus, bile, and the various products of
fermentation, yeasts, etc. Sometimes the nuieus is ex-

tremely elastic and tenacious, due, it is thought, to the
mucous fermentation of carhohydrales.

Geiiei'td Si/mptoni)).
—Constipation is the rule: it some-

times alternates with diarrlKca. The nervous symptoms
consist of dizziness, anxiety, hypochondriasis" lack of

energ}'. There is inanition, especially among those who

are poor and uncleanly, and whose mouths are never

properly cared for. Where the intestines are imable to
take on the functions of the stomach, nuilnutrition is very
conunon. The urine varies: urates are often present in

large amount.

Although [lalpitation is not uncommon, the heart, as a
rule, presents nothing abnormal.

I'/ii/gieal Exdmiitiition.—Inspection reveals nothing un-
less there be stenosis of the jiylorus or idiopatliit- dilata-
tion of the stomach, when intlation or iusuttlation will
demon.strate the increased size and altered position of the

organ. The lower border may reach much below the
vunbilicus.

Paljiation shows some tenderness, as a rule, and there

may be a succussion splash if atony be present.
The test meal reveals the jiresence of undigested coarse

food with much mucus.
The motor power is either normal <ir diminished, ac-

cording as to Avhether the muscle is in a healthy condi-
tion or atonic. AVhen atony exists, the (juautity of the
test breakfast will be abnormally great and usually con-
tains nuich nnicus.
The results of a chemical examination vary according

to the state of the secretory functions. As a rule free

hydrochloric acid is diminished or ab.scnt. In some cases,
on the other hand, there is hyperacidity, pep,sin is less in

quantity, and the labzymogen is either diminished or
absent. Unless atony be present there are usually no
<irganic acids to be found, though sometimes one "may
find butyric, acetic, and the volatile fatty acids; likewise,

though vmeommonly, lactic acid.

CoLRSE.— It is usually of long dm-ation. There are
remissions and exacerbations, especially with errois in

diet. If taken within a reasonable time and properly
cared for, chronic gastritis may be quite readily cured.
Recurrences are frequent, however, and alcoholics (in

whom the disease is especially common) are very liable

to have relapses through repeated indiscretions.
The secretory power is injured, but this ma.y be re-

paired much more readily indeed than can the motor
power when once severely affected. Weakening of the
muscular coat results in gastrectasis, which, if of long
duration, causes general malnutrition and aggravates the

gastritis.

Atrophy of the mucous membrane is extremely un-

common, and the conditiim known as achylia gastrica
cannot be said to be of frequent occurrence.

Di.\iiNosis.—This cannot be made from the symptoms
alone, though the long course of the malady, with the
above-de.scribed signs and symptoms, may aid greatly in

the diagnosis. It is essential to examine the stomach
contents chemically after a test meal if one would desire

any accuracy in his methods of diagnosis.
The dijf'erentiid (Haffnosis Cdncevns, tirst of all. tli<' dis-

tinction between the primary and the secondary fcjrnis of

gastritis, which latter accompanies hepatic, cardiac, anil

other diseases. There may be some dilliculty in exclud-

ing a pure neurosis, in which, however, the effect on
nutrition is not so serious, and in which there is usually
less mucus in the stomach contents. The sym]itoms, too.

are more variable: there is more neurasthenia: and the

symptoms are not always digestive in ]ioint of time, nor
is it always solid foods alone which cause distress. There
may be, on the other hand, a nervous subacidity, and
the motor power of the stomach ma_v be somewhat im-

paired by a long standing neurosis.

The age of the iiaticnt is of some importance, inasnuicli

as a gastritis is not conunon before thirty, and a neurosis

may occvir at any age.
In making the distinction from carcinoma it is often

(piite dillicult to di'termine in the early stages the true
nature of the di.sease. Frequent exanunation of the
stomach contents is necessary ; hydrochloric acid is usu-

ally absent, and the ]ieptic power is usually diminished

early in carcinoma and late in chronic gastritis. Carci-
noma is a disease of comjiaratively short duration, and
one must further take into consideration all the various

signs and symptoms.
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Atrophy of the gastric foUiclcs is determined only
by the ooniiilctc ahseiire of gastric secretions, and is an
occasional seiiiicl to clironic gastritis.

Amyloid disease of the gastric mucosa may siinidate

clironic gastritis, but the dillVrentiation is easil_v made if

amyloid disease he found in other organs and if a suitable

cause therefor be present.
There should be no dilliculty in distingui.sliing gastric

ulcer from chninic gastritis, inasmuch as the clinical pict-
ures are entirely dilfercnt.

Prognosis.—The mild cases of chronic gastritis are

easily cured. In the more serious cases, on the other

hand, especially wiiere the secretion is much diminished
and there is atony, the condition is less favorable. When
pyloric stenosis is present or atrophy of the mucous
membrane or great dilatation of the stomach, the condition

may be looked upon as very serious as regards the cure,

though the menace to life is not necessarily great. The
prognosis should be based less upon the general condition
than upon the outlook for securing a sufticient supply of

nourisliing food, u])on tlie condition of the secretions and
the enz3-mes, and upon the motor power, and, lastly,

upon thecondition of the intestines, which, if in a liealthj-

state, may largely re|ilace the functions of the stomach.
It is well to warn one's patients that relapses are quite

frequent, and that e.xaccrljations and remissions are the

rule rather than the exception.
TiiE-\TMENT.—A detailed diagnosis is essential to the

proper carrying out of the treatment of a case of chronic

gastritis. Secondary gastritis nuist be treated according
to the cause, which will involve the therapeutics of the

Inngs, heart, liver, or general constitution. In the pri-

mary cases, on tlic otiicr hand, the treatment concerns

proiihyla.xis, palliative and curative measures. The
oirative meas\ires are mechanical, dietetic, and medic-

inal, and for this reason it is necessarj' to have a tie-

tailed diagnosis of the condition.

One must consider the cause of the disease as well as

the condition of the secretory and motor functions and
the quantity of mucus present. Prophylaxis is of some
importance, and one should, therefore, j'emove any ex-

ternal conditions which tend to bring on or aggravate
the malady. Excesses of all kinds must l)e guarded
against; bad habits ciu-ed; tlie patient should be taught
to cat slowly, to chew his food well, and carefully to

select his diet both as regards quantity and ciuality.
The actual treatment is chietly mechanical and dietetic,

and drugs play a comitaratively unimportant part. The
mechanical treatment consists mainly in the use of lavage.
It is necessary that the stomach should be clean before

any food enters, and for this reason one must remove

any mucus which covers up the supertieial epithelium
and prevents proper action of tlie digestive juices. Lav-

age may be carried out in the early morning or, in bad
cases, six hours after dinner (which is usually taken at

midday), and the evening meal should be as light as

possible. Under ordinary conditions one may wash the
stomacli out with simple lukewarm water. If, on the

other hand, much mucus is present, sodium chloride may
he added, or, if there be much fermentation, boracic acid.

According to the severity of the case, lavage should be
done daily, or every second day, for a few weeks, and on
each occasion it should be continued till the water returns
from the stomach quite clear.

When atony or much fermentation is present this may
require some patience.
When, for one I'cascra or another, lavage is im]iossil)le

one may employ "natural lavage" by means of fre-

(luent administration of mineral waters of various kinds,

especially the saline waters, with carbonic acid; those,
for example, from Saratoga, containing sodiinn chloride

(Ilatliorne, Congress .Springs), are often beneticial in re-

lieving the stomach of its mucus and inducing a combi-
nation of the organic acids. And, again, the alkaline

sulphates, such as are comliined in Carlsbad waters, are
useful f<ir this purpose .as well as for relieving the consti-

pation. According to the condition of the secretions and
the motor power, the use of these waters should var}-.

They should be taken cold, where motor insudlciency
exists with diminished .secretion and constipation. Where,
on the other hand, there is irritation in the stomach with
diarrhd'a, they are best taken hot. Wlienever atony
exists it is well to remember that only small quantities
should be taken at a time. In addition, daily cold baths
or shower baths with subsequent friction of the skin are
of great benefit. Where pain or great discomfort is

present, a wet compress may be placed upon the epigas-
tric area and covered with oil silk.

Electricity is of very doubtful value, though the proper
regulation of rest and exercise, which latter should al-

ways be moderate, is of the greatest importance.
Dietetic treatment is of prime importance, tliough

often liard to regulate because of individual preferences.
The diet must be administered with some regard to the

severity of the case; but in all instances the food must
be easily digested, and for this reason must require but
little on the part of the gastric juice or muscular action
of the organ. It must be, further, non-irritating.
When only the scantiest diet is tolerated, milk, prefer-

ably diluted with lime-water, may be given at regular
intervals, and this, while the patient is at rest, may suf-

fice, provided he can be intluced to take from one to
two quarts per diem. We ma}' say, however, that in the

large majority of instances a mixed diet, selected with
reference to the needs of each case, is advisable.
When the motor power of the stomach is demonstrated

to be normal, one may administer albumens, starches, and
fats. If, on the other hand, it is deficient, it is wiser to
exclude the fats. When, again, the secretory power of
the stomach is defective, a mixed diet is very easily given
so long as the motor power remains unimpaired, "for the
intestines will perform the secretory functions of the
stomach. In all cases, however, albuminous food should
be finely divided. Starches sliould form the bulk of the
food in those cases in which tlie hydrochloric acid is de-

ficient, and those starches should be selected in which
there is less residue after digestion is complete.
Fats are imperative when malnutrition exists, and for

these cases butter and cream form the most easilj' digested
varieties. It is thus essential where possible to give a
mixed diet, non-irritating, finely divided and containing
as much nutriment as possible within the smallest couT-

pass.
In severe cases one may give, in addition to the milk,

gruel, milk soups, light puddings, rice, arrowroot, toast,
and then eggs. In some cases light meats, if tender, may
be added; but it is not wise to add spices nor any rich
sauce. The craving which many ]iatients with a chronic

gastritis have for si)icy things, under the impression that

they will stimulate the functions of secretion, are u.sually
not good indications of the best method of treatment.
Of the lighter meats, etc., calves' brains, sweetbreads,

chicken, fish, minced beef, are those most preferable.
Alcohol is best avoided unless in the form of verj- light

wine. The quantity of water taken with the" meala
should be restricted, unless there be hyperacidity, in
which case it is well to dilute one's food moderately." In-
stead of ordinary water, Radnor, Apollinaris, or other

effervescing alkaline waters, may be tried with benefit.

The determination of the iiroper number of meals per
day is based upon the condition of tlio motor power. If

this be good, three meals a day may suftice. Where, on the
other hand, there is atony, four or five meals, each snudl
in (piantity, are more advisjible. CoiTee, tea, and cocoa

may be given except in those cases in which hyperacidity
exists. As the patient inqiroves, such vegetaliles as

spinach, carrots, mai/e, jiolatoes (mashed), and mac-
aroni, may be added in small quantities and gradually.
In severe cases maizena, semolina, and the like may be
added. Bread should be stale and not hot. When con-

stipation is marked, it may lie well to give stewed fruits,
such as api)les, prunes, etc. When, on the other hand,
diarrlnea is present, stewed blueberries are often very
etilcacious.

M<(lii-iiiiil Treatment.—Inasmucli as hydrochloric acid
is deficient in the course of most cases "of cliiouic gas-
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tritis, one may add with some henefit a few drops after

eacli iiu-al. Oue-lialf diuclim of (iilute hydrochloric acid

in a tmiihlerfiil of water, lo be sipjied at intervals for an
hour after each meal, may he prcserilied. On a scientitie

basis there is little to be "gained from the use of jiepsin.

thouj;h |iractically one frequently does lind that its em-

ployment seems to alfoiil cnnsiderable aiil to diuestidii.

Panereatiu in doses of lifleen grains is perhaps belter,

and shoidd be administered wilii soda, thoujih rationally
this should not be prescribed uidess there is some evi-

dence of atrophy of the ,!;astric follicles. After all, these

artiticially prepared ferments are of little use when one

realizes that the intestines carry on the defective actions

of the stomach.
It seems of prime importance, however. I o {jive .some

stomachic before each meal, and for this juirpose one may
try either dilute nit romuriatic acid, in doses of m x. to

xv . iir MUX vomica, (piassia, gentian, or condiiraiigo.
In many cases the jjreatest relief from the more acute

sulfering incident to elironic gastritis is a jiill consisting
of silver nitrate gr. i, Piilv. oi)ii gr. ], an<l extract of

hyoscyamus gr. ss.

Wliere fermentation is an aunoj'ance the diet should

be carefully looked into ; one may sometimes add thymol,
or carbolic acid, to the other modes (if treatment. Fur a

distinct pyrosis, bisnuith subnitrate and sodium liicar-

bonate, of each ten grains, combineil with three to live

grains of calcined ma.snesia, will usually afford relief.

For persistent vondting lavage is the most rapid means
of giving relief. When this is im])ractical)le. a careful

ad.iustment of the diet, with jierhaps the adnunistratiou

of on(' or other of the usual drugs for that pmpose, may
give benefit.

Constipation is one of the greatest annoyances in these

cases. It is well that the patient sliould develop great
regularity in his habits, .goin.g daily to stool at regular
hours, whether or not there be need therefor. As soon as

po.ssil)le there shoidd hi' added to his food vegetables
containin.g much celhdose, also stew<'d fruits, especially
a comliination of tigs and prunes; or in the early morn-

ing he sliduld driidc coM water or eat a fresh orange; and

only in aggravated cases should we resort to either ])ur-

gation or cia'tnata.

Wliere purgation is necessary, it is a dirticult matter
to determine what dru.gs should he employed; only the

mildest forms of ])urgativessliciuld be given, and of these

rhubarb, aloes, and cascara are probably the most liene-

ficial. The use of Carlsbad salts in the morning, as al-

ready indicated, is another etlicacious means of treatment
in aggravated constipati<in.

VIII. GASTRIC ULCER.

(Synonyms: Round Ulcer of the Stomach, Peptic Ulcer,

Simple Ulcer, Perforating Ulcer, etc.)

Dkfixitiox.— It is a destruction of the iinico.sa and
sometimes of the deeper hiyers of the stomach wall, of

the nature of a degeneration or necrosis: it leaves an open
loss of substance, usually round or oval in shape, with
clearcut edges. Such ulcers may be acute or chronic,
with or without tendency to cicatrization and healing.
In both forms there may be hemoriha.ge and perforalion.

Statistical.—In Berthold's Berlin series ulcer was
present in twenty -seven per cent, of all autopsies; in

other series the percentage is much less. Thus, in Tliii-

ringen it is reported as bi'ing ten ])er cent. ; and in F. P.

Cantlie's statistics from the Royal Victoria IIcis]iilal. nf

Montreal, gastric ulcers formed 0.004 per cent, of all

cases iidniitted.

Etiology.—Age.— It h most common between twenty
and thirty years of age, tliough it may occur in child-

hood, even in infancy, and is seen not infre(|ucntly in old

age, Kundrat found small supertieial ulcers, of recent

formation, iiuite fre(|Uently in children, but these are

doubtless of a dilTcrent nature finm tlie tnii' nniiiil ulcer.

The avera.ge age at the Royal Victoria Hospital was

twenty-seven and one half years.
Se.e.— It is commoner in females.

Ocaijxition lias a doubtful relation to ulcer. Accord-

ing to some authorities cooks are predisposed, as are also
those who w(n-k in glass and porcelain factories, metal
turners, tailors, and shnemakers. In Payne's statistics

only three out of fifty females are cooks.

It is doulitful whether Irniiinii bears any relation to

gastric ulcer, ('/tl<jrtis/snui\ (itariniii are ]iredisposing fac-

tors, and rice nrmi, chrnnic ulcer often leads to amemia.

Again, gastric ulc'cr is often falsely diagnosed as melt!

chlorosis, especially as hyperacidity is common in chln-

rolic .irirls.

Dietetic Errors.— .VU:ohol is not a cause of true gastric
ulcer. Vegetables and iudigeslible foods are consideiiMl

by some as frequent antecedents.
I'oinoiis are not a cause.

Infections.—Tubi'rculosis. syphilis, trichinosis, and in-

fections generally are a fre(|uent cause of gastric ulcer,

but not of those having the characters of the oixlinary
round ulcer. That an ulcer occurs in oilier affections

does not inijdy that the gastric round ulcer has the saiiK;

etiology, nor can we infer, from the mere facts that ul-

cers are found lying opposite to one another, and that

tliey manifest an (edematous condition of their immediate
surroiiiulings at the time when perfonition occurs, that

they owe their oriLjin to an inf'ei'tion. These ulcers an-

purely uecroticin all theirlypical pathological characters.

P.vriiooENEsis.— It would seem that the two main
factors are . ((/) Some interruption to the circulation going
to the stomach, or ana-mia. (//) Hyperacidity. Itisproli-

alily the increased hydrochloric acid which keeps tla^

ulcer chronic. In aua'mic conditions the vessel walls are
liable to changes, esiieciallj' fatty and allieromatous.

Normally, the gastric juice does not digest the mucous
membrane, because the blood furnishes the neutralizing
element. When ulcer occurs, we conclude that :

1. There is increased hydrochloric acid, and it is not

sufliciently neutralized liy the blood.

2. The circulation is in one way or another restricted,
so that neutralization is inipossilile.

3. The blood shows diininished alkalinity.
The second of lliesi' is doubtless of greatest signiti-

cance, though proof of the real pathogenesis is absolutely
lacking.
MoKBiD Anatomy.—Siluation.—These ulcers exist

wherever gastric juice flows. The posterior surface is

the commonest site, ulcers being found there in 42 (ler

cent, of all cases, especially near the |iy lorus. In 1.5.C per
cent, the pylorus is the site, while in 26 per cent, of all

cases the ulcer exists either in the lesser curvature or in

the pylorus. They are on the anterior wall in 4.5) |ier

cent., on the greater curvature in 2.4 per cent., and at

the cardiac end in 0.3 per cent.

ynmher.—These ulcers are usually single, but smiie-

times they are multiple. In oin'of Berthold's cases there

were thirty-four. When multi|)le. they may all seem to

be of the same duration, or .some may be in a state of

healing, while others seem to be quite recent,

S/idjie.
—The more acute ulcers are iiuiiched-out in fip-

liearance, round or oval, and sharp in outline, while the

chronic ones are shelved or terraced, tlu^ widest diameter
and greatest loss of substance being at the mucosa, the

ulcers becoming gradually narrower as one ap])roaches
the serosa (funnel like). This would seem to correspond
to the distribution of the blood-vessels. Ortli has drawn
attention to the fart that these ulceis are often obliiiue.

(.("., their long axis corresponds to the direction taken liy

the blood-vessels. Often these older ulcers are ii regular
in outline, spread out, and. with the muco.sa, rolled in-

ward and thickened at the edges. Cicatrization may
often be seen progressing at various portions of the

walls. Tli<^ muscles beneath are shrunken. The floor

is smooth and grayish-brown or red, rarely ragged.
!<ixe.—The usual size varies from 2 cm. in diameter

to 3-4 cm. In some iiisfauces. however, they may be ;is

small as I cm., or as large as 10 cm., in diameter, and
sometimes the ulcers form a ring more or less completely
surroniiding the organ.
HmliiKj and cicatrization are conunon. Scars vary
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in size, and—according to their size and situation, and to

till- amount of conlraolion wliicli followt'd the licaling

process
—

tliey may or may not cause jjerceptihle deform-
ities in the orjiaM and correspoudinir fiinelional distiirh-

ances. The deformities tlius caused comjirise liour-

glass coiilraetion, pyloric stenosis and gastrectasis. and
cardiac stenosis. The ])rocess of healing begins with

proliferation of the adjoining tilirous and glandular tis

sues, and finally, when healing is comiilete, the central

portion is occupied l)y librous or adenoid new growtli
consisting of cylindrical cells arranged about a lumen, no

opening existing toward the stonuuli cavity and no se-

cretion flowing from the cells. Fibrous ti.ssu<> replaces
lost nniscle cells. Somelimes healing leaves, in the vicin-

ity of the ulcer, chronic inllammatory areas which tend
to ero.sious and recurrent bleeding. This may be serious,
and even fatal, if large vessels are involved.

Symptoms.—There may be no characteristic symptoms,
the first discfivery of a gastric ulcer being made luie.x-

pectedly at the autopsy. Then, again, the first evidence

may be a sudden or perhaps fatal hemorrhage; or the

peritonitis following a perforation ma\' give the first in-

dication to patient or physician that au idcer has been

present. The symptoms may sinudate spinal disease,

hj'steria, hyperacidity, and only upon the appearance of
more serious signs does tlie diagnosis become clear.

Ui/spcptic Signs.
—When the symptoms are marked

there is a sense of weight and pressure coming on in one-
half to two hours after meals—after a time becoming
more aggravated. These mav be the only signs through-
out the whole disease, or others may and usually do fol-

low. Pain develops, and then follows vomiting during
the digestive period; the pains are in the area of the stom-

ach, often of a piercing nature and felt in the back, and a
small localized area <if tenderness can be dete<ted. There
are often signs of hyperacidity, such as acid eructiilions

and heartburn. The tongue, though often coated, is

usually clean, red, and moist. The appetite varies, and.

though it is usually good, patients fear to eat because of
the chance of inducing ]iain. Thirst may be ju-esent.
One or more hemorrhages may occur, and ]iallor \isually
Ijeeomes marked, with perhaps weakness or collapse.
The stools maj' contain blood, and there is usually con-

stipation, due to the aiueinia, the nature of the food, the
lack of e.xerci.se, and the vonnting. Remissions and ex-
acerbations occur, and the disease maj- run on for a very
long period.

2'he gnieral conditinn remains good, as a rule, though
the aua-mia and emaciation are sometimes marked.
Nervousness, melancholia, headache, and dizziness are
common: so. too, is amenorrhu'a or dysmenorrho>a.
Fever is usuall_y absent uidess complications arise—es-

peciall}' peritonitis, and sometimes hemorrhage. The
urine is lessened in quantity when vomiting occurs or
when less nourishment is taken. It is usually less acid,

especially when there is gastric hyperacidity.
Special Symptoms.— /'(///( is described as boring, burn-

ing, gnawing, rarely lancinating or cramp-like, and radi-

ates often to the back. It is paroxysmal, and may be at

times excruciating. It occurs during digestion, either at
once after taking food or at the height of digestion. The
hj'peracidity increases it. When the ulcer is at the py-
lorus, the pain may not appear for from three to four
hours after meals, and will tli\is lead one to suspect a
duodenal ulcer. It is distinctly aggravated by a large
amount of food or by food that is solid. On the other
hand, the pain is relieved by rectal alimentation. It is

frequently localized, and nearly always referred to the
same spot, while pressure of the hand or clothing usually
aggravates it. It may or may not be altered by a (;hange
of posture. The most tender spot is usually in the ejii-

gastrium below th(' xiphoid cartilage, or it may be
located to the left (if the spine between the seventh and
twelfth dorsal vertebr.'e. It is an important diagnostic
feature that the tenderness of the stomach corres])onds
to the seat of jmin after eating, and that the situation of
this tenderness rarely varies during the whole course of
the malady. The cause of the pain varies, it being due

sometimes to the food, sometimes to the gastric move-
ments or to involvement of the peritoneum. Scars do
not usually cause pain uidess there are adhesions.

Vomitiit;/ is less constant than the pain. Cantlie found
it in seventy-nine out (jf eighty -five of his cases in Mon-
treal. There may be naMcly nausea and flatulence, and
never any vomiting, or the vomiting may appear only at
intervals of a week or more. The vonnting occurs some-
times inunediately after taking food, but usually one,
two, or three hours later—during digestion, and generally
at its height. The pain is relieved by it. To a great ex-
tent the onset of vonnting dejiends on the quality of the
food; it occurs less often after taking fluids than after

taking solids, and especially coarse heavy loods.
The vw////7«.v varies according to the food and its so-

jom-n in the stomach. Digestion is nsu.-dly quick, and
albumens are well di vidcd on account of increased hydro-
chloric acid. At other times the food is quite undigested,,
and the vomitus is acid and "

puts the teeth on edge."
llammicinesifi occurs in more than twenty-five per cent..

of all cases of gastric ulcer. In the statistics of Uni-
versity College llfispital the percentage was eighty-four;
at the Royal Victoria llc;spital sixty per cent, hadha'ma-
temesis. It is well to remendjcr the other causes, espe-
cially' erosion of the mucosa elsewhere than in the stom-
ach, with oozing of blood which maj' be fatal and which
may show uo signs at autopsy of its origin. There is

also the possibility that the hemorrhage may be depend-
ent upon some circulatoiy distuibance, especially mitral
stenosis, or upon cirrhosis td' the liver, splenic ana-inia,
leuka?nua, uiu'iuia, taljes dorsalis, fraud, etc. ; and one
must include in the diagnosis of ha'uiatemesis the pre-
vious takingof wine, iron, cotfee, fruit juices, etc.. which
may sinuilate altered blood. The history, too, must be

carefully takeu to insure the gastric origin, and the
mouth, throat, and lungs must be thoroughly examined,
as well as the liver, spleen, and blood.

In hemorrhage from the stomach the source is usually
arterial, the vessel beconung eroded during the develop-
ment of the ulcer. Iliemaiemesis occurs in about one-
third of all ulcer cases. The blood is usually dark in

color, the iKvmogloliin being changed to h;ema"tin by the

hydrochloric acid. Few corpuscles are then left "unal-

tered, and the vomitus may resemble coffee-grounds,
though it may have a brighter color if a large vessel be
eroded and if the blood be vomited quickly after it es-

capes from the vessel. The matter vomited, which may
be copious in quantity, contains coagula and bits of food,
and is acid in reaction but not foamy.
The hemorrhage may be fatal at once, without any

blood being ejected from the stomach—as, for example,
when a com|)aratively large arteiy is eroded. This,
however, rarely happens; usually, when there is a seri-

ous hemorrhage, the jjatient vonuts a large amoimt of

bloody fluid, beconu'S pale, cold, semi-conscious, and
com]ilains of dizziness and headache. The pulse is rapid
and small, aiul there is a warm feeling in the epigastrium.
Sometimes the henujrrhages are oft-repeated in spite of

care, and sometimes again (uie or more insigni Meant ones-
take place, and then they cease altogether. Some of the
blood gets into the intestine, and duiing the next day or
two the f:?ces are black, or browidsli-black, with a shining
surface. This color is dm' to the intimate ndxing of
blood and chyme in the snudl intestines.

Sometimes all the blood esea])es jier rectum, anil there-

is no h.einatemesis. This occurs where bleeding is more-

gradual, and there is thus less tendency to vomitin.g.
Ti'sis for the preseiu'c of blood, esiiecially in the ficces:

Teichinaun's test with li.-endn ciystal formation is some-
times unsatisfactory, and one may not otrtain the crys-
tals. The spectroscope is better. Weber's test is the
most reliable. It is made as follows : Rub up a little of
the fa'ces with water, to which has been added one-third
volinne of glacial acetic acid : shake out with ether, and.
on its clearing up. take a few ceutimetres of the ethereal
extract and treat it with ten drops of tincture of guaiacmn-
and from twenty to thirty dro]>s of turpentine; a bliu'-

violet color results if blood is present.
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Objeciite Signs.
—But little is gained from an examina-

tion of tlie stomach. A locali/ed tender spot, often no

larger than 3 to 3 cm. in diameter, may 1)0 present, and
is felt often "tlirnugli to the hack" on deeper pressure.
It is found most often just helow the .\iplioid cartilage.

Very freiiuently. however, the tenderness is not so local-

ized", and a more ililfvise soreness is felt in tlii' epigastrium
on palpation. Xo tumor is palpable in fresh ulcers. In

oilier ulcers, where scarring lias occurred at the pylorus.
the signs of stenosis may be present; peristaltic move-
ments, and even a tumor, may be seen on inspection,
while i>alpation may r<'veal the latter as a more or less

movable mass situated at some part of the upper right

quadrant of the abdomen.
Di.vciNosis.— In making a diagnosis of ulcer of the

stomach one should tirst (xcludc the possibility or likeli-

hood of gall-stones, siiniilc gastialgia, simple liyperacid-

ity, cancer, renal calculus, aneurism of the aoita, and

spinal disease. The points which favor this diagnosis
are: sex (female), pain after tjUcing food, tenderness over
the region of the .stomach, hyperacidity, vomiting, usu-

ally preceded by ])ain, and ha'tnatemesis.

A diagnosis of the seat of the ulcer is usuallj- impossi-
ble. The ordinary evidences mentioned by many writers

are now known to be iiuite unreliable. Then again, there

may be several ulcers present at the same time, and we
may overlook this in laying stress on the site of one
which gives evidences of being located at a certain spot.

Tlie Use of the Stmuach Tube for Diar/iiosin of Ulcer.—
The contraindications are: Recent hemorrhage, or where
an ulcer at the cardiac oritice is suspected, or where
there is but little doubt in regard to the existence of a

gastric ulcer.

Riegel asserts that when the introduction of the tube
is "'carefully done" there is but little danger. At all

events severe elforts at vomiting are dangerous, and ex-

pression is an imwise method ; but if the tube is readily
taken it may be .safe to resort to this procedure.

Pkoonosis.—Recovery takes place in most cases in

which jierforation has not occurred. Fatal hemorrhage
occurs in less than five percent, of all cases. One sees

liost mortem t wice as many scarsas fresh ulcers. In men
the mortality is twenty-two per cent., in women six per
cent. ; in both together eight and one-half i)er cent, for

all cases. Older ulcers arc more favorable. Relapses
are frenuent, and may occur after several years. Some-
times a new ulcer forms alongside of an old and chronic
one. Cancer may form on top of an ulcer.

Ctoiijilicotioii.t.
— Perforative peritonitis: perigastritis,

suppurative and adhesive; subphrcinc abscess; fistula

between stomach and adjacent organs; abscess of liver

and chronic hepatitis; acute and chronic pancreatitis;
pressure on or constriction of main bile ducts, with jaun-
dice; contraction f)f scar followed by the development of

a cancer; hour-glass stomach; jn'lorie stenosis; dilata-

tion of stomach
;
cardia<' stenosis.

Pirfio'iition is one of the most serious complications
in gastric ulcers, and occurs in about fifteen per cent, of
all cases. It takes place from the deeper extension of the

ulcer, and is most common on the anterior wall, where
there is greater mobility of the part and less tendency to

the formation of adhesions. It may, however, and often

docs, occur in the posterior wall.

Partial or general peritonitis may follow. Partial peri-
tonitis is usually confined to the epigastrium and left

hypochondrium and is usually purulent, or jius may
collect in the lesser omentum if the jierforation is located

posteriorly. General peritonitis occurs chietly when the

perforation takes place rapidly and before any previous
adhesions have formed.
The perforation may extend directly or indirectly (i.e..

after adhesions have formed) into adjoining organs or

tissues; no serious residts ma)' follow, or the afTected

organ iiuiy show mor<' or less serious symptoms and

signs. Perfciiati<in into the ])ancreas or liver may cause
abscesses or chronic inllammation in either organ. Sidi-

diaphragmatic abscess sometimes develops. If the jier-

loration extend into the gall bladder, gall-stoues may fall

Into the stomach tlirough the fist\ilous opening. The
intestines may be penetrated and severe diarrhiea occur,
with bloody or purulent f;eces, or fa'cal vomiting may
take place instead. Rarely-, the \ilcer perforates the
abdominal wall itself, penetrating muscles and skin and
leaving an external fistula. The pleural cavity is some-
times invaded, with the t'ormatinn of a pyoimeumo-
thorax ; more rarely, the lung is penetrated and the spu-
tum may then contain stomach contents. Rarely, too,
the iiericardium is penetrated.

2 lie Siiinjitiomi ntid .'^ii/iis of Perforation.
—The onset is

ustially sudden ; indeed, it may Ije the first and only sign
of the ulcer. The patient n<'ed not be overcome and in-

capacitated at once; oftentimes lie is able to walk into

hospital with such a perforation. It commonly follows
some strain (vomiting, exertion, etc.) or trauma, or a

hearty meal. Pain is the earliest sign ;
it is usually re-

ferred to the epigastriinn. spreading soon to the right
and left, but not leaving its original site. There is no

pain or difficulty during micturition. Dvs])nfea soon
follows and deep breathing causes jiaiu about the dia-

phragm, so that these cases are sometimes mistaken for

acute pleurisy.

Collapse and prostration supervene, although in some
cases remarkably little prostration is observed—a fact

which is apt to mislead, all the more so as the general
signs may greatly improve after a few hours, before

graver symptoms develop. The face then is anxious,
often pinched, and there is ajit to be great restlessness.

The pidse is usually accelerated, though sometimes it

is normal, and the temperature may be but little altered

immediately after perforation has occurred ; usually there

is slight fever. The abdomen may be flatand tense ; some-
times it is distended; the muscles are rigid. Tenderness
is chiefly in the upper abdominal zone, mostly about the

epigastrium. Percussion may or may not give dulness

here, and the liver dulness need not be obliterated. On
auscultation a friction rub can often be heard over the

diaphragm, and sometimes the gurgling of fluid through
the perforation.
Though it is commonly taught that vomiting never

occurs after a iierfoiation, this cannot be relied upon, as

experience teaches the fallacy of too strict an adherence to

this rule. Attention should be p:iid to the base of the
thorax on the left side, where one often obtains restricted

movement, localized pain and tenderness with dulness in

the lower axillary region, and other signs of fluid. Fluid

may collect beneath the diaphragm, alxuit the anterior

and external surfaces of the spleen, or in the lesser peri-
toneum. Later on, one may obtain the usual signs of gen-
eral peritonitis.
Tke.mme.nt.— Rest in bed is essential for at least four

weeks after the diagnosis has been established and the

treatment commenced. After this, the transition from
bed to walking about mu.st be very gradual, and the

patients should be made to rest after every meal. This

ju'ccaution should be observed for some months. It is

true that even this does not always suffice, and a much
longer period may be necessiiry ; but apart from active

ojierative interference, rest to the body and to the

stomach are the main essentials in the present state of
our knowledge.

Dietetic.'—In all cases it is well, during the first few
(three to eight) days, to depend exclusively upon rectal

alimentation. In this way the stomach is given a com-

plete rest. FiVery six hours the jiatient should receive

(by way of the rectum) six ounces of broth with egg,
and if necessary a little whiskey. Each enema should
contain a little salt ; the bowel should each time be first

washed out. Any other diet is apt to cause distention,
to increase the hyperacidity, to induce vomiting, and
thus directly or indirectly to jirevent healing of the ulcer.

At most, a little water or chopped ice may be taken.

When food is admitted by the mouth it is best to com-
mencr with milk and lime-water, strained oatmeal gruel,
or alliumiii-water—at tirst in small iiuantities (a few

ounces)
—every two hours, and to combine this as re-

quired with tile nutrient euemata. Then, while gradu-
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ally increasing tlic amount (if food finiiislicd to tlic

stomacli. 0111- may lediicc the rectal feeding. At the

end of four weeks one may add finely divided albumi-

nous food, niinccd white llesli, chicken, partiidge, ))ound
ed lisli and tender lieef, and light puddings. The uratient

aire slioidil he. taken in e/i(iiir/iii(/ /i> <i more xo/id diet, and
it is idinii/s Kiifei' tn .V" reri/ s/mrli/ at thin ntnue. After

si.v weeks, red meats may lie given. One must, how
ever, take special care with the diet for several months
after theie is an ajiparent cure, and all coarse, irritating,

spicy, and rich foods must be avoided.

Mediciiiiilly, Carlsbad salts in small doses(one draclim),

given in hot water in the early morning, will often be

found beiieticial, and bismuth, especially tlu^ subgallate.
in doses of twenty to thirty grains, three times daily,
affords great relief. Again, with other |iatients, the

combination of sodium bicarbonate and (idcined mag-
nesia assuages the pain and tlie burning.
The constipation may not be relieved by the Carlsbad

salts; in which case enemata of soapsuds should be ad-

ministered. Lavage may be used where there is a very
intractable stomach, and sodium bicarbonate may \ut

added to the water used.

I'll ill, if severe, may need morphia; a wet compi-essovcr
the epigastrium is often soothing.
For riiiiiitiiifi. ice, bisnuith, and nitrate of .silver (gr. J).

For the hiniiiiliiiiiKis, absolute rest and quiet, ice to

suck, and small doses of adrenalin chloride in solution

of 1 to 1,00(1, may be effective. For the restlessness one

may nse morphine hyiiodermically. For severe recurrent

beiiiorrhage surgical intervention may be necessary and
is often most successfid.

Snrr/ical Treatment.— If the bleeding lie of a very
serious character, recourse should be had to operation.
Till' indications for surgical interference in gastric ulcer

are briefly:

Repeated, jirofuse and dangerous hemorrhage.
Scars which have residted in tumor f(n'mations, which

greatly interfere with the motor function. In these cases

gastroenterostomy is recommended. The operation is

also indicated where active ulceration exists, inasmuch
as draining the stomacli suftic<'S to heal the nicer. It can
be performed, too, very quickly. In some of the cases,

iiowever, pylorectomy is required or ativisablc, and in

others iiyloroplasty.
Purulent perigastritis, esjieciall}' if subphrenic or tho-

racic.

Perforation into the abdominal cavity. In this con-

dition operation must be done early, otherwise the case

is almost certain to end fatally. Early operations are

followed by more than fifty ]ier cent, of recoveries, in

some institutions the jiroportion being even greater.
Dr. James Bell's cases at the Royal Victoria Hospital,
Montreal, numbered ten, with nine recoveries.

Ill hour-glass contraction one of three operations is

employed, viz. :

Gastroplasty, gastro-enterostomy, or gastro-gastros-

tomy.
[For further details concerning these operations con-

sult the article on Stmnach and (Eiophagiis {Surgical).]

IX. CANCER OF THE STOMACH.
Cahcino.ma Vestriculi.

This is a malignant epithelial neoplasm of the stomach.
About one-half of all cancers arise in the stomach.

Etiot.okv.— It occurs chielly between the ages of forty
and sevent)', and most of all between the ages of fifty
and si.\ty. fjebert's statistics show that only 1 per cent

occur under 30 years, 17.0 jjcr c<-nt. between 30 and 4ll

years, tiO.7 per cent, between 40 and (iO years, 10.3 per
cent, between 60 and TO, and 4.4 per cent, over 70 years
of age.

It is a little niori' common in mali's than in leiiiali"~.

Tlwre are no climatic conditions rif iinportaiicc. except
lierhaps the fact that it is more rare in Iropical countries.

Such, at all events, is the evidence given by physicians
residing in those lands.

Vol. VII.—33

Heredity seems to acquire a more and mon; doubtful
value in tlie etiology of cancer.

Parasites have not j'ct been proven as a direct cause,
nor has irritation as such been definitely associated with
the <lisease as its chief etiological factor. Chronic ulcer
of the stomach, Iiowever, is a frefiuent antec('dcnt.

Mo I! ill i> AN.\r(iMV.—Cancer of the stomach is a typical
epithelial ovcrgrowlh extending to the other coats of the

organ, and thence to neighboring glands and to other

organs liy continuity and by way of lyniidi and blood
channels. It is nearly always primal y in this part of the

body, rarely secondary.
The Situation of the Groirth.—The jiylorus is the most

common jilace of origin, the growth often starting at the

lubercle, while next in frequency come the lesser cur-

valine and the eardia ; the fundus is nearly always free.

The slatislics of llahn on this iioint show that out of 170
cases (iO were at the pylorus, 27 at the lesser curvature.
40 at the eardia, 7 in the anterior wall, and 7 in the pos-
terior wall ; in S cases the disease bc^gan in the greater
curvature, and in 21 the whole organ was diffusely in-

volved.
Ortli's statistics differ somewhat from Ilahn's. He

found that in 60 per cent, of all cases the pylorus was
involved chiefly, while in 30 per cent, the lesser curva-
ture was the seat of origin ;

the cardiac orifice was in-

volved in <inly 10 per cent, of all his cases, while the

remaining 10 per cent, were distributed more or less un-

evenly over the other portions of the organ.
The ^Neoplasm.

—This is either circumscribed or diffuse

in character. When circumscribed it projects as a vil-

lous or fungoid growth, with or without central degen-
eration and ulceration : when diffuse it extends along
the subniucosa, causing thickening and rigidit}' of the

wall and a roughening of the mucosa, wdiich may be
ulcerated in various portions, while the rest fif the mucosa
shows either a chrfinic inflammation or hemorrhage.

Orth distinguishes four forms:
1. The cylindrical-celled, i.e., the soft fnngous-like

growth, which often forms papillary projections on the

surface. These projections show microscopically an
adeno-carcinomatous arrangement. Such growths are

oftenest at the pylorus, where they are sharplj* delimited

toward the duodenal end. Necro.sis, ulceration, and hem-

orrhage are ajit to occur, and perforation may result.

3. The medullary or soft form, which is mainly ulcera-

tive, and .shows a projecting wall. Degenerative proc-
esses are common, and the growths tnay extend to the

serosa or through it. Extension to the glands is especial-

ly common in this variety, and it is very rapid in growth.
3. Thescirrhus form, with carcinoma simplex as its sub-

variety. This is the hard form of carcinoma ventriculi.

Instead of being circumscribed, it shows a more diffuse

thickening of the whole wall. The mucous membrane
may be superficially ulcerated, but there is a tendency to

scar formation on the surface which ma)' be cither rough
or smooth. Here the cancer extends graduall.y into the

surrounding parts, more especially into the muscles, and
the microscopic appearances are such as to render the
dilferential diagnosis from chronic simple ulcer, or from

simple cirrhosis of the stomach, either difiicult or impos-
sible without a microscopical investigation. These can-
cers tend to shrink, and, inasmuch as they are most,

common at the pylorus, stenosis of that orifice is apt to

follow; moreover, adhesions are veiy commonly found
between the pylorus and the surrounding parts, which
tends further to increase the lialiilily to stcno.sis.

4. The colloid variety. In this form there is a diffuse

ihiekening of the wall due to the iiresence of a jelly-like,
translucent material, brownish-gray in color, the result

of colloid degeneration of the cancer cells. Shallow
ulceration aeeomiianies this extension and secondary
iiodulcsare frequent. Here, too, the pylorus is the com-
inoiiest, seat of origin, and from this point the cancer ma.V

spread faraiid wide In some cases, however, the stomach
is really smaller than normal.
These tlillerenl forms of cancer of the stomach arc apt

to be combined in one and the same case, and the name
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carcinoma simplex is given to that form in which tlie

medullary and the scirrhous varieties are more or less

eveiilv minuled.
T/i'i- S/iiijie of the Slomac?i.—This depends upon llie

situation and iipon tlie variety of the tumor. Where
tile pylorus is involved there is apt to be dilatation;

where the cardia is llic original .site, tlie stomach may be

smaller than normal; and where the body is involved,

there niiiy be either a diminution in size or, if much scar-

ring has taken place, there may be an ho\ir-i;lass contrac-

tion or some other perveisioii of the original form.

T/ie Pusitioii.—There may be ptosis of the stomach, or,

if the growth at the pylorus be heavy and free, the stom-

ach may assume a more vertical position, wliile in oilier

cases there is no alteration whatever from the normal.

Krfiiisioii.—The advance of the disease may be conliiieil

to the stomach, in which organ it causes degeiiernlion
and hemorrhages, great or small, and such hemorrhages
may be fatal.

"
There may be iicrforation with general

peritonitis, or merely a local peritonitis with adhesions.

This, however, is evidently a rare event, for out of forty
cases at the Johns Hopkins Hospital only si.x were found

to have such a condition. Tiic perforation nniy result,

however, in establishing ah abnormal coiiunuiiicalion

with other oigans (U' cavities of tlie body, or with the

spaces in bet\veen the various organs and tissues of the

abdominal cavity.
The cancer again may extend to the o'sophagus. or by

contiguity to aiiy other" part in the vicinity. It may e.\-

tenil Ijy "way of the lymph channels, getting into the

glands, chiefly those about the i)ortal vein and ecvliac

a.xis, and eventually it ni;iy reach the thoracic duct,

whereby it will involve (liy retrograde progression) the

left su)n-:u'laviciilar gland as well.

The liver is involved in more lliau twenty-five per cent,

of all casi's. chietly by way of the blood or lymph chan-
nels: and inasmuch as growth in the liver is easy, from
the nature of its tissue and constituent parts, the second-

ary nodules there may be much more extensive than was
the original disease in the stomach.
The peritoneum and omentum may likewise be in-

volved Ihrough extension by llie lymph channels; so,

too, may the pancreas, in which case sugar is usually

present in the urine.

Secoiidari/ Ctiiieer of the Stomach.—This is a rare condi-

tion, and is due to direct contact, the disease extending
from the jianci'eas, liver, n'SO]ihagus, etc. . or, as in one case

recorded, by implantation from a ])rimarv cancer of the

tongue. Another method by which it may arise is

through metastases from the blood. AVelch has col-

lected 37 cases in all; of these, 17 were secondary to

cancer of the breast. S to cancer of the a'sophagus, 3 to

cancer of the mouth.
In the recent series of the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

reported by Osier and McCrae, three cases were found—
two associated with |irimary cancer of the pancreas and
one with primiiry cancer of the uterus.

The morbitl anatomy is in all respects similar to that

of other cancers. So far as the other organs arc con-

cerned, it may be stated that brown atrophy and fatty

degeneration are often observed.
Sv.Mi'To.Ms .\M) ('oiiisE.— The Onset.—This is usually

insidious, and shows mainly a persistent dyspepsia, more
or less progressive, with ]iaiii in the abdomen and loss

of llesh. As time goes on, vomiting occurs and cachexia

gradually develops, until after some mouths, or perhaps
at the end of two or even three years, the patient suc-

cuinlis to the disease.

Examination of such patients in the fairly advanced

stage shows profound weakness, an earthy hue to the

skin, emaciation, and vomiting of more or less undigested
food and colfee grounds, wliicli sliow on chemical exami-
nation the presence of abundant organic acids, and espe-

cially lactic acid.

Exaniiuation of the abdomen shows, in the majority of

cases I because the majority arc pyloric in origin), a

marked dilatation of tlie stomach with succussion splash.
tenderness in the epigastrium, and perhaps a tumor.

The symptoms, of course vaiy according to the stage
of the disease, the extent and the pathological nature of
the growth, its site, and its direction of progression.
The liiOiriihiiil Si/iiijttoiii.t.

—The onset may be latent

entirely, and development may occur under the ])icture
of senile marasmus, or a chronic gastritis, or a jirimary
cancer of the liver; <ir the condition may be found acci-

dentally at HUlopsy in death from other causes.
In nearly all cases the onset is insidious. In the ma-

jority of cases there has been previously no dyspepsia,
and the patient may seem to be sulTeriiig from a mild

gastritis, though witliout apparent cause. Thereare loss

of appetite, a sensation of fulness after taking very little

food, and llatulence. Sometimes indeed the onset is sud-
den, after an acut<' indigestion or inlluenza. This is less

marked in young perscms, as has been .show'n In the cases
of Osier aiid ilcCrae
There is, liowever, one set of cases in which the onset

is exceptional—vi/... those in which the cancer is en-

grafted upon a previous ulcer with all its classical signs.
Even when there is cancer of tla? cardiac end the onset
is gradual, except jierhaps tliat the pain comes earlier,

and is jirescnt not only after meals but at any time dur-

ing the day.
The Ap/ietile. The appetite becomes gradually worse

;

very little satisfies the patient, and there is rarely a good
appetite for any length of tiiiie As a rule there is an-

orexia; meat is especially abhorred. That anorexia i-;

more marked in young ]iersoiis cannot be considered as

an infallible statement.

Pain. Pain is rarely absent. In Dr. Osier's series

thirteen ]ier cent, ran a painless course, but even when
present the pain as a rule is not intense; not so severe,

at all events, as in ulcer. There are a painful distress

and a dull ache in the stomach region rather than true

pain, and the symptoms are rarely localized. It cannot
be said that any relation exists between the absence of

pain and the site or nature of the tumor, nor can it be
said that there is aii.y relation between the presence of

the tum.ir and the site of the pain.
Pood often increases the ])aiu. especially late in the

digestive period, unless the cancer be at tlie cardiac end.

Sometimes the pain has no relation to the ingestion of

food, but is continuous. It may radiate, more especially
to the back, or, if the cancer be; at the cardiac end, it will

be referred to the vicinity of the .sternum. There is

nothing chiiracteristic about it. It is less acute, as has
been said, than it is in ulcer of the stomach, and if there

be great tenderness a complii-ation may be suspected.
With pyloric stenosis especially, there is a sense of gas-
tric unrest; cramp-like pains due to the peristalsis may
be present.

Voniitinf/. This is a very frequent symptom, occur-

ring in from eighty to ninety per cent, of all cases. It

usually appears late in the disease, and is especially com-
mon in cancer of the pylorus. In such cases there arc

dilatation of the stomach and stagnation of food. As a

result the vomiting is often severe and consists of coarse,

undigested acid food with a foul odor or one of firces

(in the latter case even when there is no communication
with the bowel).
Much mucus is present when the cancer is at the car-

dia, and in such cases the vomiting is more of the nature
of a regurgitation of (Esophageal origin than a true

vomiting.
In some cases there is no vomiting at all. more csjic-

cially when dilatation is absent, or when the cancer is

on the greater curvature or on the posterior wall of the

stomach. Absence of vomiting does not depend upon
the ])rcsence orabsence of ulceration. Sometimes, again,

vomiting, which has been very severe, may cease inorc!

or less suddenly, as, for example, when the pyloric steno-

sis bleaks down and gives a new exit for the food inli

the duodenum.
As to the time of its appearance, the vomiting usually

occurs late in tlie afternoon or evening; it is sometimes
more or less periodical, every two or three days only, in

whiih cases the matter vomited is often copious (severjil
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litres), and its appoarance rk-peiuls cliiclly upon ilu' ua-

ture of tlie food iugesU'd.
Jlieiiiateiiii.yis. Ilttmateintsis owiir.s in less tliaii half

of all cases of gastric cancer. It is associated witli small

pareueliyinalous lieinorrluiges from degeneration of an
ulcerated tumor, or, more rarely, with the erosion of a

larger v<'ssel. in which case a fatal result may ensue,

tlunigh this is rare. The amount of hlood is usually
small; it oo/es slowly and remains a long time in the

stomach. For tliis reason it becomes rapidly changed in

color and nature, and assvimes the appearance of choco-

late or of coiree grounds, and the blood cells in it are

more or less altered and much pigment is formed.

Boicelx. These are at first costive; constipation indeed

is much more common than is diarrlKca, though some-
times diarrhoea and constipation alternate. There is no
relation between the growth it.self and the regularity of

the bowels.

Objective Sif/iis.
—yidritioii. At first tlie nutrition is

good, and it should be remembered that a good nutri-

tion is not necessarily incompatible with tlie pie.seuce
of a cancer of the stomach, unless the disease lias been

of a year's duration. Again, the patient may, after being
emaciated for a certain length of time, regain his weight
for a brii'f period under the employment of lavage, a

projier diet, etc. As a rule, emaciation follows soon

upon the onset. The skin becomes la.\ and assumes an

earthy color, the muscles waste, and the patient bc'comes

dried" up and cachectic. Loss of strength goes hand-in-

liaud with loss of weight.
Ferer. Fever occurs probably in about one-half of the

cases; it is usually very slight and manifests itself at

varying intervals. The type varies; it may be slight
and" intermittent, or very irregular, or sometimes—and

more'esiiccially when ulceration and metastases are jires-

ent—there may be periods of high fever following sud-

den rigors. Such a condition is usually associated with

absorption of to.xins, where fever is persistently high,
and one is justified in suspecting an inflammatory com-

plication, such, for example, as peritonitis or pleurisy.
Tlie Tinscpie.

—The tongue is apt to be thickly coated,

though this varies very much with the condition of the

mouth and teeth, and "one may find for months a tongue
that is perfectly clean while tiie cancer is progressing.
Taste is apt to be much altered in various ways, and

the patient, if an habitue of tobacco, loses a desire for

.smoking.
The neck may show evidences of swollen glands, as

may also the left axilla. Swollen glands, however, are

not common; they are associated with involvement of

the thoracic duct, and when present form a valuable

sign of gastric carcinoma. And yet their absence is in

no wise of value as a proof against cancer.

The Abdomen.—Inspection. This is of great imjior-
tance in the examination for gastric carcinoma, and Osier

has drawn especial attention to this fact. One should
examine the abdomen for unevenness in the furrows be-

low the ribs, for fulness in the epigastrium, for nodules
in the skin or about the umbilicus, for peristalsis and an-

tiperistalsis; this last especially is of great importance in

the diagnosis of pyloric stenosis. One may even see a
tumor when present, as well as gastrectasis and gastro|i-
to.sis. Such an evidence of tumor implies either its large
size (because if at the pylorus or cardia it would be cov-
ered over by liver or ribs), or else a gastroptosis which

exposes the otherwise covered portion of the stomach.
The mobility of the tumor may also at times be ascer-

tained by inspection, both when adhesions are jiresent
anil when there are no adhesions. Various positions of

the body too may alter its situation, while artificial in-

flation may cause it to become more jirominent or to

disajipear. It is to be remembered that a full stomach
sometimes pushes tumors up underneath the liver and
makes them thus lemiiorarily disappear. Pyloric tumors
are the most movable of all, and they are especially so

when they are circuniscrilied and solid.

Peirtirmion is of but little importance in the examina-
tion for gastric cancer. When the tumor is present

there may be a dull tymjiany; when gastrectasis exists

percussion riiveals the enlarged size of the organ and aids
in its proper delineation.

Ansriiltotioii and auscultatory percussion have practi-

cally no value in the jihysical examination for gastric
cancer. Occasionally, when the cancer is obscure and in-

volves the cardiac end of the stomach, one finds the

deglutition sounds delayed or lost.

In the absence of a tumor the diagnosis often remains
doubtful, though other signs are valuable positive aids.

'r/ic Fiinetioniil l^innii.
— It must be remembered that

lliere is no pathognomonic sign of cancer. Each item of
evidence must be considered in connection with others,
and only from the combination of signs and symptoms is

one able to make a positive diagnosis.
Tlie Mol<ir I'liirer.—This is usually greatly diminished;

it depends to a large extent on the site of the neoplasm.
When the tumor is at the cardiac end of the stomach, the

motor power is but little impaired until extension has
occurred to other parts of the stomach wall, or until a

concurrent catarrh of the mucous membrane is present.
When the cancer arises at the pyloric end, however,
the motor powei is rapidly impaired, and often to an
extreme degree. This is more especially the case when
there is complete obstruction without a sufficient com-

pensatory hypertrophy of the gastric muscular coats.

Hence we have pyloric stenosis with gastrectasis and

atony of the wall.

When the cancer involves the body of tlie stomach, the

motor power is impaired in more than one-half of all the

cases. It is altereil mainly in two ways; firstly, by in-

filtration of the walls with (-aiicer; and secondly, by
simple weakness of the muscular tissue due to a toxasmia
and to cachexia.

Jlotor insufficiency apjiears early, especially in the
case of pyloric cancer, and increases progressively till

marked retention of food occurs. Indeed, the retention

is often extreme, and foreign bodies remain for weeks
and even months in the stomach without finding an
outlet.

T/ie Seeirfon/ Poirer.—The secretory [lower of the

stomach is likewise disturbed, and there is diminution of
the hydrochloric acid and subsequently of the peptone
and rennet ferments.
With regard to the presence or absence of hydrochloric

acid in cancer of the stomach, the following facts are im-

portant :

1. Hydrochloric-acid secretion usually diminishes with
the development of the cancer until free hydrochloric
acid is ultimately permanently absent. This occurs in

from eighty to ninety per cent, of all cases, very often

early in the disease. It should be remembered that one
examination alone does not sullice, inasmuch as hydro-
chloric acid may be only temporarily absent in this as in

otiier diseased conditions of tlie stomach.
'2. Combined hydrocliloric acid is also quite often ab-

sent.

3. Hydrochloric acid is not always absent; indeed, it

may be present up to the end. This is usually coincident
with either a very localized tumor, where the rest of the

mucous membrane remains more or less intact, or it may
occur when the cancer develojis upon a previously
formed chronic ulcer. In this latter case the hydro-
chloric acid may be increased. The presence of hy-
drochloric acid in a test meal is no proof against the

presence of cancer in the stomach.
4. The absence of hydrochloric acid in the stomach

contents is no proof in itself of the presence of cancer.

Such a condition arises in many ways: for example, in

neuroses of the stomach, cardiac disea.se, gastritis, febrile

conditions, amyloid disease, atrophy of the gastric

glands, etc.

The presence of organic acids is a frequent sign in can-

cer of the stomach. The chief organic acids found are

lactic, butyric, and acetic acids, which arise as a result

of fermentation, which occurs so fre(|ueiuly in cancer in

as.soeiation wiili the presence of hydrochloric acid, of

subaciditv. and of niol or insufficiency. Butyric and lactic
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acids are the most common, both beinj; present with about

eqiml frequency, thoujrh tlie latter is more constant anil

thus more characteristic of cancer, tliouj,'h bv no means

pathognomonic. The follu\vin<; facts are of importauce
in regard to lactic aciii in cancc^r of the stonuich :

1. Its presence is not pathognomonic of cancer. The
reqviiremcnts nceessjiry for the proiluction of lactic-acid

fermentation are merely these: snbacidity, stagnation of

food in the stomach, and a lessened digestion of albumin-
ous foods. It may be present in the stomach in a case of

intestinal (jbstruction, sometimes even in pyloric olistruc-

tion from benign growths, where the hydrochloric acid

is diminished; also in severe gastritis, in atrophy of the

mucous men)brane, in fat-necrosis of the pancreas, in car-

diac and renal ilisease, in gall-bladder carcimoua, in per-
nicious aiKvmia, etc.

2. Lactic acid is introduced preformed into the stomach,
under normal conditions, with the food. For this reason

Boas recommends a test breakfast consisting of oatmeal
ami water, such a meal being free from lactic acid. It is

prepared by adding a tablespoonful of Knorr's oatmeal,
Willi a little salt, to one quart of water. This maybe
introduced at night into a previously washed out stom-

ach, and the remains removed in the early morning.
When cancer of the stomach exists, the bacilli present
can form lactic acid, even after such a meal, more

promptly than when lack of hydrochloric acid and a
motor insufticiency are present.

3. Lactic acid is formed only in the ab.sence of free

hydrochloric acid. Even a little combined hydrochloric
acid sometimes suftices to prevent lactic-acid fermenta-

tion, unless there also be a very marked atony.
4. In cancer of the stomach lactic acid usually ajipears

early, often long before gastrectasis appears, though, ac-

cording to Knttner and Lindner, not before the tumor is

palpable.
o. The presence of lactic acid merely implies three

circumstances: (ti) subacidity, (//) motor insufficiency,

(c) lessened digestion of ferments, all three of which liap-

pen to occur most commonly in cancer of the stomach,

though they may be present in other conditions.

Lactic acid, then, is not patbognoraouic and may be

entirely absent. Statistics show it to be present, however,
according to Strauss, in ninety-one per cent, of all cases,

according to Rosenheim in seventy-eight percent., and
in Kuttner's cases in si.xty per cent.

The Miryiixciipical Examination of the Content) of the

Stomaeli.—This reveals at times tlie presence of blood
cells and pigment, though these have no special signifi-
cance ;){•/ Ke. Particles of cancer formation are very rare

in cancer. At the Royal Victoria Hospital this occurred
but once in eighty-live cases in whicli the stomach con-
tents were examined, btit the event jiroved here of great
I'alue inasmuch as the diagnosis was otherwise in doubt.
The Boas-Ojqiler bacilli, which are long, thread like,

non-motile bacteria, occur chieH_v where lactic acid is

present, but are of no other diagnostic value so far as
i:mrcinoma of the stomach is concerned. Sarcinse arc un-
conunon unless free hydrochloric acid is present—there-

fore, as a rule, they are found only in those cases of
cancer in which the neoplasm has been engrafted on a

previous ulcer. It should be rememliered, liowever, that

the presence of s;ircin:u is no proof against the presence
of cancer. Yeast cells sometimes occur. Inasmuch as
the digestion of proteid is delayed, meat fibres in abnor-
mal quantities are usually found, while the starch}' foods
show more evidence of digestion.

Cancer of the Cariliae End of the Slaniarh.—In this C(m-
dition dysphagia is a prominent symptom. At first there
is a sense of the fooil stopjiing in the (esophagus, espe-

cially after solids have been taken, and li(|uids are in-

gested to assist in the deglutition of the solids. The
symptoms are progressive, and water is now essential to

carry down the solids, and discomfort and oppression
follow. The food is then ejected by retching. Liquid
diet alone is tlien pos.sible. I^ter on, even very little of

this, and still later none, can be taken without its being
rejected.

There is regurgitation of much mucus, with or with-
out food ])artieles, and more cspeciallj' at night. As
already said, the deglutition souu<ls may be delayed or
absent, though this is an unreliable sign. The passing
of the tube meets with resistance and tubes of various
sizes must be tried. It should be remembered that this
resistance is not always a sure sign. However, the re-

peated finding of blood, commonly in a fresh state, on
the tube after it has been withdrawn is a matter of grave
significance, even if there are no signs whatever of stric-

ture.

Cancer of the body of the stomach is associated with

atrophy of the organ. This usually reveals a smaller
stomach than normal, aud its capacity becomes jirogres-

sively less. The tumor is us\ially felt on tlie left side
beneath the ribs. The pa.ssing of the stomach tube in

such a case aids the diagnosis, and intiation either causes

vomiting at once, or, at all events, no marked increase in

the gastric tympany.
The nuta.slo.ics which occur in cancer of the stomach

vary in size; they involve, of course, most connnonly the

glands and the liver. The thorax may be invaded^ and
the plcunv, more especially the left; the lungs and the
mediastinal glands may all be involved, as also, though
more rarely, the peritoneum and the heart itself. There
is practically no organ in the body which may not be

secondarily involved by metastases, and tmder certain
conditions these develop so nnich more rapidly than the

original growth as to mask the primary seat of the dis-

ease. This is a most common occurrence where the liver

is involved, or the peritoneum.
The metastases which occur upon the abdominal wall

are of special interest, and attention has been chiefly
called to them in recent publications by Dr. Osier.

These occur subcutaneously as small nodules of various

sizes, in and about the umbilicus, which itself may be-

come very hard. The nodules may extend up over the

chest, also over the area of the liver, and often their re-

moval and examination constitute the necessary final step
in establishing the diagnosis of carcinoma ventriculi.

Complications. Perforation of the stomacli is not very
common : most statistics agree in placing it at four per
cent. There is usually a walled-off abscess cavity,
which often progressively increases. Tracks may be
made into the other viscera or the neighboring tissues.

.Jaundice often occurs and may be due either to an
obstruction of the main bile ducts, a secondary involve-
ment of the liver, or, more rarely, to a simple catarrh of
the common duct. As a rule, the jaundice persists when
once present, though this is not always the case.

General anasarca, more or less slight in degree, may
appear in the late stages of the disease. It is due to the
cachexia and anoemia, or more rarely to a peripheral
thrombosis.

Ascites may be present, and is associated usually with
a cancer of the peritoneum, or an occlusion of the

portal vein from the pressure of glands or the exten-
sion of the cancer into the part. The ascites may be
a prominent feature, masking the original cause of

the disease. When the ascites is associated with a can-
cer of the peritoneum, the fluid is usually hemorrhagic
in character.

Multiple thrombi may occur, usually associated with

marasmus, more rarely with occlusion caused by the

neoplasm.
Di.\GXOSis.—The earliest possible diagnosis is essential

to a rational treatment of the condition, and a diagnosis
.should be established before a tumor is evident, either to

lialpation or to inspection. To establish such a diagnosis
one must deiicnd largely upon early evidences of func
tional disorder. It nuisl be remembered that there is no

single ])atliognomonic sign m cancer of the stomach
The disease of course may be latent, but the absence of

gastric symptoms is an important negative sign. When
the gastric signs are present and no tmnor is evident,
one must rely upon the age, the history. ha?mateincsi.s,

emaciation, gastrecfjisis, the chemical signs in the stom-
ach contents, etc. When the tumor is paliiable its loca-
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tion must be deterniiiieii to be gastric, and this fact must
be weighed in eoniicetinn witli the history and the gen-
eral features, abuve deseribed.

Ill Ihe differeiilicd ilint/itofth one must consider mainiy.
(1) Those diseases in wldeli liydrocldorie acid is dimin-
islied orabsent. and iu wliieli a tumor is not evident upon
jihysical examination ; (2) those general diseases in whicli

the gastric evidences of disease are unsalisfaetory, but in

wliich the general signs warrant the suspicion tliat tliere

is a latent gastric carcinoma; (3) the necessity, in the

cases in winch a tumor is present, of dilVerentiating be-

tween ((0 one which is located in the st(inia<-h an(l(/<)one
which is located outside that organ, in the immediate

neighborhood.
1. Diseases with diminished or absent liydrocldorie

acid. These are mainly {a) chronic gastritis, (//) atrophy
of the mucous membrane, and (c) gastric neuroses.

((() Chronic Gastritis. Here thecourse and duration of
the disease are important. The insidious onset with re-

missions and exacerbations, the local rather than the

general features, the fact that liydrocliloric acid is not

always completely and permanently absent, and the

probable cause (alcohol, etc.), all may be placed against
a history in which there has been a previously healthy
digestion with an unexpected and unexplained dyspep-
sia, not relieved by diet or drugs; with a probable luema-

teinesis, severe general signs, and stomach contents which
show persistent and progressive diminution of the hy-
drochloric acid and the presence of more or less lactic

acid. Difficulties indeed arise where the gastritis is

accompanied by atrophy of the mucous membrane and
where the course is rapid and characterized by eiuacia-

tion. Vice versa, it must be remembered that cancer
sometimes develops slowly, and only with a mild dy.s-

pepsia.

(4) Atrophy of the Mucous Membrane. This nia_y be
as.sociated with pernicious anremia, with the terminal

.stage of a chronic gastritis, with achylia gastrica, with

benign pyloric stenosis, or with cancer elsewhere.
In pernicious amcmia the nutrition is usually main-

tained, and there is an absence of haematemesis, gastrecta-
sis, lactic acid, etc. The blood-changes, too, in pernicious
an*mia arc, as a rule, more marked than are those which
occur in cancer of the stomach, though at times, it is true,
the conditions of the blood may be incidental in each
case. As a rule, however, there are more nucleated
red cells of the blood, the poikilocytosis is greater,
the color index may be higher, and there is more likeli-

hood of the presence of megaloblasts when pernicious
aua'inia is present. Exacerbations and remissions too
are more apt to occur in pernicious ana;niia than iu car-

cinoma.
Clironic gastritis has already been considered.

Achylia gastrica, considered by Einhoru and some
others as an independent disease, imiilies a total absence
of gastric juice. It is not associated in any way with
cachexia or witli progressive emaciation. The general
condition of the patient is usually good, the digestive
power excellent, even when there is no motor insuffi-

ciency, and examination of the stomach contents does
not necessarily show the presence of lactic acid. More
probably, as many suggest, achylia gastrica is merely a

symptom associated with some other primary disease,
such, for example, as cirrhosis of the liver. (Such a case
has come under my personal observation.)
Henign pyloric stenosis, vide antea.
Cancer elsewhere, vide infra.
(e) Gastric Neuroses. In gastric neuroses in elderly

people there is at times considerable difficulty in arriving
at a proper diagnosis, though as a rule the general condi-
tion of the patient, friMpient examination of the stomach
contents, and the course of the disease soon lead one to

a conclusion in the right direction. In such cases.
as already mentioned, one must consider the age of the

patient, the history, the presence of ha-inatemesis, gastrec-
tasis, lactic acid, etc., as well as the elVect of treatment,
both general and dietetic.

2. Tlio.se general diseases iu which the gastric evidences

are indefinite, but in wliich the general signs lead one to

suspect a latent gastric carcinoma.
1 have seen, for examide, such difficulties arise in ca.ses

of suspected Addison's disease in which the general
malaise, progressive weakness, dyspeptic signs, and gen-
eral coiuiition aroused a suspicion of the possihilitv of
latent gastric [cancer. As a matter of course, valuable
aid may be derived from the examination of the stomach
contents, where possible, and from a proper examination
of the mucous membrane for the presence or ab.sence
of tlie usual pignienlary changes wliieh accompany Ad-
dison's disease. To this may be addid the injection of

tuberculin, a reaction to which would render the presence
of Addison's disease somewhat more likely.

3. The differentiation between (a) gastric and (b) non-

.gastric tumors calls for a careful weighing of the symp-
toms and signs presented and for a determination of the
exact situation of the tumor.
The gastric tumors must be mainly differentiated as to

their nature and situation. The signs and symptoms ac-

coni])anyiug cancer of the cardiac end of the stomach
and of the body of the stomach have already been men-
tioned (vide antea). As regards the nature of a tumor of
the pylorus, there are four possibilities to be con.sidered:
It may be (1) a malignant growth; or (2) a scarred ulcer
of the pylorus with stenosis

;
or (3) a simple hyiwrtrophic

stenosis of the pylorus; or, finally, (4) some "other form
of benign tumor, such as lipoma, fibroma, etc.

Tlie symptoms conncctecl with a c:iuccrous growth of
the pj'loric end of the stomach have already been suffi-

ciently considered. A scarred ulcer of the p_vlorus can
be iliagnoscd as such only by the previous history of
ulcer and especially of hemorrhages from the stomach,
and by the finding—as happens in nearly all the cases—
of free hydrochloric acid iu the contentsof the stomach.
In other respects there are the usual signs of motor in-

sufficiency associated with any pyloric obstruction, but
there is not, as a rule, the same degree of wasting of
the gastric muscle wall. Unless the general condttion
of the patient has suffered very greatly from malnu-
trition, the muscle wall remains hypertropliied for a
great length of time, and peristalsis and anti-peristalsis

may very frequently be seen even in spite of extreme
dilatation.

The vomiting occurs, as in other cases of motor insuf-

ticieucy with obstruction, at long intervals, is very co-

jiious and explosive in character, but as a rule, iu con-
tradistinction to what is observed iu pyloric cancers, the

proteids are well digested and the starches more or less

unaffected.

Hypertrophic stenosis of the pylorus is usually slow in

growth. It is very often congenital, and there is a his-

tory of many years of gastric symptoms without evi-

dence of metastases; there are intervals, too, of good
digestion, and the tumor which is fcuind is usuall)'
smooth, not large, without adhesions, and therefore very
movable.
Examination of the stomach contents will show the

presence of liydrocldorie acid and the absence of lactic

acid.

The presence of some other form of beuigu tumor is

rather to be inferred than accurately diagnoseil. When
it causes obstruction, the symptoms and si.gus resemble

very much those of hypertrophic stenosis.

Groirt/is Located Outside the Stomaeh.—The tumors
simulating gastric growths, but existing in reality out-
side the stomach, are mainly:

1. The pancreas, cither normal or pathological. AVlien
normal it is usually found deeply situated in the nK'diaii

line, fixed and immovable with respiration, and absent

iipcui intlation of the stomach. When it is disea.scd, and

especially when it is the seat of a cancerous growth, one

may lind clayey, fatty stools, even uheu there is at the

same time no jaundice. .laundice may, however, be

present from pressure of the growth ujioii the common
duct. The portal vein may be pressed upon and the re-

sulting obstruction may give rise to ascites. There may
also be glycosuria, and as a rule the course is a rajiid one.
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3. Tumors of the transverse colon. These usually
give evidence of some degree of intestinal obstruction:
the stools may he bloody. E.vamination of the stomach
itself by test meals and inflation shows the absence f)f

gastric disorder.

3. Tumors of tlie gall bladder are situated in Ihcir

appropriate place, arc somewhat movable, ami may by
pressure ujion the surrounding ducts cause early .iaun-
diee. At times, liowever, the dilVerential diagnosis is

e.xtremely dilhcult. Wliile tlicre need l)e no motor in-

sulliciency, yet adliesions in the neighborliood of the

gall-bladder tumor may cause pyloric stenosis and cer-

tain signs of gastric cancer. Tlie al)sencc of rcsiiiratory

mobility may suggest a gastric cancer ratlic-r tlian one of

the gall bladder; but a test meal, wlicn possible, 'will

usually reveal the absence of the functional and chemical

signs of gastric cancer.

4. Cancer of the duodenum. Hero the difficulties are

great indeed ; it may be impossible to diagnose t!ie true

condition. One may have diminution or absence of liy-
drocldoric acid. I.aetic acid, on tlie otlier hand, may be

present, as indeed may most of the other signs of gastric
cancer.

5. Omental and peritoneal tumors, wlietlier of a can-
cerous or of a tulien-ulous nature, are apt to be confused
with cancer of tlie body of tlie slomacli. In such cases

one usually observes that these tumors are not mobile
with respiration. The other important evidence of the
nature of the disease is furnished by the examination of
a test meal. It is especially necessary in such cases, how-
ever, not to omit an examination of the rectum. When
the peritoneum is tuberculous, the subjects arc usually
young; there are fever, a longer cour.se of llie malady
with exacerbations and remissions, and a reaction to

tuberculin.

6. Cancer of the liver. This is usualh' secondary, and
less easily fixed with expiration than are tumors of the
stomach. A satisfactory means of differentiating is,

where possible, to place the hand above tlie tumor.
Then, if the liver can be felt still higher, the tumor is

)u-obably gastric; at all events it is not iiepatic. The
same is true if with intlation of tlie stomach the tumor
alters its jiosition. When the cancer of the liver is pri-

maiy, the liver becomes rapidly large; jaundice is early
and pronounced. The gastric signs are slight or absent
and there is no hieinatemesis uorgastreetasis. Moreover,
the usual signs after a test meal are not found in the con-
tents of the stomach.
Other conditions which may simulate a gastric trmor

are aneurism of theabdnminal aorta, swollen glandsabout
this artery, a movable kidney, and enlarged spleen, the

last simulating a (ancer of the fundus.

PKcxiNOsrs.—The prognosis in nearly all cases of carci-

noma is of extreme gravity. There are very few cases
on record in whicii treatment has cifected a cure. All

medical treatment is jiurely symptomatic. Surgical
treatment can only he of benetit by complete resection,

rnd this can only be ellected in those eases which are

diagnosed extremely early. For this reason operation
upon cases of carcinoma ventriculi is rather discounte-
nanced by many, and Fit/, regards the indiscriminate op-
eration upon cases of carcinoma as of the utmost harm
to the patients, causing no relief to the symptoms and
only hastening the lethal termination.

Krplnviifiirn Liiiiitrotoiny.
—This is to be considered in-

advisable where the cancerous nature of a gastric tumor
is undoubted, or where tin; glands are .secondarily in-

volved, or other meta.stases are discovered. Only in

doubtful cases, in wliich one feels sure from the general
and local symptoms and .signs that a progressive, slowly
developing malady of the stomach is present, is one justi-
fied in making an abdominal exploration. Such an op-
eration also should only be done with the expectatiou of

carrying out still more radical measures, should the ex-

ploration afford any sure in<lication of its neccssitj'.
In such conditions resection follows an exploratory

laparotomy only when the pylorus or a small portion of
the lesser curvature is alone involved. A good general

condition of health, moreover, is essential to such an ub-

dertaking. Obviously, therefore, very few cases indeed
ever gain benefit froni radical treatment by the surgeon's
knife.

Tkeatment.—This is both surgical and medical. The
only rational treatment, so far as cure is concerned, is

surgical. But in this respect a proper judgment in re-

gard to the selection of cases for operation is of para-
mount importance.
The rational surgical treatment depends entirely upon

the early diagnosis and the radical extirpation (resection)
of the whole cancerous tissue.

U(nectii>n.—This is comnicndablc only for cancers of
the pylorus, or for more or less circumscribed cancers of
the lesser curvature. There must he no adliesions to sur-

rounding ))arts and no metastases. The general strength
of the patient must be in a fair condition, and a certain
amount of good motor power is also essential to a good
result, in order that one may have thereafter a ju'oper
digestion. Without a good motor power the alreadv
diseased mucous membrane functionates badly, the un-

digested food remains too long in the stomach, and
the previously existing suffering from dyspepsia con-
tinues.

Rosenheim claims to have shown that a motor insuf-

ficiency under certain conditions may be cured or much
improved by the resection of a cancerous growth.
The failure to make an earlj- diagno.sis is the chief cause

of failure of resection. In an overwhelming majority of
cases resection is done too late and the results are corre-

spondingly bad.

Gcintro-eiiiirostoiiiy.
—This is performed only when

resection is not feasible, and is to be considered merely as
a palliative measure. Even this should be undertaken

only when the stenosis is so extreme as to render the
combined use of lavage and gastric feeding useless to
maintain an ordinary nutrition of the patient. The na-
ture of operations indicated in the treatment of gastric
cancer is mentioned in the article on the surgery iif flic

stomach.

(riistrectomy is recommended only for cancer of the
cardiac end of the stomach, and the operations recom-
mended by AVitzel and Frank would appear to be those
most commended.

Statistics as to the results of operations vary very
greatly, and the recent communication of Fitz should do
much to aid the judgment of surgeons in the proper
selection of cases for operation. His after-hi.story of
cases upon which laparotomii'S had been performed
lends to show' that in the majority of instances patients
have become rapidly worse rather than improved by the
treatment.

Tlie Midical Treiitment.—This concerns, of course,

chii'fly the inoperable cases, or those cases which, having
been operated upon, require still further treatment for a
cure.

Inoperable cases must be treated medically for various
reasons. One is unable perhaps to resect on account of
the advanced condition, or a gastro-entcrostomy is not

.yet reciuired ; or, it may be, that a resection is diliicult or
inadvisable on account of the cachexia or metastases )u'es-

ent; or, again, through refusal of the patient to allow an

operation to be performed. And lastly, one must treat

eases after a gastro-enferostomy has been iierformcd,
when the neoplasm and the symptoms reappear de
num.
The main treatment is dietetic. The diet, however,

should not be too strict, and one must go rather upon
general principles than upon any delinite lists of food-
stuffs. Inasmuch as one can but alleviate rather than
cure, the patient's own tastes should be consulted even
when spices and other apparently harmful foods are
desired. The meals should be small and frequently
given, rather than large and few in number. On i.c-

counl of the deficient hydrochlmic acid, meat should be
limited in amount. It should be finely divi<ied and free

from cartilage and other substances diliicult of digestion.
White meats are to be preferied ; chicken, game, pigeon,
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veal, and beef in small quantitj', and calves' brains and
fish, are often well borne. All these proteid foods should
he followed, after meals, by small ((Uantities of hydro-
ehloric acid (unless, of coursi'. there is hyperacidily from
a cancer engrafted upon an oUi uleerj.

One may give, as recommended by Kleiner, .sauces

containing hydrochloric acid, his special one consisting
of: Beef jince, 3 ss.

;
warm water, siij., to which has

been added ten drops of dilute muriatic acid. Meat jel-

lies anil .soiuatose are well borne.

Vegetables may be given in relatively large amounts,

though one should avoid those which are coarse and

iiidigestilile; those, therefore, with shells, skins, fibres,

etc., as well as those which are fermentable. The most,

suitabh- of all are perhaps spinach, artichokes, beans,

l)eas, and carrots.

Bread may be allowed, as also gruels and vegetable
soups, particularly rice, macaroni, barley, tapioca, sago,
and oalnieal.

Alilk containing nutrose, eucasin, or plasmon may also

be taken, while buttermilk, kephir, and kuinyss are like

wise often well borne. The fats are best supplied by
butter.

For beverages, apart from those mentioned above, one

may lake the light wines, weak brandy and whiskey.
All fluid sliould be limited in amount because of the mo-
tor insulticiency. There is often great thirst because the
tissues are dry and hot, and water may often relieve this

condition. When the condition is extreme, it may be
well to give daily eneinata of plain water, one-half to

one pint at each injection.

Lavage is the best means of treatment that we have in

cases of inoperable carcinoma of the stomach. It helps
to stimulate the appetite and the secretions; it washes

away food remnants and prevents fermentation. One
may use either plain water or water to which salicylic or

boracic acid has been added. The lavage is performed in

the morning, and if the condition be of an aggravated
character a second lavage may be done in the evening.

Medicines.—Ko medicine is of an}- great value. Orexin
in doses of five grains may help the apiietile. as also may
an infusion of condurango bark. Onetiuds that alkaline

mineral waters before meals sometimes stimulate the se-

cretions, while hj'drochloric acid after meals helps pro-
teid digestion.
For the vomiting, especially of blood, rest to the stom-

ach is essential. Nutrient euemal.a may be given, and
then careful feeding by mouth ma}' be begun with small

quantities of fluid. For the ordinarj- vomiting lavage is

the best form of treatment.
Diarrhoea should be treated by a proper diet where jios-

sible, and by the use of lavage to remove irritating sub-

stances which are the probable cause of the condition.

For the constipation, aloes, rhubarb, and cascara are the

most elfective remedies. Euemata should be given when
the condition is aggravated, but this should not be per-
sisted in too long. Authorities differ as to the use of

saline purgatives, and doubtless in individual cases their

use will have different effects.

For the pain, wet compresses upon the stomach, lavage,
and the use of spirits of chloroform may be of value, and
it is onh' in the extreme cases that morphine should be

employed.

X. PYLORIC STENOSIS.

Therc^ are two main conditions—malignant ijyloric
stenosis (cancer of the stomach, 7.t'.)and benign pyloric
stenosis.

Benign Pvi.ouk' Stknosis.

1. Coiif/enitiil Atratiii.—This is rapidly fatal. Soon
after birth there is uncontrollable vomiting, even before

food and drugs have been given. Sometimes there is a

tiny opening oidy into the duodenum, and death is then
more gradual and accompanied by inanition. The stom-
ach may be hypertrophied in consequence.

This atresia may exist in the duodenum, and, if it be
situated high up. the symptoms will then be, to all in-

tents and purposes, similar to those mentioned.
3. lljipcrti-ojiliii- stenosis— that is, hypertrophy of the

librous and mu.scular tissues; this develops slowly and
lasts for years.

3. Forei<iH binlij.

4. Beni'jH tumors, especially fibroma (polyp).
."). Cicatrizeil Ulcer.—Such ulcers are of various kinds.
(i. Pressure from Witlimit.—A movabh- kidney, as in

the case of Dr. Bramwell's ]t:oirnt {ride Britisk Malieal
Joiirndl. October llJIh, 1901). may be the cause of such
jiressure. Adhesions and tibrous bands, such as result
from perihepatitis and from cirrhosis of the liver, as in

the ease of P. II. Jlurdoch's i)alient ivide American Med-
icine. .January 11th, 1902), may also cause gastric stenosis

through pressure.
7. Duudenul ohslrnction, especially when associated

with great laxity of the abdominal walls, is comjietent
to cause pyloric stenosis by drawing upon and twisting
the horizontal portion of the stomach.

8. Spirsm. of the Pylorus.—This is mentioned, among
causes, by Sir William Bennet (British Medicul Journal.

February 3d, 1900).
Symptoms.—The earliest signs of all are shown when

dietetic errors, chiefly as regards tin; quantity of food,
cause general gastric distress after meals. Soon after-

ward, however, other symittoms develop. The main
signs in both the earlj- and the lale stages are [lain and

vomiling.
The pain at first is more of an indefinite gastric dis-

tress, which develops only after meals. This is followed
in one or two hours by vomiting of solids which are ex-

cessivelj' acid. This vomiting gives relief. Then, after

a variable period of hours, days, or weeks, the symptoms
recur and with exacerbations. The pain is greater, more
frequent, and may be cramp-like if already hypertiophj'
of the gastric muscles has occurred. Later, the pain be-

comes more or less continuous, and is associated then
with increased peristalsis, though it may in part be due
to the hyperacidity, hypersecretion, fermentation, or an
ulcer if present. In tlie later stages, when there is re-

tention of food, the pain is often marked at night.

(.)iilinarily the vomiting increases synchronously with
the pain. When the muscles are hypertrophied the vom-

iting which accompanies the cramps is more explosive;
it may occur at any time and not merely after meals, and
often there may be an interval of a day or more between
the attacks. When the diet is not regulated and motor

insufficiency increases to a great degree, the vomiting'be-
comes less frequent (once every few days perhaps), more
copious, and shows much evidence of fennentation.
The vomitus, on standing for a short time, separates

into three layers, the lowest consisting of more or less

digested chyme, the middle layer of turbid fluid, and the

uppermost of frothy mucus and iiarticles of undigested
food.

With these two cardinal symptoms of pain and vomit-

in,g there is, in the early stages, a good appetite till fer-

mentation becomes marked. On the other hand, thirst,

which is at first not a prominent symptom, becomes dis-

tressing with increase of the motor insullieiency.
To the above symptoms loss of weight and strength

should be added.
The general constitutional symptoms in such cases

affect the heart action, which may be irregular, intermit-

tent, or more rapid than normal. The movements of the

diajihragiu are limited ; there are neurasthenia, antemiii,

cold extremities, weak and flabby muscles, a dry scaly
skin, iirogressivcly developing cachexia, marked consti-

pation, and a diminished quantity of urine.

'Die P/ii/sieiil ^i(/ns.
—The early stage may show noth-

ing or merely a prominent epigastrium; peristalsis,

though slight, may be visible early. There may be more
resistance tlian normal over the area of the stomach, which

may give a more cushion like sen.sation on palpation. If

the abdomen be thin and flabby, a tumor may already be
felt at a comparatively early stage.
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Later, when tlie obstnictiou is more marked, one is

more liable to see peristalsis, either spoutaiieoiisly or

after stiiimlatioii, as by liickinsr the alulonien with the liii

gers or an iustrunienl, Sueeiission may be obtained ilur-

iujr the perioil when irastiie rejiose should exist, and a
tumor may now be still more evident.

When retention has oeeurred the above signs will be
still more marked and sueeussion may be obtained at any
time during the twenty-four hours. The abdomen is

prominent, espeeially when the .stomaeh is tilled with
food or ffas.

The Tumor.—The pylorus and the re.sio pylorica, nor-

mal or abnormal, are veiy often movable, and may bo
found in a trreat variety of positions. A tumor of this

part, therefore, may l)e felt in various positions unless

adhesions be present; and one must decide between a

neoplasm, a hypertrophy of the pylorus, and a scarred
ulcer. Or, again, the ill-detined mass may be due to an

inrtammatory exudate, etc.. around the outside of the

pyloric ring.
The patient should be examined lying on his back.

The stomach should be empty and the bowels evacuated.

Esjiecial aire shoidd be taken to look for the descent of

the tumor with inspiratory elTorts. as often happens when
the tumor is adherent to the liver. Under such condi-
tions tlie origin of the tumor may be hard to determine,
unless one can dip the hand down between the tumor and
the liver itself.

At other times the tumor may not only be felt in various

|iarts of the epigastrium and to the right of the median
line, but it may even be visible as a projecting lump
above the general plane of the abdomen. It sometimes
is found below the navel ; or, again, because of adhe-

sions, it may be displaced upward, beneath, or next to

the liver.

At still other times the tumor is to be felt or seen only on
intiationof the stomach with gas. A tumor in thi' neigh-
borhood of the pyloric region, which upon inflation is

displaced to tlie right and downward (more rarely up-
ward), and wliich returns to its original position when
the stomach is again empty of gas, is undoubtedly a tu-

mor belonging to the pylorus.
The fnncliinial siyiis are more or less characteristic only

iluring the time when stagnation or retention occurs.
While the solids of a test dinner are delayed the Huids
seem often to pass through the pyloric region nuieli

more rajjidly than is usually the case with idiopathic
gastreetasis. In this case the total acidity is usually
high, from the presence of either lactic or hydrochloric
acid. With hydroehlorieacid there are usually the yeast
fungi and perhaps acetic acid, while the sareiuic ventric-
uli are also commonly present.

In benign obstruction hyperchlorhydria is the rule.

When organic acids are present, maliguaney is sug-
gested.

DiKFEi!F,XTi.\L Di.\GN-osis.—Cases are not usually rec-

ognized liefore stagnation has become marked. Suspi-
cion shoidd be aroused when there are recurrent attacks
of indigestion, especially with pain and vomiting, in pa-
tients who have previousl)' suffered from ulcer, gall-
stones, etc.

AVhen the motor insufficiency is advanced, we must
decide whether this condition is due to an obstructed

pylorus or is idiopathic, i l'"cir this differential diagnosis
see the iiaragrajih on motor insulliciency.)
From siiperHecretion the diagnosis is not difficult if the

stomach can be thoroughly washed out at night and its

contents examined again on the following morning. In
the fasting stomach no contents should be found when
obslruction alone exists: but. if superseeretion be pres-
ent, more than 30 or 40 c.c. of fluid (which is probably
hyperacid) can be removed.

It is by no means easy to decide whether the obstruc-
tion is jiylorie or ihioflenitl. Duodenal obstruction is usu-

ally associated with gastroptosis or with cancer, witli

pressure exerted by a benign tumor, with scarred ulcer,
local peritonitis, gall-stones, or some congenital abnor-

mality. If the obstruction be aborc the common duct, it

cannot I)e differentiated from pyloric stenosis. Gastrop-
tosis may be the cause, but it can only be suspected by
exclusion. Obstructions /jtlmc the duel are suspected
when mole than a normal iiuautity of bile is in the tluid

vomited, and when it is found at an early stage of the

vomiting.
To decide whether the obstruction is malignant or be-

nign is sometimes easy, at other times quite impossible.
Tlie following table may be of some assistance in this

respect :
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ways grave and in proportion to tlie ilegret- of ohstnic-

tiou and the cailiexia which lias dcvclopod.
The TKKATMENT IS l)iith mcdiciil and siirgiial.

Tlic iiiaUi-dl treatment is syiniitoniatic, not curative,

and it is nsefnl when operation is otlierwise contraindi-

cated or inipossihle.
The (lii'titic treatment; In the early stages there should

he no excesses and the food should be finely divided.

There should be a moderately dry diet consisting of alhu

niiiious foods, chiefly meat, poultry, fish, eggs, nulk, a

few cereals in puree form, and ordinary vegetables in

moderation; and one should avoid coar.se irritating solids

and fermenting liiiuors, such as beer. The food should

lie givr'U in small ijuantities, and nothing that is starchy
or sweet should be pernutted if hydrochloric acid be

abundant. In some cases it is best to give three small

concentrated meals. When vomiting persists it may be

necessary to give nutrient cnemata.

The itwrhaiiical treatment is to be used in the later

stages. Kest is essential. Lavage should be thoroughly

performed, either in the early morning or before the

evening meal.
Tlie Ihree guiding principles are, first of all, that the

stomach should be empty before each meal; second, that

the food must be finely divided, readily soluble or easily
rendered fluid, and not apt to disturb the secretory or

motor functions; and, third, the diet must be varied and

sullicient to support or improve nutrition (Van Valzah
and Nisbet).
The medicinal treatment : For the persistent vomiting

rectal feeding and, if pain persists, atropine in doses of

gi-. jijy hypodermically. may be used. Morphine may be

re(iuired," though codeine niay cause less nausea and be

equally effective.

For'the constipation, enemata of soapsuds and of oil

shoidd be used, or glycerin suppositories may be tried.

Purgatives, especially drastic purgatives, should be

avoided, and even the mild purgatives should be given
as infrequently as possible.
The surgical treatment: Many operations have been

devised and as quickly rejected. Loreta's digital divul-

sion is inefficient and therefore not to be recommended.

Pylorectomy is not indicated in benign obstruction

when a gastro-enterostoniy can be equally well done, as

the latter gives eminently satisfactory results, and is in

all prol)aliility the less dangerous operation.
Tlie two ojjerations which have found most favor are

the gastro-cnterostomy and the pyloroplasty, as sug-

gested by Heinecke and ^Mikulicz.

The operative treatment, however, in this condition

has been considered in the article on the Stomach and

(Eospharins. (Siirr/ical). The indications for operation,
therefore, are mainly these—when the obstruction is con-

tinuous, and when the patient cannot be successfully
nourished by other means, then operate.

XL SIMPLE TUMORS.

Simple tumors play a very small ])art in the diseases of

the stomach. There are several conditions which,'; by
producing a tumor in its broadest sense, may cause some

difficulty in diagnosis. Of these one jnay mention ;

Tubercle in the stomach is excessively rare. Hale
White in

" AUbutt's System" reports five cases of tuber-

culosis in tlie stomach, in one of which, in a male aged
seven y<'ars, there were found enlarged and caseous lym-
phatic glands at the lesser curvature.

Syphilitic f/umma in the stomach is less rare, as first

shown by Chiari, of Prague.
PhlerpuonDus r/atitrilin, especially when going on to

acute abscess, produces a mass within the stomach.

This is extremely rare and generally rapidly fatal in

several days. ( IVA; section on Gastritis.)

Hypertrophic stenosis of the pylorus is common in

adults and produces tumor and dilatation, A series of

forty-five cases in infancy has been rejiorted (RoUeston
and Crofton-Aikeus), mostly in children under four

months, with very few recoveries. Six were operated
upon and one was cured. ( \'ide section on Pyloric Ste-

nosis.)
The cicatrix following ulcer, though producing no

swelling, may convey a sense of hardness to the touch.
Such a cicatrix, although not classed among the new
growths, is one in realily.
One form of tumor simulating gastric disease may be

referred to, viz., preperitoneal lijjonni, A young man,
complaining only of moderate diarrhcca during five

months, showed, on ins|ie<tion of his abdomen, a small
tumor in the epigastiiuui, discoid, slightly lobnlaled,
and 3.5 cm. in diameler. Il was too su])erlicial to be
elsewhere than in the abdominal wall, and did not in the

slightest degree rise and fall willi resiiiration. It was in

fact a lipoma eiiigastrica. In the surgical department
Dr. Archibald pointed out that one sucli case, which had
come to operation, showed that the lipoma, originating
in the preperitoneal fat, had become adherent to the

omentum, and had so dragged on it as lo cause the symp-
toms of which the iiatient complained until the operation
removed the growth.
A full account of these heriiite is given in the "Hand-

biich der prakti.schen Chirurgie," Bd. iii., Th. 1, where it

is shown that the lipoma originates in the preperitoneal
fat and grows forward, ever stretching more and more
an opening in the latticework between the recti muscles,
tmtil a firm ring is formed, or several, up to four (Berger),

through which as many hernia' a: forced. On cutting
down on such a lipoma one finds that it envelops a fun-

nel-shaped cord of peritoneum or true sac, which is often

empt}', but which more frequently contains omentum
adherent to the hernial sac. Rarely, the sac contains

transverse colon. In 10,000 hernite Berger counted 137

cases of hernia epigastrica (1.3 per cent.), of which 120

were in males generally with other hcruia>, and mostly in

elderly spare people. More than half the cases were trau-

matic in origin, sometimes a muscular strain, sometimes
a direct blow on the abdomen, lieing the exciting cause.

Of interest to us are the many "gastric" s_yniptoms
caused by these apparently innocent tumors, viz., vio-

lent pain, tearing or boring in character, in the gastric

region, belching of air and vomiting, distention, and dif-

ficult bowel movement, dyspnwa, palpitation, faintness,
diarrha'a.

The symptoms may eventually assume a nervous type
(hypochondriasis), with loss of flesh. These symptoms
suggest the stomach, but only one ease is on record and
this showed that a part of the stomach was in the sac. In

fact, almost all the above symptoms have been reported
in ca.ses in which no part of the gut was directl\' in-

volved, the sac containing only fat lobules together with
vessels or nerves. The commonest content of the sac,

then, is omentum; less commonly, jiart of the transverse

colon. The symptoms are e\i)lained either by traction

through the omentum on the colon and through the

gastrocolic ligament on the stomach, or by traction and

bruising of nerves. In some cases the lipoma is not in

connection with peritoneum, but generally it is attached
to a large diverticulum of peritoneum which embraces
from time to time parts of the omentum, or of the bowel,
or both. Careful palpation will reveal an irregularity
in the linea alba and the pri'ssure of a hazelnut-sized

soft tumor, slightly tender jierhaiis, whicli gives way
on deep ju'cssure, leaving a ])it and a distinct gap in the

abdominal wall. Rarely, one can at the height of the

paroxysmal pain feel a ten.sion in the tumor, which is re-

lieved by suitable posturing. The symptoms are gener-

ally referred by the patient, and indeed by the physician,
to other causes, e.;/., gastric ulcer or gall-stones. The case

referred to above as having been operated on is reported
in full bv Rotli in the Archie fin- hlinische Chirurgie,
Bd. 42. After liis accident Ihe patient continued to have

freijucnt paroxysms of incapacitating symptoms for sev-

en years, during which time he sulTcred much of many
physicians, and of bath and "cure institutions." until he

soiight a surgeon, who cut down and found the lipoma

enveloping a funnel-shaped tube of peritoneum, to which
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a part of tlie omentum was adherent. It was radically
treated and tlie rinsr aerurately sutured. Fourteen days
later the patient felt well and had remained .so up to

tlie date of the report.
Another case, in a male aijed eighty-three, was seen

post mortem; in this (sise the lipoma was no larger than

a hazelnut, liut the symptoms (pain, nausea, vomiting!
liad been prominent. The mass of fat was found ad
lierent to the suspensory ligament i>f the liver, whicli.

when drawn on by the lipoma, pulled the stomach down,

producing, by constriction, a typical liour-glass shape in

that viseus.

The true simple tumors in llie stomach reccu'ded are:

1. Fibromii —a. congenital tibroiis tliickening at tlic

pylorus, leaving a very small lumen—has lieen seen in

the body of an infant five weeks oUl. Fiiikelstein re-

ports several. These patients die within several months
of birth.

3. Fibromyoma—very rare; it occurs up to the size of

a pigeon's egg, and jirojeets into llie stomach. These
tumors consist of unstriped muscle and librous tissue,

sometimes pedunculated and in some cases nndtiple.
3. IJpomii has been very rarc-ly described.

4. Polyadenomiita are connn(m and often numerous.
Osier says one hundred and tifty were seen in one pa-
tient. They raise the unicous membrane into polypoid
masses, the

"
polyadenome en nappe

" of the French.

5. Multiple n/titx in the wall of the stomach (and of the

intestines) have been described by H. B. Anderson.

XII. FOHEKiX liOlMES IX THE STOMACH.

The quest ion of foreign bodies in the stomach, apart
from the perennial scares of the nursery, is a matter rather

of the music lialls and the footlights than of clinical im-

port or medical literature. In tlio nur.serj' children swal-
low small coins, buttons, and various hard objects of end-

less description. Tlie more seriiuis objects do not reach

the stomach, being generally arrested at. tlie level of the

cricoid cartilage; wliile cf llios(Mvliicli reach the stomach
the vast majority .give no serious troulile, being passed bj'
natural channels in due time. In most cases, then, espe-

cially when one has oidy the statements of surrounding
children to go upon, the best treatment is a little judiciiuis

letting alone. Peabody, however, reports a case in which

metallic objects, considering the plaudits of the gallery
and an increased salary sulliciciit reward for their loss of
internal conifort. The more e.Npcrieiiced the performer
is, so luueb the tiner will be the collection which he makes,

FlO. 4.>1".—Hnir Bolus In the Stomach, Found at Autopsy. The
specimen is preserved in tlie Medlciil MiLseum of Mctilll University,
and mention of the case wUl be found In Osier's "Practice of Medi-
cine." 1901.

a pin pierced the o?sopliagus and reached the heart.

while Dock mentions an ear of barley reaching the liver.

At an operation for appendicitis in the Royal Victoria

Hospital Dr. Hell showed a large iiiii snugly embedded
in the mucous membrane of the appendi.x. Music-hall

artists do, apart from optical illusion, actually swallow

Fig. 4548.—Dr. James Bell's Case of Hair Bolus in the Stomach.
Koyal Victoria Hospital, Montreal.

and he need never feel that the loss of the treasures will

be ]iermanent, for at some period in his career his life

will become intolerable, and he will by the aid of the

sui-geou recover the goods. In fact, every year one reads
in literature, medical as well as lay, of several persons
being admitted to hospital with slight, vague gastric

symptoms. On opening llie stomach a truly remarkable
store of manufactured articles is revealed. Countless

pins, nails, buttons, coins, fal.se teeth, iron plate, buckles,
and chains are among the tavorite articles, while the

knives or portions of otDcr cutting instruments e.xcite the

greatest astcniislmieut.

A medical friend as-sures me of having seen in the Du-
puytren Jliiseum in Paris a full-sized silver dinner fork
whicli was found in the human stomach. It is well
known that painters occasionally swallow spirituous
shellac, which may harden and lodge in the stomach.
In the Canadian Northwest there are Indians who. when
sutlering trom lack of food, feel better with something in

the sloniacli, and deliberately place there great pieces of
caki-d earth.

Riegel mentions the fact that a stomach tube has been
lost in the organ for long periods, and states that foreign
bodies in the intestine may ulcerate into the stomach.
Sarcina veiitricnli has produced an obstructing tumor in

the stomach (Riegel). The remarkalile hair tumor in the

stomach, conuiion in cattle and swine, though rare in

liuman beings, is well known. Osier, writing in IflOl,

states thiit there are only si.\teen cases in the literature.

He has made; famous an example (Fig. 4547) of such in tin-

^Mctiill Medical Museum^ Jlontreal. Such cases occur

mostly ill hysterical young women from bfleen years of

age upward and in tlie insane. Several cases, however,
have been reported in children who formed the habit of

swallowing their own hair. One case is on reciu'din which
a young fair haired girl swallowed not only her own hair

but also that of her black dog, and in her stomach was
found a correspondingly Tariegated hair bolus. These
bodies are puzzling, especially when only jiartiall^v till-

ing the stomach, and are generally overlooked or \irn

nounced cancer. Of the 16 cases mentioned by Osier

were recognized onlv at autopsy, 7 were operated on, of

which () recovered. The literature shows that, as a rule,

tliiie are masses of hair in the intestines also, and these

commonly kill by perf(uating ulceration. A very re-

markable ease was reported (Montreal Mrdical Jonrniil,

February, 19U3) by Dr. James Hell, in the person of a

twelve-.yearold girl, who was admitted to the surgical
wards of the Royal Victoria Hospital, November 13th,
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1903, with a "tumor of the stomacli." and complaining
(if vomitiiij,' and diarrhu^a. She had liad jiood liealth till

January, I'JOl, wlu-u vomiting and dianliua were severe

fur ten days, and less so for tlie following three months.

There was some pain in the lower part of the ahdomen.
The vonuting had no relation to eating, and hrought tip

mostly frothy mucus, lu May. 1901, she returned to

scliooi for a year (ilay, 19U2), during whieli time slie had
fair liealtli. with only occasional vomiting and diarrhita.

She then (.May, 1902), however, had the same symptoms
in very severe form, and left seliool. At tins time a mass
was felt, and was thought liy a jiliysician to be abscess of

the liver. Tlu'ough tlie summer of 1903 she was walking
about, tliougli sliowing some similar symptoms. Her

appetite was ver^- capricious; she took meals very irregu-

larly and would never consent to eat much at a time.

On "admission, November 13th. 1903, she was a slight

girl, weighing forty-nine pounds; temperature normal,

pulse 1-14. in the position of the stomach there was a

painless, hard mass, and a diagnosis of probable hairball

was easily made. On November 17th, 1903, operation ;

abdomen opened in the median line, wound packed, and
incision four inclies long made in the anterior surface

of the stomach, midway between the curvatures. The

pyloric ]irolongatiou was hooked out and the mass de-

livered (Figs. 4548 and 4.549). Some of the hairs were
found to be eighteen inches long. A small detached

mass was seized in the intestine. The stoinach and the

abdomen were cli5sed without drainage. After operation
some diarrhiea continued. The child was very intelligent
at school, and she was known, three years previously, to

break her Imirs with her fingers, but w:is never seen to

put tlicm in her mouth. Wits were hound to her hands
and the habit was apparently cured, for nothing was
seen of it in tlie last two or three years. Tlie liair in the

stomach in this case is much darker than that on the

patient's head; and the .same fact has been noted by all

previous obsetvers. This is due to chemical action, the

exact nature of which is a matter for theorizing.' One
can imagine, as Dr. Bruere points out to me, that some
of the ample supply of sulphur in the keraiin of the hair

combines with hydrogen in the stomach to form sul-

phureted liydrogen, which latter, having a powerful
affinity for "iron, combines with the iron in the inelanin

granules occurring in and between the cells of the hair,

Fig. 4M9.—Slit'hllv DiQ'Hrent View of Ibe Hair Bolus Foimd In Dr.

Bell's Case, showing a cast of the duodenum.

to form sulphide of iron. This suliihide may do the

staining. Dr. Bell has kindly stated thai after the oper-
ation (X'lvember ITtli, 1903) occasional vomiting and
considerable diarrha'a with fielid stools peisisled, (.)ii

December K'lh a hard mass was jialpaled in I he right

hypochondrium, and on Deeeniber 15Mi the abdomen
was reopened and a tear in the ileum found through

which a tuft of hair protruded. Tlie mass, when ex-

tracted, proved to be a cast, eight inclies in length, of the
intestine. On Deeeniber 30th a third operation was per-
formed and a new perforation was sewn with Lembert
suture. On December 3;Sd, at tlie fourth operation, the
small intestine was found riddled with o|>enings, and two
inchi'S of gut were removed and the cut ends were united

bv sutures. On December 20th a fa'cal fistula estab-

lished itself, and one hair came away in the dressing.
At tliree more operations fresh perforations were found
and closed. On January 23d a large opening was found,
but the patient's condition ])reveiited a resection. On
.laiiuary 39th it was found that sutures would not hold
in the intestines. In JIarch a resection was done and the

divided ends of the bowel were united by a ilurpliy but-

ton, which has lieen passed since. Now (April 18tli)

there is no f«cal fistula, and the patient, after eleven

operations, is apparently, on the high road to recovery.

XIII. DISPLACEMENT OF THE STOMACH.

In the fcetus. and in fact at birth, the stomach appears
to be an ill-defined portion of the alimentary tract, or a
mere loop, slightly dilated it is true, of the gut. At

necropsy its limits are not readily made out, and in re-

moving the organ in order to ligature its orifices and in-

flate the stomach, with the view of measuring its capac-

ity or for teaching purposes, one is at a loss to know
precisely where to place his ligatures. This is particu-

larly true of the pyloric end, where the muscle is not yet
concentrated into a sphincter-like mass as in the adult;
while at the cardiac end one notes an absence of that ex-

pansion in the adult organ called the fundus. Further-

more, the entire stomach occupies a position much more

nearly vertical than is the case in adult hfe.

Bearing this in mind, one is at times struck with the

resemblance, in an abnormally placed adult stomach, to

the fo'tal form and position. At such a time one can
think of a persistence of fcetal conditions.

Normally, the stomach is a large, flexible, hollow viscus,

whose thin, mostly flaccid walls and more or less empty
condition render it utterly unable to hold its own (posi-
tion and form) against the many moving organs with
which it is in immediate relation. It is ever completel}'
at the mercy of the diaphragm. There is thus, accurate-

ly speaking, no one normal site for the stomach. It also

falls a ready victim to pressure from an abnormally
idaced liver, spleen, or other abdominal organ, and has
been seen dislocated by inflammatory disease or tumor in

the pleura and the jiericardium above, in the intestine

below, in the gall bladder to the right, in the spleen to

the left, in I he abdominal wall to the front, and in I lie

spinal cohiinn behind.

Physiologically, eveiy demand on the stomach and

every filling of it leads to a change in size and form;
and the same holds for the intestine. There is thus a
constant elbowing for room among the abdominal organs
in the performance of their respective functions, and an

e(iually constant accommodation to conditions of space on
the part of each individual organ, especially the stomach.

One must think then of mere abnormal exaggeration of

function in explaining some pathological displacements.
Indeed, one finds the most typical dislocations in connec-

tion with what gives the greatest demands on the ab-

dominal organs, namely, pregnancy.
Dis|d;icements of the stomach are (1) coiirjcnital and

(2) iii'ijuired.

The ruiir/eitital cases of medical interest or of any clini-

cal importance are caused by two conditions, viz.; (1)

Defect of the diaphragm, and (3) transposition of the

viscera (thoracic and alidominal).

The iir{/iiir((l cases are comprised under:
1. Knlei'optosis. or Gleiiard's disease.

3. Rupture of the diaphragm (traumatic).
3. True diaphragmatic hernia.

4. Descent of si'omach owing to dilatation apart from

general enleroptosis.
5. Displacement by corsets.
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6. Displacement by neighboring disease.

7. Displacement resulting from pyloric obstruction by
malignant ttisease, an ulcer's cicatrix, hypertrophic ste-

nosis, etc.

Like most classiticatious, this is more convenient for

teaching than rigidly accuritc in aiiplication, for in na-

FiG. 4.5.50.—Diagramnmtic Representation of the Piaphrajrm seen
from Below, showiiitj the Posilion and Relative Size of the Hernia.
-I. Lurpe, ami ii, tlie small eonimuiiieations between the thoracic
and abdominal cavities. Over --1 and li is indicated the commence-
ment of the omental overgrowth.

ture its divisions occasionally overlap. This is tiiie even
in regairt to the lai'ge divisions "congenital

'' and"ca-

quired." for examples occur in which it is difficult to say
to wliich class the case belongs, and one meets other cases

in which he can detiuitely prove that the patient acquired
by an exciting cause a pathological condition resulting
in part from a congenitally inefficient oigan. Such was
true of a case, about to Ijc related, of congenital defect

of the diaphragm combined witli true hernia.

In connection with difirt of the ilinphrdf/m, we have to

distinguish between three conditions, viz. :

1. Absolute defect or congenital false hernia with free

passage between tlie thoracic and the abdominal cavities.

This is certainly extremely raie, almost tuidesciibed, and
of no clinical importance. One can suspect, however,
that cases occur and are overlooked, since such a defect

prevents any efficient establishment of respiration, thus

killing at birth.

2. Ae(juired false hernia, or rupture of the diaphragm
with protrusion of abdominal organs into the thoracic

cavity, without, however, tmy hernial covering (pei'ito-

ncum or thinned diaphragm). This is by far the com-
moner variety. Thus, of Lcichtenstern's two hundred and

fifty-two cases, two huiidi'cd and twenty-four were of the

"false" type. It may he added here thtit any descent of

thoracic organs into the iibilominal cavity in such an
accident is not known to occtir. The vast majority of

these cases are acute, following obvious violence or ex-

cessive muscular elfort or strain. Thus the}' form a

group of traumatisms, and their treatment, if any, is sur-

gical. This is rendeied all the more unsatisfactoi'y, as

exact diagnosis is generally dillicidt and often impossi-
ble. All abnormal openings in the diaphragm ai'e much
more common on the left side (live or nioix- to one), owing
chiefly to the liver's standing sentinel on the right .side.

The organs most frequently (lis])laced tire the stomach
and the transverse colon ; next come the small intestine,

spleen, left lobe of the liver, and paucieas. The dis-

placed stomach gives the more inominent symptoms.
The abdomen maybe depressed while the affecteil part
of tlie thorax may be prominent. Over a considerable
area the breathing soimds arc diminished or ab.sent, and
this area varies, under percussion, with the contents of

the stomach. If the stomach contains mostly air the
condition will simulate imeumothorax. The chief sj'mp-
tom is dyspniea. generally with vomiting.

3. True <liaphragmatie hernia, in which there is thin-

ning of the diaphragm so that the abdoniinal organs,
covei'cd by a hernial sac of diaphragm or peritoneum, or

both, protrude into the thoracic cavity.
This is the rarest variety, onl}- eleven per cent, of

Leiehtenstern's two hundred and tifty-two cases being
true hernia'. For the account of a remarkable case of
true hernia, with displacement of the stomach, the reader
is referred to the Montreal Mciliral Jtniritnl, August,
1895.

" A Case of Diaphragmatic Hernia,'' by F. M. Fry.
Transpositiuii of tlie StmiKicli.—One meets with displace-

ment of the st;?mach in connection with transposition of

the viscera in general, even more rarely than that due to

defect of the diaphragm.
It is in the couqilete cases that one looks for displace-

ment of the sloin;ich, i.i ., ji stomach whose cardia is to

the right and the pylorus to the left. Arueill {American
.liiuvnal of the Mn/ieiil f>ciences, November, 1902) gives
interesting reports from expei'ieuced American clinicians,

some of whom have never met with a case, while others

have seen several only in many year.s. Arneill adds five

cases seen since 1897. in which paitial notes on the abdo-
men are given, and in one of which he mentions that the

stomach, on inllafion, was found tiansposed.
A case of complete transposition has recently come to

Dr. Slartin's notice at the Royal Victoria Hospital. Mon-
treal. The skiagram of the case which I had taken shows
the displacement of organs very well, while examination
of the stomach Ijy the ordinary methods showed its

transposition.
Displiiceiiieiit lii/ corsets is familiar, and we do not pur-

pose enlarging on the widesjiread evils due to this cause.

Certain it is, however, that it plays a great role in limit-

ing the functions of the stomach iiud otTier organs, chiefly

by compromising circulation and muscular action, thus

leading to congestion and weak muscles with the result-

ing ills. The changes in the stomach, noted particularly

by English observers, are a more vertically placed oigan,
narrowed and elongated. Treves insists on having seen
these changes in patients in whom compres.sion by corsets

did not exist.

Disphtcenieht hi) iieifffiboring disease calls for no lengthy
mention bei'e, thougii slight displacements are almost
as numerous as the ills that flesh is heir to. Attention

might be drawn to several cases recently recoixlcd in

which inflammatory disease of the gall bladder led to

displacement of the stomach. Vague gastric symptoms
occurred in a patient suffering from gall-stones, and per-
sisted until at ojieration adhesions were found between
the gall bladiler and the pylorus, dragging the latter out
of place and leading to symptoms due to partial obstruc-

tion and interference with cii'culation. A similar relation

has been observed between the gall bladder tmd the duo-

denum, producing hypertrophy of the gastric mu.scle, as

in cases of cicatricial contraction of the [ilyorus or duo-
denum. But such cases aie surgical.

Disjilaceiiieiit doe to dilatation, apart from general en-

teroptosis, is common. The organ sags out of place in

acute dilatation dciicndent on pyloric obstruction, mali,g-
naut or benign. One fi'etiuently sees moderate dilatation

and descent, especially in young women of the upper
classes whose gastric miiscle becomes inefficient, appar-
ently on account of iricgular and injudicious eating and

drinking, lack of exeicise and fresh air, constipation,
and generally bad hygiene. In .some of these cases one
fails to find evidence of genei'al enteroptosis, even a mov-
able right kidney, and one gets excellent I'csults from in-

stituting li.ght and dry diet, open-air exercise, icgular
meals and lest, with strychnine. The condition and the

physical signs, however, are the .stime as in general en-

teroptosis.

Displacement due to fibrosis within the stomach itself is

only too common in connection with malignant disease, in

which extreme contraction and withdrawal upward are

frequent. There are also cases in which a very small
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fibrous stomach is found after death without any ground
for cli:ii;Mosinscaiici'r. and one thinks of atrophy a!\d scle-

rosis fiiliowiu^' old chronic catarrhal gastritis or ulcer.

These conditions are described under their respective

hcailiiiiis.

1 )is]ilacemcnts occur in patients suffering from marked
dilatation who lead their ordinary life and take their

onliiiarv diet. That is to say, in a case of marked dila-

tation there is great dilhculty and delay in emptying the

organ and consequent undue stretching of the stomach

by the weight of food and by gases, as well as by loading
the organ with a nu-al before the previoiis meal has been

removed. This, unless very early relieved, causes the

organ to sag downward out of place. Any pyloric ob-

sti'uction—which leads to dilatation, as it constantly does
—may be an indirect cause of marked dis]ilacenient. The
most common causes of pyloric obstruction are, of course,

malignant disease, cicatricial contraction following nicer,

hvpertrophic stenosis, adhesion to neiglilioring organs,

and comjiressiou from without. These are fully described

elsewhere.

Oitstroptosis (displacement downward of the stomach).—
This nearly always is associated with entcroptosis (</.!'.).

Direction of Displacements.
—Displacement upward has

been mentioned in connection with tibroid lung, tympa-
nites, etc. Cases liave been described in Germany extreme

enough to cause narrowing of the cardiac cnitice (Fleiner).

Lateral displacement has been mentioned. In the down-
ward displacement of enteropto.sis, at tirst sight the en-

tire organ seems lower. Strictly speaking, this is not the

case, for the cardiac end remains a fi.xed point or liinge,

the pylorus descending. The commonest form then is

Fig. 4.5.il. -Subvertical DesreQt of the Stomiicli in a Nullipaoi.

.^ged Twenty-eiel]t. (From Riepel.)

the subvcrtical. In this form the upper curvature, in-

stead of lying horizontally across the abdomen with con-

cavity upward, passes obliquely from the left of the

patient downward to the right. Meinert found this sur-

prisingly common in women. In fifty girls, aged abcnit

twelve years, fifty jier cent, had this displacement, and
in his gynecological clinic ninety per cent, liad it, wliile

in till' liiales examined only five per cent, showed the

con<lition. In a paralyzed chest, in pigeon breast, this is

the form of displacement.
A connnon form is the loop or horn shape in which tlie

part midway between the cardia and the pylorus sags

and descends iierpendicularly, while the line joining the

extremities of ilie organ remains nearly Imrizontal.

In determining the nature of the dislocation it camiol

be too strongly emphasized that one nuist consider the

position of the pylorus and that of the lesser curvature.

Only when these two are lower than normal can one

speak of displacement downward—gastroptosis. The de-

termination of the site of the lower border is valueless in

attempting to prove a displacement downward, for a low-

ering of the greater curvature does not prove gastroptosis.

Normally, the pylorus is hidden under tlie right ribs at

about the level of the ensiform process, and, as the lesser

curvature begins at the pylorus, it too is invisible even

- I
Fic. 45.')2.—Descent of a Loop- or Horn-sliapeiJ Stomach in a Married

Wouian, Aged Tliirty-une. (Fniai Riegel.)

when the stomach is inflated. This leaves the body of

the stomach to round out into relief the upper epigas-
trium, which rounded prominence excUnles marked gas-

troptosis.
In gastroptosis the epigastrium is flat or sunken, while

below this area there is often a fulness which on further
examination may be shown to be the descended stomach.
This is pathognomonic of gastroptosis. In extreme cases

one finds the lesser curvature at the level of the umbili-

cus. In an elderlj' multipara coming to the Outdoor

Department of the Royal Victoria Hospital, with rather

slight, vague, gastric symptoms, especially sense of

weight, we found on inspection of the abdomen, the pa-
tient being supine, a relaxed abdominal wall, the upper
epigastrium concave,
and exactlj' at the level

of the umbilicus a
fulness began which
moved freely with res-

piration— the lesser

curvature. In another

woman, middle-aged
and nulli parous, of

good color and nutri-

tion, whose only com-

plaint was "
dyspcpsie

gazeuse,
" one heard on

sharply tapping the

abdomen a loud suc-

cussion, and on infla-

tion of the stomach one
saw the lesser curva-
ture readily ; the stom-
ach was enormouslj'
dilated and the greater
curvature reached to

the brim of the pelvis.
This association of

dilatation and dis-

placement is very fi'e-

quent and represents
a causal relationship.

Riegel
'

s experience
goes to show that dila-

tation playsa great rolc'

in the production of

gastroptosis, and the ililated stomach very frequently, if

not always, lies lower than normal. Sometimes it is

impossible to sav which is primary; for the mere over-

loading of the dilated stomach lead's to gastroptosis, and

Fig. 4.V>3.— Verlic.il stoniacli. (Kuss-
maul.) Exlreiiie descent, thestomach
hlngeing on its canliac oriflce. Tiie

ca.se ilhisliates (lie diltlcultyand delay
wliicli tlie erfraii experiences in nat-

nrallv e.xpellinir its contents, and also

the (iilatiitiiin which is sui-e to resnlt

from this state of atlairs. o. Stomach;
)(. pvl.niis liii d.iticil lines 1 ; c, gall

hladder; d. ca'cnm; c, transverse
colcm with tlieonientnin majns ixilled

lip; lower liuwn, the onicntnin is

wound afonnd the colon.
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it is also true that gastroptnsis itself rcmlers difficult

and delayed the expulsion of food; lienee distention and
dilatation. Yet gastioplosis is fie(|uent williout dila-

tation, surprisingly frequent in youni; females \vitho\it

gastric symptoms or signs, and with no changes in the

gastric secretion. Corsets are a common cause of this;

kyphosis and scoliokyphosis have the same elfect.

The more nearly vertical the stomach is. i.e., tlie

farther down the pylorus has descended, so much the

more diliiciilty
—as Kussmaul long ago pointed out and

figured—hasthe stomach in emptying itself ; and the fun-
dus diminishes in capacity while the pyloric region in-

creases. This loads to actual kinking in the lesser curva-
ture and necessary retention, atony, and dilatat ion. Cases
so extreme as that shown in Fig. iiiTy'.', are very rare.

More common are the subvcrtical, or the loop-shaped
displacements. All gradations occur, but never a de-

scent of the entire organ, except in marked displacement
downward of the entire diaphragm.

Erioi.ociy.—The very great variety of forms of dis-

placement makes it very unlikely that one single cause
accounts for all cases (as Olenard believed); and, what is

more important, there are many cases of cnteroptosis
without any relaxation of the hepatico-colic ligament.
Riegel believes that gastrojitosis residts from the stom-
ach's accommodating itself to changes in the space con-
ditions in the abdomen, by whatsoever process brought
about.

Di.\GNOsis.—The condition is far ofteuer overlooked
than recognized, mainly because we emphasize chemical
tests and the position of the lower border, neglecting the
motor power and the site nf the jiyloraa and of the lesser

curvature. Palliation ami percussion alone almost never

give accurately a diagnosis of gastropto.sis. Percussion,
after the iiaticnt has drunk water, gives information con-

cerning the lower border, but it is not ^uflicient for a

diagnosis of eitlu'r displacement or enlargement.
There is only <ine method which is accurate and easy

of performance, and that is inspection, with perhaps pal-

pation and percussion, after inllatiim.

Electri(' transillumination is more complex and offers

no greater accuracy.
Gastrojitosis jiromptly affects other organs, and first,

as a rule, the right kidney. In welluigh all marked
cases of gastro])tosis, of any standing, one can readily
feel the moving kidney, either the rounded lower ex-

tremity leaving its normal position a trifle, or nearly the
entire organ which one can grasp aiul control, or the
whole kidney wliich one can seize and move over a large
area. A freelj- movable kidney does not prove the pres-
ence of a mesonephron, for this latter is very rare, while
the former is fairly common. •

The liver, too, comes in for disjilacement, in the recog-
nition of which one must pay particular attention to the

upiier border as in the case of the stomach.
The cokm, jxirticularly the transverse colon, is fre-

quently found similarly dis]ilaced, as may be demon-
strated by rectal injections of air or water.
The etiology is fully di.scussed in the article on Enterop-

tosis, in The Aci'kxdix.
Symptoms.—Kussmaul believed that the nervous mani-

festations produced the motor insnlliciency, Glenard the
reverse. Mostauthoritiesnow hold that gastroptosis plays
an im)iorlant part in causing nervous symptoms. There
remains the fact that in persons having gastroptosis and
other disjilacemenls, symi)toms of gastric distress, as well
as nervous, hysterical, or neurasthenic symi)toms, are fre-

quent, though such symptoms occur without gastrojito-
sis, and vice versa. Gastroptosis and these symptoms
belong as a rule to women cmly. If such nervous symp-
toms depended on gastroptosis we would exjiect to find
them in the few males who suffer from gastroptosis, but
Rial found that of the males with the comiilaint, fifty
percent, had no subjective symptoms. For this reason

Riegel believes that a suitable disposition on the part of
the central nervous system is essential to the productiozi
of these syinptoms.

Gastroptosis itself has a train of symptoms—e.g. , a sense

of fulness and weight after meals, an increase of the

length of time required for digestion, eructations of gas
a long time after meals, borborygmi. especially on the
left side, and generally relieved by removing tight cloth-

ing. It not uncoiiunoidy leads to motor insnlliciency,
while the chennstry in tlie stomach is likewise sometimes
disturbed. The <'hemical clianges, however, are not al-

ways directly due to the displacement. The motor in-

sunicieucy, however, does lead to retention, feinientalion,
and gas, all of which rarely irritates the mucous mem-
brane and affects the secretion. Much ofteuer the altered
•secretion is a conqjiication. This gastroptosis is accom-
panied sometimes liy increased, sometimes by diminished
.secretion. 80 chlorosis often has with it hyperchlorhy-
dria. Rut hyiierchlorhydria and gastroptosis, though
associated, are independent, and both or either may ac-

company chlorosis.

TiiE.\T.MENT.—The treatment of this displacement is

multiform. Those examples which are due to the wear-

ing of constricting clothing are preventable. After jiar-
turition a great deal can be done by aiding the abdominal
muscles, combating tynqmnites, opening the bowels reg-
ularly, keeping the patient supine till the abdominal
muscles arc tit to do their work. The treatment of the

gastroptosis itself, as of nephroptosis, is largely mechan-
ical, and a well-fitting belt or properly adjusted corset

gives great comfort and distinct assistance. Some mild
cases are cured by the horizontal position assumed in

the treatment of some other complaint. The German
'
fat cures " do increase the fat, but aid more jirobably by

the horizontal position being more frequently choseii.

In acute cases, lying down with the clothes loosened

may be definitely ]>rescribcd.
The diet is all-important and should be light and diy,

given in small amounts, easily digested and nourishing;
for example, eggs, milk, cocoa, junket, toast, meat in

small quantity, and greatly restricted carbohydrates;
but it should always be adapted to the gastric juice in

the individual case, as made out by chemical examina-
tion.

Surgeons have obtained good results by folding and
stitching the enlarged and displaced stomach, reefing it

in as it were, b\it results are not as _vet satisfactory
enough to warrant operative procedure in all cases that

give synqitoms. Charles F. Martin.
F. Morley Fry.

STOMACH, THE SHAPE, POSITION, AND MOVE-
MENTS OF.—The best method of stnilying the form
anil size of the stomach is to remove the organ as soon
after death as possible, to inflate it with air, then to tie

off both extremities and permit it to dry. By this
method the stomach is usually slightly overdistcuded,
and attains a size not quite reached during life. The
usual form of the stomach is represented l)y Fig. 4554,
and cannot easily be described by a phrase. The part to

the left of the oesophageal orifice is called the fundus;
that part which lies nearest the pylorus is called the' an-
trum pylori. The right lialf of the stomach is called the

pyloric half; that to the left the cardiac half. The stom-
ach is exceedingly variable in shajie. When empty it

contracts, and after a jirolonged fast of many Iiours it

may be almost cylindrical in sliape. This cylindrical ap-
pearance is most marked in the jiyloric half, so that this

portion of the stomach may markedly resemble the trans-

verse colon in contour. The same condition of the

pyloric half may be found at the anto])sy if death has
occurred during the height of digestion. It is not un-
common, under such circumstances, to find a constriction

near the middle of the stomach, separating in a greater
or less degree the cardiac from the pyloric half.

The measurement of about two hundred adult stomachs

gives the following average dimensions: Length, 25.5

cm. ; Vertical diameter, 12.5 cm. ; antero-postcrior diame-
ter. 11.9cm.
The length is a trifle more than twice the height, or as

100 to 49; the height is to the antero-posterior diameter
as 100 to 95. Berry and Crawford state that the antero-
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posterior never exceeds the vertical diametei-. 1 Ikivc

fimiul tile iiiitero-iKisterior diiinieter longer not iiil'ic

queutl_y, esiiecially in very
vouiig children, :uiil it, may lie

Fig. 4.5;>4.— ,\urni:il .\dult Stomach.

e(|ual the long diameter, or, on the other hand, it may lie

very short. The fundus also varies greatly. Nearly one-
half of the stomach may lie to the left of the cardiac orifice ;

or the fundus may be altogether wanting. As an average
the part to the left of the a'sophagus is a little more than
one-fourth of the total length of the stomach. This ]ini-

portion holds true for all ages, from early fietal life

to old a,ge. I have e.xaminecl many fo'tal and infantile

stomachs, and cannot detect any peculiarities of outline

belonging to any particular age. The fundus Is de-

veloped very early in fcetal life, often as early as the
third month of utero-gestation; and fa'tal stomachs pres-
ent as many variations of shape as do adult stomaclis.
If an inflated stomach is examined on its ujijier surface
it will be noticed tiiat the a\sophagus does not. enter the
stomach at a point equidistant from its anterior and jios-
terior surfaces. Tlie cardiac oritice is invariably nuich
nearer the anterior than the posterior wall of the stomach
(.sec Fig. 4.555;. This asymmetry of in.sertion is con-

stantly present, occurring in all the stomachs, both fietal

and adult, which I have exannned; but it varies con-

siderably in (li'gree. In general it may be stated that
about two-thirds of the antero-posterior diameter lies be-

hind the cardiac orifice, and onc-tliird in front. Rarely
is the oritice very near the centre of the antero-posterior
diameter; never at the centre or beiiind it.

An explanation of this anatomical pecvdiarity may be
found by attention to the development of the sicnnaoh.

Originally tlie stomach is a sim|ile tubular prolongation
of theensophagus. In human embryos of the sixth week
the form is no longer cylindiical. The posterior surface
of the tube (that directed to the spinal coIuuul) bulges
considerably (greater curvature); the anterior surface is

slightly depressed (lesser curvature). During the third
montli the stomach undergoes decided change in position.
In the first place it twists on its sagittal axis in such a
mannerthat the long a.xisof the stomach instead of lying
parallel with the spinal column thcrearter lies obliquely,
the fundus thereby moving to the left of the median line,

the pylorus to the right.
In the second place, a twist occurs in the long axis of

the stomach and lower part of the oesophagus in such a

way that what was the left side becomes the anterior one :

wliat was toward tlii^ right turns backward. Owing
to the more rapid development of the posterior part of
the ttd)e, the cardiac oritice assumes a position nearer

and nearer the anterior surface of the .stomach.
In human embryos of three and four montlis this

asyuunetry can Ijc clearly seen, and becomes more
and more marked as develo]iment jirogre.sses.

Position. — A sim-

ple way to study the

])osition of the stom-
ach is to make an oeso-

phagotomy as soon
after death as possi-
ble, to introduce a
rublier tube through
I he oritice into the

sloniaeli, and then to

lill the organ with
water. When this

method is empiloyerl
I he cardiac oritice is

always found on the
left side of the body
in front (jf the tenth
dorsal vertebra. It

is there held firmly
in position. The
greater curvature as-

cending from this

point rises as a rule
to the upper border
of the sixth rib in the
anterior axillary line,

sometimes so high as

the fifth rib, causing
the fundus to lie beliind the heart. The greater curva-
ture then sweeps aro\ind, descends vertically a short dis-

tance, then funis in its descent to the right, passing the
free border of the ribs on about tlie level of the junction
of the ninth and tenth ribs, runs from one to three inches
aliove the lunbilicus, and finally turns up and to the

right to reach the pylorus.
The pylorus in the male lies as a rule on the body of

the first lumbar vertebra, 4-0 cm. to the right of the
median line. It is al-

ways more or less mov-
able, usually not more
than 3 cm. in any di-

rection. The pylorus
lies 6-8 cm. lower than
the cardia, and about
the same distance to

the right of it. It is

evident that the lesser

curvature, which is tlie

shortest line of the

stomach connecting the

cardia with the pylo-
rus, must run, taking
its course as a whole,
downward and to the

right. It would seem

easy to describe the
main axis of the stom-
ach from these data,
but matters are con-
fu.sed by the dilVerent

degrees of distention
in which the stomach
is seen. I have called
attention abovc^ to the
contracted aiipeaiance
of the stomacli after a
several days' fast. In
these cases the long axis of the stomach runs directly
from above and to the left, downward to the riglit, and
the position of the stomach is uuetiuivocally oblique.

\

)

Fio. 4o5."i, Klomiuli of Tlireo-Year-Old
Mate, seen fi"om Above.
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yVlici) tlie stomacli lills it sinks sliirlitly iu tlic abdominal

cavity, the greater curvature is rounded out, the lesser

curvalure becomes more acutely curved, and the long
axis seems divided into two parts, the tirst jiarl almost

vertical, the second ruiniing obliiiuely downward to the

right, and sometimes horizonlal. If the slomach ist'ully

distended the axis of the pyloric half luns upward and
to the right, the axis of the cardiac half running at tirst

vertical, then downward lo the right. I have attemiited
to illustrate this cliangi' in the long axis of the stomach

as tlie latter tills with iluid, by means of diagrammatic

drawings made from life. Any one can verify the

1.

Fig. 4.Toti.— 1. Contraeteii stomjioli: axis obliquely down and to tlin

riplit; 2, stomacli cuutaiuiniL' water; axis vertical, then ebliqui';
3. full stomaeh; axis voriieal, then liorizontal ; 4, ilistended

stomacli ; axis vertical, des<'eridinp obliquely, ascendin^^ tibli«iuely.

truth of this conception of the a.\is of the stomacli by
introdueiiig a tube through the asophagus into the stom-

ach on the post-mortem table, and then watching the

stomach till with water. The most striking change is

the increasing aeuteuess of the lesser curvature: the

upper part of the stomacli becomes at tirst doubtfully,
then positively vertical; the axis of the ]iyloi-ic half

clianges from obliquely descending to horizontal and

finally to oblii|UeIy ascending (see Fig. 4.>")0).

It is usually stated that the stomach in infants has a

more vertical position than in adults. This is in the

main true, but the bald statement is likely to give rise to

misunderstanding. In a small proportion of infants the

pylorus lies in the median line, or at least nearer the

median line than in adults; but in the great majority of

instances there is no decided dilfei-ence. In young in-

fants, however, the pyloric part of the stomach is rela-

tively shorter than later in life, and it runs usually a

straight course horizontally from left to right. As a re-

sult of the shortness of tliis horizontal part, the tnain

portion of the stomach lies entirely to the left of the mid-
dle line, and appears therefore to be vertical. It is gen-

erally estimated that from threefoiirths (Boas) to live-

sixths (Ilemmeter, Vierordi) of the adult stomach lies to

the left of the middle line. In infants this proportion is

considerably greater; in some instances so much as nine-

tenths.

Morcmentn.—The first great contribution to our knowl-

edge of the movements of the stomach was made by
Sir E. Home. He studied the stomachs of man and other

mammals, and also experimented on dogs. His favorite

metlio<l was to remove the stomach as soon after death as

possible, turn it inside out, and tlnis gain an insight into

the ante-mortem appearance of the stomach and of its

mucous membrane. The following literal quotations
from his wiitings will show how nearly his conclusions

agree with those of later investigatois. He says: "The
true carnivorous stomach, as well as the human, which
in its struclui-e is closely allied to it, I found ctipable of

dividing its cavity into two distinct portions by a trans-

verse contraction of its coats, in which state the cardiac

portion is, in length, two-thirds of the whole, but in

capsicity much greater." Later he writes: "I found also

that the dog's stomach while digestion is going on was
divided by a muscular contraction into two jiortions;
that next "the cardia the largest, and usually containing
a quantity of liiiuid in which there was some solid food,

but the other which extended to the pylorus being filled

entirely with half-digested food of a uniform consist-

ence.
"

"From these experiments the following facts are ascer-

tained; That while the process of digestion is going on

in the cavity of the stomach, it is divided by means of a
muscuhir contraction of its coats into two portions: that
the first receives the solids and fluids taken in by the
mouth. The food is there mixed u]) with the secretion
of the gastric glands and mucus, becomes coagulated,
and by tlait mears separate<l from the li(|uids contained
in the cavity; these superlluous li(|uids are carried off

without jiassing into tlie pyloric |iortion, which only re-

ceives the solid food with the necessary proportion of

liquid, and in that portion of the stomach the change
into chyle takes ])lace."

Nineteen yeais after the appearance of Home's lectin'es

Beaumont's classical exposition of gastric digestion was
published. Beaumont was ac(|uainted with the observa-
tions of Home. Seven pages of his treatise ai'e devoted
to the motions of the stomach. In his studies of the
stomach of Alexis St. ^Martin he also clearly saw that the

siileiiic and jiyloric halves of the stomach had veiy dif-

ferent functions, and with great minuteness he described
the mechanical processes in each part as he saw them.

According to Beaumont there are two kinds of move-
ment in the splenic half of the stomach, one causing the
food to tiavel along a definite path, the other tiiturating
or grinding the food and causing it to be intimately
mixed. Tlie food on entering the stomach turns to the
left from the cardiac orifice, passes into the splenic ex-

tremity, follows the greater curvature to the pyloric end,
and then returns along the lesser curvature to repeat the
revolution again and again. Each revolution requires
from one to three minutes and is produced by the circu-

lar mu.scles of the stomacli. While these movements of
the food are in progress trituration of the food is caused

by a grinding motion of the stomach walls, leading to a

perfect mixture of the food alread}' iu the stomach and
the newly swallowed food. All of these movements are

slow at first, but become more rapid as digestion pro-

gresses; the contractile force is increased in every direc-

tion, and the contained tluids are thereby given an im-

pulse toward the pylorus. This is accomplished by the

longitudinal fibres of the central and splenic parts of the

stomach, aided by the circular fibres.

It is probable that, from the very moment food is re-

ceived into the stomach, portionsof chyme are constantly
passing into the duodenum, slowly at first, more rapidly
as digestion progresses. The pyloric end of the stomach
can be shut off from the rest of the organ by the peculiar
action of the transverse muscle, or rather of the tniiix-

verse band (previou.sly described, according to Beaumont,

by Spallanzani, Ilaller, Cooper, Sir E. Home, and others).

During digestion this band of circular muscle fibres

alternately contracts and relaxes (at irregular intervals

of from two to fouror five minutes), temporarily dividing
the cavity of the stomach into two parts, a cardiac half

in which" the food is being gently agitated and mixed,
and a pyloric half which firmly presses upon the food,

forcing it toward the pylorus. The action of the pyloric
end can best be described in Beaumont's own words:
"The longitudinal muscles of the whole stomach with
the assistance of the transverse ones of the splenic and
central jiortidus cany the contents into the pylmic ex-

tremity. The circular or transverse muscles contract

progressively from left to right. When the impulse ar-

rives at the tiansverse band this is excited to a more
forcible contraction, and, closing upon the alimentary
matter and fluids contained in the pyloric end, prevents
their regurgitation. The muscles of the pyloric end now
contraetinguponthe contents detained there separate and

expel some portion of the chyme. It apjiears that the

crude food excites the contractile ]iower of the pylorus
.so as to ju'event its passage into the duodenum, while the

thinner chymificd portion is pressed through the valve
into the intestine. After the contractile impulse is car-

ried to the pyloric extremity the ciicular band and all

the transverse muscles become relaxed and a contraction

commences in a reverse diiection from right to left, and
carries the contents again to the splenic extremity to un-

dergo similar revolutions."

Very little has our knowledge of the movements of ths.
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stoiimcli advanced since Beaumont's observations were

puhlislied. During the past fifteen years numerous ex-

periments have been made on dogs williout l)ringing

many facts to liglit. Exannnation witli the .)-ray lias

been an exceedingly valuable means of exicnding our

kno\vledg<'. and Cannon's contribution has been the most
notable one since Beaumont's on the subject of the move-
ments of the stomach.
The more important of the observations on dogs are

here briefly reviewed ; Ilofmeister and Sehiitz rcmiivcd

the stomachs from freshly killed dogs and noted two
kinds of contraction: (1) Very slight ])erisfalfic waves
traversing the cardiac half and most pronounced at the

beginning of the antr\!ni pylori; (2) vigorous contrac-

tions of the pyloric half which becomes entirely shut olT

at the antrum jiylori from the cardiac half. These; con-

tractions narrow and .shorten the pyloric end and press
the food against the pylorus, which closes tiglitly. Oidy
when solid jiarficles are pressed against the jiylorus is

there any real antiperistaltic wave in the sense nf Bi^au-

mont (ride supra).
Rossbach observed on dogs that, during digestion, no

peristaltic waves of any kind occur in the fundal jiorliciu

of the stomach, which simjily remains passively con-

tracted upon its contents. Peristaltic movements always
begin at about the middle of the stomach and take twenty
seconds to extend from there to the pylorus. This cim-

traclionof the pyloric half is so violent that it completely
obliterates the lumen of that portion of the stumach.
Ro.ssbach noted fliat the pylorus remains closed during
the whole process of digestion (from four to eight hours),
and then the food is propelled into the duodenum in little

jets.

Von Mering also states that the stomach of the dog
empties itself rhythnncall}', contractions occurring every
twenty seconds.

Moritz made duodenal fistnhe in dogs. lie observed
that water begins to be forced into the duodenum almost

immediately after its ingestion, and that all the water
leaves the stomach at latest twenty t<i thirty minutes
after it is swallowed, being squirted into the duodenum
rhythmically. Moritz, by manometric observations in

the human stomach, showed that no peristaltic contrac-

tions occur in the cardiac half, but that rhythmic waves
occur iu the pyloric extremity.
Roux and Balthazard by means of the .r-ray st udied the

movements of the stomach iu dogs and men. They noted
that the stomach during digestion is divided into a splenic
and a pyloric part ; that peristaltic contractions occiu'

almost immediately after food is swallowed ; that peri-
staltic waves pass over the stomach in man from left to

right, traversing the stomach in twenty seconds, and re-

curring witli great regularity every fifteen to twenty
seconds.

Cannon has ]iublished the most extensive and valuable
obserxations with the J-ray. He exiierimented on cats.

The cats were starved for twelve hotus, and were then
fed on dry bread matle pulpy with milk or gravy or hot

water, and mixed with varying proportions of bismuth
subnitrate. Within five minutes after food is taken a

few constriction waves pass over the extreme pyloric
end of the stomach. Two to three minutes later the

stomach begins to be constricted near the middle, anil

slight iieristaltic waves originate there and pass to the

pylorus. As digestion proceeds the antrum pylori elon-

gates, the depressions grow deeper, the peristaltic waves
recurring with almost clock-like precision every fen sec-

onds, and reciuiring thirty-six seconds to travel from the
nuddle of flu; stomach to the pylorus. During digestion
the cardiac half of the stomach acts as an active reser-

voir; th(! walls contract as the food gradually passes oii

into the pyloric half. There are no currents of food iu

the fundus. The part of the stomach which narrows its

calibre lirst is the middle of the stomach, the so called

preantral portion. To the left the contractions of the

fundus force the food very sluggishly onward into the

preanfnun, which in turn contracts much more vigor-
ously, squeezing the food into the antrum pylori. In the
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antrum the food is thoroughly fritunited and mixed with
the gast ric secretions, and exiielled thence into the duode-
num with consideral)le jxiwcr. Ten to fifteen minutes
after peristalsis begins food enters (be duodenum. It is

often .squirted with force 2-'i cm. beyond the pylorus.
Not eveiy constriction wave forces food into the duo-
denum, except toward the end of digestion. One hour
after fooil was given Camion noted that three waves in
succession forced food tlunugh tin; jiylorus; then no food

passed during eight sul>se(|Uent waves; the next wave
again forced food through; the next two did not; the
next four waves again cxpelli'd food; then followed
three inefTectual waves, and thus the food was squirted
into the duodenum at rather irregular intervals.

The p_ylorus usually though not always stops solid

particles, and often these are shot back with considerable

rapidity several centimetres along the antrum. Occa-

sionally solid pellets enter the duodenum. There is no
true anliperisfalsis. The food in its path from fimdus
to ])ylorus is not moved progressively forward. It fol-

lows a zigzag course forward and backw-ard, requiring
iu the cat nine to twelve minutes to reach the p_vlorus
after having reached tlie zone where t!ic peristaltic
waves affect it.

Doling viimiting the pyloric antrum contracts vio-

lently, expelling its contents info the relaxed fundal
half, from where it is forced liy confiactiou of the ab-
dominal muscles into the (esophagus.

Henry Wald Beitmrinn.
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STOMATITIS. See M<jut/i, Diseases of, in the .\p-

I'lONOIX.

STOOLS. See Frnvs.

STORAX (.SY(/;v(.r, U. S. P., P. G. ; Styrax Prapara-
t'li, B. P. ; Sti/rat liqinde. Cod. Med.) is a bal-sam pre-
pared from the inner bark of Liqiiidamber orientalis

^liller (fam. Jlainamelidaceo'). This balsam is a disease

luoduct, resulting from wounds intiicted upon the bark
of the medium-sized tree named above, which resembles
the sweet-gum tree (L. Styrafijiua L.) of the Eastern
United States.

The styrax tree occupies a limited area iu the south-
western districts of Asia Jlinor. where it forms forests.

It is collected by bruising, ;iiid ;ifter sometime removiug
the outer bark, then scraping off and boiling the inner
bark with .sea wafer. The oleoresin thus melted out rises

to the toji and is skimnied off. By prcssuie, an addi-
tional amount can be obtained from the remaining bark.

Storax is a semi-liquid, .gray, sticky, opaque mass,

depositing, on standing, a heavier d;irk-browii stratum;
transparent in thin layers, and having an agreeable odor
and a balsamic tasfe. Insoluble in water, but completely
soluble (with (Jie exception of accidental im|)urifies) in

an equal weight of warm alcohol. If the alcoholic solu-

tion, which has an acid reaction, is cooled, filtered, and
evaporated, it should leave not less than seventy per
cent, of the original weight of the balsam, in the form of
a brown, scmi-liipiid residue, almost completely soluble

in ether and in carbon disulphide, but insoluble in ben-
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zin. When heated on a watcr-batli, storax becomes
more fluid, and if it be tlien afritatcd willi warm benzin,

the siilM'inalanl lii|uiil. on being decanted and allowed
to cool, will be colorless, and will deposit wliitc crystals
of cinnaniic acid anil cinnaniic ethers. This balsam con-

sists principally of an anioiplious substance named silon-

sin. It also contains scvinnl ciuiuimit' it/icrs and ciiin/i-

mate of a'nna7m/l (stynicin), which can be prepared in

reetan.gular prisms, nuddiini^dnif iieid and sti/rd.

8tora.\ goes inincipally to the Ea.st. very little Vieing
used in European pharmacy; in its action it varies very
little from a luunber of other balsann'c substances; inter-

nally it lias been used in bronchitis and similar conditions

with but moderate success. As an ingredient of lini-

nienls. ointments, etc., it is quite useful. The com-

poimd tincture of benzoin contains eight per cent, of

stonix. Dose of storax, fmm three to five drops.
Ai.i.iKD Pi..\STs.—The Sweet Gum Tree, IJipiidamher

Styracijhia L., resembles the above species and supi)lics
a non-drying sticky balsam resembling storax in medic-

inal properties, altliough not in color or opacity.
Iletirji II. Rtisby.

STORM LAKE MINERAL SPRING.— liuena Vista

County, Iowa.
I'ost-Okfice.—Storm Lake. Good hotel acconunoda

tions.

This spring is located one mile from the village of

Storm Lake, at an elevation of 900 feet above the Missis-

sijipi River. The surrounding country is level, and not

especially interesting. The tcmijerature ranges from
about 70' F. in sunmier (average) to zero in winter.

The following analysis is by Walter L. Brown, analytical
chemist, of Cliicago: One L'nited States gallon contains

(solids): Sodium chloride, gr. O.IS; potassium sulphate,

gr. 3.02; sodium sulphate gr. 8.32; calcium sulphate,

gr. 35.12; magnesium sulphate, gr. 3.40; magnesium
bicarbonate, gr. 10.78; silica, gr. ,3.56; iron oxide and
alumina, gr. 0.18; organic matter, a trace. Total, 59,46

grains. There is also present a large amount of free car-

bonic-acid gas. The water is said to be efficacious in dis-

eases of the liver, bowels, and kidneys.
Jfimen K. Croo/i'.

STRABISMUS, or SQUINT, is that condition in which
the visual axes are not both directed toward the ])oint
looked at. It causes dijdopia. and the e_ves may be .seen

to be turned in different directions.

Diplopid arising from sti'abismus is binocular, and is

noticed only when light from the object looked at forms
a .sensible image on each I'ctina; and when the visual

centres are so related to each other as to possess the power
of binocular fusion.

Normally, when a certain point is looked at, its image
in each eye falls on the fovea; and the two produce the

idea of a single point. When, however, the )ioint looked
at makes its impression on the fovea in one eye, but on

some other portion of the retina in the other, it generates
the idea of two di.stinct jioints some distance apart, the

impression on the fovea being referred to a point directly
in front of the eyes, while the impression on another part
of the retina is referred in a different direction. Thus, in

Fig. 4557, representing a case of convergent strabismus,
the visyal axis of the eye A being directed to the object
(', the visual axis of the eve B is directed elsewhere,
to I'.

In the eye A the impression of the point O will be made
at the fovea: but in the eye Jl the light from O. entering
in the direction of the broken line in, will make its im-

lii;. 4."i 8.

pression on the i)oint w, some distance from the fovea.
Since the impression is made on yl at the fovea, it will be

correctly referred to the object looked at. But in JJ the

impression made at in will be referred to a point to one
side of tlie object lociked at; its po.sition relative to <>

being in the direction n F, which makes the same angle
with the visual axis of A as O m makes with the visual
axis of B. The image of the point received on .1. and
referred to its true position 0, is called the true image.
The image received at m, and referred to F, in the direc-
tion /( 7-', is called tlie/i'//.S(" imii(/e.

In Fi.g. 4558, reiiresenting what occurs in divergent
squint, the eye ,1, turned toward the object 0, receives on
its fovea the true image, which is referred to its proper
source; and the eye /> receives at in the false image,
which, with reference to the true image, is referred in
the direction n F io F.

In general, in ichichcrer direction the squinting eye
deriatcii, its false image appears to he ffiitiated to the opjM-
itite side of the tnie one. When the image on the right
belongs to the right eye, it is caUed homonymous diplopia.
It occurs when the visual axes are crossed as in Fig,
4557. When the image on the right belongs to the left

eye and the image seen to the left belongs to the right

eye, it is ^crossed diplopia. This is represented in Fig.
455S, and occurs in divergent squint. To determine
which image belongs to the right eye, and which to the

left, cover one eye and the image belonging lo it will

instantly disappear. Or place befoi-e one eye a jiiece of
colored glass, when the image belonging to that eye will

ajipear colored.

Ohjeelire ,Si/inpfoins.
—If the squint be well marked, in

spection will reveal the defect, and show wbiih eye
deviates. But there is a possibility of error. We judge
of the direction of the visual axis by the direction of tiie

cornea. I'sually the visual axis jiierces the cornea near
its centre. But sometimes the visual axis deviates, so

that, when properly directed, the centre of the cornea
will be t uracil considerably to one side, and the eye will

a|)i)ear to squint.
To deternune wiiether the eye really does squint, di-

rect the patient to gaze steadily at a certain object, and
cover first one eye and then the other. It both eyes are

properly directed, there will be no change of position
when cither one is covered. If one eye have its visual

axis turned elsewhere, covering it will not cause any
change of position ; but covering the eye which has been
ilireeled toward the object will cause the eyes or head to

be lurued. so that the eye which had looked elsewhere

may now fix on the object, if, however, both eyes have
been fixed on the object, but only by an imdue efforl, the

covered eye will deviate and take such position as can be

preserved without the umhie effort. The test should be

repeated until the observer is satisfied as to the presence
or absence of squint. Having ascertained that squint is
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actually present, the first point to be settled is whether
it is comitiini (concomitant) or piti-i(!i/tii\

CoMiTANT Stkaiusmls Is ;i wrong, iuul usuall)' variable,
co-orilinatioii of the inDVeiiieiits of tlie eyes with reference

to each otlier, witliout marked limitation of these move-
ments in any particular direct ion. It cnmnionly ap-

pears in early childhood; but may exist from birth, and
more rarely begins during adult life.

Coni'crgent sijniiit is the most common form of comitant
strabismus. In it the vi.sual a.xes converge to a point
nearer the eye tlian the one looked at. as in Fig. 4.").")T.

In it the diplujii.-i is homonynious, and on CDvering the

eye which is ti.xed on tlie oliject it turns in toward llie

nose, while the other turns from the nose and li.xes the

object.

IHreryent squint comes next to the convergent in fre-

quency. In this form the vLsual axes do not converge
enough, either meeting at some point beyond tlie object
looked at, or remaining parallel or even ilivergciit. The
diplopia is crossed. When the ti.xing eye is covered it

turns out, and the other eye turns toward the nose and
fixes the object. When the visual axes remain always
divergent, the squint is .said to be a/jm/li/lc/i/ direrr/ent.
When the visual a.xes can be made to converge, but not

enough, as in Fig. 45.58, the sijuint is relntively dirergent.
Parallel squint is applied to those cases in which the

visual axes remain parallel when they should converge.
Vertical squint, in which one visual axis is directed

more upward or more downward than the other, is rare,

except as complicating one of the other forms of comi-
tant squint.

Constant squint is always present, the visual axes never

assuming normal relations. Opposed to it is periodic or
intermittent squint, which is only present part of the

time.

Periodic squint is apt to be most marked when the

general tone of the nervous system is low, or at times
of great excitement, or when the eyes are particularly
taxed. A form of convergent squint, appearing only
during strong effort of the accommodation, is called ac-

commodatice squint. Squint due to clonic spasm is am-
t'ulsice squint. Closely allied to convulsive is hysterical

squint.
Monolateral or monocular squint is the foi-ni in which it

is always the same eye that fixes on the object looked at,

while the other eye always deviates. If the fixing eye
be covered it will deviate, while the ordinarily deviating
eye fixes; but, upon uncovering, the deviation is soon
transferred back to the ej-e which haliitually presents it.

The large majority of cases of comitant strabismus are
in this sense monolateral. But it must not be supposed
that only the deviating eye is at fault. The squint is a

faulty co-ordination of the motions of the two eyes, and
one eye deviates because the fixing eye has better vision,
or sees with lessefTort.

Alternating squint is the variety in which the deviation
is sometimes presented by one eye. and sometimes by the
other; either of them becoming the fixing eye when the
other is covered, and continuing to fix after the other is

uncovered again.
Absence (if Binocular Fusion.—Most persons with

squint do not experience double vision. In some cases
it is quite obvious why there is no diidopia. as where
corneal opacity, or a high degree of ametropia, prevents
the formation of a retinal image in the deviating eye. In
other eases the I'cason is less obvious, yet not hard to un-
derstand; as here, although the deviating eye jjresents
no abnormal appearance, the acuteness of vision is very
low. But there is still another class of cases in which,
although each eye is \ised, it is as an independent organ.
What is ealU'd the power of binocular fusion or associ-
ation is lacking.

Aiiilih/iipiii iritli Squint.
—In many cases of squint there

is great defect of vision in one eye without any visilile

cause for it. This may be dtie to"invisible defects iti the
cerebral connections of the eye, in which case it may be
a cause of squint. It may also be due to failure to de-

velop visual power through disuse, amblyopia e.v anopsia.

Or there may even bav&been deterioration of vision, by
supi)res.sion, to prevent annoyance from diplopia.

('au.ini iif Ciimitant .^qui/il.
—When binocular fusion is

especially ditlieult or impossible, or the tendency to it

uiuisually feeble, as where the vision of one or both eyes
is very imperfect, the orbital muscles never attain that
normal development which enables them to keep the
visual axes properly directed to tlie point looked at.

Anything which impairs the development of the visual
centres or the acuteness of vision—as hereditary anoma-
lies, convulsions. ])rolonged luitritive disorders, injurv
of the eyeball, keratitis, or high aiuetro]iia

—l)ecomes a
cause of squint. But ametropia has an especial share in
the causation of S(]uint, as was first pointed out by Don-
ders. Normally, the exertion of the power of aeeomnio-
dation is accompanied by convergence of the visual axes;
the full power of the accommodation caimot be exerted
without .strong convergence. Hence in hyperopia,
where the accomtnodation imist bcexerted more strongly,
there is a sjiecial tendency to excessive convergence.

In niyo]iia the need for complete relaxation of the ac-

commodation, even when a near object is looked at, may
lead to deficient convergence of the visual axes, or diver-

gent squint. In myopia of high degree there is also an-

tero-posferior elongation of the globe, which is often very
marked. This makes fho eyeball an oval, fitting in an
oval socket, in which it cannot be turned without chang-
ing the shape or direction of the socket, b}' actual dis-

placement of the orbital tissue. Hence convergence of
the myopic eye requires excessive effort, while myopia,
restricting the range of distinct vision, requires fliat the

convergence should be esjiecially great. In the highest
degrees of myopia, the effort at convergence is aban-
doned, and a divergent strabismus permitted. This is

at tirst relative and periodic, but, if associated with defl-

eieucies of muscular development, is very likely to be-
come absolute and constant.

Treatment of Comitant Squint.—The preventive treat-

ment would include all measures favoring the normal
development of the general nervous and muscular sys-
tems, or calculated to improve the acuteness of vision.
Both to influence the acuteness of vision, and to give the
normal accommodation and range of distinct vision, er-

rors of refraction are to be corrected. In convergent squint
with hyperopia, the convex lenses fully correcting the
latter sliovild be worn constantly. They should be care-

fully determined and put on at the earliest date possible.
Children of two or three years will wearaccurate correct-

ing lenses with the greatest benefit. To make the neces-

.sary measurements for lenses, and to enforce their use, it

is advisable to place the eyes under the influence of a

mydriatic, as; Atropine sulphate, gr. i. ; distilled water,
3 ij.

—one drop to be placed in each eye three times a day.
This should be kept up for some time after the squint
has disappeared, or for some weeks, until it is clearly
demonstrated that the deviation is not being favorably
infiuenced by it.

The mydriatic acts by ]iaralyzing the accommodation,
and so preventing any attempt to use it which may bring
about excess of convergence. Care must be taken that
the solution used is strong enough, and is etlieiently ap-
plied. If only enough of the mydriatic is instilled to

.somewhat weaken the accommodation, the etTeet will be
not to prevent, but to increase the aeeonunodntive effort,

and therefore the accompanying convergence.
In myopia concave lenses, correcting it. may be used

to prevent divergent sqiunt; or, if the squint is already
established, to bring about convergence.
As aiding in the projicr development of the muscles

concerned, what are called orthoptic e.rerci-v.s are recom-
mended. They consist tisually in looking throvigh some
form of stereoscope at lines, letters, or figures, a part of
each being seen by one eye, and the remainder being jire-

sented to the other eye; by an elVort these are to be fused
into one picture. A reading bar or a ruler may be

placed vertically between the page and the eye. The
ruler cutsolT a part of the page foreachi'yc, but by using
both eyes all parts may be .seen. The reading of each line
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necessitates the alternate use of both eyes. The fusion

tubes of Priestley Smith may be used for ehihiren who
cannot read. Orthoptic exercises are mainly of use to

cultivate the faculty of binocular fusion where that ex-

ists, but is detieient in comparison witli the obstacles it

has to overcome.
As a palliative of coniitant squint, prisms may be

worn in rare instances. They are so used as to cause the

rays to enter the squinting eye in the direction of its

visual axis and thus avoid diplopia, while the squint re-

mains unchanged. Or th<'y may lie used as a sort of

orthoptic apparatus, to bring the rays so nearly in the

direction of the visual axis of the deviating eye that, by
a little additional elTort, the visual axis will be brought
to coincide with their direction and the S(|uint thus

lessened. In either case the strength of prismatic elfect

required is to be determined by trial, and seciired l)y

placing prisms of e(iual strength before both eyes, with
the refracting angle or thin edge of the prism in the di-

rection in which the eyes deviate.

Operatire mMiiii irs are intended so to change the con-

nection of the muscles to the eyeball tliat the visual axes

may assume approximately tlu'lr proper positions. Divi-

sion of the tendon of ilie muscle toward which the cornea
is turned allows the eyeball to be turned toward the

proper position by its opjionent. This is called tenotomy

of the recti/.''; or stnil/i/lomi/. Ailiyiiieeiiient tif tlie tendon of
the muscle which has exerted too little intlnence on the

direction of the eye allows it to acquire a new insertion

closer to the cornea, and to exert a relatively greater in-

fluence in determining the direction of the visual axis.

Operative i^rocedures should only be resorted to after

other means have been carefully tried and have failed

to give relief.

In determining the operation to be done the amoimt
of deviation is to be considered. This may be measured
in degrees on the arc of a perimeter, by placing the de-

viating eye at the centre of the arc, making the visual

axis of the fixing eye parallel to the axis of the instru-

ment, and noting the number of degrees from the axis of

the perimeter to the visual axis of the deviating eye. In

place of the perimeter arc, the deviation may be meas-
ured on a metre stick or tape, held one metre from the

eyes. It can also be measured by placing a scale along
the edge of the lower lid of the squinting eye, covering
the good eye so that the other may Inx, and then uncover-

ing it and watching the deviation. As a rule, the inward
deviation that can be remedied by a tenotomy of the in-

ternal rectus is greater than the outward deviation that
can be overcome by a tenotomy of the external rectus;
and the effect of the former operation tends to increase

for a certain time after its performance, while the effect

of the latter rather tends to diminish.
To perform tenotemiy of one of the recti muscles the

instruments required are a pair of scissors with line but

slightly blunt points, a pair of strabismus forceps (a
form of fixation forceps with narrow-toothed jaws), a
strabismus hook, and a lid elevator or speculum. A
drop of a four-]icr-cenr. solution of cocaine is to be

placed over the insertion of the tendon to be ciU. This
is repeated every two minutes for ten minutes. The lid

elevator or retractor is tlien introduced beneath the upper
lid and conlided to the assistant, who may stand behind
the patient, steadying the head against liis own breast.

The operator with the forceps seizes a fold of conjunc-
tiva 5 nun. back from the margin of the cornea, and over
the tendon to be divideil. With the scissors this fold in

the conjimetiva is snipped so as to make an opening
which, when stretched out. will be from ."i to 8 mm. in

length. The forceps then drop the ccmjvnieliva, are in-

troduced through tlie cut. and ma<le to grasp the subcon-

junctival tissue. This is also divided freely with the

scissors. The hook is then introduced, the jjoint in eon-
tact with the sclerotic, and pushed under the tendon.
Tlie forceps are now removeil and the hook depended
upon to fix the eyeball. The points of the scissors are

introduced, one beneath the tendon and close to its inser-

tion, the other over the tendon and immediately beneath

the conjunctiva. Tlie blades being brought together, the
tendon is divided and the hook can be pushed forward
without hindrance to the margin of the cornea. The
jioint of the hook is then turned and the remaining part
of the tendon taken u|i and divided in a similar manner.
When no bands remain to prevent the hook from freely
slijijiing fcirward to the corneal margin, it is removed
and the motility of the eye is tested. If motion is not

decidedly limited in the direction of the cut tendon, the
hook is to be introduced again and other bands searched
for anil divided. The effect of the operation can be en-
hanced by freely dividing the subconjunctival tissue
around the tendon.

For eidmiirement of the tendon of one of the recti mus-
cles, there are required, in addition to the instruments
used for tenotomy, fine needles and silk sutures, and a
needle-holiler. It is better to have the patient recum-
bent, and, after the use of cocaine, an incision is made
with the scissors in the conjunctiva, parallel to the cor-
neal margin, 5 mm. from it and 10 mm. in length. The
tendon is now to be isolated and raised on the hook. A
needle armed with the silk should then be passed through
one margin of the tendon from without inward, some dfs-

tance back from its insertion; and, having been drawn
through, is to be introduced beneath the conjunctiva
near the corneal margin opposite the middle of the ten-
don insertion, where it is to be carried for 2 or 3 mm., in

the firm scleral tissue but not through it. Then the
needle is carried beneath the other edge of the tendon,
and brought out opposite the first point of entrance, and
the loops of suture drawn aside. T'le tendon is then
severed at its insertion, and a small piece of it may be
cut off if a decided change of the direction of the eyeball
is desired. The suture is then tightened and tied, bring-
ing the tendon forward to the desired position. The eye
is closed and bandaged. The stitches are allowed to re-

main several days, unless it is feared that too great an
effect will be produced. Tenotomy of the opposing
muscle is combined with advancement to produce a
marked change of direction.

In a large proportion of cases, the result of operative
interference is only an approximate correction of the

deformity, which may sometimes be improved by the

subsequent use of glasses, or orthoptic training. Only
where good binocular fusion can be obtained ma}- a per-
fect result be hoped for.

P.\RALyTic Squint is a lagging behind of one eye
when the patient attempts to look in a certain direction;
it is due to loss of power in the muscle or muscles which
should turn the eye in that direction.

Sucli palsies maj' arise from lesions of the muscle it-

self, of the centres governing its action, or of the connect-

ing nerve tracts. Usually they have the latter origin.
Early, in a case of uncompiicated paralytic squint,
movements which do not depend on the muscle or mus-
cles affected may be normal; and, so long as no demand
is made on these muscles, no diplopia or inconvenience
results. The squint and diplopia appear only when the

ej'cs are tunud in a certain direction. In periodic conii-

tant squint the squint is sometimes absent, but when
present it is so irresjiective of the direction of the object
fixed ; in paralytic straliismus the squint, though some-
times ab.sent, is always present when the eyes are turned
in a certain direction, and always absent when they are

turned in another. After paralj'.sisof one of the muscles
has existed for some time, its elastic tension is no longer
sufficient to balance the elastic tension of its opponent.
The latter turns the eye toward itself, so that it cannot
assume the normal position, even wlien the muscles are

relaxed as much as possilile. When this occurs the

deviation becomes more or li'ss constant, and if some
power of voluntary contraction be recovered by the jiara-

iyzed muscle, the ease assumes somewhat the character

of comitant strabismus. It is convenient to classify

])aralytic strabismus by the nervous supply of the mus-
cles involved.

I'liralyfiK of the ahducens nerve, or external rectus m usde,

causes a most frequent and simple form of paralytic
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nquint. Strubisiiuis occurs whcu Ihc piiticnt tries to

look towanl llic side on wliicli the affcclcd iiniscic is

situated. If llie paralysis be complete, diplopia begins
as soon as the object Ijxed passes till' median line; if it

be but partial, it may not appear \nitil the eyes have
been directed somewlial toward the alTected side. Con-

genital paralysis of both of the abducens nerves, causing
a constant convergent sipunt with inability to turn th(;

eyes to either side, has been occasionally observed.

Piir(i!i/sis of the Palhelirmt, FinirUi ycrre ; tin Siiperiiir

OMifjue ^fll.>(il'.—The deviation and diplopia apiiear

mainly when the eyes are turned toward the affected side

and downward. The false image is lower, and appears
so inclined that its upper end is close to the upper end
of the true image.

Oculomotor Paralysis.
—The involvement of all thee.v-

tra-ocular branches causes di'ooping of the lid (ptosis), and
leaves the eye unable to move in any direction e.\;eeiit

outward and a little downward. On attempting to look

toward the sound side, or upward or far downward, de-

viation and diplopia appear, and mcn-ase pari pis-m with
the effort to turn the visual a-\es in cither of these direc-

tions. The same thing occurs when any attempt is made
lo converge for a near object. According to the move-
ments attempted does the squint assume more the charac-

ter of a divergent or a vertical strabismus.

When the affected eye participates in the act of vision

there is experienced a great uncertainty as to the position
of objects, which amounts to a kind of vertigo. If the

palsy has lasted more than a few days, a permanent out-

ward deviation of the visual axis is usually established.

Oculomotor pals.v may involve only a part of the mus-
cles supplied by the nerve, or may even be limited to a

single one.

Recurrent attacks of oculomotor paralysis, usually
attended with intense headache, may occur. The earlier

attacks are followed by recovery, but Uiter the paralysis
becomes permanent.

Ophtlidlmoplegin externa is the term applied to a paral-

ysis of all the muscles attached to the eyeball.
Treatment of Puraljitic Squint.—The largest number of

these palsies come from some syphilitic new growth, in-

volving the sheath of the nerve or adjoining structures,

or from syphilitic disease of the nerve itself. A few-

come from rheumatic disease in the course of the ner\-e

trunk, and a cousidci'able number arise from a focus of

disease in ccrebro-spinal or spinal sclerosis. If there is

a clear history of rheumatism, or collateral evidence of
the rheumatic nature of the attack, anti-rlieumatic reme-
dies should be carefully tried. But in other cases it is

best to assume that the lesion is syphilitic, and to treat

it with increasing doses of potassium iodide until there is

improvement, or until symptoms of iodism ajipear.
It is scarcel)' practicable to pass through the affected

muscles electric currents powerful enough to have much
effect on them, without endangering the optic nerve and
retina.

Prisms and tenotomy are not generally of any use.

Where tlie deformity is very great, cosmetic improve-
ment may sometimes be obtained by making an advance-
ment of the tendon of the paralyzed muscle and the

neighboring portion of the caiisule of Tenon, with a te-

notomy or exscction of the opjjouent. The inunediate

effect, obtained in this way, shoidd be a deviation toward
the paralyzed muscle. In cases of incomplete recovery
passive moti<OT has been used with apparent benefit. Co-
caine having been applied to the eve. the insertion of the

paralyzed nuisele is seized with the fixation forceps and
the eyeball dragged back and forth in the direction in

which the muscle woidd act, so that the muscle is alter-

nately stretched and relaxed to its utmost. This is con-
tinued for about two minutes, and repeated every two or
three days.

Hf.tf.uopiiokia oh Latf.nt Squint.—The perfect co-
ordination of the movements of the two eyes, called ortlio-

jihoriii, is only effected by th<' demand for single vision.
In a large majority of persons the w'ithdrawal of the
influence of binocular fusion leaves a perceptible sijuint.

Such squint is called latent or dynamic, or is spoken of
as an iiutiifficienci/ of tiie weaker of the op))osed muscles,
or as htlcroplioria, a tending of the visual axes toward
ditferent jioints. If not great, the latent deviation will

cause no trouble to a person with a well-developed mus-
culo-ncrvous system. But in persons of inferior develop-
ment and small I'eserve of nerve force, even moderate

degrees of insulticiency may give rise to the sj'mptoms of

eye strain, especially if the eyes arc reciuired lo do large
amoimts of work, or lo work under unfavorable condi-
tions.

Diagnosis of Heteropilwria.—On covering one ej'e so that
it can no longer take part in binocular vision, if there is

heterophoria the excluded eye will deviate. Upon un-

covering the eye, it quickly assmnes again the position
in which its visual axis will pass through the jioint fixed.

In this wa_y, by repeated trials and close watching of the

eyes, quile low degrees of latent sijuint can be detected.

The JIaddox rod test is still more delicate. A glass rod
held before one eye causes a distant point of light to

appear as a streak. If this streak seems to go directly
across the light as seen by the other eye, orthophoria is

present. If the streak does not cross the light, hetero-

phoria is present, and the direction in which the streak
is displaced tells the variety of heterophoria.
To test the mu.scle balance at a near point a dot or

figure, like that shown in Fig. 45.59. is viewed through

^

1.

o

*

a 10° prism with its base up, causing a vertical diplopia.
If the balance be perfect, the false image will be exactly
below the true one, as in 1, otherwise the false image
will be displaced to the right or left. With the prism be-

fore the right eye, 3 will indicate esophoria, and 3,

exophoria.
VarietiesofHeterophoria.

—jEwp/(«n«,orinsufHciency of
the interni, occurs with high myopia, and from excessive

near work, or as an inherent deficiency of convergence
p(.>wer. E.iophorii(, excessixe tendency to convergence,
is more often seen in hyperopes, but not exclusively.

Ilifperpliorin, or vertical insufficiency, generally goes
with one of the other varieties. It is right or left, ac-

cording to the eye which tends to turn higher than its

fellow.

Either of tlie above may cause headache, a " drawn
feeling about the eyes," or othersymptoms of eye strain.

But such symptoms should not be ascribed to this cause
until errors of refraction have been accuratelj' corrected.

Treatment.—All remedial measures for squint may be
resorted to. On account of the lesser extent of the de-

viation, prisms are particularly available. On the .same

account tenotomy and advancement require more ac-

curate and delicate adjustment to the needs of the case,

and are to be resorted to only after a thorough and pro-

longed acciuaintancc with those needs. Reduction of the

amount of trying eyework. and hygienic measures calcu-

lated to imjirove the condition of the nervous system
generally, are of the utmost importance in such cases.

Mi.re(l Forms of Squint.
— While nearlj' all cases of

strabismus are readily referred to one or the other of the

foregoing classes, and while it is of the first importance
to have clear eoncejilions as to the siiecial clianicteristics

of each class, it should not be f(n-golten that many ca.ses

lu-e.scnt the peculiar features of more than one class. In

strabismus, therefore, each case is a subject for individ-

ual study. Etlwanl Jackson.
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acute at the apex, very coarsely dentate or siiblobed, the

huge teeth lew, acute, witli roundeil siuuses, thic,

smooth; the luiucipal veins few ami coarse; odor slight,
narcotic when

STRAMONIUM LEAVES AND SEED.—(Sii-amomi

Folia, U. B., Br.; Fvlia IStramonii, V. G. ; Stramonii *Sc-

men, U. S. P. ;
Stramonii Semina, Br.

;
Stramoine or

Fig. 4.t60.—Flowering Branch of Datura Straiuoniiim, with Fruit. IBaillon.)

Pomme epineuse, Cod. Jled. ; Jamcstvini Weed, Thorn-

apple. Apple of Peru, Slinkireed, etc.). Tlie two drugs are

defined respectively as the dried leaves and the dried

seeds of Datura Slruuumiuui L. (fam. Solanaeew). The
stramouiiiiii plant is probably a native of Southern Asia.
but it has become abundantly naturalized in nearly all

subtropical and temperate regions. It

is very common in rich soil of waste

places in the Eastern United States.

It is a coarse, smooth annual, from one
to si.x feet high, with an upright tri-

and dicholoinously branched, smooth,

green, more or less hollow stem,

branching tit, say, a foot from the

ground, and forming a spreading
crown. Tiie habit of the llowering
and fruiting branches, and the struc-

ture of the large, white, fragrant flow-

ers, and of the fruit, are sliown in the

accompanying illustrations.

D E s c It 1 1» T I o N .
— The Leaves.—A

much - wrinkled, deep or somewhat
grayish-green, rarely very slightly
brownish mass, consisting of petioled
leaves, the blades from 12 to 2.') (-m.

(5-10 in.) long, and about two-thirds
as broad, inequilaterally ovate, very
oblique at the base, acuminate and

bruised ; taste bit-

ter and disagree-
able.

The Seeds.—
.\bout 3.5 mm.
{if in.) long and
t w o - 1 h ir d s ii s

broiid. niittened

r e n i f o r m . the
hilum at one side

of the concavity;
testa dull black
or blaclvish, hard,

coarselj' and shal-

lowly reticulate - wrinkled
and very finel.y pitted ; peri-

sperm whitish. oil_y, con-

cealing a cy lintlrical. curved

embryo ; odor unpleasant
when bruised ; taste sweet-
ish and bitter, then some-
what acrid.

Constituents. — The re-

lations to one another of the

mj'driatic alkaloids of the
Svlanarea; are onlj' now

becoming known,
and our ideas of
those of stramo-
nium must still be

regarded as merely
tentiitive. The al-

kaloidal content, at

first described as

distinct, under the
name "Daturine."
is now regarded,
doubtless correctly,
as being largely one kig.
of the liyoxrj/amines of

(see Scopolii ), but
which one, and in

what proportions, and how ftir. and under what
conditions mixed with atropine, are matteis

largel.y of conjecture. Even the percentage of
total alkaloid is not well known. It is geneially

considered that the seeds contain about one-fourth of one

per cent., the leaves not inoi-e than one-third as much.
Besides these, the leaves contain a large amount of ash

(fourteen and one-half per cent.), nitre, asparagin, a
trace of volatile oil, and other unimportant substances,
and the seeds about twenty-live per cent, of fixed oil.

Action and Use.—Fi'om the above

analysis it will be seen that stramonium
can exhibit but little diffei'ence in ac-

tion from hyoscyamus, and btit little

from belladonna. It is indeed capable
of being used for exactly the same
purposes, only it is more quieting and

hypnotic than the latter, which may
indicate the presence in it of some hy-
o.scine or other alkaloid distinct from

atropine or hyoscyamine. Custom,

perhap.s, as much as anything, has
directed the leaves of this species, in-

stead of those of the otliei'S named, to

be used in the local antispasmodic treat-

ment of asthma, for which iiurpose it

is almost entirely prescribed. The
common method is to administer it by
smoking. The leaves may be luii-nl in

a jjiiie or on the cover of a liot stove.

- Datura Stramonium ; Ripe V ',''9'
'""^' Y' I"-'"'''

"""'''
"'"•J""."'*'^'^

Fruit. (Baillon.) by being soaked in a strong solution of

4561.—Longitudinal Section
Flower of Datura Stramo-

nium. (Baillon.)
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ailtpetre and dried, after which tliey will burn steadily,
without tianie and without rtMjuiring any apparatus:
Iircpared in this way antl Havurcd with aronialics and
balsams, they are the foundation of most of the "aslhnia

olgarettes" and "pastils." which arc often better prod-
ucts than extemporaneous preparations ar(^ apt to be.

The French Code.x gives directions for making cigarettes
of stramonium, containing 1 gm. each of leaves, with-
out any admi.xture. For internal administration stra-

monium may be con.Mdered as al)out the eciuivalent of

liyoseyamus. Tlie following

Fig. 4Tffi!.—Seed. Entire and in Sec-

tion, of Datura stramonium.

preparali<ins are ollicial,

all made fi'om the seed,
the leaves being oidy
used for smoking (1 or 2

gm.): Extract (H-vlrar-
t u m »S' t r a m o ii i i ) ,

strength about { ; Fbiid
Extract (

Kx t r act a m
<S J ;• a m o n i i Fluidurn),

.ofrcngth, \ ; Tincture

(Tinctura Stnimonii),
strength and the

Ointment ( L'nguentuia Stramonii), stivngtli (of the ex-

tract), ^ in beuzoinated lard. All these have similar

properties and uses to the corresponding preparations of

liyoseyamus and belladonna, but are more hypnotic than
the latter. Dose of fluid extract about 0.2 c.c. ; of the

other preparations, according to their relative strength.
Alibied Pl.\nts.'—Datura, of wliich the present plant

is a characteristic species, consists of a dozen, mostly
large, rank herbs, most of which have similar medical

properties to the above. J). Tuttilit. with purple stems
and flowers, scarcely distinct from I). StranMuiutn, anil

D. alba, of India, are nsed for the same purposes.
Ilfiiry 11. Rusloj.

STRANGULATION AND HANGING, EVIDENCES
OF DEATH FROM.—Hulfocation is tlie name applied to

both the act and the result of deprivation of atmospheric
air. When this deprivation is due to mechanical inter-

ference the term mechaniml suffocation is used.

Jlechanical interference may occur throtigh pressure
on or obstruction within some portion of the respiratory
tract. Suffocation by pressure on the neck is called

han(jin(i when the constricting force is the weight of the

body itself, and strangulation in all other cases. The
term sulToeation is also nsed in a more special sense

where breathing is prevented b)' pressure on the mouth,
nose, chest, or abdomen; or by obstruction within the

respiratory tract; or by pressure on the tract from the

oesophagus; or through inhaling irrespirable gases.

Strangulation may therefore be defined to include all

cases of suffocation hy pressure on the /(grA whether by
cords or the hand, but excluding hanging. The Ger-
mans distinguish strangulation bv the hand as Erwilr-

guHff, and by ropes, cords, etc., as Erdrosselnng. The
words garroting and throttling are often used in place of

strangulation. In this article the word ligature will be
used to include the very varied forms of constricting
materials. Hard substances are sometimes placed in the

ligatiu'e to increase the pressure.

Strangulation is almost always homicidal, hanging al-

most always suicidal, and the other forms of suffocation

usually accidental, but often also homicidal. Both sui-

cides and murderers are usually more violcntthan isreally

necessary to destroy life ; murderers more so than suicides.

Death from strangulation as well as all other forms of

suffocation, including hanging, is mainly by asphyxia;
10 s(mie extent by coma or syncope or both. The post-
mortem appearances will vary somewhat, depending on
whether the deprivation of air is sudden or gradual, partial
or complete, and whether there is coincident pressure on
the great arteries, veins, and nerves. According to Hoi
mann, a pressure of 2 kgm. on the neck stojis the How of

blood in the jugular veins : one of .") kgm.. in the carotid

arteries: one of 1.5 kgm. stops the movement of air in the
air passages, and one of 30 kgm. the flow of blood in I he
vertebnds.

The evidences of death from strangulation are exter-
nal and iuternal. The principal external evidence is the
mark of the cord or hand on the neck. Tidy says that

nothing short of distinct external marks woidd justify a
medical jurist in pronouucingdealh to bedue to strangu-
lation, while on the other hand Taylor considers the Gon-
dii ion of the lungs (see ()//>'/) as characteristic. Liman
does not think then^ are any internal appearances which
can distinguish suffocation, strangulation, and hanging
from each other. This statement is made the more prob-
able in view of the fact that death in each case is gener-
ally by asphyxia.

All marks on the body should be carefully noted: the
cavities of the skull, thorax, anil abdomen carefully ex-

amined; the possibility of death having occurred "from
other causes, even in strangulation, must be considered.
In all cases the cord or strangulating ligature shoidfl be

carefully examined for marks of blood, for adherent hair
or other substances. The precise manner in which the
cord has been tied should be noted. Putrefaction may
cause external marks to disappear. In some fatal cases
there are either no marks at all or they arc but slight;
this is more likely to be the case in suicide than in homi-
cide, and is usually due to the ligature being soft and
yielding. The victim of a homicide may, however, first

be stunned and afterward strangled. A person while in-

toxicated or in an epileptic or hysterical paroxysm may
grasp his neck in gasping for air and thus leave finger
marks. JIarks are said to be plaii^cr after the body has
become cold and when subjects have recovered from
attempts at suicide.

The mark of the ligature in strangulation usuall}' en-
circles the neck more completely and is more horizontal
than in hanging. These conditions may, however, be
reversed, because a body may be dragged by the neck
after strangidation, and there have been suicides by
hanging in whom the mark of the cord was horizontal.
As a ride, however, a horizontal mark with the knot on
the same level as the cord, especially if below the larynx,
suggests strangulation rather than hanging; and if there
are several marks the probability is even greater. In

compression with the fingers the marks are not in a hori-

zontal but in an obliciue line. The mark of the ligattire is

tisually circular, well defined, and corresponds closely to
the breadth of the ligature; rather dc])rcssed and usually
below the larynx. As a rule this depression is not deep;
the skin at the bottom of the groove is usually very pale,
while the adjacent parts are red or livid. Sometimes the
bottom of the groove shows eccliymoscs. Neyding says
that suggillations in the gi-oove made bj- the ligature on
the neck are rare, but are oftener found in strangulation
than in hanging, because the conditions favoring their for-

mation are oftener found in strangulation. In most cases
the skin and connective tissue of the groove and of the

jjarts in the vicinity show, microscopically, hypei;emia
and hemorrhages. Liman slates that when we find suggil-
lation in the groove or its vicinity we nia.v know that
some other form of violence has been applied at the sjmie
time as that of the ligature or hand, lie had not seen

suggillation in the furrow either in strangulation or in

hanging, except when the injured persons had lived
some time. The absence of suggillation and ecchymosis
was due, he thought, to pressure on the capillaries.
Bremme says that there is no hcmorrhiige in the subcu-
taneous ti.ssues of the mark of the ligature, either in

strangulation or in hanging, if death occurs at once and
the cord is removed soon after death ; but if the cord re-

mains for some time after death there may be hemor-
rhages, or if death does not occur at once, whether the

ligature is removed m- not. It is impossible to distin-

guish ante-mortem from post-mortem hemorrhage.
Different constricting agents may make quite similar

marks. Taylor mcieions a case in which a soft silk

handkerchief was uscmI and the appearance was the same
as that of a narrow cord, due to the lightness with which
it was lied. Marks may be made on the neck within a
limite<l time after death similar to those made during
life. Tidy's experiments led him to l\\ this limit at
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three hours for ecchj'inosis and six hours for non-ecchy-
inosod marks. Taylor, however, doubts if sucli marks
ean lie made one lioiir alter death. He says that the

period cannot he po.'iilively slated, and inobably varies

iiccordlusr to the rapidity with which the body cools.

A cord may be found near a liody or even around its

neck: there may even be a mark around the neck. These

may be attempts at deception. Marks much like those

of violence may he made by tiijlit collars and handker-
chiefs remaining till the body is cold. Cases arereiiorted
of l)oilies having been strangled and then burnt or hung,
to cover the crime; and of partial sulTocalion by gags
followed by or coincident with strangulation. Where
a hard substance like a piece of coal or stone is inserted

into the ligature (usually a soft cloth) and presses against
some part of the neck, there is usually a eorresiionding
bruise. Marks of pressure by the llitunl) and fingers are

usually on the front of the neck, and cither just above
or just below the larynx. In nniny cases these marks are

only those of the tinger tips with some scratclies, and
show detinilely the probable size of the assaulting hand
and whether right or left. Marks of strangulation may
tlisappear rajiidly afl<'r removal of the ligature. Assail-

ants usually constrict I he neck much more violently than
is sufficient to cause death. !Marks of violence on the

neck are therefore greater in strangulation than in hang-
ing. A great variety of external injuries other than
those on tlie neck have been found in the difTerent cases

rc])orted, where other forms of violence were also tised.

With few exceptions such additional injuries indicate

honncide.
Since the evidences of death in liangiug are so similar

to those in strangulation, and since "hanging" is not

considered elsewhere in this H.^ndbook, tliese evidences
will be pretty freely treated heie.

The external appearances in luuminii are those due to

the action of the ligature on the neck and to other vio-

lence, if an}' has been done, and those (hie to asphyxia or

syncope. If the suspension is very brief and the ligatiire
soft and supple and the body instantly cut down after

death, there may be no mark. Allison questions the

value of the mark, contending that it is post mortem,
and reports cases; he says it is present only if the drop is

considerable or tlie suspension continues after death.

Tidy says that the mark is in a measure independent of
the ligature and duration of susiiension and doesnot usu-

ally acquire its color for some hours after death; some-
times, however, it has occurred in a much shorter time.
It ma}' be sliglit because the ligature has been placed
over the clothing. The longer a body liangs after deatli

the plainer is the mark. It can be produced on the
cadaver. Harvey says that th(' characteristic mark was
found in 8 non-fatal cases in neaily 1.500 cases of hang-
in.g. Coutagnc, in 2-1 necropsies on subjects hung, found
17 in whicli the lesicins of tlic neck were ]ilain.

Thc(//)vW/«(M)f the mark inhanging is usually oblique,
following the line of the lower jaw upward and back-
ward behind the mastoid process; it may. liowever, be
horizontal. If the ligature encircles tlic neck more tlian

once, one mark maj' be circular, the other oblique. If

a running noo.se is used, the mark may be circular and
be .seen all the way round the neck, looking like the
mark of strangulation. Taylor states that if the noose
should be in front, the mark may be circular, the jaw
preventing the ligature from rising u|nvard in front as
much as it would behind. If it encircles the neck but
once, its continuity is apt to be broken by the promi-
nence of the liyoid bone, tliyroid cartilage" sterno-nnis-
toid muscles, etc. In 117 out of I43caseB'Tardieu found
the mark between the chin and the larynx: in nearly all

the remainder, over the larynx; in a very few, below the

larynx ; the last iiosilion was due tci the prolecliim of the
neck by a handkerchief or beard, or there was scmie
anatomical or |iathological ]>eculiarity which prevented
the li.irature going higher. Hofniann saw 3 cases of tu-
mor of tin; neck; one in a woman where the cord was
below the larynx, and the other in a man where it was
over the larynx. Remer found the cord above the larynx

in 38, over the larynx in 7, below in 2. Devergie found
it above the larynx in 20, over it in 7, below in 1. Cas-

per found it aliiive the larynx in .')9, over it in 9. Roth
in -19 cases foimd the ligat\u-e above the hyoid bone in .5,

between the bone and larynx in 31, over the larynx in 8,

below it in 1. Hackel found the ligature, in 40 [lercent.
of cases, between the hyoid bone and larynx ; in (iO per
cent., lower down. The ligature always appears lower
after the body is laid down than it was in suspension.
Maschka found the furrow above the larynx 147 times in

1 .13 cases.

The rharnctcr of the mark in hanging will vary accord-

ing to the kind of ligature used, its mode of application,
the vitality (if the tissues, and the period that has elapsed
since death. The result is ditVerent according as the
knot or loop is single or double, a running or slip knot.

The mark may dilter in character in one part of the neck
from what it is in another. The same furrow may be soft

in one part and dry in another. The width of the mark
does not necessarily correspond to the diameter of the

ligature. A doulilc mark usually means that the ligature
has been twice passed around the neck, although the

marks may not he continuous or parallel. Tardieu states

that a large single leather thong pressing on the neck only
by the borders may make a double mark. The mark is

usually depressed. The depth of the depression, groove,
or furrow, as it is called, is greater the nai rower and tinner

the ligature, the longer the suspension, and the greater
the weight of the body. The mark may be merely a

slight dejn'ession, without color, or only a red blush if the

subject is young, tissues are healthy, and suspension is

brief. Roth in 49 cases found that the furrow of the liga-
ture was brown in 40, red brown in 6, and 3 times bluish.

In about two-thirds of the cases of hanging, as generally
observed, the bottom of the furrow, the place of greatest

jiressure, is white, especially .so where the knot is tied;

while the edges of the furrow are usually slightly raised

and red or livid. If the subject is verj' fat there may be

only a slight depression. Harvey says that this hard,

white, shining, translucent band from compression of the

coimective tissue is the first stage of the parchment or
vellum skin, and is chiefly noticed in fresh bodies. The
borders are swollen and edematous, called by Lacas-

sagne hoiirrdet de m'llon. The skin behnc the furrow is

usually violet. Authors difTcr as to whether this is due
to congestion or to heniorrliage. Roth in 49 cases found

swelling below the furrow 27 times. Hackel found ec-

chymoses above the mark in S') per cent, of the cases of

hanging. Hofnuinn thinks that the lividity of the upper
border of the furrow is due to the stopping of the venous
blood descending from the head.

The dry, hard, ycUowish-hrow-n. or reddish-brown

Xi(irclnnt)i't furrow described by writers on hanging is

said to be common. Ogston fcnind it in one-third of his

cases. It is found only when the body has remained sus-

pended for several lioiirs after death; indeed, it maj' be

produced liy applying the ligature to the cadaver; is not
at all, therefore, a proof of suspension during life. Li-

man states that constriction by a ligature even for some
time does not necessarily cause a nunnmiliedor excoriated

furrow. He saw cases in which the mark was soft, flat,

scarcely colored, but little interrupted, and not parch-

menty. Its appearance can be prevented or delayed by
examining a body .soon after death or by rehangiug it;

and after it has appeared it will disa])i)ear on the appli-
cation of some li(iui(l. Taylor compares this parchment
mark to the cutis from which the cuticle has been re-

moved for two or three days. The parchment skin is

seldom seen in strangulation, though Limau has seen it.

Neyding says tluil it dejicnds mainly on the amount of

excoriation of the skin, and that this is greater in hang-
ing. Tardieu ex]ilains this fre(iuency as being due to

the fact that the constriction in hanging lasts longer.
The violence used in hanging may cause eccliymoses

and abrasions of the skin of the neck adjacent to the

mark of the ligature. Slight abrasions and eccliymoses
are sometimes found in tlie furrow. Ecehyinoses alone

do not indicate whether suspension has been before or
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after death ; but abrasion witli liemorrhage strongly sug-

gests suspension duiiim life. Dcvergie regards cecliy-
moses of llie neeU as strongly suggestive of lioniiciile.

Xeyding siiys that siiggillalion in the groove is oftener

found in stning\dalion than in lianning, and IJrenune

that there is no lienmi rhan'e in the sulieutaneous tissue of

the mark if death occurs at once ami the cord is removed
at oneeafter tleath; but if llieeord remains lor some lime

after death there may be hemorrhage, or if death does
not occur at once, whether the ligature is removed or

not. Roth found eeehymoses or small bladders at the

lower margin of the furrow 'J times in 4',) eases. HiechUe
found only once in 31) eases a hemorrhage beneath and on

both sides of the mark. Cheversdid not tind e<'cliymoses
of the skin of the mark in cases of hanging. Coulagne
found hemorrhage into the eonnective tissue or muscle.

Casper found no eeehymoses in 50 out of 71 cases.

JIasehka saw 2 cases wiiere burns ou the neck resembled
the mark of a ligature.
The furrow when once distinct remains constant for a

long time after death even in putrefaction. Marks from
soft substances, however, disappear sooner than those

from strong and uniform compression. The value of the

presence or absence of marks on the neck anil the charac-

ter of the marks have been (luestioned. Ortila, Casper,
and Vrolik have shown by experiment that if a body is

hanged within one or two iiours after deatli the furrow,

parchment skin, lividitv, and the density of the eonnee
five tissue will appear just as is seen when susiiension
has occurred during life; but eeehymoses and infiltra-

tion, clotted blood in the skin anil connective tissue and
tnuscles of the neck, suggest suspension during life.

The marks of topical medical applications, as plasters,

sinapisms, etc., must not be confounded with marks of

violence. In apoplectics with short, full necks we may
tind at the borders of the folds of the skin in the neck
one or more red or livid depressions that bear some re-

semblance to the marks of a ligature; but on section

there are no eeehymoses.
The neck nearly always ajipears stretched in hanging.

According to Koih, the mobility of the head is increased

by this stretching. The head also is always inclined to

the side opposite to that of the knot. In suicides the

head is usually bent forward on the chest.

Usually in stningtihition there is hemorrhage into the

loose connective tissue under the mark and in the subja-
cent muscles; inmost cases isolated and circumscribed,
but sometimes extending beyond tlic line of the mark.

Hemcjrrhage from compression by the fingers is more
marked than that from ligature. Sometimes thei'e is only
fulness of the subcutaneous veins.

In /laiir/iiiff, the connective tissue under the mark is

usually white and condensed, the more so if the body
has been long suspended. This dryness or condensation
was foimd by Ilackel in o3 per cent, of hangings.
Deeper-seated jiarts are injured only when the hanging
has been violently done. The muscles, especially the

sterno-mastoid, are sometimes ruptured ; Ilofmann re-

ports several cases. In .50 hangings Lesser .saw 11 rup-
tures of muscle. jMaschka never saw the rupture in sui-

cides. Hackel in (i7 cases failed to tind the muscle

ruptured. Hofmann believes that the rupture of the

muscle is sometimes post mortem. Coulagne found the

sterno-mastoid ruptured once in 24 cases.

The neck occasionally suffers extretne injury, and

owing to the violence used (Tidy) this occurs oftener in

stram^ulation than in hanging. Occasionally tlie neck is

broken. The /ii/nid bone may be broken ; Masehka saw it

once in 18 of Krilrn/tmhinf/ and in 5 of Mnriiir/ini;/. The
bone is rarely dislocated in hanging. Ortila mentions a

case of fracture. Barker tisually found the bone frac-

tmed in judicial cases. Pellier reports 2 eases. Ilof-

inami says the hyoid eornna are often fractured, esjie-

eially when the ligature is between the hyoid bone and

thyroid cartilage. Coutagne found fracture of the bone
H times in 24 cases; he attributes the fracture to the

pressure against the spine. Pellier speaks of fracture of
the styloid process.

In atremgtilalion the carotid arteries may suffer rupture
of their inner and middle coats, especially in atheroma-
tous subjects and when compression has been great.
Friedberg states that the injury of the carotiil is a proof
that the strangulation occurred during;- life, and probably
from pressure of the tingers on the neck without any re-

gard to any disease of the arteiy. lie reports two cases.
'I'lie examiner should be careful not to injure the artery
with the forceps. The vessels may contain clots. In

/iinujinr/ also the carotid arteries may be injured ; usually
the inner and middle coats are torn ; and hemorrhage may
occur into the wall of the vessel. The common carotids
are those usually all'eeted and just below the bifurcation,
but the external carotid is also occasionally injured. The
injury i,«; .said to be due to the stretching and s(|ueezing
of the artery, stretching being the most elleetive, since

the rupture often occurs at a distance from the mark of
the ligature. Such injuiy of the artery does not prove
that hanging took place during life, because it has been

produced on the cadaver; but hemorrhage into the wall
of the vessel, or wound or rupture after death, is very
improbable. Masehka says the lesion is very rare. Tar-
ilieu says it is rare and therefore unimpoitant. Pellier

reports 4 cases of rupture of the carotid in a total of 33.

Levy records the experiments of Hofmann of Vienna and
Brouardel and himself of Paris, 5 in number, and con-
cludes that compression of the carotids, if it produces
obliteration, can cause rapid loss of consciousness and
death; and explains why in incomplete suicide the sub-

ject is unable to help himself. Coutagne found rupture
of carotids 10 times in 24 cases, and insists on the impor-
tance of the lesion.

In all forms of asphyxiation the hands are usually
clinched, antl may have articles in their grasp which un-
der the circmnstances have a medico-legal value. In

hanging, the liands are often clinched so tightly that the
nails are driven into the palms; this occurs more espe-

cially when the hanging has been done with violence.

When the feet touch the ground, as often occurs in sui-

cides, the hanils may be stretched out. Roth found the
hands and feet flexed in 44 of 4!) cases Taylor Siiys that
we may expect to find the hands clinched w'hen constric-

tion of the neck is sudden and violent. The legs are

usually livid.

In asphyxiii the tongue is often swollen, dark, jirotrud-

ing, and sometimes bitten. Masehka states that if the

ligature lies above the hyoid bone the tongue will be
drawn backward; if over or below the bone, the tip of

the tongue may appear more or less between the jaws.
In hanging the tongue is usually livid and swollen, espe-

cially at the base. According to Tidy, Dr. Guy looks on
this as showing that suspension look place very probably
during life. In about one-third of the cases the tongue
is protruded and compressed between the teeth; some-
times bitten. Some observers found it protruded only as
a result of putrefaction. The protrusion is not believed
to depend on the position of the li^Mture. Ilackel in 67
cases found the tongue lying forward in all cases in which
the cord was between the larynx and hyoid; in 55 per
cent, in front of the teeth, in 18 per cent, between the

teeth; where the ligature was lower down the tongue
was behind the teeth. He found b_v ex|ieriment that in

the spasmodic expiratory effort the tongue was thrust
forwai'd

;
in the inspiratory movement drawn backward;

and he concluded that the forward movement was the re-

sult of reflex action. Masehka found the tongiu' between
the teeth 5S titnes in 149 cases. Koth in 4',i eases found
the tongue projecting and bitten in 22, the teeth shut in 15

others; in 15 the mouth was open; the tongue was re-

tracted in 30.

In osphjixia the face usually show.s pain and suffering,

although sometimes the features are calm. In the latter

ease there may have been syncope. The face varies in

color from violet to black, and may be swollen. Casper
says that the face has the same ap|)earance as in any
other corpse. Liman fouiu! the face livid in only 1 of 14

cases of strangidation. Hofmann says that the cyanosis
appears during the agony, because of the paralysis of the
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circulation and the ijravitalion of blood. The cyanosis of

the face with projection of the cvesaiid the congestion of

the coujuuctivte are due to the (xpiiatory eH'ort. and
these si,i;us are also seen in fat jicrsoiis who do not die of

strangulation. Tardieu nieMtion.s a doltid redness or

minute eechyinosis of the eoujiinctivte and skin of tlie

face, neck, and chest as constant ; but this cannot be

considered characteristic, because it has been seen, though
not so well marked, in death from other causes. It has

been found in sulToeation from eonipression of chest and

belly, and al.so where there was respiratory interteren<i-

in the prolonged efforts of tedious labor and in convid-

sions. Liman found it in tliose Avho were hiiiiged: in

the eonjunetiva", lips, back of moulh, and in the nuiseles.

It is due, according to Ilol'mann, to increasctl blood

pressure and consequent hemorrhages. It is of impor-
tance as tending to show that there was a stasis of blood

in tlie head and face during life. Masehka in 2^4 cases

of aspliy.xia found cii]iillary hemorrhages of eyes and

eyelicis t<7 times.

Dastre and ilorat claim that in aspliy.\ia the cutaneous
circulation becomes much more active than in the normal
stall', while at the siunetime the vessels of the abdominal

cavity are contracted.

Post-mortem stainings (hypostases') are usually darker
in strangulation than in other forms of dealli. Tin;)" ap-

pear sooa. as does also putrefaction, because of the quan-
tity and fluidity of the blood.

In hanginij the appearance of the face varies with the

duration of the suspension; at first it is jiale, afterward
livid ; congested and swollen if the subject has been long
suspended. Roth found the face pale in 48 of 49 cases.

In about one-half of the cases the features are calm and

placid (syncope). Maschka found tlie lips bhnsh in 98
of 1.53 cases. Harvey, after examining reports of nearly
l,,iOO hangings, says; "In the majorit\' of instances, im-

mediately after death, the features were placid, the face

pale, the eyes not unduly prominent, the mouth closed

or half open, the tongue pressed against the teeth but
not protruding, the superficial veins full, but the head,
neck, and trunk free from lividity. After a longer or
shorter time, however, and aiiparentlj' after a few hours

(in India), all this is changed. Livid patches appear
aboi^ the chest, back, and shoulders, the face and liead

become bloated and putty, and the tongue and eyes pro-
trude."

In iixplii/xiii the eyes arc usually staring, prominent,
and congested, and the pupils dilated. Casjier doubts
their proudnence. Budin and (.'oyne state that in as-

phy.via the dilatation of the pupil progresses to a ma.\i-

miun, and then convulsions occur. Ophthalmoscopic
examination during the dysima'a of aspliy.xia shows a

lessened fulness of the retinal vessels. In liauging, the

eyes are often prominent, staring, and congested, and

usually the pupils are <lilaled. Lacassague and ^laschka
look on eechyinosis of the ej'elids and conjunctiva'.
pifjiieti sciirhitiii. as important, favoring the idea of haiiir-

iug or strangulation. Roih found in 49 cases that the

eyelids were closed in 28, half open in 12, congested in (>,

ecchymosed in 2; pujuls dilated in 81, narrowed in 3.

There was dilatation of pupils in 97i per cent, of Og-
ston's cases; in 2 cases there was rupture of crystalline
lens.

Signs of hemorrhage from the nose, eyes, and mouth
may be visible in asphyxia, as also bloody froth from the
mouth and nose. Chevers saw bleeding from the ears in

strangidation. Taylor states that Dr. Geoghegan in-

formed him of a case of suicidal strangulalion by a rib-

bon; the violence was great, there was bleeding from the

ear, and the drum was found ruptured; the mark on the

neck, which was deep, nearly disjiiipciired after the liga-
ture was removed. Taylor also says i hat Wilde, of Dub-
lin, sjiwa rupture of the drum and hemorrhage in strangu-
lation. Pellier says that Lit t re mentions a ease of rupture
of the tympanic membrane in strangulation. Harvey says
the blood was found tlowing from the ear in li cases out
of nearly 1,.500 hangings, but no details were given.
Hofnmim saw a case in which there; was bleeding from

the ears. He says that this is not due, as has been sup-
posed, to rupture of the tympanic membrane, but to

heiuurrhage from subcutaneous vessels.

Ill iiUjilni.iid \\u: niumii the entire body are distended
with very dark and very fluid lihuid. wlnle the arteries,

especially in the young, are mostly empty. Experi-
ments on tlie lower animals have shown that the pul-
monary artery and systemic veins to the tinest ramitiea-
tions are disteniled with dark blood.
The iiiiimiis iiiiiiihi-iihcn in as|jliyxia are generally much

congested. Serum is found in the serous cavities.
"

Tiilv,

comparing strangulation and hanging, concludes that
because strangulation is usually homicidal and greater
violence is used, tlierefme the external marks are more
comijlete in strangulation and the congestion of the air

jxissagcs is invariably much greater. Jlasehka found
the pharyn.v cyanotic in 216 of 234 cases of asphyxia,
Eeker reported a ca.se of judicial hanging in a man. aged
forty, where the soft palate was swollen and filled up the

passage so that the air evidently could not enter.
Tlie lining niembiane of the hivynx and traeliea is

always congested in asphy.xia and may be livid; the
tube may contain bloody froth or blood alone. Froth
tinged with blood in the air passages is considered by
Tardieu one of the most constant signs of strangulation.
In strangulation the trachea is sometimes torn or may be
folded on itself. The cartilages of the laryn.x, csiiecially
if calcareous, may be broken ; this is more likely to affect
the thyroid than the cricoid. The fracture would seem
to occur only as the result of enormous force, especially
in the young, in whom the cartilages are so elastic. The
experiments of Keiller on cadavers leil him to conclude
that falls on the larynx, even from a height and with

superadded force, are unlikely' to fracture this organ;
severe pres.sure or a violent blow against the larynx from
before backward may cause fracture, but severe laterid

pressure, as in ordinary throttling, is more likely than
other forms of violence to fracture the aUeof the thyroid
or even the cricoid cartilages and also the hyoid bone.

Taylor stales that Dr. Innian, of Livcrjiool, had informed
him of a case of splitting of rings of tJie windpijie from
pressure. Maschka, in 1.5 cases of choking, found G frac-

tures of the larynx. Chailloux has collected 8 cases of
fracture of the larynx in strangulation ; they were all

made by the lingers. The experiments of Cavasse seem
to show that there is no great dilliculty in fracturing the

thyroid in strangulation.

Langreuter made some experiments on a cadaver from
which enough of the posterior part had been removed to

enable him to view the throat. He saw that lateral digi-
tal pressure on the larynx closed the glottis; stronger
pressure made the vocal cords override each other.
Similar pressure between the larynx and hyoid bone
caused apposition of the aryepiglottic folds and occlu-
sion of air passages. He experimented on Ki bodies to
ascertain the effects of blowsand pressure on the larynx,
with the following results; In 8 cases, women, the thy-
roid cartilage was injured 3 times, the cricoid 4; in 8
men tlie thyroid 8 times, and cricoid o. Whence he con-
eludeil that the larynx is better protected in women. In
the 16 ca.ses the hyoid was fractured 10 times.

In li(tii!iinij. the larynx and trachea are usually deeply
congested, of a red color; a violet color indicates putre-
faction. Ogstou reports mucus but not bloody froth 9
times in the ])haiynx, G in the trachea, and 4 in the

lungs ill a total of 40 cases. In 1 case there was a quan-
tity of blood in the larynx and pharynx. Taylor thinks
that pinkish froth in the trachea indicates incomplete
obstruction; and Chevers that it is due to spasmodic
efforts to breathe when the obstruction is nearly com-
jilete Chevers always found clear mucus in the larynx
and upper ]iait of the trachea, each follicle being marked
by a niimite globule of mucus. Harvey states thai tfiis

was noted a tew limes ill Ids reports. The larynx may
be fractured or dislocated. These lesions are very rare
in suicide, more freiiueiit in hcniiieide and judicial hang-
ing, and in the old in whom the cartilages are calcareous.
Renter found the injury iu but 1 case of 101 of suicidal
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banging. Barker found the larj-nx lacerated in his judi-
cial cii.st'S. Harvey ssiys that llie tradiea was reported
lacerated 11 times in nearly l..~)00 ca.ses; twice the laryn-

geal cartilages were se|iaratiil from each other; in o

these eartilagi's were fractured, hut tliere was nothing to

show under what conditions; hemorrhage in the vicinity
of the larynx 4:j times. Peltier reports 1 case, and adds
that the lesion easily escapes notice because of the mo-

bility of the cornua. Roth in 49 cases failed to lind any
fractiu'c. Pellier found that the cricoid was injured
oftener than the thyroid, which is the reverse of what is

found in strangulation. Cavasse was unable to cause
fracture of the larynx by hanging the cadaver. Cliail-

loux collected 6 cases of fr.-icture of the larynx in hang-
ing ; he concluded that the fracture could not be produced
on the cadaver by hanging, and is therefore caused during
life. Coutagne in 24 cases found fracture of the thyroid
cartilage y times.

In (litphi/xia the lungs are usually much congested,
resembling red hepatization, exccjit that the blood is

darker. Hemorrhages (apoplexies) into the substance of
the lungs are common. Tardieu found patches of em-

physema due to rupture of the air vesicles, giving the
surface of the luug the appearance of a layer of white
false memliraue. Ogston admits that this occurs in pure
strangulation, but toaless extent in mixed cases. Liman
found the lung surface uneven, bo.sselated, the promi-
nences being of a clearer color and due to emphysema;
the lungs were in the same condition of congestion and

emphysema in strangulation, sidTocation, and hanging.
He failed to find the apojilexies described. The lungs
are sometimes aniemic. In healthy young subjects, es-

pecially children, the blood-vessels of the lungs often

empty themselves after the heart stops. The lungs may
therefore be bloodless but emphysematous from the vio-

lent efforts to breathe. Page's experiments on the lower
animals showed the lungs of a pale, reddish color, and
not much distended ; occasionally a few dilated air cells

were seen toward their anterior borders, and small hemor-

rhages over the surface. His experiments appear to

show that subpleural eechymoses occur as a result of
violent and repeated efforts to breathe. Among otlier

experiments he stopped the mouth and nostrils of a

young calf long enough to excite violent efforts at respi-
ration; it was then instantly killed by pithing. The
lungs were found pale red, not congested, but showing
subpleural eechymoses. Page believed that these were
due to the changed relation between the capacity of the
thorax and volume of the lungs. Liman found these ee-

chymoses in cases of strangulation, hanging, drowning,
poisoning, hemorrhage, and a'dema of the brain in tlie

uew-born, etc. He failed to find them in some cases of
suffocation. He believes them due to blood pressure
from stasis in the blood-vessels. Ssabinski made many
experiments on dogs and cats to ascertain the presence
or absence of subpleural eechymoses in strangulation,

drowning, section of pueumogastrics, opening of pleural
sacs, compression of chest and abdomen, closure of mouth
and nose, burial in pulverulent materials, etc. Similar

hemorrhages may appear on the mucous and serous mem-
branes; on the respiratory, digestive, and genito-urinary
tracts, and pleura>, pericardium, and peritonetun, mem-
brane of brain, and the ependyma. They are sometimes
minute and stellate, at other times irregular in shape;
many are bright-colored. According to Tardieu, the

punctiform eechymoses are rarely present except in sulTo-

cation. Maschka, in 234 cases of asphxyia, foiuid the

lungs congested 13.j times, amcmic 10, aiul O'dematous
43. He tldnks the subpleural eechymoses are valuable

signs of asphxyia.
Page experimented on six kittens, strangling thrci' by

the hand, the other three by ligature. The results of the

post-mortem examinations were nearly sindlar. The
veins were ftdl of dark thiid blood ; the" right cavities of
the heart were similarly gorged, the left empty; lungs
pale red, not congested nor distended. Brain normal.
The differences were in the lungs; in the first series there
were many small, irregular, circumscribed, dark-red ee-

chymoses scattered over the general surface ; in the sec-
ond a small number of bright-red eechymoses somewhat
larger than a huge piidiead.
The bronchial tubes are usually full of frothy bloody

mucus, anil tin- mucous membrane is much congested
and shows abund:int ccchymo.ses.

In /(««v(W/ the condition of the lungs and heart varies ac-

cording to whet her death is due to syncope or to asphyxia.
Ogston found in 22casesthat the lungs were expanded in 4
and collapsed in 2. Harvey says the lungs are congested
in over seven-eighths of the cases, emphysematous in a
few, and subpleural eechymoses present ina few. Pateu-
ko experimented on dogs by hanging them; when the
constriction occurred after expiration, the lungs were
congested; after inspiration, not congested. In the first

case the blood tlows from the ])eriphery to the heart and
thence to the lungs, but cannot flow from the lungs be-
cause of the difficult circulation in the dilated pulmonary
vessels and deficiency of intrathoracic pre.ssure. There
is in both cases cerebral congestion in the region of the
bulb. Tardieu holds that punctiform eechymoses and
apoplexies do not occur in hanging unless suttocat ion has
preceded. Pellier, however, found these eechymoses 14
times in 22 cases. He says that the lesion is not charac-
teristic of suffocation, and quotes Lacassagne, Gros-
claude. Dechoudans, Vicq, Chassaing, and Lcgroux to
the same purpose. Hofmann says that the eechymoses
arc relatively rare in adults. Maschka found them 18
times in l.")3 cases.

In <t!<pliy.iia the right side of the lieart, especially the
auricle, is usually full of dark fluid blood due to the me-
chanical impediment to the ])assage of blood through the

lungs. If the heart continues to beat after resptration
has ceased, the right ventricle is commonly well con-
tracted like the left cavities and nearly empty, the lungs
being much congested. Sometimes the left cavities of
the heart contain blood. This would most likely occur
it the heart sliould stop in diastole. Sometimes clots are
fiumd in the right ventricle. Maschka found clots in the
lieart 2.5 times in 234 cases of asphyxia. Harvey states
that in Iciiiijing the presence of serum in the pericardium
seems more a matter of time elapsed after death than
anything else. But it is found much oftener in strangu-
lation than in hanging. The dilTerence is explained by
the comparative slowness of death in strangulation.
Harvey finds that in about one-half the cases if the body
is fresh the right side of the heart, pulmonary artery, and
venre eav;e are full of dark fluid blood, the'lungs"being
also nuieh congested, and the signs of death by asphyxia
well marked. When blood is found in both sides of the
heart, it is probable that death is due to neuro-]iaralysis.
When decomposition is advanced all the cavities" are
often empty. Taylor says that if the examination is

delayed several days the distention may not be ob-
served.

In asphyxia the crternal generatire organs a.rG sometimes
congested; erection of the penis may have taken place
and have persisted. The vagina may be moist. Tardieu,
Devergie, and Casper deny that these appearances are
usual. In about one-fourth of the cases of hanging the

genital organs are congested. The penis is large and
more or less erect; seminal fluid, generally prostatic and
sometimes mixed with blood, is often expelled. The
fluid may pass only into the urethra and it may be neces-

sary to press the urethra to secure it. The clitoris may
be found erect and thcie may be a sort of menstrual flow.
Urfila showed by experiment that swelling of the sexual

organs and enussion of semen can be proiiuced after
death in those who have been suspended during life.

The flow of semen is found in all kinds of death fiom
violence. Roth, in 39 cases of hanging of men, found
the penis enlarged IS times anil ejaculation iu 19.

llackel found the penis swollen in 43 per cent, of cases
of asphyxia. Erection may come on soon or late, even

days after death. Involuntary discharges of urine,

fa'ces, and seminal fluid may occur in all kinds of violent
death. There is nothing characteristic in their appear-
ance. Tardieu found them, however, but twice in 41

53'.!
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oases of hanging. Rotli, in 49 cases, found discharges
of f;eces in 17 anil of urine in 4; in l'> cases, not noticed.

Harvey mentions a case in wliich internal piles had burst

and there were .stains and clots of Mood about tlie peri-
neum and anus. In such cases without carefiil examina-
tion there would naturally be a suspicion of violence.

The abdomiiutl oryans are gcnendly darkly congested
in asp/iyu-iit, although jNIaschka denies this for the liver

and spleen. The congestion of the viscera generally is

doubtless due largely to the prior congestion of the lungs
and engorgement of the heart. In hanging, the stomach
is often much congested, and this fact might .sometimes

suggest the pos.sibility of poisoning. The liver, spleen,
ami kidneys are usually much congested; Hofmann says
that this occurs in the kidney only when the body has
been hung a long time.

Maschka considers the rovmded pinhead ecchymoscs of

the inner surface of the ticdlp and pericrani ii in valuable
evidence of asphy.xia. Tlie hniiii and membranes are

sometimes congested, occasionally apoplectic. Maschka
found congestion of brain and membrane 48 times, and
auicmia 30 times in 284 cases. In hanging, the brain is

rarely much congested. In 101 cases Remer found hem-

orrhage but once, and in 106 cases Casper failed to lind

it. Tardieu says the brain is oftenest ana'mic. If, how-
ever, the body is cut down and placed horizontally, the

blood-vessels of the brain may till up. Evidence may be
found in the brain suggesting insanity and therefore an

explanation of a probable suicide. Ilarvcy says that

hemorrhages in or about the brain are fotmd in a much
larger proportion of cases of hanging in India than in

Europe. "No common condition likely to cause extrava-
sation is apparent, only one man being noted as plethoric,
but in many the rope seemed to have been very tight."
Wiikie reports a judicial hanging in which a man, aged
about twenty-five, fell about three and one-half feet: a
recent clot was found in the brain. The experiments of

Brouardel of hanging rabbits showed the brain auiemic.

The conjunction of the following appearances would

suggest that the hanging has been of some duration:

lividity of face, congestion and prominence of eyes, dry-
ness of skin under the ligature, deep furrow, congestion
of sexual organs, swelling and lividity of lower limbs,

hypostatic congestion of lungs.

Page experimented on a young cat and young dog;
both were hung in the same way. Examinaticm of the
cat showed the veins generally engorged ; stdjlingual
veins much engorged ; tongue protruded slightly and
much swollen; no frothy mucus in bronchi. In tlie dog
the tongue did not protrude and was not swollen; right
cavities of heart contained blood, left empty ; brain and
other organs normal. In the cat the lungs were uni-

formly congested, dark red ; no ecchyraoses. In the dog
the lungs were much distended, posterior borders mottled
violet ; emphysematous patches on surface ; no apoplectic
effusions; subpleural ecchymoses bright red, irregular,

clearly dctined in outer surface, most numerous toward
the roots and on the lower lobes.

Pellereau gives an nccoinit of hanging as seen by him
in warm climates. He had not seen the elongation of the
neck described nor the erection of the penis, subconjunc-
tival ecchymoses, fracture of larynx, rupture of walls of
carotid artery, stibplemal ecchymoses, nor fracture of
vertebric. He always foimd a mark on the neck

;
the left

cavities of the heart always empty, the right always
full of black tdood. Mackenzie s.-iys that in 130 cases "of

suicidal hanging the protrusion of the tongue between
the teeth, the open and i)rotruding eyes, clinched hands,
and blue nails were very frequent ; the tongue was foimd
bitten many times; there were urethral and rectal dis-

charges and rupture of the carotid artery. The penis was
found erect several times. The hyoid bone was fractured
24 times in 93 cases. In no case was the larynx or verte-

bra fractureii. In 73 cases ropes were used ;
in 30, ])or-

tious of clothing. The marks of ropes were idways well

defined, indented, and ])archmcnt-like; the marks of soft

ligatures faint and reddish. In no case were the muscles
of the neck, the larynx, trachea, or large bronchi injured,

and in none was there subcutaneous hemorrhage or
blister.

Hofmann says that the rupture of the carotid in hang-
ing is always transverse, may be simple or multi])le. and
may occur in suicides; more apt to occur when the liga-
ture is thin. Lesser tabulated 50 fatal eases of suicidal

hanging; in 29 he wassatistie<l that the hanging occurred

during life; in 3 of these the skin of the neck alone
showed any lesion ; there was a double mark, the skin

being otherwise bloodless; in 5 the deejier soft parts were
the only ones aflected ; in 3 the skin showed lesions, the

deeper soft parts none, but either the hyoid bone, larynx,
or vertebriu were involved; in 12 the skin showed no
mark, but the deei>er soft parts and either the larynx or

hyoid bone were involved; and in 6 the hyoid bone onlj-
or the bone and larynx were injured. In the remainder
it was not possible to say that the hanging occurred dm--

ing life. In two cases there were no marks at all; in 9
there were changes in the skin ; in 4, changes in the skin
and deeper parts; in 2, changes in the skin, deeper parts,
and hyoid bone or larynx ; in 3, changes in the skin and
hyoid bone, or larynx, or both. In 14 of the 50 cases the

hyoid bone was fractured ;
in 20, the larynx ; and in 1, the

vertebra". The coinmon carotid arteries were injured
in 6. The number and severity of the lesions bore no
constant relation to the thickness of the ligature nor to

the force used, but rather to the position of the body.
Daniel S. Lamb.

STRAWBERRY. See Rosacea.

STRONTIA MINERAL SPRING.—Baltimore County,
Maryland.
Post-Office address, 305 and 307 Exchange Place,

Baltimore. No hotel near springs.
This spring is located about nine miles from the heart

of the city of Baltimore. It is reached by the Green

Spring branch of the Northern Central Railroad toStrou-
tia Spring station, thence one-half mile to springs. The
elevation of the locality is about six hundred feet above
the sea-level, and the average summer temperature is

about ten degrees lower than that of Baltimore. An
analysis of the spring water made in 1887 by Prof. W.
W. Simon, of Baltimore, resulted as follows; One United
States gallon contains (solids); Potassium nitrate, gr.
2.71; sodium nitrate, gr. 0.83; sodium chloride, gr. 7.50;

magnesium chloride, gr. 3.91; calcium cliloride, gr.
20.07; calcium bicarbonate, gr. 8.93; strontiiun sulphate,

gr. 0.13; strontium bicarbonate, gr. 1.08; iron bicarbo-

nate, gr. 0.51; alumina, gr. 1.08; silicicacid, gr. 1.19; and
traces of phosphoric acid, iodine, ammonia, and organic
matter. Total, 43..54 grains. Gases: Oxygen, cub. in.

0.48; nitrogen, cub. in. 0.71; carbonic acid, cub. in. 2.04.

Since 1876, when the properties of this water were
discovered, it has ac(|uired a wide reputation in the
treatment of sea-sickness, dyspepsia, gout, rheimiatism,
and diabetes. It is used commercially and as a table

water. It has found its way into many of the leading-
hotels, clubs, and cafes of New York, Baltimore, and
other cities. It is a saline-calcic, and has tonic, diuretic,
and alterative properties. It is probable that the con-
.siderable quantit}' of strontiiun in the water modifies its

action to some extent, but in what way cannot be ex-

plained in the present state of our knowledge.*
Jiiiiic/t K. Crimk.

STRONTIUM.— ^V'»''V(/; Midiciiidl Properties of Com-

pounds of /strontiiun.—Sahs of strontium resemble those
of calcium in being practically non-poisonous to the hu-
man system and in tending to improve nutrition. Also

they are of low diffusion power, and accordingly are

comparatively slow of absorption. Strontium has been

jiroiiosed in medicine as affording a ba.se for medicinal
salts that is non-poi.sonous and even agreeable to the

stomach. Accordingly strontium has been suggested for

* Some of tl)(' stninliuni sall.s are now used in tlie treatment of

epilepsy. <iial)t'te.s. piireiicliyiiiatous nepliritls, muscular atul subacute
nrticuiur rheunintisui. and acute gastritis.
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the basic carrier of bromine, iodine, and salicjiic acid,
and the bromide, iodide, and salicylate of the metal arc

considered preferable to the corresponding potassium and
sodium salts, because better borne by the stomach. The
United States I'harmacopo'ia recognizes strontium bro-

mide and iodide (see Bvumidea and lodiili's). and also the

lactiite, whieli latter salt will be considered here, since
its effects are not due specitieally to its acid radical.

Strontium Ldctitie.—The .salt is olticial in the United
States Pharmacopoeia under the title Slrontii jAietas,
Strontium Lactate. It occurs as a white, granular pow-
der, permanent in the air. It is odorless, with a bitteri.sh,

salty taste. It dissolves in about four parts of cold

water, and freely in boiling water and in alcohol.

Strontium lactate is a harmless salt, wliose use in medi-
cine is because of a reputation, in chronic Bright's dis-

ease, for diminishing the albumin in the urine and
improving the patient's condition generally. In the
form of the disease accompanying rheumati.sm and gout,
it is prai.sed, but it should not be used in conditions of
acute intlammation with high fever. In albuminuria
from heart disease, also, the medicine is reported to

diminish the albumin. The drug may be given in doses
of from 1.3 to 2 gm. (gr. xx. to xxx.) or more, two or
three times daily. Edward Curtin.

STROPHANTHUS. — (/io?n«e, Arrotc Poison, Inee,

Onaiii , etc. ) The dried ripe seed of StropJianthus Kinnbe
Oliver, and perhaps of other species (fam. Apoci/naceie), de-

prived of its long awn. The British Pharmacopoeia names
the plant as aliove. under the title Stroplianthi Semina.
The German, under the title Semen Streiphanthi, says
"very probably from Strop/ianthus Komhe." The United
States Pliarraacopa?ia, because at the time of its revision
tea years ago information on this point was very imper-
fect, specifies the seeds of S. Mspidus De C. , which we now
know to be incorrect.

The strophanthus plants are woody climbers of tropi-
cal Africa, where an extract of the seeds of several of
them is used as an arrow poison and in other ways for

poisoning. The seeds occur in lanceolate or lance-ovoid

follicles, of which two develop from each flower. These
are 15 to 30 cm. (6 to 13 in.) long, and about a sixth or a
fifth as thick. They are densely filled with seeds, the
bodies of which are embedded among the long, white,

plumose awns. The seeds are imported either in the

pods or after removal, and in the latter case either with
or freed from their awns. They should be imported and
reach the consumer in the pods, since this permits the
identification of the contents by the testing of one seed
from each pod. This is an almost necessary method of

examination, since good and poor varieties of seeds so

closely resemble one another that an admixture is very
difficult to detect in the cleaned seeds. Some varieties
are practically inert, while others are extremely power-
ful, and in different ways, so that the employment of
correct methods of identification of the seeds is of vital

importance to the patient. Although all parts of the

plant are bitter, the seeds alone have been investigated.
Description.—Good strophanthus seeds are of a pe-

culiar pale greenish-browu color, and are densely covered
with very fine, closely appressed silky hairs. This aji-

pearance of the surface constitutes the best guide to

selection, outside of chemical examination. Two classes

which should be rejected are those of a distinctly brown
to dark brown color, and tho.se of .a very pale yellowish
or yellowish-white, without greenish tinge, and the hairs
coarse and more or less roughening the surface by their

irregular projection. Strophanthus seeds are about \.'i'>

cm. or a little more in length, and one-fourth to one-third
as thick, lanceolate, obtuse at the base, gradually pointed
at the sununit; they are somewhat tlatti'ued or even a lit-

tle hollowish on one side, and have a narrow ridge run-

ning along the other, and are often warped or even semi-
twisted. They are brittle, the fracture whitish and oily.
the kernel consisting of rather long cotyledons, enclosed
in sparse albumen. They liavi^ a slight odor and an ex-

tremely bitter taste. On being crusluul and tested with

strong sulphuric acid, a green color should quickly de-

veloj), due to the reaction of the strophanthin, which is

mostly contained in the albumen or endosperm. In this

way, the testing of a single seed taken from a pod deter-
mines the identity ami quality of the entire contents.
However, should the test fail, it should be repeated with
one i>r two more seeds from otlier parts of the pod, as
individual seeds .sometimes occur which are imperfect.
CoNSTiTiENTs,— With various ordinary constituents of

seeds, strophanthus contains two or three botlies of thera-

peutical interest. The important medicinal constituent
is two to three jier cent, of strophanthin, considered
below. The properties of the twenty-five to thirty per
cent, of fixed oil are not known with certainty. We
shimld expect it t(j be inert, but indications of its irritat-

ing and toxic properties are not wanting. On the other
hand, these are more likely due to contained substances
than to the oil it.self. Some species of the seeds contain
the very poisonous glucoside jiseiidoiiirophanthin, and,
since the commercial .seeds are almost alw.ays mixed, it

may bo the presence of this in the oil which makes the
latter poisonous. The poisonous properties referred to
are not the same as those of over-doses of stro|ilianthin,
since the greater toxicity is not accompanied by a corre-

spondingly greater cardiac tonic effect, but often by a
lesser one, Eomhic acid is present, but its properties
have not been investigated, and the name has apparently
been applied to more than one substance. Other constit-
uents reported are uncertain, since the specific identity
and freedom from admixture of the seeds analyzed has
not been determined, Slrojihanthin is a crystalline glu-
coside, usually apjiearing amorphous, as a fine white

powder, soluble in alcohol and water, especially the lat-

ter, insoluble in ether and chloroform. The' formula

usually given (CaiIL»0,.2) cannot be considered as fully
established. Upon decomposition, it yields strophan-
thidin. Commercial strophanthin is very rarely, if ever,

pure.
Action .\nd Uses.—The therapeutical action of str6-

phanthus is that of strophanthin, and is directly and
almost wholly referable to the heart. It is commonly
stated as being identical with digitalis, but the statement
is very misleading, unless certain differences in other
directions are carefully considered. Although its direct
action is almost identical with that of digitalis, the re-

sultant effect is quite different, owing to the absence of
those complications from arterial effects which result

from the use of digitalis. Strophanthus does not con-
tract the arteries, hence none of the gain from cardiac
stinuilusis counteracted, and there is none of that danger
of damming back the blood upon an incompetent lieart,

which sometimes exists when digitalis is used. Another

very imijortant difference between the two is the great
promptness with which strojihanthus gets to worli, its

effects being observed in from a thii'd to a half of the
time required for digitalis. This is partly due to its

liurely cardiac action, partly to the fact "that the ab-

sorption of strophanthin is very rapid. Strophanthus
strengthens and slows the heart beat, prolonging the
diastolic period, and it is especially valued for its power
of restoring rhythm to an irregular beat. It is thus

especially useful when a very prompt action is desired,
and also where cardiac action is weak relatively to arterial.

Even in those cases in which digitalis is properly called

for, a great gain may be seciued by giving an initial dose
of strophanthus, follnwing it with Hie digitalis.
On the other hand, the effect of strojihanthus is far

less prolonged than that of digitalis, and is not cumula-
tive like the latter. Hence, small doses, repeated at fre-

quent intervals, is the rule for the adndnistratiou of

slro|)hanthus. Even in this way its effects cannot be

prolonged like those of digitalis, for the beneficial effects

lirst seen soon decrease. It cannot therefore be re.garded,
like digitalis, as a mainstay, but rather as an emergency
remedy. The cITi'ct u|Kin the stomach is far less irritat-

ing than that of digitalis, hence there is not the same ten-

dency to emesis. The same principle applies to the

kidneys, the local effect upon the latter being very
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sliglit. Yet stioplmntlms is an iiulircrt diuretic, through
increased cardiac action. It is often even more strongly
diuretic than digitalis, owing probubly to the absence of

obstruction by vascular contraction. For the same rea-

son, the danger of damage in cases of coniplicalion witli

organic kidney disease is w.anting. Strophanthus is also

a safer and more comfortable remedy for chililren.

Ai>MixisTK.\TioK.—Owing to the facts stated above, it

is not sodillicult to secure genuine and pure strophanthus
seeds, and therefore corresponding preparations of them,
as it is to secure pure strophanthin. and the former are

to be preferred in all ordinary ca.ses. The oHicial jirepa-
ration is a live-percent, tincture of the seeds, made with

si-Ktytive-iiercent. alcohol, and the dose ranges from
three to ten minims. When larger doses are re<|iiired, it

is usually because the very inferior "brown seeds" have
been employed. These are several limes cheaper and

they liave been used extensivelj- even by some l.irge man-
ufacturers. On the other hand, a preparation of tlie

"wiiite seeds" will prove irritating and will act as a poi-
son without a correspon<ling increase in tlierapeutic
efTect. Strophanthin may be given in doses of O.OOOU to

0.0012 gm. (gr.^ to 5^). Henry II. Busby.

STRUMA.—This term has been used in a general way
to indirate a swelling or protuberance in an_y part of the

body, but particularly with reference to enlargements of

the lymph glandsand the thyroid gland. Since such en-

largements are most frequently due in the case of the

lymph glands to tuberculosis, and in the thyroid to goi-
tre, the word struma has come to be largely used as a

synonym for both scrofula and goitre. Further, it has
been applied to enlargements of the lymph glands other
tlian those of a tuberculous nature, also to enlargements
of the thymus, to enlargements of tlie kidncysand supra-
renal bodies due to tumors arising from adrenal tissue,
and in rare cases to splenic enlargement. Such a wide-

spread application of the term, as well as its failure to

convey any definite idea concerning the etiology or path-
ological nature of the conditions so designated, would
appear to be sufficient reason for its abandonment, and in

pathology it is gradually falling out of use. At present
there occur in the literature the following different appli-
cations of the term, given in the order of frequency of

usage.
1. As a synonym for scrofula. So common is this

usage in the literature of a generation ago that the term
strumous has come to be used almost entirely in the sense
of scrofulous (see S-rofulu and 2'uberciilnms).

2. As a designation for i/oitve or bi-ondioccle. At the

present day the term struma is probably more frequentlj'
ap))lied by clinicians to enlargements of the thyroid than
to tuberculous enlargements of the lymph glands, and in

this connection a great number of modifying terms occur
in the literature: slnniia rolb/itkv. colloid goitre: struma

gelatinosa, also ap|)lied to colloid degeneration of the

thyroid; struma liyperplastica, an enlargement of the

thyroid due to hyperplasia either of the parenchj'ma
(s. parenrhymatosa) or of the interstitial connective tissue

(«. fibrosa): struma rystica, colloid degeneration of the

thyroid with cyst formation: struma fo/licularis, syno-
uym for colloid, hyperplastic, or parenchymatous stru-
ma; struma mollis, soft or colloid goitre; struma jMtrosa,
hard or hyaline goitre: struma ryst/ra petrnsa, cvstic

goitre with hyaline change in the interstitial connective
tissue; struma cystica ossea. cystic goitre with calcifica-

tion in the hyaline connective tissue; struma hypcrplas-
ticii rascularis or anfurysmaticn, a vascular goitre with
hyperplasia of the connective tissue: struma anenrys-
matica, palsaiis or tascnlosa, va.scular goitre with dilated

vessels; struma hypertrophien simplex, sinqde colloid or

parenchymatous goitre: struma iutrauterina rn/ir/niita.
a simple parenchymatous hyjierplasia of ilic thyroid in

the new-born as distinguished from the swelling of the

thj'roid region in face presentations: struma congenita,
congenital goitre: struma maliyna. .sarcoma oi' carcinoma
of the thyroid ; struma amyloidea, su])pf)seil amyloid goi-
tre, incorrectly applied to hyaline goitre; struma gaii-

glionma, cnlargemen t of a portion of the thyroid separated
from the main gland; strutna enrh/tJioracica, enlargement
of isolated or accessory th_yroid tissue or of a deepl3' l3'ing

'

thyroid in theanterior mediastimun (retrosternal or retro-

clavicular .struma); struma chlumtica, the enlargement of
the thyroid fre(|uently seen in clilorosis, and sometimes,
when associated with luominence of the eyeballs, mis-
taken for exophthalmic goitre; elc.

'i. Struma lymphatica, a .synonym for status lymphaticus
or lymphatic constitution (see Status Lympliaticus).

4. Thymus struma, the enlargement or persistence of
the thymus after the period at which this organ usually
undergoes retrograde change. As this condition is asso-
ciated with lymphatic struma, it is usually included un-
der that designation.

5. Strumtv. lipomatodes aberratir renis, or hepatis, stni-
nuB lipomatodes suprarenales, adrenal struma, are terms
applied to the tumors of adrenal tis.sue arising within tlie

kidney or its capsules, in the adrenals, or in the neigh-
borhood of these organs or in the liver (see Hyper-
nephroma).

6. The vicarious use of struma to indicate enlargements
in other parts of the body, as of the spleen, bones, etc..

may in the majority of cases be traced to the influence of
the association of the term with scrofula or diathesis.

Aldred Scott Warthiii.

STRyCHN\NE *—Strycrinina (CsiHjjNjOa =333.31).
"An alkaloid obtained from nux vomica, and also ob-
tainable from other plants of the family Lor/a niace/f."—
U. S. P.

The origin of strychnine has been full}- discussed under
Sui' Vomica. Its extraction from the seed is accom-
panied by much difficulty, owing to its strong retention
in the cells of tlie horny albumen. Naturall}', various
methods have been employed for overcoming thisdifli-

culty. The seeds are either powdered in their original
Condition, or first subjected to a steaming process and
tlien dried. The strychnine can be dissolved out by alco-
hol in the form of its natiu'al salt or by water acidulated
with hydrochloric acid. The concentrated and filtered

solution is then treated with an alkali, such as acetate of
lead or lime, to decompose the alkaloid, which is then

precipitated and purified. The principal impurity liable
to exist is brucine, the tests for which are indicated in

the following description:
Colorless, transparent, octahedral or prismatic crystals,

or a white, crystalline powder, odorless, and having an

intensely bitter taste percejitible even in highlj- dilute (1
in 700,000) solution. Permanent in the air.

Soluble, at 1.5' C. (59° F.). in 6,700 parts of water and
in 110 ])arts of alcohol; in 2, ,500 parts of boiling water
and in 12 parts of boiling alcohol. Also soluble in 7

parts of chloroform, but almost insoluble in ether.
When heated to 208° C. (.514.4 F.) strychnine melts.

Upon ignition it is consumed, leaving no residue.

Strychnine has an alkaline reaction upon litmus paper.
If a minute quantity of strychnine be dissolved in

about 0.5 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid on a white

porcelain surface, and a small crystal of potassium
dichromatc slowly ilrawn across the liquid with a glass
rod, there will be produced at first, momentarily, a blue
color, which quickly changes to jiurplish-blue, then

gradually to violet, purplish-red, and cherry-red, and
finally to orange or yellow.
On dissolving 0.02 gm. of strychnine in 2 c.c. of nitric

acid (specific gravity 1.300), in a small lest tube, the acid
should not turn more I ban faintly yellow (limit of bru-

cine).

Action and Uses.—Strychnine is one of the most in-

tense and energetic of poisons, acliiig deleleriously upon
nearly all forms of animal and vegelable life. There are,

however, consi<lenible dilTereiices in the susceplibilily of
dilTcrent creatures to its inlluence, and in general those
which are destitute of or have but a primitive nervous
system withstand it better than the higher organisms.

• Also spelled strychnin.
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On tliis account, its antiseptic and antizymotic proper-
ties, though distinct, arc (h'ciiU'diy weaker than those of

quinine and some similar suljstances; forthis reason and
because of tlieir l)ein,^ hut a little ihiIsoiious, the latter

are far more desirable of emidoynieiit for such purjioses.

Ahaorjition niitl Kliiniiiiilinii.—Slrvchniiieis promptly
absorbed from the mucous mendirune and rather freely
from abraded sinfaces and froiu the subrutaiu'ous tissue.

It circulales in the blood as str3'chiiine and is thus elimi-

nated, thoun'h asmall part of it is o.xidized. lOliminatifni

is principally liy the kidneys, to a considerable e.vtcnt

through the saliva, and to a slight extent through most
of the otlier channels. This ]irom])t absoriitioiiaiid slow

<>limination render it one of the most notoriously cmiuila-

tive drugs, a fact wliich is considered more at length in

the article on Sux Vomica. Tolerance, by its continued v

use. is not much increased.

£/>ciU Action.—The di.sinfectant properties of strychnine
are noticed above. It e.xerts a prompt though mild

stimulant action upon the (issuej with which it comes
into contact. In the mouth and stomach it acts like the

ordinary simple l)itters. in proniotitig the ai)petite. but.

unlike the most of them, its incseuce in the stomach pro-
motes rather than inhibits digestion. soth;itit is probably
the most valuable of all stomachic bitters, especiall^v in

view of the fact that its local effects are strongly rein-

forced as soon as absorption begins. In the intestine, its

local effect is to stimulate peristalsis, making it a valu-

able la.\ative. and this effect is again reinforced by its

systemic acticm through tlie spinal centres.

Upon the heart the operation is somewhat different,

since the local effect of stimulating the rate, through its

action on the muscle, is just about counteracted b}- its

systemic effect upon the vagus centres, which checks
such increase.

Syateriiic Action.—The effects of strychnine upon all

the bodily systems are to be understood by regarding it

as a direct and pure stimulant, its action upon the motor
centres of the cord, and to a lesser extent upon tho.se of

the brain, vastlj' predominating. Thus it stimulates the

circulation (the vagal effect having been considered

above), both through the heart and through the vaso-

motor system, promptly and strongly increasing blood

pressure; it powerfully stimulates the respiration, in-

creasing both the rate and the strength of the res])iration ;

it increases metabolism and waste and raises the tem-

perature moderately ; it increases the activity of all mus-
cidar tissue, both voluntary and involuntary, jiartly. as

already stated, by direct action, increasing excitability,
but to a far greater extent through stimidation of the
motor centres. Thus, slighter stimuli are required to set

the movements going, and the movements themselves
exhibit increased strength. All the special senses are

sharpened, especially that of sight, and this more par-

ticularly for blue colors. All of these effects will be
more thoroughly understood by consulting our accouut
of strychnine poisoinng under the bead of J\ ».r Voniicti.

wliich accouut will serve also to explain the reverse

symptoms, occurring as after-effects in that condition.

Thcntjieiiticiil L'xis.—The very numerous thcra]3eutical
u.ses for strychnine may. for the most part, be inferred

from what has preceded. It can be employed to stimu-
late almost any of the lagging vital ]io\vers. It is so

employed, most largely perhaps, in promoting the func-
tions in the aged. It is also very valuable iu the stinui-

lationof those ]iersons who.se habits of life are uiui;itur.-d,

in that they do not take sullicient exerci.se or |ieiform
otlier ordinary hj'gicnic duties. If careful attention be

given to the patient, the most valuable ell'ects can be se-

ctired from strychnine by utilizing its action as an aid
in inducing the indolent to take needed exercise while
under its influence. While it cannot be relied upon for

overcoming a condition of chronic constipation, it be-

comes, iu comiection with other drugs, a most valuable
aid in this direction. Its uterine stlnnilati(ju (•.uuiol be

overlooked, either from the standpoint of midesirable
effects or from that of desirable eU'ects. It is a pro-
nounced aphrodisiac. In rendering cardiac support in

such exhausting diseases as pneumonia, it is of the ut-
most value, lis value as a tonic in all ordinary forms of

impaired <ligestion has been indi(rated above.

Although these benelicialeireclsfrom the use of .strvch-

uine are almost marvcllnus. it is to be remeiidjered that,
since its action is purely slimidaling. it can easilv be .so

used as to result in the most damaging way. It must
never be relied upim to take the place of natural powers
and conditions, but should always be considered as a
means of inducing their activity. Otherwise the system
can easily bicome exhausted, a condition of depression
made to follow that of stimulation, it being then found
extremely dillicult t" di.scover any other means for again
stimulating them.

C'oMroiMJs, 1'e!ki'.\k.\tions. .\m) Doses.—Strychnine,
because of its high insolubility, is raielj- used except in

the form of its salts, of which the sulphate is odicial. It

occurs in intensely bitter, white. ])rismatic crystals,
which effloresce in the atmosiihere. It is soluble in fifty

parts of water, and in one hundred and nine parts of al-

cohol, but is nearly insoluble in etber. The dose of

strychnine itself is 0.001 to 0.006 gm. (gr. ^ij to ^5 ).

.Sirycbnine is combined iu many po]iular formida' with
the hypophosphites. and with iron, quinine, and other
tonics. Two such are official: the Citrate of Iron and
Quinine (Ferri ct Strychniiiie Citras), containing one per
cent, each of stryclunne and citric acid, with ninety-eight
per cent, of iron and ammonium citrate, the dose 0.06
to 0.2 gm. (gr. i. toiij.i: and the Syi.ip of the Phosphates
of Iron, (Juinine, and Strychnine (Sy rupus Ferri, Quininoe
et Strychinna' Pliosphatiim), containing 0.03 per cent, of

strychnine, two per cent, of .soluble ferric phosphate,
three per cent, of qinnine sulphate. 4.8 per cent, of

phosphoric acid, ten per cent, of glycerin, and five per
cent, of water, in syrup, the dose 2 to 4 c.c.{fl. 3 ss.-i.).

Henry H. liusby.

STRYCHNIN AND NUX VOMICA, POISONING BY.—The poisonous quality of mix vomica was referred to

bj' Wepfer and hy Valentine iu the latter part of the
seventeenth century. Strychnin was discovered by Pel-
letier and C'aventou in 1^18. Blumhardt. in 1837. was
probably the first to report the death of a human being
by this poison. Although Wainwright probably used

strychnin as an instrument of murder in 1831, the first

homicidal case wdiicli was the subject of a trial of which
we find record occurred in Canada in 1851.

A collation of 539 cases of strychnin poisoning shows
a relatively high proportion of homicidal and suicidal

poisonings. Of the whole number. 364, or 49.9 per cent.,
were suicidal; 100, or 18.9 percent., homicidal; and 150,
or 38.3 percent., accidental. Poisonings by strychnin are
of more frequent occurrence in Great Britain than in the
United States, owing to the fact that rat poisons used in

the former usually contain strychnin, while those used
in this ccnintry contain arsenic or phosphorus.
Symptoms.—The symptoms of poisoning by strychnin

or nux vomica are very characteristic.

If the do.se be relatively small, although cajiable of

causing death, there is frequently at first an initiatory

stage of nervous exaltation without any violent symp-
toms, whose duration varies inver.sely with the magni
tude of the dose and the rapidity of absorption. The
special senses are much more acute than normal!}', the
mental functions are active, the patient is restless, and

expeiiences a sensation of ilcbing. But with large doses
the onset is usually very sudden.
Soon twitchingsof iiulividiial groups of inn.scles occur,

followed by violent tetanic convulsions. During the

s]iasnis there is, in the great majority of cases, marked
opisthotonos. The head is tlirmvn sliar|dy back, the

body bent backward, tlieabdominal and thoracic muscles

liinily contracted, the lower extremities rigid, and the

soles of the fei't bent inward and strongi}' arched. The
lower jaw is fixed, tl ycballs .•ire protruded, the pupils
dilated, the expression of the ecnintenance is distorted, the

lips are cj'anotic, the mouth is marked with froth—fre-

quently bloody from the tongue being caught between the
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closing teeth—and the neck is swollen. In some excep-
tional cases eniprosthotonos or plciirothotonos is observed
instead of opisthotonos.
The spa.sni frradually passes oiT, the muscles relax, the

ej'es and pupils licconu' nornml. and respiration is re-

sumed. The patient speaks, usually calls for air, desires

to be held, and is in dread of impending death. Indeed,
consciousness and intelle<tual activity do not seem to be

impaired during the sjiasms.
After the tirst convulsion others, similar in character,

occiu'. cither sponlaiieously or in consequence of very
slight unexjiected excitation. An attempt to move the

patient, a slight jarring of the tloor or lieil, a sudden
noise, a slight draught of air. or even a tlasli of light, is

suflicieni to provolvo a spasm if tlie patient do not expect
it. On the other liand. much more active excitation fails

to call forth aspasni if the iiationt be not taken imawares;
and he frecpientlj- asks to be rulibed, held down, or

moved. When the spasm recurs spontaneously, the pa-
tient usually announces its coming some seconds in ad-

vance, and asks to be held.

The number of convidsions usually varies from three

to ten. but in jirolonged cases, whether fatal or non-fatal,
the number may be mucli greater. Their duration is

frotn thirty seconds to five or even fifteen minutes. The
intervals vary in duratiim from forty-tive seconds to one
hour, or even to one hour and a half; usually they last

for from five to fifteen nuiuites.

In cases terminating in recovery the interval between
the spasms increases in length and tlie convulsions
become less active and shorter in duration, aud linally
cease, leaving the patient in a condition of great muscu-
lar fatigue, and with increased reflex irritabilitj'. In
fatal cases death results from one of two causes: In some
cases death is due to asjihyxia by fixation of the muscles
of respiration during a protracted spasm; in others it is

due to exhaustion, and occurs during the non-tetanic

period. In most fatal eases death occurs during or after

the fourth or fifth tetanic seizure, although cases have
occurred in which the patient has succumbed at a later

period, and others In which life was extinguished during
the third, second, or first convulsion.

DuR.\TioN.—The rapidity of action of strychnin is

modified by the form in which it is taken, whether in so-

lution or in a hard and difficultly soluble pill, and by the

length of tiiue which is allowed to elapse before treat-

ment is resorted to.

In 78 cases, in which the time of first appearance of

the symptoms was noted, the period was "
directly, or

very soon." in 20; front three to thirtj' minutes in 40;
from thirty minutes to one hour in 7; frotn one to two
hours in 6: and from two to tiiree hours in 5. The
average period of delay is, therefore, within twenty min-
utes. The extremes arc "directly" aud three hours.

The appearance of strychnin synipioms is delayed when
large doses of opiates are taken with it.

The total duration of strychnin poisoning is also short,
whether it terminate In death or in recovery. Of 143
fatal cases of which the duration is stated, 77 died within
one hour; 32 in from one to two hours; 10 in from two
to three hours; and 24 in from three to eighteen hours.
In the majority of these cases the entire duration was
less than one hour. The extremes were "Imniedlately

"

(from a dose of one and threefourths grain, ccnubined
with an eciual quantity of nux vomica), and eighteen
hours (from a dose of three grains), both adult males.

In non-fatal cases recovery is usually rai)id, tlie active

symptoms cease within a few hours, and, after cessation
of the spasms, the patient may be considered as out of

danger, although in exceptional cases great ntuscular

prostration and occasioind involuntary muscular contrac-
tions continue for some days,

DiFFKRKNTi.M. Di.\oNosis,—The disease bearing the
closest resemblance to strychnin poisoning is traumatic
tetanus. In poisoning by strychinn the attack is inore

sudden than in tetanus, and the entire history of the case
is compassed within a few liours. in place of lasting for

days. The spasms follow each other at shorter intervals.

and are of shorter duration, in strychnin poisoning than in
tetanus. In the latter, trisnuis is one of the earliest and
most prominent of the characters, while in the former it

occurs later, if any succession of symptoms be observable,
and ma}' be insignificant as comjiarcd with the violent
tetanic contraction of the respiratory muscles. During
the intervals between the convulsions due to strychnin
tlie muscles are usually relaxed, while in tetanus they
remain more or less rigid, particularly those of the lower

jaw. The chief points of distinction are in the much
more rapid progress of strycliiiln poisoning, and, in the

great majority of cases, in the hlstoiy of the onset, which,
in the poisoning, follows, with very little warning,
within two hours or less, the ingestion of some bitter

sultstance, but in tetanus is gradually developed several
hours or days after an injury.

Uncertainty concerning the diagnosis between epilepsy
and strychnin poisoning can only occur iu the very ex-

ceptional case of an unknown person dying during a
singU? couvul.sion. In such an event chemical analysis
would decide the quesTlon definitely. In other cases the

history of the case, the much longer interval between
the paroxysms in epilepsy, and the more distinctly tonic
character of the spasms in strychnin poisoning, are sutfi-

cient to establish the distinction.

In cases of ptpisoning of pregnant women by strychnin
(two such are cited by "Wharton and Stille, pp. 443, 62.5)

the distinctions between the effects of the poison and
puerperal convulsions are of importance. The principal
diagnostic point is in the fact that in puerperal convul-
sions the patient is entirely unconscious of what occurs,
either during or between the convulsions, while in strych-
nin poisoning consciousness remains unimpaired, except
immediate!}' before death. The detection or non-detec-
tion of strj'chnin in the body would remove all doubts.
Letu.vl Dose.—The smallest amount of strychnin

which has been known to cause the death of an adult
is 0,016 gm. (= gr. i). which produced violent symp-
toms in ten minutes in a female, aged thirty-six, and
death iu one hour and forty-five minutes (Medical Times
and Gazette, 1854, p. 376), Double this quantity, 0.032

gm. (=:gr. ss.). caused death in two cases. In one of
these (case of Dr. Warner) a physician took by mistake
half a grain of the sulfate, was violently convulsed in

five minutes, and died in twent_v minutes. Less (|uan-
tltics have produced dangerous poisoning In adults.

Christison cites the case of a child of three years which
was killed in four hours by 0.004 gm. (= gr. -jJj ).

On the other hand, numerous cases are on record in

which much larger doses have been taken without caus-

ing death. Thus Campbell {Lancet, 1856, ii.. 695) relates

a case iu which a man. aged thirty, took 0.65 gm. (
=

gr. x.) of strychnin and recovered. Shaw (American
Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1850, 547) cites the case
of an adult female who recovered from the effects of a
dose of 0.65 to 0.97 giu. (= gr. x. to xv.). Tschepke
(Dent. Klin., 1861, ex "Maschka Ilandb.," ii,, 613) gives
a case of a pharmacist who took from 0,48 to 0.72 gm.
(= gr. viiss. to xi.) of strychnlum nitrate dissolved in

about 30 gni.)= fl, | i.) of bitter-almond water, and, after

half an hour, having experienced no symptom.s. 0.6 gm.
= gr. ix.i) of morphiuiu acetate, also dissolved in bitter-

almond water. Subsequently, being still capable of loco-

motion, he poured chloroform ujion his pillow and lay
with his face U]ion it. An hour and a quarter after tak-

ing the first dose he suffered violent symptoms of strych-
nin poisoning, from which he, however, recovered under
treatment by emetics tmd tannin. Wilson (A?nerican
Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1864, X. S., xlviil., 70)
cites a case in which the amount taken was 2.6 gm. (=
gr. xl.). probably the largest not causing death.

Tke.\tmi-;n'T.—The ends to be aimed at arc the removal
of any unabsorbed poison from the stomach. If possible,
and the prevention or mitigation of the paroxysms. Chlo-
ral should he generously admlMlsleriil, followed by inhala-

tions of chloroform suilieient, and suHiclently prolonged,
to control the convulsions until the poison shall have
been eliminated, as it is with considerable rapidity. In
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the exccptidiial cases in -wliich tlii' i>iUicnt is seen before

the tetauizin.i,' action of the poison has licen cslaljlislied,

tlie stomacli sliould hv waslit-d ont as oxpcditiouslv as

]iossil)l(->
witli a strong infusion of tea. or a solution of

tannin in some form, or water liolding powdered cliarcoal

insus]iension. I'sually stoniaeli lavage must be deferred

until the patient has been brought, at least partially,
under the intluenee (jf the ana'stiietie. No reliance is to

be jilacid upon camphor, all)umcn, opiiuu, aconite, can-

nabis iniliea, or tobacco, which have been suggested as

so-called physiological anti<lotes.

PosT-MoiiTKM Ai'PKAHAXCES.—There arc no peculiari-
ties discoverable, on external or internal examination,
which are characteristic of this form of poisoning.

Rigor mortis is more rapidly established and continues

for a longer period in most cases. According to Wliar-

ton and ytille, rigor mortis was very marked in the body
of a woman exhumed two weeks after death (Midical

J)ni.yiriidence, ii., 445). Taylor (" Poisons," third Ameri-
can edition, 676) states that cadaveric rigidit_y was well

marked in the body of Cook two months after death.

Usually the body is relaxed at death and soon stitl'ens,

but in "some cases the tetanic spasm merges into rigor
mortis. But instances are met with in which cadaveric

rigidity has disa]ipeared in from twenty-four to forty-

eight liours. In some cases the handsare tirmly clenched

ami the soles arched after the other muscles have be-

come relaxed. Rigiditj' is of shorter duration in the

bodies of those in whom the spasms have been more or

less controlled by treatment during life, than in those

who have died without medical interference. The sur-

face is usually livid, but not in all cases. Sometimes

lividity is contined to the lingers, and in some cases the

inner surfaces of the thighs and arms assume a red color.

Till' internal appearances are still less characteristic.

The blood is >is\ially fluid and dark. The vessels of the

scalp, the brain and its coverings, and of the spinal cord,

as well as the lungs, are in most eases congested. The
heart is usually empty and sometimes firmly contracted,
the right side being less so than the left, and sometimes
distended with dark, fluid blood. The liladder is usually

empty, though in some cases it has been found to be nearly
full of urine. Occasionally ecchj'motic spots or patches
of congestion are observed in the stomach.
Analysis.—In cases in which the analysis is not to be

limited to a search for strychnin, the systematic method
of Dragendorff for the separation of alkaloids and gluco-
sids from organic mixtures should be followed. By
this method any strychnin which may be present in the

substances examined will be found" in the residues of

evaporation of the benzene extract from the alkaline

aqueous solution.

In all cases it is advisable to resort to Dragendortl's
method, even when the history of the case points very

directly to strychnin, as any question subsequently aris-

ing as to the presence or absence of another alkaloidal or

glucosidal poison can then be determined.
In some exceptional chemico-legal cases, and when

the physician wishes to determine the presence or absence
of strychnin in the urine during the life of the patient,
an abridged modification may be used. If the sub-

stances to be examined be solid, they should be finely
divided and placed in a flask, to which water, rendered

distinctly acid with sulfviric acid, is added in suthcient

quantity to cover the solid. Afteragitation, the reaction

of the liquid is to he determined, and, if not distinctly

acid, it is to be rendered so by the addition of dilute sul-

furic acid. The flask and its contents are then to be
heati'd to 40°-.50° C. for six or eight hours, after which
the licjuid is to he filtered off. The extraction should be

re])eatcd four or five times with water. The united acid

filtrates, which contain any strychnin that may he present
in the form of the s\dfate, are then evaporated to the con-

sistence of a thin syrup over the water-bath. The residue

is mixed with four voliuues of strong alcohol, gradually
adih'd during stirring, and allowed to macerate twenty-
four hours. The cokl alcoholic liquid is filtered olT. the

residue on the filter washed with strong alcoliol, and the

Vol. VII.—35

filtrates and washings evaporated over the water-bath
until free of alcohol. The residue, thinned •villi water
if necessary, is transferred to a stoppered cylinder.
The solution .should not exceed 50 c.c. in bulk, and may
he less. About .50 c.c. of benzene (boiling-point not over
85° C.)are then added and the cylinder strongly agi-
tated once every five minutes for about half an hour.
The benzene layer is then removed by the separatory
ftiiuiel and a fresh portion added to the aqueous liquid,
which has been returned to the cylinder. This extrac-
tion of the acid aqueous liquid is repeated (usually four
or five times) until the benzene no longer leaves a residue
on evaporation. The purpose of this extraction is to

remove pigmentary and other substances, whose presence
materially interferes with the reactions. The aqueous
liquid is now rendered distinctly alkaline with anuno-
nium liydroxid. anil again repeatedly extracted with ben-
zene as described above, but the henzene layers now
separated are evaporated in several watch-glasses, and
it is to the residuesso obtained that the tests for strj-chuin
are to be applied.

If the substance to be examined be a liquid, it should
either be evaporated to dryness, the residue extracted
with acidulated water, and the filtered aqueous extract
treated with henzene, the watery solution being first

acid, then alkaline, as above described ; or, in the case of
a simple aqueous solution, the treatment with benzene

may be applied directly, care being had as to the reaction.

In order that the tests maybe r-lied upon, particularly
when the alkaloid is present in snuiU amount, as in the
case of absorbed strychnin, it is essential that foreign
substances be removed as completely as possible. There-

fore, if the benzene residue from the alkaline solution be
colored, it should be purified by dissolving it in a small

quantity of dilute sulfuric acid, agitating with benzene,
rendering alkaline, and again extracting with benzene.

Tests.— 1. Strychnin crystallizes from an alcoholic

solution in small, four-sided, orthorhombic prisms, ter-

minating in four-sided pyramids; sometimes also in small

hexagonal plates. Preciiiitated by ammonia from solu-

tions of its salts, it forms slender, needle-like, four-sided

prisms.
2. The taste of strychnin is intensely and persistently

bitter, with a faintly metallic after-taste. The bitter

taste is still ]>ercei)tible in a solution containing only one

part of strychnin in two lumdred thousand of water.
3. Strychnin dissolves in concentrated sulfuric acid,

forming a colorless solution of the sulfate. If, now,
nascent oxvgen be generated in the solution, a peculiar

play of colors is produced; at first, and but for an instant,
lilue (this is sometimes absent), then violet, which gradu-
ally changes to red, and then to yellow.

This test, which is most delicate and characteristic,

may be applied in a variety of ways.
The sidfurie-acid solution may be placed upon a strip

of platinum foil connected with the positive (phitinum)
pole of a single Grove cell, and a platinum wire, con-
nected with the negative (zinc) pole, brought into con-
tact with the upper surface of the drop of liquid. The
nascent oxygen liberated at the foil produces a purple-
violet blotch.

The sulfuric-acid solution may be placed in a watch-

glass upon a white background, and a minute fragment
of some solid substance capable of yielding oxygen by
contact with svdfuric acid drawn through it with a stir-

ring rod. The path of the solid is marked by a streak
of color passing through the shades above mentioned.
Either manganese dioxid. cerium oxid, potassium per-

manganate, dichromate or ferricyanid, or lead jieroxid

may be used. Manganese dioxid. potassium perman-
ganate, and cerium oxid are preferable to the other sub-

stances mentioned, and each shoidd be used with separate

portions of the residue, if there be suliicient. The di-

chromate acts quite rapidly, the blue color is not pro-
duced, and in solutions containing no strychnin only a

yellow color is conununieated to the liquid. The man-

ganese dioxid acts much more slowly by reason of its less

solubility, the blue color is developed, and, in the ab-
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sence of strychnin, tlie liquid remains colorless. If the

reaction is oblained asiibove ilescribcil anotlicr portion of

the residue is moistened with concentrated sulliiric acid

and heated in an air oven at IliO V. fc>r live minutes,

cooled, and treated with tlie dichromale or peroxid.

Strychnin is not alTected by the acid al tliis temperature.
iKit other substances giving color reactions not \mlilve

those lielongiu^ to strychnin are either colored by the

acid alone orare destroyed. If the material be too highly
darkened or blackened when heated with the acid, the

cooled liquid should be remlered faintly alkaline, ex-

tracted Willi ehldroform, and the residue tested for strych-
nin. (See Witthausand Becker, Jlctl. Jiii:, iv,, 808.)

The reactitin is iiit<>rfered with lo a greater or less

degree by the inesenee of sugar, morphin, or other re-

ducing agents, brucin, and other substances; therefore

the foreign bodies should be removed as completely as

possible before the test is ajiplied.
This color reaction is distinct with gr. ^^Jb^ of

Strychnin.
4. The physiological test, first suggested by Marshall

Hall, is also extremely delicate. A small frog is held by
the hind legs, the skin of the back over the coccyx is

raised by a pair of forceps, and a small incision made
through" the skin into the lymph pouch witli a pair of

pointed scissors. A few drops of the solution under
examination are then allowed to flow from a pipette into

the lymph pouch, and the animal is placed under a glass
shade. If the liquid contain strychnin, the animal be-

comes uneasy in about ten minutes; the respiration isac-

celerated; and violent tetanic convulsions are provokini

b}' striking ui>on the table, by blowing upon the animal,
or by other slight irritations.

5. A solutionof iodic acid in concentrated sulfuric acid

colors .strychnin brick-red, the color changing to violet.

6. Solution of potassium dichromate causes a 3'ellow,

crystalline precipitate in solutions of strychnin or of

its salts. If this precipitate be moistened with sulfuric

acid, the play of colors described in 'S is produced.
Other reactions of strychnin are the following: With

solutions of the alkalies, oralkaline earbon;ttes, a crystal-
line precipitate of slryelmiu from moderately concen-
trated solutions of its salts. Willi tincture of iodin, or

a solution of iodin in potassium iodid solution, a dark
red-brown precipitate. With platinic chlorid and with
auric chlorid, light -yellow [U'ecipitates. gradually be-

coming crystalline. With potassium-iridium chlorid, a

dark-brown precipitate, which disapjieais on agitation,
but gradually reappears in the form of crystals. With
potassium platinocyanid, a white, crystalline precipi-
tate. With potassium-cadmium iodid, a white, floccu-

leut precipitate. With potassium indliydrargyratc, a

tine, wdiile precipitate. With phosphomolyhdic acid, a

yellnwisii-white precipitate. With ]iicrie acid, a yellow
precipitate, which gradually becomes crystalline. With
tannic acid, an abundant, white precipitate.
Faiukk of DKiKCTnjN.—The reactions of strychnin

are clearly deliued, and it is dillicult 10 suppose a case of
death from the effects of this poison in which a properly
comhicled analysis would not reveal the presence of the
alkaloid in the cadaver. It is unquestionable that death

may result from the action of certain corrosives an<l

poisons, without any trace of the substance remaining
in the body after death. In cases in which a mineral acid
or alkali destroys life by starvati<ni, weeks or months
after the corrosive has been taken, and in cases of death
from digitalis, on the fifth or sixth day, the ageni which
was the remotecause of death has been eliminated before
the fatal termination, and cons(Hiuenlly will not be de-

tectable by analysis. The duration of a fatal case of

strychnin-poi.soning is, however, so short (the maximum
lapse of time being six and a half hours, and the average
less than one hour from Ihe taking of the poison) that
it is, to say the least, highly improbable that a per.son
should die from the effects of this poison and no trace of
it remain in Ihe body.
Yet cases have occurred in which death has been un-

doubtedly due to strj'chnin, and an analysis has never-

theless failed to reveal the presence of the alkaloid in the
cadaver. An historical instance is the case of Palmer,
tried in London in IS.jO, in which Professor Taylor, who
made the analy.sis, did not obtain chemical evidence of the

presence of strychnin, altlioiigh tlie deceased. Cook, was
seized with violent tetanic convulsions fifty-five minutes
after taking the poison, and died in aliout fifteen min-
utes thereafter. The failure of this analysis (for such it

must be considered, as complete elimination in so slun-t a
time is not possible) was the subject of much bitter con-

troversy, and seems to have permanently warped the
mind of Dr. Taylor on the subject of chemico legal evi-

dence. It was due to (wo causes, lotli avoidalile. The
auto])sy was <'on(luetcd without the comnionest precau-
tions neeessiiry in such cases. The defemlant was pres-
ent, and accidentally ('/) caused the loss of the contents
of the stomach ; and the solid viscira were only obtained
for analysis al a later date. But the loss of the contents
of the stomach, although they probably contained strych-
nin in larger quantity than the tissues, would not have
caused complete failure of the analysis had Ihe analytical
processes been jiroperly conducted.
When the amount of strychnin present is large, posi-

tive reactions may be obtained even in the unpuritied
residues; but when the amount is smidl, as it must neces-

sarily be when absorbed, it is imjierative that the alka-
loid be freed from other substances as eomplelely as pos-
sible before the tests are applied.
Influence op Putuef.vction.—Strychnin is one of

the most stable of tho alkaloids, and remains unaltered
in contact with putrefying animal substances for a long
time. Cloetta obtained distinct reactions from viscera

containing strjx'hiiin which had been buried three, six,

and eleven and a half months {Arch. f. puth. Anal., Bd.
XXV., p. 369). Rieckher {Zcitseh. f. anal. Chem., vii.,

400) ilemonstrated the presence of stiyclmin in a mass of

heart, lung, and liver exposed to the ordinary variations
of temperature, with which it had been mixed eleven

years previously. {Sec I'toiita'ins, Vol. VI., p. 792).

U'lilolph A. M'itthans.

STRYKER MINERAL SPRINGS.—Williams Countv,
Ohio.

Post-Office.—Stryker. Visitors received in private
families.

The village of Stryker is located on the Air Line
division of the Lake Shore ai;d Jlichigan Southern
Railroad. The sinings are pleasantly located in the vil-

lage. They have been allowed to languish somewhal,
but we are informed that they have recently passed inlo

the hands of Dr. C. F. Jligniu. who proposes to repair
and refit the bath-houses, with the intention of establish-

ing a first-cla.ss sanitarium. The following analysis of

the water was made in 1870 by S. H. Douglas, analytical
chemist;
One United States gallon contains (solids): Calcium

bicarbonate, gr. ().S.80; iron bicarbonate, gr. 9.93; jiotas-
sium sulphate, gr. 18.~).34; .sodium chloride, gr. 231.86;

magnesium chloride, gr. 118.96; silica, gr. 3.63; hydro-
sulphuric acid, gr. 4.49; total, 621.51 grains.

This water is very rich in valuable chemical com-

pounds. It possesses an exceptionally large quantity
of potassium sulidiate, which with chloride of mag-
nesium gives it elhcienl laxative and calhartic jiroper-
lies. The water is also a ri<'h chalybeate, and should be
valuable in aiucmic and dcbililaled states, csjiecially
when attended by sluggishness of the liver and constipa-
tion. James K. Crook.

STYPTICIN, cotarnine hydrochloride {C,.,HnNOs.-
ilCllI^Oi. obiained by the oxidatiini of narcotiiie. an

opium alkaloid, occurs in liilter yellow crystals which
are soluble in water and alcohol. The .solutions slowly
darken on exiiosuie to light. Chemicall}' it differs but

slightly fioin hydraslinine hydrochloride (d lll|,N02.-

lI('l.ll.JO) ; and clinically it exerts a similar action on
uterine hemorrhage.

Falk, of the Pharmacological Institute of Berlin, states
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that it paralyzes the motor cells of the spinal cord, is

mildly narcotic, and stimulates |)cristalsis. It has no
direct clVcct upon the circulation and is depressing to

respiration, death beinj; due to respiratory ]iaralysis.
Housse and Walton, Marl'ori, ami iil hers, however, as-

sert that it stimulates tiic lieart, and that it controls

hemorrhage by vasoconstriction. It does not coagulate
the blood. As to its ellect 1)11 uterini^ contraction there

are eontlictiug statements, MacNaughton Jones and a few
other writers believing it contraindicalcd in jiregnancy,
while d'Alessandro, Beadles, and many other obsletri-

cian.s, have found it most uscfid in threatened abortion.
The oidy use of .stypticin is to control licmorrhage. and

the conditions in which it is especially iiK'.icated are:

menorrliagia, puerperal heuKUThage, sul)involution. cli-

macteric heniorrhage and hemorrhage dependent upon
peri-utcrinc or adnexit 1 disease. Boldt recommends it

highly in the profuse and irregular menstruation of

virgins in whom there is no detectable pathological
lesion. In hypertrophic endometritis and uterine tibroid

it seems to act successfully in only a limited number of

cases, though in the latter condition II. D. Ingraham
found it better tlian ergot, hydrastis or thyroid, and Mac-

Naughton-Joncs writes: "The hemorrhages in which it

proves of most service are those due to uterine interstitial

fibroid," . . . etc. The drug lias been given with

apparent good result in h;vmo|itysis, lia;matemesis,
ha'maturia, and the menstrual neuroses.

The dose is 0.03-0.06 gm. (gr. ^-i.) several times a

day in pearl, capsule, or solution. In menorrliagia the

larger dose is given for two or three days before the

expected menstruation. The only ill clTects noted by
Goldschmidt from a dose of 0.03-0.06 gm. (gr. ss.-i) eveiy
two or three hours for a week, were nausea, and heavi-

ness and constriction in the stomach. Where a prompt
effect is desired 2c.c. (tii.\.\x) of the ten-percent, solution

may be administered hypodermatically in the gluteal

region. The injection is non-irritating (d'Alessandro).

Locally stypticin has been a])plied to the cavity of

the uterus and to bleeding tooth cavities; and it is used
in rectal hemorrhage, nosebleed, and following small

ojierations. A very useful form for local employment is

the stypticin-gauze or stj'pticiu-cotton, made by soaking
the gauze or cotton in a teuto-tifty-per-cent. solution of

stypticin and allowing it to dry. W. A. Bastedo,

STYPTICS. See Hmnostatics.

STYRON, i)henyl-allyl alcohol, (CHsCILCH.CH.,.-
OH), is a thick brown oily fluid, used as an antiseptic and
deodorizer. 11'. A. Bastedo.

SUBARACHNOID COCAINE INJECTIONS. See <S/ii-

TKil Cwdiitizittion and Luiabar Puncture.

SUBLAMINE, ethylene diamine mercury sulphate, is a
rod, very soluble salt iif mercury, which is emploj'ed as

a non-irritant antiseptic substitute for corrosive subli-

mate. It is not decomposed by soap, does not readily

coagulate albumen, and does not harden the skin; yet
many experiments have shown it to possess marked bac-

tericidal jiroperties, with a greater penetrating power
than has mercuric bichloride. Being non-irritating, it

may be used in concentrated solution. Bischof, Swin-
burne, Dunlap, Reineke, and man)- others have spoken
highly of its advantages in general surgery. Moir has

employed it as a vaginal douche. It is ordinarily used
in the same strength as the bichloride.

The ethylene (liamine mercury citrate has practically
the same ludperties. but is a liquid. It is used by Zwei-
fel in his obstetric wards, and by Kronig and liy Blum-
berg in gynecology. 11'. -•!. Baxtedo.

SUCCUS ENTERICIIS. -This lluid is the secreti(m of
till' minute glands pnseiit in the wall of the small intes-

tine, and it is probably furnished ehielly by the cells of
the glands of Licberkuhn. It was first obtained in a

pure condition by Thiry, who employed for this purpose

an artificial tube of intestine prejjared by cutting across
the small intestine at two points about 20 to 30 cm. apart,
without interfering with the mesentery, restoring the

continuity of the intestine bj' stitching the upper border
of the upper incision to the lower border of the lower
incision, ami then, after closing the lower end of the iso-

lated piirticin of gut, attaching the ujiper end of it to the
abdominal wound. In this way a living test tube of in-

testine is obtained, in which the effects of stimuhiliou

upon the secretion can also be studied. This procedure
was later moililied bj- Vella, who left liothendsof the iso-

lated piece of gut open and attached to the abdominal
incision. A fistula obtained by the latter method is com-

monly called a Thiry -Vella listula, and is the form now
usually employed in experimental work.

(.)pport unity has also been taken by clinicians of

studying the suecus cntericus in man, in cases in which
accidental isolation of loops of gut has occurred.
A different method of observation was introduced by

Hermann, who closed both ends of the isolated loop so as
to form a ring and then restored it to the abdomen and
examined it after several days had elaiised. Volt has
also used a similar method, merely suturing the two ends
of the loop up and then leidacing in the abdomen. In
both modes of experiment the continuity of the shortened

gut is of cour.se restored, as in making a Thiry-Vella
fistula.

Such isolated loops left in the intf'Stine for some days
are found to be filled with a solid core of a yellowish-
gray color, consisting of inspissated suecus entericus and
debris of intestinal cells; it also yields a large amount of
ethereal extractives which probably- are produced in the

degenerative changes of the intestinal mucous membrane.
The suecus entericus .secreted into a Thiry-Vella fistula

has frequently been described ; it is a limpid, opalescent,

light-yellow-colored fluid, of strongly alkaline reaction,
and effervesces on the addition of acids. It contains

coagulalile proteid and mucin. It is yielded more abun-

dantly by the lower part of the small intestine than by the

upper, and it is stated that the more copious secretion of
the lower end contains less mucin.
Human suecus entericus has been investigated by

Tubby and Manning, who obtained an average daily
yield of 27 c.c. during a period of some mouths from a
length of three and one-half inches of gut situated eight
inches above the ileo-ca'cal valve. This fluid was opal-
escent, brown in color, and strongly alkaline to litmus.
It contained proteid, and ilid not reduce Fehling's solu-

tion, or give any color tes's with iodine. The presence
of lactates was shown by increase in color of very dilute
ferric chloride solution and by a positive effect with
Uffelmaiin's reagent.

It inverted both cane sugar and maltose, and had a
certain amount of diastatic action upon starch. Th(/

inverting ferment present in the juice adhered mecJiani-

cally to the mucin, which was often thrown out of solu-
tion.

All authors are agreed as to the ]iresence of an invert-

ing enzyme for disaccharides, but some deny a diastjitic

action on starch, and there is little doubt that the action
here is much feebler than that of the absorbing intestinal
cells. Thus Riihinann found that starch disappears from
a Thiry-Vella fistula much more rapidity than could be
accounted for by the feeble aetiiui of the suecus enteri-
cus. and Broun and Heron state tliat the dried mucous
niembranc hydrolyzes starch much iiuu-e rapidly than do
clear watery infusions of the mucous membrane.
The conditions of secretion appear to vary in different

animals; thus in the sheep, according to Pregl, secretion
occurs continually, although it is augmented in the first

two or three hours after a meal, while in dogs in which
Ustuhe have been established little secretion occurs ex-

cept when the intestine is stimulated. The taking of food
acts as a reflex stimulus, as do also mechanical or electri-

cal stimuli when applied directly to the mucous mem-
brane. The introduction of such substances as starch,

sugar, or peptone also evokes a secretion. Certain drugs,
such as pilocarpine, also cause a secretion.
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If all the nervous connections of ii loop of gut arc sev-

ered, it lias been shown that this hceonics distended by
secretion; but if the inferior j;aiisrlia of the solar plexus
and tlieir connections on the superior mesenteric artery
are left in connection with the gut this paralytic secre-

tion does not take place.
It lias reeenlly lieen shown that the succus entericus

contains, in addition to the digestive enzymes above nien-

liniii-il. others of a peculiar and interesting type.
Thus Cohuheiiu lias shown that it cnntaius an en/yme

which he has named ere/mii. which possesses the power
of converting albunioses and peptones into amido-aeids
which no longer give the biuret reaction. The jiresence
of this enzyme would appear to furnish a, safeguard
against the loading up of the organism by excess of

digested proteids which could not be dealt with by the

alisorliiiig cells.

A still more interesting enzyme is that named CH^fJTO-

Ai/ii"<f by its discoverer Pawlow.
It would appear from these researches that the greater

part of the proteolytic enzyme of the jiancreatic juice is

discharged into the intestine in the inert form of tryp-

sinogen. and that this enzyme, enterokinase, which is

liresent in the siu-cus entericus, possesses the power of

converting the trypsinogen into trypsin.
The experimental basis for this view is that pancreatic

juice alone is almost inert with regard to proteids. so

also is succus entericus; but if the two liuids be mixed,
an energetic action at once commences. This power of

conferring activity upon the pancreatic juice is lost if

the succus entericus has been previously boiled. Ex-
tracts of the intestinal mucous membrane also confer ac-

tivity ui>ou inactive pancreati<- juice.

Benjamin Moore.

SUCRAMINE i- a soluble ammonium salt of saccharin.

W. A. Busledo.

S[i£T.—i Sri- urn. U. S. P.; Seimm rrivpanitun, 15. P.;
tkhinu Ocile. P. G. ; Siiif de Mnnton, Codex Med. ; mut-
ton suet, mutton tallow. The Codex also recognizes the
similar pro<iu('t of the ox, Suif de Jkfuf. Siiif de Veaii,
!is well as the marrow, }fi/eUe de Ba-uf.) The part of the

animal taken fur suet is the same that yields the hardest

and best lard, or beef tallow, namely, the thick mass of
fat lying along the loins and surrounding the kidneys.
The whole tissue is suet; the fat melted out and purified
is tallow.

The preparation of suet is exceedingly .simple, although
not always carefully iierforined. It consists in fiist

cleaning the suet from connective tissue, vessels, blood,

etc., then cutting it in small pieces and washing in cold

water, or allowing it to soak for a few hours in water;
then it is boiled with a little water until the tissue is

broken up, strained, and poured away to cool; the last

portion of water is then removed by prolonged, moder-
ate heat, which should not be allowed to rise above the

boiling point of water. In the laboratory the steam ket-

tles otVer the most perfect means of "trying out" hird

and tallow.

Mutton suet lias no medicinal properties not common
also to the other animal fats, excepting greater hardness,
a higher melting point, and perhaps superior keeping
qualities to most of them. It consists of tli<' usual glyc-
erin fats, Ktearin, palinitin. olcin. etc., with the former
in excess, and the latter at a minimum. The pliarma-
copceial description is as follows;

A white, solid fat. nearly inodorous, and having a
bland taste when fresh, but becoming rancid on pro-
longed exposure to the air.

Insoluble in water or cold alcohol; soluble in forty-
four parts of boiling alcohol, in about sixty parts of

e'her, and slowly in two parts of benziii. From its

solution in the latter, kept in a stoppered tlask, it slowly
separates in a crystalline form on standing.
An alcoholic solution of suet is neutral or has only a

sliglitly acid reaction to litmus paper moistened with
alcohol.

Suet melts between 45° and 50' C. (113° and 122° F.),
and congeals between 37° and 40° C. (98.6° and 104°

F.).

Suet forms about one-fourth of mercurial ointment and
one-half of tar ointment. It is also an extensively used
domestic cerate.

Ai.i.inD SriiSTANCES.—Numerous fats of domestic and
wild animals are in common household estimation for
one purpose or aimllier. with very little real dillVience
from each other excc|it in odor and hardness. Goose
chicken, and .skunk oils are extensively used in country
families all over New Kiigland. Something more di.s-

tinclive, and having jieculiar claims to attention, are the

preparations of grease olitained from the wool of .sheep,
for which see Lunolinuin. If. /*. Bulles.

%\iG\K—{Cane Sugar, .S«f^/(((Ci/»i—C,Jl2=0„ = 341.2,
U. S., Ger., tstccharvnt Purificatiim, Br,, /Sucrose, Sac-

cJiurose.)

Tlie refined sugar obtained from Sacc/iarum ojficinariim
L. and from various species or varieties of Si/rg/ium
(fam. Gramineo'); also from one or more varieties of
Beta vulgaris L. (fam. Chenopodiaeea>).
Common sugar is one of a group of similar substances

formed in jilants and animals, distinguished by their

sweetness, solubility in water and diluted alcohol, and
insolubility in ether. Like .starch, their function in the

plant is nutritive. They represent carbohydrate nutri-

ment, in a condition ready for use, as starch re])resents
it in a condition for permanent storage, and they rejjre-
sent the latter substance in a transformed condition.
Cane sugar is very widely distributed in the vegetable
kingdom, being the variety generally characteristic of
stems and routs. In a few plants the percentage is so

large as to remler the jirocess of extraction and retiniug
commercially profitable. The more important sources
are as follows:

Saechanini ojfjriuaniin L., the sugar cane, native of
Southern Asia and cultivated in all tropical countries, is

the most important. The yield of sugar from a good
article is from tifteen to eighteen per cent. Comparatively
recent operations in the development of new varieties

from seed have resulted in the ])roduction of a much
greater yield (up to nearly twenty-five per cent.), and
the seedlings are in many cases far more vigorous and
better capable of resisting disease than the old varieties,
which were wholly the product of stem propagation.

Beta riilgaris L. (fam. Cliennpudiacea) yields a number
of varieties collectively known as sugar beet, which are

especially rich in sugar, yielding upward of twelve per
cent. For a long time the lu'oduction of beet sugar was
little more than an experiment, but recently the industry
has made great strides and beet sugar has come to be "a

very formidable rival of that from the sugar cane.
Acer Saccharum JIarsh. (.1. saccharinum Wang.^non

L, ; A. harbatiim Mich.), the sugar or rock maple of
Eastern and Central North America, is next in imjior-
tance to the above as a sugar producer in the United
States. Maple sugar, as it is called, especially when
somewhat imperfectly refined, possesses a iieculiar flavor,
aside from its sweetness, in which it ditTcrs from the other
varieties of sugar here considered. This fiavor, while not

alTecting its medicinal or pharmaceutical jiroperties, ren-

ders it a great favorite with many jiersons for table use.

Sorghuni sugar, formerly a very important article of

domestic manufacture in the Central United Slates, has
declined greatly in production, owing to the increasing
cheapness of sugar cane and beet sugars. It is the prod-
uct of .S rulgare Pers. (Andropogun Sirghum Brop. ; ^4.

satirus Hack.), of which there are many varieties. It is

believed that broom-corn is merely a variety of the same
plant. That which yields sugar is distinguished as car.

sacc/iaratuni (L.) Gray. (Ilolrtis s.— L. ; Andropogon s.—
Roxb.). This jilant is often kiSiwn as iliinene sugar
cane. In lro])ical Asia and in otlier tropical countries
considerable <piaiilities of sugar arc manufactured from

Saguerus Hiiin/Jiii Koxb. (N. sacrharifi r HI), often

known as the sugar 2>alm, from other species of palms
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and various other plants; but these products are rarely
if ever articles of connnerce in this country.
The oHicial sugar is Unis described :

White, dry, hard, distinctly crystalline granules, odor-

less, and having a purely sweet taste. Permanent iu the

air.

Soluble, at 15' C. (o9' F.), iu 0..j part of water and in

175 parts of alcohol ; in 0.2 part of lioiling water and in

28 parts of boiling alcohol: also sohdile in 80 parts of

boiling, absolute alcobul, but insoluble in ether, chloro-

form, or carbon disulphide.
The aqueous solution, saturated at 15° C. (59° F.), has

the spccitic gravity 1.345, and is miscible with water in

all proportions.
The aqueous or alcoholic solution of sugar is neutral

to litnuis paper.
Both the aqueous and the alcoholic solution of sugar

should be clear and transjiarent. When kept in large,
well-closed, and comiilctel}' tilled bottles, the solutions

should not de]iosit a sediment on prolonged standing
(absence of iiinuliiMe s<dts, ultramarine ; Prussian blue,

etc.).

If 1 gm. of sugar be dissolved iu 10 e.c. of boiling
water, the solution mi.xed with four or live drops of

silver nitrate T.S., then about 2 c.c. of ammonia water

added, and the liquid quickly brought to the boiling point,
not more than a slight coloration, but no black ])recipitate,
should appear in the liquid after standing at rest for live

minutes (absence of grape-sugar, or of more than a slight
amount of inrerted sugar).

PnEi'.\u.\TroN.—The essential features of the manufac-
ture of sugar are the rapid expression of the juice, the

separation of impurities by various methods, partly me-
chanical and partly by precipitiition, the evai)oration of

the water by boiling, the separation of the mother liquor
or molasses (described below) and the crude sugar, and
the refining and cr3'stallization of the latter. These
several processes may be i^erformed by vai'ious methods.

Altho\igli such modifications are frequently very slight,
from a theoretical standpoint some of those of modern
introduction are of so great an economic importance that

they have completely revolutionized the industry, and
their introduction into certain countries and not into

others has even resulted in the complete ruin of the in-

dustry in the latter places. One of the most important
of these series of modifications consists iu the better use
of lime or other alkalies for the purpose of neutralizing
the acids present, which, under tlic intluence of the heat
in boiling, were formerly responsiljle for heavy losses iu

the yield of sugar through its conversion into invert

sugar.
The large number of commercial varieties of I'efined

sugar, depending as they do chieHy upon the degree of

purification, the form and size of the crystals and of the

fragments, the processes of powdering, coloring, and so

on, are merely incidental and without pharmaceutical or
medicinal interest. There are, however, certain of the

sugar products wliich differ enough from ordinary crys-
tallized sugar to be worthy of mention.

Barley sugar (S<^ee/iaruui /lortleatum) is sugar brought
into the condition of a transparent, non-crystalline, yel-
lowish body, as a result of melting and cooling. In this

condition its taste is markedly different from that of Die

crystalline substance.
C'arauiel is an empyreumatic product made by keeping

sugar at a temperature of 180' to 200' C. (356' to 392' FJ
until it turns brown anil loses two molecules of water.
Caramel possesses a peculiar odor and taste, as well as a

brown color, and is chieHy used for coloring purposes
It can, however, be decolorized, this product having
been named earamelan.

Inrcrt sugar is produced from ordinary sugar by vari-

ous melhoils, most readily llirougb the action of dilute

acids under the intluence of heat. It can also take place
as a result of the jirolonged action of heat alone upon a

mi.xture of sugar and water. Invert sugar is a mixture
of the two products dextrose anil Icvulose, the latter not

being capable of crystallization.

Rock enndy is a very pure form of sugar, made to form
in very large crystals.
The behavior"of sugar under the action of certain fer-

nicnts will be found considered under alcohol. Other
changes produced in it are considered under the subject
of digestion.

AcTio.N AND UsK.—Sugar has been known from a very
remote period iu India, where the cane has been used as
food from jirehistoric times. It found its way into Eu-
rope about the beginning of the Christian era, probably
as a natural exudation, like manna, from the wounded
canes. It was originally an expensive rarity in Europe
and used only as a medicine or luxury. Its general use
there as a food dates back only two or three hundred
years. Even at the present time, its consumption as a
food is continually increasing ujion a vast scale, partly
because of the extension of its uses for preserving pur-
poses, but chiefly on account of the contiiuied cheapening
of its price. It has no medicinal inip<irtance except for

its slight expectorant properties (.see below, luider Molas-

ses). Certain niorl.iid conditions induced by its excessive
or improper use are very general. Undouhtcdly the hu-
man race would be far better off, so far as healih is con-

cerned, if the use of pine glucose could be generally sub-
stituted for that of cane sugar.

In pharmacy, the uses of sugar are varied, extensive,
and highly important. As a preserver of some unstable

chemicals, like iodide and suboxide of iron, fruit juiee.s,
and other perishable vegetable an.! animal products, it is

invaluable. Mixed with water, it becomes a preservative
solvent for many drugs, though if its strength be too

greatly reduced it becomes readily fermentable. Its con-
sistence frequently gives required body to preparations,
and its taste is of the greatest value in many of its uses
as an adjuvant. Finally, it is of great use as a coating
for i)ills.

The only oflicial preparation of sugar itself is Simple
Siirup (Syrupus, U. S P.), made by dissolving 850 gm. of

coarsely jiowdered sugar in enough distilled water to

make 1.000 c.c. It may also be made liy the jiercolation
of distilled water through sugar. Other oflicial and un-
official syru]is are to be regarded rather as syrupy- prepa-
rations of tlie drugs themselves than as pi'eparations of

sugar.
Ol/ier Sugars.—Other kiudsof sugar, animal and vege-

table, will be found described in this work under the
titles Glucose, llnuij, Mauiia, Milk, Sugar of, as well as
in connection with the liver, diabetes, etc.

Molasses or treacle is the mother liquor remaining after
the separation of all the sugar which can be caused to

crystallize after the boiling down of the prepared juice
of the plant. The varying color, odor, flavor, and con-
sistence of different varieties and grades of molasses de-

pend partly upon the amount of sugar left in it. the

degree of refinement and cleanliness observed in its

preparation, and more or less purification to which it

may be subjected. The practice prevails very largely
at the present time of making molasses out of glucose,
the latter chiefly manufactured from Indian corn, or of

adding such glucose to uatural molasses. Syrup, sugar-
house syrup, or crystal drips, is a product of the tfual

draining to which refined sugar is subjected.
In the household, the different varieties of molasses are

credited with important and varied medicinal jiropcrties.
Doubtless molasses or syrup has quite an important
action in relieving an irritable cough, and many of the

popular proprietary cough syrups probably owe the
most of whatever value tbey possess to the influence of
the syrup which they contain. Henry II. Uusby.

SUGARINE, methyl-benzoyl-sullimid, methyl-saccha-
rine, is a compound said to have five hundred times the

sweetening power of sugar. 11'. .1. Bantedo.

SUGGILLATION (more \^mxicv\y sugillation, from sugil-

hire, to beat lilack and blue).— In"the older literature this

term is used to designate superficial areas of discoloration,
as black and blue spots, ecchymoses, hypera^mic spots,
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livid marks or patches, or various spots ofciirring in the

skill iti (lilTcimt diseases. The iiatelu-s of discoloration

ill the sliin of the cadaver due to postmortem livpostasis
or incipient putrefaction were likewise tcniied sujrgilla-

tions (sugillatiii). .^lore recently, tlirough the iiiHuenee

of the German .school, the term has come to be aiiplied to

liemorrliases into or beneath the tissues, of a larger size

tliau ecchyinoses; and with this u.sage there is also con-

veyed the idea of a. sufi'iisoin of the tissues with blood.

Tlie term is, therefore, used interchangeably with blood;/

niijf'uxioii, and is applied to more or less flattened, diffuse

swellings of the skin due to hemorrhage into tlie subcu-

taneous tissues, or to similar hemorrhages occurring in

other loose tissues. A suggillatiouis distinguished from
a luematiiina by the fact that in the former tlie ti.ssues are

intiltraled with lilooil but not torn apart so as to form a

distinct cavity tilled with blood. .Suggillations are usu-

ally due to direct trauma, but occur in cases of both con-

genital and acquired luemophilia. In the latter case they
may result from the changes produced in the blood-

vessel walls through into.vication or infection. Suggilla-
tions of the skin may take jilace in pernicious ana'niia,

leukaMiiia, sepsis, chronic icterus, and in the liemorrhagic
formsof tile acute infections. lutyphoid fever suggilla-
tions of the abdominal recti may occur as the result of

extensive parenchymatous changes (Zenker's necrosis) in

the muscle. Tlu' sei|Uclie of suggillation are similar to

those of luematoma—absorption, organization, or C3'St
formation. Altlfed iSe/jtt Wtirt/n'ii.

SUICIDE.—The term suicide, to express theact of self-

destruction, was probably first employed by Desfontains
in the last century. It is derived from the Latin words
«!a' (self) and c<n?(7V' (to kill). (Synonyms; Fr., f^iiicidc ;

Gl-v., Selbutmorel ; \i., Suicidio ; hega}, Felo de se. Other

rarely employed terms are: Gr., avroxtipin; and Lat ,

Pfopriiridium .)

Suicide is a voluntary human act of self-destruction,

and it is claimed by some wi-itei-s that the act is always
due to some disorder of the mind at the moment of its

accomplishment.
HisTouv.—From the earliest times of which we have

record the custom of self-destruction has existed to a

greater or less degree, and it would appear that the peo-

ples of antiquity were so taught by tlieir religion tliat

they C(uild look upon the act as logical, and perform it

with stoicism.

The religion of Brahma justifies suicide, and looks

upon it. under certain conditions, as an hcmorable and

praiseworthy act, which is often solemnized in a public
manner. Fanatics in India, who believe in the trans-

migration of souls, .seek an improvement in their con-
dition and a freedom from present ills by courting
death. The Brahmins have in a great measure given
up their terrilile custom of prostrating themseh'es be-

fore the car of their gigantic idol Juggernaut, to be
crushed to death. Still they occasionally do it, and the
women throw themselves upon the funeral pyres of
their husbands.

Although held in honor among the people of the

Orient, it wasalways rare in Persia, and is an exceptional
occurrence among the Turks. The teachings of the
Koran are opposed to it. Jlohammed forbade it, and
inculcated a spirit of patience in adversity. Here, too,

the belief in fatalism probably exercised a marked influ-

ence, and the people were not given to philosophic
thought, as were those of Greece, where many great men
have sought death at their own hands.
When circumstances warranted the act, it was con-

sidered, in ancient Greece, a virtue for men to destroy
themselves, thus escaping human ills, and, as they sup-
poseil, ameliorating their condition.

According to Legoyt,' Strabo relates as an historical

fact that the inhabitants of Ihe Isle of Ceos, in the Gre-
cian Archipelago, poisoned themselves after reaching the

age of .sixty, so that tlie younger could have greater
abundance; and Montaigne says that the senate of Mai-

seilles, which then belonged to Greece, placed poison at

the disposition of those who wished to commit suicide,
when their motives were approved of.

The Hebrews, it would appear, scarcely knew suicide,
and few cases are recorded. The Bible gives accounts of
the self-destruction of Samson, Eleazar, Saul, Judas, and
others.

The Celts were taught the immortality of the soul and
their divine origin; still, suicide for the old and Inlirm
was encouraged.
At Rome we find many noted suicides recorded, includ-

ing that of Junius Brians, and under the reign of Tibe-
rius tliey ap|)ear to have increased in frequency. From
the fifth to the twelfth centuries suicide almost wholly
disajipeared, but in the next century revolutionar}' ideas

prevailed, and the previous influence of the Christian re-

ligion was ,so far lost that all classes of society sulTercd
from a revival of suicide. Jews now resorted tQ it freely
as a means of escape from hardships and to avoid dis-

loyalty to their faith.

A decided increase is noted from the beginning of the
sixteentli century, due to a disregard for religion and a
revival of customs of antiquity.

In China and Japan men of honor have long resorted
to .self-inflicted death.

In Africa it was not rare for individuals and whole
bodies of men to commit suicide, and Carthaginian gen-
erals often destroyed themselves after defeat.

The increa.se of suicide in civilized countries during the

present century is shown by carefully gathered statistics,

and conceded by most writers.

St.\ti.stics of suicide began to be systematically col-

lected and studied only in the last century, otticial sta-

tistics being published in several European countries

duiing the first twenty years of the century.
In Captain Graunt's "Bills of Mortality," published in

1665, it appears that 222 persons "hanged or made away
with themselves" in the twenty years 1629-38 and 1647-
58. This number, however, does not probabl}' represent
all the suicides, since there were probably a consider-

able number among the 827 regi.stered as drowned,
2-l;5 fomid dead in the streets, and 14 poisoned. He
estimated the population of London at that time as
about 46lJ.0Utl.5«

The following figures from the registrar-general's re-

port for 1900 show that t!ie suicide rate in England is in-

creasing with a comparative degree of regularity :

'

SnriDES Per Million Living, England and Wales, ix Fivk-
YEAK PERIODS.

Rate
per million.

1861-188,5 65,2
1866-1870 66.4
18TI-18-S 66.0
1876-1880 73.6

Rate
per nillllon.

1881-188,') 74.8
1886-189(1 78.4
1891-189,'; 88.6
1896-1900 89.-'

The following table presents the death rates from sui-

cide per million inhabitants in the principal countries of

Europe, and a few other countries, and in the six New
England States:

Death Rates drom Suicide l^

LION 1XHABITANT.S, 1.S80-18R6;
VEAR 18S4.

Different Countries per Mii.-

1887-1893; AND FOR the .SINCil.K

Italy
Franre
Eriplaiui and Wales
Seutland
Ireland
German Empire —
Bavaria
Sa.\<iny
.\ustria

Swltz<Tland
lieltrliini

lUillauU

Estimated
populatinn

ill IS94.

Deaths frcm Suicide per
Million I.vhabitants.

1880-1886. 188--1S!B,

47
UW
76
54
22

248
KM
375
164

2:17

lOti

.S4

227
82
57
25

20(i

l:«)

324
161

219
12,')

.59

1894.

56
?

91
62
30

217
i;i6

313
tl.it
235
133
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Death Ratks from Suicide.—Continued.

Countries.

Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Russia (Europe;
Poland
Spain
Uruguay
Arsrentlne Republic. . .

Japan

New England States.

Mas.saehusetts
Rliode Island
Vermont
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Maine

Estimated
population
In 1891.

4,8r-,),lSJ

2,030,00()

2,259,500
91,248,463
9.152,830

17,247,738
776,314

4,750,000
41,810,202

2,445,6(H
378,720
336,910
811,100
390,.5.53

674,450

Deaths from Si'icide per
Mll.LIO.N I.VHABITANTS.

1880-1886. 1887-1893. 189J

67
236
31

23
29
43
13

15'J

72
91

'106
*88

125
64

2.1 1

31
24
21
tH
19

96
68
81
128
98

+ 88

1.38

70
255
31

24

1894-1!1(K1.

116
103
90
116
lUl

«99

»
1883-1886, lour years only.

tl896.

+ 1892-1893, two years only.

S 1894-1899.

By the foregoing table it appears tliat suicides have
increased iu the greater number of countries sliown in tlie

table, but the length of time cannot be deemed to be suf-
ficient to make the figures conclusive.'' "

F. L. Iloflmann, in a study of the subject, found that
the rate had increased, in fiftv cities of the United States,
from 120 per l.OUO.OOO in 1890 to 1G6 in 1901. »

The rate differs in these cities from a maximum of 499

Iier 1,000.000 in San Francisco to 29 in Fall Kiver.«
The following list presents the suicide rates per million

inhabitants in the vear 1900 for cities having a population
of more than 200,000:

Suicides
Cities. per million

in 1900.

New York 221

Chicago 310

Philadelphia 114
St. Louis 236
Boston 133
Baltimore 123
Cleveland 149
Buffalo 113
San Francisco 499
Cincinnati 133

, Suicides
Cities. per million

in ItHX).

Pittsburg 131
New Orleans 139
Detroit 119
Milwaukee 207

Washington, D. C 104
Newark 191

Jersey City ]6.">

Louisville 98

Minneapolis 99

The following table presents the suicides for London.
Berlin, Paris, Vienna, and Budapest:

Cities.
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liavf bfi-'U the cause of a iiiental alicrnitioii whose liist

outwaril sijru has been tlie suicidal atu-iiipt.

Hatunioiid says:'" "Closely allied to emotional homi-

cidal imjuilse is that form of mental derangement which
consists in an cmntinnnl inijiiilxt to t/ic pi)'jietr<ilioii of s)ii-

eide. The conditions may coexist. In some cases the

conlemplalion of the act is attended with feelings of

[ileasuie. He is neither governed by delusions nor by
logical reasons. He is actuated by a passion which it is

pleasant for him to gratify. When the imimlse has

passed, he looks back upon it with horror, and. shudder-

ing at the escape he has made, perhaps seeks medical
advice."

Automatic suicide, or suicide by impulse, is closely
allied to that of the insane, and, like it, occurs without

apparent cause—the sight of a weapon, the finding of

oni!'s self ujiop. a height or by the river's side, or favor-

ably situated for the accomijlishnient of the act, being
sullicient for the atlempt. In iiou-success the circum-

stances of thea<'t are more or less confused in the sui-

cide's mind, and the only .safety for those thus impelled
is to hasten from the scene. Some persons, appearing to

be conscious of this outward influence, avoid suggestive
situations, and, feeling themselves powerless to resist,

ask that precautions be taken to prevent the act.

Suicide liy siifjyi'xtioii is \\ell illustrated in a personal
experience of Sir Charles Bell, when surgeon of the Mid-
dlesex Hospital, which is related by W.ynter." While

being shaved, he told his barber of an operation he luul

just performed on a man who had made an unsuccessful

attempt to cut his throat, and explained the anatomical
reasons for the failure. The barber, excusing himself,
went into an adjoining room, and was found a few
moments later with his throat cut iu the proper auatomi-
cal situation to assure success.

Eindeinic miiciilc, due to a neuropathic state of the sys-
tem of tho.se living under the same influences, is well
known to neurologists, and many instances liave been
observed. An epidemic among the women of Miletus is

recordcii, at a time when the men were away at war,
which reached great proportions and was checked by a
decree that the naked bodies of those who killed them-
selves should be exposed in public with a rope about the
neck. In Mexico and Peru the inhabitants killed them-
selves in great munbers, it is said, after the invasion by
Spain. >Iausfeld had an epidemic in l(i97, according to

Sydenham. There was one at Versailles in 17913. and one
occurred at Kouen in 1S()(!, and at Stuttgart in 1811.

Some years ago five inmates of the Hotel des Invalides,
iu Paris, hanged themselves upon the same crossbar
within a fortnight.

l)o\diU' and miiUiple suicides are occasionally recorded.
The former usually consisting in the siiuultaneous death
3f man and wife, or two lovers or friends: the latter in

the concordance of suicide of bodies of men, such as is

said to have occurred in China among the philosophers
of the Confucius school, when de]irived of their books

by the order of the emperor Chi-Koaug-Ti.
Feif/iied Suicide.—Although the term is not a strictly

proper one. it applies to those cases occasionally met
witli in which, to excite .symiiathy, secure desired ends,
afllict friends, or for some other reason, a person makes
it appear that he lias made an attempt upon his own life.

C/iihl suicide re(|uires special notice, sini'c young chil-

dren, even as young as live years, have been known to

commit suicide for trilling cause, following impulse and
sentiment without having the restraining inlluence of
mature judgment and the power of comparison and
thought for anything beyond the |)resent.

By nature children are sensitive to slights and injus-
tice, easily depressed, fretful under restraint, and at times

revengeful. They have vivid iniaginalions, are (|uick to

imitate, but are defi'Ctive in the power to rellect and form

just conclusions. The sense of responsibility is w^anting,
so that no sooner is the act conceived than it is put into
execution.
The l)elief of Durand-Fardel," that the act of self-de-

struction is usually accomplished with much self-posses-

sion and after retleeliou, cannot apply to suicides in

childhood (see, also, under Af/e).
Suicide fot/oiriuf/ /louiicidt is not very uncommon, but

the subject is almost always melancholic. Esciuirol tells

of a Belgian woman who threw her four children into
a well and jumped iu after them. Both sexes include
their children in the death they give themselves, but
women would apjjear more inclined to this than men. In
rare cases both parents conspire to kill their children and
then themselves; such a ease is related bj' Esijuirol, and
one has receiUly occurred in Paris.

C.\rsi-:s OF Siicide.—In fornu'r times, and indeed at
the present day iu .some countries, as we have seen,
whole masses of people, as well as individuals, under the
inlluence of their religious or iihilosophic beliefs, and
following the customs of their forefathers for generations,
have iu great numbers become the subjects of .self-dc-

structi(ui. No such custom is to be found to-day in any
civilizeil country, but efforts to do away with it in India
have failed, and we must put down fanaticism as one
cause of many self intlicted deaths. No encouragement
is given to the act iu enlightened lands, but, on the con-

trary, laws, both human and divine, are strict in forbid-

ding it. Still, suicides have been shown by careful stu-

dents of the subject to be on the increase, and we
naturally inijuire what are the causes which contribute
to this state of affairs, and whv do men take their own
lives at all.

The causes are twofold: A subjective condition may
exist which predisposes the individual to the act, or his

environment maybe such as to produce an objective .state

favorable to suicide. The pathological or other subjec-
tive condition may coexist with the surroundings which
furnish the determining cause, or the one or the other

may be wanting.
I'rediiiponiiKj cinifics to suicide are quite numerotis, but

heredity is one of the most important. The transmission
of a s\ncidal tendency is an established fact of which
many instances are known to alienists, and which forms
a familiar phase of the practice of the family physician.
This transmitted tendency may lie dormant, or make

its presence suspected by the development of mental dis-

ease: or thestncide may have been looked upon for years
as one about whom there was "something strange," with-
out any actual disease or decided symptoms of nerve or

mental trouble being ajiparent.
The offspring of a suicidal parent appears to inherit a

system favorable to the development of nervous aft'ec-

tions leading to self-destruction, ami a decided tendency
appears to exist to ciinunit the act at about the same age
at which the parent died, and to use the same means;
showing that the hereditary disposition is attended with
a certain unifoiniily of action.

Kducotioit would appear to jiredispose to suicide, for it

has been conclusively shown that more attempts occur in

centres of civilization, among the best educated classes,
and in cities where, thnnigh the press, pulpit, and stage,
as well as through educational institutions proper, the
masses of the people are better infonued than those in

the country, and. as a rule, have more active miuils; but
in whom tla' conditions of life are more apt to favor a

spirit of discontent. Among savages suicide is compara-
tively rare. Among the w liites in the I'niled States, ac-

cording to the census of HM)(), the suicides were .5,340 as

compared with 14!) among the negroes, the actual death
rate from this cause being about five times as great
among the whites as among the colored."

Occupiition appears to have a predisposing influence.

Thus the trades in which the greatest number of suicides

occur are shown to be those of tailors, seamstresses, laun-

dresses, jewellers, carpenters, cooks, etc. The hardship*
of life atlcnding many of these occupations may account
for the numlier of deaths.

Wine merchants and innkeepers make large contribu-

tions to the iHunber of suicides, because their occupation
|

tends to induce excess in the use of alcohol. '

The liberal jirofessions furnish abotit one fifth of the
total number of suicides: physicians, chenu'sts, and drug-
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gists givp a liigh peiceutage, and their occupiitions may
1)(; sail! to predispose to it l)y bringing' tlieiu into such
constant and intimate relations witli poisons.

Tlie stringeney of military disfii)Iine in Germany.
Franco, and Austria has been advanced as a reason lor

the higli death rate from suieitle in tliese countries.

ilor.selli tinds the greatest number of suicides among
(l)literarj'and scieutitiomen, or brain-workers generally,

pvofessor.s, teachers, etc.; (2) the military; (3J workers in

the trades.

According to Legoyt (1856-60), the middle classes and
outcasts furnish the greatest number in France, and the

Siime is found by Block to hold true (p. 2.")1).

The ctiiidilioii (if life has its intluence as well, and those

living solitary lives, as widowers, bachelors, divorced
women, etc., are more prone to the act. By the census
of 1900 it appears that there were in that year 1.620 sui-

cides among single persons, 2,832 among the married,
560 who were widowed, and 41 who had been divorced."

lieliyioiiis Diliif.
—From a largo collection of cases in

Germany and Austria it appears that tin- suicide rate

among Catholics was 51.3 per 1,000,000 living, among
Protestants it was T9.5 per 1,000,000, and among Jews
only 20.7 per 1.000, 000.

'^

Climate and temperature in many instances undoubt-

edly contribute their share, but the attempts to re-

gard them as the main cause of a liigh percentage of

suiciiles in some countries have not been eminently suc-

cessful. The cold, rain, and fog of England have,

by various writers, been regarded as conducive to self-

destruction. Thus, Montesquieu said,
"
England is the

classic land of suicide
"

; but iu Wynter we read (" The
Borderland of Insanity," 1875), "Paris is the headciuar-
ters of self-destruction."

Putting aside the compliments that may be passed
between these two countries, we must remember that the

Esquimaux and Falkland Islanders, whose climate is in-

comparably more severe than that of either of the.se

countries, do not kill themselves.
The intiuence of climate is, ou the whole, not marked,

but excessive heat has been known to drive men to frenzy
and self-destruction. Long since it was pointed out that

the hot and dry wind of the African sirocco caused delir-

ium, tnadnoss, and many suicides.

iSensons.—In most cotuitries tlie maximum of suicides
is reached in May and June, when nature wduld seem to

be most conducive to life. In Saxony and Bavaria, how-
ever, July is the favorite month.

Authorities agree that insanity increases in tlie summer
time, and this may explain, as Wagner thought, the

greater number of sincides. Leffingwell presents a table
in which he shows that for the ten years (1878-87) the
suicides in the warm months (April-September) consti-

tuted sixty per cent, of the whole number, and those in

tlie cold months were forty per cent. A similar table for

Japan for the years 1882-85 gave the same result.'^

&.r.—In a general waj', the average of female suicides
for the United States is given as from fifteen to tliirt}'

per cent, of the whole number. In 1900, according to
the United States census, suicides of women constituted
21.5 per cent, of the whole number of suicides in the
United States. '^ Liebmau says three men kill themselves
to every woman.
The iiroporlion of women is given for Germany as

under, and for England as over, twenty per cent. As
accounting for this excess of male suicides it has been
advanced that women have less energy, less resolution.
are more governed by religious teachings, etc. The
suicides of males in England were 101 pe^' 1.000,000 in

1875 and had increased to 137 per 1.000,0(10 in 1899,
while those of females were 34 per 1.000,000 in 1875 and
had increased to 44 per 1,000,000 in 1S99.'

.i;/e.
—Considerable regularity is shown, in eacli coun-

try, in the number of suicides at each age-period of life.

From Ogle's table, as well as from those of Morselli, it is

seen that, from the tenth year on, the number of cases
rises steadily to between the ages of liftyfive and sixty-
five years ; remains almost stationary to about seventy-

five, and then decreases rapidly. It is rare before fifteen,

but, excepting the very young, it is common to all

periods of life.

The period from the twentieth to the fiftieth year has
the most instances, for it is then that men pass through
the most serious portion of their lives. It is then they
are eiigageil in the battle for existence, require more
comforts, and have most care and responsibility.

According to Ogle, 1 out of every 119 men who reach
the age of twenty ultimately dies by his own hand, and
1 out of every 312 women who have reached the age of
fifteen.

Attempts upon their own lives have been made by chil-

dren at as early an age as live years. Durand-Fardel
found one under five, and two between eight and nine.
Out of 25.760 suicides in France occurring from 1835 to
1844, he found 192 to be in persons under the age of si.x-

teen.

According to the census of 1900 the suicides in the
United States iu that year occurred as follows:"

Ages.
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an instinctive but violent dfsire to die; so strong, indeed,

is it, that no will power seems capiihle of overcoming
it. The previous iui.\iety is lost wlicu all preparations
are made and the desired end ajijiears near, and this sud-

den change to cheerfulness may give friends and attend-

ants the cue to watch for the atteni])!.

Asa rule, determined and dcliberateattemptsat suicide,

with details carefully jilanncd, indicate an unsound mind.

When the attempt has failed to cavise di'ath, it is often

found that insanity soon appears. In other cases the at-

tempt itself relieves the condition which caused it, and
death is no longer desired.

The How of blood from a razor wound, Hammond
says, may relieve tlie cerebral congestion present. In the

same way, a plunge into the cold water may result in

bringing tlie would-be suicide to a realizing sense of his

desire for life rather than for death.

Others, to assvue success, may tie their own hands and
feet together before making the ])lunge, and may even
attach weights to themselves, as in the recent case of a

j'oung actor who, before plunging into the Charles

River, in Boston, put on a heavy coat of mail; and of a
man who jumped from a Brooklyn ferryboat with lead-

pipe wound round and round the body. The possible
occurrence of such cases must be remembered in medico-

legal and coroner's investigations, and not be mistaken
for cases of murder. Financial ruin, famine, and pesti-
lence following in the train of wars, etc., liave often

resulted in great numbers of suicides, the nervous system
being over-excited.

Ih'sease, as an inciting cause of the suicidal act, is not
uncommon. The body, worn out with suffering, at last

atlects the mind, or the patient, believing his disease in-

i'urable, prefers to make an end of all his woes, and "fly
to others which we know not of."

Statistics for Italy and France show that those afl:ecteu

with pellagra furnish a large percentage of .suicides.

Other diseases in which suicide appears to be common
are those of the digestive organs, liver, etc., cancer, uri-

nary diseases, phthisis, loss of sight, and chronic affections

fenerally
; after castration it appears also to be frequent,

uicides through physical suffering attain their maxi-
mum in the educated and cultivated classes.

Fiiiaiicial troubles cause the highest percentage among
the working classes, though self-destruction is often seen
after reverses of fortune, losses in gambling, and finan-

cial embarrassment in the wealthy.
Alcohol is a potent cause of self-inflicted death; drunk-

enness, poverty, and laziness going hand in hand. In
the three years 1888-90. in Massachu.setts, 93 suicides

out of a total of 485, or 19 per cent., were due to intem-

perance.'*
Pdnnoiis.—Love, betrayed or disappointed, and jeal-

ousy are found to be a fruitful cause of suicide among
students, soldiers, schoolmistresses, and servants. Ex-

plosions of rage and anger are apt to gradually increase
and overcome the will-power to resist, until trivial cir-

cumstances will occasion violent outbursts, and may lead
to violent acts against one's self. Hate, pride, shame,
and revenge may all lead to suicide.

Otlier determining causes often fomid aie domestic
troubles, remorse, dishonor (as in women pregnant out
of maniage), poverty, misfortune, grief, pain, and disap-
pointment.

Occasionally regret is experienced before the act has
been fully accomplished.

Mi-.Tiioi).—The method of securing death, and the

place or scene of its execution, are inlluenced by the sur-

roundings of the individual and the natural facilities

afforded; but the supposition advanced by Esquirol,
that the occupation governed the choice of instrument,
is not always borne out by statistics. Still, it is found
that the clioieeof the soldier falls, as if in theory it natu-

rally would, upon firearms. Butchers, barbers, and slioe-

maliers resort mostly to the knife. The favorite method
varies in dilTerent countries, and although in a given
locality or city the prevailing custom may cbang<' from
time to time, there is a pretty constant preferenee for one

fixed form from year to year. I)e Guerry
" was the first

to show a regidarity in the method employed.
T!ie rope appears to be the most common choice, sec-

ond conies the water, firearms third, cutting instruments
fourth, then follow jumping from a height, taking of

poisons, inhalation of deadly fumes, etc.

There are two factors which, as a rule, influence the
choice of the means, viz., certainty and quickness of ac-
tion. 'Women are not so apt as men to make choice of a
painless method.
There is also a difference in the means employed by

women from tlio.se resiutid to by men. In Italy. "for ex-

anijile, the men shoot themselves, and women resort to

the water when weary of life; while in Prussia over half
the suicides die by hanging, and women surpass the men
in their tendency to kill themselves by the knife.

Out of 2,89(i suicides wliieh occurred in England in

1900, 102 were upon railways, 090 were by gunshot
wounds, throat-cutting, etc. ; 10 by liuriis and explosions,
4.54 by poisons, 69.") by drowning, 792 by hanging, 68 by
jumping from a height, and 84 bj' other methods.
The poisons preferred were in the following order:

Carbolic acid, 134; preparations of opium, 69; oxalic

acid, 47; hydrochloric acid, 42; prussic acid, 36; strych-
nine, 17; cyanide of potassium, 16; phosphorus, 8.''

In Massachusetts .suicides by the use of arsenic had in-

creased from 2 in 1878 to 3.") in 1887, but had again falleu
off to 9 in 1899 and 6 in 1900.'«

Poison, as a choice, appears to be increasing in favor
in tills countiy, and to be on the decline in France ; in

fact, the favor it receives among Anglo-Saxon suicides
is shown to reach 40.8 per cent., including this country.
Out of 148 cases of suicide occurring in New York in the

year 1876, poison was used in 31.7 per cent. , firearms in

33.1; hanging gave 13.5; cutting wounds, 10.8; drown-
ing, 6.8; falls from height, 3.4; and other means, 0.7;
thus showing that poi.son and firearms were the choice,
each in about one-third of the cases. This predilection
on the part of the English and Irish for poisons is further
shown by the following table, taken from Jlorselli, and
eiving the suicides among foreigners in New- York for
the year 1876;

Per ICXl.
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asi's 50—')9, 184 males siiicideil by shooting, and oiih' 7

ffiimlt'S.
''

Drowning as a means decreases as tlie north is ap-

proailicd ; the colder the water, the fewer its attractions.

Devergie found that in Paris, from 1827 to 1836,

drowning, together with asphj'xia b_v charcoal fumes,
lieltl the second place, but in 1851 Trebuchet placed

asphy.xia at the iii'a<l of the list. This latter mode of

death has s]iread raiiidly over Europe an<l increased in

fashion in Paris. The reasons foi' this are thai it all'ords

the niotit painless and agreeable form of death, and.

Strange as it may appear, man's vanity extends beyond
the gates of death, and the suicide desires the body to

present a good appearance after the breath has left it,

and knows that there is usually no distiguremeut from
charcoal fumes.

Tlie iiiiioiluetion of a new and easy method of commit-

ting suiciile alTects the numbers by different methods.

Previous to 18!)0 the extremely poisonous agent, water

gas, was excluded from Massacliusetts by law. After
the repeal of this law in 1890, its use became free and un-

restricted, and the suicides by gas poisoning increa,sed

from a total of 5 out of 915 b}' all metliods in the five

years 1880-90, or 0.55 per cent., to a total of 116 out of

1.575 bv all methods, or 7.4 percent., in the five years
1890-1900. an increase of nearly tifteenfold.'*

Only the other day the pajiers contained an account of

a "wholesale charcoaling," in which a father, mother,
and two children sought death in this way, preferring
this mode of death to starvation. When heredity is

a factor in the case, the method of exit from the

world is apt to be the same as that employed by the

ancestor.

Winslow says that one manner of death having been
conceived, the man bent on suicide will wait a long time

until he can carry out his particular plans. We, how-
ever, often see a man who has failed in one way take the

first opportunit}' to secure death in another. Jlaniacs

are most apt to throw themselves from a height, and it

is often dilfieult to say whether one who has fallen from
a win<low ilid so in simply making an attempt to escape
ima.irinary enemies, ndstaking the windnw for a door, or

possibly walked out without any knowledge of the act,

or was conscious of the attempt. Some intlict wounds
upon themselves, or severely injure the liead b.y pound-
ing it against the wall, impelled by their pains to seek

this means of gaining relief. Melancholies often hear a

voice urging them to take their lives, and this
" voice "

at

times suggests the means.
Place.—Much ceremony attends the act in some indi-

viduals, and publicity is sought. This is often ilonc

when revenge is intended. Usually, however, suicides

occur in privacy, and it is not imconunon for a man to

retire to a concealed and unfrequented si)ot to carry out
his object.

Particular places ma\' become, as it were, fashionable

for a time in the suicidal world. Thus, one vear. in

Paris, the Arc de Triomphe, another Notre Dame steeple,
and another one of tlie bridges, will be the favorite leap.
Tlie Milan Cathc'dral. St. Peter's at Rome, and the Cam-
panile at Florence have all in turn had their epidemics.
so to speak. So also have the Brooklyn Bridge and

Niagara Falls in America.

Es(iuirol
'"' relates a very remarkable method which was

employed in a case reported by Dr. Ruggieri.'-' an Ital-

ian, wliicli shows what an amount of self-inflicted torture

will be endured. A shoemaker in Naples, who had the

year before castrated himself and thrown the genitals
from the window, after making a good recovery, con-

oeived the idea that (!od had commanded him to sutler

on the cross. He pa.ssed two years in perfecting his

plans, which were so well carried out that one morning
he was foimd with hands and feet securely nailed to a

eross, with a stab wound in the left sid(^ hangin.i; out of
Ids liedrooni window. He had constructed the cross and
iillached it liy ro|ies in such a way that after crucifying
himself he could, by millions of the body, cause it to

slip from the window. When rescued he was delirious.

and although he recovered from liis wounds, he exhausted
himself by fasting and died.

A novel method has just been introduced in this coun-

try, by an anarchist, of exploding a dynamite cartridge
in the mouth, hearing out Esiiuirol's claim that the in-

strument chosen was ajit to be the one which the suicide
used professionally.

Time.—The time of day most favorable to acts of self-

destruction appears to be between thelioursof six and
twelve in the morning. This ])refi-rence for the early
l)art of the day extends to the otlier divisions of time, for
it has been found that more suicides occur in the forepart
of the week and the first half of the month than in the
latter parts.
Symttoms.— It is questionable whether we can saj'that

there are any actual symptoms by which an act of stncide
can be iiicdicted. In insanity, and especially in melan-
cholia, an atteiiqit must always be watched for.

In some cases a man, who has been previoiisl\' healthy,
will comiilain of pain in the epigastrium, of lieavincss
in the head, will become quiet, listless, lose all ambition,
refuse to work or attend to his usual vocations; the
habits are changed, and intoxication maybe indulged in.

There may be scarceh' any other symptoms until he
tries to cut the thread of life. Weariness of life is often

complained of, but Escjuirol says he has never seen any
attempt because of this tmlium ritii; alone.

Some individuals predict that they will some day kill

theni.selves and eventually do, but ..s a rule the one who
threatens the act rarely commits it.

In some cases it ma.y be discovered that preparations
are being made for death, associated with a sadness of

expression and an uneasiness of action. In melancholia
the opposite condilion may prevail just before the at-

temjit, when all the plans are laid. 'The skin of suicides
has been said to assume a yellow tinge and the features
to become shrivelled, giving a changed appearance at the
.same time that a change is noticed in the actions.

AiKfst/iesia is a marked symptom at the actual moment
of the attempt in many cases, and it is said that after the
skin is cut the pain in cutting the throat is not at all

severe. This accounts for the little complaint or appear-
ance of pain in eases which, it would appear, must have
been attended with torture.

Di.\GN0Sis is important in a medico-legal sense, as we
have seen that few signs or symptoms of value precede
the act. A knowledge of previous attempts will aid us.

and at times a hint may be given by some word of the

individual or by an ante-mortem letter.

If the at tempt has failed the fact may be acknowledged;
it deatli has resulted, writings are to be looked for. The
body is to be examined for lesions, especially in the vital

regions. The direction of bullet and penetrating stab
wounds is to be carefull}' noted, and the existence or
absence of powder marks upon the skin, and wadding,
pieces of clothing, etc., within tlie wound. If death has
resulted from a sharp weapon, signs of violence must be
looked for upon the body and in its surroundings. The
employment of a razor, although favoring a theory of

suicide, is not to be regarded as conclusive, because in

this country it is quite a favorite weapon with the negro
race. If the razor can be shown to belong to the individ-

ual, the suicide theory is strengthened.
If poison has been taken, a boitle or paper which has

contained it may be discovered near the scene. Though
most men foun<l hanging are suicides, the possibilities of

lynehing and of hanging a dea<l body to hide a crime
must be remt'iuliered. In the case of bodies found in the

water, great care must be exercised in giving true sig-
niticance to wounds, and determining whether they were
inllicted before death. The fact that the limbs are tied

has not great weight, for the suicide might have thought
thus to assure success, and even have attached weights
to the body.

Pathological lesions found on autopsy shed but little

light on llir subject of suicide.

Puoi'uvi.Axis.—Cannot something be done, we instinc-

tively ask, to prevent so great a number of liumau beings
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from committing so hciuous an act? Something at least

to prevent tlie ever-constant increase? The sohitiou of

tile iMolilcm nuist lie largely in the belter care of llie in-

Siine, and earlier ami nioie scienlilie Ireatmenl of mental
diseases. Hospitals properly ecpiipped for the treat-

ment, supervision, and restraint of the mentally weak
and inlirm, and the tlisappearanco of the popidar prejn-

dieeagainst insane asylums, will do much todecreasc the

nmnber of suicides in this large class.

l,f(jisl(t(ion.
— In epidemic suicide and in alarming in-

crease of the act, it has been found necessary to enforc(;

stringent laws against the bodies, iirojierty. and families

of the suicide at various periods of the world's history,
and at times with some apparent success.

Laws were established in regard to suicide at a very
early day. Zeno's motto, which was such a favorite

phrase of the Stoics,
"

.1/oci' lirtt cni rirere luin /i/iin't."

was found not to have an application to the individual

whose act caused injuiv to others and loss to the state.

It was opposid to the teaching of the IJiblc, which savs,
"Thou Shalt not kill."

Esqnirol thinks some threatening law against the in-

dividual should be enforced with reference to the .social

usages of the peoi)le of each paiticular coimtry. He
says comnunatory laws have caused suicide to cease in

Egypt and Miletus.

Legislation, though not powerful to accomplish nuich,
should neverlheless c.\ist. It will undoubtedly deter a
few. and this alone will jirove its usefulness.

The attempt at sincidc is punishable in New York
State by five years" imprisonment, according to existing
laws recently enacted.
The confiscation of property and denial of tlie right of

burial, formerly inactised in France, have of late years
been stricken from the Code.

Formerly, in England, the body of a suicide was
treated with ignominy, buried in the highway, and trans-

li.\ed by a stake. When this law was abolished, the

body eoidd still only be buried at night and without re-

ligious rites. The canons of the Roman Catliolic Church
still forbid the burial of a sidcide in eousceiatcd ground.
The laws of antiqinty, severer as they were niJon the

family, name, and possessions of the individual, had but

slight elfeet in repressing suicide, as woulil naturally be

e.vpeeted in the case of the insane, who contribute most
largely. In some countries the bodies of all suicides are

given for dissection.

The iiublic press has it in its power to favor an increase
in suicide by publishing, with minute details, descrip-
tions of all suicides, llius exciting depraved tastes, pam-
pering to the vicious, and jiutting ideas regarding the act
into the minds of nervously weak and predisposed per-
sons. Fortunately, this tendency is much less marked
than at u forun^r iieriod, Imt the danger shovdd be con-

stantly pointed out and guarded against when suicides
become at all frei|uent in a comiminity.

Silence is the aniidote for this form of nervous, imita-
tive suicide, as Moreau has aptly and truly said.

TuK.VT.MKNT.—When a l<'nilency to self-destruction has
been discovered, moral treat ment may be of much bene-
fit. Kindness, cheerful attention. an<l society, and the
assuranecMif aid and su|i|)ort. may l)rii;lilen hope. Argu-
ment and symjiathy have never done good. When an
individual tiireatens to kill himself, the best treatment is

probably to tell hijii to go ahead and do it. This usually
results in a cessation of the threats.
Those mentally alilicted shoidd be placed in institu-

tions, and it has been reconuuended that all having sid-
cidal tendency be placed together, at least at inght. and
this plan is carried out in many of our institidions.
Tonics and sedatives are usually called for, and reme-
dies suited to the physical deiangenuMit. whatever that

may be.
"

Clidiics W. A/Jeii.

Revised by Samuel W. Abbott.
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SULFOSOT is a syrup containing about five per cent,
each of guaiacol and cresid sulfonates of potassium.
Theseare obtained by treat ingci'eosole with coneenti'ated

sulphuric acid and combining with potassium. The
remedy is used for tuberculosis in dose of 4 c.c. ( 3 i. ).

ll'. A. Biistetlo.

SULPHAMINOL.—An antiseptic formed by the action

ofsulpiiiir upon certain Stilts of the aromatic series. In
the body it is supposed to decompose into carbolic acid
and sulphur compounds. It was introduced for the pur-
pose of ri-placing iodoform^ on ticcounl of its active anti-

septic action and fi'eedom fi'om lalor. It is a pide yellow
powdei", without taste or odor, insoluble in water but
dissolved by the adilitionof alkalies: it is soluble in tilco-

hol. When subjected to heat it turns brown and melts
at about l."w° C. The dose for internal administitition is

four grains three times a d;iy, but it does not appear to
have been used to any extent.

Externally, it has been used in ;dl cases in which iodo-
form is emp"loyed. Ikdiimoiit Si,«ill.

SULPHIDES.— Sulphides of four metallic bases occur
iUiioiii; nil ilirines. namely, sniphiiles of mercun/. iinti-

iiioiiii, iiutiissiiiiii, and ciitciiiin. Of the.se. the sul|ihides
of mercury and antinnMiy are, mctlicinally, uid speciti-

cally jieciiliar, and will be found di.seussed under the

titles of the several metals. The sulphidrs of the other
two bases exhibit marked properties, evidently due to

the sulphur of their composition, and accoi-dingly form
a distinct giou]) of medicines. The cinnmon ciiaiiicter-

istics are. physically, an alkaline I'eaction. a disagrcealile
smell, and an alkaline and olfensive sulphuretcd taste;

physiologically. i|nite intense, irritant pro|)erlies, and a
special obnoxiousiicss to animal and vegetable skin ])ara-
sites; iuid, therapeutically, a local healing inlluence over

many skin diseases in their chronic stage, and, given in-
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ternally, an uiicri-taiii teiulciicy to abate chronic glandu-
lar, or cutaneous, or arthritic disease, and to control or

repress suppuraliiiii. In toll dose too lonii' eonlinned,
the compounds tend to impair f;eneral nutrition, leading
to emaciation and muscular weakness. FoUowinj; are in

detail the pharmaceutical preparations containing the

sulphides in question, with their special ]u-opertics and
uses :

PoTAssA Sui.i'HiitATA : Si{ljiliiinitid P'tliissii.—This is

an ollicial prejiaration of the United States I'hanna-

copn'ia. made hy heating in a covered crucible, to melt-

ing, a miMurc ot dried |iotassium carbonate and sub-

limed sulphur. The product solidities upon cooling, and
is then broken into iiieces and i)Ut up iu well-stoppered
bottles of hard glass. Products obtained by tlie fore-

going general jiroce.ss arc commonly called, gcnerically,

liepar >tnliihtivix(\\\not sulphur), tlie name lieing exjircs-
sive of the color. .Such ]irodncts are composite bodies,

but the composition varies according to the degree of

heat to wiiich the mi.xturc of potassiiun carbonate and

sulphur lias been sidijcctcd in the preparation. By the

comparatively low heat directed iu the United States |iliar-

niacoiHcial process, the product is probably a mixture of

potassium hyposuliihitc and trisulphide (K-jS-jOj + 9Iv;-

S3). At a higher heat, such as is used in the British

pliarinacoptt'ial jiroccss, the hyposulphite first formed

splits into potassium sidphate and pcntasidphide. "When

freshly made, sulphurated potassa appears in irregular,
liver-colored huups, which, on exposure to the air,

gradually absorb oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water, and

change color to a greenish-yellow. Finally they turn into

a gray material containing jiotassium carbonate, sulphate,
and h_vposidpliitc. Liver of sulphur dissolves, all but a

small residue, in two parts of cold water. Alcohol dis-

solves the potassium sulphide, but leaves undissolved tlie

other component substances of the preparation. Sul-

phurated potassa should contain at least tifly-six ]ier

cent, of potassium sulphide. It is decomposed by min-
eral acids, and by most solutions of metallic salts.

Sulphurated potassa possesses the general properties
detailed above; it is violently irritant, even to corrosive-

uess, and overdosage may easily kill by excessive gastro-
intestinal irritation. The medicine is used, locally, to

kill jiarasites, and to favor the healing of skin disease or

the abatement of rheumatic or gouty troubles, and, inter-

nally, to assist in the two latter-named operations. The
parasiticide action is titili/ed mainly for the destruction
of the itch insect, for which purpose this compound is

exceedingly ctlicacious. The prei)aration is applied
locally, in the form of ointment, lotion, or general bath.

For an ointment of proper average strength, sulphurated
potas.sa may be mixed with lard in the proportion of six

per cent, of the former; for a lotion, an aipieous .solution

ranging from three to six jier cent, in strength may be
used; and, for a bath, about 135 gm. (four ounces) may
be dissolved in about 120 litres of water (about 30 gai-

lons). Concentrated api>lications never should be made,
because of the sharp irritation which woidd result.

Baths containing suliiliuratetl potassa (commonly spoken
of as sulphur bnlhn). besides their foregoing use. are

sometimes employed iu the treatment of chronic lead-

poisoning. becau.se of the linding that patients suffering
from lead contamination show upon their skins, after

immersion in a sulphur bath, a dark discoloration, as
from the forming there of lead sidphide. The inference
is that the sidphur in some mysterious way coaxes the
lead out of the system through llie skin emunctorics, in

order to satisfy its chemical longing for a tiiiioii with the

metal. Sulphur baths are administered warm or hot.

and of a duration from half an hour to two or three
hotU's. They are apt, particularly when ]irotracted, to

produce a good deal of irritation of the skin, even to the

ilevelopment of a papular or vesicular eruption. These
baths should be jircpared in wooden tubs. For internal

giving, the dose of sulphurated jiotassa ranges from 0.12
to 0.40 gm. (two to six grains), several times a day, given
in pill or in some aromatized syrup.

C.^l.x SuLfiiuit.vrA: Suljihu'mtcd Lime.—'Y\w prepara-

tion thus named in the United States Pharmacopaia is

what is commonly, but incorrectly, called iiuljildde of ral-

i-iuiii. It is a mixture in varying proportions of calcium

sidphide, calcium sulphate, and carbon, liut should con-
lain at least sixty per cent, of calcium sulphide—the salt

which gives the sidjstancc its medicinal activity. Sul-

phurated lime is made, by the ]U'ocess directed in the
United States Pharniacopa'ia, by heating to a bright red
heat in a clo.sed crucible a niixure of dried calcium sul-

jihate, charcoal, and starch. The jjidduct. after cooling,
is pulverized, and at once put uj) in small glasssloppered
vials. It ajijiears as a grayish-white or yellowish-white
powder, which slowly decom])os(:s on exposure to the

air. It has a faint odor of hydrogen sulphide, and an
offensive and alkaline taste. It is alkaline in reaction, is

very slightly soluble in water, and insoluble in alcohol.

Sulphurated lime, like suli)hurated potassa, has the

general properties of the alkaline sulpliides. as already
detailed. It is ]iow<'rfully irritant, even medicinal doses

being a)it toujjset the stomach. Anil it is a disagreeable
medicine for internal taking, also, because of its giving
rise 10 eructations of sulphureted gases. The prepara-
tion has been used, locally, principally as a depilatory.
For this purpose it is apjilied in powder, and, after fif-

teen minutes, th(! part is wiped with a wet sponge.
Medicine and hairs then come away together. Inter-

nally, sulphurated lime has acquired a certain reputation
as tending to control sup|uirations, the discharge lessen-

ing in quantity and oli'ensive pn- acquiring a better

character under the medication. Given between times in

recurring sujipurations, as in recurring crops of boils, it

is also held to abate the frequency and severity- of the
attacks. The dose of sulphurated lime ranges from 0.003
to 0.006 gm. (gr. Jj to gr, ^V), several times a day, or even

hiiuily, given most conveniently in trituration with

sugar of milk. Edirard Curtis.

SULPHITES AND "HYPOSULPHITES" (Thiosul-
pbates).

— I. Gknehal Medicinal Properties of Sul-
phites AND "Hyposulpuites."—A number of sulphites
and "hj'posulphites" are used in medicine because of a
virtue wliicli they are considered to derive, iu common,
from their acid radicals, and accordingly such salts form
a distinct grouj) of medicines, which it is convenient to

discuss under a single heading. The class characteristics

are as follows: The salts are soluble in water, have a
combined saline and suliihurous flavor, and are, iu physi-
ological operation, locall.y bland and constitutionally in-

nocuous. From a medicinal point of view, their most

important reaction is that iu the juesence of stronger
acids they are decomposed, with the evolution of sul-

phurous acid. Given medicinally, they arc thought to

undergo this change in the stomach through the agency
of the free acid of the gastric juice. The decomposition
is said to be slower with "hyposulphites" than with sul-

phites. As a secondary result of the chemical change,
sulphates are formed, such being the combination iu

which the ba.se reappears in the urine when a sulphite or
"
hj'posulphite

"
is swallowed in ordinary dosage. Me-

dicinally, these salts are cmplojed with the single view
of obtaining by their means the germicide and autisejitic
action of sulphurous acid. l!iit in this connection it

must carefidly be borne in mind that sulphites and 'hy-
posulphites," while maintaining their chemical composi-
tion as such, have been proved experimentally to be

practically devoid of either germicide or antiseptic

l)Ower.' They can, therefore, even theoretically, be of
avail in this line only under circumstances determining
their decomposition and the evolution thereby of sul-

iihurous acid. Such reaction may lake jdace in the

stomach, but is seemingly impossible in the blood, and
with the inference naturally following from these preini
ses clinical experience is in accord. For these salts have
been vaunted in the treatment of pyrosis and sarcinje,

and their employment has proved fairly efiicacious; but

they have been even more strenuously advocated for the

treatment of constitutional diseases assumed to be caused

by infection of living organisms (PoUi), and have, iu the

do*
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hands of the majority of the profession at least, signally
failed. The sjilts have also been iiseil, with variously

reported success, as lotions for the cure of parasitic skiu

disease, or for the abatement of the pain of chilblains,

sprains, etc.—applications in which it is certainly doubt-
ful if they e.xert any specilic intlucnce.

II. TlIK Sll.PIlITrCS ANU "llYl'OSlI.PniTKS " UsKD IN

Mkdicine.—The sjilts of this catcirory arc the normal
and acid sulphite, respectively, of smUiuii, and the nor-

mal thiosulphate of sodium (commonly called hyjwsxl-

p/iile).

Normal Sodium Sulphite, NaaSOs.THsO.—The salt is

official in the United States Pharmacopieia as Sodii Sul-

p/iis, Soiliiim Sulphite. It occurs in colorless, transpar-
ent, monoclhiic ))risms, which ctlloresce in dry air. It is

odorless, with a cooling, salty, and sulphurous taste. It

dissolves in 4 parts of cold water and in O.i) part of boil-

ing water. It is sparingly soluble, only, in alcohol.

The Siilt should be kept in well-stoppered bottles in a
cool place.
Sodium sulphite maj' be used locally in twelve-per-

cent, aqueous solution, and may be given internally in

doses ranging from 1 lo 4 gm. (gr. xv. to gr. l.\.) three

or four times a day.
Aeid Sodium Sulphite. NallSO^.—The salt is oHicial in

the United States Pharmaco])(cia as S<jdii Bisulphin, So-

dium Bisulphite. It occurs in opacpic, prismatic crys-
tals, or a crystalline or granular powder, and on exposure
to air slowly o.vidizes and becomes the sulphate. The
salt has an odor of suliilnii' dioxide and a disagre<'able,

suliihurous taste. It dissolves in 4 parts of cold water
an(l in 2 parts of boiling water, in 72 parts of cold alco-

hol, and in 4!) parts of boiling alcoliol. It should be kept
in small vials, well-stoppered and well-filled,

Thissulphite is less stable than the normal sodiiun salt,

and more disagreeable to taste. In other respects It is

similar.

Snnnnl S<idi)im Thioitiilphiitt: (" Hyposulphite "), Na;-'

S..03..5HaO,—The salt is otlicial in" the United States

Pharmacopteia under its former chemical title of Sjdii

Jli/P'i.iidphin, Sodium Ilj'posulphite. The present confu-
sion in the use of the term hyposulphite arises from the

fact that before the discovery by Schiitzenberger of

what is now, and properly, called liyposulphurous acid
— namely, the body IIqS6»—the name in question was
applied to thiosulphuric acid (HqS=Os). Hence it comes
ai)ont that though a true sodium hypos\Uphite is known,
the salt that passes current by that name is not a hypo-
sulphite, but a thiosulphate. The old title, however, is

so firmly fixed by long and pojiular usage that it has
been retained by the United States Pharmacopceia, and
is the title by which the salt is universally known as
a medicine. Sodium "hyposulphite" occurs as large,
colorless, transparent, monoclinic prisms, or plates,
which ctlloresce in dry air of a higher temperature than
33' C. (91.4 F.). It is odorless, with a cooling, bitter,

and somewhat sulphurous taste. It dissolves in 0.6.5

part of cold water and in about 0.5 part of water at tem-

perature 20° C. (68' F.). In boiling water it decomposes
rapidly. It is insohdjle in alcohol. It slioidd be kept in

well stoppered bottles.

Sodium "hyposuliihite" is more stable than the sul-

phites, undergoing decomposilion by acids less easily.
In properties, uses, and modes of administration it re-

sembles sodium s\dphite. The internal dose is generally
from 1 to 1.30 gm. (gr. xv. to gr. xx.).

Besides the foregoing, potassium sulphite and magne-
sium stdphite have been used in medicine, but are out of

vogue and not now official in the United States Pharma-
copceia. They are, medicinally, duplicates of the sodium
salts. Kdirurd Curtis.

' Sternberg : American Journal o( llie Medical Sciences, April, 1883,

p. lei.

SULPHOCARBOLATES—P//f«";«-//;)/,o?ifl to.—Carbolic
acid I

ji/iiii/ih. :iil(lrd t(i strong sulphuric acid, dissolves
with the formation of the acid body, C,H,(0H).S0jH,
termed phenolsulphonic acid by the chemist, but com-

monly known as sulphocarbolic acid. Sulphocarbolic
acid unites with bases to the formation of salts, and in

these salts it was hoped there might be found substances
which would retain the therapeutic powers of carbolic
acid while free from the poisonous properties of that

body. So far as observation has gone, however, this

hope does not seem to have been realized. A single salt

of sulphocarbolic acid is oflicial in the United States

Pharmacopceia, as follows:

Sodii Sri.piioiAiuioi.AS, Sodium Sulplwcarbolate, Na-
S03CiiHi(()lI).—This salt occurs in colorless, transparent,
rhombic prisms, which elllorcsce somewhat in dry air.

It is odorless, with a cooling, saline, and bitterish taste.

It dissolves in 4.8 parts of cold water, and readily in

boiling water. It dissolves in 132 parts of cold alccihol

and in 10 parts of boiling alcoliol.

Sodium sulphocarbolafe is a bland salt, producing but
little constitutional disturbance in ordinaiy medicinal
doses be_yond some lightness of the head. It has been

prescribed in doses ranging from 0.6.5 to 2 gm. (from

gr. X. to XXX.) for the purpose of constitutional antisepsis
in so called zymotic diseases, but without striking
results. Edward Curti.'<.

SULPHOCYANIDES {Rhxhundes. Thiocyanates).~T\w
sulphocyanides, or sails of sulphoc_yanic aeid (CNSH),
are of interest in medical science chiefly from the fact of

their occurrence in certain of the secretions and excie-
tions of the animal body. Even before the discovery of

sulphoeyanie acid, Treviranus noted the reil coloration
which results when human saliva is mixed with a solu-

tion of ferric chloride; but Tiedemaun and Gmelin first

correctly attributed the reaction to the presence of a

sulphocyanide. Their experiments further indicated the

possibility of finding sulphocyanide in the urine, in which
its normal occurrence was subsequently investigated by
Gscheidlen, Klilz, I. ^lunk, and Bruylants.
The observations of F. Kriiger have demonstrated, in

contrast to those of some earlier investigators, that sul-

plioc3'anides are almost constantly present in the saliva

of man, although the quantity involved is subject to

considerable variation. With this the experience of

Schneider and of the writer fully agrees. The latter

found an average sulphocyanide content of 0.007 per
cent, (as KSCN) in mixed human saliva. Notable is the
fact that the content of .sulphocyanide is decidedly
higher in the case of smokers, contrasted with non-

smokers, while it is independent of age, sex, or the state

of preservation of the teeth. Claude Bernard was the

first to call attention to the pronounced difference just
referred to, but he failed to appreciate the true cause in

attributing it to the presence of nicotin from the tobacco.

A post-secretory formation of sulphocyanide in saliva

has also failed of proof. The following data, collected

under the writer's direction from observations on two
hundred and twenty-nine individuals, give an indication
of the average dilference between the saliva of smokers
and that of non-smokers:

Sulphocyanide Rk.4CT!0.x i.x Hi'max Saliva (Schneider).

Traces (less than 0.0016 per cent.) in
Weak reacticiii (O.IlOlfi-ll.lKlS percent.) in

Strong reaction Cinore than 0.008 per
cent.) in

Smokers,
per cent.

1

23

Non-smokers,
per cent.

23
7'*

5

Our observations completely confirm those of Kriiger,
who found 0.0117 per cent, of KSCN in the combined
saliva of a number of smokers, and only 0.0041 per cent,

in the secretion of an ccpial number of noii smokers. No
(|uantitative variations from these results were obtained
with saliva from women and children. The excretion of

sulphocyanide may be considerably diminished by pro-

longed .stimulation of the salivary glands. For example,
in one case when the flow of saliva was continuously
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provoked by clinwing a piece of soft parafFin for three

liours, it iliminislii'd as follows: At 8:15 o'clock tlie sali-

va coutaiiicd a])|)ro.\imalcly 0,004 percent. (KSCN); at

10 o'clock, appro.\iiiialcly 0.003 per cent. (KSCN); at 11

o'clock, appro.xiniatcly 0.003 per cent. (KSCN); at 12
o'clock, appro.xiniatcly 0.002 per cent. (KSCN). No con-

stant relationship between lh(^ content of sidphocyanide
and the conipositiim of the saliva has lieeii asciTtaiiied.

The parotid saliva of man has iiiiiforndy hecn found
to be richer in sulphocyanide than the snbnia.xillar}' sali-

va collected from the same individual at the same time.

The two corresponding glands (right and left) usually
afford reactions of like intensity. The difference be-

tween smokers and non-smokers is found to hold good
for the individual glands also, as the following data from
Schneider indicate:

Comparison of thk Sclphocyanide Reaction oe the Parotid
AND Submaxillary Salivas.
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is t'vapomtcil to dryuess, ilissolvt-d iu water, and the

clear soliilion is precipitated liy means of silver nitrate

and nitric acid; the precipitate "is washed, collected on a

filter, and dried at 100° C. ; it is then ignited in a silver

<lish. with pure so<liuni hydrate and potassium nitrate.

The fusion products are dissolved in water, and the .soUi-

tiou is treated with hydrochloric acid and harium chlo-

ride, to precipitate tiie sulphuric acid formed by the

oxidation of the sulphocyanicacid. From the weiijht of

the harium sulphate precipitate the amount of sulphur

orii;inally present in the sulphocyanide is then calcu-

lated.
'

hijai/ctte B. Mendel.

LlTKRATlRE.

Bernard : Uquides de ronraiiisine, ISTill, 11., 344. (Saliva of smokers.)

Briiylants: JahreslierMil f. TliierclHMiiie, 18S8, xvili., VM. (Sulpliu-
cvunide in (lie urine, saliva, and Itlotnl.)

Ell<-nlier>.'er nnd llofineisler : Vertricirbende PiiysloIoKie der Hans-
tliiere, ISiKI, 4'J."i. (Sulpbocyani(k'.s in various animals.)

Fenwick : The Saliva as a Test for Functional Disorders of the Liver,

London. 1S(<9.

GrolH-r: Deutsches Archlv f. klin. .Medlcin. liX)l, l.\i.\., 243. (Saliva

In di.seasij; sniokinc I

•Gsclu'idlen : I'lliiuer's .Vrchlv f. Physioloffie. 187K, .'iiv., 40L (Urine.)

HupiHTt: Neuliauer nnd Vosel's Analyse des Harns, 1898, 219.

(Analytical methods for urine.)

Kiilz: SltzunerslxT. der (iescll. f. HefOrderung der gesam. Katiir-

wissen. zu Marliurg. 1.S7.5. 'B. (I'rine.)

Kriiger: Zellschrifl f. liiolopie, 18!W. x.\xvli.. 6. (Literature, saliva.)

Lang : Ai'chiv f. e.xper. I'alhol. u. Pharmakol., 1S94, xxxlv., 217 ; 189.1,

xxxvi., 7.'). (Transfonnation of cyanides inui sulphocyanides.)
Longet : Traite de physiologic, 1868, 1., 18.3. (Saliva ; older literature) .

Mendel and Schneider : American Journal of Physiology, 1900, iv., p.
vii. (Saliva of man.)

Musso : Jahresliericht f. Thierchemie, 1877, vii., 1B8. (Milk.)

Mock : Miinchener med. Wochenschr., 19(KI. No. :«, lliis ; Nn. .50. 17:52.

(Sulphocyanide in iiiisal and conjunctival secretion ; saliva and dis-

ease.)
Minik. 1. : Virchow's Archiv, 1877, Ixix.. .'«0, .3.>t ; Ptliiger's Archiv t.

Physiokigie. 189"), Ixi., 020. (Saliva and urine of man ; Saliva of

liog.i
Nencki : Berichte d. deutschen chemischen (iesell., 1895, xxviil., i:!18.

(Castric juice.)
Nicolas et DuWef: Journal de Physiologie, 1899, 1., 979. (Bac-

tericidal signiflcance <ir saliva. t

Pascheies: Archiv f. e.vper. Pathol, n. Pharmakol., 1894, xxxiv., 281.

(Tnmsroruiall"ii "f c\;iiiidcs.)

Pollak: HofMici>h'r's Hciinige zur chemischen Physiologie. 1902, ii.,

4:iO. ( Fate of sulplii'cyanides in liody.)
Schneider : .\mencan Journal of Physiology, 1901, v., 274. (Human

saliva, elTect of smoking. I

Solera : Jahresliericht f. Thierchemie, 1877, vii., 256 ; 1878, vili., 23.5.

(Iodic acid reaction.)
Tledemann und Gmelln : Die Verdauung nach Versuchen, Heidel-

berg, l.s:)l, i.. 9. (Discovery of sulphocyanide in saliva. )

Treupel und Kdinger ; Miinchener med. Wochenschr., 1900, Nos. 21 and
22; 1901, .No. :I9. (Toxicity; bactericidal action.)

Treviraiuis : Biologic, 1814, iv., 330. (Discovery of ferric chloride
reaction with saliva.)

Wroblewski : Berichte d. deutschen chemischen (iesell., 189.5, xxviii.,
1719. (HSCN and digestion.)

SVIPHONM. — {Dinut/ii/l
-
meHifiiie-diet/ii/l-siilphone)

(('ll3).jl'(SO.A.'aHt).j. Siilphonal was not jiiaced iu the

Pharmacopieia on account of its l)eing a proprietary arti-

cle. It is ollicial in the British Pharmacopieia as "a

product of the oxidation of mercaiitol. obtained by the

oxidation of iicelone and niei'ca]itaii.'' It foiiiis in color-

less, odorless, and neaily tasteless prisntatic crystals;
soluble in 4.50 parts of cold water and 1.5 parts of boiling
water. It is solul)le in oO ]iarls of alcohol.

Professor Kast iutioduced it in 1S8S as an hypnotic,
and it has proved so ellicaciotis that it is now lecog-
nized as one of the best drugs we ])osscss for that pur-
jxi.se. It is ])Ui'ely a sopoiiiic, and is rai'cly employed
for any other purjiose than to luocurc sleep. It does
not inilueric<> the body lempeiatui'e, it has no antisejitic

qualities, and as an analgesic is of no piactlcal value.

Unlike other narcotics, it has no period of excitement,
does not check or alter the secretions or derange the

digestive organs, and is almost without any intluence

upon the heart or ciiculation. Devoid of these many
disjulvantagcs, its success as an hypnotic is readily un-
derstood.
The action of sulphonal is directed to the central ner-

vous system as a sedative, inducing a c|iiiet and calm

sleep from which tlie ixitient awakens reficshcd. In the

case of animals, when excessive doses are given the sleep

deepens into coma, convulsions, and paralysis. Its seda-

tive action extends to the sjiinal cord, Ies,sening reflex

action. In animals the loss of |)ower iu the hind limbs

may bean early symptom. After absorption sidphonal is

decompo.sed in the system and excicted iu the urine iu the
form of suliihur coiujaiunds. Some observers liave re-

l)orted till' ])iesence of pure sulphonal in the mine after

its fi'ee administi'ation. At times .sulphonal pi'oves ini-

tiiting to llie kidni'V, causing li'Sseiied secrelioii and [luiii.

It may also give rise to a iieculiar leddisli-lirown discol-

oration due to the presence of /iinnitlnpni-ji/ii/niie, which

may tciininate in death (British Medinil Joiirmil. 1901.

i., j). 1473).

Sulphfinal lias proved of greatest service where the in-

somnia is of |iurely nervous origin, as iu neurasthenia,
mental de|U'ession, overwork, and worry, and has found
a field of gieat usefulness in the various torms of mental
disease. When pain is the cause of the sleeplessness, its

good elTects ai'e greatly inoditied. but in many forms of

neuralgia and pain of a reflex character it may be used
with success. Where pain is due to organic disi'ase it

has no intluence whatever. In the insomnia of acute and
ehi'onic disease, and during convalescence from disease,

it is of much benetit, but requiics to be given with some
caution, inirticulaily when tlieie is much debility or

prostration, and in the aged. In the sleeplessness of car-

diiic disease and of other f<irms of oi'ganic or mechanical

derangement, it is not of much use. In delirium ti-emens

it has been much used, in many instances with benefit,

but in these cases the effect is uncertain, and the dose

reiiuiied is excessive and approaching the limit of its

physiological action.

As an hypnotic, the dose is from fifteen to thirty

grains. It is usual to commence with fifteen giains and
increase the quantity until the |U'0]ht elTect is jiroduced.
Ten grains will often be sufficient in the aged and debili-

tated, or where the insomnia is of a mild degree. Under
ordinary conditions thirty grains is a perfectly safe dose,

and this quantity is tisnally rci|uired to piodiice its full

hyiniotic action. On account of its insolubility the ac-

tion is slow, and the do.se .should be administered at least

one hour before bedtime in hot solution. Six or eight
ounces of boiling water ai'c lecominended to dis.solve

thirty giains. Hot milk and broth may also be made use

of; tea and coffee ate frequently used, but they tin-

doubtedly, to a certain extent, counteract its effect. It

may also be administered in alcohol or any sijiiituoiis

liquor.
The sedative action of suliihonal on the spinal cord and

nerve centres has led to its use in some nervous tioubles.

In chorea it has been given to childien in doses of fiom
two to five grains, and has been followed by a fair per-

centage of successes. In olil-standing cases it has little

or no influence.

It is now fully recognized that sulphonal is not with-
out its toxic action, and numerous fatal cases have fol-

lowed its employment. The simplest symptoms that

may arise include drowsiness and stupor, giddiness, ver-

tigo, ataxia of the tongue and muscles of the throat and
face, and of the exti'cmities. These symi)tonis gradually
disappear after an interval of from ten to twelve houis,
without leaving any ill effects. The more severe syin]>-
toms are profound coma, muscular t witchings, paiiilysis
of sphincters, hallucination.s, delirium, anuria, great [Uds-
tration.

An erythematous patch is often produced, accom.

])anied by itchiness and pain. The symptoms of toxic

action generally appear after hirge doses, or after re]ieat-

ing an ordinary dose of tliirty gi'ains seveial times. In

some instances, when the jiatient is debilitated and the

subject of some wasting (liscase, very small doses may
be followed by toxic symptoms. It has been remarked
that poisonous symptoms are much more fi'ciiucnt in

females.

The fatal cases that have been reported were due to

overdoses or to the iirolongcd use of the drug.
In one case (Tiriti.t/i Mi'd. .hnirintl. October •ZMh. 1S90)

the patient was supposed to have taken about an ounce
of sulphonal. The stupor which followed deepened into
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insensibility and anii'sthcsia. tlie pupils remaining normal
and acting to light, wliilc the conjunctiva was insensi-

tive. Breathing was natural. i)ulse very slightly dis-

turbed, but the temperature ranged between 100 and
103° F. A profuse perspiration bathed the body, and
there was total suppression of urine after the first day.
On the third day tlie brealhing suddenly became short

and jerky and ceased altogelher, .\nother case is re-

ported (.ifrtlirdl ]\'eirK, August Kith. 18'.)0) in wliieh two
doses of fifteen grains, given williin an hcjur and a quar-
ter of each other, caused death. The patient was a

j'oung insane woman who had formerly been given large

quantities of chloral and other hypnotics. No medicine
had been given on the dav she took the siilphoual. She

slept quietly all night, and on tlie following day was
drowsy, but could be ro\isedaiid made to talk rationally;

sleep at once came on when she was left alone. Tlie

pulse and respiration were slightly accelerated and the

pupils normal. Eighteen hours after taking the medi-
cine the pupils began to contract and her temperature
rose to 100' F. ;

in forty hours cyanosis began, and she
died from failure of respiration.

Lepine {Lit Semiiine mklicale, January 20th, 1893) has
collectetl a series of thirteen cases terminating in death.

These patients had taken the drug for jieriods varying
from si-\ty to over a hundred days iu onlinary doses.

Severe symptoms suddenly su]iervened, which would in-

dicate a cumulative action, and death followed within a
few days, although the medicine was stopjied at once.

In some instances very large doses have been taken witli-

out causing death; in one case four hundred and sixty-
three grains were recovered from after one hundred
and fourteen hours' sleep (London Lancet, 1889, 1., 91.')).

See also Synthetic Products, Poisoning by.
Beaumont Small.

SULPHO-PARALDEHYDE, tri-thialdehyde (CH.S-),,
occurs in crystals, is .soluble in alcohol and insoUilile in

water, and is used in dose of 1-4 gm. (gr. xv.- 3 i.) as a

hypnotic. W. A. Bastedo.

SULPHO-SALINE SPRING.—Hamilton County, Ohio.
P(isT-(.>FFi('K.—Cincinnati.

Access.—By Elm Street cars to Henry Street, thence
one block west.

This well is 3,408 feet in depth and ilows iu an abun-
dant and continuous stream at a temperature of 02° F.
An analysis by Professor Wayne, of Cincinnati, shows
the following ingredients: One United States gallon con-
tains (solids): Magnesium carbonate, gr. 9.13; calcium

carbonate, gr. 19.34; calcium sulphate, gr. 29.20; potas-
sium sulphate, gr. 2.80; sodium phosphate, gr. 1.34;
sodium chloride, gr. .534.77; magnesium chloride, gr.
17.27; calcium chloride, gr. 22.19; potassium chloride,

gr. 3.9.5; magnesium bromide, gr. 0.39; magnesium
iodide, gr. 0.30; iron oxide, gr. 0.43; silica, gr. 0.79;
loss. gr. 0.7C. Total, 642.1(5 grains. This analysis
shows the presencie in considerable amounts of valuable

ingredients. The water is well adapted for the treatment
of portal congestion, hemorrhoids, metallic poisoning,
etc. In the form of baths it is useful in many of tlie

chronic skin affections and in advanced syphilis. A
very elegant and elaborate bath-hotise has been fitted up
and supplied with all tlie modern appurtenances of such
an establishment. James K. Crook.

SULPHUR.—Sulphur is used in medicine in the condi
tion of tine powder, three styles of which are official in

the United States Pharmacopa-ia, as follows:
Siii.iMiUR SuiiLiM.vTUM, Sublimed Sulphur.—This prep-

aration, commonly called floirers nf Hulphiir, is crude sul-

phur |)urified by distillation in an aiiparatus so arranged
that the vaporized sulphur shall condense in the form
of a powder upon th<. walls of Ihc leceiving chamber.
Snlilinied sulphur is a fine, citron-yellow powder, of a

slighl, cliaracteristic odor, and generally of a f;uiitly acid
taste and an acid reaction. It is insoluble in water

Vol.. VII.—36

or alcohol. When ignited, it burns with a blue flame,
forming sulphur dioxide gas. Sublimed suljihur always
contains a little siiliihuric acid, whereby it is untitled for
internal medicinal use.

Sii/jihnr J.iitiim. Washed Sulphur.—This preparation
is siniiily suliliincd sulphur freed from contaminating
sul|)huric aciil. The sulphur is digested for three days
with diluted aiumunia waler. by wliieh process tlie sul-

lihuric acid is fixed as anininniuiu sulphate, and the mass
is then thoroughly washed with water upon a muslin
strainer. TIk; anunonium sulphateis thus washed away,
and the purified siilpbur is finally dried at a gentle heat,
and iiassed llirough a No. 30 sieve. Washed sulphur is

a fine, citron-yellow powder, odorless and almost taste-

less, insoluble in water or alcohol. When ilerived from
a sulphur originally obtained from metallic sulphides,
washed sulpliur may contain the very dangerously con-

taminating substance, arsenic, in the form of the trioxide
or trisulphide of that element. Proof of absence of
arsenic is afforded by digesting a sample of washed sul-

phur with two parts of ammonia, filtering, and finding
the filtrate unatl'eeted by supersaturation with hydro-
chloric acid, and not precipitated by passing through it

a stream of hydrogen sulphide.
Sdi.piiui! Pi!EcnTr.\Tt II. Precipitated Sulphur.—This

preparation, formerly known as milk of sulphur, is an

exceedingl}^ fine ])owder of sulphur, gotten by precipi-
tating with diluted hydrochloric ai id a solution of sul-

phur salts of calcium, obtained by mixing sublimed sul-

phur and slaked lime with water. The sulphur, after

precipitation, is collected upon a strainer, thoroughly
washed with water, and dried at a gentle heat. Precipi-
tated sulphur is a very fine, yellowish-white, amorphous
jjowder. odorless and almost tasteless, insolulile in water
or in alcohol. Precipitated sulphur should stand the
same tests for absence of free acid and of contaminating
arsenic as washed sulphur (see above). This variety of

sulphur powder differs from the foregoing in being
lighter iu color and of finer particles. From the latter
fact it derives the advantages of greater smoothness and
readiness of mixing with fluids; but, to offset, it has the

disadvantage of tending to develop an acid upon keep-
ing.

Sulphur is insoluble in water and practically so in

alcohol, but dissolves in varying proportions in solutions
of llie alkalies and in oils, fixed and volatile. Because
of its insolubility in aqueous fluids, sulphur is practicallj'
devoid of phy.siological activity while under its own
form, but, when rubbed in ointment up<in the skin or
when taken internally, a feebly iiritant action appears,
presumably due to a sulphide formed in small quantity
by the chemicals present in the secretions of the part.
What little of an internally taken dose of sulphur is ab-
sorbed is also probably in the condition of a sulphide,
and the constitutional effects that follow arc a feeble
reflex of those of the alkaline sulphides (see Sulphides).
In single, con.siderable dose the local irritation displayed
by sulphur determines increased intestinal activity,
showing itself by relaxation of the bowels, but this with
but little increase of secretion. The stools are therefore

generall}' composed of solid or semisolid fecal matter,
and the operation of the medicine is mild and slow, the
call to stool rarely occurring until from six to eight
hours after the taking of the sulphur. If habitually
used as a laxative, sulphur may induce a low calarrli of
the alimentary tract. A di.sagreeable feature of its inter-

nal taking for any purpose is the tendency to the geneni-
tion of flatus, offensive from the presence of sulphureted
garses.
The therapeutic applicnlionsof sulphur are as follows:

By some it is given internally as a means of getting the

constitutional effects of the sulphides in constitutional

diseases, but by the majority of practitioners the internal

use is in laxalive dose only, for a laxative effect. Such
dose is from 4 to 12 gm. ( 3 i.-iij.), (he washed or precipi-
tated prejiarafions being selected, and the powder mixed
with molasses or diffused in milk for the taking. Exter-

nally, ointments containing sulphur are a good deal used
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as mildly irritant applications in skin diseases generally,
and. s]iccitically, as cltirient parasiticidiil dri'ssiiifrs in

itch Tlie followin!^ ointment is otlicial in the United
States Pharmacoiio'iii :

Unguentiiiii Sulpliuriii. Sulphur Ointment.—This prepa-
ration isconipduiidid of thirty jiartsof suhliined sulphur
and seventy ot'lienzoiiiated lanl, thori)Uf,'hly incorporated.
It may be apjilied without dilulicm. and is a very com-

monly used ointment for the treatment of the itch. It

has a disairreeable sulphureted smell, wliich may to a
certain deirree be masked by the addition of a little of

some odoriferous volatile oil. Ediranl Curtis.

SULPHUR DIOXIDE (formula SO,).—This compound,
conunuidy niisiallrd snlphiiniiiH acid f/iis, is the product
of the coml)ustiou of sulphur in air. It is a colorless gas,
of a well-known characteristic "sulphurous" odor, and
is both olTensive to the nostrils and intensely irritant to

the larynx. Even the fumes of a single buniinj; sulphur
match-head easily e.xcite coughing, and air highly
charged with the gas is fatal to life. Sulphur ilio.vide

dissolves freely in water—in one-fiftieth of its v<ilume at

ordinary tem)ieratures
—

foiining in the jirocess of solu-

tion an acid body , >iiilp/iiir<'iix acid proper {II2SO3) (see

Stilp/iiirotis Afid).
The medicinally valuable property of sulphur dioxide

is its jieculiar noxiousness to the vitality of disease germs—a germicidal potency in wliich this compound, among
gases, is rivalled only bj' formaldehyde, chlorine, and the

vajiors. respcilively. of bromine and of iodine. Yet in

its application to disinfect apartments the inherent un-

certainties in the general method of at'rial disinfection

mu.st never be forgotten. Could we be certain that

every disease germ present in a chamber would be full}'

exposed to the action of the disinfectant gas. then we
might rely with corresponding fulness upon the disinfec-

tion thus attained; but when we bethink us how easily
these germs, microscopic in size, may safely be fortitied

against as.saults of a gas by lodgment in cracks and cran-

nies of furniture and fabrics, then we cannot but realize

the important truth that even the most thorough atrial

cli.sinfcction is at best but an unreliable procedure. In

this connection the strong and oft'ensive smell of sulphur
dioxide is a distinct advantage, since, after fumigation
by the gas, a chamber and all articles therein must be

thoroughly aired, and thus additionally disinfected be-
fore the human nose will permit of their resumed use.

Yov the determination of the exact germicidal power
of sulphur dioxide, verj' careful experiments were made
by Sternberg,' by submitting vaccine virus, moistened
with glycerin on the one hand, and dried U]ion ivory
points upon the other, to the action, in a closed cham-
ber, of air charged with varying percentages of sulphur
dioxide, the exposure ranging from six to twelve hours.
After exiiosure the virus, or the charged ivory points,
were used for vaccination side by side with some of the
Siime sample of virus which had not been exposed to

the germicide. The general residts were that in the
case of moist lymph, destruction of infective power fol-

lowed a twelve-hour exitosure to air charged with a pro-
portion of s\ilphur dioxide such as would be i)roduced
by burning three-(|Uarters of a grain of sulphur for each
cubic foot of air: and, in the case of the firied virus,
similar result.s foUnwed with an impregnation e(juivalent
to the combustion, per cubic fool of air, of three grains
of sul])hur. These results accord with conunon experi-
ence, and teach that at least a one-per-cent. impregnation
of air with sulphur dioxide will ordinarily be required
to sterilize tloating germs.
For the jiractical application of suljihur dioxide as

an aerial disinfectant, the gas is most easily and cheaply
obtained b}- burning sulphur, and in calculating the

quantity of suliihur required it is oljviously wisest to err

very far on the safe side. A good rule, therefore, is to

allow from two to three pounds for each one thousand
cubic feet of chamber to be disinfected. The strength
of fumes thus generated being vastly in excess of what
is respirable, the ijrocedure is possible only in vacated

rooms. In a chamber to be operated upon, therefore, all

living creatures must be removed, and every possible
outlet for the gas. such as doorways, windows, and
chimneys, must be closed, and even cracks and keyholes
should be stojijicd with cotton or jiastcd over with paper.
Then all articles needing disinfection must be thoroughly
exposed on all sides to free access of the gas—bureau-
drawers being opened, carpets, curtains, and blankets

hung over lines acro.ss the room, and mattresses ripped
open and the hair loosely strewn on the Hoor. The
projier quantity of sulphur, in the form of sublime<l sul-

phur, is then best mixed with one-fortieth of its weight
of powdered charcoal, to secure readier combustion, and
put into an iron pot, or upon a metal plate resting ui)OU
the legs of a half-open pair of tongs set across a wash-
t\ib half full of water. By these precautions all danger
of accidental setting of the floor on tiro is avoided. A
single door being left unsealed, theo|ierator fires the sul-

phur by a live coal or a teaspoonful of flaming alcohol,
and immediately retires, closing and sealing the door
behind him. The sulphur is left to burn itself o>it, and
next day the chamber is cautiously entered, the windows
are thrown open, and all articles thoroughly aired. It is

possible also to generc-.te sulphur dioxide by burning
carbon disulphide in a specially constructed lamp, but
from the great inflammability of that compound the pro-
cedure is not altogether safe, and presents no advantages
over the simple method by the combustion of sulphur.
A convenient way of burning the sulphur is by use of

sulphiu' candles, so called, in which a wick is incorpo-
rated in a movdded mass of sulphur. By lighting the
wick sidphur dioxide is generated.
The use of sulphur dioxide as an afrial disinfectant is

now largely superseded by the similar use of formal-

dehyde. Edirard Ciirti».

' American Journal ot tbe Medical Sciences, .^pril, 1883.

SULPHUR IODIDE.—Vnderthe title Sulplon-islodidiim,
Sulphur Iodide, the United States Pharmacopa'ia recog-
nizes a preparation made by fusing by heat a mixture of
one part of washed sulphur and four parts of iodine.

The fused mass, after cooling, is broken into i)ieces and
kept in glass-stoppered bottles. These lumps are gray-
ish-black in color and have a metallic lustre. They have
the odor of iodine and an acrid taste. The substance is

practically iu.soluble in water, but dissolves in about

sixty parts of glycerin. Alcohol and ether dissolve out
the iodine and leave the sulphur. On exposure to the
air. also, iodine is gradually lost.

This substance is dillerently regarded by chemists,
some considering it a definite compound, corresponding
to the formula I;S.i, and others thinking it more prob-
ably a mere phvsical mixture. If a true chemical com-
pound, it is one of excejitional instability, as the fore-

going narration of its properties makes evident. To the

therapeutist it presents itself practically as a joint repre-
sentative of free sulphur and free iodine. It has occa-

sionally been given internally for the purposes iox which
iodine is so administered, but the commoner employ-
ment is external as a gentl.y irritant, iodized a])plication
in various skin diseases. It is best applied in the form
of ointment made with lard, containing the sulphur
iodide in the iiroportion of about eight jicr cent.

Edirard Curtis.

SULPHURIC ACID. -Oil of Vitriol, n.,SO,. This well-
known acid is official in the United SUites Pharmacopieia
under the title Aridiim Snlphiiricinn, .Sulphuric Acid,
and is defined to be "a liquid, composed of not less than
'J2..5 per cent, of absolute sulphuric acid, and not more
than 7..') iier cent, of water" (U. S. P.). Sul|ihuric acid
is a heavy li(|uid of an oily appearance, colorless when
newly made, but ajit to accjuire a smoky hue upon keep-
ing. The specific gravity varies in dilTereiit sam]des,
but a gravity of 1.83.5 is recognized as standard by the
United States Pharmacopieia. The acid has an intense

affluity for water. Mixed with that fluid, it unites there-
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with with tlie evolution of considerable lieat and with a
C'Oiitmction of voUinic, forming a tlcur solution. By
reason of tlie sann: allinily, many orsranie bodies are de-

composcd upon treatment, with sulphurie aeid. the acid

abstraelinLC fmm tlii-ir molecule the elements of water.

Thus, by dehydration, o.xalic acid is cheuiieally broken

up. alecihol is converted into ethylene pas (Call,), wood
and sugar are blackened, and le.Mile fabrics and animal
tissues are destroyed. Suli)huric acid, if diluted, also

attacks most of the common metals, the pronunent excep-
tions being gold, platinum, and iridium. Certain of the

metals, such as copper, mercury, antimony, bisnmth, tin,

lead, and silver, are also acted upon by the concentrated

aeid. if the same be heateil.

Upon the living animal system strong sulphuric acid

acts purely as a powerful caustic. Its action is a spread-

ing one, and the sloughs have a dusky or blackish hue,

quite different in color from the yellow sloughs ]u-oduced

by nitric or hydrochloric acid. Swallowed in any quan-
tity, the strong acid is an intense corrosive poison.

Therapeutically, strong sulphuric acid is occasionally
used as a caustic, but the verj' intensity of its action is

in its disfavor, so that nitric acid is generally preferred.
The acid must be kept in glass-stoppered bottles.

Diluted, so as not to be corrosive, sulphuric acid, like

all sour acids, tends to check acid, and to increase alka-

line secretions, to inhibit fermentations, and, of course,
to neutralize alkalinity. Dilute preparations of sulphuric
aeid are. thiTcfore. available to repress morbid sweatings,
both ap|ilied locally as lotions, and given internally to

allay thirst and quicken appetite; to prevent fermenta-
tion of food in the pn'iine riip, and so to cure diarrhoeas

due to the irritation of the products of such fermenta-

tions, and to neutralize the alkali of alkaline pyrosis.
For these various i)urposes the following official jjrepara-
tions of the United States Pharmacopu'ia are available:

AciiH'.M Sui.PHURicuM DiLrTU.M, Diluted Siilphuric.
Acid.—This preparation is a simple aqueous dihition of

sulphuric aeid. of ten-per-cent. strength. It is a colorless

fluid, intensely sour of taste, and of about the specific

gravity f .070. It should be kept in glass-stoppered bot-

tles. This grade of aeid. although not corrosive, is quite
irritant, and, for medical use, requires considerable
further dilution. The dose is from ten to thirty drops,
diluted thirty- or fortyfold, anil to be taken through a

tube, with the mouth well rinsed after the swallowing.
AciDfM Sur.i'iiUKicr.M AnoM.\TiCf.M. Amiiiittic Sid-

pfniric Arid, Elixir of Vitriol.—This preparation consists

of alcohol charged with sulphuric aeid and tincture of

ginger, and flavored, in addition, with a trace of oil of
cinnamon. It contains about twenty per cent. , by weight,
of svdphnric acid. The preparation is a limpid, yellow
fluid of an aromatic, ethereal, and strongly sour taste,

and of specific gravity about 0.1)39. As its odor sug-
gests, it i)rob>ibly contains some ethereal product of a
reaction between the acid and alcohol of its composition.
The United States Pharniacopa'ia considers, thus, that

there is a certain amount of ethyl-sulphuric aeid present.
Aron)atic sulphuric acid should be kept in glass-.stop-

pered bottles.

This preparation is the favorite one for the internal ad-
ministration of sulphuric acid. It is to be given in the
same manner as the dilute acid (see above), and in the

same or somewhat lesser doses. Edward Curtis.

SULPHURIC ACID, POISONING BY. See Acids,
Minimi. I'iKiiciilnijii iif.

SULPHUROUS ACID.—IIjSOj. Sulphur dioxide gas
(SO...) is readily absorbed by water, and in so dissolving
is to be regarded as uniting with water, molecule for

molecule, with the formation of the aciil body. Il.jSOa.

The United States Pharmaeopceia reeoginzes under the

otlieial title Aeidutii Suljihiirv.'oiiu, Sulphurous Aeid, an
acid representing not less than G.4 jier cent., by
weight, of sidphur dioxide, and of specific gravity not
less than l.O^.'i. Sulphunnis acid is a colorless fluid,

smelling j)ungently of sul])hur dioxide, and tasting both

sulphurous and sour. It has a strong acid reaction, and
first reddens and then bleaches litmus paper. It is

wholly volatilized by heat, and tends con.stantly to

undergo conversicni into s\ilphurie aeid by the aUsorp-
tionsof oxygen. Tliis change is ha.stened by the action
of light, hence the Pharmacopceia directs thatsulphurous
acid be put up in glass-stoppered, dark amber-colored
bottles, and be kept in a cool and dark place. The phar-
inaeopieial process for making the acid is to generate
sulphur dioxide by heating a nnxture of sulphuric acid
anil charcoal, and to conduct the mixed sulphur and car-
bon dioxides into distilled water. The sulphur dioxide
dissolves in the wafer with the formation of sulphurous
acid, and the carbon dioxide mostly escapes.

In its medicinal properties sulphurous aeid resembles

sulidiur dioxide (see Sulphur Div.ride), and may practi-

cally be regarded, indeed, as a simple aqueous solution
of that compound. It is a ju'etty potent germicide, and
upon tender surfaces of the animal body is decidedly
irritant. It bleaches vegetable colors. Theaciii is used,

externally, as a wash in parasitic skin diseases, generally
diluted two- or threefold, and, internally, is occasionally
prescribed in cases of pyrosis and sarcina'. It is, how-
ever, an exceedingly disagreeable medicine to take. The
dose is 4 gni. (about one fluidrachm) of the official acid,
taken in a wineglassful of water. Edward Curtis.

SUMACH <ir SUMAC—Smooth Sumac. (Rhus glabra,
U. S. P.) The dried ripe fruit of Rhus glabra. L. (fam.

Aiiacardiacea). This very handsome shrub or small tree

grows abundantly in dry places throughout the greater
part of North America. It is well distinguished by its

smooth 3'cuing branches from the stag-horn sumac (R.

typhina L.) upon which they are velvety, and it bears
little resemblance to other species. R. copallina has the
leaf rachis winged between the leaflets. The poison
sumac (R. Tcrnix L. ; see Poisonous Plants) has smooth
green or yellowish-green fruits, in very loose open paiu-
cles. while that of R. glabra occurs in very large and very
dense pyranudal masses. The commercial fruits are
about a sixth of an inch long and broad, and somewhat
flattened, ovoid, obtuse, truncate at the Ijase. The epi-
carp is of a deep crimson color and glandular-tomentose,
and contains a single smooth j'ellowish stone. The hairy
covering is strongly acid and astringent. The hairs are
rather short and matted, those of the stag -horn sumac be-

ing shaggy. The drug contains two different classes of

constituents, imparting distinct medicinal properties, be-

sides the fatty oil of the seeds. About two per cent, or
three per cent, of tannic acid and a very little gallic acid
make it a mild and useful astringent, while its malic acid
renders it distinctly refrigerant. For the latter purpose
it is now scarcely employed, although it; was largely so

during earlier periods, when lemons and similar refrig-
erant fruits were less readily obtainable in country dis-

tricts. As an astringent, sumac berries are usually em-
plo}-ed for gargling, in various forms of sore throat, and
are frequently combined with chlorate of potash. The
acitl taste rendei'S this more grateful than other throat as-

tringents. Thedrugis also often used asan intestinal as-

tringent. The official preparation is the fluid extract,
which contains ten per cent, of glycerin, and the internal
do.se of which is 3 to 4 c.c. (fl. 3ss.-i.). This is com-
monly diluted with from one to three parts of water, to

be used as a gargle, though the decoction and infusion
are more commonly employed for that purpose.

Henry II. Rusby.

SUMBUL.—U. S. P. (Sumhul Radlr, B. P., Muskroot.)
The dried root of Ferula, Sumbul Hook., f. (fam. Urn-

bellifenr). This large pereiuiial herb, belonging to the

asatVetida-, galbanum-, and ainmoniacum-yielding group
of the faunly, and inhabiting the same general region,
has a large, rather short cylindrical root, attaining a
diameter of four or five inches, and a length of sjiy a foot,
when it divides into several stout Inanches. The root
itself as a perfume, and afterward asa medicine, appeared
in Europe about 1840.
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Sumbul occurs in transverse segments, varyiui; in di-

ameter from iibout 3 to 7 cm., and in lennfli from 15

to 30 mm.; liglit. siioiigy, annulate or loimitudinully
wrinkled; bark thin, brown, more or le.ss bristly librous;

the interior whitish, witli numerous brownish-yellow resiu

dots and irregular, easily sejiarated fibres ; odor strong,
nuisk-like; taste bitter and balsamic.

CoNSTiTiTENTS.—Tlic most important constituent is

the re.iin, of wliieh there is nine per cent. (Fli'ickiger); it

lias a musky smell, more develo|)ed in contact with

water, and a bitter, aromatic taste. The root couUiins

also a small ([Uantily of dull-bluish-colored oil.

Action .\ni> I'sk.—Suniliul has not any important
medicinal value ; like asabetida, and its namesake, musk,
it is gently slinudant and slightly antispasmodic, and

may be given for the same nervous conditions as they;
but its prineii)al employment is in tlie preparation of

some perfumes, wliere it takes the jilace ol nuisk. A
tincture (Tinctuni t><imbi(l, strength one-tcntli) is official.

II . P. ll"ll(.-<.

SUMMERVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA.—This i>opular
winter resort, among tlie |)ines, is situated in the south-

eastern portion of the Stale, twenty-two miles northwest
from Charleston. Its favorable features as a health

resort are its dry sandy soil, pine forests, e((uable mild

temperature, and freedom from the enervating heat pecul-
iar to points farther south. The pines arc an especial
feature of the place, and abound not only about the

town but arc thickly scattered throughout it "in the

middle of the streets, on the siilewalks. in the gardens,
and in fact everywhere." There are local laws jirohibit-

ing the cutting down of these trees. The atmosphere is

permeated with their Ijalsamic odor, and if there is any
virtue in such a naturally medicated air it must surely
be foimd here.

The poiiulation of the town is about 5,000 souls, and
there are various churches, schools, shops, good markets,
etc.

The sanitary condition is carefully supervised by an
efficient board of health, of which Dr. A. H. Ilayden is

president, to whom the writer is indebted for climatic

and other information contained in this article. Tuber-

aud projierly disinfected." [Extract from the Ilules
and Regulations of the Board of Health.]
The nat\iral drainage is excellent, and this is supple-

mcnlcd by an oi)en canal, on one side of the town, some
miles in h'nglh, and into this accessory canals or (litches

enipl}-. Soil carts are also employed by the town.
The water supply is very generallv derived from open

wells, allhough the Pine Forest Inn and I'iuehursi (Tea
Farm) have artesian wells.

The acconunodations are good, there being several
lirsl-(lass hotels and many boarding-houses.
The outdoor allractinns and amusements are walks

and drives among the pines, golf, many excursions in the

vicinity to various historic and ancient landmarks.—old

churches, plantations, and the like,—the Pinehurst Gar-
den Park, with its large variety of ornamental trees and
shrubs, and the Pinehurst Tea Gardens where the tea

plant is successfully grown. Twenty -two miles distant
is Charleston, with all its attractions in and about the

city. There are also opportunities for shooting and fish-

ing.
The subjoined meteorological table affords an index of

the various climatic features. It will be seen that the
winter temjierature is comparatively mild, the mean
maximum and minimum temperatures not extreme, and
a large majority of the days are sunny, so that one can
be out of diiors the most of the time. The mean average
annual rainfall for nineteen years was 56.76 inches, and
for the four years of the chart, 59.16 inches. On ac-

count of the character of the soil the ground is quickly
dry after the heaviest rainfall. The average relative

humidity appears high, but it is said that there is no
sensation of dampness in the atmosphere. According
to Dr. W. II. Prioleau, of Summerville {Therapculic
Oazette, September, 1897), the climate is most beneficial

to invalids from October to Jlay, "for during that time
there is bright sunny weather, and the atmosphere
changes are seldom so sudden as to cause any seiious

anxiety or di.scomfort." "The town is near enough to

the sea coast." says the same authority, "to cause the

atmosphere to lose the aridity of a sandy plain; at the
Siune time suUicieutly distant to be free from all damp-
ness."

* Cl,IM.\TE OF Sr.MMKKVIl.LE, S. C.—PERIOD OF ObSEKV.VTIOX FROM JaUUART, 1899, TO JANUARY, 1903.

No-
vember.

Ue-
ceuilier.

Janu-
ary.

Fel)-

ruarv.
Marcb. April. July.

Sep-
tember.

Year.

Temperature—Degrees Fabr.
Average mean
.\vt'niL'f iiia.xiiiium

Aveniiri' iiiiTiiinum ^

Mean iiia.xiininn

Mean minimum
Averatre daily ranjre
Averaire muntbly ranjie

Humidily—
(The humidity \va.s rei'orded only a portion of
the perioil.i

Ayerage relative

Precipitation
—

.Average in inches
Wind—

Prevailing direction
Weather—
Avemge number of <'lear da.vs
Ayenijie number fair days .

*

Average number clear ami fair days
Average numl)er cloudy days

.59. 3»
79.5
29.5
66.5
.51.3

15.3
51.3

.«

N. E.

18.3
6.7

34.9
5.0

76

3.:

.W.-

1.5. (

23!i

ra

N.E.

46.8°

74.8
31.4
.58.4

36.8
31. B
53.4

70.8^

3.49

S. W.

13.0
9.2

22.2
8.8

46.6°
76.2
16.7
.56.3

37.1
19.2
57.4

70.W
4.67

S., N. W.

10.4
10.0
30.4
7.6

54.4°
81.2
27.6
67.7
44.9
23.8
53.6

73. 5«

3.01

S. W.

13.4
11.2
34.6
6.4

59.3°
83.7
31.7
68.1
50.2
17.9
49.0

73.0;«

4.08

S. E.

15.7
9.2

34.9
5.0

80.1°
96.3
65.3
88.3
71.2
17.1
31.0

83.5*

5.25

S. W.

15.2
12.5
37.7
3.3

91.0
.53.5

83.7
65.3
17.5
37.5

79.5«

3. .56

N.E.

19.7
5.3
24.9
5.0

.59.16

N.E.,S.W.

Frost occurs from November to .\prll, with ice and occasional snow in the cohiest months of the year.

* These data were obtiiincd through the kindness of Dr. A. H. Hayden, of Summerville, S. C.

culosis is included in the list of conta.gious or infectious
diseases required to be reported to the board, and when-
ever in a hotel or any oilier building a case of ci>nsump-
tiou has "

lived, resided or died," it must be reported in

wrilingto the secretary of the board of health; and "im-

mediately upon receipt of each report, the health officer

shall, at the expense of the occujiant or owner of the

premises, cause said premises to be at once fumigated

The diseases and conditions for which this climate is

suitable are pulmonary tuberculosis in the early stage,

laryngitis, brtmcliilis. asthma, iiitluen/a. ncuraslhcuia,
and insomnia. Furllier, it is a t'avoralple place for a
winter residence for the many who. for one reason or

another, desire to escape the cold of the North or West.
"I must admit." saj-s Eli/.abelli Stu.art Phelps, writing in

McClurc's Magazine,
"
that Summerville is a land of lovely
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(Ireams, with more conveuieutes and fewer (iiscomforts,

more toiiie and less enervation tlian any other Southern
liealtli or jileaMire resort I iiave seen. l{oses run riot

over it ; its lionies are pirdens. anil j;ardens are its homes.

There the winds are laid. . . . There it is always dream-

lanil. and there tlie knotted Northern nerves may rela.x

and rest."

One can reach Summerville by various railroad mutes
or by water from New York to ('harleston and fiom

theiiee by rail. The time from New York by rail is

tweiitv four hours. EdiCdrd U. Utis.

-Placer County, Califor-

Ilotel and

SUMMIT SODA SPRINGS.
nia.

Post-Office.—Summit Soda Springs,

cottages.
Access,—Via Central Pacific Railroad to Summit

station, thence by stage or carriage, twelve miles to the

springs. The location is near the sununit of the Sierra

Nevada Mountains, at an altitude of 1(5, UOO feet above
the sea-level. The region is one of picturescjue grandeur,
and the magnificent view from the neighborhood of the

springs is unobstructed for miles around. The air is

pure, dry, and invigorating, being cool and pleasant all

the summer. The springs are situated in an expansion
at the head of a deep canyon, along which winds one of

tlie forks of the American River. The hotels and cot-

tages are pleasantly located, and good bathing facilities

are at baud. Two analyses have been made. They are

as follows :

One United States Gallon Contains :

Solids.

Sodium rhloride
Sodium Viirurtxinate ..

Sodium cjnliuiKiIe

Potii.s>iinn raTl>"ii;ilp. .

Mapuesium carbonate
Calcium i)icarbonate..

ralciuui carbonate. .. .

Ferrous oxide
Ferrous carbonate . . . .

Borates
Alumina
Silica

Organic matter

Total solids

T)r. Winslow
.\ndi-ison, 1888,

(Jniins.

2ii,18

4,11
5.7.5

.83

4,(6
38,93
6,55

i'.Ya

Trace.
1.13

1.94
Trace.

93.16

J. T. Eandolpb,
1878.

Grains.

26.22

Trace.
4,20
43,30

i;75

1,75
2,06

88,68

Free carbonic acid gas, 187.35 cubic inches (saturated).

The water has antacid, diuretic, aperient, and tonic prop-
erties, and is useful in the treatment of dyspepsia, tor-

pidity of the liver and bowels, Bright's disease, stone in

the bladder, etc. James K. Crook.

SUNDEW. See Droseracea.

SUPERFCETATION.—Ordinary multiple pregnancy is

generally the result of the siinuitaneous fertilization of

more than one ovule. Should such fecundation be sue-

cessice instead of sunuUaiicons, it is called siiperiinprefjuK-
tion. Of this, there are two varieties: (1) Superfeciindn-
tiim, which occurs when two (or more) ovules belonging
to the same period of ovulation are impregnated by suc-
cessive acts of coitus. (2) Siiperfa'tation, which occurs
wlien two or more ovules belonging to successive periods
of ovulation are impregnated, so that a woman who is

already jiregnant liecomes again pregnant a month or
more later, and carries simultaneously in the uterus both
these products of concejition. Thus a .second ovum is

fertilized after the first has been develojung for a month
or more, and the two fo'tuses continm^ to develop simul-

taneously and independently.
The term superimpirf/iiKtimi has been used in two

senses: (1) as a generic term including both superfccun
dation and superfoctation ; and (2) as synonymous with

suiicrfcetation or superfecundation. We believe the

former to be the more correct usage, though the term
might well be abolished.

l>ii]Hrftciiiidatit)ii is now well recognized, and needs
no discussion. There have been reports of too many
well-authenticated cases to allow of any doubt on tliis

point. The most conclusive proofs are furnished by
those cases in which a black woman has at the Fame
time given birth to twins, of dilTerent colors, the one a
mulatto and the other black, and whose fealuri's have
unmistakably indicated their paternity. In many of
these instances the mother has explained that both a
white man and a black man had had intercourse with her
within a short interval of each other. Similar, but not
so frequent, are the reported cases in which a white
woman lias had intercourse successively with a white
man and a black man, and has given birth to twins of
dilferent cohu's and races. Illustrative cases in abun-
dance maybe found in the pages of works on medical

jurisprudence, notably those of Tidy and Beck.
But siiperfwlatioii has not been so readily admitted.

Like other theories which have subsequently crystallized
into facts and been accepted, the possibility of superfocta-
tion has been alternately asserted and denied. Thus, ac-

cording to Beck, Brassavolus. who lived between l.oOOand
1 .")5o, said that he had known sijperfatatt'on to be epidemic !

'
!

By later physicians, the possibility of superfretation was
generally accepted, and many cases were brought for-

ward to support the claim ; but it is doubtful how many
of these cases would stand the test cl a thorough inves-

tigation at the present da}- ; and some of them are cer-

tainly capable of much simpler explanation. The next

stage was that of vigorous denial. This view has been
taken by Lusk, who says :

" That impregnation can take

place at two periods distant from one another—must be

regarded as an inadmissible hypothesis, until physiolo-
gists shall succeed in demonstrating in a single instance,

by the presence of corjiora lutea of different ages, that
ovulation ever occurs during pregnancy

"
("Midwifery."

1896). No doubt ovulation does ordinarily cease during
pregnane}'; and this may be one of the reasons why
there are so few cases of superftetation. But that ovula-
tion can occur during pregnancy has been demonstrated

by Christopher (Am. Jotir. of Ohstet., 1886), who also
cites Slavjansky's case, as follows: "Professor Slavjan-
sky, of St. Petersburg, in a laboriously exact paper in

ihe Annates de Gynecologie. vol. ix., furnishes a report
of a very interesting and instructive case. A woman,
twenty-four years of age. had menstruated since her
seventeenth year, and had been delivered of a child three

years previous to her present pregnancy. Her last men-
struation occurred November 5th, 1876, but conception is

supposed to have taken place early in December. Death
occurred >Iarch 23d, 1877, from a ru]iture of the left

P'allopian tube, due to tubal pregnane}-. The legal au-

topsy was made thirty hours after death, and the genera-
tive organs afterward given to Slavjansky for examina-
tion. He found on the left ovary a tumefaction which
presented a cavity 1 to 3 cm. in diameter, and on micro-

scopic examination presented all the characters of a
Graafian follicle. The contents, which had been coagu-
lated by alcohol, were carefully separated by a needle,
and on examination under the microscope were found to

be the cells of the discus proligerus, and within them
was found the ovule with its cccentricaUy situated

germinal vesicle and germinal spot clearly marked. In
the cortical substance of this ovary were found numerous
Graafian follicles in all de.grees of develoiunent. from the

primordial follicle uji to flie follicles of 0.8 cm. in diame-
ter. .V corpus luteum of 0.4 cm, in diameter was found

immediately under the princii)al cavity. In the cortical

substance of (he right ovary were numerous follicles of

varying degrees of develo|niient. one being O.'A cm. in

diameter. A recent corpus luteum 1 cm. in diameter
was clearly outlined in the .surrounding tissues." Of
even more value, and apparently unassailable, is Cosen-
tino's ca.se: "A woman in the si.xth month of pregnancy
died of heart disease. The ovaries were subjected to a
careful microscoiiic examination, and in them were found
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follicles in all stasres of development ; also one ruptured
follicle of a diameter of 15 mm. with ragjred iiiiirsrins and
a rich arterial and venous network surroundinir the

tlieca folliculi. Hetween the grauuliir layer and a lot of

detritus a perfectly mature ovum with all of its elements
was found "

(quoted liy llerzoy, in Chicago Mediciil

Record, July, 1898). Even more emphatic in his rejec-
tion of superfictation is Kleinwiichter; he says: "The
whole claim as to superfietaliiin, however, collapses, be-

cause the base on which tliis alleged occurrence rests

does not exist. As soon as pregnancy has occurred,
ovulation ceases. Superf<etatiou. therefore, is a physio-
logical impossibility. However, even if ovulation did

take place, sujierfu'tation nevertheless could not occur,
since the sperma. in conscqtience of the plug of nuicus
in the cervi.x, cannot reach the ovum. This plug of

mucus which forms in the cervix, the pnili feral ion of tiie

muco.sa of the uterus, the fusion of the ilcciiUia rcllexa

with the deeidua vera, which takes place in the twelfth

week, make it im]iossilile. even if an ovum should be

discharged from the uterus, that it could come into con-
tact with the sperma deposited in the vagina

"
(Herzog,

ut unpi-d). Bui tlu'se objections are more fanciful than

real, for it has now been proved that: (1) Ovidation
can occur during iiregnancy (ride supra). (2) The plug
of mucus which is found in tlie cervi.x of the pregnant
uterus is also found in the cervix of the non-pregnant
uterus, and, therefore, if it were a bar to superf<etation.
it would also prevent pregnancy! Indeed, it has been
asserted that, so far from this plug of mucus prevent-
ing the entrance of the spermatozoa, it, by absorption,
rather assists them into the uterus. (3) The fusion of

the deeidua vera and the deeidua retlexa occurs "at the
fourth month" (J. Whitridge William.s, "Obstetrics"),
and until this fusion occurs there is abundant opportu-
nity for the spermatozoa to pass upward toward the

Fallojjian tube.

At the present day, both the possibility and the proba-
bility of superfa>tation are fully admitted; that it is of

frequent occurrence, or that the majority of the cases

ft)rmerly rejiorted under this heading are correctly desig-
nated, is not conceded. It must be remembered that

siiperfo'tation is neither normal nor physiological; it is

a jiathological condition. In an ordinary normal preg-
nancy we note the following (among other) characteris-

tics: (1) It is single; (2) it is intra-uterine; (3) menstrua-
tion and ovidation both cease; (4) the uterus is neither

bitid nor septate, but single. Now, variation in any of

these conditions may produce pathological or abnormal
results; andsuperfo?tation is one such pathological varia-

tion. The possible results of siiperfu?tation are two:
either two children e{iuall3' well developed, but born at

different times; ar the birth of twins, one of which is

developed and the other not. Those who deny the

possibility of superfietation have explained these con-

ditions as being due either (1) to an ordinary twin jtreg-

nancy, or a superfecundation, in which one f(etvis was
"crowded," or for some other reason did not obtain ade-

quate nutrition during gestation, and was therefore not

properly developed ; or (2) to an ordinary twin pregnancy
or superfecundation in which one ovum became blighted.
and possibly sulTered conqiression and partial mununifi-
cation {

=
fii:tiiK pnpunu'iri^): or (3) to a bilid uterus, in

which one ovum was developed in each half.

There can be no doubt that many of the earlier reported
cases of superfu'tation can be explained as above; but
there still remain some that are intelligible only on the

ground of superfo'tatioii. Thus, where viable children
are born at an interval of fi'ur months, and the uterus is

not double, there is at present no explanation to be
offered beyond the one that fcirms the subject of this

article. Tidy, in his "Legal Jledicine." quotes one such
case from Naphey: "Mary Ainie Higaud. at thirty-seven,
gave birth, on Ai)ril 3()tli. 1748, to a fulllerm mature boy,
which s\irvived its birth two and one-half months, and
to a second mature child (girl) on September llJth, 1748.
which lived for one year. The mother was proved after
her death not to have had a double uterus. (This case

is vouched for by Professor Eisenman, and by Leriche,
surgeon-major of the Strasboiug Military Hospital)."
And several such cases are given by ]5onnar (Edin. Med.
Jonr., January, 18G.")), "cases that prove, as far as any-
thing of the sort can prove, that supertVetation is a posi-
tive "fact." li. J. E. Hi-ott.

SUPRARENAL BODIES. PATHOLOGY OF.—Inas-
much as this subject has already been discus.sed to some
extent in the article on Addixon's DixeifM . onlj' those con-
ditions will be mentioned here which were not considered
imder that head.

Anoimilies and Malformations.—Total absence of the
adrenals lias been rejiorted, but in some of the cases it is

impossible to state jiositively that the absence was con-

genitid and not the result of an extreme atrophy. Con-
genital alwence and liy|)oplasia have, however, been ob-
served in cases of hemiceiihaliis and anence])halus and
in certain forms of malformations of the genitourinary
organs. According to Zander, the adrenal byjioplasia
is associated only with defects of the frontal lobes.

Aplasia of the medullary portion of the suiuarenals has
been seen in cases of chronic hydrocephalus, but the con-
nection between these conditions is not clear. Fusion
into one organ, abnormalitv of shape and form, displace-
ment, separation into several bodies, and hypertrophy
have been described. As a rule, the malformations of
the suprarenals bear no relation to those of the kidneys,
though in one case reported of horseshoe kidney there
were four adrenals. Malformations of these organs ap-
pear to stand in a closer relationship with those of the
sexual glands. Marcband has reported a case of marked
hyperplasia of the suiirarenals and of the accessory su-

prarenal structures in the broad ligament, in a case of

rudimentary development of the ovaries and external

hermaphrodism.
Aeccssiiry Suprarenals (Adrenal Rests).—Small isolated

portions of adrenal tissue, varying in size from a pinhcad
to a cherry, are of very frequent occurrence in the
immediate neighborhood of the main organ, Ij'iug in

the peri-adrenal connective tissue, in the solar plexus, in

or luuler the kidne.v capsule, in the kidney substance, or

even in the liver. Small bodies con.sisting of tissue re

.sembling that of the adrenal corte.x are also found in the

broad ligament, along the spermatic vessels, in the in-

guinal canal, on the s])ermatic cord, and in the retroperi-
toneal connective tissue. By a number of authors the
adrenal ti-ssue found in the last-named regions is re-

garded as analogous to the suprarenal organs of the

lower vertebrates, the main adrenal organs of man rejire-

senting theinterrenal bodiesof these animals. JIarchand

having been the first to observe their presence in the
broad ligament, tliey have been designated the "adie
uals of Marchand "

(" ^larchand'sche Nebeimieren "). I!y
other writers they are regarded as misplaced adrenal tis

sue referable to some disturbance of develo|)ment. The
chief jiathological importance of these bodies is the pos-
sibility of the development in them of the same form of
new growths as arise in the adrenals themselves, or in

the adrenal "rests" of the kidney, liver, etc. Adrenal
tissue has been found in a cystic tumor of the broad liga-
ment. The small masses of adrenal tissui' found in the

inguinal canal or tqion the spermatic cord have been mis-
taken for liiiomata. It is also possible that these acces-

sory bodies may imdergo a compensatory hypertrojihy
in the case of (lestruction of the nuiin organs in early
life. Accessory adrenals or "adrenal rests" are of a yel-
lowish color, and have a fatty shine. From their closi'

resend)lancc to fat tissue they have frequently been mis
taken for lipomata. In the great majority of cases the

micro.seopical structiu'e resemliles that of the fa.scicular

zone of the adrenal cortex; and very rarely do these
bodies contain cells resembling those of the medullary
portion of the organ.

Circulator!/ Distiirhancen.—Chroidc jiassive congestion
of the systemi(^ veins gives rise to a passire coniiestion of

the adrenals, which in consequence are enlarged and of a

deep brownish-red color. Ilonorrhage into the adrenals
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may occur in congenital or acquired bfcmopliilia, in per-
nicious anaMiilu, in UnikaMuia, after tlirombosis of tlie

veins, anil as a result of trauma or of jjencral jiassive con-

gestion. Severe injuries, sueli asfraeiureof tlies])ine, are

frequently associated with heniorrliage into or aljout the

adrenals. Hemorrhage into llie supran-nals ai)pears to

be of fre(iuent occurrence in the new-born. According
to Mattei and Spencer, some degree of congestion of the

.iuprarenals is always present in the new-born. As the

Ijorder line between slight hemorrhage atid congestion is

not Well <lefined, it is very jirobable that some cases of

congestion have been regarded as hemoi'iliage. If not

conhrmed by nucro.seopical examination, no diagnosis of

adrenal hemorrhage sboiUd be made uidess distinct hem-

orrhagic spots or iiands are seen in the tissue of the or-

gan, or unless the hemorrhage is so extensive as to con-

vert the organ into a cyst filled with fluiil or coagulated
blood.

Hamill has collected ninety cases of adrenal hemorrhage
occurring in the new-born. Various causes arc given,
but it is probable that the most common etiological fac-

tor in still-born childi'eu is prolonged and difficult labor

requiring manipulation, especially in the case of breech

delivery. In some of the infants dying within a few

<lays after birth, the iiemorrhage may be the result of in-

juries received during labor, but in the great majority
of such cases some form of infection is to be regarded as

the cause; in practically all cases dying after the tenth

•day some form of infection produces the condition. Of
the ninety cases collected bj' llamill, twenty-eight were
seen in still-born children, twenty-seven between birth

and the separation of the cord, and eleven after the latter

event. The hemorrhage may be unilateral or bilateral,

tlie lesion apparently being more common upon the right
side, this being due probably to anatomical reasons.

The hemorrhage is usually into the medullaiy portion,
and the appearances vary with the amoiuit of extravasa-
tion. The gland may be greatly enlarged and the blood

may break through into the peritoneal cavity when the

extravasation is large. When not immediately fatal the

hemorrhage may lead to cystic or fibrous change in the

gland, and it has been suggested that possibly some of

the cases of Addison's disease in which a marked fibrosis

of the gland was found may have been the result of a

hemorrhage occurring at an earlier period. Old hemor-

rhages may become calcified.

Ilemorrliiigic infdrctioii of the suprarenal due to throm-
bosis of the central vein has been reported as occurring
in a child of eleven months. The etiology of the throm-
bus was not clear, but it was thought to be marantic in

origin. A similar condition may follow thrombosis of

the renal vein.

Retiio(;u.\1)E Changes.—Simple atrophy of the adre-

nals occurs in old age and in cachectic conditions. A
marked atrophy has been observed in cases of Addison's
disease. The atrophic organs may be no larger than

peas. Associated with the atrophy of old age there is

frequently seen a marked pigmentation of the medulla.
A'ecrosis of the adrenals occiu's in tuberculosis, eclamii-

sia, in certain infections and intoxications, in extreme

passive congestion, and following hemorrhage and
thrombosis of the central vein. Focal necrosis has been
observed in malaria. Inasmuch as the medulla of the

adrenals very quickly undergoes a postmortem disinte-

gration, such change occurring even within from half an
hour to one hourafter death, tlie presence of a soft brown-
ish substance in a cyst-like cavity representing the me-
dulla should not be mistaken for a pathological condition.
The post-mortem change may be recognized by the ab-

sence of hemorrhage or of changes in the cortex. The
cyst-like cavities formed by post-mortem change gave
rise to the designation "suprarenal capsule."

Cknidy sirellinn of the cells of the adrenals occurs in

severe general intoxications.
Fat in the form of small droplets is almost constantly

present in ihe cortical cells of the adult adrenal, jiarticu-

larly in those of tlu; fascicular zone. Large droplets are
often present. Excessive fatty change has been de-

scribed as occurring in marasmic infants and in cases
of congenital syphilis, and has also been regarded as a
cause of Addison's disease.

Aiiii/loid chii/ifje is of frequent occurrence in the adre-
nals in cases of general amyloidosis. The amyloid is

deposited in the walls of the blood-vessels and in the
connective tissue. The parenchymatous cells become
atrophic and may entirely disappear, the organ becom-
ing larger, hard, waxy, and bluish-gray in color. The
cortex usually shows the greatest change, but the me-
dulla is not infrei|uently afTected alone or coincidentlj'.

Amyloid change of tiic adrenals has also been regarded
as a cause of Addison's disease.

Calcification of the adrenals may follow caseous necro-

sis or Iiemorrhage, and is not infreipiently present with-
out any signs of other pathologi<-al changes.

Pirjinentation of the cells of tlie medulla is increased in

old age and in conditions of excessive blood destruction.

Injtitmmittiiiii.
—Simple inflammation of the adrenals is

very rare. Metastatic abscesses occur in pyaemia and

may lead to total destruction of the organ; they may
rupture into the intestine or into the retroperitoneal con-
nective tissue. Fibrosis of the adrenals due to chronic
interstitial inflammation has been reported, but the na-

ture of these cases is obscure. Such changes have also

been reported as occurring in Addison's disi-ase.

Tuberculosis.—Miliary tubercles may be found in the

adrenals, but tuberculosis of these organs is usually of
the fibro-caseous type. The glands i i the latter condition
become enlarged, hard, and often nodular. The capsule
is thickened, the parenchyma either wholly or in jiart re-

placed by a firm, dry, cheesy, yellowish or a soft pus-like
material. About the cajisule there may be present a

large amount of scar tissue involving the semilunar gan-
glia. Tubercle bacilli are found in the caseous areas.

Calcification or liquefaction may follow the caseation.

In many cases only one organ is affected The condition

is rarel_v priniaiy, but is in the great majority of cases

secondar}' to a chronic pulmonary tuberculosis. When
primary it may form the starting-point for a tuberculosis
of the peritoneum. (See Addison's Disease.)

Syphilis.—Gummata have been found in the adrenals,
and in both congenital and acquirwi .syphilis thickening
of the blood-vessels may occur. Total fatt_v degeneration
has also been described as occurring incases of congenital
syphilis.
Actinomycosis of the adrenals has been reported as

extending from actinom3'cotic processes in the liver.

Pkogressive Ch.\nges.—Hypertrophy and hyperplasia
of adrenal tissue may occur in young individuals after

loss of the main organ or organs. In the latter case the

adrenals of JIarchand or other access<iiy adrenal tissue

may undergo a coni])eiisatorv liypertroph)-. The diffuse

hyperplasias are very rare, but localized nodular hyper-
plasias are frequent.
TuMous.—The most common form of tumor is that

arising from adrenal rests (see Jlypernephroi/ui). These

growths may reach a very large size, and occasionally
present the appearance of a large cyst filled with a
brownish pultaceous material produced by the extensive

fatty degeneration characteristic of these growths. The
smaller growths appear as yellowish nodules resembling
fat tissue. The microscopical picture is usually that of
the fascicular zone of the cortex, but growths consisting
of medullary ti.ssue have also been described. Though
frequently benign except for size, the hvperncphromas
of the a<lienals may through continued atypical growth
take on the characteristics of a carcinoma. It is prob-
able that the majority of the malignant tumors arising

primarily in the adrenals, which have been rejiorted as

careinonuita. in reality belonged to the hy])ernephrO'
niata, though it is also possible that tumors of the type
of carcinoma inaj' be primary in this organ. The lerm
adenoma or malignant adenoma is frequently apj-died to

these growths [struma suprarcnalis); at present they are

classed with the hyperncphroniata.
Sarcoma.— Melanotic and iion-pigmented .sarcomata

have been reported as primary in Ihe adrenals. Lym
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])liosiucom!i is of rare occurrence. There e.xist in the

iitenitvue numerous accounts of sarcoma of the adrenal,
but it is very )irohablc that these tumors lieUiuired to the

hypernephromala anil not to the true sarcomata. This

is especially true of the eases reported as "malignant
tumor,"

"
adenosarcoma,

"
"alveolar sarcoma." "carcino-

ma," etc. Through the occurrence of hemorrhages the

growths may become very large, and occasionally break
into the veins and set up metastases. The latter are

found chiclly in the lungs.
Gliiiiiiatii anil neiiromntn of the adrenals have been

described, but the true nature of the cases is uncertain.

They arise from the medulla or from the sympathetic

system.
Connectire-tissue growths are very rare. Cystic lym-

phaugiomala have been very rarely observed. Gangli-
onic tibromyoangioma has also been described.

SecoiHliiri/ tiiiiKii-H (sarcoma and carcinoma) are of not

infrequent oeeurreuce. Metastasis takes |ilaee usually

through the lymphatics. Secondary eaicinonia may be

associated with Addison's disease.

PaiuKt'ttx.— In very rare cases ecliinocorciis has been

found in the adrenals. AUlred Scutt WnHhlii.

SUPRARENAL BODIES, PHYSIOLOGY OF.
crctiiiii. I'hiixinlnijii ,y.

See

SUPRARENAL CAPSULE. EXTRACT OF. See Adre-
nuU and "/ nnti,, mini.

SUSPENSORY BANDAGES areeinidoyedfor propby-
lactic purposes wlien the scrotum and its contents are

normal, but exposed to injury or disease. Thus they
are reconunended to men wliose oeeupation comjiels
them to stand for hours in tlie u]iright position, to lift

heavy weights, to take severe physical e.vercise, or to

ride a horse or a bicycle for hours at a time. Athletes

usually wear bandages teebnically called "jock-straps
"

in iilaee of suspensories. These "
jock-straps," however,

while immoljilizing the external genitals, drag them up-
ward, and, in fixing them upon the pubes, may produce
abnormal i)ressure of the scrotal contents, and expose
them to the injuries which the}- are intended to prevent.

Among the pronhylaetic uses of sus])ensiiry bandages,
they are reconunended in gonorrha'a to prevent epiilid}'-
mitis and orchitis. Experience, however, has proven
that they are not always elTective in this regard. The
therapeutic uses of suspensory bandages are as varied as
are the diseases which afl'eet the scrotum and its con-

tents. In general depressed states, where relaxation of
the scrotum causes it to hang down below its normal
level, a well-littiug and i>ropiTly adjusted suspensory
bandage gives the organs within it the needed support.
In local conditions, such asseiotal dermatoses, it serves
to iminol)ilize the sac and thus compels anj' medicaments
which may beapplied to the skin to remain in direct con-
tact therewith. In varicocele of a minor degree it often-

times renders operation uimecessary. In funiculitis, epi-

didymitis, orchitis, and orcho-epiilidymitis, when the

swelling is not too great to be cnnirolled by a suspensoiy
bandage, it serves its purpo.se admirably. AVhen the

swellings in these diseases are very great, they leqnirc
modifications of suspensory bandages, called compres-
sors, such as the Jliliano, Zeissl, Langlebert, Casjier, and
other scrotal compressors. Tliese modilications not only
Supi)ort the semtum tirudy against the ascending rami
of the pubis, but, having a linn, strong Img w-ith lace

strings, tliey render it possible to subject the scrotum
and its contents to uniform compression. It is essential

to suspensories and compressors that traction shouhl be
exerted ina posterior direction upon the lower (posterior)

apex of the bag. This traction is made by means of

counter-straps. If these straps are omitted, as they
sometimes are, especially in the cheaper forms of suspen-
sories, these contrivances then liecome useless and even
at times injurious. Firm support and compression are not

possible without these counter-straps. When they are

absent the scrotum is dragged upwaid and forward by
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the waistband, and the posterior margin of the bag is

likely to cut into the posterior surface of the scrotum.

Slany forms of excellent suspensory bandages are made,
l)Ut no one form can be recommeniled for all ]uophylae-
tic or therapeutic uses. The individual conformation of

the external genitals varies as much as does that of the
hand or foot. Suspensory bandages must therefore be
"titled" to the genitals, with consideration for the in-

dividual peculiarities as well as for the olijeet to be at-

tained. The intie.xibU' rules regarding the ellcctive use
of suspensory bandages are, lirst, that they inust not

produce the slightest discomfort, and next, that they
must instantaneously giv'c at least marked, if not entire,
relief from pain. If these ends are not attained, the

bandage employed is not applicable to the case or has
been defectively a])]died. In eliididymitis, when the
cord is not much involved, strapi)iug the testicle by
Fricke's metliod often enhances to a marked degree the
value of a suspensory bandage. It must be remendjcred,
however, that the ajiplication of strips of adhesive plas-
ter for the accomplishment of the desired end is painful,
unless it be done by an operator of great experience in

the use of this form of dressing. When it is properly
applied this dressing promptly reduces swelling and

pain, and renders the patient entirely willing to have the

operation repeated as often as may seem desirable. Ger-

son, of Berlin (Berliner kUnische ]\'orluiisclirift, No. 3,

1H9T), devi.sed "scrotal elevating strips" as a substitute

for suspensory bandages. These strips {Snspensioiixbin-

fhii) are elastic, adhesive bandages, with the upper mar-

gin softly fringed. Before applying them it is desirable
to empty the lower part of the scrotum as much as possi-
ble by crowding the testicle firmly up against the exter-

nal ring. In a certain number of cases these strips prove
successful, anil as it is an easy matter to apply them they
may well be recommended for trial.

Ferd. C. Valentim.

SUTHERLAND SPRINGS.—Wilson County. Texas.
PosT-t)FFii i;.

— Sutlierland Springs. Hotel and board-

ing-houses.
Access.—From San Antonio via the San Antonio anil

Gulf Railroad, thirty miles distant.

The resort is ])leasantly located on the Rio Cibolo, at

an elevation of about 4UU feet above the sea-level. The
surrounding country is of a gently undulating character
and presents much pleasing scenery of a mild and tran-

quil character. This part of the State is celebrated for

its genial climate and its freedom from malarial and
miasiuatic disorders. At the ilate of our correspondent's
letter (December 27th), the flowers were in full bloom
out of doors and the gardens wei'e as green as in sum-
mer. Tliere is no ice at any time, and the frosts are sel-

dom sufiiciently severe to cause the trees to shed their

leaves. Many persons who begin the baths during the

sununer continue them during the winter months, as it

is seldom cold enough to interfere with this pastime.
No analysis of the water has been made, but the numer-
ous springs are said to olTera variety of therapeutic prop-
erties—Ionic, alterative, astringent, laxative, diinetic,
etc. This combination of valuable spring waters with a

mild, dry, equable climate makes the location a very
attractive one for a large class of sufferers from various
ailments. It is said that a flue modern hotel will soon be
built. James K. Crook.

SUTURES.—Sdture Materials.—The materials ii.sed

for sutures are very varied. The ones most employed
are silk, catgut, silkworm gut, silver wire, horse-hair,
and kangaroo tendon.

sail, not being absorbable, is not good, except in the

smaller sizes, for deep sutures or ligatures, and finds its

use chiefly in uniting the skin and in intestinal work. It

is also used for tying off iiedicles where great strength is

requisite. It is best sterilized by lioiling it on spools in

alcohol or in a one-per-ccnt. solution of carlionate of so-

dium. The small sizes are usually dyed black for easier

detection. When the suture is small it may be cncap-

I
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sulated aud thus remain in the tissues intiefinitely ; but,

on the oilier liand, it may give rise at any time to iu-

tlanimation and llie lorniaiion of a listula.

Catqut is used largely for deep sutures, i.e., those

whicli are buried in the deeper parts. They are absorbed

*-4r^

Fig. 4564.—SurKlcal Needles.

and thus produce no subsequent irritation, which is pos-

sible in nou-absorbable materials. In older to prevent
too rapid absorption the catgut may be "chromicized."

Chromicized catgut may remain uuabsorbed for as long a

jjeriod as from two to six weeks. The gut is soaked in ether

for t%venty-four hours and placed for twenty-four hours

more in a four-per-ccnt. solution of chromic acid in

water. The gut is now dried in a hot-air sterilizer and

disinfected by one of the usual methods. The most

serious objection to catgnt as a suture material is the

difficulty of sterilizing it completely. This

difliculty has given rise to a great number
of metliods of disinfection. Boiling iu

ninety -five-per-cent. alcohol for an hour
with the USB of a still is a very satisfactory
method. For other methods, see under

Dressings (tiiiir/ical). Catgut is not so sat-

isfactory as silk for suturing the skin.
• Silktrorm gut is an excellent material for

tension sutures, but should not be used for

buried sutures, as it has sharp ends and is --iv,
nonabsorbable. It is used extensively in 1^^

perineum and cervix operations. It is

prepared by boiling it in alcohol or water.

It may be dyed black for easier detection.

When boiled too often it breaks easily if

drawn tight.
Silrer wire is used in holding bone fragments together

and also as a tension suture for the skin. The suture is

twisted on itself and then it holds the parts iu contact.

It can be satisfactorily sterilized by boiling it in water.

Horse-hair is occasionally used for the skin when there

is not great tension on the edges of the wound. It is

sterilized bj' boiling it in water or alcohol.

Keingaroo tendon is obtained from the kangaroo's tail

or leg. It is very strong and pliable. It can be satis-

factorily used for buried sutures, and has found its chief

employment in hernia operations. It

should be chromicized. It is tinally ab-

¥^—{

Fig. 456.5. — In-

terrupted
suture.

sorbed, but only after several weeks.

Ciintinuous Suture.

Surgical Xceillis.—These are of differ-

ent sizes and shapes (Fig. 4564). They
may be straight or curved, round m- ilat,

Hagedorn needles which arc flat and
have a sharp cutting edge are in very
general use. In intestinal work round

needles are preferable, as they do not cut the thin tis-

sues, causing the suture to pull out. For sut\iriiig

deeper parts, as in pelvic operations, a needle-holder is

useful, and there are many forms. Needles are steril-

ized by boiling or by placing them iu carbolic acid, 1 to

20, l'i>r liftceii or twenty minutes.
TiiK Dii'i'KiiE.NT Kinds oi- Sltikks.—Wounds can be

united by a variety of forms of suture.

Iiiterruftted Suture (Fig. 4.505).
—This is the usual form

of suture for uniting the edges of the skin. The needle

M

Fig. 4568.—Figure-ol-Eight Sutures.

Fig. 4667.—Subcuticular Suture.

is passed first through one side of the

wound, then through the other di-

rectly opposite the point of entrance.

The two ends are tied with a reef-knot and cut short.

The knot should be on one side of the line of the wound.
When there is tension of the wound the so-called tension

sutures arc used, which are inserted at a further distance

from the edges of the

V, ound than ordinary

coaptation sutures.
The interrupted sut-

ures should be placed
near enough together
to insure good approxi-
mation of the edges of

the wound. The sut-

ure is removed by cut-

ting the thread close to

the skin and pulling on
the knot. Medium-
sized silk is generally
employed for the skin.

Continuous Suture
(Fig. 4.566).—This is

Ijegun at one end of the

wound. Instead of

cutting the thread after the first suture, the latter is con-

tinued throughout the whole length of the wound. The
needle is inserted at points directly opposite each other.

In this way the visible part of the thread forms a row
of parallel oblique lines and the invisilile part a row of

transverse lines.

The suture is lied

b\' tying the dou-
ble thread on one
side to the single

portion on the op-

posite. This sut-

ure can be inserted

more rapidly than
the interrupted,
and is well adapt-
ctl for long
wounds.

•s" u /> c u tictilar

.sV;»re(Fig.456T).—This is a catgut
suture in which
the curved needle
is passed in and
out below and

l^arallel to the

skin a n d then
drawn up tight
so as to bring the skin surfaces in contact. The advan-

tages of it are that it leaves only a small scar and min-

iniizes the danger of stitch-hole abscesses from pene-
tration of the skin with its bacteria.

Fig. 4r>t)9.— Mattrps,s or Quilt Suture.
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The Fig ure-of- Eight Suture (Fig. 45G8) is made by
transti.xiug both edges of the incision with a sliort pin
and twisting a thread al)out tlie two ends. This is some-
times used in luirelip oiienUions.

Mattress or Quilt Suture (Fig. 4569).—lu this variety
the needle is passed througli eaeli side Iwiie. and in this

Fiti. 4570.— Tli(! Quilled Sulure.

way a firmer liold is ol)tained. It can be cither inter-

rupted or continuous.

Quilled Suture (Fig. 4570).—This is used incase of ten-

sion on the edges. A doulile thread is passed through
both edges at a good distance from the same. Into tlie

loop on one side a ])iece of catheter, gauze, or drainage
tube is inserted and the free ends on the ojiposite side

are tied aliout the same material. The edges may be

brought into clo.ser apposition by another row of sutures
inserted close to the edges.
Semmlary Suture.— If it is desirable to bring together a

wouml which is granulating, we employ secondary sut-

FiG. 4.i71.—The "Reef" Kuot.

ure. This is also employed for wounds which, on ac-

<-ount of Ihcir dejilh or of hemorrhage, were first packed.
Any of the above forms of suture can be employed for

this purpose.
Knots.—The knot used for tying sutures is usually the

reef-knot (Fig. 4571). This is preferable to the granny
knot (Fig. 4572), which is more likely to slip and liecome
untied. The square knot can be combined with the so-

FIQ. 4572.—Tbe "Gninny
"

Knot.

called surgeon's knot (PMg. 4573), in which the ends of

the thread are twisted about each other twice instead of
once.

Intestinal Sutures.—For intestinal work the small sizes

of silk are employed and either the straight or the curved

needle. An ordinary strong needle answers the purpose.
The main object is to bring peritoneal surfaces in contact.

Fiii. 4.")73.
—SurKeon"s Knot.

which then adhere promptly and prevent the escape of
intestinal contents. The sutures may be interrupted or
cunlinuous.

lyemhcrt Suture (Fig. 4574).—The needle penetrates a
fold of the intestinal coat consisting of the jieritoueal,

muscular, and sulimucous layers without entering the

Fn:. 4.jV4.—Lemberl Suture.

mucosa. The fold is about one tenth of an inch wide,
and is situated al)out one-eighth of an inch from the

edge. A similar edge is picked up on the opposite side

and the suture is drawn tight, thus inverting the edges
and bringing serous surfaces in contact. This is the

\isual form of intestinal suture and answers the purpose
admirably, A second row outside
tlie first may be added and in this

way the edges inverted still more.
The Czeriiji-Lembert Sulure (Fig.

4575) is merely a Lembcrt suture
reinforced by a deep row liringing

together the edges of the mucous
membrane. These latter sutures
are knotted inside or outside the

bowel.
Jliihted Suture.—This is sup-

posed to have the advantage of

not tearing so readily as most
sutures do when suVijected to ten-

sion. It is a Lembert suture
which passes through the wall of the intestine pamllel
with the line of incision instead of at right angles to it.

Be/ijaiiiin T. Tilton.

SUWANEE SULPHUR SPRINGS.—Suwanee County,
Florida.

Post-Office.—Suwanee. Hotel, Suwanee Springs
Hotel.
Access from all |ioints via Savannah, Florida, and

Western Railroad to Suwanee, thence one mile to

springs.
The famous Suwanee River is now open as a regular

tourist route, and the traveller for health or pleasure can
with case and comfort visit this romantic stream of

legend and song and the attractive resorts located along
its banks. The Suwanee Springs Hotel property con-

sists of a beautiful park of massive live oaks and tall

pines to the e.Ment of one hundred acres situated along
the river banks and on the picturestiue bluffs. In the

park the company has built a hanilsome hotel and cigh-

FiG. 457.'). — The Tzerny-
Lembert Suture.
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teen comfortably furnishecl and conveniently appointed
cottages. The visitor need thercfon' liave no fear of

being subjected to the usual discouilorls ol a lu'wly set-

tled country. The buildings are well eciuippcil with an
e.xccllenl system of water works, and the .sanitary aji-

pointmcnts are of the lirst class. The water from the

springs is supplied, either hot or cold, by pipes directly
from the fountains to the rooms. The springsare located

about two hundred yards from the hotel, and inunediately
on the banks of the river. They boil tip from the groiuid
at a rate of forty-tive thousand gallons ]icr hour, and the

water e.xhales u strong sulphurous odor. Bathhouses

areconvenientl}' located along the margins of the springs.
An unvarying temperature of the water, of T4° P., en-

ables the visitor to iJathe in the springs at any season
without ill lelTccts. An analysis of the water by Profes-

sors Chandler and Pcllew, of New York, in 1803, resulted

as follows: One United Stales gallon contains (solids):

Sodium chloride, gr. (I.C2; potassium suljiliate, gr. O.Cid;

calcium sul]iliate, gr. l.Ti^; sodium liicarlionate. gr. D.iKj;

calcium bicarlionate, gr. ll.O'-J; magnesium bicarbonate,

gr. 8.4S; o.xide of iron and alumina, gr. 0.1."); silica, gr.

0.81; organic and volatile matter, gr. 3.19. Total solids,

21.61 grains. The waters are quite heavilv charged with

sulphureted hydrogen gas, to which they owe much of

their virtue. Rheumatism, nervous disorders, dyspep-
sia, and diseases of the liver, kidneys, and blood arc

benetited by tlie waters and baths. The neighborhood
holds forth many attractions to the tourist, not the least

being the poetic old Suwance, which is said to possess
more elbows, curves, and angles in a shorter space than

any other river in the world. Its baidis are carpeted
with ferns and mosses, and its dark but clear waters are

overarched by a luxuriant tangle of umbrageous foliage.
"A trip through the tortuous windings of this stream is

indeed one of the most romantic that can be imagined,
an<l when seated in a rowboat on a clear mooidight even-

ing, tloatingover the placid surface of the dear old river,

one can well imagine the .sentiment that inspiircd the poet
who has made the name of Suwauee so famous."

James K. Crook.

SWEAT. See Skin. Functinnx of.

SWEET CHALYBEATE SPRINGS. — Al I eghany
County. Virginia.
Post-Okfice.—Sweet Chalybeate Springs.
Access.—Via Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad to Alle-

ghany Station, thence a drive of nine miles to the

springs.
These well-known springs are ensconced in a lovely

valley on the backbone of the Alleghany Mountains, at

an elevation of 3,000 feet above the sea. The location is

in the midst of the "Springs Region," and whatever may
be said regarding the salubrity of climate, the charm of

scenery, and the general attractiveness of the Old Do-
minion mountain resorts, may be tittingly ap]ilied to

these springs and their environments. Among the more
immediate desiralde features may be mentioned a com-
forlalile and tidy hotel, a commodious bathing establish-

ment with facilities for hot and cold mineral-water baths,

enclosed pools for plunge-bathing, etc. The section

round about abounds in deer and other mountain game,
while the streams alToril excellent fishing. The s|)rings,

formerly known as the Red Sweet Sjirings, are situated

in one of the most beautiful valleys of Virginia. So far

as ehenncal eomjiositiim is concerned, their waters do not

show any very marked dillerences. The combined flow
of the four is about forty-eight thousand gallons per
hour. The following analysis was made by Prof. W. B.

Rogers: One I'liited States gallon lontains(solids): Jlag-
ncsium carbonate, gr. 2.70; sodium sulphate, gr. 3. 23;
calcium sulphate, gr. 32.88; magnesium sulpliate. gr.

7.18; sodium chloride, gr. 0.09; magnesium chloride, gr.

1.57; calcium chloride, gr. 0.02; iron sesqnioxide, gr.
0.73. Total, 48.40 grains. Gases: Carbonic acid, cub.
in. 106.49; sulphureted hydrogen, a trace; oxygen, cub.
in. 0.46; nitrogen, cub. iii. 0..59.

A second analysis, by Professor Rowelle, shows four

grains of iron (in combination) to the gallon, Tliis is a

very good calcicchalybeate water. Its Uiste is some-
what sweet, but ferruginous. Its temperature at the
fountain is about 75° F. The water is benelicially em-
jiloyed in au.emia, chlorosis, lencorrhoca, and other con-

ditionsindicating an impoverished state of the blood. It

has also jiroved eflieacious in neuralgia and gastralgia.
James K. Crook.

SWEET SPRINGS.—Saline Comity, Missouri.
Post-Office.—Brownsville. Hotel.

Access.—Via Sedalia and Lexington branch of the
Missouri Pacific Railroad to Brownsville, thence one
mile to sjuings.
The location is fifteen miles from the Missouri Blue

Lick Springs.
These springs are five in nuiBbcr and have a flow of

224,000 gallons hourly. The tempenilure of (be water
is 54' F. Analyses of two of the springs have been
made by Prof. Charles P. AVilliams:

One United States Gallon Contains:

Solids.
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treatment the papules give place to pustules, which like-

wise are pierced by liairs. Tlie pustules show no teudciuy
to run toj;i'tlicr anil loriu jnitelies as do llmse of ee/.eiiia.

After a time the pustules dry uj) and small crusts from
about the hairs. If tlie disease is very intense iiililtrated

patches will form, and. instead of pustules, there may be
abscesses. New papules contiuiut to form and undergo
tlieir evolution into pustules, so that we lind lioth forms
of lesions present at the same time. The liairs in the

pustules early lose their luslre. While at liist lirndy
seated in tlieir foUieles so that attempts at dejiilatiou are

painful, when the pustules are fully formed the hairs

come out easily and without much if any pain. When
the hairs are extracted early their root sheaths appear
as glassy cyliudere. After the pustules form the root

sheaths will be yellowish and swollen with pus. While

usually the hair is not ])ernianeiitly damaged, in chronic

cases the liair papilhe are destroyed, the beard is thinned,

and small cicatrices are seen.

The course of the di.sease is chronic, marked by re-

lapses, the disease being at one time apparently cured,
and then breaking out again with renewed violence.

Any part of the bearded portion of the face may be at-

tacked. The disease is specially common on the upper lip.

Usually there will be found at the same time a catarrhal

or purulent discharge from the nose. The cheeks are

the parts next most frequently affected, either one or

both. The disease may occur symmetrically. It maybe
limited to a single area. Asa rule it does uot occur below
the angle of the jaw. If it does occur there it is usually
by extension from the cheeks. With it there is no erup-
tion upon the noii hairy parts of the face. Not uncom-

monly the eyebrowsaiul the e\-e-lashes are affected at the

same lime as the checks.

There is little if any itching, the patient complaining
rather of a feeling of soreness, distention, or burning.

t^ecoiiilli/. IIS it ijiviifs III! other parts. C)n the eyebrows
and pubes and in the a.\ill;u the appearances are similar

to what obtains on the face, and the coinse of the di.sease

is the same. On the scalp we meet with the character-

istic papules ami jiustules pierced by hairs. When the
disease occurs on the limbs (and it is mostly on the legs
that it occurs), we tiiid the same lesions; but, as the liairis

more sparse, there is not the same tendency to form dif-

fuse jiatches, t he lesions remaining discrete throughout.
Etiology.—There is no doubt that the disease is para-

sitic. The majority of investigators ascribe its origin to

the invasion of the hair follicles by the staphylococcus
aureus et alhus. Sabuuraud states that it is due to the

staphylococcus aureus alone. Unna teaches that there

are two varieties of the disease, one of which he names
the co(-cogenie. being due to the .staphylococcus aureus
etalbus; and tlie other bacilligenic, being due to an or-

ganism which he calls bacillus si/cosifcrus fatidiis.
The disease is contagious, and barber shops are, with-

out doubt, a frequent source of contagion. Like many
other diseases due to micro-organisms, there are two fac-

tors at work—one the predisposing cause, the character
of the soil; and the other the exciting cause, the micro-

organism. Eczema is sometimes the forerunner of syco-
sis. Other predisposing agencies are irritant applications
to the skin, such as mustard or other poultices, intense

heat, cosmetics, and the like. A nasal discharge is the

predisposing cause of sycosis of the upper lip. Shaving
with a dull razor is suppcsed to lie the cause in some
cases, but those who do not shave are by no means ex-

empt from the disease. Most jiatients with sycosis are
in poor general condition. Men naturally are the most
frequent sufferers from the disease.

Pathology.—Sycosis is primarily a perifolliculitis, the
hair follicle and tlie sebaceous glands being affected sec-

ondarilj'.
Di.\GNOSls.—The two diseases from which sycosis must

especially be differentiated m'c eczema and ringworm of

the beard.
Eczema may be limited to the bearded portion of the

face, but it is prone to pass over to the iion hairy parts;
sj'cosis is confined to the hairy jiart.s. Eczema is very

jMuritic and the skin is scratched; sycosis is not pruritic
and the skin is not scratched. The lesions of eczema bear
no special nlation to the hairs; it is a catarrhal disease of
the skin, and the hairs are alleeted as it were accidentally
and superlieially. No malter how bad an eczema may be,
it never destroys the hair. Sycosis is primarilva disease
of the hair, the skin between the individual hairs is unaf-
fected except in very bad cases, and the hair may be de-

stroyed. In eczema crusting is a feature of Ihedisease,
and when the crusts are removed a raw and oozing sur-
face is exposed. In sycosis the crusts are usually con-
lined to the hair follicles. If dilTused crusts are formed,
when they are removed it will be found that the hairs
stand in iittle inllammatory areas while the intervening
skin does not present a moist surface as is the case in

eczema. In .some cases it is impossible to make a diag-
nosis at first, but it is arrived at by studying the effect

of treatment, sycosis being iiioie intractable than eczema,
and the fdllicular eliaraetcr becoming more pronounced as
the disease approaches recovery.

liinfpriirm of the beard usually occurs on the chin and
neck below the angle of the jaw; sycosis occurs most
often on the upjier lip and cheeks. Ringworm occurs
either as a superlieial scaly ring or as large-sized nodules

arranged in circles and segments of circles; sycosis occurs
as an eruption of papules and pustules pierced by hairs
and witlmut any grouping. In ringworm the hairs are
broken and split and can be pulled out readily though
the root is often left beiiind; in sycosis the hairs lose

their lustre, but otherwise are unaffected, and in the

early stages attempts at removing them are very painful.

Ringworm once cured does not tend to relapse; sjxosis
does. Under the microscope the hairs from a case of

ringworm will be found loaded with spores and mycelia;
in sycosis micro-organisms are found uot in the hair but
in cultivations from the follicle contents.

Acne should offer no dilliculty in diagnosis, as it occurs
all over the face and comedones are always present.

Prognosis.—While the disease is essentially chronic,
it is curable. Permanent loss of hair is exceptional.

Ti{E.\TMENT.—When the upper lip is affected it is nec-

essary first to seek out and cure any disease of the mucotis
membrane of the nose that may be present. In all cases

attention to the general health should be given, so as to im-

prove the character of the snil and enable it to resist the
invasion of the fungus. The skin must be protected
from irritation. The congestion of the skin that is often

present in acute cases should be relieved by the adminis-
tration of laxatives. There is no specilic for the disease.

Locally, the treatment will vary with the stage of the dis-

ease. At the beginning the intlamination may be treated

by bathing the affected parts with hot water and follow-

ing this with an alkaline lotion, such as black wash, lead

and opium wash, or a zinc lotion containing two per cent,

of salicylic acid. In some eases the apidication of six

drachms of the ointment of the ammoniate of mercury
and two drachms of cold cream will abort tiie disease.

When pustules have formed the hairs should be plucked
from the diseased follicles,—a conservative process, as it

tends to prevent the destruction of the hair papilla'. If

there are a large ninnber of pustules a rapidly favorable
effect may be produced by going over the face with a
dermal curette, after which the parts should be bathed
with a 1 to 1,000 solution of bichloride of mercury. If

crusts are jiresent they should be removed by soaking
them at night with a two-per-cent. solution of salicylic
acid in sweet oil, and washing them off' on th(^ next day
with soap and water. The ap|ilieatiims advised above

may be used. Diachylon ointment, made according to

llebra's formula and spread on cloths and bound down
on the face, is an exeellriit remedy.

In more chronic conditions sulphur ointment is often

a sovereign remedy. The emidoj'ment of tumenol is at

times followed by iirilliant results. Tar ointment may be

used. In very obstinate cases we may have to resort to

stimulation liy means of scrubbing with green soap and
then binding on zinc-oxide ointment. It is best to keep
the beard clipjied short during treatment. Epilation is

OC
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advised by many autliorities. Many cases have been
cured bj' "both radio- and jiliolotlierapy. As the disease

is a most obstinate one, we shall have to make many
chanL'es in our treatment before we succeed in curinj; il.

It is well to continue some protective aijplications for

several weeks after the disease seems to have been cured.

George Thomas Jackson .

SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM—An orderly

presentation of the facts and theories

sympathetic nervous system calls for

file following three heads: Anatomy, Histoloj:

Phj'siologv.

GENERAL SURVEY OF AN-
ATOMY.

The sympathetic nervous system is

composed of the following anatomi-
cal elements:

1. The great gangliated cords. 2.

The intermediate or central nerve

plexuses. 8. The peripheral plex-
uses. 4. Tlie terminal or monocel-
lular ganglia. The general structtue
and topographical relations of each
of these will first be considered, and
afterward the general relations of

these divisions to each other and to

the central nervous system.
I. The Great Gamjliated Cords.—The grea

cords (sympathetic cords, sympathetic uei

sj'mpathici; Grenzstrang des Symiiathicus: nerf grand
sympathiquc) consist of a series of ganglia (sympathetic
ganglia, ganglia trunci sympathici) united to each other

by longitudinal cords, tlie so-called ninii. iiiternodinlex.

These two gangliated cords are placed symmetrical
partly in front and partly to the side of the vertebral

column, and extend from the base of the skull to the

coccyx. The internal carotid nerve which emanates
fmm the uppermost cer\ical sympathetic ganglion must
be considereil the upward continuation of tlie sympa-
thetic cord into the region of the head. Some of the

cephalic ganglia, viz., the ciliary, the sphenopalatine,
the otic, the s\d.)ma\illary. likewise the cervical ganglion
of the pneumogastric, and probably also the ganglion
petrosum glossopharyngei, must be regarded as homo-
logues of the ganglia of the great sympathetic cords.

The two great gangliated cords and their homologues
in the cranial division of the sympathetic have the fol-

lowing connections:
1. Tlie liilerfiiKieuUir Cords or Rnini {Rand Inter-

fuiiienlnres). These serve to unite the two great gan-
gliated cords and are dcvelojied to the greatest extent in

the lumbar and sacral portions of the sym|iathetic nerves.

'3. The Coinnnndcatiiir/ Ranii {Rm/ii Coiiininiiiein>tis)es-

tablish a connection between the sympatlietic ganglia and
the cerebrospinal nerves. By these rami communicantcs
the ganglia of the sympathetic chain are united with the

anterior primary divisions of the spinal nerves of their

immediate vicinity. There are white and gray rami
conununicautes, tlie former consistinu' mainlv of niedul-

lated fibres, the latter of pale fibres (Gaskell). The two
kinds form eilher separate branches or are in other in-

stances bleniled into one cord, composed of a white and
a gray part. Having arrived in tlie siiinal nerves, the

fibres of the rami commuuieantes, according to Gaskell,
take o|>posite directions; part of the fibres, contained

mainly if not all in the white rami, pass into the spinal
cord; the other jiart, contained chietiy, pi'ihaps exclu-

sively, ill the i;ray rami, assume a centrifugal course,

passing with the (jtlier lilires of the spinal nerve to the

])eriphery. (See Fig. 4.')7G and page 581.)
The rami comniiiiiicantesare represented in the cranial

division of the sym|iathelic system by the so-called roots

of the cranial .sympathetic ganglia ("the sphenopalatine,
ciliary, etc.).

3. ]'he Peripheral Roii/i{\lo\Tnvdu ami l!;iiiber)or Hami

Efferentes sea Affereiites. These are brandies proceed-
ing from the gangliated cord to the jirevertebral plexuses
or vice versa.

W'u now ])ass to

II. The Intermediate or Central A'erre Plexuses of the

Sympatlietic.—Hne it will be convenient to distinguish,
as Thane (Quain's "Anatom}'") proposes:

\. The Larye Precertebral Plexuses. These are three

Fig. 4.576. — Diiit'iam of tlie Structural Interrelation between the
CVrehru-spinal luul Syuipathetic Systems.

» = Cerebrn-sphial neurones of cenlrifiij,'al funetioiis.

= Cerebro-splnal neurones of centripetal funot Ions.

= Sympathetic neurones of centrifugal functions.

= Sympathetic neurones of centripetal functions.

\ Marked "
Slid type noRiel

"
in the rigiire = the

'I spinal ganglion cell of the second type of Doglel.

in number, the cardiac, the solar, and the h;ii>o;iastnc.

They are not bilateral but single, and lie all in front of

the vertebral column, occupying tlie thorax, abdomen,
and pelvis respectively. They are conuectcil on the one
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liaiid with its cerebrospinal nerves and witli the syrapa-
thctie cord, and on tlie other liand they form centres for

the innervation of the viscera.

2. Tlie SmiiUer I'lei-nscs of tht Siniipathetic. Most of

these are in intimate connection witli tlie great prever-
tebral plexuses, and are in part dircclly continuous with

them, forming, so to sjiy, subdivisions of these. The
remainder are united to the prevcrlel)ral jilexuses by the

nerve tilaments or cords. These sniallrr plexuses are

also in intimate connection with each cither, and probably

receivelilicwiseasupply of cerebro spinal fibres. Among
tliese plexuses we may class the coronary, the mesenteric,

the resicnl. etc.

III. The Periiiheral /Yc.i»S('s.—Such plexuses as these

are found in the walls of the intestines {Auerbach's and

Meissner's), the O'sophagus. the bladder, and other liol

low viscera. They receive their supply of nerv(r fibres

from the plexuses mentioned under division number
two.

IV. The Terminal Monocdlular Ganylia.—These are

the ganglia which Ramon y Cajal has found scattered in

the uitersticcsof glandular" tissues, within the villi of the

intestines, among the interstitial cells of the glands of

Lieberkuhn, in the substance of the pancreas, iu the sali-

vary glands, etc.

Tiii-;oiiiKs OF THE General SxnuCTnRE op the Sym-
p.\TnEric .\ND Irs Connection with thk Cekebuo-
Spinai^ System.—Before passing to a detailed description
of the various parts of the sympathetic system, I deem
it necessary to give a few general remarks anent the

theories of the general structure of the sympathetic ami
the interrelation of its parts to the central nervous system
by fibre tracts. The sympathetic nervous system contains

fibres of centripetal, i.e.. sensory, and of centrifugal
function. The centrifugal function maybe motor (vis-
cero-motoT or vaso-motor), secretory, trophic, or it may
be inhibitory (viscero-inhibifory. vaso-inhiliilory, secrcto-

inhibitory). This division of the centrifugal fibres inln

centritugo-exciting and centrifugo inhibiting fibres may
hold true also of the centripetal fibres: these are prob-

ably also centripeto exciting and centripcto-inbibitory
fibres. The centrifugal fibres must further be divided
info at least two varieties, which distinguish themselves
l)v their mode of origin.

1. Cerebn>npiiiiil motor (or, more correctly, centrif-

ugal) fibres, called also motor fibres of the first order by
Kolliker, and prerjauf/lionic fibres by Langley (see Fig.

4576). These fibres have their cells of origin in the

spinal cord or cerebral axis, being, in fact, the axis-

cylinders of such cells. These fibres condition the de-

pendence of the cells of the sympathetic upon the cere

bro-si)inal system.
2. Si/iiijiiithetic motor (or in general centrifugal) fibres.

called also motor fibres of the second order (Kolliker) and

jiost-gnnrjlionie fibres (Langley) (see Fig. 4o7(i). These
have their cells of origin iu the ganglia of the .sympa-
tlietic system, some in the ganglia of the two great gan
gliated cords, oilu'rs in the prevertebral or peri|iheral

plexuses. The fibres of the first-named order ternunate
in end-arborizations or pericellular nests around those
nerve cells of tlie sympathetic ganglia or plexuses which
give origin to fibres (d' the second order: in this manner
the conduction of a motor impulse to the periphery is

possible.
The existence of a third or fourth set of fibres is denied

by Langley and Kiilliker. but claimed by .Icndrassik.

The former two deny that the connection of the juiniary
motor centre of the spinal cord or cerebral axis with the

periphery is ever established liy more than two sets of

neurones, which the latter claims.
.Tendrassik's ingenimis theory of the general structure

of the symi)atheiic cannot be discussed nor quoted in

detail here, but must be read in the original (see literary
references at the end of this article).

The views of the mode of origin of the sensory fibres of
the sympathetic sy.stem and of the manner of their con-
nection with the cerebrospinal system are still divided.
Kolliker claims that all sensory fibres of the symi«ithetic

originate from cells of tlie spinal ganglia in exactly the
same maimer as do the sensory fibres of the cerebro-

spinal system. Dogiel, on the other hand, is inclined to
assume the existence of sjiecific sympathetic fibres de-
rived from cells of sympathetic ganglia or plexuses (see

Fig. 4.')TG. second type Dogiel). Researches by J. Collins
and the writer confirm Dogiel's view.
The two kinds of motor fibres, the cerebro-spinal and

the symimthelic, are reiiresented in nearly all subdivi-
sions of the sympatln'tic system. Both kinds are met
with in the rand conuuunicantes, the white rand of
which are for the most part composed of cerebro-spinal,
the gray ones chicfiy of .sympathetic fibres (Gaskell).

Many elTerent rand conlain predominantly symiiathetic
fibres: on the other hand, those elTerent rami which juo-
ceed from the ganglia of the thoracic part of the .sympa-
thetic cord and unite to form the splanchnic nerves are
said by Langley to be for the most part cereliro-spinal
fibres, showing that they pass through tilie symiiathelic
ganglia (if the thoracic portion without being interrupted
Ijy the cells of tlie latter. Cerebro-spinal fibres are found
also iu the more peripheral plexuses, intermingled with

.sympathetic fibres.

A word should be said here regarding inhibitory
nerves. These may be of the etfeient (analogous to mo-
tor nerves)or atferent order(analogous to sensory nerves),
inasmuch as they can display tlieirinliibitory influence on
a given nerve cell in both a descending (toward theceutri-
fugally terminal cells) and au ascending (toward the same
cell centripetally) direction. Such inhiliitory nerves are
of fre(juent occurrence. Indeed, wherever in the vege-
tative system one finds nerves performing motor, vaso-

motor, or secretory functions, one also finds usually the

antagonists, that is, nerves inhibiting such functions.
The inhibitory nerves have been encountered again and
again by physiologists, and for a long time their role

was not understood. Gaskell, however, has given a

very ingenious and plausilile interpretation of tlieir sig-
idticauce. In defining anabolism and catabolism he ex-

presses himself as follows

"There is, then, to my mind, no greater mystery in-

volved in the conception of a nerve of inhibition than of
a nerve of contraction. In the former case the cessation

of fuuctiun, the relaxation of tissue, is the symptom of
constructive chemical changes going on in tJie tissue,

i.e., the anabolism or assimilation or tro]diic action, in

precisely the same way as the activity of function, name-

ly, the contraction of tissue, is a symptom of destructive

changes, i.e., catabolism or dissolution." Or, by tran-

scribing this, we may say that the jiurpose of inhibition

is the installation of restorative or constructive or ana-
bolic changes in the tissue, while function is the expres-
sion of oiiposite changes, i.e., destructive or catabolic

changes. It is evident, however, that the installation of

restorative changes
after function (or per-

haps even during
function) is indispen-
sable for the resump-
tion of function. The
role of inhibition seen

in this light clearly

gains great impor-
tance for the muscu-
lar, glandular, and
other activities.

The writer (Onuf,
" A Tentative Kxpla-
iialion of Some cif the

Phenomena of lidii-

bition on a Ilisto-

physiolngical Basis,

Including a Hypoth-
esis Kegarding the Function of the I'vrainidal

St, lie liositit.ils lifdhtin. 1897) has afteniiited to

Flo. 4577.—Shows tlip Neurone
A under tlie Exciting' Iiitlii-

i-ni'i' nf Ni'linines /{ and C.
(Tlie dire(-il(in ttf the nt*rve
nirrent isindicalt'd Uilis ^.)

raels,

;ive ai)

explanation of inhibition on a histophysiological basis,

and has called attention to the regulative role that in-

hibition may have on certain functions. The theory
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^S

FiG. 4578.—Shows Neu-
mne A under the In-
hibitorv Influence of
Neumne D. a. Col-
lateral. (ThPillrei'tion
of the nerve current
is indicated thus—^.)

may be e.xpressed in word and diagram (Figs. 4577 and
4578) as follows

For till' (.xcitation of a nerve cell, the nerve current has
to pass in the diicction from the cell body or its proto-

plasmatic processes toward the nervous process; for the

inhibition of the cell, the nerve current has to pass in the

opposite direction, that is,

fi'Om the nerve process or

its collaterals, back to the

„,
cell body. In other words,

, y^^ / / to pioduce e.xcitiition of a
/ I- - W^ - / / given cell, the nerve cur-

I

\ /) / rent must enter this cell

I / Jt. from the surface of its cell

body or of its dendrites;
but in order to inhibit or

moderate the action of
the cell, the nerve cur-

rent has to enter the cell

from its nerve process or

collaterals thereof.

These two modes of ac-

tion are best illustrated by
the diagrams (Figs. 4577
and 4578). For both fig-

ures the same neurone A has been chosen. Fig. 4577
shows this neurone .1 under the intiuence of excit<ation

from the neurones /> and C. Fig. 4578 i-epresents neu-
rone A under the intiuence of inhibitory action from the
neurone D.

Anatomy of the G.\ngli.\ted Cords.

"We shall begin the detailed anatomical account with a

description of the two great yanfiluitecl airits.

It is customary to distinguish four parts or portions
of the great gangliated cords, the cervical, the thoi-acic,

the lumbar, and the sacrul. We shall describe these in

this order, basing our description on that given by
Thane (Quain's "Anatomy ").

I. Cervic.\i. P.\rt op "the G.\ngi,i.vted Cord.—This
is situated behind the great blood-vessels of the neck,

resting on the muscles which cover the anterior surface
of the vertebral column. The cervical part of the gan-
gliated cord consists of three ganglia, as described below.

1. Upper or Superior Cervical Ganrjliou.—This, the

largest ganglion in the great sympathetic cord, lies on
the rectus anticus major muscle, opposite the second and
third cervical vertebra', behind the internal carotid artery,
and to the inner side of the pneumogastric nerve. Usu-

ally fusiform in shape, it continiies above into an ascend-

ing branch and tapers below into the connective cord.
The following are the connections of this ganglion:

(a) Connection irith Spinal yerres. At its onter side

the superior cervical ganglion is connected with the tirst

four spinal nerves by tneans of gray laini communi-
cantes. The branches to the third and fourth cervical
nerves often pierce the rectus anticus major muscle.

They maj' be given off from the upper pait of the cord
instead of directly fi'om the ganglion. It probably con-
sists primarily of several ganglia which have coalesced.
Gaskell considers it to be a distal or collatei'al ganglion.
It receives its cerebro-spinal fibres, which constitute the
"cervical splanchnic nerve "

of Gaskell. from the upper
dor.sal nerves to the cervical pai-t of the sympathetic
cord.

(b) Connection mth Cranial Nerves. The ganglion or
its cranial continuation is connected by small bi'anches
with the lower ganglion of the pneumogastric (ganglion
cervicale vagi, plexus nodosus), and with the twelfth
cranial nerve near the base of the skull. .Vnotlu'r branch
(N. jugidaris), which is ascen<ling, divides at the base of
the skull into filaments, one of wliichends in the petrosal
ganglion of the glosso-phai'yngeal nerve, while the others
enterlho jugidar foramen to join the ganglion of the loot

of the pneumogastric.
Hesides the branches connecting it with the cranial and

spinal nerves, the first cervical ganglion gives off other

ascending branches, viz., pharyngeal branches, the up-
per carotid nerve, and branches to the blood vessels, as
well as I wo or three tilaiuents which pierce the prever-
tebral muscles to supply the upper cervical vertebrtc and
their ligaments.

(c) Ascending Brancli and Cranial Plexuses. The as-

cending or carotid liranch of Ihe tir.st ganglion (X. caro-
ticus interims) is in some degree a prolongation of the

ganglion itself. Ascending behind the intt'rnal carotid

artery, it enters the carotid canal, dividing here into an
external and internal division.

The ej-'teriial dirinioti, lying on the outer side of the in-

ternal carotid artery, disiribnles filaments to the latter,

receives one or two caroticotympanic twigs from the

tympanic liranch of the glosso-pharyngeal, and after

coinmunicating by means of other filaments with the in-

ternal division of the cord forms the carotid plexus.
The internal dirision, rather the smaller of the two and

situated on the inner side of theinlernal carotid, supplies
filaments to the carolkl artery and goes to form the
cavernous plexus. The terminal parts of these divisions
of the cranial cord are prolonged on the trunk of the in-

ternal carotid and extend to the cerebral and ophthalmic
arteries, around which they form secondary jilexuses,
those on the cerebral arteries ascending on tlie pia mater.
One minute plexus enters the eyeball, acconipanj-ing the
central artery of the retina.

The carotid ;)?«».•< (plexus caroticus in ternus) is situated
on the outer side of the internal carotid artery at its sec-

pajrf.M. n^tH.

Fig. 4379.—DlaKram to show the Ascent In the Spinal Cord of the
AfTerent (and prohable Descent of the EflerenO Fibres derived from
the Lumbar Sympathetic Chain, as resullinp from the decenenitions
following removal of lumbar sympathetic gansilia. piM.H., I'os-

terior horn : f^/^ //.. anterior horn ; r. v^uti,. nimus venlralis
(anterior division) of liiinl)ar nerve : r. dors., nnnus dor^alis (pos-
terior division) of lumbar nerve ; sp. (/{//.. spinal ganf;tton ; rtiif. /?.,

anterior root ; ?'. com»i.. nimiis cominunlcans.
For further details see p. 590.

Olid benil (reckoning from below) or between the second
and third bends. It forms connection with the .sixth

nerve and with the Gasserian ganglion (the latter, how-
ever, occasionally receiving its supply from the cavernous
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ploxus) gives off the large deep petrosal nerve, which

together with the large siipertieial pelrosiil from the

facial fiirnis the Vidian nerve, ami so joins the sphenopala-
tine ganglion. It further gives olT the small tleep petro-
sal nerve to the tympanic plexus, and supplies tilaraents

to the internal carotid artery.
Can'riHiiis Plexus.—This plexus, taking its name from

its position in the cavernous sinus, is placed helow and

slightly to the inner side of the highest turn of the inter-

nal carotid artery. Besides giving branches to the artery
and all its branches, ('.<., the ophthalmic, the anterior cere-

bral, the median cerebral, and the posterior conimunic.'it-

ing arteries, and to the walls of the sinus, it communi-
cates with the third, fourth, and (he ojihthalmic divisions

of the liftli cranial nerve. The latter connection sup-

jilies lilaments to the ophthal-
mic trunk (inner side) of the fifth

nerve, and the sympathetic root

the ciliary ganglion. The
vernous plexus also furnishes

uite filaments to the pituitary

ly.

(</") Pharyngeal Herven and
;us. The pharyngeal
es, originating from the

forepart of the

first cervical gan-
glion, pass to the

side of the phar-
ynx. They unite

with branches of
t h e pneumogas-
tric and glosso-

pharyngeal
nerves, forming
t h e pharyngeal
idexus. Tiie lat-

ter supplies the

muscles and mu-
cous membrane of
the pharynx, and
connects with the

supeiior and ex-

ternal laryngeal
nerves.

{e) Laryngeal
rSfdurhes. These
liranclies anasto-
mose with twigs
from the inferior

laryngeal to form
the so-called
larvugcal jdexus.

(f) Brmichen to

Illctxl- ]'essels.

The superior cer-

vical ganglion
gives off tlie ex-

ternal carotid
nerves, which,

twining aroinui
the external car-

otid artery, form
the jdcxus car-

oticus externus.
This ])lexus is

continued on the
branches of the

said artery. The
fine ]ilexuses then
fornred are named
after the resjiec-
tive arteries. The
l)lexus on the fa-

cial artery supjilies a filament forming the sympathetic
root of the submaxillary ganglion. Tlu! plexus on the
middle meningeal artery connects with the otic ganglion
and with the geniculate ganglion of the facial (external

Fig. 4.58(). — Dia|?rani sliowlnsr ihc Allerenl
Fll)rcs Dcrtveil fmm tlie sirllatc Ciinsrllcm
and I,')Wi-i- 'nior;i<-ic svini'jilln-iir chain in
tlielrCimi^i' to tlii' S|>iii:il I onl. 'I'lii. c-MiiT-si'

Is .silf.'l.'i-sli'il l]y tliiMli'(ri.nc'Tali"ns fdllciwiii);
reiijDval of llie stellaK: caiiL'lion and also
tliK lower tlioracir syiiiiKitln'iir iiuiin. Tlii'

efferent llt>re.s very likdv liave. a similar
course In opposite direction. imstJI.. I'os-

terlor horn; <iiit.H.. anterior horn;
r. ventr., ramus vcntralis (anterior divl-
sloiO of dorsal nerve; r. tinrs.. nanus doj--
salls ^posterior division) of dorsal nerve;
fint.It.. anterior root; r. cnmm., ramus
communlcans.
For further details see p. .">90.

superficial petro.ssil nerve). One branch is given off to
the parotid gland. Besides microscopical ganglia found
in the vascular plexuses, several larger onesarc more
constantly met with, for instance, the temporal ganglion.

(ff) I'l'l'er (iir Superficial) Cardiae Nerre. This nerve,

together with the middle and inferior cardiac nerves, goes
to form the cardiac plexus. The left and the right nerves
dilTer somewhat in their disposition, but in its course on
the neck the right up]ier cardiac nerve has relatively the
same position and relations as the left one, being placed
in the back of the carotid sheath.

2. Middle Cerrical Ganglian.—This ganglion is situated
about opposite the .sixth or seventh cervical vertebra. It

is the smallest of the cervical ganglia. Gray branches
tinilc it with the fifth and sixth cervical spiiial nerves
and with the superior and inferior cervical ganglia. It

gives off thyroid branches, which form the inferior thy-
roid plexus and the middle cardiac nerve. The latter, "in

its course to the cardiac plexus, gives off filaments to the
recurrent branch of the pneiunogastric, to the upper car-
diac nerve, and to the thyroid branches of the middle
cervical ganglion.

3. Loirer or Inferior Cerrieal Ganglion.—This ganglion
is frequently united to the first thoracic ganglion, and the
common mass is then designated as the first thoracic gan-
glion. Its shape is irregular, flattened. The ganglion is

placed over the first costo- vertebral articulation^in the
lateral angle between the subclavian and vertebral arte-

ries. Its union with the middle cervical ganglion is usu-

ally formed b3'a coi'd passing behind the vertebral artery,
sometimes, however, especially on the left .si<le, by a riiig
around the vessel. The two ganglia are also united by
the ansa subclavia (an.sa Vieusseuii). The latter either

passes as a single cord between the middle cervical and
the lower cervical or first dorsal ganglion in front of the
subclavian artery, or it forms a loop around that vessel,

supplying it with small offshoots (plexus subclavius),
which give off filaments to the internal mammary artery,
communicating in some cases with the i)hrenic nerve.
The inferior cervical ganglion sends gray conuuunicat-

ing branches to the lowest two cervical nerves, gives off

the lower cardiac nerve (which passes behind the brachio-

cephalic artery on the right and behind the transverse
aorta on the left side), and supplies twigs to the blood-
vessels. The latter ascend along the vertebral artery,

forming the vertebral plexus, the ultimate ramifications
of which are continued on the intracranial branches of
the vertebral and basilar arteries.

II. TlIOIi.\CIC P.VKT OP THE G-\NGLI.\TED CORD.—The
ganglia of the thoracic .sympathetic are usually eleven in

number, seldom twelve. The two thoracic sympathetic
cords lie on either side of the sjiinal column over the cos-

tovertebral articidation, covered by the pleura, the third
to the eleventh ganglia being generally placed over the
heads of the ribs, the first one in the first intercostal

space and the last one a little in front of the head of the
twelfth rib. The first ganglion is often amalgamated
with the lower cervical ganglion.

1. Itann Vommnniciinten.—The branches connecting
the thoracic sjiupathetic ganglia with the anterior divi-

sions (rami ventrales) of the dorsal nerves are usually
two in number for each ganglion, one of these being
white and the other gray.

2. hiterfiiiiiciihir Rami. — Branches establishing a con-
nection of the two thoracic sympathetic cords between
each other are often found, liut their occurrence is not
constant.

3. Peripheral Branelim of the (langlia.
—The tipper four

or five ganglia send small branches to the vertebra' and
ligaments and to the descending thoracic aorta, on which
latter, by union of the branches from the ganglion with
fihiments from the great s]ilanchnic ikm'vc. they fnrrn the

plexusaorli<'US thoraciilis. The second, third, and fnurlh

ganglia also supply branches to the iiosterior pulmonary
plexus, formed otherwise chiefly by ramifications of the

pneuniogastric nerve.

The rami proceeding from the lower six or seven gan-
glia join to form three cords on either side, known as the
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great, the .iiniiill, and llie smalU'st splaiiclinio ucrvcs (ab-

dominal sjilunchuics of GaskcU), which puss into the

ple.Misps of the abdomen.
4. The Gri'dt Sjilanchnic Nene.—The roots uniting to

form tliis nerve are those fiirnislied by tlie fifth or sixtli

thoracic ganglion and all the succeeding ganglia to the

iatntZ

inim.Z

pare;

Fk:. 4581.—Diasrnun Illnstratiii? Ilic spin.^l Ili^prt'Sfntation or Locali-
zation of the Synipatlirtio Nerve as iiiafle vei>- iTohable from the
Degeueraiiens Iniiowiiiy: lesions nf tiie sviiipailietii- chain. C/,
Clarke's column : iulm.Z.. intermeihate zone; Btciit.N.. Bech-
terew's nucleus ; lat., lateral horn group ; pare, paracentral group.
See also p. 5110.

ninth or tenth (inclusive). The nerve descends over the
bodies of the dorsal vertebi-cT, passing mesiad of the gau-
gliated cord, and, after perforating the crest of the dia-

phragm, terminates in the upper part of the semilunar gan-
glion, and sometimes, with a few fibres, in the suprarenal
body and the renal ple.xus. Tl;e nerve contains a large

part of niedullated cerebro-spiua! fibi'es, which give it a
white color. Tliey may be traced upward from the liighest
root along the sympathetic cord as far as the third thoracic

ganglion or nerve, or even highei". The great splanchnic
nerve often forms a ple.xus with the small splanchnic
nerve, having in many cases a small ganglion (splanchnic
ganglion) in its course. The greater splanchnic nerve
and the splanchnic ganglion supply the vertebriE and
the aorta with filaments.

5. T/ie S/iiall Sphinchnic j^erpc.—The thoracic ganglia
giving origin to this nerve are the ninth and tenth, or

sometimes the tenth and eleventh. It perforates the dia-

phragm with or somewhat behind and to the right of the

great siilanchnic, terminating in the lower part of the
semilunar or occasionally in the aortico-rcnal ganglion.
In the thorax anastomoses with the smallest splanchnic
are often pi-esent,

0. Tfie iSiiiallest Sji/iinr?iiiic ]\^erre CS. nua.\i:i posterior
of Walter) takes its origin from the last thoracic ganglion
and communicates sometimes with the small splanchnic.
It pierces the diaphragm with the cord of the sympa-
thetic, and ends in the renal plexus. It is frequently
absent as a separate individual nerve, being in this case

repi-esentcd by a branch of the small splanchnic.
The three splancluiie nervesare composed for the most

part of cerebni-spinal libres.

111. LlMli.Mt P.VUT OK TIIIC G-\NGLIATED CoKD.—The
two lumbar sympallietic cords lie in rather close prox-
imity to each other on the bodies of the lumbar vertebiw,
along the inner bonier of the psoas muscle. Their posi-
tion is extrapei'itoneal, tlie right one being partly covered

by the vena cava, the left one by the aorta. I'^ach lum-
bar cord contains usually four ganglia, but sometimes
only three or even only two.

1. liitmi VDiniitunkiiiilcs.—Asa rule, each of the gan-
glia of the lumbar syiupathetic has two rami communi-
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cantes, which, liowever, arc not always connected with
the same spinal nerves.

3. Ritmi litlcrfiinieiilares.
—Tiieseare also inconstant in

their occurrence, although moic constant than in the.
thoracic part of the gangliated cords.

'i. l'( ri]>li( i-iil Jh'iuiflnK.—Tiie.se branches, varying in

number, aic (listril)nted to the plexus on the aorta, to the

hypogastric i)lexus, and to the vertebrae and ligaments
connecting the latter.

IV. S.\ciiAi. Paut op the Gangliated Cohd.—This
is placed in front of the sacral bone along the inner side
of the foramina sacralia, the two sacral cords converging
cori-esiiondingly towaiil Ihe coccyx. Eachcord has us^ual-

ly four ganglia, but (|uite frequently less. Only few
bi'anches are given oft to the viscera.

1. Umiii liiterfiinicuhircK.
— Fine branches uniting

the two cords are of constant occurrence here, es-

pecially at the lower end, where the}' form a loop
in which a single median ganglion, ganglion inipar,
or coccygeal ganglion, is often found. The inter-

funicular rami send off fine filaments into the vertebral

bodies, to the coccyx and the coccygeal gland.
2. Itiiiiii Coiiimtinicaiites.-—These are short, often two

for one ganglion, frequently united to different sacral
nerves. The last or coccygeal ganglion sends a com-
municating branch to the coccygeal nerve.

3. Peripheral Branches.—Only small and few peri])h-
eral bianches are given off from the sacral ganglia.
They are distributed to tlie sacral bone, to the pelvic
plexus, and to the middle sacral aru-ry, on which some
of them form a plexus.

The Akatomy of the Plexuses.

I. Cardiac Plexus.—This plexus lies against the
transverse aorta and pulmonary artery where these ves-
sels are in contact. It is supplied bj- the cardiac
branches from the cervical ganglia and by those of the

pneumogastric nerves. It gives origin to nerves distrib-

uted to the lieart and to others participating in the inner-

N X dora.

Fig. 4582.—Diagram to show Uie Relation of the .So-eallecl Lateral
Mixed System of Nerves UX,X.XI rootsi with the vaKoglosso-
pharyngeal nucleu.s, with the nucleus ambiirnus. wjih the solit,ary

bundle, and with a nucleus which we considci- in be the homologue
of Clarke's column. These relations are suL'tresied among other
thinirs liy the changes in the oblongata fullowing reiiii)val of the
stellate ganglion. N.X dorti.. Dorsal vagus nueleus or vago-glossc)-

pliarvnut-al nucleus, so-ealleii, = nucleus for the visceral or vegeta-
tive ell'crent libres of the lateral mixed system [IX.X.XI nerves* ;

IX.X,XI comneiu root of the IX.X.XI nerves (= lateral mi.ved

system) ; X.attih., nucleus ambiguus = nucleus for tlie somatic
elTerent fibres of the lateral mixed system (/.\'..\'..\'/ nerves);
soi, solitary bundle, called also Irineural fascicle or descending ixKit

of the lateral mixed system ; NJiomJ^L, nucleus homologne ot
Clarke's column ; N.XII, hypoglossal micleus; XII. h^poLdosslll

nerve: spin.V.H., spinal trigeminal ixiot.

See also p. 590.

vation of the lungs. That part of the cardiac jilexus
which is situated chiefly behind the vessels is called the

deep cardiac plexus, while the one that lies more in front
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bears tlie name of superficial cardiac plexus. The}' are

closely connected with each other and give off:

1. The right or ijosterior coronary ple.\us, accompany-
jug the right coronary artery.

3. The left or anterior coronary plexus, accompanying
the left coronary artery.
Filaments of" these "latter plexuses ramify under the

pericardiinn.
Microscopical ganglia, which might perhaps be classed

among the peripheral plexuses (homologues of Auerbach's
and .Miissner's plexuses in the wall of the intestine) (see

the second footnote on p. .581), occur in the nerves of the

auricles and in the course of tiie coronary plexuses. The
ramiticatidus of the latter give risi' also to the terminal

plexuses which G<'rlach has described as the "Grund-

plexus which, according to the recent investiga-
tions of von Oiieucliowski, give off terminal fibres to the

muscular fibres. Van Gehuchten has observed, by em-

ployment of the method of Golgi in the nerves of llie heart

of new-born white; mice, a very abundant interlacing uet-

woik between the nerve fibres of the muscle cells of the

ventricle walls, but he has not been able to follow fibres

of the peri[)lieral ganglia. This .same richness of fibres in

every jiortion of the myocardium has been observed b_y

Hyniann and Demoor. The myocardial nerve tilameuts

have also been beautifully demonstrated in the frog's
heart by Strong.

II. Soi..\K OK Eric.vsTRic Pi.Exns.—This plexus lies in

front of the aorta and of the pillars of the diaphragm, be-

tween the right and left suprarenal bodies, and surround-

ing the origin of the eo'liae and superior mesenteric arte-

ries. It is the largest one of the three prevertebral

plexuses, being supplied by the large and small splanch-
nic nerves and some branches of the pneumogastric.
From the solar plexus smaller plexuses branch off, ac-

companying the principal visceral arteries of the ab-

domen, and thus forming the diaphragmatic, cadiac, mes-

enteric, and other plexuses.
1. Sf.iiiiliiiiiir Gdiifflia {Solar Ganglia, Cceliac Oanglia,

Ahdomiiial Brain).—The two principal ganglionic masses
of the solar i)lexus are the left and right semilunar gan-
glia, which are situated in the interstice between the

suprarenal bodies, being connected with each other by a

ganglionic and fibre lacework twining around the origin
of the cieliac and superior mesenteric arteries.

The lower part of these ganglia, usuallj' detached from
the remainder, is known as the aortico-renal ganglion,
in which the small splanchnic nerve terminates, and
which supplies the greater part of the renal plexus. An-
other part, lying below and to the right of the origin of

the superior mesentei'ic arterj', is named the superior
mexenUric ganglion. The formation of the following
plexuses is contributed to by the solar and other plexuses
and by branches of the cerebro-spinal nerves.

3. hidphragmalic or Phrenic Ple.Tus.—^Tbis is situated

along the arteries at the lower surface of the diaphragm
and is derived from the upper part of the semilunar gan-
glion. It is also supplied by the phrenic nerves. On
the right sidir this jdexus contains a ganglion which
marks the junction of the phrenic (cerebro-spinal) and
the sympathetic fibres. It gives filaments to the dia-

phragm, to the vena cava, to the suprarenal body, and
to the hepatic plexus.

3. Suprarenal Plexus.—The nerves to this jdexus
emanate from the solar plexus, chielly from the outer part
of the semilunar ganglion, but the plexus also receives

some filaments from the diaphragmatic plexus and from
one of the splanchnic nerves. It is beset with minute

ganglia.
4. Renal PleJcus.—The chief supply of this plexus is

from the aortico-renal ganglion, but the solar and aortic

plexuses, the smallest splanchnic nerve, and sometimes
the small splanchnic nerve, as well as the first lumbar

ganglion, furnish also filaments, (ianglia of different

sizes (renal ganglia) are met here. Tlu' plexuses of both
sides give off twigs to the spermatic plexus and a fila-

ment to the urethra. The plexus of the right side sup-
plies some filaments to the vena cava.

5. Spermatic Ple.riis.—This is derived for the most part
from the renal plexus, and receives in addition some
filaments from the aortic plexus. In the male it follows
the spermatic artery and supjilies the testis, a small

sijcrmatic ganglion being frcciuently found in its course,
la the female it accompanies the ovarian artery and is

distributed to the ovary and uterus.

6. Valine Plej'as.—This large plexus, derived from the
solar and situated in a kind of fenestrated sheath, sur-
rounds the cadiac artery. It subdivides with the artery
into stomachic, hepatic, and splenic plexuses, which, fol-

lowing the respective blood-vessels, supply the stomach

(coronary and ])yloric plexuses), the liver (hepatic plex-
us), the gall bladder (cystic plexus, derived from the

hepatic), the pancreas and duodenum (pancreatico-duo-
dcnal plexus, also chiefly from the hepatic), and the

spleen (plexus spleuicus, or lienalis). These plexuses
anastomose with each other, with the mesenteric nerves,
and with the suprarenal plexus. All of them receive
additional supply from the pneumogastric nerve.

7. Superior Mesenteric PleJ-us.—This plexus is derived

chiefly from the lower part of the solar plexus and from
the superior mesenteric ganglion, receiving also fibres

from the right pneumogastric at its junction with the

cadiac plexus. Following the course and distribution of
the superior mesenteric artery, this plexus divides into

subplexuses named after the respective vessels, which

subplexuses finally iiass upon the intestine along the
line of attachment of the mesenlerj-. A large number
of the filaments terminate between the two Ia3'ers of

the mesentery in so-called Pacinian corpuscles. These
are cerebrospinal fibres. In the wall of the intestine

the peripheral plexuses (Auerbach's and Meissner's) are
formed.

8. Aortic Plexus.—The aortic or iutermescnteric plexus
(plexus aorticus abdominalis) is arranged along the ab-

dominal aorta between the origin of the superior and
that of the inferior mesenteric artery, mostly in the fnrm
of two lateral cords, which are connected above with the

semilunar ganglia and renal plexuses, and in front with
each other by comnumicating branches passing in front

of the aorta. The plexus is also supplied from some of
the lumbar ganglia. It continues on the inferior mesen-
teric artery to form the inferior mesenteric plexus. The
latter is connected with the inferior mesenteric ganglion,
placed below the origin of the artcr}-. The aortic plexus
furnishes also part of the spermatic plexus. It gives
some filaments to the inferior vena cava, and ends below
in the h3'pogastric plexus.

9. Inferior Mesenteric Plexus.—This plexus, springing
mainl}' from the left lateral part of the aortic plexus,
clusters around the inferior mesenteric artery. It sup-
plies the left or descending and the sigmoid colon, and
the rectum. Its colonic branches anastomose with the

middle colonic branches of the superior mesenteric plex-
us. Other branches connect in the pelvis with the pel-
vic plexus.

III. Hvpoo.vsTRic Plexus.—The hypogastric plexus,
destined for the supply of the viscera of the pelvis, is a

flat plexiform mass situated in front of the lowest lum-
bar vertebra, between the twoconuuon iliac arteries. It is

the downward continuation of the two cords which form
the aortic plexus, and it receives a considerable supply of

branches from the lumbar ganglia. Below, it bifurcates

to form the pelvic or inferior hypogastric plexuses.
The inferior hjipogastric or jielric plexut,es, one on each

side, arc derived from the hy])ogastric plexus. They lie

by the side of the rectum, and of the vagina in the fe-

male. After descending a short distance, they receive

branches from spinal nerves, namelj', the third and
fourth and sometimes the second sacral, and from the

sacral ganglion <if the sympathetic.
The plexus ramifies with and .-dongthe branches of the

internal iliac artery, forming the lienKirrhoidal and vesi-

cal nerves which are common to both sexes, and other
nerves or jilexuses special to each, viz., in the male, for

the prostate, vesicuhe seminales, and vas deferens; in the

female, for the vagina, uterus, ovaries, and Fallopian
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tubes. Acconliiigly, the foUciwiiiij pk'.wiscs can be dis-

tiuguisbcil :

1. JJ( iiiiirrhiHtliil Plt'j'iis.— Oriffinatiiig fniin llic upper
]iart of the pelvie ple.xus, tbis ple.wis anaslDiuoses witb

tbo nerves (sujieriDr heniorrlididal) which descend with

the inferior mesenteric artery and penetrate tlie coals of

the rectum.
3. ]'('«ic(il rii:riis.—Tlie nerve jilexuses of tlic bladder

are continued from the lower part of the i)elvic plexus
and are placed chieHy on the lower surface of the blad-

<ier. Besides suiiplying the latter, they furnish nerves to

the vas deferens and to the seminal vesicle.

3. Pmiliilic P/i'.ni.i.—Situated between the prostate

gland and the levator ani, this plexus supplies the pros-
tate and the seminal vesicle iu the form of the nervi cavcr-

uosi or erigentes. It is

then continued forward to

supply the erectile sub-

stance of the penis.
4. Vdrjiiuil j^'ervcs.-

These nerves, derived

from tlic lower part of

the pelvic i)lcxus. pro-
ceed directly to the

vagina.
5. Nerves of the I'/cnis.

—According to Foote and

Chapman, from whom
the description here

following is taken.*
the uterus has a double
nerve supply, namely,
from the uterine and
from the ovarian
plexus. The uterine

plexus, they find, is

formed b}' the union of

the hyiiogastric plexus
with the sacral sympa-
thetic cord. At this point
of union there is a cluster

of small ganglia called

the ganglion cervicale of

Frankcnhiiuser, situated

upon either side of the
cervix just at its junction
with the vaginal wall.

From this point the plexus spreads out fan-like, fol-

lowing and encircling tlic branches of the internal

iliac artery. It distributes its branches to the uterus,

vagina, rectum, bladder, ureter, broad ligaments, and

pelvic fascia. The branches to the uterus are few iu

number and supply the lower uterine segments, being
composed mainly of fibres from the third sacral nerves.
Thus far no fibres from the uterine plexus have been
found to enter the uterus above the internal os, unless
some of its branches, passing to the broad ligaments,
enter the uterus after uniting with the liranches of the
ovarian plexus. As yet this is undetermined.
The uterine plexus receives its connections with the

spinal cord from the third sacral nerve, with some
branches from the fourth, and at times from the second.
The hypogastric portion of the plexus also has spinal
connecticms through the rami communicantcs of the first

and second lumbar ganglia of the s.ympathetic.
The ovarian plexus is derived from the renal plexus

and the upper aortic. These plexu.ses derive their filires

from the solar plexus upon the left side, and fnmi the
solar and hepatic plexuses on the riglit. The connec-
tions passing from the plexus to the central nervous sys-
tem are along the following paths: 1. Through the rami
communicantes of the lower dor.sal nerves. 3. Tlie

greater and lesser splanchnics. 3. The pneumogastric.
The ovarian jdexus receives its filaments from the

* Tlie writer In indetited to tlieso aiitliors for a private coinmuniea-
tlon of tlieir results, part of whic-li liiLs not been puhiished yet, while
In part tliev have appeared (n the form of a preliniinary cotiimunlai-
tloB in the lirookiyu iMedlcal Journal, December, 1901.

''• nnn

Fig. 4.583.—Section of Stellate Ganglion of a Normal Youns Cat.
Double stjiia (carin., Pal.t: ci>fi, pericellular capsula with nuclei;
wed, medullated dbres; jioh, noii-meduUated Dbres.

vagus through the renal plexus, from which it is prob-
abl)' (lerivetl. The uterine plexus has merely a spinal
connection.

Chaiimaii and Foote conclude that of the two plexuses
described the ovarian is the controlling nerve supply to

the ovary, tube, and uterus, and the path ahmg which are

conveyed the mo.st important stimuli passing to these

organs.

HISTOLOGY.

In di.scussing the histology of the sympathetic nervous

system, it has been found convenient to divide the struc-

tures of the same into two groups, namely, first, the com-

ponents of the sympathetic chain ; second, the components
of the nerve plexuses of
the symjiatheticand of the
terminal monocellular

ganglia.
( lliatology of tlie Cords

and Ganglia.
— The

nerves of the sympa-
thetic nervous system

are of variable ;ippcar-
ancc, white, giay.orgray-
ish. The white contain

proportionatel}' a large
amount of fine, white,
medullated fibres; the

gray a comparatively-
slight amount. In some

parts of the svmpa-
tlietic nerves the white
and gray fibres run

along for a consider-

able distance without

blending, but usually
after the >vhite fasciculi

have passed through one
or more ganglia, the two
sots of fibres become Ihor-

niiiihly mixed. The white
tiljres are about one-half
the size of the gray, and
measure from 2.5 fi to

3.3 fi in diameter. Most
of them belong to the

cerebrospinal, but part of them to the sympathetic
system; at least the investigations of Ilubor and Dogiel
speak in favor of fibres of the latter kind. Besides the

fine medullated fibres, coarse ones are luet with in

smaller number. These Roux has proved to be for the
most part, if not all, cerebro-spinal sensory fibres,

The type of cells entering into the constitution of tlie

sympathetic ganglia forms a very important distinction
between mammalia and fishes and other vertebrates; it

also furnishes a point of distinction between the sympa-
thetic and spinal ganglia in each class. In the manimalia
the cells are multipolar; in the fishes and amphibia they
are unipolar and bipolar. Retzius has used this fact to

great ad vantage in allotting certain ganglia of the cephalic
extremity, previously regarded as belonging to the cere-

bro-spinal nerves, to their proper class.

The ganglia themselves are surrounded by a thin, firm,
adherent covering of connective tissvic. which sends pro-
longations through the ganglion and divides it into

compartments of ditTcrent sizes and slni]ies. The individ-

uality of these compartments is oli.scured by the fibre

constituents of the ganglion. The nerve cells of the

ganglion are surrounded by a perii'ellular capsule (Fig.
4583, rps), a membrane in which nuclei are cmbeddeil
at definite intervals. It is taught by some histologists
(Schultze) that this transparent ca])sule is continuous
with the primitive sheaths of the nerve fibres. On care-
ful exaininalion it is seen to consist of tlat <'pithelial like

cells, anil contains a certain amount of connectivi' tissue,

probably the same as that entering into the formation of
the compartments of the ganglion. In Fig. 4588, which
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illustrates a piece of the stellate gaujrlion of a young
cat (double stain: carmine, Pal.), the niedullalcd fibres

(««(/) appear as lieavv black strands; llie non-niedul-

latcd [iKin) as reddish-brown lilires. The bundles of

nieduUated fibres go predominantly toward the middle
of the ganglion, where they undergo brush-like divis-

ion. In the centre of the ganglion are seen bundles of

meiluUated and non-medullated fibres, while toward the

periphery the fibres are almost exclusively of the lat-

ter variety (fibres of Uemak). Delicate lnuidlcs of these

non-mcdullateil fibres are .seen passing between the con-

stituent cells of the ganglia, particularly toward the per-

iphery.
Fig. 4o8-t represents part of a sympathetic ganglion,

showing the cells as they are brought out with J^issl's

method of staining (methylene blue). The cells have

usually one nucleus, but llubcr and Bruckner observed

Fig. 4.5S1.— Cells from a Part ol a Sympathetic GaiiKlion.

cells with two nuclei, and Bruckner quotes Professor

Obregia as having seen numerous cells witli two nuclei

make llieir appearance after electrical excitation. Some
cells then also showed partial and others complete divi-

sion. An endocellular network, apparently of the same
nature as Golgi found it in the cells of the intervertebral

ganglia, was observed by Veratti in the cells of the cer-

vical ganglia of the sympatlietic.
Besides nerve cells, Stilling has discovered in the sym-

pathetic ganglia large polygonal cells, staining deeply in

chromic acid and found also in the suprarenal capsules.
Each nerve cell has many protoplasmic processes of

longer or shorter course tliat terminate not far distant

from the cells of their origin, and a nervous ])roeess (axone)
which goes to form a, constituent of a periplieral ramus, of

a ramus inlermedialis, or of a ramus communicans.
The variation in form and extent of the dendritic proc-

esses of the multipolar cells of the sympathelic ganglia.
as seen with Golgi's method, is cousideraljie. In some
dendriti'S the terminal ramifications are very numero\is
and cluster in the shape of a basket, forming a jiericcllu-

lar network around other cells. This network, liowcver,
does not come in contact with the cell bodies, but lies

around the capsule of the cells (Iluber). Hamon y Cajal
is inclined to the belief that these clusters are of great sig-

nificaiue in explaining ihe functional interrelationship of

the cells, a belief which is not shared by von Kijlliker and
van Gehuchten. Others terminate very simply and free,

each one of the dendrites having a number of nodes or

varicosities developed upon it. 'When the protoplasmic
processes terminate freely among the cells of the gan-

glion, their ulterior ramifications are very fine and it is

dilficult to distinguish them from the termination in the

ganglion of the nerve fibres that enter and end there.

Dogiel assumes that all cells of a ganglion are as.soei-

ated by means of a network formed by the dendritic

processes. Some of these processes reach even into the
next ganglion.

iV>j-f(! Fibtrs of the Ganglia of tlie Sympathetic Chain
and Their Ci>n nectious. —Tlie nerve fibres in a sympathetic
ganglion may be enimierated as:

1. Fibres of passage.
2. Fibres originating from cells of the ganglion.
3. Terminal fibres from other sources.

The ganglion may also contain collaterals from com-
municating rami or couunissiual fibres, and probably
from iierijiheral rami, if we assume that fibres arise from
cells of the peripheral sympathetic ganglia.
Most nerve fibres in passing through a sympathetic

ganglion give off collateral branches, which terminate by
free ranntications between and around the cells which en-

ter into the constitution of the ganglion. In every gan-
glion of the symi)athetie chain there are found a number
of fibres that terminate there. These may be longitudi-
nal fibres belonging to the .sympathetic chain, or periph-
eral (ci'ntripetal) fibres arising from nerve cells of jicriph-
eral ganglia and cerebro-spinal fibres conducted by the

connnunicans ramus (see Fig. 4576). Many of those

fibres which are continued as pale fibres lose their medul-

lary sheaths on joining with the cells of the ganglia:
others pass through the ]iroxiinate ganglion without rela-

tionship to the nerve cells (p7(;v.v(/(;;«r.W((<7(. see Fig. 4r)T6),

and are continued toward the peri|ilieral distribution as

fine medullated fibres; but even these lose their sheaths
in passing through the distal ganglia of the sympathetic
system. All these terminal and lateral ramifications jiro-

duce in the sidjstance of each ganglion a most intricate

interlacement of nerve librilhe enveloping the protoplas-
matic prolongations and the bodies of the cells which
make uji the real ganglionic mass.

Fibres that come from the roots of the spinal nerves
end in arborizations within the sympathetic ganglia. Ac-

cording to Ramon y Cajal, they form definite jiericelbi-
lar networks (not confirmed by Leuhossek), which Iluber
finds to be always intracapsular, i.e., situated within the

capsule of the cell. Directly before reaching the cell

around which they terminate, many of these fibres de-

scribe a number of spiral turns aromid the neuraxon of

such cell (Huber). These lilires that pass in from the

spinal roots are some of them unquestionably motor (see

Fig. 4.576), and take their origin, according to Kolliker,
from cells of the spinal cord (denied by Dogiel).

Sala describes two types of fibres in a ganglion: (1)

The varicose fibres, so called because of the tortuosity in

parts of their course; and (2) the dividing fibres, found

chiefly in the periphery of the ganglion. The varicose

fibres arc lu-oliably identical with Remak's fibres. They
remain undivided. Many of them take their origin from
the cells of the ganglion within which they are seen,

while others take their origin in adjoining ganglia
(fibres of passage), without entering into any connection
with it, as they do not give off collaterals. The dividing
fibres send off collaterals, the ramifications of which con-

stitute the diffuse network of the ganglion. Sala believed

that the varicose, undivided fibres are the real symp.i
thetie fii)res, i.e., that they originate from cells of the

sympathetic ganglia, while the dividing fibres are in

reality from the ecrebro spinal system.

Liuiglcy's conclusions: According to Langley, who
based ^his conclusions upon the nicotine experiments
(quoted in the foot-note on p. 587), all the cerebro-spinal
motor fibres that enter into the sympathetic nervous sy^
tern terminate in wic or another sympathetic ganglion
by establishing connection with the constituent cells of

the ganglion. The axis-cylinder jirolongations of the

centrifugal sympathetic fibres terminate in the nuiscular

walls of the blood-vessels, in the viscera, or in the

glands. The sympathetic ganglia are in reality the

ending-place of one set of neurones and the place of

origin of a second set. Each ganglion of the sympathetic
trimk is to be regarded as a primary centre apart from

any connections with ,hc spinal cord. The fibres which
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it sends off run in tlie main to tlie conespontling spinal
nerve luul follow the coiirse of this nerve. These fibres,

eniersini,' from tlie iianiiliori iis a primary centre, are con-

neeted with all the peripheral strneluns with wliieh

synipatlietic fibres can bo connected and wliich lie in

tiieir course, so that the function of the nerve fibres is

determined by the structures in which they terminate and
not by the nature of the nerve libres. A nerve fibre pro-

ceeding from a sym|iathetic cell has no other sympa-
thetic cell in its course (the cells of Jleissncr and Auer-
bach's plexuses are not considcr^'d by Langley to be

types of sympathetic nerve cells). The libres from the

spinal cord to the sympathetic jianglion connect certain

cells of the spinal cord with the cells of the spinal ganglia
in the same way as the fibres of the pyramidal tract con-

nect certain cells of thi; brain with tlie cells of the spinal
cord. These spinal tibres become pilo-motor, vasomotor,
secretory, according as the tibres from tin; sympathetic
with wiiicli they are connected end within llie erector

muscles of the hair, the muscles of the blood-vessels, or

within the glands.
The medullary tibres of the ciliary ganglion have been

traced by Kolliker immediately into the eyeball through
the ciliary nerve into the sphincter of the iris, ending in

the ciliary body.
The MoRpnoi.oGTC.\L Ohganiz.^tion of the Vakious

Rami.— I. Kami internodiales.

II, Rami communicantes.
III. Rami peripherales.
I. The Rami Jiitcriwiliales (see Pig. 4576, ramus inter-

nodialis).—The fibres that are to be seen passing longitu-

dinally from a ganglion into a ramus internodialisare the

axis-cylinder prolongations of nerve cells situated in the

same ganglion or in an adjacent ganglion. In other

words, these rami internodiales or interganglionic longi-
tudinal strands of the sympathetic are made up of verti-

cal commi.ssural tibres, coursing longitudinally through
superimposed ganglia.

II. The Rami Communicantes.—The rami communi-
cantes are connected with the so-called anterior division

or ramus ventralis of the cerebro-spinal nerves to which

they are joined. In a ramus communicans two classes of

fibres, namely, fibres conducting toward the ganglion and
fibres conducting awaj' from the ganglion, are found.

(See Fig. 4.5T6, ramus communicans.)
Of those conducting toward the ganglion, part is of

centrifugal* function, being derived from cells of the

spinal cord, through either the anterior or the posterior f

roots; another part are possibly fibres of atlerent or cen-

tripetal (sensory) function, running from a peripheral
nerve through the ramus communicans into the ganglion ;

at least the existence of such fibres is theoretically re-

quired. Of the second class of fibres of the ramus com-
municans—namely, of those condvicting away from the

ganglion
—some are centrifugal or efferent (although not

necessarily strictly motor), originating from cells of that

or an adjoining ganglion, and, after having joined the

cerebro-spinal nerve with which the ramus communicans
of centrifugal function is connected, pass within the nerve
toward the peripherj', reaching the latter by way either of

the anterior or of the posterior division of the nerve (see

Fig. 4576, ramus communicans). Others of those fibres

which conduct away from the ganglion also originate
from cells of the latter or of an adjoining ganglion, but on

reaching the cerebro-spinal nerve do not pass toward the

periphery, but into the spinal ganglion of said nerve, ter-

minating, according to C'ajal, in free ramifications aroiind
the cells of that spinal ganglion, thus transmitting the

sensory or, more generallj' speaking, afferent impulses
from the sympathetic to the cerebro-spinal s_ystem. Ac-

cording to Dogiel, who distinguishes two types of cells in

the spinal ganglion, the said fibres terminate around cells

*
f.c, elTeront funotion. usiiallv motor tint not neccssjirily so, ns

InlilWtory lllin's, ti)n. niiiy he of i-ITiti'tiI, fiiiii-tinn.
+ Ttiat iiiniur Ill>Ti-s ar iiilaiiirtl in llin posict-ior routs has been

demoiislnitfil .llri'itlv lilslolonlcallv hv l.iMila.ssi'k, who In tlic fhlrlc
B«w ilhri's wlilili nilirhialpil hi Ihc spinal i-ord cnlcr Into the posterior
root, anil Inilln'illy, thai Is, liy physloloulcul expcriincnt, hy Moral,
who proved llio picmmki- of yaso-(lilat>>r Uhres in these roots.

of the "second "
type, and the latter cells again transfer

to the tjipical spinal ganglion cells the impulses derived
from the S3'nipathetic system.
Grossly, a ramus communicans can tisualh' be sepa-

rated into two parts, a gray ramus and a white ramus.
The white ramus contains fibres passing into it from both
roots of the corresponding spinal nerve, principally from
the anterior root ; the gray ramus contains mostly fibres
destined for the periphery, although some of them are
distributed to the vessels of the spinal cord and the nerve
roots.

The Peripheral Rami (see Fig. 4576, ramus perijiheri-

cus).
—The peripheral nerves of the sympathetic nervous

system are made u]) of nerve fibres of two kinds, medul-
lated and non-meduUated (fibres of Remak). The non-
mcdullated or fibres of Remak form the chief constituent
of the .sympathetic nerves. These nerves pass into the
walls of the vessels of the viscera, or into the glands of
the intestinal and urogenital system. The perijiheral

sympathetic nerves may be classified functionally into
three kinds—motor, sensory, and secretory ; and jirobably
a group of inhibitory fibres corresponds to each of these
three groups.
The motor are destined to innervate the muscles of the

vessels and the viscera. The motor fibres innervate also
a certain number of striated muscles, such as the lieart

(Huber), the upper part of the a?sophagus, and the phar-
ynx. The secretory fibres go to the glands of the intes-

tine and urogenital system, to the Si\ eat gland.s, the mu-
cous glands, etc.

The sensory fibres terminate by free ramifications be-

tween the epithelial cells of the mucous membranes or in

the depths of the walls of the viscera and the vessels, or
between the formative elements of the glands (Dogiel,
Schematkin, Huber). When they terminate between the
two layers of the mesentery, they constitute the Pacin-
ian corpuscles.

Kolliker thinks that all the sensory fibres of the sym-
pathetic system belong in reality to the cerebrospinal
system. Dogiel, on the contrary, it seems to us, has

shown, and is confirmed in this by Huber, that in the per-
ipheral organs which are dependent on the sympathetic
there exist special nerve cells of sensory nature, whose
protoplasmic prolongations terminate between the epi-
thelial or endothelial cells, and whose axis cylinders ter-

minate ccntripctally in a sympathetic ganglion in order
to make connection with the cells of origin of a motor
fibre, and constitute with this last a reflex nerve arc, as
in the cerebro-spinal system.
The peripheral nerves of the symiiathetic nervous sys-

tem present a mode of distribution which is characteristic

and which distinguishes them from the cerebro-si)inal
nerves proper. They have a remarkable tendency to

unite, to interlace one with another, and to form plex-
uses. The nodes of these plexuses, which are frequently
of considerable size, constitute the peripheral ganglia.
The nerve cells themselves are of the multipolar type,
and they have innumerable protoplasmic prolongations
and one axis-cylinder prolongation (van Gehuchten's re-

searches on adult cat and dog).
Hintolof/y of the Plexuses and the Monocellular Ganglia.—The ganglia of the coeliac and hypogastric jjlexiises,

the ophthalmic and sphenopalatine ganglia, and proba-
1)1)' the ganglia of the heart are of a similar constitution

to the ganglia of the great sympathetic chain. Accord-

ing to Ramon y Cajal, the cells have a fibre of Remak,
or an axis-cylinder prolongation, which leaves the gan-
glion to join a ramus communicans or to form a periph-
eral branch jiassing to the organ which it supplies; and,
in addition, there are the protoplasmatic |«olongations
whic'h end near the cells of their origin within the gan-

glion itself.

The |ieiipheral ganglia (visceral ganglia of Cajal), i.e.,

the ganglia of the intestines, tlu' bladder, the cesophagus,
etc., arc composed of small multipolar cells, the expan-
sions of wlii(;li, after extensive ramitications, pass into tho

plexuses which terminate either in non-striated muscular
tibres or in glandidar cells. In addition to these they
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contain, acconliug to Cajal, fibres of passage* wliicli are

possibly the Cdntimiatioii of libres friiiii the graiul s_viiii>a-

thetie chain and follatcnils wliich (n<l between the nerve

cells. He believes that Ihereare no anastomoses between
the visceral gaiijriia. the fibres of passjige, or the collate-

rals of the visceral ganglia. Cajal ilescribes small mono-
cellular ganglia which are found iu the interstices of the

i^landular tis.ssiie or ia the intestines within the villi;

such are the interstitial nerve cells of the glands of l>ic-

berkUhu. the nerve cells of the pancreas, and those of the

salivary glands. He calls these cells interstitial ganglia,
iu contrast, with the ganglia of the order of Auerbaeh's
and Meissner's plexuses, which lie refers to as visceral

ganglia, properly called.

Each gland, and jierhaps each group of non-striated

muscular fibres, no matter liow small it may be, contains

interstitial nerve cells, the expansions of which helii to

build up the ple.xns formed by the visceral ganglia and
the fibres of the great sym|)athetic nerve.

Arnstein ob.served the neura-\oii of a .sympathetic neu-

rone ending in smooth muscle tissue. Huber traced small

hranchesof non-medullated libres from some of the small

ganglia found in the cat's auricle to their ending in heart

muscle, and also the neura.ves of sympathetic neurones of

the sublingual ganglion (Langley) to the epilamellar

ple.vus surrounding alveoli of the gland of the same
name.

Iu the pia mater of the brain Huber found two kinds
of nerve fibres, medullated and non-medullated ones.

The former he considers to be sensory and to entl for the

most part with their varicose, non-medullated, terminal
branches in fibrous tissue—i.e., adventitia of vessels—or

in the pia. Tlie non-medullated fibres he considers to be
vaso-motor nerves, forming primary plexuses in the ad-

ventitia. Through frequent branching of the fibres of the

latter an interlacing network is formed. AV'ifhin this

ple.xus is formed a second one, not so well defined, lying
evidently internal to the muscular coat and giving off

terminal fibrils to the muscular tissue of the vessels. In

the dura cerebri Huber found sympathetic nerves form-

ing perivascular plexuses and medullated sensory nerves,

terminating iu the dura. It would seem that the termina-
tion of the sensory fibres at one end must spread over a

relatively large area, thus precluding a finer localization

of sensory impressions.

PHYSIOLOGY.

GeNER.VL F.\CTS AND FUNCTION.\L Cl.\SSIFICATION.—
It may safely be said that the sympathetic system lias,

to a great extent, a controlling influence over the secre-

tion of most of the glands, the lachrymal, the salivary,
the sweat glands, the glands of the stomach and intes-

tines, the liver, the kidney, etc. ; that it presides over the

circidation by regulating the calibre of the blood-vessels

and the action of the heart ; that it influences respiration ;

and, finally, that all involimtary muscles, those of the

<ligestive apparatus, of the genitourinary system, of the
hair follicles (pilomotor nerves), are under its control to

such extent that, for instance, in certain mammalians the

bladder still continues to fultil its function for weeks
after all the cerebro-s]iiiial motor nerves leading to it

have been severed. In short, we find that all vegetative
life of the organism is, to a greater or less extent, under
the control of the sympathetic system. Therefore it

may projierly lie called the vegetative nerve system par
excelleiici'.

In discussing the processes which are said to be under
the intluence of the sympathetic system, we shall sub-
divide the subject as follows:

I. Secretory influence:

(«) Lachrymal glands.
(>) Sweat glands.
(c) Mammary glands.
(d) Glands of the digestive apparatus.

1. Salivary glands.

• Meaning fibres whicli only pa.ss tlmnmli the ^nf?lion without in

any way beoomlnp cnnnected witli the cells of the latter.
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2. Glands of the stomach and intestine.

3. Liver.

4. Pancreas.

((') Kidney.
{/) Glycosuria.*

II. Vascular functions.

III. Cardiac functions.

IV. Kespiratory functions.

V. Influence up<in involuntary automatic motions.

((() Stomach and intestines.

(h) Bladder.

(<•) Uterus, etc.

((/) Pilomotor nerves.

(«) Pupil.
VI. Trophic and tonic functions.
YII. Rellex action of the sympathetic.
VIII. Functional interrelation of cerebro-spinal and

sympathetic ,s_vsfems.
1. SiicnETOKY Functions.—The sympathetic system

has been proven to exert its influence on the secretion of
the lachrymal glands, of the glands of the stomach and in-

testine (including the pancreas), of the salivary glands, of
the sweat glands, and on the secretion of bile and urine.

We shall mention here for convenience' sake, although
not really coming under this heading, the relation of cer-

tain lesions of the sympathetic to the production of gly-
cosuria.

Matthews (1897) has recently given the mechanism of
secretion a careful experimental studj', and his conclu-
sions are of such vital interest that no one can afford to

neglect them iu discussing the physiology of secretion.

We give these conclusions in his own wording:
" There is no single mechanism of secretion. In some

glands the stored metabolic products are driven out of
the cells by the action of muscle, as in amphibian skin

glands and sudoriferous glands; in others they are re-

moved by currents of lymph, which are probably the
result of osmosis, as in the pancreas, stomach, salivary
glands; in some cases the cells imbibe water until they
burst and their contents rush into the gland lumen, as
in the intestinal cells of ptychoptera larva;; iu others the
inner end of the cell crumbles to pieces, as in the mam-
malian milk glands. Two or more of these mechanisms

may coexist in one gland, and it is this which has ren-

dered the physiology of such glands as the salivary so

confusing. Whether secretory nerves exist or whether
secretion is ever a function of the gland cell must be con-
sidered at present an open question."

((/) Lnchri/mtd SicfctiDn.-—According to Demtscbenko
and Wolferz, excitation of the sympathetic nerve of the
neck (in cats) causes lachrj-mal secretion. The sj'mpa-
thetic lachrymal secretion differs physically from the

trigeminal secretion; for the former is cloudy, and the
latter clear and transparent. Bechtcrew and 3Iislawski
confirm this statement of the influence of the cervical

sympathetic nerve upon lachrymal secretion. They
find, moreover, that both the cerebral cortex (infernal

parts of the anterior and posterior portions of the sigmoid
convolutions) and the thalamus (circumscribed spot iu

the depth of its internal part at the level of the anterior

portion of the gray commissure) preside over lachrymal
secretion by way of the fifth nerve, partlj* also by way
of the cervical sympathetic.

G. Fischer excited the cervical sympathetic nerve with
the faradic current in the heads of two decapitated men,
and found as a result considerable lachrymal .secretion

besides the oculo-pupillaiy effects mentioned on page
587. Jonncsco also found the presence of secretory
fibres for the lachrymal glainis in the cervical .sympa-
thetic of man, his conclusions being derived from a study
of cpilejitics in whom therapeutically the cervical sym-
|iathetic had been cut or removed.

(/j) Siri'il Serrtiio)!.—Although it stands unquestioned
that sweat secretion is under the control of the nervous

system, the manner of this influence is still a matter of

debate. While it seemed to have been iiro\en by Luch-

Taken under this beading tor convenience' sake.
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singer that this influence was a direct one, and not one

actiiii; iiiilirei-tl}', thniugh vasrulnr rlfpot. liis results

liave ajiiUM been iii;ul<' diiubtful liy I lie recent rcseiirclies

of Matllieus, will) concludes tliiU the sweat glands, like

the salivary glands, receive a double nerve supply and

prnlmbly possess a double mecbauisni of secretion, i.e., a

muscular uiid an osmotic, as cxiilaineil on Ji.ige 583.

Vulpian distinguislies for tbe salivary glands secretion-

exciting nerve fibres (tibres e.xeito-sudorales), and, antag-
onistic to these, sweat-moderating tibres. The .subieet
has not been followed up, however, and the physiologi-
cal facts, which have thus far come to Ihe writer's knowl-

edge, concern only sweat-exciting tibres.

The pathway jiursucd by the sweat-secretory fibres in

their cour.se from tbe spinal cord to the sweat glands is

not fully known in its whole extent. They leave the

spinal cord bj'the anterior roots. Whether the posterior
roots conduct some of these fibres has never been de-

bated.' The statements as to their further cour.se are

ver.v diverse. All authors admit, it seems, that part of

the'fibres pass through the great gangliated cords before

joining the peii|)lieral nerves, and .some writers (Naw-
roeki and Luchsinger, and Langley) go so far as to say
that all sweat fibres destined for the limbs are derived

indirtctly, i.e., through intermediation of the sympa-
thetic nerve, from the spinal C'ord, a view opposed by
Vulpian and later moditied again even by Luchsinger as

tar as the hind paws of the cat were concerned.

Regarding the sweat fibres for the fore paws, views
havebeen equally divided ; Vulpian claiming on the one

hand that part of the sweat fibres go directly from the

spinal cord to the brachial jilexus; Luchsinger, and lately

Langley, contending on the other hand that all sweat
fibres for the forepaw enter the thoracic sympathetic
and pass through the stellate ganglion before joining the

nerves of the brachial plexus.
In two cats in which Dr. Collins and myself had extir-

pated a stellate ganglion, sweat secretion could be pro-
duced in the fore paw- of the operated side three and four

and one-half months after the operation respectively, in

one case by hypodermic injection of pilocarpine, in the

other by instillation of the latter into the eyes. In one
of these two cats, when etherization was begun for the

purpose of performing another operation, the struggles
of the animal against being etherized produced consider-

able sweating of all paws except the forepaw of the side

on which the stellate ganglion had been removed; this

forepaw remained perfectly dry. These observations

tend to throw some doubt on the contention of Langley
and Luchsinger, mentioned at the end of the above para-

graph, although their interpretation is b}' no means

simple.*
For the sweat glands of the head, even Luchsinger ad-

mits both a sympathetic (fibres of the cervical sympa-
thetic nerve) and a direct non-sympathetic nerve supply,
the latter being furnished either by the spinal cord or by
the oblongata. Luchsinger emphasizes the view, how-
ever, that the cervical sympathetic nerve is the principal
sweat nerve for the head. (In pigs and cattle certain

glands of the muzzle of cattle are the homologues of sweat

glands.)
In man the presence in the cervical sympathetic nerve

of sweat secretory fibres for the head was found by Jon-

nesco, who experimented on fifteen epilejitics in whom
the cervical sympathetic nerve was cut or resected for

sake of treatment.

(c) Lacteal Serrelion.—Of the special influence of the

nerves upon the mammary glands and upon the secretion

of milk, we know- only that while erection of the nipple
is impossible when the spinal nerves which supply the

breasts an^ divided, the secretion continues and is not ar

rested even when the sympathetic as well as the spinal
nerves arc severed (Foster).

(d) Heeretion nf the Glandu of the Digestive Apparata.t.—1. Salivai-y Secretion.^ Secretion of the parotid gland

• For a detiilled discussion of the question the render Is referred to

the inoiiogrii|)li hy Dr. Collins and llio writer. (See Itllilloirnipliy.i
t Claude lleruurd's observiilluns on tlie nubiuaxillury (fland and

occurs not only by influence of cerebral nerve fibres, but
also by that ot tbe sympathetic nerve of the neck (von
Witlichand .NiiwroiUi). Secrelorv fibres for the salivary
glands were al.so found by .lonnesco in the cervical sym-
pathetic of man (experiments on fifteen epileptics who'had
the cervical sy mjiathetie cut or removed). In their course
toward tlie gland the secretory fibres of the cervical sym-
pathetic become connected witli the facial nerve (von
Wittich).
The presence of real secretion-promoting or secretion-

inhibiting filu'cs for the parotid glan<l in the cervical

syinpalhilic nerve is deni<'d by .laenicke and doulited by
Eckhard. tbe former explaining the "sympathetic

"
se-

cretion of saliva purely by vaso-molor functi<in.

Heideiihain finds (in rabbits and dogs) that parotid
saliva secreted by excitation of tbe cervical sympathetic
nerve dilfers from that obtained from excitation of the
cerebral secretory fibres (nervus Jacobsoni) by its high
percentage of (n'giinic, especially of albuminous, sub-
stances. To explain this effect—which, he Siiys, takes

place quite independently of the vaso-motor function of
the sympathetic nerve—fie assumes that the latter acts

more through trophic than through secretory function

upon the parotid.

Langley, who repeated Heidenhain's experiments,
found tliiit under tbe influence of excitation of the "

tro-

phic
"

fibres the number of granules seen in the proto-

plasm of the cells of the piarotid gland increased consid-

erably, while it diminished under vhe influence of the

secretory fibres. He found, however, that in the cat the

trophic tibres are not contained in tlie cervical sympa-
thetic, but, on the contrary, in what is considered the cere-

bro-spinal secretory nerve, viz., in the chorda tympani.
In the light of Matthews' investigations Heidenhain's

theories and the geuerall}' accepted trophic nerve mechan-
ism of secretion are very questionable. Matthews con-
cludes that the sympathetic nerve induces salivary secre-

tion by acting on contractile tissue in the glands and thus

causing a compression of ducts and alveoli; that, on the

other hand, the chorila tympani or other dilator salivary
secretory nerve probably causes secretion by its dilator

action on the blood-vessels, thus increasing osmosis.

3. The Glaiidjiof theiSlomachand Intestine. Thesecre-
tion of gastric juice in frogs continues for days (until

death) after all connections of the stomach, except the

mesentery deiuived of its nerves, have been severed,

showing "that tbe centres presiding over the secretion of

gastric juice are situated in tlie intragastric plexuses
(Contejean). In these animals the pneumogastric and

sympathetic nerves have a regulator}' influence upon the
secretion of the stomach glands.

Regarding the intestine, Moreaii observed that after

separation of a piece of intestine from the rest of the gut
by two ligaturesaud severance of all nerves of the mesen-

tery leading to it, this isolated piece of gut filled itself

with an apparently abnormal secretion fluid.

The influence of special nerves upon the secretion of
intestinal juice was studied by Dr. J. Collins and the

writer with this result : Disturbance of digestion followed
the removal of the stellate ganglion and of the lower
thoracic portion of the sympathetic cord, and also the
removal of a semilunar ganglion in the cat. The diges-
tive disturbances following extirjiation of the stellate

ganglion were, however, more marked and more persist-
ent than those noted after removal of the lower thoracic

sympathetic. They consisted of diarrhu-a and of putre-
faction of the fieces. The fa;cal matter was semicon-

sistent, of yellow or dark grayish-brown color, and of

exceedingly foul odor.

The putrefactive symptoms made their appearance
sometimes as late as two and three months after the

operations, and it was noted that the digestive disturb-

ances liad a tendency to increase, anil, in two cases, per-
sisted until the deatii of the animals, three and four and
one-lialf months, respectively, after the operation. This

(;anRlion are referred to fartlier on, under the heading
"
Tonic InSu-

ence."
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tendcncj-of tlie symptoms is most plausibly explained by
degeneration progressinj; toward tlie peripliery and affect-

ing finally the iutrastomachal and intra-intestinal plex-
uses.

Vomiting was observed occasionally after removal of

the stellate ganglion or of the lower part of the thoracic

sympathetic or of the semilunar ganglion, but this symp-
tom was very inconstant and transitory.

3. Secfetiiin of the ISHe. .Munk observed that excita-

tion of the splanchnic nerve in raliliils was followed first

by an acceleration, then by a retardation of the How of

bile. He attributes this effect chielly to vaso-motor in-

fluences and to stimulation of the muscles of the gall
duels. The latter effect was also noted by Doyou
(quoted from Howell), who states that the corresponding
nerve fibres reach the livertlirongh the semilunar plexus.

Afanassiew noted that section of the nerves of the liver

gave rise to polycholia: (i/) increased secretion of bile;

(li) dilatation of all the blood-vessels of the liver to a
markeil degree, and afterward dilatation of the lym-
phatic pathways; (<•) excess of urobilin, its presence
being caused partly b^' the polycholia and partly by
com]iression of the fine gall ducts by the dilated blood
and lymph vessels, the conseiiuence being retention of

bile; ((0 abseuee of glycogen in the liver; (<) swelling of
the liver cells, which take on an appearance similar to

that observed after fibrin feeding.
Howell concludes that, as far as our knowledge goes,

the physiological evidence is against the existence of true

secretory nerves controlling the formation of bile. On
the other hand, he .says, there are some experiments
(Moral and Diifour), though not absolutely conclusive,
which indicate that glycogen formation within the liver

cells is influenced by a special set of glyco-secretory
fibres.

4. Influence vpon the Pancreatic Secretion* According
to the investigations of Pawlow and his students, stimu-
lation of the vagus nerve or the sympathetic causes, after

a consitlerable period of latency, a markeil tlow of pan-
creatic secretion Howell says that, in harmony with the

theoiy of trophic and secretory fibres, the experiment
seems to indicate that trophic fibres are more abundant
in the sympathetic, and, similarly, the secretory fibres

proper in the pneumogastric.
(<;) Renal Secretion.— Howell concludes that the major-

ity of purely physiological experiments upon direct

stimulation of the nerves going to the kidney are adverse
to the theory of secretory fibres, the marked elTects ob-

tained in these experiments being entirely explicable by
the changes produced in the blood supply of the organ.
Hermann comes to similar conclusions.

The vascidar nerve fibres of the kidney are supplied by
the renal plexus, and are preponderatinglv but not ex-

clusively derived from the splanchnic nerves (Hermann).
According to Bradford, the innervation of the vessels of

the kidney is furnished b}' the anterior roots of the dor-

sal nerves from the fourth downward and of the lumbar
nerves down to the third and fourth; most abundantly,
however, by the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth dorsal.

The existence of fibres passing within the splanchnic to

the kidney, fibres which exert a tonic influence, cannot
be proven (Hermann). According to Langley and Dick-
inson, the sidanchnic v.ascular fibres of the kidney are in-

terrupted by cells of the renal plexus.

Peyrani has fotuid that section of the cervical sym-
pathetic causes a lessening of the quantity of urea and
urine to a minimum, while excitation of the perijiheral

(head) stiunp of this nerve causes increase both of urea
and of urine. Knelz could not confirm these results, and
dcines that the cervical sympathetic has any infinence

upon the above-mentioned secretions.

(,/') Oli/cogiiriii Produced l/i/ Influence of the Si/mpathetir.—Th(- subject of glycosuria is ranged in here for conven-
ience' sake, although not properly belonging here.

Since Chuide Bernard showed that irritation of the
floor of the fourth ventricle, the so-called hepatic vaso-

• See results of Mattliews' experiments, p. .582.

motor centre or area, causes gljcosuria, jihysiological
and pathological evidence has been accumulated to show
that the iiroductiou of grape sugar stands in causal rela-

tionship to the function of the sympathetic nervous sys-
tem. Schiff' demonstrated that section of the vasomotor
pathways in the spinal cord at any level down as far as
the exit of the nerves for the liver, caused glycosuria.
Pavey noted that destruction of the superior cervical

ganglion caused gl3'cosuria. and Eekhard observed that
a similar condition resulted when the inferior cervical
and first thoracic were destroyeil. Trambusti showed
experimentally that after extirpation of the cadiac plexus
there was deposition of glycogen in the kidneys. Dr. J.

Collins and the writer found much sugar in the urine in
one cat four weeks after removal of the lower part of the
thoracic sympathetic nerve on one side, in another eat
four months after the ssime operation. Nearly every
phy.siologist who has experimented on the abdominal

sympathetic, and has aflerward carefully observed the
constitution of the urine, has found that lesion of this part
of the sympalhetie is aecompauied usually by glycosuria
(I\lebs, Munk, Hensen); but in most if not all of these

experiments only the immediate effects of lesions in the
domain of the sympathetic were studied, while in the ob-
servations of Dr. Collins and the writer the remote effects

of such lesions were the subject of inquiry.
The hypotheses that have been advanced to explain the

occurrence of glycosuria with these experimental lesions

of the sympathetic nervous system are numerous. The
majority of writers seem to "be of the opinion that the
occurrence of grape sugar with such lesion is immedi-

ately conditioned by change in the tonus of the blood-
vessels of the liver and in the quantity of blood passing
through the liver.

Prom the large amount of sugar found four months
after the lesion of the thoracic sympathetic, it is fair to

conclude that the glycosuria caused by such lesions is

not temporary but permanent, and seems, if we are al-

lowed to judge anything from the ob.servations of Dr.
Collins and myself, limited to two cases onl}', to have a

tendency to increase rather than to diminish.

We find, then, that nearly all secretory glands are un-
der the influence of the sympathetic system. The facts

indicate, as Claude Bernard showed for the submaxillary
ganglion and gland, that there are independence and de-

pendence of action of the peripheral (that is, sympa-
thetic) secretory nerve apparatus from the central ner-

vous system. The fibres of the latter (eerebro-spiual
fibres, motor fibres of the first order—KoUiker; pregan-
glionic fibres—Langley) exert a controlling influence

upon the secretions, which influence is either stimulating
or inhibitory, purely secretory or partly vascular, or

solely vascular, as in the case of the kidne.y, for instance,
in which organ the existence of purely secretory fibres

could not be proven. For some glands (salivary, pancreas)
the existence of true trophic nerves is possible, although
rendered questionable by Matthews' conclusions, and it

w(nild seem that most of the trophic fibres are derived
from the sympathetic cord.

II. V-vscui..\K Fi'NCTioNs.—The investigations of

Claude Bernard, Dastre and Morat, OstroumolT, Gruetz-

ner, Heidenhain, and others have demonstrated the exist-

ence of two kinds of vascular nerve fibres (fibres c.alori-

fiques of Claude Bernard). The excitation of one kind
causes vaso-constrietion—" vasomotor or vaso-constrictor
fibres

"
; while excitation of the other kind produces vaso-

dilatation— "
vaso-dilator or vaso-inhibitory fibres," The

vaso-constrictor filires usually predominate in number or

strength, and are therefore more easily demonstrated than
the vaso-dilators.

As to nenson/ vascular nerve supply, Spallita and Con-

siglio find that the entire vascular surface is jirovided
with special sensibility, capable of jiroducing notable

modifications in the general distribution of the blood.

It is the opinion of these investigators that the function
of the vaso-sensitive nerves is to prevent a superabun-
<lance of blood in the peripheral parts of the circulatory
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sj-stem, an action analogous to tliat wliifli Cyon admitted

for tlie sensory nerves of the lieart and of the liver.

Tlie motor vascular fibres leave the spinal cord for llie

most part with the anterior roots, but a part of the vaso-

dilator (vaso-iuhibitory) fibres seem to be contained in

the posterior roots (Strieker, Gaertuer, Moral). In their

further course the vascular fibres either join the j;''cat

gaugliated cord by means of communicant rand, which is

the case for most if not all vascular fibics of the limbs

(Claude Bernard, OstroumolT, Heidcnhainand Gruetzner,

Langley), or they pass from the spinal nerve directly to

one of the great prevertebral i)le.\uscs. We find thus, for

instance, that part of the vascular fibres supplying the

pelvic viscera are derived from the lumbar plexus and

join the periphery by intermediation of the great gan-

gliaied cord, while the otln-r jiart, arising from the sacral

nerves, pass directly to the hypogastric plexus without

connection with the gangliated cord (Langley).

Jlany of the vascular fibres enter the gangliated cord

and become interrupted by cells of the ganglia of the

latter. This is probably the case with most of the vaso-

motor and vaso-inhibitory fibres for the limbs. Others

again, those which are contained in the jiosterior roots,

are said to be interrupted by cells of the spinal ganglia
(Morat). Still others take an tuduterrupted course

through the sympathetic cords, using the latter only as

a kind of commissure. This has been demonstrated to be

so for the vascular fibres of the splanchnic nerve, which

pass without interruption from the spinal cord either to

the semilunar or to the superior mesenteric ganglion
(Langley and Dickinson).

Tlie presence of both vasoconstrictor and vaso-dilator

fibres has been proven in almost everj' division of the

sympathetic system."

Recently the section or resection of the cervical sympa-
thetic unilaterally or bilaterally has given opportunity
of studying the vascular functions of this part of the

gangliated cord in man. Jonnesco, making his studies

on fifteen epileptics thus operated, concludes that the

cervical sympathetic contains vasoconstrictor fibres for

the head, face, and heart, made evident by excitation

with strong electric currents; that it contains, further-

more, vasodilator fibres for the inner parts of the cheeks
and lips, for the gums, inner and lateral part of the

tongue, and for the brain, brought out by the application
of feeble currents.

In rabbits, Lafforgue had observed as the direct result

of stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve (periph-
eral stump) a spasmodic ischsemia of the whole cerebrum,
cerebellum, and oblongata.
A common central organ for the vasomotor nerves is

situated in the medulla oblongata, by stimulating which

(the spinal cord and sympathetic being uninjured) con-

traction of all the small arteries, increase of the blood

pressure in the arterial trunks, and turgescence of the

heart (Ludwig and Thiry, quoted from Hermann), will

be produced. It extends in rabbits from about 3 mm.
above the calamus scriptorius to the upper portion of the

fourth ventricle. It is bilateral, situated at some distance

from the median line.

Keinhold, in several cases of va.scular disturbances
which by exclusion were interpreted as being of central

origin, found multiple hemorrhages at the floor of the

fourth ventricle.

The outflow from the spinal cord, of the vasomotor
fibres for the hmgs (in the dog) takes place between the
first and fifth dors;il nerves, with a maximiunat the level

of the third dorsal. Some of these fibres leave the tho-

racic sympathetic chain at the level of the stellate gan-
glion and pass through the ansa Vieussenii to the inferior

cervical ganglion (Bradford, Dean, and Francois Fraidc).
III. C.\KniAC Ft'XCTiONs.—The striking autonomy of

the peripheral nerve apparatus of the heart is shown by
the fact that the latter, wlu^n removed from the body or

deprived of all the nerves passing to it, still continues to

beat for some time, in cohl-blooded animals even for days.
Recently Kngelmann has called attention to a still more
marked autonomy of the heart's action, pointing out

that in Ihefolus pulsjitions of the heart begin at a period
when the latter is still absolutely devoid of nerve cells

(and consequently also of nerve fibres). In the human
embryo the first beginnings of cardiac ganglia are not
found before the end of the fourth or commencement of
the fifth week (Ills), while PHl'igersaw regnlar pulsations
of the heart in a human embryo of hardly three weeks,
which denotes the possiljility of purely myogenic heart
action entirely- independent of any nervous influence.
Yet its action is under the control of certain nerves, part
of which have an accelerating and at the same lime
augmenting (intensifying) inlluenee—augmentor nerves;
while the others have an inhibitory effect by lessening
the number of beats and the force of the contractions—
inhibitory nerves of the heart. Jlost of the inhibilorj'
nerves are contained in the pneimiogastric nerve, which
is the car<liac inhibitory m-rvc juir CMtilence.

In the dog the augmentor fibres are said to leave the

spinal cord by the anterior roots of the second and third
and to some extent the first and fouith, possibly the fifth,

thoracic nerves. They travel by the several rami com-
municantes to the stellate ganglion, and pass thence to
the cardiac plexuses and to the heart by nerves from the

ganglion itself or from the ansa Vieussenii, or from the
so-called lower cervical ganglion. In the cat, and prob-
ably in mammals generally, the path of the augmentor
impulses is very similar. They leave the spinal cord by
the upper thoracic nerves and pass to the heart through
the lower cervical and upper thora> 'c S3'mpathetic gan-
glia (Langle}-, Foster).

Part of the augmentor fibres, however, are derived
from the pneumogastric nerve (Hermann). Schiff, who
goes so far as to claim that the pneumogastric alone con-
tains augmentor fibres, says that when this nerve is com-
pletely degenerated no acceleration of the heart action
can be obtained through any nerve. He concludes that
the influence which the sympathetic ganglia have upon
the acceleration of the heart's action is due to the action
of the pneumogastric nerve connected with them.

IV. Respir.vtoky Functioxs.—Graham finds that th&

splanchnic nerve exerts a reflex, inhibitory influence upon
respiration. If the splanchnic nerve of the one (left) side
is severed and the central stump excited by the faradic

current, the respiration arrests itself in the state of expi-
ration—diaphragm perfectly relaxed, abdominal muscles
contracted. The tests succeed also when both pneumo-
gastric nerves are severed at the neck.

Section of the oblongata above the region of the respi-

ratory centre does not influence the result, which remains
also unchanged when the spinal cord is severed between
the eleventh anil twelfth dorsal vertebrw, while the ex-

citation of the splanchnic nerve loses its effect if the sec-

tion is made between the fourth and fifth dorsal vertebrsB.

This shows that the fibres in question enter from the-

splanchnic nerve into the spinal cord above the eleventh
or twelfth dorsal, and below the fourth or fifth dorsal

vertebra?, and then ascend to the oblongata to influence
the respiratory centre.

Guillebeau and Luchsinger confirm Graham's observa-
tion of the influence of faradic excitation of the splanch-
nic nerve upon respiration if the spina! cord is intact;
but if the oblongata is severed from the cord, the effect

of the faradization of the splanchnic nerve is contraction,
not only of the abdominal nniseles. but of the diaphragm.
They contend that the spinal cord contains the primary
centres for alxlonunal j.reniiure (liiiiic/ijurKse), becavisc

after isolation from tlie olilongata the mechanics of the
abdominal jiressure can be brought into action reflexly

by excitaiiou of sensory nerves.
"

It may be of some interest briefly to mention here the

remote effects of lesions of the sympathetic on respiration
and on the resiiiratory tract in general, as observed by Dr.

J. Collins and the writer after "removal of the lower part
of one thoracic sympathelic nerve in some cats and of

one stellate ganglion in others. These effects, as a rtile,

made their appearance as late as weeks after the oper-

ation, and, in the case of lesion of the thoracic sympa-
thetic, even four monthsafter the injury inflicted. They
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consisted in either case iu tlie occiin'euce of attaclts of

siK-eziiig and of paroxysms of coiigliing an<l liiccough.
Removal of llic stellate j^anglion causeil, in additiim, tirst

a mucous, then a purulent secretion friiui tlie nasal mu-
cous nu^mbranc, ami iu one case it produced a chronic

purulent bronchial secretion with lobular infiltration of

the lungs.
Tlie respiratory synii)toms were more grave iu the

case of removal of the stellate ganglion than in the case

of resection of the thoracic synipalhetic in its lower por-
tion. To account for this we must not forget that iu the

cat the vagus nerve sends a powerful <-oMuuunicating
branch to the stellate ganglion. This may also explain
the presence of the catarrhal condition iu case of removal
of the .stellate ganglion and its absence in the case of re-

section of the lower portion of the thoracic sympathetic.
The cough and hiccough, however, could not be due to

involvement of the pneumogastric alone, since they were
observed also after resi'Ction of the lower part of the

thoracic sympathetic, an operation which involved chiefly
the splanchnic nerve. For the innervaiion of the pulmo-
nary vessels, see page 585, end of section on vascular

functions.

V. lNVOLUNT.\IiV AND AUTOM-VTIC MOVEMENTS.—Un-
der this heading I class the movements caused by non-

striated muscles. The heart muscle has a structure

whicli forms a transition between the striated and non-
striated nuiscles. Owing to the intimate connection
which exists between the heart and the blood-vessels, it

was found most convenient to discuss the sympathetic
inlluonce upon this organ directly after discussing the

vascular functions.

It now remains to discuss the influence of the sympa-
thetic system upon the movements of the stomach and
intestines, tlie bladder, the uterus, the pupil, and on the

erectors of the hair follicles (pilomotor nerves, Langley).
((/) The Moreinoitx of the. Stomach and Intestines.— In

this paragraph we ma\' at the same time discuss the vas-

cular influence upon the stomach and intestines. The
nerves invsiding o\'er the secretions of these parts have
been spoken of iu a preceding chapter.
The movements of the stomach and smaller intestine

are under the control chiefly of the pneumogastric and
the splanchnic nerves, which nerves are to a large extent

functionally antagonistic to each other (Pfltiger, Mayer
and Bascli. van Braam-IIonckgeest). The pneumogas-
tric is chiertv a vaso-dilator nerve and excites the move-
ments of the intestine and the stomach; the splanchnic
iidiiliits the movements, and it is at the same time vaso-

constrictor. Morat has demonstrated, however, that this

antagonism is not ab.solute, he being able to demonstrate
the inhibitory activity of the pneumogastric and, on the
other hand, the excito-motor (augmenting) activity of the

splanchnics.
One splanchnic nerve can functionally replace the other

(van Braam-Houckgeest). Both the vaso-constrictor and
the motor inhibitory action of the splanchnics are under
the tonic innervaiion of the nerve centres (spinal) with
which they are connected (van Braam-Houckgeest).
According to Contejean, the pneumogastric nerve in

the frog innervates the longitudinal sj'stem of muscidar
fibres of the stomach, and c-ontains also inhibitory fibres

which may counteract reflex action of the stomach; the

sympallietic, on the other hand, presides chiefly over the
circular system of muscles.

F.lirniann, on the other hand (quotation from Her-

mann), finds that the pneumogastric excites the cireidar

muscular fibres of the stomach and intestine and inhibits

the longitudinal libres, while the siilanchnic excites the

longitudinal fibres anil inhibits the circular fibres. This
conclusion is contradicted by Langley.

According to Langley. the splanchnic fibres are derived

directly from the spinal cord; that is, they undergo no
cell interrui>tion in the ganglia of the sympathetic cords.

But they have their termination in the semilunar ganglia,
anil from the cells of the latter new libres ari.se which
establish the connection with the nuiscles and blood-ves-

sels of tlie stomach and upper intestine.

The lower segments of the intestine (colon and rectum)
receive likewise a double nerve supply, namely from the
lumbar (second to sixth in the cat), and from the sacral

(second to fourth) nerve roots (Langley and Anderson).
The fibres derived from the lumbar roots (visceral lum-
bar nerves) join the sympathetic and leave it for the
most i)art with the caliac or hypogastric nerves. The
libres derived from the sacral roots (visceral sacral

nerves) pa.ss into the nervi crigentes.
The two nerve plexuses differ not only in origin, but

also in function (Langley and Anderson). Iu the first

jilacc the visceral lumbar nerves contain vaso-constrictor
tibres for the descending colon, for tlie rectum, and for

the mucous membiano of the internal sphincter. These
nerves further contain inhibitory tibics for the muscles
of the colon and rectum and for the mucous membrane
of the internal sphincter. Finally, the visceral lumbar
nerves have a relationship to the skin surrounding the

anus; they supply motor libres for the uoiistriated mus-
cles imd for the constrictors of the blood-vessels of this

region.
The visceral saeral nerves are to a great extent an-

tagonists of the visceral bnnbnr nerves. Excitation of
them produces hypencmia of the intestinal mucous mem-
brane and strong movements of the longitudinal and cir-

cular muscles of the colon and rectum. The non-striated
muscles of the skin of the anus are inhibited by these
fibres.

In regard to the movements of the rectum Fellner had
come to the following conclusions, which are, as we have
seen, contradicted in part by Langley and Anderson: (1)

The nervi crigentes cause contraction of the longitudinal
tibres and relaxation of the circular fibres of the muscles,

shortening and thickening of the rectum, increase of

volume, and diminution of pressure; (2) the hypogastric
nerves have the opposite effect: relaxation of the longi-
tudinal, contraction of the circular muscular fibres,

lengthening and narrowing of the rectum, lessening of

volume, and increase of pressure.

(h) The Movements of the Bladder.— It is proven by the

investigations of Budge, Sokownin, Gianuzzi, Nussbaum,
Nawrocki and Skabitschewski, Langley and Anderson,
and Sherrington that the bladder receives a double sup-
ply of motor nerves, viz; (1) From roots of lumbar nerves

(lumbar supply); and (2) from saeral nerves (sacral sup-
pl.v).

Tlie fibres derived from the lumbar nerves leave the

spinal cord by the anterior roots of the (third) fourth and
fifth (in the monkey from the second, third, and fourth)
lumbar nerves, and join the abdominal synipathetie
nerve by the rami eommunicantes. From the abdominal

sympathetic part of the fibres pass directly to the hypo-
gastric and vesical plexuses (Nussbaum) ; the greater part,

however, reach the inferior mesenteric ganglion by way
of the mesenteric (superior, median, inferior) nerves, and

pass then into the hypogastric nerves, which latler con-
nect the infcri(n' mesenteric ganglion with the hypogas-
tric ]ilexus.
The fibres derived from the sacral nerves leave the sjii-

nal cord with the anterior roots of the second, third

(sometimes also the fourth, and very .seldom the fifth)

sacral, anil jiass from these nerves directly to thr hi/pogas-
tric plcrns. without mediation of the main trunk of the

syminithctic.
According to Langley, part of the motor fibres of the

bladder are interrupted by cells of the inferior mesenteric

ganglion, others jn'obably by the cells of the hypogastric
or vesical plexus<'S.
As the descent of the fibres to the bladder occurs in

two diiTerent pathways, so their origin in the cord is

jirobably twofold; that is, we must assume for many
inanunals the presence of two .separate spinal centres of

the bladder, one being situated in the lumbar, the other
in the sacral jiortion of the cord. The position of these

centres, although not exactly known, is indicated more
or less by the level of the roots through which the motor
fibres for the bladder leave the coni. Gianuzzi claims
that in the dog they are situated at the level of the third
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ami liftli lumbar vertobroc respectively. Sarbo reported
a case of a man in whom there had been iiitontineiue of

fa'ces and of urine, and in whom the autopsy revealed a

gliosis that had elTaced thestnielureof the spinal cord al-

most entirely at the levels of the third and fourth ssieral

S.'gmenls.
Erection and Ejaculation. The vaso-dilator fibres,

stimulation of which causes erection, are coutained in the

nervi erigentes (Eekhard, iiuoted from Hermann) which
are formed liy tilaments passing from tlic sacral nerves

(ehielly the second and third) to the hypogastric jile.xus;

but some of these vaso-dilator fibres comet from the lum-
bar sympathetic (dog), passing from there to the hypo-
gastric i)lexus (Francois Franek).

Concerning the ])atliways of the nerves presiding over

ejaculation, nothing definite seems to be known. At
least nothing is said about them in the well-known physi-

ological te.\t-books.

Tlie centres of erection and ejaculation (dog) are situ-

ated in the lumbar portion of the spinal cord (Goltz).
As has been mentioned in another paragraph, the blad-

der can act independently of the spinal centres, at least

in tlie higher mammalians (cat, monkey). After all the

motor fibres leading to the bladder have been severed

from the spinal cord, this organ still continues its func-

tions for weeks (Zeissl). Its rhythmic action is the result

of the nerve ai>paratus (hypogastric and vesical plexuses)

placed within or on its wall (Zeissl, Sherrington).

(c) The Moi'tments of the Uterus.—According to Lang-
ley, all motor fibres to this organ are supplied e.\clusive-

ly from lumbar nerves, and their further course is within

the main trunk of the sympathetic, from which they
pass through the inferior mesenteric ganglion to the pel-
vic plexuses. Some authors, however (Fraukeuhauser,
Kehrer, and others), claim a sacral sui)ply in addition to

the lundjar, stating that part of the motor fibres of the

uterus pass directly from sacral (third, fourth) nerves to

the pelvic plexuses. According to Basch and Hoffmann

(quotation from Hermann), the lumbar nerves act as mo-
tor nerves only of the longitudinal fibres, the sacral only
of the circular fibres of the uterus. These statements are

contradicted by Langley.
A great part of the motor fibres to the uterus arc inter-

rupted by cells of tlie inferior mesenteric ganglion (Lang-
ley).
For parturition, the centre situated in the lumbar por-

tion of the spinal cord is sufficient, as this act has been
observed in bitches with isolated lumbar portion of the

spinal cord (Goltz and others). As to whether parturi-
tion can take place if the connection with this spinal cen-

tre is severed, we can find no data.

Chapman and Foote conclude that the ovarian plexus
is the controlling nerve sujiply to the ovary, tube, and
uterus, and the ]vith along which are conveyed the most

important stimuli jiassing to these organs. For further

details of their work, see the paragraph on the "Nerves
of the Uterus" in the auatomy of the sympathetic, pa.ge
579.

(rf) The Erector Muscles of the Hair Fullicles and the

Pilomotor Nerves,—The name of pilomotor nerves is given
by Langley and Sherrington to those nerve fibres which
innervate the erector musitles of the hairs. According to

these authors, the pilomotor fibres jiass through the ante-
rior roots into the sympathetic nerve from which they
take their course to the |)cnpliery. Experiments with
nicotine prove that the fibres become interrupted* by

•Langley hpllevps that there are justifiable grounds for the conclu-
sion that l)y t^tlniulatinff the nerve fibres runninir to and from any
peripheral iraiiirlioii lu-fure and after applying dihiii' njcntiiu- tn ii.

the fliiss of n.-rvi- llhii's which end around nerve ceils of tin- t::uit:lnin
can lie clisiiiii.'iiislicd from those which run thnaij.'ii llio s,'aiiL'lioii

withcpul iH-iii^' .oimcctt-d with it.s cells. Mciililic seems In paralyze
thecoiiduclive ailioii cilherof the nerve cells of llic ttariKlion oi of
the nei\ceiidintrsin Itief^anpiion, that is, it seems toprewnt llii- trans-
raissii'ti nf a siiiiiiitation ffoin one neurone to another wtille it does
nol alTect tin nOuclivity of the nerve llbres. Therefore. If the ilan-
Klion is sirieared Willi nicollne, direct stimuialion of (lie nerve lllires

passinifoiit from the gantrllon to Ihe piriiihciv niains in .-vei vca.se
Its fullelTect: but If. after llie appllcalion of I he nicoliia-. slimiilati.ni
la applied eeutrad of the t'an(?liou. i.e., tu tlie nerve Ubi-es passing

cells of the sympathetic ganglia of the t\\ ^n.^uuted
cords. The pathway that Uu; impul.se takes from the

spinal cord to the periphery consists thus of two sets of
neurones, one of which originates from cells of the spinal
cord, the other from cells of the ganglia of the main
trunk of the symiialbetic.
The outllow of the pilomotor nerves from the spinal

cord occurs through the rann communicantes of the
fourth dorsal (seldom the third) down to the third or
fourth lumbar nerves. (In cats and monkeys it is some-
what otherwise.)

Excitation of the individual ganglia of the sympa-
thetic nerve causes erection of hairs in definite circum-
scribed regions. Usualh', but not always, the sympa-
thetic (peripheral) fibres arise from cells of the nearest

sympathetic ganglia, sometimes from the second nearest.
The pilomotor fibres and the .sensory fibres can be

traced running together up to their entrance into the
skin. There is no ditticidty in showing that the greater
part of the area supplied with jiilomotor nerves by a

given gray ramus is also supplied by sensory fibres of
the corresponding spinal nerve (Langley).
Langley and Sherrington allot to the various com-

municant rami definite circumscribed although partly
overlap|iing areas of distribution of pilomotor fibres.

The results of some of the experiments conducted by Dr.
J. Collins and the writer lead us to the conclusion, how-
ever, that although the pilomotor nerves probably have,
on the whole, the segmental distribution which Langley
and Sherrington attribute to them, there must be a col-

lateral supply or a direct cerebro-spinal supply, which
in the case of removal of three or four successive ganglia
can in the course of time entirely replace the fimctional
loss thus created.

(c) Influence upon the Pupil, Eyeball, and Eyelids.—In
1737 Pourfour du Petit first demonstrated that section of
the cervical sympathetic nerve is followed by contraction
of the pupil and sinking in of the eyeball of the corre-

sponding side. The contraction of the pupil was inter-

preted as being due to paralysis of the dilator pupillae
muscle. The sinking in of the eyeball was explained
]3artly by vaso-motor effect, partly by the paralysis of
Midler's muscle (Heese).

G. Fischer (quotation from Moebius) excited the cervi-

cal sympathetic nerve in the heads of two decapitated
men. Faradic excitation produced opening of the pal-

pebral fissure, dilatation of the pupil, protrusion of the

cornea, and considerable lachrymal secretion. These
effects on the pu]iil, palpebral fissure, and eyeball in

man were coutirmed also by Jonnesco in epileptics in

%vhom for therapeutic purposes the cervical sympathetic
was resected or cut.

Budge and others showed that the pupil-dilating fibres

of the cervical sjiiipathctic are derived from the anterior
roots of certain spinal nerves, which, joining the sympa-
thetic nerve of the thorax b}' means of rami communi-
cantes, pass through the ansa Vienssenii to the stellate

ganglion, from whence they take their course within the
cervical sympathetic to the pu])il.

Comparing the results of the investigators (Budge,
Salkowski, Nawrocki, Sherrington, Langley. Miiller) in

this field, we find that the outflow of the pupil-dilating
fibres from the spinal cord occurs with the greatest con-

stancy in the anterior roots of the first dorsal and almost
as constantly of the second dorsal, to less extent anil less

constantly of the eighth cervical and third dorsal, and
least constantly, it v.ouUl seem, of the seventh cervical

and fourth dorsal nerves. This ilistribullon varies not

only with the species of the animal, but also individually
ill the same s])ecies.

Budge placed the origin of the pupil-dilating fibres of
the cervical sympathetic in the so called eilio-spinal cen-

tre, which he found to occupy the region between the

exits of the sixth cervical and third dorsal nerves in the

i;i(o the latter (instead of from \t) this stimulation will remain effec-

tive if the sind llbres pass unlnterrupledly thniii),'li llie ganglion, while
It will have ho eHect if the stiniuluted llbres termiuate around cells of
the gaugUoa.
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spinal cord. Dastie ami Moral confirnied Bvulge's con-

cliisious. Salkowski and Kiuill (Iciiicd the existence of

a rilio-spiual lentie, and ida<ed the origin of the ])upil-

dilalin,!,' fibres iMjrher. .Sall<oHslii in tlie oblongata, Knoll

in the anteii<ir eoipora bijreiniua.

On the other hand, eliuical experience tended to cou-

tirni the existence of a eiliospinal centre, since oculopn-
pillary symptoms were found to accompanj' transverse

lesions of the spinal cord in the lower rejfions of the cer-

vical and the upper regions of the dorsal portion of the

cord (Kraus). This evidence was not conclusive, how-
ever, since in a case of transverse lesion of the spinal
cord the fibres would also be severed in their course

thiouifh the white sid)stanc<', even if they originated
from the oblongata or corpora quadrigeniina. "We might
say that although the evidence is preponderatingly in

favor of the existence of a cilio-spinal centre, yet the

question has not been definitely settled.

Coleman Balogh and Francois Franck showed, how-
ever, that not all pupil dilating fibres contained in the

lirst branch of the trigeminal nerve are derived from the

cervical sympathetic, but that part of them reach the

Gasserian "ganglion by way of the roots of the trigeminal
nerve.

The oh.servations of Dr. ,1. Collins and the writer cor-

roborate the contention that not all ]iupil-dilating fibres

are contained within the cervical sympathetic nerve,
since the narrowing of the pupil following removal of

the cervical sympathetic (i.t:, of the stellate ganglion) in

cats disappeared almost entirely in the course of mouths,
and since, furtherniore, in one ca.se in which one stellate

ganglion was removed first and the other one three

months afterward, both pupils were still found to dilate

in darkness.

Concerning the further course of the pupil-dilating
fibres of the cervical sympathetic, only .so much is known
that they all finally join the Gasserian ganglion and leave

the latter with the first branch of the trigeminal nerve

(Coleman Balogh, quoted by .Jegorow and Dogiel).

Tliey then pa.ss through the long ciliary nerves to the

pupil without forming connections with the ciliary gan-
glion (Jegorow and Dogiel, Nawrocki and Przybylski).
The (jiiestion whether the cervical sympathetic con-

tains also pu])il-contracting fibres has, to our knowledge,
been considered only by one investigator, viz., by Dogiel,
who answered it affirmatively. The experiments of

Dr. J. Collins and the writer tend to confirm Ids view, al-

though not in an altogether unobjectionable manner.

Dogiel's researches are (iiiotcd in detail in our report.
In addition to contraction of the pupil, section of the

cervical .sympathetic nerve causes a sinking in of the

eyeball into the orbit, slight ptosis of the upper lid, and

paralysis of the nictitating membrane. Heese finds that
excitation of the symiiathetic nerve causes protrusion of
the eyeball in cats and dogs, while in rabbits it produces
very marked sinking in of the eyeball. Tliis discrepancy
he explains by the fact that the sympathetic nerve displays
its effect upon the eyeball in two ways: first, by the con-
traction of JlUUer's muscle; second, by vaso-motor influ-

ence. The former causes protrusion, the latter a sinking
in of the eyeball. In cats the effect upon JIuller's mus-
cle predominates, therefore the protrusion; in rabbits the
reverse is true.

According to Langley, the nerve fibres causing retrac-

tion of the nictitating mend)rane (third lid) and opening
of the eyelid have in the cat a more extended oriuiu than
the dilator fibres for the pupil. They arise from the first

four thoracic nerves, and sometimes from the fifth also.

In nearly every case the second thoracic is most effective,
the first more than the third; the fourth has slight effect,
the- fifth at best causes but a trifiing movement.

Tiiat the cervical sympathetic has an infiuence upon
the shai)e of the cornea is claimed by Claude Bernard,
Brown-Sequard. and Hermann, who find that section of
the cervical sympathetic causes fiattening of the cornea.
Their statements have been contradicted by Ileese.

Ileese declares that the conclusions of Moral and Doyon,
who contend that the sympathetic nerve influences the

shape of the lens by displaying an effect antagonistic to
that of the third nerve u]Hin accommodation, are likewise
erroneous. .Jaboulay found amelioration of vision in two
patients after severing of the cervicul sympathetic nerve
between the superior and middle cervical ganglia. He
attributed this amelioration, however, not to any effect
on accommodation, which latter he fotmd quite unal-

tered, but to the narrowing of the pupil, which infiueuced

myopia and astigmatism favorably iu the manner of a
stenopaic slit.

The trophic disturbances observed in the eye after re-

moval of the stellate ganglion will be discu.ssed in the
next section.

The hyi)oteusion of the eyeball following removal of
the superior cervical ganglion disappears entirely in the
course of time, at least iu nou-glaucomatous cases (Jon-
uesco, Lagrange, H. Pachon).

VI. Thopuic and Tonic Functions.—(«) Trophic
Functions. Regardiug the supposed trophic action of the

sympathetic on the salivary glands, liver, and pancreas,
the reader is referred to the paragraphs of this article
which treat of these organs (pages oSS and 584).
Of other trophic effects, I mention, first, the retraction

of the face and loss of hair as it was observed after le-

sious of the cervical sympathetic in man.
Moebius contends that the true form of facial hemi-

atrophy, characterized b_y discoloration and wasting of
the skin, discoloration and disappearance of the hairs,

wasting of the bones and cartilages, differs entirely from
the slight fiattening of the cheek observed with disease
of the cervical sympathetic nerve. On the other hand,
Angelucci has seen very marked trophic disturbances
follow extirpation of the stellate ganglion. He found
that in new-born dogs and in adult cats defect of one
stellate ganglion gave rise (on the side of the operation)
to alopecia of the face, dystrophy of the cranial bones,
and deficient development of the teeth. In adult rabbits
and monkeys these conditions were not usually met with.

Dr. Collins and the writer observed in young cats, in

which one stellate ganglion or one thoracic sympathetic
nerve had been extirpated, the appearance of red, hair-

less spots, which later became scaly, psoriasis-like, and
then turned pale, smooth, till finally they healed up en-

tirely, becoming covered with a new growth of hair.

The distributicm of these patches seemed C(inte irregular
and arbitrary in case of resection of the thoracic sympa-
thetic nerve, although in case of removal of the stellate

ganglion they were confined to the head, affecting, how-
ever, both sides of the latter.

Max Joseph {Virc/iow's Archie, vol. 107, p. 119) oper-
ated on the second cervical nerve in young cats and ex-

tirpated a continuous portion, including a piece of both
roots, the entire spinal ganglion, and a piece of the per-

ipheral nerve. This operation evidently implies teariug
off the ramus communicans of the nerve, and it is inter-

esting to note that he also observed, on the faces of the

animals, hairless spots such as we found. Of no less iu-

terest is the fact that when he cut both roots of the second
cervical nerve without injuring the spinal ganglion or

any part of the nerve trunk perii)heral to the ganglion,
the hairless spots did uot appear. From this the infer-

ence seems justified that the trophic influence of the sym-
pathetic efferent fibres of the ramus communicans is

sufficient to prevent the loss of hair, since iu the latter

experiment the cerebro-spinal motor fibres of the ramus
commtmicans were cut iu their comse through the ante-
rior (and posterior?) roots, while the sympathetic efferent

fibres were left untouched. Fig. 4576 makes these con-

ditions clear.

Thi^almost instantaneous changes in thebicejis femoris
and psoas muscles noted by Gaule in rabbits after lesion

of the stellate^ ganglion, which change she attributes to

this lesion, arc- iuterpreted ditlerently by Salvioli and

Hering and need not thereiore to be dwelt upon.
Angelucci has seen, in addition to the trophic changes

referred to, interesting alterations in the eye follow ex-

tir)iatiou of the stellate ganglion in new-born dog.s
—such

alteratious as lesser development of the circumference of
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the cornea and sclera, the eyeball showing a lessening of

about 1 mm. in its diameters. Both in uew-born dogs and
in adult lals. a long limeuflcr the c.\lirp;ition of the stel-

late ganglinn. distinct dystmiihies charaetcrizcd by sim-

ple atrophy and sclerosis occur, especially of the te.\lnre

of the iris and of the ehoroidea. In the iris of new born

dogs the sclerosis of the tissue formed large plaques.
The fundamental structure of the retina, however, was
never found altered. Angclucci attributes the dystro-

phies reported, to changes in the blood-vessel walls, to

which Vulpian and (liovanniliad already called attention.

Floreseo found that in rabbits section or resection of

the cervical sympathetic nerves gave rise to an abundant

product ion of fat tissue and to the hypertrophic develop-
ment of the thyroid glands, the suprarenal bodies, the

respiratory and digestive apparatuses, the heart, and the

genital organs; while, on tlie contrarj', the skin, the ner-

vousand muscular systems, and proliably also the os.seous

svstem became retarded in their dcvelo]inient.*

From all the facts mentioned, the important relation

which the sympathetic nervous system bears to the tro-

phic functions of the organism becomes highly evident.

(i) Tonic Fiiiidions.— It has been shown that many
nerves of the sympathetic system are under the tonic in-

fluence of spinal or cerebral centres. Section of the cer-

vical sympathetic nerve is followed by dilatation of the

blood-vessels of the bead ; section of the abdondnal sym-
pathetic by dilatation of the blood-vessels of the hind

paws; section of both splanehuics by the same idienome-
non in the stomach and intestine. Severance of the

nerves connecting the submaxillary ganglion with its

encephalic centre gave rise to an unceasing continuous
secretion of the subnia.xillary glands, proving the regu-
latory intluence of the cerebrospinal system upon the sub-

maxillary ganglion (Claude Bernard). We recall further

the experiments of Spallita and Consiglio, which showed
that the tonus of the whole vascular system is kept up
and regulated by means of the vaso-sensitive nerves.

Regarding the tonic influence of ganglia of the sympa-
thetic itself, the views still differ. Tuwira claimed tonic

effects of the stellate ganglion upon the pupil-dilating
fibres, but such effects were denied b_y Schipiloff. We
know, however, that the heart removed from the bod}'
still continues to beat, and that the blailder deiJrivcd of

the motor nerves leading to it continues to (lerform its

functions. It is quite qiu-stionable if the functions of

maintaining tonus are different, materially froia the func-

tions discussed under the beading of Vascular Functions

(pages .584 and 58.5).

VII. Reflex Action of tde Symp.vtiietic System.—
We have alread)' mentioned some facts that point to a con-
siderable functional independence of the synq)athetic sys-
tem apart from the spinal and cerebral centres. We
remind the reader of the two facts regarding the indepen-
dence of the bladder and of the heart fimctions mentioned
at the end of the preceding section, and of the observations
of Contejean, according to which the secretion of gastric

juice continues after the stomach has been deprived of

all its nerve connections.
This independence of the sympathetic system from tlie

cercbro-spinal system is further demonstrated b\- the re-

flex action of sympathetic ganglia, which seems a fairly
well established fact. Sokownin, Nussbaiun. Xawroeki
and Skabitschewski, and Langle}' and Ander.son jiroduced
evidence that made such reflex action very jirobable for

the iid'crior mesenteric ganglion.
Claude Bernard apparently established the fact of the

reflex action for the submaxillary ganglion. Francois
Franck claimed it for the ophthalmic (ciliary) and for the

superior thoracic ganglion. The details cannot be dis-

cussed here.

VIII. The Functional Ixtehkelation of the Sym-
r.xTiiETic .\ni)Cei!EUH()-Si'Inai, Systems.— While, as has
been shown in previous jiaiagraphs, the sympatiietic may
to quite a degree functi<inateindepcndentiy of the cerebral
and spinal centres, its dependence upon thecerebro-spinal
system is clearly shown by certain facts.

In this connection I recall Claude Bernard's observation

of the paralytic secretion which occurs in the submaxil-
lary gland after alhierve eonnectionsof Ihesubmaxillary
ganglion with the cerebrospinal axis are severed, and
which hnally leadslo functional destruction of the gland.
I also recall the fact that certain fibres or nerves of the

cerebro-s|dnal system exhibit a marked tonus upon cer-

tain vegetative functions as well as upon the cerebro-spi-
ual centres.

Space does not allow usto discu-sshereat length the na-
lun^ of the relationslup which e.\ists between the sympa-
thetic and the cercbro-sjiinal systems; we can only point
out some ]irincipal facts. It is a characteristic of the veg-
etative functions, including in general the action of non-
striated muscles, that while they can be stimulated to

strong action by emotions—as evidenced liy the blush of

shame, the diarrho'a of fright, etc.—they cannot be in-

fluenced directl.y by the will. An excei>tion to this rule
was observed by Bechterew in a hysterical patient who
by force of will coidd change the size of her ]nipil, and
it is furthermore claimed by some persons (hat tliey can
voluntarily arrest the action of their heart—an assertion

which, it is true, still needs confirmation. However, on
the whole, the rule holds good.
Another characteristic of Tegetative or visceral func-

tions is the fact that under normal circumstances visceral

nerve stimuli do not rise to consciousness, although we
do become conscious of them in case of increased visceral

action; for instance, we feel palpitation when, owing to

exertion, the heart beats with iutieased vigor and fre-

quency, or in case of sensory byperexcitability of cen-
tral origin, such as occurs in hypochondriasis and neuras-
thenia. But even then the sensation is of a vague, indefi-

nite character. This vagueness of visceral sensation is

probabi}' one of the factors preventing direct voluntary
influence on vegetative functions. Another factor is

probably the lesser excitability of the non-striated muscle
as compared with that of striated muscle. A third factor

might besought in the manner of connection of the nerve

endings in the vegetative organs with the parts which
they supply (glandular cells, non-striated muscular fibres),
and another one in the more numerously linked chain of
neurones that lias to be passed till a motor nerve impulse
reaches a vegetative organ, as compared witli the chain of
fewer links to be passed by a motor impulse in the case of
a voluntary .striated muscle. (For further details con-
sult the monograph of Onuf and Collins.)

iiciierid Pkysioliigiciil Remarks.—The essential influence
which the sympathetic system exercises on theyegetative
life of the organism has been amply demonstrated in the

foregoing review. Inasmuch as some vegetative func-
tions are exquisitely vital, we may say also that the sym-
pathetic system posses.ses in high degree vital functions.
This is confirmed by the fact that in very young cats
lesions of tlie important parts of tlie sym))atbetic inva-

riably proved fatal. Even if the animals outlived such

operations as extirpation of the semilunar ganglion or
removal of the stellate ganglion or resection of the lower

part of the thoracic sympathetic, the}' invariably died,
and usually a few hours or days after the opi'rati<ni

(Onuf and Collins).
The death of many animals during the operations was

caused by piulling u]ion tlie syni|iutlietic nerve or by
bruising a sympalhelic ganglion. This was especially
the case in operating to remove the stellate ganglion.
.Vlthough the animal would be breathing vigoronsl}' and

freely immediately before, as soon as the stellate gan-
glion was pulled upon or as soon as its connections with
the thoracic sympathetic nerve were severed, respiration

suddenly became arrested and the animal prom|itly died.

Older animals— that is, cats which bad reached the age
of five or six week.s—stood these lesions much better, and
three of them lived for from three to five months after
the operation, when they were killed.

In man the upper cervical ganglion of the sympathetic
has been frequently removed of late for the relief of glau-
coma, and no deleterious effects on the heart action or

res])iration were noted. However, the iiatienis thus

operaleil upon were usually adults.
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A fact recently brouirlit out byCleghoriuk'Scrves men-
tion liere, Cleglioni fouiiil that glycerin extracts of

synipatlietic ganglia, when injected into the femoral or

jngnlar vein, caused a fall in lilood pressure which was
not observed if glycerin extracts of spinal ganglia, or

of spinal cord or brain matter, or of nerve or abdominal
tissue, were injected instead. Ch'ghorn seems recently
to connect this vascular elVect of the glycerin extracts of

sympathetic ganglia with tlie presence in the latter of

large polygonal cells, discovered by Stilling, which cells

stain deeply in chromic acid and are foinid also in the

supra renid capsules.
In concluding this subject, attention is called once

more to the remote eOects of lesions of the sympathetic,
these being often late in their apjiearance and showing a

tendency to progression, as was ihe case with the diges-
tive and respiratory disturbances following removal of

tlie stellate ganglion or of part of the thoracic sj'inpa-
thetic nerve.

Representation of the Sympailietic in the Spinal Cord
and Brain.—The role of the rami commuincantes and
their homologues, in establishing a connection between the

cerebro-siiinal and sympathetic syst(Mns, has been amply
discus,sed in previous paragrajilis (see pages .580 and 581).
It remains now to describe in detail the mamier of repre-
sentation of the sympathetic in the spinal cord and brain.

From a study of the degenerations following resection

of portions of the gangliated cords, Dr. ('ollins and the

writer (see the monograph above mentioned) came to the

following conclusions regarding the course and spinal

representation of the afferent and eflerent fibres of the

sympathetic nerve jiroper in the cat;

1. -Most, orat least many, of the alferent (sensory) fibres

of the sympathetic nerves do not originate from cells of

the spinal ganglia, as Kijlliker claims, but must have
their cells of origin within the ganglia or plexuses of the

sympathetic system.
2. The chief terminal station for the afferent fibres of

the symjiathetic is Clarke's cjiluriin, the said fibres prob-
ably ending there around the cells of this column. Otiier

terminal stations of such fibres are probably the lateral

horn an<l tlie zone between the antei'ior and posterior
horns which we called the intermediate zone. The fibres

probably terminate aroiuul the large cells of these re-

gions.
3. Clarke's column, besides being a terminal station

for afferent fibres from the vegetative organs, ma}' be in-

strumental also in conducting sensory stimuli from the

muscles, tendons, joints, and bones to the cerebellum,
being thus largely concerned in maintaining e<nnlil)rium,

4. The afferent fibres of the sym|iathetic nerve after

entering the spinal cord probably send reflex collaterals

to the nuclei of the efferent fibres of the sympathetic (see

Fig. 4581).
n. Tlie afferent fibres of the liimliar sym]iatlietic nerve,

entering the spinal cord by way of the posterior roots,
aft(;r having arrived at ('larke's column, evidently de-

scribe a longitudinal course upward (cepbalad) to ter-

minate around cells of a considerably higher level (see

Fig. 4.579).

6. Thi^ tifferent fibres coming from the ganglia of the
lower half of the thoracic sympathetic take on the whole
a rather horizontal course in the spinal cord, to become
connected with spinal cells of the same level, but part of
these fibres probaljly descend either in the spinal cord or
in the sympathetic nerve through the distance of one or
more segments before reaching tlie cells around which
thev terminate. This is illustrated diagrammaticiiUy in

Fig". 4580.

7. Many of the afferent fibres derived from the stellate

ganglion probably make a long descent in the spinal cord
or possibly in the sympathetic nerve, becoming connected

partly with the same cells with which Ihe fibres from the
lower portion of the thoracic sympathetic nerve form
connections (see also Fig. 4.580).

8. The efferent (inolor, secretory, inhibitory, etc.)
fibres of the sympathetic probably take their origin from
the cells of the following cell groups of the spinal cord:

((/) The i)aracentral group; (li) the small cells of the lat-

eral horn; and (c) i)robably tlie small cells of the zone
situated between the bases of the anterior and posterior
horns (intermediate zone). The situation of these groups
is diagrainmatically illustrated in Fig. 4.581. That most
(or all) of these fibres do lint pass uninterruptedly to the

peripheral organ innervaled by them, but terminate in

some gan.i,dion of the sympathetic, and that from there a
new set of neurone's originates, giving rise to

"
symjia-

thetic
"
fibres which pass to Ihe periphery, has been dis-

cussed in other paragraphs, chiefly pages 580 and 581.

9. The paracentral group has possibly a vascular func-
tion.

10. The pathway of the efferent fibres of the sympa-
thetic is proliably similar to that of the afferent fibres

as outlined under 5, ti, and 7; with this difference, that
most of them pass through the anterior and not the jios-
terior roots, and that they conduct the imjndse in the

opposite direction to that of the afferent fibres.

11. The spinal representation of both the afleient and
the efferent fibres of the .sympathetic nerve is probably
bilateral.

13. The homologon of Clarke's column for the oblon-

gata is])robablya large-celled nucleus accom])anying the
so-called solitary or respiratory bundle at its veutro-lat-

eral border,

13. The homologon of the paracentral group for the

oblongata is evidently the so-called dorsal vagus nucleus,
called also vagoglossopharyngeal nucleus, situated at the
floor of the fourth ventricle.

It probably has the function of supplying the non-
striated muscles innervated by the pncumogastric nerve,
while those nerve fibres of this nerve which supplj- stri-

ated muscles probably originate from the nucleus ara-

biguus.
The relations between: (1) the ninth, tenth, eleventh

nerves, (2) solitary bundle, (3) vagoglossopliaryngeal
nucleus, and (4) nucleus ambiguus are illustrated in

Fig. 4583.

14. Higher up in the cerebral axis the paracentral
grouj) (of the spinal cord) is jjossibly and even jirobably
represented by the vesicular cells accomiianying the
so-called cerebral fifth root (known formerly under the
name of the descending fifth root) and by the cells of the
substantia ferruginea.
To the views arrived at by Gaskell by a most ingenious

method we can only allude here, giving his conclusions
as to the centres for the efferent fibres (including those of

the sympathetic) in the form of a table;

-1. (Cells of ttie anterior liorns.)

Nucleus of efferent nerves to so-

matic nuiscles.

B. (Largf> cells of lateral lionis.)

Nucleus of efferent nerves to

striated splancliuic muscles.
C. (Ceils of Clarke's columns.)

Nucleus of anabolic (inliibitory)
nerves Ifi splanchnic plandular
system and to muscles of viscera.

D. (Solitarv cells of posterior
ln>rn.) Nuilfiis of motor nerves
to Iiuisrlcs i.f \ isccra.

K. iSinall cells of lateral tiorn.)
Nucleus of katatM)lic (motor)
nerves to splanchnic glandular
system and Ui muscles of vascular
system.

in the medulla
the hypoglossal

Represented
oblongata by
nucleus.

Represented in the medulla ob-

longata by the nu<'leus amlnguus
(motor vagus nucleus).

ReprcscTiicd in the medulla ob-

Iong;iia t.y the nuclei at the tloor
of the fcmrth ventricle, known as
the accessory and tlie dorsal vagus
nuclei.

1

No mention made resjwcting

\
their possible representation in
the medulla oblongata.

This shows that in many respects Gaskell had come to

conclusions similar to those reached by Dr. Collins and
the writer.

To enter on the conclusions of other workers in this

field, for instance Mott, the space allotted to this stibject
does not allow. B. Oniif (Oniifrowicz).
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SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM, DISEASES OF.

(GENERAL.)—A .systeiiialic discussion of tlie diseases of

the symputhetic ucrvous system is. at the present state of

our knowledge, not fea.sible. The anatomy, physiology,
and pathology of this part of the nervous system are still

quite obscure.

At the bedside symptoms referable to and e.vplicable

by disordered function of the vegetative neural mechan-
ism are encountered quite frequently. These symptoms
ai'e mainly expressions of exaggerated, diminished, or

perverted trophic, circulatorj^ secretory, viscero-sensory,
and viscero-motor functions.

Diseases of, the sympathetic nervous system may be
divided into two lai-ge groups:

1. Primary (idiopathic).
3. Secondary (deuteropatbic).

Many general diseases were, and some are still, looked

upon as expi'essions of piimaiy functional or structui'al

derangement of the sympathetic nervous system. Such
ai'e, for example, migiaine, angioneurotic ledema, Base-

dow's disease, facial hemiatroijhy, erythromclalgia,
scleroderma, Raynaud's disease, and AiUlison's disease.

These iinil other U'ophic syndi'omes are fiequeiitly inter-

preted its primary diseases of the sympathetic nervous

system.
The familiar syndrome of irritation or paralysis of the

cervical sympathetic is a good illusti-ation of a secondaiy
affection. V'eiT little is known of primary or secondary
diseases of the thoracic part of the symiiathelie chain.

Oppenheim recoi'ds a case whicli presenleil during life a

iinilatei'al (edema, the explanation of which Wiis found
in an abscess ne:ir the tliiiraiic vertebral enhiinii. Tlie

writer |)nblislied a case of abscess fnrmation implicating
the thoracic chain of the sympathetic, which presented

rather obscure symptoms during life {^fed. Hec, June
Ifilh, li»(K)).

The role that diseases of the thoracic part of the sym-
pathetic chain may jilay in the pathology of a.sthma and
cardiac neuroses is entiicly nnkiiowu.
The relation of ths abdominal sympathetic to the path-

ogenesis of Addison's disease, ditibetes. colica mucossi. is

still uniler disenssion. Symptnms n'ferable to disorder
of the functions of tlie sympathetic nervous system are

frequently accom])aiiiments of almost any organic lesioa

of the cerebro-spinal nervous system.
The gasti'ic and other visceral ciises arising in the

course of tabes, the trophic manifestations accompany-
ing this disease as well as syringomyelia, are good illus-

trations in point. Joseph Friiinkel.

SYMPATHETIC OPHTHALMIA includes two quite
distinct disease.-i— sympathetic intlammalion, or sympa-
thetic ophthalmitis: and .sj'mpathetic iiTitation. These
conditions aie liable to arise in a previously healthy eye,
after the fellow-eye has been injured and has become
the seat of chronic intiammation due to such injury. In
addition to these two definite forms of disease, to he de-

scribed below, there are cases in wliich a blind degen-
erated eye seems to exert an unfavorable influence upon
the fellow-eye.

Many surgeons believe that any blind and degenerated
eyeball should be removed, if the fellow-eye becomes im-

paired by chronic progressive disease Thus, if one eye
presents au absolute glaucoma and the other a beginning
glaucoma, the prospect of arresting the process in the
latter may sometimes be improved by removing the blind

eye. Or if one eye be blind with general detachment of

the retina and softening of the globe, it is thought that
choroidal degeneration or catainct affecting the other

may be favorably influenced by removal of the blind

eye. Such a belief in the dangers of sightless, degener-
ated eyeballs is not univer.sal and should not be acted

upon unless thei'e is some evidence of disease in the sec-

ond eye or danger of sympathetic inflammation. But if

other disease of the better eye arises, the possibility of

influencing it favoi'ably by removal of a sightless degen-
erated stump should be carefully considei'ed.

It is possible that in some cases inflammation of the

uveal tract not caused liy injury may extend from one

eye to the other. But this is not certainly established.

It is convenient to speak of the injured and primarily
inflamed eye as the exciting eye, and of the other as the

sympatJdzinri eye.

Sympathetic Ophthalmitis.—(Synonyms: Sympa-
thetic uveitis, Cyclitis, or Irido-ev'clitis. Malignant
Uveitis, or Migratory Ophthalmia.) This is an inflamma-
tion involving chiefly tbe uveal tract of the eye, but
liable to extend to all the tissues of the eyeball, running a
chronic course marked by rcpeateil lelapses, and ending
in the majority of cases incomplete blindness,

Cansen.—Sympathetic inflammalion is caused by non-

purulent traumatic inflammation in the uveal tiact of the

fellow-eye. Injury of one eye unattended with uveal
inflammation of the injured eye does not cause sympa-
thetic uveitis. Uveal inflammation not due to traumat-
ism does not excite this disease. Injuries to the eyeball,
which are followed by severe purulent uveitis or

l)anophthalmitis, are not likely to excite sympathetic in-

flammation. Disease in other organs may cause meta-
static inllammation of the eye, but not the form of

infl;iinmati(in now tinder consideration. The (h.-uactcr

of the wound of the exciting eye greatly influences the

liability lo .sympathetic disease.

The iodgment of a foreign body within the eyeball con-

stitutes tbe most dangerous form of injury, unless the

eye be promptly destroyeil by suppuiiition. Yet the

characler of the foreign body and the sirueture in which
it is lodged modify its evil influence. Minut<' aseptic

foreign bodies sometimes remain in the eyeball inileli-

nitely, without causing serious impairment of llieiiijuied

eye or danger of sympathetic ophthalmia in its fellow.

They are least dangerous when lodged in the crystalline
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Icus or iu the corueo scleral coat. They are most dau-

gerous wheu suspemleil in the vitreous or eiiibedtleii in

the ciliary processes or choroid. Comparalively small or

punctured wounds are more to be feared than extensive

cuts or lacerations.

Wiuinds that pass through the anterior chamber are

less dan!;erous than those wliich enter through the sclera

directly into lh<: vitreous. When tlie body whicli intlicts

the ill fury reaches the eyeball only after passing through
the lid, the danger is lessened. Wounds attended with
free hcmurrhage or an abundant flow of aqueous humor
are less dangerous. Wounds in the ciliary region have

long been recognized as especially dangerous. They are

mailc by bodies which liave not passed tlirougli the lids.

They enter directly into the vitreous chamber. 'I'hc

track of the wound is likely to be obstructed by a i)io-

lajise of the ciliary body into it or by swelling of the in-

jured margin of the lens. These wounds, furthermore,
involve the uiost complex and functionally active i)art

of the uveal tract. However, any perforating wound of

the sclero-eorneal coat, even the incision of a smooth.
clean operation, may be followed by symiiatlietie ophthal-
mitis. IVrforutions of this coat by disease, as by corneal

ulcer, may also cause it. Cases arc reported in which

injury without i)crfora1ing wound, such as bruise of the

eyeball witli dislocation of the crystalline lens, has given
rise to .sympallietic ophthalmia. But it is not certain

that such injuries cause sympallietic uveitis.

The form of indammation after injury, which makes
an eyeball dangerous to its fellow, is a plastic uveitis.

In its tyiiiealform it is characterized by marked involve-

ment of the ciliary body. ]irolonged pericorneal redness,
tenderness of the ciliary region, punctate deposits on the

back of the cornea, diminished tension of the eyeball, and

shrinking of the globe. There are also apt to be marked
involvement of tlie iris, jiosterior synechia, alteration of

color or p.ppearanee from degenerative changes, and with
these more characteristic symptoms may occur changes
in any jiart of the globe. Sight is usually entirely lost.

lint it must be remembered that in rare instances the

changes in the exciting eye may be comparatively slight

yet equally dangerous. In numerous cases sympathetic
ophthalmitis has been excited by an eye which retained

useful or even good vision. The redness and ciliary ten-

derness may be transient, the diminution in the ten.sion

of the eyeball but slight, and the changes in the iris and

deposits on the cornea barel.v perceptible, and still sym-
pathetic uveitis may ari.se and destroy the other eve.
On the other hand, free suppuration is not sure to pre-
vent an eye from exciting sympathetic ophthalmitis.
Neitlier is mcelianical traumatism essential. An eye
that has had the cornea perforated by an ulcer, especially
if this has been followed by prolapse ot the iris, or an eye
that contains a tumor, especially .sarcoma or glioma, may
also be the seat of a uveal inllammaticm that will cause

sympathetic ophthalmitis All eyes, the coats of which
have hcQn perforated citlier by mechanical violence or

by ulceration, nuist be objects of suspicion.
Prcmnniiorii Si/mplonix.

—Previous to an outbreak of

sympathetic ophthalmia, the exciting eye is noticeably
red and tender. Either it has failed to become entirely
quiet or symptoms of irritation and inllammation have
reappeared. In the sympathizing eye there may be un-
due sensitiveness to light, decided loss of the power of

accommodation, and (piiek tiring of the eyes with ordi-

nary use. Symjitoms of this kind should be watched
for, when there is reason to fear sympathetic ophllial-
mia. and their iiresence should excite alarm. But they
cannot be wliolly relied upon to foretell an outbreak of

sympathetic inllaiumation They may be so slight as to

occur unnoticed, or all of them may be absent.

Si/mptums inxl Course of t/ie Dhensc.—The actual be-

ginning of sympathetic inllammation is insidious. Slight
pliolophobia. increased lachrymation, or a little redness
of the eye is noticed. But it is ditbeult to lix the exact
time at which it began As haiqiens with other forms
of uveitis, the hypeiiemia may at lirst seem general, in-

volving the conjunctiva as much as the pericorneal or

deep scleral vessels. There may be slight discoloration
of the iris and sluggishness in its reaction to light, or

even one or two minute posterior synechia', by the time
it is realized that the eye is inflamed. A little impair-
ment of vision and faint haziness of the dioptric media
may be present at the lirst examination.
From day to day the sym]itoms of tiveilis become

more severe and unmistakable. The lachrymation be-
comes excessive, the pericorneal and deep redness pre-
dominate. The jdiotoiiliobia becomes severe, the iris

assumes the greenish or browni.sh tint of iritis, loses its

lustre, and becomes distinctly thickened. It yields

slowly and imperfectly to a mydriatic. The posterior
syuechiie bec-omo more numerous and broader. The
vitreous grows noticeably cloudy and tlie vision is great-

ly iiupaired. Points of tenderness api>ear in the ciliary

region, and the tension of the eyeball is perceptibly
diminished. There ma}' be the severe pain of an acute
iritis, but generally the pain is not great as compared
with the tenderness, photophobia, and impairment of
vision.

After a jieriod of from two to six weeks the symptoms
cease to grow worse, and some days later improvement
is noticed. The pain and photophobia become le.ss and
vision may slightly imiuove. But some hypera'inia and
ciliary tenderness remain, and after a remission, which
may vary from a few days to several months, all the

symptoms grow worse again, vision sinks lower than it

lias been before, the media become more obscured, and
the tension of the eyeball still further diminished.
Other remissions and relapses may occur, and it may be
two or three years before the eye reaches its final con-
dition of conqilete blindness, with greatly lowered ten-

sion, degenerated iris, and shrinking of the globe. The
retina, vitreous, and lens directly suffer from the disease
of the nutritive coat of the eye. The lens and vitreous
become opaque. The latter shrinks and the retina be-

comes detached and completely altered. The cornea,
besides the deposits of opacit_v on its posterior surface,
becomes more or less opaque and shrunken. This
condition may be reached iu a few weeks, before the first

remissicm has occurred, the subsequent relapses being
marked merely by increased pain, soreness, and hypersB-
mia in the sightless and shrunken eyeball.

Atypical Cuiien.—The course of the disease as altered by
treatment will be discussed under that head. In a few
cases impairment of vision is at first the only symptom
noticed. Opiithalmoscopic examination reveals hypenc-
mia, haziness, and slight swelling of the liead of the optic
nerve, with haziness and change of color, and perhaps
swelling of patches of the choroid and retina. Cases of

this kind usually develop later the more characteristic

symptoms of sympathetic uveitis. They have been de-
scribed ascases of sympathetic neuro-retinitis. But they
are probably essentially uveal, the choroid being at first

ehietly affected.

As witli other forms of uveitis, structures outside the
uveal coat, and not directly dependent on it, are liable to

be involved. Quite apart from the usual deposits on the

posterior surface and the opacity due to dcgeneiatinn,
tlie cornea may be early affected with interstitial or

ulcerative inflammation ; or severe conjunctivitis may be

present. So prominent are these complications in certain

eases that they have been reported as cases of synqiathe-
tic keratitis or conjunctivitis. But in all cases in which
the syiTipathetic character of the disease can b(^ ri'garded
as demonstrated there has also been distinct evidence of

uveitis.

D/iir/niisis.
—The symptoms presented by the sym-

pathizing eye are not in themselves a sufficient basis for

the positive diagnosis of sympathetic ophthalmia. They
are merely those of a severe uveitis which tends to be-

come chronic, to relapse, to go on to comjilete blindness
and degeneration of the eyeball. This uveitis is espe-

cially insidious in itsmanner of beginning and progress,
and it exhibits a special tendency to cause great diminu-
tion iu the vision and in intraocular tension. But these

features are not alone sufficient to distinguish it from
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Other forms of uveitis. The history of traviniiitism and
uveal intlaminatinn of the otlier e_ve are essciilial to the

diajfiiosis; not traumatism alone, for this docs not cause

sympatlictic disease, unless it has been followed by uveal

intlamniation.

The time which has elapsed since the injury must also

be considered. Sympathetic inflammation rarely if ever

arises within three weeks from an injury. Usuall.y the

interval is six weeks or more. On the other hand, it

rarcl}' begins more than two or three months after the

injure<l eye has become entirely (juiit and frn' from in-

tlamniation. Cases beginnintr more than si.\ monthsafter
the e.\citing injury are unusual, and more than a year
afterward are quite rare. Still a few cases are recorded

in whicli the exciting eye has remained (juiet for many,
sometimes thirty or forty, years before causing an out-

break of sympathetic ophthalmitis. Eyes that have
been so long injured are more apt to cause syiu pathetic
irritation. The diagnosis between these two conditions

will be considered in connection with the latter.

An attack of iritis or other form of uveitis occurring

j'ears after an injuiy to the other eye should not be re-

garded as necessarily one of sympathetic inflammation,

although that should be suspected. If the injured eye
remains free from tenderness and irritation, even though
it be entirely blind, and especially if its tension is normal
or nearly so, and the attack does not show the special
characteristics of sympathetic uveitis, the case is prob-
ably not one of sympathetic disease.

Patholoyy.
—The anatomic changes which mark sym-

pathetic ophthalmia are those of plastic uveitis. There
are exudates which become organized into connective tis-

sue, which may in time ossify, while the characteristic

elements of the ocular tissues degenerate and atrophy.
But although the transmission of disease from one eye
to the other has been observed with especial interest for

two hundred years, the method of transmission is still

unknown. Mackenzie, in 1844, suggested transmission

along the optic nerve. Mt'iller, in 1858, suggested trans-

mission by the ciliary nerves. A morbid functional ac-

tivity was assumed, a reasonable hypothesis to explain
sympathetic irritation, which was then confused with

sympathetic inflammation. In 1881 Snellen argued that

this was a specific inflammation, caused by organisms
transmitted through the lymph spaces of the optic
nerves. Berlin suggested that micro-organisms causing
it might be carried to the exciting eye by the blood cur-

rent, and And conditions suitable for their development
only in the uveal tract of the sj-mpathizing eye.
Deutschmann claimed to have produced sympathetic
ophthalmia in the rabbit, and to have demonstrated its

extension along the o|itic nerve. Gifford and others
failed to confirm his experiments, and showed that the

probable explanation of his results was a general infec-

tion rather than a sympathetic ophthalmia. Randolph,
using dogs, which are less liable to general infection,
found that the fellow-eye was unaffected. Finally, it

has been suggested that reflex influences through the

ciliary nerves may prepare the uveal tract of the sym-
pathizing eye for the invasion of organisms reaching it

through the circulation.

That nerve influences starting from the exciting eye
may powerfully affect the sympathizing eye is demon-
strated by sympathetic irritation and its immediate relief

by the removal of the exciting e3'e. It is equally certain
that such nerve influences do not alone cause sympathetic
ophthalmitis. In this disea.se some other factor must be
added. Infection with a distinct period of incubation
is the factor that best accords with our present ideas
of such inflammations. The period of incubation may
cover the two or tlu'ee weeks that always elapse between

injury of the exciting eye and sympathetic ophthalmia,
or during which sympathetic iiiflammation is liable to

occur after the removal of the exciting eye.
Prere.ntion .

—With a disease which tends to cause com-
plete blindness, and which often goes on to this termina-
tiouin spite of all treatment, i)ro|ihylaxis is of the high-
est importance. In timely enucleation of the injured

Vol. VII.—88

eye we liave a certain preventive. Tlie only questions
that arise in connection with it are: In wliat cases should
it be applied, and have we any other equallj- or suffi-

ciently reliable prophjlactic?
It caimot be said in any case of injury that enucleation

is demanded to prevent sympathetic disease tnilil a plas-
tic uveitis has been set up. But with regard loan ej'e
known to contain a foreign body of more than the most
minute size that cannot be extracted, it may be assumed
with almost absolute certainty that such dangerous uvei-
tis will occur; and if an eye be so injured that future
vision witli it is imiiossible, immediate enucleation will
so shorten the period of di.sabilitj- that it will often be

jvistitied. When the eye has become the seat of uveitis
due to injuiy, and the inflammation does not begin to
subside within three or four weeks, especially if the ten-

sion of the globe is much below normal, if blind it should
be promptly enucleated. If not blind, but with vision
no longer useful and diminishing, the eye should be
enucleated if the patient cannot remain under observation.
If the eye be blind with greatly diminished tension from
an injury that has occurred within two years, even
though it be free from liypera'inia or tenderness, it should
be enucleated if the patient cannot remain within reach
of competent professional assistance. The location of a
wound in the ciliary region is an added reason for

enucleation. Any blind eye that is known to contain a
foreign body should be enucleated.
None of the substitutes for enuch ation are so certain

to prevent sympathetic inflammation. They have a field

of usefulness, but not for this purpose. Nevertheless, if

a patient absolutely refuses enucleation, but will allow
evisceration, it may be proper to do the latter operation
rather than decline further care of the case. In doing
evisceration the sclera should be freed from all remains
of its contents and mopped with a strong germicide, as
carbolic acid or a solution of formaldehyde.

Enucleation of an injured eye does not instantly con-
fer immunity from sj-mpathetic uveitis. In a good many
cases the inflammation has appeared within two or three
weeks after the removal of the exciting eye, and in a few
cases as late as four weeks. But almost invariably sym-
pathetic inflammation arising in this way has yielded to
treatment and has ended in recovery.

Treatment.—The first step is removal of the exciting
eye. The only exception is when the exciting eye re-

tains useful vision. There are a number of cases on rec-
ord in which the sympathizing eye became entirely blind,
while the exciting eye retained useful vision for many
J'ears or throughout life. It has sometimes been thought
that removal of the exciting eye was followed by in-

creased violence of the sympathetic inflammation. But
probably this was nothing more than the increase ob-
served when the exciting eye was not disturbed. On
the other hand, the cases in which the exciting eye has
been removed especially if removed early, show a much
larger proportion of recoveries than do" those in which
the exciting eye was allowed to remain. The strong
tendency to recovery in cases of sympathetic inflamma-
tion arising after enucleation alsoattests the value of this
measure.
The sympathizing eye should be placed under the in-

fluence of atropine as soon as possil)le. A strong solu-

tion, two per cent., may be instilled, one drop eveiy ten
minutes for an hour; or after the use of cocaine a small

crystal of atroijine sulphate may be placed in the con-

junctival sac, near the external canthus. Until thiscrys-
tal is dissolved, or while instilling the strong solution,
wc should guard against atropine poisoning by everting
the lachrymal jnmcta through traction on the skin at the
side of the nose, and holding in contact with them a lit tie

absorbent cotton, thus keeping the alrojiine solution from
getting into the tear passages. After this first mydriatic
attack the strong solution of atropine sliould be instilled

two or three times a day.
Before each instillation of atropine, or at more fre-

(lUent intervals if the eye is jiainftd. it should be bathed
with very hot water, not longer than live minutes at a
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time. Dry heat, best from the electric coil, may be ap-
plied for periods of one lialf hour to two hours. If the

by [lenemia is severe, and especially if there is pain, one or

two tlnidounces of blond may lie taken Ijy leeches or by
the anitieial leech applied to the temple. Subconjunc-
tival injections of physiologic sjilt solution may be made
at intervals of two or moie days. These should be

placed rather deepl)' within the capsule of Tenon. On
goins out in daylisiht the eye should be iiroteeted by
very dark glasses or an opa(|ue shade; but it should not
be kept continuoiisly covered by thick dressings.
As in other forms of uveitis, general treatment is of

great importiinee. Mercury should be given freely up
to the point of causing tenderness of the gums or other
evidences of its poisonous action. At first, calomel may
be given until it acts as a purgative, with large inunc-
tiousof mercurial ointment twice ilaily. Later, any form
of merctu'ial thai will sustain the mercuric influence

without symptoms of poisoning may be employed.
Nothing will be gained by carrying the action of mer-

cury beyond the point indicated. But its ailministration

should be continued until all symptoms of inflammation
have disappeared.
Next to mercury, the most important drug is sodium

salicylate. This should be given in the largest doses
that will be tolerated : from twenty to forty grains, three

or four times a day, in an adult. But such doses nei'd

not be continued more than a few days. Later, it may
be given in smaller doses or discontinued. Shoukl this

drug cause serious disturbance of the stomach, other

salicylates or aspirin may lie substituted. For a chronic
ca.se or at a later stage, the iodides may be beneficial.

It is very important that the patient should be kept in

as good a state of general health as possible. On this

account the administration of mercury and the salicylates
must be elo.sely watched. The patient nnist not be con-
fined to a. dark mom. The use of alcohol in any form
should be forbidden. Diet and rest must be carefully at-

tended to, and general tonics, especially iron, may be in-

dicated. After apparent ciu'e the patient should be kept
under observation, and should avoid excessive use of the

eyes or indulgence in alcoholic drinks for many months.
When the attack of inflanunalion has been finally sub-

dued, it may leave the pupil closed by e.xudate. with or
without an opaque lens. This condition might reijuire
for its relief an operation, but the eye should lie allowed
to remain tpiiet for years before an3' such operation is at-

tempted. If done within a year or two after the inflam-
mation has subsided, it will almost certainly cause a re-

currence of the disease. Nothing will be gained by the

attempt, and much will be lost.

PrM/ii.ns/«.
—Sympathetic inflammation, untreated, ends

in blindness: and, if those cases which arise after the enu-
cleation of the exciting eye be e.xcludeil, probably less

than half can be cured by treatment. The nature of the

injury or the violence of the inflammation in the exciting
eye has little inlluence over the prognosis when once

sympathetic di.sease has actually occurred. Attacks

beginning witli lesions in the fundus .show a rather bet-

ter proportion of cures than tho.se commencing with
marked iritis. The first remission must not be mistaken
for a cure. But when recurring exacerbations grow less

severe and the sight is left no wor.se by them, an ultimate
cure witii partial or complete restoration of vision may
be hoped for. Not until the eye has been free from in-

flammation for a year should the case be considered
cvired.

Symp.vtiietic Ikiut.vtion, oi{ SvMP.\TnETic Neu-
nosis.—This is a condition set up by disease in the

fellow-eye and characterized by extreme irritability,

photophobia, excessive lachrymation. moderate general
hypera-mia. and inability to use the eye. sometimes

ecjuivalent to comjilete temi)orary blindness.
C(iii»:—This is disease in the fellow-eye. generally of

long standing and marked by very extensive degenerative
changes. The exciting eye may show no symptoms of

present inflammation, no hypera'mia or tenderness. Its

condition may be the result of injury, or it may be the

result of disease quite independent of traumatism. In-
tra-ocular tumor, without perforation of the octdar coats,

may cause it. Ossification of the choroid is a quite com-
mon cause.

Symptoms.—It begins with inability to use the eyes for

ordinary work, photophobia, and increased lachryma-
tion. The symptoms vaiy in severity from time to time,
but tend on the whole to grow worse, until auv use of
the eyes becomes impossible. On close e-xamiuution the
cornea will be found free from deposits, the pupil small
but reacting well, the iris normal; and if photnphobia
does not prevent an ophthalmoscopic examinaticm. the
media are found clear and tlie fundus is normal. The
hypera'mia is quite general, ma_v disappear when the eye
is ke]it quiet in a dark room, but increases rapidly on

attempting to use the eyes or even with examining
them.

Diagnosin.—Sympathetic irritation has to be distin-

guished from eye strain and from .sympathetic inflamma-
tion. Hyperopia, astigmatism, or presbyojiia may cause
apparent lack of accommodation, exces.sive irritaldlity of
the e3-e, lachrvmation, photophobia, and difficulty with
near work. Therefore the refraction and accommodative
power should be carefully measured before adopting the

diagnosis of syrapatlietic iriitation, even fhougli the fel-

low-eye presents all the conditions that would make it the
cause of this neurosis. By placing the suspected eye
under the influence of a mydriatic, eye strain can be ex-
cluded.
To differentiate between sympathetic inflammation and

sympathetic irritation is often of great practical impor-
tance. Their chief points of difference may be con-
trasted as follows ;

Inflammallnn.
1. Follows perforation of the

sclero-c-orneal ooat. usually by
traumatism, especially if the
wound is in the rillary region or
if a foreign body is lodged in the

eye.
3. Occurs at from three weeks

to six months after injury ; is rare
after one year.

3. The e.xciting eye is almost
always red or sore before the out-
break.

4. There are deposits on the

IKJSterior surface of the cornea,
the iris is discolored, its reaction

impaired. There are posterior
synechijE ; the vitrenus is hazy ;

vision is permanently iliinir.ished.

5. There are always marked
organic changes.

(). There are relapses at inter-
vals of many days, weeks or
months.

7. It terminates in slow recov-

ery under treatment; or, more
frequently, in complete blindness.

Irritation.

1. Follows extensive degenera-
tion of the fellow-eye. with or
without traumatism, especially if

the eye contains a foreign l)ody or
new-formed Imne.

2. Occurs usually many yeare
after injury, or disease, of the ex-
citing eye.

3. The exciting eye may be en-
tirely quiet and free from irrita-

tion.

4. The cornea is free from de-
posits, the iris nonnal ; the vitre-
ous clear, and the eye may for a
short time be capable of normal
vision.

^. There are no organic
changes.

6. The severity of the symptoms
may vary from hour to hour.

7. It tends to continue indefi-

nitely ; but ends in immediate
restoration to nonnal after re-
moval of the exciting eye.

The differential diagnosis is only difficult at the outset
before the organic changes of sj-mpathetic inflammation
have had time to occur.

PdtlwliKju.—No anatomical changes occur, and the
morbid influence is undoubtedly transmitted from the

exciting to the sympathizing eye through the ciliary
nerves.

Prerention is of little importance. The only effectual

preventive measure is removal of the eye that is liable to

cause it, and this is equally efficient after the condition
of sympathetic irritation has actually developed. And
since a degenerated eyeball may be retained many years
without causing sympathetic irritation, the possibility
of that event at .some future time does not justify enu-
cleation.

Treiitnient.—This is enucleation of the exciting eye or
one of the substitutes for enucleation. Where sympa-
thetic irritation alone is to be feared, probably eviscer-

ation or even opticociliary neurofcmiy will be as eflicient

as the removal of the eyeball. If preferred by the i)!i-

tient or operator, resort to one of them, preferably evis-

ceration, in place of enucleation, is entirely proper. If
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the patient strenuously objects to ojieratitin and the case

is clearly not one of syni|>atlu'tic intluinniation, palliative
measures may be tried. Avoidance of close work and

keepin.ir the eve under a mydriatic, as atropine sulphate
1. distilled water 101), instilled twice a day, will often

give partial <ir temporary relief. The internal ailininis-

tralion of lironudes is also useful. In a few eases free-

dom from iiiitalion is thus secured, and it ma\' last for

months or years. But in nearly all cases tin- return of

the symptoms, and the continual annovance and disabil-

ity wliicli the)' cause, will in time overcome the strongest

objeclions to operative treatment.

Piw/ii'/Kis.
—Without treatment the irritation continues

or recurs indetinilely. With removal of the exciting eye
the prognosis is entirely favorable. Dondcrs reportetl a

case in which the patient had believed himself entirely
blind for two years, hut was proved to possess normal
vision two hours after the removal of the e.vciting eve.

Edirard Jiiekson.

SYMPHOROL-SODIUM, SYMPHOROL-LITHIUIVI.and
SYMPHOROL-STRONTIUM are the respective catfeine

sulfonates of these metals. They are white, odorless,
and bitter, are re;idily soluble in water, except the so-

dium salt, and are insoluble in ether, benzol, or chloro-

form. These salts are stronglj- diuretic in dosage of 1-4

gm. (gr. XV.- 3 i.) a day, and are claimed to retain the

diuretic effect of the caffeine without its stimulating ac-

tion on the heart and nervous .system. The sodium salt

is in common use under the simple term "symphorol."
11'. -4. Bastedo.

SYMPHYSEOTOMY. See Obstetric Oj^rations and
Pelves, Deformed.

SYNCOPE. Sec Brain Diseases : Ancemia.

SYNCYTIOMA.—(Synonyms: Deciduoma malignum.
Sarcoma uteii deciduocellulare, Chorionic epitheli(mia.

Choriocarcinoma, Syncytioma malignum, and Carcino-

ma syncytiale.)
Under syncytioma are to be considered those new

growths which consist largely or in part of syncytium
such as is found covering the chorionic villi. In order
to imderstand clearlj- the relation and origin of this class

of tumors, it is necessary to have a knowledge of the

placenta and its development. Of especial importance
in this relation is the development of the chorionic villi.

The villi are at first clothed with fwtal ectoderm, which,
we have reason to believe, becomes two-lavcred in early

embryonic life; the inner layer, the "cell layer" of Lan-

gerhans, being composed of separate individual cells

with large vesicular nuclei and reticular protoplasm; the

outer, or "'syncytial
"
layer, being composed of a contin-

uous mass of dense, deeply stained protoplasm contain-

ing smaller nuclei than the preceding layer. The syncj't-
ium resembles not a little a huge giant cell. In tumors
of this group both the synoj'tium and the cell layer of

Langerhans are usually represented in varying jiropor-
tions. The origin of the syncytium has long been a
matter of dispute, some observers maintaining that it

is derived from the epithelium of the uterine mucosa,
while others believe that it arises by delamination from
the ectoderm covering the ovum. A study of prepara-
tions of developing placentas furnishes convincing evi-

dence that the uterine mucosa takes no part in the for-

mation of the syncytial layer. The close relation of the

syncytium to the cell layer of Langerhans and the pres-
ence fit transi'.ions between the two make it clear that
the syncytium arises from the f(ctal ectoderm.
From the above observations it would appear that a

syncytioma is to be regarded as a malignant form of new
growth originating from fietal ectoderm. In th(^ discus-
sion of thes(' tumors th<' term "'syncytium

"
applies oidy

lo a special tissue, identical with or closelj' resembling
the so-called .syncytial layer of the chorionic villi. Syn-
' ytia other tliiui tins special form have no relation to the
lumors in questiou.

Syncytiomata may be divided into two groups:
••

1. Certain rare cases of teratomata in which a sj'ncyt-
ium develops.

'2. Those tumors arising in the uterus after pregnancy
to which the terms "deciduoma malignum," "syncytioma
malignum," etc., have been ;ipplied.

Several teratoinata of the lestirle have been recently
described in which a porticm of the growth resembles in

every respect a true syncytioma of the uterus. Such
growths are described by Carey, Wlassow, anil Schlagen-
haufer. The syncytium in these teratomata represents
one of the many lines of tissue differentiation found in

these neoplasms, and, from morphological characteristics

as well as on theoretical grounds, it may be considered
as homologous to the true chorionic S3'ncytium. Terato-
mata in which the syncytium forms a large portion of
the tumor appear to possess a considerable degree of

malignancj- ; for example, metastases have been described
as well as a tendency of the growth to inliltrate surround-

ing tissues. On account of the rarity of syncytial
growths associated with teratomata, and since they com-

prise only a portion of these neoplasms, they an; here

given but brief mention. Concerning the further char-
acteristics and the theories of origin of teratomata, one
should consult monographs on that subject.

DECii5ro.M.\ M.vLiGNUM.—liistoriciil.—The term deci-

duoma malignum was first applied by Siinger in 1888 to

a peculiar malignant growth of the i terus with metas-
tases following an abortion. Although this term is con-
sidered to be a misnomer, it is generally deemed advisable,
on account of the multiplicity of terms, to retain, for

clinical usage at least, Siinger's original terminology.
Sanger believed that the tumor in his case consisted of

decidual cells, and he placed it among the sarcomata.

Following this and quite independently of Siinger, Pfeif-

fer described a case and also applied the term deciduoma

malignum. In 1893 Siinger publislied a monograph
which comprised all that was then known of this sub-

ject. In 1895 Williams and ^Marchand published mono-

graphs. Williams, after reviewing the literatui'c. came
to the conclusion that in the various cases reported there
is some variation in the nature xif these tumors, that is,

that some consist for the most part of decidual cells and
are thus of maternal origin, others consist of tissue anal-

ogous to the syncytium and Langerhans' cell layer and
are of foetal origin, while it is not improbable that others
are of both maternal and fa?tal origin.
Marchand believed that both the syncj'tial and the cel-

lular portions of these tumors are of foetal origin. A
great many cases have been reported since the publica-
tions of AVilliams and Marchand. Ladinski, in 1902,
was able to collect one hundred and thirty -two cases.

Such is the comparative frequency of their occuiTcnce
that they are worthj' of consideration to the clinician in

cases of uterine hemorrhage.
Oecurrenct-.—Deciduoma malignum ma}' occur at any

time during the child-bearing period. That it may not
be discovered until after the menopause is shown by a
few cases. It is always associated with pregnancy, ap-

pearing after a full-term labor, an abortion, or the expul-
sion of a hydatidiform mole. It is evident that in certain

cases the tumor has begun to develop before the expul-
sion of the mole. The frequent associatiini of this tumor
with vesicular moles is to be noted. Dorland, in a series

of flft_y cases of deciduoma malignum, found that twenty-
two cases (43.3 per cent.) gave a history of the expulsion
of a mole at some time prior to the ap|)earance of the

growth.
(Irons Appearances.—Metastases of the growth are often

found in the vaginal wall. They appear as soft, vascu-
lar nodules, friable, often necrotic and uh'erated, and
sometimes protruding from the vulval orifice. The cer-

vix is usually soft and enlarged from the preceding preg-

nancy. On ojieinng the uterus the jirimary growth will

usually be found bulging from some part of the uterine

wall.
"

It varies in sizi' and form, is reddish in color,

sometimes mottled with gray. The primary growth is

often necrotic and is always soft and friable. The uterine
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Metastases iu other organs are

-In all cases that are to be

wall may be infiltrated,

of similar character.

llistologictd Appenrancen.
rcjiarded as syncylioniata the jrrowth cdnsists essentially
of tissue identical with the syncytium luul the cell hiycr
of Langerhans. The relative pniiiorlion nf these two
varieties of tissue varies in dillerenl tumorsand in dilTev-

cnt portions of the same tumor. In four cases from the

collection of the Pathological Laboratory of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital theajipearances agreed closely
with Williams' descriptions and plates. The growth
consisted of irregular masses of large cells, in every in-

stance associated with .sync} tiuni. Both the syncytium
and the cellular jiorlion were idcntilicd by comparison
with chorionic villi derived from an early jiregnaney.
The cellular masses are almost invariably surrounded by
layersof syncytium, that is, the syncytiu"ui [iresents itself

at the growing siu'face of the tumor. It is vacuolar over
certain areas (see cenlnd |»>rtion of Fig. 4.")H.T). Some

' i •"; -,
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internal protrusions are all covered by the membrane.
The limits of the synovial membrane are most easily
niaili' out in inllaniiMation. when a red collarette is seen

Slinouuding the wliite cartilages.

Synovial membrane is thin and elastic. E.xternally it

merges into the tissue of the joint capsule, while its inner

surface is smooth and moist. Histologically the structure

is a basement tissue of elastic and connective-tissue fibres,

upon the iiuier surface of which lie endothelial cells. In

gross, the inner surface of a joint presents a smooth and

shining surface, interrupted, especially where the mem-
brane folds to pass from one surface to anotlier, by the

synovial fringes {plicie synoviales)—villous structures of

varying size and length, somewlmt resembling intestinal

villi, the largest being perhaps 1 cm. long. They are

richly supplied with blood-vessels, for each villus con-

tains the convoluted twig of an artery. Some of the

fringes, however, are merely hernia-like protrusions into

the joint of small masses of fat covered by synovial
membrane; these fill up unoccupied spaces. The nerves

are derived from the saine nerve trunks that supply the

muscles of the liiub. The nerve filaments terminate in

small plexuses, unequally distributed, under the syno-
vial membrane. Coloring matter injected into the joint

disappears very quickly, to reappear in the 13'mphatic
channels of the limb.

Synovia is a clear, alkaline fluid, much like the white
of egg in general appearance; when rulibcd between the

fingers it imparts an oily sensation. It is largely secreted

by the cells which cover the synovial fringes. In compo-
sition it contains albumin, mucin, some fat, leucocytes,
and epithelial cells. A fluid identical in composition
with sj-novia can be produced by rubbing up a portion
of the epidermis in a weak alkaline solution. This fact

suggests that most of the mucin is derived from the

endothelial cells soaking in the weak alkaline fluid

secreted by the fringes, and this view is strengthened by
the fact that, when joints are quiet, the synovia in them
contains only half as much mucin as when they are in

motion. '

P.\TiiOLOGY.—The classification of acute inflammations
of the synovial membranes is best made according to the

character of the effusion: (1) Serous; (3) serofibrinous;

(3) purulent.
(1) Acute serous synovitis is the most common of all.

The pathological process is simple; for some known or

unknown cause a joint, most fretjuently the knee, be-

comes the seat of an inflammation which is manifested in

the usual way. There are hypeiiemia of the vessels of

the membrane, an increased rapidity of the blood cur-

rent, and then dilatation of the capillaries, with stasis.

Migration of the white corpuscles from the vessels fol-

lows, and a profuse serous secretion is poured out from
the dilated vessels into the perisynovial tissues and into

the joint. The endothelial cells are very rapidly pro-
duced, and are cast off, half formed, into the joint.
This process, carried far enough, constitutes "catarrhal

synovitis," a purulent form. To the naked eye the sur-

face of the membrane is seen to be bright retl. from the
dilatation of the surface capillaries; it is not so shiny as

usual, and has ordinarily a boggy, softened, u-dematous

appearance, from infiltration, which is most noticeable in

the synovial fringes. Here and there, especially in the
more acute cases, may be seen a patch of extravasation,
where a distended blood-vessel has burst. The fluid in

the joint is often colored more or less red by these extra-
vasiitious. The cartilages in an inflammation of this

grade are not alTected, but are seen to be of a clear blu-
ish white color, and surrounded by the sharply marked
line of inflamed synovial mcmbiane.
The joint at this stage is more or less distended with

an abnormally largi; amoiuit of synovial fluid, at first

thinner than usual, on account of the copious clTusion of
scrum into the joint, then Ijccoming more or less opales-
cent as the endothelial cellsare cast off intoit and become
maeemted, au<l as the leucocytes increase in number.
The amount of fibrin in the fluid varies greatly ; in

severe acute attacks theanioimt is generally so large that

the fluid is glairy and sticky, and, on standing, distinct

flocculi separate out and float around, AVhen there is

sonnich fibrin in the joint flind that it consolidates on the

synovial surfaces, the case belongs rather to the class of
serofibrinous elfusions. At this stage, unless it become
chronic, the inflammation subsides or goes on to the for-

mation of a purulent exudation. If it subsides, the blood

supply diminishes, the newly formed capillaries are ob-

literated, _tbe distended ones resume their normal calibre,
the cell proliferation ceases, the cells already thrown
oil' furnish mucin to the synovia, the excess oflluid is

absorbed, and everything returns to a normal condition.
The synovitis is cured.

(2) Acute synovitis of the serofibrinous type maj' be
manifested more in the synovial tissue than as an elTu-

sion. In such cases the swelling is more dense than fluc-

tuating. Thickening of the capsule maj- be prondnent.
The joint is filled with a yellowish fluid, anil the s^-novial
membrane is bluish-red in color and the surface is smooth
but irregular. Adhesions between opposing surfaces
occur very early. iMieroscopically, more leucocytes are
found in the tissues than in the serous form, and extra va-
SiUions of blood are frequent in the capsule. A layer of
fibrin adherent in places is to be found, and in parts the

joint surfaces seem to have degenerated into fibrinoid

tissue. The likelihood of the growing together by adhe-
sions of parts of the joint which are in contact must again
be mentioned as the most striking and most dangerous
characteristic of the affection.

(3) Synovitis with purulent effusion (empyema articuli;
katarrliale Gelenkeiteruug, von Volkmann) may be a con-
tinuance of the serous form or may originate de voro.

In the catarrhal or more superficial form'' the pus is

secreted by the surface layers of the synovial membrane
and no deep-seated lesion necessarily results. In a se-

verer grade, spoken of sometimes as suppurative sjuo-
vitis, in contradistinction to the term purulent synovitis
as applied to the catarrhal form, the deeper layers of the

joint membrane are involved. In synovitis with piu'u-
lent effusion cell proliferation and the migration of leuco-

cytes become a prominent part of the process: and be-

sides, where there was formerly seriun there is now a
seropurulent or pundent fluid. The synovial surface be-

comes velvety in appearance, and the cartilages become-

yellowish-white and their surface is indistinct and cov-
ered with lymph and flocculi of pus. Pyogenic cocci are

present. In some cases the destructive process seems
localized, and ulcerations of synovial tissue, and even of

cartilage, take place, while the surrounding parts show
only a moderate grade of inflammation. From this it

is easy to see how any amount of mischief may result.

The whole synovial membrane may become granulating
tissue, the cartilage is perhaps eroded also, the bone is

bare, and the periarticular tissues become the seat of ab-
scesses as soon as the capsule breaks, perhaps before. It

is hartl to set a limit to so destructive a process as this.

Recovery from purulent synovitis may be complete,
and no trace of the mischief may be left behind. Gen-
erally, however, recovery from suppurative synovitis
mcansa joint impaired by adhesions. On the other hand,
as we have seen, there is no limit to the destructive pos-
sibilities of suppurative synovitis: complete disorgani-
zation of the joint, dislocation of the bones, and, worst
of all, systemic infection are only too apt to follow.
Symptoms.—In few pathological conditions are the

four classical sj'mptoms of inflammation more marked
than in acute synovitis. Pain, heat, redness, and swell-

ing comprise a large part of all that can be said of it.

Pain.—In .simple acute synovitis, a few hours after the

receipt of a wound or blow, some wrench, some expos-
ure, or overexertion of a joint, commonly the knee, an

uneasy, hot feeling is noticed, and before long it becomes
a positive pain. This is associated with a tense, burning
feeling and a sense of helplessness in the affected limb.

Any motion adds to the discomfort, and maniptdation of

the joint, if carried to extreme flexion or extension,
causes ])ain: sometimes any motion at all is painful.
The feeling of distention that accompanies the height
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of the effusion may be distressinjr. hut from the sixtli.

seventh, or eighth day, wlii-ii this lieight is rcaehcd, the

pain rapidly subsides. The jiaiu is ordinarily felt in the

joint that is intlanied, but it may be "
retieeted

"
to some

other joint supjilied by the same nerve trunks. This
curious phenomenon is most freiiueully nolieed in liiii-

joint intlamniation. in wliieli disease the pain may be
referred to the knee of the affected side. The intimate
relations and anastomoses of the seialie, obturator, and
anterior rrural nerves seem to furnish the best e.xplaiia-
tion of this. When the synovitis becomes purulent, or

is so from the tirst. ])ain is a more prominent symjitom
and much more severe than it is in simple synovitis.
Tiie pain is severe in serolihrinous synovitis; these are

the cases of joint disease iu which jiain, and not swelling,
is the prominent symptom, in which no |uis can be found,
and in which ankylosis is most raiiid ami unexpected. If

it goes on to deslructiim of tin- joint structures and to

ostitis, the pain becomes extfemc, and tlie patient is

waked from sleep at night by the I7iusculur jerks (start-

ing pains), which press the intlamed and ulccrate<l joint
surfaces together. Even in simple synovitis the pain is

worse at night.
TeiHleriwun.— .\loug with the pain goes tenderness in

most case.s, as one would e.xpect from the inflamed con-
dition of the synovial sac and the irritable state of the

articular n<'rves. In purulent synovitis the tenderness is

genendly greater than in the serous variety. 'J'he ordi-

nary tenderness is the pain felt on deep pressureand man-
ipulation of the intlamed joint. There is a spot in each

joint where tenderness is apt to be especially marked.
In the knee it is over the iimer condyle, about a finger's
breadth inside of the inner border of the patella: in the

ankle-joint, in front of the outer malleolus; in the hi]i, in

front of the great trochanter. The jiain meantime is by
no means localized, but there is a bruised, heliiless feel-

ing extending to the whole joint. Certain eases, how-
ever, are characterized by severe local pain and tender-

ness in some one spot.

Sirrlliiif/.
—In simple serous synovitis iutra-artieular

swelling begins on the first, second, third, or fourth day.
It is of two kinds—effusion into the joint and effusion

around the joint. In simple synovitis the intill ration

into the periarticular tissues is slight, but if pus appears
the skin becomes red and boggy. The same is true of

the synovitis associated with acute rhcuniatism. where
the peri-articular infiltration makes a shapeless and pufty
joint; whereas intraarticular distention betrays itself by
a characteristic shape in each superficial joint, dependent
upon the elasticity of each synovial sac. Tliis intra-

articular distention varies from a small effusion np to

a condition in which the skin is shiny, tense, and pale,
and the venous return from the lower segment of the

limb may b<' impeded. The capacity of the sac of the

knee-joint, whc'n extremely distended, is some six or

seven ounces, in average cases of simple synovitis it

holds about four ounces. The average capacity of the

shoulder-joint s;ic is tliree ounces. But in the deeper
joints swelling may not be so readily discoverable. The
common state of affairs in both hip- and shoulder-joints

acutely inflamed is a general enlargement of the joint,
without tiie clearly articular shape which is to be seen,
for instance, in the knee and elbow.

Ri'iliicAi mid Hint.—Redness is not regularly present in

simple synovitis. Tlw pyainie and the gouty or rheu-
matic forms of synovitis are apt to be attended by a

blush, which is generally quite marked in the two latter

affections. In the case of the deeper joints redness as

well as heat is ordinarily aljseiit. In superficial joints
more or less local heat about the intlamed joint is pres-
ent. If the synovitis is purulent, the local rise of heat is

as great as in any acute purulent iuflannnation.

Ponilion.—When in a stateof acute inflammation a fairly
constant abnormal position is assumed liy cacli joint; the

semiflexion of the knee in knee-joint synovitis will serve

well enough as a type. The hip is flexed and adducted
or abducted, the ankle is slightly extended, the arm is

carried at the side, the elbow is flexed at about a right

angle, and the wrist drops slightly and is somewhat
fie.xed. Fixation of the muscles holding the joint is

jiresent at the same time, and the abnormal position is

firmly maintained bj- them when manipulation of the

joint is attempted. At first this muscidar guard seems
to be purely vohmtary, and is only excited by the pain
which movement causes, but in lime it becomes involun-

tary, until in chronic joint disease it may be present in

cases in which movement causes no pain at all. This is

apparently due to the fact that in that position the joint
is more comforlalile than iu any other. '•••'>''•'

Miisciiliir Atrnplni.
—

Atrojihy of the muscles control-

ling an inflamed joint begins early and may be very
marke<l, even in a simple acute synovitis. The charac-
ter of the joint disease seems to matter but little in the

production of this phenomenon. Traumatic or simple,
acute or chronic, serous or purulent synovitis, all show-
muscular atrophy, and the more acute the disease, the
faster the wasting goes on. That this is something more
than the mere atropliy of disuse is shown by the facts that
it begins so sliar])ly and so early, that it is greater in the
dise;ised limb than in the well one, even when the patient
has been iu bed from the first, and that the muscles, al-

though atrophied, are not soft and flabby, but tense.

Valtat* injected the joints of guinea-pigs and dogs witli

irritant solutions, mustard-oil and ammonia, au(r found
that muscular atrophy came on quickly. In one case, iu

eight days there liad been a loss of thirt_v-two per cent,

liy weight in the anterior thigh muscles, and twenty-four
percent, in the anterior calf muscles; in another case it

reached forty-four per cent., and in all cases the exten-
sors wasted more rapidly than the flexors. He attributes
much influence in the matter to the amount of pain
present.

Bii-iili/Ki's.
—Valtat also calls attention, in this connec-

tion, to the paralysis of the nmscles of the affected limb
often accompanying acute joint disease, the loss of jiower
already mentioned, and also a diminution of faradic ex-

citability after severe muscular wasting. Such a paraly-
sis, to a greater or less degree, seems to precede the wast-

ing of the muscles.
Goienil Condition.—The general condition of a patient

with simple acute sj-novitis suffers but little. The rise

of temperature, if any, is slight, unless a rheumatic con-
dition exists, and only with the advent of pus does the

temperature rise to any extent. A sudden chill, an in-

crease of pain, a tendency to fever, all make one suspect
the formation of pus, and when that has once come the

general condition may become really serious. Conor-
rho'al, rheumatic, and pya>mic synovitis are accompanied
by fever and the other symptoms of the affections which

they represent.
Vakieties.—Considered in relation to cause, acute

s)novitis may be divided into two classes, traumatic and
non-traumatic.

TniiiDiKtic si/»ofitis resrdts from a sprain, a blow, or a
wrench to a joint, or from an intra-aiticular fracture,
and is characterized as a simple serous synovitis. Often
a simple synovitis ma)' arise without an obvious trauma,
and such cases may be classed as traumatic, assuming
that they arise from overuse or some similar cause; but
such cases are more usually, without sutficient evidence,
classed as rheumatic. It would seem better to restrict

the use of tlie latter term to those cases which occur in

connection with other rheumatic manifestations.

Tfdiiiiintic piirtileiit si/nori/ia is likely to resuU from

penetrating wotmds of the joints, where micro-organisms
are introduced by the penetrating instrument. In a day
or so aftiM- the infliction of the wound swelling, pain, and

malposition come on. and the joint is found to be dis-

tended with a seropurulent or purulent effusion.

Among traumatic causes must be mentioned a very
imjiortant class of cases in which some mechanical im-

perfection of the joint is the cause of the attack. This
is especially to be observed in the knee. A semilunar

cartilage may be torn loose and cause one or a series

of attacks. An hy])ertroi>bied synovial fringe may be

present and by being caught in the joint may cause
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an effusion. Or a foreign body may act as an irritant

cause.
The most frequent of the uou-traumatic forms of acute

synovitis is the rlieumatic, chissed by fjchuchardt as a

hiematogenoiis infection, liheumatic st/Kovitis is in tiie

lighter cases serous or serotibriuous, wliile in the severer

ones it is tibriuous. Purulent synovitis is very rarely
observed. It is generally polyarticular and the swelling
involves the parts about the joint as well as the synovial
membrane. Even the apparently monarticular form is

apt to be preceded by pain in otiier joints. It shows a

strong tendency to liecome subacute or chronic, and in

the severer giades is likely to result in a distinct loss of

mobility.
G'timrrhceal synovitis, known as

"
gonorrhoeal rheumat-

ism." follows no definite type, being monarticular or

periarticular.' It occurs in the later stages of the gonor-
rhea and affects most often the knee, then the ankle,

foot, wrist, etc., in the order named. The effusion if

serous is thick. It may be seropuruleut or purulent, and
is at times colored with blood. In the severer cases the

changes do not differ essentially from those which occur
in pya-mia, the striking feature being the large amount
of granulation tissue formed.

Impairment of motion and ankylosis are greatlj' to be
feared. The affection is due apparently to the gonococ-
cus. This ma}' be found present in tlie joint effusion, it

may be absent, a mixed infection with pyogenic organ-
isms may e.xist, or jivogenic ortranisms may be present
alone. The most notable feature of the affection is its

obstinate and intractable character.

Si/noeitis in Acute Infectious Diseases.—Synovitis from

hsematogenons infection may occur in various other acute
infectious diseases. The type of such inflammations is

to be found in pyajmia.
The diseases in which synovitis thus develops are the

following: Scarlet fever, measles, variola, varicella, ty-

phoid fever, pnevmionia, diphtheria, dysentery, cerebro-

spinal meningitis, pertussis, glanders, pysmia and sep-
ticiemia. It is also occasionally encountered in other

infectious diseases. The varieties may be the serous, the

serofibrinous, or the purulent.
The cause is to be attributed to the organisms which

give rise to the original disease, and one finds most often

a mi.xed infection with pyogenic cocci; but the bacterio-

logical findinss are uncertain, the fluid m,ay be sterile, it

may contain the specific organisms of the original dis-

ease, or it may contain pyogenic organisms.
'"

The nature of such cases is most often serious, and joint
destruction may be rapid and extensive in the purulent
forms. General intoxication is likel}' to be present, and
metastatic foci in other organs may coexist. Especial
attention has been paid to tlie pneumococcus joint infec-

tion which occurs at times in pneumonia."
Synoritisfrom Immediate Infection.

—The form of syno-
vitis resulting from penetrating wounds has been classed

here as traumatic and mentioned above. Areas of infec-

tion in the neighborhood of the joint may, however, cause
a joint inflammation, most often of purulent character.

The most common form of this is to be found in acute
infectious osteomyelitis existing in the ends of the long
bones and reaching the joint. Such an infection results

in an acute destructive purulent synovitis, an example
of which is to be foiuid in many if not most cases of the

so-called "acute arthritis of infants." In these cases a

very severe purulent joint affection appears in young
babies,—an affection which is characterized by rapid and
destructive progress and severe general infection.

Among other causes of infection by contiguity may be
mentioned all the cases of synovitis which occur when
phlegmon and abscesses develop near a joint or when
erysipelas passes over it. Acute periostitis and acute
and chronic ostitis occurring near a joint are other causes
of joint infection.

hyphilitic SynoHtis.—Simple serous synovitis may ac-

company the secondary stage of syphilis, The more
characteristic syphilitic lesions arechrouic. Acute syno-
vitis is rare in hereditary syphilis.''

Synovitis in Hmmophilia '^ is rather a chronic than an
acute affair; but acute swelling, pain, and disability oc-
cur in connection with trauma, an<l as an accompaniment
of the chronic process existing in the joint. There may
be extensive intra- or extra-articular hemorrliage in con-
nection with this.

Interndttenl synovitis, which is an affection character-
ized by a succession of acute attacks of synovitis (of tlie

knee) is an affection the pathology and eliology of wliich
are very imperfectly nnderstood.aud for which no satis-

factory treatment has been fonnulated. Periodicity is a
marked feature of the attacks. '•

Gouty '<ynorit is.—Gouty synovitis is tlie local manifes-
tation of the general disease. It is a serous synovitis,
ordinarily of the great toe joint, with considerable peri-
articular infiltration and redness of the skin. It tends
to involve other joints in succession. There is a chronic
structural change in the joint, which is merely inter-

rupted by these attacks of acute synovitis.
Similar acute attacks occur in other forms of chronic

synovitis.
Catamenial Synovitis.—A synovitis is described as oc-

curring in girls and women in connection with menstrual

irregularity or uterine trouble. It is usually bilateral
and painless.

'°

DiAONosis.—The swelling produced by the distended

capsule is the most characteristic sign; it is irregular in

outline, bulging, and fluctuating, where the joint is

superficial. In the ankle-joint the swelling is not very
clearly marked, but it ordinarilv is cliiefly anterior and
the capsule bulges out in front of the malleoli. In the
knee the patella is lifted by the effusion and floats. In

examining for this the knee should be fully extended
and the muscles relaxed, the fingers of both hands should
encircle the liml) firml_v in front, above, and below the

patella, thus confining the effusion to the space directly
under the patella and over the intercondyloid depression
on the femur. The forefinger of one hand then lightly
but sharply presses on the patella, which can be felt to
descend and liit the femur. This matter of fully extend-

ing the leg and confining the effusion under the patella is

of much importance, as otherwise a small effusion may
escape detection. Acute synovitis of the hip is a rather
obscure affection, and in children the diagnosis from be-

ginning hip disease is not always possible. In cases with
much effusion in adults, however, swelling ma.y be found
in the groin above Poupart's ligament and behind the

great trochanter. In the hip there is generally limitation
of motion and the leg may be flexed and abducted. In
the case of the shoulder the whole joint is larger than

usual, without any definite outline; and if the distention
is great, the axilla may be more shallow than is normal,
and the depression beneath the acromion behind is lost.

In the elbow there is btdging of the sac behind on each
side of the triceps tendon. The wrist, when inflamed,
shows an encircling swelling. The positions assumed
by the various joints, when inflamed, have been given
above, but simple position is of little service in differen-

tiating s_vnovitis from other joint and bone affections,
and the same is true of muscular atrophy.

It is important to remember not oid}- that synovitis
is made evident by effusion, but also by swelling of
the synovial membrane, and in the more superficial
joints the latter is easily detected. In the knee-joint,
for instance, by palpating the parts at the sides of
the patella where the synovial membrane lies over the
Ijone. much information may be olitained b.y contrssst-

ing the affected with the sound joint. The inflamed
membrane feels thick and masks the clear outliue of
the bone.

Synovitis is to be distinguished from ostitis, bursitis,

articular neuralgia, and hysterical joint disease. A diag-
nosis of acute synovitis in children should be made witli

very great care, for they are not prone to have acute

synovitis, and are prone to have chroinc ostitis. Typi-
cal bone disease begins with stiffness of the joint and

pain—the latter especially at night, interrupting sleep;

wasting of the muscles of the limb, and effusion are not
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necessarily present. There is generally some constitu-

tional ilistiirbauce unci the course is slow.

In cliiliiren, however, the hone disease may have es-

caped attention and n supjiosed fall may be the first

thing to call attention to the fact that a child limps. A
very considerable number of cases of hip disease, for ex-

am|)le, come to out-patient clinics with a history of the

trouble having dat(<l from a fall a few days previously,
when it is obvious that the disease must have existed for

weeks at least.

From bvirsitis, synovitis is distinguished by the ditl'er-

ent location of the sw'elling, the less degree of joint stitif-

ness and pain, except when manipulation bears directly
on the inllamed bursji. and the abs<'uce of muscular atro-

phy. In the case of deepbursie the differential diagnosis

may not be easy at first. Bursitis, however, rarely be-

gins without cause; it is associated ofteuest with
mechanical irritation, as the names "housemaid's knee,"
"miner's elbow," etc., show. At the same time it should
be remembered that bursa? often communicate with joints,
and that synovitis and bursitis niaj' exist together during
an acute synovial inllammation. The bursa', when in-

flamed, form in their way as characteristic a swelling in

each joint as does the joint capsule itself when distended

by intra-articular elTusion.

Artic'ular neuralgia is said to exist apart from joint
disease." Local symptoms are absent and the condition

is too vague and too little known to deserve more than
mention.

Hysteria simulates chronic oftener than acute joint dis-

ease, yet sometimes, following a fall or an overexertion,
sensations closely simulating the symptoms of an acute

synovitis may be complained of. Ordinarily the diagno-
sis is easil}' enough made by the absence of heat, swell-

ing, and. localized tenderness, and b_y the general make-

U]! of the patient, but some cases offer much difficulty, as

muscular wasting and rigidity may be present.

Pyaimic, gouty, and rheumatic synovitis are to be dis-

tinguished from each other by "the presence of the

constitutional affections of which they are merely the

symptoms, while gonorrhoeal synovitis often offers some
little trouble fi'om the fact tliat the patient is anxious to

conceal his urethral discharge. Rheumatoid arthritis

belongs rather to the class of chronic joint di.seases, and
would hardly be confounded with acute synovitis.
As to the diagnosis of dry synovitis, few rules can be

formulated. Its acuteuess, severe pain, and the absence
of marked swelling are its leading characteristics. To
diagnosticate it from ostitis would be sometimes impos-
sible, but ordinarily its more acute course will establish

its identity. At best it must remain an obscure affec-

tion.

PnoGNosrs.—The prognosis in simple serous synovitis
of traumatic origin in adults is good, if the general con-
dition of the individual att'ected be even fair. Suppura-
tion is not common, excej)! from wounds; and when it

occurs, tliere is generally some evident cause for it, such
as infection by tapping, a broken-down constitution, etc.

Under effective treatnienl a complete restoration of the

joint is the rule. From the sixth to the eighth day the

effusion will ordinarily begin to suliside, and its absorp-
tion is much aided by pressure and rest. The third

possibility, in a simjile synovitis, is that it may become
chronic. In some cases the swelling does not subside

much, but the pain goes aw,<iy, and, although the joint
remains swollen, the patient may go to business and use
the leg to a moderate extc-nt; but he has dropsy of the

joint, chronic serous synovitis, or an irritability may re-

main after the nbsor|ition of the lluid, and succeeding
light attacks luay follow one anotlier, each leaving the

joint worse than it was before. Cases like this are apt to

eventuate in chronic joint disease.

In acute synovitis which is caused by displaced carti-

lages, by hypertrophied fringes, or by foreign bodies, the

disease is likely to recur. Rheumatic synovitis, on the
otlicr hand, has a tendency lo become subacute or chronic
and to leave stiff joints. The occurrence of suppuration
in either rheumatic or simple synovitis is a serious mat-

ter, and, although prompt treatment will, in most cases,
be efiicient, a much nuire doubtfid proguo.sis will have
to be given, especially if the suppuration should have
come on with<mt apparent cause. The prognosis must
depend on the treatment, and the promjit making of a
free incision improves the outlook greatly. However,
in purulent synovitis of any severity some impairment of
motion is to be feared. The occurrence of a joint all'ec-

tion in pya'mia does not make very nuich diiference in
the outlook, for the prognosis depends wholly upon the

general character of the disease, whether mild or malig-
nant. If it is mild, in from five to ten days the joint symp-
toms improve, and a complete restoration of the joint is

not impossible." On the other hand, the destruction

may go on to any extent, preceding a fatal termination.
In general, however, it is not common t<3 find complete
restoration of joint function after purulent synovitis, al-

though it may take place. The synovitis which occurs
after the exanthemata is said to tend toward recovery
after a few days. At the same time, bearing in mind
how often chronic joint disease follows these exanthe-
mata," the physician should be careful not to give an

unreservedly favorable prognosis. The synovitis which
develops in typhoid fever is generally purulent and more
grave. Gouty synovitis, when left alone, lasts for a week
or ten da3's; eiVicient treatment will generally shorten
its course to three or four days. Gonorrhceal synovitis is

at best a slow affair
;

it is characterized by a slow course,
with a tendency to relapse and to become chronic. Re-

covery does not ordinarily take place in a le.ss time than
a month or six weeks, ami ankylosis is common.
The occurrence of synovitis as a complication in chronic

ostitis is merely an incident in the course of a long dis-

ease.

Treatment.—The most important points in the treat-

ment are: to put the joint at rest and to keep it at rest;

and, secondly, in the severe cases, to put the joint at rest in

good position, so that if ankylosis should take place, as
useful a limb as possible may be obtained. The knee, for

example, should be put up very slightly flexed, the elbow
at a right angle, with the thumb upward, the hip very
slightly flexed on the trunk and neither adducted nor ab-

ducted, the ankle at a right angle, the wrist in the line of

the arm, and the shoulder with the arm at the side. The
splint that offers the most definite and absolute suppi.rt
to the two segments of the limb is to be chosen. Ordi-

nary wooden and tin splints, accurately padded and firmly
applied, are generally the most serviceable, except in the

ankle, where in severe cases carved wooden side-splints
often will not answer, and wet millboard or plaster of
Paris must be applied; and in the hip, where bed-exten-
sion and a long outside splint, as in fractured thigh, will

be most serviceable. Millboard splints are applied ac-

cording to the directions of Gamgee.'* The joint is

wound by rollers of sheet-wadding until one or two layers
cover it everywhere ; then wet millboard is shaped to the

joint and bandaged on by cotton rollers, applied with

firm, even compression, which may be consideralile if the
method is properly applied. Plaster-of-Paris splints are
made by the apjilication of crinoline-gauze bandages im-

pregnated with finely divided plaster. The limb is first

wound in sheet-wadding or gauze, and then the plaster
rollers are ai)plied. The method does not give in all

cases certain, definite support.
The problem of getting a limb into good position for

the application of a splint is not always an easy one.

The knee, for exam|)le, is a|)t to be more flexed than is

desirable, especially in a case of some days' duration;
and, if easy mani]iulation fails to bring it into correct

positiira. recourse must be had to manipulation imder
ether, or to extension by weight and pulley, before a ham-
splint can be applied. The former of the two methods
should be chosen in most cases of acute synovitis. Once
obtained, this good position is easily kept. It is not

generally practicable to apply extension to the wrist or
the ankle. The plan of putting up the limb in whatever

position it happens to be, and waiting for it to straighten
under rest, is not always effectual. With the larger
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joints rest in bed should l)o enforced foi- a <liiy or two in

cases of severe sprain.
After the liinh lias once heen i)laei'(l in u good position.

and after precautions have l)een taken for maintaining it

in this position, it will not be necessary, in a case of sim-

ple synovitis of niodeiale severity, to do very nnicli

more." The distended Siic may advantageously be sub-

jected to a moderate degree of conii)ression. This may
be effected in a variety of ways. A Haunel bandage af-

fords light compression; small dried s]inMges, laid over

the joint and held in place by stout linen rollers, and then

wet, afford either the lightest or the most severe com-

pression. The application of a rubber bandage is one of

the most common forms of producing compression. It

can be loosely ajiplied so as to produce hut liglit pre8.sure,

or, by stretching it only slightly during its application,

very "severe compression may be obtained. The metliod

of Gamgee, above alluded to," is applicable to almost

any joint, and affords even, comfortable, and etlicient

compression. If, however, the intra-articular distention

is extreme, or if at the end of a week it does not begin
to diminish, the joint should be aspirated and comjires-
sion at once applied.
The application of cold to the joint often gives relief

to the pain and a sense of comfort. This can be done by
a poultice of ice and sawdust, by the ice-bag, or by the

rubber coil wound around the limb. In other cases hot

applications are more agreeable and equally useful.

Hot-w'ater bags can be used, or jjoultices, or fomenta-
tions of laudanum and hot water. In synovitis of a
severe character in a full-blooded individual the applica-
tion of leeches to the joint might be of value. Painting
with iodine, blistering, firing, and the other forms of

conuter-irritation seem a needless and bothersome intiic-

tion in simple acute synovitis; if, however, it shows a

tendency to become chronic, then the time for counter-

irritation has come, and blisters encircling the joint, in

connection with aspiration and subsetpient compression,
should be made use of. When the effusion has subsided
and only a moderate thickening of the tissues is left, the

splint should be removed for a little while at a time and

passive motion begun, along with massage. The tendency
which inflamed joints have to become ankyloscd should

always be borne in mind. If the splint is kept on too

long, muscular atrophy is increased and the subsequent
weakness of the lindj may continue a long time and be a
source of discomfort and of irritation of the joint. If the

patient be permitted to use the joint too soon, there may
be a recurrence of the effusion and other acute symptoms.
In the knee, for instance, free use should not be allowed
until the elTusion lias wholly disappeared and the thick-

ening of the synovial membrane about the joint has

greatly diminished.

Massage is indicated as soon as the heat and extreme
tenderness of tlie early stage liave disappeared. As to

methods of manipulation and massage, a skilled masseur
is, of course, the best person to handle the limb, but deep
kneading of the muscles and gentle flexion and extension
of the joint, increasing in extent each day, are better than

nothing. The muscular atrophy will cause the limb to

be weak; and, if the atrophy has reached an advanced

degree, although the muscular tone woulil probalily in the

course of time be restored without such help, the restora-

tion can be hastened by the use of a weak contiiumus

current, or, if preferred, the faradic current may be em-

ployed. The use of hot-air baths is of great value in

the later stages of acute synovitis.
It is not worth while to attempt to use the limb very

much until its function is fairly well restored by passive
motion. The use of oil. etc., is, of course, much inferior

to massage with the dry hand, but if the pain persists,
on using the limb, stimulating liniments and iodine are

useful.

If ankylosiis should have already taken place, there are
two melliods to pursue: (I) To break it up at once under
ether, a method which will ordinarily cause a relapse of

the synovitis; or (2) to wait .some months before attack-

ing it. The latter method will generally be advisable.

Slight grades of acute serous synovitis of traumatic
origin are best treated by massage from the first. The
massiige should be given by some oneof skill and experi-
ence and not oftener than tw ice daily. The patient may
be permitted to use the joint provided it be properly
protected. In the aid<le, for instance, a pad of felt under
the arch of the loot, held in place by u lirm bandage or
strips of sticking plasK'r running under the foot and
winding around tlie ankle (Cottrell's dressing), will en-
able tliefoot to lie used without pain, whereas its unpro-
tected use would be harmful and accompanied by much
pain.
The application of dry heat in a hot-air oven is also of

much value in these cases. The joint loosely wrapped
in flannel is exposed to a temperature of 3U(J'-400' F. for
half an hour or more once daily. This treatment may
often lie profitably combined w'ith massage, one treat-

ment of each being given daily.
The constitutional treatment of acute serous synovitis

amounts to nothing more than the routine of keeping the
bowels open and administering diaphoretics if the tem-

perature is elevated. If, however, there is any rea.son to

suspect a rheumatic cause for the attack, salicylate of
sodium should be given in full doses.

Traninatie purulent synoritis, where a penetrating
wound of the joint exists, requires the enlargement of
the penetrating wound and the free flushing out of the

joint with hot sterile water or with weak antiseptic solu-
tions. The wound may then be ck-ed if the case is re-

cent. If the case is not recent and if the infection of the

joint is well established, free incisions should be fol-

lowed by prolonged flushing out of the joint with a weak
corrosive solution u.sed hot, and the wounds should be
drained.

Rheuinatie «!/noDi to should be treated by rest, compres-
sion, and ice-bags, along with the appropriate use of sali-

cylic-acid compounds for the general condition.
Oonorfha'al synoritis should be treated in the acute

stage by rest and compression. As soon as this passes,
the use of hot air and massage will be found of value.
Should the case prove intractable, much" improvement
may often be secured by opening the joint, flushing it

out freely with hot water, and closing it again.
Synovitis in. acute inftetious disease, so long as it re-

mains serous, is treated like any severe case of serous

synovitis. So soon as it becomes purulent the joint
should be opened freely and washed out and the wound
closed or not, according to circumstances.

In synovitis from infection from contiguous parts, the

opening of the joint is indicated, and at the same time
the cause of the infection should be removed, if possible.

Syphilitic synocitis is treated on the general lines in-

dicated, and antisyphilitic treatment shouUl, of course,
be given.

Synoritis in Jimmophilia is treated by rest, cold, and
compression.

Gouty synoritis is treated by rest and constitutional
measures. Robert 11'. Lorett.
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SYNTHETIC PRODUCTS. POISONING BY.—Out of

tin- large niiiiilirr ul s\ ntiiciirs ulilainid Ikhu llic hyilro-
carbons of coal-tar a. few have come into general medical

tise, and one of these, acetanilid, is a common iniriedient

of the lieadache cvires sold by druggists. Antipyrin
and pheuacetiu are also much used, but, being more

e.\i>ensive. are less common in proprietary articles. All

these bodies are antipyretics, and when taken in overdose,

produce depression of the lieart, with slow respiration
and lowered temperature. JIarked cyanosis is also ob-

served. Nausea and vomiting may occur. The effects

of the drugs are much intluenced by idiosyncrasy. The
treatment should be free washing out of the stomach, ar-

titicial warmth to coimteract the antipyretic action, and
stimulants, alcohol and coffee, to counteract coUaj^se.
Inhalations of oxygen have been suggested; also the liy-

podennic use of strychnine.
Sulfonal, trional, and tetronal are members of a group

of .synthetics that have hypnotic action, and have been
used as substitutes for morphine. Sulfonal has been
much used. These agents may cause vomiting and purg-
ing, but not usually. lu fact, the bowels are often con-

stipated. Sometimes the most maiked symptom is depres
sion, but the tyjiical clTect is sleepiness which deejiens
intocoina. and may last fora long while. The mineisdi
minishcd and becomes very dark, owing to excess of a

coloring matter. This symptom, known as ha-matopor-
phyrinuria, is generally early developed. In a case of

trional jioisoniug recently reported, the patient, a woman
aged twenty-eight, had well-marked hallucinations with
dizziness, staggering, and loss of reflexes. The change
in the urine came on late. The jiatieut was in bad health

when she took the drug. She died from the effects.

Treatment of this class will be carried on along some-
what, the same lines as those given above. The stomach
should be washed out well. As the drugs are eliminated

by the kidneys in unchanged form when the dose is large,
it is deemed advisable to use warm water freely as a di-

uretic. Constipation will be, of course, met by mild jiur-

gativcs or enemata. Henry Lcffi/iaiiii.

SYPHILIS.—The word syphilis was probably first sug-
gested by i>i/philus, the name of one of the characters in

a pastoral poem composed by Fracastor in 1.530. This
name was unquestionably coined by the poet for his fic-

titious character, by a combination of cix. hog, and rpi^-oc,

fond of—a not uncomplimentarv designation for swine
herd.

Definition.
—Syphilis is a specific, infectious, and

chronic disorder, resulting cither froiu inheritance or

from immediate or mediate transference of the disease

from an infected to a sound individual, beginning always.
in the latter event, after the lapse of a characteristic in-

cubative period, by the appearance of an initial lesion,

at the site of infection, commonly termed a chancre; and
followed after an interval of time by symptoms of sys-
temic derangement, often evolved in a determinate order,
which eventually may affect any organ of the body, one
attack usually confcning upon the subject of the disease

immunity against sulisequci'.t infection.

Si/niiii;//ii.t.
—Many of the names which have been em-

ployed to designate the disease seem to have originated
in attempts to shift the reproach of its origin and exis-

tence from the people of one nation to those of another.
It has been calle<l morbus gallicus. the French disease,
lues venerea, mal venerien, verole (in France), sifilide (in

Italy), French |iox, chronic pox. "bad disorder." "bad
disease." Lustseuche. Ivrankheit der Franzosen, radezyge
(in Sweden), and other names. The di.scovery of tiie

micro-organisms responsible for the production of fram-
btrsia and yaws has differentiated completely the three

affections.

lliKtiii-i/.-
—Toward the close of the fifteenth century—

soon after, in fact, the discovery of a new continent—
syphilis made its ajipcarance among Europeans and be-

came the subject of discussion in medical literature.

By many it was then supposed to have originated in

consequence of the relations newly established between

the inhabitants of the Old and those of the New World,
and it was therefore often termed the "

xVmericau disease."
Later investigation, however, makes it appear pos.sible
that syi>hilis ajipeared among the races of men at a more
remote period of anti(|uity. Evidence of sup|ioscd syphi-
litic disease of the bones has been recognized in the skel-

etons of prehistoric luan.

Interest has been revived in the questions relating to
the supposed American origin of syphilis by fresh studies
of original documents, and by discoveries, iu different

portions of the continent, of bones sujiposed to e-\hibit

changes due to the disease. Papers touching on the theme
originally well elucidated by Jo.seph Jones, of New
Orleans, have appeared from the pen of Bruehl and others,

throwing further light upon both sides of the luolilein.
The writings of Sahagun, Torquemada. Roman, Men-
dieta. Pane, and others have been found to show, as to

New Spain, that the bodies of tho.se affected with syph-
ilis were interred, as distinguished from those dead of
other disorders, which were cremated; that the infected
were not deemed tit for religious sacrifices ; that they were
not represented at the festivals; and that the disease was
counted a punishment sent from the gods for the non-

jierformance of religious ritesand for other offences. The
Mexicans not only recognized the connection between
the earliest and later manifestations of the disorder, but
distinguished between several types of the former, under-

standing also its remedial treatment far better than the

Spaniards, and even seeking thermal resorts for the pur-
pose of securing relief. In seventeen Indian dialects, each
of which has a primitive and native term for designating
the disease, none of the terms thus employed suggests
confrontation with a new malady, altliough soon after
contact with the whites the natives were comijclled to

apply new names to many novel objects with which they
were to bccon\e familiar. These new names either bear
witness to the impression on their ears made by the

speech of the Castilians, or describe some prominent fea-

ture of the object to be newly named, a rule distinctly
observed by them iu tlie case of diseases known to have
been imported from Europe to America, as, for example,
measles and smallpox. The singular confusion, existing
in the ^lexican language of the sixteenth century respect-
ing the terms employed to indicate ideas of power, divin-

ity, anil the special disease here under di.scussion. possesses
an interest in view of the fact tliat this is recognized in the
dialects of Quechua and Aymeras, three hundred years
before Pizarro conquered the capital of the Incas.

Symjjtoms scarcely to be distinguished in their de-

scription from those of syphilis are described in the
ancient literaturesof China, Jlexico. Peru, Arabia. Greece,
Home, and in the sjicred writings of the Hebrews. It is

probable that, at the periods which have been assigned
for the origin of the disease in the fifteenth century, its

rapid extension was largely due to the awakened activi-

ties of mankind in the direction of geographical discov-

ery and international traffic. It isa welT-known fact that

epidemics of infectious diseases are usually most severe
in coiumunilies which have long been virgin of such ac-

cidents.

The literature of syphilis may almost be said to date
from the period so long assigned as that of its first a))-

pearance among the races of men. It has since been
adorned bj' the names of such eminent medical authors
as Astruc, Van Swietcn, Boerhaave, Bell. Sydenham,
Colics, Hunter, Rieord, Gross, and Bumstead. The con-
tributions to the subject made by contemporary authors
have been as voluminous as valuable. The evolution and
involution of the .syphilitic process in every organ and
tiss\ic of the bodv have been observed and described
with as much detail and accuracy as have been bestowed

upon any of tlie problems in medicine

Gcof/nijiliical Dintri/iiilion.—Syphilis exists to-day in

almost every country to which commerce has pushed its

ventures. The degree of its depredations in any prov-
ince may be wellnigh reganled as a measure of the ex-

tent of the iuteicour.se of the inhabitants of such a coun-

try with the world at large. It exists in Great Britain,
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Russia, Fiauce, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Dciiinaik, Prus-

sia, Austria, Purtugal, Switziiiand, ami in every other

country of Europe. Its vietinis are usually inorcr numer-
ous iritlie laiger centres of jiopulation where the activi-

ties of trade are greatest. England, for example, with

her enormous maritime trallie. pays a heavier price of

this ciiaraeter for her cummereial ju'oOts than France,

« hicli is iiopularly supposed to suiter in larger measure.

In a few of these countries, Italy, for example, where

many of the people are densely ignorant, lilthy, and [loor,

epiilemies of the disease have occurred with disastious

rcsvdls. On the African coasts, in Egypt, Madagascar,
and Ab_vssinia; in all countries of Asia witli which Euro-

peans siistaiu conunercial relations: in Japan, where the

disease is reporteil to be both widely pievalent and viru-

lent; in the Levant; in all parts of Asia Jlinor, and

throughout all distiiets lying upon the shores of the

Black Sea, syphilis is found, varying both in types of in-

tensity and "in pre|)onderanee. The same is true of all

the countries of North and Smith America, Oceanica, and
the Hawaiian Islands. In the United States of America,

syphilis may be recognized in every hospital and in the

practice of almost every physician of repute. It is for-

tunately, however, much more common in the large
cities, the rural populations escaping to a hapjiy extent.

It is found here among thcise who are native to the soil,

including the negroes and Indians, as well as among the

Chinese and other individuals of foreign birth who have

immigrated hither.

It appears, in brief, that the extent and severity of the

disease are not related to climate, isothermal lines, or de-

grees of latitude and longitude. They are intimately
related, rather, to certain social traits in mankind, distin-

guished in their commercial, military, and religious ex-

cursions, trading ventures, pilgrimages, wars, fairs (<'.,'/ ,

that of Nijni-Novgorod), and encampments of armies:

their hygienic and meiliciual methods: and, more or less

in consequence of what precedes, to the density of pop-
ulation and the degree of intelligence possessed by in-

fected classes as displayed iu their management of tlie

malady.
I^'dt'iire of Hie Disease.—Syphilis is a specific infectious

disease, always occurring in consequence of transmission

from a diseased to a sound individual, and always trans-

mitted as such. It does not sustain etiological relations

with scrofulosis. tuberculosis, leprosy , or any other known
disorder. It is capable of transmission I13' inheritance,

and also by the medium of fluids furnished by the path-

ological tissues of diseased individuals. These fluids

when isolated may be saiil to embody all the pcnver and

potency of the disease, and hence are described as viru-

lent, or containing the virus of syphilis.
Tliis virus, or contagious element of the secretion,

which may be removed from one individual and arti-

ficially introduced into another with the result of thus

assuring the complete evolution of the symptoms of the

disease, has been the theme of much discussion. Its very
existence has been doubted by Bru, Jourdan, and others.

The Bacillus of Siiiiliilin.
—After years of research and

experimentation, the special micro-organism of
syjihilis

would seem at last to be discovered, though there is yet
lacking the production of the disease in man by inocula-

tou with pure cultmx'S.

Max Joseph and Piorkowski, of Berlin (Deri, liiii.

Wochenschrift, Nos, 13 and 14, 1903), discovered in the

spermatic fluid of a male subject, twenty-two j-ears of

age, a bacillus4-8 microns in length and 0.2-0.3 micron iu

tliickness. These were cultivated on sterilized ]ilacenta';

they closely resembled in size and other features thedipli-
theria-baeiilus. Transferred to artitieial media, there

promptly appeared, in twenty-four hours after inocida-

tion, a colony of micro-organisms scarcely visible to the

naked eye, producing later a grayish, conlhu'nt, agglom-
erated mass in which, with the aid of the mieroscoiie,
bacilli were recognized resembling the bacillus subtilis,

staining readily with carbol-fuelisin and gentian violet.

They were lilunt-pointed ; usually knobbed at one ex-

tremity ;
and were cultivated on artitieial media for three

generations; the last produced cohmies showing diminu-
tion in tlie size, frequency, and vigor of tlie bacilli, ail of
which was materially changed by reinoculatiou upon
blood-serum.
These ex)ierimenls were verified l)y examination of

the sperm of twenty-two male patients, control experi-
ments w-ilh no recognition of the sjimc elements having
also been made on sound male subjects. The introduc-
tion of pure cultures of this bacillus into a sow was fol-

lowed by morljid icsults which, however, might liave
been pos.silily due to swine cholera.

Claims to the discovery of a bacillus of syphilis have
been made also by Lustgarten, Pisarevski, Klebs, Birch-
Ilirschfeld, and others.

Syiihilis witliout ((ucstion belongs to the cla.ss of in-

fectious granulomala, and is the result of the intioduc-
tion of a parasite into the human economy. The disease
sh<juld be clas.sed to-day with tuberculosis and leprosy,
the etiological bases of which are now beyonil (juestion.

Neisser believes that the bacteria may be transmitted

by intra-nteriue inheritance or extra-uterine infection at

a given point where multiplication of the germs occurs.
Whether instantaneous general infection follows by the
sudden admission of these micro-organisms into" the

circulating fluid, or by the slower process of invasion of
the lymiih-channels and extension through the lymph-
glands to the general economy, it seems clear that the
initial sclerosis of the disease, a "chancre," becomes a
focus of infection which only gradually participates in

the same process of distributing the germs of the disease

throughout the general economy. Later, the lodgment
of tliese germs in various parts of the body determines
the development there of the specitic products of the

disease; possibly also exerci.ses there that specitic local

moditication which renders the tissue then capable of

reacting in a certain characteristic morbid behavior, after
the operation of external irritants (mucous patches in the
mouth of the smoker, etc.). Neisser believes that the
nearer the date of infection, the larger the number of
bacteria present at any one moment in the body ; and,
as a corollary from the above, the more numerous, sym-
metrical, and superficial the lesions. But in later periods,
with a smaller niunber of bacteria and agra<lual decrease
in capacity for infeition and hereditary transmissibility,
there are fewer, deeper, more asvmmetrically disposed,
and more malignant manifestations of the disease.

EvoiATiON OP THE DISEASE.—Between the moment
of infection and the earliest appearance of a chancre to
the unaided eye, there is usually a delay of from fifteen

to thirtj'-five or forty days, a peiiod of twenty-one days
for the average of eases. This is usually called the first

incubation. There is, however, neither an incubation,
a "hatching," a delay, nor an arrest. If our methods
were without flaw, we should be able to detect the move-
ment toward general infection from its very lirst to its

completed step. In the attempt to study the evolution
of .syphilis, questions of time, the cruile hypothesis of an
incubation, and all really artificial distinctions, should
be, for the purposes of critical investigation, set aside.

By the late eminent Philip Ricord, the evolution of

syphilis was divided into three stages, the primary, the

secondary, and the tertiary. The primary included the

symptoms concerning the chancre and its accom]ianying
nudtiganglionic adenopathy. The secondary period in-

iluded the symptoms displa_ye<l during the succeeding
term, in which systemic infection occurs, with usually
synnnetrical and superticial cutaneous ami other manifes-
tations. This was loosely estimated at about one year
iu duration. Lastly, following this stage of etllores-

cence, came the tertiary jieriod, that in which the deeper
structiu-es of the body are involved: that in which the

disease conunonly ceases to be transmis.sible, in which it

may produce its most destructive cfTects, or jiass into a

complete innocuousness and decline. The influence of

this doctrine of periods has be<'n incalculably great and
valuable. It once marked a revolution in the history, in

the study, and in the treatment of the disease. It has
dominated the minds of the medical men of all lands
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since it was first completelj' grasped by tlic iiitclk'cl of

its master.
But it lias served its day. To tliorousrlily grasp the

problems of syphilis, it isuow needful, for the time being.
to emancipate the mind wholly from the ingenious sug-

gestiveness of this doctrine. It must be clearly seen to

be nothing but an artitieiul device lor classifying in a

clumsy way the clinical phenomena of the di.sease.

As a matter of facl, then' is no lin<' of demarcation be

tween the successive jihenomena of syjiliilis as they ap-

pear in the evolution of the disease in any given case.

From the moment when infection iias been wrought to

that of the gravest injury, or of the mildest efllorcscence.

there is. when no arrest occurs, a gradual but continuous

progression of the disease. This advance is commonly
marked by interludes as striking as they are salutary.

They may l)e due to the intervention of treatment, or to

changes in the general health of tlie infected due toother
causes. Apparently capricious cessation of th" advance
of the disease maj' occur, since even the cutaneoussymp-
toms of marked cases may wholly disappear without
treatment. If we were in position to view with keenest

scrutiny the unmodilied progress of syphilis in cell and
vessel, no one can doul)t that the so-called period of in-

cubation would disapiiear and the nn'croscopic eye of the

observer would be as busily occupied during that as

throughout any other period of the disease. Similarly,
there would be no sharp distinction possible between

primary and secondary syphilis. One cotdd scarcely
note the hour when, from the lirst to the last, there was
not in progress a slow and gradual progression, from

point to point, of the toxicinic product originating in

the changes wrought at the site and at the time of

infection.

These suggestions are needed for a clear comprehension
of the phenomena following the stage of so-called "pri-

mary syphilis." The "primary
"
hypothesis made it ab-

solutel)' necessary to assume that after the primary came
a secondary ; and after a secondary, an inevitable tertiary

stage. More, the nund thus habituated to a .study of the

evolution of the disease in periods looked to an evolu-
tion of symptoms in these periods in due order and line

of procession. One was tluis educated to expect in a

typical and uninterrupted attack of syphilis (could such
be observed) each and every one of the several manifes-
tations of the disease. After macules, papules should

appear and, in course, pustules, gummata, ulcers, and
successive involvement of organ after organ of thebod}'.
Some such detiniteness of order is, in point of fact, to

be recognized in the evolution of variola, with which,

unfortunately, syphilis has been too often and too closely
compared .

But no such sy])hilitic history has ever been observed.
It is the artificial manikin of the schools, the figment re-

quired by the domination of the medical mind by the
time-rules of the French school. It was this once useful
and ingenious tinu^-schedule which made it equally im-

perative for the French to coin for some of the manifes-
tations of syphilis the striking terms "precocious,"
"galloping," and "tardy," words which embody a con-
fession of the weakness of the schedule toc.xplain all the
e.xact clinical pictures of the di.sease.

Almost inuuediately after hinphatic adenopathy has
declared to the eye and the finger of theob-server that the
toxic product of the chancre site is finding its way into

the vascular channels of the body, the phenomena of the
disease are evolved, not in the order of a time-card, but,
to employ a dilTereul figure, in radii from a jiathological
centre. ICarly indeed, in many cases, can it be seen that
the future of the malady is to be sought along one or an-
other line toward exceedingly variant results. Thecom-
plexus of these restilts may be conveniently classified in

four divisions, which arc named later.

Toward these the advance is either slow or rapid. The
gravest nniy be imminent when the chancre is yet un-

healed, the adenoiiatliy unrelieved, the lymphangitis dis-

cernible. The mildest may be attained when months
have pa.s.sed, the early accidents are wellnigh imper-

ceptible or forgotten, and the general health of the in-

fected individual meanwhile not niauifestl}- impaired.
Whether this apparent interval (the .so-called "second-

ary period of incubation") be brief or protracted, none
can doubt that when an idtimate evolution of the disease
occurs there is a continuous progress toward comjilete
or partial systemic intoxication. When well maikcd,
this apiiarent interval occupies from forty to fifty days,
bvit it has been noted as brief as twenty days and as jiVo-

longed as a twelvemonth. Its linuts are usually defined
between the date of the chancre's appearance on the one
hand, and the date of the first cutaneous e.xauthcm on
the other. That this is a purely artificial distinction be-
comes at once apparent when one of these dates of limi-
tation is questioned. There is nothing in a cutaneous
exanthem which entitles it to pre-eminence above other

.symptoms of syphilitic invasion perfectly evident during
the so-called second incubative stage. From the date
first assigned to the last arbitrarily selected there is no
real pause, no conspicuous absence of invasion signs.
On the contrary, the symptoms of this period are often
more suggestive and significant than when, for example,
the skin of the patient's belly is beset with a macular
syphilodcrm.
The merest enumeration of symptoms possibly occur-

ring in this period of apjiarcnt pause is sutficicnt to
indicate that no real incubation can be observed. Yet
here again it is important to note that not all of the
enumerated symptoms are to be observed in one indi-

vidual, and further, that th.cy observe no definite order
when two or more chance to be parts of one syphilitic

history. Rather are they different surface-indications of
the several lines along one or another of which the dis-

ease may advance toward its ultimate results.

After the chancre appears, and before the first exan-
them of general syphilis follows, the condition of the

average patient is far from in apparently sound health.
The blood-globules commonly decrease, while the leuco-

cytes by actual enumeration increase in number. The
glands of the bod}^ elsewhere than those in the region of

adenopathy near the chancre site, slowly or suddenly
enlarge, become tumid, painless, much less indurated
than those first noted in the disease, and are often sym-
metrically, rather than, as in the other instance, asyni-
metrieally involved. The spleen, so intimately is it con-
cerned with the fluids traversing the va.scular channels,
becomes tumid and at times tender. The liver function
is often disturbed, as shown by an icteroid skin with

muddy conjunctivic and the appearance of bile-products
in the urine. The functions of the stomach, of the blad-

der, of the suprarenal capsules, and of other viscera,

may be seriously impaired. Continuous or interrupted
febrile temjieratures may be reached ("syphilitic fever"),
the thermometer rising at times even to 10.5" F., the pa-
tient being not rarely treated by a physician ignorant of
the nature of the ellective poison for an intermittent or

relapsing fever. The nervous system may seriously suf-

fer. Atrocious neuralgias, substernal and periosteal

pains, pains in the bones and joints, osteoscopic sensa-

tions, and even synovial effusions, may be the protest of
the system against the advent of the recently introduced

poison. Often there are signs of mischief even of a se-

verer type. The lassitude and depression are profound;
a condition of mental hebetude gives place to partial

syncope; a headache results in a temporary strabismus,
a pain in the upper or lower limbs is followed by muscu-
lar contracture. None can doubt that in a carefully
studied case where the evolution of syphilis is actually
in progress, however mild its future is to be, a skilleil

diagnostician could recognize, at one point or another of
the body presumed to 1h' in the stage of this so called

secondary incubation, tuimistakable evidences of an in-

sidious advance of the malady.
The term "explosion" has been repeatedly employed,

with other meta])liorical phrases. Id describe the mo-
ment when the first cutaneous exanthem appears. Its

use is an index of the extravagant importance attributed
to the onset of .skin-symptoms in early syphilis. Asa
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matter of fact, the latter are surface indications of more
serious and deeper processes (probably involving the

nervous centres) and are all-important to the eye only of

the v\ilgar. As a matter of fact, too, tliey never occur

bj' explosion. The lirst ettlorescenee of the disease may
be as gradual as the tlawn of a day and as impossible to

define. Before the human eye traces its lirst expression,
the camera of tlie |ihot<igraph can pniduee with fidelity

the faint mottlings of a skin that is to be later vi.sibly the

seat of a sypliilitic efflorescence. No one who has with
minute care watched the oneonnng of the cutaneous
manifestations of the disease, can have failed to note how
insidiously the a])iiroacli is made to the eye. An accident,

may change all. Tlie excessive heating of the body in a
bath or liy dancing may simply precipitate the blushing
of the lirst rash.

This once apparent, and let it be noted even without

this, syphilis exposes its advance in numberless direc-

tions, JMobably in no two cases exactly the same. These
advances may be, however, for piactical jjurposes, classi-

fied in four jirincipal directions, as previou.sly suggested
in these pages. They may be named and briefly sketched
as follows:

1. Benign syphilis with mild and transitory symptoms.
Every vacciniculturist has recognized the fact that a

few heifers fail to respond to all efforts to inoculate the

udder with vaccinia. The reason is not explained; the

system of a few individuals in every thousand simply
refuses to react against the introduction of the poison.
No expert of wide experience can fail to have been im-

pressed with the fact of the existence of tliis exceptional
class of human subjects with respect to syphilis.
There are persons who exhibit typical chancres with

characteristic adenopathy of the vicinage, who never
after exhibit the slightest signs of systemic disease. The
objection to this statement is suggested at once to the

mind of the profane. It is, that an error was made in

the diagnosis of the initial sclerosis. That which seemed
to be a S3"philitic chancre was really not such, but spuri-
ous, an imitation of the genuine lesion. But, it is re-

sponded, such chancres liave been not carelesslj', but
with exquisite skill, studied by experts, and found not
different from others followed by grave syphilis. Fur-

ther, the persons enjoying this immunitj' have failed later

to contract the disease when exposed to it; and, more
important thau all else, individuals of this class corre-

spond to others of the same class who, liaving actually
exhibited such chancres, do later have systemic symp-
toms of such mild t3'pe as to astonish those unfamilar
with these singular exceptions to the rule.

These interesting exceptions are either the triumphant
proofs of the skill of the jjhysiciau, or (what is far more

probable) proofs that some of the phenomena of natural

law defy idtimate anah'sis by the human mind. Persons
of this class have typical, severe or mild, jiremonitory
chancres. In due time they have also slight ganglionic
engorgement, post-occipital, along the nucha, or in the

line of the stcrno-cleido-mastoid muscle. An exanthem
occurs, of macular type, upon the belly, over the chest,

.slightly upon the face, or perhaps limited to the trunk.
When this fades, with or even without medical treat-

ment, the disease is absolutely at an end. These cases

are annually observed in every extensive syphilitic prac-
tice. They are not rarely seen in women who have been
infected without their knowledge by a husband, or

through the innocent contacts of daily life.

2. Benign .syphilis with relapsing or persistent super-
ficial symptoms.

Cases assignable to this category are those in which

typical chanci-es are followed by typical early manifes-
tations of general syphilis, the patient continuing, for

months or even years after, to be aiuioyed by intracta-

bly persi.stent or relapsing, but wholly su])erticial syph-
ilitic symptoms. If described according to the former

phraseology, these would be cla.ssed witli the subjects of

prolonged secondary sj-philis, never proceeding to ter-

tiary stages. Two.'lhree. and four years after infection,
Buch subjects are found with an infiltrated palcli of scal-

ing papules on biittock or back; with mucous patches
of lips, tongue, or fauces; witli a squamous scrotal,

palmar, or ])lantar syphiloderm ; or with a cluster of su-

jierficial and (austed papulo-pustules over the occiput or

temple in the pilary region. After alternately trying
and tiring of mII methods of treatment, the di.sease at last

yields. Throughout all. from first to last, there is no
sign of a formidable malady. When recovery has at last

occurred, no trace is left on the body of the infective

process. There has been no deep ulcer, no cicatrix, no
permanent impairment of any organ or tissue. The dis-

ease, viewed in retrospect, lias been perhai)S a long but
always rather an annoying than a dangeious affection.
It may never have for a day prevented attention to the
routine work of the sidTerer. Had it not been for the
incidental apprehension of the future, it would not have
attracted serious attention nor demanded assiduous care.

Such, without any question, is the course of the ma-
jority of all cases of svphilis. It is claimed that, how-
ever mild these histories, each is liable to result in the

graver forms of the disease, and that which determines
the difference is treatment, always of highest impor-
tance. The most superficial study of sj-philitic statistics,

however, demonstrates that the majority of all patients,
with the best, with the poorest, and without treatment,
escape what has long been termed tertiary syphilis; in

other words, do not exhibit the destructive types of the
disease. The percentage of the lat'er to the former, in

both hospital and private practice, lias been estimated at
the lowest at about seven per cent., at the highest at

nearly thirty per cent. The corollary, therefore, is trust-

worthy that at the least two-thirds of all patients in all

countries, and subjected to all methods of treatment or
none (homoeopathy, ignored cases, expectant treatment,
"mind cure," etc.), escape the destructive ravages of the
disease. It is upon this issue in the majority, and not

upon tlie dreaded results in the minoritj', that the evolu-
tion of syphilis in the average of cases is to be predicated.
Nothing that is here set down is to be interpreted in

denial of the equally palpable fact that the mildest case
of syphilis at the outset may become the severest in the

end; that the patient fairly launched in the direction of

benignancy may be mischievou.sly turned in a different

and more dangerous course; that scientific treatment of
the disease furnishes one of the greatest triiniiplis of
human ingenuity and skill. It is here intended merely
to look at the results of the evolution of the disease,

among all classes of men and in all countries, from the
broadest point of view.

3. Malignant syphilis with relapsing or persistent pro-
found symiitoms.
A recent French writer has well distinguished between

the syphiloma that resolves and that which degenerates.
In this third category are included all patients exhiliit-

ing gummatous lesions that are either resolved and do
not return, but leave serious consequences behind ; or
that are resolved and return later with serious conse-

quences after eitherorall outbreaks; or that persist with
no less harmful residts. Here, too, are variations from
the less to the more dangerous grades.

Any one of these conditions may develop after the

patient has exhibited only such lesions as would ju.stify
his being classed in the category just considered. But it

is highly important to note that all the symptoms here
described and catalogued may succeetl the ch.nncre stage
without intervention of milder.symptoms, and also with-
out an important interval of time. Early, indeed, after

the chancre has healed, often beforethis last is completed,
there arc indications of the evolution of tlie disease tow-
ard a malignant type.
The "

malignancy
" of I his class of cases is seen in the

deterioration of the general system and the iiroduction
of a syphilitic cachexia, without absolute destruction of

the tissues of the body. Gunimala that never ulcerate

or degenerate may forni in the skin, subcutaneous tissue,

bones, periosteum, periarticular and articular tissues,

mammary gland, testis, or other organ. By the produc-
tion of pain; by displacement or mechanical effects; by
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a subtle influence, tliat is ditlicult of analysis, on cliylo-

poCsis, sanguiflcalion. or niitiition. and by intLMfeivnco

with other functions, a disastrous intlucni-f is cxerti-d

tliat justilies the term inalijrnaney iu describing the

course of llio disease. Its elTect is most, striking wlien

tlie structural lesions are few and not in themselves

grave. A patient with merely a submaxillary lympho-
ma or periosteal gumma, or with an obstinate pachy-
meningitis producing injury by pressure-effects rather

than by destructive action, "may be iu a graver idiysical
state than another with a profound ulcer of the leg or

of the throat.

In this category are to be found the smaller number of

all cases of syphilis. It is preeminently the category of

the transitory. They who have sulfered from a syphilis

trending along these lines, either by force of good man-

ageiuent or as a result of the self-limiting energy of the

disease, or the reverse of the.se, are readily transferred to

the class just described or to that which is considered

below.
4. Malignant syphilis with relapsing or persistent and

profound lesions that are ultimately destructive.

In this category are classed all those patients who ex-

hibit tin? worst phases of what is called by the French

"tertiarisme," the symjiloms which have made the dis-

ease to be dreaded as nuich as any of the pestilences that

have visited destruction upon the human family, the his-

tories which have engendered the pojiular and quasi-

professional belief in the non-curability of the disease,

those which have leii ]>hilosophers to wish that the dis-

ease were one that kills, rather tliau one tliat can so

fiightfuUy mutilate without killing.
Here the resolving or disintegrating gumma opens an

avenue to ulceration that pierces through connective

tissue, cartilage, periosteum, and bone ; to resorptive re-

sults which, when the gumma has disappeared, leave in

its site shrivelled secreting cells, nervous, hepatic, renal,

osteoid; that leave the testicle a shrunken miniature of

its former self; that leave a sclerotic tissue in the place
of brain cells or spinal cells, wherein" one-half of the

body loses its motor ftmction, or a portion of the brain

its ability to preside over the function of speech. Here,
too, remote as are these formidable consequences on the

time-schedule of the French school, all are obliged to

admit that but a few weeks may intervene between the

chancre evolution and the worst ruin. In a few days,
while yet the induration of the chancre persists, the hard

palate may be perforated as readily as the finger may be

pushed through a sheet of wet paper; or a liver may be
stuffed with ominous nodules; or the surface of the liodj'

ploughed here and there with deep and even gangrenous
excavations where a gummatous infiltration has rapidly
melted to destruction. It is true that for the most part
these grave results occur between the third and fourth

years after infection; but the facts of early appearance
of so-called late synqitoms in sj-jjliilis are by none better

attested than by the French themselves. It is they who
have coined for science the phrases

"
malignant preco-

cious syphilides" and those of similar import. It is they
who freely admit that the malignancy and precocity are
in these cases intimately associated. It may even be as-

serted as a fact that the majority of all truly malignant
manifestations of syphilis are precocious to the extent of

violating the old rule- of t(^rtiary syjihilis as a sequel of
an orderly and classically developed .secondary stage. It

is the characteristic of tliese dreaded devastations of the

malady that they are early declared and rapidly evolved
as extremely formidable types rather than as d.angerous
complications or perilous sequels of lues. Even with the
chancre unhealed, the surface of the body may be in these
ca.ses riddled with sloughing cavities.

Between the four main lines of evolution briefly delin-

eated above, there are to be recognized clinically innu-
merable variations in the direction of both mild and
severe symptoms. That these types nuitually merge and
are to a degree interchangeable by the accidents of envi-

ronment, constitutional influences, and treatment cannot
be questioned.

An examination of the symptomatology in 96 cases
reveals several points of interest. The organs affected
were, in 47 cases, the derma, subcutaneous, and adjacent
tissues; in 11, the bones and periosteum; in 11. the brain
and cord; in 7, the soft and hard palate; in 6, the tongue;
in 7, the testes; and in one each, the vulva, the eye, the

kidney, therectinn, the mu.sclcs, the lungs, and thejoints.
Foiu'nier, of Paris, reported before the International Con-

gress of Syphilography and Dermatology in Paris, in the

year 1889. the fruits of twenty-nine years of private
practice in the French cajiital. In these twenty-nine
years he had been able to study 2, GOO cases of tertiary
syphilis occurring in private patients. Some of his re-

sults were in the highest degree confirmatory of the im-

portant data of tertiarisiue given above. Hut he also
demonstrated that among 3,429 instances of tertiary man-
ifestjitions, he had tabulated 1,08.5, or nearlj' 32 per cent,
of cases, iu which there was some involvement of the
brain and cord, llashuid, of Copenhagen, has studied

patients treated in the Communal Hospital of his city.
Of .514 cases of tertiary syphilis observed by him there,
there were 133 in which there was involvement of the ner-

vous and other systems, or a iiercentage of the latter to
the entire number of cases of 25 ; while the derma was im-

plicated iu 290 cases, a percentage to the whole of nearly
60. Among Americans the sbitistics of private practice
indicate that the nervous system is involved in but a
tritle more than 13 per cent, of all forms of tertiary syphi-
litic manifestations under observation; while the derma
and its connections were implicated in about 60 per cent,
of all cases.

The recognized elements of importance in grave syph-
ilis are, first, the constitutional conditicm of the patient.
JIalnutrilion from whatever cause produces a marked
decrease in the weight of the svibject; and it is also true
of the excessive weight of jjatients who are more tleshy
than the average, a class in private practice decidedly
outnumbering the others.

Second in iiuportance. and often indeed co-operating
with the cause ahead}- named, may be naiued the agen-
cies producing debilitating effects upon the system, in-

cluding among men alcoholism and excessive tobacco

usage. All other debilitating agencies (anxiety, afHic-

tion, overwork in. business or profession), all that.eugen-
dcr ana'inia, loss of vigor, neurasthenia, are here properly
included.

At the foot of the list should be placed complete ab-
sence of treatment, insutHcient or injudicious treatment,
and even intolerance b}' the patient of mercury.
Syphilitic Ch.^ncrk (Initial sclerosis of syphilis;

Hard chancre; Infecting chancre).—After exposure to

the active virus of syphilis there is commonly a period
of delay before the first perceptible symptoms of local

infection occur. This period, usually described as the
first "incubation stage," extends on an average from
about sixteen to thirty days, but it is claimed that excep-
tional cases occur in which it may he as brief as two or

three days only, or prolonged beyond the larger number
days named above.
The resulting chancre which therefore, in acquired

syphilis, points to an infection occurring within the
month preceding its appearance, develops at the site of
introduction of the germ of the disease, and mav occur
in many types according to its location and the accidents
of its environment. Tliere is no single lesion, the ap-

pearance of which invariably signifies that a chancre is

present.

Every chancre is characterized: First, by the delay
after infection before it appears (described above); sec-

ond, by a characteristic iniluration, or hardness, of its

base; third, by a coincident or succeeding enlargement
of the glands in proxiiuity to its site, tlie "syphilitic
bubo."
A chancre may be either a modification of the normal

tissue of the skin or mucovis membrane, or a modifica-

tion of any possible morbid conililion. such as a cigarette
burn of the lip, an excoriation of the mucous membrane
of the genital or progeuital region of either sex, etc.
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In general, the elinical features of cliancres correspond
mcire nr less eloscly to tlie fi)llo\vin<j tyjies;

1. Ki-iisiiDix. (ir superliciul roundisli cii- irregularly out-

lined niaeules, shallow losses of the superlieial layers of

the skin or inueous membrane. re))osing on delieaie beds
of induration. The type of the lalter is that often de-

seribcd as "parchment induration.
"
the sensation it pro-

duces to the fingers of the surgeon, suggesting that a thin

sheet of iiarehnient has been let in under the excoriated

surface. These may be pin-hea<l- to bean sized lesions,

dry. or scantily secreting and slightly moistened, very
ran'ly indeed, uidess greatly irrilatrd, degenerating into

ulcers. For the reason that they may have an innocent

aspect, they are often misinterpreted, but they should al-

ways be regarded as the precursors of syphilis when
.iceompanied by the characteristic bubo of that disease.

They maj' be complicated by the occurrence of very
considerable induration or may be transformed into large
fiat elevations of the surface, suggesting condylomata,
but readily differentiated from the latter by their exceed-

ingly dense induration: and when catiterized or other-

wise improperl}' treated, they may even ulcerate, a change
for which they have no aptitude when pursuing their

usual career. They are occasionally rc|)rescnted by odd-

looking ridges (along the corona glandis or at the rim of

the labia minora in women); by thickenings of the mem-
brane at the tip of the glans (urethral chancre); or by a
firm and eirciunscrilied thiekeniiig of a limited part of

the vipper or lower lip of the mouth.
2. The di-ii pirpnlc is of commoner occurrence on the

skin of the body elsewhere than that of the genital region,
as of the arm after intentional or accidental inoculation.

The chancre is then a pea- to lentil-sized, dry, scaling,
and indurated papide or papulo-tubercle, with dirty-

grayish scales at apex or base. It is at times seen over
the juibes, near the anus, on the integument of the pen-
didous portion of the penis, in the groin, etc.

3. The ulccris decidedly the raier type of chancre, and

maj- be said to result invariably from some accidental

interference with the normal evolution of the process oc-

curring at the site of inoculation, such as pus infection,

admixture with the virus of "soft chancre" (?.».) or im-

proper treatment. Both shallow and deep ulcers may
form, each with sloping edges, never e.xhibiting the

clean-cut, sharply detinecl edge of the chancroid. These
ulcers are at times represented by indurated fissures or

cracks. The so-called "Hunterian chancre" is a huge
crateriform excavation of a densely indurated mass of

sclerosis. This sore, which Mr. Hunter sujiposed to be
tlie sole jirecursor of syphilis, is merely an altered lesion

of one of the types already described. Other chancres
of unusual type and appearance have been described as

"diphtheroid,"
"
herpetiform," umbilicated, "silvery

spots," diffuse infiltrations, indurated nodides, annular
and encrusted lesions, all these terms describing merely
accideutal nioditicafions of the lesion occurring always
Avith the three invariable characteristics already enu-
merated.
The "mixed" chancre is that in which the virus of

both syphilis and the chancniid are commingled in the

production of a lesion which at first assumes the aspect of

the chancroid without the lapse of the usual incubative

period of the infecting chancre; and later, after that

period has lapsed, takes on the usual characters of the
initial sclerosis.

The Stage op Invasion op Systemic SvniiLis.—
After the appearance of a chancre, from forty to fifty

days usually elapse before the apjiearance of the first

sy[>hililic eruption. This period may be shortened to

thre<' Weeks; and. in exceptional cases, prolonged to

several mi>ntlis. There is strong reason to l)clieve thai.

it may be prolonged under the influence of mercury. In
it the chancre eouunordy progresses from complete evo-
lution to involution; and, when there has been ulceration
of that lesion, to cicatrization. Usually, also, when ten
or fifteen days only of this period have elapsed, the ade-

nopathy coimected with the (hancre has appeared and
reached its full development. With the chancre healing

or cicatrized, and with one or several of the nc'ighboring
glands, possibly their lymjihatics also, in a stiiti' of jiain-
less indunilion, the concluding Ihree-lifths of this period
is one of a|iparent inactivity of tlie ilisease. It has been
called for that reason a second incubative period of the
disease. In the view of the inexperienced, the subject
of the dLsease at this time may be jiossibly regarded as
in a condition of health. Careful examination, how-
ever, reveals usually the following significant symp-
toms:

(a) The Chancre Fentnrea.—If the chancre be examined
it will be found, if recognized at all near the conelnsion
of the period, either ulcerated, cicatrized, reiire.sentcd by
a sclerosis, or )ireparing for transformation to a lesion of

secondary syphilis. Sometimes a deejily ulcerated and
formidable cliancre persists as such till the complete
evolution of secondary syphilis; oftener, before the date
of such evolution, a ju-cvious ulceratinn has resulted in a
lentler cicatrix surmmmting one of the several grades of
induration which characterize the primary lesion. In

yet other cases, without any distinct ulceration, the
characteristic sclero.sis of the disease persists (upon the

genital region, finger, lip, etc.), ranging in bulk from a

parchment-like thickening to a large nut-sizetl semi-solid
mass usually freely movable upon the tissues beneath.
Careful search for this sclerosis in every suspected region
should be made in all hrst examinations of a patient at
this period. In yet other cases the chancre is represented
by an erosive lesion capping any form of sclerosis which,
participating in the process of s\'stemic evolution of

symptoms, soon exhibits an elevated floor which ma)' be
covered with a whitish pellicle resembling the surface of
a mucous patch, and be thus in fact changetl to a true

granulating mucous patch, the so-called transformation
of chancre in silii. In all or any of such events, just
prior to the evolution of secondary syphilis, there is often
a marked, pathological activity of some sort in the chan-
cre-site, the sclerosis becoming larger, the declining
maculo-papule more vivid, the ulcer deepening or reopen-
ing, or the superficial erosion becoming a smooth, granu-
lating surface with an opalescent pellicle spread over its

area.

(h) The Ijimphatie Glands ami VesseU.—With very few

exceptions one or more, usually several, of the lymphatic
ganglia nearest the site of the chancre arc found enlarged
and indiu'ated in this invasion period. From the tenth

day after the appearance of the primary lesion to the
conclusion of the invasion stage (that is, the date of ap-
pearance of the first syphiloderm) these symptoms per-
sist. In general, it may be said that the first half of this

period is required for complete evolution of the local

adenopathy which in the latter halt may be somewhat
less conspicuous, but which yet often, at flie ternnnation
of this stage, exhibits the evidence of pathological activ-

ity described aliove. In some cases the glands become
swollen, tumid, and tender at the onset of general symp-
toms. The induration of the glands may persist after-

ward for months, the duration of the syphilitic bubo-

depending somewhat upon the treatment pursued. Sup-
imratidu of these indurated glands is very rare. The
lymphatic vessels in anatomical connection with such

glands may also undergo this specific induration, and be

represented by dense quill-.sized cords, single or multiple,

reaching from the site of the chancre to the single lym-
phatic gland or cluster of glands which are sup<'rficiallj'
involved.

Besides this |)crsisteut indurated condition of one or
several of the glands near the chancre site, noticeable in

the invasion stage of general syphilis, there is usually
appreciable toward its conclusion a r<'markalile and often

suddenly occurring engorgement of Uie sup<>i-lieial gan-
glia. This svmptom is not of local but of systemic ini-

porlance. It is related less to the chancre than to the

general oncoming syphilis. It is an early and almost
constant symjitom of general infection, often, as ju.st de-

scribed, particularly conspicuous prior to the evolution
of the first syphiloderm; at other times, not fully devel-

oped till such early .symptoms have been declared, and ia
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both cases usually persisting for some weeks after its

appearance.
Reference is made to a tumiil and engorged, very

rarely indurated, often softisli condition of the chain of

lymphatic glands extending along the posterior border

of the sterno cleido-masloid nuiscle, or of the post -auric-

ular, sulioccipilal, ejiitroclilear, or submaxillary glands.
These glands, usually so .small as to be scarcely recog-
nizable by the linger passed over the skin, may increase

till they are of the size of a bean or a small luit. and are

even conspicuous to the eye of the observer. The two

glands lieiieath the occiput arc often verj significantly

enlarged in this way, irrespective of the occurrence of

any lesion upon the" scalp or vertex. This general en-

gorgement of certain special lymphatic ganglia is often

symmetrical, the glands, for example, behind one ear, or

over the mastoid i)rocess, corresponding iu .size and lirm-

ness to those of the other side of the body. Occasionally
this engorgement of glands iu special regionsof the body
is proportioned in extent to the syphilodermata devel-

oped in continuous regions, of the scalp, for example,
where the suboccipital ganglia arc affected.

{(•) Stale of the 7jVtf»rf.—Syphilis, though popularly
known as a "blood disease," is actually one iu which but
few alterations can be demonstrated in the blood. In-

vestigators have, by repeatedl}' coiuiting the number of

red blood corpuscles, determined that these elements, in

certain stages of syphilis, are reduced from fourteen to

fifty per cent, iu number. With this decrease in the red
blood corpuscles, there is relative increase in the number
of leucocytes. This change is characteristic of the early

stage only; it is especially noticeable just prior to the

evolution of the first syphiloderm. In the period under
discussion the micro-organisms which produce the disease

are multiplying, and l>y the avenues of all the vascular
channels gaining access to distant parts of the body;
even to regions where later a gummatous product may
form.
The chloro ananiia which is the result of systemic in-

toxication in syjihilis occurs from time to time in most
well-marked cases of the disease. It may be an early or
late symptom, and in grave and so-called gallojiing cases

is throughout a marked feature of the malady. In

tertiary and ulcerative types of syphilis, it may depend
more upon the local symptoms than upon the general
condition, and, iu some cases, is withoiit question a re-

sultant of the long-coutiuued inroads of the poison upon
the general health. Justus has shown that in the early

Stages of syphilis a decrease of from ten to twenty per
cent, occiu's in the haemoglobin blood-content twenty-four
hours after mercurial inunction of tlie skin.

This chloro anaMuic, anainic, cachectic, or asthenic
state is often conspicuous in the invasion period now
under consideration, willi mild or grave symptoms, par-
ticularly in persons of a naturally weak constitution, or
in those prostrated by other jirevious disorders. Often,

just before the appearance of the earliest syphiloderm
the patient exhibits a ])allor of the face, accompanied
by a discolored, muddy, leaden, or saffron-like tint of the
skin. With this there may he emaciation, weakness, and
vague rheumatoid jiains in difTerent parts of the body
(substernal, plantar. teni]ioral, tiliial, etc.). There is an-

orexia, ami the patient will often describe his condition
as one of "

bilio\isness." In exceptional cases there is

decided icterus, wntli yellowish conjunctivtc and nrine
of high specific gmvity and heightened color. With this
condition may be associated the ganglionic engorgement
already described ; the characteristic induration of the

glands nearest the chancre; and the jiersistence of the
initial sclerosis as a dense ridge, button, placpie, nodule,
agghitination of tissue (digital chancre), or thin circum-
scribed sheet ("parchment" form of induration).

(d) Si/p/iilitie /ere;'.—Recurrent, reniiltent, more or less

persistent, and even intermittent elevations of tempera-
ture are of frequent occnrrenee in syjihilitic subjects,
more particularly in the early stages of the disease.

From one week to a fortnight before the first syphilo-
denn appears, with and without the icteroid, cachectic.

or ana?mic hue of the skin described above, the bodily
temperature may rise to any point from 101° to 10.5" P.,
the lower figure representing the a\erage of all cases
where any such form is recognized by the physician, the

higher temperatures often coinciding with a tolerably pro-
fuse first exanthem of syphilis. I'sually this is a transi-

tory symptom of the disease; but at times it persists for

weeks, in cases, it is ])receded by a sensation of chilli-

ness or by distinct rigors. When remittent, the exaeer-
liation is usually vespertine. Tliere are commonly coin-
( iilent thirst, malaise, cotirlxitiire, and osteoscopic pains
with headache and backache. In some cases, the febrile

.state is so insigniticant as to attract no attention.

Syi>hilodeum.\t.\ (Syphilides, Cutaneous lesions of

syphilis).
—The skin-symptoms of syphilis are numerous,

widely different in tyiieand career, and of the highest
importance in the diagnosis of the disease. In any given
case of syphilis, the greater nvimber of skin lesions are

displayed during the first two years after infection, that

is, during the so-called secondary stage of the disease.

The}', however, occur often in grave forms in the late or
tertiaiT period of syphilis.

General Characteristics of the Sypleilodermata.—The
skin-lesions of syphilis resemble the skin lesions of almost

every non-syphilitic disorder, yet differ from the latter

in certain special features. The study of these differ-

ences is essential to the recognition of the identity of the

syphilitic exanthem. Their characteristics, generally
considered, luay be classed as follows: 1 Absence of sub-

jective sensations. For the most part the syphilodermata
are not accompanied by pruritus, orby sensations of burn-

ing, heat, pricking, etc. Notable exceptions to this rule

may be found, but it is fairly constant of application,
and due to the chronicity of the syphilitic exanthemata,
their remarkable tendency to recurrence, and their strik-

ing amenability to treatment. 2. Career. The syphilo-
dermata are rarely pyrexic; their course is essentially
chronic; they are exceedingly liable to recur; and yet,
as distinguished from the lesions of epithelioma and lepra,

they are relatively rapid in evolution. They are greatly
influenced b}' treatment, and are hence rarely seen when
unmodified ; but it is highly probable that all of them
have, within variable limits, a cyclical career which
would be pursued in most of the cases if no interfering
agent moditied their evolution. 3. Polymorphism. Mul-

tiformity of lesions—that is, the occurrence of luultiple
lesions of different elementary forms at one time upon
the same person—is characteristic of several diseases of

the skin, including syphilis. In the latter, papules, tu-

bercles, pustules, ulcers, and macuhe may coexist upon
the skin of an infected individual, who thus presents a

striking contrast with the psoriatic patient, for example—the skin of the latter being often extensively covered
with exclusively scpiamous lesions. 4. Color. The color

of a cutaneous exanthem differs not only in different in-

dividuals of different coloi'-ty))c (blonde, brunette, Afri-

can, etc.), but also in the same individual from year to

year. This is tiue of the syphilodermata, the color of
which exhibits the widest range of differences luider

different circumstances. Certain combinations, however,
of the brown, the purple, and the duller hues of other
colors are especially striking when seen in syphilodermata'
that are typical also in seat and configuration. The so-

called characteristic color of the syphilodermata has
been compared with that of raw ham and of coffee,

shades which, when at all distinct, are highly sug-
gestive. (See Plate LIII.) After comijlefe involution

of luany of the syiibilodermata, especially those seated

on the lower limlis, the deejier pigmentations, sug-

gesting chocolate, coffee, or ink in color, are often rec-

ognized. Most of these dee]ier tints are gradually and

comidetely removed in the months or years that suc-

ceed complete involution of the lesion. 5. Contour.

Many .syphilitic lesions of the skin have a remark-
able teudencj' to assume, wholly or in part, when
grouped, a circid.ar outline. This contour is often pre-
served when there has been linih a grouping of elemen-

tary lesions an<i subsequent metamorphosis or degenera-
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tion of the lesions thus grouped. In this way the figure
of eiglit, tlio IcttcT S, the dumli-bell. tlic kidney, and the

liorseslioe may be ii-]iresentcd in outline by sypbilitie

I)a]Hdes in gi'ouiis, ideeis, crnsts. and even eicatriees.

(i. Site. Any pait of the skin of the human body may
bceome the seat of a syphilodeini ; and. indeed, the en-

tire surface may be thus invaded, either by sinudtanc-

ously evolved lesions or by rapid extension from one

]i(iint to another. Syphilis may, however, affect for long

jieriiidsof time a .single region of the skin exclusively.
This region may thus be preferred as the result of local

irritation; for example, the palmsof the syjihililie hand-

worker, the uucleunsed anal region of the syiiliilitie in-

fant, and the mouth of the syphilitic tobacco-chewer.
The so-called "corona veneris" is a group of dull-reddish,

sealing papules on the forehead, which are jiecidiarly

significant in male patients where the lining of the hat
irritates the brow. 7. Amenability to Treatment. Mer-

cury more particidarly, and to a less extent the salts of

potash after ingestion, are regarded by many practi-
tioners as tests of the syphilitic character of any exan-
tlieni. There are few eruptions which amend imder treat-

ment of this character as readily as dothesyphilodermata,
but it is an error to conclude that the latter only are thus

manageable. The great variabilitv of the skiu pictures
in syphilis is largely due to modification Ijy ap]iropriate

therapy. 8. Character of individual lesions. The scales

of .syphilis are rarely lustrous or nacreous; they are com-

monly small, dirty-gray, or darker iu color, and rarely

very aliiuidant. Sv'pbilitic pajndes are small or large,
but often remarkable for a collarette of dirty, whitish

scales surrounding their bases. The crusts of syphilis
are apt to be dark-hued, in shades of deep j'ellowish,

greenish, chocolate, and black, in consequence of the ten-

dency of many sypbilodermata to idcerate and from the

production in such idccrsof the pus and blood from which
these colorsare cliiell}' derived. The oyster-shell-like crust

of rupia is welluigh pathognomonic of syphilis. Syphi-
litic ulcers are prone to exhibit the circular outline, or

traces of the reniform, figure of eight, letter S, and other

shapes named above. The cicatrices left by such ulcers

Lave neccssaril}' a similar contour. They are, for the

most part, smooth, supide, soft, and unattached. When
recently formed, especially on the lower extremities, they
are deeply ]iigmented in shades of chocolate and black.

AH, however, in time become white and lustrcnis, sug-
gesting a thin sheet of mica when the centrifugal decol-

oration, which each very slowly undergoes, is com-

plete.
The Macul.^r Sypiiiloderm.—(n) The Maciilur Syph-

iloderm due to Ilyperannin (Erythematous syphilide;
Syphilitic roseola; Exantliematous syphilide).

—This is

usually the earliest of the eruptions of secondary sj'philis

commonly ap])caring about fortj'-five days after the ap-
pearance of the chancre. It is developed in the form of

symmetricalh' arranged, roundish, oval-shaped, or irreg-

ularly outlined, from, the size of a split pea to that of a

small coin, non-elevated, rosy, reddish-yellow, dusky
red, or salmon-and-rcd macuhv, disappearing tmder press-
ure. Often at the outset this cxanthem most resembles
a .slight mottling or marbling of the surface, and at times

requires for its recognition careful observation on the part
of the physician. It is probably more often unnoticed by
the palicnt than any other symptom of s_yphilis, at times

escaping oliservation entirely. It may be generalized,
but is usually most conspicuous on the belly, loins, chest,
and back. In well-marked cases the face (brow, tem-

ples, chin), back of the neck, and extremities, including
the palms and soles, are conspicuously involved. It maj'
be accompanied by the syjihilitic febrile symptoms al-

ready descrilied, substernal ami other pains, engorgement
of the cervical ganglia, mucous iiutchcsof the mouth, and
other symiitoms ]ie(ndiar to this period. It may jiersist
for a week and fade; or re(uir in Iresli maculations. As
the eruption survives, it is more peisistent in color under
the pressure of the finger. It i.s decidedly and jiromptly
amenable to mercury. It is not to be confoundeil with
the exantliematous fevers (the thermometer readily indi-

Voi.. VII.—39

eating the difference); nor with urticaria and the medi-
camenlous rashes, wliich are more acute in type and
accompanied by well-marked svdijective sensations; nor
with the yellowish patches of tinea versicolor, where a
vegetable parasite is visible under the micro.scope. None
of the.se affections exhibits tin; other signs of syphilis
present iu the person displaying the erythematous" syph-
iloderm. The chief diagnostic danger, however, in this
connection lies iu ignoring, in certain cases, the special
character of tliis indolent, scarcely appreciable exanthem,
which rarely attracts attention by sidjjcclive annoyance,
rather than iu any dillicultics in determiidng, after its

discovery, to what sjiecial disease it is due.

(J) T/ie Miiculiir SyiiJiilodenn due to Pirjriutilatinn (Pig-
mentary syphilide).

—This exanthem occurs in an irregu-
larly circular, ill-defined reticulum, of brownish or choc-
olate-shaded maculations, the color of which does not
fade under the finger. Often there is unusual whiteness
about the pigmentations, centrall_v or peripherally situ-

ated. Dr. Fox, of New York, has shown that after
the central jugmentation develops there is a centripetal
decolorization with deposit of iiignient in excc'Ss in the

interspaces of the original macuUc. The eruption is com-
mon about the neck and shoidders of blonde women. Il-

lustrations of this condition in concentric circles of large
pinhead-sized macula", alternating with rings of ])ig-

ment, ma.y be seen in Chinese subjects of syphilis. The
lesions are obstinate under treatment, and are often in-

cluded among the doubtfid exanthem,.ta of the disease.

They are pigment anomalies, occurring in .syphilis as in
other diseases influencing the nervous centres.
The P,\pul.\i{ Svpnii,ODERM.—The papule is the type

of most of the sypbilodermata. Many of the others are
evoh'cd from it; and it is pi'obable that a large propor-
tion of chancres and most mucous patches, condylomata,
tubercles, and similar lesions are essentially papules which
have been modified by the accidents of site, moisture,
heat, etc. Syphilitic papules are circumscribed firm ele-

vations of the surface, ranging iu size from a millet-seed
to a split pea. They may occur as the earliest cutaneous

symptom of the disease iu its earlier stage, or be devel-

oped from the macidar syphiloderm described above.

They may be small or large, pointed or fiat, disseminated
or iu groups.

llie Small Acuminate, Papular Syjihihdeiin (" Sj'phi-
litic lichen," Miliary papular syphilide).

—This eruption
appears in the form of pointed, firm, circumscribed

papules the size of a pinhead or of a millet-seed, often

copiously developed, with or without febrile symptoms,
over the belly, chest, arms, back, and extremities, and
usually in defined groups. The eruptive elemeuts vary
in color from rosy reddish to mulberry or purplish hues,

differing widely in light and dark skins. Often the
outer laj'er of the stratum corneum of the epidermis is

slightly separated about the individual ])a]nde, which
is Ihus surrounded by a faintly defined collar of scales.

Often, also, when irritated they exhibit a minute vesicle,

pustule, or scale at the apex. Where numerous, they
are often symmetrical and very closely set together.
Brownish-red blotches may follow theirinvolution. The
eruption may persist for months, and, with or without

relapses, may appear in circular or semicircidar grouiis,
a ring of minute papules partly or wholly surrounding a
confluent central patch.
The Large Aeu luinate

, Papular Siiphiloderm.—The small
lesions described above may be, in special localities, de-

veloped to lenticular dimensions, retaining the conical

apex. They may be seen on the back, shoulders, and
chest as purplish-red rather than Iniglit -red papides, ts-

pecially in the coarse skins of male patients. They may
develop at the apex luiiuite [luslulcs, the involution of
which leaves a small crust cap. They should not bocon-
foimded with indie acne.

7'he Siiaill Flat, J'ai>ular Si/philnderm.
—This eruptiou

is made up of rotuidisli or oval, reddish to deep brownish,

distinctly circumscribed and sottish ]iapules. from the

size of a large piidiead to that of a split pea, and having
a llat surface. They are often seen on the chest, face.
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buttocks, extremities, and palms and soles, and are fre-

quently found near the mucous outlets, tliouirh decidedly
less often grouped about the mouth and nose than are

other lesions to Ije described later. They may be few,
or developed in a copious (xantlicm. They may be cov-

ered witii a tliin seborrhteic crust, after the removal of
which is c.\hibited one of the characteristic and almost

indescribable, color shades peculiar to syphilis, a lucent

nii.\tureof red, brown, and puriile, sujrgestins the var-

nished section of a raw ham. They may he fringed or

cap])ed witli scanty, dirty-yellowish scales. This erup-
tion rarely occurs in cachectic subjects with a diphtheroid
deposit over the papules, covering thus a gran>ilating or

superficially ulceraled surface.

Cicatrices seldom follow the involution of the syphilo-
derm under mercurial treatment. It commoidy rc(iiures
aweekorten days forcomplcte development and, though
occurring as an early sypliiloderni. may relapse in anj'

stage of the secondary period. C'ircinatc gi'oups, with
an unchanged central area of integument, are rather more
distinct in relapsing than in early forms of the e.xanthem.
These are readily distinguished from psoriasis by the

absence of the abundant nacreous scales of the latter dis-

ease, with a history of clearing, not of a primarily cleared

centre.

The Large, Flat, Papular Si/p/iilodenn.—This eruption
appears in the form of distinctly cireumscribed. vivid or

purplish-red. Hat or sliglitly ghiboid papules, discs,
"
but-

FIO. 4586.—Large Papulo-onistaceoiis Syphllodcrin of the Face.

tons," or nodosities, from the size of a pea to that of a

small coin, many of which distinctly exhibit the quality
of color seen in a new copjier penny. The\- may become

scaly at the surface or the base, or become graiudar,
moist, and .secreting in these sitmitions. They are insen-

sitive, and rarely productive of pruritic sensations. The

exanthem may be developed primarily, or be evolved
from the macular lesions, or, very conspicuously and
commonly, in llie cxauthematous period of syphilis, with
a primary or relapsing and aluindant crop of lesions in
some special locality

—the face (ala; of nose, forehead,
moutli), palms, soles, axilUe, buttocks, and extremities.

Upon the forehead these lesions may form the so-called
corona veneris, glazed papules of coppery hue, arranged
often in a line above the brows. They may develop an
elevated rim and sunken centre; may idcerate, especially
in cachectic subjects or in localities sidjject to unusual
moisture or irritation. Rarely gyrate and serpiginous
lines of these papules are to be seen in special localities,

e.g., about the non-bearded lips and chin, or the axilla,
where they may form rings. They are to be distin-

guislied from isolated psoriatic patclies, circinate in out-

line, (1) by their dull color, as distinguished from the
more viviil hue of psoriasis; (2) by their scanty dirty-
hued scales; (3) by the history and concomitant symp-
toms of syphilis.

Syphilitic papules of all types may undergo any one
of the following transformations, the features of which
may often be recognized at one and the same time in the
course of the disease:

1. The evolution of papules may, as a result of hyper-
plasia or vegetation, proceed to the production of the

larger lesions recognized imder various titles— warts,
papillomata, condylomata, framba'sioid verruca?, etc.

In this way isolated or confluent, sottish, warty growths,
light or deep reddish in color, freely furnishing a secre-

tion, often of naiiseous odor, may cover large surfaces of
the body or a single regiim only (scalp, anus, genitalia).
These may be crusted from desiccation of the puriform
mucus which smears them; in other cases idceration

ensues.

3. The evolution of the papules, as a result of the same

processes in special situations, results in the production
of broad, flat lesions. These are the results merel.v of
an hypertrophic process occurring where mucous or
cutaneous surfaces are in such close apposition that ele-

vation of the lesion is restricted and lateral expansion
only is possible. In this way arc produced the condy-
loma, and the pinkish, whitish, and softish lesions known
as the mucous patch of the skin, the vegetating mucous
patch, plague iiniqiieuse, etc. They are well-defined,

slightly raised, flattened discs, from tlie size of a bean to

that of a large coin, their whitish color largely due to the

mucopurulent secretion with which they are smeared,
and which furnishes the characteristic, disgusting odor of

these lesions. Heat, moisture, friction, perspiration, and

neglect of the bath are fertile agents in their production
in the axilke. perineum, groins, the inner faces of the

thighs, about the vulva, and elsewhere.

3. Papides may scale at apex or base, and the scaling
become so significant a part of the process that the pap-
ular character of the lesion is almost disguised. In tliis

way is produced the papnlo-squamous .sypbiloderin.
The scales are commonly scanty, desiccated, dirty gray
in color, often attached, occasionally freely shed from the

surface. Beneath them may be seen elevated pajuiles

having the so-called copper color, witli the smooth, glazed
surface of such lesions, or dull-red macuhe. Rarely the

surface granidates.
Palmar and Plantar Syphilodermata.—Syphilitic

papules of the jialmar and plantar surfaces are peculiar:

(1) Because of the unusual thickness of the epidermis of

the region affected ; (2) because of the intermittent fric-

tion, contact, and exposure to which the organs are sub-

jected. The_y may be early or late, transitory or pecul-

iarly obstinate, and reciu'ient lesions. Careful inspec-
tion of the palms of the majority of patients exhibiting

'

a copious macular exanthem will result in the detection

of a few pea-sized discolored blotches in this region, >

which often are covered with a thiiL slightly adherent

scale. In greater ajiproximation to the type of the aver-

age cutaneous papule, firm, circumscribed, dull-reddish,

and <listinctly elevated lesions, from the .size of a large

piidiead to that of a pea, are often seen in the same
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region. A variation from this typo prodnpos tlic dirty-
wiiitisli. CDnieoiis. eiiidcrmal musses ciiilicclilvil in tlic

]ialins and sides like foreign bodies, and almost as readily

separable. These are arrested forms of coniplel(^ evolu-

tion of the syphilitic papule in thi^ palms and soles.

When progressing, unmodilied by treatment, Ihcy be-

come depressed and poorly defined in outline, coalesce so

as to form circiunscrilicd jiatehes, from the size of a coin

to that of an egg or larger, with newly developed out-

lying lesions. The ne.xt features are luuiuestionabl}' im-

pressed ujion the iiateh by the traumatism and stretching
of the intillrated skin. Sealing follows, centrally and at

the periphery ;
tissures form in the lines of the furrows;

ulcers develop, centrally situated, circular, oval, or stel-

late in outline. A purplish-tloored ulcer is often seen

here, its contour suggesting the fracture of a pane of

glass. Recurrent and abortive attempts at reproduction
of the palmarund plantar epitheliimi result in the forma-

tion of strata of ragged-edged epidermis, which irregu-

larly fringe the deep losses of tissue. The entire palm
or sole ma}' be involved, and the process gradually sweep
up to the wrist, instep, or ankle, and over the digits, af-

fecting also the nails. The dorsal surfaces are occasion-

ally involved, but always by extension from the palms
or soles. Psoriasis limited to tlie pahns and soles is of

exceedingly rare occurrence; the specific lesions of this

region are far more common, and are often accom|ianied
by other unmistakable signs of syphilis with a history
of infection. Squamous eczema is at times limited to

the palms and soles, but, in the vast majority of all cases,
affects the entire region, including the palmar faces of

the digits, and is accompanied by itching. (See Plate

LIV.)
"

The PrsTUiiAR Sypiiii^oderm. — Pustules occur as

early and late manifestations of syphilis, being, however,
less frequently observed than the lesions just described.

The purulent content maj' be sterile or contain the com-
mon pyogenic micro-organisms. The lesions are of the

size of a pinhead to that of a bean, transitory or persist-

ent, with mild or grave symptoms, and may originate
as maciUes or papules, be isolated or grouped, scanty or

abundant, and result in crusting, ulceration, and cica-

trization. "Papulo-pustular,"
"
pustulo-crustaceous."

and similar terms are employed to indicate these mixed
forms. Authors have also employed the phrases

"
acne-

form," "variola-form." •'impetigo-form." "ecthyma-
form," etc., to designate the several varieties of the pus-
tular syphilodcrmata. These terms are here purposely
omitted, for the reason that the several diseases whose
names are selected for comparative purposes are repre-
sented b}' lesions widely varying in the different stages
of each disease, and exhibiting different features in dif-

ferent individuals. The phrases "syphilitic psoriasis,"

"syphilitic eczema," etc., are similarly discarded, as tend-

ing to contribute to the same confusion.
The Siiinll, Acnmimite. Pustular t^yphilodermata .

—The
lesions of this class are of the size of a pinhead and larger,
vivid or dull red, roundish, rapidly or slowly formed, aiid

superlicially seated, isolated, or wellnigh confluent pus-
tules, which maybe copiously developed in a general e.\-

anthcm with syphilitic fever, or, more commonly, recog-
nized in clusters about the regions where the pilo-sebace-
ous follicles are large and abundant. They may begin as
macules or papules. The apex of each becomes yellowish-
green as the pus forms, which may desiccate into minute
crusts or may cover luiderlying ulcers of similar size.

They assume at times circinate outlines. They are often
seen on the scalp, face, neck, and trunk ; rather less fre-

quently on the extremities. Involution is often followed

by ratlier persistent pigmentation; more rarely by mi-
nute atrophic scars.

The l/irije, Aeiuiiinnte, Pimtiilitr Syphiliidcrm.
—Vel-

lowish-browu, conical pustules, of the size of a pea and
larger, may develop slowly from the small lesions just
described, or rapidly from niacido-paiuiles. They are

isuaJlj- superficial in situation, become crusted at the

iipex, and, after the formation of the crust, may be de-

pressed centniUy, ricers freqiu'ntly form as the result

of this process, the healing of which may leave small
cicatrices. They form over the scalp, face, neck, shoul-

ders, and extremities; and are usually tli(> expression of
either a graver form of syphilis or of a syphilis le.ss ju-

diciously mana.ged than the lesions previously described.
The Smiill, Flat, Pustular Syplulodcnu.—This is a rela-

tively frequent manifestation of syphilis, beginning by
the development of circumscribed macules or maculo-
papules,which rapidly form flat, roundish pustules, the
size of a ]>inliea(l and larger, superficial in situation.

They arc usually grouped, isolated, and at first not con-
fluent; but their reddish and jiiuplish areola; become
fused, and the whole is soon covered with a flattened,

dirty-yellowish, and greein.sh crust, which conunonl}'
surpasses the limits of the patch. On the removal of the

latter, a violaceous surface is seen, granulating, puri-
form, occasionally superficially eroded, possilily ulcer-

ated. These lesions are often seen in and about the

scalp, and about the lips, chin, beard, and trunk. In per-
sons of weak constitution, and not properly treated, the
face will occasionally be found almost completely covered

by an irregularly crusted mask, formed in the manner
de.scribed above, the pustulo-crustaceous lesions occa-

sionally spreading in a serpiginous course, or forming
the familiar rings, or segments of rings, .seen in the

grouped syphilodcrmata.
Tlic Large. Flat Pustular Syphiloderm.— Pustules, the

size of a bean and larger, deeply seated, or projected
from the surface, may represent any of the forms de-
scribed above, proceeding to full evolution, usually in

cachectic subjects. They represent, also, the later periods
of the so-called secondary stage of syphilis. Often they
have dark red, deep, infiltrated bases with violaceous
areola;; and the pus finally desiccates into thick, bulky,
greenish, or blackish crusts, firmly adlierent to the edges
of a foul-based, hemorrhagic, or p\is-tilled chamber be-

neath; or, after bursting, they leave open, sharply cut
ulcers, with blood or pus freely formed from an exposed,
eroded, sloughing surface. The ulcerative phase, with
its crust, is indeed often the conspicuous feature of the

process, the deep-seated pustular lesion which ushered in

the mischief being thus speedily metamorphosed. These
idcers may be few or numerous, superficial or deep; and
may be-in outline circular, oval, semicircular, dumb-bell-

shaped, etc. Their cicatrization commonly results in a

typical syphilitic cicatrix.

Rupi.v.—This term was at one time employed as the
name of a distinct disease. It has long since lost any
apiilicability to non-syphilitic disorders. Every rupia
should to-day be recognized as syphilitic. Indeed, ac-

cording to modern usage, the name merely describe cer-
tain peculiarities in the syphilitic crust. The explana-
tion of its former temporary and unmerited elevation to
the dignity of a disease supposed to have a separate en-

tity is to be found in the fact that occasionally a patient
will be extensively covered with rupioid crusts, who
exhibits scarcely another symptom of sypBilis.
The crusts thus named may be few and small, or large

and generalized. First appear macules, then pustules,
the contents of which desiccate into crusts of greenish,
brownish, and blackish shades, covering and nicely fitted

over underlying ulcers. The ulcer slowly .spreads at the

periphery, and its purulent and hemorrhagic secretions
add by desiccation to the bulk of the crust. The additions
are made beneath and laterally to the under surface and
edgesof the closely adjusted crust, which lumce becomes
a conical, stratified shell, usually with a slightly concave
inferior surface, the whole often coniiiared to "an oyster
shell. Each succeeding stratum of incrustation, from
the conical ajiex of the crust to its base, represents, there-

fore, a somewhat larger ulcer and a somewhat more abun-
dant secretion. There may be an outlying violaceous
areola. The indolently spreading ulcers beneath corre-

spond in size to the shells which cap them. They may
be superficial or deep, but usually have a foul, juu-ident,
or hemorrhagic floor, and punched-out edges. Grave as
is the condition of the patient who is extensively covered
with the largest-sized rupioid lesions, the best of results
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mav be anticipated umlcr iiropor Hygienic management
and energetic treatment.

TiiK VKSicthAK Sypiiiloderm.—Vesiclcs are rarely
tlie results of the .syphilitic process in the skin. They
usually point to an e.\uilution more acute in type than

that recotrui/.cd in tlic imlolcnlly traversed cycle of syph-
ilis. Occasioually niiliarj- i)!ipuKs exhibit a vesicular

apex containing adropk't of .serum. Circinate and other

groups of vesicles are described by French writers as of

occurrence in this disease. Two explanations of the so-

called vesicular lesions are at hand: first, the develop-
ment of ec/.enia, herpes, etc., in infected persons—phe-
nomena not rarely observed by an expert; second, the

occurrence of vesicular lesions provoked by extensively

apiilied or internally ingested medicaments employed for

the relief of the systemic di.sorder.

The iki-i.ors Svphii.oueum.—Discrete, roundish bul-

la;, from the size of a pea to tliat of a small egg, appear
simultaneously or in crops upon the syphilitic skin, in

consequence of a more or less circumscribed elevation

of some portion of the epidermis by accumulation of a

clear lactescent si'rum. pus, or blood. The contents usu-

ally desiccate iuto bulky, adhesive, stratiticd. grceuish or

dark-colored crusts, which may cover granular, eroded,
or ulcerative surfaces. Often they are surroiuided by a
violaceous lialo. The tdcer, after removal of the crust,

may spread in depth or area, or licatrize ; this according
to the vigor of the patient and the treatment pursued.
Lesions of this sort are rather more often recognized
upon the extremities than elsewhere, in consequence
of the greater distance of the latter from the centres of

circulation. The}' are more often encountered in late

Fig. 4.v*7 -Serplsrtnous TulnTculo-ulci'raUve Lesions u( tbe Slilu of

tlie Back.

periods of the disease, an.d in cachectic subjects. They
are for these reasons most ofti'ii .seen in the tender skin

of the infant who is the victim of hereditary syphilis.

It should not be forgotten, when making a diagnosis
of the bullous syphiloderm, that the iodide of potassium,
in exceptional cases, is capable of producing such lesions
in typical aspect when administered to the syphilitic as
well as to the non-infected patient. American observers

chiefly have called attention to this important fact, among
them Drs. O'Reillj-, Graham, Morrow, and the author.
The TtTiEitcuL.Mj Syphilodekm.—Ilyperplistic evo-

lutiou of the pajnile, besides producing the aberrations
from type already described, may also result in the forma-
tion of definitely circumscribed, deeply -seated, single or

multi|)le, bright-reddish or livid, solid, cutaneous or more
couunouly subcutaneous, lesions, from the size of a pea
to that of a small egg, known as tuliercles. These are

usually late syphilitic symptoms, which, in consequence
of difference of iiivolutidu, are divided into two classes.—
the resolutive and the ulcerative.

The resolutive tuhcrciilar syphilkJe is characterized by
slow evolution without marked subjective symptoms,
disappearance after absorption of the plastic iutiltration

commonly involving the entire thickness of the derma,
and the production, without previous ulceration, nf an
indelible scar. The lesions begin as superficial, reddish,
and roundish gummatous nodules, the size of a piuhead,
which, as they attain the larger dimensions named above,
become flatter, smoother, more lustrous, and more deeply
tinted. They are largely facial or cervical in situation,
but may also spread over the trunk and extremities.

They are often free from scales, except when seated upon
the palms or soles, in which situations they may be cov-
ered with thick corneous plates beyond the borders of

which can be recognized a violaceous halo. These le-

sions may be generally disseminated, or grouped in dis-

tinctly circumscribed patches, cither circular in outline or

exhibiting some modification of the latter (e.ri., the reni-

form, horseshoe-shaped figure, etc.). The former are the

earlier; the latter the later, of occurrence.
When facial in situation, the tubercles may spread in

a fan-shaped area over the forehead, or extend over the

bridge of the nose to the cheeks, assuming the figure of

a butterfly. The thinned, atrophic centre and elevated

rim of the patch may then be significant.
An exaggerated grade of confluence and proliferation

of these tubercles results in the hypertrophic, leontiasic,

or vegetative syphiloderm. In these instances the nose,
the chin, the ear, or some other part presents an enor-

mous increase in bulk, with definitely distinguished lob-

ules sejiarated by furrows, the picture presented strongly

resembling the elephantiasic condition. Again, a volu-

minous verrucous growth may spring from some por-
tion of the scalp, and even in the end encroach upon a

large part of that region, the warty mass freely project-

ing comlj-liko masses from the surface, smeared oft«n

with a iiuriforin and offensive secretion (framboesia syph-
ilitica, papilloma .syphilitica, etc.).

The uUerdtire tubercular (tuherculo-ulceratire) si/pJiih-

derm is a somewhat later manifestation of the disease, or

one which, developing as it does rarely within a few

months after the evolution of the chancre, occurs in

neglected, untreated, cachectic, or so-called "galloping,"
cases. Here also the lesions ajipear upon the face, trunk,

and extremities, with the general characteristics already
described, but more commonly in definite groujis. In-

stead of undergoing, however, the atrophic changes ob-

served in the resolutive form, a portion, rarely all, of tbe

tubercles forming the ]iatch, soften or become covered

with a greenish or blackish crust from desiccation of the

ichorous or sanguinoleut licjuid furnished by the break-

ing down of the gumma, beneath which an ulcer fornis

somewhat larger in size than the lesions from which it

sprang. In this way the face may display over the chin,

forehead, or cheeks a dense tumefaction composed of a

group of closely agglomeratcil, livid jiapules, ulcers, and

crusts, tlie size of a pea, or a distinctly outlined ring of

such h-sions disintegrating at the periphery and surround-

ing an atrophic, cicatricial, or even ulcerated central

area. Gangrene and phagedena very rarely complicate
these destructive processt'S. The ulcers which form arc
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of a typical syiiliilitic aspect, with piiltacccms floor, steep,
"clean-cut" edges, ichorous secretion, anil serpiginous
tendencies.

Mixed forms of commingled resolutive and ulcerative

tubercles are not of rare occurrence. The following are

•^ «/

'^i!
Lt-.

i

Fig. 4588.—Enlarged Portrait of Group ot Lesions shown In Fip.
4587; showing Peripheral Extension by Multiple Circumscribed
Ulcers.

common clinical pictures: A patient, from five to ten

years after infection, has the forehead, nose, and cheeks

fully covered with numerous, firm, smooth, shining
nodules, the size of a pea, vivid and dull red in hue, oc-

cupying an infiltrated integument of the same general
color. Some of the tubercles are slightly crust-capped.
others are irregularly excavated as if wasting at such
points. Between them are distinctly defined, atrophic,
non-pigmented depressions from the size of a large pin-
head to that of a pea resembling ^-oungish scars. These
are spread with some regularity between yoimg and
mature tubercles even at the scalp border and among the
hairs over the tip of the nose and well over the cheeks.
Uneven and verrucous patches may indeed occupy dis-
tant portions of the scalp where hairs have fallen" from
an atrophic area. Sometimes they undergo colloid de-

generation. Attention is particularly directed to this

complexus of nodules, crusts, atrophic discs, minute ul-

cers, and scanty pustules when occurring in this region,
as it is a feature very rarely seen in any other disease
than .syphilis.

In most of these cases the changes wrought in the
course of time after the employment of an appropriate
therapy are marvellous. The violaceous tint disappears ;

the scars, if any have resulted, are transformed into thin

superficial uneolcired or dead- whitish inconsjiicuouslilem-
ishcs; the natural fat of the panniculus adiposus is re-

stored; and, even in middle life, after the fullest grade

of evolution described above has been reached in the face
of a woman, a fair degree of comeliness is restored.

Lupus vulgaris is distinguished from this condition by
its onset at an earlier period of life, its far narrower limi-

tations, its greater asymmetry, its profounder and more
disfiguring scars, and its much more indolent career.
The tubercles of lepra producing the characteristic leon-
tiasic aspect of the faceai'e far more clironic in evolution,
more deeply pigmented and "

varnished," less often ulcer-

ated, crusted, and commingled with scars. The pearly,
milium-like nodules of epithelioma arc fjuite unlike the
tinted tubercles of sj-philis, are never so numerous, and
the smooth-glazed, bright red, and scantily secreting
floor of the epitheliomatous (rodent) ulcer never suggests
the foul excavations of syphilis. Psoriasis is always
scaly, never ulcerative in type, never crusted nor pus-
tular. The most difficult cases for differential diagnosis
are those of hypertrophic acne of the nose, with gaping
orifices of sebaceous ducts whence comedo plugs may
have been expressed, interspersed between dull-reddish
acne papules. Here the history of the case, the absence
of scalp-lesions, the stricter limitation of the patch to the

tip and aUe of the nose, the absence of a distinct ulcer,
and the conspicuously smaller size of the scar-like depres-
sions, usually furnish a clew to the distinction sought to

be established.

The blastomycotic patch is almost invariably distin-

guished by its characteristic encircling border or wall,
on the sound side of the integument sloping gradually to

the level beneath, studded with exceedingly minute pin-

FiG. 4589.—Tubereuliu' Sypblludi-nu of the Shoulders, showing Scars
and Pigmentation.

point-sized abscesses, in the contents of which can read-

ily be distinguished the double-contoured organism with
its lucent lenticular space within.

Tut: Gf.M.M.\Tois Svi'Hii.oDERM.—Single and multi-

ple, isolated or massed noduhs, from the size of a pea to
that of an egg, or larger, originating simultaneously, but
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commculy invading the skin as they develop, occur in

late, rarely in early, periods iif syphilis, and are termed

guniinata in consequence of the gummy material they
furnish when disinte,s;rating. The}' are rarely numer-
ous, often not more tlian frum two to six alfecting a siu-

riu. ijuu. l.Limuiatuus L liLT aimiilatm^ "liudt-iit Ulcer," near the
Root of tlie Nose.

gle patient. As an exceptional fact, hundreds ma}' be
seen covering different regions of the body. They are

peculiar to syphilis ;
in other words, they do not pursue,

in the course of other affections, the same classical cycle
of evolution and involution. Yet they are real I3' syph-
ilitic tumors, allied, on the one hand, to the hyperplastic
process which produces the papule and tubercle, and, on
the other, to the histological type of t\imorsin general.

Pathologists have some ground f(.ir believing that the so-

called gummous material of this lesion is to be recognized
in the nodules that glue theiris to thecapsuleof the lens,

and even in the neoplasm that constitutes the mass of the

initial sclerosis.

After development, gummata may for a long period of

time be perceptible beneath the skin as smooth, circum-

scribed, insensltivp, firm nodules, undergoing no change.
Later, they become slightly jiainful ; tlii're is passive by-
penemia of the overlying skin; attachment between the

skin and the tumor"is elTected; then follow, usually,
fluctuation and evacuation (spontaneously or by surgical

interference) of insjiissated blood and pus, or of the con-

tents of a true, circumscribed abscess. The gummatous
mass constituting the tissue, bathed in pus and blood, is

slowly or rapidly removed by this process, in the course

of which is formed the g\immatous ulcer. This has the

circular outline, precijiitous edge, sloughy tloor, foul se-

cretion, livid halo, and phagedenic tendencies already
described as characteristic of the syphilitic ulcer in gen-
eral, witli this special adde<l featinc, that it is particu-

larly deep. Its tloor rests on subcutaneous tissues. It

may involve fascia>, periosteum, muscles, large ve-ssels,

bursic, nerves, bones, tendons, and other imiiortant tis-

sues. Its walls, carefully inspected, often exhibit the

sharp and resisting edge of a dense aimneurosis, the glis-

tening white border of a tendon, or the lirm periosteum
sheathing an osseous plate.

Occasionally gummata are lodged in, rather than be-

neath the skin, the firm, movable mass being then readily
defined by palpation. AVhether superlicial or deep in

situation, they may undergo complete resolution. When
disintegrating by ulceration, they may go on to produce
those extensive and formidable losses of tissue, compli-
cated with erysipelas, pya-mia, etc., in the subjects of
cachexia and alcoholism, which make syphilis, in some
of its manifestations, a veritable scourge.' Though occa-

sionally numerous, not more than from six to eight are

usually to be recognized in the person of a "single
patient. They are most freiiuently developed upon the
lateral surfaces of the legs, and, next, proportionally
after these, over other parts of the extremities, the face,

scrotum, buttocks, neck, and the breasts of women. The
importance of their recognition in the last-named .situa-

tion, when the question of cancerous and other malig-
nant tum<irs of this organ is presented for consideration,
can scared)' be overestimated. The author has seen a

giunma the size of a turkey's egg in the breast undergo
complete involution under specitic medication only.
The elephantiasic asjiect of the face and legs of certain

patients who are altlieted with extensive gununatous
tumors and inliltratious of the cutaneous and subcuta-
neous tissue is a matter of great moment for the diagnos-
tician. In almost every community there is some such

patient, with a striking deformity, the nature of whose
malady has been altogether unknown for years. In such
cases there is often an obscure history, which, perhaps,
the expert alone has been able correctly to interpret.
The patient has been supposed to be the victim of "ele-

phantiasis." The nose, lips, cheeks, and chin are posai-

FIG. 4.5ill.—Gummatous Changes in the Face SiraulatlnR

Vulgaris, Hi'sultlng in OeoUision of the Nares.
Lupus

bly densely thickened, distorted, emptirpled, and irregu-

larly ridged and seamed witli nodules, scai's. and ulcers;

or the leg is in the pachydermatous condition seen in the
• -Madura fool

" ami other diseases. It is a large,' mi-

wieldy organ, ridged, of cartilaginous hardness, fur-

rowed, andCovered witli an integument looking like the
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tark of a tree. Careful inspection, liowever, always re-

veals in tliis mass the tyjiical eieatrices of ancient guni-
matoiis ulcers, and tlie traces of new and old nodules

buried in the liypertropliied and edematous mass. Here,
as in so many other of its formidahli- aspects, syjiiiilis

reveals its amenability to proper management. Tlie

changes that can be wrought by treatment in these ap-

parently desperate cases are in a high degree Siitisfac-

tory.
The Sehpiginous Sypiiiloderm.—Thouglmot distin-

guished by the name of an elementary lesion the prepon-
derance of which might justify such a jiosition. this

syphiloderm has an individuality reciuiriug separate con-

sideration.

In its superficial forms tlic ser])iginous syphiloderm is

preceded by the appearance of small, pointed or Hat

s_vphilitic pustules, which form acircular or partialh' cir-

cular group of lesions in discs of the size of an egg and

larger. These discs are soon covered with a yellowish,

greenish, or blackish crust, which gradually clears from
the centre, leaving there a granulating or smooth, red-

dish or normally tinted, atrophic or only superficially
altered integument, surrounded by an entire or broken

ring of attached crusts, beyond which is a livid halo.

Underneath this latter is a superficial, centrifugalh'

spreading ulcer, uniformly annular in contour, or here

and there broken by bridges and islands of unaltered

skin. Often this annular ulcer is seen to be composed
of roundish excavations, the size of a pea and larger,

arranged circle-wise, with confluent cru.sts. In other

cases the crust is scarce!}' more than a narrow ring, no
broader than the smallest penknife blade, which, as it

spreads centrifugally, leaves cutaneous areas of former
invasion the size of the palm and larger, pinkish-red or

slightly pigmented in color, at times decidedly cicatri-

forin, at other times te-\turall_v unaltered. In this way
an entire buttock or limb, or the face, may be progres-

sively involved.

The deep serpiginous S3'philoderm generally spreads
from a gumma or other late lesion of s_vpliilis. A deep
ulcer results, which attacks the subcutaneous tissues.

The centre is soon represented by a tender or firm scar;

the advancing edge by a thick, greenish or blackish, ad-

herent crust, covering a deeply cut circular e.xulceration

with punched-out walls and foul secretion. The dull,

purplish areola of all similar lesions is visible at the pe-

riphery beyond its advancing edge. Its progressover the

skin is decidedly more serpiginous than in the direction

of the railii of a circle. Here and there a kidney-shaped
or horseshoe-shaped edge exhibits a deeper excavation,
or a more tenacious, bulkier, and darker crust. In yet
another part of the same disc the ring may be represented

by a partially cicatrized border, or by a wide bridge of

unaffected skin. This is a late, exceedingly obstinate,
and intractable form of syphilis, leaving generally a de-

forming scar. It is to be distingui.shed from lupus vul-

garis (which is more often seen on the face) by its definite

outline, its deep pustular, rather than nodular, elemen-

tary lesions, its sharply cut ulcerations, but, above all,

by its relatively much more rapid progress.
JI.^LiGNANT Svi'iiiLoi)Eii-\t.\T.\.—Syphilitic cutaneous

and subcutaneous lesions are at times malignant in type,
and then comivionlv precocious in occurrence and acute
in course. They are (lescribed by Bazin and other French
authors as "malignant precocious syphilides.

" The in-

tensity and violence of the symptoms in these cases is in

general due to the occurrence of the disease in cachectic

subjects, those who are debilitated by age or previous or

conciuTent diseases, those deprived of the essentials of

healthy living, viz., wholesome food and drink, hygienic
environment, freedom from mental anxiety, and a proper
adjustment of labor to bodily vigor.

in patients of this class the chancre is scarcely cica-

trized before symptcjins threatening malignancy a|)pear.

They are divided by most authorities into ('() the jinro-
vcsicnlar syphiloderm; {/>) the tubereulo-iilcerativesyph-
iloilerm

; (() tlie gangrenous tuberculo-ulcerative syph-
iliidirni. These names arc mainly groups of symptom

l)hrases, the lesions themselves exhibiting a wide varia-
tion indicated by both mild and grave characters.
The milder forms are really rujiioid lesions following

isolated or grou])ed pustules, which are rapidly followed

by ulcers, thickly covered with laminated crusts. In
certain cases, Avhen the disease has progressed for long
periods of time, the resulting ke!oid-like scars are both
extensive and disfiguring. (.Sec Plate LV.) In a more
accentuated form the malignancy of the outbreak is indi-

cated by the development of blcbsor lenticular tubercles,
which hasten to break down into ulcers of characteristic

syphilitic edge, secretion, floor, base, and areola, which
attack the face, trunk, hands, or extremities. The graver

Fig. 4592.- -Extensive Gummatous iriocmtion of the Left Arm, with
Proiluction of Iveloid in Cicatrized Portions.

forms are tubercular, ulcerative, and gangrenous. A
group of nodules in or beneath the skin surrounds itself

with significant purpuric points, sup]iosed to indicate an
endarteritis of the peripheral vascular elements. The
wliole rapidly or slowly becomes gangrenous, showing a

dry. blackish eschar, which spreads at theiierijihcry, and
insidiously, as it encroaches upon the sound tissues in the

vicinity. Sometimes a line of demarcation is formed, not
between the gangrenous mass and the sound skin, but be-

tween the former and a thickened empurpled zone which
suriounds it. When the slough is removed, a conical cra-

teriform ulcer is exposed, having a fetid secretion, a

sloughy floor, and markedly evertocl edges. The destruc-
tive process may jirogress till fatal results are iiroduccd,
the patient succumbing to fi'ver ormarasinus and adyna-
mia. But this is rare. I'nder the best treatment lepair
.sets in, granulation is followed by cicatrization, anil there
is apparently complete restoration of the general health.
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Cutaneous lesions and symptoms otlwr tluui theforms de-

scribed above are neither uunierous nor important, but
liave been ili'scribed by authors. Bronsou. of New York,
has (k'scribeil au erjthauthcnia syphiliticiun in -which

vesico-pustular and other lesions were grouped upon au

erjMheniatous base. Heniorrhajjic elTusious witliin the

skin occur cliielly in patients who are the subjects of

ha'Uiopliilia. and who have also contracted syphilis; in

children afflicted with hereditary syphilis: in patients
with paraplegia resulting from syphilitic involvement of

the cord (pur)uu'a of the lower e.\tremities); and as an
accident of a number of secondary and tertiary lesions.

The author has seen two such cases occurring in syphi-
litic di-sease of the cord. It should be remonibered that

the iodide of potassiiun, when administered for the relief

of syphilis, may produce ijurpuric spots, especially over
the lower extremities.

Lastly, eczema, psoriasis, the animal and vegetable

parasitic alTections of the skin, pruritus, and the various

dennatites, all the forms of acne due to tlie ingestion of

the iodic compounds, and other cutaneous disorders, affect

the syphilitic as well as the non-syphilitic patient. Each
of thejn exhibits its special peculiarities, apparently not

at all or very slightly moditied by the syphilitic infection,

and is recognized in its identity asdistinct from the mani-

festations of syphilis without great difticulty on the part
of the diagnostician. This recognition is a matter often

of the highest moment, as the anxiety and dread occa-

sioned in many patients by the discovery of these inter-

current affections (to which the ma.ss of maidiind is sub-

ject) are out of all proportion to the real import of the

symptoms presentetl in such cases.

The.\tment of the Syphilodermj^t.\.—The internal

treatment of tlie syphilodermata is that of syphilis in

general, including the use of mercury, the iodide and
other salts of potassium, iron, cod-liver oil, and a nutri-

tive regimen.
ilany of the lesions, however, require local treatment.

The salves which are most effectively used with this end
in view contain one of the salts of mercury. Among
these may be named the ammonio-cldoride, in the

strength of from five grains to two drachms to the ounce

(0.33"to 3-2.0); the red oxide, in tlie strength of from
five to ten grains (0.33-0.66) to the same quantity;
the ten or twenty per cent, oleate of mercury; the mild

chloride, in the strength of from ten to thirty grains
(0.66-3.0); mercurial ointment, in the strength of from
half a drachm to a drachm (2.0-4.0) to the ounce; and
the ointment of the nitrate of mercury in nearly the same

Strength. The bases of these salves ma)' be vaseline,

cold cream, lanolin, or simple cerate, a drachm (4.0) or

more of glycerin being added to the ounce (33.0) of each
when reciuisite to produce softness in the mass. Vase-
line is preferably employed as a basis for salves to be ap-
plied over the scalp and hairy parts.
The tars also are often em|iloyed with advantage, in-

cluding the oleiuncadini ai:d the oleum rusci (rectified or

crude), in the strength of fromlialf a drachm to a drachm
to the ounce (2.0—J. to 32.0) of basis, adding an equal
quantity of finely levigated prepared chalk to obtuud the

sliarpncss of the tar. These are excellent applications to

palmar and plantar syplalodermata, wlien preceded bj'

maeeratiimof theaiTected surfaces for several minutes in

water as hot as can be tolerated. Often the thick epider-
mal scales of these regions are best removed at the time
of these macerations liy the aid of a shampoo prejiared by
adding an ounce of glycerin to two or more ounces of the
tinctura .saponis viridis of the Pharmacopieia. After the

shampooing with hot water, the hands or feet are dried,
the salve well rubbed in, and gloves are drawn over the

hands, or stockings over tlu^ feet. Other ingredients are

often incorporated with such salves with excellent effect.

Among tliem may be named salicylic acid, ten to twenty
grains to the ounce(0.6fl-1.33 to 32.0); cluysarobin, pyro-
gallol, and ichthyol, in the same strength : zinc oxide and
the subnitrate of bismuth, half a draclun to a drachm to

the ounce (2.0-4.0 to 32.0); and the oleate of lead, in the
form best known as Hebra's uuguentum diachyli albi.

Powders occupy a most important place in the local

management of tlie syphilodermata, more particulaily
those that are ulcerative in type. Among them may be
named europhen, iodoform, iodol, aristol, hydronajihtol
(one part to fifty of fidler's earth), boric and .salicylic
acids, calomel, starch, camphor, and lycopodium. JIauy
of these are advantageously employed over such moist
lesions as condylomata after they have been waslied in a
lotion of chlorinated soda or carbolic acid, so as to be not

only deodorized but thoroughlj' cleansed.
Lotions of the kind just suggested are useful in tlie

management of a number of the secreting syphiloder-
mata. Others are compoumled with the corrosive subli-

mate, one-half to one grain to the ounce (0.33-0.66 to

32.0) of Ijay rum, cologne water, or the rectified spirit of
wine. Lotions containing tar, salicylic acid, carbolic

acid, and boric acid (often in saturated solution) meet the
indications of many cases.

For the purpose of stimulating or otherwise dressing
mucous patches and indolent ulcers, solutions of the
nitrate of silver, five grains to a drachm to the ounce
(0.33-4.0 to 32.0), or crayons of the solid salt may be
used; or even the strong caustic solutions, e.g., of the

hydrate of potassium twenty to sixty grains to the ounce
(1.33—i.O to 32.0), or of nitric acid. Solutions of corro-

sive sublimate in tincture of benzoin, or of mvrrh, one to

two grains to the ounce (0.006-0.033 to 32.0); benzol,
creosote, and solutions of the permanganate of potassium
and resorcin, one to five percent., are also useful in many
cases; the first two for destructive effects, the last as-

antiseptic dressings.

Many of the syphilodermata are effectively treated by
the modern tnethods of radiotherapy (exposure to the

a-ray). The duration and frequency of the exposures,
together with the precautions needed to avoid the serious

consequences of improper use of this efl'ective and often

proportionately dangerous agent, are governed by the

rules formulated in experience accjuired by treatment of

non-syphilitic cutaneous affections by the same method.
We have reserved the application of the rays to obstinate

chronic engorgements of the skin, such as are occasionally

recognized in the palmar and plantar syphilodermata;
and to some of theper.sistent mucous and scaling patches
of the lining membrane of tlie mouth.
The principles on which should be based the local

treatment of the syphilodermata are those recognized in

all similar non-specific affections of the skin. Of chief

importance is the treatment of the disease itself, whether

by internal medication, inunction, fumigation, or hypo-
dermatic injection. To this, in most cases, the local treat-

ment may be added with marked advantage. The scalp,

hands, and feet may be often shampooed, and subse-

quently dressed with a salve or lotion. Pustules are to

be opened, crusts removed, and small or large ulcerated

surfaces cleansed, cauterized, or stimulated, and antisep-

tically dressed. Soap anil water are as imperatively re-

quired for the sypiiilitic as for the non-syphilitic skin.

Frequent applications of water as hot as can be toleratc<l

are often required for the relief of pain, anil the surgeon's
knife is needed for opening softened gummata. In ex-

tensive syphilitic ulcerations an exceedingly valuable

resource is the use of the continuous hot-water bath as

employed in Vienna, the patient, if his ulcers can be in

this way immersed in the water, remaining in it for

houis, the bath being kept as hot as is grateful to the

surface of the immersed skin. The bath is left only on

occasions requiring evacuation of the contents of the

bladder or of the rectum, or in order to secure sleep.

Lastly, the mercurial, rubber, lead, and other surgical

plasters, liornt<'d cotton, antiseptic lint, and wool (medi-

cated with the mercuric icididet, prepared oakum, fuller's

earth, and the other articles needed to make the dressings
of modern surgery, are never more useful than in the

management of multiple or extensive syphilitic ulcers.

Affections of the Il.vin, H.\iu Follicles, .\ni>

IIaiuv Reoions op the Skin.—A common mauifesUi-

tion of syphilis is a lo.ss of hair, in excess of the physi-

ological "defluvium capillitii, resulting in alopecia. This
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may be an early or a late symptom, rapidly or slowly
occurring, scarcely perceptible or greatly deforming,
and transitory or resulting in iiermanent baldness.

The earliest form of alopecia may occur without local

subjective or objective sensations, the symptoms being
often limited to the loss of hair. It may again be ac-

companied by macular, ]>ustular, papular, ulcerative, or

crusted lesions of the regions ullVctcd. It may appear as

early as the date of the tiist syphilodcrm, and, indeed,

may be the first significant or even the I'hief feature of

general syphilis. In other cases it is conspicuous only
after the third or later month of infection. It may affect

any hairy region of the body, but is more commonly
noticed on tlie scalp, beard, mustache, eyebrows, and
lashes. Upon the scalp, it is jirobably much more com-
mon of occurrence than of observation, since it is often

first recognized in men onl_y after the hair is cut short.

The hair may appear to be merely thinned in syphilitic

alopecia, when the pilary loss is actually conformed to

type. The close-shaven head of the syphilitic, affected

with the early form of alopecia, presents almost ahva3's
the same appearance. The scalp is then seen to be
covered with irregularly circular areas of baldness, sym-
metrically arranged as regards the two halves of the

body, these areas varying in size from a split pea to a

small coin. Theie is asymmetry, however, in the dis-

position of individual patches. The scalp thus aft'ecteil

may be apparently sound, or dry and lustreless, or, as

described above, the seat of a syphilitic e.xanthem.

When the hair is long, as in women, the striking dis-

figurement visible on the shaven scalp is scarcely appar-
ent; in men whose hair has been cut moderately short the

effect is that of a characteristic patchy irregularity, in

which it is clear that the temple and occiput are as much
affected as the verte.v. The eyebrows, eyelashes, and
mustache may be merely thinned, or suffer a loss iu

patches. The shaven beard may present an appearance
nowise distinguishable from the condition of the same

region when affected with alopecia areata.

The late forms of syphilitic alopecia are always due to

destructive lesions of the cutaneous region covered with
hairs; and the alopecia is hence usually the less impor-
tant feature of the disease. Thus deep pustular, gum-
matous, ulcerative, and other like clianges in the scalp
are usually followed by an asymmetrical lo.ss of hair,

often limited to a single patch, where, after cicatrization,
the resulting alopecia is remediless.

The early form of alopecia is unquestionabl}' chiefly
due to defective nutrition of the hairs iu the hair fol-

licles, and, as alopecia areata is probably due to the same
immediate cause (the remote cause being essentially dif-

ferent), it follows that the shaven scalp presents almost
the same appearance in two selected cases of the two dis-

eases. The bulbs of the fallen liairs are seen under the

microscope to be distorted and misshapen iu early .syjihi-

litic alopecia, and the hairs themselves are usually dry
and lustreless. The pathology of the late forms of alo-

pecia in syphilis is that of the syphilitic process to be
studied in the tissues generally. Usually a degenerating
gummatous infiltration eventually encroaches upon antl

destroys the hair follicle. Syphilitic alopecia is to bo

distinguished from all physiological losses of hair by its

sudden occurrence in persons of the age in which syphi-
lis is most commonly encountered, its asymmetrj', and its

involvement of the temples and occiput equally with the
vertex. A history of infection can usually be obtained,
and other symptoms can often be discovered. Seborrho^a

capitis, or alopecia furfuracea, is distinguished by its

fatty or dry scales, and its failure to remove the hairs in

distinct areas. The patches of alo]iecia areata strongly
resemble those of early syphilitic baldness in the shaven
head; the loss, however, in the former disease is more
sudden, and recovery is marked by the appearance of

whitish or graj'ish downy hairs, which is not often the
ca.se in restoration after syiihilitic alo])ecia. The inter-

nal treatment is largely that of the sccondiiry symjitoms
of the disease. Tlie local treatment shoidd consist of

daily shampooings with hot water and the Sarg fluid

soap; or, when mere stimulation is re(iuircd, by the aid
of the tincture of green soap. After such shampooing
the scalp may be anointed with scented lanolin or vase-
line, or with an oleaginous lotion made by adding two
drachms (M.O) each of the oil f>f sweet almonds and glyc-
erin to an ounce (32.0) each of the spirit of rosemary and
alcohol, and two ounces (64.0) of cologne water.
Afkections oii' TitK N.vii.s. JIathix and Bi;n op the

N.MLS, .\XD An.i.vcEXT P.VRTS.—The term onychia is ap-
plied to the changes which are first apparcntin the nail ;

and paronychia to those which only secondarily affect
the nail and primarily the matrix, nail-bed, or cutaueous^
folds by which the nail sul)stance is surrounded. It is

probable that the distinction is purely artificial, both
forms being preceded by alterations of tissue exterior to
the nail substance proper. These appendages of the skin
are frequently affected in syphilis, both diu'ing the sec-

ondary and during the tertiary stages, and the residting
lesions may be transitory or persistent, and mild or grave
in character. The course of tiie.se changes is iisually
chronic.

In the most frequent form of onychia {onyxia cruquelee—dry or friable form) a jiortion or the whole of one or
several of the nails may become dry, lustreless, grayish-
yellow in color, friable, rugous, irregularly thickened,
traversed by furrows in one or more directions, or singu-
larly disfigured by numerous minute pockets, from which
the crumbling nail substance has fallen or been removed
by washing and scrubbing. The nvils are usually tilted

up at the free border and separated from their beds.
C'arcfid examination will often reveal a ridge of thick-
ened epidermisat the sides or attached Ijorder of the nail,
which may be normal in appearance or dull [lurplish iu

color and scaling; or, on pressure, a few drops of thin,
ill-conditioned pus may escape from beneath it. This
form is said to be more common in women. Under treat-

ment these phenomena may disappear, anil the distorted
nail be pushed forward and replaced by a health}' new
one. In other cases one or several of the nails are insid-

iously loosened from bed, matrix, or nail-fold, and are
shed without the occurrence of any appreciable change
in the siirrounding parts, jirecisely as the hairs fall in

many cases of syphilitic alopecia. Sometimes, everi
when attached at its border, the nail is seen to be com-
pletely separated over its entire area from the bed be-

neath. When the nail, on the other hand, is affected
with an onychauxis, it may increase to three or four
times its normal bulk, a condition described by some
writers as hypertrophic onychia.

Paronj'chia may affect the whole or a part of the nail,
and be dry or ulcerative in type. In the former case a
dull-purplish ridge of cutaneous tissue, iu the vicinity of
the nail-fold and including it, becomes indolently thick-

ened, scaling, and fissured. Superficial ulceration may
follow, with purulent or hemorrhagic secretion and crust

formation, the ulcer spreading slightly beneath the nail

at one point, the substance of that organ liaviug already
exhibited the changes due to impaired innervation. The
characteristic feature of this complication is a finger with
its distal phalanx having a bulbous appearance, its par-

tially altered, dirty-looking nail tilted upward or to one
side, and a dry, scaling, or indolentl}' granulating surface
exhibited in the exposed part of the bed.

Ulcerative paronychia is characterized by a shallow or

deep idceration extending at the central or lateral parts
of the nail-fold, matrix, or bed, bathed with a sanguino-
leut, thin, or ill-conditioned pus. It may begin with the

dry lesions described above, or with the development of

marginally seated papides or pustules. The nail may, as
a result, be iu lateral deviation from the axis of tlie pha-
lanx, orpartiallj'or wholly loo.sened from its attachments.
In this state it may present any of the changes Seen in

syphilitic onychia. The nail-bed, when thus exposed, is

usually tumid, covered with a thin, puriform secretion,

gratuilaling, or the seat of ati irregular, firm, and whit-

ish, epithelial investment. Thin layers of ni'W nail sub-

stance speedily form over this surface if proper treatment
be instituted ; and, even in the cases iu which a distorted
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nail at lirst coN-ors tlie bulbous phalanx and its purplish,
tumid uailfolil. the restoration is eventually eouiplete.
In some cases the ulcer lirsl forms beneatli a crust under
the free edge of the nail, and thence, when not propeily
managed, spreads irregularly over the matrix, the nail

becoming loose and undergoing the changes already
. described. Care shotdd be taUen in the diagnosis of such
cases to exclude tricliophytusisunguium(\vhere the para-
site is recognizable under the microscope); eczema and

psoriasis (in which there is no history of syphilis and
none of its other symptoms); digital chancres (in which
the nails are not chiefly involved); and ordinary forms
of [laronycbia (which commonly spare the nail-bed and
matrix).

Tlie treatment is largely internal; locally the white

preci|iitate salve foue scruple to the ounce (1.33 to 33.0)]

may be applied on rags. L'lcers may be dressed with

pencillings of the nitrate of silver, followed with iodo-

form or iodol in powder.
The Rkl.vtioxs of the Svpiiiloderm.\i a to the

Process ok Systemic Intoxication .\nd to the Acci-
dents OF Environment.—The view was once generally
held, and is still largely entertained, that the several erup-
tions observed in the course of evolution of syphilis are

due .solely to the constitutional malady. This position,
viewed in the light of modern science, is seen to be un-
tenable. The eruptions minutely described and definitely

catalogued in the treatises upon this subject can, with-
out dilBculty, be assigned etiologically to several cate-

gories.
In the first are grouped syphilodermata due solely, so

far as can be ascertained by our present methods, to the

influence of the toxiu of the disease. These eruptions
constitute probablv the smaller number of all with which
the physician needs to be familiar.

In a second category are to be recognized the syphilj-
dermata due wholly to externally operating causes, the
accidents of environment. Some eruptions should be
here included, in which manifestly the pyogenic staphy-
lococci are the eflicient factors in the production of the

lesions, some of them resulting from inoculation, others
from auto-inoculation. It is quite noticeable of the pus-
tular syphilodermata that they are nowhere seen so

abundantly and in such typical expression as among the

filthy, the impoverished, and the neglected. They are

decidedly among the rarer complications of the evolution
of the disease among the cleanly, the well fed, and the

comfortably clad. Specilrc treatment being for the time

abandoned, the pustular syphilodermata as a rule respond
rapidly to the treatment indicated by the existence of
such lesious, viz., bathing, disinfection, asepsis, proper
clothing, and shelter of the body. Some of the pustulo-
crustaceous and bullous lesions acknowledge similar

causes. It is an error to dissociate syphilis in all cases
from the category of the filth-diseases. The worst va-

rieties of the malady, without any question, are to be
found in the lowest class of patients in the out-deiiart-
ments of puhlic charities, where attacks are daily made
upon the unwashed skin by micro-organisms, animal and
vegetable parasites, the "llora dermatologica

" of Unna,
and the tinger-nails of the sulferers.

In a third class are to be named the eruptive phenom-
ena, due without question to the operation of an internal

cau.se, but brought into existence, or encouraged, or

precipitated, by externally operating accidents. This in-

cludes an enormous number of all the syphilodermata,
and there are few that may not acknowledge influences
of the sort to which attention is here directed. The
mouth of the tobaceochewer and smoker is often freed
from raucous patches when relieved of the irritation

thus aroused; the anus of the infant is no longer sur-

rounded by a group of condylomata when its surface is

properly cleansed and disinfected; the palmar plaques
of the toiler with material or tool cease to ulcerate and
begin to heal when labor is suspended, or the hands,
when thus engaged, are protected from injurious con-
tacts.

In a fourth class are to be placed a small number of

supposed syphilodermata, due to causes operating inter-

nally, and to be attributed only in part to the infective

process. Here should be described all the medicamen-
tous eruptions, due to the iodine compounds administered
for relief of the disease, chiefly the aeneiform lesions

(acne artificialis, acne varioliformis). With these should
be enumerated eruptions of the class represented b_v the

pigmentary syphiloderm which refuses to succumb to

the action of the remedies commonly elTeetive in syphilis,
and which is in reality a pigmentary disorder only very
indirectly associated with the toxic condition of the

system.
In a fifth class are represented a number of the cuta-

neous pictures of syphilis, due to the commingling of

syphilodermata with simpler dermatoses. Chief among
these is the combination of syphilis anil seborrhea seen
so often about the nose, the brow, and over the scalp of
the subjects of the two disorders.

The Beu.wior of the SYPniLODER.M.\T.\ IN the
Presence of Other Infective Processes.—The
knowledge had respecting the relation of syphilis to

other diseases was of the vaguest character prior to the
date of an exact appreciation of the etiological impor-
tance of micro-organisms iu disease. The mutual antag-
onisms of the latter in several of the infective processes
are made apparent in many of the morbid conditions pre-
sented in syphilis. Erysipelas may affect the skin which
is the seat of syphilodermata, but then the result, far

from suggesting a complexus of two disorders with a
confused pictiue of each, is a typical erysipelas having
an issue which leaves the skin, after relief of the later

infection, free from the lesions first occupying the

ground. Similarly, in observation of a series of cases of

typhoid fever occurring at the moment of an abundant
eruption of syphilodermata of an early type, the cuta-
neous symptoms wholly disappear with all other traces

of syphilis, only to return, usually in milder expression,
after the conclusion of weeks or months of illness and

protracted convalescence, when the bodilj' weight is

again nearly approaching its normal standard.
Syi'hilom.a of the Subcut.\neous Gl.\nds (Gumma-

tous involvement of the Ij'mphatics, so-called "tertiary
bubo").—In those periods of syphilis, when gummatous
material is deposited in any of the bodily tissues, the sub-
cutaneous glands may suffer. This complication of the
disease is more common than is generally supposed, and,
when the glands of the neck are involved, presents a
condition which is often mistaken for tuberculosis.

The subjects of the disease are not always in what has
been termed the

"
late

"
stages of the disease. The_y are

often the recently infected, even within a few months of

the date of that accident, and, as a rule, are of the type
formerly described as strumous. They are usually indi-

viduals of weak constitution, under normal weight, and

poorly nourished, or severely taxed in daily toil. The
glands are recognized as round and oval, dense and at

times clastic swellings, involving one ora group of several

glands (" pleiades" of French writers), which may pur-
sue a gradual course terminating in disintegration, or

undergo resorption of the deposit in any stage of develop-
ment. The glands are at first in a purely irritative con-

dition, thus probably resenting the entrance of either

bacilli or toxins of the same in their meshes; later, there

is a well-marked cell proliferation with degeneration of
the central pidp of the gland, pus formation, and exit of

the same, either spontaneouslj- or by means of surgical
interference; in other subjects caseation results, the cell

lu'oliferation ilccre&ses puii passu with increase of the in-

tercellular tissue, and fatty metamorphosis eventually
takes place.
The glands most frequently involved are, first, those

of the neck (submaxillary, infraclavicular); next, those

of the inguinal regions; lastly, the axillarj', cubital, and

po]ilileal.
The tumors vary in size from small nuts to large

eggs, are both [laiuful and tender, and soften when
about to break down at or about the central point of the

mass. They are exceedingly indolent, and even when
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cmivcrted into au abscess have little or no tenrlency to

burst, but retain lor weeks at a time, even lonijer, their

pulpy and ill-condiliouccl contents. 'I'lu-y are at first

covered by a luovaOle and normally colored integument;
later this becomes dark-hueil and livi<l. When spon-

taneously bursting, tlie rent of the gland capsule reveals

a discolored grayish-yellow or darker adnn.xturc of

thin pus and detritus of tissue, a healthy-looking wound
being produced after scraping, which in well-managed
cases i)roceeds without delay to rei)air. The scars left

in either event strongly resemble those resulting from
the similar process in tuberculous involvement of the

lymjihatic glands."

Actinomycosis should always be differentiated by the

aid of the "microscope; tuberculosis, if not by the same
means, at least by the relative rapidity of evolution of

the syphilitic process; for though at times but a few
months are required for the entire career of tlie syphilitic

lesion, the tuberculous are comniouly far slower of

career and soften centrally only after long delay. The

lymjihoma of syphilis rarely requires a twelvemonth for

its completed curriculum. Carcinoma of the regions
named is exceedingly rare; sarcoma is even more rare of

occurrence.
The more lately {lensed metliods of treatment in syphilis

have uot yet supplanted the older and approved devices,

nor do they contain the promise of so doing. Tommasoli
has employed intramuscular injections of a fluid obtained

by keeping the blood of lambs for tweuty-four hours on

ice, separating thus the serum. From 2 to 8 c.c. of the

latterare injected foradozen or more times. The lesions

of syphilis are reported to have rapidly and iiermaneut-

ly disappeared under this treatment; and the reactive

effects from these injections were in no case severe.

Wellander, of Stockholm, has employed for injections
a ini.\ture of the acetate of thymol mercury, gr. 1.5 in

liquid paraffin, injected every fourth day till six or seven

injections have been made. Indurations and absce.sses

at the site of the operation were minimized in number
and severity ; the reactionary effects were reported mild,

and the symptoms of the disease yielded with varying
but satisfactory promptness, some relapses occurring.
The other mercurial salts lately employed besides hy-

drargyrum thymolicum (thymoiaceticum) are salicyli-

cum, succinimidicum, alaninicuin benzoatum, oxycyana-
tum, formamidatum. The basis employed by Schadek
is an emulsion of gum arable. The oxyc_vanide is used in

injections of one-quarter of one per cent. The benzoate

is employed in solution as follows;

Hvdrarg. benzoat 0.30

Sod. chTorid 0.10

Aq. destillat 40.00

The succinimidicum is used also in one-per-cent. solu-

tions.

Moncorvo and Ferreira report the treatment of a large
number of j-onng children affected with syphilis by hy-
podermatic injection, the corrosive sublimate being pre-
ferred by them for this inirpose. The doses were exceed-

ingly well tolerated by the children, who exhibited but
little tendency to the after-occurrence of stomatitis, sali-

vation, or intestinal colic.

.Vffections of the EvES.^The hones composing the

orbit may be involved in ostitis or periostitis, with de-

generative results in the form of caries or necrosis. In
lliis way may be liglited up an intra-orbital cellulitis re-

sulting in abscess. Nodes also occur within the orbit,

and may be followed by serious consequences when pro-
ductive of pressure effects. The lachrymal passages also

may be involved in obscure catarrhal changes, associated

with pharyngeal h'sions. JIucous and siibcutaiieous tis-

sue, periosteum, and bone may be eventually implicated,
witli the result of producing lachrymation, epiphora,
abscess, and eventually listula'. The treatment is by
division of the canalicidi and dilatation of the canal by
))robes. The parts may then be treated with weak injec-
tions of the nitrate of silver, or, what is fully as valuable.

two- to live-percent, solutions of resorcin. When the
canal is jjervious to the probe, the trouble is usually due
to changes in the periosteum of the nasal process of the

superior maxillary bone. The frequent application of
water, as hot as can be borne, to the affected parts, if re-

quired in connection with the application of fomenta-
tions, will often give relief in these cases when energetic
constitutional measures are adopted. Bunistead and
Taylor reitort syphilitic changes in the lachrymal gland
sullicieut to produce a species of ptosis, and also gum-
mata of the caruncles.
The eyelids may be severely and extensively involved

in sy philLs. They may be the seat of chancres, as also of

papules. |>ustules, ulcers, and residting cicatrices drag-
ging the lids into ectropion. Syphilitic ulcerations attack
the cant hi and free edges of tiie lids, encroaching also

U])on the mucous surfaces. The- author has seen both
upper lids symmetrically involved in ragged ulcerations
of the edge resembling the work of a punch. Degener-
ating gummata of these regions often leave disfiguring
cicatrices. The palpebral conjunctiva is often the seat of
mucous patches. Subcutaneous indolent nodid('S, the
size of a hemp-seed to that of a pea, occasionally form in

the lid, and the)' may obstinately persist when treated.

The tarsus is reported also by several observers to have
been involved in a tarsitis syphilitica, which is at first

productiveof tumefaction of thelids, and later of changes
in the cartilage it.self. The fasci;e and tendons of the
ocular muscles are also liable to s, philitic changes, which
may residt in thickening, in abscess, or in fistula. All

syphilitic lesions of the eyelids are to be distinguished
from chancres of the lid, accidents not of very rare occur-
rence in the large cities. In these cases there is great
tumefaction, brawny, empurpled thickening (of the inner
canthus usually, the part most apt to be rubbed by the

finger that transports the infective secretion), and a

specific induration of the preauricular or submaxillary
gland—far more commoidy the former.
The eonjunctira may be the seat of mucous patches,

circumscribed macules, papules, tubercles, and gum-
mata. These are, however, rare. The ocular conjunc-
tiva is spared most of the lesions of syphilis, save when
it becomes engorged with blood as a consequence of
iritis.

The cornea, when participating in syphilitic changes,
is usually recognized in the victim of inherited disease.

There is found, first, slight pericorneal viiscularization,
in the diffuse form, with one or several centrally situated
or marginal opalescent points showing in the cornea.
These increase till the whole or a great part of the cornea
is involved, jiroducing thus a characteristic opacity
limited to the field of the keratitis. With the keratitis

of inherited syphilis are often seen the alterations in the

color, size, and shape of the permanent incisor teeth,
first described by Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, who re-

gards the permanent upper central incisors as the test-

teeth. These are usually vertically and transversely
shortened and thinned, with a crescentic notch at the
free border, its convexitj' regarding the root of the
tooth. This notching, most conspicuous in childhood,
becomes partially obliterated by attrition in later life.

The teeth are also often convergent, occasionally sepa-
rated ; in other cases "

pegged," and again discolored in

shades of a dull brown.
The punctate form of keratitis is seen both in acquired

and in late inherited syphilis. Intracorneal puneta,
the size of a pinhead. are then visible, careful ob.serva-

tion of which reveals the lack of lustre or grayish shade
of color of corneal ojiacities in general.
The sclera may be involved (1) in an episcleritis begin-

ning with pericorneal hyperainic macules of a dull-red-

dish hue, with few if any .subjective sensations. A
circumscribed portion of the sclera may then appear
thickened, and in some cases radii of engorged conjunc-
tival vessels indicate an extension of the hypera'inia to

the overlying membrane. In extreme cases the cornea,

scleia, iris, and lens are involved in a conunon inliamma-

tory process; cases which the writer believes originate
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for tlie most part in an iritis. (2) An interstitial, or

parenchymatous, sclcrilis may present the features of an
inflammation of the organ, or of a gummatous deposit,
or of infiltration within its substiince, wliieh, following
the rule iu similar involvement of olher organs, may
undergo resolution, or degenerate into an ulcer with

irregular edges, and softish, grayi.sh floor. When the

cornea also is implicated, one sees a characteristic conical

area of corneal opacity, its base resting upon the involved

sclera, its apex projected forward to the centre of the

cornea.

Iritis.—More than onelialf of cases of iritis are of

syphilitic origin, the proportion ranging between si.xty
and eighty per cent, of all cases. It is not only a com-
mon complication of the disease, but, as regards the loss

of vision, one of the most disastrous. The symptoms of

specitic and non-siiecific iiitianunation of the iris are,

taken /«'(• sc. indistinguislial)lc. Three forms are to be

recognized: simple plastic, serous, and parenchymatous.
The two first named belong to the earlier period of
the disease; the last is due to a gummatous infiltration

of the organ. The disease is conmionly unilateral in

situation at the outset, but in fifty per cent, of all cases

ultimately attacks the other eye. It occurs most tre-

quentl.v at the average age of the syphilitic subject
— that

Is, in early adult life ; and is much more frequent in men,
bj- reason of the greater exposure of the eyes of the male
to the accidents incidental to the trades and occupations
of life. Iritis is decidedly more frequent when special
conditions in the environment of the patient favor the

occurrence of the disease, as, for example, when the eye
is exposed to the radiation of light from newly fallen

snow in winter. Simple plastic iritis is the condition in

which tliere is, first, hy pera'mia and later a plastic exudate
from some portion of the iris with proliferation of the

connective-tissue elements. It may be so slight in its

symptoms as to escajje detection, and be then accom-

panied by mild photophobia and vascular injection. In
other eases the symptoms are marked and distressing.
There is distinctly pericorneal vascularization, sometimes

subconjunctival axiema. The large, mobile, tortuous,
brick-red conjunctival vessels contrast strongly with the

straighter radii of delicate pinkish underlying vessels visi-

ble in the sclerotic zone and limited largely to it. Both

planes of injection aid in giving a distinctly reddi.sh color

to the eye, which is evidently in a state of infiamniation.

The affected iris is peculiarly didl lined, its color, as com-

pared with its unaltered fellow, being changed in various
shades according to the color natural to the organ in

health. It is sluggish to the light, and often its struc-

ture is indistinguishable to the eye of the careful ob-

server, beeau.se covered with a delicate stratum of the

plastic ewidate. The latter may extend also over the
anterior capsule and give the pupil a cloudy appearance.
The aqueous humor also may become turbid. In con-

sequence of these changes the free border of the iris is

often agglutinated, in various degrees, at one or several

points, to the anterior face of the capsule of the lens, so

that when its muscles contract the pupillary outline be-

comes irregular, being changed from the figure of a
circle to that of an interrupted curve, or to semilunar,
trefoil, figure-of-eight, or scallop shajies.
Serous iritis is characterized l\v the exudation of a

serous fluid, with hypersecretion of a cloudy aciueous
humor, which precipitates a deposit iu the form of a

delicate, opaque, piuietate, or diffuse film on the pos-
terior face of the cornea, the anterior face of the lens,

and the membrane of Descemet. There is increased

intia-ocular tension, the i)U])il is immobile and dilated,

and the iris is changed in hue. There is less injection of

the sclerotic zone than in the plastic form of iritis.

Glaucoma may eventually residt, from participation of
the ciliary body and choroid in the process.

Parenchymatous, gimimatous, or suppurative iritis

affects the stroma of the organ, the cellular and vascular
elements of which then proliferate, causing a regular or

irregular increase in its dimensions. The attachments
which form between the lens and iris are firm and un-

yielding. Tubercles, nodules, or "condylomata
"
(gum-

inata), become visible as light- or dark-colored, circum-
scribed elevations on the surface of the iris, marginal or
not in situation, .sometimes vascularized as they persist,
and attesting the unicity of the syphilitic process in all

tissues of the body. Pus may form in the anterior cham-
ber, especially in cachectic subjects.
The diagnosis of these disorders is not difiicult, since

their association with a syphiloderm, often papular, and
the history of the case, usually corroborate the suspicion
aroused by the lachrymation, pain, photophobia, and
circumcorneal vascularization. The treatment is by the
administration of mercmy and the iodide of potassium
internally, pushed until the system is controlled In' these

drugs; and by the instillation into the eye of the sul-

phate of atropine in solution (gr. ij. ad fl. 1 i. [0.133-
32]). In exceptional cases vesication over the temple
may be employed with advantage, or a leech or two may
be aftixed near the ear. Opium hypodermaticallj', or co-

caine locally, may be required to relieve pain. The
oleate of mercury and morphine also may be applied by
inunction over the brow, even where the mydriatic is

employed. The eyes should be disused and protected
against light (b}' a darkened chamber or shaded glasses).
Paracentesis of the cornea and iridectomy may be re-

quired in severe cases at the hands of the ophtlialmic
surgeon.
A form of iritis has been observed in the first half-j'car

of life of infants, mostly of the female sex, affected with
inherited syphilis. It is both unilateral and bilateral,
and accompanied by few of the marked subjective symp-
toms of the disease experienced by adults, but is far
more liable to result in pupillary occlusion.

The lens is affected in sj'philis chiefly by extension to

it of inflammation of the delicate organs with which it

sustains anatomical relations. Cyclitis, or inflammation
of the ciliary body, is for the most part similarly excited

by an iritis or choroiditis of the same eye. Very rarel}-,

indeed, a gmuniatons exudation occurs primarily iu its

substance, and thi'U commonly the iris is secondarily in-

volved, with characteristic .symptoms.
Choroiditis and Retinitis.—Plastic, serous, and paren-

chymatous inflammations of the retina and choroid are

described by authors, the distinction between which
forms, as also between iuflanunations of the two organs,
is difficult to establish. The objective symptoms of
these disorders, as recognized by the aid of the ophthal-
moscope, may be described as increased vascularity,

ecchymosis, opacity, oedema, and appearance in the fun-

dus of the eye of whitish or yellowish spots. Often the

pigment of the choroid atrophies, permitting in one or

more places a view of the sclera through its tissue.

Blackish areoUe may surround these irregularly bordered
macules. In other cases the choroid presents the appear-
ance of maceration; or again, circumscribed nodules

(gummata) project above the general level. When there

are distinct retinal changes, the point of entrance of the

optic nerve is usually pinkish or reddish in shade,
cedematous, and surrounded by distended and conspicu-
ous vessels; or it is hidden from view by plastic deposits

upon its surface, or by a fog in the vitreous luunor.

The optic nerre, when affected with syphilis, is usually
involved after extension to it of a retinitis or choroiditis.

It is with great raritj' primarih' infiltrated with a gum-
matous product. The same is true of the vitreous, which
is usually implicated oidy after syphilitic changes in its

investing membranes.

Paralysis of the iicrres of the eye is as nearly pathogno-
monic of syphilis as is iritis, from fifty to sixty jier cent,

of all cases occurring in syphilitic subjects. Many of

these at e early phenomena of cerebral syiihilis. and lience

amblyopia, failure of co-ordination of the ocular move-
ments, and visual disturbances of every kind .should be

closely investigated at all times when occurring in the

victim of syphilis. Paralysis of the third pair of cere-

bral nerves, the oculomotorius. is characterized by ptosis
of the upper lid, external strabismus, and inability to

move the globe upward, downward, or inward. Ac-
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commodation is wliollyor partially lost, niid the pupil is

diliitt'd. Paralysis iif the sixth ])air, llie abdiiceus, is, on
the other haud, clmracti'rizcd by internal strabismus,

amblyiijiia on the outer side of the vertical axis of the

eye, and iuability to move the globe outward. Paraly-
sis of tlie fourth pair, the pathetieus, is characterized l)y

amblyopia for all objects lying below the eciuator of the

globe of the eye, and by the fact that the patient is

obligi'd to makeauelTort to correct the visual iin|iri'Ssions

of ol)jcels below that equator by the inclination of the

head.
These paralyses may occur singly or iu combination;

and, with or without them, may be recognized monocu-
lar mydriasis, which, albeit occasionally associated with

grave cerebral s_viihilis, the author has seen persist for

years without impairment of co-ordiuatiou or other ocular

symptom. Umjuestionabh' these paralyses may be due
at times to gummatous and other syphilitic changes in

the membranes, periosteum, and bones within the cranial

vault. Convergent strabismus is readily distinguished
from paralysis of the sixth pair by the relief of the

squint iu the former case when the sound eye is covered.

The treatment of these paralyses by the usual method of

managing constitutional syphilis is, for the most part,

encouraging. Tenotomy may be occasionally reciinred.
Tlie Eye in Inhtrited Syphilis.

—In congenital diseases

the lids, coujuuctivre, cornea, iris, choroid, retina, and

optic nerve, may, one or all, be alfectcd with specific in-

flammatory changes, or, more commonly, by giunmatous
deposits resulting in degeneration and idceration. Grave
ocular troubles in early life, especially if coexisting with

persistent alterations of the subcutaneous structures,

periosteum, or bone, should generally awaken the suspi-
cion of syphilitic disease.

[For affections of the ear in syphilis consult the exhaus-
tive article on this subject in Vol. III. (page 674)].

Affections op the REsriRATORY Tract.— The Nose.—The lining membrane of the nares may be the seat of

macules, papules, erosions, mucous patches, and ulcera-

tions, with catarrhal symptoms, the discharge fiom the

nares becoming serous, purulent, or hemorrhagic. In-

spissated masses of these secretions smeared with an
offensive discharge are at times expelled. Gumniata
form in the same region, the degeneration of which leads

to ulcerative changes in cartilage, periosteum, and bone.

This order of sequence may be reversed, the gummatous
inliltration first occurring in the osseous structure. The
septum, floor. Eustachian tube, pharynx, roof of the

mouth, antrum, and even the cerebral meninges, may be
attacked by extension of the disease from one point to

another. When the bridge of the nose is in this w&y
undermined, a characteristic and highly disfiguring flat-

tening occurs, which is rarely seen in any other disorder

save syphilis, traumatism excepted. Cartilaginous de-

struction is productive of flattening of the tip of the

nose. The practically remediless nature of these de-

formities renders the treatment of all nasal disorders in

sj'philis a matter of tlie highest consequence. When
the antrum of Ilighmore is affected, there is a ])eculiar

tmuefaction, unaccompanied by coloration or change in

the skin, of one side of the face, the treatment of which

may require removal of a tooth, jienetratiou of the floor

of the antrum, and the wearing of an obturator for a
time. When the Eustachian tube is involved, the drum
membrane may be perforated and a purulent otitis media
follow. Many of these changes, whether vegetative,
erosive, or ulcerative in ty]ie, are accomjianied by fetiil

ozit^na, nasal phonation. and partial or total loss of the

olfactory .sense. Sometimes osseous fragments, varying
in size from a hemp-seed to a finger nail, are discharged
from the nares, the detritus of the carious process as it

affects the nasal, turbinated, or other bones. Eburnalion
and thickening of the bones iu situ may also result. The
internal treatment of these cases is by meron-y, Iodide of

potassium, the mineral acids, and ferruginous tonics.

Locally, the tn^atment may be successfully conducted by
the aid of mercurial fumigation, but the use of a cleans-

ing douche, followed by lotions containing the bichloride
of mercury, resorcin, iodized phenol, potassium chlorate,
or liorie acid, may be preferable.

'J'/ie LiiryiLf.
—The vocal cords, arytenoid and glosso-

epiglottic folds, and all parts of the mucous, submucous,
cartilaginous, and osseous tissues of the larynx, may
become the seat of syphilitic changes. Diffuse cir-

cumscribed erythema, nuicous patches, papules, "condy-
lomata," vegetations, erosions, and guiumata may l)e

followed by su])erfieial or deep ulcerations, circumscribed
or extensive infiltrations, and cicatrices, tlie contracture
of which may induce grave and dangerous laryngeal
stenosis. Pain, cough, changes in the volume or pitch
of the voice, dyspnoea and dysphagia, are not at first no-
ticeable. The supervention of cedema ma\' gradually or

rapidly usher in a serious condition. Later, when steno-
sis of the larynx (the more frequent of the ultimate re-

sults) is induced by cicatricial contraction, or (more rarely)
by vegetations, false membranes, gummala, or nodes, the
voice may be reduced to a whisper, or there may be com-
plete aphonia, dj'sphagia to a slight extent, or d3'spnoea
even to a grade demanding tracheotomy for the pies-
ervation of life. The mucous membrane of the larynx
is affected also with a chronic form of infiltration, which
results in a characteristic induration of tlie important
submucous tissues of the larynx, distinguishable from
cedema by its firmness and density. The deeper ulcera-
tions of this organ resulting from degenerating gum-
mata, circumscribed or dilTuse in extent, commonly
spread from similar lesions in the phar3-nx, resulting ul-

timately in destruction of the epiglottis, leaving often in

such cases a single wide and ragged laryngo-pharyn-
geal chasm ; or involving the cords, aryteno-epiglottic
ligaments, and deeper structures. When the cartilage
is involved, crepitation is said to be perceptible after the
occurrence of perichondritis; and seciuestra have been
removed when caries or necrosis has attacked the ossified

cartilage. Syphilitic aphonia, obscure as to its imme-
diate cause, as well as paralyses whether of one or both
sides, is not to be confounded with syphilitic aphasia.
Tuberculosis can now be satisfactorily differentiated
from these affections by the modern methods of recog-
nizing the bacillus of that disorder, as well as by the
other signs of jihthisis and the absence of a history of

sj'philis and its concomitant symptoms.
The tnichca may become the seat of lesions similar to

those recognized iu the larynx : but the absence here of
the delicate mechanism required fur phonation explains
why they are rarer, less conspicuous, and less compli-
cated. The larynx, trachea, and lironchi are usually si-

multaneously or successively involved, the trachea alone

very rarely. All the lesions of mucous surfaces in

sj-philis, all the vegetations, infiltrations, and degenera-
tions, may here be noted, including extratracheal ab-
scesses from perforation. Stenosis from cicatricial con-
traction ma}' here also induce fatal results. The internal
treatment of laryngeal and tracheal syphilis is that of
the disease in general. Locally, the parts may be wiped
with solutions of boric acid, benzoin tincture, eucalyptol,
or dusted with iodoform, or tannin in fine powder, re-

duced if desired. The galvano-cautery is best em|iloyed
in the surgical management of membrauoid occlusions,
wiiich are. it should be remembered, quite uniufiuenced

by large doses of the potassic iodide. The last-named

drug is indeed, in some cases, credited with producing a
form of laryngeal a-dema. Dilatation with bougies has
not won for itself much favor in the management of
these cases. The use of tobacco, both by smoking and

by chewing, is to be interdicted in all cases.

The bronchi may become the seat of the syphilitic

changes described in connection with the larynx and
trachea. Few cas(fs, however, have been carefully
studied, though steno.sis following ulceration has been

recognized post mortem.
The liiii;/i< may be the seat of a syphilitic infiltration

affecting usually one side of the chest only, and then the

U|iper, middle, or lower lobe. The pulmonary tissue be-

comes so dense iu these cases as to be impermeable to the
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air: and yellowish points are visible lit'ie and there in

till' relatively small patch of consolidation, due to the

irritation of the parenchyma by llic sclerotic nodule.

These sclerosed portions of the lung by their contrac-

tion induce either stenosis or ectasia of the normal canals

and chambers in the vicinage. Under the microscope
the sclerosis is seen to be made up of bundles of firm

connective tissue, between which appear stellate, fusi-

form, and roundish cells, with a graindar detritus. Tlic

vessels of the jiart are first engorged with blood, and
later choked willi the stasis of their contents.

Pulmonary gununala, or circumscribed syphilomata,
of the lung rarely form at the apices of these organs, but
are found in all other parts. They are grayish, semi-

solid masses, varying from the si/e of a pea to that of

an egg, set in the pulmonary ]iaren(h_vuia, surrounded

always bj- an ojialesccnt, librous, basket like caiisule,
and as they grow ohler they often exhibit one or more

yellowish points in their mass where caseation has

begun. Softening progresses from centre to periphery,
and the contents may lind exit by the portal of a neigh-
boring bronchus with a secreting cavity left behind; or

resorption may occur with the residt of leaving in the

lung tissue a tibrous mass, having a cheesy centre. These
conditions ma_v be found in one lung: gumniata forming
in cavities originally resulting from lesions that have de-

generated, niingled.with tibroussequehv of resorption, and

contracting cicalrices. Often the pleura and bronchi are

either involved in the .same process or exhibit the irritat-

ing effects of the ])ulmonary neoplasms. Microscopically,
the centre of these gumniata is found to be made up of

graiudar comiective tis.sue, in process of degeneration,
and highly refractive granules. The fibrous tissue is con-

centrically wrapped about them, the cellular elements
nearest tlie core having undergone in part fattj- meta-

morphosis. Still more externally lie irregular masses

representing a small-celled intiltratiou, which in places
blocks up the alveoli. The lesions are encircled by peripli-

erall}' distributed connective tissue with clearly defined
limits. The result, as regards the lung tissue, is, accord-

ing to Councilman, a pnetmionia with fibrinotis exudation,

accompanied by tibrous thickening of the alveolar walls,
the wliole undergoing caseation. When the action of the
virus is intense, necrosis of tissue occurs before tliere is

time for the development of the protecting connective
tissue.

The analogy between tuberculosis and syphilis of the

huig is shown by the fact that in both processes a caseous

pneumonia results; but in the former instance the in-

flammatory process is the direct result of the presence
and irritative ellects of tubercle l)acilli: in the latter, the

primary ])nicess is an atropliy of the alveolar walls,
most iirobably due to a hyaline degeneration of the

capillaries.
The diagnostic differences, as given by Delafield, are,

in syphilitic disease of the limg. dy,spno>a on inspiration ;

a varying degree of supra- and infraclavicular retrac-

tion; on percussion, marked dulness over the aiTectcd

parts; on auscultation, prolonged and high-pitched
respiratory murnuir, with a pause between it and a pro-

kinged and almost equally high-pitched expiratory mur-
mur. Sibilant, sonorous, crepitant, and subcrepitant
riiles are often wanting; vocal fremitus on coughing
js increased. The symptoms of these lung changes
of syphilis are largely those of non-specifie inflamma-

tory disorders, viz., bronchial catarrh witli expectora-
tion of muco-pus; diminution of sonority in percus-
sion; limitation of the respiratory area in alVected parts
of the lung; dry and moist rfdes : jirolonged exiiiration.
and dyspna'a. (Jases of severe hemorrhage in patients af-

fected with syphilitic pulnionarv sclerosis may go on to

complete recovery after appropriate therapy. In the
event of degenerating giunniata of the lung, the symp-
toms are those of pulmonary caverns, whatever be the

cause, hollow gurgling rfdes, peetorilotpiy, raucous

voice, etc. The diagnosis is established by the history
of syphilisand by any concomitant symptoms present ; by
the relative immunity of the pulmonar}- ajiex : by the

smaller number and larger size of gummata, as contrasted
with miliary tubercles; and bj' the absence of the bacilli

of tuberculosis, of the signs of hydatid cysts, and, of

neoplasms of other diseases. The treatment is that of

syphilis in general, with such remedies as are specially
indicated by the pidmonary symptoms present.
Affections of tub Dioestive Tu.\ct.— The Mouth.—As the lining memlirane of the mouth is more often ex-

po.sed to the eye of the practitioner than any other mu-
cous surface in the body, the symptoms which it exhibits
in the victim of syphilis may be regarded as representative
of mucous lesions in general. They are all properly in

alignment with the cutaneous lesions, the modifying in-

fluences being chiefly heat, moisture, and motion
; the

latterincidental to the performance of the important fimc-
tions of the mucous cavities. Thus the buccal cavity is

often the seat of diffuse or circiunscril)ed erythema, in
dull red shades, faucial or jialatal in situation, with
defined or irregular outlines, accompanied by inliltra-

tion, O'dema, and often by erosions. These may be mul-

tiple, pea-sized patches, or a single sheet of diffuse
blush. The former, after maceration, may, by either a
vegetiitive or a degenerative process, form papules, mu-
cous patches, or ulcers. In malignant cases a dull -red

cry tliema often precedes the gangrenous crateriform ulcer
which opens, almost as at a stroke, the oral and nasal
cavities by a communicating chasm.
Mucous P.VTCHES (JIucous tubercles. Plaques niu-

queuses. Moist papules, etc.).—The larger number of
these lesions appear in the mouth and about the anus,

though they are to be seen near all the mucous outlets of
the body. They are far more common and more severe in

the mouths of men than in those of women, on account of
the tobacco habits of the former. They are early and late

lesions of syphilis, and are represented in the symptoms
of relatively few diseases not syphilitic. T"he_v con-
sist of roundish, oval, or irregularly shaped discs, or

longer, narrow, indetinitely outlined bands of a delicate

rosy hue; grayish or opalescent in color; often granular
and elevated about a millimetre above the general level

of the surface where they appear. ]Many of them secra
to bo covered with a delicate pellicle. When of a pinkish
or reddish shade, they represent merely a stage of hyper-
ajmia of the membrane; when opalescent, as if pencilled
by the silver crayon, a stage of maceration of the pre-

viously infiltrated epidermis; when granular, a stage of

attempted repair, the loosened pellicle having been re-

moved by friction or otherwise, and the surface beneath

forming a new epithelial envclojie. Thej' may form

upon a chancre when undergoing its so-called "transfor-
mation ill situ." already described. When located in

(juasi-mucous situations, viz., those portions of the skin
in the vicinity of the mucous outlets subjected to friction

and kept moist and warm (inner faces of the thighs, in-

side of the toes, etc.), they may vegetate and produce
the condyloma, a lesion frequently seen about the anus
and genital region, more particular!}' in syphilitic women
of filthy habits. These are usuallj- circumscribed, nud-

tiple, roundish, or irregularly shaped, wart-like eleva-

tions, smeared with a whitish mucus, highly contagious,
and of especially disgusting odor when seated al)out the

auo-genital oritices. In the same situation they are re-

markable for tlie ])roductioii of a sensation of itching,

rarely awakened by other syphilitic lesions. Occasion-

ally they are dry. They are, as a matter of fact, merely
])apular lesions, flattened by apposition of the surfaces
Ijetween which they are developed, or vegetating, as the
clefts in these Sivme s\irfaces jiennit of such a growth,
secreting because moist and macerated, and itching be-

cause irritated by the same agencies. When exposed, as

about the bearded lips and nares. they are dryer, and
browner, or duUer red in hue. They occur in and about
all the mucous outlets, and affect all mucous surfaces,
with a marked predihction for the neighborhood of the

mucocutaneous borders. They are common in both
infantile and inherited syphilis. They may become
cracked, eroiled. and superficially or very deeply tdcer-

ated. Their excessive jiroli feral ion may jiroduce enor-
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mous masses of secreting, wart-like, softish growths, de-

scrilii'il l>y authors as framba'sioid contlyloniatous syphi-
loilcimata.

The nuicoiis patches of the iiioutli are loss elevated and
more opalescent than others, and appear upon the inside

of the lips and cheeks, gums, uvula, palate, tonsils, and

pharynx. They should never be confounded with the

tran.sitory, minute, usually distinctly circular, aphthous
ulcerations to be seen in liealthy adults after a til of in-

digestion; nor with the persistent, much tinner, lealliery

discs, or striated or riblion-like streaks, described as

psoriasis lingua", leukoplakia bueealis, etc., which, as is

now well known, may be the earliest epitheliomalous
transformation of a mucous membrane; nor with lichen

planus of the mouth; nor, lastly, with the so-called

"smokers' patches" (plaques des fumeurs, etc.), which

many cases, it can scarceh' be questioned, represent buc-
cal lesions in a veteran of syphilis.
The tongue may display a wide variety in the lesions

of syphilis. In the order of gravity may be named:
Multiple, macular lesions, the size of a pinhead, abun-
danth' spread over its upper surface; mucous patches
in all forms, particularly over the edges and tip, often

forming where the organ is rasped by the rough edge of

a carious molar tooth ; flat, circular papules, the size of

a bean and larger, elevated a millimetre or two above
the general level ; circumscribed and difftise, superticial
or deep (parenchymatous) scleroses, usually developed
upon the upper surface of the organ and near its mesian

line, characterized by irregular increase of bulk and al-

most cartilaginous density, which may result in resorp-
tion and atrophy or ulceration ; and,,lastly, superficial or

parenchymatous gummata, submucous or muscular in

site, occasionally single, often multiple, which also may
disappear by resorption or degenerate by idceration.

One of the remarkable features of disiutegrafing syphi-
litic, as distinguished from other neoplasms, of the

tongue is the relatively slight damage apparent after

completion of repair. These all are to be distinguished
from epitheliomata, which are more voluminous, more

hemorrliagic, less deeply excavated, more irregular in

mass, and more painful; as also from colloid lingual tu-

mors (so-called "hygroma
" of English authors), with the

appearance of vesicles on the upper surface and enormous

asymmetrical increase in the bulk of the organ in child-

hood; and, lastly, from tuberculosis of the organ, rare of

occurrence, to be recognized only by its histological char-

acters.

The mniillary bones may undergo necrosis as a result

of syphilis. The mo.st common site of the accident is the

central part of the dome of the hard palate. There is

first a dull-red erythematous swelling of the membrane
and submucous tissue, which in severe cases may .seem

to give waj' like wet paper, leaving a conical perfora-
tion through which communication is opened between
the oral and nasal cavities; in other cases an abscess

forms and bvirsts, after which the bone is laid bare and
exfoliates in larger or smaller masses from time to time.

Necrosis of the alveolar processes usually occurs in the

upper law. Gummata of the soft palate often form in-

sidiously, are circumscribed or diffuse; at first firm, later

softish, tumors, varying from the size of a pea to that

of a small nut, or in patches of thickening. Absorption
or ulceration may result, and the latter often rapidly, in

consequence of the lax and unsupported tissues involved ;

the process in grave cases opens (by destruction in wlK)le

or in part of the uvula, pillars of the fauces, and velum)
a wide chasm between the fauces and the posterior nares.

Interference with the Euslaehian tube often produces
teni]ioraiy deafness. The voice is disagreeal>ly nasal,

deglutitinn is often dillicult in Ihe erect posture (patients
with extensive tissue-loss will often assume unusual pos-
tures, by wliieh they can even succeed in swallowing
liquids wilhont the pas.sage of the latter into the nose),
and the pain in general is quite (lispro|)(irlionatc to the

severity of the damage. Marvellous are tlie reparative
results when, as is usually the ease under sound manage-
ment, repair ensues. The remaining fragments of Ihe

velum palati contract adhesions to the posterior pliaryn-
geal wall, Ihe ch.isni eontiacis, and the expert can tiace
the picture of the mischief that lias occurred wlien in-

specting only the narrow and distorted chink left after
contracture is complete.

Fournier oidy has reported a case of syphilitic involve-
ment of the sublingual gland.
The ji/tiiri/iij- may become the seat of macules, papules,

mucous patches, gunmiata. and ulcers, which in many
cases are formidable. The latter may spread from the

posterior nares and extend dou-nward into the O'sopha-
gus, or backward, so as to produce destructive effects

upon the periosteum of the vertebra^ and the structures

they protect. Occasicmally, patients long neglected or

badly treated, exhibit gigantic caverns, including what
were once the nasal, buccal, and pharyngeal cavities, the
whole lined with a granulating or secreting and ulcerated
membrane. Even in those extreme cases in which one is

disposed to wonder even at the prolongation ot life, re-

pair ensues and emphasizes the striking, almost pathog-
nomonic, distinction between the damages inflicted by
syphilis and many other destructive diseases.

The cesuplmgux is said to be veiy rarely the seat of

syphilitic lesions which, after ulceration, may produce
stricture, either spasmodic or organic, resulting in serious

danger to life.

The treatment of all these lesions is practically the
.same. Internally, mercury and thi iodide of potassium
are essential, the latter often in the largest permissible
doses, to save important organs. Care of the patient's
nutrition is in most cases inqierativc. Locally, the ni-

trate of silver, sulphate of copper, chlorate of potash,
tannin, resorcin, acid nitrate of mercury, nitric acid, and
tincture of iodine may be employed in strength varying
according to the requirements of each case— the first

named in solid stick or solution of a strength of from ti%'e

to sixty grains to the ounce (0.33—t.O to 32.0). By spray-
ing, pencilling, dusting, washing, and gargling, these

preparations may be used, with the greatest advantage,
a number of times throughout the course of the day. The
following are excellent formulae for gargles:

^ Potass, chlorat ; i. (4.0)
Mel. despum.,
Myrrh, tinct aa fl 3 ss. (16.0)

Aq. des ad fl § iv. (128.0)
M. S. Gargle. Use diluted as required.

I^ Potass, chlorat 3 i. (4.0)
Infus. lini O i. (.500.0)

[Bumstead and Taylor.]

IJ Acid, carbolici 31. (4.0)

Glycerin,
Spts. vin. rcetif aa fl 3 ij. (8.0)

lodin. tinct fl 3 ss. (3.0)

Aq. dest ad fl 3 i. (33.0)
M. Five to fifteen drops in a third of a tumbler of

water for gargle or lotion.

The toothbrush, in all cases, is to be regularly em-
ployed twice daily ; if the patient is unaccustomed to its

use the mouth siiould be well cleansed and the gums
rubbed with a bit of soft muslin on Ihe finger, dipped in

water to which a few drops of the tincture of myrrh and
cinchona have been added. Tobacco is to be, in every
form, absolutely interdicted ;

and all very hot and very
cold, and irritating articles of diet are to be excluded

(('..'7..
hot cotTee, icecream, vinegar, spirits, spices, etc.).

The stiuniieli iinil iiite-itiiKil canal may become the scat

of .syphilitic lesions of the type seen upon the other mu-
cous surfaces. Iluet, Cornil, Klebs, and others report

gummata of this part of the digestive tract; Leudet,
Virchow, and Fauvel descrilie diffuse infiltrations of por-
tions of the tube; Engel, Fio\ipe, Cullerier, and others,

perforating ulcers (probably due to gummalal as also-

scleroses resulting in contracture, even jiroductive of

irritation sullicieni to light up a peritonitis near a stric-
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ture of the colon. It should not be forgotten tliat a long
list of functional disorilers of Iho alimentary canal might
be enumerated as of occurrence in the syphilitic subject,
Avhich are often due to the to.xic infln<nce of the disease

(cachexia, etc.); to the elTect of certain of the medica-
ments ingested or externally ajiplied for its relief; and
to improper alimentation or hygiene.

Tin ncttiin may become the seal of a series of impor-
tant elianges due to syphilis. \Vomen are more liable to

be thus all'ected than men in the jtroportion of eight to

one, a preponderance which has been referred to the ana-

tomical dilferences between the se.xes, to the ])hysiologi-
cal llu.\es of women, previous iireguancies, and to un-

natural or excessive coitus. Chancroids, occurring as

they do frequently about the anus of women, may result

in iuduratiou of tlie subnuicinis tissues, aci'ompanied by
purulent and sanguinolent discharges, constipation, or

looseness of the bowels, and jiainful defecation. This
condition is to be carefully distinguished from syphilitic
stricture of the rectum.
The syphilitic alleetious of the rectum may, perhaps,

include the category of syphilitic lesions of nuicous sur-

faces in general. The most important, however, are

those characterized by ulceration or gummatous changes.
The former may extend fmm without inward, from the

perianal region to an inch or more within the sphincter;
or may begin by one or several points of ulceration in the

latter situation. The so-called "auo-rectal syphiloma"
is a cylindrifoim, gummatous, non-ulcerated infiltration

of the entire circumference of the ano-rectal walls, capa-
ble of producing stricture by transformation into tibrous

tissue. It is, however, an error tosupjiose that stricture

of the rectum not due to chancroids, but syphilitic in

character, always conforms in type to the syphiloma.
The author has treated a middle-aged woman, whooe
husband and two children are victims of severe syphilis,
and whose left lower extremity is extensively seamed
with perfectly typical syphilitic cicatrices. There are

in this ease four abscesses in the nates, communicating
b.y fistulous sinuses with the bowel and vajina, the

syphilitic stricture of the rectum being represented by a

siiarply defined, thin, annular coarctation of the rectal

wall, with a submucous gummatous intiltration strictly
limited to the ring of the coarctation. It is evident that

only in exceptional cases, probably during the period
before contracture has set in, can internal medication

accomplish practical results in these cases. Dilatation

or division of the stricture by the knife or galvauo-cau-
tery is usually required, with free opening of all abscesses
and sinuses, and observance of strictest antiseptic pre-
cautious with bichloride dressing. Often the production
of an artificial anus in the abdominal wall is imperative.
The future is, however, often impromising for these

cases, many women who are the victims of the disorder

having their health profoundly impaired by previous
suffering and disease.

T/ie lirrr, like the intestinal canal, may suffer, when
invaded, from functional disorders, which may depend
upon slight structural changes participating in the

process which results in the cutiuieous exanthera. The
icterus probably originating in this way, which may
somewhat precede or accompany the first sypliiloderm,
lias already been described. It may bo accompanied by
liepatic congestion and bj- symjiloms of malaise, hebe-

tude, cephalalgia, and even slight pyrexia. The late

forms of syphilitic involvement of the liver are well
narked. General, more conunonly partial, interstitial

hepatitis, alfecting chielly tin; capsular and ligamentous
attachments of tlie organ, i)roduees a distortion of the

gland by contracture of fibrous bundles which, springing
from the.se attachments, jienetrate the hepatic parenehy-
ma and divide it into uneven lol)ulations and irregular
masses separated by furrows. There is at first increase,
and later diminution, in the bulk of the organ, with the
usual symptoms of cirrhosis. He|iatic gummata are
<if more freiiuent occurrence, and in

"
galloping

" cases

may be seen within six months after infection. They
are usually grouped in clusters of from six to a dozen

lesions, varying in size from a large pinhead to a small
nut. Centrally they contain roundish cells and granules
in a delicate connective-tissue reticulum, surrounded by
a fibrous envelope, and embedded in dense hepatic tissue.

The symptoms in mild cases are proljably scarcely suffi-

cient to indicate the nature of the affection. In others,
disturbance of the alimentary canal (icterus, constipa-
tion, dysciitcry); pain in various degrees, limited to the

hcjiatic region or radiating from it; and, very rarely,
mcH'bid changes perceptible on palpation of the enlarged,
or previously enlarged and subsequently shrunken,
orgau, may first point to the precise nature of the
trouble.

Gummata of the liver are to be distingjiished from
lij'datid cysts; carcinoma (of advanced years); hepatic
abscess (in persons who have been long resident in tropi-
cal countries); tubercles (usually softer, more cheesy,
more purulent in the centre); and the rare forms of sar-

coma of the liver. The prognosis of hepatic sj'pbilis is

tisually not grave.
Amyloid degeneration of the liver may be the residt of

syphilis as of other diseases. There is increase in the
bulk of the waxy-looking organ, the hepatic cells l)eeom-

ing enlarged after involvement of the swollen hepatic
capillaries. Often there are coincident amyloid changes
in the heart and spleen. The sj'mptoms of hepatic gum-
mata are as obscure in many cases as in syphilitic cirrho-
sis. There niaj- be ascites, hemorrhage from the ).iortal

vein, and dys]nia'a. The treatment is largely that of

syphilis in general.
T/ie gj/Utii often enlarges in those early periods of

sj-philis when the lymphatic glands tumef_v. Commonly
the enlargement subsides as the disease progresses or
is modified by treatment. Syphilomata of the spleen
(gummata) are rarely observed, but have been recog-
nized in both circumscribed and diffuse forms. Splenic
gummata are yellowish, softish nodules, from the size

of a pinhead to that of a small nut, set in a dense splenic
tissue of unusual dryness. In diffuse forms, the orgau
appears to be in jiart hyijertrojihied and dark brown in

color. Later, islets of grayish scleroseil tissue become
apparent in this mass, the involution of which leaves
cicatriform depressions. Rarely a perisjilenitis may be

lighted up by these changes, leading to the formation of

whitish patches of almost cartilaginous density. The
clinical symptoms of s_yphilis of the spleen are obscure.

T/ie pancreM is said to be occasionally the seat of

changes supposed to represent the circimiscribed and
diffuse syphilomata recognized in the liver and spleen.
Affections of the Cii!Cui,.\toky Oiigaxs.— Mi/ocar-

(litis, recognized chiefly in )iost-mortem examinations,

may be a late complicatiou of syphilis, which affects

men more often than women in the proportion of six to

one. Softish, yellowish gununata, from the size of a
nut to that of an egg, as well as circumscribed and dilTuse

sclerosis, have been recognized in the ventricular walls

and auricles of both sides. Plastic or fibrous metamor-

phosis of the muscular ti.ssue about any of these lesions

may occur. Whitish diffuse infiltrations, firm, or of the

consistence of a sarcoma, with round-celled infiltrations

and vegetations, may affect the endocardium or nuiscular

tissue; and the same changes in the pericardium may re-

sult in partial or total obliteration of its .sac. These com-

monly originate in subendocardial or subperieardial

gummata. Wagner, Lancereaux, and a few others have

reported gummata limited to these serous membranes.
The symptoms excited by these changes are dyspnoja,

'

palpitation, cyanosis, pra'Cordiul distress, and angina |

pectoris. The prognosis is naturally grave, since all the '

identified instances of this affection were recognized in i

the bodies of the dead. It is reasonable, however, to I

suppose that syphilis here, as elsewhere, exhiliits its

visual amenability to treatment in the case of patients
with symptoms not diagnosticated in life.

j

Artcrits (tntl ]'inii>.—The femoral, jugular, saphena, '

and other veins may be affected with a phlebitis due

usually to the pressure exercised by a gummatous tumor
in the vicinity. A sclerous phlebitis, in which the iuti-
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ma was first attacked, has also been recognized post
mortem.

Tlip capillaries and arteries also may be primarily or

secondarily involved. In the latter case the result is

commonly due to compressive or destructive efTects ex-

erted by syphilitic processes upon adjacent organs.

Syphilitic endarteritis, however, is nuich more common;
aiid investigation by Virchow, Henbncr, and others has re-

vealed its pathology with sidticicnt clearness. The lesions

are more commonly observed in the smaller cerebial arte-

rics,bnt the carotids and other vessels are occasionally in-

volved. The definite limitation of the disease to a .single

patch is declared by the rapid appearance of wliitish,

op&ipie nodules, the size of a millet-seed, composed of

small, roundish, or spindle-shaped cells, which may be

agglomerated into a Arm, fibrous mass, from the size of

a I'ea to that of a nut, obliterating the lumen of the in-

vaded artery by thii-kening of all its investing coats, and

producing eventually eitlier rupture or an atrophic or

cicatrif<n'm relic of its existence. This infarction is re-

markable for the indirect results which it produces, in-

cluding cephalalgic, aphasic, paretic, paraplegic, and
even comatose symptoms.
The GEXiTO-riiix.\uY Ougans.—Symptoms of sj'ph-

ilis are disclosed in the genito-urinary tract of patients of

both sexes, early and late in the course of the disease.

The penis may become, in one iiart or another, the seat

of circumscribed syphilitic inhltrations and gummata.
Lesions of this nature may be subcutaneous, or there

may be nut-sized masses deeply lodged in the substance

of the corpora cavernosa, or in the submucous tissue of

the lu'cthra. Some of the lesions discovered post mor-

tem, and described as
" chancres of the deep urethra," are

really tertiary ulcers resulting froni broken-down gum-
mata of the prostatic or membranous urethra. Jullien

figures a cavern of the cutaneous surface of the penis

•originating in this way in one of Langlebert's patients.
Tubercles of syphilitic origin may be developed near the

furrow at the base of the glans.
Each part of the tcstichxnvdxha affected with S3-philis.

The ejiididi/ litis, when involved, may display either an

•early or a late form of s}"]ihilitic epididymitis.
The early form, first described by Dron, in 1863, may

be observed at any time between the third and thirtieth

mouths after infection. The disorder bears no relation

to gonorrlKval epididymitis. The globus major, or head,
of the organ, much more rarely the globus minor, is at-

tacked and either insidiously or acutely affected, produc-
ing a roundish or Sijuarish, circumscribed tumor, from
the size of a bean to that of a small nut, which has been

compared to a "monke3--nut screwed to the testicle."

One or both organs may be involved, successively or

simultaneously, and the globus minor may be attacked
later. The affection is amenable to treatment, and com-

monly disappears without unfortunate sequela;.
The late form is often connected with gunnnatous

changes in the testis jjroper, but very rarely arises inde-

pendently of the latter. Here also the globus major is

more often attacked; and resolution, as is the case with

deposits in the testis proper, may be followed by atrophic
changes.

Syphilitic orchitis, sarcocele, or albuginitis, may be a

relatively early or late symptom of syphilis, involving
one or both organs simultaneously or in succession. In

these cases, the body of the testicle is involved, often
without the production of pain, in a smooth, lunform,
and firm swelling, which may be due in part to enlarge-
ment of the testicle, and in part to a moderate grade of

hydrocele concealing the irregularities perceptible later
in the body of the organ. In other cases, this body can
be recognized by palpation as the seat of one or several

ma-sses, from thesize of a jiea to that of a small nut, which
may be at first isolated and circumscribed, but later be-
come fused into a siilid, resisting mass having the general
shape of the testicle, but often threcor four times larger.
Under energetic treatment, resolution of these masses is

accomplished ; but obliteration of th<' vasa deferentia and
atrophy, or fatty, tibrous, cartilaginous, amylaceous.
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even osseous metamorphosis of the parenchymatous tis-

sue of the gland may follow the absorption of the neo-

plasm. In this way the testicle may be, after completion
of this cycle (jf changes, represented by merely a bean-
sized mass of fibrous tissue. Suppurati(m and ulceration
of the timics almost never result, though « few authors
have reported a resulting "fungus of the testicle."

Pathologically slu<lied, the glands are found to be the
.seat of vascularization and proliferation of connective
t).ssue, rcsWting in the production of fibrous trabecute

traversing the organ in various directions, but always at-
tached to its thickened investments, resulting by contrac-
ture in compression and atrophj- of the secreting cells of
the tubules. In other cases, true, grayish or yellowish
gummata are found in the testis, single or nudtiple, dif-

fuse or circumscribed, from the size of a pinhead to that
of a pigeon's egg, environed by fibrous cajisular coats.
These commonly disapjiear by alworption ; even in the
rare cases of disintegration and the formation of "fungus
of the testis," recover}' ensues under proper treatment.

All syphilitic lesions of the epididymis and testis are to
be distinguished from the gonorrlueal, the cancerous, the

.sarcomatous, and the tuberculous. The blennorrhagic
affections of the epididymis are acute in type, painful,
attack the tail of the organ by preference, and are usu-

ally preceded b_van unequivocal history of urethritis and
discharge. The neoplasms of cancer and sarcoma in the

testicle, more often occurring in subjects of advanced
age as contrasted with the younger victims of syphilis,
are usually accompanied by inguinal adenopathy, se-

vere jiain, sj'Stemic cachexia, extensive damage to the

parts affected, and proneuess to disintegration. Tuber-
culosis is more common in joung men virgin of all

venereal antecedents, usually with tuberculosis of the

prostate gland and marked dysuria. The bacillus tuber-
culosis may be recognized in the secretion obtained bj-

"milking" the prostate. The treatment iuternall}' is by
the potassium iodide and mercury. Locally, suspension
of the organ is to be recommended ; hot fomentations for
relief of pain when such exists ; and applications of salves

containing lead, mercury, belladonna, or opium. The
oleate of mercury and morphine, mercurial jilaster, white

precipitate salve, or the compound iodine ointment may
be applied. Strapijing, as employed for relief of gonor-
rhieal epididymitis, may be practised with advantage in

some cases. The prognosis is not unfavorable as regards
the health of the patient; but, after double syphilitic
orchitis, the patient may have complete aspermatism.
The prostate (/land, rasa deferentia, eonurton ejeiculatory
ducts, and vesiculie seminales are all the seat at times of

syphilitic changes, thccharactersof which are not known.
in women tlie labium majus, usually one, occasionally

both, may be the seat of gummatous changes due to

syphilis. These may be late and unique manifestations
of the disease. Often nothing can be gathered in cases
of this sort as to the history of syphilis, a not imcommon
experience in the infected of that sex. The organ is

found, when examined, to be wholly or in jiart the seat
of a dense, smooth or irregularly iob\dated, vertically
disposed tumor, very closely resembling in size and ex-
ternal appearance a scrotum containing a testicle alTccted
with syphilitic oichitis. Syphilitic gunnna of the vulva
is usually an exceedingly indolent atTection, lasting for

long periods of time, rarely occurring at the outset till

three or fnur years have clajised since infection. It is

often diagnosticated as "elc[ihantiasis" of the labium.

Disintegration of the mass by idceration is raie.

The sjiphilouia of the taginei is similar to the lesion

described abov(j in the date of its occurrence, its exceed-

ingly indolent career, and its existence for months with-
out a single coincident symptom of .syphilis to substan-
tiate the diagnosis. Jlany of these cases have been

recorded, treated, describetf, and even illustrated as "lu-

|ius of the vulva," or "of the vagina," which disorder is

even rarer than this exceedingly lare manifestation of

.syphilis. When recognized, the vagina is converted
into a thickened cylinder of tissue intiltrated with gum-
matous material, which greatly restricts the disteusibility
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of the vaginal walls. In some of tlicsp cases the finger
can with great (lilliciilty be intiodiucd iiitci a channel

through winch viable iufauts have been uslicieil into the

world. Irregular pmjeetions of tlie inc.xtensible vaginal
membrane, club-sliaiicd. knobbed, granular, eroded, or

ulcerated, represent jKiints where the larger submucous

gummat« are undergoing extreme development or ulcer-

ating. These lesions break down more frequently anil

more disastrously than do the gummatous metamor-

phoses of the labia. Occasionally the ostium vagina' is

converted into a vast gummatous ulcer, invading the

vestibulum and even the urethra. In severe cases the

rectum participates in the change.
The neck and body of the uterus exhibit more rarely

and to a much less marked degree similar changes; in-

duration, tumefaction, erosion, and ulceration of the mu-
cous lining are reported by authors.

I'/ie Fiilli'jiidn Tii/ici (ind Oeni-ics.—Lancereaux and
Lecorche, res]iectivcly, have reported instances of diffuse

and gununatous changes in tlie ovaries. In the case re-

ported by the lirst-namcd author, there were two egg-
sized tumors with long diameters parallel with the broad

ligament. Bouchard and Lepine, quoted by Jullieu, de-

scribe a single case of sypliilitic sjilpingitis.

T/ir fci(hiii/.i undergo changes both in earlv and in late

syphilis. Tlie phosphates and chlorides may be un-

changed in tlie urine; urea may be quantitatively in ex-

cess, and albumin occur in quantities as great as in

Brighfs <lisease. Severe albuminuria following syphi-
litic changes in the kidney and even extensive anasarca

following may be satisfactorily relieved by treatment.

Glycosuria has appeared and disappeared under precisely
similar circumstances in syphilitic subjects. By some
a\ithors, these several conditions are claimed to be the

results simply of the cachexia which may affect syphi-
litic as well as non-syphilitic patients, producing thus
the amyloid, waxy, and other metamorphoses recognized
in other cases. Without denying the possibility of such

accidents, the striking fact remains that some of these

cases bear the special imprint of syphilis in that, after the

exhibition of alarming symptoms, a complete, rapid, and

permanent recover}- may ensue after energetic treatment

by mercury and, more often, by the iodide of potassium.
Syphilitic sclerosis and gummata of the kidney are late

lesions of syphilis, and of rare occurrence, the last named
being decidedly the rarer of the two accidents. In the
diffuse form of syphilitic nephritis there is usually a

cycle of vascularization and tumefaction of the cortical

portion, followed by interstitial proliferation, attachment
of capsule to cortex, and formation of irregular, small,
or large nodules and projections from the surface, the
exterior gross appearances of which suggest the similar

lobulations of the syphilitic testicle. In some places
these undergo lardaceous, amyloid, and other degener-
ative changes resulting in cicatrices. Precisely as the
seminiferous tubules of the testicle are choked and event-

ually reduced to alrophj', the glomeruli and uriniferous
tubules of the kidney may be compressed, their channels

obliterated, and their functions arrested. Here and
there, on section, yellowish points or streaks of fatty
metamorphosis are visible upon a granular surface; or
the totality of the organ may be changed to a ilead-whit-

ish color.

Gummata of the kidney are developed in both the
cortical and the pyramidal ]iortions. They are single or

multiple, grayish or whitish, detinitely circumscribed
masses, from the si/.e of a iiinhead to that of a pigeon's
egg, with a whitisli or reddened and vascular, librous

envelope like a capsule. The centre is firm or cheesy, ac-

cording to the age of the gunuua; and the body of the

lesion is made up of elements derived by proliferation
from the connective tissue of the renal stroma. The sub-

jects of these several complications of syphilis may suffer

from vague pains, changes in the eye. peritoneum,
pleura, and nervous centres, as well as ascites, anasarca,
lumbar pain, hamaturia, and albuminuria. The prog-
nosis is decidedly less grave than in non-specific renal

affections of similar type.

The Nervous System.—Affections of the nervous

system may be early or late symptoms of syphilis, and
are commonly the results of morbid changes in contig-
uous structures, such as bone, vessel, or investing mem-
brane. They are much more common in men, chiefly
because of the greater tax levied upon that sex in tlie

demand for physical and mental strain.

The literature of nervous syphilis, most of which has
been contributed during the last twenty j-ears, has been
both voluminous and valuable. In the following para-
graphs it will be possible merely to trace the outlines of
the important advances which have been made in this

special field. The clinical pictures presented ma\- be

briefly named as follows:

Headache, insomnia, and irregular performance of
functions of many of the organs of the body (eye, ear,

heart, muscle, liver), ilepeudent upon nervous disturb-

ance, are not infrequent in the early periods of svphilis.
The lieadache of this stage of the disease is often persist-
ent and obstinate. It may be frontal, temporal, or

occipital in situation, and of the moderate grade from
which few infected subjects are wiiolly exempt, or

severe, with intense nocturnal exacerbation, eliciting

groans from the sufferer. This distressing complication
of the disease may endure for only a few da_ys, or last

for weeks or months, proving eventually a mere pieciu'-

sory symptom of cerebral sj'philis. Without question
these symptoms are often recurrences or exaggerations
of morbid states existing previous to infection by the

subjects of hysteria, alcoholism, other cerebral affections,
and epilepsy. Slild nervous manifestations ma}' be rec-

ognized, including anssthesia, analgesia, circumscribed

hyperidrosis, and hypertrichosis, and cutaneous sensa-

tions of coolness, heat, formication, and tingling. ]Many
of these features are such that the patliological changes
on which they depend are necessarily unknown, or can
be estimated only by reasoning from analogy. The sup-
posed cerebral syphilis sine materia has for its basis only
the non-recognition of structural changes where autop-
sies were made after the exhibition of well-marked ner-

vous symptoms. In such cases, the possibility that the
actual physical basis of the moibid phenomena was sim-

ply not discovered cannot properly be ignored.
When a patient is actually alfectcd with cerebral syphi-

lis, the unmistakable features of the accident, as in-

dicated above, often follow the milder symptoms. The
headache, which was at first simply annoying or toler-

able, sets in with paroxysms of distress which make the

patient dread the hours of the night as a period of tor-

ture. Constant or intermittent grinding, boring, or

hammering sensations are referred to the whole or any
one of the regions of tlie head described above. The
patient becomes elocjuent in declaring that the head
feels as if it were screwed in a vice, riveted with iron

bands, hammered upon an anvil, etc. Under treatment
even this condition may yield in a few days, or, defying
all skill (a rare complication), go on to the extreme
conditions described later. At times definitely circum-

scribed regions of tenderness may be appreciated by both

patient and physician, the latter by the pain evoked in

percussion of the cranial vault. Insomnia, vertigo, in-

tellectual hebetude, apathy, melancholia, and other mor-
bid mental states, photophobia, and marked cachexia are

the usual concomitants of this state. When the disorder

progresses uninterruptedly to full evolution, the patient
becomes wcakci-. takes to the bed day and night, may
exhibit some mild ataxic or paretic .symptoms, usually

goes into delirium, and presents the picture of one I

affected with utterly hopeless cerebral disease. Yet
here, as so often in the history of this singular malady, I

he is really far from such a hopeless state, and thus fur-
|

nishes the diagnostician with a clew to the syphilitic orj- I

gin of the disease. Such a patient, properly treated, may ;

rise from his bed, regain his flesh, return to his occupa- ,

tion. and live out his natural days, .so far as regards the i

disorder under consideration.

Many odd features may be presented in the course of

this complication. There are patients thus affected who
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present singular hallucinations; yet others suffer from

vairuc terrors, dreading self-destruction or attacks from
enemies.

C/ioreii, or at least choreic symptoms, may be recog-
nized in some patients of this class. Spasmodic contrac-

tions may affect one or a i^'roiip of iuu.scles, either before

or after "the "ceuneuce of paralytic syniptorMS, or inde-

pendently of the latter. Theie may be slight, .severe,

transitory, remittent, or constant cuiitractions of nuiscles

of the head or extremities. A persistent, rhythmical

swaying of the head from side to side may last during the

hours of wakefulness for a fortnight.

ApJiatti'ii. partial or complete, continuous or intermit-

tent, often of sudilen onset, may be the sole symptom of

nervous syphilis, or occur before or after some of its

grave complications.
Piinilynis. sensory or motor, partial or complete, usu-

ally succeeds a prodromal stage in which the patient has

coniplained of obstinately iiersistent headache or some
other premonitory symptom of cerebral disorder. The

paralyses of the motor muscles of the eye belonging to

this group of disorders have been already described. In

a si.nilar way the nerves of special sense, not only those

of vision and hearing, but also those of olfaction and gus-
tation, are totally or partially deprived of sensitiveness

to external impressions.
Ileiiiiplcffia, occurring suddenly in a patient under fifty

years of age. is, in the great majority of all cases, of

syphilitic origin. It may be of early or late, sudden or

gradual occurrence, and constitute a mere paresis of a

group of muscles on one side, or, much more rarely, a

comiilete motor paralysis of one-half of the body. It is

usually preceded by cephalalgia, vertigo, lassitude, and

neuralgia, with ana-sthesia or tingling of the parts abo\it

to be affected, or mild choreic, rarely convulsive, seiz-

ures. Usually, after well-marked prodromal symptoms
have been exhibited for some days or weeks, the patient
awakes from sleep to tind himself more or less unftble to

move one or both limbs of one side; or the attack comes
on in the hours of the day, the patient falling to the

ground in a state of partial unconsciousness. The leg

only is most commonly affected; at times it is followed

by "involvement of the arm. Rarely the arm alone is

affected. The bladder and rectum may particiiiate in

the resulting symptoms by loss of power to expel tlieir

contents. Alternate paralysis of the facial muscles is

occasionally noted, e.g.. the right leg and the left side of

the face. There may be dilatation of the pupil of the

eye on the sound or affected side, with or without ptosis
and involvement of the oculomotorius. With the.se

symptoms are occasionally as.sociated total genital impo-
tence, which may even survive the paralytic symjitoms in

the extremities, muscular tremors, and contractures. Sen-

sory disturbances are few; rarely there is complete sen-

sorimotor loss. The affection is commonly attributed to

an obliterating endarteritis. The prognosis in most cases

is favorable as respects the preservation of life, but res-

toration of the function of the paralyzed organ is rarely

complete.
Epilepsy is simulated in syphilis, under the influence

of which epileptiform seizures occur. They are far rarer

than heniiplegic complications. With or without pre-

monitory sensations comparable to those experienced in

the aura, both the r/rinul mnl and petit mrt/arerepresenteil
in syphilitic seizures. There is, in the first case, the

usual precursory severe cephalalgia, followed by distress-

ing sensations in the extremities or about the heart, or

singular creeping sensations of diilliness. Jullirn insists

that during these attacks the patient, even if unable to

speak or to move, never wholly loses consciousness and
never utters the cry, an important dia.irnostic distinction.

The patient may fall as if shot, and exhibit tonic, fol-

lowed by clonic, convtdsions during a portion of the

time, l)ut rarely throughout the whole period occupied

by
a seiziu-c. These convulsive movements do not nota-

bly affect all of the muscles of the body. The patient
may foam at the mouth and bili^ the tongue or lips.

though often, with marked convul.sive seizures, these

symptoms are absent. The intervals between these
crises may be but a f(^\v hours, or days, or several weeks.

They tend to multiply witli each recurrence, and may
result in dementia.
The jietit i/Kil, or mild form, is betrayed in tremors,

spasms of the muscles, for example, of a single limb, or
of the neck, or of one shoulder; dyspncea, dj'sphagia. or

vertigo. Other patients experience sudden loss of mem-
ory, or impeiceptiiin of environment, confusion of idea-

tion, and incoherence of sijcecli,

tMraplegia is, in more than fifty per cent, of all cases

occurring in male patients under forty years of age. of

syphilitic origin. Over ninety per cent, of cases of

syphilitic i)araplegia occur in males. There may be pre-
cedent cephalalgia of extreme violence, rachialgia. neu-

ralgia, convulsive seizures of the muscles of the lower

extremities, and hypera'Sthesia or ana-slhesia of the cuta-
neous surface. The paraple.<;ia ma}' be partial or com-
plete, and sudden or gradual as to occurrence, but. as
Althaus indicates, is unaccompanied by loss of conscious-

ness, tlie patient often "assisting" at the invasion. It is

apt to terminate in complete loss of power of both lower
extremities, with and without sensory disturbances, par-
tial paraly.sis of rectum and bladder, and complete impo-
tence, lasting often for years. One side of the body may
be involved after the other; or the same side may be

again affected after an interval of months has elapsed.

Paralysis of cranial nerves, mental h( iietude, mj'driasis,
and other signs of syphilis of the nervous system may be

present, but are often absent; and when the paraplegia
is complete this may be the sole objective symptom of
the infective disease.

Tabes is an affection the precise etiological relations of
which have been the subject of no little careful study and
discussion. By Fournier the disorder is classed with a

group of morbid conditions named by him the
"
para-

syphilitic atfections." It is now fairly well established

tiiat between seventy-five and eighty percent, of cases
of locomotor ataxia occurs in sj-philitic subjects, chiefly
male patients; and the symptomatologj-, pathology,
diagnosis, and prognosis of this affection, as detailed in

the treatises devoted to the subject, belong to the domain
of syphilis. None the less it is to be admitted that, in

the minority of cases represented by the percentages
given above, the disease occurs with classical features in

per.sons who have never contracted syphilis; and further

that, as in the other affections of the group descriljcd as

"parasyphilitic," there is little if any amenability to

antisyphilitic treatment. In the syphilitic affections of
the cord, the well-defined sclerosis of the posterior col-

umns which is characteristic of progressive spinal ataxia
is not rea<lily recognized.

Syphilis rarely selects a definitely limited portion of the
cord for its manifestations, but involves here and there a
patch in the columns, near which can commonly be rec-

ognized altered vessels or investing membranes where
the morbid process originated.
Gener,\l p.vu,\i,ysis of the insane {"Delire den gretn-

ikurs") is to-day by most modern authors placed in the

category of affections described bj- Fournier as
''

para-
,syphilitic," It occurs in the victims of former syphilis,
in almost the same proportion as does tabes: and, like

that disorder, is singularly tminfluenced by antisyphilitic
treatment. Due weight can be given to" the argument
that these are "parasyphilitic" ratlier than syi>hilitic
disorders (by reason of their admitted failure to respond
to energetic treatment of a syphilitic involvement) when
attention is drawn to the signilicaut fact that a grouji of
other admittedly syphilitic changes are to tlie same
slight degree influeneed by an appropriate therapy ; as
for examjde, the pigmenljiry sypliiloderm, monolateral

mydriasis, hemianopsia, etc., all .syphilitic in origin.
.Jullien calls attention to the fact that the syphi-

litic patient supposed to have general paralysis is really
ill (cachectic, anamic, or adynamic), while the "real

fool," on the contrary, exhibiting moral decrepitude,
stupid facial exjiression, and iierturbed cerebration, ap-
pears to be otherwise in good physical health. The
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former, moreover, is apt to display one or more of the

sypliililic paralyses followiug a tharacteristic vertigo.

liemicrauia, or a cephalalgia, or some one of the ot-iilar

orauralcomplicatioiisof syphilis, in brief, at rapriciously
selectcil jioiuts where nervous symptoms are displayed.
This also is a.ssocialed with a milder exaltation of ideas

and a more rapid evolution of symptoms.
Other symptoms of nervous syphilis are exhibited in

gastrointestinal derangements (vomiting, etc.). in func-

tional disturbances of tiie kidneys and bladder, and in

disorders of other viscera.

Cmnii, preceded l)y cephalalgia, anesthesia, inentiil

hebetude, or apliasic symptoms, may occur during sleep
or result from sudden diurnal accidents. The patient is

usually found lying listless, or apparently asleep, pallid,

expressionless, and not suffering pain. He may be roused
to take food or drink, to thrust out the tongue, or even

momentarily to recognize a friend or answer a question.
The ])upilsare usually contracted, insensitive to the light,

and covered by t he lids. The globes are shrunken in the or-

bits. Sensibility and reflex excitability are either wholly
preserved, impaired, or lost. The pulse and respiration
are retarded in frecjuency, the temperature is subnormal,
and the excretions are passed unconsciously.
The pathology of these several complications of .syphi-

lis is explained eliiefly in post-mortem examinations.

The cranial and otlier bones, when involved in an osti-

tis or periostitis (dilTuse, circumscribed, gummatous),
ma}' produce nodes capable of explaining etiologically
several of the groups of symptoms described above by
pressure etlects. including inflammation and even de-

struction of the parts invaded. Nodes of the internal

tables of the cranial vault or of the vertebra' may thus
be responsible for mental, paretic, paralytic, convulsive,

neuralgic, and ataxic symptoms of the most varied ch,",r-

acter. Well-deliued cranial nodes in the outer table also

of the skull are, as the result of sympathetic influences,

callable of producing many of the milder symptoms of

nervous syphilis.
The meninges of the brain (dura mater, arachnoid, pia

mater) are subject to the same involvement. They may
be changed by pressure of a node, and be agglutinated
to it ; or may be separately involved in ditfuse or circum-

scribed, single or multiple thickenings, due to prolifer-
ation and vascularization of the tissues (pachymenin-
gitis). The lesions ma_v be symmetrical or asymmetrical,
and involve the brain more often than the cord. These

changes are cajiable in various degrees of producing
cephalalgia; and at times a distinct area of meningeal
surface may be recognized as the seat of the severe head-

ache of syphilis, with intense nocturnal exacerbation, by
pressure or percussion with the linger o\'er a limited re-

gion of the skull—a mananivre which decidedl}- increases

the pain.
The brain and medulla are always involved as a se-

quence of changes either in the bones, meninges, or ves-

sels in anatomical relation with those orga.is. The
softening w-hieh results may be cither of the red or

white forms of ramollissemciit recognized in non-syphi-
litic cerebral disease. Gummata of the lirain may be

single, or usually multiple, occasionally exceedingly
numerous, circumsci-ibed or diffuse, sui)erficial or deep
tumors, from the size of a millet-seed to that of a small

egg. They most often exist as superficial lesicms in

direct association with gummatous changes in the me-

ninges. The_v have a well-dclined yellowish tu' whitish

cheesy centre, with a lirm, sclcnilic, ijerijiheral mass set

in vascularized and greatly softened nervous tissue.

Evidences of simple inflammation in the brain substance,
excited by the irritating presence of the neoplasm, are

usually to be recognized, and are described by Jullien as
distinctive marks of a cerebral syphiloma, inasmuch as

the brain substance tolerates with greater ease the softer

nodules of tuberculosis. The dee]) set lesions are nuich

rarer, but are recognized, for examjile, in the substance
of one ventricle, in the ojitic thalamus, the corpus stria-

tum, or the white substance of the cord.

The arterial changes, responsible for so many of the

nervous complications of syphilis, are of frequent occur-
rence, and may be jirimary or consecutive in order—that

is, they may be the original and immediate cause of cere-
bral ili.sease or the sequence of changes induced by a
neighboring gununa or pachymeningitis. lleubner,
Greentield, Hutchinson. Dowse, Dresciifeld, and others
have chiefly contributed to the present knowledge of this

interesting subject. The small arteries are most often at-

tacked, symmetrically at times as regards the two halves
of the biuin, in distinctly limited areas, where whitish

points or nodules become visible to the naked eye.
Longitudinal section of vessels thus implicated revealsan
obliteraticm wholly or in part of the lumen of the vascu-
lar tube, due to thickening of the inner coat; t)ie mid-
dle, clearly defined, being scarcely afl'ected (endarteritis

obliterans). The adveutitia is doubled or trebled in

volume, its cells under the microscope being exhibited
as long, parallel, fusiform elements. The obliteraticm of
the lumen, however, is chiefly due to a cellular prolifera-
tion between the endothelial lining of the vessel and the
fenestrated membrane, lesembling a granuloma in ap-
pearance. Externally and internally are flattened or
fusiform cells, arranged more or less regularly in paral-
lel lines, between which are more irregidarly and loosely
packed larger cells, mingled with minute ribres of elastic

tissue and the vasa vasorum. The endothelium is then

finally separated from the membrana fenestrata, and pro-
jects into the lumen of the vessel as a vegetation, occa-

sionally forming a second fenestrated membrane on the
sides of the vessel wall. In this way complete stenosis
of tlie tube is eventually produced—an accident rare in

atheroma, in which the cellular proliferation is more
indolent, more generalized, more disposed to terminate

by calcification, and never results in complete obliter-

ation. These accidents are often the causes of the severe

headaclie, vertigo, chorea, epilepsy, and other of the ner-
vous phenomena noted above.

It is bj'the jnoductionof thrombosis or cerebral ischa?-

mia that the arterial stenosis opei'ates to induce the

derangement.
A syphilitic periarteritis is described by a few authors

(Charcot, Kabot, Bumstead and Taylor), in which cir-

cumscribed, lenticular, whitisli masses of irregular shape
result from an endarteritis all'ecting the external coats of

the vessel, with proliferation also of the media and inter-

nal coat. The internal elastic tissue is reported intact,
with round-celled infiltration of the muscular layer, and
multiplication and dilatation of the vasa vasorum.
The cerebrospinal nerves may suffer compression by

an osseous or meningeal lesion of syphilis sufficient to

produce a series of symptoms ranging from formication,

hyper.Tsthesia, and moderate numbness to complete an-

a'Sthesia, analgesia (rare), or paralysis. The derange-
ments of vision induced by syphilitic changes in the op-
tic nerves supplying the muscles that move the globe of

the eye have been already considered. In a similar way,
the olfactory, s_vmpathetic, and other nerves may be im-

plicated. Petrow, in the cases examined by him in which
the sympathetic nervous trunks were involved, recog-
nized a pigmentation of the cellular protoplasm, attrib-

uted to the deposit of luvmatin in the nervous cells. The
endothelial elements were i)roliferating and surroimded

by jiolygonal nucleated cells, some undergoing colloid

metamor])hosis. These nervous elements were com-

pressed by an hyperplastic connective tissue growth,
tmdergoing later scleri>sis, and eventually starving the

nervous elements into atrophy. The membranous en-

velope of the latter, alter undergoing hypertrophy, may
be the seat of fatty metamorphosis.
The treatment of the nervous com))lications of syphilis

is that of the disease in general. The credit of employ-
ing large and jirogressivcly larger doses of tli<' iodide of

potassium in all serious emergencies, with brilliant re-

sidts, is largely due to American jiractitioners. The best

and simplest way of attaining the end is to administer

drop doses of a saturated aii\U'ous solution of the ]iotas-
sic or sodic iodi<le in a goblet ful of water or milk every
four liours, beginning with a relatively small dose, five
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to ten drops (0.33-0.06), and inisliing on by increasing one

drop ciu'li dose until the end in view is reaehed. By this

means one ouiiei' and a hall' (-tM.lKli ot the iodide may be

given in twenty-four hours, with happy etVeet; and still

larger doses have been reaehed by others. The pepsin,

panereatin, or takadiastase solutions may be employed
at times with great advantage as vehieles for the admin-
istration of the salt. The nde should be to stop the in-

crease at once on the supervention of any to.xic cd'eets or

marked symptoms of physical protest against tlie large
dose: to then hold at a given point, or to reduce the dose
to a point of coin]>lete toleration, and to recognize the

fact that after the extreme point of toleration has been

fully readied, perhaps slightly surpassed, and for a mod-
erate length of time held, further medication of tins sort,

in the absence of the detiniteand brilliant restdts usuall_y
attained by its adoption, is useless and in eases harmful.
In the absence of such desired results, mercury in fidl

doses (e.;/., calomel gr. ^ [O.OOfiO] every hour or two in

any serious emergency) may prove of inestimable value.

Tlie progno.sis in syphilis of the nervous system, even
in the face of apiiarently desperate peril, is far more
favorable than in the ease of nervous symptoms of simi-

lar import occurring in those who are not the victims of

that disease.

JlrscLES, Tendons, .\nd Articulations.—Muscular
contracture is described by a number of authors as a

syphilitic accident occurring slowly or raiiidly, and pro-

ducing ti.xed tle-xion or extension of any movable part to

which the tendon of the muscle is attached, the latter, on

palpation, being recognized as a rigid and inflexible cord.

The joints are not in sucli cases involved. One or several

muscles may be attacked, the biceps being that most
commonh' afTected, the forearm being then tiexed at an
acute angle upon the arm. The involved muscle may
and may not be then the seat of pain and tenderness. A
tetaniform involvement also of a much larger number of

muscles is described as of occurrence in syphilis.
In the dilTuse form of in_vositis occurring in syphilis,

there is diffuse swelling of the whole or a part of a mus-
cle, some redness and wdema of the overlying skin, and

pain when the muscular fibres contract. Gnmmata of

the muscles are small, at first firm, later sottish, usualh'

globular masses, from the size of a nut to that of an egg,
of insidious development, and often, when in process of

disintegration, attached to the skin and undergoing the

cycle of changes alread_y described in connection with the

ulcer resulting from subcutaneous gummata. It is be-

lieved that the sheaths of the muscle-bundles are first

involved in these changes. They undergo, in some in-

stances, osseous and cartilaginous metamorphoses instead
of disintegrating.
The tendons, tendinous slieaths, and aponeuroses may

become in .syphilis tlie seat of flattish, triangular, cir-

cumscribed, and usually painless tumors, due to etfusion

in the serous sacs; or to projecting gumiiiata which may
break down and ulcerate, leaving a cicatrix the contrac-
ture of which may subsequently interfere with the func-
tion of the mu.scleto which such a tendon or aponeurosis
is attached. Diffuse gummatous thickenings also alTect

the fascife and ajioncuroses, more particularly those of

the lower extremities.

In gummatous syphilis the bursre are not rareh* af-

fected, more particularly those of the patella and of the

tibial tuberosity. Thej' begin as .single, painless or

slightly painful, tirni, elastic, or softish gummata, from
the size of a nut to that of an egg, which are apt to in-

volve the skin eventually, and to be obstinate under
treatment.

Syphilitic rheumatism (arthralgia, pseudo rheumatism)
may he .-in acute, more often a subacute, p(plyar(hritis
with lender and painful points about the articulations,

preceded often for days l)y arthritic ]iains, as distin-

guished from sini]ilc rheumatism. This complication is

remarkable f<ir the failure of acuity in the symptoms, the
relative painlessness of the affected joints, the absence of

articular swellings (urthrith sine m<itcn'(i). an<l the noc-
turnal exacerbation of the pain. Hydrarthrosis, most

commonly symmelrical and of the knee-joints, Ibongb
also mono-articular, is Iioth an early and a late symptom
of syphilis, and is chielly remarkable for the extent to
which the joints may be distended with synovial fluid,
and be yet suliiciently free from pain to permit of per-
formance ot their function. It often recurs and disap-
pears for several weeks at a time. The so-called

"syphilitic white swelling
"

is due to fibrous thickenings
and subsynovial, gummatous intiltrations in and about
the joint. These synovial effusions chiefly occur in the

subjects of cachexia, or male patients of fragile constitu-
tion.

The fingers and toes may be the seat of early and late

syphilitic lesions, and in both acquired and inherited

syphilis. To Dr. R. W. Taylor's lesearches we are in-

dcbtt'd for a knowledge of this interesting subject, to
which merely a brief reference can be made in these

pages.
The affection is more common in hereditary than in

acquired disease. In the former the disease may begin
in the subcutaneous connective and fibrous articular

tissues, or primarily in the osseous and periosteal tissues,
and consecutively invade the other structures named.
The digit affected, either in one or in several phalanges, en-

larges insidiously, becomes dense, painful, inflexible, with
attached overlying and purplish-red skin. Sometimes an
articular hydrarthrosis can be detected ; again, one or
more of the .sj'iiiptoms resulting from gummatous infil-

tration. These gummatous deposit; are circumscribed
or diffuse, and not prone to ulcerative degeneration.
Specific claetylitic osteomyelitis, periostitis, or osteo-

periostitis niaj' be a slow, rapid, or relapsing accident,

producing in full evolution a balloon- or acorn-shaped,
globular, or pyrform swelling, involving one or several

phalanges of a single digit, usually the proximal, and
more often those of the fingers than of the toes. As
sequela', nia.v be enumerated inflammatoiy cliangcs with
abscesses discharging a caseous matter, crepitation from
roughness of the articular faces of the cartilages, the
formation of sinuses, hydrarthrosis, and osseous atrophy
after resorption of the gummatous deposit, leaving the
shaft of the phalanx more slender and fragile than be-
fore. In other yet more marked cases the phalanx is re-

duced by shrinkage till the finger is shortened one-third
or one-fourth of its length. The resulting deformity is

conspicuous, and almost peculiar to the special disease
under consideration.

Cartilages and bones are attacked in both earlv and late

forms of the disease. The most comniQn form of bone
disease is an osteoperiostitis characterized by inflamma-

tory phenomena, vascularization, and exudation, difi'use

or circumscribed, of the area of contact of the osseous
and periosteal surfaces. The result is declared in the
formation of well-defined, rareh' poorly circumscribed
nodosities in various degrees sensitive, an<i usually the
.seat of a characteristic pain, intensely, often intolerably,

aggravated at night after retiring to bed. Absorption
may result or, much more rarely, degeneration and ex-
foliation of a thin lamella of bone. In other cases an
exostosis results from a plastic etfusion between the

periosteum and bone, usually circumscribed and flattish,

globoid, annular, sessile, or pedunculated, which may
undergo eburnation and exhibit compact or cancellated
tissue in its structure. When the bone has been infil-

trated with a gummatous material which degenerates, it

is usually the epiphysis which is the seat of the disorder,

though the medulla (osteomyelitis) and bony substance,
or even periosteum and bone, may be involved. Ulcer-
ation may then leave a nnindish cavity, from the size of
a pea to that of a nut, possibly communicating with the

medullary canal, filled with a bright yellowish pulp: the

faces of thecartilagcs become the seat of salient granula-
tions anil depri'ssions (scarsV), the size of millet-seeds.

At times the diaphysis of the bone is first attacked and
the epiphysis secondarily. Often I he synovial niembraue
remains intact.

The "dry caries" or "inflammatory atrophy
" of Vir-

chow is a change beginning with vascidarization, but
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iiniieconipanied by suppuration or ulceration, in vliich

the osseous substnnt-e is found wanting in stellate or

fovc'olalcil pits which raay enlarge in the line of furrows

representing the Haversian canals. These parts are sur-

rounded by hyperostosis. These and similar dejiressions
in the osseous substances, when osteoid growth has
ceased centrally and is actively progressing at the pe-

ri|ihery, may be regarded as syphilitic cicatrices of bone.

Tlie meninges, periosteum, and integument may partici-

pate in the formation of such cicatrices, resviltiug liiially

in llie production of a uniform, tliiu. contractured, whit-

ish or grayish fibrous tissue, unprovided with vessels.

The various bones of tlie skeleton are in different

degrees subject to the several changes described above.
The vault of the cranium is particularly liable, in both
external and internal tables, to exhibit single or niidtiple,
circumscribed osseous changes, as also are the sternum,
the clavicle, the libs, and particidarly the tibi;e. The
substernal and similar jniiiis, noted so frequently as pre-
cocious phenomena in the early periods of the disease, are

probably associated with transitory osteoperiosteal hy-

peramiia. In the later periods the nodes that form,
whether inflammatory or gummatous in type, are char-

acterized by the .same severe nocturnal exaggeration of

the iiain they excite and by marked localized tenderness.

Some of the consequences resulting from the pressure
induced by intracranial nodes have lieen described in the

paragraphs devoted to the iibcnoniena of nervous syphi-
lis. Gummata of the frcjutal and temporal bones, form-

ing firm projecting tumors, are at times so conspicuous
as to jiroduce marked deformity. Other bones besides

those named, e.g., the radius, ulna, femur, maxillar)',

and, indeed, any part of the skeleton, may become the

seat of these lesions. The treatment is that of syphilis
in general, more particularly in its advanced stage. The
remarkable effect of the potassic iodide upon many of

these lesions is one of the demonstrations, which even
the most sceptical are compelled to accept, of the signal

cllicaey of an ingested drug upon a neoplasm defying
local "therapy. The dose is to be pushed, to secure

marked relief, to any required point precisely as indi-

cated above in the management of nervous symptoms.
Indeed, as will be gathered from what lias preceded, the

same treatment is often urgentiv demanded in the same

patient, at the same moment, for relief of grave nervous

comiiliciitions depending solely upon syphilitic os.seous

disease. Locally, the mercurial ointments, plasters, and
oleates, with occasional use of anodynes, till an important
part.

Hekedit.\ry Syphilis.^Tbis form of the disease, the

only one not known to originate by an initial sclerosis, is

also termed congenital and infantile syphilis. Thesvphi-
lis of infants, acquired by accidental or intentional trans-

mission after birth, is practically that of acquired syphi-
lis of adults, the dilTerences being chiefly due to the

tender skin of the young patient and its extreme liability
to nutritional disorders.

Hereditary syphilis is the disease transmitted by in-

heritance from one or both progenitors to a second gen-
eration. Evidences of such transmission to the third

generation are extremely rare. The more active the dis-

ease in the jirogenitors, the greater the chances of infec-

tion of the offspring.
In inherited, no less than in acquired, syphilis patholo-

gists have recognized micro-organisms which have been
claimed to be effective in the evolution of the disease.

Doiitrelepont, ICassowitz, llochsiiiger, Kalisko, and
Chatzeu have both detected and failed to detect strepto-
cocci in the viscera of children affected with hereditary
lues, as also in the skin, mucous surfaces, bones, and liver.

In some instances the Ivmph-cliaiinels liave been found
choked with micro-organisms of this kind, which fact has

suggested to Chatzen that the cachexia of some patients
in tins category was a streptococcic septica'inia.

liehitive Influence of the Parents in the I'ninnniixsion of
the Disease.—The father alone, when the victim of

active constitutional syphilis, is capable of transmitting

the disease to his child without infection of the mother.
It is probable that he does not pos.sess this power before
the diseas(; is actively displayed in his own person by
constitutional symptoms. It is certain that this power is

greatly weakened while he is under the influence of mer-

cury; is weakened and regained during the respective

periods of repose and activity so commonly observed in

the disease; and is Anally extinguished by time. It re-

mains to be admitted that the cases in wliich the father
alone is thus responsible for syphilis in the second gener-
ation are far fewer than those in which the motlier alone
is thus responsible; and that the power of such transiiiis-

sibility is positively denied to the father by the followers
of t'ullerier, Oewre, and others.

The mother alone, the father ix-iiig unaffected, may
transmit syphilis to the child, if she be the victim of
active constitutional disease. If conception occur later

than the twentieth day after the appearance of the earliest

syphiloderm, the product of such conception is almost

certainly doomed to destructi<ni, abortion of the ovum
commonly following from the third to tlie seventh
month. The woman, however profoundlj- syphilitic,

may abort or miscarry in consequence of the cachectic
state to which she is reduced by syphilis^ and may thus
throw off, as in an\' cachectic condition, the unaffected

germ. Again, the child may escape entirely by the op-
eration of that inscrutalile law which ever and again
protects the offspring from the vices and errors of the

parents. La.stly, in a series of pregnancies, abortions

may be followed by miscarriages; the latter by still-

births at term; then by viable infants exhibiting symp-
toms of S3-philis before the fourth month of life; and,
lastly, b)' the birth of children in whom syphilis can
never be recognized, the power of transmission being
weakened till it is wholly lost in the process of time.

If the mother lie affected after conception, it is j^ossi-
ble that she cannot convey her disease to the child. She

ma}' abort or miscarry in conseciuence of the anannia in-

duced by lier own disease, but it is improbable that,
either in the first or latter half of pregnancy (both pe-
riods have been claimed as those of special clanger), the
virus can be transmitted through the utero-iilacental
circulation. Cases have been cited in sup)iort of both
views as to the possibility and impos.sibility of such

transmission, the cases cited in support of the attirmative
view being in the main defective, liy reason of failure to

demonstrate lioth perfect immunitj' of the father and

positive syphilis of the child.

A health}' mother may bear a syphilitic child. On this

point also there has been much division of authority.
The larger number of all mothers who bear syphilitic
children are themselves unciuestionably syphilitic. But
the possibility that a syphilitic child may be infected by
inheritance from the father alone, the mother remaining
sound (precisely as is the case wdien the child is sound
and the mother infected), is demonstrated by numerous
records. In this country the facts set forth abroad by
Kassowitz and others liave been sulistantiated by reported
cases. The well-known law of Codes is urged in sup-
port of such transmission. That law formulates a well-

known clinical fact, viz., that the mother of a syphilitic
child is never infected at the breast by her offspring

—the

secretions of whose diseased mouth are infective for all

healthy persons. A few exceptions are reported to this

law, so few and so inconclusive as rather more fully to

establi-sh its general applicability. It is probable that

the system of the mother, after the bearing of such chil-

dren, is so modified as to rentier her iucajiable of receiv-

ing the disease. If the sound child be infected at the
'

moment of birth by direct contact with recently de-

veloped, secreting lesions existing upon any part of the

external genitals of the mother (an accident reported in I

a few cases), the result is acquired infantile, and not in- I

herited, syphilis. i

The clinical symptoms of hereditary syphilis are first -

the death of ovum or betus. These products of concep-
tion are then ushered into the world either undistinguish- :

able from the dead products of ]iregtiancies where no
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syphilis lius interfered ; or iiiaecrated, the epidermis

being readily separable from the corium, wliich is deeply

congested, or, for the reason first named, raised into bul-

lit;, and the viseera in various ways are profoundly
altered. In a see<md list are to be elassed still-births, and
the birth of children surviving but a brief time. These

may be apparently uiiaft'eeted by disease; or eovered, in

various degrees, with bullous lesions produced by passive
exudation of fluids elevating the Iooseiie<l epidermis from
the corium; or they sutler from visceral changes. In a
third category may be nanieil children who survive for

various periods to maturity. One-third of all are tliought,

however, to perish without attaining that development.
Man}' perish before the second mouth; those who sur-

vive commonly exhibit the syin])toms of iidierited syphi-
lis in the same period, even if no signs are apparent at

birth. Hereditary syphilis is rarely deferred in Its

manifestations after the fourth month. Cases reported
as of late inherited syphilis, where the fir.st symptoms
of that disease were manifested at the period of pu-

berty, for example, are regarded by most experts with

suspicion.
Tlie placenta may be the seat of a diffuse or circum-

scribed gummatous intiltration. The two may concur.

In such cases the syphiloma is characterized as usual

by the firm, external, fibrous, grayish-tinted layers sur-

rounding a softer, yellowish central mass. Hydramnios
is" also counted among the possible syphilitic changes of

pregnane}-.
T/ie siciii of the victim of inherited s\'philis is subject

to many changes, resembling, for the most part, those

recognized in the acquired form of the disease. It is

comnioul}- seen to be either flaccid and wrinkled, or

tightly stretched over the bones as if deprived of its pan-
niculus adiposus. In this way the characteristic little-

old-man and little-old-womau a]ipearance of the syphi-
litic infant is produced. The skin has, moreover, a not

less constant and characteristic sallow, yellowish, earthy
hue. Manifestly the nutrition is profoundly impaired,
and the child exhibits a series of symptoms, such as

vomiting, diarrhcea, etc., which indicate that not the

skin alone but other organs are participating in the dis-

ease. As a matter of practical moment, it is well for the

practitioner to remember that a healthy-looking, well-

nourished child, six months and more of age, without

pulmonary or gastro-intestinal disorder and no signs of

disease save a suspicious-looking erujition upon the skin,

is probably net the victim of inherited syphilis.
The macular or erythematous rash (roseola) appears

usually over the belly, face, neck, palms, extremities,

and otlier jiarts. in the form of roundish or oval-shaped
macules, from the size of a split pea to that of a linger
nail, of characteristic copper-and-reddish shade, soon re-

fusing to yield under pressure, often seen as the earliest

cutaneous sj-mptom of the disease. The spots may en-

large by multiplication or coalescence; may, in cases,

become elevated or covered with scales; or may undergo
fissure.

Papules, mucous plaques, mucous patches (of the skin

and mucous membranes), and condylomata lata are all

phases of one and the same process of proliferation in

hereditary syphilis. The most common of all is the

occurrence of flattened papules or patches in the nasal

cavity, furnishing a serous discharge which rapidly be-

comes purulent or hemorrhagic in type, and which by
desiccation soon blocks up withcruststho nasal passages.
As a consequence a characteristic "snuffles" follows, the

child abandoning the nipple to get breath, and even in

sleep respiring with a suspicious snore. Speeitic coryzas
of this sort may progress to ulceration or osseous necro-

sis. Similar roundish or oval-.shapcd patches, or (after

confluence) large sheets of involved mucous surface, may
be recognized in the mouth, furnishing a highly conta-

gious secretion. In this way the tongue, lips, gums, and
fauces may be involved, anil the child may be rendered

incapable of seizing the iiip]ile with the mouth. At the

angles of the mouth, also, on the nuico-eutaneous sur-

face. Hat papules, condylomata, or secreting patches may

conceal the natural outlines of the parts, be exte isively
crust-covered, or even suijerfieially or deeply ulcerated.
Over the general surface of the bod}', small or large,

flat or, more rarely, acuminate papules, copper-colored
and reddish in hue, smooth or scaling, symmetrical, and
generalized or limited to a single region, maybe conspic-
uous. They may coalesce, furnish a patch of infiltration,
and even extensively tdcerate. The most frequent
manifestations of this tyjie, next to the nasid lesions

accompanied by "suuttles," are the condylomata about
the anus, from the size of a pea to that of an egg and
larger, flattened, whitisli or reddish lesions, secreting,
elevated, and distinctly circumscribed.

Vesicles, isolated or confluent, conical or flattened, from
the size of a pinheail to that of a split jiea, may also

spring from macules or jiajiules, rest upon a brownish
and reddish base, and be filled with serum or a sero-

jiurulent fluid. They arc rare lesions. Pustules, from
the size of a pinhead to that of a S|)lit pea, are more
often seen, with and without a previous or concurrent
evolution of vesicles or papules; often as a metamorpho-
sis of the latter. The skin thus affected is conmionly
infiltrated, purplish, and covered with brownish or

greenish crusts. Beneath these may be simply excoria-

tion or ulceration. The genital region, face, scalp, and
lower extremities may be involved ; rarely the entire sur-

face of the body. The scarring which results is not con-

sijicuous.
Bulla; are grave and unfortunately "ommon symptoms

of inherited syphilis. Thev may, as indicated above, be

conspicuous at birth, single or multiple as to number; or

develop later as wine-colored, circumscribed patches of

integument; first pea-sized, later as large as an egg, an

orange, or a cocoanut, filled with serous, lactescent, or

hemorrhagic contents. The palms and soles are fre-

(piently involved. The areola is violaceous, often infil-

trated and raised. The brownish crusts cover ulcers
with a foul, hemorrhagic, or diphtheritic floor. Death

usually ensues, when the eruption is at all generalized,
in the course of a few days. Furuncles beginning as

circuuiscribed cutaneous or subcutaneous and indolent

nodules, from the size of a pea to that of a nut, may be
in some cases so numerous as to constitute a character-

istic and even symmetrical eruption. They may, after

a typical suppuration, discharge a core by sloughing, or
break down into conical ulcers of crateriform shape.

Tubercles and gumniata may observe almost the same
^ycle. They also begin as roundish or irregularly
knobbed, usually subcutaneous nodules, which break

down, furnish an irritating, semipurulent, or serous dis-

charge, and finally result in ulcers of the typical aspect
already described as of occurrence in the acquired forms
of syphilis. These ulcers may also follow the less cir-

cumscribed gummatous infiltrations of the skin and sub-
cutaneous tissues.

Many of the grave cases resulting in profound destruc-
tion of tissue about the face (eyes, nose, lips, jaws, etc.),

illustrated in the works of the bestauthors on the subject
of hereditary syphilis, originate in gvnnmata, the ulcer-

ative processes in or beneath the skin, spreading thence to

muscles, fascia, periosteum, and bone.
The larynx, tnichca, and neif//ibi»iiig parts may be. in

early inherited disease, the seat of ulcerations resulting
in the production of stenosis, cicatrization, and bridles

stretched between adjacent walls, so as to interfere with
the function of the organ implicated. The late forms are
described by Fournier as diffuse hyperplastic, circum-
scribed gummatcius, and sclero-gummatous—the last

named a combination of other forms. These may be
serious in consequence of the results recognized in ac-

(|uired disease, viz., production of (chiefly laryngeal)

dyspun-a, glottic spasm, acute wdema, and sudden death.

Sclerosed masses, subse(|uently exhiliiting a central yel-
lowish softening, have been recognized by Lebert and
others in the lungs of children dead of inherited syphilis.
These are believeil to be gunnuata.
The mucous lining of the alimentary canal may be the

seat of changes similar to those observed in the exposed
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mucous surfaces of the subjects of the disease. Circum-
scribed hypencmiu and even indurated hyperplastic, as

well as ulcerative, patches liave been reeoj;ui/.ed alxnit the

solitary and agniinated glands. Tlie liver may be. after

the occurrence of speeilic changes in tlie walls of its ves-

sels, liypertropliied, dense, and resisting; or the seat of

pedunculated tumors, or of diffuse or circumscribed par-

enchymatous gummata. These may be miliary or nut-

sized, and surrounded by the usual tibroplaslic envelope.
The spleen is probably always involved in the child

affected with iniierilcd syphilis. It may be the si'at of a

partial or general perisplenitis, capsular or subcapsular
in situatiou; is always greatly increased in size and

weight; and may imdergo later, under treatment, rednc

tion to its normal size, or, in other cases, lardaceous

metamorphosis. The increase in size and weight which
has been noticed in the pancreas is different, in that it

seems to be accompanied by a sclerosis due to hyper-

trophy of the interstitial connective tissue.

The snprarauil ciipniikii ma\- be involved in a partial
or complete perieaps\ililis, as also in a parenchymatous
depo.sit of miliary gununata. Fatty, colloid, and gela-
tiniform degeneration may be observed as a result of

these morbid changes in both capsule and substance

proper. The kidney has been found enlarged and also

containing one or many miliary, whitish or yellowish,
circumscnbed gummata, or diffuse infiltrations. The

origin of these lesions has been traced to proliferative

changes in the connective-tissue stroma of the organ.
Here, too, colloid and fatty degeneration has ensued—in

rare cases, ulcerative destruction. !More often than is

generally taught there is serious involvement of one or

both ukes in male patients, the disorder beginning
with an indolent tumefaction of the testis proper (the

epididymis being usually spared), smooth, lobulated, and

accompanied or not by moderate hydrocele and scrotal

engorgement. Fournier calls attention to the discovery,
in patients exhibiting tardy symptoms of inherited dis-

ease, of siuall, densely indurated testicles, cither arrested

in development or the fruit of the gunmiatous changes
wrought in earlier periods of the disease. It is po.ssible
that the ovaries may be similarly involved (Panot).
The hair and nails are affected in hereditary as in ac-

quired syphilis, chiefly after involvement of the tissues

on which they depend for nutrition and support. In this

way patches of alopecia become visible iu the scalp. The
mills are surrounded by a ring of purplish infiltratiouf
or papulopustules, degenerating into ulcers, undermine
the matri.x and possibly finish with loss of the nail and
formation of a cicatrix. The deformity of the distal

phalanx in these cases is strikingly characteristic, pre-

senting as it does a livid club like enlargement, often
both tender and painful, bearing, usually on one side

only, a semilunar ulcer with sero purulent secretion, foul

base, and distorted or displaced nail. The nail-substance

in these cases may be friable, eroded,
"' worm-eaten "

in

appearance, frayed, or laterally ridged and furrowed.
The changes so strikingly characteristic of inherited

syphilis in the eye (keratitis, etc.), ear (remediless deaf-

ness of late inherited .syphilis), and teeth (Hutchinson's
changes) have already been described. A group of

synii.itoms less classical and constant are puriform depots
in the thymus r/Utiid, suppo.sed to be abscesses (Dubois);

glandular abscesses due to the irritation of neighboring
cutaneous lesions {e.g., in the neck, when associated with

scalp or mouth disease); haemophilia, or hemorrhagic
symptoms appreciable at birth or soon after, in the cuta-
neous or mucous surfaces, probably due in greater meas-
ure to thecaclicxia of thedisease than to specific changes;
stenosis of veins and arteries (perha^is associated with

gummatous changes in the vascular wall similar to those

occurring in the endarteritis obliterans of acquired S3-phi-

lis); and fusiform swellings of the synovial sheaths over
the metacarpal bones
The affections of the hones in hereditar}' syphilis have

been exhaustively studied by Wegner, WaUleyer, Parrot,

Taylor, Fournier, and others. Tliey are among the most
common of all the sj-mptoms of the disease, being next

in order to the ocular changes. JIany of the phenomena
long ascribed to rickets are to-day referred to inherited

syphilis. Osteochondritis usually affects the diaphyso-
epiphyseal extremity of the forearm, leg, arm, or thigh,
but all the bones may be involved in the newly born
infant, and this as the sole manifestation of the disease,
or in conjunction with skin and other lesions. A par-
tial or complete annular swelling, smooth, irregular, or

ridged, is then foun<l, of insidious or rapid development,
encircling the extremity of the bone (distal extremity of
ulna, sternal extremity of clavicle). There may be ar-

ticular effusions in the contiguous joint. The swelling
may disappear under treatment, or degenerate by ulcer-

ation as in gummata, resulting in loosening, separation,
or destruction of the epiphysis or cartilage; or ultimately
result in death by exhaustion. The bone may be short-
ened as a result, or invested with a thickened periosteum.
The pathological changes may be described briefly as
due to proliferation of the cartilage cells, with mamelo-
nation of the epiphyseal surface and calcification of the
osteoid processes. Periosteal and perichondria! thick-

enings follow, conjointly with retarded osteogenesis at
some points.

Osteoperiostitis is a later bone-symptom of inherited

syphilis, affecting predominantly tlie tibia, but also the

ulna, radius, cranial, and other bones, often more than
one bone in one subject of the disease, and then at times

sj-mmetrically. The hyperostosis resulting may distort
the tibia so as to produce the so-called "sabre-blade"

deformity, its voluminous mass forming a curve, with
an anterior or lateral convexity, painful, tender, and in-

dolent of development; or it may result in characteristic

multiple cranial hyperostoses of the temporal and frontal

regions. All these forms may result in necrosis, ulcer-
ation of bone, and formation of fistulous tracts through,
which sequestra may be removed.

In gummatous osteomyelitis the medullary canal, after

degeneration of a gummatous infiltration, may be the
seat of a cheesy tissue here and there enclosing solid

masses, surrounded by laj'ers of newly formed bone.
The sypliilitic dactylitis of inherited resembles that of

acquired <lisease, the swellings attacking sowly or rapid-
ly, with or without pain, one or more of the proximal
phalanges, or metacarpal or metatarsal bones. In all

these bone-lesions the joints may participate secondarily,
or the synovial membrane or fibrous capsule may be first

to induce a hydrarthrosis or fiuiicfaction, which may go
on to degenerative changes involving cartilage and bone,
or be averted at any stage by treatment.

The nermiis sysleni, in inherited syphilis, is chiefly in-

volved after the occurrence of structural changes iu the

meninges and other neighboring parts. Fibrous and

gummatous thickenings and infiltrations, diffuse and
circumscribed, may implicate one or more of the menin-

geal layers, agglutinating them to each other or to the
ner\'t)us structures thej' enclose. Periostitis of the sur-

faces in contact with these membranes, intracephalic
scleroses and gummata, and occlusions of the lumen of
the cerebral vessels, may here, as in acquired disease, be
followed by a long series of nervous symptoms, dilata-

tion of the pupil, facial paralysis, paraplegia, hemiple-
gia, epileptiform seizures, hj'drocephalus, idiocy, and
various grades of failure of intellectual development and
vigor. Fournier, in describing the late forms of this

complication, lays stress upon the occurrence of severe
and persistent cephalalgias, similar to those so frequently
recognized in acquired syphilis of the nervous .system, as
also upon the frequency of urinary incontinence. The
same author believes that there is an hercdito-syphilitic
tabes, and possibly also a sclerosis en plaqttes. The pa-

raly.ses resulting from compression or other changes in

the nervous trunk chiefly involve the ocular muscles.
The treatment of the mother affected with syjihilis. and

pregnant or nursing a syphilitic infant, is usually indi-

cated. Jlcrcurial inunction of the infant by smearing its

flannel roller with oleates and salves is an efficient means
of introducing the metal when it is required. Calomel,
or the gray powder, may be given, one grain to one-
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twentieth of either (0.066 to 0.0U33) rublx-d up witli

sugar of milk, and phicud upon the tongue of the infant,

three or four times daily. The (hise can be nicely ad-

justed to the requirements of each case. The bichloride

inay be substituted in combination with syrup of licorice

or of ginger. Ten drops may be given of a two ounce

(&4.0) solution, containing from one fmirtli to one grain

(O.OIGO to 0.066) of the sublimate to the ounce (33.0). In-

unction is, however, preferable for the majority of cases,

with the administratinn of cod liver oil by the mouth.
When mercury anil the iodide of potassium are both

indicated (more particularly in the management of osse-

ous lesions), the several combinations liuownastlie syrup
of Gibert are useful, e.g. :

^ Hydrarg. biniodid gr. i. (0.066)
Potass, iodid § ss. (16.0)

Syr. glycyrrhiz. (vel zingiber.),

Aq. dest aa lij. (64.0)
M.

Of this solution the infant under the fourth month can
take from five to ten drops iu water, the larger dose being
gradually reached. Similarly, in all portentous cases, tlie

iodide of potassium may be administered in drop doses of

a saturated solution to the point required to produce any
desired effect, as already described iu the treatment of

acquired nervous syphilis. In all cases the diet and hy-

giene are highly important. The heredito-sj'philitic child

should be at the breast of the mother (and at the breast of

none other), if it can be thus properly nourished. The
local manageinent of the mouth, of the ano-geuital re-

gion, and of all syphilodermata is important, and to be

conducted on principles heretofore indicated. Tonics are

often useful. The prognosis is grave in all severe cases.

In viable children, free from visceral complications, much
can be accomplished by treatment.

TiiEATMEXT OP Stphilis.—The chief point of impor-
tance in syphilis is the non-medicinal management of the

patient, without a proper knowledge of which the most
skilful use of drugs is ineffective. This introduces to

the wide field of diet, liygiene, and occupation of mind
and body. The diet should be nutritious, and .should

exclude alcohol in all forms not specifically directed by
the practitioner, with a view to securing its valuable
tonic (not stinndating) effects. Tobacco in every form
is best discarded, as having an injurious effect upon the
nutrition in general, as well as upon tlie mucous surface

of the mouth, which constitutes such a fertile field for

the development of mucous patches. Tlie body should
be sponged daily with cool or tepid (often with salt)

"water, and then briskly scrubbed until warm, when the

general surface not the .seat of syphilodermata per-
mits such a course. The skin should be properly pro-
tected by warm imderwcar. In the case of syphilitic

patients sexual indulgence should be prohibited. Most

patients are better for regular and systematic attention

to their usual occupation, though the latter shoidd not

undidy tax the mental or physical powers. The bowels
should be evacuated daily. JExercise in the open air and
due regulation of the hours of sleep should not be forgot-
ten. In many cases, where the purse of the patient will

permit, the recreation of travel, a sojourn at the sesi-

shore, or a change from an inhospitable to a mild cli-

mate, are valuable steps toward recovery.
In a small percentage of cases the expectant or tonic

treatment of syphilis, conducted largely by the measures
described above, aided bj' the use of tonics (fen-uginons,
bitter, acid), suffices for what seems to be a cure. In-

deed, no observer of large experience can deny that cases
of exceedingly mild and benignant syphilis are often

untreated and exhibit no recurrence.
The immense preponderance of cases, liowever, is on

the other side of this slender l)order-line of safet}'; and
tlie danger of an expectant course, for most patic^nts, is

siiltieienlly grave to furnish the basis of serious charges
against the practitioner who habitually pursues it.

Mercury is to day, as for nearly four hundred years^
past, the most erticient of drugs iu the treatment of
syjihilis. It is given by tlu' mouth in the form of the
protiodide, biniodide, bichloride, calomel, gray powder,
blue mass, tannate, or other combinations of ihe metal.
The protiodide is deservedly popular with American
physicians, and may be given in one-fifth of a grain (1

cgm.) granules, pellets, or discs. It is usual to begin
with one after each meal, and to increase gradually till

some conslilutional effect is [iroduced, such as looseness,
of the bowels, slightly increased fiow of saliva, or mod-
erate abdominal pain, after which the dose is reduced.

Keyes suggests at this point a "
tonic

"
dose—one which

can be tolerated for months at a time without inconven-
ience, and reached by the reduction of the dose described
above. For speedy effect, calomel is employed in doses-
of one-tenth of a grain (0.0066) every hour; and for
slower effect, less often. It is well administered in pow-
der rubbed up with sugar of milk. The mercurial pill
has the advantage of being readily combined with iron,
as e.ff. :

R. Pil. hydrarg 9ij. (3.66)
Mass. "Vallet (pil. ferri subcarb.) 3ss. (0.66)
Nux vom. ext gr. iv. (0.34)

M. Ft. pil., No. XX. S. : One after meals.

The dried ferric sulphate, quinine, ergotine, and aloes

may each, when indicated, be incoroorated in these or
similar pills.

The bichloride is often best combined with iron in some
such acid solution as :

I^ Hydrarg. bichlorid...gr. i.-ij. (0.066-0.133.)
Ferri tinct. mur.,
Acid. mur. dil iia. 3 ij.-iv. (8.0-16.)

Syr. ziniriber. (vel.

sarza?)..'^ f Jij. (3;?.0.)

Aq. dest ad f | vi. (l'J2.0.)

M. S. : A teaspoonful in a glassful of w-ater after
each meal. To this the sulphate of strychnine in medici-
nal doses may often be advantageously added.

Solutions of the bichloride effected with the aid of
alcohol or with an equal quantity of the muriate of am-
monium are also useful.

The biniodide is usually, administered by decomposing
corrosive sublimate with the potassic iodide, and dis-

solving the precipitate in an excess of the same salt, e.g. :

If Hydrarg. bichlorid gr. i. (0.066.)
Potass, iodid "3 ij. («.0.)

Aq. dest 3 iij. (96.0.)

M. S. : A teaspoonful in water after meals.

The Gibert formula, modified variously by almost

every author, is nearly as follows:

1} Hydrarg. biniodid gr. i. (0.06.)
Potass, iodid 3 i. (4.0.)

Aq. dest 31. (4.0.)

M. Filtra, deinde adde syrup, au-
rant. cort 3 vi. (193.0.)

S. : One to two teaspoonfuls in water after eating.

Combinations of mercury and the potassic iodide are

employed chieHy iu the so-called "mixed " treatment of

syphilis; in lesions that are transitional in type between
the graver anil milder forms: and also in many preca-
rious or rebellious symptoms in the earlier stages of the

malady. Pills of the bichloride and biniodide are usu-

ally objectionable on account of their tendency to the

production of irritative eJTccts, but are in some cases

given with advantage. Frimi one-sixteenth to one forti-

eth of a grain of either (0.004 to 0.0016) may thus be
administered after meals.

Mercury is of great service when applied by vapor
in fumigation. This method is generally, in the larger
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cities of llie countiy, relegated to the batli-houscs, but

by the aid of a chair, a blauliet, and tlie Scherini; (forma-

lin) lamp, it eau be employed at the resideiiee of any
patient. Fiom one to three drachms (4.0-12.0) of calomel,

cinnatmr, or the gray o.\ide, or two or more of them in

combination, are used for tlie production of the vapor
when placed on the metallic plate of the lamp. Steam is

fiirnisiied by water boiling iu the chamber designed for

that purpo.se, and the naked and sweating skin of the

patient wrapped in the blanket and seated over the lamp,
is thus subjected two or three times a week to the fumes
of the mercury.
The uncleanly, but very effective, method of intro-

ilucing mercury by ininiction is popular abroad, but
us<'d iu this country chielly by experts, in h(is|iitals, and
at certain Springs enjoying repute for the relief of this

disorder. Equal parts of the twenty-perceul. mercuric
oleate and scented vaseline, or the ordinary mercurial

ointment, nnrde with lanolin oil, may be used, one drachm
(4.0) or more being rubbed at night before retiring into

dilTerent portions of the skin (selectinga new region each

night), and removed by a bath in tlie morning.
Hypodermatic injections of mercury in various forms

are popular upon the contini'nt of Europe, but are much
le.ss frequently employed in England and America. They
arc rapidly eflfeetive when used. They have been the

subject of mudi favorable and adverse criticism, and are

both jiraised and decried by leading sypbilographers.
They are subject to the disadvantage of requiring a phy-
sician for the administration of each dose, and are there-

fore better suited to hospital than lo private practice. The
following formvdre have been employed: Calomel, gr.
iss. to iij. (0.10 to 0.2), rubbed up with about twenty-
four minims (1.5) of pure glycerin (Scarenzio); corrosive

sublimate, four grains to the ounce (0.266 to 32.0) of dis-

tilled water; fifteen minims (1.00) to be injected every
two or three days (Lewin). These solutions have been
modilied by incorporating with them one-tenth of a grain
(0.0066) of the acetate or of the .sulphate of morphine to

relieve pain ;
and the chloride of sodium, four parts to one

of the bichloride, to render the solution less irritating. As
these subcutaneous injections are liable to be followed by
abscesses, attempts have been made in the direction of se-

curing a soluble albuminate or peptonate of mercury, all

of which have proved unsatisfactory. Solutions of the

bieyanide, biniodide, nitrate, and formidate of mercury
have also been recommended. None of these devices
has yet rivalled in popularity the solutions of corrosive
sublimate in distilled water.
When niercury jiroducesits happiest effects in syphilis,

by any mode of administration, the symptoms diminish
or disappear, and the patient actually gains in weight.
Even when improperly employed, mercury is not (al-

waj's) responsible for many of the res\ilts popularly
ascribed to its influence. These are chiefl.v syphilitic
symptoms of patients misinformed as to the nature of
their disorder. The statistics collated by the physicians
of the great Russian mercury mines, of disease observed

among the workers in the metal, include none of the

symptoms popularly ascribed to the influence of this

metal in syphilitic patients
—mouth-patches, rheumatism,

eruiitive symptoms, etc. They are all in the direction
of salivation, and. in grave cases, of maxillary necrosis.
Tenderness of the gums, moderate fetor of the breath,
slight increase in the salivary flow, noticeable indenta-
tion of the .sides of the tongues by the molar teeth, and tu-
mefaction of the mucous membrane—-these are the first

signs of a to.xic effect, which may increase, if the drug be
further pushed, to the extreme of complete salivation,
with loosening and even falling out of the teeth. In the
modern treatment of syphilis no such effects are desired,
and are rarely attained. The milder of these manifesta-
tions readily disappear under ajipropriate theraiiy: tepid
gargles of milk, flaxseed tea. or sweetened or demulcent
water, containing one drachm (4.0) of potassium chlorate
to the pint (oOO.O) of vehicle; a liipiid and nutritious

diet; abstinence from iced, alcoholic, spiced, acetous, and
hot articles of food and drink; suspension of the mer-

curial
;
laxatives sufficient to secure complete evacuation

of the bowels; and often the ferruginous and other tonics,

preferabl}' in solution.

Iodine and its compounds are useful in combination
with mercury and without such union. They are more
available for gummatous syniptoras, but ma.v be often

emiiloycd with the greatest advantage in the milder

symptoms of the disease. The articles of the class most
used are iodine, iodipin, iodoform, and the iodides of lithi-

um, sodium, starch, and potassium. No one of these is

equal in value to the iodide of potassium ; none enjoys to

tlie .same degree the confidence of the profession. It may
be given alone or wiih mercury by the mouth; or it may
be given by the mouth when mercury is emploj-ed by
inunction or fumigation; f>r it may be given in alterna-
tion with one or more of the courses named.

It is always best administered in solution, gr. iij. to

XX. (0.20 to 1.83), given iu distilled water, milk, or any
other vehicle preferred, such as cinnamon water, or one
of the various syrups em|iloyed as vehicles. The
method of administering the iodide of potassium iu

largest dose, gradually reached, from one drachm to
an ounce (4.0 to 32.0) in the twenty-four hours, has been

fully described in the paragra])hs devoted to nervous

syphilis. Employed with all due precautions, and ad-
ministered with large draughts of pure water, it furnishes
one of the most brilliantly effective of the measures at
hand in the grave emergencies of the disease. When its

morbid effects are produced, these may become apparent
after the exhibition of the smaller doses. Among them
may be named severe coiyza, with a?dema of the lids,

lips, and glottis; salivation; gastrointestinal distress and
tenderness; and a series of cutaneous eruptions. In the
order of frequency the latter are acneiform papulo-pus-
tules, furuncular lesions, purpura, tubercles, erythema-
tous macules, bulla?, and eczeniaform patches.
An enormous number of medicinal articles, beside

those named, have been used in the treatment of syphilis.
Some are indispensable in the management of most cases;
some have a doubtful effect ; many are absolutely worth-
less. In the first class ma.v be named the ferruginous
tonics ; the mineral acids (only given .simultaneously with
the mercuric bichloride); cod-liver oil; quinine and the

vegetable bitters ; alcohol, judiciously administered; and,
in particular, the fluid extract of erythroxylon coca, first

warmly recommended by Taylor in the management of

syphilis, and fully indorsed by the writer, who has em-

plojed it with advanta.ge in many cases. In the second
class may be named sarsaparilla (probably having no
other than a purely "stomachic" value); the "McDade
formula "

(equal parts of the fluid extracts of smilax,

sarsaparilla, stillingia sylvatica, kappa minor, and Phyto-
lacca decandra, with one-half of one part of the tincture
of xanthoxylum carolinianum), and Zittman's decoction

(probably eflicient chiefly for the mercury it contains).
In the last class may be named nitric acid, gold, thuya,
cascara, berberis aquifolium, and the mass of proprietary
preparations, many of which, though advertised as
"
purely vegetable

"
compounds, dejiend for a short-lived

popularity upon the mercury or iodine which they con-
tain. None of the mineral springs, in this country or

abroad, which enjoy a reputation in the treatmerit of

syphilis supplies a water which can be demonstrated to

possess a therapeutic value outside of the climatic,

hygienic, and, indeed, medicinal effects obtained by resi-

dence and treatment by physicians in the districts where
such springs are found. The waters of the well-known
Hot Springs of Arkansas, in this country, have never

yet been shown to possess any medicinal virtue; and the
number of syphilitic patients who annually resort thither
and reap some advantage from such a course are, for the
most part, those who have been treated there by physi-
cians with mercury or the iodine compounds. Tlie so-

called process of "syphilization
" has not survived its

brief period of notoriety. It wasbase<l uiion a confusion

respecting the nature of the syiihililic and the non-

syphilitic sore, and is now a curiosity in the literature of

medicine.
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No limit can be set to tlic length of time whieli should

be assigned for the treatment of the disease. The aver-

age patient re(inires careful observation and treatment

for from two to four years. JIany require this for a far

longer jieriod. Mild cases may require less. No guar-
aniee of future inununity can be given any patient on the

conclusion of treatment, I hough jirolialily seventy-live per
cent, of all the infected have no symptoms of returning
disease after ]iro])er treatment by a competent physician.
Two years of inununity from all .symptoms sboidd elapse
after the conclusion of treatment, liefore a patient of

either sex should Ije permitted marriage with a non-

infected person, though in the case of women who liave

not readied the menopause and are regularly menstru-

ating, this period may be somewhat shortened. Two
years of immunity is required by some of the larger in-

surance companies before accepting life-risks of the in-

fected, Sj'philis, liowever, is, as a matter of fact, one
of 1 he most leadily managed and promising of all diseases

that affect the human race. As distinguished from them
all. its progno.sisin general maybe pronounced good. It

may often disfigure, but it rarely destroys, its victims.

As "against the frequent fatality in pneumonia, variola,

typhoid fever, or ery.sipelas, its statistics include an over-

whelming preponderance of infected subjects in whose
later years it tigures oidy among those indelible reminis-

cences which teach the sternest lessons of life.

James Nevins Hyde.
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SYRINGOMYELIA. See Spinal-Cord Diseases; %-
ini/'iiiii/ih'd.

T^NI/C. See Centoda and Aiitlielmintica.

TALIPES. See Foot, etc

Vir-TALLEY.'S SPRINGS.—Mecklenburg County
giniti.

Post-Office,— Palmer's Springs.
Talley's Springs are located seventy-five miles south-

east of Pc'tersburg, and within eight miles of the Atlanlic
and Danville Ktiiliotid on the north, and eleven miles of

the Seaboard Air-line on the south. The .situation is in a.

beautiful vallej', the surface being clotheil in a inagnili-
cent growth of original otik. The country is moderately
Lilly in character, and the climate very genial anil salu-

brious. The springs have never been developed, but the

waters have been resorted to by residents of the district

for many years, and numerous cases are cited which
illustrate their beneficial elfects. A partial analysis has
shown the presence of lithia, sulphur,- and iron. A

strong odor of sulpliureted hydrogen pervades the neigh-
borhood. The water is .saitl to have a wonderful ])reser-
vative power. We are informed by Mr. G. AV. Davis,
the owner. Unit a small green log which has lain in the

spring between thirty and forty years is siill perfectly
sound. It is stated tluit the advantages of these strong
waters and the many altnictive features of the neighbor-
hood will .soon be turneil to good elTect and a desirable
summer resort established. Palmer's Springs, which
also possess a local reputation, are two miles away.

James K. Crook.

TAMARIND.—(rrtmannrfw*, U. S., P., B. P.; Ihdpa
'Janiiirindiiriiin Crndn. P. G. ; Tatiiarinier, Cod. Med.)
Th(^ preserved pulp of the fruit of Tamarindus Indiea

(fam. Leyiiminosa). The tamarind is a large, handsome,
widely spreading, locust-like tree, with rough, dark-gray

Fig. 4.593.—Tamarindus Indiea. Flowering brancli with fruit.

(Baillon.)

bark, and rather smtdl, cassia-like, abruptly pinnate
leaves. The fruit is a flattened, curved, .solid "pod,"
from three to si.\ or more inches long; smooth, yellow-
ish-brown externally, with a brittle shell, smila firm
acid pulp surrounding the seeds. The pulp contains a
skeleton of fibrous bundles running lengthwise over the
seeds. The tamarind tree grows now in all tropical
countries, and is, besides, extensively cultivated. It

came originally from t!ie Old World, presiimalily from
Africa, but is equally abund.ant in India, Australia, and
the West Indies. When the fruits tire ripe, the outer
shell becomes brittle tiiid is broken between the fingers
and removed, the entire conlents being then iiaeked in

kegs and covered with boiling syrup. lu this way the

West Indian ttimarinds, which comprise most of those
that reacli our market, are prepared. In the East, sugar
is often used instead of syrup, or they ma.y be packed
dry, without any sweetening, iu a hard, semisolid mass.

Preserved tamariuds, as they reacli us, are in a moist,

reddish-brown, pulpy, stringy mass, with numerous

llattish-quadrangular, smooth seeds, and a little thick.
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dark syru|i. They have a iileasiiiitly sweet ami aeid

taste. Jli.xod with water, tliey iiialie a pleasant aeid

drinlv, wliich was formerly use(i in fevers and other
forms of sicl<ucs3. Tliey are inucli less employed at

present.
Composition.—Citric acid, eiglit or nine iier cent., is

the important eonstitueut. About one and one half per
cent, of tartaric aeid, a little malic aeid. ami, say, three

per cent, of potassinm bitartrate. are ailjuvants to the

former, and add to the aeiility of the fniit. Gum, jelly,
and ordinar}' vejietulile matters, and, in onr preserved
tamarinds, the sugar that is added, complete the list of

constituents.

Usen.—Tamarinds arc rather an a.srreeable luxury than
a medicine and in some countries are consumed exten-

sively as a preserve. They jiossess some slij,'ht laxative

properties, like prunes, barberries, figs, and other acid
and sugary fruits. Here tliey are used to make a re-

freshing acid drink or as an adjuvant to some laxative

compound. The Confection of Senna (Confectio Senna,
U. S.) contains ten per cent, of them. The dose of tama-
rinds is indefinite. W. P. Bolks.

TAMPA, FLORIDA.—This winter health resort, which
acquired a somewhat unpleasant notoriety during the

Spanish-American War on account of the hardships and
illness sutfered by the United States troops en route to

Cuba, is situated about midway of the peninsula of

Florida, on the Gulf side, at the head of Tampa Bay. It

is about twenty-five miles distant from the coast, in Lat.

27° 57' N., and has a permanent population of 15,839. It

is one of the important commercial cities of Florida, and
has extensive manufacturing interests, principally in

cigars, employing large numbers of Cubans. There
are various churches, an opera-house, street cars, electric

lighting and water works, sewers, and cleau-paved streets.

Port Tampa, where the largest steamers land, is nine

miles from the city, with which it is connected by rail,

and from here steamers leave for Havana and various
Gulf ports.
On the opposite bank of the Hillsborough River, at

the mouth of which Tampa is located, is the Tampa
Bay Hotel, situated in a beautiful park of one hundred
and fifty acres, with a botanical garden containing a

great variety of native and imported trees and plants.
This hotel is one of the most imposing and extensive in

Florida—the land of extravagant buildings of this sort.

It is of Moorish architecture and contains nearly five

hundred rooms, and is most luxuriouslj" eijuipped. Con-
nected with it is a casino, with a swimming pool, and an

exposition building. T];ere are several other hotels in

the city proper, and one at Port Tampa. There are

many opportunities for fishing, hunting, boating, and

driving, and a variety of excursions about the beautiful

bay. The siirroiuidiug country is sandy, but neverthe-
less supports a luxuriant tropical vegetation, groves of

orange, lemon, and pine trees abounding.
The climate is a warm, eijuable, moist one, the mean

annual temperature being nearly th,-it of Cairo, Eg3'pt.
Both in climate and vegetation Tampa partakes of the
characteristics of southern tropical Florida. It is well to

remember that it was in jNIay, June, and Jidy that the

United States troops congregated at Tampa, not the sea-

son when the visitor or invalid resorts to a warm coun-

try. Moreover, it was probably quite as much due to

tlie sudden assemblage of a large body of men at this

point as to the climate that the illness occurred. On ac-
count of the humidity and enervating quality of the cli-

mate, such a resort as Tampa is not favorable for t\d)er-

culosis; but it is useful for a variety of cases needing a

mild, ecpiable, sunny, winter climate, as has lieen indi-

cated in the article upon Florida in Vol. IV. of the

H.\NDBOOK.
The accompanying chart gives the various climatic data

for the four winter months and also for .July. The char-

acteristic features are seen to be mildn<'ss and equability
of temperature, a high humidity, much sunshine, and a

comparatively high annual rainfall, the larger part fall-

CLIMATK of TA.MPA. FUIRIDA. LaTITIDE, 27° 57' N. ; LONGITtlDE,
82" 28'.

Temperature— Dejrrees Fahr.
Averajre nr normal
Mt-an nf warmest
Mean ..r ci.Kiest

.Avera^'e daily ranjre
Hii-'hest tir maximum
I.iiwest or minimum

Mumidiiy—
Avera^'e relative

Precipitation—
.\verage in incbes

Wind-
I'revailintr direction

Averajre hourly velocity in
miles

Weather-
Average number clear days.
Average number fair days .

Average number dear and
tairdays

Dec. Jan.

62.2°

71.2

5.3.2

18.U

81.3
St.7

^M
1.3:

N.

6.0

12.1

12.3

24.4

58.6°
67.8

48.0
lit.S

78.1

32.7

81 .6;?

2.4,5

N.

6.0

9.3

18.4

2.5.9

Feb. Mar. July. Year.

63.1°

71.7

54.6
17.1

80.5

35.7

83.8^

2.81

N.E.

8.4
14.3

22.7

66.4°

75.8

58.9

18.9

84.2

80.0!S

2.68

S. E.

6.7

11.7
14.4

26.1

81.5°
S9.6

73.5
16.1

93.2

70.0

82.4?

7.99

E.

5.3

7.0
20.0

71.6°
80.5
62.8
17.7

94.4

28.1

81.2!«

.53.09

N.E.

6.1

11.5.0

188.3

303.2

ing during the summer, features common to all the coast
resorts of the Florida peninsula.

Tampa is readily reached by rail direct, or one caa
make a portion of the journey by water.

Edioard 0. Otis.

TANNAL, aluminum basic tannate, Al..(0H)4.(CuHs-
Oola-f IOH2O, is a brownish-yellow powder formed by
precipitating an aluminum salt with tannic acid in the

presence of an alkali. It is employed as an astringent
dusting powder for wounds and ulcers, and as an insuf-
flation in catarrhal conditions of the nose and throat. It
is insoluble in water, but its combination with tartaric
acid dissolves readily and is known as "soluble taunal."
The solution, however, slowly decomposes.

\¥. A. Basiedo.

TANNALBIN is a tasteless, odorless, light-brown pow-
der made by drying tannin albuminate at 110°-120^ C.
It is light and bulky and contains about fifty per cent.
of tannic acid. It is insoluble in water or the gastric
juice, but slowly dissolves in alkaline media, as'in the
intestine. Though tannalbin has very little astringenc}',
the weight of evidence indicates that" it is as efficient in
diarrheal conditions as any of the astringent drugs. It

presumably sets free its tannic acid in the intestine, since
Leonard Weber, Einhorn, Vierordt, and many others re-

port an apparentl}' prompt astringent action in tuber-
culous enteritis, enterocolitis, the stnnmer diarrhoeas of
children, and acute or chronic dysentery. Most authors
claim that it does not act at all in thestomach, but W.
H. Porter recomiuends it in chronic catarrhal conditions
of that organ, stating that its free administration arrests
the excessive secretion of mucus. It is administered in

capsule or in mixture, or in combination with small doses
of calomel, or mixed with starch water as an enema.
The dose for an adtdt is about 1 gm. (gr. xv.) several
tiiues a day. Ten grams ( J iiss.) a day have been given
for several days without untoward efi'ect.

ir. ,1. Bastedo.

TANNIC kC\0.—(Acidum Tannicmn, U. S., Br., Qer.
Giilliitiutiiie Acid. Digallic Arid. Tannin. HC14H9C,
= 321.32.) Au organic acid olitaincd from mitgall. A
light-yellowish amorphous powder, usuhlly cohering in
the form of glistening scales or spongy masses, odorless,
or having a faint, characteristic odor and a strongly as-

tiingent taste; gradually turning darker when exposed
to air and light.
Tannic acid is freely soluble in both alcohol and water,

as well as in glycerin. The characteri.stic blue-black
color produced in a solution of tannic acid when a ferric

.salt is addetl forius the basis of tests for its jire.sence.
The form of tannic acid here considered is characterized

by its convertibility into gallic acid, of which it is the

anhydride. Although generally stated that it occurs ia
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some other varieties of gall and in several other vege-
table substances, certain ililTcrciiccs are ijercejitible in

these, and it has been iiuestinncd wlicthcr any of them
can be considered as identical with tlie one under con-

sideration. It may be e.xti'acled from the jiowdered galls

bj' several proees.scs. The most convenient method is to

exhaust the latter with warm water and then thoroughly
remove the impurities by churning with ether. The
most common impurity present is resin, though after a

time more or less gallic aeid is likely to be formed, if

carelessly preserved, the properties thus bceonnng weak-
ened. Tannic acid is associated in llie jdant with more
or less glucose, a part of it apparently combined as a

glucoside, and this glucose often exists as an impurity of

tannic acid.

InemnpatibiUty.
—The wide distribution of tamiic acid,

or its associates in the group, among vegetable drugs,
lends great importance to its numerous incompatibilities,
the more iinpcn-tant ones being here stated. Tannin is

slowly destroyed by remaining in aqueous solution, the

process hastened by heat. Alkaloidal salts in aiiucous or

weak alcoholic solution are decomposed by tannin, their

tannatcs, which are but slightly soluble in water, being
precipitated. Other organic substances whose solutions

are precipitated by tamiic acid are albumen, gelatin, glu-

ten, starch hydrafe, and manj- glucosides and aniaroids.

A solution of antipyrin is also precipitated and iodoform
is decomposed. Tannin in a solution of iodine prevents
the latter from turning starch blue. Tannic acid is in-

compatible with ferrous salts, giving a gelatinous pre-

cipitate, and with ferric salts, giving a black color to a
weak solution (its physiological action being not thus de-

stroyed), and a black precipitate with a strong one, the

strength correspondingly weakened. Solutions of salts

of lead, copper, silver, chromium, mercury, bismuth,

antimony, and most other metals yield taunates as pre-

cipitates, and nitric aeid converts it into oxalic acid.

With stdphuric. nitric, and hydrochloric acid, precipitates
arc yielded. Hydriodic acid is formed when tannin is

added to iodine with water. Oxidizing agents are re-

duced by tannin. The stronger of them, like potassium
chlorate, may produce explosions when triturated with
tannic acid. With spirit of nit.rousether or amyl nitrite,

a gas is yielded. Chlorine, iodine, and bromine are in-

compatible. Lime-water and tannin yield a ])recipitatc,
as do potassium and ammonia and tlieir carbonates.

The phj'siological actions and uses of tannic acid

depend almost wholi_v upon its chemical property of

coagulating albumen in the form of a tannate, and this is

especially true of its local action. In this waj', the fol-

lowing effects are produced : A protective film is formed

upon raw surfaces ; bleeding orifices, if small, are closed

by blood clots in their mouths and by a contracting clot

about them; relaxed muscular tissue is contracted, thus

increasing the ha'mostatic effect
;

it coagulates the saliva

and buccal mucus, and it is probably due to its mechani-
cal action tliat the taste and general sensation of the
mouth are diminished

;
in the same way it blunts the ap-

petite and checks digestive activity, but arrests gastric
and intestinal hemorrhage, as well as intestinal dis-

charges, the latter effect not to be confounded witli that

of a stimulation of the vaso-motor nerves by volatile oils

and other stimulants. Here again the mechanical blunting
of the nerve endings results in a decrease of the p.'ristal-
tic action, tantiic acid being thus one of our most impor-
tant constipating agencies. Here its local action may be
Siiid to end, while its systemic action becomes that of

gallic aeid, to which the reader is referred. It may be

mentioned, however, that tannic aeid has a distinct irri-

tating tendenc}-, which lieconies apparent when over-
doses arc taken. In this way it may act as an emetic or
even as a purgative.
The u.si'S of tannic acid thus fall naturally into two

classes, one of which is to be found discussed imder
gallic acid. Its chief local uses arc to protect and stimu-
late the healing jirocesses in all simi)le ulcers and in skin

diseases which exhibit a superficial inllanunatory ten-

dency. Mikl hemorrhages of the skin or of the uares.

moutli, stomach, or intestines may be promptly arrested

by it. the dry powder being best where direct application
is iiossible. E.\cessive and malodorous local perspirations
are checked, as well as foul exudations from the mucous
meniliranes of nose, throat, aii'l uterus. At the same
time, an ovcrrelaxcd condition of these niend)ranes, as
well as of the rectum when hemorrhoids arc present, is

promptly corrected, although the effect is likely to be but

temjiorary. Acute inllammatory conditions of the fauces,
and to a less extent of the stomach, are often promptly
relieved. Inhalation of a spray of tannic-acid solution
will check many cases of luemoptysis, and this method,
when i)o.ssible, is much more efficient than its internal ad-
ministration. The ordinary dose is gm. 0.00 to 0.3 (gr.

i.-v.), but this is often largcl.v increased in order to check

hemorrhage. The official preparations are the styptic
collodion, the glycerite, and the ointment, eac'h of

twenty-per-ccut. strength, and the troches, eacli contain-

ing about one grain. A tive-per-cent. or tcn-per-cent.
aqueous solution is often used for irrigating the nares or
the vagina. Henry U. Rushy.

TANNIGEN, di-acctyl tannin, CmH,(CII3CO)jO», is a
yellow isli-i; lay, odorless, and tasteless powder, prepared
by the action of acetic anhydride or acetyl chloride on
tannic acid dissolved in glacial acetic acid. It dissolves
in dilute solution of sodium borate or phosphate and in

alcohol, is slightly soluble in ether, and is insoluble in

water, though it tends to absorb mc.store from the air.

It is decomposed byalkalies, and is colored blue-black by
ferric salts. Passing tmchanged through the stomach, it

is broken up in the intestine, where the slow liberation
of tannic acid gives a mild and continuous astringent
effect. In diarrhcea, dysentery, and especially the sum-
mer diarrhoeas of children, Clark, Bicdert, Escherich, and
Ewald have found it superior to the prejiarations of

krameria, catechu, hreniatoxylon, and other vegetable
astringents. Williams of Boston. Miiller. and others
recommend it in the diarrhoeas of tuberculosis. The
dose is 0.1 gm. (gr. iss.) several times a day for young
children, and 0.3.5-0.7 gm. (gr. v.-x.) for adults.

Clark suggests the following for use in leucorrhcea :

V, Tannigen 4 gm. (3i.), boric acid 8 gm. (iij.), zinc

sulphate 0.7 gm. (gr. x.) fluid extract hydrastis 8 c.c.

( ij.). Dissolve in a cup of hot water and add to three

quarts of hot water for injection. Tannigen has also
been employed as an insufflation in nose and throat affec-
tions.

"

^\^. A. Bastedo.

TANNOFORM, methylene di-tannin, methylene di-gal-
lic acid, Cll2(CnH,,09)2. is a condensation product ob-
tained by adding a solution of formaldehyde to a solution
of gallotannic acid in hot water and precipitating with
hydrochloric acid. It is a loose pinkish-white powder,
insoluble in water or acids and soluble in alcohol; it dis-

solves in alkalies with decomposition.
In the intestine tannoform sets free tannic acid and

formaldehyde, and has been so used as an intestinal

astringent and antiseptic. But it is not very widely em-

jiloj'cd thus, because of the po.ssible irritation of the

formaldehyde. It is a clean, dry antiseptic and deodoriz-

ing powder, and is use<l cither lui re or diluted with starch
or talctim. In wounds, ulcers, and bedsores it seems to

have marked healing properties, in hyperidrosis and
bromidrosis it is .siccative and deodorizing, and in moist
eczema, pruritus, intertrigo, and burns it forms a service-

able dusting-powder. In chronic catarrli of the nasal

passages, especially in oza>na, it is used as an insulliation.

Similar comiiounds prepared from formaldehyde and
the tannins of aspidosperma, oak bark, and cinchona are
called respectively qiichrachinnfiifm, rjucirifi>rm, and qiiin-

oform.
The bismuth salt of tannoform is "bismnl."

11". A. Basttdo.

TANNOPIN or Taiiuon, (C1I.j)oN.,.3CmH,„0,, is a cou-
densation product of tannic acid and hexamethylene-
tetramiue (urotropin). It contains eighty-seven per
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cent, of tannic acid and is a brown, odorless and taste-

less, slijrlitly liygroscopic powdtT. which is insohi!)le in

water, alcohol, ether, or weak acids, hut dissolves, prob-

ably undergoing diange, in weak alkalies. It is said to

liberate tannic acid ami funniildcliyde in the intestine,

and fcr this reason is employed as an intestinal antiseptic
and astringent. Sclireiber, Jleier, and Tittel have re-

ported highly satisfactorj- results in tuberculous enter-

itis, and in acute, subacute, and chronic diarrhoas. The
dose is 0.2-1 gm. (gr. iij.-.\v.) several times a day.

W. A. llasteilo.

TANNOSAL, or Creosal, is the tannic acid ester of

creosote, representing si.xty i)er cent, of the latter. It is

a dark-brown powder with biting taste ami a slight odor
of creosote, and is soluble in water, alcohol, and glycerin.
As it sets free tannic acid and creosote in tlie intestine, it

is employed as a means of administering creosote in pul-

monary tuberculosis, or as an intestinal antiseptic and

astringent. The dose is 0.2-1 gm. (gr. ii].-.\v.) several

times a day. As it is hygroscopic, a solution is marketed

containing 1 gm. (gr. xv.) in each tablespoonful
W. A. Bastedo.

TANSY.—(7'<(H'/(-<-^/TO, U. S. ; Tunasia. Cod. >Ied.)
The drie<l leaves and top of Tanacetum rnlgare L. (fam.

Coiiiposita). Tans}- is a perennial herb, native of Europe
and Southern Asia. It was introduced into the United
States as a cultivated aromatic and lias become abun-

dantly naturalized as a weed along roadsides and in

waste places. The stems are somewhat tufted, erect,

nearly simple, a foot or two, rarely a yard, high; leaves

shortly and stoutly petioled, rarely exceeding 20 cm. (8

in.) long and 10 cm. (4 in.) broad, obovate when flat-

tened, pinnate, the pinnie about ten or twelve pairs,

linear-oblong, obtusisb, pinnatiind, their segments oblong,
acute, incisely serrate or lobed ; thin, with a strong
midrib, smooth, dark-green, finely depressed-glandular;
flower beads in a small, loose, terminal corymb, long-

peduncled, yellow, nearly 1 cm. (about i in.) broad,

having an imbricated, saucer-shaped involucre, a con-

vex, naked receptacle, and numerous yellow tubular

florets, which are perfect, or the outer circle pistillate;

highly and peculiarly aromatic, the taste jiungent and

very bitter.

It contains the peculiar bitter substance tanacetin,
which is amorphous, very hygroscopic, and soluble in

both alcohol and water. This imparts the most of the

bitter taste, although the volatile oil is also bitter. The
latter exists to the extent of about one-fourth of one per
cent., has a specific gravity of about 0.9.5.5, and is of a

yellovpish-green color, becoming more or less brown upon
exposure. It is soluble in about three parts of seventy-
per-cent. alcohol. It is highly aromatic, bitter, and pun-
gent, itsimportant constituent being t/ttijone (tanacetone).

Tansy also contains some tannin, malic acid, and other

unimportjint constituents.

Besides the jiroperties of tan.sy as one of the more
powerful aromatic bitters, together with the diaphoretic
and diuretic iirojierties of its class, it and its oil have
been used from time immemorial as anthelmintics. Oil

of tansy, and tansy itself in large doses, are poisonous,
the general symptoms being similar to those of the conif-

erous oils (juniper, turpentine, savin, etc.). These symp-
toms are: great irritation, vomiting, ai)dominal pain,

jiainful diuresis, convulsions, coma, and death. They
belong to the more painful class of poi.sons. The\- are

also powerfully enunenagogue, tlunigh the symptoms are

painful and the use of the drug for this pur])OSe is not
desirable. They are liable to cause abortion, though
they usually fail of this purpose when taken with such

intent, as is conunonly done.
The dose of tansy is 1 to 4 gm., usually in the form of

the fluid extract (1 to 4 c.e.), though this represents the

extreme dose which should be used. The oil may be
administered in doses of HI i.-v. So little as a liuid-

drachm of the oil has proved fatal.

Henry H. Rusby.

TAPHOSOTE is a grayish syrupy liquid of faint odor
and taste and containing tannic acid, creosote, and phos-
phoric acid. It is emjiloyed in pidmonary tuberculosis
and as an intestinal antiseptic and a.stringent. The dose
is 4 c.e. (3i-). ir. .1. Basledo.

TAPIOCA.— MmiidCii; Mnitdioca; Cassava Starch. The
starch of Miinihot iiiiUsshiia Pohl (" Sweet Cassava '") and
of 3/. .4(/ia ("Bitter Cassava"), (fam. EnphorbiactO!).
The genus Manihot contains some eighty species of

tropical America. Besides the above species, used as

food, the genus is important as a rubber-yielder, by the

species M. Glaziovii JIuell. Arg., a small tree of Brazil.
Our only interest in the Manihot is from a dietetic stand-

point, if we except the poisonous properties of the bitter

variety, due to the presence in it of hydrocyanic acid.

The starch-yielding part is the cluster of large fleshy
roots, which much resemble sweet jiotatoes, save in their

paler color. These roots, under the above names, as well
as that of Yuca, constitute the principal edible root crop
of Brazil. Their use, boiled and baked, for the table, as
well as for bread-making, far exceeds that for the manu-
facture of tapioca. Even among savage tribes, who
had never before seen white men, the writer has .seen it

thus in use. Although slightly sweetish, it is far more
like a white than a sweet potato in flavor. The finely

ground pulp, ])ressed, dried, and then pulverized, is cas-

sava meal, and is made into bread, in huge circular

cakes, a yard in diameter and nearly a half-inch in thick-

ness. These are transported in bales, bound with leaves.

Their special advantage is to be found in their long keep-
ing qualities. The taste is negative rather than strongly
pronoimccd, thus well qualifying the article for staple
use. Bitter cassava is rarely used in its entirety, but is

made into bread, or tapioca, after the poison has been dis-

sipated by fermentation and other processes. The ex-

traction of cassava starch as commercial tapioca differs

only in details, as regards convenience, from that of other
starches. It is, however, partly hydrated to cause it to

form in the peculiarl)' irregular and hard masses known
to us. In many parts of Brazil, dry tapioca is served at

table, as a side-dish, as a substitute for bread. This is

usually in smoothish, yellowish grains, resembling peb-
bles, very liard and trying to both teeth and gums.
Tapioca is merely an amylaceous food, and has no me-
dicinal properties. Henry 11. liusby.

TAR.—Pt«e Tur{Pix Lignidn, V. S. P., B. P., P. G.).

An empyreumatic oleoresin obtained by the destructive

distillation of the wood of Finns paliistris Miller, and of
other species of Pin us (fam. PinaceiB or Conifer<v).
The essential features of tar distillation are the partial

burning of a wood rich iu turpentine, the beat thus ]iro-

duced serving to expel from the wood near it the vola-

tile and liquid products ])resent, or which form during
the process, the volatile ones ascending into the flame

and being destroyed, the heavier ones settling downward
and being collected as tar. It is almost altogether per-
formed in rude stills constructed in the forest wdiere the

wood is gathered. The still is formed by stacking the

wood upon a level and liardened spot of groimd, sur-

rounding it with a trench leading into a pit and sur-

rounding the stack with a circle of earth and .«ods. thus

jireventing the free access of air. The stack is then

ignited at the top and slowly burns downward, the ex-

pelled tar gradually trickling to the bottom and llowiiig
into the ])it, fr<ini wliieh it is removed and stored in bar-

rels, in which it hardens and is marketed. The wood used

consists chi<'lly of dead branclu'sand trunks and stumps of

the trees which have been killed by tapjiing for turpen-
tine. Tar is thus described by the Pbarniaco]ia'ia:
"Thick, viscid, semi fliiid, blackish-brown, heavierthan

water, transparent iu thin layers, becoming granular and

opaque witii age; odor empyreumatic, terebiuthinale;

taste sharp, empyreumatic.
"Tar is slightly soluble iu water, soluble in alcohol,

fixed or volatile oils, and solution of potassium or sodium
hydrate.
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"Water agitated with tar acquires a pale yellowish-
brown color and an acid reaction, yields with ferric chlo-

ride T.S. !i transient j?recn color, and is colored brown-
ish-red by an equal volume of calcium hydrate T.S."

The eompositiou of tar is hitrhly complex. Its c<m-

stituents are, as might be expected, cluscly similar to

those of coal tar, the sources of the two dill'ering more in

the length of time consumed in the production than in

the essentials of the process. A large number of these

constituents and their products are considered under

separate titles iu this work. The more important con-

stituents are contained in the oil, considered below, and
in the pyroligueous acid, which, when distilled off, leave

eoinmon pitch or mi ral jntch (Fix naval
i>i). In the distil-

late the acid and the oil separate, either on account of

their different distilling points or on account of their

different specitic gravities. The acid is a source of

acetic acid and numerous other substances. The rela-

tive percentages of the different portions, as also of

the constituents of the latter, differ widely in differ-

ent tars, depending upon the kind of wood employed,
its condition and character, the details of the distillation,

etc., so that both tar and tar oil are e.\ceedingly irreg-
ular in character. The properties of tar are consid-

ered below, under Oil of Tar. Tar is itself emploj-ed
e.xternall}', chiefly in the form of the oiiitnunt (Uitf/uen-

turn picis liquid(P, l'. S. P., consisting of 50 parts of tar,

12i parts of yellow wax, and 37^ parts of lard), and in-

ternally chief!)' in the form of the iiyrup {Syrupiis picis

ligiiidiT, U. S. P. , containing 7i parts of tar, 10 of glycerin,
and 80 of sugar, with water to make 100). The dose of

tar is 1 to 4 gm. (grs. xv. to Ix.); of the syrup, about
four times as much. Tar is often given in the form of

the water, made by thoroughly stirring four ounces of

tar in a pint of water, allowing to settle, and decanting.
Of this, half a tumblerful may be taken three or four times

daily, and it is an excellent antiseptic diuretic.

Oil of iar (Oleum picis Uqvidcv, U. S. P.) is thus de-

scribed in the Pharmocopoeia :

" An almost colorless liquid
when freshly distilled, but soon acquiring a dark red-

dish-brown "color, and having a strong, tarry odor and
taste. Specific gravity about 0.970 at 15° C. (59' F.).

It is readily soluble in alcohol, the solution being acid to

litmus paper." It contains, as its principal part, creo-

sote, which in turn consists of guaiacol, cresol, creosols,

and phlorol, and which has been elsewhere considered ;

carbolic acid in small amount, toluene, xylene, paraffin,

napht;ilene, pyrocatechin, etc.

Oil of tar possesses, in lesser degree, the antiseptic
and poisonous properties of the substances which it con-

tains, as above stated. It has at the same time the diu-

retic and diaphoretic, as well as the irritant properties of

the closely related substance oil of turpentine, though
in milder degree, but is more distinctly expectorant than
that substance. Its uses, both professional and domes-

tie, depend directly upon these properties. Asa counter-

irritant, its action is very mild, and it is an excellent

chest application for 3'oung children. Its antiseptic
action is often secured as a constituent of mixtures des-

tined for inhalation purposes. Internally, its chief use

is id bronchitis, especially the chronic form, and its in-

ternal administration is commonly combined with its

use as an application to the chest. Oil of tar is less fre-

quently administered than the syrup, but may be given
in doses of tu i. to v. or even v\ x. There is no official

preparation. Henri/ II. linshij.

TARASP-SCHULS.—This health station and spa is

situated in tlie Lower Engadine Valley, thirty-four miles

from Samaden, with which it connects by diligence
twice daily. It consists of the three places, all near to-

f
ether, Tarasp-Schuls, Schnls, and Vulpura. Schnls,

,970 feet above sea level, is the largest village in the

Engadine, and contains about a tliousjind inhabitants.

It is picturesquely situated on a slope of the valley, with
the Inn below and. opposite, a stalely range of well-

wooded mountains, aial is divided into an up[)er and a

lower town, in the former of which most of the hotels and

pensions arc situated. On the high- road sejiarating the
two portions of the town is situated tlie bathing establish -

ment, with eighteen bath- and two douche-rooms for iron
and fresh-water baths.

Vulpura is a suburb consisting of large and wellap-
liointed hotels, lying on the opposite side of the river
from Sehuls, and about two hundred feet above it, on a
thickly wooded height. It is at a distance of twenty
minutes from the Kurhaus Tarasp, by a good road.
On the high road about a mile to the west of Sehuls

are the baths of Tarasp; consisting of an extensive Kur-
haus with a "pump-room" and baths, and surrounded
with pleasant gardens and parks. The whole country
about is most attractive, and affords innumerable op])or-
tunilies for walks and excursions in every direction,
amidst grand scenery and in a pure mountain atmos-

phere. One who desires to take a course of these waters
can conveniently reside at any of the three localities.

The climate of this region is somewhat milder than
that of the Upper Engadine, although it partafces of the
same general characteristics, viz., a rarefied atmosphere,
moderate temperature, diy air and free from dust,

protection from high winds, and increased intensity of
the sunlight and heat. The mean temperature during
the season (June 1st to September 15th) is 57.14° F. ; the

maximum, 87.08° F. ; and the minimum, 33.8° F. The
mean relative humidity is from 65 to 75 percent., and
there is an average rainfall of 9.40 in-hes. There are on
an average during the season 39 perfectly clear days, 27
fair ones, 34 more or less overcast, only 6 or 8 of which
are actually rainy.
The effect of the climate iss timulating and tonic, and

may be rather severe for delicate persons, as sudden

changes occur. For one, however, fairly robust and
who desires to unite the high mountain air cure with a
course of the waters and baths offered here, hardly a
more admirable and charming resort could be found.

"Scarcely another station in Europe," says Linn, "unites
so many important qualities."
There are eight cold mineral springs that are used at

this resort, although there are manj' more in the neigh-
borhood. Four of the springs used yield sulphated
alkaline waters of the class known as the "Cold Glau-
ber's Salt Springs." .similar to those at Carlsbad. The
Lucius and Emerita Springs of this class are used for

drinking and bathing; and the Ursus- and Neue Bade

Quelle are only used for bathing. The rest of the springs
are iron, yielding a gaseous chalybeate water known as
"Sauerwasser." Of these the Bouifacius is used for

drinking alone; the Wy for drinking and bathing; while
the Carola is used for bathing alone. The four springs
of Sotsass are used as a favorite table water. Compared
with the waters of Carlsbad, ilaricnbad, Kissingen and

Vich}-, the Lucius Spring at Tarasp contains about the

same amount of sulphate of soda as Carlsbad, but nearly
or quite three times as much carbonate of soda and chlo-

ride of sodium, and at least three times as much carbonic
acid. The carbonate of soda is slightly in excess of that
found in the water of Vichy, and the chloride of sodium is

about a fourth less than at Kissingen. Maricnbad contains
more sulphate of soda, but less of the other ingredients.
The analysis of the Luciusquelle by Husemanu is as

follows :

I-N SiXTEE.N OlNCES OF THE WATER THERE WERE:

Sulphate of soda It). ISl drains.
Sulpliate of potiish -.i»lii

"

Bomte of soda 1.312
•*

Nitrate of soda *Kl*i
**

Chloride of sodium i 2S.21I)
"

Chloride of lithium IE2
"

Bromide of sodiuui \Ti
*'

Iodide of sodium W7 **

Blrarboiiatf of snda 3T.42t| *|

Hi.arlx.nali'.if lime 18.810
"

HirarlH'nah' of su-ontUnn
.'l"^"'

"

IticarlKinat)' of niajfuesla 7.,'»24
'*

liiiarbouaU' of fiTric o.xide 1<V>
"

Total amount of fl.MKl solids 113.210
"

True free carbonic acid '. 33.92 cu. In.
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Of the Chalybeate Spriugs llie Bonifacius is theslrong-
•cst, contaiuing 0.045 per thousand parts of the bicarbo-
nate of iron. Tlie iron baths are heated by a tube through
\vhieli steam jxisscs, so as to eause eoniiiaratively little of

the carbonic acid to escape.
Three hours distant from Schuls are the acidulous inin-

eral springs of Val Siuestra. containing a little arsenic.

These waters are brought daily to Sehujs.

As to the tlierapeuties of these waters, the four soda
acidulous springs are more or less successfully eniiiloyed
in many ditferent functional and organic liiseases and
conditions, such as obesity, chronic constipation, hemor-
rhoids, dyspeptic conditions, gall-stones, glycosuria of

Davos Platz (soon to be extended to and beyond Schuls),
and thence by diligence over the Fluela Pass; or, by
rail to Landeck, and thence by diligence in eight hours.

Coming fnmi the south, one can go by rail to Chiavenna,
and thence by diligence over the Maloja Pass and through
the Upper Engajine, a long ride, but through grand and
delightful scenery; by this route it is well to break the

journey at Samaden. Edward 0. Otis.

TARAXACUM. See Dandelion.

TARTARIC ACID (HjCJIiO,).—
" An organic acid usu-

ally oljtained from argols. Colorless, translucent, mono-

FiG. 4.)iU.— Vitw u£ Tiirasp-Sohuls in tbe Lower Eujraillne, Switzerland.

fat persons, affections of the kidneys and bladder, dia-

betes, gout. By warming the water l)efore driidving, it

can be made to resemble more closely Carlsbad water.
The Clialybeate Springs are used in anannia and de-

bilitated conditions. In combinaliou with the hydro-
theiapeutic pi'oeesses massage is given, and the diet is

carefully regulated. Good physicians who speak Eng-
lish are found at this spa.
Most visitors taking the waters usually frequent the

ptnnp-room at the Kurliaus Tai'asp at an early hour in the

morning, at which time there is music. 'J'here is a veiy
delightful path along the river from Schuls to Tarasp, a
walk over this occupying sibout lialf an hour; and the

iiotel-keepers at Schuls provide (gratis) conveyances
which run at frequent intervals during the day between
these two places. It is well to be provided with warm
clothing, for the weather is frequently cool.

There arc several ways of reaching Schuls: bv rail to

clinic prisms, or crystalline crusts, or a white powder,
odorless, having a iiurely acid taste and permanent in

the air." (U. S. P.).

Tartaric acid is soluble in both alcohol and water,

verj- fi-eel.y in the latter. It forms during the process'
of fermentation of wine, in the form of the bitartrate

or acid tartrate, which is scrajied from the iusides of

the Ciisks in a mass called argols or tartar, or, after

purification, cream of tartar. This is converted into

calcium tartrate by the action of calcium carbonate
in the form of powdered chalk. The calcium is then
removed by sulphuric acid, setting free the tartaric acid,
which must be carefully freed from traces of potassium,
calcium, and sulphuric acid.

Tartaric acid has no special medicinal proiierties as

distinguished from those of its class. It is one of the

mild acids recommended for \ise in alkali jioisouing, and
it is useful (in the form of the effervescent powder or
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Seidlitz powder) for freeing carbonic iieid in tlie produc-
tion of carbonated liquors. It is also niucli used us a

fraudulent substitute for citric acid in the production of

cilrate-of-potassiuni solution. II( nry II. liimby.

TARTARIC ACID DIPHENYL ESTER (CJLCOO.-
('lU)lIv) is a condeu-satiiju product of phenol and tartaric

acid recommended in doses of O.lij s'ni- (g''- ^'O in gout
and rheumatism. It occurs in line silky needles of faint

aromatic odor, which are insoluble in water or cold alco-

hol, but dissolve in hot alcohol, ether, or glycerin.
W. A. Basteilo.

TARTARLITHINE is a granular effervescent prepara-
tion of lithium bitaitrale, a salt analogous to cream of

tartar. As a uric acid solvent 0.8.5-0.7 gm. (gr. v. to x.)
are given three or four times a day dissolved in a tum-
bler of water. W. A. Bastedo.

TARTROPHEN is a compound of phenetidin and tar-

taric acid analogous to citroplicn (phenetidin and citric

acid). Its u.ses and dosage are the same as those of

citrophen, but clinical data are lacking.
^y. A. Bastedo.

TASTE.—1. Debinition and Introduction.—Taste
is a special sense. A special sense is one provided with

siiecialized end organs and located in structures that are

especially adapted to serve the organism in receiving and
conducting the stimuli to the sensory end organs.
The sense of taste possesses as specialized end organs

the gustatory or taste buds, located on the surface of the

tongue, the fauces, the soft palate, and the epiglottis.
That the taste buds are the sole organs of taste is far less

certain than it is that the eye is the sole end organ of

vision. It is true that those portions of the oral mucous
membrane which possess the sense of taste are the only
places where the taste buds are found. On the other

hand, there are many other nerve fibres which po.s.sess

filaments and other endings in this same region. The
other nerve endings in this region are similar to those
found in other parts of the body, and serve in those parts
the tactile and temperature senses. The tongue possesses
the tactile and temperature senses to a high degree. Al-

though our conclusion that the gustatory buds are the
sole end organs of taste is reached by a cour.se of induc-
tive reasoning, we may feel secure that our conclusion is

a tenable one.

3. An.\to.mical Considekations.—The taste bud is

an epithelial structure composed of spindle-shaped cells

grouped in a spheroidal mass with one pole at the sur-

face of the epithelium. The cells may be classified in

two orders, the sustentacular and neuro-epifhelial. The
sustentacular cells when located on the surface of this

spheroid are called tegmental cells, and are somewhat
larger than those which make up the internal part of the
bud. Lying between the sustentacular cells in the midst
of the bud are the delicate, spindle-shaped, neuro-epithe-
lial cells, whose nuclei are in the basal poftion farthest

removed from the epithelial surface and whose e.\ternal

ends terminate in delicate hair-like filaments. Surround-

ing the nuclear end of the ueuro-epithelial cells is a copi-
ous arborization of the delicate terminal fibrils of the
telodeudria of the gustatory neurones. These arboriza-
tions may also be found in some cases to surround the
inner ends of the sustentacular cells. The taste bud pos-
sesses at the I'liithelial surface a minute pore, through
whicli substances in solution may pass into the taste bud
and will be drawn by capillary attraction into the iimer-
niost spaces between the sustentacular cells an<l neuro-

epil helium, and thus be brought into immediate contact
with the gustatory nerve endings.
Those gustatory nerve fibres which leave the posterior

third of the tongue, the fo.ssa', palate, and eiiiglottis, pass
to the gustatory centre by way of the glossopharyngeal
nerve. Those which leave the aiUerior two-thirds of the

tongue pass at first into the lingual branch of the infe-

rior ma.xillary division of the fifth nerve. They all leave
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the lingual branch and pass by way of the chorda tyra-
pani back to the seventli nerve. From here to the gus-
tatory centre their course has not been definitely traced.
The clinical evidence seems to favor tlie view that they
pass by way of the s<'ventli nerve into the base of the
brain, while c.\i)erinienlal evidence as well as obser-
vations on the embryonic development of the cranial
nerves indicates that the fibres leave the seventh nerve at
the geniculate ganglion and pass by way of the Vidian
nerve and .Aleckel's ganglion back to the fifth. Leaving
the final course of the lingual gustatory nerves to be de-
termined by fiuMherexperiinent, we may rest assured that
eventuall\- they make their way to the same gustatory
centre to which the glosso-pharyngeal fibres make their

way.
3. Physiology of the Sense ok Taste.—Many of

the perceptions attributed to taste really depend qiute
as much upon smell as upon taste. A\'e usually apply
the term./tai'o?' to those sensations which depend ui)oii
both smell and taste; e.g., one speaks of the fiavor of
roast beef or of coffee. The fact that closure of the nose

impairs the flavor of the beef or coffee indicates that a
part of the flavor is to be attributed to the .sense of smell.

The sense of taste alone seems to be confined to sensat ions

arising from four distinct stimuli: (1) sweet. (2) bitter, (3)

(leid, (4) salt. All purely taste sensations are either modi-
fications of or combinations of these four fundaiuental
sensations. The sense of taste is excited usually bj'
those substances which pass into solution—i.e., instduble
substances are tasteless. It may be i.oted in passing that
mechanical stimuli applied to the gustatory surface are

capable of arousing sensations of taste, and the same is

true of electrical stimuli. In the case of the latter, the
fact that the cathode usually tastes bitter-alkaline, while
the anode usually tastes acid, would seem to show that
the elflcient stimuli are the basic ions which gather at the
cathode and the acid ions which gather at the anode

respectively. Though this is undoubtedly the way to
account for the taste of the cathode and anode in" the
constant current, it does not throw light upon the fact
that taste .sensations are also aroused by induction shocks.
The sensation will vary in strength with; (1) the size

of the area stimulated, the sensation being more intense
the greater the area stimulated ; (2) the concentration of
the solution, being more intense the stronger the solution;
(3) the temperature of the solution, being more intense
the nearer the temperature is to that of the blood ; (4)
the mechanical friction of the tongue against the palate,

being stronger with moderate friction than without it.

The sense of taste varies in acuteness (1) through cer-

tain hereditary influences, and (2) through cultivation.
A good example of marked acuteness of taste acquired
by cultivation may be foiuid in professional tea-tasters

and wine-tasters.

I. To Deteriiiiiie the Aeiiteness of Taste.—JIake four
standard solutions, as follows: (1) Sugar, 1 gm. of dry
.saccharose in 100 c.c. of distilled water. (2) Quinine
sulphate, 1 cgm. in 1,000 c.c. of distilled water. (3)
Acetic acid, 1 gm. of glacial acetic acid in 1,000 c.c. of
distilled water. (4) Salt, 1 gm. of dry sodium chloride
in 100 c.c. of distilled water.

In the use of these solutions prepare the gustatory sur-
faces by thoroughly rinsing the mouth with distilled

Avater or with boiled water. Take a uniform quantity
of the solution into the mouth at each observation. A
convenient ([iiantity is 4 c.c. or a common teaspoonful.
Kin.se the mouth before each new observation.
The following table giv<'S results obtained by a num-

ber of observers. (The numbers indicate the number of

jiarts of water to one of the substance to be tiisted.)

Mr.
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staius. ^licroscopicul cxaminution of sections from tat-

too marks slunvsthut they consist of relatively large par-
ticles of pigment, situated part of them in the corium,
but the larger part in the subcutaneous connective

tissue. Particles of pi,<.'nicnt are found also in the con-

tiguous lympliulic ganglia. I'owder stains, coal-dust

stains, and similar stains produced by the accidental

embedding in tlu^ skin of particles of colored substances,

usually carbon, are in all essential characteristics identical

with tattoo marks. One form of accidental marking of

the skin to which attention should be cixlled is the whit-

ish marks which occasionally result from the precipita-
tion of lead in the tissues during the use of subacetate-of-

lead solution or lead and opium wash upon superticial
wounds inv<ilving the connective tissue. The danger of

these stains on the cornea from the u.se of suba<-etate of

lead in the eye is well known. A staining of the skin

which is in all essentials of the .same character as these

we are considering, but which is produced from witiiin, is

argyiia, in which there is a precipitation of silver in tlie

derma and subcutaneous tissue after the long-continued
internal vise of silver. The writer has seen a marked
argvria in one case in which the ^silver was not being
tjiken internally, but had been used daily during more
than a year in the form of a solution of the nitrate for

painting patches of leukoplakia buccalis.

Tattooing is one of the most primitive efforts of man
at personal adornment. Like many other things that

have their origin in vanity, various kinds of significance
arc attixched to the practice, but the underlying reason
for tattooing, not oidy among the primitive races, but

among the civilized, rests probably upon an inherent
barbaric taste for distinctive personal decoration.

Anioug uncivilized peoples and among nations in a

relatively low state of civilization, like the Orientals, the

practice is general, and is often carried to the most ex-

travagant extent. Among Caucasians, aside from its

general use among sailors, it is largely confined to those
individuals of both the lower and the higher classes

who readily accept anything that is bizarre or that gives
them a fancied distinction.

Brault divides tattooing among primitive peoples ac-

cording to its signiticance, as follows: First, religious

tattooing, as in the priests among the Polyue.siaus ;
sec-

ond, ornamental tattooing, seen in the Algerians, Tunis-
ians, and in the inhabitants of Oceanica and Japan;
third, therapeutic tattooing, practised in Tunis, in

Eg.vpt, and in the Congo region; fourth, distinctive tat-

tooing, practised amoirg the Arabs and negroes of Af-

rica, for the purpose of defining not only ditferent tribes.

but also certain callings; fifth, obscene tattooing, which
is found only rarely among savages, but which is very
common among sailors and criminals.

Practical tises of tattooing are very limited. As a
means of identification tattoo marks are of course valu-

able, and the tattooing of habitual criminals has been

suggested as a means of their ready identilicatiou. Sev-
eral years ago de Wecker suggested the tattooing in

black of leucomatous areas on the cornea. The method
has not had very wide application, and is of course not
free from danger. Very recently the highly artificial

suggestion has been made of tattooing the flush area of
the cheeks to represent a healthy blush. It is interesting
to try to imagine how this healthy blush would appear
on the faded skin of later life.

Designs of the most elaborate character are often seen
in tattoo marks, many of them showing some artistic

taste and considerable technical skill. The extent to

which tattooing has been carried in some iudivi<luals has
been linnted only by the cutaneous surface. In the well-
known case of the tattooed man from Burmah, illustrated
in llebra's Atlas, the entire surface was occupied by tat-

too marks. Numerous other ceases of almost as great
extent have been seen.
The usual method of tattooing is first to outline upon

the surface tin; design, and then to prick out this design
with a needle or a bundle of needles, and after that to rub
in the pigments. For dark blues and blacks, carbon in

some form is used, charcoal, lampblack, India ink
; other

pigments used for various colors are cinnabar, carmine,
indigo, Prussian blue. The dangers of tattooing, at the
hands of the unskilled persons Ijy whom it is usually
practised, are by no means small. All sorts of infectious
are po.ssible: lymphangitis, erysipelas, chancroid, tetanus,
tuberculosis, leprosy, and syphilis. Many cases of syphi-
lis transmitted Ijy this method arc reconled in the litera-

ture. The means of transmission—by the saliva of the

operator, tlie vise of an infected needle, subsequent infec-

tion of the iuiheale<l wound—arc manifest.

Much ingenuity lias been exercised in attempts success-

fully to remove these marks. The treatment of powder
stains and .similar stains is largely a matter of mechanical
removal, and to be successful lliis must bi; done imme-

diately after the jiroduction of the marks, before the par-
ticles of pigment have become so disintegrated that their

mechanical removal is impo.ssible. The individual masses
of pigment have to be patiently jiicked out, for which

purpose an iris needle or a small sharp-pointed knife is

most convenient. The method reiiuires great patience
both on the part of the operator and on that of the patient,
but if thorouglilj' done immediately after the injury it

gives satisfactory results. A certain amount of aiuesthesia

may be obtained by the application of small quantities of
weak cocaine solution or b.y the vise of an ointment of
ten- to twentj'-per-cent. oiihoform in lanolin. In con-
nection with the mechanical removal of the particles of

pigment, the use of a strong solution of Il-jO-i as a bleach-

ing agent has been suggested, and .t is perhaps the best

antiseptic for use in thesecases; but it is hardly possible
that powder stains or coal-dust stains could be bleached

by this means, since at the body temperature carbon

(which causes most of the discoloration) cannot be
bleached with oxj'gen.
The principle of almost all of the methods for the re-

moval of tattoo marks is their destruction by mechanical
means or by the production of a destructive inflammatory
process which causes a superficial eschar. Very small
stains can be destroyed by the use of the cutaneous

punch or by electrolysis or by excision. In using elec-

trolysis the needle attached to the negative jiole of a bat-

tery with a current of from two to ten milliam])eres is

inserted at various points around the periphery of the

marks, and a sufficient reaction is produced to cause
the destruction of the involved tissue. In a few days
after the application a dry superficial eschar forms, which
is thrown off, leaving a white scar. Of course these
mechanical methods can only be aiJj.ilied to very small
lesions on account of the scars which they produce. The
various methods for the treatment of larger lesions de-

pend upon the application of some chemical irritant

which sets up an acute inflammatory process sufficiently
intense to cause destruction of the superficial layers of
the skin. Many irritants have been suggested for this

purpose: chromic acid, carbolic acid, acetic acid, tinc-

ture of cantharides, potassium nitrate, etc. The two
methods of treatment after this principle which have
lieen most definitely worked out are those of Variot and
Brault.

Variot's plan of treatment, according to Brocq, is as
follows: First, he places on the tattoo marks a concen-
trated solution of tannin, and tattoos this in. Then a
silver-nitrate iiencil is rubbed vigorously over the sur-
face. The action of the silver nitrate is allowed to go on
for some moments until the surface becomes blackfrom
the formation of silver tannatein the suiierticial layers of
the skin. In the next few days a slight inflamniatory
reaction occurs, and over the surface treated a closely
iidherent dark crust forms. After the third or fourth

day there is no pain except when there is movement of
the muscles under a largo crust. Occasionally there is a
little sup])uration uiKier the crusts, but if secondary in-

fection is avoided no sc'vere intlammation occurs. After
fourteen or sixteen days the crust comes otT spontaneous-
ly, the corium and the epidermis underneath have been

repaired, and the locality of the mark is recognizable
only by a superticial jiink cicatrix which gradually be-
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oonics of nornml coldr. A couple of mouths after tlii'

operation the scar is lianily noticeable.

In Bnuilt's i)lan th<' irritant used is a solution of clilo-

ride of /inc. 30 jrni., to 10 gni. of water. The mark is

tattooed with needles dipped in this solution, and in

addition the surface is lightly moistened with the sjime

solution after the tattooing. A mild intlaniniatory reac-

tion is produced, followed by the formation of a crust

winch subsequently exfoliates, leaving a pinkish, slight-

ly scarred surface similar to that after Variol s operation.
In the use of either of these methods several attempts

may be uccessjiry. The smface treated at one time
should not exceed one or two square inches, and of

course ordinary surgical precautions as regards the clean-

liness of the surface, both before the ojieratiou and dur-

ing the subsidence of the intlammatory jirocess, should
be observed. Both of these methods are foimded upon
correct pathology and are worthy of trial. Variot's
method would seem the one of preference, as the action

of silver nitrate can be more accurately controlled than
that of zinc chloride

Ohniann-Duniesnil has proposed a method of remov-

ing these marks by digesting with digestive ferment
the connective tissue which encapsulates the pigment
particles and thus liberating them, so that they can be
carried away by the lymphatics. For this purpose he
uses glycerole of papoid or of caroid. His method is

as follows; The skin is made surgically clean and then
anaesthetized with a s]iray of ethyl cliloridc. Tlie sur-

face is then covered with glycerole of jiapoid or of caroid

and tattooed with a bunch of si.\ to ten very fine needles

which have been dipped in the solution. The tattooing
shouUl be firmly done, but the needles should be driven
in just far enough to draw the least possible blood.

Glycerole of pajioid or of caroid is then poured over the

area and it is covered with gauze. On the removal of

this after two or three days the tattoo marks present a

hazy api»earance. Shortly after, a crust forms which
later falls off, and with it the marks disappear. If any
trace remains the process is to be repeated. This idea is

ingenious, but the residts have not been satisfactory in

the hands of some workers. It is questionable whether
the results obtained are not those due simply to a de-

structive inflammatory process, as in the other methods.
Willidm Alleii Piisey.

TEA.—(The, Codex Med.) The prejiared and dried

leaves of Thea sinensis L. (Camel/in Tliea Link, etc.

Fam. Theacea). This definition includes, as varieties,

Thea (Camellia) riridis, T. Bnhea, and others, as well

as the wild Assiim tea tree, supposed to be the origin
of them all. The tea plant as seen under cultivation

is a shrub, a metre or so in height (from two to five

feet), but in the wild state it becomes a small tree of

from live to ten metres. The leaves are alternate, ever-

green, rather tliick and leathery, smooth when mature,

short-petioled, lanceolate, of varying bluutuess, serrate,

feather-veined, the veins not reaching the margins, and
from .") to 10 cm., or in the much larger wild plant, from
1.5 to 20 cm. long (Fig. -t.^'JG).

Tea is a native of Asia, and grows in a semi-wild state

in many of the districts where it is cultivated, but has

only been found in an luuiuestionably indigenous con-

dition in Assam, where it was discovered, some tifty years
ago, by .Mr. Uobert Hiuce, asa good sized tree with very
large leaves. It is now cultivated in many parts of the

world; first in importance in China, where it is said to

have been domesticated more than a thou.sand years ago,
also in great (juantity in Jai)an, Java, and India, to a

slight extent in South America and elsewhere, and final-

ly in the United States, experimentally. Although it

grows pretty w<ll in many places and is com])anitively

hardy, the higher price of labor is a bar to its profitable

prr)duclion in most civilized countries.

The earliest knowled,ge of the tise of tea is from the

Chinese, to whom it was familiar one thousand and per-

haps two thousand years a.go. It was introduced into

Japan in the thirteenth century a.d.. and into Java and

India in recent times. It was first used in Europe near
the middle of the seventeenth century.
Tea is plante<l in gardens and tended without gather-

ing until two orthree years old; then theleavesand buds
are i)lucked for two or three successive crops each season.
If green tea is to be made, they are inunediately dried
over a heated stove, and afterward colored more or less.

For black tea the leaves are pn-ssed in little heaps, and
allowed to wilt and ferment a little before drviug, which

Fig, 4596.—Tea Plant, FloweririK Branch. (Baillon.)

is effected in the sjime way as above ; by this process
some of the taimiu is decomposed, and the essential oil

altered so as to modifj' the taste and smell a little; its

color is also very much darkened, as well as that of the

infusion made from it. The principal varieties of tea

are: Black—flowery pekoe, orange pekoe, souchong,
congou, bohea, etc. Green—gunpowder, imperial, hy-
son, young hyson, etc. The teas of our market are

nearly always "blends," made by mixing several grades
together.
The usual shape of tea is attained by compressing and

rolling the leaves in the hand or upon a table until they
are crumpled into the little rolls or wads of which com-
mercial tea consists; in the nicer sorts each leaf is rolled

by itself.

CoMi'OSiTiox.—In the proportions of the ingredients
there is considerable variation, but the following are the

principal ones: Essciitinl nil from one-half to one per
cent., which is the source of its flavor; eajfeine (theine)
from one-half to two or three percent., which gives it

bitterness. This alkaloid is found in half a dozen other

plants, most of which are used somewhere as stimulating
food adjuncts (see Caffeine, Oiiarana, Cola Xuts, etc.).

It isalso related to cocaine and theobroma. The amount
of tannin, in tea is large (from twelve to seventeen per
cent.).
Action and Use.—The large amount of tannin found

in tea makes it an active astringent, especially to those

unaccustomed to its use. It constipates the bowels, im-

pairs the digestion, and reduces intestinal secretion when
taken in large quantity : locally it makes tea a mild luem-

ostatic, ami a useful wash for indolent ulcers, exuber-
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ant granulations, etc. The essential oil jrives to tea its

agreealile tiavor and a good part of its exliilarating cliar-

at'ter; it relieves fatigue, stimulates thouglit. postpones

sleepiness, and elieers the mind. The cuff, im is llie eldef

meutid and nervous stinuUanl and eardiae tonic element.

By long-continued, lialiilual use neillier of the above
effects is much felt, imless carried to the extent of dimin-

ishing the appetite and developing dyspeptic troubles.

The least desirable of the constituents of tea is the tmi-

nin; it is also one of the slowest to dissolve out, and can,

tlierefore, with a little care, be largely left with the

dregs. The quicker an infusion of tea is made, the more

fragrance and less bitterness and aslringency it has: and
the more slowly, the more tannin. Tea tor drinking
shovdd be made by pouring hnilimj water into a suitable

vessel containing the teaandallowingit to stand for from
five to ten minutes, no longer. A better way is to rinse

the cup in boiling or very hot water luitil it is heated

through, then put in a teaspoonful of dry tea, fill the

cup with boiling water, and allow to stand a few min-
utes. Tea should never be boiled or stand long unless

the tannin is wanted. If made in an Iron vessel or in a

tin one wliich has begim to wear, it will become dark
from the formation of a bitter taunate of iron. On ac-

count of its almost universal use over the entire world,
teals not often available as a medicine; its ellects are

identical with those of coffee, but perhaps more astrin-

gent and less stimulating than that article. As is the

case with coffee, the commercial value of tea depends
more upon its aroma than on the amount of caffeine it

contains.

Allied PL.vxTS.^There are a dozen or more species
of Then, one of whicli is Thea Jiiponicn, the beautiful

camellia of the gardens. Besides this there is nothing of

economic importance in the order. 11'. P. Bolles.

TEETH.—Ax.ATOMY.—The teeth arc commoul}' divided
into two sets, according to the period of their eruption.
The teeth which erupt first are variou.sly designated as

the deciduous', the temjiorary, the milk, or the primary
teeth. The teeth erupting subseiiuently to the tir.st set

are called the permanent or seeondar}' teeth. In addition

to these there are supernumerar}- teeth, which usuall}'
occur in connection with the jjermanent, but may, in rare

instances, be found with the temporary teeth; and there

are so-called third dentitions, the genuineness of which,
though fairly well established, is not without question.
The permanent teeth are thirtj-twoin number, sixteen

being placed in the upper, and sixteen in the lower, jaw.

Fig. 4397.-The Pi'iiiuir]i-rii It-i-Ui, miUuiil size, showing their Melhort
ot Arnintrcment and Articulatiun. (t'anilielll.)

In each jaw there are four incisors (two central and two
lateral), two canines, four Ijieuspids, and six molars.
A forniula to express the nundjcr of the various teeth

in each jaw is written as follow^s; I 4. C |, Bic.
-J,

molars

The teeth of the ujiper jaw are syinmetricallv arranged
along the alveolar margin of the su perior maxillary bones.
When viewed from lielow

scribe a parabolic eurv(

according to na-

tionality, licred

ily, and accidcn
tal circumstances
The teeth of tin

lower jaw are ar

tiieir crowns are found to de-
This curve, however, varies

Fig. 4598.—Tbe Pernianent Teeth, natural .size, shuwiiij^ ilit: Curves
in the Aligiiineut of the Crowns. (Carabelli.)

ranged along the alveolar margin ot the inferior maxillary
bone, and their crowns describe a curve similar to tliat

found in the upper jaw. This curve, however, is more
pointed in front and more divergent behind. Sjieaking
roughly, the masticating surfaces of the teeth of each

jaw lie in a single plane, no crown projecting in a
marked way beyond its neighbor. The teeth, also, when
normalh' arranged, show no gap in the row, each tooth
thus by its position giving and receiving support. In
both these respects human teeth contrast strongly with
those of the lower animals. In these it is common to

find that certain teeth, as the canines in the carnivora,

present a marked elongation, and also that between the
teeth there occur intervals which allow of their inter-

locking.
The curve on which the upper teeth of the permanent

set are arranged is normally somewhat larger than that
of the lower teeth. In consequence, the anterior supe-
rior teeth overlap the anterior inferior teeth, as do also
to a slight extent the superior bicuspids and first and sec-

ond molars the corresponding lower teeth. The wisdom
teeth, however, meet practically edge to edge. It is to

be further noted that the superior teeth are not situated

directly opposite corresponding inferior teeth. The su-

perior centrals arc opposite the inferior centrals and a
portion of the inferior laterals; tlie superior laterals are

opposite a part of the inferior laterals and a part of the
inferior canines; the superior canine occludes between
the inferior canine and the first inferior bicuspid ; the
first superior bicuspid occludes between the first and the
second inferior bicuspids; the second superior bicuspid
occludes between the second inferior bicuspid and the
first molar; the first superior molar occludes with the
first andthe anterior port imi nf the second inferior molar;
the second superior molar (xcludes with the second and
the anterior part of the third inferior molar; Ihe tliird

superior molar occludes with the third inferior molar,
and is tlie only tooth in the upper jaw having a single
antagonist. AVhilc it has been slated that the niastieat-

ing surfaces of the teeth of the upper and lower j.aws are
on a singU; plane, yet .sliglit deviations from this rule are
to be noticed. If we follow the lower edg<' of the up])er
teeth from a superior central around to the wisdom, we
shall find that the line ascends gently from the central to
the interval betwein the first and second bicuspids, then
descends till past (he first molar, when it ascends slightly
to the end of the row. On the lower jaw the anterior
teeth are slightly elevated above the posterior, and be-
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twccii the canine and the wisdom tooth asliglit concavity
is ti> be observed.

In its description atootli is to be divided into a. crown,
a root or fang, and a neck. The crown of a tooth is that

part which normally appears beyond the margin of the

gnm. The root or fang is that jiart which is normiUly
embedded in the alveolus of the nia.xillary bone. The
neck is a more or less constricted belt lying at thi' margin
of the gum where the crown joins the root. The sur-

faces of the crowns are thus designated. Those surfaces

lying adjacent to tlie lips are called labial surfaces, those

lying adjacent to the buccinator muscle are called buccal

Fio. 4599.—The Permanent Teeth (slightly reduced In size), showlnfj
laoes. The middle row of teeth represents freshly erupted Inrlsors

clcs on their luttiiig edges intact. (Caral)elll.)

surfaces. Those surfaces on the inner side of the teeth

lying adjacent to the tongue are called lingual surfaces.
In the case of the upper bicuspids and molars, however,
such surfaces are more commonly called palatal surfaces,
from their relation to the hard jialatc. The grinding
surface of the bicusjiids and molars is called the coronal
surface. Tlie surfaces between adjoining teeth arc called

approximal surfaces, and are divided into two classes—
mesial and distal. The mesial approximal surface of a

given tooth is that surface whicli, were the row of teelh

in a straight line, would face toward a line drawn be-

tween tlie central incisors. The distal approximal sur-

face is the corresiiuiiding surface
at the oppo.site side of the tooth.

These names are, as a rule, ap-
plied to the crowns of the teeth,

though they are, with the excep-
tion of the term coronal, used
also in connection with the roots.

The teiiiporiiry teeth are twenty
in number. In each jaw there

are four incisors, two canines,
and four molars. The dental
formula is I }, C | . molars J

—
20.

This formula differs from that

of the permanent teeth by the

entire absence of bicuspids, and

b.v the loss of four molars. The
temporary teeth can best be de-

scribed by comparing them with
the permanent teeth, which they
closely resemble.

The incisors and canines of the

upper and imder jaws are very
much smaller than the corre-

sponding teeth iu the permanent
set, and the root of the upper
central incisors is somewhat
curved on the mesial side where
the corresponding root iu the

permanent teeth is practically

straight.
The tirst upper molar is situ-

ated behind the canine, and in

appearance is a compromise be-

tween a Ijicusjiid and a tnolar.

Its crown resembles in general
shape that of an upper molar,
l)ut is quite small, and bears

only three cusps—two external

and one internal. The roots are

three in number, resembling in

shape and position those of the

permanent molars. They are,

however, more divergent, thus

jiroviding room for tlie first bi-

cuspid, whose crown is situated

directly beneath the temporary
tooth, and within the grasp of

its roots.

The second uiijier molar is a
much larger tooth than the first,

and resembles so closely the

first permanent molar that it

miglit be mistaken for it. Its

roots are nicjre div<'rgent. how-
ever, in order to embrace the

crown of the second ijiciispid,

to which it gives way in the per-
manent dentition.

The first molar in tlie lower

jaw is situated behind the ca-

nine, and resembles in shape a

permanent molar of tlie lower

jaw. Its crown is surmounted

by four cusjis
—two external and

two internal. It has two roots,

one anterior and one posterior,

f yjiwww^

the Labial and Buccal Sur-
and canines, with the tul>er-
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between wliich is developed the crown of the first in-

ferior bicuspid.
The second lower molar is larger than the first, and a

little smaller than a permanent lower molar, which it

no. 4600.—The Permanent Teeth, natural size : a Section through
the Pulp Cavity, showing? its Size and Shape. (Carabelli.)

closely resembles. Its crown has five cusps—tlirce ex-

ternal and two internal. There arc two roots, one ante-
rior and one postericir, which embrace the dcvelo))nig
crown of the second lower liiciispi<l. It is characleristic
of the temporary tcrth that the foramen al Iheapex of the

roots is larger, thai the necl-cs of the teelli are more con-

stricted, and the color whiter and more delicate than iri

tlie permanent teeth; also, that the six anterior upper
teeth do not overlap the corresponding lower teeth to
such an extent as in the permanent set.

Mkkoscoi'ic Anatomy of tmi-; Teeth.—A longitudi-
nal section through a tooth will reveal four distinct struc-
tures—the enamel, the cement, the dentine, and tlie pidp.
The Jiulp is a soft mass of connective tissue richly
supplied with blood-vessels and nerves, and located in

the centre of the tooth. It fills tlie pidp cavity. The
pulp cavity starts at the ajiex of the root or roots, as the
case may be. as a thread-like canal, and gradually en-

larges till it reaches the crown, where it attains its great-
est size; throughout its whole course it imitates in shape
the external contour of the tooth. An arter}- and nerve,
and sometimes more than one of each, enter the apical
foramen of each root of a tooth, and, branching freely,
distribute themselves to all parts of the pidp, being espe-

cially abundant about its periphery. A venous system
returns the blood through the iipical foramen into the

general circulation. It is a matter of dispute whether a

lymphatic sj'stem is present or not; most observers con-
sider that it is not. Arouud the periphery of the pulp,
and distinct from the connective-ti.ssue cells forming its

bod}', there exists a layer of cells called the odontoblastic

layer, or the membraiia eboris. In shape these cells are

large in comparison with the connective-tissue cells
; they

are of columnar form and have sevr-al processes. By
these processes they are in close relation with the termi-

nal filaments of the nerve of the pulp, joined to one an-

other, and connected with the dentinal fibrils.

Immediately surrounding the pulp comes the dentine,
which is the most abundant tissue of the tooth. It is

Fio. 4601.—The Tenipurary Teetli. natiiraJ size, showing their Ar-
rangement in the Maxillary Bone.s, and Relations to one Another,
(Carabelli.)

hard and dense in structure, of a yellowish-white color

and silky lustre. On analysis it is found to contain
animal matter, twenty-eight per cent. ; earthy matter,

seventj-two per cent Its various components are thus

given by von Bibra:

Per Cent.

Organic matter .
.^

, 28.01

Phosphate and tliioride of calcium 66.72
Carbonate of cahMum 3.36

Phosphate of magnesium 1.18
Other salts 73

Total 100.00

Morphologically considered, it is composed of a struc-

tureless matrix permeated by countless tubules, each
tubule possessing a lining membrane and a central fibril.

The tubules start from the pulp cavity, where they have
a diameter of about ini'tiii

"' "•'^ incli, and radiate toward
the periphery of the dentine, becoming smaller aud more
numerous as they advance. "While the direction taken

by the tulinles in diU'ereiit parts of the tooth varies

greatly, yet contiguous tubules are essentially parallel.
Two or three uiiilulatoiy curves are to be noticed in the

length of a tubule, and the name primary curvature has
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Been attached to them. Numerous spiral turns occur-

rinii in tlie course of tlic undulatoiy curves have been
named the secondary curvatures. The tuljules give off

Fig. 4fi02.—The Temporury Teeth, natural size, showing the External and Internal
Surfaces. (Carabelli.)

frequent branches tliroughout their entire length. Some
of these branches are important, extending to the outer

layers of the dentine parallel to the main channel. Other
branches serve merely to connect one tu-

bule with another, and still others are

blind processes. At the outer layer of the

dentine the tubules become diminished in

size and very numerous. Some of the
tubules can be seen entering the granidar
laj'cr of the dentine, while others either

terminate blindl}' or anastomose with

neighboring tubules. The "
granular layer

of Purkinje
"
consists of numerous irregu-

lar cavities filled with cells having nuclei,

and forming a layer about the peripheral

portion of the dentine, being especially
well developed where the dentine is cov-
ered by the cement of the root. The

cavities of this layer communicate with each other, and
in some cases with the caGaliculi of the cement, he-

sides being connected with the tubules of the dentine.

Fig. 4ii(B. — An
Upper TeiiuHi-
niry Molar,
with a Bicus-

pid within the

grasp of its

Koota. (Wedl.)

The tubules of the dentine have been shown to possess a

lining membrane, and to this the name dentinal sheath
has been applied. Tliis structure rei-ists the action of

reagents wjiich destroy the matrix in which
the tiilmlos arc embedded, and is siippo.scd to

consist of elastic

tissue, though
its ccimposition
is not surely de-

termined. The
dentinal fibril
which occujiies
the centre of the
tubule is a soft

homogeneous
substance, hav-

ing a nerve-liUe

function, but

lacking trur

nerve .structure.

The fibril i-^

connected atone
e n d w i t h an
odontoblastic
cell in the pe-

riphery of the

pulp, and the
other end enters,
in many cases at

least, the granu-
lar layer of the

dentine, coming
into contact
with the soft tis-

sue therein con-
tained. Through
the dentinal
fibril communi-
cation is main-

tained with the nerves of

the pulp, and sensation

is supplied to all parts of

the dentine. In longitu-
dinal section of that part
of the dentine which lies

in the crown of the tooth
are to be seen lines which
are called the " incremental
lines of Salter.

"
They run,

in general, parallel to the

external contour of the

crown, and mark stages in

the development of the

dentine, being not unlike
the circular rings of wood
fibre, and are due to the

presence of interglobular

spaces. That the dentine
is developed bj' stages is

made appai'ent b)' treat-

ing it with hot
caustic potash.

By this reagent
the dentine be-

comes separated
into layers,
which cross the

tubuli at right
angles, and are

concentric'about

theiuilp. In the

crown of the

tooth, between
one layer of den -

tineand another,
th<ie occur ini-

FlO. 4604." -The Temporary Teeth, natural size,

shows its size and shape.

A section ihroiiRh the pulp cavity Pei-fHCtly calei-

(CaratwlU.) heil spots where

Fig. 460.').—a Microscopic Section of
a Canine Tooth, showiutr, -i, the

enatnel, with its euaitiel rods run-
ning from the di'titiiie to the outer
surface. The dark strips iiidicate

places where the cujuiie] rods cross
each other. Tlie tine parallel lines
are the

"
lirown lines of Retzius."

B is the dentine, with its tubules

radiatitig from the pulp cavity.
The nndulatory curves of the
liit)ules are called the priiiinry
curvatures. Thi' sccnndiiry curva-
tures are not visil>]e at tliis en-

lartreuieiit. 'the t-^i-anular layer
is rudirnl.d liy Hie dotted line

idmut the iieriplieiy. It is espe-

cially Uiarked between the cement
and dentine, aiid iirartiejilly ab-
sent between the enamel and den-
tini'. The inleriilobiilar spaces
ai-e reiiresent*'d In the coronal

puili.in of the dentine Just re-

miiveil from the lunctlon of the
dentine and enamel. t' indi-

cates the cement, with its lacuuEB
and canalicull.
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the ilcntine assuincs a globular form, and where irregular

intiTjflobular spaces arc found. Scries of minute interglob-
ular spaces give rise to the "incremental lines of Salter."

The dentine is surrounded in thecrown b_v the enamel,
and in the root by the eemcntum.

Th(^ eemeutiun, or crusta pctrosa, is the outer covering
of I lie root. It is thinnest at the neck of the tooth, where
it meets ami slightly overlaps the enamel, and grows
gradually thicker toward the apex, about which point
it is most abtiudant and its structure is most jicrfectly

developed. Cement has essentially bone structure; it

possesses lacuna; and caualiculi, but has normally no
Haversian canals. The lacuna; and eanalictdi are want-

ing or rare in that part of the cement near the neck of

the tooth, but about the apex of the root the)' are numer-
ous and well developed. The lacuna^ lie in parallel

planes encircling the pulp cavity, their canalieuli anas-

tomose freely witit each other, and in some cases they
connect with the granular layer of the dentine, thus es-

tablishing a communication between the lacumc of the

cement and the pulp of the tooth through the granular
layer and tubuli of the dentine.

Immediately surrounding the eemeutum of the root

exists the peridental membrane, which is identical with
the periosteum which lines the bone forming the socket
of the tooth. The jieridcntal membrane serves a triple
function. It nourislies the bone of the socket and the

cement of the root, besides forming a bond of union be-

tween the root and its socket. The peridental mem-
brane, like all periosteum, is composed of connective
tissue richlj- supiilied with blood-vessels. The arterial

supply comes from capillaries of the gura about the neck
of the tooth, from the deep substance of the bony socket,
and from a branch of the artery entering the apical fora-

men of the tooth.

The enamel forms the outer covering of the crown; it

is the hardest structure in the body. It resembles den-

Per Cent.

Oritanlf 3. .5

InorKanic 96. .5

Total 100.00

^lorjihologically
considered, enamel is

comiiosed of rod like,

hexagonal prisms, ar-

ranged side by side,

one end of the prism
resting on the outer

layer of the dentine
and the other form-

ing the free surface
of the crown of the
tooth. Each prism
extends, as a rule,

through the entire

thickness of the

enamel. There are

some, however,
which extend only
from the centre of
the enamel to its free

surface, thus pre-

venting gaps which
would otherwise oc-

cur, the outer surface
of the enamel being
of greater extent than
the inner. In diam-
eter the enamel
prisms measure y^',575

to T^ira of an inch.

Each prism, when
isolated, has slight

^^:^^^f^^^4&^^^^i^

Fio. ItiOti.—Cross-section of an Upper Bicuspid Tooth. A. A, Tlie root canals; B, the Kranular layer of
the dentine ; C, the cementura, showing occasional lacuna- ; D, the dentine.

tine in its chemical conslituents. but has a much greater
proportion of inorgam'c material. The following analy-
sis is given by von Bibra;

Per Cent.

Phosphate and fluoride of calcium 8!l.82

Cartxjnate of calcium 4.;)"

Phosphate of magnesium 1 .;M

Oltier salts S,s

Cartilage 3.:W
Kat 211

Total mi.lKI

The proportion of organic and inorganic matter is as
follows.

FIG. 4607.—A Section of Dentine and Ce-
ment. The figure 1 represents the-

cement with its lacuna? and canalieuli :

the figure ~ represents the gran-
ular layer of the dentine. It is

to be noticed that the lacunae
coranmnicate with the cells of
the granular layer. The figure
S represents the tubuli of the
dentine, showing their diminu-
tion in size as they go toward
the cement, also their frequent
anastomoses and their connec-
tion, in some cases, with the
cells of the granular layer.
(Quain.)

varicosities and presents a
striped appearance similar
to musctilar fibre. The
prisms run, in general, jiar-

allel to each other, and in a

wavy course; their inner
ends are implanted in sliglit

hexagonal depressions in the
surface of the dentin<', and
their outer endsare received
into similar depressions iu

the under side of the cuti-

cle of the enamel when the
cuticle is present. A verti-

cal section of the enamel
shows that it is thickest in

the crown, especially in the

region of the cusps, and becomes thinnest at the neck of
the tooth, where it is overlapjied by the cement of the
root. The enamel prisms arc seen to leave the outer sur-

face of the dentine at right angles, and radiate toward
the external surface of the tooth. The general yellow-
ish-white color of the enamel is varied by dark baiuls ex-

tending vertically frofu the dentine to the free siu'face of
the enamel, caused by the crossing of bundles of enamel

prisms. Certain delicate lines running longitudinally
through the substance of the enamel are al.so to be
noticed. These are called the "brown lines of Ket/.ius,"

but it is not known to what they are due. Also between
enamel rods, usually near the surface of the dentine, are

()i9
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found irregular cavities due to an imperfect calcification

of the enamel. On cross-section the enamel lias the ap-

pearance of a niosjiic pavement, each jirism showing its

hexagonal shape.
The cuticle of the enamel, or Xasnijth's niembrane.

is to be found in a freshly erupted tooth. It consists of

/F[G.

4t»8.—Enamel Prisms. MiiffnillHd :Bn diameters. A
Shows llie varicosities aii'i slriaiioiis of tin* prisms; C is

a ert)ss-sw,tiou of cnanicl, slicwiiiLr liii' lirxncoiial shape
of tlie prisms, and Un'if tt'ssi'llatcd apprar.ince. (Quaiu.)

a delicate epithelial covering which encloses the enamel;
it is, however, so delicate that in the slightest use it is

Woin away. It receives in liexagonal depressions on its

under side the outer ends of the enamel prisms.
TiMK OF Enui'TioN OF THE Teetu.—The first den-

tition begins about the .seventh month, and is completed
about the twenty-fourth month. The second dentition

begins about the si.xth year, and is completed about the

twenty-first. Considerable variation exists in the time at
which individual teeth erupt, and no date can be abso-

lutely fixed for the appearance of a given tooth. It is

possible, however, to stiite the time when the eruption
of a tooth is normally to be expected, and the following
tables are ajipended :

Temixirary Teeth.

The central Incisor erupts at the 7th month.
The lateral incisor erupts at the 9th mi ntli.

Theflrst molar criipls at the I2th monlli.
The canint* erupts at the ISth month.
The second molar erupts at the 34th month.

Prrmancnl Teeth.

The first molar erupts at the 6th year.
The eeiiiral incisor erupt.s at the 7th year.
The lateral incisor eiupts at the Hth year.
The tirsi bicuspid erupts at the 9th year.
Theseconil hiciis|iid erupts at the 10th year.
Thecjiniue erupts at the 11th year.
The second molar erupts at the 12th year.
The third luolar erupts at the 17th to 21st year.

As a rule, in both the first and second dentitions the
lower teeth erupt befort^ corresponding teetli in the up-
per jaw.

PiivsKn.oGT OF THE Teetii.—Under this head we
naturally consider the purposes for which teeth exist,
and how Ihey perform their several functions. The sub-

ject may be divided itilo three lieads;

(1) Tiie fitnetion of the teeth in facial expression. (2)
The function of the teeth in maslication. (3) The func-
tion of the teeth in articulation.

The importance of (he teeth in facial expression be-
comes apparent when we consider the eiTect of their ab-

sence, as shown in aged people. In such the lowi'r part
of the face has lost the roiuiil and giiieerul lines of carl_v

years; the chin is pointed, and approximates the end of
the nose; the lips are retracted and fiabby, and a charac-
teristic hollow extends along the cheek. When ]iresent,
each tooth iiids in sustaining the proper proportions
of the face. The upper front teeth, by being slightly
in advance of the lower, produce that slight projection
of the ii]iper lip beyond the lower, found in normally
sliiiped features. The bicuspids and molars, by their

apposition, fix the relation of the lower to the upper

jaw, and by their bulk give fidness to the cheeks. The
ifjony lUveolus, also, in which the teeth are embedded, has
an important relation to faciid expression, for when a
tooth has been lost its bony support, being no longer
needeil, is absorbed, and thus the features are still further

deprived of support.
The function of the teeth in mastication is the most

olivious and important. Standing as they do at the en-

trance to the digestive tract, it is their duty to seize upon
food, sever its connection with its surroundings, and
comminute it so that it can be acted upon readily by the
various digestive fitiids. The act of seizing and cutting
is performed by the six anterior teeth, whose edges, by
the protrusion of the lower jtiw, are brought ojiposite to
each other. Wheu once a morsel of food has been de-

tached by tlic anterior teeth, it is passed backward by
the tongue and cheeks, to be operated uijon by the bicus-

pids and molar.s. The bicuspids are fitted both to cut
and to grind. They cut b}' the outer cusps of opposing
teeth meeting and passing each other like the blades of a

jiair of scissors. They crush by a lateral motion, the
crowns of the lower bicuspids niovingacross those of the

upper. The function of the molar teeth is to crush and

grind, for which purpose they are fitted by their In-oad

crowns. They crush by means of an up-tmd-down
movement, and grind by a lat-

eral movement.
The function of the teeth in

articulation is best understood

by a brief survey of the mech-
anism of speech. This mech-
ainsm includes the vocal cords,

r— v^^"^ and a resonant cavity above the
J \ cords, formed by the pharynx
S^ i^ and the oral and nasal cavities.

This resonant cavity reinforces
and modifies sounds made by
the vocal cords. Articulation is

concerned with sounds of two
kinds—^vowels and consonants.
The vowels are musical notes
formed by the vocal cords, and
given (juality or timbre by the
size and shape of the air col-

umn in the resonant cavities

above. The consonants are
sounds produced by the same
mechanism, but due to irregular

vibrations, and hence are noises. The oral cavity, being
able to change its size and shape in nuinberless waj's, is

the most important agent in sound modification.
To produce articulate sounds the column of air must

be obstructed and forced into

channels of definite size and

shape. The column of air is ob-

structed in three ways: first, by
applying the back
of the tongue to the

palate; second, by
applying the tip of

the tongue to the

po.sterior surfaces

of the anterior
teeth; and third,

by a closure of the

lips. It is forced
into definite chan
nels by pressing the

tongue iigaitisl dif-

ferent parts of the

roof of the mouth,
and against the in-

ner surface of the

upper teeth.

Patholoot of
THE Teeth.— PdtliiiJoijy in. the Jfvmhrr of Vnitilinn.i and
tluir Time.—While two is the normal numl)er of ilenti-

tions, much can be heard and read of a third dentition,

Fig. 4609.—The flrst proflle

represents the features
undisturbed by loss of
teeth. The second repre-
sents the edentulous con-
dition, in which the lips
fall in and the chin be-
comes pointed and in-

clined toward the nose.

Fio. 4610.— Illustrates the Impaction of a
Ilipht superior I.atenil («). which lies in

the superior maxillary l)one at rlRht

angles to its normal position. ( Wedl.)
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fir,. 4611.—A Conical Supornumerary
Tooth Located between the Superior
Central Incisors. (CaratelU.)

the authority for wliidi, however, rests, as a rule, with
unstieutilic observers, uiui is of very little value.

The entire absence of one or both of the normal denti-

tions is an established fact; such cases, however, are

decidedly rare, espe-
^,,<<W"--s-, , cially those in which

neither dentition has oc-

curred. There is tisu-

iUly associated w'ith this

condition a failure in

the growth of hair

tlu'oughout the body.
The condition of the

alveolar ridge in such
cases is similar to that

which ensues on the ex-
traction of the perma-
nent teeth. Artificial

substitutes, however, are not always necessary, inas-

niiK'h as the gum, in such cases, is very tough, and

capable of performing with remarkable facility the

duties of mastication.

Pathvlo'jy in the Time of Dentition.—The deciduous
teeth are in rare instances erupted at birth. When
deciduous teeth are delayed in their eruption it is com-

monly due to rickets. A dela.y in the eruption of the

permanent teeth is also frequently noticed. Au impor-
tant cause for this delay is the prolonged retention of the

deciduous teeth, an obstacle being thus present which

prevents the permanent teeth from taking their place.
Cases are on record of deciduous teeth persisting till mid-
dle or old age. It often happens, however, that a per-
manent tooth is kept from eruption because its place has

been taken by another permanent tooth which had au
earlier start, and which has occupied all the available

room. This is especially liable to happen with the supe-
rior canines, on account of their coming to the surface

after the lateral and the tirst bicuspid have taken their

place in the arch. If, as often happens, the temporary
canine has been prematurely extracted, allowing the ad-

joining teeth to close in the gap, or if the arch is unusu-

all}' navrow, or the toeth unusually large
—and sometimes

the two latter conditions exist together
— then the canine

is likely to be crowded out beyond the arch or to be im-

prisoned in the alveolus. The canine may be perma-
nently imprisoned, or until the extraction of a bicuspid
or lateral incisor offers it a chance to erupt.
The wisdom teeth are always very liable to detention

within the jaw, and their eruption may be either pre-
vented or long delayed. This happens from causes simi-

lar to those just described with regard to the canine.

The modern civilized jaw seems to be made too short to

contain a full complement of developed teeth, and, as

the wisdom teeth come last, they, though of stunted

size, are frequently unable to enter the arch. Impris-
oned or partly erupted wisdom teeth, especially of the

lower jaw, may cause very serious symptoms, both local

and reflex. The local symptoms con.sist of pain and

swelling in the vicinity of the tooth; the reflex symp-
toms of neuralgias about the head, and a tonic contrac-

tion of the muscles which elo.se the jaw. In some cases

an abscess may be formed which, if lacking prompt exit,

may open by fistula on the outside of the face, at the

angle of the jaw, or in the neck, or even as low down as

the subclavicular region. Imprisoned canine and incisor

teeth are sometimes found far from their normal position.
Cases are cited in which the crown of the sujierior canine

has penetrated the nasal cavity and the antrum
; they

have also been located in the palatine portion of the su-

perior maxillary bone. Lower canines have been found
with their long axes parallel to the body of the jaw, at

or near the tips of Ww. roots of the inferior lateral and

bicuspids. Tlie siqierior lateral may be delayed in its

eruption, or imprisoned for want of room in the arch,
and may in con.se(|uence take abnormal positions .similar

to those taken by the superior canine.

Piitliiiliir/i/ in the Aiiniher of Teeth in a (limn. Dentition.—In connection with both the first and second dentitions

we find at times both an excess and also a deficiency of
teeth. Teeth in excess of the normal are called super-
numerary teeth. Such may be coincident in time of

eruption with the teeth in whose neighborhood they ap-
pear, or they may precede or follow. SuperDunierary
teelh are divided into two main classes—teeth whose
form differs from that of normal teeth (conical teeth),
and teeth whose form resembles that of normal teeth.

Supernumerary teeth are not common in connection with
the first dentition; when tb<-_v occur tbcyare found more
fre(]uently in the lower jaw, and belong in shajie to the
second class, inasmtich as they resen-ble the teeth with
which they are associated. Tlie duplicate tooth is usu-

all}' a lower incisor, and it takes itsphice regidarlyin the

arch, being erupted at about the same time as its com-

panion incisor. Supernumerary teeth are more fre-

quently found in connection with the second dentition,
and are usually located in the upjier jaw.
They as a rule make their apjicarance just after the

adjoining tooth is erupted. Conical supernumerary
teeth are the most conmion kind. They have the same
structure asnormaVteeth, but in shape re-semble a diminu-
tive cuspid. Their crown, however, has not the angular
outline belonging to that tooth, but is cone-shaped, as

their name implies. The root is round and tapering.
These teeth occur most frequently in connection with
the superior incisors. One may be located between the
two centrals in the arch, or between 'lie central and the

lateral. They maybe placed without the arch, on either

its labial or palatal side. Conical teeth are not commonly
found adjoining the molars, bicuspids, or cuspids, though
they may exceptionally be found in all these localities.

If found outside the arch, conical teeth are of no value
and should be extracted; if found in the arch, it often

becomesa question whether their presence or absence pro-
duces the greater deformitv. Supernumerary teeth which
resemble normal teeth are generally found among the up-
per incisors and regularly placed in the arch ; they do not

necessiirily produce deformity, and by the unprofessional

eye would not be noticed. A supernumerary superior
lateral is most commonly found; next in frequency
comes the superior central, while duplicates of the supe-
rior molars, bicuspids, and canines are rare. Carl Wedl.
in his "Pathologj' of the Teeth," gives a drawing of the

superior and inferior maxill.-f of a negro, in which appear
four molars on each side of both the upper and under jaw,
besides an extra bicuspid in the lower jaw, making live

supernumerary teeth in all; the molars are all in the den-

tal arch, but tlie bicuspid is situated at the inner side of

its neighboring bicuspid. A third kind of supernume-
rary tooth, sometimes described, is called the cubic-

crowned tooth ; it resembles in shape the lower bicuspid,
and occurs in the
anterior part of
the mouth be-

hind the superi-
or incisors.

Pathology in
the Arrangement
of the Teeth.—A.

pathological ar-

rangement or ir-

I'cgularity may
affect groujis of

teeth or indi-

vidual teeth.

,\mong the ir-

regularities which affect groups of teeth are cases in

which the anterior teeth of the upper jaw project so

far in advance of the corresponding teeth of the under

jaw that a considerable space exists between Ihe an-

terior surface of the lower teeth and the posteiior sur-

face of the tipper teeth. This arrangement is in many
cases hereditary, but may be induced by thumb sucking
in infancv. liifanls addicted to this habit place the

tbnmb between the front tecUi and juy the upper teeth

forward, using Ihe tinder as a fulcniin. The force ex-

erted is very slight, but, being conlinued for perhaps

Fig. Kil-'.—Shows Two I iiliic-crowned Supernii-
meniry Teclh, (iiciiirhitr BeliimI the Upper
Central Incisors. (Salter.)
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several hours during the day, is sufBcient to move the

imperfectly cakiticd bony alveolus.

An irregularity the reverse of the above, and of fre-

quent occurreneo, is produced when the anterior teeth of

Fig. 4613.— .a. Case of Projecting Upper Front Teeth. (Carabelli.)

the under jaw are placed in advance of those of the u])-

per jaw, leaving an interval between their posterior sur-

faces and tli<' anterior surfaeesof the superior teeth. To
this condition the name underhung jaw has been given.

Fig. 4614.—An Underhung Jaw, the Lower Front Teeth in Advance
of tlie Corresponding Upper Ones. CCaraljelli.)

It is usually hereditary, and results either from an over-

developed under jaw or from an underdeveloped upper
jaw, the under jaw being normal. This irregularity, as

well as the one first described, is very unfavorable to

facial expression. The former causes an e.xcessive

protrusion of the upper lip bey(md the under, and
the latter a protrusion of the under lip beyond the

upper. A third irregularity is produced when the

superior anterior teeth, instead of slightly over-

lapping the inferior anterior teeth, meet tliem edge
to edge. This arrangement causes no marked
facial blemish, but is detrimental to the teeth,
which become worn away by edge to edge con-

tact, and thereby shortened.
The six anterior teeth of both jaws are .some-

times tilted forward to a marked degree. This

irregularity is commonly cause<l by th<^ loss of
molar and bi( iis]iid ti'cth, wliich allows the whole
force of occlusion to cnme upon the anterior teeth.

This irregularity causes tlu^ uiiperaiKl under lips
to protrude.
On the other hand, the six anterior teeth of

both jaws may be inverted, and a corresponding fio. 461

falling in of the lips occurs.

A V-shaped jaw is often seen; this irregularity
is contiiied to the upper jaw, whose alveolar arch, in-

stead of being in tlie form of a parabola, becomes so

contracted in front that it resembles in shape the letter

V. In such a jaw the room for tlie tongue is much di-

minished, and a thick and somewhat indistinct articu-

lation may result.

There are cases in which the back teeth an^ of undue
length and prop the mouth open so wide that the anterior
teeth do not meet. Such an ariaugement is likely to keep
the lips from closing, except as the result of conscious
effort.

The dental arch may be asymmetrical. Such a condi-
tion may be congenital, m- produced by tongue-sucking
in infancy. In tliis habit thi' tongue is crowded against
the alveolus bordering the upper molars and bicuspids,
a constant repetition of force in this direction unevenly
spreading aii<l thus distorting the dental arch.

The "ilat month," so called, is jiroduced when the six

anterior teeth of both jaws are arranged in nearly a

straight line instead of in a curve. When so placed tiiey

join the bicuspids at a right angle, or nearly so, and give
a characteristic flatness to the expression about the
mouth.
These various irregularities are, as a rule, confined to

the permanent set. An underhung jaw has, however,
been noticed in the temporary set, followed by the same
in the permanent.

Irregularities of inilivi<lual teeth are to be explained by
several causes, of which the most important is the occur-
rence of a small-sized jaw associated with large-sized
teeth, a small-sized jaw being inherited from one parent
and large teeth from the other.

The premature extraction of the temporary teeth is re-

sponsible for many cases of irregularity. The jilace of
each temporary tooth is taken normally by a tooth of the

permanent set, and, unless the temporary tooth remains
in situ till the permanent is ready to be erupted, there is

danger that the place which the permanent tootli should

occupy will be encroached upon by an adjoining tooth.

The too long retention of the temporary teeth may
produce irregularitj'. In this case the temporary teeth

become an obstacle to the descending permanent teeth,
and may deflect them from their course, forcing them to

appear inside or outside the dental arch; or, as not infre-

quentl)- happens, keeping them iijiprisoued within the

maxillary bones.

Irregularities of individual teeth of the temporary set

are rare. There may be a slight twisting or lapping of

the incisors, but no great deformity has been observed.

Most important irregularities occur in the permanent set;

the superior central incisors may stand inside the dental

,arch, so that the inferior centrals close in front of them.
Their crowns may be rotated either toward the median
line or away from it, or may overlap each other. In the

lower jaw the central incisors, owing to the frequent
crowding of the lower anterior teeth, are often twisted or

overlapped. The superior laterals are more frequently

.—Protrusion of tlie Anterior Teelli. r-ausert liv i.oss of Binisptds and
Mnliii-s. (Cai-.ilji-lll.)

irregular than are the centrals The most common
irregularity consists in the ci'own of the lateral overlap-

ping that of the central. The laterals may be placed
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witliin the dental arch and lield in that position by tlie

interlocking of tlie lower tcclh. Sometimes it happens
tliat they arc prevented from eruption by the canines,

which have, by premalure eruption, occupied their

Fig. 4616.—a V-sliaped Upper Jaw, from Kingsley's "Oral Deform-
ities." (By permission.)

space. The inferior laterals are liable to irregularities
similar to those described in connection with the inferior

centrals ;
sucli irregularities produce, as a rule, no marked

deformity, and are not usually of sufficient importance
to be regulated. The superior canines are more often

irregular than any other tooth in the mouth. Tlie reason
for this is not ditliddt to find, and has already been partly

explained. Erupting, as they do, subsequent to the lat-

eral and first bicuspid, it often hap]iens that the space
necessary for their regular appearance in the dental arch
has been encroached upon by the adjoining teeth. In

consequence the canines must take a po.sition either on
the outside of the arch or within. Sometimes the canine
takes a position alongside the central incisor; when this

is the case, the displaced lateral is usually within the
arch. A rotated canine is not uncommon, the rotation

being toward the median line or away from it. The
lower canines are seldom irregular. The upper first

bicuspid also usually tinds its normal place, on account
of the period of its eruption and the fact that its crown
is smaller than that of the first tem])orary molar which
it supplants.
The second upper bicuspid is much more frequently

out of place than is the first. Though its crown takes

up much less room than that
of the second deciduous mo-
lar, which it replaces, still

the teeth adjoining it (name-
ly, the first bicuspid and first

molar), being in position some
time before the second bi-

cuspid is ready to erupt, may
encroach upon the space
wliich should have been re-

served for that tooth. Such
a condition usually results

from the too early e-\traction

of the second deciduous mo-
lar. As a result of such ex-

traction the neighboring teeth move together, and suffi-

cient room is not left for the free eruption of the second

bicuspid, and that tooth in consequence, finding its way
in the direction of least resistance, is compelled to api>ear
wlthinor without the dcTital arch, as the case may be. The
lower bicuspids are subject to irregularities similar to

those of the upjier Ineusjiiils, although they occur less

frccpiently. The first and second molars are rarely irreg-
ular in eitlier jaw; each in turti being developed behind
teeth already in place, there is nothing to crowd them
from their normal posit ion. The third molar, on the cou-

Flfi. IfltT. A ruse in which the
supt-riof ("iiiiiit* has not. room
to tTii|it it'trularly in thearch,
and is ftmvd to appear outside
ofthearcli. (Salter.)

trary, has scanty room for eruption, and in consequence
presents freciuent iri-egularity. The lower third molar is

often found with its ciown presenting toward the pos-
terior surface of (he ci'own of the second molar. Some-
times it is tipped forward so far that the force of occlu-
sion and mastication is borne upon its distal surface.
This is the most usual form of iiTegularity, but the tooth

may assume almost any position, even with the crown
pointing backward toward the ramus of the jaw. The
most fie<iuent irregularity of the upper wisdom tooth is

the turning of its crown outwaid or backward.
Pat/iolof/i/ in She.iiml Sfiape of the 1'<etli.—As a rule,

the size of the teeth is in harmony with the proportions
of the body. Giants have teeth wliich would be abnor-

mally large if found in a person of ordinary size. The
teeth of males are larger than tho.se of females. AVhen
teeth are of unusual size, but proportioned to tlie size
of the individual, they arc normal for tliiit individual.
There occur cases, however, in which certain teeth are

entirely out of proportion to the alveolar arch. Such

Fig. 4618.—A ease in which the superior canines have not room to
erupt regularly in the arch, and are forced to appear within the
arch. (Salter.)

teeth may be too large or too small. Up]ier central in-

cisors, in rare instances, become a monstrosity in the ex-
cessive size of their crowns; the roots in such cases are
not developed in similar proportion.
The superior canines sometimes possess abnormally

long roots, whose length may not be suspected till a"u

attempt is made to extract them. Their extraction, on
this account, is very difficult, or perhaps impossible.
The molar teeth are sometimes abnormally developed, the
crowns and roots alike being of unusual size. An ab-
normal diminution in the size of the teeth is not com-
monly found, except in the case of the upper wisdom
teeth, which are often quite small, no larger than a coni-
cal supernumerary tooth. Teeth which are pathological
in shape are frequently observed. Their unusual shape
may be due to a constitutional disturbance, occurring
during their formative period, or it may be due to a
freak of nature—a cause unknown. Of the irregular

Fig. 4619.—a Pitting of the Enamel of the Six Anterior T€>eth, due to
Infantile Diseases Arresting the Process of t'aicilleation of the
Enamel. (Carabeill.)

shapes produced by a constitutional disturbance is to be
noticed a pitting of the enamel of the six anterior teeth,

and sometimes of the molars in eitlier jaw. The pits

may penetrate the entire surface of the enamel, or only a
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part of it. They may be irregulaily disposed, or, as

usually occurs, may be arranged iu liori/.outal rows, of

which there may be two or three in a single crown.
Sometimes the pits are stained a yellowish or yellowish-

FiG. 4iai. Fu,. 4(;.'i.

Figs. 4820 and 4621 illustrate the EITeots of Heri'illtary Syphilis on
the .^njK'iior Incisors of a Boy ami a tiirl. a^ed Twclvi' anil Ftmrteen
Years. Iti-spi-ctiveiy. Tliesf rasrs amw under the observation of

Henry W. Williams. M.n.. ami are ri.|jiecl by [ierTMis.sion, from his
"
Diajjnosis and Treatment of the Diseases of the Eye."

brow-n color. This irregidar development is caused by
some severe infantile disease occurring during the period
in which the enamel of these teeth is l)eing calciticd, the

process of calcification being thus interrupted. The ad-

ministration of mercury in the early years of childhoixl

has also been considered by some to account for this

irregularly formed enamel, but such a view is not now
generally accepted.
Another malformation due to a constitutional disturb-

ance is that produced by inhcriteil syphilis. The effects

of this disease upon the teeth are most notably seen in

the upper central incisors of the permanent set. The
crowns of these teeth are stunted in size, are somewhat
irregularl}' placed, and their cutting edges are narrower
in width than are the necks of the teeth. The enamel
on tlu-ir cutting edges is imperfectly developed and soon
crumbles away, leaving crescentic notches. The upper
laterals and canines, as well as the lower centrals, laterals,

and canines, may be affected in a similar but less marked
way. The fi rst molars are usually imperfectly developed,
and from a loss of enamel the corners of the teeth are

rounded off, givingto the crowns a domelike appearance.
As the characteristics of teethafCected by inherited syphi-
lis were first described by Jonatlian Hutchinson, it is

coimuon to call such teeth Hutchinsouian teeth. They
are also called notched teeth, from the notch which may
be found iu the cutting edge of the six anterior teeth.

This notch, however, is obliterated by wear, and thus in

time becomes lost as a diagnostic sign. Tlie term peg
teeth in this connection is commonly used, and refers to

the peglike appearance of the crowns of the anterior

teeth. The peg shape does not become obliterated by
wear, and always remains a diagnostic sign. While in-

herited .syphilis does not always leave its mark upon the

teeth, yet when the appearances described are present

they are considered to be positive evidence of this dis-

ease. The temporary teetli are said by good authority
to be sometimes affected by hereditary .syphilis, and to

become notched and peg-shaped after the

nianner of the permanent teeth.

Pathological shapes to be ascribed to a
freak of nature are not commonly met with;
still, a large nuiuber of such cases have
been reported and drawings made to illus-

trate them. As one of the more frequent
irregularities may be mentioned the fusion

of adjacent teeth. There are two kinds of

fusion : in one the union is accomplished by
the ceiuent of one root becoming increased
and uniting itself to the cement of another
root. In such cases each to<ith has a sepa-
rate pulp cavity and independent nourish-

ment, the imion being merely upon the out-

side and not affecting the individuality of

either tooth. The other kind of fusion con-

sists in the union of the dentine as well as the cement,
and a fusion of the pulp cavities into a single irregu-

larly shaped space. Such teeth have a common and in-

terdependent life.

Fig. 4622.—a
Case of Fu-
sion of (he
S u pe rior
Central and
Lateral In-

cisors.

Fusion of this kind may be confined to the roots or
include the crown as well, in which case a tinion occurs
between the enamel of the two teeth. Fused teeth may
be found in the temporary or in the permanent set, and
any teeth may be so affected. Generally the fusion is

confined to two teeth. It is sometimes unsuspected when
involving only the roots, and the attempt to extract'
either of the fused teeth may n'siilt in its companion also

being dislodged, or in a failure to extract either. The
first foriu of fusion probably takes place after the forma-
tion of the teeth, the latter while the teeth are in a

developmental stage.
There are irregular shapes not due to fusion, and which

come under the liead of miscellaneous forms. The in-

cisors sometimes have their crown developed at right or
obtuse angles with their roots, or have more than one
root. The canines may have a twisted root, or one with
a sharp bend occurring at the middle or upper end of its

length. The bicuspids may have two or even three roots.

In coiLsequence of the tendency of the roots of the bicus-

pids to bifurcate, this occasional development of two dis-

tinct roots is to be expected. The upper and lower
molars may have as many as five roots, or all their roots

may be fused into one.

Pathology of ilie Component Tissues of the Teeth.—Of
these tissues the pulp is most subject to pathological

changes. Normally this delicate and sensitive organ is

well guardeil by rigid walls, which not only protect it

against external force, but also against the extreme ther-

mal changes to which the oral cavity is exposed. So

long, then, as the pulp remains thus pro-
tected, it is not subject to pathological

changes ; morbid processes do not originate
in its tissue. It is true that there are writers
who describe alfections of the jndp inde-

pendent of outside influences, but the genu-
ineness of such cases has not been well
established. In general the pulp is subject
to pathological changes similar to those
found in the soft tissue in other parts of

the body; such peculiarities as are fotmd
are due to the existence of the pulp within
a bony incasement. It must be borne in

mind that the pulp is very vascular and

veiy sentient ; that the vessels and nerves
are supported b_y a parenchyma of connec-
tive tissue, and that tlie whole organ is con-

tained in an unyielding cavity whose only
entrance and exit is a small foraiuen, whose

calibre may not be larger than a bristle. Through this

foramen the blood enFers, and is in due time returned—a delicate piece of machinery capable of easily jier-

foriuing its duties when in natural adjustment, but im-

paired or destroyed when alTected by force from with-

out. Any agency which interferes with the protection
which nature has thrown around the pulp is calculated

to set up morbid changes in its structure and interfere

with its function. The most potent and frequent agency
to be named is caries. When once this disease has lo-

cated itself upon a tooth it usually pro-

gresses, unless checked by approju'iate me-
chanical means, till a consiilerable jiortion
of the enamel and dentine is destroyed an<l

the pulp laid bare. Long, however, before

the pulp is reached it has been .subjected
to conditions luifavorable to its healtliy ac-

tivity, and the chances are that when ex-

posed by caries it is already in a pathologi-
cal condition.

An agency in producing disturbances of

the juilp less iiuiiorUint than caries is the

natural wearing away of the substance of

the teeth iu the process of mastication. Such wear is

usually without serious effect ujion the pulp up to the
,

period" of middle life. Subsequent to that tiiue, how-

ever, it may so deprive the luilj) of its natural cover-

ing as to induce pathological changes.
A third outside agency, and one less frequently met

Fir. 4623.-A
RiSht Snpe-
rior Canine
with an Ab-

rupt Curve
at the End
of the Root.
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witli than tlie other two, is mechanical violence, in tlie

form of a blow or fall, of such a nature as to sever the

union between the |iulp and its lilcicul and nerve suiiph'.
Under sucli cireunislanccs the pulp, as a

rule, dies. There are, however, cases

reported in wliich a sound tooth having
been jiushed out of its socket lias been

replaced, and the pulp has apparently
remained in a healthy condition. Such
cases lend s\i[ipiirl to a supposition that

a reunion is possible bet ween the pulp
and its blood and nerve supply; but
this point has not yet been satisfactorily
settled.

One of the simplest and commonest
pathological affections of the pulp is

congestion. A pulp examined in this condition shows
increased redness, due to an increased How of lilood to

the [lart and dilatation of the vessels. Thi.s condition

is brought about through the vaso-motor S3'steni, which

responds to an irritation of the dentinal fibrils, which
are in connection with the nerves of tlie pulp, and so

with the general nervous sj'stem. Inasmuch as the
normal pulp fills its cavity, an increased supply of blood
must compress the tissue in the neighborhood of the

vessels. The nerves share this compression, and hence
the severe pain which is the usual accompaniment of a

congested pulp. Caries of the tooth is the most com-
mon cause of congestion of the pulp. Through it a cav-

ity in the direction of the pulp is produced which allows
hot and cold drinks, food, and cold air to

approach so near the pulp that they irri-

tate it. Saltaud sweet substances, also,

if allowed to enter the cavity produced
by the caries, will act upon the dentinal

fibrils and irritate the pulp. A congested
pulp is hypersensitive, giving pain upon
the slightest occasion. A draught of cold

water, the effect of which upon a normal

pulp might be but a momentary twinge,
would cause a congested pulp to ache

violently. This ache is one of the more
conmion kinds of toothache; it is violent,

intermittent, throbbing. It is very likely
to be worse at night when the body is in

a recumbent position. Congestion of the pulp does not

necessarily result in a permanent pathological condition,

provided the environment of the pulp can be so improved
as to become normal, or nearly so. The normal environ-
ment inaj' be restored by filling the cavity produced by
caries, the pulp being thus removed from the near ap-
proach of heat or cold and irritating substances. The
tilling material should be a poor conductor of heat and
cold, resembling in this respect, as far as possible, enamel
and dentine. Gutta-percha or o.xyphosphate cement have

proved the best substances with which to protect a con-

gested pulp. It frequently happens that the pulp be-

comes congested in a tooth wliich contains a large :in:tal-

lic filling. The tnetal filling, being a good conductor of

heat and cold, conveys injurious shocks deep into the

dentine and unfavorably affects the pulp. Such a con-
dition may be remedied by substituting a non-metallic

filling for a metallic one.

"Wliile a congested pulp may recover its normal con-

dition, it frequently passes into a state of infianimation
which may be either acute or chronic. In acute inflam-
mation there succeeds to the active by pera;mia of conges-
tion a stasis of blood in tin; inllamcd portion; the vessels

become dilated more than bel'orc. and often assume a
tortuous course. The leucocytes can be seen leaving the

capillaries and invading the surrounding tissue. If the

Inflammation is ])iirulent, pus cells and broken-down tis-

sues become abundant. Thcaffci^tion may be local, con-
fined to a small point which has been exposed by caries,

or it may be general, involving tht^ entire pulp. The
organ is swollen, as in congestion, and pain results from
pressure upon the nerve fibres. If the intlammation is

very violent, it is likely to destroy the life of the pulji in

Fig. 4B3(>. ~ A
Molar Tooth
whose Roots
are Fused mto
One.

a short time, through pressure tipon the blood-vessels at
the foramen. The symptoms attending an inflammation
of the pulp are similar to those of a congested imlp. but
more s<:vcre. The pain is violent, throlibing, iiaro.xys-
mal, and is commonly known as a "jumping toothache."
The tooth is extremely sensitive to heat and cold, to
sweet and salt substances, and to pressure within the

cavity of decay.
Such an acute inflammation may subside or pass into a

chronic intl.animatinn. liie symptoms of whicii resemble
those of the acute, but are of a less severe grade. The
cause of inflammation of the iHilp is caries, which, as a
rule, has penetrated to the pulp cavity and laid bare a
niinulc portion of that organ, exposing it to the irritation

of foreign bodies, thermal changes, and the secretions of
the oral cavity. When sujipurative inflammation occurs,
the probable agency of bacteria is of interest, as it is well
known that maiij' varietiesof these organisms exist in the
mouth. Thcirapproach to the juilp is madceasy through
the carious cavity, which lays bare the pulp, and the con-
ditions seem favorable for their peculiar activit}'. Dr.
H. C. Ernst .says, in his "Consideration of the Bacteiia
of Surgical Diseases "

(page 4) : "The point being deter-
mined that there is at least a very strong probability that
no supjiuration occurs without the presence of bacteria,
the study of the organism concerned in these processes
becomes at once of great interest." Dr. Black, in the
"American System of Dentistry," vol. i., p. 854, says:
"
I have found suppuration, or more pi operly ulceration,

following a very superficial inflammation, in which the
tissue was apparently melting down into a .sanious pus
thickly inhabited by micro-organisms." The cour.se pur-
sued by an inflammatory affection of the pulp depends
largely on the extent to which its surface has been exiiosed
through caries. That there is always such an exposure in

case of inflammation of the pulp cannot be affirmed, but
that it does exist in the large majority of cases is attested

by experience. If this exposure is small and allows no re-

lief to the swollen condition of the organ, and no suflicient

outlet to products of inflammation, then an acute inflam-
mation is likely rapidly to destroy the pulp, and trans-

mit an inflanimatoiy process along the root canals to tli«

peridental membrane. If, however, the pulp has been

freely exposed before an inflammation has been started

up, then the inflamed pulp has a way of relief to its en-

larged substance, and an exit for the products of inflam-
mation. Such cases are more likely to assume a chronic

form, inasmuch as the life of the pulp is not immediately
threatened. It is a matter of some chance, in the case of
a pulp exposed by caries, just how soon an inflammatory
affection will be started up, though no pulp when once

exposed can long escape. If the cavity which exposes
the pulp is hidden away in the back of the mouth, or

protected by adjoining teeth, so that the pulp of the

tooth is, in a measure, protected from alternations of

temperature and severe contact with food, then the in-

flammatory affection may be delayed, and, when it does
come, decay may have so opened the jmlp cavity as great-

ly to modify the sevcritj' of the inflammation. On the
other hand, when caries attacks the crown of the first

molar and lays bare the pulp, it is immediately subject
to severe irritation in the process of mastication, and
trouble begins at once. Inflammatory affections of the

pulp do not tend to recovery, but generally end in death
of the pulp. This result may be, however, somewhat
delayed by appropriate treatment. The expos(<il pulp
may be capped over with non-irritating, non-conducting
materia! and thus shielded. It is sonietim<s possible to

prolong the life of the pulp several years, jirovided the

treatment is not long delayed after the beginning of the

inflammatory affection. After having been thus treated

the Jiulp may give no further sensation of pain; it docs

not, however, often regain its normal condition when it

has once pa.ssed througli the inflaniniatory iiroccss.

To alleviate (he pain of a congested or inflamed pulp
it is iniiiortant, first, to determine which tooth is giv-

ing trouble. The testimony of patients cannot be relied

ujion to settle this point. They can usually indicate cor-
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rcctly the side upon wliu-li the affected timth is loeated,

but will often point to ii jierfeelly sovnid tootli as llie

cause of their jiain. A thoioujili cxainiMalion sho\ild be

made, liy the aid of the mouth mirror and a line explor-

ing point, of all suspected teeth. If a tooth is found
with a carious cavity of any considerable size, esjiecially
if the cavity is sensitive to the touch of an instrument, it

is fair to infer that such a tooth is the one giving pain.
Tlie dia.gnosis can be confirmed by the application of a
little cold water to the cavity of decay. Where a con-

gested or intlamed jiulp exists, this application will cause
an exacerbation of the pain.

Having located the tooth which is tlic .seat of the dilli

culty, its carious cavity should be washed out with a

syringeful of warm water, in order to remove irritating

particles of food. The next step is to make an applica-
tion to the exposed pulp, or, if the pidp is not expo.sed,
to the dentine in the neighborhood of the pulp, which
will allay the pain.
A simple and ellicacious remedy is the oil of cloves.

Jlore powerful remedies are: carbolic acid, ninety five

per cent.; creosote; a mixture of ccjnal i)arts of oil of

-cloves and chloroform ; a mixture of ('(pial parts of oil of

cloves and creosote.

One drop of any of these remedies is usually suthcient

for a single application. The medicine should be aiiplied
to the cavity on a ])ledget of cotton. Care should be
taken not to press the cotton too tightly into the cavity,
as It might thus become a mechanical irritant to an ex

posed pulp. In the use of concentrated carbolic acid,
care should be taken to prevent its spreading to the

adjoining gum and mucous membrane of the lips and
cheek.

It is very important, in treating toothache, to know
whether the pulp in the alTected tooth is alive or dead.
If alive, it will respond to thermal changes and be sensi-

tive to exploration in the carious cavity, and sliould be
treated as just described. If the pulji is dead the tooth

is usually sore to percussion, and unatTected by applica-
tions of cold, though heat will sometimes be painful.

It is not sensitive to the exploration of an instrument
in the cavity of decay. The carious cavity of such a
tooth should not be plugged with a dressing, but should
be opened freely to give vent to the decomposing pulp
in the manner described in the section on affections of

the peridental membrane.

Closely allied to inflammation of the pulp is abscess of
the pulp. This affection, clinicall}', cannot always be

distinguished from the preceding. Upon microscopic
examination, however, it is possible to make out true

abscess cavities. These may be deeply situated in the

body of the pulp, or near its surface.

Among the more advanced pathological changes in the

pulp may be mentioned gangrene. This, as in other

parts of the liody, may be moist or dr}'. Gangrene fol-

lows u|ion the sudden cutting off of the circulation from
the pul|-). as a result of acute intlammalions, or violence
to the tooth of such a kind as to sever the artery at tlie

apical foramen. A gangrenous pulp is of a grayish-
green color, of slight consistence, and fetid odor. In
such a pulp the normal structural elements become uu

ilislinguishable. In dry gangrene the pulp contracts to

a very small compass, and the part of the pulp cavity
thus left vacant is occupied by a gas of decomposition.
Gangrenous pulps, unless the pulp cavity is freely
opened, produce severe inflanunation of the peridental
mend)rane.
Another group of pathological changes eud)races the

various forms of calcification to which the jnilp is sub-

ject. Among such may be mentioned the nodular form.
In this variety small nodules of calcareous m.'itter are

siniukled thiough tlic substance of the pulji. giving to it

a gritty feel. The calcareous matter is similar in cliemi-
cal composition to dentine, but does not have its charac-
teristic structure. The calcareous nodules are located
hetwcen the component parts of the l>ulp, and are not
formed at their expense. This condition .seems to be

compatible niib a healthy aclivit}' of the jiulp. and ap-

paiently does not lead to serious consequences. Its eti-

ology lias not been exjilained. Another form of calcifica-

tion exists, in which the new formation takes the place
of the normal tissue of the pulp and is formed at its

expense. The calcareous points are found .scattered

here and there through the jiulp, usually in the coronal

portion. These points become confluent till an ag,grega-
lion is formed ranging in size from a grain of sand up to

a mass sntticient to till the entire jiulp cavity, coronal and
radical portion as well. This form of calcification ap]«ir-

ently does not take place wlien the tooth is in a normal
condition, but seems to lie induced eilhir by the wearing
down of the crowns of tiie teeth or by caries. In both
cases the dentinal fibrilsarc subject to irritation, and this

irritation determines the deposition of lime salts in the

substance of the pulp. When once such a deposition
begins, it tends to increase till the pulp is changed from
a highly sensitive living organism to one practically life-

less, without nerves or vessels, and without the system
of tubules which exists in tlie dentine. During tlie

course of calcitication quite severe pain may arise, evi-

dently due to the pressure of the calcareous masses upon
the nerve filaments.

A pathological change similar to that occurring in cal-

cification of the pulj) is that which takes place in the
formation of secoudarv ilentine. This formation is found
on the periphery of the pulp at a place adjacent to a
carious cavity, and is deposited by the odontoblastic

layer of the pulp, which is the formative a.geut in normal
dentine. Secondary dentine is evidently a means taken

by nature for the protection of the pulp against the in-

jurious influences incident to advancing caries. Second-

ary dentine is similar in structure to normal dentine,

containing, like it, tubules and fibrils. Its formation

is, however, somewhat less regular, and in case the sec-

ondary dentine extends far toward the interior of the

pulp, it loses its supply of dentinal tubes and becomes
less like dentine and more like a calcified pulp. While
the formation of secondary dentine in the neighborhood
of decay undoubtedly tends for a time to prolong the
life of the pulp, experience seems to show that secondary
dentine, when once deposited, tends to increase to such

proportions as in the end to destroy the life of the pulp.
The process just described is to be distinguished from

that deposition of dentine which takes place b.v degrees
during the whole life of the tooth. This deposit is very
slow in fonnafiou, and takes ]ilace uniformly around the

inner side of the whole pulp cavity. By this physiologi-
cal deposition of dentine the pulp cavities in the teeth of

old people are reduced to very small proportions. This
seems to indicate that the pul]! is useful and necessary
inversely to the age of the tooth.

There remains to be mentioned a pathological change
which increases the size of the pulp. Such an increase

can occur only in case the pulp has been exposed. Let
such a pulp be subjected to the irritation of foreign sub-

stances, and likewise to that of the sharp edges of a ca-

rious cavity, and it will sometimes proliferate and fill the

cavity.

Why the pulp does not become inflamed and destroyed
under such circumstances cannot be exjilained. This

process has usually been noticed in the case of young
teeth. The growth may assume the size of a pea, or be

larger. It is of fleshy consistence, and is organically
united to the pulp by a narrow pedicle, hence it is called

polypus of the pulp. In microscopic examination it is

found to consist of numerous round and spindle-shaped
cells, interspersed with flbrous tissue, and an epithelial

covering has been described by some writers. Its blood-

vessels pursue a tortuous and irregular course, unlike

tho.se in the pulp. No nerves have been found in this

tumor, yet it is slightly sensitive to touch, resenil)ling
the gum iu this respect. Sometimes a muco-]iiuulcnt
discharge issues from its periphery. A polypus protects
the pulp against external violence. It is extremely te-

nacious of life, and will grow a.gain if cut olT.

A growth sinnlar to a polypus takes ]ilace in .some

cases of fractured teeth. The imlii, having been exposed,
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proliferates tlirougli the openings caused Ijy the fracture

ami forms a tumor outsi(ie the pulp cavity. This tumor,

morphologically, resembles a true jiolypus of the pulp;
it has, however, a nerve siipply. and is (piitc sensitive to

the touch. th\is ililTcring from a

polvpus. Sailer lias named this

growth a "sensitive sprouting of
the pulp."
Under i)athology of the dentine

the most important process to

consider is caries. This process
alfects the enamel and cc'iiientum

as well as the dentine, but has
more to do with the dentine than
with the other tissues. In the

first place, it may be said that

caries of the teeth does not resem-
ble caries of bone. The term
caries as applied to the teeth is a

misnomer, given at a time when
the true nature of the process
was not understood. However,
the term has become so generally
used that it cannot now be eas-

ily dropped. The pathological

change which occurs in caries is

a decalcification and disintegra-
tion of the several tissues of the

teeth The latter condition fol-

lows very quickly upon the for-

mer, on account of the large pro-

portion of earthy constituents

existing in the parts attacked.

Fig. 463T. — An Incisor Caries may affect any of the teeth
TooUi Aflected with ca- ^f pjfjjpr dentition, "but it affects
nes. (1. A ileposition 01 . . ^ .1 i »i .1
sei-ondarv dentine about certam teeth more frequently than
the cavity of decay. othei's. Magitot has tabulated ten

thousand cases of caries occurring
in the permanent teeth, and his tables show that the

tooth most liable to caries is the first lower molar, after

which follow in succession the first upper molar, the

second lower molar, first upper bicuspid, second upper
bicuspid, upper lateral, second upper molar, upper cen-

tral, second lower bicuspid, upper canine, first lower

bicuspid, upper wisdom, lower wisdom, lower canine.

lower central, and lateral. Caries not only shows a

preference for certain teeth rather than for others,

but it also shows a preference for certain parts of in-

dividual teeth rather than for other parts. Those sur-

faces of the teeth which are smooth and kept clean by
the motions of the tongue, lips, and cheeks, are not at-

tacked by caries; wliile surfaces presenting an uneven
contour, abounding in pits and fissures, are its favorite

seat. Hence, we find it located in the crowns of the

molars and bicuspids, in the pits on the lingual surfaces

of the six superior front teeth, and on all approximal
surfaces which, though not uneven, are not cleansed by
the motions of the mouth. The buccal and labial sur-

faces of the teeth, just at the maigin of the gum, are

likewise often the seat of caries. Caries manifests its

presence by a change of color in the tissues attacked.

This change may be merel_v from translucency to opacity,
or to a variety of coloi-s ranging from yellow to brown.
and even black; sometimes a gray or bluish graj' is

seen. As a rule, the slower the progress of the disease

the deeper the color of the affected pai'ts, and conversely,
the nioie rapid its progress the lighter the color of the

affected parts. Caries usually attacks the enamel first,

though it may begin with the cementum. It starts in a
small pit or fissure, when' soon the enamel is found to

have lost its peculiarly hard and dense surface. Instead
of resisting the most highly tempered steel instruments.
as does normal enamel, it crumbles away under slight
force. Thus a small opening is made through the enamel
to the dentine. This opening may be as large as the head
of a pin, or it may be very minute. During this luocess
the enamel lias become decalcified and disintegratefl.
Some authorities say that the centre of the enamel ])risms

Vol.. VII.—42

are first alTeeted, and others that the interprismatic
sub.stance is first destroyed, in consequence of which the

prisms separate and fall to i)ieces. When once caries has

perforated the enamel it no longer confines itself to a nar-
row area, but spreads out laterally between the enamel and
dentine. The degree of lateral extension varies greatly,
but seems to be somewhat dependent on the structure of
the dentine. If the dentine is well calcified, and with
few interglobular spaces, the lateral extension is not so

great as when the dentine is imperfectly calcified and
abounding in interglobular spaces. Tlie carious process
in its lateral extension seems to follow the anastomoses
of the dentinal tubules, which are very abundant at the

junction of the dentine and enamel. After having af-

fected a certain area on the periiiheiy of the dentine, ca-

ries penetrates its substance, following the tubules toward
the pulp. Inasmuch as the tubules converge from the

periphery of the dentine lov.ard the pulp cavity, the

progress of caries is marked by a cone-shaiied area, the

large end of the cone being in the periphery of the den-

tine, and the small end pointing toward the pulp. Ca-
ries tends to penetrate the pulp cavity, and rarely fails,

unless checked by mechanical means. When once the

pulp cavity has been penetrated, the pulp is exposed to

the degenerative changes already described, and, as a
rule, dies and disintegrates The carious process then
invades the pulp cavity, meanwhile spreading laterally

through the dentine from the area originally attacked,
and disintegrating the enamel from tl'" under side. By
degrees the crown of the tooth becomes so hollowed out

by the continuous softening and disintegration of the
dentine that the shell of enamel left becomes unable to

withstand the force of mastication, and consequently is

broken away. Nor does caries stop with the destruction
of the crown ; it continues its work in the root, enlarging
the root canal at the expense of the surrounding root sub-
stance until the root becomes a mere shell and is finally

entirely disintegrated. The carious process in the root is

not so rapid as in the crown, and roots maj' withstand its

action for years.
The microscopic examination of the carious process

shows the change in color of the affected parts which has
been described, and the disintegration of the enamel rods.

Fig. 4ti28.—MicroscoiJic Section tlirousli a Carious Cavity Occurring In

a Molar Tooth. .4, The initial openinc throuKh the enamel : B, the

cone-.sliapi'ii area of decay— the alTected tissue heins discolored and
soiiiiwliiii snfteiieii, lint hot disintesrraled ; C, a niiniile pit in the
enamel u here caries has Just started : I), the euaiuel : E, the den-

tine; /•'. the pulp cavity.

The tubules of the dentine appear enlarged in calibre;

and their size increases as the process advances. The in-

tertubular substance diminishes with the enlargement of
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the tubules, and finally disappears with the confluence of

adjacent tubules. Micro-organisms are found in great
numbers within the tubules.

In the cenieut. tlie carious process is similar to that

found in the dentine. The lacunie and eaualiculi are

enlarged at the expense of the surrounding tissue, which
softens and breaks down as the process aihaiices.

Micro-organisms are present as in carious dentine.
A chemical change to be especially noled in connection

with all the tissues affected by caries is the acid reaction
which is invariably present.

EtMoyy of Curies.—There are certain predisposing
causes upon which all are agreed; of such may be men-
tioned a faulty calcification of the enamel, wliich leaves

the dentine cxjiosed; a faulty calcification of the dcu-

tine, which leaves it less able to resist degenerative
changes; a crowded condition of the teeth, on account
of which it is ditlicult to keep the spaces between the
teeth clean.

With regard to the exciting or immediate causes of

caries, there has been great diversity of opinion. Of the
ancient pathologists, some ascribed caries to a disturb-

ance in the "humors of the body." Others regarded it

as due to the ravages of worms which infested the oral

cavitj'.
When we come to observers of scientific repute, we

find that the older ones held to a vital or inflammatory
theory. According to them, the disease began from
within, by an inUammatory process of the dentine or

pulp, the process in dentine resembling caries of bone;
hence the term caries was applied to it also.

The vital theory of caries has been effectually dis-

proved by the fact that when natural teeth have been
mounted upon artificial plates, and thus worn in the
mouth, they have been subject to caries, precisely re-

sembling the caries of the teeth normally situated in the

jaw.
liy others, caries was considered to be a sort of gan-

grene, due to a disturbance in the nutrition of the den-
tine.

When, however, the secretions of the mouth came to

be studied with reference to their possible agency in jiro-

dueing caries, and when they were found to be at times

acid, and when, also, the acid fermentations occurring in

the mouth came to be studied in this connection, tliere

was developed what is called the acid theory of caries.

According to this theory, caries originates from without
and not from within, as those holding the vital theory
claimed. The active agency iu producing it is acids,
which are always present iu the moutb, due either to

acid secretions or acid fermentations. These acids are to

a large extent, it is true, neutralized by the alkalinity of
the normal mixed saliva; but in some places, as in the
crowns of molars and iu the spaces between the teeth, the
acid secretions are so protected from the neutralizing
infiuence of the saliva that they are able to retain their

reaction and attack the enamel, decomposing the phos-
phate of lime and other mineral constituents, of which it

is largely composed. Having penetrated the enamel, the
acids act in a similar manner upon the dentine. Accord-

ing to this theory the tissues of the tooth are affected b_y
chemical decomposition, as if there were no vital element
whatever concerned. To substantiate this view many
experiments were made, by subjecting extracted teeth to

the iulluence of a weak acidsolulion imitatiiigcoiiditions
foruid in the nioutli. Teeth tluis treated underwent a

softening and decalcification sinnlar to that fmuul in the
mouth in the case of caries. The point was thus well es-

tablished that caries consisted in the decalcification and
disintegration of the mineral constituents of the teeth by
an acid.

While some have held a vital theory to account for ca-

ries, and others an acid theory, still others again liave

taken middle ground and held a chemico-vital theory.
The discovery of the presence of micro-organisms in

the tidjules of dentine alTeeted by caries was an impor-
tant step in advancing our knowledge of the process.
The name of leptothri.x bucealis was given to these

organisms when first discovered. Though their true

agency in caries was not at once understood, they were
considered to play an important role. Extensive investi-

gations have been made to determine more accurately the
nature of the ndcro-organisms found iu the mouth! and
their rehition to the process of caries. The most valuable
of these investigations have been conducted by Dr. W. D.
Miller, of Berlin. His method has been to infect sterilized
cnltvire media of various kinds with neutral saliva or with
neutral carious dentine, and he has found, invariably,
that, when the cidture medium contains sugar, an acid "is

produced. By successive cultures he has i.solated the

organisms which produce the acid. Of the organisms he
writes as follows: ""We have, then, in carious dentine,
two distinct fungi—one always, the other often, present;
the former surely, the latter probably, producing lactic
acid from sugar "(" American System of Dentistry," vol.

i., p. 803). Perfectly soimd dentine, subjected to a pure
cultureof the fungi just mentioned in a medium contain-

ing sugar, underwent, in course of time, typical caries.

According to Dr. Miller—and his theory'is now quite
generally accepted—the history of caries is as follows: It

starts w-hcrever, from the contour of individual teeth or
from the relation of one tooth to another, a collection of
food is possible. In every such collection are multitudes
of micro-organisms which are capable of thriving in the

presence of sugar, and of decomposing this substance
and forming lactic acid. This acid decalcifies the enamel
and forms a small pit which, being constantly filled with
food, offers a favorable nidus for the continued growth
of the same organisms. AVheu the enamel has been

penetrated, the organisms begin to multiply iu the tu-

bules of the dentine, and there continue the decomposi-
tion of sugar absorbed from the mouth. The resulting
lactic acid enlarges the tubules by the decomposition of
the mineral constituents of the dentine. It is possible that
at one time the secretions of the motith may be more un-
favorable to the life of micro-organisms than at another,
since it is well known that, at certain tiniesaud in certain

individuals, caries progresses very rapidl_y.
A condition resembling caries, and yet essentially dif-

fering from it, is ero.sion. Erosion is commonly fonud
on the labial surface of the six anterior teeth, either at

the margin of the gum, or between it and the cutting
edge. It also sometimes affects the bicuspids and molars.
Erosion produces shallow cavities, wliich involve the
enamel and penetrate to the dentine. These cavities are

larger at their external ojiening than in their deeper
parts, and are smooth, hard, and polished throughout.
They present neither the characteristic softening nor im-

dermining growth which are found in caries. The cavi-

ties do not rapidly enlarge, but may become of such size

as to threaten the life of the pulp. Caries is sometimes

superadded to erosion, thus modifying the course of the

destructive process. The etiology of erosion is not defi-

nitely determined.

Patluiliigiral Changes in the Cement.—The most common
pathological change of the cement is an hypertrophy,
which is due to an irritation of the perident^il membrane.
This membrane, lying between the cement of the root

and the bony alveolus, is at once the formative mem-
brane of the cement of the tooth aud of the adjacent bone
of the alveolus. When, however, the cement of the root

has been t^ompleted, the activity of the peridental mem-
brane, so far as its cement-forming functiim is concerned,

normally ceases. It docs not resume thisfuncti<in unless

sidijected to irritation, in which case it may deposit
additional cement u))on the root in various ways. The
deposit may be diffuse, covering the entire root, though
most abundant at the apex. It may be nodular, the

nodules being found at any point on the root, and tieing
of various sizes; or it may consist of a club-shaped en-

largement at the end of the root.

The added cement is sinnlar iu structure to the primary
cement, the union between the two depo.sits being, as a

rule, not noticeable. In certain cases, however, blood-

vessels iicnetrate this secondary deposit of cement, a con-

dition not found in the primary deposit. Uypertrophy
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of the wment lias iifvcr been observed in Uie ease of llie

teiuponir}' teeth, ami all'ects the peniiaiieiit teeth during;
adult life. The teeth most eoiMiuoiily involved are the

upper bienspids and molars, thoiiirh the others are not

exempt. Hypertrophies of the cement are called liyper-
eeniento.ses, osteoLuatii, and e.\osto.ses.

Of the causes which ]irod\iee an irrita-

tion of the peridental membrane, and

consequent liy|)erlro|)hy (jf Ihe eemenl,

perhaps the most frequent is caries

with its se(iuela', viz., inllammation and
death of the pulp, with extension of the

inllammation to the peridenlal mem-
brane. Another cause is the undue pres-
sure which teeth are .somelimes subjeeled
to in Ihe process of occlusion and mas-
tiealiuu. This arises when many <if the

teeth have been lost and the fi'W re-

lieriiu- Molar maiuing ones are compelled to bear all

Tootb. the strain of service. In such cases the

peridental membrane is overworked, lit-

erally crowded to the wall, and in consequence may
become irritated. The same etfect may be prodviced

by the insertion of fillings which pioject from the crowu
of a tooth so far as to concentrate the force of occlusion

on th(^ tilled tooth. Wliile hy]iertropliy of the ciMiient

is commonl}- due to irritation from undue force, there

are cases in which teeth having no antagonists are

found to have hypertrophied cement. The symptoms
which may arise from an hypertrophy of the cement are

caused by the pressure of the new growth upon the

nerves of the peridental membrane and ujiou the nerves

of the pulp at the apical foramen. JIany eases of hyper-
trophy e.xist which occasion no symptoms, the contlition

becoming known only after extraction. In old people it

is usual to find the cement somewhat thickened, and this

change can almost be called physiological, so constantly
docs it ocein'. Doubtless the process is so gradual that

the surrounding tissues accommodate themselves to the

enlarged root, and their nerves are subjected to no irrita-

tion. In other cases pain is an important and persistent

symptom. The pain may be localized and aceomiianied

by a soreness in the socket, or it may be dilfused through-
out the jaw or refiected to adjoining paits of the head.

Severe neuralgias of the head, face, and neck have been
found to owe their origin to the hypertrophy of the ce-

ment of a tooth. The tooth may appear to be perfectly
sound, in which case it is exceedingly difticult to locate

the source of the pain. When, however, neuralgias e.xist

in connection with teeth which, though not carious, are

the seat of pain or are sore in the socket, it is fair to sus-

pect either an liypertrophy of the cement or a calcifica-

tion in the pulp. Not only does an enlarged cement
cause severe neuralgic pains about the head and face,

but cases of epilepsy and insanity have been reported as

due to the same cause. A case from Tomes' " Dental

Surgery
"

is in point.
" A lad, a farm laborer from

Windsor, was admitted into the Middlesex Hospital for

epilepsy. The usual remedies were tried for six weeks
without effect. His mouth was then examined and the

molar teeth of the lower jaw found to be much decayed,
the fangs of some alone remaining. Although he did not

complain of pain in the teeth or in the jaw, the decaye<l
teeth were removed, and the fangs of each were founil to

be enlarged and bulbous from exostosis. During the

eighteen UKuiths that succeeded the removal of the dis-

eased teeth he had not suffered from a single fit. though
for many weeks jirevious to the operation he had hail

two or three per day."
A .second pathological change of the cement is absorp-

tion. This is often found in connection with hypertro-
phy, and occurs at scattered points and jiroduces

depressions in the surface of the cement. In cases of

long-continued inflammation about the apex of the root,
the cement is likely to be in part absorbed, giving a rough
outline to the apex.

PatliiiliHij/ (if the Peridental Memhrane.—Disease of the

peridental membraue may be due to a constitutional dis-

turbance, or to pathological alTectious of the pulp, or

may be dependent ujion, or associated with, calcareous

deposits upon the root of the tooth. Of the constitu-
tional alTeetions which react upon the peridental mem-
brane, Tomes enumerates rheumatism, syphilis, and the
exhibition of mereiiry.

Intlainmaticjii of the peridental membrane from rheu-
matism is independent of caries, and may involve one or
mure teeth. The inllammation is distributed over the
eiuire membrane, causing a loosening of the tooth and a
soreness in the socket. Its course is subacute or chronic,
does not tend to abscess, and is amenable to constitutional
treatment.

Inllammation of the peridental membrane from syphi-
lis is chronic. Pus may be discharged around the neck
of the tooth, which becomes sore in the socket and loose.

If the disea.se is unchecked the teeth ma_v fall out of their

own accord, owing to a comiilete destruction of the peri-
dental membrane. Associated with this process there
often occurs a necrosis of the surrounding bone.

Inllammation from the administration of mercury,
whether in the treatment of .syphilis or not, is associated
with ]ityalism, and is of a subacute or chronic character.
The teeth become loosened and sore in their sockets, and,
if the drug is long continued, a discharge of pus around
the neck of the teeth and final loss of the teeth may re-

sult.

The effect of phosphorus upon the peridental mem-
braue, though not belonging strictly under constitutional

affections, is of great interest. Persons subjected to the
fumes of phosphorus, as are those vho work in match
factories, often have necrosis of the maxillary bones.
This necrosis starts with an inflammation of the periden-
tal membrane, wliicli is very sensitive to the irritating
fumes of phosphorus. As a result of inflammation the
membrane is destroyed, and the bony alveolus being thus
cut off in large degree from its source of noui'ishment,
necrosis is invited. It has been found that this disease

mainly affects operatives in whose mouth are carious

teeth, or who have had teeth extracted while pursuing
their occupation. The phosphorus fumes enter a carious

cavity and reach the peridental membrane by way of the

apical foramen. If, however, the teeth are sound and the

gums healthy, ]ihosphorus has little if any destructive
effect in the mouth.

Pathological affections of the peridental membrane
consequent upon disease of the pulp are of frequent oc-

currence. AVhen the pulp has become severely inflamed
it is common to find, in addition to the symptoms attend-
ant upon simple inflammation of the pulp, a soreness of
the tooth in the socket. If the tooth is then ]u'rcussed
with a steel instrument the patient will flinch. This is

an indication that the inflammation has proceeded up the
root canal and extended to the peridental membrane sit-

uated around the apex of the root. Symptoms pointing
to inflammation around the root do not always appear
during the inflammatory stage of the |iulp: they more
commonly follow its death and putrefaction. When this

has oceiu'red. irritating products of ilecom]>osition. both

gaseous and liciuid, pass up through the canal and set up
acute inflammation in the membrane at the apex of the
root. In the light of our knowledge of the agency of

micro-organisms iu inflammatory processes, we must
consider that the germs, which were active in producing
inflammation of the pulp, are also active in the conse-

quent inllammation of the peridental membrane. This
membrane being of connective tissue, and richly sup-
plied with blooil- vessels, is an excellent field for inflam-

matory action, and being closely confined between un-

yielding walls, and having an abundant nerve supply,
is capable of producing symiitoms of the severest char-

acter. When an inflammatory process has started at the

apex of the root, the tissues become swelled and en-

gorged with blood, the condition extending from the

apex toward the neck of the tooth. In consequence of

the swelling of the membrane, the tooth is pushed slight-

ly from its socket and becomes loose. The clinical symp-
toms are ushered in by a dull, continuous pain, which is
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not occasioned by cliangcs of tcmpprature, as is often the

case witli intianimatiou of the pulp. The tootli upon
pressure feels sore in the socket, yet during the first

stages of the inflaniiniition a grindiug of the alTerted

tooth against its antagonists gives some relief. The iu-

fiamniatorv process sometimes

slops at tliis polnl, but very
iiften goes on to tlie formation
of an alveolar abscess.

Alveolarabseess forms about

€ ""

V '7iWi ^F^
"

-9
''"^ ''•' of the root. As pus

& ''
f7', 1)'^ ''•'^

collects, the nciglil)oring bony
tissue is absorbed, and a cavity
is forin(Ml varying in size ac-

cording to the s<'verily of the

inllaininiitinn. Like abscesses

in (ilher parts nf the body, it

seeks an outlet at the point of

Fio. 415311.
— Alls.. rptl..II of least resistance. There are

Bone, riwli"-«l I'V "n Al- several wavs in wliicli the pusveolar .Abscess lit llie Tip of , -.. t.
*

the llo<.t of a Left Superior mi'.V '"id<e Its escape. It may
Inelsor. penetrate the bony alveolus in

a line which is, rougldy speak-

ing, at a right angle to the root of the atfected tooth,

and thus make its escape into the mouth, or, in some
cases, upon the face. Or it may jiass down the length
of the root, either between the peridental membrane
and the cement, or between the peridental membrane
and the l)ony socket, in both cases discliargiug about
the neck of tfie tooth. When an alveolar abscess occurs
in eoiuiection with tlie si.x anterior teeth and bicuspids
of the ujiper jaw, it usually discharges on tlie labial

surface of the alveolus, at a point about opposite the

tip of the root of the affected tootli. In rare instances

an abscess counec led with these teeth may discharge
on tlie outside of the front part of the face or into the

nasjil cavity, and in the case of the bicusjiids, into the

antrum Iligliniorii. An abscess occurring in connection
with the upper molars most commonly discharges on the

buccal surface of the alveolus, about opposite the tips
of the roots atf(-cted. It may, however, discharge in the

neighborhood of the hard palate, when proceeding from
the palatal root. Besides these usual points of discharge,
the abscess may open into the antrum or upon the out-

side of the face, near the union of the malar and superior
maxillary bone. Abscesses formed about the lower ante-

rior teeth usually open on the labial side of the alveolus,
within the mouth. They nia_v, however, open on the

outside of the face, below the horizontal jiortion of the

jaw. Abscesses in connection with the lower bicuspids

usually open on the buccal side of the alveolus, though
they may iliscliarge on the face, along the bod}' of the

jaw. Abscesses connected with the lower molar teeth

usuallj' find e.xit upon t)ie buccal side of the alveolus,
hut sometimes on the outside of the face, ailjoiniiig the

inferior ma.xillary bone. Cases are ie|)ortcd in which
the abscess has opened in the neck, and even as low down
as the infraclavicular region. Alveolar abscesses usually
assume a chronic condition, and keep up a iliscliarge of

pus from their fistulous opening as long as the root in

connection with which they have been formed remains in

the mouth, or until the pulp canal of the root has been

properly cleaned and filled. The opening of an alveolar
abscess upon the lace or neck lias oftentimes been mis-

taken for the discharge from necrosed bone. A case

coming under the observation of the writer, while in

charge of the Dental Infirmary of the Harvard Denial

School, will illustrate the point. A farmer, from the
western part of Massachusetts, came to the Massachu-
setts General Hospital to be treated for a fistula opening
at tlie symphysis of the lower jaw. The fistula dis-

char^jed more or less, and was thought to lie due to necro-
sis of the lower jaw. The condition had existed for

about two years, and had been treated by injecting the
fistula with various medicaments. Al the lios]iital they
declined to operate till his teeth had been examined.
Such an examination showed a lower incisor which,

though not carious, was believed to contain a dead pulp

and to be the origin of the fistula. The tooth was ex-
tracted at the Dental Infirmary, and the patient advised
to return home and report in a month's time. In due
time the (latient reported that the fistula had completely
healed. While not all eases of fistula about the face are
due to dental abscess, yet the teeth should always be ex-
amined when such a case presents itself.

The clinical symptomsattendant upon alveolarabseess
are well marked and of peculiar severity. Since alveolar
abscess starts with simple inflammation of the peridental
membrane, the first symptoms are the same as those de-
scribed under that affection. As the condition advances,
however, the [lain becomes more intense, the tooth is

farther protruded from its socket, and is exquisitely sen-

sitive, the touch of a finger often being sullicient to pro-
duce great agony. Sometimes the formation of jius is

marked by a chill and rise of temperature. This forma-
tive stage may last from twenty-four to forty-eight
hours; meanwjiile the pus has been working its way
through the surrounding bone into the soft parts. When
this has occurretl the face in the neighborhood of the
aflfecled tooth becomes swollen, and there is a marked
remission of pain. The mucous membrane of the gum
about an alveolar abscess is much congested and swollen,
besides being sore to the touch.
As peridental inflammation and alveolar abscess are

very coininon causes of toothache, it is necessary to dis-

tinguish between the toothache so caused and that due
to irritation of the pulp. Toothache from irritation of
tlie pulp is started by the pressure of food against the

pulp, by a sudden variation of temperature, or by sweet
or salty substances. The pain is violent, but intermittent,
and no soreness of the tooth in the socket, as a rule, ex-
ists. Toothache from inflammation of the peridental
membrane or alveolar abscess is started by the death and
decomposition of the pulp. The pain is continuous: it

is increased by the application of heat, diminished by the

application of cold. The tooth is sore in the socket, and
if the crown is tapped with an instrument the patient
will flinch. The Utolh is protruded from the socket, the

gums are inflamed, and the face is swollen.
The treatment of perideutjil inflammation or alveolar

abscess is, first, to remove the cause of the irritation. If

the tooth is without value to the individual it should be
extracted. This is the cpuckest way out of the difticulty.

If, however, it is desirable to preserve the tooth, its pulp
cavity should be at once

opened and cleansed
from all decomposing
material. If this is done
in the first stage of the

difficulty it is usually
sufficient, and, the
source of irritation be-

ing removed, the inflam-

mation subsides. If the

ease be one of alveolar

abscess the cleansing of
the pulj) cavity is of

advantage, not only in

removing the source of

irritation, but also in

giving a vent to the

forming abscess through
the root canal. In many
cases, however, the ab-

scess will open through
the alveolus in spite of

treat m e n t . Such an

opening can sonietimes
be hastened by incising
Willi the lance over the

affected root. Whether

pus can be reached with
the lance or not, the incising of the gum gives relief by
diminishing the congestion of the part. The use of

leeches upon the gum is an old and often effective rem-

edy. The tincture of iodine painted upon the gum is of

Fio. 4ti31.—A Vertical Section tlirouffb
a Lower Incisor and SuiTounding
Parts, lllustmtint; two Ways in
wliicli an Alvclar Alisce.ss may And
Vent. The lli-st. and more coiiiinon

way, is by the llsiiila opening? at c;
tile second, and less c.nnmon way,
is by the Ilstula openinp at c'. n,
the tonciie; li. tlie lower lip: d, the
alKscess cavity : c , the inferi.ir max-
lllarv bone.
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common use; also the ap]ilication of capsicum plasters,

slipiH'ry-elm poultices, aiwl roasted raisins. A poultice
should uever be applied to the outside of the face, on

accovuit of tlie danger of causing the abscess to dis-

charge e.xternall}' and leave a scar upon the face which
is a ijermanent distiguratiou.

PnthoUiijici.il Affections of the Peridental Membrane de-

pendent iijion, or associated with, Calcareons Dcjwsits on

the Teeth.—Calcareous deposits are of two classes: those

originating from the Siiliva, and calleil salivary tartar or

salivary calculus, and those originating apparently fnim
a serous exudation from the peridental membrane, and
called serumal calculus. The salivary tartar or calculus

is composed mainly of jihosphate of calcium, which is

contained inthesaliva and is precipitated upon the teeth.

It is found in greatest abundauce on the buccal sides of

the upper first molars, near tlie opening of the par<itid

gland, and ou the lingual .side of tlie lower anterior teeth,

near the opening of the subnia.xillary and sublingual

glands. Salivary calculus is first deposited at the neck
of a tooth, and, if not removed, spreads both toward the

cutting edge and in the opposite direction up the root.

In itsprogress along the root it presses away the gum
from the neck of the tooth and separates the peridental
membrane from its attachment to tlie ceiuent. If allowed
to rest in contact with the peridental membrane, it de-

stroys its life, and also that of the adjacent bony alveo-

lus, "thus largely diminishing the natural support of the

tooth. In this way the teetli affected become loosened,
and may be entirelj' dislodged. Salivary calculus,

though, "as a rule, limited to the regions described, may
in much neglected moviths cover the entire lingual side

of the lower teeth and the buccal sides of the upper
teeth. The treatment of this depo.sit cou.sists in its re-

moval, after which the periilental membrane quickly re-

sumes its normal character, excejit such portions as have
been destro3'ed, and the gum closes aroiuul the neck of

the tooth.

The second form of calcareous deposit, called the se-

rumal, has nothing to do with the saliva, nor is it limited

to certain localities in the mouth. It is supposed to be
due to a deposition from senun exuded from the gingival
marain of the gum and peridental membrane: this dc-

positi(m taking place in consequence of irritation. It

may affect any of the teeth, and is located at the margin
of the gum, often hidden from sight. In color it varies

from yellow to brown, and even black. It often encir-

cles the root of the tooth, but may be deposited in

patches. It increases slowly, but is destructive to the

peridental membrane, which becomes separated from the

root. The alveolar bony jirocesses about the neck of the

tooth are in time absorlied, and the natural support of

the tooth is diminished.
la connection with thi.s deposit tliere may be a flow of

ptis, due to irritation of the peridental membrane. To
this condition the naun^ pyorrhtea alveolaris has been

given. While salivary calculus causes the loosening and

falling out of the lower front teeth, the serumal deposit

may effect the loosening and falling out of any of the

teeth, and is the most common cause of that result.

'I'liere riMualns to l)e descrilied an atfection of the peri-
dental membrane which is very destructive to that tis-

sue. It is usually associated with a deposit of serumal

calculus, and may be very similar to the atfection just
dc'scribed. The calcareous de])osits are, however, more

likely to he in ])atehes, and to advance more rapidly to

tlie apex of the root. By this means pockets are formed
ailing the side of the root, due to a sejiaration of the

peridental membraiK! from the cement of the root. In
the lirst form of serumal depcisit the iieridental mem-
brane is separateil from the tooth around tlie entire cir-

eumferenee of the root, and from its neck as far up as
the deposit reaches; the tips of the root meanwhile
being firmly attached to the peridental membrane until
the tooth falls out. In the second fciriii, however, the
root may be separated from its ])eri(lental menibiane on
one side up to its apex, anil in nthir p:Mts liinily at-

tached. At the apex the root is often entirely separated

from its surrounding membrane, tlwugh at its neck
there nia_y bi; a fairly gond uiiiim. Whetlier tin- deposit
of calculus is due to the intiammation of the peridental
membrane, or the inflammation is due to the deposit of

calculus, is not decided. This form of calculus is asso-

ciated with a How of pus and rapid destruction of the

peridental nienibrane. This niembrane having been de-

stroyed, the tooth loses its hold in the socket, and in

time drops out. There is .some reason to supjirise that

this disease is due to a special micro-organism, and that
it is infectious. On this account it has lieeu called infec-

tious pericementitis. The term pyorrhfca alveolaris is

commonly applied to this as to the preceding condition.

The treatment of both kinils of serumal calculus with
associated inflammation of the peridental membrane is

to remove the deposits of calculus and to keep them re-

moved. To this must be added thorough cleanliness

of the teeth, and a washing out of all pockets produced
by the separation of the root from its membrane. The
use of antiseptic and astringent fluids in such pockets
is a desirable and effective treatmi nt, especially in that
form of deposit last described. In people of middle or

advanced life calcareous deposits are more destructive
to the teeth than is caries.

ExTu.\CTioN OF THE Teeth.—The extraction of the
teeth may be called for by various conditions, of -which
the more common are :

1. A crowded condition of the teeth which threatens
or has caused irregularity. Teeth ma.y be placed en-

tirely outside or inside of the dental arch. The extrac-
tion of such teeth is often advisable. It may, however,
be laid dow'n, as a rule, that the superior canines and
central incisors should not be extracted to correct irregu-

larity : nor should the inferior canines, except in rare in-

stances. For example, it often happens that when the

superior canines make their appearances through the

gum there is no room for them between the superior
lateral incisors and first bicuspids. As the canines de-
scend they in consequence take a position outside of the
arch and are a deformity. They are not ou this accotuit,

however, to be removed, because by their position and
size they give character to the expression of the face. A
bicuspid, or sometimes a first molar, should be extracted

instead, and thus room gained for the canine. In many
such cases, however, there is no need for extraction,
inasmuch as the enlargement of the dental arch, either

by nature or by mechanical appliances, will furnish the

required room.
3. The existence of a few teeth in the mouth which

interfere with the adjustment of an artificial plate. This
is a very common cause ffir extraction, inasmuch as a
more satisfactory plate can, as a rule. b(> made for a
mouth having no teeth than for one having a few scat-

tered teeth.

3. The existence of pain due to:

(n) Congestion or inflammation of the tooth pulp.
(h) Inflammation of the peridental membrane.
(c) Alevolar abscess.

More teeth are extracted to relieve ])ain than for any
other cause. Where teeth, however, by treatment can
lie relieved of pain and made useful organs, they should
not he extracted.

4. The existence of diseased conditions of the tis.sues

in the neighborhood of the teeth.

An intiammation of the antrum is sometimes best
treated by extracting an upper first molar or second
bicuspid and making an opening through the end of the
root sockctinlo tlieaiitnini. liy this jirocess the antrum
<'un be llioniughly cleansed and good drainage estab-

lished. There are tumors of the jaw, and cases of caries
or necrosis of the maxillary bones, which necessitaK' a
removal of teeth.

5. The pcr.sistence of the tcm)ioraiy teeth when the

permanent teeth are about to erupt.
It may be laiil down, as a rule, that the temporary

teeth should not be removed until the permanent teeth

are ready to take their place. When this condition

exists, the roots of the temporary teeth have been for
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the most part absorbed, and tlie crowns have become
loose. While the above rule should be adhered to as far

as possible, yet tliereare cases in which severe intiamma-
tion connected with the temjjorary teeth re(|uires their

premature extraction.

The Proci.sn of Extraction.—The process may bo di-

vided into three stages.
1. Seizing the tooth with tlie forceps.
2. Loosening its conned ion with its surroundings.
3. Kemoving the tooth from its socket.

The process of extraction and the instruments em-

ployed vary greatly with the dilTereiit teeth in the
mouth. A knowledge of the numl)er, shape, and size of

the roots of the teeth is necessary to insure success in

their removal. To extract the teeth of the upper jaw,
the patient should be placed with the head thrown well

back, and the oi)erator should stand at the patient's

right side. With the left hand the lips ancl cheeks
should be retracted and th(^ upper jaw tirndy grasjied.
The uppereentral incisors areextracted with a forceps

who.se beaks are made to ailapt themselves to the nearly
conical neck of this tooth. Tlie forceps sliould be ap-
plied with one beak at the labial surface of the neck of

the tooth, and the other at the lingual surface. The
beak of the forceps should be carried well tip between
the margin of the gum and the root of the tooth. When
tlie tooth has been thus grasped, it should be gently but

firndy rotated, in order to loosen it from its socket. A
forward-and-back motion may with advantage be com-
bined with the rotatory motion. When the tooth is felt

to liav(! been loosened, it should be removed by a steady
pull in the direction of its long axis.

'I'he superior lateral incisors are extracted in a manner
similar to that of the central incisors, and with the same
forceps. Inasmuch as their roots are somewhat com-

pressed lateral 1}', the rotary motion is not so important
as with the central incisors.

The superior canines are quite difficult to extract,

owing to their very long roots. The upper incisor for-

ceps are usually employed for the canines. The tooth

should be grasped as high up on the root as possible.
To loosen the tooth from its socket the rotary motion
must be combined with the forward-and-back motion.
When loose, a straight pull in the line of its long axis is

necessary for its removal. It must be borne in mind
tliat the root of the canine is decidedly flattened on its

sides, and therefore offers considerable resistance to ro-

tation.

The upper bicuspids may be extracted with the upper
incisor forceps; or they may l)e conveniently extracted

with the alveolar bayonet-shaped forceps. The upper
bicuspids should be grasped well up on the root and
loosened by a side-to-sitle motion. Their roots being
long and slender, great care is required to prevent their

fracture. If the first upper bicuspid has a bifurcated

root, it is often impossible to remove the tooth without

breaking off the ti|) of one of the roots.

The first and second upper molars are extracted by a

forceiis whose inner beak is fashioned with a single con-

cavity, it is thus fitted to embrace th(^ iiinc>r buccal root

of the first or second ujiper molar. The outer beak is

divided liy a longitudinal ridge into two concavities,
while the tip of the beak is pointed in the middle. It is

so made in order to embrace the two buccal roots of the

first and .second upjier molars, and to cnnforin to the

<lepression between these roots. These forceps slio\ild

be grasped in the palm of the hand, the tliuinb being
brought into position between the angle formed by the

two iiandles and the joint. The third and fourth fingers
should be closed over the curve of the left handle.

Owing to the divergence of the three roots of the upper
first and second molars, considerable loosening is neces-

sary before they can be extracted. This is etlecfcd by a

siile-to-side motion ; as the outer alveolar plate is thinner

than the inner, the main force should be applied in an
outward direction. When the tooth is thoroughly loose

in its socket, it can be removed by a downward and out-

ward motion.

Upper wisdom teeth are not usually lillicult to ex-

tract, as their roots are commonly fused together. In
order to loosen them they should be tiirn.-d'tirmlv out-
ward. By this movement their attachment to the socket
can be readily broken up and the tooth removed.

In case the crowns of the upper teeth ai ? badly de-

cayed or entirely lost, the alveolar or root forceps should
be used. With this instrument any root of the upper
jaw can be extracted; the rules for the extraction of
roots being sulistantially the same as those for teeth
with crowns. It is necessary, however, to eaiTj' the
blades farther u]) into the alveolus than when the crown
is present. Great care should be taken not to crush the
root by too firm a grasp. With the first and second
upper molars it often happens that the three roots must
be extiacted separately.
In extracting the inferior teeth the patient should be

situated much lower down than for extracting the supe-
rior teeth. The operator should stand at the iwiient's

right side, oftentimes well to the back. The lower jaw
should be grasped by the left hand, and supported from
beneath by the palm and last three fingers, while the
thumb and forefinger are placed within the mouth to
retract the lips and tongue from the tooth to be oper-
ated on. The lower incisors, owing to the lateral com-
jiression of their roots, cannot be rotated in the ]irocess
of loosening them. This must be accomplished b}' a for-

ward-and-back movement.
The lower canines, owing to their very long roots, are

often quite difficult to extract. They are to be loosened

by a forward-and-back movement, to which a slight

rotarj' motion may be added. When loose, they are
removed by being pulled straight up from the socket.

The lower bicusiiids should be grasjied well dow.i

upon the root and loosened by an in-and-out motion.
The alveolar plate being much thinner on the outer than
on the inner side, it will 3'ield more readily outward.
When loosened, the lower bicuspids are removed by
being pulled .straight up from the socket.

The lower molars are extracted by a forceps whose
beaks are divided by a median ridge, and are terminated

by a pointed tiji; it is thusable to embrace the two roots

of the lower molars, and to engage the depression be-

tween them. To extract the lower first and second mo-
lar teeth, they should be rocked from within outward
till loose, using more force when turning them outward
than in the opposite direction. When loose, they may
be removed by an upward-and-outward iiull. The
lower third molar often gives great ditficully in extrac-

tion, owing to the curve of its roots, which hook back-
ward toward the ramus of the jaw. It must be loosened

by a side-to-side rocking. Owing to the backward curve
of its roots it cannot be lifted from its socket by a force

exerted directly upward.
Elevators are often useful; they are straight and

curved levers, with which a tooth is pried out of its

socket, a neighlioring tooth being used as a fulcrum.
The extraction of the temporary teeth is performed

after the same manner as that of the permanent teeth.

The operation is, however, much simpler, especially if

performed at a time when the teeth are about to be shed

bj' nature. In the premature extraction of the temiio-

rary molars there is always the po.ssibility of bringing
away the crown of the develo|iing bicus|iid, which is

located between the roots of the niol;ir lootli Diminu-
tive force))s are made for the t(-mi)orary teeth, but tem-

porary teeth can be readily extracted by the root forceps
made for the periiianent teeth.

AcciHE.NTs OK ExTK.\CTiON.—In the extraction of the

teeth certain accidents may occur; they may be un-

avoidable or due to unskilfulness or carelessness. The
following are the more common:

F)-iirtiirt' of tlie Tooth.—This often happens, and is due

usually to an excess of force, or to misdirected force, or

to an iiisullicient gri]i upon thetooth. Casesoccur, how-
ever, in which fracture of the tooth is unavoidable; this

is especially the case when the roots are misshapen and
locked into the jawbone. Whin the lijis of roots are, as
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the result of fracture, left in the niaxillarj' bones, it is

not always wise to remove tlieni. Nature will usually

expel them in due time.

Fracture of the Alveolus.—This occurs, to a limited ex-

tent, in every tooth extraction, and produces, as a rule,

no troublesome symptoms. B_v unsl<ilfuhiuss, however,
a large portion of the alveolus surrounding a tooth may
be cru.shed or fractured, and necrosis sometimes ensues.

Fracture of the joic may result from tooth extraction.

The fracture may be in the ui)per jaw, or in the body of

the lower jaw. It may or may not imply fault on the

part of the operator.
DiKlocation of tlie Lower Jaw.—This usually happens

with peojile whose jaws are loosely hung, and are in the

habit of slip])ing out of the socket. If this tendency is

known to exist, it is well to apply a roller bandage over
the head and under the jaw before operating.

Eeinoral of the Wrong Tooth.—This accident happens,
as a rule, only to inexperienced or careless operators.

Remoral of Ttro or More Teeth Instead of One.—This

may happen from an hypertrophy of the cement uniting
adjoining roots below the gum. It may happen when
the tooth to be extracted is overlapped b\' an adjoining
tooth. It may happen also by the slipping of an extract-

ing instrument, whercb)- a loose tooth is knocked out.

Laceration (f the Mncotis Membrane of the Gum.—This
occurs to a limited extent in every extraction, but,

through carelessness or unskilfulness, may be very ex-

tensive.

Fallinff of the Tooth into the (Esophagus or Air Passage-t.—A tooth will sometimes escape from the grasp of the

forceps and be swallowed. From this accident no seri-

ous results are to be expected. Cases are now and then

reported in whicha tooth falls into the larynx. Thiscon-
stitutes the most serious accident that can attend extrac-

tion. Such a tooth ma.v be coughed up from the larynx,
or it ma)- enter the bronchial tubes, causing symptoms
which are always serious and often fatal.

The inferior dental nerve has been crushed in the ex-
traction of the lower wisdom teeth. In such cases a loss

of sensation has occurred in the lower part of the face.

Usually this passes away, though it may be permanent.
In attempting to extract the roots of the upper bicuspids
and molars they have been pushed into the antrum.
When this happens, the opening into the antrum should
be enlarged and the roots removed.

Hemorrhage after Extraction.—This is usually mod-
erate in amount and of short duration. Such cases re-

quire no treatment. There are cases, however, in which
the hemorrhage is so prolonged as to produce alarming
symptoms, and in rare instances death has resulted.

Great care should be taken in dealing with people hav-

ing the hemorrhagic diathesis. To control hemorrhage
after extraction the most successful method is to apply
pressure to the bleeding parts. The bleeding usually
takes place from the socket of the extracted tooth.

The socket should be packed with cotton, lint, sponge,
or any soft unirritating material. After packing the

socket a compress of soft material, covering the socket
and surrounding parts, should be superadded. Upon this

compress a gentle pressure should be maintained, either

by the fingers or by the opposing jaw. An effective;

method of applying pressure after the socket has once
been plugged is to soften a piece of gutta-percha in hot
water and mould it to the affected region. Enough
gutta-iicreha should boused so that the opposing teeth

or alveolus can lie embedded in it l)y the closing of the

jaws. Let the jaws be closed and a roller bandage
passed over the head and under the cliin, and firm and
constant pressure is secured upon tlie bleeding area.

In severe cases care sho\dd be taken to keep the head

upriglit and the extremities artificially warmed.
As styptics can be mentioned pereliloride of iron, tan-

nic acid, and iireparations of the suprarenal capsule. Of
these, perehloride of iron is the least valuable. Tannic
acid is a reliable agent; the ]iowder may be apiilied to

the socket on a pledget of cotton. Preparations of tlie

suprarenal capsule are especially valuable in arrest-

ing dental hemorrhage. Styptics can be used with ad-

vantage in connection with "the use of pressure, as de-
scribed above. Very severe cases of liemorrhage iiave
been controlled by the use of the actual cautery. If this
be used, it should not touch the parts, but be held just
near enough to bake them. If the cautery touches the
tissues, a fresh laceration is made by its removal.

In desperate cases of hemorrhage internal remedies are

usually resorted to. They consist of tiiunic acid, gallic
acid, and ergot.

General Considerations.—Haste in extracting should
be avoided ; the hand should never move faster than the

eye can follow. The tooth should be under complete
observation from the time it is grasped by the forceps
till it is out of the mouth. The head of the patient
should be firmly fixed, and under the control of the left

hand or arm.
While considerable force is necessary to extract a

tooth, the force should be so guarded and moderated as
not to endanger surrounding parts. No jerks or sudden
pulls are allowable.
The forceps should never grasp the crowns of teeth

alone, as the crown will usually break off, leaving the
root undisturbed, but should engage the tooth at its

neck, or a little higher up if possible.
In extracting roots the beaks of the forceps should

follow down between the root and its alveolus till a firm
hold is obtained.
The cutting through of gum and alveolus with a root

forceps is not a desirable procedure, but is allowable in

certain cases.

An excellent substitute for a dental chair is a rocking-
chair with medium high back, a pillow thrown over the
back forming a good head-rest.

William Henry Potter.

TELANGIECTASIS; TELANGIOMA. See Angioma.

TELLURATES.—The tellurate of potassium and the
tcllurale of sodium are recommended as remedies for the

profuse sweatings due to phthisis and other causes.

The}' are given in doses of one-third to one-half grain
daily. In some cases this quantity requires to be in-

creased, but generally the second or third dose is fol-

lowed by a cessation of the sweating. It is supposed to

produce its effect by an inhibitory action on the nerves of
the sweat glands. In some cases it causes a loss of ap-
petite and nausea, and in some advanced cases the sodium
salt has produced a profuse liquid diarrhoea which is

very difficult to check. The most serious obstacle to its

general use is the persistent garlicky smell which it com-
municates to the breath and to the perspiration.

Beaumont Small.

TENDON REFLEX. See Eme-jerk, and Reflex^, Clini-

cal.

TENDONS AND THEIR SHEATHS, INJURIES AND
DISEASES OF.— It is must imusual to liucl tendons dis-

eased indei)endently. .Morbid conditions of the tendons
are so connnonly the resvdt of disease in their sheaths
that in most systematic treatises they are not separately
described. Owing to their dense tibrous structure and
an intrinsic blood supply that is far from abundant, they
len<l themselves more easilv to disturbances of nutrition

than to invasion by infectious proees.ses. Arcoleo has
shown experimentully (Gas. degli ospcilali, 18!>8, No. ISl)
that the intaetness of the sheatli is necessary- for the per-
fect initritiou of the contained tendon : but. on the other

lianil, that the comidete removal of the .sheath is not fol-

lowed by necrosis of the tendon.
The mo.^t freiiucntly observed morbid conilitions of

tendons themselves have been in cases of the so-called

"snapping finger" (schnellender Finger, doigl a ressort).

This consists of a sudden interference with the move-
ments of extensicm and tlexion, or of cither alone. It

occurs always at the same jieriod of tJie movement, and
is overcome with a peculiar snap, either as a result of
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great muscular exertion or with the assistance of the
other hand. lu some instances its nature has leniaiued

obscure, but operations for its relief have iliscloseil a
nodular thickening of the tendon in quite a number of

instances. It is, under tliese circumstances, probably
most often of traumatic origin, but has on rare occasions

been ascribed to tuberculosis, syphilis, and neoplasms.
Operative removal has been almost invariably successful

in its treatment; this may at times be accomplished
without completely severing the tendon.

With this exception, disease of tendons will almost in-

variably be found coincident willi or consecutive to pri-

mary disease of the sheaths. Malignant growths, tuber-

culosis of articular origin, and acute suppurative processes

frequently involve the tendon sheaths in their extension.

These do not require separate description in this place.
In consequence of overexertion or traumatism, there

is sometimes observed in the extensor tendons of the

hand (less often in the leg) an acute, dry inflammation of

the sheaths, teiiiMi/non'tis nruta nircit. It is apt to occur
in persons whose occupations necessitate excessive use
of a particular muscle or group of muscles, and especial-

ly if there is superadded to the accustomed amount a

period of forced labor carried beyond the point of fatigue.
The disease has been observed with a certain frequency
in washerwomen, pianists, fencers, carpenters, and gyni-
nasts, being in them localized at the wrist. At the ankle
it occurs frequently in porters, and infantr_vmeu, and
still more often in women operating sewing machines.
The prolonged use of the hand trephine has occasionally
accounted for its appearance in the surgeon's wrist. A
fibrinous exudate upon the surface of the tendon and its

sheath gives rise to a rubbing or creaking sensation to

the examining hand, whence the name "'

tenalgia crepi-
tans." It has in some instances also been considered as

the result of gonorrha>a or syphilis. Under these condi-

tions, but also in their absence, a serous effusion may
appear. When it does so. the crepitation is masked by
it to an extent proportionate to the amount of liuid

which has been poured into the sheath. Considerable

pain and disability may be associated with it. It may
be made to subside promptly by fixation of the part by
splints, or, still better, by a plaster-of-Paris dressing, this

to be followed in from ten to fourteen days by a course
of massage and superheated air.

Acute Kiippiinition of the tendon sheaths occurs most

frequently in consequence of infected wounds, but may
result by extension from phlegmonous processes with-
out demonstrable traumatic origin. It is of especial fre-

quency in connection with wounds of the fingers, when
it is spoken of as thecal whitlow. We have here to deal
with a most painful septic condition ; redness, swelling,
intense pain, and throbliing are present. The constitu-

tional symptoms are, or may rapidly become, alarming,
and unless incision of ample length is promptly made
the tendon will be completely lost by slough : this being
escaped, adhesion between the tendon and its sheath

occurs, so that its function may be completely abrogated.
Prompt and free incision with thorough drainage and

preferably moist antisei)tic dressing (1 to 5,000 sublimate),
to be followed by elevation of the affected part, may be

depended upon to avert these imfortunate terminations
in the greater number of cases. For this reason such tem-

porizing measures as poulticing, the application of cold,
and incisions of very limited extent are to be avoided.

Chronic simple inflnrnmatinn of the tendon sheaths may
be considered as occurring very infrequently. To such
an extent is this true that all chronic disease of tendon
sheaths is a.scribed by some writers to tuberculosis. It

has been shown, however, that this is not justifiable,
but that chronic simple tenosynoritis may occur as a dry,
serous, or hemorrhagic inflammation. The dry form is

characterized, like its congener of the acute variety, by
crepitation upon movement of the tendon in its sheath.

Gout and continuous overexertion have been held re-

sponsible for it. The serous variety has doubtless been
looked upon as tuberculous l)y many, but is sometimes
the result of trauma, rheumatism, or gonorrhoea. Blake

has reported a case {Annals of Surg., xxxiv., p. 577) in
which operation and subsequent careful microscopic ex-
amination showed its non-tuberculous character beyond
question. According to Lejars, it is most frequeiuly due
to repeated traumatisms, and must sometimes lie regarded
as a disease of occupation. It lu'csents it.self as a fluctuat-

ing swelling in the course of the affected tendon, the
movement of which is usually interfered with or is jiro-
ductive of discomfort. It is frequently difticult to dis-

tinguish it from tuberculous hygroma (see below) with-
out exploratory incision. Aseptic incision is, however,
the treatment most likely to be successful. The hemor-

rhagic variety has, in the few reported cases, been the

sequel of trauma. Juvara has reported three cases of
such eft'usion into the sheaths of the radial exten.sors

{Hee. de Chir., ,hme 10th, 190'2). There was present an
almond-shaped, fluctuating tumor which could be made
to slip about by pressure. There was no crepitus to be
obtained.

Tiihercrtlosis of the tendon sheoths is by all means the
most frequent of the chronic conditions affecting these
structures. It is, however, less often primarj' than sec-

ondary. In this latter case it usually occurs bj' exten-
sion from a bone- or joint-focus. This is frequently ob-
served at the wrist and ankle. As a jirimary condition
it is, however, far from rare, and is frequently found
in individuals showing no other predisposition to tuber-
culous infection. For this reason, and because its course

may be extremely chronic and unaccompanied by great
disability, its real nature is often not appreciated, and is

considered rheumatic.
Three forms are usually described, but should not be

considered as pathologically distinct, as they are fre-

quently found in combination. The first form may be
described as the tuberculous hygroma. This presents itself

clinically as an effusion of serous character, found most
often at the wrist and hand, where, being constricted

by the annular ligament, it is also known as compound
ganglion. In its symptoms it does not differ materially
from simple serous chronic tenosynovitis. Its progres's

usually is quite slow, and it may be objectionable to the

patient solely on account of the deformity which it

causes. Upon incision there is found in addition to the
serous cxutlate a formation of miliary tubercles U]iou
the lining of the sheath. If in addition we find the so-

called "rice bodies," we are dealing with the second
form. These may vary greatly in size and number.
Usually this is in inverse proportion. These bodies de-
rive their name from their resemblance in size and color
to grains of boiled rice. They are frequently smaller,

however, and, on the other hand, the writer has removed
from the palmar sheaths a number of the size of large
cherries. For this reason they were easily jialpated be-

fore incision was made. This is. however, not usually
possible, for the reason that abundant serous distention

is often prcsenl, and because such large size is excep-
tional. There is commonly imparted to the examining
hand a characteristic sensation akin to crepitation, but
to be distinguished from it. The fluid may be sufficient

to make these bodies impossible of recognition without
incision.

'V\w iorn\&twn oifungous granulation tissue upon the

serous lining of tlie sheath and even upon the tendon
itself is tiie distiiiguishing mark of th<' third variety.
This tuberculous tissue is identical witli that found in

"joint fungus," and gives rise to doughy, elastic swell-

ings of the slieatlis. It is distinctly less benign than the

preceding forms, inasmuch as the tubercles are actively

disintegrating. The peritendinous structures are, there-

fore, soon involved; caseation, liiiuefaction, and the

formation of fistuhe are apt to be observed in rather

ra])id development. Secondary involvement of neigh-
boring joints may occur. This variety, in contrast with
the other two forms, causes marked disability from the

first, and is frequently very painful. If the disease is al-

lowed to progress, the contiguous structures may suffer to

a great extent ;
the swelling becomes very great, and am-

putation may become necessary as a last resort. On the
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Other Imml, if employed before such extensive spread
has occurred, radical operative measures are almost iuva-

riablj- successful if surticieutl_y thorough. Treatment by

FIG. 4632. FKi. WS!.

Figs. 4633 AND 4633.—Suture of Dlriiled Tendons.

iodoform injections has not proved satisfactory in this

country, although much lauded by some European
authors. In the liygromatous form, evacuation of the

rice bodies and fluid with scrajiing of the sheath is, as a

rule, all that is required. In the fungous form it is best

to remove all infected tissue, and, therefore, to practise
the complete extirpation of the tendon sheath. This is

usually followed by complete restoration of function if

aseptic healing is obtained.

Beck (A'. Y. Mid. Joiirn., p. 70,5, 1901) has described a

chronic inflammation of the tendons and tendon sheaths

of the hand characterized by the formation of granula-
tion tissue and chalky deposits; he has named this ten-

dovaginitis prolifera calcarea.

In.jvries op Tendons.—Dislocation of tendons occurs

as a rather uncommon accident, and in most of the re-

ported cases the peronei tendons were concerned. After

a traumatism to the foot, usually of the kind spoken of

as sprain, great disability of the foot is observed, and the

tendon of the pcroneus longus, with or without that of

the brevis also, is found to have slipped from the groove
behind the external malleolus, and may be felt as a prom-
inence in front of it. The replacement by manual press-
ure and retention by means of a crescentic pad and
adhesive strips are easily accomplished. In most of the

reported cases, however, recurrence of the luxation has

occurred, and on this account operations of narrowing
the sheaths or deepening the bony groove have been suc-

cessfully done. Shaffer (Fitzhugh, Trans. Am, Orthop.
Assn., 1902) liolds the accident to be due to a shortened

condition of the gastrocnemius and peroneal tendons. In

three cases cure was obtained by stretching these by
means of his traction shoe.

Dislocation of the long head of the biceps has been
described in a few- cases, but on anatomical and experi-
mental grounds there is cause for doubting the possibil-

ity of this.

'Subctitaneoug rupture of tendons occurs rather fre-

quently and may be due to unusually violent muscular
action. In some cases it would appear that a pathologi-
cal condition of the tendon or the neighboring structures

was to blame. The rupture usually occurs near the

union with the muscle belly or at the bony attachment
of the tendon. It is ordinarily felt as a sudden siuip
with disability, due to loss of function of the affected

muscle. Often the gap in the course of the tendon can

be felt, and the muscle itself is more prominent than

usual on account of its contraction. Although lixation

of tlie liinl) in such a position as will tend to approxi-
mate the torn ends oft<'ii secures satisfactory healing, it is

not wise to depend upon this in the case of important
muscles, but rather to a])proximate and suture the ends

through an incision. Tlie tendons most freijuently torn

an^ those of the biceps brachii, the plantains (tennis leg),

([uadriceps extensor, ligamcntum patella;, and tendo
Acliillis.

Olien irovndK of tendonn occur very frequently, and

especially aliout the wrist and hand. They may be in-

cised orlacerated. When iiicomiiletely divided, union
will occur without injury to function. When com-

pletely divided, retraction of the muscular end lakes

place; the ends become adherent to the sheath, and uninn

between them does not occur. Exception to this must

be taken in the case of certain operative w-ounds, such
as tenotomy of the teudo Achlllis and otlicr tendons of
the foot.

Division of the tendons calls for the approximation
and uiiiiiti of the ends, and is especially important in tlie

hand, when; the usefulness of the member may depend
upon it. The muscular end is often dillicult to find,

and may necessitate considerable enlai-gement of the
wound to make such union possible. Centrifugal wrap-
ping of the extremity with an elastic rubber bandage will

occasionally bring the proximal end to view, thus avoid-

ing the necessity of exten.sive incision. Suture should
be done with .silk or catgut (chromicized). The sheath

may often be sewed over the tendon. As tlie sutures tend
to tear out, one of the methods illustrated here may be

employed to prevent this (Figs. 4632 and 4633).
When secondary suture must be done, i.e., after the

external wound has healed, it may be extremely diflicult

or even not feasible to find the proximal end. In this

case tendon transjilantation has been done (ride infra).
The proximal end having been found, it may be impos-
sible to approximate it to the distal sufficiently to make
ordinary suture practicable. In 1 1 is event tendon length-
ening may be done bj' splitting the distal end, as shown
in Fig. 4634, or a bridge of silk or silkworm gut may be
made, uniting the ends and serving as a framework upon
which new tissue is afterward formed. Silk will usually
be found preferable for tliis purpose.

Operations on Tendons.—In addition to those above
described, operations on tendons are done for a variety

Fig. 4634.—Lengtlienins of Diviaed Tendon.

of conditions. The most frequent of these by far is

tenotomy, simple division of a tendon. This may be

open or subcutaneous. The open operation consists in

making an incision parallel with the tendon ; the tendon

is then divided upon a grooved director in the open
wound. The method isone'of choice when it is necessary
to avoid important structures (c.r/. ,

the peroneal nerve in

division of the biceps femoris), or where the anatomical

situation makes complete division of tendons or muscles

not feasible by the subcutaneous method. The muscu-
lar variety of wryneck may serve as an example of this;

likewise the adductors of the thigh in cases of spastic in-

fantile paralysis. Otherwise, on account of its simplic-

ity and the ease and certainty of the healing process, the

subcutaneous method will lie chosen. It may be done
from within outward or from without inward. The
former is the method of choice. The tenotome is a knife

with a short blade (1.5 to 3.5 cm.) at the extremity of a

long shank (2 to

2.5 cm.), and

may be pointed
or blunt. The
length of the

blacle should
(([ual the width
of tlie tendon to

be cut. An as-

sistant holding
the part so as to

put the tendon
on the stretch,

the operator
feels for the
edge of the ten-

don and inserts

the tenotome behind this with the flat of the blade par-
allel to the tendon. The tenotome is then puslied

throngli until its point is felt on the opposite side.

The edge is then turned toward the tendon, and the

Fui. WiXt.- LenKllieniUK of Tendon. (Plaslic

tenotomy.) .1, Incision to he employed In

dlvldliiE the tendon ; B. moile of suturing
the divided ends.
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division is miide by a sawing niolion. Tlio teiuiou is

felt to yield suddenly and often with an amlible snap.
The knife is then witlulniwn and the minute open-

ing is closed by pressure with a compress of gauze.

FIG. 4630.

Figs. 4«i:ifi, 4ii:ir, and 4638.-

FlG. 46:i7.

Metliods of Functional Transfer,

lyzed tendon.
(After Vulpius.)

Fig. 4ti38.

Sliading represents para-

The operation sliould be done with all aseptic precau-
tions. The -ivound in the tendon heals by the organi-
zation of the blood clot between the divided ends; these

soften and become fused with the new fibrous tissue.

For some time this has the appearance, both gross and

micro.scopic, of scar tissue. After about three months
the new tissue can scarcely be distinguished from the

old. Immediately after the division of the tendon the

necessary correction in the position of the part is made,
and li.xation is usually accomplished by plaster of Paris

applied over the aseptic dressing. The operation is

most freijueutly done upon the teudo Achillis for club-

foot, cither congeniUil or paral_vtic; the tibialis jiosticus
and anticus, and the plantar fascia are often divided for

the same purpose. Tenotomy may be indicated for the

lengtheYiing of any contracted muscle, or when it is

desirable for any reason to exclude the action of a mus-
cle, e.g., the tendo Achillis, in the correction of anterior

bow-leg.
In some instances, and especially in spastic paralysis,

the overcorrection of deformity causes such extensive

separation of the divided ends of a tendon that their sub-

sequent union may be in doubt. For the avoidance of

this, plastic tenotomy or tendon lengthening is often

dime. An incision is made over the tendon, which is

then split longitudinally for a distance equal to the
amount of lengthening desired. Incisions are then made
at right angles to this at. either extremity of tlie longitu-
dinal cut and in ojiiiosite ilirections (Fig. 41)3."), /?). The
figure sliows tlio method of uniting these fia])S. For the
tendo Achillis. Bayer lias proi)osed a subcutaneous method
in pl:ice of his original plastic tenotomy. This consists

in cutting through half the width of the tendon above
and lielow suljcutancously. Upon making forciltle dor-

sal flexion of the foot the tendon will now split length-
wise and the ed'ect he the .sjime as in Fig. 4635. It has
the additiniial advantage of avoiding adiiesion between
tendon and sheath. The writer has done the operation
repeatedly with satisfaction.

The greatest advance in tendon surgery during the
last twenty years has undoubtedly been in the field of
tendon transplantation. In this operation the whole or
a jiart of one tendon is engrafted upon or united with
the whole or a jiart of a secmul tendon. In this way we
may cither transfer the function of the one to the other,
or divide it between the two. The essential indication

for performing the operation is a disturbance of the

equilibrium l)etween the muscles controlling a joint.
This may be due to paralysis or weakening of certain of

them, or, in some instances, to the excessive activity of
others. It is, of course, as-

sumed that this disturbed

equilibrium is incapable of

spontaneous recovery or
not to be corrected by sim-

pler means. The feasibil-

ity of tile procedure de-

pends, moreover, upon the

persistence of a certain total

of muscuhir power, and its

success will to a consider-

able degree be measured by
file uinoiint of this. Before

proceeding to describe the

teelinique of the operation
and the various combina-
tions from which we may
choose, it will be well to dis-

cuss in some detail the indi-

cations for its performance.
In doing so, indebtedness is

acknowledged to the admi-
rable monograph of Vulpi-
us (" Die Sehnenueberpllau-
zung," etc., Leipsie, VM'Z).
The first group of cases

to be considered as calling
for tendon transplaut^xtion

comprises those in which the muscular disability is of
traumatic origin. The traumatism may involve the mus-
cles directly, as by incision or subcuUmeous rupture of
the tendon, or, indeed, the loss of the tendon by suppura-
tion or injury. Tendon transplantation should be con-
sidered for these cases, however, only when a very long
time has elapsed since the injury, making the finding of
the central end of the tendon exceedinglj- diflicult or im-

possible, or rendering it likely that the muscle belly has

degenerated to such a degree as to unfit it for use. Other-
wise tendon lengthening by the plastic method, as before

described, or by means of silk strands, should be con-
sidered the ideal. Traumatisms of peripheral nerves,
such as the musculo-spiral, in which for similar reasons
direct repair is not feasible, may also call for tendon graft-

ing. In all of the beforementioned conditions it is to.be
borne in mind that tendon grafting is a procedure of
second choice, to Ije done only in the event that direct

repair by suture is excluded.

By far the most frequent indication for the employ-
ment of transplantation of temlons is paralj'sis of central

origin, either spinal or cerebral. The largest class of

these cases results from acute anterior poliomyelitis.
It is well known that in such cases the paralysis, quite
extensive to begin with, is recovered from during the
first few months, so that after a jear has passed there
remains an involvement, of more or less circumscribed

extent, of permanent character. We have then to deal
with paralysis of certain muscles or groups of them, the

remaining ones of the limb possessing normal power. In
this event deformities are likely to develop, unless pre-
vented by treatment, because of the lack of antagonism
to the normally innervated muscles. These latter being
made to share tlieir i)ower with the paralyzed mu.scles,

equilibrium may be restored to the affected part, deform-

ity ]irevent('d, and a considerable gain in the total power
achieved b_v adaptation to the increased function. In
those unfortunate ca.ses in which llaccid paralysis of all

the muscles of a ]iart persists, or in which the [laralyzed

greatly overbalance in number and strength the un-

affected ones, the operative stilfening of the joint, i.e.,

arthrodesis, offers far more than operation upon the ten-

dons. On fill' oilier hand, it has been observed after

tendon tiaiis])lantations that muscles which were paretic
or atrophic from lack of use have under the new func-

tional conditions regained their usefulness, so that the sum
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total of iimsoular power, after operation, was consider-

Hl)ly ubovf wliut wasauticipated. Wlictlicr inafri^'<'" case

arllinidcsis will be preferrp<l to trausiilaiitatioii or treat-

ment by braces to either of lliese, will (le|)end larf^ely

upon individual experience and ju(la:ment. Occasions,
furthermore, arise in which these; methods may with

advantage be combined. The various fcirins of spastic

paralysis, both spinal and cerebral, have also been treated

by tendon transplantation with signal lienefit. Of the

cerebral eases only those should be chosen, however, in

which the mental condition of the patient is good.
In the treatment of paralytic deformities already de-

veloped, the overcorrection of these should, as a ride,

preceile the operation upon the tendon. In any para-

lytic case transplantation should be considered only
when likelihood of spontaneous improvement is no

longer apparent.
Finally, the operation has been done for a number of

deformities not of jiaralytic origin. Thus, to prevent
the tendency to fle.vion after arthrectomy, or excision of

the knee, or that which frequently occurs after the cure
of tuberculosis or other sevei'e arthritis of this joint, im-

plantation of the hamstrings into the quadriceps tendon
iias been done with success. Likewise in severe cases of

pes valgus or |)lano-valgus the operation has had its

value demonstrated.
In order to decitle upon a jilau of operation it is neces-

sary to know Avhich muscles are paralyzed and which
are not. This must be decided by careful observation of
the patient and the voluntary movements of the part,
and also by the electrical reactions. It is not to be for-

gotten, however, that the atrophy of disuse in certain

muscles, caused by the paralvsis of some of the more im-

portant ones of the part, cannot be recognized in this

way ; but for this purpose ocular inspection of the mus-
cle substance is necessary. In contrast to the dark red

of the normal, the paretic fibres of inactive but non-

paralj'zed muscles are pink of varying shade, while the

paralyzed ones look yellow or yellowish-wliite, according
to the amount of fatty degeneration. The complete de-

sign of the operation may have to be deferred for these

reasons until such inspection has been made.
In the performance of the operation perfect asepsis is

a prerequisite. When the tendons to Ije united are near
to one another, a single incision parallel to them may
suffice. When the\' are separated by a somewhat greater

space, a [slanting cut may be advantageous; but when
the distance is considerable nuiltiple incisions may be
called for; these may also need to be made q\iite long
for the inspection of the muscular substance. The ten-

don sheaths should be treated as conservatively as pos-
sible.

The combination of the tendons may be done in a num-
ber of waj's. The simplest method is by lateral anastfi-

mosis. In this the continuity of both sound and jiara-

lyzed tendon is preserved; both are freshened and united

by lateral apposition; tension being secured by drawing
the paralyzed tendon proximally, the sound one in thi'

opposite direction. The method is available only when
the tendons lie in contiguit}'.
The second method is that of functional transfer

(Figs. 4(130, 41)37, and 4638). In this the sound tendon is

cut through comjiletel}', and is sewed to the whole or a

part of the paralyzed tendon. This presupposes that

the sound tendon is either useless or even harmfid in

its action, as bj' it the peripheral stump of the tendon
is unused. This fault may, however, be overcome by
nniling the di-iinl end of the sound tendon with a sound

ncighl)rir. Finall,v wc have functional ])artition, in

which only a part of the sound tendon is joiiu'd to the

paralyzed "one (Figs. 4639 to 4643). This lias the great

advantage of conserving the function of the sound mus-
cle through the vuiinjured jiart of its tendon. The tig-
ures show tlx- uKthods by which functional transfer and
fiuictional partition may be achieved. The shaded ten-

don represents the ]iaralyzed structure. Which of the

nielhods will be chosen will depend upon the functional

importance of the unparalyzed tendon which is to be

u.sed
; upon its size, i.e., whether a slip may be taken

from it largt! enough to sew securely; and upon other
conditions whicli i)resent themselves at the time of choice.
It is always prefei-able. when possilile, to graft tendons
of sinular func-tion; for exami)le, an extensor upon an
extensor. This need not of necessity be done, however.
In doing functional iiarlition it is desirable that the split
in the tendon Ik; inaile as near the muscle svibstance as

possible, and that it be continued by blunt separation of
fibres into the musile belly for a short distance. This is

done in order to achieve as much functional differentia-
tion of the two parts as jiossible.
While the tendon is being cut through it should be held

by means of clamp forceps, so as to prevent retraction
into its sheath after complete division. In displacing the
tendon from its fild into its new position it is desirable
that it shall be placed luider the deep fascia, if possible,
in order to minimize the likelihood of adhesions. Drob-
uik's suggestion to pas.s the tendon beneath the other
tendons of the part may, however, be regarded as involv.

FIG. t(i41. Fill. HM2.

Figs. 46;i9 to 4tit2.—Prlm-ipal Mmli's of Funciiotml I'liriltlon. (Alter
Vulpius.) SliadliiK ri'invsouts punilyzod teudou.

ing an unnecessary amount of disturbance. It is highly
important that the new course of the tendon lie a fairly

straight one ; this reciuireinent .^iiould be borne in mind in

choosing the tendon and the point at which it is cut
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through. In gmftiiig extensors upon liexors, or the re-

verse, the tendon miij' in the forearm and leg be curried

through the interosseous space instead of around the liinh.

The suture should be made under a certain amount of

tension, and should be capable of withstanding consid-

erable force. This is best accomplished, ordinarily, by
passing the end of the divided tendon through one or
even two buttoidioles in the other tendon and .securing
it by a number of sutures. When two divided ends are

to be joined, this is done, as above deseribed, luider ten-

don suture. Silk is by all means the best material to use
for the suture, as it can be made truly aseptic, and will

retain its strength sutlieiently long. In a small pii>])or-

tion of cases sutures will afterward work their way out
witliout jeopardizing the result of the operation.
lu order to satisfy the two rules, that the tendon su-

ture should be under tension and that il sboulil be done
tinder sliglitovereorreet ion of any pre-existing deformity,
it will often be necessary to do tendon lengthening on
some coutractured muscle, such as ilu- tendo Aeliillis,

and tendon shortening on others. Lengthening is done

by means of the plastic tenotomy aliove described (Fig.
4()3.">), while .shortening is usually best accomplished bj^

takingafoldin the tendon and maintaininirit by sutures.

The proposals of Lange and Wollf to fasten the end of

the active tendon into periosteinn or bone, instead of

into the paralyzed tendon, would seem to involve un-

necessary complication, and the more .so since the results

of these procedures have not been shown to surpass those

of the older ones. Lange's plan of using .silk strands to

connect a sound tendon witli a bony insertion in order to

avoid the necessity of incising or splitting the tendon
has been proved by him to be perfectly feasible. It

might be employed with advantage wlierc the tendon

graft cannot be made of svdlicient length.
The operation upon the tendons having been com-

pleted, it is well to attempt to bring the wounds in the

sheaths together, or at least to sew the fascia over them.
In closing the skin wound drainage had best be dis-

pensed with if possible. The part should bo fi.\ed in a

plaster-of-Paris dres.sing, applied over the aseptic band-

age; this should hold the joint inaueutral position, e.g.,

midwa.y between fie.xion and extension. In the absence
of wound infection, the original dressing should be al-

lowed to remain for from six to eight weeks. Suppiua-
tion will usually place the result in great doubt. It is

not, however, incompatible with a successful issue. It is

best to maintain the patient in complete recumbency for

at least one month.
After the removal of thetixation dressing, warm baths,

massage, passive and active, as well as resistive move-
ments, must be employed with energy and skill if fullest

success is to be obtained. In many cases a light brace
shovdd be worn during the tirst few months, so that tlie

act of walking may not tax the muscles too greatly.
This is especially true of cases in which a deformity
had been corrected.

The number of condiinations which may hr made in

the performance of tendoti transplantations is so great
that space forbids mention of them in detail. For this

reason only a few of the conunoner ones are given as

examples.
Paralysis of Tibialis Anticvs and Tibialis Posticus.—

The foot is in position of equino-valgus. The extensor
halliicis is cut through and the proximal end is sewed
to the tibialis anticus. A slip is taken from the extensor
communis and sewed to the tibialis antieus. The di.stal

end of the extensor hallueis is attached to the extensor
commvmis. The tendo Aeliillis is lengthened, and the

peroncus longus is grafted upon the tibialis posticus.

Parah/sis of Gastmniiemitis.—Tha foot is in ]iosition of

calcaneo-valgus. The proximal ends of peroncus longus.
flexor digitorum, and a slip from the tibialis posticus are

implanted ujion the tendo Aeliillis, whicli itself reiiuires
to be shortened. The distal end of the peroneus longus
may be attached to the tendon of the peroncus brevis.

Paralysis of Krti'nsor Comiiiunis aial Peroiui.—The
foot is in position of ecjuiuo-varus. Kedressementof the

deformity. Extensor hallueis sewed to extensor com-
munis <ligitoruni. Tibialis posticus severed and proxi-
mal end attached to peroneus brevis. A slip from tendo
Aeliillis is attached to the |ieroneus longus.
While tendon transplantalion is by all means to be

considered a very great advance in the treatment of par-
tial paralysis and of paralytic deformities, unreasonable
things should not be expected of it. The most satisfac-

tory results by far are olitaiiied when only one or two
muscles are paralyzed, and here the cure may under
favorable conditions be |)raetieally perfect. When a
number of important muscles must be sulistituted for,
much less is usually accomplished. A better position of
the limb, inakiiig the wearing of apparatus easier, be-
cause of simpler needs for it, is all that is frequently
accomplished, and it is likely that in some cases arthro-
desis would be of more beneficent effect. The success
of transplantation depends, however, not only upon the
selection of the jiroper muscles for grafting and a correct

operative teehniiiue, but in no less degree upon attention
to even tin- minor details of the after-treatment. The
full benclit of the operation is usually not to be observed
until some months afterward, and the total improve-
ment is sometimes not gained until a period of as much as
two years has exjiired. Sometimes benefit from the ojiera-
tion is found to be transitory ; a few months afterward tlie

patient is found to be in the old condition. In this case
careful investigation will sometimes disclose the cause
of failure in improper selection of energizing muscles,
and one ma^' with liopi; of success resort to secondary
operations. Albert II. Freiberg.

TERATOLOGY—derived from the Greek word reparo-

Aoym {Ttiiai;, monster -|- /tojva, tell)— in its broadest appli-
cation is that department of biology wliieli treats of the
malformations or abnormal growths in both the animal
and the vegetal kingdom. In the more restricted and
usual sense of the term, as suggested by the elder Saint-

Hilaire, in 1S2'3, teratology ineludes the consideration of
the graver malformations resulting from deviations in

the normal development of man and other animals occur-

ring at some period before birth.

It is evident that no sharp d<-inarcation can be drawn
between the many slight dcvek>]imental variations giving
rise to the numerous anomalies, or liemittrata, atfectiiig
various parts of the body and the more serious defects

appropriately clas.sed as malformations; with tlie latter,

however, is associated the existence of disturbances of
form and function which more or less profoundly atfcct

the well-being of the organism.
Malformations niaj' be grouped as primary and second-

ary ; the former include those produced by arrest or
deviation of the fundamental processes of devehi]iinent

by which the animal body, or its parts, originates; the

latter embrace those that result from disturbances of or-

gans or parts, the earl}' development of which has pro-

gressed normally until adversely impressed by some sec-

ondary intUience.

Jlalfonnalions |)reseiiting marked change or distortion

from the normal appearance of the embryo or fietus are
termed oioosd rs. In these the external characteristics

are usually associated with struciural defects of such

gravity that the organism is incajiable of maintaining an

independent existence after separation from the sources
of maternal nutrition. A eoiis]iicuous exception to such

inability is seen in double monsters, wiiich, notwitlistand-

iiig their striking jieculiarities, sometimes, as in the case
of the famous Siamese twins, live, grow, and even thrive

for years.
IIisTOHY.—An intelligent interpretation of malforma-

tions is so dependent upon an adequate knowledge of the

processes of nomial develojiment that the evolution of

teratology from the crude and fanciful speculations of

the past into a recognized dejiartment of biology, founded

ujion a sound and rational basis, is largely the record of

the progress of embryology itself.

The appearance, in 1T.5!(, of the epoch-making Theoria,

(/en«n(<(y/(('.< of Caspar Friedrich U'ollf marks the begin-
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ning not only of a true conception of normal ilevelop-

nienl, as a progressive ililTerentialiiiii and specialization
of a primarily simple germ-mass, Imt likewise of a just

appreciation of the causes leading to abnormal forma-

tions.

From the earliest times the occurrence of congenital
maltormations may well be imagined as having arrested

the attention and exacted tlie speculation of philosophers
of all ages; objects of such deep general interest could
not escape the keen scrutiny of Aristotle (384-332 n.c).
anil to him we are indebted for tin; earliest discussions

of the causes and the manner of production of such
alinormalities.

Notwitlistanding the interest with wliich these defec-

tive beings were regarded, over two thousand years
elapsed before their true nature began to be suspected
during the early half of the eighteenth century. Pre-
vious explanations of the production of monstrosities
consisted of confused and fanciful assumptions, often

grotesque in their alisurdity, in which supernatural in-

fluences, tlie benign or baneful exercise of divine power,
the imjucssions wrought by heavenly bodies, the blight-

ing intluenees cast by unholy spirits and b)' witches,
sexual congress with the lower animals or with Satan
himself—"coitus cum diabolo" being an accepted factor
even as late as Jlartiu Luther and Ambrose Pare—all

found accredited place in the category of potent causes
of monstrous births. A detailed consideration of such
idle speculation need not liere detain us; the reader inter-

ested in a fuller account of these curiosities of medical
literature may be referred to the interesting resume of

past theories contained in Ballantyne's paper on "
Tera-

togenesis."
'

Following, although tardilj', the more accurate trend
of anatomical investigation inaugurated by the genius of

Vesalius and the enthusiasm of his pupils, the progress
of teratology during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies is marked by the passing of old traditions and the
dawn of a rational conception of the signiticance of mal-
formations as evidenced by the increasing number of
accurate descriptions of these variations by competent
observers. An adequate interpretation of malformations
was manifestl\' impossible at a time when the fundamen-
tal facts concerning normal development were still to be

recognized.
The discovery of the niainmalian ovum by de Graaf, in

1672, and of the spermatozoa by Ilanun, three j'cars later,

supplied the basis for the bitterly contested discussions
of the two factions—the

"
ovists

"
antl the "

animalcu-
lists

"—which, however, met on common ground in the

acceptance of the doctrine of "evolution " which assumed
that gestation resulted iu the expansion and unfolding of
the perfectly developed bodv, ]u-eformed but of infinites-

imal size. These ]irinciples when directly applied to
the explanation of malformations, as they were b3' many,
led to the conclusion that such defects must result from
malformed germs—an admission irreconcilable with the

generally conceded adaptability- to purpose of nature and
a divine "Wisdom. In order to meet these objections,
the influence of mechanical disturbances, as well as of
external pathological conditions, upon the unfolding
germ was assumed by the more conservative. Even the

philosophical Ilaller failed to ajjpreciate the importance
of the views advanced by Wolff, who, recognizing the
fmidaniental truth that each new being is formed by in-

dividual development and diHerentiation of the primary
iinple germ, declared malformations to be the results of
ilMKirmal variations of the formative energy which \\u-

(ler favorable conditions produced the perfect being.
While iu the main accepting the correctness of the then
current docfriuc! of preformation, Ilaller itresented for
the first time a critical analysis of the relation of the
known causes of abnormal development to the facts es-

iidilished by observation as gleaned from his own rich

'vperieuce; h<' nuist be regarded, therefore, as one of the
iniuiders of scientific teratology.
The closing years of tlie eighleenlh century, and the

opening decade of IIk^ next, witnessed further adv.nnces

in the study of malformations in the accurate investiga-
tions into the anatomical ))eculiarities of many abnor-
malities b\- Sommering, Autenrieth, Tiedemann, Blu-
menbaeh, and <itliers; Silmmering in particular was
fortunate' iu recognizing the fact that congenital defects
were not capriciousaberrations, but that in their produc-
tion they followed definite laws.

Tlie services of Meckel to embryology in securing to
Wollf's later papers their nuuited recognition, by trans-
lation into German, were also shared by teratology, since
his k(f('n apjirecialion of the truth of Wolff's

"
Epigene-

sis,
" as opposed to the longaccepted evolution theory,

enabled Jleckel to regard the production of malforma-
tions from an advanced standpoint. As an ardent
believer in the ilynamic cau.ses of malformations, Meckel
sought to explain the majority of defects as the result of
disturbances of formative energy, attributing to an early
arrest of development the prominence which his own
researclies suggested.

In 1822, four years after the completion of Meckel's
"Handbuch der pathologi.scheu Anatomic," the name of
Saint Hilaire appears which, represented liy father and
son, has become inseparably associated with the study of

congeuital defects. The"Traitede Teratologic
" ofthc

younger, Isidor Geoffroy, Saint Hilaire, published in

1837, presented a most elaborate and systematic consid-
eration of malformations in which the various forms of
deviation are described and grouped with such complete-
ness that even at the present day n ny of the features
and names of St. Hilaire's classification find recognition
by the latest writers. Although influenced by the opin-
ions of his father to regard mechanical influences as the
most potent cause iu producing malformations, the ful-

ler appreciation and the emphatic statement of the truth
that certain typical forms of variation are continually
repeated are among the benefits derived from the teach-

ings of this eminent French teratologist.

Among the iuunediate results of the establishment of
the cell doctrine by Schleideu and Schwann, in 1837,
were not only renewed investigations and rapid advances

pertaining to norma! development, but also more search-

ing inquiries into the mode of production of malforma-
tions in the light of these newer views. The ccmtribu-
tions of Bischoff (1S42), Vrolik (18-49). Panum (1860), and
Fiirster (186.5) mark the beginning of a new era in tera-

tologieal literature ; the last-named author, iu particular,

jiroposcd a classiflcation upon an enibryological basis

which, in a modified form, may serve the purposes of to-

day. Among the more recent systematic works on tera-

tology mav be mentioned those of Ahlfeld (1880), Tarufti

(issl -9.5), Hirst and Piersol (1891), Guinard (1893), and
Marchand (1897).
The deep interest which the causation of malformation

has always excited could not fail to suggest attempts to

produce artificially monstrosities as aids in solving the

jiroblems connected with the mode of production of these
variations. Even before the appreciation of the funda-
mental truth that malformations arise as disturbances
and deviations of the normal processes of development,
the elder Saint Hilaire succeeded in producing abnormali-
ties by incubating hens' eggs placed in unusual jiositions,
thus meriting the distinction of being the founder of

experimental teratology, to the results of which we arc
indebted to many most suggestive and important data.

Liharzik, Panum, Dareste, Schrohe, Kocli. Gcrlach, O.
and R. Hertwig, and Richterare among the investigators
whose experimental studies vielded positive proofs of the

disturbing effects of mechanical, chemical, thermal, and
other influences. Within the last ten years the impor-
tant experimental studies of Roux, Born. Driesch, Wil-

son, O. Schultze, Windle. Jlorgan. Schaper, and others

have added much valuable inl'ormalion relating to eni-

bryological mechanics and to the formation of ilevelop-
niental variations.

It will b(^ seen from the foregoing brief historical sketch
that the advancement of teratology as a science may be
divided (according to the predominating intluenees) into

three (icriods;
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1. The descriptive—embracing tlie last half of thceigb-
teenth luid the tiist third of tlie iiiiietccntli (•cnttiry, when
the systematic grouping of the various malformations
was based upon the apparent relalionsliip, as exhibited

by the characteristics of the comiilcled defects.

'i. The n\orpliologi('al
— durinir whicli the anatomico-

embryological details chielly claimed attention.

3. The experimental—including the last ten years, dur-

ing which the causation anil tlie mode of iiroduction
have been the subjects of inquiry rather than the struc-

tural peculiarities of the malformations. It is to the

further achievements along IIk^ lines of experimental in-

vestigation that we must look for the advances in accu-

rate knowledge necessary to place teratology upon a

satisfactory jilane as a department of biology.
In the limited space alluted to this article it will be im-

possible to present more than a brief account of the more

important malformations occurring in tla^ human sub-

ject. For a moredetailed consideration of the particular

defects, the read<M- must be referred to the special jiapers
to be found in the publications noted at the end of this

article.

t'.vts.\TroN.—The etiology of malformations in many
cases is still a matter of uncertainty: the causes, how-

ever, may be divided in general into two groups—e.vtif-

nul mid' ikhritiil. Tlie latter, in contrast to external

causes, may be held responsible for the production of

spontaneous malformations in which influences acting
from witliout ar(' excluded; they comprise the defective

constitution of the germ-plasm, wliethcr the latter be

modilied by the inherent peculiarities of one or both par-
ent cells, by pathological changes affecting the embryonic
organism, or by impressions due to heredity or atavism.

The occurrence of defective conditions of the parental

germ-cells, whether of father or mother or of both, is

more a matter of a priori assumption than of jiositive

demonstration, since it is impossible to detect structural

variations which account for the often far-reaching im-

pressions produced on the embryo.
The Influence of heredity

—whatever the limitations of

our intimate understanding of the phenomena—in the

production of malformation's has long been recognized in

those cases in which particular defects, as supernumerary
fingers and toes, harelip and skin pigmentation, occur

in certain familiesthroughsuccessive generations. Even
graver abnormali-

ties, including hy-
pospadias, imperfo-
rate anus, spina
bilida, microcepha-
ly, and partial ab-

sence of limbs, seem
inlluenced by trans-

mitted predisposi-
tion. An unbroken

sequence of genera-
tions may be want-

ing, since the de-

fects may be absent
in one generation
iind again apjiear
in the next, or a
"
reversion

"
may

occur to an abnor-
m a 1 i t y presented
by some ancestor
several generations
removed.
The responsibil-

ity of one iiarent
for the inherited

defect has been re-

peatedly shown in

families where the children of one father by two or more
wives, or, conversely, those of one mother by different

husbands, have presented similar malformations. A re-

markable case in point is recorded by Meckel,' in which
two children of a man by his liist wife had harelip; of
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four children by liis second mate, two had the same de-

formity, while a third had cleft palate. Two relation*
of the father also had hareli]). Gade-* reported the case
of a woman who had given birth to three auencephalic
monsters.
Not withstanding the important investigations of recent

years relating to the details of the union of the chrcinia-

tin contributed by the male and female germ-nuclei that
have given to our knowledge of fertilization an almost
mathematical precision and supplied an accurate morpho-
logical basis for our understanding of heredity, the in-

scrutable variations in the tdtiniate constitution of the
chromatin upon which depend liie iransmis.sion of inher-
ited characteristics nnist still remain subjects of sjiccu-
lation.

Pathological changes affecting the early embryo are
sometimes indistinguishable, in their consequences at

least, from true formative disturbances, since both may
result in the arrested develo]nnent and death of the em-

bryo. Defective nutrition, whether due to diseased con-
ditions of the maternal tissues or to defective develop-
ment of the early circulatory system of the embryo
itself, is responsible^ for the loss of many products of

conception—probably of a far laiger number than is

usually appreciated, since these may be thrown oil in the
earlier weeks of gestation without attracting attention..

The aborted "moles" so frequently encountered are the
malformed and partly absorbed embryos of later, but
.still early, stages; the disproportion between the size of
the embryo and the duration of pregnancy, so conspicu-
ous in many cases, is accounted for by the fact that the
death of the embryo takes place some time prior to its

expulsion. In not a few instances, in which death occurs
at a verjr early period, absorption has been .so complete
that even the most careful examination fails to locate the

embryo within the envelo])ing sac.

We are indebted to Ilis'',' for the first comprehensive
study of these defective forms which, according to this

authority, constitute at least forty per cent, of all early
abortions. Giacomini '

regards this estimate as too low,
and declares that in less than twenty-five jier cent, of
abortions dining the first month the embrj-o presents
normal development. The last-named writer divides
these abortive products into two chief groups: 1, the

embyro is present ; 3, the embryo is absent. When pres-
ent, the embiyo is represented by ((() atrophic forms, or

ill) nodular malformations. When absent, the disappear-
ance of the endjryo may be due (</) to absorption, either

with or without the retention of the fetal appendages,
or (A) to complete or jiartial cseaiie from its enclosing sac.

MalP has also contributed an instructive paper relat- •

ing to early malformed emliryos. In all described, some

fifty in number, he regards the abnormality as either pri-

marily of the embryo or of the chorion. The term
" vesicular "

is suggested instead of llis' nodular forms,
all of which are earlier than the second week. Mall con-

cludes that the cells which so consjiicuously infiltrate the

tissues of such malformed embryos are the blood cells

that migrate from the vessels, which latter are left en-

larged and cm|ity. After the early formation of the

amnion, the embryo may die while the amnion, chorion,

and umbilical cord continue to grow for a time, thus ac-

counting for the discre])ancy between the development
of the membranes and of the product of conception
which may undergo ]iartial or complete destruction. lu

certain cases the siqiposed vesicular embryo is really the

remains of the yolk sac.

Krternal etui.itii adx'ersely affecting the development
of the embryo include meehiuiical injhiencen, as trauma-
tism and pressure, p/ii/siru-r/ieiiiiciil iiijliiciicts, as \aria-

tionsof temperature, electricity, deficient oxygen, toxics,

and miiternnl iiiflurnrcH. External violence, when not

too overwhelming in its immediate effects, may bring
about arrest of develoiiment and snbseciueiit malforma-
tion by causing an inip;iired nutriticui in cunsecpienee of

tlu' separation between thcovum and the maternal tissues

line to extravasation of blood. The results of such nu-

tritive disturbances may be death and subsequent expul-
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sioii of the embryo, or a inal formation which may be
retained until the termination of gestation.

Pressure is a |)oteiit souice of ilefeetivc development;
and even wlien of siislit degree, if lonj; eontiinied and
exerted at an early period, is eajiable of produeing i)ro-

found changes in the young fa'tus. Conspicuous exam-

ples of inalformatious due to such causes are seen in

abnormalities of the extremities, congenital luxations
and club feet, in the production of which unusual rela-

tions of tlu^ amnion, or malposition of tiie ftvtus in utero,
must be assumed as common sources of the undue piess-
urc. Joachimsthal' further refers certain examples of

spinal curvature, deep constrictions on the liead, and
tiattencd nose to such influences. The pathological con-
ditions of the fetal membranes, particularly of the am-
nion, may be responsible for pressure-defects in cases in

which the available space for the developing fcetus is

reduced by hemorrhages eitlier within or between the

membranes.

JIany malformations maj^ be properly attributed to

arrested or disturbed development induced by pressure
in consequence of failure of the amnion to keep pace in

its expansion with the growth of the faHus. The close

relation between the tubular amniotic envelope and the

ymuig human embrj'O, especially at its ceidialic end, ren-

ders abnormal diminution of the anuiiotic space in the

early stages a serious matter for the delicate product of

conception. Under such unfavorable conditions pro-
foun<l changes may occur, which, when involving the

head, may lead to defective development of various seg-
ments of the brain, the e_yes {ci/dopia) or the parts nor-

mally formed from the visceral arches. Certain types of

deformities of the skull (i-ranioschisis) and of the spine
{rac/iisc/iisis) are probably expressions of later influences

due to amniotic pressure.
Likewise the development and differentiation of the

caudal end of the embryo may suffer and the immature
lower limbs may remain stiuited {phoromefiix} or un-

formed, or early be so blended that their future develop-
ment gives rise to a composite member (si/m el us).

In certain cases there is evidence that the pressure has
been only teftiporary, the amnion after a time assuming
a normal relation to the fcetus. Rarely the obliteration

of the amniotic sac is only local, the membrane being
closely applied to the foetus over portions of its surface,
while in others the amnion is separated and removed

by accumulations of the amniotic fluid. Where tightly
applied the investing membrane sometimes undergoes
atrophy to such extent that the embryo appears to, or

actually does, lie partially uncovered.
Amniotic ad/iesions are productive sources of malfor-

mations, especially of those parts, as the head and the

extremities, which present prominences favorable to the
attachment of the investing membrane during the early
period of gestation when the amnion lies closely related
to the embryo. The fact that both the exterior of the
latter and the inner surface of the anmion are covered by
the same layer, the ectoblast, is favorable to union of
these surfaces when brought into unusual intimacy.
Such adhesions may remain limited, or, when favored by
mechanical influences, may become more extensive and
firm. When, on the other hand, the amnion is later re-

moved from the embryo, the adhesions may be reduced
to a few delicate and attenuated stramls, as occasionally
seen attached to the fingers and toes. Sometimes the
constriction due to an encircling band of amniotic tissue

leads to amimtation and loss of a larger or smaller por-
tion of one or more limbs. Ridlon " describes a case ex-

hibiting con.genital amputation of both legs at the knee
and of the left arm at the elbow. In another he noted a
constriction around the middle finger on one hand; on
the other tlie <'orrcspoiidiiig finger beyond the proximal
phalanx was reju-cscnted by a mere thread. On both
feel the distal phalanx of the great toe and tlie distal and
middle phalanges of tlie sec'ond toe were amputated, the
third digits being also imperfect. The fact that the

separated parts are never found is explained by their
maceration and disintegration after constriction, ,sinee

such amputations occur at a time while the limbs are
still small and immature. Not infrequently the amniotic
adhesions may disappear as gestation advances, and at
birth their former existence may be indicated only by

Fig. 4644.—Results of Amniotic Adhesions. (Marchand.)

scar-like luarkings. It is often difiicult or impossible to

distinguish between primary unions and the results of

secondary adhesions due to inflammatory processes, al-

though according to Tesdorpf
"• the blood-vessels so cliar-

acteristic of the latter are wanting in the simple jirimary
attachments.
The prominence and irre,gularity of surface presented

by the head offer especially favorable localities for am-
niotic adhesions. These may lead to profound disturb-
ances in the development of the skull and brain, as well
as to the more common defects in the formation of the
face due to interference with the closure of the various
clefts between the processes and arches which normally
take part in completing the face. The unusual traction
exerted by an attached aiuniotic fold may give rise to
extensive facial clefts, or if attached in the orbital region
defects involving the palpebral opening, together with
those of the eyelid or eye, may occur. The accompany-
ing illustration from JIarchand is a remarkable exhibition
of the defects produced by amniotic adhesions, including
partial exencephalus, obli(iue facial cleft, disturbed and
imjierfect development of the right eye. A firm baud
connects the head with the thorax in consequence of
which attachment closure of the ventral body wall has
been incomplete. Additional manifestations of amniotic
adhesions are seen in the constricted condition of two fin-

gers of the right hand and the tail-like appendage at-

tached in the lumbar region.
Ahlfeld " has pointed out that tlie oval areas of defec-

tive integument occasionally seen on the In-ad are attrib-

utable to limited amniolic adhesion of tubtdar form.
The cfTccts of /i/ii/xico-rficiiiifiil inJtiKiHrs up,)n de-

velopment have suggested important themes for the

experimental investigator who has sidijccted the ova of
the lower tj'pes, as birds, am]ihibians, and fishes, to va-
riationsof temperature and to the action of chemical sub-
stances and of electricity. Interesting as the results of
such investigations may be in connection with experi-
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mental teratology, it must be pointed out tliat our knowl-

ed.m' relating to'tlie elTcct of tliese intiuences upon tlie

liunian embryo is for the most part conjectural. The
veil-known adverse effects of certain febrile conditions

of the mother infrequently producing abortions arc at-

tributable by no means e.\clu.sively to increased temper-
ature, nor have we any evidence that the latter cause may
produce nial formations. The disturbances of develop-
ment which follow artificially induced deliciency in the

supply of oxygen in the case of the bird's ovum, may
be assumed as taking ])lace in the higher forms and mail

whenever the normal balance between the necessities of

the fa'tus and the maternal sup]ily of o.\ygen becomes

impaired, either by reason of imiierf<'Ct connections be-

tween the fetal membranes and the maternal tissues, or

of stasis and venous congestion of the maternal circula-

tion; although such conditions may result in the death

of the fu'tus, we iiave m> evidence that malformations

may be so produced. In like manner fatal consequences
may follow the introduction of to.\ic or infectious sub-

stances into the circulation of the fcetus.

Miitei-ruil li/iju-e.-isiuDs.
—The iullvieiice of impressions

received by the mother during gestation has always been

regarded by the laity, and. indeed, by not a few mem-
ber of the "me<lical profession as well, as a most potent
cause in the protluction of malformations. Nor is it

strange that this venerable and deeply rooted superstition
sliouUl continue to be regarded with favor when we con-

sider the widespread ignorance concerning the normal

processes of development which prevails among other-

wise well-informed persons. While appreciating the

honest convictions of many in the belief of the power of

such impressions, and in the sometimes seemingly con-

vincing testimony adduced in support of such views, it

must be borne in nund that the teaching of embryology
and the verdict of luibiassed critical review of the evi-

dence i>resented are irreconcilably ojiposed to such claims.

Attention may be called once more to the significant fact

tliat in a majority of cases the affected parts are well ad-

vanced in their development Ix'fore tlic supposed im-

pression occurs; in fact, not infrecpiently the develop-
mental deviations necessary to produce the malformation
attril)Uted to the influence of the maternal impression
take ]dacc before tlie existence of pregnancy is even sus-

pected. Were the instances recorded in which no defec-

tive development follows the exposure of the mother to

imiiressions to which malformations are attributed, the

overwliclming majority of negative results would do
much to lessen tla; effect now made on the po]nilar mind

by the carefully rejiorted cases in which the real or

imaginary coincidences are cited as positive proofs of the

sulliciency of maternal impressions as a cause of devia-

tions in cmbryogenesis.
Although, as again emphasized by Ballautyne,'- it

cannot be admitted that an imusual impression U])on the

mind of a pregnant woman is cajiable of producing de-

fects in the fietus closely resembling the object respon-
sible for the impression, there are sullicient grounds for

believing that the mental state of the motlu'r may indirect-

ly iulluencethe development of the oll'spring by inducing
{'iianges in nutrition leading to congenital debility, re-

tarded growth, and even death. Conceding that certain

defects may result from mitritive changes arising in con-

sequcnce of profound nervous imjiressionson tlie mother,
nevertheless, to those familiar with the embryological
signiticancc of malformations, the basis of the popular
belief in the ])otency of maternal imiiressions will ajijiear

as depending upon the very natural desire to find an ex-

planation for imintelligil)le misfortunes in coincidental

circumstances rather than upon well-established and ac

cviratclj' observed idicnomena.
Frequency of Mdlfornuitionii.

—The earlier attemjits lo

determine tin- relative frequency of malformations re-

sulted in widely differing estimates. The most trust-

worthy figures are tlio.se supjilied by Winckel,'' who
found in Dresden, covering a jieriod of eleven years, in

10.0.56 births 1.5G abnormalities, or 1 : 04 ; the same author-

it v. however, records the occurrence of SiiS malformations

in 8,149 births, or 1:35, in Munich during ten years.
The latter proportion agrees closely with the results of

FOrster, whose observations gave 1 ; 36 based upon the
examination of 1,000 cases.

Cl,.\SSIKICATION.

All attempts to divide malformations into systematic
groups must be regarded as more oi less provisional in

the present state of our knowledge concerning the mode
of their production, since it is evident that an entirely
competent classification nuist be based upon their origin
and true nature rather than upcai the external peculiari-
ties of the abnormalities. The elaborate classification

devised by the younger Saint Hilaire attemjited to pro-
vide for all forms of variation, but notwithstanding its

apparent comideteness many incongruities became evi-

dent as an embryological foimdation for teratologj' be-

came more secure. The artific'ial divisions set up by
many proposed classifications based upon external char-
acteristics separate abnormalities which are closely re-

lated, and, on the other hand, place in intimate relation
defects de])ending tipon entirely different causes. The
early attempt by BischolT to formulate a division based

upon the embryological significance of the variations was
supplemented with greater success by the clas.sifieation

of Porster,
'' in which malformations are considered from

the standpoint of their development. More recently
Marchand" has adopted FOrster's classification which,
in a modified form, has been like%vise followed in this

article.

Abnormal Development Affecting the Entire
Embryonic Area.—In addition to the disturbances due
to pathological conditions of the amnion and the chorion
which so often result in the defective development, early
death, degeneration and partial or complete absorjition
of the embryo, already described in connection witli the

various forms of "'moles," the changes affecting the entire

embryonic area may be considered as (1) abiwrimilities of
size, (2) ahnfirnuiUlitK ofponition, (3) duplicity.

CongenHal Ahnnniialities of Size. These may be either

{a) eiceisire or (h) dcfcclice.
1. ExcesKire size, giant growth, or macrosomia, is char-

acterized by a general increase of the entire organism
which may be manifested at, or shortlj' after birth, or be

developed later, especiallj' about the time of puberty.
True giantism is to be distinguished from the excessive
size observed in consequence of jiathological conditions

(aeromcgaly). While slight manifestations from the nor-

mal average length (.50.5 cm., or about 20 in.) and weight
(8,2,50 gm., or about 7.2 lbs. ) of the new-born infant con-

stantly occur, well-substantiated instances in which
these figures are exceeded to any marked extent are by
no means freqvient. Among the instances of new-born
children of excessive weight is the case noted by Ed-
dowes"of a male child weighing twenty pounds two
ounces, and measuring twenty -three inches in lengtli.
Dickinson "

reports the case of a woman whose first child

weighed nine pounds, the second twenty, and the third

sixteen. Rice'' mentions a neonalus weighing twenty
and a quarter pounds, Baldwin " one that weighed
twenty-three.

It is worthy of note that chililren of extraordinary size

are usually offsjii'lng of parents of average stature. A
striking exception is presented in the case reported by
13eaeh,-" since the father measured sev('n feet two and
one-half inches and the mother seven feet five and one-

half inches. Their first child, immediately after birth,

weighed eighteen ))ounds and measured twenty-four
inches, while the seecnid turned the scales at twenty-three
and three-quarter jiounds and was thirty inches long.
The assumption of an excessive amount of formative

material or genetic fiu-ce, in an attcm|it to find an expla-
nation of these instances of unus\ial growth, must be

vuisatisfactoiT. and it must be admitted that our knowl-

edge is altogether conjectural as to the cause of these

cases.

Equally uncertain is the etiology of the curious partial
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excessive growth limitt'd to sonic jiarliciilar ])iiit of the

body, as where oue-lialf of the body, one extieinity, one

liand, or even a single Iiiii;er or toe, attains unusual
dimensions without |)artieipation of the adjacent parts.
As with a general giantisni. so here, the alTected parts

may for some time after birth present no luuisual charac-

teristic, the tendency to extraordinary growth first be-

coming noticeable at a later day. These instances of

hemihypertroiihy must be cari'fully distiuguisheii from

enlargement, the result of intiammatory processes or
other pathological conditions. ,

It may be of interest to note incidentally the excessive

stature of a few famous "giants," although it must not
be forgotten that in the majority of these individuals the

undue proportions are expressions of jialhological condi-

tions (acromegaly) rather tlian true giantism, the con-

spicuous stature dejiending largely upon excessive

growth of the lower limbs. The accounts of individuals
over nine feet in height are to be regarded as apocryphal,
verj' few well-authenticated cases exceeding eight feet.

Jleasurements by Topinard on Austrian soldiers gave
eight feet four and one-half inches as the extreme height.
The giant Winekelmeyer is sairl to have attained a height
of eight feet six inches. O'Brien, the famous "Irish

Gi;int," whose skeleton was secured for the museum of
the Koyal College of Surgeons, London, by John Hunter,
measured eight feet four inches at the age of twenty-
four; his successor, Patrick Colter, was of similar

height.
Women of unusual stature have become famous, from

time to time, as
"
giantesses

"
; among the most noted of

those accurately measured in recent years may be men-
tioned "Leah," an American, who at nineteen 3'ears of

age measured seven feet two inches, and the giantess,
Miss Marian, eighteen years old, who was exhibited in

London as possessing a height of slightly over eight feet.

The "Kentucky Giant," Captain Bates, and his wife, the

"Nova Scotia Giantess," measuring seven feet two and
one-half inches and seven feet live and one-half inches

respectively, enjoyed the distinction of having a com-
bined stature of fourteen feet eight inches and of being
the tallest married couple known. The excessive size

of the children springing from the unicm of these giant
parents has been noted above in the case recorded by
Beach. These giants themselves were the offspring, in

both cases, of parents of usual stature.

2. The second group of abnormalities of size includes
those exliibiting defeciiw f/rowth. These may be divided
into («) early defects arising from impaired nutrition,

represented Ijy the embryos whose arrested growth usu-

ally results in death and aljortinn during the tirst weeks
of pregnancy; (h) faHuses which complete their develoj)-
ment, but in wiiich growth has been defective so that at
the close of gestation the new-born child is conspicuous
for small size, constituting a congenital dwarf.
True dwarf growth, or microsomia, in which coiupletcd

development is associated with iu.suflicient growth, is to

be distinguished from the not infrequent cases in which
the diminutive size is due to the acquired intlui'iice of

disease, as rachitis, caries, or inherited constitutional
vice. True dwarfs of conspicuously diminished stature
arc extremely rare, their essential dilferential characteris-
tic being that all parts of the hod}', including the head
and the brain, are properly proportioiK'd, although re-

duced in size. In the dwarfing due to pathological in-

fluences, on the contrary, the reduelion in size is confined
to certain parts, as cxcmplilied in the shortened cxtiemi-
ties of rachitic subjects. Such disproportion results in

marked preponderance of the unalfected members, as
often observed in the unduly large head of children
afTeeted with disease of the .skeleton. Heredity plays an
nniniportant role in the production of dwarfs, since usu-

ally the parents are of normal size, and, further, fre-

(pienlly dwarf's diu-ing early infancy do not differ from
other children of similar age, the diminutive .size, which
later ren<lers them conspicuous, atlr.'ieting attention only
as age advances. The histor}- of the celel)rated dwarf,
'ien. Tom Tluinib, is an interesting case in point. At
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birth he weighed rather above the average, but ceased

growing when about five months old and less than

twenty-one inches in lieight. Ih- lived until nearly sixty-

years of age, having had one child by his dwarf wife,
Lavinia Warren. "Princess Paulina," described by Na-
gcl,'-' measured nineteen inches in lieight at niiietcen

years of age, whi'U she died. She was perfectly devel-

oped in every way. and very intelligent, speaking four

languages. At birth she measured twelve inches.

Among the instances of full-term eliihlren of excep-
tional smallness may be cited the ca.se, noted by Home,''
of a living child which weighed one pound andnieasured
less than eight inches in length. At the age of nine

years, when it died, the child had attained a height of

twenty-two inchi.'S. Mursick -' mentions a living infant

weighing oneand three-quarter poundsat birth
;
Baker'-^

another of the same weight and fourteen inches long
when fift}' days old. In 1N74, at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
occurred the birth of twins, a boy and a girl, weighing
one and a half and one and three-quarters pounds respec-
tively, their combined weight reaching three and one-

quarter pounds. Tliey were perfectly formed and, while
less than eight inches, unusually active. Another case
of diminutive twins, both girls, twenty-two and one-half
and twenty-four ounces in weight, is interesting from the
fact that both lived to adolesence.

Abnoumai.ities op Position.—Congenital deviations
froiu the normal position present difTcring degrees of dis-

placement, varying from involvement of a single organ,
as a dejiressed kidney or an undescended testicle, to the

complete transposition of all the thoracic and abdominal
viscera, as some-
times seen in
marked examples
of situs inversus

riscenim.

Since variations

extensively in-

volving the pri-

mary embryonic
mass alone claim
attention at this

jilace, considera-
tion of the minor
deviations of po-
s i t i o n exhibited

by organs, as well
as tlie malposi-
tions affecting the

extremities, will

be deferred until

the description of

the malformations
of special parts.

TraiispositioH of
Ihe, orffans {situs

transi'ersiis, iurer-

sio viseerum) may
be so complete
that even the
slight asymme-
tries wliich are

usually observed
on the two sides

are all repeated,
in reversed order,
in the new ar-

rangement, t h e

functions of the

organs remain-

ing unimpaired.
Complete situs
transversus has
beeu noted in about two hundred subjects, the two se.xes

being about equally re]iresentcd. The case reported by
Caton'-' presi'iits a typical ]iicturcof thiseondition. The
brain was normal, but the convolutions of the right I{o-

landic area were remarkably complex on the right side,
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the subject Imvin": been Icft-hnnded. The superior lon-

gituiliuiil sinus jiiincd the left lateral siuus. The ajiex
of the heart lay aljout four inehes to the right of the

mid Hue and a right aortic arch passed back to the right
of the vertebral eoluuiu and continued downward in that

relation to the spine. A left innominate artery, right
common carotid and subclavian sprang from the aortic

arch. The left lung consisted of tlu'ee lobes, the right
of two, and the bronchi were transposed, the right pass-

ing beneath the aortic arch. The liver lay on tlie left,

the stomach protruding to the right, while the sjileen

enjoyed its usual but reversed relations on llie right.
The duodenum, pancreas, can-um, sigmoid flexure, and
rectum were all transposed. Tlie left kidney was lower
than the right and the right testicle lower than the left.

Tlie explanation of the production of situs transver.sus

shares the luicertainty of our knowledge concerning the

cause of the asymmetry which normally atfects the heart

and great blood-vessels and other organs. The carlj'

primitive heart, as is well known, after fu.siou of the two
isolated primary heart tubes, for a short period occupies
a median position as a straight canal which receives the

vitelline veins at its caudal end and gives off the truncus
arteriosus from its cephalic extremity. Very soon, how-
ever, marked llexion toward the right takes place and in-

augurates the cousjticuous asymmetry which henceforth

distinguishes the heart and later involves the large arte-

rial trunks.

In seekingan cxjjlanatiou of theconstant flexion of the

growing heart tube toward the right, the facts presented

by the develoimient of the chick are very suggestive.
The earliest deflection of the heart takes place while the

embryo lies extended upon the vitelline sac and before

the torsion of the head toward the left has occurred; the

primary cau.se of the cardiac expansion toward the right,

therefore, cannot be referred \<) the twisting of the head
and the aii])lication of its left side to the yolk sac. On
the contrary, it is probable that the tendency of the

rapidlj' increasing head to seek support for its broad
lateral surface on the left side rather than the right is in-

fluenced by the development of the heart. The prepon-
derance of the left vitelline, or omphalo-mesenteric vein,

which normally is larger than the right in consequence of

the greater development of the corresponding half of the

vasculosa, has been regarded by Dareste and by ]\Iarti-

notti as tlie iiriinary factor in causing the deflection of
the heart tube in the opposite direction. Indeed, no one
can carefully study the relations and evident impression
of the left vitelline vein to the early heart in the chick

embryo without recognizing the direct influence of this

vessel in producingthe riglit-sidedexpansionof the heart

loop. The subsi-iiuent sup]iression of the right vitelline

vein still further aids the early influences of the larger
left vessel. It is not improbable that similar influences

alTect the development of the mammalian heart, although
the inequality of the vitelline ves.sels, as shown by van
Benedeu in the rabbit, is conspicuous in the secondary
changes which lead to the preponderance of the left

vitelline artery.
The commonly accepted view that deflection of the

primary heart toward the left is the initial morphological
factor in iwodiicingtiansposition of the viscera flnds sup-
port in the observations of Kiilliker, Dareste, and others,
as well as in the experiments of Fol and Warynski.
These investigators likewise show that the rever.sed ])osi-

tion of the early heart is associated with reversed torsion

of the cephalic segment, so that the embryo rests with
the right side of its head upon the yolk. While we may
acceiit, therefore, unusual si/e and persistence of the

right vitelline vein, assorialecl with a corresponding dimi-
nution and suppression of the left, as Iheinimediate cause
of a reversed torsion of the heart tube and the sub.seipient
situs inversus, we are compelled lo recognize further in-

fluences to account for the fact that the abdominal vis-

cera may be transposed, although the thoracic organs
retain their normal position.

In seeking an explanation of such conditions, an ex-

amination of the causes leading to the normal asymmetry

of the abdominal viscera will furnish suggestive facts.

KiJlliker, and especially His. have shown that the

changes affecting the umbilical and the vitelline veins
have much to do in determining the relations of the liver
and the stomach. In the early embryo, the vitelline
veins return the blood from the vascular area and, as a
common trunk, ojien into the primary auricular extrem-
ity of the heart. Aftertheeslablisliment of the allantoic
circulalion, the two umbilical veiiiscour.se in the hiteral

belly walls, passing beneath the diaphragm and over the

primary liver anUige, to empty into the siiuts rmiiittis,
a transversely jilaeed venous channel, which receives all

the priiicijial venous trunks—the vitelline, the umbilical,
and the ducts of Cuvier. After a time the connection of
the umbilical veins with the sinus reuniens is broken
when the formation of a vascular network within the

rapidly growing liver takes place. The right umbilical

vein, always less well developed than the left, subse-

quently largely undergoes atrophy, while the left um-
bilical vein increases and becomes the channel for the
blood returned from the now rapidly augmenting placen-
tal circulation. The vitelline veins, which ascend at first

in front of the intestinal canal and, higher up, lie on
either side of the duodenum and the stomach, form trans-
verse communications which thus enclose the duodeniini
within two vascular rings. The latter undergo partial

atrophy in such manner that the right half of the lower
and the left half of the upper annulus disappear, the re-

maining parts forming the upper part of the portal vein.
The primary relations of the persistent portions of the
venous rings to the primitive gut tube are preserved
in tile spiral course of the portal vein around the duo-
denum; the stomach lies to the left of the portal
vein.

Since, in general, the usual situation of the liver and
stomach arc influenced b_v the persistence of the left ve-

nous trunks, the effect of the exceptional retention of
these stems on the right side offers an intelligent explana-
tion of the conditions producing transposition of these

organs, the relation between a transposed stomach and
a reversed portal vein being particularly intimate.
Lochte'* has emphasized, and we believe rightly, the

responsibility of the omphalo-mesenteric and the umbili-
cal veins in the production of transposition of the ab-
dominal viscera, in this manner accounting for the re-

versed position of these organs when associated with

normally disposed thoracic contents.
While the heart tube is extremely sensitive to influ-

ences inducing transposition, the impression of the vitel-

line veins on this organ is exerted only so long as these
vessels have a direct communication through the sinus
reuniens with the primitive heart. After these veins
suffer interruption by breaking up into capillary net-
works within the primary liver, their influence no longer
directly affects the heart, but, in conjunction with that
of the umbilical veins, is expended upon the abdominal

organs, which may be regarded, in a measure', as having
an independent development. Since the modifications of

the veins occur relativelj' late, and after the definite rela-

tions of the heart are estal.ilished, the transposition of the
abdominal organs may take place sub.seqiiently to the
normal development of the heart and other thoracic vis-

cera. Regarding the primary cause, which results in the

persistence of the right venous trunks of the embryonic
area, nothing is known. The very common, but not in-

variable (Koller-') transposition of the viscera observed
in the right member of monomphalic double nionslers is

referable, according to Lochte, to the reversed relations
which the right fietus bears to the umbilical vein.

Diri.iciTiES.

The conspicuous malformations embraced in this group
have attracted the study and the speculation of the most

competent observers from the days of the Greek |)liiloso-

pliers to the present, and even to-day, notwithstanding
the advances in our knowledge of the primary jihases of

development, no problem of teratology calls forth more
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divergent opiuions than the production of double mon-
sters.

The salient peculiarities of these malformations readily

suitgostcd an origin by union, Aristotle holding that

double monsters in vivijinruus uninials were due to fu-

sion of two yollss. Sucli views held sway for many cen-

turies as the generally accepted doctrine, until the liitter

discussions of ovists and aninmlculists, regarding the

relative importance of the ovum and tlie 6]H-rmatozoa,
were extended to the production of duplicities by the

rival scliools. Lcinery, in 1T24, first advanced the opin-
ion that double monsters resulted from the union of two

embryos within the uterus—a theory, liowevcr, that met

many opponents, among whom were Hullei' and AVoltf.

The "objections of the latter were based upon his insight
into the normal processes of development which his ob-

servations had taught him were incompatible with the

assumjition of a fusion of embryos already well advanced
in their formation. Wolff pictured the possibility of a

double monster arising within an originally single an-

lage* as the result of divergent growth due to "surplus
vegetation."
During the first half of the nineteenth century the

writings of the foremost authorities, among whom were
I. ¥. Meckel, Joliann ^liiller, GeoffroySt. Hilaire, Gurlt,

Otto, ISischotT, and others, indicate an abandonment of

the older conception of fusion as the union of two ova or

of well-advanced embryos and the acceptance of the doc-

trine of fusion in a moditied sense, it being recognized
that the union must take place at a very carlj' stage.
Meckel, however, dissented from the generally accepted

explanation of double monsters, as the result of the union
of embryonic areas primarily distinct, and held, on the

contrary, that such malformations might be produced by
the excessive growth of the component halves of a single

embryo due to unusual formative energy. Meckel thus

appears to have first suggested the theory of fission,

which subsecjueutly had, and still has, man}' enthusiastic

supporters.
The later writers who have busied themselves with the

discussi(5n of the production of double monsters consti-

tute two schools: the one regarding the duplicity as the

result of the union of two primary anlages in a single
ovum; the other, as the result of a cleavage of a single

anlage. Among the supporters of the first view may be

mentioned Panuni, Foerster, Darcste, Rauber, Gerlach,
Marchand, Zieglcr, and others, while the "fission

"
theory

has been defended by Donitz, Dittmer, Oellacher, Ahi-

feld, and not a few later followers.

In considering the merits of these opposed views con-

cerning the production of double monsters, it may be ac-

cepted as a fundamental principle that the initial changes
leading to duplicity occur during the verj' earliest stages
of development, an assunijition of either fusion or cleav-

age of advanced embryos being untenable. The present

conception of /(/.'('wft recognizes the presence of two origi-

nally distinct anlages within a single ovum; these may
remain sejiarate and develop independently, leading to

the formation of twins, or they may come in contact dur-

ing growth and undergo more or less extensive union,

thereby producing some variety of double monster.
The fact that in such unions fusion occurs always
between parts whicli are identical in character, as sktdl

with skull, or liver with liver, although not necessarilv
at iioints identical in situation, has been advanced as an

argument of weight against the acceptance of the fusion

theory. It must be remembered, however, that ecjually
remarkable exhiliitions of selective affinity (Lui iVaffiiiiti'

lie Kiii ])<iiir sot of St. Hilaire) are displayed during the

normal ]irocesses of development, in the ap])ro\iina1ion
and fusion which the somatoplenra. splancbnopleura.
and other originally seiiarate parts undergo in the evolu-
tion of the body walls, the gut tube and organs developed
fr(ini synunetrical lialves.

* Ttip writer adopts the ronvenlent German word,
"
Anlafre." ns in-

cllrntint' llii- priiniiry fonnative area of an ontan, or of tlie emliryo, as
Mic.ri' .sMilsfiirtoiv (lian any of the numerous English synonyms tlial

tiavt- l)ci-n sujr^'fstcU.

The explanation of the union of similar partsin double
monsters is to be found in the extremely early age at
which junction is elTected and the inherent attraction
of the subsequentlv produced differentiating tissues for
their own kind, nuiscle seeking muscle, connective tissue

joining connective tissue, and epithelium fusing with epi-
theliinn. The experiments of Born,'" in which he suc-
ceeded in grafting portions of one amphibian larva upon
another, afford many suggestive facts bearing upon the
malformations mjder consideration. Examination of the

artificially produced composite larvje showed that in con-

seiiuence ({' the tissue affinitj-, like organs became united

by the fusion of their specific components; thus, the

spinal cord of the anterior segment of one larva joined
the like structure of the posterior part of a second ; the
sectioned immature digestive tubes united into a com-
:nou canal, the Wolffian ducts sought eat'h other, while

among the simpler fusions were liver with liver, cartilage
with cartilage, cutis with cutis, and epidermis with epi-
dermis. Gemmill'" confirms the law of union of homol-

ogous structures and points out that the primitive em-

bryonic axis, the notochord, is tardier in uniting than
either the neural or the digestive tube. It is to be noted
that such direct unions are possible only in the early for-

mative condition of the tissues: when once matured,
imion is effected onl}' by means of comparatively elabo-
rate reparative processes.

Thefssioa theory, as presented by its most enthusiastic

supporter, Ahlfeld, regards the duplicity as the result of

cleavage of a single anlage during the very earliest stages
of development, before the formation of the primitive
streak. The earlier the cleavage, the more complete
the division of the anlage, or, conversel}-, the longer de-

ferred, the more incomplete the fission. The cleavage
force is probably expended earliest and most forcibly
upon the cephalic pole of the anlage, from which it fol-

lows that partial division of the upper half of the body
is so commonh' encountered. According to Ahlfeld, the
immediate agency in producing the cleavage is to be

sought in the mechanical resistance offered by the zona

pellucida in consequence of an abnormal increase of the
formative material. Since the greatest force exerted by
the zona pellucida will be expended on the most promi-
nent part of the embryonal mass, later the cephalic
portion of the embryo, the early and profound cleavage
affects thissegment. Ahlfeld's conception of the results
of cleavage so induced includes an associated secondary
rotation and divergence of the separated segments of the

aidage in proportion to the extent of the fission. If the

cleavage be complete and the pressure of the zona pel-
lucida be exerted equally on all portions, the segments
will separate but remain parallel: if the cleavage be in-

complete, and, therefore, the anlage be still undivided

throughout part of its extent, the separated portions will

bend in opposite directions, or diverge, thus producing
anterior or posterior duplicity. In case the cleavage is

complete, with the exception of a limited undivided por-
tion at either cephalic or caudal pole, the segments maj'
diverge and rotate until their axes form a straight line,

as in the consjiicuous examples of craniopagus. where
head is attached to liead and the body axes coincide.
The ingenious theory advanced b_v Ahlfeld, as sketched

above, in support of "the fission doctrine does not stand
the test of embryological criticism, since, as pointed out

by Gerlach and emphasized by ^larchand. the assumption,
that the early embryonic anlage, constituting a part of
the delicate and yielding blastodermic vesicle, can be in-

fluenced by the allenuatcd zona pellucida to the extent
of inducing a mechanical cleavage, is not in accord with
the facts of development.
Although neilhcr the theoretical views of Ahlfeld con-

cei'ning till' jiroduction of double monsters, nor the uni-

versal ap]ilicati(in of lission in explaining all forms of

duplicity accorded by this author, can b<' accepted with-
out challenge, yet it must be admitted that certain types
of anterior incomplete duplicity are accounted for more

satisfactorily by an assiunjition of cleavage of the ante-

rior end of a primarily single anlage than by fusion.
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Wore two sepamte anlaircs to unite to an extent neces-

sary to produce an anterior ilouljlin<; of the i'orin shown
in Fig. 4055, it is dillicult to ailniit that the anterior ends
of the primary embryonic areas woukl fail to l)ecome
likewise blended during the development of the promi-
nent cephalic sesrnienls. Wc are comiielled. therefore, to

seek an explanation of anterior incomplete (lui)lieation in

some process residlini;' in the doubling of the early head
end to a greater or less degree.

Gerlacli, who presents in his admirable monograph'"
a critical analysis of the various theories legarding the

production of double monsters, suggests a inodilication

of the usual conception of fission which has much to

recommend it. According to the later views of this

author,"' incomplete anterior duplication results not in

consequence of a fission of the anterior end of the anlage.
but is the result of "bifurcation

"
accompanying the

development of the cephalic end of the young embryo
along diverging axes. Bifurcation in this sense funda-

mentally dilVers from fission, since tlio former is the prod-
uct of active formative processes, the latter the passive
result of mechanical forces. Whether the duplication
and divergence of the axes are the direct residt of me-
chanical inlluences, as held by Klaussner,''^ or whether
Ijifnrcation occurs indci)endently of such forces, as as-

sumed liy Jrarchand,-'-' it is certain that the impression
inducing the division affects the anlage at an early stage,
and that tlie degree of duplication is directly proportion-
ate to the time at which the influence was exerted—the

earlier its action the more profound the impression and
the more extensive the anterior du])lication. Examples
of comparatively late im])ressiiins are seen in the slight

duplicity involving limited ]>arts of the head.

The suggestive facts contributi'd by the results of the

interesting investigations in experimental embryology
bj' O. Hertwig, Koux, O. Schultze, Driesch, VVilson,

Slorgan, and others, are of importance in adding to our

understanding of the fundamental princijiles of both nor-

mal and abnonual development. These investigations
have shown that in the segmenting ova of amphibian
and lower forms the first cleavage virtually establishes a
differentiation into riglit and left body halves, since un-
der normal conditions from each of the two segmentation
cells, or blastomeres, a half embryo arises. Under modi-
fied conditions, however, each blastomere is capable of

producing an entire perfect, although undersized, em-

bryo. Tin; conditions necessary to secure the latter re-

sult seem to be such that bring about a readjustment of

the egg materials contained within the lilastomere tocor-

respimd, in a sense, in arrangement and equilibrium to

the entire ovum. Jlorgau
'•* discovered th;it according to

the position of the blastomere haU'-embryos, or wliole

dwarf embryos, could be produced at will. If, after

destruction of one blastomereof the two-celled stage, the

other be retained in its normal jiosition, a lialf-embryo
resulted; if, on the other hand, the blastomere be in-

verted, either a half-embryo or a whole dwarf was pro-
duced. These observations are in accord with the dis-

coveries of (). Schultze,-"' who found that by fixing a

frog's ova in an inverted position for about tw enty hours
he obtained, with remarkable regularity, double malfor-

mations instead of the usual sinqilc cmbr_vos. It is of

interest to note that the experiment was successful only
when the eggs were inverted as soon as the first cleavage
had been completed: double monsters were never pro-
duced wlien the misplacement was elTected before or

after this stage. Th(^ resulting malformations presented
various arrangements in the relation of their axes; some-
times one blastomere developed into a complete dwarf,
wliile the other produced only the anterior segment. In

some cases the dwarf embryos were united along their

ventral surfaces, or back to back; in others a common
trunk terminated in two distinct diverging heads; ex-

ceptionally, the cephalic segments were directed in

o|)posite directions.

These experiments point to the important conclusion

that each of the two primary blastomeres contains the

materials necessary to produce an entire body, although

under usual conditions of development each contributes
but half. {). Hertw-ig"'' has recently expressed his bi'lief

that duidicity isassoeiated with the occurrence of double

gaslrulation, such variation resulting in the production
of the double malformations conspicuously seen in the
lower vertebrates. Ilealso regards the diiplieitiesamong
the amniota as referable to a modilieation of the same
[irocess.
Etiology.—The complete or partial symmetrical du-

plicit)', whether produced immediately by fusion or

cleavage, is evidently the result of piimary disturbances
or unusual conditions affecting the primitive germ mass.
The determination of the initial causes which bring about
double malformations has been, and still is, one of the
most difficult and vexed of teratological problemstoward
the solution of which little more than speculation can be
offered with our ]>resent inqierl'eet knowledge.

A. The assumption of iidjerent peculiarities within
the unfertilized ovum, while jierhaiis of much inqior-
tance for the current theories concerning the causes lead-

ing to the production of double inon.sters, is speculative
and incapable of direct demonstration by the uieaus at

the disposal of the l)iologist.

Suggestive facts, i)ointing to the possibility that at
tiiucs the peculiarities of the ovum may be responsible
for the production of double monsters, are alforded by
the observations of Kauber and of Born. These experi-
menters showed that the eggs of certain individual fishes

were conspicuous by reason of the frequency and re-

peated occurrence of double malformations arising from
their development. It cannot be assumed, however, tiiat

the existence of such predisposition can be diseovereil in

any recognizable morphological |ieculiarity in the ova.

The presence of more than one nucleus, or germinal
vesicle, within the ovum has long been regarded as a
condition favoring the production of double malforma-
tions. The observations of Fere "' on the hen's eggs show
that while in certain cases the development of such ova
leads to the formation of two distinct embryos, in others
fusion of the early embryonal areas takes place and du-

plicity results. 'NVetzel"' describes interesting examples
of multiple areas originating in snake eggs, and regards
the evidence convincing in establishing such origin for

certain tyjies of duplicity. In addition to the many in-

stances encountered in the eggsof birds and of the lower

forms, a number of observers, Franqiie, Stockel. KabI,
and Schumacher and Schwarz, have noted hiunan ova

containing more than a single nvicleus. The last-named
authors-" regard such eggs as capable of giving rise to

duplicities. Blanc"' agrees with Dai-esfe in holding that

all double forms originate fi-om ova with two nui-lei.

O. Si-bultze,-" while less radical, regards the presence of

two nuclei as one of three possible sources of double mal-
formations.
The most serious obstacle in accepting such origin of

duplicities is the rlifticulty of ex|)laining satisfactorily
the fertilization of th<' double ova. According to our

present conce|ifions relating to the higiier animals, fer-

tilization implies the addition to the egg of a definite

number of paternal chromosomes and a cenlrosome

through the entrance of the speriuatic filament and the
formation of the sperm-nucleus. Since the qtiota sup-
plied by a single spermatozoon is sufficient to imite with

only a single egg-nucleus, it follows that no )ii-ovision is

made for the fertilization of the second germ. The as-

sumption, fi-equcnily acceiited, that f'ei-und.-ition in fhese

cases is a(-comiilished by the entrance of more than a sin-

gle spermatic clement— polyspermia—.seems vi-ry doubt-
ful when ajqilied to the human species, since it islirob-
able that this never takes place so long as the ovum is

healthy and capable of developing. Sobotta,^'-' one of

the most i-ecent writei-s who has rc'viewed the merits of

the <louble-nuclei theory, i-ejects the latter as insufficient

to account f<n- double monsters. Broman.-"^ in meeting
these objections to the foregoing theory, holds that cer-

tain double-tailrd forms of spermatozoa (more fully de-

.scribcd under the next heading) are capable of fertiliz-

ing the tw(i nuclei, since by this means two centrosomes,
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as wi'U as a double quota of jjatenial oliromosonies, are

introduced into tlic oj;'ir.

H. l'((uli;iriliis (if tlu; niak' sexual cell, when assumed
as inlierent piudispusins inlluenees, are as much a matter

of speculation iu relation to the production of double
monsters as are similar causes attributed to the ovum.
The aberrant forms of spermatozoa, described by many
observers and regarded by some^'' as physiological, have
been considered as directly comieeted with the produc-
tion of duplicity, being looked U]i(m as hciniolognus with
the ova with twogcrmina! vesicles. Hctzius.^'' however,
inclines to the view that douliling iif the tail results from

separation of the two filaments, wliich, jiroliably, nor-

mally constitute the axial filament. IJroman has cxliaus-

tivcly studied these atypical forms and divides them into:

('() Spermatozoa presenting deviations in size—giant
and dwarf cells.

(/() 8]iermatozoa with a single head, but with two or

more tails.

()•) Spermatozoa with two or more heads with one or

more tails.

(rf) Spermatozoa deviating from the normal in the

form.
Of these, the variations included within groups («) and

(/<) are those accredited as being most closely related to the

jiroduction of double monsters as assumed by Ballowitz''*

and Broman. The latter excludes the intluence of the

double-headed forms since their morphological ])eculiari-
ties impede progress to such extent that the handicap
precludes victory in the race toward the ovum with the

normal competitors. The douljle-tailed spermatozoa, on
the other hand, possess an advantage both in their more
clHcient propelling apparatus and in the douljle centro-

somes which the tilaments convey. Broman regards the

double-tailed forms as important factors in producing
duplicities, not onl3' since they may po.ssibly lead to fer-

tilization of ova with double nuclei, but also since, ac-

cording to this author, they may supply the impulse
resulting in the later subdivision of the segmentation
mass into two germ centres.

Abnormal segmentation, as an assumed distinct cause
of duplicity, is closelj' related to the foregoing group,
since polyspermia is regarded as a potent factor leading
to such variation. The considerations weighing against
the latter assumption, as applied to the higher animals,
are, as already noted, the improbability that more than
one spermatozoon gains entrance to a normal ovum and
the probable inability of an ovum so invaded to undergo
development, since the lessened resistance implies dimin-
ished vitality.

Although abnormalities of segmentation per se cannot
be regarded as plaj'ing an essential role in producing
double malformations, the nearly related condition, in

which more than a single formation centre is established,
must be regarded as the most important immediate fore-

step of duplicity.
The difference between the results of the development

of the seiiarated first orsecond pair of segmentation cells

and of the subdivided germ mass originating from the

normal cleavage of the ovum must be distinguished.
The first conditions would probably give rise to two en-

tirely distinct individuals; under the second would fol-

low the production of two closely related germinal areas

capable of undergoing fusion.

The most important influences leading to double mon-
sters are, therefore, those that are expended upon the seg-
mented ovum during its early differentiation and result

in the establishment of two centres from which develop-
ment lu'oceeds. Windle'*' regards such condition as de-

pendent upon superfluity of germ-plasm attributabU^ to

faulty extrusion of the piilar bodies following the entrance

of double headed or ulyjucal s|)erinatozoa''^ or of |)oly-

spermia. Thc^ latter is also accepted by Puval " as the

chief cause of the redundant development. Laguesse
and Bin','" incidental to the description of an early ante-

rior duplicity of only 19 mm. length (probabl\' the small-

est human <i(Hible monster ever recorded), follow Duval
in assigning to polyspermia au important role.

Although little more than speculation, the most plausi-
ble view concenung the origin of the two formative cen-
tres, in the liglU of tlic nion' recent experimental studies

upon segmentation, attributes the divisi<in of the blastula
to inlluenees which impress the ovum before their effects
are manifested in the appearance of the two germs.
That these inlluenees may at times be external is sug-
gested by the experiments of Schultzc, Wetzel, AVilson,
Loeb. and others with the eggs of the lower forms under
modifyingconditions. Regarding, however, thedevelop-
ment of the higher animals, the assumption of influences

dc])endent upun internal causes seems mon; plausible.
That such may be jialernal, as well as maternal, is sup-
])orted by direct observation. The period at which the
deviation from the normal development first becomes
definite probably varies, iu some instances closely follow-

ing the early stages of segmentation, in others not until
the blastodermic vesicle has been formed.

In connection with the production of true parasitic

duplicities, distinguished b3' great primary inequality of
the two anlages, the jjossible importance of a polar body
as the origin of the parasite has been suggested. In our

pi'csent knowledge, the jjolar bodies must be regarded as
ova of greatly reduced size, but capable of being fertil-

ized (Sobotta*'). The development of such cells into an
imperfect blastula, and later parasite, has been assumed
by .Marchand '• as a plausible explanation of the origin
of the les.ser embryo. These tru^ parasitic duplicities
must be distinguished from tho.se in which the disparit}'
between the germs is due to differences in growth and
nutrition of what originallj- were equal anlages.

Cl-Vssifkation op Duplicities.—Any adequate
grouping of double forms must take into account the

developmental as well as the morphological characteris-

tics of the malformations, hence the classifications pro-

posed by different tcratologists from time to time have
exhibited, more or less markedly, the imjuess of their

views regarding the production of these abnormalities.

Although the infl\ience of the teachings of St. Hilaire,
and es]iecially of Foerster, is evident in the classifications

suggested by later writers, the extent to which the the-

ory of fission or of fusion is accepted as snflicieut for

the explanation of duplicities largely determines the
classification adopted. That proposed by Ahlfeld repre-
sents a fission-grouping of the most pronounced tj'pe,
while the elaborate classificaticm a<lvanced by TarufE is

based upon tlie opposite a.ssumption of fusion.

In view of the probability, now ailndtted b}' man}',
that although some forms of duplicity are attributable to

fission, in many others fusion occurs, a classification is

desirable w-liich shall take into account the possible va-

riations iu the mode of production. This necessity was
recognized by C'leland, who, although accepting fission

as the primary process, included in his grouping second-

ary unions. The division of duplicities adopted by
Marchand, which includes the best features of the classi-

fications of St. Hilaire and of Foerster, presents a hap-
py compromise in accordance with recent opinion: this

classification, therefore, forms the basis for the grouping
here followed.

Duplicities fall into two chief divisions: those in which
the two primary germ masses, or anlages, are originally
njliiiiiiitriiud. and those in which, from the beginning,
marked discrepancy exists; the latter are, therefore, fl.syTO-

iiietvical.

Symmetrical Duplicities.—These may be either

roniplcte or inroniplcte, the former group including the
double forms in which the bodies of the two embryos are

entirely distinct, as in twins developed from a single
ovum, the latter grou|) cmbriu'ing the double forms
which present more or less extensive union, as exhibited
in the various ty]>es of double monsters.
Twins developed from a single ovum are distinguished

from those origin.-iling from different eggs by the pos.scs-
sion of a connuon chorion, although im anuiion and au
umbilical vesicle are usually forn\ed for each ; such twins
are said to be iiifinnehorionic. They are further distin-

guished by remarkable s'jiilarity in their pliysical, as
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TvcU as nifutiil, cliiiiacleiistics, being always of the same
sex, coinijlexion, anil feature. In reeoguitiou of these

close leseinblaiices. and of iheir assunieii oriitin by com-

plete fission of the original anlage. AhlfeUl applied the

name, "homologous twins" to these duiilicilies. The
only suggestion of union presented by sueh fo'tuses is

the single jilacenta whirh serves as the common source
of nutrition. The conditions of nutrition and the rate of

growth of one-egg twins may be so similar in both in-

dividuals that their development is equal. In excep-
tional eases the one may exactly correspond with the

other in length add weight, as shown by the careful ob-

servations of Sehatz.'^ Jlore commonly, however, the

development of sueh twins is niaijiKil, as evidenced in

the more or less marked discrepancy in their size and

weight. If the ditTerenee is slight, the less favored in-

dividual sutTcrs only to an unimportant degree and after

birth is full}' able to maintain an independent existence.

If, on the other hand, the luitrition of one fietus becomes

seriously impaired, its death may occur and its body be

subjected to pressure by the increasing bulk of the more
fortunate companion. When such conditions arise dur-

ing the earlier months of pregnancy, the dead product of

Concei>tion is iiushed against the wail of tlie enveloping
sac and later tlie uterus, and subjected to gradual com-

pression, which results in flattening and distortion to sueh
extent that it is known nsjatiis p/ijji/i-arcus.

The intimate relations between the placental circula-

tions of mouochoriouie twins include not only a common
placenta! area containing anastomoses of the capillaries
of the chorionic villi, but also, with few exceptions, a

superficial anastomosis between the smaller twigs of the
umbilical vessels.

The most constant and important of these direct com-
munications between the circulatory sy.stems of the
twins is that formed by the capillaries within certain

villi to which the blood is supplied by vessels from one
fa>tus and carrietl away by those from the other. These
areas of oipillan/ tninnfuKioii usually occur along the

blending line of the two placentie and are designated by
Schatz as the t/n'nl placental circulalian. This author
concludes from his careful observations that the most
common type of placental anastomosis is where, in addi-

tion to the constant communication existing within cer-

tain villi, a single, seldom double, arlt'i-ial anastomosis
is formed between the superficial vessels. Tlie next
most frc(iucnt type is distinguished by a single, rarely
double, supcrticial anastomosis of both the arteries and
the tetns. The additional jiossible relations of the super-
ficial vessels, Tenoux union and absenceoi anastomosis, are

comparatively rare.

In consequence of the conimunicatious within the villi

common to both circulations, it follows that in some villi

the blood sujiplied by one fo'tus. A, passes into the ves-
sels of the otlier, B, and, conversely, blood contributed

by B enters the circulation of A. The transfusion is.

therefore, opposed. Although an accurate balance of
these contrary blood streams is supposable, in fact a

greater or less discrepancy exists with few exce])tions.
In many cases this ditTerenee is compensated by the su-

perficial anastomosis, but in others this means does not
suffice, and the adjustment of the dynamic asymmetry
must be attempted by functional changes within the
fa>tus(^s. The necessity thus established may be jiroduc-
tive of only inconsequent alterations: on the" other hand,
when associated with olistruction of the blood current
within the umbilical vein of one twin, it may result in

profound and even disastrous change.
L'nkiji'ai, MoxociiomoNic Twins.—Since equal

growth of one-egg twins implies an e(|ual apportionment
of the placental area, any conditiim that materially dis-

turbs the nutritive balance tends to affect adversely the
less favored fietus. Among the earl)' sequela^ of such
disturbances are the impaired, or even arrested, growth
of tin' heart anil the appearance of symjitoms resulting
from the stasis induci'd by obstruction of the lilnnd stream
within the weaker fa-tus, exjiressed by the hepatic con-

gestion and subsequent atrophy, oedema, and ascites.

When impairment of the circulation of the weaker fip-

tus occurs at an early iieriod, the heart may suffer to sueh
extent that not only is its development arrested, but atro-

phy and even disappearance of the organ ma)' follow,

thereby contributing to the malformation known as
acanUus. The loss by the afTccted iVetus of its capabil-
ity of maintaining an independent nutrition is compen-
sated, to a greater or less degree, liy the stronger twin,
which, b)' means of inosculations established between its

placental vessels and those of the impaired fretus, as-

sumes the nutrition of its weaker male. By virtue of
such arrangement the blood current within the latter suf-
fers reversal, usually a single umbilical artery conveying
the blood to and a corresponding vein from the body of

Fig. 41)46.—Dlaf?ram Sliowlng Relations of Blooa Stream of Aiitosite
and Parasite in .\carrtius. Circle imlieates fused placental areas.
Blood passes from autosite (a) by umhllical arteiies to placenta ih):
in addition to returning to heart of aut<jsite (ff'j, pait enters circu-
lation uf parasite hy \irinus (r) and by arterial anastomoses (--1-4),
following,' the jiaths in(li<-aied by arrows. The reversed current
passes liy uiiibilical artery into arteries of parasite, llnding it.s \vay
into the venous steins in on^eqiieiire nf dlisirucUon and oblitera-
tion of heart (//) and assucialed lartre \essels, and returns to

placenta by umbilical vein anii tlience by yenniis anastomoses (,4 V)
into circulation of autosite. t'nsbaded areas retaesent aileiial

paths: light stipple, venous circidatiun nf fu-tus: darl^ stipple,
venous paths; lined areas, obliterateil tiacts. i.\fier Siliatz. )

the dependent fa'tus. Under sueh conditions of uneipial
develojiment one twin becomes in a sense a parasite, since
the continuance of its life may be entirely dependent
upon the circulation of the other.

The ])eriod at which the ftetus becomes thus dependent
exerts a pi'ofound iutiuenee upon the genei'al develop-
ment which it attains. Occurring early, bcfoiv the or-

gans and definite form of the ftetus are well established,
the formation of such parts may bo rudimentary or

entirely suppressed. In consequence of the inadequacy
of the donated circulation, which at best is only an im-

perfect substitution, it is usual to find acaixlius associated
with conspicuous delicieneies of otlier ]iarts of the body.
The head i)articul;iily is imperfectly formed, often be;ir-

ing little resembhmce to the normal part. When partially

developetl, the condition is known as }iararcp/ialti.i, in

which the brain is very rudimentary or entirely wanting,
tlie eyes are imperfect orabsent, and the face is malformed.
Total alKsence of the head conMitutvfi acep/ialiix. These
deformities of the head iire usually associated with nial-

foiiiiations of the trunk and limbs, the former being
iibnoriiially small, eontraeted, or misshapen, the latter

defective or partially suppressed. The upper extremi-
ties ai'e particiiliirly prone to suffer, not infreciueutly
being eutii'cly wanting, although the low'er limbs, by
reason of their inoie favorable relations to the nutritive

vessels, may be faiily well dcvelopeii. In rare cases
even these stifl'er, so that only a rudimentary single infe-

I'ior extremity is present.
The internal organs, especially tho.se closely related to

the vasculiir system, are profotmdly affected. Thus, in

addition to lack of development of the heart, the liver is
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usually wauting, and, further, the lungs are more or less

rudimentary. Defective development of the digestive
tube, the kidneys, and other abdominal organs often co-

exists.

When the arrest of development is of the highest de-

gree, the body of the dependent twin becomes reduced to

a niisshiipcn mass presenting slight resemblance to the

human t'orni. Such monsters, which may be little else

than irregular nodules invested with ledematous skin and
attached by an umbilical cord, constitute the form termed

ainorph us.

AcAHDiAC JIoNSTERS,—Reference has been made to

the occurrence of acardiac monsters in consequence of

impairment of the placental circulation of one of mono-
ehorioiiic twins. It will be desiralile, tlierefore, to con-
sider more fully the group of malformations in which

partial or complete absence of the heart is often a con-

spicuous, but by no means essential, feature. The dis-

tinguishing characteristics of a true acardius include not

only the impaired development of the heart, but also a

circulation dependent upon a stronger fa»tus and a renr-
ial of the Uoml current.

Tlie views regarding the production of acardius held

during the middle and immediately succeeding decades
of the last centurv by many teratologists, including H.
Meckel, Darcstc, and Panum, assumed primary defect or

death of the heart as the essential factor in bringing
about this condition, the cardiac imperfections, in the

first jjlace, being caused or accompanied b}- primary de-

fects of the entire embryo.
Claudius, however, opposed this opinion and main-

tained that in placental anastomoses lay the chief factor,

since, according to this author, the arteries of the two fa3-

tuses united and thus brought the two blood streams into

direct opposition. Assuming that the heart of one twin
acted less vigorously than that of its mate, Claudius held
that tlie blood current propelled by the stronger heart

overcame the circulation of the weaker and reversal of

the blood stream within the latter followed. In conse-

quence of this change in the direction of the blood cur-

rent. Claudius assumed that the heart of the weaker foe-

tus becomes embarrassed and impaired, and is brought
to a standstill, followed by atropln' and t3ual disappear-
ance. Absence of heart was regarded, therefore, by this

author as a constant condition of all forms of acardius.

The particular service of Claudius was to emphasize
the important fact, originally observed by Hempel, of

the reversal of the blood stream and to contradict the

assumption of an inherent defect of the heart as neces-

sary for the production of acardius. The etfects attrib-

uted by Claudius to the arterial anastomoses and the

supposed struggle for supremacy between the blood cur-

rents are less happj', since, as pointed out by Schatz, the

assume<l opposition does not exist, for instead of being
driven against the stream propelled by the heart along
the umbilical arteries, the blood entering the circulation

of one foetus from that of the other must pass in the di-

rccticm of least resistance. This being toward the pla-

centa, and not toward the heart, the transferred blood
will join that already jouruejiug along the umbilical
arteries to the placenta, and within the latter pass into

the returning veins, and so on to the heart to the nutri-

tion of which it will contribute instead of impair. Ahl-
feld has championed the views advanced by Claudius
and attempted by new assumptions to strengthen their

defective arguments. Thus, this author regards the

capillaries of the placental villi as the seat of the reversal

of the blood stream, and suggests that from the beginning
the acardius may be regarded as an "allantoic parasite"
in conseciuence of the tardiness with whicli it forms its

placental attachments. According to Ahlfeld, during
this late develojiment, the allantois of the weaker f(etus

grows into that of the stronger, in the course of which
process anastomoses become established between tlie two
circulations; as a result, that of the less vigorous twin
is overpowered by the blood stream propelled by the

stronger heart.

Although recognizing, as all now nuist, that the ex-

planation advanced by Ahlfeld is incompatible with our
present knowledge concerning the formation of the early
attachment of the liuman embryo to the serosji by means
of tlie belly stalk and the absence of a free allantoic vesi-

cle, Marcliand inclines toward a modified acceptance of
somewhat similar views. This authority assumes a pri-
mary inequality of the twoembryonicaniages with a cor-

responding discrepancy in the development of the meso-
derm, belly stalk, amnion, and umbilical vesicle of the
two embryos. In coiise(|Ueiice of this unequal growth,
asymmetry results by which the smaller foetus becomes
united by its belly stalk to that of the larger in such
manner that they rejiresent a form analogous to double
monsters with po.sterior union and diverging axes. The
anastomoses between the blood-ve.ssels of the dissimilar

placental areas furnishes the path through whicli the cir-

culation of the weakerfu'tus is overiiowcred and replaced
by the extension of blood stream of the stronger. The
defect of the above theory lies in its inapplicability to
the explanation of the important group of liemiacardii in
which the changes may appear so late in intrauterine
life that the heart and other organs closely associated
with the development of the circulation are affected to

only a relatively slight degree.
It is to the careful investigations of Schatz that we are

indebted for a comprehensive view of the acardii and the
related forms of malformation. The conclusions of this

author form the basis of the opinions Iiere expressed.
Before entering upon a consideration of their production,
it will be of advantage clearly to appreciate the groups
into which these malformations fall. They are: holo-

acardius, in which the circulation is derived entirely from
the stronger twin, irrespective of the presence of a more
or less perfect heart in the affected foetus; htmiacarelius,
in which only a part of the fa?tus is supplied by the

stronger heart, the remainder being nourished from the
circulation of the affected foetus. It is sufficient for the

production of a hemiacardius that the reversed blood cur-
rent is limited to one umbilical artery and only a lower

extremity is supplied by donated blood. On the other

hand, the entire body of the hemiacardius, with the ex-

ception of a small part, may be nourished by the reversed
blood stream, Schatz recognizes an additional group of

analogous malformations, pseucloacardii, in which rever-
sal of the circulation never occurs and placental anasto-
moses are wanting. MicrocarcUus and macrocarilias are
conditions of under- and over-weight of the heart depend-
ing upon the variations of nutrition associated with
modifications of the placental circulation of monocho-
rionic twins.

Eererml of the circulation, therefore, is the one condi-
tion constant in all forms of true acardius, complete or

partial alike. Absence of the heart is not, since in hemi-
acardius developed at a late period this organ may be

present and even functionating; conversely, single" un-
associated embryos sometimes possess hearts no more
perfectly developed than those of recognized acardii.

Tlie periods at which acardii may originate are :

1. Before tlie heart lias developed. The heart is formed,
as well known, b}' the fusion of two heart-tubes which
are developed independently of the vessels of the vascu-
lar area, the latter vessels subsequently growing toward
the embiyonic axis and joining the primitive heart.

When, for any reason, the develo]mieut of this organ is

arrested and the vascular areas of the two embryos lie

in close relation, the vitelline circulation of the impaired
embryo may form aiiastomo.ses with that of the normal
twin so that the latter a.ssunies, as far as possible, the
nourishment of both embryos. I'liilcr such c<uiilitions,

the enibrvo. which if unaiiled woulil necessaril)' die, con-
tinues its development and becomes a parasitic acardius.

2. After the heart has dereloped, but before the estab-

lishment of the allantoic or placental circulation. In
case heart-death occurs, either ])rimary or secondary, at

a time when the vitelline circulation is still formative,
anastomoses may still occur in sutlicieiit number to pro-
vide succor for the imperilled embryo, which under such
conditions maj' become a parasitic acardius. Since the
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development of the allantoic ciirulation does not take

jilace under such circumstances, a i)lacenta and cord are

not formed.
3. After the extdhlishment of the allantoic or placental

circulation. This period produces tlie forms usually in-

chided as aeardii in the origin of which defects of the

placental cireulalion [ilay an important role. Mention
has already been inaile of the fact estidilislied by Schatz.
that the placental circulations of monochorionic twins are

united by two forms of anastomoses— tlie constant com-
munication effected by the cJiorioint^ villi common to the

vessels of botli fietuses and the more variable communi-
cation elTectcd by tlie suiicrlicial anastomoses, at times
limited to tlie umbilical arteries, at otiicrs involviuj; l)oth

artery and vein, less frequently only the umbilical vein.

In exceptional cases, which may, however, occur at

any time between tin; completion of the placental circu-

lation and the middle of gestation, acardius may arise in

consequence of primary lieart-dcath followed iiy trans-

fusion of tlie blood within 1 lie umljilical arteries of the

stronjrer fo'tiis into tlie corresponding vessels of the im-

paired twin in conseipicnce of the diminished blood

pressure within tlie latter. The blood thus contributed

by the stronger fietus Hows both to the placenta and to

the IxKiy of the weaker; should the nourishment be in-

sulficieut to maintain both jilacenta and body, the one
or the other sulfers unless the meagre supply is equally
shared.

Although in these comparatively rare cases the pla-
cental anastomoses, following the primary lieart-death,

directly produce the acardius, such coinmuuications in

themselves are incapable of originating these malforma-
tions, the reversal of the blood stream being dependent
upon a cause to which the failure of the heart and the

subsequent change in the direction of the circulation are

secondary.
The investigations of Scliatz render it highly probable

that this ]irimary cause lies in obstruction along the
course of the umbilical vein, either within or without the

body of the fcetus, at any point between the heart and
the jilacenta. In consequence of the gradual narrowing
of the vessel returning the blood from the jjlaccnta, the
amount passing to the heart is correspondingly dimin-
ished until, sooner or later, this organ is more or less

comidetcly deiirived of the supply necessary to maintain
its nutrition and function. The result of this restriction

is increasing impairment of the heart's strength and con-

sequent diminution of the blood pressure within the um-
bilical arteries. When the resistance offered by the fail-

ing powers of the impoverished heart is reduced to a
sullicicnt extent, the blood stream conveyed through the

placental an:istomosis from the stronger twin overcomes
that within the weaker fo'tus and reversal of the circula-
tion within the latter gradually takes place. In conse-

quence of this reversal the weaker heart, sooner or later,
is brought to a standstill and an acardius results. The
rapidity with which these changes are effected depends
upon the rapidity and the extent with which the venous
obstruction develops. Although the superficial placen-
tal anastomoses suffice to compensate for inequality in

the transfusion taking place between the twins, such
communications are jiowerless to neutralize the effects

of the hiridraiu-c caused by stenosis of the umbilical vein.

On the contrary, they aggravate the untoward transfu-
sion ineipiality, since the superticial venous anastomosis
offers a ready escape for the retarded blood current into
the circulation of the unaffected f(etus, and the arterial

anastomosis provides the channel by which the blood
from the vigorous heart passes into the reversed circula-
tion of the acardius.

After the establishment of the acardius. the obstruc-
tion wilbiu the umbilical vein may remain stationary. <ir

after a time it may decrease, since the returning blooil

current, which now passes along the vein, is under
higher pressure than before the assumption of the circu-
lation by the stronger heart. In those cases in which the

narrowing of the umbilical vein is permanent, at a lime

very shortly after the appearance of the budding limb.

the meagre supply of blood suffices for the imperfect
development of the embryo into the globular amoriibus
type of acardius. in which tiie retarded return of the
blooil from the ftetus results in ledcnia and failure of

development of the internal viscera. When the obstruc-
tion appears relatively late, the deficient development
may result in producing an (edematous acephalus instead
of the more typical amor]ilius.

It nia3' be emphasized that, in general, t)ie aeardii are
formed from normal embryos, and, further, that the
time of their jiroduction may be at any period of gesta-
tion, from the early relations of the embryonic areas re-

sulting in the ilevelopment of a parasitic acardius, on
the one hand, to the conversion of a hemiacardius into au
acardius near the close of pregnancy on the other.

Although at times the reversed blood stream and the

impaired heart are the only defects, in other cases con-

spicuous malformations are associated with the acardia.
These defects may be grouped as primary and secondary,
the former including such as exist prior to the acardia,
the latter after its appearance.
The primary defects, again, embrace those which are

intrinsic and those which are accidental. Among the in-

trinsic primary defects ma_v be mentioned irregularities
in the development of the venous system associated with
litiis tranmvrsiis, absence of the ductus venosus, fault}'
formation of the liver and its veins, or malformation and
stenosis of the umbilical vein. The accidental primary
defects are such as have no connection with the condi-
tion of acardia, as spina bifida.

Regarding the grouping and the fundamental circula-

tory conditions of the several types of acardiac monsters,
the conclusions of Schatz may be followed with advan-

tage.
I. Aeardii c^nnpUli, in which a fairly well-developed

trunk and head are present, the limbs being represented
by the full complement or by the members remaining
after the suppression of one or both upper or lower ex-
tremities. Tlie various degrees of development of tlie

head are expressed by the terms holo-, para-, oma-, and
heniiceplialic. Since the different types of aeardii depend
for their production largely upon the amount and char-
acter of the blood supply derived from the stronger twin,
it is of interest to consider the probable relations existing
in the complete aeardii. Bearing in mind the fact that,
even under the most favorable conditions, the nutritive

reciuirements of the dependent twin imist always remain
insufficient, it will be appreciated that in order to secure
the degree of development sometimes seen in the com-
plete aeardii, the ftetus has enjoj'ed the most advantage-
ous conditions possible under the circumstances. This

implies an approximately sutlicient nutrition by means
of a well-balanced circulation, the blood stream entering
by the umbilical arteries being carried awa\' from the
foetus by venous channels of adeijuate capacity to insure
the necessary blood pressure, and at the same time to

prevent stasis. The general develoimieiit of the acardius

depends upon the sutilciency of the blood supply forced
into its various parts by the active heart ; the occasional
instances in which the affected fcetus is relatively well-
formed are possible because of the ample and direct
anastomosis between the placental circulations.

II. Aeardii acormi, which possess only the head, with
possibly traces of the trunk and limbs, constitute a con-

spicuous group of monsters depending for their jiroduc-
tion upon the effects of unusual combinations in their
venous channels.
The reiuarkable aeormous acardius represented in Fig.

4647, carefully recorded by Barkow. may serve to illus-

trate the manner in which, as interpreted by Schatz, such
rare malformations originate. The production of an
acoriiius implies a close and intimate iirimarv anastomo-
sis between the vitelline circulation of the fused em-

bryonic aniagcs. Although the communication between
the two vitelline veins at first consists of numerous ves-

sels, during the subsei|Uent develojiment of the embryos
the inosculation is reduced to jiaths forming a single
main channel, the common ritelline vein. Under usual
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conditions, this vessel becomes impervious and atrophies

upon tlie pstal)lishment of tlic allantoic circulation. In

response to the imperative necessities of impaired nutri-

tion, liowever. it may remain and take an imiiorlant part
in the noiuishmeut of the aeardius.

In consequeuce of early obstructed circulation due to

stenosis or arrest of development of the allantoic vein of

Fig. 4647.r—Aeardius Aronims. Rudiment of left upper extremity
and of digestive tube. (Barliow.)

the subsequent acardiac foetus, the blood pressure of the
latter becomes lessened, followed by the passage of the
blood from the systemic veins of the stronger twin into

the weaker fcjetus by way of the still present common
vitelline vein. Notwithstanding the impi'oved nutrition

thus secured, the heart sooner or later becomes enfeebled
in conseciuence of the inadequate blood supply and the

greatly increased length of the circuit through which
the blood passes. With the development of the umbili-

cal cords, the common umbilical vein is included within

both, and hence the blood which is carried to the pla-
centa by the umbilical arteries of the future aeardius
must pass, in oi-der to return to the latter, through the

placental villous anastomoses into the umbilical vein of

the normal ffetus and thence to the point of entrance of
the common vitelline vein

; then along the entire length
of the umbilical cord back to and across the iilacenta.
into and along the entire length of the coi'd of the second
f(etus to tile overljurdcned and inuler-iioiu'ished heart—
tile blodd being ]uopclled by the latter tludugh a course
over tlin'c tinii's the li'ugth of its normal circuit. In

Conse(pienee of these demands, the iiisulliciently nour-
ished heart giadually becomes more and more enfeebled,
until a period arrives when the reduced blood iiressure
within the weaker fietus is ovei'come by the circulation
of the more forlimate twin, and the blood of the latter

passes, by means of the superficial jilacental anastomosis,
from the nnibilieal artery of the stronger into tlie cori'e-

sponding vessel of the weaker twin. The reversal of its

circidation so induced, following the heart-death, affects
not only the blood current within the umbilical arieries,
but also within the extended path formed by the com-
mon vitelline vein, the typical condition of acardia being
now egtablislied. Since tlie vitelline vein affords a ready
exit for the blood carried b}' the superior vena cava, the
circulation supplying the cephalic end of the fa>tus is

comparatively well maintained, aiul hence the conspicu-
ous development of the head and immediately succeed-

ing part of the trunk, and the sujiiu'cssion of those por-
tions of the body not in relation with the superior vena
cava.

III. Acardii uccplidU form a group in which the lower
or pelvic portion of the trunk constitutes the chief repre-
sentative of the body of the nialfonued ftetus, to which
other parts of the trunk, together with all, some, or
none of the limbs, but no head, may be added.

In con.sideriiig the anatomical factorsactive in the pro-
duction of such headless forms, the importance of the
collateral venous anastomoses, by which the obstruction
in the umbilical vein is partial!}' compensated, becomes
evident. The most important collateral path, probably,
is that afforded by the enlargement of the veins of
Burow, small branches within the abdominal wall con-

necting the umbilical and deep epigastric veins. Since
the most active circulation, and hence most etlicient nu-
trilion, is determined by tlie position of the channels

affording the readiest return of the olood, those portions
of the aeardius affected by the blood current established

by means of the collateral vessels will be most favorably

Fig. 4648.—Aonnilus Acepbalus. (Herholdt.)

influenced. These parts will be evidently primarily the
lower part of the trunk and the inferior extremities,
which are preserved and undergo fnither development.
At times additional veins within the body walls are

inchKlcd within the collateral circulation, the favorable
influence of which is thus extended to a larger part of
the trunk. The common vitelline vein not being avail-

able, either by reason of the late period at which the
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Fig. 4649.—Acaniius Amorphus. (Barkow.)

acardius was developed, or because the formation of the
vein never took place ou account of separation of the

enibryonic areas, the head remains unjirovided with an
active circulation, and heuee fails to develoji. the result

being tlie production of

the acephalic type of

aeardius.

IV. Acardii amorphi
may occur as irregular
.sac like masses, from
which may project ru-

dimentary suggestions
of a head or of extrem-
ities, or they may ap-
pi-ar as spherical masses,
all traces of head or of

limbs being w'anting.
Such amorphous forms

probablj' orig-
inate under
conditions due
to early ob-
struction of

the allantoic

veins, fol-
lowed by in-

sufficient nu-
trition and
subsecjuen t

deatli of the

impaired
heart, associa-

ted with an in-

adetjuate cen-

trally locatad
channel for the return of the blood. In consequence of
the stasis so induced, marked adema of the entire acar-

<iius occurs, followed by arrested development or de-

generation of the organs; iu extreme cases the globular,
skin-covered mass retains little resemblance to the fetal

form.
Double Monsteks.—These malformations constitute

a class of joined twins (yemini onjuticti) in which the
union involves a part of the axial portions of the two
bodies. The latter may be equal in their development,
or one twin may be so retarded in its formation and nu-
trition that the united individuals are conspicuously
vnerjiiiil, even to the extent of the less favored becoming
a parasite.

Equally developed luiited twins present three types:
1. Anterior diiplicitt/, or posterior union, in wliich (be

junction is limited to the lower end of the body axis.

3. Posterior diiplicity, or anterior union, in which the

embryos are connected at their cephalic extremities;
cither tlie head alone, or iu conjunction with a variable

Xiart of the adjacent trunk, is involved, leaving the jios-
terior or inferior end of the bodies free.

;i Middle vnion, in which the junction extends from
the timbilicus upward for a variable extent.
Antkkiok duplicity, in which the junction involves

the pelvic region, occurs in two forms: (a) with dorsal

vnion, (A) with central vnion.

(rt) Pygopu;ius, the term applied to anterior duplicity
with dorsal ])osterior union, presents a ran; form of dou-
ble monster characterized by a eoimected pelvic region,
"vvith tlie dorsal surfaces of the twins directed toward
each other. The navel is double, the unil)ilical cords

converging toward a common placenta. The axial skele-

ton of such monsters includes a single coccyx and sacrum
common to both individuals, from which spring two
spines: rarely the upper part of the .sacrum is also dou-
ble. The innominate bones and the pubic symphj'ses
of the two pelves arc present in normal inunber. In

consequence of the oliliquity of the ilnisal surfaces of

the two bodies, the lowei limb.s, usually fully formed,
are so disposed that one pair, belonging to both individ-

uals, lies vent rally and more closely place*! than the
other. The diireetive tubes remain distinct until near

the termination of the large gut, where the two recta

join and open bj' a common anus located between the
more dorsaily situated pair of lower limbs. The spinal
cordsunite at their inferiorextremitiestoform a common
conus with tilum tenninale. The urogenital tracts show
slight fusion of the lower segments; tluis associated with
a single vulva, the urethra, bladder, vagina, and uterus
remain separate. The fact tliat within a single scrotum
four testicles have been found, is readily explained by
recalling the original intra-abdominal location of the

early sexual gland and its subsequent descent. In a

pygojiagus examined by Marchand, the abdominal aorta
and the vena; cavse of the two ftctuses joined.

This form of double monster is of especial interest ou
account of the possibility of life being continued for

years, as in the instances of the sisters Christine and Jlillie,

who W'ere born iu 18.51 and are still alive. A number of

pygopagi have been described, of which the most re-

markable are the "Hungarian sisters," the "North Caro-
lina twins," and the "Bohemian twins."
The "

Hungarian sisters," Helen and Judith, were born
in Szouy, Hungary, in 1701. They were united at the
second sacral segment, below which the sacrum and coc-

cyx were single. The common anus laj' between the

right thigh of one and the left of the other, and was the
termination of a single rectum. In front was a conmion
vulvar orifice, into which two vaginse opened; the clito-

ris, nympha>, and urethra were distinct for each body.
Inclination to ev.acuate the bowels affected both twins at
the same time, but urination was effected seiiarately.
The great blood-vessels, the aortic and inferior vense

cava>, were fused in the region iu which the arterial stems
bifurcated. Judith, in consequence of illness, remained

permanently backward in strength and general develop-
ment in comparison with her sister. While the two
suffered from smallpox and measles at the same time,

they contracted other diseases separately. Menstruation

began at sixteen, but subsequently the two sisters men-
struated at different times and with varying profuseness.
When in their twenty-third year, Judith was seized with
convulsions and be-

came unconscious,

shortly after Helen
was in a condition
of collapse, and ex-

pired a few minutes
before her sister.

The " North Car-
olina twins," Chris-

tine and ^Millie, were
born in Ib.'JI of ne-

gro parents. The
union extended
from the first sac-

I'al segment to the

coccyx. There are
two recta having a
common anal open-
ing, defecation oc-

curring at different

times. There are

two urethr;c and
two vagin;e, the
labia blending at

the posterior mar-

gins to give the im-

pression of a single
vtdva. Menstrua-
tion takes place at

the same time in

both. Common
sensibility exists to

a linuted degree,
since one sister can

recognize and imiierfectly locate touch on the lower ex-

tremity of her mate; likewise each knows when the
otiier moves her leg without being able to decide which
limb it is.

Fig. 4650. — Pygopagus. Saorum, from
second segment, and coccyx .single, c.

Fused umbilical cords. (Marchand.)
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The "Bohemian twins," Rosaline and Joscplia Blaz.ek,
•n-cro born in IS'S. The union is latero- posterior and in-

volves sacra and the lower lumbar vertebra'. The two
anterior legs are niiieh closer toi;et her than the posterior,
the former being moved forward with the outer sides of
the feet lirst, to be followe<l by tlu! posterior pair with
the inner sitles of the feet directed forward. In this

manner the twins are cajiablo of rapid locotnotion or
even a (piick run, although the stronger girl is able to

walk naturally forward and draw after her the weaker
sister, who tlieu walks backward.

(/<) lfir/iii/piir/ii.s, anterior duplicity witli po.slerior ven-
tral union, is characterized by junction in the pelvic
region so related that the riglit pubic bone of one pelvis

Fig. 46.51.—PyRoiiagus.
"
Cbristine and Millie." (Pancoast.)

fuses with the left pubic bone of the other, the ventral

surfaces of the two sacra facing each other. The com-
mon pelvic ring thus constituted may be subdivided by
an osseous bridge formed by the united coccygeal bones.

The body axes may correspond in position, thus forming
a straight line, or they ma}' be placed so as to include a

very obtuse angle. The continuovi's ventral body surface
contains a single navel. Tlie pelvic organs are often

fused and the anus may be single or double ; likewise the

genital organs. When, however, the latter are in dupli-
cate, they are so placeil that each is common to the two
bodies, tiie right and left parts belonging not to one in-

dividual, Imt one to each.

The lower limbs may be well developed and, when
the body axes correspond, are placed at riglit angles to

the latter. When, however, the axes of the two individ-

uals are [daced at an angle, tlie consequent aiiproxima
tion of the lower limbs on one side may result in more
or less comiilete fusion, or these ineinbcis may lie en^

tirely suppressed, and only two lower extrennties be

developed. In such cases, one limb belongs to each

body. Genunill " has very carefully described the ana-

tomical details of the ischiopagtis tripus represented in

Fig. 4fi,53. Atresia of the urethra and anus, on one or

both sides, is common in tlu'se malformations, in coiise

ipience of which ilefects ischiopagi .seldom survive for any

Fig. 4652.—Iscblopagus. (Levy.)

length of time. Sometimes conspicuous discrepancy
marks the development of the twins, one remaining very
rudimentary, the thorax and head being wanting, al-

though the ex-

tremities are pres-
ent. Such forms
constitute the is-

chiiipagus parasit-
icus of certain au-
thors.

Ischio- or ilen-

llKU'dcujxigns is the

name ajiplied to

double monsters
in which the ven-
tral or 1 a t e r o-

ventral union in-

cludes the entire

trunk. While tlie

presacral portions
of the spines are

double, the heads

being always sep-
arated, the pelves
are so united that

the more approxi-
mated ilia are ru-

dimentary or are

entirely absent, in

which case the
two sacra are

fused. The more

ventrally situated

iliac bones, to-

gether with the corresponding lower limbs, are well
formed. Tlie thoraces of the twins are conjoined ven-

trally by means of a common sternum, while they are

continuous on the dorsal aspect. The upper limbs may
all be present (isehio-thoracopagus tetrabrachius) ;

or

those most closely approximated may be fused into a

single member, which may be well developed or very
rudimentary. In other cases these limbs fail to develop,
thus producing the dibrachial tvpe, one of the remain-

ing pair belonging to each body. The lower extrem-
ities are subject to the .same arrangements, varying
from the full complement to a single pair. The external

genitals and the anus are single and common to the two
bodies, uotwithstauding the presence of double uteri;

likewise the bladder is single. The digestive tube exists

in duplicate until toward its lower end, the two stomachs

being arranged with pylori converging. The thoracic

viscera remain partially double, although at times the

two hearts are enclosed
within a common peri-
cardial sac. An inter-

esting case in the Wistar
Institute of Anatomy
possessed a heart of

which the two sides

were contributed each

by one fietus, an inter-

mediate rudimentary
auricle and ventricle

being the common pos-
session of both. There
were three lungs, the

intermediate or middle
one possessing live

lobes. The kidneys in

this case were repre-
sented by two large and
a small intermediate or-

gan. The ischio-thoia-

copagi type of duplic-

ity is not incompatible with prolonged life, as conspicu-

oiisly shown by the Tocci brothers, who have survived

since 1877. According to Virchow, wlio carefully ex-

amined these united twius, it is probable the spinal cords

Fig. 4i!>>>. — Isohiopauus Tripus.
(Getuiuill.)
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wore separate. The functions of the two chiUlrcn were

entiiely iiKU'|)endeiit, as well as the reflex movements
and sensation of the two lower limbs, one of which be-

longed to eiieh

body. Kita-
C h r i s t i n a

(lS29)and Ma-
rie-Hose Drou-
in (1878) are

other noted e.\-

aniples of this

form of du-

plieity ; they
survived eight
and seventeen
mouths respec-

tively.
Incomplete

Anterior Du-
plicities i n -

elude a group
o f malforma-
tious distin-

g u i s h e d b y
partial doub-

ling of the ce-

phalic e.vtrem-

ity. Although
here couvein-

ently noticed
in connection
with the forms
of anterior du-

]ilicit_v already
described, the

duplication s

under consid-

eration prob-
ably differ ma-

terially from
the former iu

their mode of

origin, since
there is good
reason for re-

garding them
as the results of a dichotomous growth involving the

cephalic end of a single embryonic aniage, and not, as in

the case of the other anterior duplicities, of the posterior
union of two distinct embryos.
The malformations in question present varying grades

of duplicity from the luere suggestion of doubling to

almost complete separation. The most usual condition
is that of doubling of the anterior part of the medullary
tube and the chorda followed by duplication of the sec-

ondarily derived structures.

DiprosDpnii is the term applied to partial duplicity
where two faces are present. While idniost the entire

cranial portion of the skull may be simple, the facial part
is duplicated and so dis])osed that the faces are turned
more or less toward ojjposite sides. The divergence <le-

pends vipon the degree of separation, as does likewise the
condition of the eyes, ears, and mouth. "Where the du-

plicity is very slight, the more nearly n'lated eyes may
be represente<l bj- a .single organ (1). triopliflialiinis), or
the appro.ximated eyes may lat<'r entirely disappear {D.
diophthuliiaii.). On the other hand, four distinct visual

organs may be present {/>. iijtriiphlluilmun). ilore rarely
the mouths may be fused {!). inoiwutomiis), although they
usually remain distinct. In casesin which two complete
faces are present, four ears may remain distinct: fre-

quently, however, two fuse, or are suppressed. The
nervous axis al.so shows more or less extensive duplica-
tion, although jiarts which unrmally occur in ])airs, as

the cerebral peduncles, frequently sulfer n'duction in

number by the formation of a common mesially situated
structure in place of two distinct, closel}- jjlaced members.

Dicephaliis implies a more extensive and complete du-

FlG. 4t».M. — Iiiobio-lli(»raeot»agus. "Tucci
Brothers." (Hirst and Piersol.)

plication of the head, and possibly also of the upper
part of the vertebral column. "When the spine is in-

volved to a considerable extent, the double-headed mon-
ster properly belongs rather to the results of extensive

posterior union than to partial anterior duplicity, the
dilTerential test bi-ing the single or doubled condition of
the jielvic end of the s]iine and the pelvic organs. Fre-

i|uent examples of dicephalic monsters are seen in the
doubled-headed calves of the popular museums, in which
the duplication involves, in addition to the head, only
the cervical region. In man a true dicephaliis is com-
])aratively rare, since the apparent examples of this mal-
formation are reallj- cases of extensive posterior union.

PosTEiiion DfPi^iciTV with anterior union occurs in
two forms: ('») (Ivrmil uuiun, limited to the head: (i) rcn-
trill vnioii, involving toagreateror lessextcnt the trunks
of the two embryos as far as the umbilicus. Both em-
bryos may undergo full development, or one may remain
stunted.

(a) Craniopagvs.—This form of monstrosity is charac-
terized by dorsal union involving the heads alone, the

/
I

i

4.

-^
Fig. 4655.—Diprosopiis. (Hir-stand I'lersul.)

axes of the two attached embryos either forming a-i

straight line, or lying at varying angles with each
other. The junction may correspond in position with
the frontal, iiarietal. or occipital regions, and usually in-

;

eludes only the integument and cranial vault, the two '

brains remaining se]iaraletl b_v their membranes within a I

common cranial cavity. It is of interest to note that I

identical parts of the united skulls are by no means al-
j

ways opposed. This is conspicuous in those rare forms
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ill which partkil rotation of tho body axes occurs, in con-

seiiueuce of which tlic faces arc turned toward opposite
sides. Craniopagic monstrosities are rare and usually

.sliort-livcd ; an e.xcep
tional case of craiii-

oi)a,eus occipilales,

liowcver, is reported
as having survived ten

j'ears.
The development of

the united embryos
may vary so that

marked difference is

presented in their gen-
eral growth. This
lack of correspondence
may be so considerable
that the one foetus be-

comes an appendage to

the more favored, giv-

ing rise to a very rare

foi'm of head -
joined

twins, known as craiii-

ojuKjns piiriniticiis (Fig.
4059). One individual

is finally represenled

by a head, alone or in

connection with part
of the trunk, fused to

the autosile, as the

better developed fa-tus

may be termed.

(b) Ceplialo
- thoraco-

piif/tis, or syncfphalus,

applies to pcsterior

duplicities where the

union is ventral or la-

tero-ventral and in-

volves the head and the thorax, the pelvic cuds of

the joined embryos remaining free. The early united

twins pass through their development in common,
each contributing its cpiota to the formation of the com-

posite individual. Two faces are formed, each of which

belongs half to each embryo. When they are exactly
opposite and equallj' developed, the condition is known
as Janus symmetros, one face looking ventrally, the other

dorsallv. More usually there is some lateral misplace-
racntand unequal development as seen in Jajitis axyiiiiiie-

iron, in which one face alone is well formed, the other

presenting a pair of closely approximated ears. This

discrepancy may result in c}'clopia, synotia, or obliter-

ation of the oral 0]iening, as well as in suppression or
fusion of various parts of the skull. The internal organs
of syncephalic monsters present various degrees of union,

corresponding in a measure with the extent of the exter-

FiG. 4636.—Diprosopub. (Zii-gler.)

Fig. t657. -
Craninpa^'us. tBarkuw.i

nal fusion. In general, however, the viscera retain their

independent arrangement. The cerebral divisions may
be fully represenled, or the adjacent hemispheres may be

/-

I

y--

fused, although the cerebelli, pontes, and medulhe are

separate. The two hearls are often so disposed Ihat one
lies ill relation to the common ventral, tlie other to the
dorsal body surface.

MiDDi.K Union.—The ventral or latero-ventral attach-
ment of the embryos forming such malformations extends
for a variable distance from the umbilicus upward, at

times as far as the head ; the jielvis, however, always re-

mains uniiivolved. The resulting anterior and posterior

dujilicily, with intermediate union, suggested the term
(liiplicitas jKinillcla ai)])lied to these monsters. The um-
bilicus is single, except in rare cases in which the cord is

formed liy short converging
linilis fnnii the two individuals.

Tiic)i!Ar<n".\(irs eml)races two
sulKlivisioiis of middle union in-

volving the thoracic region : (a)

Xiphopagus and (A) Sternopagus.
The former presents an attach-

ment at the xiphoid processes,
the latter along the sterna of the
two embryos.
Xiphopagus is characterized by

a more or less extensive epigas-
tric bridge which connects the

opposed ventral or ventrolateral
surfaces of the two bodies. The
inferior limit of tlie attachment
is the common umbilicus, the

upjier being marked by the

united, usually elongated,
xiphoid processes. Tlie thora-

cic cavities are entirel}' sep-
arate, and divided from the

peritoneal sacs by intervening
diaphragms. The two livers are

usually connected by a bridge
of hepatic tissue, although they
may remain ununited. lu the
former case the peritoneal cav-
ities may communicate. The
digestive tubes may also open
into each other in the vicinity
of the stomach or small intes-

tine: in other cases the canals
remain entirely distinct.

In a number of xiphopagic
twins life has continued for

many years. The most noted
of these, the Siamese Twins,
Eng and Chang, attained the

ripe age of nearly sixty-tliree

years before their cleatii in 1874.

They were of Sianio - Chinese

liarcntage, being born near

IJangkok in 1811. The mother,

thirty-live years of age, pre-
sented a remarkable predisposi-
tion toward multiple births, of
the fourteen children wliich she
bore ten being twins. Four
daughters jireceded the birth of

Eng and Chang. The twins
were united by a bond extending from the common um-
bilicus to the xiphoid cartilage, measuring three and
one-quarter inches vertically. The connection was of

greater length al>ove (one and one third inches) than along
its lower margin where it measurcil almost tliree inches.

The circumference was nine inches, the bridge being
broader aliove than below. Eng, the stronger and better

developed of the two, was upon the right, Chang upon
the left. Their bodies lacked .s^ymmetry, since the in-

clined and ojiposcd parts were generally less well de-

velo]ied than those turned away. The oppo.scil thoracic
surlaces were lucking in rotundity, the outer exhibiting
unusual fulness. Chang's chest was dcHccted to the left

owing to markeil lateral spinal curvature. The outer
arms and legs were stronger than the opposed members.

;'©;,;?

V ^

Fig. 4658.—Cranio pa? us.
(Saunie.)
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Fig. 4059.—Cranlopagus Parasiticus.

CDOnitz.)

The brothers
w e r e m a r r i e d
wlicu thirty -two

yt'urs old and hc-

caiin' fathers of

large families,

E ti IT h a V i n g
twelve aud Chang
ten children ; of

these twenty-two
eliildren all were
normal cxeept
two of Chang'.s,
wlio were deaf-

mutes. Three
years before
Chang's death he
was stricken with

hemiplegia of the

riglit side, from
which he never

entirely recov-

ered, lujanuarv,
1874, Chang de-

velop e d bron-

c h i t i s which,
aggravated by im-

prudent exposure,
led to pulmonary
oppression and in-

ability to lie down
without discom-
fort. After both
had fallen asleep,

Eng awakened to

find his brother dead. "Within a little more than two
hours of this discovery Eug's death quietly ensued,
consciousness being retained almost to the last.

The autopsy
disclosed the
bond of union
to consist, in

addition to the

integument,
connective tis-

sue, fat, aud

aponeuroses,
of a bridge of

hepatic tissue,
three inches
long, one-half
inch wide, and

one-quart er
inch thick,
w h i c h arose
on both sides,

directly aliove

the longitudi-
nal lissure.
Two peritone-
al pouches on
each side, ex-

tended traus-

versel}' until

separated by a

vertical me-
dian .septum.
Extensions of
muscidar tis-

sue of both

diaphragms
w e r e r e p r e -

scnted by a
b r o ad s 1 i ji

from Chang,
which was in-

FlO. 4ii(W. — Cpphalo-llinnic i|inciis witli Janus- cei-tert intu en
Head: oilier face pr.s.nte.l iiialfornied eyes. .'"" """ '-"

nose, and iiioulli. (IllT>t and riersol.) silorm process

of Eng, and a similar but smaller band which passed to

Chang, supplemented by two additional slips extending
from Eng's diaphragm to that of Chang. The blood-
vessels within the bond of union included a terminal and

Fig. 4661.—xiphopagus.
"
Siamese Tnlns." (Pancoast.)

an extrahepatic branch of the portal vein, branches of
the he])atic artery, and some terminal twigs of the right
internal mammary artery of Eng,

In this connection it may be of interest to note the

operation undertaken b}' Prevost for the sejiaration of

the Brazilian xiphopagic sisters,
"
Kosalina

" and
"Maria." According to the letter published in the Medi-

ENQ. HEPiTIC VillV
CHAWG.

Fig. 4662.—Tlie Hepatic IsthmiLs across tlie Connecting Band of
"
Siamese Twins "

F.ns and Chang.

eal Record (vol. Iviii., 1900, p. UkS) one sister, Rosalina,

entirely recovered finm the operation, the other suc-

cumbed.
.'»Yt)-Ho;)fr.'7«ft implies an upward extension of the attach-

ment, so that the sterna are fused into a single bone at

the upper border of the common thorax. In cases in

which the union is very intimate, the mainilirium may
receive the four clavicles of the two individuals.
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The iicnrts may romain distinct, or tliey may be fused

to form a single tubular organ, from either side of which
the great ves.sels are given olf. "When two hearts are

present they usually ai'e enclosed withia a single peri-

/

*v

Fig. 4663,—Thoracopagus. (Hirst and Piei-sol.)

cardial sac. The common thoracic cavity is separated
from the abdominal space by a single diaiihragm. Tlie

middle portion of the digestive tube, including the

greater part of the jejunum and ileum, is srnffle. Above
the jejunum, embracing the duodenum, the stomach and
the (esophagus, and likewise below the ])osition of the

vitelline duct, the digestive canal is double. The livers

arc blended, more or less, into one common mass. The
genitalia are separate and distinct, each body having its

own set.

While the limb complement of the steruopagic twins

may be normal, deviations from a ventral toward a ven-

tro-lateral type of union, due to convergence of the spinal
axes, sometimes result in the blending of the a])proxi-
niatcd upper extremities, the third arm thus produced
being tlie joint contribution of the two embryos. ,'>uch

limbs are sometimes very rudimentary'. Sternopagi are

usually born dead ; if alive, Ihey survive only a short

time in consequence of their defective heart develop-
ment.
MoDK OF PuoDtX'TioN OF Dorni.ii Monsters.—Apart

from the more speculative considerations of the causes

leading to double monsters whieli have already been

brietly sketched, the maimer in which duplicities are

formed calls for notice. Attention has been directed to

the two prominent op])ose(l view.s—fission and fusion—
which have luevailed, and the arguments have been re-

viewed that have influenced the adoption of the fusion

theory as offering the most plausilile explanation of the

production of double monsters. With tlie exception of

the dieephali, in which dichotomous growth of the liead
end of the aniage may cousistentl)- be regarded as the
mode of production, early union, more or less extensive,
of the originally distinct out closely related, anlage&
seems most worthy of acce])tance as the principle upon
which doulile monsters originate. The accompanying
diagrams have been suggested by Marchand as liypo-

thelically illustrating the most plausible genesis of the
anterior and posterior types of duplicity. In Fig. 4064,
-1 represents the assumed early stage in which the two
closel}' related aulages lie upon the conunon embry-
onic area, united to the chorion by the diverging belly
stalks. With advancing development tlie latter become
more widely scjiarated, while the cephalic ends approach
until the}- meet and union takes place; the umbilical
vesicles meanwhile have become defined as two con-

spicuous sacs, one largely occupying the ventral surface
of each embryo. The conunon amnion invests tlie dorso-

lateral surfacesof both embryos and grows between their

diverging belly stalks. C rejiresents a later stage in

which more marked fusion of the head ends has taken

place, while at the same time the belly stalks are more

widely sejiarated, thus foreshadowing the later diom-

phalic or independent condition of the umbilical cords.

KiG. J6<i4.- -Diagrams Illustrating Production of Hypothetical Double
Mnnst«T witii Anterior Union. Cepttalopat'iis. -1, Tlie two embryos,
on a '(iiMiiion germinal area, are aUnt'st in contact with cephalic
poles; nnltfcl to cliomin liy closely placed lielly stjilks. i{ and C,
later stages after union has been ettecled. a. Common amnion : Z),

liellv-stalks; c, chorion; li, yolk-sac; c, embr.yo. (After Mar-
chand.)

Kapid and extensive early seiiaration of the lielly stalks,

together with rotation of the embryos, accounts for the

various tyjies of craniopagic twins.

In a similar manner tlie formation of the oiipositi' con-

dition of iiosterior union may be assumed to take ]dace.

(Fig. 4005.) The production of pygo|xigic twins, how-
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ever, assumes the continued close relations of the belly
stiilk, with more or less divergence of the cephalic poles
until, in certain cases, the axes of the two embryos cor-

respond. The rotation and ventral type of tmion isasso-

fiated with the retention of a common umbilical vesicle

Fig. 4665.—Diagrams Illustrating Production of Hypothetical Double
Monster with Posterior Union. Pysropagus. -4, Very early stage ;

at caudal end primitive sireulis fuseil into common tract ; cephalic
ends diverge. United ernltryns tl.xed to chorion by closely placed
belly stalks. B and C later stage-s. d. Common amnion ;/», belly
stalk ; c, chorion ; d, yolk sac ; e, embryo. (After Marehand.)

(vitelline sac) and single umbilicus. The assuiuption of
these stages is liypothetical, and based upon theoretical

possibilities rather than direct observation.

Multiplicities.

A systematic classification of pleural conceptions (in-

cluding the cases of three, fovu', live, and possibly .si.\ at
one birth) would call for the recognition of coniji'letc and
incomplele multiplicities. Tlie former again embrace the
monochorionic group, of which the ((jKdl and iiner/titil

triplets are tlie best known representatives.
Mojiorlioriotiie trijilets are veiy iiifi'eiiuent. allliough a

number have been described. Thc! common chorion may
enclose the tliree separate amnionic sacs, the umbilical
vessels ana.stomosing within tlie iilucenta. Two authen-
tic cases of monocliorionic (|uadiiiplets luive been record-
ed and_ an observation of live fo'tuses witliin a common
dioriou has been credited to Pigne. Other instances of

quintuplets have been reported, but these, as in the case

reported by Kdlliker, include the association of mono-
chorioiuc triplets with similar twins. The e.xamiilc of

plural births reported by Vassali in 18sS recording the
e.Miaclion of six fo'tuses, four males and two females,

proliably falls within this category. Kerr and Cook-

man have recently reported (Medical Press arid Cir-

ridar. May 2Tth, 1903) a remarkable case of six at one
birtli to whicli they were called. The mother, a native
woman of Accia, AVest

Africa, gave birth to

five boys and one girl ;

all were alive when
born, but succumbed
between tlie second anc 1

fouith day. The girl
and one boy had a jila-

centaeach, the remain-

ing four childi'cn being
attached to two pla-
ce n t re . The motlier,
who recoveicd. exhib-
ited a notewortliy pi'c-

disposition toward
p 1 c u r a 1 concept ions,

three former pregnan-
cies having yielded
foui', three, and three
children respectively,

making a total of six-

teen in four confine-

ments. The evidence

sustaining a reputed
instance of the birth of

seven children, two
boj'S and five girls, at

Hameln in IGOO, to

whicli Barfurth'-' has called attention, is too uncertain to

be convincing. "Were the case satisfactorily authentic,
here, too, the presence of more than one ovum and cho-

rionic sao must be assumed as probable.
The occurrence of a malformed fu'tus in comjiany with

two or even three others within a single chorion is ex-

4606.—Trlcephalus.
Galvani.)

(Relna and

Fia. 4(ii)7.—Dlpygus Parlsiticus. "Laloo." (Hirst and Plersol.)

iremcly i-are, oidy Ihice trustworthy cases being recoraea.
Tliat described by Soemmering presented four female
fo'tuses witliin a common sac, three being normal while
the fourth was an acci)halus.
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Triple Monsters represent the rarest of all malfor-
mations. While a small miinbcr of sueh abnormalities
have been observed among the lower animals, onl v a sin-

FiG. 4flflS.—Dlpygus. (Hirst and I'lei'sol.)

glewell-authentieated example of a liuiium triple monster
has been reconleil by Reiua and Galvuni. The deform-

ity was born in 1831, after a difficidt labor lasting four

days, necessitating the perforation and amputation of the

first and second heads and the perforation of the third.

Two spines were present bearing one and two heads re-

spectively; the spinal columns were separate to their

lower ends, although the sacra were very closely related.

The pelvis included four iliac, two ischiac, and two pu-
bic bones, the poorly developed medianly placed ilia

being united by cartilage. The thoracic cavities were

8e]iarated bj'a lliin scpttim, each enclosing a heart. Tlie

abdominal cavitj- was large, the contained organs in-

cluded a single stomach and an O'sophagus that divided

a short distance above itslower end; one of the resulting
branches again divided, each head thus being provided
with its own a'sophagus. A similar arrangement was

present in the trachea. The separation was apparent ex-

ternally only on tlie neck and head, the unusually broad

thorax"seem"ingly being single. A third rudimentary uji-

per extremity projected dorsally. The lower half of

the body was normal, as were also the male genital

organs.
The interpretation of the triplicity just described is to

be found in the assumption that the anterior end of one
of the jirimarj' anlages, which have undergone posterior
fusion in the production of the isehiopagiis, has been
alTeeted by dichotomous growth. The result of the lat-

ter is seen in the closely associated heads surmounting
one sidne.

AsvM.METHic.vi, Dun.irTTY.—Attention has been

already called to the possibility that on(' of originally

ecpial endjryos which tnnte to form donl)le monsters may
sntTer impairment of ntitrition to such extent that its

further im])erfect develoiimeni depends ujion (-onneetions

with the more fdrtmiate mate. Such "
i>arasites," there-

Voi.. VII —44

fore, result from secondary changes which affect embryos
which were at first synunetrieal. The continued nutri-
tion and development of a part of the parasite, with the

atrophy and disai)])earanee of those parts less favorably
situated, account for the remarkable eases in which a
well formed head is attached to that of the autosite. la
otlier instances tlie cephalic end of one embryo becomes
atrophic anil is drawn within the body of the other, sur-

rounded by the veiUrally closing parietal plates.
Mention may here l)e made of two consiiicuous exam-

ples of asymmetrical duplicity. The one,
" Laloo "—

fannliar to many on account of his museum noto-

riet_v
—

represents the type of imequally developed
thoracopagus, termed dijiygua parasiticus, or gas-
tro-thoracopagus dipygus. The "parasite," at-

tached from the timbilicus to the xiphoid process
of his host, exhibited neither voluntary move-
ments nor responded to Laloo's will. An anus is

not present, but a small penis occasionallv voids
small cjuantities of urine. The other malforma-
tion (Fig. 4608) is a remarkable instance of the
rare form of posterior duplicity known as diphy-
gns. In the case figured the duplicity begins at

the third lumbar vertebra. She was married and
became pregnant on the left side, both sets of or-

gans being, however, functionating. Micturition
and defecation take place independently on the
two sides, but menstruation )ccurs at the same
time. Anterior fusion of two closely placed con-

verging embr3'onic anlages probably accounts for
this rare type of malformation.
The asymmetrical duplicities now to be consid-

ered include, on the contrary, the true parasitic
dmihle monsters "which result from anlages in

which primary inequality and subsecjuent as3-ra-

nictrj' of form and size are characteristic features.

The inequality of the anlages may be so marked
that the parasite presents little or no external re-

semblance to a faHus ;
in other cases the dependent

embryo may develop parts, as extremities, which
are fairly well formed. In addition to such ex-
ternal attacliments, or implantations, other para-

sites exist as inclusions within the autosite, having been,

drawn into the latter by the closure of the body walls,
or lying from the earliest stages within the mesoderm.
As introductory to the consideration of the rudiment-

arj' foetal or parasitic growths encountered In various

parts of the bod}', distinction must be made between der-

FiG. 4(i69.—SclHunatlc Representation of nplutlons of KnUiryos of
about Third Week In ProdiU'tion of Pai-a.sltic Dui>licit.v. a. Aiito-

slle: h, parasite; c, tieart of former; d lumiin amnion Joining
common yolk sue (c) around / ; u, coaimon belly stjilk; i, cborion.

(After Marcband.)

moid cysts, arising from invagination and displacement
of portions of the elements from the neighboring skin,

and the true parasite tumors or tcratnmiita originating by
dilTeriiitiation of tissues from the three germ layers de-
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rived from the imlcpeiulent althoiiffli iiiipprfeot develop-
ment of a separate anliii^e. lu the former ease tlie tissues

of the skiu cyst include only those that ordinarily may

FK!. 4670.—EplKiiatlnis. (Ahlfeld.)

develop from the integumentary layers, their position

being unusual owing to the dislocation of the aberrant
cells (" Keimverirrung").

It is necessary, therefore, to recognize that simple der-

moid cysts occur in many localities which may be the

scats of true fo-tal growths. The distinction between
the latter and the simple skin cysts is b}- no means al-

ways easily made. In doubtful cases, in which evident
fa'tal structures are unrecognizable, the crucial test in

establishing the parasitic nature of the growth is the

presence of tissues and structures derived from all three

germ layers, which cannot be attributed to transplanta-
tion of neighboring structures.

Although differing little in the principles governing
their genesis, it is convenient for description to group
parasitic duplicities according to the region of the auto-
site to which they are attached.

Cepii.\i.ic P.\rasites.—Epignathtis is the term applied
to a well-known group in which the rudimentary parasite
is attached to the base of the skidl or the palate and ap-
pears as a mass protruding from the mouth. The para-
sitic tumor is usually enclosed within an envelope of skin

containing hair bulbs and sweat glands. When of small
size, however, the tumor may lie almost entirely or

wholly within the oral cavil}-, in which ca.se a covering
of mucous membrane replaces more or less completely
the integument. The mass most frequently consists of

cj'Sts, cavities, and intervening slightly differentiated

embryonal tissue. In other cases the tumor contiiins

easily recognized ffetal structures, including perhaps
skin, epithelium, hair, teeth, cartilage, bones, fat. and
brain substance. Parts of a rudimentary intestinal canal,
as well as normal hepatic tissue, have been found as con-
stituents of epignathic parasites.

In contrast to the amoriihous types are the rarer in-

stances in which the jiarasitc presents consjiicuous ftetal

characters, such as partly develoited inferior extremities.
Kreulzmann ''described an epignathus in which a tumor
depended from tlu! cleft hard palate of theautosite, being
united by a stalk to the vomer and base of the skull.

The tumor, the size of a list and <-overed with hair, at

one jioint bore an imperfectly developed set of external
female genitalia, possessing labia majcu'a and minora and
a tube rejiresenting the vagina. These lay between two
rudimentary lower extremities.

As a great rarity the jiarasite ma.y be attached to the

region of the orbit from which a tumor-like mass pro-
trudes. Ahlfehl" has de.scrilied and figured (Fig. 4071)
a remarkable case of this kind in which a buttock and left

lower extremity protruded from the left orbit of a well-
formed child. In the vicinity of the left oral angle pro-

jected an additional tumor. Hroer and Weigert
'^ also

record a case in which the right eyeball was connected

with a tumor, the "size of an orange." that extended out-
ward from the orbit. Microscopical examination revealed
witliin the orbital fat the presence of cartilage, bone, epi-
deimal masses, mucous gland cysts, portions of the di-

gesti\e and respiratory apparatus.
Enrriniiiin embraces a group of foetal inclusions in

which the parasitic anlagc lies partly or wholly within
the cranial cavity of the autosite. Based on their mode
of origin (see jiagc 093) and the position of the anlage. as
within or without the skull, the intracranial parasites

may be divided into primarij and secondary incliisioriK.

The former undergo but slight development and remain

rudimentary, appearing as irregular tumors attached
often in the vicinity of the sella turcica or beneath the
dura in other localities. The immediate neighborhood of

the pituitarj' boily is a favorite location, not only for

dernu)id cj'sts derived from aberrant cells which have

gained the interior of the skull b_v means of the early in-

vagination producing the oral portion of the pituitary

bod}', but also for growths which contain rudiments of
various tissues and organs. Beck "found a tumor, the
size of a walnut, on the sella turcica which contained

cartilage, bone, myxomatous tissue, cyst lined with cili-

ated epithelium, and fourteen teeth ; structure resembling
thj'roid gland was also present. Such tumors ma}' re-

main for years without further growth, as in the case
recorded by Eberthr,'" of a woman of seventy-five, in

whom the teratome contained nervous, muscular, and

lymphoid tissue.

It may be assumed that parasitic anlage, are drawn into

the interior of the future skull during the early clo.sure

of the neural canal, to become later enclosed by the brain

mass. Strassmaun and Strecker" described a teratoma
in the right lateral ventricle which probably thus gained
early access from the dorsal surface. The tumor was of
the size of a walnut, riddled with spaces, contained a

cyst lined with simple and stratified epithelium, nervous

FIG. 4Bn.—Cephalic Parasite. (Ahlfeld.)

tissue, hyaline and fibrous cartilage, bone, adipose tissue,

plain and striped nui-scle. lymjihatic tissue, tubular ami
acinous glands.

Parasitic growths may be also attached to morphologi-
cally superior parts of the brain, as the pineal body. A
Ijineal teratome, described by Gauderer/' contained skin
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and sebaceous glands, cartilage, bones, pUun imisclc, :i(li

pose tissue, and cohiinnnr epithelium.
Tlie ximiii/dn/ iiKiiinifiiix limy jiresent e.xteriially fu'lal

characters, such as more or less developed limbs attached
to a rvidimeiitary trunk. The escape of the inclusion

may lie through the base of the skull into or beyond the

mouth, the protruding mass then resembling an eidgna-
thus. In rare instances the iiarasite may project from
the craiiiuni of the autosile. Aret:eos'^ deseribrd a very
remarkable ease in which, in addition to a riidiiiieiitary

inclusion, an acephalic parasite protruded from the sUuU
of the autosite.

Lovett and Councilman *^ have also recorded an in-

stance of multiple inclusions in a child of three weeks,
which presented a scrotal and intracranial teratoma con-

taining representations of all three blastotlermic la.ycrs.
The encranial parasites above described imply the

production of more or less characteristic fa?tal structures
from the development of iiidepeiideut aniages capable of

giving rise to all types id' tissue. The inclusions from
such aniages may, therefore, be regarded as true jiara-

sites. although tlicy may remain rudimentary. To be

distinguished from the latter arc the intracranial dermoid

cysts originating from the isolated and transplanted
masses of epidermal elements, which ordinarih' ]iroduce
the prototypes of the tissues found within the intracra-

nial growths. The latter should not be included within
the true parasitic inclusions.

C'ehvicai, P.\k.vsites ok Teratomata comprise the
true ftetal inclusions attached to some part of the region
formed by the visceral arches. Such parasitic growths
appear as cystic tumors, covered with integument and

extending a variable distance along the neck and lower

jaw. In addition to the cj'sts usually present, the tumors
contain more or less ileveloped fcetal structures, including
bones, teeth, parts of the head, and extremities. A cer-

vical teratome in a child of two years, described by
Brunker,''' extended from the zj'goma to the third rib

and contained brain tissue, fat, cartilage, striated mus-
cle, glands, and a rudimentary eye. Usually the seat of

the growth is less extensive and is limited to the lateral

cervical region. Instances are recorded of attachment to

the parotid and the oral region, the latter cases forming
a transition between the cervical and eiiignathic groups.
Gurit and Slomann both have described cases in which
teeth were conspicuous; in one instance iu a child of

five years, both milk and permanent teeth were present
and corresponded in form and size to the age of the

patient.
Thoracic Parasites.—Closely associated with the

teratomata of the cervical region are the dermoid growths
occasionally encountered witliin the anterior mediastinum
in the vicinity of the thymus gland or its remains. That
the migration of this organ from its original relation with
the third pharj-ngeal pouch to the mediastinal space is

the probable means of transplantation of the primary
tissues giving rise to the dermoids under consideration
is suggested by the intimate relations between the outer
and inner germ layers in the occluding membranes closing
the visceral clefts in mammals. Although the primary
thymus aniage is entodermic in origin, the proximity of

the ectoderm lining the external furrows and the impor-
tant changes in the relation of the arches etl'ected by the

formation, and later closure of the sinus precer\iealis
render the transportation of ectoblastic and mesodermic
tissue in connection with the migration of the thymus
highly probable. Additional evidence of close associa-
tion is had in the presence of thymus tissue in cases re-

ported iiy ^bireliand and by Finders.
As shown by the series of forty cases tabulated liy

Christian,''" the great majority of mediastinal dermoids
are to be regarded as tumors of ectodermal (U'igiii, since
of these eases only two can be classified as true tera-

tomata. the derivatives of all three germ layers. These
conclusions agree with the results of the studies of

Pflanz '' and of Wilms."* A few cases, however, such
as recorded by Virchow,"' Marchand.'" Ekehorn." and
Fletcher,''* give evidence of being true teratomata. The

possibility of other congenital tumors of the lower an-
terior mediastinum being tlie rcsidt fif inclusions at the
time of the closure of the ventral tioily walls ciuuiol be
ignored, alt hough a branchiogenetic origin is undoubtedly
the more common. Extensions to the neighboring lung
constitute the pulmonary dermoids sometimes described.

Although among the lower animals examples of para-
sitic aniages attached to the dorsal body surface are occa-

sionally observed as riidimentarj- limbs projecting from

Fig. 4673.—Superuumerary I'cnLs uii Bacli. (U indie.)

the back, such malformations have not been encountered
in the human subject. In this connection mention should
be made of the remarkable case (Fig. 4672) described by
Windle'^ of a young man who. in addition to normal
genitalia, possessed over the lumbar vertebra; an eleva-
tion similar to a mons from which projected a small but
well-formed jienis, capable of erection, although imper-
forate. Wiudle refers to a somewhat similar case, re-

corded by Tsortis, of a soldier of twenty-one, who bore,
below the left scapula, an almost complete set of female
external genital organs. A small cavity between the
labia resembled a rudimentary vagina, above which was
a clitoris-like tubercle. These cases can be explained
only on the assumption of the partial development of a
second, originally independent embryonic aniage.
Sacral Parasites and Ter-Vfomata.—Of all forms

of parasitic inclusions those occurring in the sacral and
perineal regionsare most frequent. Tliej' usually a])pear
as cystic tumors attached to the .sacrum, on either the
anterior or posterior surface, or to the coccyx. The
tumor is covered with integument directly continuous
with that of the autosite, and consists usuallj' of several

cysts. Not infrequently the position of the teratome
is not median, but to one side; in such cases often a sec-

ond enlargement, consisting of a simple cyst, lies at the
side of the larger nodulated para.sitic growth, the two
tumors sometimes occupying the opposite .sides of the

coccyx. Witliin the compartments of the teratome are
found more or less striking evidences of its fo'tid origin.
These may include various epidermal structures and con-
nective tissue, cartilage, bone, muscle, and nervous tissue,

as w(dl as parts of the spine, the digestive tract, and

glands. In exceptional cases rudimentary extremities,
both ujiper and lower, may be present and even free,

lieing dependent from the tumor. In the classic and

unii|ue case of Anna Przcnosly described Iiy Amnion, in

the third year a small congenital tumor opened and re-

vealed a supernimierary leg which after seventeen years
was removed by ampuiation. The presence of consider-

able masses of muscular tissue within the sac surround-

ing the inclusion may give •-«e to movements as iu the
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Fui l(i7;i. — Cliilci with Sacral Tumor.
(LOfller.)

two instances recorded by Pieuss and l)y AlilfeW. In

the iufiiMt observed by the hitter, the motion was jiro-

dueed by contractions of a sheet of striped muscle beneath
tlie coverini,'- of the tumor and
not by true fietal movements.

In consc(|uen(e of thedc'ip
seated attachment of the sacral

teratonies, the perineum and
the rectum are pushed for-

ward, the anus and extended

genitals being so displaced
that they usually lie directly

u])on the anterior part of the

foial tumor.
AiiDo.Mi.NAi, Parasites and

Tkuato.mata. —The distinc-

tion between true parasitic in-

clusions and embryonal terato-

mata is by no means alwa3S
easy, or indeed possible. The
development of an inde])cndent

germ, which has become im-

prisoned at an early period
and has undergone only a very
imperfect evolution, and that

of a rudimentary embryonal
anlage, producing a teratoma,

yield results which often dilTer

chietly in degree.
The anlage of the parasitic

inclusion may lie,

theoretically at least,

embedded within tlie

abdominal wall of

theautosite, or it may
be included within

the body cavity. The entire number of adeciuately de-

scribed and undoubted abfiominal f<etal inclusions is

small, probably less than forty. As an example of the

very rare iutraparietal type of inclusion the case men-
tioned l)y Ilimly

'•* stands almost alone. Autopsy of a

female ciiild of two and one-half years revealed a cj'stic

tumor in the epigastrium which contained a fairly well-

formed foetus, with, however, defective extremities and
head.
The intra-abdominal inclusions, or cnf/aslric panisites,

arc found most commonly in the vicinity of the lesser

peritoneal sac, between the layers, or at the root, of the

transverse mesocolon, being an especially favorite loca-

tion. Since, as shown by Paciuy."^' the true fa'tal inclu-

sions always lie supra-umbilical and closely connected
witli the alimentary canal. Lexer "

regards their usual
intimate relation to the lesser peritoneal sac as due to

migration induced by the increasing volume of the liver

and the transverse displacement of the stomach. The
foetal parasite is usually enclosed within an envelope,
composed of mesenteric or retroperitoneal tissue, to

which the rudimentary embryo may be attached. Some-
times the fa>tal characters are so well pronounced that

spine, head, and extremities are recognizable; in other

cases only rudimentary organs are present. The sac sur-

rounding the inclusion is closely united with the adjacent
organs, the blood-vessels of whicli communicate with
those of the parasite and provide for its nutrition. Not
infre(|uently the rudimentary fo'tus exhibits distortion.

the result of progressive mechanical disturbances as well

as of faulty development. I'nder such conditions the

inclusion may become pressed into a shapeless mass.

Spontaneous movements have been noted within the

cyst containing the parasite. Klebs" describesa case of

an infant in wliich independent motions were noted
within an abdominal tumor. Thechihl died a few weeks
after. birth, and jiresented. on posl-mnrti-m examination,
a cyst composed of peritoneum and anuiion benealli the

transverse colon. An artery ]iassed from the aortaof the

host to the cyst and thence by a short umbilical cord to

the parasite. The latter was f]f an irregular ellipsoidal
form and consisted of an imjierfect spine and pelvis, a

skull of considerable size containing a distinct brain

mass, a digestive tube with unusually wide, large intes-

tine, a liver, and rudimentary lungs and heart. The ex-
tremities were represente<l by poorly develo|)ed and
stunted limbs. External genitals were absent.
Another remarkable iustanceof abdominal fu'tal inclu.

sion is the classic case recorded by Ilighmore.''* The
subject, when a boy of seven, developed a marked ab-
dominal swelling attended with .severe jiain. Succeed-

ing a period of temporary relief until the iifteenth year,
the distress returned, death occurring in con.sequence of
intestinal liemorrhage. During life marked pulsations
were recognizable in the tumor, sensitive on pressure;
the movements were felt by the patient, who declared
that liis abdomen contained something living. The au-

top.sy disclosed an irregularly oval, sack like tumor,
weighing over four pounds, attached along the entire ex-
tent of the duodenum, which freely communicated with
and formed a Jiart of the sack. The latter contained
an imperfect foetus with stunted trunk, two upper and
one lower extremities, and a very rudimentary liead con-

sisting of scalp to which hair a foot long was attached.
The nutrition of the parasitic foetus was maintained bj' a
short cord whicli estalilished the connection with the vas-
cular walls of the sack.

Ballanlyne'* describes an abdominal teratoma in a
child of tliree months, the parasite being connected with
the lesser peritoneal sac. Atone point there was a pro-
jection resembling a pair of rudimentary digits: pieces
of intestine, teeth, and fragments of bone and cartilage
were also jiresent. Paqiiy records a somewhat similar
case in which the omentum was occupied by a tumor
consisting largely of cartilage, glandular elements, and
abundant blood-vessels.

Although children Vieariug fcetal inclusions are often

still-born, the possession of the parasite is not inconijiati-
ble with prolonged, and even extended, life, since such
inclusions have been discovered in subjects of advanced

years. Usually, however, the presence of the parasite
induces, after a time,
fatal peritonitis.
Embryonal Tu-

mors OF THE SeXUAI.
Glands.—The sexual

glands are the seats of
foetal tumors of great
interest by reason not

only of their relative

frequency, lint also of

the interesting prob-
lems concerning their

production. Disre-
garding for the Jires-

ent the latter, these

tumors may be divided
into ci/stic dermnidn and
teratonuifa according
to their consistence—
.sac-like or solid respec-

tively
—and the degree

of development which

they 15resent.

(Jriiiiiiii ci/stir (ler-

iiioids. the more com-
mon variety of the tirst

group, appear as tu-

mors varying in size

from a pea to a child's

head. These consist
of a tough-walled sac

enclosing a fatty mass and hair. The seat of the der-

moid is nearly always the sexual gland, the tumor being
altached to the adnexa of the uterus by broad adhe-
sions. The ovarian tissue immediately surrounding the

growth usually undergoes partial or comiilete degen-
eration, although in exce|itional cases the dermoiil may
be almost isolated and connected with the <ivarv by only
a slender stalk. Wilms"" has established the imiiorlaiit

Fici. 4674.—Sacral Teratoma Cmitaln-
ing Extremities (a, b, c) of Parasite.

(Ziegler.)
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fact, conlinneil by a number of coir.pt'U nt observers, that

the embryonal tumorsof the se.Mial glands contain deriv-

atives of all three germ layers, and further, that the de-

velopment proceeds in general, althougli modified, in a

way similar to that followed under normal ctmditions.

The inner surface of the dermoi<l cyst at some point
exhibits a projection, villous or less abrujil. wliich usu-

ally bears hairs and also not infrecpienth' teeth. "While

the more superficial layer of the iirojeetiou contains the

constituents of the integument, including hair follicles

and sebaceous and sweat glands, the deeper parts may
enclose cartilage, bone, muscular tissue, nervous sub-

stance, mucous glands, or suggestions of the digestive
and respiratory tubes. Rudimentarj- mammary glands
with nipples, lingers with nails, and retinal pigment are

among the rarer additional organs tliat have been observed
in ovarian dermoids. Hepatic, renal, aiid cardiac tissue,

on the contrary, are among the few structures not repre-
sented in these tumors. The explanation of these excep-
tions, as suggested bj" Wilms, lies in the early assump-
tion by the autosite of the nutrition of the parasitic

embrjo, which results, after a possible abortive effort at

heart formation, in a very imperfect independent circu-

latory apparatus. In consequence of this relation there

is no necessit}' for the formation of excretory organs,
hence the liver and kidneys remain undeveloped and are

never found.

Although most frequently encountered in middle life,

ovarian cystic dermoids occur at all ages from earl}-
childhood to extreme old age.

Oviinim teraf'/miita, or solid tumors, are of mucli

greater rarity than the cystic dermoids. As the latter, so

also tlie teratomes always contain the representatives of
all -the germ layers. The tissues and rudimentary organs,
however, present much less regularity in order and ar-

rangement and hence less resemblance to the foetus on
account of their confused and indefinite disposition and

generally less perfect development. These characteris-

tics are due to the mechanical disturbances induced by
limitations of space, in consequence of which tliere fol-

lows a displacement of the cells resulting in loss of rela-

tions in the anlage and the institution of a process of

tumor formation. As shown bj' Wilms.^' the solid ova-
rian teratomata correspond in genesis with the cystic der-

moids and differ only in the degree to which the fcetal

structures are developed. In view of the slight resem-
blance that these growths bear to the normal products of

conception, Wilms has appropriately named them embry-
onoid tumors.

The fitted groirths of the testicle constitute a group
homologous with those of the ovarj- already discussed,
in conjunction with the latter forming the distinct class

of rudimentary parasites of the sexual glands. Wilms
conclusively proved that these growths originate from
tlie testicle and correspond in all important features with
those of the ovary. As iu the latter so also in the testicle

dermoid cysts and solid teratomes both occur: in the

male gland, however, in contrast to the female, the cystic
dermoids are of extreme raritj', the solid tumors Vicing
the form usually encountered. Even these are of great
infreq\iency when compared with the ovarian teratomata.
As pointed out by Wilms,*'- in the testicle the conditions
favorable for the development and growth of ftetal

structures are seldom present on account of the anatomi-
cal construction of the organ and its position, hence the
formation of rudimentary jiarasites but rarelj- tjikes

place, the solid embryonoid tumors being the usual ex-

pression of the repressed development.
Dermoid cysts of the testicle, although of great infre-

quency. occasionally present marked foetal characters, as
in the rcmarkalile case reported by Repin'^ in wliich an
almost complete skeleton, with four limbs, was present.
The more usual teratomes evince their embryonal nature

by the presence of tissues derived from the three germ
layers rather than by an orderly disposition suggesting
parts of a fo'tus.

These tumors vary greatly in size, the largest being in

volume equal to a child's head. They may he entirely

solid or contain cjsts which niaj' be lined bj' simple or
stratified cuboidal orcylindrieal eiiithelium; in rare cases

pigmented as well as glandular cells have been found.
The derivatives of the mesoblast are conspicuous in these

tumors, being represented often by considerable masses
of connective ti.ssue and cartilage, less frecjuently by
bone; adipose and muscular tissues ariMtlso not uncom-
mon. Th(^ teratomata of the testicle, therefore, are usu-

ally met with in the form of adenocystoma, chondro-
adenoma, chondrosiircoma, adenorhabdomyoma, or other

type of composite tumor.
The studies of Wilms leaves no doubt that these tera-

tomata are to be regarded as imjierfect expressions of an
independent development, and that they in principle arc
to be regarded as extremely rudimentary parasitic mal-
formations modified by the influence of mechanical dis-

turbance.

OlilGIN OF P.VUASITIC Dl PLICITIES.

The condition of true parasitic duplicity, as distin-

guished from dependence secondarily actpiired by one of
the united twins in consecjuence of unfavorable condi-
tions of development, implies primary inequality of the

anlages.
In all forms of double monsters the allantoic circula-

tion of one individual may become impaired or intei'-

rupted to such extent that the affected embryo succumbs
unless its nutrition is assumed b_N the more fortunate
mate. The donation by the latter may so far suffice that
a considerable part of the dependent embr3-o is main-
tained, thereby producing such striking forms as

"
Laloo.

"

When, on the other hand, the union is cranial and the
donated nutrition insufficient, only the cephalic end may
remain, as iu the classic case of Home, in which a well-

developed head, attached to the vertex of the autosite,
alone represented what was at one lime a complete
embrj'o.
The secondary and acquired nature of such jjarasitcs is

conclusively demonstrated by the presence of the remains
of an atrophic umbilical cord attached to the trunk.
Since the nutrition of the affected embryo is early as-
sumed by the stronger, the heart of the former atrophies,
although instances have been noted in which the hearts
of both parasite and autosite have existed within the
thora.x of the autosite.

The true parasitic duplicities are from the first con-

spicuously asymmetrical, the dependent embryo being
rudimentarj' or incompletelj' developed, and more or less
enclosed by the body of the autosite. These inclusions

present two groups: {n) those which are partially sur-
round and hence appear as an external appendage to
the host, or are drawn within the body and lie beneath
the integument of the autosite ; {!/) those wdiich develop
entirely within the autosite, especially in relation to the
abdominal cavity. Examples of the first group are seen
iu the epignathi and the sacral tumors ; of the second in
the 0%'arian dermoids.
The exact manner in which the weaker and rudimen-

tary anlage becomes surrounded by the stronger can only
be surmised, but it may be assum'ed with probability as

intimately related with'the migration of theexternal laj-er
of the autosite which takes place in conn<'Ction with the

invaginations and the closures incidental to the normal
development of the stronger embryo. Such closures
occur at the cephalic pole and along the dorsal and ven-
tral surfaces, while the primary oval and branchial in-

vaginations are additional means of transimrtation. We
may reasonably conceive the anlage giving rise to the
future para.site as being fixed to the surface and within
the anmion of the autosite in the immediate vicinity of
such mignitory areas: subse(|Uently it is carried within
the body and more or less surrounded by the tissues of
the autosite to produce a true foetal inclusion, orfatu*
ill flit n.

The production and relations of an epignathus or en-
cranius can bo clearly referred to the inclusion of anlages
which have suffered displacement during the formation
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of the primary oval invagination and of the brain case

respectively. In other cases, liowever, tlie location of

the fa'tal inclusion is proliably acquired secondarily in

consequence of chan.ejes oecuniiii; during dcvelopiuent,
as in the case of sacral teratoinata on tlie ventral aspect
of the sacrococcygeal region in which the aulage was

b a i

Fig. 4675.—Schematic Representation of Relations of Parasitic An-
lage in Epiirnathus (p) and Sacral Tepalouia ip'), based on sagittal
section of Spee's early human emhryo. ((, Neural plate; /j,

amnion; c. heaitarea; d, neurenteric canal; c, umbilical vehicle;

/, helly-stalk : (/, repitm of anal membrane: /i, allantoic duct; i,

chorion. (After Marchand.)

primarily attaclied in the vicinity of the hind-gut and
carried vcnti'ally by the tie.\ure of the autositic a.xis.

In contrast to tlie jirimary independence of the nutri-

tive apparatus of both embryos in the case of parasites
arising from symmetrical double monsters, the rudimen-

tary aulages producing true fwtal parasites present little

evidence of having had separate chorionic attachments.
It is doubtful whetlier such parasites ever possess ru-

diments of true umbilical cords or allantoic attach-

ments, notwithstamling their reported presence in cer-

tain cases.

In attempting to arrive at some conclusion regarding
the vexed question concerning the origin of the rudimen-

tary anlage pi-oducing the parasite, it may be assumed
that the latter represents the development of a germ-cell
or cell mass that piogi'esses independently in the earliest

stages, although later dependent for its nutrition upon
the autosite. Reviewing the established facts relating
to the origin and early changes of the ovum Iciidiiig to

tlie formation of the blastoderm from which tlie embryo
proceeds, two possible sources of the rudimentary an-

lage may be suggested that are not incompatible with
the known facts of embryology. These are: (1) that

the rudimentary anlage may be the jnoduct of the im-

perfect development of a fell ilizcd polar body : (2) that

the parasite may arise from the dilferciitiation of ii spe-
cial or an isobiled group of segnieiitatidu cells.

The significance of the polar bodies as abortive or ru-

dimentary ova, lil)erat<'d during the process of matura-
tion of the female sexual cell, is admitted by all. These

rudimentary ova, the [lolar bodies, (•luitain tlie same mor-

phological constituents and therefore the same poteiiliali-
ties as the larger matured oocyte, only in diminished
force. Usually the polar bodies remain for a time be-

neath the egg envelope, or zona pellucida, closely re-

lated to the early segmentation spheres, later disaij-

pearing.
Since the occurrence of .segmentation and fnrinalion of

the blastoderm in vertebrates iiiqilies the development
of a fertilized ovum—a true partlienogenetic develo])-
ment not occurring among the vertebrated animals—it is

of interest to note that in addition to the direct observa-

tions of Plainer and of Kostauecki on the fertilization of
the polar bodies of lower forms, the older observations of

BiseholT, proving that in the segmenting ovum of maiii-

iiKils (rabbit, dog) the living s]H'riii;itiizo;i may exist be-

neath the zona pellucida in tlie vicinity of the polar bodies,
liave been contirmed by Assheton '^ and b\- Bonnet.**
Ill view of these investigations it is highly probable, at
least not improbalile, that in exce]ilioiial cases the polar
bod.v may undergo fertilization and enter njion a devel-

o]iiiienl \vlii<h may produce a small blastodermic vesicle

and rudinu'iilary anlage capable of giving rise to the

p;irasile. The anlage so arising lies closely related to the
blastoderm develoiH-d fnim larger egg. When that de-

rived from the pohir body retains the usual jirimary rela-

tions of tlie liitter it will lie in proximity to the first plane
of cleavage, which corresponds with the later axis of the

embryo as established by the notoehord and the medul-

lary furrow. Since the last-named structure becomes the
neural tube, it is evident that the rudimentary anlage
may become attaclied in the viciiiitv of the medullary
folds ;nid be drawn within the larger eiiibrvo to beennie
an eueraiiius. It is, however, well established that the

polar body may lie in relation toother portions of the

seginentiiig mass and hence become attached to various

partsof Ihe larger anlage. 'Whenrelated totlie ventrally
appro.ximating somatopleurie folds, the rudimentary au-

lage may lie euclo.sed within the later abdominal walls or
carried into the body cavity to form an inclusion.

The possibilitv of the rudiment;iry anlage being early
included between the segmentation cells of the larger
anlage has been shown by the observation of Assheton on
the rabbit in which the polar body was found between
the blastomeres. Assuming that the ferilized polar body
suffers such displacement it follows that the resulting

rndinientary aulage may obtain later an intrainesoblastic

position and may become an inclusion in some deeply
seated organ, including the sexual glands. In such man-
ner the existence of the ovarian dermoids and the tera-

toinata of the testicle find a plausible explanation.
The important fact that theeinbryonoid growths of the

sexual glands consist of derivates of all three germ la.v-

ers was emphasized by Wilms in the jiajiers already
quoted. Other investigators, including Pfaiinenstiei,

Kromer, jMertens, Arnsperger, Franzen, and Emanuel,
have confirmed these views, which in;iy be regarded as
established. Bandler,*" however, challenges these con-
clusions and denies that the entoblastic derivatives take

part in the formation of these growths, the origin of
which be attributes to possible cell dislocations occurring
during the complex development of the Woltlian body,
kidney, and sexual glands. The formation of such

growths implies development of a sexuiil cell. Tlie ne-

cessitv of accounliug for such process has led to many
theories as to the possibilty of development liroceediiig
from se.xual cells within the ovary and testicle without
the influence of the male element. The well-known ex-

istence of parthenogenie development among certain
invertebrates suggested the possibility of the occurrence
of a similar process in the higher animals: parthenogene-
sis, therefore, has been accepted as an explanation of the

congenital tumors of the sexual glands by many authors,
some going to such length that they accept the radical

])roposition that the sexual cells within the testicle are

capable of producing the teratomes of th;it organ. Ad-
ditional support for such views has been claimed from
the interesting experiments with unimpregnated eggs of

certain invertebrates which under particular conditions

undergo cleavage anil attempt the earlier phiises of de-

velopment. Soincwhat analogous changes liave been
observed in the ova of vertebrates resulting in an imper-
fect seginciitatioii. or more aeeiirately "fragmentation."
The coiielusidii of Boiiiut.'" that there is no justitie:ition
for assuining the oeeurreiice of parthenogenesis among
the vertelirates. may be accepted as a reliable verdict

founded upon an exhaustive and critical review of the

evidence iiresented by the literature of this interesting
problem.
Beard"" hassuggested an ex)ilauation of the congenital
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tumors of the sexual glands, as well as of other regions,
based upon his iiivcsti.uatiims on tlie early eiulirj'os of

the skate. In these he i'ound that partieular blastonieres

are very earl\' set apart for tlie formation of tlie se.xual

cells ofthe embryo and take no part in its general devel-

opment. The descendants of tliese special jtn'iiKiri/ (/<
fjii-

celh constitute the sexual elements of the ovary and the

testicle. Beard regards the emiiryonal tuniorsas derived

from aberrant mcndjers of this group of primary germ-
cells, which ditler from the generations of secondary
germ-cells, represented by tlie ova and the spermatozoa.
in not having undergone thecytological changes incident

to maturation, extrusion of the polar bodies, and reduc-

tion of chromosomes. The primitive germ-cell, as Beard

regards it, is the sister, not the derivative, of the em-

bryo, and therefore capable of giving rise to a rudimen-

tary twin — the included parasite or embryoma. As
Beard admits, he establishes only the existence of the

vagrant primary germ-cells and does not explain their

spontaneous development. He regards these cells, how-
ever, as endowed with an inherent potentiality which

may institute independent formative processes, so that

"neither a congregation of germ-cells nor a partheno-

genetic development of such is needed to account for

dermoids."
A possible source of the rudimentary anlage producing

the parasite has been suggested by the interesting ex|)er-
inients relating to tlie development of separated segmen-
tation spheres, carried out by various investigators dur-

ing the last decade. The observations of Driesch, Born,

Wilson, Morgan, O. Hertwig, O. Schultze, Herlitzka, and
others, have shown that artificially separated segmenta-
tion spheres may develop into perfect although small

embryos, the size, within certain limits, being determined

by the proportionate value of the isolated cells to the

entire segmentation mass. The observations of Roux **

upon young frog larvai seem to warrant the assumption
that groujjs of segmentation cells may become discon-

nected and displaced and finally enclosed within the de-

rivatives of the blastodermic layers. Bonnet assumes,
and with reason, that such inclusions may later undergo
further differentiation and become congenital ftetal

growths. Coley and Buxton conclude, after reviewing
the various theories, that the separation of segmentation
cells offers the most satisfactory explanation.
There are, therefore, two plausible sources for the

rudimentarj- anlage producing the parasite, the one being
the fertilization of an abortive ovum (the polar body),
the other the tardy differentiation of a group of vagrant
segmentation cells. There seems no reason for regarding
either of tliese possibilities as the exclusive mode of

production, and it may be assumed with probability that

both methods may contribute to the various types of

parasitic duplicity. The observed attem])ts, in certain

instances, at the formation of imperfect fo>tal membranes

may be related, possibly, with an origin from a fertilized

polar body, the development of which abortive ovum
would be more favorable to the formation of such struc-

tures than that of included segmentation spheres.
The foregoing considerations emphasize the common

origin of cystic dermoids and teratomes of the sexual

glands and of other fa'tal inclusions, the sharp lines

drawn by Wilms being justly regarded byMarchand and

by Bonnet as unwarranted.
The causes determining the period at which the fa?tal

inclusion shall develop within the surrounding tissue re-

main unknown. In general it may be assumed that con-

ditions iiffecting nutrition and tissue activity are respon-
sible. The fact that the ovarian inclusions usually

develop during the ]ieriod of si-xual activity may be
attributed to the stimulus incidental to the well-known

))eriodical congestion of the ovary and associated parts.
On the contrary, the fact that teratomata of the testicle

are more frequently eneoiuili^red in young subjects may
be connected with the more favorable conditions of active

nutrition presented by the young organ than during tlie

later years where the imprisoned anlage suffers coinpics-
sion and arrest.

!MAI.P01t.M.\TI0N OF THE ORGANS.

The inalfonnations described in the foregoing pages
are the expression of influences affecting more or less

profoundly the entire organism ; it remains briefly to dis-
cuss the more limited developmental defects that are en-
countered in the individual organs.
Defects of Tiiii C'KiiKuiio-iSi'iNAL Axis.—The early

appearance, exposed position, and delicate walls of the
neural tube render it especially liable to unfavorable in-
llui'iiccs alTreting its growth which result in malforma-
tions of the spinal cord and brain and their membranous
and bony envelopes.

It will be recalled that the cerebro-spinal nervous axis
is the direct transformation of the neural tube, the latter
first appearing as a groove along tlie dorsal surface of
the early embryo. The ectodermal medullary folds

bounding the intervening neural groove ajiproach and
gradually convert the furrow into the neural tube, the

expanded cephalic segments of which form the lirain

vesicles. Following the cUxsure of the neural tube by
fusion of the medullary folds, the suiface ectoderm be-
comes separated from that lining of the neural tube by
the ingrowth of the surrounding mesoderm. The latter

subsequently undergoes differentiation into the meninges
and the vertebral column and brain case. Each segment
of the spine, consisting of a body and a pair of neural
arches, is developed within the inesoblast, supplied by
the somites as the skleratome, from three chief centres.
The latter are : one for the body and one on each side
for the corresponding half of the arch. Failure of the
arches to unite dorsally in the midline ma}' result in a
more or less conspicuous cleft associated with develop-
mental disturbances of the spinal cord and its membranes.
Defects Caused by I.mpeufect Ci.osutie of tife

Spinal Canal.—Clefts of the vertebral canal may be
divided according to their relations with the exteriorinto
two chief groups, open and corered. The former, termed
racJiisc/tisis, present an open furrow-like defect at the
bottom of which may be seen the vertebral bodies. The
covered clefts are distinguished by the presence of a
more or less prominent sac, hence the names spina
bifida cystica, or rachisc/iisis ci/stica, b\' which this group
is properly known, although the less specific term spina
bifida is often used instead. Both forms of cleft may
occur in any part of the spine, and may be limited or

very extensive.

Bachisc/iisis.—The deformity included under this name
is due to faulty development and imperfect union of the
neural arches. AVlieu well marked it appears as a widely^
open groove bounded by rudimentary processes on each
side representing the imperfectly formed arches. The
skin being absent, the vertebral bodies are covered by
the dura and the ventral portion of the pia, witli, per-
haps, remains of the atrophic spinal cord and the asso-
ciated nerves. The cleft may involve the entire canal

{/lulorac/iisckisis), and is then frequently associated with
an analogous defect of the skull

;
or it may be limited to

one part of the spine (iiicronichisc/iisis). The usual seat
of the latter defect is the lumbo-sacral region, although
clefts in the cervical iiortion of the spine occasionally
occur. The intervening thoracic region is seldom in-

volved. Rachischisis is usually attended with spinal
curvature; the total a!id cervical clefts are associated
with lordosis and those of the lower segment with ky-
phosis. In the latter cases, other profound defects of the
ventral body wall, as eventration or ectopia of the blad-

der, are often also present.
Viewed from behind, the centre of the defect is occu-

])ied by a soft red memlirane: this reiiresenls the llatly

exiianded pia enclosing the remains of the rudimentary
spinal cord which has succeeded the unclosed neural
tube. When the rachischi.sis is total, the cord is iiraeti-

(uUl.y absent (anii/eli/.i); when less extensive, the cord may
lie jjresent as a plate-like .strip of loose, highly vascular
tissue fused with the jiia. This ni.'iss, the area mcdiillo-

nisciilosa, may form a < ontinuous structure, or be broken

up into a delicate veil-like tissue. Remains of nerve cells
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and nervp fibres may be recognizable. At its margin the

central area becomes continuous with the surrounding in-

tegument, the e])i(lermis of the latter extending for a

variable distance ujion the pia. This boundary ring is

Fig. 4676.- Cranio-rachlschisis
cord.

with Absence of

(Ziegler.;

Brain and Spinal

termed the zona epitheliMerona, outside of which lies the

zona dermatiea, as the thicker margin of the surroimding
integument is called.

The ventral relations of the meninges are more nor-

mally preserved, the anterior part of the subarachnoidal

space being represented by the cleft bet%veen the pia and
the subjacent arachnoid attached to the dura. This

space sometimes becomes distended by accumulation of

fluid. The rudimentary spinal nerves are attached to the

ventral surface of the vascular membrane and maj' at

times be followed into the atrophic nervous mass. In rare

cases tli(! vertebral bodies themselves may be imperfect
and cleft, thereby giving rise to rachiscliisis anicrinr.

Spina Bifida Cystica.
—The covered forms of sjjinal cleft

are distingiiished by the presence of a c^yst, which pro-
trudes through the fissure in the spine, and is externallj'
evident as a saccular protrusion of variable size. De-

pending upon the structures involved, these defects are

divided into three chief groups: (1) myelomeningocele, in

which both the spinal cord and its membranes are in-

cluded williin the .sac; (2) nieninf/ocele, in which only the

spinal nienibrancs compose the cyst; (3) mi/clacystocele,
in which the spinal cord itself undergoes dilatation.

Mi/elomeningocele o( the lunibo-saeral region is the most
comrion form of spina bifida; much more rarely are the

cervical and thoracic segments of the spine the seat of

this defect. In rar(^ cases the entire sacral region may
be involved. Usually a rounded tun\or. varying in size

from a nut to an apple, apiuars in the midline about the

junctvire of the lumbar and .sacral regions. When the

child survives, it gradually increases and may attain

the dimensions of a cliild's liead.

The tumor is fluctuating, tense, and elastic, and often

overhangs the lower margin of the cleft. When entirely
covered by skin, the latter is attenuated and fref|Uently
cicatricial in appearance. More usually, however, the

most prominent surface of the tumor is wanting in integ-
ument and invested by a smooth, soft, vascular mem-
brane which is separated from the surroiuiding and ele-

vated skin by a sharply defined boundary zone, covered
with epidermis, and of a pale or bluish tint. The cen-

tral part, uncovered by skin, is usually somewhat sunken
and corresponds to the area medxdhirascMlom; the zona,

epitluliotiervm and zona dermatica mark the intermediate
and outer tracts of the tumor respectively. Pressure

during labor, or the increa.sing ten.sion following growth,
may all'ect the nutrition of the integument ami give rise

to ulceration or gangrene, which results in jierforation,
destruction of the sac, or secondary cicatrices.

The tlefects of the skeleton include arrested di'velop-
ment of the spinous processes and adjacent parts of the
neiu'al arches, the deficiency being most marked in the
virtebnc contributing the lateral boundaries of the cleft.

Tlu! latter may be limited to two, or even a single lum-
liar vertebne; usually it involves the ujiper part of the
sacrum, and may extend as far as the sacral fissure.

The spinal cord is conuuonly Ijcnt strongly backward
and attached to the middle or upper part of the sac, the
associated spinal nerves being correspondingly displaced.
When the fissure lies near the lower end of the spine, the

extremity of the cord may be drawn entirely into the sac,

ending possibly in a flat expansion and without a conns.
In many casi-s the cord extends lower in the spinal canal
than normal. The pial investment is complete, and, in

conjunction with the arachnoid, forms the sac enclosing
the spinal cord ; the dura, due to its imperfect develop-
ment in association with the defective vertebne, is always
absent over the most prominent part of the tumor. In
the much rarer and usuall}' smaller thoracic and cervical

examples of myelomeningocele, the spinal cord com-
monly protrudes less from the vertebral canal, being at-

tached to the sac by a band-like fold. In exceptional
instances the sac may escape through a ventral fissure,

then constituting the rare defect myelomeningocele an-
terior.

Meningocele, in which the cyst is formed by the spinal
membranes alone, occurs less frequently than sometimes
assumed, since ordinarily the protruding membranes are

closely associated with displaced nervous tissues. Un-

complicated spinal meningocele is encountered almost
always at the lower end of the spine, the defects at the

upper end of the column existing commonly in conjunc-
tion with hernia of the brain membranes.
The opening through which the meninges escape is not

necessarily a posterior median cleft, since the sac may at

times protrude between the arches, or through the inter-

vertebral foramina or the sacral canal ; rarely imperfec-
tions of the vertebral bodies allow the escape of the

membranes anteriorly.
The sac of the meningocele appears oftener at the side,

or downward, than in the midline. Since this defect is

less unfavorable to prolonged life, the tumor not infre-

quently attains considerable dimension, at times increas-

ing from the size of a hazelnut at birth to that of a
man's head. The fluctuating cyst, filled with clearfiuid,

is covered with integument that may differ little from
that of the surrounding parts; in other cases it may be
tense and even gangrenous and rupture when subjected
to unusual pressure. The wall of the sac consists prin-

cipally of the abnormally distended arachnoidal supple-
mented by an imperfect dui'al layer which blends with
the integument. The cavity of the cyst presents a
smooth inner surface and commtmieates with the spinal
subarachnoidal space: it is .sometimes traversed by one or

more spinal nerves, which otherwise run in the cyst wall,

and ma^'be secondarily subdivided into several compart-
ments.

Myelocystocele or syringomyelocele implies a local dilata-

tion of the central canal of the si)iual cord, in eonse-

((uence of which a larger or smaller segment of the cord,
with the surroiinding jiia and arachnoid, becomes con-

verted into a cystic tumor. The dura does not extend

beyond the spinal canal. Since the sac represents the

enormo\isly dilated central canal, its lining consists of

the ependyma cells and is, therefore, a layer of cylindri-
cal epil helium. The remains of the compressed and

atropine nervous matter are seen on the ventral wall of

the cyst as an area medullovasculosa to which rudi-

mentary nerve roots may at times be traced.
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Jlyclocyslocolo is oftoii assofiatctl with lateral lissiires

and "asyiniiictriral ilefccts of the spine, especially sliorl-

eiiing of the trunk. It may oceur in any region, and is

sonictinios connceted with anterior vertebral clefts.

Wlien the dilatation of the cord is associated with dis-

tention of its nienibrancs, the condition is termed tnyeln-

(j/.ytiiHicniti'/oreli-, a defect that may, when extensive, be

mistaken for myelomeningocele. Thi' diU'crenlial diag-
nosiscan be made by observing thecharaeterof the lining
of the cyst, cylindrical cells being never found unless

the sac is derived from the central canal of the cord.

/Spina hljida occulta i.s the term applied to cases in

which neither a cleft nor cystic tumor is e.xternally visi-

ble. Such masked defects arc usually of small extent

and of sacral or lundio-saeral origin. The position of

these hidden imperfections is often indicated by a somo
what depressed or cicatricial area, or li\- a small cutane-

ous tumor. In other cases an unusual tuft of hair alone

marks the location of the deeply seated defect, which on

pressure may be detected as a minute opening in one or

more vertebr;c. In the cases carefully studied the greatly

elongated spinal cord extended into the sacral canal and
wasconnected with the external soft parts b_y a fibro-

lipomatous mass. The spinal canal may, however, be
dilated by the presence of such tumor, and the nerve
roots forining the cauda equina may be imfavorably af-

fected, resulting in considerable motor and sensory dis-

turbance in one or both lower extremities. Paralytic
club-foot and derangement of the functions of the blad-

der are among the consequences of these defects of the

neural canal and its contents.

Doubling of the spinal cord (eliastematomyeUa) is an
occasional accompaniment in rachischisis, more rarely in

myelomeningocele; the duplicity consists in the cleav-

age of the inunature cord, which is then represented by
two usually atrophic or rudimentary bands, seldom by
nervous coids of more jierfect development. The pres-
ence of a thorn-like spur or process in certain cases sug-

gests that the doubling of the cord may sometimes depend
upon mechanical disturbance.

The ffcnciiis of spina bifida was foriucrly regarded as

closel}^ related to an accunudation of Huid within the

spinal canal leading to rupture of the distended sac.

Such origin of the defects under consideration is now
generally considered untenable. The present views,
however, are far from settled. According to v. Reck-

linghausen, whose classic investigations have greatly ad-

vanced our understanding of spinal clefts, the defective

median union is occasioned by inadequate development,
or aplasia, of the spine, due to deficient growth of the

blastoderm as a primary cause. The observations of

Tourneu.x and Jlarlin, on the other hand, point to an in-

complete separation between the luedullary folds and the

adjacent ectoderms as the immediate factor, in couse-

cpience of which the lips of the neural groove never be-

come united. The surrounding mesoblastic tissue, the

skleratome, in which the vcrtebrie develop, fails to pro-
duce arches which unite. Ziegler inclines to the view that

the defective or arrested development is due to a "
pri-

mary agenesis
"
affecting the germ, regarding the sym-

metry of the malfornuttion as evidence opposed to the

ass\imptiou of mechaiucal impressions from without.
The marked differences in these defects as to the extent,

situation, and details suggest the probability that their

mode of prod\icti(m is by no means always the same. In

complete rachischisis the rudimentary condition and in-

complete separation of the medullary folds which pre-
clude the; closure of the neural groove not tmlikely are

associated with abnormality or excessive narrowness of

the anuiiolic sac, wlierel)y the arrested growth and non-
union of the medullary folds ari^ favored. The exjilana-
tion of the favorite location of myelomeiu'ngocele in the

lumbo-Siicral region is found in the fact that this part of

the spine not only corresponds to the area in which clos-

ur<' of the neural canal is longest delayed, but is also

subject to the disturbing inlluent'e of a too closely ap-

plied amnion, on account of the llexure whii'h here is

more pronounced than in the thoracic segment. The

ujiper cervical region, occasionally the seat of spina
bifida, is also involved in the marked flexure at the

cephalocervical juncture. ThiMjbservations of v. Heck-
linghausen have established the fact that in many cases,
the length of the spinal cord is relatively excessive, a
condition favorable to the production of kinks which at
the points of least resistance may become additiimal fac-
tors in causing judtrusionof the cord and its membranes.
Ilertwig, basing his conclusions on experimental studies
on frog's ova. regards spina bifida as indicative of faulty
closure of the blastojiore, ascribing the arrest of develop-
ment to influences which very cmrlyalfect the germ-mass.
That this malformation may arise apart from mechanical
disturbance due to the anmion is shown by its occurrence
in the aiiamnia (tishes and amphibians) in which ftetal

membranes are never formed.
Defects die to Akkested DEVELopjrENT ok the

Cr.vxiai, Vault.—The defective formation of the vault
of the skull presents a Series of malformations which
affect not only the brain case, but also the enclosed ner-

vous mass. Since the arrest of development involves
those parts of the skull which are analogous to the neural
arches of the vertebrjc, these lualformations of the skull

may be appropriately termed a-iniinsr/i/xi.H, of which
two chief groups—ucriinius and hciiiicraiiinn—are rec-

ognized ; these depend upon the degree of the defect,
and vary from total absence of the vault to piartial arrest
of development. The associated defective conditions of
the brain mass include anencejihalut,, cvencephalus, and
cephiihicele.

Acranius.—This malformation is distinguished by very
slight or totally deficient development of the bones

comprising the cranial vault, resulting in a skull in which
the base is often the only part present. The brain shares
in the defective development and is frequently wholly
lacking, or at best represented by rudiments of nervous
substance contained within a richl}' vascidar spongy mass
of connective tissue which forms a membranous covering
for the base of the skull. This structure, the area CAHrbro-

rasculosit, corresponds to the area medidlovasculossi al-

ready noted in connection with the defects of the spine,
and consists of the remains of the pia and the nervous
tissue.

Jlemicrauia implies a partial development of the vaidt

bones, which, although i>roducing more of the skull than

present in acrania, results in an imperfect closure, prin-
cipally- in the po.st.erior segment. This condition is often
attended with protrusion of the brain substance (crenceph-
alus) which may rise above the imperfc(.-t skull as a crown-
ing luass or form a pendulous sac-like tumor over the

occipital region. The protruding brain, although com-

H(i. 41177.—Acranus Exeneephalus. (Vnilik.)

monly uncovered by inlegumcnt, is invested by a soft

and yielding membrane representing the pia and arach-

noid.

The defective development restdting in cranioschisis

freiiuently alfects also the adjacent cervical vertebra;,

thereby giving rise to the condition known as cranio-

racldschma, in which a cleft extends from the posterior
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part of the skull onto the upper part of tlio spiue. The
lordosis foUowiiijr the shortcuin;;- and dislortioii of the
vcrtcbRe markctlly influcnrcs the position of thi' head.
the occiput liciiij; ln-nt l)ack\var(l and tlic face thrown

upward. This, in conjunction vvith tlic llaltcncd cranial

vault, deficient brows, and the consequent seemingly
•excessive protrusion of the eyes, gives to these mal-
forniations the peculiar appearance described as

"
toad-

hcadcd."

Cejilialitrtie.
—Associated with partial defects of the

skull, but antedating the bony deliciencies, protrusions
of the cranial contents may occur as various forms of

cerebral hernia. The fallacy of regarding eephalocele
as secondary to and dependent upon the defect in the

brain case is suggested when we recall, the time (end of

the third month) at which ossilieation begins—a date

manifestly too late for the production of changes so pro-
foundly a iTeiiiug I he brain. The tumor escaping through
the limited area of defective skull may consist of brain

substance, only of its nn'nibranes, or of both. When
composed of brain sulistance, the liernia is termed en-

eep/ialonle ; /ij/driiici/i/inliictic, or hydrocephalus, implies
an accumulation of Ihiid within the ventricles and a more
or less extensive jirolapse of the dilated brain. Should,
however, the accumulation of fluid take place after the

develoitment of tlie skull lias well progressed, the condi-
tion may result in t he general enlargement of the cranium,
with the attendant alteralion in the brain, seen in con-

genital hydroceplialus. The excessive production of the
intraventricular fluid, which may reach a litre iu quan-
tity, takes place from the choroidal plexus, the lateral

and third ventricles especially undergoing marked dila-

tation, while the surrounding nervous substance usually
suffers greatly. The cranial vault shares iu the expan-
sion and becomes excessively thin, the fontanels being
abnormally large and the sutures wide and imuniied.
When the hernia contains only the distended arachnoid
ttnd pia the condition is known as vuitiiir/ociU', or hi/dro-

mciiiiif/oedr. In case the brain substance is at the same
time involved, as frequently it is, mcningo-encephalocele
is the ajipropriate designation for such deformity.
The most frequent seats for cerebral hernia; are the

occipital region inunediately above the foramen mag-
num and the vicinity of the root of the nose. The seats

of the hernia" are indicated iu the forms variously de-
scribed as nasofrontal, naso-ethmoidal, naso-orbital, or,

.exceptionally when at the base or side of the skull, as

rspheno-pharyngeal, spheuo-orbital, spheno-maxillary or
lateral.

Iiticneepluilus.
—Iu rare instances the cranial defect in-

•cludes a combination of h^'dreneephalus and cncephalo-
cele with fissure of the adjoining cervical vertebra'. The
distended occipital tumor overliangs the spine, the en-

cephalocele being received in the vertebral cleft and the

integument of the head, passing directly into that of the
back.

Microeephalus and Micrencephalus.—These conditions,

•distinguished by abnormal sniallness of the cranium and
the enclosed brain, represent defective development of
the nervous mass, the arrested growth of the latter prob-
ably preceding, not following, that of the skeleton. In
contrast to the etymological comprehensiveness of the
term, as including all forms of diminished head, micro-

•cephalus, as at present understood, implies the associated

presence of a brain which, with the exception of its ab-

normally small size, may not be materially deformed.
Further, that the diminislied bndn case is part of a body
•of usual stature, thus excluding the microeephalus seen
in dwarfs {itdiiwiphalux).
The decrease in the microcephalic skull affects espe-

cially the cranium, the facial portion often suffering but
little arrest in its development. Assuming the average
cranial capacity as l,.5()Uand l,:iOOc.e. and the average
horizontal circumference as .")2 and .50 cm., for the adult
male and female skull respectively, in extreme cases of

microeephalus the cranial capacity may be diminished to

little more than one-fourth of the normal, and the cir-

cumference mav reach oidv twothirds of the normal

measurement. The unusual closeness, although not nec-

essarily disappearance, of the sutures and the absence of
the fontanels are among the characteristic features of
the young microcephalic skull, the cranial vault, buth ;n

its sagittal and frontal curvature, being decidedly dimin-
ished. In consequence of the slight involvement of the
face the narrowing of the cranium Ijecomes conspicuous
and confers upon the microceiihalus a simian type, since
the skull seemingly po.ssesses a median crest. An addi-
tional peculiarity is also .seen in the forward bend of the
outer surface of the occipital bone, the external protu-
berance apparently being dis])laced upwird. The partial
or comjilete obliteration of the cranial sutiues. upon
which much emphasis was formerly laid, is far from con-

stant, since synostosis in young microcephalic skulls is

vmusual, such crania even iu later life occasionally ex-

hibiting persistent sutures. Unionof thesagittal suture,
however, is not infrequent ; since arrested growth of
the brain occurs early, the elongation of the skull usu-

ally associated with such synostosis is not observed.
The viicreiicephidns associated with the diiiiinished cra-

nial capacity presents wide varations of brain weight
(from 200 to" 800 gm.), the loss being chiefly due to that
suttered by the cerebral hemispheres, although usually
the cerebellum is also under the normal weight. "While
in micrencephalus of low degrees the fissures and convo-
lutions are practically normal, in the higher forms the
frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes may be greatly dis-

torted and disturbed. Often along with simplification of
the gyri unusual prominence and partial exposure of the
central lobe, or island of Heil, are highly characteristic in
the more marked grades of micrencephalus.
Malformations (if the brain, depending upon arrested de-

velopment, alfect chiefly the cerebral hemispheres, since
these represent the more liighly specialized portions of
the encephalon, although the cerebellum and the brain
stem arc at times also involved. The defects of the cere-
brum include irregularities, simplification, and suppres-
sion of the convolutions, imperfect development of the

olfactory lobes, corpus callosum, basal nuclei, and other

parts derived from the svibdivisions of the jjrimary ante-
rior cerebral vesicle. The lateral and third ventricles
sometimes become the seat of abnormal accumulations of

cercbro-spinal fluid, followed by distention and more or
less luifavorablc change in the surrounding parts. To
such congenital defects, wlien not sutficiently grave im-

mediately to endanger life, although always productive
of impaired intellect, the \i;rm porencephalus has been ap-
jilied as distinctive from hydromicrencephalus, in which
the defective features are more exaggerated. The former
condition may be associated with extensive involvement
of the adjacent frontal and parietal lobes, the affected
con volutions and fissures presenting a characteristic radial

disposition. In consequence of the impairment of the
cortical motor areas contractionsand atrophy of the limbs
of the opposite side are frequently observed.

Ci/clocepJialijs.
—A conspicuous group of defects in-

volving the great brain, eyes, and nose is derived from
arrested development of the jjrimary anterior cerebral
vesicle. It will be recalled that the latter soon subdi-
vides into forebraiu (prosencephalon) and intcrbrain

(thalamcncephalon), from which are subsequently de-

veloped the cerebral hemispheres, including the lateral

and third ventricles and the parts surrounding these

spaces. The early outgrowth of the eye sacs from the

jiosterior segment of the jjrimary cerebral vesicle is

closely connected with the changes which the latter un-

dergoes. Arrest of development of the iirimary brain

.sac, when profoiuid. may prevent the secondary longi-
tudinal subdivision of the forebrain into the two cere-

bral hemispheres, the latter in extreme cases being rep-
resented by a single sac which may occupy a large part
of the cranial space and be tilled with fluid. When less

aggravated and of low' degree, the defective develoj)-
ment may find expression ordy in iiarticidar parts, as the

olfactory region, the anterior convolutions, the corpus
callosum. the ojuic thalamus, etc. Those derived from
the middle and posterior primary cerebral vesicles, as the
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<!orpora qiiadrigemiua and the parts surrounding the

fourth veutricU', arc usually littU; disturbed.

The failure of the eerebral hemispheres to develop,
Jieuce apparently to fuse, e.xerts a profound influence on

the relation of the

optic vesicles, since

i n s t ( a d o f being
widely separated as

in the normal condi-

tion, the}' may be-

come closely approx-
inuited or blended
and lead to the for-

mation of a single
visual organ, this

conciitiou constitut-

ing si/iuypldhalinus or

i-ilflojiia.

Since the fronto-

nasal process, which
takes an important
part in the formation
of the external nose,
shares in the general
defective develop-
ment of the fore-

brain, malformations
of the no.se are u.su-

ally associated with
Fig. 4078.—Synophthalmus. (Heyman.) synophthalmus. The

typical cyelopian
monster is distinguished by a single eye within a single

orbit, occupying the middle of the face. A true nose is

wanting, but about the orbit protrudes a fleshy probos-
cis provided at Its end with a single or double open-
ing. Depending upon the extent of developmental
arrest, transitional forms of all degrees exist. Beginning
with the slightest, in which an unusually narrow face,

closely set eyes, and a rudinientarj-, although normally
situated nose are the chief features, the relations of the

€3'es become progressively more intimate until, in marked
instances, thej' lie.withiu the fused orbits side by side,

the rudimentary nose having been replaced b\' a probos-
-cis above the orbital opening. The two eyes may be

represented by a single ball of uuusual size, in which
double or partially blended cornere, pupils, lenses, and

optic nerves are present. When synophthalmus of high
degree exists, the fusion of the two optic organs and
nerves may be complete.
Since the normal union of the fronto-labial and maxil-

larj' processes (which plaj's an important role in the

formation of the face and upper oral boundaries) may be
hindered by the same influences that produce cyclen-
cephalus, it is not unusual to find clefts of the lip and

palate associated with the characteristic deformities of
a well-marked cvclops. Likewise disturbed relations in

the position of the visceral arches may result in coinci-

dent deformity of the external ear, the fusion of which
constitutes si/iiotns or cyclotus. In extreme cases, in addi-
tion to disappearance of the nose (arhinencephaliis) as
well as proboscis, the oral aperture may also become
closed {cyclostmnus) by fusion of the displaced visceral

"bars. When only feeble development is conjoined with
fusion of the optic vesicles, the resulting organ may be
so imperfect that a distinct eye is absent (anopht/ialmvs),
or at best represented by an extremely rudimentary or-

gan occupying a.slight central depression.
Coincident with cyclencephalus of high degree, defects

involving the inirts adjacent to the orbital, nasal, and
oral cavities are not infrequent. Sucli malformations

may include imperfections or absence of the ethmoid
bone and nasal septum and cleavage of the palate and

nplierlii)s; less commonly the inferior boundarj* of the
oral opening may be defleient.

.\f(iij'or>iiiitions of the AV/c.
—In addition to the fore-

going consiiicuous changes (cyclojiia) in the jiosition and

develoinnent of the visual organs a.ssociated with the

grave general arrest affecting the development of the

anterior brain vesicles, the eye may be the seat of local

defects, the more important of which may couvenieutlj'
be briefly noted in this ])lace.

l{eteutiou of fo'tal structures and conditions which
usually disappear before birth account for some of the

slighter anomalies, including persistence of the pupillary
membrane in the form of vascular fringes attached to
the free edge of the iris; persistence of the remains of
the hyaloid artery, as a librous cord stretching from the

optic papilla toward the posterior surface of the lens;
coloboma of the iris ami of the choroid, as well as cj'sts
connected with the eyeball and containing portions of its

contents, are referable to imperfect closure of the fo-tal

choroidal fissure.

When the developmental arrest lias been more general,
the entire organ remains undersized (iiiirrophthdlmuK) and
retains many features of its fa'tal condition, as shown by
the unusually large lens, which may occupy the greater
part of the eyeball, the persistence of the vascular pri-

mary vitreous ti.ssue and remains of the hyaloid art(>rj'.
The retina is often imperfect and the effects of an un-
closed choroidal fissure are seen in coloboma of the iris

and choroid. The small eyeball isenclosed by a relatively
thick sclerotic coat and diminutive, illy defined and often

imtransparent cornea. Slicrophthalmus may be unilate-

ral or bilateral and associated with impaired development
of the skull and brain.

Anopht/ialiniifi, or total absence of the eyeball, repre-
sents the extreme condition of an ar'ested development
which fails to jiroduce even a rudimentary organ within
the small and imperfect orbit. This condition may exist
on one or both sides.

The eyelids also share in the defective development,
and may enclose a palpebral fissure of abnormal narrow-
ness ((mkjjlohlepharDn), often seen in conjimction with

microphthalmus. The fissure may be wanting (rri/ptuph-

thalmus), owing to fusion of the lids, or the latter may
be congenitally adherent to the eyeball {symUepharon).
Epicanthus is distinguished by the presence of a cutane-
ous fold, occupying the inner canthus to a variable

extent, attributable to the persistence of the plica semi-
lunaris to a degree corresponding to the nictitating
membrane of lower forms.
M.\i.FOKMATioNS OP THE F-^CE AND Neck.—Since

these malformations result largely from arrested or de-
fective uuion of the visceral arches with one another and
with the surrounding parts, a brief outline of the normal

development will be a useful preface to the description
of the defects in question.
The face and neck are jirimarily formed by the fusion

of a paired series of lateral bars, the viactnil airlies, with
one another and the impaired meAmn frontal process, the
downward prolongation of the region of the forebrain.

The visceral arches in man and mammals for a time are

separated by external

and internal furrows, the

representatives of the
slit - like apertures, or

branchial clefts, of the
lower forms (fishes).
The median ends of the

first pair of visceral

arches are subdivided
into a short upper or

maxillary, and a longer
lower or mandibular

jirocess, between which
and the frontal jiroeess
the primary oral cavity
is included. ^Vith the

appearance of the nasal

])its the frontal process Fio. 4079.— Synoiititlintmua Cyclopia,

dilferentiates into the IJounlaii.)

median naso-labial and
the external nasal proccsn, l_ving respectively between
and outside tiie olfactory depressions. The lateral an;;le
of the naso-labial process thickens and becomes the in-

ternal nasal or globular process, which on each side
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bounds the olfactory pit. Tlie further differentiation

of tlu- frontonasal and inner nasal ]n'ocesse.s i^ives
rise to the nasiil septum and inner boun<larles of the

nasal apertures and the iidxiil r/ivtii'c, the latter mark-

injr the line of fusion between the maxillary and internal

nasal processes. The external nas;d jiroces-ses contribute
the cartilages and the lateral boundaries of the front of

tlie nasal fossa". These processes, in conjunction with
the adjacent nia.xillary divisions of the fourth visceral

ardi, also bound the hic/in/mal r/roorc leadinir from the

cy(; lo tlie nasal furrow. Fusion of theadjaeent jiortions
of the frontonasal process with the maxillary bare gives
rise to the cheeks and sujierior oral boundary, the latter

dilTerentiating into the upper lip and the superior and

intermaxillary alveolar borders. The widely open recess

which for a time constitutes the priinar}* oral cavily be-

comes divided into a respiratory and an alimentary part

by the formation of a septum formed l)\' tlie luiion of the

palatal plates dilTerentiated from the maxillary ju-ocesses.
Tlu! palatal shelf tlius formed unites with the nasal sep-
tum to compensate the closiu'e of the nasal fo.ssa.'. The
external visceral furrows, with the exception of the lirst

which persists as the external auditory canal, are oblite-

rated bj' the approximation and fusion of the arches.
The internal furrows, ov p/iari/iir/ial pour/icn, likewise dis-

appear; the first, however, is converted into the Eusta-
chian tube, and secondarilj' is associated willi the tym-
panic C4ivity. The entoblastic lining of the third and
fourth pouches gives rise to the epithelial aulages of the

thymus andlh^-roid bodies respectively. The inner ends
of th(' second arches contribute a V shaped area, from
which the (posterior third of the tongue is formed, the
anterior two-thirds of the organ being derived from an
unpaired elevation, or tuberculum impar, which arLses in

front of the junction of the second arches.
Facial Clcftx.—From the foregoing it is evident tnat

such defects may arise as the result of primary arrest of

Fig. 4680.—Facial Clefts. (Ross.)

development and union of the embryonal processes, or

that they may follow sfcontlary disturbances atlecting

parts already partially formed.

Aprnsnpiix is the most pionounced degree of such pri-

mary malformations, and implies an early and complete
arrest of development of the parts normally concerned in

forming the face. The latter in this condition is practi-

cally absent and replaced by a widely open, irregular
oral recess.

Clefts of the Lip, Jair, aitd Palate.—Usually the pri-

mary <lefeetive development is less general and limited
to faidty uuion between the processes coueerned in form-
ing the upjier and lateral parts of the face. The clefts
follow the lilies of primary union, and may involve (1)
the upper lip alone {c/ieilosc/iisiii), (2) the lip and maxilla
(c/teilo-i/nal/io.ic/iiKis), (3) the lip, maxilla, and palate
(chcihiyiia tlm- u ra iwsc/i inis).

Simple, cleft lip, or harelip, is usually lateral (very
rarely median) and on one side only. The fissure follows
the line of the nasal groove between the globular and
maxillary processes, extending when complete from the
inner border of the nasal aperture to the mouth. Subse-

quent union may reduce the defect to a mere prenatal
scar.

The lahii>-ma.rillarji cleftn involve the ir|iper jaw as
well as the lip. the line of bony separation extending
either between the canine and lateral incisor tooth, or,
as is most fre<iueutly the case, between the lateral and
the central inci.sor. In not a few cases a superuuiuerary
incisor tooth, or sometimes teeth, is present, the cleft
then usually passing between the second and third. The
defect may be unilateral or double, and the relations to
the teeth symmetrical or unlike on the two sides. As
emphasized" by ^larchaud, the early stage at which the

faulty union is established anticipates the differentiation
of the maxilla and the intermaxillary bones, as well as
the appearance of tlie dental buds locating the milk
teeth. These facts, together with the possible variations
in the relation of the teeth germs to the bony segments
later blended to form the upper jaw, detract from the
assumed importance of these malformations as evidence
in determining the mooted existence of double inter-

maxillary bones on each side. Symmetrical cleavage in-

volving only the lip and jaw, the interinaxilla' standing
out as an isolated process between tlie lateral lissures. are

rare, the labio-maxillary clefts being usually combined
with some form of ]ialafal fissure.

Such defects, involving the palate as well as the lip
and superior maxillary bone, include two grmips, the
median and the lateral. The former, in which a wide
median cleft of the lip and jaw is continuous with an
extensive central deficiency of the palate, is usually asso-

ciated with malformation of the fore end of the braia-

case, as seen in cyelencephalus, the facial defect being
an expression of the same profound developmeutal arrest

that is responsible for the cerebral deformity.
The second and more usual type is distinguished by

the lateral fissure, which is very frequently continued
into a cleft palate. When one-sided, the imperfect
union between the nasal and maxillary processes very
often alTects that between the corresponding palatal

plate, the fellow of the opposite side and the vomer, and
results in tlu^ cleft palate. "With li]) jaw clefts of the

two sides, the defect of the palate may ajipear as a con-

spicuous median hiatus, in consequenci^ of vcr_y imiier-
fect formation of the plates, or the allemptat closure

may result in leaving a slit on either side of the septum.
The lattermay be intact and iitlached to (he intermaxilloe,
which theu sometimes jucsent a siurat-like protrusion.
Not rarely only jiart of the lines of juncture remain

permanently ununited, as seen in cases in which slight
indentations or linear scars on the lijis, jiarlially cleft

|ialatc. or split would alone persist as evidences of the

imperfect closure. The observations of Friccius, cover-

ing 5.50 cases of harelip, showed the defect lo be alino.st

twice as frequent in males (02.5 per cent.) as in females

(37.5 per cent.). It occurred on the left siile in 53 per
cent.; on the right in 21 per ci'iit. : on both in 27 per
cent. It was uncouiiilicated in o5.2 jier cent., and coiu-

plicated by alveolar or palatine cleit in (il.8 ])er cent,

llcreditaiy inlluenee was in<Iicaled in 11.5 per cent.

Occasionally the defective union involves the entire

path of junction between the maxillary iirocess and the

internal and external nasal processes, the result being a

cleft extending from the mouth, through the lip and

superior maxillary bone, alongside of the nose, to the

inner cantlius of the eye. Sucli defect is known as pri-
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iiiavy ol)li(ntc fdciid cleft (cheilu-niuitho-jirosopnsehisis), and
is to 1k' flistinguislieil from similar, but. less regular,

seeondary defolriiitics sometimes arising from mceliaiiieal

intliieiiees e.xerted by abnormal relations of the amnion.

These latter defects may vary greatly in position, form,

and e.\tent. since they are a<(i<lental and do not, re])re-

sent suspension of normal lines of development, as do
the primary cleft.s.

yanid clefts, median or lateral, occur as I'are malforma-
tions. The median involve the tip of the nose and de-

pend upon the jiersistence of the original tubidar form
of nares separated by a dee]i groove. The lateral (tlefts

oeciir in conseiiuence of insutticient fusion of the exter-

nal nasal with the frouto-labial processes. Lehmaun-
Nitsche " and Lexer'-' report interesting cases.

The mouth may also be the seat of malformations
caused by defective union of the embryonal processes

constituting its primary boun<laries. Where tiiese fail

properly to fuse to form the usual lateral limits, the oral

opening may remain as a widely open cleft {macrosln-

«(»/.«), extending laterally almost or quite as far as the

ear, on one or both sides. When less marked the defect

is sometimes known as cheek-cleft. Abnormal fusion, on
the contrar}-, may partially obliterate the oral opening
t^microstomus). this condition being sometimes as.sociated

with labio-maxillaiy clefts. Complete fusion with re-

sulting closure (astomus or atrenia oris) may also occur.

Malformations due to faulty development and union of

the maudiliular processes of the first visceral arch also

occur, but are mucli less fretiuent than the foregoing
facial clefts, owing to the greater number of processes
concerned in the formation of the upper lip, nose, and

upper segment of face, and hence the greater opportu-
nity for incomplete fusion.

Defects of the hnrer lip. in the form of median cleft or

fistula?, are rare, since fusion of the mandibular ju-ocesses
takes place unless development be profoundh' disturbed.

Micrognathus implies defective formation and growth
of the embryonal bars, residting in a rudimentar}' and
imder-si/.ed condition of the lower jaw. Pronovmced
arrest of these processes may be shown in aynatlius, in

which the mandible may be seemingly totally wanting.
According to Wiuckelaud to Kuse,''' however, rudiments
of the inferior maxillary bone are always to be found by
critical examination. In con.sequence of the disappear-
ance of the mandible the externa! ears are shifted down-
ward and inward until their approximation may become

blending (st/niAus). Usuall}' defective development of

the ears and, not infrequently, also of the maxillary proc-
esses are associated with the malformations of the jaw.
The mouth may Vie imperfectly represented and the lower

part of the face appear as if cut off and occupied by a

widely open phar^vngeal recess.

Partial or complete duplication of the lower jaw
((Uriiiiilliiin) is an expression of more or less extensive
recUuulant ditTerentiation of the mandibular processes.
The doubling may involve only one side, or be limited

to the alveolar processes, the accessory segment bearing
supernumerary teeth. When partial the additional part

projects from the mandible, or. when complete duplica-
tion occurs, may be fixed above or below the normal
bone.

Cleft tongue may also exist as a rare malformation.
Theexfernal visceral furrows are the seatof abnormali-

ties due to aberrations in the closure of these depressions
between the adjacent arches. Variations in the develop-
ment of the first furrow and its bordering arches give
rise to malformations of the external ear.

Since the auricle is formed by the fusion and differen-

tiation of six tubercles surrounding tlii^ outc-r end of the

tir.st furrow, defective development or imperfect union
of these parts frecpicntly produces malformations involv-

ing the pinna, incluiling the auricular appendages which
originate from dis|ilaccd tubercles. Malformations of

the auricle may be associated with clostire or absence of

the cxti'rn.al auditory meatus dtu' to partial or complete
abnormal fusion of the first and second arches, with the

consequent occlHsion or disajipoarancc of the external

Fig. 4681.—Agnuthus. (Guardan.)

auditory canal. As alrcad}- Incidentally noted, malfor-
mations of the oars are sometimes associated with de-
fective development of the face.

Congenitid certicid fslidie arc the results of imperfect
closure of the visceral furrows, coupled often with sec-

ondary rupture of the ecto-entoblastic epithelial septa,
which in mam-
mals separate the

external furrows
from the internal

]) h a r y n g e a 1

pouches. The
most usual situa-

tion of the tis-

tuUc is immedi-

ately above the

sterno - clavicular

articulation ; less

commonly along
the anterior bor-

der of the sterno-

mastoid muscle.

Although it is

difficult to deter-

mine the exact

genetic relations

of the fistulse to

the original fur-

rows on account
of the changes
and displacement which occur during the evolution of
the neck, it may be assumed, according to Kostanecki
and Mielecki,'-* that the majority of these fistula? are

derived from the second furrow, between the second and
third arches. Originally the fistula is only a short pocket
separated from the corresponding pharyngeal pouch by
the delicate occluding membrane formed bj' the opposed
ectoblast and eutoblast lining the outer and inner diver-

ticula. This independence being retained, the fistula is

only a short and narrow passage, directed upward and
inward, soon ending blindly and without communication
with the pharynx. When, as is not infrequently seen,
fluids escape from the flstida on swallowing, we must
assume that secondary rupture of the delicate epithelial

septum has taken place, thereby establishing communi-
cation between the pharynx and the exterior.

Median cereical fstidte constitute a group modified by
the position of their external opening, which is central

instead of lateral. As pointed out by Kostanecki, the

outer opening of tlie fistulous passage corresponds to the

remains of tlie precervical sinus of Ilis; the latter is a
median depression, resulting from the drawing inward of
the blended lower visceral arches, which later becomes
closed in bj' the union of the second arches with the
thoracic wall. AVhen complete, the fistuUe in question
usually pass upward and inward, but end on the lateral

wall of the pharynx in the same positions as do the lat-

eral fistula^. The median location of their outer end,

therefore, must be regarded as secondary and supple-
mentary in consequence of the piimary visceral furrow

being carried away from the surface and iuto the sinus,
the remains of the latter persisting as the outlet of the

original cleft. At times the remains of the precervical
sinus alone appears as a median fistula, in which ease a
short ]iassage is traceable downward instead of up.

Bfiiiichiid Ci/sts.
—The exceptional opportunities offered

by the series of visceral arches and clefts for jiartial clos-

ure aiul the persistence of an isolated jiortion of the va-

rious furrows and pouches results in frequent production
of various forms of cysts and tumors. The most com-
mon of these are sim|ilc cysts, which differ in charac-

ter with their origin. If from the external furrows, they
are lined with modified integument and are dermoid in

type; if from the jiharyngcal pouches, their lining ap-

proaches the columnar type and their contents arc serous.

As emphasized when considering true dermoids, tlie dis-

tinction between the iiroductions of tran.s^danted integu-

mentary constituents and true ftetal inelusiona, although
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often (liflicult, depcmls upon the presenro of (ieiiviitives

of all llirco gi'iin hiyt'i-s. Since consideration of the va-

rious forms of branchial cysts and tumors does not fall

within tlic province of this article, tlie reader is referred

to the article on Bniiic/iinl Ci/ntu in Vol. II.

Defective or aberrant development of the pharyngeal
pouches and the bordcrinf; arches may give rise to mal-

formations of their derivatives.

The tonguf may sulTcr from impaired development in-

volving the region of the second arches, since its poste-
rior third originates from the vicinity of their fnsi'd

median ends, while itsantcrior two-thirds arises from the

unpaired aidage, the tvibcrculum impar. which grows
forward from the basal area. Faulty development of

the anterior anlage results in dcliciency or absence of the

front part of tlie organ, although the base may be pres-
ent. Glos-Sid defects are often associated with micro-

gnathus. Various degrees of attachment of the tongue
to the tloorof the mouth depend upon imperfect diltercn-

tiation of its anterior anlage. Cleavage and partial

doubling of the tongue is observed as a rarer malforma-
tion.

Persistence of the median anlage of the thyroid body
as the thyro-glossal duct, the tipper end of which is nor-

mally indicated by the foramen ca'cum on the tongue,

may" give rise to a fistulous canal wliich descends to

terminate in the vicinity of the hyoid bone, or in some
cases to open as a median fistula in the neck. Isolated

portions of the retained duct may become the seats of

cysts.

Pharyngeal diverticula are occasionally observed,

being due to local persistence of the inner visceral fur-

rows.
Variations in the development of the thyroid body are

also connected with the visceral arches, since the lateral

anlages of this organ are derived as epithelial outgrowths
from the fourth pharyngeal pouch and the median anlage
as a similar outgrowth from the ventral wall of the phar-
ynx in the vicinity of the second arches. Accessory
thyroids occur in connection with both the lateral and
tlie median lobe, those arising from the persisting re-

mains of the embryonal condition of the latter appear at

various levels, including a sublingual and a hyoid group.
Disturbed development involving the thymus anlage of

the third visceral cleft may lead to the formation of der-

moid cysts which are subsequently carried into the an-

terior mediastinum.
When the closure of the precervical sinus remains very

imperfect, the deficiency may lead to the rare malforma-
tion known as cerrical fissure. Coupled with thinning
and distention of the floor of the flepressiou, the heart

may project through the opening, thereby producing the
rare suprathoracic type of ecUqiia covdis. The lungs and
thymus have been observed to accompany the displaced
heart.

Mai.for.m.\tions ok the TnouAX and Abdo.men De-
PENDiNo UPON Imperfect Closure of the Vbntuai-
Body Wali>.—The underlying process in the diflferentia-

tion of the thoraco-abdominal cavity and the contained

alimentary canal from the fiat and widely extended germ
layers is the vi-ntral folding of the splanchnopleiira and
the somatopleura. By the approximation and union of
the first folds is formed the digestive tube; by those of
the second the ventral or anterior body wall, the interven-

ing space being the primary pleuio-i)eritoneal cavity.
In each case closure proceeds from all directions, cephalic,
caudal, and lateral, the jioint of latest closure being the

timbilicus, through which for a time the gut-tube com-
municates with the yolk-sac by means of the vitelline

duct. Defective union of these ventral somatopleuric
folds, the mcnihrana reuniens (interior, results in a more
or less ext(!nsive median cleft, which may be limited to

a small portion of the thorax or abdomen, or involve! the
entire anterior body wall, reaching from the neck to the

pelvis.
The most frequent seat of imperfect closure is at the

umbilicus, this region in conseciuence of closure being
here longest delayed, being inherently vulnerable. The

simplest expression of such imperfection is congoiititl
iiiiiliilicdl III mill, jiortions of the intestines anil sometimea
oineiitum protruding through a ring of unusual size.

When the defective closure is more extensive and the
abd<iiiiiiial contents are confined by a membranous wall

composed of the peritoneum and the amnion covering
the umbilical C(n'd, the viscera may push before them
the occluding membrane, which becomes converted into
the hernial sac, lined by peritoneum and occupied by
the displaced organs. This condition constitutes om-
p/iuloct/e iir fuiiirutiir heruiii. The umbilical cord, being
invaded by the hernial sac and contents, apparently
springs from the sac near its apex or toward the side,
the entire length of the cord frequently being greatly
reduced. A large part of the abdominal organs ma)'
find its way into the hernial sac, which may contain, in

addition to a variable length of intestine, a portion of th&
liver, the stomach, and the spleen.
When the defective union is still more extensive, the

resulting fissure may involve the larger part or the
whole of the ventral bod}' wall. When limited to the

abdomen, the condition is known as gastroschisis com-

pletii ; when including also the chest wall, as thnraco-

gastroschisis. In the former case the abdominal fissure

is bounded by the ununited somatopleuric folds, which
are directly continuous into the amnion. The latter, in

conjunction with the peritoneum or alone, may consti-

tute a considerable or e\'en a huge sac, containing the

greater part of the abdominal organs (ectopia risccriim).
The ununited umljilical vessels may course in the wall of
the sac without being collected into a distinct cord, the

placenta iu such cases being often fused with the sac.

Spinal curvature, skoliosis, or lordosis is frequently asso-
ciated with eventration. The thoracic involvement de-

pends upon the extent of the sac; in exaggerated cases
almost complete axial rotation with approximation of
the ujiper and lower segments of the trunk may be pres-
ent. The pelvis and the lower extremities may al.so

share in the defective development, at times the limbs

suffering complete backward luxation and extreme

atrophy.
At times the defective closure of the abdominal wall

is associated with fissure of the intestinal tube, usually
in the vicinity of the beginning of the large intestine

(cwcum or adjacent colon). The cleft gut is attached to

the belly wall behind the opening through which the
wall of the intestine may protrude (ecstrophia intes-

tini.)
Fissure of the chest wall (tlmrncosc/iisif.) may be coex-

tensive with the anterior wall of the thorax, or it may be
limited to the partial cleavage of the sternum alone.

Since the latter is primarily formed by the blending of
two curved vertical cartilaginotis bars, arrest of union
results in complete or partial fissure of the sternum. In
the former case the isolated halves bear the costal carti-

lages and ribs; in the latter, the defective tinion may be
limited and indicated by an opening iu the gladiolus,
or, more frequentl}', by fissure of the ensiform process.

Rarely the defective development affects only one of the

primary bars, this condition resulting in total absence of
one-half of the sternum and the associated costal carti-

lages. When the defective union is extensive, owing to

early arrest of development, the pericardium is uncov-
ered or even wanting, and the heart displaced (ectopia

cordis). According to the position of the protrusion, su-

prathoracic, thoracic, and subthoracic varieties of the ec-

topia are recognized, the second form, in which the heart

escapes through the cleft sternum, being the most usual.

The displacement of the heart into the abdominal cavity
seen in the subthoracic ectopia is sometimes due to a de-

fective diaphragm. When entirely cxpose<l, as some-
times happens, life is prolonged only for a few hours
after birth. Usually, however, the organ is more pro-
tected, and if the defect be small and the protrusion

slight the malfonnation may be masked by tlie integu-

mentary covering. Malformations of the heart itself, or
of the great vessels, are not uncommon in marked ectopia.

ConccM'iiing the cause of the arrested development iu-
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volving the general thoiiicic wall, little is known, al-

though it is ceitaiu that anmiotie and otiief abuornial

adhesions play an important part in liiinging about dis-

plaeement of the heart and in preventing union.

Huhiniiliiliciil liiftn YL's\i\t from faidly union of the an-

terior body wall invading the region below the navel,
whieh may be the seat of iissures of varying extent, not

only of tiie immediate abdominal parietes, but also of

the associated organs, as the bladder and the external

genitals. When the bhuhler is only slightly involved,
the defect may be limited to a small vesiail jissure, or,

when the arrest of development is more extensive, the

anterior wall of the organ may be entirely wanting and
the exposed mucous membrane covering the poslero-
inferior wall of the blailder, with the openings of the

ureters, be seen lying within the opening, constituting
the condition known as rcsical ecatri/phy or cctojyia resicce.

At times displacemeut and complete turning inside out

(inrerno vesie(f) may accompany the cleavage as a sec-

ondary consequence of traction induced by unusual rela-

tions of the allantois and amnion. The pelvis, urethra,
and penis are also seats of clefts associated with faulty
union of the lower body w.Ul.

Of the various C(/».<t'S to which extensive cleavage of

the abdominal wall has been attributed, the most potent

primarj' factor, as emphasized by Marchaud, is to be

sou.ght iu the early abnormal attachment between the

ventrally placed vitelline sac and the chorion. This
rmion interferes with the normal differentiation of the

somatojileuric folds, which form the ventral body wall,

from the amnion, the latter in a measure replacing the

usual anterior parietes. In conjunction with these ab-

normalities a possible unusual dorsal imiou between the

chorion and the amnion may hinder the ex|ian.siou of the

latter, with the result of inducing an early over-exten-

sion (lordosis) of the embrj'o, which further favors non-

approximation of the component halves of the ventral

body-wall and eventration. Early amniotic adhesions

undoubtedly play an important role in subjecting the

anterior parietes to abnormal tension and pull, in conse-

quence of which arrest of development, delayed union,
and displacement of organs may follow.

Malformations of the Diaphu.\om.—Since the par-
tition subdividing the primitive body cavity into the

pleuro-pericardial and peritoneal com])artments is com-

pleted by fusion of segments which for a time are sepa-
rate, arrested development or delaj-ed union results iu

abnormal clefts. The formation of an anterolateral fold
—the septum tmnsirrsiitn—early effects an incomplete
isolation of the pleuro-pericardial cavities from the peri-
toneal space, and foreshadows the appearance of the

primitive diaphragm. The latter is differentiated from
the cephalic part of the septum, the caudal portion being
intimately concerned with the development of the liver.

The completion of the diaphragm is delayed for some
time, an opening on cither side of the primitive gut tube

maintaining communication between the peritoneal and
the pleural cavity. Finally, when the developing lungs
have reached the young liver, the partition is completed
by the forward growth of dorso-lateral folds, which fuse
with the previously exi.sting anterior segment. From
the foregoing sketcli it is evident that varying degrees
of developmental arrest and delayed lunon may produce
corresponding grades of imperfection iu the septum.
These include total ab.sence or rudimentary condition of
the diaphragm due to failure or insuthciencj' of develop-
ment of the component primary folds. More freijuently
the defects result from the imperfect union of the ante-
rior and posterior segments, and are therefore less exten-
sive. The communications, larger or smaller in size, be-

tween thi: jieritoneal and pleural cavities preserve the

primaiy continuity of the serous m<'mbrane lining the
abdominal and pulmonary sjiaces, the jieritoneum jiassing

directly into the ]il<'ura. In general, these del'eetsoccu|iy
the posterior half of the diaphragm and are often in the

vicinity of the o'sophagus, the congenital oritices being
much more fre<pient on th(' left than on the right.
Other defects lie iu the anterior part and correspond to

the area of weakness between the sternal and adjoining
costal portions.
The most conspicuous result of these imperfections-

is the disidacement of organs as diaphragmatic hernia.
Tliese may in(dude a portion of the riglit lobe of the
liver on the right, and the stomach, left liver lobe,

spleen, and a variable part of the intestine on the left (E.
Schvvalbe "). Usually the dislocated viscera lie entirely
free within the pleural cavity; exceptionally they are

Fic. 4H82.—.\bdominal Fissure with Open Bladder, a. Skin ; b, peri-
tuueuni ; c, bladder ; d, cavity of bladder ; c , urethral groove ; /.

nymphie. (Zlegler.)

enclosed within a hernial sac derived from the serous^

membrane. The influence of the intruding viscera upon
the lungs and heart may be uufavorable, and these thoracie

organs, particularly the lungs, iu consequence often ex-

hibit the effects of impeded development. The defective-

development of the diaphragm is frequently associated

with other malformations, such as cleft sternum ante-

riorly, or imperfectly closed spinal canal dorsally. In-

certain cases of subthoracic cctiqna cordis the heart

escapes from the chest through the imperfections in the

diaphi-agm, which arc often associated with defective

closure of the belly wall.

JIai.pormations of the Digestive Tract.—Mouth.—Malformations of the boundaries of the oral cavity
—•

the lips, cheeks, and palate—together with those of the

jaws, usually depend upon arrested development and
defective union of the embryonal processes which sur-

round the primitive oral recess. These defects have-
been already considered under Facial Clefts (page 700).
The toitr/ne likewise has been already considered irt

connection with imperfect development of the visceral

arches (page 702), with the formation of which its origin
is related.

The pharyn.r is the seat of flstuUT, cysts, and divert icula.

resulting from abenant development of the primary
pharyngeal pouches, in connection with which they have
been noted (page 703). The slight dorsal recess which

usually marks the transition of the pharynx into the

oesophagus may be the st;irling-poinl of a considerable-

pouch extending between the spine and the gullet.
The (esophagus very rarely is entirely wanting or re-

placed by a fibrous cord; more usually the gullet is-

defective only in certain segments. Thus it may end

blindly a short distance below the pharynx, or, on the
other hand, its lumen may terminate above the stomach,
the oesophagus being continued by a cord of fibrous tissue

attached to the pharynx above. The atresia may be ac-

companied with more or less extensive dilatation, not in-

frequently associated with an abnormal o|H'ning into the
lower part of the trachea (Ilolfmann "'). A divided condi-

tion of a portion of the (esophagus has ako been observed.
The stomach is only rarely the seat of congenital mal-
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formations. Its devolopmcnt may be imperfect, result-

ing in retention of Ihefu'tal tulmlur form and umler-si/.e,

the stomach at times beinj; little larger than the succeed-

ing gut. The organ nuiy present constrictions, subdivi-

siou.s, and dilatations. Sometimes the [lyloric oritice may
be partially or entirely dosed, tlie stenosis being occa-

sionally seen in infants. In company with other abdomi-
nnl viscera, the stomacli may sillier displacement in large

congenital umbilical lierniic, as well as transposition in

situs inversus. Total absence of the stomach may occur
in accphahis.

The JiilcKtine«.—Partial persistence of the vitelline or

omphalo-enteric duct in t lie form of .\f(chir s divirticulum

is the most frequent congenital deformity of the intesti-

nal tract. The duct for a time normally is pervious, but
before birth it loses its lumen and is represented by an

atrophic fibrous cord passing from the umbilicus to the

ileum. When retained, the resultingdivcrliculum opens
into the ileum, usually a lillle over amitie fnnu the ileo-

colic valve. Its length varies from a mere shallow recess

to the entire distance from llie gut to the uiiiliilicus; tisu-

all}', however, it is some 10-13 cni. Its width at the in-

testine is commonly that of the gut. the blind extremity
being somewhat less. The latter may exhibit a pouched
condition, or a rounded end similar to the finger of a

glove. The diverticulum usually springs from the con-

vex side of the intestine, but may join the latter ob-

liquely, or on the side of the attachment of the mesen-

tery. In the latter case tlie diverticulum is provided
with a process of mesentery. In exceptional cases the

duct retains its lumen throughout, and on the disappear-
ance of thestumj) of Ihecord after birth opeusat the um-
bilicus, thus establishing a congenital umbilical fistula.
Sometimes a small portion of the pervious duct remains
attached to the umbilicus and becomes the basis of a tu-

mor-like mass, which may yield a scauty secretion derived
from the moditicd mucous membran(! of the vitelline

duct. The diverticulum may become constricted and its

communication with the gut entirely lost, it remaining
attached to the intestine as aost-liUe appendage. The
latter may mark the seat of active growth resulting in

the production of an intestinal cyst of huge size.

Total alisencc or extensive defects of the intestinal tube
are always associated with grave general malformation,
as in acardiac monsters.

Contraction and closure of the lumen of the intestinal

tube may occur at different points, or a portion of the

Fio. 4883.—Atresia Ani with RecUiin opening iiit<i rredini. (Witt.)

gut may suffer obliteration. Tlie upper part of the

duodenum, in the vicinity of the entrance of the bile

and pancreatic ducts, is a favorite position for inter-

ruption, the atresia of tlicgut being at times followed by

extensive dilatation of the beginning of the duodenum iu
which the stomach may al.so be involved. The observa-
tion of Taiidler,'" that temporary constriction, or even
occlusion, of the gut occurs near the entrance of the com-

FIG. 4084.—Atresia of Rectum. A, Rectum connected with anal canal
(E) by means of flbromuscular cord (D). (Guinard.)

mon bile duct during normal development of the duode-
num, is suggestive in connection with atresia of this jior-
tiou of tlie intestine. Rat/. ^*

re])orls an interesting case
iu which the small gut ended blindlj", followed by the
closed beginning of the large intestine. No evidences of

inflammatory processes were present. The ca'cum and
appendix were wanting.

Malformations of the lowest segment of the gut include
an interesting group of defects sonietimes dependent
upon the faulty develo|imciit of the parts concerned in

forming the outlets of the intestinal and genito-urinary
tracts. Reference to the early relation of these parts re-

calls that for a time a common space, the cloaca, receives
the gut dorsally and the urogenital sinus vcutrally.

Separation of these tracts is. effected by the extension of
the urethrorectal septum, which grows downward until

it meets and fuses with the cloacal iiu'mbrane closing the

cloaca. This structure, the remains of the ]irimarv anal
membrane, consists of the opposed entoblast and ecto-

blast and forms a temiiorary wall between the cloaca and
the exterior of tlie body. liide]ieii(lent openings for the

urogenital and intestinal canals are secured b3' the break-

ing down (if the epithelial layers constituting the occlud-

ing nieiiibraue.

A conspicuous defect directly referable to arrested

development is pei'sintcnce of t/u: chxioi, in which the rec-

tum and urogenital sinus retahi their primary relation, in

coiisei(Uciiei' of tile faihire of the septuiii to aiijiear, and

ojieii into a coiiiiiion space. Tlic latter, clo.sed liy tlie

still existing cloacal membrane, becomes distended by
the ae(aiuiulatiou of the excreta from the intestinal and
urinary tracts. Jlore usually the .separation of tlie uro-

genital sinus and the gut is iiartially accomplished, the

imperfection in the septum being represented by a per-
manent communication between the two canals; hence
in the male the rectum ojicns into the uretlira (usually
the niembranoiis bill sometimes jienile |iortioii), or,

rarely, into tlie bladder {atresia ani rtsicalis). Occasion-

ally the rectum empties into the vagina, very exception-
ally into the uterus.

Imiierforate anus (atresia ani) is relativelj- frequent
and depends upon more or less extensive arrest of

development of the gut, coupled with secondary attach-
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nu'iits, which lead lo the foniuitioii of a fibrous septum,
closing the aims. The rectum may lie well tormed, or so

defective {iitresia recti) as to end blindly at .some distance

above the jiosition of the anus, lying free and distended

within the jielvie cavity. The atroiiiiied gut may be at-

taclu-d by a filirous cord without lumen. On the other

hand, a well-developed anus may e\ist with closure of

tlie rectum. In exceptional easi'S of imperforate ani, the

rectal opening or fistula luay lie farther fcu'ward and be

found on tlie iierineuni, scrotum, or along the penis.
The fistula may, on the oilier hand, be found over the

sacral region, the tinusual situation lieiiig jirobably asso-

ciated with the primary dorsal position of the earliest

trace of the anal depression, which under usual condi-

tions accpiires a more ventral location.

Variations in the form and situation of the large intes-

Un'e, especially the colon and the ciecum, are very com-
mon, since the position and relations of this part of the

intestine are greatly inlluenced by the torsion and second-

ary growth of the early gut tube. "With the exxeption
ofstenosis, atresia, and possibly dilatation, the congenital
defects are variations rather than malformations. Asso-

ciated with these variations, modifications are also en-

countered in the arrangement of the peritoneum. The
most striking of these is the retention of the ffftal sim-

plicity of the mesentery (iii(senteru)ii commune), in which
the duplicature enclosing the small intestine is directly
continuous with the mesocolon and tincomplicated, the

usual overhanging and anterior position of the large gut
being absent, owing to the upward displacement of the

latter having never occurred.

The licer is only seldom the scat of malformations, un-

less associated with general defects involving the intes-

tinal canal, as in aceplialic monsters, in which tlie organ
is wanting. Very rarely absence of the liver maybe im-

accompanied by other malformations. The more usual,
but still infrequent, defects include abnormalities in the

.size and number of the lobes; acces.sory or dislocated

lobes may occur within the falciform ligament. Absence
•of the gall-bladiler has been observed by Marehand in a

<;hild otherwise normal. Congenital .stenosis of the bile

passages, or enormous di.stention of the common duct
due to obstruction near its termination in the duodenum,
-as well as unusual situations for the latter, are also occa-

sionally encountered. Uisplaceinent and modified form
are commonly seen in connection with umbilical and dia-

phragmatic hernise or abdominal clefts.

The pancreas shares with the intestinal tube the effect

of profound general malformation involving the alimen-

tary canal. Supernuinerar}' or accessory glands occasion-

ally lie embedded within the intestinal, or at times gas-
tric, wall. They ma)' remain of small size and hidden, or

they maj' become later in life the seat of cysts of large
size. Unusual arrangement and abnormall}' situated

openings of the pancreatic duet are depeudent upon
variations and connections in the development of the

original anlages. The pancreas luay suffer displacement
in I'onsequeuce of abnormal relations of the duodenuiu
anil stomach, or it may share the general inversion ac-

companying transposition of the viscera.

As a matter of convenience, the congenital defects of

the spleen and of the supiarenal body ma}' be here intro-

duced, these organs having, of course, no connection
with the digestive apparatus.
The Spi.i;en.—Very rarely the spleen is entirely want-

ing. Variations in the size of the normal organ include
such a wide range that it is dillieult to establish the limit

of iiathological defect. The most common malformation
is the ])r('Si'iice of one or more accessory spleens, which
are iisimlly found in tlie immediate vicinity of the cliief

organ, allliougli they may lie at some dislanee or wiihiii
the pancreas. II. Albrecht"' has descrilicd a remarkable
ease of mulliple spleens, in which a principal organ in

the usual jiosition was wanting and instead segments or

supernumerary liodies to the number of almost four hun-
dred were scaftered throughout the alidomen. They oc-

curred in groups which occupied llie jiarictal iieritoneum,
the right haU'of ihe iliapliragm, the upper surface and
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the falciform and coronary ligaments of the liver, the
root of the mesentery, the splenic flexure of the colon,
and the anterior surface of the rectum within the pouch
of Douglas. Histological examination confirmed the

macroscopic diagnosis of multiple accessory spleens. It
is highly probable, however, that in many cases the

supposed numerous minute accessory spleens are really
luemolymiih glands of the splenic type (Warthin).
Tun 8ri'H.\iiKN.\i, I5o!iv.—The adrenals may rarelj- be

wanting, or alinornially small, such defect being usually
associated with delicicnt brain develo]imeiit (anenccpha-
lus). This relation, although recognized by the older

writers, has been emphasized by Zander,'™ according to
whom the development of the suprarenal sutlers when
the anterior half of the cerebrum is rudimenlary ; neither

deficiency of the posterior part of the cerebral hemi-

spheres and brain stem nor cerebral alro]ihy after the

su])rarenal lias developed produces diminution of the
latter.

The most freciuent abnormality is the occurrence of ac-

cessory suinarenal bodies. The structures formerl_v de-
scribed tinder this name included notonlj' those connected
with the adrenal or located in its more immediate neigh-
borhood, as in the kidney or the liver, but also those
found at a distance in the vicinity of the sexual glands,
as in the bmad ligaments or between the testicle and epi-

didymis. The careful studies of Aiclicl '"' liave shown
that the last group represents constauo organs of normal
occurrence (siii)irii(lrcnah), which develop in relation
with the atrophic tubules of the Wolffian body, and that
the designation "accessory

"
is properly restricted to the

su]iernunierary bodies which probably arise from con-
striction and isolation of a portion of the suprarenal
anlage.

]M.\I.F0RM.\TIONS OF THE Respih.\tory Tu.vct.—The
nose, in addition to the defects associated with facial

clefts, may present congenital malformations involving
defective development of the septum, ethmoid, nasal, and
turbinated bones. Narrowing and closure of the poste-
rior nares also occtir.

The larynx, in common with other parts of the respi-

ratory tract, may be entirely wanting, such conditions,
however, being associated with grave malformations

(accplialus) profoundly affecting the alimentary canal
from which the pulmonarj' apparatus is the direct out-

growth. The congenital defects of the laryn.x consist

usually of abnormalities allectiug the cartilages, which
may be increased in number, as a doubled epiglottis, or
of the ventricle, which may be of imusual size with ex-

aggeration of the lateral lar_viigeal pouch, the latter at
times extending as far as the level of the hvoid bone and
suggesting the laryngeal sacs seen in anthropoid apes.
Almornialities of the laryn.x as to .size, excessive or defi-

cient, as well as marked asymmetry, are occasionally
observed. Complete closure of the larynx has also beau
recorded.
The tracJiea, at times is absent, the respiratory tube un-

dergoing bifurcation into tlie bronchi immediately below
the larynx, or it may be only abnormally short. Con-
traction and occlusion also occur. Communication with
the oesophagus has already been noted in relation to the
defects of the gullet. The remains of such lislula may
become a cyst counceted with the posterior wall of the
wind pipe. The cartilaginous rings are subject to va-
riations in number and size in consei|uence of division or
of fusion. Almormal branching of the trachea into three
bronchi is occasionally seen, the additional bronchus usu-

ally jiasses to the right upper lobe and is regarded by
some (Cliiari) as a supernuiuerary eiiarterial twig sjuing-
iiig from the trachea instead of from the right lirouclnis.

Ilcrxheiiiier inclines to the view that the variation indi-

calcs the formation of an accessory lung. This aulhor '"'•

has recorded an instance in which tlii! first division of the
trachea occurred 3..") cm. below the cricoid cartilage, the

right tube passing to a small nodule that presented all

the histological characteristics of functionating ])ulmo-
iiary tissue. Rarely an additional eparlerial or apical
bronchus occurs on the left side in connection with a
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left lung ))osspssinir a tliiitl lobe (Cliiiiri). Rutiimeiits of

supeiiiiimerury bronchi sometimes give rise to congenital
diverticula.

The lungs are relatively infrequently the seat of primary
congenital malformations, although the entire organ on
one side may pcnnanently remain unintlatcd and rudi-

mentary. Such eonilition may be induced by the inlru-

siou of abdominal viscera which have migrated into the

thora.x tlnough a diaphragmatic hernia. Jlore visually
the defective development of the pulmonarj- tissue is

limited to one part of the organ, the affected area con-

sisting of branches of the bronchial tree surrounded by a

relatively dense mass composed chielly of highly vascu-

lar tissue without alveoli, the conversion of the primary
epithelial bud-like divisions of the forming organ having
never taken place. The bronchial tubes witliin the rudi-

mentary area may appear normal, but they sometimes
exhibit" great dilatation and maybe converted into con-

genital bronchial cysts, which may occupy a large part of

the entire undeveloped area.

Variations in the number and size of the lobes are fre-

quent, especially in the left lung, in which three lobes

are not rarely seen. The division, according to Furst, is

conunonly d\ic to the presence of an unusual pleural

fold, which elTects cleavage of the developing lung. In

certain instances the addiliotial lobes may possess mor-

phological interest, as pointed out by Sehaffner, in con-

nection with the riglit inferior accessory lobe, which he

regards as the homologue of the constant cardiac lobe

seen in other animals.

Rarely a rudimentary superuuiuerary or accessory lung,

lying between the normal organ and the diaphragm, is

formed in eonseqtienee either of an early division of the

original anlage and isolation of the separated portion, or

of the outgrowth of an additional independent aul'ige
from the primitive gut tube. An interesting example
jirobably involving such latter condition was recorded b_v

Wechsberg.'"^ The rudimentary lung was represented

by iin ovoid tumor, 5 cm. in its longest diameter, that

projected into the left pleural sac, and was attached to

the (esophagus b_v a thin stalk, about 2 mm. above the

diaphragm. An aberrant course of the arching vena azy-
gos major and the production of an unusual fold of pa-
rietal pleura have been held accountable for the presence
of an isolated apical lobe in the right lung (Gruber).

M.\LFoinf.\Tioxs OP THE Ciucri..\TORY OnGANS.—Un-
der this heading will be considered only the congenital
defects of the heart and of the closely associated large
blood-vessels, the discussion of the variations affecting
the smaller ves.sels belonging less to the domain of tera-

tology than to that of anatomy.
Mai.kor.\iatioxs of the Heart.— Since congenital

defects of the heart largely result from arrested or per-
verted progress of development, a brief review of the

salient features in the formation of this organ will aid in

appreciating the significance of the malformations de-

scribed.

After the fusion of the two, at first widely separated,
anlages to form the single straight heart tube, the flexion

and torsion of the latter results in the production of a
flattened S'l'^"? tube, of which the antero-infcrior portion
is the arterial and the postero-superior are the venous

segments. These two divisions soon become partially

separated by an external groove, which indicates tlic

position of the auricular canal, the primitive auriculo-

ventricular opening by which they conununicate. The
superior continuation of the arterial segment constitutes

the truncus arteriosus. The subsequent conversion of
the primary two-cliainbered heart into one, possessing
right and left compartments, and of the truncus arte-

riosus into the aorta and the pulmonary artery is accom-

plished by the formation of a longitudinal partition con-

sisting of three parts, 1. An intcrauricvdar septum,
which, beginning in the fourth weekon the upperand hind
wall of the primitive auricle, grows downward toward the
orifice into the vcntricleand separates the original venous
chamber into a right and a left half. This septum, how-
ever, is for a time incomplete, since until after birth it

contains the foramen ovale, which permits the blood
stream to pass directly from the right into the left auri-

cle. 2. An interventricular sejitiuu, wliich, starting be-

low, gradually etfeets the division of the eonunon ven-
tricular cavity into a right and a left ventricle. The
jirimary auriculo-ventricidar orifice likewise becomes
dilferentiated into a right and a left division by the for-

mation of the septum intermedium, produced by the
downward growth of the interauricular partition, aiid its

fusion with the thickened margins of theauricidar canal.
The separation of the two ventricles is completed last in

the upper part of the interventricular septum, where for

a time conununication between the two sides persists.
3. An arterial septum, which starting some distance
above, extends downward toward the heart to meet the
interventricular partition and divide the truncus arte-

riosus into the pulmonary artery and the aorta, which
then communicate with the right and left ventricles re-

spectively. The primary disposition of these vessels is

such that the aoria lies directly in front of the pidmonary
artery, their later relations to each other and to the heart
chambers are ac(|uired secondarily in consequence of the
rotation and torsion to which they are subjected during
development.

Malfnvmationa of the septum constitute the most fre-

quent congenital defects of the heart
; of these the imper-

fections of tlie //(?CTO»)7'cw^/;' partition are most conunou.
That such should be the case is to be expected, since the

existence of the foramen ovale predisposes to defects of

the septum. The persiKtence of theforamen onile may be

complete, with correspondingly large opening; more

usually partial closure has taken place, leaving .some-

times only a mere cleft between the anterior margin of
the foramen and its valve. Fawcett and Blackford""
conclude that faulty closure of the foramen ovale exists

in 28.3 per cent., the opening (most eonunon in female

subjects) varying from 1 to 1.5 mm. A much rarer defect
at times occurs at the lower part of the interaurictilar par-
tition due to faulty union between the latter and the lips
of the primitive aural canal. Totnl deficiency of the in-

terauricular septum, a three-chambered heart resulting,
occurs very rarely and then in conjunction with other

grave defects.

The interrentricular septum is the seat of defects much
less frequenth' than is the wall separating the auricles.

When present, these malformations usually occupy the

upper and anterior part of the septum, known as the

pars membrauacea. This corresponds to the position in

which closure is last effected by union of the upward
growing crescentic inferior fold, the septum intermedium
and the partition dividing the truncus arteriosus into

aorta and pulmonar_v artery. Since the last-named par-
tition is concerned in completing the interventricular

wall, imperfections in the latter are not infrequently as-

sociated with malposition of the former. This condition

may result in disproportionate division of the lower end
of the truncus arteriosiis, the aortic orifice being enlarged
at the expense of that of the pulmonary artery. Com-
plete absence of the interventricular septum may occur,
or evenfailureof both theauricularand ventricular parts,
of the general longitudinal partition, the heart under
such conditions containing but two chambers.

Mnlformntinns of the (jreat rexsels are coimected with the

imjierfeet or perverted development of the septum,
which is formed within the trunctis arteriosus by the-

union of two elevations from opposite sides of the vessel.

Normally the equal subdivision of the latter vessel is in-

siu'cd by the median position of the partition. Devia-
tions from this b.v the ridges forming nearer one wall

than the other evidently must lead to disproportion in the

size of the resulting vessels, the aorta and the pulmonary
artery. Such defects are frequently associated with im-

perfections of the interventricular partition, since the sep-
tinn witliin the trunctis takes part in tlx' division of the-

ventricular chamber by joining the upward growing
fold. Sometimes, however, extensive deficiency of the

aortico-pulmonary septJim may exist with normal valves,,

as in the case described by Hektoen.""
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Abnonnivlilics in tlio ii\iinher of the UnJIels of tlio aortic

and |)iilni(ii];iry seniihinur valves include Ijolii incroaso

and dwreasc. Such congenital variations are usually
referable' to atypical division of the four primary leaflets

which fjuard the lower end of the trunens arteriosus.

When separation of the latter iiiio two new vessels oc-

curs, each eloniiated lateral ]iriuiary leallet is subdivided.

of the six resulting segments three going to form tlie

aortic and the jinlmonary valve each. Fusion and

cleavage of the original segments are respojisible for

diminution and increase of the leaflets guarding these

oiienings. which may be so few as two cu' so many as

five. The variations produced hy jiathological processes

affecting the valves are manifestly beyond the jiresent

considi'ration.

Slcii'ixis vf the puliiioitarii nrttry, commonly coupled
with narrowing or closure of its cardiac orifice with de-

fective semilunar valves and possibly contracted conus

arteriosus, is not infrequent. Although this malforma-
tion may exist unaccompanied with a defective interven-

tricular septum, it frequcnth' occurs associated with the

latter condition. Deflection of the septum of the trnn-

cus may result in abnormal origin of the great vessels,

both being connfjcted with the right ventricle, or trau.s-

position of their usual relations occurring, the aorta

springing from the right ventricle and the pulmonary
artery from the left.

Stenosis of the aseending aorta with excessive size of

the pulmonary artery sometimes exists, but is far less

common than the opposite condition. Such narrowing
may likewise occur independently or in conjunction with

septal and other defects. Local constriction, or even

complete closure and obliteration, at times takes place, as

at the "isthmus" between the left subclavian artery and
the ductus arteriosus, in consequence of which the circu-

lation is maintained bj' the enlarged collateral vessels.

Persisleuee of the duet us arteriosus maj' occur without
other defect, or it may be a compensatory retention, as

when the narrowing of the pulmonary oiifice exists to a

degree that renders necessary the persistence of the ves-

sel as the means of maintaining an adequate pulmonic
circulation, the lungs being supplied by the blood that

passes into the pulmonary arteries from the aorta by
way of the ductus arteriosus. Stenosis of the aortic

valve when of liigh degree is usuall.y associated with
feeble development of the left side of the heart and per-
sistence of both the ductus arteriosus and the foramen
ovale. By these channels the blood forced into the pul-

monary artery partly passes by the ductus into the aorta

and general circulation, while the foramen ovale provides
the means by which the blood returned from the lungs
may escape into the right auricle to mingle with that

eventually propelled from the right ventricle.

The aurieulo-rentricvlrir ralres may also present va-

riations involving the number of the segments and the
size of the opening. Such defects depend upon abnor-
mal position, fusion or cleavage of the pad-like thicken-

ings, and elevations of the margins of the orifices from
which the leaflets are formed. Congenital narrowing,
closure or obliteration of the auricido-ventricular aper-
tures may occur in consequence of fusion of the early
segments, or of deflection and union of the septum inter-

medium with one side of the opening. When closure of
the latter is complete, the maintenance of the circulation

is possible only when a defective septum exists.

Abnormalities in the number and arrangement of the

papillary muscles, the presence of unusual bands, the ex-

cessive prominence of the column.T carnca?, the honey-
combed myocardium, etc., depend upon faulty develop-
ment and consolidation of the muscular heart, which at

first consists of a network of contractile trabecuhe.
Variations in the openinr/s of the renovs trunks emiity-

ing into the riglit auricle also occur and are dependent
up<m arrested or disturbed development of the sinus
venosus. The latter vessel, the common chamber for the

reception of tlie venous trunks returning the blood to the

lieart, communicates with the primitive auricle by a sin-

gle large opening guarded by two valves, a right and

left. With the growth and expansion of the heart, the
sinus venosus loses its independence and is drawn into
the am-icle, of which it constitutes the posterior portion.
In conscciuenceof this change, tlie tributaries of the sinus
now op<'n by separate apertures directly into the right
auricle as the two cava' and the coronary smus. Should
arrested development prevent the absorption of the sinus,
the venous trunks may conununicate with the auricle by
a common orifice. Stenosis and atresia of these apertures
sometimes are observed. The thread-like trabecuhc,
at times forming networks, which are occasionally at-

tached to the Eustachian and Thebesian valves, repre-
sent, according to Chiari, the remains of the septum
spurium and the right valve, which originally guarded
the entrance of the sinus venosus.

Variations in the manner in which the pnlmonary teins

terminate in the left auricle are explained by the early
relation of these vessels to the heart. The four pulmo-
nary veins at first join to form a single trunk, which

empties into the left side of the original auricular divi-

sion of the young heart before the organ is separated
into a right and left half. With the growth and expan-
sion of the auricle, the short single vessel disappears in

the heart wall and the separate pulmonary veins open
into the auricle by independent openings. Where the

extra-cardiac union is more extensive than usual, or the

absorption of the primary single trunk is imperfect, the

early relations persist, resulting in a simple, double, or

triple venous opening.
The larffe arterial trunks arising from the arch of the

aorta frequently present variations in their origin and
course, wliich are referable to abnormal metamorphosis
of the five pairs of aortic arches given off from the ven-
tral continuation of thetruncus arteriosus. The detailed
consideration of these anomalies, which especially in-

volve the innominate, common carotid, and subclavian

arteries, belong to descriptive anatomy rather than to

teratology. The rare occurrence of double aorta; is to

be refeired to the persistence of the two trunks of early
embrj'ouic life.

Tlie rjreat veno>is trunks entering the heart are subject
to abnormalities which depend upon either defective

development of vessels formed secondarily, or persistence
of primary vessels that usually disappear, or at most are
of small size. Results of the first cause are seen in the
absence of the inferior vena cava above the renal veins,
of the left innominate and of the left common iliac vein.

Examples of abnormal persistence are encountered in

the presence of the left cardinal veins and of a left duct
of Cuvier in the form of exaggerated hemiazygos veins
and a left superior cava respectivel}'. Very usually the
retention and excessive size of primary veins wliich ordi-

narily atro]5hy are compensatory and due to the defective

development or ab.sence of important secondary trunks.

Malposition or transposition of the heart {d<'.rtro-eardia),
in which the relations of the organ and its great blood-
vessels are accurately preserved in reversed order, is

usuall\' associated with general situs inversus involving
all the viscera within the body cavities. This condi-
tion has been already considered. Very rarely- the trans-

position affects the heart and great vessels' alone, the

remaining thoracic and abdominal organs retaining their
normal positions. Reference has been previously made
to the partial transposition wiiicli may involve tlie aorta
and pulmonary artery and the ventricles in conseejnc'nco
of faulty division and torsion of the truncus arteriosus.
Durante"" describes a striking example of this malposi-
tion. The displacement whicli the heart sufTers in con-

junction with extensive clefts of the ventral body wall

may result in an extra-thoracic position of that "organ
(eetopia cordis). Doubling of the heart has been de-
scribed as a very rare malformation. Its jiossible oc-
currence is ascribed to imiierfcct fusion and continued

independence of the two primary heart tubes, which
ordinarily blend to form a single lU'gan.
M.M.KORM ATIONS OK THIO I' ho-Gf,nit.\i. Oko.vns,—

The Kidnei/.— In rare eases and often coupled with other

grave defects, both kidneys may be totally wanting, or
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so iiKiinifntary as to be piiicticiill.v absent, being repre-
sented by only meagre suggestions of renal tissue.

Dykcrhotl'"" has called attention to tlic fact, and de-

scribed an illustrative case, that living and otlierwise

well (levelo])ed cbildreii are sonii'tinics born with ajilasia
of high degree of both kiilnevs and ol)lileration of the

ureters. Such defects evidently lead to dc'atli within a
short time after birth. Since the ejiithelial elements of

the organ are derived as expansions of the primitive ure-

ter, which in turn is an outgrowth from the Wolllian

duct, the rudimentary condition of the kidney is usuall.v
associated with inijierfeet develojiment of its e.xcretor}'
duct. -More frei|uently only one kidney, most often the

left, is rudimentary, in which case congenital comiien-

satory hyijertrojihy of the one present exists. Deficiency
of Ixith ()rgans is manifestly incompatible with life.

The commoner malformations of the kidneys include

various degrees offiirn'mi txwddixpljiccmenl. Union of the

two orgjins at their lower ends produces the liorseshoe

kidnc)/ often observed. The connection varies in posi-
tion, size, and intimacy, in some cases the union being
little more than ajiposition; in others a librous band
forms the junction, while at times actual fusion of the

renal tissue tidies ])lace. JIuch less commonly the inter-

vening bridge may occupy the u|iperor middle portion
of the adjacent surface, or the entire opposed borders of

the two organs may be united. Two separate pelves
and ureters are usually present, the latter sometimes

crossing tlie anterior surface.

When intimately united (fitipUinniciit of one of the kid-

ncj's often occurs so that both lie on the SJime side of the

spine, the one over the other. Complete fusion of the

kidneys sometimes results iu a median, flattened renal

mass which usually lies in the vicinity of the pelvic
brim, sometimes below the promontory of the sacrum,
within the pelvis. The common sinus contains a single
or double pelvis, from which proceed one or more ureters.

Rarely the fused kidneys occupy a lateral instead of a
median position. Disjilacement of the kidneysis usually
associated with abnormal arrangement of the renal arte-

ries and veins, the former springing from the adjacent
portion of the aorta or common iliac arteries, the veins

ending in corresponding localities into the inferior cava
or eonunon iliac veins.

Lobufiiti'in of the ki<lney depends upon the persistence
of a condition which, while normally seen during ftttal

life, ordinarily disappears in the human fietus before

birth. The superficial areas correspond to the bases of

the pyramidal lobules of which the immature human
kidne.v is composed.

T/ie Ureter.—Doubling of the excretory canal of the kid-

ney, on one or both sides, is occasionally observed. It

may involve the renal pelvis alone, or extend to the ureter,
either to the upper part or throughout its entire length.
In the latter case the ureters open by independent orilices

into the bladder. Gallusser'"* reported tlie presence of
four ureters, two for each kidney, three of which opened
into thi' bladder, while one ended blindly. The ureters

ma}' be abnormally short owing to pelvic displacement
of tlie kirlney. They are also the seat of irregular con-
strictions leading to congenital cyst formations.
Abnormal situations at which tlie ureters may termi-

nate include the seminal vesicles, prostatic iiretlira and
rectum in the male, and the urethra, the vagina, and
uterus in the female. The explanation of these aberrant

endings is found in the early embrvological relations of
the Wolllian duct, the cloac-i, an<l the Jliillerian duet.
Since both ureter and seminal vesicle are the outgrowths
from the Wolllian duct, unusual jiroximity of tlieir em-
bryonal relations may result in later union. Failure in

the normal migration of the lower end of the ureter,

whereby its point of termination in the urogenital sinus

(later the prostatic urethra) ischanged to the bladder, re-

sults in persistence of the primary close relations to the
vas deferens, the representative of the Wolllian duct.

Early disiilacements may bring the ]iriMntivi> ureter into
abnormal relations with the hind gut, resulting in the

subsequent ending of the ureter in the rectum. The

early close association between the primitive renal,
Wollhan, and Miillerian ducts accounts for the excep-
tional ending of the ureter iu the vagina or uterus. Oc-
clusions of the 111 inary duet in conse(|uence of congenital
narrowing and cli>sure of the renal pelvis or ureters may
take place, resulting in obstruction to the escape of the
urine and distention of the tube.

The Bladder.—The urinary bladder is the seat of pro-
found malformations resulting from arrested and imjier-
fect development alfectiiig the cloaca and the allantoic
duct. The latter, an outgrow'th from the gut tube, ex-
tends from the antero ventral end of the cloaca for a
limited distance within the belly-stalk, its intra-embn-
t)nic segment contributing the urachus and the upper
part of the bladder.

While usually losing its lumen and persisting as a
librous cord, the median vesical ligament, the urachus
not infrequently remains partially pervious in its lower
portion, forming either a narrow tube, lined with epithe-
lium, or a small cyst. Exceptionally the pervious por-
tion may communicate with the bladder and become dis-

tended. Occasionally, particularly when ol)Stiuction of
the urethra takes place at an early period, the urachus

may retain its lumen througliout and exist after birth as
a tube which connects the bladder with the exterior of
the body at the umbilicus, constituting a vriie/ii>-re«icnl

fistula, through which urine may escape. In rare in-

stances persistence of the urachus may lead to the forma-
tion of a fissure at the umbilicus of sufficient size to per-
mit the escape of the bladtler {ectopia i-e.^/nr).

Vesical Jiimii re, the most important malformation of the

bladder, is associated with cleft ventral bod)' wall, of

greater or less extent, through which the posterior vesi-

cal wall appears as a red mucous surface, usually some-
what modified. The orifices of the ureters are often visi-

ble. The edges of the cleft bladder are attached to those
of the external fissure, the integument and the lining of
the bladder being continuous. This condition of irsiml

e.vxlroji/ii/ may give place to complete prolapse or iiirersio

resica: When the cleavage is extensive it may reach
from the umbilicus as far as the anus, involving the pel-
vis, abdominal w.alls, and external genital organs (.fr«-

siira abdomhw-cesieo-r/cnitalis). Vesical fissures, much
more common in the male, are frequently associated with

rudimentary develo]inient of the penis and dorsal cleav-

age of the urethra (epispadias). When the vesico-abdonii-
ual cleft is extensive, the posterior bladder wall is some-
times subdivided more or less completelv, projc'cting
prolapsed portions of the gut tube intervening. Pubic
fissure when present may be aeeomiianied by j^rolapse of
the bladder and gut, causing wide separation of the
halves of the cleft external genital organs, including
penis or clitoris, scrotum or labia majora, as well as dis-

placement and prevented fusion of the JMi'iUerian ducts,

resulting iu double vagina and uteri.

Complete absence of the bladder, uncomplicated by
other malformations, in consequence of failure of differ-

entiation, occurs very rarely ; in such cases the ureters

open into the urethra, since the latter then represents the

part of the cloaca which normally contributes the lower

part of the bladder. Abnormal snuillness of the latter

is not infrequent. Subdivision of the bladder into two
eoinpartments. a larger iqiper and a smaller lower, sonie-

tinies occurs, the constriction in a general way indicating
the extent of the allantoic and cloacal portions of the

organ. Longitudinal division of the bladiler, varying in

completeness, has been rarely noted and jirobably de-

pends upon doul)ling of the allantoic duct.

The attempt to explain satisf'aclorily the production of

vesical fissure has occasioned much discussion, authorities

even at pri'senf being by no means iu accord. The older

theories attributing the cleavage of the vesical and body
wall to mechanical infiuence.s, such as overdislention of

the bladder or rei'tnn; by excretions, or unusual traction

of the umbilical cord, maybe dismissed as entirely inade-

(piate. Zander "''
regards ])er,sistence of the dorsal con-

cavity, which normally for a time distinguishes the con-

tour of the early human enibiyo, as an important factor
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ill the produftiou of tlicso malfoniiiitions. Failure to

assume till' iKiriiiiil ventral curve lias lieeu attiibuteil to

unusual coiistiietion or attaelinw ut of the amnion. Al-

tlioiijrli still uncertain as to details, it may beasstnned that

these clefts are the result of a very early airest of develop-
ment iiivolvinj: llie primary structures concerned in form-

ing and in dilfcrcntiatini;' tlie cloaca, urojienital siiuis. and
reetmn. The studies of Hetterer "" and of Keibel'" have
thrown much light upon the close relations of the cloaca
to the normal development of the bladder. The last-

mentioned investigator reganls the tissuresiii questioit as

the result of primary imperfect ion in the development of
the ventral walls and bladder referable to faulty closure

of the primitive streak. However that may prove to be,

it is certain that the defects under consideration are due
to a very early developmental aifest.

Tlie Vntlu-a.—The uiinary canal, iu both sexes, may
be wanting, partly occluded or narrowed, due to imper-
fect development and luore or less markid closure of the

urogenital sinus. The urethra in the male consists of
two embryologicallj' distinct portions. The one, corre-

sponding to the prostatic and membranous segments, is

derived directly from the urogenital sinus; the other is

formed by the jirolongation and fusion of the primary
genital folds along the under surface of the developing
corpora cavernosa and includes the penile portion of the

urethra. Faulty development and coalescence of these

folds result iu the production of a cleft and imperfect
urethra, the abnormal termination of which may be at

any point along the under surface of the more or less

rudimentary penis. This condition, known as hypospa-
(lids and relatively common, depends upon faulty de-

velopment and imperfect fusion of parts which normally
exist iu duplicate and unite. In the lowest grades of the

defect the cleft is limited to the glans; in extreme cases

the fissure may extend not only to the root of the penis,
but also involve the scrotum, the component halves of

which remain separate and uufuscd, the urethra being
open as far as the prostatic segment.

Epispadiiis, iu which the uretlu'al cleft is associated
with dorsal fissure of the penis or clitoris, is not only
comparatively rare, but much less evident in its mode of

production. Since the genital
eminence, giving rise to tlie chief

part of the penis or clitoris, ex-
ists as au unpaired anlage, the

cleavage implies a profound de-

fect and impression at an early

period. This malformation is

usuall.v associated with vesico-

abdominal fissure, very rarely

existing alone, hence its genesis
is usually regarded as closely
identified with the influences

producing the more general
clefts. In many cases the dor-

sal groove exposing the ure-

thra, when coincident with ves-

ieo-abdominal fissure, extends as

far as the bladder, into which it

opens in the vicinity of the tri-

gonum. Doubling of the ure-

thra sometimes occurs in conse-

quence of faulty luiion of the two component halves.
In a case described by Lijw "• the two canals opened by
independent orifices in tiie navicular fossa, the smaller
and upper tube extending as far back as the prostatic
segment.

M.M.FOini.VTIONS OF THE SEXr.\I- Gl,.\NDS .\Xn TlIKIll

DiTTS.— The TeKtide.—Congenital absence of one or both
male sexual glands has been rarely observed. Mtn-e frc-

cpiently the defect is only partial, alfeeting either the

testicle itself or its excretory duet. In addition to the

imperfeclions Tiianifested in the e])ididyniis and vas
deferens in .sympathy with defects of the testicle, these

structures may be the seat of independent faulty develop-
ment.
The most coiuuion defect of the testicle is its malposi-

Fio. 4I>S.5.—Epispadias.
(Hahn.)

tion, occasioned usually by incomplete descent into the
scrotmn, a migration normally accomplished shortly be-
fore birth. The luidcscended testicle maj' be retained
within the abdomen {rn/jitnrc/iiifiii), either in its primary
lumbar position or lodged at the iimer end of the in-

guinal canal. Displacements within the abdominal wall,
in front of the external abdominal ring, or within the

perinemn constitute respectively the ingiunal, pubic, or
perineal forms of ectopia. One or both testicles may be
alfected, and, as a great rarity, both organs have been seen
to occupy the same peritoneal sac. Frequently the re-

tained organ sulfers atrophy, or at least fails to undergo
perfect development at pulierty.

Malposition or even complete inversion of the de-
scended testicle within (lie scrotmn sometimes takes

place iu consequence of abnormal attachment and trac-
tion of the ligameutuni scrotale.

Doubling of the testicle has been observed (Lessen"')
as a very rare malformation which depends upon subdi-
vision of the primary anlage of the sexual gland. The
presence of a single common excretoiyduct in such cases
is explained by the independent origin of the latter from
the Wolffian body.

T/ie Ovary.—The absence of both ovaries rarely ob-

served, as well as the more common deficiency of one, is

usually associated with other malformations of the gener-
ative organs. Sometimes, however, such defects exist

along with well-formed oviducts find uterus. In most
cases it is probable that absence ot the ovaiy is due to
abnormal relations and attachments of adjacent struct-

ures, in consequence of which the development of the
ovarian anlage is arrested and atrophy follows.
Not infrequently the ovary remains rudimentary, its

function as an egg-producing organ being never, or at
best only imperfectly, assumed. The ovary may be
doubled (Civatte "'), the supernumerary organ originat-
ing from constriction and isolation of a part of the pri-

mary anlage, or of the young organ at very early stage.

Malposition of the ovary may occur in consequence of

the gland becomiug engaged in the inguinal canal and
descending into the labiinn majus. At other times it es-

capes through the femoral or the obturator canal, or
suffers displacement within the pelvis due to abnormali-
ties of the uterus and its attachments.
The Oriducts. —Entire absence of the Fallopian tubes

is usually associated with grave malformations of other

portions of the generative tract; on the other hand, nor-

mal oviducts maj' exist when the uterus and vagina are
defective. Local arrest of the development of the tubes
is exhibited in the stenosis and atresia, which may affect

either the uterine or abdominal orifices or the intervening
portions of the duct, which are at times reduced to a
solid cord. Supernumerary abdominal orifices are also

encountered (Nagel "^).

The uteri(sa.\iA the fa(;««« are subject to malformations

arising largely in consequence of imperfect development
and faulty fusion of the two Miillerian ducts of the ma-
jor part, of which these organs are the direct representa-
tives. Normally during the third month of fcetal life

the portions of the Miillerian tubes included within the

genital cord unite to form a single canal, the tipper part
of which becomes the uterus, the lower the vagina. The
fundus of thetiterusfor a time isdivided into two horns,
which are directly continuous with the oviducts, the un-
united portions of the Miillerian ducts. Later the uterine
horns become incorporated with the fundus.

Imperfect fusion of the Miillerian ducts throughout
areas iu which tmiou normally takes i>Iace results in

more or less complete doubling of the uterus and vagina.
The duplicity may be effected by a septum within au ex-

ternally apparently single organ, thereby proilucing a
/lilofii/iif uterus or vagina. The partition is often limited

to one part of the uterus, as the fundus or the cervical

segment, tu' it may imperfectly divide the vagina.
The results of imperfect external fusion of the 5Ii\llc-

rian ducts are .seen most markedly in the uterus, which
then retains the early hlmrnate condition m varying de-

grees. WIkii the duplicity is resUicted toa slight iuden-
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tation of tlie fundus (iilenis nrointiis) tlie latk of fusion
is nioiely suggested. From this condition sill gradations
are seen to tlic complete separation of the tubes (uterim

bipartitus), at times involving the entire utero-vaginal
tract {uterus diildj>/ii/s).

The MliUeriau duet of one side may undergo partial
obliteration, occasioning the closure and disappearance of

thecorresiiouding portion of thcdoubled uterus, in which
one horn may be represented by a solid cord {iitrriis imi-

ecriiis). Unilateral arrest of development may alsoaffect

the Miillerian ducts ns shown, when of slight degree, by
the asymmetry and obliquity of the ulerine fundus.

Very rarely the fused ducts may remain so rudimentarj-
that later they are repre-
sented by only a solid

muscular nodule or cord.

Not infreriuently the
uterus retains the infan-
tile form in consequence
of failure of the body
segment fully to develop,
the cervical portion being
unusually prominent as in

early lite.

The rur/ina, having similar rela-

tions to the Miillerian duels, is sub-

ject to the sivnie congenital duplicity
as the uterus, altliougli the sejitum
is fre(|uently jiartial and incomplete.
One of the two canals may be partly
obliteiated by unilateral arrested dc-

veloi)ment of the embryonal tuIies.

The vagina is very rarely entinly
absent. The more usual inalforma-

tions, however, include narrowing
or closure, especially of the upper
portion. Congenital vaginal stenosis

is often associated with a similar con-

dition, or obliteration, of tlie uterine

cervical canal. Persistence of the

infantile type of uterus is usually
accompanied by steno.sis of the va-

gina, although the vaginal defects

may exist independently of abnor-

malities of the upper segments of the

genit^il tract. 'I'lie vagina may be partially represented
by a solid cord. The hymen is seldom absent; the im-

perforate, annular, and cribriform types are some of the

variations wlii<'li lliis duplicature presents.
M.VLFOKM.VTIONS OK TlIK EXTERNAL SeXUAL ORGANS.

—The external generative organs of both sexes are de-
rived from three sets of structures—the fienital eminence,
lUe geirilfil ridf/cs, and the r/enital fohh—which until the

close of the third fcetal month are sexually undifferen-

tiated. Elongation and fusion of these embryonal parts
characterize the development of the male organs, while
tliose of tlie female retain the original separated condition
of their constituents.

I'/ie .Viile ()rrj(in». —The penis isevolved by the growth
and extension of the unpaired geniUU eminence (from
whidi are derived the cor])ora cavernosa), in conjunction
with tlie elongation and fusion of llie urethral ridges con-
tributed by the walls of the urogenital sinus and the

genital folds (from wliich are formed the corpus spon-
giosum and the urethra).
The penis may be entirely wanting, altliougli this rare

defect is usually associated with other malformations of

the external genitid organs. Jlore I'reciuently its develop-
ment is rudimentary in consequence of which the organ
remains small and clitoris-like. Arrested or faulty union
of the folds, derived from the walls of the urogenital
sinus, results in the production of a cleft alongtlie under
side of the penis {/ii/jxmjxidiufi) by which the urethra is

opened, its termination lying at any point between the

glands and the scrotum. When the arrest of develop-
ment occurs at an early jieriod, the cleft may be exten-
sive and the urogenital sinus may remain entirely open.
In such extreme cases the genital ridges, which normally

Fk;. 4686.—ImiXTfect
Ducts Resulting in

Vacina. (Scbroder.

unite to form the scrotum, may persist as separate folds

enibraciug tlie hyposjiadial lissure. OeclimioH and par-
tial iihUteriititiii ff tlie iirethni. on the other hand, may oc-
cur in consequence of secondary excessive fusion of the

uniting folds, or, when located at the glaus, due to per-
sistence if the epithelial urethral se]ituni. Kxcessive
size of the urethral crest surrounding the sinus jiocularis
has also been found responsible for closure of the ure-

thralFuclis'"^). Enormous distention of the bladder ami
dilatation of the ureters are natural consequences of the
obstruction of the urinary passageway. The urethra

frequently communicates with the rectum in cases of
atresia aui and, in the female, with the vagina when im-

perfect dif-

ferentiation
in the uro-

genital sinus
exists.

The much
rarer dorsal
cleft (epispa-

dias) is, as al-

ready point-
ed out above,

usually asso-

ciated with vesico-abdoniinal fissure.

It is not confined to the male, but

may affect the clitoris as well.

Doublinrj of the penis (or elitoris)
has been observed as a rare malfor-
mation. The duplicity (diphnl/iisl oc-

curs in various degrees, from mere

cleavage of the glans to complete di-

vision of the organ. In the latter

condition each penis ma.y enclose a

separate urethra, or there may be a

single canal common to both. Ac-

cording to Ballautyne and Skirv-

ing
'"

onl}- about twenty instances of

diphallus have been recorded, in-

cluding all degrees of duplicity.

Lange
"* has described an addi-

tional interesting case in which the

two penises la\' side by side, each
connected with a scrotal sac contain-

ing a single testicle. There were two urethroB and two
entireh- distinct bladders, each witli one ureter. Tlie

rectum was without anal opening and communicated
with both uretlirie. This condi'ion, since the primary
genital eminence is unpaired, probablj' depends upon
profound early defects involving the cloaca and the uro-

genital sinus similar to those responsible for the pro-
duction of epispadias and exstrojihy of the bladder.

In rare instances the termination of the Wolffian ducts,
later the seminal ducts, is continued during the develop-
ment of the penis as an independent canal, the urethra

being coincidently formed as a second (me. In such
cases the penis may contain two canals, the one for the

products of the sexual glands, the other for the urine.

Absence of the prepuce rarely occurs: oftener an abnor-
mal shortening. On the other hand, not infrequently an
unusual congenital redundancy exists.

The Fi'viale Orr/ans.
—In rare instances the external

genital' organs may lie wanting, or so rudimentary that

little dilTerentiation into distinct parts takes place. On
the other hand, congenital hypertrophy of the clitoris or

labials occasionally seen. Neugebaiier
"' has reported

the case of a young woman of twenty-two years who
jiossessed a second clitoris, about one inch long, attached
to the perineum, it presented the appearance of a

diminutive penis, liaving perfect glans, corpora caver-

nosa, and partial prepuce, but was imperforate. There
where no signs of testicles or other abnormal conditions.

Chiarlconi '-"deserilied a remarkable case, that of a child of

about Ihreeyears, in which there were two sctsof exlernal

genitals, each jiossessing labia minora and vesliliule; on
the left side a clitoris was present, below which opened
a minute orifice f(U- urine and f;eees. A similar aperture

FusioH of Miitleriau
Double tJterus aiid
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opt'ued into tlie right vestibule. An auus was wanting.
Tlie most conspicuous nialfornuitions arc; those arising
/lom an attempt to follow the male typeof development.
In consequence of such deviation union of the genital
folds and ridges takes place, resulting in closure of the

vestibule and vagina. f>ince these mall'ornnitions play
an impnrtant part in the production of certain herma-

phroditic forms, their consideration is appropriately in-

cluded under the discussion of that subject.

HEKM.\PIIUODITtC M.\LFORMATIONS.

Since the generative organsof the two sexes arcdiffer-

onliated from embryonal structures whiih are for a time
conunou and neutral, it is not surjirising that at times
their development is irregular and results in the produc-
tion of aberrant forms, in which cert lin characteristics

of one se.x are combined with those of the other. This

applies especially to the generative ducts and the exter-

nal organs, the sexual glands being very rarely of more
than one type in the same individual.

In comparing the various types of sex duplicitj' it is

necessary to bear in mind the salient features of the de-

velopment of the sexual organs. The latter are produced
by three independent but coincident processes: (<y) tlie

formation of the sexual glands; {b) the formation of the

excretory ducts; (c) the formation of the external geni-
tals.

The sexual gland develops from an anlage in the im-
mediate vicinity of the Wolftian body: for a time indif-

ferent, it later differentiates into testicle or ovary.
The Wolffian hotly consists essentially of the transverse

tubides and their conunon canal, the Wolffian duct. An
additional tube, the ]\Iullerian duct, lies jiarallel to the
former. The four tubes—the two Wolltian and two
Miillerian ducts—are associated as the genital cord and
open on the posterior wall of the urogenital sinus.

In the development of the male excretory passages, the
Wolffian tubules and duct take the most important part,
forming the vasa effereutia and coni vasculosa, and the
tube of tl)e epididymis and tlie vas deferens respectively.
The !JUillerian duct in the male is largely atrophic, re-

mains of its upijcr extremity persisting as the unstalked

hydatid connected with the globus major of the epi-

didymis, while the fused lower ends of the two ducts
are represented by the sinus pocularis, or uterus mascu-
linus, on the posterior wall of the prostatic urethra. The
sinus pocularis is, therefore, the homologueof the vagina
and possibly the uterus. When the intermediate part of
the Miillerian duct persists, it constitutes the duct of
Rathke.

In the female type the active factors are the Miillerian

ducts, the upper segments of which remain separate to
become the oviducts, while the remaining parts unite and
fuse into a conunon tiilie, which becomes the uterus and
the vagina. The upper part of the Wolffian duct and
some of the associated tubules persist as theepioophoron,
or the organ of Rosenmiiller, the homologue of the glo-
bus major of the epididymis. The remaining parts of the
Wollhan ducts ordinarily disappear, or at best remain to
a limited extent as the tubules of Skene, which lie on
cither side of the vagina. Exceptionally the Wolffian
duct per.sists and is then known as Gartner's duct.
The external generative organs arise from the genital

eminence, genital folds and genital ridges, in conjunction
with the urogenital sinus. In the male the genital emi-
nence enlarges to form the corpora cavernosa, the spongy
body being formed by the extension of the walls of the

urogenital sinus and the genital folds. The scrotum
represents the fused and enlarged genital ridges, the

raphe indicating the line of union. In the female the

original separated relation of the genital ridges and folds

persists, the former becoming tlie labia inajora. the latter
the nyniplue, while the genital eminence forms the cli-

toris. The urogenital sinus contributes the urethra and
the vestibule.

The duiilicity of sex in the same individual implied in

the condition termed "
hermaphroditism

"
is almost al-

ways only apparent and not real, since response to tlie

crucial test, to be applied to every case by microscopical
examination, as to the presence of both forms of sexual
glands is rarely affirmative. Hennaphrodilisra is there-
fore divided into true a.nd false.
TitiK IIf.hm.vpiihoditism.—True sexual duplicity (77.

rf;-».s) iniplies the existence of both the testicle and the

ovary in the same subject, the condition of the external

generative organs lieing of far less moment. In view of
the manner in whicli tlie sexual glands arise, it is assu-
mable that the indifferent anlage of the glands may under-
go subdivision, one portion developing into the niale, the
other into the female organ, or the same may be accepted
fertile glands of the ojiposite sides. Theoretically true
sexual duplicity mav exist in three forms, bilateral, uni-

lateral, and lateral (Ivlebs).
A. Biliitcnd /ui/iiii/i/iiviJitism is the condition in which

on both sides a testicle and an ovaiy exist, separate or

partly fused into a composite organ. Almost the only in-

stance of this malformation in man worthy of consiclera-
lion has been the well-known case described by Heppner.
In a two-months' child the external organs were of the
masculine type, the penis being imperforate. The internal

organs included a uterus, with tubes and ovaries ou cither

side; likewise on each side an apparent testicle. While
microscopical examination demonstrated the nature of
the ovaries, it failed delinitely to establish that the neigh-
boring organs were testicles.

Very recently Garre "" has reported a case which seems
to merit the distinction of being regarded as a trust-

worthy bilateral true hermaphrodite. The individual,
who sought the surgical clinic at Konigsberg in Prussia,
in addition to malformations of the external sexual

organs, presented a hernia-like swelling in the left in-

guinal region. On opening this, various bodies and
cords were found which proved to be testicle, epididymis,
vas deferens, ovary, oviduct, and parovarium.

"

The
diagnosis was positively confirmed by microscopical in-

vestigation, the ovary containing uunierous well-formed

primary follicles and the testicle characteristic, although
somewhat atrophic tissue, but without evidences of sper-
matogenesis. Digital examination through the rectum
discovered on the left side two movable bodies, about the
size of a pigeon's egg, together with a cord leading lat-

erally to the urethra. These structures were assumed to
be the left ovary and testicle with its duct.

B. UnildUral hd-iiinphi-oditism is the condition in which
on one side is a single sexual gland, on the other two—
one testicle and one ovary. Two authentic cases present-
ing these peculiarities have been ob.served in the human
subject, accepting the one described by Gast ''-'^ as such.
The latter was a still-born infant with" exstrophy of the
bladder. A rudimentary but well-developed penis was
]ierforated by a urethra and lay between cutaneous folds.

The internal organs were of the female type. The uterus
was bifid and on the right was solid with a sheath-like
fibrous extension, fromwhich ran an oviduct with ab-
dominal orifice. The left uterine division was ahso solid
and bore an oviduct with fimbriated extremity. At-
tached to this was an ovary, showing follicles on niicro-

scojucal examination
; on t lie same side was a test iele, the

size of a pea, from which a gubernaculum extended to
the base of the left scrotal sac. Jlicroscopical examina-
tion showed this organ to correspond to a testicle in its

structure. On the right side no sexual gland could be
discovered. The most convincing case, reported by
Blanker and Lav occurred in a man. Micro-

.scopical examination proved the existiaice of an ovary
anil testicle uptm one side, with the male gland upon the
other.

C. Lateral Jiermaphroditimn, in which one gland, testi-

cle or ovaiy, exists on each side, is the most fre(|uent

variety of true double sex and the group within which
the majority of reputed cases of true hermaphroditic
malformations fall. Very few such cases, however, are
substantiated by trustworthy microscojiical examina-
tions, and. therefore, are not lieyoiid challenge, .\iiioiig
the most accurately investigated and convincing cases are
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Fig. 4t)«r.— Intprnal Organs of True
HiTiiiupbrtHlitt'. a. Urethra ; b,

prostate; r, simis pooularis; (?,

liyineii ; t\ nro-t'eiiitul canal ; T\

bladder :(/. vagina : /i, uterus; h\
left cornn of iiienis; i. lefttulie;
i", infuudibuhnn ; k, left ovary; (,

iitero-ovariun lipament; »i, left

round li-ranient : «, ri^ht tube : o,

rislit testicle; p. epididymis; q,

riclit spermatic duct; r, right round
ligament. (Obolonsky-Ziegler.)

those reported by Rudolpli,"' Cramer. Jleycr, Klebs,'"'
Sclimorl.'" Oboloiisky,"' anil Zimmcrmauu.'^"
The ease reported by Schmorl was tliat of au art stu-

dent, aged twenty-two years, who applied to the surgical
clinic in Leipsie for operation to correct h3'i)0spadias.
The serotuni was rudimentary; on the riirlit side was a

small testicle, on the left none. The |)cnis was small and
drawn bow like downward, with uncovered, well-formed
but imperforate
glans. The groove
on the under sur-

face of the penis
was 3.2 cm. long,

running into a
small slit 0.5 cm.
in length. An op-
eration to correct

the hypospadias
and to" free the

penis was per-
formed, but the pa-
tient shortly after-

ward died. The
findings at the ;iii-

to]isy were as fol-

lows; Face bearded
with hairs about 3

cm. long. Hreasts

undeveloped, but

pubes had hairy

growth resembling female. The penis, freed from
its adhesions by tlie operation, measured o.^i cm. in

length with a circumference of 8 cm. To the sides

of the peins were genital folds which projected
above and grasped the penis between them. Opening
into the urethra, 3.5 cm. behind the external orifice, was
an aperture into which a probe could be passed for 15

cm. Further examination showed this canal to be a va-

gina and uterus, the latter consisting of a cervix and

body. On the right side were a round ligament, tube
and ligament analogous to that of the ovary, all of
which extended down to the sexual gland in the right
scrotid sac. This gland was shown by mieroscoiiical
examination to be a testicle, although neither sper-
matozoa nor vas deferens were found. On the left

side a tube ran into the inguinal gland and was contin-
uous with an ovoid body, 5 cm. long and 2 cm. thick,
which proved to be chiefly a distended and distorted fim-

briated extremity. Histological exaiuination revealed
within this body a sexual gfaud having the characteris-

tics of au ovary, but without ova.

The ease of Obolonsky was that of a twelve-year-old
individual with external organs resembling a female with

exceptionally developed clitoris. A well-developed va-

gina opened into the urethra at the sinus pocularis,

guarded by a rudimentary hymen, and led to a uuicor-
nate uterus. A prostate was also present. The right
broad ligament contained a testicle, an epididymis, and
a vas deferens, as well as a rudimentary oviduct and
rouud ligament. The left broad ligament contained
an ovary with an ovarian ligament and a well-devel-

oped oviduct. Histological examination definitely es-

tjiblished the nature of the sexual glands as testicle and
ovary.

F.M.sE HEi!M.\rnnoDiTis>r.—As above pointed out, the
crucial test in determining the existence of true double
sex is the coexistence of both types of sexual glands;
where the presence of the.se is not established by micro-

scopical examination, the condition is to be regarded as
one of pseudohermaphroditism, and the restdtof aberrant

development of the excretory ducts and the external geni-
tal organs, which partially reijiesent the characters of
both sexes. The most frequent and striking of such
malformations are those occurring in individuals of the
male sex, in which, in addition to the usual structures,
the Miillerian ducts, instead of being rn<liinentary and

atrophic, have undergone tuiusually extensive develop-
ment, resulting in the production of au enlarged uterus

masculinus, or, in extreme cases, of a more or less well-
formed vagina, uterus, and tubes.

In male subjects the external organs maj' be the seat
of aberrant development, in consequence of which the

parts assume female characteristics. Thus, the penis
may remain rudimentary and resemble a clitoris. Fol-

lowing faulty union of the genihd folds h\'pospadias re-

sults, and when extensive the urogenital sinus may open
by au orifice resein-

b 1 i n g a vulva
bouniled by appar-
ent labia—the un-
united scrotal f<ilds,

the similarity being
sometimes height-
ened liy the absence
of testicles in con-

sequence of imper-
fect descent. Such
malformations need
not necessarily im-

ply an hermaphro-
ditic condition, al-

though often a part
of the defects ob-
served in that con-
nection.

On the other hand, but much less fre-

quently, in individuals of the female sex
the Wolffian ducts may assume an undue
prominence and lead to the formation of
structures within the broad ligament or the
wall of the uterus and vagina, which rep-
resent the epididymis and vas deferens. Ap-

proximation and more or less extensive union of the

genital folds, in conjunction with au abnormally large
clitoris, may result in closure and obliteration of the
vulva to such extent that the urogenital sinus opens
beneath the apparent penis by a small aperture resem-

bling a urethra.

Depending upon the predominating sex of the indi-

vidual, as determined by the character of the sexual

gland, pseudohermaphroditism is divided into the nmie
and female type, in each of which group three varieties

are recognized.
Mascdine False HerniapIirodUism.—\. Internal—in

which associated with the normal, or nearly so, external
male organs are a rudimentary vagina, uterus and, per-

haps, tubes. The vagina pierces the prostate and opens
into the urethra at the usual position of the sinus pocu-
laris, or uterus masculinus.

II. E.rtei-nal—in which the outer male organs exhibit

faulty development resulting in iiuperfect fusion of the

genital folds and ridges and the consequent resemblance
to the female type. The disguise is favored by the gen-
eral physical characteristics which are often distinctly
feminine.

III. Complete—in which both internally and externally

organs reseiubliug those of the female are present. A
more or less well-developed vagina and uterus, possibly
also tubes, exist; the vagina opening into a rudimentary
urogenital .sinus, or short vestibule, into which may lead

a groove from the under side of the penis. Less fre-

quently the urelhra and vagina open into the urogenital
sinus by separate orifices. Very rarely these may be

prolonged as canals in an otherwise normal penis, so that

this organ posses.ses apparently double urethra;, the upper
tube being tlie urinary channel, the lower one receiving
the sexual ducts.

Of the large number of cases of masculine spurious
sex duplicity in the literature the following case, re-

ported by Stroebe,'" is an interesting example of pneiido-

/tennap/irodumiis masciilintis interniis : Autopsj- on a
male subject of sixty-three years showed normal external

organs with the exception that the testes were unde-
scended. Within the pelvis an elongated uterus, with

well-develojied body and fundus (K cm. broad) lay behind
the bladder. On the right side were found an oviduct,
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around liaranient, and asexual glaud i-uibcddcd williiu

a l)i(iad lif^anK'iU ;
mi tlic" left tlii' lube was rcpivsculcd

bj' a rudiiuciilaiy cystic structure that probably was the

remains of tlie .Mi'illerian duet. A sexual gland was also

discovered ou this side. Jlicroscopieal examination
showed the sexual glands to be atrophied testicles. The
prostate was poorlj- developed. Tlie uterus opened into

the urethra at the sinus ])ocularis.
- The course of the

vasa defercntia was interesting, since tliese canals in

their lower part Jay embedded on eitlier side within the

wall of the uterus. The seminal vesicles were abnormal,
but the ejaculatory ducts were well developed. These

findings point to the simultaneous development of the

WoKliau and Mulleriau ducts, leading to the production
of excretory tubes of both sexes. Failure of the Miille-

riau ducts "to undergo the usual regressive changes was
manifestly the inunediate cause of the abnormality ;

the

reason for such failure, Iiowever, is less evident, although,
as pointed out by Stroebe, the disturbing influences must
be active at an early period.
Feminine Fahe Ilcrmapliroclitism.—This condition is

much rarer than in the male. Theoretically it may be
subdivided into the three varieties—internal, external, and

complete—described in connection with the masculine

type.
I. Internal, in which, associated with normally formed

external organs, the inner are augmented by derivatives
of the persistent "Wolffian ducts, the homologues of the

epididymis and vas deferens, which lie within the broad

ligament and the utero-vaginal wall.

II. External, in which the external organs assume the

appearance of those of the male in consequence of more
or less pronotinced fusion of the genital folds. The
modified parts often resemble a h3'pospadiac penis with
cleft scrotum, the likeness to the latter organ being more
striking when, as sometimes happens, the ovary descends

through the canal of Nuck into the labium majus. In

exceptional instances the urethra ma}' be closed as far

forward as the glans clitoridis, in which case the vesti-

bule is no longer open and the external organs resemble
those of the male.

III. Conijilctc, in which both the internal and external

organs present male characteristics. Tliis condition is

comparatively ver}'
rare. A well-devel-

oped prostate and
even the homologues
of the ejaculatory
duct and seminal ves-

icle have been ob-
served associated
with persistent deriv-

atives of the Wolf-
fian ducts.

The determination
of the true sex in

spurious hermaphro-
ditism Ii_v observation

upon the living sub-

ject is frequently
uncertain, especially
in view of the possi-
ble close resem-
blances of the exter-

nal organs to the type
opposite the real sex
of the individual, as

determined Ijy histo-

logical examination
of the sexual glands.
In doubtfid cases it

is wise to assume that

the patient is of the
male sex. It should lie remembered lliat spurious men-
struation has been observed in m.asculinc false hermaph-
roditism.

As an example of feminine iiseudohermaphroditi.sm
established clinically, the case reported by Fitch ''"

is of

Fig. 4f)(«.—E.vtjrnal Organs of Male
Psoiulohernuiphroflite. .s, (Jroove ; int,
fntnince of ur()-j,'('iiil!il sinus ; an, anus.
(Giinther.)

interest. A house servant, aged twenty -eight years, was
subjected to examination, when apparently bothmaleand
female organs were discovered. The labia majora were
of normal size ; tlie labia minora were absent. In place

Fig. 4689.—Internal Organs of the Preceding Case. .Sj/mph., Sym-
physis; r, bladder: tiim, uterus masculinus, greatly enlarged;
1/7', ureter ; ccp, corpus cavernosum ; ecu, corpus spongiosum.
(Gunther,)

of the clitoris of usual size was an apparent penis, which,
when in erection, measured five and a quarter inches in

length and three and three-eighths inches in circumfer-
ence. The glans was perfect and provided with a ure-

thra. The scrotum was about two inches long and

seemingly contained two testicles (?). It was claimed
that semen (?) was ejaculated from the urethra. The
vagina was spacious and had an os uteri projecting into
it. Seven years liefore the subject had given birth to a
normal female infant. Scanty menstruation occurred

every three weeks and lasted two days. Sexual gratifi-
cation was said to be equally distributed between the
two sets of organs.
Marchand"' has described a case of feminine pseudo-

hermaphroditism of exceptional interest as illustrating-

possible sources of error unless careful histological ex-

amination is made of supposed sexual glands. The
clitoris was large and but slightly li_ypospadiac. The
vagina opened into the urethra, which was surrounded

by a small prostate. Both oviducts were closed at their

distal end. Very small ovaries were present in their nor-

mal position; that these organs were of this nature was
determined by microscopical examination. On tlie right
side the outer border of the broad ligament contained a
second body of the size of a well-developed testicle,

which proved, however, to be not a sexual gland, but an

enlarged accessory suprarenal. Since the presence of
these bodies, of very small sizi-, is to be regarded as con-

stant, it is probable that when cnlarge<l tliey have been
mistaken for sexual glands, lieuce their possible hyper-
trophy must be borne in mind. Those interi'Sted in the
literatui J of the various types of hermaphroditism will

find in Taruffi's monograph'" an exhaustive and syste-
matic review, arranged chronologically.
M.\LFOKMATioxs OP THE ExTUE.MiTiF.s.—Congenital

defects involving the limbs include two chief groups: (1)
Those following iirrested development, and ('J) those oc-

curring in consequi'iice of excessive development, the
former resulting in deticiencies, the latter in redundant

parts of limbs, especially the digits.
The lirst appeiirancc of the iinib-buds in man occurs

during the third week of embryonic life, as flattened

rounded elevations which project laterally from the body
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wall. Diuius; the fifth wcok thesis jirowiiig processes
•exhibit (lillercntiiitioiiiuto pro.xiiiml find (lisl;il segments,
the latter becoming the hands and the feet. By the close

of this week the distal segment shows beginning division

into digital areas, the ui)per linil)S anticipating in theii

tlifferentialioii the lower by some days. The proximal
segment soon becomes subdivided, so that by the sixth

week the three chief segments of each limb are evident.

Tlie seventh week brings greater distinctness in the sepa-
ration of the digits and indication of the carpal region of

the hand and the correspomling parts of tlie foot. With
the eighth week appear the elbow- and knee joints. The
digits, although advanced in devilopnunt, are still

webbed, being connected by a membranous fold of in-

tegumeut. By the ninth week the several divisions of

the limbs are present, but not in their delinitive propor-
tions. Thus the length of the entire hand is excessive in

relation to tliat of the arm and forearm; likewise, the

lingers are too long in proportion to the remaining parts
of the hand, and the thumb too long for the other fingers.
As already noted, the upper extremity at lirst leads the

lower in its dilferentialion, but by the ninth week both
are of equal length. From tliis time, however, the lower
limb begins to outstrip the arm in its length growth.
The jirimary shovel-like form of the limb-bud projects

at right angle to the body wall; later, with the differen-

tiation into segments, the limbs become folded veutrally
and parallel to the sides, stretching obliquely from head
tailward. At this stage the future flexor surface of the
limb is presented ventrall}', theexten.sor surface dorsally.
The preaxial borders of the limbs (radial and tibial,

marked by the thumb and great toe) are directed toward
the head; conversely the postaxial borders (ulnar and
fibular) look tailward. During subsequent growth the

upi)er and lower limbs undergo partial rotation, the arm
tiu'iiing outward and backward, the leg inward and for-

ward. In consequence of these opposite rotations the

preaxial border of the upper extremity (thumb and
radius) is carried laterally and dorsally, while the corre-

sponding border of the lower limb (great toe and tibia)
is tiu-ned medianly and anteriorly, these parts of the two
extremities being homologous notwithstanding their ap-
parent dissimilarity in the completely develojicd condi-
tion. In their differentiation from the raesodermic tissue

composing the earh' limb, the skeletal segments follow
the order of their relations to the tnmk, the proximal

segments being first defined,
the distal ones last.

Congenital Deficiencies of the

Extremities.—^These malforma-
tions arc attributable to causes
of several kinds, some of which
lead to primary defects, others
to secondar}-. Among the first

are primary deficiency in the

primitive limb aniage, per-

haps inadequate differentiation

of the segments and deficient

bone formation. The most im-

portant causes producing sec-

ondary malformations— those

modifying limbs which under
favorable condiliims would de-

velop into normal mcmber.s—
are inade(|Uatc intra - uterine

space, tliereb.y inducing pres-
sure, and amniotic adhesions
and constricticms. Defective

development of the extremi-
ties is sometimes associated
with profound ccmgenital mal-
formations of the n(a'vous sys-
tem, as spina bifida, involving
the nerve trunks supplying
the limbs.

The classification of malformations of the extremities

suggested by Kiinunel.'^' also followed by Kalussner,"-"
is the most consistent grouping based upon anatomical

Flo. 4690.—Aiiielus. iZii-gler).

\

data, and to those especially interested in these defects
the monographs by the above authors are of particular
value. For the purposes of the general reader, however,
the clinical classitica-

tion is more conveni-
ent and, while less

(;xact, presents the
defects in a useful

sequence; it has,
therefore, been fol-

lowed in these pages.
I. One or more

limbs entirely/ want-

ing.
I. Amelus. Both

upper and lower ex-
tremities are absent,
while the trunk is

usually well devel-

oped. The position
of the limbs is often
indicatetl by button-
like elevations within
a funnel-shaped de-

pression.
3. Abrachius and

Apus. This condi-
tion implies the sup-
pression of either the

upper or lower limbs,
the remaining pair

being often well de-

veloped.
3. Monobrachius

and monopus result

from absence of a sin-

gle arm or leg, the
otlier limbs, includ-

ing the mate to the

missing inember,

may be normal.
II. One or more

limbs defective.
1. Peromelus. All

the limbs are imper-
fect, although the

causes have not been
so radical in their ac-

tion as to result in complete absence of the extremities.
The degree to which the upper and lower limbs are af-

fected often varies, thereby producing the conspicuous
malformation known as phocomelus. This is distinguished
by the rudimentary condition, or complete suppression, of
the proximal segment with relatively well-formed hands
and feet. According to Klimmel, the most frequent
combinations are (-;) defective development of thigh
with relatively well-developed leg and foot; (A) defective

development of arm or forearm with comi>aratively well-
formed hand. A defect of the upper extremity corre-

sponding to {(I), that is, defective arm with well-

developed forearm and hand, probably does not occur;
likewise suppression of the thigh ancl leg with well-

formed foot is very rarely observed.
2. Perobrnchins and peropiis are represented by defec-

tive development affecting the upiier and lower extrem-

ity respectively.
III. One or more limbs abnonnally small, althmigh mil

formed.
1. Micromelus, in which all of the extremities are defi-

cient in size, the diminution, however, being unattended

liy malformation.
2. Microbrachius and mieropus include such cases in

which the abnormality is limited to one or both arms or

legs respectively.
IV. Limh-lionrs d^fectire or absent.

Congenital imperfection or absence of the bones of the

arm or thigh, forearm or leg, produces a series of ray
defects in which malposition and faulty development

Fig. 4fi91. — Phocomelus with Double
Harelip. (Hirst aud Piersol.)
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of the sucrepfliiig segments arc usually cnnspicumis, this

being partiL-ularlj so in tliulianiis and fwt in cunjunctiiin
witli the absence of the radius and tibia. Defective

fdnila' are generally associated with wore or less niarlied

shortening of the limb.

V. Loirer limbu fused.

Sympus, si/»i>ii('his, or siren, as such malformations are

variously termed, is distinguished by more or less com-

plete fusion of the lower extremities. Tlie lower end of

the trunk is also detective, as evidenced by the malfor-

mations of the pelvis and of the external genital organs
and excretory passages which are cnnnuonly imperfect.
The united limbs usually have undergone rotation out-

ward and backward, so that the primary external siu'-

faces become fused. In consequence of such union the

lower half of the body forms a conical mass, which may
terminate below in a rudimentary single foot (Symptis

vumopua), or two imperfect feet may be present (S. dipus).

At other times onlj- one or more stunted toes are seen, or

all traces of feet are wanting (S. apiis), the fused ex-

tremities ending in a rounded, somewhat elongated apex.
VI. Hands or feet defectire.

Malformations of the distal limb segments due to

defective or arrested dcveloiuncnt, or perodacti/lism, oc-

cur in great variety as to form and detail. In general
these abnormalities re-

sult from the deficient

formation, or entire sup-
pression, of one or more

phalanges, c om b i n e d

frequently with fusion

of certain digits {syiulac-

tillium). The variations
in these defects are so

great that they include
all degrees of imperfec-
tion, from the scarcely
perceptible shortening
of a single finger to the

presence of mere stunted
knob-like digits. One
form of malformation,

rhft hand or foot, is con-

spicuous on account of
the forked appearance
due to separation of the

marginal digits by a
cleft resulting from the

imiierfect development,
or entire absence, of the

intervening metacarpal
bone or bones and the

directlj- related carpals.
The phalanges of the
third finger, with the

associated metacarpal
and carpals, or the cor-

responding bones of the

foot are most frequently
wanting, the remaining

digits oa either side being fused into a marginal ray.
In some cases heredity is apparently an important factor

in the production of these malformations, as shown in

the striking instance of hereditary brachydactyly re-

corded by Webb,"'" six generations of a family being
"short-fingered."

Si/TuUictylism, the congenital union of two or more

digits, may be primary or secondary. In the former
case the fingers or toes are joined in consequence of im-

perfect primary differentiation and separation, the digits

remaining connected b}' robust intervening bridges, at

times apiiearing merely as ridges projecting from the

fin-like terminal segment. Such malformations are mani-

festly the result of devciojimental arrest in consequence
either of defective primary furniation or of unfavorable
influences subjecting the developing digits to unusual

pressure. In extreme cases, when all the fingers or Iocs

are blended, the union is ustially very intimate, the hand

Fig. 4692.—Sympus Dipus. (Ziegler.)

Fig. 4693.— Malformed Hand (Pero-
ehirus) with Fusion of Fingers.
(Ott«.)

or foot constituting a terminal knob-like mass presenting
little resemblance to the normal form. Secondary syn-
dactylism results from more or less extensive union of
the digits subsequent
to their development.
In such cases the con-
nection usually con-
sists of integumentary
folds extending for a
variable distance from
the ba.ses of the digits
toward their tips. Ex-

ceptionally the union
is limited to the latter,

the bases remaining
free, thereby pioduc-
ing the fenestrated

variety of syndacty-
lism.

Spontaneous or con-

genital amputation of
the extremities, effect-

ed by constricting
cords or bands of am-
niotic tissue, is re-

sponsible for numer-
ous defective limbs.

When the ligatures have been ins';*Hcient to produce
necrosis and complete division of a member, their posi-
tion is often indicated by marked conslrictions and their

baneful influence is manifested by the stunted but still

attached distal portion of the limb. The latter being
compressed within the encircling folds of amnion is un-
able normally to develop, remains in tlic fcetal condition,
and fails to keep pace with the growth of the more
favored parts of the extremity. Spontaneous amputa-
tions may involve an}' part of the extremity, from a part
of a single digit to loss of an entire limb. The latter

usually ends in a smooth conical stump, while the ampu-
tated portion, when separation has occurred at an early
period, is commonly not to be found, having undergone
complete maceration and disappeared.

Congenital Lu.rations and Malpositions.
—Although the

anatomical peculiarities exhibited by osseous and liga-
mentous structures involved in congenital luxations are

usually secondary results and not primary causes of these

malformations, the latter call for brief notice in connec-
tion with defects of the extremities.

Congenital bixations of the femur are the most impor-
tant as well as frequent of the in-enatal dislocations.

They are alwaj-s sec-

ondary and probably
due to the effects of

malposition of the
limbs at a period be-

fore the joint was ca-

pable of resisting the
unusual strain, in con-

sequence of which tlie

feiuur is forced from
its normal
socket. Loss
of apposition
and fimction
result in atro-

phy and nial-

formalion of

the femoral
head and the

acetal)ulum,
the latter be-

1 n g often
small and
shallow and
at times almost wauling. The capsule is stretched and

abnormall)' lai'ge. The luxation may be on one or both
sides. Similar deformities may affect the knee-,

slioulder-, or elbow-joint, although much less frequently.

Yui. 4004. Skelelim <if Preceding Deformed Hund.
(Otto.)
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Fio. 4685. — Deformed Foot
(Peropiisl. o, /), Ureal and
little toes. (Otto.)

Conyiiiittd iiitil/uisition of tlie fci't anil liaii(l.s may occur
in consequence of faulty position, or luulur intni-uterine

pressure, without defective developMient of the .skeleton,

all lypes of club-foot or cluli-

liand being observed. In oilier

cases the ilislortion of the dis-

tal segment is associated with
defective development of the

bones of the forearm or the

Ic'g, as of the ulna or radius
with talipomanus, or of the

tibia with talipes. In the con-

sideration of spina bilida (page
6ilT) attention was called to the

freipient occurrence of club-

foot with such malformations
of the spinal cord. In such
cases the talipes results from
the loss of balance in the mus-
cular forces acting on the limb
in coiise(iuence of impairment
of the nerve supply to the

muscles from the spinal cord.

The ciiuses leading to the

various foregoing malforma-
tions of all degrees are chiefly
those which induce abnormal

pressure upon the developing limlis. wliether the un-

favorable influence be exercised directly by the am-
nion, or by iuadeijuacy of the space within the uterus.

Amniotic attachnieuts or constricting investments are

undoubtedly prolific sources of these malformations.

Barwell,'" however, insists that defective limbs are
less often the residt of consirietions than usually as-

sumed. The histories of many cases, moreover, point
strongly to heredity as an additional factor in their pro-
duction. Ebstein '" has reported a remarkable example
of syndactylism of the fingers and toes through five gen-
erations. In other instances it is dilticult to accoiuit for

symmetrical malformations profoundly affecting all the
limbs without recognizing au inherent lack of primary
development, apart from tlie dwarfing influences of me-
chanical forces.

CoiHjenilal Bi'duiuhincies nf (he Extremities.—These
malformations include the frequently observed super-

numerary fingers and toes

and the rare duplication of

the hands or feet. The few
instances of reputed doub-

ling of the entire lower limb
that have been recorded must
be viewed with doubt, since
it is highly probable that

these eases are to be regarded
as double monsters.

Polydticti/lism e.xhibits all

degrees of doubling of the

digits, from the scarcely evi-

dent partial cleavage of the
distal phalanx to the pro-
iluetion of a complete two-
fold (juota of fingers and toes.

The ])re.sence of ten digits,
however, is very exceptional ;

that of seven or eight is also

rare, the most common addi-
tion being of only a single

supernumerary finger or toe.

The position of the latter is usually marginal and about
one and one-half times more freciuent on the lateral

(radial or tiliial) than on the median (ulnar or fibular)
side. The thumb is oftener doubled than the great toe.

The doubling may involve <inly the jihalanges. or the

cleavage may begin with the mclaear])als or meliitarsals.

When an entire, coniparalively well-formed additional

digit is present, it may articulate with the metacarpal or

metatarsal of its neighbor, to join directly with the car-

I)id or metacarpal series. More rarely the latter may be

Fig. 4696.—Slfelelon of Preced-

ing Foot. (Otto.)

FIG. 4697, -Polydactylism of Hand.
(Ziegler.)

also atigmented in number to provide special bones and
atlaehmenls for the extra digit. All possible combina-
tions occur in the relations of the supernumerary ]iarts
with the usual digits, especially in conjunction with
an a.ssociated syndactylism often coinciileutly present.
When very imperfectly developed, the additional finger
or toe may be so rudimentary as to be merely a knob-
like ap|)endage possessing only integumentary attach-
ment. The extfa digits may occur only on a single
limb, on both hands or feet, or on all four extremities,

idthough their position is by no means always symmet-
rical.

The etiology of polydactylism has elicited much discus-

sion, ami many theories have been advanced in explana-
tion of the.se fre-

quent malforma-
tions. The assumed
causes may be
grouped under two
headings— external
and internal. Fore-
most among the

former are the
mechanical impres-
sions due to amni-
otic cords or folds;

among the latter are

heredity and exces-
sive dilferentiation.

The presence of op-
posing amniotic
folds is regarded by
some authors as the
most important fac-

tor in producing
supernumerary dig-
its which are re-

garded as arising in consecjuence of cleavage of the pri-

mary aniage, from each portion of which is formed a more
or less perfect finger or toe. That in a certain number of
eases amniotic folds are probably accountable for the fis-

sion resulting in supernumerary digits must be admitted,
but the acceptance of such mechanical disturbance as the
chief cause of such malformations fails to account for the

acknowledged influence of heredity, which is particularly
conspicuous in polydactylism. The remarkable case o"f

Mnir,'^' in whicli supernumerary digits were jiresent in

five consecutive generations, leaves little doubt as to the

importance of these unknown influences in the produc-
tion of polydactylism.
That the presence of amniotic folds is not a neces.siiry

condition has been shown by Tornier."' who pointed out
that polydactylism is particularly frequent in amphibian
embryos in which the devel-

opment of au amnion never
takes place. Neither is the

assumption convincing that
the influence of heredity is

not directly exerted uijon the

limb-anlage, but upon the

amnion, in consequence of
which a pecu-
liar relation of
th(^ amnion to

the developing
'

lindi is estab-

lished, result-

ing in digital
fission. It
seems scarcely
plausible that

hereditary in-

rtuence sufliees

to arrange am-
niotic bands
with the symmetry necessary to produce supernumerary
digits upon all four limbs, as sometimes is the case.

Since the evolution of the mammalian limb is still

Fig. 4698.-Pc)lydactylism of Foot. (Johnson.)
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shrouilfd in nuicli uncertainty, we niuy admit our ignor-
iuic'i' ((inccrniiii;' llic exact role played l)y licre<lity in pro-

duciiii;- ]iiilydac(y lisni ; it is not unrcasonaljle, however, to

assume that the impression in some way inlliienees the

growth jtroeesses wliicli normally result in the dilleren-

tiation of live digits.
MAi.FoitMATioxs OF THE INTEGUMENT.—The skin is

the seat of a variety of congenital abnormalities, .some

local and others extensive, which depend upon unusual
conditions of (1) the epidermis, (3) the cutis and subcuta-

neous tissue, and Qi) the appendages—glands and hair.

Since not a few of tliese congenital abnormalities are

caused by pathological lesions more than by errors of de-

velopment, their consideration falls within the province
of dermatology rather than of teratology; such will,

therefore, here call for but brief notice.

Abiitiniiidities of the ephhrmis include more or less gen-
eral thickening of the epithelial tissue of the integument,
which ma}' constitute a horny stratum, several milli-

metres in thickness, broken only by the furrows caused

by the folding and movements of the members of the

body. This condition, known as hi/perkeratosis coiujenita
or ililTuse keratosis, is usually characterized by loss of

hair and obliteration of sebaceous glands.
Scale-like patches of hypertrophied epidermis distin-

guish the abriormality termed ichthyosis congenita, a con-

dition in which, when extensive, almost the entire body
of thefo'tus may be covered by irregular areas of grcatlj'
thickened epidermis, so that the integument ]iresents a
scarred and fissured appearance. 'When tlie hornj' in-

vestment of the extremities is very marked, the shell so

formed may act as a mechanical restraint to the normal

development of the hands and feet, which may, therefore,
be defective.

Anomalous pigmentation includes excessive and defec-

tive development. The former condition is represented

by the smaller or larger colored sjiots (nari pigmentosi),
often very numerous, whicli ma}' be smooth and unele-

vated, or raised above the level of the skin and frequently
Ijeset witli hairs. The color of the pigmented areas varies

from a pale to dark brown or black, the epidermis being
usually of normal thickness.

Deficient iiigmeutation or albinism of the skin and liair,

usually also evident in the iris, choroid, and retina, may
be partial or comiilete. In the latter case the abnormally
light-colored skin, white hair, pink irides, and red pupils
(due to the va.scular reflex through the pigment-free
retina and choroid) produce the characteristic appearance
of albinos. Partial albinism most frequently atfects the

hair, genitalia, nipple, and face. The influence of hered-

ity in bringing about the defective development seems

questionable, since albinos, although there may be several
in one family, are usually the children of ordinarily pig-
mented individuals, or, indeed, they may be the offspring
of negro parents.

AhiiiiniioUties of the cutis rera and suhcutaiuous tissue

Include the congenital variations affecting the connective
tissue of the skin. At times the latter may be of such
unnatural densitj', toughness, and rigidity (scleroderma
congenita) as to apjiear tightly drawn, leather}-, and un-
wrinkled. In other cases the same layers may be so
loose (cutis Ifixa) that the integument and subcutaneous
tissue hang in pendulous folds .and admit of imusual ex-

tension, recalling tlie "elastic .skin man" of the exhi-
bitions.

In conditions favoring stasis of the venous and lym-
phatic currents of the subcutaneous tissue, the latter may
become the seat of great hypertrophy with enormous dis-

tention and infiltration (elcpluintiasis congenita). This
condition may affect the integument to sucli degree that
the parts involved lose all resemblance to their normal
form. Eleiiliantiusis is freipiently observed in acardiac
monsters in which the subcutaneous ti.ssne sometimes be-

comes a misshapen (edematous mass, owing to the infil-

tration of the areolar tissue.

Dermoid ci/sis of the skin ari^ not infre(|Uenl. These
•congenital formations are to l)e distinguished from the
true dermoid growths which represent the abortive de-

velopm(!nt of all three geini layers. The ones here under
consideration result from abnormal inclusion and isola-

tion of epithelial tissues, which later develop in unusual
situations cystic tumors which may attain large size and
contiun within their walls epidi!i-mic deviations, such as
hair follicles and sebaceous glands. In accordance with
their origin, the favorite seats of such growths are loca-

tions in which fu.sion of the ejjidermis normally takes

place, as along the lines of closure of vi.sceral furrows.
Aiionailiis (f the ejiidermal dcriralircs include unusual

develoiiuient of the hair and of the glands.

Congenital ahoormalilirs if the //<//; may be excessive

(hi/prrtricho.sis) or delicient (/igjintrichosis). The former
condition, in which an tumatural profusion occurs iu

regionsordinarily covered only by fine down, is regarded
by Unua and by Brandt"" as essentially a persistence of
the lanugo, or fatal hair, to the exclusion of the second-

ary, which commonly later ajijiears. R(?garded in this

light, hypertrichosis is in fact an arrested development.
The excessive development of hair may belindted (hy-

pertriciiosis locnlis), as when confined to some small area,
as part of the face in "bearded women, "or in individuals

possessing hairy na'vi or warts; or it may inrliidc large
tracts or even the entire surface of the body (hypertricho-
sis vniversalis). as seen in the "wild men" of the mu-
.seums. In 1883 "Krao,"a .girl of seven, a native of

Indo-China, was exhibited as
" Darwin's Missing Link."

iShe was covered with black hair, had ])rognathic type of

face, and possessed extraordinary prehensile powers of

lips and feet. Sometimes the hands and feet are unin-

volved, as in the case of "Jo-Jo," celebrated as the
"
Dog-faced Boy.

" The excessive development of hair

commonly takes place after birth, although heredity
uudoubtedl_y plays an important role in estaldishing the
excessive anlage resulting in this abnormality. Craw-
ford and Yule described a family of Burmah, of which
re])resentativcs of three generations

—father, daughter,
and granddaughter—were nearly covered with liair.

Defective development of the hair (hypotrichosis) is

comparatively infrequent, persistent complete congenital
alopecia being decidedly rare. These defects arc often
associated with deficient formation of the teeth and,
sometimes, the nails. A number of instances have been
recorded of individuals who have been hairless from
birth, even the lanugo having been apparently wanting,
although probably partially developed. Heredity here
also seems to be an important factor, since in some fami-
lies congenital alopecia has been noted in successive

generations.
Congenital glandular anomalies of the skin affect

chiefly the sebaceous glands, which may be atrophic or

absent, as sometimes seen iu keratomous conditions of

tlie epidermis. The cystic growths connected with the
sebaceous glands (atheroma), formerly regarded as always
due to accumulation of secretion, sometimes arc probably
referable to remains of a congenitally displaced epithe-
lial anlage as a point of origin (Chiari "'). An excellent

presentation of the congenital skin, as well as other dis-

eases affecting the fa'tus will be foiuid in Ballantyne's
recent work,"- to which the reader is referred.

Polymastia, the condition of having more than two
breasts, is the most important congenital glandular ab-

normality connected with the integiuncnt, since the
mammie in principle are only modified sebaceous glands.
Congenital alisi'nce of one or both breasts is very rare.

Nunu'rical redundancy, on the contrary, is conuiion,

supernumerary organs being fre(|Uently encountered in

both sexes. A distinction, however, nnisl be made be-

tween the presence of merely supernumerary nipples
(hyperthelia) and of additional true milk glands (A.vyx'r-

nuistiii), the latter condition being much rarer than the
former. The examinations n'cordi'd by Bardcleben,''"

including over eleven thousand German .soldiers, gave
the astonishing results that su]iernunicrary nipples oc-

curred in fourteen jier cent., or once in every seven indi-

viduals. A iiercentage so high is probably obtainable

only hy regarding doubtful cases of |iignieutcd spots
as of sidlicicnl .significance to be included. Supenui-
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nierarv nipples seem to be more frequently developed in

men than in women; aeeessory true glands, liowever,
arc mueh more often found in female subjeets than in

male. The most common situations for the additional

nipples are below the position of the normal glands,
somewliat nearer the midline; they may occur on one or

on both sides, more often, however, on the left side.

Other locations of the aberrant nipples generally follow

a line pas.sing from the a.xilla toward the groin; e.vcep-
tiouallv they may be upon the back or outer surface of

the thigh.
The existence of supernumerary mannnary glands

is much rarer than of the nipples and is more freciucnt
in women than in men. Tlie positions of such manun;e
observed in women include the back, shoulder, a.xilla,

thorax, abdomen, groin, labium majus, and thigh.
Trust woithy records show that such organs secreting
milk have been located in the axilla, on th(' chest and
tlic abdomen, in the groin, and on the external surface of

the thigh. Hirst ''' refers to u negrcss of nineteen years
who possessed nine mammary glands, live on one side

and four on the other. Two of the accessory organs
were small and did not secrete; all the others gave milk
in large quantities.
The investigations of O. Schultze '^' have shown that

the mammaiy glands are developed along the milk lines,

ridges of thickened epithelium extending from the dor-

sal surface, in the vicinity of the fore limbs, veutrally
to end in the inguinal region. These observatiinis at

once point out the correspondence betrtecn the location

of the majority of supernumerary nipples and milk

glands and the normal formation tracts, the excessive

mamniEe of the human subject marking uuu?ual devel-

opment of possible anlages which ordinarily remain

quiescent. The intluence of heredity seems to be uncer-

tain, although in a unmberof reported cases both mother
and daughter presented polymastia, although the loca-

tion of the supernumerary mamma! was not identical.

Ocorge A. Piersol.
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TERATOMA.—A teratoma is a tumor-like growtli
fliaracterized essentially by the fact that the tissue-

formation of which it is composed does not occur nor-

mallj- in the affected region, or at least not during that

period of bodily development in which it presents itself.

Such a growth maj' consist of a single tissue, or may be
represented by a cyst {simple teratoid tumor or cyst) ; but
more fi'equeutlj' it is made of several tissues arising
from more than one of the germ la_vei'S {tni.reil tiniior,
"
Misehyeschwnlst "). To the more complicated forms the

term teratoma is often ajiplied in a more narrow sense,
while those highly complex growths which contain tis-

sues derived from all three of tiie germ laj'ers are known
as embryoid tumors or embn/omata. Tenitoinata com-
posed of tissue-formations which are out of place in the

region where found are known as hctcrotopous; those

composed of tissue occurring in a given region at a time
when it should not normally be found there are known
as heterochronmis. The tissue-formation composing the
teratoma takes its origin either from the anlage of the
individual aifected {monogerminal, endogenous, or autoch-
thonous teratoma), or from the anlage of a second individ-
ual (bigcrminul or ectogenous teratoma, fatus in fa'tti).

Further, either a sarcomatous ora carcinomatous prolifer-
ation may develop within a teratoma, and the growth
thereby assume the characteristics of a malignant tumor
(malignant teratoma).

xVccording to their structure, teratomata may be di-

vided into the following varieties:

1. Simple teratoid tumors.

2. Simple teratoid cysts.

flEctodermal.
] gp^^lid.

Tera- 1

= s™Pie leraiom cysts. -i Mesodermal.
tomata.

)
I Entodermal.

3. Complex teratomalu and teratoid cysts (embryoid
tumors and enibryi 'mata).

[ 4. Malignant teratomata.

I. SnrPLE Teratold Tumors.—In this class are placed
both heterotopous and heterochronous tissue-formations
of simple structure, consisting of but a single variety of

tissue, or at most of but a few forms of tissue. For the

greater part llicy consist of heterotopous tissue-prolifera-
tions wliicli have their origin in misplaci'd or persistrnt
fVetal anlagi'. They may dceur in any jitirt of the body,
Init are found most frequently in certain regions. The
most common tumors of this class are the liypernephroma
[kidneii. kidney region, liter, etc.), rhabdomyoimi or rhab-

domyosarcnma (kidney, testicles, va^ deferens, heart, va-

rij>
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gina, cerrix, hliuhler, etc.), choiulrdiim {snUvnry f/lmids,

mamma, skin, teglides, etc.), i-lioiidnimyxoiiia (sdlirnri/

and lachrymiil r/hiiuls, mamiiKV, ((.stichs), iuleiioiny.xoinii

(mamma), adeiiosarcoma (kiiliui/). adeuomyoma {iito-im.

broad ligament), leiomyoma (/tidiu-i/), osteoma {iiniKchu,

nkin, mamma, etc.). lipoma {ineiuiir/cs), and tlie tumor-
like formations found alons; the vertebral column ((•"cr.v-

geal and lumbosacral lipomuta, mi/<>lij)oma, and the tumors

of this region ir/iicJi contain nerrous elements).
The occurrence of tissue-formations in rej;ions in which

such tissue-elements are not normally found may In- ex-

plained hy tlic assiuniition of a misplacement of tissue

anla.sc, or of tissue at a later stajre of development, or

of the persistence of imdilVcrcntiatcd cells, which possess
the power of producing dillerent forms of tissue. In

general, it may be said that the simple teratoid tumors

correspond in their structure with the tissue-dilTerentia-

tions occurring normally in the region in wliicli they
arise. Every part of the body pradically lias its corre-

sponding mixed tumor, whieli in its structure harmo-
nizes with the normal ditl'erentiation of the tissues and

organs of that region. Thus, for exampli', the mixed
tumors of the salivary and lachrymal glands contain car-

tilage, bone, myxomatous tissue, connective tissue, ejii-

dermis, and glandular tissiic, corresponding to their

origin from ectodermal and mesenchymal anlage of the

head or mouth region. In the mixed tumors of the

niannna niyxomat<ius tissue, cartilage, epidermis, and

gland tissue are found, corresponding to their origin
from eetodern\al and mesenchymal or mesodermal an-

lage. The mixeil tumors of tlie kidney and Uidnej' re-

gion which contain striped muscle, cartilage, etc., arise

from anlage of the myotome and middle plate. Those
of the vagina and cervix arise from the anlage derived

from the myotome and .sclerotome, or from that portion
of the mesoderm lying posterior to the kidnej'. It is

probable that the teratoid growths of this region arc de-

pendent upon the development of the AVt)lllian duct, as

they are situated for the greater part in the region of the

ducts of Giirlner. The fatf}' tumors containing epithe-
lial and nervous structures, which are found along the

spinal column, chietly in the lumbo-saeral and coccygeal
regions, are due to misplacements of anlage or tissue

can.sed by defective development of the vertebral arches,
and are to be classed with the vario\is forms of the mal-
formation known as spina bifida orriiltn. Similar tumors
are also found in the cranium. In the changes follow-

ing a hernial inotru.sion of the spinal cord and meninges
in spina bifida bolh adipose tissue and striped muscle

may l)c misplaced into the spinal canal. Transposition
of adipose tissue, mu.scle, cartilage, cpendymal ti.ssuc,

and neuroglia is not infre(|ucntly seen in these mal-
formations. 'I"he li])omata of the cerebral meninges are
likewise to be ex|)lained in part as due to a transposition
of adipose tissue following or attendant upon a defective

develoiimeul of the cranium.

Though the great majority of the simple teratoid tu-

mors are to be regarded as heterotopous prolifi'ratious of
tissue arising from autochthonous fietal anlage, it is also

possible that some may be due to bigcrminal inclusions,
in wliicli only one or l)ut a few of the tissues of the para-
sitic twin persist. The parent cellsof thc'simjile teratoid

growtlis in either case remain latent or grow slowfy
until through some exciting factor a moreaelive prolif-
eration is set up. At first the mis]ilaced anlage increases

tlirougli a proliferation of undilTerentialed cells, but
with changing conditi<ins of growth a portion of the cells

becomes differentiated, and there are formed mature tis-

s\ics, which maj' continue to proliferate in their differen-

tiated form. The causes of active proliferation of latent

anlage arc unknown; inflammation or irritation or atro-

phy of the alfecle<l part may ]ilay the role of exciting
factor. That tlie early stages of growth consist in the
formation of undilTeientiated cells is shown by the fact

that the younger portions of the tumor are always com-

posed of such cells. These may iiredoniinate to such an
extent that the growth resembles a sarcoma (adenosar-
coma, rhabdomyosarcoma). Further, tin: fact that the

different tissues constituting the growth (cartilage,

striped muscle, etc.) occur in all ]iarts of the tumor can
be exiilained only by the assumption of a later differ-

ent itition of cells ari.sing through the jiroliferation of the
undiil'erentiated cells of the misplaced or persistent an-

lage. Moreover, the fact that the metastases of the
mixed tumors may contain all the tissue found in the

primary points to tlie metastasis of undifferentiated cells,
wliieh later become difrerentiated.

'I'lic simple teratoid tumors of the salivary glands,
mainnia. kidney, uterus, etc., though placed in the
same tumor class because of their anal^i^ous origin from
cellsof the ectoderm, mesenchym or m<-oderm, neverthe-
less show great dilTcrences in their n:;;nner of growth,
malignancy, etc. The mixed tumors of the parotid are

very slow in development, they produce no metastases,
and are relatively benign in character; those of the kid-

ney, uterus, and vagina may grow very rapidly, set up
metastases, and assume the cliaracter of very malignant
tumors. The metastases arise from the transjiortation of
undifferentiated cells from the primary tumor; through
the differentiation of tliese the daughter tumor comes to
contain the same tissues as the parent tumor. However,
a metastasis of more highly ditTercntiated cells may
occur, and the tumor arising from tlie.se may present
a less complicated structure than the primary. The
metastases of the mixed tumors, like those of sarcoma,
are haMuatogenous, tlie lymph glands being rarely in-

volved. The differences in malignancy between the
mixed tumors of the salivary glands and those of the

kidney cannot at present be explained. The latter pre-
sent the clinical characteristics of sarcoma, occur more
frequently in early life, grow rapidly, and are usually
fatal; the former develop in later life, grow slowly, and
are only rarely fatal. A secondary carcinomatous or
sarcomatous proliferation may, however, develop 'within

tlie benign teratoid growths of the laelirymal and sali-

var}' glands, mamma, etc. The hypenicjihroma is also

frequently the scat of a proliferation so active as to as-

sume clinically tlie characteristics of malignancy.
All the teratoid tumors are to be regarded as congeni-

tal tumors, even when developing very late in life. The
persistence of undifferentiated anlage in a latent condi-
tion for years has physiological analogues in the late de-

velopment of the beard, pubic hair, wisdom teeth, etc.

Nevertheless, many authors do not accept the congenital
origin of these growths and assign to them a develop-
ment from endothelium, orexplain their mixed structure
as arising from a metaplasia of other tissues, some going
so far as to assume a metaplasia of unstriped muscle
into striped, or even of connective tissue into smooth
muscle. In some of the simjile teratoid tumors, particu-

larly those of the salivary and lachrymal glands, the

proliferation of the endothelium is often the predominat-
ing feature of the growth, and from a purely structural

point of view justifies the designation of ei>dothdioma
or mi/.roclioiidroiiia ciidothclialc, as the case may be. In
the consideration of these growths it must be borne in

mind, however, that the proliferating endothelium arises

from the tumor anlage, and not from the endothelium

jiroper of the region concerned.
3. Simple Tek.\toid Cvsts.—The simple teratoid

cysts may be divided into tliree classes: the ectodermal,

mesoderniiil, and i iitixb rmal ci/sts.

{(i) Ectoderiniil Ci/xts.
—These arise from the misplace-

ment or transplantation of ectodermal anlage. They
may consist of cavities lined only by stratified squamous
epithelium, without hairs or other skin structures {epider-
moid ci/sts, epidermoidn), or of cysts wliose walls contain

hairs, glands, subcutaneous fat. etc., presenting all the
cliaracteristics of skin (dermoid ci/sts. dermoiils. dermato-

ci/sts). Ill the case of the former only eiiidermal anlagcs
are transplanted: in the case of the latter, embryonal
dermal tissue must also be transplanted. These growths
are of frequent occurrence; they vary in size from that

of a jiea to that of an orange. Both epidermoids and
dermoids occur chiefly in tlie skin and subcutaneous
tissues as cysts filled with a puUaceous material, resem-
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bliiig atlicroniata or sebaceous cysls caused by retention

of till' secretion of seb>iceous glands. In the epidermoids
tlie cyst enutetits consist of dcsciuaniated liorny cells

alone; in the dermoids hairs are found in addition to the

desquamated cells. The hairs are of a light or reddish

color. Fatty degeneration or liquefaction of the cyst
contents may occur, and cholesterin (ilates may be pres-
ent in large numbers. At other times the contents are

firmer, dr_v, and present a jiearly traiisluceucy or lustre.

The cyst contents may also become calcified.

Epidemnnds.—These are fouiul most frequently in the

cranium, neck, thoracic cavity, mediastinum, pelvic cellu-

lar tissue, coccygeal region, and perineum, and more rarely
in the peritoneal cavity. In the cranium they occur in the

meninges or in the hypophysis in the form of the tumors
known as ch^lcsteatotmita or pca;'^ tumors. These are

siiherieal or nodular tumors, varying in size from that

of a pea to that of an orange, and are distinguished by
their glistening satiny white surface. Jlicroscopicallj',

they consist chiefly of thin, non-nucleated, scale-like cells

arranged in closely packed laminse, the central portions of

which may present a pultaceous disintegration and en-

close plate's of cholesterin. According to Bostrijm they
are invariably situated at some point upon the pia, which
at the site of the growth is covered with stratified squa-
mous cells. These become piled up into a tumor-like mass,
and in the course of years form the horny lamina', wliieli

constitute the growth. The neighboring brain tissue

and the arachnoid are not concerned in the formation of

the horny cells. The dura and arachnoid may cover the

tumor. Portions of the cholesteatoma may become sepa-
rated from the main mass and be misplaced into the

brain tissue. At the base of the brain eholesteatomata

may be found in the neighborliood of the olfactory lobe,

tuber cinereum, corpus callosum, pons, medulla oblon-

gata, cerebellum, and choroid ple.xus. They are seen

but rarely in the meninges of the spinal cord. The
intracranial epidermoids arise most probably from epi-
dermal germs W'hich have become misplaced into the

anlage of the pia at a very earl}- stage of development.
According to Bostrom, this takes place in the time be-

tween the closure of the medullary canal and the separa-
tion of the secondary vesicle of the fore-lirain from the

fore-brain or tween-brain, and the separation of the after-

brain vesicle from the hind-brain (fourth to fiftli week).
The mediastinal dermoids probably arise from disturb-

ances of development of the thymus. Those occurring in

the neck arise from remains either of the branchial clefts

or of the ductus thyreoglossus. The eholesteatomata of

the middle ear may in part be explained as due to mis-

placed epidermal germs. The epidermoids of the pelvic
cellular tissue are the result of epithelial inshoots from
the perineum.

Derinaids.—The simple dermoid cysts or dermoids

possess walls showing all the characteristics of skin—
that is, papilliis, hair follicles, hairs, sweat, and sebaceous

glands, and often also subcutaneous fat. The cyst con-

tents are similar to those of the epidermoids, but con-

tain in addition hairs. The dermoids are found in the

same regions as the epidermoids, and are to be explained
as due to transplantations of dermal anlage at the same
time as epidermal.
Both the epidermoids and dermoids may be the seat of

development of a squamous-celled cancer. This event
occurs most frequently in the neck region (branchiogenic
and subcutaneous carcinoma).

(//) Memiilermal and Enti/dermitl Cysls.
—Cysts arising

from mis])lai'ed or persistent eutodermal or mesodermal
anlage are of relatively freipient occurrence. They are
characterized liy a lining of columnar cells, which are
often ciliated; and they form cysls varying in size from
that of a pinheail to that of a man's head. They are found
most frequently in the broad ligament and tubes, lessoften
in the peritoneal cavity, intestine, in the neighborhood
of tlie trachea and bronchi, in the lungs, ideura, tongue,
neck, liver, kidneys, etc. They owe their origin to the

per.sistencc of fietal glands or duets, or to misplaced
entodermal or mesodermal cpitlu'lial anlage. Those
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found in tlie uterine wall, broad ligament, and tubes arise
from remains of the Wolflian body and the duct of Gitrt-

ner; those of the cervix, porlio vaginalis, vagina, and
hymen arise from remains of the latter. In the peritoneal
cavity and abdominal wall they may arise from snared-
olf and persistent portions of the intestine (eitlerocyats),
or from jiortions of the iirachus {iirac/ins cynU). In the
liver and kidney they may arise from portions of the

gland tubules, which become constricted during the

period of development (iidrniiri/sls). In the neck remains
of the internal branchial clefts, in the posterior portion
of the tongue the remains of the thyreoghissal duct, or
of epithelial buds and glands developing from the same,
in the a'sophagus and respiratory tract snared-oil jjor-
tions of the intestinal canal or air passages, or remains of
the communication between the alimentary trad and air

passages, may form the anlage for the development of
such cysts. Cysts lined with columnar cells may arise

in the central nervous s_vstem or its immediate neighbor-
hood (myclocysfs). These are seen most frequently in the
lumbosacral and coccygeal regions. In the abdominal
wall cysts lined with columnar cells may arise from re-

mains of the omphalomesenteric duct {umbilical cysts,

omphalomesenteric cysts).

The origin of entodermal and mesodermal cysts can

usually be determined from the anatomical relations and
their structure. When the misplacement of the tissue is

but slight, and when the anatomical st.ucture still shows
clearly the character of the mother tissue the genesis of
the growth may be ea.sily determined. The size of these

cysts varies from that of a pinliead to that of a man's
head. Their clinical importance is dependent upon their

location, size, and the character of the secondary changes
occurring in them. The cyst wall may become inflamed
or undergo degeneration, or through an active epithelial

jn'oliferation either adenoma or carcinoma may develop.
Adenomata, cystadenomata, and adenomyomata develop
frequently from remains of the Wolffian body. In rare
cases an adenoma may develop from the remains of the

'

omphalomesenteric duct (nmhilical adenoma). Adenom-
ata and cylindrical -celled carcinomata may develop from
suared-ofi portions of intestine, or of kidnc}' and liver

tubules.

3. Complex Ter.\toid Cysts and Tumors.—The
teratoid cysts and tumors of complicated structure are
found in the same regions as the simple teratoid growths,
but occur most frequently in the se.xual glands, and in

the re.gion of the coccyx. Their complicated structure
is shown by the presence, either in the cyst wall or in

the solid growth, of a great variety of tissues: squamous
and columnar epithelium, ciliated epithelium, dermal
structures, nerve tissues, cartilage, bone, striped and
unstriped muscle, fat tissues, gland tissues, etc. They
may also contain tissue of a carcinomatous or sarcoma-
tous nature. The different tissue elements are some-
times of embryonal character. At other times they
resemble fully matured tissue. They are sometimes
found in orderly arrangement, suggesting the arrange-
ment of tissues and organs found in the normal human
body. In many ca.ses, however, there is no definite

grouping of tissue elements beyond that of the ,germ

layers, ectodermal ti.ssues being grouped together, meso-
dermal together, etc. The cysts may be lined with

squamous, simple columnar, or ciliated epithelium, and
in the first case may contain hair. Teeth and bone are of

frequent occurrence in these growths.
Complicated tumors belonging to this class occur in

the mouth, nose, and throat, as the so-called hairy polypi,

consisting of polyjtoid growths covered with liairy skin,
and a ma.ss of adipose tissue in which cartilage, bone,
teeth, muscle, gland tissue, cysts, etc., are found. In
tli(! kidney they occur as solid tumors consisting of sarco-

matous tissue containing tubular glands, striped and

unstriped muscle, cartilage, bone, etc. Similar tumors
are found in the vagina and cervix of young children ;

they consist chiefly of myxomatous and fibrous tissue,

striped and unstriped muscle, and more rarely cartilage
and gland tissue. Tumors contaiuiug cartilage, bono,
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nmscle, glands, nerve tissue, fibrous, myxomatous, and

adipose tissues, ectodermal and entodernial cysts, etc.,

arc found in the rcsrion o('tliccoccy.\, in tliccraniuni, orbit,

mediastinum, abdomen, necli, an<l lumlio-sacral reirion.

Tlie tissue elements forniiuir these growilis may be

grouped into rudimentary or fully developed body
parts, so that it is possible to recognize portions of the

respiratory or intestinal tmcts, etc. The comi)le.\ tera-

tomata oftlie ovary aud testis form the most important
and inlerestingtuuiorsof thisdass. They occur partly as

solid tumors containing multiple cysts, and partly as

dermoid cysts, the I'ormer being found chiefly iu the

testis, the latter in the ovary.
Oi-iirimi Drriii'iiih.—The complex dermoids of the

ovary occur usually in tlic form of thick-walled cysts,

varying in size from that of a pea to that of a man's

head, or even much larger, and containing a I'atty pul-
bU'cous nmterial. and hair of a light or reddish color.

E.xtending into the cavity of the cyst at some iioiut in

its wall there will always be found a polypoid, flat,

nodular, or septum-like prominence covere<l with hairs,

and often set wita teeth. The latter may arise from a

bony fomiatiou suggesting the jaw bone. The iiuier

lining of the cyst consists of columnar epithelium, Tvhile

that of the ]irominenee extending into the cj'st consists

of skin structures, epidermis, dermis with papilla;, hairs,

sweat and sebaceous glands, and beneath these sub-

cutaneous fat. The cyst contents consist of desquamated
horny cells undergoing disintegration, cholesterin plates,
and iiairs. Occasionally the contents are serous or mu-
coid. The colmnnar cells lining the remainder of the

cyst wall may be absent in part ;
and the surface so

denuded ma\- be covered with granulation tissue, con-

taining many giant cells, which iu part surround hairs

that hav(! been implanted secondarily into tlie bare sur-

face. The deeper layers of the wall and of the promi-
nence in particular contain a great variety of tissues,

brain, muscle, cartilage, bone, teeth, glands, spaces lined

with ciliated cohimnar epithelium, thyroid tissue, etc.

Representatives of all three germ layers are present, the

derivatives of the ectoderm and mesoderm being devel-

oped to the greatest extent; in particular the skin and
its appendages, bone, teeth, and brain substance; while
cnto(lermal structures, such as mucous glands, cysts
lined with columnar epithelium, etc., are usually devel-

oped to a much less degree, and are found only in the

deeper portions of the growth. While all ovarian der-

moid cysts possess in general the same essential charac-

teristics, the deviations iu the character, amoimt, and
relations of the tissues forming the growth are so great
that each timior may be said to have an individuality of
its own. This is very clearly shown in the descriptions

given of tlu; various cast's of ovarian dermoids reported
in the literature. They are not to be regarded as simple
tumors or cysts, l)ut arc composed of two distinct por-
tions—a jnirely cystic growth and a tumor composed of

embryonal elements, any one of which may develop in

excess of tln^ others.

In the simplest forms the cyst enclosing the dermoid is

of the monolocular variety, although remains of the

septa of a previously muUilocular cyst may usually be
foutid on close examination. The cystadcnoma may
lu'edcmiinatc over the dermoid, the latter playing s>ich

an unimportant part in the ih'velopment of the tumor in

many cases as to constitute only an acciilcntal flndiug.
In the case of a multiloeular cyst the dermoid may be
located upon the wall of the chief C3'st, or u\mn a sep-
tum in the midst of the cysladenoina. Usually, how-
ever, the dermoid structiu-es stand out from the wall as
a hairy iirominence. as described above.
The di'rmoid portions of the growth may be localized to

that part of the cyst wall which is occupied by the promi-
nence, or they may be scattered throughout the wall. In
adilition to the simple tissue elements various rudimen-

tary organs and structures have been described as occur-

ring in these growths. The parts of the body most fre-

<iuently foinxl are those of the cephalic end ; hence the

fretpient occurrence iu these tumors of brain tissue, max-

illary bones, teeth, rudimentary eyes, oral structures,
etc. Sections through the dermoid area usually show
a groundwork of adiiiose ti.ssue. through which nm
connective-tissue trabecuhe contaiinng bone or cartilage.
The areas composed of brain tissue may often be recog-
nized hy the naked eye. Portions of the skeleton, and
such structures as the iriammary gland, mouth, eye, etc.,

may also be recognized liy the gross appearances.
In a case reported by Hegnier an entire skeleton was

found, the right extrendties showing complete jointing.
Axel- Key describes an ovarian dermoid, in which there
were found a head with rudimentary jaws, two lower

extremities, and an ossified cranium containing brain
substance. In a case observed by Werlheim two ex-
tremities were attached to the to]) of a dermoid contain-

ing a well-developed jaw. Graves reports a case in

which there was found a head-like extremity with orbital

sockets and ej-elids with lashes. In a dermoid removed
b}' Thornton there was a head like process with maxilla;

containing teeth, and the stump of an extremity tijipcd
with long nails. Klaussner reiiorted a case containing
an entire extremity with jointed skeletal attachment,
and fingers with rudimentary nails; Wilms, a case con-

taining an upper jaw with well-formed molar and pre-
molar teeth aud a petrous bone; Grechcn, one with an
entire lateral wall of the cranium ; Schramm, a case show-

ing an ossified rib ; Kl'ister and Smigrodsky have reported
the presence of pelvic bones and ribs; Kapeller, several

jointed bones; Pfannenstiel two bones joined bj- a ball-

and-socket joint; and a number of observers have re-

ported the presence of fingers. Iu some cases the upper
and lower jaws have been so well formed as closelj' to

resemble normal specimens ; but usually they are so irreg-
ular that such a differentiation is impossible.
Teeth are foiuid in the majority of these growths. In

some cases several hundred are present. Tliey are some-
times situated within a rudimentary oral cavity, and
may project from the alveolar border. N'ot infrequently
the}' are enclosed within the bone. The dental structure
is normal, aud all the varieties of teeth may be found;
incisors, molars, etc., being arranged upon a rudimen-

tary jaw bone. The absorption of milk teeth and the
formation of permanent teeth have also been observed.
Such a secondary growth may explain the large number
of teeth seen in some cases. Besides the teeth, other
structures belonging to the mouth region are seen.

Simons has described a parotid gland, Flaischlen a sub-

maxillary, and Mortens and Kroemer have found muscle
beneath a mucous membrane, the structure suggesting
a rudimentarj' tongue. In those cases in which there isa
more or less well-defined oral cavity there is a sharp line of
transition between the epidermis aud the oral mucosa.
A narrow tube running from the oral cavity in one case
was regarded as a rudimentary O'sophagus. Thyroid
tissue has been found in a number of cases.

Brain tissue may be present in very large amoimts. la
some cases cerebral hemisjiheres, gyri, cerebral fissiu-es,

aud pia mater have been seen. All stages from the ear-

liest rudiments to the fully -developed type are seen.

The brain is usually enclosed iu a fibrous envelope con-

sisting of a single or several layers of connective tissue.

The outer layers contain a great deal of elastic tissue,
and often cartilaginous and osseous areas. In some cases
it is possible to tlifVercntiate betweenthedvira and the pia.
Iu the majority of cases the most striking evidence of

the jiresence of rudiments of the brain is afforded bj' the
retinal pigment, which is of very common occurrence in

these tumors. In a nvmiber of cases more or less com-

pletely developed optical vesicles have been found in the

shape of bilateral peduucidatcil aiipendages. Born has
described open spaecsand bony strnclureslying posterior
to the optical V(>sicle, and he considers them to be the rudi-

ments of thccar. The brain tissue is .sometimes iiilT<Ten- ,

tiated into cortical aud medullary layers, the former con-

taining typical pyramidal cells. In .some cases cranial

nerves aud ganglia were fomui which were regarded as
j

corresponding to the optic aud trigeminus. Sympa-
•

thetie ganglia are frequently present. Kroemer observed
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;i svmpallR'tic |ik'xuswitl;in tlic muscular wall of a ruili-

iiicntary intcstinp. In a casi' reportfil by Ka]ipclcr a

coiiiiiU'to medullary tube with coiitral canal, anterior

commissure, longitudinal sinus, and intervertebral gau-

gliii enclosed in a vertebra were found.

Tbo presence of mammary gland tissue has been noted

by sevi'ral observers. Of these cases the most remark-
able is the one described by Yamagiva, who regarded
the adenocareinomatoiis changes found in a teratoma of

the ovary as primary in a nipple-liUe growth of mam-
mary gland tissue which presented itself on the inner

surface of a large ilermoid cyst.
Of cntodermal tissues, there have been found rudi-

mentary a>sopliagus, trachea, larjnx, lungs, nasal and

pharyngeal cavities. In all of these an abundance of

ciliated epithelium was present. Portions of the gastro-
intestinal tract lined witli cjlindrical eiiithelium contain-

ing goblet cells have also been observed. Typical villi,

intestinal glands, a characteiistic muscular wall, typical
Fever's jiatches, and solitary follicles were present. In
one case described by Pommer there was a ciEcum-like

intestine with a vermiform appendix. Liver and pan-
creatic tissues have not j-ct been observed.

Of mesodermal tissues, there have been observed the

various connective tissues, cartilage, bone, marrow,
striped and unstriped muscle, lymph glands, l^-mjib-
and blood-vessels. Kroemer fotmd a rudimentary uterus,
in which the branching glands of the cervix and the

tubular fundal glands were easilj' differentiated. Kat-
surada has recently reported the presence of heart
muscle. Kidney tissue has not yet been observed.

Solid Teratomata of the Ot(iry.
—The solid mixed tu-

mors of the ovary are somewhat more rare than the der-

moid C3'sts. They contain the same tissues found in

the latter, but ditter from these in that tlie tissues show
a less orderlj' arrangement, and, as a rule, a more rudi-

mentary character. They may contain numerous small
dermoid cysts. Inasmuch as transition stages may be
found between the dermoids and the solid teratomata,
the two forms are to be classed together as closely related

genetically. In some cases the solid character of the

growth may lie due to adenomatous, carcinomatous, or

sarcomatous proliferation of the tissues of a dermoid.
There is, however, no very logical reason for separating
the so-called dermoid from the solid form.
The ovary may be completely destroyed by these

tumors, but in the majority of cases some remains of its

tissues are preserved. The dermoids and solid terato-

mata of the ovary are observed most frequently in

earlj' adult life, but may occur in children. They not

infrequently develop at puberty. Several dermoids may
in very rare cases be found in the same ovary. They
occur on both sides in about fifteen per cent, of the

ca.ses. Carcinoma or sarcoma may develop in these

growths, and secondary inflammation, degeneration, etc.,

may also take place.
Since the most characteristic feature of ovarian der-

moids and solid teratomata is the fact that they contain
tissues derived from all three of the germ la.vers, their

structure gives the impression of a rudimentary embiyo,
and they have been accordingly classed aa eiuhyi-oniat((.

By some writers the term embryotna is applied only to

the dermoids, while the solid teratomata, because of their

lack of any structural organization approaching that of

the human embryo, are designated emhryoid tumors. The
presence of tissues derived from all three of the germ
layers can be explained only by tb(^ assumption of a

development from an ovum. According to Wilms and
others, a piirt}iciio;ii'iietic ihrelojunent iif an iDifrrtUiznl
oriim may be assumed. No absolute proof of this hypoth-
I'sis exists at present, and nothing is known concerning
]iarthenogenesis in manunalian ova. It does not seem
probable that the development of these tumors is due to

parthenogenesis, since the latter is a normal jirocess in

lower animals and jilanls, having for its aim tlie jiropa-
iration of the species, and tlie develo|inieiit of tlii'se tu-

mors can be regardc^d only as a pathological process, in

which the growth and differentiation of tissues and organs

are atypical anil iijiparently without a definite law. In
favor of the ovulogenous theory of origin is an observa-
tion made by Lee in one ca.se in which the minute der-
moid Tuaintained the same relationslii|) to the follicular

cavity as that of the ovum to the follicle. Steinlin lias

also described a case in wliieh a small dermoid remained
as ati intrafollieular growth connected with the follicle

wall by a delicate vascularized piedicle. Sutton maile a
similar o'b.servation in the case of a dermoid cyst in the

ovary of a horse, anfl Kroemer was also able to establish
a similar relationship between the dermoid and the fol-

licle in two cases in the human being. From these ob-
servations it would appear that the epidermal covering of
the dermoid is derived from the ectoderm of the ovum.
The dermoid is sometimes surrounded by a mendjrane
resembling amnion.

Bonnet, on the other hand, regards it as much more
proliable that the complex ovarian teratomata arise from
one or more blastomeri'S tchich diiriny the early utaijex of
development of a fertilized oriim are delayed in division,
and later give rise to an independent formation contain-

ing elements of all three germ layers: or that vi, fertilized

polar body tinds its way lietween the blastomeres of a

developing ovum, and later develoiis within the embryo.
The fertilization of the polar body has been demonstrated
in vertebrates. The first assumption seems more prob-
able, and the ovarian embryomata and embryoid tumors

may, therefore, be regarded as rudih'. ntary unioval twin

molformations, and are to be placed in the same category
with the frt'tal inclusions found in other organs. Tlie

fact that the ovary is the favorite seat of such growths
may be dependent upon the fact that the urogenital an-

lage forms relatively such a large part of the embryonal
anlage, or that the blastomeres from which the sexual

glands arise take on more easily than others an especial
development which leads to the formation of a rudi-

mentary twin. Duplication of the embr3-onic area, or of
the primitive streak or medullary groove, with subse-

quent inclusion of one twin (parasite) by the autosite

might explain the formation of some of the ovarian em-

bryomata. Wilms, Pfannenstiel, and Kroemer are the
chief advocates of the ovulogenous origin of these tu-

mors. Baudler, on the other hand, has recently at-

tempted to prove their congenital origin, holding that

they arise from derivatives of the ectoderm, whicli liave

a mesodermal stroma, viz., the Wolffian bodies and ducts

(according to Spec, the epithelium of the Wolffian body
and duct comes from the ectoderm). Bandler. therefore,
holds that the ovarian dermoids and cystadenomata have
a closely related histogenesis. His attempt to refer the

embryomata of the sexual glands to ectodermal im-

plantations occurring accidentally during the develop-
ment of the urogenital system caiuiot be regarded as

.succes.sful, since the anlage of many structures found in

these tumors (teetii, thyroid, eye, etc.) cannot possibly
be located in the urogenital anlage. There is an in-

creasing number of writers who accept the ovulogenous
origin, but the majority of these reject the hypothesis of

parthenogenesis. The etiology of the anomalous develop-
ment of the ovum is not yet known.

Complex Teratomata of the Testicle.—Complex tumors
of the character of the ovarian dermoids have been found
in the testicles, in the case of both children and adults,
butareof rare occurrence. Tlieir structure is essentially
the same as that of the ovarian ttiraors. Solid complex
teratomata are of much more common occtirrence in the
testicles. They may be congenital, but are found more
frequcntl}' in early adult life. In structure they ditfer

from the complex ovarian teratomata in that they do
not contain so great a variety of tissues, and that tliese

are not grouped so as to form easily recognized organs
or systems. The tissue elements, moreover, are more
embry(uial in characli'r aiul att;iin only a very rudimen-

tary development. Ectodermal tissue is present usually
in but scanty amounts, and is represented by ingmcnted
eiiitlielium or by small groupsof cells showing eornifici-

fion. In scune tumors it maybe entirely absent, or at

least cannot be demonstrated. The cysts are lined nsu-
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ally by t'litoilermnl epitliclium, but tlie chariicter of the

cpitlii'lium may vary in one and the Siinie cyst. Simple
cubical ami cylindrical cpitheiinm, either with or with-

out cilia, stralitied cylindrical ciliated epilhelinm and

pigmented epithelium may l)e found. JIucou-s j^lands

may also be present. Of the connective-tissue elements,
fibrous tissue, my.vomatous tissue, cartilage, bone,

striped and unstriped muscle, are most frequently pres-
ent. All these present a more cellular and enibryonal
character than tlie tissues found in the ovarian terato-

mata. As a rule, some one of the tissues predominates,
and a carcinomatous or sarcomatous proliferation occurs

,in the majority ;
hence the teratomata of the testis have

been reported" under a great variety of names : adeno-

clumilroma, adenocystoma, chondromrcimin, malir/nant

chondroma, rhabdomyosarcoma, adenomyosarcoma, eystosar-

coma, cystocarcinoma, adenocarcinoma, myxosarcoma, etc.

In some cases an endothelial or perithelial proliferation

predominates, and the tumor assumes the character of

an endothelioma or a perithelioma. Syncytial-liUe forma-
tions have also been described as occurring in these

growths. In .some cases the formation of c.ysts with
fluid or mucoid contents is the most striking feature of

the tumor; in other cases the growth may be cystic only
in ])art. while in other cases it is solid throughout.
Tlicy are often of very rajiid growtli, and those in whicli

carcinomatous or sarcomatous proliferation occurs are of

very malignant character, giving rise to nunrerous metas-

last's throughout the peritoneum, retroperitoneal glands,

lungs, etc. The metastasis in the majority of cases is

litcmatogenous, like that of sarcoma. To wliat extent
the teratomata of the testicle are to be classed with the

cmbryomata as of ovulogenous origin, or to what ex-

tent they are due to tissue-implantations, cannot at pres-
ent be determined. Those containing tissues derived
from all three of the germ layers may be classed with
tlie cmbryomata or enibryoid tumors; those consisting
of single tissue-formations may be explained by the

assumption of a tissue-transplantation or inclusion.

Tlie complex teratoid cysts and solid teratomata of
other regions, as well as those of the se.xual glands, are

in many instances to be regarded as local disturbances of

development, due to a misplacement or separation by
constriction of tissue aniage or tissue within a single in-

dividual (inonoyerminal tissue-implantation, autuclitlionoiis

teratoma). The hairy polypi of the throat and mouth
cavity, the cystic or solid teratomata at the base of the
skull or in the hypophysis may be explained as due to

inclusions of ectoderm. The presence of cartilage and
mucous glands in tlie mediastinal teratomata may be ex-

plained by the proximity of the trachea. The teratoid
mixed tumors of the cervix and vagina are probably due
to inclusions of the myotome or sclerotome, and to mal-
formations in the development of the Wolflian duct;
tho.se of the kidney are due to proliferation of remains
of the Wolllian body, and to inclusions of the myotome;
those of the lumbosacral and coccygeal regions are due
to proliferations of remains of the neuro-enteric canal,

liind-gut, and mcdnllary canal, in association with ecto-
dermal and mesodermal inclusions.

There is, however, -another ])ossibility of origin for

these tumors—they may arise from a rudimentary twin

(bigerniinal implantation). Such an explanation receives

support w'hen the teratoma in question contains fidly
developed or rudimentary oi'gans or body ]iarts, or tis-

sue-formations that cannot be explained by the misplace-
ment of tissue of a single fo'tiis. The complex tera-

tomata at the base of the skull, in the sacral region, in the
mediastinum, and in the abdominal region are regarded
by the majority of investigators as bigerniinal implan-
tations. Such teratoid tumors are then to be interpreted
as parasitic twin malformations, and are to be cUissed
with the double monsters (see Teratolor/y). All possi-
ble transition forms exist between those composed of

nidimentary tissue-elements and the double mon.sters
with symmetrically developed twins. In those cases in

which partly or fully developed extremities or organs
lie within the tumor mass or cyst the diagnosis of

Y2-4

bigerniinal inclusion is clear, but in the case of a more
rudimentary development of tissues which are not ar-

ranged in an orderly manner it is not always possible to

differentiate between monogerminal and bigerniinal in-

clusions.

Malif/nant Teratoma {Teratoma maiir/num).—Malig-
nant clianges may take place in any form of teratoid
tumor or cyst, the simple forms as well as the more com-
plex, but are of more common occurrence in the latter.

Of the simple teratomata the epidermoids and dermoids
most frequently takc^ on a malignant activity of growth
{hrancliioyenic and snliculaneons carcinoma), although
ectodermal inclusions in any part of the body nia_v be
the starting-point for an epitheliomatous growth. The
tumors of the kidney, vagina, and cervix that contain

striped muscle and my,xomatous tissue usually behave as
sarcomat a. The mixed tumors of the salivary and lachry-
mal glands become malignant much more rarely. Since
the great majority of other forms of teratoid tumors
are usually benign, the term malignant teratoma is more
appropriately applied to the malignant embryomata and

embryoid tumors. The complex dermoids are less fre-

quently malignant, or at lea.st but relatively few cases
of carcinomatous or sarcomatous dermoid of the ovary
have been reported. Yamagiva has re]>orted a unique
case of a dermoid of the ovarv, showing adenocarciiiom-
atous changes. The patient was a woman sixty-three

years old, dying from the effects of a large ovarian

tumor, which was in part com|)osed of solid mixed tis-

sues and cysts, and partly dermoid. The adcnocarci-
nomatous changes present he regarded as primary in a

mammary gland which presented itself on the inner sur-

face of t he large dermoid cyst. Jletastases were present in

the retroperitoneal, mesenteric, and right supraclavicular
glands. To Biermau belongs the credit of having re-

corded the first case of epidermal caneerari.sing from the

epidermal lining of the cyst cavity. Similar cases have
been reported by Krukenberg, Clark, and others. The
majority of the cases have been in women at or near the

menopause. The metastases arc found chietly upon the

peritoneum. Of much greater frequency is the develop-
ment of carcinoma or sarcomatous changes in the solid

complex teratomata of the ovary, testis, and mediastinimi.
In the case of the malignant teratomata of the testis

the metastases may present the appearances of cysto-
carcinoma, cystosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, chondrocar-

cinoma, myosarcoma, myxosarcoma, endothelioma, etc.

Occasionally the metastases show differences of structure,
or may present a combination of tissue eleiuents. This

may be explained by the metastasis of undilTercutiated
cells. In some cases the tumor presents the apjjearance
of a mixture of sarcomatous and carcinomatous prolifera-
tion C^sarcocarcin/jma"). The distribution of the metas-
tases varies somewhat with the character of the malig-
nant changes. In the case of adeno- or cystocarcinoma
of either an ovarian or a testicular teratoma the metastases
are found chietly upon the peritoneum; in other cases

the metastases are usually hematogenous, and are found

chietly in the lungs.
Treatment.—^Tlie fact that a large class of tumors is

composed of tissue-formations resembling those of the
normal body, anil derived from misjilaced anlagc or tis-

.sue, or from fa'tal inclusions, throws important light

upon the treatment. Since such tumors are manifestly
not of parasitic origin, their treatment by toxins, anti-

toxins, Hoentgen rays, etc., is naturally contraindicated.

Only those toxins would destroy the mixed tumors
which would at the same time destroy the normal tissues.

The treatment is purely operative, and even here the

knowledge of the mixed" nature of tlii' tumor is of great

importance in modifying the operation. The mixed
tumors of the mamma do not .set up metastases in the

axillary glands; and since the encapsulated mixed tu-

mors in general usually give rise to ha'matogenous
metastases, and not lymiihogenotis, a more conservative

openition may be carried out than in the case of carci-

noma. In the case of the tumors of the testis the greater

tendency to malignancy with the rapid setting up of
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metastases in tlie peritoneum in the case of carcinomatous

cbanjie, ami in tlie lungs in the case of sarcomatous or

ondothcliomatous changes, speak for the necessity of

eaiiy operation. (Sec also TeratiAony, Ui/pernephroma ,

etc.) Aldred ticott Warlhin.

TEREBENE.—Tercbene, CioH,o, is a liquid hydrocar
bon. obtainable by the action of strong sulphuric acid

on oil of turpentine. It is a colorless, mobile lluiil, of a

plea.saul pine-wood odor and tuslc. free from the acridity
of oil of turpentine. It is insoluble in water, but dis-

solves in an equal measure of alcohol.

Under the nanje Terehenum. Terebene, the United
States Pharmacopa'ia makes otlicial "a liquid consisting
chiefly of piuene. and containing nol more than very
small pro])ortions of terpiuene and dipenteue.

"
Tere-

bene should be kept in well-stoppered bottles and in a
cool dark place.
Terebene seems to affect the human sy.stem like a

mild oil of turpentine. It has been taken in so large
(luanlities as a teaspoouful every four hours, continued
for a week, without untoward effects; but such quanti-
ties are unsafe. Under the influence of the medicine the

mine acquires an odor as of violets, and may increase

slightly in quantity. Medicinally, terebene has been
found of service for the alleviation of cough and dysp-
nani from respiratory disease, and of dyspepsia with
flatulence and acidity. The drug is commonly given in

doses of ten drops, or thereabouts, in emulsion or in cap-
sules. ]t is not at all unpleasant to take, clear, washed
down with a small si]) of water. In respiratory affec-

tions the vapor of terebene may be inhaled in addition to

the internal administration. Edward Curtis.

TERPIN HYDRATE.—When a mi.xture of turpentine
oil anil wa'er is permitted to stand, crystals of terpin

hydrate, C,oHi^(OH2) + Olln, often deposit. For artiti-

cial preparation of the crj'stals in quautitj'. a mi.xture is

made of oil of turpentine, nitric acid, and alcohol, which
is set aside in shallow vessels for crystallization to occur.

The substance is ollicial in the United States Pharma-
copaMa imder the title Terpini Hydras, Terpin Hydrate.
Terpin hj'drate is in the form of colorless, rhombic

crystals, practically devoid of odor and taste. It dis-

solves iu about SoO parts of cold v.'ater and in 33 parts
of boiling water; in 10 parts of cold alcohol and in 3

parts of boiling alcohol. The drug is claimed to possess
the medicinal "expectorant" virtues of the terebinthi-

natcs, while free from the deranging influence of the

class. It may be administered in doses ranging from
0.30 gm. to 0.6.5 gm. (from gr. iij. to x.), given a number
of times daily, in emulsion or pill. Edward Curtis.

TERPINOL is an oily liquid of hyacinthine taste, ob-

tained by distilling terpin hydrate with dilute sulphuric
acid. It consists of tcrpijieid, C10II17OH, mixed with
three terpenes, CioHib, and is in.soluble in water and solu-

ble in alcohol and ether. Lazarus employs it like terpin

hydrate as a bronchial stimulant and antiseptic in dose
of 0.3 c.c. (til v.). Janowsky gives it in hEcmoptysis,
three drops frequently repeated. It is sometimes added
to iodoform asadeodoriz.er. Under the name of "stoma-
tol," a raixtvire of terpinol, soap, alcohol, and aromatics,
is sold as a mouth wash and general antiseptic and de-
odorizer. W. A. Bastedo.

TESTICLES, DISEASES OF.
Midi

, J)i.\iii!ns of.

See Se.nial Organs,

TETANUS.—(Synonyms: Trismus, Lockjaw.) Teta-
nus is an acute infectious disease caused by inoculation
with the tetanus bacillus, and clmraeterized by tonic

spasm of certain muscles, sometimes by clonic spasms as
well. The more severe acute cases usually end fatally
in from one to seven days. Jlild cases, sometimes called

chronic, may last for some weeks and end in recovery.
For a full de.seri]ition of the telan\is bacillus Ihe rcaiier

is referred to the article on Bacteria, p. G'jy, vol. i., of

this H.\M)nooK. It must be remembered that this or-

ganism is almost everywhere to be found in garden and
tield soil, in the street dirt of cities, about manure |)iles,

and in the foul mud of marshes and river beds. The
reason that more peo])le are not infected by this well-

nigh onuiiprcsent germ is because it is anaerobic and
quickly killed by sunlight.
Etioi-ooy.—For iIk^ growth of the tetanus bacillus in

or upon the human body it is essential that there be a
wound upon which the bacillusshall be received. If the
wound be septic or becomes septic, it offers the best .soil

for the growth of this bacillus, since the ordinary septic

organisms absorb all the oxygen present and so produce
the anai'robic conditions necessary for the life of the
tetanus bacillus. It is doublful whether any truly asep-
tic wound was ever the seal of tetanus infection. There
need, however, be no gross solution (jf continuity in or-

der for the development of the tetanus bacillus, since it

has been found at the site of a severe blow or l)i'uise.

P.VTHOi.OGV.—-Thcreare no defiiiiteanatomical changes
as yet known to belong to this disease. The bacillus is

to be found in or near the infected wound, although the

local lesion may not be prominent and the wound may
have healed. A few observations are on record iu wliich

the bacilli were found on the pia mater and arachnoid of
the spinal cord. In the brain and cord are foimd peri-
vascular exudation, congestion, and granular degenera-
tion of nerve cells. The local infecti'>n with the tetanus
bacillus seems to produce a toxin, which, when it reaches
the brain and spinal cord, causes symptoms similar to

those of strychnine poisoning. A substance called teta-

nin has been isolated from tetanus cultures; it is said to

be four hundred times more poisonous than strychnine.
Sy.mi'to.ms.—The period of incubation varies consider-

ably. In temperate climates it is likely to be two weeks,
sometimes three. In tropical climates, or iu localities

where the disease is especially virulent, Hiere may be as
short a period as one da}'. The onset is gradual, with
soreness and stiffness in the muscles of the neck and jaw,
until at the end of from one to three days the mouth
cannot be opened (trismus or lockjaw). This muscular

rigidity or tonic spasm extends to the muscles of the face

and trunk, in less degree to those of the legs, while the
arms are often exempt. The contraction of the face
muscles so draws up the corners of the mouth as to pro-
duce a fixed grin, the so-called risus sardoiu'cus. The
abdominal and chest muscles become board-like in their

rigidity, greatly impeding respiration. The body is

often arched backward (opisthotonos), or it may be fixed
in some other position. An aggravation of the spasms,
which maj' have somewhat relaxed, is produced by any
sudden stimulant, such as a loud noise, a draught of
cold air, or an attempted movement. These spasms aTe

always tonic or continuous, never intermittent. Some
patients complain of great pain connected with the

spasms, others of none whatever. The mind usually
remains clear throughout. The temperatnre iu mild
cases may be but little raised. Usually, however, it

reaches 104° or lOo' F., sometimes as much as 108' dur-

ing life, and it often rises a degree or tw-o after death.
The body is bathed in sweat, the urine is scanty and
often albuminous. Death may occur in twenty-four
hours from the outbreak of the disease, or not for four
or five days.

Chronic tetanus usually begins a longer time after in-

fection, is milder in form, often without fever, and the

spasmodic contractions ma_v be limited to the part of the

body near the wound, although they may also be gen-
eral. This form may last for two or three weeks and is

nuich less fatal. A variety of the chronic form, called

by the Germans Juijiftetanus, follows injuries about
the distribution of the cranial nerves, especially those of
the supra orbilal margin. It is marked by trismus with
facial jiaraly sis. all hough both Ionic and clonic spasms
may occur in oilier parts of the body.

Di.VGNosis.—The history of a poisoned wound, esiie-

cially a dirty, |iunclured woimd of the foot or hand, is

an inqiortant factor in the diagnosis. Mild forms of tris-
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mils, with none of the otlior syinptonis of ti'taiius, sonic-

times follow licntal irritatiou, as from a carious tooth or

an uiienipteil wisdom tooth. Apparent trismus may also

be hysterical. Tctan\is may be disliniiuislicd from

strychnine iioisonini; by the fact that in the former the

onset is comparatively uradual, while in strychnine jioi-

soning it is sudden. In tetanus the muscles are contimi-

otisly rigid, even durinj; the intervals of spasm, while in

strychnine poisoning tiiey are relaxed during the inter-

val. Trismus is always present in tetanus, not so after

strychnine. The arms are always involved in strychnine
poisoning, very rarely in tetanus. Ilyilropbobia is to be

distinguished from tetanus by the characlcrof thcspasms.
wliich are clonic in the former, tonic in the latter. In

hydrophobia the nuiscles of respiration, and esiiecially
those of deglutition, are early and i)romineutly involved

;

not .so in tetanus. In hydroiihobia there is no trismus
nor opisthotonos. The demonslratiou of the presence of
the tetanus bacillus in a suspected wound would be con-

clusive evidence of the character of the malady.
PuoGNosis.—This is very imfavorable. From seventy

to ninety percent, of all cases are fatal. This, at least,

has been the record of the past. Under more recent meth-
ods of treatment (antitoxin and carliolic-acid injections)
better results are claimed in some countries. Thus, at a
recent congress of surgerj- Dr. Valles, of Lyons, France,
had collected 373 cases with 145 deaths, or 39 per
cent. There is no doubt but that the very acute cases

are almost uniforndy fatal, and that a short period of in-

cubation is iiroiiortionately dangerous. In Kcse and
Carless' ''Manual of Surgery" (William Wood i^: Co..

1901) the statement is made that if the period of incuba-

tion is under ten days only 4 per cent, recover; if it lasts

from eleven to tifteen days, i~ per cent, recover; while
if the outbreak is delayed for tifteen to twenty days, 45

per cent. live.

Ti{E.\T.MEXT.—The preventive treatment consists, first,

of thorough antisepsis applied to wounds, and the worse
the sanitary conditions under which patients are found
the nun-e radical should be this antisepsis. Tills means
the thorough laying open and cauterization of recent

•wounds, with pure carbolic acid, for instance, or the ex-

cision of cicatrices of longer standing, with cauterization

of tlic site. The immediate prophylactic injection of 10

to 30 c.c. of Behring's tetanus antito.xin, in case of

the existence of "a suspicious wound," and the repeti-
tion of this treatment every day or every other day lor a
week or ten davs have been recently advocated in Ger-

many. It iscvideut that anyamount of good results can
be claimed from such treatment, when it is not certain

that the wound is infected with tetanus. The best that

can be said for it is that it is sale.

After the ai.ipearance of the general symptoms of teta-

nus three methods of treatment are before us, viz.: the

old treatment, with absolute (pdet and sedatives; second,
the antitoxin treatment ; and third, the Bacelli treatment,
with hypoilermic injections of carbolic acid. In view of

the dire nature of the disorder anil the unsatisfactory re-

sults of all treatment, the probabilities are that the w ide-

awake practitioner will avail himself of all three of these

methods at once. The olil method of treatment consists

in the isolation of the patient, so as to secure absidute

quiet, and the free administration of chloral and the

bromides or of hypodermic morplune, eiimmh being used
to insure (piiet rest. Clilorofonu by inhalation is also

used to control spasms, or to permit of feeding by the

Stomach tube two or three times a day. The iinlito.riii

trenliiiciit, as ordinarily practised, consists in the subcu-
taneous injection of some one of the various pn'jiarations
of tetanus antitoxin serum. The original serum is that

of Behring, of whicli '20 to 80 c.c. should be injected

every live or six hours. Of Behring's dried serum .VIO

gm., dissolved in distilled water, is us<'d. Various manu-
facturing houses in tills ci>untry lu-epare these antitoxin

serums, and they are also prepared by certain of our
st:!ite boards of health. It is of the utmosi importance
that the article should be obtained from a reliable source,

and that it should be reasouablv fresh.

]Much disappointment has followed the use of tetanus
antitoxin. Even early prophylactic treatment by this

method, vigorously [vushed, has often failed. And yet
there is no doubt that when the statistics of large niim-
bers of cases are studied a decided lowering of the mor-

tality can be recognized. Large doses, begun early and
used thoroughly and persistently, will often accomplish
the desired result.

Of late years the opinion has been gaining ground that
subcutaneous injections of antitetanus serum are inerel}'

preventive of further general infection; that when the
first symptoms of tetanus appear the nerve centres are

alri'ady gravely poisoned, and that the best results must
be sought by bringing the antitoxin into immediate con-
tact with those nerve centres. Hence the employment
of iiilntrtnl/fiil iiijerlionn of antitetanus serum.

"

Hose
and Carless (opus cil.) thus describe the procedure:
"The injection is made through the dura mater into the

posterior portion of the second frontal convolutiim on
each side; 2.5 c.c. of the dried serum dissolved in 5 c.c.

of sterilized water are injected very slowly, and this may
be repeated several times, if an interval of a few days be
allowed to elapse between two consecutive injections.
The point selected is placed midway between the ex-
ternal angular process of the frontal bone and the centre

point of the line between the root of the nose and the ex-
ternal occipital protuberance. A small trephine ma_v be

ajiplied here, or simjily a hole drilled through the skull
sulHcieul to allow of the introductiim of a syringe, which
is pushed about two inches deep into the brain. Of course
the strictest antisepsis is essential. Probably it will be
found wise to restrict this method to the treatment of the
worst cases, and it must be augmented by subcutaneous

injections and other subsidiarj- measures."
Some brilliant results from this method have been re-

])orted. The greatest number of cases of intracerebral

injection which the writer has been able to tind tabulated
is 233, with 9G recoveries and 137 deaths, giving a mor-

tality of 58. 7 per cent.

Spiniil sKlmriicliiuiid injections have also been em-

ployed and good results reported, although the total

number of cases recorded is still too small to permit of

positive conclusions. Five to ten cubic centimetres of

cerebrospinal fluid are withdrawn and 10-20 c.c. of

antitoxin injected very slowly under weak pressure.
The nn-ljolic-iicid trentinent, also called the Bacelli treat-

ment, after the name of its distinguished originator, con-

sists in the subcutaneous injection of a two-percent,
solution of carbolic acid, at intc'rvals of from two to four

hours, in such quantity that not less than three grains of

the acid is used the lirst Any. As much as six or eight

grains per diem may be employed, according to the ur-

gency of the case. No poisonous effects have been noted
and excellent results have been claimed, especially in

Italy. It is believed by some observers that tetanus is

not so virulent in Italy as in some other countries.

As previously stated, there is no reason why the vari-

ous methods of treatnient above given may not all be

employed at the .same time. The writer recently saw a

case of tetanus following the irsual punctured wound of

the foot from stepping on a nail. Tetanus developed on
the liftli day, with trismus, opisthotonos, and violent

jieriodical spasms. Antitetanus serum (Parke, Davis &
Co. 's) was injected every six hours, carbolic a<'id in-

jections were used to the extent of five grains a day.
anil the periodical spasms were controlled by the hypo-
dermic use of hyoscine hydrobromate, gr. e'u ]ivi> re luita.

The disease yielded on the bnirtli day so as to permit of

the patient's drinking from a cup. An indiviiinal case,

such as this, proves nothing, and it is only mentioned as

an example of the cianbined treatnient.

As this article goes to press the writer learns of certain

experiments on aiiini;ils made by Prof. A. P. Matthews,
of Chicago, which may in the near future give us the

niciuis of successfully combating the toxins of tetanus

as well as other toxins. It ajipears that Profs. J. Loeb
anil A. P Matthews have for some time been exjieri-

meiiliiiL' in the production of a saline infusion which
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should cause stimulation of the cells as well as produce
•cell catharsis and diuresis. Having attained tliis object,
.so far as the washinjr out of ordinary metabolic bodies is

coDcenied. and wishing to ascertain wliclher bacterial

to.xins could also be thus elinunated. the experiment was
made with tetanus toxin. After eareful control experi-
ments it was foimd that the toxin eoidd be washed out
of an animal after the symptoms of tetanus had been
well established for some time, many times the lethal

dose of toxin having been administered. For full par-
ticulars of the process we must wait until the investiga-
tors themselves jniblisli their results.

Ediriird TF. tichavffler.

TETANY or TETANILLA.—The "
little tetanus" isa

disease characterized by attacks during which there oc-

cur bilateral tonic spasms id' various groups of muscles,
most frequently of those of the upper extremities; also

by extreme hyperexcitability of the peripheral motor
nerves in response to mechanical and electrical stimula-
tion. We shall see that, although the disease has a very
distinct symptomatology, it is often confounded with
other diseases, and is so little known that no special men-
tion is made of it in some of our largest treatises, that it

is referred to incidentally only in Reynolds'
"
System of

Medicine," as a symptom associated with others of spinal
irritation, and that in Pepper's "System" it is merely
alluded to in the article on Tetanus.*
HiSTOUY OF OLK KNOWLEDGE OF TeT.^NY.—In 1830

Steinheim described this disease as a special form of ar-

ticular rheumatism; in the following jear Dance ])ub-
lished "Une observation sur uue espece de tetanos in-

termittent," and in this article expressed the view that

the intermittent character of the spasms proved the dis-

ease to lie of the malarial order. In 1852 the entire

subject was reviewed by Lucieu Corvisart, and it was
he who proposed the name tetany. Previously to Cor-

visart, the great Trousseau, as early as 1845, had observed
this disease in nursing women, and supposed a connec-
tion between tetany and the function of lactation; he
therefore termed it "contracture rhumatismale des

uourrices," but, having observed the same trouble later

on in children and adults after intestinal obstruction,
he was forced to abandon his

" nourrice
"
theory. It was

Trousseau also who first discovered the very important
fact that these attacks could be excited by compression
of the arteries and nerve trunksof the alfected extremity.
Many of these cases were regarded, in Germany par-

ticidarlj-, as cases of professional neuroses, professional

spasms, imtil Kussraaul showed conclusively that theie

was a distinct difference between this affection and the

ordinary professional neuroses. Riegel insisted on the
causal relation between the disease and the presence of

entozoa in the intestines. Erb and Chvostek examined
the electrical behavior of the alTected muscles, Chvostek

directing particular attention to the increased mechani-
cal excitability of the' atfeeted muscles and nerves. In
1874 Langhans published the first case of tetany in

which a careful post-mortem examination had been
made, and in 1881 the late Dr. Nathan AVeiss, of Vienna,

published an excellent monograph on "
Tetany

"
f (Volk-

mann's Vortriige, No. 189), in which he described the

disease most carefully, reviewed the entire literature of

the subject, and showed an interesting connection be-

tween tetany and the surgical removal of goitre.
Etiolooy.—Tlie disease is most apt to occur in young

persons; in cluldren between the ages of four and six

years; then again at the age of puberty; while the ma-

jority of cases of tetany are observed in persons between
the ages of sixteen and thirty-five years.| Pregnancy,

*An ex<-pll('iil <-li:iiiI*'r on tetany will iMvtoiind in Ciiwers' "Dis-
eases ot tile \tl\..lls Sv^lHin."

+ Tli<' pn'MMii wTil.r is irreatlv imlebtcd txi lliis mcinoRrapli for

many .if Ihf lli^t"^i<ul nnil citlicr flirts t^i lie fciiind in this aiticle. He
liiLs iiiiKtr lihrcii ti'^e nf w.-iss' nioiuijji-apli, witliout ill eaeli instance

acI<nn\\ied]jiMl/ his iii.telitetlriess.

Jcidwers lilts liiliuhited 14- eases, and of these he found that 4;J oc-

curred at the ices of friiin one to four years and ;itl at the apes be-

tween ten to nineteen years.

child-bed, and lactation appear to be predisposing causes.
It is now well established that it is iwt one of the profes-
sional neuroses, although cobblers evince an unusual
ju-edisposition to the disease. Persons who have been
exposed to cold or wet seem i)artieularly liabhr to attacks
of tetany. Intestinal irritation is another cause; stub-
born constipalion or jirolracted diarrlKca lias been fol-

lowed by tetany. Hiegel {JhutxeltiK Airli. f. /din. Mid.,
Hd. xii.) instances a case in which attiicks of tetany were
inhibited by the removal of the ova of ticnia mediocanel-
lata and triehoce]ihalus dispar; and AVeiss makes men-
tion of a case in which tetany occurred as a complication
of typhoid fever. The attacks of tetany disappeared as
till' typhoid (intestinal) symptoms subsided, and returned
with a relapsiMif the intestinal symptoms. Tetany has
also been observed in the wake of smallpox, Bright's
disease, malaria, cholera, and in children during the

period of dentition. It has also been observeil after se-

vere mental shocks. The causal connection between ex-

tirpation of goitre and tetany, as proven by the cases of

Weiss, has been referred to above. The frequent associa-
tion of tetany with gastrointestinal disorders has led to a
belief in the auto-intoxication origin of some of the cases.

Eulenburg states that non-malignant stenosis of the

pylorus, with subsequent dilatation of the stomach, is a
condition particularly favorable to the development of

tetany. And finall_y, it is to be noted that tetan}- occurs

frequently as an epidemic,* and that it is of much more
frequent occurrence in some cou"tries than in others.
The present writer observed a number of cases of tetany
in Vienna, while he has seen only very few typical in-

stances, in this country, among a large number of neuro-

logical cases of every description.
Sy.mptom.vtologv.—In describing the symptoms of

the disease we must mention the symptoms noticed

during the attack and during the period of hitency.
The attack is preceded by vague tingling iiains, by

formications in the hands, forearms, and legs; these sen-

sory symptoms are followed by a feeling of stiffness in the
hands and legs, and soon afterward the spasms are fully
developed. These tonic spasms occur most frequently
in the upper extremities, and give rise to such a marked
rigidity of the muscles that passive movements are im-

possible. The position of the hand varies according to
the gi'oups of muscles affected by the spasms, whether
flexors or extensors. It is a common occurrence for the
hand to assume the shape of the accoucheur's hand as it

is ready to be introduced into the vagina. Occasionally,
also, the thumb is so firmly pressed upon by the flexed

fingers that the nails are buried in the skin of the palm
of the hand. In some rare cases there is complete exten-
sion of all fingers. As a rule, the forearms are flexed,
the upper arms in adduction; it is exceptional for the
arms 1o be in abduction and removed from the trunk of
the bcidy.

Jlild cases of tetany are apt to consist only of a series

of such attacks as have just been described; and this is

true even of the earlier stages of severe forms of tetany.
In a large majority of cases, however, and particidarly
in the later stages of the disease, spasms are apt to affect

other groups of muscles, viz., the muscles of the lower
extremities, causing adiluction of the thighs, with exten-
sion of the hip- and knee-joints, and plantar flexion of
the foot, the toes being bent forcibly toward 1h(^ soles of

the feet. The spasms may also alTect the muscles of the

abdomen, clicst, and back. The tonic f oiitractions of

the abdominal and thoracic nniscles may interfi'ie with
the movements of the diaphragm and with respiration,

causing severe dysimiea and universal cyanosis. If the
muscles of llie neck be involved additionally, the return
of venous blood from the brain may hi' retarded, and
Weiss rcjiorts one casc^ in which loss of consciinisness

was the result. Opisthotonos is frequently the result of

spasms alTecting the muscles of the back. Trismus is

occasionally observed, but never in the beginning as in

'Cases of epidemic tetiuiy have been reported as ocourrlnii ill

schools and prisons of iYauoe.
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tetanus. lu other (severe) cases again, spasms of the

ocuhir muscles, of the a'soplmgus, of the larynx (spas-
mus glottulis), and of the nuiscular apparatus of the

bladder (desire to urinate, but micturition inipo.ssible)
have been observed.

During tiie attack patients complain of severe pain
in the atl'eeted muscles; tliere is, furthermore, marked
diminution of tactile scusibilitj' in the extremities, the

patients not being able to distinguish the character of ob-

jects i)laced upon the skin, and having the feeling, when
standing on the bare floor, as though they were walking
on velvet.

In a few cases a rise of temperature to 104° F. has
been observed

;
Weiss observed a rise in only one case

out of twelve.

Headache, vertigo, tinnitus aurium, and excessive per-

spiration are other symptoms which are occasionally ob-

served dining an attack of tetany. The attacks may last

only a few minutes, but may at times last for hours and
even daj'S. Severe attacks of tetany may bear a striking
resemblance to genuine tctaiuis; but it may be noted that

there is no initial spasm of the massetcrs in tetany, and
that in this form tlie spasms spread from the periphery
ceuti'ipetally, and not eentrifugally as is the case in

tetanus: and. furthermore, it is evident that tlie reflex

excital)ility is not nearly' so great in tetany as in tetanus.

There is also this further distinguishing characteristic,
that in cases of tetany the i)atient may be entirely free

from attacks for hours, days, weeks, and even months.
A. Westphal (lierl. /din. Wochenschrijt. 1901, p. 849)

has called attention to the occasional association of

epilepsy with tetany, and believes thai toxic products
are important etiological factors in botli diseases.

Si/»ipt(»iis of tlie Latent Period.—In tlie intervals be-
tween the attacks the patient may be entirely well ; but
some exhibit even at this time weakness, witli rigidity rf
the affected muscles. The calf muscles are particularly
apt to be tlie seat of slight tonic contractions. Weiss
observed in one case, during the latent period of the dis-

ease, tonic rigidity of tlic calf muscles, and fibrillary as
well as fascicular contractions in the quadriceps cruris

and vastus externus; in another case Chvostek observed
sliglit contractions of the orbicularis palpebrarum.
The intervals between the attacks of tetany may vary

in duration from several hours to a few days, and even a
few montlis. Of course, we can speak of a latent in-

terval in tlie course of the disease only in case the disease
can be proven still to exist. This can be done by prov-
ing the presence of Trousseau's symptom, and of in-

creased electrical and mechanical excitaliility.
TroiisKetiti's Si/mjitom.

—This symptom refers to the
fact discovered by Trousseau, that in persons afflicted

with tetany a characteristic attack can be elicited by
pressure upon the large nerve trunks and arteries of the
extremities usually affected during an attack. The at-

tacks cease as soon as the [iressure is removed. Kussmaul
and Quincke maintain that in some cases pressure on
arteries only is necessarj', while in other cases the slight-
est pressure on a nerve trunk is sufficient to produce
contractions of all the muscles supplied by this nerve.
Trousneati's symptom is ]>resent in no other convuUire
disease.

Increased electrical excitabilitij is another symptom ob-
served during the latent period. Erb, Chvostek, and
Weiss show<-d that the motor nerves of the extremities
and of the trunk, in cases of tetany, exhibited an in-

creased response to both the faradie and the galvanic cur-
rents. They could not only obtain the cathodal closure
contraction (CCC) with very small currents, but were
able, with moderate currents, to obtain OCT and even an
AOT, which had not been ob.served in any other con-
dition: while Chvostek reports having obtained a COT—a condition unheard of in man. Erb failed to obtain
these phenomena in the facial, but Chvostek and Weiss
claim that they were as well able to obtain these

phenomena with the facial as with any nerve of the ex-
tremities. J. Hoffman found an increased excitability
upon mechanical and electrical stimulation of the sen-

sory as well as of the motor nerves. Erb found the
electrical excitability greatest at a time when the attacks
were most frequent, and it was he who first ventured
the suggestion that the increased electrical excitability
might be used as a diagnostic test during the latent period
of the disease.

Incriiised mechanical acitabiliti/ Knnother well-marked
symptom; a siniiile tap with a percu.ssion liammei' upon
a nerve trunk being suflicient to produce contractions of
the muscles sujiplied liy the nerve. Pressure with a
lead-pencil upon the focal point of the pes auserinus is

followed by contractions similar to those which a strong
I'aradic current applied to this point would have pro-
duced. Increased reflex excitability of the nerve must
be taken as an explanation of this phenomenon. At all

(ivents this should be the first employed diagnostic test

during the latent period of the disease, as it certainly is

better to try this test than to attempt to excite an attaclc

by pressure upon a large nerve trunk or a large arlery.
P.\TitOLooic.\i, Ax-VTOMY.—In spite of the post-mor-

tem examinations made by Langhans, Weiss, and others,
there is little or nothing known of tlie pathology of

tetany. Langhans claimed to have found a periarteritis
and periphlebitis of the blood-vessels of the white com-
missure, and of the anterior horns in the cervical portiim
of the spinal cord. Weiss found nothing of the sort in

his case. He has built up an ingenious theory of the

disease, according to which he believes that the attacks
of tetany are due to an irritable condition of the gray
matter of the medulla and spinal cord, and that this irri-

table condition is due to symiiathetic disturbances, caus-

ing irregularities in the vascular innervation of the
blood-vessels of the spinal cord : but this is mere theory.
H. Schlesinger is of the opinion that tetany is a disease
of the entire nervous .system ; that some of the symp-
toms are due to involvement of the peripheral nerves,
and that the spasms and Trousseau's s^'mptom are due
to an increased excitability (of vaso-motor origin?) of the
central nervous system, brain, medulla oblongata, and
s|iinal cord. A satisfactory explanation of the disease or
of the attacks cannot be had.*
DiFFEKENTiAij Di.vGxosis.—There can be no difficulty

as to this. There is the mere possibility of confounding
an attack of tetany with genuine tetanus. It is neces-

sary to remember the distinctly centri])etal character of
the attack of tetany, the fact that the disease never
begins with trismus,'and, above all, the shortness of the

attacks, and the existence of a latent period—all of which
differs widelj' from what is observed in real tetanus.

During the latent period Trousseau's symptom, and the
increased electrical and mechanical excitability, help to

establish the diagnosis.
Prognosis is favorable except in those few cases in

which the spasms affecting the respiratory muscles
may lead to serious lung trouble.

Treatment.—In the way of treatment, it is necessary
above all things to remove the active or ]iiedisposing
cause, to change the patient's abode, to procure absolute
rest for him, and. if there is sus]iicion of intestinal irri-

tation, to look to this, to purge the bowels, and to remove
entozoa that may happen to be present.

During the attack, the physician will have to resort to
the hj'podermic use of morphine, possibly of hyoscya-
niine. Applications of ice to the backof the neck helped
to inhibit an attack in one of WeLss' cases. As soon as
the attack is over, it will be well to administer chloral

hydrate in <Iaily do.se of 3 i.- 3 ij. ; or the combined bro-
mides in doses of 3iss.-3iiss. pro die. During the in-

tervals careful electrical treatment (stabile currents

ascending from peripheral nerve trunks), as well as
methodical lukewarm baths, deserves a trial; but it is

gratifying to know that the majority of cases will get
well without any treatment at all. 'The use of thyroid
gland and of thyreoiodine has been favored by some.
There can be no objection to a careful use of these prepara-

Gowers, rcIyinK on ease^ in which a wnstiiiKOf the muscles lia.s

followed upon telany, believes that the trouble starts In the motor
cells of the spinal cord.
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tions in suitable cases. By way of wnriiiiig, we would
suggest to the phj'sieian not to employ either eounter-

iri'itution or the farailic cwrrciit. II. Sir/is.

TETRA-ALLYL-AMMONIUM ALUM aud TETRA-
ETHYL-AMMONIUM-HYDROXIDE are soluble erystal-
line sails used in duse ot 0.(l()-(i. 12 gm. (gr. i.-ij.) as uric-

acid solvents. 11'. A. Bastalo.

TETRA-lODO-DI-CHLOR-SALrCYLIC ACID, (C.S,-
IICl.Oll. t'OOlI)..., is a reddish-yellow antiseptic dusting
powder obtained by heating siilieylie acid with sulphur
chloride. It is soluble in alkaline solutions.

11'. A. Bastcdo.

TETRA-IODO-PHENOLPHTHALEIN. Sec NoBophen.

TETRONAL, POISONING BY.
ttcts, Toxieulogy of.

Sec Synthetic Prod-

TEXAS.—The great extent of this State, its situation

on the continent in relation to the surrounding land and
water, and the diversity of its surface in mountain,
plain, hill, aud desert naturally produce a great variety
of climatic conditions. The area of the State embraces
237,504 square miles, extending over eleven degrees of

latitude and thirteen of longitude. It stretches "from a

parallel ver_v nearly coincident with the extreme sovith-

ern portion of Florida to one touching the southern

boundary of Virginia; while east and west it is bounded

by the meridians coincident with Sedalia, Mo., and
Leadville, Col." [Morse K. Taylor in the previous
edition of the Handbook.] In tlie southern portion, on
the gulf coast, we have the zone of tropical cyclones, as
witness that of September 7th, 1900, at Galveston, which

destroyed over six thousand lives and a considerable por-
tion of the city ; while on the northern border the arctic

blizzards are experienced.
The eastern and southern portions of the State are at

nearly sea-level, and, as one goes northwest, the eleva-

tion increases until an altitude of seven thousand feet is

reached in the Chiuanti Slountains. The intermediate

country consists of "high, wide rolling prairies aud river

bottoms." The vegetation also varies greatly, according
to the altitude aud topography of the surface. The east-

ern border, for example, is heavily timbered, while in

the west the land is barren of trees, and only the cacti

and the stuuted mesquite are foimd. In the extreme
south we have a subtropical flora, and in the central

portion are fertile agricultural lands where various
cereals, fruits, and flowers of temperate latitudes are cul-

tivated. The climate of such an extensive area, so diver-
sified and &i> situated, cannot well be considered as a
whole, except in the most general manner, and it is onlj-

by taking various portions of the State, each representing
peculiar climatic characteristics, that one can obtain an

adequate and intelligent idea of the climate, or rather

climates, of the whole State. Taylor's division {loc. cit.)

apjiears to be a serviceable one for this purpose. He
divides the State into five districts: Eastern 'Texas, the

gulf district, southwestern Texas, northwestern, and cen-
tral Tc.vas.

Only those districts which offer some claim as health
resorts need occtipy our attention to an_v great extent.

The eastern district is comparatively level, has no eleva-

tions much above five hundred feet, aud is heavily tim-

bered throughout. Its climate is a moist, warm one,
with a mean relative hunndity of sevent\'-four per cent.,
and an annual rainfall of about forty-nine inches, with
exacerliations in I he form of heavy rains and floods. The
annual mean temperature is about 66 F. Yellow-fever

epidemics occur in this section. It is not a wholesome
climate.

The gulf district has a coast line of abotit three htm-
dred and scventj'-flve miles, and its surface is compara-
tively level. Its climate is of a subtropical nature—hot,

moist, and windy. For a large portion of the year the
winds are from the sea. The annual mean leuiperature

is 73.9° F. ; the rainfall, 41 inches; and the relative humid-
ity, 78.6 per cent. Away from the river bottoms it is

sjiid to be generally healthy, although malaria is preva-
lent. During the summer the gulf coast is said to offer
a soft, equable temperature and excellent surf bathing,
the heat being tempered by a ])leasant sea brpeze. Tiie
beach at Galveston is a fine one, and is a very popular
resort; the accommodations are reported to be good.
Southwestern Texas is higher than either of the two

previous districts, much of the northern portion being
at an elevation of two thousand feel. This district is

well drained, and is beyond the yellow-fever line. The
climate is moderately dry, partieidarly so on the Rio
Grande line. The annual mean temperature is 08. T ¥. ;

the relative humidity, 67.3 per cent. ; and the rainfall,
26.6 inches. "The possibility of outdoor employment,"
says Ta3'lor, "during the whole year makes this portion
better suited for those in delicate health who wish to re-

main a length of time, and, as they .say,
'

rough it,' than

any other portion of the State. Life on the ranches, though
lonely for many, is novel and interesting, and often bene-
ficial." One should, however, bear in mind the wise
advice of Hinsdale, that no invalid should go into the

country districts unless he is able to endure positive hard-

ships and to subsist on the coarsest food.

While, in general, the summers in Texas are hot (and
the invalid from the North is advised not to go there at
this season), yet in the southwestern portion

"
the heat

is so tempered by the winds that its intensity is greatly
modified . . . and the nights are alwa3's cool and dry.
From May to October there is rarel}' any dew, so that

persons may sleep in the draughts, on their porches,
verandas, housetops, or under the trees witli perfect free-

dom from liability to take cold "
[Taylor]. The same

authority also avers "
that the summer nights of south-

western Texas are more delightful than those of any in-

terior region south of the great lakes." The two health
resorts of Boerue and San Antonio are sittuited in this

district, and the reader is referred to Vol. H. and to the
first part of the present volume for a consideration of
their climate and merits.

Central Texas, which contains the capital, Austin, in

the southern portion, ranges from six hundred to two
thousand feet above sea-level, and embraces the best agri-
cultural land in the State. It is well settled, and con-
tains several cities. The wdiole district lias an annual
mean temperature of 6.").4

°

F., and an annual rainfall

varying from 23 to 41 inches, and a relative humidity of
from 59 to 67 per cent. The most desirable portions of
central Texas for a jvinter residence are those centering
about Dennison on the northern border, Corsicana about
130 miles directl}' south, and Austin 150 tniles south of
the latter town. "The general aspect of the country is

pleasing," says Taylor; "it is productive and of easy
ctdtivation, and for one seeking a home in a mild and
healthful climate it otfers advantages scarcely surpassed
in the United States." The average maximum tempera-
ture at Austin is 99' F.

,
and the average minimum 19°.

The annual rainfall is about 33 to 35 inches. The
"northers" are experienced throughout this district,

especially in the northwestern portions.
The northwestern portion of the State is dry, more or

less barren, and sparsely settled, ami its climate is char-
acterized by great dryness, small annual rainfall, low

humidity, and almost continual sunshine. In the ex-

treme northwestern iiortion of this district, not far from
the boundary line between New and old Jlexico, is the
health resort of El Paso, a city of 15.000 inhabitants, with
an elevation of 3,764 feel. The surrounding country is

arid and barren, except as irrigation has been instituted;

the city itself, however, is i|iiite attractive. There are sev-

eral hotels, one or more good boardiiig-liouses. a modern

hospital, and a sanaloriuni. There are various churches,

good public schools, and a military fort—Fort Bliss—near

by. A larg(^ majority of the exports from Mexico enter

the United States by way of El I'aso. From the middle
of September lo the middle of May the climate is suitable

for tuberculous invalids; after that time it is too hot for
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comfort, at least in the iniiUllc of tin- day. As Hinsdale*

remarks, El Paso is a pood jjlace in wliieli to begin tlu-

process of acclimatization to regions of greater rarefac-

tions of air. The soil is dry and porous, except near the

river (Rio Grande), wlicre it is adolie. Water can lie ob-

tained from artesian wells. Tlie peculiar climatic feat\ircs

which render this a desirable resort are the e.\trcme dry-
ness and purity of the air. the almost constant sunshine,
and the mild winter temperalure. The nioderati; eleva-

tion, moi'eover. ad<ls a freshness and tonicity to the aii'.

There is no malaria or foir, and in tlie winlir the winds are

not hi,t;li, thouj;h there are occasi<jnal dust storms. The
rainfall is very low, avera.tcing from 9 to lli inclies during
the year, falling principally in tlie summer, and some

years tliere is hardly any rain at all. The mean rc^lative

humidity is 87 jier cent, for the year, and for the season
from September to Jlay 4S) per cent., according to Hins-

dale. The average monthly mean temperature is: For

January. 43.8 F. ; February, 4T.9' ; ."\lan-b. !'>o.^ , April,
64.") ; July, 81. 3 ; and for the year, (13.3 . There arc

evidently not many resources for the diversion of the

visitor. El Paso is reached by the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad.

In conclusion, a few words as to the
"
northers.

"
They

are cold, dry winds sweeiiing down, as tlieir name indi-

cates, from the north or northwest, occurring during the

winter at intervals of about seven days, and lasting

twenty-four to forty-eight hours. They are most preva-
lent and severe in tlie nortliern portion of the State.

They come suddi'idy. and produce a sudden marked low-

ering of the temperature, not infrequently reducing it

from sununer heat to ten or fifteen degrees below the

freezing point in a few hours. Their effect has been thus
descrilx'd: "Northers are intensely dry, and soon drink

lip all the moisture on the surface of the earth and of the

objects upon it capable of yieliling their lunniility.
Great thirst of man and animals is experienced, with

many an itching of the skin, a highly electrical condition
of the skin of horses and cats, a wilting and withering of

vegetation, even when the temperature woidd not ac-

count for it." Taylor (foe. oV.) considers their intluence
invaluable as a sanitary flushing of the country, and that
tlie air following in their track constitutes one of the
chief curative agencies in this climate, acting as a vigor-
ous tonic. Edward 0. Otis.

TEXAS FEVER. Sec Amr/inida.

TEXAS SOUR SPRINGS (known also as Caldwell

Springs).—Caldwell County, Texas.
Post-Office.— Luling. Hotel.

Act-F.ss.—Via Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonio
Railroad to Luling ; thence six miles north to the springs.
The localion may also be reached by way of the Burdett
jyiineral Wells (7. r. ), which are not far distant.

This is quite a new resort, although the existence of
the springs has been known since the early settlement of
the country. Tradili<in has it that the aborigines em-
ployed the waters for medicinal purposes, and that Col-
onel Davy Crockett bathed his wounds in their cool and
limpid flow after his famous single-handed fight with
the M<'xican lions in this vicinity. The springs are lo-

cated in a rolling country, at an elevation of seven thou-
sand feet above the sea. The air here is dry and balmy,
the winters being mild and the snmmcrs breezy and
pleasant. It is staled that malaria never develops in the

7icighborhood. The springs arc five in number, and
afford about sixty gallons of water per hour. They
ditTer but little in their chemical constitution. The fol-

lowiiig analysis was made by Prof. II. H. Dinwiddle, of
the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College: One
United States gallon contains (solids): Aluminum and
potassium sulphate, gr. 100.08; ferrous sulphate, gr.
T.^S; magnesium sulphate, gr. 16.17: sodium chloride,

gr. 43.74; calcium sul])hate, gr. 135.01; magnesium

• "
System of Physiological Therapeutics," vol. Iv., Book 11.,

"
ClI-

matoloify."

chloride, gr. 132.84; lithium chloride, a trace: free sul-

phuric acid, gr. 7.36; soluble silicates, gr. 13.18; organic
matter and loss, gr. 5.13. Total, 448.98 grains.
This analysis shows a rich and potent mineral water.

It is a well-marked example of the aeid-saliuc-clialybeate
class, and exerts a marked influence when taken inter-

nally. It possesses cathartic, alterative, diuretic, and
tonic properties. Locally it is astringent, and is bene-

ficial asalotion in conjunctivitis, agargle in i^haryngitis,
a douche in leucorrlKra, etc. The water is used com-
mercially, and an extract prejiared from the dried resi-

due is also found in the markets under the name of the

"Texas Sour Mass." It is said to possess all the virtues
of the water. James K. Crook.

THALAMUS OPTICUS. See Brain.

THALLINE.—Tlie name thallinewas given by Skraup.
of Vienna, to a body prepared by him synthetically in

18S4, of which body the .iiil/i/iutc and tartrate salts have
been used in medicine. Chemically, thalline is tetra/ii/-

droparaqtdnanisol, Ci,H6H4N(OCH3). Thalline sulphate,
the more commonly used salt, is in the form of a cream-
colored powder, of a pleasiintoilor, resembling a perfume
of some llower, and of a taste which, though at the out-

set biting and bitterish, leaves an aromatic flavor upon
the jialate. The salt dissolves freely enough in water,

sparingly only in alcohol, and is in.soluble in ether.

Tlialline is a fairly ellicient antipyretic medicine, oper-
ating after the general manner of antipj-rin and kairin,

and holding rank about midway between those two
agents. With efficient dosage, a fall of from 2° to 4° F.

can be procured within an hour or so after administra-
tion ; but verv soon after the extreme of reduction the

temjierature begins to rise again, and cjuite rapidly, com-

monly regaining its original elevation in from two to

four hours. This after-rise is quite frequently accom-

panied by a chill, lasting from a few minutes to an hour.

Other symptoms commonly observed are a slight dimi-
nution in pulse rate and respiration rate, and a very con-
siderable diaphoresis. Vomiting occasionally occurs,
but collapse has not been reported, though the subjects
may show some depression of strength and present a
more or less cyanotic appearance when under the full in-

fluence of the drug. Thalline may be detected in the

urine within an hour and a half after administration,
and its presence may give that secretion a characteristic

darkish-green color. Experimentiitiou upon animals has
shown that the medicine, in sufficient do.sage, is compe-
tent to cause arrest of the heart in diastole, to hasten

coagulation of the blood, and to exercise a destructive
influence on the htemoglobin of the red blood corpuscles.
Some consider that the antjpyresis wrought by thalline

is due to this action of the drug on haemoglobin (Brouar-
del and Loye).

Thalline has been used in medicine as an antipyretic,
the dose of the sulphate ranging from 0.25 gm. (gr. iv.),

given hourly, rip to 1 gm. (gr. xv.), to be repeated in

from two to three hours. So large a quantity as 7. .33

gm. (gr. ex.) has been given in twenty four hours with-
out inconvenience (Maragliano). Thalline sulphate may
be administered in form of pill, wafer, or in a(iueous
solution, aromatized to taste. But the thalline salts

have practically gone out of use in medicine, having
been superseded by more modern antipyretics, which are

equally etlicient and much more kindly in operation.
No prejiaration of thalline is official in the United States

Pharmacojio'ia. Edieard Curtis.

THALLIUM.—Thallivun is a .somewhat rare metal. It

was di.-;covired by Crookes in 1861. It has been classed

chemically with the metals of the lead group, but its

reactions are in many eases ditTcrent and peculiar to it-

self. It forms salts which in many respects resemble the

corresponding ones formed by jjotassium and the other

alkalies.

Symptoms in Animals.—Its action was investigated by
Lainy in 1803, who found that the symptoms in a dog

I
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\\tif geueral wciikuess, icstlessuess, tremor, loss of ap-

pc'titi', ilvspiio'ii. .saliviition, and severe intestinal jiains.

Convulsions of the posterior liinlis oceurred, and later

these became j;ra<lually jiaialyzed. Panlct, in rabbits,

after injection of tlialliuni. found general tremor, loss of

co-ordination, slowinir of respiration, and death iin<ler

asphyxia. He found that 1 gm. of the carbonate killed

a rabl)it in a few hours. Results essentially similar were
obtained by Marme. In small doses, nausea, vomiting,
loss of ai>petite, and salivation were produced with intes-

tinal pain and diarrha'a with bloody dejections; also

slowing of both respiration and circulation with dysji-
ua'a. Tremor and inco-ordination, bothstatic and motor,
oceurred. The autopsies showed swelling and hypera-
mia of the mucous membranes of the stomach and
intestines with extravasations of blood therein; small

hemorrhages and pneumonic infiltratiou of the lungs;
hemorrhages iu the epicardium and effusion in the peri-
cardium. The brain and spine showed no constant

changes.
The soluble salts are said to be cumulative poisons of

slow elimination which maj- last for three weeks.

Rabuteau, using 5 cgm. of the iodide, found much the

same symptoms in dogs (1883). He mentions also albu-

minuria.
In 1891 Luck used a double .salt of thallium and sodium

on cats, dogs, and rabbits. The symptoms appeared not

immediatel}', but on the Crst, the second, or the begin-

ning of the third day. They were weakness, apathy,
loss of appetite, vomiting, diarrhoea with blood. Tre-
mor of the extremities and static and motor inco-ordiua-

tion were present, and twice there were clonic convulsions.

The lieart action was weak and rapid ; the respiration
slowed. Clinically there existed the sj'mptoms of a par-

enchymatous nephritis. Hemorrhages were found in the

stomach and intestines.

Richet foimd in chronic poisoning a generalized mus-
cular atrophy, not simply a wasting of the muscles but
their almost total disappearance. This affected espe-

cially the masseters, temporals, and muscles of the lum-
bar spine. He declares that in its great toxicity it re-

sembles lead, while lithium is luuch less toxic.

Action on Men.—In 188-1 Pozzi and Courtade recom-
mended the use of iodide of thallium in doses of 0.010

gm. daih' in certain cases of syphilis and obtained favor-

able results. They found, however, that it produced
unpleasant digestive symptoms—pain iu the stomach
and vomiting; in some cases also they reported that the

gums were reddened and there was a blue line at their

junction with the teeth. These latter symptoms have
not yet been confirmed by other observers. Combemale
in 1898 used acetate of thallium for the profuse sweats
of pulmonary tuberculosis, and found that even in the

last stages of the disease it exerted a strong effect. The
ordinary dose was 10 cgm.. the maximum 20 cgiu. He
observed no toxic symjitoms during the administration
of the drug. Iluchard relates two cases iu which severe

pains oceurred in the lower extremities. These patients
were in the later stages of phthisis. As the pains disap-

peared when the administration of the drug was stopped,
it was concluded that they were due to the thallium.

Symptoms of poisoning in man are not common.
Crookes states that he has swallowed 0.065-0.130 gm. of

thallium salt without any effect. Combemale seems to

have been the tirst to notice the peculiar and specific ac-

tion of the dru.g iu causing alojiecia. or falling of the
hair. This symptom did not occur while the (Irug was
being taken, but came on later. The loss of hair was
said to be total and extraorilinarily rapid. This action
of thallium was soon confirmed by other observers.

Jeansclme reported the case of a woman who, in three

days, took nine cachets of acetate of th.-dlium. (•ontaining
3 cgn\. each. Fifteen days later her hair suddenly began
to fall and she lost about one I bird of it. liusehke and
Rettmann have succeeded in iiroducing aIo])ecia iu ani-

mals by the administration of thallium acetate.
The writer has lately rejiorted a case of poisoning by

sulphate of thallium in a male iwenty-seveu years old.

The symptoms were those of a multiple neuritis coming
on with considerable rapidity and continuing for several
weeks. There were loss of motion of the lower extremi-

ties, diminution of the sen.sjition of a i)ortion of the legs
and feet, with pain and extreme tenderness at times in

the same regioiLS. The knee-jerks were increascil. The
jiatient recovered from these symptoms so as to be fairly
well in about six weeks, and in three months was able to

resume work. About six weeks or two months after the

beginning of the illness his hair fell out completely.
Thetyjiical or specific symptom of subacute or chronic

thallium poisoning in men is theextraordinarj-fallingout
of the hair. This has proved an absolute contraindica-
tion to its use for therapeutic purposes in many cases,

especially in women. The case last reported illustrates

the danger of experimenting with this drug. The
amoimt in this case was half a grain to a grain of the sul-

phate, which was taken every other day for three or four
doses. This was done twice at an interval of about two
months. There were no symptoms the first time, but
within two or three days after the last dose of the second
series numbness was noticed in the toes and finger-tips,
and after this the neuritis developed rapidly.

William N. Bullard.

THANATOL. See Ouaiacol-ethyl.

THEOBROMA. See Cacao, Oil of

THEOBROMINE-LITHIUM SALICYLATE. See Uro-

p/ieriii.

THEOCIN, CH^lCHsj^NiOo, is a name given to the

synthetically prepared theophylline, an alkaloid found in

very minute quantity in tea leaves. It is i)repared from
urea by a complicated process in twelve reactions, and is

the tiist alkaloid to be manufactured synthetically from
such a simple substance. Chemicall_v it is di-methyl-
xanthin, a meiuber of the purin group, and is isomeiic
with theobromine. It occurs in colorless needles and is

soluble in one hundred and eighty parts of cold water,
more soluble in hot water, soluble with difficulty in alco-

hol, and insohdtle iu ether. Its ammonivun and potas-
sium compounds dissolve readilj' in water, the sodium
salt but slightly.
Minkowski finds that the diuretic action of theocin is

greater and more rapid thau that of theobromine, and
that while it has little if any effect on the cireulati<m, it

increases the excretion of both solid and liquid. Given
on an empty stomach, however, it jjroduced nausea and

vomiting unless in very dilute solution. Ach considers
it nearly twice as powerful as diuretin. Meinertz, in

Grawitz's clinic, studied the action in twenty-three cases

and found it a very valuable diuretic in cardiac and renal

affections; in four other cases in which the urinary con-
dition was normal, there was no diuretic effect at all.

The dose is 0.3-0.5 cm. (gr. v.-viij.).
W. A. Bastedo.

THERMAL ACID SPRINGS.—Inya County, California.

These remarkable s|nings are found iu theCaso Range,
twelve miles cast of Little Owens Lake, and sixteen miles

southeast of Olamoha. The country for miles anmnd the

springs is rich in pure crystallized sulphur, having, no
doubt, been ejected by the sulph\irous steam iu tlie form
of sulphurous anhydride (SO™). On being exposed to the
air the sulphur was deposited pure and water liberated.

This seems to be a rational explanation of the foiniation

of these large sulphur banks. The water now Hows in

rather limited quantities through the small crevices and
fissures, and is accouqianied by suljihurous steam and

vapors. The following analysis of the waters has been
made by a chemist whose name has been lost : One I'nited

States gallon contains: Sodium sulphsite. .gr. 14."). T."); po-
tassium sulphate, gr. 880.33; magnesium sul)>hate, gr.

S9I.91; calcium sulphate, gr. fiD.OO; almuinum sulphate
(?). gr. 7. -107.41 ; feirie sulphate (Vt.gr. 1.934.r)ti; sulphu-
ric acid ('/), gr. 4,070.72; nitric acid, chlorine, anunonia,
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lithium, traces. Total solids, 15.997.64 grains. laAmlor-
son's work on the mineral springs of California tlic above

analysis is stated in jiarls iier tliousand. Its eonertne.ss

cannot be vouched tor. This acid sulphate water does

not seem to have con\e into nuich use as yet. "Well

diluteil and properly administered, it oiiirht to be valu-

able iu many conditions requiring tonic and astringent
remedies. It will be observed that the water do.sely re-

sembles that of the Matchless Mineral Wells of Butler

County, Alabama, being, however, according to the

above analysis, much stronger. Juiiiih K. Crook.

THERMIN.tetra-hydro-beta-naphthylamine hydrochlo-
ride, CJlu-NUillCl, is a cry.stalline body reconunended

by Filelme as a powerful mydriatic. U . A. Bastedo.

THERMODIN. acetyl pam-ethoxy -phenyl -urelhane,

C.lI..(K':ll,,X.('ll3Cb.COOC.jH5, is an ahiiost odorless

and tasteless, insoluble, white powder with mild anti-

pyretic and autineuralgic properties. Dose 0,3-1 gm.
(gr. v.-xv.). ir. .1. Jiiistnlo.

THERMOMETERS, CLINICAL (>?(>/"/, lieat; ,d-pov, a

measure).
DiCKiNiTioN.—Instruments for determining the tem-

perature of the boily in disease.

lIisTouv.—The ancients had no l)etter means of esti-

mating the temperature of bodies than that of observing
the sensation of heat or of cold which they imparted to

the hand. Hippocrates applied this method to the clini-

cal investigation of di.-:eases, and was fully sensible of

the value of the information thus obtained.

The first successful attempt to represent diifereuces of

temperature to the more accurate sense of sight has been
attributed liolh to Drebbel, of Holland, and to

Sanct<n'ius, of Italy, living in the early part of

I

the seventeenth century. The lirst instru-

H_ ments for this purpose, called weather glasses,

depended upon the expansion of air, and were
both rude and inaccurate. Atmospheric ther-

mometers of a much better pattern were after-

ward devised by Boyle and the academicians
of Florence. The liqind was colored spirits
of wine. After the spirits had been boiled to

expel the air, the tube was hermetically sealed.

A system of markings, or a scale, liad next to

be devised. The lixed points at first selected

were the cold of snow or ice, and the greatest
warmth known at Florence. A great deal of

discussion arose, however, throughout Eu-

rope in regard to the most suitable fixed

points upon which to base the scale, as well
as upon the most suitable substance for use
iu the instrument. Newton discovered that

snow and ice melt at invariably the same
temperature, and that the heat of boiling wa-
ter is almost as constant. These points were
then selected, and are still maintained, ex-

cept that the tern peratur(M)f the vapor arising
from boiling water is taken as being more con-
stant than thatof the water itself. Delucand
Riinier demonstrated the even expansibility
of mercury under the influence of heat, and
adopted it in the construction of their ther-

mometers; but to Fahrenheit is generally
given the credit of having brought the mer-
curial thermometer into favor.

Sanctorius is said to have adapted the ther-

mometer to the investigation of luunan tem-

perature, but fully a century elajised before
Selt-ri-K- any systematic use of the instrument for that

nViiVclu pi'i'Pose was recorded. Boerhaave, VanSwie-
T h e r - ten, and I)e Haen ar<' the three names whicli
moineter. apjiear most |irominently in the literature of

thermometry in the eighteenth ccnttiry. But
it required another hundred years to bring thermometry
into favorable clinical use.

Descuii'tion.—The mercurial thermometer has been

almost exclusively used for clinical purposes. It con-
sists of an exhausted capillary glass tube, one end of
which is expanded into a glolndar or cyl-
indrical bulb eonlaining mercury (Fig.

1099). Its action depends upon the great
difl'erence in the extent to which glass and
mercury expand whcnexposed to the same
degree of lieat.

The scale of the thermometer is gener-
ally engraved on the stem and illuminated

by a white or black .stripe incorporated in

the glass behind the mercurial column. A
range of 10" C. (18 or 20" F. ) is cjuite sultl-

cient for the .scale of a clinical thermom-
eter. This slnnild endirace from 35° to

45° C. C95°to 113" F.), limits which include
the range of probable physiological and

pathological temperatures. The ther-

mometer must be long enough to bear a

legible scale (not less than three inches);
for the sake of portability, however, it

should not exceed five inches. The bulb
or reservoir should lie formed of as thin

glass as is compatible with .strength.
Thermometers having rather long but nar-

row reservoirs {e.g., the
" minute thermom-

eter," Fig. 4700) register more prompt-
ly than those whose bulbs are short and
thick.

Thermometers having a double, "twin,"
bulb, or a branched, "crescent" bulb are

also meeting with favor, although their

superiority to the simpler patterns is

questionable.
Thermometers arc now made self-reg-

istering. This was first attained in the
instruments used by Currie, in the early
part of the nineteenth century, by means
of a small piece of iron resting upon the
surface of the mercury. The register now
used is known as the "indestructible"

index, secured by a constriction of the

tube near the bulb so narrow as to pre-
vent the passage of an unbroken column
of mercury through it. The expansion
of the fluid causes it to pass the constric-

tion in little "jumps" which render the

reading slightly inaccurate, but not to the

extent of one-tenth of a degree iu a properly constructed
instrument. The index must be "shaken down." This

is best accomplished by grasp-
ing the upper end of the instru-

ment between the thumb and

fingers and giving it a .short,

sharp swing from the wrist or
elbow.
The reading of the register is

greatly facilitated by the so-

called
"
lens - front," a conical

form given to the face of the

instrument, through which the

column of mercury appears
greatly magnified.

T/ie aritretnis (Inimhch's) liter-

mn/iictcr (Fig. 4701) depends
upon the same principle as the

mercurial, but its construction
is different. In appearance it

resembles a miniature watch.
Its mechanism consists of a small metallic tube bent
into a circular form, having one end fixeil to a support,
the other free to move, but c<innected by a fine spring
to a shaft w hieh carries a needle or dial indicator. The
tube is filled with a highly exp.ansive fluid. In conse-

quence of its expansion the tube vincoils, )iroducing a

corresjionding vibration of the indicator. Upon cooling
the tube curls and the indicator returns to its point of

repose. Thi' dial over which the indicator moves is-

Fig. 47U().—Tlie
Minute Tlier-
m o m e t e r .

Thecoluiiuiof
mercury ap-
pears niaj^ui-
lled by means
of tlie so-
called leus
frDUt.

Fic 4701.—Immisch's Avit-
reous 'riiermonieter. (Ex-
act size.)
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gniduatod ncconliiig to Ixitli the ccntigiatk' and the

Fahrenheit scales. A device for
"
registering" the tem-

peratures has lieen added, in the form of a stop-eatch

passing tlirongli the stem. lu action this thermometer
is slower tlian the mercurial. It is now used chiefly as

i\ surface tlii'nn<irneler.

77((! siirftiiv t/uriiiiiiiictfr is designed chiefly for deter-

mining diflcrcnccs in temperature of the surface of vari-

ous regions. The reservoir is usually given a flattened

extremity (Fig. 4702), or is made into a coil, the object in

either case being to expose as great au amount of the ex-

pansive medium as possible to the temperature of the

surface to he investigated. In using the instrument the

bulb nuist be carefully covered, in order that the result

may not be altered by the temperature of the atmos-

phere.
T/u: difi'fCHtial or metaMatic thermometer was devised

by Walferdiu for the purpose of determining with great

accuracy the fluctuations of temperature within certain

narrow limits. It consists of a cajiillary tube
of very small calibre, at either extremity of

which is a small reservoir. At the junction
of the upper of these reservoirs with the

tube there is a slight constriction. The

quantity of mercury contained in the reser-

voir and tube must bear such relaticm to the

capacity of both that au elevation of tem-

perature amounting to three or four degrees
Celsius (from live to seven degrees Fahren-

heit), will cause the entire lumen of the tube

and reservoirs to be filled. In order to pre-

pare the instrument for use, it must be

warmed to about the highest temperature
that is anticipated in the investigation to be
made. Tlie column of mercury is then

broken at the point of constriction by a

quick tap. The mercury in the tube rapidly
falls, but is not followed by that in the upper
reservoir. The lower bulb is now inserted

into one of the thermometric cavities, and

permitted to remain, while the fluctuations of

temperature are carefull.v observed and re-

corded. Tlie only advantage possessed by
the instrument is' its great delicacy, depend-
ing upon the wide space allotted to each de-

gree. AValferdin was able with it to detect

variations of temperature amounting to but
one two-hundredth of a degree CeLsius.

The theniio-ehetric iijipariitiin has been used
in clinical investigations. It was introduced

into physiological experimentation by Bcc-

querel, especially for determining tlie differ-

ences of temperature which exist in different

regions of the body. The ajjparatus was

perfected by Dutrochet. Its action depends
upon the physical law that when, in any
metallic circuit composed of two or more
different metals, the points of contact arc ex-

posed to a temperature different from that

of the other jiarts of the circuit, an electric current is

produced which is readily recognized by the magnetic
needle, and may be measured by a galvanometer. The
thermo-electric pile constructed in conformity to this

princijile lias been applied to the measurement of tem-

peratures in ])hysiological experiments on animals by
Oavarret, Ileidenhain, and others, and to the determina-

tion of human lemiieraturc by Lombard and llaid<el.

Its action is both ilelicate and ju-ompt. It can be ap-

jilicd to the investigation of internal temperatures by
means of a properly constructed needle, composed of

two or more elements brought into contact at its point.
The instrument is not suitable to general clinical use,

on account of its size.

T/ie Theriiiof/riiph.
—Instruments have been devised liy

Marcy and W. D. Bowkett for tlie purpose of automati-

cally registering changes of temperature, by which con-

tinuous observations can be made over a coiisiderabh'

period of time. To these the name thermograiih has

FIG. 4T(e.~
The Sur-
face Tlier-

mome t e r

of SeKUin.

been ap]ilied. They liave not. however, been much used
for other than cx|)erimental purposes.
GuAiJUArioN OF TnKUMOMKTEHS.—Thermometers are

.graduated according to the scales of Celsius, Fahrenheit,
and Reaumur. The Celsius, or centigrade, scale is used

exclusively on the continent of Europct; thi^ Fahrenheit,
almost as exclusively in the United States and Great
Britain; whereas that of Ri-anmur, at nn(! time preferred
ill Franci! and in some parts of (J('rmany, is now retained

only in Russia and Sweden. The relative position of
flx('d points in these scales is shown in the following
table from Wunderlich :

Celsius
Fahrenheit
Reaumur

50 100
122 212
40 80

The subdivision of the scale between the fixed jjoints
is arbitrarj'; hence we find that Celsius divided it into

100 parts, or degrees, Reaumur into HO, and Fahrenheit
into 212. The zero, centigrade, corresponds to the thirty-
second degree of Fahrenheit; 100° C.=213' F., and 1°

C. = 1.8° F., or §° F. If, therefore, it is required to con-

vert a given temperature expressed in terms of the C.

scale {e.f/.. 40° C), the number is first multiplied by 1.8.

The product in the example is 72. To this 32 is added,
in order that the degrees may be counted from the same
fixed point. This gives us" 104. Therefore, 104° F.=
40° C.

If, therefore, C represent a given temperature ex-

pressed in the centigrade scale, the unknown equivalent
of wliich in the Fahrenheit scale is F, the formula for

finding the latter term is:

C X 1.8+ 32 = r; or, i C + 32 = F.
o

Conversely, a temperature expressed in the scale of

Fahrenheit may be converted into that of Celsius by
means of the formula :

F — 33 5__ =0;or.-(F-32) = C.

In the same manner the terms of the Reaumur scale

may be converted into those of Fahrenheit by the for-

mula:

R X 2.25-1- 33 = F; or, -^ R + 33 = F.
4

Consequently, to convert Fahrenheit into Reaumur:

F— 33

2.35
' :R;

or,-j^(F 32) = R.

To convert degrees of the Reaumur scale into their

equivalent in the centigrade scale, it is only necessary to

multiply them by 1.25.

The following table gives the thermometric equiva-
lents within the range of physiological and pathological

temperatures:

Cent.
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51(110 iiiiporlant to the cliiiicirtii tluni the kind of scale

wliich is aiiojited is the use of a tlierinoiiu-ter of Icuowii

accuracy. It is not essential that the therinonicter shall

be precisely correct in its rcadiiiirs tlironsihout the entire

scale solonjr as Ihoe.xact amount of error and ils location

are known, for the correction may then he made in read-

injr the register. To insure this, a certificate ma}' he

obtained through the manufactiucr, guaranteeing the

accuracy of the instrument, or stating to what extent it

is inaccurate.

Unfortunately, mercurial thermometers do not retain

their accuracy. Owing to the liability of glass to under-

go molecular contraction, the bulb not infre(|uently be-

comes reduced in size and thus causes the instrument to

register erroneously high temperatures. This is gener-

ally avoided by thiiroughly "seasoning" the tubes before

engraving the scale.

Apim.ication of the TiiEnMOMKTEK.—The object to

be attained in the use of the chnical thermometer is usu-

ally to determine as nearly as possible the temperature of

the interior of the body, the blood heat. Several locali-

ties are available for this purpose, on account of the

nearly constant chjiracter of their temperature, but the

axilla, the mouth, and the rectum are most employed.
At times the conditions of disease render necessary the

selection of other localities, as the groin, the urethra (fe-

male), the vagina, or the closed hand, and it has been

proposed to take tlie temperature of freshly voided urine.

The mouth is the most easily accessible. The bidb
shcndd be placed under the tongue, and the lips closed on
the stem. The mouth must remain closed during the

observation. If oral respiration has been carried on pre-
vious to the introduction of the instrument, a minute or

more should be allowed for the rise of the mercury be-

yond the time that wimid otherwise be required.
In many cases the axilla will best answer the purposes

of thermometric investigation. The arm-pit must be

thoroughly dried, if moist, before the introduction of the

thermometer. The instrument should then be inserted

into the middle of the axilla in such a manner as to in-

sure contact with the skin only. The cavity is then
closed by pressing the arm lirmly against the chest, the

forearm being drawn slightly forward. It is advisable,
when practicable, to use the thermometer in the axilla of

the side upon which the patient has been lying. From
three to live minutes are usually required for a correct

register of the axillary temperature.
Taking the temjierature in the rectum yields the most

trustworthy results, particularly in children. The use
of the urethra or vagina is resorted to only in such con-
ditions as Asiatic cliolera, when the temperature of the

axilla has been found as much as 7° 0. (12.6° F.) below
that oT the vagina; and the temperatures of the mouth
and rectum are also unreliable. Whatever locality is

selected in an imiividnal case, the same should be used
for all sidise(pieiit observations.
Thermometric observations should be made at stated

intervals, the frequency of which must depend uiion the

character of the case and the object of the examination.
In the commencement of a febrile disease it is often nee-

essarj', in order to arrive at a correct diagnosis, to take
the temperature at frequent intervals, every half hour,

every hour, or every two hours; but regular morning
and evening observations are, as a rule, sullicient for the

req\iireinenls of treatment. These are best taken be-

tween 7 and 9 ,\.m., and between .T and 7 P.M. If, how-
ever, the points of maximum and minimum temperature
are found not to occur in these intervals, the times must
be made to conform to the: peculiarities of the cise.

In addition to the periodical observations, the ther-

mometer should be used upon the oeetirrence of any jihe-
nomenal event during the progressof the disease, as after
a rigor, a sweat, or iisychieul disturbances.
The systematic observation of temperature changes is

essential to the intelligent treatment <if almost every
febrile disease. The attendant shoidd be provided with
a reliable self-registering tliermometer, with instruction

how and when to use it in the absence of the jihysieian.

It is not enough that the temperature be regularly
measured; it must be regularly recorded on a chart pre-

]>ared for that puriKise, Every chart should bear the
name of the ]ialient, the diagnosis of his disease, the re-

gion in which the temperature is taken, the date and time
of day. Its value is eulianeed if it have recorded upon
it the rate of the imlseand respiration at each thermome-
tric observation, the occurrence of critical evacuations,
the alvine dejections and urine, the explanation of any
anomaly of temperature or other feature of the disease.

The TEMPKK.VTruE in 1Ii;.vi,tii.—In speaking of the;

body temperature, whellier physiological or ])atliological,
references is usually had to the temperatiu-e of but a single
thermometric region, which region, accuracy of statement

requires, should always be indicated in cliiucal reports.
The temperature of the axilla in health averages about

36.89 C. (98.4° F.), as stated by Liebermeister, or 37° C.

(98.6° F.), according to Wunderlich. It varies, however,
between 36.40° C. and 37.77' C. (97..5° and 100° F.).
Landois states, as the average of five hundred observa-
tions, 36.49° C. (97.68° F,). The temperature of the
mouth is from a fifth of a degree to a degree higher than
that of the axilla. The last-named authority gives as the

average 37.19= C. (98.94° F.). The rectal and vacinal

temperatures vary from 37° C. to 38° C. (98.6° F. to

100.4° F.). Thermometric observations in the closed
hand are too variable for clinical purposes, as they are
liable to be altered by external conditions of heat and
cold. Komcr places the variation which is liable to oc-

cur in this region at 6° C. (10.8° F.).

The factors which are generally recognized as influenc-

ing the results of thermometric observations ma}' be sum-
marized thus: 1. The region in which the observation is

made; the closed cavitiesare warmer than exposed parts,
the trunk is warmer than the limbs. 2. The temperature
is higher in the extremes of life than in middle age. 3.

The taking of a full meal causes a slight temporary de-

pression of the temperature ; digestion elevates it. Fast-

ing lowers it. Alcohol proilucesa prompt but transitory
depression, after which the temperature again rises to
about the normal. 4. Physical exercise short of fatigue
causes a slight rise of temperature, whereas mental exer-
tion is said to depress it. 5. The bodj* is coolest in the

morning, gradually bcrconiing warmer until evening,
reaching the maximum, as a rule, between five and seven
o'clock. A gradual decline to the morning minimum
occurs during the night. This daily fluctuation ordinarily
amounts to a little more than 0..j° ('. (1° F. ). 6. Pro-

longed exposure to heat causes a slight elevation of tem-

perature, exposure to cold a slight depression. A
marked ellect is produced by agencies which promote or

retard the radiation and convection of heat from the

body. 7. The nervous system exerts a considerable in-

fluence over the bodily temperature, as has been shown
by the experiments of II. C. Wood and others.

The Ti;MPi;K.\Tti!E ix Dise.\se.—A large proportion
of diseases are accompanied by an elevation of teni|iera-
ture. In a comiiaratively few, there is at some period a
decline below the normal. In order to denote a morbid

process, in the ab.scuce of other positive signs of disease,
the temperature must remain for several limu's outside
the hounds of health. The tem])erature in febrile affec-

tions undergoes a fluctuation from morning to evening
and from day to day, which is tyiiical of tlie underlying
morbid process. IJy the use of the thermometer we are

able to recognize this fluctuation and estimate from it the

severity of lli<' disease, and any variation which may oc-

cur in the com-.se of the affection as a result of complica-
tions, accidents, or treatment.
The thermometer is therefore a valuable aiil in diagno-

sis, in i)rogiiosis. and in treatment.
In IJidi/iiosis.

—The early diagnosis of infectious dis-

eases is of the utmost importance. By the use of the

thermometer we ;ire often able, more tlian by any other

means, to corroborate our suspicions of their existence,

or. on the other hand, to disprove the evidence of ficti-

tious symjitoms. Com]ilications arising in tlio coiu'se of

a fever and relapses from con valeseen'"' are usually indi-

I
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catcd by a more or less prniioiiiieeii alteration of the tem-

jieratiire range, or by a return of liigli teinperature.

'riicrindiHctry is no less valuable in the iliauniisis of

certain clinmie alYeeticins. but niiiic jiarlieularly for (le-

terniininjj; llieir aetivity or lateiuy at the time of tlie

observation. This is jiartieularly true of tuberculosis.

The thermometer has led to the discovery of thisallection

in individuals who had exhibited no subjective manifes-

tations of the disease.

An iueijuality of temperature between corresponding
surfaces of the bod)', in the absence of local intlanuiia-

tion, ofteu points to the e.\istenee of paralysis of the

cooler part, or of other nervous disorder, a fact wliich is

especially of value in the presence of coma.
A diagnosis cannot be based upon a single thermome-

tric observation. A series of observations must be made
before we can learn enough of the tempei'atme range to

render a dilTcreutial diagnosis possible. The absence of

abnormal temperature conveys more positive information

than docs its presence.

Notwithstanding the value of thermometry, its results

are not iufallible. A sudden rise of the temperature may
be due to a specific infection, but it may arise solely
from an acute attack of indigestion. The taking of food,

exercise, and excitement are liable to elevate the tem-

perature in disease, as does also the retention of urine or

of fa-ces. Due caution is always to be exercised in esti-

mating the diagnostic as well as the prognostic impor-
tance of an elevated temperature in women, when accom-

panied by hysterical manifestations, wlien the pyrexia
often appears to be due solely to the peculiar condition

of the nervous system. Children are subject to sudden
elevations of temperature as a consequence of the most
trivial disorders, such as a simple angina or a disturbance

of digestion.
In Prognosis.

—^The thermometer is an aid to prognosis
in the extent to which it enables us to detect an approach
of the temperature to the danger line. But the points
at which the temperature crosses the lines of danger are

not fixed ]ioints, and depend in most instances upon a

combination of circumstances peculiar to the individual

case. A few more or less positive rules may, however,
be stated.

When the temi)erature reaches a height of 40° C. (104°

F.), it is consiilered a factor of considerable gravity in

prognosis. When 40.5° C. (10.5° F. ) is passed the febrile

state is termed '•hyperpyrexia." and the gravity of the

prognosis rapidly increases until 43..5° C. (108.5° F.) is

reached, when death is usually imminent. A few cases

of recovery from a temperature of 43.3° C. (110° F.) have
occurred. In a few instances recover}' has been reported
after hyperpyrexia ranging from 44.5' C. to ,50° C. (112°

to 123' F.). Anomalies of such rarity, even if real, have
little or no scientific value.

It is not when considered by itself that the temperature
is of most value in prognosis, but when taken in connec-

tion with the other features of the disease in which it oc-

curs; for in some diseases hyperpyrexia is frequent,
whereas in others it is exceptional. A temperature
which in one malady would be looked upon as of the

gravest import, wovdd in another be considered of less

significance. Acute articular rheumatism, scarlatina, re-

lapsing fever, and tetanus, for example, are often at-

tended with hyperpyrexia, 41° to 42 C. (105.8° to 107.6°

F.), which is not necessarily serious. Yet persistently

high temperature is an evil omen in these diseases. A
liigh evening temperature is less to be feared if the morn-

ing remission be considerable than if it be slight. An
evening hyperpyrexia followed by an equal or still

higher morning temperature is very apt to foreshadow
death by a short interval, the lemperature, as a rule,

continuing to ascend until I he fatal issue. It follows, as

a corollary to this, that a liigh morning temperature is

more to be feared than a high evening elevation.

A sudden pronoune<'(l rise of Icmpeiature after it

has, in the ordinary course of the disease, declined to

near the normal, is generally of evil import, because it

often denotes I he development of a eomidiealion, ex-

cept in sucli diseases as malaria, smallpox, and relaps-
ing fever.

A persistence of pyrexia, even of low degree, after the
other sym]i'onis have subsided, very often indicates a
delayed convaleseence, generally from tlie jiresenee of a
complicating affection, as wlien a catarrluil pneumonia
or tuberculosis follows measles or smallpox; or when
sep.sis follows typhoid fever.

.Alany febrile diseases undergo a more or less rapid
defervescence, involving a fall of temperature to or be-
low uormal ; but under other circumstances a sudden
marked decline is often as nuich to be feared as a sudden
rise, particularly if the fall be accompanied by acute

prostration. The designation "collapse temperature"
has been applied to a fall below 35.5° C. (90 F.); falling
below 34° C. (about 93° F.), it has been called algid col-

lapse. A rapi<l fall of temperatiin- may augur evil to
the patient, without, however, reaching a subnormal

degree.
In some conditions the temperature falls from the norm

without previous elevation, as in certain forms of insan-

ity, in emphysema, asthma, cardiac lesions, and in the
coma of alcohol and narcotic poisons. In these the prog-
nosis is not always so grave as the temperature would,
under other circumstances, indicate. Several well-au-
thenticated recoveries have occurred after a temperature
as low as 37.7° C. (90° F.), the result of alcoholism.
In Tniitincnt.— Here a thorough knowledge of symp-

tomatology, including the usual i.^mperature range of
the affection in which the observation is made, is impera-
tive. It is generally recognized that a high temperature
demands prompt recourse to the application of cold or
other remedies to reduce it. 7Vr contra, a subnormal

temperature calls for the application of heat and the use
of such measures as promote heat production or retard

its radiation. The cause of the pyrexia must in all cases
be taken into account. Jumes M. French.

THIGH, THE.—The term thigh is u.sed to mean the

part comprised between the hip and the knee. In this

sense it is limited above by the line of the groin (Pou-
part's ligament) in front, and the gluteo-femoral crease
behind. The patella and knee-joint mark its boundaries
below.* In its restricted sense, as the regio femoralis
of regional anatomy, the thigh has more artificial, but
more definite, boundaries. It is limited above and pos-

teriorly by the gluteo-femoral crease and anteriorly by a
line drawn 12 to 15 cm. under Pcnipart's ligament (Lig.

inguinale) and below by a line drawn around the limb
from 3 to 8 cm. above the superior boundary of tlie pa-
tella, f

In this restricted ser.se the inguinal region (regio sub-

inguinalis) lies between its superior boundarj- and Pou-

part's ligament. However, the separation into two
regions at this point is entirely artificial.

Various bony prominences aid us in determining the
relations of the structures of the thigh. The most im-

portant are the anterior superior spine of the ilium, the
crest of the pubis, the tuber ischium, and the great
trochanter above. Below, the patella, the internal and
external condylar processes serve as guides, Thi' most
iniliortant muscular landmark of the thigh is formed by
the sartorius. This is best seen when the limb is raised,

and it helps to form the boundaries of Scarpa's triangle.
Hunter's canal, and the popliteal space.
The general shape of the thigh is that of a truncated

cone with its base above.
"

Its contour varies with the

anuiunt of mu.sctdar development, the condition of con-

traction of these muscles, and the thickness of the sub-

cutaneous fascia. Its median surface is marked by a fur-

row running from the inguinal fossa (fo.ssa subinginnalis)
to the inner side of the knee. This groove marks the

boundary between the adductor muscles and the vastus

iuternus muscle (M. vastus medialis). The siirtorlus lies

arv
+

Ml

* The term tlilKli Is ili'lliieil in Ihis niiiimiM- in tlie Century nictlon-

y and is used in Itiis scnsi' liy ('nnniiii.'liiini. gnuin. MoiTis, ete.

+ ,Iocs.>(el :

"
I.i'lirluu-li der topinrniiiliisrlieii .xnidoinie ;" artiele ou

le 7')iiu/i liv llnnlliiKliMi. in tin' llrsl edlliiai of Uiis work : etc.
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directly external to this, aud tlie larger nerves and blood-

vessels of the thigh are just median to this upon the ad-

ductor muscles. On the external surface (regio femuris

latendis) it is possible lo sec a furrow, unless the amount

N.cutaneus

femoris lateralis,

'•t ..•.•,... ; - <

Regio subinguinalis.

/^-N.ilioinguinalis

Regio
trochanterica

V. saphena

magna,

f<egio femoris

anterior
-

Regio femcri«;

lateralis.
"
t--*^

Rami cutanei

femoris ante.iores

Regio femoris medialis.

Regio genu anterior.

N. saphenus.

FlO. 4708.—Superficial Veins, Nerve.s, and Lymphatics on the Front of
the Thlgli. Only part of the lyiiiitliiitii- vessels is shown, in order
not lo make the il(;iire too cotiiiiljcateti. I>rawii from the dissection
and from photographs. The ili.^section was made by A. J. Price,
Cornell University Medical College. Ithaca, N. Y. Tlie regions are
taken from Spalteholz's

"
Atlas of Human Anatomy."

of fat is so thick that it is hidden. It is caiised by the in-

termuscular septum (lig. intermusculare externum) be-

tween the vastus externus (M. vastus lateralis) and the

biceps (M. biceps).
On the median surface (regio femoris medialis) the

fracilis

muscle is assumed as a dividing line, although it

oes not form an easily recognized boundary.
The skin covering the thigh is very retractile, due to

the loose subcutaneous fascia. It is relatively thick

and covered spai-scly with hair. Over the inguinal

region it is thinner, and in lu'W-born cliildi'cn and very
stotit people the secretion of the glands may cause irrita-

tion. It is attached rather firmly at Poupart's ligament
(lig. inguinale).

The superficial fascia (fascia subcutanca) is usually
(luite thick and belter developed in women than iu men.
It may be from 2 lo 8 cm. thick over the femoial artery
(.v. femoi'alis) in stout persons, aud it is also apt to be the

favorite seal of fatty tumor, espeeiall)' over Scarpa's tri-

angle. It is nowhere very dense, and has little or no in-

fluence upon the progress of a superficial abscess, as is

seen in the readiness with which pus readies the surface
in inguinal buboes. This fascia contains the superficial
uerves, veins, 13'mphatic vessels, and glands.
The Superficial J^i/mph Olmttls.—In the inguinal region

(I'cgio subinguinalis) there are from nine to twelve super-
iicial lymph glands that can usually be felt with the

fiuger. From three to five are arranged iu a row
parallel to Poupart's ligament (glanduUe inguina-
les) and the others at right angles to it (glanduls
crurales) (see Fig. 4703). The glanduUu iuguinales
receive the vessels returning from the abdominal
wall, jieriueum, and external genitalia. They are

ofteu the site of inflammatory processes in infec-

tions of the genital organs, and w'hen they are en-

larged from such a cause, they are known as bu-
boes. The glauduUe crurales receive the vessels of
the lower extremity. Swelling of the dilTereut sets

of glands serves to indicate the region of iufectiou

and thus are an aid in diagnosis. In oiierating

upon these glands for suppuration their inlimate
relations with the large veins, arteries, aud nerves
should be borae in mind. The deep lymph glands
(usually two in number) lie inider the femoral vein

(V. femoralis) and receive vessels from the limb.

Most of the large lymphatic vessels which supply
the thigh and leg accompany the long sajihenous
vein (V. saphena magna) as shown in Fig. 4T03.

Superficial Arteries.—The st:perficial arteries of
the thigh that have been given definite names are

all fotiud in the inguinal region (regio subingui-
nalis). They are the superficial epigastric (A. epi-

gastrica supeificiali.s), the superficial cii'cumtlex

iliac (A. circumflexa iliaca superficialis), and the external

pudic (A. jiudenda externa subcutanea). Their names
iudicate sufiiciently well their position, and hemorrhage
from them is usually easily controlled by coiupression or

ligature.

Superficial Veins.—The principal superficial veins are

the long saphenous ("V. saphena magna) and its branches

(see Fig. 4T03). It empties into the femoral vein (V. femo-

ralis) after passing through the fossa ovalis. The three

superficial veins corresponding to the arteries already
named (V. pudenda externa, V. epigastrica superficialis,
and V. cii-cumflexa iliaca superficialis) empty into the

vena femoralis as it passes under the fossa ovalis, or one
or more of these may empty into the vena saijhena

magna by separate openings. These veins are all well

supplied with valves. The vena saphena magna is occa-

sionally double, aud is often the seat of varix. and is

then very much enlarged and tortuous. It is also Ijgated
at times in the inguinal region as a curative measure for

varix at a lower level.

Superficial JVerces.—The principal superficial uerves of

the regio subinguinalis and the regio feiuorisare the ileo-

inguiual (N. ileoinguinalis), genito-crural (N. lumbo-

ingninalisaud N. spermatieus externa), the external cuta-

neous (N. cutaneus externus). the middle cutaneous (N.
cutaneus medius), the internal cutaneous (N. cutaneus

internus), and the cutaneous branches of the obturator

(N. olituratorius).
The ilio inguinal nerve receives most of its fibres from

the first lumbar nerve. It emei-ges from the external

abdominal ring and ilividesinto terminal branches, which

supply the skin over the adductor longus, an<l that of the

scrotum iu the male or of the laliia majora in the female.

The crural branch of Ihe genito-crui-al n<'rve (N. lum-

boinguiualis) is formed principally by filires from the

second lumbar. It is distributed to tin- skin as far as

the middle of the thigh.
The external cutaneous nerve (N. cutaneus externus)

arises also from the second lumbar. It ordinarily pene-
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trales the fascia lata 3 to 3 cm. under the superior ante-

rior spino of tiie ilium (spina anterior superior ossisilii),

anil divides into anterior ami posterior brandies. Tlie

dilferent lirauehrs often penit late llie fascia lata sejiarately

(Fijr. 4703). The anterior bnuieh goes to tlie side of tlie

thiyh, and tlie ])ostcrior branch goe.s to the sUin of the

side and liacU of the tliinh.

The middle cutaneuus (X. cutaneus medins) supplies
a larire area of skin over the median iiortion of the thigh
and over the sartorius muscle.
The internal cutaneous nerve (N. cutaneus internus)

accompanies the great sajdienons vein (V. saphena
magna) and sends branches to the median part of the

thigh as well as the inner side of the leg.
The cutaneous branches of the obturator nerve (N.

obturatoiius) supjdy a small area of skin just above the
inner condyle of tlie Unee.

FdKcia Lata—The fascia lata is the deep fascia of the

thigh, and is com|)osed of very strong fibrous tissues

which completely envelop the thigh. Most of the fibres

nm in a circular manner, but toward the upper and
outer side, where the fascia is thickest, the longitudinal
fibres are especially well developed. The wdiole of the

fascia lata forms a strong cylindrical tube containing the

muscle of the thigh, and if it is Ijrokc-n at any point, the

muscles jiroject outward in a herniadike
fashion. It is attached above and in front

to Poupart's ligament (Lig. inguinale),
on the outer side and behind to the outer

lip of the crest of the ilium, and on the

inner side to the tuberosity and ascend-

ing ramus of the ischium, the descend-

ing ramus of the pubis and the symphysis
pubis. Below, it is much thinner, and is

continuous wdlh the fascia of the leg.
Above and to the side the fascia is di-

vided into two la3'ers, which enclose the

tensor vaginic femoris muscle (JI. tensor

faseiic lata'). At this point the fascia is

thickened, and runs downward like a

tendon to tin- external tuberosity of the

tibia. This thickening is known as the

ilio-tibial band (tractus iliotibialis) or

Maissiat's band. At the edge of Pou-

part's ligament the structures are further

complicated by a division of the fascia

lata into two layers and l)_y the presence
c'f the fossa ovalis. The fascia also di-

vides and forms a sheath for the sartorius

muscle. Between the fascia lata and the

muscles there is a thin laj'cr of areolar

connective tissue, through which jdileg-
inoMous processes may extend under the

fascia. From the inner side of the tube
formed by the fascia two strong [jrojee-
tiinis penetrate between the muscles of

the thigh, and are attached to the lips of

the linea asjiera (Lig. intermuseulare lat-

erale et mediale) to form the intermuscu-
lar septa. The lig. intermuseulare late-

rale follows the edge of the origin of the

vastus c.xternus muscle (M. vastus late-

ralis), and is inserted into the outer lip of

the linea as]>era. The groove which this

forms in relatively thin sulijcets has al-

ready been mentioned, and it separates
the vastus externus niusclc from the bi-

ceps and the other extensors. On the

))oslerior side of the thigh tliere is also a

slip of the fascia lata that runs between
the llexor group of muscles and the ad-

ductors. It joins the ligamentuni intermuseulare late-

rale, and is inserted with it into theivxtenial lip of the

linea aspera, as seen in Fig. 471)4. The ligament um in-

termuseulare mediale is fastened to the internal lip of

the linea aspera, and divides the adductors and exten-
sors. A part of it also takes part in the formation of

Hunter's canal (canalis adductorius).

Vol.. VII.—47

These fibrous intermuscular scjjta divide the muscles
into three groups: 1. An anterior and lateral group, which
includes the tensor vagiinc femoris (.M. tensor fasciae

lata'), the .s:irtoriiis (M. sartorius), and the i]iiadriceps
femoris (.M. quadriceps femoris). 2. An inner or medial

group, which contains the adductors and the gracile
(.M. gracilis). The femoral vessels I'un between the

(luadriceps femoris and tlii' adductors; that is, between
the anterior and inner divisions. !!. A posterior grinip
containing the flexors (.M. biceps, semimembranosus, and
semileiidinosus). Tlie muscles of the thigh are very
large and strong. Many of theiu are very long, and, in

amputations involving them, it must be remcmliered

that, other things being eijual, the fartlier from its origin
the muscle is divided the more marked will be its

retraction. So in amputations of tin; lower part of

the thigh more must be allowed for retraction than in

amputations of the upper part. The position of the
limb will also infiuence the retraction of the various

groujis; con.seipiently it should he held in the same jiosi-

tion during amputation that it is to rest in during lieal-

ing. The muscles on the jiosterior and inner aspect of

the thigh usuall.y retract the most, and thisdiiference may
amount to '> to 7 cm., and in amputations by the circular

method the tiaps should be cut so as to allow for this.

31
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Fig. 47(14.— (T"Iilt, I il'. tiil'.l.) (Toss-sectlcin tlinuigli tlie Rijrlit Tliit'li taken at tlie Level
of tbe Lesser Trnclmiiter, liistiil siiiface. 1,

* A. Circuintlexa femoris liittralis; -, N.

cutaneus femoris laieralis ; 3. M. rectus femoris ; 4, M. tensor fa.seia^ lata' ; 5, M. vastus
iiitermedius : ti, .M. vastus lateralis ; 7. fa.seia lata ; s. fascia iliopectiiiea ; t). M. iliopsoas ;

111, tniclianter minor; U, N. iscliiarticus isciatic iiiTvei; Vl. \. cutaneus femoris pos-
terior (small sciatin nerve); 13. M. gluteus maximus; 11. ^'luteal fold ; 1'). Mm. semi-
teiidliiosus et hici'ps femoris : 16, W. .seiniiiiemliraiiitsu^ ; IT. M. addtictur inaeiius: IS,

M. adductor liiiiiiuiiis; 111, N. olituratorius ; -1i, M. iriacilis; :;i, M. adductor brevis : i.',

M. pectineiis; :;:i, M . adductor lougus ; x'4, N. obtuiaierius ; L'."i. fa.scia pcciinca ; Si, V.

femoris: :i7, V. saplieiiu magna; 'Z». .\. profunda femoris; ~'il, .\. femoralis; :>(l, N.

sapbenus ; 31, .M. sartorius.

*
A., Arteria; N., iiervus ; M. musculus; V., vena.

AN'TKitioi! GuOfP OK j\h'sci.ns.— 'I'limor raijimr f,-
morin (.M. Icnsor fascia' lat.-e).

— It is on the outer side of

the hi]). Its (u-igin is on the anterior stijierior spine of

the ilium (spicailiaca anterior superior) and the fascia lata.

It is inserted into the ilio-tibial band i,tractus iliotibialis),

and its nerve supply is the N. glutteus superior,
Sartorius (M. sartorius).

—It crosses the thigh in a
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sjiinil niiiuiK-r aiul arises from the auterior superior spine
of the ilium (spiiiii iliaca anterior superior). It is iu-

FiG. 4T(Vi.— (ToUlt, Fig. 1020.) Cross-soctiun thrmigli th.- lilL'lit Thmh takPn
Somewhat Above the Middle. Di-sUil surface. 1, V. feiiii>r;tlis ; ;i. .M. rertiis

femoris: 3. M. viuitus inteiiuedius ; 4. M. vjistiis inedialis Mjiteralisi; .'>.

M. vasuis liiteraiis; 6, lascia lata (ilio-tiWal bandi: ;, se|ituiii (or liga-
nienturii) iiitermiLscuIare laterale: 8. A. inrfuniiis ; '.K N. iscliiadiciis Isoi-

alic nerve): 10, M. bieeps femoris: U, M. seinitcmliiiosus: i~. semiDieiii-

liratiosus ; i:j, Sf. adductor ma^nus : 14. A. profunda femoris ; 15, M.

trnicills; 10, septum intermusiuilare mediate : 17, \'. sapheua magna : IS,

M. adductor lougus : 111, A. feinoralis; 2(1, M. sartorius; 2i, V. femoralis.

sertetl into the tuberosity of the tibia. Its uerve supply
is fiom tlie N. femoralis.

Qtiiidriceps Fciiioris (M. quadriceps femoris).—This
nuiscle consists of four jjortions (JI. rectus femoris, vas-

tus lateralis, vastus, iiitermeilius, and vastus medialis).
liCftiin Feiiioris (M. rectus femoris).— It ari.ses from the

inferior anlerior spine of tlie ilium (Spina iliaca an-

terior inferior). It is inserted in common with the

otlier divisions of the muscle into the common tendon.

Vnsfiis .Veiling (!M. vastus intermedius).—It arises

fiom the anterior surface of the shaft of the femur
and is inserted into the common tendon.
The Vastus Extern us (il. vastus lateralis) ari.ses from

the intertrochanteric line, the lateral surface of the

trochanter major, and the lateral lip of the linea as-

pera. It is inserted into the common tendon.
Vastus Intenois (JI. vastus medialis).—It arises

from the inner lip of the linea aspera (labium mediale
linete aspera' femoris) and is inserted in common
with the other muscles into the conunou tendon that

is attached to the patella. The four jiarts tjf the qua-
driceps femoris are all supplied b}- the anterior cruial
nerve (N. femoralis).

Till-; Ix.NKK GiioiP OF Muscles.—The j)tcti/ici(s(M.

pectineus) arises from the superior ramus of the os

pubis and is inserted in the pectineal line on the lower

jiait of the lesser trochanter of the lemur. It is sup-
plied by the anterior cniial nerve (N. femoralis) and
the obturator (N. obtui'atorius).
The yriieilis (M. i^i-acilis) arises from the interior ra-

mus of the OS pubis and is inserted into the tuber-

osity of the tibia. It is supplied by the auterior

branch of the N. obtunitorius.

The atUliictur lonr/iis (M. adductor loiigus) arises

from the superior ramus of the os pubis and is in-

serted into the inner lip of the liiicii aspera. It is sup-
plied by the anterior Inaiich of Ihe N. obturalorins.

The adductor breris ( j\I. adductor brevis) arises fiom
the anterior surfaces of the rami of the os pubis and
is inserted into the inner lip of the linea aspera.
Adductor miiyiius (M. adductor magnus) arises from

the anterior surface of the tuber ischium and the inferior
ramus of the ischiiuu. It is inserted into the inner lip of

the linea aspera. It is supplied by the ]iosterior
blanch of the obturator nerve (N. olituratorius) and
llie internal popliteal nerve (X. tiliialis).

Snirjtii's tn'diiij/c (Trigonum subingninale).—Scar-

|va's triangle is bounded above by Poupart's liga-
ment, externally b\- the sarlorius niu.scle and in-

ternally by the adductor longus muscle. It is

important surgically on account of the number of im-

|iiirlant structures which it contains. Its a]iex is

the point of election for ligating the femoral ;irti-ry.

ll is lieie lliat digital pressure is applied in treating
jioiiliteal aneurism, ami that a turniquet is applied in

amputations involving jiarts of the limb below; a

]isoas abscess usually points here and femoral hernia

apjiears in the upper part (pf it.

' From the ape.x of Scarpa's triangle (trigonum sub-

ingninale), on the surface of the upper part of the
adductor inagnus and piercing the lower part of it,

we have a canal formed that carries the femoral ar-

tery, the femoral vein, and the long saphenous uerve.
It is known as Hunter's canal (canalis addnctorius).
It is about -5 cm. long, and the upper opening is a

crescent-shaped tendinous fold of the adductor mag-
nns with the concavity directed upward. The in-

ferior opening lies in the Heshy part of the adductor

magnus, which aids in forming a tendinous border
that forms a foramen known as the "adductor fo-

ramen." This opening serves to transmit the ves-

sels to the popliteal space.
Fi'iii'iriil artrrji (A. femoralis) begins at the lower

part of Poupart's ligament (Lig. inguinale) and ends
at the adductor foramen, where it euters the pop-
liteal space. For convenience of description the

femoral artery is divided into three parts: (1) A
superior segment in Scarpa's triangle; (2) a middle

portion covered by the sartorins muscle, and (3) an in-

ferior ))ortic]n in Hunter's canal (canalis adductoriils).
Its general direction (see Fig. 4T(»T) can be mapped out

by a line drawn midway bet ween the symphysis pubis and
the superior anterior sjiine of the ilium to the posterior
surface of the intercondylar process of the femur.

Fic. 4706.— (Toldt, Kisr. lii-l.)-rross-section Ilirouiili the Itight Tliigh
tatien Souiewliat Attove the "Adductor Foramen" throuph Hunter's
Canal. Distal surface. I, M. rectus feninris; 2, M. vastus intermedins: 3,

fascia lata: 4, M. vastus lateralis: ,"), septum intermn.sculare laterale: 0,

M, biceps femoris: 7, N. ischiadirus 'sciatic nerve): S, M. biceps femoris;
9, M. semitendinosus : 10, M. .^eiiiiuienibranosus: 11, A. perforans III.:

12, M, pnicilis: i:i, .M. adductor mapnus: 14, V. sapliena ma);na: 15,

canalis addnctorius : 10, M. sartorius: 17, aponeuwsis: 18, N. saphenus:
19, A. femoralis: 20, V. feinoralis ; 21, M. vastus medialis.
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Superior Sef/ment.—The superficial arteries given off

from this division of tlie femoral liave alreaily beeu men-
tioned. Tlic artery is eoVered liere liy tlie sliin, tlie sub-

cutaneous fascia and fat, tlie superlieial lymph vessels

and jrlauds, and the I'aseia lata. TlielhicUness of the fat

in this jresion varies within rather wide lirnils. and this

should be remembered in lii;alion. At the ajX'X of Sear-

pa's trianjjle the arte ry lii's jnsi l)elo\v and to the inside

of the sartorius musele, whieh is a good gnideto its hiea-

tion. In ligating near the l)ase of the 1 riangle the femoral
vein lies to the inside of the artery, but gradually eomes
to lie luider it liy the time it reaches the apex. iSo large
nerves aeeoinpany this jtorlicjii of the artery. The
femoral nerve [lasses under I'oupart's ligament in the

sheath of the iliopsoas nuisele. The femoral artery is

most easily compressed iust whereit emeiges ficmi under

Poupart's ligament. The pressure should be downward
and slightly upward to bring it a.gainst the bone. It can
also be controlled at the apex of the triangle, and liere

tiie pressure should be downward and out\var<l to

bring it against the femur.
The ini'ddh; sir/ineiit of the femoral arleiy is tlie

longest and is covered by the sartorius muscle

throughout its length. The hiiig saphenous nerve

accompanies it, and although it is not in its sheath
it must carefully be separated from the artery in

li.gation. The femoral vein lies under and to the

outside of the artery. The positiim of the artery
under the musele makes it hard to coutrol hemoi--

rhage by digital pressure.
The itiffn'or stf/nicnt lies entirely in Hunter's

canal (canalis adductorius). The femoral vein lies

behind and to the outside and in the same sheath.
The long saphenous nerve aecom]ianies it and lies

above and toward the inside, but not in the sheath.
The points usually selected for ligation of the

femoral artery are, first, just below Poupart's liga-
ment (ligamentum inguinale); second, at the apex
of Scarpa's triangle (trigonUm subinguinale) ; and, third,
in Hunter's canal (canalis adductorius). In these opera-
lions the avoidance of the vein is the most important
matter, although in Hunter's canal the long saphenous
nerve must also be borne in mind. The muscular land-
marks have already been given. The results of liga-
tion of the femoral artery have been as follows:* In 31
ca.ses in which the common femoral was ligated the mor-

tality was 40 per cent. ; hemorrhage 60 per cent. The
superficial femoral has been ligated 204 times with a

mortality of .'iO cases.-

CoUnterid Briiiiclies of Vie Feinoral ArUri/.—The super-
ficial branches of the artery have already been descrilied.

In addition to those enumerated it gives off the deep
external pudic (A. pudenda subaponeurotiea). but the

largest artery supplying collateral liranches is the jiro-
funda (A. profunda femoris). A knowledge of its exact

position is verj' important in order that, in ligating the

femoral artery, this branch may, if [lossible, be left un-
disturbed. It springs from the lateral and [lostericu- side

of the femoral artery from 3 to 10 em. below Poii|iaM's
ligament and runs parallel with and outside of the more
superficial femoral artery. It lies upon the iliacus, )iee-

tineus, and adductor brevis muscles, and then between
the adductor longus and abductor magnus. It finally
pierces the latter just above tlie adductor foramen as the
fourth perforating artery (A. perforans IV.). A vein
that empties into the femoral vein accompanies it tor

a short distance. It branches, soon after leaving the

femoral, into the external eircumfiex (A. circumllcxa lat-

eralis), the internal eircumfiex (,V. eircumtlcxa mcdialis),
and the three perforating arteries {Aa. perforantes). The
external eircumfiex arises usually about 3 cm. from a
point where the profunda leaves the femoral artery, but
in a few cases it may conu^ directly from the femoral.
It divides into an ascending and a deseeiidiiig branch.
The former goes to the upper part of the remiir and
anastomoses with the inferior gluteal (A. gluta'a iiife-

*.Io.<iepli D. Bryaut; "Operative Surnerv." .sHaiiul eilillon, vol. i.

rior), the superior gluteal (A. gluta;a superior), and the

deei) cireunitlex iliac arteries (Aa. cireumllexic iliacic ])ro-

funda'). The descending branch supplies the vastus ex-
tcrnus(M. vastus lateralis) and the vastus medius (M.
vastus medialis internu'dius).
The iiilrniiil, cirriniijlej- (irt(ri/(\. cireumflexa medialis)

winds around the iniierside of the femur at the lieightof
the troelianler. It is lirst belwecn the psoas and the pec-
t incus and then between Iheolituratorexternusand the ad-
ductor brevis, and finally between the adductor magnus
and the iiuadratus femuris. In this latter situation it

N. femoralls

. femoralie

A. circnmS. lat.

ram. ascend.

A. profunda f.

M. teneor faBc.

A. circomfl. lat.

}I. sapbenoi

Baphens

Fifi. 470".—The SurRti-al .^nntfliny of tlie Nerves, Veins, and Arteries
on Hie Anterior Surface of tlie TliiRli. (From Merkel-llenle.)

anastomoses with the sciatic artery (A. ischiadica), the
external eircumfiex and the superior ])erforating to form
the crucial anastomosis. It also sends a branch that

pierces the capsule of the hip-joint and supplies the

joint. In case of intracapsular fr.-ieturo it is this branch
whieh furnishes nutrition for the su|)erior fragment.
The perforating arteries are usually three in number

and pierce the adductor muscles near the linea aspera to

sujiply the luiiselcs on the jiosterior aspect of the thigh.
Tlu! second one usually supplies the nutrient artery of
the bone.
The inferior division of the femoral gives ns<! to the
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anastomoticamagnauitery (A. genu s\ipreina) just lii-foro

it pieircs the nikliiilor foiaint'i!. This artery divides

into a suiierlieial and a ileep liraneli. The fonner iMins on

the vastus iuternus(M. vastus luedialis) ami aids in fonu-

ing the plexus on the front of the knee. The deeji Iiranih

penetrates the substauee of the vastus iuteruus and aiuis-

1

Fio. 4'()6.—The Relations of the Nerves, Blood-vessels. :iml Muscles
of tbe Bach of tbe Tliiph. (Merkel-Henle.) 1, Superior Kliiteiil

artery and ner\'e; 2, M. Kluteiis inedius: 3. M. pyriforiiiis; 4, M.
jfluteus niapnus : 5, inferior jrliiteal artery: ft. N. ischiadicus (sciatic

nervel; 7, addui'tor muscles : S, A. perforaus I. : 9. M. l)iceps (short

bead); 1(1. M. bte'ps (ton); head); 11, A. perforans II.; 13, M.
biceps; 13. .V. perona?us communis (external popliteal); U, su-

perior articular branch from the external poiiliteal nerve: l.i, in-

ferior aiticular tiranch fiMm the internal i>opliteal nerve; KJ. N.

cutaneus surie lateralis; IT. N. cufaueus surie medialls : IS, V.

sapheiia parva (not well shown. It is represeuted by a part of the

light area between th(! artery and nerve): lit, poplite:il artery and
vein : 20, X. titiialis (internal i)oi)Iiteal): -1. M. seininieinl)rannsus;

23, M. seiidtendinosus; ^^t, N. cntauens femoris posticus (small
sclati<' nerve); 24, M. (rlnteus magnus ; 25, pudic artery and nerve ;

2li, inferior gluteal ner\e.

tomoses with the internal inferior articular braneli of the

popliteal (A. articularia genu superior lateialis) and

sup.plies with thciu the knee-joint.
The obluriiloi- iirtern projierly belongs to the pelvis,

hut it anastomoses with tin' internal circuniHex artery
(A. circumliexa luediiilis). and through the sciatic with

the inferior gluteal. Through these connectitnis it forms
one of the most important channels of the circulation

after ligntitni of the tVuicJi-al.

Ftiii:ii-al Win (V. feiiinralis).—The femoral vein lies to

the inner (I'"'ig. -ITHT) side of the iirtery and in the same
sheath as it emerges from under Poupart's ligament (ly.

inguinale). As it jiasses through Seiirjiu's triangle (tri-

goniim suliiiiguinale) it passes spirally arotind the artery
until !it the apex it is directly posterior to it. In the
lower iiiirt of the thigh it is below and .somewhat to the
lateral aspect of the artei y . Two vcute coinites are often

present, and may be slmngly developed.
]!raun*hiis collected the ftdlowing figures in regard

to ligation of the vein: In IT cases with the vein only
lig;ited just under Poujiart's ligament, 8 cases recovered
and gangrene resulted in none. In G ca.ses in which the

ligaliou was concomitant with a removal of part of the

vein, recovei'v resulted in 3 cases, gangrene in 2, and
death in 1 case. In aseries of 15 cases in which both the

arteiy and tbe vein were ligated gaugi'ene followeil in 7.

Aiil(ri(ir Crurul yerre (X. femoralis).—The anterior

crui'al ]iasses below Ponpait's ligament to the outside of

the femoi'iil artery (Fig. 4T07). From thistt is sepiirated

by the strong fascia iliiica. At a distance of fi'om two
to three centimetres under Poupart's ligament it divides
into a number of branches tosupply the skin and muscles
of the anterior porticni of the thigh (Figs. 4703 and 4707).
The superficial br;uieli runs uniler the sartoriiis, pierces
and supplies tltat muscle, anil pierces the fascia lata as

the middle iiiid intern;il cutaneous uerves. The deep
br;inehes su]iiily the fmir jiortions of the (luadriccps
femoris niusele, lui'l a small brancli accompanies the in-

ternal circumtlex artery to the ]iectineus. The anterior

crural nerve also gives rise to the long saphenous nerve
which accompanies the femoral artery through Hunter's
canal.

Olitiirator nen-e (X. obturatorius).—The obturator
nei've readies the inner side of the thigh b}' passing
thrciugh the obKirator foramen. It divides into a sujier-
ficial iuid a deep branch. The superficial sends a small
br;inch also to the pectineus, which thus obtains a nerve

supply from two sources. It also supplies the adductor
bievis and the abductor gracilis, and usually snpplics
the cutaneous branch to the skin over Hunter's canal ami
the lower part of the adductor longus muscle. Thedeep
branches sujiply tbe ol)turi[tor exiernus muscle and the

adductor injignits. Tlie obturator nerve thus supplies
all of the nuiseles of this group except the part of the

pectineus supplied by the anterior crural.

PosTKiiiDit Slot-; OK THE TiiiGii.—The skin ami fa.scia

are sufficiently like those on the anterior side to need
no special description. The small sciatic nerve (X'. ctita-

ueus femoris jiosterior) is found just under the fascia,

and is distrilniled to the skin and fascia of the posterior

aspect of the thigh, po]ilite;il sp;ice, and leg.
Tho muscles found on the posterior side of the thigh

have idready been meiitinned. They are the Mm. biceps,
seniitendinosus. and semimembranosus.
The liiff/i.t (.M. Iiiceps) springs from two heads. The

long head lakes origin in common with the seinitendino-

sus from the tuber ischii. The shoi't head has its origin
in the middle third of the outer liji of the linea as])era.
The two (inite and are insertidinto the head of the libiila.

The long head is supidied li\' the internal popliteal nerve

(X'. tibialis), and llie short head by the external popliteal

(N. i)eron;eus communis).
The seniitfiuliiionHs (M. scmitendinosu.s) has its origin

on the tuber ischii and is iiiserled into the inner tuber-

osity of the tibia. It is supplied by the internal pop-
liteal nerve (N. tibialis).

The srmiiiit'mhr(inos)i.i (M. scmimembranosvis) arises by
along Hat tendon from lite tuber ischii, and is inserted

into lite inner tub(<rosi1y of the tibia beneatli the semi-

tendinosus. It is supplied by the internal i)o|)liteal nerve

(N. tibialis).

Tlie great sciatic verre (N, ischiadicus).—This is the

* Uraun : An-blv f. kiln. Chirureie, Bd. 37, Heft 3.
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lari^est nerve in the Ixxly. It emerges under the gluteus
niaxiiiius muscle and runs downward t i tlie mi<ldle of

the pc'plitcal space (Fi,tr. 47()S). After cmcrijinj; from
under tlie gluteus niaxinius it is covered liy the long
head of the biceps. I5etween these llexor muscles it is

buried in loose fatty connci-tiv(^ tissue, which forms an

easy jialh for buirowinir pus from abscesses that have

theirorigin usually in the pelvis. lathis way the pus may
reach the popliteal s|)ace. A line drawn from a point a

little toward the median si<le of the centn! of a line drawn
from the great trochanter to the tuber ischii, to the mid-
dle of the popliteal space will lie over the nerve, and it

is available as a guide in operations behjw the glutei)-
femoral crease. The nerve divides a little below tiie mid-
dle of the thigh into two branches, the inlenial (\. tibia-

lis) and the extwnal (X. peiona'us) popliteal brandies.

Tlie great .sciatic nerve supplies the muscles of the back
of the thigh, as lias already been ilescribcd. Its si/e and
the number of its sensory libres make it an important
nerve in causing shock. Operative procedures involving
this nerve may be made less serious by the use of cocaine

locally, or by manipulations that reduce the mechanical
irritation to a mininium.

Arkrii'S (ind ]'cuifi.—The superior jiortioii of the back
of the thigh is supplied by the inferior gluteal artery {A.

gluta'a inferior) (Fig. 4T08). It anastomoses with the in-

ternal and external cireumtiex arteries and the perforating
arleries. The perforating arteries (Fig. 4T0S)are usually
three in number and supply the muscles on the back of

the thigh. The deep veins of the posterior side accom-

panv the arterv.

f/if Shicton of the Thiyh.—'VXw shaft of the femur is

bent in the form of a bow anteriorly. This outward and
anterior curve gives the adductor muscles (the adductor

magnus especially) a greater angle, and this arrange-
ment of the muscle is the cause of the low er fragment
often being pulled upon the inner one in fracttire. In
old age the spongy bone in the neck of the femur often

undergoes fatty degeneration and disappears. This is

the cause of the increased frequency of fracture at

this part of the bone in old age. It occurs oftener in

women than in men, owing to the fact that the angle is

more obtu.se in women than in men, and so the strain has
a greater mechanical advantage. Merciii T. Siidler.

THILANIN.—This title is given to a compound of sul-

phur and lanolin, which is said to contain three per
cent, of sulphur, but whether in combination with the

cholesterin or with the fatty acids is undetermined. It

was introduced by Dr. Edmund Saalfeld, at the third

Congress of the German Dei niatological Society, as being
devoid of any irritating properties and useful in cuta-

neous affections. Beaumont ,Smiill.

THIOCOL, guaiacol-sulphonate of potassium. CJIj.-
OH.CJCHa.SOjK, is a white, odorless crystalline powder
with a faintly bitter taste. It is sohdde in water or di-

luted alcohol, but not in strong alcohol, ether, or the

fatty oils. Its aqueous solution is turned violet-blue by
ferric chloride.

Thiocol, being a soluble compound of guaiacol, has the

medicinal properties of this substance; but its taste is

not disagreeable, it is unirritating to the stomach, and
it does not "

repeat
"
after ingestion. Being s(duble it

is easily administered and rapidly absorbed. Sehwarz
states that l.j gni. ( 3 ss.) a day have been taken with no
unfavorable symptoms. The results in tuberculous

patients, as noted by ^lendelssohn. ]5raun, 3Ioir of Edin-

burgh, and many others, are increased aitpetitc, lessened

cough and sputum, disappearance of night sweats.
moderation of the diarrliu>a, and general imjirovement.
The employment in whooping-congh and respiratory
troubles other than tuberculosis has met with ardent
advocates. Jn enteritis Schnirer studi<'d its action in

thirty eight cases, and placed it among the valuable anti-

diarrhceie remedies. For children he ri'commends 1^

Tliiocol, 0.5 c.e. (m, viij.); svrup of orange peel, 10 e.c.

(3iiss.); water to make GO e.c. (jij). Sig. : A tea-

spoonful (^very two hours. For the adult, thiocol may he
administered in capsule, cachet, talilel, or solution. The
dose is 0.5 gm. (gr. viij.) three times a day, gradually
increased.

A t(m-pei-cent. syrup of thiocol is marketed tinder the
name of "

s/ro/in." W. A. Bastedo.

THIOCYANATES. See Sulphoci/'inides.

THIOFORM is a basic bisnuitli di-thio-salicylate. It

is a jellow, odorless jiowder containing seventy-two per
cent, of bismuth oxide, and is used as a dusting jiowder
or ten-per-cent. ointment in ])laee of iodoform. There
are good reports of its emplovment in ec/ema.

IC. .1. BoKtedo.

THIOGENOL is a compound of sodium sulphonate con-

taining ten per cent, of suli)hur. It is readily soluble in

water and alcohol and is used by Jacpiet in two-percent,
solution as an injection in gonorrlura, and both pure and
in twenty-per-cent. ointment for dermatitis and prurigo.
It is an ichthyol substitute. IT. .1. Buslcdo.

THIOL.—An artificial ichthjol, prepared by treating
with sulphur the hydrocarbons having a specific gravity
between O.SUO and 0.900, that are obtained from coal tar.

The latter ditTers from ichthyol b\ the absence of much
organic matter that supplies its objectionable qualities,
their presence, it is claimed, being of no therapeutic
value. After the thiol has been separated it is evapo-
rated to an extract— t/iivltim liquidum, or to complete
dryness—thiobnu sircum.

Liquid thiol is a thin, brownish, neutral liquid, w ith a

specific gravity of 1.080 to 1.083at 60' F. Itbasafeeble
bituminous odor, not disagreeable. It forms a clear .solu-

tion with water, especially if glycerin be added. It is

not very soluble in alcohol or ether. Aqueous solutions
froth abundantly when shaken ; they are not alTected by
the addition of strong alcohol, but soda, dilute acids, or

metallic salts cause a preeiiiitate. Dry thiol, which
forms forty per cent, tjf tlie liquid form, is a dark brown
or blackish mass, sometimes formed in scales, which,
when heated, burns away entirely, leaving no residue.

The ailvautages claimed for thiol over ichthyol are. that
it is really a purified form of the latter, that it is devoid
of the disagreeable odor, and does not stain the linen or

clothing, is less irritating, and more definite in composi-
tion. The therapeutic use of thiol is the same as that of

ichthyol.

Although the pure drug may be applied without caus-

ing any irritant action, a ten-per-cent. preparation is .gen-

erally sutticieut for all purposes. The powder may be
combined with powdered starch ; or aqueous or glycerin
solutions may be prepared. For wounds a five- or ten-

per-cent. solution, in collodion is very serviceable. An
ointment may be made with vaselin or lanolin.

For inflammatory diseases, anil in gynecological prac-
tice, its action is increased by internal administration
in addition to its local use. The dose is one grain and
a half, which may be repeated up to five times a day. It

is given in cachets, in pill furiu. or in solution in wine.
Bmiimoiit Simdl.

THIOLINIC ACID, siiliiburated linseed oil, thiolin. is

a dark green semi solid mass of peculiar mustard-like

odor, containing about fifteen per cent, of suljihur. It is

insoluble in water and .soluble in alcohol, .-ind is emjiloyed
as a succedancum for ichthyol. IT. .1. Bdftcdo.

THIOPHENE.—C.II.S. This is >i sulphur holding

hydroraibon, contained in coal-tar beiizin. In the imro
state it is a colorless, clear, volatile oil, lioiling at 18-1 F.,

of slight odor, and will not mix with water. Thiophene
itself is not employed as a therapeutic agent, but two

lui-parations have been introduced—sodium t/iiophiiisiil-

/i/liillillc and t/iioji/iilU' di-l'idid(\

Sodium thiiqihensulphonalc. C.HsSXaSOs, is a white

crystalline powder, coutaiiiirig thirty-three per cent, of
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sulphur, and huviug u slight but uupleiisixut odor. Used
as a dustiiii; powder, or applied as an ointment, ten per
cent.. Willi eipiul parts of lanolin and vaseline, it lias

proved of mucli service in all forms of pruiijro. A lead

salt has also beeu prepared and used with sueeess in llie

same disorder.

Thiophenc di-iodide, C'lHjLjS; contains sovenlytive
per cent, of iodine and 9. .5 per cent, of sulphur. It

forms in tine crystalline plat<-s, insoluble in water. The
di-iodid(! lias been iii(i]iosed as a substitute for iodoform,

as it has a Ir'is unpleasant odor. Jieiiuiiioul ,'<iiiiiU.

THIO-RESORCIN, ('„H,(SH).„ is a yellowish-gray in-

soluble powder made by fusing together lesorcin and

sulphur. It is a substitute for iodoform, and has been

employed in skin and scalp dise:ises in ten-percent, oint-

ment. H". .1. JjdMeilu.

THIO-SALICYLIC ACID, C.II^.SII.COOII, is salicylic

acid with an o.\ygen atom replaced by sulphur. It is

used like salicylic acid as an antiseptic.
11'. .1. lilistcllo.

THIOSAPOL, a soda sc.ap (hard .soap) containing aliout

ten percent, of suljihur in combination, is u.sed in the

treatment of skin diseases. T/n'oxumniU is the corre-

sponding potash soap (soft soap). 11'. .1. BaxinhK

THIOSINAMINE {Alhjl-Snt,)l,i>-Carh,iim(h).—'V\\\s long
known chemical componud has been recently introduced

as a drug possessing valuable theraiieiitic properties. It

is obtained by the action of alcohol and ammonia upon
the ethereal oil of mustard, which forms a basic com-

pound with the following formula, C3H6,NH,NH;,(;S.
It forms in colorless and odorless prismatic, crystals, hav-

ing a bitter taste, and is readily soluble in water, alcohol,

and ether.

Thiosinamine has attracted attention on account of its

reputed re.solventaction upon scar tissue. When injected
into ti.ssue cau.sing ilefonnity and disability by contrac-

ture, it is saiil to produce a softening and rela.vation

whi( h allow the part to become free and pliable. Xu-
merouscases of lingersand limbs that were beyond the use

of the knife are reported to havi' been almost perfectly
restored. This clfect was announced by Dr. II. von He-
bra, Jr., of Vienna, in IS'.li. at the International C'ongre.ss
on Dermatology. He reeommeiids that a fiftc'en-per-cent.
alcoholic .solution be jueiiared, and that two injections
a week be used. It has been used with success for the

purjiose of relaxing the cicatricial tissue of urethral
strictures. It has also been used in gynecological ju'ac-

licc to relieve the symptoms arising from the elTects of

perimetritis and inllammatory tnjublesabout the ajipend-
agcs. In a<lditl(in to its action on cicatricial tissue, it

causes a decided increase in diuresis and diaphoresis, and
e.xcrts a iiowerful tonic eU'eet iqioii the system, in eon.se-

quence of which it was thought to have a beneficial re-

solvent action upon local tuberculo.sis. Upon chronic

enlargement of lyinjihatic glands its elTect was very
marked. In a number of eases of lupus it was noticed
to exert a beuelieial action. It has been reputed as act-

ing favorably upon corneal opacilies and deafness from

thickening of the membran<'S. The injections arc made
in the iiitcrscai)ular or gluteal regions. Xocinistiiutional
effect followed the injections, but a local reaction set in

after a few hours, causing redness, tension, and swelling
of the affected part. A len-pcrcenl. .solution in glycerin
and water may be used. The dose is from one to three

grains. Beauiiioiit SiiitiU.

THIRD NERVE.—See Cranial Mrtes.

THIRST.— 1. Dkfinitiox and Ci..\sstFir.\TioN.—
Gould defines thirst as "a state manifested by a desire

for drink." The Century Dictionary defines" thirst as
"the uncomfortable sensation arising from the want of

liquid nutriment ; the uneasiness and suffering occasioned
bv want of drink; vehement desire for drink." From

these definitions it becomes clear that tliirst, as under-
stood by the lexicographers, expresses first, n conditioi:

i>f hiiilii : second. (' n Huntioii ; lliird, (( ilixiir. The eon-
ililioii is the need of water; the sensation is one of dry-
ness of the mucous membranes, especially those of the
moulli and fossa'. Following this sensation there is a
natural desire for llie needed water to allay the sensation.

In classifying thirst among the sensiitions. it is neces-

sary to renicniber that all .sensations may be divided into

objective and subjective, the (ilijective sensations being
those which arise from stimuli caused by natural sub-
stances or forces acting upon sensory nerve ends; while

subjective .sensations are the rc-experieucing of objective
sensations without any jihysical basis. Subjective .sen-

sations are illusory and are experienced in dreams and in

certain unusual eondilions of the nervous system. Ob-
jective .sensalioiis may be subdivided into two classes:

First, those ciiused by objects or forces outside of the

body, as vision is caused by light entering the eye from
without, or hearing, by .sound waves entering the ear
from without.
The second class of objective sensations may be called

indirect (ihjtclire or <i)iio-iihjeetirr. This class of sensations
in<ludes hunger, tliirst, sullocatioii. pain, fatigue, etc.

It will be noted that these aulo-objective sensati<nis all

arise frAm dilTerent conditions that exist within the sys-
t<'m. the first three iiami'd being manifestations of needs
of the body fi>r more matter, the last two, manifestations
of overstimulation or overwork.

2. Piivsioi,(KU< Ai, ('oNsii)KU.\Tioxs.—In order to get
a clear idea of thirst, it is necessary for us to eousi(ler

briefi}- the nee<l of the .system for water. The first need
arises in the process of digestion within the alimentary
tract and absorption from the alimentary tract. Nearly
all of the digestive proccs.ses arc hydrolylie cleavages
which involve not only the incorporation of molecules
of water into new combinations, but which combinations
take place far more readily in the ju'esence of abundant
water. Absorjition takes place slowly and with difficulty
if the digested products are not thoroughly diluted with
water. Once the food is absorbed and passes into the

circulation, the proportion of water in the blood must
remain fairly constant, otherwise the dilfusiou of blood
and lymph plasma carrying nutrition to the tissues is in-

terfered with. The metabolic processes in general in-

volve either the incorporation or the libiTation of water
molecules, and these processes take place freel_v in the

presence of an ample supply of water only. Secretion
and excretion from glandular cpithelia are scanty except
for iin abundance of water in the blood.

These various needs of the s.vstem for water arc mani-
fested, first and most appaieutly, by decreased water in

secretion and excreliou. This decrease of the water con-
tents of secretion and excretion is most noticeable to the

subject in the drying of the mucous membranes of the
mouth and throat. This, in fad, is the sensation usually
experienced in thirst and associated with that term.
There is also, however, an increased specific gravity of

the blood and lymph followed by what may be termed a
tissue thirst, or a need of the active tissues of the body
fur water. This leads to a classification of thirst inln

Iiiiuil or t:i-trrii(d tliirst as experienced in the mouth and
throat oil the one hand, and f/rncnil or inttrtml tl1ir.1t ex-

perienced by the tissues of the body, and appealing to

the consciousness in a rather vague fi'cling of lassitude

dillicult to describe, but ipiickly relieved by a copious
draught of cool water.
The nervous nieehaiiism of the sensation of thirst is

ob.scure. Sherrington, in his chapter on sensation

(Schacfer's "Textbook of Physiology." vol. ii., p. 992)
refers to a thirst ci-nlre located in the medulla in associ-

ation w illi the nuclei of the ninth and tenth nerves, the

cerebral connections passing from this centre upward,
the afferent impulses coming from the distribution of the

glosso]>haryngeus and vagus nerves in the mouth.

pharynx, lesophagus, and stomach. If we accept this

theory, we are driven to the alternative of siip])osing
that the thirst centre, wherever that may be located, is
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influenced by the blood supplying the centre. This

theory, while it mi.slit account for general tissue thirst,

could" not account for the local thirst arising from the

dryness of mucous mcmlnanes.
i.iical thirst may be abated or allayed by local apjilica-

tion of water to the mucous membranes alTected. If the

local thirst is. however, a local manifestation of the gen-
eral condition, this method of allaying it will only be

temi)orary and the sensation will recur a few moments
after the application. General thirst may be allayed by
intravenous injection of normal saline scdution ; by intro-

tluction id' water into the stomach through a stomach
tul)e. (U' l)y the introduction of water into the rectum.

In all of these cases the water is rapidly absorbed au<l

transported to the tliirsty tissues and general tliirst is

thus assuaged, followed rapidly by an alleviation of

local thirst. Had the water been taken in the usual way of

drinking, the local thirst would have been temporarily al-

layed, incidentally upon the |)assage of the water over the

nuicous membranes, and this w-oiild have been followed

presently by a moistening of these tissues from w ithiu

iiy the more copious secretions. Variations of the above
usual conditions may be noticed. Meteorological condi-

tions, such as a high temperature or low humidity, will

cause a profuse perspiration followed by a general in-

creased demand for water. jMuscular exercise Avill have
a similar effect. Diet, if rich in salts or sugars, will lead

to a deimind for water to dilute the solutions to the nor-

mal specific gravity, while the free use of diuretic diets,

as lemons or oranges, will lead to a depletion of the

water of the system and be followed by thirst.

3. Patholooicai. Con"sidkh.\tions.—In its pathologi-
cal relation thirst is called polydipsfn. dipsosis, or dipesis.
It may be said, in passing, that pofi/di/ixt'it ehfioria (thirst
for intoxicants) is not real thirst in any proper use of that

term, though "thirst" is much used to express a desire

for alcoholic drinks. Thirst proper is a desire for water.

Polydipsia is associated with many diseases as a symp-
tom.

First, in such diseases as diarrhoea or cholera (in which
diarrho'a is a prominent symjitom) much water is carried

off in waterj- stools. In diabetes iusii)idus water is lost

in polyuria. In hemorrhage water is lost with the blood.

In all of these cases there is extreme tlurst as a secondary
symptom or condition. This extreme thirst maj- be
abated with freciuent draughts of cool water and a free

use of liquid diet.

Second, in diabetes mellitus the thirst is a .secondary

symptom caused by the increased sugar in the blood,
which in turn leads to a demand on the part of the tissues

for water to lower the sjjecitic gravitj' of the blood.

The polyuria of diabetes mellitus is secondary to the

polydipsia, wliile the polj'dipsia of the diabetes insipidus
is secondary to the polyuria.

Third, in another class of pathological conditions be-

longs hysterical polydipsia, which is as inexplicable as

arc other symptoms that may be manifested in hysteria.
4. Dietetic and TiiEisAi-ErTic Considerations.—

The adult of average size requires about two litres of

Avater each twenty-four hours to make good the loss by
excretion and evaporation. About one-half of this re-

quirement is supplied b_v the average diet, leaving one
litre (about four glasses) to be taken as a beverage.

Many adults take much less than this ([uantily. 15ut

many adults take too small an amount of water; few-

take too much. There is a growing belief in thi' medical

profes.sion that water is a most valuable agent for flush-

ing out accumulating excretory material from the tissues.

The s('nse of tliirst may readily become perverted and
thus fail to fulfil nature's plan as an admonisher of a

need for water. Such a condition results in malnutri-
tion. M'infehl S. IhtU.

THIRY-VELLA FISTULA.—See Sarrux Knt,-nni.s.

THIURET, (MIiNjSs, is a sulphur coin])ound which is

used as a substitute for iodoform. It is a light, odorless

powder insoluble in water and soluble ru alcohol and

ether. In warm alkaline solution it sets free its .sidpliur.
The compounds with hydrochloric, hydrobromic, sali-

cylic, or sidpho-carbolic "acids are .somewhat solidjje in
water. tr. .1. ]ia»te<Jo.

THOMASVILLE. GEORGIA. -This well-known and
desirable winter resort is situated in the soulliweslern

I)orlioii of llie Slate, not far from the Florida line, and
about one hundred and sixty miles from the Atlantic
coast, and fifty-three miles from the Gulf of Mexico. It
lies in the great southern pine belt, and, like Summer-
ville. Aiken, and other resorts in this licit, is in a forest of

pines, <in sandy soil, and at a distance from any body of
water. It has an elevation of 3i~tO feet above ".sea-level,
which is tlie highest ground in that part of the State.
The town is an attractive one, with a i)opulation of

about seven thousand, with broad and shady streets, a

park, churches of various creeds, an opera house, col-

leges, and many good schools. Tlie i)laec is well lighted,
there is a system of sewerage, and there are water-works
su]iplying tlic whole city from an artesian well nineteen
hundred feet dee]>. The natural drainage of the town
is also excellent.

The surrounding country is undulating, and besides
corn and cotton, grapes are produced in abundance, and
the famous "Le Conte "

pear. Many other fruits are
also grown here, such as peaches, p'ums, apples, straw-
berries, figs, and watermelons; and there is a profusion
of flowers.

Tlie accommodations arc abundant and good, there

being several first-class hotels, a large number of good
private boarding-houses, and cottages and rooms to rent

b_v the season or month for housekeeping purposes.
The tuberculous invalid, however, contemplating a

temjiorary residence at Thomasville, must be warned of
the difiiculty of obtaining accommodations in the hotels
or boarding-liouses. Asa rule such patients are not re-

ceived, simply because invalids suffering from diseases
other than tuberculo.sis, and tourists in general, will not

frequent hotels or boarding-houses where consumptives
are taken. The only alternative for the unfortunate tu-

berculous individual seems to be renting a cottage and
establishing a temporary home.
The climate tempts to an almost constant out-of-door

existence, and one of the chief attractions of the place is

to be found in the beautiful drives through the pine for-

ests. The roads radiate from the town in all directions,
and are smooth and solid, being well adapted to cycling.
A short distance from the city is the Country Club, with
extensive grounds and a club-house. There arc also golf
links and a pack of fox hounds.
The resort is filled with visitors in the winter.and early

spring, and is also a stopping-place for those going to or

coming from Florida. It is visited by tlio.se seeking
merely change and recreation as well as by those seeking
health. The hospitulitv of the people is iiarlicularlv
noted.

The climate, as will be seen from an inspection of the

accompanying chart, is a comparatively dry one: its

winters are warm without the enervating iniluences of
the Florida coast resorts; "it is to a marked degree ex-

empt from severe winds, and there is always a great pre-
liondciance of sunshine and of days which admit of out-

ofdoor exercise on the part of the invalid."

The diseases for which such a climate is to be reeom-
meiided are particularly the various catarrhal alfections

<d' the respiratory passages, and incipient or earlj- pul-

monary tuberculosis in individuals who have not the re-

sisting jiower to undergo with advantage the cure in

the high altitudes. Moreover, it is a favorable winter
climate for very many conditions which re(|uire a mild,

sunny climate, where outdoor life can be indulged in

without great demands upon one's vit;ilily. The feeble,

young, or olil, those tenqiorarily weakened liy sicVness
or liardship. can lead here a quiet, comfortatiie existence,

and, wlii'ii ]K)Ssible, regain their former maximum of

health and strength.
.Vcccss from the north to Tlioinasvillc is easv anil ex-
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Ci.iMATK OF TiioM.\s\ n.i.K, G.K. Lahtidk. 30° 50' ; Longitude, 84' 10'. Pekiod of Obseuvatiun, Five
Yeaks Ten Months.

Temperature— (Decrees Fuhr.)

Average iiiontlilv

Mean uf wiirriiest

Me.iTl n(i-.i|(lesl

A\i-i;iL'i' ilaily range
HJL'hot <>[' iiiaxinuiin

I,»«\vesl ur niiniinuni
Hnniiiiitv -

Avenit'e mean relative

Preeipitation—
Averiige In Indies

Wind -

Prevailini: direetion

Average liourly velocity in miles

Average number of fair and clear days

January. February.

.52.15°

61.12
43.19
17.93
78.0
14.0

63.7JS

3.41

S. and
N. W.
5.0

23.0

HS.fJO"

«li.52

49.08
17.44
82.0
28.0

62.8«

3..i«

R. and
N. \V.

.5.0

22.0

March. April.

61..M-
72.03
54.0
18.03
88.0
32.0

62.3*

3.92

S.

9.0
24.0

67.79°
77.21
61.97
15.24
91.0
36.0

62.:«

5.28

S.

8.0
21.0

July.

82.35°
91.03
79.14
21.89
101.5
60.0

66. 0«

S.

3.0
20.0

October.

69.18°
77.23
63.32
13.91
94.5
37.0

68.2«

S.

7.0
21.0

No-
vember.

58.56°
<i8.12

51.72
16.40
84 5
26.0

66.6!S

S. and
S. W.
8.0

24.0

De-
cembei'.

52.70°
62.51
45.18
17.33
79.5
10.0

64. 7S

3.8.5

S. and
N. VV.

7.0
24.0

Year.

65.16S

51 ..5i)

S. 8. \V.,

S. E., and
.N. IV.

5.S
26.9

IH'clitums. either all the way by rail or bj- steamers from
Boston or New York to Savannah, and thence by lail.

Edirard 6. Otis.

THOMSEN'S DISEASE, ^n' Musdc, Patholoyij of.

TriORACIC DUCT.— The thoracic duct, the large

lymph eliuiiiirl i^l the body, runs from the receptacu-
liim chyli to the left side of the neck, where it termi-

nates at the angle of junction of the left subclavian and
internal jngiilar veins. The receptactihim chyli is located

on the anterior surface of the body of the second lumbar
vertebia. and is a dilatation of the lower end of the duct,

into which empty a large number of lympluitics and lac-

teals, from the lumbar region and the organs of diges-
tion. This pouch is nut always present, its place being

«r/,

^i n^.rf£ije. C£t</('tt

Fin. 4709.— Cervical Relations of Hie Duet in tUe Neck, showing a terminal
arrangement freciiiently seen. Tlie duct here divides into tliree terminal
lirancties. emptnng into the internal Jugular lerroneonsly laijeled 'external Jug-
ular' in the rut), tiie sulH-lavian,aini tlie transverse cervieal veiiis. with a cross
t>rancii connecting the hrst and second brandies. (From a drawing by G. 11.

Egeland, from a dissection frf)m the dissecting room of the Northwestern Uul-
verslly Medical SehcHii. Chicago.)

sometimes taken by a network of lymph -lessels which
unite to form the duct. This vessel lias its course up-
ward and to the right, on the anterior surface of the lum-
bar vertebra', to the right of the aorta, in ccmipany with
wliich it passes between the two crura of the diaphragm
and enters the thorax. It now a.scends on the dorsal

vertebra', lying between the thoracic aorta and the right
vena azygos, and belrnd the posterior parietal jileura.
At the fifth dorsal vertebra it curves to the left, and
passing behind the transverse portion of the aorta, runs

upward and to the left behind and slightly internal to

the left subclavian artery. Passing into'the "neck, it now
lies on the anterior surface of the scalenus amicus muscle,
under the deep layer of fascia that lies over the muscle.
The point to wliich it rises in the neck varies consider-

ably. It may pass outward to the angle of junction of
the subclavian and internal jugular veins, and

empty by a single trunk into the veins as they
unite to form the left innominate, never ri.s-

ing above the level of the ujiper border of the
subclavian vein. This is the form which is

least likely to be injured in surgical opera-
tions, as it is well protected by" the deeper
structures. It may ascend on the anterior sur-

face of the scalenus anticus, as high as (j-G..5

cm. above the upper lairder of the tirst rib, or
to the level of the middle of the thyroid glanil.
In these cases it curves downwanl and out-
ward and frequently splits into a number of

branches wliich may re-unite and form a single
trunk, or mav empty separately into the sub-
clavian or internal jugular veins, or both; into

the verteliral or the transver.salis colli vi'ins; or

into any cumbination of these veins, depending
upon the number of branches in the particular
instance. After injecting and dissecting some
fifty specimens, I am unable to state any fixed

rule for the distribution of the cervical por-
tiim of the duct, in' to formulate'any systematic
classilication of the dilTerent variations of ter-

mination. It can, however, be said that, as a

gineial rule, the higher the duct rises in tin?

neck, the more likely it is to have terminal
branches. When the duct is a single trunk,
it generally lies low. The cervical portion is

the only part that is of practical importance,
from a surgical standpoint, as it is the only
jiart that is exposed to surgical interference.

The terminal portion of the duct, or the termi-

nal divisions, if there are any, will always be
found on the anterior surface of the scalenus

aniieiis, or under the deep fascia covering the
,

miisch', behind and internal to the la.st portion'
of the internal jugular vein. "Where the duct
rises high in the neck and presents many
branches, it very fre(|Uetitly has a branch ly-

ing beliind the clavicle, in the thorax, and

emptying into the posterior portion of the

744
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subclaviau vein. In case of iujury to the cervical por-
tion of tlie duet, tliis bruncli alone would sutlice for

furnisliiuj; collateral circulation.

Aii<iiiiidie«.—Besides the multiple endings of the duct,

whicli are so common as to be normal, the most frequent

anomaly observed is that of the duet terminating in the

right subclavian vein inside of the left. This has been

frc(iuently observed and is generally found associateil

witii vascidar irregularities, especially witli absence of

llie innominate artery, witb the right common carotid

and subclavian arteries sitringing directly from the arch

of the aorta. In such cases the thciracic duct lakes the

place of the right lymphatic duct, and the left duet has

a corresponding course and relation usually found in the

normal duct on the right side. Less frequently .seen is a

duct, double throughout, one portion going to the sub-

clavian vein on each side, the two ducts being connected

by numerous cross branches. Occasionally one finds a

duct, single as far as the fourth or fifth dorsal vertebra,

then dividing and sending a branch to the vein on each

side. Cases of anomalous course or distribution have
been reported by Thomjjson, Watson, Cruickshank,

Krause, Paturban, Thomson, and Brinton. Thomson

suggests that there are probably developmental reasons

for these anomalies.

P/iysioliif/y.
—The function of the thoracic duct is to

convey the chyle from tiie digestive system and the

lymph from the lumbar glands to the blood of the right
lieart. It is not known what constitutes t!ie force that

pumps the lymph from tlie abdominal cavity to the ter-

mination in the left side of the neck. Weiss found that

the pressure in the duct was equal to from 9 to 15 mm.
of mercury. The How of blood through the arch of the

aorta, the action of expiration and insiMration, and the

motion of the lieart, as well as intrathoracic pressure, and
the force of the How of blood in the left iiuiominate vein,

are probably all factors in producing and maintaining the

lymph tlow. I have repeatedly found it impossible, in

the cadaver, to inject the duct from the abdominal cav-

ity \mtil the heart and lungs were removed.
As to the composition of the fluid found in the duct

of the human being, several analyses have been made.

Rees, in 1843, analyzed the lymph taken from the duct
of a recently executed criminal. Seyler took the con-

tents of a pieuritic effusion caused by the rupture of a

duct in the thora.x. Ilaselnciok olitained and examined
the fluid of a chylous pericardial elYusion. Paton, in

1890, made three analyses of the fluid obtained from a

chj'lous tistule following an ojieratiou for sarcoma of the

neck. As it is impossible to .say how greatly the chyle

may be modified by absorjition from a serous cavity, the

results of the second and third observers are somewhat
discredited. Rees and Paton, therefore, are best worth}'
of consideration. Their analyses gave the following
results:
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Uemic fever," aud at autoijsy. a few hours after death,
found what lie called a "

fiangreuous thoracic duct.''

Here miirht be nieiitioued two cases which are interest-

ing, in that they show changes analogous to those found
in old sclerotic arteries. Brown-Cheston "and Assalini ''

have reported a case each, in which they found a thoracic

duct, the wall of which was converted into a calcified

tube.

Aneurisms and ( '(/.i/.s.
—-Many dilatations of t he thoracic

duel have been mistaken for aneurisms (jr cysts. Some
of these could be cxjilaiued easily by dilatation cau.seii by
sonic obstruction to the How. On the other hand, cases
of dilatation have been reported which could not be ex-

plained by any increased ])ressuie within or without the

duct. Such conditions are comparable with the forma-
tion of aneurisms of arteries and veins, in that the walls

become atrophied and a localized dilatation follows.

Cases showing this condition have been reported by
LaPnnec."-^ Albers.^* Bromann,^'' Kilian.-' ICi'ister,"' En/-
niann,' von Winiwarter,-' AVeichselbaum,-'-' von Reck-

linghausen," Bostroem,-" Rokitansky,^- Fitz," Tillaux,"
and Ramonet.'"

IHf/iiient Depositr.
—In chronic obstructive jaundice the

contents of the duct may become golden-brown to green
in color, due to the ])rescnce of the bile constituents, aud
the walls of the duct may become deeply tinged also.

Progressiie C/iiinr/t.s.
— Intlammatious al)out the duct

often cause secondary changes in the wall of the duct,

producing localized or general thickenings, which may
become so marked that the lumen is markedly occlude(l.

Heller' rei)orted such a case in a woman, aged fifty-

six, who had marked a'dema of the pelvic tissues accom-

pani<'d by ascites. At autopsy he found that the wall of

the thoracic duet was greatly thickened throughout, and
that its bimen was almost com]iletely obliterated. lie

exi)lained this tiiickening as intiammatory, Audrals'

rejiorted a similar localized finding. In his case the
lumen of the duct was .greatly reduced by a localized in-

crease of scar tissue at the level of the tiflli dorsal ver-

tebra.

In cases of puerperal .sepsis or general septic:iemia in

which the abdominal lymph vessels contain pus, or the
mesenteric glands arc the seats of secondary abscesses,
the thoracic <luet may become involved. In such cases

its walls become swollen, due to congestion, O'dema, and
intiltration with leucocytes, and its lumen may contain

pus. In these cases general pyiemia, if not already pres-
ent, usually results.

Cases in which jius has been found at autopsy iu the

thoracic duets have been seen by Adams.-' Worms," An-
drals," Gendrin,' Knzmann,* and Selnveininger."'

TnhercJiliisis.— When it is coMsi<lered how often the
bronchial or mesenteric lymph glands are alTceled with
tuberculosis, it seems strauge that more cases are not re-

ported in which the thoracic duct is involved secondarily,
on the one hand through its close pi-o.\imity, and on the
other through its direct conuuunication with the seat of
infection. That the condition is not so rare as the few
reported cases would indicate is shown by Stilling, who
found tubercles in the thoracic duet of five in a .scries of

eighteen cases of general miliary tuberculosis.

Cooper" in 17!)S was the first to oljseive tuberculosis
of the duct. His case was one of general tuberculo.sis,
aud at autopsy he found several caseous masses behind
some of the valves of the duct. Ponfiek.'-' in 1877,

pointed out the signitieant fact that many eases of gen-
eral miliary tuberculosis -were due to a secondary in-

volvement of thediu-t from tul)er(-ulous bronchial lymph
glands, with subsecpient dissemiualion of I he tnlierele

bacilli throu.i:h its stream into that of the blood. He
was able to demonstrate Ibis fact in a ease which he re-

ported, and drew the conclusion that it was jiossible in

many cases to trace the sudden generalization of tuber-
culosis to a similar source. Since the report of his case,
Benda'^and Stilling

'* have made similar observations,
and liave contirmed the conclusions drawn by Pontick.

In some cases the lumen may become markedly ob-

structed and the walls of the duct greatlv thinned, owing

to the pie.sence of large caseous masses blocking the lu-

men. In other cases oidy seatiered tubercles are present,
either behind a valve flap or between two valves. These
scattered tubercles are for the most part small seniitrans-

parent grayish nodules varying in size from a ])in jioint to

a ])inhead. Sometimes many of these tubeiclcs coalesce
and form a mass, slightly elevated abo\e the surface,
about the size of a split pea. The tubercles are closel}'
adherent to the iutima. and when ludled olT leave a de-

pressed bleedin.g ulcer with edges sligblly undermined.
If the bacilli lodge behind a valve liap. tubercles form
which rapidly caseatc aud coalesce, forming a semi-solid

grayish-yellow mass which pushes the valve out into the
lumen and sooner or later causes obstruction to the flow
in the lumen.

Besides the observers mentioned. Talma,'' Nasse.'*

Poncy,'" Cruikshank,'-" Hopfgiirtner."' Lieutaud,"'- Otto,"'

AVeigert,-' Brash. "• Sehurhoff,«- and "Whitia'-' have

reported cases of tuberculosis of the thoracic du(-t.

Tumors.—As yet no cases of the mature connective-
tissue tumors in the walls of the thoracic duct have been

rejiorted.
Sircomii.—A few instances of this class of tumors have

been reported. Rust,''- in 181."), was the first to observe
a sarcoma in the thoracic duet. Otto," in 1824, saw an-
other case. Both cases were secondary to a sarcoma in

the testis. The thii-d ease in the literature was reported
b_v AVinkler'-' in 1898. Ilis patient was a young man.
twenty years old, who had a mediastinal tumor. At
autopsy Winkler found that the wall of the duct was
irre,aularly thickened, and iu areas he found distinct sec-

ondary nodules. Microscopically the mediastinal tiuuor
and its secondaries were found to be round-cell sarco-
mata. One case of metastatic sarcoma of the duct has
been seen at the Pathological Laboiatory of the Univer-

sity of ^lichigan. The ]n-imarv was a mali.irnaut terato-

ma of the testis which had given rise to a secondary sar-

conui iu the leceptacidum chyli, about the size of an
Englisli walnut. The lumen was completelj' occluded.

(\irciiioma.—Although carcinomata of the abdominal
and pelvic organs frequently ,give rise to secondaries in

the thoiacic orsrans, it is not conuuon to find the thoracic
duct involved l)v seeomlary growths. This may be due,

partly, to the fact that the thoracic duet has but few
valves, and these are rudimentary, so that cancer cells do
not lodge readily ; but it must be admit ted that this is a

very insuflieient reason. In 1898 Winkler'" collected all

the cases of carcinoma of the thoracic duct, which had
been previously reported. He fotmd fifteen in all, and
added eleven more of his own ; but from his study of
these cases he drew no delinite conclusion as to this in-

frequent involvement of the thoracic duct, unless it be
that this organ is seldom exaiuined at autopsy, and then
often very superficially.
Of the 26 cases of secondary carcinoma of the duct 10

were primary iu the slomach "(Acker.--' Leydeckcr,' Hek-
toen,-' Barybuhr.-'* Pannenburg," Winkler'"); 8 in the
uterus (Andral.' Winkler,-"" Enzmaun.'Unger-'); 3 in the

gall-bladder (IJehrens,-"' Winkler--); 1 iu the testis

(Cooper"); 1 in the pharynx (Virchow "); 1 in the ovary
(Senator ••'): 1 in the right adrenal ( Winkler-'-i. and 1 in

the kidney (AVinkler-'). In all cases secondary growths
were present in the retroperitoneal lymi)h glands. Somo
authors mentioned secouilaiy nodules in the lungs or
cervical lymph glands, but they were not conunon.
The nodules in the duet may be small and not easily

outlined, or they may be so large that they paitially lir

wholly close the lumen of the duet. In sut-li cases dil.i-

tation occurs bebiiul the obstruction, and uidess the an-
astomoses can cope with the lymph thus held back.

ehylo.thora.\, chylous ascites, or both, may result, de-

jiending upon the grade of obslru(-tiou and the location
of the tumor ma.sses.

I'lirfisites (see article on I'lintsites).—Of the jiarasites
foimd in man. cases have been reported in which cys-
ticerci and tilaria have been found in the lumen of the
thoracic duct.

Rupture.
—Traumatism of the thoracic duct, resulting
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in rupture, maj' be due to an injury of the thorax, or

may be caused during an operation in tlie lower left cer-

vical region. Traunuita (it tin/ lust Mirt air nut conniinn

l)ecaiise of tlie protected jiosition of tin- duct; iievertlie-

less in severe injuries of the tliorax and abdomen or as

tlie result of severe straining, such as severe coughing,
rupture of the duct may occur. Manley

"
reporK'd a case

of rupture of the duct in a young mau who liad received

a severe blow over the alidoinen. followed by syiniitonis
of peritonitis, accompanied liy a lluctuating.non icddcned

sucllin.g in the right iliac fossa, which contained cliylc.

This sac was drained for fifteen days and la'alcd. Jlan-

ley thought that the duct had been ruptured, but since

lie did not open the peritoneal cavity other than to drain

the sac, it cannot be positively stated that his diagnosis
was correct.

The lirst authentic case of ruiiture of the duct was one
cited by jMonroe '" in ITti."). The patient had hadcliylous
ascites, and at autopsy he found a rupture of the duct at

the level of the fourth dorsal vertebra. Kirchner" was
able to lind only seventeen cases in the literature in

which the rupture resulted directly from trauma. To
tliese he added anotherof what he considered a traumatic

ruiuure. The patient was a child, nine years old. who
had fallen against a window sill, injuring the thorax.

Ill ten days this was followed by inaiked dyspiuea and
ascites. Aspiration .showed the presence of chyle in the

abdomen. These .symptoms persisted for ten days and
then gradually disajipeared.

Since then Eycr,"'- Port.-^ and Lyne*'' have reported
cases in which there could be little doubt that the duct
was ruptured, since chylous ascites and cliylothorax
were present in every case.

Rupture of the duct may occur during ojieiations for

the removal of sarcomatous, carcinomatous, or tubercu-

lous lymph glands of the left lower cervical region, but

that tills is not a comm<in occurrence is shown by the few
cases reported and In' a series of thirty-five eases cited by
C'ushing in which the lymph glands of this region con-

tained secoudaiy new growths. Rupture of the duct

<liiriiig their removal occurred in only two cases.

The rupture may be noticed at the time of the oper-
ation, or it may escajie observation altogether until the

wound is subsequently dressed. If noticed at the time
of the operation, the rupture is usually recognized b)' a

-tidden gush of milky fluid. Sometimes it may be a

reruns lliiid. If not noticed at the time of rupture, it

may be recognized by the presence of a milkv or opales-
icut fluid in the wound or on the dressings at a subse-

quent visit.

These ruiiturcs are not usually fatal, although a large
amount of thecontentsof theduet may be lost. Paton."''

on the other hand, reported a case of rupture in which
l.odi. 3, 168, and 4,7-^2 c.c. of chyle were lost on three con-

secutive days; death followed soon aflerwaril. Thole-'

in 1900 was able to find in the literature fifteen cases of

rupture of the duct during operation and added a per-
sonal case. Besides those collected by them. Patoii.'''

Sehotf,''' Allen and Briggs,°- NVeischer,^'' and Cushing''"
have rejiorted eases.

Most of these surgeons either pack the wound tightly
or ligate the duet, and the rupture then heals.

Frediiick A. Duldicin.
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THORAX. -The thorax is that p:irt of the great hotly

cavity which is situated tdiove the (liaphnigm. It con-
tains the organs of respiration and circulation, together
with many large vessels and nerves. It is in shape the

form of a truncated cone with the base directed down-
ward and formed by the diaphragm, anil the truncated

apex continuous with the root of the neck. .Superlicially
the thorax iirescnts an anterior wall, two lateral walls,

and a posterior surface. The anterior thoracic wall is

separated above from the anterior surface of the neck by
the prominent ridge of the clavicle, joining the upper
and outer angle of the first piece of the slerntim to form
the prominent sterno-clavicular articulation. Between
the inner extremities of the two clavicles ;ind above the

upper border of the sternum, we finti the deep stiprtister-

nal notch. Running downward in the nieditin line to the

tip of the ensiform cartilage is the midsternal line, which
in the living subject is indicatetl by a furrow between the

sternal attachments of the pectonilis nitijor muscle on
each side. Along the outer border of the sternum is the

sternal line. At the junction of the first and second

pieces of the sternum is a tninsvcr.se ridge known as

Ludwig's iiiigle. which marks the altachnnnt of the scc-

onil costal cartihige to the sternum. .\s the first rib is

not palpable, on ;iccount of its |)osition behind the clavi-

cle. Ludwig's hindmark is coiunionly used in counting
the ribs on the living .subject. Extending vertically

through the nipples on each side is the mammillary line.

Half-way between the sternal line and the mamiidlhiry
line anil partdlel to them is the parasternal line. The :in-

terior axillary line is drawn vertically downward from
the iniinl whc-re the anterior axillary fold, or the lower
border of the pecloralis major, joins the chest wtdl. The

posterior axillary line is ilrawn from the ]ioslerior axil-

hiry fold, which is formed by the lalissimus dorsi. Mid-

way between these tw<i lines and extending downward
froin the highest point or apex of the axilla is the mid-

axillary line. The surfsice markings on the posteriorsur-
face of the thorax are few. In the meditm line we have
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the furrow lying over the lips of the spinous processes.
The s<iipuhir line is drawn vertically downward from the

infeijor lunrlc of tlie sciipula. The s]iinc of the scapula,
ruinilni; upward and outward lo tcrniiiialc in ihc acro-

mion process, is easily felt. The inferior boundary of the

thorax is formed by the costal cartilages of the lower ribs

from the seventh to t hi' tenth inclusive. These, with the

eiisiform cartilajic. form the costal arch, which separates
the anierior Ihoracic surface from the anterior surface of

the abdomen.
The thorax has two ojieninirs, a superior and an infe-

lior. The superior opcninjj of the thorax is much the

smaller, measurinj; in aniero-posterior diameter about Si-

inches (5.7 em.). It is bounded in front by the tipper
border of the manubrium and the first costal cartilage;

laterally by I he shaft of the first rib; behind, by the body
of the first <lor.sixl vertebra and the head of the first rib.

Passing thmugh i! we have the following structures;

sternohyoid, slcrno-ihyroid, and longus colli muscles;

the innominate, left common carotid, left subclavian,

sujieiior intercostal, and internal mammary arteries; the

right and left imiominate veins; the right and left

phrenic and imeuniogastric nerves and the left recurrent

laryngeal and the right and left gangliated cords of the

sympathetic, and the cervical <ardiae branches of the

pneumogastric; the (esophagus, trachea, and thoracic

duct, with the ajiices of the lungs invested in pleura.
The inferior o|)eiung is bounded in front by the ensi-

form cartilage and the conuuon cartilage of the lower

ribs; laterally, by the eleventh and twelfth ribs, and

posteriorly by the body of the last dorsal vertebra. The

opening is closed by the diaphragm, which separates the

thoracic cavity above from the abdominal cavity below.

It is pierced by a number (d' structures; thnnigh the

aortic opening, between the two crura of the diaphragm,
pass the aorta, thoracic duct, and vena a/.ygos major;
through the lesophageal opening, the (esophagus, right
and left pneumogastrie nerves, and tlie O'Sophageal
branches of the thoracic aorta: on the right side, through
an ojiening of its own, the inferior ven;i cava; while the

greater, lesser, and least splanchnics and the continuation

of the thoracic gangliated coid perf<irate tliccrus on each

side, and on the right side alone the phrenic nerve pierces
the right leaflet of the diaphragm anti'tiorly and a little

externally to the opening for the inferior »ena cava.

The walls of the thonix are foimed aiUcriorly by the

sternum and the costal cartilage, laterally by the shafts

of the ribs, and posteriorly by the bodies of the twelve
dorsal vertebnG and the heads and necUs(d' the ribs. On
transverse cross section, the thorax presents a reniform

outline, the deep notch at the back being formed Ii\- the
intrusion of the bodies of the dorsal vertebra' into the

thoracic s]);ice. The vaiious diameters of the chest at

dilTcrent levels are given by Holden as follows; In the

average skeleton the antero-postcrior diameter at the in-

let is '.Jl inches (.").7 cm. ); at th(M)utlet. .'JiJ inches (14.2o

cm.); while at the Junction of the manubrium and gladi-
olus the autero-postcrior diameter is 4* inches (1 1.2 cm.).
The inlet measures in transverse diameter 45 inches (11

cm.); it gradually increases as far as the innth ril). where
the transverse diameter measiircs IDj im-hes (iiti.S cm.).
From iIk' ninth to the twelfth ril) tliis diaiueter decreases.

The female thorax has a smaller capacity than the male,
the stennim is shorter, the ribs are luore movable, and
the ditference between the iipjier and the lower opi'iiings
is less. Abnormal forms arc freciuently found in which
the relation between the different diameters tliat exist in

(he n..rmal tlunax is disturbed. A pigeon chest is one in

which the sternum and costal cartilages jiroject forward,
the antero-posterior diameter being longer and the trans-

verse diameter shorter than normal. It is usually fcnind

as one of the results of rickets. The l)arrel chest is one
in which the anteroposterior :ind transverse diameters
are nearly e(|ual and the costal angle is an obtuse angle.
It is freipiently foimd in emphysema. The flat chest is

one with a long transverse diameter and a short antero-

posterioi <liameter. The costal angle in these cases is

acute

The spaces between the ribs are called the intercostal

spaces and are closed by the external and internal inter-

costal nuiscles. The external intercostals are eleven in

nuiuber on each side. They begin behind at the tuber-
cles of the ribs and arise froiu tlie lower border of each
rib as far forward as the ends of the rilis in front. Their
libres pass downward and forward and are inserted into
the upper border of the rib below. The internal inter-

costals take their origin from the ridge on the inner sur-

face of e;ich rili. and the under border of the costal car-

tilages from the stermim as far liack as the angles of the
ribs. Their libres pass downward and bai'kward, at aa
actilo angle to those of the external intercostal, and are
inserted in the upper border of the rib below. Bj- means
of the ribs and the intercostal spaces luany important
structures in the thorax are located. The fourth inter-

space is ideiitilied in the male by the nipjilc. The lower
border of the jiectoralis major muscle luarks the cmu'se
of the lifth rib. The apex beat of the heart is foimd in

tlie left lifth inters|)ace one inch and a half below the

nipple, and three-quarters of an inch toward the median
line. The surface markings for the heart, as given by
Deaver, are as follows; Take a point on the third riglit
costal cartilage half an inch from the border of the ster-

num; from it draw a line to a point in the second ii.ter-

space on the left side of the sternum, one inch from the
left sternal margin. This line will indicate the base of
the heart. From a i)oint in tlie fifth iiiters]iaec, one inch
to the inner side of and two inches below the nipple, draw
a line to a point half an inch to the right of the sternum
in the fifth interspace. This line will locate the lower
border of the heart. Connect the two extremities of the
two lines as drawn and the included quadrangle will

represent the heart area. A point just behind the sternal
end of the third left intercostal spa<e will indicate the

position of the aortic valve; behind the third left clion-

drosternal articulation are the pulmonary valves. The
tricuspid valve is found in the median line on the level

of the fourth intercostal space; the mitral, at the left,

border of the sternum behind the fourth left costal car-

tilage.
CoxTENTs oi.' THE TiTOHAx.— l\rirrirdium.—'V\\c peri-

cardium is a fibroserous sac comiiosctl of two layers; an
outer or fibrous, and an inner or serous. The outer or
fibrous layer is continuous above with the fibrous sheath
of the great vessels and ultimately blends with a layer of

deep cervical fascia, which passes behind the stcrno-

cleido-mastoid muscle, forming a sheath in the neck for

the carotid artery, internal jugular vein, and pneumo-
gastric nerve. It is continuous below with the upiier

layer of the fibrous covering of the diaiihragm. It is at-

tached in front to the under surface of the sternum by
the superior and inferior sterno-pericardiac ligaments.
The serous portion of the pericardium, like all serous

membranes, consists of two layers
—a parietal and a vis-

ceral. The parietal layer lines the inner surface of the

fibrous portion and forms the wall of the pericanlial cav-

ity. The visceral layer covers the heart muscle and lies

in intimate contact with it. The two layers are contin-

uous with each other at the roots of the great ves.sels and
form a close<l cavity, which contains a small amount of

serous fiuid. for the purpose of lulirication. A\'hin from
an increase of |)eiicardial tluid this .sa<' becomes distended

abnormally, the pericardial area can be outlined on the
chest wall, andean be distinguished from the dulnessdne
to cardiac hypertrojihy by the fact that tin- area of peri-
cardial dulness has its apex upward and to the right and
its base downward, while an hypertrophied heart has its

apex directed downward and to the left and its base ii])-

ward and to the right.
If on the dissecting table, orat a post-mortem examina-

tion, the pericardium be incised in the median line and a

transverse incision luade at right angles to the first cut,

Ihc pericardium can be rellected in four V shaped Haps,
and the anterior surface of the heart inspected in its nor-

mal condition. The surface of the heart which presents
itself will be almost entirely right ventricle, while the

apex of the right auricle can be .seen at the u|>per right
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bolder of tlic heart. If now the apex of thi' heart be

iliawii upward and sliirhtly to the left, the pericardial

cavity can be seen and inspected. Ruiiniiij;' fniiii llie

lower riijlitbaiid comer of the pericardial space upward
to the heart is the lar,t;e inferior vena cava. If this be cut

and continued traction made upon tlie heart, the ri!,'lil

and left inferior pulmonary veins will next be seen.

Above tliese the jiidmonary arteries and the right and
left sujierior pulmonary veins are found. Il is nut the

jiurjiose of this article to go into a detailed description
of the structure of the heart, which will be found in a

seiiarate article under an appropriates lieading. (See

JllKlt.)

Tin PUiira.—The jileura consists of two closed serous

sacs which invest the lungs and line the thoracic cavity.
Each pleura consists of two layers, a parietal, which
lines tlie internal surface of the thoracic wall, and a vis-

ceral, which is closely adherent to the surface of the

lungs. The pleura extends into the neck for a distance

of an inch and a half to two inches above the upper bor-

der of the first rib, where it forms a closed sac which re-

ceives the apex of the lung. Inferiorly it covers the

upper surface of the diaphragm and extends down in

front to the costal cartilage of tlie seventh rib. on the left

side to the lower border of the tenth rili, ami on the right
to the upper liorder of the tenth rib; behind, it passes to

the ujiper border of the twelfth lili, or may pass as low
as the lower border of tlie twelfth or the transverse proc-
ess of the first lumbar vertebra. The two jileuric are not

connected at any point, but touch, or ma}- even overlap.
ou a level with the junction of the (irst and second pieces
of the sternum, the left usually overlapping and lying
anterior to the right. At the fourth costal cartilage the

two sacs diverge, the right running almost straight
downward to tlie ensiform cartilage, from which point
it passes behind the seventh costal cartilage to the dia-

phragm. The left sac passes outward, downward, and
to the left from the fourth costal cartilage to the left

margin of the sternum, ou a level with the fifth costal

cartilage, from which point it passes downward and out-

ward on the under surface of the seventh costal cartilage.
The inferior lateral limits of tlie pleural .sacs have been

already described. On transverse section of the thorax
the relations of the jjleurtc to each other, as well as

the continuity between the parietal and visceral layers,
can be demonstrated. Beginning at the median line in

front, the anterior parietal pleura lies ou the posterior
surface of the sternum, passing thence to the posterior
surface of the costal cartilages and intercostal muscles,
follows the curve of the costal wall and becomes the

lateral parietal pleura. Following the curves of the ribs

it passes to the posterior wall of the tliorax, and, as poste-
rior parietal pleura, passes to the sides of the bodies of

the dorsal vertebrte. On the left side it now pas.ses over
the abdominal aorta and the left thoracic gaiigliatedcord,
while on the right side it covers over, at tlitlerent levels,

the superior vena cava, the inferior vena cava, vena

a/.ygos major, and right thoracic gangliated cord. It

next passes to the posterior surface of the root of the

lung, and thence to the posterior surface of the lung
itself, becoming the posterior visceral pleura, or, as it is

sometimes called, llie iileura piilmoualis. Il now invests

the lung, covering posterior, lateral, and anterior surfaces

in Older, as faras the anterior borderof the lung, and jiass-

ing.as a septum intothe fissures which separate the lobes of

the lung. From thcanierior border of the lung il passes
on to the internal surface of the lung as far bai'kward as

the anterior surface of the root of the lung, which il next
covers. From this point it jias.ses on to the exienial sur-

face of the |ierieardium and forward to the start ing point,

beeoming again the parielal jileura.
The Liniiis.

—The lungs are the organs of respiration,
and are jdaced one on each side of the chest, sejiaraled by
the mediastinum and its contents. Each lung is conical
in shape and has ai: apex, a base, an internal and an exter-

nal surface, and an anterior and a pcjstcriiu' liorder. The
apex projects into the neck for about an inch and a half

above the upper border of the clavicle, and lies in the

conical cavity formed by the apex of the pleura. The
base is concave, to conform with the convex upper sur-
face of the diaphragm. Its lower border is marked by a
line drawn from the articulation of the sixth costal car-

tilage with the sixth rib to the spinous process of the tenth
dorsal vertebra. Owing to the presence of the liver tlie

right lung lies higher in the chest than the left, being on
a level in front with the upper border of the tillli costal

cartilage, while the lower borderof the left |iasses down to

the upper border of the sixth rib. The outer surface of
the lung, or the thoracic siiifa<-e, is smooth, convex, and
conforms to the curve of the thoracic wall except in the

portion which extends up into the neck. It is sometimes
divided into an anlerior, a lateral, and a posterior tho-
racic surface. Tlie inner surfiu'c is dcejily concave, owing
to the iiosilion of the heart and pericardium. It is sepa-
rated from the external surface, in front by the sharp
anterior li(uder, and behind from the posterior surface by
the root of the lung. The anlerior border is thin, sharp,
and separates the external and internal surfaces. It over-

laps tlie pericardium and follows closely the anlerior
internal border of the pleural sacs, as described above,
except that the edges of the lungs do not overlap. The
anterior border of the right lung reaches to the median
line, while the left reaches to the left border of the ster-

num. The posterior border is round and broad, and lies

in the concavity formed by the angle of the ribs on either
side of the spinal column. It is much longer than the
anterior border and liecomes wide as it passes downward.
The roots of the lung are formed by the bronchi, the

pulmonary arteries and veins, the bronclual arteries and
veins, and the pulmonary nerves and lymphatics. These
structures lie in the following order:" from before back-
ward, the pulmonary veins, pulmonary artery, and the
fironchus; from above downward on the right side, the
bronchus, the pulmonary artery, and the pulmonaiy
veins; ou the left side, the ]nilnioiiary artery, the bron-

chus, and the pulmouary veins, the bronchus lying above
on the right side and in the middle ou the left side.

LohiK.—Each lung is divided into an upper and a lower
lobe. The division is about three inches below the apex.
On the right side the upper lobe is again subdivided into

two lobes by a horizontal fissure which passes forward
from the middle of the lirst fissure to tlie anterior border
of the lung. The right lung is also larger and heavier
than the left, but its transverse diameter is greater than
that of the left lung and its vertical diameter shorter. The
left lung is longer than the right, but is much narrower.

Mediiisfiniim.—The mediastinum is that ]iortion of the
thoracic cavity which is not cont;iined within the pleural
sacs. It is an irregularly sliaped space bouniled below

by the diaphragm, in front by the sternum and costal

cartilages, beliind by the vertebral column, and extending
above into the neck as far as the apices of the pleura'.
It is consequently limited above by the deep cervical

fascia and the structures which pass through the supe-
rior opening of the thorax. It is divided, in a purely
arbitraiy manner, by a jilane Avhich passes through the

junction of the manulirium and glacliolus in front, and
the lower border of the body of the fourth dorsal ver-

tebra behind. This ])lane corresponds with tlie upper
border of the pericardium. The portion of the media-
stinum above this plane is called the superior niediasli-

num. It is bounded iu front by the posterior surface of

the luanubrium and the first am! second costal cartilages,
behind by the anterior surfacesof the bodiesof the upper
four dorsal vertebra". Its lateral boundaries are the

right and left pleural sacs. It contains the traiisver.se

|iortion of the arch of the aorta, ilie innominate artery,
the left common carotid and suliclaviau arteries, and the

superior inlercostal artery : the right and left innouiinate

veins, and the superior vena cava : the ]uieumogastric, the

phrenic and cervical cardiac and left recurrenl laryn.gcal

nerves, and the ujiper portion of the thoracic gangliated
cords on each siile; the origins of the sternojiyoid and

sternothyroid muscles and a |iortion of the longiis colli;

the trachea, (esophagus, and thoracic duet. The infe-

rior mediastinum is subdivided by the pericardium into
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three portions—the lUUerior, wliich lies in front of tlie

perlcariilum: tlie middle, which lies within flie pcricar-
ditini; and the posterior, whieh lies beliiiid the periear-
diiiin. The anterior niediastiiiuni is bonnded in front by
the posterior surface of the lower part of the sternum;
behind, l)y tlic anterior siul'aee of the librous layer of the

perieardiuni : and l)(!ow, by the attachment of the dia-

phraiim to the ensifonn and costal cartilaiTes. It con-
tains fat, areolar tissue, and a fi'W lympliatic jrlands,
whiili drain the inner and lower iiuadnuit of the

inanunary inland. The middle mediastinum is iKiunded

by the limits of the pericardium. It contains the heart

and the roots of the iireat vessels. The posterior media-

stinum comprises all the space bounded in front by the

posterior layer of the pericardium, behind by the bodies

of the lower eight ilorsal vertebra? and the heads and
necks of the ribs, above by the supposititious jilane sepa-
ratini: it from the superior mediastinum, and below by
the upper surface of tlie diaphrairm. Il contains the

followin;: structvires; the descendinjr portion of the

thoracic aortji and its branches, viz.. the lower intercos-

tal arteries, the a'sopha.sreal, bronchial, pericardiac, and

posterior mediastinal branches, and the corresponding
veins: the greater and lesser azygos veins, the pneumo-
gastric and splanchnic nerves, the cesophagus, thoracic

dvict. and the posteriiu' mediastinal lymphatics.
The Aorta.—Tlie thoracic aorta is divided into three

portions
—the ascending jiortioii. the transverse portion

or arch, and the descending portion. The ascending
aorta is about two inches long ; commencing at the upper
part of the left ventricle, it passes obliquely upward,
forward, and to the right as far as the upper border of

the second right costal cartilage, where it becomes the

transverse aorta. At its coiumencement it is somewliat
distended, and opposite the three cusps of the aortic

valve presents three small dilatations, called the .sinuses

of Valsalva. These sinuses are placed one in front and
two behind. From the anterior sinus is given off the

right coronary arterv. and from the left posterior sinus
the left coronary artery.
The transverse aorta, beginning at the ujiper border of

the second right costal cartilage, passes ujiward, back-

ward, and to the left, lying on the anterior surface of the

body of the fourfli dorsal vertebra. It then curves
downward and backward to the lower border of the

fourth dorsal vertebra on the left side, where it becomes
the descending aorta. The branches given off from the
transverse portion of the aorta are the innominate and
the left common carotid and subclavian. The innomi-
nate artery, or brachiocephalic, arises from the beginning
of the arcii of the aorta on a level with the upper border
of the second right costal cartilage, and passing upward,
forward, and to the right, divides behind the right sterno-

clavicular articulation into the right common carotid and
subclavian arteries. It varies in length from one to two
inches. The innominate usually gives off no other
branches, but occasionally the thyroidea ima, which as-

cends in front of the trachea and supplies the lower por-
tion of the thyioid gland, is found arising from it. The
left common carotid arises from the left jiortion of the
arch of the aorta, lietween the innominate and the left

subclavian. It passes upward, outward, and to the left,

behind the left steriKi-chiviculararticulation, and, ascend-

ing into the neck, divides into the internal and external
carotid arteries, on a level with the upjier border of the

thyroid cartilage.
The left subclavian artery arises from the arch of the

aorta liehind and to the left of the left comnion carotid.

and passes nearly vertically upward to t he inner border of
the scalenus anticus muscle. It then curves outward,

lying behind the scalenus anticus muscle, forming the

second portion of the artery, and separated by the mus-
cle from the subclavian vein which lies in front.

The descending aorta begins at tlu^ lower border of the
fourth dorsal vertebra on tlie left side, and passes down-
ward and slightly to the right, curving to conform to the

spine on which it rests and whose curves it follows. It

lies in the back portion of the posterior mediastinum and

gives off the following branches: jiericardiac branches
to the jH-ricardium: bronchial branches to the substance
of the lungs, usually a single one on the right side, and
two on the left. The bronchial arteries pass along the

posterior surface of each bronchus, and, following the
cour.se an<l division of the bronchial tubes, supplj- the
bronchia, the substance of the lungs, and the retro-bron-
chial glands. The (esophageal arteries, varying in num-
ber from three to five, arise from the anterior surface of
the aorta anil pass downward on the o'sophagus. which

they supply, anastomosing with the branches of the in-

ferior thyroid above and with the (esophageal branches
of the gastric arteries from the cn-liac axis of the ab-
dominal aorta below. The posterior mediastinal arteries
are a number of branches given off by the thoracic aorta,
which supply the glands of the posterior mediastinum.
The intercostal arteries arise in pairs from the posterior
surface of the descending aorta. There are usually nine
on each side. The two up|)er intercostal spaces receive
their blood supiily from the superior intercostal branch
of the subclavian and from the anastomosis between this

artery and the first aortic intercostal. The right inter-

costal arteries are longer than the left, as they have to

pass across the spinal column to reach the right intercos-

tal spaces. The arteries lie first between the pleura and
the external inlercostals: then, at the angles of the ribs,

they pass between the external and internal intercostal

muscles; in each intercostal space the artery passes up-
ward to the lower border of the rib aliove, where it lies

between tlie vein above and the nerve below, except iu

the upper intercostal spaces, where the nerve at first lies

above the artery. Passing foiward as far as the anterior

axillary line it anastonnjses with the terminal branches of

the anterior intereostals from the. internal mammary ar-

tery. This description ap)ilies to the upper six intercos-

tal spaces. In the seventh, eighth, and ninth spaces the

artery anastomoses with the intercostal branches of the

musculo-phrenic artery, while the two lower intercostal

arteries, running along the lower border of the eleventh
and twtdfthribs, pass forward and downward to the mus-
cles of the alidominal wall.

The iiulmonary artery arises from the apex of the right
ventricle in front of the aorta and passing upward divides
into two liranchcs, the right and left pulmonary artcrii^s.

The right luihnonary artery is longer than the left and

passesoutward and backward behind the ascending aorta
and the superior vena cava to the root of the right lung,
where it divides into branches; a large branch going to the

upper lobe and a smaller branch to the lower lobe. The
large upper branch gives off a branch to the middle lobe.

The left pulmonary arteiy passesoutward in front of the

descending portion of the aorta to the root of the left

lung where it divides into two liranclies, which are dis-

tributed to the upper and lower lobes. The relation of

the structures in the root of the lung has already been
noted.

The superior intercostal artery is a branch of the sub-

clavian, arising from the upper and back portion of the

artery, and passing downward jiud backward behind the

pleura in front of the necks of the first two ribs. It sup-

plies the first intercostal sjiace and atiastomoses with the

first aiiitic intercostal to suiijily the second. The inter-

nal mammary artery arises from the subclavian from the

under surface of the first portion of the artery. It passes

directly downward behind the first costal cartilage to the

inner surface of the anterior thoracic wall, lying on the

costal cartilages about h:ilf an inch from the border of

the sternum. In the sixth intercostal space it divides

into its two terminal branches, the mu.sculo-pbrenic and

superior epigastric. It gives off in its course a number
of small branches which sujiply the anterior thoracic

wall and mediastinal structures. The comes nervi

phrenici or the superior phrenic artery joins the ]ihrenic
nerve and accomjianies it to the diaiihragm. where it

anastomoses with the phrenic arteries, from the internal

mammary and abdominal aorta. The mediastinal arteries

are small branches, six to eight in number, which arc dis-

tributed to the lymphatic glands of the anterior media-
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slinuin. The pericardial bniiiclies supply tlie anterior

surface of the pericardium. The sternal branches supply
the Iriaufjuiaris sterni muscle and the posterior surfaceof

the gladiolus. The anterior intercostal arteries pass out-

ward ill the intercostal spaces and anastomose with the

terminal branches of the aortic intercostals. They lie

tirst belwcen the [ileuia and the internal intercostal nius-

ch'S and then belueen the internal and external intercos-

tals. The peril iratinij or nianunary branchesari.se from
the internal mammary artery in the niiperlive intercostal

spaces. Piercing the intercostal muscle they pass direct-

ly forward and outward and supply the pectorafis major
muscle and the under surfaceof the inner half of the

mammary «land. In the male these arteries are small

and comparatively unimiiortant, but in the female, espe-

cially during pregnancy and lactation, they are of large
size. The niusculo-iihrenic artery, a terminal branch of

the internal manunary, passes downward and outward
from the sixth intercostal space behind the costal car-

tilages and terminates opposite the last intercostal space.
It gives off the lower anterior intercostal arteries and
branches to the costal margin of the diaphragm and to

the portion of the abdominal wall which lies immediately
below the costal arch. The superior epigastric artery is

the continuation in line of the internal mammary artery.
It passes between the costal and sternal attachments of

the diaphragm, and, penetrating behind the rectus ab-

dominis muscle, supplies it; at the same time it anasto-

moses with the deep epigastric from the external iliac,

forming a deep circle of anastomosis in the substance of

the abdominal wall, between the subclavian artery above
and the femoral artery below.
The internal mammary artery is sometimes wounded

in stab or gunshot wounds. It can be reached and tied

by an incision in the centre of any of the upper six inter-

costal spaces, parallel to the costal cartilages, and the

artery ligated about lialf an inch external to the outer

border of the sternum.

Veins.—Inferior Vena Cava.—The inferior vena cava
is formed at the lower border of the fourth lumbar ver-

tebra by the junction of the right and left common iliac

veins. It passes upward on the right side of the ver-

tebral column, receiving tributaries from all of the pelvic
and abdominal viscera except the organs of digestion.
It perforates the central tendon of the diaphragm on the

right of the median line, and, entering the pericardium,
where it is covered by the serous layer, it terminates in

the lower and posterior portion of the right auricle. The
portion of the inferior vena cava lying in the thorax is

short, and is best seen, after incision of the pericardium,

by drawing the apex of the heart upward and to the left.

Inrioiiiiiiitte IV/^.t.—The right and left innominate veins

are formed by the junction of the subclavian and internal

jugular veins on each side, just behind the stcrno-clavic-

nlar articulation. The left is much longer than the

right, being about two and a half inches in length, and

passing from the left sterno-clavicular articvdation down-
ward and to the right to the junction of the tirst costal

cartilage with the right border of the sternum, where it

joins the right innominate vein to form the superior vena
cava. The right is shorter and smaller and passes from
the right sterno-clavicular articulation almost directly
downward to its junction with the left. The tributaries

of the right innominate vein are the right vertebral, in-

ternal mammary, inferior thyroid, and sujierior intercostal

veins. Those of the left are the corresponding veins on
the left si<le of the body wilh occasionally some veins

from the thymus gland and the pericardium.
Superior \'ni(i i'ttni.—Tlic sujicrior vena cava, formed

by the junction of the right and left innominate, passes

vertically downward and, jiiercing the jiericardium, en-

ters the Tipper part of the right auricle on a level with
the upper border of the third right costal cartilage.
A/.voos SvsTE.M.—The a/.ygos veins serve to connect

the superior and inferior venie cava,'. They are three in

number. The right azygos vein, or vena azN'gos major,
is formed in the abdomen by branches of the lumbar
veins, enters the thorax through the aortic opening in

the diaphragm and jia.sses up thr<mgh the posterior me-
diastinum, lying on the right side of the vertebral col-

umn. At the upper border of the fourth dorsiil vertebra
it passes f(nwaril over the root of the right lung, receives
the right bronchial vein, and empties into the superior
vena cava at the point where the latter pierces the peri-
canlium. It has as tributaries the right superior inter-

costal vein, the intercostal veins of the right side, the
vena azygos minor, the right bronchial vein, and a por-
tion of the veins from theu'sophagus. The left, or vena
azygos minor, is formed by a branch from one of the
lumbar veins, or by a tributary from the left renal. En-
tering the thorax through the left crus of the diaphragm
it passes up on the left side of the vertebral column as

high as the ninth dor.sal vertebra, where it curves to the

right across the vertebral column behind the aorta and
thoracic duct and empticsinto the right azygos vein. Its

tributaries are the lower intercostal veins on the left .side

and the mediastinal and (esophageal branches. The left

upper azy.gos vein, sometimes called the azj'gos tertia, or

superior azygos, is not always present. When found it

varies inversely in size with the left suiM'rior intercostal

vein. It drains the upper left intercostal spaces and

empties into the azygos major above its junction with
the minor. When this vein is absent the space usually
occupied by it is diained by the left superior intercostal

vein. The internal mammary vein accompanies the ar-

tery and has tributaries corrcspon ling to the branches

given oft' by the artery. It is frequently found to be
double, forming vcnai comites }}ing on each side of the

artery and connected at short intervals by cross branches.
When the artery is tied care should be taken in passing
the needle not to include the veins in the ligature. The
two veins when present unite to form a single trunk,
which emjities into the innominate vein on either side.

Xehvks.—The pneumogastric, or tenth cranial nerve,
enters the thorax between the subclavian vein and artery,

lying on the right side just behind the junction of the
internal jugular and subclavian, and on the left side

between the left carotid and subclavian arteries. Owing
to the obliquity of the arch of the aorta the relations of

the nerve on the two sides differ. On the right side it

descends along the side of the trachea to the posterior

portion of the root of the lung, where it gives olT the

posterior pulmonary branches which spread out to form
a plexus, from which two cords descend on the u-sopha-
gus, breaking up into a network of branches, which, unit-

ing with similar branches from the nerve on the opiiosite
side, form the o'sophagcal plexus. Lower down on the

a'Sophag\is the libres again unite to form a single cord

which, running along the posterior surfaceof the tt>soph-

agus, passes with it through the a'soplia.geal opening
in the diaphragm and is distributed to the posterior sur-

face and greater curvature of the stomach, conununicat-

ing with the solar, splenic, and cadiac plexuses. The
left pneumogastric nerve crosses in front of the arch of
the aorta, giving otT at this point the left recurrent laryn-

geal, which, w inding around the arch of the aorta from
before backward, jiasses upward iu the groove between
the o'sopbagus and trachea and enters the larynx, being
distributed toall the musclesof the left side of the larynx
except the erico-thyroid. As the recurrent laryngeal
nerve on the right side comes off behind I he sterno-<'lavic-

idar articulation and wimls aiound the tirst jiortion of
the subclavian, and supplies the nuisclesof phouation on
the right side of the larynx, an aneurism of the lirsl por-
tion of the right subclavian would cause pressure paraly-
sis of the right vocal cord, while an aneurism siiualed in

the arch of the aorta would cause a (laralysis of the left

vocal cord. The left iiniHunogastric nerve passes l)ehind

the root of the left lung, gives off the posterior pulmo-
nary branches to the pulmonary plexus, as described,

and the main portion of the nerve, descending along the

anterior surface of the n^so|ihagus, passes through the

oesophageal opening in the dia|)hnigni and is distributed

to the anterior surface and lesser curvatmr of the stom-

ach, joining branches from the hepatic plexus. The

only other thoracic branch of the pneumogastric nerve
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besides those mcntioncii is tlic auterior pulmonary uerve,

wliicli passes in front of the root of tlie luuj;. and. join-
inir tilaineuts from the sympathetic, forms the anterior

IHihnonary plexus.
I'livt'iiic Sei-K.—The phrenic nerve arises from the

third, fourth, and lifth cervical, passes diajronally down-
waril and outward across the anterior surface of the

scalenus amicus muscle, and then, ccmtinuiui,' its course

between the s\ibclavian artery and subclavian vein, enters

the thorax, lying on tlie riirht side just external to the su-

perior vena cava and on the left sidccxternal and anterior

to tlie subclavian artery. Passins in front of the root of

the lung, it lies between the pleura and the pericardium,
to both of which it gives olf branches. It is longer on the

left siile than on the right, on account of the oblique posi-
tion of the heart and because the left nerve forms a loop
in jnissing around the left side of lhe]iericardiuni. On the

right side it breaks up into from tliree to seven branches

about 1 cm. above the upper surface of the diaphragm.
These branches, iiiercing the diaphragm, supply it, while

the innermost branch passes down to conununicatc 'with

the right semilunar ganglion of the solar plexus. On the

left side the nerve does not perforate the diaphragm, but
ranntics iu its substjince.

Iideirijuiid 3V)Vc.v—The intercostal nerves, tw-elve in

nnndjer, are derived from the anterior division of the

dorsal nerves. The auterior division of the first dorsal

nerve divides into two branches, the larger of which

joins the eighth cervical to form the lower tnmk of the

lirachial plexus. The smaller branch forms the tirst in-

tercostal nerve. The anterior divisions of the second,

third, fourth, and tiflli dorsal nerves form the intercostal

nerves for the respective iutercfistal spaces. They pass
forward between the pleura and the external intercostal

muscles, as far as the angle of the ribs, where the}' pass
between the external and internal intercostal muscles as

far as the middle of the shaft. Here the\' enter the sub-

stance of the internal intercostals and run through their

substance as far as the costal cartilages, where they lie be-

tween the internal intercostal and the pleura. Breaking
up into branches, they send cutaneous filaments to the

front of the chest and the mammary gland, forming the

anterior cutaneous nerves of the thorax. At the midaxil-

lary line each one of the six upper intercostal nerves except
the tirst gives off a lateral cutaneous branch which pierces
the external intercostal and serratus magnus and divides

into two branches, an anterior and a posterior. The aute-

rior branch passes forward, supplying the anterior lateral

surface of the chest and the skin over the external surface

of the mammary gland. The posterior branches pass
liackward and sujijily the .skin of thescaimlar region and
over the latissinuis dorsi. The lateral cutaneous branch
of the second intercostal does not divide into two branches,
but passes diagonally outward across the axilla, forming
the intercostal humeral nerve, and, uniting with the nerve
of Wrisberg, it supplies the skin of the inner and back

jiortion of tlie arm above the elbow. This nerve is occa-

sionally missing, or there may be two intercosto-humeral

nerves, the second coming from the third intercostal.

The anterior divisions of the seventli. eighth, ninth,

tenth, and eleventh donsal nerves form the lower or ab-

dominal intercostal nerves. They have the same rela-

tions in the intercostal s|iaces as the upper, but are dis-

tributed to the integument and muscles of the anterior

abdominal wall, forming the anterior cutaneous nerve of

the abdomen.
Sympaihelie Kenes.—The thoracic gangliated cord is

continuous above with the cervical gangliated cord, and
enters the thorax on each side of the spinal column, lying
along the heads of the ribs behind the gri'at vessels cov-
ered over by the parietal jileura. The ganglia are twelve
in number and are connected by nerve fibres forming
coid-like prolongations derived from the substance of the

ganglia. The external branches from each ganglion com-
municate with the dorsal spinal nerves. The internal

branches from the niiper five ganglia enter into the for-

mation of the posterior pulmonary plexus. The internal

branches from the lower seven ganglia unite to form the

three si)lanclinic nerves. They are called the greater,
lesser, and least or renal splanchnic. The greater

splanchnic is formed by the internal branches from the

ganglia from the fifth to the tenth. These fibres unite

to form a large nerve, which descends obliiiueiy in front
of the bodies of the lower dorsal vertebne, pierces the
cms of the diaphragm on each side, and terminates in the

semilunar ganglion of the solar |ilexus, sending branches
to the renal and suprarenal plexuses. The lesser S])lancli-

nic nerve is formed by the internal branches from the

tenth and eleventli ganglia. It pierces the dia|)iiragra
and joins the solar plexus. The least or renal splanch-
nic arises from the twelfth ganglion, pierces the dia-

phragm, and joins the renal plexus.
J'/if Oisopliiuins.

—The asophagus begins at the upper
border of the cricoid cartilage, opposite the substance be-

tween the fifth and sixth cervical vertebra', and enters the

thorax in the median line lying between the vertebral

column and the trachea. It passes downward and to the

left in the posterior mediastinum, and, piercing the dia-

phragm to the left of the median line, expands into the

stomach at the cardiac orifice. Its relations in the thorax
are as follows: It lies behind the arch of the aorta, sepa-
rated from it by the trachea. It passes downward and
to the left, lying on the right of the aorta to a point just
above the diaphragm, where it crosses to the left, jiassing
in front of the artery and piercing the diaphragm. The
pneumogastric nerves lie iu close contact with it, the

left lying in front and the right behind.
The Thoracic Duct.—The anatomical relations of the

thoracic duct are described in the next article but one

preceding this.

Tnii-hi'ii.—The trachea begins at the lower border of

the cricoid cartilage and descends into the thorax, lying
in front of the wsophagus, as far dowu as the upper
border of the fifth dorsal vertebra, where it divides into

the right and the left bronchus. The point of division is

on a level with the junction between the first and second

pieces of the sternum. The thoracic portion of the trachea
therefore lies in the superior mediastinum. It has lying
in front of it, besides the first piece of the sternum and
the origins of tliesterno-hyoidandsterno-thyroid muscles,
which form the anterior thoracic wall at this point, the

th3'mus gland, deep cervical fascia, and transverse aorta.

On the left side lie the left common carotid artery, jincu-

mogastric nerve, recurrent laryngeal nerve, and the

pleura : on the right side, the innominate artery, right

pneuiuogastric nerve, and pleura. The bronchi lie in

the posterior mediastinum, entering into the formation of

the rootsof thelungs. The right bronchus is shorterand
of larger size than the left, and passes more horizontally,
the two bronchi diverging to form an angle of one hun-
dred and thirty degrees. The left bronchus crosses in

front of the o'sophagus, the descending aorta and the

thoracic duct, passes under the arch of the aorta, and
enters the lung behind the pulmonary artery. The right
bronchus passes horizontally to the right lung, passing
above and then behind the pulmonary artery on that .side.

The relation of the structures that form tlie root of the

lung has already been noted.

I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness, for much of

the material to be found in the above account, to the

standard writers on anatomy, jirincipally Graj', Morris,

Quaiii, Gerrish, Deaver, and JlcCIellan.

Frederick R. Green.

THORAX, SURGERY OF THE—Injukies op the
Tii0K.\x.— Injuries of the chest include contusions and
wounds.

Contusions of the thorax are caused by the action of

blunt violence, and may result in injury of either the

thoracic wall or the thoracic contents, or both. The usual

injuries of the thoracic wall are contusions of its soft

parts and fractures of therilisor sternum. The intra-

thoracic lesions include injuries of the pleura, lung, peri-

cardium, and heart.

The variation in the nature and extent of the specific

injuries makes possible a great variety of symptoms in
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these subniitaneoiis traumatisms. The symptoms of a
Idoal injury may l)o lost sight of in tlie general symp-
toms of shock, wliifli always accompany the most se-

vere forms of tlionific contusloirs. A condition linown

as "concussion of tiic thorax
"
may occnr« illiout demou-

strablc injury to llie walls orcouleiils of the tliora.x.

Slight ruptures of the ])arenchynia of the lung, or a
mild elfiisiori of blood into the pleural cavity may cause

very iiisigniticant clinical sj inptoms. The patient may
i'xpc<-tonite a little bloody nuicus. Severe rujitures of

the lung and excessive hemorrhage into the pleural cav-

ity will cause marked symptoms of dyspua'a and some-
tilues extreme an:i?mia from loss of blood. Injury of a

large bronchus may cause imcumothorax. On account
of the injury of important organs the prognosis of severe

<'ontusions of the thorax is serious. Should, however,
the patient withstand the primary shock and the imme-
diate effects of injury of internal viscera, other secondary
<'onse(Hiences, such as infection, are not of frequent
occurrence.
The tieatment of contusions of the thorax is largely

expectant and symptomatic. Rest in bed, morphine, ice

liags on the chest, and jiossibly a venous infusion of salt

solution are all tlu' measures necessary in most cases. In

cases of extreme lucmothorax aspiration of the pleural

cavity may be indicated. Arrest of hemorrhage from a

large intrathoracic vessel b_y ligation is usually out of the

question.
Wdnittls of the thorax may be either non-penetrating or

penetrating. The former are of sjiecial importance only
in case of injury of a large artery in the chest wall, such
as the internal mauuiiary, or one of the intercostals.

Such an injury may result from a stab or gunshot
woiuid. The symptoms would be those of ana:mia with
local escape of blood, or flatness on percussion over that

part of the chest. In order to arrest the resulting hem-
orrhage it will often be necessary to resect a portion of

one or more ribs and their cartilages. In |)lace of liga-
tion of the artery jiacking the wound with gauze may be
substituted. Subsecpient removal of the gauze must be
done very carefully to avoid secondaiy bemorrhage.
Penetrating wounds of the thorax may ca>ise injury of

the pleura, lung, pericardium, licart, or one of the large
vessels inside the chest. Injury to the pleura alone or

combined with injury of other organs is of very serious

moment, both on account of the primary pneumotlioraxw iKcmopneumothorax and of the possible secondary in-

fection of the pleuial cavity. Extreme degrees of pneu-
molhorax maybe fatal from pressure; but fortunately
this is not often the case, the air in the pleural cavity
being gradually absorbed. In case of infection of the

pleural cavity the resulting exudation may cause press-
ure on the beart and huigs, resulting in dyspncea and
cardiac weakness. There will also be the general mani-
festations of sep-sis.

^\'nlnl^Js pf the Iniif/K may i^ivolve penetration of the en-
tire thickness of one or l)oth organs, or merely a superfi-
cial surface wound. Most of tbe'woiuids are caused by
sharp-iiointcd knivesor by tire-arms. Tlie modern bullet

freipiently traverses the whole thickness of the lung.
The ]irimary synijitoms of injury of a lung are those of
shock from which the patient gradually recovers unless
some large vessel has been wounded. In addition dysp-
mea is often very pi'onounced, due usually to a .serious

ba-mo-or imcumothorax. lla-moptysisisa characteristic

symi>tom, and varies in amoinit from a little bloody and
frothy mucus to abundant hemorrhage.

Emphi/seiHii, starling in the vicinity of the external

wound, is present in some cases. It is usually confined
to the region of the wound, but may in rare cases extend
over the greater jiart of the body. In case of a large
wound iirolapse of the lung may occur. Symptoms due
to infection of tin' jileura (empyema, abscess of the lung)
may arise subsequently, but under exjiectant treatment
are not common. In case a foreign body, such as a bul-

let, splinter, or tip of a knife-blade, remains behind in the

lung, the tendency to abscess formation is more marked.
A bullet may heal U]i in the tissues without marked re-
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action, and at some subsequent time give rise to severe
disturbances. Gunshot injnriesof the lung have become
nuich less formidable since tlie introduction of snuillcali-
bre projectiles. These bidlets make a cleaner cut and
smallerchannel. In many cases the bullet passes entirely
through the lung, leaving behind but slight damage to
the parenchyma of the lung and an aseptic wound canal,

Tlie diagnosis of injm-y to the lung can usually be
made from the history of the injury, the |)osition of the
wound (in the case of gunshot wounds the locati<m of the
entrance and exit), ha-moptysis, pneumothorax, exten-
sive emphysema. The ,r-ray may demonstrate a bullet
or other foreign body in the inteiior of the lung.
The treatment of injuries of the ideiu'a and lung is

largel_v expectant and symptomatic. The use of the

proi)e for determining the depth of the woimd should be
discarded. The danger of infection is materially in-

creased thereby. The wound and its vicinity sliouhl be

thoroughly disinfected and a sterile dressing applied
without suture of the wound. In case of active hemor-
rhage from a vessel in the thoracic wall resection of a
rib, followed by ligation or packing, may be necessary.
Bleeding from a large vessel in the lung is lieyond the

surgeon's control. Rest and the application ofice bags
to the chest will be efficient to stop mild hemorrhages tn
the lung. Hypodermic injections of morphine are of
value for the pain and restlessness. Aspiration in case
of luTmothorax is seldom necessary, and should be per-
foi'med only when the symjitoms of pressure are very
urgent. The same is true of the pneumothorax. Sub-
cutaneous emphysema usually disappears of itself under
an occlusive tlressing. If it shows a tendency to spread,
it may be treated by multiple incisions into the sub-
cutaneous tissue. The secondary' empyema, which is a
rare complication, is treated by resection of a rib and
drainage. In making an incision for the purpose of

drainage, the oiiginal wound may if practicable be made
use of; otherwise, the incision is made at the place usuall.v
chosen for em]5ycma operations, (See farther on, in the
section relating to empyema.)

Wounds of the jiericurdiinii without involvement of the
beart arc comparatively rare, and the diagnosis can usu-

ally not be made before ojieration or autopsy. The
Jiemorrhage into the pericardium is not severe as a rule,
and does not require special treatment. There may be
sufficient to cause indistinctness of the heart .soundsand
increase in the area of cardiac dulne.ss. Severe pressure
.symptoms with alarming heart weakness and dyspneta
from excessive ha-mopericardium usually mean a" wound
of the heart itself. Infection of the pericardium may
later give rise to a large exudate within the pericardium,
which will produce svmptomsof pressure and sepsis and
demand incision and diainage.

Wounds of the lieurt may be either superficial or pene-
trating: in the latter instance one or more cavities of the

organ may be opened. Wounds of the ajH'X are the most
favorable. The S3'mptonis of a woimd of the heart may
be sudden collapse and death from hemorrhage. The
less severe wounds, however, may give characteristic

symptoms and be susceptible of recovery either sponta-
neously or after operation. The external wound does
not show anything tyjiical. There maybe little or no

bemorrhage from it; or, in case of large wounds, large
amounts of arterial or venous blood may escape. The
position of the wound is important in making the diag-
nosis of injury of the heart. Hemorrhage into the peri-
cardium gives rise to more or less marked symjitoms of

pressure upon the heart and lungs. The heart sounds
are inaudible. The jiulse becomes irregular and weak
and there is severe dys|ina>a. The ]ialient is restless and
has a feeling of anxiety. In case the patient survives the

primary shock and the elTects of hemorrhage, the second-

ary symptoms of infection, ]iarlieularly of the jiericar-

dium, may supervene. Suiijiurative ])ericarditis. though
fortunately a rare complical ion, may prove a dangerous
one, and its early recognition is im]>eiative. The syni|)-
toms of pressure of the purulent exudate upon the heart

and the signs of sepsis are usually sulhcieutly well marked
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to make the diagnosis possible. Bullets may remain
within the heart or pericardium for years without jiro-

(lueiMir ciieulatory (listurliaiircs or infection. G. Fischer

foilecteil 4.")'.2 eases of wiuuxlsof llie heart with 3S(I ileaths

anil 72 recoveries. Death was inunediate in 104. and in

270 it occurred after intervals varying from one hour to

nine months.
'l"he treatment of woumlsdf Ihc heart is usually synij)-

tonialic, but in some cases active interfercMce becomes

necessary, (.'omplete rest in a recunil)rnt position is

combined with the admiuistratioTi of morphine, the ap-

plicati<in of an ice bag over the heart, and, when neces-

sary, the judicious use of some heart stimulant, such a.s

digitalis. In extreme collai)se the infusion of salt solu-

tion may be called for. Severe pressure of the blood
within tiie pericardium upon the heart may demand as-

piration or incision. Dillerent points in the cliest wall

have been chosen for maUing the incision to e.\])Ose the

pericardium. A favorite place is the fourth or fifth

intercostal space clo.se to the sternum, with resection

of the fourth or tilth costal cartilage. The point of

entrance of the instrument which inllicted the wound
may be made use of in making the incision. Incision is

preferable to puncture, as it is much more elTective and
involves less danger of injuring the heart. Furthermore,
an incision of the pericardium makes possible suture of

the heart, should this lie necessary. The insertion of

sutures into the heart is usually a difficult proceduie, but
has been successfully accomplished in a number of in-

stances. Silk or catgut may be used. The introduction

of one or two long sutures facilitates the insertion of the

other stitches. The sutures should pass only through
the muscle tissues and not enter the cavity. The most
favondjle wounds for suturing are the smaller ones of
the anterior surface of the right or left ventricle.

Wounds of an auricle or those which pass through both
ventricular walls camiot as a rule be sutiu'ed. The in-

dications for attempting suture of the iieart are pro-

gressive bleeding into tlie pericardium, or e.xternall}',
with increasing an;emia or symptoms of pressure on the
lieart. Out of 34 cases of heart suture collected by Sher-

man, 5 died on the operating table of hemorrhage, 10 died

very soon after operation, and 13 recovered.

For fractures of the ribs and sternum see under Fract-

vres.

liifl<immatory Diseases of tite Chest Wall.—Cold abscesses
are generally tuberculous in origin and arise usually from
some carious jirocess in a rib. The thoracic and dor.sal

muscles easily permit of gravitation and burrowing of

the pus so that the original focus in the bone may be a
considerable distfuice from the ab.scess itself. The symp-
toms are slight. The abscess causes a fluctuating swell-

ing, varying in size, over which the skin is nin'mal. The
treatment may be either aspiration with injections of

iodoform and glycerin, or incision and diainage.
Osldiiiijitlilis of the Itifis anil Stirmini.—Acute o.steo-

myelitis of these bones is rare. Tyi)hoid fever is occa-

sionally complicated by subacute osteomyelitis of the
nl)s. The treatment is in general the same as in other
bones.

Tuberculous osteomyelitis is far more commonly local-

ized in the rilis or sternum. The process leads to the
formation of a tubereidous ali.scess, which either breaks

through the skin in tlic vicinity, forming a list u la lead-

ing down to the focus in the bone, or burrows vmder the

mu.scles, forming a cold abscess, which comes to the sur-

face at some more distant jioint.
The treatment consists in dividing the fistulotis tracts

and resecting the rib. In case of long fistulous tracts

the injection of iodoform emulsion may be substituted.
Extensive resections of the sternum are sometimes neces-

sary.

SunGIC.\I, DlSK.\SF.S OF THE Pl.EUU.'^.

Empyema.—Inflammations of the pleura belong in the

province of surgery oidy wiien the exudate is pundent
in character. The purely serous exu<lates and transu-

dates are treated by internal medication and aspiration
(paracentesis thoracis). Should, however, a serous ex-
udate liecoiue suppurative, the more radical surgical
measures of tlioracotomy, with or without resectionof a
rib, have to be resorted "to.

The etioloyy of empyema is varied. The infection

may. gain access to the jileura through an external
wound, through the blood or the lymphatics, and finally

by direct extension from a neighlioring organ, mostconi-

monly the lungs. It may thus represent a purely local

suppurative process or bea part of a general sepsis. An
abscess within the abdomen may rupture through the

diaphragm and cau.se an emjiyema, or a suppurative
jirocess in the neck or chest wall may extend directly or

through the lymphatics to the pleural cavity. The bac-

teriological examination of the exudate has shown the

presence, in different cases, of the pneumococcus, the

streptococcus, the staphylococcus, and the bacillus of
ttdjerculosis. Pneumococcus infections are the most
common ones in children, while in adults the streptococ-
cus is the most frequent cause, with the liacillus tuber-
culosis next. The character of the infection determines
to a large extent its virulence. Tubereidous cases are

by far the most unfavorable.
The syiiiptoms of empyema are those of jiressure pro-

duced by a fluid contained in a closed cavity, and the
manifestations of absorption of septic materials. Press-
lae may cause displacement and interference with the
functions of the lungs and heart. The septic al)sorptioii
causes fever, emaciation, and ultimately death unless the

pus finds a spontaneous or artificial escape. Sponta-
neous discharge of pus, which is unusual, may take

place through a bronchus or the chest wall. Even when
such an outcome occurs the escape of pus is not com-

plete, and in order to heal a resulting fistula or expecto-
ration of pus, an operation is usually necessary. The
longer the operation is delayed the greater the danger of

sepsis, and in case of recovery tlie longer the healing
process will be. In chronic cases the pleural surfaces
become enormously thickened, the lung, from continued

pressure, becomes greatly contracted, and the enclosed
abscess cavity tends to persist owing to the rigidity of

its walls.

The treatment of empyema consists in prom|it and

thorough evacuation of the purulent exudate, fnllnwcd

by drainage of the cavity (thoracotomy ). Fortius |nir-

pose resection of a ))oition of a rib is advisable in order
to gain better access to the cavity and secure more com-

plete drainage. In children incision through an inter-

costal space may be sufficient. The rib chosen for

resection may be either the eighth, ninth, or tenth pos-

teriorly, to the outer side of the long dorsal muscles, or

the fifth or .sixth in the axillary line. The advantage of

the first location is that the abscess cavity is opened at

its lowest portion and in the usual recumbent iiusition
the drainage is the best possible. On tlie other hand, the

ascent of the diaphragm may tend to displace or com-

press the draina,ge tube. In the axillary Hue t he ribs are

more accessible, thus making the operation easier, but the

drainage is inferior and hence the healing ]irocess will he

slower. In cither locality the portion of rib in question
is exposed by an incision along the rib, three or four

inches in length. The periosteum is divided in the line

of the skill incision and separated from the outer and in-

ner surface's of the rib by means of a pericostal elevator.

Care must be taken not to injure the intercostal artery
which runs along the lower border of the rib. The latter

liaviiig been exposed, a piece, two inches in length, is

removed with bone-cutting forceps or a (iigli .saw. The

ex]iose<l ))leura should now be punctured with an aspi- ;

rating needle to make sure that pus is really ]u-esenl ; and
|

if jius is found, a jioHited knife is thrust into the distended

cavity. The linger may imw be inserted for the purpose of

exiiloring the cavity and removing solid iiieces of lymph
which might olislrucl the drainage tube. The pus having
been evacuated, irrigation with I to 10.000 tiichloride solu-

tion or 1 to 4 peroxide of hydrogen followed in most cases

by salt solution may be practised, althougli this is not
;J
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necessary except wlicn tlic exuilHte is very foul. One or

two tliic'k-walled dniiiiMCT tubes arc now instTtcil and a

safi'tv-pi" is )iassc<l IhiDUnli their outer end to |n-eveMt
tlieiu' from slipping into tlie cavity. Finally a vcjiuniinous

gauze and cotton dressing is ajjplied and held in ]ilacc l)^'

a muslin bandagi' or binder. Duiing tlieafter-treatmeiit

the cavity may be washed out uiih some harmless solii-

tij)n and the drainage tidies graduail)' shortened. In

order to aetxdcrate e.\|)ansion of the lung expiratory ex-

ercises, such as blowing air into a rulilier ball, maybe
employed. Healing of the thoracic opening may be very
slow, lint ordinary ca.ses heal even after the lapse of

m<intlis. Cases wlii<h had e.visied a long time before

operation anil tuberculous cases may not Ileal, and will

then require fnither operative treatment. 'I'lie cause of

failure of healing in those cases is the existence of a
chronic abscess cavity with rigid walls which can neither

be tilled n]i by exjiansion of the lung nor contract by
shrinUage of the surrounding parts. In case the cavity
persists the palii'iit sulVers from the ciTeets of septic ab-

sorption, particularly if the ti>tulous ojieiiiiig becomes

stopped up. In case of tuberculosis the general symp-
toms are more marked and the local process may spread
to the neighboring ribs and other adjoining parts. For
this reason it is desirable to firing about a radical cure of

theconditions which otherwise may continue indelinitely.
Several operations have been devised for tliis pur|iose
which have as their common object the contraction and
obliteration of the abscess cavity. Extlttndn-'tt api ralion

(thoracoplasty) consists in the subjieriosteal resection of

a piece from all the ribs covering tiie cavity. The num-
ber resected will depend upon the size of the cavity, lint

it is better to resect too many than too few. Removal of

a portion of the ribs in (|Uestion makes the thoracic wall

jiiuch more movable, and thus enables it to come in con-

tact with the visceral pleura, and finally unite with it.

Si-hnle's ihoriimphinty consists in removal not only of por-
tions of the ribs, but also of the thiikeiied jiarietal pleura
as well. For this purjiose a curved incision is made
from the outer border of the pectoialis major muscle at

the level of the fourth rib to tlie tenth rib in the post»'rior

a.xillary line. From here the incision ascends in a curve
and runs along the vertebral side of the seaiiula. The
skin and mu.scles are dissected up, exposing the ribs,

which are removed subperiosteally from the costal car-

tilage to the tubercle. The thickened parietal pleura is

now removed with forceps and scissors, leaving be-

hind a shallow gutter-shaiicd cavity which is scraped
out and tlieii covered with the flap of skin and muscle.

The wound is sutured in front, but left open and

packed behind. This opeiation is the most successful

one for large cavities: smaller ones can usuall_y be
covered by the Estlander method. Delorme practised
"decortization of the lung" for chronic em|)vema. and a
linmber of cures by this method have been reported.
llis operation eon.sists in reflecting a flap of skin, muscle,
and bone, and then removing both pleural surfaces witli

I lie finger or scissors. The flap is then leturned to its

place. The hemorrha,ge from the surface of the lung is

often excessive and requires postponement of the oper-
ation to a second sitting. ;\[ost cases of chronic emp}'e-
nia can be cured by one of these forms of operation.
Estlander 's is sntticient for the smaller cavities, while
Schede's is designed for the extensive cavities and the

tuberculous cases. Delorme's operation is still in the

experimental stage.

ScRGK At. I)isi;asi;s oi^ riiK Lung.

The most im]iorlant diseases of the lung for the sur-

geon are abscess, gangrene, and bronchiectasis. Tuber-
culous cavities are only seldom adapted to operative treat-

iiieiit.

Almress of the Liinij.
—The causes of pulmonary ab-

scess are acute pneumonia, inlections embolism, foreign
bodies in the lung, wounds, and perforations of a sup-
inuative process in the neigliborhood. 'i'he characteristic

sputum of ab.scess of the lung is pure creamy pus with-

out marked odor. Jlicroscopic examinations sliow the

presence of elastic fibres and ha'matoidin crystals. Fever
is present and there are jihysical signs of a cavitv in the

lung which is alternately" full and emjity. VVitliout

operation the jirognosis is unfavorable.
The treatment consists in opening the abscess as soon

as the diagnosis is made. The )irogiiosis of operation is

best in case of abscess following pneumonia and much
worse in one due to a foreign body or to embolism.
The thorax is opened by an incision similar to tliat made
for empyema, one or two ribs being resected for the ]iur-

jiose of gaining more room. In place of resecting ribs a

tlap consisting of skin, muscle, and bone, can be retleeled

and then replaced aftercomplction of the opeiation. 'I'he

costal pleura having been exposed it should bi- deter-
mined whether or not adhesions exist between this and
the visceral pleura. Such adhesions arc necessary to

lirevent a pneumothorax or escape of infectious contents
into the cavity. To determine tlie presence or absence
of adhesions a tine aspiraling needle may be tlirusl into
the pleura. If it moves back and forth freely there are
no adhesions present. In case of adhesions the move-
ments of the needle are slight or absent. If not already
present they should he artificially jiroduced by packing
gauze upon the costal pleura, and leaving it in place for

several days, or by suturing the two surfaces. The ad-
hesions having been obtained the presence of pus is as-

certained by means of an aspirating needle thrust mto
the cavity. If pus is present an opening into the lung
is made with a iiointed knife or the theriiiD-cautery.
The latter method is followed by less liemorrhage and
the opening is more likely to remain patent. A drainage
tube is inserted into the abscess cavity and gradnall)'
shortened as the liealing process progresses.

(iHiiijreike of tlie Lii<i(i.
—When circumscribed, gangrene

of the lung may be thefibject of surgical treatment. Its

etiology is niucli the same as that of abscess; it occurs

particularly in alcoholic or diabetic patients, or those in

jioor general health. It is distinguishable from abscess

chiefly through the characterof the sputum. This is ex-

tremely foul-smelling and contains particles of broken-
down lung tissue. The different forms of gangrene can
be treated onlj'tiy medicinal means, such as inhalation of
carbolic acid or turpentine, and the internal administra-
tion of creosote, etc. The prognosis in these eases is

usually hopeless, the patients succumbing to the septic

absorption. Localized foci of gangrene should be at-

tacked in the same waj' as abscess by thoracotomy and
resection of one or more rilis. The good effects upon t he

general condition of free evacuation of the contents of the

gangrenous cavity are alnio.st instantaneous, and the re-

moval of the foul odor and taste is an imniense boon to

the patient. Tuppcr's statistics show 7-t cases of pneu-
inotomj- for gangrene with 00 jier cent, recoveries.

Lenzliarzt lias collected 148 cases that were ojierated

upon, of which 94 were cured and .54 died—i.e.. (i3..5 per
cent, of cures. Villiere's statistics show that with inter-

nal treatment from 75 to 80 percent, die. This seems an
excellent showing for the operative treatment.

Bronchiectatic Ciirifi<:i.— In recent years the drainage
of cavities resulting fVom bronchiectasis has been per-
formed in a number of instance? with satisfactory re-

sults. This is true only of a single cavity, or of two or

more which lie closely adjacent. The diagnosis is made
chietly from the history, tlie character of the split uin,

and the iihysical examination of the chest. The odor is

not so intense as in gangrene, and there is an absence of

degenerated tissue elements. The technique of the oper-
ation is much the same as in abscess and gangrene. After

exposing the |ileiir,'i adhesions are produecil by packing
or by sutures and tlie pus is soii.glit for with an aspirating
neecile. The thermocautery is the best instrument for

cutting through the layer ol' healthy lung before entering
the cavitj'. Drainage is |irovided for in the usual way.
The beneticial elfeets of removal of the purulent focus

are often surjirising. Some bronchorrli«?a is likely to

jicrsist, but it can be kept under control by proper hy-

gienic measures and and by the use of expectorants.
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DisKASES OP THK MEDIASTINUM.—The diswises of the

niccliastimiin are acute and chronic ineciiastinilis, ami iiic-

iliastinul tiiinois.

Mitliiixt/iiiti.i.—The etiology of intlamniatioiis in this

region inchnles tiaunialisni. e.\teiision from adjaecnt or

gans, and tnberctilo.sis. The anterior niediastiiuini is liy

far the most fre(|nently attacked. The symptoms of the

acute and chronic forms are much the .same cxcejit that

in the former they are more intense. Pain is present in

all eases an<l is located behind the sternum, from which
it radiates to the shoulder blades. The sterniun is olten

tender on pressure and may liecome reil and (edematous.

Fever is present particularly at the be.nhnnng, and in the

acute eases may be accomi>anied by chills and sweating.
A.s soon as pus has formed jiressure .symptoms may make
their appearance, inelndingdyspn(vaand heart weakness.

The al)scess may finally work its way to the surface ami

point either in some intercostal space close to the .steninm

or at some more distant jiart. Uu|)ture into the dia-

phrai;ni, trachea, or pleural cavity may also occur.

Tile treatment consists in evacuating the pus at the

place where the abscess points, or in opening the ante-

rior or posterior mediasliuum. The anterior mediasti-

num is opened by resection of one or more ribs or costal

cartilages, and the adjacent sternum. The posterior me-
iliaslinum has only seldom been attacked. On the ca-

daver it has been shown that removal of a transverse

process of a vertebra and the underlying piece of rib

gives a good ojiening for the discharge of pus.
Ttniiom (if llie iiudiiisluDiiii include the benign and ma-

liguant. (ilandular enlargements form a .goodi}' percent-

age of these new growths. Some of the tumors are pri-

mary, others arc sec-ondary. The benign tumors include

tibroma. li|ioma, and dermoid cysts. The malignant tu-

niin-s, both carcinoma and sarcoma, may have their origin
in the bninehial glands or in the brom hi them.selves. In

all varietii's the .symptoms are jiractieally the .same, and
are eliicliy tlio.se of pressure. The heart, lungs, large ves-

sels, nerves, <esophagus, and trachea may be comjiressed
and their function impaired. Furthermore, the clicst

wall may be ])ushed forward and ultimately the tumor

may come to lie beneath or perforate the skin. Malig-
nant tumors run a more rapid course than the benign,
and may cause death before the tumor has apjieared ex-

ternally. Percussion is didl or flat over the tumor when
it is situated close behinil the sternum. Pressure ujion
the recurrent laryngeal nerve causes paralysis (jf the

Toeal cord on the same side. Pressure on the pneumo-
gastrie may result at first in slowing of the pulse, later

in acceleration of the same.
The dilterential diagnosis from aortic aneurism can

usually be made from its history and from the presence in

the latter of arteriosclerosis, aortic iusuHiciency, friction

sounds, etc.

As regards the prognosis the differentiation of the

benign from the malignant tumors is of e.vtreme im-

portance. The malignant are the more common, and
whether primary or secondary can usually be recognized
by their more rapid growth, by the ])resence of glandular
enlargements, by llie greater severity of the (lain, and by
the rapid loss of flesh and strength.
The treatment may be f)egun by the inliMiial adnunis-

tration of jiotassium iodide or arsenic, and in case of

syphilitii! lymphomala, malignant lymphoniata, and
.some sarcomata a diminiuion in the size of the tumois
will result. Otlii'r cases will call for active siu'gieal
treatment, and this should not be delayed too long either
in the malignant or in the benign forms. The oi)eration
is the same as in suppurati\ e mediastinitis, e.xceiit that

more room will be necessary for removing the growths
than for (jpening the abscess. E.xcision of .several ribs

and |)art of the sternum or temjiorary osteo]ilastie resec-

tion of ril)s by means of a (lap of skin, muscle, and bone
furnishes a good exposure of the aiderior mediastinum.

Through such an opening the tumor masses are enucle-
ated, care being taken not toinjure thepleiira orthe peri-
cardium. If such an accident occurs, the opening is

closed at ouce by suture or the wound packed, and the

operation ])ut off to a second sitting. E.xcessive hemor-

rhage may be another reason for postponing the comple-
tion id' the operation. The benign as well as the malig-
nant tumors may require extensive dissection. altho\igli
adhesions with adjacent structures are more intimate in

X\w malignant forms.
Distiiscn <if tlir Perii'iinlimii.—As in the pleura exuda-

tions occasionally take place within the pericar<lium.
Of these the supjuirative form will demand surgical
interference. Collections of scrum or of blood may be
removed by aspiration. but. should this not be sullieient,
incision uaiy be resorted to. Puruli-nt collections, just
as in empyema, rccpure for a cure incision and drainage.
Puncture and aspiration are freiiuently resorted to in

making the diagnosis of the presence and character of
the exudate. A safe jilace for iiuncturing the pericar-
dium is at a point between the fifth and sixth ribs, close

to the sterniun. The third or finirtli intercostal space
can also be chosen. Care must be taken not to injure
the internal manunary artery which lies at a distance of

from 1 to iX) cm. to the outer side of the sternum.
Puncture is performed with an aspirating needle or a
trocar. As the heart may be pushed forward by the

exudate behind and thus lie close to the anterior thoracic

wall, care must be exercised in not injuring that organ.
The instrument is thrust in cautiovisly in an u])ward
direction, and it is often possible to feel the heart come
in contact with the V'o'ut of the needle. Driormc col-

lected eighty-two cases of [luncture of the pi'iit'aidium
with twenty-eight cures.

Iticiston iif tlic pirieanlhnii may be jierformed through
a variety of incisions. Ollier's incision seems the sim-

plest and answers the purpose. The incision runs from
the middle of the sternum along the centre of the fifth

costal cartilage. The latter is dissected free, rcseeled_
with a knife or bone-cutting forceps, and the internal

mammary artery tied. In case sullieient room is not

obtained, a piece of the sternum is resected. Another
incision (I)elornie) begins 1 cm. from the left bonier of

the sternum and nms from the fourth to the .seventh

cost«l caitilage. Two short lateral incisions are made
outward from each end of the longitudinal one, and
the fiap is turned back. The cartilages of the fifth an<l

si.xth ribs are resected, care being taken not to wound
the internal mammary artery. Drainage is provided
for by means of a rubber drain.-ige lube inserted into

the cavity. Among thirty-five cases of suppurative
]iericardilis operated upon by incision and drainage,
Kobert found that fortj-thrce per cent, recovered.

Benjamin 'J'. Tiltim.

THOROUGHWORT.—(/v/;OTi'on«w U. S. P. : Boneset.)
The ilried leaves and llowcring to])S of Kupaloriiim per-

JoJiiitinu ]j. (fam. Coiiijioxito'). This is a widely spread
species, growing in the greatest abundance aliout the

borders of jionds and brooks, and in wet jilaces gen-

erally, from Canada to Florida, and from tlu' eastern to

the western side of this country. It isa handsome, large,

jierennial herb, with a hairy, rather simple stem, grow-
ing from two to four or more feet high, large, dark green
and comiiletely connate ]iairs of rough hairy leaves, and
tiattened, compU'X, cymose clusters of small heads of

minute creamy -white flowers.

DioscHU'rioN or Dmo.—Leaves opposite, the two
united by their broa<l bases, the upiiermost often distinct,

those of the iufloreseence mostly alternate and greatly
reduced; 8-l.'» cm. (ii-6 in.) long and LS-ocni. (:i-2 in.)

broad, tapering regularly from near the base to an acute

apex, crenatc-serrate, above bright green or somewhat

yellowish-green, rugose and finely bullate; underneath

yellowish-gray-grecn, densely short hairy and resinous

dotted, the jn'oniinent, rounded, crooked, fine veins con-

spicuously reticulated; fiower-heads very numerous, ia"

broad corymbs, the branches ro\igh hairy; mature in-

volucre camiianulafe, the imbricated seah'S lance-oblong,
obtnsish, green, hairy, thi' imier longer and with whitish

tips and margins; flowers of the head about ten to six-

teen, tubular, yellowish-white, the pajijuis in a single

15Q
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row, wliite, bristly; odor Aveak, aromatic; taste bitter,

astiinjii'iil, aniiiiatic.

'I'lic (•(instituriUsor tliorougliwort are cliicHy liic liitlir

gliK'iisidc <'Upalciiiii, whicli is soluble both in aUiiliol and
in lioiliny' water, a very small amount <il' volatiliMiil, aglu-
eosidal tamiin. wliieb eonslitutcs tliecciloring matter, and
another tannin. There are also gum, resin, and ordinary

plant eoustituents. 'i'lie presence of an alkaloid lias

been reported, but this subject re(iuircs furlliiT investi-

gation.
UsK.—I'onr.sct has been huig used in the United S(at<'S

as atonic and antipcriodic, and even as an emetic, but

always more of a laniily ine<licin(! than one prescribed

by physicians. Since lla; beginning of tin' last century
it has fallen very much into disuse. In small doses

t!i(u-ougliwort is a mild bitter tonic, lik(^ the chamomiles
and others in thi^ same family, but witli less aromatic
character than most of tliem. It is also a good deal lik(!

liorehound in the Lal/iittm. In larger doses, esiiecially in

liot infusion, it is diaphoretic, possilily diuretic, and is

still occasionally used, followed l)y a sweat under

blankets, to abort colds, and in tiie beginning of most
acute diseases. In very large doses (an infusion of an
ounce or so) it is a nauseating emetic. Doses as large as

can be borne by the slomach, repeated for some days,
have had a considerable reputation in the country, and
liave a little real value, iu tlie treatment of intermittent

fever and other malarial manifestations.

In domestic practice tliorougliwort is usually given in

the form of a decoction, especially when its diaphoietic,
antiiheuniatic. or antipcriodic action is desired. Physi-
cians also often prescribe it in that way, though more
often at the present time in the form of thelluid extract.

The dose of the latter, of which 1 c.c. is the equivalent
of 1 gni. of the drug, is lO-lo minims as a tonic, 1-4 c.c.

(H. 3 i-i-) as a diaphoretic and antipcriodic, and two or

three times as much as an emetic.

Ai.LiKD Species.—The genus Eiipatm-inm comprises
many hundreds of species, a large number of which, in

various countries, are employed .similarly to the above.
Numerous plants belonging to related genera have simi-

lar pro]ierties. (See Cumpiisita:) llenry U, liiisliy.

THREE SPRINGS.— lIiHitingdon County, Pennsyl-
vania.

Post-Opfice.—Three S]irings. Hotels and sanitar-

ium.
Access.—Take the Pennsylvania Railroad (main line)

to Mount Union, Pa. ; tlieuce take East Broad Top Rail-

road to springs.
The village of Three Springs is located in a valley

formed by Jack's Mountain, 2,220 feet liigh, and Care
Hill, 2,210 feet in altitude. The place takes its name
from the presence of three mineral springs, situated

about one hundred feet apart, auil formiug tile corners
of an equilateral triangle. The springs are known as

"Xo. l,""No. 3,"and"Xo. 3." Tliey have been known
and used for many years, but it was not until 1S91 that

they came under control of the present proprietor, who
has brought them to an advanced state of development
as a resort. Spring No. 1. the most important of tlu^

group, flows about one thousand gallons fif water per
hour, having a tem|)erature of 55' P. It is used cor.i-

mercially under the name of tlie Ilygeia Natural Jlineral

Water, and is shijiped in live-gallon demijohns. Tin-

following analysis was made in 1895 by Prof. (.!. G.

Pond, of the Pennsylvania State College:
Sjiring No. 1 (Three S]uiiigs). One United St.al('S gal-

lon contains (solids): Calcium bicarbonate, gr. 34; cal-

cium sulphate, gr. 53.6;!; niagni'sitnii sulphate, gr. 33.54;
sodium sulphate, gr. 5.01; sodium chloride, gr. 0.35;
lithium sulphate, gr. 0.02; potassium sulphate, a trace;

silica, gr. 1.15. Total, 128.0 grains.
Gases: Carbonic acid, cub. in. 5.47: o.\y,neii. euli. in.

1.72; nitrogen, cub. in. 3.85. The water is bright, spar-
kling, and palatable, and entirely free from organic im-

purities. It is an ellicient la.xative and mild diuretic and
has been found benelicial in cases in which aetivitv of the

emunctories is desirable. The water has been iiseil with
success in cases of obesity and in UReinia and general
anasarca, as W(dl as in local drojisies. In habitual con-

stipation a systematic course of the water is often cura-
tive. It is al.so benelicial in other disorders requiring a

sulphuretcd saline water. The sanitarium al Three

Springs is kept open all the year. Jitmex K. drmik.

THROMBOSIS.—DiCFiMTroN.—Thrombosis is a path
oIogie:il sl.iledr process in which there isa deposit within
the heart or vessels, during life, of solid material origi-

nating in transformation of the blood.

The solid lua.ss or iiluglhus produced is called al/iri/m-

/jxs.

It used to be taught that thrombosis was caused by the

coagulation of the blood, but fuller researches, more
especially those of Eberth and Schimmelbusch. have

proved that many thrombi, at least at first, are due to

the agglutination of blood jilatelets or of corpuscles
without liluin formation, so that it is more correct to

adopt a wider definition, such as that given above.
Vauiktiics ok Tiiikj.mbi.—Any or all of the formed

elements of the blood or their derivatives may enter into
the composition of thrombi, viz., red corpuscles, leuco-

cytes, blood platelets, and fibrin.

/iVrf llirdiiibi.—Theseare produced in stagnating blood
and are strictly comparable to clots formed outside the

body, being composed of fibrillated uoriu, red and white
cells, in much the .same pro]iortion as in ordinary- clots.

M'Jiile Tliviiiiilii.—Thnunlii deposited from the circulat-

ing blood are generally of the white variety. The char-

acteristic color, whence they derive their name, is due to

the presence in excess of fibrin, leucocytes, and platelets.
It is not, however, uncommon to find mired tlirunihi in

which tliere is an admixture of red cells, giving them a
somewhat reddish tint. When recent, white thrombi un-
der the microscope are composed of granular material

having the form of clumps or strands of irregular size

and shape which are embedded in fibrin, leucocytes, and
a certain number of red cells. The granular matter iu

question is composed of altered blood platelets. The
fibrin has frequently a distinct fibrillated structure, and
is partieularl}' abundant at the periphery of tlie masses
of platelets, sending anastomosing branches into tlieir

sulistance or forming a loose meshwork in which red
cells are entangled.

Filiriii I'lii-oinbi.—These are not infrequently found in

inflamed areas, usually in the smaller vessels. They may
be seen particularly well in the vessels of the lung in

crou|>ous pneumonia. According to K. Zenker, who has
described them in detail, whorls or brush-like tufts of
coarse fibrin may be seen springing friuu the wall of the
vessel. These appear to radiate from a definite centre

composed of degenerating material, such as endothelial

cells, leucocytes, blood iilatelets, or debris. The anunint
of deposit is not usually sufficient completel}' to block
the vcs.sel. In old white thrombi also the cellular ele-

ments degenerate and are rejilaeed by fibrin.

LcHcorytia Throiiilii.—As has been already hinted, leu-

cocytes enter into the formation of a large proportion of
whiteand mixed thrombi; but thrombi eom|iosed almost

entirely of white cells are also to be met with, particu-
larly in areas that are acutely inllanied. In this case the
condition is really a capillariiis, arteritis, or phlebitis, and
the plug is due to the accumulation of leucocytes at-

tracted to the spot by chemotaxis. Somewhat similar
masses are seen within the vessels in cases of leukaMuia,
but these an; perhaps not strictly' to be regarded as
thnnnbi.

Hi/itlhtf Thriiiiihi.—For the recognition of this form we
are indebted to von Recklinghausen. Hyaline thrombi
.are found cbiefiy in the capillaries, but also in tlie smaller
veins and arteries. The lumen of the alTected vessel is

filled with a liomogeueous. translucent, and retractile

substance, without color, oral most having a faint yel-
lowish tinge, which gives the micioeliemical reactions

for fibrin. This variety is found more especially in

toxic and infective conditions and after exposure to heal
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!Uid cold. The most striking examples of it, according
to ^Y^kll, lire to be found in the reniil fiipillaries of swine

dyingcf hoj; eliolcm. Il is also ini-t wilii in pneumonia.
Iieniorrliagic iufaretion, fnisl-hite, and eclampsia.

The C/ieinico-P/ii/xifs uf TlirniiilnKia.— I'niil we are able

to give a more complete explanation of tlie process of

coagulation of the blood, we shall still bi' more or less in

the dark as to the nature of tlirombosis. As with all

vital and semi-vital processes, the sid)ject is beset with
dilliculties. According to the most painstaking investi-

gators coagulation is a chemical in-ocess whereby the in-

teraction of certain substances results in the |n-ecipilation
of insoluble material. According to Selunidt ("ZurRlul-
lehre." Leipsic, 1S'J3) the following are the determining
factors: (1) Soluble proteids of the nature of globulin.
with their derivative librinogen. (2) A fibrin ferment to

act upon the sidjstances just mentioned. (3) Various
neutral salts, but especially tliose of calcium, which
form insoluble compounds. Artlius and Pages (Arcli. de

Plii/s.. ii., 1N90) have shown that without the interven-

tion of calcium saltslil)riniigcn cannot give rise to tibrin,

for if pola.s.sium o.xalate be added to fresh blood in suffi-

cient amount to precipitate the calcium salts, clotting
will not occur ; wliile if calcium salts be restored, clotting
will rapidly take place. Pekelharing (Fe.fUchrift f. Vir-

rhiiir, Berlin, 1891, and Ikiitwhemi'd. '[\'oi-h., 1892),"basing
his opinion on the fact that a uucleo-albumin can be
isolated from the ])lasma, whicli when brought in contact
with tibrinogen and salts of calcium prodiices atypical
clot. Iielieves that the tibiin ferment or "thrombin

"
of

Schmidt is a combination of nucleo-albumin and calcium.

When this is brought into contact with fibrinogen the

cadcium radical unites with a portion of the tibrinogen
molecule to form an insoluble salt, fibrin. Fibrinogen
and calcium salts are to be found in tlic blood plasma,
while the nucleo-albumin is a juoduct of the disintegra-
tion of the leucocytes and jierbaiis the ha>matoblasts. In

terms of this theory, then, fibrin is an end-product of the

chemical interaction of uuclco-albuminateof calcium and
filirinogen.

Besides this, however, the researches of I>ister, Briicke.

Banmgarten, and Frcund have proved that certain

mechaincal principles enter into the question of coagula-
tion. If. as was dcme by Lister, a section of a large vessel

containing blood be isolated lietween double ligatures
and removed, the lilood will remain fluid for hours; and
fiuther, if the vessel be divided transversely into two so

as to form, as it were, two test tubes, the blood may be

poured from one portion to the other almost indefinitely
without coagulating. The reason fcu" this is not entirely
clear. But Frcund has shown ( ^^'ienit med. Ja/irb., 1888)
that. providt»d decomposition be prevented, blood which
has been received into glass vessels smeared with vaseline

will remain fluid for a long time. A similar result fol-

lows if blood be dropped into some iierfectly bland fluid

such as oil. Freuud thinks that when the vessel is

not lubricated in this way the surface of the glass de-

stroys .some of the red corpuscles, and that this initiates

coagulation. However this may be, the experiment at

least shows that what are at first sight trivial changes in

the coiulition of the vessel wall are sufficient to induce

coagulation. However, something more than mere con-
tact with a foreign surfac-e ajipcars to be necessary.
Changc-s must be present of such a natuic as to promote
adhesion between the vc'ssel wall and llic corpu.scles,

especially the red cells. Small glass balls, presenting a

smooth, unirritating surface may be introduced into the

bloodvessels with impunity, as in Zahn's experiment
( Fculir/irift f. Vire/wir. jfnteriiat. Beitr., ii., ji. 199);
while if needles or other sharp objects l;e inserted, the

blood-platelets are pi-ecipitalcd and Ihroudiosis is rapidly
induced. Anything, therefore, that impairs the integrity
of the vessel wall, be it in the slightest degree, may on
occasion determine throndiosis.

It may be asked why it is that coagulation of the blood
does not take place tmder the conditions of normal exist-

ence. All the elements for the prodiiction of fibrin are
in fact present, for there is constant disintegration of the

red cells with liberation of nucleo-proteid ; but so long as
the vessel walls remain intact, the amount of nucleo-pro-
teid is but small, and il is ciuickly neutralizc'd or meta-

mor|iliosc'd and thus ic-nclerc-d innocuous. The fact that

it is dillicult to produce thrombosis by the injection into

the circulation of nucleo albumiiis proves that up to a
certain point the body is able to protect itself against
coagulation. Lilieufeld has further shown that under
certain circunistanees during disintegration of leucocytes
a proleid is formed, which he terms A/.v?«;(, that has the

power to ])revent clotting.
Numerous experinunls. as well asclinical observations,

have led us to realize that a variety of factors are con-

cerned in the jirocess of thrombosis. Mo.st are, I thiidi,

agreed that the following points are of cardinal impor-
tance, although there is not always unanimity as to the

relative value of each; (1) Alterations in the vessel wall,

whereby the blood is brought into contact with an
abnormal surface. (2) Slowing or other irregularities of

the blood current. (3) Changes in the bloocl itself. As
the se(|Uel will show.it is beyond c|Uestion that the action

and reaction of the various factors meutioned arc inti-

mately bound up together.
It may be inferred, and rightly, from the experiments

above referred to, that gross physical changes in the con
dition of the ves.sel wall are of ]iowerful imjiort in the

causation of thrombosis, partic'ularly if they be such as

to impair the conliuuity of the intinia or produce ob-

struction. Injuries or disease of the vessel walls, and

foreign bodic'S of all kinds within the lumen, such as

needles, bones, wire, lime salts, bits of tumor, and para-
sites, may act in this way. Advantage is taken of this

fact in the well-known "treatment of aneurisms by the

insertion of fine wire. The thrcnnbus itself often acts as

a foreign body, a fact which exjilains its tendency to

spread. Yet it is fre([Ueiitly observed at autopsies that

the most extensive disease with roughness of the intinia

may exist, as in atheroma, withcuit the formation of a
thrombus. Again. Zenker has noted that degenerating
endothelium often fcuius a nucleus for the deposition of

tibrin. so that a star-like clot is formed. If, too, we in-

flict an aseptic injury on the valvesof the heart in an ex-

perimental animal, relatively little thrombosis results.

Should we, however, inject pyogenic micro-organisms
at the same time, we get the most pronounced effects.

Such observations suggest that in thrombosis, besides

mechanical factors, chemical changes have to be taken
into account, and it wcuild appear necessary to asstime

certain specific properties on the part of the intimal cells

and the injured tissue. This is further indicated liy nu-

merous experiments w hich have proved that certain sub-

stances introduced into the blood have the pon'er of in-

ducing coagulation. Such are thymus extract, laky
blood, detibrinated bloocl. ether, tissue juices, snake

venom, and biliary salts, among otliers. These sub-

stances probably act b_v affecting the vitality of the inti-

mal cells, or possibly, as some think, by liberating the

fibrin ferment. It is by no means luoved. however, that

the clots thus ])roduced are identical with (Uclinary
thrombi. In fact, there is every reason to think that

they are not. It must, nevertheless. I think, be admitted
that circulating toxins or |ierverted metabolism in the

blood induce important alterations in the properties of

the intimal cells, for, as we know, there is a decidecl

tendency in many infective and cachectic states for

thrombosis to occur. It i.s, perhap.s, maiidy in this way
that the so-called "ferment thrombi" are produced.
Slowing of the bloodstream has been referred to as one

of the factors concerned in the production of thrombi.

This in itself cannot be of jirimc importance since nu-

merous c'xperimenls. notably tliose of (Uc'narci and Banm-

garten. have shown that the circulation may be com-

pletely obstructed within a vessel, by the application of

aseptic ligatures, without thrombosis rc'sulting. It is,

nevertheless, a fact that thrombi aie si\>\. to torm just
w-herc the circulation is fix'blest, as in the veins anil

diverticula of the vascular apjiaratus. It would seem to

be necessarv, however, that some lesion of the vessel

758
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Willi should exist as well, nnd lliis ;is ii matter of fact is

generally present, owiiii;' lo the iiiipoviM-islieil nutrition

rcsullini: fruni the impaired blDddllnu, A sldw eirenla-

tion, tlierefure, determines ll.e iilaci' rather than the faet

of thrombosis. Baumjrarten. indeed, attributes more ini-

poitance to eddies in th<' blood than to mere slowing of

the stream, and has laid stress upon llie faet that throm-
bi are commonly formed in culs-de sac, dihiled chambers
(dilatation thrombi of Vireli<iw), and about the valves of

the veins, in faet, where eildies are naturally ]iroduced.
lie has, moreover, shown that a eaicd'idly tied liirature.

leading as it does to stagnation of the blood, need not

necessarily result in the formation of a thrombus unless
the inner lining of the vessel be ruptured.
Two main forms may be dilTerentiatcil in this group of

so-called "stagnation
"
tluondii, viz,, those found in con-

ditions of great prostraticm and cardiac weakness, called

by Virehow, who regarded them as due to marasmus,
•marantic" throndii, and those due to local circulatoiy
distiuliancis, as in aneurisms and varices, aixl in obstruc-
tion of the vessels. Not all the so-called "marantic"
throndii can be rightly attributed to marasmus, as it is

impossible in such cases to exclude vitiated conditions of
the blood and degenerative changes in the lining endo-
thelium, .Many of them are, no doubt, toxic in nature,
due to accidental or terminal infection.

Little is known as yet with regard to the changes in

the blood that favor thrombosis. Cliaiiges are, however,
uudoubtedlv present in such cases as the infectious

fevers, in snake-bite, arsenical poi.soning, severe burns.
and trauma, AVeir Mitchell long ago pointed out that
one of the characteristic features of suake-l)ite was the

agglutination of the red corpuscles, and similar proper-
ties have been abundantly shown by more recent experi-
ments to be possessed by a uuniljer of substances of
which may be mentioned abriu, riein, the blood serum of

auother race of animal, the toxins nf certain bacteria as

those of typhoid, hog choleia. pneumonia, and di]di-
theria. It is probable, therefore, that the so-calleil

"
fer-

ment " thrombi and the ag.ghitiuative or hyaline thrombi
are largely due to a toxin acting upon the red cells so as
to destroy them and produce a uniform conglomerate.

In other ways, too, thiombosis may be promoted. In
some diseases in which there are marked leucocytosis and
an increase in the fibrin content of the blood, tiu-ombosis
is not infrequent. In others, like typhoid, in which there
is leucopenia, thrombi are rare, at least during the height
of the disease. When they are present in typhoid, it is

only in the later stages, when the circulation is feeble,
the vessels are relaxed, and there is an increase in the
nutuber of leucocytes, with possibly a secondary infec-
tion. It is here, again, impossible to exclude changes in

the endothelium.
TiiK Mode of Development of TuiiOMUi.—It is a

common event to find within the heart and great vessels
at autopsy large soft clots of varying appearance. These
are produced during the death agony or shortly after.

When clotting has been rapid, a uniform, dark red, soft

coagidum is formed, not differing specially from that

produced in the process of extravascular coagidation.
In cases in which clotting is slower, the red cells, being
specilically heavier than the white, sink to the bottom,
and the uppermost layers of the clot form a soft, yellow-
ish, or buify portion, while the deeper ]iarts are of a red-

dish, rasplierry-jelly-like appearance. In cases in which
during life U'ucocytosis has been marked, as in iidlam-

matory rheumatism and pnenmoina, .arge yellowish,
oily looking clots are produced. Such clots are readily
distinguislied from those prodticed during life by the
fact tliat they lack the linn granular structure, and are

onlj' loosely adherent to the wall of the heart or vessel,

Veiy dilierent are the real tlu-ondii. When the blood
is sta.gnating or the circidation jirevented. red throndji
are formed, inovided that the orilinary conditions favor-

ing the deposition of fibrin are operative. Under the

microscope these thrombi consist of masses of red cells,

among which coar.ser or liner strands of librin can be
seen together with an occasional leucocvte. At first the

thrombus is soft and .juicy, but later it becomes firm and
dry, and presents a paler or a brownish or rusty appear-
ance.

Zahn's researches (Arr/i. f. pntli. AiioL, Ud, xcvi,,
\HX4) have shown that the essential factor for the pro-
duction of a while thrombus is a continuous circulation.
In the circulating blood-stream two regions are to be

distinguished, an axial and a peripheral. The axial
stream contains the red and white cells, while the more
slowly moving peripheral current is chietly plasma with
an occasional leucocyt<' lloating in it. Should ll.e rapi<l-

ity of the circidation bi- dinunished. the number of the
white cells in the peripheral zone is notablv increased,
and in the more extreme cases blood-platelets begin to

make their appearance. The exact part played by the

blood-platelets lias given rise to much debate. Bizzo-
zero (Ci-ii/niW. f. IJiiit. nied. Wiss.. 1882, 1888) believeil
that in the course of their destruction they liberated the
fibrin, but his conclusion has been by no means generally
accepted.

If, as Eberth and Schimmelbusch did (Arc/i. f. piil/i.

Aiuit.. Bd, ciii., cv., cviii.), we injure the mesenleric
vessels in a warm-blooded animal, as, for instance, by sil-

ver nitrate, blood platelets are quickly deposited and
become massed at the site of injury (conglutination), an<l

eventually are fu.sed into a more or less coarsel.v granular
or homogeneous materia! (viscous metamorphosis). In
some cases these dejiosits are cast off . ito the general cir-

culation, but frequently they keep on enlarging until the
lumen of the vessel becomes occluded. An occasional red
or white cell can be made out in the mass, but these are

clearly accidental, and have nothing to do with the
initiation of the process. Very early in the experiment,
namely, witinn fifteen or twenty minutes, as Welch has
shown" (Trans. Path, Soc. of Phila.. xiii., 1887), leuco-

cytes make their appearance in considcable numbers,
and must now be regarded as taking an important part
in the process. The leucocytes are'chiefiy of the poly-
nuclear variety, and tend to accumulate at the edge of
the clumps of platelets and to some extent between them.
As soon as this takes place fibrils of fibrin are formed in

close relationship to the white cells, while they are absent
near the conglutinated platelets. Sooner or later, the

period varying in different cases, a plug is formed con-

sisting of platelets, leucocytes, and fibrin, in which a
number of red cells are entangled, reproducing with

great accuracy the appearance of the thrombi found in

the human subject. No doubt all thrombi do not develop
in this way, for there are some, notably the white mural
thrombi, that are chiefly composed of white c(dl.s, as are
those found in the small vessels of an acutely inflamed
area. In the latter case the leucocytes are attracted by
chemotaxis, and the whole process is obviously inflani-

niatoiT.

As the white thrombus increases in size it gradually
encroaches upon the axial stream, with the residt that
red cells become entangl(>d in it and a mixed thrombus is

produced, A somewhat similar residt is brought about

by alternating slow and rapid coagulation of tlie blood,
such as occurs in aneurismal sacs, where the clots are

commonly found to be laminated, or wliere the thrombi
contract and have crannies into which the red cells may
penetr.-ite. When occlusion of Uie vessel has taken place,
a red thrombus may be superadded upon the white or
mixed one (secondary or propagated throndius),
A thrombus in its early stage, when simply attached

to one side of a vessel wall, is called a pnrietnl or mural
t/iivm/)ii.i; but when by continuous accretion it has filled

up the entire lumen of the vessel, it is called an occliidiiif/

or olmtriicluif/ t/irnm/iiis.

TiiK F,\TE oi' TiiHOMHi,—The thrombus in its original
situation is called a primary or autorhtlionnus throtiihim.

but it is (|uile a common event for the process to spread
until a considerable section of the va.scular district is in-

volved—xeromhirji t/iromlioniii. As a rule, thrombi grow
iu length in the direction of the blood stream, but excep
lions occur. The advancing end has usually the shape
of a flattened blunt cone, and the process exiends as far
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as the iK'Xi lateral branch. The appearances proiluced
in anadvaueing ibrombus arc very strikinsr. The pri-

mary thrombus is white or mi.xed, while the secondary
thrombus is red. The secondary thrombus extends

along the vessel to the nearest collateral branch, where
it comes into contact with thecircidating blodd. with Ilie

result that a white thrombus is formed. This in turn

grows until the mouth of the (ollateral vessel is occluded

and a red clot is again formed, and so on almost indefi-

nitely, lu this way the circulation may lie gravely in-

terfered with over large areas.

Small thrond)i may be absorbed and disappear, but the

larger ones, provided the patient live, undergo various

interesting transformations. 'Within a very few days of

the formadon of the thrombus Motal>lc changes set in, of

which may be mentioned hyaline-granular transforma-

tion, organization, simple softening, and puriform lique-
faction.

The Itjialine-gninulaf tninxformation is marked by the

disintegration of the red and white cells. The hicmo-

gloliin is dissolved out. ditl'uses itself among the fibrin,

and is deposited or metamorphosed in various ways. The
cells, librin, and platelets become finally a granular mass
in which the granules become increasingly tine and are

eventually fused into a homogeneous, translucent, hya-
line-looking material. The chromatin of the leucocytes
is liberated, and the thrombus shrinks, becomes more
soliil. and often assumes a reddish or reddish-brown
color. Old thrombi not infrequently become fissured

and fragmented, so that fresh redtlish clot is deposited in

the interstices. In the peripheral portions, too, inflam-

matory leucocytes and wandering cells from the vasa
vasorum may be observed. By this method the throm-
bus may become so reiluccd in size that the lumeu of the

vessel may be reopened and, if these changes occur in

an area upon whicli an operation has receuth' been per-
formed, secondary hemorrhage may result. As a rule,

the thrombus remains tirmly attached to the vessel wall,

but occasionally it breaks loose and forms an embolus
with its ordinary results.

In cases in which the thrombus is bland and not in-

fected it becomes organized into connective tissue.

Starting at the place where the clot adheres to the vessel

wall a tliin layer of endothelium, derived from the lining
of I he intimaof the unaffected parts near by, extends over
the surface of the thrombus. Underneath this invest-

ment a zone of connective tissue is developed, apparently
due to the proliferation of these endothelial cells. The
endothelial cellsdivide andtheuewly formed cells invade
the substance of the thrombus and secrete an intercellular

substance. Synchronously with this process the throm-
bus becomes vascularized from the vasa vasorum and
also from the endothelial investment. Fibrous tissue

cells are carried in along with the capillaries and form
an adventitia to them. The new-formed connective

tissue, according to Thoma ("Text-book," vol. i., Eng.
trans,, p. 28."), 189()), is thus a product of the vessel walls.

In time the newly formed ciiannels. derived from the
endothelial lining on the one hand and the vasa vasorum
on the other, meet and vasciUarization is coni]ilete. The
portion of the original thrombus between the capillaries
is gradually abscH'bod and the whole mass becomes trans-

formed into a fibrous jilug, which undergoes cicatricial

contraction. In some cases, as a result of this process,

only a few traces are left of the original thrombus in the

form of small nodular thickenings of the vessel waller
a few delicate bands traversing the vessel. Not infre-

quently, however, absor]ition is not so comjilete. and
new vascular chamiels are tuiuiclled througli tlie throm-
bus. These become lined with en<lothclium and thus re-

Store more or less completely the integrity of the circula-

tion— the so-called "canalization " of the thrombus.
In simple snflenin;/ the thrombus is converted into a

pulpy, dirty-looking mass. This probably results from
the action of unorganized ferments contained in the clot ;

but it is not idways possible in these cases to exclude the

action of micro organisms. Simple liquefactivc necrosis

is particularly well seen in the case of the "
ball thrombi "

of the heart cavities, where central softening is occasion-

ally found. Sudi softening may result in tlie formation
of something like a cyst. The soft material is conqjosed
of the degi-nerated and granular components of the clot,
and has a creamy-whitish or grayi.sh-yellow appearance,
not luilike pus, whence it has been calleil by some puri-
form softening.

Septic stiftening is usually fomid in cases of thrombo-
phlebitis, and is a true suppuration of the clot due to the
action of pyogenic micro-organisms, among which the

streptococcus is a common oll'euder.

Putrid liquefaetion is due to the presence of putrefac-
tive germs, and in this case the clot assumes a dirty
brown or green color and emits a foul odor. The softeil-

ing of septic thrombi and the subsequent dissemination
of the infected products in the general blood stream is

one of the common causes of sjstemic septicopyainia.
JIany thrombi undergo calcification. Thisis found

commonly in the prostatic plexus, the broad ligaments,
and in the spleen, iu which localities there are formed
small spherical concretions which lie loosely in the vessel.

When present in the veins they are called phlebolitlni ;

when in the arteries, artei-iolilhs.

Loc-\Liz.\TioN OF Tiiiio.MBi.—Tliiombi may be formed
in any part of the vascular or the lymphatic system. Con-

sequently we maj' con venieutl)- divide them into cardiac,
arterial, capillary, tenons, and liiniphatie tlinimhi.

The site of election of thrombosis is in the me<linni-

sized veins where the various anatomical and mechanical

peculiarities before referred to, viz., a slow blood cm-
rent, eddies, and counter-eddies in the stream, obstruc-
tions and dilatations, are fomid in the greatest jierfec-
tion. Here such (juestions as the length and obli()Uity
of the venous channels, the presence of valves, the fixa-

tion of the vessel walls to fascia, the flow of the blood
from a smaller into a larger cavity, iila.y an iiuportant
role. JIarantic thrombi are apt to be formed in the

veins, particularly of the extremities, and in the Iarg<'
venous sinuses, while those due to infection and angio-
sclerosis are conunoidy in the arteries. Niunerous ex-

ceptions to this generalization, however, might be citei!.

Clinically speaking, the most frequent points for liic'

development of thrombi are the vessels of the extremi-

ties, especially the lower, the cerebral arteries and sinu-

ses, the portal vein, the inferior vena cava, and occasion-

ally the renal and mesenteric vessels. Many conditions
of extensive thrombosis, however, lead to no clinical

symptoms, and the presence of thrombi may not even be

suspected. Consequentl,y a study of the subject from a

post-morleiu jioint of view reveals a somewhat ditferent

state of atl'airs. In this case intracardiac thrombi, and
next to these the mesenteric, iliac, and cerebral, are more
iu evidence.

Leaving out of account post-mortem clots, which are
not to be classed with the true thrombi, and cases

of acute endocarditis, I have made an analysis of the fatal

cases that have occurred at the Royal Victoria Hospital,
Montreal, in 688 autopsies of which I have notes.

Thrombosis occurred 66 times, or iu nearly 10 per cent, of

the cases. These were localized as follows: Intracardiac

16, mesenteric 9, aneurismal 8, common iliac veins 7,

cerebral arteries 6, inferior vena cava 5, ovarian veins 4,

portal 3, splenic vein 3, meningeal, left axillary vein,

crnral veins, coronaiy arteries, 2 examples of each; the

aorta, pulmonary artery, popliteal vein, bracliial vein,

pelvic and omental veins, once each. In many cases,

however, the thrombi were dilTusc or mtdtiple.
We may say in general terms that thrombosis in the

arteries is due, in tlie vast majcuity of cases, to discasi-

of their walls, usually sclerosis, while that in veins is

brought about by inflammation, pressure, or marasmus.
Cardiac 'J'hromhi.— Care should be taken not to con-

found the soft clots so commonly found at autopsies with
true thrombi. These clots are merely coagula identical

in origin and structtu'c with the clots that form in blood

withilrawn from the body. It is usually taught that

they are produced during the death a,gony, but aeconling
to Welch they are more probably formed after deat h . 1 n
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diseases, such as lobar pneumonia and acute rlieumatism,
in which tlic tilirin content of the blood is high, they are

nfien viTv :ilmn(liint, and of a soft gelatinous and often

oily ii|)|iearauce.
Intracardiac thrombi are apt to be found in chronic

diseases of the iiearl or its valves, and of the lungs, arte-

ries, and kidneys. The chief factors here are sclerosis of

the valves or lieart wall, myomalacia, and dilatation of

the cavities. Changes in I lie composition of the blood
and the influence of to.xius do not play so inipoitaiit a

role as in the case of the jieriplicral thromboses. tJood

examples of intracardiac thromboses, alt hougli not usu-

ally classed as such, are the vegetations in acute endocar-
ditis. The verructe are nothing more nor less than small

granulations cajiped with librin, leucocytes, and blood

platelets. A very common site for intracardiac thrombi
is in the auricular ap]ieu(higes and bet ween the columna'
carnea', where they may be rather lirndy attached. They
may also be found upon the siu'faceof the v.alves. jNIural

thromlii are usually alt aclied to S(/meaieaof degeneration
of the heart wall, sui h as is produced by atheroma, in-

farct, partial aneurisms, and gununata. The commonest
form of intracardiac throndji is the globular, which are

usually multiple, and vary in size from that of a pea to

an egg; they are sessile or pedunculated. The surface

is smooth or again tinely lined or ribbed. The interior is

frequently converted into a grayish or grayi.sh-brown
iletritus, or may present luiiiform softening. The curi-

ous rib-liUe markings found on intracardiac thrombi
have attracted the attention of numerous writers, and
were referred to by Bristowe as far back as 18r).5. The
appearance lias been attributed to wave-like or oscil-

latory movements in the blood.

A striking and interesting form, to which more than a

pas.sing glance should be directed, is the so-called "ball-

thromhus." It is found invariably in the left auri-

cle, and in a.ssociatiou generally with mitral stenosis.

According to Welch a true ball-thrombus presents the

following characteristics: (1) Entire absence of attach-

ment, ancl consequently free mobility. (2) Imprisonment
within the cavity in which it is found. (3) Such consist-

ence and shape that the thrombus must not of neces.sity

lodge as an embolus in the ostium just ahead of it. Ball-

thrombi vary in size from that of a walnut to a hen's egg
and are usually spherical or ovoid iu shajie. They C(M1i-

nionly show central softening, but organization has never
been jiroved to occur. Witli regard to the clinical eifects

of such a condition, Wickham Legg has expressed the

view (Trans. Path. Soc. Lond., ISTS, x.xi.x.) that "a loose

thrombus in the left auricle would at any time be ready
to act as a ball valve and stop the circulation in the nn-

Iral orifice." Contrary to what one would e.xpect this is

distinctly a rare event, although it has occuned, as in a
case reported by AVelch from Osier's clinic. Besides

ball-thromlii )ieilunculated |iolyps of the heart wall have
been described. Some of these are only organized or par-

tially organized thrombi, while others resemble not a
little fibromata and myxomata. Some, according to

Bostroem, are thrombosed varices or local areas of hem-

orrhage. Ewart and Kolleston have recorded a case in

which a pedunculated thrombus, arising from the fossa

ovalis. passed through the mitral orifice and gave rise to

the clinical signs of stenosis (Clinical Soc. Trans,, vol.

.XXX.).

Arterial Thrombi.— Here the common causes are dis-

ea.se of the vessel wall or tlu! lodgment of an embolus.
Tlius sclerosis of the vessel, parlicularlv if associated
with a solution of the continuity of the intima, fre-

(pienlly gives rise to the condition. Proliferating endar-

teritis, as von JlanteulTcl has shown, isolten accompanied
by an organizing thrombosis that in time leads to com-

plete occlusion of th<' vessel.

The most frequent site for arterial thrombosis is, in my
experience, in t lie arteries of the brain: but it is also often

met with in the lower extremities, the coronary arteries,

the mesenteries, and the aorta and its main branches.

Arterial thrombi are to blame for a certain proportion of

the cases of gangrene of the extremities. A|)ait from

arteriosclerosis cases of arterial thrombosis are un-
doubtedly to be referred to intlammation of the vessel

walls, atrium arierilis. Proliahly of this nature are the
cases sometimes met with in infective diseases like

typhoid, typhus, scarlatina, iineumonia. endocarditis,
.septica-mia, smallpox, and tuherculosis. Nevertheless, it

must be admitted that primary arterial throndjosis is to
be met with in certain infective, cachectic, and aiiienuc
st;ites in the absence of gross disease of the vessel walls.
It is, moreover, not always easy to exclude the po.ssi-

bility that some at least of the cases regarded as primary
tlunmbosis are secondary to a previously occurring eni-
bolism.

Thrombosis of the i)ulmonarj- artery is believed by
Welch not to be particularly uncommon, although ca.ses

of obstruction of this vessel have almost invariably been
attributed tii embolism. It is not unlikely that embolism
of the smaller branches at least may be further compli-
cated by thrombosis.
Of more importance is thrombosis of the coronaries of

the heart, which is'a condition that should be looked for
in all cases of sudden death. It is usually due to sclero-

sis of the vessel or to atheroma of the aorta, aortitis, or to

vegetations on the aortic valves; in fact, to any aifection

that causes obstruction in the vessel. The smaller
Inanches of the coronary arteries are terminal or end
arteries, and occlusion of these leads to marked changes
in the heart wall, of the nature of infarction or coagu-
lation necrosis. For this condition the term "myomala-
cia cordis" has been proposed by Ziegler. Proviilcd the

patient live long enough, reactive intlammation sets in,

the patch softens, and there may be produced a local

aneurism of the heart wall, an abscess or even ru[)ture.
It is conunou to find a thrombus on the endocardium of
the affected region and sometimes also pericarditis. In
some cases healing takes place with the formation of a
tilirous scar.

The anastomoses between the main trunks of the coro-
naries are, however, more complete than has been usually
taught, although in fact they are not always sufficient to

restore the circulation where it has been sudtlenly inter-

fered with. I have met with a case in which the orifice

of the anterior coronary was completely occluded by
sclerosis witiuuit the usual consequences of the con-

dition, owing to a free communication with the posteri(U-
vessel at the apex of the heart.

OipiUiiry Thromlii.—These arc comnuinly of the fibri-

nous or hyaline variety, and are as a rule associated wiili

necrosis or gangrene of the tissues. They are met with
in the lungs in pneumonia and in hemorrhagic infarcts.

In systemic toxa-mia and iufcctiou they are to be found
in the kidneys, the liver, and the lungs, and have also been
described in the liver in cases of eclampsia, where they
give rise to iscluemic infarcts and necrosis. They have
also been describetl in connection with frost-bite and

ergotism.
Venous Thrombi.—The most common site for throm-

bosis is iu the veins. This is accounted for largely on
the ground of certain anatomical and functional pecul-
iarities. Chief among these may be mentioned the low-

blood ]iressure, the slow stream, the increased carbonic-
acid content of the blood, and the presence of valves.

While, as has been pointed out by Lancereaux, throm-
bosis is more liable to occur at regions where there is

.stasis of blood, this is not in all cases an entirely satisfac-

tory explanation. It is more likely that von Keckling-
hausen's oiiinion, before referred to, is correct, viz., that

a main factor is ed<lies in the blood ( Wirbelbeiregungen).
These are specially liable to occui' where the blood passes
out from a small channel into a relatively larger one. Iu

many cases local conditions play a part, as phlebitis,

phlebosclerosis, varix, trauma, and compression.
In general, it may be said that venous thrombosis due

to sepsis begins in the tiner radicles, being produced in

the first instance by a local inllammatory intillratiou,

while the so-called marantic thrombi are more common
in the sinuses and medium-sized veins. An important
feature in this connection is, that once they start, tlirom
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bi tend to spread ceutripctally into the larjrcr vessels.

Thus, witli the few exceptions due to piessiire, throm-

bosis of the portal vein and the inferior vena cava is

brought about bye.xtension from the mesenteric and iliae

veins. Local thronil)osis in such lariic vessels as the por-
tal vein and inferior cava is as a rule due to the pressure
of enlarged glands or new growths. Two cases of this

kind, occurring in my seiies, were due, the one to a sec-

ondary rctroperiloncal carcinoma, the other to a new

growth in the diaiihragiu compressing the vessel just
outside the heart. One interesting case of local ])orial

throudiophlebitis was due to tiie presence of an abscess

at the liilus of the liver originating in a sejitic chole-

cystitis. It is liy no means unknown, however, for a

thrombus to propagate itself in a iieripheral direction in

opposition to the blood stream. An example of this was
seen in one of my series where a thromlin]ilileliitis of the

mesenteric and portal veins extended into the splenic.
In view of this fa<-t it is not alwayseasy to determine the

txact spot at •which a thrombus originated. Careful

study of the appearance of the thromt)US will, however,
in some cases reveal the truth. Tints, tlie autochthonous

portion of the throndjiis is tinner, often granular, and

adherent, of grayish or grayish-red color, wldle the pro]v

agated tliroiulms is soil, red, and somewhat loosely at-

tached. A curious fact also is that an occluding throm-

bus may cause such disturbance of the blood stream that

inulti|de discontinuous coagula are found in the neigh-
borhood of the original one, or these ma}' be connected

by red or mixed thrombi. In some few cases also, as

siiowu by my series, multiple primary thrombi may be

produced" iupartsof the venous system utterly remote
one from the other, and having no anatoiuical or func-

tional relationship. In such cases we must assume that

there is a systemic disturbance at the back of the con-

dition.

Common sites for primary venous thrombi are in the

mesenteric, crural, prostatic, and ovarian veins.

Thrombosis of the mesenteric veins is practically always
due to some iutlammatory lesion of the intestines, such as

appendicitis or colitis and is really a thrombophlebitis.
In some few cases it has been due to cachexia or maras-

mus, and without lesion of the intestine. Curiously
enough it is distinctly rare in typhoid fever, which seems
to have a predilection for the criiial veins, although it

has occasionally been met with.

The majority of cases arc associated with perforative

apjiendicitis, and here it is the superior mesenteric vessel

that is first and chiefly affected, a fact that is readily ex-

plained by the position of this vessel wliich leads directly
front the ileo-ca'cal angle. The complication is impor-
tant as it frequently leads to necroses and abscesses in

the liver. In such cases the portal vein, although not

invariably, is thrombosed as well. The converse has

occasionally beeti observed, viz.
, that a portal thrombosis

has extended into the mesenteric vessels.

Thrombosis of the crural veins, involving not infre-

quently the iliacs as well, is encountered in tuberculo.sis,

carcinoma, the various cachexias, but more especially in

phlebitis of the puer])erium, chlorosis, typhoid, and otlui'

infective diseases. Many of the cases are associated with
marasmus, but it is hard to excUide a local infective

cause. The affection is more connnon ou the left side,

owing, as has been supjiosed, to the greater length and

obliquity of the left common iliac vein and its passage
under the right common iliac artery. As is well known,
the condition is not uncommon in tyjihoid fever during
the lat(.'r stages. There has come under my not ice a curi-

ous instance where a man had sufTered from an attack of

typhoid some fiftec>n or twenty years previously, and
Iiad experienced, during this attack, a swelling of the left

leg. He contracted a second attack of fever, froiu which
he died, and in this attack, there was again evidence of

thrombosis in the same limb. At autojisy there was found
a canalized fibrous cord in the crural vein re)iresenting
the former lesion, while the vessel was comjiletely ob-

structed by a recent clot which had formed just above
the old thrombus.

Portal thrombosis is commonlj' secondary to throm-
bosis of the mesenteric or splenic veins. When primary,
it is usually due to pressure, as from cirrhosis, ,syphilis,
tumors of the liver, enlarged glands, gall stones, ab-

scesses, chronic ])eritonitis, or disease of the vessel walls.
Thrombosis of the splenic vein may be brought about

by infarcts or abscesses within the organ or by the ex-
tension of morbid processes from the pancreas. It is one
of the rarest complications of typhoid fever (Koster).

Thromliosis of thi' inferior vena cava is occasionally met
with. When autochthonous it is commonly due to the

jiressure of a new growth. Three instances have come
under my notice at autop.sy. In two it was to be attrib-

uted to the pressure of a secondary retroperitoneal car-

cinoma, and in one of these it was propagated from the
iliacs. In the third there was a tumor, the size of an
orange, in the diaphragm that led to occlusion of the
vessel just before it entered the heart.

Throndiosis of the renal veins is rather common in

children with cerebral disease or marasiuus, but is also

met with in adults in chronic nephritis and in malignant
growths of the kidney.
Thrombosis of the superior vena cava has been observed

a number of times. It is nearly always due to the press-
ure of mediastinal tumors, aneurisms, or enlarged
glands.
Thrombosis of the innominate, subclavian, and jugular

veins is usually due to pressure, to cardiac disease, and

rarely to infection, empyema, acnle rheumatism, tuber-

culosis, traumatism, and marasmus.

Thrombophlebitis of the veins of the broad ligaments
is common in septic endometritis. It must in many
cases be a rather mild affection and often recovere(l froiu,
at least if the presence of phleboliths in this situation is

any ]iroof.

Thrombosis of the pulmonary veins is secondary to

some affection of the lung, such as tuberculosis, abscess,

gangrene, tumors, infarction, and pneumonia. It may
on occasion lead to embolism in the arterial system.
A rare form of thrombosis, and one chiefly of path-

ological interest, is that occurring in the adrenal vein, as
in a case recently recorded by Woollev from the Montreal
General Hospital (.hmr. Med. Res., starch, 1902, 11. 23n.
It was fotind in a child of eleven months that had suf-
fered from measles, and led to infarction of the organ.
The Ri:sri.Ts of Thi!ombosis.—The morljid changes

antl s\-mptoms prt)duced by thrombosis are attributable,
in the first place, to the obstruction of the circulation

due to the clot, and, secondly, to the special character of
that clot and the condition of the vessel wall. Much
depends upon the position of the occluding plug, the

rapi<lity and extent of the obstruction, the formation and
the effectiveness of the collateral circulation, the nature
of the thrombus, and the local and systemic pecidiarities.
Obstructiini of arteries, particularly when of the ternunal

variety, is more likely to be followed b\' marked results

than is obstruction of veins, where the anastomoses are
as a rule much more abundant. If the collateral circu-

lation be quickly established, no pathological or clinical

effects are produced and rf.-ititii/i)/ etd integrum maybe
complete. AVhen the condition sets in gradually, the

symptoms are slow in developing, but frequently in-

crease in intensity. In parts unfavorably constituted
the symptoms are acute and the results serious. Ob-
struction of arteries leads often to necrosis and .softening :

that of veins to congestion and (edema, followed also, it

may be, by gangrene or necrosis. Should infective mi-

cro-organisms be ]>resent, a local abscess, or even systemic
infection, may occur.
With regard to the clinical signs, everything depends

on the localization of the thrombus. Sliould it occur in

some vital organ, like the heart, death may occur imme-

diately or very soon. Should it affect important dis-

tricts, like the cerebral cortex or internal cai)sule, jicr-

ipheral jialsies result that direct the attention to the

position of the lesion. Or, again, localized aniema or the

dilat.-ilion of superficial vessels will suggest its presence.
While it is true that many thromboses occur in what
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luiiy l)c called "bliutl" regions, those of important ves-

sels, such as the ceiebnil iirteiiis and sinuses, the crural

veins, the iiiirtal veiii. anil the inlerior vena cava give
rise to laiil.v charael eristic sij;ns which render them
amenable to (irdiiiary melb(Kls iif diagiicisis. The ett'ecls

(litVer considerably according to tlie jiart (jf the circula-

tiiry system involved.

The presence of intracardiac thrombi may at times
. iierhaps be suspecteil. liut can rarely if ever be diagnosed
with certainty. E.\cepl for providin.g emboli, the globu-
lar thrombi can haiilly produce juiy detinite symjitoms.
The presence of throndii in or near the various ostia (d'

the heart maj' occasion miumurs and thrills identical

with those resulting from valvular disease. I'nless.

how(^ver. the oritices are enert)aehed upon, few or no

.symptoms arc produced that will suggest the presence
of thrombi. Even in tla; case of "ball thromlii

''

the

signs are indistinguishable from those of mitral stenosis,

and sudden death is rare, contrary to what one would

e.Npect.
The clinical manifestations of arterial thrombosis are in

many cases iudistin.guishable from those of embolism.
Where the circulation is cut olY slowly a collateral anas-

tomosis may be established, even in the cases of the main
trunks like the femorals, iliacs, and aorta, and the results

may be trivial. Should, however, tlic occlusion be

brought about suddenly', as not infrequently happens,
jiarticularly in the case of organs like the brain, spleen,
and kidneys, where manj- of the arteries are " terminal

"

or end arteries, tliit consequences n:ay be serious. Fur-

thermore, the possibility of a collateral circulation being
established dejiends largely upon the condition of the

vessel walls and the vigor of the systemic circidation.

The ditTerential diagnosis between arterial throndjosis

and embolism is beset with diltieulties. The most im-

portant points are the sudden onset in embolism and
some condition of the heart or vessels which could give
rise to embolism. Jlistakes, liowever, readily occur.

In the case of thrombosis of the arteries of an extrem-

ity, as for instance the leg, the first symptom is pain,
which is often agonizing and paroxysmal. The limb
becomes pale, cold, mottled with livid patches, numb,
and paretic. Tactile sensibility is lost, although there

ina_v be increased susceptibility to painful inqu-cssions.
The limb becomes O'dematous and the skin moist.

Should the collateral circulation not be established gan-
grene sets in, usually of the dry variety, unless the veins

also become blocked or the limb become infected. This
form is often due to arteriosclerosis and is met with in

diabetes.

Charcot's syndrome, "intermittent claudication," lias

lieen observed in cases of thrombosis of the femoral and
iliac arteries, and the abdominal aorta. It is more com-
mon, however, in simple arteriosclerosis. In this condi-

tion the lower exlrenuties during rest receive enough
blood for their needs, but not during active exercise.

Consequently after exercise some muscular weakness and
numbness of the limb may be observed, and in the

severer cases the symptoms are very pronounced, with the

addition of pain and cramjis in the leg, which becomes
cold, pallid, and sometimes cyanosed. After a short rest

the synqjtoms disaiqicar. only to reappear on occasion.

Thrombosis of the pulmonary artery ma.v be entirely
latent, or again may cause rajud or immediate death. In

some ca.ses the all'ectiou is subacute or chronic, and is

characterized by dyspnoea, cyanosis, incompetency of

the heart, and b.-emoptysis.
Throniliosis of the coronary arteries or tlie heart is not

uncommon, .and is a more frequent cau.se of infarction of

the heart than is endiolisin. Sudden death may result,

but, when the patient lives, symptoms pi'acticallv identi-

cal with lliosct of til)roid di'gcneration of the myocar-
dium may be produced. These are a slow irregtdar

pulse, dyspn<ea, precordial distress, and anginal attacks.

Thrombosis of the c<'rebral arteries leads to isclnemic

softening with all itsconseipiences—lossof conscioiisness,

hemiplegia, mental degradation, and the like.

Capillary thiombosis, owing to the free anastomotic

communications, does not pive rise to symptoms unless
large aicas aic involved. Xecrosis isthecomuion result,
but it is probaldy more usual for this to be a cause of
thniinliosis than the reverse. The association of these
thiondioses with btu'iis. frost-bite, ergotism, and various
infections has been before referred to. AVelch lias ob-
served the condition in the bases of gastric ulcers.
The mostfre(iuent examples of tliromliosis are afforded

by the venous system, for reasons tliat have already been

sullieienlly entcied into. The venous anastomoses are,
however, so ainuidant in most parts of the body that the
most extensive vascular occlusion mayoccur without the

production of .serious conse(|Uences. JIuch depends on
the localization of the clot and the rapidity of its forma-
tion. The varying and often apiiarently contradictory
results produced by venous thrombosis are to lie ex-

plained, however, not entirely on these grounds, but by
a reference to other factors, such as ana'inia. cachexia,
and infection. Phlebosclerosis and phlebitis also play a
part. As we meet it in, say, the extremities, the most
constant and characteristic sympti>m of venous obstruc-
tion is (I'dema, sometimes (although by no means inva-

riably) combined with hemorrhage. In the ease of the

cerebi'al, splenic, and mesenteric veins necrosis may
occur. This event is excessively rare in the case of the
extremities. In addition to the mechanical effects should
be mentioned intlammatiiin, which ''s often secondary to
the thrombotic ]u-ocess, (U- indeed Ui.iy be the cause of it,

as in the case of phlebitis. This often leads to active

hypcra'mia, ]iain. and constitutional disturbance.
The most familiar exam]ile of venous thrombosis is

that which occurs in the extremities, usually the lower.
The affection may be unsuspected or give rise only to

trifling signs, such as slight a^demaof the limb. In other
cases there may be pain as well, .sometimes with a little

fever (phlegmasia alba dolens), or again there may be
chills and lii.gli fever with even evidences of septieopyaj-
mia. Some observers (Mahler. 'Wydcr, and Singer) have
called attention to the increased rapidity of the pulse,
which may even be present before actual thrombosis
takes place, and may persist after the temperature has
fallen. In a typical case the affected limb is swollen,
there is more or less pain, usually more severe in the

groin, the inside of the thi.gh, the popliteal space, and
the calf. There may be sen.sations of numbness or tin-

.gling. The limb becomes swollen and tirni, the skin is

tense and white, often showing distended veins, and the
tissues are hard and elastic. In other cases the skin is

livid and congested. More or less phlebitis commonly
results. The great danger of thrombosis of the veins of

the lower extremities is in detachment of the clot and
fatal pulinonaiy embolism. This is by no means an in-

frequent termination. It is perhaps more common in

puerperal and septic cases. In eases that recover the
linil) may reuKiin swollen for many nionths. Necrosis of
the part only exceptionally occurs, and is due probably
to some arterial complication. Pain and other nervous

])henomena in some cases have led to the recognition of a

neuralgic type of the affection (Graves, Trousseau, and
Quenu). A mild peripheral neuritis has also been ob-
served. Hare se(|uels of crural thrombosis are varicose

veins, ulcers. ele])liantiasis, hypertrophy or atroph.v of

muscle, and club-foot.

In less dm' tos(nne continually acting cause, such as an
intrathoracic tumor or aneurism, thrombosis of the arms
is a less severe affection than that of the lower extremi-
ties.

Thrombosis of the inferior vena cava is an affection of
some importance, and is in m.v experience frequently
overlooked. It may occur williout any special symp-
toms, but when ])resent tliey are usually characteristic.

In the cases that I have seen the thrombosis frequently
began in one leg and was followed by thrombosis of the

otiicr. Later, iliere was mme or less abdominal jiain
with extension of the ledema to the abdominal and lower
thoracic wall. In one case the nnlema was extreme, and

curiously localized to that part of the body which is be-

low the breasts, at which level the line of demarcation
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was sharply tictincd. The most important fign, !io\vever,

is the proscncc of (lislcntlcd veins in tlie al)(lominal and
lower thoracic walls. The veins are sometimes torlr.oiis

and varicose, and may reach the size of the little tinjrei'.

The anastomosis is iierformed by the s\ipcrior and infi'rior

su|)er(icial epigastric, the long thoracic, the siiperticial
circnmtlex iliac, the external pndic, the himbo-vertehral
anastomotic trunk of Braiine, and various other veins.

There is also connnunication thronyli the visceral veins

anil Iheazygos. Wlini the anastomosisischirlly through
tlie deep vessels to the exclusion of the superlirial ones.

the diagnosis tjecomes much more dilllctilt, if not indeed

impossible. Should occlnsion of the renal veins occuras

well, luvmaturia and albumimuia may be piisent, yet
tlie.se are more often absent than present. The diagnosis
is rendered still more probable when one is able to deter-

mine the presence of retroperitoneal new growths in the

upper part <if the abdomen or of tumors at the hilus of

the liver. Schlesinger {D, utsrlw mal. H'w/r , 8, 400. 189())

has pointed out that in a few cases the obstruction is in

one leg only. This maj' l)e due to the existence of a col-

lateral circidation on one side due loa former iliac throm-

bosis: to complete occlusion of the iliac on one .side with
a parietal thronil)osis of the infeiior cava; or to congeni-
tal duplication of tlie cava.

Thrombosis of the portal vein is perhaps more com-

monly of the septic variety (portal pylejihlebitis). This
is one of the connnon acconi)ianiments of abscesses of the

liver. The alfection as a rule extends from the mesen-
teric vessels and is not uncommon in appendicitis. Sim-

ple portal thrombo.sis when it develops gradually is hard-

ly to be diagnosed. When present the symptoms are

those of portal obstruction, viz., ascites, h;ematemesis,

enlargement of the spleen, dilatation of the superficial
abdominal veins, and progressive emaciation. The

symptoms may, however, be far from characteristic, or
indeed may be absent. In general, however, the acute

onset, the iutensit_v of the portal obstruction, and particu-

larly the quick return of the ascites after tapping are

very suggestive. Tliese points are of all tiie more im-

portance when the signs develop in a hitherto iiealthy

person or in the course of .some affection not ordinarily
associated with portal obstruction.

Thrombosis of the mesenteric veins is ti-sually due to

idceration or other inflammatory lesion of the intestines.

It is rather common in appendicitis. As a rule the supe-
rior mesenteric vein is lirst and chiefly affected. The
condition is frequently a thromliophleltitis. There may
be no symptoms, but generally there are intense abdomi-
nal pain, tympanites, vomiting, sometimes bloody, nicl-

iena, and collapse.
Thrombosis of the renal veins is comparatively com-

mon, esiiccially in children with marasmus. It may
extend from the vena cava, init may lie priinar}'. Con-

trary to what one would exjiect, hainaturia and albumi-
nuria are rather more often absent than not.

Thrombosis of the splenic vein is rare. It is usually
associated with abscess or infarction of the spleen, or dis-

ease of the pancreas. In some cases the process spreads
in a retrograde manner from the mesenteric and portal
veins, as in on(^ of my cases. Welch lias met it also in

caU'ification of the splenic vein, and Kiister in tyiihoid.
Infarction and necrosis of the cu-gan may result, as in a
Ciisc arising from torsion of the pedicle, dcscrilied by Osier.

Obliteration of the superior vi'iia cava is exc<'ssively
rare as an autochthonous condition. Generally it is due
to the pressure of a mediastinal growth, enlarged glands,
or an aneurism. The symptoms, when characterisiic. are

cyanosis and a>dema of the face, arms, neck, and thorax,
and dilatation of the veins over the anterior aspect (jf the
thorax and upper part of the abdomen.
Thrombosis of the pulmonary veins is usually second-

ary 10 lesions of the lungs, such as gangrene, tumors,
abscess, emphysema, pneunionia. and tuberculosis. It

tnay rarely give rise to emboli in the general arterial

system.
Thrombosis of the innominate, snliclavian, and jugular

veins is met with in connection with cardiac disease and

compression. Occasionally it is seen in acute rheumat-
ism, tuberculosis, empyema, traumatism, marasmus, and
infection. Thrombosis of the jugular frequently (uigi-
nates in thrombosis of the lateral sinus in cases of mas-
toiil suppuration, and may give rise to general infection.
The symptoms in the various forms are analogous to

those already described.

TitE.^TMiiNT.—Cases must be treated on their merits,

ilarasnius, enfeebled circulation, and infection being the

important etiological factors, one should endeavoi to

promote nutrilion, to strengthen the heart, and to pic-
vent complicating infection. In the last event, should
the focus of infection be accessible, it should be treated
on surgical principles. We are, however, finable to con-
trol theprocessof thrombosisdirectly, so that our further
efforts should be directed to assisting the establishment
of collateral circulation, in order to minimize the effects

of congestion and to prevent gangrene. These measures
are, however, oidy applicable to the affection when if in-

volves the extremities. In the case of venous tlironibosis

of the lower extremities the utmost care iiinxt be taken to

at-oid (h'taching tlie clot, on account of the imminent risk

to life from pulmonary embolism. Here "masterly inac-

tivity
"

is the watchword. Ab.solufe rest must "be en-

joined, suitable diet prescribed, and the limb fixed in a
proper position. In the case of the lower extremity the

patient should lie on the liack, with the limb on an in-

clined plane. The limb should lie wrapiied in cotton-
wool. If pain be severe, applications of lead and oiiium
should Ijc employed or morphine be given internally. All

manipulation and even palpation of the limb should be

strictly avoided. Massage is absolutely contraindicated,
I have known death to result from this irrational proced-
ure. To insure fixation of the limb plaster of Paris may
be applied to the hip. The patient sliould be conlined to

bed in an average case for at least six weeks. The danger
can hardly be said to be past, however, for two weeks
longer. During convalescence gentle bandaging should
be adopted or a long stocking worn.
Should gangrene result, the case must be treated on

ordinary surgical principles. ABert Oeorrje NicholU.

THRUSH. See Month, Diseases of, in The Appendix.

THYMACETIN.—An analgesic, prepared and named
by Holfnian, of Leipsic, and brought to the notice of the

profession in 1893 at a meeting of the Berlin Association
for Psychiatria and Nervous Diseases, b_y Prof. F. Jolly
(Ceiit. f. die f/esaiii. Titer., February, 1892). It is closely
allied to phenacetin, bearing the same relation to thymol
that the older drug docs to phenol. It occurs as a white

crystalline powder, only slightly soluble in water. Pro-
fessor .loll.v described the results of a series of experi-
ments upon animals, with this drug, and its use in a
uumljer of cases of nervous and mental diseases. lie did
not hnd that it had any antipyretic action, but its anal-

gesic and hypnotic properties were undoubted. He found
it of most service in headaches and pain of a purely ner-

vous character, but when tliere was any organic disease it

failed to produce any beneficial effects. He considered
its action e((ual to fliat of phenacetin. As an hypnotic it

was administered with success. The do,se ranged from
three and three-quarters to fifteen grains. No toxic ac-

tion was nfitieed, but it produced an acceleration of the

pulse and a complaint, in some cases, of a fulness, beat-

ing, and noises in the head. Beaunwnt Small.

THYME or GARDEN THYME. -(//o-^f Thymi, P.

(i, ; Tliyiii, Coil, Jled,), The dried herb of Thymus rul-

ij(iri.i \j. (fam, /.aludliv).

The common garden thyme is a low, slender, more or
less hairy, much-branched shrub, a foot or less high, with
brown, nearly cylindrical l.iranclies. minute, opposite,

narrowly oval or lanceolate leaves, and blunt, inter-

rupted, spike like clusters of violet-colored liowers

teiminating the branches. Flowers small. Calyx anil

corolla both labiate. Stamens four, sometimes short and

equal, at other times long, exserted, and in pairs. It

lU
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is a iialive of Soutlicrii Europe, but ciillivatrd tliiTc and
clscwliere for <-ciituries.

Tlivmc lias hut little history as a medicine, being
mostly used as a condiment and flavor for soups, etc. It

lias, however, far more important medicinal properties
than otliers of its class. Since these are almost wholly

due to the volatile oil and its

contained thymol, they are

coMsidercil below in connec-
tion wllh those substances.
Il contains about two and a

li.df per cent, of volatile oil.

with a small amount of tan-

nin and other unimportant
constituents. The dose of

Ihyme is 2-4 gm. (gr. xxx.-

Ix.).

Oil of Thyme (Oli'vm
Thiiiiii, V. S. P.) is thus de-

scribed liy the Pharmaco-

po'ia.
' A yellowish or yellowish-

red li(|uid, having' a strong
odor of thyme, and an aro-

matic, puuiient, afterward

<ooling ta.ste. It becomes
darker and thicker by age
and exposure to the air.

"Specific gravitv: O.SiOO to

b.930at 15' C. (.59" F.).
"
It does not fulminate with

iodine.

"The oil is soluble in half

its volume of alcohol, form-

ing a clear solution which
is neutral or only very slight-

ly acid to litmus paper. The
oil is also soluble, in all pro-

portions, in carbon disulph-
ide, and in glacial acetic acid.

" With a drop of ferric

chloride T.S. the oil yields
a greenish -brownish color,

which changes to reddish.

"If 1 c e. of the oil be sliaken with 10 cc. id' hot water,

and. after cooling, the licjuid be passed thidugh a wet
filter, the filtrate should not assume, with a drop of fer-

ric chloride T.S., a bluish or violet color (absence of cur-

bdlic arid)."
The oil thus described is what is known commereiallv

as the /iroini or red oil. besides which there is a ir/iite

oil. The latter was formerly described by the Pharnia-

copa'ia. but is. as a matter of fact, medicinally inferior

to the former, though it is preferred for those purjiosesin
which absence of color is an object. The commercial oil

varies most widely in its characteristics, even when gen-
uine, and the official description should be carefully ob-

served. Although oil of thyme is of conijilex composi-
tion, its properties are essentially those of its thymol, of

which the amount should be from twenty to twenty-five

]>er cent. Occasionally a larger or smaller jiart of this is

naturally substituted byearvacrol. Ci/iiiene ami l/ii/meiu;

are also jnesent. The dose of the oil is one to live, or

even ten minims.

'/'/ii/i/iol (ChiII, iO) is also official, and is defined as "a

jihenol occurring in the volatile oils of Tlnjiiiiis riil(i<iri.i

L.. Moiiarda pinnH/ifii L., and Carvm Ajmran (Roxb.) B.

et II., and is thus described:
"
Large, colorless, translucent crystals of the hexagonal

system, having an aromatic, thynie-like odor, and a pun
gent, aromatic taste, with a very slight caustic effect

upon the lijis.

"Its specific gravity, as a solid, is 1.000 at l.T C. (HD'

F.), but when li(iuefied bv fusion it is lighter than water.

It melts at TM' to T,{' C" (123 to 12;i.8' F.). remaining
licjuid at considerably lower temperatures. When tritu-

rated with about eipial (|uanlities of camphor, menthol,
or chloral, il li(iuefies.

Fig. 4710.—Tliymu.s ViilRahs.

Flowering briinrb, ahout ball

natural size. tBalllon.)

"Soluble ill about 1.200 parts of water at 15' C. (59°
F.), and in less than its own weiglit of alcoliol. etlier,
or chliudform; also icadily soluble in carbon disulphide,
glacial acetic acid, and in fixed or volatile oils.

"
lis alcoholic solution is optically inai'tive.

"If a very small crystal of thyiuol be dissolved in 1

c.c. of glacial acetic acid, and then six drops of sulpliiiric
acid an<l one drop of nitric acid be added, the liquid will

assume a dceji bluish. green color.

"If 1 gm. of thymol be heated in a test tube, in a water-
bath, with n c.c. of a fen-iu'r-cenl. solution of sodium
hydrate, a clear, colorless, or very slightly n'ddish solu-

tion should be formed, which b<-eomes darker on stand-

ing, but without the separation of oily drops (absence of

t/ii/iiieiic. or hevogyrate 7(/'<(';«', CioIIir.). If to this solu-

tion a few dnijisof chloroform be added, .iiid the mixture

agitated, a violet color will be jiroduced.
"When a crystal of thymol is healecl in an open

cai)sule. or in a watch-glass, on a water bath, it should

gradually volatilize, leaving no residue (absence of

paraffin, sperinaceli, etc.)."

Thymol, besides its important properties as a carmina-
tive an<l intestinal and general stimulant, shared by the
volatile oils of the Laliiatir in general, is one of the most
useful anlise])tics which we jiossess. It is of the greatest
service both for its aiiidication to the outer surface of the

body and to all mucous surfaces, and especiall}' in puru-
k'lif and other .septic catarrhal diso: lers, and as an intes-

tinal disinfectant. Its value for the latter use depends
upon the energy and permanence of its effects, it being
superior in these respects to carbolic acid, yd possessed
of but very slight poisonous properties, large doses being
required for the inoduction of poisonous elfects. It is

the piincipal active constituent of "listerine," witli

which the IJipior TlniiuoU Com']vmiiix. or Antiseptic
Solution, is practically identical. The do.se of thymol is

one to five grains. An ointment of thymol, strength
five per cent., is frequently of great value in relieving
itching. Ihnii/ II. Hiiib;/.

THYME, WILD, or Serpyllom. is the herb T/,i/»nis

Scrjiplhn/i L., native of the Old World and sparingly
naturalized in the United States. The stems are much
more slender even than those of garden thyme, partly
prostrate, and usually leddish and pubescent. The
leaves are shortly petioled. op|iosite. scarcely one-fourth
of an inch in length, and about half as broad, ovale, the

fiowcrs small, pale, and darker-spotted. Us odor and
taste are similar to those of garden thyme, and it contains
a volatile oil practically identical with that of oil of

thyme, with which its jiroperties agree.
Ilcnry H. liosht/.

THYMOFORM is a yellowi.sh. tasteless powder com-
poseil ol tdi iiialdehyde and thymol and smelling feebly
of the lailei. It is insoluble in water, luineral oils, or

glyeeiin, but dissolves in alcohol, ether, chloroform, and
olive oil. It is au antiseptic dusting powder.

ir. -4. Bastedo.

THYMOL CARBONATE AND THYMOL-URETHANE.
See Th!i,„nl.il.

THYMOL CHLOR-METHYL-SALICYLATEisa white

crystalline powder wliiih is insoluble in water, but is

soluble in alcohol, ether, acetic etlier, and in dilute solu-

tions of the alkalies. Il is used as an antiseptic.
11". A. Bastedo.

THYMOTAL.—Tyralol, thymol carbonate—isjirepared

bypassing jilKisgene gas (COCl) through a twenty-per-
<'ent. soluti(ai of sodium hydroxide in which thymol is

dissolved. It is a white, nearly tasteless crystalline boiiy
with a faint thymol odor. It passes through the stomach

unchanged, but probably splits uj) in the intestine. It

is eiuployed as an anthelmintic in dose of 0.5-1 gm. (gr.

viij.-xv.) for children, anil 2 gm. (gr. xxx.) for adtdts.
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Pool, of Dutih (iiiiiiim, says it is botler tliau tliyiiidl fur

the ancbylostomum (liioilcnalc.

Thymol urethane lias a similar use and dosage.
\Y. A. Dasiedo.

THYMUS.—Intuodictiox.—The thymus gland (also
known in Enirlisli as the tliyiinis, or popularly us the

neck or throat
"
sweet l>rea(l

"
; in (n-rinan as the Thymus.

Tliyniusdruse, Brustdrlise, I'.ries or Briesei
;
in Fri'iich as

Ihynius) enjoys the unique distiuelion not only of being
a transitory organ of exlra-uterine life in man. but also

of e.xistiiig iu three or possibly four distinet and dilferent

morphological conditions iluring its life history.
CoMi'.\it.\TivE An.vtomv.—Tiiis organ is not, however,

peculiar to man, being present in all vertebrata, including
the lampreys (cyelostomata) in w hich its existence was
considered doubtful until rccentlj'. Its d(!velopment
does not proceed so far in some of the lower vertebrate

animals as in mammals, being often arrested at the epi-
thelial stage as seen in certain tishes where, during life,

the thymus is an epithelioid organ, or rather an einthe-

Ital, mucus-secreting gland. In other fishes, iu reptiles,
ami in birds it usually attains the condition of a

lymphadenoid structure and jiersists through life, though
it may undergo retrograde metamorphoses. In mammals
the thymus passes through certain changes leading to its

complete transformation into indifferent tissue before

adult life is attained, but to this rule there are many ex-

ceptions, as one may discover by careful dissection of

such animals as the rabbit, guinea-pig, dog, cat, cow,
and horse. It is by no means uncommon to find large,

well-developed thymus glands apparently quite like the

"sweetbread "
of t lie calf or lamli among a<lult animals

of the varieties mentioned. This is the ease in man, as

we shall see later.

EMiSKYOLOoy.—Until comparatively recent j'cars the

embryology of the thymus was obscure; but the obser-

vations of Renaut, Kolliker, Stieda, Born, Uabl, and
!Mall have pretty thoroughly established the develop-
mental history of the organ. The generally accepted
idea now is that in the liigher orders, an<l |iroljably in all

vertebrata, the thymus develops as a ]iaired organ from
the third pair of gill clefts, and according to most au-
thorities from the endodermal lining of these clefts,

though His first held that the ectoderm furnished the

component cells of the thymus anlage, and Kastscheuko
maintained that Vtoth ecto- and endodermal cells partici-

pated in forming the primary organ. Thi' anlage of the

thymus is a pouch of endoderm forming in the third gill

cleft, and in a human emlnyo of the fifth week His found
this pouch open. Originally the tlivmic pouch eommuni-
cates with the fore gut or ])liaryn.\. but this connection
is soon lost and the elongated sac with thickening epithe-
lial walls, first lying transversely across the future neck,
becomes free from its moorings to tlie gill clefts and
shifts toward the tail, the larger dorsal end becoming the
future head of the organ. The lumen of this cylinclrical
sac remains open, how hnig is still unsettled, tliougli tlie

twelfth week in man is th(> period usually assigned, after

which the anlage bceonii'S a solid cord of cells willi nu-
merous Iniils. Thus in its first appearance this organ is

•similar to a scrreting tubular or acinous ghmd. A shift-

ing of the endodermie anlage continues in the direction

of the future thoracic cavity along the vagi and carotid

arteries, reaehing almost to the lieart, finally making the
lobes into which the fully formed organ is divided.
But the anlage does not long enjoy a strictly endoder-

mal structure, for blood-vessels push in from the meso-
derm and soon after round cells, presumably also of

mesodermic origin, insinuate themselves into the epithe-
lial cords, while others gather aliout to form investing
masses which soon predominate. As we shall see later,

these mesodermic cells form the larger bulk of the fully

developed thymus, which, even in the fielus, attains

great size.

The preceding account represents the most widely ac-

cepted views relative to the origin of the thymus in man.

though such points as the possible participation of oilur

(the fourth) gill clefts and of the ectoderm should be
mentioned. In vertebrates below mammals variations
are seen, the second gill cleft in the frog, the first four iu

fi.shcs, and the second, third, and fourth being at times
called upon. The questions as to the time of closure of
the lumens of the tubules in the anlage and the relation
of these tubules to the corpuscles of Ilassall (cide infra)
are still under discussion.

It is at least worthy of passing notice that some simi-

larity exists in the development of the thymus and
several organs in its immeiliate neigliborhood. like the
tonsils, thyroid, anil parathyroids, though the full details

regarding their embryology have not been established.
Ax.\T<i.MV.—The fully formed human tln-mus makes

an organ of considerable size lying in the anterior media-
stinum at or near the median line. It generally consists
of two broad and fiat lobes more or less closel\" united
with vascular connective tissue, and enveloped by a con-
tinuous sheath of fascia partly from the deep fascia of
the neck and in part a reflection of the cephalic portioa
of the pericardial sac. As this smooth capsule is stripped
from the organ several layersof loose areolar tissue come
into evidence, the deeper ones of which send offshoots
into the sulistance of tlie gland. The cephalic extensions
of the thymus bring it almost iu touch with the lateral

lobes of the thyroid, to which it is united by a cord-like
mass of dense connective tissue containing branches of
the inferior thyroid artery and some veins. Downward,
the thymic lobes reach well upon the pericardium, a dis-

tance of two or three finger-breadths, and to the interval
between the second and fourth ribs. Its ventral surface
is separated from the manubrium sicrni by loose areolar
tissue. Dorsally, its thoracic [lortion lies in relation to
the arch of the aorta, the aortic branches, and the left in-

nominate vein. The body and edge of the right lobe

adjoin the innominate artery, superior vena cava, and
right phrenic nerve

;
while the left lobe comes close to

the common carotid artery and left phrenic nerve. Both
vagi and the recurrent laryngeal nerves lie well behind
the lobes of the thymus, and this is the case with the
carotids in the cervical region. Here, also, the continu-
ation of the organ brings it to lie beneath the origin of
the sterno-li3-oid and sterno-thyroid muscles, and in front
of the trachea, everywhere more or less separated Ijy loose
connective tissue and fat. Thus it is seen that the thy-
mus lies partly in the neck and partlj- in the chest, its

thoracic portion being the expanded leaflets or lobes, its

cervical portion consisting of the narrow finger-like ex-
tensions of these lobes. The organ might aptly be com-
pared to two small, rather thin hands in the index atti-

tude, the two fingers lying closely togellier and pointing
upward. As a whole the organ is loosely held in jiosi-
tion ; it can be easily moved sidewise and lifted some-
what, and, after .severing its thyroid connections, it

shortens and sinks into the chest.

The blood supply of the organ is derived principally
from the mediastinal branches of the internal mammaiy
artery, and from the inferior thyroid. Its dorsal surface,

applied to the pericardium, is penetrateil by minute
l)runclies of the pericardial arteries. All its arteries are

comparatively small, thus dilTering from those feeding
the thyroid. On the contrary, the thymic veins arc

large, making a stem 3 mm. in diameter lying between
the lobes and terminating in tlie left vena iunominata

(Dwornilschenkoi.
The lymphatics are numerous and large. They enter

the glands of the anterior mediastinum and, according to

Aslley Cooper, two largi' vessels proceed, one from each
lateral lobe, to open by one or more orifices into the in-

leriial jugular vein (Quain's "Klements of Anatomy,"
tenth edition, vol. ii., pt. ii., p. nriO).

When fully exposed by di.ssection the thymus, in the

height of its development, is a soft, smootli, pinkish, or

pinkish-gray, bilobed, flattened organ, slightly concave

dorsally where it lies against the heart's sac, wiilesi

below" and tapering above. Because of the penetration
of connective-tissue bauds into its substance it is mapped
out into distinct lobules and sublobules, giving it the
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" swtctbiead "like appeaiauco, not unlike tliat shown l)y

the panereas or the salivary glands. Within the hibules

it is often possible to make out tlistinel rounded or

polygonal foUieles. A milky juice has been described

by "the older anatomists as coining from the cut organ
especially in ycumg cliildrcn, or in adults in whom the

organ was persistent and cidarged, and this circum-

stance lias rc<'ently been alludcil to as possiljly of pulli-

oloL'ical signilicance. I'robaljly, however, tliis condition

is tlie result of a ]iost-mortiMn softening; one of tlie arti-

facts to which the organ is jirone. Of the same nature is

the central canal with its lateral branches, or the "central

cavity
" so persistently mentioned in descriptions of the

human thymus even iu some present-day treatises on

anatomy.
At the height of its normal growth the thymus attains

a length of 9..5 cm., a width of .5cm., a tliiekuessof 1 cm.,
and weighs 20 gm. It sinks in water witli a displace-
ment of 21 c.e. But the organ may depart widely from
the average standard; it maybe larger or smaller. Its

relations will vary according to its size, and it may lie to

the left or right of the median line. A brid.ge of true

thymic tissue may come in direct contact with the thy-
roid gland, or 3 or 4 cm. may intervene between tlie thy-
roid lobes and the cephalic extensions of the thymus.
Sometimes thedistinct divisionsinto lobes may be lost, or

one lolje may greatly exceed its fellow in size. Multiple
lobes, from" tliree to seven or eight, may at times be

found. Small lobes or islets of thymus tissue are some-

times found at a considerable distance from the organ

proper, making accessory thymuses, as also seen iu the case

of the spleen and thyroid.
Histology.—The connective-tissue envelope of the

active thymus sends otTshoots or septa into the gland,

dividing "the lobes into lobules, and these again into

secoiKhvry lobules from 4 to 11 mm. iu size, finally sepa-

rating the lobules into smaller, roughly spherical foci of

solid thymic tissue termed follich'S or acini, from 0.4 to

0.7 mm! in size. Ordinary white fibrous tissue mixed
with elastic fibres makes the principal part of the en-

veloping sheath or capsule surrounding the thymus; in

this more or less fat is mixed, depending upon the pro-

portion of adijiose tissue in the body at large. In the

finer septa isolating the follicles or acini only loose white

fibres with delicate elastic fibrils are presi-nt (^lall).

The follicles consist throughout of adenoid tissue, giv-

ing the impression made by the follicles of the lymph
glands, even to the extent of showing a lighter central

portion and darker periphery. This resemblance is

heightened by the fact that the vast proportion of tlie

elements composing the thymic acini are lymphoid cells.

But more careful examination witli liiglicr magnifying
powers brings out an evident dilVerence between the cen-

tral portion or medulla, as it is called, and the germinal
centre seen in the follicle of lymph nodes. The darker,

more solid peripheral portion of the acinus (cortex) is

quite similar to the bulk of tissue composing the follicle

of a lymph gland.
The cortical and medullary portions of the thymic

acini are not sharply circumscribed. In general the re-

ticulum of the medullary substance forms a network or

frami'work of liranching'cells whose processes communi-
cate with each oilier and with the walls of the blood-

vessels. Th(^ nuclei of these radiating cells are 0-iS // in

size and rather poor iu chromatin. In tlu^ meshes of the

network lie small mononuclear leucocytes with nuclei

3-.") ^ in diameter (lympho(^ytc.s); larger leucocytes with

IHilymorphous nuclei are more seldom present, along
with lliecosinoiihilous cells deserilicd by SclialTcr. which

are also found along the blood vessels of tlie inlcrlobular

ccjiineetivc tissue. Multinuelear (giant) cells are also to

be found iu the medulla, which, according to Watney,
are derived in part from the cells of tlu' framework.

But, as SchafTcr finds, there are also inultinuclear cells

which are united with theeajullariesat the eiidsof which

they are located and with whose retrogression they are

related. At certain points the constituent cells of the

framework press closely together, making tlattened poly-

hedral objects whose arrangement resembles that of
stratified eiiithelium. Here the extraneous (multinu-
elear) cells are entirely absent or only sparingly found.
These nests or cords of epithelium, (leprived o"f blood-
vessels, show, at certain places where they adjoin the
connective; tissue, a layer of liigher cells wliicli resemble
those ill the basement layer of a stratified epithelium.
That the medullary sulistjince of the tlivmic follicle arose
from an epithelial anla.ire cannot well be doubted from
the oiilspokeu ejiitlielial nature of the cells just de-

scribed, which must be regarded as direct descendants
from the aiilagc. It is more dil1i<;ult to decide whether
the radiating cells of the medullary framework are epi-
thelial in origin. In preparations stained after Van Gic-
son's method a portion of the medullary framework
shows connective-tissue fibres, indicating that a part at
least of this network is mesodermic in origin.

Besides the epithelial islets just described one finds in

the thymus of aflvanced embryos, in greater numbers in

the fully developed organ, and in the early stages of its

retrogression, numerous characteristic objects varying
in size and condition. These bodies are known as the
concentric or lamellated corpuscles of Ecker, Ilassall's

corpuscles, or tlijniic corpuscles. They abound in the
medulla exclusively. In the simplest form they are

spherical bodies 13-22 n in diameter, with a central

portion feebly refractive, homogeneous, or granular, sur-

rounded by shell-like flattened Cf ' helial cells. The nu-
clei of the epithelial cells are plainly discernible, or they
maybe swollen, with their chromatin dispersed or even

entirely missing. Here and there between the constit-

uent cells leucocytes ajijiear which may even penetrate
to the central niass of the corpuscle. These bodies close-

ly resemble the epithelial cell-nests or pearls seen in cpi-
theliouias. Their nature and origin was long obscure,
but the embryological studies of His and Stieda have
thrown light on the question, which is not, however, even
now definitely settled. According to the authorities just

quoted the formation of these bodies is due to the separa-
tion of the piimary thymic epitlieliuiu into isolated por-
tions by the ingress of mesodermic elements, the pressure
apparently producing their spherical contour, after which
a degeneration of the central cells ensues, though this de-

generation docs not follow a uniform course. L'su;illy a

homogeneous refractive mass ajipears; at other times re-

fractive granules, droplets, or flakes form. Whether
the homogeneous substance is colloid, or not, is undeter-

mined, though the mierocliemical test of Amman sliows
the same color-reaction as that .given by the colloid of the

thyroid gland. The substance is compared to that of

lirostatic stones b}' Kiilliker. It certainly is a proteid anil

not a fatty substance, though both fatty and calcareous

changes occur in Ilassall's corpuscles. Frequently con-

centric corpuscles are seen in which the nuclei have en-

tirely disappeared and the cell substance has become
reticulated; or it undergoes transformation into soft

masses which give a mucin reaction.

Along with the simple couecntric corpuscles, bodies

ajipearwilh multiple centres from which the cell layers
radiate. Irregular forms, spinclh'- orclub-shaiied, orvari-

ously bent and knotted, also abound. But in all these

corpuscles the concentric disposition of the component
parts is retained. These bodies may reach a size of 0.1

mm. It is important not to confuse w-ilh these true

thymic corpuscles epithelial cell-mas.ses devoid of the

concentric arran.gemcnt, found esjiecially in individuals of

advanced ago, in which tlie thymus is well along in its

retrogression; they attain a dianicterof 0.2-0.3 mm., and

maj' be designated epithelial spherules.
In poorly fixed or macerated specimens the Hassall

corpuscles and epithelial spherules readily fall out during
preparation ; and where several of them have been in con-

tact, a space is left which may easily be mistaken for a

central canal. The loss of large epithelial spherules from
the medulla may givi' llw impression of considerable cavi-

ties here, but these artifacts are not to be confounded
with cavities clad with ciliated epithelium, first noticed

by Remak, which are of embryonic origin due to im-
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perfect closure of the primitive epithelial canals of the

thymic anlasre. It is also advissthle to have in mind the

occasional presence' of aberrant parathyroids which may
tind their way into the nieilnlla of tlie thoracic portion of

the thymus.
The cortical portion of the thymic follicle is character-

ized liy the possession of ahundant blood capillaries, and
has much similarity with the structure of lymphatic
glands. It has a delicate reticulum whose- meslies are

jiacked with cells which are for the most part small,

mononuclear lymphocytes. In sections stained with nu-

clear dyes this ])reponderance of lym])liocytes gives the

cortex a dark hue, plainly outlining it from the lighter
medulla. As to the natures of the reticulum, whether en-

tirely cellular or jiurtly librillar. it is a (|uestion still lui-

decided, as is tlie case in reference to the lymiili glands.

AVatni-y holds that the reticulum is a dual structure, both
^•llularand tilirillar. It isliighly probable, however, that

it does not develop from tlie ectodermic thymic aiilage.
In conjiincticiii with the- cortical reticulum and lym-

phoid elements one tiiids tlie eosinophilic cells, described

by SchafTer and b_y Sultan, scattered through the whole
oorte.x, especially along the surface and in tlie neighbor-

ing connective tissue. Further, tliereare iieculiar round
or liranching cells reaching a diameter of 10-30 // thickly

disposed about the capillaries, and containing stronglj'
refractive granules, dilTeriug from those of ecsinophilic
<'ells, but more closely resembling the colloid-like drop-
lets in the centre of the Ilassaliau corpuscles because of

their insolubility in acids and alkalies. These granules
vary in size, the average being i fi in diameter; they
.stain but faintly in eosin and differ from fat by their in-

solubility in ether. These cells can most readily be
demonstrated by treating sections of thvnius hardened in

alcohol with dilute caustic soda, which clears the tissue,

bringing out the granules in the cells that lie along the

capillary walls of the cortical portion only.
Of csjiecial importance is the fact pointed out by

Schaffer that in smear preparations of the thymus nucle-
ated red blood corpuscles are to be found, as is the case
in the spleen and bone marrow. They are hard to tind

in sections. They are especially abundant in the corte.x,

though present in the medulla.
As lirst pointed out by Kiilliker, the blood-vessels of

the thymus are peculiar. The arteries following the
central cords in the interior of the lobules penetrate the

follicles and jiass into a network of capillaries along the
inner side of the cortex. The central jiorlion of the me-
dulla is largely free from capillaries. The branching
arterial ca]iillaiies at the border of the medulla pass into

capillaries which nmstly penetrate perpendicularly, luak-

ing a radial network with numerous anastomo.ses. Im-

meiliately beneath the coniiective-lissue envelope this

radi,-il capillary ni'lwoik becomes a narrow-meshed plex-
tis of rather wide capillaries which surround the cor-

tex and coiumuiiicate with numerous venous branches

])assing into interlobular veins. Together with venous
trunks coursing along the surface of the cortical sub-
stance uumerous veins and arteries are found in the
uieduUa. In conse(|uence there exists a double venous

system, a stiperlicial one between the adjoining cortices

and a deeper one in the medulla; there is also a double

capillary plexus, one superlicial, the other radial.

Thelyni])liaticsof the thymusare still but little under-
stood, our knowledge remaining ]iracti<'ally where it was
after His com])leted his studies iipnn the thynius of the

calf, supplemented by the cciiitributiiins of Watney and
Renaut, According to His the larger blood-vessels,
which run along the central <'ord (calf's thymus) are

accompanied by two or more lymidi vessels, which re-

reive one or more rootlets from each acinus. When
these lymph vessels are traced, it is seen that in tlieir

further branching in the interlobular se|)ta they soon lose

their valves and muscular coat and become delicate-

walled lympli spaces. Thesespaces idenlifully surrotiiwl

the follicles. The lymph spaces provide an easy avenue
for the thymic cells which are numeious in the thymic
lymph.

The nerves accompanying the thymic arteries are easily
discovered. According to the investigations of Boveri,
who employed the Golgi method, the nerves form a fine

lilexus upon the vessels and in the interlobular connec-
tive tissue, from which some fibrils iienetrate into the

medulla, terminating there with slightly swollen ex-
tremities (A, Kiilliker).

UiiTitooHicssio.N OK TiiK TnTMUs.—It lias already been
mentioned that the thymus is a temporary organ in man;
that is to say, it does not remain in its eoutlition of mor-

phological (and |uesumably, therefore, physiological)
perfection during life. Tiiat the thymus "disappears
more or less completidy in adult life has long been
known, but data relative to the exact time at which it

jiasses away, and as to the stages leading to its backward
metamorphosis, were not available until recent years. In-

deed, even at the |uesent time authorities are far from
being in accord on all these points.
The views of Friedleben, whose work now over half a

century old must be regarded as the classic on the thy-
mus, are most generally accepted. He held that the or-

gan reached its complete development at birth, remained
in this condition (with some increa.se in size) until the
second year of life, then gradually altered and atrophied,
the retrograde process being well advanced by jiuberty.
Variations in the course of these changes arc b}' no means
rare, and some of these are still luisunderstood.

Accepting 20 gm. as the ordinary weight of the thy-
mus, this remains fairly constant, under normal con-

ditions, throughout life. But even with the unaided eye
it may be seen that there is a marked difference between
the thymus of a young child and that of an adult. In the
first case the organ has a solid, fiesh-like appearance, a
tiniform pinkish color, with well-defined and closely ap-
proximated follicles. No great excess of connective tis-

sue is present, and but little fat occurs in the gland proper.
In the case of the adult, however, all this is changed,
and the organ appears as a fatty mass approximatingthe
size and shape of the original organ. In this so-called
"
thymic fat boily

"
of Waldeyer. reddish or dark j'cllow-

ish foci, more (u- less discrete arc to be seen up to the
thirtieth year, and the microscope shows these foci to be
remnants of the once voluminous gland. A marked
change in the specific gravity of the thymus occurs with

advancing years, as Dworuitschenko has shown, it being
higher for the first thirty years and then becoming less.

This is shown by its sinking in water during the first

period and afterward floating, the fatty alteration being
largely responsible for this variation. Such is the usual
conduct under nnrinal conditions, but the changes in the

gland are prcifoundly affected by the general state of nu-
trition, and it also .sometimes happensthat the involution
of tlie organ is retarded so tliat one finds in the adult an

apparently perfect thymus, a solid mass of thymic tissue

unchanged by fatty overgrowth, constituting the so-

called
"
persistent

"
thymus. Persistent thymus is al-

most invariably an accompaniment of the dyscrasia known
as status lympbaticus. (See iStntim L//mp/inticn.i.)
So far as macroscopic evidences go we may summarize

I)}' stating that at the second year of extra-uterine life

the thymus reaches its anatomical perfection, being a
.solid mass of adenoid tissue about 20 gm. in weight and

sinking in water. Frmu this period to pubert}' the organ
gradually becomes smaller and distinctly tougher, owing
to the increase of connective tissue in its substance; and at

the same time its pinkish cohu' fades. Between imberty
and the twentieth year little change in bulk is noteil, but
it may be seen tluit adipose tissue is gradually appearing
in the thymus, isolating the thymic substance into sepa-
rate mas.ses. This fatty alteratiun becomes more pro-
nounced during the next two decades, the foci <if thymic,
substance becoming smaller and more widely separated
until fiiiidly a mass of yellowish fat, preserving the shape
of the thymus, isall that the eye can detect—a mass that

equals in lutlk thai attained at puberty, but that floats in

water after the thirtieth year.

Histologically the evidences of a profound structural

change during the retrogression of t'le thymus are well

res
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marked, and differ strikingly from what has been jior-

tniypd as tlie microscopic anatomy of Ihc thj-nuis at tlic

pi riod of its iicrlcct dcvclcipiiiciit. These cliaiijrcs,

» hich begin at the second year, liavc been particularly
siudied and described by Friedleben, Watney, Wal-

deyer. Scliatfer. Sultan, Dwornitschenko, Lochte, and
others. Ky these studies it lias been determined tliat

several distinct nietamorphoses manifest them.selves,
the most pronounced being the conneclive-t issue, endo-

tlielioid, and fatty; that is to say, the jirocess is one tliat

idTects both the framework and the parenchyma of the

organ.
One of the earliest changes is the increase of interlobu-

lar ti.sstic by which the acini become more widely sepa-
rated, and, even before pronounced alterations occur in

the acini, fat begins to make its appearance in the frame-
work. There being no increase in volume of the organ,
it follows that the proliferation of connective tissue pro-
duces a shrinkage or atrophy of the projier tliyiuic ele-

ments, and in this the fat al.so jdays a part, as \Valdeyer
has claimed. But while it must be regarded as a factor,

pressure-atrophy is not the only condition incidental to

the retrogression of the thymus. There is an atrophic
change seemingly inherent in the cells of the thymic
parenchyma. Sultan has directed attention to the other

important retrogressive proces.s
—the endothelioid, which

seems to be present at some stage during the transforma-
tion of the adult thymus in all individuals. From the

endothelial cells lining the small blood-vessels and capil-

laries, and from those of the adventitia, endothelioid cells

proliferate and appear bothattheborderand at the centre

of the thj'inic acini. Sultan believes that some of these

cells undergo a metamorphosis into fat cells. Later,

spindle cells largely replace the endothelioid elements.

A distinctly glandidar or epithelionia-like appearance
may be given to the tbynnis at the height of its endothe-
lioid transronnation.

Physiology.—The function of this organ, who.se life

history is so peculiar, is still much in the dark. Appar-
ently its functional activity continues only during the

stage of lymphadenoid development, though even at this

time the presence of the thymus does not seem essential

to life and well-being, since, according to the testimony
of Fiicdletienand othere.xpcrimenters who have followed

him, the organ may be extirpated in 3'oung animals with-
out causing any serious disturbance. Apparently con-

tradictory to this conclusion are the restdts obtained b}-

Thiroloix and Bernard in thyracctomized rabbits, which
diiil in three or four weeks with hypopyrexia and con-

vulsions.

A number of authors have looked upon the thymus as

a blood-forming organ, and Schaffer is the most recent

ailvocate of this view. He believes, from his studies

upon cats and rabbits, that the h:ematopoietie function

is, like that of the spleen, liver, and bone marrow, a t.eni-

poraiy one corresponding to certain growing periods ;

and, furthermore, he believes that the spleen and thymus
maintain a reciprocal relationship, in that a rich supply
of nucleated red blood cells in one is attended with a

sparsen<'ss in the other. Carbone believes that the ha'-

matopoictie function of the thj'nius is limited to intra-

uteiine life.

Since Friedleben's time the possibility of the thymus
iiilluencing the growth and nutrition has been considered.
This point has been raised anew by Seydel, who, finding
tli<' thymus much atrophied or absent in infants dying
fioin impoverished nutrition, concludes that the organ
supplies blood or nutrient fluid. Tarulli, from his extir-

pation experiments, believes that increaseil appetite with

augmented ingestion of food follows the ojieration, in

spite of whicli the growth is retarded. There is also
a diiniiuition of ha'tuogloliin and of red blood cells with

leucocytosis and cosinojihilia. Von Braunschweig con-
curs with Tarulli in so faras denyinga leucocyte-forming
function to (he thymus.
Experiments with extracts of the thymus have been

made, parlicidarly by Svehia, who used a ten-|ier-cent.

aqueous extract of the (U-gan from man, dogs, swine, and
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cattle, and experimented on dogs l)y injection into the
portal vein. He noted a fall of blood pressure, presuma-
bly caused by jjaralysis of the vaso-motors, acceleration
of the i)ulse due to (iirect action on the heart, and death
in narcotized sidjjects. In non-narcolizeil aidmals small
do.ses eaiLsed restlessness and dyspn<ra, while larger
<lo.ses caused death with pronoiuiced dyspnoea. Svelila

compares the symptoms <d' experimental thymus into.xi-

catiou with those of thymic sudilen death (see ,Statiia

L)iiiipliiitint»). and concludes that the fatal ending in the
latter alfectioii is caused by liyperthyujization of the
blood. Bi'fori! aicepting fully the coiu'lusions reached

by Svehia we should recall the fact that Cunningham has
found that the toxicity of tliynnis and thyroid extracts is

largely determined by the post-mortem changes in the

glands after their removal and before subjected to the ex-
tractive Jirocess.

P.\Tiioi.oGY.—Besides various anomalies in the size,

shape, and anatomical location of the thymus or jjortions
of it, the organ maybe completely absent. A typical
example of this congenital aluiormality has been reported
b\' Clark in a baby of eight mouths; and whih; tliis re-

porter concluded from his observation that no serious
nutritive disturbance followed the anomaly, he en-

deavored to show a relationship between the absent thy-
mus and a form of hiemophilia from which the infant
was sulfering.

Circulatory disturbances as part of general vascular
disease occur in the thymus. Venous !iypera!mia is

pruticularly prone to occur in the well-developed thymus
with its large venous trunks, and has been repeatedly
ob.served inasphy.xiaof the new-born. Punctate hemor-

rhages are found in some cases of sudden death in victims
of status lymphaticus, and in the persistent thymus of

lymjihatic epileptics dying of asphyxia. They have
also been noted in some cases of ordinary suffocation and
in fatal ]ihos]}horus poisoning.

Atrojihy of the thymus is a coincidence of general
wasting of the body like that accompanying exhausting
acute diseases or various chronic dfseases attended by
cachexia and marasmus. A well-developed thymus in

an infant or a persistent one in an adult may shrink until

little more than a fibrous-tissue mass remains to mark the

place it once filled. This fact is important in comiection
with the anatomical diagnosis of status lymiihaticus. a
condition in which persistent thymus is associated with

general lymphadenoid hyperplasia; for, under the con-

ditions just mentioned, the organ atrophies and prac-

tically disappears, and, as a rule, the other lymphade-
noid accumidations sulfer the same fate.

Hypertrophy with Ii3]ierplasia of the thymus, which
has had an overwhelming amount of attention in the

literature concerning di-seases of this organ, is almost

invariablj' associated with the general condition known
as status lymphaticus (see Status /.i/mi>/iiilii-ii.s). and
should not be regarded as an independent alVection.

Even in the several cases in which the thynuis has been

reported as enlarged in Basedow's disease, myxa'dema,
Addistm's disease, and acromegaly, other evidences of

status lymphaticus have usually been disclo.sed.

Acute non-suiipurative inflanimations of the thymus
are not common, an<l while the organ may participate in

an inllanmiatorv alTection involving contiguous anatomi-
cal structures, it usually cseaiies. liiedert has reported
a case of primary acute inflammation of the thymus
unknown in origin. In general h:eiuatogenous infections

the specific microorganism may find its way to the thy-
mus; and in certain pyauine atVcctions metastatic ab-

scesses may occur in the thymus. There are also several

cases on record in which single or nuiltiple absces.ses of

the organ were found, with no evlileuce of a |)rimary

su|>purative process <'lseuiiere. In the cases of this

character reported \>y Schlossman, Demme, and Helm,
(he enlarged thymus with its ab.scesses was aiiparently
responsible for the sudden death.

Primary tuberculo.sis of the thymus is uid<nown. tin-

less (he (]uestionable case of Carpenter's is soc<insidered;
but a number of instances of secondary infection, either

roit
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ill the form of miliary tuborcles or in tliat of caseous
tuberculous foci, liave been noted.

Tile tliymus is the seat ()f various liiiuls of tumors, and
is tlie starting-point of aconsiderable number of the neo-

plasms located in the anterior mediastinum. Various
teratomas liave been found in connection witli it, the

most coinmon one bcin.sr a dermoid cyst with liair, cpi-
tlielium, and fatty contents similar to the dermoids of

the ovary. A more fre(iucnt variety of thymic tumor is

one taking a lymplioid slrucline and desinnalcd lym-
l)lioma or lymphosarcoiua. depending on its extent and
the production of metastases. However, since the lym-
|iliatic glands in the anterior mediastinum and al)oiit the

Iironchi may also become tlie seat of these tumors, it

often becomes dillicult to decide whether tlie thymus lias

lieeu primarily or secondarily alTected. The question

may at limes be determined liislolouically by the dis-

covery of llassall's cor])uscles in the primary tumor.
Besides the small-celled lymphosarcoma, other varieties

of sarcoma may occur, and carcinoma., presumably origi-

nating from the remaining foci of I'pitholial tissue, is

occasionally encountered.
Extensive lymphoid infiltration and enlargement of

the thymus may atlend leuka'iiiia and pseudoleuka;mia.
Peculiar cysts of the thymus, jirobably at one time

misunderstood and coiise<|Ucntly designated Dubois's

abscesses, have been carefully studied by Cliiari, who re-

gards them as originating from a growth of thymic tissue

into the corpuscles of Hassall. Besides these spurious
abscesses there are cavities with softened contents, prop-
erly called Dubois's abscesses, due to the softening of

syphilitic nodules (small gummas). Syphilitic infection

of the thymus may also manifest itself by a hvperplasia
of the organ, or by a diffuse connective-tissue overgrowth
with conse(iuent induration. .1. P. O/tlmae/iti:

LlTKRATURE.

As has already been mentioned, much of the literature upon the
thymus, especially as to its hyperfntphy and hyperpla.si:i. should jirnp-

eriy in* <-lasst*d with tlijil ii<-;irinL' upon status tympliatirus. .\ par-
ticularly vahial)Ii' paiHT triviuir ilic liistuiical rrfcii'nct.-s is Durrut's
thesis ("lie la Muit siibite cliez les ieuues eufauts par bypertrupliie
du thymus au point de vue ni(?dico-lL'gal," Paris, 1901). '.K more ex-
tensive work dealing with the thymus as a whole is Friedleben's

monopmph ("Die Physiologie der Thvmusdriise in Gesundheit und
Krankheit,"lS.'>S). A thorouphsumtnary of the luiwe recent litci-atuie

is to he found in Klein's review fNeuere .Arbeiten uherdir iilaiidula

thymus," Cent. f. nllgimrinr Pntlinlogie, Bd. i.\., Nos. HI, IT. is'.is..

From these three sources tlie studeiii can obtain a i«'fcience to most
of the literature dealiui; with the ttiymus exicjit as pertains to certain

special asjiects of the embryology, anat^uny, and hist«ilof?y, for which
the standard text-hooks may he consulted.

THYROID.—Anatomy.—There are few organs in the

body lliat sliow normally so manyaud so great variations
instinct lire, both gross and minute, as the thyroid. This
is to beex]daiiied by the fact that it has itsorigin in three

independent embryonal structures, so tlitit in their fusiiui

there are many opportunities for variations. Again, tlii^

absence of any excretory duct probably permits of wider
variations than might otherwise occur, for no matter how
arranged or where located the gland can accomiilish its

entire function, provided only that it litis lu-oper circula-

tion. Ordinarily it iiresenis two hiteral lobes connected

by an isthmus, which latter lies across the trachea from
tli(^ second to the fourth tniihe.il rings, inclusive. This
isthmus is absent in from ten to tifteen per cent, of indi-

viduals. When present, it may merely consist of a mass
of fibrous tissue containing a minimum of gland tissue,

or it may form the largest of the three lobes, with all pos-
sible intervening variations. (Juile rarely, i.e., in about
one per cent., the isthmus exists tis jin independent lobe.

When the isthmus is absent the laleral lobes are often so

closely applieil llitit tlu^ absence of the isthmus maybe
coiniilelely overlooked. At the level of the islhmiis, the
recurrent laryngeal nerve lies in the angle between the

a?sophagus and the tnudiea, being covered extc^rnally by
the lateral lobe on each .side. In front, the glanil is

coveri'd liy the sterno-hyoid, the sternothyroid, iind the

omo-hyoid muscles. Laterally, the lobes extend outward
in front of the common carotid arteries. The lower end
of each lateral lobe is usually at the lifth or sixth ring of

the trachea, and the ujiper end is at the middle of the
t hy roid cartilage. The lower edge is embedded in a mass
of fatty connective tissue, which is of some surgical im-

portance, since it pas.ses without any demarcation into
the anterior mediastinum. Behind, it is attached by
lough fibrous tissue to the larynx and trachea, so that it

moves with them in swallowing. When the head is

thrown back, the disltince of 2 mm. that lies between the
lower bonier and the sternal notih is doubled (Sappey).

Frc(|U(iitly a conictil iiroeess, c;dli-d the "
iiyramid of

Laloiiette," extends upward t() b(,' attached to the hyoid
bone, tiiyroid carlilage, or thyro hyoid membrane. This

may arise from the isthmus or from eilhcr or both lateral

lobes, its shape and size also presenting wide variations.
Its frequency varies greatly according to different ob-
servers. Jlarshall found it in 20 out of (iO thyroids, or
43 per cent. ; Streekeisen in 104 out of ITiS; Zoja in 109
out of 147. or 74 ])er cent. ; while the writer found it with
'.id of 60 thyroids, or (iO per cent. In 10 of these last it

arose from the right lobe, in 12 from the left, in 8 from
the isthmus, in 5 fnmi both lobes, and in 1 from the left

lobe and from the isthmus. In 21 it was attached to the

thyroid cartilage or thyro-hyoid membrane, and to the

hyoid bone in 15. In one instance the pyramid was split

up into a chain of isolated masses of gland tissue, which
would have to be classified as acces.sory thyroids. In
structure the pyramid generally consists of regular gland
tissue near its base, but the colloid material disappears as
it ascends, and
the vesicles be-

'

come mere
groups of epi-
thelial cells, in

which are grad-
uall}' replaced

j,

by "fibrous and
muscular tissue,
until near the

upper part of

the pyramid
they disappear
entirely. If the

muscle tibresare
n u m e r o u s the

upper part is

considered a sep-
arate muscle,
and called the
hnitor ijldiiclnlii; i,.

Iltyroideif. The
pyramids are >

consii^lered by ,

Bhmd Sutton to

represent part of

the original thy-
roglossal duet.

In proportion
to its weight the

thyroid has per-

haps the largest
blooil supply of

any organ of the

body, the blood

reaching it

through the su-

perior and in-

ferior thyroid
arteries on each
siile, iind occa-

sionally from
the thyroidea
ima. Following
the trabecuhe
these vessels
lircidi up into a
rich meshwork of capillaries about the vesicles. In

some jiliK^es these capillaries even penetrate the base-

ment membrane and come into direct contact with the

Hi

•* V

I'

^k;. 4711.—Tbe Thyroid Giami and its Rela-
tions. (Tcstut.) 1, Uiglit loho; :.', left lobe;
3. isthmus: 4, pyrannd of l.alouelti'; f). hyoid
bone; 0. thyroid nirliljice; 7. trachea; 8,

carotid artery ; 9. intftrniil .liieular vein; 10',

superior thyroid vein ; 10. thyro-lirigual-
faseial vein ; 11. superior thyroid artery; 12.

inferior laryngeal vessels; i:t. median thyroid
vein : 14. subclavian artery ; I."i, inferior

thyroid aitery; Ifi. hileral inferior ttiyrold

veins: 17. median inferior tliyroid veins; 18.

left brachiocephalic vein; ill. arch of tlie

aorta ; ^i. piieumngjistric nerve.
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secreting cells. So great is the vascularity, that when
an active dilatalion of its vessels (leeuis the uland in-

creases noticeably in si/.e, and in lliis eomlilion a dislinel

]iidsalion can he felt tliiou,i;liout the inland. The veins

nnile to form the superior, niiildlc. and inferior tliyi'oiil

veins, the two fornur of which eniply into tin; internal

jnirnlar vein, tin! last into the innominate. They are

(levoid of valves, and a rich ple.xus snnoiinds the gland,
often causing much bleeding in operations. Some au-

thors have described collections of a colloid-like sub-

stan<'C in the veins of the gland, and suggested that this

was the method by wliich the gland disposeil of ils seeic-

tion, /.(., ilirectly into the cireulatinn. However, these;

appearances are probably due to accid<'ntal extravasa-

tions occurring in the handling of the gland. It seems
most probable that the excretion of the colloid substance
occurs through the lymjili channels, which are very nu-

merous iu the thyroid and lie in direct contact, with the

basement membrauc of the vesicles, sometimes even with
the gland cells themselves. In their lumen colloid is

usually to be fovuid. <listinguished from other substances

by itsstaining w itli Van Gieson's stain. After flee anas-

tomosis the lymph vessels leave the gland and pass

through the superior and inferior deep cervical glands.

(See tlescri|)tiou of Ivmphatics luidcr "Tumors of the

Thyroid.")
The nerves of the thyroid come from the middle and

inferior cervical sympathetic ganglia, and ])ass into it

svith the blood-vessels. The recurrent and external laryn-

geal, the hypoglossal, and the vagus all send tilamcnts to

the gland, but these all seem to be vaso-motor or secre-

tory, that is to say, the}' are all of sympathetic origin

(KOUikcr). The branches run to the bases of the epithe-
lial cells, but the actual endings are not exactly deter-

mined.
The weight of the tliyroid seems to vary greatly in

different countries, since most German authors(Virchow,
Ratiber) place it at from 30 to GO .em. ; Schaefer iu Eng-
land gives it as 30-40 gm. ; Poirier and t'harpy iu France

give the average as 2i-'24 gin. In sixty thyroids re-

moved in this country, I found the average weight but
23 gm. It would seem that in goitrous countries the

normal gland is larger than iu non-goitrous countries.

Thethj'ioid shows the effects of senility sooner and more
than any other organ that is not essentially reproductive.
In m_y scries iu persons over forty -five years of age the

average weight was but 16 gm., while in people between

twenty and forty-five years it averaged 3") gm. Ditfering
from the otherorgaus. it islarger, asa rtile, in women than
in men—a fact which, togelherwith its early atrophy, in-

dicates its close relation to the reproductive organs. It is

relatively larger in infants than in adults; in the former
the proportion to the body weight being 1 to 700 or 1.000,
in the latter 1 to l..")00 or" 2,200. According to IluscbUe
there is even a decrease in size after birth, followed by a

rapid growth at puberty. In the adult the transverse
measurement is usually 50-60 mm., autero-posterior
thickness of the lateral lobes 1^-20 mm., of the isthmus
6-8 mm. ; length of the lateral lobes 'M mm. ; hei,ght of

the isthmus, .5-15 mm. The right lobe is slightly larger
when a considerable ntunlier of cases is averaged, al-

though often in individual glands the opposite is true.

Di'A'Ki.opME.NT.—Three separate "anlagen" unite to

form the human tliyroid. 1. A median divi'rticulum of
the pharj'ngeal hypoblast pushes its way downward, and
forms a tube that is connected with the base of the

tongue. Sul)se(|uently it becomes solid, its upper end

forming the foramen cecum, from its lower end (levelop-
ing the isthmus, jiartof the lateral lolics, the jiyrainids
(when they are jiresenl). and occasionally accessory thy-
roids. It .someliines happens that this structure remains
in the adult as the "tliu'tux lingi/ii/is." 2, From tin,'

fourth visceral cleft on each side spring iiouches which
pass in front of I Ik; larynx and unili! with the lower end
of the median diverticulum, ultimately forming the outer

part of the lateral lobes, 'I'hese three masses fuse to

form a horseshoe-sbaped striu^ture encircling the embry-
onic laryii.x, and are scparalcil from their origin in the

hypobla.st. At first the gland consists merely of roil-like

columns of eiiilhelial cells, resulting from "the division
and branching of its original rudiments. The ingrow ing
couueetive tissue divides tliese cords of cells into short

Fig. 4712.—Thyrnifl cit Ftetiis iit Titiij. The luliular outlines are
mure iiromineni tliau in the adult ; tlicie is no colloid in the acini.

segments, which form the vesicles later, when colloid is

secreted. Colloid formation begins in intra-uterine life,

but the vesicles are not generally filled until some linn;

after birth, .section of the gland of a ncw-lioni child

showing but few of the acini contaiuiug colloid. He-

cau.se of the method of formation, in the firtus a lobular
structure is distinct, but in the adult this is generally
absent or indistinct.

Histology.—Fully as great variations are seen micro-

scopically in the thyroids of persons who die of diseases
that have uo known ctfect on the thyroid, as have been
noted in the .gross anatomy. Study of the thyroids from
consecutive autopsies shows such a variety of conditions
as to suggest that perhaps this organ suffers much more
in disease than we have reason to suspect from any clini-

cal evidences. V/hat may be considered the normal
structure is described most brictly by saying that it dif-

fers from other tubular glands chiefiy in having the
tubules closed and filled with colloid to varying degrees
of distention. The ariangement of capsule. .seiJta, base-
ment membrane, vessels, and nerves is that common to

glandular organs in general. By reconstruction methods
Streiff has shown that the vesicles are not always spheri-
cal sacs, but often are tubular, and frequently are saccu-
lated. The size of the vesicles varies greatly, some being
ipiite without lumen, while others are more than half a
millimetre in diameter. As the ciiithclial cells are modi-
fied by the pressure of tlie colloid in the lumen of the

acinus, they vary much in size and shape from those thai,

are distinctly columnar in empty acini to tliose llalleiicd.

in distended sacs, to tlu; nature of an endothelial cell.

For the most jiarl they are cuboidal, with a small spheri-
cal nucleus that stains more intensely than that of most

epithelial cells. They are deseribed as of two kinds— liar

chief cells and the colloid cells. The chief cells, which
form by far the gieater part, are clear or with very fine

granules and have no distinct membrane, but ,seem to
blend with one another, their outer ends resting on the
basement membrane, (he inner lying in the colloid sub-
stance. The colloid cells are characterized by a moi'i^

granular and opai|ue appearance, obscuring the nucleus,
and they are lower than the chief cells, from which they
seem to bo derived. The granules slain like colloid, and

'1
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they seem to become converted into tliis substftnce, to be

icplaceil by new cells from the chief cells. All stiiges
between these forms may be found. Aei(lo])hile granules
are also described, wliicli are considered analogous to the

zymogen granules of oilier glands. The colhiid cnntciil

of the alveoli stains a clear innk-while eosin, and is usu-

ally structureless. Often, however, iiuelci or entire cells

are iire.sent, but the frei|U(nlly observed total exfoliation

of the epithelial cells into the colloid is probably to be

interpreted as a post-mortem occurrence, (juite the same
as the de.S(|uamatioii of the eiidotheliiim of blood-ves.sels.

Red corpuscles are frecpn'iilly found, apparently nor-

mally, and it is stated that they will retain their form
and staining iiroperl ies fnr a very longtime in the colloid.

However, jiigmcnt from this source isl'rei|iiently present.
The vacuoles that often fringe the colloid are probably
for the most part, if not entirely, the lesiilt of shrinkage
in the hardening process. Ernest considers the orange.
or yellowish-brown color assumed by the colloid when
stained by Van Gieson's method to be eharaeteristic, but
this is by no means constant ; sometimes it gives a good
red color. Fat is constantly found in the epithelial cells

of the thyroid as well as the ]>aratliyi'oi<ls and hypophy.sis,
increasing in amount with age (Erdheim).
The stroma of the gland is .scanty in the adult, but

jnore abundant both in infancy and in old age. Larger
septa of very dense librous tissue separate the original
lobules of the gland, while bunds that are often extreme-

ly thin separate individual acini. In it are the \vide,

colloid filled lymphatics, the abundant vessels, and the

nerve fibres, which are mostly non-medullated. There
are no intratliyroid ganglia, but simple ganglion cells of

very irregular form, wliicli, as a matter of fact, are not

fully distinguished from branched connective-tissue cor-

puscles (Poiricr and Cliarpy). Between the follicles arc
often found groups of cells that seem to indicate un-

developed follicles, even to the extent of sometimes con-

taining colloid droplets. What an; considered to be em-

bryonal rests are found, especially under the cajisule.

/^

Flo. 4713.—I'arathyrold, Tli.viiilc Veslrle, and Tlivmlc I.oliiilc of New-
Ilorn Uulnen-pt;;. (Polrier and Chnrpy.l ih, Externiil tlivmic
lolaile; v, tliymic vesicle; g.l. external paratliymid.

Tlic cells lie with little order in the stroma, and have
large, chromatin rich nuclei and little eytojilasm. Their
exact nature is not .settled. Bozzi found no alterations
in endiryonal rests present in small stumps of gland tissue

remaining after removing the greater part oi' the gland.

nor did their presence prevent the death of the animal,
suggesting that perhaps they are not really embryonal
rests.

I'linil/ii/niids.
—These organs are composed of columns

of epithelial cells, with large, dc'cply staining nuclei, and
a rather small amount of cytoplasm. They resemble the
carotid glands in structure, but the thyroid not at all.

and it is con.sidered by Pienant that they are derived
from the fourth inner Inancliial cleft, from which the

thymus and the hiteral rudiments of the thyroid are also
derived, (iley believed that they rejirescnted embryonic
riKliments of the thyroid, but. as will be shown later

under I'hysiology, this interpretation is not correct. For
fiirtherdrscriptiou of these organs see under Gititiv, Vol.
IV.. p. 3T8, and under Pnratliiiniitl. Vol. VI.. p. .'lUB.

Thijinif l/ihuUit.—As a rule these liltle-known bodies
are four in number, but sometimes there are but two,
aiul in some animals they are lacking (Nicolas). There
are two external lobules, usually on tlie posterior surface
of the lateral lobe; and two internal lobules, in the centre
of the lateral lobes, suridunded on all sides by glandular
tissue, or sometimes they are near the tracheal face. They
possess the stnuliue of the thymus, even to the concen-
tric epithelial corpu.scles, but tliey are often mistaken for

lym|)li nodules. They are ascribed to theconunon origin
of tiie lateral lobes of the thymus and thyroid in the
fourth branchial clefts. They seem to occur infreciuent-

ly in man (Miiller). Besides these normal structun's not

rarely rests of thymus tissue are found in the thyroid
gland, or about it.

CiUiited I >.«/('/( .«.
—Vesicles lined with ciliated epithe-

lium are occasionally found, not only in the thyroid, but
ill the parathyroid, or thymic lobule (see Fig. 4Tlii), or in

the thymus; they may give rise to cysts. Their content
is a clear fluid, quite different from the colloid. They
are probably derived from the original pharyngeal or
branchial diverticulum, and persist as docs the tliyro-

glossal duet.

ClIEMrsTKY.

Intil IsOO the thyroid was studied frequently to learn

something of its chemistrv. because as a gland with in-

ternal secretion it sec'med possible that this unknown
secretion might be found. It was learned that it was
rich in the various extractives, indicating metabolic ac-

tivity, and that it contained a nucleo-proleidand a globu-
lin of some interest. Fraenkel thougljl he had isolated

an active principle in a crystalline, alkaloid-like body,
apparently belonging to the guanidin series. Baiiniann
in 1S96 succeeded in isolating llie real active princi]ile in

the iodine compound, t/ti/ivincliii or iiMhitliiiirin. This,

according to liaumaim, is a Imiwnisli, amorphous com-

pound, remarkable for its resistance to chemical and

physical a.geiicies; it can be boiled for da\'S with ten per
cent, sulphuric acid or undergo prolonged <ligestion with

gastric juice without alteration. This ex]dains its suc-

cessful use per os therapeutically. It is almost insolu-

ble in water; in alcohol it dissolves with difiiculty. It

manifests no proteid reactions, and in the purest speci-
men that Baumann was able to obtain, he found 9.li per
cent, of iodine, which is probably below the true jnopor-

|

tion. AVorking with Baumann, Roos subjected it to

physiologic and therapeutic tests that showed it to be

the active ])iiiiciple of the gland. There seem to be no
essential ditfereiices in the substance as olilained from
either human glands or from the lower animals. How-
ever, the variations in the amount of iodine found in the

glands of individuals in health is great, but it may be

stated that in goitrous districts the amount of iodine is

much less than in the places where goitre is rare. This
is .shown by the accompanyin.g table.

The manner in which the iodiiK' is combined in the thy-
roiodin isstill unknown, although according to the work
of Oswalil it. is preponderalingly. if notentirely, united
to aromatic groups. However, it is known that the

iodine is combined in a non-proteid body, the tliyroiodin,
which in turn is combined with a proteid, forming the
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FreilmiK
Haiiiburp
Berlin

Chiuipo
lh)st"n and Ninv York .

Halllniore
Montreal

fcM= =".:

X.2II

i.m
7.40
:..:)-

4.47
5.41
4.49

o.m
.Xi

.iH)

2. II)

2.IU
2.;«i

2. 40

2..i0

J.KI
n.m
10.7il

11. X()

12.7li

10.77

FrtHiueney of

goitre.

Kndeniic.
.\«it I'nileniic.

.Not endemic.
'

.Not coniiiion.
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tliyroglobiiliii, Tliistliyi-oglobuliii ((Hiiuiiis 1.6 ]ivr ci'iit.

(if idtliue, iinil isfouml eiitiiely in tliei-olloiil of I he gliUiil.

but it is uot tlie .sole iiiui-edieiil of the colloid, which
contaius a ncucleopioleidalso. Oswald believesthal the

iodine is united with the giobidin cilhi'i- jnst as it is e.\-

ci'eted fi'oni the cells or after it is in the aeini; a Ihyro-
globnlin ilevoid of iodine nia_v be found under some con-

ditions. The thyi'oid of new-born infants, as well as of

calves and other young animals, is either devoid of dc-

monstiable quantities of iodine or contains but traces, and
in tlieni a coUoid containing globulin free fi'om iodine is

found. JIany e.\])eriments have shown that the func-

tional activity of the thyinid. whatever it may bo, is due

entirely to this iodine eom|iound, acting not as iodiiu! or

as au iodide, but s]iecilieally as tliyi'oiodin. "Whatever
effects can be obtained by adnunisi ration of the entii'c

thyroid can be as well obtained with the pure thyro-
iodiu. There is uo evidence of any function on the part
of the iiucleoproteid. The thyroid, then, dilfeis from

ordinary glands simply in liaving the lymph vessels for

its excretory duets. AVIiat beecinies of the thyroiodin
after it is eliminated from the gland is unknown, but it

is thought that tlie iodine is ictuiiied to the gland after

it has performed its functions, to be tebinlt into thyio-
icdin. Iodine cannot be found in the other organs in

appreciable quantities, although infinitesimal (juantities
are said by some observers to be (piite widespread. If

large quantities are adniinisteied to animals iodides ap-

pear in the urine (I51um), but according to Oswald |ihysi-

ologieal doses do not lead to its appeai'ance in quantities
that can be detected. Nor is it known in what manner it

is taken up liy the gland, whether from uid;nown tissue

iodides, or organic iodine compounds, or from minute
traces that exist as iodidi's in the water and air. It is

known that when iodides aie adniinisteied therapeutically
the eollcjid liecomes richer than normal in iodine, but it is

questionable if the iodides are converted into thyroiodin
before e.xerting their effects. Administration of bromiiles

does not influence the iodine content of the thyroid, and
there is no storage of bromide iu the gland. Administra-
tion of pilocarpine does not increase the tliyroiodin.
The colloid seems to vary greatly in its composition.

but as a rule the more colloid there is in a gland the less

the proportion of iodine, so that the total iodine content
is kept nearly constant tinder normal conditions. This
is far from true in tlie goitres, for some are nearly devoid
of iodine, while others contain much greater ([Uantilies
than normal. In goitres, while in a way the amount of

iodine increases with the amount of colloid, yet tliis is

only jiartly true, for the greater the amount of colloid

the less its ]iroportional amouiil of iodine. Oswald has
fouml that in colloid goitres this is due to the accumula-
tion of a globulin in the colloid that ditl'ers from tliyro-

globulin in not possessing any iodine. In the parenchy-
matous form of goitre, in which microscopically the

enlargement is due to the development of enormous
amounts of epithelium with very little colloid, the

amount of colloid in each ])artof gland tissue is luucb
lowerthan normal, although the total amount will usually
appro.\iniate that found in the normal gland. TJie scanty
presence of iodine is not due to an inability of the gland
to combine it, for in the goitrous thyroids of people who
had received iodides before death the amount of iodine
has been found to be large. In exophthalmic goitre the

proportiontil amount of iodine lias generally been found

to be small, although liere, too, tlie gland lias been found
by Oswalil to be capable of utilizing iodine admiiiisteic(I

therapeutically. The colloid from goitres, so far as it

contains iodine, jiossesses the .Siinie jdiysiological proper-
ties as the thyroglolnilin from normal glands, but in less

i]uantity. If free from iodine it is entirelv inactive (Os-
wald).

According to Oautier the thyroid conhiius about 0.7.5

mgiu. (if arsenic in each l()l» gin. of substance, and is the
richest in arsenic of any of the tissues of the body. He
considers that it is bound lothe iiucleoproteid of the col-

loid, perhajis substituting for iihosiihorus, and that it is

of physiological ini|)ortaiicc, esiiecially in relation to
.sexual phenomena. The amount of arsenic is too small
to cause confusion in medico-legal matters.

I'llVSKJl.OGV.

ilost of our knowledge of the action of the thj'roid
gland is ba.sed upon the changes observed in man and
animals when they are under one of two conditions,
which are:

1. When the animal is receiving less than the usual
amount of .seerction from the thyroid, as in extirpatioit

exiieriments.
2. When the amount of secretion in the body is above

normal, as when thyroid extract is being administered.
These observations include not on./ the results ob-

tained by ex])erinients. but also those obtained from
clinical observations, since here the symptoms are due
sometimes to hypo activity, e.r/., myxa'denia and cretin-

ism ; or to liyperactivity. as .sometimes in therapeutic use
of thyroid, or after operations, and possibly in exophthal-
mic goitre.

In the first case when the subject is receiving less than
the full influence of the thyroid gland, we observe symp-
toms that may be divided into nutritional and nervous.

{ii) The nutritional changes seem to be of such a nature
that the metabolic changes throughout the body do not

proceed to their full extent, or are reduced in rate, and
the ])ower of cellular reproduction is altered. As a re-

sult of the first the connective tissues stop in their meta-
bolic proces.ses just short of eomidetion, leaving them, as
Seiiion suggested, in an embryonic condition, that is, in

the form of myxomatous tissue, whicli is their embryonic
representative. From this results the condition of the
skin seen in myxiedema. This change seems not to be
confined to the subcutaneous tissues, but is a general
change, for Halliburton has shown that in the bhaod of

monkeys rendered myxomatous as a result of thyroid-
ectomy, there is demonstrable a considerable quantity of
mucin. Because of the failure of complete cell repro-
duction, or an alteration in the process, we observe a.

change iu j'oiing animals, ipiite analogous to cretinism
in children. Jjesides this, tliere is a decrease in the gas
exchange of the blood, for iu thyroidectomizcd animals
the amount of carbon dioxide is increased and the oxy-
gen diminished until the arterial blood may be below the
normal venous .standard. The urine indicates that alt

metabolic changes are lessened. Oligocythiemia is usu-

ally marked.

{//) The nervous system is apparently greatly affected,
the most marked symiitoms from this source being those
due to the excitation of the muscular fibres, viz., twitch-

ing, tremors, and spasms. These seem to proceed from
the lower centres, for Horsley has observed them in

monkeys subjected to ablation of the motor c(U'tex, and
Miiiik found that they were not atTeclcd by division of

the cord, while Seliilt' showed that they were not of per-

ipheral origin by rinding that section of the motor nerves

slopjied them. Degenerative changes have been found
in the anterior horn ganglion cells of lliyroi(lcct(miize(l

dogs. Later, these symptoms are followed, if the animal

survives, bya lessening of tbepowerof voluntary action,

as well as by loss of sensation. The I hermotaxic apparatus
is also alTected. so that the body temperature falls three

or four degrees below normal. I.orrain Smith has ob-

served that the reaction of tbvroideetomi/ed animals to
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olmiigcs of temperature is alinormally rai)id, so that if

sucli ail animal is exposed to eolil the prodiiclioii of car-

honie acid is increased innnedialely. instead of being
delayed for some lime as in normal animals. Moreover

many of the symptoms of alhyrcDsis arc alleviated liy

artificial heat.

The clinical picture resulting from theabove-descrihed

changes is referred to us aic/ict id slriiuiipriai, or thjiroid

carlicria.

When the thyroid preparations are arlminislcred to

animals experimentally, or to man llicrapcnticiilly, <ippo-
site effects are produced.

(n) A'litritiimiil.— iMetabcilism tlirougliout the body un-

dergoes an increase, shown best by the urine. Tliis is

considerably increased in qnanlity: ilcontaiusa greater
amiiunl <if urea as well as chlnridrs and phosphates. At
"the same time the weight of the palient decreases, par-

ticularly if it is above normal on account of fat de))osi-

tion. This decrease in weight is constant and consider-

able, and, according to Wenilelstadt, but onc^sixth can
be attributed to destruction of proteid. as indi<'atcil by
the urinary nitrogen, the rest being due to loss of water
and of tat throii.gli increased oxidation. In young indi-

viduals of stunted growth the height is often increased.

(/') AerrfiKK.— Of these, palpitation of the heart is often

one of the most prominent. With it come iK'adache.

nausea, and vomiting, if the dose is very excessive, and
the heart may weaken to a dangerous degree. The pa-
tient is excitable, irritable, and often sleepless. Diar-

rha'a often sets in, and in some i)afients taking thyroid
extract contiiuiously in myx(edeina and cretinism (he

condition of the l)owels is found a good guide to the

amount of the extract to be administered. Sometimes

glycosuria is produce<l. whieli in a few instances is said

to liavc developed into a true diabetes mcllitus. Schaefer
lias also shown that if thyroid extract is injected into the

veiiks of healthy dogs there follows an immediate fall of

blood pressure due to general vascular dilatation.

It is to be noted that the symptoms tiiat are attributed
to the thyroid may be due in part to the parathyroids,
vvliich according to .somi' expi'rimciils seem to be rcall}'
more essential to the indiviihial tlian the thyroid itself.

There is a tendency to attribute much of tlie nervous
manifestation to the jiaratliyroids, while the metabolic

processes are credited to the thyroid. According to

I lutchinson, removal of the thyroid alone probably causes

myx(rdenia, while removal of the four parathyroids
causes the acute tetanic symptoms. (See article on
Prlflll/ll/ri.i(l.)

From the facts noted above liave been developed two
theories to explain the action of the thyroid. One as-

sumes that the thyroioilin th.-il has been excreted by the

gland neutralizes a toxic material, either while passing
through the thyroid in the blood, or, more pi(>babl\".
while circulating in the blood stream of the bodyasa
whole. This hypothetical toxic substance may come
cither from alimentary absorption, or from metabolism.
as an abnormal or normal ialermediary or eiid-]ndduct.
The other theory advocates the iilea that tliyroiodin is

essential in norinal metabolism. It suggests that tlivro-

iodin may be essential for certain of the normal cell proc-
esses, much as calcium salts are involved in the coagu-
lation of the blood. Either of these theories maybe
applied to most of the known facts, but neither is entirely
satisfactory. One of the strongest evidences in support
of the antitoxic nature of tliyroiodin is furnished by
Blum, who found that ninety six percent of liis thyroi-
declomi/ed dogs died when fed upon meal, wliilebut sixty
per cent, died w hen they weri' fed upon milk. Dogs that
were getting along well on a milk diet developed symp-
toms of athyreosis when fed uiion meat. Hence it is

<'onsidered by him that symptoms that follow thvroid

extirpation are produced by substances formed by the
meat in the gastro-inleslinal tract, which are pmduced in

le.ss (piantity by milk, and nliieh the thyroiil normally
neutralizes. It is. however, probable thai milk contains

tliyroiodin. for young calves are said by Osw.-ild to have
no iodine in their thyroids, and he believes that the dcli-

ciency is supplied by the mother's milk, for, as is well
known, the maternal thyroid is liyperlropiiieii during
gestation and lactation, lie is inclined to think that if

there is a toxin it is one of the normal intermediary ]>rod-
iicts of metabolism which does not undergo its usual
transformations because of the general decrease in meta-
bolic activity.

That there isa close relation between the thyroid and the

repioduclive functions, iiarlicularly in the female, is be-

yond question. This is shown by its enlargement during
menstruation and pregnancy, its early atrophy after tlie

menopause, its greater size in the female, its teudencj' lo

develoi) goitre during piegiiiincy. and the loss of sexual

appetitein nianyof the thyroid diseases. It is stated that
from eiglity to ninety per cent, of all ca.ses of goitre and
eighty six per cent, of the cases of inyx<edema are in

women, and Graves' disease occurs chiefly in fenailes.

Ilalsted observed that bitches that had lost part of their

thyroids, but not enough to give rise to symptoms, when
impregnated showed evidences of athyreosis as the time
of parturition approached, which disap]H'ared soon after
the litter was born. Further, in all of the ])U])S of these
litters th<> thyroid glands were many times the normal
size of the glands of pu]is of the same weight. Just
what part the fhyroid plays in pregnancy is unknown.

It may be that it hypertrophies to supjily the needs of
the fcelus. \vhicli. as Ave have noted, does not f(nin tliy-
roiodin in its thyroid, rtnd whose needs must be great
if tliyroiodin is necessary for cell growth. As to the

hypertrophy of menstruation. Gautier claims to have de
monstrated both iodine and arsenic in menstrual blood as
well as in the thyroid, and he believes that the latter sup-
plies the former. It has been thought by some tliat the

thyroid may play a role in the production of puerperal
eclampsia. One writer states that hy]ierlrophy of the

thyroid is aljsent in eclampsia, and ascribes this disease
to thyroid inefficiency. In this connection the experi-
ments of Blum are of interest. He found that in the dog
thyroidectomy was followed liy albuminuria almost con-

stantly, sometimes witli hainaturia. and accompanied by
marked renal lesions if the animal survived long enough
to develop them. Alterations in the central nervous

system, affecting chiefiy the Nissl bodies, have been de-
scribed by Blum and other observers.

Langc sums up the relation of the thyroid to preg-
nancy as follows: A physiological hyperplasia like that
observed in the thyroid in pregnancy has never lieen

found in the kidney at this period. Pregnant animals
need a larger thyroid than those not pregnant. When a

piece of thyroid just sullicieiit to continue life in a non-

piegnant anim.-il, is allowed to remain in a ])regnant ani-

mal, an insi<iious kidney disease (icvclops. one that may
result in convulsions and coma, which are not relieved

by tliyroiodin, and which are distinct from the convul-
sions of tetany.
The marked atrophy of the thyroid in old age has been

regarded as indicatin,;:- some po.ssilile inlluence on senil-

ity. .More inobably it is related to the decline of sexual
life. It is iiiteresliug tonole that the thyroid arteries are

prone to show vi'ry early sclerosis, often before other ves-

sels are at all affected. The decrease in red corpuscles
after thyroidectomy is probably tlie result of the de-
creased activity of the blood-making organs, or it is de-

pendent upon an increased destruction by toxic sub-
stances. The decrease is not. as was once thought, an
indication of ha'matopoielic properties of the tiiyroid.
Another old theory, lunhably baseless, was Ih.-il tlie thy-
roid was a reservoir into which the carotid blood niigiit
be shunted to produce cerebral amcmia and thus favor

sleep.

I'.\TIIOI,OGY.

jM.m.fokmatio.ns.—Becausa of its manner of develop-
ment the form of the thyroid is very inconstant, and this

matter has been in part diseusseil under the subject of

anatomy. The commonesl alterations from llii' usiml
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lonn are absence of tlie pyramids, or of the isthmus
;
tlie

latter may also be of peeuliar shapes, and it has been
known to pass between the trachea ancl the (esojihagus.

Hypoplasia, and even tutal abscnee, may be observed in

cretinism, anil it is usually absent in aeeiilialies. Ph-k-

toen has reeentl}' reported a ease of dwartisin, related to

the type of aehondroplasia fietalis, in whieh the very
small j^land was nearly devoid of epithelial elements,
and contained no tlemonstrable iodine. Unilateral glands
are unconinion. Many abnormalities of form are pro-
duced by the formation of colloid cysts, and by the cica-

tricial contraction of healed cysts.
The thiir(iUii(j\i(tl duct may fail to become obliterated,

remaining as a canal wliich extends for a longer or shorter

distance from the foramen c.-ecnm; occasionally residual

portionsof this duct become dilated into cysts of varying
size. Tliese cysts ma}' open and form a median cervical

tistula, usuall}' opening below the cricoid cartilage, and
lined either with stratitied or with colunmar epithelium.

Lingual dermoids and tumors at the base of the tongue
have been traced to this origin.

Accesnoyy thiimiih are of a structure identical with that

of tlie thyroid, although they sometimes reproduce rather

the fu'tai than the ailult type. They are far from con-

stant in occurrence, or location, or numbers. In general

they are located in an isosceles triangle wliich has its base
at t he lower jaw and its a pe.\ at the aortic arch. The most

frequent location is in the vicinity of the hyoid bone, and

they have lieen found within the bone itself. Jlany of

tliem are attributable to remnants of the diverticulum
tliat ordinarily forms the pyramids, often replacing this

structure. Of particular practical importance are those

found within the laiynx or trachea, for these may give
rise to marked SA-nijitoms. Thiesen found in tlie litera-

ture 10 positive and 3 doubtful cases of this sort, 8 of

which occurred in (iermany. Of 91 benign intratracheal

growths which Bruns in 1S9S collected from the litera-

ture. 7 were of thyroid origin. The structure is usually
the same as that of normal thyroid, and, like it, contains

colloid. Accessor}' thyroid may be tlie result of inclu

sion of an accessory thyroid lobule in the larynx or t rachea

in intra-titerine life, or the membrane between the rings
of the trachea may be penetrated Ijy adherent thyroid
tissue during later life. Usually the growtli is located

on tlie posterior or on the lateral wall, being attached by
a pedicle to the thyroid. Seven of the 10 cases were in

women, and were detected usually between the fifteenth

and thirty-third years. In Thiesen 's case dyspnoea was
increased by pregnancy. In only 3 cases did goitre co-

exist. One case of thyroid tumor at the base of the tongue
is of particular interest, in that its removal was followed

by symptoms of my xo'dema, which were relieved by tliy-
mid therapy (Sliurley). Here it would seem probable
that atrophy of the gland proper had resulted in a com-

])ensatory liypertiophy of the remnants of the Ihyro-
liiignal duct.

('incii,.\T0HY DiSTVRB.^xCES of tlie thyroid are promi-
nent becaii.se of its great vascularity, but tlicy cause rela-

tively little trouble unless the gland is ahead}' enlarged,
wlien the added .size may be of importance.

Pasaire coitf/estion may occur in iieart disease and from

pressure on the cervical veins, but it is rarely evident.

has no apparent effect on the function of the organ, and
it seems not to cause structural changes of moment.

Af/in- lijipi raiiiiii is freiiuent, usually jihysiological.
and it is held res]i()nsililc for the visilile enlargement of

the gland in menstruation, pregnancy, sexual excitement,
and at puberty. However, it is not always easy to deter-

mine how much of the enlargement isdue to the vascular

<lilatation, and liow much to hyiiertrophy of the gland
elcnients or to inci'ease<l production of colloid, since all

these may go together. At times it may be so great that

a distinct bruit can be lieard over the gland; this is par-

ticularly the case in fjraves' disease. In various forms
of goitre (i/.r.) Iiyperaniia is iireseiit; in fact, a vascular
form has often been nientioneil iu the literature, although
it is very doubtful that there is such a thing as a real goi-
tre produced solely by vascular enlargement. Probably

the active Iiyperwrnia of .sexual origin is the same as that
of other glands during physiological activity. Sudden
liyiieraniia mav' cause severe, even fatal attacks of dysp-
niia when tlie glands are goitrous. So in pregnancy
dyspnoa isalwav s increased if it existed previously, or it

may appear lirst at this time.

liifairtidii does not si'cm to occur, the circidalion being
too free. If emboli lodge there they seldom seem to
cause effects. Un- even in pya'inia. miliary tuberculosis,
and vascular dissemination of malignant growths the

thyroid escapes more often from secondary lesions than
do other organs, particularly if the great amount of blood
that it receives is considered.

Ikmorrhdiie is a prominent feature of the goitres, but
it also seems to occur even in the normal gland. The
red cells are preserved for a long time in the colloid, but

eventually give rise to accumulations of iiigment and
cholesterin crystals, which latter may be very abundant.

Any trauma of the thyroid is likely to give rise to hem-
orrhage, either into the vesicles or into the periglandular
tissues. Large intraglandular hemorrhages may soften
and lead to cyst formation, or become infected.

Pi!OG1!EssiVk C'ii.\xgks.—Thyroid tissue has great vi-

tality, and there is no other gland that can be trans-

planted so successfully. As the secretion is removed by
the circulation any transplanted portion can functionate,
and the treatment of myxodema w s first successfully
accomplished by grafting. An important fact, in view of
the study of cytotoxins. is the following: transplanta-
tions can be made from one s]iecies into another with per-
fect results. Feu- example, sheep thyroid has been im-

planted into man and has cured myxo'dema. showing
that the secretion is practically the same in the different

species. At first, the graft undergoes considerable ne-
crosis and is partly absorbed, but some cells remain alive,
and from tliese develop thyroid tissue in projiortion to

the needs of the body, for thyroid tissue has almost un-

equalled capacity to undergo compensatory hypertrophy.
Grafts removed after four and one-half years have been
found of the same structure as normal or hyperactive
thyroid.

During hyperactivity, whether compensatory or not,
the gland shows a decrease in the amount of colloid in

the vesicles, as if it were being absorbed as fast as

formed. The epithelial cells increa.se in size, either be-

cause of lack of pressure from colloid or because of for-

mative orsecretory stimuli, and the wallsare thrown into

folds so that the secreting surface is increased. Such

changes as this were observed by Halsted iu remnants
of glands left after partial thvroidectomy. and they are

seen in many cases of exophthalmic goitre, supporting
the theory of the origin of this disease in thyroid hyper-
function. But a small remnant of the gland needs to be
left in most cases to enable the demands of the body to

be met. and not only normal gland tissue, but accessory
thyroids and even tumor metastases, may functionate

adecpiately.

Hypertrophy of a simple nature seems to be the process
which causes many goitrous enlargements, and it is un

doubtedly physiological in many instances, in response to

some unknown demand of the body for increased activ

ity. It is probably in such cases that operation is par-

ticularly likely to be disastrous. Iu acromegalv. asso-

ciated with disease of the hypophysis, the thyroid is often

enlarged, as it also is in many casesof giantism. The by-
pertroidiy of pregnancy is undoubtedly ])hysiologic.

Hi'.THooiiKssivK C'iT.\xoi;s.— Alrcp/i!/ occurs promi-
nently in old age, and is accompanied by a relative in

crease of the connective ti.ssue, and a clecrease in the

amount of both colloid and epithelial elements. This is

wilhoiil evident clfect on the individual, and seems to be

secon(hiiy to decreased needs of the organism. It has
been suggested that it may have .-i relation of luimary
importance to senility. In this connection it is to be
noted that sclerosis of the thyroid arteries seems to occur

particularly early in life. In youth atrophy sometimes

gives rise to cretinism, while in adults it may lead lo

myxwdcma. However, one may lind very small thyroids

I i O
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ill iiuliviiUiuls wlio show uo eviileuces of uuy thyroid de-

ficiency. Tlip ghind liiis been found atrophied in sclcro-

deriuu (llcUliicn), and in various furnis of dwartisni that

were iiuilc diirercnt from cretinism. Kat/cnstein fonnd
section of Ihc nerves of tlie thyroid to lie followed by
niiirUed atrophic clianires.

l'(iniic/i>/iiiiit'i)iK l)i 1/1 rwratiun.—Studies of the histology
of the jrhind in various into.vications liy dillercnt obser-

vers have been reported as showing many clianges in the

way of epithelial proliferation or dcs((uainalion. increase

of stroma, etc., but the results have been so inconstant,

and the structure of the thyroid is so variable, that little

importance can be attached to them. It may be that in

infectious diseases injury to tiie thyroid leads to delri-

mental elTects to the individual, but if this is so there are

no clinical or anatomical evidences to show it. Slight

clianges have been described in the thyroid following

experimental operations in the bile ducts (Wiener, JIlil-

ler, iliirlhle).

AinylfiU (kjx>«iiii'n occurs in either tlie normal gland
(jr in goitres as a part of general amyloidosis. alVecting
here as elsewhere the arteries and sironia chielly. In

one hundred and eighteen autopsies in which amyloid
disease was fouud at St. George's Hospital, amyloi(l was
noted in the thyroid but once, but this is probably to be

attributed to lack of search for it there. In goitre occa-

sionally local dc|)osits of amyloid may cause wax-like

nodes, "similar to local amyloid deposits that have been

found in the larynx.
Jli/iiliiie (lef/eiifnitii'ii is frequent iu the stroma of goi-

tres, in senility, and in tumors. It frequently is followed

by calcitication.'

Fdtti/ ilc;icneration is not i)romineut in the thyroid, but

may .aecomjiany the same clianges iu other organs. Ac-

cording to Erdhcim, there is normally some fat in the epi-
thelium of the thyroid.

Calcilication of the stroma and arteries may occur in

.senility, and sometimes earlier in life. It is very com-
mon in goitres, especially in the walls of old cysts, which

may be entirely enclosed in a shell of calcitied material.

Rarely ossification follows. The finding of areas of cal-

cified materials iu goitre is a frequent occurrence in au-

topsies.
Inkkctions.—Acute inflammation of the thyroid is, on

the whole, very infrequent. It is much moie likely to

occur iu goitrous glands, which condition is sometimes
called sin/iiiitix, to distinguish it from inflammation of

non-goitrous glands, or tki/ividitis. It would seem that

the normal gland |)osses.ses in a marked degree the power
of resisting infections, a characteristic that is perhaps due
in part to its great vascularity, which is lost in the goitres
with their frequent areas of degenerated tissue. When
acute inflammation does occur it is neaily always sup-
liurative, and the pus may burrow in disastrous ways in

the tissues and organs of the neck. Infection may come
through the blood stream, which is most frequent, or
from extension from surrounding structures, or from
direct external injuries, as in attempts at suicide by cut-

ting the throat. Of 20 cases Lancereaux found that 4
occurred in the puerperal state, 3 in typhoid, 2 in ne-

phritis, 2 in pya'inia, 2 in pneumonia, 1 in acute arlicu-

iar rheumatism, and (J were independent of other diseases.

Later observations have shown that of the febrile dis-

eases thyroid infeclion is particularly frei|Uent in typhoid,
Schiidmark having collect<'d 13 authentic cases. Termi-
nation is most freiincnt by rupture and cicatrization,
when the infection is not a complication of a mortal dis-

ease, all hough gangrene has resulted in several cases. In

goitres the pus may accumulate in cystic spaces until

large accumulations result. Of particular interest are

the few reported cases in which myxoclcma. cretinism,
and Graves' disease have followed the healing of such
deslnictive inflammations.

(y hvoirir, intentitinlinfliimmatioii with formation of con-
nective tissue may occur; little, however, is known about
such a i)roccss. Probably certain cases of myxo'dema,
and |)crliaps of cretinism, are produced in this way.
Often at autopsy thyroids are found that show so much

fibrous tissue that the suspicion of an interstitial thy-
roiditis is warranted, but as no results seem to have been

in'oduced by the lesion, and as there is no apliarent
cause, the condition is of no evident practical interest.

Titbemilosis occurs most freiiuently iu generalized
miliary tuberculosis, but naturally is overlooked clini-

cally, and often at autopsy, Chiari found lesions iu the

thyroid in seven ]ier cent, of his cases of ]inlinonary tu-

berculosis, and iu twelve per ceiil. of Fraenkel's fifty
cases they were present. ^liliary tubercles are mucii
more frecjuent than the larger caseous nodules. They
generally start in the interacinous connective tissue.

There are three cases in the literature in which, so far as
clinical manifestations showed, the thyroid lesions were
primary. Tuberculosis of the cervical glanils seems to
be transmitted to the thyroid much less often than might
be expected. According to Roger and Gamier sclerotic

changes arc constant iu the thyroid iu chronic phthisis.

Siipliili.i might be expected to spare the thyroid in

view of the large amount of iodine that the glanil con-

tains, but it cannot be said that syphilis is proportion-
ately less fixMiuent than other infections of this organ.
Gummata have been occasionally observed, although scar
formation of the irregular, deforming type seen in other

organs is perhaps as freciuent. During the stage of in-

toxication the thyroid often participates in the general
glandular enlargement. In congenital syphilis thyroid
gummata are not rare, altlmugh a ililfuse sclerosis is more
frequent, and cases of cretinism have been attributed to

the thyroid sclerosis of congenital syjihilis. Myxcede-
matous symptoms have resulted frmn syphilis of the thy-
roid iu a few instances; they were relieved liy antisyphi-
litic treatment.

Actinomycosis may result from extension by way of the

cervical fascia, and a number of such cases have "been re-

ported. 5Ietastalic actinomycotic infection does occur,

although very infrequently.
Cytdio.ii Its.—In connection with the general study of

the formation of to.xins for different animals by immu-
nizing them against various tissues from a diflcrcut spe-
cies attempts have been made with the thyroid. The
only reports published at the time of this writing are by
Gontscharukov and !Mankovsky, each of whom, after in-

jecting the immune scrum into dogs obtained symptoms
that were consideri'd comjiarable to those resulting from

thyroidectomy. Their work is, however, limited, and
otiier more extensive work, as yet unimblished, furnishes
results which are by uo means corroboi'ative.

In this connection may be mentioned the recent trials

of the serum and of the milk of goals in the treatment of

e.xophthalinic goitre. These trials have been made on
the assuiniition that this disease is due to hyperactivity
of the thyroid, and that the .serum ami milk of goats con-

tains an excess of the substance that the thyroid should
neutralize. I.anz, and also Moebius, have tried this treat-

ment, and both consider it of positive benefit,

Tu.MOiiS.—Uciiiffu tumors of the thyroid, if of epi-
thelial nature, are diflicult or im|iossible to differentiate

from hyjiertrophy of compensatory or functional nature;

they are all described in the article on Goitre. Benign
mesoblastic tumors are rare, although fihromas, chon-

dromas, and osteomas have been described. They pre-
sent no special peculiarities because of their origin iu the

thyroid.
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of all iivailable casi-s by Erliardt has appeared, and a

ratliei' full alistract of this in Eu.ijlish may be of value.

Trustworthy reports were found of about l.Wcareiiionias

and 1(10 sarcomas. Of the carcinomas Cj occurred in

Fig. 4714.—Primaiy Carciuoma of the Thyroid.

men and S.") in women ;
of the sarcomas 40 were in men

and 59 in women, these results agreeing with the general

prevalence of thyroid diseases iu women. The preceding
table shows the age status of the malignant tumors.

It will be noted that the usual earlier occurrence of

sarcoma is not the rule in thyroid tiunors, for which fact

there is no evident e.\]ilanation. Trauma seemed to be

the starting-point of tiie tumors in 3 cases, while in 3

others acute infectious disease preceded tlic growth, and
in 2 it accompanied pregnancy. Out of 200 reports it is

expressly stated that goitre preceded llie ttunor iu 104;
in but 21 was the absence of goitre specifically noted,
while in the remainder this point was not mentioned.
In view of the great freq\iency with which nodules are

found iu thyroid glands that are not enlarged, it is jios-

sible that in even some of the 21 cases in which there

was no goitre, some small goitrous nodules existed. A
location of the goitre behind the sternum S(eems favorable

to malignant transformation, probably because of irrita-

tion. Naturally, thyroid cancer is more freyucnt in goi-
trous thau in non-goitrous districts.

AiiatijiniiMl Fiattires.—Carcinoma is not to be distin-

guished from sarcoma by any clinical features, and an-

atomically also these two varieties of new growth re-

semble each other more closely when they are locateil in

this organ than when tliey develop iu almost any other

organ in the body. Occasionally the growth is so dilluse

from the start that its origin cannot be determined. For
some time the capsvde seems to olTer a barrier to exten-

sion, but invasion of both blood and lymph vessels occurs

early. Although sometimes of enormous size, especially
when the seat of cystic and hemorrhagic dilatations, yet

occasionally scirrhous carcinomas are formed of such
small size that it may be impossible to palliate them. In

such cases as this, careless autopsies may fail to e.\plaiii.

or may explain incorrectly, the origin of Un- metastases

found. The greater ]iarl of the growth in the thyroid
results from fusion of secondary growths, rather than

from a process of infill ration. Histologic diagnosis is par-

ticuliuly dilllenll, not only between sarcoma, carcinoma,
and i'ii(i(itlieliijnia, but especially between caicinoma and

benign adenomas. Jleilullai'v carcinoma is tlie most

frecpient fnrrn cif carcinoma, although adeiio-carcinonni

and cylindrical-celled forms are not infreciuent. Asso-

ciated witli papilliferous tendencies cyst formation often

occurs, resulting in a growth described as eyKtadenoma
piipilliftri'iii vKtliyuiim sen ei/mnomutodt's. The cases of
scirrhus, iu Erhardt's report, lunnber but six, the growth
iu them being chielly at the pcripliery, while the centre
had been replaced liy a mass of scar tissue. The rare
instances of primary squamous-cellcd carcinoma are prob-
ably to be explained as originating from misjilaced embry-
onal remnauls rather thau as growths due to metaplasiii.
The sarcomas are composed chielly of round and of spin-
dle cells. They are rarely encapsulated. Generally they
infiltrate the gland diffusely ; sometimes they entirely re-

place its -Structures. JIuch less frequent are cavernotis
and giant-ceil sarcomas, while there are a few instances of

osteoplastic sarcoma. Tumors of the type of the perithe-
liomas, with cells radiating ab(jut vascular channels, are
not uncommon, the sinqiler endotheliomas being much
less frecjuent. 'While a case of ])rimary melanosarcoma
exists in the literature, the report of this case makes it

seem probable that the growth was really secondary.
Other malignant tumors described are chondro-osteoid
sarcoma ancl teratoma maligiium.
Secondary tumors of the thyroid ai'e but rarely found.

Some of these are of vascular iniidantalion, and some owe
their origin to an extension from neighboring growths,
especially of the larynx and eesophagus.

Extension and iletantiisis,— A'ter the growth once

penetrates the capside it usually grows rapidly and in-

volves the surrounding tissues extensively, often fusing
with the regional lynqjh-gland metastases. Often the
trachea is intiltrate<l, twenty-two such cases being re-

ported in the series. In these the growth took place
either by direct extension from the thyroid or by trans-

ference by way of the tracheal lymphatics. The a>soph-

agus is often also involved, as also is the stermmi.
While the large veins of the neck are often invaded and

plugged b\' the growth, the arteries seUlom are. The
vagus and sympathetic usually resist invasion, but the
recurrent laryngeal is often involved. Invasion of the

muscles and other tissues of the neck is not particularly
common. jMetastasis usually takes place early in ail

Fig. 4713.— Si'pondarv Carcinoma Nodale in I.unR, Secondary to

Carcinoma of llic Thvroiii shown in tlic I'reii'iliiiir UrawlnR.
Ilhistiatcs tendency of secondary tinners to approacli normal n'and
In structure.

varieties of sarcoma and carcinoma except the pniiillifer-

ous cystadenomas. Of (M bodies thoroughly examined
but 14 were devoid of metastases. Of 40 carcinomas 23
bad metastases by the blood stream alone, 9 by the lym-
phatics alone, and in 14 the metastasis was by way of both

( ( 1
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these channels. Of 34 sarcomas tlie transmission was by
the blood in 34, in 7 li}' lymph alone, and in 3 by botli.

This great relative freqiieney of dissemination of the

carcinomas by way of the lilood is explained by the great

vascularily of the gland, the early invasion of the large
veins of the neck, and the resistance to lymphatic trans-

portation that the capsule of the gland seems to offer.

Of 181 carcinomas and IDT sarcomas metastases were
found in the lymph glands in 49 of the former and 18 of

the latter. Erhardt has made an extensive study of the

lymphatic system of the thyroid, both in heallli and in

relation totumor transportation, and as lliere seems to be
no other aeees.siblc study of a similar nature, I will give
here the main features.

The li/i)ipliiitii-!i of the lateral lobes anastomose to u

slight extent, much less so than has been generally sup-
posed. This fact explains the relative infreiiuency of

transportaticm of c^irciuoma from lobe to lobe, in con-

trast to the freciuenl direct extension of .sarcomas. Tlie

greater part of the lymphatics are collected into a few

large stems on the lateral and jiosterior sides of the gland,
where what ajjpear to be lymph reservoirs containing

large quantities of colloid can be found. These vessels

pass to the glands about the large vessels in the neck,
which are lirst and almost constaully involved when
there is lyniphalic dissemination. Then follows infec-

tion of the inferior and deep cervical glands below and
behind the clavicles. These are in turn connected with
the axillary and mediastinal glands, which are accord-

iiigly-nextinvolved. The isthmus is connected chiefly
with the glands lyin.g between the a^sophagus and the

larynx, whose involvement is important because of the

serious pressure clfects that are certain to result. These

glands conununicate with a retro-ceso)ihageal plexus.
There are sor.ie lymph vessels that pass directly from
the upper poles of the lateral lobes to the submaxillary
and sublingual glands, which are occasionally infected

in early stages. Similar direct branches pass from the

lower poles to the mediastinal glands. After the usual
routes have become plugged with tumor growth the flow

may pass in any conceivable way, with corresponding
location of the metastases.

In the following table is shown the order of frequencj'
of location of the vascular metastases.

I.iines

Bones
I,iver

Kidney ...

I'lenni

Itniin

SiatterinB

Carcinoma.

66
43
21
13
1(1

63
23
15

The great fre{|nency.of osseous metastasis in thyroid
tumors, similarly to what occurs in the prostate, is well

known. At the same time, no satisfactory explanation
scemstobe forthcoming. Such meta.stases are most often

located near the epiphyses, and often lead to spontaneous
fi'acture. which dilTers from that resulting from primary
bone tumor in that sometimes the bone reunites because
of the formation of abundant osteophytes. Iodine has
been foimd in the bone nietaslases. A table of the fre-

quency of involvement of Ihe bones is of interest.

Skull 3(1

lnrerii>r ntaxilla :K)

sternum Is

Vertebne 11

nibs 11

Femur 10

Humerus 10
Pelvis 8

Srapulii 4
.Malar 2
Palate 1

Clavicle 1

Si/mptiimatolor/y.
—The mere fjict that a thyroid increases

ra|iidly in size is hardly an indication of the presence of

a malignant growth, since such an increase in size so often

happens either in goitrous or in non-goitrous glands. The
relative frequency of mm malignant enlargements, as

compared with llidse which are malignani, isapt todivert

suspicion, particularly u Inn goitre previously exists.

Probably the most important of Ihesymptoms isinimovii-

bility of the gland during the act of swallowing, which
was noted in forty percent, of the collected cases. How-
ever, this symptom is sometimes present in benign goitre.
and, since in cancer it usually is the result of exlracap-
snlar extension of the growth, binding it to the neck
tissues, it is not, !is a rule, a very early symptom. Dysi)-
n(ea also is of slight value, because ihe goitre that com-
monly precedes it usually causes this svmptom to be

wrongly attributed, although in the case of a malig-
nant growth the dyspna'a is ])articularly severe. De-

formity of the larynx and trachea may be observed

by laryugoscojiic examinalion when the dyspn(ra is

not too great. Occasionally ha'moptysis results from
intratracheal extension. Obstruction of the a^sophagus
is sometimes severe, with symptoms much the same
as in stricture from other causes; the obstruction is

usually located about 20 em. below tlie teeth, and phleg-
mon may result from the tissues becoming infected.
The superficial veins are prone to be more distended than
in simple goitre, and sometimes they may be palpated
when tilled by tumor growth, from; which metastases
with their resulting symptoms may develop. Oeclusi(m
of the carotid, witli the consequent loss of pulsjition. is

of siguiticauce as regards malignancy, but still more so is

the direct entrance of the vessel into the tumor mass, a
condition which can be made out without difficulty.

Paralysis of the recurrent laryngeal |s of great imjior-
lance, for although it may occur in goitre, it does so

rarely. Of twenty cases of this complication, in seven-
teen the involvement was unilateral, in three bilateral.

The vagus usually esca)M-s and the instjinees of tachy-
cardia and arrhythmia from this cause are rare. The
sympathetic is involved a little more often than the

vagus; it is indicated by a pin-point pupil, a narrowed

palpebral opening, and local vascular dilatation with
local sweating and local heat. Only in the latest stages
does involvement of the hypoglossal and spinal accessory
occur, with paralysis of the tongue and dropping of the
shoulder. Neuialgic pains, that radiate to the ear, shoul-

der, and occiput, often develop in the growth, and some-
times at quite an early stage. Fever of mild grade, inde-

pendent of complications, is not rare. It is important
to note that cachexia is not a common accompanimenl of

the disease; it was observed in only twenty out of one
hundred and fifty cases. The destruction of the gland
does not lead to manifestations of cachexia strumipriva,
partly because of the slowness of the process, but pi'ob-

ably more because the tumor is able to form colloid itself.

In six reported cases the features of exophthalmic goitre
were present, and in three of these they were relieved by
operation.
The average duration is about two years, with no great

diffei-ences between carcinoma and sarcoma, altliough the

most acute growths are usually sarconiiis, the most chronic

being the scirrhous carciuomas. Death rarely results from
cachexia because of the location of the growth, which
most often kills by involvement of the air passages, (either
from asphyxia or fi-om ])neumonia). The as|)hyxia may
result from ledema of the glottis, from kinking of the

trachea, or from sudden swelling of the tmnor thi'ough

hemorrhage or congestion. Fatal hemorrhage is rare;

the blood may escape into the air passages or even into

the tissues.

Opei-dtire treatment is difficult, first because susiiiciou
of nndiginmcy in the goitrous neck comes late, and also

because of the respiratory complications (hat are usually
present at the timeo|ieratioii is sought. Narcosis is usu-

ally extremely daiigeriuis, and Erhardt adviseslhat oper-
ation be begun under local ana'slliesia, and that chloroform
be given if the operation becomes loo ])ainful. In the early

sta.ffcs it may be possible to enucleate the entile gland
with success, but this is probably done oftenest when the

growth is in a goitre that has not shown its malignant

change clinically. Of course, thonnigli clearing out of

the neck is the only operation possible when the eajisule
has been penetrated and the glands are involved. The
cachexia strumipriva is to be comliated by thyroid inedi-
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calion as tlic lessor of the two evils. Of 08 partial tliy-
roiilectoiiiies (miilateral) iierfcirined duriiijr the jiast ten

years (i were fatal immediately after the operatiiiii
— 10 per

<oiit. against 2.88 per cent, in beiiifin goitre. Of 17 thy-
roidectomies involving reseetioii of surrounding strue-

tures. including trachea or lesuphagus. 5 were fatal. The
results are much hi'tter nowtlian in the previous decade.

In .seveial instances the [latienls remaineil free from a re-

currence of the growth for a period of sc'Vcral rears. In

one case, according to the report, the recurrence tooU

place as late as eight years after the removal of the orig-
inal growth. Recurring growths are usually diffusely in-

filtrating and inoperable, freciuently reipiiring tracheot-

omy.
Mixed MidUjnant Tumorn nf the Thijniid.—In reporting

a case of a malignant tumor in the thj-roid of a dog in

1901, which was remarkable in that the jirimary L'rowth

Fig, 4Tlt).—Primary Mixed Tumor (sarcoma and carcinoma) of the

Tliyroid. The .sarcomattjus tissue is seen exteniliii^ obliquely
across tlie section.

consisted of a mixture of sarcomatous and carcinomatous

elements, and had produced metastases of each kind of

tumor tissue, as well as of the mixed variety, I searched

the literature for other instances of mi.ved malignant tu-

moi'S, I was able to tind only two such instances, both
of which were in the thyroid. Since that time a similar

case has been reported by Woolley, and another by Leo

Loeb, in each case in the thyroid. That all the e.'iisting

instances in which a primaiy tmnor presented a mixture
of carcinoma and sarcoma were tliyroid tumois, in the face

of the infre(|uency of malignant tumors of the thyroid, is

certainly of some signiticance, but it has not yet been de-

termined what the signiticance is,

Metaanais of iKiriiiul thyraid tianuc and of benign thyroid

nenpldxtiia has been reported in a number of instances,

Thisapjiai-ent exception to the rulesof tumor- and tissue-

growth woidd seem to be best explained, in the light of

the latest studies, as due entirely to misinterpretation of

liislological pictui'cs or to inaccurately studied cases.

An example is the report of Oderfeld and Sleiidiaus pub-
lished as recently as in 1901. This repoi-t concerned an
instance in which a gidwth had developed in the left

fiiintal l)on<', having the structure of noiiual thyroid
gland, and it did ucjt recur after removal. In the ab-

sence of any evidence of <lisease in llie thyroid itself.
this giowth was believed by the writers to be the result
of metastasis of normal tliyioid tissue, which had pri^-
liferated in its new location as does a thyroid graft, A
similar case had been reported by Hiedef, In less than
t woyeais the aulhois named almve wereobli.ged to report
an entiicly dilVerent ixplanalion. The patii'nt had died
in the mean lime with multiple metastases, all of which
hadastiiiclui-ethat resembleil noiinal thyioid. Thelhv-
roiil itself showed no gidwth except a small encapsulated
nodule, which also was of the structure of normal thy-
roid. They were obliged loconclude that, after all, their
case wasoneof carcinoma of the ihyioid with metastases,
iT'markablc chietly for the lesemblancc of the structure of
the tumor to that of the gland, A study of many cases
of thyroid carcinoma shows that the metastases have a
decided tendency— which is particularly true of adeno-
carcinoma— to re]iroducc the structui'e of normal thy-
roid-gland follicles. It is highly jjrobable 1 hat the above-
mentioned facts ari' siifbcicnt to explain the suppo.sed
instances of transportation of normal gland ti.ssue or ade-

nomas, and that it is safe to assume that when any struc-
ture of the thyroid jji-odiices metastases it is to be eon-
sideied primu facie evidence of the maliguaucy of that

structui'e,

Tuiiiura of the thyroid in lower nnimals are by no means
infrequent, esi)ecially in dogs, in '.iiicli .goitre is com-
mon. They have also been described in horses. They
seem to ditfer not at all from those observed in man. Of
the five sarcocarcinomas reported, one was in a dog, and
another, that of Loeb, was in a white rat. It may be
recalled that Loeb's work on the transplantation of tumors
was done with a tliyroid sarcoma from a rat.

//. Gideim Wells.
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RoKei- and Carnier: Tuberculosis of Thyroid. Areh. gen. de Med.,

La'nz'- "I'leatnient of Exophthalmic Goitre with the Milk of Thyrold-
eilomized (ioats. Munch, nied. Woch., 19IB, No. 4. 14G.

Moeliins :;/<»(., 14!). _^, .. ,.,,

(ionlscharukov : Thvroiil Cvtoti>xin. Cent. f. Pathol.. liKK, xm., I- .

Wiener: Intluencc of Bile .ai Thyroid. Cent. f. Physiol., ISilH, xiil.,

H2. See also .Miiller. in Ziegler"s lieitriige, lS9li. xix., lH.

THYROID CACHEXIA.—See T/ii/ivid.

THYROIDECTOMY. See Goitre. (Sid-giMl.)

THYROID EXTRACT. See Ori/aiiollienijiy.

TINEAS, THE.—Tliere are iucliided under the general

term cf Tiiun sevei-al diseases of the skin, Ijotli of the

hairy and the uon-haiiT iKirts. euused liy tlie parasilie

action of various kinds'of fiinjri lielonging to the order

of JIi/ji/wiiii/ciUs or i>u<\M fungi. Tliese fungi liave an

attini'ty for'tlie keratinized portions of tlie skin and its

appeii'dages-liair, n;iils, and epiilerniis. They attack

these striietiires in man and some of tlie lower animals

(horses, dogs, eats, bii'ds). and infection in tlie former can

often be traced to the lalter somee.

Althongli these moulds thrive best upon the surface of

the skin, "certain varieties sonielinies iieneti-ate beyond
the superliei:il horny structures into the eorium or sub-

cutaneous tissues, causing the so-ealletl Arn\>/i and hypho-

myeetic yrau tihiiiKttt.

In all" of the various diseases caused by tliese fungi
thev ni:iv be readily detected by the following procedure:
A smallpiece of crust, scales, "hair, or pus is placed iu a

/T/

:m^

vary in their size, shape, and arrangement according to

the'variely of the fungus to which they may belong Tlie

spoi-es iire small, lound or oval, bodies; and the mycelia

long, sharjily delined. narrow tubes which fork or branch

in various directions.

TiXK.v F.wosA, or favus. is a contagious and very
chrouic disease of the hairy and iion hairy parts, due to

Fig. 4717.-Section of Favus scutulum, showing Spores and Myce-
lium of the Fungus, Achorion Scluinleinli. (Bausch and Lonib

one-eighth inch objective, one Inch eyepiece.)

few drops of liquor potassii or a week solution of caustic

soda upon a glass slide and allowed to remain for a few

moments ;
a cover glass is then jiressed gently over it. A

one-seventh objective and low eyepiece will disclose the

conidium or spores and the mycelium or threads, which

Fig. 4718 .— Micro.sporon Audouini (small-spore fungus) in Hair.

(Kngman.i

the action of the fungus, Achorion Sehonleinii, which

causes the formation of cup-shaped yellow crusts about

the hairs, and subsequent ati'ophy and baldness of the

part.
The most common loe:ition for fiivus is u|)ou the scalp,

but any portion of the inleguincnt may be atlacked.

The nails esiiecially are not infrequently involved by
secondary inoculation from the seal]). The disease is

rarely co"ntiacted after chililhood, and is said to be more

frequent in males. It is usiuiUy seen in this country

(United States of America) among the poorer classes of

foreigners, especially in Polish, Russian, German, and

Italian children.

The fungus gains access to the scalp generally tlirough

direct contagion from another child, or from one of the pet,

domestic amnials, and shows its jiresence tliere by caus-

ing a superficial, slightly red, scaly patch, which
slo\yly

changes its aspect until it presents, at several of the fol-

licular openings, a small yellow point pierced in its centre

by a hair. These points gradually increase in size and

d"evelop into the "cups," crusts, orscutula, characteristic

of the disease. They viiry in size, but at an early stage
show the scooped-ou"t or cup-shape, which is produced by
the luxuriant growth of the fungus at the mouth of the

follicle and the rajdd
imrrase and piling tip of its elc-

meiitsand tissue debris at the perii)heral portion iniiuni-

toniilv concentric manner. The convex or under surface

of the scutulais rather lirnily attached to the skin, at the

mouths of the follicles, and" when removed discloses an

oozing, slighlly excavated and reddened surface. If the

crusts" are allo'wed to remain for a suHicient length of

time the surface upon which they rest becomes atro-

phic, white, and iieniiancntly bald, Tlie yellow color of

the crusts may, from the admixture of foreign material,

become correspondingly modilied. As the disease pro-

gresses new foci of infection may appear or the initial

patch mav spread peripherally, and as 1 he scutula inciease

in size and numbers, they 'loin each other. ))roduciug

ditfiise, "mortar-like masses," olten extending over a

laigc surface. When this oecuis a peculiar mouse-nest

odor is apparent.
The hairs are involved very e;irly in the disease; their

nulrilion is interfered with by the mecliaiiic;il intluencc

cif the iiKiss in the follicle, and by the direct iiarasitic ac-

tion of the fungus which grows ujion the sluift and in the

medulhi. with the result that the hairs become lustreless,

friable, brittle, and bn^ak oil' or tall out. When the

stumiis are of sullieient length a frosted or peculiar pow-
dered effect is often se<'n in a retlected light, due to the

access of air into the split-up sluift.

Thedisease is generally slow in its progress, and varies

in dillcrcnl climates ami dilTeicnl individuals iu the ra-

pidity of its exti-nsion and growili. The fungus, having

gained access to the follicle, increases proportionately to

the fertility of the soil, and produces the favus .scutulum,

varying iii size from a pea to a silver dime, the jn-esence

of which by its iiressure and jirobably by the toxicity of
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the organism causes a mild inflammation. Tin's iiitlam-

mation and tlio mrclianical picssurc of lliG scufuliim. if

loii;;' continued, ludduci' an atmpliy iif tlic tissui'S, the

cniitiaition of wliitli Iciommi.s tlie ciust, and it is tlien

fillicr l<iiocl<e<l of cast olV. leaving a |>inkisli-\vliite atro-

jiliie suifaco, free from liaif. As liiis piocess of recent

infection of new and alropliyof old infected follicles is

continuously going on, a iiatcli may i)icscnt crusts in

various stages of evolution, with atfopliy betwein them.

/''iiriis <// t/ic n't)i-/iiiiri/ piiiix presents the same essential

characteristics, in the lanugo hair follicles, as upon the

scalp, e\eei)t in certain eases in whicli a spcehd variety
of the fungus or a jiecidiar condition of the soil causes

alterations similar in appearance to those of tinea cir-

cinata (favus a lesions trichophytoVdes). In neglected
cases great yellow masses may be scattered generally over

the stirface of the body.
f'ltriin of the luiih (Onycliomycosis favosa) may occur in

two forms: in one a scutulum is fonn<'d in the deep cells

of the nail, and is distinguished as a small yellow mass

through the clear luiil subslaiice above it; in the other

variety the nail jilate is lustreless, fissured, S])lit, and
raiseirfrom its bed, but the microscope is ueces.sary to

coidirm the diagnosis.
If the characteristics of favus are kept in mind the diag-

nosis is not difficult, except in atypical forms, when it

is necessary to demonstrate the fungus in the scales in

order to differentiate the condition from certain types of

eczema.
The distingiu.shing niicrosco[)ical characteristics of the

favus fungus are the predominance and great variety as

to the size of the spores, the short and jointed appear-
ance of the mycelia, and the ease with winch they break

uji into single cells (Kaposi).

Prognosis.
—Favus is one of the most ditlicult of scalp

diseases to cure, and consequeutlj' a very guardetl prog-
nosis must be given ;

months and often years are neces-

sary to effect a curt'.

Tren/miiit.—The indications for treatment are to re-

move the crusts with a sulphur salve or carboli/.ed oil, to

resort ne.vt to epilation, and then inunediately afterward

to apply some parasiticide, which should be rubbed vig-

orously" into the parts. The methods of treatment and

Fl(i. 471(1.—Micrnapornn .Vnil'iiiirii iMiiull-spori' fungus) in riornv
baviT. (Eyepiece, tliree-rnuilh hull ; oli.1i'i'iive, Dnc-twelfUi inch;
oil liiimerslou.)

agents recommended are iiunimerable. The liairs should
be epilated well beyond the diseased area, and, whatever
remedy be .selecteil, it sbotdd be a]>plied inunediately.
Geor{;c T. Jackson lias bad good results in both ring-

worm and favus with iodine (one drachm of the crystals
rubbed up in an ounce of goose grease). The writer has
been encouraged by the results obtained fiom the tlior-

Fio. 4T20.-Micr<ispcin,ii .^ucJuuini (small-spore fiiUKii.s) in the Folli-
cle .tikI Hair. (F..vepiece, two inches; ob,tective, one-eip:hth inch.)

ough application of eqmil parts of trikresol and alcohol
after epilation. Sulphur, chrysarobin, pyrogallic acid,

tar, and numerous other paiasiticides liave their advo-
cates, however. Many of them will prove eflicacious in

conjunction with eiiilatiou, patience, ami perseverance.
Tlic most encoura,ging rcnic<ly of all is ]ii-obably that
of ladiothcrapy. Tlie patch or )ial dies should be exposed
to a tube of low vacuum for fidm ten to twenty minutes,
two or three times a week, until the hairs fall out. This

procedure often effects a cure. Tlie healthy scalp should
be protected by lead foil. Upon the glabrous skin favus
should be treated as ringworm (Tinea circinata).

TiNK.\ Ti;iciioriivTis.\ or RiNowonM.—The presence
of the ringworm fungi excites upon tlie skin .several clin-

ical types of disease, which vary in their symptoms ac-

cording to the locality attacked and the variety of the

fungus concerned.

Formcily the ringworm fungi were thought to be
identical until Sabouraud demonstrated (and bis observa-
tions have in the main been confirmed) that they should
lie divided into two groups—a small-spore (Microsjioron
Ai/doiiiiii) and a large-spore fun.gus (Mer/tilosporon). The
latter be sulidi vides into Merialosporon crtot/iri.i and Mrgti-
lospiiroH (mlolln-ix. according to whether its elements lie

outside (ectothrir) or in the shaft of the hair {ciitlotlirix),

whicli is believed by many to be a fanciful division, as
these two forms seem to be "a (iiiestion of soil rather
than of origin

"
(Crocker).

The small-spore form chielly attacks the scalp of chil-

dren, and is responsible for the majority of the resistant

cases of ringworm in them, rpon microseoiiical exami-
nation the spores are .seen lo have a lack of any particu-
lar arrangement, being in irregular groujis or swarms,
which is characteristic. JOach spore is separate from the

other, and they are located outside the shaft of the hair,
with a fe\v thin, curved, branching mycelia in the me-
dulla.

" '

The large-spore form causes a small pei'cenfage of scalp
ringworm, but is the one most commonly found in that
of tlu' beanl, glabrous skin, and nails. The spores in Iliis

variety are arranged in chains with short-jointed myce-
lium here and there; these elements being in more or less

profusion either in or outside the shaft or thej' may
occupy both localites—an eudo-eclotlirix.

Wherever the large-spore fungus is found, especially
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the LCtothiix vurioty, tlu-ro me iiioie objective signs of

indumiiuitiou. Sabuuraud attinus tlint the ectothri.x is

Fig. 4iil.-Miorosporon .\U(louinl (small-spore funpus) in Tissue
about follicle. (Eyepiece, one incb; objective, one-twelfth inch;
oil immersion.)

always of auimal origin, and is the cause of all pustular
ringwornis; others, however, have found the niicro-

sporon in similar condition.';.

If the arrangement and location of the spoi-es in the
different forms be remembered, one can upon microscopi-
cal examination readily determine the variety to which
they belong.

Trichophytosis is contagious, the fungus being con-

veyed by direct contact or through the'media of toilet

articles, wearing appai-el, bed linen, etc. It is less fre-

quent iifter the age of titty, and some individuals are

probably more susceptible than others. In children the

scalp and in adults the glabrous skin and lieard are the

regions most frequently involved.
TiNK.\ ToNsfHAXs or KiXGwoiiM OP THE Scalp oc-

curs almost exclusively before the age of tifteen years.
Since the investigations of Saboui'aud and others it is

necessai'y to treat the clinical aspects of scalp ringworm
especially from a pathological standpoint, according to
the vai'iety of the invading fungus.

Microsporon. Ringiruna of the Se(dp.
—The small-spore

fungus is accoiuitable for from eighty-live to ninety per
cent, of all scalp ringworms, and oecui-s exclusively in
children. It is generally seen as one or several round or
oval bald-looking patches of a slaty, dull gray color,
their size dependent upon the length of time^ they have
existed, as th(>y begin from small points and spread pei--

ipherally. Various bizarie or gyrate outlines may be
described if several jialches coalesce. The infected sur-

face, which may be moie or less thickened, is covered by
fine whitish scales, and the hairs aie found upon close in-

spection to be twisted, bent, or bi-oken off close to the

scalp. This circumstance, coupled with the fact that a
fine white sheath extends a shoi't distance upon the shaft,

gives the patch the appearance of being bald. When a
hair is ]mlled it readily breaks, showing thedisoi-ganizing
effect of the fungus upon it. ruder the microscope the
hair is seen to be fiayed at the ends, and the white sheatli
to be composed of the fungus elements. In but few
cases are there any .symptoms of active inllamiuation.

MegalosjioroH EiaMlirix nf the Sculp.—The eudothrix
fungus is divided by Saboui-aud into two subdivisions:
one with mycelium which breaks easily (" fragile ") and
the other with a moie resistant mycelium ("resistant").
These varieties cause an alopecia, which is often quite

similar in appeaiance to alojiecia areata. There may be
one or seveial siuoothbald patches disseminated ovei-tlie

seal]), wilh a fciv illy nourished hairs scattered over ii,

and numerous "black dots'' heie and theic, wliieh upon
extraction pi-ove to he hioken and disorganized haiis.
The patches are irregular in .shape, and in sonic cases
are pityriasic. In this form of lingworm there may be
scatlered gioujis of a few broken liairs upon a .scaly,

scurfy scalp.
"
lilaik-ilot lingworm." "disseminated ringworm,''"

l)ald Tinea tonsurans "
are terms formerly used by Eng-

lish writers to designate this form.

Mi'HiiluKiHiyi/ii Ec'tothvix (if the Scalp.
—The ectolhrix

always causes more inflammatory symptoms than do the
other tyi)es. The infection begins as a red, scaly ring
with a distinct border compo.sed of papules, vesicles, or,

later, pustules, the hairs becoming disoi'ganized aiul
broken as the disease ])rogresses. In many cases the
fungus iicnetratcs deeply into Hie follicle and produces
niaiked iiillammation with supjiuration, forming a fluc-

tuating mass, fi-om which pus oozes at the openings of
the follicles. The condition thus caused is kuow'ii as
Kerion. Several linglish observers have seen the micro-

sporou cause the same pi'ocess.
Granuloiiia tvichaphiiticmu (/.l/iyorc/fi is analogous to

kerion; so also is hyplnnujicctic uniiiuldiint (Schamberg),
which may simulate a malignant growth. Conylomerdtc
pustular fAlicnUti.i or uiimi uatc fuUirtiUth consists of a
circumsci-ibed, highly inflamed patch, occurring gener-
all)' upon the hand or arm, at the follicular openings of
which is a pustule or an oozing point from which pus
can be expressed—a pus which contains double coutoiucd

sphei-es, the spores of the Triehophytou ectothrix.
The diagnosis of scalp ringworm is made by the broken

hairs and the microscopical demonstration of the fungus
elements.
The pi-oguosis as to ultimate cure is good, but from

three months to a year is a conservative estimate as to
the time necessary for the cure, especially in the micro-

sporon type. Permanent baklness often remains at the
site of kerion.

Tinea Cikcixata, Ti.vea Conroms, or Ringworm ok
THE BoUY are the terms applied to the invasion of the

non-hairy skin by the trichophyton fungus, all varieties

f\a. 4722.—Mepnlospiir.Mi ci-iiiihn.x ( lartie-spore finimis) In Hair.
(Eyepiece, three-quarter inch ; objective, one-twelfth inch ; oil Im-
mersion.)

of which cause at the beginning of infection a circular

scaly pink patch that spreads ]ieripherally with a pinkish
border, and clears up or involutes in the central jiortion.
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kaving a faintly yellowish tiiigi; in its wake, thus fdim-

ing a ring. The border of the ring niaj' be minutely pap-
ular or vesiciilai-.

The rings caused by microsporon. are small, seldom

larger than a silver (luarter, and are generally seen upon
the exposed parts in ehildren with ringworm of the seal]).

Fig. 4723.-Megaliisporon Eototliri.x (large-spore fungus) from Nail

Scrapings. « and ^. Filaments of very large spores. (Kngman.)

Not infrequently in this variety small scaly, reddisli

plaques are seen which do not untiergo central involution
to form rings.
The rings caused by meyalosporoii are large, often at-

taining several inches in diameter; they aie scaly; the
border may be paindar, vesicular, or crusted ; all the

symptoms are more intlammatory than in the former

type. If several points of infection occur close together,
the rings may meet by peripheral extension, forming
various gyrate figures.
When the infection occurs iu the gcnito-crural or axil-

lary regions, where the heat and moisture of the part
favor the growth of the organism and a more inflam-

matory reaction, there ensues a condition which was
formerly called "eczema marginatum." and can often
be dilVercntiated from certain forms of eczema only by
the demonstration of the fungi.

Tlie diagnosis of ringworm of the body is difficult only
when there are niimei-ous foci scattei'ed over the body.
and when the patclies fail to form rings, in which event

microscopical aid is necessary to differentiate it from
eczema seborrhoicum of Unna and from certain analogous
forms of that disease.

The disease in all its x'arious phases is readily amenable
to treatment.

TiNF..\ B.\i!n.F„ TiNE.\ Sycosis. B.\hbeks Itch, is a
folliculitis of the hairy portion of the face caused l)y the

Trirhophytun Mecinloxporon EctolhrLr. The disease is gen-
erally contracted in barber shops, the fungus being most

probably conveyed by the shaving bi-ush or "pinchers"
used by barbers for extracting "ingrowing hairs."

Tile earliest symptoms consist of one or more scaly
spots or rings of a ratlier inflammatory nature. Scat-
tered on or about the border of the ]iatcli an; several

hard, raised papules or pustules, pierced by a hair. The
subsequent increase of syniptoins d(>])eii(ls upon the soil,

and upon neglect or improper treatment; nioic iiapulcs
and pustules develop, the bail's are loosened and may
easily be plucked out. The part burns and ilehes. and
is inflamed and swollen in a)ipi'araiiee. By the massing
together of a number of infected follicles, jiea- to nui
sized nodules form, the .surface of which becomes crusted.
"When the crust is removed a raw, excoriated surface is

exposed, dotted by oozing points. This appearance has
been comiiared to the cut surface of a fig ; hence the term

sycosis (i7i'/i')]', a lig). There is only moderate tenderness
or pain about these lesions.

The diagnosis of Tinea barbie is readily made by the

ring, by the nodules, and by painless extraction of the
hairs; in mild and atypical cases it may be easily con-
founded with coccogenic sycosis ("non- parasitic"). The
latter has not the deep lesions or Inmpincss, is not .so

rapid in its jirogress, and the hairs are not loose and are

painful to extract.

Tl.NE.V UxiilILM, OkVCHOMYCOSIS TlUCIIOPHVTIX.V,
Ringworm of the N.\ils, is due to the Megalospoioii
eetotliri.x. It is usually a secondary auto-inoculation
from ringworm elsewhere, causing a splitting up of the
nail plate, rendering it brittle, dull, yellowish, ridged or
striated transversely or longitudinally; linally, the .sepa-
ration of the nail piate from the bed may occur. One or
more nails may be involved, but seldom symmetrically.
A diagnosis from various other nail diseases wliich pre-

sent similar symiitoms can be made only by microscopi-
cal examination of the nail scrapings (Fig. 4723).
The condition is exceedingly difficult to treat success-

fully, and may last for years.
TiNE.\ I.MisuKATA Or ToKEL.XN' RixowOKM isa form of

ringworm which occurs in the tropics ;
it is characteiized

by the formation of large concentric rings of scales, in-

volving a large part of the body surface, but rarely at-

tacking the hair or follicles. It is probably due to a

special variety of the large-spore trichophyton fungus.
TixEA Veksicoi.ok, Pityriasis Versicoi.oi!, Ciiuo-

MOPiiYTOSis is a parasitic disease caused by the Micro-

sporon furfur, a fungus, and characterized by variously
sized and shaped pityriasic patches of a yellowish, fawn
color, which occur most frequently upon the trunk. The
disease may be said to be contined to the trunk, but it at
times is seen upon the neck, arms, thighs, or other parts.
Allen claims that the hairs of the pubic region often con-
ceal a patch that may remain as a focus for subsequent
reinfection. The patches begin as small, roundish, yel-
low, or light-brownish points, which increase in size

very slowly by peripheral extensiou or by the coalescence
of .several points of infection, thus forming variously
sized patches; sometimes one patch may involve a large
area of skin, possibly more or less of the whole trunk.
The borders of the patches are sharply defined, almost

imperceptibly raised, and the surface, especially near the

periphery, is slightly scaly, the scales being tine and of a

dirty white color. In the dark-skinned races the diseased
areas are darker than the surrounding skin. In very fair

individuals it is not uncommon to find a tinge of red added
to the fawn color of the patches, showing through the

yellow, especially in liot sultry weather.
The infection progresses very slowly, and shows no

fendenc_y to self-limitation. The fungus, the Jlicro-

sporon furfur, is the sole cause of the condition, and is

4734.— Microsporon furfur. Fungus of Tinea versicolor.
and niyeelium. (hiiigniininatio.)

Spores

easily detected by scraping off a few of the scales and
examining them in liquor potassii as liefore described.

It is readilv dilferentiated from the other fungi by the
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largo size of tlu' couiilia or spores and l>y their tfiidciuy to

occiir iu groups or masses over the Held ; tlie mycelia are

tine and interhite between tliese groujis. The ilicio-

sporon furfur grows luxuriantly in the upper layers of
the epidermis, eaiising no aiipreeiable irritation, and pro-
duces by its strongly refraetile sporesllie yellowish color

of the infected regions. It is stipposcd to have greater

ullinily for a moist skin: it. is therefore found most fre-

quently iu those who persiiire freely. Perfectly healthy
adults are attacked as well as the delicate. It is exceed-

ingly rare iu children. The disease is contagious, but

iniUily so, as some special condition of the epidi'iniis be-

sides moist uro is necessary for the gi ow tli of the organism.
In all suspected eases the scales should be examined

for the fungus. Mild pamsitio ap])licalions cure an at-

tack. Of tlicse the most elegant and cleanly is a satu-

rated aiineous solution of hyposulphite of soda, applied

night and morning after a soap and water biilh. A
cream of ten-percent, sulphur precipitate iu Unguentuni
aquic rosarum isccnuiUy ellicacious. Vai ious other para-
sitic oinlmentsand lotions are used. The attack is easily

cured, but when once a person has become susceptible
recurrence is the rule; therefore each relapsing spot
shouldatonce be destroyed, with any of the agents men-
tioned; care also being given to the sterilization of wear-

ing apparel and articles of the bath.

Treatment of the Vnrioint Forms of Tinea.—The cure of

all the types of riugwoim depends upon the efficacy with
which tiie parasiticides are brought into contact with the

offending organism. This is easily enough accomplished
tipon the glabrovis skin but is quite dithcult when the hair

follicles are infected. In the latter event it is recom-

mended to e.xtiaet the liair by epilation, which often

proves useless, as the hairs are frequently so badly disor-

ganized th.-it the least traction breaks themoffclo.se to the

scalp, or jirst within the follicle. This, however, is not
true iu ringw-orm of the beard, where the disease is due
to the eetotlu-i.x variety, with the fortnation of pus and
the subsequent loosening of the hair. In the infection of

the scalp in children, by the microsporon fiuigus, which

disorganizes but docs not loosen the hair, it is probably
better to '"shingle the head than to sjiend useless time
and trouble breaking the hairs by epilation. Epilation

by means of the .c-rays is not indicated here as in favus,
for fear that ]>crmanent baldness may ensue. The latter

disease (favvis) frequently produces permanent baldness

independently of ejiilation, while it never occurs iu ring-
worm except in kerion.

Chrysarobin, pyrogallic acid, oleate of mercury, iodine,

salicylic acid, sulphur— in fact, all antiparasitic agents,
have been used in lingworruof the scalp with more or

less success. Whatever remedy be .seleited it is neces-

sary that it be applied thoroughly and often, anil iu a
medium which is cap;d>le of being manipulated into the

follicle. It is also necessary to employ the agent iu suffi-

cient strength to kill I he parasite and cause a not too vio-

lent reaction of the skin. Of all these agents chrysa-
robin, in the following combination of Vnna's, has, iu

the writer's hands, proved the most ellicacious: Chrysa-
robin, 2 parts; iclitliyol. .T parts; salicylii^ acid, ."> parts;
and vaseline, 88 parts. This isapplied to the whole scalp
(after the hair lias been cut as short as possible) twice

daily, with a soft tooth brush. A cloth cap is then fast-

ened to the head by a bandage passed along the hair line;

this prevents the chrysarobin from getting upon the

smooth skin orintheeyes. The latter acei<lent should be

carefully avoided. The scalp will show irritation from
this treat men tin from two to four days. Then the chrys-
arobin salve slioidd be washed off and a soothing cream
or ointment applied until all irritation has subsided and
the reduced fir hardened epidermis scales off. This pro-
cedure should be rej)eated for several courses, tuitil the
hair again grows to snllicient length to show whether
or not the fungus has been entirely destroyed. Frc(inent
microscopical examinations are a great assistance in

watching the effects of the treatment. The chrysarobin
iliscolors the skin and hair and is an heroic proeedtire.
In young girls, and when the patient cannot be carefully

observed, less heroic measmes are advisable. In all cases
in which the sacriliceof the hair is not too great itshoidd
he closely cut, and some weak ]iarasilicide a])plie<l Id the
whole scalp, while the patches themselves may be treated
more vigorously. A very good procedure isto apply to
the entire .scalp a weak sulphur cream and attack" the

Iiatches with one of the stronger parasiticides jneviouslv
mentioned. Trikresol, lately inlroduccd by JlactJowaii,
is a most valuable remedy. The patches sliould be lirst

rendered free of fat and debris by washing with ether or
benzin. A mixture of cqtud jiarls of trikresol and alco-
hol is then well rubbed, with a cotton swab, into and be-

yond the patch. This aiqilieai(jn will catise some des-

(luamation, which will last for several days, when the

remedy may beanain aiiplicd ; some mild antiseptic cream
being used in the mean time. Precipitated or sid)!inud

sulphur, in the proportion of from twelve to liftcen per
cent, in lard or va.seline, is slow butellii-Kious. Itiswell
to remember that it is useless to continnea])plyinga rem-

edy after it has caused thickening of the epidermis, and
therefore more obstruction in the mouths of the follicles,

thus protecting the fungus. It is better to wait and
;issist the dcs(iuamalion of the epidermis by the use of a

mildly anti])arasilie salve before proceeding.
Ringworm of the body is best treated by means of

pastes, to which is added a parasiticide. The pastes ad-
here to the skin, and are not easily rubiicd off. The best

of these is one made of equal parts of oxide of zinc, starch,

vaseline, and lanolin. To this may be added either sul-

phur (from six to twelve per cent.) or ammoniatcd mer-

cury (four to six per cent.). Taylor recommends one to
three grains of mercuric bichloride to an ounce of the

compoimd tincture of benzoin. liesorein. salicylic acid,

ichthyol, anil priqiarations of tar are all ellicacious iu

.salves, pastes, or lotions,
" Eczema marginatum" is, forthe reasons alread}' given,

the most difficult of the so-called body ringworms'to cure.
Iu this affection pastes often prove irritating; the appli-
cation of salves, dusted over with talcum jiowder, is more
agreeable. The itching and consequent rubbing and ex-

coriation are elements to be dealt within this locality:
therefore the use of an antipruritic, like c:irbolic acid, is

necessary. The writer has been pleased with the fol-

lowing: Carbolic acid, gtt. v.; precipitated sidphur, gr.
XX. ; balsam of Peru, gtt. xx. ; vaseline, 3 v. ; lanolin.

5 iij. Lotions, unless the case is very mild, do not act

well in this locality.
Tinea barb;e in the mild form is readilj- cured by the

application of any of the parasiticides mentioned. In

severe cases thecrusts shoidii be reiuoved withcaibolized
or sulicylated oil or vaseline; the iliscased hairs shoidd lie

epilated and the beard shaved, iunnediately after which
the remedy is rubbed in. Suljihur, live to ten percent,
iu va.seline, or iu equal parts of lanolin and vaseline, is

generally useful, Xeroform, five per cent, iu olive oil,

has proved valuable in the writer's experience.
In Tinea unguium the nail, after being scraped, .should

be soaked iu a hot alkaline solution, and the parasitic
salve rubbed iu: then some of the .salve should be sjiread

tipon cloth and bandaged on. or helil in place by a linger
cot. Unna aii]ilies, after the scraping, a solution of bi-

chloride of mercury, in llcxible collodion thinned with
ether (bichloride of mercury, gr. i.-iv. ; ether, 3 ij. ; llcxi-

ble collodion, 3 vi). Murtin F. Engman.

TINNITUS AURIUM—Deiixition.—Any subjective
noise, liranl in one or both ears, as the result of some
abnormal condilion somewhere in the body.

C.wsKs.—Anything which irritates the nervous mech-
anism of hearing, in any ])ait, from the cortex of the

brain to the cochlear hair cells. Tinnitus has been noted

as an aura epilepticd (cerebral irritation); at the onset of

an attack of syneope (cerebral ana'mia); and at the time

of an attack of cerebral licmorrhage (general cranial

hypeririuiaX It also occurs as the re.stdt of poi.soning

by certain drugs (quinine, salicylic acid). The jirccise

physiology of this action is not clear, but it is probably
due to cerebral irritation, since it can be readily cou-
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troUpfl by the adiniuistnitinii of bromides. Tinnitus is

also observed in nuniiigitis. Tliis may depend upon ir-

ritation of the auditory nerve in its eourse.

As commonly seen, liowever, tinnitus is due to some
form of ear disease, and some of tliese cases present per-

haps the most per(>lexinu: problems wliich tlie wliole

range of otology can oiler. For it is a matter of com-
mon observation tlial a moderate degree of deafness may
pass umioticed for j'ears, and tinally be discovered, as it

were by areiileiit. by a ]ialienl's friends. Tinnitus, how-
ever, ncv<'r fails to be a matter for comiilaint. causing as

it doesadegrecof discomfortalways<'onsiderable. and be-

ing often of gravedangerto the patient's bo(lil3'and men-
tal health. It has lieen claimed that some .suicides have
been caused by loud and persistent tinnitus, but the
writer has not been able to lind any reported cases. It

is. however, almost certain that in persons predisi)Oseii
to mental disease, tinnitus has led to auditory hallucina-

tions, and thus has acted as the determining cause of an
attack of insanity.

Aecoriling to Sexton, fifty per cent, of all car patients
have more or less tinnitus. In the writer's experience a

greater or less degree of it is .so common in chronic deaf-

ness that its absence in an}- case is worth}' of comment.
It is seen in diseases of all parts of the car. It is often a

prominent symptom in cases of impacted cerumen, also

in furunculosis of the meatus exteruus. It may also be
found in cases of tubal catarrh, of strict in-e of the Eusta-
<'hian tube, of acute otitis media, catarrhal or purulent;
it is a common symptom in all forms of chronic otitis

media, and iu the lighter forms of otitis interna, where
the auditory nerve is not completely destroyed. The
worst and most obstinate cases are those of otosclerosis.

This disease, which has been oulv of late differentiated

from chronic aural catarrh, is one of the most frequent
causes of tinnitus, which is tisually an early, and may be

during months or 3-ears the only, symptom.
Tinnitus presents itself under various forms, both as to

quantity and as to qualif}' of noi.se, and also as to constancy
or intermittencj' of its occurrence. As to ciuautity, the

noise may vary from a soft, barely noticeable rustle, as

of the leaves on a tree, to an excessively loud screaming
sound, like a steam whistle. The latter extreme is. of

rour.se, rare. All interrnodiate degrees, however, are con-

stantlj- seen. The quality of the sound varies greath*.
It may be high-pitched or low-pitched, blowing like the

wind, whistling like tlie escape of steam, crackling like a
wood fire, or occasionally detonating like an exploding
tirecracker. More.seriousare those rare cases in which the

noise takes the form of music, or of human speech. It

is ahva3'S pos.sible that in such a case we are dealing with
a ps3'chopalhic patient, and we must therefore be on the

watch for the developiucnt of genuine auditory halluci-

nations. Man}' patients have two or more kinds of tin-

nitus at once. The writer has at present two such cases

under observation.

PuBseiZeit.f/ir Ohreiihenknnde, 1898, p. 244) attempted
to show that low-pitched .sounds occur ehiell v iu diseases

of the sound-conducting apparatus, and those of high
pitch in conditions alTi'ctirig the labyrinth. His conclu-
sions are denied by Polilzer. with whom the wiiter is in-

clined to agree, never having been able to satisf3' himself
that there was any necessary relation between the kind
of noise and the anatomical condition causing it.

Constanc3' or intcrmittencc of the noi.se is a more im-

portant feature, because it .seems to have a bearing upon
prognosis. In certain eases tiimitus occtirs in waves,

synchronous with the beat of the pulse. In these cases
it is always possible that the underlying lesion is of the

type of a simple congestion, which ma3' be curable, part-
ly or wholly. In other cases the wave of soimd comes
with inspiration or expiration (respirator3' tinnitus).
These cases are sometimes due to llu' rushing of the in-

spired air through an abnormally patulous Kustachian
mile, as in a case reported bv ICerrison (^fi•<l. liironi,

.\pril IDlli, 1902). In this parficular case treatment was
wholly s\iceessful, and the patient, a man over seventv
years of age. was completel3' ciued.

Vor,. VH.—.50

Some patients say that they hear the noise only when
lying down, and especially at night. These are usually
cases of the ndkh'r type. This ma3' depend ujjon the
recumbent position, or more probaljly perhaps upon the
fact that duiing the liours of rest one has fewer distrac-
tions than at other times. To interfere seriously with
sleep, tinnitus nuist be very severe. There are other
eases in which the tiimitus is made worse by l)ending
forward, or bv or iluriiig heavy exercise.

It must also be noted that some ])ersf)ns have the knack
of causing at will ceitaiii sounds in the ear. Tliese are

usually clicking sounds, probably caused by opening and
shutting th(^ jiharyngeal orifice of the Eustachian tube,

liy action of the tensor palali muscle. This action some-
times takes iilace involuntarily, and the noise thus pro-
duced is one of the class known as ciitntir. These noises
are actual, as opposed to those which are strictl}' subjec-
tive, and in man}' ('ases may be heard by the examiner.

Apart from the clicking caused b}' action of the tensor

palati, there may be clonic contnKtions of (he intrinsic

muscles of the car (tensor tympani and stapedius) which
cause ticking or humming sounds. There are also tlu;

so-called vascular entotic noises, caused by anomalies of
the blood-ves.sels. According to Politzer (" Diseases of
the Ear." 1902, p. 777) they may be due to the following
pathological conditions : dilatation of the arterial branches
within the tympanum, changes in the carotid canal, ear-

diovalvular lesions, goitre, cranial neurisms. or chlo-
rosis (hniit (III difible). They are synchronous with the

pulse, and may. iu some instances, he heard by au.sculta-

tion all over the heail. Attempts which have been made
to relieve these cases by ligating the carotid artery have
given unsatisfactory results. In a case operated upon in

this manner b}' Linsmayer, and reported by Polit.zer (loc.

(•it.), the operation was followed by death from softening
of the corresponding cerebral liemisi)here.
Prognosis.— It goes without saying that the progno-

sis as to recovery in an3' given case depends upon the
nature of the underh'ing anatomical catise. In a general
way, howe\er, it may be said that the hope of recovery
from tinnitus is much less than the hojie of relief from
deafness. Many patients who complain of both deaf-
ness and tinnitus gain a verv fair degree of hearing,
while their annoying ear noise continues about the same.
Cases of intermittent tinnitus offer a somewhat better

prognosis than where the noise is constant, as the causa-
tive lesion is apt to be of a less permanent character.

Slighter degrees of tinnitus, and those in which the noise
has existed only for a short time, are more favorable than
those of severer character and longer standing.
Ti!E.\TMENT.—The succcssful treatment of tinnitus de-

pends entirely upon the possibility- of discovering and

removing its cause. Therefore it ma3- be said that the
treatment of tinnitus is the treatment of diseases of the
ear. Accuracy in diagnosis is essential. Every patient
is entitled to the most careful and painstaking examina-
tion of which the aurist is capable. A complete histor3-
of the case must first be taken, and all possible causes,

apart from the ear, must be considered. Next comes a
detailed jihysical examination of the auricle, the external

meatus, the drum membrane, and the mastoid region,
followed bv examinaticm of the nose and throat. B3-
means of the ausctiltation tube we should listen to the
sotmds that are generated while air is being forced through
the Eustachian tube into the; middle car. Finally, all

known means of fiuu-tioual testing of the hearing should
he employed—voice, watch, acoumeter, the various tun-

ing-fork tests (Rinne, Weber, Gelle): also the Galton-
whistlo test for the upper tone limit shoidd be tried in

order to acquire as complete a knowledge as is iio.ssible

of the anatomical condition. Treatment then is directed
to rectifying what is wrong, so far as this can be done.

Impacted cerumen must be removed. Furunculosis or

other disease of the canal calls fora)i|iropiiate treatment.

A retracted driun nuMubraneor a chain <if aid^ylosed ossi-

cles must be restored to tlu' normal condition by inllation.

pneumo-massage, or the Lucae prcssiu-e-ju-obe. A con-

tracted Eustaehiau tube calls for dilatation bj- the use ot
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bougies. The ordinary filiform iirctlinil bougio servrs
tliis purpo.se well. Of iiilratyiiii)iinic conilitious siip-

punitivc cases call for iiieasuics which tend to dry up the

discharfre, thorough cleansing, the removal of granula-
tions, polyjis. or cholesteatomatous masses, and perhaps
for ossiculeeloniy or the Schwartzc-StaeUe operation (see
Vol. VI.. p. 7(l«).

Of the non-su]>piirative cases it is very imi)ortaiit to

dilTerentiale helweeii chronic aural catarrh and otosclero-

sis. Tlie former disease is best treated by attention to

the nose and throat, with sucli local treatment for the
middle ear as has been mentioned above. Tlu' latter dis-

ease has only lately been recognized, and, as it is a frc-

(pient cause of obstinate linniltis. calls for special men-
tion. It is of the nature of an hyperostosis, and usually
alTecls the region about the oval window, on either the

tympanic or the vestibular side, so that it may give
symptoms of ankylosis of the stapes, or of labyrinthine
involvement, or both. It is a chronic progressive dis-

ease with intermissions. During the active periods there

is usually a reddish tinge to the drum inemlirane. due to

the shining through of the congested jiromontory. At
other times the membrane may appear normal, in both
<-haracter and |iosition. The disease is due to injury, or

to extra aural causes, usually auto-intoxications, "from

gout and allied conditions, or to di.sease elsewhere in the

body, acting retlexly from a distance, ascertain uteiiue

and ovarian conditions. Ilartz (.l;;;). Otol., li/n'itol., and
Larynijol.. vol. xi., p. 037) says the disease is very fre-

quent at the puerperium. The treatment is to be di-

rected totlie cavi.se. Intheacute stage active local treat-

ment aggravates the condition. Probably in the future,
when the physiology of nutrition shall be better

understood, some dietetic and hygienic regime will be
discovered which will help these patients. At present
no treatment does much good.

Tinnitus, due to labyrinthine disease, is often syphi-
litic. Such cases call for iodides in large doses, and show
better results with mercurial inunctions than without
them. Pilocarpine also sometimes lieljis these cases. It

is best given at bedtime, beginning with one-tenth of a

grain and increasing viutil the dose is sufficient to cause

profuse sweating.
Palliative local and general treatment usually gives

only temporary relief. Politzer (" Diseases of the Ear,"
19(13, p. 778) recommends sodium bromide internally, five

to fifteen grains three times a daj'. He also recommends
a small blister over the mastoid region, followed by ap-
plications to the vesicated areaof autimonial ointment or

bisulphale of (jin'nine. He also speaks of instillations

into the meatus of about five drops of a mi.xture of tinc-

ture of valerian, 4 parts, and acetic ether, 3 jiarts, in gly-
cerin, 40 parts. These measures at least tend to satisfy
the patient that his distressing malady is not being ne-

glected by his physician. Donnld il. Bnriitoie.

TIN, POISONING BY.—Metallic tin, if pure, has no

injurious action on the system. Thesolulile salts of tin.

especially the chlorides, are violent irritants; but cases
of poi.soning by them liave rarely come under observa-
tion. Two grams (" ss.) of a solution of the chloride has
cau.sed death in three days. In the treatment, of cases of

poisoning by these compounds, milk or albumen, alkaline

carbonates, and emetics are indicated first. The after-

treatment should be symptomatic.
The compounds of tin owe their toxicological impor-

tance chieliy to the fact of their fre(|uent occurrence in

various articles of food; but whether this occurrence of

tin is attended with any danger to health is still a dis-

puted question. A non-fatal case of acute poisoinng has
been attributed to the use of salt which liail been dried

on a tin dish on the stove. It has been suggested, how-
ever, that the symptoms described might more reasonably
be attributed, in the absence of a chemical analysis, to

lead poisoning; since much of the tin plate formerly
used was not pure tin, b\it an alloy of tin with lea<l.

JIany cases of acute poisoning have followed the use
of canned foods, and in some of these ca.ses the symp-

toms have been attributed to tin; but rarely, if ever, has
the theoiy of tin poisoiung Ijeeii substantiated by an

analysis of the suspected food. It is a well-recognized
fact that many cases of acute sickness liave been caused

by the ingestion of food which was entirely free from
injurious metals. It is considered, therefore, more rea-

sonable, by some authorities, in the absence of any
chemical analysis, to attribute the symptoms which fre-

(luently follow the ingi'stion of caimed foods to some
cause other than metallic poisoning, such as ])utrefaitive

changes taking )daee in the food; or, in a certain number
of cases, to idio.synerasy. Some, while denying the

probability of tin poisoning, admit the possibility of \>m-

soning by other metals, as lead or zinc, the former de-

rived from the tin (ilale or from the solder, the latter

from the soldering fiuids u.sed in sealing the cans.

It is not disputed that canned foods fre(|uently contain
tin, which has l)een dissolved from the tin plate by the
action of acidsor other constituents of the food, or which
has been introduced by the careless use of stannous chlo-'

ride, which is a constituent of some of the .soldering
fiuids u.sed in sealing the cans. But the quantity of tin

is usually small, varying from a few one-lnindredfhs of
a grain to one grain jier ]iound, rarely a|iproarliiiii;,

however, the Iiigher figure. These amounts are not like

ly to give rise to symptoius of acute poisoning. Winter
Blyth states that he found in some samples of camied
fruits as much as 14.3 grains of stannous liydrate ])er

pound, and that the average amount in all examined was
Ti.'i grains per pound. In some cases the juice had a
metallic taste. With such quantities of tin, in a form

easily absorbed by the system, the possibility of acute

poisoning luust be admitted. But the facts at present
known to us do not seem to warrant the conclusicin that
acute tin poisoning, as a result of the use of canned
foods, is an occurrence to be greatly feared. A quantity
of tin salt sufficient to cause poisoning would probably
be recognized b)' the taste, and the food thus contami-
nated be rejected as unpalatable.
Stannous chloride is sometimes added to the cheaper

grades of molasses to lighten the color and give the sam-

ple the appearance of a higher grade of molasses; and

sugar cr3-stals are said to be washed with a .similar solu-

tion, the greater part of which afterward passes into the
molasses. Whether this use of the tin salt is attended
with any danger to the consumer has not been deter-

mined. The chloride is immediately decomposed by
some of the constituents of the molasses and convcited
into an insoluble compound, which is deposited with the

sugar, tlieelear mola.sses usually not retaining any of the
tin. The composition and |ihysiological action of the re-

sulting in.soluble oompoiuids have not been investigated.
The question of chronic poisoning, as a result of the

habitual or frequent use of foods containing traces of tin

coTupounds, is an important one, which has not yet been

thoroughly investisated, aiul concerning wluch o]iinions.
differ.

In order to determine how- far absor|)tion into the cir-

culation nuiy i)roduce disturbances of health, T. P.

White has investigated the action of the double tartrate
of tin and sodium, and of stanno-trielhyl acetate on ani-

mals. He places tin near lead in its toxic power. The
administration of the acetate is followed by two series of

symptoms—one referable to the digestive tract, namely,
loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pains, and
diarrlKca; the second referabh' to the central nervous

system, manifested by weakness of the extremities and

|>aralysis, diminution of the power of the heart, .severe

respiratory <listurbances, and convulsions. The tirine is

scanty, has a high specific gravity, and frequently con-

tains albumin. According to White, tin acts directly on
the intestinal tract, whatever the channel by which it is

introduced. Post-mortem e.vamination showed; ^lucous
membrane of the stomach and intestines soft, covered
with mucus, and hy|)erainic: heart in diastole; blood
thin and dark; lungs collajised and hyperiemic; liver

pale and sonu'what eidarged.
Similar results were obtained with the double tartrate.
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but hiigcr (loses were iviiuiriil. Alter tlifailmiiiistratidii

of tlu'si.' stilts till was found in the muscles, liver, kiil-

neys, brain, lieail, anil urine. The blood in most eases

conlaiuid no tin. While concludes, however, as a result

of many e.vperinu'nts, that there is no danirer of tin ]ioi-

souing resultinij; from the contact of fruits and vcfje-
tables with the metal, uliiI that ea.ses of poisoning which
liave been attributed to tin were due to solder or to me-
tallic impurities in the tin.

Uugar and JSodliindcr have also invesligaleil the action

of the two tin sails studied by Whit<'. and with similar

results; concluding thai the (|Uestioii of the poisonous
action of the tin eompounils. aside from any local ctTects,

must be answered in the alllrmativc. To delerniine

whether foods conlaiiiing tin are likely to produce any
local or general elTecIs, they fed dogs and labbils on

fruits, etc., containing small (luaulilics of tin, but f'aile<l

to observe any irritant action on the mucous memlnane
of the stomach and intestines. The absorption of tin un-

der such conditions was proven by its detection in the

liver, spleen, kidneys, brain, heart, muscles, and urine.

None was detected in the blood. The authors also de-

tected tin in the urine of man iu two cases.

Waiiam B. llilh.

TOBACCO (T,ih,ie<im, U. S. P.: Tahm-i F<jUii, B. P.;

Fuliit yin4iitii. p. (J. ; yicotiiine, Tuliiii-. Fr. Cod.) con-

sists of the dried leaves of JVVru</"»,f( Tabacmn,

Linn., of the order S<ilanaci:iv. It is a rank,

viscidly liairy plant, four to si.\ feet high,
with coar.se, entire, alternate leaves, having a

disagreeable odor and taste and turning
brown on drying. The simple stems termi-

nate in panicles of rcjse-jiurple Howers. The
caly.x and corolla are tive-toothcd, the former

tubular, the latter funnel-shaped and c(m-

spicuous, about two inches long. There
are five stamens and a single two-celle

ovary. The fruit is a two celled capsule an
inch long, opening by two or four valves.

The seeds are small and numerous.
Tobacco is a native of America, but is now

grown in many parts of the world. The
seeds are sown in beds and in early spring
are transplanted. The tlowering tops are

cut off to encourage the growth of the

leaves. In August or

September the leaves

are gathered, dried un-
der cover, then i)ileil

up and allowed to fer-

ment or "sweat." The
details differ in dill'er-

cnt tobacco- raising re-

gions, and the further

process depends upon
the kind of tobacco to

be made.
Nicoliiiiiii Perxicii

and INirotiiina nixlioi

are also used iu making
Turkish tobacco, from
which EgyptiiUi and
Turkish cigarettes are

made.
The word Idhiiccn was

iulroduced by the Spani.-irds. It was prob-
ably not derived, as has been thought, from
the name of the island of Tobago or of the
Mexican state of Tobasco. Oveido, in 1535,
described an instrument, llie tahdcit ov tnhuca,
used for smoking or inhaling various sub-
stances. It was a hollow stick, shaped like

the letter Y. The small ends were placed
in the nostrils and the jxiwdered drug was
put in the other cml. Ernst believes that the term was
derived from a tiuarani word meaning

"
to eat, sucking."

Las Casas applied it to rolls of tobacco like cigars. The

Fi<;. 47^1.—NM<'utianti
'I'abiii'tiHi l.irni. (llail-

lori.i

wor<ls iij)pi/irvc and /xiet'in were used in Europe at tirst,

but tobiiiro soon displaced them.
Tobacco was introduceil into Europe from the Ameri-

can Indians. Smoking was first observed during the
lirst voyage of Colundms. In November, 1492, he sent
an expedition into the interior of (Juba, and members of
the ])arty noticed Hie Indians smoking rolls of the dried
leaves, llie jirototypes (shall we say?) of our Havana
cigars, (,'artier ami other followers of Columbus also
observ<'d the |>ractici', and Ihe s;ulors reluming front
these early expeditions carried it back lo Europe.
The introduction of the habit into other European

countries and its spread Ihiough the whole world is a
most remarkable chapter, and one which can only be
touched ujioii here. In 1.5.59 Jean Nicot, ambas,sador
from Erance lo I.islion, whose name is jierpetuated in
thai of the genus Nicotiana. .sent some seeds to Catherine
de .Medici, who powdered them and used them as medi-
cine. Thus toliacco was introduced into France.

In England tobacco was known as early as 156-1, wlieu
Hawkins described its ii.se in Florida. The habit was
not introduced till 1.580, when Sir Walter Raleigh's un-
successful Virginian colony, under Halpli Lane as gover-
nor, returned to EngUiiid in the vessels of Francis Drake.

Many of the colonists had learned to smoke from Ihe
Indians and they brought Ihc li;ibit home with them.

Haleigh himself, not being a member of Hie party, did
not inlroduce tobacco iuto England, but it

was through his intluence that it came into

general use. lie was a famous smoker him-
self, smoking his Jiipe at tirst .secretly and
then openly. His social po.sition was such
that the habit became tirst a fad and then
a tirni li.xtiirc. It spread with amazing ra-

pidity, anil even tjuceu Elizabeth is said to

have become a victim.

Toljacco was introduced into Italy in 1589,
and there met the saiue enthusiastic approval.
In 15.59 the Portuguese carried it to India,
and it soon spread all over the East.
Thus the use of toljacco, starting with a

few sailors and adventurers returning from
America, became general all over the world.
First welcomed as a drug of rare lucdicinal

)iower, the rapid spread of its use as a lii.x-

ury aroused the apprehensions of the authori-

ties, and etforts were everywhere made to

stamp it out. In England
.lames I. wrote his "Count-
erblast to Tobacco" in 1603.

and followed it with many
restrictive laws, as iuelTec-

tiial as they were severe.

Both James I. and Charles
I. imposed the severest re-

strictions and taxes on to-

bacco, ostcnsibl}' to control
its use. but really to so regu-
late th(' trade" that they

might reap the prolits llierefroni. Thus they
incurred the hatred of the Virginians, whose
chief industry was tobacco-growing. On the
contineni, iiarticularly in Italy, the smokers
had to conlcnd with iiajial bulls, civil laws,
and taxes. Even in I^'isia and Turkey severe

penalties were placed on smokers. In Amer-
ica the Xorllirni colonics legislated against
tobacco—anil indeed some of our Stales have
not yet learned llie futility of such legisla-

tion,—but in the South, where tobacco was
raised, there was natiuallj' no such opposi-
tion. The exieiit to which tobacco is used
lo-dav may be judged from the fact that in

England in the' years I.S!)9 and 1900 the con-

sumption amounted to about two pounds per
head of the |)opulalion.
Tobacco needs no description. Its only important

active principle is nicotine, which is present to the extent
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of from one to eiglit per cent., in combination witli citric

and malic iiciils. It is a volatile, oily fluid, sohihlc in

water., and. when fresli, nearly odorless and tasteless.

On standing it turns brown and develops the familiar

odor of tobacco. The exact structure of the nicotine

inoleciile (OiolInN;) is not yet known with certainty.
It surely contains two organic groups, one of which is

liyridine. The other has been th<night to he |)iperidine
and, liiore recently, a hydraled jiyrrhol ring. Moore
and How believe that the molecule coTilains a reihieed

liyridine ring. Besides nicotine dried tobacco contains

pyridine and other dce(im|iiisitii>n jn'oduets and an oil

which is of iniporlance in delermining the flavor.

As a medicine tobacco is obsolete. Among its former
uses were the reduction of strangulated hernia and intes-

tinal obstruction by toliaceo eneniata; Uw. resuscilalion

of the apparently drowne<l by blowing smoke from a

reversed pipe into the rectum : the relief of baldness and
other skin di.seases by its external application. Lumbrr-
nien and other ignorant pers(nis sometimes treat wounds

by the disgusting use of tobacco sputum. Though still

retaining its place in the Pliarmacopceia, it is too danger-
ous to be of iM-actical value. Its imiiortance depends
wholly upon the prevalence of its use as a luxury.

PnYSioi.ociic.VL Actions.—Nicotine is classed by
Schmiedeherg with pilocarjiine. Its most notable effects

are increased glandular activity (salivation, sweating, and

lachrymation), contractiim of the non-striated muscles of

the alimentary tract (vomiting and catharsis), of the

bladder (micturition), of the iris (myosis), and of the

arteries (increase of blood pressure). These effects are

due to stimulation of the sympathetic nerve ganglia.

They arc for the most part but temporary, stimidation

giving way to paralysis. They are just the reverse of

those due to atropine. But the latter acts on nerve
terminations in glands or muscle cells, so that, while the

elleelsof nicotine are ])revenled by the ])revious admin-
istration of atropine, tho.se of atropine are uninfluenced

liy nicotine.

Moderate doses of nicotine cause slowing of the pulse
followed by a return to normtdor to a rate slightly above
normal. Large doses cause no slowing at all. It nnist

be remembered that the heart is slowed by depressor or

inhiliitiiry influences coming through the vagus and ac-

celcrateil through the svnipathetic. Both sets of nerve

impulses must pass through gtmglia before reaching the

hear! nuLscle. Nicotine at first stimulates the ganglia
on the vagus, thus ciiusing slowing of the heart, while
it afterward paralyzes them and so iirodnces the oppo-
site effect. The action is further complicated liy the ftct

that the accelerator ganglia are probably also affected,

anil still further by a direct action on the cardiac muscle
fibres or the nerve terminationsin them, for. after removal
of the ganglia, nicotine first slows and tlien (piickens tlie

heart.

The blood pressure is markedly tlKJUgh tempurarily
increased by nicotine, owing to stimulation of the vaso-
constrictor ganglion cells. The pressure may rise to two
and a half times the normal. The subseiinent fall is due
to ])aralysis of the same ganglia. Brunton and Tunui-
clilTe show that ])yridine causes a fall, and ^loore and
Row therefore attribute the rise to the reduced portion
of the nicotine molecule. This effect on the blooil ])ress-
ure is important. Obviously its fre(|uent rejietitirai

might produce the most widespread results—results hav-

ing to do not only with the vessels themselves, but also

with all the organs whose supply of blood is affected.

Accordingly Huchard and others attribute to this ac-

tion many of the evils resulting from the abuse of
tobacco.

As to the effects on the coronary circidation, though of

great clinical importance, little is known. Beyer per-
fused nicolini/.ed blood through the excised mammalian
lieart and foimd a short period of increase followed by a
decided and permanent decrease of the volume of the

coronary circulation. This ajipeared to be itiilependent
of any change in the action of the heart itself. His re

suits, however, are not altogether conclusive, and it

would be unsafe to infer that in man the use of tobacco
causes s.ich changes.
The respirations are first tpuckene<l and deepened,

and hence there is the aiipearance of dyspn(ea. Larger
doses cause decreased respiratory activity and the breath-

ing becomes jirogrcssively slower and shallower. in

lethal doses it is the arrest of resjiiration that causes
death. These results are diu' tostinu.lation of the respi-

rati>ry centre in Ihe medulla, follnwed by luiralysis of
this centre.

The stinndat ion and subsequent paralysis of glanilular
secretions by nicotine h.is been especially sttulied in the
salivaries. As the nicotine acts only on the ganglion
cells, when secretion has been stojiped by it activity
may again be brought about by the injection of mn.sca-
rin or pilncarpine as tla-se act on the nerve endings, or

by mechanically stinudating the nerves between the gan-
glia anil the gltind. The .same facts have been estab-
lished in regaril to sweating by Langley. There is no
evidence that Ihe secretion of urine is increased by nico-

tine, though micturition results from contraction of the
bladder wall.

The contraction of the involuntary muscles of the ali-

mentaiy canal is probably due to stimulation of the .sym-
palhetic ganglia in the walls of the organs. The result

is the vomiting and jiurging. so prominent in cases of
acute poisoning, and perhaps the ndlil catharsis which is

(ine of the ways in which an old smoker is prone to e\
(•use his habit.

The action on the central nervous system is first one <if

stimulation, as shown by the increased respiratory activ-

ity and lieightenetl reflexes and in larger doses by con-
vulsions. The spinal cord, and jiarticnlarly the lower
brain centres, are chiefly involved. The stimulation is

followed by marked depression of the whole central ner-

vous system, so that when the animal does not die in the

convidsions, there aie slow, shallow breathing, lost re-

flexes, and miconscinusness.
The actions of nicotine are rapid in onset and of brief

duration. They are not ciunulative. It is a matter of
common observation, as well as one capable of experi-
menlal demonstration, that tolerance is easily established.
In some this apjiears to be almost absolute, while others
cannot "

learn to smoke "
at all.

ActTK Ton.vcco Poisoxixo.—ilild eases of poisoning
liy tobacco are common among smokers who have not

yet thoroughly established a tolerance, and they have
occurred in others fnnn breathing air containing the
.smoke. Yet in spite of the extensive use of tobacco and
its extremely poisonous natme. serious cases of acute

poisoning are extremely rare. Death has resulted from
the inlernal tise of infusions and decoctions, from ene-

niata. and even from external application. Tobjiceo is

used by ignorant iiersons as a household remedy and
thus serious poisoning has resulted from the administra-
tion of water saturated with smoke to children. C'hewers
have been poisoned by swallowing tobacco juice and
children from sucUing old pipes. Taylor describes the
Ciise of a child of three who died as a resvilt of lilowing

soap bubliles with its father's disused I>ipe.
The use of nicoline (ov suicidal imrposes is rare. A

few homicides are recorded, of which the most famous
are those of the poet Santeul and of the Count llocarme.
The former was killed by drinking wine with which
snuff had been mixed. In the other case Bocarme killed

hisbrotherin-law by forcibly giving him lucotine. which
he had himself prepared idler several months' study of

the process.
The symploms of nuld poisoning, such as occur in in-

experienc(<l smokers, are natrsea. vertigo, vomiting, tre-

mor, salivation, clammy sweating, and ])rostralion.
Severer .symptoms rarely result from smoking as the

UMiible nausea deters Ihe smoker from carrying his in-

dulgence to Ihe danger point. Where uicotiue (U' tobac-
co is introduced in grealer (luantilies there is violent

purging, often with abdonu'nal pain and involunlary
micturition. Clonic convulsions are always .seen in se-

vere cases provided the person alTccted lives long enough.
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They arc follDwed in fiital cases by iiicti(al confusion, un-

cousciuiisnc.'is. and dc iilh from rcsjiiralory failure. Tlic

pupils arc gcucially contracted, or ut a later stage dilalcd.

Tlic pulse is smalt and weak. Where still laricer doses
are laUcn. convulsions may begin almost ininiediatcly
and end in death froiu arrest of respiration. Enormous
doses of nicotine kill almost inslantaneouslv. The Bo-
carnie ease was fatal in about tive minutes. In other cases

ilialh may be ilelayed for sever.il hours or several days.
The lethal dose of nicotini; is not known. According

to Witlhausit is probaljle that twoor three dro])Sof pure
nicotine might prove fatal. An infusion of thirty grains
of dried tobacco leaves has caused ileath.

For treatment the unabsorbed drugshoidd be removed
from the stomach or rcctuiu with tlie tube. Tannin is

recoiumended as a chemical antidote to render the nico-

tine insoluble, aiul atropine in full doses to counteract
its physicilogicalaetions. t^tiinidants anil beaters should
be freely used. As death results from respiratory fail-

ure, this should be met by artilicial respiration.
CiiuoNic ToB.\cco Poisoning.—Tobacco is used as a

luxury by chewing, snuffing, dipping, and smoking. In

chewing the poisonous substances come into close con-
tact witii the mucous membrane, but will juoduce little

local etfeet beyond the mouth. Salivation is marked,
since to the action of the absovbed nicotine on the glanils
is added the relle.x action due to irritation of the buccal
raucous membranes. Sniift' takers suffer particularly
from local irritation of the upper respiratory passages.
The effects of snuff have in certain cases been modified

by the presence of lead.
"
Dipiiing

"
is a habit , formerly

seen in the South, of taking snulV by dipping into the

powder a stick, which is then rtibbed on tlie teeth or

gums.
Smoking is the commonest method of using tobac<o.

Its effect on the upper respiratory jiassages is especially
marked, and is due to heat as well as to the presence of

chemical irritants. The nicotine and other active princi-

ples are more or less modified by jjartial combustion.
The composition of tobacco smoke was studied in l!S72

by Vobl and Eulenberg, who claimed that it contained
no nicotine. They demonstrated a long list of sub-

stances, including a series of ]iyridiiie and pieoline bases,

to which they ascribed the effects usually attributed to

nicotine. Since then the subject has been repeatedly in-

vestigated, cbemieally and physiologically, and the nico-

tine in the smoke has been estimated at amounts varying
from nothing to fifty per cent, of that in the tobacco.

Heubel, Vas, and others have proven that nicotine is

present, the latter finding no other poisonous substance.

For practical purposes it woidd ajipcar to be of little

moment whether tlie effects of smoke are due to nicotine

or to decomposition products having essentially the same
actions.

Tobacco is smoked in pipes, cigars, and cigarettes. The
first mentioned method is probably the most deleterious

because very strong tobacco is thus used. The black,

oily juice, which collects in the stems of foul pipes, and
which has been shown bj' Heubel to be e.xtremely jioi-

sonous, is partl.y taken in when the pipe is again
smoked. In cigars, on the fither hand, the nicotine.

which is iiartly evaporated and parth' broken up in the

burning end, is to some extent recondensed and deposited
in the region near the mouth. It is then thrown away
with the stub. In spite of the strong lay ojiiiiion to the

contrary, it is altogether probable lli.it. usi'd in modera-
tion, cigarettes are the least harmful method of smoking,
though they have some dangers peculiarly their own.

They are so mild that the smoker is temiited to use a

large number of Iheni and thus he constantly, though
slowly, absorbs a great amount of poison. The same
mildness leads to their ns(^ by minors and women, and
causes the smoke to be inhaled. It is saitl to be espe-

cially ilaugerous for a jiijie .smoker to usi! cigarettes, as
hellius learns to inhale the smoke, a practice which is

objeclionable with the pipe. The lielief that cigarette
tobacco eontaius o|)i\uii. or that the paper eonlaiiis dele

terious substanc'es, lias little or no foundation. Neither

has the especial prejudice against Turkish and Egyptian
cigarettes.

()])erativcs in tobacco factories are sometimes affected

liy tile line particles of tobaceodust in the air. In a case
of the writer's, a girl of fifteen, predispo.sed by bad hab-
its, late hours, and the excessive use of tea, worked for a
week as "slripiier

"
in a small room full of tobacco dust.

She vomited on the first two days and fainted four times
in the week. Wlien seen, she comiilaineil of throbbing
sensations in the head, violent cardiac pain, dyspniea,
and palpitations, and presente<l a rapid and irregular
heart and marked an.-emia. Such symptoms are not un-
common in beginners, but tolerance is soon acquireil,

permitting them to work with impunity in the dust.

Dowling, studying cliietly the ocular symptoms, found
that forty-fi\c out of a hundre(l and fifty men working
in I 111' tobacco factories of Cineinnati showed evidences
of chronic tobacco iioisoning. I!ut all of these men
smoked or chewed. Apart from ana'mia—a common
s}'mptom among girls working in factories of any sort—
there was little evidence of harmful results in women or
men who did not use tobacco. Workers sometimes show
conjunctivitis and irritation of the upper respiratory
liassages; but these effects are rare, and it does not ap-
jiear that the manufacture of tobacco is especially dan-

gerous.
Before considering the effects of tL' continuous use of

tobacco on the various organs, it should be said that
harmful results are, considering its almost universal use,
rare. In most cases tobacco is not theyOnly source of
the trouble, morphine, tea, coffee, alcohol, or other in-

jurious habits being present.
The effects of tobacco on the mouth, throat, and upper

respiratory passages are due to localirritation rather than
to the action of nicotine after absorption. They are more
marked from smoking than from chewing. And. every
pipe smoker knows that mild tobacco "

bites the tongue"
more than strong. These facts suggest that the irritation
is due rather to piroducts of combu.stion than to nicotine.

Catarrhal infiammation of the nasopharvn.x with marked
liypersensitiveness of the throat is common in smokers.
It may extend through the Eustachian tubes to the mid-
dle ear. It is jiossible that the ear maybe injured in

another way, viz., by the production of a neuritis of the

auditory nerve similar to that .seen in the eye, an action
of course taking place after absorption. However, this

rarel}-, if ever, results. Excessive chewers sometimes
show inflammatory conditions of the mouth and throat
and extreme discoloration of the teeth, which are some-
times worn down to a level with the gums. SnulT-takers
suffer from various infiammatory conditions of the nose.

Inspissated masses of .snuff have formed nasal calculi.

It has been said that smoking predisposes to cancer of
the lip. If there is any truth in this the disease is due
to local irritation.

The effects of tobacco on the alimentary system have
been a subject for experimental study as well as for clini-

cal observation. They are jjartly due to the swallowing
of sputum containing toxic substances from the smoke
or bits of tobacco from cigars held long in the mouth and
chewed. The stoni.ach may also be injured indirectly
through the circulatory system. The symptoms are
those of chronic gastric indigestion, hyperacidity, or
flatulence. These symptoms are so common and so

many excessive smokers are also excessive drinkers that
the imporlance of tobacco as a factor is dirticult to esti-

mate In rabbits fed for months on cabbage soaked in

tobacco infusion, Adler found no gastric syiuptonis after
the first few days, and the ajipetite continued unim-

paired. On the other band, it has been noticed by mili-

tary writers (Korlolf) th.at where food is lacking tobacco

markedly decreases the sensation of hunger.
In Adler's experiments the liver became enlarged, and

on microscopic cxaminalion showed marked proliferation
of the interlobul.-ir connective tissue with new formation
of bile ducts, but without any involvement of the bi'patic
cells. These experiments were incomplete and not alto,

getlier eoiicliisive Adler does not draw ,'iny roinparison
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Iiotwpi'ii the processes observed and liiiiimn cirrhosis, and
iiidccil toliacco lias never been noted as one of the causes
of the latter. As a result of somewhat similar experi-
ments Kohos found small, hard liver.s.

The ell'e<ts on the blood have been studied experimen-
tally by Vas on puppies. After eijrht weeks he noted
marked ana'mia, the luemojilobin and red corpuscles
<lecreasins over a half. The solid i-esidue and the alka-

linity di( riased a little while the white corpuscles were

decidedly aujimented.
Of all the ellectsof chronic tobacco poisoning the most

importunt, both from their frequency and from tlieir

severity, are those which have to do with the circidatory

system. Thoua;h sometimes seen in hoys, they generally
result from long-continued abuse. They are said to be

most frequently caused by Havana cigars. .Many if not

ino.st of the cases. like the writer's patient previously
referred to, are pre<lisposed by other conditions, such as

alcoholic excess, emotional strain, over-e.\ercise. nervous

<iisease, convalescence from acute diseases, bad habits,

or indigestion. Epidemics of tobacco angina, like tliose

described by Kleefeldtand Oelineaii, may depend largely
on such predisposing iiitluences. In the latter instance a

.series of cases appeared on a French man of- war, where
the men, debilitated by scurvy and poor food, smoked to

<'Xcess in a small close a|iartment.

Although the clinically olmerved elTeets of tobacco
have not been fully e.\i)laine(l. tlie toUowiug facts are of

importance: 1. The work of the heart is increased by
the vasomotor contraction and consequent increase of

the peripheral resistance, i.e.. the blood pressure. That
this results from the .administration of nicotine has been

.imply <lemonstrated by e.xiieriments. I}ut, so far as the

writer is aware, it has not been shown to result in habir-

oal smokers from each indulgence. Such proof is all the

more needed since smoke contains pyridine as well as

nicotine, ami the eU'ect of the former is to reduce, and
not to raise, the blood pressure. 2. Any such additional

work has to be done by a heart hampered by the disturb-

ing action of the drug on the nerve centres and muscle
fibres. 3 The heart is at the same time further cm-
l)arias.sed by decrease of its blood suiqily through con-
traction of the coronaries. That this takes place has not

been conclusively demonstrated by e.xpeiiments. though
the work of Beyer points in this direction, but it is ae-

<'epted ilinically by Hueliard, Farvarger, and others.

It is probable that in far the greater number of cases

the cardiac .symptoms of chronic nicotine poisoning are

<lue to functional disturbances without gross pathologi-
cal lesions. Occasionally, however, after long-continued
abuse, hyperlro|ihy may result from the above-mentioned
factors, especially the first. Fatty di'geiieratioii and
other forms of myocarditis have been attributed to the

myocardial ischiemia. Hueliard believes that the con-

stantly repeated vascular contractions and rises of blood

pressure may result in arteriosclerosis. Tobacco is not

ordinarily considered to be one of the causes of this com-
mon condition. There is, however, just a suggestion in

some recent experimental work that such may be the
oase. H, as Hueliard believes, the sclerosis may involve
the coronaries, myoe.irdilis and true angina might result

as from tlu^ .sauK? conditions due to any other cause.
The .symptoms most commonly seen are tlio.se of "irri-

table heart." They are often associated with digestive
disturbances. Palpitations are commonly coiniilained of,

with dyspiuea, ordinarily mild. Asthmatic symjitoms
may be present. Heart jiain is common ; it is usually
slight and transient, but every gradation exists from the

mildest to the terribly severe attacks .justly described as

anginal. Pallor, cold extremities, cold sweating, tremor
aiifi muscular weakness, small and feeble ]iiilse, vertigo.
Iietidache, amnesia, p.sycliical irritation, and even aphasia
or tran.sitory hemiplegia (spinal or cerebral anirmia) are

considered by Hueliard to result from the contraction of
(he vessels of the organs involved. To say the least,

many of these symptoms are extremely uncommon.
Physical examination of the heart may show absolutely

nothing abnormal. Generally there is irregularity or

intermittence, which may be very marked. Hapiility is

common, and is especially shown in the undue degree
and permanence of the increase in pulse rate on suddenlv
sitting up or after slight exertion. The symptoms anil

signs of hypertrophy, fatty degeiieratiou, and arte-

riosclerosis need not be descrilied here, since the)' are at

best rare and doubtful results of tobacco, and do not
dill'er from the .same conditions produced in other wavs.

Attacks of heart pain, severe enough to be classed ;is

true angina pectoris, are extremely rare. Osier states

(1897) that he has seen but two cases as results of
tobacco. Hueliard describes three forms: (1) Functional
((Dif/iiie nj>(iKiii<i-t(ihi/(/if/iu). due to spasm of the coronaries

(2) Or.ganic ca.ses {aiir/iiie xcli'>Yi-t/il»ir/i(/iie), due to organic
stenosis of the coronaries. ('!) A benign form {anj/inc

f/imtro-tiilMir/iqiie), precipitated by gastric disorder. The
first of these, though the symptoms may be verv severe,
almost always recovers in a fortnight after the with
drawal of tobacco; the second is always fatal: the third
is the most benign of all. and disappears on withdrawal
of the tobacco or curing the indigestion.
The following are among the peculiarities of the angina

due to tobacco mentioned by Hueliard : Vaso-inotorsymp-
toms are common—pallor, vertigo, small iiulse, syncope.
Other evidences of nicotine poisoning, like amblyopia,
may be seen. Irregularity and rapidity of the puise are
more c<inimon than in angina due to other causes. The
attacks are more a|it to be slight or abortive, and are

usually spontaneous.
Various elTects on the central nervous system have

been aserilied to tobacco. Vertigo, headache, muscular
tremor, and ilebility are not uncommon. Tobacco as a
rule favors sleeji, liut an unusually strong cigar inav
have the opposite ellect. Hueliard attributes all these

tilings to iscluemia of the nerve centres, as he does the
rare cases of aphasia and transient hemiplegia. In the

experiments of Vas. already alluded to. degenerative
changes were noted in the cells of the spinal and .sym-
pathetic ganglia similar to those caused by certain other

poisons. Peripheral neuritisand neuralgia are described,
but it is probable that serious nervous diseases of an or-

ganic nature, such as locomotor ataxia or general jiaralv-
.sis, are never caused. Insanity has been attiiliuled to

tobacco aiida ]ieculiar psychosis is mentioned. Its rarity

may be judged by the fad that Kiae])elin says he has
never seen anything of the kind. Any influence that to-

bacco has ill this respect is probably an indirect one, due
to the general phy.sical depression, or to the marked in-

jury of some particular organ.
The effect of tobacco on the eyes is universally rec-

ognized. An amblyopia of a specitic type may certainlv
result from the abuse of toli;iceo. though alcohol is ofleii

an auxiliary factor. It is commonest in men beyond the

age of thirty -live, and is said to be more common in

smokers than in chewers. Dowling found some evidence
of amblyopia in 45 out of l.'iO tobacco workers, all of
whom smoked or chewed. Hirschberg found Teases in

an oiihthalinie clinic of IS, 000; Oalezowski, from ."ito I."iin

1,000; Landolt. 12 in 2,771. Pathologically d,,. nmhly.
opia is considered by some to be a retrobulbar interstitial

neuritis, involving the papillomacular Immlle. Hecent

ly sever:d investigators have attributed the cause to

retinal changes taking place in the macular region, the

degenerative changes in the papillo-macular bundle being
.secondary.

There is dimness of vision, not improved by glasses.
The patient may see best at night or in a dim liglii. The
most characteristic tinding is the central scotoma for

color, a condition which is :iIniost patliognomoni<' of

toxic amblyo]iia. Tlie ability to distinguish .irreeii is

usually lost lirsl, then red. and finally blue. The scotoma

may later cxi.st for form as well as for color. 'I'lie per-

iphery of the visual field remains normal. With the

ophthalmoscoiie the papilla is normal at first or slightly
congested, then evidences of atrophy .appear on the tem-

poral side of the disc and liiially become general.
Certain French writers have claiined that tobacco may

cause sexual impotence, and have found experiment.al
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C'viik'iice of degeuprativo processes in tlio testicles.

.Symptonis ol tliis sort are certainly not common, and
ai;ain tlicri^ is dilHeulty in establishing the fact that to-

bacco is the cause.

As to the elfects of tobacco on the general develop-
ment, the iHippies to whom Vas continuously adminis-
tered nicotine lost weight very decidedly, while the

rabbits, to whom Adler administered tobacco, retained

perfect health for months. The statisti<s for one of the

Vale clas.ses is said to have shown that the men who did

not use tobacco gained mneh more rapidly in weight,
height, chest girtli, anil lung capacity than the moderate
smokers, while the latterexcee<led the excessive smokers.
Thus the popular belief that tobacco "

stunts the growth
"

appears to have some siqiport.
In some diseased conditions the use of tobacco is un-

doubtedly injurious, though here, if a patient has always
used tobacco, the hardship entailed by giving it up may-
be more deleterious than its continuance in moderation.
In mental diseases Bucelli considers that its use is inad-

visable, particularly in convalescents. As regards tu-

berculosis the views of dilTerent writers have varied from
those of Melier and Rnef, who considered that tobacco
was beneficial, to that of Benjamin Waterhouse, who, in

1,S(),"), thought that tobacco was the cause of the prevail-

ing ill health of Harvard students, and es])ecially of the

increase in phthisis. Recently Stern has shown that the

use of tobacco may aggravate an existing glycosuria,
and even, though infrequently, cause it.

Tazzinari lias subjected various pathogenic organisms
to the action of cigar smoke, and shown that it very
<lecidedly retards tlie development of some pathogenic
bacteria, and wholly prevents that of certain others.

The effect was most marked on the organisms of Asiatic

cholera, typhoid, and pneumonia. Some have inferred

that smoking is of value in the prophylaxis and treat-

ment of such diseases as diphtheria.

Arguments in favor of the use of tobacco on this or

similar grounds have little weight. Its great value,
after all, is the pleasure and mental satisfaction it affords.

That tobacco is of great service to humanity in this way
there can be no doubt. Most military writers admit that

it is of value to soldiers, helping to pass the time in

monotonous camps and acting as a nervous sedative in

times of hardship and anxiety, as well as preventing the
sense of hunger when food is scarce. Socially it has ob-

jections on account of its odor and in the habit of pro-
miscuous spitting. It need not bo expensive. Used in

moderation by healthy adults it will seldom do serious

harm. Surely it should not be classed with alcohol and

morphine, but more properly with tea and coll'ee. The
commonest of the more serious injuries are those having
to do with the heart and the eyes.
The prof/nmis of the functional disorders resulting from

over-indulgence in tobacco is good. They usually dis-

appear promptly on ceasing the habit. If organic
changes have taken place the prognosis is more grave.
Thus the general or coronary arteriosclerosis, if such a
lesion does result from tobacco, will not imiu'ove. The
amblyopia usually recovers completely if proper treat-

ment is instituted early enough; but, if the habit is per-
sisted in, a high grade of ocular deticiency may become
pcnnanent.

'J'niitiiiejit.— Physicians shoidddo all in their power to

prevent the excessive u.se of tobacco, esjiecially by wom-
en and young persons. .Moderation, or better abstinence,
should be observed by persons cmivalescing from acute

diseases, tho.se sulTcring from aua'inia, gastric disoiders.

cardiac abnormalities, especially myocarditis, and other

depressed states, even though they may have previously
smoked with impunity. The combination of alcohol and
tobacco is especially dangerous. Smokers will decrease
the dangers if they will use iiipes with long stems and

keep them well cleaned. Notoriously strong tobacco
should be avoiiled. The smoke should not lie iidialed.

Cigars should not be smoked too close to the end, nor
held too long inth<' mouth. "Cold smoking

" and chew-

ing the ends of cigars are to be avoided. Athletes in

training shouhl avoid tobacco. Farvarger advisessmok-
ing oidy after meals. This decrea.ses the (|nantity (jf

tobacco .smoked, and any irritating saliva which is swal-
lowed comes into less intimate contact with the mucous
membrane of the stomach.
When any of the symjitoms of chronic tobacco poison-

ing appear, especially if the heart, nervous system, or

eyes are alTccted, the habit should be given up entinly.
This is ditbcult, but there is no jiarticular danger in suil-

den withdrawal as "abstinence symptoms" do not occur
in the same sense as they do after sudden withdrawal
of al<-ohol or morphine. Abstinence nuist be prolonged,
since, when symptoms have once begun, they are prone
to recur. Alcohol nuist also 1)0 absolutely" forbidden.
Other luedisposing conditions sboidd receive attention.
An alnindant sop|ily of easily digested food should be

given and fresh air and general tonic treatment insti-

tuted.

For drugs strychnine is of value in full doses. Iodide
of potassium is also recommended for the aml)lyo|)ia.
Tobacco angina and the other cardiac manifestations
are to be treated by rest, .small doses of digitalis and
other heart stimulants, iodide of potassium, nitroglycerin
or inhalations of amyl nitrite as in the same conditions
from other causes. Halph C. Lnrrubee.
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TOLENAS SPRINGS.—Solano County, California
These well known springs afc located alnnil, livi' miles

n(U'tb of the town of .Suisuu in Solano Coiuity, adjoining
the lamous Toleiias ony.x quarries. They are reached by
rail from San Francisco or Sacramento to Suisun, and
thence by stage over a good level road. The resort is

l,2o3 feet above the sea, and is pleasantly located. On
a clciir day the State Capitol. Suisun Hay and Valley,
and many other points of interest are easily seen.

There ar<; nineteen springs in all at Tolenas, llowing
between si.\ liundred and seven hiindi'od gallons per
liour. The tcmpeiature of the water varies from (iO to
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65° F. The springs liavi- had a local reputation for over

thirty years, aii<l of late the water has heen bottled and
sold extensively all over the State. The resort is at tliis

time in a very lioiirishing eoudition. Two analyses have
been made, one by J. Hewston. Jr., and the oilier by Dr.

Winslow Auder.son. They show no imiiortant dillerenee
in llieir results. Following is Anderson's analysis:
One United States gallon contains (solidsi: Sodium

chloride, gr. 191. Hi; sodium earliouale. gr. 4l).u:5; so-

dium biearbonale, gr. liA^): sodium biborale. gr. 19.13:

potassium chloride, gr. 0.47; jjotassium iodide, gr, l.To:

magnesium carbonate, gr. 11.58; calcium carbonate, gr.

49.80; ferrous carbonate, gr. 0.89; alumina, gr. 1.10:

silicates, gr. 1.92; organic matter, a trace. Total solids,

340.18 grains. Free carbonic acid gas, 31.27 cubic
inches. Temperature of water, (il.o F.

Ilewston's analysis sliows 3()0 grains of solid matter
to the gallon. The water is warmly indorsed by many
who have used it. lu chronic skin affeclions, eczema,
scrofula, and syphilitic infectious it seems to act well.

Chronic gastric disturbances, liidncy and bladder diseases

also inijirove under its use. The water is gently aiierient
anil strongly diuretic. James K. Crook.

TOLIPYRINE.—This substance differs from aritipyriu

only in the sulistilution of the methyl grtnip, ('II3, for

one atom of hydrogen in the phenyl grou]i. It is a
white crystalline jiowder very similar to anlipyrin in its

physical as well as itsthcnipeutic qualities. The indica-

tions for its use are the same as those for autipyrin, the

dose being somewhat less—one part b(>ing equal to one
and a half parts of the older drug. Its dose is given as

from eight to thirty grains.
A s;ilicylate of tolipyriue has been prepared to whii;h

the name of tnh/xdl lias been given. It bears the same
relation to tolipyrinc that salipyriue does to autipyrin.
It is a crystalline, almo.st colorless (faiutly pinkish) sub-

stance, lustreless, and with a bitter taste. lu doses of

fifteen grains eveiy two hours it is said to be of much
value in acute rheumatic attacks. Beaumont Umall.

TONGUE, DISEASES OF.—In health the tongue varies

greatly in a|ipearaiici', but usually it is of a I'osy-red
color, moist, covcn-d with niinvite jiapilliE (thread-like

papiihe and larger round pa|)illa'). free in its movements,
and almost constantly chauging in form. Very many
persons, especially smokers and those engaged in such

occupations as tea-tasting, have a more or less coated

tongue even when apparently iu perfect health. The
volume of the tongue also varies greatly withiu normal
limits. In some the organ is narrow and pointed at its

lij), while in others it is large and llabby, with thick and
rounded tip and margins which often show indentations
made by the teeth. In nervous individuals the tongue is

protruded quickly and as (piickly withdrawn ; iu others
of a more phlegmatic tem|)erament the motions of the

tongue, like those of the other voluntary muscles, are

sluggish. In old age the tongue is almost always coated
and is less moist than in youth, becoming often very dry
and glazed upon the ad vent of even the slightest ailment.
This is a point of some importance, for the physician
called to see an aged person may be led to exaggerate the

gravity of the condition if he take into con.sideratiou the
evidence furnished by the state of the tongue alone.

The appearance of the tongue is not modified in every
abnormal state, and it frequently presents no change in

cancer of the stomach, or in gastralgia or entcralgia. It

also often presents a normal appearance in simple jaun-
dice, nasal catarrh, and many other slight ailments uu-

accomijanied by fever.

Movements.—The movements of the tongue are slug-

gish in all adynamic conditions, in mental hebetude, and
when the organ is dry. In paralj'ses of various kinds
the muscles of the tongue are often affceled and then the

organ lies like an inert mass in the mouth, and cannot be

protruded. In paraplegia one side of the tongue may be

paralyzed, and then, when protruded, it deviates toward
the paralyzed side, being pushed that way by the sound

muscles. A trembling of the tongue is seen in adynamic
conditions, in alcoholism, lead poisoning, and luiralysis

agitans, and when the individual is under the intlucnce
of various emotions, such as fear, anger, etc. Fibrillary
contractions are sometimes observed iu ])rogressive mus
cular atrophy, in general paralysis of tlie insane, and in

locomotor ataxia. Convulsions involving the lingual
muscles have been observed in hysteria, epilepsy, and
chorea, and in tuberculous meningitis in inlauts.

Co.VTiNO.—A furred tongue is usually the condition
which attracts the most atteutiou. This occurs in many
conditions, and the presence of a fur is almost always
indicative of some abnormal state. In perfect health the

tongue is clean, as a rule, although some seemingly
healthy individuals have an habitually furred tongue.
A thin whitish coating is almost always seen also iu

smokers. The fur is firdiuarily composed of mucus, epi-
thelium, particlesof food and niicio-organisms. Itis due
to increased production of the I'liitlielium. owing possibly
to rellcx hypertcmia, or to any cause which i)revents the
removal of the cells normally cast off. When nornial
secretion is interfered with, as iu fevers or in adynamic
conditions, there is less chance for the detached epitlielia
to be washed away, and the coating is further increased

by the collection of the inspissated mucus. A dry tongue
is almost always coaled, auil when the mouth is open the
dust collects irom the atmosphere and helps imiiart a
brownish tinge to the fur. Sometimes, when the furls

light or when the papilla> are enlarged, the latter project
above the surface of the coating as little red points, pre-

senting the appearance known as "strawberry tongue."
This is seen in its most typical form in scarlet fever, and
is recognized as one of the diagnostic points of that affec-

tion; it is also ctimmonly present in Kcitluln.

In dyspepsia the red fungifoim jiajiilhe w ill be seen to

slope towarti the tip, while iu scarlatina they stand erect,

their rounded summits suggesting the nodular surface of

the fruit.

Tile fur is variously colored in different conditions,
and these various colors often furnish valuable diag-
nostic indications. Thus, a thin white coating indicates

febrile disturbance, or slight indigestion; a yellowish
tinge points to hepatic disturbance; and a dry. brown
fur, except iu mouth-breathers, is u.sually a sign of pro-
found dyscrasia. Tlie fur may be luoist or dry. the
former eoudition prevailing in apyretie gastric disturb-

ances, the latter in marked febrile conditions which have

persisted for a long time and in which the vital forces of
the patient are greatly dei)ressed. In such slates ihe

tongue becomes covered with a thick, dry, brown or
blackish coating, which is often furrowed and cracked,

being perhaps jiartially detached iu places, and sliowing
a deep red color beneath. Iu disordered digestion the

coating is thick, moist, and often brownish iu color. A
sign of some importance iu the diagnosis of gastric ulc<r

from cancer of the .stomach is the pre.seuce of a coated

tongue in the first-named affection, and its absence in the

second, unless there is fever. A clean tongue in the early

stages of a conlinued fever should cause the ]iliysician to

hesitate in making a diagnosis of typhoid fever. A hem
orrhagic coating results from t he imbibil ion of t iie coloring
matter of the blood. It is usually aecomjianied by great

dryness of the tongue, and the blood escapes from the

fissures in the mucous membrane which result from the

contraction of its epithelial covering. In diphtheria a

false membrane occasionally, though rarely, forms 011 the

tongue. As the coating is often tlie result of hy])cia'mia
of the tongue, it may be seen in local diseases of the 01-

gan, and freciucntly a yelUiwish fur forms on one side in

cousequence of the irritation caused by a carious or

broken tooth. In certain cerebral affections, especially
iu apoplexy, the tongue is covered with a thick sticky
fur, and it is also coated and f<iul in chrouie alcoholism.

CoLou.—In antemia andallieil conditions the longiie is

pale, as it is also after profuse hemorrhages and in wast-

ing diseases. In various diseases, such as icterus, Addi-
son's disease, etc., the tongue p:iriieipates iu the general

pigmeutalion aud approaches the skin in color. The
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tongue is abiiorniiiUy rcrl in scarlatina, in iuflaramatory
fi'vcis, and often in tlie liejjinning of smallpox. A red,
moi.st toniruc indieates ilci)ilily, such as oecurs in con-

se(|Uence of lonii-ciinlinueil exii.-iustini; diselmrgcs. In
clnonic eonditions allec-lin;.' peinianenlly, in a measure,
the digestive organs, llie tongne is often intensely red.
more or less dry, and som<'tinies jiresents a glazed
appeaiaiiee, as if varuislied. In gastritis and in inllani-

mation involving the other organs of digestion, the

tongue is ordinarily redder than normal, dryish, nar-

rowed, and pointed; sometimes it is fuiTowed and lie-

coines of a brownish-red color. It presents a more or less

purplish venous hue in all eases in whieli there e.xists an

impediment to the eircnlation, or in whieh there is inter-

ferenee with lianiatosis. Tims we see this color in many
cases of heart disease, in choleia, in eroup, in pidmonary
affections causing asphy.xia, and when large eilusions are

present in the pleural or abdominal cavities. In malarial
fevers the tongue is often juirple at its margins, and in

plethoric conditions the same venous hue is generally
present.

Si'UF.\CE,—Normally the upper surface of the tongue
is somewhat eonve.\, and is slightly rough from the pro-

jection of its ijapilte. When moilerately dry it is smooth
and presents a glazed appearance from the presence of

inspissated mucus. When very dry the epithelium con-
tracts and the surface is marlied by rhagades of greater
or less depth. Fissures of the tongue, without ai^y fur-

ring, diyiiess, or change in color, are sometimes observed
to occur in gastric disturbances. In some individuals,
however, the organ is normally fissured even when
moist. In syphilis the tongue is often ulcerated and
fissured, and after healing there remain per.sistent whit-
ish cicatrices. Wounds of the tongue caused by the
teeth are seen in epilepsy, and may be of considerable

diagnostic value in cases in whicli the convulsions are
nocturnal.

Au iiiipeiiyiiioHS stomatitis, in which the tongue, along
with the buccal surface of the cheeks and lips.is covered
with a tenacious exudation, and at times tissured, has
been described by Sevestre and Gaston.' It occurs in

debilitated infants with gastro-intestinal diseases, mea-
sles, pertussis, and impetigo. The Staphylococcus aureus
was found in eight cases.

MoiSTUiip;.—The t(jngue is moistened by the secretion
of its glands and b\- the saliva. In ptyalism there is an
increase in the secretion of the lingual as well as of the

salivary glands. A return of moisture is a favorable sign
in adynamic conditions. Dryness of the tongue is con-

stantlj' present in a slight degree in some individuals, in

whom it seems to be a normal condition. It is noticed in

obstruction of the nasal passages, and in dyspucea (jihtlii-

sis, pneumonia, heart dLsease, etc.), when the patient is

coni])elled to breathe rapidly and through the mouth.
Certain drugs, such as belladonna, cause dryness of the

tongue as well as of the other mucous membranes of the
head. Long-continued speaking also induces dryness of
the tongue, and the same condition occurs as a result of

fasting. In prolonged febrile conditions, especially when
the temperature remains constantly at a high elevation,
the secretions of the tongue become diminished. In
acute inflammation of the abdominal viscera, in intestinal

obstruction, etc., and in tj'phoid conditions, the tongue
becomes very dry, and often tissured. Such a condition
indicates that the vital forces are ebbing.
Volume .\ni) Fou.m.—The tongue' is swollen often-

times when tliere is interference willi the return circula-

tion of the liead in consequence of heart disease, ]ndmon-
ary affections, or comjiression of the veins of the neck from

any cause. In chronic diseases of thcchylopoietic system
the organ is often considerably eidarged and indented.
In idiots and in those suffering from certain mental affec-

tions the tongue is often large and llabliy. In getu'ial

paralysis, in paraplegia, aiul sometimes even in hemi-

plegia, the (u-gan is large, soft, and i!alil)y. its dimensions

being such as sometimes to luevent closure ol the mcnith.
In ana'inia the tongne is broad and flabby, and shows the

marks of the teeth. A similar condition is seen in small-

pox, typhus fever, scurvy, and various Ijlood dyserasia-,
and in mercurial i)oisoning. Inflanunation with turges-
eenee of the organ occurs as a result of the local action
of certain iiritant and corrosive poisons.
A broad. Hat, scjuare tongue, nearly filling the mouth,

jioints to my.xo'dema. In acromegaly, too, the organ
may become so eidarged as to ])rove of serious inconven-
ience. Alinonually long tongues have been described as
malformations.

Enlargement occurs, too, from cedema, which, among
other conditions, is seen in stonuititis (jiidemica, an affec-
tion in whieli the excessive swelling may be followed bv
necrosis. Enlaigement is encountered also in urticaria,
and occasionaliy it is due to quinine.
Changes in the shajieof the tongne are owing, in many

cases, to the absence of moisture, the organ becoming fre-

quently concave on its upper surface from contraction
of the "dried epithelial layer. According to Gubler, there
is a contraction of the transverse muscular fibres in fevers,
so that the organ is less broad than normal. In hemi-

plegia the shape of the tongue is altered in consequence
of the unilateral i)aralysis. The affected side is soft and
flat, and after a time may become reduced in volume.
Amii ici.\L DiscoLOR.vnoNS may have diagnostic sig-

nificance.

Kigal gives a table showing that black discoloration

may be produced by ink, iron, mulberries, and some
kinds of cherries; yellow by .satfron, laudanum, rhubarb,
nitric and chromic acids; red liy rhatany, (|uin(|uina, and
citrate of mercury, etc. ; grayish-w'hite by sulphuric, car-

bolic, and oxalic acids; white or pearl-gray by nitrate of
silver and corrosive sublimate.

Corrosive acids, lilackberries, tobacco, and rhubarb
nnist also be mentioned as common discoloring agents.
Caustic ijotash produces a gray and gelatinous appear-
ance.

Tea-tasters are .said to acquire a smooth, orange-tinted
coating.
Deformities of the tongue may be either congenital

or acquired, and consist principally in a complete absence
of the organ, a split or liifid condition, a clironic state of

prolapsus, hypertrophy, atrophy, adhesions, etc.

Aglossia.
—Absence of the tongue has been recorded as

a congenital condition in a case seen by Jussieu,'^ and in

one mentioned by Fijrster^ aud as the result of disease in

a number of recorded cases.

Atfophjj of one-half the tongue, with nodules near the

root, was observed liy Lcwiii. The toiiguedeviated toward
the affected side, and could scarcely lie projected or ele-

vated to the palatine vault. There was great diflienltv
in chewing, swallowing, and in pronouncing the let1ei"s

d, t, I. II, and r. At tlic autopsy two gunimata were
found in the cranial cavity; one situated directly upon
the hypoglossal nerve. Such cases may also, but more
rarely, be due to jieripheral causes.

Ikmiatrojihy has also been describeil by Ballet,'' who
says it maj' be the first cviileiice of central disease.

Atro])liy of the whole organ is very rare conijiared
with that of one side. The affected side in hemiatidiihy
is noticeably decreased in size, shrivelled nii, and the
mucous membrane covering it is thrown into folds.

Atropli}^ of the whole tongue luay follow a bilateral pa-
ralysis of the organ.

Hemiatrophy can -be produced in the dog by cutting
the sensory portion of the trigeminus. It may follow
lesions of the intramedullary and intra- and extracranial

hyjioglossus. .Vs a ]irogrcssive condition it has been ob-
served in facial heniiatrophy, possibly depending upon a
low tyjie of dcgeiicrativt^ neuritis. It has been noted in

a number of patients having locomotor ataxia, and the

drawn-up ridg<'S on one side may be among the earliest

signs of that disease.

Adhtsiiiiis of the tongue, causing the common tongue-
tie or bridled tongue of infancy, are not very rare. An-
kyloglossus is another term which has been applied to

this congenital condition when due to an abnormal

development in breadth of the mucous fold beneath the

tongue, called the fiunum, or to its too liigh attachment.
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All movements are restricted and suction is almost im-

l)ossible.
Adhesions causing more or less conipkte iiiiiuobility

can also lie due to accident.

Lateral adliesions have been noted as a congenital con-

dition, and also as a couscijuence of mercurial gingivo-
glossitis, noma, scurvy, etc. In all of these cases section

with s(-issors is advised.

Children may he born with the dor.suTU of tlie tongue
attached to the roof of the mouth, but such instances are

exceedingly rare.

ISifrl. or siilit t('ii{/iii\ a normal condition in some ani-

mals and birds (the seal and raven), has occasionally
been seen, r.arling reports a case of congenital division

of the tongue with a median lobe.

Ilvi'iMtTHornv.—Though a predisposition to hyper-
tro]iliy probably exists in many cases, it seems to be de-

termineil by someacute process, such as abscess or runula,

or one of theexantliemata. When of large size tlie organ
protrudes from themoutli. tlie saliva constantly flows, the

gums swell, and the teeth become kiose. It must not be

confounded with acute glossitis, with mercurial stoma-

titis, uov with tumor in the substance of the tongue.
Virehow describes the hypertropliied tissue as forming

a lymphatic cavernous tumor, and it is now the accepted
theory that the lymph vessels are dilated and the connec-
tive tissue is increased, but the muscular tissue is not

hypertrophicd. There appears, liowever, to be a form
of muscular hypertrophy which constitutes a separate
disease. Billroth says there is a fibrous form. In .some

ca.ses the blood -ves.se Is as well as the lymphatics are

enlarged.
As regards treatment, Freteau has had good residts

from the application of a bandage in such a manner as

to make even pressure from the tip bacUward. A cure

may be elTected, so long as the organ does not protrude,

by applying pressure in the manner recommended by
Rullin, I'.r.. by inducing the patient to keep the mouth
constantly and tiiinly closed \ipiin the tougue. The ap-

plication of a bandage to the moutli aids in the accom-

plishment of tliis jiurjiose.

Ifi/pi'iinip/iie ('ifnlri.r.—False keloid is almost as rare as

true keloid upon the tongue. Gevert '' lias present<'d an
instance following a burn.

Ih//iertmj)/ii/ affnUinihtrfiliiiKln in the ])ost<'rii>r jiortion
of the dorsum near the papilhe vallata', and in the sinus

e|)iglottieus, is often attended with some intiammatioii.

causing the sensation of a foreign body in tlie tliroat,

with its attendant symptoms of "hacking," i.tteiupts to

clear the throat, irritative or pertussis-like cough, pain-
ful or discomforting deglutition, dysinuea, asthmatic
attacks, and voice-tire.

The linger may detect the swelling, and the laryngo-
scope shows the reddened and swollen follicles lying over
the epiglottis and in the glosso-e|iiglotlii- fossa.

Iliipertrophii iif tlir liiigiinl toiixil in the adult may reach
such a degree as to su.ir.gest a new giowlli or jiolypus.
To remove the adenoid vegetations a snare, linear ecra-

scur, sharp spoon, or caustics may be used. Ri'peated

applications of iodine often give good results.

llijpertri>]>Iiii of l'<ipHl(v.
—IJecause of the papillary na-

ture of the surface of the organ Iiypertiopliie i-nlarge-
ment of papiihe is not uncommon. This may. in rare

instances, implicate a single pa|iilla. more commonly.
however, a small group of |>apilla' is involved, a wart-
like tumor, or pdjiiUomn, resulting. Such a growth
sometimes represents a coiig(Miital condition.

When a papilloma of the tongue has existed for some
lime it nuiy become lirm, verrucous, and even horny. At
times the whole dorsum is studded with hypertrophic
jiapilUe, giving an open, fig-Iike appi'arance.

In the same way hypcrtrophi<'d tilifonn pai)illa', when
kept erect by the action of the teeth, may stand out like

small porcupine (juills. The .' lay has a decided effect

on the reduction of papillary hyperplasia and over-

growth, and I have removed a large-sized paiiillary tu-

mor by its exclusive use.

Ilf/jUTtroplii/ of J'if/ment.
—In Addison's disease dark or

black-colored areas are found near the tip of the tougue.
The pigment lies in the dci'p cells of the epidermis. In

jaundice the tongue is yellow. I have observed that
the fungiform papilla', which in the white races are jiale
or red, have naturally a brown, bluish, and suinetinies
black {'olor in negroes, Indians, and dark-skinned Cu-
bans. Jlay Hard found that thirty -two per cent . of coolies

had pigmented tongues. At times each fungiform jia-

pilla will be found surrounded by a bluish or brownish
rim. Dark spots are found at times in melanosis and
iu malarial cachexia.

I'rohipsiis Linyiuf..
—In a few rare cases the tougue lias

been found too long, so that it constantly protruded from
the mouth. This condition is also Imind as a result of

hypertrophy and iiitlammatory action, and must not
be confounded with the rarer congenita! increase iu

length.
FiNCTio.NAi. DisTtUBANCEs.—Tliefongue is jirotruded

with dilticully iu low fevers, apoplexy, and sometimes in

paralysis; in the latter condition the ,sound muscles force
the tongue over toward the paralyzed side, and there

nui.v be loss of tactile sense. In chorea there may be a

positive inability to protrude the tongtu'; it may be con-

stantly thrust far out of the mouth. Here, as in epi-

lepsy, the tongue is often bitten by the patient, and
defornung scars may result.

Ahiini-Dial mobility of the tougue.
—When at birth the

frajnum is too long, it has happened that the infant has
swallowed the tongue or drawn it so far back as to cause
suffocation and death. This may al.so happen after divid-

ing the fra'num. Treatineut consists in replacing the

tongue with the finger, and exercising care in feeding.
There has been reporte<l a case in which the patient,
who experienced much inconvcLience from the accumu-
lations of mucus on the posterior wall of the pharynx,
succeeded in cleansing the nasopharyngeal cavity with
his tongue. The fra'uuin, in this case, was found rup-
tured in several |)laces.

Ageiixid avuX pdrageusia are derangements of the special
sense of taste, which is lost for such substances as sugar,
salt, acids, etc., in the first, and perverted iu the second.

Ageusia of an incomplete character is seen in some facial

paralyses and in hysteria. It may also result from injury
of the trigeminus or the glosso-pharyngeal. Both condi-
tions may arise from irritation of the nerves of taste, and
be a symptom in catarrhal diseases. Perverted taste is

also seen in hysteiia.
Tre((ttn(iit. Antiseptic and stinmlatiug mouth washes

and electricity. If the cause can be found and removed,
the taste will speedily return.

Anasthexia of the tongue may interfere with its func-
tions. There may be gustatory ana'sthesia or a loss of

ordinary sensation in tiie tongue. This, like paraly.sis.

may be due to a central or a iieripheral cause. Loss of

taste may depend, according to Butlin, upon failure of

conduction in the nerves of taste.

Ghnsnjilcyiii,
—

Paralysis may aflet-t the muscles of one
or of both sides of the tongue. That of one side alone
has been observed by Lewin and others. One case, ac-

companied by symptoms almost identical with those of
a bulbar ]iaralysis, recovered promptly under corrosive
sublimate injections. If due to cerebral lesion, glosso-

jilegia w ill be apt to be attended by the same sym]itoms
of lieadaclK', dizziness, etc. In hemiplegia of tlie body,
the tongue is protruded, as I have already sai<l. toward
the alVeet-ed side, and this is also true of moiuiplegia. I

have .seen a woman jiaralyzed on both si<les, whose tongue
lay as an inert body in the floor of the mouth, the ragged
borders (luivering when an ineffectual effort was made to

jirotrude the organ, which had bc'come atrophied from
disuse. !>iieech was wholly impossible, and masticati<m

very difficult.

Glossoplegia is the initial symptom in progressive bul-

bar |iaralysis, with indistinct speech and feeble protru-
sion of the tongue. Later on, the dorsum becomes fur-

rowed and wrinkled. Galvanism to the neck may bene-
tit. When the condition is due to intracranial disease,
and also when it is i)erhaps associated with hemicrania,
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<'ven tliough tlicrc may l)e no cvitleucc of lues, ioflidc of

[lotassiuin freely given may be of great benefit.

Ih/j)erii>itluniii of tasle is seldom met «illi, but pain
loeateil in the tongue alone is quite common. Aside
from the pain attending many diseases, el.sewliere con-

sidereil, we have some rare neuralgias limited to this or-

gan, and, as a rule, to one side oidy.

Spiixia of tlie Toininc.
— ('Ionic spusni is u rare afT(tction

iilisi>rv<'(l liy P^rb and otiiers. 'I'lie tongue may be jiro-

trudcd involuntarily, being pushed forward against
the dental arch, or it may show involuntary mu.scidar

contiactions on one or both sides. Clonic spasm is

seen in hysteria and iti the epileptic seizure. Bromide
<if potassium and electricit_y are recommended. TIk;

condition may be looked upon as a neurosis of the bypo-
glossus.

Cliiired-like morrincntK, limited to tlie tongue, have
been reported as occurring in hemiplegia to tlie extent of

interfering with sjicech. The movements grow less as

the paralysis improves.
Tonic spasm is seen in hysteria, and ia otlier conditions,

probably due to reflex irritation.

VniUitcrid sjinsia of tlie tongue has been observed by
Wendt. The attacks would hist for several minutes at

a time, the right half of the organ becoming suddenly
hard and contracted by repeated twitchings. The pa-
tient recovered under galvanism.

Ixi'i,.\MMATOKY CONDITIONS.—The causcs vvhicli may
be active in producing inflammations of the tongue are

multiple. Tliusit may follow a great variety of injuries,
biles and stings of insects, and the application of irritant

substances, and it may be found in eruiitive and other

fevers. It may be acute or I'hronic. Wlieii deep-seated,
inflammation of the tongue may endanger life through
suffocation, and in the acute form its onset is often sud-

den and may end in pus formation, and the subsequent
abscess may press upon the epiglottis and tlius also

tlireafen life.

In two instances I have seen glossitis result from the

accidental taking of ammonia. The tongue, under these

circumstances, is tirst made white, becomes much en-

larged and painful, and then subsequently casts off its

coating of epithelium. In one of the cases referred to,

the patient, who was a sull'erer from astlima. mistook the

hartshorn for the whiskey bottle at night, and by tlie

time I reached him the thickened tongue tilled and pio-
truded frfim the mouth, causing difticiilty of breathing,
wliich, added to that of thea.stbma, was distressing in the

extreme.
Abscess of the toiigue may be the result of acute inflam-

mation of the tongue; in such cases it is deeply seated,

and has been mistaken for cancer, the tongue having
lieen removed on account of it. The more chronic forms
are usually circumscribed and deep-seated, and ma}' oc-

cur without preceding glossitis or herpes. The swelling
is firm and elastic, and there is no superficial discolora-

tion, .so that it may readily be mistaken for a cyst. The
abscess is generally situated toward the anterior portion
of the tongue, near the edge, and is usually very chronic.

An exploratory puncture quickly clears up the diagnosis
when lluctuation is not clear or "iiointing" is delayed.
Treatment by longitudinal incision rapidly brings the

case to a favorable conclusion.

Early operation to prevent sulTocation is sometimes

indicated, though spontaneous cure after rupture occurs
in most cases; and if the ))alient is seen early the applica-
tion of ice and cooling lotions or emollient washes pre\ents
the more serious condition.

Actiiioioi/cosis now and again occurs as a iiriniary dis-

ease in the tongue, develo]ii!ig as a dee))-seated intlani-

mation of the base, with ii wood-like hardness of the

entile suprahyoid region. The occupation of the patient

may lead to suspicion, and confirmation will be found in

tlie discovery of the characteristic yellow granules. As
is well known the tongue, in actinomycosis in herbivor-

ous animals, is frequently aflected with nodular swellings
of various sizes; and as the all'ection is becoming more
and more frequent in man, and as infection usually lakes

place by way of tlie month, it will not be surprising if

tongue cases become more numerous.
Aiithrii.i\—Malignant puslule occurs in connection witli

lesions upon tlie external surface, or, in tlie (edematous
form, upon the tongue with formation of pustules. It

occurs also in rare cases as a primary lesion, us reported
by Hanmistedt.''

Clidiicroid may begin as a reddened fissure, to be fol-

lowed by ulceration and attended with submaxillary
adenopathy.

8jipliilis.
—The most coninion form in which the syphi-

litic poison manifests itself upon tlu; tongue is that of
the mucous patch. The jirimary sore may occur ujion
the tongue, and in the later .stages we have the gummy
tumor and ulceration, fissures, placpies, and tertiary
ulcerations. Men are more prone to suffer relapses than
women, iirobably owing to their greater u.sc of tobacco
anil alcohol.'"

Chancre of the tongue is commonly located at or near
the tip. It may run its course before a diagnosis is made.
Chancre is ajit to be hollowed out, bowl- orcraUn'-shaped,
with sides gentlj' sloping to the centre, while a tubercu-
lous ulcer has irregular borders and base, and ,sliows gran-
ulations which make it uneven, while here and thereat
the periplicry are little yellow jioiiits somewhat suggest-
ing miliary abscesses. From chancroid it is recognized
by its reil or ro.sj' color, while t!ie latter has a yellow
base.

Condylomata as well as paiiillomata are found in syphi-
lis; the distinction between the two being that the former
are more flattened and, besides the hypertrophy of papil-
la', there is a tumefaction of the intervening tissue, mak-
ing a more firm or solid as well as a more Hattened
tumor.

Giimmata, wbieli may be confounded with primary
sclerosis, occurs upon the surface or within the substance
of the tongue. They are rather late manifestations.
Nodules the size of a pea or smaller occur upon the pos-
terior part of the dorsum, and might escape not ice if they
remained unirritated. When .single and laterally situ-

ated, beginning cancer is .simulated. Those located
within the parenchyma are not so easy of diagnosis.

They may reach the size of a large hickory nut and are
not very sensitive. For some reason they occur most
often in men. Carcinoma is single and situated at the

border, while a gummy tumor is ajit to be multiple and
more centrally located. Chronic abscess of the timgue is

more clearly defined than gumma.
Treatment by large doses of iodide of potassium almost

invariably brings about speedy resolution and cure, and
this may at times prove of value as a diagnostic test.

Locally, nitrate of silver stick, liglitly api)lied. will in

most cases soon cause them to disappear. If this does
not act well, a solution of chromic acid (strength of from
ten to fifty per cent.) will almost always bring about a

rapid cure.

Cysticcirtiscyat of the tongue is more frequent than the
ecbinococcus. The diagnosis is established only on inci-

sion or after sup|iuiation. Tliough the oc<'Urrenee of
this parasite in the tongue is common in aninuils it is

certainly rare in man. In one case the larva of the
Taenia solium was found upon incision of a painful tu-

mor of the tongue.
EcliiiiMCocciis disease involves tlie tongue in rare in-

stances. Tlie dia.gnosis can be made only after incision

or by the coincident involvement of otlii'r parts.

JJiphthiriii at times presents patclies upon the tongue:
never, liow(>ver, unless tlie throat is coincidently alfecteci.

Kn/.iip</its-\nv<i\\-rs the tongue liy exten.sion fiom neigh-
boring parts. Primary erysipelas of the tongue has been

reported by a number of observers, but while,some main-
tain that the organ does not become tumefied, others de-

scribe the swelling to be of such a size as to render it

impossible to close the mouth.

Kri/t/ictiio Kj'iKliilirinii Multiforme.
—Lesions of the

exudative form of erythema occur at times upon the

tongue, but the quickly ruiilnring bulla' would be dilli-

cult of rccoguition were no lesions present on the skin.
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Since this alTcctiou likewise is apt to reeiir, it lias Iieeii

coiifoiimled with rccuiicut luipcs of the tnngiie.

Herpif. ill cnuuectiou with the same disease, upon the

faee. lips, etc., is a not very uncommon eonditioii.

Actual vesicles arc naturally present for only a very
short time, and when the palieiil is seen a red. intiameci.

tender, and somewhal indurated area shows wljerc the

primary lesionsweie siluale<i. It isfound almost wholly
upon the tip and edjjes of the tontiue.

For treatment, the application of powders containing
acacia, bismuth, jjiepared chalk, etc., frequently re-

peated, or of borax in honey by means of a camel's hair

])eneil, acts beneficially, and when the parts are less ten-

iler, bonix. alum, or lannin wjishes may be used.

Aphthous sore mouth often begins as a vesicular erup-
tiou.

Keltiid is among tlu' great rarities. Sedgewick' de-

scribes au instance seen in a young girl who had. besides

the tumor on one side of the tongue, true keloid on va-

rious parts of the body. There was slow extension tow-

ard the tip of the organ.
Jjiprii may produce lesions upon the tongue (juite simi-

lar to those which occur ujioii the integument. Campana
saw in a leper boy a group of small i)apilliform tumors,
that formed .-m oval iila(|Ue as large as a Iwenty-tive-cent

piece, slightly elevated, and with a rough surface. Some
of the separate tumors were conical in form and some
rounded. They had a rose color and were painless.
Characteristic bacilli were found in one which was re-

moved and examined luieroscopically.
A microscopical section through a leju'ous tongue

showed bacilli colU'ete<l in grouiis and in bail-like masses.

I,if/ien phiiuiK, it wouldappcar, not infrecpiently causes

tongue lesions which would iirescnt ditliculties of diag-
no.sis were the skin lesions absent. Erasmus Wilson first

pointed out the possibility that lichen may develop upon
the tongue, with roughness and the formation of round
whitish patches. .lonathan Hutchinson subsequently ob-

served lesions consisting of small papules. Neumann re-

ports papules similar to those of psoriasis of tlie mucous
membrane, being Hatlenedand lentil-sized. Touton men-
tions a case in whicli the tongue was covered witli Hat,

round, grayish-white plaques. Pospelow .saw liclien

planus papules which were flat and without central

atrophy.
The lesionsof the tongue may be more or less extensive

at the time when the cutaneous eruption is first observed,
or the tongue lesions may precede or follow those of the

skin. In most eases the lesions occupy the mucous
membrane of the checks and of the lijis at the same time,

though 1 have observed one iiatient in whom the lichen

lesions were limited to the tongue and the glans penis.

They occur as sharply defined white spots, rounded or

slightl}' irregular, without marked luojection above the

surface, isolated or joined in groups, or as parallel lines

along the borders of the tongue. Thibierge
* thinks we

must look upon these as lesions of lii-hen planus, although
they do not itch.

According to I'nna, the lichen ruber of Hebra is also

accompanied b^' mouth lesions. In a case observed by
him, there were lesions upon the tongue in the form of

nuilti|>le erosions, wdiich W('rc altogether difTerenl from
the plaques of liclien planus.

Lnpuii_ is rarely found on the tongue without having
previously existed on the faee, laryii-X, soft palate, or

nose. It occurs mostly upon the back part, near the

epiglottis, more rarely ujion the tij), as small isolated

nodules, with soft granular suifaee; star-shaped cica-

trices result. Leloir, Clarke, and others have observed

primary lesionshere located, and Spires'' records fourteen
observations in connection with lupus elsewhere. The
lip in one ease was completely destroyed. It was jirob-

ably inoculated from lupus upon the lips. In distin-

guishing the diseas(^ from tuberculous ulcer we have, as
characteristics of the former, mucli liss ]iain or entire

absence of pain, and a much slower evolution.

Sferiralfpii of the tongue is a most distressing affection,
and one dillicult to eradicate without operation. For-

tunately it is not common. I have observed one instance
of it in a lady with arthritis defoinians. The paroxysms
are of short duration but of frequent repetition, anil the
attacks may come on at intervals of a few months. Tlje

pain is iisually hieated along one Ijorder of the organ
Papilloma of the tongue is an occasional cause of neu

ralgia, but nuirc often the lingual nerve is affected.

Daily scraping of the tongue has been aecu.sed of favor

ing its develoiimcnt. A rheuniiitic or other diathesis

may be found as a predisposing cause.
Dubreuil reports a case in which he performed resec-

tion of tile lingual nerve in a woman forty live years of

age, wliose neuralgia had lasted tor four years.
Aign'tif.i J.iiif/ini.

—In black tongue the discolored
area, is limited to the middle of tlii' dorsum, as a rule, and
the c<lges are not so black as the middle portion. The
elongated oval area is limited at llrsi, but slowly spreads.

Desquamation usually follows. The affection may last

weeks, months, or even years. The jiapilUe seem much
longer and thicker than normal, and the color makes
them ajijiear still more prominent. Subjective symp-
toms are usually wanting. Many cases of so-calU'd black

tongue are iindoulilcdiy accidentally or intentionally
made black by iron. ink. or dyes. It has been observed
under widely varying conditions. The blackness is

marked anil persistent, and invariably spreads from a
small beginning; the color toning down from black to

brown, and from the centre to the sides. Raynaud
speaks of its resemblance to "atield of corn laid down by
wind and rain."

Dessois' has described, luider the uame of glos.sophy-
ton, a fungus found in the epithelial deposits and debris

making uptlie black deposit u])on theehmgated papilhv.
A black fungus of the class of Ilyphomycetes, found

by Schmiegelow, has been thought to be the cause.
The treatment consists in frequent applications of per-

oxide of hydrogen on absorbent <'otton. Friction with
Ilebra's spiritus sajionis, followed by mild salicylic oint-

ment, or a five-per-cent. salicylic solution in ether, with
the addition of tive-jier-cent. collodion to form a thin

coating when painted on the alfected areas, has been
found the most cHicacious by Bmsin.

I'e)itp/iir/iis has been known to <iecur u|)on the tongue,
and well-marked bullaj distended with Huid have even

preceded the eruption upon the skin in the acute form.
The pain is here greater tlian in the lesions of pemphigus
vulgaris. The diagnosis must usually be macle from tlie

coincident eruption upon the skin, since the blel) almost
at once is transformed into an erosicm. Jlenzel believes

tliat pemphigus can exist upon the tongue in the form of

reddened plaques without actual bullse.

PmyhmsiHs siibliiiniitilix, or intiammatoiy o'tlcma of the

cellular tissues about the tongue, is an exceedingly rare

condition, of which Henoch has recorded one instance.

There is pain and difficulty in speaking and eating.
The cause is unknown.
This list of affections of the tongue comprises most of

those which jiossess some importance, but the limited

amount of space which has been alloted to this topic com-

pels me to omit a number of less important diseases. For
information nrgarding them the reader will have to con-

sult one of the larger iiKmographs on the subject.
C/iiir/eK Warrciine Allen.

'
lilll. lie l:i Sei-. Me.l. lies n.'.|i.. ISill.

' Hist, lie r\i:\<\. li. lies S.liM.. 1718.
' Die Misshil.liiri^'en lies .Meiiselien, .lellil. 1861.
' Le Profrn's lueiliiul, oi-leber ~'7tli. ISK).
' Tiiuis. lielpian Siati. Soc. Jmiuary 2-*d, 1898.
" Munch, incil. Woch., No. li), 1«1H.
"

Pathological Transactions, 18fil. vol. xv.
"* Archives cliniques de. Bordeaux, IS!C).
" (iaz. des H6p., No. as. 1871).
'" Allen : Syphilis of the Mueous Jlenihnuu'S of tlie Mouth ami

Tongue. Morrow's Sysler!i, vol. il., p. ^'i.

TONGUE, SURGERY OF THE.—In-iimiies ok the
Tox<;i i;.

— liinns uml Sciih!s.—The tongue is not uncom-

monly the subject of injury from burns and seald.s.

Slight burns or scalds are of but little con.seqiience, the

superficial portion of the covering of the tongue only
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being destroyed; in a IVu hours, or, at most, at tlie eud
(if a day or l\vr>, (ho tcinlcrncss disappears without trcat-

iiiciil. To relieve th<' paiti. applications of sweet oil.

borax and lioiie_v, biearboiiale of soda, or astringent lo-

tions, are useful. The most severe burns are those eaused

by eheniieal agents, sueli as mineral a<-ids, caustic idUalies,
corrosive sublimate. When Ihe.se substances have been

accidentally or inlcntionally swallowed, the tongue is

not the only part that sulTers. for the whole of the inte-

rior of the moulh. the fauces, and the throat are also

affected. It is often possible to rceoginze the poison
taken by the a|)pearancc of the tongue. In poisoning
by corrosive sublimate the tongue is white and shrivelled.

Carbolic acid renders the nuicous membrane white and
hard. Vegetable poisons, as a rule, produce no alter-

ation in the appearance of the tongue in cases of acute

IHiisoning (Butlin).
ScuU/x of the tongue are not uncommon in young chil-

dren, anil are often ju'oduced by sucking the spout of a
tea kettle. Tliis accident is more common in England
than in this country. The injury to the tongue in such
cases is of small imiiortance compared with the grave
complications which arise from injury to the larynx and
air passages. The tongue swells, becomes red, and is

Soon covered with blisters; it is of course tender and

painful, and food in any form is difficult to take. This

dilticult}', however, soon subsides, and is of little mo-
ment crunpared with the grievous results which follow

injury to the air passages.
Effectn of Void.—In winter, iu this country, one occa-

sionally sees an injury to the tongue in children pro-
duced by cold, ami this, although it is not dangerous,
is sufflciently painful. It is generally catiscd by the
child licking with the tongue iron or other metal at a
low temixralure. In such cases the tongue adheres to

the metal, and the child, pullingthe tongue quickly awa_v,
leaves behind a considerable portion of the mucous mem-
brane. The writer has frequently seen this accident

happen to children playing out of doors when the ther-

mometer registers a temperature considerably below the

freezing point. On one occasion several children were
induced by a mischief-loving companion to place their

tongues on an old iron pot. the result being that each one
was deprived of a large amoinit of the covering of the

tongue and suftered considerably, especially during
meals, for several days afterward. The treatment of such
cases is the same, of course, as that of burns.

StinffD of Insects.—In England it is not xmcommon for

insects, such as wasps and bees, to be taken into the

mouth, concealed in fruit, and serious inflammation has
resulted from their stings. In such cases Fairlie Clark '

recommends that the mouth be frequently washed with
an alkaline solution to neutralize the formic acid. A
weak sohition of ammonia is very efticacious.

WoKnds.—Usuallj' wotuids of the tongue are not se-

rious, but Bryant,
• of London, mentions a case in which

death followed a wound of the tongue, iu a small child,
from trickling of blood down the larynx, the child dying
asphyxiated. Wickham Legg^ relates cases of death

following bites of the tongue in persons the subjects of

ha'mophilia.
Wounds of the tongue may be produced in various

wa3's, but most commonly the wound is caiis('d by the
teeih. Epileptics not infrequently bite the tongue
severely during a fit. The tongue may be severely
wounded by a fall on the chin, or by a violent blow <jn the

jaw when the tongue is jirotruded. Th(> protruded por-
tioii of the tongue may be completely bitten olT. or one
side oidy be injured. Injuries to the tongue ma\' be
caused by dentists' forceps while tlie patient is under
the inlhience of an anaesthetic.

The hemorrhage resulting from injury to the tongue is

seldom dangerous, and is usually easily controlled by ice

or exposure to air. Should the hemorrhage be ])roliise,
its source shotdil be sought for and the bleeding vessel.

Usually the ranine artery, tied. Oozing from th(^ wound
is generally arrested liy bringing the edges of the wound
together with sutures. In certain cases iu which the

wound is fur back, it may be necessary to i)ass a ligature
through the tip of the tongue, to diaw it out, and lo

examine the wound thorovighly: if it be small, then it

should be enlarged and the bleeding vessel secured. In
some cases it may be necessary to use the cautery to
arrest the hemorrhage; its use, however, interferes with

primary uinou. Sutuies are not necessjiry if ihe wound
be small, but if it be large and a porti<jn df the tongue is

banging loose, then the edges of the wouml shoidd be

carefully brought together with deeply placed silk or

catgut sutures. A case is related by Mr. Cant in which
the tongiK^ was severed by an incised wound extending
nearly through the substaiue of the organ, and dividing
the lingual aitd hypoglo.ssal nerves on both sides. The
detached portion, which hung by a mere shred on the
left side, was replaced ])romptly and secured, comjilele
union took place, and the tongue slowly recovered power
of motion anil the sense of taste. The after treatment of
wounds of the tonirue is similar to thai of other wounds
of the mouth. The mouth shoidd be washed out fre-

quently with weak Condy's lluid. or a paint of iodoform
and alcohol may be used.

Wounds of the tongue may be caused Ijy foreign
bodies, such as the stem of a tobacco-])! pe, crochet
needles, splinters of wood, etc. Foreign bodies are occa-

sionally driven into the tongue in cases of gunshot
wounds; these consist of teeth, jjortions of the jaw, etc.

Foreign bodies have been f< ind cmliedded in the

tongue months and years after the accident. A case is

related of a soldier who was shot iu the face at the battle
of Gross Goerschen, iu 1813; the bullet passed through
the cheek and tongue, carrying away some of the molar
teeth; the wound in the tongue (piickly healed; in 184.5,

thirty-two years after, the tongue became swollen and
discharged the .second molar toolli which had been car
ried into it by the bullet in ISlo.-* Manget relates the
case of a patient in whose tongue a ball had been lodged
for si.x years. During this time the man stammered ex-

cessively, but when the liall was extracted, the stam-

mering ceased. °

When a wound of the tongue does not readily heal, or
when there is secondary hemorrhage, then a foreign
body may be susjiectcd ; or again, if a sinus exists and an
indolent swelling remains, it is very probable that a for-

eign liody is present. When the foreign body is re-

moved, the wound usually heals up. According to But-
lin,' the removal of the foreign body does not always
bring about such a happy result; in more than one case
this procedure has been followed by hemorrhage which
has catiscd death.

A case is related of a sailor, aged thiity, who was
keeping watch on deck, and at the same time smoking:
he either fell or struck against some object by which tlie

pipe iu his mouth was driven into histongiu' and broken.
There was at first but little apparent injury and only
slight hemorrhage, but subseiiuently the tongue began
to swell, and on the fourth day he was taken to the Lon-
don Hospital. His mouth was closed, and he had swal-
lowed little or nothing since the accident. There was
swelling at the upjier and liaek parts of the neck; the

tongue was enormously enlarged and tlucluating. An
incision was made, and an oimce of purulent tluid. mixed
with blood, escaped. This gave some relief, but the

symptoms soon returned with greater intensity than
before. A probe was then passed into the tongue by the

opening made with the lancet, and .something hard was
felt iu the deep substance of the organ. This was
grasped with forceps and extracted; it proved to be a

piece of pipe stem fiuu' inches long. Immediately after

its removal a frightful torrent of blood gushed from the

mouth and nostrils, and the man was dead in little more
than a minute. At the autopsy it was foiuiil that the

pipe stem had entered the right side of the tongue near
the tip, passed just below the left tonsil, and completely
transfixed the left carotid artery and internal jugidar
vein.'

ToNotiE-TiE, or shortness of Ihe franium lingua'. The
tongue is bound down and caimot be protriuled beyond
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till' incisors, Tliis is u ((mi;;i'iiilul (IdVcl uiiicli is not

uiicoiiiinoii. and «iifu it exists to a IiIliIi lU-gn-c it pic-
vents the eliild from su( klintr, anil Inter may inlerl'eie

with articulation. In siuli cases it is necessary to iliviile

the ligliteneii lianil : this slionlil he done with a |iair of

scissors with liliint points. 'I'lie iioinls shoiiUl lie ili

ri'Cteil to the tloor of the month to avoid woumlini; the

rauine arteiies. Cases are on record of fatal lieniorrliajJ:e

occurring from accidentally ciitting these vessels. In

diviiling the fraiiuni only a small cut is necessary, and
then the rest may lie torn Ihrongh with the fingers.
This even is generally unnecessary, for the child, in cry-

ing, still further frees theton.iiue. Petit" drawsattention
to another danger of cutting too freely, lie relates three

cases in which vigorous sucking in strong and hungry
children lore the wound in these tissues still further

open, so that the tongue, losing its anterior attachment,
mrned back and was emliraeed liy the muscles of ileglu-
litiiiu. and pressed the epiglottis tirmly over the larynx
until sulfocation was produced. Two of the eases ended

fatally before help could be afforded.

The fraMiuni may be congenitally too lon.g, and cases
of death from sulfocation have been recorded owing to

this condition, the iiaticnt swallowing the tongue. A
number of cases are reported in which by constant jirac-
tice the patient has acquired the habit of tongue swal-

lowing.
M.\(KOiii.ossi.\.—This is a eon.irenital hypertrophy of

the tongue analogous to I'lephantiasis. It is of slow de-

velopment, and as the tongue eidarges it causes great
trouble, the mere size interfering with deglutition and

speech. The tongue nia\' protrude over the chin and
reach even as far as the steriuini. The subjects of this

atitction frequently suffer from epilejisy. The great
eidargement causes delomiity of the teeth and jaws, es-

pecially the lower. The teeth frequently become carious
and fall out, and the lower jaw has been known to have
been dislocated by the pressure.' There is constant drib-

bling of saliva, and the protruded tongue is much altered
in appearance, indurated, swollen, anil purplish in color;

later, nodes, irregularities, and fissures ajipear on its sur-

face, and oeeasioiially the tongue ulcerates. On piuic-

turing it there is not much bleeding, but there is oozing
of large quantities of serum. The di.sease is not, as a
rule, noticed for the lirst two years, as sucking appears
to stop the growth of the organ by continuous pressure.
The |)alhology of this di.sease was first elucidated by
Virchow ; he found that there was an overgrowth of
interstitial connective tissue, with a remarkabh' intiltra-

lion of the whole organ witli white cells collected here
and there in a delicate network, and forming true lym-
phoid tissue. The disease, no doubt, is due to congeni
tal defect aggravated by frequent attacks of glossitis.

'J'railmi'iil consists in removal of the ]irotrudeil jiortion
of tongue. In some cases the lenioval of a V-shaped
portion will give the best rcsuUs. Strapping with )ilas-
ter has occa.sionally been successful, but excision is the
best method of treatment. A few years ago a German
surgeon rejiorled a case in which great improvement
occurred in a child aged thirteen months. Heated by
PirogotT's method, viz.. ligature of the lingual arteries.'"

This is an old method of treatment which years ago was
tried and found wanting." Ligature of the jioition of

tongue protruded has bei'U suceessfully ]uaclise(l, but

nothing is so safe or simple as excision with knife, gal-
vano cautery, or eer.-iseur. The hemorrhage usually is

not great, and the ri'sull is almost invariably satisfactory.
When bleeding is feared in young children, the removal

by ecrasi'ur should be preferred, but in adults the knife
or scissors is better, as their use is not followed by
slotighing. The tongue should be drawn forward by
means of ligatures passed through its substance behind
the line of incision, and the incision should be made in

such a manner that tlu^ tongue will lie left somewhat
pointed; the bleeding vessels should be tied ascut. The
after-tri'atinent is the same as that used for partial re-

moval of the tongue for any other cause.
In n case of this kind in which I removed a large por

liou of the tongue a number of years ago, the result has
been excellent, the patient now iiaving an almost normal
ton.uue. and speaking with great distinctness and facilitv.
Ti .Mons OK Till-; Tonoi k.— \'it.\cidin- TiiiiKin^.— Na'vi

are occasionally found in the tongue; if superficial, lliev

may be treated by nitric acid or by puncture with tlier-

mo cautery needles. When the growth is prominent and
can be isolated, it may be excised with scissors or treated

by ligature. When a na'vus grouth is treated by exci-
sion, the healthy tissue should be cut all around, the

hemorrhage then being ineonsiderable. If there is much
danger of liemorrlia.ue, the thermo cautery knife may bit

used. When the growth is large and more diffuse, exci-
sion by means of (he wire eeraseiir is a valuable method
of treatment; the ecraseur should cut through healthy
tissue. Ligature is seldom necessary in such cases, but
when irseil it should be passed deeply into the substance
of the tongue and lied very tightly.

Sir .Joseph Fayrer has described '* an affection called
rirmi/d iiiieii/'ix)ii of the lingual vessels. It simulated
ran u la.

Ci/xlic tiniiorx of the tongue are not uncommon. They
may be due todilalatioii of the mucous follicles, and con-
tain a gelatinous mucus

Stbiiceoiix fjintx occur in the tongue but very rarely;
they should be treated by excision.

Fnttii /in/iiirx are sometimes nut with, and are usually
of small size and easily removed.

Eiiehuiiilioiiiiitii have been described by Weber.'*
SdrcoiiKila of the tongue are almost miknowu as pri-

mary growths.
Keloid has been noticed by Sed.gwick."'
Fihrwclhihfr tumors of the tongue have been described

by JIasoii.'' Clarke,'- and others. They occur mostly in

adults and may be congenital; these tumors are situated
on the dorsum of the ton.ifue and are quite painless and
innocent. Treatment should be by excision.

PiipiUoiiKitii or iriirti/ huiiors occur on the dorsutn of
the tongue, and consist merely of hypertrophied papill,-e.
Butliu " describes a case in which there was warty en-

largement of all the fungiform papilla'. The diagnosis
is easy when the affection occurs in early life, but when
it exists in old people it is sometimes difficult to diagnose
from eiiilhelioma.

7';i(/^;//(/i/.— Uemoval by scissors is the simplest and
best mode of treatment when the growths are small;
when they are large, ligature is more satisfactory. If

there be any induration at the base or the slightest sus-

jiicion of the growth being mali.gnant, then, to insure its

comjilete removal, the healthy tissue around should be
excised as well as the growth. Butlin •" states "that the
treatment of the larger and doubtful warts, in persons
over forty years of age, by caustics and other similar

measures. c;umot lie too strongly de]irecated." The
writer lias frequently seen commencing epitheliomas in

middle-aged persons treated for several montlis by caus-
tics, under the sup|)iisition that the case was one of warty
growth; such treatment increases the rapidity of the

growth if cancerous, and lessens the chance of a cutting
operation being successful.

Vlrtrtitioii of tin'. ToiKjtu.
— rieeralion of the tongue

may be simide, syphilitic, tubenulous, canrirous, or mer-
ciu'ial.

Simple vkei'K may be due to irritation from a shar|)
tooth or to traumatism of any kind. We may have ;i

simple ulcer as the result of lon.g-slanding superticial

glossitis. Dyspeptic ulcers of a superticial character are
not infri'<|Uently met with, also aphthous ulcers. These
are more eomnion in eliildreii than in adults, and general
Ireatnient by salines, combined with astrin,gent lotions

of alum or tiinniii, is often of great benefit. Borax and
chlorate of |iol,-ish washes are also useftd. In treating

simple ulcers the removal of the cause is geneijdly sutli-

cient tocure thedisease. If the ulcer does not heal read-

ily, Butlin"" recommends the frequent painting of the

surface of the sore with a solution of chromic acid (gr. x.

to 5 i. of water), or with a lotion of borax (3 ss.), gly-
cerin (ni XX.), and water (; i' Burning these ulcers

ros
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with iiitiat(: of silver, especially in the old, is not to be
recommended, as the irritation caused may induce a can-

cerous condition in tlidse predisposed. Slionld the ulcer

not heal rapidly under simple (reatment in u man over

forty years, then cancer is to be suspected, ami tlw ulcer

should he cut out. A simple 0])eration of this kind may
save the patient much future trouble.

Tii/iircnl»iis iikers usually occur on the tip of the

tongue. When extensive, they are ditHcult to diagnose
from cancer. The idcer is irregular, witli sharp-cut
edges or pale flabby granulations at the base. There is

very little induration of the surrounding tissue. The
uleei' in its advanced stages may eat deeply into the

tongue. It is generally acutely painful, so much so that

tlie lingual nerve has been divided to ease the sullerings
of the patient. In the late stjiges there is considerable
salivation, A tuberculous ulcer of the tongue may be
the primary manifestation of tubercle, or it may occur

secondarily. Primnri/ ulcers are rare, fcmmhivji mor(^

common. The writer has seen several cases whicli were

seeondarj' to ideeration in the laiynx and tuljerculous

disease of the linig. WIrmi the ulcer is primary the

diagnosis is ditlieult. From syiddlitic ulcer it may be

distinguished by the history ; syphilitic ulcers are usually
on the central part of the tongue, and if due to gunnnata
they are preceded by local swelling. With tertiary ulcers

the glands are never affected, with tuberculous ulcers

the}' are frc<pienlly enlarged. A tuberculous family his-

tory and the e.xi.stence of tubercle bacilli will help one to

a correct diagnosis.
The didfiiiusis between carcinoma and tubercle is more

difficult still, for in both affections the lymphatic glands
are involved. The age of the patient and the existence
of extensive induration would point to cancer. Cancer
does not usually occur under the age of thirty. A ditti-

cult case presented itself to the writer quite recently: a

young girl, aged tweiity-t\v<i, with a decidedly tuber-

culous fandly history, had extensive ulceration of the

right side of the tongue with sliglit induration, and with
involvement of the lymphatic glands of that side ; the ul-

cer was painful to the touch and there was considerable
salivation. A portion was excised and under the micro-

scope it presented the typical characters of epithelioma:
no bacilli were found in tliis case. The patient declined

operative interference.

The prognonis of tuberculous ulcer is quite as unfavor-
able as that of cancer, and the patient succumbs to the

disease in from a few mouths to two years.
Tredtment.—An endeavor should be made to relieve the

pain by soothing lotions, etc. Papaitine often relieves

pain, and according to .some it is curative, but this the

writer cannot indorse. Scraping with a sharp spoon and
then painting with tincture of iodine has been advised.

Butlin-' strongly recommends excision when possible,
even if the ulcer be .secondary, as both a painful disease

and a focus of further infection are thereby removed.
Great relief has followed the application of the following:
finely ])ow(Iered iodoform, gr. i. : morphine, gr. \ : borax,

gr. iij. Tlie surface of the tdcer shoidd be cleansed
and dried before application, and the powder should be

applied three or four times a day. Should the pain
be intense and conlined to one side, division of the lin-

gual nerve must be thought of. General treatment l)y

cod-liver oil and tonics should not be omitted.

Sjiphilitii; iilrcrdtinn commonly occurs during the sec-

ondary sta.ge of sy|)hilis, along the edges of the tongue.
The ulceration is sujierticial, and a vviiite patch on the

miKMXis membrane of the cheek, corresponding to the

ulcer of tlu! tongue, will nearly always be found. Fis-

sures or cracks which plough up the dorsum of the

tongue in every direction are i)eculiar to syplnlis; these

are usually the residt of tertiary syphilitic ulceration:

single cracks or fissures are sometimes seen in the secon-

dary variety. Superficial syi)hiliti(' ulcers liave no in-

duration at the base. Mucmis tubercles or palehes may
also appear on the ti|i and borders of the tongue during
the secondary stage, but at the .same time tliev exist on
the lips, vulva, and anus; they are oval or round in shajjc,

grayish in color, and covered with partly macerated epi-
thelium.
The (te;) gyphilitic ulcer is caused by the breaking

down of a gumma, and is usually situated on the dorsum
of the tongue. It has sharp-cut edges which may be
undermined, the base is sloughy and ragged, and there
are always some induration and swelling of thcneighbor-
ing parts.

IHiiiiHosix.
—These cases are difficult to diagnose fron)

cancer; however, the history of the case and the situation
of the ulcer will help one to form an opiiuon. If gyplii
title, such ulcers are lu'eeeded by a lump; in cancer the
induration follows the ulcer and does not precede il.

There may be two or more guminata on the tongue, but
a cancerous ulcer is always.single. Cancerous ulcerations
occur more common)}' on the side of tln^ tongue, syphi
lilic on the dor.sum. In tertiary syphilis the glands ari

rarely enlarged; in cancer which has existed for some
time the lymphatic glands are always enlarged. Syphi-
litic ideeration yields to antisyphilitic treatment. Many
cases, however, occur in which the diagnosis is very
dittictdt and can be settled oidy by the microscope.

It must be borne in mind that the primary lesion of

syphilis may occur on the tongue, the infection being
usually clue to inocidation from secondary sores. The
occurrence of a primary sore on the tongue is rare, and

presents the appearance of iirimaiy sores in other parts.
The submaxillary lymidiatic g!ai..ls are usually eidarged
from the first. In the superficial forms of secondary
syphilitic ulceration the treatment shoidd be constitu-

tional as well as local, viz., mercury internally, in the
form of gray powiler, with local application of half a

grain of bichloride of mercury to one ounce of water.
Butlin speaks highly of chromic acid as a local applica-
tion (ten grains to one ounce of water), applied three or

four times a day.
In the tertiary syphilitic nicer, iodide of potassium in

doses of from ten to twenty grains three times a day,
largely diluted, combined with tonics, will effect a rapid
cure; local applications other tlian those of a soothing
character are rarely necessary. Syphilitic ulcers always
leave .scars; the puckered and furrowed sear left behind

by a deep idcer is characteristic.

Cancerous Ulceralioii.—This form of ulceration of the

tongue is always of one variety, viz., epithelioma. It

generally commences as a small ulcer on the side of the

tongue, though no part of tiu; tongue is exempt. The
posterior half is, however, much less commonly affected

than the anterior half. In eighty cases collected by But-

lin," cancer affected the sides and borders of the tongue
in seventy-one. It occurs more frequently in men than
in women; according to Barker,

•' in the proportion of
two hundred and forty-seven to forty-six. It will be

found, on examining tlie various statistics, that cancer
of the tongue occurs more frei|Ucntly between the ages
of forty-five and fifty-five. Billr<ilh"° states that it is

more common between the ages of fifty and sixty, and
such has been the writer's exjierience. It very rarely
occurs in young adults. Barker mentions a case at

twenty-six years of age. The writer has seen one case in

a woman, twenty-two vcars of age, in which the diagno-
sis was verified by the microscope.
There is no doubt that smoking predisjioses to cancer

of the tongue, as many cases are |ueeeded by leiicoma or

the so-called p.soriasis of the tongue. This condition

may be produced by dram drinking, smoking, and also by
syphilis. In eighty cases collected by Butlin,-'' sixteen

were preceded by leucoma. The psoriasis and scars pro-
duced by syphilis, injury, or any other cause, will pre-

dispose to cancer; any initalii ii such as a .sharp tooth,

the stem of a tobacco-pipe, a bad-fitting tooth plate, etc.,

will in some jiersons excite ulceration which may take on
a cancerous action. The writer saw one case of epithe-
lioimi of the hard palate in an old man, i>rodueed by the
irritation of the stem of a clay pipe, which continually
rested at that point owing to the toothless condition of

the gums. There is no doubt, however, that cancer of

the tongue may originate without any preexisting dis-

T9i>
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ease or iriitatiou, but in the majority of cases some form
of irritation is the exciting cause of the disease. Many
practitioners wlio are consulted by elderly iieople for

ulcers of the tongue are in the liabit of cautcnzinsr the
sore freely with nitrate of silver or other caustic; this is

a most |)ernicious custom, and one which, wliilc it does
no good, may do intinite harm; for. should the ulcer be
cancerous, it only aijgravatcs il, and it may excite cancer
iu an idcer which is of a simple, non malignant charac-

ter, by tlie continued irritation. Again, it does liarm in

cancerous ulcers by putting otT operative measures until

a period when operation cau be of but little use, by
soothing the patient with the idea that sometliing is

being done for him. Ulceration of the tongue in people
over forty years of age should alwaj'S be regarded with

suspicion, and if there bi> any doubt as to its nature, the

ulcer and a porlion of healthy tissue around it should be

excised. When the cancerous ulcer is well developed, or

the induration at its base is marked, the diagnosis is not

so dillicull, l)Ut if there be any doubt a jiortion should be

excised, and the microscope will usually establish the

diaracler of tlie disease.

Pain is an early and characteristic symptom, not al-

ways in the tongue, liut in the lower jaw. gums, ear, and
sometimes tlie back of tlu^ head. Salivation is also often

an early symptom. Wlieu tlie ulcer commences on tlie

border of the tongue it rapidly infiltrates not only the

tongue, but the Moor of the mouth and the gums, and

finally the l)one of the jaw itself is alTected. The tongue
becomes fixed and its motion is so limited that it cannot
be protruded. Should llie disease begin farther back, the

ulceration or intiltration extends to the pillars of the

fauces, soft jialale. and tonsils. Tliese cases have

proved fatal from liemorrhage caused by ulceration into

the internal carotid or tonsillar arteries. When the dis-

ease has advanced thus far the glands in the neighbor-
hood become enlarged. First, there is tenderness in the

submaxillary region, with pain which shoots up to the

ear; later, the glands may be felt small and haid but
movable; as they increase in size they become fixed. In
some cases, in the ciirly stages of the disease, the glands
may be affectctl, yet the fact maj' not be recognized by
external manipulation. The first glands to become af-

fected are the sulomental in the floor of the mouth, then
the submaxillary, afterward the carotid at the bifurcation

of the arteries, and finally the parotid. Of course the

glands are involved on tlie same side as the cancerous
disease. When tlieti]) of thetongue is the part involved
the submaxillary glands and suprahyoid glands are first

atfecled. There are several lymphatic .glands embedded
in the submaxillary salivary gland. If the root of the

tongue be ulcerated, then usually the parotid lymphatic
glands near the an.iile of the lower jaw and the carotid

glands are first alTected, making the case a much more
serious one. The Ij-mpliatic channels between the dis-

ease and the glands are usually free, a condition, accord-

ing to lleideuliain, common to epithelioniata. As the

disease ])rogresses deglulition and speech become dilli-

cult, ther(^ are profuse salivation and a horrible fcetor of

the breath. Patients mav die from hemorrhage due to

the growth ulcerating into some large vessel, or there

may be frequent hemorrhages from smaller vessels

which may hasten the end. The usual mode of death,
however, is from exhaustion due to pain, sleeplessness,
starvation, sloughing, etc. The averagi! duration of the
disease in patients who have had no operation is from a

.year to eiglit<('n monijjs. ]^Iany cases succumb in less

than a year, and few live longer than two jears.

DinijtxnHia.
—In the advanced stage's of cancerous dis-

ease of the ton.gue the dia.irnosis is not difficult; the foul,

deeply excavated ulcer with everted ragged cd.ircs and

widely infiltrated base, with large granulations juotrud-
ing from it. the pain, the fixation of the oriian, and the

induration of flic submaxillary glands, stamp the afTec-

tion unmistakably as carcinoma. At this stage operation
is not very hopeful.
The di.seases with which carcinoma of the tongue are

most likely to be confounded are: (1) Syphilitic ulcer-

ation, primary and tertiary; (2) tuberculous ulcer,; and
(3) simjile ulcer. The diU'erential ])oints of diagnosis
between these diseases and cancer have been sufficiently
<lwelt on above. The writer would strongly urge that
when the diagnosis is doubtful, the disease should be
treated as cancer and removed; Ui\, shoulil the surgeon
wait until all doubt is dispelled by the invohemeni of
'he glands anil the infiltration of the suirounding tissues,
tlicn he has commilfed a grave fault, and one which can-
not be repaired. IJuflin-' trulj' says: "iledical men are

coming to the belief that, to
'

give the patient a cliance.'

means usually to give the carcinoma a chance of obtain-

ing a firm and irresistible holil. and to take all chance of

coin]ilcte recovery from the patient." If is much better
to remove a sus|iicious wart or ulcer by a .simple and
safe operation, and thus .save tlii^ patient, from the rav-

a.ges of a fatal disease, than to wait until the disease is

pronounced, when to operate means not only great dan-

ger to the patient, but the certainty of a rapid recurrence
of the disease.

Prognoxis.
—Cancer of the tongue, like cancer of oilier

parts, if not operated on. proceeds invariably to a fatal

termination. It isof the utmost importance that the dis-

ease .should be recognized in its early stages, when it is a

purely local ailection. At this period, if operation by
removal of the tongue be undertaken, the chances of the

patient remaining free from the disease are greater, and
should the disease recur the interval of freedom is much
increased.

Treatment.—There is but one method of treatment of
cancer of thetongue, viz., removal hy surgical ojieration.

Operation always relieves, if it does not cure. In But-
lin's table of so cases already referred to. 70 were oper-
ated on. and patients were in good health a year after
the operation. Heath reports a ease well eleven years
after operation. Dr. Fenwiek, of jMontreal, reports a
case in which the patient lived fifteen years after oper-
ation. Bryant.'-' of London, mentions a case well ten

years after operation, and one in which the disease re-

curred fifteen years after operation. Barker =' found
17 recoveries in 170 cases. According to Billroth's^"

statistics, 14 per cent, of cases are cured after operation.
Even such a small percentage of cures is very crcilit-

able to surgery, and would in itself more than justify
removal; but. putting aside the cures, the patient's life

is prolonged and sufl'ering is diminished by <iperation.
With regard to other methods of treatment by caus-

tics, pastes, etc., they are not only useless but hurtful.

It cannot be too strongly insisted on that the treatment
of cancerous ulcers by caustics is bad treatment, and that

the only chance the patient has of a cure is in the early
removal of the disease by surgical operation. In cases of

ulcers, warts, etc., on the tongue of a person o\'er forty

years of age, in which the diagnosis is doubtful, if any
treatment is desired previous to removal, it should be of

a soothing, non-irritating character; all irritating sub-

stances, as tobacco, spirits, highly spiced foods, etc.,

should be avoided. If the sore is jirodnced by a sharp
tooth this should he extracted. Caustics should be

shunned, as nothing is more likely to convert a simple
into a cancerous ulcer than continual irritation by caus-

tics.

Operations fok P,\iiTi.\L ani> Comi'i.ete Kkmovai-
OK THE ToNdi'E.—Small warts, whether they are on the

border, tij). or dorsum of the tongue, are most easily re-

moved with curved scissors; no anasfhetic is reijuircd.
Should the growth be of larger size and far back * is better

to aiKcsthefize the ]iatieiit and place a gag in the mouth:
then the tongue may be drawn out by a strong ligatui-e

passed through the tip, or by means of a vulsellum.

The growth .should be removed with a knife and the

bleeding points secured with ligatures or arrested by the

tliermo-caufery. Some surireons advise the u.se of the

galvano-caustic loop, as by this method all fear of hem-

orrhage is banislie(l and the tissues for a short distance

round the base of the growth are destroyed.
Ji'i iiioeiil i)f II FoHi'in tif the I'lDirine.

—Should the cancer
of the tongue be confined to the fiji or a small part of
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the border of tlie anterior half of the tongue, and should

the subnia.xillarj' glands not be enlarged— in other words,
if the uleer be early reengni/.ed to be eaneer,—the removal
of a jiortion of the tongue is juslitialile and gives a fair

ehanee to the i)atient, without submitting him to the

much more formidable operation of excision of the whole

tongue. Partial removal of the tongue may be per-
formed with galvano-eeraseur, thermo-cautery, knife, or

scissors. Czerny of late years has frequently used the

thermocautery, and he tliinks there are fewer recur-

rences after this method of treatment than when the

knife is used. Roediger (Bdtrage ztir klin. C/iinirr/ie,

vol. x.x.xi., 1901) also strongly recommends it. and says
that after its use there was no fever, a'denui. or secondary
hemorrhage. The knife is to be preferred when it is nec-

essary to remove only a small part of the tongue. Should
the ulcer be on the border of the tongue, then the tongue
should be split in the median line and the afTected half

removed with knife, scissors, or ecraseur. In all oper-
ations on the tongue of any magnitude the mouth should
be kept open with a suitable gag, such as Coleman's.
"Whitehead's. Hutchinson's, etc., and the tongue drawn
out by a stout ligature passed through its tip, and the

disease removed by the method recommended by Mr.
Baker.

Baker's Method.'^—A gag having been introduced, the

tongue is drawn out by means of two ligatures placed one
on each side of the median line of the tongue near the tip.

The tongue is tlien split down the middle and the dis-

eased half is freed from the floor and side of the mouth
with scissors. Needles are now passed through the

tongue behind the disease, and the loop of the ecraseur

is placed as far back as possible, tightened, and the

affected half removed. The loop of the ecraseur should
be of wire or whip-cord. The objection to the use of the

galvauo-cautery is the troublcsoiue slough which fol-

lows.

Removal of the Whole Tongue.—In cases in wliich the

cancerous ulcer involves the posterior half of the organ
or is very extensive, it is necessary to remove the whole

tongue. The complete removal of the tongue is the bet-

ter operation, even when the ulcer is small, for the chance
of recurrence is much less than when only part of the or-

gan is taken away.
In removing the tongue one of the chief dangers is

from hemorrhage, and before proceeding further it might
be as well to mention a very simple and efficacious

method of arresting hemorrhage, occurring either acci-

dentally during operation or afterward. This method
was introduced by Jlr. Heath, of London, and has been

adopted by most surgeons. It is this '^: "The forefinger,

passed well down to the epiglottis, is made to hook for-

ward the hyoid bone and drag it up as far as ]iracticable
toward the syiuphysis menti. The effect of this is to

stretch the lingual arteries so as to completelj' control for

a time the flow of blood tlu'ough them, and in tliis waj'
portions of the anterior part of the tongue may be cut off

almost bloodlessly." In operating on the tongue for

cancerous disease, the question arises as to the kind of

operation which should be performed. After even the

most radical operation the disease is apt to recur; in

fact, tlie more severe the operation, as a rule, the more
rapid the return of the disease. Some surgeons hold
that the operation is merely palliative, especially if the

glands are enlarged in the submaxillary region and under
the sterno-inastoid. In such cases, they advise simply a
removal of the tongue and non-interference with the

glands.'^ Others again, as Kocher, hold that the extir-

pation of the diseased glands cannot be too thorough,
and they in every case make an incision in the neck to

search for enlarged glands, which cannot be found by
external manipulations. They argue that if the glands
in theaxill.a are removed in all cases of excision of the

breast for cam er. it is (|uite as important lo remove the

submaxillary lymi)hati<: glands in operation for cancer of
the tongue. It is a simple enough operation to remove
a portion of the tongue with the ecraseur: the recovery
from the operation is rapid, but so is also the return of
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the disease. In cases between the ages of forty-five and
sixty a radical operation, with extirpation of the glands,
is the proper one, but in cancer in old people approach-
ing seventy years of age the case is different, and a sim-

ple removal of the tongue will i)iobably be as successful
as a most complete and radical operation. When there
is exten.sive involvement of the glands of the neck, the
case is hopeless and operation should be undertaken for
the relief of the i)atient oidy, as it is impossible to re-

move all the di.sease in such cases.

OiJcrations for the removal of the tongue, or part of
the tongue, are much facilitated by dividing tlie cheek

horizontally from the angle of the mouth to the border
of the luasseter muscle; tliis incision gives much more
room and the scar left is insignilicant. Jaeger first ad-
vocated this method, and Gant and Furnaux Jordan
practised it in Great Britain. This procedure does not
add to the risk of the operation, and it gives the opera-
tor greater facility for arresting hemorrhage.
Removal of the tongue through the mouth by the

ecraseur or scissors, without a submental incision, is only
suitable in those cases in which the disease is limited to

the anterior part of the tongue and when the glands are
not involved; or it luay also be practised in those cases
in which the degree of gland infiltration is so great that

extirpation is hopeless, and the tongue is removed purely
tor the purpose of relieving the patient from great suffer-

ing. In all other cases some form of ubmental operation
should be practised, for then the enlarged glands can be

easily reached and removed, and the chance of a perma-
nent cure is much increased if the glands be extirpated.
The points to be kept in view in operations on the tongue
for malignant disease are: (1) The possibility of remov-

ing all the di.sease; (2) the prevention of hemorrhage:
(3) the avoidance of the entrance of blood into the air

passages; and, after operation, (4) the preservation of an

aseptic condition of the mouth and secretions until heal-

ing is complete. In order to accomplish this, some form
of submental operation is necessary. Operations involv-

ing division of the jaw are more serious, are disagreeable
to the patient, and delay convalescence.
The operations which have been practised for the re-

moval of the whole tongue are very numerous. The
most popular operation with English surgeons at the

present day is that known as Whitehead's, viz., removal
of the tongue by scissors; this may be done with or
without preliminary ligature of the Unguals. A few

}'ears ago nearly every surgeon employed the galvanic
or wire ecraseur, but the occurrence of secondary hemor-

rhage when the slough separates is so frequent that the
ecraseur is much less popular with surgeons than former-

ly, and has been supplanted by the scissors. With scis-

sors the entire tongue can be removed easily and simply.
Wliitchcad's Method.^^—"

1. Tbemouth isopened to the
full extent with JIason's or any other suitable gag, the

duty of attending to this important part of the operation
being entrusted to one of the two assistants required.

"
2. The tongue is drawn out of the mouth by a

double ligature passed through its substance an inch
from the tip. This ligature is given in charge of the
second assistant, with instructions to maintain through-
out the operation a steady traction outward and ujiward.

"3. The operator commences I)y dividing all the at-

tachments to the tongue, to the jaw and to the pillars of
the fauces, after the manner suggesti-d liy Sir James
Paget, with an ordinary pair of straight scissors.

"4. Theniusclesattached to the base of tlie tongiu> are

then cut acro.ss by a series of successive short snips of the

scissors, until the entire tongue is separated on the plane
of the inferior bonier of the lower jaw. and as far back
as the safety of the epiglollis will |H'riuit.

"5. The iingual or any other arteries requiring torsion

are twisted as divided. It is generally found that a
moment's ]U'ess>ire with a ]iiece of sponge held in sjionge

forceps, suffices temporarily, if not ])ermanently. to ar-

rest any bleeding; it is, however, regarded as desirable

to twist, either immediately or nfter the tongue is re-

moved, every bleeding vessel
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"G. A single loop of silk is passed by a long needle

through the remains of the glosso-epiglotlidean fi.ld of

niueous membrane, as a means of drawing forward the

floor of the mouth, should secondary hemorrhage take

place. This liga-
ture may with safe-

ty be withdrawn
tiie day after oper-
ation, and. as it is

invariably a source

of annoyance to the

patient, ills always
desirable to adopt
this rule.

"The after-treat-

ment consists in

feeding for the first

tlirce days abso-

lutely and solely by
nutrient enemata,

satisfying thirst by
oceasiunally wash-

ing out the mouth
with a weak iced

solution of jierman-
Fic. 4730.-Iiiclsions tor OperaUons on the ganate of potash ;

Tongup. (1, Ini^islon tliroui-'h the cheek, forbidding any at-
after Jaeger; h, von Langenbeck's in- *„„,,,* „f s,-,poi;;,io-
oislon, %vith division of the jaw; c, in-

t( "'P'^ ai
_speaiun„.

cision for removal t)f glands and ligature
of lingual arteries as practised by the
writer.

and requiring that

all the wishes of the

patient shall be ex-

pressed in writing
or by signs. The difficulties and dangers of the opera-
tion are few and more imaginary than real. Hemor-

rhage, the bele noire of most surgeons who contemplate
removing the tongue, is in reality easily controllable and

fiequently trifling. I have twice removed the entire

tongue without having to secure a single vessel, and
more than once have only had to twist one lingual

artery." The operation practised by the writer is that

commonly known as Billroth's, viz., excision of the

tongue by scissors with preliminary ligature of the lin-

guais. Tills operation enables the surgeon not only to

avoid danger from hemorrhage, but also to remove the

neighboring glands and structures which are involved in

the disease through the same incision made for ligating
the lingual arteries. In Billroth's operation the mortality
is not greater than that following other operations.

Bi/lfot/i's Ope rut ion.'''—The head of the patient having
been well thrown back and the chin turned to the side

opposite to that on which the artery is to be tied, a
curved incision is made from near the symphysis meuti
to near the angle of the lower jaw, the convexity down-
ward, having its lowest portion running along the upper
border of the great cornu of the hyoid bone. A careful

disse(-tion is then made through the idatysma and deep
cervical fascia, and if any veins are cut they should be

ligatured before proceeding further with tlie operation.
The tendon of the digastric muscle sho\ild now be searched

for, and in the angle which this tendon forms with tlie

hyoid bone, the artery will be found—but not imme-

diately, for covering it we have the hyoglossus muscle
with the hypoglossal nerve and ranine vein running over
it. Tlie liyoglossus muscle should be carefully tlivided,

and tlien, all bleeding having been arrested by Pean's

forcejis and ligatures, the arlery is felt pidsaling at the

bottom of the wound. Hcmorrliage should now be com-

pletely arrested and the artery being brought into view
can be easily tied. The artery on the opjiosite side hav-

ing been secured in the same way, any glands that may
be involved should be looked for and removed through
these incisions in the neck. As a rule, they can be found
without difliculty. It is a good rule to remove all the

submaxillary lym|)hatic glands as well as the submaxil-

lai'y salivary gland on tlic- same side as that in which the

cancer is. It is well before clearing the submaxillary
space to ligatc the facial artery.
The mouth should now be "kept open with a gag and

the tongue drawn out hy a double ligature pas.sed

through its substance about an inch from the tij). The
operator, holding the ligature in his left hand, draws the

tongue outward and upw:;rd and removes it with a

straight pair of scissors. The attachments of the tongue
to the jaw and iiillars of the fauces should first be freed
and then the muscles at the base, and now, the attach-
ment to the hyoid bone being divided with a few short

cuts, the whole tongue will come away, leaving the epi-

glottis behind. The removal of the tongue takes, as a

rule, only two or three minutes. If the tissues of the
floor of the mouth be involved, they should now be at
tended to.

The ivounds in the neck, which during the excision of
the tongue should be tilled with carbolizcd sponges, are
then sewed uji and dressed with aseptic gauze dress-

ings. If the floor of the mouth has been removed it

will be better to pass a large drainage tube into the
mouth through the neck incision; in fact, this ought to
be done in every case. The mouth is now packed with

stick}' iodoform* gauze and the operation is complete.
The after-treatment is the same as after excision of the

tongue b}' other methods.
The advantages of the operation above described are

many :

1. The diseased structures, and especially the glands,
are discovered and removed with the greatest ease

through the neck incisions.

2. The removal of the tongue is bloodless, and there
is no fear of secondary hemorrhage.

3. The incision made by the scissors is a clean-cut one,
and there is no bruising of the tissues as in the operation
with the ecraseur.

4. The tongue can be more completely and more easily
removed witli scissors than with any ecraseur.

5. Drainage of the mouth can be more thoroughly car-

ried out by means of the incisions in the neck.
6. The operation is easy of performance and few in-

struments are required, no more than every surgeon pos-
sesses, viz. : straight scissors, knife, and a few pairs of
Pean's forceps.

Kocher's Operation.''^
—A still more radical and exten-

sive operation than the one described above is the oper-
ation performed by Kocher, of Berne. It is the only
operation for the removal of the tongue which aims at

preserving the parts in a tlioroughly aseptic condition.

Tracheotomy is first performed and a well-fitting cannula
introduced ; the pharynx is then packed with a carbolized

sponge with a cord attached, so that it can be easily re-

Fig. 4727. -Line la Neck showing F.xtent of Kocher's Incision for
Removal of the Tongue.

moved when necessary. An incision is now made com-

mencing a little lielow the tip of the ear and extending
down the anterior border of the sterno-mastoid muscle to

The sticky gauze is pi-epared with resin, alcohol, and indoforin.

Weir, of New York, reconmiends the following formula a.s an im-

proveinent on that introduced by Billroth : Resiu, 1(1 parts : castor oil,

ti part.s; iodoform, .t pail.i. and alcohol, l.i parts. This is rubbed Into

the gauze, and cerlaiidv, as the alcohol evaponit^'s, it is sticky
enough. The writer has. In cases In which the gauze failed to remain
111 ilic mouth, painted the surface over with the liquid.
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about its miiUUc, then forward to the body of tlu' Iiyoid
bone, and aloiii;' the atilerior belly of the dij^uslrie iiiuseU,'

to I lie jaw. 'I'he resulting Hap is turned upon the cheek
and the lingual artery is ligatured as it jiasscs under the

hyo;;lossus muscle. The facial artery and any veins that

may be in the way are also secured. Commencing from
behind, all the structures in tlie submaxillary fossa are

removed, viz., the lynipbatic glands, the submaxillary,
and, if necessary, the sublingual glands. The o]iposite

lingual artery is now tie(l by a separate incision if the

whole tongue is to be removed. 'I'lu^ mucous membrane
along the jaw and the luylo-hyoid muscle are then
divided and (he tongue is drawn out through the neck in-

cision, and removed with seis,sors orgalvano-cautery ;
the

latter is preferred by Koelier, as there is less liability to

after-oozing. The after-treatment is most important; if

the operation be an extensive one, the external woimd
should not be closed. Kocher's endeavor is to avoid the

two great after-dangers of excision of the tongue, pneu-
monia and general septicicmia. To prevent the dis-

charge causing infection, the whole cavity of the mouth
and pharynx is plugged with carbolized sponges and

iodoform gauze. The
operation as first de-
scribed was per-
formed under the

spray. The patient
is fed by the rectum

parti}', but chiefly by
the throat with a

tube, twice a day,
when the dressings
are changed. Thus,
if all the minute di-

rections are enforced,
the wound remains

aseptic throughout,
and no food or dis-

charge from the
wound can possibly
enter the air pas-

sages. There is one thing that Kocher has not guarded
against, and that is vomiting; should the patient vomit,
as is so often the case after the administration of anajs-

thetics, the elaborate preparations against sep.sis may
come to naught.

In Kocher's hands this operation has been most suc-
cessful. He had one death in fourteen cases, eight re-

curred, one died a year afterward of pneumonia, one
lived fourteen months, two five years, and one six and a
half years.
With the modern methods of keeping the mouth asep-

tic, and performing all operations in the mouth with the

patient in the Trendelenburg position, tiachcotomy is

rendered unnecessary. There is no doubt that it adds to

the danger of the operation. The one death in Kocher's
series of cases was caused by hemorrhage from the trache-

otomy wound.
Billroth's modification of Regnoli's operation is very

simple and much to be preferred to the original oper-
ation. The longitudinal inci.sion is omitted and the

c\n"ved incision is carried farther outward on each side,

so that the Unguals may be ligatured before removal of

the tongue. It is a very suitable operation in those cases

in which the submaxillary fossa is involved in the dis-

ease.

The tongue can be removed by scissors.

Removal of t/ie Toiif/ue after Dhision of the Loirer J((W.—This operation was introduced by Siidillot, of Slras-

bnrg, and afterward practised by Syme, of Edinburgh.
It consists in making a vertical incision in the lower

lip, sawing through ihe inferior maxilla al the symphy-
sis, .separating the two sides of the jaw, and drawing out
tlie tongue and removing it by scissors, ecraseiir. or

knife. The divided iiortions of the jaw arc afterward
wired togetlier. 11 is a good plan to make the holes for
the sutures before dividing the jaw.
Von liungenbeck" lias ad viscj a lateral section of the

Fig. 4728.—Curved Line Below the Chin,
showing the Extent and Situation ot
Billroth's Incision.

jaw opposite the first molar lootli. The skin incision is

made from the angle of the mouth downward (see Fig.
47'3(i). Division ot the jaw adds to the danger of the

operation, and makes it more unpleasant for the patient.
Convalescence in these cases is usually prolonged. It is

seldom necessary to divide the jaw "in extirpating the

tongue, even when the disease is most extensive, for the
inliltrated glands in the floor of the mouth can be ca.sily
removed by one of the sutnnental operations, with less

danger anci greater comfort to the i>atient. In some
cases in which the disca.se has extended to the gums and
bone it.self, a ]ii)r(ion of the jaw may require resection.

It is often suflicicnt to remove the alveolar process only.
Occasionall\', after removal of the tongue ihrough the

mouth, it is found that the glands iu the submaxillary
region subseijuently become enlaiged, although appar-
ently healthy at the time of operation; then, if they ap-
pear movable and there is no recurrence of the disease in

the mouth, a special operation for their removal is advis-
able. If, on the other hand, the glands are fixed and the
tissues infiltrated, operation is of little avail. In cases
of carcinoma in which the glands and the sterno-mastoid
are first affected, operation is usually of little benefit.

Butlin^' recommends that after removing part or the

whole of the tongue, as the case demands, the surgeon
should wait three or four weeks, and then by a separate
operation remove the glands iu the cervical, submental,
and submaxillary regions. An incis.' jn is made along the
anterior bortler of the sterno-mastoid muscle, from the

mastoid to below the thyroid cartilage, and a second in-

cision from the symphysis mcnti to the first incision

about the level of the thyroid cartilage ; the flap is lifted

up from below and all the glands are removed, and then
the flap is replaced and sutured.
The following list of operations, taken from Barker's

article in "Holmes' System of Surgery
"

vol. ii., 1883,
will pi'ove of interest to the reader, and will serve to give
him some knowledge of the history and progress of tlie

operation of excision of the tongue.

Earliest Irregular Operatio.vs.

1. Pimperncne. Died 1058, was probalilythe first to excise the

tongue with success.
2. Marchctti, llitU. E.stirpated a cancer of the tongue by actual

cautery : probably the flrst recorded extirpation for this disease.
3. Val. Hfiffmann, 1892. Removed a tongue affected with macro-

glossia.
4. i?H|/8c)i, 1737. Excised tongue with knife.
.5. Mcmnnista, 1737. Cauterized with a hot Iron.
G. Hi:iMi-t\ 174.3. Gave the flrst methodical description of operative

treatment of cancer of the tongue.
7. liuxihirf, 17,54. Excised a true cancer of the tongue Willi knife.
8. tri((/i7-ic, 17.">6. W'as probably the flrst English surgeon Ui excise

a cancer of the tongue, using the knife, followed by cauteriza-
tion of the cut surface.

9. jCoMfo, 1759. Ligatured a fungus of the tongue, and in 1774 spoke
in favor of total excision for cancer.

Definitely Desig.ned Operations.

Liaaturc.

10. IiiiiUf. 1S03. Introduced ligature of the tongue from tlie mouth
for i-ancer. the cords being drawn wiUi iit'cdles tlin>ugh the

tongue and round the tumor. (Kdin. Mi<Ucal oitd Suiyical
Jimnial 18(ft. p. :«.)

11. Majtii; 1827. Split the tongue down the centre to apply ligature
U> the diseased half through th(? mouth.

12. Clnquct^ 1827. Also split the organ, but introduced the ligature
by suprahyoid incision and strangled the diseased half, iAr-
chives Gin., xii., 511.)

Wedge-shaped Excision.

13. r. J. Lanaoihicli, 1819. Introduced wedge-shaped excision ot
the liisea.sed part of the ti'ugue witli careful suture of resulting
naps. (

•'
Biblioth. f. Clin. u. Augenh.," l!d. 2, 487.)

Prdimiiiary Ligature of Ihe Litigiial.

14. Miraidl, 18.33. Inln'duied preliniinaiy ligature of lingual aiiery
to give a clear, biooilli>s Ih'lil for exicnsive incisions. He was
followed later by liinix and Koscr. {.Inliirm dcii., vi., 5, 63(1.)

Ecrasement.

15. ChnKsaiiPiae. 18.5-1. Introduced the c^craseur. employing Cloquet's
suprahyoid metliod ami ilellnlng it more exactly, i.r., using
puncture instead of incision. ("Traite do recnisem. lin.,

p. 31.)
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16. .Viil</fW<irj)f, IfVH. Iiiiroilvii'ert the pnlvanle i^craseur ISchmidVs
JdhihUeht}; Uil. HIT -"liii.i

17. Xunntkii. ItvW. imrudm-fcl the suprahyoid use of the ecra-seur

into England. Adopting C'liassiiiKuac's uiodiUeation. (3/f(/.

Tiini\i mill Gaz.. ISta.)

18. Giroiuird, IKi". Km|i|oyed clivnuipimcture with rods ol caustic.

(Archives Ghi., 1857.)

Division of the CItceh.

19. Jacflt'c, 1831. Was the (Irst t<i divide the cheek for free access to

the tonpue. (" I)e Extlr. Linpuse," 1831. )

20. Maisimiuuve. 18.W. Divided both cheeli.s from the angle of the

tnouth for .sajne juirptwe.
21. CoUi.i. 1SI17. Kelntroduced Jiu'ger's operation, using the ecraseur.

{Diih. Quart. Journ.. xllil., i8«7.)

Division of the Lower Jmv.

22. Roitr. Died ISIiti. Was tlie flrst to divide the lower Jaw and Up
in mid-line In order to piiin free access to the door of the mouth
and tongue. (Miiis(itini-n\e. 'I'hese. p. 146.)

23. SMillot. 1M4. Improv.-.l iliis iiuthod liv dividing the bone by a

serniteil cut. {.lioz. ./. ,< //m,.., 1M4. m.)
24. Sr;"if. 18,">7. Divided the jaw in mid-line and excised with knife.

(Lnnci(, 1858, vols. i. and li.)

25. ISiUnilh. 18tK. Divided the jaw and soft |>ans at the side in two

places, and turned down the tlaps of skin and bone so formed,

replacing and wiring the bone afterward. {Archiv f. klin.

Cliir.. IStS.)
26. B. von jAinficnhcck. 187.'). Divided the jaw and soft parts oppi>

site the llrst molar tooth on one side, in order to gain access to

the side of the mouth for removal of tongue, glands, and part
of palatal arch and t^msil.

InframajciHai-ii Oiieratioiis.

27. iJt?(;»o/(, 1838. oiwned the floor of the mouth from below by an
Incision from middle <if hyoid bone to chin, ending in another
semilunar Incision along the border of the jaw. The tongus
was di'awn through the ottening and excised. (Bull. Set. nieU.

Boloano. 18;i8.)

28. Czernii. 187U. • Modilled Kegnoli's procedure, forming lateral

flaps.
29. Billroth. 1871-76. Modifled it still further, extending both ends of

the curved incision much fai-ther backward, and omitting the
incision in mid-line. {Archiv f. klin. Chir., Bd. 16. Hft. 2.)

30. Kocliir. 1880. Introduced a method of opening the mouth from
behind and below the angle of the jaw to reach the base of the

tongue and remove it with all the lymphatic glands situated

there. (Deutsche Zeitschriftf. Chir., Bd. xiil.. 14»;, 1880.)

litsidts of the Operation.—The iniiiiediuti' results fol-

lowing excision of the tongue are fairlj- good, consider-

ing the severit}- of the operatiou. Whatever operation
for excision of ihe tongue is practised, the mortality in a

series of cases is about the same, so that the method of

operating seems to have less efTect on the result than the

after-treatment. Still, certain operationsare more favor-

atile than others as regards the recurrence of the disease,

and it is reasonable to suppose that when the disease is

most completely removed it is least likely to return.

Wliitehead in 139 operations had 20 deaths, or 14.3

per cent. Butlia " lias collected 333 cases of excision of

the tongue from the statistics of 4 operators, and finds

that there were 43 deaths due to the operation. Of 203

uncomplicated cases only 14 died. In 109 cases in which
there was either division of the lower jaw or excision

below the jaw, the mortality was 'ih. About twent}' per
cent, of patients live three or more 3'ears after operation.
With regard to the. fnquenfj/ of recurrence it maybe

said that recurrence is the rule. Barker^' has collected

170 cases in which the whole or part of the tongue was
extirp.'ited, tuid in only 17 cases was there nim-recurrence
after an interval of a year. According to the same author
the duration of the disease, in cases not ojierated on, was
11.7 months, and in those opeiated on 19 months, a clear

gain of 7.3 months. The longest period of freedom from
the disease after operation seen by tlie writer was 28
months. It is to be hoped, with the modern methods of

antisepsis which are now so universally inactised, that

the excision of the disease will be more complete, and
hence the period of freedom from recurrence prolonged,
and also the mortality after operations mucli decreased.

])iniiier.i of Krciition. —Formerly the danger most
dreaded during and after operations on the tongue was
hemorrhage, primary and secondary. Since the galvanic
ecraseiir lias been discarded, secondary hemorrhage is

mvicli less frequent, and both primary and secondary
hemorrliage is avoided by preliniiii.iry ligature of the

Unguals. This procedure is a very simple one when the

tongnc is removed by one of the submental operations,
as Billroth's, Kocher's, etc. Even should the lingnals not

be previously ligatured, there is usually little danger from

hemorrliage. owing to the facility with which a bleeding
vessel can be seized by the modern artery forceps.
The greatest danger connected with excision of the

tongue is without iloubt septic pneumonia, or other lung
affection, produced by direct infection from the fetid

discharges of the decomposing wound. In some cases
there is gangrene of a portion of the lung, or numbers of

small, foul, circumscribed abscesses ; in others a condition

of bronchopneumonia. Whatever affections of the lung
ensue after excision of the tongue or severe o]>erations
on the mouth and jaws, they are all due, either to the in-

halation of fetid gases from the .sloughing wound in the

mouth, or to discharges from the same source iiassing
down the trachea to the bronchi and lungs. In other

words, the lung affection is produced by direct infection

from a foul wound. Barker'"' has collected 53 cases of

death following operation; of these 30 were fatal from
some pulmonary affection ; 13 from sejitic alTections, in 6

of which no mention is made of the condition of the lungs;
and in the remaining 10. death was due to various causes,
as shock, collapse, aspln.xia, exhaustion, etc. The pas-

sage of blood intothe tracheaduriug operation is another
cause of lung affection, and, to avoid this, ana-sthesia

should not be too profound. Usually symptoms of

jmeumonia and bronchopneumonia appear soon after

the operation. The case may go on favorably for two or

three days, then there is a troublesome collection of ropy
mucus in the mouth and the wound becomes verv fetid,

cough is complained of, the temperature and pulse run

up, respirations are very rapid, and the patient becomes

cj'anosedand dies in a few days with s^vmptoms of pneu-
monia. The breath during all this period has been hor-

ribly fetid. The autopsy discloses acute congestion of

the trachea and bronchi, and in the lungs arc numerous
small foul-smelling abscesses with, in places, patches of

gangrene. Cases occur also in which the patient dies of

simple pneumonia threatening to become gangrenous.
Treatntetit after E.rchion.—The most important point

in the after-treatment is to preserve a condition of asep-
sis in the wound, for, as has been shown above, the

greatest danger is due to direct seiitic infection from the

woinid itself. Again, the swallowing of blood at the
time of operation, tainted with the foul discharges of the

cancerous ulcer, should be carefully giianled against I)}'

having tlie mouth thoroughly and fre(iuentl_y washed out
with some antiseptic solution, as Condy's fluid, carbolic

acid, etc., before operation, and, during operation, avoid-

ing a condition of too profoiuid anivsthesia. After oper-
ation the wound in the mouth shoidd be packed with

sticky iodoform gauze as recommended by ]5illrotli,

painted over with alcoholic solution of iodoform and
resin, or at least dusted with iodoform crystals. Bill-

roth, as alreadj' mentioned, had seventeen cases of exci-

sion without a death or even a serious symptom, owing
to the mouth being kept thoroughly aseptic by the pack-
ing with sticky iodoform gauze, which in a day or two
becomes incorjiorated with the wound. The writer has
found great dilliculty in keeping the gauze in the mouth
after the first day ; he has found that it becomes loose

and covered with mucus, and that the patient finds it

very troublesome. He has used with good results the

following paint, advocated by Weir, of New York, to

impregnate gauze: Iodoform, .'> parts; resin, 10 parts;
castor oil, G jiarts; and alcohol, 1.5 parts. When jiainted

on, the alcohol evaporates and leaves the resin and iodo-

form behind coating the surface of the wounds. This
should be painted on twice daily. The first three or four

days after oiieratiou the patient should be fed entirely

by the rectum, and occasionally allowed to rinse out his

mouth with water to allay thirst. After this, feeding
shcuild lie by the mouth through a tube introduced into

the (esophagus. A very good arrangement is a soft

catheter with a piece of rubber tubing attached to it,

and to this again is attached a glass funnel; by pouring
liiiuid food into the fiiimal the patient can be easily and
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comf(irtal)!y ft'ii. Slioiild any fa'toi!i]iiH'!irin tlic wound,
the mouth should be fi-iniucntly washed out with a sohi-

tion of Condy'sliuid, earbolie aeid, or eldorate of jjotash.

Wasliingout is inucli faeilitated if th<Te is a drainage tube

througli the ineision in tlie sidmiaxillary region.
Palliiitii'c Tvfatinent of Cdiiiu r uf the Tiiicjiic.

—-Tlie ob-

ject is to relieve pain and lessen f(etor and salivation.

To relieve pain, division of the lingual nerve is advised,
and also the administration of opium. Ptetor and
salivation may be controlled by frequent washings with
some antiseptic solution, as Condv's fluid or carbolic

acid, and afterward the dusting ou of iodofo.-mor salicylic
acid. IJIeeding, which so frequently terminates the

case, may be controlled by styptics, or by lint soaked in

tincture of the muriate of iron and kept continually
pres.sed against the bleeding points with forceps.
Should the bleeding be distinctly arterial, then ligature
of the lingual artery of that side is the only remedy.

Excision or t<trit<-tiiiH/ of the Lingual A'errc.—Division

of the liugnal nerve was first put in practice by Hilton •"
;

then Moore''- advised a more sinijile procedure than Hil-

ton's. This was to make an incision with a curved bis-

toury through the mucous membrane in a line from the

last molar tooth to the angle of the jaw. The simplest
method is as follows, and this method is suitable for

division, excision, or stretching. The writer has prac-
tised it and found no difficulty iu reaching the nerve.
The mouth should be opened with a suitable gag, then a

ligature is to be passed through the tongue near the tip,
and the tongue drawn out to the side opposite to that on
which it is desired to stretcli the nerve; this puts the
nerve on the stretch and it can be felt standing out as a
cord at the side of the tongue; a sharp liook is passed
under it, and then the nerve is e.\posed by a small inci-

sion, pulled out by a blunt hook, and excised or stretched
as the necessities of the case may indicate. Jlr. Clement
Lucas" was the first, as far as the writer's knowledge
goes, to put this plan iu practice.

Francis J. Sliepherd.
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TONICS.—Tonics are medicines that promote nutrition

anil thus increase the strength of the body when it is re-

duced. Tlie term tonic is derived from the (!reek word
toiwg, tension, and wtis apiilied to agents that restore

the normal strength, because it was supposed that they
specially increase the tone or tension of the contractile

tissues, that is, restore the constant, active, but weak.

involuntary contraction normally existing in all organs
containing such tissues. They were held to act either

directly upon the contractile tissues, or upon the nerves

by which they are innervated. This view is no longer
entertained, as it is evident that the tone or strength of
all organs and tissues depends ujioii the state of their

nutrition, any diminution of which becoming manifest ia

more or less weakness and loss of functional power.
For practical purposes all tonic medicines may be

divided into three classes; r/ustric ionirs. Hood tonics or

ha'inatinirs, and f/cneral tonics. Gastric tonics improve
the digestive process when it is enfeebled, thus enriching
the blood, aiitl supplying all the organs and tissues with
an abundance of nutritive material. Blood tonics, or

hainatinics, supply the blood with material in which it

is deficient, especitillj- increasing the number of red blood

corpuscles. General tonics increase the nutrition and

weight of the body by augmenting or otherwise modify-
ing the process of assimilation in the tissues.

Gastric Tonics.—-Some of the medicines that improve
the process of digestion when it is weak or imperfect,
act tlirectly upon the organs of digestion, enabling them
to perform their function moi'e powerfullj- ; others, how-
ever, have no direct influence upon the stomach and in-

testines, and act only upon the substances undergoing
digestion, hastening this process. The latter are distin-

guished from the fcjrmer by the term digestives.

Nearly all gastric tonics have au intensely bitter taste,

and act similarly tipon the digestive organs. Hence they
are called bitter tonics. Since they closely resemble one
another in action, it is unnecessary to consider them

separately, with the exception of the principal alkaloids

of cinchona and nux vomica, which are supposed to pro-
mote nutrition b_Y acting also upon other organs.
Bitter Tonics.—All bitter tonics increase the secre-

tion of saliva, and, soou after coming into contact with
the gastric mucous membrane, produce a feeling of hun-

ger. In consequence of the stronger appetite a larger

quantit}' of food is eaten. In cases of atonic dyspepsia
the digestion of the large meal is not attended by the

feeling of heaviness and discomfort, and other symptoms
which usually result from slow and imperfect digestion,

showing that the bitter tonics cause some decided im-

provement in the digestive process. This improvement,
however, follows only when the bitter tonics are given in

moderate doses; excessive doses, especially if frequently
repeated, soon causing symptoms of gastro-intestinal ca-

tarrh, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhaa.
In regaril to the mode of action of bitter tonics the fol-

lowing facts have been ascertained:
1. They increase the salivary secretion. The saliva

hastens the digestion of amylaceous food and stimulates
the gastric glands, and thus excites an abundant secre-

tion of gastric juice. It has been Jield that this suffi-

ciently accounts for their utility in cases of atonic dys-
pepsia (Leube).

2. They gently irritate the gastric mucous membrane,
and thus, it is suppo.sed, excite the feeling of hunger. As
the larger quantity of food consimied is digested more
easily and sjieedily in cases of dyspepsia, it may be as-

sumed that the secretion of gastric juice becomes aug-
mented, either directly by the moclerate irritation, or

indirectly by the greater relish of the food. It is sup-
|)oscd that in many cases of dyspejisia due to slight
catarrh of the stomaili. the moderate iiTitation gniduallj'
restores the normal circulation of the gastric mucous
membrane.

3. In experiments it has been found that bitter tonics
retard fermentation and putrefaction. The small doses

usually etl'ectual in atonic dyspepsia may doubtless ex-
ert some antiseptic intluence. but it is improbable that
their utility is chielly due to this action.

4. Cetrariii and calunibin, injected into the jtiirular
vehi of animals, cause a rise of the general blood press-
ure by exciting the vaso-motor centre (Koehler*. Hence
it has been supposed that jiossibly all bitter tonics may
to some extent act like digitiilis, which, in indigestion
dependent upon enfeebled heart action, improves the
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digestive process by causing tlie supply of arterial blood
to the stomach to be increaseil. But no clianiies of the

blood pressure have been observed after the a<lministra-

tiou of bitter tonics until a notable iniprovenieut of the

general nutrition of the body has risulled. It seems

probable, however, that the action of (juiuincand strych-
nine upon the digestive organs is in i)art due lo an im-

provement of the general circulation.

The bitter tonics display their therapeutic power most

markedly in atonic dyspepsia, tliut is, in cases of dyspep-
sia in which the slow and imperfect digestion results sole-

ly from weakness of the stomach. In such cases the

appetite is feeble, and the tongue clean or oulv thinly
coated, anil generally pale and llabby. Unless only very
digestible food be eaten, in moderate quantities, the

meals are soon followed by a feeling of weiglit in the

epigastrium, and often by fulness and eruetalions which
sometimes have a rancid taste. Hut decided [lain in the

region of the stomach, and thirst, fever, and vomiting
are absent.

The bitter tonics are also employed in d3-spepsia due
to chronic catarrh of the stomach ; generally small doses,
in slight or mild cases, soon cause a notable abatement
of the symptoms: but the}' generally aggravate severe

catarrh, and are decidedly injurious in ulcerative affec-

tions of the stomach. They shoulil therefore not be used
when there are present severe i)aiu and tenderness of the

epigastrium, a heavily coated tongue, and vomiting of

blood or large quantities of mucus.
As the bitter tonics improve general nutrition and

strength solely by their action upon the digestive organs,

they are useless in all forms of general or local debility
which arc not attended by enfeebled or disordered diges-
tion.

As a rule, the bitter tonics should be given a short,

time l)cfore meals, so that a keen appetite may set in as
soon as food is taken. Of the official preparations, the

tinctures are the most useful in atonic dyspepsia; gener-

ally the comjiound tincture of gentian, the compound
tincture of cinchona, the tincture of quassia, and the

tincture of calumba are sufficiently active in doses of

one-half to one drachm. The tincture of nux vomica is

effective in doses of live to ten drops, and even smaller

quantities sometimes in slight catarrh of tlie stomach.
If no other morbid state is present requiring active

remedies, the bitter tinctures luay be prescribed un-

diluted, the patient being told to take each dose in a
small quantity of water or sweetened water. Sometimes

they are ordered with a small (|uautity of syrup or with
an aromatic water to modify their taste. The following
fornud;B illustrate the us\ial modes of jirescribing in

atonic dysjiepsia: I^ Tinct. cinchon. comp., 3 iss. ;

syrupi, 3 ss. M. Sig. : A teaspoouful in water before

meals. § Tinct. gentian, comp., | iss.; syrup, aurau-

tii, 3 ss. M. Sig. : A teaspoouful in water before meals.

I^ Tinct. quassia', 3 iss. ; syrup, zingiberis. 3 ss. M.

Sig.: A teaspoouful before each meal. If Tr. nucis

vom., 3 i. ; aq. menth. pip., aq. deslill., a,'i 3 i. M.

Sig. : A teaspoouful before each meal.

Quinine.
—In dyspepsia due to weakness of the stom-

ach the salts of <piiinne seem to act in the .s;uno manner
as other bitter tonics. But they are more etlicient than
the latter when ilyspepsia is associated with malarial af-

fections, or is consequent upon pidmonary and cardiac

diseases. Probably this is due to tlie fact that, given in

moderate tonic doses, they somewhat increase the general
blood jiressure.
The opinion is prevalent that ([uinine may sustain the

strength of the body under circumstances contraindicat-

ing l)itter gastric tonics, such as prolonged fevers with
a high temperature. Very eonunoidy doses of two or

three grains are given three or four times daily, or even
more frequently, in typhoid fever, imeumonia. pleuritis,

and other similar diseases. Whether tins usi' of quinine
is ever benelicial is very doubtful, and there is reason to

suppose that in tyiihoid fever, especially if tlie quinine
be not given in acid .solution, it may increase the ten-

dency to hemorrhage and perforation.

As gastric tonics the salts of quinine should be given
in small doses, one-half to one grain, or at most two
grains, preferably in solution. R (Juin. sulph., gr.
.\vi.

; acid, hydrochl. dil., q.s. ;
tinct. cinchon. comp.,

.syrup, aurantii, aa 3 i. M. Sig.: A teaspoouful before
each meal. 1{ Quiiiina' hydrochl., gr. xvi. : glycerini,

3 ss. ; aq. menth. pip., 3 iss. il. Sig.: A teaspoouful
befoi-e meals.

Stryi-hninc.—Tlie salts of strychnine are frequently
employed as gastric tonics, and are very elllcicnt. They
are preferred to all other bitter medicines when feeble

digestion is associated with diseases of the resjiiratory
organs impairing the breathing process, such as phthisis,
chronic bronchitis, and emphysema. Doses of one-thir-
tieth grain often noiiibly ameliorate both dysjina'a and
dysjiepsia. In those diseases of the heart which are pro-
ductive of di.sorder of the general circulation, and of
slow and feeble digestion, strychnine also should be pre-
ferred to those bitter tonics which act solely on the di-

gestive organs. In cases of dyspepsia complicated with
habitual constipation, small doses of stiychnine some-
times restore normal intestinal peristalsis. As a gastric
tonic it should be given in solution or in powder. R
Strj-chu. sulph., gr. ss. ; aci<l. hydrochl. dil., 3 ss. ;

tinct. gentian, comp., syr. aurantii, ai\ 3 i. W. Sig.; A
teaspoouful before meals. V, Stryclin. sulph., gr. ss. ;

sacch. lactis, 3 i. M. Div. in partes a'quales xvi. Sig.:
One powder before each meal.

Alcohol.—As a tonic no substance is more beneficial

when properly used, or more detrimental when abused,
than alcohol. Taken in small quantities well diluted, as
contained in some alcoholic beverages, csiiecially light
wines and malt li(iuors, it is doubtless the most pleasant
and active remedy in cases of atonic dyspepsia. It was
observed from time immeinoiial that wine, taken very
moderately with meals, enables a weak stomach to digest
food more easily and speedily, and increases the general
vigor of the body. Hence the advice of St. Paul to

Timothy:
" Drink no longer water, but use a little wine

for thy stomach's sake, and often infirmities."

In experiments it has been found that alcohol, applied
in small quantity to the gastric mucous membrane, causes
a more copious secretion of gastric juice than any other
substance. Doubtless it is this action, a decided increase

of the secretion of gastric juice when wine is taken with
full meals, which augments the appetite and enables the

stomach easily to dispose of the larger quantity of food.

Taken in excessive (piantity alcohol retards digestion and
causes gastric catarrh. ThiselTcct alwaysresults if large

quantities are rapidly imbibed so as to produce decided
intoxication. It is frequently observed also in individ-

uals who habitually drink to excess, especially in those
who take ardent sjiirits before meals. Some persons,
however, who indulge excessively in beer or light wine,
do not exhibit any symptoms of gastric disorder.

In cases of atonic dyspepsia only light wine or malt

liquor should be recommended for prolonged u.se, as the

danger of excessive indulgence and hence injury to the

stomach is much greater from ardent spirits. If it be-

come necessary to u.se whiskey or other strong alcoholic,

the patient should be warned against taking it un<liluted

before meals.
Alcohol is sujierior to other gastric tonics not only

because it is more agreeable, but liecause it exerts a more
favorable intlucnce on general nutrition. It is now well
established that alcoliol is nearly coniplclely consumed in

the bculy, and that in undergoing oxidation it yields heat
and other force, and thus behaves in the .same manner as

other non nitrogenous food. Robust persons with strong

digestive organs, who easily dispose of sutlicient food to

maintain jierfect nutrition, do not re()uire alcohol as a
nutrient ; but those who naturally have a weak stomach
and "often infirmities," are decidedly benefited by mode-
rate (|uantities.

Alcohol displays its greatest utility in diseases so

profoundly disordering the digestive organs that littU' or

no ordinary food can be digested. In typhoid fever it is

often the means of saving life. As it requires "i diges-
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tion ami is ((uickly absorlx'tl, it iimy be given wlicn no

gastric juicp is secreted. In <'lininic wasting diseases in

wliicli tlie digestive juocess gradually becomes more and
more enfeebled, alcohol is capable of maintaining for a

long time a fair state of the general nutrition.

The quantity of alcohol to be taken for therapeutic

purposes varies with the nature of tlie disease. In atonic

dyspepsia a few ounces of win*' with the principal meal
often suffice. JIaiiy persons having a weak slomach jire-

fer to take a small quantitj-of winew ilh a little bread or

other light food between the ordinary meals. Thus they
eat more frequently, but never overload the stomach.

In febrile diseases, when little or no ordinary food can
be digested, alcohol should be adnnnistered, like other

medicines, at regular inlervals. The quantity to be

given will depend ehieflj- upon the temperature and geu-
eial condition of the jiatient. If the temperature is very
high and ordinary food cannot be digested, more will be

required than when the temperature is less elevated and
the digestive power is somewhat better preserved. So,

too, more is usually required when the patient is very
weak than when he is in a fair state of strength. Whis-

key or other form of spirits should always be diluted

before administration.
In all cases in which patients seem to require the pro-

longed use of alcohol in any form, and its recommenda-
tion is deemed advisable, they should be informed that

its excessive use will surely produce serious pathological

changes, and that
"

1 gm. of absolute alcohol per kilogram
(two pounds) of body weight is the average limit per
diem that cannot safely be exceeded." (See article on

Alcohol.)
'

JJiyeitiecs.-
—

Digestives are medicines that act directly

npon the food in the digestive organs, causing it to di-

gest more rapidly and perfectly. They are used when
the stomach is unable to secrete a sufficient quantity of

gastric juice, or when the juice secreted has an abnormal

composition. The digestive power of the gastric juice

depends upon the presence of hydrochloric acid and pep-
sin. If either one of these be dcticient, digestion may
become tardy and imperfect, and the symptoms of dys-
pepsia supervene. Recently cases have been reported in

which digestion seemed perfect, altliough no trace of

free hydrochloric acid coidd be detected in the gastric
contents. In other cases prolonged superacidity was
found witlKrat any notable gastric disorder.

I/ytlrocIiloric acid is sometimes secreted in insufficient

quantity in cases of atonic dyspepsia. Usually the bit-

ter tonics, especially the preparations containing alcohol,

€xcite a more abundant secretion, and hence suffice to

allay the symptoms of defective digestion. But some-
times the symptoms persist notwithstanding their proper
and continued use. AVhen this is the case, recourse
should be had to liydrochloric acid, which is generally
followed by rapid improvement.

It is best, as a rule, to administer the acid soon after

meals, and, if necessary, to repeat the dose once or twice
at intervals of two hours.

Some writers hold that in cases of dyspepsia in which
acid eructations frequently occur, the acid should be

^iven before meals, as by its astringent action upon the

gastric mucous membrane it will tend to diminish the

excessive secretion of acid. Tlie presence of an excess
of acid in the stomach during the digestive process is

usually due to fermentation which gives rise to abnormal

acids; generally the administration of hydrochloric acid

after meals prevents such fermentation. Slioidd. how-
ever, this method of administration fail to give relief, the

aciil may lie given before meals, as, of course, it is not

iaipiisslble tliat an excess of it may be secreted.

The dose of the official diluti' hydrochloric acid may
vary from ten to thirty drops. It shiiuld be diluted willi

several ounces of water, and may be given in mixture
with a bitter tincture and a small (piantity of syrup. R
Acid, hydrochlor. dil., 3ij.: tinct. gentian, comp.,
syrup, aurant., aii 3 i. ; aq. destill., q.s. ad ; vi. M.

Sig.: A tablespoonful after meals.

Pepsin, like hydrochloric acid, is essential for normal di-

gestion. But, inasmuch as it is a ferment, a small amount
may suffice to digest very large quantities of albumen if

there be constantly present a sufficient quantity of acid.
As a digestive it is indicated when the stomach is unable to
secrete a sufficient amount; but it is impossible to state
when this is the case. The contents of the stomach of
dyspeptic patients, removed at various intervals after
meals, were rarely found to digest fibrin more rapidly
after the addition of pepsin, while this almost invariably
took place after the addition of hydrochloric acid (Leube).
So, also, the contents of the .stomach of typhoid-fever
liatients, while constantly found destitute of "hydrochloric
acid, alwaysseemed to contain a sufficient amount of pep-
sin (Gluzinski). Hence, in cases of dyspcjjsia, if hydro-
chloric acid, properly given, have failed to improve
digestion, pepsin may be used together with the acid.
The dose of pepsin is about ten grains, and is adminis-
tered soon after meals. The official solution of pepsin,
containing some hydrochloric acid, is given in doses of
half an ounce.

Extnirt of malt, when properly prepared, contains a
small quantity of diastase, and hence may promote the

digestion of amylaceous food. For this purpose it may
be taken with the meals, in quantities of one to four

drachms, either alone or mixed with milk, bouillon, or
wine. It has been recommended as a nutrient in wasting
diseases, but should not be employed unless it is not pos-
sible to administer more useful s I'jstances.

Pancrcatin has been reconunended in cases of imperfect
intestinal digestion. It is doubtful whether it can pass
through the stomach without losing its activity. In
some cases of dyspepsia it has been found to give relief

when administered together with a little soda about two
hours after meals.

Papain, a ferment obtained from the juice of carica

papaya, digests fibrin and albumen more readily than

pepsin does, and has therefore been recommended in dys-
pepsia in doses of five to ten grains.

il.EMATixics.—This term is applied to medicines that
increase the coloring matter of the blood, the ha>moglo-
bin. The most important of these are the preparations
of iron or the

Ghalyheates.
—Iron is an efficient remedy in most forms

of anfemia. Usually the symptoms due to the defective
state of the blood gradually vanish when it is properly
administered for some weeks; the integuments lose their

waxy pallor and resume a healthy glow ; the pulse again
becomes full and forcible; the vertigo and headache
cease; and the languor aud depression give way to the
normal strength and vigor. This remarkable action was
observed long before it was known that iron is a com-
ponent of the ha>moglobin of the red blood corpuscles.
Since it has been ascertained that a diminution of the

coloring matter of the blood indicates a dcficienc}' of

iron, it has been held that chalybeates cure anaemia by
supplying material necessary for the rapid regeneration
of tlie red blood corpuscles.

It is generally supposed that the preparations of iron

produce little or no effect in healthy persons, if given in

such forms as not to cause serious gastric disorder. But
careful observations recently made (see Therapeutische
Monatshiftc, Bd. ii.. p. 11, 1888) show that even minute
doses of chloride of iron, repeated day after day for

several weeks, may induce notable disorder of the stom-
ach, accelerate the heart'saction, and cause severe attacks
of <lyspn<ea, a feeling of general heat, occasional flushing
of the face, itching of the skin, acneiform eruptions, and
slight conjunctivitis.

In ana'iuia, if the cause of the defective state of the

blood be irremeiliable, iron fails to produce any marked
or permanent increase of the red blood corpu.scles.
Hi'uce its use in <lirc>nic wasting diseases and in organic
alfeetioiis is generally futile. Its utility is most striking-

ly manifested in chlorosis; often a steady increase of the

h.-emoglobin frinn day to day is observed, and in a few-

weeks the blood again contains the normal number of red

blood corpuscles. It is also very efficient. tho\igh usu-

all}' less essential, in the ana'inia remaining after severe
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acute diseases and after liemorrhages ; but is almost

powerless iu peruieious or idiopathic aiiipmia.

Id all cases of uiucmia it is essential for success in

tlie use of iron that all the circumstances intluencinir

nutrition be favorable; that the patient have a plain
nutritious diet, that he take a sutlicient amount of

bodily exercise, that he spend a considerable part of

each day in the open air, and that he be regular in all

his habits.

Iron is contndndicated as a ha'matinic when the tem-

perature is abnormally elevated, when there is present an

organic disease of the stomach, or any atreetiou of the

lungs attended with congestion of the pulmonary circu-

lation.

The oflicial i)reparations of iron are excessively nu-

merou.s. and young practitioners are often in doubt as

to the most ellicieut ones. When the object is simjily to

hasten the regeneration of I he red blood corpuscles, it is

immaterial which preparations are selected, as all, if

given in such doses and forms as not to disorder the di-

gestive organs, act eciually well.

The dose should be small, even of those preparations
which have little local action. The quantity of iron con-

tained in the food daily consumed by a vigorous person
is about one giain; it is doubtful whether a much larger

quantity can be assimilated when iron is given as a medi-
cine. It may be observed, even when small doses are

given, that the greater part is not absorbed and is voided
with the f;e'ces.

The preparations most frequently used are reduced
iron, ssiccharated carbonate, mass of carbonate, citrate,

pyrophosphate, iodide, and tincture of the chloride.

Reduceil iron is given in doses of one to two grains,

generally in pill or powder. ^ Ferri reducti, .5.0 (gr.

Ixxv.); pidv. rad. altha\T, 4.0 (3 i.); gelatin., q.s. ut
ft. pil. No. 90. Sig. : At first one and gradually two or
three pills three times daily. If properly prepared these

pills are soft, and hence well borne by the stomach

(Leube). 1^ Ferri reducti, gr. xij. ; saccll. albi, 3 i. ; ol.

menth. pip., gtt. ij. M. Div. in part, sequal. xij. Sig. :

One powder after each meal.
Saccharated carbonate of iron is given in doses of from

five to ten grains. In cases of atonic dyspepsia with
ana'uiia, it may be given together with quinine as fol-

lows: IJ Ferri carb. sacch., 3 i- : quin. sulph. gr. xij.

M. Div. in part. a;q. No. xij. Sig. : One powder after

each meal. It may also be administered iu the form of

an effervescent draught as follows: I{ Ferri carb. sacch.,

sodii bicarb., aa 3 iv. M. Div. in part, icqual. viij.

Sig.: No. 1. IJ Acid, tartarici, 3 ij. ; sacch. albi, 3ij.;
01. linionis, gtt. ij. 51. Sig. No. 2. Dissolve one

powtler of No. 1 in some water, add one powder of No.
2, and drink while effervescing.
Mass of carbonate of iron is given in pill. It is fre-

quently ordered together with quinine as follows: R
Quin. sulph., gr. x.

;
mass, ferri carb., 3 ij. M. Ft. pil.

No. XX. Sig. : One or two pills after meals.

Citrate of iron is usually ordered in solution, and some-
times in powders and pills. The bitter wine 'of iron is

an excellent preparation in atonic dyspepsia audaua-mia,
given in doses of one or two teaspoonfuls after meals.

Pyro])hosphate of iron is given like the citrate, iu doses
of five to ten grains after meals, usually in solution.

The syrup of the phosphates of iron, quinine, and

Strychnine is freipiently employed iu atonic dyspepsia
and ana>mia, iu doses of one or two teaspoonfuls.
The tincture of chloride of iron contains about five per

cent, of metallic iron. It is given in cases requiring an

astringent preparation, in doses of ten to thirty drops,

largely diluted. Glycerin modifies its taste very marked-

ly. !R Tinct. ferri chlor., 3 ij.; glycerin!, 3 xiv. M.
Sig. : A teaspoonful in a wiueglassful of water after
meals.

Gf;.nek.\l Tonics.—Some general tonics act chiefly as

nutrients, gradually increasing the weight of the body,
and invigorating all the organs by supplying needed
material : others seem to exert a stimulating or modi-

fying action upon the tissues, iu conscqueucc of which
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they assimilate the nutritive material of the blood more
rapidly.

Oni-Urer Oil.—In chronic wasting diseases and in va-
rious kinds of malnutrition, coil liver oil displays remark-
able power. Usually it improves the appetite, invigor-
ates the digestive organs, augments the number of "red
blood corpu.scles, and increases the body weight.

Besides the ordinary constituents of oil, it contains free

fatty acids, the quantity varying with the kind of oil.

According to a recent analysis, the quantity of free oleic

acid in the pale variety of oil varies from 0.18 to 0.71 per
cent., and in the<lark variety from 2. .54 to 5.07 per cent.

Cod-liver oil contains also traces of iodine, bromine,
chlorine, jihosphorus, sulphur, ammonia, and trimethyl-
amiu. and the dark variety, biliary matter.
The superior digestibility of cod-liver oil has recently

been satisfactorily explained (Buchheim, 1874). It had
long been observed that this oil diffuses itself through ani-

mal membranes more rapidly than do other oils. As the

presence of bile greatly increases the diffusibility of other
oils, aud the early analyses of cod-liver oil had shown the

presence of bile in it, the remarkable digestibility of the
oil was attributed to the biliary matter. But Buchheim
showed that the pale oil contains no bile, and that its

digestibility is solely due to the free fatty acids. The
modifying influence of the fatty acids cau be readily ob-
served by placing a small amount of dilute solution of
soda (3 to 1,000) iu a test tube and adding a few drops of
cod-liver oil. In a very short time the mixture becomes
milky, the >mion between the soda and the fatty acids

completeh' emulsifying the oil.

It is well known that all fats and oils, before they can
be absorbed, must undergo a similar process in the small
intestine. This is accomplished chiefly through the in-

fluence of the pancreatic juice, which contains a peculiar
ferment having the power to decompose fats into gly-
cerin and free fatty acids. The free fatty acids, coming
into contact with the alkali present in the intestinal

juices are quickly saponified and thus enabled to emul-

sify any undecomposed fat.

Cod-liver oil, containing free fatty acids, becomes
emulsified more readily than other fats in the alkaline
intestinal juice; hence many persons, who are soon dis-

ordered by other fats, perhaps from defective secretion
of pancreatic juice, readily digest cod-liver oil.

Perhaps the utility of cod-liver oil is not fully ex-

plained by its great digestibility ; it may after absorption
ditfer in action from other fats. It is said to have been
observed iu horses that the fat laid on from corn is toler-

ably permanent, while that produced by feeding on grass
is soft and quickly disappears when the animal is put to
work (Brunton). Possibly cod-liver oil is so useful in

some wasting diseases bj' promoting the growth of cells

more rapidly than do other fats and oils. It certainly, in

many cases of aua'mia, rivals iron in the rapiditj' with
which it causes an increase in the number of red blood

corpuscles.
Cod-liver oil is indicated in all chronic diseases attended

by anannia and emaciation. It has been found, by the
most careful observers, to be the best means of sustaining
and increasing nutrition iu chronic pulmonary affections,

especially phthisis and chronic bronchitis. Often, soon
after its use is begun, the symptoms of jdithisis greatly
abate, and in some cases, when little jiulmonary tissue is

invaded and injured, a complete cure results. It is also

successfully employed in debility of the nervous system
resulting from prolonged overwork, and in hysteria and

neuralgia. Usually it is strikingly beneficial in diseases
of the bones, rickets, chronic rheumatism, and tertiary

syphilis; in malnutrition of the heart with defective gen-
eral circulation, and in .scrofulous affections of the glands,
mucous membranes, skin, and bones.

The dose of the oil should at first be small, about a

teaspoonful. As soon as the stomach has become accus-

tomed to it, and eructations having the taste of the oil

have ceased, the (piantity should be rapidly increased to
one or two tables]ioonfnls three times da'iy. Children

rarelj' require more than a dessertspoonful. As the
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alkaline intestinal juices are nuisl abundantly secreted

after meals, the oil should be taken a little while after

eating. As a rule, the various means used todisgui.sc its

taste, except [lerliaps alcoholics, soon become repulsive.
Children, and many adults, .soon become accustomed to

its taste, and often take it with a relish.

Lipiinin.
—This term has recently been applied b)' J.

von Mering, of Strasburg (see Tlierajiciitixche Monatshefte,
Bd. ii., p. 49). to a substitute for cod-liver oil, consisting
of pure olive oil and si.\ per cent, of oleic acid. Like
cod-liver oil, it speedily emulsifies in weak solutions of

soda. It has an agreeable taste, and hence is readily
taken even by fastiilious patients. In numerous cases it

was found to agree well with the slomaeli, eveu during
the summer months, and in no instance did it cause nau-

sea, vomiting, or diarrhoea. Given to adults in doses of

from two to six tablespoonfuls daily, it notably increased

the general strength and the body weight. J. von ]\Ier-

ing concluded, after observing its action in numerous

patients, that it is well adapted to all affections in which
cod-liver oil is successfully used, and especially to cases

in which a deficiency of pancreatic juice and bile in the

small intestine renders the absorption of ordinary fats

difficult or impossible.

Probably otlier oils, to which oleic acid has been added,
such as cotton-seed oil, will be found to be equally diges-
tible and useful.

Arsenic.—Arsenious acid and Fowler's solution, given
in minute doses in cases of impaired general nutrition,

slo'niy increase the body weight and the pow'er of all the

functions. Under their prolonged use, diseases due to

malnutrition, especially those of the skin, nervous sys-
tem, lungs, and stomach, generally improve, and some-
times completely subside.

Even in the healthy state of the body, arsenic may in-

crease nutrition. Thus Kopp. who had been experiment-
ing with arsenic and could not entirely prevent its access

to his organism, in two months gained twent_v pounds in

weight. It is now well established that in Stj'ria some
peasants have the habit of consuming arsenic at regular
intervals for the purpose of increasing their powers of

endurance. In numerous careful experiments upon ani-

mals, Gies [Arch. f. exper. Pnthu. Plutrm., Bd. viii., p.

175) found that arsenious acid greatly' promoted nutrition

and decidedly increased the weight of the animals, and

especially hastened the growth of osseous tissue.

In doses but little larger than those which promote
nutrition, arsenic may cause incipient symptoms of poi-

soning—thirst, nausea, pain in the epigastrium, headache,

sleeplessness, fever, conjunctivitis, and u'dema of the

eyelids. Usually these symptoms quickly subside when
the use of arsenic is discontinued.
Arsenic is employed in numerous diseases due to mal-

nutrition—the early stage of phthisis, chronic diseases of

the skin, irritability of the stomach from catarrh, ulcer,
or cancer, chorea, and in various forms of neuralgia. In

malarial affections it is often used successfully, even
when cpiinine fails, especially in the anomalous forms
known as masked ague. According to late reports, it

has proved more useful in idiopathic or pernicious anae-

mia than iron, cod-liver oil, and other remedies which
augment the nunilier of red blood corpuscles.
As a rule, the dose of arsenious acid should at first be

minute; if necessary it may be gradually increased until

the pathological condition for which it is given has im-

proved, or until the incipient symptoms of its poisonous
action become manifest. As soon as any of these take

place, especially gastric irritation or conjunctivitis, the

dose should be diminished or discontinued. In some
cases, especially diseases of the skin, small doses should
be given for .some time after the sym|)toms of disease

have disaiipcared, in order to i)rev(iit their recurrence.
The minute dose of one-tiff ieth grain of arsenious acid,
or two drops of Fowler's solution, given after each meal,
will usually produce a notable elTecl upon the general
nutrition in one or two months. Piudence requires that

Fowler's solution be ordered in a diUite form. V, Liq.

potassii arsen.,
"

sa. ; aq. menlh. pip.. iu\. destil., ail J i.

M. Sig. : A teaspoonful after meals. ^ Liq. potassii
arsen., j ss. ; tinct. gentian, comp., | iss.

; syr. aurant.,

3 ss. M. Sig. : A teaspoonful after meals.

Pliosplionm.— In minute doses phos|ihorus markedly
promotes the growth of os.seous tissue. In larger doses
it augments the iutersfitial tissue of the stomach and
liver, and induces chronic inflammation of these organs
witfi atrophy of the secreting cells. Poisonous doses

rapidly cause fatty degeneration of the stomach, pan-
creas, liver, kidneys, lii'art, nuiscles, and blood-vessels.
As it forms a chemical component of nervous tissue, it

has been supposed to Ije specially useful as a nutrient for
the nervous system ; but nothing indicat ing such action
has been observed after the prolonged administration
of minute doses, except that functional nervous diseases
sometimes improve during its use.

Phosphorus is indicated in diseases of the bones re((uir-

ing a more rapid or perfect growth of osseous ti.ssue, such
as osteomalacia, rickets, and insufficient o.ssificafiou after
fractures. It has been recommended also in various dis-

eases of the nervous system, and seems sometimes to-

have been successful inthoseof a functional nature, such
as neuralgia, nervous debility, incipient dementia, and
impotence. It has been used with alleged success in ob-
stinate skin diseases, and in leucocytha-mia.
The dose of phosphorus ranges from gr. yj ^ to gr. ^

In rickets a daily dose of gr. ylj was found sufficient.

In neuralgia and otlier fiuictional creases of the nervous

system, some practitioners have succeeded with doses of

gr. -f J^jj
to gr. ^'jf given thrice daily. As much as gr. ^

every four hours for twenty-four hours has been given
in severe neuralgia.
The official pj/iosplinnited oil, containing one per cent,

of phosphorus, and the pills of phospliorus, each contain-

ing gr. yjj, are convenient forms for administration.

IJ Olei phosphorati. Ttf, xvi.-xxxvi. ; mist. amygdaUe, §

ij.: ol. gaultheria', gtt. viij. M. Sig.: A teaspoonful
one hour after meals.

Plwsphide of zinc contains one-fourth its weight of

phosphorus and is given in pill, in doses of gr. 4-^ to gr. \.

Mercury.—Until recently it was supposed that mercury
in minute as well as in large doses, given for some time,

always exerts a deleterious influence on the general nutri-

tion. In 18(i9 Liegeois reported that he had observed
that subcutaneous injections of minute doses <if corrosive
sublimate had increased the body weight of healthy men.
Bennet(lM74) found tliat small doses increased theweight
of dogs. Kej'cs (l.STO) carefully investigated the effect

of small doses of mercury upon the red blood corpuscles
and the general n\itrition, and concluded that mercury
acts as a tonic upon persons in fair liealth and not syphi-
litic, increasing the number of red blood coriiuscles and
the body weight. Schlesinger (1881), who made luinier-

ous careful experiments upon rabbits and dogs, fully
confirmed the facts found by the above-mentioned ob-
servers.

Although no physician will be inclined to use mercury
as a tonic in ordinary forms of emaciation and debility,

yet it seems rational to employ it when the low state of
nutrition occui's in persons who jirescnt symptoms of

syphilis. According to Keyes ("Venereal Diseases," p.

119, New York, 1880), tonic doses may be continued

steadily during several years without injury to tlie pa-
tient. Sim III I yieiiex.

TONSILS, THE.—(Faueial tonsils. AmygdaUe. Ton-
silUe.) (Tonsils of Lusehka. Lymphoid or adenoid tis-

sue at vaidt of pharynx.) (Tonsils of the Tongue.
Lymphoid tissue at base of tongue.)
These organs are essentially collections of lymphoid

tissue, ditb'ring in location and somewhat in aiijiearance
and function, but comiiosed largely of the same elemrnts.

They are so siluated as to form an interrupted circle ex-

tending completely around the jiharynx. In the normal
condition their presence is lianlly perceptible.

Pathologically, while each may lie affected by diseases

peculiar to itself, there are many conditions from which
all mav suffer alike, since their histological structure is
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identical. It will be couvciiiciit, tlierefore, to study io

oue of them the minute auaioiny and the patliological
conditions common to tliem all, tlius avoidinu; unneces-

sary repetition. The one most availalile for this i)urpose
is the faucial tonsil.

I. FAUCIAL TONSILS.

Generai, An.\to.my.—The faucial tonsils are two glan-
dular organs situated one on each side of the fauces,

and between the anterior and posterior |>illars of the soft

palate. They con-

^ sist essentially of

reduplications,
more or less ex-

ten.sive, of the

oral mucous mem-
bra n e , in which
are enclosed an
!il)undant deposit
o f adenoid or

lyiu]ilioid ele-

ments, the whole

organ having an

identity and a spe-
cial function of its

own. The gross
structure of the

tonsil vai'ies. Its

usual shape is

Fig. 4729.—Tlie Tonsils. 1, Hard palate; 2,
ovoid, and it more

nvula: 3, 4, anterior pillars ; 5, (i, posterior or less completely
pillars; 7,8, tonsils. fills the triangu-

lar space between
the anterior and posterior pillars of the palate. Its base

is generally defined clearly, and corresponds with the

greatest anteropostciior diameter of the tonsil. Its

average vertical diameter is 20 mm., and its trans-

verse diameter is 13 nun. Often a collection of lym-
phoid tissue lies below the tonsil, and sometimes above
it, lai'ge enough to look like a small additional tonsil.

Sometimes it extends as a narrow but slightly elevated

strip far lower down in the pharynx than the usual limit.

The gland is sometimes divided "by a deep sulcus running
across its antero-posterior diameter, generally above the

centre, and thus separating it apparently into two dis-

tinct lobes. A supcruumerar}' tonsil, the ttinsilla aeces-

sariii, has been ilescribed.

In early infancy it is sometimes impossible to demon-
strate the pi'esence of the tonsil, or, in fact, of the lym-
phoid ring, at all, while in other cases all of the elements
of the latter have been found in a condition of marked

hyperti'ophy soon after liirth. Its peiiod of greatest ac-

tivity is just before pubeity. It tends to atrojjhy with
old age.
The surface of the tonsil is perforated by a varying

number of depressions, slit-like or circular, the common
oritiees of the system of cavities which it contains. If

the tonsil of the rabbit be considered as a single lingual
follicular gland, we have in man a midtiplication of this

to the number of from eight to eighteen, the interval be-

tween any two adjacent glands forming a laciuia tonsil-

laris, crypt, or one of the system of cavities mentioned
above. Many of them are spacious in extent, and they
often penetrate deeply into the substance of the gland,
sometimes almost reaching to its hilum. Often there aie

foun<l in th(! interior of the tonsil single larger cavities,
each of which includes several follicular foldsand secures
their common discharge at the periphery. The crypts
of largest size and gi-eatest depth aie, as a rule, found in

the middle part of the tonsil. By reason of this arrange-
ment of tiie crypts the surface of the tonsil is thrown
into numerous and extensive folds, and an extraordinary
iiicreasi' in the superficial extent of the gland isobtained.
The crypts genei"ally are filled more or less with a yel-
lowish substance, composed of fat molecules, loosened

pavement epithelium, lymph corpusch'S, small molecu-
lar granules, and cliolesterin crystals. Opening into the

supratonsillar fossa, the triangular space at the top of

the tonsil, are often numerous crypts, sometimes of

large size. They are apt to be the exciting cause of
acute or chronic inllanunatory conditions of the tonsils,
or of the jiarts iu tlieir vicinity, and they constitute an

important feature of the anatomy of the part. In all ex-

aminations of the pharynx the supratonsillar fossa
should be carefully studied.

In its minute anatomy the tonsil is for the most part
like other so-called lymphoid glands. In common with
the rest of the oral cavity it is invested with a thick cov-

ering of pavement epithelium. Proceeding from with-
out inwai'd, tlie surface epithelium is scaly, each cell

having a tlattencd, circular nucleus. Beneath this the
cells and their nuclei become less fiat tened. Still lower
aie found several layers of polyhedral cells, which have

spherical nuclei and are connected together by intercel-

lular cement substance. Among them are a certain

number of prickle cells. The whole rests upon a single

layer of columnar epithelial cells with oval nuclei, and
is furnished abundantly with simple papilla?. Under the

epithelium is a delicate endothelioid basement membrane.
Following this is a tolerably compact mucosa formed of

interlacing bands of fibrous connective tissue and con-

taining many connective-tissue corpuscles. In the nor-

mal adult tonsil this structure is so delicate that sometimes
it is hardly recognizable. In chronic disease of the gland
it may become enormously increased. From it bands of

connective tissue extend centrally into the larger tonsil-

lary folds, and the whole forms essentially both an enclos-

ure and a framework for the adenoid tissue or proper
substance of the gland, as well as a nidus for its vessels.

The lymphoid tissue consists of a dense meshwork of

fine, homogeneous fibrils which contains, besides occa-
sional endothelioid connective-tissue cells, a large num-
ber of lymph corpuscles. These are small, round cells,

each of which has a distinct spherical nucleus sunounded
by a very thin covering of cell protoplasm. Near the
coi'tex the lymph corpuscles are collected by means of

delicate septa given off fiom the inner stratum of the

capsule into a single row of oval mas.ses called lymph
follicles. Throughout the rest of the gland the lymph
cells are diffused without any particular arrangement.
Occasionally they extend so near the periphery as to

penetrate the mucosa and encroach upon the epithelia;

layers. This is particularly the case in the interior of the

crypts, where the epithelial layer is, as a rule, either

wanting altogether or to be found only in occasional

patches and in modified form, and where its thickness
tends to decrease as the bottom of the lacuna is ap-
proached. In other

words, the epithe-
lial and subepithe-
lial layers, thick at

the periphei'V, lie-

come rapidly more
delicate the deeper
we trace them down
the crypt wall, un-

til, toward the
lowest depth of the

lacuna, the}' gener-

ally disappear. The
tonsil is supplied
abundantly w i t h

racemose mucous

glands.
The arteries

which supply the

tonsil are larger and
m ore a b u n d a n t

toward its lower

part. They accom-

pany the connec-
tive-tissue sheath and its septa, give off a branch to each

follicle and to the papilhe of the mucous nu'mbrane, and
divide into a network of capillaries which unite to form
one or more veins.

Fic. 47;30.—Section of Normiil Tonsil.
(Morell M.^^kuIlzip. ) A, Hiliun: B,
mucouspiiinii ; C". cpitlielial covering: /),

lyniptialic follicles; E, stroma.
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A lymph siuus, in open eoniU'Ction witli a notwoik of

lympliatic vessels of the ueighboring tissue, surrouiuls

each follicle over more or less of its circvimference, siiul

sends prolongations outward.
The minute distribution of the nerves is not definitely

known. Fibres from the sympathetic tindoubtedly are

supplied to the tonsil.

From its peculiar position with regard to important
adjacent parts, and by reason of the frecpiency with
which operative interference is called for in the treatment
of pathological conditions to which it is liable, the surgi-
cal anatomy of the faucial tonsil is of the utmost
interest.

The average interval between the free borders of both
tonsils has been estimated to be 2..') cm. (1 incli), so that,

when the mouth is closed, the inner aspect of the tonsil

touches the tongue.
In cases of normal size the tonsil extends but slightly,

if at all, beyond the anterior palatine arch, which is

formed by a projection of the palato-glossus muscle, and
not at ail beyond the posterior pillar, formed bj' the

palato-pharyugeus. With both of these muscles it has
fibrous attachments. A loose submucous cellular tissue

e.xtentls from the anterior and posterior jialatine arches
toward the pharyngeal side of the tonsil, which facili-

tates infiltrations and the formation of abscesses, jiarticu-

larly in the anterior arch. Small bundles of muscular
fibres, apparently independent, are to be found in the

connective tissue of the external side of the tonsil which

corresponds with the hilum. This side is also siu-rounded

by fibres from the superior constrictor of the pharynx.
Its outer aspect, moreover, is directed toward the internal

pterygoid, from which it is separated by the above-men-
tioned muscular fibres, by the bucco-pharyugeal fascia,
and by a thin layer of fat.

The relations of the tonsil with the internal carotid ar-

tery are not so intimate as is commonly supposed. Both
carotids are behind it, the internal carotid a little over
half an inch and the external carotid three-quarters of

an inch distant from its lateral edge. The supply of

blood convolved to the tonsils is, if the size of these bodies
be considered, remarkably large. They are nourished

by the tonsillar and palatine branches of the facial artery,
and by liranches from the descending palatine, and from
the ascending pharyngeal and dorsalis lingua'.
The ascending pharyngeal is often anomalous, for it

not only varies greatly in its place of origin from the

carotid, springing occasionally from the occipital or the
internal carotid, and now and then being double; but
also that branch which is distributed to the pharj-nx is

often much larger than normal when the ascending pal-
atine branch of the facial artei'y is lunisually small.

Cases are not infrequently observed in which the pulsa-
tions of the artery, enlarged as above stated, are plainly
visible upon inspection of the piiarynx. The vessel

seems, generally, to lie directly behind the tonsil, and to

be of considerable size.

Physiology.—The ph3-siological function of the tonsil

has never been established. From the experiments of
Goodale and others it would seem that one of its offices is

the arrest and destruction of jiathogenic micro-organisms,
although the extent to which it is capable of this is lim-

ited, and when the limit is exceeded, the tonsil becomes
a potent carrier of infection.

Acute Inflammation.— Tonsillitis.—In the tonsil, as
in other parts of the bodj', the general term inllamnuition

includes a great variety of affections. Not only do we
find in this organ the ordinary inflammatory conditions,

general and specific, which may attack its various si nict-

ures, but besides these there may occur special affections

not connnonly met with in other parts. Tlie study, theif-

fore, of the inllammations of the tonsil becomes a matter
of unusual interest.

Acute inllanuuationsof the tonsil are undoubtedly due
to the inlluence of various micro organisms. In a certain

number of cases the Klcbs-Loeffler bacillus is found, al-

though the clinical signs of diphtheria may be ab.sent.

More commonly are found the streptococcus, Ihestaphy

lococcus, thediplococcus, the tetracoccus, and sometimes
the pueumococcus. The presence of the Klebs-Loeffler
bacillus does not seem necessary to render the disease
infectious, and even when it is absent the risk of infec-
tion to other persons is to be considered. When pa-
ralysis follows tonsillitis, it is probable that diphtheria
bacilli were present.
While acute inflammations of the gland in general

possess characteristics of greater or less similarity the
one to the other, the symptoms being quite uniform, it

is nevertheless imjiorlant lo understand what symptoms
are common to all cases, and what indications they offer
for treatment, and also to appn-ciate the special "condi-
tions and needs which may exist in a given case.

Owing to the similarity in structure of the different

parts of the lymphoid ring the inllammations which may
affect them are practically the .same. The conditions
which are present in tonsillar inflammation, therefore,
will well describe them all.

In general proliferative tonsillitis the follicles become
enlarged through increase in the number of their lym-
phoid cells, partictdarly in the direction of the nearest

ciypt, and of the endothelial cells of the reticulum. Ac-
cording to Goodale, the proliferation of these endothelial
cells gives rise to large phagocytic epithelioid cells that are
characterized by a relatively large amoimt of markedly
acidophilic cytoplasm, and an irregular, lightly staining,
eccentrically situated nucleus. Tl. y contain in their in-

terior from one to ten or fifteen cell fragments, which
are generally lymphoid cells or red blood corpuscles in
various stages of digestion. The lymphoid cells between
the follicles are increased in number and closely packed
together. The blood-vessels are dilated, filled with red
and white blood corpuscles, and show more or less

marked proliferation and exfoliation of their endothelial
cells.

The epithelium of the crypts is diminished in bulk,
from a widening of the intercellular spaces, which are
crowded with escaping lymplioid and plasma cells. Bac-
teria, chiefly cocci, occtu' superficially in the epithelial

lining of the crypts, but ajiparently they are ab.sent in the

lymphoid tissue. The crypts are filled with exfoliated

epithelial cells, leucocytes, bacteria, amorphous debris,
and in severe cases fibrin, which encloses cells and bac-
teria in a delicate network. At limes the fibrin may
extend from the crj-pts into and even beyond the ep-
ithelium, penetrating most deeply in the interfoUicular

region. Bacteria are most abundant near the surface of
the crypt, gradually diminishing in numbers toward the
base.

Suppurations below the mucous membrane may be
local or diffuse. In some cases of tonsillitis abscesses
form in the interior of the follicles, and finally discharge
into the crypts. They have been foimd jiarticularly in

association with the strejitococcus pyogenes. The
growth of the ab.scess is usually in the direction of the
nearest crypt. Sometimes peritonsillar inflammation is

the result of the di.scharge of the intratonsillar ab.scess

into the efferent h'mph channels.
In diphtheria a diffuse necrosis of the epitheli\im may

occur, or there may be a necrosis or ulceration extending
into the lymjihoid tissue from the crypts. Tuberculosis

may affect all the parts of the ring, as may syphilis and
mycosis.

Pdtliology.
—Chronic enlargement of the tonsils is a true

hypertrophy or hyperplasia, in which, according lo Vir-

chow, there is not only increase in volume of the gland,
but an actual multiiilication of all of its constituent parts.
The epithelium covering the tonsil usually shows little

change, but the papill.-e underneath are often more nu-
merous and less elevated than in the normal state ; while,
in the crypts, there seems to be a tendency for the mem-
brane to become thinner as the bottom of the crypt is

approached.
The substance of the gland may show one of two vari-

eties of alteratioiL Either ihe lymphoid elements alone

may be increased in amount, the stroma of the gland be-

ing little affected, or the fibrous tissue which constitutes
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the stroma may be greatly in excess of the normal de-

gree. Ill the latter coiiditinii the lymphoid elenienls may
be in excess, for a condition of general atrophy may
be ]iieseiit. The external appearance of the tonsil in

the first-named variety of disease is (jnite characteris-

tic, the surface being rough and irregular in outline, dark
red in color, and the substance of the gland being soft

and compressible. The mouths of the crypts are usually
more or less open, and the whole organ is deeply con-

gested. Microscopical examination shows that while the

lymphatic follicles are increased in numlieraml si/.e, the

stroma is not markedly augmented. Such a tonsil may
be removed easily, and, as a rule, without iiaiii. In the

other variety the surface is smooth and often glazed, the

color is pink or even dull gray, the consistence firm and

unyielding; while the mouths of the crypts are apt to be

partly occluded, and the crypts them.selvcs tilled with
broken-down excreta. Micrascopically, the most strik-

ing feature of the section will be the remarkable prolifer-

ation of the librous stroma, which may be found more or

less thickened at the periphery, and iu the interior of the

gland may be so greatly increased in amount as to en-

croach extensively upon the adenoid elements. In per-

forming tonsillotomy in such a case great resistance to

the knife or the tonsillotome may be experienced, and
considerable pain caused by its passage through the

tonsil. Again, the main blood-vessels ramify in tbe

stroma. VVhen the latter is normal or not excessive in

amount, the walls of the vessels, when divided, easily
close and bleeding is stopped. In fibrous tonsils, how-
ever, the excess of connective tissue surrounding the

blood-vessels makes it dilbcult for the latter to umlergo
the normal jirocess of retraction when divided, so that

bleeding after the removal of such a tonsil is apt to be
more prolonged than in the case of the first-mentionei

variety.
The" fibrous form is found during childhood, but is

more common iu adult life. Hence the greater liability

of the adult to hemorrhage after tonsillotomy, the rule

being that, in patients under twenty j'ears of age, the

operation is almost absolutely devoid of danger.
Etioloijij.

—The causes of tonsillitis maj-be both predis-

posing and exciting. Of the former the most important
factor seems to be youth, since it is most prevalent be-

tween the ages of fifteen and twenty-five years. It is

rare in early childhood and after fifty, although a case

is recorded in which suppurative tonsillitis took place in

a child of only seven months. In many cases the ten-

dency to tonsillar intlammations seems to be directly he-

reditary, and not referable to any mediate condition.

Climate may play an important part.

Hypertrophy of the tonsils greatly increases theliability
of the individual to acute attacks of tonsillitis. Some-
times this seems to be due to the retention, in the enlarged
lacuna', of excretory matter, which acts septically and so

excites the adjacent tissue that a tonsillitis sujiervenes.

Again, the tonsil seems, iu many cases, to be a vulner-

able spot, which is apt to sympathize with various irreg-
ularities of the body, and to be subject to inllammation
as the result of dyspepsia, menstrual irregularities, rheu-

matism, and gout. A general condition of ill health may
predispose to tonsillitis, and it is a matter of common ob-

servation that it may be caused by mental depression and

by unusual anxiety or care.

The exciting causes of tonsillitis arc usually ascribed

to exposure to wet and cold. Septic infiuences, how-
ever, play an important part in their production.

In the latitude of New York tonsillitis is most frequent
in the spring, next most fre(|uent in the winter, less so in

the fall, and least prevalent in the summer. It is most

frecpient in March, and least frequent in September.
The disease is uncommon in tropical and in very cold
climates.

Tonsillitis may be present as a complication in .scarlet

fever, measles, and smallpox. It may also be cau.sed by
the inhalation of irritating vapors or the swallowing of

caustic substances. Finally, it maj' arise from various

traumatisms, such as wounds, laceration from or impac-

tion of foreign bodies in swallowing, and from the irri-

tation due to accretions in the tonsillar crj'pts.

Vliisxijicatioii.
—Tonsillitis may be divided into several '

varieties, a convenient classification being as follows;
'

1. Superficial or lacunar tonsillitis, characterized by '

diffuse inflammation of the mucous membrane of the ton-

sil and accumulation of fibrinous exudation and desqua-
mated epithelium in the crypts, which appears at the
surface in patches of whitish exudation.

3. Parenchymatous tonsillitis, in which the dce|)er tis-

sues of the tonsil arc inflamed, and there is considerable

swelling.
3. Croupous tonsillitis, iu which a false membrane

forms upon the tonsil.

4. Acute ulcerative tonsillitis.

5. Gangrenous or iihlegmouous tonsillitis.

6. Peritonsillitis, with or without the formation of
abscess. ,

SymptomK.—The symptoms which usher in an attack
of tonsillitis are, in general, much the same for all va-

rieties of the disease. In fact, it is often impossible for

the physician, or even for the experienced patient, to

predict, at the outset, the probable course of the illness.

In lacunar tonsillitis, supposing the case to be one of
j

simple catarrhal inflammation, and not diphtheritic, the

sw'cUing of the tonsil is less considerable than in the sup- .

purative form, but the mucous membrane is of a bright
red color, and a whitish exudation is seen issuing from
the mouths of the lacuna', giving to the surface of the

tonsil the appearance of being covered with a number of

small, rounded patches.
Sometimes the deposit extends beyond the mouth of

!

the crypt, and, this hapjiening in the case of two or more
'

laciuue, the surface of tlie tonsil may present a consider-
|

able area of exudation from the coalescence of several
;

individual patches. Follicular tonsillitis usuallj- under-
j

goes spontaneous resolution in from two to five days.
Another variety of tonsillitis is that in which there is I

observed upon the surface of the gland a distinct her|H'tic

eruption, tlie mucous membrane and the parenchyma at

the same time being violently inflamed. This condition

generally runs the course of a simple acute tonsillitis,

subsiding in two or three days. It is often associated

with the earlier symptoms of some more serious affection,
and particularly with those of pneumonia.
Acute ulcerative tonsillitis is sometimes seen in persons

who have been exposed to debilitating influences, an<i

who are at the same time surrounded by bad hygienic
conditions. It is characterized by the appearance upon
the tonsil of a deep, unhealthy, more or less extensive

sloughing ulcer, which gives rise to much local pain and

profound general disturbance. Its course is slow, and
convalescence may be attended with much jirostration.

Gangrenous or phlegmonous tonsillitis includes ery-

sipelas and acute inflammatory a'dema, grave conditions

due to infection and described in Vol. VI, under the

heading, Pharynx, DisMiies of: Acute Phhrjmoiious

P/iaryngitis.
Peritonsillitis may end in resolution or in abscess.

While abscess of the tonsil itself ma.v occur, the pus gen-

erally discharging through one of the crypts, it is com-
mon for the abscess to be located outside of the tonsil, in

the loose connective tissue upon which the latter rests.

Obstinate constipation almost invariably jirecedes and

accompanies tonsillitis. The urine is highly colored,

loaded with urates, contains an excess of urea, and is

deficient in chlorides; albumin is sometimes found. The
existence of albumin in the urine seems to be indirectly

dependent upon the height of the temperature. When
this is over 103 F., a trace of albumin is often present ;

but there are no casts, iuid tbe albumin generally disap-

pears when the temperature begins to fall, lis presence
is of no more importance than the transient albuminuria
of pneumonia and erysipelas, although upon lirsl finding
it one is a|)l to feel uncertain as to whether the all'ection

of the throat may not be diphtheritic.
In many cases of true-suppurative tonsillitis there is

from the first a .sensation of dccp-.seatcd pain and tlirob-
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bins, which to tlio expcripiiccd suffcrpr murks the attaclv

iisiiMc of ([uiiisy. Tlic gi'iicral syniptotiis are malaise,

chilliness, and febrile temperature, more or less pro-
uounccd, together with a sense of stillness and dryness
of the throat, and more or less pain in deglutition. As
the soreness of the throat becomes wor.se the temiierature
tends to rise, until it may reach as high as 100 F. It is

apt to rise most rapidly and to the highest point In the

young, and, in the follicular form of the di.sease, may
attain a ma.xinunn in a comparatively short time. Gen-

erally, however, the constitutional symptoms are more
marked in the suppurative form. In patients of debili-

tated constitution the fever may assinne almost a typhoid
character, while the tonsils become dotted with a grayish
exudation or are actually covered with sloughing, un-

healthy ulcerations. In some in.st.ances the disease seems

e]iidcmic, attacking several persons in the same house-
hold and constituting the so-called "spreading (piinsy,"
a disease suggestive of septic infection, and rarely
obsi'rved without the coexistence of a definite source of
infection. The progress of the disease may be unfavor-

able, leading to a true phlegmonous condition closely
allied to genuine erysipelas, if not identical with it, and
to extensive intiltratiou of the tissues of the neck in the

vicinity of the tonsil, which lias been known to extend
downward as far as the clavicle: while the violence of

the iiitlammation not infrequently produces an tt'dema-

lous condition of the throat, which is occasionally fatal.

The iiillammation usually extends to the mucous mem-
brane lining the Eustachian tvibe, causing decided

tem]iorary loss of hearing, and sometimes inflammation
of the miildle ear. Dysphagia in a severe case of quinsy
is often intense, the patient being unable to swallow even
his own saliva, and absolutely refusing to take food, be-

cause of the inordinate pain caused by every attempt at

deglutition, and because, from the tumefied state of the

parts, the stiffening of the muscles, and the general local

(Usability, the act of swallowing is a phy.sical impossibil-

ity. The patient may be unable to move the jaw, the

mouth becomes covered with a thick yellowish-gray
deposit, the breath is fetid, the teeth are covered witli

sordcs, and the countenance presents an expression of

great anxiety and suffering, characteristic of the disease.

The location of the abscess may be either in the paren-
chyma of the tonsil or in the layers of connective tissue

which lie between it and the outside of the pharynx. In

the former ease death has more than once been produced
by the sudden rupture of the abscess during sleep, and
the consequent strangling of the patient. When the

abscess is peiltonsillar this danger is also present. In-

stances are recorded in which, through the presence of a

peritonsillar abscess, the walls of the internal carotid have
become eroded, and rupture, with speedy death, has
taken place.

Differential Diagnosis.—The diseases which may be
mistaken for tonsillitis are diphtheria, phlegmonous
liliaryngitis, retropharyngeal abscess, scarlatina—when
the rash is not well developed,—sj'philis, cancer, and

pharj'ngo-timsillar mycosis.
In suppurative toii.sillitis, the inability to separate the

jaws, the fetid breath, the coated tongue, and the pecul-

iaily anxious and suffering expression of the counte-

nance, together with the comparatively slight systemic
<listurbance which often accompanies its earlier stages,
are fair evidence of its nature. Examination of the ton-

sil by palpation will often be of material assistance; the

organ feels hard and prominent, while the slightest

pressure upon it gives rise to intense pain. By means of

the finger the presence of pus may be demonstrated, the

tissues having a characteristically doughy leeling, or else

actually presenting fluctuation. In cases in which pus
is suspected, but in which fluctuation is not apparent,
Stoerk has suggested that, while the exploration of the
tonsil is being made with one hand, the gland be sup-
ported from the outside by pressing gently with the
other hand, behind and below the ramus of the jaw.

It is in follicular tonsillitis that the greatest dillieulties

of diagnosis will present themselves, the desideratum

being to distinguish thi^ sim|)le forms of that disease
from true dijjhtheria. While simple follicular toii.silliiis

is generally distinguished from dii)htlieria by the absence
of glandular swelling of the neck, albuininiiria, and sub-
sequent paresis of the pharynx, nevertheless, all of the.sc

symptoms may be present. The nature of the exudation
also may be misleading. Usually the catarrhal exudate
is confined to the mouths of the cryi)ts, and may be easily
stripped from the surface of the mucous membrane and
dragged from the crypts, leaving the subjacent mem-
brane intact; while in diphtheria tlie membrane is dejios-
ited in patches u])on the surface of the gland, is adhe-
rent, and, when torn from its place, leaves the menjbrane
underneath distinctly eroded aiul bleeding. Neverthe-
less, these differences are not always to be depended
upon. The relative height of the temperature and the

([uality of the pulse are imjiortant diagnostic signs. In
follicular tonsillitis the temperature is usually high,
rarely under 103" F. and occasionally as high as 106 F.,

rising suddenly and, in many cases, falling with almost

equal rapidity. In diphtheria it seldom rises above 103'

F., gradually attaining that point, and remaining in its

neighborhood for a considerable length of time. In fol-

licular tonsillitis the pulse, although perhaps rapid, is

usually full, bounding, and regular. In diphtheria it is

rai)id, markedly depressed, and sometimes irregular.
If albumin be found for the first time on the second or

third day, the temperature being at ?"y' F. or more, and
if it disappearon the fourth, we are almost surely dealing
with a case of simple tonsillitis. The diagnosis will, of

course, be rendered more sim|de if a history of exposure
to the diphtheritic poison can be obtained, or if the
Klebs-Loeffler bacillus can be demonstrated.

Tonsillitis may be differentiated from the sore throat
of scarlet fever by the absence of the characteristic ex-
anthem and of the .symptoms of the latter disease usually
seen upon the tongue and pharynx. It must be remem-
bered, however, tliat in true tonsillitis there is, rarely, a

slight skin eruption.

Syphilis may be differentiated from tonsillitis by the

symmetry of its manifestations and by the presence of

ulceration, the latter being an unusual condition except-
ing in the former disease.

On several occasions the writer has seen primary can-
cer of the tonsil mistaken for quinsy. The gradual de-

velopment of the former and its duration, extending over
a period of weeks or months, will exclude tonsillitis,

while the facts that cancerous disease is unilateral, that it

almost invariably occurs in patients over forty years of

age, and that it is unattended with febrile symptoms,
point clearly to the true nature of the affection.

Dtinition.—The duration of an attack of simple paren-
chymatous tonsillitis is generally from three days to a
week. In follicular tonsillitis the di.sease maj' run its

course in a surprisinglj' short time. From two to five

days would be a fair estimate of its average length. In

quinsy the probable duration is most uncertain, and tliere

is in many cases a tendency to relapse: or, the process
having been completed on one side, the opposite tonsil

may become affected, and the whole tedious history of

supiiuration be repeated. Thus, the time required may
extend over several weeks.

Priif/iiosi.t.-
—The iirogno.sis in the milder forms of ton-

sillitis is almost invariably good, and the progress toward
recovery often wonderfully rajiid. This is jiy no means
invariably the case. Follicular tonsillitis is often fol-

lowed by marked debility, while an attack of suppura-
tive tonsillitis maybe succeeded, in ]n'rsonsof debilitated

cimstitution, l)y a tedious convalescence and long-con-
tinued general depression. Moreover, one attack seems
to predispose to others, and with some patients every
year brings with almost certain regularity one or more
exacerbations. Death frotii ((uinsy has been known to

occur in one of three ways: By sudden rujiture of a

large tonsillar abscess during sleep, resulting in suffoca-

tion; by the violence of the inllammation causing infil-

tration of the neighboring ]iarts, which, extending to the

larynx, produces (edema of the glottis; and by erosion of
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the walls of one of the large artorics adjacent to the ton-

sil, followed by fatal lii-moiTliai;e.

Tniitiinut.—ln all fonus of loiisillitis the treatment, to

be elTcctivc, must be both gciicial and local.

General 'I'rcatmeiit.—Host in bed should be enforced.

Since itciitc tonsillitis is almost invariably attended with

constipation, the lirst and most important measure is the

administration of an ell'ective purgative. Attention to

this feature must be paid throughout the course of the

attack. This holds true for all varieties of the disease.

With regard to general therapeutic mciisuics directed

toward the disease itself, innumerable plans and drugs
Iiave b(;eu proposed. In almost every instance they liave

proved valueless. Sonic, liowever, have gained a fair

reputation for usefulness. TlieclTcct of drugs ui)on ton-

sillitis varies greatly in different individuals. Wiiat may
be almost a specific for one seems vi'ith another to be in-

ert.

To be effective, general treatment must be instituted

as soon aspossibleafler thec<immcucenunt of tlieattack.

For a simple case in an adult the best plan is to admin-

ister, alternately, every tifleen minutes, half a. drop of

tincture of aconite (Fleming's) and half a drop of tinc-

ture of belladonna, wat<rhing carefully for indic'ations of

the physiological effects of the drugs and stt)pping the

mcdicii'ie upon their ap[)caraiice. This method promises
much better results than the administration of opium in

the form of a ten-grain Dover's powder, or of a large
dose of sulphate of quinine, although both of the latter

are occasionally serviceable.

In the cases wliieh seem to be of rheumatic origin
three remedies Iiave been highly recommended. These
are salicylic acid, guaiacum, and the bicarbonate of soda.

Of these" the lirst is, in the experience of the writer, the

most reliable. A convenient form for its admiuistratio"

is in capsules, each containing five grains of salicylate of

soda, with a small (piantity of quinine, generally about
one grain, one such capsule to be taken every two, three,

or four hours, as the case may require. The use of guaia-
cum has never been popular in this country, and at

present is practically abandoned. The use of bicarbo-

nate of soda, taken internally and also applied locally to

the tonsil, has gained many supporters.
In all forms of tonsillitis iron Is invaluable. While

there are many prejjarations of greater elegance, none is

so effective and reliable as the tincture of the chloride,
which not only acts constitutionally, but, in the process
of deglutition, is applied locally to the surface of the ton-

sil, where its antiscjjtic and astringent effects are most

sidutary. It may be administered most conveniently in

glycerin, in the proportion of three parts of the latter

to one of iron; from half a drachm to one drachm of

the mixture to be given, as the case may require. The
addition to the do.se of the iron and glycerin mixture of

about one ounce of cold Vichy water makes a decidedly

palatable drink, and prevents the iron from staining the

teeth. Quinine may also be given in tonic doses, and the

luitrition of the patient must be carefully maintained.

Dining convalescence the administration of bitter tonics

and iron will materially hasten recovery.
Local Treatment.—The einployincnt of 'well-selected

local measures in the treatment of acute affections of the
tonsils is of the utmost importance. It is not too much
to say tliat there is no case of tonsillitis, whatever may
be its nature or its degree of severity, which cannot be

benefited, and the more distressing sym|)toms palliated,

by means of applications made directlj' to the aiTected

parts; and while the use of local applications cannot do

away with the necessity for the constitutional treatment
of tiie general condition underlying a given attack, the

two should go hand-inhand, each being essential to the

successful working of the other.

Local applications may be made either to the neck, in

the region of the tonsUs, or directly to the glands them-
selves. If the onset of the attack be recognized at an

early period in its history, much may be done to abort it

by the use of cold apidied to the neck over the region of

the tonsils. The application may be made in one of

several ways. The old-fashioned plan of dipping a
folded handkerchief in cold water, wringing it out, and
tying it over the nec-k in the neighborhouil of the tonsils

by iwci or three turns of a llannel bandage, is often pro-
ductive of good results. Lennox Browne gives excellent
directions for making a wet compress for tlie throat, and
advises as follows: 'I'ake a ]iiece of lint twice as large as

may be required to co\er the desired area—that is, from
angle to angle of the jaw—or a piece of linen four times
as large, the former to be folded twice, the latter four
times. Saturate this with cold water, ajqjly it over the

regi(m of the larynx (or tonsils), and cover it with a piece
of oiled silk, rubber tissue, oiled paper, or other water-

proof material, which must be at least half an inch larger
than the compress in every direction. By lining the
oiled .silk with flannel, greater adaptability is obtained.
Secure the compress by means of a handerkchief tied

twice around the neck. Far more convenient isspongio-
piline, as commonly made and sold in this country. By
means of this most convenient dressing, ajiplicalions of
either heat or cold can be made, and with the least pos-
sible annoyance to all concerned.
In the later stages of suppurative tonsillitis, poultices

of linseed meal or spongio-piline, are often of great bene-
fit. The ap|ilieation to the throat of dry cold is a valu-
able therapeutic measure in a large variety of inllamnia-

tory conditions. The writer has employed it in certain
cases by partly filling a small bladder with pounded ice

and laying it over the neck so as to cover the space adja-
cent to tlie tonsils. Sitwell's Improved surgical water

bandage or temperature regulator, made of the best qual-
ity of soft India rubber, is extremely light in weight and
elastic, and hence remarkably adaptable, convenient, and
comfortable.
For outside application the use of pigments, counter-

irritants, and leeching is, as a rule, not to be recom-

mended, since they are far more likely to increase than
to diminish the discomfort of the patient. When re-

quired, a simple stimulating liniment of ammonia well
answers the purpose, while the use of cold, as already
described, early in the attack, or of warm poultices later,

will be found both grateful to the patient and beneficial.

"When excessive secretion is an annoying feature of the

case, some advantage may be derived from the external

application to the throat of belladonna liniment.

Internally, the use of inhalations of steam and of hot

sprays has become unpopular. Much better is the fol-

lowing process: Let the patient lie upon his back, partly
fill the mouth with hot water, turn the head until the face
is uppermost, and thus allow the water to gravitate tow-
ard and upon the affected parts. This will succeed as
well as any ordinary act of gargling, and with little or

no discomfort. It may be rejieated as often as necessary.
It is generally productive of so much comfort that the

patient soon realizes its value and will desire its repe-
tition. This is true even of children. If desirable, the
fluid may be medicated, the addition of a small propor-
tion of bicarbonate of soda, or of borax, being especially

helpful in facilitating the removal of the viscid secretions

common in such cases.

An extensive area lies behind and above the tonsils,

which ma}' be more or less filled with irritating secretion,
and which washes, apjilii'd as aliove, cannot reach. For

cleansing these parts, no method is more satisfactory or
more gentle than the careful injection of spray, through
the anterior nares and backward into the jiharynx. Tliis

may be done b\' the patient himself, or by an attendant,

by means of any good hand-ball atomizer throwing a
horizontal jet. and when properly emplo_ycd it is capable
of giving the greatest rcli<'f. The same spray may be
used through the mouth, directly toward the tonsils and

pliarvnx. The u.se of the iiost-nasal syringe in acute
inllaniiuationsof the tonsilsand phaiynx isdangerous. and
should never be allowed. Even the spray nia_v enter the

Eustachian tubes. In order to prevent this the patient
should be directed toavoid blowing the nose, and always
to draw the fluid from befure backward and into the

|ihiuynx. While in clironic eoiiditions harm has prob-
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ably very seldom been done by the use of the spray, in

acute cases it lias been beyond question the cause of

serious middle-ear inlhiramation. Applications of niedi-

rateil fluid to the tonsils may be made to the best

advantage with a Land-ball atomizer. One of the best

applications in the early stages of tonsillitis is a sat-

urated solution of the extract of suprarenal glands.
For purposes of cleansing and disinfection, an alkaline

solution containing some good disinfectant will be most
useful. Dobell's solution, if employed at all, should be

largely diluted with water.

In sujipurative tonsillitis, as in the formation of ab-

scesses in other parts of the body, the most important
consideration is the early recognition of the formation of

pus and its speedy evacuation. A tonsillar abscess left

to run its own course will, without doubt, and in due
time, break. The question of surgical interference, how-
ever, must be considered, and for two reasons: First,

because of the possibilitj' of danger from the sudden

rupture of a large abscess during sleep. Second, and far

more important, because by a timely incision the abscess

may be evacuated, the progress of the disease cut short,

and the patient saved perhaps many days of extreme

suffering and depression, and, possibly, the danger of

blood-poisoning.
In the use of the knife in such cases, certain rules

should be observed and precautions taken :

1. Scarification of the surface of an inflamed tonsil,

while sometimes beneficial, is generally irritating, and
not likely to afford more than a questionable amount of

temporary relief.

3. In quinsy incision is indicated when, from the pres-
ence of distinct fluctuation, the spot at which the abscess

is pointing niaj' be evident ; or, wlien the tissues are

swollen and boggy, and there is reason to believe that

pus may underlie them. The instrument most conven-
ient for "the purpose is a common scalpel, of medium size,

the blade of which should be protected to within half an
inch of the point, so that not more than the above amount
of the cutting surface is exposed. In selecting the point
at which incision should be made, it must be remembered
that the abscess may be quite superficial and in the sub-

stance of the gland, or deep and involving more the con-

nective tissue outside the tonsil. In the former case, it

is best to enter the tonsil itself, making the incision hori-

zontall.y and from without inward. When the abscess

lies more to the outside of the tonsil, palpation of the

gland may fail to demonstrate any sign of pointing. If,

in such a case, the finger be applied to a point opposite
the tonsil, outside of the anterior pillar of the velum,
it will often be possible to detect distinct fluctuation ;

the space between the jjalato-glossus and the palato-

pliaryngeus muscles being covered simply with mucous
membrane. If now the knife be entered at this point,
and made to penetrate to only a moderate depth, pus
ma}' be found and the abscess opened, when incision of

the tonsil itself would have failed.

In such a case the line of incison should be from above
downward and slightly outward, following the direction

of, and parallel with, the anterior pillar.

In cases in which the swelling of the tonsils is so great
as to threaten suffocation, and in which simple incision

does not seem suflScient to evacuate the abscess or reduce
the tumefaction, one of two surgical procedures may be

resorted to. Either the tonsil may be excised and its in-

flamed and swollen tissue removed, or tracheotomy may
be performed. Intubation is, of course, inadmissible,

since the obstruction is not in the laiynx, but above and
outside of it. The writer has seen two cases in which a

timely tracheotomy would have saved the patient's life.

On the other hand, when the tonsils themselves are

enormously enlarged and the tissues around them not
too greatly infiltrated, when the ab.scess is evidently in

the substance of the gland or immediately in its vicinity,
and when there is danger of .septic infection, excision

offers an effective, speedy, and tolerably safe means of

relief. In acute exacerbations of tonsillitis, particularly
ill children whose tonsils are chronically liypertiopliied.

instances are not ivanting in the experience of most spe-
cialists in which a tonsillotomy, promptly performed, lias

averted a dangerous issue.

3. When, as is often the case in chronic hypertrophy
of the tonsil, the patient suffers from recurrent attacks of

quinsy, excision of the tonsil is of the greatest value,
and in many instances the operation will effect a radical
cure. As a rule, tonsillotomy should not be performed
while the gland is in a state of acute inllammation.

4. In some cases the tonsils are sufficientlj- enlarged to
admit of excision only during an acute attack. In these
it is better to operate at once, and at the beginning of the
acute inflammation. Thus, the redundant tissue may be
more thoroughly removed, the present attack cut short,
and future trouble avoided. Pain is greater from such
an operation, and hemorrhage is more likely to be active.

Experience, however, proves its value.

Chronic Inflammation of the tonsils, although gen-
erally associated with more or less hj'perlrophy, is some-
times observed as a disease of the crypts of the gland, the
so-called chronic lacunar tonsillitis—an annoying, and
often an obstinate, condition of disease attended with in-

flammation, dilatation, and obstruction of these follich'S.

The cryiits are often found to contain white or yellowish
masses of cheesy detritus which have a particularly bad
odor. The presence of these masses is very irritating to

the patient. They are likely to cause more or less in-

flammation of the surrounding pa'''s, sometimes to the
extent of producing abscess. Many large crypts open
into the supratonsillar fossa, and there is often a large
and deep sulcus formed by adhesion of the anterior pillar
of the velum to the tonsil. These cavities are particu-

larlj' liable to become diseased. The treatment of this

condition is simple and effective. It consists in the free

opening of each crypt, from top to bottom, by means of
a sharp, specially constructed knife, or by the galvano-
cautery and the subsequent application of a strong solu-

tion of iodine to the walls of the crypt. Few operations
are capable of giving more relief. The parts soon resume
a healthy condition, and the symptoms, local and reflex,

disappear.
Chuonic HvPERTROPnT.—Etiology.

—ITypertrophy of
the tonsils is sometimes congenital. It is often noticed
when the child is but a few months old. Sometimes it

becomes developed about the age of pubertj'. In the

experience of the writer, many cases owe their origin to

diphtheria, an attack of which has left the throat in-

flamed and highly sensitive to irritating influences, in

which state the tonsils become permanently enlarged or
liable to recurrent attacks of acute inflammation, through
which hypertrophy takes place. Scarlatina, measles, or

whooping-cough may serve as a starting-point for it, and
syphilis, congenital or acquired, and tuberculosis may
also be its chief causes, while many cases seem to result

from recurring attacks of quinsj". Often the condition

appears to be excited by the irritating effects of aciil in-

digestion.
It appears that the tendency to enlargement of the ton-

sils is indirect relation with the general activity of the

gland, and that, active at birth, the susceptil)ility in-

creases rapidly until at the time of pul)erty it is at its-

height. From this time there seems to be a decline,
which becomes progressively rapid until, beyond thirty,
the disease isniore and more uncommon. While atrojihy

may and does occur at or about pubert}' in a few in-

stances, in quite as man}- ca.ses tonsils hitherto normal
become enlarged ; and hypertrophy may take place in

them, not only at the time of puberty, but at any period
within fifteen years or even more after the age of adoles

cence. If, therefore, it be true that even a healthy tonsil

may become chronically liypertiopliied after puberty,
how much more probable is it that one already enlarged
in childhood may continue in that condition.

SympUiiiin.—The symiUoms of tonsillar hypertrophy
are usually pronounced.

In a well-marked case the first signs to which attention

will be called are those seen upon the countenance of the

patient. The complexion is pale, cachectic, and Irans-
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parent, tho veins standinj; out in distinct relief; tlie lips
Sire (il'ten dull pink, or even blue; the eyes are heavy and
lifeless and their lids are droo|iin,ir; the nicnith is partly

open, and often the upjier teeth project forward. When
the child is stripped his body is seen to be emaciated, and
his muscles flabby, tbi^ intercostal spaces are retracted,
and the breast bone is ])roininent.

These appearances are such as would arise from ob-

structed nasiil respiration.
Voice,—Another mechanical cflcct is the alteration in

the voice, which in such cases is .senerally thin, nasal,

and lackin.Lf in resonance. The explanation of this lies in

the fact that the pharynx and the air cavities above act,

in the jnoduction of tone, as resonators. Obstruction
of the pharynx directly prevents the proper formation of

tone and thus ini))airs the quality of the voice, Ajrain,
the voice is injured by the effect of the lymphoid inflam-

mation ujion the soft palate, which in such cases is gen-

erally relaxed, and hence imable to fidlil its functions in

a proper manner. In eou.setiuence of this, iirticulation is

interfered with, the patient speaking with thick utter-

ance, and the iialatal consonants being in particular mis-

pronounced, AVlieii we add to the above the injurious
effects ujion the laryn.geal mucous membrane of the ca-

tarrhal inllaiumatiou often associated with, and aggra-
vated by, chronic hypertrophy of tlie tonsils and pharyn-
geal adenoid tissvie, tlie deliterious inlluenee of this

condition lipon the voice may be fully appreciated.
Respiration, — Mouth-breathing is one of the com-

monest ,symptoms of naso-pharyngeal obstruction, and
it is associated with a variety of evils. Jloreover, the

amount of air admitted to tlie lungs is often entirely
insuttieient. A patient suft'ering in this manner almost

invariably gives a history of respiiatory difliculty, par-

ticularly well maiked during sleep, at which time the
mouth is widely opened and respiration is noisy, and

nearly always accompanied with loud snoring; sleep is

restlessand broken, the patient beingfeverish and tossing
about and dreaming incessantly, often muttering or talk

ing, and sometimes, it is said, indulging in somnambu-
lism. In severe cases intense reflex jihenomena manifest
them.selves. among which a not uncommon symptom is

for the patient to be awakened by sudden attacks of

Flo. 4731.—Facial f',x|ires.sloii Charactorlstln of I>tiaryn(;eal Adenoid
Hypertrophy. (After Gerber.)

<lyspnoea, so severe in some instances as to threalen

suffocation, and attended with severe exhaustion and
alarm.
The patient awakens after such a night feeling dull
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and tired, and often with a headache. The throat is

dry and parched, the breath fetid, and the appetite im-

paired.
The respiratory function of the nose being abolished,

the air in its passiige to the lungs is neither moistened,
nor warmed, nor freed from impurities. In consequence
of this the respiratory passages are rendered abnormally
dry, the lungs are subjected to the danger of irritation

from cold, and the whole tract, from the nasopharynx
downward, is made liable to the effects of whatever "for-

eign matters may be inhaled. The effect of olistruction

to nasal respiralicm is such as to exert an imiiortant influ-

ence up(m the nutrition and development of the nose it-

self. Without question, a proper supply of air and the
normal exercise of the part are necessary for its proper
and complete development. Hence, as long ago sug-
gested by the writer, deformities of the bony structures
of the nose, so commonly found in mouth-breathers, are
caused by the effect of the mouth breathing upon the

development of the nose, and that asymmetry of the
nasal cavities, and indeed of the superior maxilla itself,

may be due to the same influence when exerted unilat-

erally.
In many children in whom obstruction to breathing is

serious, there will be noticed a marked effort on the part
of the walls of the chest to complete the act of respira-
tion, the intercostal and infraclavicular spaces .sinking
inward with each attempt. Under such circumstances
serious changes in the thoracic paiietes may take place.

Hearing,—The effects of nasal obstruction upon the

hearing are highly injurious. They are exerted in two
different ways, each of which is capable of producing
marked results. The catarrhal inflammation commonly
present in the pharynx of such a patient juoduces a gen-
eral chronic swelling and congestion of its mucous mem-
brane, with thickening and retraction of the drum mem-
brane and loss of hearing. This same retraction of the
drum head is caused in certain cases by the mouth-
breathing habit, the upper pharynx not being properly
supplied with air. This opinion is sustained by the fact
ihat after removal of the obstruction the hearing distance
is often greatly increased, and with as much promptness
as it is after the use of the Politzcr inflator. The danger
to the auditory sense from hypertrophy of the lym])lioid
tissue, ]iarlicularly that at the vault of the pharynx, is

decided, and its imiiortance cannot be overestimated.
When, therefore, there is reason to suspect that deafness

may be due to it, the necessity for the thorough investi-

gation of the phar^'nx becomes strongly emphasized.
Smell and Taste,—Owing to the catarrhal inflammation

present in lymphoid hypertrophy of the pharynx, the
senses of smell and taste are often impaired or altogether
lost. In the case of olfaction the diminished special sen-

sibility is also due to the occlusion of the pharynx and to

mouth-breathing, by reason of which the odoriferous

])articles are prevented from reaching the olfactory re-

gion. On the other hand, the constant presence of fetid

discharges makes itself apparent to the patient himself
and to those about him. With lymjihoid hypertrophy
there is generally associated much chronic catarrhal irri-

tation of the neighboring mucous membrane. Removal
of the liypertroiihicd tissues will be followed in most
c-isrs by marked amelioration of the catarrhal symptoms,
tlie iiuiirovemcut commencing immediatelj- after the oper-
ation and continuing more or less steadily for months.

In tlie di-seased state of the pharynx, "the secretion be-

comes ,greatly increased in amount, and it, together with
the abundant sujijily of mucus given off by the neigh-
boring membrane, is a source of much disturbance. Not
only does the pharynx become filled willi it, by which
resiiiration is rendered more diflicult, but when swal-
lowed it is apt to give lise to indigestion. Again,
through failure to enjoy it, the act of eating is accom-

plished rapiilly. and the food is swallowed in large
masses witliout having been properly masticated. Thus
llie nutrition of the patient is directly attacked; for,

through lossof taste and smell, and through the depress
iii,g influences of a lack of oxygen, the appetite is gener-
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ally impaiivd at the outset, while, by reason of the faulty
mastication ami of the dyspepsia, the food ingested is not

properly utilized.

When it is remenibeieil that loss of oxygen, loss of

sleep, and loss of nourishment may all arise from the

disease under consideration, its intlueuce upon the gen-
eral health cannot but be recognized.

Lyniiihoid hypertrophy may occasion various reflex

nervous jihenomena. Of these, the most important is

the occurrence of attacks of dy.spnica, generally during
sle<'p, which seem to be due to a veritable spasm of the

glottis, and in the course of which the patient is awak-
ened suddenly from a so\ind sleep to tind himself chok-

ing. For a few seconds inspiration is almost imixjssible,
and elTorts to accomplish it ar(! accompanied by loud,
stridulous breathing, and intense apprehension and
alarm. It may be urged that such accidents might arise

from the presence of a deposit of thick, tenacious mucus
in the larynx, and such, no doubt, is often the explana-
tion of them. However, in certain instances, observed

by the writer and others, there can be little doubt as to

the spasm being of a purely neurotic nature.

Severe spasmodic cough is .sometimes seen in children

and in young adults. It is generally dry and hacking in

character, and in some cases is almost incessant.

Again, chorea and even epilepsy are sometimes ob-

served.

The influence of lymphoid hypertrophy upon the cir-

culation is a matter of importance, deficient oxygenation
of the blood not being the only result which may be
traced to this condition in such cases. Anaemia is a com-
mon symptom, and one which is often particularly well

marked. Some believe that enlargement of the lieart

by dilatation may be directly due to this impoverishment
of the blood. Disturbed cerebral circidation, as a result

of pressure exerted by the enlarged masses, has been sug-
gested by Chassaignac.

Diiiffiiosis.
—-The diagnosis in chronic hy]iertrophy of

the faucial tonsils may usually be made with the greatest
ease, the liistory of the patient, his general appearance,
and his symptoms jioiuting almost invariably to the

source of the troulile. Any doubt may be dispelled by
the simple inspection of the pharynx. Upon opening the

mouth and looking into the throat, the tonsils will ap-

pear extending beyond the normal limit and toward the

median line, and their relative size, their consistence, and
the condition of the crypts may be ascertained. During
easy, deep inspiration tlie tonsils will assume their normal

position behind the anterior pillar of the velum, a mini-
mum of their volume being projected toward the median
line. If now the patient be made to gag, the tonsils will

be rotated forward and thus brought out from behind the

velum and into plain view. Any doubt which may exist

as to the real size of the gland may be removed by plac-

ing one forefinger just below the angle of the jaw exter-

nally, and the other behind the tonsil, when the whole
extent of the enlargement may be recognized.

Prognosis.
—Hj-pertrophy of the tonsils may exist to a

considerable degree, both in children and in the adult,
without giving rise to serious symptoms. In some cases

the presence of this condition may pass unnoticed. Usu-

ally, however, the contrary is the case. It may be said,

in general, that the younger the child the more injurious
is tlie elTect likely to be. While the tonsils may some-
times regain their normal condition at puberty, the oc-

eurrence of this atrophy is uncertain, as has already been

pointed to in tlie section relating to the etiology of the

disease. Meanwhile the general health of the patient

may be undergoing serious injury, and irreparable dam-

a.gc ma.v be inflicted upon adjacent parts. The jirogno-
sis. iherefore, in pronounced cases of tonsillar enlarge-
ment is unfavorable as to the idtimate subsidence of the

diflicnlty.
As to the elTect of enlarged tonsils u]ion the life of the

patient, there can be no question that they may be an in-

direct cause of death. The writer has seen a case in

which, operation having been refused, death from as-

phyxia resulted in a child two and one-lialf years old,
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suffering from enormous liypertrophy of both tonsils.
Such a thing, fortunately, is extremely rare; but it is

worlhy of record if for no other reason than to prove the

Ijo.ssible danger of the condition, and to emphasize the

folly of temporizing with it.

In cases of modera(e hypertropliy of recent standing,
in which there is little deposit of fibrous tissue, and in

which the enlargement dejiends upon an increased

vascularity and dilatation of the crypts, mucli good may
be done by general an<l local hygienic measures and by
local medical ion. Careful attention should lie paid to
the dietary, jihysieal exercise, and general surroundings
of the chilli, and any diathesis discoverable should be

diligently treated.

In some cases the administration of the iodide of iron
and of cod-liver oil will lie found beneficial. Externally,
a valuable measure is the habitual application, every
morning, of a cold bath of salt water. This should be
applied to the neck and throat by means of a sponge, the
water being at a temjierature sulHciently low to produce
a reaction, but not so cold as to shock the patient. Mean-
while, the throat should be well rubbed, and special at-

tention paid to the region over the tonsils, w-hich, by a
ju-ocess of massage gently applied, may be successfully
stimulated, and the blood-vessels caused to act with

greater liveliness and tension. The application of mas-

sage directly to the tonsil has been recommended, but
has not generally- commended itself. The application,
to the inflamed tonsil, of the constant galvanic current is

a measure deserving of attention.

Local applications to the tonsil are usually ineffective,
as are the measures suggested above. Sooner or later, in

the great majority of cases, their futility will be recog-
nized and surgical measures accepted.
Removal of the tonsils has been practised from earliest

times. For its accomplishment several methods liave
been employed, soiue of which are still in vogue.
An exhaustive history of the subject is given by Sir

Morell Mackenzie in his classical work.
In 1T5T Caque proved indisputably that the great

dread of hemorrhage which had existed was chimerical,
and that the resulting wound healed readily in a short
time. From this date excision of the tonsils became one
of the recognized operations of surgery.
The surgical treatment of this condition extends back-

ward for many centuries. "When we add to this the fact
that the disease is common, and that it has been exten-

sively studied in recent years, it will also appear that our

present knowledge of the subject is based upon the views
of a vast number of distinguished and highly experienced
authorities. Of the methods for removing the tonsils

nuist commonly used at the present time may be men-
tioned cauterization, by chemical or electrical escharotics;
ecrasenicnt. by means of the galvano-caustic loop or of
the cold wire: abscission, by means of some modification
of the knife or scissors. Both the tying off of the tonsil

by means of a ligatiu'e, and the injection into its sub-
stance of various supposed absorbents, only need be men-
tioned to be condemned. The practice of enucleating
the tonsil with the finger has been lately revived in some
quarters. It is of questionable value and propriety.

Tlie use of the .galvano-cautery, as advocated liy Vol-
tolini. has had many supporters. As com]nired with the
knife or cold snare, however, the process is slow and jiain-

ful, the reaction often severe, and the resulting cicatrices

in no small number of eases aiiermaneut source of irrita-

tion and disability. The method is distinctly inferior.

Kcrasemeiit by means of the galvano-causlie loop is

sometimes an cITective and vahialile method, although in

simple hyjiertrophy. uncomplicated with malignant dis-

ease, it will be found less convenient and far more ])aiu-
fiil than otlier methods. When this instrument is used
two jirecautions arc necessary: The eleclric current
sliould be employed intermillingly. and tmction should
lie maile upon the loop only during the passage of the

current. Thus hemorrhage may possibly be avoided and
the danger of injury to the pillars of the fauces by diffu-

sion of heat may be prevented. Any unevenness re-
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niaining may be reinnvccl Ijy subsfquent cautpriziitinns.

Inclusion of th« {greater part" of the tonsil within tlic loop

may usually be eifecteil by ilrajjfring it- inward by a for-

ceps or by means of a transfixion needle. Loeal anits-

Fio. 4?:52.—Pliysicli's TonsUlotome. (Modified by
Morell Miu'kenzle.l .\ stout liandlo. E, Is at-

tnclu'd to a sii'cl plati'. /). at the other end of
wlilcti is a grooved rlnf. (': uikhi the phac 1>, the

knife, ornitlier tlie curved eliisel A B, slides for-

wanl to admit ttie tonsil witliin tlie ring G, and
iMieiiward. I41 cut it oft.

thesia may sometimes be obtained by in-

jecting into the parenchyma of the gland,
before operation, six or eight minims of

a four-per-cent. solution of cocaine. The
amount of tissue actually removed 1)\' the

snare does not represent the total effect of

the operation, since the parts remaining are cauterized to

a considerable depth.
In certain instanecs, in which the tonsil is very large

and tibrous, and the patient an adult, it may be desirable

to use tlie cold wire ecrasetir. The operation is tedious

and in many cases extremel_y painful, and, unless it is pet-
formed wliile the patient is under the intliience of an
an;esthetic. it is not liUily that it will be tolerated by any
but a remarkably hardy individual. On the otiier hand,
if it be performed under general ansesthesia—as, for ex-

ample, in the course of an operation for the removal of
adenoids and upon a tonsil which is fairly pedunculated—
it is the best method at our command. Moi'e of the tonsil

is removed, the resulting wound is much smaller, and
the bleeding is reduced to a minimum. Healing is more
rapi<l and is accomjianicd with con.sidcrably less pain.

Toiisillotomi/.
—Of all methods hitherto proposed for

the removal of enlarged tonsils, none can compare in

gentM'al popularity, utility, thoroughness, and, on the

whole, humanity, with tonsillotomy. As time has gone
by, the value of tlie procedure has become more and more

completely established. Meanwhile the instruments for

its performance have appeared in large numbers and in

great variety.
In the Physick tonsillotome, as made after the pattern

represented in Fig. 4732, a high degree of simplicity and
perfection has been attained, and although many modifi-

cations of tliis instrument are offered for sale, it is safe to

say that, up to the present time, it stands unrivalled.
It is the favorite tonsillotome of nearly every recog-

nized autliority. It is absolutely simple in construction,
not liable to get out of order, comparatively easy to

clean, and, what is far more impor-
tant, it is a safe instrument to handle,
the accidents to which the Fahne-
stock instrument (Fig. 4T33) is liable

being with it impossible. With it

the danger of hemorrhage is re-

duced to a minimum.
For the convenient and successful

performance of tonsillotomy the aid
of a trained assistant is indisjiens-
able. With adults and with children
old enough to lie tinder good self-

control, lie will be of use in steady-

ing the patient's liead and in sup-
porting tlie tonsils : while with j-oung
children the possibility of operating
at all will sometimes depend upon the manner in which
the iiatieiit is held.

During the operation the patient should sit facing a

good light, the operator with his back to it. Those sur-

geons, however, who are familiar with the use of the head-
mirror will generally jirefer to use this instrument for

illuminating the field of operation. The patient, if an

adult, should sit upright and well back in the chair, the
head lixed against a properly adjusted head-rest or sup-
ported by an assistant. The latter should stand directly
behind the chair, and, while holding the head with both
hands, should place the fingers of each hand over the
tonsillar region of the corresponding side, that is, imme-
diately below the angle of the jaw. Thus the tonsils

may be ijrevented from receding before the pressure of
the tonsillotome when it is introduced, and the operation
may be jicrformed with greater accuracy, and, if neces-

sary, with greater thoroughness.
In the case of a child the assistant should be seated in

front of the operator, and the patient seated across one
of his thighs, facing inward, so that the legs of the latter

may be grasped and firmlv held between the thighs of
the assistant. The body of the child is partly turned
so that he faces the operator, and his head is rested

against the breast or the shoulder of the assistant,
who controls the arms and body of the child by throw-

ing one of his arms across the patient's chest, while
with the other hand he steadies the child's head firmly
against his own body. The use of a mouth gag is

unnecessary. The blade of the tonsillotome is now
drawn backward and the instrument introduced flat-

wise and in the median line, as if it were a tongue
depressor, as far back as the pharynx. It is then ro-

tated, b)' raising the handle outward from the verti-

cal to tlie horizontal position, until the plane of the
blade becomes parallel with the plane of the desired inci-

sion. Following this comes one of the most important
manoeuvres of the whole operation, and one to which
too much attention cannot be paid, namely, the engaging
of the tonsil in the ring of the instrument. In carrying
the tonsillotome outward from the median line, the ten-

dency is for the handle of the instrument to be carried out
too rapidly. In other words, the angle of the mouth is

used as a fulcrum against which the middle of the instru-

ment rests, and while the handle is carried outward the
other end is carried in the opposite direction, or inward,
and away from the tonsil. The result is tliat, instead of

squarel_v grasping the gland at as deep a position behind
it as before, the end of the tonsillotome slips over the
back of the tonsil, and the operation results in simply
slicing off a section from its top. To avoid this it is nec-

essary to observe the rule that the blade of the instru-

ment must alwa}'S be kept parallel with the median line,

and that if any deviation is made it should be to carry its

distal extremity outward. Having engaged the tonsil in

the ring of the instrument to the required depth, push
the blade firmly and steadily through the included tis-

sue, separate the fragment of tonsil, and. withdrawing
the instrument qtiickly, remove the excised gland ad-

hering to it. Then with the greatest possible expedition
—and before the patient realizes that there is to be a sec-

ond operation
—before bleeding sets in, and without giv-

FIG. 4733.—Fahnestocli's Guillotine. (Modified.) In the variety sliown here the instrument
consists of three principal parts: ,4. A riuR made to receive the thumb of the operator,
and attached to a rod upon the end of which are the pronged forks D; C, a stall, at the

end of which is a ring, t: : D and 11, two rings made to receive the fore and niiddli-

flnpers of tlie operator's hand, and attached to another rod which plays upon the staff

C. and at the end of which is a ring-knife which rests within a groove in the ring E. In

using the insliuinent the thumb-pit^ce A is pushed forward for a certain distance, when
by the auloiriitiic leleasing of a spring-catch the rod wlih the knife attached is drawn for-

ward by the rings II, JS, so that the tonsil, already engaged in the ring E, and drawn still

farther tliniugh it by the forks, is excised.

ing him a chance to cough or clear his throat—reintroduce

the tonsillotome on the opposite side and remove the

remaining gland. 15y this means both tonsils may be

removed at one sitting, so that but one convalescence is to

be endured. Few young patients will submit to a repe-
tition of the operation. Several ingenious modifications

of the Physick tonsillotome have been made, by which
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the liandlo may lie revciscc] so tlmt. tlic opcriitor may use

it tirst in one Jiaiul and then in I lie otiier. A far better

plan, however, is to gain lhniu;;li praetiee sutheienl dex-

terity to eliauge the iiistrunieiil Irom one hand to tlut

other, and to operate thus on both sides witli ecpial faeil-

ity. With a quiet and tradable iiatieiit the operation

may be dotie very quielily, from ten to fifteen seeonds

being ample time iu whieh to complete it.

Inmost eases the aetual pain eaused by cutting through
the tonsil is very slight, the patient often ccunplaining
more of the introduction of the instrument into the

pharynx and the consequent reflex than of the ojjeration
itself. The injection into the tonsil of cocaine is an lui-

desirable procedure. General ana'stliesia, from either

chloroform or nitrous oxide, is objectionable, not only
because it is, as a rule, unnecessary, but because it is de-

sirable to liave the active co-operation of the patient in

clearing the throat the moment that the operation is com-

pleted. To this rule, however, there are exceptions.
When a child is highlj- irritalile, nervous, and timid, and
when the operator may be tempted to abandon the case

rather than subject the jjatient or himself to the inevitable

struggle which with such children must be tindergone,
the adininistration of nitrous oxide will juxive of great
assistance. If the child is fairly well and strong, the

best plan is to be frank with him, place him upon his

mettle, and proceed with the operation. If, on the other

hand, he is delicate and easily frightened, it will be wise
to consider to what extent he may be coerced without

producing an undesirable degree of shock; aud, as

chronic hypertrophy of the tonsils is apt to be associated

with these very conditions of nervousness, such children

should be managed with the greatest gentleness aud con-
sideration.

As hypertrophy of the tonsils is commonly associated
with pharyngeal adenoids, the removal of both upon the

same occasion under general ether ana'sthesia has proved
by far the best aud most satisfactory way iu which to

deal with these cases.

According to most authorities, hemorrhage after the

operation is usually slight and soon ceases spontaneously.
If it jjersists it may be readily checked, and generally
by simple means. Of the latter the most efl'ective is the
direct application to the cut surfaces of a mixture con-

sisting of one part gallic acid aud three parts tannic acid,
reduced to the consistence of cream by the addition, drop
by drop, of a small quantity of water. This or the suck-

ing of cracked ice will usually prove effective.

The view taken by most specialists is, that the oper-
ation is attended with little or no real danger. On the

other hand, there are some practitioners who look upon
it with dread.

In realit}', during the last twenty years, death from

hemorrhage following tonsillotomy in patients under

eighteen j'ears of age has been extremely rare. Over

eighteen several cases are recorded. Serious bleeding
may occasionally occur. Moderate bleeding, requiring
means to check it, is, on the whole, uncommon. In hem-
orrhage after tonsillotomy several varieties of bleeding
may occur. These are :

1. Arterial: fiom the division of one or two compara-
tively large arterial branches.

2. Arterial: from the division of a large number of

small arterial twigs.
3. Venous: from the division of the small plexus of

veins which lies below and outside of the tonsil.

4. Capillary from the presence of the hemorrliagic
diathesis.

Of the above varieties, the first two seem to be the
most common.

Ligation of the carotid, common, external or internal,
has generally proved ineffective.

Hemorrhage in general, it is unnecessary to say, is

likely to cease during .sj-ncoiie. In bleeding after tonsil-

lotomy, the excitement of tluqiatient and the consequent
stimulation of the heart and activity of the brain residt

in great increase in the general circulatory force and in

the amount of bl 1 acluallv carried to the brain. As

long as this condition lasts bleeding will continue, the

tendency being for it to grow more, rather than less,

severe, even although the common carotid may have
lieen tied. When, however, the heart's action becomes
weak an<l the brain an;cmic through syncope, bleeding
from the tonsil will cease. This circumstance would, it

seems, tend to prove the futility of ligating the commoa
carotid.

Iu general, it may be said that the operation of tonsil-

lotomy should not b(^ performed ludess aniph; means are
at liand for controlling any ordinary amount of hemor-
rhage which may occur, and, although the chances of

bleeding aie iulinitcly slight, no surgeon is justified in

incurring them unprepared. Since the amount of bleed-

ing present ntay vary from the loss of a few drachms up
to a hemorrhage of considerable importance, it follows
that the means selected for its aiTcst must vary with the

nature and severity of the case.

In the vast majority of instances, the bleeding, even

though sharp at tirst, will sub.side spontaueou.slj' within
a few minutes after the operation. In these cases the

patient should be directed to keep the head upright, ;uj

far as possible ;
to refrain from making efforts at clearing

the throat; to gargle the throat quickly, and several
tunes in succession, with ice water; or, instantly upon
the removal of the tonsils and, if possible, before bleed-

ing has begun, the .surgeon should apply to the woimded
surfaces the tanno-gallie mixtur ' of Morell Mackenzie,
already mentioned, all preparations for the application
having been made beforehand.
Should tlie bleeding continue, grasp a smooth, rounded

piece of ice iu a pair of long forceps and hold it tirmly
against the bleeding surface. Or wrap, somewhat tight-

ly, a pledget of absorbent cotton around the end of a
suitable rod, saturate it with the tanuo-gallic mixture,
and then press it against the wound. In any case the

pharj'ux of the patient should be illuminated by the best
attainable light, the neighborhood of the tonsil diligently
cleared of clots, the cut surface thoroughly exposed to

view, and careful .search made for the exact source of the

hemorrhage. Sometimes this precaution will be rewarded

by the discoveiy of one or two spirting points. These
will generally be found low down in the phar3-nx-, corre-

sponding with the interior part of the tonsil, in which
the larger arterial branches seem to be received. Such
points, having been discovered and precisely located,
should be seized with long slender forceps and thor-

oughly twisted
;
or they may be touched with a small

galvano-caustic point; or the tip of a probe upon which
nitrate of silver has been fused may be pressed into

them, the spot having previously been well cleared of

blood.

Such hemorrhage is apt to occur in cases in which the
incision has been carrieil low down in the pharynx, and
may usuiUly be arrested by the above means. Upon in-

specting the thoroughly cleansed wound, however, there

may appear innumerable little vessels, none of whieh is

large enough to be seized, but all vigorously bleeding.
These are the cases in w-hich the fibrous stroma contain-

ing the nutrient vessels is markedly increased and the
vessels themselves are large and aljundant. Encased as

they are in fibrous ti.ssue, it is dithcult for them to con-
tract; hence the bleeding, abundant, persistent, and ex-

ceedingly dillicult to control.

In these cases the ordinary means for stopping hemor-
rhage are often ineffi'ctive. The iron styptics are worse
than useless, while the cauteiy oidy seems to make the

bh-eding worse. If the tonsil has been thoroughly re-

moved, there is not liing loft around which a ligature may
be applied.
About tlu! best suggestion for such a case is that of

TiCvis, who transfixes the bleeding base with the hook
of a smiUl tenaculum, performs torsion, aiul directs the

patient to hold the tlat handle of the tenaculum fixed

between his teeth. Hy passing a bandage aroimd the
head and imder the chin this jiosition may be maintained
for many hours. The method has proved very effective.

I'ressure of the connnou carotid may be maintained,
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althougli in the personal oxiKTicuce of the writer anil of
others it has often provcil useless. Jleanwhile, several

general measures of great value may be emjiloyed.
8inee the object desired is to (luiet the eireuhition and

allay nervous exeitement, the adniiuistratiou of opium is

decidedly indicated.

Arterial tension may be relieved by shutting off a part
of the supply of blood. This may be accomplished by
constricting the patient's thighs, as is sometimes done in

liiemoptysis.

Filially, in most instances of tonsillar hemorrhage of

the class last described, the bleeding has continued in

spite of all ell'orts to stop it until, at last, the patient has
fainted. Upon the occurrence of syncope tlie How has

promptly ceased, nor has it, with the return of conscious-

ness, recurred. While, therefore, the means which seem
best adapted to the case in liand are being ap|ilied, any
tendency to fainting should be encouraged rather than

repres.sed. Should the above means all prove ineffec-

tive, and the question of ligatingone of llie great vessels

be entertained, it should be remembered that ligation of
the internal carotid is useless; tliat ligation of the com-
mon carotid has sometimes succeeded, but has often

failed; and that the choice of a sueecssfiil operation lies

between tying the e.vternal carotid near the bifurcation
of the common carotid, or the ligation of both the com-
mon and the internal carotid arteries.

The occurrence of a venous hemorrhage is unusual.
The writer has seen one such case, which was cliecked

without great ditliculty by means of cold and ])re.ssure.

Capillary lieniorriiage may be stopped by the tanno-

gallic mixture, liy jiressure, by cold, or. finally, by the

gargling of water taken as hot as can be borne.
Of a very large number of cases of tonsillotomy

known to the writer, in only one has severe hemorrhage
occurred in a child. This patient had luvmopliilia. Re-
currence of the bleeding was evidently caused bj' the

swallowing of food. Tlie patient was nourished bj' rec-

tjil alimentation for three days, with complete success.

Filially, annoying and jiersistent bleeding may occur
from the accidental wounding of the anterior pillar of the

Velum palali in the course of tonsillotomy. The adhe-
sions which often exist between the anterior pillar and
the tonsil should be broken up before the removal of the

gland is attempted.
The after-treatment in tonsillotomy is exceedingly

simple. The general condition may be estimated to

equal about that of a patient suffering from a mild at-

tack of tonsillitis. He should be kept quiet for two or

three days. Solid food should be withheld for thirty-six
lionrs. and then such articles selected as shall produce
neither chemical nor mechanical irritation. A gargle of

simple borax and water, or containing besides a trace of

carbolic acid or thymol or some other good disinfectant,

sliould be used after the first day. unless it causes pain in

the throat, in which case the Huid slioidd lie used with an
atomizer. Uum arable may be occasional!}' dissolved in

the mouth. The wound usually heals with rapidity and
without accident. Sometimes, however, in unhealthy
subjects infection from some of the numerous bacteria

of tlie buccal cavity takes place and it becomes covered
with a thick, whitish membranous deposit, which may
even appear to be diphtheritic, and wliicli may be asso-

ciated with more or less constitutional disturbance. This,
in the majority of eases, soon yields to Imal disinfectant

measures, ami the internal administration of iron.

In addition to the healing of the iiharyngeal wound, in

the case of children, three points at least {in addition to

tlie general tonic treatment sometimes require<l) should
be carefully attended to:^

First. th(^ mouth-breathing liabit must be overcome,
even when the pharyngeal obstruction has been removed.
To Ibis end tlie jiaticnt should be encouraged, while

waking, to breathe throiiirb the no.se. When asleep he

may need tlie benetit of some artiticial help.

.Secondly, the defects of pronunciation commonly met
with in the subjects of enlarged tonsils, become, like the

mouth-brcatliing, matters of habit, and do not always

disappear when the condition upon which they depend
has Iicen relieved. This matter should be explained to

tlio.se liaving the child in chargi', and suitable exercises
in reading and iironouiicing leconiniended.

Finally, the deformity of the chest will in many cases
need attention. Light gymnastics and, more iiarticu-

larh', the sj'Stematic practice of chest expansion, will

often bring about a surprisingly rapid and beneticial

result.

The results of tonsillolmiiy are immediate and marked,
and the child who was before weak, ill nourished, under-

develo]ied, will in many cases begin to grow with re-

markable rapidity ; his whole aiipearance at the end of
several months being greatlj- changed for the better.

It is not easy to understand why the excision of en-

larged tonsils should meet with the opposition which is

simietinies brought to bear against it. Still less is it ex-

plicable when tlie ground of the opposition is explained.
Among the principal objections which have been urged

against tonsillotomy are tlie following:
1. That the tonsils will atrophy spontaneousl_y at

puberty ; or, as some express it, that the child will
"
grow

to his tonsils."

2. That tonsillar hypertrophy exercises a protective
inllueuce against infectious. Also, that it protects

against bronchitis and phthisis.
3. That the removal of the tonsils will injure the voice.

4. That their removal will inqiair the patient's virility.
5. That the tonsils will lie liki-ly tn grow again.
G. That milder measures tliau excisiim will answer the

same purpose.
7. That the operation should be indefinitely postponed

because the patient maj* be weak.
In every one of the seven objections quoted the objec-

tion is absolutely and exactly contrary to the truth.

Foreign Bodies in the Tonsils.—From their pecul-
iar structure and position, the tonsils are prone to the

arrest and loilgment of small pointed foreign bodies.
These may be found fixed in one of the deeper lacuna' or

thrust into the substance of the gland itself. Their pres-
ence is characterized by a limited degree of iniiu at the

seat of impaction, and sometimes by slight dysphagia.
Occasionally, however, the pain is referred to a point
more or less remote.

Commonly, in tonsils which are the seat of chronic in-

flammation, the secretion of the lacun.T may be increased
in quantity and retained within the cryiits, as before de-

scribed in this article. These soft concretions, which are
of a while or yellowish color and cheesy consistence must
not be mistaken for tonsillary calculi, which are entirely
different both in character and in composition, and which
are actually of rare occurience. The composition of such
concretions is principally phosphate and carbonate of

lime. They are, therefore, not of gouty origin, as has
sometimes been supjiosed. Besides the above-named
salts, the}' contain small quantities of iron, soda, and

potassa. Their presence gives rise to few symptoms
which may not be observed in any inflamed tonsil. A
slight pricking .seu.sation is often complained of, and,
when the concretions are large, there is dy.sphagia.
Sometimes small concretions are discharged sjiontane-

ously, and sometimes their presence predisposes to severe

attacks of quinsy, in the course of which an abscess may
form which may be very slow in healing. The presence
of a tonsillar calculus may be determined by the discharge
of jiieces of the ealcuhis. by inspection, a Jiart of the cal-

culus projecting from tlie lacuna far enough to be visi-

ble, or by direct examination w ith the linger or a inobe.
In the treatment of these cases the concretion may be

removed by means of a hooked ]u-obe, or by small forceps.
It will generally happen that the tonsil will be enlarged,
and then the extirpation of more or less of the gland will

be ealleil for. Indeed, this is the simidest way of reliev-

ing the whole trouble. The use of the tonsillotome may
be impossible on account of the hardness of the calculus;

in which case resort to the bistoury will be necessary.
P.MtAsiTES in the Tonsils,—Mackenzie quotes several

instances in wliicli certain parasites, sneb as hydatids and
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tricliorf])huli, have been found in (Ik: tonsils. DupnytriMi
relates the ease of a wonuin t\vent_v-one years of aire,

who for eleven months liail suircrcd from attacks of in-

flammation of the tonsils. The left ulaiul was eonsiiler-

ably swollen, and the suri;<'on havini; diagnosed an
abseess. plunged a bistoury into the tumor. As a result.

nearly two ouuees of watery lluid gushed out, and ulli-

niateiy a largo hydatid cyst, the si/.e of a hen's egg, was
e.xtraeled. The patient died soon after, and a hydatid
cyst, the si/e of a child's head, was found attached to

the left kidney. A similar case, excepting that the pa-
tient was a man, is reported by Davainc. and tlie same
observer relates an iiislanee in which a trichocephalus was
found lodged in the; left tonsil. Tlic ))arasilc had prob-
ably attained this situation through being expelled from
the stomach during the act of vomiting.

Syphilis of tiik Toxsii,,— Vliaiicre.—Chancre upon
the tonsil is occasionally ob.served. While chancre of the

lips and buccal cavity is not uncommon, its occurrence on
the wall of the pharynx is practically unknown. The ex-

planation of its appearance upon (he tonsils is plain when
the structure and jiosition of those organs is remembered.
There are many eases in whicli, without question, it has
been innocently acqtiircd. While chancre of the tonsil

is generally unilateral, it has sometimes been observed

upon both glands.
The diagnosis of chancre of the tonsil is apt to be diffi-

cult, since the symptoms vary considerably, and the

situation of the trouble is so remote that it easily passes
unobserved or unrecognized.
The signs of infection .general!}' begin with slight red-

ness and swelling, and -without perceptible induration.
Soon there are pain in deglutition, increased redness, and

hypertrophy, •vvhieh is followed by a superficial erosion,

having an indurated base, and more or less glandular in-

volvement of the affected side. The hj'pertrophy and

general tumefaction of the tonsil itself are important
signs, and seeiu to be a constant accompaniment of the

disease. The second important symptom is the superli-
eial erosion, increasing to an actively ulcerating surface,

generally covered with a grayish-white coating of greater
or less thickness, granular in character, and distributed

over the surface of the ulcer in a somewhat irregular
manner. Sometimes the erosion is very superficial and
ill-defined, while in other rare cases it has assumed the

phagedenic form, presenting a deep, sloughing ulcer,

with a high degree of inflammation and tumefaction of

the neighboring parts.
Induration of the base of the ulcer is not a constant

factor. In many cases it is conspicuously ab.sent.

Ptyalism is an early and marked symptom.
Enlargement of the submaxillary Ivmpbatic glands of

the all'eeted side is a constant symptom, the engorgement
being hard, indolent, and sometimes extensive. Su])-

puration does not .seem to have been observed. The
duration of chancre of the tonsil has been thought to be
shorter than that of the same lesion in other places.
There is more or less dysphagia, often severe, and. when
the ulceration assumes the phagedenic form, pain in

swallowing may become v<>ry severe.

The immediate diagnosis of chancre of the tonsil is

often by no means easy. It will generally be ditlienit

to obtain a histoiy of contagion, through either the reti-

cence or the ignorance of the patient. Theianisual situ-

ation of the lesion, ils diversity of appearance and form,
the absence of corroborative evidence, all render the cas(.>

in many instances obscure. It is necessar_y to dill'eren-

tiate it from malignant disease, especially epillielionia:
from tuberculous ulceration; from psoriasisof the mouth
and from the so-called smoker's patch; from mucous
patches; from the ulcerating gummata of tertiary syphi-
lis; from diphtheria; and, linally, from gangrenotis til-

oeratiou of tlie tonsil.

It is ofieu impossible to arrive at a decided conclusion
until the development of eoustitntioual phenomena and
the results of treatment vuiite in eonlirining the diagno-
sis. The treatment, constilutionally, must depend upon
the views of the practitioner with regard to the manage-

ment in general of early syphilis. Should mercury Ijc

administered, the cyanide, one-sixteenth of a grain three
limes daily, as recommended by Morell Mackenzie, lias

been found especially valuable by the writer. In simple
casi's emollient gargles will answer every indication;
while, if the sore becomes ])hageilenic, cauterization with
the acid nitrate of mercury and the application of anti-

seiitic sprays or gargles will be indicated.

Eit/tlttiHii of the tonsils is common in early syphilis.
It maybe general at first, but soon shows a disposition
to limit it.self by well-defined margins and to assume a

symmetrical arrangement.
Miii-dim I'lilrh.—The occurrence of mucous patches

upon the tonsil is very common, especially in cases in

which the tonsils have already been hyperlrophied and
inllanied. They may be slight and barely pereeplilile,
or large, well defined, and extensive, varying in color
from an opalescent grayish-w hite to a dull yellow. In
the latter case they are often mistaken for the exudation
of follicular tonsillitis and for diphtheria, from which
they may readily be distinguished by their ehronicity,
their ap]ieaianec, and by the history and coexisting signs
of syphilis. The tonsils themselves meanwhile are gen-
erally much enlarged and iuHamed. Local treatment is

best carried out by applications, to the patches, of solu-

tions of iodine, and by cleansing sprays or gargles. For
the erj'thema an astringent spray will hasten resolution.

Gumiiiii tumor may be recognized by the characteristic

appearance of the ulceration; by the comparative free-

dom from pain, which distinguishes it from cancer and
from tuberculosis; by the ab.seuce of the signs character-
istic of tubercle in other parts of the body, including the

high (ivening temperature ; and by the fact that in the lat-

ter disease the ulcers are smaller and less dee]). The best
elfects may be obtained from the internal administration
of the iodide of potassium, while, locally, the progress of
the idcer may be checked by applications of the nitrate

of silver or the acid nitrate of mercury. In<loleiit ulcei-s

may be stimulated by means of solutions of the sulphate
of copper, or of the sulphate or chloride of zinc.

TuBEKCfLOUs L'lceu.\tion.—Tuberculous ulceration

occurring primarily in the tonsil is rare. Consecutive to

the appearance of the disease in other organs, it is not

very uncommon, a fact which may be explained by the

position and vulnerability of these organs. The appear-
ance of the ulcer, when not too broken down, presents
most of the following characters; The surface is uneven,
pale, and devitalized; it is granulated or often covered
with yellowish-gra)', viscid or coagulated mucus; the

edges are sometimes sharply cut, sometimes levelled,
seldom elevated, everted, or undermined; the surface is

not usually very red, but often more reddened than the

surrounding tissue; there is little or no surrounding in-

duration; the shape of the ulcer is not constant, but it is

usually ovoid; its depth varies, but it is usually super-
ficial; there is generally ulceration of some of the neigh-
boring parts; pain in swallowing is usually very severe.

As to the local treatment of these ulcers, much will

depend upon the stage of the general disease and the

condition of the surrounding parts. Primary ulceration
is best treated by the destruclion of the infected area,
either by .scraping or by means of the galvano-cautery;
this should lie followed by applications of lactic acid orof
a solution of iodine, thehealing process being encouraged
by any suitable means. When the ulceration is second-

ary to general tuberculous infection and to the develop-
ment of ulceration in neighboring parts, less vigorous
means will iirobabl\' be indicated.

In these cases the best results have been olitained by
first spraying the surface of the ulcer with a solution of

resorcin of a strength of two or three per cent., or with
a weak dilution of Dobell's solution, and then applying
to it lactic^ ai'id. If cocaine has been previously used
the last apidieatiou is painless. The strength of the lac-

tic acid may be ma<le to vary from thirty to one hundred

percent. In many cases the ap|>lieation of a four-i>cr-
cent. solution of cocaine will be fiauid elTective in reliev-

ing the intoU'iable pain and dysphagia. Auicsthesinc
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anil orthoform are botli eood local sedatives, as is also

moipliinc. and the}' arc to be preferred to cocaine in many
cases. Treatment, to be elTeetive, must be carried out
ivith great tlioroiijrliness and regidaritv. and the ,i;eneral

nutrition of the patient must be maintjiined witli care.

Pn.MiYNGOMYCOsis.—A parasitic disease which affects

the tonsils rather more frequently than other parts will

be described in the article on Mmith, etc., in The Ap-
pendix.

Tir.MOKS OP Tiin Tonsil.—Beniz/n.—Benign growths
springing from the tonsil are somewhat uncommon.
The varieties most frequently met with are papillomata,
fibromata, lymphomata, lipomala. and angiomata. Pa-

pilloma of the tonsil is similar to the same growth in

other ]iarts of the body. Such tumors are generally of

small size. They are apt to spring from the upper part
of the tonsil, and to be pedunculated, creating little or
no disturbance by their presence until they attain dimen-
sions sutlicient to render them mechanically irritating.
Their ajipeanmce is that of a wart}' growth, with irregu-
lar outlines, their consistence is .soi't and yielding, and
their color usually pink.
Fibromata are very similar to the above, excepting

that they develop from the peiitonsillar connective tis-

sue, appearing like polyjioid growths, or, as happens
occasionally, growing in the connective tissue of the

gland itself. The surface of the tumor is smooth and

glistening, and its consistence is lirra. In the case of

papillomas and fibromas which are pedunculated, the
best treatment is to pnt the pedicle well upon the stretch

and then divide it close to the healthy membrane by
means of a galvano-cautery knife.

Lipoma, or fatty disease of the tonsil, is rare. There
are no gross features which particularly distinguish it,

so that a diagnosis must be made by the aid of the micro-

scope.

Lymphoma, although histologically similar to simple
hypertrophy, is generally associated with lciicocyth»mia
and general lymphadenitis. It is sometimes seen as a
consecutive manifestation after the ueigbboriug glands
have become enlarged. Suppuration of the tonsils in

tills condition rarely occurs. When thus affected, the
tonsils attain such a size that they obstruct the i^harynx
and are otherwise annoying, they may be excised. The
advantages of the operation, however, will be largely
mechanical.

Angiomatous tumors of the tonsil and nsevus of the
same organ, although sometimes observed, are exceed-

ingly rare.

Malirinant Growths.—Although not a favorite seat for
tlie development of malignant growths, such tumors oc-

casionally appear in the tonsils, and occurring there they
are, from their history and prognosis, of the utmost im-

portance.

Primary cancer of the tonsil is rare. Of the two prin-
cipal tvjies, sarcoma and carcinoma, the most common is

the round-cell sarcoma. In addition to this are found the

spindle-cell sarcoma and the lympho-sarcoma.
Of carcinomas the sipiamous-celled or true epithelioma

is the most common. While the .sarcomas and spheroidal
carcinomas generally form distinct and prominent tu-

mors, growths of the epitheliomatous variety break down
more or less early in thiar course and form deep and
sloughing ulcerations. The symptoms of cancer of the
tonsil are more pronounced in the carcinomatous va-
rieties. In the latter, jiain of an intermittent and lanci-

nating character is usually an early and pronounced sign.
Dysphagia soon follows.

In some cases, however, pain is not experienced at the
seat of the difficulty, but is retiected toother parts of the
throat. Such, for example, are cases in which otalgia,
due to reflex irritation from malignant disease of the

pharynx, has been treated locally for some time before
attention was directed to the dilhculty in the throat.

Whatever the nature of the disease, its progress is

marked by infdtration of the adjacent structures, most
often the soft palate or palatine arches.
The course of the disease is rapid. Both in sarcoma

and in carcinoma the cervical glands are almost invari-

ably involved, and early in the history of the case.

Cancer of the tonsil may be secondary to the appear-
ance of the disease in other organs. In a case of exten-
sive sarcoma of the tonsil operated upon by the writei-,
the disease was multiple. The tumor of the tonsil was
large, smooth, and resisting, and it tilled the pharynx
and overhung the larynx to such a marked degree ihat

deglutition and respiration became impossible. It had
been of slow growth and its removal was attended with
marked and long-continued relief. In several cases of
sarcoma mentioned by Butlin the immediate cause of
death was hemorrliage. both in thos(? not operated upon
and in those which were recurrent. In other cases death
is caused by exhaustion due to dysphagia and sepsis, or
to a combination of various causes, among which the sec-

ondary involvement of other organs plays an im]iortant
part.

Hemorrhage from the ulceration of an epitheliomatous
growth is not common.
The diagnosis of malignant growth of the tonsil is,

generally, not difhcull. It is uiuisual before middle life.

It is unilateral. Pain, either local or reflex, and enlarge-
ment of the glands at the angle of the jaw are almost
constant symptoms. As between epithelioma and sar-

coma, the "diagnosis is not always easy. In the former,
however, pain is apt to occur earlier in the progress of
the disease and to be more severe, while the tendency to

ulceration rather than to the formation of a considerable
tumor distinguishes epithelioma from ssircoma, which at

the same time is slower in growth, nuich more firm in

consistence, and likely to attain a much larger size.

The microscopical findings are often unsatisfactory, as
the growth is apt to develop in the deep tissues, so far

away from the surface that a specimen for examination
cannot be obtained, and long before the surface has be-

come involved the diagnosis may be made from the clini-

cal signs.
The prognosis is bad, especially in epithelioma, as few

patients live more than a year. It is more serious, of
course, when glandular involvement has taken jjlace,
or when the neighboring structures have become infil-

trated.

Treatment.—In the treatment of these cases, both the
sarcomatous and the carcinomatous, an early diagnosis
is of the first importance; and this is particularly the
case if the disease of the tonsil be primary. For, while
removal of the tonsil by the natural passages is by no
means a dillicult operation, the reverse is true of the
extensive operation required for its removal from the
outside. Thus far, neither the a'-ray nor the toxins
of erysipelas have succeeded in curing cancer of the
neck. The application of the re-ray, however, is gener-
ally productive of positive results in relieving pain, in

diminishing the secretions of the part, and in actually
retarding the progress of the disease. For these reasons
alone its ai:)plication seems desirable, especially in cases
otherwise be}'ond remedy. Aside from palliating the

condition, little can be expected from any course of treat-

ment which is not surgical in its nature. The local ap-
plication of astringents and the internal administration
of various drugs calculated to delay the progress of the

disease, can oniy succeed to a slight degree in accom-

plishing the desired result.

For the lemoval of the tonsil several methods have
been proposed. The one selected must depend mainly
upon the character of the disease and the presence or

absence of involvement of the lymphatic glands. The
tonsil may be removed either from within the mouth, or

through an opening in the side of the neck. When the

lymphatic glands are enlarged, removal of the organ
through the mouth can be regarded as only palliative.
Removal thro\igh the natural passages may be justifi-

able midcr certain favorable conditions, .such as a slowly
growing tumor, iilaiuly located in the tonsil itself, and
accessilile througli the moulli, and in the absence of glan-
dular involvement. Some of the sarcomas reported as

successfully cuied have been of this description.
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In operating tlie surgeon should anresthctize the patient
throu.ijh the nieiliuni of a tube or some similar iipiiaratus,
intro(luce<l at the side of the moutli or tlirough tije nose;
tlie moutli must be widely separated with a gag, and the

patient's head should be slightly raised and turned tow-
ard the best light obtainable.

E.xeisiou of the affected tonsil may be best accom-

plished by means of a galvano-cau.stic knife, a galvano-
eauslic loop, or a eold-wire eeraseur. Of these methods,
the galvano-caustic" eeraseur will j)robably prove most
useful in the majority of cases. While the cold wire

may be used, with almost no hemorrhage, the galvano-
caustic eeraseur accomplishes as mueh and possesses
besides several advantages over it. The amount of ten-

sion required for the latter is small, so that the loop is

not ajit to be dragged from its place, ami ti.xation nee-

dles, if they are used, are not torn from the tumor by the

pressure of the wire From the elTcct of the eauterj' any
remnant of the growth is apt to be destroyed at the time
of the operation, and the chances of recurrence are there-

1))' lessened.

Care should be taken not to allow the temperature of

the wire to rise too high, for the slower its progress the

less will be the liability to hemorrhage. Usually bleed-

ing is slight. Instead of the metliods just described, the

enlarged mass may sometimes be efficiently enucleated by
means of the finger of the operator.

In cases of severe hemorrhage, and when there is con-

siderable obstruction of the larynx from the effects of the

tumor, immediate or remote, the ]:)erformance of trache-

otomy may be necessary. Whether or not a tampon-
cannula should be used must be determined by the ne-

cessities of the case in hand. When the larynx is

obstructed to any e.xtent by the growth, or when the

rima glottidishas been narrowed bj'a'dema or otherwise,
the wisest course will be, probably, to perform a prelimi-

narj' tracheotomy. No unnecessary time should be con-

sumed in inserting the tracheal tube. Should bleeding
occur the best ha-mostatic is the galvano-cautery. In

operating upon such cases great assistance in illuminating
the pharynx may be obtained by means of a small in-

candescent electric light.
Even in certain eases in which the disease of the

pharynx has extended beyond the tonsils to the soft

palate and base of the tongue, the operation through the

mouth with the galvano-cautery has been successfully

employed. In advanced cases, however, and in those in

which the cervical glands are involved, the above opera-
tion can only be palliative.
Removal of the tonsil through an incision in the neck

was first proposed and practised b}' Cheever, of Boston.

Valuable modifications of it have "been made by Czeruy
and by Jlikulicz. Unfortimately, recent statistics relat-

ing to these operations do not exist. The cases them-
selves are rare and the unfavorable ones are seldom

reported, so that it is impossible to know with any ac-

curacy the actual value of the radical operation. In

view of the necessarily fatal termination of the disease,

however, if left to itself, it is encouraging that in some
cases at least a cure has been effected, jMcBurncy and
other surgeons having instances to their credit in which
the patient is alive and well several yearsafter operation.

II. PHARYNGEAL TONSIL, OR LUSCHKA'S
TONSIL.

Lymphoid hypertrophy In the upper pharynx was
noticed by Schneider as early as 16.').'). Prof, Wilhelm

Meyer, of Copenhagen, was the first, however, to esti-

mate it at its ti'ue value, and to jiropose ellicient means
for its relief. His first article on the subject, published
in 1808, is classic.

Luselika's tonsil is susceptible of two classes of difli-

culty. The first of these is an acute or subacute inliam-

mation, attended with temporary enlargement, the said

eidargemenl subsiding with the disappearance of tlie

exciting cause. While this cannot be called a true

hyperlropliy it is a lesion of great importance, both on
account of the teniporary inconvenience which it causes
and also by reason of the tendency which it manifests
to leave behind a permanent enlargement of greater or
less degree.
This permanent or clironic enlargement in tlie course

of time constitutes a tru<' hypertrophy, and, althougli its

actual degree may vary under the general influences
which cause it to grow better or worse, it seldom entirely
subsides. Clironic hypertropln-, as commonly met with,
is clinically of two varieties. In the first the adenoid
element predominates. The consistence of this variety
is one of its chief characteristics, for it is soft to the

touch, friable, easily broken up, and shows a tendency,
when torn away, to separate in large spongy masses.

In the second variety the liypertro]ihied mass is com-
posed more largel_y of fibrous tissue elements. Oper-
ation ujjon the latter variety is more dillicult than upon
the former, as its dense structure offers greater resistance
to the efforts of the surgeon, which, when successful,
result in the removal of but small masses of firm tissue,
in marked contrast to the large fragments which are

easily torn away in cases representing the variety first

mentioned.
The location of the growth is of practical importance,

both as regards its effects and as to the comparative diffi-

culty of iFs removal. Its size may be so great as prac-

ticallj' to fill the retronasal space, c, on the other hand,
it may be so slight as to make it o.fficult to determine
whether or not its condition is pathological. The hyper-
trophied tissue may be confined strictly to the vault, or
it may be diffused over the posterior and lateral walls of

the pharynx, or upon the posterior wall of the pharj'ux
alone, in a large, well-aggregated, tumor-like mass.
The symptoms have already' been described in dealing

with the subject of obstructed nasal breathing (page
815).
The diagnosis of lymphoid hypertrophy at the vault

of the pharynx is usuallj' easy, the. symptoms being
sufficiently apparent in most cases to suggest at once the
nature of the difficulty. The diagnosis is established by
examination of the upper pharynx. This may be ac-

complished b)' one of several methods.
1. Posterior liliinosfopy.

—The upper pharynx maybe
demonstrated by the mirror, even in children of four

years old, if sufficient patience and skill be exercised.

This method is highly desirable, as it does uot alarm the
child.

2. Palpation.—With the tip of the forefinger carefully
inserted into the pharynx the presence of hypertrophied
tissue can be accurately demonstrated. Great care should
be taken not to infiict pain nor cause injury. The end
of the finger should be carefullj- prepared for the pur-

pose, and the mistake of trying to insert a finger-tip
too large readily to enter a small pharynx should be
avoided.

3. The Probe.—In very young children a probe, made
of a very small English woven bougie, may be passed
into the pharynx and the presence of hj'pertrophied tis-

sue thus demonstrated.
4. By Anterior lihinoscopy.

—A strong light thrown
into the nasal cavity may sometimes bring to view the
thickened masses at the upper and posterior part of the

pharynx.
In very ymmg infants three diagnostic points may be

observed, namel_v. luouth-breathing, snoring, and inabil-

ity to perform the act of nursing without stopping to

take breath, All of the above are due to nasal obstruc-

tion.

The symptoms commonly met with in lymphoid
hyjiertrophy have already been described in the earlier

piirt of this" article. In addition to them should be men-
tioned the effect of disease of the faueial and pharyngeal
tonsils upon the cervical lymph nodes. These are often

caused to become inllamed, to swell, and to suppurate
from absorption of various septic organisms originating
in the tonsils. When glandular swellings of the neck
are found to occur, either in occasional exacerbations or
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chionically, cxaniination of tlic jiliannx sliould always
lie carefully iiuule. The rciiinval of ili-icased tonsils in

such cases, unless perfonued loo late, is followed by re-

markably beuelicial results.

The treatment of an hypertrophied Lu.schka's tonsil

must depend in some dejrree upon the nature of the

growth, the size to which it has attained, and the age of

the patient. lu a few instances, in which the disease is

Fig. 4T34.— Loewenberg's Foiveps, nioilitleil.

acute or subacute, where the tissue is soft, and where the

growth is small, or finally, where the pal lent is old enough
to submit to local treatment, the application of resorptives
and the administration of altt'nitive and tonic medicines,

together with careful attention to hj'giene, may accom-

plish a cure. Almost invariably, liowever, these means
will be found tmsatisfactory, and the question of radical

measures will ])resent itself.

As to the methods by which the offending tissue ma_v
be removed the u.se of local applications for the reduction
of adenoids has not yet been a success. The attempt to

reduce them al.so by escliarotics is highly objectionable,
as both with the ordinary cau.stics and with the galvano-
cauteiy much dilliculty is experienced in making the

application and great danger is incurred of injuring im-

portant neighboring structures. Hence some form of

surgical operation seems in the present state of our

knowledge to be imavoidable.
The relative thoroughness and safety with w-hich an

operation can be iierfonneil will depend somewhat upon
the kind of instnunent emiiloyed. It is neces.sary there-

fore that the instruments commonly used for the purpose
shoidd be described.

Begiiuiing with the finger nail and Meyer's ring knife,
an almost unlimited number and variety of instruments
for the removiU of hypertrophied lymphoid masses have
been devised. They may be classified into several groups—namely, tho.se made upon the principle of (n) the cu-

rette, (A) the forceps, (c) the wire loop, and (rf) the adeno-
matomc.

(n) The curettes are of three kinds: The ring knives of

comparatively small size, the sharp spoon, and the Gott-
steiu instrument. To this class may be added the finger
nail.

(4) The forceps include those instruinents which are

constructed with compaiatively blunt edges and which
are intended to tear away the tissue rather than
to cut through it. Of these, the Loewenberg is

the best example. Many modifications of it have
been made, some of which are very satisfactory.

(c) The wire snare or loop has been used by
some, either in a simple curved cannula or in an
instrument es))ecially designed for the purpose.
While it has po.ssil)ilities of usefulness, it appears that

they have not yet been fidl_v realized.

{(I) Ky the name adenoinatonie is meant an instrument
constructed more or less upon the princiiile of the scissors

and intended to make a clean incision through the sub-
stance of the growth.

Nature's instrument, the finger nail, is undoubtedly
useful in coni)deling the work of other implements by
the separating of partly detached fragments of tissue and

by the removal of it from cornels ditbcult for an instru-

•ment to reach. Gottstein says: "It is clear tliatwith the

finger only a very little can be removed, and, moreover,
it must be recognized that from the point of view of

asepsis the finger nail is a decidedly undesirable instru-

ment." The artificial finger uail is practically ueverused.

82i

Of the curettes, the small ring knives' are valuable for

the removal of linntcd areas of tissue, especially those
left after ojieratiou with larger instruments. They are
also very useful for oiierations upon the adtdt, where,
under local amvsthesia and with the aid of the mirror,,
small quantities of tissue can be removed at a time with

comparatively little pain and irritation.

The sharp spoon has been justly condemned because
of the amoiuit of bleeding which it causes and
the dilficulty experienced with it in separating
the fragments of tissue from the pharvngeal
wall.

Of the instnunents of this class, Gottstein's
knife (Fig. 4736) and its moditicalions must claim
the greatest popidarity. There are several things
to be said in its favor.

If pain is of no account and speed of more
importance than thoroughness, then Gottstein's
knil'e would be ideal. The objections to it,

however, are serious, for its u.se is painful, and
it is seldom that the shape of the instrument is so

perfectly confoinied to the pharynx, the base of the

growth so limited in its extent, and the management of
the knife, so well directed, that the necessary thoroughness
can be attained. It will often be found that the Gottstein
knife has simpt\' cut through the lower part of the

growth, or has removed a certain amount from one side,

leaving the other side full, or has fairly cleared the vault,

leaving abundant deposits upon the posterior and lateral

pharyngeal walls.

In the forceps, modified to suit the size of the pharynx
and the location of the growth, we have an instrument

by which the lymphoid masses can be seized and, by
proper manipulation, torn away, much larger fragments
than the part caught in the grasp of the instrument ii.su-

ally being separated at each attempt. In skilled hands
the forceps can be turned in all necessary directions and
its blades made to grasp everything in tlieir way. The
pharynx can thus be thoroughly cleared, and with the
loss of less blood than is common with sharp instruments.

Tlie operation, however, is painful.
It would appear that the prime object of the adeno-

matome is to enable the operator to remove the whole or
as much as possible of the growth at one introduction of
the instrument. Jlany varieties of them are of large size

or of improper shape, ami are not fit to be inserted into

the uasopliarynx, while their great strength jilaces at

their mercy any object which they may grasp. Even in

experienced hands they are probably the most dangerous
of this class of instruments. As to their thoroughness,
one glance at the construction of their blades will show
that there must be certain parts of the pharynx which

they cannot possibly reach, while the risk of cutting too

deeply or in wrong directions is evident. Such instru-

ments are better suited to adult cases and can hardly be
intended to be used upon the child.

Fic. 4735.—Hooptr's I'alale Itftractor.

Of the instruments described, the ones most generally
u.seful are some goixl modilication of the Loewenberg
forceps and the sharp curette. A recent addition to the
latter consists of an attjichment by which the detached
fragment of tissue is seized and thus prevented from fall-

ing into the patient's throat on the withdrawal of the
knife. In general, the instrument used should be
adapted as well as jiossible to the size and shape of the

pharynx and to the particular growth to be removed.
The importance of the structures adjacent to the phar-
ynx calls for great care and skill in operations in this

region.
The other instruments necessary for ciierating under

anaisthesia are. a nK)Uth gag antl a retractor for the soft

palate (Fig. 4735). The latter should be made of liiiid
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nilibcr. with a sliank broad eiumgli to protect tlic uvula
fniiM injury duriuij the progress of the operation.
The position of the palient (luring <jperation is of

coMsiilerahle importance. Two methods are in common
practice. In the

firsi, the child is

held upon the lap
of an assistant in

the sitting post-
u r e , w i t h the

head upright and F,ii. 4T3B.—fiottstt-in's Sharp CureUe,
turned toward a

gooil light. The
head is steadied by a second assistant, who also manages
the mouth gag. The soft palate may be drawn upward
by means of the palate retractor, (jr it may be secured by
tapes passed inward through the nose and outward

through the mouth and the ends tied out.side after Wales'

method. With the head inclined forward in this position

the blood caused liy tlie operation will tend to escape from

the mouth instead of being swallowed. Moreover, the

pharyn.\ can be well illuminated and the steps of the

operation better directed by the aid of vision. The posi-

tion upon the back is preferred by many good operators,

requiring, as it does, the services of fewer assistants and

being the one to which a large majority of surgeons are

better accustomed. It is not so favorable as regards tlie

admission of light to the pharyn.x, and therefore it re-

quires a greater degree of skill on the part of the oper-

ator, whose tactile sense must be highly educated by
way of substitute. Blood, instead of flowing out of the

mouth, is swallowed into the stomach. This is not a

disadvantage, for it trickles down the posterior wall of

the pharynx and escapes Into the aisophagus, almost

without liiakiug its presence felt, unless the flow excited

has been considerable.

A possible objection to the upright position is the

additional risk of fragments of detached tissue falling

Into the larynx and thus causing asphyxia. Such an

accident has" been reported. It is not probable that it

could occur under the use of the forceps, although it is

by no means impossible with the ring knife.

"The management of the palate retractor as well as of

the anresthetie should be intrusted to a skilled assistant,

as upon this the convenience, and, to some extent, the

success of the operator, will depend. Great care

should be taken to place the retractor in such a

position that the antero-posterior diameter of the

entrance to the upper pharynx be made as Avide

as possible, and that the most perfect protection
be afforded to the uvula. Preliminary to opera-
tion the most thorough rhinoscopic examination

possible should have been made and the situation.

form, size, and texltu'e of the growth well studied.

Where this is ini])ossiblc, examination bj' means of

the linger is admissible, and digital exploration of

the ])liarynx should always be made after

the childhas been anesthetized and imme-

diately prior to the operation. Should the

growth be large and its attachments not

easily demonstrated by the finger, a curved

probe will lend usefuraid in mapping them
out. By the practice of careful ijreliminary
examination a fair idea of tin;

amount of tissue to be removed

may be gained and if, during the

operation, tlie fragments removed
be preserved, it will bo easy to esti-

mate ulial part of the growth has

been withdrawn and how nuich of

it still remains.
Tlu^ removal of adenoid tissue

from Ihe pharynx is attended with more or less lileeding.

and this, while generally of no importance, may some-

times be consideral)l(^ It is best, therefore, that the tis-

sue be torn away, rather than cut. This method has the

additional advantage of greater thoroughness. Rem-
nants of adenoid tissue left behind by the forceps may

be removed by the finger nail of the operator, by Hooper's
modiliealion of the Loewenberg forceps, or by means of

a small carefully guided curette. Should the removal
of a mass of adenoid tissue be followed by \indue bleed-

ing it is well to

defer further at-

tempts at opera-
tion for a few
moments, until

the hemorrhage
shall have ceased,

or, at least, until

it shall have suffi-

ciently diminished. Too great force in the separation
of a fragment of tissue nuist be avoided, ii, is bet-

ter to release the mass included in the grasp of the for-

ceps and seize a smaller jiortion, or else, by applying the
instrument in a somewhat dillerent position, to separate
adherent fragments than it is to attempt to accomplish too
much at once. To prevent laceration of the mucous mem-
brane in the removal of a fragment of adenoid tissue the

tip of the forefinger should be passed upw-ard and tmder
the jaws of the forceps, and firm pressure made a.gainst
the inferior attachment of the mass while the latter is

being detached. As large masses of hypertrophied tis-

sue often exist upon the posterior wall of the pharynx
as well as upon the vault, it is necessary to secure the
removal of this with the rest. Tl..- corners of the upiier

phar}'nx also, immediately above tne Eustachian promi-
nences, must be carefully cleared.

The manipidation of the instruments used in this oper-
ation as well as the tactus ernditvs necessary to the clear

understanding of what is being done, are accomplishments
which, of course, are best gained by practice and experi-
ence.

In operating upon the upper pharynx anaesthesia is of

the greatest possible value both to the physician and to

the patient. The almost universal testimony, both from
children and adults, is to the effect that the removal of
adenoid tissue from the pharyngeal vault is exceedingly
painful. Exceptions to this are occasionally met with,
and in the ease of the strong and phlegmatic, and where
the growth is soft, it may be well to dispense with a

general ana'Sthetic in favor of cocaine. As a rule, how-
ever, patients who suffer from adenoid hyiiertrophy are

apt to be delicate, nervous, and timorous, suscepti-
ble of acute suffering, and likely to undergo much
depression as the result of operation. Not only is

the comfort of the patient secured through anass-

thesia, but the convenience of the operator is infi-

nitely increased. With general ana'sthesia ample
time is afforded for careful examination and for the

checking of undue bleedin.g shoulil any occur; jier-

fect control of the operation, as well as of the pa-
tient, can be maintained; thorough relaxation of

the throat can be secured; the inducement of

retching from pharyngeal irritation can be
avoided; troublesome remnants of the growth
can be recognized and removed; undue excite-

ment can be prevented; and. finally, the whole
work can be accomplished without pain and
even without the slightest knowledge on the

part of the patient of what has
been done.

Again, the safety of the sur-

rtainding parts is far more likely
to be sacrificed when the operation
is done hastily upon a struggling
child. Serious injury iias thus
been inflicted tipon the [losterior

edge of the nasal septum, Ihe tur-

binated bodies, the Eustachian emi-

nences, and the lateral and posterior walls of the pharynx.
The more humane the metlioil of operating, the more will

the work of the operator be facilitated and the best in-

terests of the pijtient .secured.

The ana-sthetics suitable for such cases are, for local

ana'sthesia, cocaine, and bromide of ethyl; for general

Moutb Gag.
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anu'sthcsia, ether, cliloroforin, and nitrous oxide gas.
Tlie advaiitajres of cocaine are tliat it renders the intro-

duction of the instrument into the upper pliarynx nuieli

easier ami diminishes tlie pain and local spasm ollierwise

sure to occur. Its disadvantages are tlie length of time
which it takes to jiroduce its effect, the general toxic

symptoms which it often causes, and its failure afler all

greatly to modify the actual pain of the operation.
Of the three general ana^stlietics, nitrous oxide gas is

suitable for short and rapid operations, but it is difficult

of administration to a patient who is too young to follow
the directions of the ana'Sthclist, and to those in whom
the ujiper air passages are seriously obstructed. Chloro-
form is unquestionably dangerous, and, on the whole,
not superior to ether. In the hands of a skilful anits-

thetist and properly administered, ether will, as a rule,

prove most .satisfactory. Under deep anaesthesia the

jiharynx is completely relaxed and amjile time is afforded
for all the care and thoroughness necessary, the patient
meanwhile being free from pain. The theoretical objec-
tions that ether is dangerous, that the children are apt to

be injured by it, and that its ac^tion increases the amount
of bleeding at the time of the operation, are not true. If

more blood flows with an.tsthesia than without, it is

largely because under the former condition a much
greater amount of tissue is removed.
Much caution should be employed in the after-care of

the patient. He .should not be at once dismissed, but
should be ])ut to bed. and kept there for at least twenty-
four hours, and until all signs of disturbance or shock
have subsided. Attention to this detail will be amply
repaid, for it lessens the possibilitj' of bleeding, prevents
infection, guards the patient against taking cold, and
greatly reduces the general depression due to the slight
shock of the ojieratiou.
Meanwhile the administration of tonic doses of iron

and quinine will materially hasten recovery. In other

words, to this surgical condition the ordinary rules of

surgical treatment should be applied.
It must not be considered that with the iierformance of

the operation the case is completed and all possible help
to the patient afforded. The general condition should be
made as perfect as possible, to which end change of air is

•often of great benefit, and, most important of all, the pa-
tient should be carefully examined in oi-der to determine
whether or not the operation has resulted in a thorough
and complete success. Should the contrary prove to be
the case, further treatment ma_Y be called for, and
although when properly performed at first, it will sel-

dom be nccessar}' to repeat it, there is no reason why this

should not be done when required. Indeed, it is well, in

difficult cases, to mention to the parents beforehand the
existence of such a possibility.
The pharynx being freed from the offending tissue,

such conditions as catarrhal inflammation, relaxation of
the uvula, and the general tendency to local congestion
can be greatly benefited by tojiical treatment, although in
most instances special interference will be unnecessary.
The second variety of treatment relates to the cure of

certain direct results of the naso-]ihar_yngeal obstruction,

namely, to mouth breathing, "to errors of pronunciation,
an<l to deformities of the chest walls and of the frame-
work of the nose.

^Vhen free nasal respiration has been actually estab-
lislied every possible encouragement should be held out
to the patient toclose the mouth and breathe through the
aose, both w-hile awake and when asleep.
The operation for the removal of hj-pertrophied ade-

noids is not so simple and easy as many suppose it to be.
On the contrary, its successful performance requires
knowledge, experience, and skill.

III. TONSIL OP THE TONGUE.

{Glandular (or adenoid) tissue at the base of the tongue.]

This tissue, the existence of which has long been known,
is analogous to the structure of the faucial tonsils and
of the tissue at the vault of the pharynx. It com-

pletes the circle of glandular tissue which surrounds the

pharynx.
Histologically, the princi|ial difference between the

faucial tonsil and the lingual lynijihoid masses is, that
while in the tonsils the lymphoid tissue is collected to-

gether into a circumscribed and well-defined mass, the

lymphoid tissue at the base of the tongue is dissemiuated
in small groups over a considerable" surface. Strictly
speaking, these groups are not glands, since they have
no excretory duct nor outlet, but are enclosed bodies and
belong in realitj- to the lymphatic system. They are
usually three or four lines in diameter, and are loosely
embedded in the subnuicous tissue. Their hilus is

covered with a thin mucous membrane. Their sac con-
tains a varying number of follicles, closely resembling
those of Peyer's glands of the intestines. The existence
of the lingual tonsil, so-called, is a normal condition.
The collections of tissue are located between the cireum-
vallate papillae and the epiglottis. Normally they are
not conspicuous, nor is their presence manifest excepting
upon irritation, when it will be discovered that the re-

gion which they occupy is highly sensitive, and liable to
marked reflex phenomena.

In examining the base of the tongue with the laryngo-
scope there is found, normally, a free interval between
the base of the tongue and the epiglottis. When the

lymphoid tissue is hypertrophied. this interval is more
or less filled up, and the tip of the epiglottis may be seen

impinging against the tongue or, apparently, biiried in a
mass of enlarged and prominent glands. The hj-pertro-
phy may extend laterally, and thus shut off the"view of
the pyriform sinus. It is often more markedly developed
upon one side than ujion the other. The glands may be
seen projecting backward, each one more or less distinct
and by itself, and the whole forming an aggregation
which is clearly more prominent and conspicuous tJian is

seen in the natural state of the parts. Dilatation of the
blood-vessels of the neighborhood is generally present.
As to what constitutes the normal condition of the liase

of the tongue, it may be said that in the vast majority of
cases pathological symptoms will be caused only by
abnormal enlargement of the lymphoid tissue so' pro-
nounced that, when sought for, it can hardlj- fail of

being recognized.
The disease commonly met with in the lingual tonsil is

a condition of general "hypertrophy, in which the whole
gland is increased to double the normal si/e or more, and
its follicles themselves are considerably enlarged. This
hyperplasia is very similar to the condition seen in
chronic hypertrophy of the faucial tonsil. Associated
with the hypertrophy there is often a dilatation of the
blood-vessels. Sometimes but one or two vessels may be

enlarged and sometimes many of them. It is not uncom-
mon to see it in children.

The causes of the h3'pertrophy are, to a great degree,
identical with those of chronic hypertrophy of the faucial
tonsils. They may depend upon disturbances of the cir-

culation due to renal or hepatic disorders, or upon car-
diac disease. Among them acid indigestion plays a par-
ticularly important part.
The symptoms observed in these cases are many and,

as a rule, well marked. They are more commonly
observed in women than in men, and are in general
such as commonly accompany hypera'Sthesia of the

parts. Thus, the patient complains of a s(>n.sation of

pricking, or of the presence of a foreign body in the
throat. The pain is usually localized, "but sometimes
radiates to other parts, tlie.se subjective phenomena
being increased if the tongue be drawn backward. The
explanation of the symptoms is simple. Normally, the

margin of the ciiiglottis is free. When the lymphoid
tissue of the tongue is so enlarged as to come in ctmtact
with it, then, two parts being in contact which usually
do not touch each other, the subjective sensation of a

foreign body results, accomiianied or not by pain in pro-
portion 10 the amount of irritation judduced. Patients
occasionally complain of pain shooting up to the ears, or
refer their discomfort to the stomach, larynx, trachea, or
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intrascaimlar rcsion. Pain is also present wlien the

ghiniis arc in a state of subafutc iiitlammatioii.

The effect of liypertropliy of the lingual tonsil upon
tlie voice is marked antl disastrous, for fatigue in speak-

ing and singing is a common symptom. When the

trouble is not .severe the only comi>laiut may be that the

patient lias pain while talking, without being hoarse, the

neighboring parts of the throat being normal. In some
eases the vocal fatigue can be traced to deficient inner-

vation. In cases in which the ditliculty is more pro-
nounecid, the voice may be entirely lost. In some cases

the voice is uncertain, being sometimes good and some-
times poor. Sometimes it is inireliable or diflicult to

control, breaking during the elTort to sing. Again,
there may be a marked tendency to sing out of tune, and
the timbre of the voice may be seriously impaired. In

other cases the normal range of the voice is interfered

witli, the patient not being able to produce two or even
three of the highest notes of which his voice is capable.
Some patients suffer from cough, which is observed in

two different forms. It is either violent, sjjasmodic, and
almo.st incessant, or of a hacking character, appearing at

shorter or longer intervals. The spasmodic form, as a

rule, occurs when the hypertropliied glands encroach

upon the epiglottis, and is less frequent than the hacking
cough. The latter often gives rise to great anxiety, as

the patient fears it to be a s_yniptom of developing pul-

monary phthisis. This form of cough is often present
when there is merely contact between the glands and the

epiglottis, and it is probably due to the friction of the

tongue and epiglottis against each other during their

movements.
It is a question whether tiie so-called "globus hysteri-

cus, "as seen in nervous women, is not often less a matter
of the imagination than has been commonly supposed.
In patients afflicted witli this complaint, hypertrophy of

the lingua! tonsil has frequently been observed, wliile in

patientTs of nervous temperament other retle.x symptoms
of tlie condition are often severe. On the otlier hand,
the globus hystericus has been .seen in patients in whom
the base of the tongue was practically normal.

Finally, attacks of dyspnani resembling asthma may
occur inpatients with enlarged lingual glands.
The prognosis is good, but the length of time required

to effect a cure is not always easily determined.
Too radical measures for the relief of this condition are

not indicated, and much harm has been done by the free

use of surgical methods in cases in which simpler means
would have answered the purpose. Thus, in cases de-

pending upon hyperacidity of the stomach, correction of

the indigestion will cure the tongue. When Bright's
disease is present, or when there is disease of the liver or

of the heart, the attempted removal of the enlargements
or the obliteration of the dilated vessels can only result

in harm.
In the congestive form of enlargement, especially when

dependent upon indigestion, relief is often afforded by
cleansing and astringent applications made to the base of

the tongue bj- means of a good spray atomizer, attention

being paid meanwhile to the con.stipation, or to the

liyperaciditv of the stomach, which may be present.
Wlien the hypertrophic masses are permanent, requir-

ing actual removal, surgical means are called for. Jtany
special methods liave been .suggested for tliis purpose,
from the use of various escharotics to actual ablation by
means of cutting instruments. The latter are in general
not to be preferred. On the whole, the most satisfactory
means seems to be either the galvano-cautery applied by
means of a flat electrode, the galvano-caustic snare, or

the cold-wire snare. I'nder cocaine anipsthesia the oper-
ation is usually not very painful, and healing takes place
in a few da.vs.

Supinirative inflammation of the lingual tonsil is rare.

When it is present it is necessary to determine the precise
location of the lesion, and to remember that such attacks

are sometimes accompanied by (rdenia of the laryn.x.
Evacuation of the abscess duritig sleep may |irove dan-

gerous. Chronic abscess of this region and retention

cysts have been observed. This condition is sometimes
so severe as to suggest Ludwig's angina.

D. Dryson Vela van.

TOPEKA MINERAL WELLS. — Shawnee County,
Kansas.

PosT-Orncis.—Topeka. Hotel.
These wells, two in number, are located on Harrison

Street, in the city of Topeka. We are informed tliat a

good hotel has been established at the wells for the ac-

commodation of persons requiring treatment. Turkish,
Russian, electric, and steam baths may be obtained. The
following analysis of the water was made by Jlessrs.

Barnes and Sim, chemists. The estimate was presumably
made in grains per United States gallon.
One United States gallon contains (solids'): Magnesium

chloride, gr. 11.76; sodium sulphate, ,gr. 19.2(j; magne-
sium sulphate, gr. 14.3G; sodium nitrate, gr. 1.04; so-

dium bicarbonate, gr. H.5.G1 ; calcium bicarbonate, gr.
22.48; iron bicarbonate, gr. 28.06; ammonium sulphate,

gr. 1.50; alumina, gr. 0.40; silica, gr. 10.28; organic
matter, gr. 1.76; phosphoric acid, a trace. Total, 147.35

grains.
The baths have been in operation since 1879. They

are highl}' recommended for obstinate cases of rheuma-
tism. The water is also used commercially. The analy-
sis shows a fairly stron.g saline-purgative water, and it

should be useful in cases to which s . ch waters are ap-
plicable. James E. Crook.

TORMENTIL. See "
Bosacece," under the heading

TORONTO, CANADA.—This city, of about 250,000
inhabitants, the metropolis of the Province of Ontario,
is situated in lat. 43° 39' N., and long. 79° 23' W., on
the northwestern shore of Lake Ontario. Meteorological
observations made here can be taken to illustrate the

S]3eeial climatic features of the northern shores of Lake
Ontario, known as that of the "Lower Lake Region."
For the following description of the topography of this

region, as well as of the city, the writer is indebted to

Dr. P. H. Brvee, Secretary of the Ontario Boartl of

Health.
" Lake Ontario is 240 feet above the sea level and lies

in a depression produced by glacial erosion, being sur-

rounded by five well-marked lake beaches, extending
from the Oak Ridges escarpment on the north, to the
Catskills to the south. Northwesterly, these heights
form a central plateau stretching to Lake Huron, with
a general elevation of 1.000 to 1,300 feet, thereby pro-

tecting the Lake Ontario region from the severe storms
which move from the northwest plains over the iipper
lakes, and spend their force on the northwest slopes
of the plateau as rain and snow storms. The annual
rainfall of Toronto averages 31 inches, with usually a

light snowfall. The soil underl)-ing the city and neigh-

boring shores of the lake is a tenacious Post-glacial

clay
—the Erie clays, geologicall}'.

—capped, however, in

the upper portions of the city with sands and gravels.
The combined system of sewerage has converted To-
ronto from what was "Muddy York" to a paved city,
famed equally for its well-kept streets and lanes and
for its wealtii of residential streets lined with forest

shade trees, and its splendid central and subui'ban parks,
with magnificent deep ravines, whose precipitous sides

form valleys eroded through the clays by the Humber
and Don rivers. Lying in frimt of the city is an island,

which, when the city was founded, was a peninsula
formed from the weatlier-worn cliffs of Scarboro Ileiglits
in the east, reposited as a sjindbar five miles in length,
which bounds a bay some two miles in width in front of

the city. This island now forms the summer home of

thousands of city dwellers, and on it there is also a lake-

siili' (lark, visited daily by many thousands. In the midst
of the lake, a mile beyond the islanil, and fully protected

against the sewage which is poured into the ba.v. is the

intake of the city water jiipe. The breezes blowing over
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the deep waters, the temperature of which in even late

summer seldom rises above 50' P., maintain a coolness

which is typical of the whole northern shores of the lake,

and wldcii has caused these shores, from Hamilton to

Kingston, to become yearly more and more the summer
home of many thoussiuds, especially from the Middle and
the Southern .States.

" The great depth of the lake keeps the waters open all

winter, and gives to the climate of the surrouniling re-

gion, during the winter and early sjiring, an unpleasant
dampness and coldness similar to that which prevails in

northern marine climates, Tlie following table will en-

able the reader to compare the climatic conditions of

Toronto with those of several othei' places where meteoro-

logical records have been kept."

ince of Ontario is between 30 and 40 inches. At Toronto
the annual percentage of blight sunshine is 44, and for

July at the same place it is GO. This is nuich liigher
than in England, for instance, where it is about 30, ac-

cording to Stuparl. The relative humidity, T7 per cent,

for the year, indicates a m<iderately damp atmosphere.
As the metropolis, for over a luuidrcd years, of the

province, Toronto is adorned with a tine House of Par-

liament, a splendid City Hall, and a Provincial Univer-

sity, with lands set apart for educational purposes, in the

tirst years of the province, and throughout which are dis-

tributed s<uue ten colleges, which cluster around Uni-

versitj' College, jirobably the tinest tvpe of gothic archi-

tecture in America. Some three thousand students are
enrolled in those colleges. There are, in addition, three

Mean Temperatures and Humidity.
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Xurtit'ullla.

tlic lieiiltlifulness of the city, witli all tlic aliwidy men-
tioiicil chaiitic'S contrcil in it, is illu.strutt'd by the fact

tliat ill I'JOl, the year of tlie last Canada census, the mor-

tality was as follows: Toronto: Deaths per 1. ()()() jiopu-

laticiu in I'JOl, 1U.5; New York: Deaths per 1,000 popu-
lation in 1900, 20.4."

One hundred and fifteen miles north of Toronto, near

the lowu uf Graveuhurst, is situated the JIuskoka Cot-

ta.i;e Sanatoriuni for the treatment of iiieiiiient cases of

pulmonary tuliercidosis. This institution is located in

a lieautifully wooded, .sheltered park of some 80 acres, on
the shores of Lake JIuskoka. It has an altitude of abovit

800 feet, in the region known as the Ilighlaiuls of On-
tario.

The climate is a bracing one, and the air is dry and free

from dust. The soil is dry, and of rocky formation, and
the water very soft. The winters are cold, but there are

no sudden changes of temperature. Snow remains on the

ground from December to March. There is a very con-

siderable amoiuit of sunshine. The patients can remain
out of doors from si.\ to eight hours throughout the

winter.

The buildings are constructed upon the cottage plan,
with an administration building in the centre of the

group. Each i^atient has a separate room, and the ti.se

of the sun parlors and piazzas. The accommodations at

present allow for tifty |iatients, but the number of the

cottages is to be increased.

Walking, sleighing, snowshoeiug, and, in the summer,
boating on the lake, are permitted for siutable eases.

The cost to each patient is si.x dollars per week. The re-

sults so far have been satisfactory. This region also

affords relief to those suffering from asthma and hay
fever, and is much frequented as a sununer resort by the

people from the cities and towns farther south.

[For an excellent account of the climate of Canada as a

whole the reader is referred to tlie paper of Pi'ofessor

Stnpart, read at the meeting of the British Association,

Toronto, 1897, and reprinted from the Scottish Geor/rapld-
cal AJai/azine ioT Fehruary, 1S88.] Edirard 0. Otis.

TORTICOLLIS.— (Synonym: AVry-ueck. ) Torticol-

lis, as the name indicates, is a twisted neck, a distortion

caused in most cases by active contraction or b_v actual

shortening of one or more of the lateral muscles that

control the head. Similar distortion ma_y be present in

Pott's disease, but in this instance the deformity is a

symptom of a more important disease, while the term
torticollis implies simple deformity.

Torticollis may be divided into two classes—the con-

genital and the acquired.
CoNGENiT.\L ToRxrcoLLis is a painless shortening of

the tissues of one side of the neck of intra-uterine origin.

Acquired torticollis is almost always accompanied at its

onset by discomfort or pain. This afterward subsides,

leaving the deformity ;
thus torticollis, from a therapeutic

standpoint, may be divided into the acute and the ciirouic

forms.
Whatever may have been the cause of the deformity,

the sterno-mastoid muscle is most often affected, and

typical torticollis implies contraction or shortening of

tills muscle. As an effect, therefore, the chin is slightly
elevated and turned away from the contraction. The
head is tilted toward the shortened muscle, and as a
whole is displaced toward the opposite shoulder. There
are also irregular forms of torticollis due to contraction
of other muscular groups, to which attention will be
called later.

Torticollis is a comparatively uncommon deformity,
and the acquired form is far more common than the con-

genital variety. The sexes are about equally affected,
an<l one side as often as the other.

CoN(iKNiT.\i, ToKTicoLi.is.— In mcst instances the de-

formity is slight at birth, and it does not attract atten-
tion until the child is able to sup|)ort the head, and in

many ca.ses not until a much later period. In cxcej)-
tioiial instances, however, the deformity is well marked at

birth and is accompanied by noticeable asymmetry of

the head and skull. In cases of this character the con-
traction often involves all the lateral tissues of the neck,
indicating that its cause must have been a fixed or con-
strained iiosition in utero, an explanation that may be

applied to the great majority of the milder cases also.

It may be stated in this connection that it was at one
time generally taught that so-called congenital torticollis

Fig. 4738.—Well-niiirked CmiKenital Torticollis of tlie Left Side,

showing the Effect of the Contraction in Displacing the Head
toward the Opposite Shoulder.

was due to injury at birth, the sequence of events being
somewhat as follows: The sterno-mastoid muscle was
ruptured ; rupture was followed by hemorrhage into

the substance of the muscle, wliich in turn set up inflam-

mation ;
this was followed by scar contraction and by

deformity. This theory has now few supjiorters, for the

following reasons: In the majority of cases of true con-

genital torticollis discovered in early infancy, there is no
evidence of luematoma. Ha'uiatoma is in but few in-

stances followed by torticollis, nor is rupture of muscle
in later life or in other situations followed by such

shortening. It isapparent, of course, that a cougeiiitally
short muscle might be injured at birth with a resulting
lia'inatoma, also that injury at birth miglit induce irrita-

tion or discomfort, and that deformity might follow the

habitual attitude a.ssumed by the patient for the relief of

this discomfort.

Pailtukirj}!.
— In the ordinary type of congenital torti-

collis, as demonstrated at oiierations on children, the
substance of the affected muscle or muscles is simply les-

sened in amount, and there is a disproportionate area of

tendinous sub.stance, as contrasted with the contractile

ti.ssue. In other instances the muscle may be traver.sed

by fibrous liamls or patches of scar-like tissue. Such
changes are far more common in acquired torticollis, and

they indicate jiriniary or secondary intlamniation of the

muscular subslance. In cases of torticc'Uis in infancy, or
when the distortion is slight, there is but little general
effect of the local contraction; but, if the deformity per-
sists, secondary changes appear. The face on the af-

fected side is Hatter, the nose, the corner of the iiuuith,

and the eyi'lids may be drawn down toward the contrac-

tion, and the skull even may lie markedly deformed.
There is in all cases of this character lateral distortion of
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the cervical spine, the convexity being on the side O])-

posite the contraction. Later, secondary curvalnre of

the spine develops. L'snally, there are also an increase

of the ilorsal couve.\ily,
" ronnd shoulders," and a lateral

compensatory curve in the direction ojiposeil to the su-

perior deformity.
If the deformity persists the neighboring muscles be-

come eventually involved, together with the other tissues

on the contracted side, the fascia presenting the greatest
resistance to the correction.

Son-Upi nttire Treatment of Vongenittd TurliroliiK.— If

the deformity is discovered in early infancy it may be

overcome, in many instances, by massage and stretch-

ing. In tills manipulation one person hohls the arm
firmly, and another draws the head in the opposite direc-

tion, meanwhile vigorously massaging the contracted
tissues. This treatment is carried out twice daih' for

about ten minutes each time. In holding the child and

arranging the pillow during sleep, one should take ad-

vantage of postures that op|)ose the defonnity.
llajiialdiiia.—As has been stated, ha'matoma is not un-

usual after ditlicult labor. It forms a liard, resistant,

ovoid swelling in the substance of the steruo-mastoid
muscle. It is usually discovered about the second week
after birth. Its absorption may be hastened by massage
with some bland ointment. If there is a tendency tow-
ard contraction or toward a ])0sture that might favor

defonnity, this should be prevented b_v manipulation
and by posture.

Openilire Treatment.—If the muscle or muscles are act-

ually shortened, and if deformity cannot be overcome by
manipulation in the manner described, operative treat-

ment is indicated. This statement applies to practically
all forms of torticollis, whether congenital or acquired,
in which the deformity is persistent. Tlie treatment nf
acute torticollis, and the prevention of deformity will be
described later, 'i'he object of operative treatment is

Flo. 4";».—Tlie MetluKl ot ApplviiiK Itie PIn.stcr Bniiilage after

Openilion on the Li>ft Side, to lliild tlie Urail in the .attitude of
Overcorrectluii. (Froiii Wliituuiu's

"
Urtlmpedit Surneiy.")

to ovcrcorrect the deformity and to hold the head in the
overcorrecteil position until the parts are thoroughly ad-

justed to their new relations.

Forcil)lc Correetiim.—The jiatient having been ana-s-
tlietized the shoulders are elevated upon a hard pillow,
the arm is tlien held tirmly by an assistant, and the

operator begins a series of forcible movements, alternate-

ly stretching an<l relaxing the contracted parts and forci-

bly mas.siiging therii with the idnar border of the hand.
If the shortened muscles are very resistant, it is well to
divide the tendinous insertions subcutatieously as a pre-
liminary measure. In this operation the tendon being
giasped between the thumb and linger, it may be divided
without fear of injuring the deeper part.s." One then
J) roceeds with the forcible maiiipulation until all resist-

ance has been overcome, and until the liiteral curvature
in the cervical ri'gion has entirely disappeared. The
head is then tixecl in the attitude of extreme overcorrec-
tion by means of a plaster bandage. This should ineliule
the upper part of the chest and shoidders, cii'cuhir turns

being made about the head. It should remain in position
for at least three weeks, and for a much longer time if

the appliance is comfortable, and if it is not considered

objectionable. After removal of the supporting bandage
the head should be turned forcibly from lime to time into
the attitude of overcorrection, for the purpose of pre-

venting recurrence ot deformity; and systematic exer-
cises should be cmplo3'ed to strengthen the muscles and
to re-establish the normal poise.

The Open Operation.—In many instances, and especially
in cases of longstanding in older subjects, the open o]ier-
ation is to be preferred to tenotom}' and forcible stretch-

ing. An incision, parallel to the sterno-mastoid muscle
and half-way between its two insertions, is made, ruuiiing
ujnvai'd from tlie clavicle about an inch and a half.

Through this incision all the resistant bands are divided
as they appear under tension. When all resistance to

overcorrection has been removed, forcible manipulation
is carried out and the head is fixed in the manneralready
described. This fixation is not always necessjiry in the
treatment of older subjects.

It should be stated that when the deformity is of long
standing, it may be impracticable to fix the head at first

in the ovei'corrected position, because of the impaii'meut
of the circulation or because of the discomfort that it

causes.

Acquired Torticollis.—As has been stated, acquired
torticollis is far more common than the congenital form.
At least eighty per cent, of the cases begin during tlie

first ten years of life.

The deformity may be divided into two main groups,
tlie common form or so-called acute torticollis and the

irregular forms.
Acute torticollis is a painful contraction .secondary to

injury or disease of the muscles, or to irritation of the

peripheral nerves. As a rule, the steruo-mastoid and

trapezius muscles are involved, but occasionally other
muscular groups are affected. A common form of torti-

collis is the so-called rheumatic or stilT neck, in which
the muscles of the neck are stiff and sensitive to press-
ure; this form hardh' requires consideration.

By far the most important form of acute torticollis is

that which often follows irritation of the peripheral
nerves in the uaso-pharynx or its neighborhood; thus it

is often a sequel of tonsillitis, measles, diphtheria, and
the like. It may be preceded by toothache or earache,
and it is often accompanied by enlarged or suppurating
cervical glands. The onset of thealTeetion is gradual,
often preceded by fever, and the head gradually assumes
the characteristic attitude of torticollis, and is fixed by
the tonic contraction of tliealleeted muscles. Attempts to

overcome the deformity cause great pain, as do unguarded
movements. It is particularly ditlicult to place the head
in a comfortable position when the child lies down; thus

"getting the child to bed "
is a troublesome task.

The patients often become extremely nervous, and it

would apiii'ur that the alTeclion is more common among
children of the nervous type. As has been stated, the

deformity is usually typical, the muscles alTected being
the trajieziiis and the sternoinastoid. In rare instances

the contra<;tioii may affect both sterno-mastoid muscles,
so that the head is drawn forward and downward be-

tween the .shoulders; or the posterior muscles may be

involved and the head is drawn backward, so-called
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Fig. 4740.—The Thomas Collar. This :ipimra-
tus is of service in the treatment of the milder
cases of acute torticollis.

posterior torticollis. The muscles and other tissues lic-

coiiic shortoiic'd. The pain and discomfort finally dis-

appear and tlie ca.«ie becomes one of chronic torticollis,

although in tlie milder forms spoiitiiueous recovery is

possible.
Tnatiiie-iit.—The treatment is symptomatic and pre-

ventive. Support is always indicated. As an imme-
diate appliea-
tiozi the neck

may be envel-

opeii in a heavy
mull-like collar

of cotton; this

should reach
from the shoul-

ders to the ears,

and should be
of such thick-

ness as actually
to support the

head. It is held
in position by circular bandages, and it may be stiflened

by layers of adhesive jilaster. This provides heat and
fixation, and for the early cases it is often an efficacious

remedy.
In most instances a more comprehensive support is

indicated. Such a support is afforded by the plaster

jacket and the jury mast; the elastic tension of the hal-

ter, if properly applied, will eventually overcome the

spasm, and in great degree at least correct the deformity.
This correction is further assisted by massage and by
gentle manipulation of the head. When the spasm and

deformity have been overcome, exercises to restore the

ability of the weakened muscles may be employed. This
treatment is particularly efficacious in those cases in which
the muscidar substance is involved by suppui-ating cervi-

cal glands. The duration of the treatment may lie from
several weeks to several months. If the deformity has

persisted for more than six months opei'ativo treatment
after the method described is, as a rule, indicated. It is

evident, of coui'se, that if acute torticollis is of secondary
origin all sources of po.ssible irritation should be looked
for and treated if found ; also that the general condition
of the patient should receive attention.

Ieregul.\r Forms op Torticollis.—Spasmodic Tor-
tirolUs.—This is a form of convulsive spasm of the mus-
cles of the neck resembling .somewhat in its general char-

acteristics writer's cramp. It is essentially an affection

of adult life and is more common in individuals of a
neurotic type. The onset is usually gradual, the first

indications being sensations of stifl'ness and discomfort,

di'awing sensations, and twitchings of the head. AVheu
the affection is established there are at intervals spasmod-
ic contractions of the affected muscles, which draw the
head with a jerking motion into the attitude of extreme

deformit}-. The spasm then relaxes, to recur at frequent
intervals. These conti-actions may be painless, but in

many instances the sensation is cramp-like. After a time

deformity persi.sts, the affected muscles becoming hyper-
trophied and structurally shortened.

Etiijhifiii.
—Little is known of the etiology. Many of

the patients present a neurotic family or personal his-

tor}', and in certain instances constant or constrained
attitudes in occupation, defective eyesight, and the like

apparently induce the affection. There is little tendency
toward spontaneous recovery.

Treatment.—The general condition of the patient
should receive attention, and predisposing causes, such
as occupation, should be avoided if possible. In mild
cases massage, systematic exercise, and in some instances

support in the form of a collar or light metallic brace

may be of service. In confirmed cases resection of the

nerves that supply the affected muscles seems to be the
most effective remedy.

If the spasm is confined to the sterno-mastoid and

trapezius muscles removal of a portion of the spinal ac-

cessory nerve may be sullicient. .\n incision is made
along the anterior border of the sterno-inasloid muscle

from the mastoid process to a point about one inch be-

yond the angle of the jaw. One then exposes by blunt
dissection the transverse process of the atlas, wliich lies

directly below the mastoid process. This is a valuable
landmark because the spinal accessory nerve usually
|)asses directly over it, or slightly in front of its most
prondncnt part. Traction on the muscle will usually
make the nerve; prominent. If it is not readily found its

position may bo ascertained by drawing the finger nail

across the bottom of the wound, a sharp contraction fol-

lowing pressure on the nerve. This having been i.solated,
a .section, at least an inch long, should be removed. If
the sterno-mastoid muscle is actually shortened, it should
be divided and a portion of the trapezius also, if this

resists the correction of the dcformit}'. Fixation of the
head is, as a rule, not requin'd after the operation. In

many instances the muscular spasm involves the other
muscles of the neck. In such ca.ses resection of the pos-
terior branches of the upper cervical nerves, in addition
to the complete division of the contracted parts, may
be reriuired.

In the ordinary operation an incision, about three inches
in length, is carrietl downward from the occiput, parallel
to and about one inch from the spinous processes. It is

continued through the trapeziusand complexus muscles,

exposing the posterior branches of the nerves. Those of

the three upper nerves are then resected. As has been
stated, complete division of the muscles that are shor-

tened accompanies the operation.
Other Forms of Iukegul.\r Torticollis.—Para-

h/tic Torticollis.—One or more of the muscles of the neck

may be paralyzed, most often the result of an extensive
anterior poliomyelitis. Isolated paralysis of the muscles
is uncommon.

Diphtheritic Torticollis.—Paralysis of muscles may be
a sequel of diphtheria, the trapezii muscles being most
often involved. This allows a forward droop of the
head. The diagnosis is usuall}' apparent.

Posterior Torticollis.—The most common form of pos-
terior torticollis is the so-called cervical opisthotonos
which is often a svmptom of cerebro-spiual or basilar

meningitis. A slight degree of the same deformity is

not uncommon in ill-nourished infants.

RachHic Torticollis.—In the progressive stage of rachi-

tis, in which the characteristic kyphosis is present in the
lower part of the spine, the head may be tilted backward
in compensation. Occasionally the attitude may be in-

creased by slight spasm of the posterior muscle.
Ocular Torticollis.—In rare instances the head may be

carried habitually in an attitude of lateral distortion to

accommodate defective vision. This is, however, rather
an improper attitude than a symptom of torticollis. The
treatment of these uncommon and as a rule unimportant
varieties of deformity does not require especial consider-

ation, lioi/ai Whitman.

TOUCH. See Skin, Functions of.

TOXINS, TOXALBUMINS.—Toxins are poisonous
synthetical products of bacterial growth.
The exact composition of toxins has not as yet been

discovered, but it is believed that they arc of proteid
character. At first all the toxins were supposed to be

albumins, but recently some of the most imiiortaut, such
as those produced b\' the tetanus and di])litheria bacilli,

have been shown to possess characteristics which separate
them from that class. Toxins are formed during the

gidwth of bacteria in media cont;uning no proteid, but
more abundaully when it is present. Toxins are divided
into extracellular and intracellular pois(Uis. Thus, the
toxins prodnceil by the diphtheria and tetanus bacilli

during their growth in the tissues or culture nu'dia are

largely given up to the culture tluid, but little remaining
in the bacterial protoplasm, while the toxins elaborated

by the typhoid, tubeicle, glanders, and colon bacilli, and
indeed by the majority of [lurasitic and sjiprophytie Imc-

liria, are largely retained in the bodies of the bacteria

until their death and destruction.
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Among tlie properties of the extracellular toxins are

the following: They are so far as known uucrystal-
lizable, and llius ilillor from ptoniains; they are soluble
in water and they are dialyzabU'; they are precipitatid
alonir with proteids by concentrated alcohol, and also by
ammonium sulphate; if they are proteids they are either

albinnoses or allied to the alhumoses; they are relatively
unstable, liavina; their toxicity diminished or destroyed
by heat (the dejrree of heat, etc., wliieh is destructive

varies much in dill'erent cases). Their potency is often

altered in the precipitations practised to obtain tliem in

a pure or concentrated condition, but among the jirecipi-
tants ammonium sulphate has lit tie if any harmful cH'ecit.

Regarding the intracellidar toxins whicli are more inti-

mately associated with the bacterial cell we know much
less, but it is|>roliabletliat tlieir nature is similar, though
some of them at least are not so easily injured by heat,

e.g., in the case of tlie product of tuberelc b.ieilli. In the

case of all toxins the fatal dose for an animal varies di-

rectly with the species, body weight, age. and previous
conditions as to, e.g., food, teiuperature, etc. lu estimat-

ing the minimal lethal dose of a toxin these factors must
be carefully considered.

The following is the method usually employed for

obtaining concentrated extracellular toxins. The toxic

fluid is placed in a shallow dish, and ammouium sulphate
crystals are well stirred in till no more dissohe. Fresh

crystjilsto form a bulk nearly equal to that of the whole
fluid are added, and the dish is set in an incubator at 37° C.

(98.6° F.)over niglit. Next da)' a brown scum of pre-

cipitate will be foiuid floating on the surface. This con-
tains the toxin. It is skimmed off with a spoon, placed
in watch-glasses, and these are dried in vacuo and stored
in the dark, also in vacuo, or in an exsiccator containing
strong sulphuric acid. For use, the contents of one are

dissolved up in a little normal saline solution.

The comparison of the action of bacteria in the tissues
in the production of these toxins to v.hat takes place in

the gastric digestion has raised the question of the pos-
sibility of the elaboration by these bacteria of ferments

by which the process may be started. It -would not be

prudent to dogmatize as to whether the toxins do or do
not belong to such an ill-detined group of substances as
the ferments. It may be pointed out, however, that the
essential concept of a ferment is that of a body whi<-h can

originate change without itself being changed, and no
evidence has been adduced that toxins fultil this con-
dition. Another propertj- of ferments is that, so long as
the products of fermentation are removed, the action of
a given amount of ferment is indefinite. Again, in the
case of toxins no evidence of such an occurrence has been
found. A certain amoiuit of a toxin is always associated
with a given amount of disease effect, though a process
of elimination of waste products must be all the time

going on in the animal's bod_v. Again, too much impor-
tance must not be attached to loss of toxicity by toxins
at relativelj' low temperatures. ]Man_y proteiils show a
tendency to cliange at such temperatures; for instance,
if egg albumen be kejit long enough at .5.5" C. nearly the
whole of it will be coagulated. Such considerations sug-
gest lliat the relation of toxic action to fermentation
must be left an open (piestion.

Similar Vcr/ctiiMe iiikI Animal Poisons.—Within recent

years it has been found that the bacterial poisons belong
to a group of toxic bodies all presenting very similar

properties, other members of which occur widely in the

vegetableand animal kingdoms. Among plants tlie best-
known examples are the riciii and abrin jioisons, obtained

b)- luaking watery emulsions of the seeds of the Uicinus
conununis and the Abrus precatcnius (jequirity) respec-
tively. The chemical reactions of ricin and abrin corre-

spond to those of the bacterial toxins. They are soluble
in water, they are iirecipitable in alcohol, but being less

easily dialyzable than t he albumoses they have lieen called
toxalbununs. Their toxicity is .seriously impaired by
boiling, and they also gradually become less toxic on
being kept. Hoth are among the most powerful poisons
known, ricin being the more fatal.

It is also certain that the poisons of scorpions and of

poisonous snakes belong to the siinie group. The poi-
sons derived from the latter are usuallj' called veuius, and
a very representative group of such veuins derived from
dilferent species has been stvidied. To s]ieak generally,
there is derivable from the natural secretions of the poi-
son glands a series of venins which have all the reac-
tions of the bodies previously considered. Like ricin and
abrin, they are not so easily dialyzable as bacterial toxins,
and therefore they have also been classed as toxalbu-
luius. Wliile up to the present we have not been able to

discover the exact chemical composition of any toxin, or

even to obtain it in a pure state, many interesting facts

upon the nature of toxins have been discovered by physi-
ological methods.
From a large number of most carefully conducted ex-

periments with the toxin and antitoxin of diphtheria,
Ehrlich hasfornudated a theoiy concerning the constitu-
tion of tlie former. This theory has undergone several
modifications since it was first proposed, and it is difticult

to give an exact statement of it as it now stands. How-
ever, we will attempt to state in condensed form its es-

sential points as follows;
Toxins and antitoxins neutralize one another after the

manner of chemical reagents. The chief reasons for this

belief lie iu the observed facts: (a) that neutralization
takes place more rajiidly in concentrated than in dilute

solutions ; and (4) that warmth hastens and cold retards
neutralization. From these observations Ehrlich con-
cludes that toxins and antitoxins act as chemical reagents
do in the formation of double salts. A molecule of the

poison requires an exact and constant quantity of the
antitoxin in order to produce a neutral or harmless sub-
stance. This implies that a specific atomic group in the
toxin molecule combines with a certain atomic group in

the antitoxin molecule.
The toxins, however, are not simple bodies, but easilj-

split into other substances which dill'er from one another
in the avidity with which they combine with antitoxin.
These derivatives Ehrlich calls prototoxins, deutero-

toxins, and tritotoxins.

All forms of toxins are supposed to consist of two
modifications, which combine in an eqvially energetic
manner with antitoxin or with suitable receptors in the

cells, but differ in their resistance to heat and other de-
structive agents.
The less resistant form passes readily into a toxoid

sub.stance which has the same affinity for the antitoxin
or the cell receptors as the original toxin, but is not

poisonous. The facts observed, Ehrlich thinks, are best

explained on the supposition that the toxic molecule con-
tains two independent groujis of atoms, one of which may
be designated as the haptophorous and the other as the

toxophorous group. It is by the acticm of the hajitopho-
rous group that toxin unites with antitoxin or the sensi-

tive cell molecule.
The toxo]ihorous group is unstable, but after its de-

struction the molecule still unites with the antitoxin or
the sensitive molecule through its retained haptophorous
group.

Specific antitoxins can be produced not only with
toxins but with toxoids.

Bordet believes, in contradistinction to Ehrlich, that
toxin unites in different multiples with antitoxin, so that
the toxin luolecule may have itsaflinities slightly, partly,
or wholly satisfied by antitoxin. Slightly satisfied, it is

still feebly toxic ; combined with a larger amount of anti-

toxin it is not toxic, but still may, when absorbed into

the system, lead to the production of antitoxin. Fully
saturated, it has no ]ioisonous properties and no ability
to stimulate the pivxiiietion of antitoxin.

The most important of the extracellular toxins are
those produced by the diphtheria and tetanus bacilli.

These are very powerful, 0.0000001 gm. of the dried

filtrate of a tetanus ctdture will freiiuently kill a white
mouse, while one-tenth of that aiuount of dried diiili-

theria filtrate has killed a gnineapig.
According to Madsen and Ehrlicli the specific tetanus
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poison consists of two toxins, tctauospasniin mid tclano-

lysin. To tlie lirst of tlirso the tetanic couvLilsious arc

due, n-liilc tlic second has a lueniolylic action.

Wlien tlic tetanus to.xins are placed in tlic blood

tetanolysin largely combines with tlic blood, while the

tetanospasmin combines with the nerve cells. Each of

these substances produces in animals a specific antitoxin.

To obtain diphtheria and tetanus toxins for injection in-

animals the bacilli are grown in slightly alkaline beef
broth for from .seven to ten days. The broth is then fil-

tered and preserved. Tetanus toxin is produced under
anaOrobic conditions, diphtheria toxin under free access

of oxygen.
The bacterial poisons which reside in the bodies of the

bacteria arc mostly extracted only after the death of the

organisms. Herein the invaded animal the disease etfects

are more closely associated with tlu^ actual presence of

the bacteria in the vicinity than in the case of the extra-

cellular toxins. Antitoxic sera, prepared from injecting
animals with the filtrates of these bacteria, do not pro-
duce marlied immunity in injected animals to infection

with the living bacteria.

Tuberculin and mallein are mixtures of the bacterial

poisons produced b_v the tubercle and glanders bacilli.

Tuberculin is prepared from a fully developed culture of

tubercle bacilli grown on meat broth containing five per
cent, of glycerin. This is evaporated to one-tenth of its

volume over a steam bath. Injected into tuberculous
animals it causes a marked reaction in the infected tissue

with constitutional disturbances and a rise of tempera-
ture,

JMallein is prepared in the same way from old cultures
of the glanders bacillus. Injected into animals infected

with glanders, it causes swelling and heat in the healthy
tissues into which the mallein has been injected. Marked

general disturbance and a rise of temperature of 3° to

5° F. usually follow. Typhoid, dysentery, colon, and

many other bacilli and cocci contain intracellular toxins.

^Villiam Jl. Park.

TRACHEOTOMY.—(i?wrac^o<OOTy, Laryngotomy, Thy-
rotoimj, etc.) The term tracheotomy is used in general
to signify an opening made from without into the wind-

pipein any part of its course. The term bronchotomy,
originally "and more properly used in this sense, has

gradually fallen into disuse, and is now rarely met with.

The term tracheotomy, in its exact sense, is applicable

only to an opening made into the trachea proper; while

thyrotomy, cricotomy, and laryngotomy, singly or in

combination, may be used to describe openings made
into the larynx only, and laryngo-traeheotomy and crico-

tracheotomj' those involving both larynx and trachea.

Indications.—The object of a tracheotomy may be
either to furnish a new aperture for the respiratory cur-

rent, when the natural one is no longer sufficient, or to

afford access to the interior of the tracheal canal for local

therapeutic purposes, orfor the removal of foreign bodies

lodged witliin it. In these cases it is a remedial measure.
In addition, it may be indicated also as a preventive
measure, as a preliminary to some surgical operations
involving the cavity of the nose, phaiTnx, or larynx, to

render jinssilde tamponade of the laiynx, and to facili-

tate the administration of aua'sthelies.

Any alfection, lar3'ngeal or supralarvngeal, which is

causing or threatening asphyxia, is an indication for

remedial tracheotomy. These conditions may be classi-

fied into: (1) Trauiiiatic conditions: t3) inflammatory
conditions; (3) neuroses; (4) neoplasms.
Some consideration of each of these classes is neces-

sary :

I. Tn.vuMATic Conditions.—The first under this head
come irniiiKh of the lcir)/ii.r. When, as the result of such
a wound, blood is flowing abundantly into the trachea,
and Inemostasis by ordinary means cannot readily and

speedily be accomplished; also, when the wound has

Iiartially severed the epiglottis so tliat it falls upon and
occludes the glottic orifice—in these cases immediate

opening of the trachea is imperative. Traelieolomy may
Vol,. VII.—.53

also become necessary later in the history of a wound of
the larynx in consequence of infiltration of the submu-
cous laryngeal connective ti.ssuc, and of the epiglottic
folds, by blood, serum, pus, or air, causing the symp-
toms of a'denia glotlidis. Glottic emphysema, demand-
ing tracheotomy, may be caused bj' extension of a gen-
eral emphysema of the neck, when inadequate means
to relieve such emphysema have been employed, but it is

more frequently a localized airinliltration of thearyteno-
epiglottic folds from a iienetrating wound of the faryux
with contracted external opening. Local scarifications
of the tumefied tissues, whether caused bj' (luid or by air

infiltration, practised through the mouth, may suffice to

alford relief in .some cases, when time and opportunity
can be had for them

;
but in all cases in which the suffo-

cative symiiloms are urgent or the conditions are not
favorable for making such local scarifications, immediate

tracheotomy should bo done. In these ca.ses it would
also be jusiifiable for a person jirovided with the neces-

sary instruments, and skilled in their use, to try intuba-
tion after tlie method of O'Dwyer.
Bunts of t/ie larynx and pliarynx, the result of swal-

lowing hot fluids or caustic agents, or of tlie inhalation
of steam, are liable to be followed by oedema sufficientlj'

great to require tracheotomj'.
Fractures of the larynx are likely to involve conditions

making tracheotomy necessary. Displacement of the

cartilages may in itself produce - itHcicnt occlusion to

become an indication. Consecutive a-denia ma}' result,
as in the case of incised and juinetured wounds of the

larynx above considered; phlegmonous purulent infiltra-

tion is likely to develop; blood infiltrations are to be

expected ; in some instances paraly.sis of the glottic
dilators, from injury to the laryngeal nerves or their

compression by displaced cartilages or inflammatory
efliusions, may supervene—any of these conditions indi-

cate tracheotoni}'.
Cicatricial contractions may result from loss of sub-

stance attending any of the' above-mentioned trauma-
tisms of the laiynx, and may produce stenosis of a bigh
degree. Jlore or less occlusion may also result from
adhesions between soft parts following the cicatrization

of wounds of the larynx or trachea, and from the healing
in abnormal situations of displaced cartilaginous frag-
ments or flaps of soft tissue. In either of these con-
ditions tracheotomy is indicated as soon as any consider-
able embarrassment in breathing is experienced ; it serves
both for the relief of the dyspna a and to facilitate meas-
ures for the dilatation of the .stricture. Intubation may,
however, be substituted for tracheotomy in some of these
cases.

In all ca.sesolforeign bodies in the air passages In which
suffocative symptoms persist, and are urgent or frequent-
ly recur, and in which the foreign body cannot be speed-
ily and readily removed through tlic mouth, immediate
incision of the trachea is imperative. In a very large
proportion of cases the first violent sp.asms of dyspua'a
provoked by the entrance of the foreign body soon suD-
side and a period of calm follows, which may, indeed,
last indefinitely. To be able to operate during such a

period of calm is liighlj' desirable, for it can then be done
with deliberation and with projier attention to those pre-
cautions wdiieh will prevent the operation itself from

adding any new dangers to those already ]iresent. The
present absence of urgent symptoms should not induce
the surgeon indefinitely to postpone operation, in the

hope that spontaneous expulsion may occur, notwith-

standing the frequent instances in which such sponta-
neous expvdsion is finally effected, for the foreign body
is a constant menace to life as long as it remains in the

air passages, and is liable to produce sudden death at any
time, even in the act of expulsion. Should the dangers
of death by asjihyxia be escaped, the later develoiunent
of localized infective disturbances from the jiresence of

the foreign body is inevitable.

Asphyxia from the abundant entrance of blood, roniitcd

maltrrs, or jluidn of any In'nd into the air passages calls for

tracheotomy and artificial respiration, together with the
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vise of mciiiis to free the air passages from the foreign
matter that embarrasses tlie respiration. Asjihy.xia from
tlie entrance of l)looil is always to be guarded against in

the course of o|ieraIi(Uis about tlie cavities of the nioutli

and nasopliarvn.\, when full an;estliesia is re(iuireil, and

every arraiigenient for ininieiliate traclifotoniy should be

at hand in those cases in which a deliberate preliminary
traclieotomy is not deemed ad visjible. A person attacked

by vomiting while in a stale of unconsciousness is iu

great danger that portions of the vomited material may
enter the air passages. The accident of being drowned
in one's own vomit is l)y no means infreiiueiit. It is to

be watched for in all cases in which general ana'Sthesia is

induced, and wlien it occurs demaiuls immediate incision

of the trachea and the quick emiiloyniciit ()f energetic
means to free the air passages from the obstructing mate-
rial. The incision into the trachea not only supplies a

new, more direct, and free opening for the entrance of

air and facilitates the emptying of the air passages by
the compressions used in carrying on artificial respira-
tion, hut it affords an opportunily readily to introduce
instruments for cleansing the passages. Little can be

accomplished in such cases by suction through tubes of

any kind; but, by the forcible blowing of air into the

lungs through a catheter or other suitable tube intro-

duced through the tracheal wound, the ejection of fluids

and semisolids from the air jiassages by the return cur-

rent of air may be quickly and readily accomplished.
II. IxFi..\MM.\T()uv Conditions. — Stenosis of the

larynx of such severity as to demand tracheotomy may
arise in the course of any of the inflammatory conditions
to which the iaiyn.\ is subject.
In the course of an attack of acute catarrhal laryngitis,

the rapid development of symptoms of severe dyspncea,
which are not relieved by an emetic or other antispas-
modic treatment, indicates the supervention of (edematous
infiltration of the aryteno-epiglottic folds and of the epi-

glottis. The suffocative symptoms produced by this

condition may early become so immediately urgent that
no opportunity for the use of ordinaiy therapeutic means
is presented, and prompt surgical interference is the only
possible thing that can avert a speedily fatal issue. In
other cases a more gradual development of the cedema

gives time for the emplo^-ment of remedies, and man_v of

these cases, though iu great apparent danger for some
time, ultimately end iu spontaneous recovery.

Scarification of the supraglottic cedematous tissue has
been successful in relieving some of these cases, and in

yet others intutiatiou has likewise sufficed to avert dan-

ger. But tracheotomy must remain the resource most
frequently available to the practitioner who ma_y neither
himself have the special technical dexterity in throat

manipulations required Sittisfactorily to practise the last-

mentioned operations nor be able to call to his aid others
who may have it.

The results of tracheotomy, when done for the relief

of acute inllainmatory occlusion of the glottis, are ver}-

encouraging, and, when the operation is done with the

precautions and after-cares to be described further on,

very little, if any, additional hazard is added to the case

bj- its employment.
In acute laryngitis the parts below usuall}' remain

comparatively unalTected, and after the relief to the ob-
structed respiration has been alTordcd by the tracheal

incision, the laryngeal infiammatoiy swelling so quickly
subsides that the tube need be retained but a few days.
The operation itself contril)utes to the shortening of the

primary laryngitis by putting the alTected parts'at rest,
and removing the source of irritation existing previously
in the to-and-fro respiratory current.
The question of chief im])ortance to the physician who

is charged with the responsibility of the care of an acute

laryngitis is, What degree of urgency must the suffoca-
tive symptoms attain to justify him in opening the tra-

chea? He certainly should not wait until the patient is

in ejctremin, nor shoulil he be precipitate in action, for

spontaneous recovery from very threatening <onditionsis
not rare. At the same lime, he is not to consider so much

the idea as to whether the patient maj' not possibly re-

cover without operation as he is to decide whether his
chances of recoverj' will be made greater by the oper-
ation.

Tracheotomy is to be accepted as one of the therapeutic
resources at the command of the jihysician for the relief

of dyspnu'a from laryngeal obstruction, and when the

dysi)mea is sulliciently great and prolonged to jiroduce
serious suffering, or much exhaustion, the operation ia

justifiable. The personal element of the skill and ex-

perience iu the operation of the ph3-sician himself must
also come into the ecjuatiou, for, if the dangers inherent
in the operation are great, it would be improjier to sub-

ject a patient to them unless the dangers that were to be
averted by the operation were alreaily unmistakably
greater and more imminent. Tracheotomy, while often
a simple procedure, at times develops conditions that tax
to the utmost the coolness, adroitness, and command of
resources of the most experienced surgeon. One who is.

thoroughly provided to control these difficulties would
be justified in offering the operation as a means of relief

in circumstances less urgent than one without these

qualifications.
Loss of voice, frequent thin, metallic, muffled cough,

dillicult inspiration and prolonged expiration, the supra-
sternal and epigastric tissues sinking in at each inspi-

ratory effort, great restlessness, suffusion of the face
with bluish lips

—these are symptoms that, if continued,
will ijroduce speedy exhaustion ; but in many cases of
acute catarrhal laryngitis much of this respiratory diffi-

culty is due to glottic spasm, which may be controlled

by treatment, or may spontaneously disappear. If the-

severe symptoms of dyspna?a are intermittent, if they
are lessened in severity and in frequency by treatment,
if the general prostration is not great, and if the lethargy
denoting advancing defective oxidization of the blood
is not marked, tracheotomy should be deferred.

\yhcn, on the other hand, the dj-spno^a is continuous,
and is gradually and steadily increasing despite treatment,
especially when symptoms of exhaustion are developing—as shown by jiallor of the face, with cold ]iers]iiration

—
and when the benuiubiug effects of defective aPration of
the blood are manifesting themselves—as shown by a ten-

dency to lethargy replacing previous restlessness—then

tracheotomy should be resorted to without further delay.
Pseudomembrancius Laryngitis. —Of all the causes

which may possibly determine dyspna"a of sufficient

gravity to require tracheotomy for its relief, the accu-
mulation of a mcmbraniform exudate upon the surface
of the laryngeal mucous lining is the most fie(iuent.
When the accumulation of such a laryngeal exudate is

secondary to, or synchronous with, the same formation
within the pharynx or upon the tonsils, earlj- recognition
of the cause of the laryngeal symptoms is made: when
the earliest manifestation of the exudate is within the

larj'nx, a not infrequent occurrence, the condition can-
not be distinguislied with certainty from that attending
acute catarrhal laryngitis in its .severer forms: it is only
when, in the progress of the case, membraiiiforiu frag-
ments become detached and are expectorated, or a mcm-
braniform exudate forms in the pharynx or fauces also,
or the presence of the exudate is demonstrated by incising
the trachea, that an absolute diagnosis can be made. It

is a common error to assume that severe and continitoiis

dys]in(ea arising in the ccuir.se of acute inthuiunatory af-

fections of the laiynx is due to a membraiiiform exudate,
and to denominate the case "membranous croup." This

assumption has given risi^ to man}' erroneous conclusiona
as to the value of medicinal treatment in cases of so-called

membranous croup, for the catarrhal inllammation is

much more amenable to medicinal agents than is the
exiulative. As long, however, as any doubt about the
exact character of the case exists, it is wiser, from the

standpoint of treatment, to assume that the more intract-

able disease is iiresent and to guide the treatment accord-

ingly. Such a piiiiciple of action will lead to an earlier

resort to tracheotomy than would otherwise be the case.

If the jiractitioner has positive evidence, or provisionally
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acct'iits the couclusioii, tlmt tlie larynx is becoming
bldckfil liy nicmlmmifonn cxiidiitt', his course of action
will also lie liUdj to lie inHuenced by his opinion as to

the iliphtheritic or uon-tliphlheritic character of the exu-
dative process.
As to the i)ossibility of the development, upon the sur-

face of the laryngeal mucous membrane, of a membraui-
form exudate not due to diiihtherilic infection, there is

considerable evidence, consislingcliielly in the undoubted
occurrence in localities of cases of membranous laryngitis
at rare intervals during a long period of years before the

prevalence of diphtheria in that locality.
H such non-diphtheritic cases formerly occurred they

may doubtless still occur; but abundant observation lias

demonstrated that, clinically, it is impossible to distin-

guish such cases at the present time, and that the symp-
toms tabulated by systematic writers for establishing the
dilTcrential diagnosis between the two classes of cases are

entirely unreliable, and their importance quite imaginary.
The occurrence of membranous larj-ngitis in any com-

munity at the present time is always associated with the

prevalence of other forms of diphtheria.

Practicall}' all consiilerations as to the treatment of

pseudomembranous laryngitis resolve themselves into

that pertaining to laryngeal diphtheria, and as such I

shall consider them in what I may have to say fui'ther.

The proportion of recoveries from laryngeal diphtheria,
without tracheotom}', was exceedingly small, less than
ten ]ier cent., before the introduction of the use of dijih-
theritic antitoxin in the treatment of diphtheria. Present

experience indicates that fifty per cent, of such patients

may now be expected to recover under the antitoxin

treatment without operative interference. The addition

of intubation has still further reduced the mortality, so

that now about two-thirds of intubated, antitoxin-treated

cases end in recover}-. The proportion of recoveries in

trachcfitomized-antitoxin-treated cases is about the same.
Of .5,00-1 intubation-antitoxin cases gathered by Siegert
from the records of hospitals for children on the cou-
tiuent of Europe for the period 1890-98 the mortality
was 32.4 per cent. ; of 6,943 tracheotomized-autitoxin
cases the mortality was 33.5. Since, however, trache-

otomy is usuall}' resorted to in a more severe class of

cases, and at a later date than is intubation, the thera-

peutic value of tracheotomy would seem to be distinctly

greater than that of intubation, which should be pre-
ferred only in cases of slight intensity, in cases in which
the special cares required after tracheotomj' cannot be

secured, as well as in those in which the consent of par-
ents to tracheotomy cannot be gained.
The progress of a case from the first inception of symp-

toms of hoar.senessand slight embarrassment of breathing
to the termination in death is usually rapid. Out of

1.700 cases of fatal croup in the city of Brooklyn, in

children less than five years of age, .57 per cent, died
within tluee days from the onset of the croupy sj'mp-
toms. 1.59 died within twenty-four hours, and 23 died
within twelve hours. Much time for deliberation is

therefore not to be relied upon.
In addition to the exhaustion produced by the unin-

terinitting violent efforts to respire, the deficient blood

oxj'gcnation, and the continued depressing elTect of tlie

diphthciilic poison, the surgeon must also take into con-
sideration the damage likely to be inllicti'd upon the

lungs themselves during prolonged unrelieved dyspno'a.
Pulmonary emphysema and a'denia, and dilluse<l capil-

lary liyperaMiiia, with subsequent bronchial catarrh, re-

sult from prolonged dyspnoea, and from complications
hindering recovery, should the dyspncea finally be re-

lieved by tracheotomy. Tracheotomy tends to prevent
death in diphtheritic laryngitis by making possilile free

access of air to the lungs, and thus: (1) Relieving or

preventing carbonic-acid poisoning and its seipiehe; (2)

supiilying the blood freely with the best of stimulants
aiifl tonics—oxygen—by which act it assists in the strug-
gle to eliminate the S|)ecial blood poison, and favors the

limitation of thedisease; (;i) at once ending the cupping-
glass action exerted ujion the whole surface of the re-

spiratory tract below the larynx by the inspiratory strug-
gles, a result which lessens the danger of the occurrence
of dilfuse catarrh of the air passages, of pneumonia, and
of pulmonary (edema, and promotes recovery from these
conditions when not already too extensively developed;
(4) rendering respiration free and ea.sy, in consequence
of which exhaustion from excessive muscular exertion is

either prevented or—if already present—is in some meas-
ure relieved.

It tends to prevent death bj' eliminating from the pos-
sible causes of death a'dema glottitlis, and occlusion of
the glottis by a piece of loosened membrane, through the
establishment of an opening for the entrance of air at a
point between the glottis and tlu' lungs. It prolongs
life, and thus gives increased opportunity for the action
of remedies, and for a rallying of the pow-ers of nature
sufficient to throw of! the disease.

By tracheotomy the surgeon is given ready access to
the interior of the trachea, and is enabled to remove at
once from it any masses of detached exudate that may
be present, as well as the abundant pultaceous secretion
formed by the mixture of membranous debris and mu-
co-pus which often accumulates below the membrane
proper, and is liable to be sucked back into the finer

bronchial ramifications, blocking them up and cariying
infection to the deepest parts of the lung tissue.

Through the tracheal opening loeal luedication of the
trachea and larger bronchia is faci.itated, a more direct
and accessible way being provided for the introduction
of sjirays and solutions, forceps and swabs, as the after-

course of the disease may require.
The choice of the point at which the trachea is to he

opened should also be controlled by the facility with
which intratracheal examination and treatment may be
carried on through the incision. Without question an
incision at some point below the thyroid isthmus gives
the surgeon the most advantage in this respect, and for

this reason should be chosen, notwithstanding that it de-
mauds more care and anatomical knowledge for its safe

IJerformauce than an incision above the isthmus.
When the one indication for tracheotomy is present,

viz., laryngeal stenosis to such a degree as to be a source
of danger either directly or indirectly, there can be no
contraindication to the operation. Whatever the degree
of septica>:iiia, if the stenosis is great enough niaterially
to intensify it, the operation should still be done.

Coexisting pneumonia, bronchitis, exhaustion, even
apparent death, instead of contraindicating, do the more
distinctly indicate it. These and other complications
render the prognosis more grave, but do not justify a
refusal to operate. The literature of the subject
abounds in instances in which, despite the gravest com-

plications, recovery has been secured.

Laryngeal tuberculosis, syphilitic disease of the lar-

ynx, phlegmonous inflammation of the pharynx or of

other structures in the vicinity of the larynx, and clinmic

hyperplastic laryngitis may each produce such a stenosis

of the air passage as to necessitate opening of the trachea
for its relief. More rarely spasm or paralysisof the mus-
cles of the larynx may determine a dyspiuea so serious

and prolonged as to "become an indication for trache-

otomy.
Neoplasms may become the cause of an indication for

tracheotomy cillier by pressure from without, as in goi-

tre, or by blocking up the air duct from within, as in

carcinoma and paiiilloma.
TuAciiKoTo.MY .\s Preliminary ok Ad.hnct to

Otui'.ii Suuoical PuocKnuiiES.—The preliminary open-
ing of the trachea, and the use of apiu'opriate means to

tampon the pharynx or the trachea, and thus to prevent
the entrance of blood into tin; air passages in the course
of surgical operations involving the cavities of the nose,

mouth, and pharynx, commends itself as a device of

great value, and worthy of being assigned an important
place in the tcchni(|ue of bloody and prolonged opera-
tions in the regions stated.

For a full (iescripiion of the anatomy of the anterior

median reyion of the neck the reader is rcfcrre<l to the
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article on AVci in Vol. VI., and to that on Tracheotomy
in the first edition of this II.vndhook.

An.\to.mical Considhkations.—In the performance of

the operation of tracheotomy it is hii^hlv ini|)ortant that

the surireon kci-ji in niiud the anatomical details of the

region in which he operates, both as a iiuide lo the suc-

cessive steiis of the operation and as a monitor to cause
liini to l)e prepared beforehand for the exigencies likely
to arise during its course.

The vascular conditions in the pretracheal space varj'
so much that the greatest caution should be used in at-

tempting to approach the trachea through it. There is

no Hue of safety to be preserved. AViiatever freedom
fi-om other com]ilieations may be present, the presence
at least of an iuiporliuit venous plexus, covering the

trachea in the middle line, will demand special precau-
tions for its avoidance, except in occasional instances.

The loose character of the connective tissue which fills

the pretracheal space permits great mobility to the

trachea both vertically and from side to side. To this

mobility is due the mischance, which has happened to

some operators, to miss the; trachea altogether, by reason

of its having licen pulled to one side from the line of inci-

sion, and to continue their dissection until arrested by
the vertebral column. This lax connective-tissue en-

velope also permits the burrowing of the tube in front or

at the side of the trachea when unskilful or hasty at-

tempts at its introduction are made while the lips of the

tracheal incision are not properly retracted, and the field

of operation is covered with blood. This tissue also fa-

vors the burrowing of pus downward into the anterior

mediastinum in certain cases.

The cricoid cartilage, being the most easily and cer-

tainly identifiable point along the laryngotracheal tube
from" the outside in children, becomes the most important
landmark in the anterior median region of the neck by
which to determine tlie first incisions for tracheotomy.
If laryngo-tracheotomy. or tracheotomy through the

up)>er rings by depressing the isthmus, is chosen, the

cricoid prominence .should full midway in the incisions;

if the low operation is to be done, the incision, beginning
above over the cricoid, should extend downward from it

to the sternum.
This Dikkeuent LAiiYNGO-TiJAcnEAL Incisions.—Ac-

cording lo the indications which a special case may pre-
sent, tiie air tube should be opened at a higher or a lower

point of its course. Operations which involve incision

through some ]>art or all of the larynx come under the

general class of laryngotomy ; those involving the

trachea alone, imder that of tracheotomy ; those involv-

ing both, under that of laryngo-tracheotomy.
Laryngotomy.—Incision of the larynx may be partial

or total. If it involve only the thyi'oid cartilage, it is

designated as thyrotomy ; if the cricoid cartilage, cricot-

omy ;
if the cricothyroid membrane, intercrico-thyrot-

omy.
Laryngotomy is indicated whenever it is necessary to

gain access to "the cavity of the larynx for thi! relief of
conditions that resist operative attacks through the

mouth. These conditions include impacted foreign
bodies, certain wounds of the larynx, strictures, some
cases of acute penchondritis for removal of necrosed car-

tilages, an<l, lastly, tumors of the larynx. Intercrico-

thyrotomy ami cricotnniy may he resorted to for the
relief of urgent and sudden sulTocativc symptoms that

demand haste. The extent and the superficial jiosition
of the cricothyroid membrane in adults, and the ease
with which its position may be recognized j

ust above the

rigid and prominent cricoid ring, render its opening by
a quick plunge of a knife, in cases of emergency, easy
and com|)aratively safe, even in inexperienced hands.

In general, it may be said that section of the thyroid
cartilage is to be avoided if the necessary end can be

gained by a section restricted to the lower structures of
the larynx, because of the subsequent impairment of the
voice which must follow the cicatricial agglutination of

the anterior part of the vocal bands, which is inevitable

to some extent after thyrotomy. The conditions of etuh

case must, of course, determine the decision of the oper-
ator at the tinte as to the extent of the division of the

laryngeal structures which he must make. Division of

the crico-tliyroid ligament and of the cricoid cartilage
will be found sullicicnt for the removal of many laryn-
geal polypi and subglottic growths; dislocated frag-
ments, in cases of fractures of the cartilages of tlK;

laiyux, may be reached and manipidatecl into position
through such an incision ; necrosed cartilaginous frag-
ments and impacted foreign bodies may likewise be re-

moved thereby. If more room is desired than the jiartial

laryngotomy alVords, the ])rolongalion downward of the
incision through as many of the upper rings of the
trachea as is necessary maj' sutflce, and is to be [u-eferred
to total splitting of the thyroid. When, as the result of
the condition for which the operation is to be performed,
the vocal apparatus has already been irretrievably dam-
aged, the surgeon may split the thj'roid cartilage

throughout its whole extent without hesitation, if it may
seem desirable in order to render his work more facile

and radical.

TiiAcnEOTOMY.—Incisions of the trachea arc classified

according to their relation to the isthmus of the thyroid
gland. If above the isthmus, the incision is trache-
otomia superior, or the high operation; if below, it is

tracheotomia inferior, or the low operation; if behind
the isthmus, it is tracheotomia media, or the middle oper-
ation.

Superior Traclieotomy.
—The first ring of the trachea

being the onlj' one usually exposed above the isthmus, it

is evident that sutficient room for a satisfaclory opening
into the air tube can be gained oidy by drawing the isth-

mus down so as to expose the rings behind it, or by ex-

tending the cut upward through the cricoid cartilage.
In young children the softness and elasticity of the
cricoid make easy its incision and the separation of the

parts so as to admit of the introduction of a cannula.
The high operation, therefore, is to be considered a

crico-tracheotomy. Such an operation has a very con-
siderable tield for its employment. In general, whenever
the air tube must bo opened in haste, or by an iuexi)eri-
euced operator, the high operation is to be chosen. The
operative difficulties are less, the parts are more superfi-
cial, there is less likelihood of the field being occupied by
blood-vessels which would embarrass the operation by
being wounded. In j'oung children the cricoid cartilage
is the most prominent and easily identified structure of
the air tube, and (ircsents a landmark which can be rec-

ognized quickly, and as quickly and certainly exposed
by the knife of the surgeon. When the imminence of
suffocation is such as to demand haste in opening the

trachea, every other consideration must for the time be
held in abeyance; the dangers of hemorrhage and the
relative advantage in the after-history of the case of this

or that point of incision into the trachea have to be disre-

garded. Crico-tracheotomy is the operation to be done
under such circumstances, on account of the reasons just
given.
Median Tracheotomy.—An incision into that part of the

trachea usually covered by the isthmus of the thyroid
gland constitutes median tracheotomy. The trachea

may be exposed at this point either by pulling it down
from above, after loo.seiiing its attachments, or bj' cut-

ting directly through the overlying isthmus. In occa-

sional instances the isthmus is wanting altogether, in

which cases the median incision becomes a very simjile
matter. In cases in which, from the shortness ot the

neck, the existence of large blood-vessels overlying the
trachea immediately below the isthmus, th(^ unusual de-

velopment of the isthmus, or from the persistence of the

thymus gland, the exposure of the trachea below the
istlunus is dillicult or extra hazardous, the median inci-

sion is to be chosen.

Inferior Tracheotomy.—In most of the conditions for

which tracheotomy is required the low incision is prefer-
able. In stenosis from diphtheritic laryngitis, in cases of

foreign bodies in the air iiassages (unless there is good
evidence that the body is fixeil in the larynx or high up
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Fig. 4741.—TnicJieal Cannula,
nary model.

Fig. 4T4-'.-Trarheal
Cannula. Fassavant's
model ; actual size.

ill tlif liixchea), iu many cases of clirnnic laryngeal dis-

ease, in eases of stenosis (if tlie trachea, and in cases of

preliminary opening of the trachea to facilitate operations
upon the larynx, it is desirable to make
the opening into the trachea at some dis-

tance below the laryn.x. The recession of

the trachea from the surface, and the

ple.xus of blood-vessels in the deep pre-
tracheal space overly-

ing the trachea, make
the operation more del-

icate, and one requir-

ing more deliberation

and experience for its

proper and safe per-
formance tlian the

higher operations, but
with care and atten-

tion to the special operative details which the particular
conditions of the region demand, the trachea below the

isthmus may generallj' be easily, expeditiously, and

safely exposed.
Opeii.\tive Technique ; Instruments.—The list of

instruments which experience has shown me to be ilesir-

able to have at hand to facilitate the various steps of a

tracheotomy comprises a small scalpel; a small, probe-

poiutcd, curved bis-

toury ; a director ; a

half-dozen pairs of
haemostatic forceps;
two pairs of anatomical

forceps ;
suitable re-

tractors for depressing
the suprasternal tissues

and for elevating the

isthmus; an aneurism
needle for possible use

in ligating the isthmus; a small, sharp,
double hook for tixing and steadying the

trachea when it is about to be incised: a pair of bliuit

double-hook retractors for dilating the tracheal wound ;

a pair of curved forceps for introduction into the tra-

chea, and, finally, a tracheal cannula. Eciuipped with
these in.struments, the surgeon will find himself pre-

pared to cope with any emergency likelj- to arise in the

course of the operation, and by their proper use he
can make himself to a great degree independent of as-

sistants.

The Cann ula.—In most instances in which tracheotomj-
has been done, some kind of a cannula will be found in-

dispensable in tlie after-treatment of tlie case,

to prevent the premature closure of the new
respiratory orifice. The model which in gen-
eral gives best satisfaction is a cm-ved double

tube, approximating the ciuadraut of a circle,

which is loo-sely attached at its outer end to

an expanded shield-like plate, to which tapes

may be fastened to secure it in place. When
this plate is fixed, the tube in the trachea
is allowed to move to a considerable ex-

tent, to accommodate itself to the move-
ments of the parts. Fig. 4741 shows the

cannula as usually found in the instrument

shops.
The Material for tlie Tube.—^Wver or alu-

minum is preferable as the material to use
in making the tubes. Hard rubber is objec-
tionable because of the necessiirily greater
thickness of the walls, which is secured at

the expense of the lumen of the tube. Time
and use also render the rubber brittle, so

that the danger of the tube breaking away
from the shield and slipping down into the

trachea is created.

For general use four sizes of tubes are

desirable, dill'ering in their calil)re and curve; and of

each size, two different lengths. Let these sizes be
denoted respectively by the letters A, B, C, and D,

and their dimensions may be presented iu talmlar form
as follows:

MEASUREMK.MS for TRACHEAt CA.\N0L.<E.

Number of
size.
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PHEPAUATIOXS FOU TIIK Ori-.HATION.— The Tilhh'.—A
suitable surface ou wliicli to jilacc tlie iiationt is the first

reiiuisile. It slioiilil lie liiitli eiiciuirh Id make the sur

geou's work eoiiveuient, and liaid ennunh to keep tlie

patient's slioulders frcmi sinking linwn into it. I'nder
no eireumstanees should the operation be undertaken
with the patient lying in bed or in a crib. An ordinary'

dining or kitehcu table answers well. The top of a
bureau, if it is not too high, 1 have repeatedly made
use of.

Liijlit.
—The more light the better; but usually the

surgeon has no choice, and he must make use of what lie

can get. If theoperation is by daylight, the table should
be brought close to a window, so that it shall be between
the latter and the operator. If the operation is in the

night, the lamps and candles must be arranged and held
so as especially to illuminate the field of operation. A
single candle properly held will give light enough, and
is preferable to several lamps jilaced at a distance. More
than one light shoidd, if possible, be iirovided. lest some
mischance to the ,solc light should cause suddeu embar-
rassment in the course of the operation.

Assistiiiitn.—Two assistants are desirable, but if the

patient is already insensible, none is absolutely neces-

sary. If an aiuesthetic is to be given, one assistant is

needed to administer it. He will stand at the head of the

patient, and will also be able to render all the assistance
needed to hold a retractor or ligate a vessel as the opera-
tion jiroceeds. He may jiossibly also assist with a sponge,
but, as a rule, the operator himself can better do his own
sponging. The second as.sistant is needed only at the
feet of the patient to hold the legs quiet and prevent un-
desirable struggling in case the patient should recover

sensibility and should resist before the operation is com-
pleted. Any nurse, parent, or friend is quite competent
to act as this second as.sistant.

Spoiif/e.t.
—Small squares of old, soft, and absorbent

cottoTi or linen material, which is always at hand in every
household, sullice for sponges. A number of these pieces
should be toru and wrung out in hot water, and made
ready for use befoi'e the beginning of the operation.
As fast as one becomes saturated with blood, it is to be
thrown away and a fresh one taken.

Mincdldiieo.—Hot water shoidd be at hand for use in

arresting persistent oozing of blood which sometimes is

met with; thread for ligating vessels, iodoform for ap-
plication to the wound surfaces, tape for securing the

cannula in position, and a soft catheter or piece of rubber

tubing for purposes of insulation, if it shoidd be neces-

sary, A small piece of oiled silk and an ordinary sew-

ing needle, armed with thread, will be needed to complete
the final dressing.
Thk Position of the Patient.—Everything being

ready, the patient is to be placed in position for the

Fig. 4744.—Patient la I'osition ready for Traclieotomy.

operation. The most important feature of this ])osition
is that it shall be one in which the neck of the |iatient
is strongly extended. Upon this ]>oiiit the facility with
which the after-steps of the ojieration may be done will

greatly depenii. A firm cushion should be placed under
the shoulders—not under the neck—so as to lift them up
and cause the head to fall back and thus extend the neck
as tlie patient lies on the bacl: (see Fig. 4744).
The desired cushion will usually have to be extempo-

rized from articles to be found in the sickroom. A
small pillow made into a firm roll ; a bundle of clothing;
a bottle with a towel wrapiied around it; some books;
other like materials may serve for the purposes of this
cushion. The front of the chest as well as the neck
should be made bare, and the field of operation and the

adjacent skin should be cleansed with soap and water, if

time jiermits.
The Opekation.—Inferior Trachedtomy .

—The patient
being in position and aniesthetiz.ed, and the instruments
and sponges arranged on a table or chair within easy
reach of the operator, he places himself on the right of
the patient. The position of the cricoid cartilage Ts first

identified, by the left inde.\ -linger, as the first landmark
for the operation. The skin is then made somewhat
taut, and the larynx steadied by the thumb placed ou
one side of it and the fingers on the other, as shown in

the illustration (Fig. 4744), and at once with a sealjiel in
the other hand a fri'e incision is made through the skin
and superficial layer of the superficial fascia from the
cricoid to the upper border of the sternum. Nothing
will be gained but embarrassment in the further steps
of the operatiou by making a less free external incision.
If any superticial veins have been divided b_v this first

incision, as is often the case, they are secured "by htemo-
static forceps. The deeper layer of fa.scia is nowexposed,
and not infrequently upon its surface appear large and
swollen branches of the anterior jugular plexus of veins,
which so closeh' approximate each other in the middle
line as to make it ditticult to avoid them in pursuing the
dissection further. The operator will be helped to avoid
them b\' seizing the fascia at the lower end of the inci-

sion, just aliove the sternum, with a |iair of forceps and
nicking through it, and then, having passed a director
underneath the fascia upward to the upper angle of the
incision, lifting the fascia upon it. By this manoMivre
he puts upon the stretch the tissue in the mid-line be-
tween the vein trunks, and can slit it up with much less

danger of wounding the vessels than if he continued his
incision free-hand. If, however, no vessels appear de-

manding this use of the director, the deeper layer of
fascia maj' be divided without delay by a stroke of the

scalpel to an extent corresponding with the cutaneous
incision. A pair of hsemostatic forceps is now fixed iu
the free border of the incised fascia on cither side and
permitted to fall outward upon the side of the neck; this

retracts the wound edges and freely expo.ses the connec-
tive tissue which joins the inner margins of the anterior
ribbon muscles of the neck. The operator now seizes
this connective tissue between two pairs of anatomical

forceps, and. by causing them to pull against each other

again and again, tears his way down to the trachea and
freely opens up the pretracheal space. As the dissection

deepens, the forceps which have been used as retractors
are fixed iu the deeper layers of tissue which have been

opened up, until they are tinally fixed in the tissue that
ensheathes the trachea on either side, at the .same time

securing any bleeding veins that may be torn, while they
continue to act as etheient rctiaelors. The inferior

thyroid ])lexus of veins will be identified, as its branches
are exposed, and may usually be easilj- drawn aside and
secured out of the field of the dissection by the retract-

ing forceps. At the upjier angle of the wound the lower
border of the isf limus may encroach upon the field, espe-
cially if the islhiiius is unusually broad. The clearing
away of the ])retrachcal sjiaee should always be thor-

ough enough lo uncover anil clearly dctine the lower
border of the isthmus. If the breaiilli or low position
of the isthmus is such as to hinder the ready and sulli-

cicnt exposure of the trachea, it should be ]udled up by
a projier hooked retractor and held out of the w-ay by
an assistant. If, now, all these precautions liave been
taken, the trachea will be fouiiil to be quite superficial
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and arcessible, on account of the way in which the re-

tracting forceps on either side lift it up from its bed
and press l)iicl< the wound borders. Tlie anterior surface
of the trachea shouki now lie cleanly exposed by tear-

ing through any connective tissue that may still cover
it; any large vessels that may have been unavdidably
wounded and temporarily secured l)y force]is slioidd be

tied; if possible all capillary oozing should also be
stanched, although if the method described is adopted
it will be rare that an_y troublesome hemorrhage will be
met with. The anterior wall of the trachea is now to bo
hooked up in the middle line by a tenaculum, and held

steadily by the operator with one liand, while, with the

scalpel in the other hand, he pushes the point of the
knife through the wall of the trachea into its cavity.
The hiss of escajnug air amiounces that the cavity of the
trachea has been penetrated. The sharp-pointed' scalpel
is now laid aside, and the probe-pointed, curved bistoury
is taken and, its point having been introduced through
the opening into the trachea, the incision is carefully
enlarged, either upward or downward, as may seem most
judicious in the particular case, until the length of the
incision is at least one and a half times as great as the
diameter of the tube which is to be inserted. The inci-

sion should be made deliberately, with a full and exact

knowledge of just where and to what extent tissue is

being cut. Except in the most urgent cases, in which
respiration lias already actuallj' ceased, there will be am-
ple time to luake the careful and systematic approach to

the trachea which has been described. The doing of it

takes by no means as luuch time as tlie description of it;

for one who is at all experienced in the work, live min-
utes will not be reipiired from the time the first incision

is made till the cut in the trachea is accomplished and
the new resjiiratory orifice is provided. As soon as the

cut into the trachea has been made, the operator takes
the tracheal retracting hooks, and, placing the hooks in

the incision, from either side retracts tlie edges and
dilates widely the new opening. One or both of these
hooks may now be entrusted to an assistant, while the

Jiands of the operator are set at liberty for the further
cares which the case may demand. A tube should not
at once be thrust into the opening, but it should be kept
patent by the retractors, while a careful inspection of the
interior of the trachea is made. In many cases in which
the operation has been done on account of pseudomem-
branous disease, immediately upon the incision being
dilated, there will occur a copious ejection through it of

membranous debris and of muco-pus. and not infrequent-
ly of large membranous flakes, and even complete casts

of the trachea. If the respiration has apparently ceased
and artiticial respiration is resorted to for resuscitation,
firm compression of the thorax may cause the liquid con-
tents of the trachea and the bronchi to well up out of the

opening. Every care by immediate sponging should, of

cour.se. I'O taken to prevent the sucking back into the
trachea of these materials.

In the cases in which tracheotomy has been done on
account of a foreign body in the air passages, the ex-

jiloration of the trachea for its detection and removal will

follow as the next step after the trachea has been opened
into. When the healthy trachea has been opened for the
relief of laryngeal obstruction, or for preventive reasons,
the immediate insertion of a cannula is to be made; in

the eases, however, in which the tivichea, when opened,
is found to contain an exudate that U in process of

exfoliation, every effort shouUl be made to .secure ils

removal before the canntila is iiitrodticed. For this pur-
pose a cliicken's feather may be passed dow-n into the
trachea an<l twisted about. This will often be efficient

in detaching meinbraiious bits and in provoking a spasm
of coughing sufficient to expel them. Curved exploring
forceps may be carried down into the tracliea directly to

seize and withdraw portions of exfoliating membrane.
Their inlroduelion will cause a strong exiuilsive cough,
which will tend to loosen and drive between their open
jaws any exudate not too tirnily attached. 1 often fas-

ten a small piece of sponge or soft rag in the jaws of the

forceps, and introduce the forceps thus armed into the
trachea, like a swab, more thoroughly to cleanse its inte-
rior. If, by any mi.scliance, considerable blood should
have entered the trachea from the operation wound, the
same measures to secure its removal, as far as possible,
should also be resorted to.

Before the cannula is put in place, while the tracheal

opening is still k(])t patent by the hooks, the toilet of the
external wound should be made. All luemostatic forceps
still in use should be removed, and final h;eniostasis
clfected. The wound surfaces should be lightly dusted
with iodoform or bismuth, after which the cannula,
armed with its retaining tape, should be gently put in

pjlace, its tracheal portion being slipped into thetrachea,
while the edges of tlie tracheal wound are sufliciently
se]iarated by the dilating hooks to permit its entrance.
If the cannula is so large as somewhat to distend the
trachea, and it is necessary, or is deemed best, to use so

large a one, it should not be crowded down the tracliea;
but if its end is once fairly engaged within the trachea,
it will soon gradually work its own way down as far as
it can get. The immediate effect of the introduction of
the cannula is to excite a spasm of coughing, which,
however, usually soon ceases. Tlie cannula should be

gently held in jilace by the fingers of the ojierator until
this storm of coughing has subsided. The tapes should
then be passed around the neck and tied so as to liold

the cannula securelj- in place. Care should be taken, in

tying the tapes, not to draw then, too tight at first, but,
while they are tight enough to prevent the end of the
tube from slipping out of the trachea, still to have sufB-
cieut slack to provide for the swelling of the neck from
infiltration of the borders of the wound, which always
occurs within the first twenty-four hours after an opera
tioii. Otherwise the tapes will soon become too tight,
and will cause much suffering to the patient if delay in

frequent examination of them should occur.
The final dressings may now be applied. If the ex-

ternal wound has been made so freely upward as to
extend considerablj- above the upper edge of the shield of
the cannula a single suture may be applied so as to dimin-
ish the extent of the gaping here; but this will rarely be

required. No attempt at suturing the lower portion of
the wound should ever be made, lest retention of secre-
tions and their burrowing downward behind the sternum
be occasioned. A small compress should bo made out of

any thin, soft material, as an old pocket-handkerchief,
or prepared gauze. It slioidd be large enough to cover
the wound and extend out on either side to the outer
border of the flanges of the shield of the cannula. This

compress shouhl be slit down to its centre on one side so
as to facilitate its ajiplication around the tube; it should
then be smeared with an ointment of oxide of zinc and
salicylic acid (oxide of zinc, gr. x. ; salicylic acid, gr.

iij.; vaseline, j ss.), and, finally, should be ajiplied
around the tube and under the sliield, so as to cover and
protect the whole wound. Next, a bib made of oiled silk

should lie aiiplied to the front of the neck and half-way
down the front of the chest. It should be secured
around the neck, having been cut away at the top so that
its upper edge may easily be slipped under the lower
edge of the shield, between it and the compress, The
object of this is to iirotcct the necessarily exjioscd parts
of the chest from the air and from the secretions con-

tinually being expelled through the tube. Finally, a
small veil made of two thiekncsscs of gauze or similar

material, or a thin. Hat sponge wrung out in hot water,
should be adjusted over the external opening of the can-
nula to keep out dust and to moisten somewhat the iu-

lialeil air; the dressing is now complete, and the patient
may be removed to his bed.

Superior Traclimiomij.
—If the trachea is to be entered

above the thyroid isthmus, the cricoid cartilage is again
the landmark which is first to be identified. The skin
and superticial faseia are to be divided by an incision

at least one and a half inches long, the centre of which
should fall upon the cricoid. The deep fascia may next
be divitlcd by free dissection, or upon a tiirector. The
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tliin connective-tissue layer wliich lies iinderueath is then

to be divided carefully, or torn with forccjis, so as to ex-

pose the surface of the cricoid. A careful transverse in-

cision or tear of the fascia, which is attached to tlie lower

border of the cricoid, is then to be made, This will

loosen the isthmus fiom its attjichment to the trachea,

and now, with a suitable hooked retractor, the isthmus

is to be pulled downward as far as possible. The up-

per two or three rings of tlie trachea are now ex-

posed; the sides of the wound should be kept apart by
the catch-forceps, as in the low operation, the fixation

hook should be inserted iuto the cricoid, anil a longi-
tudinal incision, cutting from below upward, made
through the exposed rings of the trachea after the man-
ner already described. If the incision made into the

trachea does not give room enough for th<,' easy introduc-

tion of the cannula, the cricoid also is to lie divided.

The toilet of the trachea and of the wound, and the plac-

ing of the cannula, are to be done in the same way as

already described for the low operation. In those ur-

gent cases in which at every hazard an immediate open-

ing nuist be made iuto the windpipe, the following
method is to be followed: It is tlie work of but a mo-
ment to get the child upon a table, get a book or cushion

under its shoulders, and tear away the clothing from in

front of its neck. The larynx then being steadied and
made pronnnent bj- the thumb and fingers of the left

hand, with one free stroke of the scalpel in the other

hand, all the superficial tissues are divided down to the

cricoid and the isthmus; possibly the latter is also

divided by this single cut. Does free bleeding follow

the cut, the tissue from which the bleeding cfmies is

seized en iiifii'iie in the grasp of an haemostatic forceps,
with another stroke of the scalpel the trachea is opened,
then the hook retractors are inserted, and the opening
is dilated. There is always some one by to whom the

dilating hooks can now be entrusted, while the surgeon
institutfes artificial respiration if needed, or seizes any
vessels that may be bleeding, or removes any masses of

exudate that may be blocking up the trachea. Free

respiration having been re-established, haste is over, and
all that is further reqtiired, including the introduction of

the cannula, may be done with deliberation.

CoMi'Lic.\Tioxs OF THE OpEiiATioN.—Varying condi-

tions of pretracheal vascvdaritv ma}' embarrass the ready
performance of any of the different methods of trache-

otomy. It is by ignoring these conditions, by using too

much haste in operating, by the lack of needed instru-

ments, or by other imjierfections in operative technique,

perhaps unavoidable on account of emergency, that most
of the serious accidental complications of tracheotomy
are caused. The following list of complications is to be
considered: Hemorrhage, asphyxia, displacement of the

trachea, faidty incisions into the trachea, failure to intro-

duce the cannula into the trachea, emphysema, and fatal

syncope.
Uemorrliage.—The occurreitce of hemorrhage is the

most frequent of the accidents that complicate trache-

otomy, and the one which brings in its train most of the

other accidents enumerated. None of the precautious
for the avoidance of hemorrhage which have been de-

scribed in the section devoted to operativi- technique is

unimiiortant. It is important tliat, if possible, bleeding
should be arrested before the trachea is opened, but it

may happen that delay for such a purpose may itself be
fatal from the unrelieved asphyxia. When sulTocation

is inuninent, therefore, the surgeon must, regardless of

hemorrhage, boldlj" and rapidly proceed with his efforts

to open the trachea. When the trachea has thus been

opened througli a pool of blood, the inuueiliati> introduc-

tion of the cannula is required, for the special ])urpose
of preventing the Hooding of the trachea with blood as

well as for furnishing a conduit for the air. As soon as

free respiration is again establislied, the bleeding will

usually cease spontaneously, or may easily be controlled

by pressure.

Hemorrhage from the vessels of the tracheal mucous
membrane may also be a source of trouble. However

perfectly bleeding may liave been arrested before the
trachea is opened, some hemorrhage from the divided
vessels of the tracheal mucous membrane will follow the
inci.si(m of the trachea. The blood flows iuto the trachea,
but its flow usually ceases spontaneously, and the small

quantity that has been etfused is readily coiighcd out.

Cases of persistent internal hemorrhage from the
tracheal vessels proper are fortunately rai-e. In such
instances there will have been profound blood-poisoning
antecedent to the operation. The method of operating,
and of dealing with the trachea, which has already been
advocated in the previous pages of this paper, will be
the one best adapted for early discovering and success-

fully overcoming this complication.
Asphy.eia.

—The asi)liyxiative symptoms may be ag-
gravated in soiue cases liy the ana'sthetic itself. Another
.source of aggravation, incident especially to the low

operation, is liable to be present in very young children
whose tracheal rings are not very resistant. When the

deep fascia is incised and the deep pretracheal space is

o])ened up, an important protection to the trachea from
external [ircssure is lost, so that the soft tube is exposed
to the full effects of atmospheric pressure at every at-

tempt at respiration. A certain amount of collapse of
the trachea ma.y thus be caused, with speedy asphyxia
unless the tube is quickly opened. This will occur, of

course, only when the laryngeal obstruction is already
very great, and therefore is more likely to complicate those

operations that are deferred until the suffocative symp-
toms have already become extreme. This is the cause of
the marked increase in the asphyxiative symptoms which
so often develop during an operation, and alarm the sur-

geon lest the patient die before the trachea is ojicued.
it is just at this crisis that, in his haste and solicitude,
the operator is most likely to wound a vessel and add to-

the existing perils the dangers and difficulties of a sud-
den flooding of the wound with blood. To delay to
stanch the bleeding would be fatal, to find the trachea

through the deep, narrow wound filled with blood is

difficult, and to incise it thus obscured is hazardous; but
nevertheless, in such an emergency, it must be done as
the only resource. The surgeon may properly protest

against the delay in operating which should exjiose his

patient to such perils, but in many cases the time of

operating is not a matter of choice, for he may not arrive

at the bedside of the patient until extreiue symptoms
have already developed. As soon as the trachea is-

opened, if done under such circumstances of hemorrhage,
the patient should be turned over on his face to prevent
the flow of blood into the trachea; if breathing has al-

ready ceased artificial respiration must be instituted ; if

the trachea has been flooded with blood it must be forced
out by compression of the thorax, and by blowing air

into the bronchi through a tube, as a catheter, so as to
e.xcite expulsive cough. It should be noted, however,
that in any case the amount of time required for such a
careful and systematic exposure of the trachea as ^\'0uld

stittice to guard against operative mischance is so short
that the surgeon need rarely feel himself compelled to

depart from the cool, safe, and regular prosecution of
his work. The preservation of a dry wound, and the

obtaining of a clear, unobstructed opening into the
trachea are the very best safeguards against the occur-

rence of uncontrollable asphyxia, and to secure these he

may well disregard forthe momentthreateniugasi)hyxia,
relying on his ability to re-excite respiration by artificial

means if it should actually cease before the opening in

the trachea is luade. Fatal as]ihyxia may be caused by
a plug of false membrane c-rowded down iuto the trachea
before a hastily introduced tube. A tliick and loosely
adherent lining of membrane may be pushed before the

point of the knife which oits the more resistant tracheal

wall, and a hastily introduced tube, pushing its way be-

tween tlie membrane and the wall of the trachea, may
find itself within the trachea, but still shut olT from its

cavity b\'tliis membranous layer. Death from asphyxia
may occur before the caus(! is recognized and remeclii-d.

In general, as to these dangers, it may be said that pre-
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vention is Ix'tter tliiiii cuiv. If care is lakcii to liavc tlie

tniclirii c'loar of lotisu cxuihite hcfoio tlic caiiiiiila is in-

si-ited, such accidents cannot, liappcn. If, liowevcr, as

tlic n'siilt of circiiMistanccs licyoncl liis control, tlic sur-

gcou linds liinisclf confronted by tliis accident, as indi-

cated by increased embarrassment to tlie breathinfr or its

total cessation upon the introduction of the cannula, the

lalter must beat once withdrawn, the tracheal opening
dilated, perhaps enlarged, and, by the use of forceps,
swabs, syringes, inllating tubes, or feathers, the cavity
of the trachea must be quickly cleared, and artificial

respiration resorted to.

i)i,ipl(iec>nent of the 7'nichea.—The trachea may have
been dragged or pushed away from its proper position
in the median line by tumors. A more frequent cause
of displacement of the tracliea is unequal retraction of

the borders of the wound in the course of the dissection

to expose it, or unintentional departure from the mid-
line of the neck by the surgeon. The result is that the

operator strikes the trachea laterally, or mi.sses it alto-

gether. Cases are recorded in which the operator, hav-

ing thus missed the trachea, has continued his dissection

until the vertebral column was reached. Such mischances
are most likely to occur when the lield of operation is

obscured by blood, and an iue.xperienccd operator is

under the pressure of symptoms demanding haste.

To guard against such accidents it is important that

the landmarks for the operation which have been de-

scribed in earlier sections be iilcntitied at the outset of

the operation, and that, when haste in operating is im-

perative, the larynx should be steadied and the tissues

evenly retracted by the fingers of one hand, while the

incisions are made with the other.

Faulty Incuiuiis into the Trachea.—These include lat-

eral incisions, multiple incisions, too short incisions, too

long incisions, and complete transfixion of the trachea

with penetration into the esophagus. They are gener-

ally the residt of haste and hemorrhage. A lateral inci-

sion will make the cannula stand awry upon the surface

of the neck, and increase the dangers of irritation to the

tracheal mucotis membrane from its extremity. Multiple
incisions are the residt of repeated ineffectual stabs at the

trachea when the fii'St incision is lost beneath shifting
tissues or in a pool of blood.

When a puncture has been made and lost, so that it

cannot quickly be found again, time should not be
wasted in searching for it, but a new incision should be
made. Too short an incision interferes with the ready
introduction of a tube; too longan incision leads to diffi-

culty in retaining a tube in the trachea. The length of

the incision should not exceed one and a half times the

diameter of the tube that is to be inserted, and when the

tracheal cartilages are too rigid to permit ready sejiara-
tion of the eciges of the incision to a sufficient extent,
exsectiim of a portion of them should be done.

Complete transfixion of the trachea may easily be done
in 3'oung children in whom the tracheal walls are quite
soft, and possibly already somewhat collapsed. It is to

prevent this accident that the recommendation is made
to hold up and steady the anterior wall of the trachea

by a fixation hook or tenacultmi before it is carefidly

pierced by the point of the knife. Attempts to open the

trachea by quick thrusts of the knife should never be
made.

Failure to Introduce the Cannula into the Trachea.—
Death before the cannula is introduced, on account of

delay from some of the accidents already mentioned, has
occurred many times. There can be no excuse for leav-

ing a cannula thrust down by the side or in front of the

trachea. Such an accident can happen only when the

incision in the tnu-hea is imperfectly exposed and re-

tracted, pcrliaps hidden by blood, or when the trachea

has been mis.sed altogether. Th<' rush of air through
the tube when it enters the windpijie is unmistakable,
and tlie operator should never be satisfied until the free

current of air in and out of the tube clearly demonstrates
that it is properly in place.

Eutplttjucnia.
—When emi)hysema follows a trache-

otomy, it must bo i>roduce(l by some operative mischance
whereby the peritracheal connective tissue is opened up
deeply without corresponding external wound, or lateml
or multiple incisions into the trachea have been made, or
an incision into which the cannula either has not been
introduced at all or has slipped out of, so that the ex-

pired air is forced into the connective tissue. Though
the cannula may have been properly introduced at first, it

may slip out of its place later, cithCr because too loosely
tied in, or because the tracheal incision is too long, or
because the tracheal cannula is too short from the first,
or the sul)se(|uent tumefaction of the tissues lengthens
the track so that it becomes too short later.

The appearance of the emphysema may be first noted
during the operation, or it may not be noted until some
hours have passed, depending" upon the time when the
causes of it jjecome active. It may be limited to the

region of the woimd, or may in extreme cases become
generalized. As soon as its cause is removed, it will

rapidly subside.

Syncope.—A transient syncope occurs in some cases

immediately upon the incision into the trachea being
made, caused liy the sudden free in-rushing of an abun-
dant stream of air. For a moment further inspiratory
efforts cease, and the child appears as if it would never
breathe again. Theie is no cause for anxiety, however,
since the momentary shock is quickly rallied from and
regular respiration begins again. Compression of the
thorax and dashing cold water into the face of the pa-
tient may be resorted to, if the syncope is prolonged.

Falal syncope may occur at any stage of the operation
in children who arc the subjects of diphtheria, from
heart failure determined by agitation, hemorrhage, or

possibly the ansesthetic.

After-treatment.
—JIuch difficulty is often experienced

in inducing children to take the needed amount of food,
not necessarily because it hurts them to swallow, but be-
cause of their general state. Not infrequently, also, such
paralytic weakness of the pharyngeal and laryngeal mus-
cles develops that, at every attempt to swallow, more or
less food will enter the larynx and ])rovoke violent cough-
ing. Rectal euemala, or feeding through an oesophageal
tube, must be resorted to in such cases. The general
principlesof dietetics which are recognized in other cases
attended with exhaustion will find their application in

the after-treatment of tracheotomized patients. The air

should be pure and abundant, as well as warm and moist.
I can see no advantage to be gained from shutting up the

patient in a close tent, or in maintaining the temperature
of the sick-room at a very high point and having it filled

with steam, which cannot be equallj' well obtained from
simple and less depressing measures. A temperature of
from 73° to 7.5° F. is high enough. The floating dust of
the air should be strained out, and additional moisture

given to the in-going current of air bv keeping the orifice

of the tube covered with a moist veil or sponge. The
fact must not be lost sight of that the jire-existing con-
dition of congestion of the pulmonary and bronchial

capillaries induced by jirolonged dyspno?a predisposes
to the development of piunnnonia and bronchitis—of
which the entrance of blood into the air passages, the

aspiration of portions of food and of ni^crotic bits of

exudate, or unhealthy secretions from the larynx and
trachea, may frequently be the final determining cause.
It is important, therefore, to keep from the respiratory
tract as far as possible every depressing influence; hence
the importance of the injunction that the air supplied
shotdd not only be warm and moist, but also abundant
and ))ure. In no class of cases is the value of intelligent
and careful nursing mon^ marked, and it would be greatly
to theadvantageof the little luifortunates in large cities,

where diiihtheritic crou]) prevails, if all such cases could
be kept after tracheotomy in special wards of hospitals,

equipped withevery facility for their proper care. Trau-
matic fever, to some extent, is unavoidable from the

character of the wound. If no complication in the course
of the wound healing takes place, the fever will demand
no special treatment; if it is excessive and proltMiged. the
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cause for it is to be sought in some complication to wliicli

appropriate treatment must be directed.

In aildition to the ireneral cares above outlined, special
laic will hi' reciiiiiril for the management of the wound,
of the trachea, and of the cannula.

TiiK Worxi).—In general, the cares which the wound
will demand are very simple; while it remains open, its

secretions, together with any tracheal secretions that are

ejected upon it, readily tiow away. No dressing should
ever be applied which would favor the retention of secre-

tions in the wound. Twice dafly, the wound should be

lightly dusted with iodoform or bismuth to ]ireveiit sep-
tic cliauges. while the wound, as a whole, should be

kept protected from external irritation by a small sipiare
of linen or similar material laid over it, smeared with
an emollient, like the salicylated zinc ointment, already
mentioned. The removal of dried crusts and the gen-
eral cleanliness of the adjacent jiartsmust be looked after

on general principles. After tlie caimula has been dis-

pens('d with, the wound rapidly contracts, the cannula
tistula collapses, its walls qiuckly ailhere, and a simple
superticial gramdatiiig surface is left, the treatment of

wliich is conducted on general principles. The rapidity
with which these reparative changes take place will de-

pend on the amount of the previous disturbance of the

wound and on the general vigor of the patient. When
much loss of substanca has taken place, or the cannula
has been worn for a long time so that its sinus has be-

come lined by a wi'll-organized membrane, a permanent
fistvda may remain, the obliteration of which may re-

quire a plastic operation.

PliUgnifin of the Wound.—Some phlegmonous inflam-

mation of the borders of tlie wound is common. They
become tumefied and induiated, and a zone of redness
extends to a variable extent outward upon the skin of
tlie neck, and downward upon the thorax. Little ten-

dency seems to exist to the formation of abscesses—at

least I have never observed it; the necrotic changes
which it determines in its more intense forms take place
on the surface, and may range from slight tdceration

to extensive sloughing. If erysipelas or diphtheria is

engrafted upon it, these necrotic changes will be ag-
gravated. This wound inflammation is septic in char-

acter, and aggravated by the irritation of the cannula.
It begins to manifest itself more especially during the
third day; if life is prolonged and the case does well in

other respects, it will begin to subside after three or four

days, especially if the cannula can be dispensed with.
An eflicient antiseptic treatment of the wound from the

first, as already advised, is the best preventive of this

phlegmonous invasion, and the best curative, if the in-

vasion has alri'ady taken place. The inflamed integu-
ment should be kept anointed with carbolated oil (car-
bolic acid, three i)er cent.), or an ointment of ichtli.yol

(ichthyol or ichthyolate of anunonia, ten per cent.). The
canmila shotdd be kept out of the wound as much as

possible. Even though the condition of the larynx may
not permit of the permanent removal of the cannula,
still the stilTness of the wound borders will suffice to

keep the track of the cannula jiatent enough for respi-
ration for (jinte a while after the tube has lieen taker
out, so that the patient may be able to get along with-
out the latter for fniiu lifteen to sixty minutes or more at
a time, before it becomes necessary to replace it. After
the tube has been in place for an lioin-, it may be removed
again, and so on as long as the persisti'ut wound inflam-
mation may require such help. In such cases as this

the use of a suitable obturator to facilitatcahereintroduc-
tion of the tube (sec Fig. 4743) is especially needed.
With the lielp of such an obturator any intelligent muse
can carry out this procedure. Erysipelas of the woimd
is characterized by a more extreme spreading of the skin

inflammation, is sinqily a more severe form of septic dis-

turbance of the wound, and is to be antagonized by the
sjime kind of treatment.

Diplitheriii of the wound demands no special treatment
ilifTerent from that given to the phlegmonous inflamma-
tion which attends it. If the . ase (h)es well in ntlier

respects, the exudate exfoliates spontaneously in due
time, and cicatrization proceeds.

Giiiif/iriic (f the Wi/inid.—This may manifest itself

cither in a progressive ulcerative process that converts
the wound into an ill-conditioned spreading ulce»- or in

the formation of distinct sloughs of necrosed tiss Its

catiscs are the same as those of the less severe forms of

septic infection already noted, and indicate a more in-

tense form of infection and less local and general resist-

ing power on the part of the patient. A black discolora-
tion of the cannula, caused by the disengagement of

sulphureted hydrogen, indicates the beginning of the

gangrenous process. The treatment consists in the use
of local stimulants and antiseptics, and general tonics,
and the suppression of the cannula as nuich as possible.
If the gangrene is sujierticial, the sloughs are soon cast

off, the wound assumes a healthy appearance, and its

cicatrization proceeds without any permanent damage
having been occasioned. Every degree of disorganiza-
tion may, however, occur, even to the invasion of the

larynx and trachea. An extreme loss of substance, if

ultimate cicatrization should be accomplished, would en-
tail stenosis of the windpipe requiring permanent wear-
ing of the cannula.

Secondary Hemorrhage.—Bleeding may take place at

any time during the after-history of a case until all

ulcerative tendencies have been arrested. It may be
due to the reopening of a vessel wounded during the

operation, to the erosion of the coats of a vessel through
the pressure of the cannula, or to the falling of a slough.
Not infrequently the expectoration becomes tinged with
blood from time to time. This is due in most instances
to sliglit erosions of the tracheal mucous membrane by
the cannula, most frequently at its point, and calls either
for greater gentleness in the manipulations about the

cannula, or for a change in the tube itself, so that, by
having one of a dift'erent length or different curve, the

ulcerating point may be relieved from pressure. Jlany
cases of profuse and fatal secondary bleeding have l.icen

reported. Such hemorrhages are due usuaHy to eroded
tracheal vessels, but tnay be due to the opening by ulcera-
tion of some vessel in the external wound. In a number
of reported instances the innominate artery has been the
source of the bleeding. The possiliility of serious sec-

ondary hemorrhage should always be borne in mind, and
every care should be taken to prevent or limit the idcer-

ative processes upon which it depends. Wlien a large
vessel is tlie source of the bleeding, the inmiedialc-
inundation of the air passages with blood will cause

speedy death. If the bleeding is less overwhelming in

its onset, the bleeding point must be sought for, and the
flow stanched hy the use of the ordinary moans available
for ha^mostasis.
The Tu-\cnE.\. — Pseudomembranous E.vudate.—The

extent and character of intratracheal exudations is one
of the most important conditions upon which the success
of tracheotomy depends, especially in cases in which the

operation is performed in the course of diphtheria. Tlie

amount of the tracheal mucous surface that ma.v become
involved in the pseudomembranous exudate varies mucli.
and it is generally impossible to determine, previously
to the opening of the trachea, whether the exudate ex-
tends below the larynx or not; in a large proportion of
cases it remains limited to the larynx throughout; in

others, if life is ]u-ol()nged by trachcot<iniy, it afterward
extends to the trachea and to the binnclii; in many tlie

trachea is involved from the first ; of these, in some, after
the exfoliation of the exudate already formed, no further

deposit occurs; in others its iirogressive formation leads

irresistibly to death. When the tracla-H already contains
an exudate at the time of operation, more or less extensive

particles of it. acinmpanicd by much muco pus. will

often lie ejected through the incision when made. In

other cases, in which theexudate is still adherent, it may
be possible to secure the detachment and expulsion of

portions of it by the intniduction through the wound
into the trachea of suitable instruments, as already ad-
vised ill a ]irevious section.
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Tlic rt'iuiiucss willi whicli exfoliation of (lie incmbraii-

ous cxiuiatc- tiikes place. (le|Hn(ls (i|ioii llie decree to

which its elements udhefe to nnil jienetiatc the nuicoiis

nieniliiane beneath, whieli again is a very fair index of

the intensity of Ihu local intiainniation. The cases

marked by a ready exfoliation are tliose in which the

•depth and" intensity of the local disease are slight, and
which give a ready hope for recovery, provided that the

spedal dangers incident to the location of the deposit be
overcome.

In many of the cases in which the loosened exudate is

ejected upon the first opening into the trachea, or is

easily removed at once, imimpeded and speedy recovery
will "ensue if only the simplest pre(-autions be taken l"o

protect from hiutful extraneous influences.

Much more frequently, liowever, the detachment of

the membrane is dela3'C(l. and it takes place in smaller

masses, of varying size, that appear from time to time in

the expectoration dining the after-progress of the case.

These loosened pieces of membrane, usually luingled
with viscid mucus or niuco-pus, are often expelled with

<litVicult}'; they provoke suffocative crises that for a time

seem to threaten the utmost peril; and in not a few in-

stances, when skilled and instant assistance is not ren-

dered, they prodiice death by blocking up the lumen of

the trachea, or of the cannula that may be in use. In

any case in which there has taken place a memln-anous
exudate within the trachea below the point of incision,

such a suffocative crisis is likely suddenly to arise at any
tnme during the period of its exfoliation. These are the

cases in which the ultimate result depends directly upon
the completeness with which the indications presented by
the presence of this loosening membrane are appreciated,
and the faithfulness and thoroughness with which they
are carried out.

Ciitiirrluil Inflammation.—Some catarrhal inflamma-
tion of the tracheal mucous membrane alwa3's accompa-
nies a membranous exudate, and frequently causes con-

ditions that coiuplicate greatly the after-treatment. It

is liable to be excited Oe miri), in cases not as.sociated with
membranous exudate, by the inhalation of unmodified
air—cold, dry, and dust-laden—through the new respira-

tory aperture. It may extend to the smaller bronchi; it

is the immediate catise of death in a considerable propor-
tion of cases after tracheotomy.
Even in cases in which the catarrhal inflammation does

net extend be\-ond the trachea or the primary bronchi,
the secretion may be so copious and so viscid that the

air passage can be kept clear with ditticulty ; where there

is membrane also present, it is by tlie catarrhal secretion

that the membrane is lifted up and disintegrated; this

secretion mingles with the membranous shreds that are

expectorated and may cement them together in masses
too large to be expelled without assistance; it clings to

the interior of the cannula, where it readily dries in the

air current and forms incrustations that rapidly diminish
its lumen. The greatest trouble from this catarrhal secre-

tion is usual])' experienced within the first three or four

days after tracheotomy. It then eitherdiminislics greatly
in quantit}', or becomes mucopurulent and dittluent. In

many cases the character of the secretion lias already be-

come muco-pundent before the incision into the trachea

is made, in which case its copious and ready expulsion
through the opening then takes place.
The indications for treatment of catarrhal inflamma-

tion of the trachea are to limit its extent, to modify its

intensity, and to obviate dangerous accumulation of its

secretions.

The first two indications may be fulfilled by the same
measures. Whatever remedial measures liavc lircii recog-
nized as of value in the treatment of infiaiuin;ilions in

general of the respiratory mucous luenibrane, will be of

equal value in these cases, and will beapplii'd according
to the ex])erience of the individual practitioner. Calo-

mel, antimony, and muriate of ammonia eacli possess a

positive inllucnce in ])romoling free secretion and render-

ing it less viscid, but in the majority of cases de|)endcnce
will be mostly plaeeil on local ajiplications.

The airins])ired must be warm, moist, and pure. The
use of the moist sjionge or gauze veil over the mouth of
the cannula, advised in a previous section, should be kept
uj). If necessary thej' may be lield in place by tapes
fastened at either side, and tied over tlie iiead or around
the neck. In addition to this precaution, whenever diffi-

culty is being
experienced by
the patient in

fully coughing
out the tracheal

secretions, inha-
lations of vapor, instillations and in-

jections of liijuids may be practised.
Inhalations of steam, of steam charged
with vaporized Peruvian balsam, with
atomized lime water, or with solution
of muriate of ammonia, may be used
with benefit. Instillations and injec-
tions are also of great advantage.
When the sj-mptoms are not urgent,
three or four drops of warm water
and chloride of sodium, of lime water,
or of dilute lactic acid, ma}' be made to

run down through the tube into the
trachea as often as seeius to be neces-

sary to keep the secretions difliueyt
and the expectoration free. When ver
this is not sufficient to prevent the con-
tinvied marked accumulation of secre-

tions, whether of tenacious and in-

spissated mucus or of miico-pus and
membranous debris, injections of the
solvent liquid, to the amount of a
drachm or more, are to be made by
means of a syringe introduced deeply
into the cavity of tlie trachea. For this

purpose a small syringe, as a hypoder-
mic .syringe, having a tube attached to

it of suitable size and curve to pass
through the cannula, terminating in a

perforated bulb, as shown in the illus-

tration (Fig. 4745), is desirable. In mak-
ing the injections, the bulb is quickly
passed down through the cannula, or

through the wound after the cannula
has been withdrawn, for an inch or
more into the trachea, and the liquid
is injected with soiue force. A violent ex])iratory par-
oxysiti follows, the diluted and loosened mucus is dis-

lodged and expelled ; after a minute or two the injec-
tion ma3' be repeated, and will be followed b_v still

greater relief. These injections may be repeated from
time to time, as often as the reaccumulation of viscid
mucus in the air passage is evident.

Pressure Sores.—The possible erosion and ulceration of
the tracheal walls from the pressure and friction of the
cannula is always to be borne in mind. The mere ju'ess-
ure exerted by the cannula does not seem to be the only
tiling at fault in the development of ulcerations of the

trachea, as tlie prolonged wearing of a cannula after

tracheotomv for conditions other than diphtheritic croup,
and even in many of these cases, without unpleasant
pressure effects ever being experience<i, is suflicient to

prove. The vitality of a tissue which has been the seat

of a diphtheritic exudation is diminished; it naturally
tends to necrosis; the more intense the diphtheritic proc-
ess, the greater the necrotic tendency. In such cases
the slight additional irritation alTorded by the ]iressure
of the cannula siillices to di'terminc a slough. That in

the movements of the neck, and in the manipulations of

the tid)e, fre(|uent antero-postciior tilting of the cannula
should be done is unavoidable ; and it would be expected
that the striking of the anterior edge of the inner end of

the cannula against the anterior wall of the trachea in

these frequent tilting's would cause that jioint to be the
one at which ulceration should most frequently take

place.

Fig. 4745.—Syringe
for Intratracheal

Injections.
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JIauy cases of mere erosion or of slight ulceration

undoubtedly pass unnoticed. The most important symp-
toms which indicate the existence of ulceration are two
—namely, the appearance of bloody streaks in the expec-
toration some days after the operation and a black dis-

coloration of the lower end of the tube.

It is on account of the danger of these pressure effects

that so much stress has been laid in a previous section

on the use of such-a form of tube as shall in its construc-

tion provide as perfectly as possible against friction and

pressure while it is worn. For the same reason ellorts

to dispense with the cannula should be begun very early,
and whenever evidences of pressure effects are detected,
its removal, if but for a short time at an.y (me trial,

should be frequently practised. In cases of the high
operation the cannula may possibly sometimes be dis-

pensed with altogether.
Gramiliition VeneUttions.

— Exuberant granulations,

forming polypoid excrescences projecting into the tra-

chea, have been noted l)y many <jbservers; they may be

sessile or pedunculated, single or nudtiple; they mo.st

frequently occupy the superior or inferior angle of the

wound, at which points a small space exists not occupied
by the caimula, which is early tilled by granulation
tissue and is constantly subject to the irritation of the

tube thereafter.

Whenever vegetations are discovered protruding into

the trachea from the angles of the tracheal woimd, they
are to be treated as exuberant granulations would be
in any other locality. They are to be destroyed by the

application of caustics, or if they can be torn away their

bases sho\ild be cauterized. Whatever operative pro-
cedure may be necessary to make them accessible to the

required applications must be done, as their presence is

always a source of danger. AVhenever a prolonged use
of the cannula is necessary, a watch should be kept for

any signs of their development and their growth re-

pressed from the first.

Chronic Ui/pert rop/iic Bubfjloitic Laryngitis.—A chronic

thickening of the soft parts between the vocal cords and
the lower border of the cricoid cartilage is an occasional

sequel to laryngeal diphtheria, and by the stenosis which
it causes makes necessary the prolonged retention of a
tracheal cannula. Attempts to relieve the obstruction

hy laryngotomy and excision of the obstructing tissues

have been uniformly unsuccessful.
C.vitB OP THE Cannula.—A constant watch over the

cannula should be had from the moment of its introduc-
tion until either it is possible to remove it altogether, or
the trachea has become accustomed to its presence and
the tracheal secretions are normal. The surgeon must
see that the nurse is thoroughly familiar with the mech-
anism of the double tube and knows how to remove and
replace tlu- inner tube with the least possible disturbance
to the patient. It is especially desirable that the care
of the cannula be entrusted to a judicious person who
will not neglect it on the one hand, nor needlessly tor-

ment the patient on the other by useless fussiness over
it. The inner tube should be removed only when there
is a manifest occasion for it, as shown by some interfer-

ence with the free passage of air. If the toilet of the
trachea has been carefully made before the tube is intro-

duced, the amount of expectoration will often not be

very great during the first twenty-four hours; but if

rapid breaking down of membrane, or a copious tracheal
or bronchial catarrh coincides with the introduction of
the cannula and occasions profuse expectoration, the

tendency to clogging of the tube will be .so frequently
manifest that the removal of the inner tube and its clean-

ing will be required at comparatively shoit intervals.

Even in cases which are not giving nuicli trouble, ob-
structive crises are likely to develop suddenly at any
time, caused by clumps of inspissiited mucus, or i)ieecs
of exfoliated membrane, being driven into the tube by
cough, or being brought up against its lower end so as
to occlude more or less completely its ojiening. The ex
treme dyspnrea caused by such an aceiilent. if not quickly-
relieved, will soon end in death. If the removal of the

inner tube does not relieve the symiitoms. the whole tube
should be removed, and the needed measures to clear out
the trachea be carried on through the unobstructed
wound. When the inner tube is to be removed, tlie shield
of the outer tube should be steadied b}- the thumb and
foreflngerof one hand, while the inner tube is disengaged
and withdrawn with the other hand. The w'ithdrawn
lube should then be dropped into a cup of warm water,
in which it should be left for a short time in order to
soften the more or less inspissated mucus within it.

Then a small mass of cotton-wool or a piece of sponge
should be pushed through it, so as to clear it out. A
splint from a broom will always be available for the

purpose of pushing the cotton or sponge through, and
is to be chosen rather than a wire or hairpin; for the

latter, if not very carefully used, may scratch and mar
the soft metal of which the tube is made. The tube

having been cleaned out, it should then be rinsed in the
water and replaced. The inner tube ought not to be left

out any longer than is necessary to clean it, lest, when it

is replaced, it push before it a possible mass of inspis-
sated mucus, gathered on the inside of the outer tube
while the inner one has been out, which by the time the
tube is down in place may become a plug sufficient en-

tirely to occlude it.

The outer tube may usually be left in place, without

being disturbed, for the first two days. At the end of
this time, that is, at the close of the second or the begin-
ning of the third day, it will be desirable to remove the
whole apparatus for the purpose of cleaning up. By
this time the wound borders will have become somewhat
firm, so that the opening down to tlie trachea will remain
patent for a while without the tube, and sufficient time
can be had to clean up the wound and the parts about,
as well as to cleanse the tubes and arm them with fresh

tapes. When the cannula is read)' to be replaced, it will

generally easily slip back into the trachea along the track
which it has already made for itself, the walls of which
are firm enough to guide the advancing end of the tube,
if it is genth' pushed along with proper regard to the
direction which it should take. A hitch may occur when
the end of the cannula reaches the entrance into the tra-

chea, owing to the resilient cartilages having sprung
back and partly closed the opening. If the tube has
been kept out some time this obstacle is more likely to
arise. Usually a little gentle pressure will overcome it,

but care must be taken lest the tube be thrust down in

front or at the side of the trachea instead of into it. The
use of a conical-pointed pilot obturator (Fig. 4743) will

always prevent any ditticulty of this kind, and the sur-

geon would do well to be provided with one. The three-

bladed dilator of Laborde is also very serviceable in over-

coming such a difficulty. If the cannula track has not
become quite well defined and firm, the hook retractors

may be \ised to ailvantage for dilating anew the tracheal
wound sutticiently to permit the cannula to pass.

If the walls of the wound are still so soft at this period
that they fall together at once after removing the can-

nula, the wound must be kept open by a dilator while
the necessary cares are given to it and a fresh tube is

made ready for insertion. When this first change of the
cannula is to be made the patient shouUl be placed upon
a table with the same arrangenu^nt as in the original

operation, otherwi.se the surgeon may find himself at a

very great disadvantage in his efforts to give the needed
attention to his patient.
The further care of the cannula will differ according

to the nature of the case for which tracheotomy has been
done. If the tube is to be worn permanently, or until

some cause of obstruction has been removed by sulise-

quent operation, it will be left in place, with but rare

changes. If the tube is one whose size and shape are

adapted to the case, the trachea soon becomesaeeustouied
to it so that it is borne without discomfort; the superfi-
cial woimd heals rapidly, and the track of the caiuuda
becomes a fistula with well-organized walls. If the op-
eration has been done for the relief of temjiorary obstruc-
tion from iutlanuuatory or diphtheritic disease of the
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larynx, it will be desirable to dispense nith the cannula
!is soon as the obstructiou shall have cleared away sulli-

ciently to permit air again to pass through the larynx.
To determine this the tube should be removed at the end
of thirty-six or forty-eight hours, with great gentleness,
so as to alarm the patient as little as possible, and the

wound opiaiing should be occluded with two or three

folds of moist muslin placed over it, so as to test the

ability of the patient to respire through the larynx.

Fr'equenth', even as early as this, it will be found that

the obstruction has cleared away and that the cannula
can be permanently dispeu.sed with. If, however, respi-
ration through the natural chamiels be found still impos-
sible, the canntda nuist be replaced. Each day the per-

meability of the larynx may be again tested for a time.

If by the eighth day it shall ajipear that easy respiration

thriHigh the larynx is not yet possible, it will rarely be

due to the persistence of obstructive exudate or (edema-
tous swelling, but will be caused in the most cases cither

by temporary paralysis of the glottic dilators, diphthe-
ritic in origin, or by glottic spasm of emotional origin ; less

frequently it will be due to persistent Submucous intlam-

matory swelling or to inflammatory infiltration of the

laryngeal muscles. Jlorc rarely yet, the inability to do
without the tube will be due to the tracheal conditions

already d(!scribed, viz., in-turned cartilages, collapse of
the trachea, or polypoid granulation excrescences. Ci-

catricial contractions causing stenosis of the trachea,

following upon extensive destruction of its walls by
idceratiou or gangrene, may also oblige the patient per-

manently to retain the cannula. AVhatever the cau.se,

it will be well now to suspend for a time the efforts

to do wit^hout the tube. A week may be allowed to pass

during which the larynx is left at "rest, and efforts are

made to improve the general condition of the patient by
iron and strychnine, and the local paresis by faradization.

At the end of this time the efforts to dispense with the

cannula should be renewed. All the manipulations
should be made with gentleness, accompanied b_v manner
and voice tending to reassure the patient, who has learned

to rely on the cannula for breath, and who regards its

removal with apjjrehension. As soon as imy marked dis-

tress is caused by the absence of the tube it should be

replaced, and further attemj)ts deferred until another

day. If after three fir four trials suffocative crises con-

tinue to follow quickly after every attempt to remove
the tube, these efforts should be desisted from again for

some time, a week or more. In the vast majority of

cases a time will t3nally come when the tube may perma-
nently be dispensed with.

Emotional Inrynrjeal spasm is a condition which has

frequently to be encountered in the effort to remove the

cannula in nervous, excitable children. It may coexist

with and thus aggravate the difficulties caused by other

<:onditions, or may be the sole trouble.

This emotional condition is to be overcome by tact,

patience, and time. Many artifices have been resorted to

for conquering the nervous fear upon which the spasm
depends. Gradual shortening of the canmda, even down
to the point of a mere button resting upon the closed

external wound, and gradual narrowing of the cannula
until it is no longer a pervious tube, have each been ri'-

sorted to su cessfully. The confidence of the patient in

his ability to breathe without the tube must be awakened ;

how to do this must be left largely to the ingenuity of
the attendants and the inspiration of the occasion.

Leiris S. Pilcher.

l^^Q,^C^HlH.—(Tn(c,acantha, U. S., Br., P. G. :

GotiiiiH' (Klriif/iuitc. Cod. Med.) A gummy exudation
from Astnii/aliis rjnmmifur L., and from other s|iecics of

Astnigaliis (fam. Lerjiimhiosd'). The species yielding this

gum are straggling, spiny shrubs of southwestern Asia,
some of them extending into southeastern Europe. The
gum is a i)roduct of the mncilaginoiis degeneration of

the cell walls of the pith. At certain seasons it is sub-

jected to a great ]u-essinc within tlie stem, by which it is

forced out, in the maimer indicated in the accompanying

illustration, through any opening reaching to the surface.

Many such openings occur from natural causes, while
others are made for the purpose by the gum collectors.

The form of the exudate varies somewhat with that of
the opening, so that cyliiidraceous ("vermicelli"), rib-

bonlike ("flake"), tear forms, etc., occur. Most of the
Hake form is obtained from artificial incisions. The
gum is gathered proniiscuou.sly by the collectors, and is

carefully assorted by professiomil pickers after being

FIG. 4746.—Gum Escapine from Incisions in a Branch of a Traga-
canth Sbrub. (Balllon.)

marketed. There are luimerous commercial grades, pri-

marily designated by number, and depending upon the

puiity, solubility, and whiteness of the article.

Deschiption.—In narrow or broad bands, more or less

curved or contorted, marked by parallel lines or ridges,
white or faintly yellowish, translucent, horn-like, tough,
and rendered more easily pulverizable by a heat of 50°

C. (122° P.).

On treating tragacanth with water, it swells and grad-
ually forms a gelatinous mass, which is tinged blue by
iodine T.S.,and thefinid portion of which is precipitated
on the addition of alcohol, but is not colored blue by
iodine T.S.

Tragacanth consists of from one-third to one-half its

weight of bassorin (CellioOs), an insoluble gum common
to a number of commercial products (bas.sora gum. sima-
ruba gum, cherry-tree gum, etc.) and of extended occur-
rence in the vegetable kingdom. It is capable of absorb-

ing a good many times its weight of water, when it

becomes transparent, soft, and jelly-like, but will not
dissolve clearly when more water is ailded. Bassorin
can be seen reasonably pure by putting a piece of traga-
canth in atinnblerful of waterand letting it remain, say,

twenty-four hours until the soluble gum is dissolved
out. About half of tragacanth consists ii\!io of a soluble

Hum, of the arabin series. Water, mineral substances,
and impurities constitute the remainder. Tragacanth
has no medicinal, and very little nutritive value. It is

very largely used in the arts for sizing, mucilage, etc.,

and has considerabh' em]iloynient in pharmacy, where it is

used as a basis of emulsions, for the suspension in liciuid
of powders and insoluble substances in "mixtures;"
as a body for troches, etc. It appears in the following
ofli(ial preparations: Trochisci Acidi Tfiiinici, Trochisci

IpecHcnanlice, Trochisci. I'olassii Chlofotis, Trochisci San-

tonici. Trochisci Zinr/iberis, all of them belonging to the

United States Pharmacopoeia. There is a Mucilage of

Tragacanth {.Viiciltir/o Trac/acnnthir, U. S. P.) consisting
of six parts of tragacanth, eighteen of glycerin, and
enough water to make a lumdred ; this, diluled with
about as much more water, will emulsionize cod-liver or
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castor oil suffick-utly well; the usual streugtli is to make
the emulsion onc-lialf oil. It may be flavored with pep-
permint, almond, or other fragrant sutistance. For desk

purposes, as an adhesive mucilage, tragacanth, softened
with thymol water and kept from evaporation, will not

decompose or sour in the least, even after years.
W. P. Bolles.

TRAINING, PHYSICAL.—The word training has two
applications in common use. Its more general applica-
tion is to a system of exercises intended to develoji the

neuromuscidar system. In this apjilicitiou jihysical

training is used in the literature of the subject as syn-
onyniou.s with "

plii/xinil e(liiritlii»i." and "
ji/ii/stcul cult-

ure." The other apiilication of the word ^/«/;(i«'7 is to

a specially devised daily in-ogramme of e.\ercise and diet

preparatory to an athletic contest.

I. PiiYsic.\i, Tn.\ixiNLi.— Physical training in its gen-
eral sense is an ed\icational system supposed by many to

signify the development of muscle alone, but it became

apparent very early in the study of muscular develop-
ment: (1) that there ccndd be no extensive development
of muscles without, brain development; and (3) converse-

ly no extensive develo]nneut of the brain as a rule with-
out at least a moderate muscular development. As soon
as educators became co.gnizant of the intimate relation

between brain development and muscular development,
the far-reaching importance of a carefully worked out

system of physical education became .generally recog-
nized. Germany. Sweden, and England as a result of
the efforts of Jahn, Ling, and Maclaren, respectively
worked out in those countries systems represented at the

present time by the German method in the Turn Verein,
the Swedish gynuiastics, and the English moditication of
the German system.
Somewhat later. Dr. Dio Lewis started a movement in

this country through his lectures and writings on hy-
giene, muscular exercise, and .gymnastics. The general
interest aroused led to the gradual development of a sys-
tem which embodies some of the better features of the

European systems, while introducing nian_v features
which are particularly adapted to the conditions that
e.xist in Ameiica.
The system of physical training, now used in this coun-

try, may beclassitied underthe heads: (1) Developmental
or educational; (2) corrective or therapeutic ; (3) recrea-
tive or hygienic.

1. Dert'topifienUil or educational pliysical training is a

progressive seines of physical exercises designed to culti-

vate in the growing child or the j'outh muscular strength
and the ability to command the muscles singly or in

groups to act gracefully and accurately. Both grace
and accuracy depend upon co-ordination. Such a series

of exercises is adapted not only to the development of
tlie normal child, but also of the child whose mental and
physical development has been retarded or arrested.

2. Corrective or t/terapciitic physical training consists
of a scries of spcciall.y devised exercises prescribed by
a physician to correct special pathological conditions.

3. liecreatirr. or hyrjienic physical training consists of a
series of calisthenics, gymnastic floor games, field sports,
and athletics intended to maintain the physical vigor, to
divert the mind from its regular channel, "and to increase
the power of resistance to disease.

II. Athletic Thaixisg.— 1. Definition.—To produce
in an individual by a definite regime a condition of

stren,!rth. agility, skill, and courage; with ability to en-
dure pain, to maintain self-control, to resist or quickly to
recover from fatigue.

2. The rejiime of training consists in a course of care-

fuUv arranged exercises or tests which gradually bring
the muscular strejisith and agility to their highest point
of perfection. The exercises are of a threefold ehaiacter:

(rt) General exercises to increase general strength, and
particularly the strength of heart and capacity of lungs,
as upon a vigorous circulation and an ample respiration
depends much of the success of the athlete in these con
tests. (//) Daily practice in the event <ir particular exer-

cise in which the athlete is to contest. The object of
this part of his training is to give him skill and courage
in that particular exercise or sport, (c) A carefully ar-

ranged system of diet, baths, and general hygiene", the

object of which is to keep his system in the best possible
hygienic condition.

"

Winfield i>. Hall.
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TRANCE. See Consciousness, Disorders of.

TRANSFUSION.—Under this title are included the
various proeesM-s of introducing into the veins of a pa-
tient the blood of another person or of an animal. The
term is often used more broadly to include also the pro-
cedures already described untier the titles Ili/podermo-

clysis and /utrarrnoiis Injections.
The possibility of transfusing blood was known to the
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ancients and was occasionally practised diinnj; tlic ^lid-

dk' Ages. A famous instance is that cif I'opc Innocent

VII., mentioned by Savonarola. Tlie iiope wasliled and
his l)lood injected into two young min. Tliey were bled

in turn and their blood was introduced into the veins of

the pope. All three died.

After the discovery of tlie circulation by Harvey in

the early part of the seventeenth century a number of

experiments on animals and on man weie donc> with the

object of treating various diseases b^y tlu; transf\ision of

blood. Attempts were made to cure leprosj', insanity,
and other diseases in this way, as well as to condjat

hemorrhage and shock and to rejuvenate the aged. The
names of Libavius, Lower, and Denis are prominent in

this connection. They liad more or less success. In

consequenccof thedeatbof oneof Deins' patients, treated

for insanity by tlie introduction of lamb's blood, the

operation was forbi{lden in France. It was re\ived in

the early part of the last century. It then steadily gained
ground as its value became obvious. Only quite re-

cently has it been displaced b}' the safer, simpler, and

equally etticacious method of saline infusions.

Tlie blood of animals and of man has been employed.
Many of the early operators used the bk)od of lambs.
The introduction of the blood of an animal of one spe-
cies into the veins of an animal of a different species
is, however, a dangerous procedure, as the blood of one
animal destroys the corpuscles of another. Moreover,
in man marked toxic symptoms are produced. Even
with small doses dyspnrea, sensations of heat and dis-

tention, especiall.y in the face and head, backache and
headache may come on during the administration. In-

creased peristalsis with abdominal pain, vomiting and
catharsis may occur. In the course of an hour chills

and fever are almost always observed. Subsequently
ha'mii,i;li>binuria, albuminuria, and urticaria are some-
times present.

Detibrinated human blood has also been used. This
is objectionable because the process is somewhat com-

plicated and time-consuming, and it is difficult to keep the

blood aseptic. A more important objection arises from
the fact that the fibrin ferment is formed in the process
of defibrination, and is present in the blood injected.
There is good reason to fear that intravascular clotting
might result.

The immediate transfer of blood from donor to patient
without .intermediate manipulation is probably the best

method. Even this, however, is not free from the dan-

gers of air emboli and of clot formation in the tubes. It

is possible, too, that serious diseases might be trans-

mitted. Another objection is the difficulty of securing
a donor. These objections are not, however, insurmount-

able, and the operation has been developed to such a

point of safetv and convenience that, had not safer and

simpler, but almost equally efficient means been devised
for accomplishing the same end, there can be no doubt
that the operation would be of great value to-day.

OperiifU-e Pivedures.—These have varied greatly, but
in the present status of the operation a detailed descrip-
tion is not necessary. For further details the reader is

referred to the excellent article by Dr. Howe in the first

edition of this Handbook. For direct transfusion the

aiqiaratus of Aveling is perhaps the best. This consists

of a rubber tube eighteen inches long, with a small bulb in

the middle and a cannula and stopcock at each end. The
instrument is boiled, filled with warm, sterile decinormal
salt solution (sodium chlori<le, six-tenthsof one percent.),
and every caie taken to expel all the air from it. It is

kept, while the [lalient is being prepared, in a basin of
the same solution. The arm of the patient is reiulered

surgically clean, and the most ]n-oniiiient vein near the
bend of the elbow is ex|)<jsed by a short incision and
slight dissection. The vessel is opened and one of the
cannula' inserted. The assistant in the mean time has
inserted in exactly the same manner the other cannula in

a vein of the donor. The latter should be in good health,
of strong mental e()Uaniniity. and preferably not an
anxious relative of the jialient. As in iihlebotomy the

left upon the donor.
The cannula in the donor should point toward the fin-

gers, that in the patient toward the shoulder. They

Fig. 4747.— Avellnc's Transfusion Apparatus. 1, 5, Hands of tbe
assistant hr.kliiit,' tlie cannulae in position ; 4, band of the operator
cniiiiuessiin; tlie l>ulli; 2, ;i hand of the operator compressing
alternately the afferent and efTereut tubes.

need not, as a rule, be tied in. The operator now
pinches the tube between the bulb and the donor (i', Fig.
4T4T), and with his other hand ojiens both stopcocks.
He then compresses the bulb, thus driving its contents
into the patient's arm. Keeping the bulb compressed,
he removes the first hand and pinches the tube on the

patient's side of the bulb (J, Fig. 4747). Now, the press-
ure on the bulb itself being released, the apparatus fills

with blood from the donor, which, on repeating the pro-
cess, is forced into the patient's vein. Five to ten ounces
of blood should be transfused. The quantity can be cal-

culated from the capacity of the bulb, ordinarily two
drachms.

It is said that the bulb is unnecessary as, by properly
bandaging the arm of the donor, his intravenous blood

pressure ma}' be made sutBcient to bring about the trans-

fer.

For the use of delibrinated blood various methods were
devised. The simplest way is as follows: The donor is

bled into a clean ves.sel. The blood is then whipjied
with glass rods till the fibrin is all removed. It is ilien

strained through muslin and kept warm until neeiled by
setting the container in warm water. An ordinary glass
funnel with a rubber tube ending in a cannula and guarded
by a stopcock may b(' used for the injection. Syringes
of various sorts have been used both with whole and
withdefibrinated blood. Full aseptic precautions should
of course be observed and every care taken to exclude
air bubbles.

Peritoneal transfusion, the injection of blood into the

peritoneal cavity, is of no practical value and should not

be used. Aiitotransfusion consists of increasing the sup-

ply of blood to the essential organs at the expense of the

limbs. It is accomplished by the apjilication of tight
rubber bandages to the legs, beginning at the toes and

going upward. It is of undoubted value for temporary
use in emergencies where large amounts of blood have
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been lost, until the volume of the circulation axn be made
up in other ways. A .somewhat similar i)roce(lur(' has
been recentlj' advocated for the jiurpose of maintainiug
the blood pressure in cases in which the va.soinolor ceiitic

has been exhausted by shock— the pressure being applied
to the abdomen and extremities by inflating a pneumatic
rubber suit.'

The princii^al indication for transfusion is severe

hemorrhage. It may be sjiid that in most cases the in-

troduction of salt solution under the skin will be suffi-

cient. Occasionally, where the absor|)tion of such an
injection does not take place or where every instant of
time is of value, the intravenous route is to be sele<:led.

Rarely, if ever, will tliere be enough advantage in the
use of blood to overbalance its greater dangers and
ditticulties, and the greater delay in administering it.

The repeated intravenous injection of small quantities
(5-35 c.c.) of detibrinated lamb's blood has been advo-
cated by Bier -' for the purpose of bringing about the
reactions described in a previous iiaragrajih in cases of
old, chronic tuberculosis. Some of liis cases were en-

couraging, lialph C. Larrahee.

• Crlle : Boston Med. and Sure. Jmim. ., March 5lh, 1903.
' Bier: Munch, lued. Wocheuschr., 19CU, lid. xlviil., S. 569.

TRANSPORTATION OF THE DISABLED ON LAND.—'Die rirst sysleniatizcd methods for tiic caie of the
wounded in battle and tlieir removal from the field date
from 1793, when Baron Larrey, chief surgeon of the
French army under Naiioleon I., (stablished liis system
oi ambulances vola II te.s, or flying ticld hospitals. Shortly
after, in 1800, Percy, another distiuguislied surgeon of
tliat army, organized companies of brancardiers, or
stretcher-bearers, whose duty it was to remove the
wounded from the battlefield "to a place of safety, where
they could receive ji roper care.

Since that period increasing attention has been paid to
this subject, until at the present day more or less elabo-
rate systems of military hospitals, and means for trans-

porting the sick and wounded to these hospitals are
maintained by all civilized armies.

It should be e.\ plained in this connection that in for-

eign armies by the term "ambtilance "
is understood

Hie entire movable field hospital, including medical and
surgical supplies, the means of tran.sportation, the ani-
mals and harness, and the personnel of the hospital ofli-

cers and men of tlie sanitary force. In our army the
term is restricted to the ainbnlance iragoti, in which the
sick and wounded are carried. The term ambulance
corps in the United States Army comprehends the ambu-
lance wagons, litters and other appliances for transport-
ing the disabled; the baggage and sub.sistence wagons;
the harness and animals, as well as the officers and men
who arc charged with their control and management. In
this article the terms will lie used in the same sense in
which they are understood in the United States.

In our service the means of transportation, which usu-
ally accompany a moving command, are its ambulances

FIG. 4;48.-Brlllsli Wlieeled Litter, Loaded.

and hand litter.s. At times, owing lo the character of
the country in which the troops are operating, as in

regions without roads, the ambulances cannot be em-
ployed; in such ca,scs other means must be resorted to.

When, owing to excessive caso-aties or other exigencies,
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FIG. 4749.—Briti.«li Wii.

without Litter.
Ifd Litter,

sufficient ambulances are not available, army wagons,
wagonsorcartsof the country, .saiUlle, pack, aiid draiinht
animals may sui.plement the ambulances. When rail or
water tians'portalion is availableand practicable, railroad
trains and boats are em-
ployed, especially when
large numbers of sick
iunl wounded sire to be
removed to a consider-
able distance, as in the
service of evacuation.
It is a militaiy jirineiple
that the ojieratirig force
should not be embar-
rassed by the care of its

sick and wounded any
longer than necessary ;

this enables the field

hospitals, which always
aecom])any the moving
army, to travel light, makes room for the wounded from
an impending engagement, and diminishes the danger of

infecting the well by those already diseased. Besides,
base and general hospitals being more or less permanent
institutions, are better supplied with the necessities and
comforts for the care of the sick than would be possible
in a hospital which accompanies a moving force.

Ordinarily patients from the battlefield will have to
be carried on lifters to the dressing station, from which
point they are again carried by litters to the ambulance
stations; here they are loaded into the ambulances for
removal to the field hospitals. Other specially devised
means that are used for the transportation of the disabled
ill the military service are the vv-heeled litter, cacolet,

single or douhle-hor.se (or mule) litter, and the travois.
Tliehand litter hasalready been described in tliiswork

in the article on Ariiiij Hoiipilal Coijjs by JIajor Bushnell,
and will not be considered here.

T/tc W/ucled Litter.—The wheeled litter is simply a
litter mounted ujion wheels, usually two in number, de-

signed to be propelled by a single bearer. Numerous
different patterns of such "appliaiices have been devised,
varying in design with the character of the service re-

quired of them. In some forms the bed for supporting
the patient is removable, permitting of its use as a hand
litter; in others, it is fixed permanently to the carriage;
some are made to fold into a compact bundle to permit
of ready packing or shipment; in another fol-in, the
litter is mounted between two bicycles, which are joined
to the litter frame and to each other by interlocking bars;
tricycles arranged "fore and aft" with reference "to the
litter have also been adaiited to form the carriage. The
simplest and most practical form consists of two light
wheels and an axle, supporting a frame for the litter
with a device for holding it iirtlie horizontal jiosition

\yhen at rest without the bearer's help. This device con-
.sists of two hinged bars of proper length fasteiic'd to
each end of the frame or carriage, whtcli are swung up
and secured by suitable fastenings when the litter is in
motion. Usually litters of this class are covered with a
rcmovabl(! hood and are mounted upon spring.s. An ex-
cellent type was u.sed by the British military burgeons in
the recent war in Sotith Africa, and is sliown in Figs. 4748
and 4749. The wheels liave steel spokes and rims, rtibber
tires, and ball bearings; the bed is made to take the
British regulation litter, and is nuninted ujion elli|)tical

springs; the litter is securely held in ))lace upon the
bed by means of two buttons with tigliteiiing screws.
The great object of this carriage is said by its designer,
major McCormack, R.A.M.C, to have b("en "to obtain

mobility, strength, and lightness combined with effi-

ciency and a ready and easy means of transport for sick
and wounded, no matter wIkm-c a ptitient has to be trans-

ported from," Nevertheless, wheeled litters have but a
limited range of usefulness. They were extensively tried

during our Civil War for the pi'irpose of removing the
wounded from the battlefield, but did not meet with
favor from our surgeous; they proved to be practically
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useless over tlie rowgh ground <ipon which battles were

fought. In moving patients from one jiart of a hospital
to another, and in villages and towns where ambulance

systems do not exist, their utility is undoubted; but in

the military service their sphere of usefulness will be

largely confined to work in and about hospitals, and in

loading and unloading trains: they will here prove eco-

nomical of men and conifortalile to patients.
Ui/me-iittcrs.—One form of horse-litter is the catolet,

which consists of a pack saddle, from each side of which

Fig. 4750.— British Crimean Cacolet. (After VTelr.)

is suspended a seat or chair ; in this seat the patient is

-carried in the sitting posture. This form of litter was
extensively used by the English in the Crimean war, and

by the French in Algeria and Mexico, apparently with

satisfactory results. In our service trials were made dur-

ing the Civil War with this form of litter, but the con-

sensus of opinion of our medical officers, who had ex-

perience in its use, was decidedly against this method of

transportation for sick and wounded. No doubt this

unfavorable opinion was largely due to inability to se-

cure properly trained animals, and perhaps also to the

fact that other more satisfactory means were available.

Fig. 473!.—British Crimean Mule Litter. (After Weir.)

Its sphere of utilit}' should properly be confined to work
over country that is inadmissible to wheeled transporta-
tion. Its successful einploj'ment requires strong, docile

and well-trained animals, and a comparatively open
country ; it cannot be employed on a narrow trail run-

ning through a heavily wooded region. Fig. 4750 repre-
sents the cacolet used by the Hiitish in the Crimea.

During the same war the British also made successful

use of a mule-litter in which a litter is slung horizontall.v
from each side of a pack-saddle. Like the cacolet, this

form of litter has not been favorably considered by our
medical officers, and the same objections hold good with
reference to it. An additional objection is its weight,

Vol. VII.—5-t

which, with its jjack-saddle and bedding, is placed at
one hundred and sixty-seven pounds; this, addeil to the

weight of two patients, makes a formidable load for
the average-sized horse or mule. Fig. 47")1 illustrates
the arrangement and general appearance of this kind of
horse-litter.

In another form of horse-litter a single patient is car-

ried in the recumbent or seniirecuinbent position upon
the back of the animal, either upon a specially devised
saddle and litter, or upon an improvised arrangement
made by securing the ordiiiaiy hand-litter to a pack or

riding saddle. An examjile of the former is the McEl-
derry single mule-litter (Figs. 47.53 and 4753), devised by
the late Major Henry McElderry, Surgeon, U.S.A., witha
view to its employment in opeiations against the Modoc
Indians in the lava beds of California. In this, the
frame is hinged, allowing its adjustment at different

angles; the hinges also permit it to be folded compactly

Fig. 4732.—McElUerry's Single Mule-litter.

together for facility in its transportation. The saddle to

wliich it is attached when in use is that known as the
jMexican apat-ejo, now universally used in pack-trains.
Some of the advantages claimed for it b}- its inventor are

that "it is especially adapted for u.se in broken and
mountainous countiy ; long narrow and winding defiles,

abounding in sudden and abrupt angles; and in places
and under circumstances generally where no other kind
of litter could be employed. A wounded man can be

transported on this litter with entire safety on the back of

any steady pack-mule or horse, taken indiscriminately out
of "the pack-train; the animal not requiring any special

training before he will pack it, otherwise than that

already received in the pack-train."
In tiie improvised form two stout wooden traverses are

strongly lashed to the pommel of a riiling or pack-sad-

Scale q£ iiube}.
" "> -

Fio. 4753.—Plan of McElderry'a Single Mule Litter.

die, preferably a pack-saddle; upon the outer ends of

these traverses two wooden poles or bars are fastened in

a longitudinal direction and parallel to each other, form-

ing a framework upon which the litter rests and to

wiiich it is securely bounii by ropes or other lashings.
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The patient is carried in the recumbent posture with lieail

toward the liead of tlie animal. In tliis form of trans-

porlatiou but little lateral oscillation is experienced,

thougli the jolting must be considerable. It is espe-

Fio. 4T»t.—Single Mule Litter used hv tlje French in Mexico.
Uouchet.)

(.\fter

cially adapted to moimtainous regions where trails are

narrow and the surface of the giound is broken. It is

not economical of attendants, as in addition to the :nau

who leads tlie animal one is necessary to keep the pa-
tient from slipping ofl in going up and down steep

places. This method w'as used by the French in Jlexico.

through a moimtainous country over long distances, and
it is reported that the patients bore the journej' very
well, though comjilaint was made of the pressure of the

forward bow of the saddle upon the patient's back. This
was remedied by -shifting his position or b_v using some
kind of padding to increase the thickness of the bed at

thai point. Fig. 4754 represents the method then used.

This adaptation is admirable in principle, and can usu-

ally be improvised from materials at hand.
The transport of sick and wounded by means of the

tito-horsc-Utter has commended itself to our military

surgeons, and has been fi'equently employed in cam-

paigns against Indians in the United States and in opera-
tions in the Philippine Islands. In this method a litter

is suspended between two horses or mviles in tandem;
it is easily extemporized where suitable materials are

at hand. In its construction
two stout ])oles about sixteen

feet and a half in length
are required, and two cross

pieces, about three feet long.
which serve as traverses to

keep the jioles ajjart. The
traverses forming the ends of

the litter bed are fastened

five feel from the front and
rear ends of the poles; be-

tween them a piece of canvas.
a blanket, or other suitable

material is stretched and se

curely fastened to the sides

of the poles and cross pieces.
Sick and wounded men can
be safely and comfortably
carried over long distances

by this form of litter. The
objections to it are that two
animals, and at least two
attendants, are required for

one patient, and that it can-

not be employed upon nar-

row paths with short turns

and steep declivities. At
one time (1861) horse-litters of this pattern were reg-

ularly issued in our army to "posts whence they may
be required for service on ground not admitting the era-

ploymenl of two-wheeled carriages." In these the poles

were hinged to permit their packing on ]iack-animals:
the complete litter wilh straps and girths weighing 88

pounds. These litters are still recognized as means of

transport; pai'agraph 1614, Army Regulations, 1901,
authorizes their issue upon reconmiendatiou of the chief

surgeon, though the writer is not aware that they have
been so issued iu recent years. In the improvised form

they have been recently employed in the Philippine
Islands (see Fig. 47.").")).

Another form of horse-litter, more economical of men
and animals, is the Indian travois. This contrivance
was in universal use by the North Ajnericau Indians for

the transportation of supplies and other pro))erty as
well as for cai'rying their disabled. In this form the
front ends of the litter poles are fastened to the sides of
the animal like the shafts of a wagon ; the rear ends drag
upon the ground. One pole is slightly sliorter than the

otlier. in order thai in passing an obstacle tlie shock may
be received successively by each end and the motion be

equably distributed. The travois is now recognized as
a regular means of transport for the disabled in our ser-

vice. The Medical Department Regulations for 1902
direct that ambulances Nos. 1 and .5 in each ambulance
company shall carry a travois. Paragraph 148. Drill

Regulations for the Hospital Corps, 1903, gives the

following instructions for improvising tliis kind of litter:

"A travois may be imiirovised hy cutting poles ;diout
16 feet long and 3 inches in diameter at the small end.

These poles are laid parallel to each other, large ends to
the front, and 21 feet apart; the small ends about 3 feet

apart, and one of them projecting 8 or 10 inches beyond
the other. The poles are connected by a cross bar aliout

6 feet from the front ends and another about 6 feet back
of the first, each notched at its ends and securely lashed
at the notclies to the poles. Between the cross pieces
the litter bed, 6 feet long, is tailed in with canvas, blan-

ket, etc.
, securely fastened to the poles and cross bars,

or with rope, lariat, rawhide strips, etc., stretching ob-

liquely from pole to pole in many turns, crossing eacli

other "to form the basis for a liglit mattress or improvised
bed : or a litter may be made fast between the poles to

answer the same purpose. The front ends of the poles
are then securely fastened to the fsaddle of the animal.
A breast strap and traces should, if possible, be iiiii>ro-

vised and fitted to the horse. On the march the bearers
should be ready to lift the rear ends of the travois when
passing over obstacles, crossing streams, or going uphill."

Flo. 1755.—Improvised Two-Uorse Litter, as used iu Philippine Islands.

Colonels Grcenleaf and Cleary, of tlie Medical Depart-
ment of the United States Army, have each devised a
ti'avois which can lie used either as a hand-litter or as a
horse-litter. In both the shafts are made detachable.
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iiic

_ poles (if the litkT jjroper 1)\-

jiioaiis of folhirs and pins; both can }«• lolknl up. iiuikini^'

them easy to transport in wagons or upon packauinials.
Lieutcnaiit-Colonel Havard, Deputy Surgeon General,

beins' attached to the side

liars and pins; botl

Fig. -17.56.—Improvised Travois.

U.S.A.. lias more recently suggested tliat this form of

litter could be further perfected by making the rear ends
of the poles rest upon a narrow two-wheeled truck in-

stead of dragging tijion the grouud.
The travois, in the absence of ambulances or other

wagons, has proved to be a very satisfactory method of

transportation by animals. It is comfortable, safe, easily

improvised, and can be employed over rough and moun-
tainous country wlicre other methods of animal trans-

portation are not feasible, as well as over level country.
Upon a fairly level road the two-horse litter is probably
preferjible, and in the case of a fractured limb, there is

less liability of disturbance of the fragments, as in this

mode of transport the patient is carried in a horizontal

position. For general utility and especially where

economy in men and animals has to be considered, the

travois will be found superior. Medical officers who
have liad experience with them look upon them with

favor, and Havard lias wisely suggested that two, to be
carried by jiack-mules to the front, be provided for

each regiment iu the field under circumstances where
ambulances are notavailable. Fig. 4T.5G showsaii impro-
vised travois in its simplest form. In all these forms of

litters intended to be drawn or carried by animals mules
are general!}' to be jireferred to horses, iu that they are

patient, more quickly trained, surer-footed, and accus-
tomed to carry burdens.

Devices intended for attachment to the saddle, with
the object of supporting a sick or wounded man upon a

Fig, 47.57.—The Improved Army .\mbulaDre. I'ullerii of ItRH).

horse, have been suggested at variouslimes; but on trial

all such arrangements have been found to be ini|iracti-
calilc. If necessary to support a disabled man on a

horse, a comrade mounted behind him will answer the

purpose, or a lean-back made of a blanket roll, a bag
stnll'ed with grass, or a sapling bent into au arch over
the cantle of jlie saddle, may be secured to the saddle
and the patient bound to it.

77(t' Ambulance.—The requirements of a good military

ambulanc<! arc that it shall be of sufficient structural
stienglh, due regard being had to ligiitness, to wilh-
staucl the rough usage to which it is liable in active ser-

vice; so constructed as to permit its turning in a space
equal to its length; it should be able to travel over
rough, sandy, or muddy roads; comfortable to its occu-
pants when partially as" well as when fully loaded

; ca-

pable of carrying patients both in the recuml)ent and
in the sitting po.sition ; it should have provisions for

carrying small quantities of dressings, food, stimulants,
water, aud [latients' clleels, without intruding upon its

carrying caiiaeity for patients; also so designed as to per-
mit rapid loading and unloading. The present pattern
of the United Stales Army ambulance (Fig. 4T.'57, pattern
of 1900), kuown as a Munson's modification, has been
evolved from the older types and fulfils these require-
ments. It is an excellent wagon and possesses features
that are found in no other military ambulance. It is a
four-wheeled vehicle intended to he drawn by either two
or four horses ; the body is t) feet long and 4 feet 7i inches

Fig. 4758.—side View of Improved Army Ambulance.

wide, outside measurements; the height of the floor is

3 feet 8 inches above the ground. The space for patients
is 7| feet long and 4 feet 4+ inches wide

;
in front of this

space is the driver's seat, wide enough for three occu-

pants ;
luider the driver's seat is a box 4 feet long, 10

inches wide and 16 inches high, for storing extra parts
and other articles. The body is covered by a wooden roof

supported by wooden
bows; the height of /^
the roof in its centre
is 5 feet from the

floor; the sides and
rear end are provided
with curtains, which
can be rolled up; a
division curtain,
which also is made
to roll up, extends
across the wagon just
back of the driver's

seat ; all curtains are
made of pantasote;
the roof is likewise
covered with this

material. At the rear
is attached a step 2
f c e t above the
ground; llie rear of

ihc body is closed

by a tail-gate. The
body is swung on
the axles by both side and cross springs, and an auxili-

ary spring is placed just above the rear axle, which
comes into jday only when the load-weight exceeds

Fig. 475.'>.—Rear View.
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400 poiintls. The simbulance is inovidcd witli au effi-

cient foot brake, openileil by the liiiver; tlie l)rake

lever passes through tlic centre of the footboard and
is furnished with a ratchet whicli engages iu a rack

Fk;. 4ri>0.—Vertical Section.

in the footboard. Tlie diameter of tlie hind wheels is

4 feet 3 inches, of the front wheels 3 feet, exclusive
of the tires; tires arc of steel, 2| inches wide and yj
of an inch thick ; the track of the vehicle is 5 feet 2
inches over rims. Two cylindrical water tanks, 154
inches long, lOj- inches in diameter, made of No. 32 gal-
vanized iron, each ]ii-ovided with a compression bibcock,
are suspended in stout wooden frames from underneath
the body, just behind the rear axle; each tank has a

capacity of 40 litres. The interior of the ambulance is

titled with four removable seats, two on a side, which,
when not used as such, are huug against the sides. The
cots are regulation liand-litters, fourof which are carried

by each ainbulauce. When used to carry recumbent
cases two litters rest upon the floor; the other two are

suspended by hooks and straps from the litter-supijort-

ing posts and the curtain rails respectively, 27 inches
above the floor. The use of the hand-litter, instead of a

special cot, allows the patient to be loaded into the am-
bulance without being transferred from the litter, upon

Fu;. 4"(!1.—Front View.

which he is carried to the wagon. The litter-supporting
posts are wooden uprights, 3 inches square, phieed 73
inches apart; the front post is placed 1 foot behind the
driver's seat, and is stationary, being secured to the roof

and floor; the one at the rear is hinged at the top; when
tiie upper berths (litters) are not to be tised. it is

strapped to the roof. When the upper berths are to be
used, it is un.strapped, swung into a vertical position,
and its lower end is secm-ed to the floor by means of an
iron shoe and bolt. Upon eaelisideof the litter-support-
ing posts is a hook for the support of tlie inside handles
of the litter, and opposite each hook, fastened to the in-

side of the curtain rail, is a strap to liold the outside
handles. A hammock net is also fastened by hooks to
the inside of the curtain rail on each side; these are for

carrying clothing or equipments of tlie patients. This
ainbidance will carry patients either recumbent or sitting
up, or both classes of patients togetlier, viz., 12 .sitting,
or 3 recumbent and 6 sitting, or 4 recumbent. Figs.
4758, 4759, 4760, and 4761, show the general plan of con-
struction of this vehicle.

In most of the European armies ambulances are accom-
panied by light carts, which carry dressings, drugs, foods,
etc. ; in our service these articles are carried by each am-
bulance as follows:

CONTENTS OF AMBULANCE BOX OF HOSPITAL STORES.

(In metal bo.\, packed in rectanirular Kalvanized-iron boiler with
lid, enclosed in iron Are srate, caiTied under body ol ambulance.)

Arrowroot i)ounds, 3
Beef, soluble liquid, or extract, iu 100 c.c. containers,

containers, 6
Brandy, in .'iOO c.c. bottle bottle, 1
Can opener number, 1

Chocolate, sweetened pounds, 3
fv>ndensed milk, unsweetened, in commercial tin tins, 6
Malted milk pounds, 2
Matihes. safety in waterproof tin bo.xes, 2
Pepper, black, prouiid, in dredge witb screw cap. . . ounce, 1

Salt, iu dredge witb screw cap ounces, 3

Sugar, white, granulated pounds, 3
Tea, black or green pound, H
Contents of Ambclance Box of Surgical Dressings.

(In metal box, packed in rectangular water boiler with lid, enclosed
in iron Are grate, carried under body of ambulance.)

Antiseptic tablets, 12.5 in 125 c.c. bottle bottle. 1

Bandages, plaster of Paris, two-inch number, 6

Bandages, I'oli, sterilized, gauze, two one-lialf-inch,

number, 24
Chloroformum, in 12.5-c.c. bottle liottle, 1

Cotton, absorbent, in 30-gm. package packages, 12
First-aid packets number, 24
Gauze, iodoform, sterilized, 0..5 metre in package, packages, 12
(iauze, plain, sterilized, two 0.5 metre pieces in

package packages, 20
Monihin;v sulphas, 8-mgm. hypodermic tablets tubes, 8
Pins, safety dozen, 4
Plaster, adhesive, in roll 30 cm. wide number, 2
Strychnina> sulphas, 1-ingm. hypoderiidc tablet tubes, 8

Spare Parts and Additional Articles Carried by Each
ambulance.

A.xle grease pot, 1

Boilers, galvanized iron, with lid number, 2
Bolt, king, e.vtra number, 1

Brush, horse number, 1

Bucket, galvanized iron number, 1

Color, camp number, 1

Comb, curry number, 1

Dressings, surgical, in metal box
j_ box, 1

(inttes, tire, iron number, 2
(iMi<lun, ambulance numlier, 1

Hatchet number, 1

Hospital stores in metal box box, 1

Lamps, ambulance number, 2
Lanterns, extra, one white, one red. In space under
seat number, 2

Lantern wicks, extra number, 6
Link, spht number, 1

Litters, hand number, i

Oil, minenil, in space under seat tin, 1

Tanks, water numlwr, 2
Whip numtwr, 1

Wrench, monkey number, 1

Note.—In addition to the above, ambulances Nos. 1 and 5 will

carry an extra pole and a travois.

The allowance of ambulances for troops in active ser-

vice in tlie United States Army is estimated tqion a basis

of one ambulance to 400 men of the etl'ective force.

Three ambulance companies, usually one company to

each brigade, are ordinarily attached to each division of

normal strength; nine ambulances is the number pre-
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scribed for each oompnny. For a battery of artillery,
(ietaelinieiit of infantry, or sqiiaiiroii of cavalry, opcriit-

in;; indepcndoiitly one amlnilanee is allowed. Tiie

strength of the armies of the United States in time of war
is not li.xed either b}- statute or by regulation ; hence a
division may be composed of a variable number of troops.

Usually it has consisted of three brigades of two or three

regiments to the brigade, varying accordingly between
12,000 and 18.000 men; upon a basis of one ambulance
to 400 men, the division ambulance corps should contain
30 to 4.') ambulance wagons. Havard recommeuils as a

basis 3 ambulances to 1,000 combatants, and in his

scheme of organization provides for 13 ambulances to each
ambulance companj', assuming the strengtii of the divi-

sion at about 11,000 men. Reynolds recommends 1.5 to

each compan)',—the division strength being assumed at

about 13,000 men. It is ditlictilt to estimate even ap-
pro.ximately how much ambulance transportation should
be provided for wounded after a battle of magnitude be-

tween forces equally well-armed with modern firearms.

Recent experiences have shown that the ratio of wounded
to the strength engaged is not far from 13 per cent.

With a division of fS.OOO to 18,000 men this would give
1,440 to 3,160 wounded; probably one-third of this num-
ber woukl not require ambulance transportation, while
about 1 in 13 would be so seriously wounded as to make
their immediate transportation beyond the dressing
station inadvisable; e.xcluding these, there would remain
880 wounded for a division of 13,000, and 1,330 for a

division of 18,000, for whom ambulance transportation
would be required. The present model of regulation
ambulance would probably average 8 men per trip, and
with the field hospitals situated near enough to permit
each and)ulance to make 4 trips, 38 to 40 ambulances
would be needed for a division of the strengths men-
tioned. It nuist not be understood that the allowance
laid down by Medical Department regulations is inflex-

ible; it simply serves as a basis, and maj' be changed
as the exigencies may require.
The following regulations for amlnilanee drill are those

prescribed for the present pattern of ambulance, as laid

down in the "Drill Regulations and Outlines of First

Aid for the Hospital Corps, United States Army, 1903 "
:

Amuui..\nce Drili,.—The litters are said to he puc/ced
wlien they are strapped and placed upon the brackets.

The seats are said to be prepared when they are horizon-

tal, supported by the legs; and packed when they are

booked against tlie sides of the wagon.

To take posts at ambulance.

Being in line:

1. At ambulance; 2. Posts.

The designated squad marches in a column of files to

the ambulance; when No. 1 takes post on the left. No.
2 in the centre, and No. 3 on the right of the rear of the

ambulance and close to it, No. 4 on the right of No. 3.

1 :; 3 4

In the case of a litter lowered in rear of ambulance

preparatory to loading, head of patient toward it, at the

command posts, each number faces about and proceeds
directly to his post.

This is the invariable position of the squad at am-
bulance posts; it may be taken from any position (the

litter, if any, hvin'^ r/roiinilid or lowered), and wlien dis-

arranged, from whatever cause, the scpiad may be reas-

sentliied by these commands for service at the ai.ibidance.

The ambulance having seats packed and the squad
bi'ing (it ambulance posts:

1. Prepare; 3. Sf.ats.

Nos 1 and 3 raise the curtain, if necessary, and open
the tail-gate; Nos. 2 and 3 enter the ambidance, No. 2

facing the front and No. 3 the rear seat of their respect-
ive sides. Each man seize.s the lower edge of tlie seat
about six inches from the ends witli both liands and lifts

it; he lowers the legs and adjusts them to tlie floor and
tries the .seat for firmness before leaving it. He then
prepares in like manner the opposite seat. No. 3 unfas-
tens the litter-supporting post and swings it to the front
of tlie ambulance, where it is grasped by No. 2, who lifts

it to its place and straps it. Nos. 3 and 2 now resume
their positions at and>nlance posts.
The ambulance having seats prepared, and the squad

being at ambulance jmsts :

1. Pack; 3. Seats.

Nos. 1 and 3 raise the curtain, if necessary, and open
tlie tail-gate; Nos. 3 and 3 enter the ambulance and face
the front and rear seats of their respective sides; each
man releases the legs and secures them against the seats,

then, seizing the front of the .seat with both hands, low-
ers it to the side of the ambulance, and then makes in like

manner the opposite seats. No. 3 then unfastens the

strap which holds the litter-supporting post to the roof
of the ambulance, swings tlie post to a vertical position,
and places it firmly in its socket. Nos. 8 and 2 now re-

sume their positions at ambulance posts.
Seats can be prepared or packed on one side only,

leaving room on the packed side for two recumbent
patients by the commands;

Prepare (or pack) seats, right (or left).

The litter being lifted at the commands:
1. Take post to load ambulance; 3. March.

the squad proceed to the ambulance. No. 4, starting
ahead in double time, lays the arms and accoutrements
of the patient (which he carries) on the ground by the

right rear wheel; he then raises the curtain, if necessary,
opens the tail-gate, ob.serves the condition of the ambu-
lance, and (resuming his post at the litter) reports it to

the squad leader. Upon approaching the ambulance
the litter is wheeled about so that the head of the patient
is toward the rear of the ambulance and two paces from
it, when the litter is halted and lowered. If it be neces-

sary to prepare the ambulance before loading, the squad
takes posts at ambulance, No. 4 remaining in charge of

the patient; if ready for the reception of the lower litter

(or berth) the commands are given;

1. Prepare to load; 3. Load.

((() At the first command No. 3 faces about, No. 3

steps around his left liandle and takes post at the pa-
tient's left shoulder; No. 1 takes post opposite No. 3;

all facing the litter stoop, No. 3 grasping his handles,
and Nos. land 3 their respective poles; No. 4 watches
the patient and otherwise renders any needful assistance.

At load, the bearers slowly raise the litter to the level of

the floor of the ambulance and advance to it. being care-

ful to keep the litter in a liorizontal position; the legs
are placed on the floor by Nos. 1 and 3, and the litter

pushed in by No. 2, assisted by the others. When this

is accomplished, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are in position at ambu-
lance posts. No. 4 places the arms and accoutrements of

the patient (if any) under the litter, and then takes his

position on the right; Nos. 1 and 3 close the tail gate
and, if necessary, lower the curtain. The squad may
then lie fac'cd to the left or about and marched in any
desired direction.

(b) 1. /'"; upper berth, prepare to load; 2. Load.
At the first command the licarers face about and Nos.

2 and 3 stooj) and grasp their respective handles.

At load the litter is lifted and advanced to the rear of

the ambulance, when Nos. 1 and 4 face the litter and

grasp their respective poles opposite the patient's shoul-

ders; No. 3relin<iuish(shold of the front handles, mounts
the step (see Fig. 47(i3. loailing upju'r lierlh. No. \)

and enters, when he resumes hold of the handles, as in

]iassing obstacles. The litter is raised and jiassed into

the ambulance, care being taken to keep the litter in a
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horizontal position (see Fig. 4763, loading upper berth,
No. 2); No. 3, inside at the front, and No. 2 on the rear

step, place the left (or right) handles in the receiving
sockets and slip the straps over the right (or left) han-

FiG. 4762.—Loading Upper Berth, No. 1.

dies. Nos. 1 and 4 assist in loading by supjiorting the

litter on their re.'speetive sides until the handles have
been secured; No. 3 stejis over the front seat, jumps to

the ground, and the S(|uad takes position at ambulance

posts. No. 4 places the arms and accoutrements of the

patient, if any, in the hammock, and then takes his posi-
tion on the right; Nos. 1 and 3 close the tail-gate and, if

necessarj', lower the curtain. The squad may then be
faced to the left or about and marched in an3' desired

direction,

(n) The squad being at ambulance post^ :

1. Fof lower berth jyrepare to unload; 3. Unload.

At the first command, Nos. 1 and 3 raise the curtain,
I if necessary, open the tail-gate, and No. 3 takes hold of

f?~-«

Fig. 4T63.—Loading Upper Berth, No. 2.

the protecting handles of the litter; at unload, No. 3
draws out the litter, assisted by Nos. 1 and 3, wlio, fac-

ing inward, support the poles imtil the inner handles are
reached. The litter, carefully supported in a horizontal

position, is then lowered with the head of the patient
two jiaces in rear of wagon ;

No. 4 closes the tail-gate,
and all take posts at the litter.

(J) The squad being at ambulance posts:

1. For tipper berth, prepare to unload; 3. Unload.

At the first command Nos. 1 and 3 raise the curtain, if

necessary, and open the tail-gate ; No. 3 runs to the front
of the ambulance, climbs in, stepping over the front
seat, and faces the rear, grasping the front handles. No.
2 mounts the step and grasps the rear handles. Nos. 1

and 4 face the litter (see Fig. 4764, unloading upper
beilh). At unload, the handles are lifted and freed from
their fastenings b.y Nos. 2 and 3

;
the litter is carried out,

Nos. 1 and 4 on their respective sides supporting the lit-

ter, first at the foot and then at the head, as Nos. 2 and 3

step down from the ambulance. The litter, cui-efully
supported in a horizontal position, is then lowered, with
the head of the patient two paces in rear of the wagon ;

No. 4 closes the tail-gate and all take posts at litter.

(«) To load lower berth with two beaiers, the litter

being lowered in position for loading, at prepare to load,
the bearers take posts on their respective sides, mid-length
of the litter and facing it; they stoop and grasp each
pole firmly with both hands. At load, they lift the litter

and push it into the ambulance.
At unload, each bearer grasping his handle, they partly

withdraw the litter, then shifting their hands to their

respective jioles and facing each other, they continue to

withdi'aw it until the head reaches the rear of the ambu-
lance, when they lift the litter out and lower it to the

ground.
(h) To load the upper berth with two bearers, the

lower berth is first loaded, as here desciibed, and the
litter is then lifted to its i)osition and secured, one bearer
inside the ambulance at the front handles and the other
on the step at the rear handles. To unload, this move-
ment is reversed.

The right side of the ambulance is always loaded or
unloaded lirsl, unless otherwise ordered. With more than
one recumbent patient, the upper berth should be the
first to be loaded and the last to be unloaded. The lower
berth is the last to be loaded and the first to be unloaded.
When necessary to load the feet first at thecommauils:

I>i/ the feet, tdkf. pout to load ambulance, march, the litter

is loweretl with foot toward the ambulance, when the

loading proceeds as above described, excepting that No.
8 remains between his handles. No. 2 takes post opposite
the right ankle, and No. 4 opposite him.
At the conclusion of the drill with ambulances the de-

tachment is reformed in line.

Two-wheeled ambulances designed to be drawn by a

single animal have met with favor in nearly all "the

European armies, and during the Civil War were sup-
plied to the United States troops. They are usually
made to accommodate two recumbent oi' four sitting-up
cases. Their principal advantages lie in their lightness
and abilitj- to cover ground which is impracticable for

a four-wheel vehicle. They proved to be unsatisfactory
in our Civil War, and were generally unfavorably re-

ported upon by the medical othcers who had had e.\iieii-
ence with them. They were found to be uncomfortable
to their occupants on account of the jolting, and, being
of light construction, were easily broken. The reason

they have met with more favor in Europe than in the
United States is no doubt due to the fact that our road-

ways are generally inferior to those of Europe. There
can be little economy in their employment, as their

carrying capacity is less than half that of our present
service ambulance. Theoretically, a light two-wheeled
vehicle sliould be admirably adapted to the removal of
the wounded from the battlefield ; but practically this

can be done more expeditiously and with greater com-
fort to the wounded and safety to the injured and tlieir

bearers by hand-litters. The Britisli in the South Afri-
can War made use of the Indian "tonga,'" a light two-
wheeled vehicle drawn by two ponies, for the transpor-
tation of wounded; it accommodates two recumbent

patients. It is reported as having given satisfaction.
and is described as being "so well arranged and padded
that the occupants are seldom hurt bj' striking against the
sides with rough jolting, luiless quite helpless."

In cities the motor ambulance has almost entirely
superseded the horse ambulance in the transjiortatiou of
the disabled. However satisfactory this vehicle has

proved to be for urban use and in regions where good

'SS»-

Fig. 4704.—Unloading Upper Berth.

I

roads exist—and its superiority under such conditions is

unquestioned—it is doulitful whetlier it can ever entirely

reiilace the i)rcsent service ambulance in the transjjort;!-
tion of the sick and wounded of the military service. A
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military uinljuluiict' must be able to go over any grouiul

praciicrtble for whci'led voliifles—over steep grades,
tlirough mud, sand, and ruts. Its construction must be

simjile, so tliat it can lie managed by the average en-

listed man, and wlieu disabled must be capable of being
reailil.y repaired with the materials at hand and by the
men wlio accompany it. The motor wagon does not as

yet fulfil these requirements. About tlie base and at

times perhaps along the lines of coramnnieation a motor
ambulance would prove a .satisfactory substitute for the

present service wagon ; but only exceptionally could it.

accompany the field hospitals or reach the ambulance
stations. In several of the European armies motor
vehicles are used for hatdiug wagon trains and transport-

ing stall olliccrs. couriers, and supplies, and recent trials

have demonstrated that, within certain limits, this means
of transportation is feasible for military purpose. Per-

haps the future will develop a motor ambulance which
can be used under all military conditions. The advan-

tjiges of such a vehicle would not be inconsiderable;
there; would primarily be a great saving in iiie transpor-
tation of animals and forage; the fuel, if it be a fuel

motor, would probably be of small bulk; and the in-

creased speed of such a vehicle would extend its operations
and increase its carrying capacity. So far as known to

tlie writer, a motor ambulance which fulfils all the

requirements of the military service has not yet been

produced.
Circumstances must often arise when ambulances are

not available for the transportation of the disabled, and
after an important engagement with excessive casualties

the nimiber of ambulances, even with a most liberal

allowance, will hardly ever be sufficient in number to re-

move promptly all the wounded; so, too, in the service

of evacuation from the field into base and general hospi-
tals, rarely will it happen that additional transport will

not be required. Recourse under such conditions must
then be had to other means. If railroad trains are im-

practicable, there will usually be army wagons, and the

wagons and carts of the country ; at times artillery cais-

sons, though poorly adapted to this purpose, have been
so employed. Where cots or litters are at hand, they
should be used for the recumbent patients; the army
wagon, with cover, which can carry two recumbent pa-
tients on litters or cots, or three recumbent without lit-

ters, or eight sitting-up cases, lias often proven a satis-

factory substitute for the ambulance.
AVhen litters or cots are not available, the bottom of

the wagon should be covered with a bed of ha.v, straw,
leaves, or other material. Wagons with springs, for

obvious reasons, are alwa_vs to be preferred. Elastic

rods of wood, properly covered with canvas and lia}',

laid across a wagon box, make a very good spring}' bed,
or such a bed may be made by interlacing straps or ropes
-across a wagon body. Hay wagons with a thick layer
of hay in the bottom make fairlj- comfortable conve_y-
ances for the disabled. Sleighs and sleds suggest them-
selves as excellent means for the transportation of the

sick and wounded; the advantages of their emplovment
luider favorable conditions are so evident that further

remarks regarding them are unnecessary.
In the service of evacuation, by which is undi'i'stood

the transportation of the sick and wounded from tiie

field or division hospitals to tlie more permanent Iiospi-
tals at the base and beyond, the means of trans])orlatiiin

already mentioned will usually be inadequate, even if

these means were available for such service. (Jencral

and base hospitals are tisnally located witli a view to

their accessibility of communication with the operating
force; if roads do not alread}' exist, they are constructed
us the troops move on. So, too, if the exigencies of the

campaign require railroads or lines of sfeanilinats, these
will be constructed or established. Thus the means of

transportation that carry forward troops and supplies to

the front may be utilized in bringing back tlie disabled.

The service of evacuation is of importance, as by it the
field hospitals are emptied, enabling them to move
promptly and expeditioush' with their respective com-

mands, holds them ready for the reception of the sick
an<l wounded from subsequent military operations, and
removes centres of disease from tlie active army. Be-
sides, at the more permanent hospitals the sick and
wounded can be bctti^r cared for than would be practi-
cable in a moving hospital.

In some of the European armies hospitiil trains, made
up of cars especially constructed and equipped for carry-
ing sick and wounded, are maintaiued as part of the
transportation of the army. In such trains the hospital
cars are fitted up as wards, the beds being either fixed
berths or litters are used as berths, upon which patients
maybe carried to and from the cars. The reguLar hos-

pital car of the German hospital train has twelve beds
with hair mattres.ses, bedside tables, two reclining chairs,
hammocks for clothing, lavatories and lockers. The
beds can be lifted off anil used as litters, and are arranged
on a S3'stem of springs, allowing universal motion. A
kitchen car is attached to each train, and is equipped
with ranges, refrigerators, cooking utensils, and crock-

ery, etc., sufficient for three hundred sick. A freight
ear is also attached, for carrying baggage and stores.

Hospital trains are more often improvised from such
rolling stock as may be available, and for this purpose
sleeping-cars, passenger coaches, baggage and freight
cars may be used.

During the War of the Rebellion in the United States

many thousand wounded were t iisferred from the front
to general hospitals by rail ; after the battle of Chancel-
lorsville, for instance, 0,000 men were moved from the

army in three days; and after the battle of Gettysburg
1.5,425 wounded were moved in fifteen days. In several
cases more than a thousand patients were reported as

having been carried upon a single train. It is mani-
festly impracticable to have at hand sufficient regularly
fitted and equipped hosjiital ears to transport such large
numbers of disabled men, and in the instances above
cited the trains were composed almost entirel}' of freight
cars, both box and open cars; the floors of the cars were
covered with a thick bed of haj", grtiss, straw, or leaves,

upon which the patients were laid
;
the open cars were

covered with an improvised roof of canvas.

Ordinary passenger coaches are also used for carrying
sick and wounded ; in some cases the seats are removed
and the patients laid upon the floor, cither upon litters, or

u])on bedsacks, or loose lia_y or straw. Where the seats are
not removed, berths maybe made by laying boards across
from seat to seat or over the backs of the seats. During
the war just referred to our hospital trains were usually
composed of freight cars and jiassenger coaches, which
had been converted into hospital cars by placing two
rows of stout stanchions on each side of the car at dis-

tances corresponding to the length and breadth of the
litter. From pins or hooks fastened to the stanchions
the litters were suspended in two or three tiers, depend-
ing on the height of the car. In some cases india-rubber

rings were employed for suspending the litters, on the

theory that the elastic action of the rings would minimize
the vibration and jolting; experience demonstrated, how-
ever, that if the rings were thin enough to permit their

elasticity to come info play the jolting was increased;
while, on the other hand, if the rings were thick and
strong, there was no elastic action, and any other method
of suspension acted as well. In another plan, fixed
berths were constructed in the cats by means of boards
and stanchions arranged as described above. Upon these

the patients were placed either upon the litters wliich

brought them to the train, or upon mattresses or bed-

sacks filled with straw. In the recent Boer Warin South
Africa the British converted freight cars info hospital cars

by this method; the berths weie arranged in two tiers

(Fig. 4T().5i. Makiu says of these cars that they "seemed
to offer little sco]ic for imi>roveiuent except in minor
details. To them much of the success in the treatment
of the wounded, who had to traver.se the immense dis-

tances incident to South Africa, must be attributed." A
train of hospital cars fitted up in England and sent to

South Africa, in which the berths were arranged in
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three tiers, was reported upon as liaviug been less sat-

isfactory.
lu the German army the regular hospital trains are

supplemented, when the necessity therefor arises, by im-

FlG. 47{i5.— Interior of British Hospital Car. (After Makln.) IBoer War in South Africa.)

provised trains composed of freight cars. For this pur-
pose

" kuDck-down " lockers for carrying the required
equipment, and s])rings which reach across the bottom
of the car, each of which will support tour litters, are
held in readiness.

lu another arrangement litters are suspended from sup-
ports by means of cliain slings with spiral springs.

In the English, French, and Norwegian services freight
cars are converted into hospital cars by a system in which
the litters are supported in two tiers in hinged frames,

sus])('nd(^(l from ropes running across the top of the cars.

In this system, which is known as Zavodovski's (Fig.
47G0), the frames in which the litters rest are not rigidly
fixed, thus permitting a slight swaying motion, which
to a certain extent relieves the vibration and jolting.

During theSpanisIi-.Vmerican War a regularly equipped
hospital train was in operation transporting sick and
wounded from llie dilTerent division hospitals to the gen-
eral hospitals. This train was composed of ten hospital
cars, a kitchen and dining car, a combination car, and a
.so-called private

"
car, which latter was used as quar-

ters for the oflicers of the train. The hospital cars were
of the type known as Pullman "tourist "

sleeping-cars,
chartered from the Pullman Company. In the.se cars the

seats, which are arranged in pairs facing each other, may
be converted into beds; above these seats is a tier of

beds, secured by hinges to the side of the car; when not
in use these lieds are swung ti]) to the roof and locked
there by suital>le fastenings. The space under the seat

is enclosed, forming a box in which the bedding is kept
when not in use: the upper berth, when closed, contains
its bedding likewise. Each car has lockers for bed linen

and clothing, fixed wash basins, water tanks, and closets.

In tliis train each berth was supplied with mattress,
sheets, pillow, and pillow case, and a pair of blaidcets,
and each car was provided with the usual apjiliances
needed in a hospital ward, such as bed ptms, urinals, l)a-

sins, etc. The cars were without carpets or curtains, for

obvious reasons ; the seats were of woven cane, a point
of some moment where sick and wounded are to l)e car-

ried. Some of the cars had twenty-four berths, others

twenty-eight, making the capacity of the train about
two hundred and forty. If uuly
convalescents were to be carried and
the journey was of short duration,
the train could accommodate double
that number without crowding.
The dining and kitchen car was of
the pattern used in the passenger
service of our railroads. It con-
tained a compact and complete
kitchen, with range, refrigerators,

cooking utensils, and appliances
sufficient for the full carrying ca-

pacity of the train. In this kitchen
were prepared all meals for pa-
tients, including sjiecial diets, as
well as those for the entire jierson-
nel of the train. The combination
car contained a baggage and a pas-

senger compartment ; the baggage
compartment was the train store-

room, in which were carried pa-
tients' effects, stores, tools, bedding,
tents, litters, etc. ; the passenger
compartment, from which most of
the fixed scats had been removed,
was used as the train otfice, dispen-

sary, and operating room, and was
equipped with desk, medical and

surgical chests, and a folding oper-

ating table.

In loading the train with patients
it was "broken" after every sec-

ond car, sufficient sptice being al-

lowed between thecals to |)ermitof

easy handling of the litter; this

was passed iii)on the platform by
two bearers, one end reaching through the doorway ; from
here it was taken by another squad of two men who car-

ried it into the car. and with the assistance of a third

bearer transferred the jiatient to the bed. Patients re-

quiring sjiecial attention or who were helpless were

placed in lower berths, where they could be more con-

veniently attended. Upon the anival of the train at its

^^^•^—^-^^

Fig. 4706.—Zavodovski's Metlimi nf Iniprovisinp Hospital Pars.

destination it was again ''broken" beyonil every second

car; the recumbent [latients were placed upon the lit-

ters, which were jiassed out in the same wa}' in which
thev Were taken in.
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Fig. 47ijT.— Iiuerior of Tuiirist Sleepins-Car, with Beds Prepared.
Used during Spanish- .^mericao War, 1898. (This illustration should
be without curtains or carpet.)

Stress has been laid by military surgeons upon the ad-

vantage of tvansponing patients (especially wounded) on
trains upon the litters which bring tliem; this advan-

tage is more fancied than real, as with trained men pa-

tients, even though severely wovtnded, can be safely and

comfortably transferred from litters to beds and from
beds to litters.

In the instances where the

receiving hospitals were sit-

uated at a distance from the

railroad track, electric street

cars were used to transfer pa-
tients from the train to the

hospital. In these, recum-
bent patients were placed
upon mattresses laid upon
the seats and upon litters

resting on the floor. When
the hospital was near the rail-

road track, patients were
transferred to it by hand-lit-

ters or ambitlances.
This train was not merely

a railroad ambulance, but a

moving hospital, organized
and equipjied to treat sick

and wotinded us well as

transport them. Its person-
nel was quartered and sub-

sisted upon it dining the

entire period that it was in

operation, and the usual hos-

pital routine and discipline
were observetl. It matic

many journeys of more than
a thousand miles in length
and of two days' tiuration.

Patients were examined and prescribed for on ailinission,
;ind their diagnoses were recorded; while en route regu-
lar morning and evening visits were made, and the more
seriously ill were visited as often as Avas deemed neces-

sary ; wounds were dressed and minor operations per-
formed. Cases of all kinds, except contagious diseases,
were carrietl. ;uid it is worthy of note here that they gen-
erally bore the journey well in spite of tlie heat and dust
which prevailed during the summer months. Even
typhoid-fever cases in the firsl week and during early
convalescence were not uiifavorablj' allected, though
those in the height of the disease, as might liave been
expected, did poorly.

Cars of the type constituting this train are heavy in

weight and construction, and are mounted u()on si.\- or

eight-wheel trucks; they are supported upon the trucks

by an efficient system of springs; these factors tend to
lessen the vibration and jarring incident to all railroad

travel, a matter of consideration where sick and wounded
are to be carried. Such cars have ample window space,
are readilj' ventilated, and easy to keep clean ; the aisle

running through the car lengthwi.se fioiu door to door
between the beds permits of convenient and expeditious
loading and unloading of the litter cases, while the facil-

ity witii which the seats can be converted into beds and
vice versa, enabling patients to sit up or lie down as the

necessity of their cases might reqttire, is a valuable feat-

ure possessed by no other improvised hospital car. Fig.
4767 shows the interior of such a car with beds pre-
pared ; Fig. 4768, with seats prepared.
Undoubtedly the best type of railroad car for the im-

provised transport of sick and wounded over long dis-

tances—in the United States jit least—is the Puiiniau
tourist sleeping-car, or a car similar to it in construction
and arrangement.

Hospital trains composed of cars especially devised
and constructed for the transportation of the sick and
wounded of the military service wotdd ])0ssess many
valuable features, whicli are either impracticable or im-

possible in any improvised arrangement, tind would be
most desirable adjuncts to an army. Few governments,
however, find it expedient or necessary to maintain such
trains on hand read)' for use ; consequently such means
as are available or can be speedily made so will have to
be employed. For short hauls and in sudden emergen-
cies almost any kind of rolling stock can be used, and
will prove satisfactory. Baggage, freight, and ordinary

Fiu. lit)>,— liiteriur ot iuurist Mcipin^'-v ar, witli scats Prepared. Ised tluting ^palll^ll-.Vunll'all

war, 1898.
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passenger cars are usually at hand, as tliey will have

brought troops and supplies to the front, and under
these conditions may be used without uiakiug any
changes in tlieni. But for systematic work, as in the

serviee of evacuation, and when' siek and wounded arc

to be transferred over distances requiring more than three

or four liours of travel, better arrangements should be

provided. Under such circumstances, in the absence of

specially devised and equipjied Imspilal cars, sleeping-
cars of tlie type describeii above are desirable. When
these cannot be seemed, such cars as may be available

must be so arranged as to permit tlie transportation of

the sick and wounded with the least discomfort. Fi.xed

bertlis or supports for litters must be erected; a water-

sui>ply, water-closets, lockers for linen, seats for attend-
ants and for patients who are al]le to sit up, should be

provided. If box cars arc converted into hospital cars,

special provisions must be made for heating, lighting,
and ventilation. One car will be fitted up as a kitchen
and dining car, with range, cooking utensils, refrigera-
tors, dishes, tableware, etc., sullicient for the full carry-

ing capacity of the train. Another car will be arranged
as oliice and dispensary and storeroom, with desk, medi-

cines, medical and surgical chests, and medicd stores.

The neccs.sary ])ersonnel of a hospital train will depend
upon the capacity of the train, the character of the pa-
tients carried, and" the length of the journey.
The Manual for the Medical Department of the United

States Army, edition of 1002, gives as the personnel re-

quired for a hos])ital train of nine cars, seven of which
are used for patients with a capacity for two hundred
men, the following:

Tito Medical Officers.
—One captain, assistant surgeon,

commanding. One lieutenant, assistant surgeon.
Three A'on-Commimoned Officers of the liosjntal Corps.—One sergeant, tirst^clasi3. Two sergeants.
Twenty-four Pnciitcs of (he Hospital Corps.

—Twenty
nurses. Two cooks. Twc medical officers' orderlies.

The number of non-commissioned oflicers here pre-
scribed will prove adequate, but the medical officers and
privates are not sufficient in number. One medical
officer will usually be detailed as quartermaster and com-
missary of tlie train, and would only occasionally be free

to attend patients, leaving but one other ollicer to look
after the professional needs of two hundred patients and
attend to the numerous other duties incident to a service
of this character; three medical officers would be more
sjttisfactory. If the journey to be performed be twenty-
four hours'or more in duration, and if it be assumed that
each hospital car carries at least twenty-four jiatients,
three nurses will be needed to each car—two for duty
during th(^ day and one for night duty ; two additional
men would also be rcqiiired for work in the dining car.

There is no economy apparent in limiting the number of
cars for patients to seven; ten cars could be as easily
hauled and administered ; this would increase the capac-
ity of the train by one-third, and woidd only necessitate
an increase of three nurses to each car.

The problem of the transportation of the di.sabled in

tlie military serviee is one which confronts the military
surgeon under varying conditions and circumstances,
and is no less a question of importance to the military
commander. In many wars lives have been lost which
might have been saved had adequate means of transpor-
tation been at hand. Even at the present day the means
ilt our disposal are often crude and still limited; advance
has been made, more yet remains to be done. War can
never be waged with comfort to its participants. Never-
theless it behooves usas military surgeons to mitigate its

horror and sufTering as best we may. Improvements iit

both means and methods of transportation for the dis-
abled will contribute to this end. Charles liichard.

TRANSPOSITION OF THE VISCERA.-iSynonym:
Situs Viseerum Inversus.) Dkkixition.—In "this con-
ditidii the relations of the various organs of the body are

<;.\actly reversed; right and left are changed about like
the retiection in a mirror. As applied to''the heart, this

organ is on the right side of the chest, with the apex
directed outward, giving the anomaly known as dextro-
cardia. The lungs may take part in the transposition,
the left having three lobes and the right two. The posi-
tion of the aorta and its brauehcs may be reversed. The
s])leen is located in the right hypocliondrium and the
liver in the left. The stomach may also be affected in

this change, the fundus lying to the right of the median
line and the pylorus to the left. Tlie sigmoid may lie on
the right side of theabdonien and the ca'cum and appen-
dix vermiformis on the left. Transposition of the viscera

may be total or partial. The heart alone may be trans-

posed; or the transposition may be limited to one or
more of the abdominal organs. Complete tran.sposition is

much more common tliau partial. The congenital trans-

position, which is under consideration in this article,
must be carefully distinguished from acquiicd displace-
ments of organs, such as the dextrocardia due to traction
or jiressure from (lisea.se iu the thoracic cavitj-.

Hisroiiy.— Griibcr made a remarkable collection of all

cases fouud in literature u]i to the year 1865. Of the 79

Fk;. 4769.— Dr. Blaclvt)urirfl Case of Transposition of Viscera. Plio-

toprrapli. a, RiKlit coimiion carotid artery: It. innominate vein : c,

teft common carotid artery : (I. innoininate artery : «\ left linitr (?);

/, riplU limp (?): (/. pulmonary anery ; /i, aorta; », ri^'ht ventricte
of lieart : k. appendix of riiilit auricle; 1, dlapliniffiii ; )», riKlit lobe
of liver; )i, suspensory liuamenl of liver; o. left lobe of liver; p,
pall bladder; ij, cardiac end of stomach, and situation of spleen; r,

pyloric end of stomach: .v. (ra.strcM'olic omeutuui; t. transverse
colon drasTpcd <lown\vard ; it. situation of eieeum ; u, sigmoid flex-

ure; ic, omentum.

cases which he reports, only 5 or 6 were discovered dur-

ing life. This fact seems rather remaikable since his re-

port covers a period of more than two centuries. In 1643
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Pi'tnis Scrviiis reporltil the first case as occurring al

Kuclicnmcister, up to the year 1888, collected 149 cases.

The majority of tliese were discovereil in the anatomical

Fig. 4770.—Photrtirrapli of Sehiippers C.ise of Transpo.sition of the
Viscera. The X I'elowritrlit iiipitle imlirates tbe pusitioD of tbeape.x
beat. The curved line aliove shous Ilie absohite heart dulness.
The straig:ht line lielow il;e left niintle indicates the upper border of
the liver dulness. The X lielnw ilijs line indicates the lower border
of the liver duluess. The curved line above the navel indicates the

greater curvature of the stomach. The curved line low down on
the right side indicates the splenic dulness.

laboratory and on the post-mortem table. Pic in 1895
increased the number of reported eases to 190. Lochte

up to the year 1894 collected 13 cases of partial trans-

position of the viscera. In more than half of these verj-

poor descriptions were given.
An attempt to collect all the cases of situs viscerum

inversus is extremely difficult audunsatisfactorj-, because

they are reported in the literature under numerous head-

ings. Perhaps something like 300 of these cases have
been rei^orted.

Until recent years cases of transposition of the viscera
have been discovered, studied, and reported chiefly by
anatomists and pathologists. Judging from my own
personal experience with these cases, and from that of a

large number of ])roniinent clinicians and anatomists to

"whom I addressed letters of inquiry regarding their ex-

pei'ience with transposition of the viscera, it would seem
that the pendulum has swung about of late years, and
thiit now a nnieh hirger percentage of cases of transposi-
lion is di.scovcrcd !iy the clinician. This fact is a natural
result of the much more fre(|uent and careful phj'sical
examinations that are now being made. However, even
with this improvement, all physicians know that a very
small percentage of even sick people submit to cai-eful

physical examination, and that the percentage of the

entire popidation who are thus examined is extremely
small.

Since the spring of 1897 I have seen in hospital and
private practice six cases of tiiiiispositioii of the viscera.

It is rather a remarkalile fact Ihat three of these cases
were seen within the short period of six mouths. I am

also personally familiar with three other cases of situs
inversus, discovered in the living subject bj' members of
the internal medical staff of theX'niversity of Michigan,
two by Dr. Warlhiu, and one by Dr. Cowic.
These cases have been reported in detail in the Ameri-

can Jmjrhdl of the. Medical Srieiiecn. November, 1902, and
in the Yntiyhan Festschrift, 1903.

In reply to my letters the following facts were gleaned :

Five well-known internists and four professors of anat-
omy had never seen a case of transpo.sitiou of the viscera.
In the remaining letters 87 cases were reported. All .save

6 of these were discovered during life. In this coun-

try, at least, cases of trans])osition are nowadays much
more frequently discovered during life than after death.
Note the contrast between Grubcr's report anil my own.
Of his 79 cases only .1 or 6 were discovered duriiig life.

In my collection, which simply covers the cases reported
in the letters referred to, togetlier with those with which
I am personally ftimiliar, are 46 cases, of whicli 40 were
discovered during life.

Methodof Examiiiiition.—Careful inspection, pal|)ation,

percussion, and ausctdtation of the chest are of course

prime essentials. The failure to find the heart ajiex and
heart dulness on the left side most often puts one on the

right track. A careful examination of the right chest

may then reveal a dextrocardia. This is at once a key to
the physical condition. An absence of liver dulness is

then detected in the right hypochojdrium. It is sought
for and discovered in the left h^vijochondriuin; the

splenic dulness will then be found in the right midaxil-

lary line.

The position and outline of the stomach may be demon-
strated by inflation or by the use of the gastrodiajihane;
the same is true of the sigmoid. i'-Raj' examination of
(he heart with the fluoroscope easily demonstrates the

right-sided po.sition of this organ. (See Fig. 4771.)
Theories Explaininr/ the Deeelopmcnt of Treinsposition.—These are chiefly of interest to the embryologist and

anatomist, and will hardly be understood except by those
who have devoted special study to embryology. The
following are some of them.
Von Baer explains transposition by the turning of the

embryo in the opposite direction ; that is. the embryo
normally lies on the left side of the umbilical vesicle ; but
if it lies on the right side, then we have transposition.

According to him tliis occurs at the beginning of the

developmental peiiod.
Fbrster considers situs inversus a malformation in

which the transposition of the anlagen takes place in the

Fig. 4T71. - KailioKniph bliuwiuj; 'I'ninspositioii of i\w Heart to the
IliKht Side. (Sehiippers case.)

first embryonal formation. In the double monster the
fu'tus of the right side shows a complete transposition,
while the fo'tus on the left side shows a normal situs.
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Riiuifleisch believes that a spiral turning of the blood

column is rospousible for the displaeenient of the heart.

Normally it Hows from left to right, but in situs inversus

an opposite direction must obtain. The asymmetry of

the heart is made responsible for all asymmetry in the

animal body.
Virehow emphasizes the intluence of the umbilical

cord. lu situs inversus it is wound spirally to the right;
in situs solitus to the left.

Ki\chenmeister thinks that the location of the fertilized

germinal disc at tlie surface of the egg is the essential

thing. The normal situs in single birth probably de-

pends upon growth of the germ from below upward, in-

stead of from above downward. lie says that from tliis

it nuist be self-evident tliat the turning of the eml)ryo
has lieen inverted. This must also atlect the later sjjleeu

side and the side of the arterial heart. Concerning the

congenital partial situs viscerum, solito inversris, which
shows itself cither in the chest or in tlie belly, but not in

both places at the same time, he believes that the growth
on tlie whole followsthe type for the sit us inversus. The
rarer partial situs is an iniiibition formation which grows
according to the type of the normally jirojected embryo.

Martiuotti in tlie situs liansversus of the single born

emphasizes the condition of the venu omphalo-mesen-
terica. first mentioned by Dareste. TIm^ direction which
the heart looj) takes depends upon the dissimilar growth
of the two halves of the vascular area. Under normal
conditionsa dissimilar formation of the two halves exists.

The left omplialo-mesenteric vein is more developed than
the right; the right gradually disappears. The heart

reacts in a very sensitive way toward the cause of situs

transversus.

JIarchand says that the loop formation of the vena

omplialo-mesenlerica about the intestines under normal
conditions prevents the intestines from slipping toward
the right. So a light turning takes place if the loop for-

mation is absent. He considers a left-sided persistent
vena oraphalo-mesenterica the cause of the right position
of llie stomach. In a more recent monograph Marchand
states it as his belief that the development of the vena

omphalo-mesenteri(-a can have no influence upon the

rotation of the stomach.
Loclito advances the view that the growth of the organ

consi(h'red in tlie sense of situs solitus is associated with
a persistence of left-sided omphalo-mesenterica and um-
bilical veins, while those of situs trausversus totalis, on
the other band, are associated with corresponding right-
sided veins.

To the clinician trans|)Osition of the viscera iiresents

many interesting problems in dilTerential diagnosis. The
displacement of the heart to the right makes it necessary
to examine tlie lungs and pleura carefully, in order to

exclude acquired displacement. The di.scovery of an

enlarged area of dulness in the left hyiiochondrium
suggests a number of possibilities. It is most likely an

enlarged spleen—either of leuk.Tinia, malaria, spleno-
megaly, or some other disease. Tliis point is illustrated

by actual cases in practice. In Alunson's case the diag-
nosis of an enormously enlarged sjileen li,ad been made;
and the displacement of the heart was thought to be due
to dilatation.

In the normal patient it is a very common experience
to lind an entire absence of liver dulness in the right
hypochondriuin. It is also common to lind that the apex
beat is neither seen nor felt on the left side, especially if

the patient is quiet and in the horizontal iiosition. Heart
dulness is also frequently absent. So it is easy to under-
stand how these cases of transposition often are over-
looked.

It is possible to mistake an aneurism of the arch for a
dislocated heart. This fact was recently brought to my
attention.

Gruber refers to the following errors in diagnosis. In
one case of transposition a jiain in the right hypochon-
ilriiim led to the diagnosis of a clironic innanimation of
tlie liver. In another case a soldier was wounde<l in a
duel, in the right hypochondriuin; from the position of

the wound and the vomiting of green fluid it was
thought that the liver had been penetrated. In a third

case, in the Wiirzburg clinic, the transposed liver was
diagnosed as a spleen tumor. In a fourth case, one of
cancer of the pylorus, in a transposed stomacli, the liard
tumor felt dee]i in the left hypoehondiium was Ihcnight
to belong to the left ])art of the stomach or the pancreas.

In appeiKlicitis developing in a patient with transpo-
sition of the viscera the signs and symptoms would of
course be located on the left side instead of on the right
side. The surgeon would choose Monroe's point instead
of McBurney's point for the site of his incision.

Gruber arrived at a number of interesting conclusions
from a study of 79 eases. "Concerning the sex there
were 49 iiien. 19 women, and 11 in which sex was not
mentioned. These individuals lived as long as those with

normally placed organs. Five of the 19 women lived to
an age Ijelween seventy and eighty-four.
The women were normally fruitful. One gave birth

to twelve children. Among the T9, 4 died an unnatural
death, and only 4 were extremely malformed. There
was transposition of both chest and abdominal organs in

71
;
of the abdominal organs alone in 8. In the first kiml

the transposition was complete, in the latter incomplete.
The lungs were transposed in S.'j of 71 cases; the right

had two lobes, and the left three. In 2 cases they were
not transposed ; in 2 both lungs had two lobes; in one the

right had one lobe, and the left two lobes.

Curvature of the dorsal jiortion of the spine is men-
tioned in only 11 eases. In 7 of these it was to the left,

in 4 to the right as normally.
"W^e cannot draw the conclusion that persons witli

transposition are more likely to be left-handed than those
with normall}' located viscera.

The position of the testicle was mentioned only 7 times.
In 4 the right was lower, in 1 the left. In 1 the left had
not descended.
The lower position of the right testicle is unimportant

as a sign of situs inversus.
In only 9 cases were there notes on the position of the

kidneys. In 7 the left was lower, in 3 tlie right.
In 33 cases in which the vessels arising from the arch

of the aorta are mentioned, these were transposed 39 to
30 times.

II. Steinhauser mentions the fact that in the operation
of a'sophagotomy, it is well to know that the n>soi)liagus
lies over the right tracliea in persons with transpo.sition.

In situs partialis the transposition of the abilominal

organs may be very irregular. In one ease the stornaeli

and duodenum were normally located, while the otln-r

organs were transposed. In another case the liver alone
was transposed.

In 1888 a case of jnire dextrocardia with congenital
pulmonaiy stenosis, without malposition of the viscera
in general, was shown to the Vienna Medical Society by
Dr. Gruss. In discussing the case, von Bamberger "con-

curred in the diagnosis, and remarked that Profes.sor
Schiofter had lately stated that no single case of pure
dextrocardia had ever been proved, whereas all anato-
mists of experience, for example Kokitansky, Friedberg.
Forster, et <d., had mentioned such cases, and he himself
had seen two.
The above quotation emphasizes the fact that iiartial

situs is a much rarer condition than complete. If the

transposition is located in the abdominal cavity, it will

most likely be overlooked in the physical examination.
Jiiincn liae Arneill.

TRAUMATOL—iodocresol, orthocresol iodide, CJIj.-
('II,,. Ol—i^ a reddish, odorless, insoluble powder which
is used as an antiseptic substitute for iodoform in

wounds and ulcers. It is an ellicient drying iiowder and
deiidorizcr. 11'. ^1. luixtedo.

TREMATODA.*—The class Trematoda. or Flukes,
constitutes one of the prominent subdivisions of the

* A (reiipral (Jisciission of parasitism and its elTects Is to be found
under the lieadins Paraxitof.
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brunch or phylum Phithclmiiithfs, the charactfristics of

wliicli were outliiied uikUt tlir ('cstodu. Thi'^;rmip was

rL't'ognizcd as distinct in 18U0 by J. G. H. Zcdcr. a prac-

tising physician in Germany, who with great ck-arness of

vision separated the tlicn ac-

cepted class of Helminthes
or intestinal worms into livi'

groups of closely related

forms. These groups re-

ceived in ISO!) at" the hands
of K. A. l{u(lul].lii, the cel-

ebrated Berlin hehnintholo-

gist, the scieulitic names of

Neniatoda, Acauthocepliala,
Tremaloda. Cestoda, and

Cystica. The latter have
since been shown to be im-
mature stages of the Ces-

toda, and C. Vogt in 1851

demonstrated the unnatural
character of the association

Helminthes, making as a nat-

ural group the tlatworms in

which are now included the

flukes, the tapeworms, and
the free living flatworms, as

three great classes of the

phylum designated Plathel-

minthes.
In certain features, such

as the simple bod}', the pres-
ence of an alimentary canal,
and in some cases even of spe-
cial sense organs, the Trema-
toda stand much nearer the

free living forms than do the

Cestoda, although all of the

species included in both
classes are parasitic. The
consistent parasitic habit, in

which the flukes resemble
the tapeworms, is varied by
a moditication in degree
among the flukes which
serves to show their relation

also to free living species
and contrasts strongly with
the intensive endoparasitism
of the Cestoda. Thus among
the flukes there are not oidy
tlie endoparasitic species,
but also such as are ectopara-
sitic and preserve in some de-

gree those features of free

living forms that are lost with
the assumption of endoparasitic e.xistence. Withal the

group is a well-defined one, and manifests greater uni-

formity in structure than the Cestoda, while it also cm-
braces both fewer species and fewer human parasites
than the latter class.

In form the Trematoda are generally flattened and

elongate, more rarely cylindrical, conical or irregular,
with plane ventral surface on which are located the sex-

ual pores and arched dorsum. The mouth is at or near
the anterior tip of the body and the excretory ])ore is

similarly related to the posterior end. The mouth is

nearly always surrounded by an oral sucker, and other

suckers may occur on the ventral surface, at the |)oste-

rior end, or more larely on the margin or ilorsal surface.

In connection with the suckers chitinous hooks or anchors
are found as additional organs of attachment, and the ex-

terior of the body is often covered more or lesscomiiletely

hy scales or spines of varying form and size. Jlost flukes

are comparatively insignificant in si/.e, measuring only a

few (1 to 1.5) millimetres in length, though rare species

largely exceed both limits.

A cross section shows that a body cavity is wanting.
The trcmatodes belong to the group of forms in whieli

no. 4~72.~Opiiithorchis
pscuthifeliueus Ward. From
liver of cat. Ex. E.xcretory
bladder: J, inte.stinal crura;
O. oral sucker; T,T, testes ;

Vt, uterus ; V, ventral sucker;
17. vitellaria: I'e, vas etTe-

rens; IX vesicula seminalls.
X 7. (Original.)

the space between all organs is filled uji by )iarencliy-
matous ti.ssue, giving a firm consistence to the mass.
The exterior is bounded by a homogeneous membrane of

varying thickness known "as the cutieula, which actually
is formed by the fused bases of cells lying deeper in the
tissue, but which jjresents the appearance of a basement
membrane. It was formerly construed as such, and the
treniatodes were believed to be without an epithelial
covering in the adult condition. As a matter of fact the

pyrifonnei)ithelial ct'lls lie in bunches between or within
the diagonal muscles, and are connected by nmnerous
fine processes with the basal surface of the so-called cu-
tieula. Som<^ of these cells are especially developed as
unicellular glands.
The dermomuseular sac lies just within the cutieula

and consists of layers of circular, longitudinal, and
diagonal fibres which surround the body, though of

varying thickness in different regions. Running ob-

liquely from one surface to the other occur also dorso-
ventral or parenchymatous muscles which are inserted
on the cutieula. Especial development of the mnseidar
layers is found in the suckei's, which consist of nuiscle
fibres extending in three directions and designated as

equatorial, meridional, and radial; these correspond to
the circular, longitudinal, and dorsoventral muscles re-

spectively. In addition one finds a special set of mus-
cles radiating from the sucker through the tissue. In
certain cases at least special mus 'es are developed in
connection with the reproductive organs, with the hooks,
and even with the surface spines, as in the common liver
fluke. The high development of the muscular system,
associated with the absence of special skeletal structures,
combine to make the form of the flukesextremely mobile
and variable. Locomotion is achieved by means of the

body musculature and the suckers, aided in rare cases by
the "cuticular spines already mentioned.
An alimentary canal is always present and forms the

ultimate distinctive feature between Trematoda and Ces-
toda. In all cases it has but a single opening, the mouth,
which lies at the anterior tip of the body, or more rarely
on the ventral surface and in all higher forms is sur-
rounded by the oral sucker (0, Fig. 4772). In lower
members of the group, two or more suckers maj" lie near
the oral opening or the latter may be entirely unarmed.
In form the alimentary canal may be rhabdoccel, tliough
much more frequently it is of tiie triclad type. In the
latter case one can distinguish an initial unpaired region
variable in length, which extends postcriad from the
oral opening and is called the a?sophagus. It is thin-

walled and not digestive in function, though frequently
numbers of unicellular salivary glands are connected
with it. Near its oral end a prominent sphincter muscle
forms a bulbous mass known as the pharynx. B)' its ac-

tion the oral sucker is closed posteriorly to act as a simple
organ of prehension, or stands in open communication
with the canal, for which it serves
as an aid in the ingestion of food.

The simple oesophagus divides
into two intestinal crura (/,

Fig. 4773), which form the diges-
tive and absorptive region of the
canal. They are blind sacs, usu-

ally .symmetrically jilaced right and
left, but of variable length and
character. In some genera they
are so short as not to reach the sides

of the body ; in other cases they ex-

tend to the posterior end, and may
even be connected by several com-
missures or anastomoses. Usually
the crura are of uniform calibre

throughout, and yet in some gen-
era they maiiil'cst an irregular wavy
outline, or even possess numerous lateral diverticula
which maj' branch again and give the system a dendritic

asi)ect. The endoparasitic forms snb.sist on the intes-

tinal contents and secretions of the host, but also ingest
epithelial cells and blood, thus giving rise in some cases

Fig. 47ra.—Flame CeU
and Excretory Tubule
of Azuilid tcrfd-
coNi.t (R.) X 700.

(After Looss.)
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V- h

ves

to severe hepatic or intestinal liisturbanccs, tlie gravity
of wliieli is proportionate to the extent of tlie invasion.

The excretory system agrees in general witli that of

the Cestoda. One linils a variable number of primitive
n e |) h r i tl i a o r
' H a ni e cells "

(Fig. 4773), scat-

tered tliroughout
the tissue. Theses

cells are stellate

iu form, with a

huge buncli of

eiliu which lie on
one side in a nar-

row canal. The
constant motion
of the group of
cilia simulates the

tlieUering of a
candle flame,
whence the name.
The tubules from
these flame cells

unite into larger
ducts, and ulti-

mately' combine in

a single vessel,
which opens at

the |)OSterior end
of the body by a

simple excretory
poi-e {p. Fig.
4774). The final

Fig. 477-t.—Nervous and E.xrretory Systems in V e S S
e^l
m a y b e

OpiMiiiiiiliipc iiiiliihiha (Du).). c.fA.Cere- short and expand -

bnil ciinsrliou: d. dorsal, /, lateral, v, p(j qj. <, lono-pr
ventnil nerve trunks: p, excretory pore; ,.

,
^t

i-f-s, excretory bladder. X 30. (After median canal. In
Loess.) both cases it ap-

paren t ly func-

tions as an excretory reservoir or bladder {ves, Fig. 4774).
The system, which was formerly called a water vascular

system, contains a clear fluid, sometimes slightly tinted,
with occasional granules or concretions. It is produced
by the activity probablj' of the terminal cells, the cilia

of which serve to maintain movement. The presence
of uric acid in the fluid is suflicient evidence of its ex-

cretory nature.
The nervous system is poorly developed in accord with

the jiarasitic habit of the group. It consists of two .small

lateral aggregations of ganglion cells {e.g., Fig. 4774)
near the pharynx which are joined by a ring of fibres

that encircles the oesophagus, and of nerves extending
antcriad and posteriad from these ganglia. The three

pairs passing antcriad are short and innervate the oral

sucker with adjacent dermal area.s, muscles, and primi-
tive sense organs. The postei-ior nerves form dorsal,

(rf), lateral (I), an<l ventral (r) ))aired cords. The ventral
nerve cords are much the most |)rominently developed ;

the}' .ioin each other near the posterior end as do also the
dorsal cords. Circular commissurcsat somewhat regular
intervals unite all three pairs of nerves, and ganglion
cells occur most frequently at the points of union,
though also rarely elsewhere in the course of the nerves.
A dermal nerve plexus is at least often present, and
stands in immediate conned ion with the mahi nerve
trunks. Seu.se organs, of the most primilive sort, occur
in the skin, while in the free swimming larvai as well as
in ectoparasitic forms simple eye spots are found. Other
sense organs are not known.

Jiepmdiicdre Si/nlem.
—The Trematoda arc all but uni-

vereally hermaidiroditic, and possess highly complicated
organs of reproduction. One of the human parasites il-

lustrates tlie rare secondary condition of separati> sexes,
and will be considered under the apijroiiriate heading:
here it is sufiicient to outline the general conditions.
The testes (y. T\ Fig. 4773) are usually Two in num-

ber, symmetrical in size and location, although there

may be but a single one, or on the other hand a series of

several. These organs are commonly numd or oval in

outline, with freciuent Viiriations toward a lobed con-

dition, or even to a dendritic form. The two vasa cft'er-

eiiliu unite sooner or later into a single vas deferens,
which may or may not possess an enlarged region used
as a seminal vesicle. The duct opens on the surface of
the body, or into a genital cloaca at the common genital
pore, and the terminal portion of the canal may form by
eversion a protrusiblecopulatory organ. More frequent-
ly this region possesses a higfil}- develoijed muscular
organ known as the cirrus, and this with or without the
seminal vesicle may be enclosed in a sac denominated the
cirrus iiouch, and provided with unicellular glands (pros-
tata). When highly developed this copulatoiy appara-
tus forms a conspicuous organ, and, as has recently been
elucidated by Looss, constitutes a valuable taxonomic
character.
The female reproductive organs show an unusual spe-

cialization in the separation of the germarinin, often in-

correctly denominated the ovarium, from the vitellaria
or yolk glands. The germarium (G, Fig. 4775) is small,
located ordinaril}' in front of the testes, and usually
round or oval in outline, although it may also be den-
dritic in form. The vitellaria are paired, highly lobed or
dendritic in form, and extended usually along the sides
of the body laleial to the intestinal crura. Their extent
is of importance in specific detercniuations. The duct
from each vitelline gland tends toward the germarium,
and near this organ unites with that from the opposite
side in a common yolk or vitelline duct, on which at the

junction there is at times an enlargement known as the
vitelline reservoir. The short germ duct, coming from
the germarium, and the common 3'olk duct, unite to

form a short, slightly expanded tube known as the

ootype on the sides of which are found unicellular

glands, often crowded together into a mass and collec-

tively denominated the shell gland (Sff, Fig. 4775). From
the ootype a short inconspicuous canal rises to the dorsal

surface; this organ, called Laurer's canal (L.C.), is

clearly rudimentaiy, and its significance is not beyond
dispute, although it is usually homologized with the

vagina of ectoparasitic forms; and, according to recent

observations, still functions as such iu rare cases. It

may bear near the proximal end a bulbous lateral expau-
siou, the seminal receptacle {li).

Tlie ootype expands immediately beyond the shell

gland to form the uterus (Ut). which as a long convo-
luted tube fills the major portion of the body with its

coils crowded with opaque brown-.shelled eggs. In the

porliou of the uterus which lies near the ootype there is

usually a mass of s|)erm, so that the region has been
called the uterine seminal

receptacle. The uterus
terminates in short heavy-
walled region devoid of

eggs, known as the metra-
terni. This lies alongside
of the cirrus pouch, and

opens at the female geni-
tal pore on the surface of

the body, or into the geni-
tal cloaca and serves to

receive the cirrus in coi-

tion. In these forms cross

fertiliziiliiui is tlie rule,

and casi'S have been ob-

.served in which one indi-

vidual only functioned as
the male as well as such
in which both were thus
functional. In a few in-

stances self-impregnation
has been found. The gen-
ital pore lies ordinarily in

the median line near the ventral sucker, or between it

and the fork of the alimentary canal: but a marginal
position, or one near the oral sucker, or even at the pos-
terior end of the liody, is also lo be found.

Fig. 477.5. —Feniiile Se.\ual Onrans-
of Oitisthovchis pt^euiJaftliuetts
Ward. Hiphly mapnitled lo show
relation of ducts, fr, Gcnnariutn:iC I^aurer's canal : if. seminal
receptacle ; So- shell eland : Vt,
betrinning of uterus : Vt.il, vitel-

line duels. (Original.)
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In the arrangemcut of tlie reproductive organs one
finds tlie douljle eoiulition ticsigiuited sexual auipliitTpy,
in wliifli one individual is, as it were, the mirror image
of the other. Usually one can be designated as having
the normal arrangement, but tlie relative freijueiicy may
be such that neither can be .said to be more typical than
the other. Such a reversed arruugement was tirst ob-

served among the Opisthorchiina', where it seems to be

very common ;
it has also been shown U> exist among the

Dicrocadiina', and the ditference in Paragoniinus Wester-
manii referred to later (Figs. 4783, 4784) may- be explained
iu the same way.
This description obtains for the endoparasitio forms,

particularly for the Fasciolidse, which are of especial im-

portance here. In other families, espeeiallj' among the

ectoparasites, somewhat radical differences from the plan
outlined may be observed.
The egg of the Trematoda is more or less oval or ellip-

soidal, rarely flattened asymmetrically. It is jjrovided
with a heavy chitinous siiell whieli is transparent when

first foimed. but darkens
soon in the first coils of the
uterus to a deep 3'ellow-
ish-ln-own, which is almost

entirely opaipie. In ecto-

jiarasitic forms the egg shell

possesses a polar filament

by which it is attached
when deposited; but tliis is

not present iu cudoparasitic
forms. At most one finds

an irregular, insignificant

protuberance at one pole,
such as is present iu Schis-

tosoma kmmatobium. The
sliell regularly possesses a

cap or lid which is spnmg
at the appropriate time to

allow of the escape of the

enclosed embryo. Such

eggs may be found in the

waste of the body, excreta,
or sputa, or may occur ad-

ventitiously in various tis-

sues. Under such circum-
stances they have iu the

past been diagnosed as coc-

cidia.

Dccelopment.—When first

formed the shell contains the

single fertilized egg cell sur-

rounded b}- a mass of highly
47T6.—Miracidlum of Famv- granular yolk cells. The

latter may be distinct or may
be already broken down into

an indistinct granular mass.
This serves for the nutrition

of the embryo during early

development. The cleav-

age of the fertilized ovum begins at once, and ordinarily

proceeds so as to bring the embryo to development at

the time when the egg, extruded from the uterus of the

parent worm, is carried into the external world with the

waste products of the host. This is simple since the

normal seat of the parasite is the alimentary canal, or

some of its outgrowths, liver, lungs, etc., and the eggs
are distributed with sputa, fa'ces, or rarely urine.

Tlie uKidified environment bringsabout the opening of

the egg .shell and the escape of the embryo, which follow

e.xperimentally when the ripe eggs are brought into water
at suitable temiierature. The embryo (Fig. 477(J), w'hieh

is designated a miraridimn, is somcwbut elongated in

form, with a conical tip, and sometimes also a sharp
boring spine at the anterior end. The ectoderm is com-

posed of larg(^ cells and is ciliated. One may distinguish
also a pair of flame cells {fl.r. Fig. 47TG), or primitive

excretory organs, and a rudimentary X-shaped eye spot
(('). In the interior the cells are smaller and are arranged

Fig.
ola hcpatka (L.): in cross sec-

tion, showing? eye spot (e), em-
brynniccell nias-ses (t-.nt.). flame
ceils i/.c), ceplialic glands (»(.),

anil e.xcri'tory pore (pj. Mucb
mamilleil. i.ifter Coe.)

irregularly about a cavity into -which they are set free

singly or in gioups. These do not become prominent
until the miracidiinn has attained its location in a new
host, and this, which it seeks at once on emergence from
the egg shell, is almost universidly a
moUusk. Embedded in the tissue of
the mollnsk, which is known as the

secondarj' or larval host, the miraci-
dlum loses its coating of cilia, its eye

B. C.

Fig. 4777.—Redice of FascVAa hepatica (L.). X 120. A. Young
specimen with cell masses just forming ; B, older individual witli

young redite developing ; C, form witli developing cercarlse. (After
Leuckart.)

spot and its special form becoming a mere irregular sac,
now designated as the sporocj-st, in which one finds
cell masses crowding the cavity and developing into a
new generation. In the ordinary case their form is that
known as the redia, and when developed they escape
from the sporocyst only to enter upon a similar method
of reproduction, which gives rise to another new genera-
tion. In structure tlie redia (Fig. 4777) is charac-terized

by an elongate form, a mouth with single oral sucker,
a rhabdocccl alimentary canal, two short locomotor pro-
tuberances, and an orifice known as the birth oi>ening
through which the new brood escapes.

This new generation originates as did
that iu the sporocj'st from cells or cell

masses set free from the wall of tlie

cavity. The form developing there-

from may be a redia like that which

produced it; more often it is still an-
other new form, known as a cercaria,
and in some cases the cercaria may
even be produced directly from the

first generation, the miracidiuui meta-

morphosed into a sporocyst or a redia.

The form of the full-grown cercaria

(Fig. 4778) is sutficiently characteristic

to allow of its easy recognition. It is

somewhat broader than the redia, pos-
sesses a ventral sucker as well as an
oral, a triclad alimcnlnry canal, and an
active caudal ap]iendagc for swim-

ming, though in some forms (U'signaled
as varieties of this stage this tail may
be wanting or modified. The cercaria

is in fact the young distome, supidicd
with an orgau of locomotion when
some part of the life cycle is to be

spent in the oiien. Now. if not before,
the young lluke is ready for the change
of hosts which accompanies its attain-

ment of the adult condition. The trans-

fer may be passive or it may be as,soci-

att^d with an active migration from the secondary liost

and a perioil of existence in the oiien wat(!r before the

primary host is reached. Once that the latter is attained.

Fir. 4778. — Free
CeivariB of Fas-
ciola he pat tea
(L.). Mngnined.
(After Leuckart.)
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till- tail of tlie ccrciii'iii is thrown olT and the furtlici- de-

\eli>i)inent to the adult form is growth, chiefly of the

reproductive organs wliicli were i)resent before only in

rudimentary form. An encysted stage fn(|Uently inter-

venes. This the cerearia attains by buriowing into the

tissue of some animal, or by settling upon the surface
of some plant or other object. In the latter case the

cyst is formed of the e.xjiressed secretion of dermal glands
wliich liardens about the cerearia, which now has cast

off its tail. In eitlier event the <ligestiv(! fluids of the

final host are the means of liberating the worm from its

cyst to enter upon the linal stage of its career.

Great differences in detail are found in different spe-
cies. The following table, taken from Ilertwig, exhibits
in synoptic form the ]irincipal lines of development. In-

dividual features coiuieeted with the species which occur
as human parasites may be found under the appropriate
headings. The entire process was formerly regariled as

the true alternation of a sexual generation, the adult

worm, with one or more asexual generations, sporocyst,
andredia; but at ])resent the reproduction of the latter

is regarded rather as premature parthenogenesis or pa;do-

genesis, and the alternation is called alloiogenesis. Some
authors regard it, however, as merely a complicated
metamorphosis, which is distributed over several gener-
ations. The transportation of the parasite from one
host to amnher may be passive, as when the encysted
form is eaten and set free in the alimentary canal of tlie

new host by digestion, or it may be active in that the

free swimming larva is engulfed with drinking-water by
chance, or bores its way into the body of the water-in-

habiting moUusk which it seeks out.

secondary host is somewhat narrow, so that not only is

a direct infection from the adult fluke contrary to allex-

pcrience. but also the introduction of the adult and the
dissemination of the ova in a new region can be followed

by the permanent establishment of the ])arasile only
wlieii a snital)le larval or secondary host is available.
Th(' sheep liver fluke, FdnciuUi hcptitiai, has thus secured
a footing in certain regions of the United States, and has
become an important factor in the handling of domestic
animals. It remains to be seen whether the human blood
fluke, Schhtdmnid hauiatdbiii ni

, jirobably introduced from
Africa to the southeastern States, and the Asiatic fluke,

Opintlioirhis siiieiims, iindoubti-dly brought to the Pacific
coast from the East, will establish themselves similarly
to the detriiuent of the human species.
The encysted cerearia or immature distome occurs

rarely in mammals, e.g., the pig, more frecjuently in am-
phibians and lishes and generally among invertebrates.
The mature trematodes are parasitic onTy among verte-

brates; the eetoparasitic forms inhabiting chiefly the
skin or gills of aquatic species, and the endoparasitic
forms occuning largely in the alimentary canal, though
almost all organs may harbor them at times. Kext to
the canal, its_ adnexa, the lungs and liver, are favorite
seats of these parasites, but the latter are not wanting in
the genito-urinary ducts, where for instance in birds they
occur so frequently as to be occasionally enclosed within
the egg shell during its formation and are subsequently
discovered there. While the flukes usually move freely
about in the cavity of the atfected organ, they are in

some cases more or less comjiletclj' encysted in its sub-
stance. Thus the Asiatic lung fluke, Paragonimus Wes-

Development of the Distomes.

Simple. Ordinar.v. Complicated.

First generation

Second generation .

Miracidium. .

Sporocystis...

Encysted distome . .

Sexually mature
distome.

Third generation.

Water
Hostl.'(Moiliisk)!

Host I..

Host II..

Miracidium
Sporocystis (possi-

bly also redia) .

Cerearia

Encysted distome..
Sexually mature
distouie.

Water
Host I. (MoUusk).

Water...
Host II ..

Host III .

Miracidium
Sporocystis

Redia

Cerearia
Encysted distiime

Sexually mature
distome.

Water.
Host I. (MoUusk).

Host I. (MoUusk).

Water.
Host II.

Host III.

Thus far only thirteen species of fluke have been listed

as human jiarasitcs; they are as follows:

Family : Paramphistomida;.
Gastrodiscus tiorainis.

Family : KiLscidlidoe.

Fasciola licpatica.— Species recorded in United States ol America,
Fajsciola anirusta.

Fasciohipsis lluski.

Fasclolnpsis itathnuisi.

Paragounuus WeslernianU.—Species recorded in United States of
Americji.

Opistliorclii.s fclineus.

Opisthorchis sinensis.—Recorded from man in United States of
America.

Opisttiordiis noverca.
Metorcliis truncatus.

Hetcrophyes licterophyes.
Dicrocoelium lanceatum.—Species recorded in United States of

America.
Family ; Sclilstosomidaj.

Sclilstosoma iKematoblum.—Recorded from man in United States
of America.

It thus appears that only five species have ever been
found in the United States, and that but two of these
have been recoided from the human host. It may be
further noted that of these two, one (HchiHtmomd ha-ma-

tohiinu) was certainly acquired in other lands and appar-
ently has not gained a footing in our own, while the
same is probably true of the other, leaving for the human
liost not a single record of trematode infection originating
within the limits of the United States.

Tlie earlier stages in the life history, si)orocyst and
redia, occur only in moUusks, and the .selection of the

termanii, is found in pairs in pulmonary cysts, and in

rare instances such an association in pairs is connected
with the secondarily acquired ditrcious condition of the
individual species.
The effects of parasitism have already been discussed

(see Pamsites) ; special features as well as means of treat-

ment are treated under individual forms. The human
parasites belonging to this grouji, as already recorded,
are too few in miniber of species to call for u special key
as an aid to identification.

Taxonomy.—Valuable recent work byBraun and Looss
on the taxonomy of the group makes it possible to give a
reasonable system. Only the parts dealing with human
parasites will be particularly considered.

Order Urtrrorotyleit.
—

Ectoiiarasitic forms with power-
fully dcveln|icd organs of attachment; excretory organs
open separately (}U the dorsum; development direct.

Parasitic on body and gills of fishes chiefly. No human
parasites.

Order Aspidocotylea.—Endoparasitic Trematoda of sim-

ple organization with large ventral organ of attaclitnent;

excretory organs ojien by a single posterior pore; de-

velopment direct. No human parasites.
Order Mttlacocotylea .

—Treniatoda with one or two
suckers, or rarely accessory lateral suckers also, for at-

tachment; no cliitinous organs of attachment. Intestine

usually forked and mouth anterior; mostly hermaphro-
ditic with sexual pore ventral; excretory pore posterior.

Always endojiarasitic in vertebrata. According to mode
of development divisible into two groups:
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(a) Metd.itdtii-ii. Development without alternation of

generations, Ijul witli two larval forms and change of
hosts. No liunian parasites.

(i) Dii/enea. Development comiilicated by alternation

of asciual generations (siioroeyst, redia) with se.xiial

generation. One or more changes of host. All human
trematodc parasites fall in a few families of this ver}-

large and varied group, viz. : Parainphistomida;, Fascio-

lida\ Seliisto somida;.

The family of the Paramphistomida; is characterized

by a terminal sucker, dorsal to which the excretory pore
is located. The genital pore lies in the nddventral line

in the anterior third of the body ; the pharynx is far for-

ward and ordinarily designated the oral sucker; the in-

testinal branches are always simijle, hermaphroditic.
Only one genus is of interest here :

Gastrmliscus Leuckart.—Paramphistomidic with slen-

der anterior regiou and large discoidal posterior region,
which is concave ventrally. The small terminal sucker
lies on the posterior ventral margin of this concavity.
Pharynx with two outpocketings.
Various species occur in tlie alimentary canal of the

borse and cattle in Egypt and India; one has been fotmd

parasitic in man.
GaMrodiscus hominis (Lewis and McConnell 1876.)—

(Syn. : Aviphintuminn Jiominis Lewis and McConnell
1876.) Body .i-S mm. long, 3-4 mm. broad, reddish

when living. Genital pore at bifurcation of intestinal

crura. Eggs oval, 0.1.50 mm. long, 0.073 mm. broad.

The structure of this species is only imperfectly
known. It has been found twice in Assam and India in

the csecum and colon of natives who had died from chol-

era. Although present in large numbers in these cases

Braun regards it as undoubtedly an occasional parasite,
the normal host of which is as 3'et unknown. Giles,

however, found it frequently in Assam, and according to

Leuckart never more than twelve individuals iu a single
host, which militates against the idea that it was only an
occasional parasite.
The family of the Fasciolid.-B is characterized by the

presence of oral and ventral suckers, by the genital pore
ventral, rarely lateral or terminal; always hermaphro-
<litic, two testes, one germariuni,with receptaculum sem-
inis or Laurer's canal, or both, and with paired lateral

often highly branched vitellaria.

The majority of human trematode parasites fall within
the limits of "this very large and highly differentiated

family.
Fasciola Linnaeus 1758.—Large Fasciolida? with leaf-

shaped bod}', the anterior end of which has tlie form of

a conical cap or tip, distinctly set olT from the posterior

region; acetabulum on the boundary of the two regions,

large and powerfid. ffisophagus short, with pharynx ;

intestinal crura reaching almost to posterior end near the

median line of the body, with short branches on median
side and with long, highly dendritic branches on lateral

side. Excretory system much branched, reservoir a long
median .sac. Genital pore in midventral line in front of

acetabulum; gemiariuiu in front of testes and transverse

yolk duet, highly dendritic, as also the testes which are

located obliquely behind one another and posterior to

transverse yolk duct; uterus in form of a rosette in front

of germ glands; vitellaria on sides even to posterior end,
well developed. Laurer's canal present, receptaculum
seminis wanting. Eggs large, not numerous, developing
after deposition. Parasitic in gall ducts of herbivora,
more rarely omnivora.

Fi'xrioln hepntica L. 1758.—(Syn. : Distoma hepalicum
Retzius 1786; Fasriola hnmana Gmelin 1790. Dintmnum
fari(p Sonsino 1890; CliKlvafliiiia /upatictim Stossich

1892). Body flattened like a leaf (Fig. 4779), reddish-

brown in color, 20-30, rarely 3.">-.50 nun. long, 5 or 8-13

mm. broad, with anterior region 4-5 mm. long, and dis-

tinctly set off from the posterior; posterior extremity
bluntly pointed. Dermal spines over entire body except
a small area near the posterior eiiil. Oral sucker termi-

nal, nearly spherical, about 1 nun. iu diam(l<r, ucclabu-
lum at junction of two regions about l.G nun. in diame-
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ter, spherical with triangular aperture. Pharyngeal
bulb covering nearly entire a>sophagus, intestinal crura,
with numerous dendritic
branches directed laterad ;

vitellaria, lateral, den-

dritic, both dorsal and
ventral of intestine. Ger-
maiium and testes both
dendritic, former anterior,
latter posterior to trans-

verse yolk duct and side

by side. Eggs oval,
0.130-0.145 mm. long by
0.07-0.09 mm. broad, de-

posited before commence-
ment of cleavage.
This species is parasi-

tic in the biliary ducts of

sheep esi)ecially, but it

also occurs in many other

ruminants, cattle, goat,
horse, ass, deer, antelope,
camel, as well as in the

kangaroo, squirrel, beav-

er, rabbit, guinea-pig, and
man.

Life Eistori/.
—The com-

plicated development of

this form has been eluci-

dated chiefly by the re-

searches of Leuckart and
Thomas. The eggs must
remain some weeks in

water at the ordinary
temperature to complete
the development of the

luiracidium, which on be-

ing set free seeks out a
small snail (Li7nmm. tnin-
cntiihi Mlill. = L. minuta
Drap.) that is commonly
found in small pools or on

partially flooded mead-
ows.
The miracidium (Fig. 4776) attaches itself to some

fleshy region of the snail, throws oil its ciliary coating
and then penetrates to the snail's liver, where it becomes
a mere sac filled with masses of developing germ cells.

This sac, known as the sporocyst, produces redioe, which
remain in the same host, and sometimes give lise to a
second generation of rcdire (Fig. 4777, A, 13). The cer-

carise (Fig. 4777, C. and Fig. 4778), which are ju-oduced
by redisB sooner or later, make their way out of the snail

and encyst on blades of grass, with which they attain
the final host in its food. The yoimg distome set free in

the stomach is small, transparent, without separate re-

gions of the body, and with only rudiments of the lepro-
ductive organs. It makes its way far up into the gall
ducts of the liver and there attains its maximum size.

The life of the adult lasts probably not mcu'o than a year,
but infection of the final host takes place most commonly
iu the early fall or late summer. In tlie spring the eggs
are mo.st abundantly distributed over the meadows, with
the excrement of the sheep. Lutz foiuid that in tlie Ha-
waiian Islands LimnoM oa7iueit.iis and L. rubella served
as intermediate hosts. None of these species occur in the
United States, and the species which actually serves as
larval host is as yet unknown.
The common liver lluke is distributed over nearly the

whole of Europe ; it also occurs in North and South
America and Australia, where it has been introduced in

domestic animals. Records of its occurrence in Africa
and Asia are uiuloubtedly due, in part at least, to confu-
sion with closely related species, and must be verified

before they can be accepted as linal.

I'nt/wliii/i/.
—Known since tlic middle of the sixteenth

century, the common liver flidie was lirst iiosilivcly iden-
tified as a human parasite by Pallas in 1700, although
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earlier reports of Jlalphiglii and others iirobably coneern
this species. Between l wenty and thirty \veli-estal)lish<'d

cases are on reeurd; tliey have licen compiled and dis-

cussed by LeneUart. Blaneliard. and Moniez. All de-

grees of infection are represented, from such as were so

slight as to have been discovered by accident to such as

were the direct cause of death. In the bile ducts tlie

flukes have only rarely evoked serious symptoms,
though in two of three eases fatal termination was due
to obduction of the ductus hepalicus s. ciioledochus by
one of these llnUes. In the majoritj- of cases the parasite

produced nonoliceable symptoms, evidently due to the

presence of only a small nunilier of individuals, and it is

possible that infection is more general than heretofore

believed. At any rate Kratter proclaims it to be fre-

quent in Dalmalia, and Perroncito fo\ind distome eggs
frequently in fa'cal examinations among laborers at the

St. {lothard tuimel. Even in severer cases tin; symptoms
are general, indicating only .some affection of the liver.

Thus pain in that organ, swelling and icterus have been

mentioned by ditfcrcnt observers. In tlie majority of

cases, also, the parasite has not been fcnuid in its normal

seat, the liver, but as an erratic in the lungs, in blood-

vessels, in suhcut^meous tumors, and elsewhere. This is

not stninge in the light of Railliet's demonstration that

the liver tluke sul)sists on blood : thus young flukes espe-

cially may make their way into the circulatory system
and be carried by the blood current into any part of the

body.
Such occurrences of erratic individuals give some basis

for the interpretation of other doubtful organisms as also

belonging to this species, and many authors regard the

lUxdihi/ridinm renarum, reported by Treutler in 1793,

from the tibial vein of a young man which ruptured
while the patient was bathing, as an erratic specimen of

Fasciola hepdtica. Leuckart. however, says there is

more reascin to regard it as a free living planarian, which
did not actually come from the vein, but was obtained

accidentally from the water.

These cases of parasitism of FascioUi hepntica in man
liave been reported largely in Euroiiean countries, the

only one outside being from Australia. The record of

Chabert in 1852, thi\t this species occurred in Boston in

company with Tania, rests upon an erroneous view re-

garding the isolated segments of the tapeworm, as Leu-
ckart and Cobbold have clearly shown. Nevertheless in

those parts of this country where Fawiola liipalicd is

conunon, cases of human infection are likely to occur.

This takes place supposedly through the consumption of

cress, lettuce, and other \uicooked plants which have
been grown in low, tlamp regions where infected snails

• were present, and where consequently the liberated cer-

caria' had opportunity to encyst upon the leaves. The
evident infreciuency of such an occurrence coincides with
the usually mild infection in man as compared with the

domesticated animals.

Associated with the light infection and also with its

infrequency is the absence of any definite symptoms in

the human host which denote the presence of the para-
site. As already ex])laine(l, the infection usually becomes
known only by chance: but even were it determined by
accidental discovery of the eggs in f*cal e.vaminations,
no special means could be suggested to bring about the

evacuation of the parasite, which lies deep in the ducts
of the liver, and is lield against retrograde movements by
the thick-set, retrorse spines that cover nearly the entire

body. So far as can be determined the life of the adult
lasts not more than about a year. Care in the use of un-
cooked plants should be exercised in all regions where
these llukes are abundant.

A:i'iiii"ifi>'t"iiiiim ujilit/uilni'ihiiim (Diesing ISfiO).
—

(Syn. :

J), iii-iili Inniiiiiii G<'selnedt 183ii; |'?| Mniionlniniim lirilis

Geschiedt ls:i8; DinUniitim ophtlialimihi itm Diesing 1S.50. )

Two cases of some interest may be noted here in which
the parasites are too poorly known to allow of exact
identilication. In one case four immature distonies were
removed from the eye of a five months' child with lentic-

ular cataract with jiartial opacity of the capsule. The

other case was that of an elderly woman from whose eye
eight so-called mouostomes weie removed from the lens
substance. The descriptions do not enable one to deter-
mine the specii'S or to assert the identity of the forms.

They were undoubtedly erratic parasites, and it seems
highly probable that in the former ease at least the jjara-
site was the young form of one of the liver flukes of
man. Several authors regard I hem as very young lancet
llukes {Dicriicir/i'iiiii hinrent ii m) which had strayed into
this unu.sual location. There is everv ground for believ-

ing them to be jiathogenic, as are other species in the

eyes of other vertebrates (r..'7., fish), and a repetition of
the occurrence on the part of the erratic young of the
same or other siiecics may be contidentlv predicted.
(For full data on these cases compare Stiles 19b2.)

Faaciolii (tiHpinta (Uailliet 1895).—(Syn: F. hepatic/i
var. angustii Railliet 1895). Body fiat, linguiforni, with
sides nearly parallel and slenderer than F. hepaticti.

Length, 26-38 mm. : breadth. 6-8 mm. Anterior region
short. Posterior end broadly rounded. Acetabulum
large, prominent, only 2 mm. from anterior tip of body.
Eggs oval, 0.143 lo o'lol nun. liy 0.082 to 0.088 mm.

Railliet described this form from the liver of cattle

slaughtered in Senegal, and at the same time called at-

tention to a case recorded by Gouvea, a physician in Rio
Janeiro. The patient, a French marine officer, suffered
from fever, cough, and blood spitting. The only pul-
monary defect demonstrable was a shari)ly defined spot
at the base of the left lung. Some twenty days later he

couglied up a fiuke, which probably belonged to this

species, and was acquired during a residence in Sene-

gambia. Blaneliard regards it, however, as F. gigantka
Cobb, mentioned below.
The case demonstrates also the susceptibility of man

to other species of the genus Fasciola as well as to that

ordinarily known, and renders it advisable to make brief

mention here of the fither species of this genus which are

likely to be encountered in various regions.

Very closely related to the last species are Fasciola

(egyptiaai. Looss, which occurs in the domesticated her-

bivora of Egypt, and F. giganUca Cobbold, wdiieh was
originally described from the liver of the giraffe, but
which, according to Blanchard, occurs in the cattle of

Senegambia and other regions in Africa. Probably
these species may be introdviced under favorable chances
into the human host as well as the related species already
described.

More important for American phj-sicians is the allied

native species which is so widely distributed on this

continent. Although it has not yet been reported as

a human parasite, the probability of its occurrence as
such is sufficiently immediate to call for its description
here.

Fasciola magna (Bassi 1875) Stiles 1894.—(Syn. : Disto-

mvm magnum Bassi 1875: F. earnosa Hassall 1891: F.

anicricana Hassall lS9t: D. iexnidciini Francis 1891; D.
ctrisstnii [in part) Leidy 1891; CladvciieHum giganienm [in

part] Stossich 1892.) Body flesh-colored when alive,

broad, thick; much larger and thicker than F. Iiepatica ;

length, 23-100 mm. : breadth, 11-26 mm. ; thickness, 2--1.5

mm. The conical anterior part is not distinctly set off

from the posterior. The posterior end is bluntly
rounded, and margin more convex. In general the

structure is very similar to F'. Iiepatica. except that the

oesophagus is longer, one-and-a-lialf to three times as

long as the pharynx, the intestines more branched, and
the volk glands confined to the ventral side of the intes-

tine": eggs oval. 0.109-0.168 nmi. long by 0.075-0.096
mm. wide.

This fluke is found in cysts in the liver and lungs of
cattle and of several species of deer, and is very widely
distribuled. occurring on the aiitliority of various per-
sons in Texas, Arkan.sas, California, Iowa, Illinois, New
York f Adirondaeks), and Italy. It is jiroliably present
in most parts of this country. In impcirtance it stjinds

hardly second to F. hepaticii, but of its life history noth-

ing is definitely known. Its close relalionshi)) toother

sjiecies which have been rei)orted occasionally from the
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luiman liost in Europe indiralcs tliat this spprios also

may adopt the same role lierc wluii lireiiiiistaiiees lavor.

J^'anciiilopsis Looss.— Fascioliiia' without disliiiel aiUe-

Cutieula smooth. Aeetaliu-
liim ])o\verfidl_v developed

rior and posterior regions.

0— .

(Lan-
: Dis-

1857:
Busk
1836).
aver-

FiG 4780 —Fa\i mlopsis BiiKki
(Lank ) ( 6, Cimis sac, other
abtii e\ lations as before. X 3,

.(After Odtiner.)

with eavity e.\teiided pos-
teriad as sacoulate invagi-
nation and mucli larger
than oral sucker. Intesti-

nal crura simple, slender,

wavy tiut without evagi-
nations. Testes dendritic,
w i t h branches growing
smaller toward distal ends.
Cirrus pouch very long,

cylintlrieal, containing spi-
ral tubular seminal vesicle

with ])eculiar eiecal ap-
pendage. Cirrus closely
covered with line spines.
In alimentary canal ot

mammals.
Fiisciolopsis Buski

kester 1857).—(Syn.
imnvm Buski Lank.
Distoma criissmn

1859, nee v. Sieb.

Length, 24-37 ram.,

age about 30; breadth, 5.5-
13 mm., average, 9 mm.

;

greatest thickness, 1.5 mm. ;

body (Fig. 4780) flattened,

linguiform, anterior region
tapering, but not sharply-
marked oil' from jiosterior

body. Anterior sucker 0.5

mm. in diameter, acetab-
ulum separated by' not more

than its diameter (1.6-2 mm.) from anterior end, with

deep triangular lumen. Pharynx large, powerful: pre-

pharyn.x present: a'sophagus very short; intestinal crura

slender, extending to extreme posterior end in three

shallow curves. Testes dendritic one behind the other
in median field, and both posterior to transverse yolk
duct: cirrus sac median, cylindrical, much elongated,

enclosing long spiral seminal vesicle with lateral elon-

gate cascal appendage. Germarium small, dendritic,
anterior to testes, and to transverse yolk duct

;
Laurcr's

canal present, receptaculum seminis wanting: uterus
in scanty irregular open coils, anterior to ovary; yolk
glands lateral with niunerous very small acini extend-

ing length of body ; genital pore immediately at anterior

margin of acetabulum, cir-

rus covered with many fine

spines; eggs numerous, 0.13-

0.126 miii. in length, 0.077

mm. in breadth; .similar to

those of Fasciola hepniica.

Eight positive and several

uncertain cases of the occur-

rence of this species are on
record. They are all from
southern or eastern Asia anfl

all concern the human host.

The parasite occurs in the

duodenum according to Busk,
and the symjitoms of Cob-
bold's and Olhner's cases

pointed unmistakably to this

as an intestinal jiarasite. No
facts on the life history are

recorded as yet. In 1891

Leidy reported as belonging
to this species specimens re-

ceived from New York, Ar-

kansas, and Texas, where they were collected from thi

liver of a doe in the first case and from rattle in tin

other two instances. The species he had under observa

Fig. 4781. — i''(i.sci<i(o(«is nn-
t hoiii^i (Poirier) . X -.

(From Leuckarl, after
Poirier.)

tion, however, was actually Ftisciola mwina, and there is

no evidence that FnKciiilojisis Buxki has lieen found on
this continent, althougli ils occasional introduction by
the Chinese is not a remote contingency in view of the
known facts regarding other species {cf. P<tmr/onimus
Westermaiiii and Opixtliorrhiii sincriKis).

FMciolopKis liathoiiiu CPomn- 1887).
—

(Syn. : Dhtomum
Rathmiisi Poirier 1887.) Length 25 nun., breadth 16

mm., oval, with indistinctly marked anterior region (Fig.
7481). Cutieula smooth. "Oral sucker 1.5mm., ventral
2 mm. in diameter. Intestinal crura unliranched; germ
gland dendritic, posterior to transverse yolk duct ; vitel-

/

Ut

Fig. i'SZ.—Paragonimui: Wcstirmanii (Kerb.) in Ventral Aspect.
American specimen from do(?. Note reverse position of reproduo
tive organs as compared with Fig. 4784. X 5. (Original.)

laria lateral, not joined posteriad; uterus in centre of
anterior half of body : genital pore just in front of acetab-
ulum. Eggs 0.150"by"0.0S mm.
Nothing is known of the development of this species.

It has been ob.served only once in a Chinese woman, who
vomited the specimens after violent pain in the region of
the liver. Possibly the cases reported by Blanchard from
correspondence with P. Alanson belong to this species.

Parafjonimus'Bra.wa 1899.—Body thick, oval, or spin-
dle-shaped, and nearly circular in trausscetion. Cutieula

spinous. Acetabulum near centre of body. Alimentary
canal with prominent pharynx, very short (esophagus,
and intestinal crura extending in irregular zizgag to jtos-
tcrior end. Excretory bladder large, extending nearly to

pharynx. Genital pore lateral near acetabulum. Spe-
cial copulatory organs wanting. Testes dendritic, right
and left in posterior region. Germarium also dendritic,
anterior to left testis. Receptaculum seminis lacking,
Laurer's canal present. Vitellaria extensive, on side of

body almost the entire length and dorsal also almost to

median liiu'. I'terus .scantily developed as coil lateral

lo and near acetabulum. Eggs large. Usually by pairs
in cysts in lungs of mammals.

PariKjoniuKis UV.s((r//«n((Y(Iverbert 1878).—(Syn. : Dis-
toma Westermanii Kerbert 1878; D. Ringeri' Coh\)o\A

1880; D. pulmonale Baelz 1883; D. pulmonis K. S. and
Y. 1881; Mcsor/onimns Westennainii Railliet 1890.)

Length 8-16 or even 20 mm., breadth 4-8 mm., body
thick and plump, posterior end more pointed, ventral

surface more llallened (Fig. 7482); color, dee]) red or
reddish brown when alive, or dark grav in alcoholic
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FIG. 4783.-Eccr of Para-
(lonimiis Wcstcrmanii
(Kerb.). MapnIUed 500.

(After Katsuratia.)

material, with cousiiiouous black tlendritic acini of the

yolk ijlaud along tiic side. Ciiticiila spinous : oral

sucker 0.53-0.75 nun. (LcucUart). or 0.8U-1.2, or even 1.4

mm. (Ward). Acclabulum 0-0.75 mm. (Leuckart),
0.75-1.03 mm. (Ward); slightly larger than oral sucker,

situated anterior to middle of

body; o'sopliagus short, intesti-

nal ca'ca wavy, with irregular
outline, extending to posterior
end of body. Germarium
branched, ])osterior to acetabu-

lum, lateral, opposite the lo-

bate shell gland, which lies

directly in front of the con-
densed uterus. Yolk glands
highly developed, extending
frotn anterior to i)osterior emi,
altsent only over narrow median
Held. Testes branched, lateral,

in posterior jiortion of body;
cirrus and cirrus p<nich wanting
genital pore, near ])osterior mar-

gin of acetabulum, either me-

dian, right, or left; eggs oval,
0.08-O.f by 0.05 mm."'(Leuck.
art) or 0."o!)(>-().118 bv 0.048-
0.055 mm. (Ward) (Fig." 4783).
The oval ciliated embryo de-

velops within the egg some time after the latter has been

discharged with sputum from the host. Further life

history unknown.
This parasite has been found in the tiger, cat, dog, and

liog as well as in man. It appears from the studies of
Ward and Stiles that dilfereuces in size are noticeable
between the Asiatic (Fig. 4784) and American (Fig. 4783)
forms. Thesi' dilTcrences are noted in the s]iecitic de-

scription given above. Further study may show them
to be distinct species. The different arrangement of the
sexual organs may represent the condition of sexual am-
phitypy noted above.

Dixtributioii.—The parasite is known from .Japan,
China, Corea, and Formosa, where according to good
authorities fifteen per cent, of the entire population is

hifected. In tliis country it has been reported from
Michigan and Ohio by \Vard, and from Kentucky and
West Virginia by Stiles, according to whose accounts it

seems to be common in hogs of the infested district.

Thus far it has not been reported from a human host in

the United States. Stiles has made an exhaustive study
of the species, but is unable in spite of the recorded
differences in size to differentiate specitically the Ameri-
can und Asiatic forms. Even should they prove to be
distinct, however, possible danger to man would not be
eliminated since the Asiatic form has been founil in cat,

dog, and hog as well as man. and the American form,
which has thus far been reported only from the cat, dog,
and hog, may confidently be expected to recur in man in
the infected district. Until the announcement by Stiles
of the existence of an extensive infection among hogs, it

was not cli'ar that the species had actually established
itself in the United States, as the two cases in cat and
dog which Ward reported miglil have been introduced
from Asia after infection. Now that a large numbi'r of
cases is known from this country, the endemic character
of the species cannot be doubted. It is of the greatest
importance that the distrilnition be more i)recisely estab-
lished, and the life history worked out to show the points
of danger for the infection of man and the precautions
which must be taken to guard against it.

Pathiildijij.
—The disease was first reported from man in

1880 by Manson, who called it parasitical Iwemoptysis
and later endemic ha-moptysis. The term pulmonary
distomatosis has also been used. From the cases thus far
on record in detail, it is ai)parently nuich more prevalent
in males than in females, and seventy-five percent, of
these eases occurred among farmers. Both of these facts

undo\ibtedly point to factors in the life history which
make infection of such persons easier rather thaii to any

inherent susccpibility; in fact Yamagiwa states that

strong persons are more su.scejitible than weak, but tliis

is evidently because they are more given to outdoor occu-

pations, and hence more ojieii to infection.

Ordinarily the worms are found in the lungs, where
they lie in tumors about the roots and along the dorsal
border directly under the pleura, .sometimes surrounded

by a capsule or again burrowing into the lung tissue.

The worms occur in man usually one, but in other hosts

two. in each cj'st, alllinugh instances are not rare where
one or several have been taken from a cyst, and some
cysts contain eggs but no adult worm. The cysts con-

tain not oidy the worms, btit also masses of eggs, and
Charcot's crystals, while cholesterin crystals are also oc-

casionally present. The eggs and crystals reach the ex-
terior in masses of mucus and blood through fine openings
which communicate with the bronchi. The number of

eggs discharged in tlie course of a single twenty-four
hours may be enormous, and was estimated in case of
one patient who had suffered thirteen years from the dis-

ease as not less than twelve thousand daily.

Yamagiwa has also found in the brain cj'sts containing
the parasites and eggs or simply the eggs. Foci of these

eggs and small bloodvessels filled with them occurred in

the cortical substance of occipital and parietal lobes;
these were associated with giant cells and surrounded by
proliferating connective-tissue and roimd-cel! infiltration.

The lungs of the same host showed characteristic lesions

due to these flukes, so that Yamagiwa concluded that this

was the source of the egg emboli found in the brain.

These cases, of which several are already on record, are

characterized by epileptic attacks (Jacksouiau or cortical

epilepsy).

Yamagiwa has also found cysts containing the eggs of
this species in the liver, causing or associated with cirrho-

sis of that organ, as well as in the diaphragm, perito-

neum, mesentery, and walls of the intestine.

t>ilin]it(imatolo'jy.
—When in the lungs, its common

abiding place, the distome gives rise to periodic hiemop-
t )' s i s and
chronic cough,
with rusty,
mucoid expec-
toration ; spit-

ting of blood
is common but
not constant.

The condition
of the patient
remains good,
and almost no
a b n o r m a 1

sounds can Vic

detected by
percussion of

the chest. Ya-

magiwa says
that the gen-
eral appear-
ance of the ex-

pectoration is

identical with

tubei'f ulosis,
and that the
disease was
formerly diag-
nosed as such
in Japan. The
presence in the

sputa of the

eggs already
describe d
makes a [losi-

tive diagnosis
by microscopic examination easy. Accidental rupture
of a large blood-vessel by the destniction of Imig tissue,
and in severe cases general amemia, are the dangers to

be feared.

FIO. 4784.— Par«((oin'»i!i,v Wislcrimuxii (Kerb.)
in Ventral Aspect. .lapanese specimen from
luiman lunpr. x 7. (After Kutsunicla.)
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Removal from an infected district is followed usually

by complete recovery.
In absence of any knowledge regarding the life history

the mode of infection is entirely in the dark, and equally
also the means of prevention. On
general grounds drinking-water has
been suspected : more suspicious are

all uncooked idaut foods, and es-

pecially such as are grown in moist

places. In the light of iircsent

knowledge little weight can be laid

upon the ideas of certain .Tai)anese
that h.sh, eggs, and meat are re-

sponsible for the Iransference of

the parasite to the human host.

Opi.it/wrchis R.

SX Blanchard lSi),5.—

Body Hat, elongat-
ed, broad jiosteri-

orly, but tapering
toward the anterior
end. Cuticula witli-

out spines Testes,

lobed or even
branching, located
one obliquely be-

hind the other in

posterior region.
Genital pore just
in front of acetabu-
lum ; no special cop-
ula tory organs.
Recoptaculum sem -

inis large, Laurer's
canal present, ger-
mariuni anterior to

testes. Uterine
coils anterior to ger
marium and within
intestinal crura.
Vitellaria lateral,

never anterior to

acetabulum. E-\

cretory b 1 a d d e r

Y-shaped, the long
u n p a i r e d stem
curved like an S be-

tween the testes.

Opisthorchis feli-

me!(« (Rivolta 1885.)
—

(S\'n. ; Dutoma convs Gurlt 1831,

nee Creplin 182.'5; J), /tnireolnliim v. Siebold 183(), v.

Tright 1889, nee Jlehlis 1825; D. sibiricum WiuogradolV
1892; D. teiud<-oUe. UuUmg 1896.)

Body much flattened, with .sides parallel save that the

region anterior to the acetabulum is conical and very
changeable in form when alive. Posterior end often

slightly pointed. Color faint reddish-brown or yellow;
when alive, transparent. Length 8-11 mm., breadth
1.5-3 mm. Suckers separated by only one-fifth to one-
sixth of the length, nearly eiiual in size (0.23-0.25 mm.).

(Esophag\is very short, intestinal crura reaching nearly
to posterior end. E.xcretory bladder forking anterior to

testes. Anterior testis four-lobed, posterior five-lol)('d

(rerinariuni median, transverse, smaller tlian the Jiyri-

form seminal receptacle just iH'hind it. Uterus entirely
witliin intestinal crura. Vit<'llaria, in the broad lateral

fields, composed of seven to eight distinctly separated

groups of follicles, all anterior to ovarj-. Genital pore

immediately preaeetabular. Eggs oval with distinct lid

at pointed pole, 0.030 by 0.011 nun.
This much confused species has been cari'fully studied

by Braun. It inhabits the gall ducts and g.all l)ladder of

the cat, dog, fo.x, glutton, and man. Of the life liistory
little is known. Tiie eggs when laid contain a ciliated

miracidium which, according to Braun, will not hatch
out in water, although in WinogradolT's experiments
they are said to have done so. Further knowledge on
the development is lacking.

Fig. 478.1.—Opi«tft»rcfti,i feUncus (Riv.).

A, Elougiited Specimen from Liver of Cat.

(.\ft#r Rniuu.) 13, "Distuimim sibiri-

cum "
fruui liver of man. (From Braun,

after Winogradofl.) Mannilled.

Dintrihulinn.—Germany. France, Italy, Holland, Scan-
dinavia, Ilimgary, Russia, Siberia, and if corieclly re-

ported tiapan also. ai'C the countries in which the species
has been found. It is apparently most abundant on the
shores of the Baltic, and the general correspondence of
its distrilnition with that of the human tapeworm, Ui-

bot/irioa'p/iitlus lutnu. is worthy of note.

Fatludayy.—In 1893 Winogradofl: found in post-mor-
tems at Tomsk (Siberia) cases of what he thought t<} be
a new human piirasite. This he described as DixUnua
sihiricum (Fig. 4785, Ji), luit it is probably- identical with
the species from the cat studied by Braun (Fig. -1785, .1).

Fifteen cases hav(! been reported from Siberia, Russia, and
East Prussiii. In Tomsk it is the most common human
parasite and in East Prussia is also common. Althougli
in no case was a fatal termination attributable to this

parasite, yet pathological changes in the liver were noted,
such asdilatationof the gall duets with inllammation and
thickening of the walls, and atrophy of hepatic tissue.

In recently infected cases the liver was enlarged ; in older

ones, on the conti'ary, smaller than normjil. Ascites was
noted in three cjises, icterus in five. Askanazy found

hepatic carcinoma in both of the cases he studied closely,
and noted that it occurred in the region most visitetJ

by the parasites. He was accordingly iticlined to place
these facts in causal relation since the changes incited by
the llukes consisted in manifold, even dendritic, prolifer-
ation of the mucosa into the like ise proliferating con-
nective tissue. In both these cases there were over a
hundred parasites found in the infected organ, and they
were met with also in the pancreatic duct and in the in-

testine. In other cases on record the number of parasites
found varied from a few to several hundred.
In view of the freciuent confusion of this species with

Dicvocalium lanceatinn it is possible that some records
included under the latter actually concern the former

species. It has been conjectured with good reason that
man actpiires this species, like Dih/ithriocephahis laliis,

through the consumption of uncooked fish in which the

young distome is enc3'sted. and it is striking that in all

of Askanazj''s cases in East Prussia both these parasites
occurred together. That author, however, was unsuc-
cessful in the effort to infect experi-

mentally with this parasite, or to dis-

cover its immature stage.
A closelj' related American species

is one which I originally described as
a variety of 0. felineus, but now be-
lieve to be entirely distinct. This is 0.

pseiidofdineiis Ward 1900 (Fig. 4772),
which is a frequent parasite of the cat
in some parts of the countiy, and has
been found in the dog and coyote also.

The intermediate host is unknown, but

man}' facts point to some fish. Its

transfer to the human host might be

brought aliout by chance, or as in the
case of the closelj- related species of
the Old ^V'orld. It occurs here in much
the same hosts save man, and conse-

([uently would probably be able to

maiutaiu itself in the latter host also.

.V siii.dl spiny distome which Wino-
gradoll found in man in one instance,
and which he regarded as the immature
form of O.fdincu!!. has been tentatively
identified by Bi'aun as Mctorchis (run-
eatiis {liuthAphi 1819). This species is Fig. 478(}.-0 1> i «

a normal parasite of the cat and had
"'" ' '

probabh' reached the liumaii host in

the same manner as Opisl/ii)rc/ii,<tJ\h'»e-

ciis. with which it is moreover often
associated in the cat. As this form is

pai'asitie not onlj' in the cat, dog, fox,
and glutton, but also in two species of seal, still further
evidence is furnished of the triuismission of this ami the

preceding species through lish food.

Upistlwrcliis niiiciitiia (C'obbokl 1875).
—

(Syn. : Distoma

thorrhis ^ifl(-a^*lV't

(Colili.). Ton-
tracUni specimen
from man In .la-

pan. X (). (After
Katsimula.)
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situnse Cobbokl 1875; J), spathiihitum Leuckliiirt 1876,
nee Rudolphi 1819; 1). /leputis eixltmietim s. pernicioauvi
Baelz 1883; I), /ujntlis innocinim Bael/ 1883; D.japnni-
cum R. Blancliiiid 188(3; J), endeimriim Ijiiiia 1886.)

Leiiffth !)-li) or even 18 nun. ; breadth
2.4^ ram.»

Body translucent, sligbtly tinted

with yellow or red ; form elongate,
attenuated toward anterior entl, blunt-

ly pointed at iHWterior (Fig. 4786).

Ural sueker larger Ihau ventral and

separated from it by oiie-fourlli the

entire length. Testes (h'cply lolied or

dendritic, one behind the other in pos-
terior end and overlapping the intcs

tiual crura; anterior to them the jironu-
neut rece|)taeulum serainis and then
the germarium. faintly lobed, iu the

median line. Vilcllaiia lateral, extend-

ing from Ihcaeelabulum to germarium
or .slightly further posteriad. Uterus
in transverse coils between acetabulum
and germarium, but within intestinal

crura. Genital pore at anterior mar-
gin of aeetabulum. Eijirs, from fa'ces

0.0'>7-0.030 mm. long, and 0.01.5-0.0175

mm. broad; exceptionally 0.035 by
0.01!) mm., or at the other extreme
0.0'i by 0.0157 mm.; niiracidium d<'-

velo|}ed before extrusion from uterus.

Parasitic iu the cat, dog, and man.
It has been foiind abundantly in

Japan, but occurs also in Corea, For-

mosa, Touquin, China, India, and Jlau-
ritius. A single ca.se has been reported
from New York City by Biggs; the
host was a Chinaman. Recently
White has found eighteen cases of in-

fection with this parasite (Fig. 4787) in

San Francisco. All were detected at

necropsies, and of the cases sixteen were

pest infected, one liad beriberi, and one valvular heart

•disease. White was inclined to believe that .some of the

cases were infected in California, though no evidence has

J'et been published to show that the species has actually'
established itself on this continent.

In Japan the population is widely infected; the para-
site is sporadic iu some regions, but in other localities in

several provinces it isenilemic; in some districts of the

province Okayaina, according to Katsurada, from fifty-

six to sixty-seven per cent, of those subjected to f*cal

examination were infected. Of the development the cil-

iated embryo alone is known. This is formed wlieu the

eggs (Fig. 4788) are jiassed in the fa'Ces of the host; but,

according to Ijima, it does not desert the shell sponta-

neously, even alter live months. The intermediate host

is probably a mollusk, and the rice fields, which are often

fertilized by Inunan excrement, are centres of infection.

The mode of transmission can only be conjectured.
The parasite occurs either in the gall cluct.s and gall

bladder or in the pancreatic ducts. It is present also in

the duodenmn and rarely in the slomaeh and spleen.
The Jiatliological changes are of a mechanieal type, and

apparently gi-nerally i)roporlionate to the duration of the

disease and to lli<: number of worms present, which may
reach ten thousand or more in a single host. In cases of

severe infection the death of tint patient follows; this

occurs in about fourteen per cent, of the sick. Two hun-
dred and twenty fatal cases were recorded in t wel ve year.s
in tlie province of OU.-iyama. Like other species, this

parasite has been found outside the liver in pus of a

phlegmon on the right side of the abdomen, and iu a sec-

ond case on the diaphragm.
Pathology.—The hepatic lesions produced by flukes

* Af'cordln(f to previous reports the worm varies wi<ielv in size with
hosts and number of Imliviiluals pre-sfut. Kven yet it maybe ques-
tioned whetlier two or more si)e('les are notcoufused under this name
by dlllerent obseners.

Fia. 4787. — OpiR-
ihnrchiit f^ineims
(Cobb.). Moder-
ately e.xtended

specimen from
man in Califor-
nia. Case of
White. Magni-
fied. (Original.)

were first accurately determined by Schaper for luiscli)hi

licjKilicd in cattle and slieeji, and subsequently- confirmed

by Katsurada and lilaneliard, both of whom studied the

changes in the human liver jirodueed liy OjuntliorchiK
siiicHsU. The res\ilts show essential .similarity iu all

cases studied. The lesions are of two .sorts; the first,
due to the occlusion of the biliary ducts by the parasites,
is largely inechanical, and consists in stasis of the bile
and dilatation of the ducts with resulting effects on gen-
eial nuti-ition. At the same time the resulting inflam-
mation leads to desciuamative catarrh accompanied by
thickeinng of the mucosa and glandular hypcr]ilasi;i.
There is also a prolifei-alion of the enmieetive tissue to-

gether with increase in blood capillaries and cellular in-

liltiation, which aids in the reduction of liver tissue and
in the obliteration of bile ducts. Atroph_y of tlie paix-n-

chyma and granular degeneration bring about the
destruction of the capillaries, and ultimately the trans-
formation of a larger or smaller portion of the liver into
a mass of cicatricial tissue containing only metamor-
phosed gall ducts.

The eU'eets upon tlie circulatory system are primarily
mechanical in tlie injuries to capillaries producing mul-

tiple hemorihages, and where these discharge through
gall ducts resulting in amcmia. The intlammatiou pro-
dui'cd by the movements of the flukes affects the walls
of the blood-vessels and renders it possible for the liukes
to gain entrance to tlie system, and thus lie carried to
various parts of the body. The growth of connective
tissue serves ultimately to compress branches of the por-
tal system, or even ])artially to obliterate them, and the

circulatory stasis is followed by ascites or u'dema. En-

largement of the spleen, pathological changes in the pan-
creas, when that organ also becomes infected, and ehninic

gastro-intestinal catarrh have been recorded. In fluke
disease among animals it has al.so been noted that llie

blood is poor in luemoglobin and subnormal in number of

corjiuscles.

Opisi?ioreJii,i norerca Braun 1902.—(Syn. : Distoma con-

jmtctiim Lewis and Cunningham 1872, McCounell 1876.
nee Cobbokl 1859.) Body lancet-shaped, spinous, 9..5-

12.7 mm. long by 2.5 mm. broad. Suckers close to-

gether, the oral being larger than the ventral. Pharynx
spherical, intestinal crura extending far posteriad. Geni-
tal pore immediately iu fiont of acetabulum; testes round
or only slightly lobed, at limit of posterior third of body
and nearly opposite. Germarium slightly lobed. in front
of bifurcation of the Y-.shajied excret<iry reservoir. L'te-

rus in loojis through central area from germarium to

genital pore. Vitellaria lateral, from testes anteriad

nearly to acetabulum. No cirrus sac. Egirs oval, 0.034

by 0.021 mm.
Found in a necropsy in Calcutta in large numbers

in the gall duets of two Jlohammedans by McConnell.
Similar parasites were discovered a few years earlier by
Lewis and Cunningham in the liver of street dogs in the

same city. No doubt these forms were both the same
species, but Braun has shown clearly that they cannot be
the species which Cobbokl had found earlier in the liver

of an American fox that died in Loudon, and to which
the discoverers had assigned tliem.

Iletovp/ii/is Cobliold ]s('>(i.—Body without
distinct seiiaraticm into ariterinr and posterior

region, (jral sucker without crown of s])ines.

Pharynx close to oral sucker, intestinal crura
extend to posterior end of body. Genital ori-

fice lateial, near acetabulum, surrounded by
prominent muscular genital sucker with circle

of branched chitinous spines. Vitellaria near

posterior margin, scanlily developed.
Ihiernpliyes lideyoplniis {\. Siebold 1^,52).

—
(Syn.; JXatiininm /ii/em/jJii/is v. Siebold 1852;

Misoi/oriii/Hi.t 7ictfr<ij)/i!/is Raillii't 1890; Cano-

gonimvK heterophi/cK Looss 1900; Coti/Itigoiii-

mnn heternplnji'x Ll'ilie 1900.) Length 1-1.7 mm., breadtli

0.3-0.6 mm. Limit between anterior mobile and ]ios-

teri<ir regions often indistinct in alcoholic material (Fig.

4789). Acetabulum very |iowerful, tliiek-walled, about
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Fig. i7&9. — Hetcroj)hycs hcternphycs
(v. Sieb.) in Ventral Aspect, a, Cuticular

spines from margin of genital sucker, P.
Other letters as before. X 43. (After Loess.)

two and one-half limes and ijt'uitiil sneker about one
and oue-lialf limes as large as oi'al sticker; avenij^e di-

ameter of oral sucker O.ilit lum., of venli'al sucker 0.".;3

mm., of genital sucker 0. 15 mm. Intestinal crura thin,

terminatinii pos-

teriorly at excre-

tory bladder.
Lateral acini of

vitellaria out-
side intestinal

crura, some-
times even ex-

tending on to

venti'al surface.

Testes near (jos-

teiior end, just
anterior to tips
of intestinal
cruia. Geriiiari-

um median in

posterior region,
uterus covering
nearly entire

posterior end.
Eggs light
l)ro\vn, thick -

shelled, 0.03 by
O.OIT mm. ; cili-

ated minicidium
fully developed
when egg is de-

]iosited (Fig.
4790).
Parasitic in

dog, cat. fo.x ('?),

and man In

Egypt. A sin-

gle record of its

presence in dogs
in Japan needs confirmation. The species was discov-
ered in 18.")1 by Bilharz in the intestine at the necropsy
of a boy in Caii'o, The belief that the species was rai'e

in man has been dispelled by the studies of Looss, who
finds it rather common; on account of its diminutive
size, however, it is easily overlooked. This author has
also recently differentiated some closely related species
which have been found in other hosts and listed hereto-

fore under the same name. Its seat is the

middle third of the duodenum, and it is

often found by the hundreds. It usually
moves about fi'eely in the chyle, but may
remain attadied to the wall or concealed
in the folds of tlie mucosa. The parasite
feeds on the contents of the intestine, and
neither blood corpuscles nor epithelial Fir,. 4:m.~T.eg

cells coukl be found in its alimentary ca-
^^nms helerd-

nal. This accounts for its apparently phycs. xsoo!
harmless character even when [ji'esent in (After Loosis.)

large numbers. In spite of the prominent
spines on the skin Looss was unable to recognize in any
case alterations in the mucosa of the host, which cotild

be attributed to the work or pi-esence of the pai'asite.

According to Looss also the parasite affects particularly
the country population and is wanting in those who live

in the cities as well as in Europeans.
Dicrocdliiim Dujanlin. — Body di'licatc, semitraiisbi-

cent; form elongate, foliate, tapering towai'd liotli ends,
willi smooth ciitieula; oral and ventral suckers separated

by less tbaii one-fourth total length. Pliai'ynx small;

(csophagtis short ; intestinal crura long but not extending
to posterior end. Cirrus sac anterior lo acelabulinn,

enclosing coiled seminal vesicle and long slender ciiTus.

(ienital pore l)etween pharynx and fork of intestine.

Testes comiiact, fornnng with the smaller compact
germariuin a median series directly posterior to aceta-

Indum. Latirer's canal and i'ece]ilaculum seminis prcs-
enl. Uterus in transverse coils, tilling region |iosteri(U'

to germarium. V'itellaiia lateral lo intestinal crura,

only moderately developed. Eggs dark brown, uu-
merous.

Diciijca>Uuml<incentnm Stiles and Hassall 1896.—(Syn. :

Fasciola lanceolata Kudolplii 1803, uec Schrauk 1790;
JHslomum lanceolatnm Melilis 182.5; Dicrocvelimii lunce-
olatum Dujardin 1845.) Length 4, usually 8-10 mm.,
breadtii 1.5-^.5 mm. Body tlattened, lanceolate, attenu-
ated toward both extieniities, especially the anterior

(Fig. 47!H). Suckers separated by about one-fifth total

lengtii; diameter of oral sucker about 0.5 mm., of ven-
tral aliout 0.0 mm. Intestinal crura terminate one-fifth
of total length from posterior end. Genital pore at in-

testinal fork. Testes slightly right and left of median
line. Vitellaria from posterior testis through about the
middle fifth or fourth of body. Loops of uterus extend-

ing laterally beyond intestinal crura. Eggs 0.038-0.045

by 0.l)2-.2-IU)30"nun., thick-shelled, dark brown when
deposite<l. and containing a siiherjcal or oval miracidiiun
ciliated only at anterior end and supplied with rudimen-

tary intestine and boring spine.
Parasitic in gall ducts of herbivorous and omnivorous

mammals very generally, often in common with Fasciola

hepaticd. Among the hosts given are slieeii, cattle, horse,

ass, deer, goat, hare, rabbit, pig, and man. The recoi-ds

in accordance with which this species occurs in dog and
cat rest on confusion with Opistliorr/iisfdinetis.
The development of the species is unknown. Lenckart

found that the mii-aeidia spontaneously desert their shells

in the intestine of certain slugs [Aiiuti, Limax), l)ut that
no further development could be induced here or in other
snails. On the basis of a single feeding experiment,
however, he considered small species of Phinorbis from
fresh water to be the larval host. Plana conjectured
that laud snails were more

probably responsible. No
further evidence has been
obtained.
The distribution of this

species is less extended
than Ihntof Fasciola liepa-

ticii, though in general
much the same. Leuck-
art believed it more abun-
dant in southern Eui'ope
than in the north. It is

wanting in England, but
has been recorded among
extra-European couutiies
in noi-thern Africa, Si-

beria. Turkestan, North
and South America.
Seven cases of Immau

infection are on record.

They come from Ger-

many, Bohemia, Italy,
Fi'ance. and Egypt. With
possibly a single excep-
tion Ihe i)arasit(! was not
the cause of an}' appar-
ent trouble. In view of

this ab-icnce of dangennis
symptoms Braun conjec-
tuies tliat mild infections

may be much more fre-

(juent than is known.
The fannlyof tla^Schis-

tnsoniid,-e Jjooss contains
flukes of .separate sexes
with th(^ male shorter and
thicker than the slender

female, and having a ca-

nal formed by the ventrally turned mai'gins of the body.
Tlie ac(!labulum is stalked and the intestinal cruni unite

posterior to it. Oidy one genus is im|)ortant hei'e.

SchisUisoma Weinland 18.")8.—Female filiform; male

very broad with body rollc<i together ventrad to form

completely closed luiiialis iijinaroplittrtis. Suckers near

together. No pharynx. Intestinal crura in male join

FiQ. 4791. — Dicrocfclium toncf<i-
tum stiles and Hassall. X 12.

(After Biiiun.)
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often far back. Genital pore in botli sexes median, post-
acetabular, no copiilator_v organs. Testes of five to six

vesicles. Seminal vesicle small. Uterus of female very
1 o n jr, a t I i m e s

with large num-
bers of eggs.
Eggs tapering
equally to botli

ends with small
terminal spine at

posterior cud,
witliout lid. In
venous system of

mammals.
Schistosoina

hmmatobium (Bil-
harz 1852).—
( S y n . : Dintoma
Jiamatohhim Bil-

harz 18.53; Gijiuf-

mphonts lutmato-

biiis Diesing 1858;
Bilharzia htina-

tobia Cobbold
1859 ; Thecosoma
h w m at obi XL m
Mo<i.-Tand. 1860;
Bilhiirzia rapcnxis

Harley 1864.)
Male 4, or usually
10-14 mm. long, 1

mm. broad, 0. 14-

0.17 mm. thick;
female 8, or usu-

ally 13-20 mm.
long, 0.28 mm.
broad, 0.21-0.35
mm. tliick, oral

sucker 0.2 mm. in

male, 0.07 mm. in

female. Acetabu-
lum pedunculate;
diameter 0.28 mm.
in male, 0.059 mm.
in female. Eggs

0.13-0.19mm. long, 0.05-0.073mm. broad, spindle-shaped
witli median enhirgement and with rudimentary filament

at posterior end.

StrtictHre.—Through the admirable recent studies of

Looss the earlier work of Leuckart and others has been
confirmed and extended so that a precise account can now
be given of this unique form. The two .sexes must be
considered separately save that both agree in the delicac)'
of structure consonant with their existence in the blood
current. The male (Fig. 4792) shows papilla; or warts
over the entire dor.sal surface, except near both ends of
the bod_v. Fine dermal spines cover the suckers both
witliin and witliout. Sliglitly larger spines cover ven-
tral surface of tlie body from the genital pore to the pos-
terior tip, i.e., the so-ealled caniiUs riyiid'cophorvs, as well
as form a zone on the dor.sal margin of that side wliich
lies within in the formation of tlie canal. A pharynx is

wanting and the o'sopliagus with two expansions (A, B,
Fig. 4794) covered with a layer of salivary cells tcrnu-
nates at or near tlie acetabulum, branching to form the
intestinal crura. These may join soon to form tlie un-

paired eiccum, wliicli extends in the median line nearly
to the posterior end, or their junction may not occur
until the posterior fifth of the body is reached; one also

finds the crura seiianiting for short intervals in the course
of the unpaired ciecum. Tlie food mass in the alimentary
canal of the par.asitc consists cliietly of leucocytes with

pigment from the liver and a few erythrocytes.
The reiiroduclive S}"stem departs widely from that of

otlier Trematoda described in general above, first in that
the sexesare separate, but secondly and er|ually striking-
ly in its structure. In the male "(Fig. 4794) the testes,
four or five in number, lie alternately right and left of

Fui. V^H.—f^chisfnanmn hcrmntnhitnn (Bil-

harz). Maicaml teninle in cnpula and Ije-

fore tbe bfj^rimiiriLr nf tlio pruduction of

eggs. X 12. (After Looss.)

the median line not far behind the acetabulum. As the

apparent common duct is in reality a part of the organ,
tlie group reiuesents rather a very deeply lobed single
testis. Tlie short duct joins this to the sausage-shaped
seminal vesicle, from which a short simple canal extends
to the sexual pore. This pore is always located exactly
at the entrance to the canalis gyna?copliorus. Special
copulatory organs and glandular adnexa are entirely
wanting.
The body of the female is smooth except on the inner

surface of the suckers, where extremely fine spines are
numerous and the posterior tip of the body, which car-

ries much stronger s)unes, pointed in various directions.

A pharynx is wanting; the (esophagus with dilatations

and gland cells, as in the male, divides anterior to the
middle of the acetabulum, to form the intestinal crura,
which unite behind the germarium to proceed as an un-

paired ca'cum in a zigzag line, with regularly alternating
lateral diverticula to the posterior end.
The female reproductive system {Fig. 4793) lies largely

between the acetabulum and the posterior junction of
the intestinal crura. Just anterior to this junction one
finds the median, elongated oval germarium. The single
vitellarium with symmetrical follicles right and left of
the intestinal caecum, occupies the posterior end of the

body. Its duct lies parallel to the germ duct coming
from the posterior end of the germarium, and joins it at
the shell gland, which is lo-

cated a short distance anterior

to tiie germ gland. After a
short ootype the uterus ex-
tends nearly directly as a
tube of uniform calibre in the

median line to the genital
pore which lies immediately
behind the acetabulum.
The egg (Fig. 4795) has the

form of a compressetl spin-
dle somewhat intlated at the
middle. At the posterior pole
one finds a short irregular tip,

homologous to the filament

on the eggs of ectoparasitic
trematodes. In those eggs
which are discharged in urine
this process is terminal, in

such as remain in tlie body
of the host it is slightly lat-

eral. The egg shell contains
a mature embryo, cylindrical
in form with conical anterior

tip, or papilla, and covered

by a coating of fine cilia. A
rudimentary alimenatry ca-

nal, cephalic gland, and the
usual masses of germ cells in

the posterior end are easily

distinguishable.
All authorities, save one,

agree that the embryos do
not hatch out if the eggs are
left in unaltered urine, but
that the addition of fresh

water, especially if warm,
brings about at once the

opening of the shell and es

cape of the embryos. If left

in urine the embryos die in

the shell in from six tot wcnty-
four hours. The further fate

of these embryos is entirely
unknown, as also the manner
of infection. It has been con-

jectured that the sporocsyt
stage also occurred in the human host, but the experi-
ments of Looss on apes were without result.

This species occurs as a parasite in the portal system
of man, perhaps also in the Sooty monkey and in cattle.

Fio. iV.tt. — .S (• h i .1 1 o so m a
lurmatnhiiiiii (Hllliarz). An-
terior reelon of female in ven-
tral aspwt. Tlie uterus does
not eontaln as yet any de-

veloping ova. Letters as tie-

tore. X 19. (After Looss.)
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It is widt'ly distributed in Africa, records being at haiul

of its occurrence in Eirypl, aloiii; the eastern coast, at

Cape of Good Hope, and at points on the western and
norlliern shore as well as in the interior. It is very com-
mou among the Egyptian laborers, and boys and youths
sccin to be jiarticularly suscejitible to its attacks. One-
third or more of those examined liy dilferent observers
were found to harbor the jiarasite. The centre of infec-

tion at Mecca (Arabia) is regarded as introduced, and that

recently discovered on the island of Cyprus is probably
similar.

A case has just been reported by Manson in which the

eggs were found in the ftcces but not in the urine of an

Englishman in the West Indies, who had never been in

an}' country where the parasite is known to exist. On
account of its peculiar features the case needs confirma-

tion, but if correct demonstrates the existence of a new
centre of infection near our shores.

Stiles says that the human blood fluke has been found
twice in this country; once in a foreigner on the "Mid-
way" during the Columbian Exposition and once in

New York City. I have found another case recorded
from Georgia. All these cases were certainly infected

elsewhere, and there is no evidence to show that the

parasite has been able to gain a footing as yet in this

count!-}'.

Patholo(jii.
—The females apparently go into the venous

plexus of the pielvis to oviposit, anil the eggs are carried
thence by the blood current into various organs. Here

they accumulate, occluding the vessels and causing va-
rious .symptoms according to the organ affected. Such
accumulations have not been found as yet in spleen,
stomach, or pancreas. In the lungs they determine le-

sions which simulate those
in miliary tuberculosis, and
though rarely recorded as

yet are believed to be com-
mon. Tumors of similar

origin have been rarely met
with in mesenteric ganglia,
on the peritoneum and in

the skin.

In the liver cirrhosis and

biliary calculi are produced
by their presence. More
frequently one can trace

them to the walls of the

urinary passages or of the

large intestine, and Iiere

more serious difficulties

arise. Catarrh of the blad-

der and pain in the lumbar

region ensue and are accom-

panied by the appearance
of blood or bits of blood
and pus at the close of mic-

turition, which at tirst oc-

cur only occasionally but
later regularly. This so-

called Egyptian ha'matu-

ria, or billiarziosis as it is

called after Billiarz, the dis-

coverer of the jiarasite, can
be definitely diagnosed by
the micro-scopical demon-
stration of the eggs in the

urine. It should be noted,

however, that these may Ix^

present in the urine with-

out the least trace of blood.

The disease may continue
for some time, even six to eight years, and eventually
tcriuinate without more extended symptoms.
Renewed or' reinforced infection, however, intensifies

the cystitis and often brings about urethritis as well.

Frermently one finds urinary calcidi, in many of which
the nucleus of the calculus can l)e shown to consist of

one or more fluke eggs. In Egypt one series of observa-

FIG. 4794.—Schi'sfosoma iKcma-
tohiuin (Bitliarz). Anterior
end of male stiowinp: male geni-
tal organs and also in part
nen'ous and alimentary sys-
tems: A^ lly enlargeiiieht.s of

cesnpjiafrus witti gland.s; P,
sexual pore; T, testis: T.S,
seminal vesicle. X 4S. (.\tter

Looss.)

tions showed the coincidence of billiarziosis with litliiasis

in eighty per cent, of observed cases. In more severe
cases the changes may extend to the ureters, kidneys,
and colon. The urine contains larger amounts of l)lood
and eggs, and the fa'ces present a similar appearance.
Th(! symptoms then re-

S('nible tropical dysentery,
and Milharz, the discov-
erer of this parasite, origi-

nally connected the two
in ii causal way. As a
result of the changes out-

lined, nutrition sulfersand

finally death ensues from
unemia, pyaemia, pyelo-
nephritis, or general ma-
rasmus. The wall of the
liladder shows underthe.se
conditions excessive thick-

ening, together with the
formation of excrescences,
1-3 cm. in diaiucter, filled

with the eggs of the para-
site; the cavity of the or-

gan is diminished mateii-

ally, and also the elasticity
of its wall. Extensive ui-

cerations are not uncom-
mon, and in connection
with the rupture of small
vessels determine the char-
acteristic hajmaturia.
The disease cannot be

regarded as necessarily fa-

tal; its severity depends
in general upon the de-

gree of infection. In cases
of moderate intensity ap-
propriate treatment of a
general character effects a

noteworthy amelioration,
and in many cases at least the disease is self-terminating.
Anthelminthics and other medicaments have been em-
ployed with variable results.

Infection is generally attributed to the use of impure
water from pools and canals. It has been observed that
those villages supplied directly from the Nile are badly
infected, while in those using filtered water the parasite
is almost unknown. Looss has urged strong reasons in
favor of the view that bathing alfords the opportunity
for the parasite to enter the body thi-ough the skin.
Both the means of infection and the subsequent course of
the parasite in reaching its location in the portal system,
are, however, entirely conjectural. Henry B. Ward.
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TRENTHAM SPRING—Campbell Countj-, Georgia.
Pusi'-Okkk i:.— Faiiliurn,

AcoKSS.—Via Atlanta ami West Point liailroad to Fair-

burn, thence by private conveyance three miles north to

spring.
For ii number of years this sprinjr had considerable

local rep\itation. The principal ingredients of the water
are as follows: Calcium
carbonate, magnesium
carbonate, iron carbon-

ate, potassium carbon-
ate, magnesium sul-

phate, soilium chloride,

alumina, organic mat-
ter. The waters of this

spring are said to be

highly edieaeious? in tlie

treatment of syi>liilisan(l
scrofula.

James K. Crook.

TREPANNING; TRE-
PHINING.— I!y COIIIIIICIU

consent these terms are

applied, not merely to

the application of that

form of circular saw
known as the trejian (or
diminutive ttvji/iiiii), but
to any jirocediire by
which a piece of bone is

elevated, or is removed,
in order to permit the

elevation of some ad-

joining portion, or the

exposure of the mem-
branes or brain beneath.
The operation dates back
to the remotest antiq-

uity, and seems to have
been practised at vari-

ous times among various

peoples as a rite or cere-

mony. E.xcept when
lierformed by surgeon:

signs of compres.sion, contusion, or laceration of soft

parts, without fracture of the external table.

0. Hemorriiage. The operation is done in this case
either to tie a vessel or to remove a clot. This is par-
tially included inidcr heading 4.

6. Al)scess of brain.

7. Tumor of the brain or meninges.
8. Bone abscess in the

mastoid proc-frontal sinus,

ess. etc.

9 PuruUnt miningitis, the

object litre b( mg to wash out
the suppuriting cavity.

Fig. 4797.—1, A Fractured Skult after ttie Application of the Trephine and the Removal of the Frafrments.
(After Charles Bell.) ^1, li. The flaps of integument; C, the cranium ; IJ, the dura mater exposed.

it seems to have been done usu-

ally with therudest of implements, and even the instru-

ments used by the previous generation of surgeons were
in most respects
c 1 u m s

J' and
coarse.

Indications.— 1 . S i m p 1 e

fractures of tlie

skull, with signs
of compression.

2. Compound
fractures, with

depression, even
without signs of

compression, e.x-

eept over the
frontal sinus, in

adults.

3. Punctured
and gunshot
fractures, even
without svinj)-
toms. ("The
reader is referred
to the article on
llciul. Wounds
of. in Vol. IV. of
this Handhook,
where I have
considered these

.™.. .„ „ . indications in
Fig. 479»i.—The Operation of Trepanning In the ,,_,..,*„,. ,i,.f„;i ^

Early Part of ttie Eiphteentb Century. (From p"^'"'^' ckuui.)
lleister.) 4. Cdiua. with

10. Acute infectious osteomyelitis of the diploe.
11. Epilepsy or insauity, when any lesion can be local-

ized with sufficient detiuiteness.

12. To afford a so-called "relief opening," for relief of

pain or cerebral irritability. (See also under Brain, Sur-

ijeryof.)
Each one of the foregoing conditions is an indication

for working through and underneath one or both tables
of the skull, in order to effect whatever may be possible
beneath the level of the bone removed. The various
conditions arc discussed in their appropriate places; we
speak here only of that which pertains to the operation
proper.
Dangers. ^The South Sea Islanders scrape through

each other's skulls with pieces of glass, we are told, and
with impunity. Among the Coruish miners the operation
was. up to a comparatively recent date, according to

'}A\ij\n-\ (Aniirifii It Jim null of Ihr Mtih'rul S'ifiircf. Octo-
ber, 18T!)), one of daily oecurreui'c. The Count of Nas-
.sau was trephiued by Chailhouru sonic twenty-seven
times. And all this at a time when, or among a people
in whom, fear of sejisis has not prevailed. And yet,
until very recently, there has been a recognized .school

of practising surgeons who have uttered solemn warn-

ings against even a |iroperly diseriniinating resort to the

procedure, and tierce wordy battles have been waged
concerning it. But the medical jirofessioii is now almost
a unit in favor of a diagnostic use of the instrument, as
it is ill favor of an exploratory abdominal section. We
are now in a position where one may boldly affirm, even
in courts of law, that trep/iininff is not, />// itsdf, a dan-

gerous operation, ithen jiroperli/ done, but it must be in-

sisted that t he y)/w;)(-)' iierforniance of the operation in-

cludes the most careful attention to antiseptic or aseptic
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measures. Wlien these are rigdnmsly earried out the

operatiiin is no more daiiircnms than llie ainputatioii of u

finger with the same i)recautioiis. T)ie f"ii(liiit>n ir/iich

FIG. « 18.—Crown Trepliine.

necessitaten the operation constitutes tlie main element of

danger. Patients frequently die after Ireiihining, but

very seldom because of it. This statement cannot be too

strongly emphasized.
Moreover, the operation isfrei|uently too long delayed.

Michel's dictum, "The early trephine is gold, the late

trephine is lead," should sink deeply into the mind of

ever}' one who may ever lie compelled to use the instru-

ment. This obtains especially with regard to fractures

of the skull. Much better is it to make a puncture and
then lind it unnecessary to proceed further, than it is to

have it appear later that early operation miglit have
saved a life.

The QpEnATiON.—Even the instruments and methods
of twenty years ago are almost abandoned in favor of

those of recent introduction. The lley's saw and the old

bone-cutting forceps are now relegated to the past. The
former is never used and the latter are superseded by
so-called rongeur
forceps, which
not only divide
the bone, but bite

out a small sec-

tion. They are of
various jiat terns,

and can be made
extremely useful.

Three d'iirerent

methods of oper-

ating are now in

vogue ;
—

((() The old-fash-

ioned m e t h o d ,

wliieh called for

the use of the tre-

pan or trephine,
such as is shown
in Fig. 4798.
Wlien the sur-

geon's intent is

merely to make an

opening in the
skull through
which he may el-

e V a t e depressed
bone, or drain an
abscess, this pat-
tern of instrument
will still be found
useful. It is
made in various

sizes, but for or-

dinary work one
about 3 cm. in di-

a meter will be
found the most
serviceable.
Small treiihines
will answer for

the introduction

and exit of small
wire saws, such as those introduced by Gigli and known
by his name. These had recently a short vogue, but have
been found likely to injure the dura.

(h) The mallet and chisel have <Mime into tpiite general
use especially among the continentid sin-geons. Chisels

of various sizes or gouges, variously patterned, will he

found in many instances very serviceable, and with them
openings of any desired shajjc and size can be made. The
use of the chisel is, however, attended by the theoretical

danger of injury from the repeated blows of the hanuner,
which it has been supi)osed nught cause some molecular
disturbance or concussion. Moreover, frequent blows of
the hammer may under, certain circumstances, produce
a noise which would be distasteful to those within hear-

ing. Still it is not always i)0.ssible to dispense with these
instruments in this kind of work.

((•) The osteoplastic method of operating has come into

general use since llie previous edition of this work. It

consists of raising lrap-do:)r flaps of bone by circular or
lateral cuts, which leave a base at that point where the

largest vessels enter the scalp, and of springing haf-k this
bone flap by breaking it across the base without separat-
ing from it the overlying scalp and soft tissues, through
which it may still be nourished after its replacement.
This method lias a very great advantage over any other in
that it provides a |jerfeelly adequate bony covering for
the bone defect made by the operation, thai this covering
is of the patient's own tissues and not a forc'ign body, and
that the area thereby exposed can be made of anj- desired
extent in almost any desired location. Thus it has an
advantage over all other methods in suitable cases.

This bont^ Hap mny be cut out with the chisel, which
often takes a long time, by the electric saw or surgical
engine, which is an elaborate, expensive, and unrelialile

device, or, best of all, bv the Stellwagon trephine as im-

proved by Da Costa (Fig. 4802). This
is a recent device corresponding very
nearly to the carpenter's expansive bit.

It contains an
se

trem-
ies a
saw,

be

Fig. 4799.— 1, A Sliiill sliowing Various F.xiiinples of Fracture. (Afd-r ('h:irl<-s Ilcll.) A. A trfanciilar portion of tlie

OS frontis frarturfd ami dcpressi-il. /(.The iliree perforations foiniil necossary for its elevation and extniotion :

the seoimii .ttrI third won' n'mloioil nocossarv l>v tin- faot that tlii> oilu'o of the inner talile lav under the .•ioiuul hone.

D, A iiohit wliero ilii> trcpliiiie was I'Tiiploved for a fissure of Mie os frontis represented on Its rlpht side: a sivond

piTforation was 1 lo in the sound hone a little hlKher up. still tho liono could not lio o.\tnu'trtl : the trephine was
then applied at K ami Iho hone lillod up. It .sliould have lieen applii'd at E in the hrst plaeo. F, A fraetuiewith

ricpiHssiou at Iho lowiTans.'lo; Ihi' Irophine was placed at f; ; it ought to have hccn a lartfe one, and placed at H,
liv whiih a jiiTtlon of the lioiio would havi' Iwcn saveil and a more favorahlo form of opening oliiatiu^d; by per-

toniliia; ai (I an aciUc auirlc of hone was li'ft helwcen (1 ami F. K. A comminuted fracluiv.

fastened into the axis of the instruiueiit so as to cut in a

circle of any desired ditimeter. The centre pin may be
lixed in a sn'iall metal plate with sharp point, which may
be made to jierforate the .seal]) and iieneti-ale the bone

deeply enough to serve as a centre for the rottilion of the

instrument. With it sections of a circle mav be success-
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ivcly cut out from tlie hone \vitlio\it having to make an
opening fortliccciitreiiiu, and. ifit isdesin^d. a small l^nife

may be inserted in plate of the saw and made to cut the
first circular incision in the scalp. This should be made

Fig. 4K(H).— 2, The piece of hone removed from A, Fijr. 4T!)!1,

with Its inner tai>le iirujectlnfr i)eyoud Ihe outer. 4. Tlio
i)iiIton of boue reiiinvi-d in nriler to elevale the fra^'inent

representt'ti in:t. Ileri-liy careless work thesuru'eon might
have pressed on the deitresseii portion with the trephine,
and tlins have depressed and eliafed the dura. .5 and 7,

Bult(nis of hone iiavjnt: iiiecpialities on their lower snr-

faees. showinf.^ the neeessity for extreme caution during
the opemtlon. 6. .\notlier button having considerable iimer table attached to it, as occurs when the

sureeon is obliged to break up the circular portion.

at a point outside the line whei'o it is proposed to cut tlic

bone, in order that the sUiii iiiei.sion shall not exactly
overlie that in the bone. If three hundicd degi-ees of a
circle be cut witli tliis instrument, it will be easy to

snap aci'o.ss tlie liase of tlu' circular bone flap thus maile.

In this way a veritable ti'ap dooi nitty be made to open
and alTord easy access to the cranial contents beneath.

Everything being prepared as for every aseptic oper-
ation, the patient's scalp should be carefully shaved and
cleansed. If he be in a condition of coma no ana'sthetic

will be reiiiiireii : if lu; be restless though unconscious,
chloroforni should be administered. An existing wound
may be utilized, for purposes of exploration at least. If

there lie no external wound, an incisidu slioultl be made;
and this the writer prefers to make U shaped, in such a

way that, as the patient lies on his back, the wound may
drain by virtue of grtivity from the cut made in raising
this U-shaped flap. A flap of scalp is thus made over
an area as hirge as may seem indicated. Hemorrhage,
which will usually be quite free, must be checked by
means of the ha'mostatic forccjis. Or an Esniiirch tour-

niquet or a thick rubber ring may be passed around or
over the ci-aiiium. The pericranium is then rtuscd, over
a small ai'ea, if it be merely for the exploratory use of the

trephine, or from the entire area of the depressed bone
which is to be I'emoved, if such a measure seem indicated.

If we are dealing with a com])ound fracture, in which
the depressed bone is yet not easily removed, the sole

obiect in trejihining is to make an opening through
which leverage can lie exerted and instruments intro-

duceil. Here the ordinary trephine,
like that shown in Fig. 4798, may
be employed. In order to use it to

advantage it must tliei-efore be

planted on a rigid and imyielding
boil}' surface. The exigencies of
the case can alone intike it clear

just where this spot may be. L'n-

Icss it be unavoidable, the trejihine
should not be ap|ilied in the middle
line (over the superior longitudinal

motion (in-onation ami supination of the operator's hand)
till its teeth have cut a circular groove. The centre

pin is then withdrawn, and the trephine is again ap-
plied with the same motion till it has cut through the

outer table. Its entrance

upon the diploB will be
known by the free flow of
venous blood. It .should
now be handled with extra

precaution, and a probe or

tine-pointeil i nstrumen t

should be frequently jiassed
aniumi the gi'oove to ascer-
tain if the inner table has

j'et been perforated at any
point; if it has, the instru-

ment must be made to betir

upon the opposite side of the
cut. At last, when a lock-

ing of the instrument, com-
bined with a definite but in-

describable senstition, makes
the operator aware that he
has nearly perforatetl the

inner table all around the cut, the instrument may be
gently rocked, and thus, by a little leverage, the but-
ton of bone is sprung loose and either comes out with
the instrument or is left somewhat tilted in its |:lace,
attached perhaps by dural adhesions or undivided sjjic-
ula of bone. A probe or the point of an elevator will
now dislodge it.

We have spoken of thediploB; the reader must remem-
ber that chililren and the aged have no such ti.ssue be-

tween the two compact outer and inner cranial surfaces;
hence he must not look f jr the .sign of its being perfo-
ratetl which has been mentioned above, i.e., free venous

oozing, nor for the diminished I'esistance to the hand, nor
the altered character of the detritus thrown uji by the
.saw. Moreover, skulls vary in thickness within wiile

limits. The skull of the coloreil race is proverbially
thick, yet we find just as thick ones in individuals of the

5.

sinus), nor over the course of any Fig. 4801.—2, Sltetch of the Fractured Bone: A. J?. P, the three portions of the fractured hone,
of the liiro-e sinuses or vpsipls p n "''"' ilei'ressed edj^cs. which, lieinir sharp, are inilaline the dura; they must therefore be

iL..:J,ll?.Jl!":.,!:„,\ ^,.„;:.f:!!:.' reiooved. They are, moreover, sn separated from their aiiachments as to have lost their
theiiniddle meningeal. The instru

ment is provided with a centre jiin

which is thrust forward a little bt

yond the level of the teeth so as to

secure accurate implantation and
prevent sliding. A good way of beginning is to make
a little depression—by means of the point of a chi.sel

and a few light blows with the hammer—at the ijoint
where one (li;sires to plsice Ihe centre pin of the tre-

phine. The latter is then applied perpendicularly to

the plane of the skull and worked by an alternating

sre

be
-^ . - „ their

tallty. There beiuir no "purehii.se
"

fur the elevator, the irepiiine is applied at D, and Ihe
liroken pieces are elevaunl and picked away. :!. Two discs of hone cut liy the trephine, .show-
liiR tlie varying thickness of the skull. 4, f:.\follation of bone after use of iii.' m-pliine.
a. Hutton removed by tlie trephine, showing the two tables of the skull with diploC betw.-en.

white races. The better rule, then, to follow is to act as
if each .skull were very thin. As every one should know
also, its inner surface is liable to be very irregular; there-
fore to cut through ririy ]iarticlc of bone woulil be to
make a serious wound of the dura with the saw teeth.

The accompanying illustrations (Figs. 4799, 481)0 and
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4801) from Charles Bell's "Illustrations of tlic Great

Operations of Surgery
"
(London, 1S;J1), with their com-

mentary and exiilanation, will serve to illustrate, much
better than ean be done by a long description, sonu^ of

the jinictieal points in the operation. They are also of

historical interest since they were drawn by himself.

This is the classical operation with the trephine. With
the removal of the disc of bone the first part, at least, of

the operation is ended; depressed bone may he elevated,

pus or blood evacuated, etc. Still it may be found that

one s\ich opening is not enough. In this case another

suitable position is selected and the mananivre is re-

peated, once, twice, or thrice if need be. By means of

openings thus made sufflcieut room may be secured for

any further proceeding. Now the rongeur forceps, the

Gigli saw, the chisel, or the surgical engine, as the fancy
orthe equipment of the operator may tlictate, may be
used to enlarge the openings in any desired direction.

When the opening through tlie skull has been made for

exploratory purposes, or when the contour of the circu-

lar ai^crture has not licen disturljcd, the disc of bone
which was renuned, and which may have been kept in

a clean, warm, and moist ])lacc, may be utilized for the

closure of the defect : in other words, a species of osteo-

plast}' may be practised. A little notch is cut, for drain-

age purposes, on the edge, at what will be its inferior

margin when the patient is lying on his back; it is then

carefully replaced, the periosteum sutured above it, and
over this the scalp, as usual. If the operation has been,
as it should be, usejitic, this portion of bone should be

firmly united with its suiToundiugs in a few days. But
if there have been any failure in the precautions such
imion cannot occur. Those who are unskilled in such

technique had better, perhaps, refrain until |)ractice has
made them sure.

When the dura mater bulges into the wound, or ap-
pears verj- much discolored, one reasonably infers that it

does so because distended b\' blood or pus within its cav-

ity. In this case it is not only proper but indicated to

incise it and explore further. If there be fluid blood it

should be allowed to escape, and its source should be
looked for. If a clot is fomid, then it must be gently
broken down or dislodged with the probe or irrigating
stream and washed away. If iius is present, the dura
should be freely incised and its cavity washed out as

thoroughl}' as possible, while subsequent provision nuist

then be made for drainage. We are discussing here the

mechanical features of the operation rather than the

theoretical and practical applications of the measure,
else we should be temjited to enlarge upon the more

widespread application of the same to purulent menin-

gitis, whether traumatic or idiopathic.

Bleeding vessels in the dura ma_v be caught with the

ha-mostatic forceps; if the bleeding be not checked by
such forcipressure, a curved needle threaded with catgut
may be carefully passed under the vessels and the ligature
then tied. So also a wound of a sinus may be treated,

only it might be better to use a very fine needle and fine

braided silk. When, however, suture of a sinus wall is

imjiracticable, antiseptic gauze may be packed in, or a

piece of absolutely aseptic sponge ma}' be used as a com-

piess and allowed to remain without attempting its sub-

seipient removal. Even should a single sinus become
obliterated from such treatment, no apprehension need
be felt, as Schellmann's researches have shown ("Ueber
Verletzung der Hirnsinus"). Injuries to the middle me-

ningeal artery and its large branches are by far the most
common of vascular lesions, and when distinct hemiple-
gia and signs of compression, even without any external

signs of fracture, maki' it jn'olinble that this vessel has
been ruptured, it is a legitimate and well-rccognizcd

0]ieration to trephine over its course, find, and tie it, and
remove any clot that may have formed. Parker (.l/crf.

TinicH, 1877, i., 91) trephined a case on one .side, there

being no external lesion, though coma was profound, and
found nothing; he then trephined over the artery on the

other side, and foiuid no coaguluni outside the dura, but
since the li'ttcr had a distended and bluish appearance.

be incised it and removed a considerable amount of blood.
In three days the patient became conscious, and thea

quickl}' recovered.
The middle meningeal is to be foimd about oiw and

one-fourth to one and one-half inches back of the external

Fio. 4802.—Tlie Stellwagon Trepliine.

angle of the orbit. It runs sometimes quite within the

bone, sometimes in a groove on its inferior surface, and
sometimes quite within or upon the dura.

When one operates for compound fracture every loose

piece should be removed. A considerable area of bone,

especially in children, is sometimes depressed without

being broken loose. In this case it nuist be raised to its

proper level by a combination of dexterity and force

properly applied. So much of the periosteum must be
saved as is clean and viable. Any portion which has had
dirt or foreign material ground into it must be cut away.
The scalp will adhere nicely to bare bone, and the peri-
osteum is not necessary, though of advantage, especially
over a bon_v defect.

The medium-sized needle of a good aspirating syringe
may be introduced, almost with impunity, to a reason-

able depth, in the search for blood, pus, accumulations of
fluid in the lateral ventricles, or in testing the density of
the brain tissue when hunting for subcortical tumors. It

may be used before or after opening the dura. In certain

cases its use affords information of great value.

When the brain itself is injured, so that portions of its

substance come through the wound, there is not very
much to do save to wash away, with extreme care, with
a gentle irrigating stream, so much as will easily come
away, and then pi'ovide for drainage.

All indications having been met, all that remains is

to properly close and dress the wound. In a serious com-

pound fracture with deep laceration, the dura should be
sutured over the wound in the brain, enough room being
left at one point for the introduction of a tent of liorse-

hair, or of catgut, or a decalcified bone or rubber drain-

age tube, according to the exigencies of the case or the

preferences of the operator. If it be so decided, the

piece of bone ma.v be rejilaced and the iieiicraniuin
united over it in such a way as to liold it in place, pro-
vision being made at the same lime for a drainage outlet

from the d('e|ier parts. The periosteum is best sewed with

catgut, and the union should be made as n<'al ami com-

plete as possible. Over this the scalp is iniiled. jirefer-

ably with catgut; silk or silkworm gut being u.scd only
when considerable tension is expected, and with such
allention to draina.ge outlets as the condition beneath
demaiuls. A fresh opening or a counter-oiiening .should

be maile if a more direct outflow may thereby be secured.

In an abscflutely aseptic exiiloratory operation there will

scarcely arise any occasion for drainage, and it will be
enouii'h tooniil a sulure here and there.
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Wlii'ii (liscliaii;i' of pus or any fluid is expected, it is

well to provide for it in the dressius;. In this case a

pieeu of protective, perforated opposite the drain outlets,

may be laid over tlie wound, and tins may he covered
witli such absorbent material as the operator ])refers.

Hut when no discharge is expected and it is desired to

leave the dressings undisturbed till healing has occurred,
it will be well to cover the wound with one or more
thicknesses of gauze, and over this to ajiply in layers a

smooth, e(iuably distributed dressing, with some imper-
meable stulT outside. At all evcnt.s, the dressing must
be used unsparingly, and it is belter to fasten it on with a

bandage of starched material. Outside of all a retentive

towel, neatly pinned so as smigly to tit tlie heail, will be
found very serviceable. Sometimes an ice-bag applied
to the head, or an ice-cap, will be found of advantage.
especially if oozing be feared. Many surgeons are fond
also of administering an active purgative, which certain-

ly is not without value in some cases. lioswell Park.

TRI-BENZOYL-GALLIC ACID occurs in odorless and
tasteless eiystals which are insoluble in water and solu-

ble in alcohol. It is said to set free gallic acid in the

intestine, and is employed us an intestinal astringent.
Dose t gm. (gr. xv.). W. A. Bantedo.

TRI-BROM-PHENOL. ^ee Bromol.

TRIBROMPHENOL-BISMUTH, Xcroform. CcH^Br^.-
0.l'>i(). is a line yellow, almost tasteless powder of slight
carbolic odor. It is in.solublo in w-ater, alcohol, chloro-

form, and the oils, but dissolves in two-per-cent. hj'dro-
chloric acid. It is unimpaired by heat below 120' C.

(248^ F.). and so may be sterilized.

Rcynders states tiiat in the gastric juice this substance

splits into bisnuith oxide and tribromphenol. It would
seem, therefore, to be a serviceable gastric and intestinal

sedative and antiseptic. R. AV. Wilco.x recommends it

especially in the fermentative diarrha>as, though Bro-
chocki failed to obtain good results in twelve cases of

tuberculous enteritis, four of acute gastro-enteritis, three
of catarrhal dysentery, antl three of t_viihoid fever. The
dose is I gm. (gr. xv.) three times a day. It may be
found in the urine for twenty-four hours after ingestion,
and one <if Reyuders' patients showed the carbolic reac-

tion with brown urine. In daily doses of 6-7 gm. (gr.

xc.-cv.) Ilueppe saw no untoward action, and 1 gm. (gr.

XV.) administered to a frog, and 8 gm. ( 3 ij.) to a

guinea-pig produced no undesirable effect.

The chief use of the remed\', however, is as an external

application. There is much clinical evidence showing it

to be an antiseptic, deodorizing dusting powder of great
value, stimulant to granulation, analgesic, and prevent-
ing the formation of pus. It has also been much em-

ployed in the treatment of eczema, furuncles, tuber-
culous ulcerations, chancroids, etc. In ophthalmic work
it has been applied as a five- or ten-percent, ointment in

conjunctivitis, eczema of eyelids, and corneal tdcers; in

nasiil, pharyngeal, and laryngeal catarrh, and in suppu-
rative otitis m(^dia as an insutHation ;

in gynecological
anil venereal disease as a local application. There is

also on \\\v. market a ten-per-cent. xeroform gauze, which
has the advantage of being sterilizable by heat.

TV. a. Bastcdo.

TRI-BROM-SALOL, Cordol, C„n,.on.CO0.C6HaBr,,
is luadc; by acting on salol with bromine in excess. It

occurs in long white needles, which are insoluble in

water and slightly .soluble in chloroform or glacial acetic
acid. It has been proposed as a gastric sedative and in-

testinal antiseptic in dose of 1-2 gm. (gr. xv.-xxx.), and
is said to split in the intestine into salicylic acid and tri-

brom-phenol. The methyl compound of tri-broni-.salol,

known as"cordeine,"aiid the acetyl compoimd "cordyl
"

are also in use.
"

IV. A. Btinted'o.

TRICHINOSIS; TRICHINIASIS. — Although previ-
ously oli,i rvcd after ilcalli in Ihi' muscular tissues of
human beings by others, the trichina spiralis was first

fully described by Owen in 1835. In 1847 it was discov-
ered by Leidy in the llesli of swine, and in 184!) by Guret
in the eat. In 18.5I-.52 Ilerbst snccceileil in developing
trichinosis in tlie dog by feeding the Hesh of a trichinous

badger. It remained, however, for Zenker, in 1800, to
make the first clinical record of a case of trichinosis in

man. The disease simulated ty])hoid fever, but, death
resulting, post-mortem examination disclosed the pres-
ence of sexually mature parasites in the intestine and of

living unencajisulated parasites in the muscles. It was
further discovered that others who had partaken of some
pork in company with the patient had been made ill, and
on investigation this meat was found to contain trichinie.

Subsequent inquiry showed the course of events to be
as follows: Human beings become infected through the
use of trichinous pork. The capsules of the ingested
parasites are digested in the intestine, where sexually
mature trichina; then develop. These begin togivebirth
to young in the course of a week, and the embryos bore
their way through the wall of the intestine into tiie abdo-
minal cavity, and pass tlieme by way of the connective
tissues to the muscles or to other serous cavities; or they
make their way through the mucous and muscular coats
of the intestine and bet-\veen the layers of the mesentery
to the vertebral column, whence they migrate to the
muscular tissues. In the muscles the.y penetrate the

primitive bundles and cause destruction of the contractile
substance. Occasionally the parasites are distributed

through the blood stream and the lymph channels.

They continue to develop in the muscles for a short time—from two to three weeks—and as a result of their activ-

ity febrile symptoms arise, together with others referable
to the invaded muscles. In the course of another week
the worms curl upon themselves, and in the further

progress of the case the irritation to which their presence
gives rise causes the formation of a capsule of connective
tissue, by which they become surrounded, and which
eventually may undergo calcification. The calcified cap-
sule appears as a small grayish nodule, just visible niacro-

scopically. Sometimes the parasites themselves undergo
calcification, and occasionally both parasite and capsule
disappearentirely. On the other hand, the parasite may
retain its vitality for many years and it may even survive
the death of its host. It can be destroyed by a tempera-
ture of —11° or of 5.5° C, although greater extremes of

temperature are required when the parasite is encapsulat-
ed within muscular tissue.

In addition to human beings, trichinfe have been found
in rats, mice, cats, foxes, jiolecats, martens, and raccoons,
and trichinosis has by feeding been induced in rabbits,
hares, marmots, hedgehogs, moles, sheep, calves, horses,
hens, pigeons, and ducks. Dogs are not readily infected.
Trichina} ingested with food remain at times alive for sev-
eral days in the larva^ of flies. Swine are generally in-

fected through eating the flesh of infected swine fed to

them, and occasionally through the flesh of rats infected

by eating the refuse from infected porcine cadavers. It is

possible also for infection of swine to take place through
the ingestion of intestinal discharges from infected human
beings or other animals. In man the danger of infection
is greatest from the use of raw or imjierfectly cookeil

pork, and it is slightest when the -pork is well cooked or
roasted. The trichinir can be destroyed by cooking, jiro-
vided the temperature in the interior of the meat reaches
75° C. Well-pickled meat is less infective th.-in fresh

meat, the trichina' being destroyed in part by the neces-

sary withdrawal of water. The danger of infection frcmj

meat is lessened also by thorough smoking.
MoKiUD An.vto.mv.—When o]iportunity is afforded for

post-mortem examination in cases of trichinosis, the mu-
cous membrane of the small intestine is found swollen, in

recent cases injected, at a later stage pale. At times
there is capillary hyperaauia and tliere may even be

ecchymoses. Swelling of the solitary follicies and of

Peyer's patches has been observed, with enlargement of
the mesenteric glands. The parasites may persist in the
bowel for as long as seven or eight weeks. The spleen
is little changed, if at all. The liver becomes pallid and
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ana'niic and of flo\igliy cnnsistrnrp, and its rclls tlie spat

of fatty iiitillralioii. The UiilncV cxliihits cloudy sncll-

inj; (ir fatty dpni'iKTaliiiii. The iiiyiicardiviiii also may
uiuicrgo cloudy swelling. The lungs exhibit llii! signs
of bronchitis, with hypostasis, and they may undergo
splenization or lobtdar liepatizalion. Hardy they are

the seat of metastatic abscesses or of hemorrhagica infarc-

tion. The muscles may in the first week be light gray-
ish-yellow, dark-red or bluish-violet in color. At a later

period the nuiscle fibres undergo longitudinal and trans-

verse splitting, and degenerative cliangcs tid<e place in

the contractile substance, together willi hyperjilasia of

the interstitial connective tissue. Trichina; may be pres-
ent in large number.s, especially at the junction of the

belly and the tendon of the muscle. They predominate
in tiie diaphragm, the intercostal, the cervical, the laryn-
geal and the ocular muscles. In the extremities they oc-

cur especially in the biceps and the triceps. They have
been found also in the heart muscle. Large numiiers of

polymorphonuclear leucocytes, more especially eosino-

phile cells, have been described in the affected muscles,

particularly in the more degenerated areas.

Symptomatology.—The intensity of the symptoms of

trichinosis varies in accordance with the number of para-
sites introduced into the digestive tract. Three phases
of the disease may be considered, namely, that of the en-

trance of the parasites into the stomach and the small

intestine, that of their migration to and through the

muscles, and that of encapsulation, with subsidence of
the myositis. These are, however, not distinguishable
clinically. The ingestion of trichinous meat is followed

shortly by symptoms of marked digestive derangement.
Among the more common of tliese are malaise, nausea,
eructation, vomiting, and cardialgia. and with them may
be associated vertigo, a sense of fulness in the head, and
of heaviness in the lower extremities. In some cases the

sj-mptoms of an acute gastroenteritis develo]), with

diarrhcca, lu'pogastric pain, weakness, and fever. The
diarrhcea may be succeeded by constipation. The appe-
tite is lost, or there may even be repugnance for food.

Thirst is inci'eased and sweating may be free. On the

other hanil. this train of symptoms may be wanting,
wholl.y or in part. The tongtic may be dry; it is often

swollen and painful, and it maj- be movable only with

great difficulty.
Rheumatoid pains in the extremities develop gradually,

with ill-defined feelings of illness. Fever appears, and
some of the muscles begin to swell. The affected parts
become oedematous and the seat of pain and tenderness.

The muscles exhibit weakness and want of elasticity, and
there is a sense of soreness such as is observed after un-

usual exercise. This is noticealile especially in flexion

and in the muscles of the neck, and often also in the lum-
bar muscles. Patients conijilain further of a sense of

heaviness and weight in the extremities.

Febrile symptoms appear, as a rule, on the third or

fourth day of the disease, being ushered in by repeated
chilliness, rarely by a severe chill. There is slight eleva-

tion of temperature in association with the gastro-intes-
tinal symptoms, but the pyrexia becomes more marked
with the onset of the symptoms referable to the muscles.

The temperature may reach 40° or 41 C. in the; after-

noon, declining a little in the morning, and being of

remittent or subcontinuous type. This higher degree of

pyrexia persists for from nine to eleven days, and it is

succeeded by a lower i-ange of temperature for a further

period of from three to live weeks. In milil cases the

temperature may return to the normal level in the third

week, or it may become inlermitteiU in characlcT. Defer-

vescence is usually gradual and slow. The i)ulse fre-

quency corresponds with the degree of pyrexia.
(Edema of the face, especially of the eyelids, appears

in the second week of the disease, and is one of the most

characteristic and most constant symptoms. There may
be an associated ehemosis of the c<iiijunetiva. (Edema
of the extremili<'S is less common. This symptom, when
present, disajiiiears in from two to five days, but it may
reappear later.

The trichin;!? invade the muscles, and th(! symptoms
referable to tliise appear at the end of about nine or ten

days, though sometimes later, in accordance with the in-

tensity of the infection. The alleeled muscles become
swollen, hard, and sensitive to touch and pressure.
Movement induces cuttingor boring pain. Such pain as
is present is naturally less when the parts are at rest. In
mild eases t here may be merely a sen.se of stiffness and of
tension. Any muscle of the body may be invaded, but
especially th<ise of the extremities and of these particu-
larly the flexors an; affected. The patient assumes a
characteristic attitude, in consequence of his efforts to
relax theinvolved muscles. In the dor.sal decubitusarm,
forearm, and hand are flexed at an acute angle, and the
lower extremities are partially flexed at the knee and the

hip. Stiffness and rigidity are apparent especially in the
masseters and the muscles of the neck and the upper ex-
trennties. Frequently there is difficulty in deglutition
from invasion of the muscles of the tongue and the

pharynx, and there may be trismus. Involvement of
the muscles of the larynx gives rise to hoarseness and
aphonia: of the respiratory muscles, to dilliculty in

breathing and dj'spncea. Deep inspiration induces dry
cough. CEdema of the glottis may develop and give
rise to alarming if not dangerous symptoms. In severe
cases the ocular muscles may be the seat of jmin. This
often occurs onlj' on movement, which in consequence is

embarrassed. At times the e3'es . xhibit increased sensi-

tiveness to light, and there may be conjunctivitis and
ecchymoses in the scleral conjunctiva. Mydriasis has
been observed in some cases.

Pruritus is a frequent symptom, while formication and
cutaneous an;iesthesia are less common. Eruptions on
the skin, such as acne, furunculosis, herpes, petechia-,

prurigo, and urticaria, are not rare as late manifestations.
Free des(iuamation occurs freqviently during convales-
cence. Sweating ma,v be a troublesome feature in both
nuld and severe cases, and not rarely it continues

throughout the course of the disease. Bronchitis is often

present early, while in some ca.ses h3'postatic and even
fibrinous pneumonia develops, and occasionally pleurisy.
At times cardiac irritability appears in the second week.
Pericarditis also has been observed. In severe and pro-
tracted cases venous thrombosis may occur, iiarticidarly
in tlie lower extremities, «s a result of marantic enfeeble-
ment of the circulation. Rareh' epistaxis and intestinal

hemorrhage occur, while oliga-mia, oligocvtha-mia. and
liN'dra'inia develop early. In the acute stage of the dis-

ease the blood exhibits characteristic alterations. The
number of leucocj'tes is increased, at times to a remark-
able degree. As many as 3.5,700 in the cul)ic nnlliinetre

have been reported. This increase involves esiiecially
the eosiiKiiJiile knieocytes, both al)solutely and relative-

ly, with coincident diminution in the proportion of poly-
morphonuclear neutro))hile leucocytes. The percentage
of eosinophiles has been reported as high as 68.3 per
cent., as against the normal of two or three per cent., the

percentage of neutrophiles at the same time being 6.()

|)er cent.

The urine is diminished in amount and is high-colored
d\iring the febrile stage, and when sweating is profuse.
At a later stage the amount may l)e increased. Occasion-

ally albuuiinuria is i)resent, together with tube casts and
renal eiulhelium. Disordersof menstruation are frequent
in women, an<l abortion is not rare when pregnancy ex-

ists. Trichina' have, however, not been found in the
fa>tus. Insomnia is a constant syin]itom at the height of
the disease, and is invariably present in severe cases.

Even in mild cases sleep is dislurhed by restles.sne.ss.

Children, however, may sleep wi-U throughout the dis-

ease. The superficial and deep reflexes and the electric

irritability to both faradic and galvanic cvirrents are

enfeebled. (Consciousness is rarely deranged. In some
cases inqiairmcnt of hearing occurs.

The piriod of incul)ation of trichinosis—that is, the

period of time thai I'lajises between the ingestion of trich-

inous meal and the development of symploms^s vari-

able, and may be from a few hours to many days or even
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weeks. As a rule tlie first eons|)icuous sy iiiptoms appear
<liiriii!j the second or tlie third week. In mild cases the

attack lasts for from one to two weeks. Fever is tin .1

likely to he wanting. In severe citses the duraticm of the

attack may be from five to seven weeks to months. The
disease not rarely terminates in death. When this occurs
it usually docs not take place in the first two weeks, hut

principally hetween the fourth and tlie seventh weeks.
It is most commonly preceded liy symptoms of respiratory

paralysis, al times by hisrh fev<'r and typhoid symptiiins.
Death may be due to eoniplicatin;; imeumoiiia. The
mortality is variable, in different epidemics ranging from
none to thirty per cent. In large numbers of eases it

averages about five per cent. In children recovery is

almost invariable.

Di.\GNOsis.—The diagnosis of trichinosis is based upon
the presence of the gastro-intestinal symptoms of the

onset of the disease, followed after a varying interval by
the development of the symjitoms referable to the mus-
cles; with fever, transitory (edema of the face, hoarseness,

difiiculty in swallowing, profuse sweating, dyspna-a,
sleeplessness, and the characteristic changes in the

blood, taken in conjunction with the knowledge of a
source of infection. In doubtful cases microscopic ex-

amination of the stools may disclose the presence of ova
or of matur(^ parasites in the stools, or of parasites in a
bit of excised muscle, ])referably the biceps or the del-

toid. Similar examination of any remaining suspected
food may yield conclusive evidence of the infection.

If the early gastro-intestinal symptoms of trichinosis

are violent tiiey may suggest the existence of cholera;
bul the characteristic muscular symptoms, the weakness,
the sweats, the neuralgic abdominal pains, the changes
in the blood, the protracted course, and the absence of

the characteristic intestinal discharges, will remove
doubt in this connection.

In eases of botulism—poisoning with sausage or meat—the symptotns appear earlier than in cases of trichino-

sis, an(l the disease pursiies a more rapid course. There
is profound (lei)ression of the nervous .system, with an
absence of the peculiar muscular ijhenomena and of a?de-

nia. and the iiresence of visual derangement, dryness of

the throat, slowing of the pulse, icteric discoloration, and
iliyncss of the skin.

The febiili! symptoms of trichinosis may suggest
typhoid fever, but the presence of the pain and stiffness

in the muscles and of a'dema of the face, the leucocyto-
sis and the eosinophilia. the results of histologic exami-
nation of a bit of nuiscle, the failure of the blood to cause

agglutination and sedimentation of typhoid bacilli in

culture, the absence of the diazo-rcaction, of rose spots
and of enlargement of the spleen will aid in the differen-

tiation.

Mil<I cases of trichinosis may simulate so-called mus-
cular rheumatism or myalgia from various causes, but
the early gastro-intestinal derangement, the judllness of
the face, the respiratory dilliculty, and the blood state

shoidd be sufficient to |)revent error here.

Ac\ite i)rogressive polymyositis is to be differentiated
from trichinosis by the absence of gastro-intestinal symp-
toms and also <if the sjiecific etiologic factors, while ex-
amination of a bit of nniscle will disclose the presence of

signs of inllammalion, but not of trieliina'.

Pnooxosrs —The course and termination of an attack
of trichino.sis depend upon the severity of the infection.

"When the trichinie are present in large niunbers in the

ingested meat, and the method of preparation is inade-

<iuate for their destruction, the resulting disease is likely
to he severe; wliile luider the reverse conditions the dis-

ease is likely to be mild. In general, further, the earlier

the appearance of the .-iymptoms the more intense is the
infection and the more severe the cotu'.se of the disease.

Persistent and profuse diarrhtea is of evil prognostic
omen, as is also initial constipation. The presence of

persistent higli fever, with .slight remissions, of severe
and widely distributed muscidar pains, of extensive in-

volvement of the respiratory muscles, of intense dysp-
noea, of profuse sweats and diarrhrea, of cardiac weak-

ness, of tremor, of delirium and of coma are indicative of
an unfavorable judgnosis. "Want of completeness in the

development of the characteristic symptoms, undisturbed

sleej). integrity of the respiratory functions and of the
circulation after the second week are of favorable prog-
nostic significance. In general the prognosis grows pro-

gressively more favorutile with the duration of the dis-

ease. In mild cases and in children the prognosis is

ab.solutely good.
PnornYL.vxis.—Human beings can be protected

against trichinosis by preventing the sjn-ead of the dis-

ease in swine. This end can be attained by forbidding
the feeding of offal to animals, by systematic and thor-

ougli inspection of meat proffered for sale, by ju-ohibition
of the sale of trichinous meat, by thorough i>icklin!j: or

smoking, but above all by thorough and prolonged cook-

ing of all meat, and especially of jiork, used as "food,
TuEAT.MENT.—Should the jiatient come luider observa-

tion soon after the ingestion of the infectc'd meat, emetics
or ]iurgatives may be administered, in order so far as pos-
sible to expel ova set tree in the ga.stro-intestinal tract.

An ounce of castor oil may be employed for this pur-
pose. Anthelmintics have not been found useful, nor
have digestive agents proved efficient. Glycerin has
been administered in drachm doses every hour for ten or
twelve hours consecutively, with the object of abstract-

ing water from the ova, and thus rendering them inert.

Benzin has been employed as an anthelmintic, and has
been administered internally and also by enema. It may
be given by the mouth for several days consecutively in

doses of from fort}' -five to ninety minims in combination
with laxatives, and be introduced into the bowel as an
addition to an enema through the long rectal tube in
doses of from forty -five minims to two drachms. Santo-
nin may be administered in doses of from one-fourth to

one grain twice daily, alone or in conjunction with laxa-
tives.

Severe individual symjitoms maj' require special treat-

ment. The initial gastro-intestinal symptoms generally
subside spontaneously. In any event remedies that pre-
dispose to constipation are strictly to be avoided. To'
insure thorough evacuation of the bowels laxatives, such
as calomel, castor oil, salines, and the like may be admin-
istered. Forthe relief of the muscular painsand stiffness

prolonged warm baths may be cmiiloyed, but they can-
not be used if the pain is severe. Immclions with" tepid
oil or friction with chloroform or turpentine may afford

temporary amelioration. Sleeplessness maybe overcome
by the use of morphine, but this should be avoided if

paralysis of the respiratory muscles is tlireatened. Hot
affu.sions may aid in inducing sleep. The sleeping-room
should, of course, be well ventilated and be kejit cool.

Sponging with cool water, to which aromatic spirit of
anunonia or alcohol is added, also large doses of quinine
and the administration of atropine, will prove serviceable
in the relief of sleeplessness due to profuse .sweating.
The application of wet cups to the back will temporarily
mitigate the severity of the dyspnoea. Emetics some-
times bring about the same result. In the presence of
bronchitis expectorants may be indicated. The diet

should be bland, simple, easily digestible, and nutritious.

Aur/iixtiis A. Es/iiiir.

TRICHLORACETIC ACID.—C,HCI.,0,. This is one
of three chlorae<'lie acids produced b_v the substitution of
chlorine for hydrogen atoms. It is a colorless crystjdline
salt, delic[Ueseeut and freely soluble in water, alcohol,
and ether; it has a faint odor and a sharji caustic taste.

This acid is used as a very convenient and delicate test
for alliumiii in the urine. A crystal is to be drojiped into
the (nine, where it rapidly dissolves and produces a
cloiuiincss if albumin is present. A saturated solution

may also be used, a few drops being allowed to fall upon
the surface of the urine; at the point of contact a cloudi-
ness is at once observed.

This test was projiosed by Boymond {Ucpcrt. de Pfiann.,
October, 1889), and has been indorsed by luuuerous
observers. The reaction is very ]iroin|it and does not
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require to be coulirmcd by heat, as peptones are not
acted upon. The only dauber to be guarded against is

the presence of an excessive amount of urates, wliich

will cause a similar cloudiness. This, however, is very
slow in appearing and may be overcome by diluting the
urine witli water.

The chloraceiic acid lias also been recommended as an
cscharotic to replace chromic acid. The advantage of

this cauterization is that the effects are very localized

and do not extend into the surrouniling soft ti.ssue. It

has been used with success in the tieatmcnt of venereal

warts, papillomata, and other cutaneous growtlis. It is

rised pure, a crystal beiug placed ujion the pari, which

produces its effect at once. A dry, white, adhcrt^ut scab

forms, which detaches itself after a few days without

causing any reaction wliatever, and leaving a raw sur-

face which rapidly cicatrizes. A single apiilication may
be sufficient for siuall growths, wliile for larger ones it

may be necessary to repeat the application several limes.

These are not very painful, and may be rendered pain-
less by the use of cocaine. Na-vi are also reported to

have been cured bj' three or four applications, the cica-

tri.x remaining being very superficial and hardly notice-

able. It has also been used successfully in the treatment
of chronic intlammations and liypertrophied conditions
of tlie nuicous membrane of the nose and throat. In
chronic gonorrliffa it has been used by applj-ing it directly
to the source of the trouble by the aid of an endoscope.

Beaumont Small.

TRICHOCEPHALUS DISPAR. See yemaioda.

TRICHOPHYTOSIS. See Tineas, The.

TRICRESOL is a clear, colorless (reddish when older)

watery liiiuid claimed to consist of 35 parts of orthocre-

sol, 40 parts of metacresol, and 25 parts of paracresol.
It is soluble in 50 parts of water, and readily in alcohol,

ether, and the fatty oils. Major Reed, in a bacteriologi-
cal investigation, obtained prompt destruction of many
pathogenic bacteria by a oue-per-cent. sohition.

Tricresol was designed as a purified substitute for

creolin or lysol, a liquid similar to the latter being pre-

pared by adding 50 parts of tricresol to 35 of soft soap
and 15 of water. For use, 4-30 c.c. (3 i.- 5 i.) of this

mi.xture is added to one or two litres (quarts) of water.

Tricresol has been used for sterilizing instruments, and as

a preservative of diphtheria antitoxin. Some of the un-

toward effects of antitoxin have been attributed to tricre-

sol. De Schweinitz and subsequently Jackson found one

part in a thousand an excellent non-irritating preservative
of eye washes. McGowau cites a number of cases indi-

cating its efficiency in alojjecia areata; other oijservers

have u.sed it much as a vaginal douche ; and Vopelius
has given ft internally in dose of ten to fifteen drops as a

substitute for creosote in respiratory troubles. (See also

article on EI/ii/Uiu-ili,iiiiint.) W. A. Bastedo

TRICRESOLAMINE. See Ethylene-diamine.

TRIFACIAL NERVE. See Cranial Servers.

TRIFORMOL. See Para/wm.

TRI-IODO-META-CRESOL. See Losophan.

TRIMETHYLAMINE.—N(CH3)3. Trimetliylamineis a

tertiary imuiainine, found native in various plants and
also in various animal fluids, notably in herriiKj-brine,
whose strong, rank odor is due to this ingredient. Prior
to the researches on tlie amines by llotmann, native tri-

metliylamine wastliou.ght to be the istimeric body, itnipjil-

fitnine. NHo(C.,H,), and considerable confusion siill exists

in medical understanding on the subject, througli the

misapplication of the term ]m>j)i/liimii)e to what is, in

truth, trimcthyhimiiie. As a matter of fact, pi-opi/lfDiiiiH;

projierly so called, is not. and never has been, used as a

medicine, and all medical iirc|)arations passing under
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that name are preparations of triinethj-lamine. Tri-

methylainine is a mobile, colorless liquid of the specific
gravit V 0.073 at 0° C. (32' F.), and boiling point between
U" and 10= C. (48.2' and 50' F.). It is very soluble in

water, which fluid also eagerly absorbs and dissolves the
vapor of trimethylamine. It is combustible, and so. too,
is its coiieentrated a(iueous solution. Trimethj-laraine
Jias a powerful and very searching ammoniacal and fishy
odor.
For medical purposes au impure solution in water, pre-

]iared from lierring-pickle, was first employed. This
solution contained also ammonia and various undeter-
mined aiuuioniaeal compounds, and probably other or-

ganic matters. Its jiroportion of trimethylamine was
variable, in accordance with the varying constitution of
the samples of herring-pickle of different years' make.
Hence, of later years, the definite salt tiimethylamine
hi/droehloride, N("CH3)3HCI, was projjosed. This salt

occurs iu white, verv deliquescent crystals, free]}- soluble
iu water, and is tlie best form of trimetliylamine for
medical administration.

Trimethylamine is a powerful irritant, its concentrated
solution being even mildly caustic. Taken internally,
large doses—such as in excess of 2.00 gm. (al)out thirtj'

grains)
—produce decided sj-mptoms of gastrointestinal

irritation with burning iu the throat and stomach. After

absorption the medicine evinces a tendency to depress
the force and frequency of the puise, the body temjjera-
ture, and the excretion of urea.

Trimethylamine was at one time used for the treatment
of rheumatism and gout, but of late years has been so

completel.y superseded by the salicylates as to have be-
come obsolete as a medicine. If used at all. the drug is

best administei'cd in the form of an aqueous solution of
the hydrochloride, aromatized to cover the rank, fishy
taste. The dose of hydrochloride will range between
0.25 and 0.50 gm. (between four and eight grains, about),
several times a day. Edward Curtis.

TRIONAL and TETRONAL.—These two hypnotics
are closely allied to sulplioual, being formed by substi-

tuting eth\l groups for those of methyl. In sulphonal
there are two ethyl and two methyl groups; in trional

an additional ethj'l group replaces a methyl group ; and
in tetronal the two methyl groups are replaced by two of

ethyl. The following formuUie explain the differences in

their construction;

Sulphonal, (CH3).C(SOgC2H5).; trional, CsHsCHj-
C(SOo.C2H6)q; tetronal, (C;H5)-2C(SO.,C3H5)3.

They are the result of a series of experiments for the

purpose of determining upon which of the radicals the

therapeutic action of the several sulphones depended
(Briti.sh Medical Journal. January 11th. 1890). The sul-

phur-containing radicals were .iieuerally su]iposed to be
the active element, but it was found that these had little

influence, while the various coiuiiounds were more or less

active, according as they contained a greater or smaller
number of the ethyl groups. Suljihonal with two ethyl

groups possessed a certain hypnotic action; when the
number was increased its therajieutic power became
greater, and when fewer groups were introduced it be-

came correspondingly less. To the compounds contain-

ing three and four grou))S, resjiectively, the names trional

and letnmal were given, the title indicating the number
of groups present. The.v both form in lustrous, tabular

crystals: soluble in alcohol, but only slightlvso in water—Iriiinal to the extent of one part in three hundred and

twenty; tetronal, one in four hundred and fifty. The
taste of both is bitter, somewhat resembling camphor.

Trional has proved to be an excellent hypnotic, and it is

nowemjiloyed almost to as great an extent as suljihonal.
Tetronal. on the other hand, has fallen into disuse. It

has jiroved less manageable and ill effects after its em-

])loyment are very frequent.
The action of trional is the same as that of sulphonal

but more rapid and certain. It acts in from fifteen

miiuites to half an hour. There is not the delayed at-tion,

nor the prolonged sleeji that frequently accompanies the
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effect of sulphoiiul. It, however, more frequently gives
rise to toxic sy iiiiitoms. These are the siime as are causeti

by sulplional: lassitude, giddiness, ataxic symptoins,
nausea, irritation ol' tlie kidu<-ys, diminished secretion of

urine, with discoloration due to

fi(Fnii(t<>p</r/i/ii/rhi)iria. Cases of

prolonged jjeriplieral neuritis have
also been reported to liave followed
itsadniinistmtion. No deaths have
been reported from single doses, but

man)' fatalities have followed its

prolonged use. A cumulative ef-

fect has been noted, which is ob-

served when chronic constipation is

marked. A peculiar eampliorace-
ous odor of the urine is an early
sign of its to.xic action.

The dose is from ten to twenty
grains, in hot milk, at bedtime. It

has recently been shown that when
given in water charged with car-

bonic acid gas, its action is much
more marked, and that ten grains
will prodilce its full elTect. Seltzer
water is selected for that purpose.

litaumont Stnall.

TRIONAL, POISONING BY. See

Syntlittic Pnnhii-ls. Toxiroliujn of.

strongly anaesthetic, and has little, if any. mydriatic
action. Veasey considers the drug especially valuable
in keratitis, as it does not deplete the corneal blood-

vessels. Its action seems to be very rapid ; Silex was

TRIOXYBENZOPHENONE.
SaUn/I-)t suiriii-h' t'iiir.

See

TRIOXYMETHYLENE.
aform.

See Par-

TRIPHENETOL GUANIDINE
HYDROCHLORIDE is a loc al anas-
Ihetic- usfil in <-yc treatment in 0. 1-

per-cent. solution. Ana;sthesia is

prompt and the pupil is not di-

lated. W. A. Basieclo.
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Tropical DloeaHea,

niittinj; ;i more or U'ss arbitnuy division of the tropical

year into seasons. It will be observed that diirini; De-

eeniber, January, and February, the temperature and
humidity are below 80° and SO per cent. ; that during
Deeember and a part of .lanuary there are a relatively

large number of rainy days, but relatively little rain-

fall; that, as the season progresses, the luimber of rainy

days and the ntunber of inches of rainfall gradually
diminish until P'ebruary, wlien almost uo rain falls.

These months are the coldest of the jear, and eonstitule

what may be termed the winter season. Dining the

winter the early morning, the late afternoon, and the

nights are cool, often cold, on account of the cool mon-
soons from the north. On the other hand, the middle

portion of the day is warm, with blue skies dotted with
numerous white clouds. In other words, the days at

this season, which is l)y far tlie most pleasant of the j'ear,
resemble those of our early autumns.
About the first of March the temperature gradually

rises above SO" F. , each day being just a little hotter tlian

the preceding. In April and May the highest tempera-
ture is noted. As the temperature rises humidity sinks

to its lowest point in April and May, when the increased

rainfall produces a gradual rise to HO per cent., about the
first of June. This is the hot, dry season which continues
from the rise of temperature above 80" iu March to the

rise of humidity above 80 per cent, iu June. During this

season the temperature is regularly high; humidity low;
monsoons frequently absent and often hot, and the skies

more or less dotted with white clouds. Tliis is the most

unpleasant season of the year. To recapitulate, the hot,

dry season continues from early IMarch to June; the

temperature is regular and high; humidity low; rainfall

almost nil ; monsoons often aljsent and often hot.

In June the number of rainy days and the number of

inches of rainfall show a decided increase; in some re-

gions the rainy season in.iy be ushered in by a typhoon.
This season continues from the rise of humidity above
80 per cent, in June, to the fall of temperature below 80°

F. in November. During the early months, the tem-

perature is a few degrees lower and more irregtdar than
in the hot, dry season. Often during a typhoon rela-

tively low temperatures (63" to 70° F'.)are noted. In the

last months of the rainy season the temperature gradu-
ally sinks below 80° F. , when the season merges into

winter. The humidit}- is high; during a typluKm the

atmosphere is saturated. These typhoons occur from
June to October. They are circular wind and rain

storms, the centre of which slowly moves along a fairly
well-defined path from southw^est to northeast. The
nearer the centre is approached, the severer the storm
becomes. Destructive winds are frequent during these

storms, and the rainfall is often extraordinary; as much
as si.xtceu inches of water having fallen in one day. In
the absence of typhoons liglit showers occur daily. Often

every day is rainy. To recapitulate, the rainy season
continues from June to November ; the temperature is

high and irregular; the luunidity is high and the rainfall

is great; typhoons may occur during this period. The
change from one season to another is very gradual.
Tiiroughout the year, monsoons materially iliminish tlie

discomforts of a tropical climate. They are winds, the

dii'eetion of w hieh depends on the location of the centres

of high and low pressures. During the summer months
the prevailing direction of the wind is toward the north—i.e., toward the northern low-pressure centres. Com-
ing from the equator, these mon.soons are warm, often

hot. On account of the northern high pressure centres,
winter mon.soons have a southerly direction {i.(\, they
blow from the north) and are cool. Monsoons naturally
intluenee the climate.

In addition to the regular monsoons there are. along
the coast, local land and sea breezes which serve to mod-
erate a tropical tem]>eraturc. These breezes are produced
by the difference between the land and the waters as re-

gards the radiation of heat. As heat radiates more rap-

idly from land, there are, in the late afternoon and dm--

ing the evening, light winds from the water, whereas

in the early morning light breezes blow from inland.

These breezes may slightly change the direction of mon-
soons.
The range in temperature between the liottest and

coldest seasons is oidy eight or nine degrees. This

change, with that in humidity and in the monsoons, pro-
duces an effect which is felt by the individual in a more
decide<l manner than is shown by the thermometer. The
chief features, then, of a troi)ical climate are a hot, dry
season, a rainy season, and a winter season, with a con-

stantly high temperature in each. The latter is the most

important feature and more accurately defines the word
"tropical" in the expression "tropical diseases" than
does the mere geographical signilicalion of the term. In
this sense a portion of the year in temperate climates is

tropical, and the duration of this Iropic'al period gradu-
ally increases as the distance from the efiuator diminishes,
until the Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn are
reached. Within these parallels the entire year is tropi-
cal.

The term "tropical diseases," if used in its strictly

geograjihical sense, includes only a few unimportant dis-

eases; while in the broader sense (which has l)een given
to it in the preceding i)aragra])h) it may properly be said

to include the following classes of diseases: First, a
small group of unimportant diseases occurring only in

the tropics. (Type: yaws.) Secc d, a larger group of.

diseases wiiich occur in the tropics and subtropics, and
occasionally during the hot months in temperate cli-

mates. (Type: yellow fever; dengue.) Third, a group
of diseases which occur in all climates, but more per-

sistently iu the tropics and subtropics. (Type: malaria.)
Fourth, a group of diseases which arise in tropical and
subtropical regions—in which they are endemic—and at

varying intervals of time spread to different parts of the
world. (Type: bubonic plague and cholera.)

In addition to the above-mentioned classes, many dis-

eases common to temperate climates are present in the

tropics, but to include them in "tropical diseases"
would necessitate a discussion of the entire realm of

medicine. Diseases which are produced by factors that

constitute an integral part of certain meteorological con-
ditions arc very few and, as a rule, unimportant. Ex-

cept in rare instances, they ma}- be prevented. Here

may be mentioned frost-bite, sim-stroke, heat-exhaus-

tion, etc.

Indirectly, climate plays an important role in all the
diseases that are caused by specific agents, the viability,

reproduction, pathogenicity and dissemination of which
may be greatly influenced by cold, heat, drought, rain,
etc.

T/it' Sin-face Features of the Country.—The topography
of tropical countries is essentially the same as that of
countries belonging to higher latitudes. In some dis-

tricts, by reason of their high elevation, several distinct
climates may occur within a remarkably limited area.

Woodland, often with hcavj' undergrowth, is abimdant.
This feature materially aids the long and severe rainy
.season to supply numerous small streams which often
overflow the lowlands. Th(^ soil, which in general is

very fertile, [ilays little or no part in the problem of

tropical di.seases.

The Character and Condition of the Penple.—Ignorance
and poverty are the prevailing conditions in most of the

tropical races. At the same time they are, as a rule,

very prolific.

liistory gives us very little information in regard to

the rise and progress of these nations. Most of them
were found in a barbarous or semibarbarous state; coii-

sequently they fell an easy prey to any or all who had
time or inclination to mix in their alTuirs. Generally
speaking, their education has been little advanced. In

many of the larger cities schools, colleges, etc., and in

some country districts a few schools may be seen, but the

type of these si^ats of learning has not beeti all that

might be desired, and at best only a limited number
coidd be bcnelited. Keligions of various kinds have, too
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often, gaiucil dnugiTous jtower; have liaiulicappi-d tlicir

schools anil virtually blocUeil their educatidii and ad-

vancement. Their reading has been limited, travelling
lias been coutinedto le.eal districts, and most ni'w -comers
have adopted local customs. For these reasons their

customs, ideas, etc.. have remained unchanged from one

generation to another. Of modern ideas, the}' have no

knowledge, especially regarding medical matters; their

dogmatic religious beliefs are oppo.sed to advancement,
and the disregard shown toward their religions, tradi-

tions, etc., by civilized man foster, too often, a si)irit

antagonistic (o moiiern learning.

Poverty and multitudes go liand-in-hand with igno-
rance to produce the most horrible conditions. The houses
of the ordinary natives are poorly planned and con-

structed ; light ami sewerage are bad, and tlieir streets

are faulty and filthy. These defects become the more
manifest in the presence of midtitudes, when there is a

rapid accumulation of filth, the decomposition of which
is most repulsive and to foreigners often sickening.
Their houses are crowded. <iften two luindred and fifty

human beings finding lodgment in a single house not

larger than an- eight or ten-room residence. Their food

is poor in qualitj- and iusutlicient in quantity. Their
water supply is usually obtained from small streams,
surface wells, and ])ools. Their sewerage is deposited on
the surface of the gnnmd about their lioiises and yards.
In habits they are lazy and little influenced by civil l&v,'

save when coerced. Thus they fall an easy prey to all

contagious, infectious, and jiarasitic diseases, unprepared
as they are to combat infection, to seek the world's

knowledge or to profit by the experience of other na-

tions. Naturally, under these conditions epidemic dis-

eases are always present, and it is often diflicult to

determine the extent of these epidemics.
In the tropics, the physical condition of the people is

fairly good. In spite of the fevers, amemias, etc., many
Jiged people are jiresent to demonstrate the facts that th(?

tropics, per se, are not inconsistent with long life, and
that the normal conditions of man in a warm climate

are almost the same as they are in a cold one. The
normal temperature, pulse and respiratory rates, diges-
tion and otlu^r functions are about the same as in the

higher latitudes. Again, the death rate in the larger
cities is not materially larger than it is in other climates,

except during an extensive epidemic.
Natives in all climates adopt those customs which are

best sintcd to the local conditions. In the tropics, the

houses consist maiidy of a roof, floor and widls of such a

character as will best keep out the intense light, the

severe winds, and the copious rains, and will admit, dur-

ing ordinary weather, as much air as jiossible. Their

clothing is light. They work during early morning and
late afternoon, leaving the nuddle of the day for loung-
ing and napping. Their lack of mental activity is due
more to their origin and ignorance than to a direct influ-

ence of climate.

In the trojiics the Iieat-regulating apparatus is not so

severely tried as in a temperate or cold climate. But
when individuals from other climates enter the tropics
the activity of their regulating apjiaratus must be of

another kind. In place of the rajiidly changing temjier-

atures, the apparatus must adajit itself to a constantly
liigh temperature. This change in activity is not a seri-

ous one, Init when associated with changes in food,

drink, exercise, etc., it may cause more or less disturb-

ance in the general physiological activity, which may
last a longer or shorter time, and may to a greater or

less degree reduce the natural resistance of individuals to

infection. But when this ]ieriod is jiassed, no marked
inconvenience from the heat should be felt, as the lieat-

regidating apparatus is sullicicnt to compensate the ex-

ternal temperature When the meteorological ob^erva-
tionsare considered, it is found that only on rare occasions

is the weather as hot hi the troiiies as it is during the

summer months in a temperate climate If harm does
follow it is due more to the constancy than to the degree
of heat.

Those who go to the tropics must be exposed to the
same infections as are the natives—no more, jiossibly
less, on account of their better hygienic surroundings.
Consequently a certain iiereeiitage of new-comers will be
ill for a certain length of time during their stay in a

tropical climate; but if the opportunities for infection
are the .same as they are in other climates, there is no
reason why new-comers should be ill oftener in the

tropics than in their former homes. In support of this

statement we may be jiermitted to cite the large number
of old natives and foreigners who maintain good health
in the tropics, the recent extensive movements of troops
in the tropics without injuricnis consequences, and the

specific causes of di.seases. Usually, if an individual,

shortly after entering the tropics, succumbs, some well-
known cause for liis death may be looked for.

Statistics of military operations possess practically no
value in an inquiry of this nature, for troojis campaign-
ing in any country are most liable to diseases.

Fauiiii.—The fauna of the tropics, on account of an
abundance of food, shelter and continuous warm weather,
is more diversified than in other climates. The im-

portance of this kingdom in medicine has only recently
become prominent by the discovery of the role acted by
mosquitoes in filariasis, malaria, and yellow fever; by
flies, ants, etc., in some of the infectious diseases; and

by rats, hogs, etc., in certain infectious and parasitic dis-

eases. These discoveries have demon,strated our limited

knowledge of the life-history, customs, anatomy, path-
ology, and ultimate fate of the several members of this

kingdom ; and they suggest the necessity for a more sys-
tematic study than has heretofore been made. The
present importance of this subject, in anticipation of

future discoveries relating to the propagation and trans-

mission of disease, should give a new impetus to zoology
and entomology. Asa matter of course, scientific work
along this line is important, but when we add to this

the practical knowledge which is to be gained in re-

gard to the dissemination and prophylaxis of diseases

affecting man, the iin])ortauee of this whole subject is

greatly enhanced. To medical men, esjiecially those

working in pathology, the importance of a thorough
training in zoology and entomology is manifest; in

fact, there has been ojiened a new field which in time
must j'ield the solution of nianj' of our perplexing prob-
lems.

Recent work on yellow fever demonstrates how this

disease depends on the life-history of the Stegomyia fas-

ciata. This species of mosquito is tropical, but can
thrive in temperate climates during warm months, to lie

killed by the first frosts. Yellow fever, therefore, is a

tropical disease which often prevails in temperate cli-

mates during summer months, to disappear after the first

few frosts. Dengue fever jirobalily dejiends on similar

modes of transmission. Future developments in this

field cannot now be prophesied.
Flora.—In a general way, what has been said of the

fauna applies also to the flora. Besides poisons of ]ilants

afi'eeting our races, enzymes may play an important and
at ]5resent an almost unknown role in medicine. Uecent
work demonstrates the importance of enzymes in plant

pathology. Way not some of these produce disease in

the human being? Some have believed that beriberi is

caused by an enzyme. AVliether this be a fact or not, it

is plain that there is still abundant room for speculation
in regard to numerous diseases of which, irs yet, we do
not know the causes.

PdthcUigical Cmmderations.—As pathology and bacteri-

ology have in recent years greatly extended the realm
of medicine and have explained many of the formerly
obscure points in the etiology, course, treatment, and

prophylaxis of diseases, one must turn to these branches
for more comjiletc information in regard to"troiiical dis-

eases." As our knowledge advances, the idle of sjieeific

organisms as etiological factors becomes greater and

greater. The number of disea.ses now believed to. be

entirely due to the presence of a sjiecific organism is large
and increasing. In this way the group of infectious and
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contiiirious diseases lias become tlie most important in

medicine.
After Uie discovery of siieeilic iiathoffenic orsanisms,

it was found lliat these orijanisms usually exist as sajiro-

phytes outside of tlie body.Vir i)ass a portion of tlieir life-

eycle in some lower animal. These facts c.\posc jiatho-

genic organisms to the struggle for existence atid make
them, to a great extent, dependent on conditions existing
in the several localities or climates.

For saprophytes, a certain amoimt of warmth, light,
moisture, food, and Iransportalion is necessary for their

preservation, propagation, and dissemination. Expcri-
nu'ntation has shown that many ccinditions inthience the

life, reproductive powers, preservation of virulence, etc.,

of micro-organisms. C'onse(iuently conditions present
iu the tropics may prove unfavorable to organisms which
are able to weather tetniferate or cold climates, and vice

versa; it is also possible for an organism to thrive in

any climate ; and, finally an organism may be so slightly
inliueuced by climatic conditions that for a time it may
thrive in almost any locality, only to die out after a

longer or shorter period.

Pathogenic organisms, which pass a portion of their

life-cj'cle as parasites in some liost of a lower order than

man, must depend on the presence of the host, the natu-
ral habitat and migrations of which must determine th(^

geographical distribution of the disease produced by the

respective parasite. Consequently if the host is tropical
or subtropical, or if it lias the power to migrate during
warm months into temperate climates, the distribution of

the disease is in the one case tropical and subtropical, or,

in the other, may be present in temperate climates during
the summer time. In all cases the fate of the host deter-

mines in great measure the fate of the parasite. Patho-

genic organisms, which pass a portion of their life-cycle
as saprophytes and a portion as parasites, are naturally
subjected to all the injurious conditions and fate of the

host above noted. On these conditions depend the difl'er

ences which are observed in certain diseases according as

they are encountered in the tropics or in other climates.

Diseases common to temperate and trcipical climates

may differ in severity, course, etc., even as they do in

any given locality ; but, as a rule, the clinical course and
termination are essentially the same in the two climates.

The field of medicine in the tropics has not been so llior-

ouglil)' worked as it has been in manj' places; hence
there are doubtless many unrecognized diseases which
serve to complicate the picture of some common affec-

tions. This possible and unavoidable error in diagnosis
should encourage the medical man, in the presence of a
disease which simulates malaria or typhoid fever, etc.,

but in which the clinical diagnosis is not confirmed by
laboratory methods, boldly to announce the diagnosis as

undetermined. In this way the attention of ijathologists
could more easily be directed to undetermined diseases.

Certain organisms thrive luxuriantly outside of the

body and produce toxins, which may, indeiicndently of

the presence of these organisms, cause disease. This
condition is called intoxication. Ergotism and pellagra
belong to this class. Owing to the favorable conditions
in the tropics for the growth of these parasites, their

toxins may play a more important role than is at present
recognized.

In no climate are tlie conditions so favorable to para-
sitic diseases as in the tropics. The dress of the natives

and their iieculiar customs favor parasitic skin di.seases,

and. as a matter of fact, these are very common. Intes-

tinal parasites are rife and filariasis is qtiite a common
disease.

Of the diseases which affect both man and animals,

cysticercus. glanders, and anthrax, etc., are most ini-

jiortaiit. They naturally vary in freiiucncv in the sev-

eral districts. In .Manila about four ])cr cent, of the hogs
killed are infected with cysticercus; only a few with
trichina'. Yet the cases of these di.seases in man are

comparatively rare. In about two hundred autopsies

only one instance of titnia was found; clinically, only a

few cases were noted. Glanders is prevalent in some

districts, but the disease in man is rarely noted. Antlirax
is also rare.

Diseases among animals are rife; epidemics of cattle

plague, etc., are frequent.
General llenid rkn.—While ordinarily the climate is equa-

ble, during the rainy and cold seasons sudden changes
often occur which have a more iironounced ellect on
natives than on foreigners. During tliese times tlie

natives wear their heaviest clothes, yet seem to be cold
and uncomfortable. This condition is often intensified

by the severe rainfall and higli winds acconipanyiug ty-
phoons, at which times all nol(t the marked increase in
the amount of urine secreted, this iiu-rease being caused

b}- the inactivity of the skin. The fact that an increase
in the number of small cells has been observed in sections
of kidneys removed at autopsy from cadavers of various

ages has furnished ground for the belief that these

organs were in a more m- less irritated state, and that this

irritation was proliably due to a diminution in the excre-
tion of urine, dependent upon the general increase in

activity of the skin.

During ordinary weather the natives wear very few
clothes, are barefooted, and thus are exposed to infection
of various kinds. Living, as they do, crowded together
in small rooms, usually on the floor, infection rapidly
spreads. It is astonishing to see a native well dressed
and apparently clean living in the filthiest surroundings.
These people seem to like it. O. en their food is kept,
cooked, and eaten amidst filth. Their domestic animals,
cows, hogs, goats, chickens, etc., have free access to the

house, and often convert the premises about the home in-

to a pen. In larger residences, in many places, the stable

occupies a portion of the house. Night-soil is usually
kept in pails in the liouse, to be carried off by tenders to

garden patches. The water supply of the natives is

often derived from pools and small streams which are

unprotected and which flow through fields on which

night-soil has been used, and into which all the filth

about the houses drains. Their small streams serve as

washtubs for clothing, etc., as bathtubs for the entire

town, as wallowing holes for domestic animals, and
finally as a source of drinking and cooking water.
When these conditions are realized, and especially

when we reflect that cholera, plague, typhoid, etc., are

always present in many countries, the wonder is that any
of these unfortunate beings survive. Fortunately, Provi-
dence has mercifully arranged, through the agency of

severe rain storms, for the washing out of many of tliese

filthy places, and through that of a hot sun for the roast-

ing of a goodly portion of the organisms which survive
the floods. Notwithstanding these natural prophylactic
measures, a variety of circumstances—as, for example,
the protection offered by the flora and fauna of the re-

gion, and the ignorance and poverty of the peojile
—

pre-
serve all the conditions required for the propagation and
dissemination of diseases. To this normal condition of

disease-promoting factors there must occasionally be
added the occurrence of a famine, due to a general failure

in crops or to an epidemic among domestic animals, etc.

Consequently, preventive medicine must battle, not only
with these natural ditficulties, but also with unlimited

poverty, with ignorance, and with multitudes influenced

Ijy dogmatic religious beliefs.

Owing to their origin, education, etc., the nations

occupying tropical countries h.MVe, with rare exceptions,
been incapable of self-government. This fact. coii]>led
with the possible gain of riches, has attracted the atten-

tion of civilized nations to the tropics and has led, in

many instances, to the active commercial exploitati(ni of
these cinintries. Naturally, the resulting increased in-

tercourse between tropical and temiierate climates has
awakened a new interest in all conditions prevailing in

the tropics, has furnished a iiifans for the introduction
of tro]iical <liseases into temperate climates, especially

during the summer montlis. and has given to "tropical
diseases" a new interest and a practical bearing. This

impetus has, within the past few years, restilted in a

rapid ilevelopnieiil of our knowledge regarding the eti-
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olojcy, course, and piopliylaxis of "tropical diseases."

Each advance imlicalcs more clearly tluit the greater
number of these diseases are infectious and coii.sequently

may be prevented, and that each step in preventive
medicine renders the trojiics more habitable for races

accustomed to temperate climates. Our increased knowl

edge of troi>ical diseases enables us to identify, in tem-

perate climates, diseases—such as ankylostomiasis, fila-

riasis, etc.—which, without the knowledge so acquired,
would escape recognition. Thus at home, in a tem|)er-
ate climate, we are exposed to many so-called "tropical
diseases."

As a result of modern interest in the tropics, of modern
research in regard to the disseminatiou and prophylaxis
of "tropical diseases," the monumental work of the late

Major \Valter Reed, United states Army, must be cited.

Lastly, as our knowledge of "tropical diseases" in-

crea.scs, the imjxtrtance of tlieir geographical and meteoro-

logical relations diminishes, and the conclusion is reached
that they are equally as important to the medical men of

temperate climates as to those of the trojiics.

W. J. Calvert.

TRYPSIN. See Btncrem.

TRYPTOPHAN iPROTEINOCHROMOGENi.—In their

classic wnik on "
Dir Nrnlauimn' iiaili W'lsuclicn

"
(1831)

Tiedemanu and Gmelin noted the peculiar red coloration

which pancreatic juice and the intestinal contents of

animals gave with chlorine water. Claude Bernard failed

to observe the reaction with//r.*/( pancreatic juice. The
researches of Iviihne and his followers have indicated

that the color reaction is due to a product of the cleavage
of proteids, especially through the agency of pancreatic

digestion. Kiihne found that the characteristic reaction

could be obtained ecpially well with bromine water, which
is now more generally used in testing for the substance.

If a mi.xture containing the rose-colored product of the

reaction be shaken with amyl alcohol the colored product
is taken up by the latter solvent and shows in this u <'liar-

acteristic spectroscopic absorjitiou near the D line. The
name tryptophan (from Dpi'Trro/iai and (paivu) was introduced

by Neumeister as indicating the origin of the body in the

decomposition of proteids. Stadelmann applied the less

familiar term proteiiioc/ironior/eti, reserving the word pru-
teinochrome for the colored compound of which the halo-

gen (IJr) forms a part. Trytophau is now known as a

typical and constant product of the tryptic digestion of

proteids. It may iilso arise when the albuminous sub-

stances are split up by baryta water, dilute acids, or the

action of bacteria. When proteids are digested with

purified pep.sin or papain (?) it is not obtained. Glaessner
has shown, however, that it is formed bj' the enzyme
pseudopepsin. which is associated with true pepsin in the

gastric membrane. Tryptophan may arise in the autolysis
(self-digestion) of tissues, even in the absence of bacteria.

The vegetable enzymes bromelin (from the pineapple)
and nepenlhin (from Nepenthes), as well as those from

many other plants, also form products which are said to

give the violet color with chlorine or bromine water.
In the earlier attempts to isolates and identify trypto-

phan, the cliromogen was precii)it.ated from its solutions
in the form of the halogen compounds which are obtained
with bromine or chlorine. The residts were not constant.
and the products of ditTcrcnt investigators varied in their

composition, owing to the dillicnlty of separating them
completely from other decomposition jiroducts of the

proteids, such as peptones. Accordingly various analj-
ses have been reported which showed the compound to

contiiin carbim, hydrogen, nitrogen, and bromine (or chlo-

rine). Pyrrol and indol derivatives were obtained as de-

compositioi\ ju'oducts. Nencki regarded tryptophan as
the mother substance of some of the pigments (melanins,
etc.) which have tln-ir origin in the animal body. The
latter yield similar ]iroducls of cieavage.

Tryi)tophan was lirst isolated as such by Hopkins and
Cole. In composition it corresponds with the fornuila

CnllijNjO.j-. and it has been identified as skatol amido-

acetic acid, which Nencki believed would be found as the

precursor of those indol derivatives that arise during
the putrefaction of proteids. The jnire. colorless crys-
tals show great proneness to undergo brown jugmenta-
tion on heating with acids, or even with water alone.

Tryptophan thus isolated gives the well-known Adam-
kiewicz [U'oteid reaction (with glacial acetic acid and
concentrated sulphuric acid), which has been shown to

depend upon the presence of glyoxylic acid in the acetic
acid used. Solutions of the isolated tryptophan also give
the "pine-slip" reaction direct. otTering strong evidence
of the presence of i\u: pyrrol ring (or the indol nucleus).
The investigations of KUinger have m;ide it |iro!)able
that tryptophan is a jireeursor of indol in the putrefac-
tion of jiroteids, and that it thus bears a direct relation
to (he indican of the urine.

For the methods of isolating tryjitophan. the reader is

referred to the papers of Hopkins and Cole. To test for

tryptophan in solutions containing jiroducts of proteid
decomposition, the following method is usually em-
ployed: The solution is acidified with acetic acid, and

gradually treated with two or three volumes of saturated
ijromine water until a reddish-violet precipitateis formed.

Large amounts of proteid may first be separated by pre-
cipitation with alcohol. The "tryptophan is then searched
for among the alcohol-soluble products, after removal of
the alcohol by evaporation. Lnfayette B. Mcudel.
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TUBERCULIN, See Tubereulum.

TUBERCULOSIS.—An infectious disease caused by
the bacillus tuberculosis.

Historical.—It is possible to divide the literature of
tuberculosis into six periods. 1st. The description of
the tubercle as a specific structure. 2d. The early clini-

cal and anatomical study of phthisis and other lesions of

the disease. 3<1. The liiscovery of the infectiousness of

the disease and the proof by this of the etiological unity
of the lesion.s. 4th. The discovery of the bacillus and
the proof that it was the cau.se of the disease. 5th. The
discovery of tuberculin. 6th. The study of modes of
infection and the part played by animals in the extension
of infection.

1st. Although the word tubercle bad long been used to

designate a small nodule, it was not until 1793 that it was
described by Bailej'as a specific structure. He (lisiribcd

under this name a special formation whioli he found in

the lungs in cases of phthisis. The tubercles are small
rotmd bodies, never exceeding the head of a pin in size,

and which ar<' formed in the cellular tissue of the lung.
Large tubercles can be formed by the union of small.

The centres of the liirge tubercles are converted into

pus, and this transformation of tubercles into abscesses
is the cause of phthisis.

'id. Biiylein 1811 m:ule an anatomical .study of phthisis
based on one hundred !ind nine autopsies. He defines as

phthisis all lesions of the lungs which produce disorgani-
zation and destruction of the lung tissue. He character-

izes phthisis clinically as an enniiiMc of symptoms con-
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sistiug ill cough, dyspnoea, marasmus, hectic fever, and
sonu'times purulent expectoration. Anatomically he dis-

tinguishes si.\ varieties of phthisis, but gives special

importanee to the first two, tuberculous phthisis and

granular phthisis.
In tuberculous phthisis the lung contains tubercles

formed of an opaque homogeneous subslaiu-e having a

whitish-yellow or grajish color. These tubercles are at

first firm, but thej' afterward soften in their centre, and
are linally destroyed by suppuration. The tuberculous
alfection is a chronic disease of a special character, but

probably of a scrofulous nature, and should not bo re-

garded as the result of intlammatiou. The second va-

riety, granular phthisis, often aecompaines the lirst. In

thi.5 the lungs are filled with miliary transparent granules
of cartilaginous hardness, from the size of a millet seed

up to that of a grain of wheat. These granules are not

e.velusively localized in the lung, but may be met with
in the peritoneum, intestine, and heart. This is the first

descrijition of miliary tuberculosis.

In 182C LuOunec proclaimed from his study of patho-

logical anatomy the unity of the different forms of jihthi-

sis, and he found tlie eharacteiislies of the disease in the

cvoluliou of the tubercle.
" The progress of pathological

anatomy has demonstrated that pulmonary phthisis is

due to the development in the lungs of a peculiar forma-
tion which has received the name of tubercle. The tuber-

cidous material develops in the lungs and in other organs
in two principal forms, as isolated bodies and as infiltra-

tions. Each of these forms presentsa number of varieties

due chiefly to their different degrees of development.
The isolated tubercles present four varieties which ma}-
be distinguished as miliary tubercles, crude tubercles,

granulations, and encysted tubercles. The tuberculous
infiltration presents three varieties which can be desig-
nated as crude tuberculous infiltration, gray tuberculous

infiltration, and yellow tuberculous infiltration. "What-

ever may be the form into which the tuberculous mate-
rial finally develops, it presents in its origin the appear-
ance of a gray or semitranslucent mass which gradually
becomes yellow, opaque, and very dense. It finally

softens, becomes almost as fluid as pus, and is expelled

by the bronchi, leaving in its place cavities commonly
known as ulcers of the lung, and which we designate as

tuberculous excavations." Laennec also recognized the

specific character of these lesions.
" One cannot regard

the tubercles as the result of inflammation of some one of

the constituents of the lung without destroying the re-

sults of observation and making a strange abuse of rea-

soning. If inflammation has any influence on the ap-

pearance or the development of the tubercles, it is only
to prepare the soil and make it favorable to their growth ;

in the same way as the soil when cultivated after a long
repose will gernunate a nndtitude of seeds which have
lain in it for a number of years."
The views of LaPnnec prevailed generally until the

more careful anatomical investigations of Virchow. In

his work on the l3'mph glands Virchow sa3S: "More
careful observation shows that the scrofulous affections

of the lymph glands are secondary, and not due to any
preceding blood crasis or any general change in the char-

acter of the blood, but secondary in relation to the local

changes of tlio.se parts from which the glands obtain

their lymph. The gland swelling is due to certain sub-

stances ])roduced in consequence of pathological proc-
esses, wliicli are carried over in the lymph to the next

lym]ili nodes anil iiroduce in them similar irritation.

This can take an inflammatory character or a progressive
develo])nient without evidences of inflammation. The
condition is called scrofula when slight irritation jiro-

diiees extensive glandular swellings. In certain individ-

uals the swelling continues, and this is (Ik' reason why it

appeals to some as an inde])en(lent jiroeess. Tlie coii-

ilition is connected with a weakness of the individual or

of certain parts of the body. This constitution can be

acquired, as is shown by the freciuency of such con-

ditions in prisons, where the nutrition (if the inmates is

not suflicient. The signs of this weakness are a dimin-

ished capacity of resistance of the tissue toward disturb-
ances and slighter powers of recuperation." After de-

.scribing the caseation of the products of inflammation in
the lymph glands he says: "A similar condition can take

place in the inllammatory products of a mucous mem-
brane when these remain for a considerable time at the

lilaee of their formation. They also become thickened
and caseous. This takes place in no other part so often
as in the lung, where the alveoli and small bronchi be-
come filled witli such caseous masses, and that condition
arises which, since LaRniiec, has been given the name of
tuberculous infiltration, and which I consider as caseous
infiltration or caseous hejiatization. This may involve
entire lobes of th(; lung, or it may be limited to single
sections of the lung and then corresponds to what is

ordinarily deseribed as crude tubercle. Sometimes it is

limited to small groups of lung alveoli; then it is miliary
caseous hepatization. There is nothing that justifies us
in considering these masses as tubercles. Along with
this, tuberculosis can take jilace, but the tubercles are
seated in the walls and not in the lumen of the air pas-
sages."
Virchow described the tubercle on the other hand as

an organized structure, a neoplasm. It has a cellular

structure, but is not vascular. It arises from the pro-
liferation of pre-existing structures and is never an exu-
dation. The larger tubercles are formed from the union
of a number of small tubercles. These sharp, precise
views of Virchow represent a grc!.' advance.

They were purely anatomical, and based on his studies
of the histogenesis of pathological processes. His knowl-

edge of microscopic struetun-s enabh'd him to separate a
new formation of tissue from an exudation. It was per-

fectly logical from such a study to make the distinctions
which Virchow made. LaBnnec's idea of the unity of
the process was based on similarity of the gross appear-
ances, and he was probably also iutlueneed by his clinical

knowledge of the disease, finding the same general clini-

cal course in the various types of the lesions. There is

no histogenetic unity of the tuberculous lesions, the only
unity is the etiological one which was given by the work
of Villemiu and Koch.

3d. The infectiousness of the disease. Koch in his work
on tuberculosis gives Kleneke (1843) the credit for the

discovery of its experimental transmi.ssion, but says he
did not continue his experiments, and they were for-

gotten. Kleneke's experiments on tuberculosis were
undertaken in accordance with his idea that contagion
was carried by pathological cells which have the power
of generalizing an affection. He saj's he has been able
to transmit cancer and melanosis, by intravenous injection
of the cells, from man to the dog and cat. The tuber-
culous cells are capable of being transplanted in the same
way. Tuberculous cells iirejiared by one of hisa.ssistants

were introduced into the jugular vein of a rabbit, which
when killed six weeks afterward showed extensive tuber-
culosis of the liver and of the lungs. The rabbit served
to inoculate a crow, but without result. Although
there is no doubt that Kleneke did succeed in transmit-

ting the disease, it in no way detracts from the credit of
Villemin. Villemiu (180.")) showed that rabbits inocu-

lated subcutaneously with tuberculous material from a
man, from a cow, and from a rabbit became tuberculous.
At the end of twenty to thirty days the animals began to

emaciate and finally died in a state of extreme cachexia.
The; autopsies slmwed tuberculosis of the lymphatic gan-
glia and a formation of tubereles in the viscera and on
the serous membranes. Cohiiheim. in his celebrated ad-
dress on tuberculosis, gives Villemiu the credit of the

discovery. He says: "At this time a discovery was
made in France which not only marks an incomparable
advance in the history of tuberculosis, but from which
must date a coniplet<' change in the general conception
of the process. There have been few discoveries which
have so inllueneed meiliciil thought ;is Villemin's proof
of the transmission of tuberculosis. Wherever seientilic

work was carried on. head and hand were set in motion
to repeat Villemiu 's experiineutsaud to prove his views."
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In 1868 Chaveaux producefl tuberculosis in three heifers

by giving them, by the alimentary canal, tuberculous
material from a cow. He conlirnietl the work of V'ilk-

min anil concluded that the alimentary canal constituted

iu cattle as in man an imporiant channel of infection,

and one more common than the air passages.
4lli. The lirst publication of Koch iu which he do-

scribed the tubercle bacillus, its mode of culture and
relation to the lesions of the disease was made in 1882,
and was followed by a further paper in 1.SS4. This is

the most importjuit contribution to our knowledge of the

disease, and ranks among the most important contribu-

tions to medical knowledge. It marks the beginning of

an en(n-mous increase in the lileniture of tuberculosis,
and did more than any other publication to stimulate
research in infectious diseases. The structure and tlie

histogenesis of the tubercle were studied by uininal ex-

perimentation. The presence of the bacillus and tlie

capacity of producing the disease e.vperimentally wire
shown to be the criterion of what was tuberculosis.

Every doubt as to the unity of all processes in which the

bacillus was found, however varying their anatomical
characteristics might be, was removed. The terni scrof-

ula disappeared from medical nomenclatiu'e.

5th. No less stimulating was Koch's discovery of tu-

berculin in 18'J0. He considered this tlie active chemical
substance which was iiroduced by the bacilli, to which

important symptoms and lesions were due. The high
hopes which lie had of tuberculin iu the therapy of the
disease have not been entirely realized, but, from the
work which the discovery of tidierculin stimulated, our

knowledge of the disease has been greatly increased.

More attention was directed to the study of the bacillus

and its varieties.

Cth. In the last period of the literature, which is not
marked by any special publication and may be said to

begin about 1898, attention has chietly been directed to

the study of the comparative pathology of the disease,
modes of infection, and immunity. Methods of diagnosis
liave been made more accurate, the importance of early
diagnosis has become more appreciated, and rational sys-
tems of prevention and treatment have been inaugurated.

The Bacillus.—The bacillus tuberculosis is a small,

non-refractive, rod-shaped organism, general!}' from 3 to

2.ri/iin length, or from one-quarter to one-third the diame-
ter of a red blood corpuscle. It is not motile, is usually
slightly curved, and both in the lesions and in sputum is

more often found in small groups than singly, the small

groups of two or three bacilli representing those which
were contained in a single cell. There is considerable
variation in the morphology. Organisms are found
which are much longer or "shorter than the ordinary
forms, and in recent years a number of observers have
described, both in sputum and iu old cultures, long,
branched, and club-shaped forms similar to the branched
forms of the diphtheria bacilli. In many cases the bacilli

do not stain homogeneously, but represent a striking al-

ternation of unstained and brightly stained points, resem-

bling a short chain of streptococci. Such forms are fre-

quently found in the sputum, and the unstiuned points
liave been considered to be spores, but there is nothing in

the life history of the organism to justify us in the belief
that spores arc produced, nor do the unstained areas have
the refraction .so characteristic of spores. This irregular
staining is best shown by staining the bacilli intensely
with fuchsin and decolorizing with sulphide of soda.
The bacilli stain with (iilllculty. Staining reagents seem
to penetrate with dilliculty, but when stained they retain
their color under conditions in which other bacteria are
decolorized. It is this property which enables their de-
tection and dilTerentiation from other organisms. The
best method for their detection in fluids is .staining with
cjubol fuchsin with following decolorization in Gabbet's
stain (two-percent, alcoholic solutitni of methylene blue
in twenty-tive-per-cent. sulphuric acid). In tissues they
are best stained by the method of Kiihne, which consists of

staining in warm carbol fuchsin. using Ineniato.wlin as a
counter stain and decolorizing in Orth's discharging lluid.

Their detection in sputum is a matter of great prac-
tical importuiice, for it is on this that the diagnosis of

lung tuberculosis is principally liased. The morning
sputum coughed up by the patient should be examined.
This should be spread out on a dark plate and the more
opaque consistent particles picked out and spread on a
cover slip in a thin layer. The cover slip is then dried
and heated over a llame to render the albumen insoluble.

Several drops of carliol fuchsin are placed on \\w. dried

surface, the cover slip is then boiled over the llame an<l

placed iu Gabbet's fluid for one to two minutes for de-
colorization and counter stain. The bacilli are usually
fairly abundant iu the S]uitum of cases of lung tubercu-
losis, and there is no dilliculty in their detection. Occa-
sionalh' small, hard masses may be found in the sputum,
esiiecially in cases of advanced tuberculosis with cavity
formation, ndiich are entireh' composed of tubercle

bacilli, and which represent pure cultures of the bacilli

growing on the walls of the cavities. I have several
times seen such masses iu the sputum after the use of
tuberculin. The positive diagnosis of the absence of
bacilli can be made only after repeated examination of

carefully selected portions of sputum, or by boiling the

sputum in two-per-eent. caustic potash and examining
the sediment. The sputum may also Ijc digested iu pan-
creatiu and the .sediment examined. In the lesions in the
tissues the bacilli occur in extremely variable numbers,
and the examination of numbers of sections may be neces-

sary to detect them.
There are few bacilli with which they may be con-

founded. They closely resemble the lepi'os_y bacilli, but
it can rarely happen that the question of differential

diagnosis from these can come up. The leprosy bacilli

stain with carbol fuchsin in the same way. but they also
stain with the ordiuar}- bacterial stains. There is much
more danger in confounding them with other bacteria of
the acid-resisting group, such as the smegma bacilli and
a bacillus frequently found in hay and in dairy products.
There can be little doubt that these bacilli have been fre-

quently confounded with the tubercle bacillus, the for-

mer in the examination of urine, and the latter in the
examination of dairy products. The tubercle bacilli can
be distinguished from these by the fact that they re-

tain their color in alcohol after they have been differ-

entiated, while the smegma and the hay bacilli ate
decolorized. There may even be difficulties in the inoc-
ulation test, for the hay and butter bacilli produce in rab-
bits and guinea-pigs nodules which closely resemble
tubercles, though the\' lack the characteristic caseation.
The tubercle bacillus was first grown in pure culture by

Koch on solidified blood serum. But little can be added
to his description of the growth. In from ten to lifteen

days the first sign of growth appears as dull white points
or specks on the surface. These cling lightly to the sur-

face and appear as dry scales. According to the amount
of material used for inoculating the surface, the abnn-
dance of bacilli contained in it. and their distribution on
the surface, there is a greater or less extent of surface cov-
ered by the scales. At first the single scales are sejiarate,
but finally they become joined and form a thin grayish-
white coating over the surface. On transplanting to "fresh

tubes more bacilli are carried over, they are more homoge-
neously distributed, and the growth forms a connected
membrane. The extension over the surface is not caused

by the wandering of the bacilli, nor by the bacilli piling
over the edge, but In' the membrane being shoved over
the surface by the contiinial growth. The bacilli never

liquify the scrum, nor do tliey grow into it. but always
remain on the surface At the edge of the growth the
small masses of bacilli have peculiar forms when ex-

amined under the low power. They grow in fine, l)ent,

or curved lines, often having the shape of the li'tterS.

The ends of the masses are jiointed and the mi<ldle is

swollen, giving them a spindle shape When the bacilli

arc very numerous in the tissues they may appear in

masses having this form. Such masses may be seen in

the walls iif tuberculous cavities of the lungs and in the
tubules of the kidneys. (Plate LVI.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVL

Fio. 1.—Section from llic Liiug in ii Case of Miliury Tuljcrculosis. n. Tubcielc contaiiiiiig numer-

ous Imeilli; /', tuberele with fewer Imeilli; <• luui </, tubercles with cheesy centre and containing
no nuclei ; c, cross-section of a blood-vessel surrouuiled by a deposit of pigment. ^Magnified 50

dianietevs.

Fk;. ,'.—The IJlue-colored Portion of the Tubercle a in Fig. 1. The tubercle bacilli are stained

blue, the nuclei of the cells brown. Magnified 700 diameters.

Fig. 3.—A Small Artery surrounded by a Mass of Tubercle Bacilli. From a bronchial gland in a

case of miliary I iiberculosis. Magiiilird KM) diameters.

Fro. 4.— .\ I'orliiin of llie Wall of the Artery shown in Fig. 3. Jlaguified 500 diameters.

Fig. 5.—Section from a I'lithisical Lung, showing the ('rowdiiiir of the Tubercle Bacilli into the

Alveoli. Magnilied 100 diameters.
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Blood serum reiiiains on tho wliole the best incdiiim

for tlie growth of tlic b;icilli, esiiccially for obliiining llie

primary growth. An important addition to tho tecli-

uique of their growtli was made l)y tlie diseovery that

glyeeriu added to the cidture media faeilitated growtli.
The bacilli grow readily on agar and bouillon to which

glycerin has been added. It is verj- ditlicult to obtain a

pure growth of the bacillus from sputum, or even from
the tissue lesions in man, owing to the liability of con-

tamination with other organisms. Kitasato was the lirst

to olilain a jiure cull ure from S])Utuni. The cultun; is

usually obtained by inoculating an animal and using its

tissues for cultivation. The advantage is that the bacilli

are abundant, and if the animal has been killed there are

no contaminating organisms. Snuth has shown that it is

better to \i.se considerable portions of tlie tissues for in-

oculating the tidies, as the bacilli have become accus-
tomed to growth in such tissue. Growth becomes more
easy in every subculture as the bacilli become accus-
tomed to a saprophytic existence. The bacilli in pure
culture adhere together in masses which are diliicull to

separate, so that it is ditlicult to obtain a homogeneous
mixture of them in a fluid. Hesse has strongly recom-

mended, for cultivating the bacilli from a sputum, a me-
dium containing a soluble albumen preparation known
as Niihrstoff Heyden. He obtained upon agar containing
O.Spercent. of this substance along with three per cent, of

glycerin a characteristic microscopic growth of the bacilli

from tuberculous sputum in three days. Even when
other bacteria are present, the commencement of the tu-

bercle growth can be demonstrated in contact prcpai'a-
tions in five or six hours. This is the best medium for

obtaining a primary culture from sputum, though it is

not the best medium for their continued growth.
The tubercle bacilli are not saprophytic under natural

conditions. They grow only within narrow limits of

temperature, and will not find favorable conditions for

growth outside of the animal organism. The tempera-
ture limits of growth are 30'-43° C. Growth takes place
best at a temperature of 39° C. Cultures will usually be-

come sterile after twelve months. Bacilli in dried spu-
tum kept in the dark may remain virulent for from si.x to

ten months. Tlie sputum does not lose its virulence by
alternately moistening and drj'ing. The dried sputum
in a chamber, exposed to dilTuse daylight, may retain its

virulence for two months. Putrefaction does not destroy
the bacilli, but they are rapidly killed by sunlight. Smith
has shown that a temperature of 60° C, maintained for

twenty minutes, will kill the bacilli in water, salt solu-

tion, bouillon, and milk, but that a membrane formed on
the surface contained living bacilli after sixty minutes'

exposure to this heat.

Fatly acids are important constituents of the tubercle

bacilli, and Uuna has supposed that the resistance of the

stain to acids depended upon these fats. Aronson has
shown that the body which gives the acid resistance is of

the nature of a wax, and when this is removed the stained

Jjacilli are no longer acid-proof. The best anal3'sis of the

tubercle bacilli is that of Kilppel. He finds in 100 gm. of

dried tubercle bacilli: Fat and wax, 26..5 : nucleic (tuber-

culinic) acid, 8.5; protamin, 24. .5; nucleo-proteid, 23;
mineral substances, 9.3; proteinoid substance, 8.3. Ac
cording to Behring the nucleic acid possesses in high
degree the specific properties of Koch's tuberculin.

Levene found differences in the composition of the

bacilli dependent upon the medium on which they were

grown.
A substance called tuberculin is present in cultures of

the tuliercle liaeilli and in the infected tissue. It may be
extracled from the dead bacilli and represi'nts the sum of

their proteid substance. It is not known whether it is

actually given olT from the living liaeilli as a secretion,

analogous to diidilheria and tetanus toxin, or wdiether il

is exclusively derived from their protoplasm. Koch first

descrilied this substance and its action at the Interna-

tional Medical Congress in Berlin in 1900. As first pre-

pared it was known as crude tidiereulin. The bacilli are

grown in large dishes, which give a large surface to the

growth. The culture medium used is bouillon contain-

ing one per cent, of peptone and from four to six per
cent, of glycerin. The bacilli grow abundantly in this,

forming a thick yellowisli membrane on the surface.
After six weeks growth ceases and the membrane begins-
to break up and sink to the bottom. The culture is then

evaporated to one-tenth its volume on the water bath and
the residue filtered through porcelain. Tuberculin as s»
prepared is a brownish liuid, the color being due to the
concentrated color of the houillon, and contains enougk
glycerin to preserve it indefinitely. It evidently repre-
sents a number of different things, including a concentra-
tion of the soluble substances of the bouillon. Later. Koeli

attempted to purify the product by extracting the pul-
verized bodies of the dead bacilli. He produced two sub-
stances, one soluble in water and one sohdile in glycerin.
The material soluble in water has the same action as the
crude tuberculin. Koch was led to the therapeutic use
of tuberculin by the dilTcrence which he found in the
inoculation of a healthy and a tuberculous guinea-pig
with a virulent culture of the tubercle bacilli. In the
normal animal subcutaneous inoculation leads to the for-

mation of a tuberculous ulcer, which persists until the
animal dies from generalized tubercidosis. If a second
inoculation is made five or six weeks after a primary,
only induration and necrosis of the tissue at the site of
inoculation are produced. The necrotic tissue is thiown
off and tho ulcer heals by cicat: nation. He found the
same results from the dead bacilli, and endeavored to
obtain the chemical substance which was present in the

body, and which caused the second inoculation to take a
more favorable course. In his explanation of the action
of the remedy he supposes that the bacilli produce sub-
stances injurious to the cells, causing them to undergo-
coagulation necrosis. Such necrotic tissue forms a bad
culture medium for the bacilli and they die. A greater
amount of this substance causing necrosis will extend the
area and still more wall off the bacilli contained in it.

The necrotic material may become detached and remove
the bacilli contained in it outside of the body. The tu-

berculin contains the material which produces the necro-

sis, and when injected in sufticient amounts into a healthy
man will cause fever and toxic symptoms. Very small
do-ses injected into a tuberculous subject will cause fever
and other sjmptoms. It also exerts a local action on tu-

berculous tissue, producing intense hypcra-mia with leu-

cocytic invasion and increasing tlie extent of the necro-
sis. It has this intense general and local action in the
tuberculous subject b}' increasing the amount of tuber-
culin in the fluids and in the local lesions, some being
always formed by the bacilli in the alfected subject.
This hardly explains its action because a severe general
and local reaction takes jilaee when the tuberculous lesions

are so slight as scarcely to be manifest, and it can hardly
be supposed that in such lesions, containing only a few
hundred bacilli, an appreciable amount of tuberculin can
be produced. It is generally considere<l that the action
of tuberculin is specific, that its local and general action
in very small doses, 0.1-1 mgm., is exerted only in tuber-
culous individuals. There are opposing opinions to this
view of specific action. Roenier and Buehner have
obtained the tuberculin reaction in tuberculous guinea-
pigs with extracts of otlur organisms. Tubere\ilin reac-
tion has been obtained in man in ca.ses of syphilis and in

other infections, and in individuals w-lio were clinically
in perfect health. In these cases it is impossible to say
that an individual giving the tuberculin reaction lias not
some focus of latent tuberculosis. Koch regarded the

remedy as directly curative in the early stages, the ad-
vance of the disease being slojipi'd and the lesions cica-

trized. The most enormous literature on tuberculin fol-

lowed the publication of Koch. Every physician who
could obtain any of the precious fluid published his re-

sults, however insignificant they might be. The remedy
seemed to have a more decideil and favorable action in

tuberculosis of the skin than in any other forms. Por-
tions of tissue here can be exeisi^d and tlie influence

exerted on the lesions followed. Its general action was
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seen to be the production of acute inflammsition in the

lesions with leucocytic iuliltratiou and seious and libiin-

ous exudation. Tlie general results were not favorable

to the views of Koch. Numerous autopsies were made
on cases of tuberculosis in which the remedy had been
used. It was shown that it could be dangerous and even

fatal, producing extensive iullainination around foci in

important organs and leading to dissemination. The
strt)ngest possible reaction succeeded the enthusiasm
with which the remedy was first greeted. At ]iresent it

seems to be the opinion that tuberculin is of great impor
tance in the diagnosis of tuberculosis in animals (cattle)

and in man, being far more accurate tlian any other

mode of diagnosis with the exception of the bacteriologi
cal and experimental ; it is available when these methods
are not. It is of therapeutic value in certain early cases,

and when most judiciovisly- used. It is a very dangerous
agent when considered as a general remedy for the dis

ease.

Differences in Bucilli.—In his first work Koch held
that there was but one species of Itdjercle bacillus, and
that all forms of the disease in man and in animals were
the same, and due to the same bacillus. Subsequent
study has shown that this statement must be greatly
moditied. and that tiicre are several distinct varieties or

strains of the bacilli. These dill'erent strains are distin

guished from om- another less by their morplmlogj" and
cultural characteristics than by the effects which they
produce on inoculation. The general opinion seems to

be that they caimot be made to pass one into the other
either by cultures or by series of inoculations. Un-
doubtedly much confusion in the pathology arises from
these variations. It will be necessary to repeat a great
deal of the work which has alread.v been done, holding in

mind these differences and in every case determining the

character of the organism which has been used in the ex

perim('nts. These different strains of bacilli will be con
sidered in the tuberculosis of animals.

Differences in Virulence.— Great differences are found
in the clinical course of the disease and in the character
of the lesions. In certain cases the disease runs its

course, ending in death, in a few weeks or mouths; in

others it takes a very chronic course, and may terminate

fatally only after years. Autopsies show an extraordi

nary number of cases in which infection has been fol-

lowed by cure or at least by complete quiescence of the

disease. In the microscopic study of the lesions the
same differences are seen. In one case little or norepara
tive action of the tissue; in another a formation of fibrous

tissue, limiting the extension of the process. These dif-

ferences are due to a number of factors: The anatomical
structure of the organ attacked, which may or may not
favor the dissemination of the bacilli or the chemical
substances derived from them; the number of bacilli and
theii- mode of (mtrance into the tissue

; jteeuliar individual

qualities of the tissue attacked or of the body generally.
There is undoubtedly a great difference in the organs

and tissues attacked as regards their favoring or not the

niiiltiiilication of the bacilli, this difference being due
not to anatomical arrangement, but to peculiarities prob-
alily of a <-lieinical nature. It is ]iossible also that there

may be differences in different individuals, the bacilli

finding all or similar tissues iu one more favorable for

growth than in annther. It is generally assumed also

that there are difVerences in the virulence of the bacilli.

There are certainly differences in the virulence of the
different strains of the bacilli, the bovine being most
virulent, the human coming next. The virulence of cult-

ures al.so diminishes in the course of cultivation. There
is some uncerlainty as to the variation in viridence of

primary cultures of the human and bovine, and whether
we can refer differences in the lesions anil in the clinical

course of the disease to this. Variations in the viridence
of human cidtures may be due to infection with other
than the human bacillus. Vagedes has studied the viru-

lence in thirty different cultures of the bacilli. Three
were from rabbits which had been inoculated, two were
from cattle, and the others were obtained directly from

the linman sputmn or from contents of cavities. He
tested the virulence by inoculation with a suspension of
the bacilli made by rubbing u]) weighed amounts of the

pure culture iu a given amount of water. He found
three different degrees of virulence, four of the cultures
derived from man being as virident as the bovine. The
most virvdent culture came from a fifteen-year-old girl,
both of whose pareids had died of the disease. The
autopsy of the girl showed advanced lesions of the hmgs
and intestines. The less virulent cultures came from
the cases which clinically showed a less rapi<l course.
There was very lit tic difference in the character of the

growth iu the different cultures. One culture of medium
virulence resembled the avian type of bacillus, and there
was much similarity in the shape of the organisms be-
tween those from his most virulent case and the bovine.

Tuberculosis in Animals.—The disease never appears in

animals in a wild state. In some it never ajjpears spon-
taneously, though they may be highly susceptible to in-,
oculation. The same rules for infection govern the dis-

ea.se in animals and in man, being dependent upon the
situation of the lesions, this determining the ways by
which the bacilli leave the body and the opjiort unity
given by the life of the animal for the entry of the bacilli

into the tissue. The disease in animals is of great impor-
tance, both from the enormous economic loss it entails

and because animals play a certain part, the importance
of which is probably overestimated, in the transmis.sion
of the disease to man. It is also of importance that tiie

tlisease can be given to animals, because our knowledge
of the disease has been chietly obtained through animal

experimentation. The unity of the disease could have
been established only by animal inoculation. Modes of
infection followed by preventive measures have been
studied in the same manner.

Tuberculosis of cattle is the most common and the
most important form of animal tuberculosis. The form
of disease differs iu main' respects from that in man. and
the identity of the two has been established only in the

last twent3'-flve years. It is characterized chietly by the

jiresence of hard, tumor-like masses up to 2i) cm. in

diameter, on the serous surfaces or in the viscera. The
masses are often flat on top and attached to the surface

by a pedicle. Several such masses may be united to-

gether by small attachments, and hang from tlic serous
surface like a bunch of grapes. The l.irge masses are
formed from the conflmnce of single tubercles, which
give the surface an irregular character. The smaller
nodules are hard and fibrous on section, later they be-

come caseous, infiltrated with lime salts, and have a

peculiar bright-yellowish color. They may undergo par-
tial softening, becoming filled with a yellowish, greas.y,

gritty material of the consistence of mortar. Microsco-

pic examination of the younger nodules shows a struct-

ure composed of single tubercle with epithelioid and

giant cells containing bacilli. The lungs contain irregu-
lar solidified areas, circumscribed tumor-like masses
similar to those first described, and cavities with smooth
walls, filled with yellowish, thick, tenacious, often fetid

material. The extension along the bronchi is very evi-

dent, the separated single lobules are often affected, the

single small foci in these resembling the gra]ies on a

bunch, the stems being represented by the bronchi filled

with and siirroumled bj' yellow caseous material. The
lymph nodes are always infected, and ma\' be the only-
seat of the disease. Infection seems to take place chiefly

by inhalation and the bronchial and mediastinal nodes
are tho.se most often affected. The nodes may be enor-

nioualy enlarged, forming bard caseous or calcareous
masses with peculiar yellow pigmentation. The grayish
tumor-like masses have given the disease the name "Perl-

sucht,''or pearl disease. Acute general miliary tubercu-
losis as seen in man does not occur, though miliary
tubercles harder and more transparent than in man may
be found both im the serous surfaces and in the organs.
Ulceration of mucous surfaces is not common, although
in the trachea and larynx ulcers may be found which take
the form of large projecting masses formed of conglome-

I
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rate tubcrck'S, iind whit-li stTiu lo liave burst thrmi<,'li the

iMUcmis nu'iiiliiHiU'. I liavc sci'ii one rase in which tubcr-

ciiliisis iif tlie ])critonfUin ludU the fi)rm(if a clill'usr case-

atidii of the suifacc^ witli acUicsidiis between the intestines

wliich were tilled with coninumicating ulcers, the whole

fonnin_i; a mass which it was impossible to disentangle.
Tul)erculosis of the nianuna is common and important
from its relation lo the infection of milk. It may be pri-

mary or a part of the general ]u-oce.ss. It usually com-
mences as a dilTuse uniform thickening of the posterior

part of tlic gland. The gland at this time may contain
bacilli wliich are apparently growing in the ducts, since

the}' can be squeezed from it through the udder. Later,
the gland becomes tilled with tibrous or easf'O-ealcareous

masses, and increases greatl}' in size. The milk may
present a normal appearance, even when there is ad-

vanced disease of the gland: later, it becomes thin, blu-

ish, and on standing gives a sediment which contains
uumeious bacilli. The bones are rarely affected.

The disease ordinarily takes an extremely chronic

course, and may remain latent for years. The animals

may become fat, appear to be perfectly well, and yet the

autopsy shows an advanced tuberculosis of the serous
cavities. When the disease takes a more rapid course,

cough begins, there are fever, discharge fi'om the nose, and

rapid emaciation. The disease is widely spread over the

entire civilized world. It increases in a definite propor-
tion with age, and is e.xtremely rare in calves. Most
cases are in cattle over si.x years of age. It is more fre-

quent in cows than in oxen and bulls, which may in part
be due to the more confined life of the cows and the

greater demands made on their nutrition by pregnancy
anil lactation ; but it is probably due rather to the fact

that cows live longer. The disease spreads by contagion
and one animal may infect a herd. The opportunities are

good for the extension of the infection. The animals are

usually in close proximity, they cough forcibly, and can

project fine spray particles of sputum containing the

bacilli for a considerable distance; they commonly use
the same place for drinking, they lick away their nasal

discliarge, and by the habit of licking each other may
transfer the bacilli. The disease is most common in sta-

bles where the animals are kept closely confined.

There is much dilference in the susceptibility of the

different breeds of cattle. The purest breeds where the

selection of certain qualities economically valuable has
been made are those most alTected. The most susceptible
races are the Alderncys and the Short Horns. Certain

strains of these in England have been tlireatened with
total extinction. Wilson estimates that in Great Britain

there are 2,200,000 tuberculous cattle, and that the an-

nual loss caused by the di.sease is fy, 000,000 sterling.
The numbers of bacilli found in the lesions vary. They

are about as numerous as in the luunan lesions, and they
may be ]5resent in enormous nvnnbers. Tlie greatest
number of bacilli I have ever seen in a disease was in a

case of intestinal tuberculosis in a cow.
The most important practical question relating to bo-

vine tuberculosis is the part which it plays in the trans-

mission of the disease to man. The danger comes through
the use of the milk

;
the danger of infection through the

use of the meat of tuberculous animals is remote. Tu-
bercle bacilli have been repeatedly found in milk and in

milk products. They are always present in large num-
bers in the milk in tuberculosis of the udder, and may be

present in tuberculosis of internal organs wdani the udder
is not affected. When we consider the enormous frc-

(jucncy of bovine t\iberculosis and the facts that the milk

connng from different farms is all mixed before dis-

triliuting in the cities, an<l tliat the bacilli would cer-

tainly not be destroyed in the nnik, it is evident that

theymust be frequently ingested. But a small propor-
tion of the milk used in this country is boiled or even
lieated before it is used. Animals fed on nulk contiiin-

ing bovine bacilli become infected, but the opinion is

gaining that milk infection is an exceedingly rare source

of luberculosis in man.

Baumgarten (1SS2) was the first to point out differ-

ences in the transmission of the bovine and the human
disease. He says that inoculation with material from
bovine tuberculosis produced a disease which took a
quicker course ami led more rai)idlj' to a general infec-
tion than inoculation with material from man or dog.
He had no results from the inoculation of tuberculous
material from chickens and pigeons.
The bacillus of bovine tuberculosis is tlie common

cause of all tuberculosis in mammals with the exception
of man. The morphological distinctions between the
human and bovine bacilli are not sulliciently marked to en-
able us todistinguisli tlicm. The bo vine bacillus is a little

shorter than the human and the sizes are more constant.
The cultural differences are more marked. The human
bacilli from the start grow more vigorously than the

bovine, though the bovine are less intluenced by slight
modifications of the culture media. There are marked
ditfercnces in the charactt-r of the growth on the surface
of glj'cerin bouillon, the growth of the bovine forming a
more moist and translucent mcnd)rane with less tendency
to plication. The inoculation ditl'erences are more strik-

ing. The bovine is more virulent for all animals and
tends to more rapid generalization. When rabbits are
inoculated in the ear vein with like amounts of pure cult-

ures of the human and bovine bacilli the bovine inocula-

tion prodiices general miliary tuberculosis and death in

three weeks. With the human bacilli the animal lives

longer and may survive the inor-dation. A number of

inoculations in cattle have been made with jiure cultures
of both bacilli and with somewhat varying results. But
the general result shows that cattle are either conqiletely
immune to the human bacillus, or, if they acquire the dis-

ease at all, only slight local lesions are produced. The
study of the bacilli shows that the characteristics of each
form are retained after a series of cultures and animal in-

oculations. Those opposing the idea that the disease

may be transmitted from cattle to man base their belief

on a number of conditions. The tj'pes of human and
bovine bacilli remain constant, and only the human type
is found in pure cultures of the lesions in man. Bovine
tuberculosis cannot be produced by inoculation of the
human bacillus. Were infection bj' milk common, the

lesions in man would show the jirimary foci in the intes-

tinal canal. Experiments in feeding animals with tuber-

culous material produce a series of lesions pointing to

infection from the alimentary canal. Primary intestinal

tuberculosis or even primary tuberculosis of the mesen-
teric glands is rare in man, notwithstanding the oppor-
tunities for infection given in the extended use of milk.

Baumgarten has recenti}' reported a series of exjieriments
made twenty years ago, in which inocidations of the bo-

vine bacilli were made in man. Proceeding from the

views of Rokitansky regarding tlie opijosition between
tuberculosis and cancer a physician inoculated a number
of patients having advanced malignant tumors with pure
cultures of bovine bacilli, with the hope of effecting a
cure of the cancer. No intluence was e.xerted on the

c^meer, of which the patients died, and at autop.sy no
eff'ects from the injcctiim of the bacilli could lie found.

Opposed lo Ibis there have been a number of eases re-

]iortc(i of local and general tuberculosis in man due to

infection with bovine tulioreulosis, and some of them do
not admit of any doubt. The matter of this mode of in-

fection or the frequency of it is one which must be
cleared up by further investigation. The permanenee
of type of the bacillus must be more accurately deter-

mined, and tlie bacillus must be isolated and studied in a

large nuiiibi'r of liunian eases, )iarlicularly in tliose in

wliicli infection seems to have come from the alimentary
canal. The infre(|uency of primary tuberculosis of the

alimenlary canal is by no means opjiosed to the proba-

bility of food infection, because it is possible for the ba-

cilli to enter the tissues without the production of a
lesion at the point of entrance, or without any anatomi
eal evidence of the lesion. No effective control of bovine
luberculosis is possible. To use the liiberculin lest fvir

its detection and lo destroy all cattU' which give the re-

action woukl result in economic losses impossible for the
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state to meet. It would bo iibsuid to coTidemn as unfit

for cousiiiiiiiliou the meut of cattle wliiili sliow only a
caseous lyinith node as evidence of tlie disease. In

Massiicluisetts an attempt was mad(^ to exterminate the

disea.se l)y destroying all cattle which gave llic^ tuberculin

test, but it was soon abandoned. Tlie attempt at ex-

termination of the disease in the jiresent state of our

knowledge regarding infection should be undertaken
ratlier as an economic tlian as a liygieni(' measure. It

miglit possil)ly be lione by the general Government, but
not by th(- Slates. At present in jMa.ssaehusetIs Slate

control is limited to insiiection of herds and destruction

of cattle with evident extensive tuberculosis or with in-

volvement of the mammary gland.
Tubercidosis of the horse is rare; tlie disease is often

confoimded with glanders, especially the chronic formof
tliis. It is u.sually localized in the lungs and abdominal

cavity, and resembles the bovine disease. The all'eeted

lymph nodes may form enormous tumors. Histologi-

cally the disease is cliaracterized by the fibrous character

of the tubercles, the less tendency to calcilication as com-

pared with cattle, the number of bacilli in the lesions,

and their almost constant presence in the giant cells.

The symptoms arc not characteristic, and are not seen

until a late stage of the di.sease. After cattle swine are

most frequent lyalTected. The disease is most often seen

in j'oung animals, and is due to infection by the digestive
tract causeil by feeding them with tuberculous milk or

with the refuse of abbatoirs, A peculiar form of intes-

tinal tuberculosis is sometimes seen in very young pigs,

consisting in general diffuse necrosis and caseation of the

mucous membrane. The lesions closely resemble those of

diphtheritic dysentery. The di-sease often becomes gener-
alized with great rapidity and takes an acute course. The
bacilli are usually present in very small numbers. Sheep
and goats are rarely affected, although the disease can
be conveyed by inoculation. It takes the same form as

in cattle. In Prussia in 1894 abbatoir inspection showed
only 0.06 per cent, of tuberculosis in sheep. The dog,
though relatively immune, may contract the disease.

Villemin produced the disease in the dog by subcuta-
neous inoculation. Both the human and the bovine dis-

ease may be inoculated. Strauss has injected pure
cultures of the human bacillus into a vein, producing
miliary tuberculosis of the organs. Several cases of

spontaneous infection of the dog have been reported, in-

fection being due to the animal eating the sputum of a
tidjerculous master. The bacilli in the lesions are in very
small numbers. Shortly after the discovery of the tu-

bercle bacillus I had occasion to examine the tubercles in

the liver of a dog for bacilli. The case was an important
one at the time because it was regarded as proving the

presence of tubercles without bacilli. Forty .sections

were examined before a bacillus was found. Tubercu-
losis can be easily transmitteil to the cat, but the sponta-
neous disease is rare. The lesions have nothing charac-
teristic. In one case of spontaneous tuberculosis the
liver contained very acute lesions full of bacilli, and in

many places there was an actual injection of the capil-
laries with masses of tubercle bacilli. It has been known
for a long time that tuberctilosis is frequent in monkeys
living in captivity. In this animal, as in man, the pul-
monary form is most connnon, and tlie lesimis are very
similar to those in man, though the tubercles have a

greater l(?iidency to softening and may resemble ab-

scesses. The bacilli are present in about the same num-
bers as in man. The guinea-pig and the rabbit, although
so susceptible to ex]ieriiiiental tuberculosis, arc rarely
spontaneously affected even when in captivity. It is

very rare in the laborator}', even when animals are kept
in close relation with those infected experinientally, that

an animal killed for any other jnirpose will show tuber-
culous lesions. Jlico and rats are less susceptible than

guinea-pigs and nibbits.

The tuberculosis of fowls has a special interest because
it is due to a strain of the tubercle bacillus which is dif-

ferent from both the bovine and the human form. In-

fection takes place from the alimentary canal, though

the mucous membrane shows no ulceration. The lesions
take the form of small lirni tumor-like masses seated

principally on the iieritoiual surface of the intestine and
in the liver. The tumors are surrounded by a capsule of
connective tissue and arc easily enucleated. The tuber-
cle bacilli are more abundant than in the lesions in any
other animal. Section of a large nodule .shows a necrotic
centre which is full of bacilli. Around this is a layer of
tissue containing eiiithelioid and giant cells in which the
bacilli are less numerous. The bacilli are generally
longer than the human liacilli, and the cultures can be

distinguished fioui both this and the bovine. All ex-

perimental evidence is opposed to the idea that the hu-
man bacillus cau produce tuberculosis in fowls. Strauss
fed eight chickens wiih sputum rich in bacilli, and also

gave them a chopped- up tuberculous lung. The autopsy
showed no trace of tuberculosis, although masses of the
luberculous material were ingested. Martin has inocu-
lated chickens and pigeons in the peritoneal cavit}' with-
out producing any lesions. Subcutaneous inoculation of
the human bacilli may produce an alxscess at the point of
inoculation. The results of the inoculation of the guinea-
pig with the avian bacilli are distinctly different from
those produced by either the human or the bovine varie-

ties. An abscess follows subcutaneous inoculation but it

does not open and produce an ulcer. The animal usually
dies after some months, and at the autopsy abscesses are
found at the seat of inoculation, enlargement of the

lymph nodes, and a few tubercles elsewhere. The rab-
bit has an abscess at the point where it was inoculated,
and the bacilli are not usually found elsewhere. The
injection of the bacilli into the blood produces emaci-
ation and death in the course of some weeks. The liver

and spleen are enlarged and the vessels contain numbers
of bacilli, but there are no tubercles.

Dubard and Terre discovered in 1897 a form of tubercu-
losis in carp; it was due to a bacillus, the bacillus tuber-
culosis piscium, which lias the same staining reaction as
other varieties of the bacillus, but which will not produce
the disease in birds or mammals and grows at ordinary
air temperatures. The cultures much resemble the hu-
man and avian forms. Frogs are susceptible to inocula-
tion with the bacilli ; the lesions are much the same as in

other forms of tuberculosis, but caseation is not so evi-

dent. This bacillus contains a toxin with properties
analogous to those of the tuberculin of Koch. Ledoux
prepared these two toxins, making them as much alike

as possible. Both the fish and human tuberculin pro-
duced a reaction in guinea-pigs inoculated with human
bacilli, but the fish tuberculin was not so strong as the
human. One cubic centimetre of Koch's tuberculin
killed a guinea-pig which had been inoculated twentj--
eiglit days previotisly. The same dose of fish tuberculin

produced the same elevation of temperature, but was not
fatal.

Tuberculosis in. Man.—Jlortality statistics from all

civilized countries show that about one-.seventh of all

ilcatlis are due to tuberculosis. This must be based to a

large extent on the deaths in which the form of the dis-

ease is obvious. Every pathologist is aware of the fre-

quency of cases in which death from tuberculosis was
attributed to some other cause; and if all forms of the
disease were accurately diagnosed, the mortality would

probably exceed the figures given. There is no immu-
nity in the human race. Certain individuals may appear
to be more or less susceptible than others, but the ques-
tion of greater or less exposure to infection cannot be
ruled out. Differences in su.sceptibility could be deter-

mined only by inoculation with the same amount of the
same culture. There are of course great dilTereiices in the
race susceiililiilily in .•uiimals, Init the general result of

experinieiils has been to show that susceptibility of iii-

dividualsof a sjieeiesof the .same age and unclertlie same
conditions is about the same. No human race is exempt,
and the susceptibility in all is about the same, the relative

frequency of the disease being governed mainly by the

greater or less chance of infection given by the conditions

of life. There may be a difference in the susceptibility
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of the tissues of tlie l)0(ly due to loeal conditions, vliicli

may favor tlie reeeplion of tlie orj^auisnis. Tlicre niiiy

also be conditions brought about in various ways wliich

nia_v favor the multiplication of the bacilli when once
established. It seems to be a general rule tliat the young
of all species are more susceplible than adults. It is evi-

dent from the usual localization of the disease in man and
the opportunities which tlie bacilli have for leaving the

body that every individual witli tuberculosis is a focus

of infection, more or less dangerous according to the

locality of the tissues alTeeted and the extent of the le-

sions. This being so, densit}' of the population and the

greater opportunities which this gives for disseminating
the bacilli, are the priucii)al factors influencing the fre-

ciuencj'of the disease. The disease exists independently
of conditions of climate or soil. "Wherever the popida-
tion is dense the disease is frequent; wherever there is a

scarce rural population the disease is more rare, and this

whether the locality is in the east or west, north or south,
whether the altitude be high or low, wlu'llier the climate

be drj' or moist, hot or cold. The disease is rare in high
altitudes, but if one compares the tuberculosis curve with
the curve representing density of population it is seen

that the infrequeucy is due not to altitude, but to scarc-

ity- of population. The increase in tuberculosis in civil-

ized life corresponds with the irresistible movement of
the population to the cities, and the substitution of

sedentary indoor professions for agricultural occupations
in the open air. Paris gives a general mortality from
tuberculosis of nearly- 5 per 1,000, and from this there is

a gradual decline according to density of population to
1.81 per 1,000 in some of the co\intry districts. Density
of population means indoor life and factories. These

undoubtedly increase the danger of infection because the

bacilli in the sputum and discharged in the expiration

sprayare not exposed to the killing influence of sunMght.
Whether crowded conditions and indoor occupations
ajiart from increasing opportunity for infection have

any influence on morbidity is uncertain. They probably
have an influence on mortality. The frequencj' of the

disease is influenced by the dilTerent profession,?, and this

to some extent indepeudentlj- of density of population.
Tailors give a high mortality, which may be due in part
to the fact that this jiursuit is not undertaken by
the tuore robust. The disease is particularly common
among those exposed to the dust coiuing from vegetable
and mineral substances. The mortality in Switzerland
from stone-cutters is 10.47 per 1,000. It is also high in

those subjected to metallic rhist, as in the grinders. The
cause of this is proliably due to opportunities for infec-

tion combined with the creation of local conditions in the

lungs favoring the lodgment of the bacilli. An excep-
tion to this is given in the coal miners in Eughuid, who
have a low mortality from the disease, notwithstanding
the fact that their life in the mines is not under con-

ditions which we ordinarily regard as hj'gieuic. Cornet

explains this by the fact that in the mines there is no

opportunity for infection, the sputum not becoming dried

into dust. In Switzerland the mortality in agricultural
laborers is 2.10 per 1,000, railroad emi)loyees 1.S4, for-

esters 1.75, locksmiths 7.2, printers and lithographers
5.55, watchmakers 5.19, coopers 5.8, bakers 5.(), tailors

4.90. In Italy there is the high mortality of 4.-59 in stu-

dents and seminarists. Pastors in mountain villages
seem to have the lowest death rate from the disease.

When we consider the actual frctiuency of the disease,

as shown by the jiresence of anatomical lesions which
could have been produced onh' by the action of the ba-

cilli, the figures are colossal. Every pathologist is aware
of the frequency of caseous foci in lymiih nodes, of cica-

trices, nodules or indurations in the lungs, of a<lhesions

between the pleura', etc., the greater part of which cer-

tainly must be attributed to tuberculosis. In the Boston

Cityllospital, to which jiatients with advanced tubercu-

losis are not a<lmittcd, such lesions are found in the ordi-

nary C(mduct of tlie autopsy in about one-third of all

<;ases. Where the determining of tuberculous lesions is

t'sneciall}' held in view in making the autopsy, and where

microscopic examination of organs and animal inocula-
tion are resorted to for diagnosis of obscure lesions, the

proportion of cases is much greater. The inoculation of
animals with bronchial nodes coming from subjects pre-
senting no macroscopic evidences of the disease has
shown that the bacilli may be present without any or

certainly w-ithout (iasily recognized lesions. I Iiave

shortly had the opportunity to examine the lymph nodes
from a cow which .seennd both on macro.scopic and on cur-

.sory niicro.scopic exanunation to be intact, but a more
careful examination showed a few giant cells containing
bacilli with scattered epithelioid cells around them and
without an_v caseation. The most carefullj' carried out

investigations on the frequency of anatomical lesions in

tuberculosis are those of Xaegeli made on 50 I autop.sics

(X^i
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any cliniral iiiiinifestatiotis of the disease, and in most
cases the diameter of tlie lesions was not sucli as would
have ijiven rise to symptoms. Otlier statistics derived
from (liplillieria autopsies show about the same percen-

tage of tuberculosis. Berliner in Freiburg found 19

cases in 107 autopsies ou diphtheria, or 17 per cent. The
tuberculous lesions were usuall}' old, and as a rule were
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sputum when tliis becomes dry may enter into the dust.

Those disclinrijed iu the oi)en by the sputum may be ilis-

regarded. They are destroyed by sunliglit and otlier

conditions in the open. Tliey are not present, or at least

not present in a living condition, in the dust of the

street.
'

In close spaces (rooms) they have been foinid in

the dust when the rooms were occupied by tuberculous

patieuts. Sputum containing tubercle bacilli has been
dried on pieces of carpet, and guinea-pigs liave been
caused to inspire the dust wliich came from beating the

carpet, with positive results. Strauss has founil bacilli

in the nose of healthy individuals, by mi>pping out the

nose with pledgets of cotton, washing this out in bouil

Ion and injecting guinea-pigs. Jloeller found tul)ercle

bacilli in his own nose after two hours iu tlie consultation

room. Flligge thinks that it is not the bacilli in the dried

sputum, and wliich may enter into the formation of dust,
which convey the disease, but small particles of tluid

containing the bacilli whicli are projected into the air in

the act of coughing and even speaking, and which nuiy
remain for some time suspended in the air. Moeller sus-

pended cover-slips iu the vicinity of tuberculous patietits,

and found bacilli on them carried there by spray par-
ticles. He thinks the sputa containing the bacilli are

with difficulty broken up into dust when dried. The
infectiousness of the bacilli contained in the spray he
showed by placing guinea-pigs in the rooms with tuber-

culous patients and having them cough into the cages.
Several of the guinea-pigs became infected in this way.
Flies may also convey the bacilli from the sputum either

by carrying particles containing bacilli to food, or by
their e.xcreta. There would seem to be no question that

the infection can be extended by inhaling either dust or

spray particles, but there is little chance for this mode
of infection to occur in the open except in the immediate

vicinity of a case of pulmonary tuberculosis. Pigmen-
tation of the lungs by carbon shows that solid particles
can be carried into every part of the lungs. Tlie expired
breath in calm respiration is free from bacilli. It has
also been shown that the bacilli retain a close connection
with the sputum which comes from the lungs. The saliva

has been found iu most cases to be free even when the

lung expectoration contains numbers of bacilli. Kitasato
has also shown that a large proportion of those contained
in the sputum are dead.

There has been considerable opposition to this idea

of infection by inhalation. Those oppo.sing have ba.sed

their belief on the examination of healthy lungs of ani-

mals which, it has been asserted, are free from organ-
isms; also on the seeming impossibility of causing solid

particles to be carried by air currents along compli-
cated sj'stems of tubes representing the bronchi. The
best series of investigations, however, have shown that

the lungs of health}- animals may contain organisms.
That none was found is by no means proof that the

animal had not inhaled them, for thej' may be taken into

the lymphatics and removed from the lung with great

rapidity. After injecting the blood into the trachea of

an animal it is scarcely possible to kill it quickly enougli
to prevent the corpuscles from passing from the lung into

the bronchial glands Neniuger found that H. prodigio-
sus was carried into the lungs by the inhalation of sjiray

containing the organisms; also, when the organisms were

placed in the mouth and tlie animal cau.sed to make forci-

ble inspirations, they were' found in the lungs.
Infection by dust and sputum particles need not take

place solely by inhalation. Articles placed in the mouth
or food may become contaminated and infection tak(>

place by the alimentary canal. Primary tuberculosis of

the tonsils, whicli is not infrequent, an<l tuberculosis of

the cervical lymph nodes are to be referred to infection

from the mouth or pharynx. It is not necessary to as-

sume that every case of jirimaiy tuberculosis of the in-

testine and the mesenteric nodes is due to the tubercle

bacilli contained in milk. Bacilli may be taken into the

digestive tract iu many other ways than in milk. Infee

tion by tlu^ intestinal canal, even secondary, is not very
common in view of the possibilities. Wi' often find no

intestinal lesions in cases of advanced jihthisis, notwith-

standing the enormous numbers of bacilli wiiicli are
swallowed with the sputum.
There have been a number of cases reported of infec-

tion by the skin. Jlost of the.se have been in connection
with circumcision, the practice being to suck the wound
to stop the bleeding. Other cases have come from tat-

tooing, the saliva of an individual with pulmonary tu-

berculosis having been used to moisten the pigments.
Infe<:tion cannot take jjlace by the intact skin even when
bacilli are rubbed on the surface.

The most common form of skin infection is that given
in the poslniortem wart, the tuberculosis verrucosa.
There seems to be a strong local predisposition to this,

which is probabl}' due to some anatomical condition of
the sUin. Some individuals become infected while others
under the same circumstances of exposure are exempt.

It is in most cases extremely dillicult to sa}' when and
how infection takes place. It very often does not occur
under conditions which would seem to be the mo.st favor-
able. In the acute infectious diseases in many cases it is

possible to trace definitely the infection. Tuberculo.sis
is a disease of slow development. The infection, when it

takes place, maj' lead only to a latent tuberculosis, which

may become the active cause of the disease many years
afterward. In the study of tuberculosis in families there

are cases which show that one member of a family after

another maybe attacked, the d.' ease becoming a house

epidemic.
The study of marital tuberculosis has shown that infec-

tion may not take ])lace under conditions seemingly the

most favorable. Leudet has investigated the frequency
of infection in 74 marriages where one individual was
tuberculous. In 61 cases there was no infection. 'Of the
13 cases in which the survivor became tuberculous, in 6
of these the ancestors were tuberculous. In 112 cases
of widows or widowers, the former partner having been
tuberculous, only 7 had the disease. These cases, col-

lected by Leudet, were from the better classes, in which
the chances of infection were less. Delacour investigated
54 marriages, in which one individual was tuberculous.
In only 4 cases did the survivor die of tuberculosis. The
general result of all these iuquiries is to show that in

marital tuberculosis the female is more apt to be alTected

than the male. It is probable that the chances of infec-

tion in marriage have been somewhat over-estimated.

The iiarties are separated for a greater part of the time,
and the chances of infection would not be probably so

great as in the case of a mother or of two sisters living
in the same house. There are quite a number of cases
in which an individual with chronic tuberculosis had
communicated the disease to successive wives.
The influence of heredity in the extension of tubercu-

losis must be considered under two beads. On the one

hand, there is a widespread belief that the disease itself

is not inherited, but that the offsiiring of tuberculous in-

dividuals have tissues of a peculiar character, in that

they offer a better soil for the development of the tuber-

cle bacilli and the extension of the lesions. Some even

go so far as to refer such a suppo.sed inheritance to re-

mote ancestors, and see this disposition to the disease

alTect entire families. This is a W'idesprcad belief, and
one which it is diflicult to prove or disprove, cither sta

tistieally or experimentally. Experiments on aninials

give no basis for tlie belief. The young of tuberculous

animals, if they have not undergone an intra-utcrine in

fection, and if they be removed from sources of conta-

gion, are no more susceptible than the young of healthy
animals. It cannot be denied that children of parcnis
with tuberculosis, as the children of jiarents weakeiuil

by any disease, are as a class weaker and have less gen-
eral resistance than children of healthy parents, and
when the infection is once establisheil the disease may
spread more rapidly in such cases. The disease is so

common that if we consider the remote as well as the

immediate ancestors as a source of such a predisposition,
it is possible to tind an inherited source in almost every
case of tuberculosis. It is impossible to consider this
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supposed preilisposition to tlie disease apart from the

greater chances for tlie infection to which eliildrcn, in

families in wliich some one member is alTeeted, are sub-

jected. Even witli tlie best of care as regards siuitum,
the surrounilings of such individuals must become in-

fected by the s|Hitum .spray. The infection of the child

may not manifest itself for years; only a latent tubercu-
losis may develo]> and the disease afterward ajijiears,

giving a supposed e-xamjile of inherited predisposition.
The other view is that there is an actual inheritance of

tlie disease. True germinal inlieritance due lo infection

of either male or female germinal cell need not be con-

sidered, and the inherited tubcreidosis is really a con-

genital disease due to intrauterine infection of the em-

bryo or foetus. This tindoubtedlv may take place, but
all the evidence with regard loit tends to show its rarity.
It lias been demonstrated experimentally, the most im-

portant work Ijcing that of Gaertncr. He inoculated
white mice in the peritoneal cavity witli ttdiercle bacilli

and then had them fecundated. Mice arc less susceptible
to the disease than guinea-pigs, a slow form of tubercu-
losis being developed without any interference with func-
tion. The period of gestation is only three weeks, and
two or three litters can be obtained before the mother
dies of the disease, the later broods being obtained in an
advanced stage of the disease in the parent. The skin
and alimentary canal were removed from tliefa?tuses, the
entire bodj' was rubbed up in water and injected into the

peritoneal cavity of guinea-pigs. Two or three focuses
were used to inject a single animal. One hundred and
sixteen ftvtu.ses .so obtained were injected into thirty-six

guinea-pigs and two of these developed tuberculosis.

This is not a laigc number when it is considered how
favorable the conditions were for infection. He also

inoculated canary birds, by wa.y of the peritoneum.
Tlies<' laid nine eggs, wliich were used for the peiitoneal
inoculation of nine guinea-pigs, the result being that
tuberculosis devi'loped in two of the animals. Gaertncr
does not think that such experiments represent condi-
tions analogous to those in man. Relatively enormous
numbers of bacilli were placed in the peritoneal cavity,
and infection of the eggs and 3'ouug took place through
the oviduct. He injected the bacilli into the blood of
ten ])regnant rabbits. These lived a variable time, and
fifty-one young were obtained from them. Pie took from
eacii f(etus the entire liver, the bronchial lymjih nodes,
the spleen, and other tissues and injected the whole into
the peritoneum of gtiinea-pigs. Five out of the fifty-
one became tulierculous. He also inoculated mice in the
trachea with a single drop of culture. The inoculation

produced tuberculous foci in the lungs, a large spleen,
and a liver containing numbers of bacilli. Gaertncr ob-
tained from these mice seventy-four young, which were
used for the inoculation of thirty-nine guinea-pigs, with
positive results in seven.
A imniber of cases have been ptiblislicd in which con-

genital tuberculosis in both animals and man has been
demonstfatcd. The first case was that of Johne, who
found tuberculous lesions with bacilli in a new-born calf.

The bacilli have also been found in the tissues without

any lesions, Schmorl and IJireh-lIirschfeld investi-

gated the placenta and fo'tus from a woman who died of
acute miliary tuberculosis in the seventh inontli of ]ireg-

nancy. No tubercles were found in either placenta or
ftelus. Bacilli were found in the placental sinuses, and
animals inoculated with the tissues of the tVrtus acquired
the disease. Oiieho and Chamberlain found both tuber-
cles and bacilli in the placenta of a woman who liaii acute

miliary tuberculosis, and who died shortly after the birth
of the child. The child lived for twenty -.six days and
dieil of general tuberculosis. We may be warranted in

assuming congenital infection in a considerable number
of children who died of the disease in the first weeks or
months of life, but .such cases are rare. It is probable
that infection of the fo'tus can take place either from the
blood or bj' means of the genital canal, and either the
father or the mother may be the source of infection.
Jani was the first to show the presence of tubercle bacilli

in the testicles and seminal vesicles, and even in cases in
which these organs were not the seat of the disease. His
work has been confirmed by other investigators. Very
few bacilli have been found. Experimentally it has not
been po.ssible to transmit the disease by coitus either to
the mother or to the f(rtus. Friedniiin successfully in-

fected embryos by injecting the bacilli into the vagina
immediately after coitus.

Bauingarlen has been the most persistent advocate of
the theory of congenital tuberculosis. He was led to ad-
vance the theory as an explanation of the rarity of spon-
taneous infection of laboratory animals when they are

exposed lo it, and from the ditticulty t ( c\|>laining the
sitmition of nianv primary foci by the :...suiiipti(]n of in-

fection from without. Primary foci are undoubtedly
found in bones and other situations, to which the bacilli

could be carried only by the blood striam. He thinks
the bacilli are transmitted to the fa>tus or embryo by
either parent. The bacilli enter into the blood and may
be deposited in various organs or tissues. The fietal

tissues are an unfavorable soil for the growth of the
bacilli and the development of the lesions. The bacilli

may remain and the lesions slowly develop and remain
(luiescent for long periods, becoming cases of latent tu-
berculosis. He considers this to be the most obvious
explanation for primary tuberculosis of the bones.
There is absolutely nothing in favor of Baumgarteu's

theory that congenital tuberculosis plays any consider-
able part. It undoubtedly occurs, but it leads not to a
latent but to a rapidly generalized tuberculosis. There
is no evidence to show that the tissues of the embryo or
foetus are an unfavorable soil for the growth of the
bacilli. All statistics which have been collected on the

presence of latent lesions have shown that these increase

progressivel}' up to adult life. There is no necessity for

resorting to the congenital theory for the explanation of
tuberculosis in bone or other places where the bacilli could
be carried only by the blood current. It is compara-
tively rare that we find this localization of the disease
without an older focus at some place in the body from
which the bacilli in small number should have been car-
ried into the blood and deposited in the bones or else-

where. It is not even necessary to have an older focus.
Bacilli ma}- be taken into the circulation without any
evidence of a local lesion where they enter the body.
!Most of these bacilli would be stopped in the filter of the

lymph-nodes and develop lesions in these. Ribbert and
others explain the frequency of pulmonary tuberculosis
not as a primary disease of lungs due to inhalation, but
as a secoudaiy blood infection coming from primary
lymph-node tuberculosis. Jlost of the bacilli would be
stopped in the lyin])h nodes, but it is possible under cer-

tain conditions that a few of them might get through
into the blood without the production of lesions, or "of

lesions which can be recognized niacroscopically. One
sees not iufiYMiuently tuberculous lesions in the lymph
nodes which are apjiarent only on careful microscopic
investigation. The relative frequency and gravity of
tuberculosis np to five years of age are due to flie greater
opportunity of the voting child for infection and the rela-

tive lack of resistance of its tissues to the bacilli.

The character of the lesions produced by the tubercle
bacilli and the histogenesis of the cells cnlering into the
lesions have been thesubject of numerousinvestigations,
and by leading men in pathology. Not only has the his-

tology of the tubercle process been cU'ared up. but much
light has been thrown on other infectious processes by
the study of tubercles. We may divide the changes pro-
duced into two classes: in one, tissue proliferation is

jiroduced alone or predominates; and in the other, exu-
dations, which dilTer only in their ultimate end from
exudations ))roduced by a variety of intluenees. The
new formation of ti.ssue which results from the prolifera-
tion can ap|iear in the form of small isolated luidules, or
of larger nodules comjiosed of aggregations of the small,
or as a dilTuse formation of tissue of the .ssime character
as that eomiio.sing the nodules. The most numerous
cells, and ofieii the only cells, are known as epithelioid
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tolls. Those are cells wliieli vury soinewlmt in form and
size, and have, as their uauie sugjrests, some similarily
to epithelium. The protoplasm is elear or liuely j;ranii-

lar, the nucleus is vesieular, and usually oval or slightly
incurved. Among these epithelioid cells there arc larger
<;ells with numerous vesicular nuclei. These giant cells

vary in size and sha])e and in the number and arrange-
ment of the nuclei. They may be rotmd or irregular,
with numerous protoplasmic ))roeesses extending out

nmong the e|)ilhelioid cells. The nuclei are generally
arranged around the periphery of the cell enclosing a
central space free from nuclei, or the cell is elongated
and the nuclei are arranged at either end. The giant
cells may be found either at the centre of the nodule or

at one side. They muy be found singly, without any
<?pithelioid cslls about them. Outside of the epithelioid
cells, and often among them, there are niunbers of lym-
phoid cells. Between the lymphoid cells there is a
fibrous-tissue reticulum, which may e.\tend a short dis-

tance between the epithelioid cells, but which does not
anastomose with the reticulum formetl by the protoplas-
mic processes of the giant cells. The fibrous reticulum
is continuous with the surrounding connective tissue.

Such a structure as this is found only in the smallest and
most recently formed tubercles. The best examples are
found in the tubercles developing in tibrous or granula-
tion tissue and in certain organs, as the liver. The dif-

fuse tubercidous tissue is formed on surfaces under con-

ditions in which ordinarily only gramdation tissue would
be formed. It is found in joints, at the bottom of tuber-

cidous ulcers, on serous surfaces, and in the lungs. In
this formation the general appearance is that of granula-
tion tisstie composed of various kinds of leucocytes,
formed and forming counective tissue, and young blood-

vessels. In this tissue the epithelioid cells with scat-

tered giant cells are not sufficiently circumscribed to be

regarded as tubercles. Occasionally such a structure
is found only on the surface.

The histogenesis has been chiefly studied experimen-
tally, by injecting tubercle bacilli either into the general
circulation or into the vessels of single organs. The
•epithelioid cells liave the Siime genesis as they have in

granulation tissue, and the same marked property of

phagocytosis. They are derived from the large mono-
nuclear, homogeneous leucocytes of the blood, the ma-
•crophages of MetschnikofE, the ejiithelium of serous
membranes and of certain organs as the lungs, from all

varieties of lymphatic endothelium and from the endo-
thelium of blood-vessels, and from connective-tissue cells.

They diller from the epithelioid cells of granulation tissue

in being somewhat larger and paler.
AVhen the bacilli are injected into the circulation tuber-

cles are formed about collections of them in capillaries.

They may be primarily taken into polynuclear leucoc3'tes
at these places, but these leucoc\'tes do not enter into the
formation of the tubercle. The tubercle begins with the

presence of the bacilli in the endothelial cells of the ves-

sels, and the first cells are formed by endothelial prolifera-
tion followed by the proliferation of adjoining cells. In
the ti.ssues theclo.se relation of the endothelium of blood-

vessels cannot be so easily followed. Baumgarten from
Ids studies of the histogenesis of the tubercle believes

that all sorts of epithelium as well as the cells of meso-
dermic stitictures can form the cells of the tubercle. He
.supports his view by the presence of nuclear figures in

the adjoining cells. The nuclear tigures are foinul, how-
ever, .'iround the formed, and not the forming tubercle,
and represent regenerative proliferation. There are two
views as to the liistogenesis of the giant cells. Weigert
has always defended the view that they are formed by a

proliferation of nuclei of epithelioid cells, the cell being
so injured by the bacilli that it stops short of complete
division. !MetschnikofT also believes they an! formed by
nuclear division in a single cell, but ilenies that this is a

degenerative process. For him the giant cell isan active

phagocyti' and one of the means of defence in the strug-
gle between the bacilli anil the tissues. The other o|)in-

iou regards thiMu as formed by the uuion of single
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epithelioid cells. The formation of the tubercle and
tuliercuhius tissue is due to the action of the tubercle
bacilli themselves. Sinular changes cannot be produced
by the injection of chendcal sub.stances derived from the
bacilli. Typical tubercles can be produced by the injec-
tion of dead I uljercle bacilli. Conglomerate tubercles are
formed by the diffusion of the tubercle bacilli into the
tissue around a single focus. The bacilli may be carried
into the tissue by lymph streams or by leucocytes or the
epithelioid cells. Between the individual tubercles form-
ing the nodule there are numbers of lymphoid cells.

Around the tuberculous tissue there are changes of a
non-specific character due to the presence of the tuber-
cles.

Jlore characteristic even than the structure of the tu-
bercle is the degeneration of the cells composing it. The
cells lose their shape, the nuclei disappear, and the centre
of the tubercle becomes changed into an oi)a()Ue, homo-
geneous mass which may contain nuclear detritus de-
rived from the nuclei of the degenerated cells. This
change (caseation) is due to the tubercle bacilli, prob-
ably to toxic substances formed by them. Prud<len and
Hodenpyl have shown that the injection of dead tidjercle
bacilli into the circulation w-ill lead to the production of
nodules sinular in structure to ordinary tubercles, the

only difference being that caseation does not take place
in them. It has been held that the caseation of the tu-
bercle is due to its non-vascularit .\ but the tubercle pro-
duced by the dead bacilli is equall.y devoid of vessels.

The tubercle may not only undergo caseation, but other
forms of degeneration. The cells may become converted
into a perfectly homogeneous refractive hyaline Tiiass,

hyaline degeneration, or the connective-tissue formation

may involve the entire structure, giving rise to the
fibrous tubercle. Caseation is usually preceded by fatty
degeneration of the cells. Fresh sections of tiibercle
show fine fat drops in the cells outside of the caseous
centre, and even giant cells often show fat inside the row
of nuclei. As the tubercle increases in .size the degenera-
tion extends until it may involve the surroundin.g tissue.

The caseation varies in its extent and in the rapidity of its

formation. It is usually more extensive in tuberctdosis
of lymph nodes than in any other tissue. Lymph nodes

may become completel.v caseous, with little or no evi-
dence of formation of tubercles or of tuberculous tissue
within them. Tuberculosis of lymph nodes is usually
secondary to a tuberculous focus in their territory of

lymph supply. If the caseation is due to the active sub-
stances formed by the bacilli, it is evident that such sub-
stances can Ije brought to them from the affected territory
as easily as can the bacilli. ^Vith the beginning of the case-
ation polynuclear leucocytes apjiear in numbers in the

surrounding tissue and in the tubercle. The necrotic tis-

sue of the tubercle attracts them as does other necrotic tis-

sue. The number of bacilli in the ttdiercle varies greatly.

They can always be found in young forming tubercles
and often in consideralile numbers; in the older forma-

tions, single bacilli only are found or they may not be
demonstrable. They lie in the caseouscentre or enclosed
in the epithelioid or giant cells. They are more freipient-

ly found in the giant cells in animal than in lunnan le-

sions. Occasionally they are found in the granulation
tissue outside of the tubercle, lying between the lym-
phoid cells and without any specific reaction about them.
It is not easy to explain why the tubercle once formed
.should not homogeneously increase in size by the con-
tinued formation of tissue in the periphery and continued
central caseation. TIk' large lubercles are never formed
in this wav, but increase by the coalescence of single
centres. The lar;- solitary tubercles in the brain show
centres of caseation with a tissue lietween them which

finally becomes caseous without undergoing the specific

change into tubercidous tissue. The large tubercles in

bovine tuberculosis show a similar c<in,glomcrate struct-

ure. Even the dilTusc formation of tuberculous tissue

does not lead to the formation of larure masses. A Jios-

sibic explanation might be that the tissue which lies just
outside the caseation has acquired au immunity to the
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action of liacilli, niui tliese iniglit pass llirougli it with-

out exiMiini; any iiilliu'iicc, tlii" mbcrculous tissue ticiiig

foriiK'd only wIiitc this iniinuiiiziiig iiitlucnce is not fell.

A somewhat dilTeient action of the hacilli is seen wlieii

numbers of them are ilistributeil over a surface the cells

of which can lake part in the formation of the tubercle,
as in the lung. When the bacilli are injected into the

trachea the cells lining the alveoli proliferate and the

alveoli become tilled with large dcsijuamated cells and

giant cells.

A more important influence exerted l)j' the bacilli

is the production of exudations. The specific tissue

changes are in themselves relatively luiimportant; ex-

cept in cases of aeule miliary tuberculosis or in cases of

tubercle formation in organs essential for life, the specilic
tissue lesions arc rarely sulhcient to destroy life. The
bacilli can lead to the production of a serous, libriuous,
or purulent exudation. The formation of such exuda-
tions is almost inseparable from the action of the bacilli,

and may predominate oxer the tissue formalioM. I have
seen a case of acute miliary tuberculosis in a child, in

which vast numliers of bai'illi were found in the lesions

and in the vessels without changes in the tissue around
them, where the miliary foci in all the tissues reall}'

re])re.senled miliary foci of exudation. The tubercles,

partiwaiarly in the liver and spleen, appeared as foci of

tibriu; Tliese exudations are seen particularly in organs
whose structure permits a great nudtiiilication of the

bacilli, as in the lungs, where the bacilli can grow in the

walls of a cavity, as on the surface of a culture tube.

The ca.se with which exudation can take place in an or-

gan like the lungs or in a serous cavity facilitates this

action of the bacilli. They may be considered among
the true pyogenic organisms. Experiments have shown
that the subcutaneous injection of avian bacilli into an
animal usually leads to the formation of an abscess.

The distinctly jiyogcnic action seems to take jilace when
great luimbersof bacilli are iiresent, and when tliev have
little jiower for the production of those chemical sub-

stances which lead to caseation. I have seen .small defi-

nite abscesses in the hmg due to purulent exudation and

liquefaction of tissue in which the polynuclcar leucocjtes
were filled with tubercle bacilli. Xeitlicr the exudation
nor the surrounding tissue showed any caseation. This

sui^puration must be distinguished from the formation of

puriform material due to the liquefaction of caseous tis-

sue and the mingling of the broken-down granular fatty
mass in a s<'rous tluid. This is seen in the contents of a

jjsoas abscess, and in this the tubercle bacilli may not be
demonstrable. In the meninges the bacilli lead to the
formation of an exudation which is chiefly filirinous.

which contains various numbcis of polyiniclear and epi-
thelioid cells, and which is diHicult to distinguish from
that of other forms of meningitis. The exudation mider-

goes caseation just as iIh! tuberculous tissue doi'S. It is

difficult to avoid the conclusion that such an exudation

maybe due to the local action of the chemical products of

tlie bacilli.

Tuberculous ulcers may be proiluced either in thi' skin
or in the mucous membrane. They maj' be the lesult of
an infection extending from the surface or taking place
in the tiss\ic beneath. The jiroccss of their formation is

a simple one. and due to the formation of tubi'reh'S or

tuberculous ti.ssuc, with subse(|uent caseation and licpic-

faction of the caseous tissue. The ulcer increases in size

l)y the continued formation of foci and their subsequent
softening. This gives to the liase of the tdcer, w'hich is

usually undermined at the edges, an irregular, eroded

aspect. As the lymphaticsafford the easiest route for the
diffusion of the bacilli in th<; tissue, the ulcer usually
enlarges in the direction of the lymphatics. The tuber-
culous ulcers of t he intestine tend to enlar.ge transversch'
to till' axis, and girdle ulcers, extending completely
around the intestine, may be produced.
From a .single focus the tubercle bacilli may be carried

to other parts of the sameorgan or throughout the body.
The distribution can take |)lace by means of the blood,

by the lymphatics, or by natural channels whieb connect

a tuberculous focus with <ither parts of the organ, as the
bronchi in tlu' lung, m' with other |iarts of the body, as
the inlcstini'. These methods of distribution give rise to

speeial forms of tuberculosis.

Uistn'fiiitii/ii hji llhiiMl.—A few bacilli prol)ably enter
the blood in all cases. The lesions which are jiroduced
in the ditferint organs arc due to the character of the cir-

culation. Avhicli in some organs peculiarly facilitates the

deposit of insoluble substances suspended in the blood,
and to the character of the tissue, which may or may not
facilitate nuiltiplication and a<'lion of the bacilli. A
careful microscopic examination of the liver will show
the presence of a few miliary tubercles in almost every
case of tuberculosis. The circulation in the liver, giving
an enormous capillary stream bed with slow movement
of blood in the capillaries, facilitates <leposit of suspended
jiarticlcs just as a large body of wati'r facilitates sedi-

mentation. Miliary tubercles arc never foinid in volun-

tary muscles because the tissue olTers Unfavorable con-
ditions for their development. There is no other wav of

explaining the ])resence of lesions in bones than by l)iood

distribution. It is also possible that tubi'rcle bacilli may
enter into the blood without the production of a primary
focus. How these few bacilli enter into the blood stream
is a matter only of conjecture. In most cases they prob-
ably come from a tul)ereulous lym])h node, and in these
the lesions may be so slight as to elude observation.
When the tubercle hacilli enter into the blood in larger
numbers they may be deiiosited in single organs, deter-
mined by conditions of the circulation, or they may be

generally distributed, producing general miliary tuber-
culosis. In this, careful examinaticm of the body will

almost invariably show the source of the bacilli either in

a tuberculous focus in a blood-ve.ssel or in a tuberculosis
of the thoracic duct. The exce|)tions to this are so few
tliat we are warranted in believing that such a source ex-
isted but eseajied detection. The tuberculosis of the
vessel can result either from the infection of the inlinia

or from the extension into the vesselof a tuberculous focus

adjoining it. The former is the morc.common. In both
forms the tuberculosis appears as a thrombus formation.
A slow thrombus formation takes place at the point of
infection, and in the thrombus the tubercle bacilli grow
as in a culture medium. The vessel may be comjiletely
occluded, but generally the lumen is o]ien and the throm-
bus may be partially covered by the endothelium. Such
thrombi are most frequently fmmd in the iudmon,ary
veins, and may extend a considerable distan<e, two or
more centimetres, along the wall. They may be distin-

guished from ordinary thrombi by their opaipie white

appearance. jMicroscopic examination of tlie thrombus
shows a finely granidar or homogeneous mass, denser in

places, not unlike ordinary caseatit>M. In tuberculosis of
the thoracic (liH-t the infe<-tion can :iIso lake jilacc from
the intima or l)y the extension of an adjoiinng focus into

the duct. The duct may be converted into a solid case-

ous cord, or the lesion may be nnn-al. To the theory of

general blood infection by such foci various objections
liave been raised. Sections of the thrombus may contain

very few bacilli, anil it may appear so firm that apjiar-

ently the bacilli contained in it have no opportunity to

enter the blood. It is true that .sections of the thrombi

rarely show large numbers of bacilli in innnediate cini-

tact with the bloodstream. The bacilli were always
present in the cases examined by me. and in .some cases

tliere were great numbers of them. To show 1 he absence
of connection between the bacilli in the thrombus and
the blood si ream, it would be necessary to examine all

jiarts of it by serial sections. Moreover, it is only neces-

sary for the focus to have been a source of infection; it

need not be one at Ihetime the autopsy is iierformed.
We often find all the tubercles at about the same stage
of dex'elopmcnt, showing that the mass of bacilli jiro-

ducing the lesions have entered the blood some weeks

previous to the autopsy. The source of the bacilli may
be a very unusual condition. In one case of extremely
acute miliary tuberculosis in an adult the only old lesion

a|)]iarenl on firsi examination was a .small caseous focus
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ill the iipcx of llie limsr. wliicli sconipd to bo entirely
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and of otlier purlsslioweil nosouice of the haeilliin tlieni.

On the examination of the aorta a few miliary tubercles
were found at a point forming a line leadinjr up to a
small opening in the aorta whic'li was at lirst considered
to be the mouth of an intercostal artery. On slitting
this up it was found to be a minute aneurism of the ves-

sel, wliich was tilled with a easeous mass more or less

broken down and containing great nund)ers of bacilli.

The aneurism was the result of an inf<'Clion of the adven-
titia of the artery, the caseous degeneration exlending
fnmi this up through the media, which had given way
before it. The intima extended a short distance into the
aneurism. Althougli it ina.y not be possible to lind the
source of the bacilli in a vessel or in the thoracic duct,
I have never seen a case in which such lesions were
not associated with nuliary tuberculosis. The source is

not only shown in this way, but it is also evident from a
careful examination of tln^ tubercles themselves, Miicli
will very often be found in relation to the vessels. The
miliary tidjercles are never formed in certain places, and
are but rarely found in others, Tliey are never found in

the voluntary nui.scles, nor in the skin. It is very rare also

that any are found in the mucous membranes. Even in

the mucous uiendiranes of the alimentary canal, which is

so liable to infection fiom tlie lumen, we but rarely find

any eruption of the nodules. Whether there is any mul-

tiplication of the bacilli in the blood in these cases is un-
certain, although one occasionally linds cases in which
from the number of bacilli this conclusion seems almost
inevitable. I liave seen such a case in a child in which
great niunbers of bacilli were found in the capillaries of

the liver, both free and enclosed in epithelioid cells,

eitlier within or attached to the wall of the vessel. In
another case almost an injection of the capillaries with
bacilli was found in the liver of a cat. Cases of chronic

miliar}' tubcrcidosis are seen in which the tubercles are

larger and more advanced in caseation. It is usually
considered in these cases that small numbers of the ba-

cilli are constantlv entering into the blood .stream. It is

possible that an advanced tuberculosis of a lymph node

may give the necessary condition without our being abic
to follow the bacilli tbrougli the sinuses and inio the

blood stream. When the disease has once been estab-

lished, the number of bacilli in the blood may be added
to by their multiplication in the numerous miliary tuber-

cles in the walls of the vessels.

It is a rule without exception that, wherever the seat

of the tubercidous lesions may be, the lymph nodes
which receive the lymphatics from the atfecled regions
are tuberculous. In the tuberculous tissue the bacilli

are in close relation to the cell spaces and the lymphatics
of the tissue. They are carried to the lymph nodes by
the lymphatics, either free or cnclo.sed in cells. The
lymphatic vessels may be atTccted and converted into

while cords filled with caseous material containing ba-

cilli, or tubercles may be formed within them, Such a

lymphangitis is often .seen in the lymphatics extending
from a tuberculous ulcer of the intestine to the mesen-
teric nodes. The nodes form a barrier to blood infection ;

tliey retain the bacilli in tlieir sinuses. This barrier ceases

to be when the node itself is infected, and tubeicles de-

velop in the tissue of the sinuses, from which ba.cilli pass
into the blood. Miliary tuberclesarc formed in the nodes,
cither in the sinuses or in the follicles. The entire node

may be almost filled up with typical miliary tubercles or

by tlu; formation of ditVuse tulir-rculous tissue. In other
cases we tind tb(' nodes enlarged, partly or wholly ca-

seous, and wilhout any evidence of specilic tissue f<unia-

tion. Such a ]>rocess seems very simil.ar to the caseous

pneumonia in the lungs. Few or no bacilli may be
i'otmd in the caseous tissue, and it seems most probable
that the caseation is due not to the action of the few
bacilli in loco, but to the action of toxins which are

formed by the disease in the lymphatic territory, and
which are carried to the node and continuously act upcm
it. The lymphatics also play an important pari in the

distrilmlion of the liacilli around the focus of infection.
Tlic infection of tissue leading to the formation of a con-

glomerate tubercle takes ]ilace by means of the Ij'ni-

phalics. Careful cxanunation cf the lungs in tuberculosis
will often show tubercles or caseous tuberculous tissue
in both the periarterial and the interlobular lymphatics.
The infection of the large serous cavities of the body, par-
ticularly of the pleura, which is .so often the apparent
priniary focus of the disease, takes place by means of

lymphatics. The interlobular lymphatics of the lung
jKiss lo the jdcura. entering in{o the subpleural lym-
phatics, which <omniunicate with the pleural cavity.
Tubercle bacilli can enter these lymphatics either with-
out producing any lesion, in the same way that tlie dust
panicles can enter the lymphatics, or the lymphatic and
pleural infection can be secondary to an inconspicuous
primary lesion in the lung. The tuberculous infection
can extend just as carcinoma often does in a direction

opposite to that of the usual lymph current. There are
innumerable anastomoses, and" the direction of current

may be changed by occlusion of certain ves.sels.

No other way of extension has the same importance as
that along natural canals. These olTcr the readiest
means not oidy for an extension of the disease in the

organ alfected, but also for carrying it to other organs.
The' bacilli lind good ojiportunities for growth in these
canals. In tulieieidosis of th<' kidney we may lind tu-
bercles containing great mil liers of bacilli which are

growing in the peculiar spindle-shaped masses which are
found at the edges of pure cultures.

All these niodesof exten.sion and the interrelation of all

tuberculous processes can be studied to better advantage
in the lung than in any other organ. I shall give a short
account of tuberculosis of the lungs, as the disease here
is most important both clinically and |)alhologically. In
other organs the stuily of the lesions is much simpler.
The lungs may be primarily or secondarily infected. In-
fection takes place by means of the bronchi or blood-ves-
sels. The lymphatics play only a minor part in the
exteu.sion of the disease in the lungs. In no otlier organ
of the body does exudation become so prominent a part
of the lesions. It is diflicuit to separate clearly the le-

sions produced by blood infection from the infection

coming from the bronchi. The blood infection leads to
the formation of miliary tubercles, starting in the inter-

alveolar septa and in the other interstitial tissue of the

lung. The epithelium of the alveoli takes part in the
formation of the miliary tubercle, and bacilli are con-
tained not only in the tissue but in the interior of the
alveoli as well. With the entrance of the bacilli into the
alveoli the coiulitions making bronchial infection pos-
sible are given. Exudation also takes |)art in the proc-
ess, and fibrinous, serou.s, or hemorrhagic exudation may
be found in the surrounding alveoli. This condition is

more often found, and to a greater extent, in children
than in adults, and it may be impossible to distinguish
miliary tubercles coming from blood infection from
miliary foci of tuberculous ])neuiiionia coming from
bronchial infection. The infection by the bronchi is of

inruiilely greater iinporlauce than infection by the blood-
vessels. The juiniaiy infection of the lungs takes place
in most instances by inhalation, the bacilli in the dust or
in the spray reaching the tissue by the bronchi. This is

shown by the inedominatiug situation in the apices of
the lungs. A great many reasons have been given in

explanation of this, without any of them being satisfac-

tory. So far as can be deterinined by the silualion of
other lesions due to solid substances conveyed by the
blood-vessels into the lung, this situation of the primary
lesions in the apices does not speak in favor of blood in-

fection. The tubercles in miliary tuberculosis are more
nimicrous in the lower lobes of the lung, and abscesses
and infarctions arc also more apt lo be found in other

places than in the apices. There can be no doubt that
the primary infection may be h.Tinatogenous, and the

primary lesions are freipiently found in other parts of the

lung than in the apices. It is rarely possible to see the

early stages of a primary fiilierculotis lung. We fre-
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quenlly liiul either iiu olil easeous focus with cieatiiciai

tissue around it, or a focus of slaty induration with radi-

ate cicatrices extending into tlie tissue; or. rarely, in

cases of death from intercurrent disease we may find an
earlier condition. I onee found in the ape.v of the right

lung of a young man a single focus of tuherculous pneu-
monia O.ocm. in diameter, which differed in no respect
from the foci which are so conunon in advanced tidjer-

culosis. and which must be referred to bronchial infec-

tion. Microscopic examination in most cases enables us

to determine the character of the old lesions, and one

certainl)- gets the impression that they are pneumonic in

character.

It is rare that we find lesions that can be regarded as

definitely healed. Around the old caseous foci single
tubercles will be found outside of the cicatricial tissue

showing a slow infection, probably by means of the lym-
phatics. In the cicatricial tissue we shall generally find

fibrous tubercles which still show some remains of spe-
cific structure, or their situation maybe shown by cal-

careous or hyaline foci. Probably in most cases the

primary infection is followe<l by a period of quiescence,
in which the process is slow or arrested. The bacilli

increase in number, and infection of the siu'rounding tis-

stie through the lymphatics and bronchi takes ])lace,

leading to new foci, which become united into a single
caseovis mass by the advance of the caseation in the pri-

mary focus. There is usually no marked advance of the

process until the softening of the caseous tissue gives

opportunity for an extensive general infection Ijv the

bronchi. There is still much uncertainty as to the imme-
diate cause of th(' softening. It may be the result of the

formation, in the caseous tissue, of a "ferment which lique-
fies it in the same way that the liquefaction of the e.xu-

dation in lobar pneumonia is l)rought about. Or it may
be due to the action of other bacteria. The softening
takes place either in the middle of the focus, or in one or

several places, or at the edge, a line of softening separat-

ing the caseous mass. I have seen such softening take

place both in the lymph nodes and in the lung. In one
case there w'as complete seijucstration of a caseous mass
.as large as a lemon, which lay in a cavit}' filled with
thin purulent material. All around the edge of both
the sequestrum and the huig there were great numbers
of both tubercle bacilli and streptococci. With the ex-

pulsion of the softened mass there reiuains a cavity in

the tissue. The cavity is usually surrounded by a zone
of granulation and cicatricial tissue, in which numerous
tubercles are found. The extent of cicatricial-tissue

forntation indicates the rapidit}' or slowness of the local

extension. The interior of the wall may be covered by
a layer of caseous tissue of varying extent, or it may
have the soft velvety character of the wall of a chronic

abscess. Tubercle bacilli are often found growing in

masses in the wall with the .same form of growth as in a

ptire cullure in a test ttibe.

The further infection of the lung by means of tubercle

bacilli or their products, carried into other parts of the

lung by way of the bronchi, gives rise to several forms of

the disease.

Tuhei-cidons Bronehopneumonia.—This is due to the

action of the bacilli. The foci of the disease are very
similar in their situation and extent to the foci of bron-

chopneumonia met with in the infectious diseases of chil-

dren, and due chiefly to streptococci. As in the case of

the latter disease' tuberculous bronchopneumonia has a
relation to Miller's lobule of the lung. The infection

begins at the bronchial termination in the atrium, and
from this extends into the air sacs and air cells. JMacro-

scopically, these foci have the appearance of miliary
tubercles. Microscopically, the bronchial passage, llu'

atrium, and parts of the air .sacs contain leucocytes, oflen

a small amount of librin, and largi' epillielioid cells.

Some caseation of the contents is always found, but it

need not be extensive. We may find the infection taking
place not at the entrance of the bronchus, but at the bol-

tom. At this point, however, the tubercles can scarcely
be distinguished from those arising from blood infectiim.

Tiiberoilovs Bronchitis.— Either in connection with

bronchopneumonia or independently of it there may be
an infection of the Widl of a bronchus, due either to in-

fection from within or to the extension iiUo the bronchus
of a tubercidous focus in the adjoining air cells, just as
in the case of the tuberculosis of the vessels. The bron-
chus at this point loses its epithelium wholly or entirely ;

it becomes filled with an exudation which later becomes
caseous. On section it appears as a round area of case-

ation more or less .separated from the wall, or extending
somewhat into the wall.

Tiihereiiloiis I'liciiuionia.—This is by far the most im-

]iortant of all the processes, and has always been recog-
nized as such. The tuberculous infiltration of Lai'nnec
was really a tuberculous pneumonia. The tuberculous

pneumonia has more or less resemblance to foci of ordi-

nary bronchiogenic pneumonia. It may affect at the
saiue time a large area of the lung, or the large areas

may be produced b}' the confluence of smaller areas.

The huig varies in macrosco])ic apiiearance. In some
cases it has a gelatinous, almost transparent, appearance,
with scattered small and opacpie areas within it: or it

may have the granular api)carance of lobar pneumonia,
but it is usually more opaque; or it may have on section
a homogeneous, opaque character. Microscopically a

great variety of conditions may be found. In the jiarts
which present a gelatinous appearance we may find the
alveoli filled with a homogeneous or slightly granular
material in which are large numbers of epithelioid cells.

In the process of hardening this material contracts and
so leaves an interval between itself and the walls. This
seems to be the result of a serous exudation, which has

changed the character of the affected tissues, rendering
them more dense than is commonlj' observed when they
are infiltrated with ordinary scrum. They present some-
wh;it the appearance of an o>dematous hmg, but the
material docs not flow from the lung so easily on .section,

though it can be squeezed out to some extent by press-
tne. The walls of the alveoli may be but little changed.
There is a varying degree of hyperteinia. The vessels

may be distended with blood, but most of them may be

empty. In most cases the alveolar tissue apjiears to be
thinner than usual, or it may be infiltrated with cells.

Shreds of fibrin may be found mixed with this material
in the alveoli, or the fibrin may be so great in amount
that the exudation can scarcel_v be distinguished from
that of lobar pneumonia. In both the serous and the
fibrinous exudations there is a varying nuinber of poly-
nuclear leucocytes. In some cases they may be so

numerous that the exudation has a distinctly purulent
character. These foci have often a close connectiim with
the foci of bronehopneuiuonia and bronchitis. The num-
ber of tubercle bacilli in them varies. In the most recent

foci, in which there is no .softening of the caseous tissue,

they ma_v be absent entirely. In cases in which there is

a close connection with foci of bronchopnetimoiiia the
tubercle bacilli may be found in the brouehopneumonic
foci, and entirely absent in the diffuse exudation in the

surrounding lung.
The etiology of this fubercuious pneumonia is not

completely cleared up. It has been attributed to the im-
mediate action of the tubercle bacilli, or to the influence
of other bacteria, reijresenting a mixed infection, or to

the influence of products of bacilli. I am inclined to

consider it due chiefly not to the bacilli, but to chemical

products of bacilli. The tubercle bacilli growing in the
walls of cavities must produce there a quantity of tuber-
culin. We do not know how much ])roducts from the

advancing necrosis of tissue have 1o do with increasing
the action of llietuliereulin. In the advance of the proc-
ess there is a considerable difference as com|iare(i with
the extension of bronclioiuK'umoiiias. Foci of broncho-

jmeumoniado not extend by conlinuity of li.ssuc. but by
the continuous involvement of new bronchial ferntorjes.

They are often sharply limited by the septa of Ihe hmg.
In tuberculous luieiuuonia the process is never so sharply
limil<'d ; fhe extension luay be by continuity without any
reference to bronchial territories. Cullures mav show
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the prcscncp of pvogonio organisms, and they possibly
assist tli(^ pniccss, l)iit lliric is no irasoii whatever for

assiiniing lliat such iiifctiions arc ])riiiiarily due to surli

orgauisius. Microscojiic cxainination of tlie tissue fails

to sliow thcni, or reveals Iheir preseiK'c; iu vcfry small
numbers. We kuow Ihat the tubercle bacilli are capa-
ble of producing these exudatious. Exudations similar

in character may be found in the meninges of the brain

and elsewhere, without any suspicion being excited that

their ]ieculiar character is dependent tiiion Ihe action of

.secondary invaders. The lesions dillVr from tlie ordinary
pneumonia lesions chietly in tlie changes which the}'

undergo. Even if the action of other bacteria be assumed,
the caseation which the tissue undergoes shows that the

action of the tubercle bacilli predominates over any other
action. Similar lesions cannot be jiroduced by the injec-
tion of tulierculin into the lungs of a liealthy animal; in

animals, it is true, the conditions are different. The
tuberculin when injected is rapidly absorbed, and i)ro-

duces generally toxic instead of hical lesions. The ma-
terial which acts here is iu a state not capable of read}-

absorption, and must act locally. It represents the solu-

ble products mixed with mucus, possibly with particles of

tissue. In all cases it is in a condition which would not
admit of rapid absorption by the lymphatics, I have re-

peatedly found in tlie accompanying bronchopneumonia
great numbers of bacilli in the lironchi and none at all in

the surrounding exudation. Caseation takes place first

in the centres of these foci and advances. That the case-

ation is not due to an absence of vascularity is shown by
the fact that it can take place in tissue which, so far as

can be judged by the presence of blood in the vessels,

still has a circulation, but how active it is, it is impossi-
ble to say. Softening takes place with more or less ra-

pidity, and results in the formation of cavities of a differ-

ent character from the primary cavities in the aiiices.

These cavities are extremely irregular and represent

large channels of softening. Their walls are often com-

posed of the caseous pnemnonia tissue without any de-

marcation whatever. Around the periphery of these foci

there will usually be found some counective-ti.ssue forma-
tion. This shows first as an organization of the process.
Beautiful examples of organizing pneumonia may be
found. There is a growth of connective tissue into the

alveolar spaces, taking the place of the exudation. The
connective-tissue formation may be widespread so that

a section of a focus may show extensive organization

taking ]5lace from the periphery and advancin.g toward
the centre, which is represented by exceedingly irregular
areas of caseation. When softening takes place, then the

cavity will not represent a simple hollowing out in the

pneumonic lung; but, however irregular the cavity may
be, it will be bounded by cicatricial tissue. The distri-

bution of the areas of pneumonia may lie eliiefiy lobar.

Single lobes of the limg are often found chiefi_y affected,

and all parts of the hmg are never found homogene-
ously affected. The infection is due probably not to

masses of bacilli which come from the affected portions
of the lung and flow on into other jiarls of the lung.
but to spra.y particles of such material formed in cough-
ing, the.se particles being formed chiefly, if not entirely,
in the larger bronchi. The quick inspiration in violent

efforts of coughing is partieularl}' favoral)le for the in-

jection of the material into the lung. There is always,
in connection with these changes, emphysema in the sur-

rounding lung—sometimes of a pronoiuiced character.

Recently an attempt had been made to utilize the ag-

glutination method in the diagnosis of tidierculosis, but

up to the present time the success of this does not show
it to he a method of practical imiiortanee. The aggluti-
nation only takes place in such low dilutions as to show-

its great uncertainty. It is jiossible that greater success

may be attended by the use of c<'rtain strains of the ba-

cilli which will agglutinate more rapidly than others.

IK. T. Couitcilman.

TUBERCULOSIS, PULMONARY. See Lungs, Dili-

eaxm "f: 'J'libemilosiia.

TUBERCULOSIS: SYMPTOMATOLOGY AND
TREATMENT.—.^v.Mi'ToM.vrol.oov.—The general symp-
tomainldgy of tuberculosis is practically that of all wast-

ing diseases.

In the early history of the malady, often before it is

possible to determine the point of its localization, there
is a great loss of bodily strength ; the patient loses in

weight, perhaps even to the point of emaciation ; the skin
loses its natural color, growing pale; there is marked
dyspna'a, due to the ana'una that exists, even though tlie

respiratory organs be not involved: the pulse is habitu-

ally accelerated and f('(-lile; the patient suffers from in-

digestion, either with anorexia, or having a good appe-
tite which is gratified at the expense of subsequent
suffering; and finally, sometimes not until later in the

disease, there is fever, cither constantly or during some
part of the da}'. In addition to these general symptoms,
the involvement of individual organs or parts, such as
the lungs, the menin.ges, the peritoneum, the bones, or
what not, gives rise to symptoms peculiar to the part
involved.
These individual symptoms will be described in detail

in the articles which are devoted to the consideration of
the diseases of such organs or parts, and therefore need
not here be specified. It may be profitable, however,
briefly to review the different methods of invasion of the

several organs, especially with reference to the presence
or absence of the general syi.jptoms enumerated above.

Pulmonarji tuberculosis is the most common and the
most familiar form of tuberculous disease. It occurs
under one of three forms:

First—Acute pnetunonic tuberculosis, the onset of

which is sudden, with a chill, quickly rising temperature,
the physical signs of lobar pneumonia, sputum which

may resemble tliat of lobar pneumonia, but is likely also

to reveal the presence of the tubercle bacillus. This
form may end fatally, even as early as the second or third

week, and is generally mistaken for a severe case of sim-

ple lobar pneumonia. The importance of a correct diag-
nosis may be of more \'alue in protecting others from in-

fection than in saving the life of the patient.
Second—Acute tuberculous bronchopneumonia. This

form is more frequent in children, often following other
infectious diseases, as measles or whooping cough. The
onset may also be sudden, with repeated chills, very high
temperature, and tieath within a few days. Or it may
run on for weeks, or even months, terminating in chronic

phthisis.
Third—Chronic pulmonary tuberculosi-s. Here the on-

set is more gradual and insidious, accompanied with the

general symptoms of debility, emaciation, rapid pulse,

dyspnoja, pallor, indigestion, and moderate fever iluring
a part of the day, before the pulmonary symptoms are

severe, and long before night-sweats or a pulmonary
hemorrhage alarm even the unwary.

It goes without saying, that the reverse of this jiicture

may also be seen, when an alarming hemorrhage is the
first sign of trouble, or a persistent cough long precedes
the more general symptoms.

Tuberculous luoiinffitis occurs more frequently among
children than among adults. The in-odromal symptoms
are loss of appetite, loss of weight, great peevishness
and irrilaliility. witliout fever or local symptoms, vuitil

gradually or very sudilenly and violeidly the true menin-

geal manifestations appear.
Tuberculous peritonitis presents a very varied picture,

as a rule showing none of the .general symptoms of tuber-

culosis. It may be entirely unsuspected and has repeat-

edly been found to exist when the abdomen was o|iened
for the relief of other conditions. It may ajipi'ar sud-

denly, with fever, severe [lain. and the ordinary symp-
toms of acute peritonitis. Or tbe onset may be gradual,
witli abdominal tenderness, tympanites, and a low graiie
of fever not unlike the beginning of typhoid fever.

Tuberculous Pleurist/.—'Vlw ordinary form of this dis-

ease is subacute or chronic in character. The onset is

insidious, with no grave .general symptoms, and even the

local symptoms are so little marked that the diagnosis of
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a pleuritic effusion, which is usually seroljbriuous, is

oflen not uuule until it has existed for some time.

Another form is that of acute tiil/eiviilons siipptinitnc

pleurisy. Of this, Professor Osier, in his
"
Principles and

Practice of .Mcilicine," savs: "'Tlie fact is not so gener-
ally recoijnized that there is an acute, ulcerative, and

suppurative disca.se which may run a very rapid course.

The plcuri.sy sets in abruptly, with pain in the side,

fever, cough, and sometimes with a chill. There may l>c

nothing to suggest a tuberculous iirocess, and the sub

ject may have a true physi(iue and come of healthy
stock."

Tuberculosis of the penatrdium is not so common as that

of other serous membranes. It has been found jiod imir-

teni \s\\v\\ nothing during life had led to a susi)icion of

its existence. In other cases it lias been accompanied
during life with the ordinary syniptomsof cardiac insuili-

ciency or cardiac dropsy.
Tuberculosis of the kiilnei/s and of the (/ciiito-urinriri/

trtict, as a primary lesion, is not very uncommon. The
disease of the kidney gives the ordinary symjttoms of

pyelitis, with the presence of tubercle bacilli in the urine.

It may persist for vears while yet the patient enjoys fair

health and shows no other signs of lulierculosis,

Tubt'rcuinxis if the tislis may also, aiijiarently, be pri-

mary, although undoubtedly depending on the presence
of some other tuberculous focus within the body. It is

early associated with the general symptoms of tubenni-

losis and should not escape recognition.
Tuberculosis of the lymph gl<(iu/.i (formerly called scrofu-

la) is one of the most common of tlie tubercidous affec-

tions and the one most likely to residt in a spontaneous
cure. The cervical glands are the ones most freiiuently
atleeted. The general symptoms of tuberculosis ilo not

appear, or do so oidy to a very sli,ght degree. Fever is ab-

sent unless the extension of the disease is rapid or sujipu-
ration takes place. W'lu'ii the mesenteric glands are in-

volved (tabes lueseuterica) nutrition is seriousl}' interfered

with and rapid emaciation ensues, with the characteris-

tic enlarged and tympanitic abdomen, diarrha'a, etc.

No reference need heie be made to tuberculosis of the

laryn.x, pharyn.x, nasal cavity, intestinal canal, or other

parts, the involvement of which is secondary to pulmo-
nary or other forms of the disease.

Bone Tuberculosis.—With regard to the general symji-
toms of this fcn-m of disease we quote from Tillniann's

"Te.xt Hook of Surgery
"

: "The general health in tid)er-

culosis of bone is very often but little, or not at all,

affected. There is freiiuently a slight fever, varj'iug
with the extent of the process. It is a common occur-
rence to tiud that the general health is only slightly dis-

turbed, even when extensive nudtijile tuberciilo.sis is

present. In general the fever is most pronounced before
the tubercidous inflammation has extended beyond the

bone, but it is usually slight and, as a rule, disajipears
more or less completely when the intlamination has
worked its way to the surface of the body." . . .

"
Quite often it happens that for a long time symptoms

peculiar to Ooiie tuberculosis are aiisent ; severe pain,

especially, may long be missed, unless a neighboring
joint, the periosteum, or overlying jiarts, arc attacked by
the tuberculous inllarnmalioii. Symptoms generally do
not appear for months."

Acute miliari/ tuberculosis, of the genenil or ti/phoid

form, is a disease iu which the various organs of the

body generally are invaded by the tubercle bacillus and
tilled with miliary tubercles. The patient presents the

syni|)toms of a most profound infection with few local

manifestations of a cliaracteristic kind. After a brief

period of general indisposition, not unlike the prodromal
stage of typhoid fever, the patient enters on the febrile

Stage, his temperature quickly reaching a height of 102'
to 104' F. One of the main characteristics of the fever is

its irregularity, with jierhaps a morning rise and an eve-

ning fall, or two crises during the day, with a fall lielow

normal, but, as a rule, with no chill. Some cases arc said
to run their course to a fatal termination enlirely without
fever. Leucocytosis is usually present. Pul.scaiul respi-

ration are (luite rapid. Pulmonary symjHoms may ap-
pear. Jaundice is not infrequent. Coma usually termi-
nates the scene. In very rare instances tubercle bacilli

are found in the blood.

Ti!i':.\TMi:.\T.—Even without treatment, in any strict

sense of the term, the restoration to health of people who
have sulfered from tuberculosis is no very uinisual oc-

currence. As a matter of course this is more likclv to

occur under favorable hygienic conditions, but it does
also occur, at times, under very unfavorable conditions.
Much as it has been sought, and often as its discovery
has been claimed, there is as yet no specific for this

malady. Very much, nevertheless, has been accom-
jilished during the jiast twenty yeais in limiting the

spread of the disease, in prolonging life, and in i-lVecting
cures. When Koch announced his discovery of the tu-

Ijcrcle bacillus, and shortly afterward introdiucd his

tuberculin treatment, great hopes were entertained that
"the white plague" was to be banished from the earth.

Great as our disappointment has been, it must still be
confessed that Koch's discovery has placed in our hands
the jiower, to a great degree, of limiting the spread of
the plague, and of thus, at least, beginning its extermi-
nation.

Pniplij/liictic or prerentire treatment, therefore, offers

to-day the greatest field for activity, and holds out the
best promise for favorable results. This implies, in the
first place, the furtherance of everything that contributes
to good hygiene: the abolishment of crowded tenements
for the poor; the admission of fresh air, and above all

of sunlight, into living-rooms and working-rooms every-
where; the limitation and regulation of child-labor and
of the hours of labor for old and joung; food inspec-
tion; instruction in cooking; provision for bathing facili-

ties , and a thousand things besides that go to make healthy
living possible. Not only must this possibility be i)lace"d
within their reach, but the ignorant must be instructed as
to the importance of these measures for health and for life.

All this and much more belongs to the department of pub-
lic health ill states and municipalities, aided by the efforts

of benevolent organizations, sup])orted li_v the voice of
the public press, and ceaselesslj' agitated by the medical

profession everywhere.
In order that the tuberculous, and especially tlie

phthisical, patient may become as little as possible a
menace to the health of those about him, such cases should
in all miinici|)alities be reported to the board of health,
not for the purpose of subjecting tliciu to annoying sur-

veillance, but that they and tlicir friends may be in-

structed in a few simple rules for the safety of those who
are well. Furthermore, after the death of a phthisical

patient the room which he has occupied should be thor-

oughly disinfected.

Patients and friends should be instructed as to the
vital importance of the destruction of all sputa of a

])litliisical per.son. Such persons should never spit any-
where except into a receptacle containing a germicide
solution or into cloths or pasteboard cups which are

afterward to be burned. The phthisical patient should,
if possible, sleep in a well-ventilated room by him.self.

Children or young people who have shown any suspi-
cious symptoms, or those who are suspected of a possi-
ble picdisiiositiou to tuberculosis, should be brought up,
as much as possible, in the open air and flic sunlight.

They should be hardened against exposure by daily cold

sjionging, be warmly clothed and well fed, sleep with

open windows, and avoid all crowded rooms. The first

signs of uose or throat troubles should be vigorously
treated. Even the trifling ailments of such subjects
should be given attention, and during convalescence from
serious illness they should be carefully watched.

In cities and towns, and even in many villages, much
of the regulation of public hygiene above referred to be

longs to the boards of health. Even here such regula-
tions will fail <ir their legitimate end unless faithfully
and activily supiiorlcd by the medical profession. Hut
in all rural districts the practising physician is the board
of health, the sanitary insiiecfor, the police officer, as
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well as the friendly coimsellor of the family. When the
<'iitiif nieilioiil pnifession in any land waUe.s up to the

inipoitanec of the preventive' treatment of tiibereulo-

sis. and takes the Held in an active and relentless cam-

paign against the spreail of the disease, the results vill

lie such as the greatest enthusiast has hardly dared to

dream of.

lu the treatment of tuberculous patients, where any-
thing may be expected in the way of cure, or of the ar-

rest of tiio symiJtoms, our main reliance, again, is on

ijijod liyijiinic si/i-n>i'ii(li/tf/s, pm/ier (ind sufficieiil feeilinn,

fiixli iiir (mil oiil-of-(l'ior life. By hygieni<' surroundings
we mean absolute cleanliness, the avoidance of all daiu])-
ness in dwellings, and the free admission of siuishine.

The feeding problem is a hard one, since we liave to do
so often with people «{ small and capricious appetites.
The diet should be simple, varied, and nutritious—milk,

oggs, meats, cereals, breadstufl's. vegetables, with as

much as possible of fats. Many patients who cannot eat

very heartily at any one meal may gain in weight and in

strength by eating si-V times a day—that is, by taking
nourishment between meals in the shape of milk, broth,
raw eggs, etc. As much of the daytime as possible
should be spent outof doors, not in wearing one's .self out

by undue exercise, but much of the time by sitting or

lying in the sunshine. Bedroom windows should be
wide open at night, or, better 3'et, the patient, warmly
bedded, should sleep out of doors, on a veranda, or on
the roof, if need be, and if tlie roof happens to be flat.

A'« tuberciilovs patient ever died of out door liii/iy, by day
or by ninlit, while thousands of lives have been saved by
nothing else.

Because of the difficult}' of carrying out the methods
above indicated in cities, or in regions where the climate

is unfavorable to out-of-door living, we come to the

tpiestion of the diumtic treatment of tuberculosis, and of

aanatoriuin treatment. Both of these subjects will be

fully discussed, under their respective headings, by other

-writers in this ]I.\SDii00K. Suffice it here to .say that

the best climate for the tuberculous patient is the one
that furnishes pure, dry air, without excessive heat or

<iust, and the greatest number of days of sunshine during
the year. If to this be added a more raretied atmos-

phere, such as is found at an elevation of from three

thousand to six thousand feet above sea level, and the

conditions which supply a reasonable degree of comfort
and good food, we have the ideal resort, at least for tlie

consumptive. Such a climate and conditions are to be

found notably in Colorado, in portions of New Mexico
and Arizona, and in "Western Texas.

Because of the extreme difliculty and often the impos-
sibility of carrying out hygienic, dietetic, and other regu-
lations while the patient remains at home, it might be

expected that great advantage would accrue from the

treatment of such patients at well-regulated sanatoria,

whether private or public, and experience has proved
that this expectation is realized. Even under unfavor-

able climatic conditions the results of sanatorium treat-

ment have been most favorable, especially for that class

of patients who cannot secure the best conditiims at

home. There is no charity that will .so well pay the com-

7nunity for the capital invested as the establishment and
maintenance of such institutions.

Mtdieinal Treatment.—As before Stated, there is no

spccilic treatment for tuberculosis. Tubercidin and all

its modifications have, on the whole, proved failures.

The same is true with regard to all the antitoxic seriuns

and antiseptic injection preparations from which, one

after the other, something has been hoped, but nothing
realized. Medicated inhalations benetit a bronchitis, but

ni'ver cure phthisis. Pneumatic cabinets have had their

day. And so one might go on through a long list of

(lisappointmcnts.
Cod-lirer-oil, that old stand-by, still does good where

tlie stomach will tolerate it, and helps much in maintain-

ing the general nutrition, which is a most vital point.
It is uiKloubtedly of most marked value in lionc and

gland tuberculosis, especially in the young. It is best

digested when administered in connection with malt
extract.

Arsenic is the most valuable general tonic that can he

given to tlie tuberculous, whether or not the claim holds

true, which has been put forth by .some, that it tends

directly to make an unfavorable soil for the develop-
ment of the bacillus.

Creosote and yuaiarol have had the same claim ad-
vanced on their behalf, probably with no very good
reason. It is not juobable that any drug which is ad-
ministered ever reaches the tissues in sutficieiit amount
to modify their value as a culture ground for bacteria.

But there is no denying the fact that these drugs les.sen

the amount of expectoration and relieve cough, without

disturbing digestion or constipating the bowels, and so
are a source of great comfort and benetit to the phthis-
ical patient.

Iodine preparations are of undoubted value in gland
tuberculosis. Lugol's solution, administered internally,
iodide of potassium, or iodide of iron, are the forms most

commonly used.

Suryiral interferenre at certain stages of glandular in-

volvement and in bone tuberculosis is imperative, and
will be treated of elsewhere. Of late years operative
procedures, in bone and joint tuberculosis, have been

largely superseded by injections with or applications of

iodoform emulsion, with most admirable results. In
these cases iodoform seems to lia\ a direct anti-tubercu-
lous action. It is not too much to hope that liefoie long
similar injections into tuberculous lung cavities or areas

may j'ield better results than they have in the past.
Details with regard to the treatment of individual

symptoms of pulmonary or other forms of tuberculosis,

however, do not belong to this article and will be given
elsewhere. The general principles laid down above are

applicable to all forms of the disease. It has been within
the experience of the writer to see cases of tuberculosis of

glands, of the urinary tract, and of the testis (the latter

of which did not seem to have lieen arrested by opera-
tive removal), as well as of pulmonary tuberculosis, ap-
parently cured by a change of climate, change in methods
of living, good hygiene, and an outdoor life.

Edward W. Schauffier.

TUMENOL.—This compound, which is very similar to

thiol, has also been proposed as a substitute for iehtliyol.
The mineral oils obtained by the fractional distillation

of coal-tar are supposed to contain a class of unsaturated

li_ydrocarbons, which are readily acted upon by sulphuric
acid. These hydrocarbons, treated with concentrated

sulphuric acid, constitute the active ingredients of

tumeuol. The hj'drocarbons undergo sulplionation and
are .separated as a dark, thick liquid, containing sulphone
and suljihonic acid, known as eommerrial tuna'nai. It is

a dark brown, almost black fluid of a syrupy consistency,
acid in reaction. Tumenol-sulphone and tumenol-sulphonic
acid may be separated from the commercial tumenol by
the addition of soda lye, which combines with the acid

to form a soda salt. The tumenol sulphone is a dark

yellow, thick liquid. Tumenol-sulphonic acid is a dark

powder having a peculiar, faintly bitter, laste. The
therapeutic uses are the same as those of ichthyol and
thiol. The commercial tumenol is that which is gener-

ally used. From this two forms of solution are prepared
for use, one containing ten per cent, of tumenol in equal
parts of ethcrand reetilied spiritand water.aud the other

containing glycerin in the place of the water. It may
also be used as an ointment. The tumenol-sulphonic acid

is employed as a powder, or in solutions, of the strength
of one or two per cent. Ikaumont Small.

TUMORS.—(Synonyms: Common synonymous terms
are new growths, neoplasms, malignant disease, blas-

toniata.)
DicKiNiTioM.— It is difficult to give a clear, exact deli-

nition which will apply to the term tumor under all con-

ditiims, because tlu' word, which etymologieally simply
means increase in size, has a clinical and a general as well
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as a strict anatomical use. For example, elinically. in-

crease in the size of a part has been and is now designated
as tumor, as wlien we say that the four classical synij)-
toms of inrianmuition are rulior, ealor, tumor, dolor.

The word is emploj'ed in a vague general way when
we apply the term acute or chronic, splenic tumor to a

spleen wliich is enlarged iu consequence of an acute or

chronic inllanunalory process.
In the narrow sense of the word a tumor may be de-

fined as a more or less circumscribed new formation of

tis.sue, for which no cause can be assigned, and wliich.

either in its growth, or in its relations, or in the charac-

ter of its elements, departs more or less from llie tyint of

the normal tissues of the body. It possesses independent
or autonomous growth without physiological limitations

and serves no |)hysii)logical purpose.
Tumors approach on the one hand the processes of

regeneration and repair, and, on the other, certain intlam-

matory processes (sometimes called infectious tumors),
whicli are due to definite causes. Tliey also stand iu

close relationship with certain embryonic displacements
of tissue, malformati<ins, and inclusions from which it is

not always easy to distinguish tliem.

Tlie principal difference between infectious tumors
and true tumors is this: In a metastasis of an infectious

tumor the parasite wliich has caused the new growth is

carried elsewhere and incites the tissue where it lodges
to the formation of new tissue, which resembles that in

the primary growth : in tiie metastasis of a true tumor a

cell or group of cells of the original tumor is carried else-

where and by its own growth produces a secondary
nodule which resembles the primarj' growth.
Tumors vary much in size, from microscopic nodules

to masses weighing more than the body itself. They
also vary greatly in s/iapc because they are inthienced by
many conditions. A tumor growing in the interior of a
solid" organ, and growing equally on all sides, is round,
but if it projects into a cavity, it usuall_v adapts itself to

the shape of that cavity if the latter is small enough to

e.vert pressure. Tumors situated near the surface of an

organ usually tind less opposition to growth above the

surface, and hence may ]iroject more or less above it, or

even be connected with it only by a slender pedicle bear-

ing blood-vessels. Tumors developing in the wall of the

uterus remain there, or project into the peritoneal cavity
or into the cavity of the uterus, according to their situa-

tion in the centre or near eitlier surface of the wall.

The majority of the tumors are grayish to white in

cohii; but many other colors, such as yellow, pink, red,

brown, black, and green, are sometimes seen, and a few
of them are fairly characteristic, as the green of the

chloroma and the brown and black of the melanoma.
The coimstence of tumors varies from the hardness of

bone and the density of fibrous and myomatous tissue to

the flabby toughness of the oedematous fibroma and the

soft juiciness of a rapidly growing .sarcoma.

Strndure.—All simple tiiniors consist of two parts,
—of

the tumor cells, which may or may not secrete an inter-

cellular substance, and of a stroma furnished by the tis-

sue in which the tumor grows, in consequence of a ph.vsi-

ological demand for nutrition and support made by the

tumor cells. The stroma consists of blood-vessels which

usually are accompanied by a varying number of con-

nective-tissue cells and their intercellular substances.
The blood-vessels are often of the simplest type, and in

some tumors may consist of eudotheliiiMi only.
A few examples will make this dilVerence between tu-

mor and stronui clear. In an adenoma or carcinoma tlie

epithelial cells are the tumor cells; they alone arc neces-

sary to form metastases. All the cells of the connective-

tissue stroma and of the blood-vessels present both in the

original growtli and in the metastases are intimately
associated with the tumor cells, lint they are furnished

by the tissue in which the epithelial cells are iirolifeiat-

ing. Tliey do not invade surrounding tissues or give rise

to metastases.

In a glioma the neuroglia cells, with their characteris-

tically staining fibrilhc, can readily be separated from the

stroma, i.e., from the blood-vessels and accompanying
connective tissue. But in many connective-tissue tu-

mors, such as a fibrosarcoma, for example, it w<nild be
diflieult to say whether certain cells along a blood-vessel
were true tumor cells or only connective-tissue cells of
the stroma. In a myoma it is impossible to say at pres-
ent whether the reticulum that surrounds all of the mus-
cle cells is the jiroduct of the connective-tissue cells of
the stroma or of the smooth muscle, i.e., tumor, cells
themselves. The latter conception seems the more prob-
abli! one.

In some tumors, such as carcinoniata, the cells of the
stroma often show such marked proliferative tendencies
that their increase must be regarded—partly at least—as
a reactive inflammatory rather than a simple physiolog-
ical growth.

Uroirtlt.—Tumors start from a single cell or group of
cells and grow by )iroliferation of those cells. They do
not infect other cells and cause them to turn into tumor
cells. In their growth they follow the same laws of cell

proliferation that hold in normally growing or regener-
ating tissues. Hence iu all rapidly growing tumors
mitotic figures are very coninion, and the number of
them present in a given tumor furnishes the best means
of judging its rapidity of growth. Irregular and mul-
tiple mitotic figures are common, but arc not characteris-
tic of tumors, as it has been shown that they occur also
in active regenerative processes.
A tumor has two modes of growth. In the one, which

is called intcrslitial e-rpimnire r/roirt!i, the tumor grows
simply as a mass, pushing aside the tissues with which
it comes in contact. Such tumors are very frequently
surrounded by a sort of capsule of connective tissue
which separates them from the surrounding tissue and
through which pass the vessels of the tumor.
The other method of growth is hy infill rat ion. In this

case the tumor does not grow as a mass, but, probably
becau.se it finds better nutritive conditions or less resist-

ance to growth iu certain ])laces, the cells of the tumor
press into these places and infiltrate the surrounding tis-

sue. In these cases a naked-eye examination cannot de-
termine the limitation of the tumor; for a tissue which
appears normal to the naked eye may be infiltrated with

rapidly growing cells of the tumor.
The efl:eet of tumors on the surrounding tissues is

often to cause degenerative, inflammatory, and regener-
ative processes.

Mctastase.'i.—A tumor developing in a certain organ or
tissue may remain solitary. In other cases a number of
tumors of similar structure may develop later in other

parts of the body. The tumor in the place of origin is

called a primary tumor. The tumors in other parts of
the body, which are derived from and develop in conse-

quence of the primary tumor, are termed metastases.
These metastases are due to cells or parts of the tumor
being carried by the lymphatics or by the blood-vessels
into other parts of the body, where the.v develop, form-

ing tumors similar in character to the primary growth.
It is not at all uncommon to find tumors growing into
the vessels or lymphatics. They may fill up and grow
along them, or the single cells may be carried in the cur-

rent. Where these metastases take place will depend
upon the blood and lymph circulation, and also to some
extent on the tissue in which the cells lodge. If the
tumor grows into a lymph vessel, then the cells will be
carried into the lymph nodes connected with the part
from which the tumor arises, and the metastases will de-

velop in them. We havo. an example of this in carcino-

ma of the axillary lymph nodes following carcinoma of
the breast; or in metastases in the pelvic lymph nodes

following carcinoma of the uterus, etc. When the tumor
cells enter into the blood, they are carried into the near-

est capillary circulation, where they remain and develop
metastases. Thus we have metastases in the lungs when
the cells enter the systemic circulation ; metastases iu the
liver when the cells enter tlu' portid circulation. In case
the tumor growth takes place in a large space, stich as
the pleural or jieritoneal cavity, the cells of the tumor
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may get free ami bo carried to various places over tlie

surface, giving rise l)y implitntatioii tosecoudary tumors.

This is seen often in tumors of tlie ovary, wliicli may
rupture into tlie jieritoneul cavity and ))roiluce numerous
small tumors over its surface. These .secondary nodules,
due to implantation, are also common secondary to carci-

noma of the stomach. The cells arc distributed by the

movements of the intestine.

Recurrence of a tumor in the original site is due to in-

complete removal of the primary tumor. This is some-
times due to the fact that the tumor is sosituati'd that it

is dillieult to get at. A good example is olVered by
tibromata of the nasopbaryn.x. If a tumor shells out

easily, the surgeon is likely to think that he has the

whole of It, when, as a matter of fact, the surrounding
tissue may be invaded in various places.
The danger of recurrence, in the case of carcinoma, is

so well known and feared that a generous margin of ap-

parently normal tissues is always removed witli the
tumor.

Multiplicity.
—Slost tumors develop in but one situa-

tion in the body at once, but following this primary
tumor there often are secondary new giowtlis, due to

metastases. Certain tumors, however, frequently are

multiple and each nodule is independent of tlie other in

its origin; for example, multiple myomata of the uterus

and multiple fibromata of the skin. Less commonly
lipomata and angiomata may be multiple. Tumors of

the kidneys and ovaries are not infrequently bilateral in

origin. Some tumors, such as the malignant lympho-
mata, spread so quickly that they seem to have a mul-

tiple origin, but probably do not.

Multiple tumors of ditterent structure occurring at the

same timeinonein<lividual are rare and must be regarded
as accidental coincidences.

The nutcitlon of tinnors takes place by means of blood-

vessels which are developed from the blood-vessels of

the part in which the tumor ai'i.ses. The <levclopment of

blood-vessels and the enlargement of the old blood-vessels

from which the new ones arise take place according to

tlie laws of nutrition. Wherever there are numbers of

multiplying cells demanding greater nutrition new blood-

vessels will develop to supply this demand.
In general the vessels of tumors have the same charac-

ter as the normal vessels, but in certain of the sarcomata
the blood-vessels are more irregular in character and

may be represented by mere fissures lined with endothelial

cells.

The vascular supply of a tumor is dependent largely
on the rapidity of growth. A tumor which is growing
rapidly has a much larger vascular supply than a tumor
which is growing slowly.
A tumor is able to make greater demands for its nutri-

tion than the normal tissues of the body. It is not at all

uncommon to find rapidly growing tumors developing
in people of advanced age in whom the general nutri-

tion of the body is poor, and in whom tlie processes of

regeneration and rei)air are at a low ebb. Tumors com-

posed of fat tissue may develop and may grow in indi-

viduals in whom, owing to disease, the subcutaneous
and other fat of the body has almost entirely disappeared.
Conditions of malnutrition, which may influence the nu-

trition of all other tissues of the body, have no effect in

retarding the growth of the tumor.

Phagocytosis.
—The cells of some of the rapidly grow-

ing tumors are often phagocytic for other cells, jiarticu-

larly leucocytes. The jiartiaily digested remains of these

cells lying within vacuoles in the protoplasm form inclu-

sions of various shape and size which have often been
mistaken for protozoa, especially in earcinoniata.

In the malignant lymphoma many of the tumor cells

are taken uji ami destroyed by the large endothelial

cells lining the reticulum.

Various forms of (lif/ineriilitm are common in tumors.

In consequence of the often (ixireme rapidity of growth
of the cells the blood-vessels may become compressed,

leading to fatty degeneration or necrosis. The veins

passing out from a tumor niiiy bccom(; constricted .so that

intense congestion and hemorrhage may occur in certain

parts, or heniorrhage may follow the rupture of imper-
fectly devilo])ed vessels. The necrotic tissue in tumors
has tlic same iittraction forleucroeytcsas in normal tissues.
Ulceration is not at all unconiinou in tumors on the sur-
face of tli(^ body, especially where they projc'ct more or
less, and it almost invariably occurs in tumors involvnig
mucous membranes. Invasion of tumors by suppurative
and other bacteria is fairly common.

Certain tunujis tend to produce in the body a state of
marked malnutrition, which is termed cachexia. The
cachexia may lie accomi)anie(I by such detinite forms
of nietamiir|ihosis as the amyloid. Tliis malnutrition is

due to a number of causes. In the first place, it maj' be
brought about by the presence of tumors in certaiu

places where they will interfere actively with the general
nutrition; for exanqile, tumors may lead to stricture or
to closui'e of the alimentary canal. Secondly, tumors liy
the products of their own degeneration, or b}' toxic pro-
duets line to invasion by bacteria, may produce retro-

grade changes. Thirdly, pain, loss of sleep, and the

anxiety produced by a malignant tumor will interfere
with nutrition.

Tlie diagnosis of a tumor cannot be made from isolated
cells alone: there are no cells which are characteristic,
for example, of carcinoma or of .sarcoma. The diagnosis
of a tumor depends on tlu' an->ugement of the cells of
whic-li it is composed with relation to each other.
The cli(ssiiiciilii>n of tumors is a subject of much diffi-

culty. This is due chiefiy to three causes: to our lack
of knowledge regarding their etiology, to the great
diversity in their structure, and to the present incom-

plete histological study of them. There is unquestiou-
ably a large field for future discoveries in the micro-

scopic study of tumors.
It is often convenient to divide tumors into those

wliich are uiulignant and those which are l/eiiigii. Clini-

cally, the division may have a certain justification, but it

can never be made exact, becau.se any tumor may be
malignant in conseiiuence of its situation in the body,
although ordiuarih- in conse(iuence of its slow growth,
its encapsulation, and its lack of metastases, it would be
classed as benign.
Virchow divided the true tumors into the following

three groups :

1. Histoid tumors, those into whose structure only one
ti.ssue of the body enters (fibroma, osteoma, etc.).

3. Organoid tumors, those into whose structure several
tissues enter (adenoma, carcinoma, etc.).

3. Teratoid tumors, those into whose structure whole
sj'Stems of the body enter.

These divisions were further systematically subdivided
and the tumors classified according to the normal tissues,

which they resembled.
From another point of view tumors arc sometimes

divided into the two following classes:

1. IlouKilogous tuutors, those which resemble the tissue
from which they arise.

2. Heterologous tumors, those which are unlike the tis-

stie from which they arise.

Both histoid and organoid tumors may be homologous
(a chondronia from the cartilage of a joint or an adenoma
from file niamniary gland) or heterologous (a round-cell
sarcoma from the peritoneum or a carcinoma from the

stomach). If is inqiortant lo bear in mind that homol-

ogous aii<l heterolog(Uis are not synonymous witli benign
and malignant.

Vii'chow's classification of tumors info three groups is

Iiractically followed by many jiathologists at the iiresent

day, although the headings of the groups are usually
changed info the following:

1. Con uertire tissue tumors.
2. K/iit/alial tumors.

3. Mi.reil tumors.

The objections to this classification are that the word
epithelial is used iiartly to refer to the character of the

cells, partly to refer to a tissue derived from the ecto-

derm, as when a glioma is said to be of epifhelial origin.
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As a nintterof fact, sonii' epithelial Himors iiiiiy originate
from anv one of tlie tliree embryonic germ layers. In

like manner the term connective-tissue tumors, as gener-
ally employed, refers to tumors derived from the meso-
derm, when it should include only a I'artof those derived
from the niesenchynm. Moreover, many writers in-

clude gliomala under the lonneclive-tissue tumors.
A few writers allempt no elassilication of tumors,

while others believe that they should lie divided accord-

ing to the organ or tissue from which tliey i.rise.

Unquestionably, the proper clussitication of tumors
must be like that of normal tissues. It must be

1. Eiiihrjutliirjical, based on the origin of the various
cells from the three |>rimitive germ layers and the

various structures to which they give rise, and
2. llixtol'if/ii-ii/, baseil on the dilierentiation of the cells

and their intercelbdar substances.
For this reason a list is given of the three embryonic

germ layers and of the tissues and organs derived from
them.

Tnr. Thrf.k E.miihyonic Ger.m L.\yeks.

.4, Ectoikrmal.

1. Epidermin, including:
(rt) Epidermal appendages,
(li) I.ens of eye,
2. EtritluUum of:

(«) Cornea.

(b) Olfactory chamber.

(c) Auditory organ.
(d) !Moutb. including oral glands, enamel organ, hy-

pophysis.
(e) Anus.

(f) Chorion, fu'tal placenta,

(g) Amnion.
3. Centnil 2^'ervotis Si/stem :

(«) Brain, ojjtic nerve, retina.

(b) Spinal cord.

{e) Ganglia.
(cf) Peripheral nerves.

(e) Epcndymal i-ells of ventricles and neural canal.

(/) Neuroglia cells.

4. Si/mptitheHe Nervoiis Sy.item, including part of the
adrenal glands.

B. Mesodermal.
1. MeKOfhfU'iim.

(a) Epithelium of peritoneum, pericardium, pleura,
urogenital organs (Wolflian boily, kidney, ovary, oviduct,
uterus, vagina, epididynds. testicle),

(h) Striated skeletal and cardiac muscle cells.

2. MeMiic/iyiiui. (The primitive type of mesenchymal
cell is preserved witli slight modilications in the l3"mph
nodes, and in the mucous membranes of the intestine and
uterus).

(") Connective-tissue cells (with fibrillar, reticular,
and elastic intercelhdar substances).

(6) Supporting tissues (cartihig<' and bone).

(c) Smooth muscle cells,

(rf) Fat cells,

(e) The so-called endothelium of the blood-ves.sels and
lymphatics, and of the arachnoid, synovial, bursal, and
•corneal spaces.

(/) Pigment cells.

(g) The epithelium of the adrenal.

(/() Nerve sheaths.
3. M< Hftiitti'lif'ids.

(n) Bed blood corpuscles.
(b) Leucocytes.
(c) Myelocytes.

C. Eiitvdermril.

1. Notochord.
2. Epithelium of:

(n) Digestive tract, viz.: tcsoiihagus, stomach, liver,

pancreas, small intestine, yolk sac, large intestine,
cojcuni, vermi.x, rectum, bladder (from allantoi,s).

(i) Pliarynx, Eustachian lube, tonsils, thynuis, para-
thyroids, thyroid.

((•) Bespiratory tract (laryn.x, trachea, lungs).
From the embryologic;il point of view the principal

types of tumors can be cla-ssitied as follows:

.1. Tiiiiioi-n Derired from (he Ectodermal Germ Layer.

1. Adenoma, including cysts and other tumors from
epithelium of tooth papilUe.

2. Carcinoma.
;!. Syncytioma from fo'tal placenta,
4. Neuroma,
5. Glioma.
6. Epidermoids (cholesteatoma) and simple dermoids

due to inclusions of epidermal cells.

/). 'finmirs Derived from (lie Mesodermal Germ Layer.

(a) From the Mesothelintii.

1. Adenoma, adenocystoma.
2. Carcinoma.
3. Rhabdomyoma.
4. Teratoid tumors (ovary, testicle).
5. Congenital tumors of urogenital tract.

6. Tumors of tc'sticle with embryonic type of cells.

(b) From the Mexcriehfiina.
1. Fibroma, fibrosarcoma, spindle-cell sarcoma.
2. My.\oma. my.xosarcoma.
3. Chondroma, chondrosarcoma.
4. Osteoma, osteo.sarcoma.
5. Leiomyoma, malignant leiomyoma.
6. Lipoma.
7. Melanoma.
y. Hypernephroma.
9. Angioma, angioendothelioma.
(r) From the Mesamcehoids.
1. Lymphosarcoma.
2. Cliloioma.
3. Myeloma.
4. Leukiemia (lymphatic, myelogenous).

C, Tumors Derited from the Entodermal Germ. Layer.

1. Chordoma (from notochord).
2. Ailenoma.
3. Carcinoma.
4. Thj-roid and parathyroid tumors.

From an examination of tlie above classification it is

evident that certain tmnors, such as adenomata and car-
cin(miata, can arise from all three of the germ layers,
while many other tumors, such as gliomata and inyo-
mata, can arise only from differenti'ated parts of sin-

gle germ layers. It is possible that the ejiithelial

growths derived from the diiferent germ layers may
eventually show some differences in structure or in
chemical properties, but at present no marked differences
are recognizable. Therefore, for the sake of convenience,
it is customary to consider all epithelial tumors of a simi-
lar structure— as, for example, carcinomata—under a sin-

gle heading, and to distinginsh only those of which the
cells or cell products arc so characteristic that they can
be readily recognized, as, for example, adenomata of the

thyroid or carcinomata of the adrenal.
In taking up tumors in detail it is cu.stomarj-, as in

d<'aliiig with normal tissues, to group together,"largely
for practical jnirposes, those that in the character and
arrangement of the cells, and in the productitm or non-

production of intercellular substances, are morphologi-
cally most chisely related, .lust as carcinomata .-ire con-
sidered together without reference to the germ layer
from which they ari.se, so other tumors are groupedto-
gethcr—as, for example, the gliomata—with certain new-
growths of mesenchymal origin, because of the produc-
tion of fibrillar intercellular substances.
One fault at present uiiivers;dly made is the grouping

togelherof certain rapidly growing tiunorsaiid the sejia-
ration of them from the slower-growing forms to which
they are related. 1 refer particularly to the sarcomata.
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A cairinnma is ti'patcd as an ontity; it ipprcspnts a oit-

tain type of tumor, 'riic twocxticiui'S in its rapidity of

irrowth arc distingiiislu'd as sciniiousaud medullary car-

C'inomata: all iiiU'rmcdiate stages occur.

A glioma is a dctiiiilc tumor of which the extremes in

rate of growth arc represented b)- the dense tibroiis and
the soft cellular forms, while all intermediate forms
occur.
The same method should be a<lopted in the discussion

of tumors arising from smooth muscle cells (leiomyoma,
malignant leiomyoma), fromeouneetivc-tissue cells (Ml)r()-

ma, tibrosareoma, spindle-ccIl sarcoma), from endothe-
lium (hemangioma, hcniangioendolhelioma), etc.

Unc|uestional)ly, the reasons for groui)ing the rapidly

growing tumors of different origins together have been
at least three: First, the common properties of rapid
growth and of malignancy, due partly to infiltration of

.surrounding tissues and jiartly to giving rise to nietas

tases; second, the difticidly of determining the origin of

certain sarcomata owing to the lack of ditlerentiation of

the cells; and third, the fact that several of the tissues are

very closely related (connective tissue, cartilage, bone)
and are often present together in a single tumor. The
two latter dilliculties liave not yet been entirely over-

come, but it is believed that with better histological

technique and more careful observation they may be.

It does not matter much in what order tumors are

studied, but as a rule those most closely resembling sini-

jile normal tissues are taken up first because most easily
understood by beginners.

It is not claimed that the following list of tumors is

complete, but it includes the most characteristic types
and permits of the insertion of others as their distinguish-

ing characteristics become recognized and generally
accepted.

1. NoN-EPiTHELHL Tumors.

.1. Tumors of inJdcJt the Cells Secrete an Intercellular

Suhftanci.—{a) Fibroma, Fibrosarcoma, Spindle-cell Sar-

coma. These names are applied to tumors originating
from connective-tissue cells, and represent the three rates

in the rapidity of growth under which they are all

grouped. These cells produce two kinds of tibrils which
arc chemically and morphologically different (see Sarcoma
for staining methods). One variety is intercellular and

oorres]ionds to white fibrous tissue. The other variety
-of tibrils bear the same relation to the cell that neuroglia
tibrils bear to neuroglia cells; they touch the surface of

tlie protoplasm and continue indefinitely in two direc-

tions. They are numerous in the cellular forms of tu-

mors and ver\' scarce in the tibrous forms.

(i) Myxoma, Myxosarcoma. M_y.\omatous tissue con-

sists of connective-tissue cells with branching protoplas-
mic processes: between the cells are numerous intercel-

luliir fibrils more or less separated from each other by a
lluid containing an excess of mucin. The term myxoma
is applied to a slow-growing tumor (omposed of myxom-
atous tissue, and the term myxosarcoma to a rapidly

growing one.

((•) C/ioiidroma, Chondrosarcoma. The first name is

apjilied to the slow-growing, the other to the rapidly

growing tumors which produce the homogeneous sub-

stance cliaracteri.stic of cartilage. Connective - tissue

filirils may occur in any of these tumors, hut elastic

fibrils are found only in the more slowly growing ones.

((/) O.slcoma, (hieosarcoina. Tumors of which the cells

produce a homogeneous intercellular substance in which
lime salts are deposited are classed according to their

ra|iidity of growth as oslcomata or osteosarcomata. An
iixliiiid Kiircoma is one in wliich the ground substanci^ of

boiu! is formed withotit the deposition of lime salts in it

taking place. The f/iant-ciit sarcoma probably represents,
in the majority of cases at least, a further dilTerentiation

of the cells of this type of tumor in an attempt to form
osteoclasts,

(() Lipoma. This is a tumor composed of fat tissue.

Two forms occur: in the common form each fat cell is

enormously distended by a .single drop of fat, the proto-
plasm is rednc<'d to a thin envelope, the nucleus is llat-

tencd and pressed to the pcri;jhery of the cell. In the
rarer form the fat occurs in numerous large and small

droplets scattered fairly uniformly in the protoplasm,
and the nucleus remains in the centre of the cell. This

tyjie of fat cell occurs to some extent in normal human
fat tissue and is ((uite common in some of the lower ani-

mals. The fat cells in lipomata are held together by in-

tercellular coiuiective-tissue tibrils which possibly" are

produced by the fat cells.

(/) I.eiomyiima, Maliynant Leiomyoma. Smooth mus-
cle cells have two sets of fibrils: the coarse or myoglia
fibrils are situated at the periphery of the protoplasm,
run from cell to cell, and can easily be stained differen-

tially; the line contractile fibrils are .situated between the
nucleus and the peiiiihery of the cell. Between the
niusclc! cells and surrounding them closely is a network
of intercellular fibrils probably proilueed by the smooth
muscle cells. In the ordinary leiomyoma, all three kinds
of fibrils an' produced. In the nicjri; rapidly growing
malignant leiomyoniata the intercellular fibrilsare formed
in great abundance and so far as my experience goes
many or practically all of the smooth muscle cells are

sutficieutl}' differentiated to produce the coarse myoglia
fibrils.

((j) Glioma. The neuroglia is the connecting and sup-
porting tissue of the central nervou- sy.stem and is of
ectodermal origin. It is composed of cells and of fibrils.

The fibrils are in intimate contact for a part of their

course with the cell from which they arise and then con-
tinue awa}' from the cell in two directions running be-

tween the other cells. The fibrils of neuroglia cells have
characteristic chemical properties which permit of their

being stained by certain differential methods. A glioma
is a tumor composed of neuroglia tissue. All gradations
occur between dense fibrous forms containing few cells

and many fibrils, and soft cellular forms with few fibrils.

Chordoma. This is a tumor derived from remains of

the notochord. It consists of large pale cells surrounded

by a homogeneous intercelhilar substance and containing
vacuoles in the protopla.sm.

B. Tumors of which the Celh are Embedded in a Reticu-

lum.— {a) Malignant Lynrphoma. This term is applied
to a series of tumors derived from the lymphocyte series.

The cells vary from undift'ereutiated lymphocytes such
as till the germinative centres of Flenmiing to the typi-
cal differentiated lymphoid cell found in the circulation.

The cells vary not only in histological differentiation but
also in size. They lie in the meshes of a connective-tis-

sue reticuhun which is furnished by the tissue in which
the tumor cells grow. Tumors of this series vary much
in rate of growth.

(A) Vliloroma. This tumor is closely related to the

malignant lymphoma, but is distinguished by the fact

that some or all of the nodules of new growth are, for

some reason yet unknown, of a greenish color. The tu-

mor arises from cells in tln^ bone marrow.
{c) Myeloma. This is a tumor which likewise ari.ses from

cells of the bone marrow, and whicli is clo.sely related to

the nuilignant lymphoma. The cells are characterized

by having basophilic protoplasm. They resemble plasma
cells except that they possess distinct nucleoli.

(d) Leuk<rmiii. It is not impos.sible that both forms of
leukaniiaare true tumors, of which the cells find the con-

ditions in the blood favorable for growth and nudtiplica-
tion.

C. Hon-Kpithelial Tumors Harinjj an Alreolar Struct-

ure.—(a) Melanoma. Chromatophores or pigment cells

are certain differentiated cells of mesenchymal ori.gin
which occur normally in the choroid and iris of the eye,
and in certain situations in the pia and in the skiu.

They are also ])resent more or less abundantly in the

congenital soft warts or na>vi (abnormalities, not true tu-

mors)of the skin. Tumorsarising from these pigmented
cells are called melanomata or melanotic sarcomata. Tlie

cells do not produce an irUcrcellular substance. Iiut like

the cells of the carcinomata arc arranged in alveoli more
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or less separated by a connective-tissue stroma containing
blood-vessels.

(b) Alreolar Stireoma. This group of tumors must be

regarded with suspicion. Some included in it may liave

been slightly pigmented nielanomata; others were un-

questionably earcinomata. Possibly rapidly growing
tumors, arising from striated muscle cells, po.ssess an
alveolar arrangement and may have been included under
this heading.
D. Tumors Arisingfrom Endothelidl Celts.—(a) Ilteman-

gioma, Ilcemangio-endothelioma. The congenital vascular
na'vi of the skin and the cavernoniata of the liver are

abnormalities, not true tumors, but they may give rise to

autonomous vascular tumors. A luemaugioma is a slow-

growing tumor composed of blood-vessels, wliich exhib-
its the characteristics of true tumors. The vessels often

dilate and liecome cavernous in type. Rarely the tumors
are multiple. The term luen\angio-endotlielioma is ap-
plied to rapidly growing tumors arising from the endothe-
lium of blood-vessels. As the luniina of the new-formed

capillaries often become occluded by intravascular prolif-
eration or by rupture of continuity, rows of anastomosing
cells and concentric cell masses are iisually formed in

parts, at least, of the tumors. There is a gradual growth
of connective tissue between the cells separating them
from each other.

(b) Lytnphangioma, Lymphangio-indotlitlioma. These
names are applied to the slowly and rapidly growing tu-

mors arising from the endothelium of lymph vessels.

(c) Dunil Endothelioiita. Tumors distinguished by
this title arise from the endothelium lining the arachnoid

space. They vary in rate of growth from slow to rapid.
The structure of the tumors varies greatly ; it may be
cellular like a sarcoma or more or less librous like a cel-

lular fibroma. The cells may have an alveolar arrange-
ment with the cells often grouped in whorls, or the cells

may be moi-e or less uniformly distributed in the stroma.
E. Tumors Arising from JHerfe Cells.-—(a) Si'euromn.

This term is often applied to a tumor-like mass which
follows amputation of a limb, and is due to an attempt
at regeneration made by the axis cylinders of a cut nerve.

As an axis cylinder is only a process of a cell it cannot

give rise to a true tumor. A true neuroma is a tumor

composed, in large part at least, of ganglion cells which
may produce medullated or non-medullated nerve fibres.

Neuromata are rare, and arise chiefly from the sympa-
thetic nervous system.

2. Epithelial Tcmoks.

In this group of tumors epithelial cells play as a rule

the more important part. Like the cells in the tumors

already described they cannot exist by themselves, but
are always accompanied by a certain amount of connec-
tive tissue and blood-vessels on which they depend for

support and nutrition. In some of the tumors the
stroma is slight in amount; in others it is abundant,
rapidly growing, and suggests active inflammatory tis-

sue: in still others the connective tissue accompanying
the epithelium is very abundant, and cannot be regarded
as stroma but as part of the tumor formation.

A. From siirfnces covered witii epitlieliniii tiunors arise
which are divided into two groups, according as they are
elevated above the lining epithelium or invade the tissues
below it.

(«) I'lipillary fibroma, a tumor composed of pajiillary

outgrowths of eoimective tissue and blood-vi'ssels, cov-
ered externally with a single layer of epithelium, or with
a pavement epithelium. Sometimes the connective tis-

sue is very slight in amount, sometimes very abundant.

(b) Carnnoriia. a tumor comi)o.sed of branching and
anastomosing colunms and masses of epithelial cells

which invade the tissue beneath the lining epithelium,
from which the tumor arises and which give rise to metas-
tases.

B. From the epitliclium lining glands, two general
types of tumors arise.

(a) Adenoma, a tumor composed of new formed glands

which do not invade the surrounding tissue. Closely
related to the adenoma are on the one hand the adenocys-
toma, an adenoma in which some of the glands dilate to
form cysts, and the papillary adenocystoma, an adenocys-
toma with papillary projections from the wall. This
hitler tumor sometimes approaches the carcinoma in ma-
lignancy, and is even classi'd by Ribbert as one form of
it. On the other hand, the connective tissue surrounding
the glands may jilay an equal or even more important
part than the epithelium, aud then we get the adenojibro-
ma, or, if papillary ingrowths occur, the intrac.analicular

papilla ry aden afibroma.
{!>) Malignant adenoma, adenocarcinoma, carcinoma.

A closely related grouj) of tumors, morphologically
somewhat ditlerent, biologically alike, which are often
included under the term carcinoma. They also corre-

spond biologically with the carcinoma of the first group
of epithelial tumors.
The term carcinoma is unfortunately employed in two

ways—biologically as a designation for all malignant
epithelial tumors, and morphologically to distinguish in

malignant epithelial new growths the epithelium grow-
ing in solid masses from that which grows in the form of

glands or cj'sts.
There is a certain tendency to give a special name to

all epithelial tumors coming from a certain organ, such
as malignant hypernephroma for epithelial tumors of
adrenal origin, provided the cells or their secretions are

very characteristic.

In the above classification those tumors in which epi-
thelium and connective tissue plaj' an essentially equal
part are often separately considered under the heading
fibro-epithelial tumors. This would include papillary
fibromata of the skin and the adenotibroraata of the
breast.

It is to be noted, however, that adenomata of any or-

gan imitate that organ not only in regard to the glands,
but also in regard to the amount and character of con-
nective tissue which is between the glands. In the liver

and adrenal there is very little connective tissue and ade-
nomata of these organs exhibit the .same condition. But
in the mammary gland, wliere there is always a great
amount of dense connective tissue between the glands,
the adenomata arising there have much connective tissue
associated with them. It would seem as if the two tis-

sues worked together in an attempt to form mammary-
gland tissue.

C. Cysts jAvedrnth Parcment Epithelium.—Cysts lined
with a single layer of epithelium belong in one of two
classes. The first are due to dilatation of pre-existing
glands or cavities under the influence of retained secre-

tions. The second are true timior formations and begin
as adenomata, of which some of the glands dilate and
fuse to form cysts.
There is another class of cy.sts which are lined with

epi<lermis. Those due to the dilatation of the ducts of
sebaceous glands (wen, atheroma) are certainly not tu-

mors. There is another group, however, which is usu-

ally iucluded among the new growths. These are the

simple dermoids occurring chiefly along the lines of clos-

ure of the embryonic fissures and the cholesteatomata
which are found almost exclusively in connection with
the central nervous system. They are probably both to

be regarded not as true tumors, but as embryonic inclu-

sions and displacements. The dermoid cysts enlarge as

sebaceous c}'sts do under the influence of retained secre-

tions. If the secretions could escape they would not

enlarge any more than do the fistuUe originating from
branchial clefts.

The cholesteatoma is due to the inclusion within the

central nervous system of ectodermal cells, which wovdd
normally form epidermis. The apparent tumor is due to

the gradual accunudation of dead desquamated epider-
mal cells.

The simple dermoids and the cholesteatoma belong in

the same class with aberrant adrenal rests. They are

un()uestionably vmder the jihysiological ctmtrol of the

body. They can give rise to "tumors, but are not Ihera-
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selves true tumors. They Imve been classed with the

tumors largely because under the influence of retained

secretions they often attain a considerable size.

3. Mixed TuMons.

There are three princii)al groups of mixed tumors
which require attention. It is possible, however, that

the ribro-e]iitlielial tumors should be added to them as the

simplest type of mixed tumors.

A. Mixed Tumors <yf the Sttlivary Glands.—They de-

velop most commonly in or near the parotid. They are

nodular tumors of varying size which are usually be-

nign, but may become malignant. They are composed
of tissue elements derived iu part from the ectoderm, in

part from the mesoderm. The latter germ layer may
give rise not only to connective tissue, but often to car-

tilage and more rarely to bone, fat. and lymphoid tissues,

and even to striated muscle cells. The epithelium of

ectodermal origin may occur in the form of glands or in

solid masses as in a carcinoma.
These tumors probably arise from embryonic displace-

ments of cells of the ectoderm and mesoderm during the

formation of the branchial arches and of the parotid and

submaxillary glands.
B. Mixed Tumors of the Genito- Urinary Tract.—They

occur most commonly in the kidney, but arise sometimes
in the uterus and vagina, and even in the wall of the

bladder. They are congenital tumors which are always
malignant, and may give rise to metastases. They are

composed of rapidly growing connective tissue which
resembles siircomatous tissue, of embryonic striated mus-
cle cells, of tubular structures lined with epithelium, and

occasionall}- of fat tissue and cartilage. These tumors

unquestionably arise from the displacement, at an early

stage of embryonic development, of undifferentiated cells,

which imder normal conditions are capable of giving
rise to differentiated cells such as occur in the tumors.

C. Teratoma.—This group of tumors can be divided
into two subdivisions.

((/) EiiihryoiHii. In the ovary and to a less extent in

the testicle tumors occur which vary from a simple to a

very complex structure. Thej' may contain practically
all the different tissues present in the body, i.e.. all three

embryonic germ layers are represented. It is probable
that these tumors arise from undifferentiated cells which
under normal conditions are capable of giving rise to

embryos, i.e., from ova or more probably from cells

which give rise to ova.

(b) Fcelus in Fa'iu. Very complicated tumors, more
or less similar in structure to those occurring in the

ovar)' and testicle, sometimes occur in other parts of the

bodj'. They are probablj' due to the inclusion in a fa'tus

of an ovum or of cells developed from an ovum, which
under normal conditions would give rise to another
foetus.

OiiiGix OF Tumors.—A certain number of tumors un-

questionably arise from cells which during embryonic
development are displaced from the site where they be-

long. Some of these cells are displaced at an early stage
of cell differentiation, and hence are capable of produc-
ing tumors of a complex nature, containing a variety of

tissues, as for example the mixed tumors of the kidney.
Other cells are displaced at a later period of development
when they are more or less completely differentiated, and
in consequence they give rise to tumors consisting essen-

tiall3' of a single kind of cell, as for example the tumors
of adrenal origin.
Of these displacements of embryonic cells the com-

monest and most easily recognized are the aberrant adre-

nals or hypernephromata. Their size probal)l_v corre-

sponds to the amount "f gland tissue which tliey woidd
have produced if they had remained in their proper situ-

ation. Small, misplaced spleens are not at all uncom-
mon. Displaced bits of jiancrcatic tissue are less

frequent. The so-culled cholcsteatomata found in

connection with the central nervous .sy.stem, the remains
of branchial clefts and of the lower end of the neural

canal, and the gland-like structures so common in the
wall of the oviduct are all examples of cells or groups of
cells disjjlaced during embryonic development. Pig-
mented and vascular na'vi are still other examples which
should, however, probably be classed as abnormalities
rather than as displacements. Some of tlicse "fa'lal
rests" become so large in consequence of the accumula-
tion of retained secretions (the cholesteatoma and the

simple dermoid) that they are usually clas.sed as tumors.
It is probable that all of these displaced tissues are

under the normal physiological control of the body.
They can give rise to tumors, but are not themselves
new growths.

Certain displacements of embryonic tissue are recog-
nized only by the tumors to which they give rise, as for

example those from which come the mixed tumors of the

genito-urinary tract and of the salivary glands.
The adenofibromataof the breast may be derived from

displacements in post-embryonic life, at the time when
the mammary gland is tleveioi)ing. They certaiidy sug-
gest an attemjjt at the formation of mammary-gland
tissue.

The important point to bear in mind in regard to these
tumors which unquestionably arise from embryonic dis-

placements of tissue, such as the malignant hyperne-
phromata, and the nnxed tumors of the urogenital tract,
is this, that they are as malignant as any tumors which
exist, and that the)' give rise to meta-tases.
Etiology op Tc.mors.—In regard (o the cause of tu-

mors we know absolutely nothing. Bacteria, protozoa,
and blastomycetes have been claimed to be the active

agents in the production of some of them, particularly of
carcinoma. It must be acknowledged that blastomycetes
produce a curious form of tissue proliferation containing
great numbers of endothelial cells, which to an unskilled
observer might suggest an epithelial growth, but the re-

sult is granulation tissue, not a true tumor. It has been
claimed that trauma (acute injury and chronic irritation)

may so stimulate the cells of a part that a timior forma-
tion is the result, but it is impossible to regard this as a

general cause, although in certain cases it is possible that
it is the exciting cause.
We thus come back to displaced cells as a possible

solution of the question. In manj- cases, certainly, tu-

mors arise from them, but the rea.son for it we are unable
to understand, because most of these tissue displacements
persist throughout life without leading to anything ab-

normal. Possibly a series of experiments with displaced
tissues of various sorts might throw some light on the

subject. Certainly at present such experimentation is

the most promising field for investigation.
F. B. MalUtry.

TUNNELLING, DANGERS OF.—The scope of this

article is to deal with such explosives as are generally
used in public or private works of improvement, the
effects of the explosion upon the workingmen employed,
and the way iu which accidents with such explosives fre-

quently occur.

I. Explosives Used in Blasting.—There are numer-
otis kinds of explosives: Guniiowder, guncotton, nitro-

glycerin, drnamites, picrates. fuhninates, etc. It is not
the jiurpose of this article to deal with all of the different

kinds of ex)ilosives, but simpl\- with those which come
into conunon use.

The principal ingrciiients of the various explosives are

potassium nitrate, sodium nitrate, anunoniuin nitrate,

potassium chlorate, nitric acid, sidphuric acid, sulphur,
the hydrocarbons, benzene, toluene, naphlhalin. carbo-

hydrates, cellulose, alcohols, glycerin, ethers, acetone,

camiihor, vaseline, paraffin, kiesclguhr, nmdanite, tripoli,

coal dust, and the alkaline carl)onates.

O u IIjHiiriler is of two kinds— nitrate and chlorate.

Ordinary black gunpowder belongs to the nitrate class,

and is composed of potassium nitrate. 75 parts; charcoal,
lo parts; sulphur, 10 parts. There are many special

powders of this class which vary, not so miicli in their

composition as iu their shape, size of the grain, densitj',
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ami li;ir(liic3s, such as Iioxasronal, perforated, prismatic,
etc. Oilier ixiwilers vary only as to the nitrate used,

whctlier bariiiin nitrate, strontium nitrate, or .sodium

nitrate.

Tlie results of the explosion of these powders vary.
The greater part of the product is represented I))' sul-

pliate of potasli, carbonic acid, and nitrogen, but tlierc is

also to be found potassium carbonate, suljihide, hypo-
sulphate, and sulpliocyanale, ammonium carbonate, car-

bon monoxide, carbon dioxide, liydrogen, hydrogen sul-

plii(h'. and marsh gas.
Tliere are quite a number of chlorate, mixtures or pow-

ders, most of whicli—as Ilarvoy's, Davey's, Hill's, etc..—•

are used for fu,se composition; but, as they are attended
with great danger in handling, they are of )io great prac-
tical value.

Thi- pin-iiUs are made with a basis of picric acid, or tri-

uitro-phenol. These powdersare used almost exclusively
in France.

Boiiiitetto's jxnrdir is composed of potassium jiicralc

and jiotassium nitrate with charcoal.

}hu{/in's poirder is composed of aninionium ]iicrate

with potassium nitrate,

Mciiiiile is composed of a mixture of fused picric acid

and trinitrocelhilose dissolved iu a mixture of ether and
alcohol; in other words, guncotlon dissolved in ether, to

whicli is added ])icric acid.

Lijtiilc. the English explosive, is identical with meli-

nite. If fully exploded, these powders deflagrate into

nitrogen, carbonic oxide, or carbonic acid, In'drogen, car-

bonate of potash, etc. ; therefore the gases produced by
them are not very injurious in character.

Other explosives of the uitro-substitution class are

mono-, di-, and triuitro-benzene. Iliilitc and Seturite

(both composed of ammonium nil rate with meto-dinitro-

beuzene) are very powerful and yet safe to handle. Fi-

nally, there are nitrotohiene, mono-, di-, tri-, and tetra-

Ditronaphthalin, Volney's pmrdirs (mixtures of nitrated

naphtlialin, s:Utpetre, and sulphvir), Fan'er poirders, Em-
mensite (similar to picric acid), Oilliile. and Robiirite.

liobiirite is composed of ammonium nitrate with chlori-

nated dinitrobenzol, and is a yellow-brown powder with
au odor of bitter almonds. It cannot be exploded by
concussion, pressure, friction, shock, or fire, but only by
a powerful detonator, such as 1 gm. of the fulminate of

mercury.
Nitrorjlycerin is the most powerful of all explosives.

But on account of the danger in handling it, it is not
used as much iu blasting operations to-day as formerly,
but is the base of other high explosives. It is composed
of nitric acid, sulphuric acid, and glycerin. It is an
odorless, colorless (or sliglitly yellow) liquid, with a

sweetish tast<', insoluble in water, but soluble in ether or

wood alcohol (methyl alcohol). .Mixed with wood alco-

hol it loses its explosive iiroperty. bvit b.y adding water
to the mixttu-o it separates and can again be used as an

explosive. It evaporates at 213° F., and freezes at about
30° F. Some of ils inconipatibles arc muriate of ammo-
nia, sulphate of iron, and ihe sulphides generally. It is

decomposed by siilphureled hydrogen and sulphur is

precipitated: it is also decomposed by calcium sulphide.
1 mention these as they can be used as antidotes for i)oi-

soning by uitroglycerin.
Jsitroglycerin explodes from pressure, or from a blow,

or at ;i()6^ F. Properly to explode nitroglycerin great
beat and pres.sure arc needed. If it is exploded by means
of gunpowder th(^ exjilosion is not general and a part is

not exploded. The method now in vogue is to use ful-

minating caps, and if these are of suflicient size and

properly made they effect a comiilete detonation.
A tMuse insullicient to explode nitroglycerin in wood

or ])aper will explode it in tin or other metals. Confine-
ment or compression nuikes nilroglyeerin and its com-

pound explode more easily.
The result of tlie exiilosion of nitroglycerin gives

water, 20 parts; carbonic acid, .5S parts; oxygen, J!..")

parts; nitrogen, 1S..5 jiarts. And according to Xobel, 1

litre of '
blasting oil

"
gives 10,400 litres of gases.

In point of raiiidity the explosion of nitroglycerin is

practically iiislantam'ous. 'i'hc (haiaitiTs of the lunduets
of explosion of many of the conipounds are alike, but in

the ease of some they vaiy according to circiiiustai.:'es

and condition, such as the method adojited for producing
a high teniperature. pressure, expansion, etc.

By mixing nitroglycerin with some porous substance
it is readily al)Sorlie<l, and produces an cxiilosive com-

paratively safe to handle. These mixtures of nitro-eoin-

pouiid are what is eominonly known as ili/miiiiiti-.

The names of the various dynamites are (Jiaiit (lowder
No. 1 and No. 2; Dualiii, Atlas .V and B, ^'lllcall, .lud-

son, Rendrock, Hercules, Atuerican Safely, Carbonite.
Stoiiite. Ilorslev, Dynamite de Trauzl, and Gelignite.
For the piu-jioses of study there are ]U'actically two

clas.ses of dynamite, which miglit be termed inorganic and
organic, according to the absorbent used. As a type of
one class is that made with infusorial earth, kieselguhr.
a soil found in Germany and which is composed of silic-

eous diatoms; and of tlie other, that made with ground
wood pulp or sawdust. Others still are made from a

combination of both kinds. The results of the explo-
sion, however, are practicall)' the same in either ease,

except that the dynamite made with an organic absor-

bent yields an additional amount of carbon.
As a type of the first class we have Giant powder

No. 1; nitroglycerin, "!'> parts; kieselguhr, 24,."j parts;
sodium carbonate. 0..5 part. And as a type of the second
class, we have the American safety powder; Nitroglyc-
erin, 68.81 parts; .sodium nitrate, 18.3.5 parts; wood
pulp, 12.84 jiarts.

Dynamite is safe or imsafe to handle, according to tlie

amount of oil (nitroglycerin) that is absorbed. The ea

pacity of the absorbent varies with the temperature.
Thus, a powder that is comparatively safe at 50'' F. mav
be leaky at lOU F.

Wheud3naniite is frozen it is more difficult to explode,
and one cap will rarely make it deflagrate.

GnncottoR is made by puttiug ordinary cotton in nitric

and sulphuric acids. The cotton is first steamed with
caustic potash, and then immersed in a mixture of sul-

pliurie and nitric acids in the proportion of three to one

by weight; and then it is waslied until free from every
trace of acid, and dried in a cool chamber.
Guneotton is harsher to the touch than ordinarv cot-

ton and is insoluble in water. It is soluble in ether, am-
monia, and acetone. If a fiamc is applied to it, it burns
with a flash, but without explosion. It is one of the .saf

est of explosives. When jiroperly exploded in ractm tin'

resultant gases are carbonic oxide, carbonic acid, marsh

gas, olefiant gas. nitric oxide, nilrogeii. hydrogen, aque-
ous vapor. Guneotton in itself is not used for blasting.
but is sometimes mixed with other ingredients.

Tonile is composed of guneotton 52i parts, barium
nitrate 47i ijarts.

roUiitite is composed of guneotton 60.20, potassium
nitrate 33.80.

Kvplnsire f/datin is made by dissolving guneotton in ni-

troglycerin by the aid of heat, the result being a jelly-like
mass. It is of a dark-yellow color. I'lieonfined it will,

burn without exploding. If contined and healed to i)0!l

P.. itexplodes violently. It is more sensitive wiien frozen

than in the unfrozen state, and can be readily detonated

by the impact of a bullet. In this it differs from dyna-
mite, wliich is less apt to do so.

Forcite. is a gelatin dynamite largely used in the United
Slates, and is gradually supplanting all other forms of

dynamite. As this is the dynamite now most commonly
used, I give its full com))osition :

Nltrofflycerin '.IS imi'ts )

Nitroeotton - jijirls >- Gelatin r>n parts.
Sudiuiii nil rate 7(i parts i

Siilpluir ;i imrts i

Wixid tar 20 parts ^ Dope .50 parts.
Wcuiii pulp 1 part )

Tlic iiiiiol,-t'li'.ii> poirders are composed princijjally of in-

soluble and soluble nitrocellulose.

Cordite, the explosive adopted by Great Britain, is

I
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composed of nitroglyceiiu. ffuncotton, aud mineral jelly

(vaseline). The gases evolved I)}' explosion are carbonic

acid, carbonic oxide, nitrogen, and lij'drogen. Other

powders ot this class are Ballistilc, Maxiniite, Scludtze

jKiwdcr, Wettereii Indurile, Killeitc. Leonard, etc.

Oilier explosives belonging to no especial class are

Ji'iir/,- ii-ror/i, composed of potassium nitrate and mino-
nitrobenzene.

llell/iiyflite, composed of meladinitrobenzene and nitric

acid,

Oxonite, composed of picric acid and nitric acid.

Piinddntite. composed of nitrogen tetroxide and car-

lion disulphide,
lliniiiti. ((imposed of ammonium nitrate, nitronaplitha-

lin, parallin oil, and potassium chlorate. It explodes
spontaneously,

Fuliiiiiia/c of mercxivy is used for exploders, iicrcussion

caps, and detonatons. It explodes violently' when com-

pressed or struck or rubbed between hard surfaces, or

when touched with concentrated suliihurie acid or any
ignited body. When used in a percussion cap it is, as a

rule, mixed with potassium elilorale in the proportion
of 7.5 parts of the fulminate to ^.j of potassium chlorate.

There are many fulminates, but the lulniinate of mer-

cury is the only oue in general use, except for toy caps,
which contain fulminate of silver.

When it is exploded the following reaction may occur:
5 HgCoN-O™+ 4KNO3 = nilg+ 8 CO., + 7N,+ a'K.COs.

II. D.^KOEKS Encountered.—Asphyxia, or partial as-

phyxia, with a general poisoning aud consequent dis-

turbance of the sj'stem, is frequently met with in the

construction of tunnels in the present day, and is due to

the use of the.se
"
high explosives

"
;
for in the removal of

nick, in construction work of this nature, dynamite or

nitroglycerin is used in considerable quantities.
When the blasting is done in open-cut work, as on rail-

roads, the gases, after the explosion, immediately dis-

tribute themselves in the atmospheric air, and no effect

has been noticed on the workmen employed. But when
the explosions take place in tunnels, or in mining or other

partially closed cavities, aud the gases or residue are slow-

to escape from the mouths of the tunnel or up an air-

shaft, serious deleterious effects are produced.
There are two classes of cases of poisoning produced

b}' breathing the products of the explosion of such mate-
rials: First, acute cases, in which a considerable quantity
of the residue is inhaled at one time; and -secondly,
chronic ca.ses, or those iu which a small amount is con-

stantly breathed for a long time. The acute cases vary
according to the amount inhaled.

Where the amount of dynamite used is not large, or

whereafter the explosion a considerable quantity of fresh

air has been mixed with the products of the combustion,
or where the workman has, after a few breaths, become

giddy and is pulled awaj' by others and sent to the sur-

face, the etfects produced are the following: a trem-

bling sensation. Hushing of the face, succeeded sometimes

by pallor, frequently nausea, sometimes vomiting, with

throbbing through the temples, and fulness iu the head,
as if it would burst, followed by an intense headache
characteristic of poisoning by nitrites—similar to that of

nitrite of aniyl, only not so violent, but more jiersistent,

frequently lasting forty-eight hours. The heart's action

is inerea.sed, and the pulse is full and bounding, though
somewhat compressilile, aud varying in rate from 100 to

140, The condition is ihtscribed by the workman as a

"dizziness." He feels as if drunk, or as if his head is

swelled.

In the S(>cond class of acute cases, in which a man
goes into the tunnel immediately after the explo.sion, and
is brought in contact with a large percentage of the poi-
sonous materials, the cITcets are giddiness, immediately
followed by unconsciousness, and the patient presents
the usual appearance of asphyxia.

Sdiiielimes in these cases the pulse is full and bound-

ing, though very compressible, but in most of the cases

it is alarmingly weak. Generally there is a great pallor,

though this I'nay be partially due to working under-

ground. Tlie comatose condition soon iiasses away, and
is succeeded by drowsiness, languor, cold perspiration,
intermittent pulse, and generally nausea and vomiting.
SouKitimes the breathing is spasmodic, and frequently
there are hiccougli, and after a time a severe headache.

Nearly all of these cases, however, no matter liow
siM'ious they seem at the lime, end in recovery. In the
few cases in which deal li does occur, it is usually sev-
eral hours after the ])atient has been removed from the

tunnel, and is due to paralysis of respiration.
In the chronic cases, in which only a small amount of

the gaseous products of the explosions is hn^alhed

daily, there are four prominent symptoms. These are

headache, cough, indigestion, ami disturbances of the
nervous system. The headache is usually a ('ontiniiing
one, and varies in degree from a mere sense of fulness to

a throbbing jiain. Tlie cough is similar in character to

the cough of pertussis, or of malaria, and as cases of
malaria are frequent among men engaged upon such
works, one may easily mistake the cau.se.

Next in prominence to these symptoms come disturb-
ances of the nervous system, as trembling, irritability,

neuralgia. In fact, nearly, if not all, of the symptinns
are attributable to this cause. Even the cougli is in

all probability due to the poisonous effect produced on
the pneumogastric nerve.
With this nervousness is also associated indigestion,

probably due to the same cause. Of course, with this

latter symptom, the character of tiie food and the man-
ner in which it was eaten must be taken into considera-
tion

; but as soon as a man with these chronic svmptoms
is taken from the tunnel and placed at work on top he

steadily improves, and tinally entirely recovers.

It is also noticeable that those who liave previously
suffered from dyspepsia, or from tic douloureux, or sci-

atica, or other form of neuralgia, are made worse by the

dynamite smoke.
What are these symptoms due to?

The formula for nitroglycerin is CjHbNsOo. And
the products from the combustion of this are written:
4 (C3H,,N30,) = 10 (H=0) + 13 (CO)+ (N,0.,)-j- 0„

In other words, the products are water, carbonic oxide,
and nitrogen dioxide, none of which would produce the

symptoms above described with the exception of as-

phyxia.
A comparison of the above .symptoms in the acute

ca.ses, with the phenomena vuoduced by various-sized

doses of nitroglycerin, shows them to be identical. This

similarity between the symptoms from inhalation of the

products of the explosion of dynamite, and tho.se lu'o-

dueed by the nitroglycerin itself, is so well marked that

even miners themselves have noticed it. Frequently,
when dynamite is frozen, a miner will place a cartridge
iu his boot to thaw it out, and the absorption of nitro-

glycerin through the skin will produce precisely the

same symptoms as in the mild acute cases of the inhala-

tion of the ]iro(Uicts before described.

Again, as aiiotlier instance, I may cite the case of a
miner who used his knife to cut a cartridge and afterward
ate an apple cut with the same knife. In this ease, ac-

cording to his statement, the symptoms were similar to

being "knocked out by powder smoke," only more se-

vere; the headache persisting three week,s. On an-

other occasion this same miner cut up some tobacco
to smoke with a knife that he had used for dynamite,
and he was again similarly alTected. Here the heat
from the tobacco smoke voiatilized the fine particles of

nitroglycerin on the tobacco below, and poisoning was
produced by absorjition through the lung tissue. No
other conclusion can well be reached than this: thai

there are mixed with the gases produced unex]iloded )iar-

ticles of nitroglyceiiu in a volatile stale; and these par-
ticles inhaled by the miners jiroduce the elTeet described.

This fact can be eonelusively proved by waving in the

fumes, immediately after an explosion, a cold sheet of

glass, and thus collecting upon it by condensation a

small percentage of the nitroglycerin itself.

There is no doubt that the explosion of a large
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quantity of dynamite would produce sufficient gases of

CO and X3O3 to produce asphyxia. Here we get the

cyanosis and other symptoms of simple asjihyxia, and
we may get nausea and vomiting; but not the same dis-

turbance of the sympathetic system, nor tlie continued
chronic spasm of the vagus, nor the persistent headache

pathognomonic of nitroglycerin poisoning.
IWtitmeiit.— In the way of jirophylactic treatment the

use of such ai)paratus or macliiiiery, whether by blow-

ing or by sucking, that will rajjidly clear the tunnel or

cavity from noxious gases or fumes, is to lie lecom-
mended. Wlien steam drills that are worked with an air

compressor are used, they contributes largely to this end.

It lias also been found "that tlie use of a large cap will

explode a greater percentage of nitroglycerin than a
small one, and this, to a certain extent, oliviates the

trouble. In certain cases, however, a cartridge— for

some reason or other—does not exjilode, but burns like a

candle, with considerable splullering. In such an in-

stance the amount of nitroglycerin volatilized is much
greater than if an explo.sion had taken place, and conse-

quently the eft'eets are more deleterious.

For immediate treatment, such measures as are gener-
ally used in cases of asphyxia are of service. In addi-

tion, the use of cold lo the head <ir the subcutaneous
administration of atropine, ergotin, or other vaso-motor
stimulant, is of necessity indicated and very etticacious.

There is little doubt that the eSects of nitroglycerin
are produced by its decomposition and the formation
of a nitrite in the bod}'. "Treatment with ammonia
restores normal color and normal functional power to

nitrite-poisoned l)lood." So the carbonate and aromatic

spirits of ammonia should be used internally, and it is

also well for those in charge of such works to recom-
mend to the workmen employed to carry with them
small vials of this remedy for use in such cases.

The effects of nitroglycerin are akso antagonized by
sulphur. I have therefore given to many of the work-
men sulphide of calcium, and these seemed to do better
than those to whom it was not administered. This re-

sidt. however, may have been partly due to the bene-
ficial effects of the sulphide of calcium per se.

III. M.\NNF.R IX WHICH Ac( ii)i-;nts Occur.—The
methods by which accidents occur, and their effect upon
the workmen emploj-ed, can be best understootl if I nar-

rate a few actual occurrences. Thus, the fulminate of

mercury will explode violently when compressed. As
an illustration of such explosion one of the workmen
under my care endeavored to bend a caj) so that he might
more easily attach it to a dynanute cartridge; and, being
ignorant of the conditions under which it would explode,
he tried to bend it between his teeth. Tlie result was
that he lost half of his teeth, his cheek, and a portion of
his ear.

Exploders or caps will also explode when struck a

sli.ght blow. Sometimes they are not proi)erly attached
to the dynamite cartridge or to the wire connected with
the electric battciy, and therefore the charge is not ex-

ploded. I'ndcr these eiicumstances the cartridge must
be removed from the hole and a new cartridge and ex-

ploder ]iut in its jilace. The removal of this cartridge
with the exploder in it isattended with great danger. It

is done with a long rod, sharp on the point, and with a
little cup near the end. Thus with tlie point the car-

tridge is broken up, and with the cup it is drawn out of
the hole. Should^, however, the point of the rod hajipen
to strike the fulminative mercury cap, it is almost sure to

explode.
Numerous accidents of this kind occur. One particu-

larly more gross in carelessness or ignorance than the
others I will relate.

In tiring, in the heading of a tunnel, it frequently be-
comes necessiiry to break uji the large rocks that are

brought down with a blast, so that they can be handled
by the workmen. To do this, a single hole is drilled in

the centre of the rock and a cartridge placed therein.
This is tired when the heading is tired; but sometimes
the cartridge beeomes loosened and does not go off. On

one such occasion a Norwegian seeing one of these holes
in a rock that had nut been broken up, he placed a bar
in the hole and told his companion to hit it to see if there
was a cartridge insi<le. He hajipened to strike the ex-

ploder, and both men were instantly killed, while a third
lost his eyesight.
Compression in other waya may explode both the cap

and the nitroglycerin; thus, on one occasion when a

charge failed to exjdode, the foreman took a hose at-

tached to the air compressor, and turning it into the hole
endeavored to blow it out; the result was that it imme-
diately exploded, his companion was instantly killed,
and he himself died later from the injuries received.

Dynamite will not easily explode when frozen, but it

can be made to explode even then under some circum-
stances. As an illustration, the powder man at <me of
the shafts on the Croton Aqueduct left half a cartridge
in a jiail of warm water in which he had been thawing it

one evening. On the following morning, as it had been
a cold night, the water in the pail was frozen with the

cartridge at the bottom. Wishing to get the cartridge
out of the ice in the pail, he placed it over the black-
smith's fire and blew upon it with the bellows. Both
he and the blacksmith were thrown from the building,
and from the ]50wder man I removed more than eight}'
pieces f)f zinc from the ])ail.

Under proper conditions in the open air a dynamite car-

tridge will burn like a candle; but if heated rapidly be-

yond 306' F. it will explode. Thus, in the Park Avenue
tunnel a numlier of papers, the packing from the boxes,
and other inflammable articles were around the powder
house. By some means these caught tire and a hot flame
was instantly developed about the dynamite, the result

being that the whole deflagrated.
A similar accident occurred at Spuyten Buyvil, where

some powder, intended for u.se in making a new road,
was stored in a small hou.se. Some children playing in

the neighborhood set flre to the grass near the powder
house, and the result was an explosion.

In some parts of the country, as in certain mines in

the West, where it is not desired to use a large amount of

dynamite at any one time, instead of firing with elec-

tricity it is customary to use a powder fuse. Where the
climate is warm the fuse is often kept with the dyna-
mite, and then it sometimes happens that the nitrogly-
cerin will exude from the cartridges and as a result the
fuse which is kept with it will become soaked. Such a
fuse will explode instantly, and sometimes even when
kept separate from the cartritlges they will get covered
with machine oil and will then burn moie rapidly than is

intended. In an accident of this character in Arizona the

explosion followed so rapidly the lighting of the fuse
that one man could not get away at all, and his assistant
had just time to turn his back, from which I later ex-
tracted many small pieces of stone.

In the case of nitroglycerin perhaps more accidents
occur with the empty can than in anj- other way. Thus
the foreman in a tunnel, who had just filled .some holes
with nitroglycerin and had emptied the can, set it down
in such a manner that the tin in the bottom of the can
bent with a slight snap. An explosion immediately fol-

lowed, and it then became evident that sullieicnt nitro-

glycerin bad remained in the can, adherent to the sides

and the bottom, to drive the major jiart of the metal
into his thigh and hip.

II lust rat ions of such accidents might be recorded indefi-

nitely, but from many such the following rules have been
formulated :

Always remember that the function of an explosive is

to exjilode.
That accidents as a rule are due to carelessness and

ignorance.
Workmen who handle nitroglycerin and dynamite

should be provided with rubber gloves, to prevent ab-

.sorjition.
Powder for transportation should not be enclosed in a

tight or iiietallie ease.

Kx plosives .should be stored at a sufficient distance
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from works uot to be affected by concussion or by flying
debris.

Tools and fuse or caps should be stored or transported
separately.
The lluor of the powder house should be covered with

sawdust and sulpluir to absorb and dc^compose any nitro-

glycerin that has leaked from a cartridge.

Smoking should not be allowed.
E.\ plosives and powder house should always be marked

"dangerous."
Caps must always be examined before attaching them

to a cartridge.
In tiring by electricity be sure that the wire is discon-

nected from the battery before attaching the cap or

fuse.

Never attempt to remove a charge that will not ex-

plode.
Wooden ram rods should be used for charging holes.

Other rules can he formulated from the above article.

Tlunnas Darlington.

TURMERIC. See Cwrcumn.

TURNIP. WILD or INDIAN.—^r7W!, jMk-in-the-Pid-

pit. Tlie conn of Ari.iiiiiin ti/phylltim Torr. (American
arum) and of Aruin riuicnliitum L. (European arum).
Both these species are very common vernal plants in

their respective countries, growing in swamps, along
streams, and in other damp and shady places. The
American corm is depressed, globose, very much
wrinkled, and has a dense circle of curly roots, which
arise from the top, around the stem, and descend about
the corm. The European is ol)long or ovoid, and has the
roots at the base. Both usuallj- are found in the market
cut into transverse slices, which are white and verj'
starchy. Both are pervaded by an intensely acrid and

stinging juice when fresh, but which gradually disap-

pears with drying and keeping, and is dissipated by heat.

Small doses of the drug, before this change occurs, act

as a very powerful abdominal stimulant, but afterward it

is nearly inert. The dose is0..5-l gm. (gr. viij.-xv.). It

should be given well diluted with mucilage or honey, to

mitigate its sharpness. Its use has almost ceased.

Henry H. Rusby.

TURPENTINE.—American Turpentine {Terebinthina,
U. S., P. G. ; Tints Americanum, Br., Oiilipot, Cod.
Med. ). A concrete oleoresin obtained from Pinvs palus-
iris Miller, and from other species of P(H!;s (fam. Pinacea
or Cu)iifera). The species of jjine here referred to form

large forests in the Altantic and gulf belts of the South-
eastern United Siates, where the turpentine is collected

on an enormous scale. By the carelessness of the Gov-
ernment in permitting the present ruinous methods of

collection, the destruction of the sources of this article is

a question of a very short time only.

Deep gashes are cut in the trunks of the trees, near the

ground, and hollowed out at the bottom so as to hold a

pint or more of liquid, and, above these, slight cuts are

made in the bark, from which the turpentine flows, and,

running down, is collected in the "boxes," as the ex-

cavated gashes are called; from these it is ladled out
from time to time as the boxes till, and fresh hacks are

occasionally made in the bark above to keep up the tlow.

The freshly collected turpentine is then tilled into barrels

and carried to the still, where tlic oil is distilled olf, being
the spirit of turpentine, as it is commonly called, of com-
merce.

Turpentine is described as occtirring in yellowish,
oiiaque, tough masses, brittle in the cold, crumbly-crys-
talline in the interior, of a lerebinthinate odor and taste.

The alcoholic solution has an acid reaction.

As indicated in its dctinition, turjx-ntine consists of oil

of turpentine and resin. A small amount of bitter sub-
stance is also present. Its properties, medicinally, are

wholly those of the oil, considered below, which is pres-
ent to the extent of from lifteen to thirty per cent.,

weakened by the resin, also considered below. The uses
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of all three of the articles, as well as their prejtarationB,
are considered together at the close of this article:

Oil of 'Turpentine (Oleum Terebinthinif, U. S. ; Br.,

Spirit of Turpentine) is defined as a volatile oil distilled
from turpentine, and is thus described;
A thin, colorless liquid, having a characteristic odor

and taste, both of which become stronger and less pleas-
ant by age and exposure to the air.

Specific gravity: 0.8.5.'i to 0.870 at 15° C. (59° F.).
It boils at 1.55'"to 170' C. CAW to 338° F.).
Soluble in three times its volume of alcohol, the solu-

tion being neutral or slightly acid to litmus paper; also
soluble in an equal volume of glacial acetic acid.

Bromine or powdcre<l iodine acts violently upon it.

When brought in contact with a mixture of nitric and
sulphuric acids, it takes fire.

If a little of the oil be evaporated in a small capsule on
a water bath, it .should leave no more than a very slight
residue (absence of pitroieuni, parajfin oils, or resin).
There is a rectified form of it (Oleum Terebinthinm Rec-

tificatum, U. S.
,
P. G.) made by shaking up the crude oil

with six times its amount of lime water and redistilling,
which is thus described :

A thin, colorless liquid, having the general properties
mentioned under oil of turpentine (see Oleum Terebin-

tJtinee, above).
Specific gravity: 0.855 to 0.865 at 15° C. (59° F.).

Boiling point: about 160° C. (3 ')" F.).
Its alcoholic solution should be neutral to litmus paper.
If about 10 c.c. of the oil be evaporated in a capsule on

a water bath, no weighable residue should be left.

Upon treatment of oil of turpentine with hydrochloric
acid, and some similarly acting substances, a kind of cam-
phor, closely resembling ordinary camphor, can be pro-
duced.

Rosin (Resina, U. S., Br. ; Colophonium, P. G., Coloph-

ony, Common Resin, or Rosin) is defined as the residue
left after distilling off the volatile oil from turpentine,
and is described as a transparent, amber-colored sub-

stance, hard, brittle, ptdverizable: fracture glossy and
shallowly conchoidal; odor and taste faintly terebinthi-

nate. Specific gravity 1.070-1.080. Soluble in alcohol,

ether, and fixed or volatile oils; also in solution of potas-
sium or sodium hydrate. Rosin varies considerably in

its appearance, according to the extent of its distillation.

If the water with which it was distilled has not been

entirely boiled out, it is opaque and yellow ; if it contains
no water, it is clear; if overheated, it is dark brown or

black, if not, it is bright and clear. The abietic acid in

the opaque "thus" is a product of hydration of rosin,
and may be [iroduced in ordinary rosin by treating with
diluted alcohol.

Action and Uses.—Oil of turpentine is one of the
most irritiiting of its series. Applied to the skin and
prevented from evaporating, it quickly causes smarting
and redness, and after a quarter of an hour or more is

liable to destroy the surface and cause ulceratioii. In

large doses, 10 or 15 gm., taken internally, it is a quick
irritant, causing j^rompt action, but is tinsafe. Used
with suds or other vehicle, as a rectal injection, it is

promptly rejected, and in consc(|uence is a useful stimu-

lating evacuant of the lower bowel. Oil of turpentine is

readily absorbed in vapor by the lungs, as well as in its

li(liiid condition by the stomach. It is excreted also by
the lungs as well as by the skin and kidneys, the latter

principally in the course of its elimination; it is. if in

large quantity, an irritant to the whole urinary system,
caiLsing stniugurv, frequent micturition, hainaturia. etc.

The urine has a rather jiliasant violet-liUe odor. Like
all es.sential oils it is an aiitisi-ptic. In small doses (a few

drops) it is stimulant and ha'mostatic. and is frequently
given with good effect in the hemorrhage of typhoid and

phthisis. In large amounts, 2 or 3 gm. anil upward,
there are mental exhilaration, intoxication; and in poi-
sonous doses dulness, <()ma. and convulsions, with mus-
cular weakness and heart failure.

The oil is frequently cmiiloyed as an irritant applica-
tion (turpentine stupe); a tlamnl pad wrung out from
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hot water, aud freely sprinkled over the surface with oil

of turpentine, acts the sjinie as a nuist;ird paper. It is

also a very useful injection (15 jrni., in a litre or less of

warm soapsuds, and stirred in while heing adniiuistered).

luternally, as above indicated, it may be given iu doses

of from three to ten drojis.

Turpeiiline itself is not much employed in this coun-

try, but may bi' given for chronic diarrlicra, ulceration of

the bowels, chronic rheumatic joints, sciatica, etc., as

well as in leucorrluva and gonorrlKca, under conditions

indicatin.g copaiba, over which it pmbably has no advan-

tages; it may be made into ]iills and a ,L'iam or two be

given at n time.

Kesin possesses but little activity. It isemi)loyed only
externally and occasionally.

Pnr.i'.MtArioNs.—Of turpentine there is no official prep-
aration indess the oil and the resin might be so consid-

ered. Of the oil we have the Liiiiiiientum Tinhtitihiiuv

or Tiirpeiitiite Liiiimcnt, of (i.") parts of resin cerate dis-

solved in 35 parts of the oil. This is a very irritating

application. i?<w« Vcnitc {Cerattim /iV.«'h(»', U. S.) is

made of 33 parts of resin, 15 of yellow wax, and 50 of

lard. lii'-iiii Ptnnter (Emjilmttram liexina, U. S.)is made
of 14 parts of resin, SO of lead plaster, and 6 of 3-ellow
wa.v. CiiiitliitrUh's Centte (Cerntum Ointharidis, U. S.)

contains eiglileen percent, of rosin and fifteen percent,
of oil of turpentine.

ALi.iliD Plants .vxn Phodicts.—The genus Pinns is

the most important of its family and comprises about

seventy living species, distributed through the cooler

regions of the earth. Turpentines are found to some ex-

tent in all species, and they agree closely in their general

properties. Similar substances, some of them known
commercially as turpentines, are found in related genera.
Veiiife TiirpeHtine is the )iroduct of /jin'.r Larix (L.)
Karst. (iV/n(« Li(n> I,.; Lniie Eiinijxiii T>.C.) ol south-

ern Europe. Sirannburff iuiyentine is obtained from
Abies Picea (L.), Lyons {Pin us Picea L.), the European
Silver or Strassburg [nne. Pitch. Canada aud Biirguncli/,
as well as their turpentines, have been considered under
those titles. Tar, cade. a.\u\ juniper oils have also been

duly considered. All agree in their general composition
and properties with the subject of this article.

Besides these, a number of oleorcsins derived from
other families (co])aiba, Chiaii turpentine, etc.) are com-
mercial and luediciiial pinducts of similar nature.

W. P. Bolles.

TUSCAN SPRINGS or LICK SPRINGS. — Tehama
County, t'alifornia.

Post-Oki'Ice.—Red Bluff. Hotels and cottages.
The Tuscan Springs, about fifty in niuriber, are located

about eight miles northwest of Red Bluff, two hundred
miles north of San Francisco and one hundred and

thirty-five miles north of Sacramento, They cover an
area of about ten acres, and are situated at an elevation

of 900 feet above the sea-level. No complete analysis
seems to have been made, but the waters resemble in

medicinal properties tho.sc^ of the KeiitucUy Blue Lick

Springs. A partial analysis of the lied S])iing water
was made by Dr. F. W. Hatch u number of years ago.
It contains: Sulphuric acid.* hydrochloric acid, lime,
sodiinn chloride ("20.73 gnuns per United States gallon),

lilhia, iodine (4.50 grains per I'nited States gallon), car-

bonic aciil, iron bicarbonate, potassimn chloride, magne-
sia, alumina. Temperaluie of water, 78 to 80 F.

The White and Black Springs are also in use, but they
have not been analyzed. Most, if not all, of the springs
contain sulphureted hydrogen in considerable (|Uantities.
The temperature of the springs varies from (>7 to 94 F.

Their action is tonic and alterative, laxative or cathartic,

according to the amount taken. Amjjle facilities for

bathing are furnishe<l to guests. There is al.so a plunge
bath thirty by sixty feel, foiu' feel deep at one end, and
thirteen feet at the other. The waters have considerable

reputation on the Pacific coast in the treatment of .syphi-

*
Pr<ibiibly in combination.—J. K. C.

litic skin affections, scrofula, rheumatism, liver aud kid-

ney troubles. They are used conunercially, having a
considerable sale on the coast. James K. Crook.

TUSCARORA LITHIA SPRING.—Juniata County,
PeiHisylvania.

PosT-Ui'-FICK.—McCoysville.
We are inforiued by" Mr. W. A. ^liddleton, mineral-

ogist, of Harrisburg, iliat this valuable litliia water was
discovered by prospectors a few years since while bor-

ing for oil. The spring Hows about four hundred gal-
lons per hour, and is heavily charged with carboinc acid

gas. It contains the following solids: Potas.sium bicar-

bonate, calcium bicarbonate, lithium bicarbonate, mag-
nesium bicarbonate, magnesium sulphate, sodium sul-

phate, silica, alumina. The water is of the alkaline class,
and is free from nitrates and nitrites. As tar as can be-

learned, the spring is not yet fully developed as a resort,
but the water is sold.

"

James K. Crook.

TUSSM AGO. See Coltsfoot.

TUSSOl—antipvrin luandelate, antipvrin phenvl-gly-
colale. (\,lI,.,X:0."C6H5.CHOHCOOH-"isa salt of anti-

pyrin which is especially recommended in the treatment
of wliniiping-cough. To a baby four weeks old Kennedy
gives 0.013 gm. (gr. ss.) twice "a day. and to a child of
seven years 0.3 gm. (gr. iij.) four times a day. Rehu
aud Blum siieak of its efficiency in pertussis, notable

change in the cough ensuing in from three to ten daj'S
after beginning the treatment. W. A. Basteelo.

TYPHOID FEVER.—(rf.(^of, smoke; secondarily, stu

por. ) (^Syn:)nyms: English, Enteric T-erer ; German,
Abdomindltyiiliii.'i : French. JMhienenterie or Dnlhienen-
therite. or Fiirre Tijplw'ide : Italian, TiJ'o Enterico ; Span-
ish, Fiebre Continua, Tifo.)

History.—There can be no doubt that this disease has

prevailed extensively fro7ii very remote periods, but its

authentic history, like that of "so many other infectious

diseases, is of quite recent date. Indeed, for this there
are especially good reasons in regard to typhoid fever,
for the intestinal lesions are the essential and distinguish-
iug characteristics of the disease, and these would be de-
scribed carefully only after frequent autopsies. Ingeni-
ous attempts have been made to associate passages in the
works of Hijipocrates with this disease, but such have
hardly carried conviction to others than their originators.

Typhoid fever, as we know it, is not distinctly recogniz-
able in any of these descriptions, aud it is not until the
seventeenth century that the cliiucal conditions ending in

death, and followed by autopsies revealing intestinal le-

sions, are to be found in medical literature.

Spigelius, Lanci.si, Baglivi in Italy; Friedrich Hoff-
mann in Germany; Willis, Sydenham, and Huxham in

England, all described cases of typhoid fever with such
exactness as to leave no doubt of the identity of the dis-

ease. Jlorgagni in France, in llie eighteenth century,
gave a particularly clear delineation of the course of the
disease, and of the intestin;d lesions. It still remained,
however, for the nineteenth century to define its distin-

guishing characteristics, and to differentiate typhoid
fever from all other diseases.

The Germans are dis]iosed to attribute priority of rec-

ognition and determination of the distinctions "between

typhoid and typhus fevers to Hildeidiranil. of Vieima,
wlio ]iublished a treatise on "'('onlasiious Tvphus"in
1811 (translated into English by Dr. S.'l). Gross in 1829).
It is true that he distiuLTuislied between '"contagious
typhus "and what he calls ""originary typhus," but his

ideas about his "originary" tyjilius were extremely
misty, and I think the im|)artial reader of his treatise

will tind much dilliculty in identifying it with typhoid,
although the ""contagious" disea.se answers fairly well to

typlnis fever.

Bretoiuieau, Petit and Serrcs, Louis and Chomel in

France, during the first thirty years of this century, did

more, by their careful observations at the bedside aud
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their patient labors in the autopsy room, to elucidate the

syiiiptonis and course of the disease, to connec't tliesi;

with tlie pathological lesiims, and to place the whole in

the clear li,i;'lil by which we rcnurii this very important
disease today, than any or all of their predecessors.
Even afU'r the publication of their observations a jjood
deal of confusion prevailed for anollier ten years between

typhoid and typhus fevers, the one being more common
in France, the other in England, the symjitoms being by
no means very dissimilar in exceptional cases, or at least

sulliciently alike to throw doubt upou the recently pro-
mulgated jiathology.

Tills dciulit it was the privilege of American pupils of

Louis to be instrumental in dispelling. .James Jackson,
Jr., of Boston, published in 18^0, l)So3, 1834, personal
observations continuing the oceurreuce of intestinal le-

sions as the result of typhoid fever. Gerhard, of Phila-

delphia, in 1835, reported cases of typhus fever occurring
during au epidemic at thePhiladelpJiia Almshouse, which
marked out plainly the cliaractcristics of that disea.se;

and in 183T. in association with Pennock, Gerliard estab-

lished clearly the fact that tyi)hoid and typhus weie
distinct diseases. This was further brought out the

following year (1838) in Paris, and in 1840 iu this coun-

try, by George C'. Shattuck, of Boston, as the result of

observations in the London Fever Hospital, at the re

(|uest of and following the teaching of Louis. Slille, of

Philadelphia, who had |ireviously been luulei- Gerhard at

the Pliilailelphia llospiial during the ty]ilius eiiidemic,
and who was in Paris at the same time with Shaltuck,
was also iustrumenlal iu establishing before the Societe

Medicale d'ObservatidU the anatomical and clinical dis-

tinctions between the two diseases.

Asa result of Ihcseandsiibsetiuent studies and reports,
the non-identity of tyjihoid and typhus fever was earl}-

recognized and accepteil in the United States—earlier and
more generally than in England. Dr. A. P. Stewart, of

Glasgow, who. after studying fevers in the Fever Hos
pitalof that place, resorted to Paris for the same purpose,
accurately described the chief features of these two dis-

eases before one of the Paris medical societies, iu 1S40, and
was the first of his countrymen who did so. It was not,

however, until ten years later (1849-51) that a general
recognition of the quality of the two diseases, of their

specific characteristics, was enforced in Great Britain by
the authority of Sir William .Jenner. Since that time

typhoid fever has been everywhere accepted as a distinct

morbid entity, and all difference of opinion as to its spe-
cial characteristics may be said to have disajipeared.
Etiology.—No sooner were the problems of the semei-

ology and pathology settled, and the conclusions gener-
ally accepted, than the equally inqiortant question of the

etiology of typhoid fever took their place, and a discus-

sion arose which lasted thirty years. The medical world
divided into two parties- (a) tho.se whoheld that typhoid
fever is not only a distinct disease, but a specitic disease

having a specitic poison, which is only protluced by
itself, and only reproduces itself; (b) those who though
acknowledging its distinct symptomatology and path-

ology, still held that it at times arisesautochthonously or

spontaneously ; that mere filth, or according to some who
embraced this view, even depressing emotions which de-

range the digestion, maj'give rise to these special results.

These two theories were propounded and actively sup-
ported by Drs. Budd and Murchisou, respectively, anil

from the year 18.50 were largely identified with their

names. Both of these theories were of practical benefit,

for it was largely due to the elVortsof .Murchison that, the

foundations of modern hygiene were instituted, and the

influence of Budd was felt both in the care of the patient
and his e.xcrcta and in the incentive to determine the

siH'ciric iioison. As early as 1871 allemiits were made to

identify definite organisms as constantly nccurriiig with
the disease, but not until 18,80 was the germ di.scovered

by Eberth, which has since been found to answer the re-

quirements of a specific orgiuiism.
'I'he Kberth (ialTky bacillus, or bacillus typhosus, was

of constant occurrence in typhoid lever and absent iu

health. It was finally isolated, and after much e.xpeii-
mentation grown in pure cidture. Owing to the apjiar-
ent insusceptibility of animals to the disease all attempt-s
at inoculation of animals with typhoid have been unsuc-
cessful, though lately Remlinger has claimed to liave
caused the disease iu rabbits, jtut his work has not vet
been confirmed. The organism has, however, been "ac-

cepted. Its viability in the human body, before and
after death, and its duration iu different media, liquid
and .solid, under varying conditions of heat and cold,
have been more or less definitely determined.

It is a short, thick rod. about three times as long as
wid(', and with ronndid ends. Tlie length equals one-
third the diameter of a red blood corpu.scle. It is some-
what variable under differint conditions, and may be
thicker or thinner according to circiunstances, and "may
become arranged end to end, forming threads. In hang-
ing drop it has motility due to numerous llagella. which
maybe seen by careful staining. The other character-
istics and growth under dill'eicnt conditions belong to

bacteriology and need not be discussed here. It is of

luaetical importance, however, to know that these bacilli

may live indelinilely under favoring circnmstauces, and
they have been shown experimentally to exist as long as
three months in milk, water, and in a dead body, and live
and one half months in soil, and to resist freezing, though
they succumb quickly to a temj -^rature of 107" F. The
practical value of these facts will appear.
By this discovery of tlie bacillus typhosus by Eberth

in 1880 the etiology has been placed upon a definite
basis.

Predispvniif) Causes.—Age. This is the most impor-
tant of the predisposing causes. It is essentially a dis-

ease of youth, the great majority of cases occurring
between fifteen and thirty years of age, and this holds
true in general of all countries. Statistics on this and
other points are generally made up from hospital pa-
tients, but would probably not vary much as to age if

applied to those treated at home. Murchison deals with
the largest figures, extending over a period of twenty-
three years at the London Fever Hospital. He stales
that persons under thirty years of age are more than four
times as liable to typhoid fever as jieisons over thirty.
Of 5,911 cases admitted to the London Fever Hospital,
between the years 1848-70 (twenty-three years). 50.70

jier cent., more than one-half, were between fifteen and
thirty years of age; 28.58 per cent., more than one-

fourth, were under fifteen; 13.30 per cent, were over

thirty; while only 1 iu 71 cases exceeded fifty. The con-
trast between typhoiil and typhus fevers in this resjiect
is shown by the same tables, only 24.87 of the typhoid
eases being over twenty-five years of age during a period
of years when 50.66 per cent, of the typhus cases were
over that age.

For five years preccilinglBTO in Berlin, Zuelzer reports
the I'lillowiiig table of cases of typlioid among every
10,000 inhabitants of all classes:

From 35 to 40 years of age 13
••

411 to 4.j
" " ••

18
•'

13

;; ;•
27

"
7

• "
10

from 8 to 10 years of age."
10 to m"
l.'i to 211

•
.

"
a) to 25

'
.

" 25to;W
'•

;totoa5

18

.. 31

.. 20

.. 14

4.') to .50

5(1 to .M
55 to 00
00 Ui Iw

This ttible gives the usual ratio tip to thirty years, but

betrays siime singular di.screpaiieies in the later years.
Ijiebermcisler found thai seventy-seven per cent, of the

typhoid iiatieiits iu the hospital at Basle, from 18(55 to

1870—a period of live j'eais
—were between fifteen and

thirty years of age; and Fiedler reported that in Dresden

eighty -one percent, of all the typhoid patients were be-

tween those ages.
The average age of 291 cases which occurred at theMas-

.sachuselts General ITos]iital wasabou* Iwenty-two years.
Other statistics in this country are of the same tenor.

It should not be forgotten that typhoid fever docs

occasionally occur in the aged, and by no means infre-

quently in the very young. L'ndotibted eases in infants
under a vear old arc on record. In fact, recent invesli-
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gation tends to show that typhoid fever in infants is

much more common than is generally acknowledged.
Even in thefuntus undoubted cases of typhoid fever have
been recognized. In these cases the inotliers were sulTer-

ing from the disease, and the infection probably took

place through injury or infarct in the placenta, which
•was in some cases demonstrable. Some of these fu'tal

cases near term had fever, diarrhtea, and positive Widal
reaction, and some showed at autopsy ulcerated Peyer's

patches, enlarged spleen, and typhoid bacilli were found
in the organs. A considerable luimber of cases of very

probable typhoid fever in the tir.st, seconil, and third

years of life has also been collected. Grithth and Ost-

hcinier have collected i;!9 cases in llie lir.st year. 187 in

the second, and S'io in the third. Many of these cases

had positive Wiihd reaction, and in some typhoid bacilli

•were found jiost mortem. The syminoms often are so

little marked in the very young that the naliue of the

trouble is liable to be overlooked. Subsequent imniiuiit_y

to exposure, it is fair to suppose, is sometimes due to an

early unrecognized attack. The susceiitibility is great-
est between the ages of fifteen and twenty-live; ne.\t be-

tween ten and fifteen; and ne.xt between twenty -live and

thirty.
Se.\ : If guided by hospital statistics, one would con-

clude that the disease is somewlial more common among
men than among women. On the other hand, men are

more likely to resort to hospital treatment, and the differ-

ence may perhaps be explained in this way. As a fact,

either sex is iirobably about cijually liable.

Locality: Typhoid fever is no respecter of locality,

although having its i>laces of iiredilection. It prevails
alike in cities, in towns, in villages, in hamlets, and in

solitary houses; among the poor and the well-to-do; on

high and on low ground ; over a sandy or over a clayey soil.

Itls, perhaps, of all infectious diseases, the most constant-

ly to be found, under the greatest variety of conditions.

Seasons of the year: In all countries of the northern

temperate zone the last six months of the year, from

July to December, are those in which tyjdioid fever is

most prevalent, and in the southern temperate zone the

corresponding months, from Februarj- to July, are simi-

larly prominent. September, October, and November
are three months in which the largest number of cases

occur, as shown by tables from va.riiuis localities.

A statement of the deaths from typhoid occurring in

Basle during fifty years gives the following for the differ-

ent months. Jauuarv, 193; February, 143; March. 137;

April, 121; Mav. KiO; June. 109; ,Tnlv, 186; August,
202; S<'ptembei-, 237: October, 237; November, 236;

December, 193.

Murcliison's 5.988 cases at the London Fever Hospital,
during twenty-three years, weii' distributed through the

different months as follows: Januarv, 433; Februarv,
306; .March. 318; April, 209; May, 233; June, 33.5; JulV,
434; August, 731; September. 803; October. 839; No-
vember, 819: December, 539—37.7 per cent, of the entire

number were admitted in the two months of October and
November, and only 7.3 per ceiit. in the two mouths of

April and May.
Of 031 cases treated at the Pennsylvania Hospital dur-

ing ten years. 89 were admitted during spring, 259 dur-

ing summer, 182 during autumn, and 91 during winter.

So marked is the prevalence of typhoid in the months
of Sejitember, October, and November that it is often

spoken of popularly as "fall" or "autunmal" fever.

Owing to exceptional causes, epidemics may occur at

other seasons of the year. In the older cities the disease
lias a tendency to become endemic, and to last throtigh
the winter months.

Notwithstanding that typhoid fever is more prevalent
in the autiunn months, statistics show that the mortnlity
is much greater in the first (|uarter or first half of the
calendar year. The reason of this greater mortality in

the spring is probably not thai the infection is more viru-

lent at that season, but that luunan vitality is probably
lower, and fatal complications are more fre(|ueiit. The
fallacy of statistics must also be remembered, and the fact

that there are so many mild cases in tlie antunm would

naturally lower the mortality rate-.

Aloisture and temperature, level of ground water:
These do not seem to have any constant relation to the

jirevalencc of typhoid. It is found to be active during
and after both cold and hot seasons, dry and damp
weather, although it is said that a warm, dry siunmer
favors abundant typhoid in the autumn. Murchison

regards warmth, witli moisture and but little rain, as the
most favorable combination of circiuustauces. Von Pet-
tenkofer and Buhl succeeded in establishing a relation

between low groiuid water and increasing typhoid for a
time at Jlimich, but this does not hold good for other

places and other countries. Such a comieetion is far

from being invariable for every year and for all places.
Wet seasons as well as ilry, are followed by, and coin-

cide with, abiuidant typhoid. In Berlin it has been
showu that the inhabitants luost exposed to the influ-

ences of the ground air are not those most affected by
the disease.

In this connection Sedgwick's and Winslow's very
recent and thorough statistical studies on seasonal va-

riations in temperature and on the prevalence of tyiihoid
fever in various countries deserve notice. These investi-

gators have brought together statistics of the monthly
variations in temperature and in the prevalence of ty-
phoid fever for thirty communities, representing four
continents and both hemispheres, and a very wide range
of climate. While not asserting that the typhoid bacil-

lus multiplies in the environment during the summer
months of a temperate climate, they do consider that it

is the absence of the destrtictive intluence of cold, rather
than anj' stinuilating infiuence of heat, which permitsthe
rise culminating in the autumnal maximum. The}- pos-
tulate their conception of the jirobable mechanism of the
seasonal changes as follows:

The bacteriology and etiology of typhoid fever both
indicate that its causal agents cannot be abundant in the
environment during the colder season of the year. The
germs of the disease are carried over the winter in the

bodies of a few patients, and perhaps in vaults or other

deposits of organic matter where they are protected
from the severity of the season. The number of persons
who receive infection from the discharge of these w'inter

cases will depend, other things being equal, upon the

length of time during which the bacteria cast in these

discharges into the environment remain alive and viru-

lent. The length of the period during which the mi-
crobes live will depend largely upon tlie general tem-

perature; as the season grows milder, more and more of

each crop of germs sent at random into the outer world
will survive long enough to gain entry to a luunan being
and bear fruit. The process will be cumulative. Each
case will cause more secondary cases; and each of the

latter will have a still more extensive opportunity for

widespread damage. In ouropinion the most reasonable

explanation of the seasonal variations of tyi)hoiil fever is

a direct effect of t.em])erature upon the persistence in

nature of germs which jn'oceed from previous victims of
the disease.

Individual idiosyncrasy plays a part as a predisposing
cause in this as in other infectious disorders. Some per-
sons and some families seem proof against the poison,
even in an active form, while others contract the disease

upon slight provocation. An inherited jiredisposition
has sometimes been suspected as reappearing tlu'ough
several generations. Notwithstanding the immunity usu-

ally conferred by one attack, some persons have been
known to jiass through several distinct attacks at differ-

ent periods. Phthisis, pregnancy, and lactation have
been supposed to confer .some degree of immimity, but
this is doulitful.

The robust are (piite as likely to be attacked as the

feeble, and ii\ the opinion of .some are even more prone.

Intcmjierance, fatigue, and mental emotions can only be
admitted as predisposing causes very indirectly.

Krfiliiif/ Ciiiiiicx.—Since the idenlilication of the specific
micro organism causing the definite disease, typhoid fe-
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ver, tlip I'tiology in iclution to exciting causes lias to do

lirincipally witli the mode of entrance of tlie bacilli into

the human economy.
Because the bacilli are capable of resisting drying to a

certain extent, ami may therefore be blown about in tlie

air, the possibility that they may gain entrance through
the respiratory organs cannot be ruled out, though this

is probably int'reciueut, and even then some of the organ-
isms co\dd also be swallowed. Dr. Kduardo (Jermauo
concludes from experiments that tyjihoid bacilli cannot
resist thorough drying, and therefore cannot be trans-

mitted by air currents through dust to man. Undoubted-

ly the commonest mode of entry is by ingestion. For-

merly it was supposed that water was the oidy vehicU^ of

practical importance. That it was frequently the means
of infection was so satisfactorily proved and is so gener-

ally recognized that it need only be mentioned, and space
need not be occupied by the now familiar details of con-

vincing instances, the latest and one of the most unfor-

tunate of which is that at Ithaca, N. Y.
,
the home of a

university supporting scientific departments and a medi-
cal school.

It may not, however, be generally realized, even by
physicians, who recognize typhoid fever as largely a
water-borne disease, that the death rate from typhoid
fever has declined steadily in direct ratio to the intro-

duction of well-managed public water supplies, or to

what extent this has taken place. Massachusetts may
be taken as an example, for in that State the provision
for public water supplies has reached its highest devel-

opment in this eountrj'
—over ninety per cent, of the

population being now supplied with water under public
control. The number of deaths from typhoid fever

in Mas.sachusetts in 1901 was smaller than in any single

year since the beginning of registration in 1843, and
at that time the population of the whole State was
about equivalent to that of Boston and its suburbs to-

da}'. The death-rate percentage from this disease in 1901

in "thirty-three Massachusetts cities was only one-fourth
of what it was in these same cities thirty years ago. In

18fi5 only twenty-five per cent, of the population used

public water, and the death rate from typhoid at that

time was 92.9 per 100,000 inliabitants. "in 187.") forty-
one per cent, of the popidation had public water and the

death rate had decreased to 80 per 100,000. In 1901 over

ninety per cent, of the people were supplied from pub-
lie water systems, and the death rate from typhoid had
fallen to 19.5 per 100.000 inh.'i.hiiants.

Milk.—Epidemics due to milk have also been thor-

oughly traced. Sometinies the infected milk has been
contaminated by polluted ^^ater which was used in wash-

ing the vessels or in diluting the milk. In some cases the

milk was directly infected by those who were sick or as-

sisting in the care of the sick and at the same time doing
dairy work.
Kober recently has tabulated 19.5 epidemics of milk-

typhoid. In 148 of these epidemics there is evidence of

the disease having prevailed at the farm or dairy: in 07

instances it is probable that the infection reached the milk

by soakage of the germs into the well water, with which
the utensils were washed, and in 16 instances the inten-

tional dilution with polluted water is a matter of evi-

dence. More recently butter, fruit, fresh vegetables, and
Siilads. which may have been moistened with infected

water, have been shown to be the starting-points of epi-
demics.

Oy«t<rs and S/iell Fink.—Shell fish an' another source

of infection, especially oysters whicli have been fed <ir

fattened in ccmtaminated beds. In 1894. at Wcsleyan
College in Middletown, Conn., many students who ale

raw oysters wen^ affected with typhoid fever, while

those who nU; them cooked escaped. It was found that

the oysters had been temporarily kept in fresh water
contaminated liy sewagf? containing al.so the discharges
of typhoid patients. This outbreak svas worked out

with much care by H. W. Conn, professor of biology at

Wcsleyan, for the seventeenth annual report of the Con-
necticut State Board of Health. The details are very

convincin,g, and leave no reasonable doubt as to the rela-
tion of cause and effect between the oy.sters and the

typlioid fever. Other authentic cases have been pub-
lished, and in some instances the typhoid bacilli have
been found in the oysters. As a rule, undoubtedly, the

oyster or mollusk is simply a common carrier, the pas-
sive, indifferent vehicle or intermediary between tlie con-
taminated water and the human organism. It has been
demonslrated (Foote) that typhoid cultures introduced
within the shells of oyslersand kept at 57' F. give active

organisms at the end of a month.
Drs. Morny and Bnlstrode have presented elaborate re-

ports on the relation of shell fish and oysters to disease
to the French Governmi'ut and to the English Local
Government Board respectively.

Dr. Fraser, medical ollicer of health of Portsmouth,
England, where outl)reaks of tj'phoid fever traceable to

oysters have occurred, suggests the following proposi-
tions ' as essential to estaljlish proof against the oj-ster:

1. That the oysters had been eaten at such a date pre-
vious to the onset of the disease as would be consistent
with what we know as to the time typhoid fever takes to

develop in man.
2. That there was no other condition common to all or

a large proportion of the cases which could be regarded
as playing a causal part in the disease.

3. That the oysters had not only been exposed to sew-

age contamination, but that tl 's sewage actually con-
tained the specific infection of typhoid fever.

Ice.—Ice has at times been suspected and accused of

harboring and conveying the typhoid-fever poison.
Sedgwick and Winslow have recently published very
elaborate investigations and experiments as to the effect

of cold upon the bacilli of typhoid fever. Without go-
ing into details, their conclusions may be briefly stated,
both because they are the result of careful work and
because they are reassuring. Moreover, they harmonize
with previous work done by the Massachusetts State
Board of Health. Exceptionally, artificial ice made from

impure water and used quickly after manufacture may
eonceivaljly be a menace to the public health. In the

same way natural ice, if increased in thickness b)' cut-

ting holes and Hooding, and if served within a week or

two, might allow sufficient of the virus to persist to ex-
cite the disease. Yet such instances must be very ex-

ceptional; and the general result of human experience,
the absence of epidemics of typhoid fever traced conclu-

sively to ice, the fact that cities like New York, and
Lowell and Lawrence in ^Massachusetts, have used the
ice of polluted streams, and have yet maintained low
death rates from typhoid fever, all tend to support the
conclusion that natural ice can very rarely be a vehicle
of typhoid fever.

The following are the conclusions of the M.assachusetts
State Board of Health on this subject as given in its an-
nual reiiort for 1889:

" While clear ice from polluted sources may contain so
small a percentage of the impurities of the source that it

may not lie regarded as injurious to heallh, the snow ice
and any ice, however clear, that may ha\e been formed
by Hooding, is likely to contain so large a percentage of
the impurities of the source, and with these impurities
some of the disease germs that may be in the source,
that the board feels bound to warn the public against
using ice for domestic purposes that is obtained from a
source jiolluted by sewage beyond that which would be
allowable in a drinking-water stream or ]>ond ; and that,
in general, it is iiiu<-h siif'cr to use for drinking water and
for placing in contact with food tliat portion of the ice

that is clear."

In 1898 and 1901 the Boston Board of Health con-
ducted, through Dr. II. W. Hill, investigations of the
Boston ice supply with especial reference to danger from
ty))hoid fever.

The conclusions arrived at practically accord with
those of the State Board and with those of Sedgwick and

' Brit. Food Joum., January, 1908, p. 4.
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AVinslow, and arc thus sumiiud up: "On theoretical

iirmuids the danger of infection from ice is very small.

Practically, and under the conditions of tlic present Hos-

ton sup])ly. danger of infection through natural or artifi-

cial ice is almost nil. . . . Careful search of the recoids

has shown that hut one presumably authentic case of

transmission of typhoid fever through ice is on record.

The fact that there is such a case shows the possibility of

such infi'Ction; the fact that there is only one shows its

extreme rarity."

Notwithstanding the experiments and conclusions of

the authorities previously iiuoted, Drs. Ilutchings and
Wheeler of the St. Lawrence State Hospital at Ogdcns-
burg, N. Y., have since, and very recently, reported an

epidemic of typhoid fever due to infecte<l, clear ice whidi
involved tliirtyninc inmates of that institution. It is

scarcely possible to impugn the accuracy of the details

or the conclusions of tliis report.
Flies.—That Hies may carry the contagion is proved

by finding the bacilli on dilTerent parts of their bodies, but

Cases of less than a week's incubation are open to sus-

picion, an<l tlicisc reported instances in which hnmediate
illness has follciwed the sudden opening of drains, etc.,

are probably, in their inception at least, due to septic or
mjasmalic poisoning. On the other hand, the instances
of very long incubations, over four weeks, are but little

better authcnlicated. The luimber of cases with a pe-
riod of ineulialion not included between ten days and
three weeks is pnit)ably small.

During this |)eriiid the (lalient is able, as a rule, to

pursiie his ordinary occupations, thongh generally with
less vigor, and there is apt to be diminished ajipelite.

Pirioil iif Inrdsiuu.—This stage begins with the first

feelings of malaise, which are often acconipanicii by a
chill or chills. There are headache, dulncss, and listless-

ness. general soreness and chilliness, sometimes epistaxis,
often diarrlwea, somelimes moderate abdominal tympa-
nites, with tenderness and gurgling in the right iliac

fossa, and the tongue ]iresents a thin, whitish coat, not

extending to the tip and edges, which may be rather red.

Ym. 4.SUt;.—TemperaUire In a Typical Mild Cast- of Typlioid Fevur Iruui I'irsl Day of .iuack. i.\(lf]' Wuiulerlirli.

whether in suflicicnt quantity to be of grave importance
in the dissemination of typhoid fever in civil life is still

a somewhat open (lucstion. That sporadic cases have
such an origin probably must be admitted, and this may
have some influence upon the seasonal variations of

typhoid.
All of tliese modes of infection have their practical

importance in teaching the care of Ww patient and the

prevention of the spread of the disease. Contamination
of any article of food by tho.se caring for t)'phoid patients
is a constant souire of danger, which, however, can gen-
erally be prevenU^l by caution.

CocusE OF Tim DisE.\SK,—Ineubaiion.—The period of

incubation, as with other infectious di.seases, is a variable

one, and ])robab1y depends as much on the susceptibility
of the individual, as shown in idiosyncrasy or constitu-

tional condition, as on the concentration and activity of

the poison. From hospital patients it is difiicult to draw
any conclusions of value, either as to the period of incu-

bation or as to the duration of the disease. But eases have
been recorded in which then' is little room foi' ciror as to

the time of invasion, and from which maximum, mini-

mum, and average iieiiods may be fixed in a general way.

•J18

All or only some of these symptoms may be present, but
are hanlly pathognomonic, as many of them may be

present in the early stage of other febrile afl'ections. In

the temperature, however, we find an important aid to

diagnosis.

If, in addition to the above systemic symptoms, the

temperature rises step-like steadily from day to day, and
from morning to evening, and icaehes from 103 to 104'

F. by the fourth day, there will be less reason to hesitate

as to the diagnosis. Bvlliis time the f;ecal discharges
will begin to exhibit the eliaractcristic light-yellow color

and ))ea-sou|) consistence. By the end of the first week
the lemiieratuic will have i-eached the maximum point
which it is likely to hold during the disease, and the slar/e

of iiiaiiimi may be considei'ed to lie at :in end.

Second Tr«7i-.—From the end of the first week the tem-

peratui'e pui-suesa faii'ly steady eoui'se fi'om the highest

point, ri.sing fi'om morning, to evening, and fiilling from

evening to morning, from 1 to 2..")' F., the chart develop-

ing tlic chai-iicteristic zigzag appearance; the counte-

nance becomes moi-e dull: the eyes moi-e suffused: the

face mole flushed ; the tongue more coaled: the intes-

tinal disehai'ges thinner iiiid more fYeiiuent ;
the abdomi-
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nal tenderness and tympanites more marked; tlie skin
drier, congested, and sluiwiiig evidence (if paresis of tlie

vasomotor nerves in tlie ready production of Trousseau's
tuches et'rebralcs ; lioth skin and lircutli exhale a peculiar
odor; the pulse increases in frri|Ucncv— rising, perhaps,
from liclwcen 80 and lOit to Ijclwcen ioo and li.'U—and is

more in proportion to the temperature; thecharacteristie

rose spots— small pink |)apides the size of a pin's liead,

slighti}' elevated above the surface and disappearing
niion pressure

—present themselves upon the abdomen
and back; scattered sibilant rales are beard over the

chest; tlie splenic area is enlarged ; the urine is dlmin
islied in quantity, high-eolored, sljgblly albuminous; a
mild form of delirium or of coma vigil is developed.
With these conditions the end of the second week will

be readied.

Third Week.—At this stage the remissions in tempera-
ture from evening to morning will begin to be somewliat
more marked, and the morning tetnperatures a little lower
from day to day; the jiulse and respirations, however,
keep up tlieir former frequcncj' and may be even more
ra]iid ; the pulse is softer and weaker, and is apt to ex-
hibit a slight dierotism, due to the diminished tension of
the arterial walls; the tongue is dry, brown down tlie

centre and red at the tip and edges; the teeth are covered
with sordcs. The frequency of the alvine discharges
presently begins to diminish, and the consistency to im-

prove. The patient, however, exhibits the exhausting
effect of the disease more than in the previous week ; he
lies generally ujion bis back, and ]iresents a dull, stupid
appearance, from which he can usually lie easily roused;
muscular tremor is .shown upon attempts to move;
speech and the protrusion of the tongue are attended
with slowness and liesitation; a smart tap upon one of
the large muscles is followed by a swelling due to the
contraction of the degenerated muscular fibres, the heart
sounds are feeble : the emaciation is pronounced ; the rose

spots begin to disappear. This brings the disease to the
end of tlie third week.

FiKirili Week.—About the end of the third week, or

within a few days thereafter, the temperature will touch
normal in the morning, although there will be a dilfer-

en(;(^ of from 3' to 4° F. between the morning and even-

ing temperatures; the pulse and respirations will dimin-
ish in frequency, the former falling from between 120
and 100 to between 100 and 80, at the same time improv-
ing in character; the siliilant rales in the lungs and the

signs of hypostatic congestion
—if such have existed—

will gradually disappear; the tongue will begin to clear

and to become moist at the tip and edges; the dejections,
from having been five or six in the twenty-four hours,
and perliajis at times passed in bed involuntarily, will

not occur oftener than once or twice in that time, or

even in fortj'-eiglit hours; they will also begin to be
more formed. The signs of nervous exhaustion arc less

striking, and the patient begins to enjoy liours of quiet,
natural sleep.

By the end of the fourth week further progress is made
in this direction ;

the temperature varies but little from
normal either morning or evening; the pulse tinds the

level of health; the tongue is clean and moist, and the

patient may Ije fairly pronounced a convalescent.

Such is tiie course of a typical case of typhoid fever of

average severity, treated on tlie so lalled "ex]iectant
''

jdan, ending in recovery; Init individual cases vary from
this in an infinite number of ways. In fact, there is no
disease presenting a more tliversilied picture clinically.

Any of the above symptoms may be exaggerated or ab-

sent altogether, Tiie patient may not take to his bed at

all, as in the so-called ambulatory t;yplioid; the period of

convalescence may supervene rapiilly upon a felirile

course of not more than ten days or two weeks; and, on
the othi'r hand, instead of terminating in three weeks the

liyrexiamay conlinue for tive or six weeks, or even much
longer, and that without any genuine rela])se. Some
authorities used to explain these variations in duration

by the statement that we have in typlioid two forms of

fever to deal with—a primary, due to the infection of llic

3 k s 1; li 8"" ' n III M iMM I In [ liiin.n :
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system by tlie typhoid poisou, and a secondary, caused

by the gangrene and ulceration of tlie intestine, and con-

sequent septicaniia. Delirium, again, instead of being
of a mild, stupid type, may be very active and acute, the

patient requiring watdiing to prevent liis getting out of

bed or jumping from a window.
Di.\(ixosis.—The diagnosis in a typical case of tj-phoid

fever is comparatively easy. The gradual onset, with
backache, lieadaehe, loss of aiqutite, and general nialai.se,

occasionally with cliills and vomiting, with gradually in-

creasing rise of temperature, and frequently a progressive
apathy, in conjunction with flushed face, dry tongue, and
often an early enlarged spleen, and early rose spots, make
a picture which is very characteristic of the disease.

There is, however, as has been already stated, every va-

riation in these symptoms, and sonietinus the evidence is

so slight that diagnosis is very dillicult. In these cases

certain laboratory tests may make the diagnosis pos-
sible.

LetieocytosU.
—The leucocyte count is of somewhat

negative value, as in typhoid fever, uncomplicated by
any intlammatory process, the leucocyte count is usually
normal or may be less than normal. It is apt to become
less during the acute stage of the disease, and may be-

come high on the advent of any sujipurative process.
For this reason a leucocyte count early in the disease

may be of great relative value and shoidd always be
done as a routine measure.

Wiihil l}(iii-tioH.—'I'lie Widal reaction was discovered
in 1890 from the converse of the theory that certain or-

ganisms could b<- identified by their agglutinating under
the action of serum fmni animals inununized to their in-

fluence. If, then, the serum had this eli'ect on identified

organisms, it would probably be from an immuni/ed ani-

mal. This was found to be true in a large percentage of

typlioid-fever patients, and the test is now applied as a
routine in all hospital and many private ca.ses, and should
be in all cases.

The most practical way of applying the test is as fol-

lows: Prom a bouillon pure culture of typhoid bacilli with
a sterilized iilatiniun loop take ten drops, place this tiuid

on a clean slide; and cover with a cover glass. On another
slide place ten more loopfidsof the culture and one loop-
fid of tlie suspected serum and stir well. On still an-

other slide place five or ten more loopfuls of this culture
and one loopful from the second slide, and mix thor-

oughly. This gives for examination one specimen of the

typhoid cidture for a control, one of suspected serum
diluting the culture 1 to 10, and the third diluting the se-

rum 1 to .")() or 1 to 100, according as live or ten drops are

used on 1 lie tliird slide. These tliree preparations may
be made with care on different parts of the same slide.

The first two of these preparations are watched occasion-

ally under the microscope, and if in fifteen minutes, or at

most within half an lionr. tlie bacilli in the second speci-
men lose their motility and become clumped together in

numerous colonies, the reaction is presumably positive.
Tliis [irocess should occur also in greater dilution, and
for this imrpose the third prc|)nration should also be ex-
amined if clumping lias occurred in the second.
The clinical importance of the Widal reaction as a

pathognomonic sign of typhoid fever is very great in

spite of some of its disadvantages. In the best statistics

from very large numliers of cases a positive Widal reac

tion has beeij obtained in over ninety-five percent. In
some of these series of cases the n^action is present in

ninet^'-nine per cent. In diseases other than tyiihoid the

reaction is obtained in less than two |)er cent., and prob-
ably with the more proper iiigh dilution (1 to .10) this pro-

portion would be still less. From the blood of some
cases resembling typhoid fever with pereistent negative
Widal reaction organisms, called paracolon bacilli, close-

ly allied to Eberth's bacillus, have been isolated, and
with cultures of these organisms an agglutination reac-

tion has been ohtained from the serum from the |iatient.
It is possible that other similar organisms e.xist. and prob-
ably when they are identified a jiositivc; serum reaction
will be obtained in a still larger proportion of cases.

The principal disadvantage of the Widal reaction is

that it does not usually occur earlj' in the disease.

Though it has been found as early as the third day, it

occurs in the first week in only about twenty-five" per
cent, of the cases. In the majority of cases it is present
in tlu; second week, but it may be much delayed, perhaps
occurring ciuriiig a relapse or convalescence as late even
as the sixtieth day.
Diazo licaetiitn.—Tliediazo reaction, suggested b_v Elir-

licli in 1882, may be of some lielp in the diagnosis of ty-
phoid fever. A small quantity of the patient's urine is

mixed thoroughly with an equal quantity of a freshly
prepared solution containing one iiart of a one-half-per-
cent. soluti(m of sodium nitrite and fift_v parts of a satu-
rated solution of sulplianilie acid (i gm.) in hydrochloric
acid (.">0-1,000 c.c. water). This mixture is "then made
alkaline with ammonia, and if the diazo reaction is pres-
ent, the solution and foam become carmine red, otherwise

they are brownish-yellow. This reaction occurs usually
early in typhoid fever, often before rose spots or the
Widal reaction. It also usually disappears early in the
defervescence and may reappear in relapse, but not in re-

currence of fever due to other causes. The objections to
this test as a diagnostic aid are that it does not occur in

ten per cent, or more of the cases, and it ma_v occur also
in tuberculosis, typh\i.s, pneumonia, and acute exanthe-
mata, especially measles.
Other laboratory aids in diagnosis, which are, liowever,

at present of somewhat less practical value, are the

obtaining of typhoid bacilli in cultures from the stools,
urine, sputum, blood, and rose spots. They ma\- be ob-
tained very early from the stools, and in pure culture
from the urine, blood, and rose spots before a positive
Widal reaction is present, but the technique of these pro-
cedures makes them as yet somewhat difficult of general
application.

Differential Diagnosis.—In differentiating typhoid fe-

ver of a more or less atypical form, or with misleading
complications, the laboratory aids to diagnosis may be
very helpful. The leucocyte count may serve to distin-

guish cerebrospinal meningitis and pneumonia, and an
examination of the blood may show a malarial parasite.
The disease from whicli it is most difficult to distinguish
typhoid fever is acute miliary tuberculosis. The absence
of remittency in the fever and the presence of rose spots
are the most characteristic evidence of typhoid fever, but
in the absence of a positive Widal reaction, if the bacilli

were cultivated from -the stools, urine, or blood, the diag-
nosis would be certain. Tubercle bacilli may be demon-
strated in the blood or may be obtained from the sputum.
The two affections have been found together.
Paratyphoid is referred to already in connection with

the paracolon group of bacilli, and is described elsewhere.
An.\tomic.\ I, Lesions, Morbid An.\tomy, P.\tiioloqy.—For a complete description of the various pathological

lesions, and they are numerous—such as parencliymatous
degeneration, cloudy swelling of the vital organs, fatty
degeneration of the substance of the heart, hypostatic
congestion of the lungs, ulcerations of the larynx and

oesophagus, enlargement of the spleen, thrombosis, ab-

scesses, diphtheritic affections, etc.—common to typhoid
fever and other wasting febrile diseases, tlie larger treat-

ises should be consulted. The changes in the intestinal

glands, and especially in the solitary and agniinated
glands (Peyer's patches) of the ileum, constitute the
characteristic lesions of typhoid fever; these are inva-

riably present, and in the later stages are iieculiar to this

disease; they are generally most pronounced in the neigh-
borhood of the ileo-cacal valve, the patches being most
numerous in this part of the ileum. The process may
extend to the solitary glands in the large intestine. The
individual glands forming a Peyer's patch number from
one to four liiindred, anil give the mucous nicmbraiie in

health an une(.|ual and roughened apiiearance. The
patches are elliptical, situated on the free borders of the
intestine opposite the insertion of the mesentery, their

long diameter being parallel with the longitudinal axis

of the intestine. They number from thirty upward, are
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confined to the small intestine, and, as before said, are

most numerous and least seattercd in its lower third.

These glandidar lesions are usually described as pass-

ing through four stages: (1) The stage of swelling and

Fio. 4S(is.- I'l'vtMs Hiiic'li and Siiliiaiv Lyriiph Nmlulcs. Peyer's

pat^-h sluiws marked swelling with .some loss of surface due to ne-
crosis and lieginning ulceration. (From Mallory.)

hyperplasia of the intestinal and mesenteric glands; (2)

necrosis and sloughing; (3) ulcerations; (4) healing. In

general terms, it may be said that during the first leeek

the glands become gradually enlarged and the mucous
membrane undergoes the tisual clianges of catarrhal in-

flammation ; during the sccuiid week necrosis of tlie super-
ficies of the glands sets in; during the t/iird ireek there

is sloughing of the necro.sed glandular tissue, forming
ulcers which from the end of the third week begin to

clean, and theu pass on to the stage of healing. At
whatever period of the disease a patient dies, some of

the intestinal glauds will generally be found in the first

stage, and at most autopsies some will be found in the

first three stages. The process less often passes on to

the second and third stages in the solitary glands.
Since the discovery in 1880 of the specific micro-

organism causing typhoid fever, this bacillus has been
demonstrated as occurriug in every part of the body of

patients dying with this disease, viz., the heart's blood,
the lymphatic system, the bile, rose spots, etc. In fact,

it has been demonstrated in life occurring in the blood,
in the urine, in sputum, and in rose spots. Thus from
one point of view typhoid fever maj' be regaided as a

systemic alfection; but the mode of entry is by ingestion,
and the most impoi'tant and the characteristic lesions are

those of the intestine and nieseuteric lymph nodes.

Though there have been a number of cases of typhoid
fever reported in which the diagnosis was made bacterio-

logically and clinically, but in which no intestinal lesions

were found, yet it cannot be proved that no such lesions

had existed.

By a series of very early autopsies at different stages
of tiie disease, MalloVy showed in l.si)8 (and his work has

since been confirmed by olliers) that the lesions arc due
to the action of the dilVusible to.\in of the typhoid liacil-

lus, whicli causes a proliferation. <if the endothelial cells

of the lymphoid tissue, lymphatics and blood-vessels of

the intestine, of the mesenteric lymph nodes, and of the

liver and sjdeen, and to some extent of otiier organs.
The cells become phagocytic and include lymphoid cells

and red blood corpuscles. They lead to necroses in the
intestine, mesenteric lymph nodes, liver and spleen, and

occasionally other organs, by blocking up the blood-ves-
sels and ca])il!aries.

JVecrmiK and Sloiigliinf/.
—The hyperplasia of the l^'mph

cells having reached a certain degree, resolution is im-

peded, the vessels become choked, an ana-mic necrosis or
veu<ius thrombosis is induced, a slough forms, which
must be sepaiated and tljrown off. This process may be

supcrlicial, allcctiiig only tlie mucous tissue or even only
a part of this; or it may be, and usually is, deeper, ex-

tending to and involving the submucosji. It is alwaj'S
more inten.se toward the ileo-ca'cal valve. The solitary

glan<ls may be capped with small sloughs. They have
a yellowisli-lirowu color froiu the bile pigments. The
deplh to wliich the nccrcjsis exlcinls depends on the in-

tensity of tli(^ lymphoid infiltration; it may be deep in

the muscidar coat, and even reach the serosa, when per-
foration becomes imminent. The retrograde process ad-

vances more rapidly in the follicles than in the interfol-

licular tissue, and pigment is deposited in the depressions
thus formed.

Ulceration.—The separation of the sloughs is gradually
effected from the edges inward, and entjiils among other

FIQ. 4SI(i.^l'i\<i's I'lil.-li and Solitiirv I.vmi|iIi Ncidulis jcisl l>elow
Ileo-<'a'('al Val\i-. .\ppendl.v is curU-tl around the lowerend. Shows
same condilit-n as Fi^'. 4Sns. (From Mullory,)

dangers that of opening blood-vessels and perforation of
the coats of the bowel. The size of the ulcer is directly

juoportionate to the deplh and extent of the in'crosis.

The cnlii'c IhicUness of the mucosa may not be alTected,
and small, shallow losses of sidistancc may frci|Uenlly be
seen in swollen patches. Generally the slough, in sepa-
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rating-, exposes the subimicosji nod museiilnr coat, pur
tiiuliirly the hittci-, whicli forms the floor of a hirge

iniijority of typhoiil ulcers. It is uimsiinl for an entire

spherical form. In rare cases the tilceratiou may e.xteiul

slightly beyond the contiues of the glands The slough
ing or disintegration of the new tis.sue being completed,
there is no induration or thickening of the base or edges
of the ulcer. The base of a typhoid ulcer is smooth and
clean, and is usually formed of the submucous or muscu
lar coat of the intestine—occasionally of the peritoneum
alone. The edges are thin and undermined, and consist

of a well-clelined fringe of ccingested mucous mciubrane,
as may be seen by tloatiug the gut in water.

llijiUiKj, or c/oiln'ziitioii, is tlie fourth stage. The
majority of deaths occur before this stage is reached.
The process begius with the development of thin granu-
lation tissue, which covers the base of the ulcer and gives
it a soft, shining appearance. The undermined edges
a|;pro.\imate to. ami unite with, the floor of the ulcer.

Fig. 481(1.—I.yniph Nodule in a Peyer's Patoli showing the Presence
of (frcat Numbers ot Phagocytic Cells which have replaced nearly
all of the Lymphoid Cells. (From Mallory.)

patch to slough out, and the perfectly ovoid ulcer op-

posite tlie mesenteric attachment is rare. Jlore com-

riionly the sloughing commences in different portions of

a |iatch, !Uid sinall irregular losses of substance result,

winch may gradually extend and thus form one large
ulcer. A large patch may present three or four ulceis

divided by septa of mucous membrane. Very often the

terminal six or eight inches of the ileum is one lai'ge

Fio. t«ll.— High Power fniiii UK- 4S1II showing Koniiiitlon or Phago-
cytic Cells In the Lymph Nodules iu a Peyer's Patch. (Kroui

Mallory,)

ulcer, with islets of mucosa left here and there. Those

originating from the patches natiirally affect an oval

form, with the long diameter in the direction of tlic gut,
and those originating in the ^'liiarv glands alVect a

Fir;. tsl2, — High Power from Fig, -(.SlU showing Formation of Phago-
cytic Cells in the Lymph Nodules in a Peyer's Patch, (From
Mallory,)

and from its margin new epithelial coveritig is gradually
formed. The gland structuie is not regenerated. The
site of a healed ulcer is slightly depressed, is less vascu-
lar than the surrounding mucous membrane, and is pig
inented.

In .some cases, especially of relapse, the floor of the
ulcer becomes the seat of a secondaiy ulceration ; or oc-

casionally an ulcer heals iu one part and extends in an
other: and again, there may be ulcers healing in one part
of the int(>stiue, with fresh ulcers and [latches in a state

of hyperplasia elsewhere.
The secondary ulceration

is said to be moi'c apt to

cause profuse hemorrhage
and perforation than the

))i'imaiT sloughing of the

glands,
I'/ic Mexetiten'r GlaiicU.—

The changesin these glands
are comparable with those
in Peyer's patches. The
distribution of those afl'ect-

cd usually Vicars a relation

to the involved part of the

intestine, but is more ex-

tensive. The process is also

similar and jiractically synchronous with that in the in-

testine. These glands liliewise are the seat of an acute

hj'perplasia, which usually undei-goes a gi'iidual process
of i-esolution. Softi'iiing and su|ipiii-ation iiiay exceji-

tioually occur, or, the capsule of the gland being de-

IPH
y

# ©

Fifi. tSlH. - From Periphery of

Lymph Nodule, showing a Large
Cell of the Reticulum iu Mito-
sis. (After Mallory.)
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Fig. 4814.—From near the Periphery of

Lymph Nodule, showing Newly Formed Cells

BepnnInK to Incorporate the Lymphoid
Cells. (From Mallory.)

stroyed, the softened matters may escape into the peri-
toneal cavity, causing peritonitis.

Liver (i)id Gull lilmUhr.—The constant elianges (foeal

necrosesj always occurrinfr in tlie liver in typhoid aie of

n o p r a (U i a 1

value. Rarely,
however, aliseess

of tlii^ liver may
occur, and moie
often a cholecyst-
itis or cholelithi-

asis may ht^ due
lo this infection,
for which surgical
interference may
he ri'iniiicd. Ty-
phoid hacilli have

very f)fteii been
foimd in the gall-
bladder (C'hiari
found them in

twenty-two out
of twenty - four

cases), and they
are known to pcr-
.sist there for a

very long time,
seven years in one

case. They are supposed frequently to form the nucleus
of «alculi.

'Spleen.
—Changes in the spleen are comparable to those

of a Peyer's patch. E.vcept in cases with previous dis-

ease of the organ, or in eUlerly persons, or in cases with
much distention, the spleen is generally sufficiently en-

larged to be felt. The enlargement is due to hyperajmia
iuid hyperplasia. In the second week it is smooth and
tense, dark-red on section. In the third week it is larger,

softer, and darker. With defervescence these elianges
subside and the organ becomes of tough consistence.

Infarcts and abscesses very rarely occur. Perisplenitis
is rather more common.

Urinary Organs.—The kidneys are almost always en-

larged in the second week and hyperjemic on section.

Febrile albuminuria is

the rule. Following
this is parenchymatous
degeneration. Infarcts

and abscess of the kid-

ney with typhoid ba-

cilli in pure culture

have occurred.

Cystitis may occur,
but there may be large
ntimbers of bacilli in

the urine without
causing S3'mptoins;
170.000.000 per cubic
centimetre have been
estimaled by Petruscli-

k\', which indicates the

importance of disinfec

tion of urine as well as

other discharges.
Tkeat.ment.—Trcat-

nu'iit properly includes
llie \vhole management

of the patient. In those not uncommon cases in which
the evening temiiei-ature does not rise above 102' F., nor
till' pulse advance beyond 110, iuid there are no compli-
cations, the actual ''treatment" may not go beyond rest

iti bed and a modified diet.

A patient being fairly suspected of typhoid fever

should be ordered lo bed. The physician should imme-

diately inform himself, when practicable, of the con-

dition of the house drain;ig<' iind water supply. The
origin of the disease shoidd, if possible, be discovered
and corrected. The ventilation and regulation of the

teiuperature of the sick-room should be secured. Car-

FiG. 481."). — From Centre of Lymph
Nodule, showing the Newly Formed
Cells mieil Willi More "|- I.i'ss Iiicest-

ed Lyipiph.iia ( ells. Si-vc|-:ll red l)lood

plot)Ules ll:i\e also been inrnrjiotated.
(From Mallory.)

pets, curtains, window hangings, and unncees-siiry fnnii
ture. it is well to remove. Tlie bed is best in tlie" middle
of the room, certainly not in the corner; a second bed or
movable couch is very desirable. The mattress should
be neither very soft nor very hard—hair is the best mate-
rial, iind upon it a rubber cloth .should be placed. The
bed covering should be light; fever ptUients are apt to

be too wariidy iuid weightily covered. The patient's
pulse and temperature should" be taken at least twice a

day, stiy between (i and H a.m. and between 6 and 8 P.M.
luid recorded on a chart ; if they can be taken oftener, so
much the more accurate picture is given of the course of
the disease. A three-hour chart is always instructive,
and sometimes most desirable. The temperature in the
a.xilla is sufficiently accurate for practical purposes in

this disease, if proper precautions—such as wiping out
the a.\illa and keeping the

'•;>^222:2^

arm close to the side—are

observed.

During the first week of

typhoid fever many patients

undoubtedly get out of bed
to evacuate the bo^vcls, and
it is very seldom that iiny
ill result can be traced lo

this; it is, however, safer

and in the end more con-
venient to insist upon the

use of ihe bedpan from the

first, although to .some its

use is very uncomfortable,
and regard should be had
to the form most conveni-
ent to the individual. The
dejecta should he persistently
and inifailingl// disinfected ;

too much stixss cannot he

laid vpon this point. They
should be passed into a dis-

infectant solution, another portion of which should be
added after their passage, and the whole thoroughly
mi.xed. The same injunction applies to the urine, and
in less measure to the sputum. Tliese points will be
referred to again under the head of Disinfectants.

Soiled bedding, clothing, linen, etc., should be placed
in a disinfecting solution before being taken from the

sick-room, and when taken thence placed, as soon as pos-
sible, in boiling water.

It is desirable, even when there is no hyperpyrexia,
that the patient be sponged morning and evening.
Water at any desired temperature, witii or without the
addition of vinegar, tilcoliol, bay rum, toilet vinegar.
etc.. may be used. When the fever is pronounced, the

water should be cool, about 7,5 F., and the sponging re-

peated more frequeuth-. The process is best carried out

Fig. 4S1«.— Lymiihatle Vessels of
Mucous Memlirane conuiininp
Phatrncytlc. Lymphoid, and
Plasma Cells. ( From Mallory.)

Fig. 4817 -Two Ulcers in Large Intestine Following Typhoid Lesions
of Solitary Lymph Nodules. (From Mttlloi-y.)

by pliiciug an old blanket under the patient and going
over dilVerent portions of the body successively.

DiKT.—These delails attended lo, Ihe regulation of the
diet is of ju'lme moiueiil. The general principles lo fol-

low arc that it be easy of adiuiiiistration ; that it he suit-

able ill amount; given at proper intervals; easily di-

gested ; uniiTiiating in its passage through the alimentnry
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oaiial. Good pure milk may be made to meet these re-

quirements better tlian any other one tiling. The
individual as well as the disease is to be eonsidered ; but,
in general, from two to four ounces of milk every two to

four hours, or

two to four
liints in the
t we n t y - f on r

hours, will l)eiu-

dieated dining
the tirst three

weeks. If too

much is given
at a time, hard
<urdsare formed
in the enfeebled
stomach ; if too

much is given
in the twent}'-
f o u r hours,
large and dis-

tending masses
of piiltaceous
fteces are formed
in the bowel,
unless diarrhcea

prevents this.
The inclination

of the patient

may often be
consulted with

advantage; but
a certain mini-

mum amount of
nourishment is to be insisted on through the early
weeks. When milk in small, quantities disagrees, lime

water, aerated waters, or boiling maj' be resorted to as
diluents. A few patients cannot, or will not take milk
in any form. And even for those who can, for whom it

i< tln^ staple, a variety is needed. Albumen water, pre-
pared by straining the whites of eggs and adiling an

eiiuul quantity of wat<'r, with proper flavoring, is a good

/ virr.v_
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liippcrl toast, etc., may giailually be added or increased
in amount, wliilo tlie digestive and absorptive organs are

recovering tlieir normal activity and eliemistry. Care
sliould be taken well on into convalescence tiuit the food,
of whatever ilescriptiou, be taken in moderate but fre-

quent portions.
A somewhat more generous dietetic treatment than

that suggested above is allowed by some practitioners.
Dr. P. C. Shattuck finds that hisexperience at the Massa-
chusetts Hospital, eomjiared with that of his colleagues,
favors such a practice. I'eabody, of New York, is also

an advocate of more solid nourishment.
Dfiiiks.—A fever patient should have a liberal supply

of pure cold water. He is not likely to take more than
Jie requires. All the conditions present indicate its neces-

sity. Pieces of cracked ice. kept in a tlannel crater over
the top of a bowl, and covered with flannel, at the bed-

side, will be very grateful to the dry moutli if given
occasionally. The unniediciual, not too strongly aerated,
waters are at times refreshing. Some practitioners rely
a good deal upon the adminislration of some one of the

mineral acids—dilute hydrochloric, sulphuric, or phos-
phoric. Water acidulated with one of these in the pro-

portion of a drachm to the pint makes an acceptable
drink. It is important to keep the mouth as clean and
moist as possible, for which purpose the alkaline waters,

glycerin'and water, or lemon, the same with a little bora.x

added, may be employed.
B<iirels.— It is not often that interference with the

bowels is required. If the diarrhcea is exaggerated, the
stools being both copious and frequent

—more than four
or five in the twenty-four hours—after the diet has been

regulated, it may be thought best to give a suppository
of a grain of opium, a rectal injection of laudanum in

starch or water, or some bismuth by the mouth. On the

other hand, constipation may be present in such degree
as to increase the dulness and pain in the head. At such
times a rectal enema, or even some castor oil or aRochelle

powder, will do great .service. But, as said, if the diet

is properly regulated one need seldom interfere with the

bowels. Some practitioners, especiallj' among the Ger-
mans (Wunderlich, Liebermeister, Friedreich), favor the

early administraticm of calomel—before the ninth day—
in dosesof eight grains, three or four times daily, for one
or two days. They maintain that the subsequent diar-

rhoea is thereby diminished, the course of the disease is

rendered lighter, and not rarely aborted, and the mortal-

ity rate diminished. Calomel is given to remove the

poison from the bowel, as well as to antagonize it. The
early use of calomel, which sometimes is imdoubtedly
attended with apparently favorable results, is a revival

of an earlier practice.
Various antiseptics and elimiuatives, separately or

combined, have been emplo_yed in recent years to antag-
onize the to.xic bacteria and their products in tlie

bowel, or to remove them therefrom. To many of the

most careful ami experienced clinicians these measures
do not commend themselves either theoretically or prac-

tically.
When t3'mpanites is troublesome, turpentine stupes or

ten drops of the oil in emulsion at intervals internally,

guai.icol carbonate, five grains, a simple enema, or the

careful introduction of the long rectal tube are all, at

times, u.seful.

Fever.—In tlu' treatment of any febrile disease, and

especially of typhoid, it is not to be forgotten that a con-

tinuous high temiieraturc is more exhausting than an in-

termittent or I'emittent tc^mperature which i-eaches a

higher maximum. Moreover, in estimating the bearing
of any temperature tiie fr(!quency and character of the

pulse and the condition of the nervous centres sho\ild be

carefully considered. An evening temperature of 102

F., or even of IDH F., with a morning remission, ma}' be

regarded as the normal result of the typhoid process. An
evening temperature rising abovi- IttJ:! F.. especially if

the morning remission be slight, suggests the (iropriety
of interference. The various modes of cmitroUing tem-

perature may be classed under the two heads of (1) the

external application of cold, and (2) the internal exhi-
bition of antipyretics.

1. Coi.i) may be applied externally by means of sponge
baths, the wet pack, sprinkling the exposed surface of
the body, fan baths, tubbing, rubbing with ice, the ice

cap to the head.
Biit/ix.—Since the introduction of baths by Brand of

Stettin in 18(51, their therapeutic value has become thor-

oughly appreciated. The elTect on the mortality has
been very noticealiic. Before this treatmc^nt was in use,
the mortality in typhoid fever in hospitals was given
variously as from eleven to sixteen—nineteen per cent.

(twelve to lifteen per cent.. Osier). The mortality now
varies with the locality and in dilTerent yeans, but in

general is a little over seven jier cent. Tlie manner of

giving baths varies w'ith the localitj- and with the prac-
titioner. In the New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore

hospitals tub baths are largely given, whereas in Boston
hos|)itals sponge or fan baths are given and sometimes
wet packsare used. Bathsare given every three or four
hours if the temperature is 102. .5° F. or more, and thej-

usually last about twenty miiuites. The tub bath is

given by immersing the patient carefully, all but his

head, into water at about 70' F. Continual rubbing of
limbs and trunk is advisable. Patients may collapse
during a bath, and a little stimulation just before or
after may prevent chilliness and cvanosis. The sponge
bath may be given with water at various temperatures
to suit the requirements, and may cx]iose the whole of
the body or only part at a time. The fan bath is given
by covering the i)atient with one thickness of gauze
wrung out of warm water, and which is then fanned to

assist eva])orat.ion. The gauze is repeatedly sprinkled
with waiin water, and the amount of water evaporated
shows approximately the heat subtracted from the pa-
tient. These baths "have been proved by experiment to

be practically as effectual as tub baths, and they entail

tiiuch less disturbance of the patient and are generally
more agreeable. The kind of bath used may be governed
by the effect on an individual case and modified accord-

Whatever bath is used—at whatever temperature,
whether higher or lower; however prolonged, whether
for a longer or shorter time; however general, whether
total or partial

—the effect to be sought, and which
should be obtained, is a lowering of temperature, an im-

provement of circulation, a toning up of the nervous sys-
tem, with accompanying rest fulness, and often a diminu-
tion of delirium, stupor, and tremor, and consequent
better sleep and digestion.
The ice cap to the head is generally grateful to the

majority of typhoid-fever patients.
3. The lNTF.HN.\t. ExUITUTIOX of ANTirYlJETICS.—

Among these remedies may be mentioned quinine, sali-

cylic acid, salicylate of soda, digitalis, alcohol, and the
coal-tar derivatives. Of these alcohol, digitalis, quinine,
and the coal-tar derivatives alone denumd consideration.

Alciihiil.—Tlie administration of alcohol is to be gov-
erned l).y

the pulse rather than by the temiierature; but

although its stimulant and sustaining properties are
most marked, it nuiy still be conveniently sjioken of in

this connection. The alcoholic treatment of fevers was
iiilroduccd more than fort}' years ago liy Dr. Todd, since

when it has at times been used in an excessive and indis-

criminate way, from which there has been a jjroper reac-

tion, and the present tendency is to regulate the use
while avoiding the abuse of alcohol in typlioid and other
fevers. Sir \V'illiam Jeuncr gives in a few words good
guidance on this point. When in doubt as to the wis-

dom of giving ak^ohol, do not give it, and when there is

a iiuestion of a larger or smaller do.se, prescribe, as a
ruli', the smaller. If given, it should be for the purpose
of attaining a certain defiiiile objcci and for the relief

of certain symptoms. Its effects should be carefully
watched, and the desired results obtained with the smali-

est possible dose. Its administration, except as a gentle
stimulant in Ihe form of wine, of wine whey, or of milk

l«iiich, is rarely indicated before the end of the second
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weok. In the proseDce of a dry brown tongue, of un-
usual tremor, suggesting deep sloughs of the intestine,
of uetive delirium, or in alnio.st any ease with a rising

pulse of 120, aleoliol should be given, and the dose regu-
lated aecording to I he elTeets. as shown by i)ulse, tongue,
and eountenanee. From four to twelve ounces of brandy
in divided doses will usually be sullieient in the twenty-
four hours, but in advanced eases manifesting nuieh e.\-

liaustion, sixteen and even twenty ounces may be re-

(luired, and will sometimes turn the seale between death
and life. The addition of tive grains of carbonate of

ammonia, every two or three hours, or of a drachm of
aromatic spirits of ammonia, is useful and will limit the

amount of alcohol reciuired.

I)ii/ilali>i.
—

Digitalis was recommended by Murchison
in typhoid to control the febrile movement. It is sup-
posed to eiiualize the circulation by its action on the pe-

ripheral terminations of the vaso-motor nerves, to which
the arteries of the mesenteric system respond more than
the superlieial vessels; at the .same time llie primary
etTect upon the heart is to slow and steady its action by
stimulating the vagus. Too small a dose will not pro-
duce the lirst etVect; too large a <ine will accelerate and
then i)aralyze the weakened heart, and a fall in tempera-
ture will follow, as it would the exhibition of any de-

pressing poison.

Quinine.—JIany practitioners arc in the habit of giving
eight grains of quinine during tlie twenlyfour hours as

a tonic and stimulant to the heart's aeti(m; but to get the

anti|>yrelie action, much larger amounts in concentrated
di)-;es must usually be given. If tlie quinine is given in

the evening, the fall of lenqierature coinciding with the
usual morning remission will be greater; if it is given in

the morning, the evening maximum will be motlitied.

Less than fifteen grains given in a single dose, or within
the space of an hour, will usually prove disappointing in

lowering appreciably a high temperature; more than

thirty grains so given is liable to cause cerebral and gas-
tricilisturbanees. When qtunine is effective, the tempera-
ture begins to fall in a few hours, reaches its lowest point
in six to ten hours, and remains lielow the previous maxi-
nuim for twenty-fcjur hours or longer. In some cases

i|uirnne is not well borne, and in not a few it produces
an inajipreeiable antipyretic etfeet or none at all. Lieber-
meister advocated the use of quinine, and Nothnage; still

does so, regarding it as the least dangerous of all the

antipyretic drugs, even when the lieart is in an unstable
condition.

'I'/if ('(uil-Titr Deritatires.—The number of these is now
very considerable, and their action is better understood
than formerly. Some are more effective and less de-

pressing than others. If used at all, they should be used

sparingly with caution, and as adjuvants to other meas-
ures. \\'ith regard to these, as with cold baths, the

general ends to be gained .shoidd be boine in mind and
not the mere temporary etfeet >ipou the temperature
alone.

Aiitiljiplmid InocuUitiim.—Such inoculations have been

practised on a considerable scale upon IJritish troops in

India and South Africa. The repoits of Prof. A. E.

Wright, of the Army Medical School at Netley, as to the

degree of protection obtained, seem pronnsing. but they
lack precision, and the aelual value of the process is still

to be delermined. (See Addendum on |i. i).51.)

Serum T/ierapi/.
—Several different e.vperimenters have

prepared tyjihoid antitoxins by injecting horses with cul-

tures of the typhoid bacillus, and sid)sequenlly patients
have been injecli'd with these sera. The reports of the
results are conflicting and unsatisfactory. The blood
seruTu of patients convalescent from tyidioid fever has
also been used, with equally indefinite lesults. This

question is still in an imdeveloped stage
CoMri.fc.vTioNs .\Ni) Sk(jiki..k.— Although, for the

sake of brevity, I have avoided ileseribing minutely the
various pathologi<'al changes and clinical complications,
other than those connecled with the liowels and esjieciullv
characteristic of the disease, which are incident to typhoid
fever, some of these are encountered in so large a num-

ber of cases, or are of such inqiortancc, that they merit

seiiarate mention.
lieenidencciice (ind Helnpse.—These are boih connnon

phases of typhoid fever, and it is not always easy to

classify each return of pyrexia under the one or the other
term. In general, a sudden temporary elevation of tem-

perature woulil be called a recrudescence, and a more
gradual an<l prolonged elevation a relap.se. A typical
simjile rehip.se, as exhibited on a chart, shows a rising

temperature following some days of normal temperature
after the primary attack lias run its course. According
to Irvine, "the temperature begins to rise, and continued
to rise, with little intermission, until it reaches its height
on the tiflli clay of relapse; frou\ the fifth day to the

eighth or ninth day it is steady, but shows a .slight incli-

nation downward; on the eighth or ninth davit falls

suddenly several degrees, possibly to subnormal levels;
from such levels it ascends even to former heights, but
this rise in .sinqdc cases is, so to speak, ephemeral.
Fever persists to the fifteenth day, when in the simple
cases a rapid, though intermittent, fall continues to the

twenty-first day of the disease, at which time convales-
cence commences, and goes on with remarkable rapidity
in many cases."

This is a very idealized ])icture. even of the simple re-

lapse. Relapse indulges in ([uite as many freaks as the

primary typhoid may indulge in. To appreciate this, it

is only necessary to remendier that the same case may
experience several (two, three, or even four) relaijses.
The relapse may be engrafted inunediately upon the pri-

mary attack ; it may complicate or be eonqjlicated by
recrudescence; one relapse may be intercurrent with an-

other, etc. Relapse is generally accompanied by a return
of the characteristic synqjtom.s, such as diarrluea, ro.se

spots, enlargement of the spleen , and it is liable to any
of the complications attendant upon primary tyidioid.
But the duration is generally shorter, and, notwithstand-

ing the debilitated state of the patient, a fatal termina-
tion is less common than in inimary typhoid.
Recrudescence k generally due to some indiscretion ;

true relapse is probably the result of a secondary
auto-infection with the typhoid poi,son, and will be

frequently observed where there has been no imjiru-
dence wliatever, either of diet or otherwise. On the
other hand, instances of various indiscretions unattended

by any evil consequences, and of an early return to solid

food against orders without paying the threatened

penalty, are almost equally common.
Perforation. ^Veriora.X\ou is the most fatal complication

of typhoid fever. It occurs in from one to two per cent,

of all cases, and is responsible for about ten per cent, of
the deaths. It occurs most often in the third week, but
may be as earlj- as the fourth day, or as late as in the
fourth month during a relapse. There have been more
eases in men than in women. The perforation occurs in

the last two feet of the ileum in over eighty per cent, of
the cases. In very many it is in the last foot. Perfo-
ration may not always be fatal. It may occur between
two coils of intestine which are adherent, or probably
more often it is immediately wailed off by fibrin and may
heal. It is unwarrantable, however, to expect a perfo-
ration to heal imder medical treatment, and as soon as
the diagnosis is made, surger)' offers the real hope of

recovery. It is of the utmost importance to make the

diagnosis early, but the subject presents great dillicully.
There are causes of (leritonitis other than perforation,

and these may be of mild grade and recover without sur-

gical interference. There is no pathognomonic sign of

|)erforat,ion in typhoid fever. The most characteristic

symiitom is sudden, severe, abdonn'nal pain, persisting
and increasing for some time, accompaided perhaps hy
collapse, a fall of temperature, a rise of pulse, nausea
and vomiting, with sometimes abdominal spasn which
persists, and sometimes hemorrhage. It wa> hoped at

one time that the leucocyte count would be useful, but

though in some cases it was found to rise rapidly after

lierfoiiition. in others there was a diminished leueocyto-
sis. On the other hand, there might lie a leucocytosis of
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28,000-70,000 in obstruclion witliout ijcrforution. There
is then no .sure diagnostic siirn of perforation, h\it the di-

agnosis must be nuuie from llie group of symptoms pres-
ent in a given ease. However, as tlie tieiielil to l)e de-

rived from operation is oll'ered only when (lie diagnosis is

made earl}', tlie piiysieian sliould secure a consultation

just as soon as thecondilion is suspected. Someauthori-
ties advise a small ahdominal incision under eoeaino to

allow taking a culture from the peritoneal cavity, and to

finish the operation if pus is found, but it is hardly rea-

sonable to supjiose that such a jirocedure would do no
harm to a patient who is already very sick with au acute
disease.

Hemorrharje.—Heniorrhage is a more freqvient compli-
cation than perforation, but fortunately is not so fatal.

It occurs in from four to si.\ per cent, of all cases, and is

probably responsible for death in about lifteen percent,
of cases. The e.\citing cause of heniorrhage may be an
error in diet, or restlessness or distention, but it may
occur in spite of the utmost care. It is most frecpient in

the second and third weeks, but like perforation it may
be the first noticed symiitom in an aiuliulatory case, or it

may occur in tlie eighth week during a relajise. It is

less common in children, and according to statistics less

serious in women. Pain may accompany or precede
hemorrhage, and sometimes hemorrhage occurs with i)er-

foration, obscuring the diagnosis. The amount of blood
lost may be an inconsiderable streaking of the fa-cal dis-

charges due probably to an intense hyperjcmia of the

!ym])boid tissue of the intestine, or it may be very co-

pious—more than a quart—and clotted, and is then prob-
ably due to the erosion of a larger vessel.

Tlie etTect of the hemorrhage depends on the amount
of blood lost. Some authorities maintain that a moderate
loss of blood in a robust patient with high fever may even
be beneficial. Certainly sometimes the elTect of hemor-

rhage is inappreciable. In more severe cases there are

the signs of acute anannia, pallor, coldness, small, feeble,
more rapid pulse, and tliere may be a marked drop in

temperature. Sometimes these signs are present before
the blooti has appeared. The patient may even have
fatal collapse and die within a few hours, before the
blood appears in the stools. More conimoul.y the hemor-

rhages are repeated at intervals and the jiatient may suc-

cumb within a few days. The treatment of hemorrhage
depends on the effect. Styptics cannot be expected to

check it. Oinum may produce quiet, depress the heart's

action, and reduce peristalsis. The diet should be re-

stricted for a time and the baths withheld temporarily.
Stimulation is not usually given, but if the patient's con-
dition requires it, subcutaneous stimulation may be of

some benefit, and subpectoral infusion of salt solution,

though irrational, may possil)ly tide the iiatient over a
severe acute auaiinia. The local application of cold e.\-

ternally is resorted to, but is not to be recommended.

EpintaTin,—Nose-bleed, in the period of invasion, is so

common au occurrence as to be considered almost a diag-
nostic detail. At this period it is usually slight, requires
no treatment, and is even a source of relief to the head-
ache and dulness. Later in the disease nose-bleed is less

usual, but is apt to be more profuse, and may necessitate

plugging of the ]iosterior iiares. Exceptionally life may
be endangered, and an enfeeliled patient may not rally
from a severe cpistaxis in the later stages.

Bronchitis occurs undoubtedly more often in cases in

which early and suitable cure has not been given to the

patient, but is quite common in other cases as well. It

is often due to weakness and the dryness of the buccal
and pharyngeal mucous membranes, and to the conse-

quent inability to raise and expel the bronchial secretions.

The rales may be so loud as to be auilible at a distance

from the chest, lironcliitis is sometimes associated with
a lobular pneumonia, anil in the lati^r stag- s with hyjio
static congestion of the lungs. All these condilions dis-

ap])ear with the iiyre.\ia, and their best Ireatuieiit is that

directed to su|)porting the strength of the [latienl and

controlling the toxins.

A genuine croupous piicumoniii sometimes ('oni|ili-

eates the disease; and, when ujipearing early, may be
regarded as a direct manifestation of the typlioid poison.
to which the term tyiihoidpneumonia is applied.

'riiroiiiliiiain.—Venous thrombosis is frccjuent botli as a
complication and as a se<pii.l. It occurs generally iu
cases which have run a prolonged and exhausting course.
The femoral veins and their hianelies aretho.se most often
all'ccted, and of these the left more frequently tlian the

right. An elevation of temperature, a hardness rif the
vein, and swelling of the leg announce and accompany the
condition. Complete rest, elevation of the leg, lliinnel

bandaging, and, later, possibly some small blister.?, are
indicated as treatment.

Either as a complication or as a sequel, thrombosis is

somcl lines painful and tedious, but fortunately only in

exceptional instances does it give rise to embolism of the

pulmonary artery and tiealh.

Ac'ite Otitis Miilia.—This is a by no means infrequent
complication, developing usually from the second to the
fourth week, and occurring in from t wo to three per cent.
of the cases. It is generally of infectious origin by way
of the Eustachian tulie. and is associated with the ])a-
tieut's jnostration and altered and accumulating buccal
and pharyngeal secretions. It often complicates the

temperature chart and leucocyte count, and may require
special treatment.

Tijphdid l's;irliiiscs.
—Various psychoses maj' accom|)any

or follow typlioid fever. Of ai. the acute diseases it is

the one most often accompanied by mental sym])toms.
In all such cases the family history should be incjuired
into, especially with reference to the progno,sis.

Kraepelin groups thi' conditions wliicli jjresent them-
selves as follows: (1) Initial delirium; (2) febrile psy-
choses ; (3) asthenic psychoses.

Initial delirium is said to be the rarest form, to exhibit
the most rajjid course, and to otTer the worst prognosis,
over fifty per cent, ending fatally. L'nsouud heredity is.

a predisposing cause.

Febrile psychoses embrace the great majority of men-
tal cases developing in typhoid lever, and offer a relative-

ly good prognosis.
Asthenic psychoses are associated with the period of

convalescence, find are apt to present long, weary courses
and a doubtful outlook.

Henritis.—Various forms of neuritis, local and general,
accompany and follow typhoid fever. Among others,
"tender toes" is mentioned by Osier, making the weight
of the bed covering insupportable. The "

typhoitl spine
"

is a sequel to which Gilmcy called attention, and which
he regarded as a perispondylitis, lint which others con-
sider to be dependent rather upon a general neurasthenic-
condition.

JHecrosis and Perinstitis.—When these occur it is usually
as sequels, and such eases should b(^ referred to the sur-

geon.
Disinfection.—In discussing the etiology and the

pathology of typhoid fever, the oci-urrence of typhoid'
bacilli in the body and their resistance and tenacity of
existence under ditlerent conditions -were considered.
Careful thought witli regard to these matters indicates

w-liat a grave responsibility rests upon those a.s.sociated

with tyiihoid-fever ]iaticiits, and what great care shotdd
be used in disposing of all excri-ta and in guarding iu-

other ways against the dissemination of the germs of the
di.sease.

In private practice, where possible, a room should be
chosen which will combine good ventilation and sun-
shine with partial isolation and easy means of disposing
of excreta and soiled linen without contaminating any
more of the house than is neces.sary. Just as s<ion as the

diagnosis is suspected, rigid rules should lie made and
enforced ri'gai-ding the disposal of excreta and the disin-

fection of all articles whicli come in contact with the pa-
tient. Of course, different circumstances will require
varied arrangements, but if the principles are understood
and the objects to be attained are considered, the manner
of their achievement is indifferent. In the city, where

injury to plumbing is to be avoided, formalin and carbolic
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acid are the best disiiifectaiits. Formalin is easy to use,

ellieacious. not very expensive, and the odor is not last-

ing. Fiecal discharges should be received into a vessel

conlainiiigabout a pint of dilute formalin (ten percent.).
After defecation the stools should be covered with the

solution, (hen nii.xed thoroughly, best with a stick that

can be burned, and after standing for some time they
may with safely be eriipticd. Urine should always be
disinfected. This may be done with corrosive sublimate,
five per cent, carbolic acid, or chlorinated lime, but best

by adding one-fortieth of its volume of formalin.

To disinfect urine in the bladder of patients urotropin
is given in doses of from eight to ten grains three times

a day for two days each week until convalescence is

completed. Soiled bed linen and other articles which

may be infected should be soaked in disinfectant (five

per cent, carbolic-acid solution), and then when possible
boiled, or exposed to dry heat in a disinfecting chamber.
The si)ntnni should be disinfected and may usually be
burned. The nurses and attendants, after coming in touch
with the palient, should also disinfect their hands care-

fully. iKith for their own ])rotection and for the protec-
tion of others. The disinfection of thermometers and
other utensils should not be overlooked.

In the country disinfection is exceedingly important.

Any patient may be the source of a serious epidemic.
Here the stools niaj' be disinfected by mixing with an

equal ijiiantity or more of "milk of lime," which is slaked
lime with four volumes of water, and after standing for

two hours, they may be put in the jnivy vault or burned.
Milk of lime should also be thrown liberally into the

privy. The urine may be disinfected by chlorinated

lime (1 to 32) or corrosive sublimate. The sfnitum should
be burned, and linen, etc., all carefullj' disinfected. If

any of tho.se attending the sick also do farm or dairy
work, especial care and diligence should be observed in

preventing them from spreading the disease.

Co^^ALEscK^CF..—Convalescence from typhoid fever
is always slow, and may be very prolonged. It is al-

ways a matter of weeks, and may be a matter of many
months. During this period a general supervision of the

patient is desirable—care as to food, clothing, exercise,

occupation, rest.

Notwithstanding the changes in our views incident to

the development of baetcriologv and minute histology, a
better summing tip of the disease process in its relation

to the process of con valesence cannot be given than in

the closing words of Hoffmann's vohune on the patho-
logical-anatomical changes in the organs in typhoid
fever: The poisonous materials are. as a rule, taken into
the body with the food, and carried into the blood from
the lower portion of the ileum, as the place where the
food tarries the longest, and where parti<'idarly favorable
conditions for absorption arc fovmd. With this absorp-
tion, tissue changes take place in these jiarts which cause
the onset of a severe febrile movement, and this in turn
entails a parenchymatous degeneration of the various or-

gans. Under an extreme development of these phenome-
na, attended by a number of unfavorable complications,
the patient succundjs. Rut in most cases the fever
declines with the return of the intestine toward health.
Nutriti(ni regulates itself, and the degenerated organs
arc gradually renovated.
When one therefore rellects how in all partsof the body

large ])ortions of important organs are destroyed during
the typhoid process, one ca.sily tmdcrslands why typhoid
patients in general experience such pronininced weakness
for such a long time, and why typhoid fever is followed

by so much longer convalescence than so many other less

generally destructive diseases. The restoration of such
a large jiortion of the most important portions of the sys-
tem as are destroycil during Die di.sease taxes to the ut-

most the ability of those which are left, and is rendered
laborious precisely by the fact that the very delivery of
new material for rebuilding is greatly impelled by the
destruction of large areas of the lyiiiiih glands in the
inti'sline.

Keflecting on these points, instead of being surprised

at the slowness of convalescence, one is led to wonder at

the recreative force which, undaunted by such impedi-
ments, builds up afresh in a comparatively short period
a large pari of the whole body; and, at the .same time,
one understands why it is that the convalescent, after

passing safely through an attack of typhoid fever, feels

rejuvenated and as if he were born anew.

George B. Shatiuck.
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TYPHOID
Api't;NDi\.

FEVER: BACTERIOLOGY. See The

TYPHO-MALARIAL FEVER.—This term, which was
suggested by \Vuo(lward in 1S02, and has since been

widely adopted, cannot be justified upon .scientific

grounds; for, as conceded by Woodward him.self,
' and

generally admitted by recent authorities.
"

it <loes not

designate a distinct type of disease, but is .simply a term
which is convenient!}' applied to the comiiound forms of
fever which result from the combined inlliience of the
causes of malarious fevers and of tyidioid fever."

If wcaccept this definition of the term upon Ihcauthoi--

ity of its author, we shall be obliged to admit that typho-
malarial fever is simply a clinical variety of typhoid" fever
in which the .symptoms are more or less modified by the
fact that the patient has also been subjected to the inlhi-

euce of the malarial poison, and the propriety of making
a separate heading for such cases in our nosological tables

may be questioned.
If, in accordance with this definition, the sole difference

between typhoid lever and typho-nuilarial fever consists
in the presence or absence of a malarial complication, it

would be reasonable to expect that the mortality fi-om

the complicated cases—typho-malarial—would I'lt lennt

equal that from the uncomplicated cases. But if we re-

fer to the statistical tables jiulilished in the first medical
volume of "The .Medic;il and Surgical History of the
War of the Rebellion." we shall find that this is not true
of the cases included under this heading by the medical
oflicers of our armies during the war. On the contrary,
the mortdUti/ from t>ipho-mtitnri(il ferer in nn/ t>uic/i liss

l/inn friii/i tiijihoid ferer. This is shown b_v the accom-

panying table, taken from the writer's work (1,881) on
"
.Malaria and Malaiial Diseases." page 83.

We find by referring to the third column in this t;ilile

that the percentage of mortality in the cases design.-ited

simply "ty|ihoid" was, in the case of the white ti'oops,
more than five times as great, and in the case of the
colored troops more than three times as great, as in the
class of cases designated

"
ty])ho-m!ilarial." It will

scarcely be niiiintained thiit a complication can exercise
a favoi-able infiuence upon the seveiity and fatality of a

specific disease. We are, therefore, obliged to suppose
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" The etiological deduction is apparent, and the reasons
for this increase of one class of levers anil decrease of

another are not ditlicult ot coinprelieiision. In the tirst

place, our armies moved southward as the war pro
grossed, and came more within the inthicnce of the ma
larial poison. And, |)erhai)S, this general movement
southward, in which, however, the Army of the Potomac
did not to any considerable e.\tent iiarlicipate, carried

our troops, to some exient. outside of the endemic preva-
lence of enteric fevers. This, however, is open to ijues
tion. In the second place, it is a generally recogni/.ed
fact that exposure to malaria, and aMaeUs of malarial

fevers, not only do not confer innuunity, but predispose
to further attacks. Tlu! increased number of cases of

malarial fevers is, therefore, accounted for.

"On the other hand, attacks, however mild, of the

speciti(' fevers protect those attacked, to a greater or less

e.xtent. from future attacks. That this inununity ajJiilies

to ty|)hoid. as well as to yellow fever and the eruptive
fevers, there can be no doubt. . . .

"The history of arndes in all parts of the world shows
that new levies are especially subject to typhoid fever,

and to the mild continued fever so often called by some
other name, while sea.soneil troops are, to a great e.xtent,

exempt from it" ('//). n't.. ])age 22).

In further support of the view that the etiological con-

ditions which product' the cases dcnoniiiiated tyjiho-
malarial corrcsjiond wilh those which produce tyjiical
cases of enteric fever, we may call attention to the fact

that the so-called typho-nudarial fever frequently occurs
in localities where inlerndtlcnls and remittents arc un-

known; that it may prevail during the winter months,
and in citi<s which are far removed from malarial influ-

ences; that its prevalence is often tiaccd to insanitary
conditions of the same nature as those which are con-

cerned—as predisposing causes, at least—in the produc-
tion of epidemics of typhoid; and, linally, to the fact

that in fattd cases, which have been diagnosed as typho-
malarial at the outset of the attack, the lesions of enteiic

fever are commonly found at the autojisy.
If, as some claim, there is a form of continued fever

widely prevalent in the Unite<l States, which, although
influenced by the same predisposing causes, is specifi-

cally distinct from true enteric fever, and also from the

malarial fevers, i)roperl_v so-called, then we must protest

against the use of the name typho-malarial fever as ap-
plied to such cases, inasnuich as. in accordance with the

definition given, by the originator of the name, this term
is generally understood to designate a clinical variety of

typhoid fever. Geort/e M. titernbevg.

* TniDsactlons of the International .Medical Congress lielil in Pliila-

delphia in ISTii, article Tyiilin-Malarial Fever.

TYPHUS FEVER.—Synonyms; German, Flirk-ti/pJniK,

Fleck-Jid/er, typhus eJ:ant/iematiciis ; French, typhus exan

thematiqtie ; Italian, Dermo-tifo, typho esaniematiro ;

Spanish, 'J'l'fiis
El "

Tii/xirdilln," or ti'fo tiibardilla ;

Dutch, VelUkoortii Kiraaildidir/ihiortu ; Swedish, FUkk-
tyfuK; Norwegian or Daidsh, Serve fihei-, Kvaiit/ieniiitink

typhus. The disease has also been known by various
other names as Spotted fever. Camp, .Jail, Ship and Hos-

pital fever. Typhus Contagiosus, Typhus Petechinlis,
Febris Puerpera Epidemica, Morbus Pulicaris, Febris

Pcticularis, Catarrhal Typhus, Oehlotic Fever, .\dy-
namic or Ataxic fever, Cerebral Ty|dius, Putrid or Ma-
lignant Fever, Irish .\gue, Febris Hungarica.

Dkkini'iion.—Tyi>hus fever is an acute, infectious
disease of unknown origin, highly contagious, so far as
we know spread only by actual contact, and maintained

by overcrowded conditions of jiopulation. It occurs in

epidenncs but nia}' become endemic. It is characterized

clinically by severe onset, early and pronounced nervous
manifestations, siich as prostration and tendency to men-
tal derangement, a rapidly developing macular erujition,
which is at first liyperaMuic but later becomes hemor-
rhagic, and a fever which terminates by ciisis. It

presents no specific anatomical lesions, and is in no way

related to typhoid fever. It belongs, in all pi'obidiility, to

the group of disea.ses known as the acute exanlliemata.
HisToitv.—Typhus fever, since the conditions which

favor its development have always been present in the
woihl, has piobably followed U]ion great wars and
famines since the beginning of civilization, and fevers are
described by ancient writers which are thought to be

tyiilius. In 1083 Carradi ' and in 1 4<)3 Jacobus de Parti-

bus- dcserilie epidemics which many writers believe ai'c

the lii'st unmislak.ablc reports of the disease; but the

great bulk of evidence points to the epidemics I'ccorded

1)}' Fracastorius.'a Veronese physician, as Ihe first which
we can with a degree of certainty pioiiounce ly])lnis
fever. Fracastorius in 1.54G published his work entitled

"Contagionilnis et Jlorbis Contagiosis," in which he de-

scribes an epidemic in Italy in l.")0.) and X'MS, and a sec-

ond epidemic which he witnessed twenty years later

imder the name of moibiis lentic\ilaiis. This disease,

though new in Italy, a]ipears to have been well known
by Ihe physicians of Cyjirus, where the disease was
jirobablj' epidemic, and whence it may have come to

Verona. The second epidemic in Italy, from l.")2-t to

about l.").3t), spread to France and Spain, over the whole
of the German Empire and even to Sweden, returning to

Italy toward Ihe end of the century.
Kpidemics of tyi)hus fever with dysentery and scurvy

recuned in the seventeenth centui'y among the ti'ain of

evils entailed upon the unhappy empire by the Thirty
Years' "War. The disease continued to breakout both in

England and upon the continent during this and the suc-

ceeding century. In the eighteenth century it was en-

demic on the continent and became epidemic wherever
want pressed nioie .sorely than usual. In England the so-

called Black Assizes became centres of contagion, w iien at

judicial sessions prisoners communicated the disease to

judges on the bench and to others in )u-o\iinity. The cause
of the disease was pointed out in 173.") by Browne Lang-
rish-" to be overcrowding and want of ventilation, so that
"
people are made to live in their own steams." The dis-

ease had been known by various names, chiefly as spotted
fever. The name typhus was applied to it about this

time (in 1760) by S.auvagcs.^ The term is fi-om the

Greek, -t^iof, a smoke or fog, which was used by Hip-
pocrates to designate a condition of stupor, and well

describes the characteristic intellectual sluggishness of

the sulferer from this form of fever. The extensive epi-
demics of the so-called "Faulfieber" in Austria (Vienna.
17.07 and 1759) and Germany (1771 and 1773) were very
probably typhus.
The eaily years of the nineteenth century saw a general

epidemic of typhus on the continent. The armies of the

French Hejiublic and the First Empire carried the con-

tagiiin everywhere. Napoleon lost more men b_y this

pestilence than by the armies of the allies. When the

tiile of war receded the lai'ger towns were left as centres

from which epidemics spread from time to time. Great
devastation was wrought by ty|)hus among the armies of

the Crimean War (18.5-i-.">r)), and in the war belween Rus-
sia and Turkey in 1877-78 th(^ pestilence visited the Rus-
sian camp, prostrating one hundred thousand men. half

of whom died. The l'nite<l Kingdom meaiiwliile has

sulTei'ed much. Ii'cland has been a focus from which,

during the last century, five epidemics have radiated.

The most severe of these was in 1846, The mortality
was very high and the disease spread to England, where
it reached its height in Ihe almost incredible number of

oni' million eases (ilui'chison). and theiu'c to the conti-

nent. In the century just closed the epidemics have
show n a tendency to confine themselves to the vicinity
of the place of origin, a result no doubt traceable to im-

proved s;initation. The ravages of the disease among
the Russian foices in thiK^rimean and Turkish wars were
due directly to the horrible sanitary condition of tlu?

camps. In the Crimean War Ihe English, whose camp
was heller manageil. sulVered less fi'om the peslilence.

In the New World the diseas<' is pandemic in Mexico,
where it has existed since the advent of Ihe Spaniards; if

it was not known before the conquest under the name of
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'1*3 liliiiM l<'i*\-rr.

'I') l>li iita I'i'vvr,

"cocolislle." It is tliouglit by some tlmt the disease in

Mexico lias hccii conriisfd witli nialariiv and t3'pli(iid

fever, and that lypliiis isc\(cc(linj;ly laic. In tlie I'nitcd

Stales llicie have been se vera lineal epideiiiies dnrini; the

last century. The first was in Xew Knicland in 1807

The disease broke out in Philadelphia in 1S12. and lurked
in Ihecily "in lanes and alh'ys" until lf<'Jl when Wood,
then a slndent ol' medicine, studied anil reported the dis-

ease. Philadelphia suHcred another visilation in 18y(i,

the history of which was wrillen by (Jerhard ' who was
the lirst. in this country at least, lo establish the differ-

ence between lyphusand lyplioid. Since that time e]ii-

deudes have visited sunilrv .Vmerii'an cities anil have
been described by Flint, Da Costa, and Loomis. Typhus
was not ejiidemie on eilher sich^ during the ('ivil War.
It is true that seventeen hundred and twenty-three cases

were reported lo Washington, i)ut Ihese. as Hutchinson
maintains, wei'e typlioid ac<-ompanied b_y conditions
wliicli misled the army surgeons in diagnosis.
Few and uuld hav(! been the epidemics during tlii^ lat-

ter part of the century just closed. As Osier has re-

marked: "The gradual disappearance of tj-phus fever is

one of the great triumphs of modern medicine.''

Etiology.— Gmyi'uphic JJixIz-ibii/ion.—If the hislor}' of

typhus fever is reviewed, it will be fomnl that no coun-

try of Europe has been exemjit from the disease. Eng-
land and Ireland, Itidy and Hussia an^ known as the

classic homes of typhus fever, places in which the dis-

ease lurks, and from time to time epidemics, whoseorigin
is traceable to these places, occur in neighboring and dis-

tant countries, whither they liave been brought by means
of merchant ships. Innnunily from typhus lias been
claimed for p''raiice, but this claim, according lo Ilirsch,

is not warranted, as recorded cases will show. Tlie dis-

ease is not unknown in Iceland. In Africa and in Asia,
outside India, the disease is, according lo JIurchison,

unknown, but lieri^ again Ilirsch founil trustworthy
evidence of occasional cases of the malady in Asia Minor,

Syria, Persia, Egypt, Knbia, Tunis, and Algeria. New-
Zealand and Australia, the Jlississippi valley, and the

Pacific maritime states have remained free. In Jlexico

and Central and South America again Ilirsch attirins,

while Murchison denies, the existence of typhus.
JIoDKSop CoNVEY.iNXE.— Ciiittirgiu 1)1 .

—Thecontagium
develops and leproduees itself in the body of the typhus-
fever jiatient. The manner in which it is given oif from
the body is as yet only a matter of speculation. It is

thought that the contagium exists in tlie secretions and
excretions of the body and in the exhalations from the

lungs and skin. There can be no (|ueslion on the other

hand that the disease is transmitted by so-called common
carriers orfoinites. The contagium clings to parliclesof
dust, articles of <'lothing, furniture, ami conveyances of

various kinds, and retains its pathogenic properties for

months. The literature aboiuids in instances where the

disease has been conveyed to hitherto uninfected locali-

ties in articles <if clothing, etc. The contagium has been

carried by dead bodies.

Tvidius fever may be transmitted through the air, but
not for great distances. It has bci'n demonstrated that

in well-ventilated and unerowded wards, where three or

four tyidius-fcver cases are being cared for, the other

patients remain uninfected, while those who have the

immediate care of the cases are very freiiuenlly atl'ected.

On the other hand, in crow-ded wards or liuildings with

jioor ventilation all are aftected who are ex])osed.
That the disease is of a specilie nature and does not

occur sponlaneonsly is shown by the fad that articles of

clothing containing thecoutaginm cannot inlrcl after they
have bi'cn subjected lo a temperature of HH) to I'M C.

The contagium may be transinitted at all stages of the

disease, including the stage of incubation. Tlie period
of greatest danger is during the beginning and at the

acme of the febrile stage. Upon this point most wriiers

are now agreed, while many of the older writers main
tain that the contagium is more often transmitted during
the stage of convalesciMice.

B<tctcriology.
—We still remain in the dark as to the

true nature of the contagium, Wliether it is a •tticteriiim

or a parasite of some other order is a i|uestion yet to be
solved. In this disease as in I he acute exantheiiiala

many researches have been made, the purpo.se of which
has lieen to demonstrate the speeitie caiKse, but little If

anything has been accom|>lishe<l. It will be unnecessary
to more than mention the work of those whose efforts

thus far have apparently no other than an historic value.

As early as 18(JS E. Ilallier, of .Iciia, described an or-

ganism which he <'alled typhus fungus (rliizoporus), anil

tifleen years later, in 1883, Mott' reported the finding of
motile spirilla in the blood of a typhus-fever patient.
Little imjiortaiiee, however, was attached to these re-

ports at that time or since. In 1888 .Moreaii and Coeliex '^

isolated, from the blood and urine of typhus-fever jia-

lients, bacilli which they rlescribe as resembling the bacil-

lus typhosus. A ycax later, in 1899. Hlava, of Prague,
made observations on forty-live tj-plnis-fever cadavers.
In Iwenly of these and also in one living suljject he
found a sti'eptobacillus in the blood, but was unable to

demonstrate its presence in any of the organs. Coriiil

and Babes were unable to conlirm Illava's conclusions.

Ill 1893 Lewaschew '" described coccus-like bodies in the

spleen blood which, when stained, were seen lo possess
long cilia. lie also observed free Hagella, lo which he

gave Ihenamespirochal'te exanthematicum, and these, he

thought, represented a ditTermt .sta.ge in the life history
of the organism. He succeeded in .growing the organism
on ascitic fluid. In the same year Thoinot and Cal-

mette " described a flagellate and amceboid organism in

the spleen blood of five living patientsand from the pul-

monary blood of one after death. In 1893 Cheesman ''^

describeil his bacillussanguinis exanthemalicus. In 189-1:

Dubief and Brlilil '' described their capsulated diidococ-
cns exanthematicus which they found much more
commonly in the air passsiges and siuitum than in the
blood. When planted onagar a lu\uriaut orange-yellow
growth was obtained. Animal inoculations, in their

opinion, were successful in producing a condition which
resembled typhtis fever. Porter" in 1899 isolated a dip-
lococcus in eighth-eight per cent, of one hundred and
forty-three cases of typhus, but w-as al.so able to demon-
strate tlie same organism in ty]ilioid patients. Ober-

meyer'^ has reported the tinding of a spirillum in the

blood, but in his case as well as in similar cases reported
bj- others it is highly probable that refapsing lever was
a.s.sociated with typhus. A field as yet unexplored, and
which may prove a source of knowledge, is a systematic
bacteriological examination of the eruption itself.

'J'he Jiifluciice of Af/c.^Ko delinite ))eriods of life can
be absolutely settled upon at which typhus fever is espe-
cially liable to occur. Many statistics have been gath-
ered, and if we were to base our conclusions upon Ihcm
we should say that in adult life, between the ages of

twenty and forly. the di.sease is most common. IIow--

ever, all things being equal, social and physical con-
ditions, occupation, environment, etc., the first statement
must be accepted as the correct one. The di.sease occurs
at the extremes of life. Wiess " ( 1862) reported a case in

ir/iic/i (iftftiiH I'fjife to six moitt/is showed irregular black

petechia- with vesicles the size of a peascaltered over the

body. The spleen was enlarged, and measured !.."> by 3
cm. Peyer's patches and the mesenteric .srlands were
sw-ollen. The epidemic from which the mother suffered
was true typhus exanthematicus, and in this form of

tyi)hus the tendency toward abortion is slight. So far

as I am able to ascertain, this is the only ca.se of typhus
in the futus reported. Buchanan" reports a case of

tyiihus in an infunt tiro ireekn vltl. Older children, how-
ever, are more frequently alfecteil than younger ones.
The disease is not niicommon in the a,ireil. in which re-

spect typhus differs from typhoid. Buchanau reports a
case in u man of eighty.

Influence of Se.r.— It has been demonstrated that if

males and females are equally exposed to infection they
are equally alfecled. Men are more frequeiilly affected
because lliey are more frequently expo.sed. Sex therefore

plays a subordinate part in the etiology of the disease.
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Influence of Race.—No significiince appears to be at-

lailicd l)v tlie majority of authors to race infiiionoo. But
ill till' I'iiilailclpliiu iiiidciiiic of ISiJli "ucjina's ami inu-

lalios siillcrcd fmm it more si'ViMvly tliaii ollji'rs."

Influence of Occupation and Ski'uI Oondilions.—Only in
so far as occupation and social conditions may l)rin>; the
inilividual into actual contact with the disease, as in the
case of pliysicians and nurses, can they be rcjrarded of

any ctiolojjical importance: tliat is to say, no particular
trade cither ]ircdispiiscs to or i)rotecls against infection.

The contrary view, liowever, is held by many English
]ihy.sicians, who maintain that butchers and workers in

fats, such as candle-makers, are relatively iirnnune.

Curschmann,'* however, does not incline to this oiiinion,
as ho has seen as many cases in butchers as in other
workmen.

Influence of Season and Meteorological Conditions.—The
disease is rare in trojucal climates, and nourishes chietlj'
in colder countries, during the winter and s|iring months,
where imperfect ventilation and crowding of pupulation
among the poorer classes supply the conditions favorable
to its development. Some large epidemics have o(tcurred,

liowever, during (he wanner months, notably the one de-
scribed by Gerhard, Very low altitudes and damp places,
as seaport towns, are thought by Hirsch to be important
predispiising factors.

/ndirii/ual I'ndixposition.— It is generally conceded
that inlluences that tend to lower the bodily tone of an
individual, suehas illness, [loverty, and worry, are power-
ful predisposing factors. In this respect a striking con-
trast is olfercd to typhoid fever which so connnonly at-

tacks young, robust individuals. Even among the classes
in better circumstances, where hygienic conditions are
more perfect, if any bc' alfected it is almost invariably
one whose physical st reiigtii is at a low ebb. Convales-
cents from long-continucil or acute diseases are unques-
tioMabl_v jiredisposed to the disease. It was thought bj^
IIild<'brand and his folldwers that tuberculosis gave a
relative immunity to tyjihus-fever patients. Murchison
and Curschmaim, on tlie other hand, do not incline to this

opinion, as they not nneonunonly found the two diseases

together. Littlejohn and Ker" in their description of
the Edinburgh cpidendc (ISi)'J) inform us tli.-it most of
the fatal cases oceurreil in large, muscular men. Tliey
are of the opinion—cimtrary to tlie ob.servation of others—that a good phy.sique is a disadvantage in tyi)hus.

Ininiuniti/.—Typhus fever resembles the acute e.\an-

themalous diseases, in that one attack usually protects for

many years and often for life. Murcliison was attacked
twice, and there are other instances of second attacks
that might be mentioned. The disease docs not, how-
evei-. recur with the .same frequency as does measles.
Ilildebrand belii-ved tliat a certain inunuidly was ob-
tained liy physicians and nurses and those who, liy con-
stant attendance upon the disease, became accustomed to
the poison. Loomis, who in all his well-known experi-
ence in typhus fever nt-ver contracted the di.sease,

thought that his immunitj' was due to some personal
idiosyncrasy.

.Moiti!ii> Anato.my.—There are no characteristic post-
mortem changes in typhus fever. The external findings
are those which accompany all of the acute exantliema-
tous diseases. Traces of the rash are seldom present.
The organic changes that occur arc those resulting from
the pyrexia. Certain phenomena, nevertheless, occur
with such frequencj' as to demand attention. The most
important of these aie the following:

('/laiif/is in the Rcsjnr/iton/ ()r!/an.i.
—To a certain ex-

tent in almost all cases the respiratoi-y tract is alTeeted.
Traclieal and bronchial catarrh and hypostatic con-

gestion are among tlie more constant conditions met
with, and cases presenting these chaiaclers have been

designated by Rokitansky bronchotyphus and pneumo-
lyphus respectively. Iii Ireland they are commonly
called catarrhal typhus. In some epidemics laryngeal
di.sease is very common. There may be simjily redden-

ing and swelling of the mucous membrane or suppura
tion may supervene. Not infieciuently a unilateral peri-

chondritis, which at times resulted in necrosis, was noted

by Curschmanii, and in fifteen per cent, of his Berlin
cases liibar inieumonia was the immediate cause of deal li.

This, however, is an inconstant factor, as is shown by the
fact that Jhirehison rarely encountered it in Engiand,
and Thoinot and Netter make no n'.ention of its occur-
rence in France.

C/)anr/is in the Cireulalori/ Ornan.i.
—The chief changes

in flu: circulatory organs are those on the part of the
heart. Changes in the blood- ve.s.sels have been seldmii
observed. During the course (d' the disea.se unilateral

dilatation and infections myocarditis may be said to be
of fairly constant occurrence, but other changes thai

have been noted in the appearance of the heart are uii

questionably due to post-mortem influences.

Changes in the Mu.sclcs.—The muscles in general have
a brownish-red and dry appearance. They show little

sign of wasting. Small ulcerations liave been frcipiently
observed in the recti and lliiiih niuseles, and I he changes
descrilied by Zenker—atrophy of the fasciculi and granu-
lar and fatty degeneration—also obtain here, but to a
less extent than in tyiihoid fever. Sometimes hemor-
rhages take place into the muscles.

C/iiiiif/cs in the Livcf and Spleen.
—The liver is usually

enlarged and soft. When death occurs after the ninth
or tenth day the spleen is almost invariaiily found en-

larged, if before this lime it remains normal in size.

VhitiifjiK in liie Kidn<//s.— In severe cases the cortex is

swollen, opaque, and has undergone more or less fatty
change. Cloudy swelling of the epithelial cells of the
convoluted tubules may also be .seen.

C'/innges in the (fnntro-lntt'stinal Tract.—Affections of
the stomach and intestines are not frequent. Peyer's
patches and the mesenteric glands are likewise rarely
involved, and infiltration and degeneration are never
found.

Stmptom.^tologt.

General Description.—Incubation.—The stage of
incubation lasts for from one to fourteen days, oftenest

eight to twelve. Reliable records inform us that its dura-
tion may be only a few hours, and that it is very rarely
prolonged more than fourteen days. During this stage
symjitoms seldom manifest themselves. Occasionally a

history of headaclic, loss of appetite, depression, and
general inaptitude for work is given.

Inritsion.—The outset is, as a rule, sudden. Repeated
chills within the first twenty-four hours are common.
The temperature rises quickly and may, on the first day,
reach 104° F. Headache, pain in the back, and along
the course of the larger nerve trunks are quite constant
features. Prostration soon .sets in, and even the most
robust individu-al takes early to bed. The chills may re

cur for a few days, and are not infrequently accompanied
by nausea aiul vomiting. The mind, which is at first

clear, soon becomes clouded: the patient is uninterested
in things about him, his talking is fragmentary, and his

expression is dull and stuiiid. Mild delirium may set in,

and in severe cases may develop into maniacal storms.
The jnilsc is rapid, but full in volume; dicrotism is rare.

The face .soon shows a reddish flush, often a peculiar
tt'dematous appearance, and the eoiijuiietiva' are in-

jected. The intensity of the cohir in the face is said tn

bean index of the severity of the disease. The tdiiguc
is dry, tremulous, and covered with a yellowish brown
coat.

On iIk' third, fourth, or fifth day the rash ajipeais on
the skin of the abdomen. With its oceurrenee the tem-

perature remains high and the symptoms in no way
abate. In severe cases the heart may become enfeebled,

respiration accelerated, and death may ensue from ex-

haustion. In more favorable cases the crisis occurs
about the end of the second week, the patient often falls

into a refreshing sleep and awakens with a clear mind.
Sri-:ciAi, Fi-.ATiKKS and Symptoms.— The Tempera-

ture.—The fever rises steadily and may be 104° F. the

evening of the first day. It continues to rise with but

slight morning remissions for four or five days and
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reaches its maximuiii, 106" to 107° F., about the end of
the seventh day. Ilaviiij; leaehed its lieight it entilinues
Willi reniarkahlc eonslaiiee between 104° anil 10."j' F.

until the thirteenth or fourteenth day, when it falls by

Enipti(jii

Fig. 1821.—Typical Fever fiirve of a Moderately Severe Uneomplicatcd Case
o£ Typhus Fever, Diagrammatic.

crisis. The crisis is oue of the most characteristic fea-

tures of typhus fever. The tempeiatiire may fall in a
few hours from 105° or lOfl' F. to normal or slijrhily
below. A longer time, however, is usually reijuii'ed,

and there is frequently a rise of a deixree or more liefore

the normal point is reached.

Variations from tlie tyiiieal temperatui-e curve oeeui',

but not as frequently as in typhoid fever. In mild cases

the temperatures I'arely rises higher than lOi! F. JIueb

importance has been attached by Wunderlichand liis fol-

lowers to a so-called characlei'istic drop in the fever on
the seventh day, but it has been lepeatedly shown that

this symptom is the e.xceptioii rather than the rule. The
fever may reach its height within the first twenty-four
or thirty -six hours. In many cases defervescence is ju-o-

tracted. This is more noticeable in mild than in severe

cases. There are abortive cases in which the onset is

severe and the crisi.s occurs on the tiftli or sixth day. A
rather remarUable feature, just before death, is tlic so-

called pi-e-agonic rise to 10"J orllO F.

27«; Eruption.
—Between the second and the eighth

day.s, more frequently on the fourth or tiltli day of the

disease, the eruption tirst. a|)peai'S. Siilomon "
leports a

case in which the eruption wasdelayed until the eleventh

day. Tlie s]iotscome out first upon the abdomen, chest,

and back, then upon the e.Ntii-milies and face. 'I'lie se-

(|Uence of theei iiption, however, is by no meansilelinile.

It devilojis quite lapidly, so that by the end of the

.second or the beginning of the third day after its ap-

pearance it isall out. It- does not come out in successive

crops. The eruption is marked on theexti-emitics. The
lle.xor .surfaces of the forearm are first involved. In

many cases the spots are quite noticeable on the dorsum
of tli(! feet. The face is genei-ally exempt, although in

someeiiidcmics tb(;erui)lion on the face has Ix'cn marked.
In the stiii/e i>f /ii/jtcrii'iiiiii tla're is at tiist a line dusky

red mottling jiist lieneath the cutis. Tin; spots soon ap-

jiear as irregular rose-iiink maraike. They range in size

from that of a pinhead to that of a lentil, ami may be

slightly elevated above the skin. At Iji'st they disap-

pear completely when j)rcssed beucuth a gla.ss slide:
later they liecome a dirty-red color, begin to undergo
hemorrhagic change, and give up their color sluggishly
when pressed upon. During t la; eaily part of this stage,

particularly in dark-complected people, the erup-
tion even in the liest light may be dillicidt to see.

In chililicn the rash quite frequently ri'semblcs
that of measles, and becatise of its ijcctdiar mot-
tled appearance has been called mulberry rash.

In the lie)ni>vrliii(iir Htin/e "there is an infiltra-

tion of dissolved haMiialin into the tissues of the
cutis." This change begins in the centre of the

spot and extends to the ijeriphery. Th(! spots
soon cease to be hypcra'niic; \\n\ color only par-
tially disappears on pi-essure. At first they arc
l)luish-rc(! and as llic licmorihagic I'liange goes on
they become a dark livirl color. They are more
numerous in the inguinal regions, or where the
skin is loose. .Sometimes \\w. spots appear to be

undeigolng a true petechial transformation. In-

deed. .'\Iurclii.son, .Moor,'-' ami many others de-
scribe the petechia' as dark jiurple jioinls in the
centre of th<' spot, or speak of the macuhe being
converted iiUo petechia'. Strielly speaking, llie.se

slatenienis are not correct. Ilemorrhagic changes
that ordinarily occur in he spots must be distiu-

guished from the true petechia'.
The pttediiiil sldf/e is characterized b.v the oc-

currence of dinrt hemorrhages into the skin.

These little bluish-red spots do not disappear ou
lu-essurc, and are not preceded b_y a stage of hy-
])ei'aniia. They occur usually at the lieight of
till! di.sease, and are more common in some epi-
demics than ill others. AV'hen they are ])resent in

small numbers no importance is attac'hed to

tliem; but when they are abundant and combined
with extensive heniorrhag<'S into the skin, they
are of bad omen. Ileiuorrhages into the conjune-

tivie are common during this stage. .\11 these, together
with the livid spotted body, present a most horrible

picture.
The stage of eruption lasts for from seven to ten days,

and t races may remain for several days longer. 1 f hemor-

rhagic changes do
not occur the

primary rose spots
remain but a sliort

time. They may
have all disap-
peared by the end
of the first or the

beginning of the
s e c o 11 d d a y .

AVlicn the eriip
tioii is petechial il

may last well into

(on valesi'cnce.
The abundance of

the eru|)tion ap-
pears to be unin-
fluenced by age
or the severity of
the disease. It

depi'iids rather
ujioii some uii

known inllueiicc

in the character of

the epidemic. A
peculiar "rotten-
straw odor" is de-

scribed by some
authors as occur-

ring during tlu'

stag(s of erujitiou.
Li t tie j oh n and
Ker'" noted it in

the somewhat recent Edinburgh epidemic, and assert

that it was of great help to them in diagnosis. Gerhard
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describes tbc odor as "pungent, ammoniacal, and offen-

sive."

Other changes oeeur in tlie skin, among wliieli may In'

mentioned licrpes facialis, wbieli is not infrequent, mili-

aria crjstalina (siidamina erystaliua), icterus, ab.scesses,

and bedsores.

SeiToim Manifestation/!.
—Foremost among the many

nervous manifestations of tyi)lnis fever j.s tiw. early and

pronounced prosti-ation. Tlie iiatieut is qui( kly over-

come by the intensity of tlie lo.\in and iininediately
takes to bed. Symiitoms of nervous cvcitenieiit often

precede the i)rostration for a few days, lie complains
of severe frontal headache, pain in the eyes, vertigo. an<l

pain in thesiicrum. Insomnia soon becomes a prominent
symptom; and if he does sleep, frightful dreams disturb

him. Consciousness is maintained for some days, but
sooner or later he grows didl and apathetic. Ilailucina-

tions of impending harm are very common. 'I'owaid

the end of the lirst week the stujior increases, conscious-

ness is tinally lost, he mutters to himself, and )iicks at

th(- beilclothcs; there is sidjsullus tendiiium. lie may
lie with his ej'es wide open, luiconcerned as to what
takes place about him (coma vigil). Delirium of vary-

ing degrees is almost constantly present. Even after the

temperature has returned to normal delirium may per-
sist. Xot uncommouly during tlie height of the disease,

especially in young robust individuals, it t;ikes on a

maniacal form; they seek to escape from their trrrifying
hallucinations by suicidal attempts. On the other hand,

deiiression may pre<lominate. Among other nervous

])henomena which deserve a passing notice are convul-

sions, hemiplegia, and meningitis. Sensory disturbances

probably exist at times, but of this we have little iletinite

knowledge.
Ti'ic llt/iixl shows few important changes; a moderate

leucoevtosis has been observed. The other clianges
are those of .secondary aua'mia—reduction of the red

corpuscles and luenioglobin. This is more noticealile

(luring convalescence from a severe attack. Ko de-

generative changes in the red cells have lieen observed.

The serum does not agglutinate the bacillus typhosus.
l,iltle significance is now attached to the changes in

the coagulability of the blood, described by the older

writers.

SPECi.\r. Senses.— Ei/r.
—Of the disturbances of the

special .senses those of the eye are perhaps the most

])rominent. Catarrhal conjunctivitis, and even in mild
cases keratitis sometimes leading to the perforation of the

cornea, and conjunctival hemorrhages may occur. In

severe cases the jiupils often become markedly contracted
in the later stages of the disease; vitreous opacities and
choroiditis, iritis and aliopliy of the optic nerve have
been observed.

Ear.— Disturbances of hearing are common. They
usually occur during cnnvale.sceiice; very seldom when
the disease is at its height, llartmann found aural dis-

ease in fort_v-t\vo of one hundred and thirty men during
convalescence. The conditions most frequently met
with are catarrhal inllanimation of the Eustachian tubes
and tympanic membrane, jMinilcnt otitis media, and

perforation of the tyniiianum.
liiiiiil Si/atcin.

—The ordinary febrile characters of urine
are usually present. Helention is not uncommonly met
with in women, but is rare in men. Moreor less definite

I'hanges occur in the solids. The chlorides are markedly
dimiiiislied, and in the later stages of the disease it may
be impossible to demonstrate them. I'ric acid i.s almost

always increased, but there is practically no variation in

the percentage of urea. r)uring the height of the disease
there may be a transitory polyuria. At this time the

urine is verj' pale. Albuminuria is common; when
moderate it is of no significance. It may. however, be
severe and accompanied by liaMiiaturia, epithelial and

hyaline casts, and all the indications of parenchymatous
change in the kidneys.
The dia/,0 reaction, as has been pointed out by Vieronlt

and others, occurs with considerable regularity. Little-

john obtained it in fifteen of his eighty-two Edinburgh

cases. Gerhard's ferric chloride reaction is not infre-

quently obtained.
doiiratirc Siixtcm.—Orchitis is even more rarely met

with in typhus than in typhoid fever. Mensirual

changes are iiartieiilarly common. The menses may be

copious and appear i)reniaturely ; but if the disease de-

velojis soon after a menstrual period, menstruation may
be suppressed until convalescence is well eslablisliecL

Pregnancy e.xerts no influence on the cour.se of the dis-

ease; abortion is very uncommon. The feet us may be
infected (placental tiansniission). as has been described
in the section on etiology.

lieKpiriitorii Si/xtnii.
—Tracheal and bronchial catarrh

occurs so frequently that it may be considered a jiart of
the disease. It is present in the beginning and continues

through the height of the disease. It muuifests itself by
freciuent cough with slight expectoration of a glairy,
.sometimes blood streaked sputum. Pneumonia and hy-
postatic congestion are among the not infrequent compli-
cations which involve the lungs. No cases associated
with true diphtheria are to be found in the literature,

though diplitlieroid conditions are frequently mentioned.

Laryngeal complications, such as swelling of the mucous
membranes, erosions, fissures, and ulcerative changes in

tlie cartilages, may also occur.

Dif/d/iir S1/.1I1111.
—Aside from the nausea and occasional

vomiting which acconiiiany the chills in thebi-ginningof
the disease there are no prominent symptoms referable to

the digestive apparatus. It is thought by some that the

tongue shows fairly constant character.s. At first it is

moist and is soon covered with a thick yellowish-brown
coat; later it becomes dry, cracked and fissured, and
tremulous. Sordes collect on the lips and teeth. There

may be constipation or diarrho'a.

Vitriclics of Ti/phms.
—Typhusfever is subject to many

variations in its course. The older writers recognized
four distinct forms.

1. Intlammatory typhus which occurs in robust young
people and is characterized by headache, high fever, and
delirium.

2. Ataxieor nervous typhusin which delirium, stupor,
andsubsultus lendinuin are the most prominent manifes-
tations.

3. Adynamic typhus, characterized by marked pros-
tration, enfeeblemeiit of the heart's action, and early
tendency to collapse.

4. Ataxo-adynamie typhus, a term applied by Jlurchi-
son to those cases which jio.ssess characters both of the
ataxic and of the adynamic varieties. These forms, as
it will be seen, are simply modiricatiims of the ordinary
form of typhus due lo the ])rominence of certain symp-
tom groups.
Ambulatory typhus has been considered x'ery rare.

Ruchanan,'" however, states that he has often seen the

eruption out on jiatientswho have walked to the London
Fever Hospital ; and there are other well-authenticated
instances of this form. According to Griesinger and

Wyss the greater number of cases of this form occur in

young children.

Mild <iii(l .Viiirliri J-}inii.i.— .Mild forms of typhus are
less fieciueiil than in typhoid. In these cases the onset
is generally mild. The fever is often irregular, and
reaches tin; normal after many days. These are known
as "febris I'.ninlhriiinfifa lifixKiiiw." In abortive typhus
the onset is usually marked by a violent chill, and the

temperiiture reaches its height by llu^ end of the first or

beginning of the .second day. It continues with remis-
sions for four or live days, when it drops by crisis, reach-

ing Ihe normal point within a few hours. (See tempera-
ture chart, page '.)S'4\.

JIalignant cases, whose duration may be rapidly fatal,

occur. They are known as typhus siderans and blasting
ty]ihus. Subfebrile and afebrile cases liave been re-

ported.

Helaiises and recurrences are not common; indeed it

has been (piestioned whether relapses occur at all.

Nevertheless a few undoubted cases have been reported.
Buchanan records one among five thousand cases at the
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Loudou Fever Hospital and Curselimaiin two among his

cases. Cwiseliniaun is inclined to regard liis cases as

anomalous.
Di.VGXosis.—During an epidemic the diagnosis of ty- I

]iluis fever is not dillicuU. Uidess isolated cases are

typical and can lie watclied for a nmnber of days until

llic <-i-uptiou develops, it may lie iinpossil)le to lie certain
of tlie diagnosis. There are a inimlier of diseases wliicli

may he confounded with typhus fever. They arc here

given in tlie order of their importaiice:
Ttljihoid l-\rii-.—Tlie chief clinical dilTcrcuccs between

typiius and typhoid are to lie found in the tcMiperature
and the eruption. The gradual step-like ascent of the
fever in t.yphoid is practically never seen in typhus.
'Che onset in typhus is sudden, tlu^ temperature reaching
a high point within the first twenty-four hours. The
nioriiing remissions are very much .smaller in contra-
distinction to those of typhoid. The temperature curve

during the first week in typhus is so characteristic as to

Iiealniost pathognonioiiic. The defervescence in typhus,
which never occurs later than tin; lifteenlli or si.\teentli

(la_v, is always by crisis. So all through the course of the

disease it will be seen that the temperature maintains typi-
cal differences from that of tyjihoid. The development
of the eruption on all jiartsof the body, and its tendency
to become hemorrhagic, are so dilTerenl from what occurs
in typhoid as to leave little chance for error. However,
we are not imacquainted with extensive eni))tionand the

occiuieuce of petechia' in typhoid. It is characteristic

for the eruption of tvphoid to develop in successive

crops; such is not the ca.se with the typhus eru]ition.

Early appearance and prominence of psychic disturbances

])oint to typhus. Tlie diazo reaeti<in obtains in both
diseases, but the presence of the Widal reaction and the

Isolation of bacillus typhosus from the blood, tnine, or

.stools are distinctive of tyjihoid.

Siiii'Upo.i:
—The onset symptoms in smallpn.x and ty-

phus have much in common. There is very little dilti-

culty in distinguishing between variola vera and typhus,
as exactly opposite clinical manifestations are present at

the beginning of the eruption in each. Vfiridht Vera :

Eruption on the fotirth day, temperature normal or there-

abouts, general symptoms abated. Ti/phns: Eruption
variable, third to fifth day. temperature then at its height,

general symptoms at their acme. It is often wellnigh
impossible, on the other hand, to distln,guish tyjihus from

hemorrhagic smallpox—purjiura variolosa—as in the lat-

ter there is a somewhat diiTuse hyperjemic rash on the

lower part of the abdomen and in tlie groins, which soon

extends and undergoes hemorrliagic change. Small pe-
techial spots and hemorrhages into the conjunctiva are

also seen in this disease. The initial rashes in smallpox
seldom confuse the diagnosis.

Meanles.—While the catarrhal symptoms veiy frequent-

ly accoinpany the onset in typhus they are not so marked
as in measles. The eruptive stage offers the greatest dilli-

culties. In both the temperature is high and remains so

after the eruption appears—the fourth or fifth day. The

eruption develo])S rapidly, is macular, and of a rose-pink
color. That of measles occurs first on the f.'ice. while in

fyiihus the face is usually exempt. In the early part of

the disease Koplik's sign and tlie crescent ic arrangement
of the spots in measles are very cliaraeteristie. A few

days will always suffice to determine the diagnosis, for

by" this time the iiemorrhagie changes begin to appear in

the typhus spots.

/'('liijisinf/ J'fvci:—Typhus and relapsing fever fre-

rpiently exist together. Under these circumstances, for

a time at least, the diagnosis is obscure. The early find-

ing of spirilla in the bhioil and the later apliearance of a

rash speak for relapsing fever and typhus respectively.
I'liooxosis.—Typhus fever is one of the most danger-

ous of the acute infectiims diseases. The mortality is in

direct relation to hygienic and sanitary conditions. It is

lowest among those allected at large (ten per cent.);

highest where only the poorest hygienic conililions are

attainable, ruder such conditions the death rate may
be as high as lifty per cent. At the London Fever Hos-

pital, for twenty-three years ending 1870, the mortality
was eighteen to twenty jier cent. Such .symptoms as
subsultus teiidinum, ]iinhole pupil, coma vigil, and re-

laxation of the sphincters aie (xceedingly grave.
Among factors which inliuence the prognosis age stands

foremo.st. The mortality is low imder twenty, high be-
tween twenty and thirty, Idgher between thirty and
forty, and highest after forty. The disease is almost

always fatal in the intemperate. Other factors which
influence the prognosis are weather and season, (•ccupa-
fion, and individual jiredisposilion. These have been

suflicieiitly considered elsewhere.
Pi!oi'iivi..\xis.—As has been stated before, tlu; preva-

lence of typhus fever is in direct relation to the eHiciency
of the sanitary conditions of the locality.

"
Its appear-

ance in well-regulated civilized communities, where sani-

tary laws arc observed, no longer occasions more than

passing alarm." Public and jiersonal hygiene must bo
carried out with the utmost juccision and rigid quaran-
tine instituted. There are three measures that demand
more than Jiassing consideration.

1. Jsi//{ili(»i.—Under all {ircumstances patients should
be segregated in wi'll-appoinlcd special hospitals. Ex-
pen.se is not to be spared by munici|;alities in establish-

ing such institutions. History has shown us again and
again that there is neither reason, philosophy, nor com-
mon sense in so doing, for here both patient and public
are better served.

2. AhiiiKhnice iif Air ami Ven/ilatinii.—In the warmer
months these conditions are well met by placing patients
out of doors in open tents. In hospitals the beds in

wards must be so arranged that each patient has at least

fifteen hundred lo two thousand cubic feet of air. Free
venlilaliiin calls fcir the interchange of three thousand
cubic fei't of air ]ier hour.

3. Dixiiiftftioii.
— Linen, tu'ine, stools, cooking utensils,

furniture, tliermonaters, or anything that has in any
way, directly or indirectly, come in contact with the pa-
tient must bo disinfected by the most rigid methods.
None of these points should be slighted, the more so

since we are entirely iinac(piainte<l with the specific
cause of the disease, and whelheril is present in urine,

stools, or the exhalations. To accomplish this, carbolic

acid, corrosive sublimate, milk of lime, formalin, and^'rc
are necessaiy. Dead bodies should be cremated.

After recovery the patients shoidd be detained in a de-

tention ward for at least two weeks, and bathed freiiuent-

ly with warm water and carboli/.ed soap."

TRtc.VTMtcxT.—The gener.al management of typhus
fever is the same as for typhoid. The patient's strength
requires attention from flic beginning. It is necessary,
tlierefiire. that the iirciper anionnt of nourishment be
furnished. Nothing aecom])lishes tliis better than the
milk diet employed in typhoid fever, and upon which so
much has been written. It has been shown tliat the

digestive ])rocesses go on more ])erfectly when [latients
are fed at frequent intervals. Systematic daily examina-
tions of tlie stools for undigested parliclcs should be
made. It may be necessaiy to administer hydrochloric
acid; ind<'ed during the height of tlu; fever it is good
practice to give small doses— fifteen lo twenty drops—as

a meansof stimulatingtlie gastric secretion, which under
such ciicumstances is decreased. Predigested foods are

frequently indicated. Because of the large number of
inert digesting agents on the market it is absolutely es-

sential that one be tised whose value has been recently
tested and found up to the mark. Alcolml is to be given
when the iiidical ions call for it, and cotfee appears to

have a beneficial elfect upon the stupor.
The fever is best controlled by hydidthcrai>y. Its use

in typhus has n<it been so general as in typhoid, partly
because of the tnilavoralile circumstances w hieh so fre-

f|uenlly accompany cpideinics of typhus, and partly be-

cause of an unfoimdcd opposition ot; the part of mem-
bers of the jirotcssion. There can be no question but
that the mortality has been greatly reduced by this

inelliod of treatment. The statistics of Combemale,"
while not as large as might be wished for, are ucverthe-
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loss not without vjiliu". Ik' found that willi tlie exjicc-
tant phm of treatnieut the nioitiility was 3o per cent. ;

that in patients whi> received two cold liatlis (hiily. after

the specifications of Brand, it was 3''>k per ciiit.. and that

ainonjr tliose wlio received si.\ cold halhs daily the mor-

talily was reduced to Ki.T) percent. CiirsehMuiiin advo-
cates the use of liydrotherapy. He s|)eaks favorably of

the water-lied method. The patient is allowed to remain
for hours, even all day, in water whose temperature is

never carried beUiw OH or 70 F, The water can be con-

veniently chanjred from time to time without disturbing
the patient, Cursehmaim employs the Brand inethoil

only in the most severe cases,

Amonjr other hydrotherapeutie measures may be men-
tioned the cold sponge bath, cold packs and half packs,
lukewarm baths, and the graduated full bath. For
headache and psychic symjitoms the ice cap wiil be
fouiKl of great value. Whichever method of treatment

is deeided upon it must be carried out with great regu-

larity.
The cold liatlis influence not only the fever, but all the

resultant ceri'bral, circulatory, and respiratory symp-
toms. At times little decrease in the temperature is ob-

served after the bath, but improvement in tlu' general
condition is always seen.

The open-air treatment has already been referred to

under i)ropliylaxis. and has much to recommend it.

Special nervous, circulatory, and pulmonary symptoms
are manageil the same as in typhoid fever,

Sjicn'Jir Tiriitiiiiiil.— I/ittle has been aeeomplislied in

the way of siieeilic treatment. Legrain
'^ feels certain of

the benelicial elfeetsof the serum treatment. He treated

with success a number of cases in a prison by the injec-
tion of serum from convalescent typhus-fevef patients.
ChantiMncsse also rejiorts success with this method. Be-

cause of the limited number of patients treated, little

importaiK'e can be attached to these reports. It is un-
fortiiiiale that more work along this line has not been
done. It (lifers another tield of research that has proba-
bilities of fruit fulness.

.Methylene blue has been considered to have some
specific action in tyjihus fever. Nefedieff,'-^ however,
reports unfavorable results with this method of treat-

ment. Other so called specific methods of treatment, as

by carbolic acid, sulphocarbolates, and the sulphides,
liave proved to be of no value.

J)iiri(J Miirrni/ Coirii:.
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UKIAH VICHY SPRINGS.—Mendocino County, Cali-

fornia.

Access.—Via San Francisco and Northern Pacific Rail-

road lo Ukiah, tlience a drive of three miles to the

springs.
This pleasant resort, otherwise known as Poolan's

Vichy Springs, lies nestled among enchanting hills,

which fringe the boundary line of Lake and Mendocino
Counties, This region has a comliinalion of advantages
which make it a natural sanitarium. From April to

November the climate is delightfully balmy and the at-

mosphere is ])iire, clear, and invigorating, Tlie ,sceiieiy
is of a pleasing and attractive character, and the neigh-
borhood of the springs atlords excellent lishing and gun-
ning. The waters belong lo the alkaliiie-earboiialed class,

and arc clear and s]iarkling, with an agreeably imngent
taste. Their chemical composition is not unlike that of
the celebrateil Vichy Springs of France (Grande Grille),
and their iihysiological action on the human economy is

practically identical with that e.vercised by those waters.

Following is Anderson's analysis: One United Slates gal-
lon contains (solid.s): Sodium chloridi', gr. 28. (iO; sodium
carbonate, gr, 19.5,.')a: sodium sulphate, gr. 0.;^(1; [lotas-
sium chloride, gr. 0.09; magnesium carbonate, gr. ID.T.T;

calcium carbonate, gr. 18.14; ferrous carbonate, 0.07;
silica, gr. .5.9"2; and traces of potassium carbonate, potas-
siiun sulphate, strontium carbonate, barium carbonate,
lithium carbonate, borates, arseniatcs, and sails of alu-

mina. Total solids. 2fi8.45 grains. Carbonic acid gas.
224.7.") cubic inches. Temperature of water, 915 F.
The French Vichy contains 40s.9,j orains per L'nit'd

States gallon. As an antacid, tonic, aperient, diuretic,
and alterative mineral water (he L'kiah Vichy ranks

among the best in the country. It has proved highly
beneficial in irritable states of the gastro-intestinaHnu-
cous membrane, dyspepsia, torpidity of the bowels, slug-
gish action of the liver, etc. Excellent results have also
been observed in Brjght'.s di.sease, acid states of \\w
blood and urine, rheumatism, and gout. The waters are
soon to be used commercially. There are nnmerous other

springs on the premi.ses, but their waters have not yet
been analyzed. Good accommodations and bathing fa-

cilities are provided for visitors.

Jiiiiies K. Cnm/c.

ULCER, ULCERATION,—The proper definition of the
word ulcer, and rxailly whal limitationsand restrictions

should be plaied on llie term, have always been in:illers

of considerable dilference of opinion. AVarren,' Curtis.-'

Tillinaiiii,-' and others follow with slight modifications
the detiiiition of Billroth, who defines an ulcer as "a loss

of substance with no tendency to heal." Warren even
goes further and says: "'The term implies that the
w(nind or granulation surface is stationary or enlarging,
and that it has developed by death of the part piece-
meal,"
He further states: "An open granulating wound is not

an ulcer, but it may become one if the granulations begin
to break down and the edges begin to melt away," On
the other hand, Park^ defines an ulcer as "a surface
which is or ought to be granulating," thus agreeing with
Golding Bird.' whose definition is "a limited area of

granulation tissue on the surface of the body,"
Thus we have two absolutely contradictory ideas. If

we accept the first definition, we must exclude all those
ulcers which have begun to granulate' in a healthy man-
ner, and to which the name "healing ulcer" has been

given; while if we accept the definilion of Golding Bird,
we leave out all those ulcers which are not granulating,
such as rapidly spreading phagedenic ulcers, or tliose

whose bases are formed by the underlying tissues (raw
ulcer), or that condition known as crouiKnis ulcer. Park,
however, overcomes this ditlieulty liy saying "is or uiKjIit
ti) he granulating," Aloreover, allhougli a gr;iniilatiiig
wound cannot be dislinguished pathologically from a

healing ulcer, the term ulcer conveys a different impri's-
sion : a definition which includes all eases would be:

An ulcer is a solution of continuity or superficial loss of
substance of the skin or mucous membrane which is, or
has at some tiine been, progiessively enlarging by in-
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fiammatioii. This ilcriiiition would inrludc all of the

uhovc-mi'iitionc'd cases, and cxeliidc licallliy granulating
wounds wliich have been tlic result of traumatism.

Ulceration is a word which by many author.s is very
loosely useil. l!y some it. is used synonymously with
idccr. Olhcrsemiiloy I lie tei'in where several ulcers exist,

or where a considerable surface is the site of ulceration,
as in ulceration of the rectum; but it seems better that

the term should l)e restricted to the pathological jirocess

by which ulcers are formed, i.e.. a superficial molecular

gaugreue or disintegration of the skiu or mucous mem-
brane.

V.MiiKTiES.—Siuce Bell.* as early as 1778, cla.ssified

\deers according to whether they were due to some local

cause.or were symptomatic of some constilulional vice, his

classification has with certain moditications been largely
followed by subsequent writers. A satisfactory classi-

fication, however, is rendered dilticult by the fact that
there are often several eti<ilogical factors which may be

present in any one case, as. for cxamjile, varicose ulcers
wliere frequently traumatism, infection. ]ihlebitis, i)eri-

phlebitis, trdema, or ee/ema, either together or sepa-
rately, may determine the formation or non-formation of
an ulcer. Furthermore, an ulcer may be dependent, on
a certain poison acting iu two dilTerent ways, either by
primary infection or constitutionally, as iu the initial le-

sion of syphilis and in tertiary syphilitic ulcers.

From an etiological standpoint ulcers may be divided
into three great classes:

1. Kon-spccifc vlcn:^. including all those rases not due
to some particular infection or to malignant disease, but
whose etiology depends on: (k) traumatism ; (4) infection

with some of the pyogenic or saprophytic bacteria; (<)

interference with the circulation either of the arteries or

of the veins or lymphatics; (il) interference w ith nutrition

through thetrojihic nerves; (c) jircssure from without as

from splints, apparatus, or even the bedclothes, as in the

case of bedsores; or from within as from benign tumors,

gouty tophi, etc. ; (/) skin diseases, as pemphigus, ecze-

ma, ecthyma, and lierpcs; (r/) constitutional di.sease, as

scurvy or diabetes; (/() the various causes of ulcers of

the mucous membranes (excluding specific infection and

malignant disease), as unrmia, mineral poisons, abdomi-
nal burns, etc.

2. Specific vlcers, including those due to: (n) syphilis;
(i) tuberculosis ; (<•) typhoid; (d) diphtheria; {e) various
forms of dysentery; (/) malaria; (;i) glanders; (A) acti-

nomycosis; (0 leprosy.
3. Mulignnnt ulcers, among which are included super-

ficial malignant new growths which break down and
ulcerate, or deeper ones which involve and destroy the

skin or mucous membrane overlying them. These malig-
nant ulcers may follow the types of carcinoma, sarcoma,

epithelioma, or rodent ulcer, being due to the breaking
down of the primary growth, or an old chronic idcer

ni.ay become malignant by undergoing epithelioniatous
or more rarely sarcomatous degeneration.

Besides this classification according to etiology, varicnis

names are given to ulcers ilepending on their condition

at the time of examination. Thus we have:
1. Healing.
2. Spreading: (/f) inflamed; (i) phagedenic ; (c) slough-

ing.
3. Chronic: (/() with feeble, indolent or exuberant

graiudations; (//) witli callous edges; (c) with a crouji-
ousbase; (</) with a raw base. And iu addition the terms

fungating ideer and scirrh<ius ulcer are sometimes used
to describe \dcers due to malignant disease. By some
authors these names depending on the condition of the

ulcer are >ised as a basis of classification; but in reality

they are only phases through which various ulcers may
run during their course.

Etiology.

We have seen in considering the classification of ulcers

that there may be .s<'veral factors in the etiology of one
of these lesions, or that one caus<' may act alone. The

etiology may therefore best be studied by dividing it

into:

1. Predisposing causes: («) general; ('/) local; and
2. Exciting causes.
1. l'ni;i)isi'osiN(i C.\fSES.—(a) Cleiieial.— Aye, ,'fer,

()ccvj)i(tioii. Sticiitl ('oii(litii»i,etc. Age can hardly be con-
sidered as an important factor in the etiology of an ulcer,
as there are so many other eleinenls wliicli"liave a more
direct bearing on its causation, 'i'o be sure, old age is

acccnipanied by retrogressive tissue changes, atheroma
of the arteries, imjiaired circulation, etc., and one would
therefore expect the statistics to show a greater propor-
tion of idcers during the later decades of life. But that
ulcer is not relatively more frequent in the a.ired is prob-
ably due to the fact that, such iriMHient causes as tuber-
culosis prevail in the early dccailes, and syphilis in early
middle age, and also that traumatism iii the early anil

middle decades is more fretjuent than among the aged.
As regards sex, it has been shown by statistics that ulcer
is three times more prevalent in men than iu women.
This is probably due to the fact that men are more ex-

posed to traumatism, and that they an^ more likely to

neglect a slight wound, which with infiction becomes an
vdeer. Also the greater ])revalence of syphilis and alco-

holism in men may in some measure exjihiin why ulcers
are more common among them than among women. Oc-
cupation seems to have little t do with the etiology of
ulcer beyond the fact that it may predispo.se to trauma-
tism or various forms of infection and that it may pre-
vent cleanliness. It is iu this latter clement that we have
one of the most important etiological factors iu the cau-
sation of ulceration. The non-siieeific and non-malignant
forms of ulcer are infinitely more conunon among the

poorer cla.sses, among whom lack of means or lack of in-

telligence, as well as untidy habits, will allow filth, and
with it ofcour.se infection, to enter a wound the result

of some slight abrasion, or the lesion of some skin disease ;

and the formation of an ulcer is the conseeiuence.
VoiiKtit litio lull Dincmie.—Many of the constitutional dis-

eases .such as diabetes, lith.'cmia, scurvy, an.-vmia, tuber-

culosis, and syjihilis, as well as the exhausting fevers, as

typhoid, scarlatina, etc., lower the vitality of the tis.sues,

while other conditions, such as valvular disease and fatty
de.gencration of the heart, general obesity, and atheroma,
by prevent ing jiroper eircidation iiredispose to the forma-
tion of ulcers when there is in addition some exciting
cause.

(A) Diciil Predtfiposiiiff Caiisen—1. hderference irith the

Arteritil ClrrnUitiiin.—There may be a |U'edisposiIion to

idceration as a result of embolism which cuts otV tlie

nutrition of a part, or the embolus may be infected and
thus cause the formation of an abscess, which, if super-
ficial, may result in the development of an ulcer. Athe-
roma of the blood-vessels, by interfering with nutrition,

may also act as a local catise. Ci'rtain vasomotor dis-

turbances, such as occur iu frost -liitc. chronic ergotism,
and Raynaud's disease, nuiy produce small areas of local-

ized gangrene, aiul these areas may become subsequently
the seat of ulceration.

2. Interference with the Venous Circulation. Varicose

Veins.—When u'dema results from interference with the
return of venous blood from a part, it is obvious that such
a condition would ]iredispo.s(! to the formation of \ilcers.

The exact relation of varicose veins to the formation of
ulcers is, bowev<>r, a matter of dispute. There are many
jjcople who have varicose veins even to a severe degree,
who never stdTer from idcer; eonse(|uently we must look
for some other element in the etiology. Schreider' tried to

prove thisother element to be the gouty diathesis, and he
considers both the varicose veinsand the idcers to be the
residt of lilhauiia. Quenu' found a neuritis secondary
to the varicose veins, and considers the formation of the

ulcer to be due to trophic disturbance. In this view he
is U])held by 8ilvy.'' On the other hand, Mr. A. I'earce

(Joidd '" writes of " those troublesome ulcers of the lower
third of the leg nicknamed varico.se." There is one con-

dition, however, which certaiidy has a direct bearing on
the relationship of varicose veins to ulcer, and that is
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plilfbitis. Wlicii' pliU'bilis and periphlebitis occur, cspc-

ciiiUy in the smaller venous lailieles, small abscesses often
form, the adjacent skin becomes involved, and an ulcer

develops; or the rupture of the diseased wallof oneof the

FIG. 4.sa!. UU^ers due to I,ymplmti<' r)l>striiction.

FaniHhar Curtis.)
(Fn>ni Dr. IS.

small veins may. in the case of a person of uncleanly
habits, readily prove the entering point of infection.

Then, under the favorins inlluence of an impaired circu-
lation in and poor nutrition of the part, such a rupture
is not UTilikely to end in the formation of an ulcer.

3. lutcrfennec iritli t/m /^//iiiji/mlic Ciiriihitii'it.—Occa-
sicmally, in the treatment of extensive cellulitis, it is

foinid necessary to make deep incisions, and the contrac-
tion of the resulting scar tissue may interfere willi ihe

lymphatics How ami jrive rise to stasis and thickening of
\\\v part. Under such conditions, and especially wiieu

they occur in the leg. ulceration is very likely to lake

place. A similar condition is found in elephantiasis (Fii:

4. Trophic CJiangen.
—In the discussion of the so-called

varicose idcers, it has been mentioned that Quenu and
Silvy believed the tilcer formation to be due to trophic
changes. There are many other conilil ions, however, in

which the relationship of ulceration and disease of the
nerves or nervous system is more apparent. In infantile

p.'iralysis. in which the nutrition of certain parts is im-
paired by reason of Ihe diseased comlilion of their cen-
tres in the spinal cord, all that is needed for Ihe ]~.roduc-
lion of an ulcer is often a slight t ran mat ism plus infection.

I'crforaling ulcer of the fool is a freiiuent complication
of locomotor ataxia. Also myelitis, jieripheral neuritis,
and other pathological conditions of the nervous system
may, either through trophic changes or by reason <)f im-

paired sensation, be directly related to the formation of
an ulcer.

E.xcniNt; Caises.— Traumatisiu, etc.—One of the most
frequent direct causes of ulcer is an injury of one kind or
another. The degree of the injury may of course vary
greatly, and whetlieror not it will ])roiluce ulceration de-

pends on one or more of the predisjxising causes already
mentioned. A severe traumatisni may hi' necessary en-

tirely to destroy the vitality of a part in a healthy person ;

while a slight injury might do so in the ]u-escnce of low-
ered vitality, constitutional di.sease, impaired circulation,

trophic nerve disturl)ance, or where the amount of sub-
cutaneous tissue between the bone and skin is slight in

amount, as over the malleoli for example. Moreover, the
nature of the traumatism may vary. The skin or mu-
cou.s membrane u;ay be destroyed by a contusion, lacer-

ation, friction, or a burn, so that it nnist heal by granu-
lation. If healing occurs in a healthy manner at once,
without any infection, we have a clean granulating
wcmnd. If, however, infection takes place and the
woiuid becoming unhealthy extends by a process of mo-
lecular gangrene, then we have an ulcer. Pressure from
within or from without may cause ulceration, mainly by
the cuttiug olT of nutrition and thus producing localized

.gangrene. As ilhistratious of ulcers caused by pressure
from without may be mentioned bedsores, as also press-
ure sores from too tightly applied splints and badly
fitting orthopedic a])paratus. Ulceration may also be
cau.sed by pressure from within outward, as in the case
of the end of the bone in faulty amputations, and in that
of the growth of a benign tumor. In the same manner
foreign bodies, such as deposits of biurate of .sodium

(gouty tophi), may result in ulceration of the overlving
skin. Or the lUcer may be produced by the irritation

caused by the presence of a foreign body beneath the skin,
as in the case of a dracuncular ulcer caused by the filaria

medincnsis or guinea-worm.
Infection.

—Koswell Park ^
says:

" The idea tinderlying
ulceration is infeetinn. and when limited to its proper
signilicance. the ti'rm should never be used for a [irocess
in which infeclion and consequent breaking down of tis-

sues do not virtually comprise the whole process." The
development of an tdcer from a clean .granulating wound
(ir alnasion usually depends on infection wilh some of
the ordinary sapro]ihytic or i>yogenic germs. Or, in an-
other class of cases, infection with consequent suppura-
tion or gan.grene of the skin resulting in ulcer formnlion,

may take place thi'ough theeireulaliou. Hajiidly sju'ead-

ing vdeers, such as occur in phagedena and hospital gan-
grene, and some of the rapidly spreading forms of tro])i-

cal ulcer, are usually due to some iiarticularly viruleni

septic infection, acting on a weakened subject. The
{hancioid is also an tdcer depending for its existence on
infection, whether it be due to the ordinar.v pyogenic
germs, or to a sjiecilic bacillus, such as has been de-

scribed by Ducrey, who found a rod-shaped bacillus

with rounded ends in the secret ion from chancroidal ul-

cers. In old chronic eases the bacteriological infeclion

is of a mild type. Bukovsky
" examined bacteriologi-
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cally one Imndrcd cases of ulcer of the leg. and fouiiil

tliiii llicnuml)er of bactciia, even in foul cases, wasinucli
less than he e.xpeeled, in many cases only a single species

being found. The bacillus pyocyaneus was most fre-

(luently found. Other oriranisins found were the staphy-
lococci, streptococci, ]?, coli, ]!. iiroteus, and (in a single
instance) FrieillUnder's pncuriiococcus. Less interesting
vver(^ the micrococcus albus, M. sulphun-us, B. lactisaSro-

genes, B. niesenterieus, B. subtilis, B. tumescens, and
sareinas. On the other hand, certain delinite forms of

ulceration depend on infection with some specitic germ
or virus, e.g., syphilis, tuberculosis, leprosj-, typlioid,

glanders, etc.

St/p/iilix.
—This disease in its various stages is one of the

most frequent causes of ulcer formation In the primary
stage the chancre is usually an idcerative lesion. The
ulcerative manifestations of secondary and teitiary

syphilis may develop from a tubercular, pustular, or

pustulo-crustaceous sj-philide. But it is in the tertiary

stage which, according to the statistics of Ilaslund.'-'

develops in twelve per cent, of all cases infected, that

we find the form which is most often spoken of as a tru<'

syphilitic ulcer. In this stage gunimata form in the

subcutaneous tissiu-s or deeper parts, the overlying skin

becomes involved and breaks down, the gumnui due to

its poor nutritiouand deticient lilood-supply sloughsoiit.

leaving either the tyiiical
"
punchedout

"
syphilitic ulcer

or else a deep ragged ulcer with overhanging edges. Jn

addition to the tertiary ulcer originating from a gumma,
an obliterative endarteritis due to syphilis in its late stage

may, by interfering witli the nutrition of a part, jircdis-

posc to ulcer formation.
Tuberculosis.— Ulcerative lesions due to infection with

the tubercle bacillus are common both in the skin and
iu mucous membranes. In the skin they ma\' he due to

direct infection by the tubercle bacillus anif they then
take one of three forms: tuberculosis cutis, which is due
to a local infection, but is part of a general tuberculosis;
tuberculosis verrucosa cutis, which is frequently sjioken of

as anatomical tubercles or post-mortem wurts, and is usual-

ly found in dead -house attendants, butchers.and those who
have to do with animals; and lupus vulgaris. The fourth
and most common form of tuberculous ulcer of the skin,

known as the scrofuloderm, is due to indirect infection

of the skin. It occurs usually in young sidjjects. most
frequently in the neck, or I'lver "some grouji of lym-
phatic glands, or over a joint which has been the .seat

of tuberculous iiitlammation. Suppuration occurs in the

infected part and the pus is discharged through a sinus

leading to the surface, where a typical tulierculons ulcer

develops. The same form of ulcer ni.ay develop from a

deposit of tuberculous material in the subcutaneous tis-

sues, quite independently of any gland or bone involve-

ment, the tuberculous tissue breaking down and involv-

ing the overlying skin. There is still another idcerative

skin le.sion which has been attributed to tuberculosis, but

its exact etiology is still a matter of dispute; I refer to

erythema induratum or Bazin's disease. Thibierge and

Kayaut.'^ Colcot Fo.\,'* and Philipson
" believe it to be

of tuberculous origin. Tenneson," Lereddc." Audry."
and .Tohnson '° came to the opposite conclusion. Whit-
tieUl "suggests that there ar<: two disoases included under
the .same heading. On the niue(nis membranes tubercu-

lous ulcers may occur as a primary lesion, but most fre-

quently the\' are secondaiy to tuberculosis in some other

part of the body, usually the lungs.
Ol/ii'r Forms nf Specific Infection.

—There are. besides

t ubercidosis and .syphilis, several other forms of idcerative

lesions of the skin and mucous membranes due to specitic
infection. Glanders or farcy due to the bacillus mallei

may be contracted by human beings fnun horses or

mules. Soft nodules form in the nuicous nu'mbranes

(usually of thcno.se) or in the skin, and these rapidly break

down, leaving ragged uli-crs. The lesions of actino-

mycosis, or "lumpy jaw," due to the ray fungus, usually
at an early stage become infected witli pyogeiuc bacteria,

suppurate and form abscesses which discharge by tistuhc,

and if clo.sc to the surface form ulcers. A form of chronic

jierforating idcerof the foot, known as "Madura foot," is

laused by a fimgus closely lesembling the actiuomyces.
Leprosy >\\\v to the lepra bacillus, discovered by Hansen
in 1«74. is also an ulcerative disease, the ulcers b(flng due
to the l)reaking down of the leprous tubercles or to tro-

phic nerve changes, or else they are caused by the fact

that the impaired .sensiilion prevents ncognition of an
injury.
There are many other specific infections which result

in idceration of the mucous membranes. Thus, for ex-

ample, ulceration may be judduced by the typhoid bacil-

lus, the diphtheria bacillus, theamoba coii, the dysen-
teric bacillus of Shiga,

'-' and, as has been recently re-

jiorted by Ilallei-,"' the malarial Plasmodium. (For
further details with regard to these the reader is referred
to the special articles on these sid)jeets. ) Two of the
forms of intestinal ulceration arc, however, of especiai
interest from an etiological point of view: the ulcers of
theduodenuni secomlary to cutaneous burnsand tlio.se de-
scribed by Mathieu and Houx,- • whicliaredue tour.-emia.
Skin Disease.t.—Certain forms of skin diseases, such as

herpes, especially when it occurs on the genitals, ecthy-
ma, and iiem]iliigus, where infection of the primarj'
lesion occurs, and there is a lack of cleanliness, may re-

sult in the formation of ulcers. This is particularly so
in ec/ema, where the inflamed, thickened, serum-intil-

tratcd skin is easily abraded at d apt to break down and
form ulcers. The ruptured vesicles of eczema also make
an excellent point for entrance of infection, and when
eczema accompanies varicose veins of the leg, it is often

very dillieidt to prevent ulcer formation.
Acdiin of J)nir/.s.

—Besides the local cscliarotic effects

of certain drugs, as an etiological factor in jirodiicing
ulcers, .some drugs produce ulceration of the mucous
membranes by their elimination. Mercury by its elimi-

nation by the salivary glands ma_\ cause an ulcerative

stomatitis; by elimination in the colon, an ulcerative coli-

tis. Phosphorus, by causin.i;' a necrosis of the maxilla,

may result in ulceration of the buccal mucous mem-
brane.

Mii/ii/niii,t Z*/.v('i/,s('.—Primary new growths of the skin

usually take the form of epithelioma, which may develop
on any surface of the body where there is squamous epi-
thelium. Nearly three-fourths of these neoplasms occur
on the face and lips. Rodent ulcer, a form of ciiithe-

lioma, nearly always is found on the upjier half of the

face. These lesions arc ulcerative from the beginning.
Sarcoma of the skin— viz., the melanotic form—does

occur, but it is rare in comiiarisoii. Carcinoma and sar-

coma may also iiroduce ulceration by secondary involve-

ment, as when by rapid growth and subsequent breaking
down of growths lying close to the skin, the latter is de-

stroyed, and an nicer is established. In atidition to these

luimary and secondary ulcerating neoi>lasms a chronic
ulcer in an old piMSon may undergo ciiitheliomatous or,

more rarely, sarcomatous changes and become mali.gnant,

h'/io/i)i/!/iif Rer/ii'niil C/crrx.— In addition tothe varieties

of ulcer already spoken of, we may mention here briefly
the various forms of ulcerative stomatitis due to trau-

matism, infection, gastritis, and sprue, as well as to

mercurial poisoning, l.'lceration of [\u) rectum also de-
serves to lie mentioned here. Although it may be due to

several causes, in a large number of instances it is due
to tertiary syphilis, and especially to the Vireaking down
of gumiuata. Tuberculosis, either primary or secondary
to tuberculous deposits in other iiartsof the body, dysen-
tery, acute ])roctitis, traumatism from hardened fivccs or

foreign bodies in the fa'ces. pressure from a polyims or

from a displaced uterus in women—all these may be
causes of ulceration of the rectum.

Fissures, or those forms of nicer which occur at the

junction of the skin and miu'ous membrane of the nose,

mouth, or anus, and on the nip|)lesof nursing womcii;

may also be considered under this heading. Fissures ni;

the angle of the mouth, due to tuberculosis, have liccu

already menlioiicd under the name of I ubercidosis cutis.

In infants sulTeiing from hereditary syphilis, lissurcs are

frequently found about the mouth ;ind anus. The usual
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loriu of lissuni ill iiiio, a small, exliemi-ly painful linear

iilrer. onliiiarily t'ountl ncai- the posterior roniniissiirc. is

due Id abrasion wiili hardened fa'ces or to infeetion after

senitehing. or to the lircakinj; down of a herpetic vesicle.

Ball considers anal tissuro to he due to a broken-iUjwn

anal valve. The lesion is prevented from liealinii hy the

movement of the sphincter at defecation and the turniiiu:

in of theed^es of the ulcer. Fissures of the nipides are

due to infeetion followinsr an abrasion or injury caused

liy the infant's nursinir, and are prevented from healing

by motion of the part.

P.VTIIOI.OGV.

The pathology will vary somewhat with the conditions

causing the ulcer, although in the nonspecitic f(Uius of

ulcer \ve shall find tlie pheiioiiiena of congestion, exuda-

tive and necrotic iiitiammation, together with re])arative

intiamnialion or granulalion, inakin;;: up the -whole ])roc-

ess. In the stage of development of the tiU'cr the degen-
erative process predomiuates, in the healing stage the

reparative.
When the ulcer develops from without, as when infec-

tion {'nlers the skin through an abrasion, or through a

wouu<l of a different character, congestion first occurs.

This is rapidly followe<l by the emigration of leucocytes,

by a diapedesis of red blood cells which rapidly disinte-

grate, and by an exudation of scrum and fibrin. At the

same time there is a proliferation of the epithelial cells

of the rete mucosum lying on the papillary layer of the

corium, and also a proliferation of the connective-tissue

cells of the corium. The tissues next become softened

by the exudate between the cells. Then, as a result of

the pressure of the exuded serum, of the crowding by
the leucocytes, ami of t lie ciittingolTof the blood supjily,
and also in some nieasuie through the effects of the toxins

furnished by the bacteria, there occurs necrosis or death
of the cells, which are thrown off from the surface with
the ]uoducts of exudation, until there is formed an ulcer

with its base consisting of splu'roidal and a few epithe-
lioid cells developed from the connective-tissue cells by
prolilVration.
The process of molecular gangrene just described does

not represent the only way in whi<h an nicer may form:
it may develop from a blister, by the sloughing away of

an ana of localized gangrene, from an infected wound
with loss of substance, by the destruction of the sUiii

over a superficial abscess, or by pressure from within.

After its formation it may heal, continue to sjiread, or

become chronic.

If an ulcer in its complete stage of development be
examined, it will show the following pathological condi-

tion: The surface is covered with a layer fornnil by the

overproduction of new round cells, togetlicr with the

<-xudate of serum, librin, and the cellular elements of the

blood. When the discharge from the ulcer is ])rofu.?e,

this may be constantly washed away. When the ulcer is

sluggish, it may be in a condition of coagulation necrosis.

In this condition a croupous materi.-il covers the base of
the ulcer, and below this is a more or less distinct layer

largely composed of cellular elements, with very little

intercellular substance, the cells being s]iheroidal and

epithelioid in character and mingled witli polynuclear
leucocytes. As we go deeper, the amount of intercellu-

lar substance increases, and we find a number of trans-

parent fibres and fusiform cells. In this layer of granu-
lation tissue are also the newly fornied lilood-vessels,
the most supcrlicial branches being vertical to the sur-

face, anil developing by a process of budding from the

endothelial cells of the cajiillaries deeper down. This

layer is jialer in color than the layer made up of the
cellular elements, but may contain pigmi'iit from the dis-

integration of the red blood cells. It gradually merges
into a layer of cicatricial connective tissue which lies

beneath the ulcer. A section of the edge of a chronic
ulcer would show an enlargement and prolongation of
the papilUe, with a marked proliferation of the epithelial
cells covering them. This is most marked in the con-

dition known as callous ulcer, where the edges may liy
this proliferation be considerably raised al'ove the level

of the surrounding skin, and often overhang the base of
the ulcer, as if nature were trying to bridge it over.

Under pro]ier treatment the reparative process proceeds
faster than the degeneration of the cells and the ulcer

begins to heal by granulation. Small sju-outs or binls of

protoplasm protrude from the capillaries below or in the

iiase of the ulcer, develo]iing from tlie <clls in their walls.

These are hollowed out by the lilmid ju'essure and form
new blood-vessels which anastomose with others. Nu-
clei form in the protoidasm and thus endothelial cells

develop. At the same time small spheroidal cells

developing from the counective-ti.ssue cells become
grouped around the blood-vessels. These at first are

closely crowded together, being only separated by a
small amount of fiuid intercellular substance. Some of

the round cells then become larger and fusiform or

branched. The larger ci'Ils are known as eiiithelioid
cells. Some of the fusiform and branched cells, called

fibroblasts, develop the new delicate fibrillar intercellular

substance, while others form the connective-tissue cells.

Gradually the fibrous intercellular substance increases in

amount, while the cells become fewer and flattened, and
cicatricial tissue is formed. The contraction of this cica-

tricial tissue constitutes an important clement in the heal-

ing of an ulcer.

During the process of granulation, more of the round
cells are iirodiiccd than is necessary. These die and are

thrown off in the discharge. Healthy granulations
should be small, even, and of a reddish-pink color.

Where the growth of the blood-vessels proceeds more

rapidly than the development of the cells and the forma-
tion of connective tissue there is produced a soft, ])ale,

tlabby condition known as exuljerant granulations. On
the other hand, both the cells and the blood-vessels may
develop very slowly, forming indolent or sluggish
granulations.
In order that the ulcer may heal it must eventually be-

come covered with epithelium, and this (unless grafting
is practised) can only develop from the epithelium at the

edges of the ideer. I'nder favorable conditions, when
the granulations reach the level of the surrounding skin,

the epithelium begins to spread in a thin bluish white
line from the edges, out over the surface, until it is en-

tirely covered, when the ulcer is healed. The rapidity
of this process differs in different cases. Deutsch -'' meas-
ured one hundred healing ulcers, exclusive of traumatic

cases, and found tlu! average growth of ejiithelium to be
from 2 to 3..5 mm. per week. The influence of contrac-

tion of the base of the ulcer, however, must also be taken
into account.
The scar left by the healing of an nicer is always con-

sideralily smaller than the original lesion, due to contrac-

tion of the cicatricial tissue, and this contraction, espe-

cially when the ulcer has occurred on the face, may lead

to considerable deformily. The healed surface differs

from normal skin in the absence of hair follicles and of

sebaceous and sweat glands. In the mucous membranes,
on the other hand, regeneration toacondition more nearly
approaching normal occurs.

ModiJicKlif/iix <\f the ('(nirne in Spceinl Forms of Ulcii:—
The pathological condition which has been described

above applies to the simple forms of ulcer; but it prac-

tically forms the basis of all cases of non-specific and

non-malignant ulcer with certain modiflcations due to

the conditions present and to the etiology. These patho-

logical changes are found not only in the ulcer itself, but
also in the adjacent tissues. When an ulcer becomes

acutely i/ijliinial, a condition of cellulitis exists in its base

and edges and in the tissues surrounding it. In a spmid-
iiiff ulcer there is little or no at tempt at a reparative proc-

ess, while degeneration and death of the cells proceeds

rapidl}-. This may occur to such an extent in p/idf/i'denic

or .shtiif/Iiin;/ ulcers that we find, in addition to a process
of molecular gan.grene. consideralile areas of necrotic tis-

sue in the base and edges of l he ulcer. In certain chronic

cases there may be very little or no formation of granu-
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liilioM tissue, and the base would then be formed by tlie

iindeilj'inj; body tissues instcail of llie layer of round
eells already descrilx-d. Tins eondition is linown as rmr
uleer. In other eases tbe base may \n: smooth and shin-

ing like nuucnis membrane, or niaj' be eovered witli a

croupous layer formed of the material exuded. In scor-

hxitic ulcers tlic base is eovered with an adherent spongy,
fa>tid, dark-colored erust, and bleeds very easily.

Ill the case of nirifosr ulcers there is usually more or

less pignienlalion of thesunoundingsUin. Often (edema
of the skin and subenlaiHuus tissues, and in many Ciises

eczema, is present. When tbe latter (k'Cuis there is apt
to be more tliaii one ulcer. The veins are dilated, thick-

ened, and tortuous, and show marked insullieiency of

their valves. These changes are more marked in the

superticial than in the deej) veins, and cases vary as to

whether llic dilatation of the larger veins (U- that ()f the

sniidler radicles forms tlie more iirominent fciiturc. Tlu'

walls of the veins become the scat of a phlebitis, which

mtiy liesuiipiirtilive in nature, producing a peii]ililebilis,

ami thus frequently, Ijy involvenient of the skin, causing
the formation of a new nicer. The arteries may show
an endarteritis. The nerves, as previously mentioned in

connection with the etiology, show the signs of chronic
iieuriti.s. In old, chronic cases the connective tissue,

muscles, and even the underlying iieriosteuin and bone

may be affected b.y a chronic productive iiitlainmation.

Si/phi/i's.
—The pathology of syphilitic ulcers dillers

from that of the cases previously tiescribed, in that the ul-

cerative process is preceded b\' a productive one. In the

ehaucre we have first an intiltration of the connective
tissue at the site of the lesion with small spheroidal cells

anil an occasional giant cell, together with a proliferation
of the conncctive-ti.ssue cells. This breaks down and
ulcerates at the surface. The superficial ulcers of the

late secondary or of the tertiary stage are preceded by a
round-cell infiltration, which may break down tit once
and form a pustular lesion from wiiicli an ulcer develops,
or one or more tubercles nitiy form which then break
down. . It is by the spreading and marginal growth of
one of these tubercles or the progressive involvement of

others, while healing is going on at one part of the ulcer,

that the serpiginous ulcer forms. The deep ulcers of

tertiary syphilis develop from gummata. These aic va-

riously sized deposits, largel_v made up of small siiheioidal
cells with some polyhedral and occasional giant cells.

They are poorly supplied with blood-vessels and under-

go coagulation necrosis, but do not tend to suppurate
until infected. Sooner or later the overlying skin be-

comes involved, either with or without a secondaiy
pyogenic infection, and the gumma then sloughs out,

leaving the typical syphilitic ulcer. A bacillus, which
has been described by Lustgarten,'-' and which is very
similar to the tubercle bacillus, is found in small niunbcis
in the lesions. Lustgarten was unable toculti\ate i( arti-

ticiiilly. Van Nicssen,-'' ", however, succeeded in culti-

vating from the blood of syphiliticsand from the discharge
from syphilitic condylomata a bacillus which when inocu-

lated on monkeys develo] led a primary lesion and general

glandular enlargement similar to those .seen in man.
TiiUivulosis.—The gross jiathological condition of ul-

cers due to tuberculous infection varies greatly, depend-
ing on the variety of the lesion. It may take the form of

discrete, shallow ulcers as in tuberculosis cutis, or that

of the ulcerative warty h'sion of tuberculosis verrucosa

cutis. Lupus vulgaris, characterized by itsbi'ownisli red.

semi-translucent, smooth, shiu}-. apple-jelly-like tuber-

cles, also due to tuberculosis, may form an ulcerative

lesion, but the nonulcerative form is more common in

this country. Kiythema indiu'alum begins as a varying-
sized nodule under the skin which subsec|Ucntly breaks

down. The fcn-ms mentioned above, together with the

irregular uleer with livid overhanging edges, known as

the scrofuloderm, the origin of which has already been

mentioned, show how great a variety exists in the gross

pathology of tuberculous ulcerative lesions. The minute

])athological examination, however, shows idl of these

forms lo be dependi'Dl on the formation and subsei|uent

breaking down of liibeicU- tissue. The latter may be lo-

calized, forming miliary liibercles, or it may be diffuse.

The tulicrch- bacillus and its toxins cause a productive
iiillammation, with in'oliferaliiin of the coniieetive-lissiie

cells, the luliiiele tissue thus being made up of small

spheroidal or jiolyhedral cells, or of the latter together
with a fibrous stroma and cells resembling leucocytes, or
of giant cells. At limes the tubercle tissue veiyclosely
icsemblcs granulation tissue. There is veiy liltle pio-
duelion of new blood-vessels, and the tubercle may un-

dergo coagulation necrosis and caseous degeneration.
Tbe luoeessmay cciise by enciipsulalion of the lesion with
filiKius tissue, iiut the most freipient course is that in

which th(^ lesion brciiks down, either as a result of sec-

ondary infection or directly without the intervention of in-

fection. The pus which is formeil as a result of this break-

ing down finds its way to the surface, ah)ng the course
of least resisleiice, and gives rise to the scrofulo-derm.

JS'eopldsiiiii
—

MctliyiKiiit ])e;i(iiirii1iiiii.
—AVhen an uleer

occurs as a result of a benign tumor, the cause being
pressure, the pathological ])i'oce.ss is similar lothat of the

simpler forms of ulceration, although in some cases, as
for example in cjstadenoma of the breast, the rapid
growth of the tumor may cause the tissue of the new
growth to form the base of the ulcer. When, however,
lli(! nicer is a result of malignant new growth, whether

])! imary or .secondary, the ulcerative! process is due to a

breaking down of the cells fon..iiig the new growth and
an involvement of the ;idjac<-nt structures with cancer
cells. There may also be more or less production of

granulation tissue. Primary malignant ulcers may be
due to sarcoma, but far more frequently they are of the

epilhelitil type^
—carcinoma, epithelioma, or rodent ulcer.

Both Siircoma and earcinoiuii may secondarily involve
the skin and pioduce ulceration. The former has a
markedly less tendency to do so than the latter, but sar-

comatous ulceration, when it does occur, is tipt to takeou
the ('haracters of (he fungating variety. In allot these

malignant ukers the base iuid edges are made uii of the
cells of the neoplasm. For the minute pathology the
reader is referred to the articles on Carcittoma, Sarcoma,
and Epithelioma of the Skin.

Old chronic ulcers, especially in elderl3' patients, may
undergoepitheliomatousdegcneration and become malig-
nant. Tills process, when it occurs, begins in the edge of
the ulcer, taking its origin in the epithelial laver of the

skin, and by its growth both ba.se and edges of the ulcer
become formed by the niiilignant epitheliomalous ti.ssue.

and the appearance then presented is that of a foul, hard,

warty, easily bleeding ulcer. Sarcomatous <legeneration
of a chronic ulcer has also been reported. Here the new
growth takes its origin in the connective-tissue cells in-

stead of the epithelium.

Sv.Mi'TOMs .\Ni) Course.

^Jox-srr.ciFTC Ui.cees.—The appearance and symp-
tonisof the various non-sjiecitic ulcers will vary with the

etiology of the ulcer and the pathological condition pres-
ent at the time of extiniiuiUion. Tliese differences will

manifest themselves in the shape tind size of the ulcer, in

the appearance of the base and edges, in the character of
the discharge, and in the condition of the surrounding
tissues.

Acute 7'rauiiiatic Ulcer.—When an ulcer is formed as
a result of infection of an area where the skin has been

destroyed by some form of trauniatisni, the symptoms
are those of an acute intlammatory condition. The base
of the ulcer is usually only slightly de|uessed, and is of ii

grtiy or dirty-yellow color, or sloughing in appearance.
There are few ov no granulations, the edges are clean-

cut, soft, and inllamed, the surrounding tissue is red and

congeslcd, and the discharge is thin, sero-purnleni, or

blood-stained and containing debris. The shape of the

ulcer will vary witii I he nature of the liaumatism. These
eases are accompaiiieil with more or less pain. Such au
ulcer may lu'giii to graniiltilc .'iiid heal, may spread or
become ciironic; and these conditions, which arc more or
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less comnioii to tlic various forms of ulcer, subject to

nuuliticittinn depending on the etiology, will next be

described.

Granulating or Healing Ulcer.—All ulcers wliicli liuvo

reaclieil the healing stage, irrespective of their cause,

present practically the same appearance. The shape is

round, or that of the original injury. The base is of ii

light-red color, even with the edges, or sliglitly di'

j)re.ssed, not tender, and showing no evidence of heiuor

rbages. It shouhl be covered with niediuni-sized, regu-
lar, even granulations. The edges are soft, shelving, not

thickened, and marked by a bluish-white border of ni'wly
formed epithelium, which is spreading over the surface

of th(^ ulcer from the ('pithelium of the skin, and will

liually cover the surface. The peculiar I ]1 uish- white color

of this border is due to the presence <d' new blood-ves-

sels which show through the translucent young epithe-
lial cells. The surrounding area issoft, and not inflamed.

The discharge is slight in amo\uit and consists of a thick

yellowish purulent material which is ivally not pus. as it

is not the result of the death of leucocytes in an etlort to

combat infection; it is due rather to the throwing off,

from the surface, of thi' umieccssary cells fonueil as a re-

sult of overproduction. The discharge is not very irri-

tating and contains very few bacteria. .\ii ulcer in this

sta.ge is not painful.

Spreading Ulcer.—Either from the start or later, as a

result of a new infection or of some other complication, an
ulcer may begin to increase in size. Its shape becomes

irregular. The basi^ is uneven, is gray or of a dirty -yel-
low color, and may be blood-stained. The process of

degenenition is greafei' than that of repair, and there are

no granulations. Tlie edges may be thickened, by reason
of the presence of an inllanuuatory exudate that forms
while the ideer is spreading slowly, or thinned out
and luidermiued, on account of the rapidity with which
the idcer is spreading. The discharge is increased in

amount, is thin, semipur\dent, contains more or less de-

bris thrown off by the rapid death of tissue, and is often

foul and irritating. When such an ulcer becomes in-

flamed, the base, edges, and surrounding tissues bec<inie

red, congested, and the site of a cellulitis. Often jihie-

bitis, ]ieriphlebitis, and acute cc/ema are |uesent. Tliere

Fig. 4*24.—Chronic Trauiiiallc I'loer, showliiK Haw Base, AbseiiCK of

Gninulatlciiis, and Tlilehened Adlierent Edges.

are pain and throbl)ing in the part, and the discharge ue-

comes profuse, ])urideiit, and (jften blood-stained.

The variety of spreading ulcer, known as douglting
ulcer, is particularly apt to occur in old persoDS"of low

vitality, with senile leg vdicrs that have developed
after exposure. The base is irregular and covered with

sloughs or even with small areas of gangrene. There are
no granulations. The edges are irregular, excavated.

Vui. 4S™.').- -Typii'al Eretliistie t'leer. ^Iiuwin^,' t ^u;ll Situati.'ti ami
Appearance.

sloughing, and necrotic, or may be gaugienous in small
areas. The discharge is profuse and fo\d, and contains
the products of neci'osis. Those very rapidly spreading
cases, known as phagedehic ulcers, are fortunately, since

the development of aseptic surgery, rare. They occurred
in hospital gangrene, in some cases of venereal infection,

and were more apt to be found in tropical climates, and
where the patient was weakened by fever and disease.

.V .severe grade of infection acts as the e.\citing cause.

The base is irregular, sloughing, and covered with a gray-
ish, tVrtid, pulpy material. There may be larg(' areas of

gangrene. The edges are Ihinneil out and undermined,
the subcutaneous tissues disappearing before the skin,
and are often gangrenous in places. The <lischargc is

very foul and irritating.
Chruiiie L'lctr.—Any idcer may, from a variety of

causes, fail to heal and become chronic. The most usual

position, however, in whi<h these ulcers are found is on
the inner side of the lower third of the leg. They show

great variety in size, shape, and appearance of base,

edges, and surroiuidiug area, and in accordance with
these dillerences many different names are applied to

them. The size varies from the .small ulcer less than 1

cm. in diameter, sometimes found with varicose veins,

to the large ulcers which surround the leg, and which
are called annular ulcern. 'I'hey may be round, very

irregular, or funnel-shaped, as in perforating ulcer of t/ie

foot. The base may be nuich or slightly depressed, or

the granulations may be at a higher level than the sur-

rounding edges. When the granulations are large, ir-

regular, and bleed easily, they are spoken of as cJ'uberant

ov fungating ; when pale, soft, and flabby, as weak or

a'demati)Uft ; when small and slowly growing, as indolent

(Plate liVIL, Fig. 5). Sometimes the base is covereil

with a grayish or yellowish-white necrotic laj'cr formed
of fibrin and necrotic cellular elements. Wh(m this layer
is removed no granulations ai)pear, but instead a smooth

shining base resendiliug nuicous membrane. This form
is known as Ihe. croupouK iilcir. In some cases the base

of the ulcer is formed of the body tissues (muscle or con-

nective tissue), and the lesion may look like a fresh injury.
These are called rair ulcers. The base of a chronic ulcer

may be pigmented. The edges also vary greatly. They
may be irregular or sharply cut, moderately thickened,
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or very much so, due to chronic coiifrcstion and (icU-nia,

witli cidiirgcment of the papiUiE and luolifcration of the

(•|iithcUiil cells. When this is a i)rouiinent feature the

name ru/luun ulcer is applied. The edges may be adhe-
rc'iit to the deeper structures and thus prevent eontrac-

tion and healin,!; {Fijr. 4S24) : tliey may l)e rounded,
elevated, undermined, or overhaniring. Usually tliey
are of a luiiform lieight, rarely worm-eaten. When a
chronic ulcer shows no tendency to heal it is never

shelviiiii;, and there is an absence of the bluish-white

border, mciuioned in connection with healing idcer.

The discharge from a chronic ulcer is usually slight in

amount, serous in character, and contains very few pus
cells. The surroundiiiir area may be swollen, red, con-

gested, (edematous, <'c/.eniatiius, iiigmented, or the idcer

may be surrounded by smaller ulcers, vesicles, or masses
of varicose veins. As a rule there is an absence of severe

])ain accompanying chronic leg ulcers, indess there is an

cxjiosure or involvement of some nerve filaments. But
freciucntly, after the patient has been on Ids feet for a

long time, there is a dull aching sensation in the part,
due to chronic congestion, whieli causes tension in and
about the idcer.

A peculiarly painful form of chronic tdcer is found
over the inner malleolus, most frequently in women of

middle age, althougli it also occurs in men. It is often

associated with varicose veins, and in women with men-
strual disorders. It is known as a congested, irriluMe, or

ercthistic ulcer (¥\'^. 48"2,")). These idccrs begin as a small
area of congestion over the internal malleolus. This area

gradually increases in size, and becomes darker and more

dnsky in the centre, due to a deposit of blood pigment
caused by the chronic congestion. The skin next be-

comes hard, dry, scaly, and pigmented, while the subcu-
taneous ti.ssues lose their elasticity, becoming inflexible,

hard, and adherent to the deeper structures. Then, as a

result of slight traumatism or even without injury, the

centre of the area breaks down and an idcer develops.
It may be circular or irregular in shape; it may be (pntc

deep or superficial. The edges are sharply cut. and IjoiIi

base and edges are tightly bound down to the deeper tis

sues. The intense pain characteristic of these tdeers is

sujiposed to be due to pressure upon the terminal nerve
filaments in the dense sclerotic tissue. This form of ulcer

is often very ditticult to cure, and shows a tendency to

return after healing.
Varicose Ulcer.—To chronic ulcer of the leg associated

with varicose veins, especially of the smaller venous radi-

cles, the name varicose ulcer has been given (Fig. 48'.i(i).

Such an ulcer occurs most frequently on the lower or mid-

dle third of the leg. In shape it is usually irregular, but
when it has existed for some time it may become round.

The size varies from the small ulcers less than 1 cm. in

diameter, formed by the breaking down of an area of

periphlebitis around a small vein, to ihose several inches

in diameter. Several ulcers may lie present on one limb.

The base is irregular, bluish, and pigmented. It may
closely overlie an inHamed vein, the rupture of which may
cause a .severe hemorrhage. The granidations of the base

of a varicose ulcer are apt to be weak and Ihdiby. The

edges are irregular, undermined, and bluish. Two or more
ulcers may become connected by undcrnuning of the skin

between them, the skin subsccpiently melting away .so

that only one irregular ulcer remains. AfU'r a varicose

>deer has existed for a considerable time, the edges may
become callous. The discharge is thin, serous, nuxed
with debris, and may be blood-stained. The skin sur-

rounding a varicose idcer is often of a brownish-bine

color, due to a deposit of pigmc'nt. Frequently in a leg
in which there are varicose veins, or which is <e<lcmatons

from other causes, attacks of acute eczema occur. The

vitality of the iiart is lowered by llu' impaired circula

tion and by intiltration of the ti.ssues with serum, and as

a result of infeclion of the vesicles, often by scratching,
numerous small or large eczematoiis ulcers are formed in

an area of hot, red, moist, itching, inflamed skin.

Perforating Ulcer.—This variety of ulcer may occur

over the lingers or toes, but is most fiecpiently round nu

the soleof the foot ovcrthe head of the metatarsal bones,

especially the lir.st. They usually occur in men over

forty years of age, and are often associated with, and be-
lieved by many to be due to, some pathological < ondiliou
of the nerves or nervous system; either to trophic dis-

lurbanee. as in locomoior ataxia, or lo impaired seusuiion.
Tomasczeuski •" believes that thej- are not always due to

impaired sensation and trauma, but that an" isolated
sclerosis of the plantar arteries i)lays a part in the eti-

ology. This element might account for their presence
in diabetes and late syphilis. A perforating ulcer of the

Fig. 4826.—Varicose I'k'er of the I,eg. sliowlnff Multiple Lesions
uiu! Irrej-'ularity <»f Kdjres and Base.

foot usually begins by the formation of a small abscess
biineath a mass of callous skin overlying the head of one
or more of the metatarsal bones, the abscess being due to
the trauma of walking and pressure. Frequentlv not
much attention is |)aid lo it on account of impaired "Sen-

sation. Then the bone becomes involved, undergoes a

rarifying osteitis, and breaks down. The callous skin
over the abscess then sloughs and disa]ipears, and there
is left a paiidess. fnimelsliaped nicer, extending down to

the dead lione, which, together with a few reddish, warty
granulations, forms the base of the tde<'r. When a per-

forating ulcer has existed for sonu' lime, the epithelium
grows down the sides, often almost to the bottom, lining
the inner smfaci^ of the "funnel." This, together with
the existence of <lead boneat the liase, makes these ulcers

very hard lo h<al. Tiie discharge is foul, purulent, and
niav contain fragments of dead bone.
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Gouty Ulcer.—An ulcer may form as a result of the

iufc'flion and l)roaUiiig down of gouty lojilii. It is usu-

ally irregular iu shape, ami may be elevated. The edges
are thin, or, if the uleer is old, they may be thiekeued.

The base is made up of indolent graiuilalions when the

deposit of biurate of soda has been diseliarged ; or, in the

fresh ulcer, there may be deposits of sodium biurate in

the walls and base of the uleer. The discharge is a thin

purulent serum containing needles of biurate of soda.

Srofhiilic lifer.—In severe cases of scurvy there is a
marked tendency of the skin to ulcende, not only as a

result of lireaking down of the subcutaneous indurated

swellings which are a symptom of the disease, but also

under other circumstances, as when a previously e.\isling

sore, a fresh abrasion, or even an ol<l sear becomes the

site of a rapidly spreading scorbutic ulcer. Such an ulcer

is characterized by a spongy, dark-colored, ftetid, adhe-
rent crust, the removal of which causes considerable

bleeding, leaving a base covered with large livid granu-
latious. The edges are swollen, tunnd. and sharply cut.

The discharge is a profuse, fold, sanious pus,
Diiihede I'lrer.— Diabetics sulTcr from a number of

skin lesions. They are liable to carbuncles, furuncles,

eczema, and acne; and, owing to the poor circulation,
lowered vitality, endarteritis, and the circulation of
abnormal jiroducts in the blood, they .sometimes become
the subjects of gangrene. Any of these lesions may re-

sidt in an idcer. \Vlien an ulcer occurs in a diabetic it is

apt to be sloughy and to spread rapidly. The skin around
it is often red and inllanied, and the ulcer as well as the

surrounding tissues may be the seat of a cellulitis.

Trnpknl I'lcern.—There are several varieties of vdcer

which are peculiar to certain parts of the tropics. They
usually derive their names from the locality in which

they occur. Other trojiical ulcers, such as diacuucular

ulcer, are named accortling to etiology.

Penjdeh uleer, also known as Delhi, Lahore, and Kanda-
har sore and a variety of other names, occurs in India,
Central Asia, the Levant, Algeria, and the Malaj" penin-
sula. It usually appears on some exposed surface of the

body, as one or more papules, which develop into boils

and then undergo slow ulceration. The ulcers are usu-

ally oval in shape. They may develop rapidly, and sev-

eral ulcers may merge into one, with a ragged, thickened

edge surrounded by an areolaof inflammation. The base
of the ulcer may be smooth, but is usually uneven, heal-

ing at one place and breaking down at another. The
ulcer runs a very chronic course, lasting sometimes for

mouths, and is at one time painful, at another not.

When it shows a tendency to heal a crust forms, which
lias to be removed daily to allow healing to occur. It

leaves a scar which is depressed, puckered at the centre,
and pigmented of a bluish-lsrown color. According to

R, II. Firth,'-"' although there has been a want of uni-

formity in the results of the study of the etiology by dif-

ferent observers, we are warianteil in saying that there
are found in all cases, es|)ecially in the eiiithelial cells,

certain coccoid bodies that stand in direct causal relation
to the morbid process. Nearly all observers have attrib-

uted the Oriental .sore to the (loinestic water supply.
Annam uleer is a form of phagedena which occurs iu

Annara, Yemen. Aden, Cochin China, and Mozambique.
15. Scheube™ believes that all the cases of this form of

phagedena described as occurring in these regions are
identical. It usuallj- begins on the fool or leg with an area
of infection. This area sloughs and the ulcir grows more
or less rapidly, preceded by an area of inllammation.
The base is made up of unjiealtliy granulations, which
bleed very easily. The surface is covered with a foul

])us or a grayish pseudomembrane. The edges are un-
dermined. The base and edges of the ulcer maybe gan-
grenous to such a depth as to expo.se to view the under-

lying tendons and muscular tissue. In some cases the
muscle may also be gangrenous. The ulcer is very
painful. Syphilis, aiuemia, poor general condition, had

hygiene, and poverty, are believed to create a predis-
position to the disease. The lesion is very dillicull to

heal.

Gdhimn uleer, described by Gaucher.^' is a form of

tropical ulcer found iu the natives of Gaboon. It occurs
on the limbs and is similar in appearance to syphilitic ul-

cer, especially in the character of the scar. It is not ini-

jiroved by triatmeiit w ilh antiseptics, but is most amen-
able to treatment with hot water.

J)rueuiieuliir uleer is endemic in parts of India, Rok-
hara, Turkestan, Arabia, along the coast of the Red Sea,

tropical Africa and parts of tropical South America,
The ulcer is due to the filaria niedineusis or guinea-
worm, a species of thread worm, averaging three feet in

length, but which may be as long as si.x feet. Us habi-
tat is in the subcutaneous tissues. As the worm ap-
proaches maturity, she (for only the female is known)
works her way toward the surface, usually downward
to the leg, foot, or ankle, in order to discharge her eggs.
When she reaches the derma, she pierces it and forms a
bulla beneath the epidermis. This becomes infected, the
skin breaks down and discloses an ulcer with a small
hole in the centre, from which part of the worm may
project. Usuall}' in about two weeks the worm has

emptied her uterus, and can be gradually extracted by
gentle intermittent traction. According to Patrick Mali-
son''- the formation of the ulcer can sometimes be avoided

by the injection of 1 in 1,000 bichloriile of mercury into
the tissues as soon as the parasite begins to irritate the
skin. This kills the worm and it becomes absorbed like
a piece of aseptic catgut.

]'eldt sore is a form of ulcer occurring in South Africa.
It was eoinmon among the British troops campaigning
there, especially the cavalry and arlilleiy branches of
the service. It is least common in cold weather and high
altitudes. ^lost frequently the sores are found on the

exposed surfaces of the body—the hands, forearms, and
feet. The etiology is a matter of dispute. Ogston"
giew an almost pure culture of a peculiar micrococcus,
called the micrococcus campaneus, from the serum ob-
tained from the sore. Harmon ^^ believes the staphylo-
coccus aureus, which has become attenuated in its viru-

lence, to be the cause. Pridmore^'' believes the infection
to be carried by the horse tick. The sore may begin in

the deep layers of the epidermis and assume the form of
a bleb, or its first appearance may be that of an abrasion.
The ultimate lesion is a slowly extending chronic ulcer,

spreading very gradually at its periphery. 11 is most
amenable to treatment bj' moist antiseptic dressings.

SpjXiFit: Ulceus.— Si/p/iilis, Chancroid.—The" initial

lesion of syphilis and the chancroid have both been de-
scribed in special articles, so we need refer here only to

the symptoms anil appearance of secondary and tertiary
ulcerative syphilitic lesions. These occur on both the
skin and the mucous membranes. When a syphilitic
ulcer develops on a mucous membrane it assumes one of
two types: thesuperlicial and the deep. The superficial
ulcer which involves only the mucous membrane has
indurated, slightly elevated, sharply cut, perpendicular,
"
punched-out" edges, and an indurated base covered

with a yellowish film of tenacious secretion. These ulcers
arise from mucous patches, deposits of round cells, or
• mucous gummata." The deep sy])liilitic idcers ari.se

from the breaking down of guniniala in the deeper part
of llie mucous membrane or in the tissues beneath it.

They are irregular with an indurated, .sloughing base.
and ragged undermined edges surrounded by an area of
induration. 'I'lie ailjacent tissues may become involved
in the syphilitic process and undergo destruction. In
this way the cartilage of the nose or of the larynx, or the
bones of the hard palate or the nose, may be destroyed.
After the healing of a syphilitic ulcer there may have
been such a destruction of tissues that strictures of the

pharynx, larynx, o'sophagus. or rectum ensue.
On the skin three distinct types of .syphilitic ulcer arc

found: the superlicial, the seriiiginous, and the deep.
The nupcrfciiil ulcer may appear comparatively early in

the disease. It usually varies in size from a (luarter to

a half dollar; it has a circular outline, with sharply cut

edges, and a dirty-yellowish, purulent ba.se. Several of

these ulcers may unite to form an ulcerating area with
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Fig. 1.—Rodent Ulcer, of Ten Yciirs' Diuiition. No jrhiiKiular iiivolvcuieiit. (From a case of I)r

W. C. Liisk.)

Fig. 2.—Carcinomatous Ulcer. S<'Coii<lary, in Pre-auriciihir l!c;;ion.

Fig. 3.—Syphilitic Ulcer cii Ihf Ankle, sliowinif Puneheil ont Kiiijes anil Sloughing Base.

Fig. 4.—Epithelioinatous Ulcer of llie SiM'otum, showing Kverled Eil,;rcs and Large Granulations.

(From a case of Dr. U. Farquhar Curtis.)

Fig. 5.—Chronic Traumatic Ulcer of the Leg, showing Irregular Slia]ie, I)e|ire.ss<'il Basse, and Indo-

lent Granulations.

Fig. 6.—Tuberculous Ulcer, showing Usual Situation. Thin Overhanging Edges, and K.\uberant

Granulations.
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a sc-alli>|ie(l margin. The superficial form is most frc-

quciilly found on the face and less. The sirpi;/tiioiix

vlcer may originati^ from a single circular idcer, which
heals at one side, while it progresses at the other; or it

may take its origin in tin; lireaUing down and coalescence
of several luliereles. .Snlise<iiieiitly the new tissue thus
formed at one part of the ulcer al.so breaks down. It is

on the back, at the junction of the hairy sc'alp with the

face and neck, and on the extremities that the ser-

piginous ulcer is most frequently found. The (Icej)

iiUvi;i result from the breaking down of gurnmata (Plate
LVII., Fig. 3). They art^ at the beginning surrounded

by a reddened area of intlanunation, the smaller ones

being crater-like with ])uncheil-out edges, the larger
ones having overhanging, thin, soft, inllamcd edges.
The base is of an angr^-, dusky-red color, dirty or

sloughing in appearance, the slough l)eing often of a

greenish color. The discharge is Ihin, often bloody, and
contains debris from the broken-down gumma. Under
treatment ami after they have e.\isled for some time,

they lose their characterislic appearance an<l take ihe
form of simple chronic idcers. The scar remaining is

characteristic. It is thin, of a dead-while color, pig-
mented here and there, and when pinched up wrinkles
like tissue paper. This form of syphilitic ulcer may
occur anywhere on the surface of tiie body, but is par-

ticularly apt to be found on the upper half of the leg.
In tact, au ulcer occurring on the upper half of the leg,
unless directly due to traumatism, is nearly always
syiihilitic.

Tiibeirulosis.—TuberciUous ulcers, like those due to

syphilis, occur both on the skin and on the mucous mem-
branes, being more frequent on the latter. When oc-

curring on tlie mucous membranes they may be primary,
but are more often sccoudar\-, and are fre(iuenlly part
of a general tuberculosis. They result, as has been nven-

tioued under Pathology, from the bre«king down of tu-

bercle tissue. In the mucous membranes of the niduth,

tongue, larynx, and jibarynx, tuberculims idcers arc as

a rule painfvd, shallow, oval in shape, and irregular in

outline. Tlic ba.se is made up of pale, thdiby, anaemic

granulations. The edges are bevelled and not under-

mined. The surrounding area is slightly swollen and

pale, this pallor of the surrounding tissues being char-

acteristic of tuberculous ulcers of the nuicous mem-
branes. These idcers, although superticial at first, may
become deep, and may result in the destruction of the

deeper structures by extension of tlie tul.ierculous ]iroc-

ess, as in the laiynx. In the intestine the ulcer u-;iially

begins by the depo.sit of tuljcrculous material in the

Fever's patches or the solitary follicles and the subse-

quent breaking down of this material. The ulcer is at

first small, then becomes larger, irregularly oval in shape,
and tends to run transversely around the lumen of the

bowel. The edges are slightly elevated, thickened, ami
not undermined. The base is thickened from the pres-
ence of intlanimatory and caseous tissue. It is usually

roughened and irregular, sometimes sloughing. The

process involves all Uic coats of the intestine, and there

is usually a local peritonitis set up on the outer wall of

the serous coat, thiougli which white or yellowish tuber-

cles may frequently be seen. In the rectum tuberculous

ulcers arc irregularly oval, often deep, and there may be

a marked infiltration of tubercle ti.ssue about them. They
.sometimes ]ierf(irate the wall of the rectum and give rise

to the formation (jf sinuses and tisttihe. In the bladder

tuberculous ulcers, when secondary to tuber<'ulous dis-

ease of the kidney, are most frequently found about the

orifices of the ureters. Ulcerative lesions of the vulva
and vagina may be found secondary to tuberculosis of

the uterus and "adnexa. Lupoid ulceration of the mu-
cous membranes occurs finly on those mucous surfaces

which are near the natural openings of the boily, and

usually by extension frum without, although cases yv\

mary on th(^ niuc<ms membrane have been reported. It

occurs on the mouth, tongue, larynx, iiharynx, nares,

conjunctiva, vulva, vagina, and anus. It has the ,gen-

'•ral iliaracteristics of hipus of the skin, and will lie
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described under this heading in the following para-
graph.
On the skin tuberculous ulcers follow five distinct

tyjics. TuhirruhiHiH cutin, a rare form, occurs almost
exclusively about the mucous oiitice.s—moulli, anus,
vulva, and glaiis iienis. It is part of a general tubcr-
cuhisis. but Ihe ulcers are due to local infe<tion. It
ccmsists of one or more discrete, shallow, painless ulcers,
with a reddish-yellow granular base and an irregularly
erode<l, moderately intilt rated edge. The discharge is

thin and scanty, and is apt to dry and form crusts. When
the ulcer extends to a mucous membrane, small yellow
miliary tubercles may exist near them. The ulcers never
heal and may attain considerable size, and by coalescing
with (jtlieis becouK; serpiginous. Tnhirrnhms rerrueomt
cut in occurs as one or more brown or livid-reil warty
patches, ulcerating on the surface, varying in size from
about a lentil to a silver lialf-dollar, and surrounded by
a narrow zone of erythema. Several patches may unite
to form an irregularly shajied lesion, with a scalloped
border. Usually there are no subjective s^'iiiptoms, but
there may be slight pain on jiressure. It is most fre-

quently found on the liands. Lufnis Tuh/iin's occurs
most frecpiently on the al.u nasi, at the junction of the
skin with the nasal mucous niembiane. When an ulcer-
ative lesion occurs, it is preceded and surrounded by
small, .soft, browuLshred, s nitranslucent tubercles
which rcsemlile apple jelly in aiipearance. These easily
break down and ulcerate. The base of the ulcer maj' be

quite superficial and smooth, composed of pale llabby
granuUitions, covered b\' a crust, or the process may
destroy the cartilages and the ulcer become deep and
irregular. The edges are sharp, soft, irregular, and
eroded, and, when the ulcer is spreadkig, surrounded by
small lupoid tubercles. The development of the disease
is very slow. It has a tendency to cicatrize at one por-
tion while spreading at another, and leaves a thin, red,

irregular scar, in which new tubercles may form and
break down. AVhen an ulcer occurs as a rc'sult of eri/-

tlii'iiiii ixdin-atinii, it is preceded by a subcutaneous nod-
ule, the skin over which later Ix'comcs red, then jmrple
in the centre. If it breaks down, the uoduh; sloughs or

suppurates and leaves a round, excavated ulcer with a

grayish base. The edges are not undermined. The le-

sions are apt to be symmetrical, being most frequently
found on the le.gs, esjiccially on the outer and posterior
aspect. The origin of that form of tuberculous ulcer
which is known as t!ie Kfriyfulodenii, has already been
mentioned (Plate l.VII., Fig. G). Thebaseof the ulcers is

covered with paletlabby granulations which areoften ex-

uberant: its edges are thin, undermined, and of a peculiar
livid or violaceous color. The discharge is a thin, .sanious

pus. Frei[Uently the ulcers arc connected with other tu-

berculous ulcers, or with tuberculous glands, bones, or

joints. They are usually painless. Wlien the ulcer has
healed the scar left is usually )iU(kereci and disfiguring,
and is often bridled. Tubercle bacilli may be found in

the tissues and discbarge of any of the tuberculous ulcers,
but they are infrecinent, and often in oUl ulcers cannot
be obtained.
Otiiku SiM'.cific ULrioiis.—The symiitoms arising

from ulcers due to typhoid, diphtheria, dysentery, lep-

rosy, glanders, actinomycosis, etc., together with those
due to certain skin diseases, such as iiem]iliigus. ecthy-
ma, herpes, and eczema, are those rather of the disease
than of the nicer, and the reader is therefore referred to

the special articles in this work on these subjects.
M.M.TONAXT Ui.CKits.— Kjiit/iclioiii/iloiiii I'lrer.—The

most fre(|uent form of malignant ulcer is thai of epithe-
lioma. It is iiifre(|Ueiit under forty years of age. Its

usual situations have already been ineiitione<l. The base
of the characteristic epilheliom.alous ulcer is hard, nodu-
lar, and irregular, made up of hard warty grannlatious
and often covered with sloughs. It bleeds easily and
has a foul discharge. The edges are hard and everted

(Flate LVII., Fig. 4). The amount of pain, Ihe iu-

volvement of neighboring lymphatic glands, and the

rate of growth vary. Epilheliomala which develop from
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fongcnitul wiirts, moles, or uivv\ arc apt to be very mn-
litfiiant. When epilhi-lioiiuitoiis dcf^i'iicnilion occurs in

a cliioinc ulcer, it bcjiins to get haul aliout the edges,
whicli beconie everted and Ijownil down to the di'( per
tissues. The granidatioiisahout the edges hccome large,
red, nodular, hard, .and bleed very readily. This con-

dition spreads over the wliok^ ideer. and it assumes a

sloughing and foul character. The tissues inunediately
surrounding llie edges may show a stony-hard indiu-a-

tion. due to extension of the malignant process. The
diagnosis is confirmed by the microscojiical e.\aniinalion

of a section cut from the edge of the ulcer.

RixUiit Ukii; or, asit is somelimes called. Jacob's ulcer,

is histologically a toim of epitlielioma, although it may
lie dill'erentialed from it clinically. It occurs on the up-
per half of the face, l)eginning as a small nodule like

a warl. Various oljservers have believed its origin to be

in the liair follicles, sebaceous or sweat glands, or the

deep layers of the rete, J, >I. McFcely
"" states that the

deep layers are involved first, but that the disease shows
a temlency to avoid the liair follicles. The ulcer grows
very slowly. Its base is smooth, glos,sy, and tlepressed,

being lighter in color than e])itlielionia (I'late LVII..

Fig, 1). Tlie edges are hard from inHllratinn, smooth
and rolled over. The discharge is slight and apl to form
crusts. The deeper tissues are not involved until late

and the ulcer is movable. There is a tendency toward
cicatrizalion. Caustics retard its growth, while, ludess

they are lhoro\ighly a]i])lied, they stinudate epithelioma.
Hodent ulcer never forms metastases, causes cachexia, or

involves the lymphatic glands. Auche-" reports a case

of the disease wldch existed for twenty years without

glandular involvement.
Scirr/ioiin Ulcer occurs \isually with scirrhous carcino-

ma of the breast in women over forty. The slow-grow-
ing tumor gradually involves the skin, which breaks
down and ulcerates. The idcer is deeply depressed, with

a']iale pink, smooth base and no granulations. It is in-

timately adherint to the new- growth below; in fact, its

base consisis of the new growth. There is slight dis-

charge. The edges are raised and very hard, but may be
undermined by uiceratiou. The surrounding skin isoften

atroi)hic. wrinkled, and adherent to the new growth.
The ulcer increases in size very slowly, as this is a very
slowlj' developing form (d' carcinoma.

VuiKjidiiir) L'hcr.— Rapidly growing carcinomata and
sarcomata, which are near the surface, may cither involve
the skin or protrudes from an operation wound ; they form

large, foul, exuberant masses compo.sed of cancerous and

granulation tissue which are covered with sloughs, bleed

easily, and have a foul, .sanious discharge. They grow
very rapidly vPlate LVII., Fig. 2).

The symptoms caused liy mali.gnant ulcers of the nui-

cous membranes would be those of the new growth, and
would not be included within the sco]ie of this article.

Uli'ers <if till .Vilnius Sii iftirex.
— Hesides those forms of

ulcer on the mucous nuanbrane which are due to malig-
nant diseaseand the various spwific infections previously
mentioned, there occur the ulcerative forms of stomatitis,

gastric, duodenal, and other intestinal ulcers, as well as
ulcers of the rectum, bladder, vagina, and vulva from va-

rious causes. For the symptoms of these, together with
the symptoms of idccr of the cornea, and fissures of the

nipple and anus, the reader is referred to thespcdal arti-

cles on these subjects,

Dll-KI-.IiENTI.M. Dl.\G.NOSIS.

The diagno.sis of idcers does not asa rule present much
dillieulty, hut occasionally it may not be easy to deter-

mine the form of ulcer present. To facilitiite this a
number of tables are given below, showing the points
which determine the dilTerenlial dia.gnosis of those forms
in regard to which confusion is most apt to occur.

Lupoid ulcer and a tuberculous syphilide might easily
be confused. From the latter lupus is dillcrentiated by
the facts that it usually appears at an early age, that it

develops very slowly, that it is characterized by the

presence of apple-jelly-like tubercles, that the ulcers are
more shallow and have only insigniticant crusts, that
there is no tendency on the part of the disease to involve
the bones, that other .syphilitic symptoms are lacking,
and linally that iiotassium iodide produces no benefit.

CoMI'I.U .\Tlo.NS .\.M) SK<ilKI..K.

Th(^ most fre<|uent complication of ulcer of the skin is

cellulitis, 'i'his may sometimes be so .severe as to neces-
sitate operation. Erysipelas may also complicate cuta-
neous ulcers. After the healing of an idcer the resulting
cicatrix may by its contraction cause severe deformity—distortion of the features when the idcer is u))on
the face or n('ck, or partial aidiylosis in the case of ex-
tensive ulcers, as those rcsidting from burns, in the

neighborhood of a joint. Keloiil formation occasion-

ally occurs in the scar resulting from an \dcer. Hem-
orrhage, especially from a varicose ulcer, is a connnon
complication and has been fatal. Involvement of the

lymphatic glands and destruction of the deeper struc-
tures (carlilage, bone, muscles, or joints) may occur in

malignant, tubercidous. syphilitic, or phagedenic idcers.

The continuous drain on the system from the jirofuse
discharge from an extensive ulcerating surface in a de-
bilitated subject may cause such weakness as to indicate

amputation. Malignant ulcers may form metastases in

other structures.

In the case of ulcers on the mucous membranes, besides
the destruction of the deeper tissues, the complications
most common are perforation (jf the stomach or intes-

tines, and hemorrhage. An actual perforation is fre-

cjuenth' jjrevented b}' the formation of adhesions due to

the localized peritonitis which occurs when the serous
coat is involved in the inflammatory process. Stiicturcs
are frecjuent seciuelre to ulceration of the mucous mem-
branes.

TKi;.\rMENr.

The Ireatment of ulcers is both constitutional and
local. The constitutional treatment consists in building
up the system by tonics when this is necessary, and in

treating those general conditions and diseases which act
as direct or predisposing factors in th(! etiology of the
idcer (.such, for example, as the gouty diathesis, arterio-

.sclerosis, diabetes, scurvy, etc.). It is also imporlant to

improve the hygienic surroinidings, to administer mer-

cury and the iodides for syphilis, to prescribe cod-liver

oil, the hypophosjihites, and a change of climate for tu-

berculous conditions, and iron and arsenic f(u' ana-niia,

etc., thus making it possible to obtain the best results

from the local treatment,
I.oriil Tn'iitiiient.—In considering the subject of local

treatment, it must be remcudjcred that there are several

things which we should aim to accomplish. These
are; (1) tlie reduction of inllannnation in and about the

idcer; (2) the cleansing and slerilizatiim of the ulcer;

(:i) the stimulation of the granulalions; (4) the relief of

congestion and the establishment of a jiroper blood sup-
ply; (~i) the promotion of new epithelial growth and
cicatrization.

Itediivtioii of InJIiiiiiiiiiiliiiii.
—

Frequently, when an ul-

cer comes into the hands of the surgeon for treatment,
the ulcer and the surrounding tissues are in a stati- of

cnnsiderable iiillainmalion and cellulitis. For the reduc-

tion of this inllammalion and tlu! relief of jiain moist

dres.siiigs are the most ctTcctive form of treatment. A
solution of alum acetate, made by adding .'5 parts of lead

acetate and 1 part of alum to 100 parts of water; or a

one-per-cent, aqueous solution of iiOithyoI ;
or Thier,scirs

solution (1 i)art salicylic acid, "> parts boric acid to .500

parls water)—any one of these solutions applied on a
thick gauze compress and kept moist and cool, acts ad-

miralily in this condition. The permanent bath of Ka-

IHjsi,-" consisting of clean or if possible sterilized water,
but containing no anlise|)lics, acts in t hi' same manner.
It has no advantages over the former treatment, except
perhaps in the case of ulceration following extensive

O-IG
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i;ifer.

TiruEKCui.ous. Svi'iiiLiTrc a.m> Epitiikliomatoi-s Ui.cbhs, and Kodknt Ulceh.

Histor)'

Age....

llasu . . .

Kclpc;

Glands

Course

Otber symptoms.

Tiibeivuloiis Ult'cr.

(If pri'vitms ^lundutiir. iMuie
iir Unit! disease,

(.eiierally yuutli

Tertiary syplillls. Epitlielioma.

Soft, pale, a'cleinatous granu-
lations.

Thin, undermined, violaceous
eolor.

I'sually inviilveil. Not neees-

sarily secondary to ulcer.
Slow

Other signs of tul)erculosis

—sinuses, bone disease, etc

Of syphilis

Any age. Most fi-equently
niiildle life.

Sii:iHith Ol sloughy. Apt to
be c)f a (lirty-greenisb coUtr.

Punched out or undermined.
Dusky red. May heal at
one point and advance at
another.

Not inviplved

Rapid without treatment.
Heals with il.

Other signs of syphilis

Sometimes of small abrasion
or irritation.

Seldom liefore tlilrtv-llve or
forty.

Hard, wart-like graiuilation:
Bleed easily and apt to
slougli.

Very hard, elevated, nodular,
everted.

Usually in from three to six
months.

Varle.s. Malignant

Rodent ulcer.

May be cachexia or metas-
ta.ses.

Often of wart or papule.

Seldom Iiefore fortv-Uve or
llfty.

Hard. sin(M>th, depressed.
May show evidence of clca-
tristation.

Hard, sharply cut. Notmucb
elevated.

.Not Involved or very late,

t'sually very slow.

I'suallv none.

Leg Ulceus.

History
Situation

Base

Edges

Surrounding area

Healing

Traumatic.

Injury
Where injury occurred

Shallow. Inflamed, often gray-
ish yellow.
Not elevated or thickened

Red and inflamed

Rapid under antiseptic treat-
ment.

Varicose.

Varicose veins or phlebitis
I'sually lower third of leg anteriorly or

laterally.
Hluish. iiigruented granulations; slug-
gisli. t'sually su|>erllcial.
Undermined or thickened. Shape ir-

I'eguiar.

Pigmented. Varicose veins : often
(jedema and eczema.

Support of veins necessary

Syphilitic.

Syphilis.
Usually upper third of leg. Often pos-
terior aspect.

Dirty, sl"ughing ; often greenish. Deep.

Punched out or thin and undennined.
deep dusky red. Shape round or ser-

piginous.
Dusky red. Scars of old, sypblllllc
ulcers.

Mercury and potassium Iodide necessary.

Ulceus of Tonoue.
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iiitlainmatioii aud siiccccdcil in ek'ansini^ the ulcer, tin-

iK'Xt tliinir tocoiisiik'i- istlii' means by wliicli granulation

may be stiinulatcil. Tliis may be done by applications
in ihe form of powders, solutions, or ointments. In

the form of powders are used iodoform, aristol, noso-

plieii, xeroform, orlliofonn, bismuth subnitrate and

subgiillate, boric acid, salol, antipyrin, sidphur. cliar-

coaU lycopodium, zinc o.xide. and other substances. In

the form of solutions one may employ argentic nitrate,

zinc and copper sulphate, potassium permanganate,
formalin, ichthyol, bal.siun of Peru, camphor, myrrh, and
benzoin. In the form of ointments, zinc oxide, boric

acid, ichthyol, mercury, balsam of Peru, Lassar's paste,

sjjlicylic acid, and camphor are available. All of these

drii.!;s have their advocates. One of the oldest and best

of tlie stiintdant applications is balsam of Peru, which
lias a powerful effect in increasing the growth of granu-
laticms: but often, after this has been accomiilished, the

granulations are apt to become exuberant, with little

tendency to cicatrization. Insoiue cases it has consider-

able irritant action and may cause a dermatitis. I'nna'",

twenty years ago, made a study of the action of certain

drugs" ill regard to their effect on granulations. He
found that carbolic acid, bichloiide of mercury, and sali-

cylic aciil favortbe growth of granulations, but hindered

cicatrization. Iodoform and boric acid favored both,
while pyrogallic acid, sulphur, and ichthyol particularly
favored the growth of ei)itlieliuni. Tlie latter drug,
which was introduced by Unua,'" is useful not only for

favoring the growth of ei)itheliuin, but also for reducing
inliammatiou aiul stinudating granulations.
When an ulcer is particularly indolent, the application

of the solid slick of nitrate of silver, or of solutions of

nitrate of silver, zinc, or copi)er sulphate in strengths of

from two to ten percent., may, by inducing some intlam-

inatory reaction, hasten granulation. The application of

antisej)tic and astringent jiowders finds its chief use
when the discharge is ])rofuse, the ulcer being covered
after the ajiplication with a soft absorbent dressing.

They may also be ajiplieil to advantage when the tUcer is

(|uite small, with so little discharge that it may be healed

under a scab. In painful ulcers orthoform is of great
value on account of its analgesicaction. In the majority
of cases the best results are obtained with luoist dressings,
which, while they stinuilate granulation, also absorb tin-

discharge. Balsam of Peru and ichthyol have already
been mentioned. In addition to these, one of the most
valuable applications for promoting the healing of au
ulcer IS "red wash," made up after the formula: Zinc

sidpliate, gr. xx. ; compound tincture of lavender, 3 ss. ;

distilled water, 3 viij. This solution has a powerful
astringent action and promotes cicatrization, especially
when there is a tendency for the granulations to be-

come exuberaid. Walbauui'" recommends the applica-
tion of wine of camphor under rubber tissue after steril-

ization of the parts and reduction of inflanunation with

liciuor aluuiiuis acetatis. Kuidler'" has olitained good
residts in the treatment of chronic ulcers with hot water,

using two litres of water as hot as coidd be boriu', and al-

lowing it to fall on the idcer from a iieight of six feet.

This was repeated two or three times a day, and the

procedure was followed by the application of iodoform
or dermatol.

In regard to the employment of ointments, it may be
said that their use is generally contraindicated where
there is a very profuse discharge, as they prevent its ab-

sorption by the dressing. It has also been observed that

there is often a tendency for the granulations to become
soft and tlabby under tlieir intluence. They ate often

valuable, however, in combination with the fluid ap-
plications, especially where the discharge is small in

amount and apt to dry, and also when the ulcer is sur-

rounded by an area of eczema or dermatitis. Under both
these circnmstauces the ulcer may be dressed with gauze
soaked in balsam of Peru, red wash, etc. .and then, over this

and the surrounding area, some form of bland ointment,
such as Las.sar's paste or zinc oxide ointment, spread on
lint, sliould be applied. When used in this manner the

ointment prevents the rapid absorption of the discharge
by the underlyin.i; dressings aud the subsequent drying
and irritation of the ulcer; at the same tinu' it exerts a

soothing effect upon the surrounding inllamed skill.

Schultz'" strongly recommends tlie use of camiihor in

the form of an ointment forclu'onic leg ulcers. He says;
"Of all the remedies, new or old, for ulcer of the leg,

camphorgives the best results." He gives two formula';

(1) Triturated camphor, 3 ss. ; zinc oxide, 3 viiss. ; lard.

a<l 5 iv. (2) Triturated camiihor, 3 ss.
;
zinc oxide,

3 iij. ; and olive oil, 3 iij.

In addition to the use of the above applications, va-
rious other therajieutic measures have been employed for

stimulating gran Illations and promoting healing of chronic
ulcers. Oxygen gas has lieeii recommended by Sem]ile.''''

Galvanism and liigh-frequency electric currents have
been used by several since the publication of the cases of

ileyer and Blackwood,-''" but apparently they liavi^ little

to recommend them as being superior to other methods.
Heeve" reports favorable results in the treatment of
chronic leg ulcers by means of the .r-ray combined with
the brush discharge. Zai'abin '-' and others have also cured
varicose ulcers by means of the J'-ray. The subject of

radiotherapy and phototheraiiy will be taken up in the

consideration of the treatment of special forms of ulcer,

lu a certain number of cases in which there has been a
considerable loss of substance, which it is desirable to re-

place l)y granulations, the method of sponge grafting, in-

troduced bj' Hamilton,''^ nia}' be of use. Briefly, this con-
sists in the apiilication of a sterilized piece of sea sponge
to the area to be grafted, the aim being to cause the granu-
lations to grow into and till the spaces in the sponge, which
latter is subsequently absorbed, its place being taken by
the granulation tissue. Sometimes this is successful, but

frequently the sponge acts as an irritating foreign body.
lielief of Cunrjestion find ihe Extiihlishiiiext of a Proper

Blond iSiJpply.
—In the case of chronic leg ulcers, and espe-

cially those associated with varicose veins, it is impossible
to effect a cure until the chronic congestion of the limb is

relieved and the blood supply of the part approaches
normal. Often all that is necessary is a muslin or llaii-

uel bandage properly applied over the diessing, and

reaching from the toes to the knee. Volkmann '^ in 1S()2

first suggested the use, for ulcers of the leg, of occlusive

cotton dressings. He used a thick layer of cotton, band-

aged on with firm even pressure and left in place until

the odor of decomposition appeared. Lister's method
was similar to this, only he useil protective over the ul-

cer, after sterilizing it and the limb, and then enveloped
the latter in borated cotton. JIartin's'= rubber bandage,
when applied with moderate, even pressure, has for its

])iirpose the relief of congestion, but in some cases the
rubber has an irritating effect on the skin. I'nna's

paint as a dressing for chronic leg ulcers is strongly rec-

ommended by Jlichel.''' It is made from glycerin and
water, a,"i 10 parts, gelatin and white oxide of zinc fi.a 4

jiarts. The leg should be cleaned, rubbed with alcohol.

and dried thoroughly. The paint is warmed until it

becomes fluid, and then it is applied all over the leg, in-

cluding the ulcer, from the toes to the knee. A wide-
meshed gauze bandage is then applied without reverses,

care being taken to avoid wrinkles and to exert an even

pressure. Over this is then painted another coat of the

mixture. When cold the dressing looks and feels like

white rubber. I f pro]i('rlv applied, such a dressing should
last for from four to eight weeks. If there is much (lis

charge, a window may be cut over the ulcer, through
which it may be dressed. Gaudin^' emijloys a some-
ivhat similar method, using trauinatol and starch band-

ages, so applied as to draw the edges of the ulcer as

much together as possible.
When the granulations are almost on a level with the

surrounding skin, and also when there is considerable

thickening of the edges of the ulcer, the best means of

keeping up an even pressure, and causing absorption of

the thickened margins, as well as hastening epithelial

growth, is to apjily zinc oxide adhesive jilaster in strips
one-half to one inch in width. These strips shoulil over-
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lap to the oxlfiil of alxiiitonc-tliinl iiT their widlli, slioulil

bcc'vc'uly and sinoolhly aiiplicil. and sliimld cxifiid aljoiit

tliivp-fourtlis of tlif way around tla: limb. They slioidd
111' started about one inch below tlie ulcer, and sliouki

run u)) one inch above it. Wlien tbe callosity (jf the

e<lges is very luarked, it can often be niaih^ to disappear
by the application of a piece of wood or metal a little

larger than the ulcer, tightly strapped ou .so as to over-

lap and make tirm presstnc on the edges. In a consider-
able number of chronic leg ideers. liowever, it will be
biuiid that the various methods which I have described
are inade<|Uate, and that satisl'actoiy results can be at-

tained oidy by i)iitling the patient to bed and keeping
the leg slightly elevated. Probalily a .great many of the
favorable results obtaim-d from the various therapeutic
luea.sures so liighlj- recommended by dilTcrent writers,
are largely due to the adoption of the measures last

named. It is also nece.ssary in .some cases to immobilize
the liiub when the ulcer is over a joint, for the motion
of the latter jireveuts healing.
When varicose veins are associated with chronic ulcers

of the leg, which fail to heal under the above methods of

treatment, various operative measures may aid in eU'ect-

iug a cure. Jlultiple ligation of the veins with or with-
out excision, or ligation of the internal saphenous after
the method of Trendelenburg, may, by directing the cir-

culation through the d<'ep veins, relieve the sujierlicial

congestion, and aid in elTeeting a cure in obstinate eases.

Wenzel *' has obtained very favor;ible results in the cure
of varicose ulcer by means of a circular incision at the

junction of the lower and middle thir<lsof tint thigh, and
the resection of from one-half to one and one-half inches
of all the cutaneous veins in the wound. In this connec-
tion .should be mentioned the operations advocated by
several French writers, who believe that the relationship
wliicli exists between an ulcer of the leg and varicose

veins is efTected through the nerves, the degeneration or

chronic intlaiumalion of which juoduces trophic disturb-

ances. Silvy
' reeorauiendsfa.scicular dissociation of the

sciatic nerve. Chipaulf reports favorable results in

ca.ses of chronic ulcer by stretching the nuisculo-eutane-

ous, internal .saphenous, sciatic, and external popliteal
nerves. Thernot"' reports the cure of a recurrent trau-

matic nicer by stretcliin,g the external iioplitcal and

saphenous nerves, with resection of the saphenous vein.

PromotidH of CicdtyUiilioii diid yew EpiHnUnl (Irnirtli.—The value of nitrate of silver and red wash as stimu-
lants of the healing process has already been mentioned.

They are also of value in producing eicatrizat ion and pro-

moting the covering of the idcer with new epithelium.
If the solid stick of nitrate of silver be touched very
lightly to the edges just inside the jiale bluish line of ad-

vancing epithelium, so as to producer a wiiite lilm on (he

surface, this slight cauterization w ill be found to aid in

strengthening and cornifying the new didicale. jirevi-

ously invisible epithelial cells, and in preventing ilieiu

from being washed away by the discharge from thi' ul-

cer. The solid stick of nitrate of silver is also of value
in destroying exuberant granulations which project
above the surface of the surrounding skin; and often by
piercing these flabby granulations in several jilaces with

the solid stick held perpendicular to the surface, cicatri-

zation ishaslened. .\fter th<' graiuilations are level with
the surrounding skin, the covering of the ulcer with new
epithelium is hastened by the aiiplication of some smooth
surface, along which the epithelium can sinead. For
this ptirpose zinc oxide adhesive plaster, thin rublier

tissue, or i)rotective may be used.

In a number of old <'lu'onic cases healing is prevented
by the fact that the base of the idcer cannot contract,

owing to its being bound down by librous scar tissue.

This binding down of the base; and edges of the ulcer

also tends to cut oil the blood supply, and llicrerore in

this additional manner t he healing of t he ulcer is hindered.

For th(! relief of this condition a number of operations
have been devised. OalVky

'''

employed mattresssutures,
iiitidduccd through the normal skin beyond the I'dges
of the ulcer an(i passing beneath it, out through the

skin on the other siile. By tightening these sutures over
a button or metal plate the ulcer was lifted from the un-

derlying tissues. Mston''-' introduced the methoil known
as starring of thcuher. He made a series of railialing
incisions thrcuigh the base and edges of the ulcer, the

point from which the incisions radiated corresponiling
with the centre of the ulcer. In this and in thi- follow'-

ing operations, in order to obtain a favr)rable result, it is

necessary that the incisions pass completely througli the;

cicatricial tissue that formsthebaseandedgesof the ulcer,
into normal tissue.

"
Cro.ss-hatcliing

" of the base of the
ulcer by means of a series of incisions at right angles to
each other, and at a distance of about one-half inch

apart, was suggested by llarbordt," and is often of
value in aiding healing of a chronic ulcer, the continued
existence of w hich and failure to heal having been ilue
to its thickened, adherent base and edges. The method
of circumcision of the nicer was introduced by Nuss-
batun." This consists in making a circular incision
around the ulcer, through the normal skin surrounding
it. The procedure was modilied by Ilodgen.'" who made
a series of overlapping, short, curxcd incisions surround-

ing tiie ulci'r, instead of the single circular incision. In
these last two methods it is neeessarj' that the incisions
be made through normal skin, and that the wounds be
made to gape—if necessary, by packing them with gauze.
When an ulcer is of cons'-lerable size, it is often im-

possible to Sf'cure healing, even by these methods. It

may for a time appear as if it were going to heal, and a

pale blue line of newly formed epithclituu may spread
out from the edges; but instead of the epithelium con-

tinuing its progress, at a subsequent dressing it will be
found to have melted away. In these cases as well as
in those in which the size of the ulcer would necessi-
tate a long wait for a cure, or in which the subse-

quent contraclion of the scar (as on the face or palm of
the hand, for example) would prcxluee deformity, skin

grafting, skin tratisporlation. orsonie form of ]ilastic llap

operation is indicated. The method of Reverilin, as
modified by Thiersch."' is the one most frequently em-
ployed. (For the details of this method .see the article

on Wr//;, I'luiiispldiitdtioii of.)

The method of skin transportation, as devised by
Wolfe," and also by Lefort."'' and which was further

developed by Esmarch, consists in the use of the whole
thickness of the skin, removed from a healthy surface,
and tacked down by a few stitches to the edges of the
surface to be covered. Theailvantages which this met hod

possesses over the Thiersch method are these: the cos-

metic result is better, the ti.ssues are more elastic, and less

contraclion takes place. It is, however, nuich easier to

make the Thiersch grafts adhere, and the area from which
they have been obtained is easier to heal than if the entire
thickness of the skin has been removed. Ivellock '" has

suggested a method which consists in a combination of
both skin graftin,gaiid skin transportation. After mark-
ing out an area of skin which is to be removed in its

entire thickness, hecuts with a sliari)raz(U-, from the skin

surroimding the marked-out area, a number of small, thin,

superficial grafts, one edgc^ of each being left attached to

the margin of that area of skin which is to be removed in

its entire thickness. The thin grafts arc then refleeted

up <iver the central area where the skin is dLssected u|i in

its entire thickness, and the fat is removed from its under
surface. Thus is obtained a graft, the eetitre of which
consists of the entire thickness of the skin, the margins
being oidy of thin epithelium. When the graft is put in

its new jiosition spicial care must be employed in spread
ing the thin margins, as they adhere first and retain the
wliole graft in )iosition. This method has all the adviui-

tages of skin transportation, and (he new graft is more
apt to adhere llian when tlie old methods are used.
The use of plastic tlaps was first suggested by CJraefe

and Maas." In this method a llaii of skin from some
neighboring part, left attached by a pedicle, is applied
to the area to be covereil. and after it has become adhe-
rent so that it can obtain its nourishment from its new
Ixise the pedicle is cut. Flaps may be taken from a part
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near tlic area to be covered, or from some other surface

of the body. Thus, for example, a llap from one h'j; may
be used to cover an ulcer of the oilier log, or, in order to

cover a raw surface on the hand or wrist, two parallel
incisions may be made on the anterior chest wall, the

skin between them lietached fioni tlu' uiuU liyiiiir mus-

cle, and the hand pn.ssed beneath this tlap. where it is

held in place by a plaster-of Paris dressing. When it

has become adherent the attachmeiils of the llap are

gradually divided. Finally, if none of these methods of

Uealineiit should prove successful, the (piesliou of re-

section of the part or amiuitatinn luusl be considered.

i>l>o-iiil Fiirijis of I'lrcr.— 'I'Ik' above met hods (d' treat-

ment are those applicable to the usual forms (d' idcer.

The siiecitic or special foruis of ulcer, however. re(|uire

special treatment. A syphilitic ulcer recpiires the use of

mercury locally as well as mercury and the iodides in-

ternally. A tuberculous ulcer is best treated by thor-

ough curetting of the diseased tissue, after which forma-

lin in one- to twoper-cent. solution or iodoform makes
the best local application. It is also necessary to build

up the .system with cod-liver oil. syrup of the iodide of

iron, and" the hypophosphites. In order to cure a jierfo-

rating ulcer of" the foot, the ulci'r nuist lie thoroughly
curett(!(l and all dead hone removed from the base of the

ulcer. Where the ulcer is a result of constitutional ilis-

ease, as scurvy, diabetes, or .gout, the disease must be

treated in order to cure the idcer.

JIalignant ulcer can only be cured by the destruction or

removal of the new growth. For the treatment of epi-

tholiomatous ulcers, caustics, with or without curetting.
excision, pilot o- or radiotherapy, may be employed. 'J'he

best caustics are arsenic, chloride of zinc, caustic potash,
and formalin. The objections to this method are the ex-

treme pain, the lack of certainty as to the removal of all

of the growth, the fact that tlie lymphatics and glands
are not dealt with, and also that, unless the treatment is

thorough, growth is stimulated rather than retarded.

The sciir is also apt to be unsightly. In most cases ex-

cision forms the best method of treatment. The incision

should be wide of the ulcer, aii<l all induration of the tis-

sues and any lymphatics or glands which are iiivolvejl

should he removed. Finsen has rejiorted a number of

malignant ulcers treated by his light method, some suc-

cessfully and some not, but since the |iublicatioii of the

cure of a (tase of rodent ulcer by Seiiuera.'- of London,

by means of the Uoentgen rays, this metliod has been

successfully tested and used all over the world in the

treatment of malignant ulcers; especially good results

having been reported in the treatment of rodent ulcer by
Taylor'^ and others. It cannot be denied, however, that

in a certain number of lualignaiit cases this mode of

treatment isabsolutely without elfeet. Its particular use

is in inoperable cases, and in those in which an operation
would leave a badly ileforming sear.

It is not necessary to enter di'cply into the considera-

tion of the treatment of lupoid ulceration, as it is taken

up in another section of this work. The old methods of

treatment by excision, scaritieation, the use of the Pacpie-
lilt cautery, nitrate of silver, salicylic acid, resorciii, for-

malin, and calomel injections are still held to by many.
Unna'" has recommended the use of soap containing
from five to twenty per cent, tuberculin. Hallopeau'-
recommends permanganate of |)otassium. Dethlifseii '^

claims excellent results, especially as to the sear, from

freezing with ethyl chloride spray; but the trciitnient of

lupus by phototherapy and radiotherapy is now receiv-

ing the most attevition." Cases are undoubtedly cured by
both of these methods. Many, however, are still scepti-
cal as to the permanency of the cure, although Finsen

lias reported 130 out of 4.')6 cases of lupus treated by his

light method, free from recurrence for from one to five

years. The objection to the method is the time re(|uiicd
for each treatment, the large ntimber of treatments nec-

e.s.sary, and the great expense. The .r ray treatment,
which is less expensive, will, according to Morris and
Dore." heal ulcerative lupus mote rapidly than the Fin-

sen light, although the latter is more eifective in small

non-ulcerative conditions. The exact action of the .r ray
is not known, as it has been found that it does not kill

baeteiia in cultures, as is done by the Finsen light. But
it appears tostimulate normal cell growth at the expense
of morbid cells, which, being of lower vitality, are de-

stroyed. Its aiiplication has also been shown to cause

leueocytosis.
lio'itiiie TmUiDeitt of Ulcers.— While there can be no

routine treatment of ulcers applicable to all cases, it

may be of use in conclusion to give brielly the usual

method adopted by many of the large clinics in New
York city in treating the common forms of leg ulcer. If

the ulcer be iiitlanied. the iutlanunalion is reduced by
wet dressings id' ahiiii acetate or one per-cent. .solution of

ichthyol. After this is accomplished, if the ulcer is still

dirty or the discharge profuse, after thorough cleansing
with hydrogen peroxide and 1 in 1,000 bichloride of mer-

cury, a oneper-ccnt. wet dressing of creolin is used.

Sloughs are cleaned up with iiMlof(n'ni or naphthalin
powder and the granulations stimulated with nitrate of
silver. lial.sjxm of Peru is used as a stimulating dressing
except when the ulcer is painful, when ichthyol or alum
acetate wet dressings are substituted, or a ten-percent,

ichthyol ointment is ajiplied. When the cavity is almost

tilled, or when the granulations become exuberant, red-

wash gauze is substituted for the balsam of Peru, the

gauze being covered with a layer of Las.sar's paste on lint.

And. finally, when the granulations reach the level of
the surroumling skin, the edges are very lightly touched
with nitrate of .silver and adhesive strapping is applied.
During the whole treatment maintenance of the limb in

an elevated ))Osit ion, for as long a peroid of time as possi-

ble, is advised, and a snug, even, muslin pressure-band-
age is applied over cotton, from the toes to the knee.

Complications or unusual conditions are treated accord-

in.g to the methods previously described. F'inally, after

a cure has lieen elTected it is always well to instruct the

jiatient in the care of the limb. It is important that he
should keep it clean and dry, and if necessary powdered
with talcum powder or stearate of zinc, and when vari-

cose veins are present, he should wear an elastic stocking
or bandage, thus avoiding a recurrence of the ulcer,

which .so fie(iuently occurs.

In conclusion. I wish to express my thanks to Drs. B.

Farquhar Curtis and W. C. Lusk for the use of photo-
.srraphs of their cases, and to Drs. W. S, Schley and F. O.

N'irgin for their aid in obtaining the other photographs.
John Douglas.
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ADDENDUM TO ARTICLE ON TYPHOID FEVER.

[Sic page HJf!.)

Dr. Wright's latest reports (Brithh Medical Jtiurnal,

October lOtli, 1903) arcixliibilcd in tlie following tables:

TABI.K I.—SIIOWINC TlIK IXflDENCE OF AND DKATH RATE FROM
TYl'HOID FEVER IN THE BRITISH ARMY IN INDIA Dl'RlNO THE
Year 1901.

Uninoculated .

Inoculated

Itii

55,955
4,883

744
32

00 "C .

199
3

1.33
.66

0.36
.06

Tliis table shows Uiat antityplioiJ inoculation diniin-

ished the incidence rate of typhoid fever by one-half and
the death rate by five-sixths.

Table II.—Showinr the Incidence of Ttphoid Fetf.r in Lord
Methuen's Column at the Modder River, South Africa,
FROM December, 1899, to March, 1900.
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